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j mon use would never have been coined 
I but for the innumerable parts of the 
~ never ending list of new inventions 
6 in mechanics and discoveries in sci-
8 ence. In no better way can this rapid 

increase in knowledge, and thereby 
8 in the number of words used, be real
s ized than by a comparison of the first 
9 reference works with those of the 

14 present day. 

church, preached his initial sermon 
yesterday, taking for his text the 
words of Paul in his epistle to the 
Romans: "So, as much as in me is, 
I am ready to preach the gospel to 
you that are at Rome also; fo:r I am 
not ashamed of the gospel of Christ." 

"I am ready to preach the gospel to 
you that are in Chicago, also," he de
clared, and a moment later he added: 

SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATIONS: 
Institute and Religio ................ 15 ''Paul knew all the pride of Rome, 

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT: FINDING PLENTY OF WATER IN THE the insolence of Rome, the heatben-
Iowa Mission.····· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 15 AFRICAN DESERT, Special Notice....................... 16 ism of Rome, and yet he declared his 
Conference Resolutions of 1886 ........ 16 ARTESIAN wells sunk in the African readiness to go there and preaob this 
A Cure for Dropsy.··················· 16 desert appear to find an abundant sup c · · · - gospel. hicago is going to be the 

RISE OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE. ply of water without going very deep Rome of America, the typical metro-
WE all know, says the St. Louis Globe- for it, and this fact may in time put politan city, and it will exceed all 
Democrat, that the English language a new face on desert conditions, in- other cities of the continent in num
has been growing at a remarkable rate valving important political, climatic, bers, wealth, enterprise, and culture. 
during this century, and that it has and economical consequences. The Here the battles of the comino- cen
been spreading over the whole globe. English have begun sinking them I tury will be fought out. Here

0 

ques
But few, however, really comprehend along the Berber-Suakim roa~, findi~g tions of politics, government., 
how rapid this growth has been. At water there as abundant as it was m theology, and church extension will 
the opening of the century Freiach the regions near the Nile when their seek their solution first and most 
was spoken by 31,000,000 people, Ger- first experimental wells were put urgently. For all these reasons 
man by 30,000,000, Russian by 30,000,- down. Flowing under the Saharan Chicago needs a pure gospel simply 
000, Spanish by 27,000,000, English sands there may be water enough to preached." 
b 21 000 000 a It 1. b 16 000 fertilize oases all over its sterile ex-y , . , an a ian Y • ,- Again he said: "There is no church 
000 T d E 1. h · th l panse and rescue it in a measure from · o- ay ng is is · e anguage so grand, no city so cultured, as to 

f 130 000 000 F h f 45 000 000 its historic barrenness and desolation. 0 , • • renc 0 , • , S . have outgrown the necessity of a gos-
German of 70, 000, 000, Russian of 75,. ome years ago a French engmeer l f •thf 11 h d 'r ld pe a1 u y preac e . am to 
000,000, Spanish of 35,000,000, and proposed to cut a canal from the . 

M d .t t th 1 d t , that not for a decade has Chicago been 
Italian of 35,000,000. In other words, e l erranean o . e ower eser · 

l 1 th t• . 1 d so hungry for the gospel of Jesus 
during the present century English eve s, us crea m~ a new m an Obrist. You know my record. I am 
has not only risen from the fifth place sea, or rather, restormg an old one; t l f M t t 

b f 
. no a mora re ormer. y s rouges . 

to the first but has gained enormously ut or some reason the proJect was . t' . th G d h 11 d . . . · · conv1c ion is at o as ca e me 
on the rest in relative magnitude ex- abandoned. Local irr1gat10n by means I h h 1 " 

' f t · b · · . d' . to preac t e gospe . . 
panding from about 13 per cent of the 1 o ar esian ormgs is a more JU ic1ous . . . 
total to over 30 per cent. With this expedient, and, the English having Expla~nmg,. the new p_asto: said be 
increase of the English speaking peo- pointed the way in this direction, the had n~ mtent10n of. f~ll~ng mto the 
ple the language itself has kept pace. French are quite likely to follow it. opposite error of thmkrng the duty of 
Concurrent with this arowth of the Only a narrow desert belt separates a church ends when it has erected its 
language there has be:n an equal, if their possessions in north and middle edifice, called ~ pa~tor, and inserted 
not greater, increase in. knowledge. Africa, reaching from the Mediter- the :wee.kly notice m t?e newspa~e~. 
Three hundred years ago one man ranean to the Niger, and it is quite In his view the go.spe: is related mt1-
could know ali there was to be known. worth their while to fertilize it and mately to everytbmg m human exp~·<_,'· 

Plant it with palm groves and date rience. · · · To-day one man can know thoroughly 
only one small branch of one science. orchards, if possible, at any rate to "Christ's gospel stands in'clo~est 
This increase of knowledge has been provide water enough to supply their touch with business, polities, reform 
most rapid during the last part of the present caravans and perhaps their of all kinds, the elevation of woman-
present century. More than any future locomotives. hood and the deliverance of cbild-
other cause, the progress of modern . boo'd," he said. "Still the question of 
invention and science has brought LIKENS CHICAGO TO ~OME. . , 1· sup,rem,e· importance is, 'What shall I 
about an enormous extension of the THE Rev. Dr. W. J. Chichester, form- do t.o be saved?' · , 
language. Thousands of technical erly of Los Angeles, California, the I "Too much modern preaching deals 
words and expressions now in com- new pastor of the First Presbyterian with abstractions; A (' -:irtain liberal 
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preacher now spells God with two I [Which is more than three times that reason why the users of tobacco do 
vowels and devil without a •D.' I of Great Britain or France and nearly not notice its effects. 
preach to you a divine personality, twice that of the United States.] It is with them as with the frog-
the incarnate son of God. + f th · 1 · t t f The average density of the popula· puu.one o ese amma s m o wa er o 

"Now, I do not want you to think I tion is 8.8 persons to the square verst, ord1~ar.y t~mperature and by means of 
shall narrow the field too closely. a Russian verst being about .44 of a J he~t raise it about. one degree Fahren
Paul in this same epistle gives in· square mile. The density varies a I he:t every five mmute~ and you may 
struction about the conduct of a great deal in different regions; it is br1?g th~ 

1
water to a degree of heat 

Christian in business, politics, and 84.6 to the square verst in Poland, which ~il1s the fr~g, and he never 
s~ciety. But the preacher must ~ak~ and only 0.5 in Siberia. As regards knows 1t. Its act1?n ha~ been sc 
his stand close by the cross of Christ. the distribution of the sexes we find gradual that the ammal did not feel 

Dr .. Chichest~r declared the most that in European Russia the;e are 102 the change. So ~tis with many whc 
pressmg practical probl.em of the females to 100 males, but in the Polish 

1 

use ~o~acco. InJi~r~ goes on slowly 
church v;as h~w ~o reach the3,400,000: provinces only 98_6 females to 100 and .1t is not perce1ved.-Journal of 
people m Illmois who are not con- males. Elsewhere the proportion of Hygiene. 
nected with any church. -- Chicago women is still smaller; in Siberia ========== 
Tribune. there are but 93. 7 females to 100 The pastor of a London church, in order to 

POPULATION OF MIGHTY RUSSIA. 

THE first census of the Russian Em· 
pire ever taken occurred nominally 
on February 9 of the present year, 
but all the details of the information 
procured are not yet forthcoming. 

While the present enumeration is 
the first comprehensive, scientific, 
and trustworthy census ever carried 
out in Russia, there have been, of 
course, periodical attempts to guess 
at the number of the Czar's subjects. 
Once in about fifteen years an inquiry 
would be made as to the names, ages, 
and dwelling places of that portion of 
the male population which paid per· 
sonal taxes. The object of the 
statistics thus secured was exclusively 
fiscal, the area of investigation was 
partial, and the method of collecting 
data was inadequate and clumsy. 

popularizd his services, permits the male 
males; in the Steppe country, 89.4 members of his congregation to smoke, and 
females to 100 males; in the Caucasus, furnishes the tobacco. He also supplies the 
89.5 females to 100 males; and in I women with. tea, cakes, and marmalade. 
Turkestan, 83.6 females to 100 males. 1 New Jersey is bound to keep pace, Rector 

There are, it seems, nineteen cities I Stod~ard, of ~ers:y City, having started a 
· R · h' h h . dancing class rn h1f church. 
m ussia w IC ave m each case a 
population of more than 100,000 souls 
and thirty-five more which have from 
50,000 to 100,000 each.~Ex. 

TOBACCO IMPAIRS SIGHT. 

DR. FRANCIS DOWLING has given a 
sensible paper before the Mississippi 
Valley Medical association, showing, 
as the careful result of the investiga
tion by himself and others, that im· 
paired vision is the common result of 
the habitual use of tobacco, either by 
chewing or smoking, rather more by 
the chewing, on account of the greater 
absorption of the nicotine. 

The Russian government is moving in the 
matter of making the Siberian rivers accessi
ble to merchant vessels. The Trans-siberian 

This year, however, the utmost He conducted a personal examina-

road, now in process of construction, runs 
only through the extreme southern part of 
that vast territory and the railroad freight 
will consist largely of grain. For the bulkier 
freight, lumber, coal, and minerals, there 
can be cheap transportation by waterway, as 
the Lena, the Yenesei, and the Obi and 
their tributaries traverse all that country 
that is of commercial importance. It is 
claimed that the 14,000 miles of river in 
Siberia are easily navigable if the Kara Sea 
can be kept open, and with that open the 
way would be clear to Western Europe and 
Russia White Sea ports. To keep the sea 
free from ice is the problem the Russians are 
now studying and with every prospect of suc
cess.-Tribune. 

pains were taken to obtain exhaustive tion of 150 male employees in a large 
and accurate returns. The work was tobacco factory, all of whom used PRINCIPLES RATHER THAN RULES. 
distributed among ninety-six provin- tobacco in one or both of these ways. Rules are good, but principles are better. 
cial and 757 district committees, again Of these he found that in forty-five Rules may contradict, confuse; principles are 
each of the districts being split up cases the normal acuteness of vision constant, consistent. To live by rule is too 

h d . · · h d I often to miss the nobler mastery, the mental 
into cantons. The cantonal sections was muc imrnis e . n thirty cases and moral developing of principle. To live 
were themselves divided, every rural the impairment was very serious, the by principle is to be led to the best rules. 
division comprising 2,000 souls, and subjects mistaking red for brown or When Jesus spoke of going two miles with 
every urban division 750. To each of black, green for blue or orange, and 1 th~ one w~o.asked for one mile's companion
these smallest divisions a reo-istrar sometimes black, when the tests were I ship, of givrng the extra cloak, of turning 

"' j d Th 1 · the other cheek, he was not laying down 
was appointed. ma e. ey were a so unable to rules, but lifting up principles. 

The entire population of the Russian · make out the white spot in the center The greater involves the less. Principle 
Empire is 129,211,114 souls, of whom· of a black: card. is prophetic, genetic, dynamic. Love will 

94,188,750 inhabit European Russia; More than half of the 150 showed take care of politeness, for it is its heart, and 
the heart vitalizes the hands; but rules of 

9,442, 590, Poland; 9, 723, 553, the Cau- persistent contraction of both pupils, etiquette and deportment are no guarantee of 
casus; 2,527,801, Finland; 5, 731, 732, . and this was the invariable accompa- love.-Sunday School Times. 
Siberia; 3,415,174, the Steppe regions; niment of some form of defective 
and 4, 175, 101, the Provinces of Trans- v1s10n. In most cases the failure of '\'he following is on the authority of The 
caspia and of Turkestan. There are, vision is very slow and becorrLes well British Week'.y: "Next to the Bible, the last 
also, 6,413 s11bjects of the Czar now advanced before the patient discovers I bo?k t~at might b~ expected to. go out of 

'd' •' Kh' d B kh . Th' l prmt m Scotland is the 'Westmmster Con-
res1 mg r r Iva an o ara. It. . is s owness of action is the . fession of Faith.' This has actually happened." 
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"If ye continue in -my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8: 31, 32. 

"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none." 
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LAMONI, foWA, JAN. 5, 1898. 

THE SITUATION, 

THERE are crises in all movements, 
religious as well as political. One 
has been approaching the church, and 
is either upon us or very near. Are 
we prepared for it in sentiment. 

Judging from those portions of the 
field which we have been permitted to 
visit during the present conference 
year, a very healthy tone of morality 
is obtaining. A more careful observ
ance of the rules of propriety in the 
personal conduct of both eldership 
and laity is being insisted upon; and 
the injunction to "avoid even the ap
pearance of evil," is being understood 
and heeded. 

The long contest with the heresies 
of dogma aud practice which there 
are good reasons to believe were de
moralizing, has had the effect to em
phasize the desire for personal purity; 
and the very forceful argument, that 
if we denounce a system of marriage 
which contemplates more than one 
companion in wedlock at the same 
time, then every word and act which 
may be either a disregard of the mar
riage bond in fact, or be properly con
strued to be one, should be avoided; 
and thoughts which may lead to such 
words, or acts should be suppressed; 
for thought is but the forerunner of 
both word and deed; right deeds fol
low right thoughts, wrong deeds 
wrong thoughts. 

In some places, the freedom that 
characterizes the family intercourse 
and is almost universal among the 
saints obtains between members of 
the church, as members of the com
n10n family, the household of faith, 
and has been somewhat abused, lead
ing to unfortunate, complications in
jurious to the ministry and hurtful to 
the work; the adverse claim being 
made, that whHe the chqrcb, i& insi&t-

Book of Mormon, page 116. 

Lamoni, Iowa, January 5, 1898. No. 1. 

ing upon purity in dogma, members 1 administer the sacrament, or lay on 
were denying the profession in prac- hands; they [teachers and deacons] are, 
tice. In these places there is an however, to warn, expound, exhort, 
awakening to the situation, and the and teach, and invite all to come unto 
conclusion being forced that although Christ." 
there are no strangers in the covenant The restriction does not include 
of grace, there must be no foolish preaching, and we believe very prop· 
crossing the lines of just propriety; erly. Inviting all to come unto Christ 
that laxity of morals is far more rep- does not mean that the deacons and 
rehensible in the elder of the Church teachers are to confine their warning, 
of Christ than in any other class of expounding, exhorting, and teacbi!::ig 
men alive-and the conclusion is very to the membership, for these have 
just, and must be insisted upon. already come to Christ. Neither 

In the two fields of labor in which could a teacher or deacon teach, ex
our time has been spent since October pound, exhort, and invite men to come 
2, under the missionary charge of to Christ if his ministrations were 
Brn. R. C. Evans and Gomer T. Grif- confined strictly to ministering in the 
fiths, two of the younger members of presence of the elder or priest in the 
the Apostolic Quorum, we have ob- general meetings of the church, in 
served a marked tendency to improve which he is usually no more than any 
the situation by occupying the places other attendant present. The fact is 
outside of the immediate branches, so these officers are largely ignored, 
far as opportunity and men will per- while the elders or priests are the 
mit. The result is visible in the ones put forward to occupy the atten
direction that a wider acquaintance tion of the people in and out of the 
with the views of the church is being church. And in far too many places 
had, and also a wider experience is an undue jealousy for the prestige of 
being obtained by the local laboring authority offers no opportunity for 
forces, both of which are desirable. either the growth of these officers, in 

In this connection we notice with a knowledge of public duties, or for 
regret that there is still a hesitancy in the exercise of the legitimate and ac
some quarters to the permitting the knowledged duties of their offices. 
lesser officers to occupy in the preach- Whence this jealousy, or on what 
ing of the word. We suppose this founded we may not state, or know; 
hesitancy arises from a failure to but that it exists we have reasons to 
understand the scope of the language believe. 
found in section 17, paragraph 11, of In section 104, paragraph 43, in 
the Doctrine and Covenants. Doctrine and Covenants, is found the 

In paragrah 10 of this section 17, following:-
the priest's duty is prescribed, and at And these seventy are to be traveling min
the close the statement is made: "In istera unto the Gentiles, first, and also unto 
all these duties [those named in the theJews, whereasotherofficersofthechurch, 
paragraph itself] the priest is to assist who belong not unto the twelve neither to 

the seventy, are not under the responsibility 
the elder if occasion requires." In to travel among all nations, but are to travel 
this there is nothing which directly as their circums,tances shall allow, notwith
affirms that the elder is to visit the " standing they may hold as high and responsi
houses of the members and exhort ble offices in the church. 

them to perform their duties; but a This clause provides that "other 
liberal and proper rendition of the officers" of the church may travel and 
paragraph clearly makes it the duty preach, and there is no restriction d@
of the elder to do that thing. I fining that these "other officers" re-

In a similar way at the close of the I ferred to are high priests and elders 
eleventh paragra.ph, there is a restric- ·1 onl.y. It may t. herefore include both 
tion which provides that "neither teachers and deacons. 
teachers nor deacons may baptize, There is in nearly all the reports of 
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the missionat"ies in charge an item of 1 straight, old time orthodox ways of 

1

1 If any of the HERALD readers doubt 
complaint that their fields are defi- worship. this, let them hunt up the statistical 
cient in the element qualified to take Mr. Moody's effort in Pittsburg was histories of these societies and see. 
charge and preside. If a different barren of great results one of the The Economites, near Pittsburg, 
policy was adopted, which would give reasons· for which is probably this, have about eight members left. The 
these lesser officers opportunity to de- that the church in which he held serv· Amanaites, the foundation of which 
velop, there might be an increase of ices was crowded with those already society was laid by a body of German 
"the standing ministers to the ostensibly converted; hence, the sin- Perfectionists back in the seventeenth 
church," that would help in this emer- ners, the class on whom the evangel- century, has a nominal membership 
gency and educate men to preside; ist delights to exercise bis powers, now of som9 1800, only about 500 of 
but as it is, no inducement is offered were· absent_ could not get in_ whom are producers, the remainder 
for advancement, hence no effort. crowded out by those nominally Chris- being women, children, and indigent 

A humorous definition given of the tian, but lovers of excitement, who persons dependent on the general 
word "Mormon" is "a two legged ani- thought more of hearing the plati- funds for support. The average esti
mal endowed with the power of tudes of the celebrated preacqer than mate of yearly production for the so
thought, which thinks best when of the saving of the souls of those ciety is something like $250, the 
standing up." needing the preacher's work. result of communal labor, while the 

This may have been intended as a The past and present difficulties in average production of the State of 
burlesque, but it is fortunately cor- the labor world are also a factor that Iowa, in which the community is 
rect. If we want the thinker put him enhances the gravit.y of the situation; located is $272. a balance in favor of 
on his feet and let him think. voiced in the suggestive question of a the competitive, or non-communal 

There is, also, a tendency in certain tin worker in one of the mills, "Will system. 
quarters among some who have here- there be a chance in Zion for such The Shakers are slowly going to 
tofore been Latter Day Saints in be- workers as I?" decay as a society, and while many 
liefs more or less pronounced, to The need for employment in many are living to a ripe old age, there is 
relinquish some of the peculiarities of branches of human ind us try is an ur- no accretion of younger element to 
doctrine and accept the general theo- gent one. Nor is it to be easily replace the element ripening to de~ 
ries of the Reorganized Church, bold- solved. The primitive field of labor parture. Here, too, lands are idle, or 
ing the right to private opinion in for man is the soil; but segregation. are cultivated by hired labor from the 
regard to some things taught by some the g::i,thering into communities, makes outside world. Industries once the 
of the eldership in reserve. There the tilling of the soil exclusively im- admiration of the world are passing 
should be no extreme hesitancy upon practicable. And notwithstanding away. The competition of i.ndividu
the part of the church to receive such several of the so-called communities ally· conducted institutions have un
and give them an opportunity to de- of the United States, such as the derbought and undersoM them, until 
velop and grow. Shakers, Economites, Amanaites, have they can no longer compete with the 

The attitude of the general religions shown that it is possible for men to world. The flesh, too, bas come in for 
is peculiar; and a sort of hedging in associate, and with soil-tilling as the its share of the work of disintegration; 
spiritual controversies is going on. basis, to exist for a time prosper· and marriage, or the natural affinity 
What is held by some to be a more ad- ously, the outcome of all of them bas of man and woman for each other, has 
vanced and liberal idea is prevailing demonstrated that there must be me- taken away the younger forces and 
to a great extent. Under its influence chanical and industrial enterprises left the impress of decay. 
church obligations are assuming lax fostered, the returns from which may The Icarian community that settled 
proportions, and the tendency to re- be counted to the laborer in dollars first in Texas, then at Nauvoo, then 
lieve the church of the care of the and cents, over and above the daily at Icaria, in Iowa, and Cheltenham, 
consciences of the membership is de- modicum of food to sustain the life of in Missouri, under Cabet and Gerard, 
veloping. To such an extent is this the body. While life has been sus- has come to financial grief and been 
obtaining that there is an open advo- tained at an astonishingly cheap ratP, wound up in tbe courts, to set 
cacy of such auxiliaries to the churches in some of these various societies, ine- its membership free from their 
proper as women missionaries for local qualities unprovided for in the consti- obligations, notwithstanding their 
work as advocated by Mr. D. L. Moody tutions and by-laws of them have watchword - "Fidelity, Fraternity~ 
in his work at Pittsburg; the establish- occurred, and, becoming irreconcila- Equality." 
ing of reading rooms, gymnasiums, ble, have resulted in a sloughing off All these teach a lesson if we can 
and other adjuncts to athletics and of membership, until in instances, only learn it; but who shall help us 
the culture of the human animal, as there are many acres of good soil to determine it? Who is to answer 
are already rife in the world; musical lying idle, owned by the societies, un- the tin plate worker's question, "Will 
concerts, and solo singing advertized cultivated except by hired help for there be work for such as me in Zion?" 
in connection with Sunday services; lack of members. Existence alone Who is to answer the toiler in the 
and several other things that would is not a sufficient guerdon of reward coal mine, the iron mine, the coke 
make the bones of Calvin and Wesley for the continued self-abnegation and 

1 
ovens, the steel ·and iron mills, the 

rattle in protest if they could take consecration of effort demfl1n.4ed by tile and pipe and brick workers along 
coguizair1ce of these departures from these comi;uunistic efforts, j the va,Heys of the rivers~ "Will there 

* 
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be work for such as we are in Zion?" NOTES FROM ENGLAND. we know that such a possibility can 
Set aside the principles of self-gov- THE chief feature of this country just be explained from a scientific stand

ernment and noble self-sacrifice which now can be described in three words, point; yet, fortunately for the credit 
have characterized nearly all the com- namely, entombed in fog. We seem to of the story, such a phenomenon has 
munal societies in the United States be in some subterranean region, and been witnessed since the publication 
in the per.sons of those in whose minds one is occasionally seized with an im- of the Book of Mormon; though so far 
they took shape and were projected pulse to climb out; but alas, though as we know, never explained. 
upon the world, and so far as we have too solid to breathe with comfort, it Alexander Von Humboldt writes: 
been able to study them each has had is hardly solid enough to climb upon, "The extraordinary lightness of whole 
individual direction and a personal and so we continue to grope our way nights in the year 1831, during which 
control vested in one, or a few to along the passages of our prison small print might be read at midnight 
which the general members had to house. Railroad trains can only be in the latitudes of Italy and north of 
submit, even appointing the laborer operated by means of torpedo signals Germany, is a fact directly at va,ri
and alloting his task by arbitrary de- placed upon the track; while all kinds ance with all that we know, according 
cision. Is such a condition possible of travel fo the crowded street is to the most recent and acute re
for us? performed with danger, as it is im- searches on the corpuscular theory, 

We see, all of us see, that some- possible to see a moving vehicle until and t,he height of the atmosphere." 
thing is wrong, so we say. But it it is almost upon you. Last night's Mr. Von Humboldt alsu quotes a 
seems to be much easier to say things papers reported several deaths occa- letter from Dr. Olbers to himself, 
are wrong than to point to the ade- sioned by persons walking into canals dated from Bremen, March 26, 1833, 
quate remedy. and rivers while blinded by the fog. in which the Doctor says: "Whether 

About every society had at its Lights are kept burning all day, but what you saw on the Orinoco, not at 
founding an enterprising head, having unfortunately you cannot see them intervals of second!' but of minutes, 
some funds; some of them large sums. when a few yards away. We never were actual coruscations of the zodia
In one instance the founder put in one before could appreciate the statement cal light, or whether they belonged 
half the whole. And so far as the made in the Book of Mormon: "And exclusively to the upper strata of our 
schemes we have as yet heard sug- it came to pass that there was thick atmosphere, I will not attempt to de
gested have started with the formula, darkness upon all the face of the cide. Neither can I explain the re
ten, fifteen, twenty, fifty, a hundred land, insomuch that the inhabitants markable l'lghtness of whole nights, nor 
thousand dollars must be raised; then thereof who had not fallen, could feel the anomalous augmentation and pro
lands can be located, lots laid out, the vapor of darkness." It has longation of the twilight in the year 
houses erected, towns build"ed, farms always seemed peculiar to us that 1831, particularly if, as has been re
cultivated, etc. a man could feel darkness, but now marked, the lightest part of these 

A celebrated recipe for cooking a we coulJ not describe our experience singular twilights did not coincide 
rabbit begins: HF'irst catch your more accurately than to say, we "feel with the sun's place below the hori-
rabbit, then," etc. the vapor of darkness." zon." - Humboldt's Cosmos, vol. 1, 

Now, if there is anyone to whom Fortunately it is not so bad as it pages 133-4. 
the appellation, "one mighty and was with the Nephites, for we can If the Book of Mormon was writ
strong, who shall set the house of still have fire and light, yet as one ten either for pastime or for the pur
God in order, and apportion by lot the vbserves the pale flickering of the pose of deception, is it not very 
inheritances of his people," who has light, be can but be impressed with strange that the author, whoever he 
at his disposal, even the moderate the conviction that a sufficient in- was, would record an account of 
sum first named above, to invest in crease of density in the atmosphere something so "directly at variance" 
such a communal system as some are would' entirely exclude it; and thus with all that was then lq10wn on the 
clamoring for, he is not known to the to our satisfaction· this wonderful subject? And on this supposition is 
HERALD. Several are known who event is rendered quite feasible. But it not more wonderful still, that this 
have aspired to the role of Enoch, we are reminded that the Book of exact phenomenon should occur so 
Elijah, Prince Michael, the Messiah, Mormon not only tells of this extreme soon after the record was published. 
the "one mighty and strong;" but no darkness, but also goes to the other If this is fiction, then the old maxim 
visible adequate results to the mass extreme and relates that there was a that "truth is stranger than fiction" is 
have followed their claims or their night of light: "For behold at the not correct. For when in the annals 
administrations, so far as known to going down of the sun, there was no of truth did it make a stranger score 
us. For one without means, sufficient I darkness; and the people began to be than this? 
even to ''provide things honest in the astonished, because there was no We are told that November is the 
sight of all men," and keep out of debt darkness when the night came. . . . worst month in the year for fogs. May 
to do such a work, calls for something And it came to pass that there was no it prove to be so. During the seven
of which no one with less power than darkness in all that night, but it was teen days that we sojoarned in Leeds 
that which fed the multitude is pos- as light as though it was midday." we had the pleasure of seeing the sun 
sessed. 1' W h h' b t f tl h th We wrote on this topic some time. e ave not yet seen anyt mg even ut once, ye we requen .y ear , e 
since but have not heard of muc:h re- ! in old England to demonstrate the boast that the sun never sets on the 
F)µlts: A,nd we ~re still waiting, · · J ,feasibilit~ of tllis phenomi;i1:10n, nor do 1 Queen's gop:iip}oJ1~, We would like to 
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know how an Englishman determines I controversy between the Utah elder 
what the sun is doing at such a time and a Mr. McCullouch, in which we 
as this; when the billows of fog, like! conceived that they were both wrong 

dency; John Smith, son of Hyrum, 
presiding patriarch. In the Quorum 
of the Twelve, Brigham Young, son of 
Brigham Young; J. H. Smith, son of 
G. A. Smith; F. M. Lyman, son of 
Amasa Lyman; H. J. Grant, son of 
Jedediah Grant; J. W. Taylor, son 
of John Taylor; Abram Cannon (de· 
ceased), son of George Q. Cannon; and 
now comes A. 0. Woodruff, son of 
Wilford Woodruff. So the exceptions, 
since the Reorganization has brought 
the priaciple of lineal descent into 
prominence, seem to be Thatcher, 
Merrell, Lund, and Teasdale, to which 
may possibly be added the new acces
sion M. T. Cowley; but we hardly 
know in which list to place him, as he 
is said to be a relative of President 
Woodruff's. With this record made, 
with what consistency can they ob
ject to the principle of lineal descent 
being applied to the Presidency of the 
church? When in Utah we mentioned 
this tendency to a representative of 
the Utah Church, and he scoffingly 
replied:-

the waves of sound (according to the 
wave theory), are rolling along the 
ground in condensations and rarefac
tions. However, we had a satisfac· 
tory time in Leeds, so far as our 
ministerial work is concerned. 
Though the saints are reported to be, 
to some extent, at war with each other 
about local questions, we have not 
been anywhere in this field where we 
were given a better hearing, or heard 
more attentively, or where we were 
treated more kindly, or our needs 
more fully anticipated. We shall long 
remember the saints at Leeds, and we 
wish right here to say that if they will 
treat each other with the same con
sideration with which they treated us, 
all local dissensions will melt away. 

We are now sojourning at Birming
ham, and are quite well pleased with 
the saints, so far as we have had op· 
portunity to judge, but have not been 
around much. If you ask why, just 
imagine a Nephite in a strange city, 
during the three days darkness, try· 
ing to find a given localit.y. 

Bro. F. G. Pitt writes more hope· 
fully from Wales of late, and from his 
reports we judge that his own and 
Bro. J. D. Jenkins' labors are being 
well received, and prospects are grow
ing brighter. As before stated, we 

. have some promising young people in 
this mission, and the prospects are 
fair to persuade them in some places 
to organize Religios, and thus get in 
line with the general movements in 
that direction. We have not had the 
pleasure or meeting Elder Pitt since 
he left us at Manchester, two days 
after our landing. We hope to get 
together and compare notes in time 
to make an annual report of the mis
sion, and to talk over some matters 
which we have had under considera-
tion for some time. 

The recent great fire in London, 
though hard on insurance compames, 
destroyed thousands of dollars worth of 
goods, which will create a demand for 
more, and some will be benefited. So 
it is in this warr'ng world. What is 
one's loss is another's gain. Wonder 
if the Dingley bill did it, eh? 

The Hamilton (Scotland) Advertiser 
treated us nicely, publishing an article 
in full whi@h we wrote in reply to a 

to some extent, though the latter was 
much the fairer in his methods. Mr. 
McCullouch has since published a 
card thanking us, but the Utah men 
have neither replied nor made any 
concessions, so far as we know. We 
have learned to expect nothing from 
that source, however, but contempti
ble contempt. 

The Church Recorder's report states 
that there are in Scotland fifteen mem
bers.. Can anyone tell us who they 
are, and where they reside? We have 
been able to locate but two. Quite re· 
cently, however, one of our enterpris
ing and energetic young Englishmen 
has so far forgotten the prejudices 
and traditions of his countrymen as 
to find a Queen among the Scots, and 
has removed there to do her homage, 
taking up his residence with her at 
Hamilton. This will increase the 
number known to three. Would be 
pleased to find others. 

We are now very near to where Bro. ' ·O you fellows catch at such little 
things. These men were not chosen 
because they were the sons of their 
fathers, but because they were called 
of God."·' 

Charles Derry first raised the standard 
of the Reorganization in England. The 
fire he kindled, which has since been 
fed by so many noble brethren, has 

"0," replied we, ''if God is responnot yet been extinguished. 
Word bas just reached us of the sible for the recognition of the prin

new accessions to the Quorum of the. ciple of lineal descent, let the good 
Twelve in Utah. This will no doubt work go on; but see that you no 
be a surprise to many who have ex- longer contend against it. We can
pected that certain men among them not see that it makes any material 
would be elevated as a reward for difference, so far as the controversy 
service rendered; but it is exactly in is concerned, whether God is, or 
harmony with their recent policy to yourselves are responsible for this 
establish a line of lineal descent in the recognition, so long as you are com

chief offices of the priesthood. This 
may sound strange to those who' have 

mitted to it." 

been acquainted with their strenuous REFUGE IN LIES. 

opposition to this principle, as applied BRO. HUBERT CASE, writing from the 
to the Presidency; but those who Society Islands mission, of a late 
have closely watched tbe movements date, states that he met on the Islands, 
there of late years cannot fail to see a at Hao, two of the elders of the Utah 
tendency to drift in that direction, un- Church, Messrs. Smith and Neff, of 
til now it seems to be the rule rather whose methods be says:-
than the exception. When they first 1. That they are telling the natives, 
began filling vacancies, after the 1· among whom their mission takes them. , 
death of the Martyrs, they did not re- that Oliver Cowdery went with his 
gard this principle, and they have children to Utah; was there baptized, 
now in the Quorum of the Twelve two and died there. 
of those chosen in an early day, Why woul.d not it have been better 
namely, Lorenzo Snow and F. D. , for Elders Smith and Neff to have 
Richards; but note l::ow it has been in told the truth about Elder Cowdery? 
more recent times. Joseph F. Smith, That is sufficienUy favorable to the 
&on of Hyrum Smith, in the presi· Utah idea; as Elder Cowdery evh 
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dently intended to give an adherence 
to what he deemed the church when 
he waited on the elders at Council 
Bluffs, Iowa, and was there baptized. 
But, as he did not move to Utah, nor 
die there, but at Richmond, Missouri, 
and left no children, except Mrs. 
Maria Johnson, of South West City, 
Missouri, and who passed out of life 
there, it seems to be a pity that resort 
should be had to such a tale to make 
way with the Society Islanders for 
their own cause. 

2. These men, Smith and Neff, fur
ther state to the natives that David 
Smith was much impressed with the 
views entertained in the Utah Church, 
and was about to join that institution. 

This we have heard before; but 
have never heard it verified. Certain 
it is that David Smith returned from 
Utah an adherent to the faith of his 
father, as held and promulgated by 
the Reorganized Church, and never 
gave any indication of a change of 
opinion up to the time of his becom
ing demented by melancholia. 

The HERALD is very sure that had 
there been any change in the religious 
views of David H. Smith, and he had 
chosen to express them, he would 
have been left quite free to exercise 
his liberty in following the dictates of 
his opinions. No restriction was put 
upon him in this particular, nor would 
there ever have been, under any cir
cumstances while he remained of sane 
mind. 

Messrs. Smith and Neff are also 
circulating the story that Joseph 
Smith, the president of the Reorgan
ized Church, is not tJ;te son of his 
father, the Prophet and Martyr. 

This is slightly remarkable; that a 
man is not "the son of his father." 
Pray whose son is he then? 

But, what these men desire to do 
is to cast suspicion upon the honesty 
and virtue of Emma Smith, the wife 
of the Martyr. And the story they 
tell is a direct imputatio~n upon the 
reputation of that woman, of whom 
the Spirit stated to the church years 
ago that she was an Elect Lady. 

Such course of procedure is very 
contemptible. And had some one 
wrote that way aside from such a 
careful man as Bro. Hubert Case we 
should be inclined to accept it with 
more than a grain of salt. But, cer
tain it is that these men, if making 

TPIE SAINTS' HERALD. 

any such statement, are resorting to moni, and blackening the name of his 
worse than questionable measures to mother. Such work as that marks 
impose upon the Society Islanders. the cause as failing in the defense of 
Not a breath of suspicion had ever which the assertion is made; and gives 
assailed the virtue and honor of no uncertain clue to the measurement 
Emma Hale Smith, until after the of the men who make it. 
death of her martyred husband, and 5. Messrs. Smith and Neff, also as
her subsequent opposition to the doc- sert that the present Joseph Smith 
trinal heresies of Pres. Brigham was from his father's death a spiritu
Young; when it seemed good to him alist. 
to cast suspicion upon her; by first 'l.'his is also traceable to a statement 
starting the tale that she was never in made a good while ago by Pres. B. 
sympathy with the prophet, was al- Young, who deemed it expedient to 
ways wayward and tantalizing toward fortify himself and his people against 
him, frequently thwarting his views any possible influence that the son of 
and finally attempting to poison him. the Prophet might have, by asserting 
Further than this, Pres. Young that he was a lawyer and a spiritu
thought it advisable to censure the alist. 
widow of the Prophet publicly from The son of the Prophet did study 
the pulpit, in Utah, by making the the law, is in some sense a lawyer, 
~eclaration that she was a bad woman; one somewhat acquainted with law; 
was a liar, and had taught her chil- but was not admitted to the bar, and 
.dren to lie. If proof of this is chal- did not practice the law. The state
lenged it will be furnished from public ment that he was or is a spiritualist, 
records made in Utah, by Mormon in the sense that he has now, or ever 
hands. had any affiliation or connection with 

4. These men further state, that modern spiritualism as a believer, ad
the present Joseph Smith, of the Re- herent, or devotee, is absolutely un· 
organized Church, was only a tiny in- true, having no foundation. Joseph 
fant at the death of his father. Smith made himself acquainted with 

This is rather significant; first, Jo- the theories advanced by Andrew Jack
seph Smith, of Lamoni, is not the son son Davis, the putative founder of spir
of his father; and then he was but a itualism in its theories, did read the 
tiiay infant when his father died. Lies Divine Revelations and the Harmonia, 
never travel singly, but always in published by Mr. Davis; and investi
company, bad company at that. gated some of the phenomena of spirit 

The present Joseph Smith, of La- rapping, table tipping, medium writ
moni, Iowa, was born at Kirtland, iqg, rife through the country about the 
Ohio, November 6, 1832, and there- years 1848-49-50 and 51; but ceased 
fore was at the death of his father, his inquiries upon discovering that 
June 27, 1844, in the closing half of there was no good in the theories or 
his twelfth year; was a rather robust the phenomena for him; all of which 
laCI, quite capable of taking care of he has stated over and over again. 
himself among his fellows; was by no And for Messrs. Smith and Neff now 
means a tiny infant; unless a lusty to revive that time-worn, splenetic 
boy of that age may be called a tiny charge of President Brigham Young, 
infant. made by him because he might fear 

In the face of a constant challenge to what the son of Joseph Smith, the 
these Utah plural marriage teachers, Prophet, might accomplish, is decid
who claim, or did claim that Joseph edly inconsistent and lacking in hon
Smith the Martyr was a polygamist, esty. 
to produce from their ranks sons or We hope that these sayings of these 
daughters, the fruit of such polyga- missionaries on the Society Islands 
mous or plural marriages, or a son; have no other basis than the weak 
which challenge though oft repeated refuge of the minds of the men them
has never been accepted; claim made selves and are not traceable to the 
and proof presented, it comes a little present leading authorities of the 
late for Messrs. Smith (whatever church in Utah. We should dislike 
Smith this may be) and Neff to make to think that the leading minds of the 
an assertion casting a stain upon the Mormon Church directed or sanc
parentage of Joseph Smith, of La- I tioned such an appeal to lies in efforts 
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to offset the progressive work of the 
Josephite elders. "Truth is mighty 
and will prevail," has too long been a 
watch word and rallying cry of the ad
vocates of the angel's message de
livered to Joseph Smith, Oliver 
Cowdery, David Whitmer, and others, 
so many years ago, to be lightly set 
aside now. 

If these men have taken any mes
sage given by or through any so
called living oracle now existing for 
the things asserted by them, then such 
oracle has been actuated by a decep· 
tive spirit and uttered false messages 
and "do not the truth." All of which 
Joseph Smith, of Lamoni, Iowa, and 
his brethren, advoc3,tes and defenders 
of the original faith are ready to aver 
and verify. 

THE Pacific, Missouri, Transcript, of 
December 24, devotes about one half 
of its first page to an account of work 
being done by Bro. J. S. Parrish and 
others of the church in Franklin 
County, that State. In addition it 
also publishes the following excellent 
editorial item:-

Doubtless some will be surprised at the 
statement that Mormons are gaining a foot
hold in Franklin County. Many may deny 
it; even some who are associated with them 
may not, know it; aod very likely the Frank
lin County papers that ridiculed the only 
local item for years that. was important 
enough to be remembered a century hence 
will try to make fun of this; but it is a fact. 
Of course, this is not the polygamous braJ:Ch 
of Morrnonism, and it professes Christ.ianity, 
but it also believes in the Book of Mormon. 
Yet, let us rcrnem ber that at the basis of 
Arnerican institutions is the spirit of religious 
tolerance. These people have as much right 
to their belief as we have to ours, and if they 
are moral and sincere-and no doubt most of 
them are-should not be ostraciz :d for it. 

ANOTHER WORKER. 

BRO .. J. .J. BAILY, of Coleman, Michi
gan, sends ten new subscriptions for 
the HERALD, accompanied by a cash 
remittance of fifteen dollars. Bro. 
Bailey is the second one to take ad
vantage of the opportunity offered to 
secure one of our late up to date Self
pronouncing Bibles. 

Who will be the next? It ought 
not to be difficult to obtain the pre
mium Bible on the terms offered. 
Anyone sending us ten new subscrib
ers at $1. 50 each, with the cash, will 
receive the Bible. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD, 

We now begin a new volume of the I in God and his work. Though a con
HERALD. Subscriptions beginning stant sufferer, she rejoices in the 
with the year are solicited. blessings of peace and .receives com

fort from the Master. 
EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

BRO. M. R. SHOEMAKER, Beardstown, 
Illinois, December 27:---

We are rejoicing ir, the loving kindness 
bestowed upon us by our heavenly Father; 
our hearts are also made glad by the prog
ress of the cause. I have four names now for 
baptism and as many more have almost as 
much as given their names, and such material 
as I believe to be essential to the perrnanency 
of the work and its attainment to a high de
gree of prestige in the community. We win 
soon have Bro. Bond or some other elder 
here again. We are all enjoying the spirit 
of ptace and unity, working hand in hand. 
We hope to be guided into greater ability 
and usefulness. 

Sr. Anna Nielson, of Nebraska, 
City, reports progress in branch work 
at that point. Bro. J. W. Waldsmith 
presides over the branch, being as
sisted in his labors by Bro. M. H. 
Forscutt, also by the traveling min
istry at times. Sunday school work 
is also prosecuted. 

Sr. G. H. Parker, of Fagundus, 
Warren County, Pennsylvania, writes 
of her efforts to continue a Sunday 
school organized in that city by Brn. 
I. M. Smith and G. W. Robley. The 
scholars need books to form a library, 
and the school would be greatly aided 
if contributions of books suitable for 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. · such purpose could be obtained. 
BRO. F. P. ScARCLIFF writes, in this I Those who could contribute reading. 
issue, further particulars concerning matter are requested to forward to the 
the trials of those who waylaid Bro. I sister, addressing as above. 
T. C. Kelley while engaged in tent The present mission address of Bro. 
work near Scranton,Mississippi. Pub- Joseph Luff, is No. 647 South Spring 
lie sentiment in the South has been Street, Los Angeles, California; care 
considerably stirred of late against H. L. Tilton. 
acts of open violence by mobbers and 
similar characters, and we may hope 
to share in the better conditions to 
result from an agitation of the ques
tion. Though all has not been done 
that our people had hoped for, much 
good seems likely to result in favor 
of the cause from the prosecution of 
the offenders. 

Bro. W. J. Vaughan secured inser
tion of David Whitmer's testimony to 
the Book of Mor ;non, in the Hun ts
ville, Missouri, Herald of recent date; 
to offset the efforts of Rev. Briney 
who had lectured against the faith at 
Moberly, declaring that the three 
witnesses to the Book of Mormon bad 
denied their testimony. Other matter 
will also appear in favor of the faith, 
in the same paper, by arrangement 
between Bro. Vaughan and the 
Editors. 

Bro. A. J. Kenison, of Catlin, 
Colorado, an aged brother, would 
gladly receive numbers of the HER
ALD t.hat anyone may be pleased to 
send him. 

"Rev. Dr. James M. Farrar, a 
Brooklyn pastor, has just given up 
his ciharge in the First Reformed 
church, where for seven years he has 
drawn a salary of $6,000 a year, and 
leaves to conduct a ministry at Idle
wild, Pennsylvania, without pay. 
Peculiar man, this. There are not 
many like him."-New York Journal, 
December 21. 

Severe storms at sea and along the 
English coast were reported on the 
29th. Many steamers report great 
damage caused by the unusual severity 
of the waves of late. 

Port au Prince, Hayti, Dec. 29.
Last night a fire, which assumed con
siderable proportions on account of 
lack of water to supply the pumps, 
broke out and destroyed 800 houses, 
including a number of warehouses, a 
hotel, .the Church of St .• Toseph, and 
its parsonai:rn. About 3,000 people were 
rendered homeless. This morning at 
6: 40 o'clock there was an earthquake, 
the disturbance running from north 
to south, lasting half a minute, and 

"Christianity is a gospel of cheer, causing slight cracks in the earth. 
hope, sunshine, and love-light. There were no accidents, but the 
Gloom and morbidity are of the populace was greatly alarmed. 
D ·1" evr · J. Bombay, Dec. 29.-There has been. 

Sr. Mina L. De Frater, of Wisner, . a fresh outbreak of the plague, espe
Nebraska, writes of her growing faith . cially in the Mandvie district, where 
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the inhabitants are seeking safety in i derstood, is acting in close touch with every reason to believe the Russians 
flight. There were fifty-four new I tbe Bri.tish squadron. A dispatch will adhere to their pledge to evacuate 
cases of plague and thirty-seven from Kobe, Japan, says the military at the end of the winter and there is, 
deaths from that disease to-day. The , party is eager for war. Reports state therefore, no ground for complaint on 
total plague returns from Bombay up I that the British fleet has arrived at the part of England. Neither do.es 
to date are 14,257 cases and 11,8821 Port Hamilton. Pekin advices state the government regard the occupation 
deaths. that Germany's withdrawal from of Kiao-Ohou as calling for action, 

Cincinnati, O., Dec. 27, - Yakob I Kiao Chau is conditioned upon her because British interests are not 
Sargis of Ooramiah, Persia, now in finding a suitable naval station else- threatened. According to the Daily 
this city giving talks on Persia and where. Japan's cabinet has resigned: Graphic both the Foreign Office and 
Armenia, has just received a letter The newspapers demand a ministry the admiralty agreed upon this point. 
from friends in his Persian home in- capable of coping with the situation Another revolution in San Sahra-
forming him that a band of raiders in the East. dor. 
from Koordestan had massacred all London and Shanghai cablegrams San Francisco, Cal., Dec. 30.-
the inhabitants of a Persian Christian of the 30th report that a French fleet The officers of the steamer Acapulco, 
town, 800 souls, near Salmas, Persia. has seized Hai-Nan Island, off the which has arrived here from Central 

Washington advices through the south coast of China and which sepa- America, say that a general uprising 
Navy department indicate that G;eat rates the Gulf of Tonquin from the in that country may be anticipated 
Britain is modernizing the great for- China Sea. It has an estimated area next year. General Fuentes, who led 
tifications at Gibraltar, with all speed. of 12,000 square miles, with 1,000,000 the recent uprising against President 
No less than 5,000 Spanish working- Ohinese, exclusive of wild tribes in Barrios, is now in San Francisco. 
men are employed. A large number the interior. The following has been received 
of the heaviest pieces of artillery are A London news agency has an- from the headquarters of the Cuban 
being put in place, a great dock is nounced that the British naval republic at Camaguey: "Upon the 
under construction, and the plan of reserves will be mobilized. Canadian question of autonomy the republican 
defense permits of the absolute pro- rail way officials deny existence of an government can only hold one opinion. 
tection of a vast British fleet under arrangement to transport large We hold ourselves an independent 
the guns of the fortress. bodies of troops for shipment to nation, unrecognized though we may 

Various rumors are afl::iat concern- China via Vancouver. be by the civilized world. Autonomy 
ing the condition 0f affairs in China Paris, Dec. BO.-The French marine is not for one moment considered by 
and Corea. Washington advices of officials regard the report of the occu- us. We absolutely reject it." 
the 27th quote the Chinese minister pation of the Island of Hai-Nan, off Emperor Francis Joseph has atl
as stating that Russia is pledged to the south coast of China, by the dressed an autograph letter to the 
protect China and to guarantee her French fleet in those waters as being Austrian Premier, ordering the ses-
against dismemberment. St. Peters- an invention. sion of the Reichsrath to be closed. 
burg dispatches same date report . . 'rhe representatives of the powers 
Russian occupation of Kin-Chau, Durmg the day there was issued a have refused to permit the Turkish 
north of Port Arthur, and an impor- semiofficial contradiction of the r~port government to replace 4,500 time-ex-

-tant walled city commanding tbe \ that the ~rench flag had been hmsted pired troops of the Island of Crete. 
mouth of the Yaloo River, where the over the island. Bombay, Dec. 30.---The Indian Na
great naval battle was fought be- Pekin, Dec. 30.-The supercession tional Congress came to a conclusion 
tween Japan and China. It also com· of J. McLeavy Brown, the Britisli to-day, amid much enthusiasm and 
mands the recently constructed rail- Superintendent of the Corean Cus- cheers for the Queen Empress. 
way system from Tien Tsin to the toms, is at present engaging the at· Resolutions were adopted thanking 
capital of Manchuria, and is of preemi- tention of the British government the people of the United Kingdom, 
nent importance as a strategic posi- with the view of upholding his rights. the British colonies, and the United 
tion. "The seizure of the port shows Four British war vessels are under- States for generous aid during the 
that Russia has practically taken stood to be off Chemulpo. famine. It was decided to erect, at 
possession of Corea, Manchuria, and London, Dec. 31.-The Daily Graphic the cost of $5,000, a memorial of grati
the Gulf of Lau Tung, and possesses asserts "on authority" that the Brit- tude in London. Other resolutions 
a significance which will cause con- ish squadron was definitely instructed were adopted, criticising the govern
sternation among the diplomats in to assemble off Chemulpo to support ment's recen.t measures regarding se
the old world. Its situation is such a strong British expostulation with dition. 
that its possession practically places Corea on the dismissal of McLeavy Calcutta, Dec. 30.-It is officially 
Russia in a position to defy the Brown (British Superintendent of announced lihat the recent famine 
world." Corean Customs), who, under the cost the Treasury £800,000, while 

London Shanghai dispatches of the I ad:ice of the Britis~ Cons~l, . has I loans to agriculturists and the suspen-
29th: It is reported that Japan has a 1 twice returne~ the notice of d1sm1ssal I sion of ta.xes mainly repayable ab
fleet of twenty war ships waiting near served upon him. sorbed another £4,000,000 irrespective 
Goto Island, outside Nagasaki, fully With regard to Port Arthur, the I of charitable contributions approach
equipped for war. The fleet, it is un- Daily Graphic asserts that there is 'ing £1, 750,000. 
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Bread riots in Sicily; troops called 
out. Severe earthquake ·&hocks at 
San Jose, California, on the 1st; also 
at New Hampshire points on the 2d 
inst. 

Havana, January 2.-It is reported 
from Santiago de Cuba that General 
Pando is greatly disheartened on ac
count of the obstacles which pre
vented a successful campaign against 
the insurgents in that province. He 
states that he has no base of opera
tions, insurgent control being so com
plete that it is impossible to convey 
supplies to Spanish columns operat
ing in the interior of the province. 
It is stated that Spain has found it 
impossible now to furnish more sol
diers for Cuba. 

Pekin advices of the 31st from 
Seoul say that a compromise has been 
effected according to which Mr. 
Brown, the British customs agent, 
and M. Alexieff, the Russian agent, 
to make room for whom Mr. Brown 
was removed, will work the Corean 
customs together. The arrangement, 
however, appears to be favorable to 
Russia's interests. The Japanese war 
spirit runs high. 

Original Postru. 
OUT OF THE WILDERNESS. 

BY ELBERT A. SMITH. 
Forty the years that Moses wandered, 

Tracking the sands of the wilderness; 
Forty the years; have you ever pondered 

The number of years from that to this? 

And mankind still, as then, is seeking, 
But fears to enter the promised lac.d; 

And still his camps with sin are reeking, 
And still might a Moses pleading stand. 

They will not enter-they are afraid, 
Ah! wisdom of age, and strength of youth. 

They turn their backs and they are dismayed, 
For giants dwell in the land of truth. 

The grapes of Esheol may fill and darken, 
Like purple wine in the sunshine hot; 

They stop their ears, they will not hearken
God bids them enter, but they will not. 

0 sons of darknesR! idly weeping, 
Bowing your heads in the dust and slime; 

Look up! Look up! the light is creeping 
Downward through the crevices of time. 

Are any here with gift of pleading, 
To cl>ll them back to the land of truth? 

Thine is the duty, God is leading 
The wisdom of age and strength and youth. 

Bend thy hand to the task of reaching 
The souls that would perish as they fiy; 

Thine is the duty, if prayer or preaching 
Will stay their footsteps ere yet they die. 

THE SAINTS, HERALD. 

Mo1hsrs' HomB ~oltlmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

''Bevond the night, the eternal soul awakes 
To other, bri"bter da}, 

Death is but s'eep, thaL ge'1tly takes 
Ltfe~s I ad 8.'""fiY, 

And fits our powers renewed. new parts to play.,, 

MOTHER'S DARLING. 

Little arms are clinging, clinging 
Close to mother dear, 

While the hours go winging, winging, 
Soon 'twill be a year 

Since you came to bless our household, 
Fill our hearts with love, 

Since the Father sent you to us 
From your home abov:e. 

May the years be many, darliag, 
Many, long, and bright, 

That you fill our hearts with gladness, 
Fill our home with light. 

May you never, never falter 1 
On life's weary road; 

May the Lord your Savior help you 
Bear each heavy load,-

Which the years may place upon you 
As they come and go, 

May his holy angels watch you, 
' Guard from every foe. 

That would seek your life to burden 
Fill your heart with care; 

May these angels keep you, loved one, 
From temptation's snare. 

May your life be pure and holy, 
Useful to the end; 

May you make the Lord and Master 
E'er your dearest friend. 

So when life at last is over, 
Heaven's portals fair 

May be open for you, darling, 
Is your mother's'prayer. 

MINA PERKINS KEARNEY. 
October 6, 1897. 

to members of the church. I think the in• 
struct.ions in the Herald in regard to home 
and care and duty towards children are very 
bent ficial to young mothers. I had a tender 
little bud in trusted to my care for four short 
weeks, then God in his infinite love and 
mercy took it again to himself. I trust that 
I may live so as to meet it in the sweet by 
and by where there will be no more parting. 
Ever praying for the welfare of Zion, I am, 

Your sister, 
MAGGIE ERWIN. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

SR. JANE BOYD, Hill City, Kansas, earnestly 
requests the prayers of the church in general, 
and especially of the Prayer Unions, in be
half of her husband, that if the Lord so wills, 
he may be healed of a sore affliction. 

Bro. C. M. Fulks, who is afflicted with a 
very bad cough and dullness of hearing, de
sires the prayers of saints and Prayer Union, 
that if it is the Lord's will he may be healed. 

Will the Prayer Unions please fast January 
13, 189R, for Elder George W. Eaton, of 
Stonington, Maine, who is greatly afflicted. 

811ndau 8Ghool DepartmBn1. 
ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to"Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

THE INSTITUTE. 
THE Interstate Sunday School Institute 
closed its session at St. Joseph, Missouri, 
Wednesday evening, Decemter 29, 1897. 
Early in the afternoon of the previous Satur
day, the workers of both the Sabbath school 
and Zion's Religio-Literary Society began to 
arrive, and by the time for the organization 
at two-thirty p. m .. Sunday, a goodly number 
had gathered to enjoy the hearty hand-shak
ing so expressive of brotherly love and enjoy
ment, and to participate in the event of 
organization. After the selecting or a super-

COALGATE, I. T. intendent and secretary, the General Super-
Dear Sisters:-! will endeavor to write a intendent made a short talk, expressive of 

few lines from this part of the Lord's vine- the aim of the Institute, of his interest 
yard. We have been having some splen- therein, and of the blessings experienced 
did meetings here this summer through while preparing the program of work for the 
the instrumentality of Brn. Montague, Sim- same. 
mons, and Tony. We had some spiritual Bro. J. M. Terry's "address of welcome" 
feasts when Bro. Simmons was here. God was full of good thoughts on the work of the 
has certainly endowed him with his Holy societies in Institute, and of words that made 
Spirit. He scarcely ever rises to speak in all feel the earnest welcome he expressed. 
prayer meeting without delivering a The first assistant superintendent, Bro. F. 
prophecy. The Lord has promised us as E. Cochran, responded on behalf of the Gen
saints if we would Ii ve faithful we should be eral Sunday School Association, and Bro. J. 
greatly blessed, a church should be reared, A. Gunsolley, President of the Zion's Religio
and our sick should be healed. Bro. Mon ta- Literary Society, on behalf of the society 
gue organized a Sunday school when he was whose welfare he has in charge. He too tes
here and we are progressing very nicely. Of tified to having been guided in his work of 
course we are all as childnon and need some preparation. Several other responses were 
one to instruct us even as we instruct the made by workers, representing ten church 
little ones. Pray for us, brothers and sisters, districts. 
that we may ever move onward and upward, The testimonies given revealed the Jove 
and true to the right. We are very weak and for the work anti the earnestness that im
need God to help us at all times. pelled the bearer to make the sacrifice to at-

I enjoy reading the Herald, Ensign, and tend. One brother had borrowed the means 
.Autumn .Leaves. I think them a great help , to come on, that he might better qualify 
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himself for his work and that others, too, I prese~ what she bad through a tious delays, we got started, and the Devil 
might be benefited thereby. While this is ·1 feeling of timidity failed to give fired his parting shot, just as we were pass 
truly a work of sacrifice, we are happy in the them. Order was again resumed, and it i.ng through the surf. When the brethren 
thought that there are those who are willing I' was again given her what she should on shore cast off the lines that had secured 
to make t.he necessary sacrifice to keep the say to the workers. It was in su~stauce that the boat, fore and aft, they neglected to un
work movmg. the work there done was pleasrng and ac- tie the loops in the ends of the ropes. These 

At six p. m. a Sunday school prayer and ceptable to the Father; that some had made dragging over the jagged coral,. caught 
testimony meeting was held-a season both sacrifice to eome there to do work, and that firmly again, and held the boat right in the 
strengthening and enjoyable. all should be blessed therefor. Bro. J. M. surf, while the great waves broke over her 

At the seven-thirty hour Bro. T. A. Terry bore a confirming testimony, and half mast high, and bumped her on the reef 
Hougas gave a temperance lecturE>, which spoke other words of cheer. "God be with till we thought she would go to pieces before 
was illustrated with stereopticon views by you" was then sung and the session ended. they could cut the ropes. Of course there 
Bro. F. E. Cochran. Yes: the Institute was then a thing of his- was no knife nor ax at hand, to be used 

The work done the three succeeding days tory. But the work there done and the hal- speedily. However we escaped with a 
will be reported in detail in subsequent lowed influences felt throughout, especially drenching, and some severe bruises from be
issues, and will probably be put into pamph- those of the last evening, will not soon be for- ing thrown about so violently. The boat 
let form, too, that all who wish may derive gotten. was broken pretty badly-that is the house 
some of the benefits of the meeting. was stove in; she leaked some too, but not to 

The Institute was characterized through- cause alarm, and we set off for Hao. The 
out by the unity and thoroughness of the hB11Bf DBpaf1filBillm wind was so light we thought we were.not 
work; and when you consider that the three moving at all. But after thirty hours' sail-
sessions, daily, included seven hours of ing we found ourselves at the paas at Hao, a 
solid work, we are led to think that ear- Island of AMANU, Tuamotu Group, matter of surprise to all on board. 
nestness and patience were present too. Oceanica, Sept. 18. 

It will be remembered thatthe Religio and Editors Rerald:-On the 13th of this month At Hao I met two of the Mormon mission-
we were gladdened by the receipt of a quan- aries, Elders Smith and Neff. I had some 

Sunday school workers united in the Institute private talk with them, but they would not 
tity of mail-the first for over three months. 

for work in both departments. Not only talk publicly. They had circulated a pam-While the conference of April is so long past, 
were they united in work, but a feeling of phlet among our people there, in which they and other incidents of interPst occupying the 
brotherly love was inaugurated such as has gave a number of quotations from their Doc-attention of those more fortunate, we are 
not been felt before, and which we trust will trine and Covenants, and asserted that they now perusing the minutes of conference and 
never grow less. This is as it should be. were also in ours·, also, that Oliver Cowdery Heralds of same date. Well, it is "better 
The two organizations work in different de- (who they claim received equal blessin"' with late than never," and our hearts rejoice with ,., 
partments, but have the same desires and Joseph) went to Utah with his children and yours at the good news. 
the same end in view-the conversion and died there. They assert to the natives that As our force in the islands is so small, we 
perfecting of all whom they can reach, and Bro. David Smith was very favorably im-have tried to be as active as possible, and 
their eternal salvation. May they ever be pressed with Utahism, and likely at any have made no long stay at any island. Our 
ready and willing to join hands in this great time to embrace their religious views. longest visit was at Raroia, where they had 
warfare of life. Elder Neff was the chief instigator of all had no missionary for a long time. The in-

Bro. Gunsolley in a short address repre- terest was 80 good there that we remained their actions, and he declared his entire be-
sented the interests of Graceland College, li·er i"n "11 the doctrines ever taught by B · five weeks, baptized six, and roused up the w • 

Placing it before the saints for their earnest YounO' & Co He advocated the Adam God entire branch, but more especially the young ,., · -
consideration .. Many received a better un- d t 'ne also the blood atonement theory i'n · men and women, to a great interest in the oc ri 1 

derstandlng of;it and its aims than they be- p 1· ate conversat1"on but would not come out ·· work. The Sabbath school work is a great r v ' 
fore possessed. factor for good. It attracts the young to the and talk upon those topics before the people. 

As a refreshing and fl tting climax to all Polygamy the natives can swallow as an church, and gives the preacher a chance to 
the work came the exercises of the last even- ab t act theory· bu' do not pract1'ce i't We reach their ears. I preached twenty-two 8 r ' " · 
l·nrr. After the usual devotional exercises the have heard i·t taught from the pulp1"t here i·n " times while there; the greatest number of 
"Sunday school newspaper," edited by Sr. T. the i',lands and we know they advoca'e i't sermons in that length of time that I have ~ • ' 
A. Hougas and Bro. Joseph Roberts, was ever attempted in the native tongue. privately. But the other doctrines men-
read by Sr. Roxanna Gaylord and Bro. F. E. We went from Raroia to Taenga in a small tioned would be rather "strong meat" for 
Cochran. Both the editors being absent, all these people Very few would accept them boat. The branch at Taenga seemed to be · · 
felt entirely free to express themselves as too soundly asleep to be readily awakened. I I baptized eight at Hao-chiefly children 
highly pleased, entertained, and instructed ordained a young elder while there, who of the saints. 
by what they had listened to. may assist in rousing them, and left Bro. Took boat again for Amanu; here I found 

Sr. Louise Palfrey made a short address, Poaitu, one of our native missionaries. there the Mormons had also preceded me. They 
appealing to the people of the church for a with them. Our stay was but short; having have no congregation here, but three or four 

"' higher standard socially, morally, intellectu- opportunity to leave on a small schooner we members, and came of course to try to secure 
ally, and spiritually. The effort was timely 1 · f fi k o 1 h d th t t thought best to go, as s 1ips do not call re- ·I our oc . ur peop e a em o suppor 
and well received. quently there. The schooner took us to of course. They asked for our church to 

Bro. F. E. Cochran made ·a direct appeal in Hikueru again, and though it was going di- .

1

1 hold their meetings in. It was given them 
behalf of the Autumn Leaves. He urged that rect to Hao, where we were anxious to i.;o, for one service, but they so occupied their 
the magazine should be in every family of the· the Caotain refused to take us, as he was time in vilifying the present Joseph that all 
saints, especially where there are young peo- very h~avily loaded. So we we1·e obiiged to our p,;iople were very angry and would not 
ple. remain in Bikueru three weeks, waiting for allow them to use the house again. Among 

Bro. J. F. Mintun presented the Christmas a ship going to Hao. None came, and we the many fables they try to foist upon the 
offering work for consideration, and com- grew restive, for there was nothing to be ootives are these: 1. That Joseph is not the 
mended it to all schools and families. done at that place, and the tim<il was rapidly son of his father-that is not the true son of 

A few short words of comfort and farewell · nearing when the people of the upper islands Joseph the Martyr. 2. That he was only a 
were spoken by each of the instructors, I would scatter again to their diving. , tiny infant when his father died. 3. That 
"God will take care of you" was sung, and So we chartered. a boat .belonging to one of ' from the de~th of his father to his ~c?essi_on 
the benediction received. 1 our brethren, a little thmg of perhaps four to the presidency, that he was a Spiritualist. 

Immediately after the close Sr. J. M. l tons burden, for the· trip of one hundred F.rnn a native can see the confiiction and 
Terry expressed a desire to speak to those ·miles. After a week of trifling, and vexa- absurdity of such statements. 
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We are soon to leave here by boat for the 
isles further down the group. My wife's 
.health is poor, and we are planning, if we 
gain the consent of those in authority, to re
turn to the States early in 1898. Wi:; have 
not met Bro. Burton since April, and proba
bly will not until December, when we think 
to go to Papeete. At last account from them 
they were well. I fear I have an unpardon
ably long letter, but as I don't come very 
often, please overlook it this time. 

Your brother and coworker, 
HUBER·r CASE. 

WOODBINE, Iowa, Dec. 17. 
Editors Herald:-Seeing your suggestion 

in this week's Herald for some one in Michi
gan to reply to the Gospel 1'rurnpet's attack 
upon the church, I send you the original of a 
reply made by me while in Auburn, several 
weeks ago, a copy of which, with some little 
changes I forwarded to the Gospel 1'rurnpet 
pron..ptly, but which they have neither pub
lished nor returned, although I respectfully 
requested them to do the one or t,he other; 
and I know it arrived at the Trumpet Office, 
because I inclosed ten cents for the Trumpet 
until February 1, 1898, and I have received 
some copies of the paper. 

If you think the inclosed worthy of publi
cation, it may meet the eye of some reader of 
the Trumpet, and they may be thereby en
abled to detect the uncertain sound of that 
bogus gospel trumpet. 

CHARLES DERRY. 

ALTURAS, Cal., Dec. 22. 
Editors Herald: - My last communication 

was when I came to this part of the State. I 
have done a great deal of work, the results 
of which the judgment only will reveal. I 
assisted Bro. Newton in regulating the Look
out branch. He has now returned home. 

Most of my labor has been performed in 
Big, Round, and Surprise valleys. While 
the most, of this country is mountainous and 
sage brush land, yet these valleys are very 
fertile. The one last named is new in go~

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

on of bands. The Lord's advice-"Say noth
ing but repentance to this generation," "of 
tenets thou shalt not talk" - is especially 
significant in this connection. 

:Repentance is a very comprehensive term. 
It means to break off sin by righteousness, and 
therefore includf's tJoe cessation of all wrong
doing, and the doing of all things which are 
right. ThR entire life conduct of a converted 
man is fruit meet for repentance, and bears 
constant testimony to his tranformation. 

I was very much inntructed and enter
tained by the reading of the Herald's recent 
editorial articles on conversion. The state
ment that we, in our anxiety to present the 
doctrine of Christ in contrast with the doc
trines of men bad given prominence to 
some themes to the neglect of others, 
struck me with great force. In some places 
the sairits have been injured by the teaching 
of doctrine-not too much, but too exclusively. 
Many of the s'l.ints are tired of this way of 
doing. They do not feel and say as the chil
dren of Israel did about the manna, "Our 
souls abhorreth this light bread," for they 
know such instruction is good in its place; 
but nevertheless they are certain "the mill 
will never grind with the water that is past." 

We should ever remember that scripture is 
profitable for reproof, correction, and in
struction in right doing as well as for doc-
trine. Yours in bPnds, 

ALMA C. BARMORE. 

MCGRAW, Pa., Dec. 22. 
Editors Herald:-Bro. Robley and I have 

been in this vicinity the past two months la
boring for the cause. Fagundus, McGraw, 
Excelsior U. B. church, Excelsior union 
church, Gossville, and Grand Valley, are the 
places at which we have preached. I con
sider this one of the best, if not the best, open
ings I know anything of in the entire mission. 
The people, as a rule, seem to be more lib
eral minded than in many places. True, sec
tarianism is the same here that it is 
elsewhere; but, thank the Lord, there isn't 
so much of it. 

pel work. It contains about two thousand Last evening the people of McGraw and 
five hundred inhabitants, and was first en- vicinity gave a supper, the proceeds of which 
tered by the writer October 11. He bas la- (nineteen dollars) went to the preachers. 
bored at Ft. Bidwell, Lake City, Soldier And, by the way, tho.se who saw Bro. Robley 
Creek schoolhouse, and Cedarville. eat of that supper will hardly ever be able to 

At the last named place I only delivered a again doubt the ability of Latter Day Saint 
temperance lecture. I could not get any elders to perform miracles. To see a 
building to preach in, but was permitted to preacher putting chunks of pie, cake, 
lecture in the M. E. church. There are chicken, and baked beans, down his esopha
some elders who Wlirnldn't have done so aft.er gus that couldn't be put through his shirt 
being refused the privilege of preaching collar, if his neck was out of it, may be a 
there, but I have resolved to labor for the common thing in Rhode Island; but, judging 
common good of men when I can't work in from the way people bugged out their eyes 
the especial interests of the church. If I at Bro. Robley last night, I should say that 
can't convert a man to this latter-day work, people in Pennsylvania look upon such things 
I aim to do all I can to make him a better as genuine curiosities, to say the least. We 
man as a Methodist or Baptist. I do not had no photographer present, so I am not 
understand that our objrnt is to convert peo- able to furnish bis photo, "Before taking" 
ple to our church theories as much. as to and ''after taking." 
elevate them in their general conduct. And I Well, Bro. George left me this morning, 
bebides, a lecture upon temperance or some for his home, and I am left to hold the fort, 
similar topic will often remove prejudice, or move on, just as wisdom may direct. I 

. and thus pave the way for the presentation feel that our labors have done much good 
of the •mtire word. This also, we believe as here, and that many of,..the good people who 
much in temperance as baptism or the laying I have so nobly stood by us will, in time, accept 

and obey the gospel. Bro. Robley bas bap
tized six since we came here this time, all of 
whom, I think, will make good members. I 
do hope the Lord may bless them abundantly, 
and strengthen them for whatever trials they 
may be called to pass through, as much de
pends upon th0m, from this on, so far as the 
progress of the work here is concerned. 

In gospel bonds, 
ISAAC M. SMITH. 

GALIEN, Mich., Dec. 22. 
Editors Herald:-I arrived in this my field 

last week, and find plenty to do. I went from 
Lamoni where I saw you last to Andrew 
County, Missouri, and looked after a matter 
wherein a Holiness preacher desired to an
nihilate the Latter Day Saints aft8r the two 
sermons I had preached there. l preached 
two more on my return, in an opera house 
crowded full. The preacher was still anxious 
for a controversy and we agreed U(:JOn the 
propositions, but he could not enter the dis
cussion till after the holidays. Of course I 
could not remain there so long, but I prom
ised him and the people that we would see 
that our side of the question would be looked 
after. 

I soon met Bro. I. N. 7Vhite, who was at 
St. Joseph, Missouri, at the time, and related 
the matter to him. Bro. I. N. manifested a 
willingness to have his theological hide 
taken off, and said he would wait upon the 
Holiness minister the first of tlie year. 

I .am of the opinion that after Bro. I. N's 
hide has no doubt been toughened and hard
ened by so much theological battering that 
Rev. Haynes will find it a difficult job to re
move it. However we will wait results with 
no fears for the cause. 

The locality is a splendid opening for the 
work, as it is an entirely new place so far as 
our work is concerned. And I am satisfied 
that good will result. 

Yours in bonds, 
H. C. BRONSON, 

DAVENPORT, Iowa, Dec. 24. 
Editors Hero.ld:-It is with the gNatest 

pleasure that we read your truth-laden 
pages from time to time. The cause you are 
trying to advance is somewhat represented 
at this place; but here, as in so many other 
places in the church, the work so nicely be
gun bas died out to a great extent. At one 
time there was a branch here, but it bas 
been in a disorganized condition for some 
time. The samts living in the three cities
Davenport, Rock Island, and Moline-meet in 
the Odd Fellows' hall, Eighteenth Street, 
near 2d A venue; regular services being held 
there each Sabbathat2: 30. Bro. L. E. Hills, 
of the Eastern Iowa missionary force, has been 
doing a good work there. 

I preached for them last Sabbath and ex
pect to organize a Sabbath school there next 
Sunaay. We hope to be able to make a report 
to our coming convention. We feel assured 
that the Sunday school, if properly con
ducted, will prove itself all it claims to be-a 
help to the church. In our next convention 
let us see to it that we have representatives 
and reports from every school in the 
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Kewanee district organization. And as our 
Savior has made us coworkers with him in the 
salvation of men, let us work to this end. 
We see no reason why there cannot be a 
good work done here. But here as in other 
places there is a warfare for each one. Why 
should we not be bold and aggressive, and 
let our light shine before men? If we would 
see the great work of God advance, let us as 
individuals cheerfully conform as best we 
can to the law of the Spirit of life in Christ 
Jesus, not taking one or two specified com
mandments as the only essentials to our spir
itual welfare, but observe as did Israel of 
old, "All that tbe Lord hath spoken we will 
do," earnest, persistent effort ()n our part 
will insure success. As we are now engaged 
in the conflict, let us not shun the fight. 

Yours confidently in the truth, 
WM. E. LARUE. 

JONESPORT, Maine, Dec. 24. 
Editors Herald:-The year 1897 is nearly 

ended, its record made. Shall it be for weal 
or woe in the judgment day? As I retro
spectively examine the year's work, arn far 
from satbfied therewith. 

My last letter was written from Madison. 
From there I visited Dixfield. This has 
been one of the hardest points in Maine. Srs. 
Taintor and Richa.rdson had secured the 
church. What a change from past experi
ences! Formerly every effort was forced, now 
the liberty of the Holy Spirit was enjoyed. 
Nine sermons were delivered, audiences and 
interest increasing. Church and hall being 
engaged, we were compelled to close our 
services for the time being. I am satisfied 
that fruit will be gathered there in the near 
future. 

Visiting Canton Point, we found the peo
ple still friendly, willing to hear us, but sat
isfied apparently as they are. By request of 
Bro. William H. Kelley I left that part of 
the State and joined him at Stonington. 
Services there largely attended, the spasious 
church being filled; interest excellent. It 
seems to be the dawning of a brighter day 
,for the branch there. Bro. J. H. Robbins is 
presiding. Seven have been baptizsd there 
this month; one, formerly a Congregation
:alist, presented the following letter:-

The First Congregational church of Deer 
Isle. To the Latter Day Saints church of 
:Stonington :-Greeting: This certifies that 
Mrs. Elvira Sheµherd is a member in good 
and regular standing of the First Congrega
tional church, of D,;er Isle. As such, she is, 
at her own rE·quest, hereby dismissed, and 
affectionately recommend("d to the fellowship 
and care of the Latter Day Saints' church of 
Stonington, and when nceived by it, her, 
membership wit,h this church will cease. 
By vote of the church. S. W. Chapen clerk. 
N:.ivember 6, A D. 1897." 

You see that oth@r churches are begirming 
to recognize the saints as Christians, '.rhe 
pastor of another church said to me the 
·other evening, "I recognize that you are do
ing a work for Christ in this town that is ex
·cellent and far-rPaching." Surely the saints 
are growing in favor with the people and 
wherever they live faithful it tells for good. 
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Bro. Kc,lley proved to be a willing worker 
and we arranged so that but two evenings 
were lost during his stay. Lamoine, Goulds
boro, Jonesport, Indian River, South Addi
son, Beal's Isle, Machias, Little Deer Isle, 
and Mountain ville were visited by him. The 
work~ was strengthened everywhere by his 
wise counsel and excellent preaching. Judged 
by a certain Massachusetts standard, he had 
splendid liberty: "You could hear him half 
a mile." Considerable labor has been ex
pended in new openings the past season. As 
surely as harvest follows seedtime, so will 
such work result in precious souls being born 
again. Sadly the parting hand was given 
Bro. Kelley. His field is large, his stay 
necessarily brief. May God ever be with 
him in his work. 

The winter campaign finds Brn. W. W. 
Blanchard and S. O. Foss in the central part 
of Maine, myself in Washington County. But 
little can be done till after the holiday fes
tivities; then we hope to press the fight in 
the strength of the Holy Spirit. 

Wishing you all a merry Christmas and a 
happy New Year, 

In pleasant bonds, 
U. W. GREENE. 

XENIA, IlL' Dec. 27. 
Editors Berald:-Since April I have been 

over nearly all the district, and am sorry to 
say the work is in a much worse condition 
than I expected to find it. I expected to find 
the work in a place or two badly crippled, be
cause of the unwise conduct of some; but did 
not suppose it would have reached through
out the entire district. The Prophet Jere
miah's utterance, found in 17: 5, "Cursed is 
the man that trusteth in man," etc., was 
prophecy then, but history to some of the 
~aints in this district now. Too much confi
dence is put in man, and not enough in God 
aad bis word. The way I view it, the saints, 
or some of them in this district,, are like they 
were in the days of Paul-yet babes; some 
of them fifty years old, and have to be fed, or 
the,)' will not develop. Our Eavior under
stood this, and instructions were given to 
that effect when he told Peter to feed bis 
lambs and sheep. 

This is the condition the work is in here, 
and the district is badly in need of competent 
men to take charge of the branches and dis
trict, those who not only understand parlia
mentary usage, and the letter of the law, but 
are in possession of the spirit of tbe law,having 
the necessary discernment to di&criminate be
tween truth and error, bad and good; not too 
tenderfooted nor too sympathetic to do all 
that God bas said in his h.w mJJst be done 
for the good of his children. 

If suffering is a prerequisite to perfoction, 
it may be possible that some of the things 
we are suff.,ring will result in good for us; 
but if we do suffer, it will be beeause we have 
been made to comprehend the situation. 
Learning what has been the cause, and see
ing the effect, we ought to profit by these ex
periences. 

D.,~ar ... aints, lfit us not miss a lesson. Watch. 
as well as pray; keep out of the ruts we see 
others falling into, and get out of them our-
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selves, if we should find we bad fallen therein. 
I found many good and kind saints in my 

field of labor, whose hospitable homes I have 
shared, and have not lacked for anything 
that was necessary for my comfort. May 
God bless them and prosper them, both tem
porally and spiritually, and put it in their 
hearts to do his whole will. 

I arn at home; will leave in a few days. 
Brn. Bond and Hilliard have visited our 
branch lately. It is hoped the saints will 
profit by their wise counsel. 

Yours in gospel bonds, 
J. D. STEAD. 

KNOX, Ind., Dec. 27. 
Editors Herald:-After a couple of weeks 

pleasantly and (we think) profitably spent 
with the Lansing saints, we drop down .to 
Knox during the Christmastide. Arriving 
the 23d, we have preached five sermons, mar
ried two couples, and feasted sumptuously 
and visited largely, and otherwise celebrated 
the 1869th anniversary of the Bethlehem 
child. Have appointments during week. 
Crowds large and attentive. Saints faithful 
and hopeful. Weatlier beautiful. Nature 
dressed in snowy robes, shimmers with 
glistening glory. Merry Christmas. 

In haste, 
S. W. L. SCOTT. 

MANCHESTER, Texas, Dec. 20. 
Editors Herald:-As we are about to fold 

another year of time away, I thought I would 
give a few lines to the Herald. In viewing 
the year that is about to pass away, I wonder 
if I have done my duty in regard to serving 
our heavenly Father. I arn trying to tell 
the beautiful story of the gospel of our Savior 
to the people. It seems we are met with 
many obstacles, but thank God he has remem
bered us in all our efforts to do good; and 
amid our weak efforts we find that God, is 
forwarding his work. When we look back 
over years that have passed, and during that 
time it seemed as if all doors were closed 
against us, and we were often met with mobs, 
and at one time Brn. Heman C. Smith and 
George Montague were ordered out of the 
country, yet thank God things have changed. 
We are now weiromed in many places, and 
calls to come and preach are numerous. 
Every once and awhile a noble man or 
lady steps forward willingly to obey the gos
pPl. So the work is moving along slowly 
in this country. 

Bro. :Baggerly has done some splendid 
preaching in Northeastern Texas this year. 

We have been b<tttling along for five years 
without having the pleasure of meeting with 
anything like a body of saints; but on the 5th 
of last October, in company with Bro. Bag
gerly, Bro. GJodman and wife, and Bro. 
Jenkins and wife, we started to Standley 
to attend a special conference called by 
Bro. Montague. We reached there on the 
St,h, and met with as kind and noble hearted 
people as it has ever been our lot to meet 
with. We will never forget the kindness 
we received at the hands of the Standley 
saints. May God bless them in their good 
works. At that meeting we realized that 
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many noble men and women were marching J non, Paul Smith, Craft Smith, E. H. Smith, 
on to Zion. May it be our happy lot to get John Dailey, James Dailey, W. P. Johnson, 
there. We returned home to face a cold and F. M. Johnson and Eugene Dickson, charged 
unfriendly world trying to do our duty to with tearing down the tent of Rev. 
help carry the gospel to the nations of the W. H. [T. C.-Ed.] Kelley, evangelist 
earth. of the Church of the Latter Day Saints 

My wife attended the debate at Kosoma, at Escatawpa on September 2, 1897, came 
Indian Territory, between Bro. White and up for trial before Judge Chidsey last 
Mr. Chism. She enjoyed her trip, and Saturday morning, the defendents demand
thinks a grand victory was gained for the ing a jury, which was granted and the 
truth. She thinks Bro. Whit@ is a grand following jury was impanelled: F. E. Foster, 
man of the Lord's. Bro. J. W. Kent returned H. G. Oliver, Emile Ladnier, W. Wordtman, 
home with those who went from this place, S. C. Holley, and P. R. Jane. After hearing 
and we find him a willing worker. He bas the evidence of the State, the defendants not 
been doing some good preaching in this introducing any evidence and argument of 
county. We have just returned from a trip counsel, the jury retired and in a few minutes 
some thirty miles away, where we preached returned with the following verdict: ''We, 
and found several interested. We believe the jury find the defendants guilty as charged, 
the time is not far distant when many good and recommend them to the mercy of the 
people will accept the gospel in this country court. They were then sentenced to pay a 
if we will only let our light shine; and by fine of $5 each and all costs. 
the help of God we are going to try and "The fine was afterwards reduced to a 
let the gospel be our theme. nominal sum at the request of the counsel. 

I want to say to the church that God has Hons. W. M. Denny and C.H. Wood repre
greatly.blessed me, and though I spend the sented the defense, and Mr. R. L. Bullard 
rest of my days in his service he has paid me the State." 
for all I ever did in this life. And God be-
ing my helper, I am going to try to spend 
my days in the gospel, let them be few or 
many. I ask the prayers of the saints that I 
may fully discharge my duty, and when the 
warfare is over, be gathered home to Zion 
to meet with the pure and the good: 
and above all to hear the welcome plaudit 
from our Savior's lips, enter into thy rest; 
well done good and faithful servant. 

Yours in bonds, 
E. A. ERWIN. 

SCRANTON, Miss., Dec. 27. 
Editors Herald:-! send you clipping from 

the leading paper in the county. The spirit 
of lawlessness has by no means been crushed. 
After I sent you telegram, December 18, I 
was insulted on the streets of Scranton, and 
it would not be safe for Bro. Kelley to go to 
Escatawpa. The circuit court will sit the 
fourth Monday in April, when other cases 
will be brought to the attention of the grand 
jury, when we hope something will be done 
that will have a tendency to quell this spirit 
of lawlessness. 

LENOX, Mich., Dec. 27. 
Editors Herald:-The gospel tent visited 

us a few months ago and some seeds were 
sown which have sprung up and we hope 
may bear fruit for the Master. During a 
stay of about three weeks the six principles 
were set forth in a manner which did great 
credit to the work. Elders J. A Grant, Wil
liam Davis, and E. H. Durand were in charge 
of the work. How well they did it is not 
fully known as yet, for by their fruits we 
shall know them. This much we are assured 
of: The humble writer of this article, also 
his wife, were baptized in the beautiful river 
St. Clair, at St. Clair, December 12, 1897, by 
Elder E. Il. Durand, of Detroit, Michigan. 

The time is being improved by the holding 
of "cottage prayer meetings," and short ser
mons are given at times, Elder Durand being 
with us still at this writing. We hope the 
gospel in its fulness is being planted in our 
midst, and we are looking forward to the 
time when we will have a branch and aa 
elder to lead us. God speed the day when 
the whole world shall know him whom to 
know aright is life everlasting, is the prayer 
of your humble servant and brother, 

SAMUEL D. SPORE. 

is in the church, and she needs it very much. 
Perhaps it was wrong for us to go in debt for 
the church, but we did not know at the time 
that Bro. Joseph had counseled the saints 
not to get in debt. We have come to the 
conclusion to ask for a little help through 
the Herald,- if each branch would help us a 
little, it would help us wonderful and they 
would hardly miss it. We have worked 
hard to pay what we have, and there still re
mains three hundred and fort,y dollars to 
pay, besides some interest. We have served 
meals down town, also suppers in the church 
parlors, sold quilts, and done all we eould. 
If all would have taken hold, this debt might 
have been paid. When we have served 
meals in the church parlors and it so stormy 
that it almost seemed impossible for anyone 
to come, they would come and keep com· 
ing till we would do quite well. The Lord 
has al ways blessed us in our efforts so far, 
and I know he will as long as we try to do 
right,and now if you all will turn in and help 
us if not but a little we will be very glad. 
We would like it right away, direct Mrs. C. 
S. Barron, Ludington, Michigan. 

From your sister in bonds, 
LIBBIE VAN BRUNT. 

COHOCTON, New York, Dec. 20. 
Editors Herald:-I came to this place with 

Bro. Kent from Greene, New York, the 15th; 
we have our faces turned westward, but at 
present we are domiciled with Bro. Sylvester 
Campbell, who lives about four miles from 
Cohocton. He united with the church in 
tha days of old Joseph, and has been a faith
ful advocate of the doctrines as set forth by 
the early church down to the present. His 
wife also accepted the angel's message before 
the death of the Prophet. They have never 
united with the Reorganization. 

We had not been here long until we began 
to look around for a place to preach. After 
walking about thirteen miles in visiting 
trustees, I secured the use of the Brown Hill 
church and made an appointment for last 
Saturday night. Just before reaching the 
church Bro. Kent halted by the wayside to 
warm. On entering the man's house, he ac
cused Bro. Kent of being a devil, and the 
doctrines that he taught emanated in the in
fernal regions. We had a good congregation, 
excellent attention, and a good degree of the 
Spirit in presenting the word. The trustees 
would not permit us to hold any more serv-

There was no drunken elder. Bro. Sher
man was the only elder present at court be
sides myself, and we were both as far from 
being drunk as anyone could be who had not 
tasted liquor of any kind. The editor of the 
paper informed me last week that Bro. Sher
man had been horsewhipped on his way home 
from court, but as I have not seen any of the 
brethren from Egcatawpa, I cannot say 
whether this rumor is true or not; but as 
the Apostle Paul said they are still "breath
ing out threatenings." There are a goodly 
number of people in the county who do not 
approve of this lawlessness, but many others 
who would shield this mob from the just de
serts that the law would give them were it 

LUDJNGTON, Mich., Dec. 22. ices, although the church was built for all 

enforced. Your brother in Christ, 
FRANK P. SCARCLIFF. 

"LET OFF LIGHTLY. 
"The case of the State against Rev. G. 

W. Huff, John Jones, S. H. and Joe Shan-

Editors Berald:-Some are alive in the denominations. This only enraged the con
work, and I believe if we could hiwe steady gregation and made friends for us. One man 
preaching- it would arouse those who have opened up his house and said we could preach 
grown cold. ·we have had but few sermons there. We have accepted the invitation and 
In the past year. The teacher from Free commence next Thursday evening. We held 
Soil comes once in a while and talks to the one preaching service last Lord's day in the 
saints but some do not heed it. I feel if South church; a small audience was present. 
there was a minister allow.ed to come much After closing our service we started for 
good would be done. We have a church Haskenville, a distance of three miles, over 
building on our hands to pay for and there the frozen ground to hear an exposition of 
are only four of the brethren that are willing ''Mormonism" by Elder Burton of Salt Lake 
to help us (the Aid Society) to pay this hon- City, a representative of the Brighamit.e 
est debt, and there are only seven of us in . faith. In his remarks he said he was a po
the society. We have worked hard and lygamist child and was proud of it. 
struggled along to pay this debt. The one After their meeting was dismissed Bro. 
we owe is a widow sister, and all her money Kent secured the use of the hall and will lee· 
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ture on the subject of polygamy next Tues
day and Wednesday nights. 

Last night I attended the preaching serv
ice of the Evangelist church. The church 
which they occupied was a union church and 
the trustees had consented for us to use it 
when not occupied. The minister preached 
about fifteen minutes. After his service was 
dismissed, I called the congregation to order 
and preached another sermon under the 
power of the Spirit. I am not discouraged, 
notwithstanding we meet with opposition 
everywhere; but we always find some friends. 

Since coming into this eastern mission, I 
have met some of the meanest people on 
the earth and some of the best. There is one 
thing about missionary work I do not like; 
when we meet these "good people" we have 
to go to "new pastures," after getting ac
quainted. Ever praying for Zion's welfare, 

In gospel bonds, 
A. M. BAKER. 

ELGIN, California, Dec. 14. 
Editors Herald: - While meditating this 

morning on the gospel-our only hope of sal
vation-I feel it my duty to write a few 
thoughts, that perhaps others might be en
couraged to struggle on in life's battles, look
ing forward with hope to that better land 
where toils, trials, and cares come no more; 
for it seems, in this life, go where we may, 
toil and trial await us, till at times they al
most o'erwhelm us, and we are ready quite to 
sink into despair and are made to realize 
that "Every day hath toil and trouble, every 
heart hath care." But, dear saints, if we 
are ready and willing to "Freely bear our 
own full me&sure and our brother's share," 
we will be made to realize that we are being 
helped to bear our burdens by One who is 
ever ready and willing to help those who ask 
Him in time of need. This is one comfort 
the gospel brings, and a greater one still is, 
"He that endureth to the end shall be saved." 

We have not the blessed privilege in these 
parts of bearing the gospel preached in its 
purity each Sabbath as we have been URed to, 
and it is a soFe trial to thus be deprived; yet 
l pray God we may be enabled to let our 
light shine, that we may prepare the way for 
the gospel to be presented in its purity by 
the ministry, should they come this way; and 
we earnestly invite all who can to come, a1 d 
we will do the best we can to aid them-and 
not only be preseuted but receiv£d by the hon
est in heart, that we may rejoice together. 

Some good sermons have been preached 
here during· the last five years by able breth
ren, but people seem slow to accept, as it is 
new to most of them. We live in hopes of 
an ingathering in the Lord's own time, or 
that they shall have such an understanding 
of the gospel that they may be left with
out excuse-that it may be a witness for or 
against them in the day of judgment. 

I crave an interest in the prayers of the 
saints, that we may move forward in the 
right direction for the greatest advancement 
of God's work, and especially invite brethren 
Luff and Daley, if at all possible, to give us a 
call, or at least to look after the interest of 
~he few scattered sheep in this. part of the 
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vineyard; and may God's richest blessings be 
and abide with his saints everywhere is the 
humble prayer of your sister in Christ, 

SARAH J. Ross. 

WESTON, Nova Scotia, Dec. 17. 
Editors Hemld:-Through the intercession 

of Sr. Lawrence I have been opening up a 
new field, and it has proved one of the most 
interesting places that I have ever labored 
in. A fine class of prosperous farmers reside 
here. They rank well in intelligence and 
general information. Religiously inclined 
and chiefly Baptists. A better hearing I 
could not ask for, and their hospitality can
not be excelled, not even in Cumberland 
County. Of course there are some that talk 
against, and all that, but studying to see 
"whether these things are so" is the order of 
the day, in the majority of cases. I shall 
stay with them awhile longer, then return 
home for Christmas. I am hoping for great 
things from this quarter, but who can tell? 
There certainly is a hungering and thirsting 
after the truth, and there is also a rejoicing 
at the presen't, inasmuch they have received. 
May they continue is my prayer. 

I wish to acknowledg0, with much heart· 
felt gratitude, the receipt of a splendid fur 
coat, the gift of the saints and friends of 
Nova Scotia, I understand, although I have 
received no letter of explanation. I presume, 
though, that it is the work of Sr. Mary A. 
Taylor, of Williamsdale, Nova Scotia, and 
others who nobly assisted her, of which more 
will be known later. I wish all could know 
the comfort I have already taken in it on 
two or three occasions. Then they could 
understand how I appreciate it. The comir;g 
eold winter has lost all its terrors for me, 
and now it can storm if it wants to, so far as 
I am concerned. May every dear soul that 
contributed to that present be kept warm 
and comfortable the remaining portion of 
the'r existence, and Heaven's best blessings 
be showered upon them continually. 

Dear saints and friends, I shall prize your 
gift for its intrinsic value, but much more so 
when I am enveloped in its warm embrace 
shall I feel to be surrounded by a host of 
warm-hearted friends, who love the cause 
and are manifesting it by sustaining your un
worthy colaborer. 

Now, dear Herald, and all your readers, 
with the happy greetings of Christmastide 
and a hope for prosperity in our grand cause, 

I remain yours in the faith, 
H. J. DAVISON. 

not only future progress, but the work al
ready done. 

The work in the city of St. Louis is in fair 
condition, much better than in the past; but 
a deal of bad leaven ls yet to be worked 
out; constant need of watchmen, and wise 
and faithful instruction and warning to keep 
from falling back into old ruts and poor gos
pel showing. 

Have visited Belleville and Cheltenham; 
was called to Alton and found Sr. Crowson 
very sick. Faith in God through ordinances 
of administration of his own appointment 
resulted in immediate relief. 

Have essayed to visit both Taylurville and 
Sorento, but was hindered, or circumstaoces 
made it impracticable. Bro. Barraclough has 
a monthly appointment at the latter place. 
Brethren Archibald and Hitchcock are doing 
all that secular duties permit, as well as 
other faithful workers. An effort has been 
made to organize a Sunday school, and in
augurate regular preaching services in one 
of the large public school rooms in East St. 
Louis. The board of trustees seem to be 
willing, but the superintendent of school, 
with his sixteenth century religious proclivi
ties, may bar us. 

The spiritual status and working force of 
the St. Louis district, as a whole, is not in a 
flattering condition. The "letting alone" 
process-no labor with, no warning of, no 
attempt even for years to weed out slothful, 
unruly, wicked members, deadens all interest 
on the part of strangers, renders the few 
meetings of saints lifeless, unattractive, un
spiritual; going, going down toward-at-and 
some inside already of-death's door. What 
can the missionary, anyone else, or even God 
himself do for such? The all prevailing want 
is for eomebody to live their religion for 
them-too slothful or worldly to live it them
selves. 

"To be carnally minded, is death." How 
easy to see that this is so, and to answer the 
inquiry as to why so many of us are dead 
spiritually-bringing forth little or no visible 
gospel fruit. Thus are wea stumbling block 
to spiritually minded people who, sick of 
creeds, are coming toward us, only to be re· 
pelled by our inconsistencies. 

Our trip into this district (Southern Illi
nois) has not been successful as we could 
wish-but some good has been done. The 
ice storm falling upon muddy roads last 
Thursday made travel either on foot or with 
team, especially at nightfall, of peril and al
most an impossibility. We expected to have 
gone over to Orchardville, from Brush 

XENIA, Ill., Dec. 20. Creek, but for this storm. We also wanted 
Editors Herald:-My last letter was written to visit down as far as Springerton, out a 

I believe at Beardstown, Illinois. Before team could not be got there with the present 
leaving there we ordained Bro. Shoemaker state of roads, as you can hardly stand' up 
to the office of teacher; gave the little band without falling down (that's Irish), let alone 
such instruction, caution, and warning in re- locomotion. 
gard to the dangers that now beset them; I also learned aftt:ir coming here that Bro. 
that our work, so pleasant and satisfactory to Hilliard is south of us touring the district. 
date, was also a challenge to not only men's I He couldn't be in better business, and if he 
hostility, but that su btile Satanic powers can prove himself a resurrectionist, and bring 
would not only press them and try them from to pass the vision which Ezekiel saw, he will 
without, but unlooked for-perhaps unex- be entitled to the gratitude of us all and a 
pected-dangers from within their own cir- rest (which he will need) l:).erea,fter1 in the 
ele might a,ssa,U them; hinder, if not destroy "eweet by and by." 
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St. Louis will be bmy holiday time. 
Christmas concert and entertainment by 
Sunday school, Monday eve following. Pub
lic dinner on New Year's day to raise fund 
for debt and current church expenses, by the 
sisters-we place them first-and brethren of 
the St. Louis branch of the church. Wish
ing a "merry Christmas" and "happy new 
year" to the Herald Office and attaches. 

I am, in bonds, yours, 
M. H. BOND. 

Original 1lr1icles. 
"REPLY TO GOSPEL TRUMPET." 

IF the trumpet give an uncertain sound, wbn 
shall prepare himself to the battle?-1 Cor. 
14:8. 

Editor of the Gospel Trumpet; Dear 
Sir:-I find in your paper of Novem
ber 4, 1897, an article beaded ••Mor
monism." I take it for granted the 
writer refers to the doctrine of the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day 
Saints, and being a member of that 
much misrepresented people, I. am 
always ready to "prove all things, 
and bold fast that w hicb is good." 
Hence I have carefully read and com
pared bis article with the word of 
God; and I find be has made the Gos
pel Trumpet give forth very uncertain 
sounds, which please permit me to 
point out. First he says:-

A great error of this sect is regarding the 
office of the apostles. They teach a perpetua
tion of apostles as well as of high priests
that the twelve apostles were succeedPd t.y 
twelve others, and a succession of the same 
continued until the great apostasy, which 
they say took place in the sixth century. 

Latter Day Saints do not teach that 
there was a succession of the twelve 
apostles until the sixth century; but 
we do claim that so long as the ancient 
church of Christ maintained its integ
rity and fidelity to God, that it also 
maintained its original form of organi
zation, and hence had apostles and 
prophets as a part of its membership 
on the earth. Let us see if this claim 
is warranted by the word of God. 
Paul, in 1 Corinthians 12: 27, 28, 
speaking to the church, says:-

Now ye. are the body of Christ, and mem
bers in particular. And God hath set some 
in the church, first apostles, secondarily 
prophets, thirdly teachers, after that mira
cles, then gifts of healings, helps, govern
ments, diversities of tongues. 

We'::Jster defines the word set, "to 
place," "to establish," etc. From the 
fourteenth to the twenty-sixth verse of 
~hilii c;hapter, Patil comp~r~s t}+~ 
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church to the body of a man, and in you have for the former ones; in fact 
the eighteenth verse he says:- ;rou have no intimation in God's word 

But now hath God sot the members every that either shall be done away until 
o~e of them in the body, as it hath pleased the purpose for which God placed 
him. I them there is accomplished. (See 

Here we find the word "set" Eph. 4: 11-16.) 
again. Let me ask, Did he place the You say:-
members in the human body perma- The day of healing and miracles is not 
nently? Has be ever changed the passed away. 

organism of man? No! Man is the Yet these were placed in the church 
same in his organization as when God at the same time as these different 
pronounced his work very good. offices, and there is just as much evi
Hence, to carry out the parallel the dence that the .one should cease with 
apostle shows that "God set" the the apostolic age as there is for the 
members in the body of Obrist, and other. When and where bas God 
they, too, must remain, or it is not said these offices shall be taken from 
the same body. You may read in the church militant? Was not that 
Genesis 9: 9, 11, 17, that God made a church militant to remain on the earth 
covenant with Noah, and the earth, until Christ came? Could it be a per
and with all flesh, that he would no feet church if any part was taken 
more destroy all flesh with a flood of from it? If the human body lost an 
waters; and he said:- arm, or leg, or any other member, 

I do set my bow in the cloud, and it shall would it be a perfect body? Think 
be for a token of a covenant between me and you Christ will receive an imperfect 
the earth.-Gen. 9: 13· bride or church? (See Eph. 5: 27.) 

That bow is always seen in the God says in Ephesians 4: 11-13:
cloud as an evidence of God's faith-
fulness to his covenant, because it 
was set, fixed, established. Paul de
clares God hath set some in the 
church, "first apostles, secondarily 
prophets," etc., hence they were es
tablished there so long as the church 
of Christ remained in its purity; but 
an apostasy took place in fulfillment 
of prophecy. (See the following, 
Acts 20: 28; Rom. 11: 13-24; . 2 Thes. 
2; 1 Tim. 4; 2 Tim. 3; 2 Tim. 4; 2 
Pet. 2.) 

Please notice, Christ's church was 
organized upon the earth, its work 
was to be done on the earth. The 
gifts that be gave were given to men on 
the earth, hence it must remain on the 
earth until its work is done. The 
apostolic calling is a function, occupa· 
tion, or office, unto which those men 
were called. It did not die out when 
the persons who held such office died, 
and as Christ organized his church 
for all time, it follows that this office 
must remain for all time; or so long 
as the church existed on the earth 
and maintained its integrity and faith
fulness to God. If the other offices, 
namely, evarigelists, pastors, and 
teachers were to remain in the church 
upon the earth, certainly the equally 
important offices of apostles and 
prophets must remain. You have no 
more warrant in God's word for doing 
a.way with these l;;i,tter offioef) than 

He gave some, apostles; and some, proph
ets: and some, evangelists; and some, pastors 
and teachers; for the perfecting of the saints, 
for the work of the ministry, for the edifying 
of the body of Christ: till we all come in the 
unity of the faith, and of the knowledge of 
the Son of God, unto a perfect man, unto the 
measure of the stature of the fullness of 
Christ. 

Are the saints perfect yet? Is the 
work of the ministry all done? Does 
the church of Christ need edifying 
now? Can it be edified without the 
means that God ordained for that 
work? Are we all come in the unity 
of the faith? If so what means your 
frequent denunciation of all "sectism"? 
Have all att.iained to the knowledge of 
the Son of God? Are the children of 
God all perfect? Have they attained 
unto the measure of the stature of 
the fullness of Obrist? 

Stand erect, ye professed saints! ye 
men of assumed holiness! and meas
ure yourselves by the infinitely high, 
and immaculate personage and char
acter of the spotless and glorious be
ing, our great exemplar, Christ Jesus. 
Lay your hands upon your mouths 
and cry, Unclean! Unclean!! and con
fess that "our righteousness is as 
filthy rags" compared with his all 
glorious cha:-:-acter. Then humble 
yourselves before God and accept the 
means of grace which he has set in his 
church for your perfection; then you 
will thi-ow !:\wa;v that uncertain 
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"trumpet," and cease to boast of your 
holiness; repent of your sins and be 
baptized for the remission of them by 
those whom God has called and author
ized to preach and administer in the 
gospel to all men; and then continue 
in God's way of holiness, and you 
shall be saved, for God has decreed, 
"He that endureth unto the end shall 
be saved." Your Trumpet gives an -
other very uncertain sound when it 
says:~ 

If there were a succession of the Twelve, 
God would have to increase the number of 
thrones for each one to sit on to judge the 
Twelve tribes of Israel. (See 1 Cor. 6: 2.) 

Do ye not know that the saints shall judge 
the world?-1 Cor. 6: 2. 

Thou wast slain, and hast redeemed us to 
God by thy blood out of every kindred, and 
tongue, and people, and nation; and hast 
made us unto our God kings and priests: and 
we shall reign on the earth.-Rev. fi: 9, 10. 

And I saw thrones, and they sat upon 
them, and judgment was given unto them. 
-Rev. 20:4. 

From these scriptures we learn that 
the ancient Twelve are not the only 
ones that shall participate in the 
great judgment, and more than 
twelve thrones will be provided when 
the saints judge the world. 

Another very uncertain sound which 
the Gospel Trumpet gives is found in 
your claim that "God set the apostles 
in (the church) as a part of the foun
dation of the church." 

Roman Catholics tell us it was 
built upon Peter, a;nd you tell us "the 
apostles and prophets has become a 
part of our founda.tion." Christ said 
he would build his church upon a 
rock, and Paul tell us, 

Other foundation can no man lay than that 
is laid, which is Christ Jesus.-1 Cor. 3: 11. 

Christ said it was a foolish man 
who built his house upon the sand. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

withstood Peter to his face. Paul 
and Barnabas had sharp contention 
and separated in their ministry. 
James, speaking of Elijah says, "Elias 
was a man subject to like passions as 
we are" (Italics mine), thereby ac
knowledging his own weakness, as 
also that of Elijah and the rest of the 
apostles. God does not build upon 
frail humanity! that would indeed be 
building upon the sand. 

Your uncertain Trumpet tries to 
bolster up its theory by quoting Ephe
sians 2: 20. It does not read, "And 
are built upon the foundation of apos
tles," etc., as it would have to if your 
theory was right. It reads, "And are 
built upon the foundation of the apostles 
and prophets [Italics mine], Jes us 
Christ himself being the chief corner 
stone," which literally means built 
upon the same foundation that the 
apostles and prophets were built upon. 
Was the Trumpet afraid to quote that 
scripture lest its uncertain sound 
should be detected? Your attempt to 
prove that Paul was not one of the 
original Twelve, and hence not a part 
of the foundation, was labor in vain. 

Latter Day Saints, whom you con
temptuously call "Mormons," never 
made any such claim. In conclusion, 
Mr. Editor, will you kindly publish 
this article in the Gospel Trumpet in 
full, and give your people the oppor
tunity to see both sides of the ques
tion, and if you do not see fit to publish 
it, will you kindly return it to C. 
Derry, Box 354, Woodbine, Harrison 
County, Iowa, and I will return post
age to you. 

Very respectfully, your wellwisher, 
CHARLES DERRY. 
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F. E. Cochran, J. A. Gunsolley, J. F. Min tun, 
and W. N. Robinson to assist. W. N. Rob
insou secretary, he selecting J. F. Mintun 
to assist. Sr. Ida Pearson chorister, she se
lecting Sr. Amy Winning as organist. The 
local janitor, ushers, and librarian of St. Jo
seph Sunday school were selected to act for 
the Institute. 

T. A. Hougas then spoke of the object for 
which we had met, saying: We have met to· 
work and be benefited thereby. The Insti
tute was instituted as a necessity growing out 
of the necessity for improvement in the line 
of Sunday school work. We must grade up 
our Sunday school workers before we can 
consistently talk up the t;rading of our Sun
day schools. Good had resulted from the 
work of the Institute previou~Jy held. Best 
results come from knowledge associated with 
zeal. We are here not only to receive added 
knowledge but added zeal, also that the 
knowledge already acquired, and that may be 
acquired, may be more effectually utilized. 
We are here to carry out what I believe God 
directed to be done in the formulating of the 
program-the more completely unify the Sun
day school and Religio in its work. 

The address of welcome by J. M. Terry was 
hearty and complete, and replied to on the 
part of the Sunday school and Religio work
ers: Frank E. Cochran, J. A. Gunsolley, W. 
N. Robinson, J. F. Mintun, Louise Palfrey, 
William Clow, Bro. Hodson, of Kansas, Sr. 
Marjorie Wright, W. B. Torrance, and 
Emma Beebe. 

At six p. m. an excellent and very spiritual 
social meeting was held, in ctarge of J. F. 
Mintun and D. J. Krahl. 

At 7: 30 a temperance lecture was delivered 
by T. A. Hougas, assisted by ]'. E. Cochran 
with his stereopticon, which was very im
pressive, and showed the evil effects of alco
hol upon the human system in very strong 
terms. This was followed by an excellent 
recitathn by Sr. John McBirnie, entitled 
"The Light from over the Range," which 
closed the sessions of the day. 

Mis~sllaneotls Dspar1mBni. 
IOWA MISSION. 

In the di vision of territory between Bro. 
God said, "l have laid help upon one 81.fndau 8Ghool A880Gia1ions. Caffall and me, Iowa only is left in my charge. 
that is mighty." He also said, "Cursed I call attention to the "Important notice" of 
be the man that trusteth in man and the Church Historian, Hernan C. Smith, of 
maketh flesh his arm." Read Mark CONVENTION NOTICES. 17 Dawson Street, Manchester, Eagland, as 

Philadelphia association will conveue Sat- · d · TJ ld f N b 8: 33, also chapter 14, also Acts 15; contarne m .aera or ovem er 10, page 
G urday, January 22, at No. 199 Saratoga Ave- 724. Each general rnis~ionary io requested 

al. 2: 11; James 5: 17; Ps. 51; Isa. nue, Brooklyn, New York, at 2: 30 p. m. to report directly to him as set forth in 
6. Compare the confessions of these Those coming via New York, should cross the notice referred to above. Read the no
men with the spotless life of the Son Brooklyn bridge, then take the Kings County tice carefully, and then make out and send 
of· God. David the prophet says, elevateJ railroad to Saratoga Avenue, and your report. 

waik north _one block. Send reports, creden- Th ·1 t · · t · l t f th f "My sins are more than the hairs of e as mm1s eria repor s or econ er-

I W 
tials, etc., to the secretary. ence year will come due, as per rule, on or 

my head·," saiah says, " oe is me, I E B HULL s · · • ec. about March 1, from those not in charge, and 
am a m"'·n of unclean 11'ps " Chri'st 2s1s North nth st., PmLADELPHIA, Pa. "' · · on or about March 10 from my assistants who 
rebukes Peter saying, ••Get thee be- are in charge of "fields of labor." In these 
hind me Satan, for thou savorest not INSTITUTE AND Rl!lLIGIO. reports please give a clear, but brief account 
the thiugs tnat be of God but the I~ter-State Sunday School Institute was or- of your labors for the entire year, so that the 
th" h b f ,, p ~ d . d, gamzed at 2:30 p. m. December 26, in the general missioDary in charge can make up 

. mgs t at e 0 men. e er enie I chapel at St. Joseph, Missouri, by select- his report therefrom as per resolution o! last 
lus Master, Paul boasts tba.t he I inji; T. A, Hougas superigt~11Q.e11t1 he eelec;;tin~ , 9oi;iference, fo additi211 t,o. this1 tb.o~e whQ 
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are in charge will please furnish me with a 
report of the number of sermons preiiched, 
and baptisms performed, by the local minis
try in their respective fields. Will the local 
ministry please take notice and report in due 
time to the one having missionary charge in 
the district in which they have labored. 

My assistants in charge will also please re
member that, as heretofore, in these last re· 
ports they are required to furnish me with a 
full list of those who desire and are willing to 
labor as general missionaries for the coming 
year, together with all necessary items, such 
as number of dependents, ages of the children, 
amount of support asked, etc. Also such 
other information, explanations, or recom
mendations as may be needed. 

Please be prompt. If the reports can all 
reach me by March 5, it will be all the better 

J. R. LAMBERT, 
Missionary in Charge. 

LAMONI, Iowa, Dec. 30, 1897. 

NOTICES. 
To enable me to comply with the request of 

the Church Historian, I ask of every priest
hood bearing member of the St. Louis dis
trict who has done any labor within the 
limits of the district during 1897, to report 
the same to me immediately upon the read
ing of this notice. Also all visiting minis
ters who may have done labor during 1897, 
will they lik~wise, please be kind enough to 
report at once. So far as practicable I would 
like to make a complete report of all that has 
been done for tbe good of the cause in this 
division of the vineyard. 

T OHN s. p ARRISH, Dist. Pres. 

PECIAL NOTICE. 
To whom it may concern: Those having 

matter to present to the Quorum of the Twelve 
to be considered at its annual sitting, will 
please see that such matter reaches the as
sistant quorum secretary, J. W. Wight, Box 
156, Lamoni, Iowa, not later than March 15, 
1898. WM. H. KELLEY, 

2t Pres. of Quorum. 

CONFERENCE RESOLUTION OF 1886. 
Because of misunderstanding on the part 

of some, and incorrect statements which 
have been made in public, I furnish here
with the full account of the action had on 
the following resolution, on April 13, 1886:-

"The following was moved: 
"Resolved, That in organized districts, no 

one be ordained to the office of an elder, 
without the voice of the district or confer
ence be had ordering such ordination, or by 
sanction of the missionary in charge. 

"Brethren Roth, W. H. Kelley, J. T. 
Kinnaman and R. Etzenbouser favored it, 
and brethren E. C. Brand, N. A. Baker and 
J. A. Mcintosh opposed it. It was then 
moved to amend by striking out the words, 
'missionary in charge,' and inserting the 
words 'president of the district,' therefor. 
This was opposed by brethren Banta and 
Griffiths, and favored by Bro. Bronson. It 
was then moved to strike out both there 
provisions, or all after the word 'ordination/ 
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in the original. Brethren J. R. Lambert, R. 
M. Elvin, John Pett and E. Etzenhouser op
posed both amendments and favored the 
original. Previous question moved, and, 
following, both amendments were put before 
the house in their order and both were re
jected. The original was adopted."-Herald 
for April 24, 1886, p. 253. 

J, R. LAMBERT. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Conference of Southern Illinois district 

will convene with the Parish brancb, near 
Parish, Illinois, February 5 and 6, 1898. 
Clerks of branches, please have all reports 
ready in time, and forward. same to J. D. 
Stead, Parish, Illinois. We would like to 
have all of the local ministry report. It is 
de~ired that a full attendance with correct 
reports of itll branches will be had. vVe 
hope that Bro. Bond can be with us. 

J. D. STEAD, Sec. 

A conference of the Kewanee district will 
convene at Kewanee, Illinois. February 5 and 
6, per resolution of last adjournment. A 
large delegation is "lxpected, as it will be 
the first convention in the new saints' 
church, on North Fremont Street. A good 
time is expected. 

s. A. WHITEHOUSE, Sec. 

The Northeastern Kansas district will con
vene in conference, February 5, 1898, at 
Scranton, Kansas, at t<>n a. m. We hope to 
have reports from all the branches, and the 
ministry, both traveling and local, that we 
may know the condition of the work. We 
hope to have a good attendance and the 
Spirit of the Master to help and encourage 
us. Send all reports to James W. Burns, 
219 North Flftb St.reet, Atchison, Kansas. 

PHINEAS CADWELL, Pres. 
JAMES W. BURNS, Qlerk. 

A CURE FOR DROPSY. 
Put.two heaping tablespoonfuls of cream of 

tartar into a bowl, pour a pint of boiling 
wat.er on it, fhen stir it, and let it settle until 
it is cold. Drink all the water when going 
to bed, but leave the sediment in the bottom, 
and pour more hot water on it to drink the 
next night. Take a dose of jalap in the 
m··•rning. It will carry all the water off from 
t.he body. Repeat the dose of jalap the sec
ond morning. 

R.· ,,,,hH~hed by request from Herald of 
July 25, 1891. 

BORN. 
WRIGHT.-The following named, children 

of Mr. Matt.hew and Mrs. Louisa Wright, 
were blessed December 19, 1897, at Muchaki
nock, Iowa, by Elders W. H. Kephart and E. 
B. Morgan: Mary Ann, born at. Muchaki
nock, Iowa, August 17, 1897: Amelia, born 
at Carbonado, Iowa, September 9, 1895. At 
Park Gate, Yorkshire, England, December 3, 
1893, a daughter. (Name not given.-Ed.) 
Lillyam, born at Park Gate, England, April 
22, 1891.'.". 

MATREWS.-To Bro. WUlia,m T, and Sr, 

Phcebe Mathews, a son; born November 13, 
1897, at Centerville, Iowa. Blessed Decem
ber 12, by Elder H. N. Snively, and named 
Cyril Will.iam. 

ALLEN.-To Mr. Montgomery and Sr. Har
riet Allen nee Robinson, at Milton, Florida, 
October 24, 1897, a girl, and named Harriet 
Permilla. Blessed December 9, 1897, by 
Elders D. E. Tucker and S. D. Allen. 

BARKER. -At Lucas, Iowa, January 14, 
1,892, to Mr. Richard and Mrs. Nettie Barker, 
a daughter, named Stella. Also at Forbush, 
Iowa, July 7, 1895, a son, named Floyd. 
Blessed at Hiteman, Iowu, December 26, 1897, 
by Elder R. M. El ~·in. 

MARRIED. 
KEMP-GREEN.-December 15, 1897, at the 

bride's home, near Tabor, Iowa, Bro. Robert 
Kemp, of Independence, Missouri, to Sr. Net
tie Green, of Tabor, Iowa. A good social 
time was enjoyed by the many friends present, 
and quite a number of useful articles pre
sented. May they live long to enjoy the 
sweets of life, and have power to battle with 
all opposing powers, and work for truth and 
righteousness, and obtain a crown of life, is 
the earnest prayer of their many friends. 
Elder H. Kemp officiated, as Elder T. W. 
Williams, because of sicknAss in his family, 
could not be present. 

HALLER -JOHNSON. - At Canton, Iowa, 
November 25, 1897, at six p. m., by Elder J, 
S. Roth, Mr. Charles T. Haller to Sr. Lottie 
B. Johnson. 

MULLINS-KENNELL.-At Grinnell, Iowa, 
December 21, 1897, by Elder J. S. Roth, Mr. 
William R. Mullins to Sr. Maud Kennell. 

DIED. 
REES.-At Kewanee, Illinois, December 13, 

1897, Sr. Elizabeth Rees nee Evans. She was 
born in Carmarthenshire, South Wales, No
vember 5, 1821. Came to America in 1858, 
intending to move to Utah, but, discovered 
that that church had left the gospel land
marks. She moved with her family to Ke
wanee in 1861, and when the voice of the 
true Shepherd was heard through the instru
mentality of Brn. Blakeslee, Gi.llen, Shippy, 
and Gurley, she gladly accepted the message. 
She was baptized by her brother-in-law, 
John D. Jones, March 14, 1864, and the home 
of herself and husband became a refreshing 
asylum to the hungry, weary, foot and heart
sore servants of Christ who toiled 
for the spiritual building of the Kewanee 
branch and district. She was mother of six 
children, grandmother of twenty-six, and 
great-grandmother of five. Two daughters 
and one sister mourn. She was laid away to 
await the Master's call December 16, Elder 
John Chisnall being the consoling speaker, 
at the home of J. D. Jones. 

Sleep, sleep, fond heart, and take thy reet; 
Death ends thy pilgrim mission; 

Fair paradise, thy -.onl's request, 
Rejoicing, gained admission. 

There to abide in peace awhile. 
From care, pain, grief, and sorrow, 

Until Idnmea, cleansed from guile, 
The antedated morrow; 

When, from thy grave immortal rise, 
Thy final gos·pel story, 

By grace through Christ procured the prize, 
With sa,int,s in endless glory. 

J.D.J, 
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Royal makes the food pure, 
wholesome and d@licious. 

Absolutely Puro 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK. 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
NEW REVISED EDI'l'ION. 

The manuscript of this edition was carefully 
compared w.ith the original authorized edition 
of 1835, which was adopted by a General As
sembly of the church at Kirtland, and known 
as the Kirtland edition. Some typographical 
errors that crept into and passed through 
later editions have been corrected, and some 
omissions supplied. · 

The revelation on the late Civil War, the 
«Minutes of the General Assembly" of 1835, 
the minutes of the "Joint Council" of 1894, 
and the revelations given to the Reorganized 
Church to date, are all included in the vol
ume. The "Lectures on Faith" are omitted, 
but may be published later in pamphlet 
form, or for those who may want thorn. 

The concordance has been revised and en
larged, greatly aiding study and general use 
of the hook. The concordance, and lists of 
names of persons and places mentioned in 
the revelations, are included in the volume. 

Ready reference to the book is greatly 
facilitated by the substitution of figures for 
the old style Roman letters in section and 
page headings. The figures can be read at a 
glance. 

This edition is issued from new brevier type. 
Prices s'ame as the former edition, accord-

Ang to bindings:-
Cloth .....................•...•••.. $ 65 
Full leather ............•..••••••••. 1 00 
Full leather, gilt edges .......•.••.. 1 25 
Flexible bound, gilt edges ........... 2 00 
(The flexible bindings contain extra leaves 

for notes.) 

FOR SALE OR TRADE. 
u A nice home near P1·esident Joseph Smith's 
residence; containing seven rooms, three 
,closets, pantry, and cellar; well, outbuildings, 
etc.; about two acres of ground, well set to 
fruit and ornamental trees. For further par
ticulars inquire of M., Herald Office, or 
address Box 312, Lamoni, Iowa. 

CHURCH HISTORY-PRICES, 

THE prices on the second volume of 
the Church History are the same as 
for the first volume, as follows:-

Oloth bound, ........................... 31 50. 
Oloth, leather backs and corners, .•.... 2 oo.' 
Full leather, ........................... 2 60. 
Full leather, gilt edges, ..••••••••••..• ll 00. 

Don't forget the different styles of 
binding and separate prices of ea.ch j 
when ordering. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, De
catur Co., Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months $1.llO• 
three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; sample 
copies free. 

The t.raveling ministry, di•,trict and branch pre•idents, 
&nd Bishop's agents are requested to solicit subscriptions, 
make sales of church publications, and assist the pnl>
lisbing department. 

Addrees communications for publication to the Editors. 
Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, changes 

of address, etc., should be addressed to Frank Criley 
Business Manager. Remittunces should be made bf 
poet office or express orders, draft on Chicago, or lastly 
by registered letters. Do not send checks. 

Advertir<ing rates, forty cents per inch each insertion, 
subject to the following discount•: One month's inser
tion, five per cent; three months, fifteen per cent; six 
months, twenty-live per cent; one year forty per cent. 
All advertising conditioned on insertion npon the Jirnt or 
last pages of cover, will be charged an advance oMwenty 
per cent upon the regular rates. For reading notices, 
(on outside pages of cover, unless otherwise accepted,) 
ten cents per line. Editorial notices, twenty-five cents 
per line; discount as above. , 

(Entered at pout office, Lamoni, Iowa, as aecond-ciasl! 
mail matter.) 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. 
INSPIRED TRANSI.A'rION BY JOSEPH SMITll!I. 

Cloth ............................. $1 00 
Sheep or library bi ncling ....•...••. 1 25 
Imitation morocco, gilt edges ...... 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges ................ 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

KING JAMES' TRANSLATION. 
Four sizes of American Bible Society's low· 

8PHGIAh PRHMIUM OVVRR. 
Herald and Self= Pronouncing 

Bible. 
THE Herald Office has decided to offer 

its patrons an excellent opportunity 

to secure a useful and valuable pre

mium - the celebrated "S:!lf - Pro
nouncing Sunday School T<:lacbers' 

Bible," the same as the "Oxford 
Bible," with "belps" and "maps,'' in 

good large print, bourgeois type, with 

marginal references; printed on thin 

paper, flexible binding; size St x 6t. 

priced editions: With margina! references, OUR PREMIUM BIBLE. 
two sizes, 60 and 80 cents each. Without . 
references, two sizes, 30 and 50 cents each. I For one (1) new subscriber to the 

TEACHERS' BIBLES. HERALD and $3. 25 in cash, we will 
Oxford Bibles, Family f3ibles, The Revised send the HERALD for one year to any 

Version, Eyre and Spott1swoode's, The Self· . 
Pronouncing Combination Bible, The Re- address and a copy of the Bible to the 
vised and King James' Versions in parallel remitter 
columns, or any version obtainable, will be · 
furnished on application. Or, anyone sending us ten (10) new 

$1.50. $1.50. 
THE SAINTS" HERALD 

REDUCED IN PRICE. 
Recognizing the closeness of the times and 

with a desire. to place the church paper 
within the reach of every member, the Board 
of Publication has decided to offer THE 
SAINTS' HERALD at a reduced price for one 
year from the date named, as follows:-

On July 12, 1897, the price of the HERALD 
'"as fixed at $1.50 per year, payable in ad-
vance. 

This reduction applies to both old and new 
subscribers, on the following conditions:

C!i\sh must accompany all orders for new 
s~bscriptions, as stated. 

Former subscribers who are in arrears, who 
pay up on old subscriptions and renew one 
year in advance, will receive the benefit of 
the reduction in price from the date uamed
July 12, 1897. 

Those who have already paid in advance 
will receive the benefit. of the reduction in 
price at the dates of expiration of present 
subscriptions, and for the year following said 
dates, if renewing in advance. 

This is a reduction of twenty-five per cent, 
both in the price of the church paper, and of 
the revenue derived from it. It is therefore 
necessary that all avail themselves of the 
new departure and greatly enlarge the list of 
new subscribers; and also that those indebted 
pay up all past due accounts. 

Brauch book agents and the ministry who 
can do so, are respectfully asked to second the 
efforts of the Board by obtaining new sub
scribers for the HERALD and working in the 
general interests of the Herald Office-the 
church publishing plant. 

In bonds. 
FRANK CRILEY. Bus. M'g'r, 

Lamoni, Iowa. 

subscribers for the HERALD at $1.50 
each, cash accompanying orders, will 

receive a copy of the Bible. 

This Bible has been purchased by a 

number and has become a favorite 

volume for ministerial and Sunday 

school work. It gives entire satisfac
tion. 

We want one thousand new sub

scribers for the HERALD within the 

next ninety days. The church paper 

has been reduced in price and should 

circulate in every home of and be read 

by all Latter Day Saints. 

Here is an excellent opportunity to 
aid the cause and to secure a first 
class help in general work, a service
able and up to date Bible. 

We hope to hear from all interested 
at once. 

Does the HERALD circulate among 
all the families of your branch? If 
not, it ought to reach them. Can you 
not help us to place it in the hands of 
all the membership, also among those 
not of the faith? Strangers will read 
it and take it. Try them, and let us 
hear from you. 

Sample copies of the SAINTS' HER· 
ALD free on application. 

Address, 

HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE, 

Lamoni, Iowa.. 
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FOR SALE. 
Between this date and February 15, 1898, 

the oldest and best established millinery 
stock and fixtures in town. Location good. 
Rent reasonable. No incumbrance. Good 
trade. MISS C. A. SEELY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

Dated December 29, 1897. 

The Necessity for a Reorganization. 
BY ELDER H. 0. SMITH. 

This tri.ct sets forth and refutes the false 
claims and erroneous doctrines of the Utab 
Church. 

It brings to light much of the teachings of 
Brigham Young an.:, other founders of the 
Utah faction, and proves them and the p!'es· 
ent leaders to be at variance with and their 
organization a departure from the faith 
taught by the eariy church and its three 
standard books. 

It also vindicates and maintains the gen
eral position of the Reorganized Church in 
SUCC<3SSion. 

A tract for the times. Just the thing with 
which to meet the arguments of Brighamite 
elders. 

Forty-three pages; two for five cents; per 
doz., 30 cents. 

NEW TESTAMENTS. 
INSPIRED TRANSLATION. 

Cloth sides, leather back, 50 cents each. 
Cloth, 30 cents each; $3.30 per dozen net. 

A special, cheap, pocket size edition, de
signed especially for Sunday schools; same 
type as the 50 cent edition. 

LARGE 'I'YPE EDITION. 

Cloth, leather backs and corners ... $1 00 
Seal grain russia ................... 1 25 
Seal grain russia, g-il t edges. . . . . . .. 1 50 

KING JAMES' TRANSLATION. 

Three sizes; American Bible Society's edi
tions; cloth binding:-

Brevier Type, 18 mo. 25 cents each net; the 
same rate per doz. 

Agate type, 32 mo. tsmaller}, 15 cents each; 
IBL60 per doz. net. 

Pearl-agate type, 32 mo. 10 cents each; 
$1.00 per doz. net. 

These books are kept in stock to supply 
echooJs and other patrons with good, cheap 
New Testaments at very low prices. 

TOBACCO HA.BIT CURED, 
ORNO PAY. 

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively 
guarantees three b{>Xes of ''Quit-To-Bae'' to perma
nently take away all desire for tobacco, or will 
promptly refund money paid for it. 'fhree boxes sent 
post paid anywhere for $1.50, No bad effects from 
use of Quit-To-Bae, It is a great nerve tonic. Why 
not try it? It has cured hundreds; why not you? 
Remember, l'lfo flu.re, No JP'ay. Address, B. F. 
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois, 

ZION'S HOPE. 
A l11oP11re, foor-page Sunday school paper for 

children; illWlltrared; edited by Sr. M. 
Walker. 50 cents per year; in packages of 
follr, :five, or six to one address, 40 cents each 
per year; in packages of seven or more, 35 
cents each. 

I WHAT HA VE YOU to exchange as part 
payment on a well improved 80 acre farm 
two miles from Lamoni? Large build
ings-all painted-orchard. Yearly pay· 

I 
ments on balance. Give full description 
and price of your property in first letter. 

D. F. Nicholson. 

VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE 
SEER. 

Paper covers ...••••.•••• Cle ••••••••• $ 10 

'l'HE SAINTS' HERALD 

GRACELAND COLLEGE. 

For catalogues or further information, 

Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE, 
Acting President, 

or D. F. LAMBERT, Secretary, 
LAAMONI, low A 

SER MONS. 
Twenty-six sermons by leading ministers of 

the Reorganized Church, formerly published 
as "supplement sermons" in the SAINTS' 
HERALD. 

Neatly bound: Paper covers 30 cents; cloth 
75 cents; postpaid. 

An excellent volume to circulate among 
investigators. 

Two hundred and eight pages of choice 
reading matter on subjects of interest to in
vestigators. 

The principles of the gospel set forth in 
plainness and in interesting, attractive, nar
rative style. 

THE KEOKUK ROUTE. 

K. & W. and D. M. & K. C. Railways. 

The D. M. & K. C. Ry from Des Moines 
to Cainsville has been rebuilt and that por
tion south of Van Wert will be standard 
gauge on or before November 1, 1897. 

There is no road in Southern Iowa or 
Northern Missouri which bas more good 
locations for business men than on the line of 
the Keokuk Route. More stock of all kinds 
bas been shipped over this line than any road 
of equal mileage in Iowa or Missouri. (See 
Missouri Surplus Map at our stations.) The 
freight and passenger service is not equalled 
by any road in the state, except the Missou!'i 
River trunk lines, with each of which we 
have union stations and direct connections. 

Persons seeking farms can find property at 
tempting prices; men seeking business loca
tions can find towns with ample territory and 
settlers to warrant good business. Additional 
passeng-er service will soon be given which 
will add to the growth of the towns. 

The towns between Des Moines and Cains
ville are particularly well located for 
business. Look them up. Write to the 
undersigned for additional information. See 
folder for map and lands. 

J. F. ELDER, 

A. C. GOODRICH, 
Gen. Pass. Agent. 

Vice Pres. and Gen. M'n'gr. 

___ >;; 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an 
invention is probably patentable. Communica .. 
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents. 

Patents taken tlirough Munn & Co. receive 
special notice~ without charge, in the 

Sdtntific Jlm~rican. 
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a 
year; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers. 

MUNN & C0.3610roadway, New York 
Branch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C. 

HARDWARE.I! 
STOVES, TINWARE, BARB WUt:I, :ITG. 

Special attention given to Builders' Hardware. 
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnlahd 

LAMONI HARDWARE CO. 

CHEAP HOMES. 
Do you wish to settle in Lamoni? Now is 

the time to do so. I have properties that I 
can seli you for less money than you can build 
the houses. For descriptions, prices, and 
terms write to 0. L. Ferguson, Lamoni, Iowa. 

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN. 
A house ln Lamoni Iowa, two squares from the b'mll!. 

ness center. It ha• •Ix rooms, a ha11, and three elossU!\, 
llJld ls conveniently arrimged for a family ol ah: or moff! 
is warm as a winter house, and has good ventilation tot 
summer. Well "nd cistern at the door, 11nd apple, 
cherry, plum, and peach treeM on the two lots, whicil. aH 
the corner of a block. Address. 

I. N. W. COOPER. Liomon!, Iow11. 

BOOK OF MORMON:JUAPS NOW READY. 
A large map of the Boo1< of Mormon geography, as 

compiled by the committee on Arcbreology; drawn for 
them and engraved by Bro. G. l!'. Weston, Art method, 
40x51 inchee, designed for tbe home, office, and Sunday 
school. A durable, strong, and artistic map~ mounted on 
cloth, in lae.tir1g colore.; the surface varniF-hed eo as t<> 
be washed off with damp cloth when necessary; with 
stained and varnished strip at top and hott• m, 

Sent by exprees to auy address for $2.50, express to be 
paid by purchaser. 

This mao has all the missionary and colonial journey 
lines between the lands Zarahemla, Lehi, Neohi, etc.; 
and the migratory journeys of the Nephites, Jaredites,. 
and the People of Zarahemla, from their first landings to 
the Hill Cumorab; also the modern travels of Humboldt 
Pizarro and Cortez; of native races of the United States, 
Central America, and Mexico-the Incue:, Mayae, Aztecs, 
Indi•n tribes. etc, The ancient Peruvian roads are rndi
cated ae nearly as can be obtained, and an alpbabetical 
index in full is to accompany it as soon as published, at 
twenty-five cents, giving references to page, cbapter't 
and paragraph in Book of Mormon and other works; and 
also giving a reference to the numbers and letters on the 
margin of the map, so that the various locations can 
readily be found thereon. 

Send money by poetal money order to G, F, WESTON, 
Box 553, Buchanan. Berrien County, Michiga'.:1; ___ .. 

lllNVJJLOPE!i. 
Small envelopes for oolleotiou; per 100, 15 

cents; oor 1.000. $1.25. 
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CONTENTS: j several years. On the other hand a 
EDITORIAL: ' ' b 4' l t . l' Pulpit Offenses ...................... 17 surpr1smg num er OL e ec ric mes 

City Work ........................... 17 has been built for country as well as 
Neighborly Comment.··············· 1

1
8
8 

city service, and this iG true also of 
Religious Indifference ............... . 
"Abstract" Faith Applied .......... 18 every other State. In the middle At-
A Word to Patrons.········ .... ··· .. · 2

2
0
0 

lantic group of States 170 miles were 
Bro. A. S. Cochran Removed to Leon 
Outside Church News .............. 20 added, on the central Southern group 
Autumn Leaves ..... · .. ·...... .. · .. · 21 348, in the south Atlantic group 241, 

MOTHERS' HOME COLUMN: 
Select Reading for February Meet- in the gulf and Mississippi Valley 

ings of Daughters of Zion .. ········· 23 States 375, in the southwestern group 
LETTER DEPARTMENT ................... 24 
ORIGINAL ARTICLES: 341, in the Northwest only 64, and in 

Is It Charity?························ 27 the Pacific coast country 287 miles, 
r Malachi, and Others ................. 27 

Persecution .......................... 29 the greater part in California. At the 
CoN~~~~e~~E:;i~~T~~= .................. 30 commencement of 1898 the United 

Northern Wisconsin ................ 30 States will have 184,464 miles of com-
SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATIONS: 31 pleted railway. 

Institute and Religio.. . ............ . 
Amendment to Constitution and By- HANGINGS IN 1897. 

Laws ............................... 31 
MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT: 

Special Notice....................... 31 
Bishop's Agents' Notices ............ 31 

=============-···· 

The number of legal executions in 
1897 was 128, as compared with 122 
in 1896, 132 in 1895, 132 in 1894, 126 
in 1893, and 107 in 1892. The execu

SOME STATISTICS OF THE VEAR 1897• tions in the several States and Terri-
FIRE LOSSES. 

1888 
1889 
1890 

142 1895 
176 1896 
127 1897 

1891 192 

171 
131 
166 

The lynchings in the various States 
and Territories were distributed as 
follows:-
Alabama 
Arizona 
Arkansas 
Florida 
Georgia 
Kentucky 
Louisiana 
Oklahoma 
Maryland 
Mississippi 
Missouri 
8outb Carolina 

19 Texas 
2 Virginia 

11 North Carolina 
12 Alaska 
14 California 
7 Illinois 

,14 Indiana 
2 
1 

16 

Nevada 
Ohio 
South Dakota 

4 North Dakota 
6 Washington 

Tennessee 7 

25 
5 
1 
3 
1 
1 
5 
2 
1 
2 
3 
2 

Of these lynchings 146 occurred in 
the South and 20 in tbe North. Of 
the total number 122 were negroes, 39 
whites, and 5 Indians. The alleged 
crimes for which the victims were 
lynched were as follows: Race preju-

THE losses by fire in the United States 
in 1897 aggregated $129,001, 737, as 
compared with $111,856,067 in 1896 
and $131,578,206 in 1895. Of these 
fires those with losses of $100,000 and 
upwards contributed $56, 786, 500 of 
the total and smaller fires $72,215,237. 

tories were as follows: 
Georgia 
Virginia 
Kentucky 
Missouri 

15 Florida 
dice, 4; arson, 5; murder, 69; robbery, 

3 
3 18; assaults, 7; attempted rape, 9; 

The aggregate losses by fire for a 
series of years are as follows:-

Aggregate Aggregate 
Year. property loss. Year. property loss. 
1875 $ 78, 102,285 1887 $120,283,055 
1876 64.630,800 18b8 110, 885, 665 
1877 68,265,800 1889 123,046,833 
1878 64,315,900 1890 108, 993, 792 
1879 77,703,700 1891 143, 764, 967 
1880 74,643,400 1892 151,516,098 
1881 81,280,900 1893 167,544,370 
1882 84,505.024 1894 140, 006, 484 
1883 100,149,228 1895 131,578,206 
1884 110,008,611 1896 111, 856, 067 
1855 102,818, 796 1897 128,841, 737 
1886 104, 924, 750 

RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION. 

Railway construction in 1897 was but 
little greater than that for the preced
ing year. From the record kept by the 
Railway Age of this city it appears 
that during the year 1,864.52 miles of 
road were added to the railway system 
of this country. Tracklaying was in 
progress last year upon 153 lines in 38 
of the 49 States and Territories. 

In New England steam railway con
struction continues practically sus
pended, as has been the case for 

6 Delaware 

N ortb Carolina 
Alabama 
Arkansas 
Maryland 
Louisiana 
New Mexico 

4 
8 
4 
5 
2 
2 
5 
5 

California 
New York 
Illinois 
Minnesota 
New Jersey 
Ohio 
Washington 
Idaho 

Texas 5 Indiana 
Mississippi 2 Oregon 
Oklahoma 1 Connectfout 

5 rape, 23; writing insulting letters, 1; 
7 outlawry, 3; by white caps, 4; bur
~ glary, 6; elopement, 2; furnishing 
5 information, 3; unknown offenses, 5; 
4 train wrecking, 1; mistaken identity, 
; 1; refusing to give evidence, 1; in-
1 sults, 1; concealing a murder, 1; diso-
2 bedience of regulations, 1; running 
3 
1 

quarantine, 1. Indian Territory 2 South Dakota 
Tennessee 5 Pennsylvania 
South Carolina 2 Nebraska 
West Virginia 4 

4 
1 

There were 82 hanged in the Sou th 
and 46 in the North, of whom 72 were 
whites, 51 "negroes, 3 Indians, and 2 
Chinese. The crimes for which they 
were executed were murder 117, rape 
10, burglary 1. 

LYNCHINGS IN 1897. 
The criminal work of the mob-mur

derers is · again on the increase. 
Judge Lynch has executed 166 persons 
during 1897, 162 men and 4 women. 
As the question of lynching is now 
quite generally agitated and bas en
gaged the attention of several legisla
tive bodies, the following table 
showing the number of lynchings 
through a series of years will be of 
interest:-
1885 
1886 
1887 

184 1892 
138 1893 
122 1894 

335 
200 
190 

SUICIDES. 

The total number of persons who 
have;:committed suicide in the United 
States during 1897, as reported by 
mamand telegraph of the Tribune is 
6,600, as compared with 6,520 in 1896, 
5, 759 in 1895, 4, 912 in 1894, 4, 436 in 
1893, 3,860 in 1892, 3,531 in 1891, and 
2, 010 in 1890, the figures showing a 
steady increase in the crime of self
murder. Of this number 5,186 were 
males and 1,414 females, the propor
tion of about 4 to 1 being steadily kept 
up from year to year. Among pro
fessional men physicians still lead the 
mournful list, 41 having taken their 
own lives, as compared with 47 in 
1896, 59 in 1895, and 45 in 1894. Dur
ing the year also 2 actors, 18 promi
nent lawyers, 1 college professor, 10 
clergymen, 2 editors, 1 artist, and 20 
persons connected with banks in vari-
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ous capacities took their lives. The I nent disasters in 1897, both· at home 
1 

Hartsville, Tenn.; 13 by a storm at 
causes of suicide were as follows:- ' and abroad:- . Wurtemberg, 40 by a railroad accident 
Despondency 2,88\J Ill-health 356 In January 13 persons lost their at Gijentofft, Denmark; and 295 by 
Unknown 1 • 92~ D?mesti.c infelicity 3~1 lives by a mine disaster at Pacheco, I floods in Austria and Russia. 
Insanity 461 D1sappomted love 211 • 
Liquor 270 Business losses 124 Mexico; 2,500 by an earthquake on I~ August ~,00~ were kill~~ by. vol· 

In these cases of suicide 2,384 per- the Island of Kishan, 17 by a fire at 
1 
came explos10n m the Pb1ll~prnes, 

sons 0 ·soned themselves 2.136 shot the Dallas (Texas) orphan asylum, 200 by floods in Russia, 38 by tne fall 
them p 1

1 
es 879 hanged ~h~mselves and 9 by an explosion in Buenos of a bridge in the Crimea, 130 by an 

596 d se v ned themselves 357 cut thei~ I Ayres. explosion at Rustchuk, Bulgaria; 60 

th 0 rtow86 threw thems,elves in front In February 12 were killed by the by a tidal wave in India, 15 by an ex-
r a s, · · · · " K' f R · 20 b d of locomotives, 84 threw themselves fallmg of a bridge m Cornwall, 17 by ~loswnM.,,t i~ , .._8us~ia; d y

200
robwn-

f · d fN ~0 5 stabbed floods in the Ohio Valley, 175 by a I mg at l oncaao, parn; an ya rom w1n ows or roo "'' , . . . 
them l es 25 burned themselves. 4 mine d'_saster at Zacatecas, Mexico, tidal wave m Japan. 

t sed vth ' 1 d 21 1·11ed' •he,m- and 10 by a railroad accident at Mos- I In September 12 lost their lives in a s arve emse ves, an . { _, h , 

l "th d 't Tl1e fic-ures 'cow. mine at Glemvood, Colo.; 11 by a se ves w1 ynam1 e. ,:, . . 
h th t · · t'll t"ie r"avor·i"te Tn March 180 lives were lost by the boiler explosion at Huenstadt, Aus· s ow a poison lS s.,1 r · - • • • • , 

t f th. , . , - ld fall of a building in Tangiers, 18 by tna; 30 m a mrne rn J onannesberg. 10 rou e rom is co tne unseen wor . ~ . ·. 

MURDERS. 

The total number of murders com
mitted in 1897 shows a decrease over 
1896, being 9,520, as compared witb 
10,652 in 1896, 10,500 in 1895, 9,800 in 
1894, 6,615 in 1893, 6, 742 in 1892, 5,106 
in 1891, and 4,290 in 1890. The causes 
of these murders may be classified as 
follows:-· 

the explosion of a Russian war vessel, by flood on 'i exas coast., 40 rn a mme 
60 by flood in the Mississippi Valley, in Madras, 24 by a railroad accident at 
14 by a cyclone at Arlington, Ala- Panama, 130 by floods in Japan, 50 by 
bama, 21 by drowning at Ferrol, l an explosion at Kiang-Nan, China; 39 
Spain, and 25 by a cyclone at Chand- I by drowning in the Yang-tse-Kiang 
ler, Oklahoma. 

1 
River, 36 by a railroad accident in 

In April 24 persons were killed by I Austria, 50 by a cyclone in Italy, 20 
an explosion of fireworks at Lisbon, I by flood at Brindisi, 30 by a landslide 
17 by a fire in Knoxville, Tennessee; 10 I at Girgenti, Italy; 18 by a landslide in 
by an explosion in Buenos Ayres, 40 Alaska, 150 by a railroad accident at 

Quarrels 
Unknown 
Jealousy 
Liquor 

4,638 Highwaymen killed 128 by floods in South Dakota, 200 by Maddur, India; 17 in a mine at Cor-
2,655 Insanity 

98 earthquake in Formosa, 10 by drown- ralitos, Mexico; 16 by an explosion at 

By highwaymen 
Infanticide 
Resisting arrest 

376 Self-defense 97 
518 Strikes 49 ing at Patras, Greece; 10 by a mine Botfalu, Hungary; and 20 by flood in 
387 Outrages 
321 Riots 
195 

42 disaster at Essen, Germany; 34 by a Cuba. 

CHARITIES OF 1897. 

21 
mine explosion in the Transvaal, 12 In October 20,000 persons lost their 
by flood in New Zealand, 20 by flood lives by floods in China, 10 by a forest 
in Oklahoma, and 41 by a storm in fire in Manitoba, 16 by an explosion at 

It is certainly an optimistic and en- the Rio Verde Valley, Mexico. Bangkok, Siam; 35 by a railroad acci-
couraging outlook for the best that is In May 159 were killed by the burn- dent in Japan, 6,400 by a cyclone in 
in man and for the outreachings of ing of the Charity Bazaar in Paris, the Philippines, 20 in a mine at Cam
charity and humanity that the dark 209 by an earthquake in the Leeward 

1 
pas, Mexico; 54 in a church panic at 

record of embezzlements in 1897, Islands, 11 in a mine at Durham, Eng- I Knieleff, Russia; 30 by a storm in 
shown elsewhere, is magnificently off- land; 31 by an avalanche in India, 20 J Japan, 13 in a mine at Torres, Mexico; 
set by tbe generous sums contributed in a mine in the Isle of Man, 102 by a and 300 by a typhoon in China. 
by bequest or personal gift to railroad accident in Russia, 14 in a In November 30 were killed in a rail
churches, colleges, charities, muse- mine at Pinckney, Tenn.; and 50 by a road accident at Bielovstok, Russia; 
urns, art galleries, libraries, amount- fire at Hochioji, Japan. 15 in a railroad accident near Paris, 
ing to $33,612,914, as compared with In June 20 were killed by a boiler and 11 in a railroad accident at War
$33,670,129 in 1896, $28,943,549 in explosion at Pueblo, Mexico; 500 by saw, Poland. 
1895, and $19,967,116 in 1894. In pre- a storm on the Chinese coast, 100 by a In December 37 were killed in a 
paring these statistics no record has fire at Tien-Tsin, China; 12 by floods mine in Bavaria and 13 in a mine at 
been kept of small donations, since to in New England, 12 in a mine at I Dortmund, Ptussia. 
collect them all would be a manifest Moes tea, Wales; 20 by a storm in v ARIO US DISASTERS IN THE UNITED 

impossibility. Of the total ~mount Paris; 
0

6,000 by an earthquake at I STATES. 

stated above there has been given to ] Assam, India; 150 by a storm on the I Tbe following table gives the loss 
colleges the large sum of $10,203,450;. Belgian coast, 19 by a flood at Tiflis, of life resulting from various disasters 
to charities the still larger s~U: of 20 by a flood in Galicia, 26 in a mine in this country, as reported to the 
$14, 785,626; to churches and rehg10us at Atecama, Chile; 10 by the fall of a Tribune by mail and telegraph: 
societies, $5,Q23, 738; to museums and church at Solano Spain. and 100 by 

1 
Fires 3,005 Falling buildings 

t 11 · (11!1 218 000 '. ' Drownings 3.275 etc . 852 ar ga eries, 'IP ' , • • a flood in Roumania. Explosions 780 Cyclones and storms 280 
Of this magnificent total $20,233,3781 In July 120 lost their lives by a Mines . 625 Lightning 298 

has been contributed by men and $13-

1 

volcanic explosion in the Philippines, RAILRO~D DISAS~ERS. . 

379,436 by women. 92 by a fire at Tantah, Egypt; 330 by · The los~ of h~e by ra1lr,?ad. disas-
DISASTERS OF 1897. floods in France, 14 by a cyclone in I ters of varwus kmds was 2, 164rn 1897, 

The following is a list of the promi-1 Minnesota, 11 by a boiler explosion at Continued on page three of cover. 
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THE HERALD. 
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free."-Jobn 8:31, 32. 
"Hearken to the word of the lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none." 

Vol. 45. 

JOSEPH SMITH 
R. S. SALYARDS 
HEMAN c. SMITH, 
JOSEPH LUFF, 

EDITOR. 
ASSISTANT EDITOR. 

} CORRESPONDING EDITORS. 

LAMONI, IOWA, JAN. 12, 1898. 

PULPIT OFFENSES. 

THE manner in which a thing is said 
sometimes adds to and sometimes 
takes from its efficacy for good in gos
pel work as in other pursuits. 

If the preacher is coarse and bitter 
in his treatment of those differing 
from him in belief, and speaks of 
such differences in sneering or de
nunciatory speech, he will fail to 
reach his object- that of winning 
their attention and respect. For 
though the publicly stated or written 
declaration of the faith and doctrines 
held by a man or a people becomes by 
such published declaration the prop· 
erty of anyone who ma,y choose to ex
amine it for acceptance or rejection, 
there is nevertheless a personal claim 
upon it, held by the one offering it 
for consideration, which makes it 
dear to him; and courtesy, right feel
ing, and sound religious policy de
mand that those who essay to discuss 
it should treat it as fairly as them
selves would ask for their own views. 

It may be thought to be a mark of 
moral bravery for a man to emphasize 
his dissent to principle, doctrine, or 
dogma, by an arraignment of those 
holding to such in public, and in 
terms of harshness and ridicule, when 
those so arraigned are not present to 
represent themselves; but we do not 
think so. To our thinking he is the 
braver man, morally, who will give 
those thinking and teaching differ
ently to himself the credit for honesty 
of thought and purpose he thinks him
self entitled to; and then will in quiet
ness of spirit, and in temperate terms, 
and respectful manner examine and 
weigh the dogma, dotrine, or principle 
dissented from upon its own merits 
from comparison with other things 
held to be good. 

Lamoni, Iowa, January 12, 1898. 

No minister for Christ can afford to 
detract from the dignity of his calling 
or the value of the message he is 
called and chosen to bear to the 
world by cheapening himself in us
ing the weapons always employed by 
ignorance and dogmatism, personal 
abuse, ridicule, sarcasm, or coarse in
v.ective. Whoever employs these 
loses, whether he seems to gain his 
present point or not. 

There is nothing in pulpit oratory 
so annoying to the sensitive inquirer 
after the truth, but who may have 
been raised in some one of the pre
vailing faiths, than to have those 
things which have become sacred to 
him by use and the sanction of age, 
roughly assailed by men whom he 

Book of Mormon, page 116. 

No. 2. 

"And I, if I be lifted up, will draw all 
men unto me." 

The gospel orator should seek to 
win the confidence of his hearers. He 
can do this by being affable, friendly, 
and sympathetic; he cannot do it by 
being harsh, dogmatic, or dictatorial. 
A friend to mankind must show that 
he has the interests of man at heart, 
and, while believing that himself is in 
the right, he must feel, also, infinite 
pity for the erring; and build for 
them the new house of faith before he 
destroys the old with ruthless hand. 

Brethren, b~ gentle in your pulpit 
manners, so far as differing conditions 
will make compatible with the Mas· 
ter's written law. 

thinks ignorant and unlearned. To CITY WORK. 

him such assault is not Christianlike, THE late suggestions of a brother 
and he who is guilty of it loses oppor- concerning city work, serve to show 
tunity for good impressions when he the necessity of devising ways and 
thus commits assaults of that kind. means to insure successful prosecu-

It may be claimed that it is truth, tion of labor in the cities, among the 
and the truth ought not to hurt any· thousands of busy working people 
body. But the fact remains that the and other classes which it is the duty 
person is hurt, and if it shall be of the church to reach, with others in 
closely inquired into, the hurt has not the villages and outlying districts. 
been caused by the truth, but by the The cities are centers of population 
rough, unthinking, and reckless man- and influence that cannot be neg
ner in which the truth has been lected without great loss and slower 
stated. There are honest minded progress resulting. 
people everywhere, men who at heart The Apostle Paul, that master 
love the truth, and who will gladly builder in missionary and general 
exchange their errors for truths. But work, did not neglect such centers of 
tradition, the claims of prevailing population, trade, and influence as 
opinions in regard to respectability, Corinth, Ephesus, Thessalonica, 
the notions men have imbibed regard- Rome, and other points. At those 
ing religion from the precepts of men, places he established churches from 
all combine to raise an almost ada- which the gospel message was spread 
mantine wall against the truth. It abroad and carried along with the 
has always been so, is so now, and daily business and general life of the 
must ever remain so, until the Christ people. The apostle to the Gentiles 
idea has been universally dissemi- was both a wise strategist and a capa
nated; and the "Lamb that was slain," ble executor in the campaigns of the 
the "Lion of the tribe of Judah," church militant. He not only 
shall permit his Spirit to prevail. "preached the word," but planned his 
Until the Master gives command for campaigns with a view to occupying 
his servants to "seal up the law, and and establishing in the most impor· 
bind up the testimony," it is clearly tant localities of and keys to the 
the duty of those servants to make enemy's country; tbough by no means 
every effort commendable to help · neglecting the pastoral villages; like 
spread the truth in the spirit which the Master who preceded him and 
prompted the Savior'& declaration, who labored "a,t Jerusalem," the seat 
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of Jewish authority and influence, as I toward church uni.on. All these have I Lamoni does not an~ never did believe in 
well as in the country and villages of signally failed to bring about" the I polygamy. The church at Lamoni is in fact 
Samaria, Judea, and Galilee. ideal church movement and men are not different from other Chr.istian churches. 

, . . . . . ' The practical ·results of its teachings on its 
Tne:r:e 1s much to study m this city weary and swk at heart, moved by followers have shown that it is a good influ-

problem of work among the people- earnest longings, yet filled with fore ence.-Des Moines, Iowa, State Register, De

bow to go about it that best and last- bodings. Something must be done; cember 26. 

ing results may be reached. Here is but what shall it be? The spirit of the ========== 
work for the most talented among age demands something new, but how 
both the general and the local minis- shall it be realized? The conclusion 
try, and requiring the earnest com- seems to be that the best that can be 
plete cooperation of both, each acting done is to interpret religious ideas ac
in their spheres under the directions cording to the so-called progressive 
and within the provisions of the spirit of the age, hence the present 
divine law, and in which there can be movement toward a new declaration 
no conflict, but unity, where its letter of faith, based upon love and moral 
and spirit are fully observed with alJ. activities, in keeping with reason, and 
eye single to the good of the cause. in harmony with modern science and 

There is so much of folly and evil criticism. But it does not seem to oc
in the modern world, also so much cur to the modern church organizer 
that is visionary and unsubstantial in that the Almighty might be able or 
the preaching from the modern pul- willing to say something to help out 
pit, that .something more must be of the dilemma. 
done than has been done, if the peo· Surely the church has a great work 
ple are to be reached, as they should to do to reach the people with the an
be reached, and the gr.owing- trend to· gel's message-the gospel of Christ, 

.ward unbelief be stayed, or resisted the power of God unto salvation. We 
to a greater degree. have what the people need, the solu-

Not long since we published the ti.on of the religious problem, and 
statement of a secretary of a promi- what the Lord designs to be preached 
neut western religious association in in all the world. 
which he averred that the modern May God add to the forces for good 
Christian Church was a complete fail- that shall send his truth abroad "as 
ure, including the Young Men's Chris- a lamp that burneth." 

NEIGHBORLY COMMENT. 

THE Midland JYlonthly of Des Moines, 
Iowa, contains in its January number 
a correction of a former article which 
appeared in the December number, 
under the caption of Anti-Polygamy 
Mormonism. The correction was 
written by President Joseph Smith 
and is thus referred to by the Des 
Moines Register. 

RELIGIOUS INDIFFERENCE. 

THERE are three million four hundred 
thousand (3,400,000) people in the 
State of Illinois not connected with 
any church; so says the Rev. Dr. W. 
J. Chichester of the First Presbyterian 
Church, Chicago. Prominent minis
ters of Lon~on and New York, the 
metropoiitan cities of the eastern and 
western continents, make statements 
of similar import concerning those 
cities. 

If the statement of the Chicago 
minister is a correct one (and we have 
no reason to doubt its correctness, for 
it has not been challenged) a great 
portion of the population of one State, 
and exceeding in number the popula
tion of the thirteen colonies at the 
opening of the Revolutionary War, is 
without sufficient interest in religion 
to make a profession of faith. 

Is the fault with the churches, is it 
the fault of the people, or of both? 

If spiritual indifference is so wide
spread in a leading central State, in
cluding the second city on the 
Western continent, what must be the 
condition of the relative population of 
the whole country? If so many are 
without interest in church life and 
work, how much more will the rising 
generation be lacking in regard if not 
in respect for religious teaching? Is it 
difficult to discern that the growing 
tendency of the people is so strongly to
ward unbelief that it must ultimately 
culminate in the condition predicted or 
intimated by the Savior when he asked, 
''When the Son of Man cometh shall 
he find faith on the earth?" 

ti.an Association, the Christian 
Endeavor, the W. C. T. U., and other 
organizations. He assigned various 
causes leading him to such conclu
sions, and added that a new organiza
tion must be perfected to take the 
place of the Christian churches with 
their auxiliary societies, in the inter
ests of the people. This statement 
is the most sweeping one we have yet 
seen and, as noted, is destructive in 
its tendency. It serves tu show the 
hopeless view that some Christian 
ministers are taking of the situation; 
for this minister is not the only one 
who has practically taken the same 
ground. 

The statement indicates the pre
vailing general sentiment of the Iowa 
press toward the Reorganized Church. 
It will prove both gratifying and 
useful to many:-

"The harvest is the end of the 
world;" but, "What shall the harvest 

Joseph Smith, Jr., president of the church be?" 
It is not strange that men become at Lamoni (Iowa) has written a series of cor-

discouraged with the present condi- rections in regard to statements concerning 
tion of religious affairs. Catholicism his church. Among other things he says: "ABSTRACT" FAITH APPLIED. 

with its history of departure from the "The church at Lamoni are not Mormons ELDER J. F. THOMAS, of the Utah 
They make no claim to the name. Their dis- Church, has a communication in the 

truth, succeeded by the Reformation tinctive title is: The Reorganized Church Des Moines, Iowa, Capital, of Decem-
and its creed-forming epoch, fol- of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints." We 
lowed by the multitudinous ideas that are also informed that the church ''believes ber 17, on the sub~ect of faith. He 
have grown out of the Reformation that Jesus Christ was and is the son of God, says some good thmgs, among them 

P
eriod has been followed by religi and has no successor; that Joseph Smith was 

1

1 
the following:-

' ous d . h t . 'l . ' T 
f d f 

. l d an is a prop e , s1m1 ar rn cnaracter and here are various degree~ of faith both of 
re orms an counter-re orms me u · I · · h · · ' . . . ' m1ss10n to ot er prophets, named m Scnp- j the true and of the false. . . . But abstract 
mg the rev1swn of* creeds and efforts , t1.1re," We nee~ not add that the church at , fa.ith can benefit no peraon-no being. The 
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definitions of the word "abstract" in 
Webster's Unabridged International 
Dictionary:-

·scripture tells us that the devils believe that 
.Jesus is the Son of God and tremble. (James 
2: 19.) Sinners may believe the same and yet 
·be damned, through disobedience. Sr.in ts or 
Christians may believe the same-have t,he 1. Withdrawn; separate. 
.same faith, and yet, Judas-like, become the "The more abstt·act we are from the body." 
"sons of perdition." The angels of heaven 2. Considered apart from any application 
1may have the same faith "in much assurance" to a particular object, separated from matter; 
and yet be thrust down to hell, (2 Peter 2, 4), existing in the mind only; ... 
so that faith alone, without obedie~ce, will 3 (Logic) Expressing a particular property 
.save neither devils, angels, nor men. of an object viewed apart from the other 

Is faith then necessary? Most certainly. properties which constitute it; ... 
It is absolutely essential. It is the very root Again, Webster says:-
·Of the tree of salvation, without it no one can To withdraw; to separate: to take away. 
,be saved, without it none can repent. If a To take seccetly or dishonestly; to ab-
man does not believe in the existence of God stract, etc. 
he will not believe in his revealed laws; nei- The Utah Church in its attitude 
ther will he believe it is sinful to disregard has proved itself an abstraction in 
those laws; he will not believe himself to be itself. According to its "logic" it 
a sinner, neither will believe that he will be 
punished in a future state for transgressing has expressed '•a particular property 
laws which he does not believe emanated of an object" (by assuming the name 
from God. Latter Day Saint) while in many l!'e-

To repent it is necessary first to believe in spects it has placed itself "apart 
God and his revealed laws, the laws he has from the other properties which con
given against doing evil. Believing those 
laws and comparing their own conduct with stitute that body." 
them, they will perceive that in many in- It began or had its inception in an 
stances they have transgressed them and are abstraction and has dealt with abstrac

19 

the Brighamite apostasy; for under it 
polygamy was introduced and prac
ticed, Brigham Young usurped the 
presidency of the church, and led the 
people out of the land of Zion to Utah. 
Thus the whole spirit and policy and 
movements of that body have been in 
direct opposition to the spirit and 
policy of the word as adhered to and 
executed by the church under the ad
ministration of Joseph Smith the 
Martyr. 

In harmony with the policy of ab
straction or withdrawal, Brigham 
Young and his followers rebaptized 
themselves out of tbe gospel cove
nant received under the law of Christ, 
and into another covenant-a cove
nant of polygamy, of secrecy, of 
secret oaths and secret endowments, 
under Brigham's leadership - when 
they were rebaptized at Winter Quar
ters, by Brigham's direction. 

The law of God declared that Zion 
therefore under the penalty of '•hem. Then tions since its beginning. It "with- was composed of "the pure in heart," 
comes repentance. Resolutions of future drew'" "separated" itself, and. was and that Zion as a location should 
rectitude are naturally accompanied by gt'ief 
for past wrongdoing; but regret may, and "taken away" from the body compos- "not be moved out of her place." It 
often does, exist without reform, and such is ing the original church, and was taken also declared that "the rebellious" 
not saving repentance, the virtue of which is "secretly" and "dishonestly," as we should "be sent away" "out of the 
in turning from and forsaking things that shall presently show. It has been land of Zion." The "abstraction" the 
are evil, and doing things that are right. true to it.s instincts as an abstraction "withdrawal" under Brigham was 
The sorrow of the world-regret without re- d t f h f · b thus foreseen. It d 'b d · 
form-fills our jails and prisons and is proba- or epar ure rom t e true a1t , was escr1 e m 
bly experienced as much within such hence is out of harmony with "the another revelation as a "mystery" 
institutions as outside of them. Repentance church," and does not naturally as- concocted in "secret chambers" seek-
of the true ·char.acter wor!J:s wonders. . . . similate witb it. ing the "destruction" of the church. 

Elder Thomas is sent out to repre- The original "Church of Jesus It will thus be seen that Elder 
sent the Utah Church officially-to Uhrist of Latter Day Saints" based its Thomas and his associates in Utah 
speak for it and to act in its behalf. faith and practices upon the law of might add to his statement the quota
The Utah Church is therefore repre- God revealed in the Bible, tbe Book tion under definition No. 1 in Webster, 
sented in tbe foregoing statements of Mormon, and the Doctrine and "The more abstract we are from the 
and committed to some extent to the Covenants. Those books taught obe- body," and thus prove their separa
conclusions reached by the logic of dience to the gospel of Jesus Christ, tion from it. 
the elder; and with which conclusions, in which polygamy is condemned and While the church in Utah has been 
in the foregoing, we have no fault to forever prohibited, obedience to civil and is an abstraction, it has continued 
find. law enjoined, the permanent location to be Latter Day Saint in name only. 

It seems to us a fair presumption of Zion as a gathering place pointed It professes to be such, but in works 
that neither Elder Thomas nor the out, and succession in the presidency has denied the name. It has also 
Utah Church could reasonably object of the church provided for and re- been active as an "abstractor," for in 
to a direct application of the forego- stricted to legitimate lineal channels. the issuance of the Brighamite edi
ing statements to himself; for surely Departing from these plain pro- tion of the. Book of Doctrine and 
they will not assume to be free from visions of the revealed law of God, Covenants, it left out, omitted, and 
tbe application of general rules, the Utah Church cast aside the re- abstracted the article on marriage. 
which they apply as general rules; vealed word, the divine law, and sub- It continued true to its nature and 
and it is a correct as well as a trite stituted therefor human "living instincts as an abstraction and ab
saying that a rule is a poor one that I oracles" - the priesthood, by whose stractor. 
"won't work both ways." Hence we dictation it bas ever since been gov- One would expect since the issuance 
proceed to permit some of Elder I erned, and contrary to the provision. s I of President Woodruff's manifesto and 
Thomas' tests to apply to himself and of the divine word. The legitimate the claim that polygamy has been 
his church, taking the hint from his fruits of this withdrawal or separation .. 

1

; abandoned. in practice tbat said sec
references to "abstract faith." I from the truth continued to manifest tion on marriage would be restored to 

We ha,ve the following among othe:r I themselves right in t;h~ oeginning of , a plac€) i0,. tb.eir Book of Oovenauti:;. 
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However, we suppose polygamy has 
been abandoned in the abstract-not 
actually; and that being fully be
lieved in principle, the church leaders 
have no intention of replacing the 
article on marriage, which provides 
for monogamic marriage only- that 
two persons shall keep themselves 
"wholly for each other and from all 
others during your lives;" also that 
"all marriages in this church of Lat
ter Day Saints should be solemnized 
in a public meeting;" not in a secret 
endowment house. Is the belief of 
the Utah Church in polygamy merely 
''abstract" or actual-practical? Re
sults so far do not justify the former 
conclusion, but if it now is an abstract 
mere belief or item of purely theo
retical faith, will not condemnation 
follow such an attitude? And, if prac
tical, will not the law of the land be 
violated? Which horn of the dilemma 
will Elder Thomas seize? Is not the 
body he represents placed, between 
the upper and nether millstone? Or, 
are its leaders so abstracted in king
dom building in Utah as to forget 
that watchful sentinels of the Reor
ganized Church, and others interested 
in the public welfare, are keeping an 
eye upon their movements through
out the country, prepared to expose 
their folly and unmask their design
ings? 

As Elder Thomas has pointed out 
the effects of an abstract faith-the 
results to follow such a'profession, it 
is unnecessary to add much additional 
comment concerning it. "Out of his 
own mouth" let the rule be applied 
and he and his church be judged. It 
is well, however, that he suggests "re
pentance" and pictures the results 
that follow actual obedience to that 
principle. We have long believed 
that repentance would benefit his 
church, especially its priesthood. 
We commend to them an application 
of what Elder Thomas, though ales
ser '.light, has suggested. We wish 
them nothing worse than that repent. 
ance may prompt them to reform, not 
in the abstract, but actually. 

A WORD TO PATRONS. 

THE Herald Office force in the busi
ness department has been kept busy 
from early mornLag until late at night 
with extra orders. i;;in,ce some time be-
fore the holidays. . · · ·· · 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Patrons are requested to be patient; 
their letters will be answered in due 
time. Orders are first being filled; 
correspondence will follow. 

Let the good work go on; and don't 
forget that the HERALD should have 
five thousand more subscribers to ad· 
just its subscription list in proportion 
to the membership of the church. 

IN a column article in the Norfolk, 
Nebraska, Times, 0f December 25, Bro. 
J. F. Mintun recites in brief the his· 
t.ory, doctrines, and something of the 
present status of Utah Mormonism; a 
timely and readable article. Many of 
our brethren are wielding the pen to 
good advantage. So far, however, 
the army of Utah missionaries -does 
not appear upon the scene to defend 
its positions. From generals to pri
vates in the ranks that organization 
seems to have departed from long-es
tablished and scientific modes of war
fare. General Roberts did put in an 
appearance at St. Louis, and delivered 
a wordy volley in a sermon ad vocat
ing polygamy as a tenet of faith (we 
suppose in order to show that the 
church in Utah had abandoned (?) the 
practice of it), but declined even to 
answer questions in public, let alone 
engage in combat in a fair and open 
field. Generals Lyman and Cowley, 
apostles of the church militant(!) in 
Utah, also appeared on the scene at 
Chicago and elsewhere; but all decline 
the offer of battle from the forces of 
the Reorganization in the field. The 
latter are sent out with the three 
books in their hands and relying upon 
the Spirit of truth. The U,tah minis
try claim special endowments and 
privileges of a spiritual character, in 
addition to "counsel" received from 
'•living oracles," and other extras, in
cluding help derived from theological 
training of some in their academies 
and institutions; yet they decline to 
meet the issue, in the face of all the 
points claimed in their favor. Offers 
have been made to meet them right in 
Salt Lake City, their supposed strong
hold. The Gentile is met in politics 
(and vanquished too, for the watch
men of Israel see eye to eye almost 
without exception when the word of 
counsel goes forth in behalf of certain 
candidates); but what is the matter in 
Israel that no one is found to defend 
her doctrhies Eitllcl h!§twy in the arena 

of public examination and criticism? 
Alas! Israel declines to "produce" her 
''cause," to ''bring forth" her ''strong 
reasons." Evidently she has neither 
cause nor reasons that would bear in
spection. How are the mighty fallen! 

BRO. A. S. COCHRAN REMOVED TO 
LEON. 

BRO. ASA S. COCHRAN, Secretary of 
the ·Board of Publication, removed 
from Lamoni to Leon, Iowa, with his 
family on Monday the 3d inst., to as
sume the duties of 'l'reasurer of Deca
tur County, to which office he was 
elected in November last. 

Bro. Cochran has served the Herald 
Office as its secretary for the past fif
teen years, during which time he has 
endeared himself to all connected with 
the publishing department, also to the 
saints at home and abroad, who have 
found in social relations and business 
transactions with him an accommodat
ing and kindly spirit. Sister Coch
ran also is known for her spirit and 
deeds of charity among the sick and 
poor, and for her hospitality. 

Bro. Cochran has at various times 
been honored with several positions 
of trust by his brethren, and by other 
citizens of Lamoni; among them 
president of the Lamoni branch, jus
tice of the peace, mayor, member of 
the city council, treasurer of the 
school district, etc., and he goes from 
the city of the saints to assume other 
duties with the good will and best 
wishes of his former associates. 

The Board of Publication presented 
him with a handsome arm chair in evi
dence of appreciation of his services 
and as an expression of good will. 

Bro. Cochran expects to do what 
local labor he can for the cause at the 
county seat. 

OUTSIDE CHURCH NEWS. 

WE take the following items from 
telegraphic correspondence to the 
Chicago Tribune of the 4th inst., that 
our readers may be posted on some 
phases of up to date methods in 
church work, according to modern 
ideas:-

Milwaukee Wis,, Jan. 3.-The Board of 
Trustees of the Congregational Church in 
Wauwatosa on Saturday, at its annual meet
ing, decided to cut the salaries of the mem
bers of the choir fifty per cent. The choir 
was not consulted in the matter, but the, 
members were informed yesterday. 
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Last night the choir struck. The members siastical statesman, and we note this EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 
refused to sing unless wages were restored to one.in passing. It will hardly succeed BRO. J. F. MINTUN, Magnolia, Iowa; 
the union scale. more than have other late movements January 3:-

The organist was on hand. He knew noth-
ing of the strike and played the usual pre
lude to the service. The choir failing to put 
in an appearance, he played it again and re· 
peated it several times. 

The Rev. Henry Hames then announced 
that a strike was in progres~, and the Tal
mage method of congregational singing was 
adopted for the time. The strikers believe 
they can bring the tr.ustees to time, but the 
board is also firm in its position. 

Denver, Colo., Jan. 3.-The Ministers' Al
liance of Denver initiated action this morning 
by which interdenominational cooperation 
can be effected to prevent the overchurching 
of Colorado. A committee was appointed 
consisting of one representative each from 
the Methodist, Baptist, Presbyterian, Epis
copalian, Lutheran, Congregational, and 
Christian Churches, to arrange a feasible 
plan of cooperation to prevent the planting 
of new churches in communities already suf
ficiently supplied. 

This action is the outcome of the agitation 
begun by Dr. James H. Ecob of the First 
Congregational Church, which called forth a 
national controversy. 

Dr. Ecob said the ideal of the future was 
church union. The point on which he hoped 
the churches of Colorado might federate at 
this time was to prevent the overchurching 
of the State; the useless expenditure of money 
and effort to support several weak, small 
churches in places where sufficient church 
privileges were already in existence to ac
commodate the people. 

From the first it appears that union 
does not prevail in one particular 
church without choir wages being 
kept up to a union scale; that the 
singers do not sing at all, let alone 
"with the understanding," without a 
clear understanding as to terms. We 
are left in the dark concerning extra 
compensation to the organist, for his 
added labor. How the strike will 
terminate can only be conjectured. 

toward church cooperation with a view 
to unity in doctrinal belief. Inasmuch 
as the new reformers alid unionists 
have not succeeded in bringing the 
people nearer to Bible standards, nor 
to any other particular basis of unity, 
but have added to the prevailing con
fusion and distress of mind that 
troubles the realm of Christendom, 
they will hardly succeed in this later 
movement. 

Its success might benefit the people 
in a material sense by shutting off the 

·enormous outlay for costly sanctua
ries. It might at the same time tend 
to religious and intellectual stagna
tion in present forms of faith-could 
such be possible in Protestantism in 
this busy, speculative, and fiuctuating 
age. 

However, it seems improbable that 
men will cease to exercise their in
ventive faculties in lines of religious 
effort, but rather that man-that au: 
dacious and irrepressible creature
will continue, as from the beginning, 
to suggest improvements in the gov
ernment designed and revealed by the 
Creator, and that he will build as 
many temples as he has ideas to ex
press. 

It is apparent that confusion and 
uncertainty prevail and that the peo
ple sorely need the solid anchorage 
that truth affords. 

THE Farm and Home, of Chicago, con· 
tains the following in its issue for 
January 1; concerning Mormon emi
gration to Mexico:-

The item, in view of oft-repeated tales Mormons go to Mexico.-Not wholly satis
of church troubles caused by differ- fied with the facilities afforded in Utah, the 
ences over the creeds, is a change as 
church news. However, it too savors 
of the confusions of Babylon, and 
smacks of the mercenary spirit. It is 

Mormons are branching out into Mexico, 
having purchased 3,000,000 acres of land in 
that country. They intend -to send out 
40,000 colonists to develop this Jand. These 
Mormon colonists are masters of the art of 

apparent that much of the round of irrigation and are usually successful as 
service in the costly popular church is farmerR. 

cold and formal, because rendered as 
service "for value received" in the AUTUMN LEAVES. 

coin of the realm. '''Tis true 'tis THE Herald Office placed forty new 
pity," etc. subscribers on the subscription list of 

The Denver item represents a new Aidumn Leaves on Saturday the 7th. 
theory advocated of late by several This is a good indication for the new 
clergymen hunting for ideas new and 1

1 

year. Let the good work go on in 
novel. Hobbies of one kind and an- behalf of the Leaves and its clientage, 
other are not new, even among eccle- the young people. 

We bad a very spiritual day of exercises in 
this place yesterday, God giving evidence of 
his work by the gifts of the Spirit. I ex
pect to be at home for two or three weeks; 
but shall occupy my time in preaching in the 
near vicinity most of the time. Please to 
insert my address in Herald for two or three 
weeks: Box A, Magnolia, Iowa. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

THE Sisters' Sewing Society of Des 
Moines, Iowa, is now fully organized 
and pushing the work in their depart
ment. Sr. Allie Cook president, Sr. 
Etta Vice secretary, Sr. Fanny Chan, 
dler treasurer. The society for
wards $10 Christmas offering in aid of 
the church, as a part of the work of 
its members. 

Elder T. S. Hayton writes that he 
succeeded in organizing a Sunday 
School at Galena, Kansas, with about 
thirty members, among them quite a 
number very friendly to the cause. 
He hopes for continuing results for 
good to follow the work of the school. 

Mrs. A. B. Hawley, of Gladwin, 
Michigan, writes of her recovery from 
illness, also an account of a vision, in 
answer to prayer. In the vision she 
was shown the true way and the 
means by which she should enter the 
church; also one of the elders, whom 
she has since met. She hopes to soon 
be permitted to obey the gospel. 

Bishop E. L. Kelley went to St. 
Louis on the 6th inst., expecting to 
return during the present week. 

A statement has passed current 
among the elders that William Miller, 
the originator of the Advent move
ment, obtained the leading or basic 
ideas of the second advent theory 
from Elder Jared Carter, during the 
early days of the church, while the 
latter was preaching in New York 
State. Some have stated that Carter 
held a discussion with Mr. Miller. 
Who can furnish definite information 
on the subject? 'I'he HERALD is 
asked for such information, but has 
nothing but the statements made in 
Joseph Smith's History, which shows 
that Jared Carter was sent east from 
Kirtland to perform missionary labor, 
during the early years of the church's 
seat at Kirtland. (See volume 1, 
Church History; index, Carter.) 

Bro. P. W. Surbrook, of Lexington, 
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Michigan, reports the branch at that 
place as active in the good work and 
thriving. The membership is about 
forty. They meet from house to 
house and enjoy the Spirit of the Lord 
and the fellowship of one another. A 
number of outsiders also meet with 
them. Bro. S. expects to visit and 
labor with other branches. 

The writer of this paragraph re
ceived in one mail during the past 
week letters addressed with the fol
lowing titles: "Dr.," "Rev.," 
''Editor," '•Esq.," besides those in 
his own name. Some of such are 
the ways of men in current business 
and professional relations. A partial 
"analysis" of this flood of titilative 
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or characters. Its climate is con
ducive to spiritual soundness; and 
while noxious insects are permitted 
to hover around, they are not per
mitted to deposit the seeds of ambi
tion, flattery, pride, vanity, etc., 
unless plant personalities receive such 
elements and give them room for 
growth. May such influences be re
jected from within and lessened from 
without. 

Bro. Michael Lade, Uxbridge, Mas
sachusetts, writes and remits for the 
HERALD. Isolated from saints, he 
wishes to read of their experiences 
and of the general condition and prog
ress of the work. If you do not take 
the HERAI,D, Go thou and do like-

or cognomic address is interesting: wise. 
l. It proves the old maxim to be true General Weyler bas refused the 
at times, that "it never rains but it proffer of direction of the new Con
pours." 2. The right of an editor to servative party at Madrid, and says 
make use of the plural form of the he wants no other leadership than 
personal pronoun will certainly not that which the country may offer him 
again be called in question; no one in a critical moment. 
would now be so audacious. "We" The New York and Cuba Mail 
shall continue so to exercise the right, Steamship company had completed a 
as we have heretofore. 3. Our re- contract with the Cramp company of 
marks in this connection will prove Philadelphia for five 5,000 ton sixteen
that we don't mean "VVe Us and Com- knot, twin-screw steamers. 
pany." 4. The experience reminds Madrid advices of the 3d. Spain 
us of an address to bis bishop of a will send 5,000 troops to Cuba at the 
devout Catholic with a full share of end of January, and further troops, to 
Hibernian fervor and flattery in his 14,000, will be sent if needed. 
composition: "Right Reverend Doc- Biarritz, Jan. 3. - The number of 
tor Father Bishop Domenec." Re- dinners attended jointly by General 
mem bering this, and our own littleness Weyler and other officers of high rank 
as one and only one of God's crea- is much commented upon and is re
tures, we think it dangerous to permit garded as intended to show that the 
any suggestions of artificial expan- former Captain General of Cuba is 
sion; we are also hopeful in the strongly supported by the military. 
thought that a head bandage .seems It is even said that on the day he 
unnecessary. P. S.-In this case presented to the Queen Regent his 
"Elder" will do and is good enough protest against the wording of Presi
for us. While the term "Dr." did not dent McKinley's message to Congress 
come from one of our own people, eighteen of the officers of Madrid vis
we think well hereby "to point a ited General Weyler and congratu
moral and adorn a tale," and suggest lated him. 
that it is well to go slow, and "not London, Jan. 3.- A special dispatch 
pile it on too thick" on anybody. It from Madrid says: "General Weyler 
often proves dangerous; and "we" has defied tbe government to take 
for "one" don't care to be exposed to proceedings against him. As he is a 
unnecessary danger. And, sometimes Senator, a special vote is necessary to 
things grow so rapidly that they be- deprive him of immunity from prose
come hollow and burst-from mere I cution, and the Cabinet is embarrassed, 
inside ''air pressure." However, as the army appears to side with 
there is no danger if one lives Weyler in his attacks on the United 
in and breathes a pure gospel atmos-1 States." 
phere. It promotes soundness of General Garcia of the Cuban army 
head and heart and is discouraging : sees signs of Spain's weakening 
to any form of great swelling words ' power in her policy of autonomy and 

predicts early independence for the 
Cubans. 

General William Booth, head of the 
Salvation Army in Great Britain, has 
sailed for America to aid in cqloniza
tion and other work of the Army in 
this country. 

Turkey is contracting for ships and 
guns for her navy. 

It is reported from Kuram that the 
Afridis are assembling in tribal coun
cil with a view of concluding peace: 
with the British. 

Washington advices of the 3d: The· 
complete consolidation of Nicaragua, 
Salvador, and Honduras into a sover
eign republic is progressing steadily,. 
according to advices re~eived by 
Senor Correa, representing the· 
Greater Republic of Central America .. 

Violent weather prevailed of late· 
in the South of France and Spain 
accompanied by a cloudburst near 
Toulon; much damage to shore prop
erty and shipping. 

The Swedish press openly advo
cates intervention in Norway, and ap
peals to Germany for assistance. 

A strong German syndicate is an
nounced to establish electric lighting 
and power plants in South America 
and the United States. 

Manchester, Jan. 3.-The Manches
ter Guardian to-day says: "The gov
ernment has categorically stated that 
Great Britain will refuse to recognize 
any special rights granted at any Chi
nese port to any particular power. 
Any port opened to one power must 
be opened to all or open to rione. If 
Russia has been granted the right to 
winter ships at Port Arthur Great 
Britain will enforce her rights to the 
same privileges, and her ships will 
winter there, whether China concedes 
or does not concede the right. If 
Germany obtains a naval station at 
Kiao-Chou, Great Britain insists upon 
having a lease of ground for a naval 
station at the same port, and she will 
support every other power making 
the same claim. 

"The contention of the govern
ment is that the most favored nation 
clause in the British and all other 
treaties with China forbids any 
special concessions of the nature 
contemplated by Germany at Kiao
Chou, and prevents nations from 
acquiring special benefits in which 
the others have not a share. 
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"The government has also declared 
that the same principle applies to such 
transactions as railway and mine 
monopolies. Taking her stand on the 
treaties, Great Britain refuses to ac
khow ledg~ such concessions, and will 
insist upon similar railway and mine 
rights, and will use such force to se
cure or defend them as may be neces
sary. 

"This declaration does not apply to 
cessions of territory to which the ex
isting treaties do not refer, but rela
tive to this contingency the dispatch 
of Great Britain to China says that 
when it occurs graver questions will 
arise. The government will then con
sider the manner in which British in
terests can best be safeguarded, and 
the form which the compensation to 
Great Britain for the special advan
tages of other nations must take. 

"It is reported that a similar dec
lara.-tion has been delivered to the 
Chinese and other governments by 
Japan." 

London, the 4th.-The Timessays:
"England's policy, on the contrary, 
aims at maintaining the Chinese Em
pire as a growing concern and a vast 
field for the extension of trade. In 
pursuing this policy we are glad to 
note that England enjoys the power
ful support of the United States gov
ernment, as well as the public opinion 
of that portion of the American peo -
ple which is not swayed by blind 
jingo denunciations." 

Rome, Jan. 4.-It appears that Mgr. 
Anzer, Bishop of t.he Province of 
Shan-Tung, China, in his recent visit 
to the Pope, not only discussed the 
developments in China, but had an 
unofficial mission from Emperor Wil
liam, to enlist the aid of the Pope on 
behalf of the naval bill, and it is 
affirmed that the Pope, w bile refusing 
to intervene directly in German 
politics, promised to use his influence 
indirectly with the Center (Catholic) 
party in the Reichstag in support of 
the naval bill, having in view the in
terests of German Catholics in China. 

Pekin and Berlin advices of the 5th 
state that China has ceded Kiao-Chou 
Bay to Germany for an indefinite 
time, with sovereign rights over the 
ceded territory. 

London, Jan. 5.-Special dispatches 
from Shanghai to-day ~ay that J. Mc
Leevy Brown, the British Corean cus-
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toms agent at Seoul, maintains a firm 
hold of his post, and that M. Alexieff, 
the Russian agent, who has been en
deav:oring to supplant him, has been 
unable to obtain control of the 
finances, owing to the fact that all the 
funds are vested in Mr. Brown's name 
in the Hongkong Bank at Shanghai, 
which institution honors Mr. Brown's 
signature only. 

The London Mail and other papers 
claim that the United States and other 
commercial nations openly favor Eng: 
land in the China affair. The idea of 
an Anglo-Japanese alliance has ex
cited intense enthusiasm in Japan. 

Tokio, Dec. 13.-:-Terrible accounts 
come to hand concerning the Moham
medan rebellion in Kansu. It is esti
mated that 10,000 Mohammedans, 
chiefly women, children, and old men, 
have died of hunger, or been frozen 
to death in the hills and mountains. 
Those that have submitted number 
18,000, women and children for the 
most part. Thirty or forty thousand 
remained under arms among the hills 
in the southeastern district in the 
middle summer. The business of be
heading the insurgents was conducted 
with wholesale vigor as soon as their 
strength had been broken in any dis
trict. An average of 1,600 were de
capitated daily for two weeks in Si 
Ning in June and 3, 000 heads re
mained to come off. Crowds of peo
ple watched the executions. 

A severe shock of earthquake at 
Malone, New York, January 7; build
ings trembled, startling the inhabit
ants. 

China has rejected the proposals 
for a Russian guaranteed loan. Kiao
Chou has beel!l ceded for fifty years; 
Germany demanded ninety-nine. 

The German naval department has 
ordered that a translation of Captain 
Mahan's "Influence of the Sea Power 
in History" be supplied to all the 
public libraries, schools, and govern
ment institutions. 
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The Cubans will insist upon recog
nition before they will treat with 
American commissioners. 

It is said that Europe finds in China 
a foeman worthy of her steal, and that 
China is wondering why she ever in
vented gunpowder. 

Hamburg, Jan. 3.-In view of the 
prospect for business in the far East 
the Hamburg-American line will es
tablish a regular mont.hly service 
between this port and Penango, Sin
gapore, Simnghai, Yokohama, and 
Hiogo, commencing on January 25. 

A Shanghai dispatch says a Japan
ese fleet has been placed at the dis-

"' posal of the British commander of 
the China station. This step is taken 
in case Russia persists in ignoring the 
joint interests of England and Japan. 

Secretary Sherman of the State de
partment, has issued an appeal to the 
American people for donations to re
lieve the suffering Cubans. 

Three bishops, three ministers, and 
three laymen from each branch of the 
church are in session at Washington, 
for the purpose of effecting a union 
between the M. E. Church "North,» 
and ''South." • 

English forces are expected soon to 
deal the Mahdists a crushing blow, 
near Khartoum. 

Cyclone at Morganfield, Kentucky, 
the 9th; one man killed, property loss 
$30,000. 

Mothsrs' Homs Gollfmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

"The heart that trusts forever sings, 
And feels aB light as it had wings; 
A well of peace within it spricgs. 

Come good or ill, 
Whate'er to-day, to-morrow brings, 

It is H1s w111.H 

SELECT READING FOR FEBRUARY MEETINGS 
OF DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 

A STORY OF TWO HOMES. 

BECAUSE the influence of home is a factor so 
powerful in the formation of character, we 
give entire the author's description of two 
homes. At first it may seem that there is 
little of special interest in these, but a ca:re
ful study will show that the germ of true 
home influence is deeply planted in just such 
things as we often deem of minor importance. 

Clark Braden, Jr., whoever he may 
be, an absconding clerk in the Ameri
can Express Office of New York, is 
accused of robbing that office of valua' 
ble securities. 

"Once there came to my school a beautiful 
, young girl from Tennessee. You might not 

A rumor prevails in Washington I have called her beautiful, but she always 
that the Sagasta .government is now seemed so to me because he.r heart shone in 
considering the. mak' f f l her face, a pure, true, lovrng- heart that a!-

mg o a orma I d , t 1 . f · lf · . . ways seeme a e1sure rom itse to so01,r;e 
request to the Umted States to use its and sympathize.' It was easy to he.:;;-Lc< that 
good offices to end the Cuban war. she was a real 'home girl.' She had nev<.r 
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been away from home before, and she grew I clear across it, and hangs in festoons over 
so homesick in tbe great boarding school that every sash; of course we give it string to run 
I took her to my own home, and there tried over. The English ivy don't grow as fast, 
in some measure to supply the loss of her own 
friends. She grew very fond of me, and con
fided to ine much of her past life. She loved 
to talk of her father and mother, her brothers 
and sisters, and I soon grew to feel acquainted 
with them, every one. Some things in this 
home life so well illustrate many points in 
the preceding chapter-what things I leave 
for you to say-that I am going to give you 
the story, framing into one continuous narra
tive the many incidents she told me one by 
one. If this book ever meets her eye, I am 
sure she will excuse the liberty I thus take 
for the sake of the good the story of her home 
may work for others:-

"Our ,Jiome is in the country, on a farm. 
There's more to it than just the sitting-room, 
but somehow all the others seem to cluster 
round this one and center in it. It is in the 
southwest corner of the h0use, the pleasant
est corner, we think. It has two windows 
'looking toward sunset,' and one large one, a 
sort of bay-window of my own planning to
ward the south. I should like to say the 
floor is covered with a bright-colored car
pet, with roses running all over it, as that 
would sound better, and look better, too; but 
the truth is, the carpet is a rag one mother 
and I made last summer. We put in all the 
gay-colorfd bits we could find and altogether 
it looks quite bright and cheery, ever so 
much better than a cottony sale carpet, and 
we could not afford an expensive one. The 
walls are a light iotraw-color; I learned how 
to color them from the man who was calci
mining the big house on the hill; round the 
top runs a paper border of green leaves. On 
the walls are the few fine engravings we have 
and two beautiful chromos. But the room is 
so large they do not fill up enough. So we 
girls gathered autumn leaves and ferns from 
the woods, pressed them, and arranged them 
as daintily as we knew how on cardboard, 
and then framed them with pine cones and 
hung them between the pictures. The boys 
gathered mosses for us in the woods, some 
fine and delicate as Mechlin lace; others long, 
trailing, and the beautiful ground-pine which 
makes such pretty wreaths. With these we 
festooned the picture-frames and the win
dows; the effect was real pretty. 'Quite ar
tistic,' our city vlsitor, Maude,, said. 

"In the south window is our plants. We 
hadn't any money to buy a stand for them, so 
the boys made a bench just long enough to fit 
into the window, and another, smaller, on top 
of it; on these our plants stand. We haven't 
any very rare, expensive ones, but the good 
old-fashioned kind that will grow and make 
no fuss about it-a few hardy geraniums 
which we cut back in 

0
the summer, so they 

are in full bloom 'now; a white rose and red 
one just budding; a calla, now opening; a 
deutzia, covered witt sprays of milk-white 
blossoms: a rose-geranium that scents the 
whole room, especially after it has been 
sprinkled; a pot of mignonette and some 
sweet-scented violets; then the ivies, we 
think most of them of anything. The Ger
mJ.n ivy has run to the top of the window, 

but the leaves are such a rich, dark green 
they repay us for waiting. In the hanging 
basket-we made it out of wire and lined it 
with moss-is the dear little Kennel worth ivy. 
It has completely covered the basket, so you 
cannot see anything of top, bottom, or side 
but the dainty leaves of green. 

"In front of this window, between it and 
the stove, is the lounge. The boys made the 
frame, under mother's direction, and we girls 
stuffed and covered it. When it is very cold, 
the lounge is drawn up to the fire, but usually 
it is turned round toward the window: we all, 
e11pecially father, love to look at the plants. 

"There is a fire-place at the other end of 
the room, and whenever we can heat the 
room with that we have the fire in it; an open, 
crackling, blazing fire brightens up the room 
so much; but such cold weather as this we 
must have a fire in the stove, which stands 
in the middle of the room. On either side of 
the fire-place stand father's and mother's 
big chairs. Mother's is a Boston rocker, 
covered with turkey-red calico; father's is 
made out of an old barrel. Rob sawed it out 
in shape of a chair, and put in the bottom; 
then we girls cushioned it like mother's and 
gave it to him on his sixtieth birthday. He 
would have laughed at the idea of sitting in 
a rocking-chair, but he never laughs at this, 
and takes a deal of comfort sitting in it. 
We made little stands to set beside each 
chair, for mother's work-basket and father's 
book or paper; the old family Bible, too, is 
there most often. This is how we made 
them: we picked out a straight, round stick, 
about four inches through, from the wood
pile, and the boys sawed off two pieces, three 
feet long, from it, and nailed round boards to 
both ends of each of them-solid oak plank 
for the bottom, to steady them, light pine 
boards at the top.' We covered the tope, and 
plaited and tacked round the edges calico to 
match the chairs, one end of it being fastened 
to the top board, the other end at the bottom; 
then we tied cords tight round the middle of 
the standard, an<l we had as nice hour-glass 
stands as could be. 

"M0st of the chairs in the room are old
fashioned, rush-bottomed chairs; several have 
had their legs sawed off to make them more 
comfortable for the children, and mine has 
rockers on it, Rob did that. 

"In the southwest corner is an old secre
tary, with drawers beneath, book-shelves 
above, and father's writing-desk sandwiched 
in between. This desk is never locked, and 
we children go to it whenever we want to 
write, only we must leave it in as good order 
as we find it. The drawers below hold pam
phlets, magazines, and newspapers, so they 
shall not be Ecattered about the room, and on 
the shelves above are our books. We haven't 
a large library, but t'ie books are all good, 
such as we enjoy reading. It is growing, too. 
Father adds a book now and then, and Rob 
and I have resolved to buy at least one new 
book a year with our own earnings" Eo far 
he has done ever so much better than that.
Childhood: its Oare and Culture. 

PROGRAM FOR, FEBRUARY MEETINGS OF 
DAUGHTERS OF ZION LOCALS. 

Opening hymn, No. 168. Prayer. Scrip• 
ture reading Ephesians 2: 1-10. Reading 
from Home Column: Supplementary read
ing on Occupations for Boys, in Home Col• 
umn. (It will appear next week.) General 
remarks on Mothers' Work. Roll call. Min· 
utes. Business. Hymn No. 31. Dismissal 
prayer. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

SR. RUTH MOODY, of Excelsior, Minnesota, 
earnestly requests the prayers of the Union 
in behalf of an old soldier who has suffered 
nearly a year from sciatic rheumatism. He 
was administered to December 20, 1897, by 
request, and although at first he received no 
marked benefit, since Saturd'l.y, January 1, 
he has been better than for months. Pray 
that he may be permanently healed. 

Bro. David Williams, of St. Davids, Illi
nois, asks that saints will earnestly pray for 
the recovery of his daughter Alice, who is 
seriously ill. 

208 Austin Street, 
WORCESTER, Mass., Dec. 31. 

Editors Herald:-Arrived here last even
ing. I got through "courting" (serving as a 
juror) last week. Spent Christmas at 
Wheeling, West Virginia. Ate turkey with 
Brn. Smith and Tary. The Sunday school 
had a pleasant entertainment. The church 
was too small for all those who wished to at
tend, as many were obliged to go away. 

On Sunday the 26th, Bro. James Craig and 
two others were baptized in the Ohio River 
by Bro. F. Ebeling, and confirmed in the 
afternoon; Bro. Craig was ordained to the 
office of an elder. The Spirit of God was 
present in great power both in the ordination 
and confirmation. The writer, with all 
others of the saints were pleased to witness 
Bro. Craig's return to the fold, and felt as
sured he would yet do a good work for the 
Master. We pray that the Spirit of the 
Lord may be with him to assist him to win 
souls to Christ. He also has my consent to 
labor wherever oppo·:tunity presents. 

Bro. Joseph Smith's visit to Wheeling re
sulted in much good to the cause, as the 
saints were much cheered and strengthened 
by his timely advice and counsel. Bro. and 
Sr. Smith's little boy Roy was quite ill when 
I left, but we hope and pray he is better ere 
this. 

On the evening of the 29th I had the pleas
ure of uni ting in the bonds of holy matrimony 
Bro. Edwin H. Garrett to Sr. Anna W. 
Hanna, of Cleveland, Ohio, at the home of 
the bride's mother. A concourse of relatives 
and friends thronged the house, which had 
been beautifully decorated for the occasion; 
gay holly, graceful ferns, lovely palms, and 
tropical plants made one forget the chillin~ 
blasts of winter and dream of the warm sunny 
days of June. The bride was tastefully robed 
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in snowy white, and looked very beautiful in
deed. The groom looked serene and happy, 
and was attired in the regulation suit of 
black. To the strains of the wedding march 
came the bridal procession into the parlor; 
first the groom and the best man, followed 
by the bride on the arm of her brother who 
gave her away, and ring and flower girls, and 
two bridesmaids (Sr. Warnock and the bride's 
niece, Lillie). At the conclusion of the cere
mony a quartet rendered an appropriate se
lection, and the orchestra played some fine 
compositions. A sumptuous repast was 
served. While the guests were making 
merry at the festive board, sweet music 
pleased the ear and thrilled the heart. 
Every one was happy, and enjoyed themselves 
to their fullest capacity. They were the re
cipients of many costly and useful presents. 
Bro. Edwin and Sr. Anna are worthy young 
people, who have taken a very active part in 
both Sunday school and church work, and 
are held in high esteem by the saints and 
their numerous friends out of the church. 
We wish this young couple a pleasant and 
peaceful voyage. And may heaven be pro
pitious, and amid all the trials incident to 
this life, may the hope of a higher and bet
ter life aid them, that as together they share 
life's joys and sorrows, so together they may 
be purified and fitted for the Master's serv
ice here and earn their eternal reward in the 
glorious beyond. 

Expect to be in the East for about three 
weeks. Brethren will please address me at 
the above address. 

Hastily yours, 
G. T. GRIFFITHS. 

GLIDDEN, Iowa, Dec. 27. 
Edit01·s Herald:-A week ago to-day I was 

in Perry, expecting to go south to preach; 
that night I dreamed I went north on train. 
In this dream I saw a man who seemed to be a 
Catholic priest, who offered me intoxicating 
drink. In this dream I thought my train 
was late; and now while I am writing, it 
comes to my mind that this was minutely 
fulfilled at Ogden, Iowa, where I changed 
cars. Other things were presented. Next 
morning I started north, going as far as my 
money would carry me; which was the above
named place. You may judge my surprise, 
when a man at Angus sat down beside me 
and said: "I saw you presented a clergy 
credential with ticket; suppose you're a min
ister." 

"Yes," was the reply. 
"My name is O'Connor," continued he, "I 

represent the Baptist Church; was once a 
Catholic priest." 

I was very glad to meet him, as I wanted 
to learn all I could about Catholicism. After 
some talk along this line, argument was 
started on baptism for the remission of sins. 

"Now," says he, "after 'repent' (Acts 2: 38) 
is a comma; then after 'sins' is another. 
Now, what is in between these two commas 
can be taken out." 

Indeed! thought I; at the risk of what? 
And "water" (John 3: 5; 1 John 5: 8) was "the 
word of God," according to this man's pro
found logic (?). And notwithst!J.nding this, 
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baptism in water was a command of God. I 
am foolish enough to believe, that the Lord 
told me that the doctrine of this man would 
make one spiritually drunk. 

When interrogated about "apostles, gifts,'' 
etc., he confessed he "didn't know whether 
they were to continue or not." He admitted 
that he didn't "know everything." 

Have spoke in schoolhouse near here three 
nights already; so far house has been well 
filled with attentive hearers. 

Four years ago I had a dream of preaching 
in home schoolhouse on the gifts of the 
Spirit. It was so plain that I couldn't help 
but ask myself, Does that really mean preach? 
No! came the answer, I am not good enough 
for that. Two weeks passed away, and I 
dreamed again. This time I saw myself 
preaching, and on the wall hung a map of the 
western hemisphere. With pointer in hand, I 
pointed to it and said, "This is the land that 
was given to Joseph, who was sold into Egypt." 
This was convincing; but 0, how hard it was 
to humble myself before God and say, here I 
am! 

Two years ago, I consented to satisfy the 
curiosity of neighbors in hearing me preach. 
Without a text or word in mind I got up be
fore a crowded house to tell them what I un
derstood to be the way of life. My friends 
sat before me as I had before seen in a dream 
-the very subject was presented, and with it 
intelligence to make it plain. It made me 
feel happy, and how I desired that they might 
realize that God himself by his own power 
was speaking, using mortal clay in human 
form to warn them. I was only a farmer and 
my doctrine was too unpopular, so it didn't 
convict. When I think of God's goodness, I 
ask myself, What have I done to merit it? 

"We thank thee, 0 God, for a prophet 
'.C'o guide us in these latter days; 

We thank thee for sending the gospel 
To lighten our minds wit'i its rays." 

C. JOSEPH CARLSON. 

SOUTH GOULDSBORO, Me., Dec. 30. 
Editors Herald:-! came to Bar Harbor 

some few days since, and being booked for this 
section during the winter, I tried to get a 
place to preach in that noted place of wealth 
and refinement. After several days' effort 
by Ero. Moses McCaleb, who is living there, 
we failed to secure the mission room of the 
ministers, on the plea that it would have a 
tendency of breaking them up. During this 
time I was at Town Hill, eight miles away, 
preaching. This is a new place, where our 
work had not been heralded before. What 
the outcome may be I am unable to say. 

After learning I could not get the mission 
room in Bar Harbor, I went to Lawyer 
Lineman's office, who is the supervisor of 
schools in the place, and tried to get a school
house in the west side of the city; and after 
asking me a great many questions about our 
faith, and th us giving me a chance to present 
to him the epitome of faith and to talk with 
him for a long time, he informed me that he 
would do all h.e could with the committee 
towards getting the house for me, inviting 
me to call later for an answer. I did so, to 
be informed by the gentleman that my case 
was hopeless, as the Unitarians had previ-

25 

ously tried to get the house and being denied 
its use, the committee, although they did not 
find a word of fault with our religion, con
cluded it would not be right to let me in. 

Believing it would be useless to stay in that 
place longer, I came to South Gouldsboro. 
Shall hold a series of meetings here, thence 
to Prospect and Birch Harbors, where I was 
the last of the fall and occupied the Union 
church for a while. I shall try to hold a 
series of meetings in each of these places, 
thence to North and West Hancock, and so 
on to various places as the Spirit may direct. 
Snow is holding baek, and it is pleasant get-
ting about. Hopefully, 

s. o. Foss. 

ROXBURY, Virginia, Dec. 29. 
Editors Herald:-We, the saints of Rox

bury, are here to enter complaint against 
you. We know we are not rich, we fear we 
~re not very wise, we acknowledge we may 
not be very intellectual, but we believe we 
are devoted to the Master's cause and to our 
Prophet; and we desire to ask why, when 
our president and head of the church was 
coming almost to our doors, why, if he could 
not come in, not let us know that we might 
come out? 

We are almost starving for the sight of an
elder's face and the sound of his voice in 
words of encouragement, and imagine our 
sorrow and disappointment, ye ·who can, 
when we learned through the Herald that 
Bro. Smith had been in Richmond, only 
eighteen miles away! 

And we ask again, is our complaint not 
just? The work at Roxbury may be moving, 
but if so it is almost imperceptible. If per
secution and..Woks of hate could kill, we 
would have been dead long ere this; but 
"thanks be to God who giveth us the vic
tory," we are enabled to look beyond these 
petty cares and trials of life, to that crown of 
eternal life that shall be ours if we faint not. 
We ask the saints, aU those who have faith 
in God's promises, to especially pray for a 
young man here, who is ill with what seems 
to be consumption. He is the son of two 
who have lately entered the work, and though 
not of the faith, is studying the church books 
and papers, and seems to be interested; and 
would, if he embraced the gospel, be an or
nament to the church. 

In gospel bonds, 
THE SAINTS OF ROXBURY, VIRGINIA. 

PORCUPINE, Wisconsin, Jan. 1. 
Editors Herald:-Not having seen any news 

from this part for some time, I write to say 
the work is onward here. Since Bro. C. H. 
Burr and I packed up the district tent, be
cause of cold weather, I have been laboring 
in Chippewa, Pierce, and Pepin Counties, 
while Bro. Burr went to Southern Wisconsin 
district to labor. I made two trips to Twin 
Lakes, Chippewa County, one ln October and 
one in November, to look after the work; and 
I can truly say the saints there are like sheep 
without a shepherd, meeting only when 
some elder comes there. They have a branch 
of forty members, yet no one to preside. 
How I long for the time when there will .be. 
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28 THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

High Priests enough. in the church to be j of clerical appearance. We had to be satis
sent to take the oversight of such branches. I fied after a week's stay at Hagerman to leave 

Our district conference at Porcupine, Dd- without; having accomplished anything, so 
cember 4 and 5, was a good one. The weather far as we could discern. Held one meeting 
was somewhat cold, so that the district was only, and but few of the members were able 
not very well represented; yet the Lord was to attend then. 
with us. Two young pries'Gs came up from Considering our limited finances we thought 
the southern district, Brn. J. B. Wilder- best to return by way of Malta, where we 
muth and Frank Sanford; they remained could find friends to stop with. We were 
with me after the conference, and we have cared for at Albion by Bro. Fuller's family, 
held meetings here and at West Frankfort, old friends from Little Sioux, and acc~rded 
three miles from here, almost every night the free use of the courthouse one night 
since then, with good attendance and inter- while Bro. Anthony broke the bread of life 
est. December 18, one was baptized, and to au interested congregation of sorue forty 
yesterday two more came into the fold, and or fifty. 
others say they will be baptized soon. Bro. Sr. B. F. Mahoney kindly rememb6red the 
J. B. Wildermuth has gone up to Ono, Pierce needs of the traveling missio~ary also, and 
County, to hold meetings over Sunday, while we reached Malta in time to enjoy the Cbris
Bro. Sanford and I hold the fort here until mas festivities with kind folks there, and the 
sometime next week when we expect to join Sunday following held a couple of services in 
Bro. Wildermuth at Ono, where we expect the new and commodious ball of Condit and 
to continue for a time. 

In gospel bonds, 
A. V. CLOSSON. 

Sons. 

Bishop Tayior, of Elba, kindly proffered 
us their house for Monday evening, "provided 
we woiild confine ourselves to the Scriptures, 

BASALT, Idaho, J·an. 1. and not abuse th<Jm," we accepted, and 

the direct command of God, and the "Brush 
Run" Church of Christ was founded on an 
"if;" not much difference, you know. 

The last proposition was on the divine 
origin of the Book of Mormon. I never saw 
the time that its divine origin was more fully 
sustained than it was at this discussion. Al
exander first claimed that the Book of Mor
mon was translated by "Joe Smith" from the 
Kinderhook plates, because he had a history 
that said so. After he had been exposed on 
this position, he then said Joseph Smith got 
a bag of white sand and made the fools be
lieve he had a gold Bible. But Bro. Alex· 
ander failed to sustain this. Next he said 
that one Solomon Spalding had written such 
a book and "Joe and Rigdon" stole the manu
script and that we now palm it off on the peo
ple for a "golden Bible." But thanks be to 
God the "stick of Joseph" stood the test and 
the saints were confirmed that the word of 
God abideth forever. 

Bro. Pement was greatly blessed of God 
and made one of the most able defenses for 
the latter-day work I ever heard. 

Yours in bonds, 
D. C. WHITE. Editors Herald:-Though silent for some held forth t.here, Bro. Anthony giving them 

time, we have not been entirely inactive, a clear and convincing discourse on the "suc-
notwithstanding there is ample excuse in cessor." They would not venture any reply MARSHFIELD, Mo., Jan. 3. 
this field for rusting out. Bro. Davis and or remarks; but we were told afterwards Editors Herald:-Since our district confer-
the writer parted company at Pocatello some that it was to be replied to the following ence at Mt. Grove, I have labored as health 
two months ago. He took train for Montpe- Sunday. However, we were not invited to and circumstances would permit, in Oregon, 
lier, and I drove to Blackfoot and held a come and hear, and while the weather was Douglas, Wright, and Webster Counties. A 
series of meetings at Riverside, eight miles favorable, thought best to finish our journey, part of this time has been devoted in looking 
from Blackfoot, assisted by my Bro. John. and be on hand to report ready for battle after the Sunday school work. I think every 
Quite an interest was awakened, and arrange- when the time for the proposed discussion missionary should look after the Sunday 
men ts made for a discussion with two Brig- should come off. Though we did not accom- school work. I certainly think every branch 
haniite elders on the question of "succession." plish as much as we would have liked, we had should have a Sunday school. At Cain Hill, 
They wanted a few weeks to prepare in, so a rather pleasant four or five hundred mile in Oregon County, the few saints by their 
set the time for January 9. ' "" journey-the expenses of which were met by untiring zeal have run a Sunday school near 

From there I came to this place, where I the saints en route. two years now, although they have no branch 
found Bro. Anthony laboring as opportuni- On our return here, December 30, we and no one holding the priesthood. Let 
ties and physical btrength admitted of. We learned that the fire kindled at Riverside, in other saints take notice of this and follow 
enjoyed a visit and sacrament service with Bro. Anthony's field of labor, had not wholly their example. Although there has been 
the saints at the home of Bro. George Hea- become extinguished, we hope to renew ef- but little preaching there during that time, 
ton. Here I left my single horse rig, and in forts with the New Year, and that some hon- the latter-day work is kept before the peo
company with Bro. Anthony with his con- est souls may be reached in these regions. pie by the little band of Sunday school 
veyance we spent the month of December If the discussion as agreed upon material- workers. It does not fall to my Jot to 
traveling and visiting saints and places west. izes, we will report. Though agreements baptize very many, but by a Godly walk and 
Our first objective point was Malta, which were entered into and witnessed, we will feel by plain preaching I try to get the truth 
we reached the third day out, going via more sure when the contest begins. clearly before the people. I like to see people 
Pocatello. We held three meetings at In bonds, converted before baptism, so that the standing 
Malta, and being more warmly clothed from S. D. CONDIT. ministry can begin with them where the 
Bro. Leonard Condit's store, and needed missionary leaves off, and teach them to pray 
means furnished us by Bro. C. L. Albertson, BLAIRSTOWN, Mo., Jan. 5. in secret and in public, and thus grow in favor 
of Albion, we concluded to continue our jour- Editm·s Hero,ld: - The debate between with God and the saints; and by so doing be-
ney to Hagerman, which we reached after two Elder H. T. Alexander of the Christian come both a useful and permanent addition 
rather hard days' drive, going via the Great Church and Bro. Philemon Pement closed to the church. Brethren and sisters, far and 
Shoshone Falls. Owing to the rainy time last Saturday. I must say I enjoyed it very near, let us all strive to be useful in our day. 
in which we reached the Falls we were not much. The year 1898 in now here; so let us form new 
able to get to a good point of observation, Alexander said he was there to affirm a 1'esolutions for good, and then see that we do 
and had to be content with a less perfect church with a visible body, but not a spiritual not fail to carry them out by the help of God. 
view of these yet to be more renowned body, and that the kingdom spoken of in The different_ departments of church work 
natural wonders. We crossed on the ferry Daniel 2: 44 was set up by the apostles at must be looked after. The Herald, Aiitumn 
at a point just above the falls, so dangerously Jerusalem, A. D. 33, and was to stand for ever; Leaves, Ensign, and our tithing and freewill 
near in fact that the possibilities of the and that the Christian Church now was a offerings must be looked after. One €1.epart
cables breaking comes unpleasantly to one's continuation of the same. ment cannot say to the others, we have no 
mind as he realizes that only a miracle could Brother Pement showed that the Church of need of you, but all are honorable and neces
save him from taking the 210 feet perpendicu- Christ, Senior, ·was born at Jerusalem, but sary. Onward and upward let us march. 
lar plunge just a few yards below. However, that the Church of Christ(?), Jr., was born C. J. SPURLOCK. 
we were safely landed on the opposite side of . at Brush Run, Pennsylvania; quite a differ-1 ,. - ., 
the Snake River, and congratulated our- I ence in the time of their birth. That the Je- Inmates of English prisons who cannot read 
selves on getting across on half fare, beeause I rusalem Church of Christ was founded by I or write receive compulsory education. 
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Oriuinal 1Ir1iclss. 
IS IT CHARITY? 

IN the revelation of April 11, 1897, it 
is said:-

There is a great work to be done by mine 
elders, and that they may be fitted to do this 
work and the accomplishment thereof be not 
prevented, it is enjoined upon them that 
they shall not only be kind of heart and of a 
lowly spirit, that their wisdom may be the 
wisdom of the Lord and their strength the 
strength of the Spirit, but they shall lay 
aside lightness of speech and lig·htness of 
manner when standing to declare the word, 
and shall study to approve their ministrations 
to the people by candor in speech and cour
tesy in demeanor, that as ministers of the 
gospel they may win souls unto Christ.-D. 
c. 119: 2. 

THE SAlNTS' HERALD. 

intelligent people in a clear, earnest, 
humble way, and let them strike 
their own contrast and berate and 
reflect upon themselves if they choose? 
would it not be more likely to strike 
the silver chord in the hearts of the 
children of promise, to be gentle, 
kind of heart, candid, and courteous 
in demeanor, free from sarcasm in 
word and gesture; but charitably pre
senting the benefits derived by em
bracing the truth, carefully soliciting 
their most tender sympathies in be
half of the author of truth? And 
would it in anywise outrage the dig
nity of said representative to concede 
the point-or condition of religious 
liberty now enjoyed by us-that it bas 
been brought about by a series of 
reformations from whose individual 
efforts the numerous sects and fac
tions have sprung, and that those in
dividuals are entitled to credit and 

And that they must be without 
blame in word or in deed; and they 
must not be boisterous in speech, or 
in the relating of coarse and vulgar 
stories; and in Doctrine and Cove-
nants a command is given:- honor in the sight of our heavenly 

Contend against no church, save it be the Father for doing the work assigned 
,church of the Devil.-Sec. 16: 4. them as we are for doing our respect-

And we are instructed to "speak ive duties? 

a railing accusation, why, 0, why, 
should we poor creatures presume to 
trespass on the feelings and rights 
of those who may choose to differ 
with us in opinion? and if we seek to 
win them to Christ, why should we 
anger them with unkind reflections? 
If we were trying to catch a wild 
horse, is it not more reasonable to in
troduce our friendship with a pan of 
oats instead of a club? 

As stars upon the tranquil sea 
In mimic beauty shine, 

So, words of. kindness from the heart, 
Reflect their wurce di vine. 

Oh, then, be kind who e'er thou art 
That brrntheth mortal breath, 

And it shall ch0er thee all thy days, 
And comfort thee in death. 

In hope of better conditions, 
HENRY C. SMITH. 

FLORA VrsTA, New Mex., Nov. 5, 1897. 

MALACHI, AND OTHERS. 

THE Latter Day Saint of to-day should 
rejoice, living as we do in the "dis
pensation of the fulness of times;" 
and with recent revelations given, the 
Lord showing bis will in complete 
church organization; and to speed the 
fulfillment of 
this gospel of the kingdom shall be 
preached in all the world for a witness, unto 
all nations, and then shall the end come. 

How much there is to be done. 
How shall it be accomplished? By 
the willingness of God's people, and 
the power of God. Our gospel offers 
temporal, physical, and spiritual sal
vation; but only by obedience to the 
laws governing. 

·the truth in soberness," and if we It seems to the writer that it would 
have not faith, hope, and charity, we be ungentlemanly, discourteous, and 
·can do nothing. And we are to speak very unkind, after receiving the bene
·evil of no man, but in meekness in- fits of our progenitors' spilled blood 
struct those who oppose their own in- and roasted flesh, to turn our guns 
terests; and we are commanded to vauntingly upon and riddle the ship 
"preach the word" - the gospel of because of its defects, and point the 
peace and its saving graces. Can any finger jeeringly at its crew because 
man that is called to represent Christ they cling to, revere, and worship 
candidly consider the above; and then the several planks used in her con
indulge in berating, treating lightly struction. It appears to the writer 
and sportively the weaknesses of hu- that much persecution is brought on 

· f d d Not every one that saith unto me Lord, manit", as is developed in the various by the unwise use o wor s an un-
J Lord, shall ent,er into the kingdom of heaven, 

creeds of modern religionists of the couth gestures by those called upon but he that doeth the will of my Father 
day? Can he call them hypocrites? to represent us, and by so doing they which is in heaven 

dupes of the Devil? their preachers misrepresent the spirit of the church is as applicable to saint to continue 
not having horse sense? consummate and cater to the spirit of the world. in the gospel as for a sinner to obey 
fools? that any man with common If I understand the spirit of the first principles. It is evident to all, 
sense can see their errors? and that gospel it is to build up, not tear that no man can keep a law without 
their religion is all bosh? that their down; to heal, not wound; to comfort, being blessed, nor break a law without 
converts are scared to heaven through not distress; and the missionary that coming under curse. Tithing is a doc
fear of hell? etc., etc. Is be sup- faithfully performs the work in- trine-gospel principle-a just law 
posed to be in line of duty when he trusted to him will find use for all the for systematic giving, and if obeyed 
switches from the main line, and side- talents he may possess in preaching the church would not languish; 
tracks for the purpose of pouring hot the "principles of the doctrine of greater spiritual blessings would be 
shot into the already tottering walls Christ." Paul says:- obtained, for the reason your faith 
of babylon? Is it charity to tear a Now the end of the commandment is would be increased; in fact a compli
man's house down over his head be- charity out of a pure heart, and of a good ance with it shows faith beyond that 
fore a better one (at least) is builded conscience, and of faith unfeigned: from f the individual who does not "prove 

which some having swerved have turned aside 0 
,, 

by the side of.it, in which be can find unto vain jangling; desiring to be teachers I the Lord. . 
shelt~r? or is it not enough to ~lace the of the law; understanding neither. what they I Get your Bible, and follow Malachi, 
beauties and grandeur of this ever- say, nor whereof they affirm.-1 Tim. 1: 5-7. third chapter. In first verse we have 
lasting gospel, scientifically and philo- And if Michael the archangel durst I Behold, I will send my messenger [angel], 
sophically, before the minds of . not bring against the chief of enemies i and he shall prepare the way before me. 
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As a people we delight in quoting 
this to show ''gospel restored." All 
well; that is fulfilled in nineteenth 
century. Then reading on to close of 
verse 5,, we say that means second 
coming of our Lord. All right; that 
is a Latter Day Saint doctrine. Now 
we drive another wedge into the log 
of orthodoxy. In verse 6 :-

I am the Lord, I change not. 
We say that proves he will send an

gels and minister, as he used to do. 
All well. Then it means that verses 
8 to 13 are for us, as it used to be for 
others; more especially to us, as it is 
a chapter for latter daySJ. "Will a man 
rob God? Yet ye have robbed me." 
In what? "Tithes and offerings." If 
you are guilty, make restitution, 
showing a repentant spirit. Now an 
,offer is made:-

Prove me . . . if I will not open you the 
'Windows of heaven, a.nd pour you out a bless
"ing, that there shall not be room to receive 
it. I will rebuke the devourer for your sake. 

Do we believe it? 
If ye seek the riches which it is the will of 

the Father to give unto you, ye shall be the 
richest of all people; for ye shall have the 
riches of "lternity; and it must needs be that 
the riches of the earth are mine to give; but 
beware of pride, lest ye becom.e as the Ne
phites of old.-Doc. and Cov. 38: 9. 

Here we have a spiritual and tem
poral combination enough to satisfy 
all. Or now, Are you a grumbler? 
fulfilling verse 14, saying:-

It is vain to serve Gpd, and what profit is 
it that we have kept his ordinance. 

But to those who are, ''not forget
ful hearers, but doers of the word," 
in verse 16 we have:-

They that feared the Lord spake often one 
to another: the Lord hearkened, and heard 
it, a book of remembrance was written 
before him for them that feared the Lord, 
and that thought upon his name. 

Now let us connect this with 
Deuteronomy 14: 22, 23, to get a 
definition of the expression-''.fear," 
in Malachi 16 verse. Moses, in the 
above, says verse 22 :-

Thou shalt truly tithe all the increase of 
thy seed, that the field bringeth forth year 
by year. 

And in the latter part of verse 23 :
That thou mayest learn to fear the Lord 

thy God al ways. 

So those that are to be heard, re
membered, are those that observe the 
temporal law as a part of the celestial 
law. Continuing in verse 17, Malachi 
says:-

They shall be mine, ... in that day when 
I make up my jewels; and I will spare them, 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

as a man spareth his only son that serveth 
him. 

I am glad that tithing is strongest 
in this chapter of all others, because 
it begins with the establishment of 
the restored gospel, by an angel, and 
ends with the final reward of the 
saints. "There is something in the 
practice of virtue unless a man be a 
confirmed hypocrite, where the out
ward act has a tendency to compel 
corresponding in ward virtue," and a 
compliance to temporal law invariably 
overcomes stinginess, etc. Jacob 
vowed a vow to God, saying:-
... I will surely give a tenth unto thee.

Gen. 28: 20-22. 

Or he entered into a partnership 
with God. The Lord is the great 
capitalist-Jacob the steward. Read 
the result. Who can read Leviticus 
27: 30; Deuteronomy 14: 22 to end; 2 
Chronicles 31: 5-11; and seeing these 
promises and payments of the Lord, 
and "I change not," without being 
converted? We trusted God for re
mission of sins. Why; he promised 
it on obedience to law. We trust him 
for salvation. Why; he promised it. 
Now one promise of his is equal with 
another, or none are good. 

He that believtith, and is baptized, shall be 
saved. 

These signs shall follow them that believe, 
are no more the Lord's promise than 
that, 

Prove me now, whether I will not pour out 
blessings upon you. 

Whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he 
also reap. 

Be a drouth -stricken crop for some. 
We have heard good brethren pray: 

"Thy kingdom come;" "Speed thy 
work;" "Bless the ministry and their 
families;'' "Establish Zion;" ·•Give us 
rain;" "Bless our crops." In these 
they asked the Lord to go into part
nership-but they pocket the cash and 
keep it. And then sing: "Send forth 
the sowers;" "Shout the tidings;" 
"Savior, hasten thine appearing." 
And when the singing is done-all is 
done as far as they are concerned. 

Show me your faith without works, and I 
will show you my faith by my works. 

Or transpose it: Show me your 
love without your dollars, and I will 
show you my love by my cash. In the 
days of Christ, as now, the admo
nition was given to care for the 
widow-the poor, and condemnation 
in loss of spirituality has resulted 
where failure to comply is seen. 

In Hebrews, fifth chap·ter, read: 
Christ is made a High Priest forever 
after the order of Melchisedek. Abra
ham, as a representative man of the 
people, paid tithes to Melchisedek; so 
we see we are to pay to ''Christ" for
ever-long as the church lasts. 

The Savior declares in Matthew 23: 
23, 24:-

For ye pay tithe of mint and anise and 
cummin, and have omitted the weightier 
matters of the law, judgment, mercy, and 
faith: these ought ye to have done, and not 
leave the other [tithing] undone. 

Next verse:-
Ye blind guides, which strain at a gnat, 

and swallow a camel. 
So when Christ says they paid 

tithes, it must be that is the camel, 
they swallowed it; but it is too much 
for our brethren. Unbelief hates 
literal and present tense promises. 
We see that is true in the religious 
world in general. They believe in 
God; and miracles was, and will be; 
but not now. So we may say-tith
ing was, and will be, but don't tear 
my heartstrings, as they are around 
my purse- now. Is your faith weak, 
your spirituality at a low ebb; if so
"prove me now;" put a "temporal 
plaster" over your heart, and note the 
"spiritual pulse beat;" or, make a 
hypodermic thrust of gold or silver 
solution into the Bishop's empty 
"box" and see how quickly the Lord 
will satisfy you on the question of 
what is the best money as a. "stand· 
a.rd." 

Read Proverbs 3: 5 to 10: It be
gins, "Trust in the Lord with all thine 
heart," and ends with 
honor the Lord with thy substance, and with 
the firstfruits of all thine increase, so shall 
thy barns be filled with plenty, and thy 
presses shall burst out with new wine. 

It will soon show whether you trust 
the Lord or not. 

Personally, I soon solved this fi. 
nancial problem. I took two brethren 
in comparison, both diligent, God-fear
ing, respected men; both well to do; 
one paid tithes, say $500, the other 
none. '•God shall reward every man 
according to his deeds." The giving 
was a good deed. Must not one gain, 
the other lose, in the day of rewards. 
Justice says, Yes. And whose prayer 
was consistent before God and man in 
asking for the ''spread of gospel 
work." •'He that will do my will 
shall know of the doctrine." That 
is a good offer to all; and it is 
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that you shall know of the doctrine of 
tithes and offerings, as well as doc
trine in general. 

We have been asked, Am I under 
_the law? My father paying tithes of 
that which I inherited! Yes; your 
father paid on his capital. We are to 
pay as weare ''increased"-prospered 
-hence what was father's capital be
came your income, or increase. 

Ques. - Is my home to be tithed? 
Ans. - Yes. Two saints may be worth 
$5,000 each; one may have $4,000 in a 
home, the other $1,000; the only jus
tice is, my all is tithed. 

Ques. - Life insurance - is it to be 
tithed, and if so, what part? Ans.-If 
you are in a company you must have 
done so as an investment or business 
transaction; if thE5 company is good, 
and we have a right to presume your 
being in it that it is, so for example 
you have a $1,000 policy payable un
der various options on twenty years, 

o you have paid in $30 per year for five 
yea.rs, or $150; you then have a de
posit of that amount, and owe the 
Lord $15. You may say as one 
brother said, the company may burst. 
Well, tbe brother with a bank deposit 
can crowd out of the same bole. One 
young brother purchased a musical 
instrument (guitar) for $45, and asked 
shall I tithe it? Yes. Why? For 
the reason you were prospered $45, 
and chose to spend it that way. I 
might buy a cow with my money, and 
there would be no question on tithing 
that. 

One tenth is justice to rich and poor 
alike. You say you cannot afford it. 
You are coi;::manded to rest one day 
in seven. You rest one day-or one 
seventh of your time, equally as much 
time as the rich man. Do you com
plain? No. Why? Because you 
like and wish to rest. Faith and love 
in the gospel sense will lead you to do 
all. Hoping that as we love the cause 
of Christ, we may serve him with 
might, mind, and strength, 

ALMA FYRANDO. 
MAfilNOLIA, Iowa, August, 1897. 
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throned in despotic power sweeps through adversity. The blasts that 
along the avenues of time, and the sweep the plain but scatter the seed. 
highways of progress, and the thor- The lightning fl.ash that terrorizes, 
oughfares of mankind with bleeding purifies. The rocks upon which the 
innocence and expiring virtue chained current dashes dispel the malaria. 
to the fiery wheels of the cruel Jug- As in the laboratory of nature, so in 
gernaut. The doctrine of Christ has the realm of grace we are to conquer, 
no neutral grounds, for, indeed, the or become enslaved. 
God-man stated plainly the pro and The illustrious martyrs from Abel 
con, or for and against, as touching to John the forerunner, and from the 
this all-important question of pure weeping One to the victims of Car
and undefiled religion. Himself, with thage, Illinois, are solemn reminders 
his illustrious predecessors and sue- that the war is not yet over. It seems 
cessors, had deep-seated convictions, outrageous that the long fl.ow of time 
and courage to avow them~ Their and the annals of mankind are all 
unswerving fidelity, their fixed and crimsoned with the red hand of 
settled loyalty, their ardent zeal and slaughter. If the wild tribes and 
aggressive demeanor crowned with savage clans of the earth were the 
success the blessings of God and the leading factors in persecuting those 
fruits of the Spirit, caused adverse that conscientiously differed from 
elements to rage. Such things as them it would be a blessing in favor 
derision, hate, calamitous tantalizing, of the civilized world. Enlightened 
bonds and imprisonment, confiscation nations have both prescribed and pro
and despoiling, torture and rack, scribed faith and morals; and, zounds! 
faggot and - stake, fire and sword, the extirpating of heretics followed in 
were souvenirs of their faith, and the wake of their unhallowed work. 
passports to glory. Woe betide both civil rights and 

This world contains a huge chapter spiritual liberty when beliefs are cir
of wrongs, and to chronicle in detail cumscribed to thirty-nine articles of 
all the. misery, woe, and premature faith. Knox's formula, the Augsburg 
death that man has brought to man confession, the shorter or longer cate
would be an immense volume. When chism, the M. E. or any other disci
we bear in mind that the sad and sor- pline of human origin or arrangement, 
rowful burden bearer was not only a prayer book, or any manual of devo
by times hungry and thirsty, but that tion whatever, for, lo! and behold, 
he had to brook a world of opposition "Where the Spirit of God is, there is 
and traverse a sea of trouble, we liberty," as also saith the law. 
ought not to faint in the following. Prodigious numbers, from the gray 
To be a disciple surely means to tread haired sire to the new born babe, 
in his footsteps come weal or come have been swept from the earth like 
woe. In that he died that we might the leaves before the blast. The great 
live, we must bear the cross of suffer- trans-Atlantic poet tersely said, 
ing and crucify the flesh, so that the Man's inhumanity to man, 
crown will be forthcoming. To cope • Makes countless thousands mourn. 

with and surmount temptation and Imperial Rome was a vast engine 
trial; to meet, combat, and eventually where cruel tyrants and rapacious 
vanquish the enemy requires fortitude, monsters in human form were en
skill, and the grace of God. Over the throned iu despotic authority and 
mountain the sea is sleeping, beyond power. History chronicles ten viru
the cloud the sun is shining, and the lent persecutions under the reign of 
darkest hour harbingers a bright as many monarchs; namely, Nero, 
dawn and a sunny day of peace and A. D. 64-68; Domitian, 81; Trajan, 98; 
rest. The products of the ocean come Marcus Aurelius, 161; Severus, 193; 
through hardship and adventure, Maximianus, 236; Decius, 249; Va~ 

PERSECUTION. the precious metals of the eternal lerius, 254; Aurelian, 270; Diocletian, 
As LONG as water slakes thirst or hills are stowed away in the deep re- 303. Authorities do not exactly agree 
que:nches fire, the fraudulent and cesses and lonely defiles, and the on the very year these rulers issued 
false, the base and abominable in the harvests of the fields are reaped by orders and set in motion the govern
religious arena of the world will bone labor. The tiniest flower, the I mental machinery against the poor 
antagonize the uns~l~ied gospel. This m~narch of the forest, and in fine, all I victims of royal vengeance, and just 
u:nb,allowed oppos1t1on, whe:n en- , thmgs of beauty a:nd utility come up l how long they swayed their cailamitous 
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scepters.. Their reigns were gen
erally of brief duration, and but few 
continued a double decade to fan the 
flames of in tolerance. 

At intervals, while humane and 
judicious men were on the throne, the 
unrepealed laws of previous tyrants, 
and the lying accusations of covetous 
pagans, jeopardized the property, 
liberty, and lives of the Christians. 
Some of the poor sufferers were not 
judicious in their conversation to, and 
about the idolatrous votaries; but 
were so very obstinate as to stir up 
hatred, and invite anger rather than 
through a wise use of the law of kind
ness and forbearance turn away 
wrath. Many even courted the mar
tyr's cross, so that they might be sure 
of the martyr's crown. Dogmatic zeal 
was thought to be true piety, and 
physical suffering the passport to 
heaven. While a disciple of Christ 
should not engage with the rioters; 
but, the rather, shun the appearance 
of evil, and have no fellowship with 
evil doing and darkness, still he must 
come so close in touch with the 
world as to warm, cheer, enlighten, 
and save the savable. You gain the 
good will of your neighbor, then he 
will hear you at an opportune time, 
unless he is wedded to some hateful 
idol. 

Julian, called "the apostate," 
ascended the throne 361 A. D., and 
reigned twenty months. He sought 
to revive polytheism, and the pagan 
worship, and authorized the captious 
Jews to return to, and strive to re
build Jerusalem. Unparalleled zeal 
and fervid energy, backed up by the 
i:nperial treasure, and the art of man, 
and the wisdom of the age did no~t, 

and could not make the enterprise a 
success, for the prescience of God 
through his dearly beloved Son had 
forcast that the holy city should be 
trodden down of the heathen until the 
Gentile fullness was an assured fact. 
It was· said that balls of fire burst 
from the ground, accompanied with 
excessive heat, drove the burnt work
men from the place, so that the affair 
was an abandoned failure. This un
happy monarch fell in death, on a 
distant battle field, against the 
Persians. He was the last ruler that 
sought to revive and keep up idola
trous superstitions, although all wor· 
t;Jhip had more or less of questionable 

THE SAINTS' HJI:H,ALD. 

rites, and ceremonies, and practices. I see and act in a different manner. 
After pagan Rome became converted The theological whip would crack, 

to popery, by degrees the ecclesias- the executioner's utensils would be 
tical tempered, changed, and finally called into requisition, as in the Dark 
dictated and controlled the temporal. Ages. 
Her arrogance, oppression, pride, by- The saints are more or less ostra
pocrisy, and thirst for opulence and cized; and occasionally violence and 
honor, ease and power, turned all actual suffering are their heritage. 
Europe into a wide, deep, dark grave. All things can and will be so turned 
For over a thousand years the eternal and tempered that they are but mercies 
seven-hilled city of Rome kept all in disguise. The thing is to be faithful 
moral, mental, artistic, physical, and under trial and kind and patient while 
spiritual culture chained to the Vati- under the harrow. I could give a 
can When a man c'annot breathe . specimen or so of recent untoward ex-
the air of political freedom and re- periences, but choose to forbear and 
ligious liberty, he can hardly say his pray for all. M. T. SHORT. 
soul is his own. The Christian (?) 
capital of the world (!) as the Italian 
city on the Tiber called herself, is on 
the wane, in both acknowledged 
power, and magnificence. 

The cross of the imperial convert, 
Constantine the Great, and the cres
cent of Mohammed, the desert prophet 
of Mecca, and his wild tribes of moun
tain and plain, have clashed on many 
a gory field in days of old. Under the 
sway of the papacy the Albigenses, 
the Waldenses, the dwellers in the 
vales of Piedmont, the followers of 
Huss and Jerome, the Bohemian mar
tyrs, the disciples of Luther and Cal
vin, the French Huguenots, and hosts 
of others suffered untold inconven
iences. Spanish fanaticism and the 
inquisition swelled the tide of suffer
ing and martyrdom. Every protes
tant country, too, where church and 
state are combined have displayed the 
red hand of war on all dissenters, 
evangelical movements; and powerful 
religious organizations tip the balance 
of power, and tinge, if not mold legis
lation. They may disavow political 
preferments and proclivities; but 
partisan leaders, and shrewd wire
pulling, mind manipulating dema
gogues will take off their hats and 
bow quite low all the same. It is 
strange that peace and war, pleasure 
and pain, prosperity and adversity, 
and even life and death are in such 
close, minute proximity, that it is 
quite difficult to tell where the one 
ends and the other begins; but we 
must discriminate. 

How often you can bear the remark, 
"I am glad no single church is in uni
versal power," etc. If left to them
selves, and the spirit of the world, 
woe bettde the soul tba.t chanced to 

PJonfBfBil~B ]VHmJ188, 
WESTERN MAINE. 

Conference met at Mountainville, Deer 
Isle, December 4, 1897; W. H. Kelley in the 
chair, W. W. Blanchard clerk pro tern. 
Branches reporting: Greens Landing; 2 
baptized. Deer Isle; 1 baptized. Brays 
Mountain; no change. Elders U. W. Greene, 
W. W. Blanchard, W. G. Pert, S. S. Eaton, 
J. ,J. Billings; Priest J. E. Eaton; Teacher 
J. H. Robbins; Deacons H. B. Eaton, H. R. 
Eaton reporteri. Bishop's agent's report 
audited and approved. S. G. Cunningham 
sustained as president of district, E. H. Pert 
clerk. President of district authorized to 
execute the spirit and letter of the Greens 
Landing, September 11, 1897, resolutions re
lating to local ministers. U. W. Greene and 
W. W. Blanchard deleg·ates to General Con
ference. Preaching by Elders W. H. Kelley, 
U. W. Greene, W. W. Blanchard. A vote of 
thanks tendered to saints and friends for 
kind entertainment. Adjourned to meet at 
Little Deer Isle, May 7, 1898. 

NORTHERN WISCONSIN. 
Conference convened with the Frankfort 

branch, December 4 and 5, 1897; A. L. White
aker president, A. V. Closson clerk. Branch 
reports: Reeds 40, Frankfort 71; 3 baptized. 
Evergreen 87. Elders reporting: A. L. 
Whiteaker baptized 1, A. V. Closson bap
tized 2; Priests, J. B. Wildermuth, F. San
ford, S. E. Livingston: •reacher, J. W. 
Hooker; Deacon, 0. A. Warren. No report 
from the Bishop's agent. Voted that as Bro. 
Hayes, Bishop's agent, could not attend to 
the duties as Bishop's agent, that he be re
leased, and that we recommend Wm. Hutch
inson to the Bishop to be appointed as his 
agent for this district. A. V. Closson re
ported that he had purchased a tent for the 
district as ordered. Cost of tent $35.23; col
lected from saints and friends $23.43; due A. 
V. Closson $11.80. Voted that Bro. Closson 
be released as tent committee, and that the 
treasurer of each branch endeavor to raise 
money to make up the balar.ce due Bro. 
Closson. A. L. Whiteaker and A. V. Clos
son were elected (lelegaitel;J to tile next Gen-
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eral Conference. A. L. Whiteaker, J. B. ing instructions in reference to a library, its 
Wildermuth, and Frank Sanford were the benefits to officers and teachers, and to pupils. 
preachers. A. L. Whiteaker was sustained' The object of a library, quality of books to be 
president and A. V. Closson clerk. Ad- · used, and how to obtain such books. Much 
journed to meet with the Evergreen saints, of the Spirit of God was enjoyed. This was 
Valley Junction, Monroe County, Wisconsin, followed by J. F. Min tun treating upon the 
for conference, June 4, 10:30 a. m., 1898. subject of Visiting Committee, in which it 

earnest thought. Also every one that can 
attend is especially invited to come prepared 
to help with the evening program, either 
with essays, songs, vocal or instrumental 
music, recitations or select readings. 

MRS. ET'l'A SPRINGER, Supt. 

Sundau School Ilssocia1ions. 
INSTITUTE AND RELIGIO. 

(Concluded from last week.) 
The Institute began its work promptly at 

9: 30 a. m., December 27, occupying from the 
opening till 10: 45 in illustrating what is 
Effective Teaching by T. A. Hougas. From 
10: 45 till noon intermisaion, the Duties of 
District Association officers were ably pre
sented by W. N Robinson. 

The afternoon and evening sessions were 
occupied by the Religio work, in the presen
tation of suggestions, topics, and papers 
which were quite replete with information 
covering the subjects treated; the Spirit of 
God assisting the instructors in these as well 
as in the forenoon session. 

The forenoon sessions of December 28 was 
occupied by Sl's. Louise Palfrey and Maggie 
Blair in giving instruction upon Primary 
and Intermediate Class work. Many good 
suggestions were presented, showing thoug-ht 
and an experience in this class of work by 
each. 

The afternoon session was occupied by W. 
N. Robinson in giving instruction on the 
Duties of Sunday School Officers; followed 
by the subject of Teacher's Meetings, being 
treated by J. F. Mintun. Much favorable 
comment was heard as to the value and im· 
portance of the instruction given. 

At 7:30 the subject of The Home Depart
ment was treated by J. F. Mintun, and 
because of its being comparatively a new sub
ject, much interest was shown in it, and 
several concluded to introduce some of the 
features presented in their future work. 
Following this T. A. Hougas represented an 
outline, showing the difference between a 
profitable and an unprofitable servant. The 
following is the result of his work, and con
clude it best to produce it in this connection:-

SERVANTS. 
PROFITABLE. 

1. One who lov<.e his work. 
2. One who is prompt. 
3. One who ls persistent. 
4. One-who m iginates and 

executes. 
5. One who is willing. 
6. One who is capable. 

UNPIWF1TABLE. 

l. Oue who does nothing. 
2. One who does not pre

pare. 
3. One who does only what 

he is commanded. 
4. One who displays abroad 

but does .not work at 
home. 

5. One who holds a place 
but does not fill it. 

6. One wbo does only that 
which is easy. 

The evening session was closed by a very 
interesting temperance talk by Mrs. Callie 
Howe, State Organizer of W. C. T. U. 

Forenoon session of December 29 was occu
pied by review work, conducted by J. F. 
Min tun, followed by the treating of the sub
ject, What Constitutes a Sunday School? by 
T. A. Hougas. 

The afternoon see~ion was occupied by giv· 

was shown that such a committee was very 
desirable, and efficacious where the work of 
such committee had been done. 

While all the work previously done was 
good, and attested as such by the presence of 
the Holy Spirit, yet the evening session was 
the superior of all other sessions. A paper 
prepared by Sr. Emma Hougas and Joseph 
Roberts and. called a Sunday School N ewspa
per was read, part by Sr. Roxanna .Gaylord 
and part by Bro. F. E. Cochran; the contents 
of which was excellent, and the Spirit accom
panying the reading was grand. Following 
this the Autumn Leaves was represented by 
Louise Palfrey and F. E. Cochran, with a few 
testimonies by some of the Instructors, a1Jd 
finally a prophecy by Sr. John M. Terry, in 
which the Lord expressed bis approval of the 
work done and the sacrifices made to be pres
ent, and giving encouraging promises of 
what the future would be for the departments 
for good represented at this Institute. The 
Graceland College was ably represented dur
ing the Institute by Prof. J. A. Gunsolley, 
and some were fav.orably impressed to attend 
or to make effort to do so. 

Thus closed the second annual Interstate 
Sunday School Institute, giving to the Sun
day school and Religio workers the strong
est encouragement that has ever been given 
as yet since the establishment of such de
partments of work as auxiliaries to the 
church. J. F. MINTUN, Reporter. 

CONVENTION NOTICES. 
The Mobile dhtrict Sunday school associa

tion will meet in convention at Three Rivers, 
Mississippi, at two o'clock on the eleve.nth of 
February, 1898. It is important that every 
school be fully reported and represented by 
delegates at this convention, as it is the end 
of the Sunday school year, and new officers 
are to be elected, and all old business should 
be cleaned up and disposed of. It is expected 
that an entertainment will be given at night 
by the Three Rivers and Escatawpa schools. 

C. I. CARPENTER, Supt. 
J. L. BOOKER, Sec. 

Des Moines district convention will be held 
in Grinnell the Friday preceding the district 
conference to be held in February. The 
morning session will be devoted to the regu
lar routine business. Sunday schools bear in 
mind that it is the regular time for eledion 
of district officers and delegates to the Gen
eral Convention. What are the best means 

Convention of Decatur district will con
vene at Lamoni, Iowa, February 3 and 4, 
1898. As this is the time for the annual 
election of officers, all the schools should 
elect delegates. We would like to see a 
good representation present from each 
"school. Program next week. 

W. B. PAUL, Supt. 
w. A. BLAIR, Sec. 

Kewanee district association will bold a 
convention at Kewanee, February 4, 1898. 
Anyone wishing to visit the convention will 
receive a hearty welcome. We expect to 
have a profitable convention in our new 
church. Sunday schools belonging to the 
association will please remember to send in 
their reports to district secretary as soon as 
accepted by the school, as per motion at last 
convention, also reports from any other Sun
day school will be gladly received by the 
association. MRS. ED. LAMB, Sec. 

Kewanee, I11inois. 

AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION AND BY
LAWS. 

To Whom It May Concern:-By this means 
I give notice that at the next convention of 
the General Sunday School Association there 
will be presented an amendment to the Con
stitution and By-Laws in providing for 
District Librarians, with all necessary para
graphs to complete such amendment. 

J. F. MINTUN. 
ST. JosEPH, i\lo, Dec. 28, 1897. 
[This notice was handed me at St. Joseph, 

Missouri, on date above written, but on my 
ai·rival home was overlooked. I beg pardon 
for the oversight, and hope the General Con
vention will consider the intention of the 
brother and the circumstances, and admit 
the amendment for consideration.-F. E. 
Cochran.] 

Mis~ellaneous IlBpartnrnn1. 
Sl'ECIAL NOTICE. 

To whom it may concern: Those having 
matter to present to the Quorum of the Twelve 
to be considered at its annual sitting, will 
please see that such matter reaches the as
sistant quorum secretary, J. W. Wight, Box 
156, Lamoni, Iowa, not later than March 15, 
1898. WM. H. KELLEY, 

2t Pres. of Quorum. 

to use to advance the Sunday school work in BISHOP'S AGENTS' NOTICES. 
the Des Moines district for 1898? Opened by Bt·o. Oscar Anderson, of Lamoni, Iowa, has 
Brn. Wm. Johnson, Sheldon Armstrong, C. been appointed special agent for David 
B. Brown, H. A. McCoy, Joseph Young, Geo. Dancer, Bishop's agent of Decatur district. 
Shimel, John Barnes, Frank Russell, Srs. He will receive and receipt for tithes and 
Mattie Hughes, Anna Amos, Martha Young, offering-s, also offerings for the Graceland 
also J. F. McDowell, J. S. Roth, E. B. Mor-

1 

Colle.ge fund, of this distric.t. 
gan, W. H. Kephart, C. Scott, and others. DAVID DANCER, Bishop's Agent, 
Every one is entreated to give the subject .W..Mo:cu, Iowa, Jan. 4, 1600, 
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CONFERENCE NOTICES. especially all the officials laboring in the was a member; sermon by Elder Hyrum 0. 
Conference of the Mobile district will con- branches or the district. We also extend Smith. 

vene at Three .Rivers, Mississippi at ten 
a. m., February 12, 1898. It is expected 
that important business will come up for 
consideration, hence the necessity of a full 
representation. Any branch reports that 
cannot be sent by delegates should be mailed 
to the secretary at Escatawpa, Mississippi, 
immediately after the 31st of January, so as 
to be sure that they arrive in time. Come 
with the good Spirit and have a good time. 

w. L. BOOKER, Pres. 
c. I. CARPENTER, Sec. 

Nodaway district conference will convene 
at Guilford, Nodaway County, Missouri, on 
the 12th of February, 1898. Elder I. N. 
White is expected to be present. Come all 
who can. WM. WOODHEAD. 

Decatur district conference will convene at 
Lamoni, February 4, at seven ·p. m. for busi
ness, and continue over the following Sab
bath. Let all the branches send in statistical 
reports covering all changes from their last 
report till the time of holding their last 
business meeting prior to the sitting of the 
conference, also let all the ministers of every 
grade prepare and furnish a complete r<port 
of all labor performed since the date of last 
report. The important items of business to 
come before the conference will be the choos
ing of delegates to the General Conference, 
which will meet April 6, at Independence, 
Missouri, and the election of officers for the 
ensuing year. Let all who attend, come in 
the spirit of charity and wisdom, with no 
other desire than the advancement of the 
cause of righteousness. 

Your fellow servants, 
ROBT. M. ELVIN, Pres. 
B. M. ANDERSON, Sec. 

Conference of the Northwestern Kansas 
district will convene in the saints' chapel, 
Blue Rapids, Kansas, February 5, 1898, ten a. 
m. Presidents of branches will please see 
that business meetings are held and that full 
and correct reports are made out. Report
ing of braches is made obligatory. See Book 
of Rules, pages 152-154. Promptness and 
carefulness in these matters insures success 
in the work in which we are engaged. Min
istry and branch reports should be sent to 
Mrs. Ella Landers, secretary, Lenora, Kan
sas. Come all that can and let us have a 
joyful time. L. F. JOHNSON, Pres. 

BELOIT, Kan., Jan. 3, 1898. 

Conference of the Northern Nebraska dis
trict will convene January 29 and 30, (instead 
of February 7 and 8, as was intended by the 
conference), at Omaha, Nebraska. Sunday 
school convention on the 28th at half past 
two o'clock. RICHARD H. BROWN, Sec. 

Conference of Northern Nebraska district 
will convene at Omaha at ten o'clock, 
January 29, and hold over Sunday. The con
ference will be preceded by the Sunday 
school convention on the 28th, as usual, with 
an entertainment in the evening. All are 
invited to attend and enjoy the meetings, 

the invitation to any of the general mission
aries laboring outside of the district who 
may wlsb to attend. We expect Bro. 
CaffaU to be present. 

J. M. STUBBART, Pres. 
J. F. MINTUN, Supt. 

According to resolution of previous con
ference, the Eastern Iowa district conference 
will convene with Fulton branch, Saturday, 
February 5, 1898. Branches, please send re
ports to Elder J. R. Sutton, Box 13, Fulton, 
Iowa. As many of the priesthood come as 
can. C. E. HAND, Pres. 

J. R. SUTTON, Sec. 

Conference of Kentucky and Tennessee dis
trict will convene February 5 and 6, 1898, 
with the Foundry Hill branch, Tennessee. 
It is greatly desired that a full representa
tion will be present. Important business to 
transact. Come up, brethren, and assist in 
making this the grandest conference of the 
year. A full report from missionaries is de-
manded. T. w. CHATBURN, Pres. 

J. F. MYERS, Sec. 

Des Moines district conference will con
vene Saturday, February 5, at Grinnell. 
Branches will send their reports to W. C. 
Nirk, Grinnell, in care of J. S; Roth. Let 
all the priesthood of the district try to be 
there, also let all the branches send dele
gates if possible, as we shall have to select 
delegates to the General Conference. Let 
us look forward to a spiritual feast. 

W. C. NIRK, Pres. 
WM. JOHNSON, Sec. 

Conference of Central Nebraska district 
will convene with Clear Water branch, Feb
ruary 28, 1898, at ten a. m. Sunday school 
convention on the 27th, at 2: 30 .P· m. 
Branch presidents are requested to furnish 
reports of the spiritual condition of their 
several branches. 

LEVI GAMET, Sec. 

BORN. 
SUTTON.-To Bro. J. R. and Sr. Libbie 

Sutton, October 10, 1897, at Fulton, Iowa, a 
daughter, and named Anna Rebecca. Blessed 
at Fulton, Iowa, December 26, 1897, by Elders 
J. R. Sutton, John Heide, and M. G. Mauds
ley. 

DIED. 
SKINNER.-At his residence, Auburn, 

Iowa, December 11, Thomas J. Skinner. De
ceased was born in Cass County, Michigan, 
October 23, 1854; moved with his father to 
Calhoun County, Iowa, in the spring of 1865. 
Was married to Miss Olive E. Reynolds, 
April 16, 1876. Six children were born to 
them, two passing to the beyond before him, 
leaving four and a wife to mourn, besides nu
merous relatives and friends. His funeral 
took place from Cottonwood chapel, three and 
a half miles east of Auburn, December 14, 
1897, and his remains were laid away in the 
cemetery adjacent to the church. Services 
in •charge of Woodmen Lodge, of which he 

TARY.-December 20, 1897, Bro. G. B. Tary, 
at his home in Tyler County, West Virginia, 
in his seventy-second year, being born May 1, 
1826. He was a member of the Christian 
Church for many years; but through the ef
forts of his son, 0. J. Tary, he was led to an 
investigation of the Latter Day Saints' faith, 
and afterwards was fully convinced it was his 
duty to accept the same. He was baptized 
at Wheeling by Bro. G. T. Griffiths in May, 
1896. For several months he had been in 
poor health and realized that his departure 
was near, but his hope for the future was 
bright, and he passed away peacefully, and 
was laid to rest to await the resurrection of 
the just. "Blessed are they who die in the 
Lord." 

THOMPSON.-In Beaver, Utah, October 21, 
1897, Eider William Thompson, aged 80 
years. His death resulted from an accident. 
In 1853 he removed from England to Salt 
Lake City, where he was employed by B. 
Young as miller in the Liberty Park mill. 
Later he worked for J. E. Ames in the nine
teenth ward mill. He located in Beaver in 
1858, there he had a flour and feed store. He 
also acted as jailer, and was such during the 
time that John D. Lee was in prison. He 
united with the Reorganized Church in 1870, 
under the ministration of Elder E. C. Brand, 
and continued with the church until death. 

WINN.-At Manchester; Texas, December 
18, 1897, Archie L., son of Bro. Nathan and 
Sr. Winn, aged 5 years and 5 days. Funeral 
services by Elder J. W. Kent. 

WOODCOCK.-Sr. Mary Woodcock died at 
the home of Mr. Henry Urfer, Galland's 
Grove, Iowa, January 2, 1898, aged 80 years, 
6 :months, and 17 days. Sister Woodcock 
was born at Mason, Lawrence County, Ohio, 
June 16, 1817, and was baptized and con
firmed by Elder Seymore Brunson, in 1833. 
She united with the Reorganization in an 
early day and has been a consistent member 
ever since. Funeral services were held at the 
saints' chap1il in charge of Elder R. Wight, 
Elder Charles E. Butterworth delivering the 
discourse. Services were largely attended 
and the remains were laid to rest in the 
Doyle cemet1iry to wait the morn of the first 
resurrection. 

BROWN.-At her home, Centralia, Marion 
County, Illinois, December 28, 1897, Sr. Clara 
Brown, aged 18 years. Was married to Wil
liam Brown, September 9, 1896. She was bap
tized July 21, 1897, and was strong in the 
faith of the saints. She was buried in the 
Johnsonville cemetery, Wayne County, Illi
nois. Funeral conducted by J. D. Stead; ser
mon preached by Elder I. A. Morris at the 
saints' chapel, near Johnsonville, after which 
she was laid to rest until the morning of the 
resurrection of the just, when we hope she 
will come forth. Husband and three step
children mourn. 

BOWMAN.-At Wheeler, Iowa, December 
28, 1897, Blanch Valora Bowman, aged 3 yearli!, 
11 months, 18 days; daughter of Bro. Samp
son and Sr. Eva Bowman, loved by all who 
knew her. Funeral at the saints' church, 
conducted by Elder D. Hougas. 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

====-==================r=o=f;th~e=c~r~ew~or~p~a~ss=en~g~er~s=. ~T~h~e~li~st=r'.8~P~H~C~Jn~1h~P~R~K~M~J~U~M~O~V~VK~-ir~. shows 2,426 lives were lost upon the Roya! makes the food pure, 
wholesome an<! delicious. 

ocean and 65 on inland waters, a total 
of 2,491, as compared with 3,912 in Herald and Self= Pronouncing 
1896, 4,250 in 1895, and 6,881 in 1894. Bible. 

EMBEZZLEMENTS OF 1897. THE Herald Office has decided to offer 
its patrons an excellent opportunity 

1 The record of embezzling, forgery, to secure a useful and valuable pre• 
defaulting, and bank wrecking for mium _ the celebrated "Self - Pro-
1897 shows an increase, being $11,- nouncing Sunday School Teachers' 
248,084 /as compared with $9,465,921 Bible," the same as the "Oxford 

j in 1896 and $10,423,205 in 1895; · · · Bible," with "helps" and "maps," in 
1 

being an average of about $937,340 I good large print, bourge~is type, wi~h 
per month. . . . marginal references; prmted on thm 

Out of 411 cases of embezzling re- p;;;Jper, :flexible binding; size Six 6t. 
ported 19 persons stole over $50,000 
each, 22 over $100,000 each, and 5 
over $500, 000 each. ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK. 

La-..,,..;;,;,;;~~,;..,....,,,...,;,,,.,_,, ___ ~ ~I The losses are distributed as fol- I 
! lows:- I ____ c_o_nt_i"_·u_•ed_f_ro_m_pa_g_e _tw_o_o_f_ co_ve_r_. --- Stolen by city and county officials $3,111,437 I 

.'Bis compared with 3,076 in 1896, 3,600 From banks ~:::~:~~~II 
1·.,,.. 1895 3 648 in 1894, 4,603 in 1893, By age~ts 5 7 ooo 

"'" ' ' . Forgeries • 1 , 
4,428 in 1892, 3,261 lll 1891, and 3,420 From loan associations 542,713 I 
. 1890 'I'h b r of ser1'ously in- I By postmasters 156,150 I 
1n . 'e num e . ·1 Miscellaneous stealings 1,220,883 OUR PREIVIIUM BIBLE. 

jured was 2,428, as compared w1~h The summary of defalcations by For one (1) new subscriber to the 
1 786 in 1896, 2, 610 in 1895, 2 3

97 ~n 1 
years from 1878 to 1897 is as follows:- I HERALD and $3. 25 in cash, we will 

1S94, 4,864 in 1893, 3,383 in 189..,, 1878 $2,784,ooo 1ss9 $8,600,000 send the HERALD for one year to any 
2, 707 in 1891, and 2, 740 in 1890. 1879 2,754,ooo 1890 8,622,055 address and a copy of the Bible to the 

AND FAMINE 1880-'81 4 888 000 1891 10, 720,249 
EPIDEMICS , . 1882 2'900'000 1892 8,837,547 remitter. 

The principal epidemic of the year 1883 2',s5o',ooo 1893 19,0'29,602 Or, anyone sending us ten (10) new 
has been the plague in India, which 1884 22,154,ooo 1894 25,234,112 subscribers for t.he HERALD at $1.50 
·~wept away 18,037 victims; 14,236 1885 3,475,ooo 1895 10,423,205 each, cash accompanying orders, will 
"' 1886 3 780 000 1896 9, 465, 921 
persons have died in Japan of dysen- 1887 4:550:000 1897 11,24s,os4 receive a copy of the Bible. 
tery, and 446 in the Southern States 1888 2,240,000 This Bible has been purchased by a 
of yeliow fever. Famine in India has In preparing these statistics the number and has become a favorite 
carried off 40,000 persons, and it is Tribune omits the individual items, volume for ministerial and Sunday 
estimated that 150,000 persons have ·though they have been carefully kept, school work. It gives entire satisfac· 
been its victims in the unfortunate is- for the obvious reason that an injus- tion. 
!land of Cuba. The total number of tice might be done some person by We want one thousand new sub
deaths from both causes in 1897 was publishing his name as an embezzler, scribers for the HERALD within the 
222,902, as compared with 22,676 in even though he had been arrested. next ninety days. The church paper 
1896, 79,461 in 1895, and 171,910 in Now and then a person is acquitted of has been reduced in price and should 
1894. the charge months after his arrest, circulate in every home of and be read 

BATTLES. and to keep track of such an acquittal by all Latter Day Saints. 
The loss of life by battles is smaller is difficult. These acquittals are so Here is an excellent opportunity to 

than it was in 1896. Thie total roughly rare, however, that the figures are aid the cause and to secure a ~rst 
estimated is 103,451, as compared with not materially affected. - Chicago class help in general :vork, a serv1ce-

6 157 986 · 1895 d . · 1898 I able and up to date Bible. Jl.29,080 in 189 , • m ' an Tribune, January 1, · We hope to hear from all interested 
82, 750 in 1894. The loss was dis- at once. 

tributed as follows:- FOR SALE OR TRADE. · Does the HERALD circulate among 
Cuba 24,303 Turko-Grecian A nice home near President Joseph Smith's all the families of your branch? If 
Africa 18,205 war 

11
•
839 

residence· containing seven rooms, three not, it ought to reach them. Can you 
Brazil 10,859 Uruguay 2

,
5

oo closets, p~ntry, and cellar; well, outbuildings, d f 
Armenia 3,625 Formosa 1,6~~ etc.: about two acres of ground, well set to not help us to place it in the ban s O 
Argentina 

238 
Pindii;t 800 frut"t' and ornamental trees. For further par- all the membership, also among those China 15,000 ersrn ffi '11 d 

l"hillippines 7,750 ticulars inquire of M., Herald O ce, or not of the faith? Strangers WI rea 
' MARINE DISASTERS. address Box 312, Lamoni, Iowa. it and take it. Try them, and let us 

1. f 1 f l"f hear from you. 
The following ist 

0 
osses 

0 1 
e HARVEST EXCURSIONS Sample copies of the SAINTS' HER· 

by wrecks upon the ocean and inland VIA BURLING'l'ON ROUTE. ALD free on application. 
waters is approximately correct. It January 18, February land 15, Address, 
.. t possible to make an absolutely March 1 and 15, April 5 and 19, 
lS no' . 1898. To most all states and HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE, 
%ii. ccurate statement, as m some cases I territ.ories. one standard first class fare Lamoni, Iowa.. 
there was no record left of the number plus $2,00; Southeastern territory plus $5.00. 
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'l'HE SAINTS' HERALD 

If you want an 

ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNIC.A. 
Without paying money for it, 

Address THE PATRIOT, Lamoni, Iowa, QUICK. 

GRACELAND COLLEGE. 

For catalogues or further information, 

Address, PROF'!" J. T. PENCE, 
Acting President, 

or D. F. LAMBERT, Secretary, 
.UAMONI, low A. 

FOR SALE. 
A GOOD FARM 

of 160 acres, situated 3t miles south and H 
miles west of Lamoni. All tillable land; 
divided into three 60 acre tracts; buildings 
on the middle 60. A perfect supply of water, 
three wells and an excellent poud; easy of 
access. Large house, good barn, other out
buildings; young and old orchard; excellent 
vineyard, as fine a grove as the country 
affords. The farm is well provided with 
cattle and sheep sheds, with stock water just 
at hand. 

I 

Call on or address, 
W. W. LITTLE, Administrator. 

Lamoni, Iowa. 2-4t 

TOBACCO HABIT CUR~ 
OR NO PAY. • ........... - I 

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively 
guarantees three boxes of "Quit-To-Bae" to perma
nently take away all desire for tobacco, or will 
promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent 
post paid anywhere fOr $1.50. No bad effects from 
use of Quit-To-Bae. Itisagreat nerve tonic. Why 
not try it? It has cured hundreds; why not you 1 
Remember, No Cnre, No Pay. Address, B. F. 
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois. 

I WHAT HA VE YOU to exchange as part 
payment on a well improved 80 acre farm 
two miles from Lamoni? Large build
ings-all painted-orchard. Yearly pay-I 
ments on balance. Give full description 

I and price of your property in first letter. 
D. F. Nicholson. 

VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE 
SEER. 

Paper covers ....................... $ 10 

FOR SALE. 
Between this date and February 15, 1898, 

the oldest and best established millinery 
stock and fixtul'es in town. Location good. 
Rent reasonable. No incumbrance. Good 
trade. MISS 0. A. SEELY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

Dated December 29, 1897. 

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN. 
!. house in Lamoni, Iowa, two squares from the bust, 

ness center. It bas six room•, a hall, and three closets, 
and is conveniently arranged for a family of six or more; 
is warm as a winter house, and has good ventilation for 
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple, 
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which are 
the corner of a block. Address. 

I. N. W. COOPER. Lamoni, Iowa. 

THE B l)L Y SCRIPTURES. 
!NSPIRED TRAN~'LATION BY JOSEPH SMITH. 

Cloth .......•.. , .................. $1 00 
Sheep or library binding ........... 1 25 
Imitation morocc«:>, gilt edges ...... 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges ................ 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

KING JAMES' TRANSLA'l'ION. 

Four sizes of American Bible Society's low
priced editions: With marginal references, 
two sizes, 60 and 80 cents each. Without 
references, two ~izes, 30 and 50 cents each. 

TEACHERS' BIBLES. 

Oxford Bibles, Family Bibles, The Revised 
Version, Eyre and Spo,tiswoode's, Tha Self
Pronouncing Combination Blble, The Re· 
vised and King James' Versio.'ls in parallf'l 
columns, or any version obtai~.>ble, will bi! 
furnished on application. 

ENVELOPES. 
Small envelopes for collections; per 100, 15 

cents; per 1,000, $1.25. 

THE KEOKUK ROUTE. 

K. & W. and D. M. & K. C. Railways. 

The D. M. & K. C. Ry from Des Moines 
to Cainsville has been rebuilt and that por
tion south of Van Wert will be standard 
gauge on or before November 1, 1897. 

There is no road in Southern Iowa or 
Northern Missouri which has more good 
locations for business men than on the line of 
the Keokuk Route. More stock of all kinds 
has been shipped over this line than any road 
of equal mileage in Iowa or Missouri. (See 
Missouri Surplus Map at our stations.) The 
freight and passenger service is not equalled 
by any road in the state, except the Missouri 
River trunk lines, with each of which we 
have union stations and direct connections. 

Persons seeking farms can find property. at 
tempting prices; men seeking business loca
tions can find towns with ample territory and 
settlers to warrant good business. Additional 
passenger service will soon be given which 
will add to the growth of the towns. 

The towns between Des Moines and Cains
ville are particularly well located for 
business. Look them up. Write to the 
undersigned for additional information. See 
folder for map and lands. 

J. F. ELDER, 
Gen. Pass. Agent. 

A. C. GOODRICH, 
Vice Pres. and Gen. M'n'gr. 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description ma1 

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an 
invention is probably patentable. Communica,., 
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents 
sent free. Oldest aiency for securing patents. 

sp~c~~~~~ti~~~~it~o~i~t~r~~iii1 t~e Co. receive 

Sti¢ntific Jlmtrican. 

HARDWARE§ 
STOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETO. 

Special attention given to Builders' Hardware. 
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnished! 

LAMONI HARDWARE CO. 

CHEAP HOMES. 
Do you wish to settle in Lamoni? :JNow is 

the time to do so. I have properties that I 
can sell you for less money than you can build 
the houses. For descriptions, prices, and 
terms write to O. L. Ferguson, Lamoni, Iowa. 

BOOK OF MORMON MAPS NOW READY. 
-rt.1rii0-=m'ap of theHBooK-~f MO~~oil geography;;.; 
compiled by the committee on Arcbreology; drawn for 
them and engraved by Bro. G. l!'. Weston. Art method, 
40x51 inches, designed for the home, office, and Sunday 
school. A durable, strong, and artistic map; mounted Oil! 
clotb, in lasting colors; the surface varnished so as to 
be washed off with damp clotll when necessary; witl!i 
stained and varnished strip at top and bottom. 

Sent by expre•s to any address for $2.50, express to be 
paid by purchaser. 

This map has all the missionary and colonial journey 
lines between the lands Zarahemla, Lehi, Nephi, etc.; 
and the migratory journeys of the Nephites, Jaredites, 
and the people of Zarahemla, from their first landings to 
the Hill Cumorab; also the modern travels of Hnmboldt 
Pizarro and Cortez; of native races of the United States, 
Central America, and Mexico-the Incas, Mayas, Aztecs,. 
Indian tribes. etc. The ancient Peruvian roads are indi
cated as nearly as can be obtained, and an alphabetical 
index in.full is to accompany it as soon as published, at 
twenty-five cents, giving references to page, chapter, 
and paragraph in Book of Mormon and other works; and 
also giving a reference to the numbers and letters on the 
mar~in of the map, so that the various locations cam 
readily be found thereon. 

Send money by postal money order to G. F. WESTON, 
Box 553, Buchanan, Berrien Connty, Michigan. 
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COURT RULES ON PURGATORY. 

GRANDDAUGHTER CONTESTS THE j sins, still some dept of temporal-;un-
WILL. ishment to pay, as also those souls 

One of her granddaughters, Abbie which leave this world guilty only of 
H'arrison, was not as devoted to the venial sin. In purgatory these souls 
old faith as other relatives, and, al· are purified and rendered fit to enter 
though she got her share of the for- heaven, where nothing defiled enters.' 
tune, she was still greedy and wanted "Devotees of this church believe 
more. She enjoined the trustee from 'that souls in purgatory are relieved 
paying the $500 out for masses, hold- by the sacrifices of men, by prayer 
ing that a disembodied spirit, from and pious works, and almsdeeds.' 
the very nature of things, could not Scriptural authority, as it is recog
be made the beneficiary of a bequest. nized by Catholics, though by others 
Father Collins was perfectly frank regarded as apocryphal. exists for the 
and fair about the ruatter and let the practice of offering prayers for the 
law take its course. The judge of the dead and for contributions for the 

TOPEKA, Kan., Jan. 8.-Chief Justice District court settled the matter en· church to enable it to perform its 
tirely on the ecclesiastical feature of offices in their behalf. Doster of the Supreme Court to-day, 
the matter and decided according to "'And making a gathering he (Ju. 

in an opinion, which is considered by "Lambert's Catholic Faith." When das of Machabeus) sent 12,000 drachms 
lawyers an able document, stood it came to the Supreme Court on ap· of silver to Jerusalem for sacrifice to 
squarely by the Catholic doctrine peal by Abbie Harrison, Judge Doster be offered for the sins of the dead. 
teaching the existence of a place or called to his aid the same aut.hority, (For if he had not hoped that they 
state of temporary punishment for as well as other authorities on ecclesi· that were slain should rise again it 
souls after death. In other words, he astical law, and then, in connection would have seemed superfiuou3 to 
upheld the Catholic theory of purga- with the constitution of the United pray for the dead.) And because he 
tory and decided accordingly. [The States and the bill of rights, _was ena- considered that they who had fallen 
Judge simply decided the question of bled to write a very intelligent opin- asleep with godliness had great grace 
the validity of the gift and defined the ion on the subject. It is the first case laid up for them. It is, therefore, a 
attitude of the law in such cases, etc. of the kind in the history of Kansas holy and wholesome thought to pray 
He did not in any other sense uphold jurisprudence. In accordanae with for the dead that they ma,y be loose 
"tpe Catholic theory of purgatory."- the decision Father Collins can pro- from sin.' 
ED.] It was the famous case known ceed at once to carry out the bequest, "Jn the light of these beliefs, the 
in the courts as "The Wandering but there is nothing left to do but to act of Mary Brophy in making the be
Jew." This case has been going up pocket the money. He, being a more quest is reasonable and consistent, 
and down the whole gamut of Kansas dutiful grandchild than Abbie Harri- and should be upheld unless it be pro· 
jurisprudence for several years and son, said the prayers and masses long hibited by some positive rule of law. 
the final act was played only to-day. ago, for he did not propose to allow QUOTES THE BILL OF RIGHTS. 

In the town of Ottawa several years the souls of his generous grandpar- The opinion then quotes the bill of 
ago there lived a happy old Irish cou· ents to suffer until the courts got rights and the Kansas Constitution 
ple named Dennis and Mary Brophy. around to their release. Judge Dos- and the Constitution of the United 
... In the course of time Dennis died ter's opinion is, in part as follows:- States refers to English statutes fa. 
and soon after Mary followed him. JUDGE DOSTER's RULING. vorable to religious toleration and 
She lived, however, to see a grandson "To properly interpret the will part continues:-
ordained a priest by the Catholic of the will in question, and to deter· "Many other provisions illustrative 
Church .... His name is Father Col- mine whether effect can be given it, of the degree of religious toleration 
lins .... When Dennis was gathered we must bear in mind the Catholic allowed to the people of this country 
to his fathers he left all his property Church doctrine of purgatory. Pur· might be quoted. The bequest of 
to Mary, and when the latter was J gatory is defined by an authorative Mary Brophy is valid by the letter of 
about to yield the spirit she was gen· expositor of the church's creed to be: many of them and by the spirit of 
erous to her kin .... She gave them 1' "A state of suffering after this life, them all. We may question the sad
... money, lands, and tenements; in which those souls are for a time ness of her belief and may deride the 
but mindful of the future ... she ap- , detained who depart this life after same of efficacy of the service she de
propriated $500 to her clerical grand- their deadly sins have been remitted sired to have performed, but the law 
son to say masses and offer prayers as to the stain and guilt, and as to the has no care for contrariety of faith as 
for her soul. It was in the nature of I everlasting pain that was due to them, to spiritual things and will, therefore, 
a trust. but who have, on account of these 1 sanction the bequest she has made. 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The law interferes with no mere re- '1 appears in the Independent, that there I serted that the churches were; not 
ligious opinions nor with religious has be.e~ "a heathly gain'.' in church~s 1

1

. what they oug~t to be, and that cler
practices except such as tend to sub- and_ mmisters. of t~e var10us denomi- ~ymen were guilty of many shortcom-

. . I nations. This gam extends to all mgs and weaknesses. 
vert the foundat10p of public morals · the considerable denominations. The I Dr. Rainsford said that for several 
and order. J proportionate increase is especially years it had been his custom to have 

"A bequest of a sum of money made I large and particularly striking a~ong a plai~ talk with the men of his con
in the will of a memb.er of the Roman l th~ Mormons, or Latter Day Samts, 

1 

gregat10n and the men of New York 
Catholic Church for the celebration of I bemg from 234,000 to 297,370, or 63, 

1 
on the fi~st Sund'.1y of the new year. 

1370. The Mormons, therefore, are "To-mght," sa1d he, "l want to ask 
mass for t~e souls of the testato_r an~ nearly half as many as the Congrega- you men to associate, and I want to 
another will be construed as a g1ft d1- tionalists, 630,000, or the Episcopalian ask you to associate in the church. 
rect to the donor with an injunction comunicants, 658,640. Outside the church men are judged 
to the performance of the ceremonial 

1 
The Roman Catholics comprise for what they have. 

name and not as made to him in trust I ab<?u~ one third .of the 25,919,027 "In the church, how:ever, and in the 
. · rellg10us commumcants enumerated church alone, you are Judged for what 

for such purpose and therefore Vold in the union. The various bodies of : you are. Your character is the only 
because incapable of enforcement by Methodists have 5, 735,898, and of' thing that counts. Come into the 
beneficiaries in being. Baptists 4,175,300. Next come in church, therefore, and then bring 

"The English common law which order the Lutherans, 1,507,466; Pres- others in. 
avoided the bequests of the kind above byt~rians, ~ 1,490,16?; Di~ciples of "We can't give you everything if 

. . . Christ, l,O;:il,079; Ep1scopallans, 658,- you come, but we can give you some-
stated, as bemg superstitious uses, 640; Congregationalists, 630,000. The thing. We can't give you an infallible 
never became a part of the law of this rest are scattered amoung a multi- church, because the churches are far 
country, and the validity of the gift I plicity of denominations. from what they ought to be. We can't 
for the purpose named is therefore I .The.skepticism t.o which Mr. Taber's give you infallible ministers, because 
u held. "-Kansas City Tirnes. will gives ~xp:ress10n ~as ~ot benefited ministers have many weaknesses and 

P the skeptical denommat10n of the shortcomings. We cannot give you 
U uitarians, it containing, all told, the an infallible Bible, for the Bible is not 

SKEPTICISM'S GROWING HOLD UPON small number of 70,000. Nor has an infallible book, but we can give 
EMINENT THINKERS IN THE ort~odox. denial of hell helped the I you a light unto your feet and a hope 

CHRISTIAN RELIGION. Umversahsts, who number only 51,· 'I for your lives."-New York Sun. 
THE formal rejection of "all religions, 025.-New York Sun. 

including Christianty," as supersti- . I TASK OF THE CENTURY. 

tions, in the will of the late Henry M. EITHER MAY GO TO HEAVEN. I PHILADELPHIA, Pa., Jan. 2.-Profes-
Tabor, suggests the inquiry how far GALESBU1:-G, II.L. Jan. 9.-:-A lar~e sor Thomas Davidson, of New York, 
this infidelity extends among men congregation m. the . Umvei;sahst j lectured before the members of the 
who give outward countenance to the church was surpr1sed this mornm~ to , Ethical Culture society to-day in New 
Christian Church. It is probable that hear the pastor, Dr. G. B. Stockmg, Century Hall on the subject, "The 

announce that Robert Ingersoll has as Task of the Twentieth Century." 
it is extensive at this time. good a ch~nce .for heaven .as t~e _Rev. Professor Davidson said in part:-

Even among the clergy themselves W. H. Ge~stweit, the BaJ?t1st m1mst~r. "The task of the ages-if, believing 
it appears very strikingly. The Rev. Dr. Stockmg was ~eply1_ng to a ~1s- in evolution, we admit that they have 
Dr. Rainsford, for instance, denies course by .Mr. Ge1stwe1t upholdmg any task-is the realization of self· 
flatly the infallibility of the Bible, and eter~al pumshment, a_nd quoted from conscious personalities, freely related 

~he J';dgmen.t psal~ m St .. Matthew, to each other through the free attri
treats the church as a mere associa- m which Christ admits to bliss etei;nal butes of knowledge, discriminating 
tion for moral and religious and those who have fed the hungry, given affection, and originative will. Such 
political improvement. Dr. Briggs wate~ t? the thir~ty,c~othed the nak~d, personalities alone can be true ends, 
finds inaccuracy' postive misstate- and visited those m prison. These bemg since they alone have value on their 

the conditions of salvation, Dr. Stock- own account. 
ment, and downright fraud in the ing said Mr. Ingersoll has just as good ''The first and most fundamental 
Bible. The Rev. Dr. Lyman Abbott a.chance for entrance to t_he c~lestial task of the coming century is the 
believes only so much of the Bible as city 3'.s the Rev. Mr .. Ge1stwe1t. In I elaboration of a philosophy of the 
commends itself to his judgment; spe~kmg of the doctrme of e~e.rnal world in consciousness. Along with 
that is, he treats it like any other pumshme:it as~ cause of skeptimsm, this philosophy must go an utter re
book. They all carry to its study a pr. Stoc~mg s~1d that the early teach- pudiation of everything that contlicts 

mg on this su?Ject was what made Mr. with it, no matter what authority it 
critical spirit, from which a devout I!lgersoll an mfidel. The cC!ngreg_a- may claim. All pretended revela-
belief is discarded. t10n lau_ghed. when D~. Stockmg said I tions, all supernaturali:sm, all unintel

The old-fashioned faith in the Bible Mr. Geis~we1t could sit by th~ eternal _ ligible dogmas and mysteries, all 
seems to be stronger among lay flame until he got warm.-Tribitne. religions that cannot make good their 
Protestants than among the clergy. daring at the tribunal of reason, and 

romantic and sentimental views of 
They go on in the old ways without RAINSFORD IN SKEPTIC MOOD. life, all agnosticism, must be quickly 
troubling themselves with the ques- BIBLE IS NOT INFALLIBLE; CHURCH but resolutely brushed aside. 
tioning which has entered into the AND CHURCHMEN NOT PERFECT. "We must live by truth] and truth 
theological seminaries and into the NEW YORK, Jan. 3.-In the course of alone. Even Christianity must give 
professional ministry. his annual add_re.ss to me°: last night waY: and men a1:1.d wome;i ~ust c~ase 

. the Rev. Dr; Wilham S. Ramsfora, rec- call mg themselves Christians, smce 
It appears from a re:iew. of the I tor of St. George's church, took occa- that implies the acceptance of super

progress of the churches mjth1s coun- sion more than once to deny the i natural revelation and authority."
try during the last year, which . infallibility of the Bible. He also as- : Chicago Tribune. 
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THE HERALD. 
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free."-Jobn 8: 31, 82. 
"Hearken to tbe word of the lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none." 

Vol. 45. 

JOSEPH SMITH 
R. S. SALYARDS 
HEMAN C. SMITH, 
JOSEPH LUFF, 

Lamoni, Iowa, January 19, 1898. 

ir ...1 lect to use the powers confided to the 
ttat"+ exercise of his judgment and his will. 

EDITOR. 
ASSISTANT EDITOR. 

} CORRESPONDING EDITORS. 

LAMONI, loWA, JAN. 19, 1898. 

"If any man will,'' is the deliberate 
verdict of divine wisdom. Granted 
the will, all needful things are possi
ble. The will lacking, there are lions 
in the way that will not be lightly re
moved from the pathway. 

CHARACTER BUILDING. The man to whose newly created 
ONE of the chief charms of the gospel, vision vice becomes unlovely and sin 
aside from the giving ~f life to hope hateful, sees himself in conditions to 
for good in the world to come, is the be improved. Desire to become free 
influence accompanying by which the -not only from the consequences of 
nature of the individual is brought sin, degradation, and death-but from 
into change and character built up. desire to sin, is born within him. His 
The gospel is essentially a character constant thought is, How shall this be 
builder: done? Each succeeding day of bis 

Obedience to the gospel is the re- new life the question is more and 
sult of an aroused conscience causing more urgently pressed ~pon him. 
an effort in the man to shun the evil And, as a'consequence, his mind re
course which he has been made to see awakened on each day of strife, sees 
can only end in degradation and death. new beauties in goodness, new hate
Sin has become hateful in his awak- fulness in wrong. The inevitable 
ened spiritual vision, and virtue and conclusion of this discipline can only 
honor have become lovely. Obedience be that the man will set himself reso
has given a better and more correct Iutely to the task of schooling himself 
understanding of ·the worth of his to do the things judgment and awak
own soul, to himself and to his Crea- ened conscience tell him are right, 
tor. The ability to see has followed and to avoid those things shown to be 
the act by which the spirit man evil and wrong. 
brought the man of flesh into subjec- All this has its effect upon the man. 
tion to the new birth; and, the world He is changed and changing; not from 
and its multitude of things seen'· and the moorings of every wind of doc
kuown, begin to take on new forms; trine, nor because of unstableness, but 
and like the figures in a stereoscopic from conditions of subjection to sinful 
picture, seen, at first in distorted emotions and desires unto conditions 
fashion soon melt into oneness by ad- of healthy spiritual emotions and new 
justment to the sight, so do the things desires for good. At each renewal of 
of the world, men, objects of supposed the conflict- and there may be many 
worth, scenes through which men are of them before the final battle is 
passing, questions of morality, of fought and victory won-the man sees 
right, of wrong, in short, all those himself to better advantage, and com
things which go to make up the life prehends the situation in which he is 
that now is begin to adjust themselves placed with a keener appreciation of 
to the new power to see given to the the forces arrayed against him, and 
man that is born again. his own weakness or strength to cope 

The man thus aroused, who will with them. "If he will,'' he becomes 
bow to the command, obedience to inured to the conflict, and wins over 
which will give life, is provided with his own weakness and the forces of 
a means of determining what his life evil, becoming stronger at each re
shall be, and with so just and true curring struggle, until at length he is 
powers to correctly discriminate be- strong indeed. 
tween the things right and the things ·1 This may be called gospel educa
wrong, that if he shall fail the failure tion. That does .not m.att.er., it is 
is directly the result of his own neg- character building. The man who 

Book of Mormon, page 116. 

No. 3. 

has been the subject to habit, passion, 
or vice of any degree, small or great, 
whether the subjection has been will
ing and abject, or unwilling and ter
rified, when awakened to his condition 
by the gospel light, sets about his de
liverance from thraldom at once; and 
though he may often fail, often be
come discouraged and inclined to cease 
the contention, will renew his effort 
after every attempt and failure, until 
he finally rea:hes the end desired, 
freedom from the disposition to sin. 

So long as the ability to be foolish 
or to sin remains, no matter what the 
"besetting" sin or folly may be, the 
disposition will also remain, al'ld man 
be liable to be overtaken and fall. To 
remove the ability is to take from the 
man his agency, to interfere with his 
will, to deprive him of the right to 
dispose of his powers and acts in ac
cordance with his own judgment and 
determination. Nothing in the gospel 
economy, so far revealed, warrants 
the belief that God, through Jesus 
Christ and his revelation through 
which "life and immortality are 
[were] brought to light,'' intended 
that man should be thus affected or 
thus saved. The effort to save man is 
based upon the fact that he may be, 
if he wills to be; not otherwise. The 
ability to do wrong, to commit acts of 
folly, or to sin, !Lust remain with man, 
not interfered with by Christ. It is 
the disposition to do wrong, to be fool
ish, or to sin against which the gos
pel effort is to be made. ''Whosoever 
will,'' may commit folly, wrong, or 
wickedness; "whosoever will,'' may do 
things that are good, and wise, and 
righteous. This is the basis on which 
the work is to be done. 

The desire to be good, be that de
sire faint or full of strength, sets the 
mind active to discover the wayR in 
which it many be done. These are 
educational processes. The ways if 
discovered followed with tenacity of 
purpose, more or less persistent, will 
give partial or full results, and the 
ability to sin continuing to remain the 
disposition to so sin grows less and 
less, until finally it is overcome and 
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drops out of the elements of conten-
1 
his hands that he cannot play, nor I the ministry of Joseph Smith and others. It 

tion, the man being left quite able to drink, nor strike and fight? Does he has been recognized as such by the courts. 
see that he can sin, but equally able make the attempt to save himself by "The chief events of the year 1897 in the 
to say • 'l will not'" an b h' h h' t l Reorganized Church" are briefly stated as , . y means y w ic is na ura pow- follows:-

To such a man credit belongs; but ers of body are broken or destroyed? 1. At the General Conference, held April 
to him who does not sin because he No; he sees that the remedy is a spir- 6-16, Elder Alexander H. Smith was ap
has not the ability, power, and oppor- itual one, and must be applied in cor- pointed Presiding Patriarch and Evangelical 
tunity, no credit for not sinning can recting the disposition, bringing the Minister; also Counselor to President Joseph 

'bl Smith, his brother. Bishop Edmund L. 
poss1 y be given. will into subjection to right ways of Kelley was appointed to act temporl}rily as 

Let application be made. John and thought. He does this by refraining Counselor to the President. Elders Isaac N. 
James start in life with equal oppor- from swearing, by putting away the White, John W. Wight, and Richard C. 
tunities. Both have similar natures. tobacco and the cards, by refusing to Evans were appointed to fill vacancies in the 
Both hear the gospel; John obeys, drink either from suggestion of his Quorum of the Twelve Apostles. Elder F. 

M. Sheehy was appointed one of the Seven 
James does not. In the mind of one own thirst or from invitation of com- Presidents of Seventy, and Elder Charles E. 
the conviction that wrong is unbecom- rades. This course resolutely pur- Butterworth a member of the Standing High 
ing and sin hateful takes nlace. He sued makes him, sooner or later, the Council. Additions were made to other quo
recognized the ability in hi~self to do master of himself under Christ; a man rums of the ministry. 
wrong, and feels the promptings of with the ability to sin, but with the 2. Missionaries were sent to Europe, Aus-

tralia, the SDciety Islands, Hawaii, Canada, 
his disposition-his nature-to do will active not to sin, because the dis- and throughout the United States. Inciden-
such wrong. He has with wakened position to sin is gone - being over- tal to its mission work of proclaiming the 
conscience decided that he must come. "To him that overcometb," principles of primitive Christianity, the Re
' 'cease to do evil and learn to do well." is the promise made. organized Church has specifiaally set forth 
The gos el d •t h 1 · 't d Make this applicable to every man the original faith of the Latter Day Saints, 

P an 1 s e ps, splrl • an in contrast to the errors taught by the Utah 
power, are his to use and enjoy. So in the gospel bonds, and to every Church. It has persistently maintained the 
he sets about his task to correct and species of folly, vice, or wickedness, pure faith, against tht doctrine of polygamy 
overcome his disposition to do those and the method of character building and kindred evils, which were no part of the 
things which the gospel teaching and in Christ is made to appear. ••Go church teaching or belief from 1830-'44, dur
his renewed spirit make him to see are thou and do likewise." ing the lifetime of Joseph Smith and his co-

workers. 
unlovely and hateful; but does not at- 3. Graceland College, erected in 1896, a 
terupt to destroy his ability, that "THE REORGANIZED LATTER DAY nonsErtarian educational insti1;ution,built and 
given him of God to use for good or SAINTS." sustained under church auspices, was dedi-
evil as his choice may be. THE New York Independent publishes cated January 1, 1897. This institution is 

James obeys not; he pursues his an annual statistical and general re- located at Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa, 
t f th f d 

the headquarters of the church, on a plot of 
way until, folly, wickedness, disease, por 0 e status 0 every enomina- about sixty acres of land. The building is a 
the judgment of men or the decree of tion in the United States, prepared by commodious one of modern style, and up to 
providence, interferes and takes from representatives of such organizations. date in construction and arrangement 
him the ability, power, and opportu- At the risk of being credited or mis- throughout. 
nity to sin, and of course he does no credited with a desire to call attention 4. The Saints' Home, for worthy poor and 

k aged people of the church, also located at La-
sin. His desire and disposition, will to our own wor • we republish the moni, Iowa, and on a farm adjoining the city, 
to commit sin remains, but he sins following from the Independent of was completed during the year. It is an im
not. January 6, 1898. Our people are in- posing structure, and well adapted to the 

Which of .these men is in a safe or terested in all that pertains to the purpose for which it was erected. 
savable condition? cause, and we present the following 5. Statistics: March 31, 1897, total mem

in evidence of the growing disposition bership, actual enrollment, 38,370; net gain 
Thomas has been raised in rough for the year, 3,556; statistics to December 15, 

surroundings. As a boy he learned to recognize us as a church and to 1897, estimates total membership, 40,000; 

to swear, play cards at unseasonable treat us fairly. local church organizations, 600; fragmentary 
hours, chew and smoke, and drink, The item appeared immediately fol- local organizations, 220; active ministers of all 

d fi h H 
lowin~ an article on ••The Latter Day grades, about 2,000; church edifices, 98; esti-

an to g t. e has constant ability ~ d b · Saints, by F. D. Richards, Historian" mate mem ersh1p, including families repre-
to do these and other things not lovely sented, 100,000. 
and good. He hears the gospel story, of the Utah Church. Sunday i:;chool statisties, March 31, 1897: 
feels the conviction that warns him to The statistics in paragraph 5 were District associations, 40; schools, 233; total 
cease doing them. He hears the gos· mostly taken from reports of Bro. H. membership, 12,362. 

A. Stebbins, Church Recorder, and LA:MoNr, Iowa. 
pel, and learns that in it is ''the ========== 
power of God unto salvation." He Bro. W. N. Robinson, Secretary of the 
brings himself to obedience, and when General Sunday School Association:-
he has done so, those things he has THE REORGANIZED LATTER DAY 
hitherto done without restraint and SAINTS. 
without remorse, appear unlovely·and BY R. s. SALYARDS, SECRETARY. 

become hateful. Does he cut off his The Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of . . I Latter Day Saints claims to be the lawful 
tongue and paralyze his llps, so that continuation of the original Church of Latter 
he cannot swear? Does he manacle pay Saints organized April 6, 1830, under 

THE BIBLE HIS AUTHORITY. 

REV. M". DETWEILER QUOTES FROM THE 

SCRIPTURES TO SUSTAIN THE THEORY 

OF DIVINE HEALING. 

IN the introductory to his sermon on "Divine 
Healing," preached by request, at the Gospel 
Witness, 1208 East Twelfth street yesterday 
morning, Rev. Mr. J .. S. Datweiler said:-

"I want it to be understood that I have no 
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theory of my own to present, and no experi
·ence either of myself or my family to give. 
I want simply to lay before you the evidence 
of the divine word in this matter, and discuss 
the topic I have taken up, from a purely spir
itual point of view. The solution of this 
much discussed question for every believer 
should be found in the teachings of the Bible. 
Do you accept the gospel as set forth in the 
Old and New Testaments? If you do, then 
all argument ceases with you when you have 
familiarized yourself with your authority. 
The Bible answers every perplexing question 
that can come up in the affairs of a human 
being during a lifetime and should be followed 
as explicitly and as confidently as cine would 
obey the detailed instructions in a handbook 
on some special trade." 

The text, from Exodus, 15: 12, was, "For I 
am the Lord, that healeth thee," and the 
whole discourse followed closely the lines 
laid down, being referencfl after reference, 
with specimen quotations, to verses and 
chapters in both the old and the new revela
tions, which cited examples of "healing 
through faith," and the many exemptions 
from famine and disease and the destroying 
forces of nature enjoyed by the Lord's chosen. 
More than fifty such passages were read, tell
ing of the seeming miracles wrought by the 
apostles through their Christ-given power, 
of the health that came to believers by faith 
and prayer and of the direct promises of both 
the Father and the Son that all these things 
should be. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

ings connected with the shaking and 
fall of Baby Ion. 

Rev. Detweiler in the foregoing de
parture has succeeded in departing 
from an error, but has anchored to a 
truth. Where he stands upon other 
features of vital import we are not in
formed; but so far as reported he is 
certainly in harmony with the word 
of God. His remarks in reference to 
Bible teaching being "explicitly and 
confidently" followed, together with 
other good points, will be duly ab
sorbed by the careful reader. 

NOTES FROM ENGLAND. 

Oun stay in the busy city of Birming
ham was as pleasant as the condensed 
fog and other militating circumstances 
would allow. There are two branches 
in the city, presided over by the 
veterans, Elders Thomas Taylor and 
Charles Tyler. One branch has no 
place to hold meetings except on Sun
day, and the other place, though al
ways at their disposal, is approached 
by a back way, through a dark pas
sage, not easily found by strangers. 
Yet we had some very good ~etings, 
and we enjoyed our part in them quite 
well, and we hope that others also 
enjoyed their portion. We were 
treated with kindness and considera-

As illustrative of the purpose of Christ, 
Rev. Mr. Detweiler gave the language of He
brews, 2: 14, 15: " ... He also himself took 
part of the same; that through death he 
might destroy him that had the power of 
death, that is, the devil; and deliver them tion calculated to make lasting im
who, through fear of death, were all their pressions upon our memory. 
lifetime subject to bondage." Christ's prac- Through the kindness of Bro. J. E. 
tice, he said was in pursuance of this declara- Meredith we had the pleasure of see
tion, and he read from Matthew, 4: 23: "And 
Jesus went about all Galilee teaching in their ing the great annual ''Cattle Show.'' 
synagogues, and preaching the gospel of the Apparently nearly all parts of the 
kingdom, and healing all manner of sickness United Kingdom were represented, 
among the people." and they certainly exhibited some 

Rev. Mr. Detweiler censured severely min- fine live stock and poultry, as well as 
isters of the gospel who failed to attach due agricultural and dairy products. Of 
significance to the many declarations of the 
word he had given and said: "I make the course we would naturally compare 
charge to-day that in many a place only a them with American products; but 
small part of the gospel is being preached in after making due allowance for our 
strict accordance with the Scriptures." natural preference, we do not know 

The foregoing from the Kansas City that we have much to boast of except 
Journal of December 27, sent us by in quantity. The policy of conduct
Bro. Lester Brackenbury,· will be ing the show, however, indicates the 
noted with appreciation by the HER- condition of things here as regards 
ALD readers. The tendency of many the classes. The usual price for ad
ministers who break away from creeds mission was one shilling, but on a 
is to also leave the foundations of certain day the price was raised to 
faith almost if not altogether. How- twenty or twenty-one shillings, to 
ever, while adhering to and teaching afford the aristocracy an opportunity 
the erroneous features of the creeds, to come when the common people 
they have been ignorant of and in , could not afford to annoy them with 
opposition to "the truth;" hence in I their presence. One would think to 
thei~ new dep~rtures ~hey bqt move observe the distinction, that they were 
out mto new circles with other mov- , made out of better dirt (or a superior 
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specie of tadpoles.) But we could not 
escape the reflection that they must 
sometime be resolved into the same 
elements with the poor and lowly 
ones. One end awaits us all, so far as 
our physical parts are concerned; and 
as to the final destiny of the in ward 
man, that will depend upon merit, and 
not upon caste or class. So we 
thought, "Just go ahead if you think 
there is no hereafter-we will be even 
with you by and by, when you will 
have no more shillings in your pockets 
than we have." 

But by the way, this fact that we 
are resolved into common dust after 
dissolution, together with the fact as 
asserted by science, that what is 
known as the inorganic crust of the 
earth contains exa.ctly the same ele
ments as found in animal and vegeta
ble organisms is a strong point in favor 
of the Biblical claim that man was 
originally dust. Some have argued 
these facts as evidence that all forms 
of life are the result of "spontaneous 
generation" from original elements. 
But we could with just as much pro
priety argue that a building composed 
of the same kind of stone as that 
found in a neighboring quarry was 
spontaneously generated therefrom. 
Besides, if to one particle of inorganic 
matter, or to two or more in prox
imity, were given the innate power of 
generation, the same power must 
necessarily attach to all other parti
cles in like conditions, and the result 
would be an overproduction of organ
ism without sufficient original ma
terial left to dwell and subsist upon. 
So we conclude that God has reserved 
to himself the power to decide just 
what proportion of matter should be 
endowed with organic existence, and 
by special act formed the first speci
mens out of the dust, and endowed 
them with the power of procreation 
under certain conditions and restric
tions. We sympathize with these 
aristocrats, but facts are stubborn 
things, and so we will have to claim 
relationship with them. Perhaps 
even our sympathy may be explained 
on the basis of common origin and 
common destiny; but for the life of us 
we cannot explain why we should not 
all attend a "Cattle Show" on the 
same day. 

We are now sojourning in the little 
city of Stafford, and find here a small 
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but earnest band of saints struggling 
for the mastery, and we are trying as 
much as we can to encourage them. 
We have, however, met here, the first 
smoking elder that we have seen in 
this country. Though this habit is 
quite prevalent in England, our peo
ple generally, and especially the elder
ship, have risen above it. 

Recent advices from Manchester in
dicate activity as the following circu
lar will show>--
Reorganiz~d Church of Jesus Christ of Lat

ter Day Saints, North East Manchester 
branch, saintd' meeting room, 20 Hawke 
Street, Bradford, Manchester. 

Winter conferences every Wednesday even
ing, sessions 1897-8, commencing December 1. 

SUBJEC'l'S. 

December 1, "Has there been an apostasy?" 
Elder Joseph Daw~nup, Senior. 

December 8, "Baptism, is it essential?" 
S. F. Mather. 

December Hi, ''The Holy Ghost. bow is it 
imparted?" H. Greenwood. . 

December 22, "Should signs follow the 
Christian believer?" T. Taylor. 

Dc:cember 29, "The Christian Church, bow 
organized?" W. H. Greenwood. 

January 5, "Has tberP been a restoration 
of the gospel?" Joseph Dawsnup, Senior. 

January 12, "Angelic communication, is it 
feasible?" G. Baty. 

.January 19, "The Book of Mormon. what is 
it?" W. R Armstrong. , 

January 26, "The Latter Day Saints, what 
do they believe?" J. Bat,y. 

February 2, "Was Joseph Smith a prophet 
of God?" Joseph Dewsnup, Senior. 

February 9, "Immor[t?]<1.lity of humanity," 
Mr. Corry. 

February 16, "Christian socialism, from a 
scriptural standpoint," ·r. Brien. 

February 23, "The Latter Day Saints 'VS. 

Utah Mormonism," .Joseph Dewsnup, Senior. 
The Bible to be the standard of evidence. 

Chair to be taken at 7: 30 p. m. Discussion 
invited at the close of each lecture. Seekers 
after truth 0 'trnestly invited. Hymn books 
provicLJ. Admission free. No collection. 

We would like to earnestly com mend 
this effort, and recommend it to the 
consideration of brethren in other 
places where it is possible to carry it 
into effect. Though these lectures are 
to be held in one of the four branches 
of the church in Manchester, the 
names of the speakers indicate that 
the membership of all the branches 
are to participate. The opposition, 
however, is not idle, as one of the 
Reverends of the Established Church 
has undertaken to deliver a course of 
four lectures on subjects indicated in 
the notice of reply which is as fol
lows:-

The Reorganizoid Church of .Jesus Christ of 
Latter Day Saints,, J;l:i(;l Rev, Fenwick Ward, 

THE SAINTS' HERAT,D. 

M.A. and ''Mormonism exposed." "Yeshall 1 They are aware that Dr. Stocking is 
know them by their fruits. Do .men gather mistaken in his statement of "the 
grapes of thorns, or figs of th1stles?"-St. 
Matt. 7: 16. A course of four ernning lee- conditions of salvation;" or, rather, 
tures in reply to those delivered by the Rev. that he fails to discriminate between 
Fenwick Ward, M.A., entitled "MormonL.;m a partial or "common" and a complete 
exposed" will be delivered D. v, in the salvation. There are many features 
Latter Day Saints' chapel, 437 Uollyhurst that might be pointed out with favora
Road, by Elder Joseph Dewsnup, Senior, I 
president of the Manchester district, on the ble or unfavorable comment, that are 
following dates and subjects:- too numerous for the space at our dis-

Tuesday, January 4, "Was Joseph Smith posal. Tbe reader will see and ponder. 
an infamous impostor?" Professor Davidson's statement miO'ht 

January 11, "The origin of 'Mormonism,' be headed "E th' ·t 
0 

,, 
was it fiction and fraud°'" _ ' very mg mus go. 

January 18, "Is the ;haracter of 'Mormon- He will learn, however, that the shak-
ism' unscriptuml and anti Christian?" ing of all thiri.gs indicates the "re-

.January 25, "Is the influence of 'Mormon- maining" of some that •'cannot be 
i~m' pernici~us and im_moral?" shaken;" that truth will but deepen 

Commencrng at 7: 4::i p. m. prompt. Come its hold with th · f 
and bear our side of the question. "Di)th e passlng 0 error. 
our law judge a man except it first hear from 
himself and know what he doetb?"-St. John 
7: 51. R. V. Hymn sheets provided. Bring 
your Bibles with you. 

So it seems that the brethren by 
their activity have succeeded in draw
ing the enemy's fire; but they are in 
good hands, and if we are not mistaken, 
"they are ours." Of course many 
will hear the attJick who will not hear 
the reply; but some will hear the re-
ply who otherwise would not bear us 
at all. So ''lay on, McDuff," we wel
come the fray. 

Bro. Pitt still reports prospective 
progress in Wales. He'bas recently 
suffered the bereavement of an aunt 
who had kindly received and be
friended them. This may necessitate 
some change in their domestic ar
rangements. 

OUR COVER ARTICLES. 

OuR readers are furnished a rare 
variety in the cover articles of the 
present issue. The court decision is 
given as showing th1:i disposition of 
the law to recognize denominational 
beliefs-the declared authentic faiths 
of churches as the bases of decisions 
involving dispositions of church prop
erty, or of bequests or conveyances 
based upon specific organizations and 
formulas of faith. The careful reader 
will of course discriminate in the 
utterances attributed to Reverends 
Rainsford, Briggs, Abbott, Stocking, 
et al. Our readers are doubtless ac
quainted with the difference between 
men's past and present conceptions of 
Bible infallibility and what the Bible 
has claimed for itself; between Chris
tiani~y pure and simple and church
ianity or ''the precepts of men," 

•; '" 

CLASS RECORD-PRICE REDUCED. 

THE Sunday School Class Record has 
been reduced from 8 cents to 5 cents 
per copy; from 75 cents to 50 cents 
per dozen; a reduction of 33l per 
cent. It is the policy of the Herald 
Office to reduce prices of all publica
tions so far as possible. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

PRESIDENT JOSEPH SMITH and Sr . 
Ada.R.Clarkwere married on Wednes
day, January 12, 1898, at the home of 
Bro. Alexander Clark, father of the 
bride, at Waldemar, Ontario; Elder 
Richard C. Evans, of London, Ontario, 
officiating in the ceremony. They left 
Waldemar for Lamoni via Toronto 
and Chicago, arriving home on Satur
day, the 15th inst., at noon, where 
they were welcomed by the immediate 
members of the family, who had 
gathered at the family residence to 
greet them at the home coming. 
r.rhey were greeted by the Lamoni 
saints at the Sunday morning service, 
when President Smith addressed the 
congregation and at the close of serv~ 
ice presented Sr. Smith to the many 
who came forward to tender their 
expressions of good will. The HER· 
ALD joins with saints and friends in 
wishing President Smith and wife 
many years of happiness and continu
ing usefulness. 

Bro. L. M. Sollenberger, of New 
Park, Pennsylvania, writes of efforts 
of himself and Bro. M. 0. Matthews 
in behalf of truth. He desires addi
tional power to present the word; ad
monishes unity of spirit and action. 
He also narrates his experiences in 
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temporal things, his losses incident to position to amelioration of the condi- has agreed to the erection of a memo
failure to observe the law of tithing. tion of the Armenians. rial church at the scene of the murder 

Bishop Kelley returned home from The engineers' strike in Great Bri- of the missionaries; to the payment of 
St. Louis on Wednesday, the 12th inst. tain is nearing the end. Large num~ expenses of Germany incident to the 

Mr. Moody says: "There are forty bers of Glasgow engineers have asked occupation ofKiao-Chou, the dismissal 
millions of men and women in this reinstatement. of a Chinese official, and many special 
country who never go to church." Sharp fighting in the Province of privileges to Germany in regard to 

In 1897 there were thirty trains Santiago de Cuba, January 2, is re- coal mines and railways. 
·"held up" in the United States. Since ported, with heavy losses on both Earthquake in New Zealand, Decem' 
· 1890, 218 trains have been held up, 78 sides. The patriots are forcing the her 8. 
passengers and trainmen killed, and fighting. Destructive bush fires in Victoria; 

· 67 injured. The Western Union Telegraph Com- Australia; hundreds of settlers ren• 
About 40 persons were killed and pany will demand indemnity from dered homeless. 

·upward of $1,000,000 worth of prop- Spain for loss of Cuban business, Tax riot in the Gujarat district, 
· erty was destroyed by a cyclone at caused by authorities in Havana in- India; troops sent. 
Fort Smith, Arkansas, January 12. terfering with the workings of the The late rioting in Havana has 
Men, women, and children peacefully Havana-Key West cable. quieted to some degree. It was a 

·sleeping in their homes met a horrible Of 12,000 troops left by General political uprising- against liberalism 
, death without a moment's warning. Weyler on the central trocba, only and autonomy-by some army officers 

1 Business blocks, mansions, and hotels 2,000 are now available. and other malcontents. "Down with 
·were razed and scattered in shapeless General Munoz, the new Captain Blanco" was frequently heard during 
l masses. General of Porto Rico, died immedi- the disorder. Spanish power in Cuba 

The capital of Amboyna, one of the ately on his arrival there. Does his now rests on her ability to maintain 
. Molucca Islands, has been completely death presage the end of Spain's colo- order in Havana. Military operations 
.. demolished by an earthquake; 50 nial rule? against the insurgents are forgot-
people were killed, and 200 injured. Washington advices of the 12th ten; 5,000 or 6,000 troops are now 

Bombay, the 12th: For the last state that private information has collected in the city. Spanish mer
forty-eigbt hours there have been been sent to the State Department chants there have suggested American 
154 d th f th I d 16,.., intervention to Consul General Lee. ea s rom e p ague an t and to members of the Foreign Affairs 
f h He does not recommend immediate res cases. committee to show that powerful in-

London, January 11. -The Chinese fiuences are at work to secure inde-
• loan negotiations are progressing. pendence of Cuba. It is said that the 
' Great Britain bas informed China that money power of Europe has become 
· she is willing to find the money re- convinced that $40,000,000 of Spanish 
, quired and the details are now being bonds based on the resources of Cuba 

discussed. The amount will probably are about to become valueless unless 
, be £20,000,000. Great Britain will the United States in some way guaran
: ask for certain changes in the admin- tee.s their payment. Representations 

istration of China, including the res- have been made, urging intervention; 
· toration of Li Hung Chang to power. that if the American government 

Dover, January 11.-The greatest would stop the war and agree to pay 
'enthusiasm and activity prevails at the $40,000,000 the Sagasta govern
, Shorncliffe, from which camp the ment could show tb:;tt the loss of Cuba 
1 Third Hussars has been ordered to had come about by the influence of 
proceed. Large drafts from other England and France, rather than by 
British regiments are also preparing the dictation of the Americans. 
for foreign service. The ultra-Spanish element, opposed 

Balfour, government leader of the to autonomy, attacked and wrecked 
:House of Commons: "The extent of the offices of the Havana liberal news
•our trade in China gives us a special papers on the 12th. The mob was 
•claim to prevent her pursuing a policy headed by volunteer officers and the 
that would discourage trade." "The police did not interfere. The riot 
deepest traditions of our policy pre- grew out of General Blanco's refusal 
elude us from using our trading to authorize the suppression of the 
privilege as a weapon to exclude our liberal press, recently urged by local 
rivals. If we ask freedom of trade, it Conservative influences, which re-

intervention, yet does not take a hope
ful view of ability of Spanish authori
ties to permanently restore public 
order. Government papers deplore 
the rioting and say it has done much 
for the insurgents. The question of 
sending American war ships to pro
tect American interests will have to 
be determined definitely: soon. No 
anti-American demonstration has yet 
occurred, factions being busy with 
anti-autonomy demonstrations. If 
further rioting should break out it is 
possible a feeling would be aroused 
against Americans which would be 
·hard to restrain. 

Mothsrs' HomB Column. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

"0 God! I thank thee for each wi•h 
Dtmied as well as granted 1 

Since ofttimes what I craved, if give"l 
Hod been what lea•t I wanted. 

His thought."' r..re w1s<~r far th1-tn ourfl', 
Who se1:·s from the hegiurnnz. 

And he wh·) ctnubts the grar:ionR end 
Rl~pays the grtice b} ~inning.n 

SUPPLEMENTARY READING FOR FEBRUARY 
is not for England alone, but the garded autonomy as a farce. Its al- MEETINGS OF DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 
whole world." leged supporters are said to be SUGGESTIONS FOR MOTHERS IN TRAINING 

The Russian embassy at Constanti- 1 greatly lacking in loyalty to Spain, 'rHEIR OLDER BOYS. 

nople has been threatened with bomb I if not really insurgents in disguise. WHEN the children are little most mothers 
·outrages unless Russia withdraws op- Germany's demand on China: China' want to keep them near tbem, but as they 
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grow :and 'their ·minds expand mothersi are 
apt to 'think 'they need less attention. I 
think they need more. I used often to bear 
a neighbor of mine-whose kitchen was close 
to my own-tell her boys, "Go out and play, 
and don't bother me." Out-where? to play 
-with whom? On the street•corners or in 
the alleys with other boys whose mothers 
hadn't time "to bother with" them, and so, 
most likely, boys; of no· •training for.~good. 
Boys should, not be sent to play, ~but•rather 
have it as a reward for:helpful service. 

I once asked this neig·hbor why she didn't 
have the boys ,help her, and she said, "'0, I 
can do the workimyself in "less time than I'm 
showing them.how-I haven't got patience to 
be bothered;" and at another time"she"didn't 
see how I managed to keep my children in 
the yard-hers were always on the street. 
Well, I told her I got mine; to help me be
cause, though I could do the work better 
maybe than they, I might not always be able 
to "do," and then it' would 'come handy to 
have them know how; besides, since their 
bright little eyes first looked love up into 
mine I wanted them near me, and when they 
were out of my sight I wanted to know 1where 
they were and with whom, 

If you are busy, all the more reason you 
should have them by to help. The house is 
never so small or the yard so cramped that a 
boy is in the road. Are you baking? well, 
don't you know a boy can beat a cake with a 
stronger and more even stroke than you can? 
The best cake I ever ate was made by a 
twelve-year-old boy. Are you cleaning house? 
well, a boy can climb on a chair or ladder 
and do the tops of doors and windows, dust 
pictures and take down cobwebs with less 
danger of falling than• a woman; and boys 
like to climb. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

little blocks on forfeet, then you have a place 
to put those unsightly articles .of footwear, 
and yet have them handy outside the door. 
A coat of paint will help the looks of this 
shoe box, and what boy does not like to wield 
a paint brush? A few nickels spent in paint 
and your rain barrel, wash tubs, ,shelves, and 
kitchen chairs are soon made more durable 
and better looking, and the boys have ''lots of 
fun" in the doing it, especially if.you manage 
somewhat in the way "Tom Sawyer got the 
fence whitewashed." 

There are so many things a boy can make 
and fix with a few tools that I would agree 
with the man who wrote, "Boys are the best 
product of the farm," only changing it to 
read, "the best•product of the horne." 

Some boys take .. to chemistry, electricity, 
etc. Encourage them. I know a boy who 
put up an electric bell in~;the house, and2his 
folks weren't afraid he would explode some
thing. It's really no more dangerous than 
Fourth of July celebrations-maybe not as 
much so. 

Boys like to snip and cut. o One boy whose 
mother got him to cut out patch pieces while 
he wae confined to the house with a sore 
throat,' pieced a whole .quilt ·and put it to
gether. Another time he was laid up with a 
lame knee, and she got ·him to draw the 
threads of a large square of linen for a table 
cover; then he wanted to hem it, and after 
some showing he hemmed it, then drew sun
flowers in the corner, and, after more show
ing, worked them, and the result was a very 
pretty table cover. 

Now I don't mean by all this that boys 
mustn't have time to play. They need lots of 
recreation. But don't "turn them out" to 
play. Let them play at working 'till there is 
a game going on that they wish to join, then 
let them have time for fun and a time to return 
home to study or rest. Let them feel that 
they are al ways "wanted" at home, and that 
you like to have them there. 

The highest priced dressmakers or milli
ners, and cooks or "chefs,'' are men, so why 
object to boys helping at "girls' work." Let 
them be useful at any work, and when the 
time comes they will fincJ their vocation in 
life all the more readily from having been 
kept busy and happy. We none of us like 
lazy, worthless men. Then let us help the 
boys to be of some use, for 

8tlndau 8~hool IlBparimBn1. 
ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

"I CONSIDER the Sunday school work noth
ing more than missionary work begun while 
the person is in earlier yea1·s."-Elder J, M. 
Terry, in his address of welcome to the late 
Sunday School Institute. 

The old proverb, "Where there's a will 
there's a way," is true in far more instances 
that it is usually thought to be. If we should 
ss,y that one should not miss a single session 
of Sunday school during the entire year, it 
would be thought extravagant to expect it; 
and in many cases it would be. However, 
there are many who can find their present 
mark in the record of every session during 
the year. There resides in St. Joseph, Mis
souri, a sister, Oma Kinder, who is but six
teen years of age, and who has not missed a 
session of Sunday school in the past nine 
years, or since she came to that city. Cer
tainly this is an exceptional record for one so 
young in years to make. If anyone can excel 
it or even approach it, we would like to hear 
from them. Cannot each one of us make bet
ter records during the new year? 

A sister asks, "Cannot we discuss the sub
ject of a traveling Sunday school missionary 
through the department prior to the general 
convention in April." To this we answer, 
Yes. But as our space is limited, we suggest 
brevity as essential. In your letters cover 
briefly these phases: the necessity, benefits, 
and how to sustain him, etc. Who will be 
first? 

On the 25th of November, 1897, we sent a 
blank to be filled out by one of the officers of 
every district Sunday school association. As 
these when properly filled eut furnish us in
formation which we very much need, we 
would urgently request all who have not done 
so to fill out ar.d forward as soon as they can 
get the items necessary. It may be that 
some who receive the blanks are now ex-offi
cers. If so, they will please to forward to 
present officers. 

One day I was sick and I said to one of my 
boys, "I just can't sweep those two front 
room carpets to-day. o Won't you take the 
broom and give a 'lick and promise' to them?" 
Then he surprised me by asking, "Why can't 
I give them a good clean?" I said, "You 
don't know how, and I don't want to worry 
with you." Then he said, "Let me try." So 
I did, and he moved the smaller furniture 
out and gave the rooms the best sweeping 
they had for many a day-and raised lots of 
dust? Yes, but he dusted it,;all before he 
quit. I've noticed that boys (and this trait 
isn't confined to boys) like to show you that "Men"don't change much, after all, Bro. C. J. Clark of Peoria, Illinois, writes: 
they are "smarter" than you think they are. Men are only:boys grown tall." "I much regret that I cannot attend the In-

I wrote about cheap tools for little boys. E. B. terstate Sunday School Institute .... Cau-
Now as they get older let them have a good not something be done that we who cannot 
saw, hammer, etc. They can have lots of fun PRAYER UNION. attend may derive some benefit from the 
nailing up things-our boys made a chute in SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. work done there?" This is simply represen-
the cellar this summer, out of all the old BRO. JOSEPH McDOUGAL, of Centralia, .tative of many requests we have received 
boards, boxes, and rails they could get. The Kansas, is very sick, and he requests the since the Institute was announced. And to 
little car runs on wood rails 80 smoothly for prayers of the saints in his behalf, meet these wants we are now trying to prepare 
thirty feet that nearly all the children of the a report of the Institute work complete, to be 
neighborhood have "shot the chutes" in our PRAYER UNION SUBJECTS. put out in pamphlet form. If we succeed in 
cellar, and it is so strong that a party of Thursday, Jan. 20.-Missions and Sunday getting it in form sufficiently good to be of 
young folks went down in safety. (He even school work, and the church publications. value to the Sunday school workers, it will 
sawed the wheels out of a big board). Also for the poor, the sick, and afflicted. be published and all may ~hen read it. Wait 

Then supposing you don't want dirty rub- Thursday, Jan. 27.-Zion, our country, its and look for further mention thereof. 

bers and overshoes in the kitchen or on the I welfare and prosperity, and its speedy puri- Institute work in district associations. The 
back porch. Get a soap box from your gro-1 fication by the reception of truth. That the winter months are now on. Many of the 
cer and let the boys nail strips in and fit scattered remnants may be gathered in, and workers have some time to devote to improv
shelves, make a door out of the lid, and nail the kingdom of Christ be established. : ing self. Can you not call a special meeting 
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for, say two or possibly three days, and in it 
discuss the various points pertaining to Sun
day school work. Much may be learned in 
this way, and a new zeal for the work 
aroused. The work is already begun. What 
district will next fall in line? If necessary, 
the officers of the General Association will 
help you to prepare for it, and in any other 
way that may be found necessary. Let us 
hear from you. 

Just how far reaching the work of the late 
Institute will be in the Sunday school and 
Religio no one can exactly know. Just how 
much each one may be able to use or dissemi
nate of what they absorbed we cannot esti
mate. We are grateful that a few, ·at least, 
had imbibed what they expressed in their 
parting blessing, a new zeal for the work and 
a determination to do more for the Master's 
work, he being their helper. 

Our register showed that a very large per
centage of those in attendance were either 
officers of districts and schools or teachers. 
Workers were present from eleven church 
districts or district Sunday school associa
tions. These were from Iowa, Nebraska, 
Kansas, and Missouri. And that each repre
sentative may be able to carry to the work
ers of his district or school some of the items 
obtained during the course of the work at 
St. Joseph is our sincere hope and belief. 

"NO MAN OARED FOR MY SOUL." 
AFTER reading an article on the above, I 
asked myself, "Are there any around me who 
are thinking that no one cares for their 
souls?" And I realized there were many who 
were thinking that very thing. "But how 
can I help?" is the question. And I know 
there are others trying to solve the same 
problem, and like myself may find there are 
some things they can do. 

What a sad cond'ition for one to be in, to 
feel that no one cares for him. Just put 
yourself in such a place for one moment. 
Would you under those conditions have ati 
much courage to turn from your evil ways, as 
if you knew so.me one was hoping and praying 
for you? 

I was talking with a friend a few days ago 
on Sabbath school work. She wondered why 
we did not have a larger attendance at our 
school. She said that a few months ago 
there were several who came and seemed to 
take an interest, but now are attending an
other school. "Why is it," she asked, "they 
can get more new scholars than we?" 

"They work harder to get them, and to 
keep them after they get them,'' was the re
ply. 

That is just it. If we would all work harder 
·to get and keep the new scholars, what an 
increase the Sabbath school would have. 
And would we not all be proud of our school? 

Let us try to do all we can-and this means 
much-so that none around us can truthfully 
say, "No man cares for my soul." 

MINNIE TERRY. 
MILLERSBURG, Illinois. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

DBpartmsm. 
LOUISVILLE, Ky., Jan. 8. 

Editors Herald:-We are still holding forth 
here. In this great city of 220,000 people 
gospel work is rather slow; but still some 
progress has been made. Baptized two on 
the 5th, Bro. and Sr. James Riggle; he is a 
very prominE1nt man and has a good influence 
among his associates, non sect.arian people; 
they have denounced sects of all kinds. Here 
are two hundrFod or more who have left the 
sects, and probably one thousand who are dis
satisfied with sectarianism. They feel there 
is something wrong among tbe sects, and are 
moving away from them. 

The people are beginning to bdieve in the 
manifestations of the Spirit. They practice 
the laying on of hands for the healing of the 
sick and anoint with oil, and they claim the 
blessings. It seems that Satan is mustering 
his forces to deceive if possible the very 
elect. Spiritual influences are felt among 
those people. I believe if there ever was a 
time for the saints to live their religion it is 
now. Spiritual powers of all kinds an> mani
fested now, and will continue to deceive. 
The Apostle John says, "Many false spirits 
are gone out into the world, but try the spir
its." We have a test. Isaiah the prophet 
says, '·To the law and to the testimony; if 
they speak not according to this word, it is be
causlil there is no light in them."-8: 20. ''The 
law of the Lord is perfect, converting the 
soul." Our safeguard then is standing by the 
law; the law converts the soul and makes 
wise the simple, and detects false: systems of 
religion. 

I am holding forth in South Louisville, at 
a schoolhouse. Have a very interesting con
gregation. Bro. T. W. Chatburn has been 
with me; he is at Byrneville, Indiana, at the 
present holding forth there. I bear they are 
having a good time. I expect to open an
ot.her new place here in the near future. I 
have been hindered this year on account of 
financial aid. May the time soon come when 
there will be ample means to supply the 
missionary force; but this cannot be brought 
about unless by a compliance with law. 

In bonds of the covenant, 
JAMES M. SCOTT. 
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grace. The only time he referred to his text 
in the sermon was making the statement. It 
is not fashionable in this day and age of the 
world to preach doctrine. 

Two Utah, elders that are traveling and 
preaching through this county attended one 
of Bro. Daley's meetings at Woodville. He 
had previously announced the subJect would 
be, "Brigham Young in the light of 
prophecy." Some one invited the elders 
without telling them the subject of the 
sermon. At the close Bro. Daley offered 
them the hall to refute what he had 
said about Brigham and Utah. They would 
not accept it, stating they would like to 
preach on the first principles of the gospel. 
Bro. Daley told them he could do that as 
well as them. They left, and have kept 
clear of the saints. My heart is in this work. 
I do not want to sit idly by while others are 
bearing the burdens, but want to do some
thing. When I see·the elders leaving their 
homes, giving up earthly ambitions to battle 
against the wiles of Satan, I think, What am 
I doing for the cause of Christ? 

Not long since I attended a Baptist church; 
the pastor's salary was deficient. After de
voting most of his sermon in devising ways 
and means to raise the necessary amount, he 
said, "Well; if you would do lilrn the Mor
mons, pay one tenth, we would have more 
money than we could use." Yes; if all of us 
would pay one tenth the church would be in 
a better condition financially, and more eld
ers would be sent out. No one is too poor to 
help, either in a financial or influential way. 
If all of us would think that the success of 
the church depended on our help, we would 
do something. In gospel bonds, 

MARY A. TWADDLE. 

HITEMAN, Iowa, Jan. 11. 
Editors Herald:-Your pages contain much 

of interest that cheers the heart and en
courages the life of the gospel believer. 

The C'pening year finds me a believer in 
~he New Testament gospel, including all its 
associate principles. not "as we understand" 
them, but as Jesus Christ and his apostles 
clearly taught them. So far as the writer of 
this letter is concerned he has no opinion 
about Christ's religion, for the expression, 
"As I understand it," does not, and cannot 
figure in the case at all! What has God said? 
that is the question; and when man inter-

TULARE, California, Jan. 2. polates his idea, he weakens the force of 
Editors Herald: - Bro. Thomas Daley ar- God's statement. 

rived here October 25; he is preaching in No man has been sent of God to apologize 
this county and some in Kearn. Baptized for what is contained in gospel command, 
six, and others are investigating. Our promise, or precept; nor to inform humanity 
branch is steadily gaining in members. All that a portion thereof was to be universally 
the officers are doing their duty, and mem- applicable for all time-and another portion 
hers seem more zealous in the work. But universally applicable for a few years! The 
few outsiders attend the preaching meetings attempt at parallelism between the types and 
in this town. In the country more interest shadows of the Mosaic regime, and the prom
is taken. When I see our elders preaching ises to baptized belieYers, etc., under the 
to small congregations and the other churches Christian rule won't work-because it does 
crowded to hear a flimsy sermon (like one I not exist! If God intended what is so per
heard this mo~ning), it seems to me that it is sistently urged upon us by "orthodoxy,'' why 
almost a sacrilege. The minister's text this did he not say so? How can the heart be es

A severe paroxysm of coughing may be ar- morning was, Be not carried about with di-1 tablished in the truth, if liable to the adopt
rested by a teaspoonful of glycerine in a verse and strange doctrines, for it is a good ing of every wind of doctrine advanced by 
wineglass of hot milk. · I thing that the heart be established with the sleight of men, and cunning craftiness 
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whereby they lie in wait to deceive? If the New 
Testament is to be our only rule of faith and 
practice in matters of doctrine and ethics, it 
must be such as we find it to be; for as soon 
as men begin to impose upon us their theo
logical s;,ieculations, and ask that we accept 
and indorse them, just so soon does the New 
Testament cease to be our only rule of faith 
and practice; and how can we be guided by 
it when men interpose their absolute contra
dictions between us and the book? No 
amount of alle~ed logic can evade this. Am 
I too dogmatic? 

I suppose you have heard ere this if you 
are an "up to date" character-of the beauti
ful, new expose of so-called Mormonism is
sued from a St. Louis, Missouri, sanctum 
sanctorum. Well, an Elder D. R. Dungan, 
late Chancellor of Cotner University, near 
Lincoln, Nebraska, says in the Christian 
Evangelist, of November 11, last past, as fol
lows: "I have read it from beginning to 
end, and am highly pleased with it. Many 
will say that,Mormonism is a dead issue, and 
that there remains no reason for anything 
written and printed on the subject. I have 
never been much in favor of teaching archai
ology in our schools. The silly doctrines of 
the dead past may remain buried, so far as I 
am concerned. But Mormonism is not past, 
it is here, and is more powerful than almost 
any other heresy to do evil. It assails new 
communities and is powerful for results. The 
average preacher is unable to put a quietus 
on the community affected by it, or to answer 
their arguments. . . . I have had four de
bates with Mormon preachers, including one 
with Apostle [Bishop] Kelley." 

That is right Mr. Duugan, "Mormonism" 
(as advocated by the Reorganization) is not 
past, it is here, and here to stay! If "Mor
monism" is a heresy, and these theologically 
college-bred men are God-sent men, and are 
so loyal to Jes us, and so true jidei defensors 
once delivered to the saints, why are they un
able to do as .indicated? Is it possible that 
an "ignorant, lazy, thieving, money-digger" 
boy has presented to the world a system of 
religion that the kind of men named by Mr. 
Dungan cannot down it? Is there not "a 
power behind the throne" they will not rec
ognize? He says he has "been intimately 
acquainted with Mormonism since 1852;" "I 
know its evils and feel keenly the need of 
such information as will be found in this 
book. . . . I have read quite a library on 
the subject, including Ann Eliza and Sten
house revelations, and the unveiling by John 
D. Lee." 

No doubt others aside from Mr. Dungan 
have felt keenly the need of a successful 
downer! But, have they really got it now? 
We will see, in the soon, sweet by and by! 
When he says he has read a library on the 
subject, in such books as he names, does he 
not do a willful injustice by classifying all of 
Brigham-Utah rottenness with the doctrines 
as taught from 1830 to 1844? Will he call it 
all "Mormonism?" "It seems to me that any 
sane, unbiased mind will see in this book fair 
treatment, proper rebuke, and a perfect over
throw of the doctrines and assumptions of 
this latter-day religious fraud!" 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

'fhe treatment is as fair as has been usually 
accorded the faith. And the overthrow as 
perfect as all preceding efforts. When man 
can stay the ocean's incoming tide; when he 
can obliterate the light of the sun, or gather 
the vapor of the seas with his hands; then 
will he overthrow this "latter-day work," 
but not until such power may come to him. 
The Christian Evangelist says of the new ex
pose that, "it is so far as we know, the most 
complete refutation of Mormonism that has 
ever been published." We are not alarmed 
over the appearance of this "powerful book." 
It will pass with Ann Eliza, and Howe, and 
all the other image-smashers. 

I have been reading the book, and consider 
the "fairness" and "candor" of its contents 
on a par with what Latter Day Saint people 
have hitherto met. I would like to say some
thing on the Book of Mormon phase of the 
criticism, but may sometime again. 

There may be some things in the work of 
God's church we do not understand or fully 
comprehended, but there is much we do com
prehend, 

Sometimes we may be prone, as a people, 
to emphasize "And these signs shall follow 
them that believe," placing them as of pri
mary consideration, forgetful in putting 
proper stress upon, "He that believeth, and 
is baptized, shall be saved," and that believing 
includes what is named in Matthew chapter 
5; Romans 6; Galatians 5: 14-26, etc., as well 
as Acts 2: 38, 39; 1 Corinthians 12; Ephesians 
4: 1-11. They are all important, and belong 
to the matters that constitute "sound doc-
trine." Respectfully, 

J. F. McDOWELL. 

CENTRALIA, Kans., Jan. 10. 
Editors Herald:-In compliance with the 

ur1rent request of Bro. Joseph McDougal of 
this place, I write. He desires that you re
quest through the Herald the prayers of the 
faithful in his behalf, that be be restored to 
health and strength, and that God may re
move the affliction that is now upon him. 
As there is no elder residing here, he believes 
that the prayers of the righteous availeth 
much. Trusting you will grant his petition 
at an early date. 

Yours respectfully, 
FRANK J. PIERCE. 

HENDERSON, Iowa, Jan. 13. 
Editors Rerald:-We have just closed a 

series of meetings in the church, on Farm 
Creek. This is an old time place where Bro. 
Blair and E. C. Briggs received great en
couragement while on their first mission 
west, through the manifestation of the Spirit 
in tongues and prophecy, confirming them in 
their testimony concerning the coming forth 
of Joseph to take his father's place. This 
was in 1858 or '59. The few old time saints 
here and at Wheeler's Grove took up with 
the work and united with the Reorganization, 
and worked and struggled for years and bunt 
up quite a branch. They had their troubles 
and trials incident to all under like condi
tions, but they still Ii ve. 

A few years ago the few remaining ones 

thought it best to build a church in which to 
worship and present the word of life to their 
neighbors and friends; there were but few to 
undertake such a work; but they commenced 
with a good will and determined purpose, 
and accomplished it and paid for it, be it to 
their crea it. 

They now have a good Sunday school, with 
quite a number of their friends and children 
in attendance, and hold regular services, 
every Lord's day, with Bro. D. Hougas presi-· 
dent. They have established the work as we 
honestly b)lieve, to stay; have proved them
selves before their neighbors to be honest iu 
their belief, and also in their dealings with 
their fellows, and have gained their respect. 

Bro. D. Hougas is called upon to preach 
funeral sermons far and near in this region 
of country in preference to other preachers, 
which speaks well for our work; he some
times travels twenty to twenty-five miles a 
day in the performance of such duties. His 
son, T. A. Hougas, is now general superin
tendent of the Sunday school work of the 
church, also secretary of the district, with 
his amiable wife as a competent assistant. 
This department of our work is in good con
dition. Bro. Badham is superintendent of 
the Sunday school of the branch, with all the 
rest that work with a vim worthy of note. 

Our meetings were well attended, and 
some are very near the kingdom-about 
ready to be baptized. We are all trying to 
do our best in the discharge of duties, and all 
think we feel the spirit of the work prompt
ing us to move forward to duty. 

January 24 is the date fixed for the de
bate between Elder T. W. Williams and 
Elder W. W. Blalock, of the Christian 
Church, to be held at Tabor, Iowa. We 
trust that God will be with us in this work, 
and come to the help of our beloved brother 
by the power of his Spirit, for which we shall 
all earnestly pray. 

Yours in the faith, and in hope of 
eternal life, HENRY KEMP. 

WEDDING BELLS. 
LONDON, Ont., Jan. 15, 1898. 

Editors Herald:-Wednesday, January 12, · 
1898, will be remembered by many, as long as 
the waves of memory ebb and flow. Some may 
ask the reason. The answer is, President 
Joseph Smith, the loved and honored prophet 
of God, was at 1: 30 this afternoon joined in 
the holy bonds of matrimony to Sister Ada 
Rachel Clark, of Waldemar, Ontario, by El
der R. C. Evans. 

President Smith was attired in a clerical 
black suit; Sister Clark was dressed in a
well, really I cannot tell you how she was 
dressed (0 for a woman's power to describe!); 
but she looked sweet and pretty-the picture 
of health and happiness. The groom was as
sisted by Bro. Archibald McLean, of the city 
of Toronto; the bride by her youngest sister, 
Sr. Alice Clark. 

The bride entered the room leaning grace
fully upon the strong arm of her father, Bro. 
Alexander Clark, who gave her away. The 
beautiful bridesmaid never looked more 
exquisitely lovely than when standing by the 
side of her sister. Really, the officiating 
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clergyman grew nervous when visions of a 
double wedding loomed up before him, as be 
witnessed the strange look in the grooms
man's eyes while that young gentleman gazed 
upon the sweet figure who assisted the bride. 

The beautiful home of Bro. and Sr. Clark 
was well filled with the relatives of the 
bride, and other saints. The presents gave 
evidence of the high esteem in which the 
couple are held. The supper was both 
artistic and substantial. From the highest 
story of the bride's cake was seen the em
blems of the two greatest nations upon the 
earth-the Stars and Stripes and the Union 
Jack. May this miniature annexation be but 
the prophecy of the greater, which shall 
link together all America. 

The bride was born and educated in the 
home and village where she was made a 
bride. Her parents and their family beard 
the gospel years ago. Strong ties bound 
them to the Presbyterian Church. Bro. 
Clark, being selected as an elder, and Sr. 
Ada was org-anist of that church; but the 
power of truth did its work and the writer 
had the honor of baptizing most of the family; 
others of the family followed after a time, 
Bro. Clark is now an active teacher in the 
church, while his daughter Mabel is assistant 
superintendent of London district Sunday 
school association. 

A splendid and touching tribute of respect 
was paid the bride at the railway station, 
when leaving for her home in Lamoni, Iowa. 
The station and platform were crowded by 
village friends, who turned out to do her 
honor. The affactionate grasp of the band, 
the falling tear, and the parting kiss told the 
story of a splendid life. 

Canada is proud of the gift she presents to 
Bro. Joseph, Lamoni, and the church. 

Your brother, 
R. 0. EVANS. 

DETROIT, Mich., Jan. 12. 
Editors Herald:-Came here from Cold-

water, Michigan, to assist in gospel work. 
Since leaving Grand Rapids, I have preached 
at Coldwater, Michigan; South ScJtt, and 
Clear Lake, Indiana. I am very favorably 
impressed with this great city. It certainly 
needs the gospel. Whether or not we shall 
do any good here, or make any impression on 
the people, remains to be seen. Bro. Briggs 
has just left here for Englewood, Illinois. I 
am to preach here Sunday. 

In bonds, 
J. M. BAGGERLY. 
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even before this these hills and valleys had 
been the scene of many long and weary grip 
carrying pilgrimages made by Brn. Short, 
Pender, and Peterson, whose memory may be 
i:efreshed by reading these lines. 

On December 9, in company wi'Lh Brn. Mc
Dowell and Ball we landed at Livingstone, 
Grant County, and soon found the home and 
hearty welcome of Bro. Cal Anderson, who 
resides there. We passed a very restful night 
there, and on the following day, grip in hand, 
set out across the country looking for fields 
of labor and conquest. By evening we 
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four miles distant; we either had to sleep in 
the schoolhouse or trudge back ag·ain. Of 
course we preferred the latter. But last 
night Mr. Hall's folks kindly took us home 
with them. We think that by and by there 
may be some who live in Ellenboro who will 
understand what is written in Matthew 25: 
31-46; but while there is life there is hope, 
so we will have charity for the living and 
hope for the dead. 

Your brother in bonds. 
CHAS. H. BURR. 

reached New California, where we found Bro. MINNEAPOLIS, Minn., Jan. 7. 
Leonard Houghton loudly sounding the gos- Editors Herald:-After a short illness I am 
pel trumpet. After taking him by surprise again at my post of duty, trying to get the 
the first night, and trying in our bumble way gospel before the people. We now have two 
to assist the second evening, we again balls, located about two miles apart, and 
moved on, and reached the cheery and com- shall try and hold services at both places for 
fortable home of Bro. and Sr. Wrage at Buck- a month and see what the result will be. At 
wheat Ridge on Sunday the 12th in good the new hall last Sunday night we bad the 
time for dinner and to meet with the people best congregation we have had for some 
who assemble at the church each Sunday af- time. If we make a success of it there, we 
ternoon for Sunday school. At the close of shall continue. It is in the part of the city 
the Sunday school we announced preaching where the Utah men operated for a while; 
for the afternoon and evening, and each even- but it seems that they met with poor success, 
ing through the week, which appointments for they gave it up, and I hear that they 
we have been permitted to fill to large and have left the city, but it may be a false re-
attentive audiences. port. 

As the holiday season drew on, we thought I find that others complain of nonattend-
it best to discontinue for a few days. On ance and lack of spiritual interest as well as 
December'24, by invitation Bro. Ball and the ourselves. I have attended some of these©
writer went to Lancaster, and the pleasant r,arian meetings this last fall, and beard very 
home of Bro. and Sr. S. Blackbourne, where strong language from some of the speakers, 
we passed the Christmas day and partook of which if coming from us would seem harsh to 
one certain turkey, which John said they them. Perhaps it would be well to give 
found dead. We know he is dead now. The some of their sayings for the use of the 
following day Bro. Blackbourne and your brethren H 1;hey choose to use them. 
servant drove out to Flora, where we found The speakers were men of note and were 
Brn. McDowell and Houghton, and a school- billed to speak at the time and place. The 
house full of saints and friends. After the subjects were also advertised. Mr. Hoag, 
usual greetings and hand sbakings, the pastor of a Congregational church, said that 
writer was invited to discourse to them, "all the churches of to-day were in apostasy;" 
which be tried to do. Then shook their and referring to his own congregation, said, 
hands good-bye again, and returned to Lan- "I have prayed over them, talked with and 
caster. On the following day walked about preached to them, but cannot do anything 
three miles out to the insane asylum, which with them. I don't know what to do unless I 
we thought would be a good place for us. break them up. There is no Christian 
Nor were we mistaken for we soon found Mr. Church to-day." He also said the same to me 
and Mrs. Alderson of former acquaintance, in a conversation whicu I had with him. He 
and after a pleasant chatty visit and seeing said there was not an inspired man upon the 
the asylum sights and refreshing the inner earth at the present· time. Did not believe 
man, we again set out for headquarters, and that the Holy Spirit inspired anyone now. 
was fortunate enough to get a ride, and by At the "Bible conference" held in this city 
five o'clock were again safe and sound at last fall, one of the speakers, a Mr. Marvin, 
home with Sr. Wrage. from York State, I believe, said, and he was 

During the past week we have been preach- one of the chief speakers, that the "Torn
ing in the schoolhouse at Ellenboro, and foolery of all the churches can be laid at the 
though the attendance has been good and the door of the preachers, and that the less piety 

ELLENBORO, Wis., Jan. 8. attention and apparent interest is all that there is in the churches the more need of ice 
Editors Herald;-Memory is busy with the could be asked for, yet we find the place and cream socials." "There are churches to-day 

scenes of the past, and though it seems short the people are still up to their old tricks. which deny ev@ry fundamental principle of 
now that it is past, yet five years with its When Brn. Pender and Peterson were here the Christian religion. Preacher after 
record of labors performed and unperformed, first, tf>ey were permitted to use the school- preacher and member after member are only 
and opportunities improved and unimproved house first to preach in, and tten for a bed- imitators." "We can't make a perfect 
have rolled into the great sea of the past room. And five years again, when Bro. church, for there will be catfish, dogfish, and 
since the writer, in company with Bro. J. W. Peterson and I were here, we could have devilfish; we'll gather of all kinds." Yes; 
Peterson, first visited this part of the Lord's done the same had I not fortunately or unfor- [ and I wonder if they don't get more devilfish 
vineyard, as one desirous of being obedient tunately as the case may be, bad a little than any other, at least some of them. He 
to the call of his Master to be a helper in his more cheek than Bro. Peterson, went out and also said "that the conformity of the church 
cause. · called for a bed, and got it too! During the to the world was a failure." 

This was not the first time this country had I past week though we have been preaching Speakir;g of the apostles of Christ, he said, 
been visited by the servants of the Lord, for nightly, and walking from Buckwheat Ridge I that "they were men of one thought, the 
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gospel of Christ; and that the churches of 
to-day wanted to come back to that faith." 
Speaking of the second coming of Christ he 
said that "it had done more to revive the 
churches than anything else. The great 
need of the world is for men with the zeal 
and inspiration of the servants of Christ." 
Said that truth had not changed. What was 
true two thousand years ago is true to-day. 
We have the same Christ to preach that they 

' had. They were sent out to heal, to cast out 
devils. Di vine healing and all this is in the 
Bible, and we can't dsny it. "The word to 
them was to go." 

Now it seems to me that this man told a 
good many truths, and that he makes a good 
witness for this latter-day work. Do not 
his statements prove that Joseph Smith told 
the truth when he said that the Lord told 
him that the creeds of men were an abomina
tion in his sight? They are proving to be 
such iri the sight of men themselves; how 
much more so then in the sight of God. Thus 
time and men are proving to the world that 
Joseph told the truth when he gave that 
statement to the world! 

I have also a statement made by Mr. Gates, 
at the time President of Grinnell college, 
Iowa, in which he says, "The church as an 
institution has come to the time when it 
must learn that it is not here to build itself 
up. It stands as badly in need of reforma
tion to-day as the Roman Catholic Church 
did in the time of Luther. Not for the same 
reason, but the Protestant church is playing 
Christianity to-day, and more than that the 
Protestant church knows it." 

This is hut a part of the evidence at hand; 
but will show how some of the leading men 
in the sectarian churches view them. If 
these men have told the truth, it shows the 
need of just such a work as we are engaged 
in-a restoration of the gospel. These wit
nesses prove the angel-message of Revelation 
14: 6, 7 true, which message we are present
ing to the world. 

Still these men, like the Jews when Jesus 
came, reject the true gospel when it is pre
sented to them. It does not come through 
the right source for them. Does not come 
through some of them, so that they might 
make a great name in the world. As one said 
in this city, Why did it not come through 
such men as Talmage, a Beecher, or some 
i:iuch men? Why should the Lord choose 
Joseph Smith? that poor boy. The answer 
is short and easy to give. The Lord says in 
Isaiah fifty-five that his ways are not as our 
ways, neither are my thoughts as your 
thoughts. Then as he does not think as we 
think, he chose the very one that the world 
would not have chosen. He chose the one 
that he could use. If God had called some of 
the great men, they would have taken all the 
glory and honor to themselves, and God 
would have been left out. 

That Joseph Smith was called of God, and 
inspired by the Holy Spirit, is evident when 
we consider the work done by him. He did 
that which the combined religious world 
has not been able to do. That is, he organ
ized according to the divine pattern. To my 
mind the one that comes the nearest to the 
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pattern shows the highest degree of inspira
tion. Then as none of the reformers built to 
the pattern, and Joseph Smith did, it proves 
that he had more inspiration than they all. 
If there was not any inspiration of God in 
this latter-day work it would not be any 
better than any other; but as it is built ac
cording to the pattern, this shows of itself 
that it is better than the works of other men, 
and that the one who laid the foundation 
was a master builder, a colaborer with God. 
I am aware that when we come to talk about 
the revealments of God that men object to it, 
but what of that, some people object to any 
and everything that has any God in it. No 
one can preach Christ and his gospel without 
the aid ·of his Spirit. The servant of God 
must be inspired by his Spirit, for Paul says 
that no man understandeth the things of God 
save the Spirit of God. The reason then 
why these men have spoken as they have, is 
because they see that there is none of the 
power of God connected with those move
ments-that they have been planted by men. 

Jesus says that "every plant which my 
heavenly Father hath not planted shall be 
rooted up." If as these men say, that all the 
churches of the day are in apostasy, who is 
to blame for it? The preachers of course; 
they are the ones that have planted them. 
Then again, if they are in apostasy it is be
cause the preachers have preached principles 
of apostasy instead of truth. If they had 
preached the gospel of Christ and built ac
cording to the "pattern," a different state of 
things would exist to-day, and these 
preachers would not have been compelled to 
have spoken as they have. It is written, 
"He whom God hath sent speaketh 
the words of God, for God giveth not the 
Spirit by measure unto him." We conclude 
then that as these men have not built accord
ing to the pattern,-1Corinthians12:28; Ephe
sians 4: 8-14,-that they were not inspired by 
the Spirit of God, and he does not approve of 
their work. We judge them by their works. 
I am satisfied that this latter-day movement 
is of God, and being of him it is di vine, 
therefore shall continue to labor for its up
building. For truth and right, 

E. A. STEDMAN. 

for.me to preach in at Grand Valley, but had 
not succeeded. Both the United Brethren 
and Methodists refused to open their doors. 
One of the preachers saying (when Mr. Kel
ley told him we preached the Bible), "Why, 
you can prove anything by the Bible." 
"Then," said Mr. Kelley, "you had better 
throw it away." 

I always feel anxious to go to a place where 
there are a certain class that do not want me 
to come. Through Mr. Kelley and others we 
obtained a nice hall, and on Saturday, No
vember 27, I began to preach. The people 
came out well; some inquiring of Mr. Kelley 
what kind of a circus he had at the hall any
way. I think they must have found out be
fore the week was over, for some of the leading 
men in town began to inquire why the 
churches could not be opened, and said if the 
church people did not open their church they 
would not pay the preacher. 1'he church was 
opened! and by request I remained another 
week, preaching in the Methodist church tCl 
interested audiences. The deacon of the 
church said that he would not take five hun
dred dollars for what he had learned. I as
sisted in the dedication of a Union church 
near Gossville, and made appointment for 
service the following Sund11y; preached 
twice to good audiences, and left Bro. I M. 
Smith to continue the effort. 

After leaving Grand Valley I intended to 
go to Tidioute, where, through the influence 
of friends, we had secured the Universalist 
church. So after baptizing two more at Ex
celsior, in company with our friend Mr. 
Brannon, we drove to Tidioute. Through a 
misunderstanding, however, the church was 
not lit up and no fire lighted so could 
not hold meeting. And as the writer only 
had a few days to stay, and was about played 
out from constant preaching and changing 
from place to place, concluded to reach the 
place at a later day. 

Bro. Smith must have bound up the law 
and sealed up the testimony while at Excel
sior, for the authorities decided not to let us 
hold any more services in their church. 

December 18 I held service in Mr. Bran
non's house, and next day listened to a ser
mon by the United Brethren preacher, who 
tried to undo what we had been trying to do 

JOHNSON, R. I., Jan. 11. for a month or more, but he failed miserably. 
Editors Herold:-! wrote you last from Mc- The man isn't born yet who can undo Bro. L 

Graw, Pennsylvania, in October. I obtained M.'s sermons with the Bible. At the close 
the United Brethren church (the one occu- of the preacher's effort, two of his members, 
pied by the writer last summer), and requested him to take their names from the 
preached a week, while Bro. I. M. Smith church record. I preached in a private'. 
was at McGraw. Then we changed about, I house at night to all that could get in. Next 
went to McGraw, and Bro. I.' M. went to Ex- day went to Fagundus; preached at night,. 
celsior. November 18, I went to Eldred baptized a United Brethren exhorter and. 
Center to see about the Adventists' church wife. Next day at McGraw, or near there, 
there, but found a revival in progress in attended a supper for our benefit in the 
town, so did not make any arrang@ments for church at McGraw at night, an account of 
meetings. FromthereidrovetoGossville,and which Bro. I. M. Smith has already given· 
then went back to Excelsior at night to give a the Herald readers. However, there are a. 
lecture by request, in answer to one of Col. few points he forgot to mention. Some who· 
Ingersoll's. On Sunday I preached at Mc- were openly opposed to us and our work when 
Graw in the afternoon and Excelsior at night. I preached there last summer, are now our· 
Monday went to Gossville and preached three I friends, and were at the supper and did their 
nights. Friday baptized two at Excelsior. part towards its success; and while the 
For some time Mr. James Kelley, a liberal writer, according to I. M., showed his appre
minded man, had been trying to get a ehurch 1 ciation of the noble efforts of the ladies who· 
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were so kind as to furnish such a splendid 
suppe~h·e forgot to mention the part he took 
in the postprandial exercises. I presume it 
was from sheer modesty, and appreciating 
the delicate feeling, I wUl tell you about .it. 
-~·Ifr·o:·. I:--:M.~was·· called on for' a re'ading ,··and 
responded with a selection. As an expectant 
hush fell on the attractive audience he arose 
and began to tell us "How Rubenstein played 
on.·the piano." '-~'To see the staid and quiet 
Isaao.Ji'.i_m_p~-~·o'ii'·a~~set-tee, swi~g his ar.ms 
like an ancient windmill, and yell like a Co
manche· Indian, "Go it Rube,'' was simply 
irresistible - itn•brought down 'the house! 
However, "all's well that ends well," and the 
supper was a decided success,, and the pro
ceeds divided among the missionaries very 
acceptable. The work is moving along here. 
This is quite a·,1ong letter for the Herald, 
but I have left unsaid a vast sight more than 
I have said. Saints or~ others living in the 
Massachusetts district :outside' of ,branches 
desiring preaching in your.locality write me 
at Thornton, Rhode Island. 

Yours, 
GEO. W. ROBLEY. 

DUNKERTON, Iowa, Jan. 13. 
Editors Herald:-We look for a good turn

out at~ our conference at 'Grinnell, Iowa. I 
will meet all trains at Union passenger depot 
on Friday,:February 4. Trains arrive as fol
lows: " Iowa Central from' the' south, 8: 43 a. 
m., 12: 35, 4, and 5: 27 p. m. Trains from the 
north, 0 9: 40 and~lO: 31 a. m. ·-:::The 10: 31 train 
waits at Marshalltown··till: the trains non the 
Northwestern come in from the east and 
west. The afternoon trains arrive at 3: 30 
and 6: 10 p. m. Those coming on, the Mil
waukee will change at Pickering to the Cen
tral fifteen miles north of Grinnell. Trains 
on the Rock Island arrive from the east, 6:39, 
9: 27, 9: 30, and 9: 37 a. m., and 4: 50 p. m. 
From:the west at 8: 56:andul1::25~a. m., 4: 50 
and 7 p. m. 

Montezuma trains,, 8: 15 a.·m.,·5: 10 p. m. 
State Center trains, 3: 10 p. m. 

If any should come on Saturday, and find 
no one to meet them, inquire at the lunch 
counter in the depot, where the conference is 
held, then go there or to No. 1011 Summer 
Street, East Grinnell. Those coming with 
team, report at Dawley and Russell's store on 
Commercial Street, and they .. will be cared 
for. Come, all who can. Bring the good 
Spirit with you, so that some good may re
sult from our coming together. I will begin 
meetings in these parts soon, and if interest 
demands will continue till over conference 
time. 

Ensign, please copy"'this notice. 
In bonds, 

J. S. ROTH. 
No. 1011 Summer Street, EAST GRINNELL, Iowa. 

8Blec1Bd Hriicles. 
SALVATION AFTER DEATH. 

C. A. BRIGGS, D. D. 

No ONE who knows the biblical doc
trine of salvation can doubt that the 
divine order of salvation has its place 
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after death as well as before death. 
According to Holy Scripture, man 

lives in three states; he is born into a 
state of existence in this world; on 
the day of ultimate resurrection and 
divine judgment he enters upon his 
final state of existence; the state in
tervening between the day of death 
and the day of resurrection is the 
intermediate or middle state. 

It is very commonly supposed that 
there is little in Holy Scripture to in
struct us concerning the middle state; 
but that is a mistake dqe chiefly to 
the lack of attention given to the sub
ject by Protestant theologians of the 
generation that is now passing. In 
fact there is fully as much informatiom. 
on this subject as on many~: others 
that are deemed of great importance, 
such as the divinity of Christ and the 
Holy Trinity. The difference is that 
theologians have constructed these 
doctrines carefully and with great 
elaboration by reasoning from the 
statements of Holy Scripture; and yet 
traditionalists, who have never rea
soned out these, or any other doctrines 
themselves, but have simply accepted 
them on trust, from former genera
tions, warn us not to reason from the 
statements of Holy Scripture about 
the middle state, but take them on their 
minimum of value, or avoid them as 
very mysterious and uncertain. Stu
dents of Christian theology will do no 
such thing: They wilLdeal with the 
doctrine of the middle_ state in pre
cisely the same way as they deal with 
other Christian doctrines. 

In the Old Testament there is very 
little relating to the ultimate state. 
The doctrine of the resurrection of 
the dead first becomes plain in the 
Book of Daniel (chapter 12). The 
doctrine of Gehenn::t in antithesis with 
the New Jerusalem, has its historical 
origin in connection with the ultimate 
judgment of those living on the earth; 
the dead not being mentioned (Isaiah 
66). Reference to the middle state 
and the ultimate state in the same 
passage can be found only in that late 
Apocalypse (Isaiah 24: 21, 22), where 
the evil angels are imprisoned in the 
pit during the middle state until the 
judgment which introduces the ulti
mate state. All the numerous other 
passages in the Old Testament relat
ing to the future life, have to do with 
the state immediately after death, or 

the middle state. This state of exist
ence is described as in a place called 
Sheol, a subterranean region where 
the dead live as disembodied ghcsts. 
In the earlier Old Testament literature 
the righteous and the wicked descend 
alike to Sheol; in the later literature 
there seems to be a distinction be
tween Sheol itself and a deeper, darker 
place called Abnddon or Destruction. 
Job does not anticipate any salvation 
from his troubles in this life; but he 
looks beyond death into the middle 
state when he will see God, his Re
deemer, and he 'pines away for that 
redemption (Job 19). Daniel looks 
for his rc:;demption at the resurrection 
when he will stand in his inheritance 
(Daniel 12). 

In the later Jewish theology, before 
the advent of Christ, the distinction 
in Sheol between the abode of the 
righteous and the wicked was sharp
ened. We see it in the parable of 
Dives and Lazarus, where there is an 
impassable gulf between Abraham's 
bosom and the place of torment. The 
happy place is also called Paradise in 
the promise·'~of Jes us to the dying 
robber (Luke,:23: 43). The place of 
torment is also called Apoleia (the 
Greek for the Hebrew Abaddon) in 
Matthew 7: 13, as in the apocryphal 
and pseudepigraphical literature of 
the Jews, and so distinguished from 
Gehenna, which is never used for the 
intermediate place of torment but con
stantly and alone for the place of tor
ment into which the wicked are cast 
at the day of judgment. Unfortu
nately, the English word Hell is com
monly used for both Sheol (Hades) 
and Gehenna, and so great confusion 
results in the discussion of these sub
jects. 

Jesus Christ came into this world 
and preached his gospel of salvation 
to those then living in the land of Pal
estine; but he also descended into 
Sheol (Hades) at death and remained 
in Hades until his resurrection on the 
third day (Psalms 16; Acts 2: 31, 32). 
He went to Paradise, the happier part 
of it, with the robber, but he also went 
to the place of torment and preached 
to the spirits in prison there (1 Peter 
3: 19). 

This doctrine is set forth in the 
Apostles' Creed in the plarase, "He 
descended into Hell," (Greek, Hades
Hebrew, Sheol), and is an recumenical 
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doctrine which no one can reject with- sanctification is a work of God, and advent of Jesus Christ to them in the 
out departing from the Catholic faith not an act of God like justification, abode of the dead. As the epistle to 
of Christendom. and that one of its most characteristic the Hebrews tells us: "'fhese all, 

Christ's mission to Sheol was a mis- marks is that it is a process over having had witness borne to them 
sion of redemption just as was his against justification which is instan- through their faith, received not the 
mission to this world. He was re- taneous-we see that to think of im- promise, God having provided some 
deemer wherever he went. He also mediate sanctification at death is to better thing concerning us, that apart 
"rose from the dead, ascended into think of something different from from us they shot1ld not be made per
heaven, sat down on the right hand of Christian sanctification, which from feet. "-Hebrews 11: 39, 40. The Old 
God, the Father Almighty, from its very nature must be a process. Testament worthies had attained in 
whence he shall come to judge the There is, indeed, in Holy Scripture, various measures the order of salva
quick and the dead." His heavenly a use of the term sanctification in the tion of the Old Testament dispensation 
reign is also a reign of redemption. sense of consecration, or setting apart -but they could not make the advance 
His judgment does not begin until the as sacred, or holy; in that use, sane- into the Christian stage of salvation 
reign of grace is over; the work of tification is a simple act like justifica- until they had remained long in the 
Obrist until the day of judgment is ti.on, only it may be repeated, which middle state and Christ's gospel came 
essentially a work of redemption. justification cannot. But in its theo- to them there. 

There is a well-known order of logical use, sanctification means vastly lil. But what shall we say of those 
Christian salvation. There are differ- more than that; it means the making ancient worthies who served God and 
ent opinions as to the relative place of of the person holy; the gradual trans- died without the knowledge of Hebrew 
certain links in the chain of grace, but formation of the whole personality, psalmody and wisdom, of those who 
no important difference as to the links life and character into not merely a passed away before the age of the 
themselves. They are, on the divine sinless, but a positively and actively prophets, of those who knew nothing 
side, regeneration, justification, adop- complete and morally perfect being. of the Hebrew law and the divine 
tion, sanctification, resurrection, glo- For all Christians departing this goodness in Hebrew history? Are we 
rification; on the human side, faith, life at various stages in the order of to suppose that David after his death 
repentance, Christian hope, holy love, salvation, the middle state is the state mada no advance into the higher re
holy conduct. Unless all these links in which they will become perfectly Hgion of the prophets and wise men 
in the chain of grace have been ex- sanctified. This is the view of the of Israel? Did Moses never get be
perienced in the life of the Christian, middle state which it is all-important yond the religious experience of the 
he is in the process of salvation-he for Christians to take; for so long as Exodus? Has Abraham always re
is at a certain stage in the order of re- they hold the delusion that at death, mained stereotyped in the religion of 
demption; but his salvation has not that is in the moment of death, their the patriarchal age? And have Adam 
yet been accomplished. sanctification will be instantly com- and Enoch remained forever antedilu-

1. Now it is evident that no Chris- pleted, no matter how poorly they vians? It is only sufficient to state 
tian, even in an advanced stage of have lived, if only the root of the the question to make it plain that each 
Christian development, departs from matter is in them, there •is danger one of these and all othe:i:·s, after their 
this life having previously passed that they will never take any great death, continued to advance in their 
through the entire order of salvation. pains to advance in the holy life in religious knowledge and sanctification 
Therefore he must go on in the pro- this world. But so soon as they know in the middle state at least as rapidly 
cess of salvation exactly where he that their holiness and happiness in as their posterity, whom they left be
was at the moment of death and com- the middle state will depend entirely hind them in this world. Otherwise 
plete that process after death. If he upon the advance in the holy life they the departed would be shamed by 
has been regenerated and justified, if have made in this life, they will make their posterity in ever-deepening de
he has faith and repentance prior to determined efforts to be as pure and gree as every successive generation 
dea,th, he must go through those other holy as possible before they die. joined them in the realm of the de
processes which may be summed up 2. But only a very small proportion parted. Such an experience would 
under Christian sanctification, before of mankind have had a conscious ex- transform any state of blessedness 
he can be raised from the dead and perience of the order of salvation in into a state of unspeakable torture. We 
glorified. The resurrection takes this life. What shall we say of the may be sure that they all have long 
place at the beginning of the ultimate great masses who lack that experi- since learned all that their posterity 
state, and glorification during that ence? Is there no salvation for them know and more, and that they are all 
state; therefore Christian sanctifica- in the middle state? God forbid! at least as far on in the Christian re
tion for all those who have not com- It has always been a Christian doc- ligion and in Christian sanctification 
pleted their sanctifieation in this world, trine that the people of Israel who as their descendants now in this world. 
must be completed in the middle state. died under the old covenant before the 4. It is well known that a very con-

The only question that remains is, advent of Christ, received their knowl- siderable number of mankind die in 
whether that completion takes place edge of Christ, began their personal infancy, before it is possible for them 
in a moment, at death, or by a gradual faith in him and their advance in the to have any conscious religious ex
process during the continuance of the I Christian life, long after their own perience. They do not exercise even 
middle state. When we consider that · death, in connection with the personal ~ faith in God in its simplest form. 
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The only thing that can be thought of the order of their salvation begins in Christian opinion, based in part on a 
for them is that the order of salvation the middle state. mistaken interpretation of Holy Scrip
has begun for them in regeneration 5. Thevastmultitudesoftheheathen ture, but chiefly on excessive deduc
and justification. Those who practice now demand our attention, vastly tions from certain speculations of 
infant baptism and believe in bap- more now (not to speak of other ages) dogmatic theology. It is doubtful if 
tismal regeneration may find that the than all Christians, real and nominal, anyone, who has gone thus far with 
order of salvation begins for the bap- combined. It is impossible for mod- us in our reasoning on the basis of 
tized in baptismal regeneration. But ern theologhms to think that God Holy Scripture, will be willing to be
what of the vastly gre::i,ter number of would permit all these thousands of lieve it. It is much more reasonable 
those who die in infancy without bap- millions of mankind to perish forever. to suppose that God's preparatory 
tism? When infant baptism was uni- It is difficult, however, to construct a grace, used in part in this life, will be 
versal among Christians, the eternal theory upon which they can be saved continued after death in the middle 
damnation of unbaptized heathen in accordance with the systems of state until it is fully and sufficiently 
babes was of no more concern than Christian theology thus far con- used, and that it will lead to the be
that of heathen a,dults. However, structed. It seems best to think of ginning of the order of salvation 
they were assigned by Christian theo- them as in various stages of religious there, for such persons who, from a 
logians a separate place in the middle advancement according to the light human point of view, have been pre
state called Limbus Infantum. But God has given them, and to find that maturely cut off from life in this 
now, when so large a proportion of those who are faithful to that light world and its gracious opportunities. 
children in Christian lands die unbap- and live in a measure in accordance 7. The more difficult and trouble
tized and so large a proportion of with what they conceive to be the some question remains whether those 
those who practice baptism do not divine will, are in an ethnic order of in Christian lands who have definitely 
regard it as a saving ordinance, it is salvation, which is lower, it is true, rejected salvation in this life, and 
necessary for them to find an order of tho,n the Christian and the Hebrew, those in heathen lands who have shut 
salvation for infants elsewhere. but which God accepts and which will their eyes to the light shining from 

Some Roman Catholics think of serve as a basis for the higher Chris- God in their religion, will have 
various substitutes for baptism, which tian salvation, first made known to another opportunity of salvation in 
God may graciously use; but Protes- them in the middle state. All such, the middle state. Before we can safely 
tants cannot have so simple a solution like the pre-Christian Jews and chil- confront this question it is necessary 
of the difficulty. It is not difficult for dren dying in infancy, know Christ to guard ourselves on two sides. On 
some to believe that these children are and his salvation for the first time the one side Jesus tells us of an eter
regenerated by the Holy Spirit with~ after death in the middle state and nal, an unpardonable sin. We must 
out any external medium. In this begin the order of Christian salvation therefore conclude that there are 
case their regeneration begins in tbis there, unless we may believe that in some of our race who will, by their 
life, but they no less than the Old some mysterious way God grants them own sinful act, cut themselves off for· 
Testament worthies are first brought regeneration in tbis world before ever from all further opportunities of 
face to face with Christ in the middle their departure from it. But if we salvation. On the other side we have 
state and must exercise their faith ma,ke such a use of the term regenera- to reflect that it is seldom, if ever, 
and repentance, and pass through all tion, we use it in a sense unknown to that we can know whether any par
the rest of the order of salvation Holy Scripture and historic theology. ticular person has finally rejected 
there. An eminent Baptist theologian 6. We may now consider another salvation in any of the stages io. which 
thinks that even their regeneration class of persons, quite numerous in he may be placed. We can no longer 
takes pla,ce after death. If this be so, Christian lands and not without rep- say that in Christian lands a person 
it seems necessary to suppose that the resentatives, we may believe, in the must be baptized or be what is called 
first step in the order of salvation for lower stages of the Jewish and ethnic a professing Christian hold to certain 
these infants begins after death. religions; namely, those under the Christian dogmas, and engage in cer
A representative ultra-conservative influence of what theologians call tain Christian ecclesiastical practices, 
Presbyterian divine recently taught "preparatory grace." They have not in order to salvation; for it is well 
that all infants dying in infancy were yet been regenerated or justified, but known that all the ecclesiastical es
justified without faith. But this me- die while still under the influence in a tablishments put barriers in the way 
chanical conception has no basis in measure of the divine grace striving of men's faith, which are in the iTI.tter
Holy Scripture, or Catholic theology, to save them. The question emerges ests of those establishments rather 
and it makes a new kind of justifica- whether the calamity of death, coming than in the interests of the salvation 
tion which is known neither to more speedily upon them than upon of men, and that, therefore, persons 
Roma".!, Greek, nor Protestant Chris· others, ends all the efforts of the outside those barriers, and even un
tianity. These infants cannot exer- Divine Spirit for their salvation; in friendly towards the establishments 
cise personal faith and cannot other words whether they must, if which exclude them, may yet be 
therefore be justified until after death. they have attained the age of respon- Christians and even better Christians 
If we can believe in their secret re- sibility, accept Christ and his salva- ,, than some of those who exclude them. 
generation in this life, their order of tion before death or be lost forever. The same may be said of those in the 
salvation may begin here; but if not, This has certainly been the common ·ethnic religions, who do not walk in 
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the way of the priestly establishments 
of those religions, who may yet be in 
the way of salvation outside of its 
established forms and orders. We 
can no longer think that any religious 
establishment in this world has now, 
or ever has had, the last word to say 
as to the salvation of anyone. Jesus 
Christ knows who are his, and we 
may be sure that he knows multitudes 
unknown to those who claim to repre
sent him here on earth. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

or to whom he has given the first link of Christ for multitudes in the middle 
in the chain of grace, he will give state until the final decision has been 
every link of the chain even to the made. Others, who are not quite 
end. More than this, the Calvinist prepared for this dogmatic specula
thinks that the salvation of every in- tiou, still think that there must be 
dividual begins in the divine election opportunities for the acceptance or 
before the ages. If this be so, it is rejection of salvation in the middle 
not difficult for him also to believe state. '11hey argue on the basis of the 
that those who have died while under preaching of Christ to the spirits im
the influence of preparatory grace prisoned. If Christ gave these ante
will be prepared by that grace in the diluvians, who had been hurled into 
middle state and carried on to perfect the prison of the middle state by the 

With these two sides of the question salvation. The true Calvinist, who divine judgment of the deluge, another 
carefully guarded, what shall we now holds firmly to the doctrine of the opportunity of salvation, is it not 
say of those who, to the mind of middle state, has no difficulty with reasonable to conclude that he would 
Christ, have definitely rejected salva- the beginning of the order of Christian give others less guilty than these, 
tion in this life? Shall they have salvation for infants, pre-Christian similar opportunities? It is not suffi
another opportunity of salvation in Jews, Heathen and semi-Heathen in cient to point to the chasm between 
the future life? Christian lands, in the middle state. Abraham's bosom and the place of 

(a) Some have argued in the affirma- The supreme question is whether they torment, for that describes Hades 
tive on the ground of human liberty belong to the election of grace. He prior to the descent of Christ thither, 
and the right of human probation. sees no sufficient reason why we and Peter tells us that Christ subse
Those who think that this life is a should insist, in the interests of human quently crossed that chasm, and his 
probation, and have an adequate freedom, that a door should be left crossing it as a Redeemer in all proba
knowledge of the middle state, will open for the rejecting of Christ and bility made as great a saving change 
think that probation continues in the his salvation by anyone in the middle there as his advent to this world made 
middle state until it results in the sal- state. It is sufficient to believe that in this world. This preaching of 
vation or ruin of every individual by all the processes of redemption begin- Christ to the spirits in prison and the 
his own personal choice and decision. ning in this world, which have not teaching of Christ as to the one un-

They cannot believe that probation utterly failed here owing to the per- pardonable sin, are the chief bases in 
will be limited to so short a time in versity and incorrigibility of the indi- Holy Scripture for the modern efforts 
this life for such a multitude of peo- vidual, will be continued in the middle to find further opportunities of salva
ple with such slender opportunities in state and carried on to their comple- tion in the middle state for those who 
the midst of such a severe strain of tion in the sanctification and glorifica- have departed this life and gone into 
distress and temptation when it in- tion of all the elect. the place of punishment. 
volves eternal salvation. Such a pro- (c) Most men in our days are what The view that I take is the Calvin-
bation would be a sham, a mockery, may be called semi-Calvinists, and istic view. But who can censure 
no true and adequate probation at all. they occupy a position intermediate severely those who take what may be 
For a probation, to be really such, between Calvinism and Arminianism. called the Arminian or the semi
must be adequate to the end in view. Such, so soon as their eyes are opened Calvinistic and Lutheran views? 

(b) But this theory of probation is to the significance of the middle state, These have all of them more support 
a modern theory, introduced by tbe will think that in some way even in Holy Scripture and in sound reason, 
Arminian Whitby, given wider cur- those whom Christ himself regards as and are much less worthy of reproba
rency by Bishop Butler, and so com- having rejected salvatfon, those who tion than that narrow, unscriptural 
monly used in modern apologetical may fairly be regarded as impenitent, speculation of the scholastic dogmati
theology. It may be used by semi- will not be cut off from the influence cians and their allies, who deem it 
Calvinists, but cannot find a place in a of saving grace in the middle state. essential to the Christian religion to 
really Calvinistic system. The term The great theologian, Dorner, thinks consign the vast majority of mankind 
most appropriate for the consideration that only those will be lost forever to the fires of hell, or who strive to 
of this question is the biblical term whodefinitely,finally,anddeliberately, increase the number of the saved by 
discipline, training. God in his infi- in view of all the consequences and unbiblical and unhistorical transfor
nite goodness is training the individ- with the greatest opportunities of mations of the Christian doctrines of 
ual, the nations, our race, indeed the salvation, reject Christ and his salva- regeneration, justification, and sancti
universe, in various stages of redemp- tion. All other minor stages of rejec- fl.cation. Even the Roman Catholic 
tion. He does not train in vain. tion will lead to greater opportunities view is greatly to be preferred to that 
Some in the various stages of redemp- until the supreme moment when the uncharitable speculation, which has 
tion are cast aside as incorrigibly bad, final decision must be made. Vir- made death a terror to many Chris
incapable of further discipline, but tually, only those who commit the so- tians, and which has deprived them of 
this does not stay the advancement of called eternal and unpardonable sin the comforts of a faith, for themselves 
others. The Calvinist thinks that to will be ultimately lost. This theory and others, in a real, active life of 
allthose whom God has regenerated, : involves a series of minor rejections j service of Christ and humanity imme-
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diately after death, and of a well
grounded hope of the salvation of 
their babes and their friends who 
have departed this life without giving 
sufficient evidence that their salvation 
had begun here. The larger outlook 
in science, philosophy, history, and 
biblical theology; an increased knowl
edge of man and of nature, of this 
globe and of the universe, and still 
more of the infinitely holy and loving 
God of all goodness and grace-all 
justify us in holding to a much lalger 
hope of human salvation in the future 
life than former ages were able to. 
conceive or imagine.-From Church 
Union, November, 1897. 

Union Seminary. NEw YORK CrrY. 

8tlndau 8Ghool AssoBia1ion8. 
--·-

CONVENTION NOTICES. 
Program for Decatur district convention 

at Lamoni, Iowa, February 3 and 4. 
Thursday forenoon, prayer and testimony 

meeting,9: 00-10: 30. Routine business, IO: 30-
11: 30. Two p. m., Institute work: Teach
ers' meetings, Duncan Campbell. Reviews, 
F. E. Cochran. Visiting committee, 0. 
Anderson. The Religio, J. A. Gunsolley. 
Seven p. m., song, congregation. Prayer. 
Song, quartet. Paper, Callie B. Stebbins. 
Recitation. Paper, Anna Salyards. Solo, 
Nettie B. Williams. Sunday school news
paper, F. E. Cochran, Roxanna Gaylord. 

Friday, nine a. m., election of district offi
cers and of delegates to Generai Conference. 
Two p. m., Institute work: Primary class 
drill (instructor will be provided). Sunday 
school officers, G. W. Blair. Training class, 
J. A. Gunsolley. 

The Southeastern Illinois district Sunday 
school association will meet at Parrish 
branch, Franklin County, Illinois, February 
4, 1898. Let each school in the district try 
to send one or more delegates, as this will be 
the proper time to elect a delegate to the 
General Convention. Will Sunday school 
secretaries please report to me before that 
date. ARTHUR H. BURROUGHS, Sec. 

Sunday school convention of Northeastern 
Kansas district will convene Friday, Feb
ruary 4, at Scranton, commencfog ten a. m. 
Full and accurate reports are desired to ena
ble me to forward the annual report to Gen
eral Secretary. A written report is also 
required from all superintendents (new Con
stitution and By-Laws, page 14). Also the new 
Constitution necessitates an election of offi
cers (see page 12). Please forward reports to 
me not later than January 31. After that 
date address me at Scranton, Kansas. 

FRANK J. PIERCE, Sec. 
CENTRALIA, Kansas. 

Dear Brothers and Sisters:-Please take 
notice that the Sunday school convention of 
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the Chatham district will convene in the of the parents in Sunday school? Essay by 
saints' church, Blenheim, on the second Sat- Sr. Morton, of Burlington, The relation of 
urday in February, 1898, at 1: 30 p. m. Every home to the Sunday school. Every one is 
Sabbath school in the district, please see that entreated to give the subjects earnest 
your report is filled out correctly and sent by I thought and be prepared to help in discus-
your delegates to the convention or forwarded sion. HATTIE MCKIERNAN, Supt. 
to the secretary of the association in time to MARJORIE WRIGHT, Sec. 
be read at the convention. (Any of the Sab-
bath schools failing to receive their blank 
reports please send a postal to me when you 
read this, and I will forward you a sufficient 
quantity at once.) All interested are cor
dially invit~d to attend. We trust each will 
come prepared to assist others to become bet
ter acquainted with the work we are engaged 
in. May our heavenly Father be pleased 
with our assembling together, is my prayer. 

MARY M. GREEN, Sec. 

Southern Nebraska district Sunday school 
association will meet in convention at Ne
braska City, February 11 and 12, 1898. Each 
school will please send full reports and dele
gates. Corne prepared to take part in each 
session. The following subjects will be con
sidered at the convention: Du ti.es of visiting 
committees; Use of the Qi.tarterlies in Sunday 
school; Sunday school discipline, and other 
subjects of general interest. Friday evening 
therA will be exercises of Zion's Hope Sun
day school, with sessions at 9: 30 a. rn., 2: 30 
and 7: 30 p. m. Saturday for business, discus
sion, and questions of general interest. Dis
trict conference, February 13 and 14. 

E. D. BRIGGS, See. 
NEBRAE'KA, CITY, Neb. 

Northeastern Kansas district will convene 
at Scranton, February 4, the day before con
ference, at ten a. m. We hope to have a good 
representation from each school in the dis
trict. Let everyone come, and let us have 
the best convention we ever have had. The 
speakers are, N. S. Dunnington, How to be a 
successful superintendent. Sr. Parker, of 
Netawaka, How to be a successful teacher, 
also James Bailey, W. S. Hodson, Grant 
Gurwell, and W. S. Pender. We will have 
an entertainment at night by the Scranton 
school and others. All are invited to help. 

Please remember the district tent fund. 
Let us give as the Lord has blessed us. Su
perintendents, please remember the request 
I sent for the average attendance of each 
school and the names of all the officers. 

N. S. DUNNINGTON, Supt. 
w. s. HODSON, Associate. 
FRANK PIERCE, Sec. 

Nauvoo district association will convene 
Friday, February 11, 1898, 10: 30 a. m., at 
Burlington, Iowa. Morning session, regular 
routine of business. It is the regular time 
for election of officers and choosing delegates 
to General Convention. At 2: 30, class drill, 
senior teacher, Bro. Geisch, of Burlington; 
intermediate teacher, James McKiernan, of 
Farmington, lesson 1 in present quarterly; 
primary teacher of the Burlington school, 
lesson taken from quarterly for January, 
1898. All Sunday school workers present 
will be expected to form the classes. Even
ing session, essay by David Reese, of Keb, 
E;ow shall we obtain and retain the interest 

Mi&BBllanBolis IlBpartmsnt. 
NOTICES. 

The usual annual session of the Tuskegee 
Negro Conference will take place in Tuskegee, 
Alabama, Wednesday, February 23. The 
Workers' Conference, composed of officers 
and teachers of the various colored schools in 
the South, takes place February 24, at Tus
kegee. These conferences present an oppor
tunity t,o study the condition and progress of 
the negro, that is afforded nowhere eliie. 
Further information can be had from Booker 
T. Washington, Tuskegee, Alabama. 

To the Saints and Ministry in Northeastern 
Kansas District:-In the revelation of 1894 is 
the following statement: ''And when those 
officers are ordained and set in their order, 
in the church, they should be left to adminis
ter in the things unto which they were or
dained, having charge of the affairs over 
which they are called and set apart to pre
side; the twelve and seventy administering 
as those prosecuting the work of preaching 
with the warning voice, baptizing, organiz
ing and setting in order, then pushing their 
ministry into other fields until the world is 
warned. It is the will of God that they do 
this; yea, verily, thus saith the Spirit, If 
they will now enter upon this work, leaving 
the burden of care in organized districts, or 
conferences to the standing ministry, under 
the Presidency of the church; observing the 
law already given to ordain and set high 
priests or elders to preside in large branches 
and in districts, ... then will those officers 
set in the church be useful and he who gave 
the law be honored; ... confidence Le re
stored and good will and peace come to the 
people as a cherishing fountain." 

That this instruction may be made more 
effective in the above-named district, the 
attention of the conference which will con
vene at Scranton, Kansas, February 5, will 
be directed to the matter and importance of 
making provision, next conference year, for 
the appointment and maintenance of a high 
priest, who shall thus be enabled to give his 
entire time to the presidency of the district. 

The matter of uniting with the Western 
Kansas district in a joint reunion next sum
mer will also require your consideration. 

Notice is given that all parties concerned 
may have ample time to determine upon and 
formulate the best plans of action in the af
fairs referred to. Your brother, 

WILL S. PENDER. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
CORRECTED NOTICE. 

Conference of Central Nebraska district 
will convene with Clear Water branch, Feb· 
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ruary 26.' 1898, at ten a. m. Sunday school 'I after conference. Branch presidents, be I Let all come with a will to move the work 
convent10n on the 25th, at 2: 30 p. m. Branch prepared to report the condition of "Our along-. J A T p J ~ • • ANNER, res. 
presidents. ~re :eques:;~ to furni~h reports j branch and labors of those under you; also 
of the ~pir1tua1 condn10n of their several I all offic;irs who have lab.ored o.ut.side of their 
branches. LEVI GAME'l', Sec. resp2ct1ve branches are exoeci;ed to make a MARRIED. 

--- written report. ]!-.. M. WELD, Pres. I ?MITf'.-CLARK.-At the residence of the 

I 
___ bride's lather, Waldemar, Dufferin County, 

SPECIAL CONFERENCE. 
To the Saints in Oklakoma:-A special con- Galland's Grove district conference will be ·pont~id·io, toJn Weh.dnsesd~yb, JafnLuary 

1~· 1
1898

• 

f h ld 
. , . , 

1

. res1 en osep mit , o amoni, owa, 
erence of the Oklahoma mission will be held e at samts chapel, DJw City, Iowa, Sat- d s Ad R C' , . d. . 

n • _ · an r. a . 1arn: were unite in marriage; 
with the saints at Sumner, in Noble County, urd,.y and Sunday, February 26 and 27, 1898, Eld R" h d C E f L d 0 · 
Sat.urday and Sunday, February 12 and 13, commencing at ten a. m. Saturda''. Branch ~r . IC _ar · vans, 

0 
on on, ntario, 

ffi 
.
11 1 

h J offic1at10g 10 the ceremony. The happy cou-
1898, for the purpose of organizin!S a district, o cers w1 p. ease see t at delegates are ap- · - . 

d t 
· h po" t d , th . d t• 

1 
pie departed for their western home followed 

an ,ransact,rng sue other business as may 1D e ana e1r ere en ia s and branch by the sincere good wishes of all present. 
be necessary in the interest of the work. A reports forwarded to our district secretary, 
large attendance of ministry and member- Sr. Nellie Rndd, Dow City, Iowa, in time to SHELDON-MCDONALD.- At But'lington, 
ship is requested. Complete reports from reach her three or four days before our con- Iowa,'December 30, 1897, at the residence of 
branches is also urged. vve want a written fereuce convenes. In addition to quarterly Bro. J. L. Wright, Elder Thomas J. Sheldon 
report from every elder, priest, teacher, and reports, all ministers who have labored in was united in marriage with Sr. Ella V. Mc
deacon in the mission. We want to know the district, whether General Conference Don~ld.' of Plano, Illinois; Elder F. M. Weld 

h d 
· · t 1 1 ffi offic1atrng. w at you are orng to advance the cause and appom ees, or oca o 1cers, are earnestly 

to magnify your calling. B'riday, February I requested to report thefr labors, giving num- DIED. 
11, will be devoted to Sunday school work in I ber of sermons preached during the confer- STICKNEY.-James Stickney, at bis home 
charge of Elder \.¥. S. Macrae. Come in ence ye11r up to February 28, 1898, to Elder I near Ba~ Axe, Huron County, Michigan, De
time fort.his and be prepared to participate. Charles E. Butterworth, Dow City, Iowa, 80 c~mber 31, 1897. He was bo~n at Charlotte
The program will be announced by Bro. he can fully comply with the request of the ville, Nor:olk County, Ontario, June 22, 1854. 
Macrae in church papers. The business ses- president of the mission, Eldel' J. R. Lambert. Was baptized June 13, 1897, by Elder J. J. 
sion of confereoce will begin Saturday at ten The coming conference is the most important Cornish. Wife and six children mourn. 
a. m. The meetings will be held io Oak one of the year; therefore let us, one and all Funeral service was held in the Evangelical 
Grove schoolhouse, three and one half miles make all necessary preparations so we ca~ church, the sermon being preached by Elder 
east of Sumner post office, two and one half come together with the Spirit, transact our W. J. Smith, to a very large gathering of 
miles west of Morrison, and fourteen miles business for the good of the body, and have a people. Bro. Stickney died in the triumph 
east of Perry. Parties coming on the rail- time of rejoicing before the Lord.. of faith, exclaiming just before he died, 
road will get off at Perry on the Santa Fe C. E. BUTTERWORTH } "Those who die in the Lord shall not taste 

' J M B ' Pres'ts f d h f · l railroad, and take the Perry and Pawnee AMES . AKER, · o eat , or it shal be sweet unto them." 
stage for Sumner. Make inquiry for Bro. H. We weep not as for those who die without 

C. Hughes, who lives three miles east. Business meeting of the conference of I hope. 
Saints and frien~s here will care for all who Philadelphia district will convene February McKINNEY.-Lewis. B. McK~nney, born 
attend. Eldel' George Montague has prom- 5, at No. 2810 Mervine Street, at seven p. m. December 27, 1830, 10 L-ycomrng County, 
ised to be with us i~ health permits. Come instead of Fifth and Huntingdon Streets, a~ PennByl _vania .. R;isiding in Indiana and in 
one and all and enJOY the first conference previously announced. Centerville, Michigan, at the latter place 
ever held in Oklahoma. A.H. PARSONS Pres. was married to Emily G. Hazard. Came to 

C. R. DUNCAN, Missionary in Charge. ' Iowa in 1868, and to Magnolia, June, 1885. 

New York district conference will convene 
February 12 and 13, 1898, at 199 Saratoga 
Avenue, Brooklyn, New York. We hope to 
see all officers of above district with their 
reports, and as many members as can possibly 
come. s. GUILFOY, Sec. 

217 Hull Street, BRomu,YN. 

Nauvoo district conference will convene at 
But'lington, Iowa, 12th and 13th of February, 
1898. Let it be remembered that our dis
trict has adopted the deleg-ate system and it 
will be necessary for each branch to appoint 
their delegates if they desire to be repre
sented, and as this is the time for the election 
of officers for the ensuing year and appointing 
delegates to the General Conference, and 
other important business liable to come up, 
such as the di vision of the district, etc., we 
hope that each branch will be represented, 
and that both delegates and ex officios will 
prepare themselves and assemble in broth
erly love and humility, that we may do all 
things wisely, and have a time of rejoicing. 
All branch reports should be in the hands of 
the secretary, R. Warnock, Farmington, 
Iowa, on or before February 7. Any later 
than that, please address to me, 1001 South 
tenth Street, Burlington, Iowa, care J. L. 
Wright, where all mail will reach me until 

Conference of Eastern Colorado district Joined the M. E. Church in early manhood, 
will convene with the Denver, Colorado, actively engaged therein. For nine long 
branch, corner Twenty-second and Arapahoe years he attended our services, investigating 
Streets, Saturday, February 19 and 20, at ten our claims, and on September 25, 1894, was 
a. m. We desire that all the ministry of this baptized by Bro. J. R. Lambert. Ordained a 
district report. At the last district confer- deacon, May 31, 1896. Passed peacefully 
ence the following resolution was passed, that away December 26, 1897. Funeral services at 
"Representation of branches to future confer- saints' chapel, on his sixty-seventh birthday. 
ences of this district be by the delegate sys- Sermon by Alma M. Fyrando, to probably 
tern, one delegate for each six members or the largest and most representative assembly 
fraction thereof. One delegate limited to of all classes ever assembled here. By the 
twelve votes. All of t.he ministry of the dis- aid of the Spirit the exercises were peculiarly 
trict in good standing declared ex officio impressive throug·hout. Beautiful floral of
members of the conference. Presidents of ferings were made by the branch. He was 
branches will see that delegates to represent only "one of a family;" very earnest; loved 
their branches are appointed and furnished by all. We only rejoice in the hope of a 
with credentials. The membership at large glorious resurre.ction, or as stated in the text 
are also cordially invited to attend. selected by his wife for the occasion, 2 

J. B. ROUSH, Pres. Timothy 4: 7, 8. 
CHAS. E. EVERETT, Sec. CHADEAYNE.- Leah Chadeayne, at Wal-

ker's Grove, Iowa, October 17, 1897. De-
The Northeastern Missouri district confer- ceased was born October 2, 1823; married 

ence will convene with the Bevier branch at about 1859 to John Chadeayne. One child 
ten a. m., Saturday, February 12, continuing blessed the union, who preceded her to the 
over Sunday. All are kindly invited to at- home above. Two sisters mourn. Sermon at 
tend who can, especially the ministry. The residence by Elder P. C. Kemmish; inter
se.lection of delegatc>.s to G~neral Conference I ment in Silver Hill eemetery. 
will take place at this meetrng. The acquisi·· GRIMWOOD.-At Providence, Rhode Is
tion of Bro. J.C. Foss to the district, is an I land, January 4, 1898, Sr. Susan M. Grim
encouraging feature, and we hope to see him wood, aged 74 years. Funeral January 7, 
and Brn. Turpen and Summerfield present, with service by Elder John Smith. 
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Royal makes the food pure, 
wholesome and delicious. 

Absolutely Pur& 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER co.J NEW YORK. 

ADDRESSES. 

Thomas Taylor, care of W. A. Roberts, 8 
Bristol Road, Bournbrook, Birmingham, 
England. 

Mark H. F~racutt, No. 203 First Avenue, 
Nebraska City, Nebraska. 

Joseph Luff, 647 South Spring St., Los An-
geles, California, care H. L. Tilton. 

J. F. Mintun, Box A., Magnolia, Iowa. 
L. F. Johnson, Minneapolis, Kansas. 
Elder Henry C. Smith, No. 647 ·South 

Spring Street, Los Angeles, California. 

LAMONI FARM FOR SALE. 
Eighty acres, with five room house, large 

barn, other outbuildings; abundance of water; 
young orchard. Located two miles from 
Graceland College, Lamoni, and one fourth 
mile from schoolhouse. Price, $'>.,500 with 
-0ne half cash; balance to suit purchaser. 

Address, MRS. MARGARET BAGLEY, 
Lamoni, Iowa. 

HARVEST EXCURSIONS 
VIA BURLINGTON ROUTE. 

,Tanuary 18, February 1and15, 
March 1 and 15, April 5 and 19, 
1898. To most all states and 

territories. One standard first class fare 
plus $2.00; Southeastern territory plus $5.00. 

TOBACCO HABIT CURED, 
OR NO P.&.Y. 

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively 
!!Uarantees three boxes of "Quit-To-Bae" to perma
nently take away all desire for tobacco, or will 
promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent 
post paid anywhere for $1.50. No bad effects from 
nseofQ,uit-To-Bac. Itisagreat nerve tonic. Why 
not try it? It has lll!.red hundreds; why not you? 
Remember, No Cure, No Pay. Address, B.F. 
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois. 

CHEAP ROMES. 
Do you wish to settle in Lamoni? Now is 

the time to do so. I have properties that I 
can sell you for less money than you can build 
the houses. For descriptions, prices, and 
terms write to 0. L. Ferguson, ~amoni, Iowa. 

FOR SALE. 
Between this date and February 15, 1898, 

the oldest and best established millinery 
stock and fixtures in town. Location good. 
Rent reasonable. No incumbrance. Good l 
trade. MISS C. A. SEELY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

Dated December 29, 1897. 

'l'HE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Jowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
$1.00; threE:'. months 50cents; single copies 5 cents; 
sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
prE:'.s~dents, ai;id _Bishop's agents are requested to 
sohc1t subscnpt1ons, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., should be addressed to 
Frank Criley, Business Manager. Remittances 
should be made by post office or express orders 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters'. 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

FO~ SALE OR TRADE. 
A nice home near President Joseph Smith's 

residence; containing seven rooms, three 
closets, pantry, and cellar; well, outbuildings, 
etc.; about two acres of ground, well set to 
fruit and ornamental trees. For further par
ticulars inquire of M., Herald Office, or 
address Box 312, Lamoni, Iowa. 

THE KEOKUK ROUTE. 

K. & W. and D. M. & K. C. Railways. 
The D. M. & K. C. Ry from Des Moines 

,:, Cainsville has been rebuilt and that por
tion south of Van Wert will be standard 
g-auge on or before November 1, 1897. 

There is no road in Southern Iowa or 
Northern Missouri which has more good 
locations for business men than on the line of 
the Keokuk Route. More stock of all kinds 
bas been shipped over this line than any road 
of equal mileage in Iowa or Missouri. (See 
.vrissouri Surplus Map at our stations.) The 
freight and passenger service is not equalled 
by any road in the state, except the Missouri 
Biver trunk lines, with each of which we 
have union stations and direct. connections. 

Persons seeking farms can find property at 
tempting prices; men seeking business Joca.-
1,ions can find towns with ample territory.and 
i!lettlers to warrant good business. Additional 
passenger service will soon be given which 
will add to the growth of the towns. 

The towns between Des Moines and Ca.ins
dlle a.re particularly well located for 
liusiness. Look them up. Write to the 
undersigned for additional information. See 
folder for map and lands. 

J, F. ELDER, 
Gen. Pass. Agent. 

A. C. GOODRICH, 
Vice Pres. and Gen. M'n'gr. 

I WHAT HA VE YOU to exchange as part 
payment on a well improved 80 acre farm 
two miles from Lamoni? Large build
ings-all painted-orchard. Yearly pay-

' 

ments on balance. Give full description 
and price of your property in first letter, 

D. F. Nicholson. 

THE SAINTS' HARMONY. 
Music and Hymns combined. 

The Harmony contains all the hymns in 
ohe Saints' Harp, also 555 pages of music, 
;omprising about 720 tunes, with full instruc
sions on choir and anthem music. Leather 
backs, cloth sides, $2 00. ·with music only, 
$1.25. 

THE HAliMONY IN FANCY BINDING. 

The regular edition in extra binding. Rod 
morocco backs and corners, red cloth sides, 
with gilt edges entire. Price $2 75. 

8PHCI1Ih PRHMIUM OVVHR~ 

Herald and Self=Pronoundng 
Bible. 

THE Herald Office has decided to offer 
its patrons an excellent opportunity 
to secure a useful and valuable pre· 
mi um - the celebrated "Self - Pro
nouncing Sunday School Teachers• 
Bible," the same as the ''Oxford 
Bible," with "helps" and "maps," in 
good large print, bourgeois type, with 
marginal references; printed on thin 
paper, flexible binding; size St x 6!. 

OUR PREMIUM BIBLE. 

For one (1) new subscriber to the 
. HERALD and $3.25 in cash, we will 

send the HERALD for one year to any 
address and a copy of the Bible to the 
remitter. 

Or, anyone sending us ten (10) new 
subscribers for the HERALD a,t $1.50 
each, cash accompanying orders, will 
receive a copy of the Bible. 

This Bible has been purchased by a 
number and has become a favorite 
volume for ministerial and Sunday· 
school work. It gives entire satisfac· 
tion. 

We want one thousand new sub
scribers for the HERALD within the 
next ninety days. The church paper 
has been reduced in price and should 
circulate in every home of and be read 
by all Latter Day Saints. 

Here is an excellent opportunity to 
aid the cause and to secure a first 
class help in general work, a service· 
able and up to date Bible. 

We hope to hear from all interested 
at once. 

Does the HERALD circulate among 
all the families of your branch? If 
not, it ought to reach them. Can you 
not help us to place it in the hands of 
all the membership, also among those 
not of the faith? Strangers will read 
it and take it. Try them, and let us 
hear from you. 

Sample copies of the SAINTS' HER· 
ALD free on application. 

Address, 
HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE, 

Lamoni. Iowa.. 
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1.'HE SAINTS' HERALD 

If you want an 

ENOYOLOF.A.EDI.A. BRIT.A.NNIOA 
Without paying money for it, 

Address THE PATRIOT, Lamoni, Iowa, QUICK. 

GRACELAND COLLEGE. 

For catalogues or further information, 

Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE, 
Acting President, 

or D. F. LAMBERT, Secretary, 
.LIAMONI, Iow A. 

FOR SALE. 
A GOOD FARM 

of 160 acres, situated 3t miles south and H 
miles west of Lamoni. All tillable land; 
divided into three 60 acre tracts; buildings 
on the middle 60. A perfect supply of water, 
three wells and an excellent pond; easy of 
access. L'lrge house, good barn, other out
buildings; young and old orchard; excellent 
vineyard, as fine a grove as the country 
affords. The farm is well provided with 
cattle and sheep sheds, with stock water just 
at hand. 

Call on or address, 
W. W. LITTLE, Administrator. 

Lamoni, Iowa. 2-4t 

ENVELOPES. 
Small envelopes for collections; per 100, 15 

cents; per 1,000, $1.25. 

THE Fl ')LY SCRTPTURES. 
INSPIRED 'l'l{ANl:.\LATION BY JOSEPH SMITH. 

Cloth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding .........•. 1 25 
Imitation moroccn, gilt edges ...•.. 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges ................ 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, giltedg·es 3 75 

KING JAMES' TRANSLATION. 

Four sizes of Americiin Bible Society's low
priced editions: With m"rginal references, 
two sizas, 60 and 80 c.:nt~ each. Without 
references, two c;iz·Js, 30 and 50 cents each. 

TEACHERS' BIBLES. 

Oxford Bibles, Family B\b\es, Th8 Rcwi;;ed 
Version, Eyre and S:co tis_woode's, Th· Self
Pronounciq~· Combination Btble, The He
vised and King Jame~' Versio.1s i u para I !<"1 
columns, or any ver,ion obtai '1.1ble, >vill lJd 
furnished on applicatwn. 

The Necessity for a Reorganization. 
BY ELDER H. 0. SMITH. 

This tr&et sets forth and refutes the false 
claims and erroneous doctrines of the Utab 
Church. 

It brings to light much of the teachings of 
Brigham Young an/; other founders of the 
Utah faction, and proves them and the pres· 
ent leaders to be at variance wlth and their 
organization a de:parture from the faith 
taught by the eariy church and its three 
standard books. 

It also vindicates and maintains the gen
eral position of the Reorganized Church in 
succession. 

A tract for the times. Just the thing with 
which to meet the arguments of Brighamite 
elders. 

Forty-three pages; two for five cents; per 
doz., 30 cents. 

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN . 
.! house in Lamoui, Iowa, two ~qnares from the bust 

ness center. It has E-ix roomi-i, a hall, and three closets, 
and is cor·venieutly arrangt d for a family of six or mor~; 
is warm as a \'\'inter house, Hl\d has good ventilation for 
summer. Well and ciE-tern at the door, aud apple, 
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which are 
the corner of a block. Address. 

I. N. W. COOPER. Lamoni, Iowa. 

WHAT IS MAN? 
BY ELDER J. R. LAMBERT. 

Man's Nature and Destiny. The Spirit or 
Soul: Is it immortal? Does it survive the 
Death of the Body in a Conscious state? The 
views of Mortal-Soulists Examined and Re
futcod. In two parts. Second edition. 

Tbe author has closely cx1mined the sub
ject upon which he has written, both in 
,,tuiJy and in oral discussion, with those who 
di l'fer from him in belief concerning the 
nature and destiny of man. Discussed from 
biblical. historical, and scientific standpoints. 
Christ as the true type of man, in life and in 
death; his prEexistence, life, and death con
sidered; the nature of man; the intermediate 
state of l'ighteous and wicked; consciousness 
between death and the resurrection; the 
H·cond death or future punishment; and the 
final conscious existence 'of all after the judg
ment; are leading features of the chapters of 
the volume. 

In paper covers .................... $ 35 
Cloth.............................. 50 

THE RUINS REVISITED AND THE 
WORLD-STORY RETOLD, 

BY ELDER SAMUEL F. WALKER 

The purpose of the writer is to show that 
the main facts of scientific teaching concern
ing the origin, growth, and development of 
the universe, of human tradition and history, 
and the revelation of Cbristianity have a 
common origin, and are evidences of one de
sign in the creation, and in the hbtory arn'I 
growth of the ages. Theological conclusion' 
are reached from scientific deducLions, and 
by comparison with human tradition, arch::e
ology, and other sources of information the 
writer aims to present a scientific defonse of 
Christianity. Tile latter chapters of the 
work contain evidences from American abo
riginal traditions that Jesu; b the Christ 
and was known and worship0d by the ancient 
inhabitants of the western continent. 

Cloth ..... , ...•................... . $1 00 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether .au 
invention is probably patentable. Communica.. 
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents. 

Patents taken tlirough 1\'lunn & Co. receive 
special notice, without charge, in the 

Sti¢ntific Jlm~rican. 
A bandsomely illustrated weekly. J,argest cir
culation of any scientific journal. Terms., :$3 a 
year; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers., 

MUNN & C0.3618roadway, New York 
Branch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C. 

HARDWAREJI 
STOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETO. 

Special attention given to Builders' Hardware. 
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates fnrnieheoil 

LAMONI HARDWARE CO. 

TEACHER'S CLASS RECORD. 
Paper, 5 cents each, per doz ........ $ 50 

A vOWE OF WARNING AND IN
STRUCTION TO ALL PEOPLE. 

AN JN'l'RODU01'ION '.rO THE FAI'l'H AND DOC
TRINE OF THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHiiIST 

OF LA'l"l'ER DAY SAIN'l'S. 

This work, in its graphic raview of the 
prophecies and history of God's dealings 
witb his people in p:.st <>ges, together with 
the abundant proofs concerning the work of 
the htter days, the gathering and restoratiun 
of Israel to their ancient home in Palestine, 
is a book for the times. The author presenti,; 
the prophetic evidences of the restoration of 
the gospel in "the dispensation of the fullness 
of times," showing the evidences in favor of 
a restorutfon of primitive Christianit.y and the 
organiz'1tion of the apostolic church with itm 
apostleship and priesthood-its authority
its powers and gifts. This publication has al
ways been a favorite one among- inquirers for 
the truth. 

Paper covers, each 10 cents; per doz.$1 00 
Cloth, limp, each................... 20 

THE HAPPIEST CHRISTMAS. 
A book for small children: the second vol

ume of the Birth Offering S'ries; a story of 
child life; designed to encourage the spirit 
of giving. 

<:Jloth .......... , ... ,. _ ............ $ 20. 
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T'HE .SAINT 1-lERALD. 
OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE REORGANIZED CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER DAY SAINTS. 

Vol. 45. Lamoni, Iowa, January 26, 1898. No. 4. 

CONTENTS: as were necessary. Recently Principal j lies prostrate to true greatness," 
EDITORIAL: A Temperance Screed ................ 49 Gilman intimated to Miss Sullivan I there is an evident allusion to the for-

A Liberal(?) Christmas Sermon ...... 51 that he had arranged Helen's studies I eign aid by which the present Italian 
Bro. V. D. Baggerly Dead.··········· 52 on a basis of three additional years, monarchy was enabled to establish Note It ............................... 53 

ORIGINAL POETRY: inclusive of the· present year, in his itself as well as an invitation to the 
The Rod, for the Children of God .... 55 

MOTHERS' HOME COLUMN: school, making in all a four years' 
Needed Help Given .................. 551 course in preparation for Radch."ffe, 

SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPARTMENT .......... [;6 • t d f t ' LETTER DEPAR'l'MENT: ms ea o a wo years course, as 
How Is This? ......................... 58 planned by Miss Sullivan. The latter 

ORIGINAL ARTICLES: · · 
Sidney Rigdon's Connection With the regarded this as a useless waste of time 

Spalding Story ..................... 60 and protested against it. Mr. Gilman, 
Are We Capable of Nothing Better? .. 61 · · 'd d h' CONFERENCE MINUTES: It IS Sal ' urge as IS reason that 
Clinton ............................ 61 Helen was overworking and was in 

SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATIONS ......... 62 d f b k' d Th ' MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT: anger 0 rea mg own. e prm-
Special Business Notice .............. 62 cipal was determined to carry out his 
To District and Association Secre- 1 h H 1 ' h 

taries .............................. 62 p an, w ereupon e ens parents, w o 
Bishop's Agents' Notices ............. 62 live in Alabama, came North and ab-
Pasto_ral,-T.,c. Kelley.·············· 63 ruptly took her from the school.-Reumon Notices........... . ...... 63 
Special Notice ....................... 63 Tribune. 
Fifth Quorum of Elders ............... 64 

============····· 
HELEN KELLAR, THE GIFTED BLIND 

GIRL. 

BOSTON, Massachusetts, Jan. 13.
What Boston is buzzing about to-day 
.is the unexpected withdrawal of Helen 
Kellar, the gifted deaf, dumb, and 
blind girl, from the school in Cam
bridge where she was being prepared 
for entrance to Radcliffe College to 
be instructed by tutors elsewhere. 
Miss Sullivan, who has had charge of 
the education of Miss Kellar for the 
last eleven years, placed· her in Ar
thur Gilman's School for Girls a year 
ago last September. 

Last June it was thought best that 
Helen should take part in the pre
liminary examinations at Radcliffe in 
order to test her standing at that 
time. She passed successfully exami
nation in English, elementary and 
advanced German, history, French, 
and Latin, taking honors in English 
and German. These examinations 
proved her to be much further ad
vanced than was at first supposed, 
and Miss Sullivan decided that not 
more than two years would be needed 
at Gilman's school to prepare Helen 
for the entrance examinations at Rad
cliffe. 

At the beginning of the present 
school year, October 1, Helen entered 
upon her active studies of Greek, 
geometry, physics, algebra, and as
tronomy, continuing such other studies 

IS A PAPAL COUP INTENDED. 

THE sentiments of the Civitta Catto
lica, the organ of the Vatican at 
Rome, as given by the Rome corre· 
spondent of the London Chronicle, will 
cause a distinct shock to monarchical 
traditions throughout Europe and 
produce a sensation throughout the 
Catholic world generally. The fact 
that it is regarded as a mere amplifi
cation of the Pope's Christmas allocu
tion, coming through an organ edited 
by a picked staff of leading Jesuits in 
close relation to the Vatican, gives it 
the character of an inspired docu
ment, apparently designed to mark 
the beginning of the final struggle 
which is to settle the controversy for 
power between the Pope and the Ital
ian monarchy. 

The most significant fact in connec
tion with the article is the expression 
of friendship for the republican form 
of government, especially as repre
sented by Swit.zerland and America, 
which are commended for their "ad
mirable and glorious constitutions," 
representing "true unities of nation 
and state," as contrast@d with "that 
of Italy, which," it is declared, "has 
produced nothing but weakness, mis
ery, and starvation." In the declara
tion that "without the aid of foreign 
bayonets the true Italy will find for 
itself its own way and will rise again 
from the ignominy in which it now 

Italian people to assert their power. 

These utterances are the more re
markable as made in the interest of 
-if not directly prompted by-a 
hierarchy which, for fourteen cen
turies, has not only been one of the 
strongest supports of monarchical 
government, but itself a representa
tive of uncompromising despotism. 
Does it mean that the papacy, in the 
closing years of the nineteenth cen
tury, has been converted to republic
anism, or that it has chosen this 
method for securing the sympathies 
of the Italian people in bringing to an 
end the struggle for "temporal power" 
which it has maintained for over a 
quarter of a century with the Italian 
monarchy? If the latter, the occasion 
has been adroitly chosen at a time 
when the Italian government is labor-· 
ing under an accumulation of financial 
and economic embarrassments which 
have threatened its existence. In in
viting an alliance with the Italian re
publicans-who are more likely to be 
opposed to the restoration of the tem
poral power of the Pope than other
wise- the advisers of the Vatican 
have taken some uncertain chances, 
and future developments in that quar
ter will be awaited with curious inter
est..-Tribune. 

PREACHER GIVES DANCING LESSONS. 

THE Rev. E. S. Stoddard, D. D., the 
rector of St. John's Episcopal Church 
in Jersey City, has decided to begin 
giving dancing lessons in the church 
building next week. The class will 
meet each Thursday night. 

The price for each lesson will be 
twelve cents. The Rev. Mr. Stoddard 
intended at first to charge six centi, 
but found the expenses would be too 
great. 

Dr. Stoddard decided that he 9ould 
afford to give eight lessons for one 
dollar. The class was formally or
ganized last night. There were thirty 
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young woman and twenty-eight young I work and deny that the critics have The publication of other books in 
men at the meeting. · the courage of their convictions. this polychrome series will be awaited 

Fred Anderson, a dancing in- Their ideas are here diagrammed so with interest. The ordinary intelli
struator, has been engaged by Dr. that the dullest can understand them J gent reader will then be able with, 
Stoddard. at a glance. To what extent they are J considerable confidence to judge for 

The young people are enthusiastic correct may still be a matter for dis- himself as to the documentary theory 
over the dancing class, which is the pute, and no doubt the battle will and as to this kind of free-hand patch
first of its kind ever organized. Some rage more fiercely than ever over this work reconstruction of the ancient 
of the other persons criticise Dr. polychrome device. But this at least history. From any point of view it is 
Stoddard for not only sanctioning so is sure-the scientific critics have al- agreat undertaking.-Chicago Trib'une. 
wordly an amusement, but connecting ready made impossible·for the Bible 
it with the church as well. Members to be abused as a fetish, as it was in A CAKE WALK IN CHURCH. 

oftheEvangelicalchurcbesarehorror- a day not so remote as that of the ST. Lours, Missouri, January 18.
stricken at the idea of a church danc- Puritan fathers. John Calvin's shade would have been 
ing school. 

Dr. Stoddard says he expects to 
meet criticism, but declares that, how
ever severe, it will not deter him. He 
considers dancing not only harmless 
but a necessary diversion, and be· 
lieves that every young person should 
be taught to dance.- Chicago Tribune. 

HAUPT'S POLYCHROME BIBLE. 
The Book of Judges: A New Eoglish Trans

lation, Printed in Colors, Exhibiting the 
Composite Structure of the Book. By G. 
F. Moore. Dodd, Mead and Co. 

Tms is the initial part of the long-ex
pected and abundantly-advertised 
"Polychrome Bible" now being issued 
under the general supervision of Pro
fessor Paul Haupt of Johns Hopkins 
University. This particular part, the 
Book of Judges, is prepared by pro
fessor Moore of Andover. Dr. How
ard Furness is also one of the general 
editors whose efforts combine to pro
duce this noteworthy work. 

But to the ordinary orthodox mind greatly surprised had it been in the 
this patchwork device may seem to vicinity of the Second Presbyterian 
require a phenomenal, not to say in- Church last night. The cake walk 
spired, discernment and ingenuity was unknown in Calvin's day, and as 
which is not always apparent. The an adjunct to religion it was not 
color scheme gives an appearance of known for many years after Calvin 
practical infallibility to the ideas of 

1

1 died. In fact, it is probable that the 
these learned doctors which tends to young people of the Second Presby
make one a little skeptical as to how terian Church are the originators of 
they come to know so much. Possi- the idea of entertaining themselves in 
bly they would have been more sue- such a good old African way. The 
cessful in winning converts to their occasion was the eleventh anniversary 
ideas if they did not claim to be so of the Young People's Society of 
miraculously cute in their detective Christian Endeavor of the church.-
undertaking. Chicago Tribune. 

As for the matter of special divine 
inspiration it is doubtless as easy to 
suppose that this may have been 
given to the compilers, redactors, or 
editors as to the original authors. 
And, on any theory, the unique char
acter, the moral and religious au
thority and power of the Bible is 
evidenced by its own history as a 
power among men rather than by any 
body's theory. 

GOES TO CHURCH DISGUISED. 

THE REV. DR. HENRY FRANK, of 
Dover, New Jersey, a week or two 
ago made a tour among some of 
the churches in Greater New York. 
He went in the garb of a respectable 
mechanic to see whether any wealthy 
church would receive him cordially. 
In one church he stood seventeen 
minutes and then went out, and no 
usher offered him a seat. In another 

The translation here given is made 
with no troublesome reverence for church he took a seat, but very soon 
either the "common" or the "revised" a large man laid a heavy hand upon 

his shoulder and brusquely demanded 
sions of these critics to the effect that versions. Some will decidedly prefer to know what right he had there, and 
the books of the Bible, as we have it to either. But what respectable ordered him out. 

The crazy-quilt patchwork appear
:ance of these pages will at once arouse 
the ire of those who love not the 
higher critics. For the whole object 
of the work is to set forth the conclu-

them now, especially the older ones, reason can be given for writing He visited five churches and was 
are not the product of any single au- "JHVH" for the word Jehovah or treated similarly in all. 
thor, but rather are composite pro- Lord is more than a layman can con- Dr. Frank preached to his congre
ductions, put together by a series of jecture. It looks like a silly bit of gation to-day in Dover on the subject 
widely separated editors and compil- I pedantry. Of course, as every one of his experiences in New York, say-
ers. The modern expert critics, . knows, the Hebrew used to be written ing that after fully satisfying himself 
working over this Chinese puzzle, wholly in consonants, without vowels, f th .. t th t th 
claim to have been able to take it all but nobody supposes that those who oh he sphiri a govtebrns t ebSEl 

c urc es e pronounces em o e 
to pieces again, picking out of a single used the language were compelled to· . .1 · d . d f h th 
paragraph sometimes bits of half a talk in consonants only. And the at- huncdivhi ' tevdoi 0d . umal n tsymHpa dy, 
..:!l d'ff d · k h d f h' ar - ear e , an inso en . e e-uozen i erent ocuments, redact10ns, . tempt here to ma et e rea er o t is d th . b t . . . nounce eir prayers as razen ac s 
or trad1t1ons. These sundry sources polychrome version pronounce, or f k d th . h. 1 

h d fi · l · d' d b · . h .b.l •th 1 h o moc ery an e1r wors ip as g ar-:aire eac e mte y m wate y tmtmg rat er s1 i ate, w1 out a vowe t e . h . Ch' m .b . . mg ypocrisy.- icago .J.ri une. 
that port10n of the lme~or page acer- name "JHVH" for Jehovah or Lord 

· tain col?r. ~v~ry .time he comes to it is a trifle I In only three cases out of ten the sight is 
Certamly no one can look at this irr1tatmg. equally good in each eye. 
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you f.ree. "-John 8: 31, 82. 
"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none." 

Vol. 45. 

JOSEPH SMITH 
R. S. SALYARDS 
HEMAN C. SMITH, 
JOSEPH LUFF, 

EDITOR. 
ASSISTANT EDfi'OR. 

} CORRESPONDING EDITORS. 

LAMONI, IOWA, JAN. 26, 1898. 

A TEMPERANCE SCREED. 

"ONE of the Common People" writes: "I do 
not pretend to be the peer of Dr. Grant in 
any of his great attainments, but in the tem
perance reform he is evidently only a begin
ner. I understand his first letter to be simply 
an announcement in substance that a great 
and good man was about to take the field 
against prohibition. To this I beg to reply 
that professionals like the reverend doctor 
have been found to obstruct all great reforms. 
Indeed professionals are generally the last to 
be reformed. But Providence performs his 
work with bad tools when the good ones are 
arrayed against him. In this reform, how
ever, the great majority of Christian minis
ters advocate prohibition, and no doubt some 
who oppose it now would favor it if the ma
jority were opposed to it. Ministers, as well 
as others, like to be distinguished in some 
way.- Though it is difficult to conceive how 
a man who has achieved eminence in so many 
respects should volunteer to champion those 
he so prophetically describes as perjurers, 
bribers, etc. But he has helped us to an ex
planation. He says it is in human nature
'just as men who have drunk too much are 
thirsty and cry "more brandy."' 

"When the Christ came on his great mis
sion of reform he found all the leading 
clergy of the church violently opposed to 
him. Of his twelve apostles not one was a 
professional. The doctor assumes, for in
stance, in the case of smuggling, that the 
Government would be less able to detect 
crooked whiskey when there would be no 
other around than as now, when it can be 
easily concealed with thousands lawfully 

Lamoni, Iowa, January 2o, 1898. 

polygamy, nor slavery, though they prevailed 
everywhere. But he laid down principles 
that condemned doing an injury to any man 
or woman or creature, anyhow and anywhere. 
As for prohibition by the Buddhists, it was 
an absolute necessity, as it is to prohibit sell
ing to Indians, else they would soon have 
killed one another off and left no followers 
for Buddha, Mohammed, etc. it is only the 
restraints of Christianity and consequent 
loyalty to law that enables the traffic to exist 
among us. A few days since two men were 
murdered by two drunken:men, who were 
totally insensible to what they were doing. 
Had this occurred among the tribal Indians 
the man who thus drugged and inflamed them 
would have been shot, and his business of 
manufacturing mad men stopped. I heard a 
certain brewer of this city tell how he had 
violated the Scott act. 

"Would wild, unchristian savages submit 
to have their mandates thus defied? By no 
means! They would have put the torch to 
every distillery and brewery and whiskey 
den in the land, if not to every barley field, 
railway bridge and boat that had to do with 
the defiance of their orders. I repeat, it is 
only Christianity that makes it possible for 
law to defeat the wishes of the people. A 
few hundred God-defying men could. quickly 
put an end to the liquor traffic in Canada. 
Yet we should not infer that heaven wants 
us to keep the traffic here. It was the same 
with slavery in the United States. It be
came more and more profitable, and therefore 
powerful, every year, like the liquor traffic 
here. But that reckless,~ fanatic, John 
Brown, cut the knot with sixteen despera
does at Harper's Ferry. He precipitated a 
war, the most expensive and one of the 
most deadly the world ever saw. But it 
freed the slaves. Tens of thousands of Chris
tian ministers, college presidents and pro
fessors upheld human slavery, and talked 
eloquently of vested rights and morality, etc. 
Yes, we have heard all this before, and from 
ministers, too, when reforms were mooted." 

authorized to store and· sell the like. And Miss Henrietta Day Smith, Hamilton, r€
now a single cargo smuggled would give a plies to Principal Grant's leading arguments 
fortune. He speaks of convictions as though against prohibitory liquor legislation, and 
their number depended on the prevalence of quotes from a statement by ex-Governor 
crime, so that in barbarous countries, where Dingley as to the influence of prohibition in 
nothing is prohibited by law, there being no Maine: "In 1855 there were 10,000 persons 
convictions there would be no crimes. But (one out of every forty-five of the population) 
in Canada, as elsewhere, there are a thousand accustomed to getting beastly drunlr. There 
frauds to one arrest even. He condemns were 200 deaths from delirium tremens an
Maine for having passed a prohibitory liquor nually (equivalent to 300 now), there were 
law in 1846, which they have stuck to ever 1,500, perhaps, (equivalent to 2,200 now), 
since, in spite of a wary and remorseless made so by drink; there were 300 convicts in 
enemy. State prison and jails (equivalent to 450 

"Christ did not often specify the evils now), and intemperance was destroyin~ a 
against which Christianity was aimed, but · large proportion of the inhabitants and of the 
rather laid down in parables or otherwise, I homes throughout the State. Now not one 
great principles applicable to all conditions in 300 of the population is a drunkard, not 
and times. We admit he did not even forbid , one-sixth as many; the deaths from deliriuqi 

Book of Mormon, page 116. 

No. 4. 

tremens annually are not fifty, and crimiuals 
and paupers (not including rumsellers) are 
largely reduced notwithstanding the large 
influx of foreigners and tramps. It does not 
look as though Maine's morals are being 
hurt much by prohibition when in 1892 she 
had only one convict for every 6,959 of her 
population; whereas Canada had one for 
every 3,980 of her population in the same 
year. Maine reports fifty-seven towns in 
which there is neither almsl:louse or pauper. 
She is physically the poorest State in the 
Union, yet has the greatest wealth per capita 
of any State, one out of every three or four of 
her inhabitants possessing quite a comforta
ble bank account."-Toronto Globe, Decem
ber 25. 
· It is quite refreshing to note this 

.effort in our neighbor on the north to 
escape the evils of drunkenness, and 
though we may possibly think that 
the word "prohibition" does not cor
rectly represent the ground covered 
by the word "temperance," yet, in 
view of what the writer has stated, 
''it is only the restraints of Christianity 
and consequent loyalty to law that 
enable the traffic to exist among us;" 
it ought to be pertinent to ask, How 
is tbe traffic in intoxicant5 aided by 
the restraints of Christianity? Surely, 
this must be a misprint, a mistake of 
the printer or the proofreader. 

Does it mean that because of the re
straints of Christianity the lawless 
forces of Buddhism, Mohammedan
ism, which the writer styles "Indian," 
would despoil the traffic because of 
the evils following it, and make the 
safety of society assured by punish
ing alike him that drank and him that 
made him drunken? Does he mean 
that Christianity enacts laws by which 
the traffic is carried on, and those 
who profit by it are protected in their 
business by laws enacted by Chris
tians, enforced by Christians, and 
acquiesced in and submitted to by 
Christians? It would seem so. 

Then follows the .<1uestion of great 
interest to the HERALD readers, What 
Christianity is this that makes the 
liquor traffic possible, and is given as 
the cogent reason for its existence?. 
Is Dr. Grant ready to answer? 

The Scriptures has it that no 
drunkard hath eternal life, or can 
have continuing place in the kingdom 
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of God. This Christianity, so called, The gospel, as the angel's message seven thousand of population, every 
surely cannot set aside this fiat, and has delivered it, teaches that the man five of whom are producers, the bread
replace it with one that not only ad- that sinneth against his own body sin- winners, pay the licenses, house rent, 
mits drunkards as inheritors of eternal neth against God. This is beautifully taxes, and all incidental expenses, 
life, but admits those who make them. stated by Paul, "Now are ye the body support of family, and accumulation 

Our theory seem& to take in the of Christ, and members in particular." of wealth to thirty-nine men, not toil
idea that as no drunkard is an inheritor It is therefore a foregone conclusion ers like themselves. To figure this a 
of eternal life in the kingdom of God, in the mind of the saint that he can- little closer, it means that as only one 
for that reason no man should be not be other than sober in his habits in five of the population, usually con
either a drunkard or the maker of and retain the Spirit of the Holy One, sidered, is a breadwinner, there are 
one. It also contemplates the philoso- and be counted as a member in good only about fourteen hundred of the 
phy that the Christianity of the gos- standing in the body of Christ. If seven thousand that are so classed, 
pel was designed to make men heirs there is no fellowship between the and this divided by thirty-nine gives 
of the kingdom, joint heirs with Jesus Spirit of Christ and the Spirit of the one saloon, or resort for drinking pur· 
Christ. Hence, true Christianity can- Evil One, no union of Jesus and Be- poses, to every thirty-eight of the 
not be the successful coadjutor of the lial, none between the spirit of the workers, or thereabouts. This means 
traffic, in that the use of which not Christian and the world; then there that every thirty-eight of these toiling 
only unfits them for useful lives on must ever be the farthest possible men- many of whom are poverty 
earth, but absolutely debars them distance between sobriety and drunk- stricken, living poorly in rented 
from the kingdom of God after death. enness; propriety and rioting. houses at high rents-are voluntarily 
It therefore cannot be the Christianity It is said that comparisons are taxing their hard-earned pittances to 
of the New Testament gospel that odious; but it ought to be that state- support and maintain a drunkard
gives existence and sustenance to the ments of facts where truth and mor- maker, his wife, and children; many 
traffic. ality are involved ought to be of them in luxury, in good houses, 

We are much pleased to see the de- permissible. with pleasant surroundings; and the 
fensive showing of Miss Smith in All up and down the valleys of the chances for the children of such 
favor of the State of Maine. That Ohio, Allegheny, and Monongahela families, such as the coal miner and 
State has so long been held up as the Rivers and their tributaries-from iron worker dare not even dream of 
place where prohibition did not pro- Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, the converg- for theirs. All this these toilers do 
hibit, that it is very pleasant to see ing point of t:rade and wealth-there voluntarily; for no State has ever yet 
such a showing as the last sentence are hives of human industry. The enacted laws by which it i.s made the 
shows.-a bank account for one out masses are toilers. From the slow duty of the citizen taxpayer to set 
of every three or four of her people. accretions of small gains from the apart any portion of his earnings to 
Pretty good for Maine. What a mines and the workshops, many thou- the use of the saloon and liquor seller. 
striking and remarkable argument in sands of men and their families are Benwood is but one end of the long 
favor of the abolition of the liquor sustained. From many of these settlement along the Ohio, known 
selling, liquor drinking element from localities murmurings of discontent popularly as Wheeling, West Virginia, 
the municipality and the State this more or less distinct and loud and ag- with some forty thousand population, 
condition of things in the Granite gressive are heard, and yet a condition and the whole mass of busy people 
State is. Material prosperity may of things is existent that demands and properly seasoned, peppered, spiced, 
not be necessarily an evidence of god- takes a larger percentage of the gains and salted with saloons, drinking 
liness, or an indication of Christian of the workman than either Carnegie, booths, and tavern bars in the pro· 
progress; but material prosperity un- Frick, or any other so-called iron or portion named. 
der conditions that show in marked coal magnate ever thought of taking. At the risk of raising another storm, 
contrast between the poverty and The town of Benwood is said to con- we write it as our conviction from 
squalor of beer guzzling, whiskey tain seven thousand of population, what we saw and heard, that it is such 
drinking communities, and the thrift composed almost entirely of mill work- a condition of things as is presented 
and cleanliness of communities where ers, and the necessary aiders and abet- above that bas made such rioting and 
sobriety obtains, does show where ters of such industries, carters, wag· bloodshed, as was witnessed but a few 
the path of wisdom may be found. oners, coal, iron, and coke handlers of short months ago at Homestead, at 
Maine is rock-ribbed, granite-shoul- every sort. This aggregate accumu- Chicago, at Birmingham, and other 
dered against the world in her geolog- lation of laborers and their necessary places possible. 
ical and material organization; and helpers-the grocers, provision deal· Take this mischief-breeding, unprof
it is fitting that in the attitude of ers, gardeners, butchers, bakers, itable and unproductive element out of 
moral reform,-by which the physical candlestick makers, etc. - maintain the lives of the workingmen, and a 
and mental health and activities oJ her some thirty-nine (the same number of vast amount of squalor, poverty, and 
citi~enship may be preserved, and I stripes that Paul used to get) saloons, wickedness would be avoided, and all 
theirpowersbeenhanced,-'-sheshould regular places wh2re wines, beer, and the unnecessary expense incurred by 
be also morally and economically rock- intoxicating drinks are sold and drank. the State to look after the peace of 
r.ibbed ~nd granite-isboglder~d. ~ong This means practically that the small I community and care for the paupers 
live Mame! . ~rni;v of workers comprised in the 1 would be diverted into legitim~te 
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channels, and the working classes be 
made much better off. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Down with inebriety, drunkenness, 
and disaster, and up with sobriety, 
temperance, and prosperity! Maine-with her hard industries of 

lumber making, granite blasting, 
paving making, and poorly renumer-
ated fishing-keeps herself afloat in A LIBERAL (?)CHRISTMAS SERMON. 

THE Chicago Tribune in its issue of 
the sisterhood of States, with a pro-

Sunday, December 19, published a hibitory law laughed at, ridiculed, and 
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become a matter of little or no diffi
culty for the Doctor to propose a di
rect alteration, or marginal addition, 
to the text of the divine word, to suit 
the so-called progressive ideas or fan
cies of himself and his school, who 
have become wise above what is 
•'written." 

number of short Christmas sermons, 
confessedly poorly enforced, shows a Liberalism is not always liberality. 

from which we select the following, 
bank account for every few of her When it swings so far from foundation 

from Dr. H. W. Thomas, of the Peo-
workers, while bibbling, guzzling, principles that it rests upon "nothing," 

ple's Church, as a specimen of current 
swilling West Virginia and Pennsyl- it bas nothing, simply nothing, to 

so-called Liberal theology: -
vania are leaving the barons to pile offer; hence cannot guarantee to its 

The exceptional, that which is out of the 
up the millions, and the toilers are adherents or devotees anything to be re-natural order, gives rise to questionings, 
consenting to it largely by voluntarily doubts, hence is a burden upon faith. Pro- lied upon. The physical universe in its 
consenting to sustain a soul and body fessor Schmidt, the eminent Biblical scholar structure and growth does not justify 
demoralizing, political, and practical of Cornell University, says: "A future such loose methods as those adopted 

t th t · 't bl · 1 d ·1 critical edition of the New Testament must sys em a is a veri a e soma ev1 by adherents to the so-called scientific 
fish among systems. adopt in the text or at least register in the 

margin the reading: 'Joseph begat Jesus,' theological school. Doctor Thomas 
If Mr. D. L. Moody and Mr. Francis in Matthew I: 16." In the higher order of should first satisfy his readers that 

Murphy want a field where they can the natural, of the ever-Mcoming life of man, he is better informed upon the facts 
do society good, and where they can . there has been an age-long process of en- of New Testament history than were 
do absolute and unmeasured good largement, of race-uplifting, through birth Matthew and others chosen by our 

accessions of moral power. If a Moses, a 
to both the souls and bodies of men, Socrates, a Buddha, why not the Christ? Lord; also that he is fully acquainted 
here is one ready to their occupancy. Not le~s divine because more human. with all the workings of nature mani
Let them :_take the three riv.ers for a Ever since the Jewish elders ac- fested and at the disposal of the 
radius of a hundred miles up and cused Jes us the Christ of ''blasphemy" power behind nature, before propos
down from Pittsburg, and open an because he claimed to be the Son of ing such an unwarranted departure 
active personal campaign against the God, and greater than their father from, setting aside, or erasure of re
drink evil habit, and the measures by Abraham, it has been the leading vealed truth. 
which it exists and is fostered, and effort of those opposed to his divine No less scientific authority than the 
they can make names that shall be mission to cause disbelief in the eminent Hurley has declared the 
enscrolled high up on the pillars of miraculous conception and divine miraculous conception to be not out 
fame. But while they are catering to Sonship of the Messiah. Infidel, of harmony with natural law. De
the classes above the workers, and atheist, and spiritualist have joined in ment in his excellent work "lnger
away from the places where they may ridicule of the statements and claims soll, Beecher, and Dogma," also 
be reached, they may create sensa- of holy writ concerning the great makes good points to the same effect. 
tions, get their names in the daily truth that Christ was begotten of the New discoveries in all branches of 
press as such movers among men, Holy Ghost, hence God's only begot- science show the familiar concrete 
they can never reach the cankerous ten Son. properties of nature to be endowed 
sore in the American economic world. And now comes Doctor Thomas, a with possibilities scarcely less mar
What Neal Dow and others have done product of dissent from Calvinistic velous than those claimed for the 
for Maine, Moody and Murphy, or theology, who has swung so far to the spiritual; that the known is yet 
some others must do for Pennsyl- opposite extreme and has become so largely unknown. Indeed, the line 
vania and West Virginia. exceedingly liberal in his modes of drawn between the natural and 

Here is a suggestion. Have we not thought and so loose in his interpre- the spiritual (so designated) is more 
some one or more who will and can tations that he seems disposed to imaginary than real, so close is the 
attack this hydra-headed monster, and glorify the human and bring down the connection, so intimate the relation, 
down ~~him? It is a more notable divine to its poor level, in the phan- so complementary the one to the 
dragon than St. George ever saw or tasies of so-called "Liberalism." other, both evidently being parts of 
dreamed of, and there is a chance for Doctor Thomas has also, as we un- a great whole, and to recognize and to 
immortality for him that wili do battle derstand, joined with Dr. Lyman Ab- bring out which is strictly scientifi'3. 
with it to the death. bott and others in discarding the Each is but part "of one stupendous 

Wherever the church can and does account of the creation and fall of man, whole." 
reach men, those won to its ranks are and other verities of Jewish revelation Dr. Thomas' views upon Bible his
won from the liquor traffic; and could and history, as myths or indefinite tory and revelation do not seem very 
we but be universally successful, men race legends, upon the theory that definite or clear. It is difficult to 
now engaged in the service of the they were evolved from traditions of I comprehend his position; whether 
Demon of Strong Drink would be com- the Babylonians and other nations I with him all the statements of the 
pelled to find other sources 9f la,bor and became merged into the Jewish, Jewish Scriptures are uncertain and 
and support. posmogony, Therefore it bas J'.l.OW l qoubtful; or some true and sufficiently 
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correct to . constitute a basis of faith. 
In all events, being a doubtful 
quantity, in his attitude toward 
ancient revelation, and evidently an 
unbeliever in present-day inspiration, 
similar to that of the past,~direct 
communication from God to the race, 
-- he is hardly in position to suggest 
changes in foundations of faith. If 
God has not spoken sine :i the apos
tolic age, we have no evidence that 
he has abrogated what he then de
clared. Nor have we reason to re
gard the Almighty as fickle, unstable, 
or changeable in character. However 
clergymen of certain schools have lit
tle difficulty with such propositions. 
Fickle themselves, logical proposi
tions are often brushed aside because 
out of harmony with their systems 
and methods. 

Here we are willing to suggest to 
the Doctor: Nut the human for the 
divine. The human is faulty, imper
fect, uncertain. The divine is true. 
perfect, steadfast., eternal. We have 
bad too much of the human in the
ology (Dr. Thomas' theories included); 
we want the divine, and nothing but 
the divine. We want the Christ as 
the Christ: the Way, the Truth, and 
the Life- the Son of God. 

Is it true that that which is out of 
the natural order (the order that ap
pears to man in the present imperfect 
state) should "give rise to question
ings, doubts, hence is a burden upon 
faith"? Is there not a distinction be
tween what one sees and knows of the 
present and what one does not see and 
comprehend? Have not scientists re
jected as abnormal what now they 
receive as natural? Do not question
ings and doubts often lead to investi
gation and increase of knowledge? Is 
not proper questioning a prelude to 
confirmation of faith? Man by his 
questionings of nature bas compre
hended her secrets and placed her 
forces at his disposal. The disciples 
of the Master received explanations 
of parables because they asked ques
tions. ''Ask and ye shall receive," 
etc. Light dispels darkness and con
firms faith. Man is an intellectual 
interrogation point with capacity, 
aided of God, to receive a knowledge 
of all truth. 

Revert:ng to the "natural order": 
Must the doctrine of the resurrection 
from the dead also go by the board? 
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Will it be natural for man to always ex
ist separate from a tabernacle or body? 
If so, where the relation.to this exist
ence? Or, will the_Doctor,finally con
clude that ''death ends all" because 
some claim there is no "natural" evi
dence of immortality? Who, what, 
and where is Dr. Thomas? Who has 
authorized his presumptions, and 
when did the Almighty discover his 
mistakes and co:istitute evolutionistic 
theologians, without communication 
from him, to correct his errors? Are 
not the exceptions referred to as ''the 
higher order of the natural" which 
"evolved a Moses, a Socrates, a 
Buddha," so exceptional as to become 
themselves, by the Doctor's theory, a 
"burden upon faith"? How long, ac
cording to tbe."Doctor's "progress" 
will it be until •We~may sweep away 
all foundations of faith and have
nothing? How long will ,.,it take 
Nature - nature~ without God and 
grace-to evolve the race enti.re (or 
what may be•left of it) to "tbe higher 
order of the natural"! To'' say the 
least such a process or method looks 
discouraging. Who would survive, 
and where?,.::_ We have read somewhere 
of "evolution against itself." The 
Doctor's own theories literally swal
low and annihilate themselves, as the 
reader will see if he take the trouble 
to push them.:to their logical conclu
sions in the many features that might 
suggest themselves? 

And, who is Professor Schmidt? 
Does he outrank Apostle Matthew and 
the innumerable company who have 
borne witness to the divinity of the 
Christ? Is his university degree 
higher than their credentials? Is he 
more eminent or better qualified to 
suggest textual changes than were 
the Jewish rabbis who :nisled the 
rabble and condemned the Son of God 
as a blasphemer and impostor? Par
don the statement, but Professor 
Schmidt bas not yet sufficiently 
evolved. He seems to require a pro
cess of growth out of mistaken con
ceptions into the higher order of the 
spiritual. To both the gentlemen 
named the following texts may afford 
instruction, with others of similar 
import:-

No man can say that Jesus is the Lord, but 
by the Holy Ghost.-1Cor.12:3. 

No man knoweth the Son, but the Father; 
neither knoweth any ma.n the Father, save 

the Son, and he to whomsoever the Son will 
reveal him.-Matt. 11: 27. 

And this is life eternal, that they might 
know .thee the only true God,and Jesus Christ, 
whom thou hast sent.-John 17: 3. (See also 
John 1:1-14; 8:54-58; etc.) 

"If a Moses, a Socrates, a Buddha, 
why not the Christ? No less divine 
because more human.'' 

We shall not attempt to do more 
than refer to the superiority of Christ 
the Son over Moses the servant; the 
one a man, the other "God manifest 
in the flesh;" the life of the one 
honorable to himself and ennobling 
to posterity, though mistakes are re
corded in the recital of it; the life of 
the other an exhibition of perfection 
in all its phases, a pattern for man to 
imitate, a guide for him to follow; "In 
whom are hidden all the treasures of 
wisdom and knowledge" - Creator, 
Redeemer, Savior; the Son of God 
with power; and "greater than" even 
"our father Abraham." (John 8.) 

The chasm is too great to be spanned 
in that way. 

Socrates, due honor to bis worth, 
will not compare with Moses. Of 
Buddha enough is known to place him 
among the exceptional men, but him
self and bis system are far beneath 
and not to be compared with the 
excellency and dignity of the Christ. 

We leave the Christ for the reader 
to contemplate, assured that in rever
ently so doing he will continue to 
wonder and admire, though he can 
never exhaust the theme, because in
finite. 

BRO. V. D. BAGGERLY DEAD. 

BY CARD from Bro. J. M. Baggerly, 
dated Detroit, Michigan, the 15th 
inst., we learn that his father, Elder 
V. D. Baggerly, of the Second Quo
rum of Seventy, died suddenly at his 
home, Derby, Indiana, on the 14th 
inst. A letter to Bro. Columbus Scott, 
President of the Second Seventy, 
states that Bro. Baggerly had re
turned from his field to spend the holi
days with his family; and that his 
death was caused by apoplexy. 

Bro. Baggerly was a veteran and 
a faithful laborer in the vineyard, for 
whom there is a reward at the Mas
ter's band. We sympathize with his 
bereaved family. 
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NOTE IT. 

NOTE the many phases of world de
velopments in religious, social, politi· 
,cal, and all other lines of thought and 
progress-progress forward and back
ward as the case may be; note also 
the items of church news that we give 
in the HERALD. 

How can Latter Day Saints keep 
progress with the w.ork if they fail to 
read the church organ? Surely no 
one can afford to fall behind in the 
onward progress of the work and the 
world as we approach ''the end of the 
world"-the time of the harvest-the 
cloRing scenes of the "eleventh hour." 

Do you take the HERALD, the official 
publication issued by the church? If 
you do not, you ought to take it and 
read it and use it for good. 

Subscription price, $1. 50 per year. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

BRO. I. N. ROBERTS, Minneapolis, 
Minnesota, January 14:-

I have just arrived in the city and will be
gin action to-nlght; and hope to do some good 
while here, more to the saints than others. 
Things are not as I would like to see it in this 
city, but hope for a revival among our own 
people. The northern part of my field is in 
fine shape; prospects are grand for an ingath
ering. There has been paid in something 
over six hundred dollars tithing this year in 
my field; so you can see how the Lord is with 
them. Am in the best of health and spirits. 

Bro. W. S. Pender, Clay Center, 
Kansas, January 15:-

Am assisting the saints here now, in a proj
ect to build a church, with every prospect of 
success. Will be at Greenleaf, Kansas, Sun

. day the 23d. 
Bro. C.H. Porter, Guide Rock, Ne

braska, January 20:-
I have just closed a series of very interest

ing services near Hardy, and am now on my 
way to points further west. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

BRO. U. W. GREENE'S letter in pres
ent issue, though not written for 
publication, is given space for the 
benefit of "all whom it may concern" 
in this: It suggests a thought of gen
eral interest in the offer to forward 
matter for publication in the HERALD. 
The elders and others who come 
across matter of importance in advo
cation and defense of the truth would 
aid the cause by forwarding such 
items to the HERALD. There is 
much of good in the field of literature, 
in history, science, archreology, etc., 
,etc., that would prove helpful, that 
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could be furnished from books, maga- ·A sister writes a lengthy letter urg
zines, newspapers, and other publica- ing that the word be taught as dili
tions. We refer to matter of value, gently in families of the saints as to 
not the mere passing worthless "stuff" the world. The sentiment is a good 
that :floats into many publications. one and we note it, though not having 
The editors will publish such matter space for the letter entire. 
as they can, but could return any Sr. Fannie Green, Ridgetown, On
not used, if so requested. Regular tario, asks for the present address of 
communications are listed and kept Bro. and Sr. George A. Thayer, for
track of. Keep the HERALD posted merly of Bennington, Michigan. Bro. 
and it will be the better able to post John Shields had been holding serv
the brethren in the fields and at home. ices at Ridgetown to good effect. 
We try to keep a watchful lookout for Sr. R. 0. Kelley of Bagdad, Florida, 
anything and everything of value to writes earnestly of her interest in the 
the ministry and the saints. cause, of blessings received because 

Bro. R. J. Anthony has been bold- of devotion to the work and sacrifice 
ing a debate with Ben Rich, of the of worldly pleasures and follies. After 
Utah Mormon Church, up Blackfoot actual enjoyment of the Master's 
way in Idaho. Particulars will be blessings she commends them to the 
sent by Bro. Condit or Grimmett. young as of priceless value. 

All notices, communications, news- Bro. George E. Spencer wrote 
papers or other matter intended for January 15, from Elmere, Colorado; 
publication in the HERALD should be had done some preaching east of his 
addressed to the Editors. They will home, and was in good spirits for the 
not hold themselves responsible for onward progress of the work. 
delay or nonappearance of matter not Bro. P. P. Starke, lately baptized at 
addressed to them or the '•Editorial Richmond, Virginia, was to visit 
Department." Roxbury, some twenty miles from 

We have request to republish the Richmond, on the 9th January by 
now •·celebrated" "Cure for Cancer." invitation. There are nine members 
It was recently reprinted. See HER- at Roxbury, and Bro. S. was thinking 
ALD of December 29, 1897. that his visit would do them and him-

Elder Alma Kent, of the Eastern self some good, which we believe. 
mission, stopped at Lamoni enroute Bro. Starke is engaged on a series~of 
home to Kansas, visiting relatives at tracts that he believed would be aids 
headquarters. He will labor in Kan- to the work. 
sas until General Conference. A railway is to be built from the 

Bro. J. L. Goodrich has a card in base to the summit of Mount Sinai, 
the New Lexington, Ohio, Tribune, according to a late press item; and 
late date, in wh~ch he contrasts the now a Pittsburg firm has been 
truth from Utah Mor~onism in good awarded a contract to light the cata
form. combs of Rome by electricity. Pres-

A letter from some Kirtland sisters ent and prospective conditions indi
recounts a good time had among the cate that curiosity may be satisfied 
Kirtland saints in a social way of late withouii the people being brought 
with some who came to visit them nearer to God, or made closer imita
from other branches of the church. tors of the good of the early Chris-

A handbill announces a series of tians, by access to the ancient mount 
meetings at Princeville, Illinois, in and the later burial place. However, 
the town hall, by Bro. M. T. Short, to the microbe is at work penetrating 
begin January 13; on subjects or di- everything, and throwing light, that 
visions of ''the old Jerusalem gospel." all things may be made manifest-the 
These are the days in which it pays to things of the present included. 
advertise that the people may see, At an alumni dinner of Wesleyan 
read, and hear, and learn what, when, University gnduates, including min
and where, concerning the truth. isters of high standing, liqu0rs were 

Brethren sending newspapers will placed on the table at the disposal of 
please mark matter to which attention the guests. The New York Voice, 
is desired. It takes too much time to which protested against the grill room 
hunt through unlimited columns of of Princeton University, and the easy 
matter. , access of Yale students to liquor sa-
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lobfis, has also called attention to the 
Wesleyan's banquet. Methodist minis
ters have protested against the use of 
intoxicants. 

Dr. William Reed HuntingtonD. D., 
Rector of Grace Church New York, 
has written a work, "A National 
Oburch," in which be "presents with 
force and clearness bis views on the 
theory and practicability of a National 
Church with special reference to our 
own country. He names as the three 
'watchwords of unity:' In the field of 
Dogma, Condensation; in the tield of 
Polity, Coordination; in the field of 
Worship, Classification. "-Who next? 
How about the numerous array of 
D. D's., who have preceded him? 
Are they and their theories ·'dead is
sues"? If so what will become in 
turn of Dr. H. and his theories and 
National(?) Cb urch? 

Eighteen cotton mills at New Bed
ford, Massacbussetts, employing 9,000 
men at $70,000 per week are closed 
because the employees have rejected 
the wage scale. Other and contiguous 
mills are also affected. 

Severe earthquake at Argenta, 
Italy, the 17th; a church and several 
other buildings wrecked, several per
sons injured. 

Bread riots at Ancona, Italy, by so
cialists, on the 17th. 

German socialis,ts have denounced 
the Minister of the Interior because of 
his attitude toward labor. 

Several anarchistic and anti-Semitic 
demonstrations against Zola, the 
French writer, and others who charge 
government complicity in late military 
trials, occurred in Paris on the 17th. 
Several persons were injured and 
troops were called out to suppress the 
rioters. Disturbances also occurred 
at Lyons and Marseilles. 

Russia has "borrowed" Talien-Wan 
and Port Arthur-two ports-from 
China, and has notified Japan to that 
effect. Japan has offered no objflction. 

A submarine boat bas been tested 
at Baltimore which experts affirm, can 
crawl along the bottoms of rivers and 
and harbors and destroy torpedo 
mines such as the government is con
structing for coast defense. It is 
claimed that this new invention will 
compel the adoption of an entirely 
new system of submarine defense. 

President Zelaya has warmly re
ceived representatives of the American 
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Syndicate and contractors interested 
in the construction of the Nicaraguan 
canal, at Managua. 

France is stirred by revelations of 
the Conditions prevailing in her army 
circles. Correspondents aver that 
France is degenerating and is at the 
lowest ebb since the Commune. 

At the instance of the German Navy 
Department a pamphlet has been is
sued addressed to the Hebrew Reich
stag electors, who are mostly fol1owers 
of Herr Richter, exhorting them to 
vote for a larger' navy, as "Palestine, 
by its aid, could be turned into new 
Germany" for them.~ 

Thousands of fortune seflkers are 
reduced to starvation in South Africa. 
There are 10,000 people out of em
ployment in Johannesburg; mines are 
closing daily, trade is at a standstill. 
The criminal calendar is very large. 

The Sultan has been told that un-
less he withdraws his objection to 
Prince George of Greece as Governor 
of Crete, Russia will propose the an
nexation of Crete to Greece. 

The London Chronicle quotes 
largely from an article in Oivitta Cat
tolica, said to be directly inspired by 
the Vatican and the Pope, asserting 
that the coexistence of the Vatican 
and the Italian monarchy is impossi
ble, and advocating the establishing 
of an Italian republic. 

England is willing to loan to China 
£12,000,000 for fifty years at 4 per 
cent to liquidate the Japanese indem
nity on the condition that three new 
treaty ports be opened and certain 
railway rights lire secured to England. 

Five thousand Socialist workmen, 
who had been forbidden to bold a 
meeting, made a public demonstration 
in Vienna on Sunday, and there are 
rumors of trouble in Hungary and 
Bohemia. 

land, whose influence has been para· 
mount in that country, is watching 
events with a view to preventing Rus
sian encroachments upon Khorassan, 
which would bring the Czar's domain 
on still another side of Afghanistan 
and thus nearer to India. 

Russia is suspected of fomenting 
disturbances in British India. 

The Berlin press is enthusiastic in 
the discussion of a joint Anglo-Ger
man loan to China and a friendlier at
titude is adopted toward England. 

The Spanish government is greatly 
worried over the recent events in Ha
vana, but the Carlist and Weylerist 
elements are exultant. 

Thomas A. Edison Jr. has invented 
a machine which he thinks' will har
ness the wave power of the ocean and 
make it compress air, which can be 
used to furnish power enough to sup
ply all New York State, and electric
ity will be used for light, heat, and 
power by everyone. 

Spain has decided ·to revive the 
Weyler methods in dealing with Cuba, 
and General Blanco will suspend all 
acts of clemency. 

The insurgents wrecked a railway 
train near Havana on Monday, killing 
and wounding many Spanish soldiers. 

There is much trouble in the Diet at 
Prague over the attempt to have both 
the German and Czech languages 
taught in Bohemia. 

Pekin, January 19.-The Tsung-Li
Yamen, the Chinese Foreign Office, 
has bad another conference on the 
subject of the loan, which is still un
settled. Besides the right to extend 
the Burmab railroad through Yun
Nan Province, Great Britain asks the 
right to build railroads through the 
Province of Sze-Schuan (north of 
Yun-Nan), and a third treaty port is 
demanded, the identity of which no 
doubt is Siang-Yin, in the Province of 

Kiao-Chou is free as a trading Hu Nan, which Japan proposed to 
point; Germany will not seek to re- 'open at the time of the Shimoneseki 
strict it~ c.ommer~e. If Russia pur- /negotiations. The proposed opening 
sues a s1m1lar policy at Port Arthur, 1 of the Port of Talien-Wan (on the 
England and America will not com- Liao Tung peninsula and north of 
plain. England's policy of "no grab Port Arthur, a position which would 
and no curtailment of the world's command the railroad connecting 
rights" in China bas had a soothing Port Arthur with the north and Man
effect, thus far. cburia) continues to be the chief diffi-

England is watching France's move- culty, Russia desiring to keep the 
ments in the vicinity of Hai.nan. whole of Manchuria for herself. 

Indications point to a collapse of Neither power is willing to yield on 
the Shah's authority in Persia.· Eng· • this point, and the question is no 
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longer a commercial one. It has be" 851. The exodus is increasing and Tho bastard is free and never a father ca-
come political. business is stagnated. resses or checks. 

Yokohama, January 19.-The organ' Captain Puga, a Spanish emissary 'Tis the fold for the weak, and the field for 
the strong and the true. 

of the government reproaches Russia, sent to buy insurgent submission to The one God protecteth and feeds; and the 
Germany, and France with following Spain, was captured and shot by the other he strengtheneth all the day 

a selfish policy in the far East, and Cubans. through, 
adds: "Japan will avoid alliances, Spanish authorities report the sub- To live for the truth at home, and to 

but she is prepared to act vigorously missio11 of the Cuban General Parra, witness for it abroad. 

if necessary for the maintenance of with the forces under his command. The fold for the feeble and old; 
peace." Much excitement has been caused But the field of the world for the valiant 

British war ships in commission at in the House of Representatives by 
Esquimault, British Columbia, have discussion of the Cuban question. 
been ordered by the English govern- Such discussion, together with the 
ment to immediately join the Asiatic massing of American war vessels at 
:squadron. Tortugas and other Atlantic stations 

The London Times' Pekin corres- not far from Cuba have caused much 
f>Ondence of the 20th says the Rus- flurry and comment at home and 
sian Charged' Affairs bas so strongly abroad. Advices to the 20th report 
,remonstrated with the Tsung-Li-Ya- quiet, or open disorder suppressed, in 
men against the opening of Talien- Havana. 
Wan as to amount to intimidation. The number of cotton mill workers 
He threatened reprisals and the with- out on a strike in New England at last 

defender of truth. 
The gospel was restored at the last, through 

the hand of a youth. 
The wisdow and knowledge that come with 

the lengthening years, 
Are naught as compared to a faith and trust 

that are fixed, in the Lord, above 
fears. 

And a love for the truth that can neither 
be bought nor be sold. 

.Mo1hsrs' Home Column. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

drawal of Russia's friendship and accounts was 16,000. "There remaineth therefore a rest for the people of 

protection. "The Chinese, while London, Jan. 22.-The Sultan of God "-Heb. 4 ' 9· 
"After the t©il and trouble there cometh a day of rest. 

recogmzmg the advantage of the Turkey has determined to send 15,000 After the weary conflict, peace on the Savior's breast, 

British terms as affording the best soldiers to Palestine in honor of Em- After the care and Borrow, the glory of light and Juve, 
After the wildernees journey, the Father's bnght hoine 

hope of maintaining the integrity of peror William's visit there. The gar-
the empire, are wavering." risons of Beirut and Damascus will be 

Disorderly demonstrations against reequipped, and bis majesty will also 
M. Zola, who proposes to investigate give the German Emperor a piece of 
alleged army scandals, continue in ground at Jerusalem, which, accord
Paris and other portions of France. ing to tradition, was the site of the 
The disorders are anti-Jewish- last supper, which different Christian 
against M. Zola and other Hebrews. communities have hitherto vainly 

The Czechs continue turbulent of sought to acquire. It is understood 
late at Prague, Bohemia. that Emperor William will transfer 

Chili is preparing for war against the ground to the German Catholic 
Argentina. missionaries. 

"Now that Leo XIII. bas been con- Heated words over the Socialists' 
verted to republicanism politically, onslaught on the Rightists in the 
thereby taking ground against mon- French Chamber of Deputies led to a 
archical rule, there will be some curi- "free-for-all fight," in which fists, ink
osity to know whether he will stands, and other missiles were used. 
vindicate his consistency by abdicat
ing authority as Supreme Pontiff 0f 
the papal church and establishing a 
form of republican church govern
ment in its stead." 

Mr. Gladstone is suffering from in
somnia and nervous prostration, 
which are taxing his vitality. 

The German government is endeav
oring to foster German customs and 
manners among the Polish people in 
the eastern provinces, in Posen and 
Westphalia. 

The Chilean government has de
cided to undertake the construction 
of the Trans-Andean railway. 

Bombay, the 20th; Deaths from the 
bubonic plague during the past week, 

Oriqinal Po e1ru. 
THE ROD, FOR THE CHILDREN OF GOD. 

BY ELBERT A. SMITH. 

Saints, saints, will you murmur com
plaints 

Longer, or strive with a friend that is true, 
o'er a fancied right. 

The letter it is that kills, the spirit is pure 
in God's sight, 

And giveth a life that is pure, and seeketh 
no longer the ill 

That a brother has done, and repented, and 
would leave, but it clings to him still, 

And is flung at his back and is held in 
his face till he faints. 

The rod, for the children of God. 
The rod and the law are proof of a son whom 

tae Lord corrects, 

above.,, 

NEEDED HELP GIVEN. 
COMING home from lliY school work one 
evening, and feeling tired and somewhat dis
couraged, I picked up the Herald. It is my 
usual custom to glance over the Herald and 
see what is contained therein, and then begia 
with the Home Column and read all that, 
and then read the letters. On this evening 
I glanced over the contents till I came to 
the Home Column. There these words were 
read, "God knows it all." I stopped then and 
read all of the letter. Some place I have 
read this thought, that when we need any 
particular help and are ready for it, we will 
find just what is needful for us, and the help 
we most need at that time. We will either 
meet some persons who will give us the 
necessary help, or find in some book or paper 
the help we need. How true this is. On 
this particular evening I bad need of just the 
words contained in Sr. Almira's letter. I 
could not gut to talk with one who had al
ways been ready and able to give me words 
of comfort and ad vice. This one was not at 
home at this time, and I was so anxious tn 
talk with her. Not having the privilege of 
talking as I wished, words came from the 
pen of another helper, pointing me t.o an all
wise and loving heavenly Father, who knows 
our every need and want. While reading 
the letter, tears came till my eyes could not 
distinguish the words before me, and I 
silently prayed God to bless the writer, and 
I also prayed for God's help and guidance 
that I might not weary, but keep onward in 
the path of duty. 

School, with its duties that at the time 
seemed rather discouraging, looked some
what brighter. The things there an.:'l. e1se
where that had caused me to feel dbcouraged 
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were looked upon in a different light, and I 
felt like taking new courage. 

The thought at the last of our sister's let
ter prompted me to write this, that she may 
know that her letter did much good. Many 
times the thought, "God knows it all," comes 
to me, and I feel strengthened. We know 
not the g~od our thoughts may do if only 
coined into words, either spoken or written; 
so let us try to ever be ready to scatter these 
words of cheer and comfort as Sr. Almira 
did. IRENE. 

Dear Sisters:-Being a reader of the Home 
Column, I will try to writ<! you some of my 
thoughts. I may be an extremist, but then 
I know I am right in some things; at least I 
think I am, and I want you to judge. First 
of all, I do not believe the Devil is the cause 
of all the troubles that occur between man 
and wife. I think it is just the cross-grained 
disposition of tbemsel ves, and a willful neg
lect of cultivating the principle of charity. 
Some preachers may be that way. I hope 
they are not Latter Day Saints, and I think 
they are not. I think quarreling and what is 
called "jawing around" is just a bad habit 
like chewing and smoking tobacco, and I 
have wondered if some good brother or sister 
couldn't get up a remedy for it, like Bro. 
Ordway sells for the tobacco habit. It should 
be "no cure, no pay." Bro. Joseph Smith 
gave me a remedy for my cough that would 
cure this disease also, if people would only 
take it. He said, "Just quit." 

There is another remedy which is good. 
That is, remember the contract entered into 
when you started in business together. 

Fretfulness is another bad habit, but then 
I think that many of our troubles come from 
not keeping the "Word of Wisdom" that 
the Lord gave us. I am satisfied in my 
mind that that which we cultivate will grow, 
for God has ordained it so. Then why not 
cultivate the following plants: Cheerfulness, 
kindness, and a love for all of God's creatures, 
whether they be bad or good? Mother love is 
like God's love, and you know that a mother 
has always more care for the one that goes 
astray. I believe God loves all the work of 
his hands, and we should try and be like him. 
I feel as though I will try to let those I come 
in contact with feel and know by my words 
and actions that I am trying to be a saint. 

May the Lord bless and comfort the tried 
ones and all that are trying to overcome. 

Yours in the one faith, 
ELIZABETH. 

PRAYER UNION SUBJECTS. 
Thursday, Jan. 27.-Zion, our country, its 

welfare and prosperity, and its speedy puri
fication by the reception of truth. That the 
scattered remnants may be gathered in, and 
the kingdom of Christ be established. 

PRAYER UNION. 
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8tlndau School DBpartmBnt. 
ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowot. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

THE second.annual Inter-State Sunday School 
Institute was held at St. Joseph, Missouri, 
from December 26-29 inclusive. There were 
nine sessions of Sunday school work and two 
sessions of Religio work, th0 latter being re
ported to the Religio Department in the 
Autumn Leaves will not appear in this report 
to the Sunday School Department of the 
Sainis' Herald. 

The officials of the Institute were: T. A. 
Hougas superintendent, with F. E. Cochran, 
J. A. Gunsolley, J. F. Mintun, and W. N. 
Robinson assistants. W. N. Robinson secre
tary, with J. F. Min tun assistant and reporter; 
Sr. Pierson chorister, with Amy Winning 
organist; the librarian, usher, and janitor of 
the St. Joseph Sunday school acting in such 
capacity for the Institute. 

for it is time to seek the Lord, till he come 
and rain righteousness upon you.' We un
derstand you are here to sow in righteous
ness, and to break up the fallow ground. We 
are workers together with God in this ex
alted work. We bid you welcome in the 
name of Gad whom we represel}t. We in St. 
Joseph hope to be benefited by your being 
here. We will try and make you feel wel
come, and will assist in bringing about such 
results, and the insowing of such seed as will 
result in great good." 

Frank E. Cochran, of Lamoni, Iowa, said: 
"Greeting and handshakes bring an inspira
tion, but the greater work we have in 
hand gives a higher inspiration. The 
work introduced by the Lamb slain from 
the foundation of the world, is the high
est and grandest that can engage the· 
efforts of man The inspiration received 
from God in connection with the Sunday 
school is one of the reasons I am angaged in it, 
and why I am now here. The work of train
ing the child gives us help that is uplifting. 
Great is the need of such work as ours. Sin 
existing evidences there is great need of such 
work, need of representing the living Christ." 

J. A. Gunsolley, of Lamoni, Iowa, said: 
"Religio is now side by side with the Sunday 
school, which is an improvement -over the 
past. In response to a petition to God pre
sented last April at the convention held at 
Lamoni, to remove doubt that prevailed in 
the minds of many concerning the Religio 
work, doubt was removed, and peace and sat
isfaction ensued. I am satisfied the Lord's 
Spirit is in this Religio work as in the Sun
day school work, and in every other good 
work advocated to forward the gospel of 
.Jesus Christ. We have met to study man
ners and methods to advance the work in 

The superintendent in his address, "The 
Aim of the Institute," said among many 
other good things: "We are here for work 
and the benefit to be derived therefrom. We 
are lacking in preparation for the accom
plishment of our work; and feeling this, have 
met to help and to receive help. Although 
it may not be perceptible to us at all times, 
yet we are either progressing or retrograd
ing. The Institute is the outgrowth of the 
necessity existing for it. We must grade up 
our Sunday school workers before we can 
consistently -talk of grading our Sunday 
schools. We expect to meet representative 
Sunday school workers here; we did not ex
pect to meet ail the workers. Good resulted 
from previous Institute, in that those who which we are engaged. We want such 
were present representing the Sunday school methods selected and adapted from every 
workers in different parts disseminated the source, that are calculated to advance this 
knowledge there obtained, and we have con- work. We want truth; such as will build up 
fidence that good will result from this Insti- the kingdom of God upon the earth. The 
tute. Best results come frcm knowledge greatest lack in the church to-day is in not 
mingled with zeal. Our aim is to disseminate having proficient local help in the branches. 
and receive added knowledge, and infuse We should try to develop and qualify men 

for this work." added zeal into the workers. In preparing 
program w°'s very strongly impressed to in- W. N. Robinson, of Independence, Missouri, 
vite Zion's Religio-Literary Society to have said: "I am pleased that the Reli:-gio depart
part in this Institute. God directed in this ment was added to the program of the Insti
matter, and hence. they have a part in the tute: I want to know more of its real nature. 
program. Our aim is to be coworkers, and By being here we have privileges to review 
to thus strengthen each other as organiza- old methods, and the better mature them, 
tions, for the work that lies before us, each that we may the more effectually use them, 
having a work to do in the upbuilding of the besides we study new methods. We find it 
kingdom of God." necessary to secure so we can disseminate. 

Elder J. M. Terry, of St. Joseph, Missouri, We are here to secure that we may dissemi
in bis Address of Welcome said: "In the nate to those with whom we come in contact. 
seventeenth century it was asked of John We want cowork, all to take interest in re
Locke how one could best improve for life's ceiving, and assist to impart and our Insti
work. He answered, 'Study God's word.' A tute is a success." 
Buddhist said that the reason they wor- J. F. Mintun, of Magnolia, Iowa, said: "The 
shiped that whieh was neither creator or hastening time is come. We no longer can 
preserver was to honor exalted merit. We say it will come, but must prepare for what 
honor the Sunday school because it is of ex- now is. The church needs such departments 

SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. alted merit, the result of its work being the of work as are represented here to develop 
SR. MARY A. HINES is very sick with infiam- salvation of souls, in value being more than l the youth of the church for the positions of 
matory rheumatism. The prayers of the saints the whole world. The Lord says in Hosea I trust they are soon to occupy. While the 
and Prayer Union are desired, that if it is 10: 12: 'Sow to yourselves in righteousness, young men are being prepared to represent 
the will of the Lord she may be healed. , reap in mercy; break up you~ fallow ground: I the interests of the church, the young women 
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are being prepared as their helpers. Even 
some of our sisters are doing a grand work as 
missionaries, some in foreign lands. There 
is a sphere of usefulness for which all should 
be prepared. I am here to assist you in these 
departments of work, believing that they 
have been and can still more effectually be 
made a support to the church of the living 
God. I have been blessed w.hen laboring in 
the interests of these departments equal to 
what I have been in ministering the word. 
I believe good will be done .in,this,Institute. 
May God's blessing be with us." 

Sr. Louise Palfrey, of Macon, Missouri, 
said: ''I am grateful to be here to hear and 
feel what I have since being here. The 
church is an establish6d fact: the Sunday 
school and Religio need special help, because 
of the present peculiar surroundings. The 
Sunday school and Religio is to prepare us 
for the work that is established." 

William Clow, of Independence, Missouri, 
said: "While visiting wife's folks I was 
make to understand, by an audible voice that 
this was God's work in which we are engaged, 
and that it would lack nothing. I felt that 
having obeyed the first principles there was 
nothing more to be done. When I came to 
Independence I saw the children of the 
saints on the Lord's day using the Temple 
Lot as a playground. It seems to have been 
accepted in the past as· a fact that no one but 
the ministry were under responsibility to do 
any work. The Sunday school furnishes 
work for all. I hope I never will get too old 
to work in the Sunday school. I have come 
to this Institute to learn. We must not rely 
upon methods and methods alone. The 
Spirit of God must be associated with 
methods. I have felt as much of the Spirit 
of God in the Sunday school work as in any 
other work in the church." 

W. S. Hodson, of Fanning, Kansas, said: 
"I am young in the work. I am here to 
learn." 

W. B. Torrance, of Guilford, Missouri, said: 
"I came here because I felt I needed in
struction, and the work in the district of 
which I am an officer needed help. I have 
made sacrifices to be present; borrowed the 
money to come with, feeling I would be rp
paid for such sacrifices." 

Emma Beebe, of Council Bluffs, Iowa, 
said: ",I came because I needed encourag
ment and help." 

The evening prayer meeting was good, the 
time being fully occupied, and the Spirit's 
presence being felt continuously, at times 
very touchingly. 

J. F. MINTUN, Reporter. 
c'ro be continued,) 

leiter Depar1mem. 
SHEFFIELD, England, Jan. l. 

Editors Herald:-Last evening how notice
able it was to see the little groups of people 
crowding the streets at so late an hour, as if 
they were in real earnest after some given 
object. Upon watching them I cuuld see 
some of them were turning into the portals of 
the church-some to the Methodist, others 
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to the Baptist. While at the same time I 
could also see a few of the despised people 
called Latter Day Saints, wending their way 
to the home of our aged Brother and Sister 
Gell, to spend the last hour of the old year 
in prayer to their God. As for these other 
people, I long for the day when the honest
hearted amongst them will find to their joy 
and satisfaction, the angel's message. I am 
fully convinced that there are a number of 
good people in the midst of these popular 
churches of to-day that want finding out. 
Some might ask, But how shall this be done, 
remembering how we have been treated 
at times, when some have said to us, We 
want no more of you, nor yeur Joe Smith 
doctrine, it is from the Devil, and the like? 
But notwithstanding this we have a work to 
do. May we then do all in our power to seek 
and to save the lost. 

I was very much edified by the reading of 
Sr. Pitt's letter in Herald for December 15. 
I am in full sympathy with,our dear sister in 
her good work, and only wish there were 
more of the kind at work in these British 
Isles, for I am folly persuaded that the sis
ters can do a splendid work. If they will only 
go forth with full purpose of heart, I am sure 
God will bless them. Their brethren would 
feel cheered, believing that they were filling 
rightly the office for which they were ere· 
ated, to be a helpmeet. In fact it behooves 
every brother and sister to do their duty, not 
waiting to ask what shall I do. For the Lord 
says that he that waiteth to be commanded 
in all things is a slothful servant. 

After having read the first volume of the 
Church History, I am thoroughly convinced 
that it is a grand work, and it ought to find 
its way into the home of every true Latter 
Day Saint. It bespeaks very much credit to 
the compilers. We do appreciate our dear 
Herald. We expect Bro. H. C. Smith, also 
Bro. and Sr. Pitt, to our conference the 8th 
and 9th inst. I pray that God will bless us 
all that we may continue faithful to the end. 

Your brother in bonda, 
JOSEPH ARBER. 

GUILFORD, Mo., Jan. 9. 
Editors Herald:-I rejoice in the gospel, 

which brings to man the hope of eternal life, 
and an inheritance to the estate set apart for 
man when God created the world. 

The gospel being restored to earth in these 
the latter days, comes to us in power, in the 
Holy Ghost, and in much assuranc,i. When 
I cast my mind on past events, and see how 
God in his tender mercy and love extended 
to me the opportunity of accepting the gos
pel, and enjoying the privileges of the chil
dren of God, my heart swells in gratitude, 
and I feel that his mercy has exceeded my 
worthiness. Thff,•e are obstacles to overcome, 
discouragements to surmount, but let mi will 
to overcome and firmly determine to con
quer, then the captain of Israel's host will 
aid us. The work in this part of the Lord's 
vineyard is on the advance; slow, but I be
lieve sure. There are internal dissensions to 
overcome, yet the work will go onward. 
Those who have the work at heart and are 
actively engaged in the same, are being con-
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firmed, and strengthened; those who are neg
ligent and slothful, and remain so, will be 
losers; and who will be to blame? Every one 
will be rewarded for his own works. 

Our worthy missionary in charge, Bro. 
Peter Anderson, is a faithful steward, ever 
watching over and directing the work, and 
feeding the flocks of God in this district. 
The submissionary, Bro. M. F. Gowell, is an 
active minister, always engaged in the Mas
ter's cause. 

This district is composed of five branches; 
three of which are conducting Sunday 
schools. In the other two branches it is im
practicable to hold a Sunday school. In our 
Sunday school at Guilford, we enjoyed the 
Christmas festivities; the children of the 
school were the active ones engaged in the 
event. I hope the new year has brought a 
renewed determination to gain the victory in 
the cause of redemption. 

The writer enjoyed his best Christmas 
feast by boarding the "iron horse" bound for 
St. Joseph to attend the Sunday School In
stitute, held December 26-29. So replete 
with grand thoughts was it, that the writer 
is doubtful whether the organs of the mind 
will be able to digest them. The meeting 
with brothers and sisters of like precious 
faith, and the receiving of the hearty hand
shake and greeting of each other, wag of it
self a delight; but to engage in a work so 
great and grand in purpose as the Sunday 
school, confirmed as it 'is by the Spirit of 
God is an inspiration to the soul of man. 

I leftrejoicing in the thought that I was 
permitted to be there. I should not forget 
to mention the generosity of the St. Joseph 
saints, how they sacrificed for 1,he Institute 
to be held there. To Brn. C. Kinnaman and 
J. M. Terry and families, there is an especial 
warm place in my heart for entertainment 
received while there. 

On returning home I found that I had been 
elected superintendent of the Sunday school. 
I keenly felt the responsibility resting upon 
me, but went to work as best I could, and was 
encouraged by the first effort made. May 
the good cause prosper in every locality 
where it has been started, also move out into 
new fields. May the new year prove to be 
one of rapid progress to every department of 
the work of Zion's cause. May error and 
eonfusion lose their power, and truth reign 
mightily, Zion be established, God's king
dom come, his will be done on earth as it is 
done in heaven, is the prayer of your brother 
in Christ, w. B. TORRANCE. 

HEPPNER, Oregon, Jan. 7. 
Editors Herald:-! left the sound country 

about two months ago, enroute for eastern 
Oregon, to change mud and rain for snow 
and ice. Cannot say ~hat I am pleased with 
the change. I stopped at Castle Rock, 
where I was much pleased at meeting Bro. 
Chase again, who had been lost for some six 
weeks. I joined him in holdin'g meetings 
there that resulted in seven being added to 
the fold. They are of the best element of 
the place. After that we set sail for these 
parts, 1&nd arrived here to find just snow· 
enough to make it good and cold and bad un-
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der foot. We found the comfortable home I still seventeen miles from our destination, 
of Mr. Rush, where we were made welcome where an appointment was out for preaching 
by him and Sr. Rush until Bro. Wallace's team for that night. We got some dinner, fed the 
came in to take us out to Gooseberry, twenty- team, took Bro. Chase and his chart and 
five miles; and it should be remembered that ;;tarted to try and get there if possible. We 
these Oregon miles are not American miles; followed along through the fog, mud, and 
at least one would not think so were he trav- cold until eight o'clock, when coming to a 
eling them this time of the year. I was house we made some illquiries and found we 
glad when we got to the end of that ride; it were still five miles from our destination; 
was a very cold day. Bro. Chase got real learned that we could stop with them over 
cold before we got there. night if we could sleep three in a bed. .This 

We held meetings a few days, then Bro. we cone! uded to do; it was also decided that 
Goodwin and I took horse and cart and went I must sleep in the middle. You can imagine 
to Lone Rock. Bro. Chase took his feet and how much I slept between two big Iowans 
went to Condon, a distance of some twenty with theil' well-known propensities for want
miies; and having to go a good ways in this ing the most of any and everything. 
country to see a little, he went considerable Again we took the road with five miles 
out of his way, which made him quite a nice ahead of us, supposing that Bro. Chase had 
walk; but he could keep warm, and that was remodeled his chart, but on coming to a fork 
more thari we could do in the cart. Talk in the road, learned he had not. We traveled 
about going to the north pole in a balloon; I on till noon, when coming to a house made 
have been near enough there in a cart! inquiry and found we were one mile further 

At Lone Rock we were entertained by Mr. away than when :we started. We took the 
Maden, an infidel, who not only kindiy cared back track, and after wandering around most 
for us and horse, but attended all our meet- of the afternoon, came in sight of the town. 
ings, eighteen in number. He furnished the The fog is awful here in the winter; it 
wood, and at the close of the meetings took freezes on the outside of one, and goes inside 
up a collection of $6.20. The attendance was of him and freezes. On getting there we 
good, from fifty to one hundred and fifty. found many had been d·isappointed at our not 
Closing there, I borrowed a horse and took a being there as advertised; also that we could 
horseback ride of nearly thirty miles to ioin hold 110 meeting that night, as one of the 
Bro. Chase. I got lost in the fog twice, but lodges was going to give a free supper. Bro. 
arrived there and gained an experience too. Chase attended, took part in the music and 
I found Bro. Chase laboring under a disad- supper, and I was told made quite an impres
vantage, having taken a bad cold; and when sion-at th::i latter part, which I partly be
there is anything tne matter with his sing- lieve. We held two well-attended meetings 
ing gear, he is indeed out of fix; but the at- there; had many invitations to return, the 
tendanee was good until the Christmas use of the church being offered us and plenty 
entertainment, when we closed, holding in of places to stop at; hut time forbade our re
all twenty meetings. J got homesick during maining longer at that time. 
the holidays. Bro. Chase; well, he says he Having held twenty services there, we con
does not get homesick, but he often feels just eluded to come on to this place; obtained the 
like I do when I am very homesick. He has use of the Christian church and commenced 
some other name for it, but the symptoms meeting; first night seventeen out, the next 
are just exactly the same. I am glad Christ- fifty, the next upwards of one hundred; if we 
mas only comes once a year. can keep up that rate of increase we will 

From there we went to Mayville, where we soon have a crowd. We are both feeling well 
held six well-attended meetings; were cared with the exception of colds. 
for by Mr. Edwards, a nonchurch member, Our time is near to a close in these parts; 
but of a splendid family. How I would like must soon re~urn to Washington to finish 
to see such people in the fold. I am often work there. Address will be, Castle Rock, 
made glad by the statement, that if they feed Oregon. HIRAM. L. HOLT. 
you, clothe you, or give you money, "by this 
you may know my disciples." 

At Condon I found Bro. Moore, an old Cali
fornian, where we invited ourselves to a real 
good Christmas dinner. At Condon I was 
the guest of Bro. Clark, a real saint. 

From Mayville we came by team to Lone 
Rock, a distallce of twenty miles, and such a 
time as we had getting there! neither Bro. 
Chase nor myself knew the road; so Bro. 
Chase made a chart of the road as it was ex
plained to him, and that the chart was all 
right he still affirms, but we were all wrong 
in following it. We started in the morning 
and traveled until 12: 30 over an awful road, 
stopped to inquire where we were-for we 
had a little misgiving (the driver and I) 
about that chart, and found it had brought 
us around to within three miles of town 
again. We just felt like burning that chart 
and pounding its maker. There we were, 

FOREST, Ont., Jan. 15. 
Editors Hemld:-On January 4, Elder S. 

W. Tomlinson came here and remained a 
week. He preached eight sermons, using 
his chart to good advantage. In the day
time he did much fireside preaching, result
ing in much good, for those who were 
interested obtained a better understanding 
of the good work. 

On Sunday the 9th.he baptized two, Bro. and 
Sr. Cates, who, we feel satisfied, will make 
good earnest workers for the buildi11g up of 
God's kingdom. Others are interested. We 
are expecting Elder St. John here soon. We 
rejoice that these two have been added to 
our number, and hope that ere long many 
will obey the gospel, that a branch may be 
raised up here that will be an honor to the 
name of our God. For this we ever pray. 

In bonds, 
ROBERT H. HUSTON. 

HOW IS THIS¥ 
And, behold, the high 

NOTICE. 
priests should travel, and 

'l'eacher -- will give 
a series of discourses at 

also the elders,and also the 
lesser priests; but the dea
cons and teachers eihonid 

NOTICE. 

be appointed to watch over 
the church, to be standing 

Deacon -- will give 
a series of discourses at 

ministers unto the church. 
-D. C. 83: 22. 

The teacher's duty is to 
watc't over the church 
always, etc.-D. C. 17: 11. 

In bonds, 
JAMES CAFFALL. 

SCRANTON, Pa., Jan. 16. 
Editors Herald:-I am pleased to say that 

we still retain our hall on Lackawanna Ave
nue, and our Sund~y school is progressing 
favorably. On Sunday, December 26, the' 
Sunday school gave a fine entertainment,. 
and appropriate prizes were given to the' 
children. I was pleased to note that during 
the exercises there was some talent dis
played even in Scranton. Bro. Ervin Wil
liams, the superintendent, takes a derp 
interest in Sunday school, and although I am 
aged, still I love the Sunday school, and 
think it would be well if all the old people, 
as well as the young, would attend Sunday 
school; n would be the means of helping 
them on in church work. We have our social 
meeting after school, and preaching every 
Sunday evening by Elder A. N. Bishop, 
which is greatly enjoyed by the saint3. He 
gave us a number of discourses on "The 
triumphant march of Joshua," which were 
both interesting and instructive. He is now 
treating on the "Great apostasy." We are 
pleased that Elder Bishop has come amongst 
us. His clear-cut, logical reasoning is much 
admired by those in and out of the church. 

In bonds, 
EDWIN TRIMBY. 

LAMONI, Iowa, Jan. 17. 
Editors Herald:-It seems as if God sends 

his ministry into certain localities, and 
through them metes out blessings in the 
right time. At least so I believe, and also 
the saints in Hazel Dell. Indeed we had a 
time that we will not soon forget. Bro. 
Strain from Council Bluffs was out there and 
held a series of meetings, using the black
board. His subjects the last two evenings 
were, first, "the line of prophets," showing 
that there was an unbroken chain of proph
ets and patriarchs from Adam down through 
the different epochs to the days of Christ 
and until the time should come spoken of by 
the prophet Isaiah, "thti prophets and your 
rulers, the seers bath he covered;" and also 
referring to Revelation, when the "man 
child was caught up unto God, and to his 
throne,

0

" in which period of time God re
vealed his will to the children of men. 

And in handling the last subject, "latter
day revelation," it was wonderful the reason 
and the simplicity in which he proved the 
restoration of the gospel and the mission 
work of God's Holy Spirit in the latter days 
as well as in former days. 

During Bro. Strain's visit difficulties 
among the saints were settled, the sick were; 
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administered to and fed with the heavenly 
manna that restores health to the physical 
body and revives the soul. Indeed I can 
bear my testimony to this latter-day work, 
that God has restored the gospel and works 
with the children of men by his Holy Spirit 
now as in ages past. Your brother in hope 
of Zion's triumph, 

A. E. MADISON. 

DE SOTO, Neb., Jan. 14. 
Editors Herald:-I am now in the vicinity 

of De Soto, holding the gospel banner aloft. 
De Soto was at one time the star branch of 
the Reorganization. While talking with a 
gentleman who was a boy in the days of old 
De Soto, he gave me the follow story: "One 
night while we boys were playing 'base' in 
the streets of old De Soto, I conc.luded I 
would attend prayer meeting. After going 
to the private house where··the meeting was 
being held, I discovered that it was a Mor
mon meeting. Among others who took part 
in the meeting was a lady who arose and 
spoke in an unknown tongue. The interpre
tation was given in the same manner by a 
young gentleman. The interpretation was a 
prophecy and warning to the saints of De 
Soto. They were told that unless they 
'ceased their contention,' and 'repented of this 
iniquity,' that 'they should be scattered to the 
four winds,' and there should not be 'one left 
to tell the story.' I have lived to see the ful
fillment of this prophecy to a letter. They 
continued their strife, and to-day there is 
not one left to tell the story-they are all 
gone," said he. 

At that time De Soto was looked upon as 
being the center of Nebraska commerce. 
Those who inhabited the town and vicinity 
looked fondly forward to the time when De 
Soto would be a great thriving city, with all 
the advantages the "Old Muddy" could af
ford, being navigable as they supposed it 
would be, and having a fine place for landing 
on the banks of De Soto. But alas! "the 
wisdom of the wise shall perish, and the un
derstanding of the prudent shall be hid." 
Nothing remains to mark the spot where De 
Soto once stood but a few lonely fruit trees 
in the midst of a corn field. Instead of run
ning near the old town, the "old not to be de
pended upon" is near two miles from where 
it once afforded a harbor for old De Soto, 
and it looks as though she had deserted the 
banks of De Soto forever. Thus we see that 
where once the star branch of the church ex
isted not one of them is left to tell the story. 

Excitement runs high in this place. They 
never heard the gospel before, most of them 
at least. The M. E. minister has lost his 
job. People found that tbe gospel didn't 
cost anything, therefore they ceased to pay 
for something they didn't get. The old game 
followed; when driven to the wall on the 
doctrine of Christ, and seeing his craft in 
danger, he began to circulate hatched-up 
stories about .Joseph Smith and the saints in 
general. He said the saints in Omaha all 
practiced polygamy, and would lie and 8teal; 
said he bad a Mormon Bible, and if the peo
ple could stomach it he would lend it to 
them. He said those that had been baptized 
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would have a doctor bill to pay, as it was 
contrary to nature to baptize in winter. I 
have gained the favor of the people in gen
eral-only two families willing to support 
the M. E. minister longer, Those two fami
lies threatened to waylay me on •the way 
home from church. The night they threat
ened it I was escorted home with a body
guard. I don't think they will try it. The 
house is crowded each night. People are 
interested; many are near the kingdom~ 

The Devil is doing his best, but he is on the 
outside. I am greatly encouraged in the 
work. God is blessing me with the presence 
of his Spirit. My prayer is for the welfare 
of latter-day Israel. 

In gospel bonds, 
SAMUEL Woon. 

HOLSTEIN, Ont., Jan. 15. 
Editors Herald:-I suppose that before this 

reaches you Bro. Joseph will have arrived 
with his Canadian lassie. God bless them 
both We were glad that Bro. Joseph had 
the good luck to pick up such a noble speci
men of Canada's daughters; not only physi
cally but also intellectually, morally, and 
spiritually. But it will give you (poor 
degenerate Yanks) a small idea of what we 
raise in these northern wilds. 

We were greatly disappointed in not re
ceiving a visit from him when he was so near 
us, about thirty miles; but we are in hopes 
that the first time he pays a visit to his 
father-in-law he will take us in. May peace, 
love, and unity be with you all, is the prayer 
of AULD WATTIE. (Walter Morris.) 

ARGENTINE, Kan., Jan. 12. 
Editors Herald:-For thirty years you have 

been a welcome visitor at our house, and 
have continually brought us news from all 
over the land that has cheered, comforted, 
and instruct.ed us to make progress in the di
vine life; and in order that you may continue, 
we have sought to assist you in getting new 
subscribers and to enlarge the circle of your 
usefulness. We are glad to hear of Brn. 
Newton and Barmore laboring successfully 
in Big Valley, California. Many of our rela
tives live there for whom we have a great 
desire that they learn the truth. We have 
sought to instruct them as best we could. 
We are glad to see the progress that is being 
made nearly everywhere, and the honest 
souls who desire the truth brought into the 
fold and family of God. 

This is comparatively a new field where I 
am now laboring, and am meeting with good 
success. At Rosedale have baptized two; at 
Merriam many are believing; at Sol!lth Park 
some rejoice in hearing the word; at Turner 
the people are anxious to bear, and come from 
far and near. Here in Argentine we are gath
ering up a few; organized a Sabbath school the 
first Sunday in this year; have secured a hall 
free of charge for all winter, in which we 
hold services every Sunday, and Wednesday 
evenings. I never enjoyed better liberty in 
presenting the message of life and salvation 
than now, and God is confirming our words 
with signs following. The prospect for an 
ingathering is good; have many more calls 
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than I can fill; and according to God's prom
ise we are meeting with grace and favor 
from the people everywhere. May God help 
us to be wise, to preach the gospel in the 
spirit of love and meekness; and not abuse 
the people because they wer€l taught in an
other school of theology, and by so doing 
drive them from us. 

F. C. W ARNKY. 

JONESPORT, Maine, Jan. 12. 
Editors Herald:-Every representative of 

the latter-day work in presenting the Book 
of Mormon as God-given, has had to meet the 
Spalding story, and answer the assertion 
that Mr. Rigdon stole said story, revamped, 
and gave it to Joseph Smith. The inclosed 
testimony of P. P. Pratt is found in his reply 
to La Roy Sunderland, who at that time was 
Editor of the New York Evangelist. It was 
published in 1842. It has proven a help to 
me. If in your judgment it contains sufficient 
of general interest, publish; if not the 
editors' waste basket is capacious. I have a 
number of good things picked up from many 
sources along the way; would you like to 
have me submit them to you for inspection? 
Possibly some of them can be used. 

Have just returned from Machias, the shire 
town of Washington County. Through the 
kindness of the supervisor of schools I oc
cupied a building centrally located; had ex
cellent audience and liberty. Several 
expressed the determination of obeying the 
gospel as soon as the weather was warmer. 
Midwinter baptizing is somewhat difficult in 
these latitudes. Prospects appear excellent 
in all the openings we have in this State. 
Branches are getting wide awake. We are 
all greatly encouraged and hope for final vic
tory. Trust to meet you at General Confer
ence. 

Address: Jonesport, Maine, until March 
1. Permanent address: Stonington, Maine. 

In pleasant bonds, 
U. W. GREENE. 

(Yes, we would be pleased to have all the 
elders or others send us matter of general in
terest and of use in advocation or defense of 
the cause.-Eds.) 

BARODA, Mich., Jan. 17. 
Editors Herald:-In the town of Baroda 

stands a neat little church, whose spires 
point heavenward and whose foundation
well, we do not know, but we have been in
formed that it is so holy that, in dedication, 
its doors were closed against Latter Day 
Saints and Catholics. The spirit of discord 
moved upon the "wilderness"-some against 
and some defending the rights of the only 
Latter Day Saints who could be found for 
miles around. So the leaven worked. At 
the beginning of the new year, when the air 
is so redolent of good resolutions as to be 
perceptible to even the blunt sensibilities of 
Latter Day Saints, some friend to the cause 
hired a hall where the truth might be told 
without contaminating the surroundings. 

Elder H. C. Bronson, well known to many, 
walked in with the "sword of the Spirit" 
well sharpened, and the Spirit himself as his 
Guide. For ten nights he has presented the 
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gospel with such power as to draw to its 
hearing the best citizens, not only of the 
town, but of the surrounding country. Last 
night a packed audience voted unanimously 
for him to remain, the best men in this 
vicinity offering to aid in defraying the ex
pense of hall rent. We have heard many 
excellent speakers, but it has never been our 
good fortune to bear the gospel presented 
more plainly, pleasingly, and powerfully 
than it has been presented here by Elder 
Bronson. 

Let us say right here, that if petitioning 
will count, Elder Bronson will come back to 
Michigan the coming year. The speaker 
says he never talked to a more attentive 
audience. A Baptist lady, a Mre. Arend, an 
intelligent, refined person, has played the 
organ and conducted the music, and when a 
hard rain-storm came that would have kept 
most audiences at home, she donned a pair of 
rubber boots and walked a mile to lead in 
singing, to our surprise, a good-sized audi
ence. The hall is owned by William Shafer, 
a square, fair-minded man, who bas spared 
no pains in making everything comfortable 
and pleasant. 

The church people of Berrien Springs, a 
town a few miles distant, seem so interested 
in our work that they have sent for Davis H. 
Bays to come and lecture against Mormon
ism, so to-night Elder Bronson goes to look. 
after him. To-morrow we expect other 
elders on t,he ground, so Elder Bronson will 
continue his work at Baroda. 

Berrien County seems ripe for the truth, 
and the power of darkness seems ready to do 
its part toward hindering its progress. We 
feel so joyful over the outlook that we 
scarcely know whether we're in the body or 
out of the body. 

Praying that the honest· in heart may be 
:permitted to hear the truth, we are 

Yours in bonds, 
MRS. J. H. ROYCE. 

COUNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa, Jan. 21. 
Editors Herald:-Lest some may think that 

I am presumptuous in engaging in debate 
with the "one-time Latter Day Saint," Davis 
H. Bays, permit me to state that the discus
sion is not of my making, as I have had 
nothing to do with arrangements thus far; 
Brn. J. R. Lambert and H. 0. Smith looking 
after these matters. The following creden
tials place the responsibility for my selection 
where it rightfully belongs:-

LAMONI, Iowa, Jan. 3, 1898. 
To Whom it may Coneern:-We hereby 

certify that Elder 'I'. W. Williams, of Council 
Bluffs, Iowa, is a regularly ordained and duly 
licensed minister of the Reorganized Church 
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, and 
that he was appointed to do missionary work 
by the last General Conference of said church; 
also that he has the indorsement of the Reor
ganized Church, and has been duly appointed 
by the missionary in charge of the State of 
Iowa to represent the interests of said church 
in a discussion to be held with one Elder D. 
H. Bays, time and place of said discussion to 
be provided for. 

This document is signed by the "First 
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Presidency,'' "Church Secretary,'' "Mission
ary in Charge of Iowa," and "Missionary in 
Charge of Harrison County, Iowa." 

I am assured that T. W. Williams is not 
able to meet this or any other man; but God 
is, and like David I enter the forensic arena 
feeling that., while I may wield the sling, 
God must guide the stone; and should this ''Go
liath" meet a similar fate to Goliath of old, 
the credit attaches, not so much to man, as 
to God's unerring accuracy in directing the 
"pebbles" of truth. I shall have an able as
sistant and wise counselor in our moderator, 
H. 0. Smith. Wfl really expect Bro. J. R. 
Lambert to be present also. 

The debate will take place in February or 
March, at Mondamin, Iowa. The subjects 
for discussion are the relative claims of the 
respective churches, the reliability of the 
Book of Mormon, and the all-sufficiency of 
the Holy Bible. 

Next Monday, the 24th, I commence a two
weeks' discussion at Tabor, Iowa, with W. 
W. Blalock, of Topeka, Kansas. Two propo
sitions are involved, An examination of the 
claims of the two churches, Bro. Henry Kemp 
acting as moderator. Hitherto we have 
never succeeded in securing an opening at 
this seat of Congregational learning, hence 
in the way of membership have nothing to 
lose and all to gain. We hope the theolog
ical students may get some points that will 
stay with them through life. 

Owing to the protracted watching during 
our late sickness, I am not as physically 
equipped as I would like to be; but I shall 
trust in God for needed assistance. I do not 
expect to please everybody not even all pro
fessed saints, but I propose not to be manserv
ing but God-fearing. Jesus Christ could not 
please everybody; in fact, he had many 
more enemies than friends, and the maj,irity 
of his friends were unstable at times. Beelze
bub, or Lucifer, was the only being who pro
posed to please everybody, and for his 
egotism was cast out of heaven. I care not to 
follow his example. Modern divines have 
sought to serve men, and it has lessened their 
influence proportionately. Latter Day Saint 
ministers must guard against this weakness! 
He who would desist in denouncing sin, in 
punishing wrong, in urging truth, for fear of 
offending any man in or out of the church, is 
unworthy the calling of a minister for Christ. 
Rest assured that Latter Day Saints are not 
yet angels, but noticeably human, and will 
ofttimes resent that which conflicts with 
their folly or ignorance.· 

defect is particularly noticeable after the era 
of prosperity we have had. During the past 
year I have done very little visiting in the 
city and I now notice the difference. The 
church must sooner or later care for its city 
interests. Every large city branch should 
have a pastor, devoting his entire time to 
church work. No man can do justice to the 
work and engage in manual toil. Christ said, 
''Feed my sheep." Feeding consists not alone 
in having a straw stack, but in hunting up 
the sheep and bringing them to the feeding 
place. This takes time and means, but it 
must be done, if we expect lasting results. 

Bro. Caffall has been with us for several 
weeks, holding a series of meetings in the 
interim, dealing with the rules governing 
the church, and, as usual when men's duties 
are pointed out, satisfied some and displeased 
others; but so he it. We hope that all may 
be led to investigate and be benefited in the 
end. Craving an interest in the prayers of 
all who are interested in the success of the. 
work, Yours for Christ, 

T. W. WILLIAMS. 

Original 1Ir1icles. 
SIDNEY RIGDON'S CONNECTION WITH 

THE SPALDING STORY. 

TESTIMONY OF PARLEY P. PRATT. 

"ABOUT A. D. 1827, Messrs. A. Camp
bell, W. Scott, and S. Rigdon, with 
some others, residing in. Virginia, 
Ohio, etc., came off from the Bap
tists and established a new order 
under the name of Reformed Baptists, 
or Disciples; and they were termed 
by their enemies Campbellites, Rig· 
donites, etc. This reformation, as to 
its doctrine, consisted principally of 
the baptism of repentance for the re
mission of sins, etc. And Mr. Rigdon 
in particular held to a literal fulfill
ment and application of the written 
word; and by this means he was an 
instrument to turn many from the 
false notions of sectarian traditions, 
to an understanding of the prophecies 
touching the great restoration of Is
rael, and the mighty revolutions of 
the last days. Many hundred disci· 
ples were gathered by his ministry 
throughout the Lake Country of Ohio; 
and many other preachers stood in 
connection with him in those princi
ples. 

A cloud, lowering and dark, has hung o'er 
the local work here for a time, and I am in
formed that this has been of periodical occur
rence since the organization of the branch; 
but we see rifts in the cloud and hope for a 
brighter day. So long as saints will persist 
in digging up the putrid carcasses of past 
differences so long will clouds gather. A "I was then pursuing an agricul
hopeful sign was manifested in a late priest- tural life, and mostly occupied in 
hood meeting, when numbers of the local converting the wilderness into a fruit· 
ministry expressed an anxious desire to as- ful field; but being a member of the 
sist in furthering the work. However, the 
Council Bluffs branch is no worse than the Baptist Church, and a lover of truth, 
average, better than many, and much better I became acquainted with Mr. Rigdon, 
than the sectarian churches; but any little t and a believer in and a teacher of the 
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same doctrines. After proclaiming 
1

1

1 cuted or injured him, in any manner; 
those principles in my own neighbor- and the ne:i:t morning himself and wife 
hood and the adjoining country, I at were baptized by Elder 0. Cowdery. 
length took a journey to _the State of I was present; it was a solemn scene; 
New York, partly on a visit to Colum- most of the people were greatly af
bia Oounty, New York, my native fected; they ~ame out of the water 
place, and partly for the purpose of overwhel~ed m tears. Many others 
ministering the word. lThis journey were b~pt1zed. by ~s, both before and 
was undertaken in August, 1830. I after his baptism, msomuch that dur
had no sooner reached Ontario County, in~ the fall of ~830, and the followi~g 
New York, than I came in contact wmter and sprmg, the number of dis
with the •Book of Mormon,' which ciples was increased to about one thou
had then been published about six sand; the Holy Ghost was mightily 
months, and had gathered about fifty poured ou~, ~nd the word of God ~rew 
disciples, which were all that then and mult1phed; and many priests 
constituted the Church of Latter Day were obedient to the faith. 
Saints. I· was greatly prejudiced "Early in 1831, Mr. Rigdon having 
against the Book; but remembering been ordained under our hands, visited 
the caution of Paul, !\Prove all things; Elder J. Smith, Jr., in the State of 
hold fast that which is good," I sat New York, for the first time; and 
down to read it; and after. carefully from that time forth, rumor began to 
comparing it with the other scriptures, circulate, that he (Rigdon) was the 
and praying to God, he gave me the author of the Book of Mormon. 
knowledge of its truth, by the power The Spalding story was never 
of the Holy Ghost; and what was I dreamed of until several years after
that I could withstand God! I ac- wards, when.it appeared in 'Mormon
cordingly obeyed the ordinances, and ism Unveiled'-a base forgery by D. 
was commissioned by revelation and P. Hurlbut, and others of similar 
the laying on of hands to preach the character, who had long strove to ac
fullness of the gospel. Then, after count for the Book of Mormon, in 
finishing my visit to Columbia County, some other way besides the truth. 
I returned to the brethren in Ontario In the West whole neighborhoods em
County, where for the first time I saw braced Mormonism after this fable of 
Mr. Joseph Smith, Jr., who had just the Spalding story bad been circulated 
returned from Pennsylvania to his among them; indeed, we never con
father's house in Manchester. ceived it worthy of an answer, until 

"About the 15th of October, 1830, I it was converted by the ignorant and 
took my journey in company with impudent dupes and knaves, in this 
Elder 0. Cowdery, and Peter Whit- city, who stand at the head of certain 
mer, to Ohio. We called on Elder S. religious papers, into something said 
Rigdon, and then for the first time, his to be positive, certain, and not to be 
eyes beheld the 'Book of Mormon;' disputed. I mean the editors of the 
I, myself, had the happiness to pre- New York Evangelist, Zion's Watchman, 
sent it to him in person. He was and all others ·who are equally guilty, 
much surprised, and it was with much including all who read and believe 
persuasion and argument that he was such a thing. "-Pratt's "Reply to Sun
prevailed on to read it, and after he derland," publ'ished 1842. 
had read it he had a great struggle of 

ARE WE CAPABLE OF NOTHING 
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work and wages were furnished every 
man who needs to earn a livelihood, 
or wishes to be anything more than 
an incumbrance upon the face of the 
earth. 

The only just way of bringing about 
such a condition, so far as I can see, 
would be for all the people to form 
themselves into one grand company 
and buy up every individual and lesser 
corporate real estate and business in
terest, giving in payment therefor our 
grand corporate due bills. 

I do not believe in absolute equality. 
Charity is greatest of the Christian 

graces; but where is the charity in 
the man who would not be willing to 
sell his possessions for a reasonable 
consideration, if by so doing he could 
pl::i.ce life's comforts within compara
tively easy access of thousands who 
are now in poverty and wretchedness? 

J.B. FARR. 

nonfBrBn~s JVIimJtBs. 
CLINTON. 

Conference convened at Rich Hill, January 
8, 9; D. C. White president, Ella Miller 
cle1·k, Vina H. Goff assistant. Elders report
ing: D. C. White baptized 16, A. White, A. 
I. Roberts baptized 4, F. M. Sharrock bap
tized 3, S. C. Andes baptized 4, F. L. Sawley 
baptized 9, C. P. Welsh baptized 1, W. V. 
Rowland baptized 3, J. Sterling baptized 2, 
T. R. White, G. W. Beebe, C. F. Belkham; 
Priests, W. Mannering baptized 4, Curtis 
Silvers, L. A. QLiick baptized 2, A. S. 
Leeper, F. J. Mannering; Teacher G. M. 
Shearer. Branch reports: El Dorado 
Springs 159; gain 5. Rich Hill 139; gain 6. 
Tebo 36: gain 6. Lowry City 75; 1 re
moved. Walker 22; gain 3. Veve 100; gain 2. 
Lebanon 41; gain 3. Nevada 44; gain 4. Ta
borville 24; 3 removed. Deepwater 25; gain 
2. Wheatland 47 (new branch). Branches 
not reported present conference, number at 
last report, Clin'Gon 36; Butler 33. Scattered 
members 11. Total membership of district 
792. A net gain of 58 since June conference. 
A petition from the Walker branch, and 
present condition of Butler branch were re
ferred to district president and missionary in 
charge to attend to. The ordinations of 

mind, before he fully .believed and 
embraced it; and when finally con
vinced of its truth, he called together 
a large congregation of his friends, 
neighbors, and brethren, and then ad
dressed them very affectionately, for 
near two hours, during most of which 
time both himself and nearly all the 
congregation were melted to tears. 
He asked forgiveness of everybody 
who might have had occasion to be 
offended with any part of his former 
life; he forgave 1111 who had perse-

BETTER? Philemon Pement and Lee A. Quick to the 
Is THERE not in the realms of imagi- office of elder were left to district presidents 
nation somewhere within range of D. C. and A. White to provide for. The 
American possibility some plan the 1

· m~tter of purchasing a ne:V top. for the dis
adopti.on of which would render the trwt te~t was also plac.ed rn their han~s, D. 

f b l h C. White to confer with branch presidents 
masses O t e peop e muc greater to endeavor to raise sufficient means, and A. 
certainty of honorably procuring a White to purchase the top when the money is 
respectable living than they at present provided. Alfred White resigned as Bish
possess under the existing haphazard, op's agent and D. C. White chosen to succeed 
rough and tumble catch as catch ca 1 him. Remember his address, Blairstown, 

. .' n I Missouri. Tbe district has need of all your 
way of gettmg at it? tithes and offerings-treasury low (failed to 

I believe it would be much better if get exact r@port). The following named per-
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sons were chosen delegates to General Con
ference: Alfred White, D. C. White, Ella 
Mill.er, F. L. Sawley, C. P. Welsh, W. V. 
Rowland, F. C. Keck, C. F. Belkham, C.R. 
Duncan, T. R. White, R. T. Walters, A. M. 
Baker, Wm. Mannering, A. C. Silvers, J. D. 
White, Mina Kearney, Anna Jordon, F. M. 
Sharrock, August and Sarah Deller, and 
Wm. Chapman. Preaching during confer
ence by F. C. Keck and G. H. Hilliard. 

8tlndau 8~hool AssoGiations. 
CONVENTION NOTICES. 

Northeastern Missouri convention will meet 
February 11 at Bevier. Prayer meeting at 
9: 30 a. m., bui;iness session at ten a. m. Pro
gram for the afternoon session as follows: 
Sunday school newspaper. Normal work in 
charge of district superintendent. Black
board work in review, using lessons 1, 2, and 
3 of present Senior quarterly. Discussion of 
quarterly lessons: 1. Difficulties in them; 2. 
How to teach them. Sketch work. Ques
tion box. There will be a literary and mu
sical program in the evening. A feature of 
business will be appointing delegates to Gen
eral Convention. 

Besides the secretary's report, we want a 
report from the superintendent of each 
school, as to the interest and prospects of 
your school. Bring notebooks and pencils, 
quarterlies and Winnowed Songs with you. 
It is our first duty to be anxious for the wel
fare and spread of the work in our own dis
trict and locality, and to that end we trust 
that all professing an interest in our Sunday 
school work will appreciate their responsi
bility to better fit themselves for usefulness, 
and to lend their presence and efforts towards 
helping to roll the work along. We hope 
that the future may mark a brighter era for 
the work in this district. Let each school 
and place where there are Sunday school 
possibilities be as well represented as possi
ble. Sr. (Miss) Mary J. Richards, Bevier, 
Missouri, is clerk. 

LOUISE PALFREY, Supt. 
lYlAcoN, Missouri. 

Eastern Iowa district will meet at Fulton, 
Iowa, February 4, 1898. The afternoon will 
be devoted to business, and the evening to a 
sermon on Sunday school work. 

ELLEN J. GREEN, Supt. 

To the Superi.ntendents of the Several Sun
day Schools of the Southern Nebraska Dis
trict:-Our convention meets at Nebraska 
City, February 11, 12, 1898. It is earnestly 
desired that each superintendent report to 
the convention, in person or in writing, with 
reference to the followiag in his school: 1. 
The blackboard, how it is used. 2. ReviAws, 
by whom and how conducted. 3. Results 
since using "uniform texts." 4. Teacher&' 
meetings, when held. If none are held, what 
have you to suggest that is as good, or bet
ter? Please state fully. 5. Punctuality and 
attendance of officers and teachers. 6. Has 
the attendance in your school increased; has 
a greater in.terest been manifested or any 
i:narked progress been made in ~ny way1 dur-
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ing the past year? If so, to what do you 
attribute it? Send all communications to 
the district secretary, E. D. Briggs, Nebraska 
City, Nebraska. M:J. SCHAFER, Supt. 

DELOIT, Iowa. 

St. Louis convention will convene Satur
day, February 12, at 2: 30 p. m., in the saints 
chapel, No. 2518 Elliott Avenue, St. Louis. 
It is hoped all the schools.will be well repre
sented. Among the important business to 
be transacted is the election of officers, and 
of delegates to the General Convention. We 
are arranging programs for Saturday ,and 
Sunday. evenings that will be beneficial .to 
Sunday school workers. We will have some 
features new to this district and expect io 
have an enjoyable and profitable time. We 
hope all who can will come with prayerful 
hearts and a determination to get a better 
understanding of ourjduties and do them bet
ter in the future. 

J. J. BILLINSKY, Supt. 
No. 2507 Slattery Street. 

MisBEllanEolis DEpar1mBnt. 
SPECIAL BUSINESS NOTICE. 

The Business Department of the Herald 
Office published a rule requiring all orders 
amounting to less than fifty cents to be paid for 
in cash or stamps, unless ordered by branch 
book agents having accounts with us. This 
ruls was established to prevent large num
bers of small acco1mts accumulating.on our 
books, which require muchl trouble and ex
pense to collect. 

Attention is called to the following orders, 
received of late:-

"Please forward one half dozen blank cer
tificates of baptism." 

"Please mail at once two blanks S. S. re
ports, two blanks for S. S. credentials." 

"Please forward . to my address one half 
dozen blank certificates of baptism, also in
close price list and will remit." 

The office will not fill such orders without 
cash. Catalogues with prices are sent to 
anyone ordering, but where parties do not 
know prices, five cents in stamps would cover 
such· orders. 

The blanks ordered in the above are ten 
cents per dozen, and all these orders amount 
to from five to ten cents. It would cost us 
the coet of all blanks in those orders to enter 
and then collect for the order .. 

Those ordering supplies will be required 
to observe the rule and send cash with small 
orders. FRANK CRILEY, 

Business Manager, Herald Office. 

TO DISTRICT AND ASSOCIATION SECRETARIES. 
Secretaries of district conferences and Sun

day school associations are hereby notified 
that notices for publication in the HERALD 
must be made as brief and compact as possi
Me, because of constantly increasing demands 
upon our limited space. 

Dif!trict association programs will not here
after be published unless very briefly stated. 
Persons participating need not be notified 
through the HERALD, but shonld reoeive 
personal notioe otherwise, 

With a little care all necessary items of 
conferences and conventions, both notices and 
minutes, can be given in a limited amount of 
space. 2t 

BISHOP'S AGENTS' NOTICES. 
Dear Saints of Southern Michigan and 

Northern Indiana district:-! have thought 
many times what I could say through the 
columns of the He1·ald that would encourage 
us to move along in this great latter-day 
work that we so much love, and especially 
those of us that have not made the sacrifice 
we should. And when we think the harvest 
is great and the laborers are few, it might be 
well for us to ask ourselves why the laborers' 
are few, and I believe we would all agree that 
it is because some of us do not make the 
sacrifice we should. Go with me to 2 Cor
inthians 9: 6 and we find, "He which soweth 
sparingly shall reap also sparingly." ''Not 
grudgingly, or of necessity: for God loveth a 
cheerful giver." Let us remember it is not 
the large amounts only that the kind Father 
recognizes, but the effort we put forward to 
comply with his laws; and let me say to the 
children, Do not hesitate to send in your 
small amounts. The Giver of all good will 
own and bless you in the effort, and it al
ways does us good to see your names on the 
agent's book, although the amount may be 
small. Perhaps you may do some of the 
older ones good and wake us up to a sense of 
our duty. We hope to see more names on 
the book this year than in the past. God 
wants us to be active in this work and will 
not ask more of us than we are able to do; he 
will not reap where he has not sown. We all 
know times are very close and money scarce, 
but let us not let the church suffer on ac
count of this, but let us at least bring it in 
with the rest of our obligations and not 
make the church wait till all other debts are 
paid. Think for a moment. Because God 
holds no mortgages and makes no fore
closures, shall we take advantage of this and 
hold back what rightfully belongs to him? I 
hope not. Let us remember thel.'e is an ac
count kept of what we do, and it will be a sad 
thing for us to stand before the great judge 
with nothing but ciphers attached to our 
names. It seems to me that it would be a 
great mistake for one to obey the gospel and 
then sit with folded hands and try to enjoy 
what others have labored for. They would 
be made to say as others have said who have 
done nothing for the Master, "Must I empty 
handed go?" 

In making out my report which has only 
run from March 1, 1897, to January 1, 1898, 
which would be ten months, the district has 
paid in more than in the twelve months pre
vious, so I for one feel encouraged und hope 
we may all work together and see if we can
not keep this gain moving along till all those 
that have not felt the need of complying with 
the law of tithing may fall in line and do as 
best they can as they are blessed. Now as 
this is the beginning of another year, let us 
see if we cannot do as we are commanded in 
Malachi 3: 10, "bring ye all the tithes into 
the storehouse, that there may be meat in 
:iµine }loqse1 and prove me now )lerewitj:]., 
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saith the Lord of hosts, if I will not open you ! all elders, priests, teachers, and deacons 1 be used will please report to me or to the 
the windows of heaven, and pour you out a please systematize their work as much as president of your district, or to the mis
blessing, that there shall not be room enough possible and keep a record of the same and sionary in your immediate field. In this way 
to recelve it." Why not take God at his word make a full report of same to the missionary I think some good can be effected. I have 
in this as in other promises? in charge at the close of the year? Try to do not consulted with Bro. Oriley, but I b13lieve 

I wish to thank the saints in this district something every week, make a note of it, and he will receive your money for this purpose, 
for their kindly aid in my work and for what see if you are not better satisfied with your and also for any other literature you may 
they have done in tithes and offerings in the work at the close of the year. wish to order. Other tracts can be used with 
past, and my prayer is that God will bless 3. Let all members assist the ministry, good results as well as those designed to cor
them for the same. May we co~tiriu~ to work local and traveling, to the extent of their rect the evils in Utah. What think you of 
together as one family with the same object ability, so that the work in the branches and it, brethren? 
in view, to do good and help forward on this elsewhere may be fruitful of good results. A From what I can learn I think the tithe 
work. I am, as ever, united effort on the part of all will bring re- and offering fund will be better than in the 

Your brother in Christ, sults that will be more gratifying than if past. I hope I am not mistaken in this. I 
SAMUEL S'l'ROH, Bishop's Agent. there be not unity. congratulate you on the improvement over 

CoLnWATER, Michigan, Jan. 9. 4. Assist the missionaries as far as possible the past and hope the improvement will con-
in prosecuting their work in your midst and tinue until the Lord shall say, "It is enough." 

To the saints of Southern Indiana district I in new places. Respect them in their o.ffice The clouds are heavy in some portions of 
wish to offer my heartfelt thanks for their and calling and encourage them in all proper the heavens above us, but they are breaking 
liberality in contributing to the church fund. ways. and the mists are clearing away. Let us re~ 
Upon making my yearly report to the Bishop 5. While it is expected that the members new our diligence, and press on to victory. 
for the year ending December 31, 1897, I find and local authorities respect the missionaries In gospel bonds, 
we have doubled the amount of previous as above, it is none the less expected that the T. 0. KELLEY. 
year, which is quite an improvement. The general missionaries will respect the local HARF, Ala., Jan. 13, 1898. 

average per member of those that have con- authorities in their respective callings. None 
tributed is nearly four dollars. If we all h ld b · 0 d "All a nd s ou e ign re . are necess ry a 
would do that well, what a handsome little 11 h 0 abl a h · i't la " So eq ua y on r e, e c In s p ce. 
sum we would have in our next year's report says "the Spirit." Shall we not recognize 
-$1,500. If one half of the members would the fact? And if so, let us treat the "lesser" 
do that well we would have about $750. One authorities as we would like to be treated by 
dollar (that little sum) would almost double them. 
the report of 1897. We surely can do that 
much. We hope the present year every one 
will give something, that this great work 
will not be hindered. In conclusion would 
say, May God add his blessing to those dear 
ones who have so liberally handed in from 
time to time, and hope and trust the rest will 
take up their line of march and help in this 
great cause. 

Hastily, yours in the work, 
WILLIAM 0. MARSHALL. 

PASTORAL. 
To the Saints in the Southeastern Mission, 

Greeting; Dear Brethren and Sisters:
Another year with its cares and responsibili
ties bas opened upon us. My prayer is that 
we may all be able to give to our heavenly 
Father an acceptable year's service. Doubt
less many have formed resolutions to try to 
do better during the present year than in the 
years past. Let us see to it that we fail not 
to make good the resolutions for good, so 
formed. 

In order that the work throughout the 
mission may develop and increase, and be 
more perfectly and permanently established; 
that the saints may be edified and sinners 
warned, I feel to submit the following sug
gestions:-

1. The setting apart of regular fast days, 
monthly or otherwise, as may be deemed 
best by the different branches. Branch 
presidents will please bring this to the notice 
of the saints in their respective branehes. 

6. Let no "jealousy, anger, nor strife" have 
place in your hearts or minds. Tnere is no 
room in heaven for either. Why should 
those who expect to be housed there give 
room in their hearts for that which cannot 
be admitted into the heavenly precincts? All 
should seek to build up (if necessary) and not 
to pull down a fellow laborer. No one will 
ever build a very high temple of honor to 
himself, out of the ruins of a brother's down
fall. It is foolish to expect it. So let all be
ware. 

7. I am informed that the Utah Church bas 
three hundred elders operating in the South. 
They have several branches in different 
places that have come to my knowledge dur
ing the last year, as also scattered members 
here and there. All these ought to be looked 
after in a kindly way. To reach them in the 
most effective way a number of tracts will be 
needed. To secure the tracts a small fund 
will be needed. To raise this fund I have 
thought well to ask as many of the saints in 
the mission as may feel disposed to do so, to 
contribute five or ten cents for this purpose. 
More than ten cents is not asked for from 
anyone, as it is thought this will raise a fund 
sufficiently large to provide all the tracts 
that will be needed. Hand your mite to the 
president of your branch or Bishop's agent 
and let them send same to Bro. Frank Criley, 
Lamoni, Iowa, stating that it is for the tract 
fund ot the Southeastern mission. To save 
postage the tracts will be sent from the office 
direct to the parties sought to be reached, 
when this can be done. When this cannot 
be done, tracts will be sent to the different 
district presidents, or to the headquarters of 
the missionaries in different parts of the 
mission, as each may be able to use them ad

REUNION NOTICES. 
The annual reunion of the saints of the 

Northern mission of Minnesota and Dakotas 
will be held at Wadena, on main line of 
Northern Pacific railroad, Minnesota, com
mencing June 18, and continuing over two 
Sundays. An invitation has been extended 
to Bro. Joseph Smith and to one of the Bish
opric to be present. It is necessary to a 
successful meeting that we have money to 
defray necessary expenses. The committee 
requests the several branches in the mission 
to appoint branr-h priests to solicit means to 
defray expense of reunion, all moneys to be 
sent to T. J. Martin, Detroit City, Minne
sota. Cost of board, stabling for horses, and 
other general information will be published 
later on. 

Per order of committee, 
I. N. ROBERTS, Chairman. 
T. J. MARTIN, Sec. and Treas. 

SPECIAL NOTICE. 
To the Saints in Utah:-I expect to leave 

the mission February 3, after which you can 
hand your tithes and offerings to James Mc
Kiernan, who will receipt for same and ac
count to me. You have done well considering 
the close times, but we are yet behind in our 
obligations. In bonds, 

J. w. WIGHT, Bishop's Agent. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
The Oklahoma saints are requested to at

tend the special conference to be held near 
Sumner, Oklahoma Territory, thirteen miles 
east of Perry, February 11-lil, at which time 
a district Sunday school association will be 
organized, and other work of interest and 
profit to the Sunday school be done. Friday, 
February 11, will be occupied by the Sunday 
school, and each school is requested to send 
one or more delegates. Watch for program 
later. w. s. MACRAE. 

2. Let all who hold the priesthood, either 
the Melchisedec or Aaronic, be very diligent 
and faithful in warning and teaching every one 
as opportunity offers. Do not hiCie the talent 
intrusted to you, but improve it as best you 
can. God will give the. "increase" to every 
oue who "plants" or "waters" in faith, Will 

vantageously. Anyone who learns the ad- The Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, district con
dress of any parties where thei>e tracts could ! ference will be held at Fayette City, Pennsyl-
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vania, March 12 and 13, 1898. Reports from 
all branches and a large attendance are de-
sired. E. E. OMOHUNDRO, Sec. 

Florida district conference will convene 
with the Pleasant View branch, February 
5, 1898. We anticipate a good time; all are 
invited. Hope each branch will report 
promptly and correctly so we all may co
operate with each other and keep our 
records in proper condition, 

B. L. JERNIGAN, Sec. 

Texas Central conference convenes Satur
day, February 5, at ten a. m., with Cook's 
Point branch, eight miles east of Caldwell, 
Burleson County, Texas. Those who come 
by rail by way of Hearne will change cars at 
Hearne for the H. & B. V. R. R. for Stone 
City. Trains will be met at both Caldwell 
and Stone City. Sunday school association 
will convene on Friday night, February 4, at 
eight p. m., same place. I very much desire 
a report from all the branches and S~nday 
schools, also ministry reports. We desire a 
full representation from every branch and 
school, as there will be business of impor
tance to be transacted. All who wish to help 
on the gospel tent fund will please favor us 
with their contributions. 

w. G. McIN'l'OSH, Sec. 

NOTICES. 
As the Kewanee district conference has 

been notified to convene at Kewanee, on Sat
urday, February 5, by the secretary of the 
conference, and as we expect to be ready for 
the opening of our new brick church at this 
time, I would respectfully tender a cordial 
invitation to all interested in our welfare to 
be present. We expect President Joseph 
Smith to be with us. In bonds, 

JOHN CHISNALL. 

Those coming by train to the Eastern Iowa 
district conference to be held February 5, 6, 
1898, come on the morning trains, as they 
will only be met Friday forenoon. 

JOHN HEIDE. 

FIFTH QUORUM OF ELDERS. 
During the early part of February I will 

send blanks for reports to all members of the 
Fifth Quorum. Please be sure to send re
ports to me so that they will be received by 
March 15. If any have changed address 
during the year, please send me word imme
diately. We are anxious to hav.e reports 
from every member in the quorum. Should 
anyone,fail to receive blank, send along re
port anyway and it will be all right. Ad
dress me at Ridgeway, Harrison County, 
Missouri. After April l my address will be 
Lamoni, Iowa. 

In bonds, 
D. W. WIGHT, Sec. 

MARRIED. 
ROCKWELL-ROUSH.- At the residence 

of Jehn Heide, Fulton, Iowa, January 
12, 1898, Mr. Emmons Rockwell to Sr. 
Sarah J. Roush, Elder John Heide officiat
ing. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

DIED. 
BOESHARD.-At her residence, 922 South 

Wall Street, Los Angeles, California, Sr. 
Katharine Boeshard. She was born at Al
bikon, Canton St. Gallen, Switzerland. Died 
December 10, 1897, at the ripe old age of 79 
years, 5 months, 7 days. She had been a 
member of the church for nearly fifty years; 
and though for the past few years suffering 
severely, yet she bore it with perfect patience 
and submission, at the end peacefully falling 
asleep strong in the faith of the saints and 
full of hope for the hereafter. Services by 
Elders Charles Baly and H. Smith, at the 
residence of her daughter, Sr. Hermina 
Adams. 

STONER.-William John Stoner, of Pres
cott, Michigan, at his home, November 15, 
1897. He was born June 10, 1855, at Scarbor
ough, North York County, Ontario; baptized 
and confirmed by Elder David Smith, April 29, 
1894, at Prescott, Michigan. Wife, three 
boys, three girls, and many friends mourn. 
Funeral sermon by Elder David Smith. 

ADAIR.-Jesse Hyrum, son of Wm. and 
Ellen Adair, born April 17, 1897, at Caines
ville, Missouri; died January 10, 1898, at 
Cainesville, Missouri. Blessed May 9, 1897, 
by Elder D. W. Wight. Little Jesse was the 
pride and pet of the family, and his death 
was a sore trial to the fond ones who experi
ence for the first time the bitterness of such 
a separation. 

LAMPERT.-Sr. Susanna, wife of Joseph 
Lampert, at her home, near Stewartsville, 
Missouri, January 10, 1898. She was bap
tized October 16, 1875. Patiently she bore 
her affiiction as a faithful saint to the end. 
Funeral conducted by Elder B. Dice; sermon 
preached by Elder T. T. Hinderks, at the 
saints' church in Stewartsville, after which 
she was laid to rest in the German L. D. S. 
cemetery, four miles north of Stewartsville, 
waiting for the morning of the resurrection. 
Husband and seven children mourn. 

WILLEY.-At his home in Blue Rapids, 
Kansas, July 2, 18§7, Bro. A. B. Willey. 
Funeral services at the saints' church in Blue 
Rapids on the third. Sermon by Elder Mah
lon Smith, assisted by Bro. Henry Bivens. 
The remains were buried in Prospect Hill 
cemetery, a beautiful spot overlooking the 
confluence of the big and little Blue Rivers. 
Bro. Willey was in his sixtieth yeitr, and 
leaves a family of a wife, five sons, and five 
daughters to mourn. He died strong in the 
faith of the church, with which he united 
many years ago, in Indiana. A large con
gregation of saints and neighbors attended 
the funeral of Bro. Willey whom in his short 
residence here they had learned to love and 
respect. 

LELAND.-At Pecatonica, Illinois, January 
5, 1898, Bro. James M. Leland, aged 74 years, 
5 months, 11 days. He was born in Windsor 
County, Vermont, in 1823; removed to 
Stoughton, Wisconsin, in 1848, to Carroll 
Co., Illinois, in 1855; in 1852 to Winnebago Co. 
He married in 1850, in Wisconsin. For many 
years he was a member of the Congregational 
Church, but, through conversations with Bro. 
H. A. Stebbins in 1867-1869, he and his wife 
accepted the restored gospel, and they were 

baptized by him May 15, 1870, dul'ing a con
ference held in Marengo, Illinois, and both 
were very faithful, as also have been their 
two daughters who were afterwards baptized 
by Bro. Stebbins in Pecatonica. Three other 
children died in their childhood. Bro. Le
land was ordained a priest, and he served the 
small branch during the time it existed, till 
the members died or removed. Sr. Leland 
passed on before him about five years ago. 
His fuueral sermon was preached by Elder F. 
M. Cooper in the Congregational house at 
Pecatonica. The News of that place says, in 
its notice of Bro. Leland, "He was known as 
a Latter Day Saint; and while his creed was 
not one generally accepted, his faith and 
piety were unquestioned by any. People say 
of him, Another good man is gone." 

HUNDLEY. - At Kansas City, Missouri, 
January 10, 1898, Sr. Lucy C. Hundley, aged 
36 years. She was taught the way of life and 
was baptized by Elder J. Huffman in May, 
1897. She was a noble woman and a true 
saint. She was sick but a few days \¥hen the 
angel of death took her to the paradise of 
God, where two of her little children went 
before her, where she rests from all her sor
rows and care. Funeral at her residence, 
sermon by Elder F. C. Warnky assisted by 
Elder ;L Huffman, from Luke 23: 28. There 
were gathered many relatives and friends, 
also a large number of Sisters of Maccabee, of 
which order our sister was a member. Hus
band, two children, father, mother, and three 
sisters mourn. The remains were sent to 
Belton, Missouri, and laid in the family lot 
in the cemetery. 

WILLIAMS.-At Keb, Iowa, Alice, young
est dau~hter of W. E. and Mary Jane Wil
liams, bprn September 8, 1E96; died January 
10, 1898. Funeral services at residence by 
Priest John Jervis, assisted by Priest John 
Brennan. 

DEUEL.-At his home, Garden City, Kan
sas, December 21,1897,Elder Gordon E. Deuel, 
aged 76 years and 5 months. Deceased was 
born in Stormont County, Canada West; bap
tized at Nauvoo, Illinois, in 1842, by Joseph 
Smith, ordained an elder in 1843 at Nauvoo 
by Brigham Young and Heber C. Kimball. 
Bro. Deuel was one of the veterans in the 
service and died firm in the faith of the lat
ter-day work. Wife and children mourn. 

EsGAR.-At Bridger, Montana, January 
10, 1898, Bro. Robert Esgar,,Sen., aged 56 
years, 6 months, and 25 days. He was bap
tized November 20, 1892, by Elder Gomer 
Reese, and ever since he heard the gospel 
his testimony was that the Bible was a new 
book to him, and regretted that he had not 
heard its glorious sound earlier in life, for it 
had brought him so much joy and peace. He 
suffered much and long before death released 
him, but he bore it all with patience. He 
was loved and respected by all who knew him. 
The church loses a valiant soldier, his family 
a dutiful, loving father and husband, the 
community an upright citizen. Five sons, 
two daughters, and a loving wife mourn. 'He 
was laid to rest in the cemetery at Reese 
Creek, to await the resurrection of the just. 
He died as he had liyed, enshrined in the love 
and affection of his family and friends. 
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Royal makes tlte food pure, 
wholesome and delicious, 

.Absolutely Pure 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK. 

THE THREE BOOKS 
AT POPULAR PRICEp. 

CHEAP AND DURABLE. 

Because of the increasing demand for th( 
;hu1pi1•ed Translation in home and 
<efass study in general and in Sunday school 
work, also because of the increasing number 
of Book of Mormon and Book of 
<Covenant classes being formed in various 
branches of the church, and the consequent 
;growing demand for the "three books," the 
Herald Office management has decided to 
~ssue popular low-priced editions of each. 

The books are all well bound and printed 
on good paper, the paper and plates being the 
!Same as used i'n higher priced editions. 

They are good and durable, and with ordi
nary care will last the necessary wear of 
yelilrs. They·are bound in cloth and sold at the 
low price of 65 cents for either Book of Mor
mon or Doctrine and Covenants; the Inspired 
T!ranslation at $1. 

Orders solicited. The three standard books 
d the church are now within 1lhe reach of 
au. 

THE KEOKUK ROUTE. 

K. & W. and D. :M. & K. C. Railways. 
The D. M. & K. C. Ry from Des Moines 

lt; Cainsville has been rebuilt and that por
~ion south of Van Wert will be standard 
~auge on or before Novemlter 1, 1897. 

There is no roa& in Efouthern Iowa or 
Northern Missouri which has more good 
locations for business men than on the line of 
the Keokuk Route. More stock of all kinds 
has been shipped over this line than any road 
of equal mileage in Iowa or Missouri. (See 
Missouri Surplus Map at our stations.) The 
freight and passenger service is not equalled 
by any road in the state, except the Missouri 
River trunk lines, with each of which we 
have union stations and direct connections. 

Persons seeking farms can find property at 
tempting prices; men seeking business loca
tions can find towns with ample territory .and 
lllettlers to warrant good business. Additional 
passenger service will soon be given which 
will add to the growth of the towns. 

The towns between Des Moines and Cains
vme are particularly well located for 
business. Look them up. Write to the 
lilndersigned for additional information. See 
folder for map and lands. 

J. F. ELDER, 
Gen. Pass. Agent. 

A. C. GOODRICH, 
Vice Pres. and Gen. M'n'gr. 

'!'HE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
$1.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; 
sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., should be addressed to 
Frank Criley, Business Manager. Remittances 
should be made by post office or express orders, 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters. 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

BARGAINS IN FLEXIBLE BIBLES. 

THE Herald Office has arranged to 
handle a special line of bargains in 
Sunday School Teachers' and Minis
ters' Bibles, by which strictly first
class editions are offered at greatly 
reduced prices, as follows:-

"The Self-Pronouncing Sunday 
School Teachers' Bible," the same as 
the "Oxford Bible," with "helps" and 
maps, in good large print, bour
geois type, with marginal references; 
printed on thin paper, flexible binding; 
size 6ix8l,. mailed postpaid at $2.00 
per copy net. 

"The Comprehensive Teachers' 
Bible"-the Bagster Bible-with new 
and revised helps to Bible study, new 
concordance, and an indexed Bible 
atlas, new maps, etc. Flexible 
binding, thin tinted paper, mm1on 
type, size 6x8t mailed postpaid at 
$1. 50 net. 

These Bibles are marvels of cheap
ness in price, but are excellent in 
quality of workmanship in binding, 
etc. They are issued by leading pub
lishing houses and may be relied upon. 

Address orders to Frank Criley, 
Business Manager Herald Office, La
moni, Iowa. 

THE SAINTS' HARMONY. 
Music and Hymns combined. 

The Harmony contains all the hymns in 
the Saints' Harp, also 555 pages of music. 
comprising about 720 tunes, with fuH instruc
tions on choir and anthem music. Leather 
backs, cloth sides, $2.00. With music only, 
$1.25. 

THE HARMONY IN FANCY BINDING. 

The regular edition in extra binding. Red 
morocco backs and corners, red cloth sides, 
with gilt edges entire. Price $2. 75. 

OHDERS .\ND HE'MlTTANCES. 
Address orders to Frank Criley, Busines1; 

Manager, Herald Publishing House, Lamoni, 
Decatur.County, Iowa. 

Remittances should be made by money or 

I express orders, or drafts. Do not send local 
checks. Registered letters accepted when 
orders cannot be obtained. · 

8PHmAh PRHMIUM OVVHR. 

Herald and Self= Pronouncing 
Bible. 

THE Herald Office has decided to offer 
its patrons an excellent opportunity 
to secure a useful and valuable pre· 
mium - the celebrated "Self - Pro· 
nouncing Sunday School Teachers' 
Bible," the same as the "Oxford 
Bible," with "helps" and "maps," in 
good large print, bourgeois type, with 
marginal references; printed on thin 
paper, flexible binding; size St x 6f. 

OUR PREMIUM BIBLE. 

For one (1) new subscriber to the 
HERALD and $3.25 in cash, we will 
send the HERALD for one year to any 
address and a copy of the Bible to the 
remitter. 

Or, anyone sending us ten (10) new 
subscribers for the HERALD at $1.50 
each, cash accompanying orders, will 
receive a copy of the Bible. 

This Bible has been purchased by a 
number and has become a favorite 
volume for ministerial and Sunday 
school work. It gives entire satisfac
tion. 

We want one thousand new sub
scribers for the HERALD within the 
next ninety days. The church paper 
has been reduced in price and should 
circulate in every home of and be read 
by all Latter Day Saints. 

Here is an excellent opportunity to 
aid the cause and to secure a first 
class help in general work, a service
able and up to date Bible. 

We hope to hear from all interested 
at once. 

Does the HERALD circulate among 
all the families of your branch? If 
not, it ought to reach them. Can you 
not help us to place it in the hands of 
all the membership, also amoI!g those 
not of the faith? Strangers will read 
it and take it. Try them, and let us 
hear from you. 

Sample copies of the SAINTS' HER· 
ALD free on application. 

Address, 
HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE, 

Lamoni. Iowa. 
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GRACELAND COLLEGE. 

For catalogues or further information. 

Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE, 
Acting President, 

or D. F. LAMBERT, Secretary, 
uAMONI, low A 

FOR SALE OR TRADE. 
A nice home near President Joseph Smith's 

residence; containing seven rooms, three 
closets, pantry, and cellar; well, outbuildings, 
etc.; about two acres of ground, well set to 
fruit and ornamental tree3. For further par
ticulars inquire of M., Herald Office, or 
address Box 312, Lamoni, Iowa. 

TOBACCO HABIT CURED, 
ORNO PAY. 

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively 
guarantees three boxes of "Quit-To-Bae" to perma• 
nently take away all desire for tobacco, or will 
promptly refund money paid forit. Three boxes sent 
post paid anywhere for $1.50. No bad effects from 
nseofQuit-To-Bac. Itisagreat nerve tonic. Why 
not try it? It has <ltlred hundreds; why not you? 
Remember, No Cure, No Pa.y. Address, B.F. 
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois. 

HARVEST EXCURSIONS 
VIA BURLINGTON ROUTE. 

.Tanuary 18, February 1and15, 
March 1 and 15, April 5 and 19, 
1898. To most all states and 

territories. One standard first class fare 
plus $2.00; Southeastern territory plus $5.00. 

FOR SALE. 
A GOOD FARM 

of 160 acres, situated 3t miles south and H 
miles west of Lamoni. All tillable land; 
divided into three 60 acre tracts; buildings 
on the middle 60. A perfect supply of water, 
three wells and an excellent pond; easy of 
access. Large house, good barn, other out
buildings; young and old orchard; excellent 
vineyard, as fine a grove as the country 
affords. The farm is well provided with 
cattle and sheep sheds, with stock water juat 
at hand. 

Call on or address, 
W. W. LITTLE, Administrator. 

Lamoni, Iowa. 2-4t 

THE HAPPIEST CHRISTMAS. 
A book for small children: the second vol

ume of the Birth Ofl\iring S 'ries; a story of 
childtilife; designed to encJJr<Lge thE> spirit 
or giving. 

<Jloth.......... .. .......... $ 20. 

'!'HE SAINTS' HERALD 

FOR SALE. 
Between this date and February 15, 1898, 

the oldest and best established millinery 
stock and fixturns in town. Location good. 
Rent reasonable. No incumbrance. Good 
trade. MISS C. A. SEELY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

Dated December 29, 1897. 

WHAT HA VE YOU to exchange as part 
payment on a well improved 80 acre farm 
two miles from Lamoni? Large build
ings-all painted-orchard. Yearly pay· 
ments on balance. Give full description 
and price of your property in first letter. 

D. F. Nicholson. 

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN. 
~ house in Lamoni1 1o...:a, two eqnares from the bnel· 

ness center. It bas six rooms, a hall, and three closets, 
and is conveniently arrangtd for a family of Bi~ or .more; 
is warm as a winter house, and has good vent1lat1on for 
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple, 
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which are 
the corner of a block. Address. 

I. N. W. COOPER. Lamoni, Iowa. 

THE fl l)LY SCRIPTURES. 
£NSPIRED TRAN~'>LA'rION BY JOSEPH SMITH. 

Cloth ........•. , ....... , ••••.•.••.• $1 00 
Sheep or library binding ..••••••••. 1 25 
Imitation morocc0, gilt edges ...... 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges ................ 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

KING JAMES' TRANSLATION. 

Four sizes of American Bible Society's low
priced editions: With marginal refer:ences, 
t.wo sizes, 60 and 80 cents each. Without 
l'eferences, two 5izes, 30 and 50 cents each. 

TEACHERS' BIBLES. 

Oxford Bibles, Family Bibles, The Revised 
Version, Eyre and SpoLtiswoode's, The Self
P!'onouncing Combination Bi.ble, The Re
vised and King James' Versioas in parall0l 
,;olumns, or any version obtai 'l.:\ble, will 00 
· · •-rishP•.1 on application. 

BOOK OF MORMON MAPS NOW READY. 
A large map of the Book of Mormon geography, as 

compiled by the committee on Archreology; drawn for 
them and engraved by Bro. G. I!'. Weston, accord mg to the 
Weston art method; 40x51 inches, designed for the home, 
office, and Sunday school. A durable, strong, and artistic 
map; mounted on cloth, in lasting colors; the surface 
varnished so as to be washed off with damp cloth when 
necessary; with stained and varnished strip at top and 
bottom. 

Sent by express to any address for $2.50, express to be 
paid by purchaser. . . . . 

This map has all the m1ss10nary and colomal JOUrney 
lines between the lands Zarahemla, Lehi-Nephi, etc.; 
and the migratory journeys of the N ephites, J aredites, 
and the people of Zarahemla, from their first landings to 
the Hill Cumorah; also the modern travels of Humboldt, 
Pizarro, and Cortez. It gives the native races of the United 
States, Central America, and Mexico-the Incas, Mayas, 
Aztecs, Ind tan tribes, etc. The ancient Peruvian roads are 
indicated as nearly as can be obtained, and an alphabetical 
index in full is to accompany it as soon as published, at 
twenty-five cents, giving references to page, chapter, 
and paragraph in Book of Mormon and other works; and 
also giving a reference to the numbers and letters on the 
margin of the map, so that the various locations can 
readily be found thereon. 

Send money by postal money order to G. F. WESTON, 
Box 553, Buchanan, Berrien County, Michigan. 

TEACHER'S CLASS RECORD. 
Paper, 5 cepts each, per doz ........ $ 50 

THE SAINTS' HYiVlNAL 
A compilation of ab'rnt 250 hymns and 

tunes from the "Saint.s' Harmony;" 250 tunes 
with music and word8 tog-ether; also 50 
hymns with one bar of music above the words. 

Cheap in price, convenient in size, contain· 
ing the most popular words and music used 
by the saints. 

Cloth, leather backs ................ $ 50 
Full leather ....................... 1 00 
Full leather, gilt edges ............ 1 25 
Flexible, gilt edges ................ 2 00 

WORDS ONLY. 

Paper ............................. $ 15 
Clot.h, cut flush . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 
Cloth.................. . . . . . . . . . . . 35 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether. an· 
invention is probably patentable. Commu1uca-. 
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents. 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents. 

Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive 
special notice, withoµt charge, in the 

Sci¢tUific Jlmtrican. 

HARDWARE!! 
STOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETC. 

Special attention given to Builders' Hardware. 
Reliable goods and right pnces. Estimates furnished 

LAMONI HARDWARE CO. 

TEACHER'S CLASS RECORD. 
Paper, 5 cents each, per doz ........ $ 50 

WHAT IS MAN? 
BY ELDER J. R. LAMBERT. 

Man's Nature and Destiny. The Spirit or 
Soul: Is it immortal? Does it ·survive the 
Death of the Body in a Conscious state? The 
views of Mortal-Soulists Examined and Re· 
futed. In two parts. Second edition. 

The author has closely examined the sub
ject upon which he has written, both in 
study and in oral discussion, with those who 
differ from him in belief concerning the 
nature and destiny of man. Discussed from 
biblical, historical, and scientific standpoints. 
Christ as the true type of man, in life and in 
death; his preexistence, life, and death con
sidered; the nature of man; the intermediate 
state of righteous and wicked; consciousness 
between death and the resurrection; the 
second death or future punishment; and the 
final conscious existence of all after the judg-
men t; are leadipg features of the chapters of 
the volume. 

In paper covers .................... $ 35 
Cloth.............................. 50 

THE INSTRUCTOR 
A compendium of the faith and doctrines 

of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter Day Saints, by Eider G. T. Griffiths, 
Historical and general evidences from emi
nent theologians past and present are added, 
a valuable feature of the book. 

Cloth ................. , .......••••. $ 75 
Library leather .................... 1 00 
Flexible binding ................... l 50 

RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE. 
A manual of parliamentary prncoice for all 

deliberative assemblies of the Church of 
Jews Christ of Lt1tter Dav Saints. Rules for 
the government of gener.al and district con
ferences, branch business meetings, and 
other assemblies. Instructions concerning 
general, district, and branch records, the 
holding of elder's courts, etc., cloth boun.d: 
price 40 cents. 
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CONTENTS: J "According to these tables the net branches in Canada, Australia, New 
Em'if!~~L~rom Eagland ................. 65 gains of the year are considerably less Zealand, Europe, and Asia. 
MOTHERS' HOME COLUMN: than those of last year; that of minis- The Christian Scientist are :;.·eported 

Evils Resulting From a L')Ve of Dis- ters by 1,500, that of churches by 800 by one of their members to have made 
sle1!~iR~q~·;s·t·f·~~F;;s·ti~g.·~~a_·_p~~Y·~~ ~g or more, and that of communicants by I rapid progress during the year, both in 

SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPARTMENT: 113,500. Some of the gains credited I America and in foreign lands. The 
LET'.;~: ~~~A~~~~~~~-····· · · · · · · · · · · · 

71 
to this year really cover several years, I report speaks of 229 chartered 

A Jubilee in Tahiti.·················· 71 as it is not po. ssib. le to get returns fo.r churches, representing- an increas.e of Soniety Islands.. . . . . . . .............. 7 2 ~ 
ORIGINAL ARTICLES: some denomrnat10ns annually. II; Is · 44 churches for the year. "Besides 

Pastoral Letters .. ···················· 77 worthy of special note that the Me tho- / these chartered churches there are 114 Dives and Lazarus.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78 
CONFERENCE MINUTES: dist Episcopal Church, with its 2,989,- regularly established Sunday services. 

Eastern Maine.······················ 79 000 communicants, made only a very There are 64 public Christian Science SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATIONS: 
General Convention .................. 79 slight net gain in the past year. The reading rooms, situated mostly in the 

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT: h Th Credentials of Delegates to General exact figures are 14,384, which is only larger cities of t e country." e 
Conference ........................ 79 about six tenths of one per cent. text· book of the system, writtE:Jn by 

To District and Association Secre- Th' f · M B k G Edd h d f taries ................. ,. .......... 80 IS, o course, only applies to the ary a er . y, "at t e en o 
================-- I United States and not to foreign fields; the year 1897 will be in its one hun-

1 

but the entire increase of the year for dred thirty-sixth edition of a thousand 
THE CHURCHES IN 1897. . . 

I 
all lands is less than 19,500. The ex- copies each." The actual 111umber of 

N its issue of January 6 The Independ- . . . 
. . planat10n of this 1s yet to be found. avowed adherents and church attend-

ent gave its annual survey of the his- To all appearances this has not been ants is put at 250,000 in the United 
tory and progress of the religious a year of great losses in membership, States and Canada. The writer of 
bodies and societies in the United nor one entirely devoid of the revival this record says in conclusion:
States during the previous year. The spirit. The gain in churches and "The three cardinal reasons given 
record for each church or society was ministers in the various denominations for the rapid spread of Christian Sci
presented by some one of its leading is still a healthy gain and does not in- ence are as follows: First, the resto
representatives, and the presentation dicate any special decline in church ration of the Christian healing of the 
covers altogether fifteen full pages. activity and growth." Apostolic Church; second, the estab
In its own editorial summary of these A glimpse at the showing made by lishment of Christianity upon a scien
records, 'l'he Independent makes note/ some of the religious bodies less gen- tific basis; third, the metaphysical and 
of the fact that two new denominations erally known to the reading public demonstrable interpretation of J esus's 
have been added t? the list ~uring the will be of in~erest. The narrative for I teach.ings, r~presentin~ ~ w~~ld·wide 
past year, the Polish Catholic and the the Adventists is written by Elder i react10n agarnst materrahsm. 
Christian Catholic. There are half a George A. Irwin, president of the I Writing of the Dunkards, Editor J. 
doz~n sma~l bodies, it says.' on th~ ~ve I Seventh-Day Adventists' General Uon- H. Moore, of. The Gospel Messeng~r, 
of dissolution. The financral statistics ference. He speaks of "the rapid ex- says that durrng the year they rn
show a slight gain over the years im- tension" and enlargement of the work creased about 6,000. The ministerial 
mediately preceding, and all the of his church, of an increase of tithes ; force numbers 2,315. The Society of 
writers speak of the more hopeful and donations, the starting of a paper, Friends is reported by Rufus M. Jones 
feeling pervading their respective de- The Christian Educator, and the im- to have enjoyed a year of ''growth 
nominations. The Baptists paid off provement of denominational schools. and advance in almost all lines of ac
their entire indebtedness during the A new departure is also noted in "car- tive work, resulting in a substantial 
year, and the Methodists made a good rying the gospel into the highways increase of members. In the new 
beginning in the same direction. 'l'he and hedges, and into the streets and fields of the West meetings have been 
showing for the mission boards of the lane·3 and slums of our great cities." built up, and many new members hav~ 
Presbyterian Church, North, is not One of the new denominations, the been added. All the Yearly Meetings 
promising. The Board of Home Mis- Christian Catholic Church, is repre- are carrying on successful mission 
sions has just cut down its secretarial sented by its "General Overseer," work in foreign fields." 
force from two members to one in Rev, John Alexander Dowie. This F. D. Richards, the historian of the 
order to reduce expenses. And the church, it appears, was organized in Latter Day Saints, speaks in terms of 
financial situation of this Board is said Chicago, February 22, 1896. It now great hopefulness and assurance of 
to be "growing steadily worse, the has a membership, according to Mr. the progress of his society, especially 
debt having increased heavily since Dowie, of about 7,000, largely in and in mission work outside of Utah. He 
last spring." Referring to its statis- around Chicago; "Zion tabernacles, says:-,-
tical exhibit of the state of the 3"; "halls and mission rooms, at least "In reference to statistical data, I 
churches, The Independent says:- 100"; divine healing homes,3." It has can only give you approximate 
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figures; for, as a rule, we do not get I movement has taken hold of the pub
complete reports from all our mission· lie, I may state that I have just 
ary fields till about April 1 of each received, through our reports, infor
year. At this writing we have in the mation that during a recent month 
neighborhood of 1,500 missionaries in 2,142 open airs were held, reaching 
the vineyard. To these may be added some 140,000 people, while about 176,
aboµt 600 elders, who preside over the 000 attended our week-night services, 
whole church, the stakes of Zion, and exclusive of the 160,000 attending our 

casioned by the steady arid often 
rapid development of its characteris
tic thought in other and older com
munions. We can neither harvest our 
own sowing nor retain our own har
vesting."- Literary Digest, Jan. 22, 
1898. 

the different ecclesiastical wards and Sunday services in the armories GIVES GOLD TO THE SPIRITS. 
branches. There are about 600 church throughout the States." Dr. H. A. Cross of Chicago has had Benja-
buildings used for public worsh~p, A f th t b d f h' h min F. Foster and wife of Allegheny, Penn-

s or e paren ° Y rom w ~c syl vania, arrested in Pittsburg on the charge 
Sabbath sclltools, etc. (the number .of the Volunteers came, the Salvation I of swi'ndli'ng hi'm. The Fosters are spiritual-
Sunday schools has been greatly m- Army, Col. J. J. Keppel writes :- ists, and while Cross held the same belief 

creased throughout the missions gen- : •·There are now 6,390 corps or sta- they induced him to pass his jewelry and 
etally). The total number of souls tions under the charge of 12,609 offi- $550 in gold through a cabinet to the "spir-
may be put down at 259,000 (as nearly th n its," with the assurance that he could have 

cers. On an average more a h h h d d · H d 
as we can estimate the additions since 250,000 persons are induced yearly to ~ e same; enever e nee e it. e nee s 

thereportendingDecember31, 1896.)" make a profession of religion, these it now.- x. 

There is also a body called Reor· being drawn mostly from the godless PUBLIC OPINION. 
ganized Latter Day Saints, which 
claims to be the lawful continuation 
of the original Ohurch of Latter Day 
Saints organized April 6, 1830, under 
the ministry of Joseph Smith and 
others. Its secretary writes of the 
large missionary work carried on in 
home and foreign lands, and says that 
the church has a total membership, 
including families represented, of 
about 100,000, a net gain of about 
3,500 for the year. "It has persist
ently maintained," . . . "the pure 
faith against the doctrine of polygamy 
and kindred evils, which were no part 
of church teaching or belief from 
1830-44, during the lifetime of Joseph 
Smith and his coworkers." 

classes. Millions of person attend I ~h~ following pr,_;ss. ~otices of Public 
daily our open-air and indoor services.

1 

Opinion are characteristic of tb. ose con
The circulation of our weekl news- stantly. appearin~ in publications of all 

y . classes rn all sections of the country. The 
papers amounts to 1, 000, 000 copies, Wesleyan .Magazine says: "The pages of Pub
and our work is carried on in 42 dif· Zic Opinion each week give a carefully se
ferent countries and colonies, and in lected resume of activity along different 
28 different languages. lines both at home and abroad. One noticea

"We nightly shelter some 10,000 
persons, and find work daily for more 
than 2,000. Our 400 relief institutions 
are manned by some 1,400 separate 
officers. They include 95 cheap shel
ters and food depots, e9 homes for 
fallen women, 14 homes for ex-crimi
nals, 2 homes for waifs and strays, 
besides hospitals, nursing institutions, 
labor bureaus, and other agencies too 
numerous to mention. Through our 

ble feature is the condensation of the most 
important articles from the best periodicals, 
so that the reader gets, within brief compass, 
the best thought of the day. 'Solidity' well 
expresses the character of the articles. De
void of every tendency to attract attention 
by mere display and sensational captions, it 
appeals to busy thinkers, who will find it a 
most satisfactory reflection of the upper 
strata of public opinion." 

ITS LOFTY PURPOSE. 

The story of the year for the Volun- rescue homes for fallen women there 
teers is told by Commander Balling- pass annually more than 4,000 girls, 
ton Booth, who says that the growth I nearly 80 per cent of whom are re
of the order "has been truly phenome- stored to lives of virtue. Through 
nal and remarkable." In evidence of our homes for ex-criminals there pass 
this he says:- annually some 1,500 men, and about 

"Will you tell me," asked tbe reporter, 
who had looked upward at the cloud-piercing 
structure until his neck was weary, "what 
you are building this gigantic smokestack 
for?" 

"In order, perhaps," coldly replied the 
architect who was constructing the tower of 
Babel, "to get beyond reach of the higher 
criticism." 

"I may mention that the Volunteers 
of America have now eight regiments, 
their centers being located in New 

70 per cent of these are permanently 
reclaimed." 

The last denomination in the list re-

And the deafening roar of the workmen 
went on.-.Ex. 

York City, Philadelphia, Boston, Buf- ported is the Universalists, whose A pretended virtue is a positive vice. 
falo, Chicago, Grand Rapids, Minne- record is given by President Atwood, Uncle Sam employs 6,000 women at Wash-

c T S ington. 
apolis, and San Francisco. These are of the anton helogical chool. He The Pacific Ocean covers 78,000,000 Equare 
subdivided into sixteen battalions and J says in his opening paragraph:- miles, the Atlantic 25,000,000, the Mediter-

detachments, in addition to our na- . "The year just closed has been one ranean l,000,000. 
tional headquarters, in which we pub- of anxiety in several of the more im- Miss Hamilton, M. D., the English doctor 
lish The Volunteer's Gazette, and employ portant enterprises of the Universalist at the court of the Ameer of Afghanistan, 

says that a few of the chief ladies in Cabul some forty people. There are already Church, on account of the protracted can read and write, but hardly a single one 
92 staff officers and over 600 command- pressure of financial and industrial outside of the capital can do so. 

ing officers, whose whole time is em- . stringency. It is, however, matter of The latest census of Japan, Formosa ex
ployed in furthering the interests of congratulation that nothing heretofore cepted, shows that the total population De
our philanthropic work, by far the undertaken has been given up, while cember 31, 1896, was 42,708,264, the number 

l · 't f h h b d h b d 0 of males and females being remarkably close, arger maJori y o w om ave een some a vances ave een ma e. ne 
121 

561 023 f th f d 
21 147 2 · · · · h' b d . . , , o e ormer an , , 41 of the 

raised m our own ranks. As a further dram to which t is o Y is subJect, latter. The increase during the year was 
instance of the manner in which the not equally felt by any other, is oc- 437,644. 
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THE HERALD. 
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8: 31, 82. 

"Hea1•ken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not.any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none." 

Vol. 45. 

JOSEPH SMITH 
R. S. SALYARDS 
HEMAN 0. SMITH, 
JOSEPH LUFF, 

EDITOR. 
ASSISTANT EDITOR. 

} CORRESPONDING EDITORS. 

LAMONI, low A, FEB. 2, 1898. 

NOTES FROM ENGLAND. 

WHILE at Stafford we availed our
selves of the opportunity of hearing 
"Gipsy Smith,'' the noted evangelist, 
who is quite a drawing card in this 
country. He is a real gipsy; says be 
slept in bis gipsy tent until he was a 
man grown, never having slept in a 
house until after he was seventeen 
years old. As a logician be would 
rank low, as an orator he does not ex
cel; but he is the very soul of pathos; 
and this together with bis being a 
gipsy must be the attraction. It cer
tainly is not because be is a Smith, 
for this does not always draw in this 
country, as we can testify. However, 
be told one little bit of good news 
which both pleased and rebuked us: 
He said that when he was in New 
York City one of the leading poli
ticians, who stood high in the Cleve
land administration, was converted to 
Christ under his preaching. This was 
very gratifying, and we thought, 
Surely America needs the labors of 
Gipsy Smith!;,,but we were~:rebuked 
when we thought how we had mis
judged this humble convert; for we 
had tbo11gbt that all New Yorkers 
who stood high in that administration 
were of the class condemned for bav-
ing entered the enemy's camp and 
"compassed sea and land to make one 
proselyte, and when they bad made 
him he was twofold more the child of 

Lamoni, Iowa, February 2, 1898. 

ver, four miles to the westward. The 
week's end will find us in Sheffield to 
attend the Sheffield district confer
ence, where we expect to meet both 
Bro. F. G. Pitt and Bro. Roderick 
May. Looks like we might almost 
Americanize the conference. 

We beard that the Mormons in Lan
ark, Scotland, intended to reply to 
our late effort through the Hamilton 
Advertiser, but though we requested a 
brother residing there to watch the 
paper closely and send us anything 
which might appear, we have seen 
nothing. We think it is safe to say 
that they have not ventured a reply, 
and as they have not explained their 
language, which we gave them oppor
tunity to do, we must conclude that 
they intended what they said about 
B. Young. We hope they will not 
again accuse us of slander, for we 
have never said anything worse than 
that. But there is one more feature 
of their reply to Mr. McCullough that 
needs some consideration: Brigham, 
they said, had no more wives "than 
he supported." If this means any
thing it means that a man is justified 
in having as many as be can support. 
So it is a question of support. Let us 
see: A. can support but one wife; he 
should have but one. B. can support 
two; he should therefore have two. 
C. can support three; consequently be 
should have tbree. D. and E. are 
only able to support one between 
them, and hence they should club 
their resources and have a common 
spouse. If not, why not? If it is a 
question of support, and C. is entitled 
to three because be can support three, 
there is no reason why D. should not 
be entitled to a half a one if be can 

hell than before, like unto themselves." 
0 th b 1 t . St ff d furnish half her support. By the n e w o e our s ay m a or 

't 1 t It f 11 t 1 t J way, perhaps these men are good ex-
was qui e P easan · e 0 our 0 ponents of their faith after all; for 
to spend Christmas with the bumble 

this logical conclusion throws a little 
little band at Leicester, and during 

light on that strange document called 
our twelve days there we did what we 

a revelation on the celestial order of 
could to encourage them to continue 

marriage. It says:to humbly and discreetly serve the 
M W · Cl C · Verily, verily I say unto you, if a man re-

aster. e are now at ay ross, . th 'f . th d 1 t' . ce1 ve a w1 e m e new an ever as rng 
and have been boldmg forth here and covenant, and if she be with another man, 
at the beautiful little village of Asho- and I have not appointed unto her by the 

Book of Mormon, page 116. 

No. 5. 

holy anointing, she hath committed adultery, 
and shall be destroyed. If she be not in the 
new and everlasting covenant, and she be 
with another man, she has committed adul
tery. 

This teaches by the plainest kind of 
inference that a woman who is in the 
new and everlasting covenant may be 
appointed by the holy anointing to be 
with another man besides her hus
band. Th us provision is made for the 
poor fellow who can only support the 
half, third, or fourth of a wife. It is 
an easy step from this to the condition 
where a woman offers herself publicly 
to as many as are willing to contribute 
to her. support. It is the boast of 
these men that houses of ill fame did 
not flourish in Salt Lake City until 
the Gentiles came. No wonder! Dram 
shops do not do a flourishing business 
anywhere while men keep liquors on 
their own sideboard. It is an open 
question, too, as to whether the exis
tence of houses of ill repute there 
now is dependent on Gentile influence 
alone, or whether the logical develop
ment of the Mormon system of mar
riage does not contribute to that end. 
Be that as it may, we know that there 
was out there an entire Territory of 
such ill repute that she was not per
mitted to don the robes of Statehood 
until she promised to reform and put 
away her shame. 

The position taken by these men at 
Lanark as well as their reputed reve
lation, as we have seen, provides by 
logical sequence for polyandry as well 
as polygamy. Some of the evidence 
relied upon to sustain the one will ap
ply to the other with equal force also. 
Elder Orson Pratt in bis early de
fense, and others since him, have 
quoted largely from the practices of 
barbarous and semi-civilized nations 
in favor of polygamy; but while 
polygamy existed among them, so did 
polyandry. When Von Humboldt 
visited the Canary Islands in 1799 be 
said: "The women had several hus
bands, each of whom enjoyed the pre
rogative belonging to the head of a 
family in succession, the others re
maining for the time in the capacity 
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of common domestics."- (Humboldt's I people: "so was Elder --." His ELDER DAVIS H. BAYS, under the 
Travels, p. 30.) Mr. Fraser in his conduct may be exemplary "but,'' say! possible inspiration of the church 
••Journal of a Tour through the they, "we thought Mr. -- was al- with which he is now identified, is en
Himalaya Mountains" page 20G, ac- most an angel in disguise." Those gaged in an endeavor to overcome the 
cording to Humboldt, says: •·It is who have disgraced their profession claims of the Reorganized Church at 
usual all over the country for the are, to be sure, largely in the minority, Baroda, Michigan, where some pros· 
future husband to purchase his wife and are just the few exceptions to the pect for increase had been created by 
from her parents; and the sum thus rule; but the public indiscriminately the efforts of Bro. H. C. Bronson and 
paid varies of course with the rank of consider the exception the rule. others of the church. Sr. J. H. Royce, 
the purchaser. The difficulty of rais· We see no possibility of extending of Baroda, sends us clippings from the 
ing this sum, and the alleged expense the work here only as it widens out Era, current dates, in which Elder 
of maintaining women, may in part from the little centers established, Bays' effort is not too highly praised; 
account for, if it cannot excuse, a where it is made honorable by the and the heading, "Probably Profit· 
most disgusting usage, which is uni- good condu~t and example of resident less,'' expresses the popular opinion 
versal over the country. Three or saints. In this direction while all can in regard to it. The Era pointedly 
four or more brothers marry and improve, some are doing nobly. We says:-
cohabit with one woman, who is the have visited all parts of England Just why this place should have been se
wife of all. 'I' hey are unable to where any openings exist and our lected as .the point of attack on Mormonibm 

it would be hard tot.ell. No Mormons lh·e raise the requisite sum individually, careful estimate of the situation is as 
and thus club their shares, and buy this above. 
one common spouse." There are three districts in England. 

This would be the exact and logical The Manchester district is presided 
result of the position occupied by the over by High Priest Joseph Dewsnup, 
missionaries in Scotland, who make Senior. It has seven branches, four 
this a question of support. However. in Manchester and Salford, where the 
to be frank with these men, v»e will reins of local government are hel:i by 
say that we do not think they intended Elders James Baty, Henry Green
to give utterance to a doctrine of such wood, W. G. Leggott, and Thomas 
strange and peculiar possibilities. Taylor; Wigan bnnch under the 
When they said of Brigham Young presidency of Elder James Spargo; 
and his wives: "He had no more than Farnworth, in charge of Elder Joseph 
he supported, and enough to let other Harper; and Leeds, which until quite 
men's wives alone," they said it be- recently bas been under the jurisdic· 
cause they thought it would sound tion of Elder James Moir, now pre· 
smart and cunning, and did not con· sided over by Elder William Seekins. 
sider the import of their words. We Birmingham district, Elder 0. H. 
feel sorry for them because men do Caton president, has four branches, 
not make such remarks as they did which hold regular meetings; two in 
except when afflicted by "paralysis of Birmingham, where High Priest 
the critical faculty." Thomas Taylor and Elder Charles 

Outside of the little circles where Tyler preside; Stafford under the 

here-or but one or two, and they are not of 
the Utah stripe. In other localities in this 
county many reRide and are respected ci ti
zens. One member of the religious organi
zation Mr. Bays is attacking is senator from 
this district in the St.ate h•gislature, and 
nothing bad is keown of him. Ochers of that 
faith are among the highly respected mem
bers of Berrien County society, and they are, 
probably, as lawabiding and socially as de
cent as other veople. The crusade begun 
here bas attracted the attention of the peo
ple attacked and an j1.iinder from them may 
be expected. There is no one here to con
vert from Mormonism, but the elders in the 
church of the Latter Day Saints will find 
here some people whom they may convert to 
their views. 

Sr. Royce pithily writes:-
The paper of tbe week previous bad a no

tice that Bays was coming to expose the dan
gerous doctrines of Mormonism, show the 
honest men and women of the Latter Day 
Saints the errors of their way, and "win 
them back"-to what I do ,,not know. 

the personal influence of the saints is watchcare of Elder John Dyche; and EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

felt there is but little demand or in- Leicester, where Elder -- Pierce BRO. 0. E. GUINAND, writing from 
terest to hear in this country. The holds the chief authority. In addition Atchison, Kansas, January 25:-
name of Latter Day Saints bas become to these there are fragmentary Bro. I. N. White has been diligently try-

bra,,cl1es at Hanley and Burton on inf! to root out some of the old roots of strife odious, which causes people to decline '-' · · ~ T t and contention here, and his efforts appear 
to investigate. Take this place for ren · to have been blessed with succes,; for which 
instance: Once there was here a flour· The Sheffield conference is presided we are very thankful. 
ishing branch of the Utah people who over by Elder John Austin, and has Bro. J. M. Terry, January 26:-
left a very unsavory reputation. Then two branches, one at Sheffield, Elder Just closed a very successful series of twelve 
came the Reorganization promising H. Hoole presiding, and one at Olay meetings at Wakenda, Ray County, Mis-

b Cross l·u· c'narue of Elde,. S1'mon souri, baptizimr eig· ht and leaving others etter things, and we are glad to say "' ~ ~ .. 
H 1 J · Th th · h near the door. I am no1v near Richmond; at that to some extent they have ful- o mes, umor. en ere is t e 
London branch, in charge of Elder King schoolhouse. Had a good meeting last 

filled that promise; but we regret to James Gerrard, which is not included night. Will contiuue here for three or four 
say that the promise bas not been as in any district. President James Oaf· more nights. Prospects good, weather very 
fully kept as it should have been; for fall, we understand, found it necessary bad; am feeling excellimt in the work. Will 

h t d 1 t . · 1 be at St. Joseph for next Sunday. t e conduct of our representatives o o some regu a mg m same p aces; 
b t h l ft th · h d.t. Bro. W. S. Pender, Greenleaf, Kan-have not al ways been above reproach. u e . e , .em rn sue. con 1 ion 

Th . th t th . . that we have had no occas10n to exer· sas, the 22d :-
e consequence '.s a ~ misswn- cise any authority except to preach The Goshen saints have project to build a 

ary can accompllsh but little, He 
1 
the gospel and administer the ordt· I church and are progressing with it nicely. 

may bf;l r.i, 12reat ;preac4e:r1 , bµt say tl:le .i p.anc~s, We desir!? µ.othing more1 I I begin lli serjes of meetingl? ill ~he opep1i 
. " . . . - . 

·,,, 
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:house, Greenleaf, Kansas, January 23, and 
<Continue over the 30th. Expect Bro. White 
with me. 

Bro. H. E. Moler, Hemlock, Ohio, 
January 20:-

Came to this part of the vineyard on the 
15th inst. On Sunday night we begun meet-
1ng at Buckingham, a small town near here, 
cin a church that Bro. Nevills secured. Have 
ibeen holding forth every night with,fair in
·terest; expect to continue over next Sunday. 
JBefore coming here, I had made arrange
iments to begin meetings in a hall at Chauncey, 
.Athens County; hut on coming to the place 
'found two protracted meetings in progress; 
'so we postponed our effort till another time. 
Am feeling well in the work. 1'he Lord be 
praised. 

One of the brethren, writing from 
the field, says:--

I am getting aiong very well with the 
study of Latin, I keep the books with me 
and put in at least an hour a day. I especially 
like it; have found no difficulty, so far, in un
ravelling it, and enj1y the Spirit of the 
Lord ... as in the study of tbe Bible. I un
derstand that the Lord will be better pleased 
with a man who utilizes his time than with 
one who lets precious time go by carelessly 
or unoccupied. 

Bro. D. L. ;Shinn, who has just 
buried his aged father, writes from 
Adamston, West Virginia, January 
25:-

I hope to be in Pittsburg at my post on the 
29th inst. My trials and tribulations are 
very heavy just now. I find my companion 
prostrated with nervousness. She is some 
better, but scarcely able to si't up. I was 
never more anxious to be at my Master's 
work. I came home yesterday from the 
funeral at Shinnston. Our friends there 
wanted me to stop.and;preach. ;. Trust I shall 
have the prayers of the saints in our behalf, 
for I surely believe they have prevailed so 
far in proportion to faith. 

Sr. Ella R. Devore, Graysville, Ohio, 
the 3d mst. :-

Husband is off on his mission work while I 
am wading through the snow and cold quite 
a distance from our house to care for horse, 
cow, and chickens. It certainly is a great 
task, as well as exposure, but circumstances 
would not permit otherwise for this winter, 
unless he would stop his missionary work, 
and we could neither of us think of such a 
thing. So he made everything as comforta
ble as he could for me, and I do the rest. 
But it was quite a sacrifice for him to go and 
leave me in such a strait, also for me to let 
him go; but then we are both used to sacri
ficing for this latter-day work; so we try to 
make ourselves brave and courageous for 
every emerg·ency. There are but three sis
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we are trying to live worthy of the cause we 
represent, and our neighbors are making 
note. We feel that in so doing prejudice 
must finally give way. Many believe this 
doctrine but fear to obey it. One young 
man, a relative, who had been preaching and 
lecturing, going hither and thither, came 
and heard, talked, and believed, but was 
afraid to obey. But he ceased his preaching. 
We hear of his defense of the true doctrine 
when in company with others. Again, others 

.are on the eve of obeying and have said w.e as 
a family have been sent here on a mission. 
Again, others are wrought upon to come and 
look after our needs as two lone women, Sr. 
Fisher aod myself. You see we are neither 
dead or asleep, and the tide is turning slowly 
this way. 

Bro. J. W. Burget, Cleveland, Ohio, 
the 20Lh:-

The work is on ward here, some near the 
kingdom. Our earnest young brother, Elder 
F. J. Ebeling, is with us and will stay over 
Sunday, the 23.:1. The saints are doing all 
they can to get the work before the people; 
but we find much in the way; pleasure and 
wickedness on every hand. 

As ,a rumor from the battle field, 
Bro. Henry Kemp writes January 
27:-

As a people we are in good spirits, 'trusting 
God for truth and right. We know in whom 
we trust; he will never forsake those who 
strive to do his will. We are having a good, 
lively time; and fully expect all to be said 
and done that can possibly be said against our 
position. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

THE saints of St. Marys, Ontario, to
gether with the local and general 
ministry who have labored at that 
point, have reason to congratulate 
themselves on the excellent impres
sion they have made for the cause. 
This we gather from a '·descriptive 
sketch" of the "Latter Day Saints"
"of this quiet and unasi:mming little 
church and congregation,'' of its ''ori
gin and history in the town of St. 
Marys;" which appeared in the St. 
Mary's Journal of January 20. The 
article recites the beginnings of the 
work there and the subsequent labors 
of a long list of brethren, all of whom 
are mentioned as excellent citizens 
and churchmen. The doctrine of the 
church is also stated, with the remark 
"it does not make them any less re
spectable as citizens, nor does it war
rant the existence of prejudice and 

ters left, Srs. Lucas, Fisher, and I. If it is intolerance in those who differ with 
possible we meet together every Sunday them." The item closes with these 
afternoon and have prayer and testimony, j words: "In all th~ Latter Day Saint 
and at times have spiritual feasts. Besides, k t' h t k · 
on Thursdays we each devote a season to wor appears 0 ave a en root in 
prayer upon same subject that the Prayer St. Marys ~nd a.1t present tq l)e, cm the 
pnion has publisheq in Herald. Besides that, , increase~" 
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Sr. Mary Knipschild, Norborne, 
Missouri, writes voicing her apprecia
tion of the recent articles on the sub
ject of conversi.on. She seconds the 
motion of Bro. Charles Derry, that 
they be printed in pamphlet form. 
From personal experience she com
mends observance of the law of tith
ing. 

Sr. Emma Christy, Marshfield, Mis
souri, writes a word of sympathy for 
the scattered saints. We omit with 
other letters crowded out. 

Brn. Swenson and Sparling have 
been preaching at Mayville, North 
Dakota, of late; Bro. Sparling also 
held a discussion with a minister-de
nomination not named. Nine were 
baptized and a victory gained which 
placed the work in good light before 
the people. This we learn from a 
letter from Sr. Pearl Langton, of 
Mayville. The saints hope to see 
Brn. Sparling and Swenson again, 
next June. 

Bro. M. R. Scott, Sr., writes from 
Galena, Indiana, that he is blessed 
with good liberty and appreciative 
audiences in the work of preaching. 

The war department of the United 
States Government has been quietly 
at work fortifying the leading sea
coast defenses against attack by a 
foreign foe. From the coast of Maine 
on the east to Washington on the 
Pacific the leading points of approach 
to our important seaports have been 
supplied with enormous rifle guns 
and are guarded by an outer line of 
torpedoes. "The work of fortifica
tion has gone on so rapidly and so 
secretly that it will now do no harm 
to announce that the coast line of the 
country is for the first time reasonably 
well protected against the average 
modern fleet." 

The United States war vessel Maine 
has been dispatched to Havana, Cuba, 
to be in readiness to protect Ameri
can interests should further disorder 
occur in the Cuban capital. The re
mainder of the Atlantic squadron is 
collected at the Dry Tortugas, off the 
coast of Florida, within a few hours' 
sail of Havana, should their services 
be needed; and by means of patrol of 
light boats between the two points 
the entire fleet could be signalled and 
sent to aid the Maine, in event of 
trouble.~;,~The Maine is the first 
American wa:r v~~s,(ill to enter Cuban 
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waters since the outbreak of the pres
ent revolution. Her going there is 
simply in harmony with international 
custom by which neutral powers pre
pare to protect their subjects and in
terests. The Maine was well received 
and duly saluted by Spanish naval 
vessels and the fortresses. Some 
Spanish papers comment unfavora
bly and construe the vessel's presence 
as indicating American hostility to 
Spain. 

The joint commission of the Metho
dist Churches North and South has 
agreed ''to recommend to the General 
Conferences of the two churches pro
vision for the reception of ministers 
from one church to the other without 
loss of orders in ministerial standing." 

Rome, Jan. 25.-0wing to the bread 
riots it has been decided to call out 
one class of th" reserves. 

To Prod the Sultan.-Russia is 
about to present a note to Turkey 
demanding payment of the whole bal
ance of the indemnity of tbe Russo
Turkish war, amounting to £28,000,000 
($140,000,000), with a view to making 
the Sultan more docile in the settle
ment of the Cretan question. 

London, Jan. 24.-The most alarm
ing rumors are prevalent to-night in 
the ministerial clubs concerning the 
latest developments in the Anglo
Russian relations over China. The 
St. Petersburg government displays 
bitter resentment at the threaten
ing language employe<l by Sir Michael 
Hicks-Beach and in the face of British 
diplomatic protests has redoubled the 
intimidatory pressure at Pekin to pre
vent England securing the issue of the 
loan. The London Times this morn
ing publishes officially an inspired 
editorial minimizing the gravity of 
Beach's words, whose "strong ex
pression," it complains, "has been 
strangely misinterpreted." The Times 
continues: -

"It has been imagined that the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer deliv
ered something like an ultimatum 
with regard to the proposed loan. In 
reality he did nothing of the kind. 
He merely said England would never 
allow her commerce to be excluded 
from Chinese markets. Our attitude 
is in no sense aggressive, but merely 
self-defensive." 

Smalley's T'irnes dispatch to-day, in 
quoting editorials from the New York 
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papers praising England's attitude as 
exemplified in Hicks-Beach's speech, 
is prominently reproduced in the even
ing papers as evidence that England, 
in keeping open Chinese markets, will 
find an ally not only in Japan but in 
the United States. 

London, Jan. 25. -A dispatch to the 
Daily Mail from Nagasaki, Japan, says: 
"The British and Russian squadrons 
are watching each other's movements. 
When the British battleship Centu
rion, flagship of the squadron, left 
Nagasaki yesterday (Sunday) it was 
shadowed by the Russian gunboat 
Sivootch. The Japanese fleet is still 
at Yokosuka, but is expected to sail 
shortly for Wei Hai Wei. No serious 
developments are looked for." 

Pekin, Jan. 24.-Another loan con
ference with the Tsung-Li-Yamen has 
taken place, the latter receiving the 
Russian representative in the morn
ing and the British Minister in the 
afternoon. It is believed the British 
Minister, Sir Claude M. M:c>cdonald, 
insists upon the opening of Ta-Lien
Wan, and that Great Britain will not 
recede. Whether Great Britain or 
Russia secures the loan depends upon 
which exerts the greatest pressure. 
If great Britain undertakes to protect 
China against Russia's displeasure, it 
is believed the loan will be concluded 
on terms proposed by Sir Claude M. 
Macdonald. 

Germany's lease of Kiao Chou has 
finally been fixed at ninety-nine years. 
The Chinese Emperor is greatly dis
pleased. 

London, January 25. - The St. 
James Gazette this afternoon says it 
bas authority for stating that Russia 
is not likely to persist in her opposi
tion to the opening of Ta-Lien-Wan. 

The Pekin correspondent of the 
Times says: "Russia has notified the 
Tsung-Li-Yamen of her willingness to 
provide a loan on the same financial 
terms as England's offer. France 
supports Russia in the matter." 

The Shanghai correspondent of the 
Daily Mail says: "The British fleet 
has been divided into two squadrons, 
one at Chu San, under Admiral Sir 
Alexander Buller, on board the Cen
turion, and the other at Chemulpo, 
under the command of Rear Admiral 
Fitzgerald." 

New York, Jan. 25.-A telegram 
from Washington says: "Information 

received to-day leaves room for little, 
if any, doubt that England is endeav
oring to induce the United States 
government to commit itself in favor 
of England's position in the far East. 
In seeking assurance that she will not 
look to this country in vain for sup
port England is not proposing any 
agreement which would require the 
formality of a treaty. nor, perhaps, 
any agreement which could be digni
fied as a twin alliance. There is, 
however, much evidemce that England 
is exceedingly anxious to secure an 
executive expression which would 
notify Europe that this country would 
back England's opposition to any 
Chinese port being opened to a fa
vored nation, and her Ambassador, 
Sir Julian Pauncefote, is working to 
that end. 

"Senator Clark, of the Foreign Re
lations committee said he had heard 
of such a move, and said he was in 
favor of backing up England. Sena
tor Davis also said he bad heard 
England was seeking the support of 
the United States." 

Brussels, Jan. 25.-Deputy Demblon 
entered the vestibule of the Chamber 
of Deputies this afternoon accom
panied by a band of Socialists. The 
officer in command of the guard in
formed him that in pursuance of the 
president's orders he could not be al
lowed to enter, whereupon M. Dem
blon raised cries of "Vive l'Armes," 
"Vive la Republique!" 

A crowd collected and attempted to 
rush the soldiers, with the result that 
there was a violent scuffle, the troops 
withstanding the mob with fixed 
bayonets and a hand-to-hand fight 
taking place between the Socialists 
and anti-Socialists. For a time the 
tumult was indescribable and a strong 
body of police was required to quell 
the disorder. 

Within the Chamber of Deputies 
the greatest excitement also pre
vailed. The Socialist deputies de
manded to know who was responsible 
for the violence of the soldiers toward 
the deputies. The tumult became 
deafening and the Ministers who at
tempted to reply were shouted down. 
After a further disorderly scene the 
Chamber rejected by a vote of 86 to 
29 a Socialist motion condemning the 
action of the officers of the House. 

There was further uproar in the 
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House when one of the questors de- In fact, we prepare for an open con- the steamer Baluchistan tends to ex
clared that he was responsible for the test by retrograde movements." plain the mystery as to whence the 
presence of the troops in the Chamber, Berlin, Jan. 26. - The steamer Afridis secured their latest style Brit
adding as a warning to the Socialists Darmstadt, having on board detach- ish rifles. The owners of the Balu
that he would always do his duty ments of marines an·d artillerymen, chistan say it has been released and 
against them. M. Vandervelde, So- has arrived at Kiao-Chou Bay. has proceeded. They add that the 
cialist, denounced President Beerna- Victoria, B. c., Jan. 26.-Captain arms were shipped to a dozen different 
ert for calling him a ":fighting man," Porter of the steamer Braemer, which Russian :firms. 
whereupon the president suspended has arrived from the Orient, says he San Francisco, Cal.. Jan. 26.-Ad
the sitting amid great uproar. When learned on very good authority that a vbes from the Orient bring to hand 
business was resumed the President firm of long standing in the Orient is the full text of the edict recently 
made a speech justifying the action buying up all the Welsh and English issued by Fernando Primo de Rivera, 
taken against the Soci:;i,lists, where- coal that can be produced in China Governor General of the Philippines. 
upon M. Vandervelde again rose and and Japan in behalf of Great Britian. Taken as a whole, it appears as an 
uttered a violent tirade against the He also says there is now in Japan a official confession of the untruth of 
questors and asked who had ordered very strong feeling against Europe- the frequent announcements from the 
the Socialists to be thrashed. ans, mainly among the lower classes. government at Madrid that the Phil-

Different reports from Cuba state So great is the feeling that the gov- lippine insurrection has been sup
that Blanco has taken to the field and ernment has issued proclamations pressed and the people pacified. 
again that he has not. Report also commanding all Japanese, under se- The edict begins with the revocation 
states that he is communicating with vere penalties, to treat Europeans of all passes heretofore issued and the 
General Gomez, of the Cuban army, with the greatest respect. establishment of a military trocha. 
with a view to ending the war. London, Jan. 26. --A dispatch to Property belonging to persons con-

The Italian Cabinet was hastily the daily Graphic from Sebastopol nected with the rebellion, or to 
called together late Monday night to says it is rumored there that a por- tenants, partners, or any person 
discuss measures for dealing with the tion of the Russian Black E?ea fleet interested in property belonging to 
bread riots and Socialist disorders. will be dispatched to China. the rebels, is declared forfeited to 

London, Jan. 25. - It is reported Managua, Nicaragua, Jan. 26.-L. the government, and will be seized to 
that Lord Delamere's expedition has Wichmann, the agent of the English satisfy the needs of the Spanish army. 
reached Fashoda, on the River Nile, corporation, the Atlas Steamship The families of individuals who are 
about four hundred miles south of Company, Limited, offers the Nica- incorporated in the rebel party must 
Khartoum, and at which place the raguan Government a large sum in go to join them or fix their residence 
French expedition under Captain silver, advanced from London sources, under the watchfulness of the au
Marchand (repeatedly reported mas- for Nicaragua's railway and steamship thorities. 
sacred) was said to have arrived system from ocean to ocean, with a For the purpose of this order the 
some time ago. view of obtaining for the company families of rebels will consist of their 

Berlin, Jan. 25.-Herr Trojan, editor connected interocean transportation wives, children, parents, brothers, 
of Kladderdatsch, has been sentenced across the country, including the canal brothers-in-law, and cousins. 
to two months' imprisonment in a route. Thegovernmentisconsidering New York, Jan. 56.-The steamer 
fortress for Iese majesty in cartooning the offer. Orizaba of the Ward Line, which left 
Emperor William. Congress gives its approval to the for Havana to·day, carried 400,000 

London, Jan. 26.-The newspapers parcels post contract with France. pounds of provisions and 200,000 
here comment on French, Russian, The question of continuing the grains of quinine, collected by the 
and German reinforcements going to grants to the so-called London Bank Cuban Relief committee, to be dis
the far East while no corresponding of Central America (Bank of Nica- tributed among the suffering people 
addition is made to the British fleet ragua) is still under discussion. It is of the island under the direction of 
and say: "Happily Great Britain has not probable that these will be an- General Lee. A separate consign
the countenance instead of the hos- nulled. ment to General Lee consisted of 
tility of the United States. But the Muscat, Gulf of Oman, Jan. 26.- eighteen tons of provisions contributed 
Japanese navy is a factor of uncertain The British gunboat Lapwing has by the members of the Philadelphia 
value." seized the steamer Baluchistan, off Grocers and Importers' Exchange and 

An article in the Pall Mall Gazette here, and its cargo of arms and am mu- six cases of quinine from the Philadel
says: "The German fleet may be said nition has been confiscated. The phi.a Drug Exchange. 
to hold the balance between England cargo is held by the British Consul. It is announced with apparent au
and Japan, and France and Russia. It is presumable that the cargo of til.ority now that the report of the 
The position of arbiter is the very arms and ammunition seized by the suppression of the insurrection in the 
thing the Kaiser would desire, and, Lapwing was intended for the use of Philippine Islands was a canard
with the force he possesses in the far 1 the insurgents of Baluchistan, who probably in the hope of influencing 
East, he can dictate terms. If the have recently been giving considera- the result in Cuba. The exposure of 
position is really critical we run a ble trouble to the British. the fact will cause a recoil upon the 
grave risk in leaving our fleet weak. London, Jan. 26. -The seizure of! Spanish government." 
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Outrages against the Jews continue 
at Algiers. Besides those already 
killed, a number of Jews were stoned 
and badly injured on the 26th. 

The New York World Almanac for 
1898 comes to our table fresh from 
the press and up to date with an ex· 
cellent supply of useful statistical and 
general matter. If you want the very 
latest figures reduced to useful tables, 
affording ready reference to anything 
and everything usually finding place 
in the modern up to date collection of 
statistical matter, get the World 
Almanac. Price 25 cents; address 
"The World," New York. 

The London Daily Mail says it learns 
from a ••source hitherto accurate" 
that China is inclined to make the 
best possible bargain with Russia, 
whose diplomacy appears to have tri
umphed at Pekin, England having 
resolved not to force a conflict by 
further opposing Russia's claims at 
Port Arthur and in the Liao-Tung 
Peninsula. "Japan," says the Da.ily 
Mail's authority, "has been thrown 
into a state of consternation by the 
British backdown, and has adopted a 
more friendly attitude toward Russia. 

Berlin, Jan. 31.-Newspaper com
ment here is all on the text of Eng
land's inglorious retreat as indicated 
by the announcement of the Berliner 
Tageblatt that Russia and England 
have arrived at an agreement whereby 
England has consented to drop her 
demand for the opening of Talien 
Wan. 

Mo1hsrs' -HomB Coltlmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

HThough Vice may don the judge's gown 
Au rt play the cefri3or"R parr, 

Ancl :Er"'act be cowed by B~Hlsehood 1 s fro\i\in 
Ano nt1ture 1 n!ed by rrt; 

Though Lahar 1oil' through blmding tears 
And idle \Veal th iE< mi~ht, 

I know the honPst, earne~t years 
W1l1 bring It all out right," 
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Pride still i' aiming at the blest aborl.es, 
Men would be angele; angels would be gods, 
AA pi ring to he goris if angels feli; 
Aspirrng to be angels, men rebel. 

But such ambition, having risen to dignities 
by indignities, is jealous and suspicious for 
fear another, with greater power, should 
cause its downfall or eclipse; and, in the 
words of Bacon, "Whereas they· have all 
their times sacrificed to themselves, they be
come, in the end, sacrifices to the inconstancy 
of Fortune, whose wings they thought by 
their self-wisdom to have pinioned." 

Throughout all history, what but the tyr
anny of display and ambition has caused the 
dowfall of nations? In ancient times, the 
corrupt and dissolute life of the upper classes, 
and the consequent degradation of the court; 
the imbruted life of the masses who had en
tirely departed from the simple virtues of 
their early fathers,-these ,were the vices 
and immoralitit:s which silently but rapidly 
sapped the foundation of both society and 
state, and brought Rome from her proud· po
sition as ruler of the civilized world down to 
the humble state she now occupies. 

Later, it was the lavish expenditures of the 
Bourbons, in order to gratify the love of dis
play, which plunged France into the horror 
of a Revolution that will al ways leave a stain 
upon French history. And to-day, the people 
are vigoronsly protesting against the burdens 
imposed upon them to satisfy the ambitions 
of those who d1csire to live in splendor and 
luxuriance while those whom they oppress 
live in poverty and wretchedness. 

But bow mllch more disastrous upon the 
state of society will be the effect of a false 
display of religion. How oftPn in their pro
fessions Christians repeat the words of a 
creed whose truths they deny by the testi
mony of their individual lives. They expect 
to be successful in persuading others to be 
followers of Christ without illustrating the 
principles they profess to believe by the 
strongest confirmation which can be given
a holy example. And the ir;fiuence of such 
Christians is more to be feured than the 
teachings of professed infidels, who appear 
in their real likeness and not as wolves in 
sheep's clothing. 

Arguments may be refuted, but a holy life 
has a power which can hardly be resisted. It 

know that during the years she has so faith
fully and patiently ministered to their phys
ical comfort, she has been afflicted with a 
rundng sore upon her breast, which has al
ways been painful, but the pain has increased 
of late until at times it seems unbearable. 
We ea~nestly hope that all will join with us 
in asking God to heal his faithful hand-
maiden. 

LA SALLE, Illinois. 
Will the sister, of Tama, Iowa, whose let

ter appeared on page 778 of Herald for De
cember 8, 1897, please write to Mrs. Maud 
Whitney, 712 First Street, La Salle, Illinois. 

·She is doubtless the one referred to in letter. 
MRS. R. J. WHI'l'NEY. 

PRAYER UNION SUBJECTS. 
Thursday, Feb. 3.-The church, its n::inis-

ters and membership. That righteousness,. 
love, and z3al in the work and spread of the, 
gospel may increase and to this end the saints i 
with one heart and mind bring their tithes 
and offerings into the Lord'" storehouse .. 
That God will contfoue to reveal his mind to· 
bis servants in the direction of the affairs of· 
the church. 

Memory Verses.-Malachi 3: 8-10. 
Thursday, F.ob. 10.-0ur families. Prayer· 

for the members of our families by name, and 
for the families of each other and those of the' 
ministry. '::-·For the youth of the church irn 
general. 

Memory Verses.-Psalrns 132: 12-14. 
Thursday, F.ob. 17.-Missions and Sunday 

school work, and the church publications. 
Also for the poor, the sick, and afflicted. 

Memory Verses.-Deuteronomy 41: 1, 9. 10·;. 
Thursday, F8b. 24.-Zion, our country, its1 

welfare aod prosperity, and its speedy puri
fication by the reception of truth. That the1 
scattered remnants may be gathered in, andi 
the kingdom of Christ be established. 

Memory Verses.-Isaiah 35: 8-10. 

81Indau 8Ghool nauartmant. 
ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
speaks at all times, to all people, manifesting (Sena 0ommunici1tions forth is department to the Editor 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
the transforming power of true religion and to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowu.") 
the spleadid possibilities of human excellence; 
and drawing out, by its own sympathy, the THE Sunday school teacher should be on the 
dormant nobleness uf those under its in- alert to improve every opportunity for devel
fiuence. oping the mind and character of pupils, and 

Such a life is an unanswerable testimony if opportunities do not come as fast as they 
EVILS RESULTING FROM A LOVE OF to the truth of the religion of Jesus of Naza- should, be prepared to make some. In the 

DISPLAY. reth. MARY CLARK. present Quarterlies we deal mostly with prin-
THE evils resulting .from a love of display CnrcAGo, Illinois. ciples. It is necessary that these principles. 
are as numerons as its various forms; but be understood by the pupils, and the all-im-
whether or not it be a display of wealth, SPECIAL REQUEST FOR FASTING AND portant question is how can they be presented 
power, knowledge, or religion, the basis is PRAYER. so that they may be the most easily compre-
the same-a selfish ambition which tramples THE Sisters' Prayer Union of the Lamoni hended? It has been the general experience 
under foot the interests of all those who dare branch, Lamoni, Iowa, having set apart of teachers that the gospel principles are 
to oppose it, and brings slavery, not only to Thursday, February 10, as a day of fasting best taught in connection with 
them, bnt to the one who, in order to gain and prayer in behalf of Sr. Perrnelia Sterrett, HISTORICAL EVENTS, 
power over others, loses power over himself. I of Utah, earnestly request that all other rather than abstractly. To illustrate: It 

The desire for power in excess caused the 1 locals join with them in observing this day. would be very easy to tell Johnnie that he 
~.ngels to fall. The desire for knowledge in I The elders who have traveled in Utah will should be kind. That would be a gospel 
excess caused man to fall, or, as Pope has ex- remember the faithful services rendered by principle, and Johnnie is supposed to have 
pressed it:- our afflicted sister, but will be surprised to I 1earned it; but the next day Johnnie might, 
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THE SAIN'rS' HERAI .. D. 

be seen carrying off a nest of young birds, or I Be what you would have your scholar be
s winging a live turtle on a string. If he had come. 
learned the lesson of kindness he had not The aim of the primary teacher is not to 
learned how to apply it. Now if the princi- teach Bible history, geography, or even 
ple had been connected with some historical memory verses, except as these are a means 
event there would have been some foundation to an end. The object should be to put 
for the principle to rest upon in Johnnie's within the child's heart trnth. It is truth 
mind, and he would have more easily seen that will set us free. We should teach his-
the application of it. Take the tory, geography, and other things wholly as 

SUBJECT. a help to instill truth in the child-heart.-
of the "good Samaritan." If that were Selected. 
tau!lht, giving special attention to the prir.-
ciple of kindness shown there, and explain
ing that it applies to all li viog things, not 
only to boys and girls but animals as well, 
Johnnie would then have seen the application 
of the principle. After 

ASKING THE QUESTIONS 
of the .lessou and telling the pupils that "G;:id 
is Love," as we had in our last Sunilay's les
son, we may consider our work finished. But 
have the pupils really learned that "God is 
Love?" Have you brought out some experi
ence in their lives in which God's love was 
manifested to them? Have you made them 
feel that God really loved them? If yC.1u 
have not, your work is not what it might be. 

A STATEMENT. 
of one of our former editors comes to mind 
here; it is: "The teacher wbo teaches only 
to know, is a failure. She should also teach 
to do." And so it is, unless pupils are taught 
and trained to act upon what they learn, their 
learning is more or less a failure. 

CHARLEY FRY, 
In Sunday School Newspaper. 

THE FIRST PRINCIPLE. 

GEORGE FARCHILD. 

A JUBILEE IN TAHITI. 
Editors Herald:-The Protestant church of 

this place is now in the midst of its jubilee 
week, which began on Sunday, D2cember 5, 
and ends Saturday, the 11th. This jubilee is 
in commemoration of the landing of the first 
missionaries on this island, which was in 
March, 1797. Many of the ministers and 
white missionaries have gathered here, 
and quite a number of the members of the 
Protestant church to take part in the jubilee. 

lo a field near town they have built a tern
porary shed or roof, for an eatinl?' house; and 
one of the strange features of the affair is 
that the white missionary, who is at the head 
of the church here, has forbidden the women 
to eat at the tables, or to sit in the church 
even, unless there may be room in the pews 
after the delegates and men are seated. This 
bas caused considerable criticism and dissat
isfaction, as it is so very unusual an arrange-
ment; and even Mrs. Henry, the wife of the 
son of one of those first missionaries, was not 
permitted to eatat the table with her husband 
-not even at Matavai, the place wbere the 

LAST week I visited a kindergarten, and dur- missionaries landed, about ten miles from 
iog the opening exercises was given a seat on Papeete, where the jubilee folks went on 
the platform. All the children sat with Tuesday. 
faces turned toward me. They bold meetings every evening and on 

The leader asked them to sit properly, but some part of the days. Very much of the 
found it necessary to wait, especially for one talk at these services is of the dark and be
boy who crossed his legs and sat. in a careless nig·hted condition of the former inhabitants 
position. The teacher kept looking at the of this place, their idolatry, cannibalism, 
boy, but the boy kept !coking at me. At etc., and the coming of the missionaries and 
first I did not see where the trouble was, but the change from idolatry to Christianity, etc. 
another moment and I recog-nized that he The following is an extract from one of the 
was imitating myself. My legs were crossed, addresses that was read at the jubilee:-
so were his; my chair was crooked, so was "In 1774 two Roman Catholic priests came 
his; my podtion was careless, so was his. to this island from Peru and remained ten 
The God-given characteristic of imitation months, then returned to Lima. 
was at work. The boy was copying me. Im- "In April, 1769, Captain Cook, of the Eo
mediately I sat up straight, uncrossed my deavor, anchored in Matavai bay and re
legs, set a good example, and the exercises mained three months, for the purpose of 
proceeded. Since then I have been thinking observing the transit of Venus across the 
that I must be more careful to set a good ox- sun's disk. He was here again in 1773 and in 
ample. 1777. Captain Cook said in his report home, 

Primary teacher, your children are becom- 'since there are no motives in public ambi
ing like you. What kind are they to be? tion, nor in private avarice, for such an un
What sort of men and women will they be- dertaking,' it was his opinion that nothing 
come? would ever be done to' Christianizc1 the Pa-

The possibilities are great. The imitative cific islanders. But it was owing to these very 
characteristic is large in children. A super- words that were published in England that 
intendent of a Sunday school once said to me, the first thoughts of missionary enterprise 
"I do not remember a thing my Sunday school arose in the hearts of Protestant Christians. 
teacher ever said to me, but I remember her, "A young man named William Cary, in tbe 
and the influences of her life have often kept I small town of Moulton, was the first to set 
me from evil." that mighty wave in motion, and his first 

The first principle o! teaching is example. I thought was to send the word of God to 
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Tahiti. William Cary was a bright man, 
educating himself and working as a cobbler 
to support his family; and with a map and a 
leather globe which he had made, he illus
trated Cook's voyages in the Pacific. He 
was a Baptist, and so earnest did he become 
in his missionary project, that he proposed 
a discussion of the duty of the church to 
evangelize the heathen countries, at a gath
ering of Baptist ministers. To this proposi
tion Dr. Ryland warmly replied, 'Sit down, 
young man; when God proposes to convert 
the heathen, he will do it without your help 
or mine; nothing can be done for such an ob
j act until another Pentecost, when an effu
sion of miraculous gifts, including the gift of 
tongues, would give effect to the commission 
of Christ, as at first.' 

"But the young man did not 'sit down'; be 
was eloquent in appealing to the hearts of 
the Baptist associations for help until at last 
he persuaded twelve ministers to aid him in 
organizing in Kettering on October 2, 1792, 
the first foreign missionary society of Great 
Britain. 

"While preparations were being made to 
commence the work in Tahiti, John Thomas, 
a young surgeon of tbe East India Company, 
who had devoted himself to missionary work, 
while employed in India, arrived in London 
in search of a missionary to help him, and 
William Cary and John Th0mas were sent by 
that societ,y to India. 

"In 1795 a new missionary society was or
ganiz:od, and thirty missionaries were sent to 
the South Seas; and Tahiti was where they 
first landed. On the 10th of August, 1796, 
they embarked from the Thames on board 
the ship Duff, which had been purchased for 
the mission. Captain Wilson was com
mander. On September 23 following, they 
left Portsmouth, and on March 4, 1797, they 
sighted Tahiti. 

"Shortly before the missionary ship hove 
in sight, for the first time on record, a great 
earthquake was felt in three shocks, early in 
the morning, at noon, and at sunset, ace im
panied with a tornado; and men, women, and 
children were panic stricken; and this pre
pared the way for a good reception of the 
missionaries. 

"And respecting the burning of the idols 
by the priest and chief Patii, they say, Some 
of the missionaries, fearful of the conse
quences, advised him to consider well what 
he was about to do; but Mr. Henry, young 
and zealous for the Lord of Hosts, slapped the 
heroic chief on the back, and encouraged 
him to lose no time in carrying out his good 
intention. Accordingly on the morrow,, 
Patii brought bis three family idols upon his 
back to the place of burning. The people 
gazed with horror at the sacrilegious act, 
expecting that some signal vengeance would 
overtake the bold assailant of the gods; they, 
however, were unable to help themselves, 
and the spectators witnessing such impo
tence, felt their faith in the superstition of 
their ancestors not a little shaken. This led 
the people to exclaim, 'Yours is the true 
God-ours have lost their power:'" 

On Sunday, Dacember 12, the saints of Ta
rona (Sharon) held tteir jubilee services in the 
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saints' chapel. Services opened at two p. m. 
by singing and prayer. Then a few remarks 
by the missionary in charge; then Metuaore 
read the first seventeen verses of tf>e twenty
fiftb chapter of Leviticus and commented on 
it; after which Emma read an address in Tahi
tian, which she had written upon the subject 
for the occasion. Then twenty-seven of the 
brethren and sisters iµ regular order each 
quoted a verse from the Bible and made short 
comments upon it. The substan11e being that 
the Jews' jubilee was as a sign of the great 
jubilee (or true jubilee, as they say it) when 
Christ will reign for a thousand years, and 
then all the saints will be free from death, 
sin, sickness, debt, and slavery of every kind. 
But before the jubilee can begin, the gospel 
must be preached in all the world, and for 
this reason the Lord sent the angel to Joseph 
Smith with the gospel, which would prepare 
Israel for their return to Jerusalem, and the 
saints for their gathering to Zion. Then the 
true jubilee would begin. 

I will give one of the speeches as an illustra
tion: Verses three and four of chapter two 
of Zechariah were recited, then the speaker 
said: "The prophet says one angel was to 
tell another angel to go to a young man on 
earth, and tell him that the Jews were going 
to Jerusalem again, agreat multitude of them; 
and so tl;ie angel came to Joseph Smith, the 
young man, and the angel's name was Mo
roni, who told the prophet that the gospgl 
must go to every nation on earth. So this 
young man ordained elders and sent them 
everywhere; and after the gospel goes all 
over the world, the Jews will be gathered to 
Jerusalem again, and the saints to Zion; then 
the true jubilee will begin." 

After this Emma and I 8ang, "Blow ye the 
trumpet, blow." One verse in English, the 
others in Tahitian. 

After these services closed, the singers 
sang a number of hymns, and then separated 
a little after four p. m. 

Shortly after this several persons came 
running to the house, saying the Teavaroa is 
coming; and so we went down to the landing, 
and sure enough she was coming, and soon 
we bad the pleasure of greeting Bro. and Sr. 
Case again, after a nine months' parting. 
Bro. Hubert preached in our chapel that 
evening-a nice ending to our Tahiti jubilee. 

JOSEPH F. BURTON. 
PAPEETE, Tahiti, Dec. 13, 1897. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

momi e e taviri ratou i te parau mau." 
Which means in plain United States, "That 
the Mormon missionaries lie, and twist the 
truth to deceive the people." 

We came from Maru tea to Taka boto. At Ma
ru tea there were a great many people, and ow
ing to the scarcity of water and the wretched 
quality of what they could obtain, many were 
sick. The fish also were very poisonous, and 
many were sick from eating them. They got 
very little shell there. At Takaboto, things 
were different. Plenty of good water, good 
fish, and a reasonable quantity of shell. We 
left for Papeete on the 10th inst., arrived 
here on the 12th. The schooner Teavaroa 
was so heavily laden with "bufaa" and shell 
that we bad no choice, but to sleep on deck. 
A little rain fell both nights, but we were 
covered with a sail and did not get wet. We 
called about half an hour at Kaukura, where 
I met and bade farewell to Bro. Janssen and 
several of the native brethren and sisters. 
They did not forget to aid us financially, for 
which we pray they may be rewarded. 

Upon our arrival we were greeted with the 
waving of hat and handkerchief of Bro. and 
Sr. Burton, who were waiting on the wharf. 
Spent the evening in talking over the trials 
and triumphs of the past year, or rather since 
our parting in Kaukura. We have visited 
sixteen islands since that time, and feel to 
thank the Lord for bis protecting care, and 
many blessings. 

We feel sorry to leave Bro. and Sr. Burton 
alone in the mission. For the work's sake I 
would stay, but the state of my wife's health 
will not admit it, or justify me in staying. 
We hope that others will soon arrive to take 
our place. 

We hope to meet with the saints at Inde
pendence in April, if we are permitted a safe 
voyage home, by the Father of all. 

Ever praying for the welfare of Zion, 
HUBERT CASE. 

PAPEETE, Tahiti, Dec. 13. 
Editors Herald:-Last evening Bro. Hubert 

Case and wife and child arrived from the 
Paumotus, to make preparation for their re
turn home. Their return home leaves a place 
vacant out here for some strong man to earn 
a celestial reward for service performed in 
faithfulness, self-denial, perseverancc-i, Job's 
patience, Daniel's faith, Moses' meekness, 
and John's love and kindness. Anyone wish-
ing the very valuable reward for such serv-

PAPEETE, Tahiti, Dc:c. 14. ices-a crown of immortal glory-will please 
Editors Herald:-Since last writing we have apply immediately to the proper authorities 

taken several hard trips at sea. From Hao of the church for appointment, and we will 
Marutea in a three ton boat, one hundred and assure them that they will have the oppor
fifty miles, sea very rough and high wind. I tunity of striving for the crown if they come 
baptized thirteen at Hao, making thirty-two here. No man is crowned except he strive 

death of Elder Petero Derrien, on November 
28, of pneumonia_. He was by far the bright· 
est and most intelligent native missionary we 
had: was of partly French parentage, spoke 
the French language fluently; was secretary 
to the French Governor of these colonies at 
one time. He was baptized by Bro. T. W. 
Smith, and at the time of bis death was in 
charge of the missionary work in the Tahiti 
division, secretary of the mission, and as
sistant superintendent of the Sunday school 
association. He would compare favorably 
with tbe,general misaionaries of America in 
his able defense of the faith. 

Also Elder Tahuhu a Tama, of Tubuai, died 
in Tupuai, October 31. He had been Governor 
of Tupuai since 1873, a man very highly re
spected as an honorable man, a faithful Gov
ernor, kind-hearted to the citizens as a father, 
and an humble, faithful elder of the church. 

Elder Petero Derrien, a few days before 
his death, saw in vision Joseph the Martyr 
and Thomas W. Smith in a beautiful bright 
room, and they called him, saying, Petero, 
come up here. And so that day he told me, 
"Joseph, I am going to die"-oia mau-surely 
so. And on Sunday at midday he entered 
the bright room-the paradise of God. 

The year 1897, now nearing its close, is 
leaving considerable work on our bands, with 
no small degree of care, anxiety, and respon
sibility-with a greatly lessened council of 
helpers; but the work is the Lord's and he will 
direct, assist, counsel, and bestow all needed 
help and every needed gift and blessing. So 
we trustingly bid good-bye to the departing 
year, and welcome the incoming one with con
fidence and faith in the final triumph of the 
work in which we are engaged. 

On October 24 four of our brethren carried 
Ahupu into the water on a stretcher, and I 
baptized him; be was very low from the ef
fects of a large tumor in the right side. He 
had bad the assistance of the native doctors, 
the French doctors, and lastly the doctor 
from the French man-of-war; but they all 
told him he must die. He settled in a house 
near here, learned of our faith, sent for the 
elders, and the moment he touched the water 
in baptism the pain ceased, and from thence 
be has steadily improved, until now be is 
nearly entirely well. Last week be walked 
up to Papeete, and this week expects to re
turn to his home in R::i,iroa. His wife and two 
children were also baptized. He is a very 
intelligent half-caste; was formerly a Prot
estant, is well known here, and his healing is 
making considerable talk. So as the Lord is 
still with us, we need not fear. 

Peace be with all the Israel of God. 
JOSEPH F. BURTON. 

in all sinse last report. I have been blessed in lawfully. We not only want, but we need SOCIETY ISLANDS. 
my efforts to preach. We have plenty of oppo- two men for this field, and hope sincerely A Bpeech delivered by Isaac s. Henry, son of the first 
sition, particularly from the ULah faction. that they will be Gnd-appointed, for it is a miseionary who set foot on Tahitian soil, at Point 
One Elder Neff, whose name I mentioned be-1 peculiar field to work. Veuus, at the centennial services held for the occasion. 
fore, is doing all in his power against us, There are fourteen elders from Utah here, IT is said in Isaiah 9: 6, 7, "For unto us a child 
making false statements concerning Bro. Jo-1 and they are adepts in avoiding the truth, is born, unto us a son is given: and the gov
seph and the Reorganization. With the help and in representing things as they are not. ernment shall be upon his shoulder: and his 
of Church History, Abstract of Evidence, and It makes us considerably lonesome to think name shall be called Wonderful, Counsellor, 
late Heralds, I have been able to expose his / that Bro. and Sr. Case will soon leave us two 

1 

The mighty God, The everlasting Father, 
falsehoods so plainly that even the natives II white missionaries here alone. The Prince of Peace. Of the increase of bis 
say, "E baavare rahi ta te Orometua Mo- i We were all made very sad by reason of the government and peace there shall be no 
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end, upon the throne of David, and upon his 
kingdom, to order it, and to establish it 
with judgment and with justice from hence
forth even forever. The zeal of the Lord of 
hosts will perform this." 

My dear friends, because of the coming 
forth of this prediction, and the birth of the 
Son here spoken of, and he being universally 
received by the great powers of Europe, 
caused his ambassadors to be sent forth to 
the shores of Tahiti; and like unto the won
derful works of God made manifest in those 
great countries for the establishment of bis 
cause; namely:-

1. The deluge, when all the inhabitants of 
this earth were swept away except eight p~r· 
sons. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

"Yours is the true God; ours have lost their 
power." 

And now, brethren, you white missionaries, 
and also you native pastors, this is my admo
nition to you, that you be of good cheer, and 
continue to cultivate the soil where the seeds 
of wheat hacl been sown by my father upon 
these islands, and the Lord of the harvest 
will reward you according unto your works. 

This is my speech unto you. May God save 
us all. Amen. 
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agreement. After two hours of cavil and 
delay Elder Rich thought of a way out of 
their difficulty, and took the matter entirely 
out of the hands of the disputants and putting 
the question to the congregation, which con
gregation being nearly all Mormons, resulted 
in the following being subst.ituted for those 
agreed upon: "Which is the true church 
of Jesus Christ-the church under the pres
ent leadership of Wilford Woodruff, or the 
Reorganized Church under the leadership of 
Joseph Smith?" We being thankful for even 
this little, consented for the debate to pro

BRYAN, Idaho, Jan. 15. 
ceed. Editors Herald:-We have had lively times 

here lately, nothing less than a discussion Bro. Anthony opened the battle in a force
between elders of the Mormon Church and ful and masterly presentation of the claims 
those of the Reorganization. of the Reoqranized Church, followed by 

Elder Rich in a characteristic oration, in 2. When the hosts of Pharaoh were over- During the month of November last Elder 
thrown in the Red Sea. S. D. Condit did considerable labor in the which due care was observed not to touch on 

3 Wh tl d h 
Riverside precinct, and created some degree the real issues, Elder S. D. Condit replying, 

. en 10 graves were opene at t e and Elder Allred following in one of the 
d th f Cb · t d f th h 1 t of interest; and as Riverside is peopled prin-ea o ris , an some o ose w o s ep wildest, most disconnected and meaningless 
· th h h' cipally by Mormons·, the elders of that church 
in e eart arose, after is resurrection. harangues that it has ever been my misfor-

were aroueed, and an agreement was signed 
In many other ways did God manifest his tune to listen to. This order of speaking to discuss the following propositions:-

power, as shown in his word, such as his continued throughout the debate. So closed 
Re soi ved that Joseph Smith, the President 

shutting the mouths of the lions to rescue the first session, two hours of which had been 
of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of 

his servant Daniel. Another instance was wasted in the wrangle to change the proposi-
Latter Day Saints, is the legal successor of 

the rescuing of bis three servants, Sbadrack tions. 
Joseph Smith the Martyr in the presidency 

and his fellows, from tile burning, fiery fur- At the opeuing of the ;;ecotid session Elder of the church; Elders J. H. and S. D. Condit 
nace. But I must not run this out to a great Allred found that he was totally disabled, to affirm, Elders P. J. Fjeldsted and T. H. 
length. Like unto what God performed in Allred to deny. and begged to introduce as his substitute 
those great countries, so also did he display Elder Brockman, and the wounded being Resolved that Brigham Young was the 
his power on the occasion of the coming in thus removed, the battle proceeded. legal successor to Joseph Smith the Martyr 
sight of the first missionary ship to the To my mind the debate was ably conducted in the presidency of the church; Elders 
shores of Tahiti. A great earthquake was on both sides, and every inch of ground stub-Fjeldsted and Allred to affirm, Elders Condit 
experienced upon the spot where we now bornly contested, with this distinction: to deny. 
stand, that it might be known that these E 1 . Elders Anthony and Condit proved every As lders Fje dsted and Allred des1red six 
were his messengers, sent to publish tidings , · point and assertion by the production of evi-weeks time for preparation, the time was 
concerning this Son which had been born to 9 f f dence, while Elder Rich relied almost en-set for January , and three sessions o our 
bring peace and good will upon earth. There b . · tirely on eloquent appeal and assertion, not hours each were to e given to each propos1-
were three shocks of earthquakes in the one B forgetting the inevitable personal testimony. tion; the Bible, ook of Mormon, and the 
day, early in the morning, at noon,and at the Doctrine and Covenants to be the standards Elder Brockman labored hard to maintain 
setting of the sun. of evidence; and with the stipulation that bis points from the books, and quoted copi-

These things are found in the records of either side might substitute any representa- ously; and in fact I think his arguments 
the London Missionary Society in reference tive elder of their respective church. were as good as his side of the question 
to those times. And now, dear brethren, I Accordingly the Brothers Condit departed admits of. 
praise God that he has not deserted us; and on other business. After their departure the Those of your readers who are acquainted 
it would be quite pleasing and agreeable to astute gentlemen of the opposition discovered with B. H. Roberts' pamphlet, "The Suc
my mind should it please God to give us what they conceived to be a base design on cessor," have the whole line of argument 
another manifestation of his power, that it the part of Elders Condit to take technical ad- employed, except that Elder Rich seemed 
might be known that our petitions requesting vantage of them in the wording of the propo- more anxious to keep the minds of his bear
his favor to be continued unto us [were sition, in that the word "legal" was used ers from absorbing and digesting the con
answered?], and that these his servants might instead of "ecclesiastical." They wrote Bro. vincing facts produced, than to advance 
be endowed by his Spirit that they might be Condit asking that the words be changed, matter in support of his claim. 
aided in cultivating the earth which hath the change being readily agreed to. All At the call of order at the third session, a 
already been cleared by my father and his went smoothly till the appointed time for the gentleman-a Mormon-in the audience arose 
colleagues. discussion, n;ieanwbile Elder R. J. Anthony and asked permission to make a motion, 

A matter has been omitted by me in regard having been substituted for Elder J. H. Con- which permission being granted, he "moved 
to the establishment of Christianity in dit, who could not be present. In the mean- that the present session close the debate, on 
Moorea, rela.tive to the priest of Oro Patii. time Elder Fjeldsted thought it advisable to the ground of the weather being so cold." I 
After his receiving the word of God he pro- withdraw and sent for Elder Ben. E. Rich to could but think that the true grounds were 
posed to go to Apostaato and fetch his gods take his place. Elder Rich on his arrival the heat of opponent's arguments. 
to be burnt. A part of the missionaries claimed that we yet bad an unfair advantage Elder Condit opposed the motion in a vigor
advised him to be cautious, as it was not of them, because we were to begin the dis- ous speech, alleging agreement and promises 
known what might be the effect upon the cussion, opening the debate with our affirma- of six nights; but in spite of protest the 
minds of the people; but my father strongly tive, and had the closing argument also. We question was put and carried, but by a vote 
urged him, saying, "I shall have the wood willingly agreed to change the order of the which required a division of the house to 
piled ready;" and when he brought his three debate in this particular; but that did not determine. 
idols they were placed upon the wood pile cure the trouble, and in the face of the wait- We bad foreseen that such would be the 
and set fire to. The native spectators were ing congregation they insisted on a total case, and were prepared to submit with such 
watching, and when the pile was reduced to change of the whole question, and that all be grace as we could command. 
ashes, and seeing that nothing had befallen embodied in one proposition. In vain we re- Bro. Anthony opened this last night with 
these two men, the people cried out, saying, I cited the terms of the signed and witnessed ; an earnestness and vigor that was truly 
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effective, and it was an interesting study to I ble zeal, but not ';without knowledge," for 
watch the countenances of those opposed, I indeed the said brother is growing in knowl
through the varying phases from compla- edge and in favor with God and man. I have 
cency to consternation, as the evidence accu- j no doubt but that success will crown his 
mulated. But Elder Rich, with his usual efforts in this, as in other directions noticea
tactics, soon had his hearers laughing and, ble by those who closely observe such things. 
for the time at least, safe from considering I feel well in the good work here. While I 
the only salvation for his position. do not expect to accomplish great things, 

The fight is over, and we find our position I great things are expected of him who is over 
more strongly intrenched in truth. The all God bleseed forever, and the end of our 
other side claims a victory, but I vent,ure it conversati.on shall be Jesus Christ, the same 
will be a long time before they will desire yesterday, to-day, and forever. 
another victory like it. Two have recently been "soundly con-

The discussion proper waR carried'on with verted" to the faith, and having carefully 
decency and order, Mr. A. Parsons, the mod- withdrawn from another denomination, gave 
erator, dispensing equal just.ice; and outside me their names for baptism, which will be 
of the evident desire on the part of the oppo- administered not many days hence. 
sition to show their power to limit the debate, D. L. SHINN. 
we have no cause to complain, we being well 
and courteously treated by the good people of 
Riverside. And, I am pleased to say that 
Bishop George B. Wint,le displayed the traits 
of a high-minded gentleman, courteous and 
considerate. 

After the battle we feel well; are confirmed 
in our faith, and more than ever convinced 
that our position cannot successfully be as
sailed. To God be the praise. 

Yours for truth, 
NEMO. 

NEW LONDON, Iowa, Jan. 28. 
Editors Herald:-In Herald, January 26, 

Bro. Caffall asks the question, "How is tbis?" 
In the light of other teaching through the 
Herald will he please arise and explain. 

Yours for a better knowledge of the truth, 
LAWRENCE WILLEY. 

JASPER CITY, Mo., Jan. 21. 
Ed-itors Herald:-On Dticember 17, after a 

thirty-three mile drive, we arrived at the 
home of Bro. M. G. Killebrew, near Pax, 

PITTSBURG, Pa., Jan. 18. where we were kindly received and cared for. 
Editors Herald:-This morning finds me Bro. G. W. Beebe and I preached alternate 

again on duty in the "smoky city." I returned nights for a week to interested and attentive 
here from Shinnston, West Virginia, on Satur- listeners. We then went to Sheoffer school
day the 15th inst., where I had stopped over house, near Rescue, where we preached a 
to see my aged parents, who are both in their week or more and baptized a Mrs. J. L. 
beds helpless as children. Mother bas been Haglew, who by reason of her high standing 
able to work some about the house, and has and noble character in the community where 
been taking care of Father until recently in- she has been born and raised, will become a 
jured and rendered helpless by a fall down power for good in the church. Here we were 
the stairway. She is now eighty-five and he informed that we might be treated to a basket 
eighty-four years of age. I distinctly rem em- of eggs, or worse, if we undertook to preach 
ber seeing them: both baptlz"d by Eld.er our doctrine in that community (and by the 
Samuel James in the summer of 1840. I was way that is about the best argument the 
then only a little past three years old. He Devil and his fifty sons have got to fight the 
is quietly and peacefully awaiting the end. truth with); but to our surprise we had the 

Samuel 0. Shinn was, prior to the date of very best of order and close attention 

children's clothing all gone except what they 
had on their backs, bedding all in ashes ex
cept two feather beds, and an old quilt that 
was not in the house at the time. I could 
now begin to sympathize with Elder J. J. 
Cornish, whose home was laid in ashes while 
out working for his heavenly Master. Well, 
the Lord giveth, but the Devil taketh away. 
As the family were spared from the :flaming 
tongues of fire, I feel to say in my heart, 
"Blessed be the name of the Lord," and con
tinue to look for the silver lining in and 
among the clouds, and hope to see the time 
when my hands shall be untied. But my 
prospects are not overly :flattering in that di
rection, as this morning I turned over or sold 
two of my best cows to pay a security debt, in 
order to save myself a11.d the church from dis
grace; but am only realizing that which I 
saw would befall me, .in a vision of many 
years ago, hence will round up my shoulders 
and press onward. 

Hopefully, 
J.C. CHRESTENSEN. 

LANDER, Wyoming. 
Editors Herald:-I am a long way from the 

church and have not the privilege of meeting 
with the saints; therefore pray for me that I 
may stand fast in the faith; that God may 
give me strength to resist all evil. I feel 
lonely here without the privilege of meeting 
with the church. I was born April 11, 1819, 
in Denmark; embraced the gospel in my 
native country in 1861; emigrated to Utah in 
1864; joined the Utah Church in 1888 and the 
Reorganized Church the same year; after
wards moved here. Brn. John Grimmett and 
Hiram were elders here, but one is dead and 
the other has moved away. I should like to 
see an eld.or here. 

I was converted by Elder Peter Anderson 
and baptized by Eider Andrew Layland at 
Thomas' Fork, Idaho. May we all live faith-
ful. Yours in the faith, 

ANDERS NELSON. 

his baptism, a member of ''the Disciple, or throughout, leaving a splendid Jnterest and a FAIRLAND, I. T., Jan. 1. 
Campbelite Church." AHer hearing the so- number near the kingdom, and that too of Editors Herald:-Your paper comes to my 
called Mormon preachers, James and Ewing, the very cream of the neighborhood. On the post office every Thursday, and I am glad to 
he beg·an an investigation of church matters, 15th we returned and preached in the house receive it, for it is a good paper to read. I 
especially of the claims set forth in the new of Bro. and Sr. Killebrew, and on Sunday the love to read the grand letters from the breth
system. The elders inquired if he was a pray- 16th baptized three more-a Mr. Alex. C. ren that I am acquainted with, and to learn 
ing man and when answered in the affirmative Blair and two sons, who appear to be strong how the grand work is progressing. We do 
they told him to "ask of God who giveth to and firm in the faith. The success of our not get to hear much of the gospel here; the 
all men liberally and upbraideth not," and labors here are principally due to the honora- most that we do hear is perverted. I go to 
wisdom would be given him. Accordingly he ble walk, talk, and labors of Bro. Killebrew bear all, and it seems to me just like chil
submitted the matter to the Lord, asking a and his most noble wife-the fireside preacher. dren's play. I was once a member of the 
sign that if the Latter Day Saints were right Anyone wishing to head her off on a Bible Missionary Baptist Church for two years. I 
-the room, which was daek, might be filled argument must get up early in the morning; worked in Sunday school as superintendent 
with light. His prayer was heard and the even the preachers lay low when she is and teacher, and worked hard to learn some
sign being granted, he was satisfied, and was around. I wish we had thousands of preach- thing about the Bible; bu.tin the two years I 
soon thereafter admitted into the fold by bap~ ers of the same type. did not learn what the Baptists believed. I 
tism, aud has "continued in the apostles' We started on the 17th to open up the work do not claim to know everything yet, but I 
doctrine," to the present time. I have no in new quarters, but on our way received a think that I know the gospel when I hear it 
doubt as to their salvation, they will rest in letter from home, informing me of the sad preached. The Lord said, "My sheep know 
the Lord till the call of "the last trump," and fact that our house and contents were in my voice." I have asked Baptists what they 
the dead in Christ arise first. ashes; so with a heavy heart I and my noble believe, and they say, "Well, I declare, I 

Our brethren here have reorganized tbeir colaborer gave each other the parting hand, can't tell you now, but will look up my disci
branch, Elder C. Ed Miller being elected and the next day found me on the spot where I pline and then I can tell you."" When they 
president in place of Elder Hulmes resigned. I my temporary home had bflen for the past five I get the discipline and read it there is nothing 
Bro. Miller enters the work with commenda- i years, to find that all was too true, wife and I sound in it. I have looked over one since I 
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have been in this church, and I find they 
leave out too much of the gospel to suit me 
and every true follower of our Lord Jesus 
Christ. 

DAar brethren and sisters, on the 29th day 
of March, 1898, if I Jive I will be in the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints 
two years, and I cannot be sorry for,• it, 
although we are persecuted on every hand. 
I think we have lost some friends by uniting 
with the saints of God; but I don't care, we 
have the gospel and plan of salvation to the 
human race, and we defy the world to over
throw it, for I believe God is in this work, 
and I know that he has all power both in 
heaven and on earth, and I am willing to go 
on and serve him. 

Brethren and si~ters, I am affilcted with 
some kind of stomach and bowel trouble, and 
I desire to ask all the saint.s to' remember me 
one time when you bow in the presence of thJ 
cgreat Creator, that be will restore me to 
\health and strength, both in body and mind, 
and that I may be of some use unto him. 

Yours in bonds of truth, 
GEO. M. RHONEMUS. 

MARCELINE, Mo., Jan. 20. 
Editors Herald:-1 ju.it arrived here 11nd 

found Bro. and Sr. Hopkins, of Natawaka, 
Kansas, visiting their daughter. I expect. to 
stay bore over Sunday, the 23d, then on to 
Bevier. I spoke twice in the opera ball to a 
good,house, with fair liberty. The saints are 
well spoken of there. 

In the faith, 
J. c. Foss. 

BRADFORD, Manchester, Eng., Jan. 9. 
Editors Herald:-I feel to write to our 

precious paper, and say bow it lifts me up 
:and gives me courage to hold fast to the rod 
·Of iron. 0 may its pagee go forth to all 
~nations of the earth, bearing the hlessed 
news of the everlasting gospel to the children 

·Of men! May our heavenly Father watch 
·over his church and help his people to keep 
·clear of the notion that anything that they 
•can do can mend the laws given in the beoks 
.by our Lord Jesus Christ. I pray always to 
be kept from the snaces that are in the world 
through lust,, and invariably I get my answer 
through the columns of the church papers. 
There is much preaching and teaching which 
is not given by the good Spirit of God, but in 
the vain imagiuation of men's hearts. I 
have read that if a man have not the Sririt 
he shall not preach. 0 that men would heed 
this injunction! 

We are passing through deep waters be
cause of this. We go hungry and come home 
the same. May God help us and send us real 
live shepherds t.o feed his flock. Asking the 
prayers of brethren and sisters in the land of 
Joseph, Your sister, 

ELIZA ALICE RHODES. 

LUDINGTON, Mich., Jan. 18. 
Editors Herald:-As Sr. Van Brunt, presi

dent of our aid society has written to the 
.Herald for help to pay for our church, and 
some have already sent, and one not a mem-
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ber of the church, I would like to say thab we 
are very thankfol for what we have received, 
and trust we may receive enough to pay up 
the indebtedness. We don't expect it in 
great quantities. We thought if all the 
saints could help a little, they wouldn't miss 
it, and it would help us here so much. We 
do want to pay for our church so bad. 

God has blessed us in many ways since we 
started here, and I pray he will bleES us in 
paying for the church building. There are 
but a few of us here. Pray for us, brethren 
and sisters, that we may succeed; and may 
God bless you all in Jesus' name. 

Your sister, 
CARRIE BARRON. 

CORYDON, Ind., Jan. 18. 
Editors IIerald:-On D8cember 18 in con

rnection with Bro. W. H. Kellt>y, I began 
meetings at Byrneville. On the 25th Bro. T. 
W. Cbathurn come over from Loµisville to 
spend the holidays, as he could do no work 
there then. He came just in time to render 
unto us needed help we were so much desir
ing-. He did us much good in helping to put 
the branch in order. Bro. Chatburn lets no 
grass grow under bis feet, but sometimes the 
stones roll under them and he gets a wetting 
when splash! be goes into the creek, full 
length. Rolling stones do not make good 
bridges. Come again Bro. C. 

The results of the meeting were three 
baptisms, and three were called to the priest
hood; Bro. James Sappenfield to the office of 
elder, Bro. Ed win Martin to the office of 
teacher, and Bro. Wood Kepley to the office 
of deacon; all being noble saints of the 
Byrnville branch. 

Closing our meeting there on Sunday nii;-ht, 
the 16th, we came ber_e the 17th and began 
preaching in the courthouse with a congre
ga·tion of about sixty. This is the oid S•.ate 
ce.pital. The capital was moved from Vin
cennes here and from here to its present site
Indianapolis. I will remain until I get the 
work planted, if possible. 

Brethren, let us do all we can for this glo
rious work, remembering that when a day is 
spent we cannot call it back, but will have to 
meet the works of it in that day when we 
stand before the great Judge, whether our 
work has been good or bad. Let us see how 
much we can do for the Master, not how lit
tle. Many souls would be glad to receive 
this work if they knew what it was. We who 
can preach, let us do all we can in that way; 
they that are not called to preach can as;;ist 
by giviug of their means and by so doing be
come coiaborers together in the great work. 
I am greatly encouraged to go on. 

Your servant, 
G. JENKINS. 

MIKADO, Mich., Jan. 24. 
Editors Heralcl:-We are not quite snowed 

under yet, although we had a terrible storm 
in Michigan yesterday. It snowed very hard, 
and the wind was very fierce; snow drifts in 
some places ten feet deep, or high as some 
would term it. It blocked us in yesterday 
(Sunday) so there was no meeting. The mail 
carrier from here to Greenbush (Bro. Dolson) 
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tried but could not make bis trip. It will be 
some days before the roads will all be passa
ble. 

I met Bro. David Smith at this place hold
ing forth with fair interest. A Rev. of some 
kind bas been lecturing" against us here and 
elsewhere, but as yet he has had poor success. 
No harm has befallen the church by reason of 
hrs lectures. This is the northeastern part 
of Northern Michigan district. I am here to 
assist Bro. David to organiza some branches; 
there are five or six places where there are 
from twelve to about thirty members unor
ganized. 

The work is moving on nicely nearly all 
over. Saints are doing fairly well in most 
places, and extra well OD their duty in tithes 
and ofl'tlrings in certain localities, while in 
other places we receive but little. There is 
a greater demand for the preaching of the 
word in some places now than there ever was 
before. 

Many of the local ministers are helping to 
move the cause on all they can; some for rea
sons best known to tbemsel ves are not doing 
much. But taking it all through, I feel glad 
to say the work in northern Michigan is on
ward. Some have been baptiz,ld of late, anJ 
others say they will be. G;:id is blessing us in 
maoy ways, and we are hopeful. 

Having been born in Canada, and always 
retaioing a good feeling for the Canadians, 
please allow me to congratulate you, Bro .. Jo
seph, in your marriage with my Canadian 
sister, your beloved wife. May the good 
Master bless us all. Amen. 

J. J. CORNISH. 

ST. CLAIR, Missouri. 
Editors Jierald:-We are hhving quite an 

interesting time in St. Clair, speaking on 
Sunday last in the Congregational church. 
The disposition heretofore manifested to pre
ve::it the ''overcburcbing" of the town seems 
to be less marked than a few weeks ago. I 
was locked out of a schoolhouse at Moselle 
some weeks ago; but some of the congrega
tion climbed in at the window, took the 
catch off the lock, let us all in, and we had a 
good meeting that day. Since then we are 
unable to find out whether· the element op
posed to overchurching· of that town are in 
control or not. 

At last business meeting of Moselle branch 
it voted to change its name to that of St. 
Clair branch, as the majority of members 
now live at the latter place. Upon the call 
of the president of the branch it also voted 
to ordain Bro. John M. Wagner to the office 
of deacon. This was done. The branch bas 
now a full set of officers, ·three of whom live 
here. 

I expect to start on a tour of the district 
the first part of February. I will take pleas
ure in calling on any of the scattered saints 
who will send me their addresses. 

I have as yet received but two reports 
from the local ministry with which to make 
out my report to Bro. Heman C. Smith. 
Please note that I Jive in the town of St. 
Ciair (not county), in Franklin County, Mis-
souri. Y uur coworker in the gospel, 

JOHNS. PARRISH, 
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EXCELSIOR, Wis., Jan. 19. 
!!"Editors Herald: -:I commenced meetings 
here January 11, for about one week, with 
increasing crowds and interest. Our heart 
was made glad to have Elder McDowell step 
in and help us,,out. Bro. Henry Wood·also 
helped me what he could. We have bap
tized one; we look for more to come soon. 
The calls for preaching are numerous. WA 
pray God to send more laborers, and open 
the hearts of the saints to provide for their 
families, so the work may not be hindered. 

Your brother in gospel bonds, 
A. L. WHITEAKER. 

DELOIT, Iowa, Jan 25. 
Editors Herald:-The cheering intellectual 

gospel truths found on your pages testify of 
the onward march of the angel's message. 
Since holiday festivities I have had the op
portunity of reading a goodly number of 
periodicals published by various religious so
cieties, but find none equaling our own Saints' 
Herald)n"doctrine, spirituality, and church 
polity. To my surprise I found the Utah 
Deseret Weekly, Salt Lake City, to be the least 
spiritual of any. 

Church work is onward in this part of 
Iowa. It is gratifying, indeed, to witness 
the confidence manifested by the saints in the 
final triumph of this latter-day work and the 
energy exhibited by both old and young. 
The many urgent calls for preaching from 
nonmembers is also a fruitful sign. 

The writer was permitted to meet with the 
saints in social service here last Sunday 
morning and to enjoy a feast of blessings di
vine. The meeting lasted nearly two hours, 
the time being fully occupied; yes, 'kind 
reader, that Spirit that was manifest on the 
day of Pentecost (Acts 2; Joel 2: 28, 29) 
cheered and gladdened our hearts. To our 
blessed Master be all the praise. 

From a paper just received from Bro. 0. E. 
Coiner, Pocahontas, Iowa, I am forcibly re
minded that I have done missionary work in 
that locality and that in the autumn of '95 
Bro. J. F. McDowell met and successfully de
feated Elder Clark Braden in a seventeen 
sessions' debate, which fact was admitted by 
nearly every auditor. But alas '96 came and 
with it Elder G. W. Elliott, State Evangelist 
of South Dakota, and began a series of ll!leet
ings, declaring that he represented the 
Christian Church and that Elder Braden was 
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bers are still owing him quite a little on his 
salary and he intends to hold on to the deed 
of the property until this shortage is paid. A 
suit has been commenced against him forcing 
him to deed the property to the society, and 
what the outcome will be remains yet to be 
seen." 

Now, Mr. Editor, by the time this appears 
in prin~ I shall have mailed sixty letters, 
containing six questions each on Isaiah chap
ter 29, to some of the most noted ministers 
and professors of Bible lore; viz., Catholics, 
Disciples, Adventists, Jews, Baptists, etc. 
Answers from some have reached me already, 
and I intend giving your readers the benefit 
of them at some future time. 

C. J. HUNT. 

SALT LAKE CITY, Jan. 22. 
Editors Herald:-As letter intrusiveness 

has not been one of my "sins of commission," 
so far as your pages are concerned, I essay 
the task lest longer delay will cause Mrs. 
Inquisitiveness to overexert her feelings in 
trying to learn the cause of silence. It may 
come wit.h ill grace to say I reached Utah in 
due time, and have since tried to do what 
wisdom, or at least the kind and amount of 
that very desirable "gift" in the possession 
of the writer, dictated as best for the accom
plishment of the most good to the greatest 
number. 

Tent work commenced in Murray, where a 
fair, and in some respects, lasting- interest 
was bad, with the amusement incident to the 
play upon such words as "Josephites" and 
"Brighamites" resulting from the contro
versial conditions existing, but which failed 
to materialize as to whether and by whom 
Brigham Young was ordained as president 
of the church. A very material point, and 
one that the dominant church here cares as 
little about taking hold of as they would a 
red-hot iron. 

Thence to Ogden our "duck" tabernacle 
went, and during its four weeks' stay the 
"battle" at times raged, resultiug in five 
baptisms and a lasting interest with many 
others who will yet yield obedience to the 
mandates of truth. To tell those who have 
labored in Ogden that the Chase house is a 
home is needless, hence the item is jotted as 
one of common interest and as due to those 
who there preside, as small return for all 
their kindness. But the other saints resident 

not an accredited or authorized minister of here as well as friends are not to be consid
their church, but just a man whom people ered as lacking in such qualifications. Mr. 
hire to do debating; that's all. Mr. Elliott Littlewood, a "brother-in-law," seeing that 
gave the people to understand that if they one of the preachers would be called upon to 
wanted pu1·e and progressive Christianity, wear a dirty shirt, unless action were had, 
just to accept his teachings. Several believed forestalled such em harrassment by the pur
his report, a preacher was "called," and a chase of a new one and some nice gold studs. 
place purchased for a church edifice, which As the memory waves, like billows in the 
house, we presume, was in course of erection soul, shall in future roll across the intricate 
when, to the surprise of many, the actions of brain meshes, this incident will remind that 
their pastor, T. W. McDonald, gave evidence elder .of a "friend in need." 
for the following article, which we clip from Not vanity, Mr. Editors, but true pride that 
the Pocahontas-Record for January13, 1898:- would cause a preacher to prefer a clean 

"No little commotion was stirred up among white shirt front dotted with a golden stud 
the members of the Christian Church in this -even though he be a "silver man''-to one 
place last week when Elder McDonald left begrimed with the soil of a week's usage. 
town taking with him the dtJed to the new I The young ladies who boldly left their en
church property. It is claimed that the mem- vironments to become a part of the most un-

popular church in Utah, are to be commended 
for that as well as for their zeal since shown. 

From here the tent was used to the south
ward, under the efficient generalship of Eld
ers McKiernan and Hansen, hence the writer 
cannot detail the practicability of its further 
use. Suffice it to say that tbe wisdom of such 
a purchase for this mission has been fully 
demonstrated. Financially we have $16.54 
banked for next year's expenses. 

It may he well to here give notice that the 
writer, should he be returned to this mission, 
expects to appeal to the saints throughout 
the world to assist in the building of a chapel 
in Ogden-badly needed. 

Our reunion at Pleasant Grove was both 
pleasant and profitable-spiritually as well 
as numerically. Sr. Sterrett bore the burden 
of caring for the elders, but the saints in 
general here did nobly. At present writing Sr. 
Sterrett is in the hospital, having undergone 
a severe surgical operation as a result of a 
trouble of years' standing; for a woman of 
near 77 she has borne up in a way that would 
be commendable to a strong and vigorous 
person of youthful activity. Strong in faith, 
vigorous in constitution for her age, her case 
is exciting the wonder of doctors and nurses 
here; and the faith of the saints has certainly 
prevailed mightily with God. 

At Fairfield, where dwell a few isolated 
saints, we had a pleasant sojourn, where a 
home for the elders is always to be found. A 
sad case here is that of Bro. McLane-an in
valid for twenty years from rheumatism con
tracted while on his way to Utah as a soldier 
in Johnston's army, during the winter, when 
they were compelled to live at Fort Bridger 
on half rations, their supply trains being 
burned by the order of B. Young, and their 
beeves being stolen at his instigation. Poor 
man! a sufferer as a result of man's perfidy, 
blind fanaticism, and zeal. 

Here we had an excellent interest and fair 
hearing, and here God manifested his power 
in healing Sr. Mary McLane of a severe sick
ness. It was here that the preacher for three 
weeks struggled with grippe, but through 
the kind ministrations of Sisters Maggie and 
Mary, and watchcare of all, he gained the 
mastery and kept up sufficiently to preach 
nightly. May God reward them. Realizing 
that an elder so far from home likes and is 
almost sure to enjoy diversion, they planned 
and pleasantly consummated a trip to the 
gold mines, eight miles distant, and a party 
of four of us had the profitable privilege of 
going through both mine and mili. In the 
former the dangers incident to such labor 
was made almost realistic, while in the latter 
we were permitted to see the cyanide "proc
ess," by which a very cheap grade of ore can 
be worked at a profit. It was a very profita
ble day and all enjoyed it. The writer an
ticipates the time when additions shall be 
had to the church in the little village of Fair
field by baptism. Through the persistent 
efforts of Bro. H. N. Hansen-somewhat of a 
"terror" to "Brighamites" - we were per
mitted the free use of the courthouse in 
Provo two nights, and felt well in speaking 
to a very attentive audience of about sixty on 
each occasion. The first night we had the 
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very novel experience of being interrupted 
in the midst of the sermon, by the jury suf
ficiently long for them to render their ver
dict. After a few months' experience in 
Utah, however, one don't mind small things 
like this! 

The formidable and omnipresent hair-rais
ing bugaboo here, is the "living oracle," and 
all that pertains thereto; the "obey counsel" 
part of it being apparently, as unalterable 
and binding as the Medo-Persian law. If 
the saints at Provo enjoyed the elder's pres
ence as well as he did their hospitality, there 
will be a mutual desire for a recurrence of 
both. 

In the city work we have had varying ex
perience, with practical results very small, 
so far as discernible. Bro. and Sr. Barrows 
have ably seconded our efforts by giving us a 
home, and the saints generally have done 
nobly. Srs. Barrows, Riggins, and Wilson 
-Alice-being especially energetic in the 
society work, Sunday school, and song serv
ice. Sr. Riggins has put forth herculean 
efforts to maintain the Religio. At times 
that society has really gasped, but strong 
efforts have succeeded in resuscitating it. 
For some weeks now we have been deprived 
of Sr. Wilson's efficiency, on account of Bro. 
"Jo" receiving a "stroke." He is recovering, 
and gives promise of a complete recupera
tion. May it so be. Without further nam
ing it may justly be said that we have some 
as fine saints here as can be produced, and 
the marvel of it all is their "staying" quali
ties under their peculiar environments. The 
Rocky Mountain missionaries have a record of 
half a hundred baptisms at the close of '97, 
twenty-eight of whom have been baptized in 
Utah. We haven't been doing much Herald 
or Ensign "tooting," but when our report 
comes before the conference it will tell its 
own story. Feel as though I could write a 
long (?) letter were it not for Editor's en-
joinder! J. W. WIGHT. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

and you look back with a feeling of regret, 
and say, "Row little I have done or can do 
for the Master." Just here I think the beau
tiful lines of Milton are very appropriate and 
very sweet, 

uThey also serve who only stand and wait;' 1 

So you, dear suffering one, can serve Christ 
by just waiting patiently for the call to come 
up higher. 

But you may be one who is suffering under 
the weight of years; you have labored long 
in the Master's vineyard, but now you are 
weary, and not in touch with the interests, 
fads, and fashions of the present day; and as 
you descend the western slope you long to 
enter into your well earned rest. Well, the 
night will soon pass away, then shall your 
reward come, "and you will be satisfied when 
you awake with his likeness." 

Again, it is a mother who has been obliged 
to see her darling child borne away in the 
icy arms of death. Ah, the anguish that 
fills your heart as you think of that beautiful 
little form, with its pretty baby ways, that is 
hid from your sight forever; and often in 
memory that sweet angelic face will arise 
before you, and the little prattling voice 
sound in your ears, and you will hear again 
the patter of little feet, and your heart arises 
in rebellion against God, forgetting that 
your sweet child first beionged to him, and 
he has said, "of such is the kingdom of 
heaven." But, sister, there are others left 
to you, they need your care and love; live on 
for them, and be assured that your own heart 
will nut be very dark or sad while the illumi
nation of God's love is shed abroad therein. 

It may be that your loved and lost one who 
had reached young womanhood-as was the 
case of the writer-was a daughter whom 
you hoped would be with you in your declin
ing years; but God called her to himself. 
Time is ever doing its work. That mysteri
ous Providence we call fate, silently but con
tinually plays upon the chords of the heart, 
sometimes in strains of joy, but more often 

EAST SAN JOSE, Cal., Jan. 21. in that of sorrow, for joy may occasionally 
Editors Her(Jld:-Among your many read- come to us, but sorrow is sure to come to all 

ers I think there may be some, yea, even as the years roll away. 
many, upon whom the hand of affliction has Perhaps it is your companion and support 
been laid; some hJ:lart who has passed through in life's journey that has been taken from 
the very crucible Qf sorrow. It i~ to such you. And the prop on which you leaned hav
grief-burdened souls that I especially wish to ing failed, you bow before the blast like a 
address myself, if perchance I may write bruised and broken reed. Dear sister, lift up 
some few words that will soothe some lone your head and hear the loving words of your 
and aching heart, I will have accomplished heavenly Father, "Leave thy fatherless chil
my purpose. Dear friends, whatever I may dren, and let thy widow trust in me." 
write in this line, be assured will have come But of all the bereavements that may come 
from one who has partaken of the cup of sor- to us, I think there is nothing that so vi
row, and knows that bitter indeed is the brates upon the heart as the knowledge that 
draught. But to us who have entered into a mother has been taken by death from her 
the gospel covenant, and acknowledged full helpless little family. One case especially 
allegiance to our heavenly King, there comes that stirred my heart, where five little ones 
this comforting promise, "If we suffer we were bereft of a mother, and during thA 
shall also reign with him." Perhaps you are funeral in the next room the babes cried 
an invalid, one whose days and nights are piteously, as though they realized their great 
passed in physical pain; how long the nights loss, and would lift up their tiny voices in 
are to you, and the days how slowly they lamentation; but the mother lay &tiff and 
pass away. Dear friend, Jesus knows your cold in death and made no response; the 
every heartthrob, your every pain; and he husband was nearly overwhelmed. My 
sympathizc:s with you. Just place your hand brother, "there is a balm in Gilead-a great 
within his and say, "Thy will be done." Or physician there." He came into this world 
'you realize your life's work is nearly done, I to heal and bind up the broken-hearted. 
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There are other sorrows I would like to 
refer to, but space will not permit. Our sor
rows are multitudinous, and as varied as the 
human heart; and we realize the truth of the 
adage, "Every heart knows its own sorrows." 
Our Savior said, "If I go away I will come 
again and receive you unto myself, that where 
I am there ye may be also." I seem to hear 
those tender melodious words as they drop 
from his lips, and rest upon some grief
stricken soul with wondrous healing power. 

Dear saints, yet a little while and these 
tear-stained eyes of ours shall in rapture be
hold the resurrection morn; shall see us arise 
from the grave clothed in immortality and 
life, and we shall with all that vast multitude 
of the redeemed enter into the marriage sup-
per of the Lamb. I. B. STILLWAGON. 

Oriqinal 1Ir1iclBSa 
PASTORAL LETTERS. 

To THE Saints of the -- District:-Having 
been placed in charge of this field by the 
general missionary, I wish to inform all the 
saints that I shall soon be at liberty to meet 
with you, etc. 

Notices similar to the above are 
quite numerous, and I ask, Is there 
not a misunderstanding on the part 
of, at least, some of the submissiona
ries as to their authority, and duty, 
and privileges? They certainly can
not be appointed in charge of the 
branches in their fields of appoint
ment, nor in charge of the district 
authorities; for we read in section 
122, paragraph 7, 
that the Twelve and the Seventy ... travel 
and preach as missionaries, shall be free to wait 
upon their ministry in gospel work, leaving 
the branches and districts where organiza
tion is effected to the care and ad ministration 
of the standing ministers. 

Again we read, paragraph 8, same 
section:-

And when those officers are ordained and 
set in their order, in the church, they should 
be left to administer in the things unto 
which they were ordained, having charge of 
the affairs over which they are called and set 
apart to preside; the Twelve and Seventy ad
ministering as those prosecuting the work of 
preaching with the warning voice, baptiz
ing, organizing and setting in order, then 
pushing their ministry into other fields until 
the world is warned. It is the will of God 
that they do this; yea, verily, thus saith the 
Spirit, if they will now enter upon this work, 
leaving the burden of care in organized dis
tricts, or conferences to the standing minis
try, under the Presidency of the church; 
observing the law already given to ordain 
and set high priests or elders to preside in 
large branches and in districts, and also 
evangelical ministers, then will those officers 
set in the church be useful and he who gave 
the law be honored; the differences between 
the quorums be healed, confidence be restored 
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and good will and peace come to the people I keeping with law, and not to the 
as a cherishing fountain. detriment of the missionary work, for 

We can see from the above: First, them to call on the district authori
that the Twelve and Seventy are to ti.es. See section 120, paragraph 7, 
prosecute the missionary work, or- which reads:-
ganizing and setting in order the In matters of personal importar.ce and con
branches and districts. Second, to duct arising in branches or districts, the au
observe the law already given to or- thorities of those branches and districts 

should be authorized and permittted to settle 
dain and set high priests or elders to them. 
preside. Third, to push their labors You can see the wisdom of the 
into new fields, leaving the organized above, so that the missionaries can be 
districts or conferences to the stand- free to wait upon their ministry in 
ing ministry under the Presidency. gospel work. (See section 122, para
Fourth, we notice that there is the graph 7.) 
traveling missionaries.: the Twel.ve, In conclusion I am pleased to say 
Seventy, together with such high that in this our district there is now a 
pries~ and e'.d~~s a~. can. ;ravel;., the I perfect u~derst~~ding by the tr~v~ling 
sta.ndrng mrn1,,,ters, hi,..,h priests, and s'i.andrng rmmstry as to their autv, 
elders, priests, teachers, and deacons. and peace, love, and unity prevail, ~11 

Now in regard to the authority of being anxious to labor to the best in
those quorums (see paragraph 9, sec- terest of the work; as it is sometimes 
tion 122), "in all meetings and gath- expressed by some, in conversation on 
erings of the membership, where no the question of field of labor of the 
previous organiz;i,tion bas been ef- traveling and standing ministry, it 
fected," the Presid;:,ncy, the Twelve, 'is a wheel within a wheel; the inside 
and Seventy should preside. "Where wheel being the organized field, and 
organization has been arranged, and tt.e smallest grows as the outside 
the officers have been ordained and wheel enlarges. 
set in order, the standing ministry," May we all labor together in our 
Presidency, "high priests, elders, respective fields and callings for the 
priests, teachers, and deacons." good of man and the honor of those 

I understand, from the quotations whom we love, even Jesus the Christ 
referred to, that the traveling and and God our heavenly Father. 
standing minister have their respec- \VM. LEWIS. 
tive :fields of labor, and that each STEWAR'rsv1LLE, Missouri, Jan. 7. 1898. 

should labur therein. There is room 
enough for all, and to my mind, when DIVES AND LAZARUS. 

the general missionary appoints sub- THERE was a certain rich man, which was 
missionaries in charge of any field, clothed in purple and fine linen, and fared 
they are in charge of General Confer- sumptuously every day: and there was a 

certain beggar named Lazarus, which was 
ence appointees, who are to labor in laid at his gate, full of sores, and desiring to 
the missionary fields. They are not be fed with the crumbs which fell from the 
appointed in charge of already organ- rich man's table: moreover the dogs came 
ized bra.nches and districts, for that and licked his sores. And it came to pass, 
has been provided for. In other that the beggar died, and was carried by the 

angels into Abraham's bosom: the rich man 
words, the submissionary is in charge also died, and was buried; and in hell he 
of the missionary field; and it would lifted up his eyes, being in torments, and 
be in harmony with the form for seeth Abraham afar off, and Lazarus in his 
the notices that are published to read, bosom. And he cried and said, F<>ther Abra-

h 
. . ham, have mercy on me, and send Lazarus, 

'•in charge of t e 1mss10nary field," that he may dip the tip of his finger in water, 
and not in charge of district; for if and cool my tongue; for I am tormented in 
some of the pastoral notices reading this flame. But Abraham said, Son, remem
• ·Missionary in charge of the --- ber that thou in thy lifetime receivedst thy 
district'' be correct then are they not g,ood things, and likewise Lazarus evil things: 

· . · ' 'd d' . but now he is comforted, and thou art tor-
only mISs10nar1es to sa1 1stnct, but I t d A d b 'd 11 th' b · . . men e . . n es1 e a 1s, ei;ween us 
~re m ?harge of all .concerned, which I and you there is a great gulf fixed: so that 
is not in harmony with the law. they which would pass from hence to you 

Again, branches that have had some . cannot; neither can they pass to us, that 
, , d . . I would come from thence. Then he said, I 

trouble are cal1e on the miss10nary' h th f f th th tth ld t . . \ pray t ee ere ore, a er, a ou wou es 
1:1 ch~rge for h~l p to settle these d:f· 1 send him to my father's house: for I have 
µcu,lties 1 when it wou,ld QtJiV'3 b<;ien m. fiye brethren; tha,t )le may testify unto 

them, lest they also come into this place of· 
torment. Abraham saith unto him, They 
have Moses and the prophets; let them hear 
them. And he said, Nay, father Abraham:: 
but if one went unto them from the dead,. 
tney will repent. And he said unto him, If 
they hear not Moses and the prophets,. 
neither will they be persuaded, though one, 
rose from the dead.-Luke 16: 19-31. 

Now don't you consider this a 
touching story? Think a moment of 
this poor bleeding tramp, Lazarus, ly
ing at the gate of a rich man. Does 
thi.s reflection awaken no pity in your 
soul? If not, you are as dead as a 
Friday jaybird to sympathy. From 
a Christian standpoint do you con
clude this great truth shou~d be mer
cilessly relegated to a past age? Was 
it intended only for the generation 
who lived contemporaneously with 
the Divine Teacher? 

We now have in the Unit.ed States 
685,768 tramps. Many of the3e 
tramps, unlike Lazarus, do not even 
possess sores. The reason for this 
digression from the original type is 
patent. They do not anticipate the 
same kind treatment and attention 
from Christian dogs which have 
been trained to take out the gable 
ends of the pants of these migratory 
wretches, as they fly over the fence
fleeing in terror before the grinning 
teeth of Christian dogs, for simply 
asking for breakfast. Our Christ, 
like Buddha, was a homeless tramp. 
It is my purpose to examine minutely 
the character of Mr. Dives with a 
view to discover if possible the dif
ference between this man and our rich 
religionist of America. He was evi
dently a kind-hearted man. His dogs 
manifested the force of association 
with such a master in their kindness 
to Lazarus. You have no data with 
which to disprove the opinion that he 
employed none of the fine arts of 
finance to accumulate his wealth. He 
did not deal in futures, watered 
stocks, and oppression. He did not 
deny the crumbs which Lazarus asked 
for. He was charitable. Observe 
this instinct; in his heart crying out 
in the torture of hell in his desire to 
save his brethren. If you can do 
nothing for me, save them. Can you 
say as much for our money kings of 
America? 

If they can squeeze in their own little 
souls, do you suppose they would care 
for othersf Do you discover an;y 
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parallel in this story and the New i extend a vote of thanks to the people for en- l would confer a favor by writing 
York beggar? I am going to prove tert~inme~t; aud to ~he choir for excellent. \ undersigned, stating price, etc. J. 
t tt f - . th t th · h mu~ic furnished. AdJciurned to meet accord- 143 Petre Street, Sheffield, England. 

to the 
Arber, 

O your u er con us10n a e ric ing to previous arrangement. 
church people of America do not be-
lieve what they pretend to believe. 
They do not believe the Bible. If 
they believed it they would forthwith 
begin to unload some of their $20,-
000,000,000 in doing something to 
relieve the miseries of earth, and 
especially the miserable wretches in 
America. Take the 12,000,000 Protes
tant church membership, embracing 
the fabulous sum of $20,000.000,000, 
by a very simple calculation you will 
discover that $1,000,000 could be 
given to every member of the Protes
tant faith in the United States, and 
then leave the respectable bitlance of 
$19.988,000,000; or to place the propo
sition more accurately upon a Chris
tian basis, we have a total population 
of 70,000,000. By giving every in
habitant of the United States $1,000,-
000 you would still leave these money 
lords of our country $19,930,000,000. 
Di·:es with his few paltry thousands 
would stand aghast in the presence of 
these figures. J. D. ERWIN. 

fionfBfBllGB }VIilllJ1B8. 
EASTERN MAINE. 

Conference convened December 18, 1897, at 
Indian River; W. W. Blanchard and E. C. 
Foss chosen to preside, A. S. Kelley secre
tary. Voted that E. C. Foss be sustained 
district president and A. S. Kelley clerk. 
Branches reporting: Olive and Indian 
River. Elders reporting: W. W. Blanch
ard, E. C. Foss, S. 0. Foss, and J. S. Walker; 
Priests J. N. Ames and U. M. Kelley; 
Teacher B. F. Foss. Bishop's agent's report 
referred to auditing committee, audited, ar1d 
found correct. · Resolution passed that the 
Bishop's agent be instructed to sell the dis
trict tent, and that the money obtained by 
this sale be equally divided between Jones
port and Indian River branches, to be used 
for the repairing or providing a place of 
worship; the price of tent in selling to be 
left wholly to the judgment of the Bishop's 
agent; also that he be authorized to dispose 

8tlndau 8~hool 1\ssoGiations. 
Fremont convention program, Shenandoah, 

Iowa, February 24, 25, 1898: Thursday, 7: 30 
p. m., Needs of the Sunday school, Charles 
Fry. Libraria.as, Blanche Andrews. Fri
day, 9: 30 a. m., Reports of schools, officers, 
and teachers. The delegate Eystem and in
struction of delegates, Emma Hougas. Show
ing pupils how to prepare their work, Clara 
Badham. Sunday school newspaper, Ethel 
Skank. Two p. m., Election of officers, 
choosing and instructing delegates to Gen
eral Convention. IntroFpective, Ida Skank. 
Elaborate dress in Sunday school, E. Ell'anor 
Grove. Question box At 7: 30 p m., Tem
perance: The Sunday school as a factor in 
teaching temperance, Emma Harrington. 
Vocal duet. Sowing the first. seed of int.em
perance, Mary E. Pace. Quartet. Ten· 
minute talks on temperance: A. Badham, 
H. F. Durfey, D. Hougas. Recitation. 
Chorus. Sunday school workers, you are ex
pected to be present at this convention, be
cause you need to know more about your own 
work and you need to cause others to know 
more about theira. Superintendents, me to 
it that your schools choose delegates to at
tend this convention. Mail intended for the 
convention, address Charles Fry, Shenan
doah, Iowa, in care of Mrs. Mary E. Pace. 
Come with the expectation of attending both 
convention and the conference. 

CHARLES FRY, } 
ETHEL SKANK, Com. 
JOSEPH ROBERTS, 

GENERAL CONVENTION. 
The Annual Convention of the General Sun-

day School Association will convene at In
dependence, Missouri, at ten a. m., Monday, 
April 4, 1898. There are, aside from the 
routine business, matters of interest bearing 
upon the general welfare and the advance 
work of the association which demands the 
attention of all earnest, competent, Sunday 
school workers. We trust all district Sunday 
school associations will endeavor to send 'full 
delegations and as far as practicable of active 
Sunday school workers. 

The program which will be published later 
will provide for work closing with the even
ing session Tuesday. Come, one and all. 
Don the mantle of brotherly love and charity 
and the Spirit of peace and come to help 
make the work of the convention what you 
will ever be pleased to have it be. 

of the seats and all things belonging to the 
tent. Resolution passed that an agent be ap
pointed in each branch to collect funds for 
defraying traveling expenses of the mission
aries. Recommended that each branch be 2t. 

Your colaborer in Christ, 
T. A. HOUGAS, 

Supt. Gen. S. S. Ass'n. 
informed that such action has been taken in 
conference and the brauches be req nested to 
conform to such action. Committee on tract 
fund report6d and was continued. Voted 
that the time and place of the next confer
ence be left in the hands of the district presi
dent. Preaching by S. 0. Foss, W. W. 
J,3lanchard1 and 1J, w. Greene. Voted to 

Mi8BBllanBotls Ilapartrns.nt 
NOTICES. 

Anyone in England having the unbound 
volume ot 4u,tumn ],eaves f()r l897~ t() tiell, 

CREDENTIALS OF DELEGATES TO GENERAL 
CONFERENCE. 

District officers are request.ed to forward 
credentials of delegates appointed to repre
sent their districts in the coming Ge1;1eral 
Conference, to the Church Secretary, as soon 
as possible, that a complete roll of delegates 
may be prepared, as prodded for by resolu· 
tion of General Conference, to facilitate the 
organization and work of that body. Cre
dentials of delegates appointed at fall or 
winter conferences 8hould be forwarded with
out delay, and of those yet to be appointed, 
immediately after appointment. It is desired 
that all credentials be in hand as early in the 
month of March as possible. 

One ceetificate for each delt>gation, with 
number of members in district and names of 
its de!f;gates, signed by the president and 
secretary of the district appointing, with 
name of district and place and date of hold-
ing of conference, is sufficient. Separate in
dividual credentials are not necessary. 

Branches not in districts are each entitled 
to one delegate and one vote. 

The ruies governing "representation" and 
the "restrictions of delegate voting," are as 
follows:-

''E3'ch district shall be entitled to one dele-
gat,e for every twenty-fl ve members of said 
district, and one vote in conference for each 
delegate to which they may be entitled. 
LScattered members in districts, including 
those enrolled on records of disorganized 
branches, who are not recorded as members 
of other districts, may be included in the 
enumeration of membership,] 

"The delegates present at conference from 
any one district shall be entitled to cast the 
full vote of the district of which they are 
delegates, unless otherwise instructed by 
their district conference;-

" Provided, that in case of a disagreement 
of views among the memhers of said delega
tion, (the full delegation not being present,) 
they shall be entitled to cast only their indi
vidual votes as said delegates. 

''No one delegate shall be entitled to cast, 
as representative in the same conference, 
more than twenty votes." 

In bonds, 
RICHARD S. SALYARDS, 

Secretary Reorganized Church. 
LAMONI, Iowa, February 1, 1898. 5-2t 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Massachusetts district conference will con 

vene Saturday, February 26, 1898, 2: 30 p. m. 
at the saints' new chapel in Providence, 
Rhode Island. As the General Conference 
comes so soon thereafter, it is important that 
our district reports be in the hands of our 
General Recorder as soon as possible. This 
can only be done by an early report from each 
branch clerk so that my report may be com
pleted for above date. I would call the at
tention of each branch, that conference 
resolution has provided that such reports be 
tn m:y h~nds b:y February 15, 1898, 1Jilso woulq 
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be pleased to have priesthood reports and 
credentials by same date. Election of officers 
with much other important business is to 
come before the conference, so that each 
branch should see that they are well repre
sented. The work is in good condition. 
These meetings will do you good. Leave 
your secular affairs for two days and come up 
to the conference with the intention of lend
ing your best efforts and prayers for its suc
cess, and the Lord will pour out a great 
blessing upon his people. My permanent ad
dress, 136 Greenwood Street, Dorchester, 
Massachusetts. 

M. c. FISHER, Clerk. 

The conference of the Kirtland, Ohio, dis
trict will be held at Sharon, Pennsylvania, 
on March 19 and 20. All the branch presi
dents are requested to see that their branches 
are properly reported and represelilted. 

L. W. POWEI,L, Dist. Pres. 

TO DISTRICT AND ASSOCIATION SECRETARIES. 
Secretaries of district conferences and Sun

day school associations are herehy notified 
that notices for publication in the HERALD 
must be made as brief and compact lls possi
l;>le, because of constantly increasing demands 
upon our limited space. 

District association programs will not here
after be published unless very briefly stated. 
Persons participating need not be notified 
through the HERALD, but should receive 
personal notice otherwise. 

With a little care all necessary items of 
conferences and conventions, both notices and 
minutes, can be given in a limited amount of 
space. 2t 

BORN. 
HUTCHENS.-To Bro. Wm. F. and Sr. L. D. 

Hutchens, in Gentry County, Missouri, a son, 
to which they gave the name of Frederick. 
He was blessed at Wakenda, Missouri, 
January 16, 1898, by Elders J. M. Terry and 
J. N. Cato, at the age of 5 years, 8 months, 
2 days. 

HOWARD.-James Henry, son of Bro. John 
H. and Sr. Nanny E. Howard, born Novem
ber 7, 1891, at Dorrence, Kansas. Ray Tot
ten, son of the above-named parents, born 
January 3, 1894, at Lamar, Missouri. Both 
blessed at Wakenda, Miesouri, January 16, 
1898, by Elders J. N. Cato and J. l\'(. Terry. 

MULNIX.-Fanny Elizabeth, the" firstborn, 
which gladdened the home of Mr. Charles 
and Sr. Laura Mulnix, in Ray County, Mis
souri, May 8, 1897, was blessed at Wakenda, 
Missouri, January 23, 1898, by Elders J. M. 
Terry and J. N. Cato. 

RENEAU.-To Mr. Landon and Sr. Lillie 
Reneau, August 23, 1897, at Tryon, Nebraska, 
a son, named Orley Vincent. Blessed January 
16, 1898, by Elder C. H. Porter. 
· BARRETT.-To Mr. Marion and Sr. Jennie 
Barrett, October 20, 1897, at Hardy, Ne
bra~ka, a· daughter, named Lillie Almira. 
Blessed January 16, 1898, by Elder C. H. 
Porter. 

LODWIG.-At Fairbank, Iowa, December 
26, 1897, to Bro. W. T. and Sr. Nettie Lod
wig, a son, and named Emery Elsworth 
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Blessed by Elder J. S. Roth, January 15, 
1898. 

DIED. 
SCO'l'T.-At her home near Wirt, Indiana, 

January 10, 1898, Sr. Maggie F., wife of Elder 
M. R. Scott, Jun., aged 26 years, 10 months, 
26 days. Husband, two children, father, two 
sisters, and many relatives and friends 
mourn. Sister Maggie united with the 
church February 15, 1884, being baptized by 
Elder James G. Scott. She remained a 
faithful member unt,il death, and died with 
that blessed assurance of a part in the first 
resurrection. She gave birth to a child 
December 29, 1897, the child living only 
three hours. The mother and child were 
buried in one grave. A gentle mother, a 
lovable companion, and a devoted saint. 
Services were heid at the saints' chapel, at 
Uoion, January 12, a large congregation be
ing present. Remarks by Elder William C. 
Marshall. 

GIPSON.-January 11, 1898, in Middle Fork 
Township, Macon County, Missouri, Sr. Mar
garet Gipson, aged 72 years. Was born June 
22, 1825, in Madison County, Indiana, and 
came to Missouri in. 1849, She was married 
to Preston A. Gipson in 1852. To them 
seven children were born, all yet living. 
She was baptized June 2, 1878, by Elder G. 
'I'. Griffiths. A good saint, a loving wife 
and mother, and a kind neighbor, well spo
ken of by all who knew her. Services con
ducted from the family residence by Elder 
J. A. Tanner. 

'I'HOMAS.-Floyd Francis, son of Mr. John 
J. and Mrs. Maria Thomas, of Union Grove, 
Iowa, November 11, 1897, his age at death 
being 8 years, 9 months, and 20 days. Fu
neral service was held at Persia, Iowa, 
January 16, 1898, in saints' chapel, sermon 
being preached by Eider J .. F. Min tun, using 
Romans 8: 18-32 and Matthew 22: 31, 32. So 
rests another made pure through the atone
ment, and in the paradise awaits and jnvites 
the coming of those left behind. 

REYNOLDS.-At Andalusia, Illinois, Elder 
C. C. Reynolds, January 17, 1898. He was 
born at Dover, New Hampshire, December 
24, 1828. In 1849 he became a member of the 
Congregational Church at Victoria, Illinois; 
in 1852 he united with the M. E. Church, 
with which he remained until April 18, 1860, 
when he became connected with the Reor
ganized Church. He was ordained an elder 
in 1866. He was elected president of Truro 
branch in 1867, and faithfully held that office 
till 1874. He then removed to Buffalo, Iowa, 
where he lived a respected citizen for twenty 
years, and gained the esteem of his fellow 
citizens, who elected him city marshall three 
times and to the office of mayor twice. He 
removed to Andalusia, January, 1894, where he 
was elected police magistrate. He was an 
active worker in the cause of the gospel, 
and was always willing to share his home 
and substantial board with the elder who 
ministered the word. He was married to S. 
J. Thorp April 18, 1850, to which union was 
born six children. Wife and three children 
mourn. One brother and one sister also sur
vive him. Funeral sermon at the M. E. 
Church at Buffalo, Iowa, after a short service 

at the house, Elder D. S. Holmes officiating, 
assisted by Brn. M. D. Murdock and F. Need
ham. 

VANSICKLE.-Mr. Henry Vansickle, at the 
home of Mr. Josua McCammett, January 23, 
1898, aged about 40 years. The lower part of 
Mr. Vansickle's forehead was crushed in on 
the 18th instant by a blow from a revolving 
tumbling rod of a feed cutter which flew out 
of its coupling, from which injury he died 
five days later. Funeral services were held 
at the Silver Center M. E. church, January 
25, by Elder C. E. Butterworth, assisted by 
the pastor. The remains were followed by 
many people and laid to rest in the Silver 
Center cemetery to wait thE> resurrection and 
justice of God. Mr. Vansickle's wife and two 
brothers are members of the church. Sr. 
Vansickle and children have the heartfelt 
sympathy of the entire community. 

MCQUEEN.-At Waverly, Iowa, September 
12, 1897, Bro. Leroy L. McQueen and three 
other young folks went boat riding, and not 
returning, a search was started at midnight. 
The next morning the four bodies were found 
in the bottom of the river. The four funerals 
were conducted by Revs. Clinton and Brere
ton. Bro. Roy was twenty years old. He 
was baptized February, 1890, by his uncle, 
John Shippy. A printer by trade, a bright, 
intelligent young man, loved and respected 
by all who knew him. No one saw the acci
dent. The four victims, Rev. Hyat and wife, 
her sister, and Bro. Roy were all buried in 
one grave. 
. HOLMES. -At her home, Sdigman, Mis

souri, December 9, 1897, Sr. Lovina Holmes. 
Deceased was born October 29, 1836. First 
heard the gospel during a series of sermons 
delivered at the above place by Elder M. T. 
Short in 1885. To her it was the power of 
God unto salvation. She believed, obeyed, 
and ever after rejoiced in the hope of salva
tion. She leaves a husband and several chil
dren. Funeral service by Elder Ellis Short, 
a very large and attentive audience being 
present, as Sr. Holmes was most beloved by 
all who knew her. 

SMITH.-At Sheffield, England, November 
15, · 1897, Bro. John Smith formerly of San 
Francisco, California, aged 74 years, 9 months, 
and 6 days. He was born at Sheffield, in 
1823. He was baptized in San Francisco, 
California, July 6, 1873, by Elder Glaud 
Rodger, and ordained a priest May 10, 1874. 

SMITH. -At Sheffield, England, October 
25, 1897, Sr. Sarah A. Smith, aged 72 years 
and 6 months. Her long and painful illness 
was endured with Christian fortitude. She 
was born at Ashton-under-Line, Lancashire, 
England, in 1829, and was baptized in San 
Francisco, California, July 6, 1873, by Elder 
Glaud Rodger. 

BEAL. -At Grove Hill, Iowa, January 5, 
1898, Sr. Celia, wife of Bro. Dexter Beal, 
aged 60 years and 4 months. She was bap
tized in 1889 by Elder John Shippy. Hus
band and five children mourn. She was noted 
for her kindness, and was always ready to 
lend a helping hand, and especially to the 
sick. She will be much missed in the neigh
borhood. The Lord showed her about three 
months before her time came that she should 
soon be taken home to rest. She was pre
pared and willing to go. The sermon was 
preached by Reverend Day. 
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Royal makes the food pure, 
" wholesome and delicious. 

.Absolutely Pure 

'l'HE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every 'Vednes<lay, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
$1.00; three months 50cents; single copies 5 cents; 
sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., should be addressed to 
Frank Criley, Business Manager. Remittances 
should be made by post office or express orders, 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters. 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

l BARGAINS IN FLEXIBLE BIBLES. 

I 
'I'HE Herald Office has arranged to 

-!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~W~H~ .. ~A~T~ll::i!'!' !!!!!M!!!!A~N!!!?~~~~- handle a special line of bargains in 

BY ELDER J. R. LAMBERT. Sunday School Teachers' and Minis-

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK. 

Man's Nature and Destiny. The Spirit or ters' Bibles, by which strictly first
Soul: Is it immortal? Does it survive the class editions are offered at greatly 
Death of the Body in a Conscious state? The 
views of Morta:-s,mlists Examined and Re- reduced prices, as follows:-
futed. In tv-o parts. Second edition. "The Self-Pronouncing Sunday 

The author ha,; closely c xamined the sub-
ject upon w hicb be has written, both in School Teachers' Bible," the same as 
study and in oral discussion, with those who the "Oxford Bible," with "helps" and 
differ from him in belief concerning- the 
nature and a(,ttiny of man. Discussed from maps, in good large print, bour-
biblical, historical, and scientific standpoints. geois type, with marginal references; 
Christ as the 1 rue type of man, in life and in 
death; his pr' existence, life, and death con- printed on thin paper, flexible binding; 
sidered; the nature of man; the intermediate size 6il;x8-! mailed postpaid at $2.00 
state of righteous and wicked; consciousness 
between death and the rernrrection; the per copy net. 
second death or future punishment; and the "The Comprehensive Teachers' 
final conscious existence of all after the judg-
ment; are leading features of the chapters of Bible"-the Bagster Bible-with new 
the volume. and revised helps to Bible study, new 

In paper covers ...•..••••••••...... $ 35 
Clot.b ...................... _....... 50 concordance, and an indexed Bible 

THE INSTRUCTOR. 

1 

atlas, new maps, etc. Flexible 
A compendium of the faith and doctrines binding, thin tinted paper, minion 

of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter Day Saints, by Elder G. T. Griffiths. I type, size 6x8-! mailed postpaid at 
Historical and general evidences from emi- $1. 50 net. 
neut theologians past and present are added, 
a valuable feature of the book. These Bibles are marvels of cheap-

Cloth ............... · · · · .... · · · · · · .$ 75 ness in price, but are excellent in 
Library leather ................... 1 00 l't f k h" · b' d" 
FJ.,xihlP hi,..ilini;r .........•....••••• 1 50 qua I y o wor mans Ip in m mg, 

THE TH E BOOKS 
AT POPULAR PRICES. 

CHEAP AND DURABLE. 

etc. They are issued by leading pub
lishing houses and may be relied upon. 

Address orders to Frank Criley, 
Business Manager Herald Office, La
moni, Iowa. 

Furniture From Factory to Fireside. 
Belng the only extensive manufacturers of furniture in 

Because of the increasing demand for the 
.IHsph·ed Traauilatiion in home and 
class study in general and in Sunday school 
work, also because of the increasing number 
of Book oli l'IJ:o1·mon and Book oi 
(Jovenant classes being formed in various 
branches of the church, and the consequent 
growing demand for the "three books,'' the 
Herald Offiee management has decided to 
issue popular low-priced editions of each. 

the world selling direct from muker to user, we save our 

I custnmera the enormous expenses and profits of ~he 
jobbers and retailers. Send for catalogue A, showmg 
our full line of Household Furniture, at 00 to 50 per cem 

The books are all well bound and printed 
on good paper, the paper and plates being the 
same as used in higher priced editions. 

They are good and durable, and with ordi
nary care will last the necessary wear of 
years. They are bound in cloth and sold at the 
low price of 65 cents for either Book of Mor
mon or Doctrine and Covenants; the Inspired 
Translation at $1. "-

Orders solicited. The three standard books l 
of the church are now within the reach of 
all. 

under retail value. 
Quaker Valley Manufacturing Co., 

319 and 3~1 S. Canal St., Chicago. 

The Quaker Valley Manufacturing Co., 319 and 321 
South Canal Street, Chicago, sell a full line of high-
1rrade household furniture direct from the factory at 20 to 
50 per cent lower than retail prices, and will send anyone 
a copy of their catalogue free. 

If you contemp!Rte purchasing household furniture, by 
all means ~end for the catalogue of the Quake1 Valley 
Manu!acturing Co., 319 and 321 South Canal Street, 
Chicago. 

VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE 
SEER. 

Paper covers ....................... $ 10 

8PKCIRh PRHMIUM OVVHR. 
Herald and Self= Pronouncing 

Bible. 
THE Herald Office has decided to offer 
its patrons an exc;el!ent opportunity 
to secure a useful and valuable pre
mium - the celebrated "Self - Pro
nouncing Sunday School Teachers' 
Bible," the same as the "Oxford 
Bible," with "helps" and "maps," in 
good large print, bourgeois type, with 
marginal references; printed on thin 
paper, flexible binding; size 8~ x 6,t. 

OUR PREMIUM BIBLE. 

For one (1) new subscriber to the 
HERALD and $3.25 in cash, we will 
send the HERALD for one year to any 
address and a copy of the Bible to the 
remitter. 

Or, anyone sending us ten (10) naw 
subscribers for the HERALD at $1.50 
each, cash accompanying orders, will 
receive a copy of the Bible. 

This Bible has been purchased by a 
number and has become a favorite 
volume for ministerial and Sunday 
school work. It gives entire satisfac
tion. 

We want one thousand new sub
scribers for the HERALD within the 
next ninety days. The church paper 
has been reduced in price and should 
circulate in every home of and be read 
by all Latter Day Saints. 

Here is an excellent opportunity to 
aid the cause and to secure a first 
class help in general work, a service
able and up to date Bible. 

We hope to hear from all interested 
at once. 

Does the HERALD circulate among 
all the families of your branch? If 
not, it ought to reach them. Can you 
not help us to place it in the hands of 
all the membership, also among those 
not of the faith? Strangers will read 
it and take it. Try them, and let us 
hear from you. 

Sample copies of the SAINTS' HER· 
ALD free on application. 

Address, 
HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE, 

Lamoni, Iowa. 
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GRACELAND COLLEGE. 

For catalogues or further information, 

Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE, 
Acting President, 

or D. F. LAMBERT, Secretary, 
.LIAMONI, IOWA 

FOR SALE OR TRADE. 
A nice home near President Joseph Smith's 

residence; containing seven rooms, three 
closets, pantry, and cellar; well, outbuildings, 
etc.; about two acres of ground, well set to 
fruit and ornamental trees. For furthflr par
ticulars inquire of M., Herald Office, or 
address Box 312, Lamoni, Iowa. 

TOBACCO HABIT CURED, 
OR NO PAY. 

B:ro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively 
guarantees three boxes of 1'Quit .. To--Bac'' to perma. .. 
nently take away all desire for tobacco, or will 
promptly refund money paid forit. Three boxes oent 
post paid anywhere for $1.50. No bad effects lrom 
useofQ,uit·To·Bac. ltisagreat nerve tonic. Why 
not try it? It has cured hundreds; why not yon? 
Remember, No Cure, No P:IJ.y. Address, B. F. 
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois. 

HARVEST EXCURSIONS 
VIA BURLINGTON ROUTE. 

January 18, February 1 and 15, 
March 1 and 15, April 5 and 19, 
1898. To most all states and 

territories. One standard first class fare 
plus $2.00; Southeastern territory plus $5.00. 

FOR SALE. 
A GOOD FARM 

of 160 acres, situated 3t miles south and H 
miles west of Lamoni. All tillable land; 
divided into three 60 acre tracts; buildings 
on the middle 60. A perfect supply of water, 
three wells and an excellent poud; easy of 
access. Large house, good barn, other out
buildings; young and old orchard; excellent 
vineyard, as fine a grove as the country 
affords. The farm is well provided with 
cattle and sheep sheds, with stock water just 
at hand. 

Call on or address, 
W. W. LITTLE, Administrator. 

Lamoni, Iowa. 2-4t 

THE HAPPIEST CHRISTMAS. 
A book for small children; the second vol

ume of the Birth Offering Series; a story of 
child life; designed to encourage the spirit 
of giving. 

Cloth ......... ,, ................... $ 20. 

'l'HE SAINTS' HERALD 

FOR SALE. I ' 
Between this date and February 15, 1898, 

the oldest and best established millinery 
stock and fixtures in town. Location good. 
Rent reasonable. No incumbrance. Good 
trade. MISS C. A. SEELY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

Dated December 29, 1897. 

WHAT HA VE YOU to exchange as part 
payment on a well improved 80 acre farm 
two miles from Lamoni? Large build
ings-all painted-orchard. Yearly pay· 

~
meats on balance. Give full description 
and price of your property in first letter. 

D. F. Nicholson. 
&JJ&iiii\2il!!1 !£fi f ~ 

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN. 
1i house in Lamoni, Iowa., two Eqnares from the bus{, 

ness center.· It ttas f'ix roomR, a hall, and thrce closets, 
and is co1.veniently arran!!' d for a family of s1x or mort!; 
is warm as a winter hou!Se, ttnd has good vent,Jation for 
summer. '\\.,.ell and cietern at the door, aud apple, 
cherry, plnm, and peach tre's on the two lots, which are 
the corner of a block. Adnrn•s. 

I. N. W. COOP.ER. Lamoni, Iowa. 

THE HOLY SCRIPTUHES. 
INSPIRED TRANSLA'l.'ION BY JOSEPH SMITH. 

Cloth ............................. $1 00 
Sheep or library binding ........... 1 25 
Imitation morocco, gilt edges ..•... 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges ................ 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

KING JAMES' 'l.'RANSLATION. 

Four sizes of American Btble Society's low
priced editions: With marginal references, 
two sizes, 60 and 80 cents each. Without 
references, two sizes, 30 and 50 cents each. 

TEACHERS' BIBLES. 

Oxford Bibles, Family Bioles, The Revised 
Version, Eyre and Spcictiswoode's, Tho Self
Pronouncing Combination Bible, The Re
vised and King James' Versions in parallel 
columns, or any version obtainable, will be 
furnished on application. 

. BOOK OF MOR'l\'ION lUAPS NOW READY. 
A large map of the Book of Mormon geography, as 

compiled by the committee on Arcbreology; drawn for 
them and engraved by Bro. G. :iii. \\Teston, accord mg to the 
Weston art m<>thnd; 40x51 inches, designed for the home, 
office, and Sunday school. A durable, strong, and artistic 
map; mounted on cloth, in }aFlting colors; tbe surface: 
varnished so as to be washed off with damp cloth when 
neces•ary; with stained and varnished strip at top and 
bottom. 

Sent by express to any address for $2.50, express to be 
paid bv pnrchaser. 

Tllis map has all the missionary and colonial journey 
lines between the lands Zaruhemla, Lehi-Nephi, etc.; 
and the migratory journeys of the N0µhites, Jaredttes, 
and the people of Z;rahemla, from their first landinl'(B to 
t.he Hill Cumorab; also the modern traveis of Humholdt, 
Pizarro, and Cortez. It gives the native races of the United 
States, Central America. and Mexico-t.tie Iucas, Maya~, 
Aztecs, Ind tan tribes, etc. The ancient Peruvian roacts are 
mdicated as nearly as can be obtained, and an a' phabetical 
index in full is to accompany It as soon as published, at 
twenty-five cents, giving references to page, chapter, 
and paragraph in Book of Mormon and other works; and 
also giving a reference to the numbers and letters on the 
margin of the map, so that the various locations can 
readily be found thereon. 

Send money by postal money order to G. F. WESTON, 
Box 553, Buchanan, Berrien County, Michigan, 

LAMONI FARM FOR SALE. 
Eighty acres, with five room house, large 

barn, other outbuildings; abundance of water; 
young orchard. Located two miles from 
Graceland College, Lamoni, and one fourth 
mile from schoolhouse. Price, $'l,500 with 
one half cash; balance to suit purchaser. 

Address, MRS. MARGARET BAGLEY1 

Lamoni, Iowa. 

WHAT WE BELTEVE. 
A small book-pamphlet size-3x4t inches, 

20 pages, with a statement of the faith of the 
church, as given in the Epitome, with slight 
alterations. 

In paper covers, stapled; price per dozen 
20 cents, 100 $1.25, 1,000 $12. 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an 
invention is probably patentable. Communica.. 
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents: 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents. 

Patents taken tllrough Munn & Co. receive 
special notice, without charg-e, in the 

Sci¢ntHic Jlm~rican. 
A handsomely illustrated weekly. J,argest cir. 
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 m 
year; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers.. 

MUNN & C0. 3618roadway, New York 
Branch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C~ 

HARDWARE§ 
STOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETC, 

Special attention given to Builders' Hardware. 
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnished! 

LAMONI HARDWARE CO. 

THE KEOKUK ROUTE. 

K. & W. and D. M. & K. C. Railways. 
The D. M. & K. C. Ry from Des Moineili 

,1;, Cainsville has been rebuilt and that por
Lion south of Van Wert will be standard 
~auge on or before November 1, 1897. 

There is no road in Southern Iowa or 
Northern Missouri which has more good 
locations for business men than on the line of 
t,he Keokuk Route. More stock of all kinds 
has been shipped over this line than any road 
of equal mileage in Iowa or Missouri. {S0!'l 
Missouri Surplus Map at our stations.) The 
freight and passenger service is not equalled 
hy any road in the state, except the Missouri. 
River trunk lines, with eac.h of which we 
have union stations and direct connections. 

Persons seeking farms can find property at 
tempting prices; men seeking business loca
tions can find towns with a,mple territory and 
••ettlers to warrant good business. Addi tiona!. 
passeng-er service will soon be given which 
will add to the growth of the towns. 

The towns between Des Moines and Cains-
ville are particularly well located for 
business. Look them up. Write to the 
undersigned for additional information. See 
folder for map and lands. 

J. F. ELDER, 

A. C. GOODRICH, 
Gen. Pass. Agent. 

Vice Pres. and Gen. M'n'gr, 

RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE. 
. A manual of pariiamentary practice for an 
deli bera ti ve assemblies of the Church of 
Jews Christ of Latter Day Saints. Hules for 
the government of general and distr-ict con
ferences, branch business meetings, and 
other assemblies. Instructions concerning 
general, district, and branch records, the 
holding of elder's courts, etc., cloth hound: 
price 40 cents. 

TEACHER'S CLASS RECORD. 
Paper, 5 cents each, per doz .....••. $ 50 
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TllE SAi TS' HERALD. 
OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE REORGANIZED CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER DAY SAINWS. 

Vol. 45. Lamoni, Iowa, February 9, 1898. No. 6. 

Em•roRIAL: CONTENTS: I Dr. Lyman Abbott is on the tobog-
Will This Explain? ................... 81 I gan slide-or on the steep ascent to 
Is There a Lake of Fire?············· 8

8
1
2 

tbe mountain top of truth--whichever 
Anotber Warning ................... . 
The Need of the Hour .............. 83 you wish t~ call it. The point is that 

MOTHERS'HOMECOLUMN ................ 86 his position is utterly untenable for 
SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPARTMENT: 

mere marvels and tbose done for a 
moral end-rejecting the one class 
and accepting tbe other-is nonsense 
for any one who has once accepted 
the doctrine of evolution as an en-

Sunday School Institute.-Continued. 86 i any man who goes on thinking. His tirety. 
LETTER DEPARTMENT.······ · · · · · · · · · · 87 i very state of uncertainty about some Dr. Abbott still clinas to the homo-
ORIGINAL AR'l'IOJ~Es: I · ' "' 

A Brief Examination of D. P. Kidder's of the miracles indicates whither he centric idea of the universe. Upon 
Book.···························· .. 90, is bound. There is absolutely no per- Herbert Spencer's axiom that "we are 

Sunday School Secretaries, Please manent stopping place between Dr. ever in the presence of an infinite and 
SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATIONS: I 

Notice.········:········ .. · · · · · · · · 94 Abbott's present position and the I eternal energy from which all things General Convention .................. 94

1 

M1scELL;\-NEous DEPARTMENT: complete agnosticism of Goldwin proceed" he has grafted the vast ec-
M~e~rng of the Quorum of Twelve.··· 941 Smith and Herbert Spencer. clesiastical egotism th'lit makes the 
Mrn1stry Rt>ports ..................... 94 
Notice of Amendment to College The position of Dr. Abbott is that individual human being to be the end 

Articles ........ · ..... ·:: · · .......... 94 , of a man whom the irresistible power and object for which the stars and il
General Conference N ot1ce. . . . . . . . . . 94 I 
Enrollment in Quorums .............. 9-1 1 of modern scientific thought has limitable systems of tbe universe were 
Enrollm~rnt in Quorums.·············· 95 

'1· forced out of the secluded valley of created. That idea can no more stand Credentials of Dolegates to General . 
Confe;en~e .. : ..................... 951' or.thodoxy, over ~he e~ge of a high permanently in the presence of the 

Res?l::it10nsof P~ttsbur~.Br-anch .. · · · · 95 
1 
cliff, beneath which hes the ocean. evolutionary system than the old Pto-

Re~1g10 Convent10n No,we ........... 96 I 
Third Quorum of Elders .............. 96 Half way down he has found lodgment lemaic theory that made the earth the 

on a narrow ledge, and there he center of the universe could stand in 
LYMAN ABBOTT'S ATTEMPT TO stands proclaiming to those above the presence of the new thought of 

SQUARE E~~,~~~ION WITH that bis outlook is much finer and his Copernicus. Herein lies the fatal 
VITAL INCONSISTENCIES IN , 'THE· I footing much more secure than theirs, I weakness of Dr. Abbott's so-called 

OLOGY OF AN EVOLUTIONIST.,, I and to those below that they cannot I Christian evolutionism. With that 
THE most unsatisfactory chapter in' swim in the great ocean and will be weakness in sight all his hair-split
the Rev. Dr. Lyman Abbott's ''The drowned. He is so constituted that 

1

1 ting about which miracles to believe 
Theology of an Evolutionist" (Hough- for a moment he can no longer f~el a~d which.to reje.ct becomes of a ~iece 
ton-Mifflin), is that on miracles. In it the ceasele_ss storm tha~ f.orced him 

1 

w~th the d1sputat1ons of the medieval 
the author accomplishes the disas- over the brmk, yet he fails to see that wise men as to how many angels could 
trous feat that politicians call a strad- if all the rest of the church comes i stand on the point of a cambric 
dle. "The doctrine of evolution, tumbling after him, his little ledge I needle. 
then," he concludes, "is not, as it can neither hold nor stop _a fracti~n of I How far Dr. Abbott does go toward 
seems to be, inconsistent with belief that great body. There is no chmb-1 the acceptance of the ideas of Huxley 
that at certain epochs of the world's I in~ back, and even he.' if he keeps his I and Spencer is clearly set forth in his 
history, and for certain special moral mmd open to the wmds of modern , first chapter. He rejects the idea 
ends, there· occurred unusual events thought, cannot perch there long. I that the world was manufactured in 
which awakened attention and have "If I were convinced," he says, ·1 six days or six reons, and holds that 
served as signs of a superhuman "that the resurrection of Jesus Christ it is the result of growth under 
power." Here speaks the theologian, I is not consistent with the doctrine of i natural laws. He likewise rejects the 
and cuts himself off from the main , evolution, I should be compelled to I idea that Adam and Eve were manu
body of evolutionists. I abandon or modify that doctrine; I I factured, and holds that man is the 

On the other hand Dr. Abbott no should not abandon my belief in the I result of development from lower or· 
less effectively cuts himself off from 

1

1 resurrection. That resurrection I re· ders of life. But he believes nature's 
the orthodox. clergy, for he picks and gard as a fact; evolution as a theory- laws to be the volitions of a living and 
chooses among the miracles, accept- on the whole the best theory of 'God's personal spirit that dwells in the 
ing some and rejecting others. "I be- way of doing things' yet proposed by material universe as the human soul 
lieve in the resurrection of Jesus philosophic thinkers-the latest word lives in the body. He thinks he has 
Christ as the best attested fact of and the best word of science, but not gotten around tbe difficulty of mira· 
ancient history," he says. '•I do not necessarily its last or final word." I cl es by saying that they are not out
believe that the sun stood still and _In short, Dr. Abbott :hinks ne will I side interventions, but merely isolated 
the moon staid in the Valley of Ajalon climb back whenever it becomes a natural acts done for a moral purpose 
at Joshua's command; and I am still question of swimming. But that is I -to arrest man's·attention. 
uncertain as to what interpretation is impossible for any healthy mind. l "Both the religious and the scienti
to be given to the wonderful stories The word-splitting by which he draws I fie world," says Dr. Abbott, "have 
in the Book of Daniel." a distinction between miracles done as come to believe in a greatly lessened 
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number of interventions, until now I most important gift of natural science i that was found in a mound in Mis
science has reached with practical ·that Yale has yet received. He bas/ souri, fifteen feet beneath the surface 
unanimity these three conclusions: refused $100,000 for them. 1 of the earth, two or three years ago. 
First, there is but one force manifest- At the meeting to-day the corpora- j It has possibly been in ~ts hiding place 
ing its~lf in di~erent for.ms; second, tion nccepted Professor Marsh's gift I for 3,000, year.s, accordmg.to the Re~. 
that this force ls never mcreased or by a unanimous vote and expressed i Johnson s estimate, he be:ing an anti
diminished in amount, only varied in their high appreciation of his gen-1 quarian of no mean repute. The 
form; and, third, that this force, if erosity to the university. The collec-

1 
grains of the corn grown by him are 

we believe it to be directed to intelli- tion includes specimens of animals! the color of an Indian.-Louisville Post. 
gent ends, is sufficient to account for and reptile life gathered by Professor 
all the phenoi;:riena of nature and life, Marsh from many parts of the civil- TOBACCO IMPAIRS THE SIGHT. 

so that there is no reason to believe ized world. There are also marvelous DR. FRANCIS DOWLING bas given a 
in any interventions from without. collections of pottery and Indian relics. sensible paper before the Mississippi 
I believe that the theology of the . Skeletons of rare animals' fossil re- I Valley Medical association showing, 
futu:e will gladly acce~t t~ese con- ; mains that cannot be duplicated in I a.s the car~ful result of the investi~a
clus10ns. And, finally, it will affirm any known part of the globe. Giant t10n by himself and others, that 1m
that tbis infinite and eternal energy bird tracks in solid stone are among paired vision is the common result of 
is itself intelligent and beneficent-an some of these interesting curios. the habitual use of tobacco, either by 
infinitely wise and holy spirit, dwell- The collections take up large space in chewing or smoking, rather more by 
ing within the universe and shaping the Peabody Museum, and to enumer- chewing on account of the greater 
it from within, much as the human ate and describe one-half the relics I absorption of the nicotine. 
spirit dwells within the human body that comprise them would fill large I He conducted a personal examina-
and forms and controls it from volumes.-Ex. tion of 150 male employees in a large 
within." tobacco factory, all of whom used 

So far Dr. Abbott is logical and tobacco in one or both of these ways. 
MOUND BUILDERS' CORN. consistent. But when, in order to Of these he found that in forty-five 

escape what John Burroughs has DEMPSEY WAGGY, a farmer of Madi- cases the normal acuteness of vision 
called the "cosmic chill" of the full son County, Indiana, has raised corn was much diminished. In thirty cases 
evolutionary thought, he lugs in the 
idea that this vast system is all run 
for the benefit of the individual hu-
man atom be merely shows how pre
carious is bis foothold on the face of 
that aforementioned cliff.-Chicago 
Tribune, Nov. 12, 1897. 

this year from seeds which, he says, 
the impairment was very serious, the 

were taken out of a Mound Bl.lilder's 
subjects mistaking red for brown or 

tomb in Arkansas, estimated to be two 
black, green for blue or orange, and 

thousand years old. The stalks of t~e sometimes black, when the tests were 
corn are from ten to twelve feet m d Th 1 bl t . ma e. ey were a so una e o 
height, ac?ordmg to a correspondent I make out the white spot in the center 
of the Chicago Record, and are some- I f bl. k d 

h 
. o a ac car . 

w~at on t e order of a tree, bem~ as I More than half of the 150 showed 
thick at the ground as a man's wrist. . . . 

MAKES YALE A VALUABLE GIFT. Th f t f th d .h h persistent contraction of both pupils, 
N H J I ree ee rom e groun t ey s oot I . . . 

EW AVEN, Uonn., an. 13.-- twas tth 
1 1 

l'k 
1 

Th and this was the mvanable accom-
announced at a meeting of the Yale ou ree ong, pa m- 1 e eaves'. e paniment of some form of defective 
corporation to·day that 0. C. Marsh, leaves. are very heavy and solid, re- vision. In most cases the failure of 

l semblmg a cactus leaf. Some of them . . . 
professor of pa eontology, has for- fi f 

1 
f . . v1s1on is very slow and becomes well 

11 t d t th . 't th are ve eet ong rom tip to tip. d d b f b . d' ma y presen e o e umvers1 y e 1 Th h 
1 1 

h I a vance e ore t e patient IScovers 
1 bl . t'fi 11 t· b 1 ese are t eon y eaves on t e stalk. . Th' 1 f . . h va ua e smen I c co ec 10ns e ong- Ab f f h it. IS s owness o action is t e 

ing to him, now deposited in the Pea, ouft two eMet art er upbare t~e I reason why the users of tobacco do 
b d M ears o corn. any stalks ear six t t' •t ff t o y useum. no no ice i s e ec . 

. . . ears and none has fewer than four . . . 
These collect10ns, six m number, A h' . . d h It IS with them as with the frog-

. ears. t t is rate it is figure t at . . 
are m many respects the most exten- h . ld h 

1 
put one of these ammals mto water of 

. . . t e average yie tot e acre wou d be . 
sive and valuable of any rn this coun- b h d d d b h ordmary temperature and by means of 
try and have been brought together Aa out twho un re han fifty us els. heat raise it about 1° Fahrenheit every 

bove t e ears t e stalk continues . . 
by Professor Marsh at great labor h f f d . d . five mmutes and you may brrng the 
and expense during the last thirty It rele obr our eet,

1
an Tishtoppek with ·

1
· water to a degree of heat which kills 

. an e a orate tasse s. e hus s sur- . 
years. The paleontologrcal collec- . d. h h d the frog and be never knows it. Its 
. . roun mg t e ears are eavy an as . _ 

t10ns are well known and were mamly h ' act10n has been so gradual that the 
. the corn maturest ey break and curl . . . secured by Professor Ma,rsh durmg k l' fi . ammal did not feel the change. So it 

his explorations in the Rocky Moun- bac 'reTvhea mg .a rm, yell?w-gramed is with many who use tobacco. In-
t . Th . 1 d t f tl t ear. e grams are solid and are . 1 1 d . . ams. ey me u e mos o ie ype . 

11 
d f f . Jury goes on sow y an it is not per-

. h b d 'b d . h' except10na y goo or eedmg.-Ex. . d l •+' = . specimens e as escn e 1n is . ce1ve .-Journa oJ nygiene. 
various scientific papers. The collec
tion of osteology and that of Ameri
can arcbooology are also extensive and 
of great interest. The present value 
of all these collections makes this the 

CORN FROM SEED 3,000 YEARS OLD. The disappearance of the neighborliness of 
THE Rev. Lafayette Johnson of Owen the. old village and rural life of the ce~onial . ' . I per10d and the early days of the republic are 
County, has some corn raised this sea- our present danger and future peril.-Ohaun-
son from:seed taken ~rom a s_e,a~d ja:;: cey M. Depew. 
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THE HERALD. 
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8: 31, 82. 

"Hearken to tbe word of tbe Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be OMJ wife: and concubines he shall have none." 

Vol. 45. Lamoni, Iowa, February 9, 1898. 

methods; so he was running little risk 
in thus using his lord's goods, so far 
as that lord was concerned. But it 

.JOSEPH SMITH 
R. S. SALYARDS 
HEMAN 0. SMITH, 
JOSEPH LUFF, 

AssisTAN~DJJi~!: would make much difference with 
CORRESPONDING EDITORS. 

LAMONI, low A, FEB. 9, 1898. 

WILL THIS EXPLAIN? 

WE are asked to answer, or lilxplain 
the words of Jesus in Luke 16: 9. 

And I say unto you, Make to yourselves 
friends of the mammon of unrighteousness; 
that, when ye fail, they may receive you into 
everlasting habitations. 

It has always seemed to us satis
factory looked at in this way:-

1. An object lesson precedes the 
statement, in which a certain steward 
fearing to be called to an account for 
some misdoing in his stewardship, 
pursued a cou.rse by which he ought 
to make friends for himself in case he 
was deposed from the stewardship. 

2. Th~ course pursued by the 
steward was commended by the lord 
of the steward, as being a wise one. 

3. His acts were done while he was 
yet steward and had control of the 
lord's estate and goods, and his work 
unchallenged. 

4. Who are able to receive a man 
into everlasting habitations? 

5. What is the lesson intended to be 
taught? 

1. Jesus was teaching his disciples 
the value of due care and the exercise 
of wisdom in the business of this 
world with a view to the next one. 
He used a familiar condition of things 
by which to do it. 

2. The lord for whom the steward 
was employed knew that his steward 
bad control of bis goods, and until he 
was deposed could use them as· he 
would. He saw the object of the 
steward and commended the motive, 
though he might have been a sufferer 
in goods by it. He commended the 
wisdom of the acts of the steward. 

3. The steward knew that his lord 

those whom his acts befriended, and 
would turn to his benefit if he was de
posed. 

4. The point involved in the in
struction is found by a consideration 
of the question clearly raised, who is 
it that is able when he fails to receive 
a man into everlasting habitations? 
Who can it be? Anybody else than 
God and Christ? Surely not. Then 
why allow one's self to get hung up on 
the horns of the idea that the un
righteous mammon, or any power 
supposed to control it, is the one or 
ones to placate by the use of it. This 
has been the query on which many 
have failed to see the meaning of the 
Savior. 

5. What is the lesson? That men 
shall so use the things attaching to, or 
belonging in the realm of the unright
eous mammon that when men fail on 
earth the only ones in existence who 
can receive them into habitations that 
are eternal and everlasting; these are 
God and Christ. 

With this thought uppermost, the 
solution is easy, and is, briefly stated. 
So use the things of this world, as 
stewards of their riches that commen
dation from the Lord and the Christ 
may follow; and this would make the 
passage to read in sense and meaning, 
Make to yourselves friends by the use 
of the unrighteous mammon, so that 
when you fail on earth, those friends, 
God and Christ, may receive you into 
everlasting habitations. This is pos
sible, and this view is enforced by the 
reading of the rest of the chapter. 
which please see. "Ye cannot serve 
God and Mammon." (V. 13.) Any 
other rendition than this, it seems to 
us, comes short of finding the true 
solution of the passage, and so fails 
to get the Savior's meaning. 

would care little about the value of IS THERE A LAKE OF FIRE? 

the goods, for he possibly knew little' A BROTHER writes and asks: Is there 
of what was in the steward's hands, a literal lake of fire and brir.nstone 
(.l.P.Cl cared little i:i.bout bis busineS$ w]lere one will be ca~t? 

Book of Mormon, page 116. 

No. 6. 

Of this the Bible has:-
And the beast was taken, and with him the 

false prophet that wrought miracles before 
him, with which he deceived them that bad 
received the mark of the beast, and them 
that worshipped bis image. These both were 
cast alive into a lake of fire burning with 
brimstone. 

And the devil that deceived them was cast 
into the lake of fire and brimstone, where the 
beast and the false prophet are, and shall be 
tormented day and night forever and ever. 

And death and hell were cast into the lake 
of fire. This is the second death. 

And whosoever was not found written in 
the book of life was cast into the lake of fire. 

But the fearful, and unbelieving, and the 
abominable, and murderers, and whoremon
gers, and sorcerers, and idolaters, and all 
liars, shall have their part in the lake which 
burneth with fire and brimstone; which is 
the second death.-Rev. 19: 20; 20: 10, 14, 15; 
and 21: 8. 

The prophet Nephi has the follow
ing:-

Wherefpre, they who are filthy, are the 
devil and his angels; and they shall go away 
into everlasting fire, prepared for them; and 
their torment is as a lake of fire and brim
stone, whose flames ascendeth up forever and 
ever; and has no end. 

0, the greatness of the mercy of our God, 
the Holy One of Israel! For he delivereth 
his saints from that awful monster the devil, 
and death, and hell, and that lake of fire and 
brimstone, which is endless torment. 

For the atonement satisfieth the demands 
of his justice upon all those who have not the 
law given to them, that they are delivered 
from that awful monster, death <:tnd hell, 
and the devil, and the lake of fire and brim
stone, which is endless torment.-2 Nephi 6: 
6, 8, 9. 

The Doctrine and Covenants has 
the following:-

For Satan shall be bound; and when he is 
loosed again, he shall only reign for a little 
season, and then cometh the end of the earth; 
and he that liveth in righteousness, shall be 
changed in the twinkling of an eye; and the 
earth shall pass away so as by fire; and the 
wicked shall go away into unquenchable fire; 
and their end no man knowetb, on earth, nor 
ever shall know until they come before me 
in judgment. 

Nevertheless, I, the Lord, am with them, 
and will come down in heaven from the pres. 
ence of my Father, and consume the wicked 
with unquenchable fire. And behold, this is 
not yet, but by and by. 
A~d this is the gospel, the glad tidings 

which the voice out of the heavens bore rec
ord unto us, that he came into the world, 
even Jesus to be crucified for the world, 
and to bear the si~s 5>f the world, and to 
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sanctify the world, and to cleanse it from has not been done for us; hence, we as it was once visited by flood. With 
all unrighteousness: that through him all have neither seen it in vision, nor felt due respect to the writer, we do not 
might be saved, whom the Father had put its awful torment-and have no desire believe his theories, neither do we 
into his power, and made by him; who glori-
fies the Father, and saves all the works of to do so. credit his predictions and dates; but 
bis hands, except. those sons of perdition, All the passages cited clearly indi- simply present them among the curi
who deny the Son after the Father hath re- cate the classes of persons who will ous prophecies of disaster being made 
vealed him: wherefore he saves all except be the sufferers in the lake, wherever by some who run without tidings, but 
them; they shall go away into everlasting it is located and whatever it may be; who think they know and are ready 
punishment, which is endless punishmerit, 
which is eternal punishment, to reign with and one of them gives an idea as to always to put forth their professed 
the Devil and his angels in eternity, where the time when it shall be, if time js interpretations of prophecy. It has 
their worm dieth not and the fire is not tben counted. So that it seems easy been and is yet true that those moved 
quenched, which is their torment, and the for those who may have any possible upon by vain imaginings or other in
end thereof, neither the place thereof, nor fear in regard to the existence of the fiuences by which they assume to 
their torment, no man. knows; neither was it 
revealed, neither is, neither will be revealed lake, or its_ torment, to so conduct warn the people have as great or 
unto man, except to them who are made par- themselves that if there were ten greater need. to repent than has the 
takers thereof: nevertheless, I, the Lord, thousand such lakes instead of one, world they profess to be called to 
show it by vision unto many; but straightway they may be as far removed from its warn. 
shut it up again; wher13fore t.be end, the sulphurous confines as heaven, or We believe the world is to be width, the height, the depth, and the misery 
thereof, they understand not, neither any paradise is above hell. warned, and taught, and prepared for 
man except them who are ordained unto this Suppose that we do not and cannot disaster and evil if it will heed the 
condemnation. know whether there is, or is not a 

Wherefore, I, the Lord, have said that the burning lake, but can and do know 
fearful, and the unbelieving, and all liars, that there has been an infinite atone
aod whosoever !oveth and maketh a lie, and ment made for sin, through the divine 
the whoremonger, and the sorcerer, shall 
have their part in that lake which burneth mercy of which we and all others, ex-
with fire and brimstone, whi.oh is the s.c,md cept the sous of perdition (no matter 
death.-D. c. 43: 7; 63: 9; 76: 4; 63: 5. now who they are), may receive at 

We cannot answer the question by the end of our life of the flesh, life 
writing; Yes, there is such a lake; or eternal in happiness and peace, not 
No, there is no such place, for two subject to the second death; is it 
reasons; one is, we do not want to; not much better to be busily engaged 
the other is, we do not know. The in doing what the message of life de
Bible, Book of Mormon, and Doctrine clares to be necessary and a duty, 
and Covenants as we have seen, con- rather than to be busying our brains 
tain such expressions as wm warrant and worrying ourselves over those 
anyone who is a stickler for technical questions upon which the Infinite One 
renditions saying there is a lake of has chosen to withhold his revelations? 
fire; please locate it. Tell us where "What is revealed belongs to man; 
it is, and who is going to be burned what is not revealed belongs to God." 
in it, and how. Is it a literal lake of Tbe knowledge of the date of the 
fire in which literal fire burns being coming of Jes us Christ and the speci-

warning; but do not believe in spir
itual uncertainty and crankism in any 
shape or form. 

The work of warning and preparing 
the race is a consistent one through
out. It provides for a reestablish· 
ment of natural covenant relationship 
between God and man; the organiza
tion of and entrance into the kingdom 
of God, that man, the child of God, 
may receive his mercies and continued 
supervising care; the correction of 
human conduct according to the prin
ciples of truth--the gospel, which was 
"in the beginning," and was designed 
to govern and regulate the life of 
man, and which demands and pro- , 
vides for the education and normal 
development of the race as the common 
famHy of God. 

It will be well with men when the 
fed by b · t 1 h d th fie nature of the second death seem to rims one, su P ur, an o er principles of truth are heeded and ob-
resinous substances, into which people have been purposely placed in the served and a sense of acceptance with 
are pitched and burned? And lots of keeping of the same divine wisdom God realized and actually known. 
other equally pertinent questions. To that will exercise the divine and awful When that condition is reached and 
all of these we must make the same power by which the wrongs of time, maintained, there need be little 
answer, We do not know. earth and the Devil will be righted, fear entertained concerning what-

It does not matter what our belief and the good to which man is and ever may happen. To be prepared 
is; the question implies knowledge. shall be entitled shall be triumphantly is to be "counted worthy to stand" 
We have two reasons for not wanting and abundantly given to him. and "to escape those things that are 

The church is authorized to teach to know. The first is, we are not coming upon the earth." 
men "the way of life." If men will curious about it; the second is that it He is a poor prophet who predicts 

is pretty plainly stated in the quota- learn that, there needs to be neither a disaster, yet knows nothing of the 
tion from section 76, paragraph 4, of knowledge of, nor fear of the la;ke, way of escape therefrom. He who 
Doctrine and Covenants, that no one hell, or the torment of the damned. creates a fear should also inspire and 
on earth does know, or can know, un- furnish substantial ground for hope . 

. til such time as it takes effect on the ANOTHER WARNING. The latter-day message is similar to 
one doomed by his transgressions to WE have a tract sent us by a brother, the message declared by the Christ 
bear the punishment of it; except now : in which the writer assumes to warn I and his apostles. It is the same 
and again one to whom it may be J the world of an impending cataclysm i message: It both warns the world 
momentarily shovvn in vision. This ; that shall destroy the world by fire, j and brings to those who heed the 
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warning, communion with God and 
assurance that God himself will pro
tect and preserve. With such as
surance from God men have no reason 
to doubt or fear or be deceived. 

THE Nonpareil, of Council Bluffs, 
Iowa, has the following in its issue 
for January 24, anent the Williams
Blalock Debate:-

RELIGIOUS DEBATE. 
Special to the Daily Nonpareil. 

Tabor, Iowa, Jan. 23.-0n Monday evening, 
January 24, will be inaugurated the most 
sensational religious deb<ite ever held. in the 
State. The contestants are the Christian 
C~urch, represented by W. W. Blalock, and 
the Latter Day Saints (Mormons), by Elder 
T. W. Williams. The strange part of this 
debate is that each side affirms the question 
in debate; that is, that their church more 
closely follows the teachings of the Bible. 
The debate will last twelve nights, and will 
be public. 

The following handbill has been 
printed at Tabor, in connection with 
the discussion .. We have taken the 
authors' names from the two analyses 
that the reader may make impartial 
choice between them. Choose one:-

THE COMMISSION. 

Mark 16: 14-20. "Afterward he [Christ] 
appeared unto the eleven [apostles] as they 
f apostles] sat at meat and upbraided them 
[apostles] with their [apostles] unbelief and 
hardness of heart, because they [apostles] be
lieved not them which had seen him after he 
was risen. 

"And he [Christ] said unto them [apostles], 
Go ye [apostles] into all the world and preach 
the gospel to every creature; he [anyC'ne] 
that believeth and is baptized shall be 
saved; but he [anyone] that believeth not 
shall be damned. And these signs shall fol
low them [apostles] that believe; in my name 
they shall Lapostles] cast out devils; they 
[apostles] shall speak with new tongues; 
they [apostles] shall take up serpents; and if 
they [apostles] drink any deadly thing, it 
shall not hurt them [apostles]; they [apos
tles] shall lay hands on the sick and they 
[who?] shall recover. 

"So then after the Lord had spoken unto 
them [apostles] he [ChriRt] was received up 
into heaven and sat on the right hand of 
God, and they [apostles] went forth and 
preached everywhere, the Lord working 
with them [apostles] and confirming the 
word with signs following." 

The trouble with this analysit;; is that the 
narration of Mark, in the fourteenth verse 
and first part of fifteenth, is confounded with 
the quotation of what Christ said in ver8es 
15, 16, 17 and 18. It makes one term, "apos
tles," the antecedent of two pronouns, one in 
the second person (ye) and one in the third 
person (them), and used by the same speaker 
in the same speech, this being a flagrant 
violation of the rules of grammar. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Mark 16: 14-20. - Afterward he [Christ] 
appeared unto the eleven [apostles] as they 
[apostles] sat at meat, and upbraided them 
[apostles] with their [apostles] unbelief and 
hardness of heart, l:;ecause they [apostles] be
lieved not them which had seen him after he 
was risen. And he said unto them [apostles]-

Now thus far Mark is the speaker and he 
refers to the apostles as "them" because he 
was talking about them and not to them, 
hence uses the third person and not the sec
ond. What follows is an exact quotation of 
what Christ said to his apostles when be was 
with them, he being the speaker (first per
son) and they the persons addressed (second 
person). Now remember, that the rule of 
language is that "a pronoun must agree with 
its antecedent in gender, person, and num
ber."-Now to the analysis:-

"Go ye [eleven apostles, second person
"Ye" denotes the person addressed] into all 
the world and preach the gospel to every 
creature; he [generic term-he, who, or any
one who] that believeth [of every creature] 
and is baptized shall be saved; but. he [ge
neric term, he, who, or anyone who] that be
lieveth not shall be damned; and these signs 
shall follow them [creatures talked about, 
third person] that believe. [Now note that 
Christ was talking to the apostles, and re
member that a pronoun must agree witli. its 
antecedent in gender, person, and number.] 
In my name shall they [third person, denot
ing the person spoken of, not 'ye,' the second 
person, the one addressed, but the believers] 
cast out devils; they [third person, those spo
ken of] shall speak with new tongues; they 
[third person, those spoken of] shall take up 
serpents; and if they [third person, not sec
ond] drink any deadly thing it shall not hurt 
them [third person]; they [third person, not 
second] shall lay hands on the sick and they 
[the sick] shall recover." 

Now, the quotation of Christ's exact words 
closes and Mark resumes his narrative, hence 
Mark becomes the speaker (first person) and 
the apostles the persons spoken of (third per
son.) Mark says (not Christ), "So then after 
the Lord had spoken unto them [the apostles 
of whom Mark is now speaking] he was re
ceived up into heaven,'' etc. 

THE NEED OF THE HOUR. 

A FRIEND says to us that Our Dumb Animals 
is the only really independent paper in the 
United States. 

We only say that so long as we have its 
management, it shall-to the best of our 
ability - speak the truth without fear or 
favor, and when it ceases to do that we 
shall cease to be its editor. 

GEO. 'r. ANGELL. 

Unswerving, absolute devotion to 
truth, without respect to persons, 
policies, personal interests, or organi
zations, is so rare, yet so necessary 
to present and fµture welfare, that 
evidences of it in any should be en
couraged, both to strengthen the 
hands of those who manifest it and to 
educate others-those who are "able 
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to receive" such education and dis
cipline-to govern themselves strictly 
and entirely by truth. He who fears 
to affirm the truth in any phase of 
life, or who compromises it to favor 
persons or movements, is not to be" 
trusted. 

''All things" are not possible, ac
cording to the declaration of the 
Savior in the Inspired Translation. 
For instance, the Almighty cannot 
redeem men until they manifest suffi
cient integrity to come to the light 
and to stand by it under all circum
stances. 

There is a crying need for strong, 
manly and womanly devotion to truth, 
in everything. 

Mr. Angell's words are good and 
true. They will be considered by the 
true in heart. Such words find little 
or no place in some classes of minds, 
however. 

THE spirit of sacrifice is the spirit of 
the hour; the spirit of the gospel, of 
the latter-day work:-

Gather my saints together unto me; those 
that have made a covenant with me by sacri
fice.-Psalms 50: 5. 

This is said following the words, 
He shall call to the heavens from above, and 

to the earth, that he may judge his people. 
Without limiting this language to the 

present thought alone, it certainly im
plies that things proceeding both from 
heaven and from earth are to be fac
tors in the judgment of God's people. 
Granted that the language :may refer 
both to the word of God hidden in the 
earth (the Book of Mormon) and to that 
communicated from beaven'.recorded 
in the Bible, also to that received by 
direct present-day communication; 
the word so communicated requires 
that righteousness and inspiration 
from above shall be accompanied by 
gifts of earthly substance - tithes, 
freewill offerings, sacrifices of contri
butions to aid the work of God; that 
men and women are to be judged ac
cording to their works in this respect 
as also by manifestation of other vir
tues. We question if anyone can re
ceive the gospel unto full salvation 
who is unwilling to work for its ad
vancement, to contribute to its prog
ress. There is marked difference 
between the character of the indi
vidual who is willing to give and the 
one who withholds his substance; and 
the difference must appear in the final 
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awards in the judgment. Personally, 
we believe the Lord to be the best 
banker in the universe; that no one 
should be afraid to trust him, espe
cially those "called to be saints." 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

BRO. H. L. HOLT, Castle Rock, Wash
ington, January 27:-· 

Vve are getting along well in our mission. 
This is the most satisfactory year of my minis
terial life. We have baptized ten splendid 
people here. 'l esterday we administered to 
an old man not of the church who was in a 
bad fix. He had heard our teaching a few 
times and sent for us. We administered, and 
left him rejoicing; said he had not felt so 
well for years. His voice returned; he showed 
how he could move his arms, and 0 but he 
did feel good! His wife and children said he 
was surely healed. 0 how I do hope this 
blessing will continue! I look for more of 
this power soon. How I do wish the endow
ment would be given soon! We will live and 
watch and pray for it. I have a debate in 
view. Bro. Chase is with me: he is made of 
good material and is straight goods. 

Bro. P. J. Wells, St. Armands, 
Quebec:-

Will you pl@ase be kind enough to ask your 
readers and subscribers if they have any of 
last year's Heralds to spare. Will be glad of 
them, and I will pay the postage for them. I 
believe there are some who would send them 
to us. We have no branch here, not one in 
Quebec; but we hope to be able to subscribe 
to the Herald very soon. Three years ago I 
saw in the Herald ;i, letter from some saints 
in Rouse's Poi.nt, New York State, which is 
twenty-ti ve miles from here. Can you inform 
u1> through your columns i:E there is a branch 
there, or saints still living there? If there 
is, we would communicate with them. Al
though alone, we feel well i11 faith and spirit, 
hoping and trusting to do all we can in seek
ing souls for the Master and bring others to 
the light as I am in the light. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

THE Daily Iowa Capital, of February 
1, devotes a column of its space to a 
statement of the work of the Reorgan
ized Church, the subject matter of the 
article being obtained from Bro. J. F. 
McDowell, now laboring and lecturing 
in the capital city, and whom the 
Capital representative had interviewed 
at some length. Bro. McDowell evi
dently stated his positions in excel
lent form, for they so appear in the 
article, which is certainly a clear and 
strong presentation of the faith and 
general status of the church. Bro. 
McDowell states by card that the 
Sunday Reg,ister will contain an arti
cle written by him in defense of the 
faith, in ;reply to an ·article in last 
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week's Register. The Iowa press has 
done and is yet doing well by us as a 
people. 

Bro. William Wilson writes of the 
work at Wellston, Ohio, that the 
saints were well and pressing for· 
ward in the cause, amid much sick
ness and opposition around them. 

Bro. Henry De Vries, a Hollander, 
writes of his labors at Freesoil and 
other points in Michigan. He has 
labored among those of his nativity, 
with others. He rejoices in the bless
ings that confirm his ministerial 
labors. 

Bro. L. S. Willoughby, of Fairfax, 
South Dakota, wishes to hear from 
Bro. Swen Swenson; be has failed to 
reach him by mail. The saints at 
Fairfax hold services in private 
houses; some are doing what they 
can for the cause. 

Brn. J. H. Lake and F. M. Cooper 
began a series of meetings at Sand
wich, Illinois, January 25. 

Bro. 8. W. Simmons writes en
couragingly of the work from Mays
ville, Arkansas. When a few families 
of saints located at Maysville less 
than three years ago there was much 
prejudice against them, and great dis
trust, owing to the false reports cir
culated by the evil disposed against 
the saints. However, since the peo
ple became acquainted with the 
saints and their faith, twelve have 
united with them and others have ex
pressed themselves as convinced of 
the truth of their faith. May the 
good leaven continue to work and the 
Lord bless and prosper his cause. 

The Paris Petit Jonrnal foreshadows 
the probability of war between France 
and Germany at no distant day. The 
relations between France and England 
are strained because of conflicting in
terests in Africa, and hints are made 
that "everything is tending to take 
the question out of the hands of the 
diplomats and leave it to be settled by 
the soldiers." The Manchester Guar
dian states that Lord Salisbury can
not much longer delay occupation of 
disputed territory in Africa; that the 
near approach ,of British and French 
forces constitutes the real danger in 
the situation. 

Press dispatch from Rome, January 
29: "In the palace of Emperor Ti
berius, Professor Maruccbe has dis
covered an: old ;pict1ire representing 

the scene of Calva.ry, with the inscrip
tion: 'Honor to Christ.' 'This pic
ture is regarded as the most impor
tant archreological disco·rnry of the 
century.'" 

Italian police have forbidden Social
ist demonstrations at which abolition 
of customs duties on breadstuffs were 
to be demanded. 

Severe earthquake shocks at Con· 
stantinople 29th ult. 

The Czar has informed the Sultan 
that he must accept the nomination of 
Prince George of Greece as Governor 
of Crete. 

La Paz, the nominal capital· of 
Bolivia, has been declared in a state 
of siege. Per.sons belonging to the 
opposition have been banished. 

The committee appointed to draw 
up proposals for the better regulation 
of the relations between Norway and 
Sweden has been unable to reach an 
agreement. Indications are that the 
tension is fast approaching the snap
ping point, and it is stated that on the 
frontier the arming of both parties is 
rapidly progressing, both sides pre
paring for war. 

Tbe waning health of King Hum
bert of Italy is causing uneasiness. 

Athens, Jan. 30.-Seyfullab Pasha, 
with 2,000 soldiers and two guns, re
cently went to the Village of Laza
rina, near Trikala, to enforce the 
payment of taxes. The peasants met 
the troops with a sustained fire and a 
regular engagement ensued. The 
next day the attack was renewed, with 
results not yet known here. 

The strained relations between Ger
mans and Czechs in Bohemia continues, 
also throughout Austro-Hungary. 

The fourth brigade of the British 
forces were entrapped and severely 
handled by the Afridis on January 29. 

Advices from Havana state that 
General Blanco has received a letter 
from General Gomez in which he bit
terly spurns his proposals of peace on 
the basis of autonomy. 

Vancouver, B. C.; Jan. 30.-A cy
clone struck Perth, West Australia, 
last month, totally demolishing some 
buildings and wrecking hundreds. 
The beat wave throughout the coun
try is almost unendurable, and if it 
lasts long terrible damage will be 
done. In many places the themome
ter registered 124° in the shade and 
165° in the sun, and from a long list 
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the lowest registration was 110° in the sation for Greece's virtual gain of Russian occupation are unfounded. 
shade. Crete. China is willing that the English war-

Fires from spontaneous combustion "The European concert, as to the ships should anchor there if required. 
are very numerous, and bush fires are near East, is temporarily dissolved, Manchester, Jan. 31.-The Man
doing terrible damage. In Victoria with Germany and Austria on one chester Guardian hears that th€! diffi
and other colonies hundreds of thou- side and the other powers on the cultyin thefarEasthas been solved by 
sands of acres have been swept by the other, but it is not beyond reestablish- the opening of Port Arthur to trad@ on 
flames. In Tasmania hundreds of ment. The Greeks are likely to be the same terms as Kiao-Chou, Great 
miles of country were devastated, calmer and more content with the Britain withdrawing her demand for 
houses, orchards, fences all being de- dynasty, but there are fears of worse the opening of Ta-Lien-Wan. 
stroyed, many families were burned than the existing anarchy for a time London, Feb. 1. - The Shanghai 
to death, and the loss of live stock in Greece with the Turks clustered· correspondent of the Daily Mail says a 
was appalling. about Canea and jealous Cretan clan dispatch has been received there from 

Many people saved their lives by chiefs ready to provoke disorder." Port Arthur asserting that no British 
wading up to their knees in creeks. Constantinople, Jan. 31.-The Rus"- vessels remain in the harbor and that 
Others raced with the flames on bicy- sian auxiliary cruiser Saratoff, be- the Iphigenia and the Daphne left a 
cles and won. The gross loss to longing to the volunteer fleet, with week ago. 
farmers will be millions of dollars. twelve quick-firing guns and 1,600 Secret negotiations betw@en the 

The Red Cross line steamship Portia 
arrived at New York, on the 1st, four 
days overdue from St. Johns, New
foundland, and Halifax, after a des
perate encounter with pack ice off the 
Newfoundland coast, and with a har
rowing tale of blizzards there and 
destitution in the coast and section of 
that country. Hundreds of men, 
women and children dead or dying 
from exposure and starvation with 
abundance close by and hundreds 
threatened with a like fate, are the 
brief details of the condition of affairs 
brought by the Portia. 

London, Jan. 31.-The engineering 
works throughout the country re
opened to-day, owing to the settle
ment Of the great strike. About 
twenty-five per cent of the men were 
employed. The others will be given 
work gradually, as the machinery gets 
in full swing. 

Berlin, Jan. 31.-The Post says it 
learns from Russian sources of the 

troops on board, passed the Bos- State Department at Washington and 
phorus yesterday on the way to the insurgents are said to be in prog
Vladivostock. According to a dis- ress with a view to bringing about a 
patch to the London Tirnes from cessation of the war in Cuba. 
Odessa, cabled to the Associated Bulgaria has entered a protest at 
Press last night, the Russian volun- Constantinople against oppression of 
teer fleet will convey, in the quickest her subjects by the Turks. 
time practicable, over 10,000 Russian Violent earthquake shccks around 
troops to the far East. It was added Brusa, in Asia Minor, with numerous 
that the first cruiser, with 2,000 men, fatalities. The Sultan has dispatched 
would leave within a few days. It is a relief committee to the scene. 
probable that the first cruiser was the The recent blizzard throughout the 
Saratoff. East and West was especially severe 

Pekin, Jan. 31.-It is supposed that at Boston and Gloucester and adjacent 
Great Britain's withdrawal from~Port points. The damage done in the city 
Arthur and its ceasing to exert pres· of Boston is estimated at $1,500,000; 
sure for the opening of the port of the loss to shipping is enormous; the 
Ta-Lien-Wan, which actions are re- coast being strewn with wreckage. 
garded as incredible and suicidal to Fifty, possibly one hundred, lives 
British interests and prestige, were were lost. 
owing to its disbelief in the existence Germany has made additional de
of a secret treaty between Russia and mands for territory in the region of 
China. The Chinese government, Kiao-Chou. The Chinese foreign 
i1owever, quotes this treaty as the office proposes to divide the' loan to 
reason for Russia's presence at Port China equally between Great Britain 
Arthur. and Russian dispatches to the and Russia. Russian troops which 

discovery of a conspiracy at Teheran, Tsung-Li-Yamen allege that the occu- have been guarding the Trans-Sibe-
Persia, to murder the Shah and to pation of Port Arthur is in accordance rian railroad have entered Manchuria 
install a younger brother in the with the treaty. with the consent of Pekin authorities. 
palace. London, Jan. 31.-It is announced England authorities deny that Great 

New York, Jan. 31.-A dispatch to on the best authority that the talk of Britain has "backed down" on the 
the Oornrnercia.l .Advertiser from Lon- an Anglo-Japanese plan of campaign question of maintaining free Chinese 
don says: "There is an impression in certain eventualities is unfounded. ports. The Shanghai correspondent 
here that the Sultan in the end will No such matter has occupied the atten- to the Tirnes says: "In compliance 
be compelled to accept Prince George tion of the statesmen of the two coun- with the request of Sir Robert Hart, 
as Governor of Crete. It is strong tries and no agreement exists between Director of Chinese Imperial Mari
enough to provoke discussion of the England and Japan except the com- time Customs, the Tsung-li-Yamen 
consequences; namely: that the Turks, mon desire to secure the free develop- ! has appointed Mr. Robert Braden as 
with Mohammedan feeling aro11sed, ment of trade in China. I Deputy Inspector General of Customs, 
win be less disposed than ever to As regards Port Arthur, the Rus- with the proviso that the chief au
evacuate Thessaly; and that the Bal- ·1· sian fleet, according to the same au- thority must not be delegated." 
kan States, already disturbed and thority, is only there for winter The Shanghai Gazette says: "The 
restless, will be likely to ask compen- quarters, and the statements as to a British claims in the Yang-tse-Kiang 
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will be supported by a strong squad
ron stationed at Chusan, to which 
place two other war ships are enroute. 
In the event of Russia hoisting her 
:flag over the forts at Port Arthur the 
British admiral has been ordered to 
hoist the British :flag over Chusan, 
and the Japanese :fleet will ascend the 
Yang-tse-Kiang as soon as the river 
rises." 

Further rioting in Austria, also in 
Italy. 

A Washington dispatch of the 6th 
states that Sagasta has declined the 
third offer of the United States to
ward friendly mediation in Cuban 
affairs and bas intimated that Spain 
did not admit inability to suppress 
the rebellion in Cuba. It states that 
the President is incJinded to the opin
ion that action will be forced upon 
him. The movements of the Ameri
can :fleet in the Mediterranean Sea and 
Atlantic Ocean have caused unfavora
ble comment in Spanish newspapers. 

The Church Secretary expects to 
announce railroad rates to the General 
Conference, in next issue of HERALD. 

Negotiations have been under way for 
some time, but for some reason the 
Western Association people have but 
recently moved in the matter. 

The French naval budget provides 
for enormous naval expenditures in the 
next five years, at the rate of $22,500, 
000 per year. Russia and France com
bined will expend $36,000,000 for new 
ships in 1898. The policy contem
plates the locaition of coaling stations 
from the Mediterranean to the far 
East, independent of Great Britain. 

JYio1hsrs' Homs Coltlmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

uo Love Divine, whose constant beam 
Shmes on the eyes that will not oee, 

And waits to bless us, while we dream 
Thou leavest us because we turn from Thee I" 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

But my husband thought that I had been so 
bad that I ueeded some medicine for my 
blood. I told him no, not to get it, for I was 
all right.. He of course meant all right and 
got the medicine, and seemed determined for 
me to take it. So I thought to keep peace, 
and because the good book says, Wives, obey 
your husbands, I would take that one bottle 
and never take any more. But by the time 
it was all taken I could see I was growing 
deaf again, and have gradually grown worse 
ever since. It is a terrible thing to be deaf, 
and unless the Lord will heal me I am sure I 
never C]ln be healed. Jesus says if our 
brother sin against us seventy times seven 
and ask our forgiveness that we are to forgive 
him, so I am in hopes to be forgiven. I am 
very sorry for not trusting in the promise of 
God as I ought to have done, and humbly ask 
forgiveness of my heavenly Father and those 
who prayed for me. Will you please remem
ber me at a throne of grace once more that I 
may be healed every whit, and that I may 
have grace given me to overcome the temp
tations and trials of life, and may yet see my 
children, one and all, faithful, willing work
ers in the cause of Christ? He is able to 
grant this request if he will. 

Your sister, 
MRS. JOHN MCRAE. 

CHICAGO, Illinois. 
Dear Sisters:-We have no Daughters of 

Zion society here yet and I often wonder 
why. But I stop and think of the disad van
tage of getting around the city. So much car 
fare and changing of cars, which make it very 
bad, if you have little ones that you cannot 
leave at home alone and must run the risk of 
colds a~nd sickness from being exposed to the 
draughts. We have a nice branch here, also 
Sunday school and Literary, and Sunday is 
truly a day of worship; Sunday school at l: 30, 
preaching at 3: 00, then an intermission. 
Each one brings lunch and it is spread on one 
long table and we have a physical refreshing. 
Then the young folks either have literary or 
prayer meeting. After this preaching at 
7: 30. So you see we have an afternoon of re
joicing and mingling with those of the one 
faith. Then, as a rule, we part for the week. 
Some of course have the privilege of Thurs
day evening prayer meeting, but as yet I 
never have attended a weekly p1·ayer meet
ing here in the city. We live quite a dis
tance out in the suburb of Lawndale. We 
have other churches out here but no Latter 

FAIRBANK, Iowa. Day Saints. I have never been to one of the 
Dear Home Column:-For nearly two years churches, for it seems as though I was feed

I have been sorely afflicted. I took a severe ing on dry husks to hear them talk. Last 
cold in my head and my ears gathered and Sunday being the first Sunday of the year, I 
discharged until I became quite deaf. I went to our church. It was sacrament Sun
wrote to the Prayer Union, and I can say day and I truly enjoyed it, for nothing makes 
that prayer was heard and answered in my me feel so to rejoice as to attend sacrament 
behalf. My ears stopped discharging, and and prayer meeting. We had a peaceful 
my hearing was, I thought, perfectly re- meeting and one could feel the Holy Spirit's 
stored. To God be the praise. His promise presence, as the Lord has said that he would 
has never failed even the weakest of the send his Comforter. I feel as though I could 
servants of God while they have trust,ed in press onward and do my duty this coming 
him. But as open confession is good for the year so much better than as if I had remained 
soul, I will confess that I did wrong, for I I at .home. My companion not being in the 
promised if the Lord would heal me that I I faith it is not always convenient to leave him 
would not take any more patent medicine. at home. Sometimes he attends with me. 

He is not opposed, but just lenient. Does not 
see the necessity of his obeying just now, but 
I pray and ask an interest in your prayers for 
him and myself that I may be the means of 
bringing him into the church, also that I 
may be guided by the Lord's teaching in 
bringing up my little one, who is now two 
years and a few months old. She has been 
blessed, and I feel the responsibility that 
rests on me of training her little mind so 
that when she reaches the right age she will 
see the right way and go in it. I so enjoy all 
the reading and instruction that the Daugh
ters of Zion call forth, and I had the pri vi~ 
lege of attending one meeting this past sum
mer at Independence. I am heart and soul 
with you. 

Your sister in the one faith, 
MAY. 

PRAYER UNION SUBJECTS. 
Thursday, Feb. 10.-0ur families. Prayer 

for the members of our families by name, and 
for the families of each other and those of the 
ministry. For the youth of the church in 
general. 

Memory Verses.-Psalms 132: 12-14. 
Thursday, Feb. 17.-Mi.ssions and Sunday 

school work, and the church publications. 
Also for the poor, the sick, and afflicted. 

Memory Verses."---Deuteronomy 41: 1, 9, 10. 
Thursday, Feb. 24.-Zion, our country, its 

welfare and prosperity, and its speedy puri
fication by the reception of truth. That the 
scattered remnants may be gathered in, and 
the kingdom of Christ be established. 

Memory Verses.-Isaiah 35: 8-10. 

8lfndau 8Bhool DBuartmBnt. 
ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
,Send communications for this department to the Editor 

Address minntes and notices of convent.ions, etc., 
to "Editors Herald. Lamoni, Iowa.,,) 

SUNDAY RCHOOL INSTITUTE.-CONTINUED. 
MONDAY, 9: 30 a. m. Training class, T. A. 
Hougas. Subject, Effective Teaching. To 
the question, "What is Teaching?" the fol
lowing definitions were given by various 
members of the institute. They were written 
on the blackboard and after all were given 
were criticised in order. The superintendent 
stated that he wanted a definition that "fully 
covered the ground"-one to which there 
could be no objection found. [In this report 
we place the cciticism immediately following 
the definition instead of all together at the 
last as they were.-ED.] 

1. "Teaching is imparting knowledge." 
Cr'.ticism: (1) Imparting necessitates only a 
giving off. It may or it may not be received 
and understood by another, and therefore is 
not. necessarily teaching. (2) One can impart 
knowledge and not be heard by anyone. (3) 
Incomplete. It is a part of the teaching 
process, but does not cover the ground. 

2. "Drawing out what the pupil knows." 
(1) This, too, is a part only of the teaching 
process, or may, in some instances, be teach
ing, but not necessarily so. (b) Incomplete. 
It does not cover the ground. 

3. "Developing ideas" [thoughts.-ED.] 
This, at best, can be but a part of teaching. 
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4. "Causing another to have the ability to 
know." (a) This is an essential part of teach
ing, but like others, is incomplete. (b) It is 
simply the one phase of teaching known as 
"mental discipline." (c) It does not necessi
tate the transfer of knowledge at all. 

5. "Causing another to use what you have 
imparted to him." (a) This is not actually 
necessary to the teaching process. You may 
teach a sinner what he should do, and he 
fully understand you, but ·he willfully refuses 
to do. (b) It is a very desirable addition to 
the teaching process. 

6. "Causing another to know." (a) This 
was accepted by the leader as being i a good 
definition if not a perfect one. Teaching is 
a twofold process. It requires action on the 
part of two persons-the teacher and the one 
taught. The verb "teacher" belongs to a 
class of verbs which by their very nature in
volve two persons. Illustration: The verb 
"murder" requires one person to commit the 
crime and another for the victim. There could 
be no murder if there were no criminal. There 
could be no murder if there were no victim. 
Two persons are neceEsary to make murder 
possible. So with teaching. There must be 
one to cause the missile-knowledge-to go 
and another to receive it. 'reaching is 
nothing less than cowork. Efforts on the 
part of the teacher which produce no im
pressions, or. cause no work on part of the 
pupil, have failed to become teaching. 

l1 Conclusions. 

l2 Telling is not necessarily t@aching. 
(Many teachers ''tell" too much and 
pupils too little.) 

22 Questioning alone not necessarily teach
ing. (Teachers make a grave mistake 
by adhering too closely to the pl'inted 
questions in the Quarterly.) 

32 Hearing a recitation is not necessarily 
teaching. (Some teachers are satisfied 
when they hear a thing· told without 
knowing that it is understood.) 

The following was given as a fairly good 
way to proceed with the teaching of the les
son. Of course each teacher should adapt it 
to his own and his class's immediate needs. 

21 "True method of teaching." After you 
have greeted your class, reviewed past 
lesson or lessons, and discovered the con
nection between past lessons and the 
present one, then 

l2 Call on pupils to tell what they can on 
the varieus topics of the lesson-one 
topic at a time. They may not be able 
to give it all. Then 

22 Draw out more by appropriate questions. 
Still you may be unable to get it all. 
Then 

rrHE SAINTS' HEHALD. 

Ilspartmsm. 
ASHMONT, Ohio, Jan. 26. 

.Editoi·s Herald:-I am happy to report that 
the beginning of another new year finds me 
earnestly engaged in foe most commendable 
cause of human selection, and that it has 
opened up more auspiciously than any previ
ous one since giving my service to the Lord. 

On the 2d inst I buried three humble souls 
in the icy waters of the Ohio. One was a re
turning wanderer, our beloved brother 
Craig, who found that peace and contentment 
was not to be found outside of the church of 
bis first love. His humble return was gladly 
received by all his many old-time friends. 
By a vote of the branch he w:>s ordained an 
elder by G. T. Griffiths. Myron Thomas, my 
bright little nephew, a product of the Sab
bath school, and Bro. Commodore Hatcher, 
the other two. On the 9th inst. I baptized 
my youngest brother, the only one remaining 
out of the family and fold of God. 0 dear 
mothers, whose anxious hearts are throbbing 
over the welfare of your sons and daughters, 
I would to God that you all could rejoice in 
the midst of your entire family as ours does 
in beholding her four sons ~nd four daugh
ters, grandsons and granddaughters, sons-in
law and daughter-in-law all stri'Ving in the 
same way for the same place. 

From Wheeling I went to Blake's Mills; 
preached a few times, then on to Cleveland 
to receive a ready welcome by the few de
voted saints. While there two more bright 
young people asked for baptism, Frank Ollom 
and Miss Eliza Warnock. On the 24th the 
saints assembled at the quiet and peaceful 
natatorium, which the management seemed 
pleased to let us use, and I buried those two 
souls in the clear warm water from Lake 
Erie. At this baptism there was such a 
quiet peaceful feeling that I cannot refrain 
from speaking further. Sr. Eliza was dressed 
in a pure white robe and slippers of the same 
whiteness. As she stood by my side while 
the fervent prayer of Bro. Burget rang 
through the corridors she presented a picture 
of purity which I shall never forget. The 
outpouring of the Spirit of God at the con
firmation was a refreshing shower to all our 
souls. If they will but comply with the dic
tations of the Spirit which attended them on 
this occasion their purpose in life will have 
been reached. 

I am now domiciled at the comfortable 
home of Bro. and Sr. Jump, and will begin a 
series of meetings in the Methodist church 
this evening. Yours in bonds, 

F. J. EBELING. 

a letter sent by me to them to publish. The 
reason I sent it is that D. B. Ray, of this place, 
who publishes the National Baptist Flag, has 
an article in his paper on Mormonism, in 
which he misrepresents us in almost every
thing. He is goiog around, and at every 
place where we have a membership he 
takes a special pride in saying some of the 
worst things he can manufacture against us, 
and especially at Stoutland, where he claimed 
our doctrine was rotten or from the Devil, and 
that the preachers knew it; and then told 
about Bro. Kelley and his debate. I thought 
this thing had gone far enough, so I was de" 
termined to make them either stand by their 
assertions or back out before the public. 

The discussion Bro. White held here re
moved a great deal of prejudice and did a 
great deal of good; and we are getting a hold 
here, and I intend to hold it if we have to 
meet every Missionary Baptist in this coun
try. 

I took the following clipping from the 
Springfield Republican, of January 26, which 
it took from the Richlwnd and added the fore
part of it themselves. 

"Rev. 

Yours in bonds, 
HENRY SPARLING. 

''ISSUED A CHALLENGE. 
Sparling Will Defend His Religion 

Against all Comers. 
"Rev. Henry Sparling has on his warpaint. 

He has issued a challenge to anyone to com
bat his creed, that of the Latter Day Saints. 
Mr. Sparling's challenge is as follows:-

"1762 Springfield A venue, 
''SPRINGFIELD, Missouri. 

"Having been informed that Dr. D. B. 
Ray, of Springfield, while pre>aching at 
Stoutland, made statements about our church 
which need correction, in trying to leave the 
impression that our doctrine was from the 
Devil and we were afraid to defend it in a 
manly way, but especially relating to his dis
cussing· with Elder E. L. Kelley. Dr. Ray 
left the impression that we hired a stenogra
pher to take the discussion and after we saw 
how Kelley was beat we were afraid to pub
lish it. I wrote Elder Kelley. Hel'e is his 
reply:-

"Your let·~er making inquiry as to under
taking to publish discussion between D. B. 
Ray and myself at Lee's Summit received, 
and replying state that I secured best 
stenographer I could get in Kansas City to 
take the discussion for publication. After it 
was over I wrote Dr. Ray, urging that it be 
published, that each of us examine our 
speeches to that end. He wrote me that he 
understood the stenographer did not get it in 
full and he did not have time to revise his 

32 Tell the pupil what he does not know. speech. You see, he is responsible for the 
Repeat process with each general topic SPRINGFIELD, Mo., Jan. 26. nonpublication. If he wishes to repeat the 
or division of the lesson, varying the .Editors J:ferald:-Mud, Mud, Mud! streets discussion in Springfield, let him name time, 
work as may be necessary and as your almost impassable; still we had a very good giving me sixty days' notice. Dr. Ray knows 
natural tact and ingenuity may direct. congregation out Sunday night to hear the he lost in that discussion, and some of the 

31 Objective teaching is superior to abstract speaker on Daniel 2: 44, from my chart. people in his church united with ours after 
teaching, i. e. Teaching by use of ob- Many seem to be much interested in our work it. If he is willing to meet me a_nd have it 
jects or illustrations is superior to teach- here, but are slow to obsy. Our Sabbath published in book form, I am ready. 
ing without tbem. school is growing in numbers, and the officers I "In bonds, 

4 1 It is better to teach an event, and from it are doing all they can to interest the young. · "E. L. KELLEY. 
draw the truth, than to teach the abstract 

1 

Inelosed you will find a clipping from the "If the Baptists have something they can 
principle and try to illustrate it. Richland Cyclone and Springfield Republican, I stand by, now is the time. We are willing to 
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88 
furnish a man to meet any Baptist preacher 
in this or any other State. Address 1762 
Springfield Avenue, Springfield, Missouri. 

''ELDER HENRY SPARLING." 

ELLSWORTH, Maine, Jan. 25. 
Editors Herald: - My last intrusion was 

from Madison, Maine, where in company 
with Bro. Greene, I labored two weeks. We 
are not overly sanguine of success there at 
present. God can speak existence and order 
out of chaos, so we pray, while we patiently 
wait, that his word may speedily sweep the 
power that opposes all righteousness into 
oblivion, and hasten his work in its time. 

Bro. Greene now returned to his home to 
complete arrangements for showing Bro. 
Kelley the most interesting features of 
Maine's gospel life. On December 1 we had 
the pleasure of meeting them at Little Deer 
Isle. There the saints are remodeling the 
school building into a chapel which, no doubt, 
will be a creditable edifice when done. From 
here we made the Western conference at 
Mountainville. Weather hindered many 
from attending, but those there were amply 
repaid for the effort. 

My next call was at Stonington, where I 
visited for two days while waiting for the 
eastern boat. Conference at Indian River 
the 18th and 19th was a success. A few days 
were spent v.ery pleasantly here, when I re
turned to Jonesport. Remained there two 
weeks, occasionally going to Beal's Island. 
On the 24th left for Lanoin, where three 
weeks were spent very pleasantly and, we 
trust, profitably. Some of Maine's best peo
ple are in this section and "two by two" they 
are swinging in line with God's army, march
ing on to final triumph and eternal rest. 
While there my home was with Bro. and Sr. 
Hamor, whom we baptized in September. 
They are doing finely in gospel life and, if 
faithful, will exert a powerful influence for 
good. The Baptists feel the loss of Bro. and 
Sr. Closson who for a long time have figured 
conspicuously as workers in Sunday school 
and Christian Endeavor meetings. We shall 
soon look for a Sunday school of our own. 
The young people are strongly in our favor, 
and as the power of possibility lies with 
them, we hope to see good returns. 

On January 14 I came to Dollard Town in 
the outskirts of Ellsworth. No saints here; 
interest good; weather bad. Maine winters 
are hard on rural towns. Some opposition; 
enough for interest. Shall remain until 
February 1. 

In gospel fraternity, 
W. W. BLANCHARD. 

WOODSIDE, Mont., Jan. 12. 
Editors Herald:-We have bad a good time 

here. Two Utah elders by the name of Care
bine and Young, the latter a grandson of 
Pres. B. Young, have been visiting our mem
bers, trying to make them believe they are 
not Latter· Day Saints, and spoke one night 
on "succession." By this time Bro. A. B. 
Moore came and took up the subject. He 
spoke a few minutes at the close of their 
service, and pulled down all they had built 
up in an hour and a half. The Spirit of the 
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Lord was with us; the people could feel and 
see the power made manifest, for they cried 
out, "What a warm and different spirit he 
has to what them other fellows have." These 
elders spoke one night more to show that 
they were the only people on earth who bad 
the right to administer in the gospel, and 
said that other factions are apostates. Bro. 
Moore showed them up in good style, to the 
satisfaction of all, I believe, except the Brig
hamites. Elder Young said to one of them 
by the name of Waylett, "Let us go like 
whipped dogs." Elder Moore showed that 
they were the apostates. The Utah elders go 
from house to house, and .Bro. A. B. Moore 
follows them up in some places. A lady by 
the name of Johnson said, Mr. Moore pulled 
down in one hour what took them other fel
lows a week to build up. 

Bro. Moore is preaching to crowded houses 
with good interest.. If Elder Moore or any 
good elder could stay here a few months a 
great deal of good could be done, for the peo
ple seem to be sick of deception, and seem to 
hunger for truth, because they rejoice so 
much when our elders come, and manifest 
great interest. There are houses open now 
for our elders to preach in. The Utah elders 
are doing us no .hurt; they are opening the 
way for the truth to step in. A lady asked 
the Utah elders to show her in the Bible 
where it sanctioned polygamy, and they took 
their books and said she wanted too much 
candy for a penny. 

Yours in bonds, 
EDWARD BURROWS. 

SHELTON, Neb., Jan. 25. 
Editors Herald:-The 25th of last month I 

left home for Agnew, Nebraska. I stopped 
at Baker, Kansas, and remained over night 
at Sr. J. Arthur Davies'. Her husband has 
been proclaiming the gospel in Nevada since 
May. I was glad to find her and little ones 
in such good health and spirits, and making 
the sacrifices of missionary life so cheerfully 
for the truth's sake. May God's blessings 
rest on these faithful sisters who are willing 
to let their husbands travel from home for 
the salvation of souls. I arrived at Agnew 
the 21th, and walked four miles to the Lane 
schoolhouse, where arrange'llents had been 
made for me to meet Rev. W .. B. Hill, a Sev
enth· Day Adventist, in public debate. I 
found him to be about fihy-fi ve years old, and 
very determined to have the greater part of 
the time spent on the soul-sleeping and Sab
bath questions. After some parleying we 
agrcied on the following propositions:-

!. Is man wholly unconscious between 
death and ~be resurrection? 

2. Is the spirit or soul of man conscious be
tween death and the resurrection? 

3. Is the Seventh-day Sabbath binding on 
Christians? 

4. Ought Christians to keep the first day of 
the week as a sacred day? 

5. Are the doctrines of the Seventh-day 
Advent church in harmony with the teach
ings of Christ and the apostles? 

6. Are the doctrines of the Latter Day 
Saints in harmony with the teachings of 
Christ and his apostles? 

Two sessions to each proposition, unless 
the affirmative should desire more time. 

We devoted three sessions to the first 
proposition, two to the second, four to the 
third, and two to the fourth. There w;ire 
then some objections urged by the Advent
ist's converts and a few others, about the · 
house being used, as they thought it would 
effect the school. One of th!olir converts told 
his friend that Rev. Hill had stated that "it 
would not do to debate the fifth proposition." 
"Straws show which way the wind blows." 
We had a large and interesteC. congregation, 
and we made many friends. I never felt as 
well prepared for every position taken by an 
opponent before. 

Some of the rumors may be of interest .. 
Rev. Hill's moderator, a short hand reporter· 
that came with him for College View,said he. 
"would have given five d0llars rather than 
to have seen the se6ond proposition close as. 
it did." I thought he did not have much' 
love for his theory, or else a great love for· 
his five dollars, or else he would have given 
more to have seen it closed differently .. 
These people always have great confidence• 
in their arguments to'_.sustain their Sabbath 
question. Rev. Hill started out with more 
confidence on the third proposition then he· 
bad manifested during the last three even
ings. But he seemed worse su~prised tham 
ever. His same convert said that when they 
started home that night he began to pray 
and continued till about midnight. Then he· 
closed with a loud "Amen," exclaiming that. 
he had "gai,ned the victory." He also stated 
that I was equal to any ten men he had ever 
met before. The Seventh-day people con
soled themselves by saying that I was "too 
much for the old man," and that I "could 
make "white appear black," etc., etc. 

Rev. Hill was the best debater they had 
before the discussion, but he is not the best 
now. 

I held five meetings after the debate, with 
good results, some are near the kingdom. I 
preached once in Valparaiso, in a Christian 
church, then came on to Fairfield. I 
preached six sermons with good liberty, and 
held one business meeting. The following 
officers were chosen and sustained: Bro. C. 
Blodgett president, Bro. Dalton priest, Bro. 
Hopper teacher. Sr. Mock clerk, and Bro. D. 
Jarrad treasurer. I enjoyed myself with the 
saints, and hope to learn of their prosperity 
in the future. 

I came to Norman on the 22d, expecting to 
meet Bro. James Lippencott, priest of the 
Shel ton branch, and bold a series of meetings 
in Daneville. I was met by Bro. Peter Mol
drup and learned that Bro. Lippencott was 
sick and could not come. I preached Satur
day and Sunday evenings at Snowflake and 
rode twenty-fl ve miles Monday to see Bro. 
Lippencott and visit for a few days with the 
saints. I organized this branch one year ago 
last July and ordained Bro. Lippencott over 
two years ago. I am glad he has made as 
good an effort for the advancement of the 
work as his record shows, and hope his zeal 
will never slacken. The few saints that 
composed the organization at first have stood 
nobly to the cause, and now the branch num-
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bers over sixty. They have had their 
trials, and some peculiar combinations have 
been witnessed, which called for wise and 
careful actions; but God has recognized and 
blessed the work, till now it has a full corps 
of officers, and we hope the danger line is 
past. The greater part of this branch passed 
out of my mission with the change of mission 
lines last spring. But the last time I visited 
them was in February, 1897, and at a busi
ness meeting succeeded in settling all diffi
culties that existed in the branch. I was 
thankful they had succeedeii in keeping so 
free from the snares of the Evil One, and that 
Bro. M. Sterley, whom I had ordained a 
teacher, had also magnified his calling. 

Out of the debate at Lane's schoolhouse 
grew an agreement between Rev. Hill and 
myself to debate the same propositions in 
March at College View, Nebraska. 

This mission is in a healthy condition and 
prosperin;; as much as could be expected un
der the circumstances. I go to Fairfield the 
28th, then work my way east. Bro. H. W. 
Bellville is holding meetings at Hebron and 
was married on the 20th inst., so we see cupid 
is throwing his arrows with amazing ac
curacy of late. Who will be next. 

Your brother in Christ, 
W. E. PEAK. 

MALAD CITY, Idaho, Jan. 28. 
Editors Herald:-My letter published in 

the Herald for December 22, 1897, came un
der the observation of one of the Utah eld
ers, on a mission in Kansas, by the name of 
C. W. Goodliefe, and he calls it a thing of 
importirnce, and feels at once, in duty bound, 
to "refute" it. Now if he did that I fail to 
see where the refutation comes in. He 
transcribed the letter nearly in full and sent 
it with his comments to the "Brigham City 
Bugler" for publication, a Brighamite sheet, 
I presume. The letter and comments, have 
found their way to the Bishop and other 
officers of this little city; and have worked 
up considerable excitement. 
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I fail. Second, The Josepbites should go out 
into the world, and not labor with the great 
Mormon people of Utah and Idaho. The rea
son, we call sinn'3rs to repentance. Third, 
Some Josephites have told him that we Jo
sephite elders are a very lazy lot. Wonderful! 
Fourth, How is it that the Josephites were 
so long completing the organization? An
swer, We were waiting the time of the Lord. 
Now that is all. Wonderful refutation on 
the contents of the lettter. This gentleman 
stands a fair chance to become an "oracle." 

And now, Mr. Goodliefe, before I part with 
you· permit: me to inform you that I am a 
Kansas man myself; have had my home in 
the State for•,the, last twenty-eight years, 
aud am coming down that way pretty soon; 
well, about the:last of February; and I do 
hereby challenge you to a public discussion 
of all the points of difference between the 
Utah Church and the Reorganized Church; 
and if there is any "screw" loose, you may 
stand some chance for a victory; but if not, 
some of the people in Malad think that your 
chances will be slim. I have carried the 
"grip" for a few years. Propositions to be 
submitted for the approval of both sides. 

You will please address at Netawaka, Jack
son County, Kansas, care of Box 54. 

Very earnestly for truth and right, 
J. T. DAVIS. 

P. S.-Mr. C. W. Goodliefe, please send 
this to the Brigham City Bugler when you 
get it. J. T. D. 

DECKER, Ind., Jan. 30. 
Editors Herald:~Your columns of the 26th 

inst. come to us with sad news indeed, as it 
tells us of the death of Elder V. D. Baggerly. 
As I was with him in his last ministerial· 
labors, I fed'constrained to write. 

I accompanied him from the Southern Illi
nois reunion to Springerton, and from there 
to Bro. Ben Wadkins', six miles south of 
Carmi, Illinois, where he baptized three. 
We then went to Tunnel Hill, where he ad
ministered the ordinance of baptism to one 
more. We left Tunnel Hill November 27, 
stopping at Eldorado. We went by wagon to 
Bro. B. Faulkner's. The Baptists were hold
ing meetings in the schoolhouse, so on Mon
day, the 29th, we went to Parrish and labored 
until December 7, then on near to Rural Hill, 
where we held meetings at the Odell school
house until December 14. 

On Tuesday, December 14, Bro. Baggerly 
preached his last sermon, his subject being 
the prophetic mission of Joseph Smith, and 
at his request we ~ang hymn 760 in the Saints' 
Harp. 

On ijhe 15th Bro. F. M. Davis conveyed 
us to Bro. George Taylor's, near Thackery, 
Illinois, where we remained over night. No 
place to preach could be secured, therefore 
on Thursday morning Bro. Baggerly started 
for home. We accompanied him to the depot 
and there took the parting hand of one we 
loved. 

The news of his departure was to us as a 
"I thunder peal from a clear sky. He was an 

find; first, a screw loose somewhere," says earnest, zealous, yet careful defender of the 
lie, "and everybody can see where is it;" but cause of truth as revealed to Joseph the Seer. 

I was seen about it, and here allow 
me to give my answer to them and Mr 
G. that my letter is a plain statement of 
facts in my own experience, as well as my 
cola borers, since the ad vent of the Reorgan
ized Church in Utah, and I have nothing to 
retract. The only way out is for you to re
pent and reform. Of course there are some 
honorable exceptions, and those that have 
done better will know without my giving 
their names, etc. And now if you are right, 
as you insist, and that God is with you, and 
of course against us, what is to prevent you 
to throw open your churches to us, for the 
first time, and permit us to go the round of 
your settlements to fill open pulpits? Are 
your afraid of us under such favorable condi
tions to you? It would be kind of nice to 
carry the impress to the outside that you are 
very liberal and good here; but you are not. 
I hope you will get better, and "do unto 
others as you would have others to do unto 
you." 

Now for the comments of Goodliefe: 

89 

Bro. Baggerly's bereaved family has our 
deepest sympathy. 

After the holidays, which we spent with 
our sisters at Oatsville, we came to this 
place. We have held several meetings here 
since we came. The sanctified (?) people 
have been and are still holding forth in this 
vicinity. Their preacher (a woman) was out 
to our meeting on Sunday. We are now at 
Bro. H. H. Rose's. The waters are high and 
we are surrounded. We will go from here to 
Tennyson, Indiana, as soon as the waters go 
down. May the Lord prosper Zion's cause. 

Yours in bonds, 
CHARLES BARMORE. 

WEBB CI'.rY, Mo., Feb. 2. 
Editors Herald:-! am in the field at work. 

After making a trip through Southern Illi
nois this winter, I called in St. Louis and 
preached twice on Sunday, Deaember 26. 
Fo'und Bro. Bond and the local brethren 
there, alive to the interests of the church. 
Bro. Wil.liam Anderson, of Lamoni, Iowa, 
was there, and I had the pleasure of his com
pany to Independence; be going home by the 
way of KansaB City. 

January 8, I attended the Clinton district 
conference at Rich Hill, Missouri. It was 
ably presided over by our wide-awake brother, 
D. C. White. Missionaries Alfred White, 
F. C. Keck and F. L. Sawley were there, and 
quite a number of the local officials of that 
district. Business was done promptly and 
quietly, and a good feeling prevailed. Bro. 
F. C. Keck I find is highly esteemed among 
the saints as a preacher and a good man; but 
many of them, as well as the writer, think 
he speaks too fast, much of his work is lost, 
because of the audience failing to keep up 
with the speaker. In the saints' meeting on 
Sunday &fternoon there was a little ruffie in 
the meeting because of a boisterous spirit 
manifesting itself. In this great care should 
be taken; sometimes saints work themselves 
up, and speak very loud, and sometimes 
harshly, mistaking their own feelings for the 
Spirit of God, and in this way do harm; 
and som·etimes false spirits get in and 
deceive them. This is productive of 
serious results. Confidence in the gifts 
is destroyed, as well as in the individual; 
and anything claiming to be from God 
is looked upon with suspicion. This de
stroys confidence and brings distrust and 
division into the church; hence the great 
need of wise men to preside in and watch 
over the churches. 

From Rich Hill I went to Lebeck, Missouri, 
and preached seven times in that branch, 
and left them feeling better because of my 
efforts tl!iere; and they gave me a pressing 
invitation to come again. Since leaving 
Lebeck, I learn that the agent there is gath
ering in quite a bit of tithing. That is right, 
let the good work go on. I preached two 
nights at Eldorado Springs to large atten
tive audiences. I think a good work could be 
done there if a proper effort was made. In 
the Veve branch I preached four times; the 
weather being bad most of the time, the at
tendance was not as good as could be desired; 
but some were encouraged, and expressed a 
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determination to do something in a substan
tial way. 

Two nights I spoke in Walker to the larg
est audience, they said, that had been to 
their hall in a long· time. I stayed three 
nights in Nevada, spoke each night; one 
night giving a lecture on temperance. The 
few saints at Nevada, procured the R. R. T. 
U. Hall for me to speak in, and expressed 
themselves as believing it would do good. I 
trust my effort in the Clinton district will 
result in some good to the saints individually, 
as well as good to the church. 

My work in Webb City closes for the pres
ent to-night and I begin at Blendsville to
morrow night and will continue over Sunday; 
then to Weir City, Kansas, Pleasant View 
branch, Sherwin Junction, and Angola; then 
to Maysville, Arkansas; anc that I believe is 
about all the organized branches of the 
Spring River district. Bro. 0. P. Suther
land presides over this district and seems,. to 
have the full confidence and good will of the 
people so far as I have heard expressed, and his 
house seems to be a home for i.11 that will 
come, bis good wife toiling patiently to make 
it comfortable and pleasant for everybody. 
Indeed, it seemed to me· they were imposed 
upon, but God will not forget the good they 
are doing. 

Trusting that GoJ may be with me in my 
efforts for good, and praying that he may 
abundantly bless all his people in their efforts 
to do good, I am still in the conflict. 

G. H. HILLIARD. 

MOUNTAIN GROVE, Mo., Feb. 1. 
Editors Herald:-I am now making my 

home at Mountain Grove with Bro. and Sr. 
Schofield. Until recently I have made my 
home with Bro. Joseph Ward, of Pomona, 
but as he haa moved to Oregon County I 
thought best to come to this place. Here I 
am kindly cared for, and am preaching 
around town. I baptized three precious souls 
into the kingdom of Christ on January 30 at 
Stony Point. At this point there is but little 
opposition to the truth, as the saints are well 
respected. I also held meeting some ten 
miles south of here about two weeks ago, and 
had a very good interest. ·while there I was 
permitted to unite George Stepp and Sr. 
Grace Homer in the holy bonds of matrimony. 
It is hoped that Sr. Grace will be instrumen
tal in leading her husband into the fold of 
Christ. I am to commence a meeting on the 
2d inst. about twelve miles west of this place, 
where the gospel in its fullness has not been 
preached. I hope the saints will pray for 
me that I may properly set forth the truth 
there and elsewhere. Saints, let us not be 
idle, but let us ail watch and pray, that we 
may shun temptation and press steadily on
ward to victory. 

Your brother in Christ, 
C. J. SPURLOCK. 

P. S.-Saints, please note that my address 
is Mountain Grove, Missouri. 

Luminous paint is coming into popular use 
throughout the country on high ways for 
guide boards. 
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Original Articles. 
A BRIEF EXAMINATION OF D. P. KID-

DER'S BOOK. 

A GREAT many books have been pub
lished and sermons preached against 
what the world has pleased to call 
'•Mormonism," but few of those books 
or sermons have been devoted to an 
exposition of the official doctrines of 
the church. The majority, if not all, 
have been largely confinea to an ex
position of that which has been 
imagined to be the belief and practice 
of the saints. 

False stories put in circulation by 
irresponsible parties have been largely 
drawn upon for evidence by those au
thors. This evidence is of such a 
character that no thoughtful person, 
that desires the truth can have any 
confidence in. It seems 'strange to 
see men of culture and ability pre
senting such stuff as proof against 
this •'marvelous work and a wonder;" 
and the only way we can account for it 
is by believing that "the spirit that 
works in the children of disobedience" 
(Eph. 2: 2) is yet at work blinding the 
mind and stifling the judg~ent of 
men without their comprehension of 
it. This "power of darkness" (Col. 
1: 13) so wrought on the people in the 
days of the apostles that every possi· 
ble effort was made to crush the work 
of God as soon as it was introduced. 
The people, religious and non-reli
gious, were collectively and individu
ally interested in opposing it, excepting 
a very few. Paul speaks of this great 
opposition and places the cause not 
with "flesh and blood" altogether, but 
"principalities," "powers," and "the 
rulers of darkness of this world." 
(Eph. 6: 12.) 

While men circulated false reports 
and persecuted the saints, t.hey wer«:) tp 
a great extent instruments in the 
hands of Satan, opposing the work of 
God. As long as they were under in
fluence of this power of darkness they 
could not discern the truth nor see the 
light of God that was clothing the 
children of the righteous. like a man
tle. The poor souls who have been 
so long accustomed to grope in semi
darkness can hardly be expected to 
know much of the "ways of the Lord." 
No wonder so many of us when ''called 
out of darkness into his marvelous 
light" (1 Peter 2: 9) imagined that the 

way was so plain, the truths so clearly 
presented, that we could convert all 
our associates. Some of us have 
learned by experience that our con
clusions were hasty. It seems that 
some ray of spiritual light must shine 
on our minds to guide us to the 
"straight and narrow way," and we 
should al ways feel thankful to God 
for such light; and our love and sym
pathy should go out for our fellow 
men who have not thus been guided. 
The Lord has prepared the way by 
which this light can be received, and 
that is the reason we pray for God to 
bless the congregation when we open 
our meetings. How futile are our ef
forts to show men the way without 
the Spirit's aid. When Jesus was on 
the cross he prayed, '•Father forgive 
them, they know not what they do." 
They knew it was not just to treat a 
man thus; but they did not know or 
understand the power that was thus 
moving them. Being in "darkness" 
they could not or did not discern the 
spiritual powers that move among the 
people to lead them to destruction. 
We are responsible, certainly, for per
mitting this power to control us, for 
we become accessories to the crimes 
thus committed, and Satan will be also 
held responsible, as is shown by the 
following:-

And among all the workmanship of my 
hand there has not been so great wickedness 
as among your brethren; but, behold, their 
sins shall be upon the heads of their fathers. 
Satan shall be their father, and misery shall 
be their doom.-D. C. 36: 7. 

We "become servants of him whom 
we list to obey,'' and as a servant is 
under the control of the master to a 
certain extent, so we are under the 
control of Satan if we choose to obey 
him, and the more we obey him the 
stronger his influence is over us, till 
we may be completely controlled 
by him as the man who "dwelt among 
the tombs." Jesus came to break the 
chains of darkness that have wrapped 
the children of men, as the result of 
iniquity, and make it possible for us 
all to become free again. The poor 
negroes who were held in servitude 
for years were very anxious, and 
longed for the time to come when they 
would be made f.ree. One reason why 
they desired it was they could under· 
stand the advantages of being free by 
seeing others in that condition. We 
do not understand the advantages of 
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being free from Satan till we have on which this argument rested was 
been brought into connection, or as- denied by the religious people, who 
sociated with those who are. Then is said he cast out devils; but by Beelze
when our light shines like a city on a bub the prince of devils. John 7: 20 
hill, and the poor captive sees what informs us that the people claimed he 
there is in a righteous life. Then is was inspired by the devil, and said, 
when the saying of Christ- "thou hast a devil" instead of "the 

If ye continue in my word, then ye are my Spirit of God." Thus again the prem
. disciples indeed, and ye shall know the ises of which the work rested was de
truth, and the truth shall make you free.- nied, and so it was all along the line of 
John 8: 32. h · · b" h is mm1sterial work, from his irt to 
strikes with a force that is never for-

his resurrection. 
gotten. Do we realize all that is 
meant in this verse ? 

This power that robbed man of his 
freedom has al ways pursued the same 
methods in opposing the work of God, 
and it is somewhat interesting to no
tice the similarity of his work in the 
past and present. A few days ago 
Bro. M. H. Forscutt presented me 
Kidder's "Mormonism and the Mor
mons," and perhaps a few statements 
made and positions occupied by the 
author will be of use · by affording 
food for thought. 

As long as he condemns the saints 
and their work, without presenting 
any evidence for his condemnation, 
one is left to imagine that he has some 
reasons for his statements; but when 
he begins to present them, one is al
most amazed at his audacity. On 
page 16 he presents the following as 
proof against the Book of Mormon:-

A strong presumption in favor of the truth 
of Scripture history arises from the fact that 
when it was published to the world no part 
of it was contradicted. Although numbers 
refused their assent to the doctrines of Chris
tianity, and were interested to oppose thew, 
yet there hi.as come down to us no contempo
raneous denial of its premises; no exposition ot 
the deceptions on which it was based, if such 
existed. 

On pages 20 and 21 we have the tes
timony of seventy-five witnesses to 
prove that Joseph Smith was "desti
tute of moral character,'' "addicted to 
vicious habits," and Martin Harris 
was "very visionary,'' etc., and that 
not "a single person in this vicinity 
that puts the least confidence in their 
pretended revelations." 

We have no disposition to say that 
they had confidence in the revelations, 
but that does not prove them un
worthy of confidence. In fact it 
proves them unable to tell what to 
have confidence in. We listened to 
one Mr. Kirby once lecture on Mor
monism, and be gave us to understand 
that be had no confidence in Joseph's 
revelations also, and then related his 
experience in going to Utah. They 
left the boat near Independence, Mis
souri, and camped on the prairie that 
is now covered by a portion of Kansas 
City. He told us he could have jotted 
the land where the Union Depot now 
stands for $1.25 per acre. But no, he 
had no confidence in Joseph's revela
tions which told the saints to buy this 
very land for "an everlasting in
heritance." (Doc. and Cov. 57: 1.) 
But he could believe a falsehood and 
follow it thousands of miles. I told 

9i 

·now; but those would-be wise who 
had no "confidence" in it, refused to 
do that which was "wisdom" to be 
done. It is a manifestation of poor 
judgment of their part. Many reve
lations can be cited which as clearly 
presents the truthfulness of their con
tents . 

Then comes the testimony of sev
eral witnesses to prove the Book of 
Mormon a fraud. While he does not 
lack for a sufficient number of wit
nesses, yet he finds himself in a simi
lar condition as the Pharisees were 
when they 

Sought for witnesses against Jesus to put 
him to death, and found none. For many 
bore false witness against him, but their wit
ness agreed not together.-Mark 14: 56. 

Peter Ingersoll is first introduced. 
He tells us that Joseph told him that 
As I was passing yesterday, across the 
woods, after a rain, I found in a hollow some 
white sand .... I took off my frock, a.nd 
tied up several quarts and went home. On 
entering tlie house I found the family at the 
table eating dinner. They were all anxious to 
know the contents of my frock .... So I 
very gravely told them it was the Golden 
Bible. To my surprise they were credulous 
enough to believe it, etc. Then he goes to 
Willard Chase to get a box made to put it in; 
but as Chase would not make it, he made a 
box of clap-boards. 

This shows that Joseph brought the 
plates, or what he made the family 
believe were the plates, home the 
same day that be thought of such a 
thing. This contradicts bis other wit
nesses and all the history of the 
church. 2. He wanted Willard Chase 
to make him a box to put it in after 
he brought it home in bis frock. 

Now let us hear his next witness. 
Willard Chase:--

Then he proceeds to show that no 
such claims can be made for the Book 

In the fore part of September (I believe), 
1827, the prophet requested me to make him 
a chest, informi;g me that he designed to 

him be could now see where he had move back to Pennsylvania, and expecting 
of Mormon, as two books have been missed it in a financial way by not soon to get his gold book. 

published against its claims. This going according to the revelations One says he had it and went to get 
argument falls to the ground when we given through Joseph, and in eternity the box to put it in; the other says be 
read in the New Testament that the he would see where he had missed it expected to get it after awhile. 
premises on which the basis of Chris- in a spiritual way. Let men testify Mr. P. Ingersoll says it was sand 
tianity was denied, as well as the ba- by the thousands that they have "no Joseph had in his clap-board box 
sis of the Book of Mormon, shows us confidence in their revelations,'' there which he "allowed people to lift," etc., 
that the author cannot be trusted is no denying but what the one I have while Willard Chase says, "for in less 
even in his representation of the Bible, cited is worthy of belief. To be told than two years twelve men said they 
when he says "there has come down that it was "wisdom" to buy all the bad seen it" (gold book): 
to us no contemporaneous denial of its land from Independence to Kansas After the author had waded through 
premises." (See Matt. 12: 22-30.) City in 1830, which then could have the evidences presented by the wit· 

Christ performed a wonderful mira- been purchased for only a trifle, but nesses, he remarks: 1. "That these 
cle by the Spirit of God, which was now a great portion of it is covered men may have seen plates is very 
proof that the "kingdom of God is by the metropolis of the west, was j possible" (p. 52), which shows that he 
come unto you;" but the very premises , worthy of belief, as we can all see himself has no confidence in his own· 

I I 
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witnesses. But seemingly he is like 
another, "Anything, just so it is 
against the Mormons." We are next 
presented a long list of testimonies 
by his very credible w~tnesses, to 
show without a shadow of a doubt 
that Rev. Solomon Spalding wrote 
the Book of Mormon. It is not ex
actly clear how the manuscript fell 
into his hands; but as Sidney Rigdon 
once lived in Pittsburg, and S. Spal
ding was there at one time, he must 
have gotten it and remodeled it to suit 
his fancy, so he could start a new sect. 
Then why or how came he to give it 
to Joseph Smith, an obscure boy, liv
ing hundreds of miles away in the 
northern part of New York, is harder 
to account for than the other. But 
this is all cleared up by the statement 
that Joseph Smith was then digging 
for money "occasionally, who was 
then seventeen years of age, and hence 
was the proper person to introduce 
the fraud to the world." But this 
tissue of lies has been punctured so 
full of holes that there is no need of 
examining it here. Time with its 
unerring shovel bas faithfully removed 
this pile of rubbish that has been 
heaped upon the truth, and now the 
false witnesses stand before the gaze 
of the world in their proper light. 
But it shows how unreliable have 
been the arguments made against this 
work, and what methods men have 
adopted to oppose it. But "surely 
your turning of things upside down 
shall be esteemed as the potter's clay." 

The testimony of the three wit
nesses of the Book of Mormon is 
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when Jesus appeared to them after 
his resurrection. It must be true, or 
else the men willfully testified to a 
falsehood. Then the character of 
these men is attacked, and the same 
kind of evidence is produced to sus· 
tain his position that he deals with all 
along. While these men were of no 
particular note before they gave their 
testimony to the truthfulness of the 
Book of Mormon, yet they lived long 
enough afterwards to show to the 
world their true character. It is 
gratifying to read the account of Mr. 
David Whitmer's conduct that was 
published in the Richmond Democrat 
of January 26, 1888, at the time of his 
death. Just before he stepped to the 
other shore he called his relatives to 
his bedside and said:-

Now you must all be faithful in Christ. I 
want to say to all of you that the Bible, and 
the record of the Nephites (Book of Mormon) 
is true. So you can say that you have heard 
me bear my testimony on my deathbed.
Palmyra to Independence; page 140. 

And also the long list of the names 
of the leading men of Richmond, Mis
souri, where Mr. David Whitmer lived 
for nearly fifty years testifying that 
he was "a man of the highest integrity, 
and of undoubted truth and veracity." 
The conduct of those men has been 

the annals of the history of our na
tion. The outlook from a human 
standpoint was very discouraging 
sure. Yet here is a prophecy that it 
would succeed, and that the church 
would support them. Was it ful
filled? 

Thus, from almost a state of beggary, the 
family of Smiths were immediately well fur
nished with the "fat of the land" by their 
fanatical followers; many of whom were 
wealthy.-Page 76. 

On page 151 we have the testimony 
of W. W. Phelps, as given in court 
against the church in 1838. This man, 
who was so faithful in the early de
velopment of the church, is now 
arrayed against his former associates, 
presents a pitiful scene. He is ex
pelled from the church that he labored 
for years to build, and is now work
ing with the enemies to convict Jo
seph. Surely there is no hope of 
that man ever again reuniting with 
those he is now opposing. But let us 
see. On page 317, is a letter pub· 
lished, that was written by this same 
W. W. Phelps, dated June 29, 1840, 
from which we extract the follow
ing:-

I bless the God of Israel when I lately read 
your prophetic blessing on my head, as fol
lows: ''The Lord will chasten him because he 
taketh honor to himself, and when his soul 

such that it positively disproves the is greatly humbled, he will forsake the evil. 
accusation that they would stoop to Then shall the light of the Lord break upon 
such a fraud. Their life record shows him, as at noonday, and in him shall be no 
that they were men of intellect, too darknesg," etc. I have seen the folly of my 
smart to be deceived by any cunning way, and I tremble at the gulf I have passed . 

. . . Says I, I will repent and live, and ask craftiness of man. They may be called 
my old brethren to forgive me; and though 

dupes and other unsavory epithets, they chasten me to death, yet I will die with 
but their works show they were brainy them, for their God is my God, etc. 

men. The author presented this letter to 
criticised and considered unworthy of h h t l th d 1 · h ld On page 63 he presents the revela- s ow ow s rong y e e us10n e 
belief, for, h · f M · b · tion given to Emma Smith, July, 1830, t e votaries o ormomsm; ut it 
If they understood not the contents, how h h h 
could they know that there had been any and comments on the statement that goes farther t an t at, and shows t e 
translation at all, not to say a correct or "his wife was not to work, but to be prophetic calling of Joseph Smith. 
divinely assisted one?-P. 52. supported from the church." There His prediction concerning W. W. 

By reading the testimony of these is no such a statement in the revela- Phelps was literally fulfilled. He had 
men we learn that "an angel of God tion. This is only one misstatement sinned, but Judas like, had hardly 
came down from heaven, and he that we will notice, although a num- considered the extent of the crime till 
brought and laid before our eyes, that ber are found. The part of the reve- it was committed. He then repents 
we beheld and saw the plates and the lation referred too, reads thus:- and begs his brethren to receive him 
engravings thereon; and we know And thou needest not fear, for thy husband back among them as a brother again. 
that it is by the grace of God the shall support thee in the church; for unto In the summer of 1831, the year 
Father and our Lord Jesus Christ them is his calling.-D. C. 24: 2. after the church was organized, we 
that we beheld and bare record that This is prophetic, and here is an find the saints settling in Jackson 
these things are true." The testi- opportunity to test Joseph's prophetic County, Missouri. Such activity and 
mony is of such a character that it is claims. There were only fifty or rapid movements were never known 
not possible for them to be mistaken, sixty members in the church at this to a church before in our history. 
no more so than it was for Zacharias time, and it had been organized about Arrangements were made to plant a 
when the angel informed him that he J three months. It was being opposed colony in this new country, where the 
should have a son, or the apostles : in the most unprecedented manner in' land was cheap and the soil produc· 
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tive. Land was purchased and a site 
dedicated for a temple to be built. 
Several revelations were given, and 
one is published on p. 101, dated Aug
ust 3, 1831, from which I extract the 
following:-

Ye cannot behold with your natural eyes, 
for the present time, the design of your God 
concerning those things which shall follow 
after much tribulation; for after much tribu
lation cometh the blessing. 

This prophecy is well calculated to 
test the claims of Joseph and the work 
he was engaged in. There was noth
ing of a worldly character to indicate 
that those peace-loving, industrious 
citizens would be called on to pass 
through ":::nuch tribulation," and that 
the blessings were not to be enjoyed 
by the church till "after much tribu
lation" had been passed through. But 
see how literally history shows that 
this prophecy has been fulfilled. 

On page 105 we find:-
The feelings of the people became greatly 

exasperated, in consequence of many false
hoods and evil reports that were in constant 
circulation against the church. 

While it has been reported by the 
enemies of the church that the mem
bers were vile and vicious, we see by 
Mr. Kidder's own testimony how 
those reports were started. The peo
ple became so enraged as a result of 
tbe falsehoods, that on July 20, 1833, 
a mob assembled and 
demolished the printing office, and tarred 
and feathered the bishop and two or three 
others, and appointed the 23d to meet again 
and carry on the work of destruction. The 
day arrived, and the people met, several hun
dred, and plainly manifested a full determi
nation to carry on the work of destruction. 
Some four <'r five of the leading Mormons 
offered their lives if they would spare the 
church, but they answered, "No; every man 
should answer for his own life, or leave the 
country." Here let me remark, that up to 
this time the Mormons had not so much as 
lifted a finger, even in their own defense, so 
tenacious were they for the precept of the 
gospel-turn the other cheek.-Page 106. 

Can anyone read this out of a book 
written by an enemy to the saints, 
believing that they were such deluded, 
vicious fanatics that so many have 
been led to believe they were? 

The citizens would collect together, and by 
night commit depredations on Mormons, by 
pulling down their houses, and whipping the 
men, etc., until about the fourth of Novem
ber, 1833, a conflict took place, in which three 
or four persons were killed and others 
wounded. 

In a few weeks the saints were all 
driven from their homes, in, the win· 
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ter, into the adjoining countieEJ, and 1 work of expelling the saints as the 
the writer states:- following shows:-

During all these difficulties the Mormons 
we-:e accused of many crimes. This, of 
course, was necessary for an excuse; but the 
people of Jackson County well knew that up 
to that time the Mormons had rwt been guilty 
of crime, nor done anything whereby they 
could criminate them by law. 

The majority of the saints settled 
in Clay County, and in a few years 
A portion of the people there also began to 
grow uneasy lest they should be overrun 
with the new sect. Without any sufficient 
provocation, these persons continued to stir 
up excitement, and the Mormons began to 
prepare for self-defense. At leng·th the 
more rational part of the citizens saw that 
bloodshed would follow unless something was 
done. They accordingly appointed a com
mittee, who called upon the Mormons to 
meet them in conference. This was done, 
and the latter agreed to leave the county, 
the cummittee assisting them to procure a 
new place of residence.-Page 130. 

They went into Caldwell County. 
We raise our hands in horror when 
we read of Christians being murdered 
in Armenia, but history shows that 
the saints were treated in a similar 
manner in Missouri. Could they have 
been asked legally to leave their 
homes and migrate into a new 
county simply because a few citizens 
were afraid they would become the 
most numerous church in the county. 
Yet for peace' sake they comply with 
this unjust demand. This only post
poned the conflict. The bloodhounds 
in human form .were on their track 
and did not intend to stop till they 
obtained every cent of property that 
was possible to wrest from the saints. 
Grave stories were circulated about 
the saints, so that the "citizens of 
Carroll County held meetings, and 
resolved to drive the Mormons from 
the county." (Page 136.) Joseph 
was represented as being a terrible 
cha_racter, and among other things 
that he had taught, I extract the fol
lowing:--

But in order to get protection and favor 
from God, they must become one, and be 
perfectly united in all things; cleanse them
selves from every kind of pollution, and keep 
the whole law of God.-Page 132. 

From this his wicked designs could 
be plainly seen, and it was time to 
stop them. He intended to overrun 
the country and force all to submit to. 
him and similar reports were circu
lated. The militia, composed almost 
entirely of the mobocrats, be~an their 

Shortly after tl:>is a bloody scene ensued at 
a place called Haun's Mill, in which two or 
three companies of militia are represented to 
have attacked, without provocation, a house 
in which a number of Mormons,-men, women, 
and children,-were assembled for shelter, of 
whom twenty or thirty were killed.-Page 
140. 

Then comes the order from Gover
nor L. W. Boggs to drive the saints 
from the State or exterminate them:-

Several thousand men were soon under way 
to execute these orders. But happily, be
fore any general attack occurred, proposals 
of peace were made by the officers in com
mand, and accepted by the Mormo:is. Their 
fighting men to the number of five hundred, 
were to surrender themselves as prisoners. 
They were also required to sign a deed of 
trust, conveying all their property to five 
commissioners, who were to hold it in trust 
for the nse of the creditors of the church, 
and to pay the damages and expenses of the 
war. · The surplus, in case anything re
mained, was to refunded. 

This act leaves a blot on the face of 
Missouri's history that has never 
been removed. As a result of such 
treatment, we read that 
They had been stripped of their prop
erty, and deprived of most of the conven
iences of traveling. The season was the 
most inclement of the year. Several women 
and children perished in their dreary flight, 
too feeble to sustain such cruel exposure.
Page 155. 

Why was all this cruel abuse? Was 
it because they were too degraded to 
live among decent people? Let us 
see the conclusion of this author that 
tries to justify everything that was 
done against the saints, that he can. 

We have no respect whatever for the pre
tended fears of the Missourians, lest the 
Mormons should rise up and destroy them. 
... The idea that they could accomplish 
such a design was preposterous, and deserved 
no place in the mind of a sober man. This 
pretended alarm, however, was a capital pre
text for the many who wished to turn the 
tables upon the poor Mormons, and to get to 
themselves, by dint of club law, or of mob 
law, the possession of lands paid for and cul
tivated by others.-Page 156. 

This man who is exposing Mormon
ism, after scraping everything to
gether against the saints that can be 
found, is compelled to admit that the 
reason the saints were driven from 
Missouri was to enable these land 
pirates to get possession of lands 
owned by the saints. These blood
thirsty robbers who were in no re
spect better than the Jam es gang, were 
willing to kill and drive feeble women 
and c4ildren out Jn tbe_cold~ winter's 
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blast to perish, could easily enough I February 24 a,nd 25, at Dow City, Iowa. The 
tell all manner of falsehoods to justify General Superintendent, T. A. Hougas, has 
th · · d d St th t h promised to be present to assist in the work. 

eir ee s. . range a· sue men We invite all interested to be present. 
as Rev. Mr. Kidder would pay any at- WM. McKIM, Dist. Supt. 
tention to the testimonies of such 
characters. But the work started 
then still lives, "and the blood of the 
saints" continues to cry unto the Lord 
from Missouri's plains. The Lord 

Convention of the Northeastern Illinois 
association will convene in Custer Post Hall, 
85 South Sangamon Street, Chicago, Friday, 
February 25, at three p. m. It is hoped the 
schools of the district will send reports. 

said in 1831, "Let no man break the Entertainment in the evening. 

laws of the land;" and he has told us 
that after many days all things shall 
be accomplished. We are just getting 
through the ''much tribulation," and 
can well expect the sunshine of peace 
and prosperity to light our paths as it 
never has in the past. We might well 
sing, "How firm a foundation ye saints 
of the Lord." 

W. VICKERY, Supt. 

GENERAL CONVENTION. 
The Annual Convention of the General Sun

day School Association will convene at In
dependence, Missouri, at ten a. m., Monday, 
April 4, 1898. 'I'here are, aside from the 
routine business, matters of interest bearing 
upon the general welfare and the advance 
work of the association which demands the 
attention of all earnest, competent, Sunday 

The work, like Daniel's stone, shall school workers. We trust all district Sunday 
increase until it fills the "whole school associations will endeavor to send full 
earth." W. E. PEAK. delegations and as far as practicable of active 

8undau 8Ghool 1lssoGia1ions. 
SUNDAY SCHOOL SECRETARIES, PLEASE 

NOTICE. 

Sunday school workers. 
The program which will be published later 

will provide for work closing with the even
ing session Tuesday. Come, one and all. 
Don the mantle of brotherly love and-charity 
and the Spirit of peace and come to help 
make the work of the convention what you 

As the time for the Annual Convention of will ever be pleased to have it be. 
the General Association draws near, it is Your colaborer in Christ, 
necessary to begin preparations for closing T. A. HOUGAS, 
up the year's work and making proper re- 2t. Supt. Gen. s. s. Ass'n. 
port of same:-

School secretaries, please see that you 
have your report in full sent to the district 
convention held prior to the association 
meeting in April. 

District secretaries, please assist local 
secretaries to see that this is done, and as 
soon as practicable after the convention, 
make out your report from the data fur
nished by the local schools, and send the 
same to me; also furnish a list of delegates 
selected to represent your district at the 
General Convention. 

On the blank report, please fill in the 
names of each of the newly elected officers of 
your district, for the ensuing year. 

Do not delay your report to me later than 
March 15 at the latest. 

Hoping that you will be able to make out 
a full and complete report and that the same 
will show material advancement for the past 
year, I am Yours truly, 

6 2t w. N. ROBINSON, Sec. 

CONVENTION NOTICES. 
Convention of Spring River district asso

ciation will convene at Webb City, Missouri, 
March 5, 1898, at 9: 30 a. m. A full repre
sentation is desired, as this convention closes 
the year's work, and election of district 
officers and choosing of delegates to the Gen
eral Convention will occur. 

E. E. GILBERT, Sec. 

Gallands Grove district Sunday school 
meets in convention and for institute work 

MEETING OF THE QUORUM OF TWELVE. 
By consultation and agreement with Pres. 

W. H. Kelley, of the Quorum of Twelve, no
tice is hereby given that the quorum will 
meeting for the consideration of conference 
businern, at Lamoni, Iowa, March 23, 1898. 
Place of convening will be decided by Pres. 
Kelley on his arrival at Lamoni. 

JOSEPH SMITH, 
Of the Presidency. 

W. H. KELLEY, 
Of the Quorum. 

LAMONI, Iowa, Feb. 3, 1898. 

MINISTRY REPORTS. 
At the General Conference of 1897 the fol-

lowing recommendation from the Presiding 
Bishop was adopted. The action dispensed 
with the publication of "ministry reports" 
and provided that all laboring under General 
Conference appointment should report to 
their respective missionaries in charge:-

"The printing and sending out circulars 
known as 'Ministry Reports' has, together 
with the publishing of conference minutes 
for the y0ar, amounted to the sum of $197.12. 
It is a question of whether we can afford to 
pay for this matter each year an amount al
most sufficient to keep an elder in the field 
for a year. If the reports necessary to the 
transaction of the business of the conference 

were made by those in charge of m18s10ns, 
with the provision that in case of any dissat
isfaction on the part of any laborer in the 
field he should have the pd vilege of present
ing his objEJctions to the President of the 
Church or General Conference for considera
tion, it would answer the purpose as com
pletely as does the present, and save the 
expense to the church." 

R. S. SALYARDS, 
Church Secretary. 

LAMONI, Iowa, Feb. 1, 1898. 2t. 

NOTICE OF AMENDMENT TO COLLEGE 
ARTICLES. 

Notice is hereby given that an amendment 
to the articles on which Graceland College 
was established, will be presented at the 
April session of conference, 1898, in sub
stance to the effect of providini; for such 
change in the articles as will permit the do
ing away with the Buard of Directors, or 
such change as will provide for the whole 
business of the College being done by one 
board; the precise form of the amendment to 
be in the hands of the Secretary of Church 
before the close of the first day of the session 
of the conference, April 6, 1898; to the ef
fect that the business of the college may be 
done by one board, such board to be caJJed 
The Board of Trustees of Graceland Collfge. 

JOSEPH SMITH. 
February 3, 1898. 

GENERAL CONFERENCE NOTICE. 
At a special meeting of the Independence 

branch, it was resolved that board be fur
nished 31H visitors coming to attend confer
ence, at the rate of $2.50 per week. 

That Wm. Crick, A. L. Newton, and W. 
N. Robinson be a committee to assign visitors 
to different places for boarding. 

That the visitors be requested to communi
cate to either of these as early as possible, 
th0ir intention of attending the conference, 
and stating preferences in stopping places, if 
any be had. 

That the visitors also be requested to 
register at the church, on arrival, where a 
committee will be in waiting to direct them 
to their assigned places, and to take notice. 

That it is the intention to have the 
electric cars stop in front of the church. 

2t w. N. ROBINSON, Clerk. 

ENROLLMENT IN QUORUMS. 
At the General Conference of 1897 the Sec

retary presented lists of names of elders,, 
pr;iests, teachers, and deacons who had made 
application for enrollment in quorums, and 
was authorized "to enroll in proper numbers, 
and so publish in the Hemld." 

Some of these applications date as far back 
as 188§, and are presented as received from 
the former Secretary. Those received by 
the present Secretary since the General Con
ference of 1896 to the close of the conference 
of 1897-that have not been enrolled in other 
quorums, are also included in the lists below. 

If any of those named do not now hold the 
offi111es according to which they are enrolled, 
necessary changes will b~ made as errors in 
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the lists are pointed out. Those knowing 
of changes resulting from ordination, death, 
or other causes, will please so notify the Sec
retary. 

It ls understood that the brethren enrolled 
may complete the organization of their quo
rums at any General Conference, by making 
choice of officers and so reporting. 

(The Sixth Quorum of Elders, the Fifth 
Quorum of Priests, the Third Quorum of 
Teachers, and Third Quorum of Deacons 
were organized in the Society Islands' mis
sion some years ago, by arrangement with 
the Presidency and the authorities then in 
charge of the Islands; hence the present 
quorum numbers.) 

SEVENTH QUORUM OF ELDERS. 

1. Andes, S. C. 
2. Bates, Elihu. 
3. Enge, Nels C. 
4. Ford, John T. 
5. Good win, W. A. 
6. Graham, F. C. 
7. Porter, James D. 
8. Ray, William N. 
9. Reed, Sirenus. 

10. Smith, Simon. 
11. Tibbets, John H. 
12. Turnbow, Benjamin R. 
13, Wyatt, Samuel. 

SIXTH QUORUM OF PRIESTS. 

1. Bailey, Isaac. 
2. Benson, James P. 
3. Berve, Amos. 
4. Biggs, Joseph. 
5. Brannan, John P. 
6. Campbell, Richard B. 
7. Carstensen, Laurence. 
8. Coiner, John. 
9. Goldsberry, Charle8 B: 

10. Granger, Francis. 
11. Hansen, Paul. 
12. Hilton, J. F. 
13. John, W. L. 
14. Leitch, Thomas. 
15. Lundstedt, Peter G. 
16. McDonald, F. M. 
17. McHarness, Edward. 
18. McLeod, W.W. 
19. Maitland, William T. 
20. Mussell, Frederick T. 
21. Parker, Reuben S. 
22. Peat, James. 
22. Reed, Jesse L. 
24. Schmidt, David H. 
25. Scott, John T. 
26. Shaw, Daniel T. 
27. True, Isaac. 
28. Walling, W. H. 
29. Walters, Wilson W. 
30. Weidman, A. E. 
31. Williamson, James. 

FOURTH QUORUM OF TEACHERS. 

1. Ames, John N. 
2. Bedwell, Joseph F. 
3. Betts, Joseph E. 
4. Blackmore, James H. 
5. Boston, Harry. 
6. Butler, John. 
7. Butterworth, J. L. 
8. Curry, Ebenezer. 
9. Davis, Thomas W. 

10. Dempsey, Arthur. 
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11. Ferrell, Thomas K. 
12. Fetter, William C, 
13. Hardey, William A. 
14. Hartnell, William. 
15. Hooper, John M. 
16. Johnson, Eugene A. 
17. Kemp, James A. 
18. Kepley, H. H. 
19. Lambkin, Edwin. 
20. La Rue, William E. 
21. Madiso'n, Adolph E. 
22. McKee, William. 
23. McKenna, James F. 
24. Mills, James M. 

FIFTH QUORUM OF TEACHERS. 

1. Monroe, Christopher L. 
2. Monroe, Elmer B. 
3. Phillips, Arthur B. 
4. Richardson, Jam es. 
5. Scott, J eptha. ' 
6. Shearer, George H. 
7. Shumate, Frederick B. 
8. Sinclair, W. A. 
9. Sutton, John W. 

10. Tarzwell, David. 
11. Thompson, John. 

FOURTH QUORUM OF DEACONS. 

1. Burns, James W. 
2. Ebert, E. H. 
3. Epperley, John C. 
4. Frost, William F. 
5. Heineman, A. G. 
6. McLain, Henry T. 
7. Naab, William. 
8. Nelson, Matthias R. 
9. Renfroe, Benjamin F. 

10. Smith, James H. 
11. Sperry, Larein D. 
12. Thomas, A. M. 

FIFTH QUORUM OF DEACONS. 

1. Torrance, W. B. 
2. Williams, R. D. 
3. Wyatt, Charles H. 

Fragmentary numbers are enrolled for the 
reason that new applications sufficient to 
complete quorums will probably be received. 

·R. S. SALYARDS, 

6-2t Church Secretary. 
LAMONJ, Iowa, Feb. 1, 1898. 

ENROLLMENT IN QUORUMS. 
ELDERS, PRIESTS, TEACHERS, AND DEACONS. 

The law contemplates the organization into 
quorums of all church officers-including 
elders, priests, teachers, and deacons. All 
such not yet enrolled may address applica
tions for enrollment to the Church Secretary, 
who is authorized to present the same to quo
rums, for their action, that vacancies in 
quorums may be filled, and new quorums or
ganized, as found necessary. (See D. C. 104: 
31; 107: 43-46; 118: l; 120: 10; etc.) 
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completed before the busy sessions of confer
ence begin. Please be prompt. 

In bonds, 
R. S. SALYARDS, 

LAMONI, Iowa, Feb. 1, 1898. 
Church Secretary. 

6-2t 

CREDENTIALS OF DELEGATES TO GENERAL 
CONFERENCE. 

District officers are requested to forward 
credentials of delegates appointed to repre
sent their districts in the coming General 
Conference, to the Church Secretary, as soon 
as possible, that a complete roll of delegates 
may be prepared, as proYided for by resolu
tion of General Conference, to facilitate the 
organization and work of that body. Cre
dentials of delegates appointed at fall or 
winter conferences should be forwarded with
out delay, and of those yet to be appointed, 
immediately after appointment. It is desired 
that all credentials be in hand as early in the 
month of March as possible. 

One certificate for each delegation, with 
number of members in district and names of 
its delegates, signed by the president and 
secretary of the district appointing, with 
name of district and place and date of hold
ing of conference, is sufficient. Separate in
dividual credentials are not necessary. 

Branches not in districts are each entitled 
to one delegate and one vote, 

The rules governing "representation" and 
the "restrictions of delegate voting," are as 
follows:-

"Each district shall be entitled to one dele
gate for every twenty-ti ve members of said 
district, and one vote in conference for each 
delegate to which they may be entitled. 
LScattered members in districts, including 
those enrolled on records of disorg,anized 
branches, who are not recorded as members 
of other districts, may be included in the 
enumeration of membership.] 

"The delegates present at conference from 
any one district shall be entitled to cast the 
full vote of the district of which they are 
delegates, unless otherwise instructed by 
their district conference;-

" Provided, that in case of a disagreement 
of views among the memhers of said delega
tion, (the full delegation not being present,) 
they shall be entitled to cast only their indi
vidual votes as said delegates. 

"No one delegate shall be entitled to cast, 
as representative in the same conference, 
more than twenty votes." 

In bonds, 
RICHARD S. SALYARDS, 

Secretary Reorganized Church. 
LAMONI, Iowa, February 1, 1898. 5-2t 

Applications should include full name and RESOLUTIONS OF PITTSBURG BRANCH. 
address; dates of birth and baptism; when, Whereas, Bro. George H. Hulmes has re-
where, and by whom ordained; and statement signed his office as president of our branch, 
of labor done during the year or years past. on account of his intention of leaving these 
Please be particular to include all said items; parts soon, to engage in the more general 
they are necessary for information and work of the church; 
records of quorums enrolling. Therefore, be it resolved, that we do 

The work of enrolling should be completed 1 hereby express our sincere thanks, as a 
and kept up every year; and applications l branch, for the great service he has rendered 
should be forwarded personally, and before us, during the seventeen years, he has been 
General Conference, that all lists may be president of the Pittsburg branch, . 
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We have found him faithful in every way, 
always ready to spend and be spent, in our 
service, always kind and considerate, and 
ready to sympathize with those in trouble, 
and go anywhere and do anything for the 
good of others, and the upbuilding of the 
Church of Christ. We very much regret that 
he must leave us, but we feel that our loss 
will be the gain of those with whom he may 
cast his lot in the future. To all such we 
recommend him as a man of God, and a true, 
faithful, loving brother, and that all the 
church may know that we love him and ap
preciate him. 

Therefore, be it resolved, that a copy of 
this resolution be published in the H~rald, 
and also a copy be spread on the minutes of 
the branch. 

Resolved, that in complying with the wish 
of our beloved president to accept his resig
nation as presiding officer of the Pittsburg 
branch we do so with the greatest reluctance. 
When we consider his past labors so wisely 
and faithfully performed, we feel that as a 
branch and as individuals we have received 
instructions that will have an effect upon us 
for good throughout our entire lives; and be
cause of the example of his life of love toward 
God and man, with humility _and meekness 
characterizing his life as a true servant of 
God, in connection with the testimony of men 
who have had an every day acquaintance 
with his life while engaged in secular pur
suits we feel we have the example before us 
of one who is walking very closely in the 
Master's footsteps, and that a great responsi
bility rests upon us because of the privilege 
we have had of assimilating these life exam
ples and the teaching-a we have received 
through him. 

We are consoled by the thought that many 
others may have the opportunities we have 
had, of the personal influence of his life, ex
hortations and counsel; and that as he leaves 
his work here in Pittsburg, he may enter 
into a larger field of usefulness. 

We assure our brother that our prayers 
will ascend up for him, that our hearts will 
not forget him, and that many of his words 
of counsel will be treasured up in our bosoms 
as coming from a true friend and a true fol
lower of the meek and lowly Jesus, and by a 
rising vote we manifested our appreciation 
of the loss of the shepherd who has so long 
and faithfully cared for the lambs and th6! 
sheep. On behalf of branch, 

THOMAS S. HADFIELD, 
Clerk of Branch. 

PITTSBUBG, Pa., January 12, 1898. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Far West district conference will convene 

with the Stewartsville branch, March 5, 6, 
1898. WM. LEWIS, Pres. 

CHARLES P. FAUL, Sec. 

Spring River district conference will con
vene Friday, March 4, 1898, at 7: 30 p. m., 
with the Webb City branch, in Webb City, 
Missouri. Branch officers will please see 
that reports are properly made out and dele
gates sent, together with a good fat quarterly 
9ollectioq.. !:!ranches that ~r(3 stm behind 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

on the tent fund will please pay up. We 
shall look for a full representation, as at this 
conference district officers will be elected. 
Delegates to the General Conference must 
also be selected. 

J. c. CHRESTENSEN, Sec. 

Quarterly conference of the Northeastern 
Illinois district will convene at eleven o'clock 
Saturday, February 26, at Custer Post hall, 
85 South Sangamon Street. Branch clerks 
are requested to forward their reports as 
early as possible to Elmer E. Johnson, secre
tary, 1972 North Marshfield Avenue. Visit
ors coming to the conference from any of the 
depots, walk to Adams Streets, take car 
marked "Fulton Street," ride to Sangamon 
and Monroe Streets, and walk a few doors 
north. A good attendance is hoped for. 

F; M. COOPER, Pres. 

Quarterly conference of the Little Sioux 
district will convene at Woodbine, Iowa, 
March 5 and 6. A special request is made 
for early and complete branch reports, also 
reports from local ministry. Annual election 
of district officers will be held, and selection 
of delegates made. There are other impor-
tant matters. A. M. FYRANDO, Sec. 

Conference of Fremont, Iowa, district will 
convene at Sh~mandoah, Iowa, Saturday, 
February 26, at ten a. m. Election of oele
gates to General Conference a11d other im
portant business to come before the 
conference. Come one and all, and come in 
time for the Sunday school convention which 

"begins Thursday evening. 
T. A. HOUGAS, Sec. 

RELIGIO CONVENTION NOTICE. 
Convention of the Northeastern Illinois 

district Religio Association will convene at 
one o'clock sharp, on Friday, February 25, at 
85 South Sangamon Street. A cordial invi
tation is extended to every one interested in 
Religio work to attend this convention. It 
is hoped that by exchanging ideas and ex
periences, that the convention will be of 
mutual benefit to every one. A good rep
resentation is looked for from each local in 
the district. Come and help us make this 
convention a success. 

MARIE H. CLARK, Pres. 

NOTICES. 
Erratum: The Clinton district conference 

minutes should have stated that Elder C. F. 
Belkham baptized 3. 

ELLA MILLER, Dist. Clerk. 

The following named brethren have been 
received and enrolled in the fifth quorum of 
elders. They are requested to report their 
labors for the year to the secretary, Elder D, 
W. Wight, Ridgeway, Missouri, or to the 
undersigned: F. B. Blair, William Place, F. 
M. Smith, J. W. Loach, A. Z. Rudd, J. A. 
Blackmore, F. E. Cohrt, L. L. Wight. 

FRANK CRILEY, 
:Pres, of Quorum. 

THIRD QUORUM OF ELDERS. 
The Secretary has now blank licenses and 

reports, for distribution to all the members 
of the quorum who send for the same. We 
will be pleased to have full reports sent to 
the Secretary in time to have the same pre
sented to our annual meetings to be held 
during the convening of General Conference 
in Independence, Missouri, April, 1898. Ad
dress of Secretary, Clarksdale, Missouri. 

JOHN T. KINNAMAN, Pres. 
CHARLES P. FAUL, Sec. 

MARRIED. 
PETERSON-CROSSER.-Bro. M. A. Peter

son, of Omaha, Nebraska, and Sr. Hattie 
Crosser, of Inman, Nebraska, wore married 
at the farm residence of Mr. Charles and Sr. 
Julia Crosser, parents of the bride, January 
26, 189$, Bro. E. Downey officiating. The 
presents were elaborate, useful, and many. 
Forty guests were present, and a social time 
was enjoyed by all. 

MEFFORD-NORTON.-At the home of the 
bride's parents, January 26, 1898, at 7: 30 p.m., 
Bro. Fred Mefford and Sr. Ollie Norton, 
Elder J. A. Donaldson officiating. Many 
relatives and friends were present to witness 
the ceremony, who did full justice to the 
well-loaded table, and many kind wishes 
were expressed for the worthy young couple 
whose two lives are merged into one. May 
they never forget that contentment with 
godliness is great gain. 

JONES-LOVELL.-At Greenville church, 
near Lamoni, ro·wa, on Sunday, January 30, 
1897, Mr. John M. Jones and Sr. Elva, daugh
ter of Bro. and Sr. Alfred Lovell, were 
united in marriage; Elder R. S. Salyards 
officiating. A large gathering of friends 
witnessed the ceremony and extended con
gratulations to the happy couple. 

DIED. 
LEE.-Sr. Zona, daughter of John H. and 

Martha Lee, was born in Douglas County, 
Oregon, December 21, 1876; bles.sed by Elder 
J. C. Clapp in January, 1877; baptized by 
Elder J. C. Foss at Independence, Missouri, 
October 4, 1885. She graduated from the In
dependence high school in class of 1896. 
Died January 29, 1898. Sr. Zona was a young 
lady of rare qualities. She lived a pure life, 
and when her stainless spirit went out it left 
an expression on the mortal remains that in
dicated peace and rest with God and Christ. 
There are deep wounds inflicted on those of 
the family that remain that only God can 
heal. May he pour in the healing balm. 
Funeral sermon at the stone church by Elder 
J.C. Clapp, January 31. 

REYNER.-Irma G. Reyner, born March 
25, 1889, at Lamoni, Iowa; died November 1, 
1~97, at Penver, Missouri. Was baptized 
July 25, 1897, by H. A. Stebbins. Funeral 
service at the Christian church, Denver, 
Missouri, January 30, 1898, conducted by 
Elder H. R. Harder. 

ALLEN.-At Kirtland, Ohio, January 26, 
1898, Sr. Margaret Jane, wife of Bro. B. D. 
Allen. She was born at Washingtonville, 
Ohio. She was twenty-six years of age. 
Funeral sermon by Elder L. W. Powell, as
sisted._by Elder F. C. Smith, 
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Royal makes the food pure, 
wholesome and delicious. 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860 ) 

Published every "\Vednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
$1.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; 
sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., should be addressed to_ 
Frank Criley. Business Manager. Remittances 
should be made by post office or express orders, 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters. 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

BARGAINS IN FLEXIBLE BIBLES. 

ROYAL BAKING powoE• co., NEw YORK. 'I'HE Herald Office has arranged to 

WHAT IS MAN? handle a special line of bargains in 
BY ELDER J. R. LAMBERT. Sunday School Teachers' and Minis-

Man's Nature and Destiny. The Spirit or ters' Bibles, by which strictly first
Soul: Is it immortal? Does it survive the , class editions are offered at greatly 
Death of the Body in a Conscious state? The I 
views of Mortal-Soulists Examined and Re- reduced prices, as follows:-
fu~. In two parts. Second edition. "The Self-Pronouncing Sunday 

The author has closely examined the sub-
ject upon which he has written, both in I School Teachers' Bible," the same as 
study and in oral discussion, with those who I the "Oxford Bible," with "helps, " and 
differ from him in belief concerning the 
nature and destiny of man. Discussed from maps, in good large print, bour
biblical, historical, and scientific standpoints 1. geois type, with marginal references; 
Christ as the true type of man, in life and in 
death; his preexistence, life, and death con- printed on thin paper, flexible binding; 
sidered; the nature of man; the intermediate size otx8i mailed postpaid at $2.00 
st.ate of righteous and wicked; consciousness 
between death and the resurrection; the per copy net. 
second de~th or ~gture punishment; an~ the I "The Comprehensive Teachers' 
finaJ..consc10us exlStence of all after the JUdg-1 . ,, . . 
ment; are leading features of the chapters of Bible ~the Bagster B1ble~w1th new 
the volume. "- and revised helps to Bible study, new In paper covers .................... $ 35 • . 

Cloth ....... _ . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • • . . . . 50 

1

. concordance, and an mdexed Bible 
THE INSTRUCTOR. atlas, new maps, etc. Flexible 

A compendium of the faith and doctrines binding, thin tinted paper, minion 
of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter Day Saints, by Elder G. T. Griffiths. type, size ox8t mailed postpaid at 
Historical and general evidences from emi- $1. 50 net. 
nent theologians past and present are added, 
a valuable feature of the book. 'I These Bibles are marvels of cheap- 1 

Cloth.·.·.· .. -.······· .... ······••· .Iii 75 ness in price but are excellent in 
Library leather .............. •·•··· 1 00 1' l"t f ' k h' · b' d' Flexible binding ..................• 1 50 qua l y o wor mans ip m m mg, 

I etc. They are issued by leading pub-
T HE THREE BOOKS 1 

AT POPULAR PRICES. 

CHEAP AND DURABLE. 

Because of the increasing demand for the 
J:11Bspiired TranshHion in home and 
class study in general and in Sunday school 
work;, also because of the increasing number 
of B·ook of l'/lormon and Book of 
Clovenant classes being formed in various 
branches of the church, and the consequent 
growing demand for the "three books," the 
Herald Office management has decided to 
issue popular low-priced editions of each. 

The books are all well bound and printed 
on good paper, the paper and plates being the 
same as used in higher priced editions. 

They are good and durable, and with ordi
nary care will last the&necessary wear of 
years. They are bound in cloth and sold at the 
low price of 65 cents for ei.ther Book of Mor
mon or Doctrine and Covenants; the Inspired 
Translation at $1. 

Orders solicited. The three standard books l 
of the church are now within the reach of 
all. 

lishing houses and may be relied upon. 
Address orders to Frank Criley, 

Business Manager Herald Office, La
moni, Iowa. 

Furniture From Factory to Fireside. 
Being the only extensive manufacturers of furniture in 

the world selling direct from maker to user, we save our 
customers the enormous expenses and profits of ~he 
jobbers and retailers. Send for catalogue A, showmg 
our full line of Household Furniture, at 20 to 50 per cem 
under retail value. 

Quaker Valley Manufacturing Co., 
319 and 3~1 S. Canal St., Chicago. 

The Quaker Valley Manufacturing Co., 319 and 321 
South Oanal Street, Chicago, sell a full line of high
grade household furniture direct from the factory at 20 to 
50 per cent lower than retail prices, and will send anyone 
a copy of their catalogue free. 

If you contemplate purchasing household furniture, by 
all means send tor the catalogue of the Quake1 Valley 
Manufacturing Co., 319 and 321 South Canal Street, 
Chicago. 

VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE 
SEER. 

Paper covers ....................... $ 10 

8PKmAh PRKMIUM OVVKR. 
Herald and Self= Pronouncing 

Bible. 
THE Herald Office has decided to offer 
its patrons an excellent opportunity 
to secure a useful and valuable pre
mium - the celebrated "Self - Pro
nouncing Sunday School Teachers' 
Bible," the same as the "Oxford 
Bible," with "helps" and "maps," in 
good large print, bourgeois type, with 
marginal references; printed on thin 
paper, flexible binding; size St x ot. 

OUR PRE'.llIIUM BIBLE. 

For one (1) new subscriber to the 
HERALD and $3.25 in cash, we will 
send the HERALD for one year to any 
address and a copy of the Bible to the 
remitter. 

Or, anyone sending us ten (10) new· 
subscribers for the HERALD at $1.50 
each, cash accompanying orders, will 
receive a copy of the Bible. 

This Bible has been purchased by a 
number and has become a favorite 
volume for ministerial and Sunday 
school work. It gives entire satisfac· 
tion. 

We want one thousand new sub
scribers for the HERALD within the 
next ninety days. The church paper 
has been reduced in price and should 
circulate in every home of and be read 
by all Latter Day Saints. 

Here is an excellent opportunity to 
aid the cause and to secure a first 
class help in general work, a service· 
able and up to date Bible. 

We hope to hear from all interested 
at once. 

Does the HERALD circulate among 
all the families of your branch? If 
not, it ought to reach them. Ca,n you 
not help us to place it in the hands of 
all the membership, also among those 
not of the faith? Strangers will read 
it and take it. Try them, and let us 
hear from you. 

Sample copies of the SAINTS' HER· 
ALD free on application. 

Address, 
HERAT ... D PUBLISHING HOUSE, 

~m.oni, Iowa.. 
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GRACELAND COLLEGE. 

For catalogues or further information, 

Adckess, PROF. J. T. PENCE, 
Acting President, 

or D. F. LAMBERT, Secretary, 
.UAMON!, low 11 

TOBACCO HABIT CURED, 
~R NO PAY. 

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively 
guarantees three boxes of "Quit .. To-Bac" to perma
nently take away all desire for tobacco, or will 
promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent 
post paid anywhere for $1.50. No bad effects from 
nseofQ,uit-'fo-Bac. Itisagreat nervetonfo. Why 
not try it? It has cured hundreds; why not you? 
Remember, :lll'o Cure, ~o Pay. Address, B.F. 
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois. 

General Conference 
is drawing close at hand, and as nearly 
every member of the church is anxious 
to get the Conference news daily during 
the session, it has been decided to meet 
this want by issuing 

A DAILY EDITION OF 
ZION'S ENSIGN, 

during the Entire Session for the nom
inal price of TWENTY-FIVE CENTS. 
Please do us the favo1· of forwarding 
your orders for the Daily as early as pos
sible, so that everything can be in readi
ness at the opening of Conference and we 
prepared to give you the very best serv
ice possible. 

Address all orders to 
ZION'S ENSIGN, 

BoxB. INDEPENDENCE, MO. 

NOTICE. 
I am buying potatoes and apples, and would 

like to have prices on the same from breth~ 
ren in Michigan. 

Address, L. M. Sollenberger, No. 523 Peffer 
Stre13t, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. 6-2-t 

MINISTRY AND BRANCH CARDS. 
Neat cards for Ministers or Branches, with 

name and address, or place of worship and 
hours of services on face, and Epitome or 
"What we Believe" on reverse side. An ex
cellent aid. Two sizes: 2tx4 inches, price 
75 cents per 250, $2.50 per 1,000. 3x5t inches 
$1.00 per 250, $3.50 per $1,000. Printed in 
other styles, as ordered. 

1.'HE SAINTS' HERALD 

FOR SALE. 
Between this date and February 15, 1898, 

the oldest and best established millinery 
stock and fixtm·es in town. Lo.cation good. 
Rent reasonable. No incumbrance. Good 
trade. MISS C. A. SEELY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

Dated December 29, 1897. 

I WHAT HA VE YOU to exchange as part I 
payment on a well improved 80 acre farm 
two miles from Lamoni? Large build
ings-all painted-orchard. Yearly pay· I 
ments on balance. Give full description I and price of your property in first letter. I D. F. Nicholson. 

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN. 
A house in Lamoni, Iowa, two equares from the bust· 

ness center. It has six roomE1, a bail, and three closets, 
and is conveniently arrangrd for a family of six or more; 
is warm as a winter house, and bas good vcnt:lation for 
summer. Well aI\d cistern at the door, aud upple, 
cheny, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which are 
the corner of a block. Address. 

I. N. W. COOPER. Lamoni, Iowa. 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. 
[NSPIRED TRANSLATION BY JOSEPH SMITH, 

Cloth ...•...•••••.......••••••••••. $1 00 
Sheep or library binding ...•••••••• 1 25 
Imitation morocco, gilt edges •••••• 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges ................ 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

·KING JAMES' TRANSLATION. 
Four sizes of American Bible Society's low

priced editions: With marginal references, 
two sizes, 60 and 80 cents each. Without 

I references, two sizes, 30 and 50 cents each. 
I TEACHERS' BIBLES. 
' Oxford Bibles, Family Bibles, The Revised 

Version, Eyre and Spo~tiswoode's, Thti Self
Pronouncing Combination Bible, The Re
vised and King James' Versions in parallel 
columns, or any version obtainable, will be 
furnished on application. 

BOOK OF MORMON MAPS NOW READY. 
A large map of the Book of Mormon geography, as 

compiled by the committee on Archreology; drawn for 
them and engraved by Bro. G. l!'. Weston, accordmg tothe 
Weston art method; 40x51 inches, designed for the home, 
office, and Sunday school. A durable, strong, and artistic 
map; mounted on cloth, in lasting colors; the surface 
varnished so as to be washed off with damp clotu when 
necessary; with stained and varnished strip at top and 
bottom. 

Sent by express to any address for $2.50, express to be 
paid bv purchaser. 

This map has all the missionary and colonial journey 
lines between the lands Zarahemla, Lehi-Nephi, etc.; 
and the migratory journeys of the Nephites, Jaredites, 
and the people of Zarahemla, from their first landings to 
the Hill Cumorah; also the modern travels of Humboldt, 
Pizarro, and Cortez. It gives the native races of the United 
States, Central America, and Mexico-the Incas, Mayas, 
Aztecs, Indlan tribes, etc. The ancient Peruvian roads are 
indicated as nearly as can be obtained, and an alphabetical 
index in full is to accompany it as soon as published, at 
twenty-five cents, giving references to page, chapter, 
and paragraph in Book Of Mormon and other works; and 
also giving a reference to the number~ and letters on t)le 
margin of the map, so that the various locat,ions can 
readily be found thereon. 

Send money by postal money order to G. F. WESTON, 
Box 553, Buchanan, Berrien County, Michigan. 

FOR SALE OR TRADE. 
A nice home near President Joseph Smith's 

residence; containing seven rooms, three 
closets, pantry, and cellar; well, outbuildings, 
etc.; about two acres of ground, well set to 
fruit and ornamental trees. For further par
ticulars inquire of M., Herald Office, or 
address Box 312, Lamoni, Iowa. 

WHAT WE BELIEVE. 
A small book-pamphlet size-3x4t inches, 

20 pages, with a statement of the faith of the 
church, as given in the Epitome, with slight 
alteration~. 

In paper covers, stapled; price per dozen 
20 cents, 100 $1.25, 1,000 $12. 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an 
invention is probably patentable. Communic~ 
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents. 

Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive 
special notice, without charge, in the 

Sd¢ntHic Jlm~rican. 

L!.\MONI HARDWARE CO. 

THE KEOKUK ROUTE. 

K. & W. and D. M. & K. C. Railways. 
The D. M. & K. C. Ry from Des Moines 

.<, Cainsville has been rebuilt and that por
tion south of Van Wert will be standard 
;;auge on or before November 1, 1897. 

There is no road in Southern Iowa or 
Northern Missouri which has more good 
locations for business men than on the line of 
the Keokuk Route. More stock of all kinds 
has been shipped over this line than any road 
of equal mileage in Iowa or Missouri. (See 
Missouri Surplus Map at our stations.) The 
freight and passenger service is not equalled 
by any road in the state, except the Missouri 
River trunk lines, with each of which we 
have union stations and direct connections. 

Persons seeking farms can find property at 
tempting prices; men seeking business loca-. 
t.ions can :find towns with ample territory and 
~ettlers to warrant good business. Additional 
passenger service will soon be given which. 
will add to the growth of the towns. 

The towns between Des Moines and Cains
Yille are particularly well located fol" 
lmsiness. Look them up. Write to the 
undersigned for additional information. See 
folder for map and lands. 

J. F. ELDER, 
Gen. Pass. Agent. 

A. C. GOODRICH, 
Vice Pres. and Gen. M'n'gr. 

RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE. 
A manual of parliamentary practice for all 

deliberative assemblies of the Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. Rules for 
the government of general and district con
ferences, branch business meetings, and 
other assemblies. Instructions concerning 
general, district, and branch records, the 
holding of elder's courts, etc., cloth bound; 
price 40 cents_ 

TEACHER'S CLASS RECORD. 
Paper, 5 cents each, per doz ....•••• $ 50 
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T'HE AI T HERAL~D. 
OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE REORGANIZED CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER DAY SAINTS. 

Vol. 45. Lamoni, Iowa, February I 6, I 898. No. 7. 

CONTENTS: j Papal or Puritan notion of Bible in- particular books chosen in making up 
EDITORIAL: 

Conference at Kewanee ......... , ..... 971 fallibility and the purely rationalistic tbe Bible, he says the matter was one 
Q.uestions and ~r:swers. · .............. 97 idea that the Bible is altogether wholly of human judgment. "There 
Srngers and Critics, Attention ........ 98 . 
A Striking Contrast! ................. 98 human. There is absolutely no brPak was no fioal test of their canonicity 

MOTHER~' HOME COLUMN: . or barrier between Dean Farra r's except the verifying faculty of the 
Reading for March Meetrngs of Daugh- . . _ . 

ters of Zion ...................... 100 present pos1t10n and that of Goldwm Christian consciousness." As for par-
SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPA.RTMENT: Smith. Having given reason the ticular passages that have the unmis-

Sunday Scbool Institute .............. 101 . . . . 
LET'l'ER DEPARTMEN'l'. ................. 103 rems there is no stoppmg place this takable impress of barbarism on them, 
ORIGI~AL ARTICLJ!'.S: . side of aanosticism. like the story of Jael and Sisera or 

Might Not This Improve the S1tua- "' 
tion? ............................... 108 This fact the orthodox sticklers will the imprecatory psalms, he freely 

CONFERENCE MINUTES: h l ' Pottawattamie ...................... lOS not fail to point out to him with up- t rows t iese aside as having no mark 
Des Moines ........................... 109 braiding, and the ultra-liberals with of God upon them. He says on this 
Eastern Iowa.· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .lo9 chuckling. Thus in any case tbe i point: Northwestern Kansas ................ 109 I 

SUNDAY SCHOOL AssomATIONs: D.ean is assured a lively if not a merry 

1 

•·'rh_e trea,tmer::t which attaches 
Northeastern Kansas ................. 109 t 1 . 
Kewanee .............................. 109 ime. equa imponance,eq ual value, equal va-
PhUadelphia · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .109 And yet Dean Farrar's work, in the lidity, to all the books of the Bible-the 
Sunday School Secretaries, Please 

Notice ............................ 110 clear light of modern thought, is not teaching which represents all their 
MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT: d · f bJ b f t t ' 11 th "t t' Reduced Rates to General Conference.no eservmg o ame, ut o praise. s a emenGs as equa y au on a ive, 

Bishop's Agents' Notices ............. 110 The author,feeling the power and truth and which binds us to accept them 
First Quorum of Priests .............. no of modern scientific criticism, comes to without reference to the ages or cir-
Church Recorder's Notice ............ llO 
Meeting of the Quorum of Twelve .... 110 the hither edge of ort,hodoxism and cumstances in which they originated 
Enrollment in Quorums ............. 110 fairly reaches out his arms across the -is unnatural, dangerous, and false. 
Enrollment, in Quorums ............... 111 A 
Ministry Reports ..................... 111 church pale to the larger thought of s a matter of plain honesty and com-
General Conference Notice ... : ...... 111 the ti.me. His spirit is liberal and mon sense, it ought to be stated that 
Cure for Cancer ...................... lll kindly and earnest, his literary style the morality of some passages of the 

BOOKS OF THE WEEK. is limpid and charming, and his vol- Bible)s not in accord with the words 
DEAN FARRAR ON THE BIBLE. ume is sure to be more or less helpful of Christ. When we maintain the 

The Bible: Its Meaning and Supremacy. to all save the bats and owls that have supremacy,f,of the moral teaching of 
By F. W. Farrar, D. D., F. R. S., Dean of th B'bl h 
Canterbury. Longmans, Green & Co. not yet been smoked out of the me- e 1 ewe mean t e supremacy of 

NOTHING is more certain than that dieval caves into the light of the nine- that teaching which is stamped by the 
Dean Farrar's new book will be the teenth century sun. sanction of consciences which the 
target of a merry fusillade in both Dean Farrar states repeatedly that gospel has illuminated." 
front and rear. It is admirably fitted his object is to strengthen the cause In other words, Dean Farrar has 
for stirring up a commotion. It is of Christianity by separating it from determined to depend upon his com
one of those half-way measures that untenable propositions. He has no mon sense, combined with his private 
always call forth the alarm and the sympathy with what he calls the notion of what Christ taught, and to 
anathema of the traditionalists in "ostrich policy," of ignoring the diffi- reject whatever does not square with 
every sect, and that are equally un-1 culties that science and historical criti- I these, whether in the Bible or out .of 
satisfactory to the more thorough- cism have raised. He accordingly it. He holds that the Bible "is" not 
going rationalists. Thus Dean Farrar stands forth and very frankly throws the word of God, but merely "con
is pretty sure to "catch it" both com- away many time-honored beliefs that tains" that word. But, having taken 
ing and going, and only the compara· have been done to death in the last this position, he must naturally grant 
tively few who stand at his particular half century, and which now drag every other man's right to pick and 
halting place on the rationalistic down many devout minds, but which choose likewise. This is refreshingly 
toboggan slide will have unqualified Dean Farrar stoutly contends were sensible, especially as the world in 
good words for his book. never a part of Christianity. general is rapidly assuming and act-

The learned Dean would probably 
1 

rn:the first place the author denies ing on that right for itself, but it needs 
not admit it, but it is a fact none the I verbal inspiration. "It is no part of no signboard to proclaim that Farrar 
less, that the particular standpoint the Christian faith to maintain that and Ingersoll here stand on the same 
from which he views the mass of lit- every word of the Bible was dictated platform. 
erature called the Bible, explaining it supernaturally or is equally valuable "It cannot be too distinctly under
all with such sweet reasonableness, is or free from all .error, or on the lofti- stood that we are free to judge from 
but a very temporary halting place on I est levels of morality as finally re- the standpoint of Christianity every 
the road that leads straight to the vealed." Then he declares "plenary page and every verse of the Old Tes
denial of all supernatural inspiration. inspiration" to be a meaningless· tament which falls below the rule 
There is no stopping place between the J phrase. As for the sacredness of the which Christ set forth." And why 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

only "from the standpoint of Chris- ! orthodoxy has come to be a compart-1 Australia the thermometer registered 
tianity"? Why only "of the Old Tes- ·1 ment of thought with much more 1162° in the shade, the hottest Decem
tament"? Dean Fa,rrar is seeking to elbow room in it than most of us have ber on record. The inhabitants of 
set up metes and bounds whe"re none been wont to believe. 1.Adelaide are simply existing, while 
is possible. The book is the work of a man who those who venture out in the middle 

"We must finally repudiate the is a master of clear English, who is of the day are bowled down by old 
notion, assumed by the Rabbis and not afraid to let himself think, and I Sol like so many ninepins." 
blindly accepted by the Christians, who dares to let the breath of the times The press of Australia has taken 
that a deed must be right if it was blow through his pages. - Chicago advantage of the awful heat to warn 
done by a Samuel or a David and Tribune. Australians that Klondike weather at 
recorded without expre~s condemna- present is exactly the opposite ex-
tion." The usual method of explain- AUSTRALIAN COLONIES BURNING treme to what they are enduring, and 
ing these things away by allegorizing WITH TORRID HEAT. no Australian loving his native coun-
them is shown by the author to be., VANCOUVER, B. C , Feb. 1.-When try now could live in Klondike: In 
purely heathen. Yet when he comes' the steamer Warrimoo, which has just consequence the promised big exodus 
to the story of the six-days' creation arrived in British Columbia, left Aus- from Australia bas stopped and those 
he rhapsodizes .. over it as "this most tralia the heat was terrific and the arriving here by the steamers turn 
ancient allegory," and likewise treats number of prostrations in large cities back as soon as they have received 
the legend of Jonah's whale, Balaam's was unprecede~ted. The exact num- definite ioform11tion of the rigorous 
ass, and Joshua's still-standing sun ber per day is not chronicled, but a climate of the far North. 
as, respectively, allegory, symbol, and long list of names of prominent men, I From evet'y cit,y and town the heat 
poetic trope. One may admire the ~ho have fallen insensible o~ t.he I registr:.ttion has been sent to Sydney, 
moral lessons that the good Dean ex- sidewalk from the heat, the maJor1ty New South Wales, a,nd from these re· 
tracts from these stories, but it is of them never to regain consciousness, turns the avera;ge beat is about 124° 
impossible to call him consistent or to is unprecedented in any of the hot in the shade and the lowest registra
see any logical stopping place on this years of hot Australia. tion 110°, while the records show that 
side of the belief that the inspiration As an illustration of how hot it Australasia is sweltering to the tune of 
of the Bible and that of Shakespeare really is there, it is related that win- 160° in the sun. During the day the 
are absolutely the same in kind, differ- dow panes in midday crack from the heat fairly bakes the houses and peels 
ing only in degree and in subject sun's rays and fall with a crash on the off the paint, while in the case of stone 
matter. sidewalk. In many· sections work is structures the naked hand cannot be 

If the tale of Jonah is "instructive out of the question and sleep impossi- borne upon the wall. In fact, the en
fiction" it is hard to divine the process ble. In some places the sidewalks tire inhabitants of some towns are 
by which the author comes to regard are littered at night with humanity living 0 utdoors. 
certain other miracles as literal facts. on the broad of its back drinking in To make matters worse huge con
He says he bas no doubt that "God the night air and staring up at the fiagrations have sprung up all over 
has, on due occasions and for adequate sk~. . . the antipodes from spontaneous com
purposes, made himself signally and 'I here is not a breath of ~ir to be ' bustion. The greatest damage is re
supernaturally manifest in the affairs had on the whole vast contment for sulting from bush fires. From 
of men." Yet it will certainly be love or money, according to the tele- dispatches sent to the leading papers 
clear to any logical mind that what- grams received from every section in Australia it is probable that the 
ever arbitrary standard of miracle-test that can be reached by wire. total losses will aggregate millions of 
Dean Farrar has set up for himself it In the colony of Victoria, where the pounds sterling. In Victoria 100,000 
is not one that will keep him or any;- thermometer registers 160 in the sun, acres have been swept clean, and an 
body else at the particular stage of these who venture out at noon take enormous quantity of crops destroyed. 
liberalism set forth in his book. To their lives in their hands. In one In other colonies hundreds of houses 
the entirely free mind, willing to find short paragraph the deauh is chroni- and barns were burned.-T'ribune. 
truth no matter where or how, this is cled of a clergyman of prominence, I 
the crowning merit of the volume. . a well-known government official, M M --

. . r. oody said that a lady came to him 
Dean Farrar b~ldly ch~r:1~10ns .the and numerous busme~s-men: who ~11 I asking how she might be delivered from the 

methods of the higher criticism. He j seem w have fallen msens1ble wh1le ·habit of exaggeration to which she was very 
quotes freely from Dr. White's "War- . standing on the stone steps of various prone. "Call it lying, madam," was the 
fare of Science with Theology." He large buildings there. In fact, wher- quick answer, "and deal with it as you would 
even joins in the deserved ridicule ever the terrific heat was thrown for with a?y o~her temptation of thfl devil." 

A smentist has figured out that a head of 
that has fallen on the truculent tbeo- many hours on stone, the stone seems fair hair consists of 143,040 hairs and dark 
logians who once denounced and to become as dangerous to human life hair 105,000, and a red head of only 29,200. 
damned Darwin. He portrays the . as a live electric light wire. Says the Heat holidays have been established by law 
abuses of the Bible with a graphic Telegraph:- in the public schools of Switzerland. Recog-
frankness that ought to please Inger- "Victoria allowed Christmas to go nizing the well-known fact that the brain 

cannot work properly when the heat is ex
soll hims.elf. And yet be thinks he is by unheralded and unsung on account I cessive the children are dismissed from their 
holding himself strictly within the of the merciless sun glare and com- tasks whenever the thermometer goes above 
bounds of orthodoxy. If so, then promising north wind. In South a certain point. 
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THE HERALD® 
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shafl know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8: 31, llil. 
"Hearken to the ward of i·he Lord: far there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none." 

Vol. 45. Lamoni, Iowa, February 16, 1898. 

~ir;;11lf ,,,1 A ar:d guest by invitation; M. T. Short, 
~~"Ulv of the Seventy, T. J. Sheldon, of the 

elders, and Leonard Houghton, priest 
JOSEPH SMITH 
R. S. SALYARDS 
HEMAN C. SMITH, 
JOSEPH LUFF, 

EDITOR. d · AssisTANT EmToR. an missionary from adjoining tield. 
CORRESPONDING EDITORS. The minutes of conference will show 

what business was done; but the feel
ing and confidence and presence of the 

- Comforter could only be felt to be re
alized. 

LAMONI, low A, FEB. 16, 1898. 

CONFERENCE AT KEWANEE. 

IT is not always necessary to give 
glowing accounts of what one is doing 
in the field, especially so if the efforts 
one makes are but casual, now and 
then, as the saying is. But a visit 
made to Kewanee, Illinois, and an at
tendance at the conference of the Ke
wanee district, February 5 and 6, was 
a notable occasion and worthy of 
notice. 

The Kewanee branch purchased a 
church building some years ago, 
which at the time was standing at the 
end of one of the streets leading north 
from the town. The town was but 

The Kewanee saints have secured a 
neat and commodious place of wor
ship, which with the kind assistance 
of those who are friends and counted 
as the ''congregation," they will soon 
pay for and then dedicate. It is now 
open to the service, and any of the 
ministry passing, will find a pleasant 
welcome among the saints, and to 
the "Free pulpit and open Bible," the 
motto of all free men in Christ Jesus. 

Bro. John Chisnall, presiding:"' can 
be readily found by an inquiry of any 
resident at the station-call and see 
them. 

small, the church seemed out of the The sermons of the session were by 
line of traffic and business. But time Bro. M. T. Short, Saturday evening; 
and the mutations of human affairs Pres. J. Smi.th, Sunday morning at 
sent the drift of business and the 10: 30 and 2: 30 p. m.; and Pres. John 
town in that direction, and the saints H. Lake, at 7:30, p. m. 
found themselves in the wa,y bf the The impression made was a good 
car of progress. The inevitable oc- one. 
curred, the saints had to move, and in 
moving, they sold out the old church 
and the site; made suitable arrange
ments, secured a new site, and by dint 
of energy and finesse in management, 
built a new building on the new street, 
a little way from the old site; and were 
ready for the February conference, 
which they greeted in their new 
building. 

It is an imposing brick structure, 
fronting on Tremont Street, only a 
few blocks away from the business 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

QuEs.-When the saints have met for social 
meeting, and none of the presiding officers 
are present, noP anyone holding the priest
hood, is it lawful to appoint one of the lay
men, or one be chosen to preside? 

Ans.--Yes. 
Q. - In branches where young people's 

prayer meetings are organized might one 
not holding the priesthood be appointed or 
chosen to preside? 

.A.-Yes. 
We read in Book of Covenants, section 16, · 

centre, and easily accessible to all paragraph 4: "Contend against no church, 
corr...ers. It has basement, vestry, and save it be the church of the Devil. Take 
cloak rooms, and an auditorium 33 by upon you the name of Christ, and speak the 
44 feet, and will seat from 250 to 300. truth in soberness." Also, section 18, para-

graph 4: "And of tenets thou shalt not talk, 
This capacity was taxed the first day but thou shalt declare repentance and faith 
of its occupancy, a large audience of on the Savior, and remission of sins by bap
the saints and their friends from near tism and by fire; yea, even the Holy Ghost." 
and far greeted the assembled officers Do these two paragraphs apply to the min
of the church including. missionaries istry of the Reorganized Church of Latter 

J h H L 'k f th T l . ' 1
1 Day Saints, or are they confined in their 

o n . a e, o , e we ve 1n 1. t' h a k · . . '. app 10a ion to t• e p0rsons name . ii,nd ~po en 
p4~rge; Pres, Joseph Sm1th1 v1s1to:i:· l to in saict 3eotion? 

Book of Mormon, page 116.. 

No. 7. 

Again, to whom does the latter clause of 
section 83, paragraph 11, apply, and who is 
required to observe it? 

The heading to section 16, referred 
to, makes the instruction to be of a 
general nature; ''and also instructions 
relative to building up the Church of 
0hrist, according to the fullness of 
the gospel," would make the language 
of paragraph 4 to apply to the work 
of building up the church to-day. 
Nor can we see any good reason why 
the policy there presented being good 
for the work named at that time should 
not be good now. The elders have 
the same classes of objectors and ob
jections to mee1i,,. now that they who 
were carrying on the work then had 
to meet; and, as we believe that the 
Lord gave instruction applicable to 
the possible conditions of the church 
in its propagative period, and that 
period is not yet ended, then we can
not conclude otherwise than that the 
course carrying on the evangelizing 
work at that time would be productive 
of the best results now. So then to 
the first paragraph of the query, we 
answer, Yes. 

Section 18, was given to Martin 
Harris, and is in the main confined in its 
application to him; yet, the second 
clause of paragraph 2, would seem to 
make it of general application. "I 
speak unto you that are chosen in 
this thing, even as one, that you may 
enter into my rest; for, behold, the 
mystery of Godliness, how great is 
it?" 

From this one expression it is easy 
to conclude that whatever might in 
its nature be applicable to the work in 
a general sense then would be now . 
However, it will not do to make reve
lations purely local in character to be 
of general import; so we say to this 
section of query, No. 

We learn that Elder Harris was 
very tenacious of his opinions, and 
would hammer the tenets of the faith 
into those who took issue with great 
vehemence, which sometimes gave 
great offense; and we know that there 
is now and again an elder having the 
same tendency, autj. it would 9e well 
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for such to take notice of the Lord's 
way given to Elder Harris. 

The latter sentence of paragraph 
11, section 83, applies to the same 
class as the closing clause of para
graph 10, "them that believe." The 
same class named in Mark 16: 17, 
"them that believe." Those of whom 
it had been written, they shall cast 
out devils, heal the sick, open the 
eyes of the blind, etc., and was ad
dressed to the priesthood. 

Similar instruction, not to boast, is 
given direct to tbe church in sectioo. 
102, paragraph 7: "Talk not judg
ment, neither boast of faith, nor of 
mighty works." 

This latter applies to the saints 
in general, for in the same revelation 
the saints are directed to "gather into 
the regions round about," etc. Hence 
is applicable to the church and now. 

When a member is. "cut off from the 
church" for transgression, is it right for an 
elder to baptize him back into the church 
without making the wrongs right? 

The conferences of the church have 
made such rule that no person who 
has been properly disfellowshiped, or 
cut oft' for cause, can be received by 
baptism until he has made appHcation 
to the branch of which he was a mem
ber, and in which said action of dis
fellowshiping was had, and making 
the reparation, confession, or expla
nation required by the branch, and 
obtains permission from the branch by 
vote to be so baptized. This rule was 
adopted some years ago, and is in 
force in the church at the present 
time. 

Whether the action referred to in 
the question is right, or wrong, we do 
not say; we give the rule of the church 
in such cases, which is quite sufficient 
to determine what would be legal, ac
cording to church rules. 

SINGERS AND CRITICS, ATTENTION. 

NOTE the following letter and queries 
from Bro. Pearsall, and let us hear 
from you:-

Will you please present this question to 
our college professors and publish question 
with answer in the Herald at your earliest 
convenience. I tbink it very necessary that 
this explanation should be made for the 
benefit of all. I have always been taught that 
the vowel''i" in Kidron should have the Italian 
sound and should be pronounced Kee-dron. 
If I arq, wrong I want to be made right. -For 
the benefit of all, I present the question. 

Yours truly, 
JAMES PEARSALL. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

On page 102, No. 169 of Hymnal we have 
the following: "Thou sweet gliding Ced-ron." 
Does this have reference to the "brook'' 
"Kidron," as marked in the map of the Holy 
Land in our Eclectic Complete Geography? 
If so, by what authority was the word 
changed? 

On page 224 of the new Lute of Zion, Ke-

dron is used. On page t'4 of the "Song King," 
by Professor Palmer, "Ked-ron." There 
seems to be a difference of opinion how it 
should be pronounced in singing. This song 
some sing "See-dron" and others Kee-dron. 
Will some of our professors tell us which is 
correct, so there will be no misunderstanding 
hereafter? 

A STRIKING CONTRAST! 

ONE of the soldiers in the army of oc
cupation, having met in the open field 
an opponent, put this battery "in 
mask" for him, and in the opportune 
moment uncovered it and trained it 
upon the opposing forces. It may be 

suggestive to others who are in the 
line at the front. The name of the 
soldier we will give when the smoke 
clears away a little; suffice it to write, 
be is well known by the saints and the 
Master, which is more to the purpose. 

IDENTITY. 
CHRISTIAN OR DISCIPLE CHURCH OF NEW TESTA- REORGANIZED CHURCH 

URCH , · OF JESUS CHRIST OF 
CH · MENT · LATTER DAY SAINTS. 

COLLECTIVE NAME. 

"Christian or Disciple 
Church." 

INDIVIDUAL NAME. 

Christians or Disciples. 
Church organized by men. 
Local congregation independ

ent. 
Many bodies. 

COLLECTIVE NAME. 

"Church of Jesus Christ." 

INDIVIDUAL NAME. 

"Saint." 
Church organized by Christ. 
Local congregations united. 

0':1e body. 
OFFICERS. OFFICERS. 

Called of men. Called of God. 
1. ......................... ? 1. Apostles. 
2. . ......................... ? 2. Prophets. 
3 .......................... ? 3. Seventies. 
4. Elders. 4. Elders. 
5. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. ? 5. Bishops. 
6. Evangelists. 6 Evangelists. 
7 ........................... ? 7. Pastors or priests. 
8. . ........................ ? 8. Teachers. 
9. Deacons. 9. Deacons. 

DOCTRINES. DOCTRINES. 

God was. God is. 
God is changeable. God is unchangeable. 
God is a respecter of persons. God is no respecter of persons. 
Christ's work temporary. Christ's work abiding. 
Their creed, "Part truth." Their creed, ''All truth." 

ORDINANCES. ORDINANCES. 

1. Faith. 1. Faith. 
2. Repentance. 2. Repentance. 
3. Bapt.ism by anybody. 3. Ba,ptism. 
4. .. ........................ ? 4. Laying on of hands. 
5. Resurrection. 5. Resurrection. 
6. Eternal judgment. 6. Eternal judgment. 
7. Lord's supper. 7. Lord's supper. 
8. Birth of water only. 8. Birth of water and Spirit. 

PROMISES. PROMISES. 

1. ......................... ? 1. Wisdom. 
2 ........................... ? 2. I:: now ledge. 
3 ........................... ? 3. Faith. 
4 .......................... ? 4. Gift of healing. 
5 ........................... ? 5. Discernment of spirits. 
6. . . . . . . . .................. ? 6. Tongues. 
7 ........................... ? 7. Interpretation of tongues. 
8 .......................... ? 8. Prophecy. 
9 ........................... ? 9. Working of miracles. 
These signs shall not follow These signs shall follow them 

them that believe. that believe. 

COLLECTIVE NAME. 

"Church of Jesus Christ." 

INDIVIDUAL NAME. 

"Saint." 
Church organized by Christ. 
Local organization united. 

One body. 
OFFICERS. 

Called of God. 
1. Apostles. 
2. Prophets. 
3. Seventies. 
4. Elders. 
5. Bishops. 
6. Evangelists. 
7. Pastors or priests. 
8. Teachers. 
9. Deacons. 

DOCTRINES. 

God is. 
God is unchangeable. 
God is no respecter of persons. 
Christ's work abiding. 
Our creed, "All truth." 

ORDINANCES. 

l. Faith. 
2. Repentance. 
3. Baptism. 
4. Laying on of hands. 
5. Resurrection. 
6. Eternal judgment. 
7. Lord's supper. 
8. Birth of water and Spirit. 

PROMISES. 

1. Wisdom. 
2. Know ledge. 
3. Faith. 
4. Gift of healing. 
5. Discernment of spirits. 
6. Tongues. 
7. Interpretation of tongues. 
8. Prophecy. 
9. Working of miracles. 
These signs shall follow them 

that believe. 

T
0

Hlll b_rethren are having qu.ite a pie- I all im.probable that prophet Joe Smith will 
me with the newspapers JUSt now. , be a world-character when both Cleveland 
The Pacific Transcript, Pacific City, and McKinley are forgotten. 

Missouri, for January 21, has the Bro. Bond gets _aft.er .the dwellers 
following:- at Beardstown, Illmo1s, m the Even

ing Star for January 29, thus:-It is said the Church of Latter Day Saints 
led all other denominations in America last Shamefacedness covered thousands of hon
year in the per cent of increase. It is not at orable, honest Latter Day Saints, and the 
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blush has not faded yet, nor the spirit of fear, 
that wisely does not challenge public hostil
ity without cause or reason, But the Reor
ganized Church h:i.s taken up the task against 
the odds that oppose, of fighting its way to 
public recognition unaided by those great 
introducing forces to common society, money 
and popularity. 

Its banner inscription, Primitive Chris
tianity, nothing more, nothing less, is our 
forced contention and challenge to opposi
tion. 

Sensitive as are other men to the slight of 
disassociations of our fellow men, and to their 
ill will, we might gladly turn to a fashiona
ble world and an easy and popular service of 
worship of God in the church of Jeaus Christ 
and the full blessings of bis gospel, if we 
could find it there, and if not what shall be 
our condemnation or commendation in the 
day of judgment, if giving way to the will of 
unreasoning, or the terror of human 
anathema, or the misjudgment of men we 
turn our back upon our highest convictions 
of duty, or the counsel of God as recorded in 
his unchangeable law and work-that work 
which is to "judge us in the last day?" 

The Wheeling, WestVirginia, News, 
for January 28, notices the purchase 
of a lot at Benwood, and the prospect 
for a new church there:-

The south side will soon have a new 
church. The congregation of the Church of 
Latter Day Saints, of North Benwood, have 
purchased the Garrison property on the 
southeast corner of Jacob and Forty-second 
Streets, and in due time that portion of the 
Eighth ward will have a church of which it 
may be proud. 

We inspected the site when at Ben
wood, last fall, and it is a most eligi
ble one. 

Bro. Short (there is only one M. T.) 
gives an excellent digest of the faith 
in the Beardstown, Illinois, Entervrise, 
for January 29, and Bro. 'r. N. W. 
Cooper has five columns and a half of 
review of criticisms on the faith in the 
Weekly Advocate, Kirksville, Missouri, 
for January 27. Bro. Cooper's article 
is a model digest of criticisms and 
answers to them, such as few elders 
can surpass; it closes with the epitome 
of faith. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

BRO. L. F. JOHNSON, Blue Rapids, 
Kansas, February 10:-

District conference closed Sunday evening: 
fair attendance considering t.he weather and 
condition of the roads. A very enjoyable 
time was had. Bro. I. N. White has been 
here the past week, doing most excellent 
service. The saints feel revived and strength
ened by his wise counsel and instruction. 

Bro. J.B. Roush, Denver, Colorado, 
the 7th inst.:-

The work here is moving nicely and we are 
;reaching 9.uite a number of strangers" 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

BRO. J. B. ROUSH has a lengthy arti
cle in the Denver, Colorado, News of 
Monday, February 7, in which he pre
sents the Reorganized Church as the 
continuation of the original church, 
and makes a clear distinction between 
it and the apostasy in Utah. Bro. 
Roush has done well in camping on 
the traiLof the enemy, with others of 
the brethren who are on the lookout in 
behalf of the work. The Brighamite 
elders are holding conferences-so
called-in various places throughout 
the land, and attracting considerable 
attention by their pretensions, though 
the results of their work are very 
meager. However, wherever they 
have put in an appearance an oppor
tunity has been offered the elders of 
the Reorganization to give the people 
a correct statement of facts concern
ing the faith delivered to the saints! 
in behalf of which the Reorganization 
proposes to prove itself worthy of the 
trust reposed. 

Bro. J. F. McDowell has done' like 
good service in the Iowa. State Register, 
of February 6, published at Des 
Moines, in which be corrects a corre
spondent who:had;misstated the work 
of the church and the character and la
bors of some of its early miniRters. 
The American people are having an 
all around opportunity to learn the 
truth concerning the strange religion 
that has originated in their native 
land. Our elders are giving them the 
facts in the case. 

Sr. Clara Millen reports.~the saints 
of Calkinsville, Michigan, about 
twenty in number, as earnest in their 
labors to advance the interests of the 
work of God. They have a Sunday 
school, and prayer meeting on Sun
days, except when some one preaches 
for them, which is not often. Like 
many other branches they feel the 
need of shepherds to care for them 
that the sheep be fed and kept in good 
condition. Sr. M. feels stronger in 
faith since she began reading the 
HERALD. It has brought her into 
closer touch with her brethren and 
sisters, and through its columns she 
has learned much more clearly of the 
spirit and workings of the church. 
She rejoices in the truth and hopes to 
abide faithful. 

Mrs. R.H. Anness, a sister residing at 
Inland, Michigan, desires some of the 
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ministry to call on her brother, Jo
seph E. Main, at Anson, Sumner 
County, Kansas; who will care for_ an 
elder and provide a place in which to 
preach the word. Sr. A. reports the 
branch at Inland as doing what they 
can, but "starving for preaching." 

Bro. George and Sr. M. Robinson, 
of Wanship, Summit County, Utah, 
earnestly desire to see some of the 
local or traveling ministry of the Re
organized Church. They are isolated 
and alone and feel the need of friendly 
comm union with some of the house
hold of faith. They have heard no 
preaching for fourteen years, but are 
strong in the faith, which they love 
more deeply as their experiences 
enable them to test its worth. 

Good meetings at Minneapolis, think 
we are gaining ground; so writes Bro. 
E. A. Steadman, February 3. 

A brother sends us a sheet of the 
New York World of February 6, in 
which is a lengthy account of the life 
and death of Henry M. Taber, a promi
nent and wealthy member of the old 
and wealthy congregation of the First 
Presbyterian church, and son-in-law 
of the pastor, in the metropolis, but 
who was at heart a confirmed agnos
tic. Mr. Taber, while apparently 
deeply pious, was a wealthy and influ
ential supporter of agnostic propa
gandas. He was largely interested in 
the publication of such agnostic litera
ture as the Truth Seeker. Mr. Taber 
died January 4, last, and following 
his death came the announcement of 
his views and the publication of a 
book written by him, ''Faith or Fact," 
a vigorous attack upon Christianity, 
with a preface by Robert G. Ingersoll. 
Mr. Ephraim E. Hichcock, another 
prominent member of said church, 
and who died January 13, also died 
an agnostic, being also interested 
in the Truth Seeker. The circum
stances of the religious profes
sions of these men, it seems to us, is 
more of a blow at agnosticism than at 
Christianity. While their real atti
tude as agnostics is to be deplored, 
agnostics have nothing to be proud of 
in the deception practiced in their pro
fessions of faith. We note these in
stanc2s in passing as among some of 
the strange things peculiar to the age. 
They furnish food for sober thought, 
as showing the possible condition of 
some who l:lave attached themselves 
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to forms of faith but who lack faith in recent earthquake 
what they profess. Minor towns. 

shocks in Asia, [five. He requests elders and others 
to call on him at Waterloo. Who can 

Bro. A. W. Gorbutt, of Chicago, Peoria, Ill., Feb. 9.-The foreign 
sends us a copy of an article he had demand for spirits is increasing 
written for the Western Catholic World, rapidly. Several large shipments 
of Chicago, in refutation of statements have recently been made to Germany 
made by the World editor to the effect and Japan, al!ld to-day the Atlas re
that Mormonism, so called, was dy- ceived an order for 30,000 barrels of 
ing out in America. The article con- spirits, to be delivered at Hamburg 
tains some good points, but is not between now and July. This is the 
likely to "see daylight," because of first shipment made to Hamburg since 
qriticisms upon the ancient and mod- 1882, as Germany had been producing 
em Catholic hierarchy. her own spirits, but the failure of the 

Bro. W. S. Taylor, of Sherwin potato crop has reduced the supply. 
Junction, Kansas, has been assisting President Barrios, of the Republic of 
Bro. J. A. Davis in new openings near Guatemala, was assassinated at Gua
the point named. He mentions some temala City, February 9. The Vice 
public lectures delivered by a Mr. President assumed the Presidency, 
Robert Norman, of the Chautauqua· according to the law of the country. 
college, in which that gentleman made Senor Dupuy de Lome, Spanish 
plain the distinctions between the Re- minister at Washington, has been 
organized and the Utah churches. obliged to resign and will depart for 
He also spoke well of our ministry; Spain, because of criticisms made on 
some of whom he knew personally, President McKinley, in a letter writ
expressing a willingness to accept our ten to a prominent Spaniard, which 
baptisms. This Bro. 'faylor writes letter was obtained and d13livercd to 
under date of February 9. the American government by the 

Brn. Sheehy, Robley, and others Cuban junta in New York. The letter 
have been holding a series of meetings also advised deceptive representations 
in the saints' chapel at Providence, in order to complete a treaty of 
Rhode Island, of which the Provi- reciprocity between Spa.in and the 
deuce Bulletin of the 29th ult., makes United States. The letter of de 

furnish the information desired? Who 
can call and comfort these aged pil· 
grims, and acquaint them with the 
status and general work of the Reor
ganization? 

It is stated that Spain refuses to 
disavow the statements of the De 
Lome letter, and that the American 
government threatens to sever diplo
matic relations in consequence. 

The Norwegian Cabinet has re
signed; some of its former members 
are seeking other appointments. 

England is negotiating with China 
to open Yuen Chau Fu, in the province 
of Hu Nan, as a treaty port, and is 
negotiating also on the subject of the 
navigation of inland waters. 

China has granted railway conces
sions to England and Germany. 

Italian war ships have been sent to 
Port au Prince, Hayti, to enforce 
pending claims of the Italian govern
ment to the amount of $120,000. 

Dwight L. Moody has admitted that 
in recent years, though his meetings 
have been as largely attended as ever, 
their results, as shown by statistics 
as to additions to church membership, 
are far from satisfactory. - Chicago 

friendly mention. A series of meet- Lome has caused an international Tribwrn. 
ings at Fiskville, same State, was to sensation and is much discussed in Von Bulow, the German Foreign 
follow the meeting at Providence; diplomatic circles at home and abroad. Minister, has declared that Germany 
letter from Bro. A. B. Pierce. The Spanish government has accepti~d will not support Russia in further de-

St. Petersburg, Feb. 9.-Much im- the resignation, but has not as yet mands upon Turkey in the Cretan 
portance is attached to a communica· made amends by condemning the ac- affair. 
tion a.ppearing in the OjJicialJJfessenger, tion. It is hinted that the acceptance 
in which Russia, abandoning the can- of the Minister's resignation without 
didature of Prince George of Greece censure may result in the recall of 
for the Governorship of the Island I Minister Woodford from Spain, and 
of Crete, threatens all concerned, de- the ceasing of diplomatic relations 

Homa n 1 . uo.umn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

"Nor bounds, nor dime, nor cre{'d 1'hou know•st, 
Wide os our need Thy favors fall; 

The white wings of the Hol,} Ghost 
Stoop, seen or unseen, o'er the heads of all.,, 

clines all responsibility for the conse- between the two governments. 
quences of further dragging the Excellent rains in northern and 
question, and says Russia will not al- c::mtral India have insured successful 
low any increase in the number of spring crops. The plague is spread-
Turkish troops in Crete, or be a party ing alarmingly in the PunJ·ab. READING FOR IvIARCH MEETINGS, DAUGHTERS 

OF ZION. . 
to a.ny coercion of the Cretans. Bro. Ezra Strong and wife, of 

CONVERSATION AND READING. 
Paul Kruger has been reelected Waterloo, Iowa, desi"e to learn t'ne 

' "CONVERSATION is a fine art. In many 
President.oaf the South African re- whereabouts of their two nephews, places it is growing to be a lost art. This 

public. , Joseph and "Hiram," sons of Reuben ought never to be true in the family, or a po· 
Ten thousand soldiers will leave Strong, who was "a son·in-law to tent factor in education is lost. Nothing 

S · f C b f F b 20 t G 1 I G 11 d fixes the status of family life more surely pam or u a rom e ruary o al and" ( .saac a an , we suppose), 
M h than its prevailing type of conversation, or 

arc 10, according to official infor- and a member of the church. Bro. the lack of familiar conversation between 
mation. and.Sr. Strong are very aged and are parents and chiidren. If the father is but a 

China is said to have abandoned the crippled and deaf and dim of sight. silent or gruff presence in the home circle, 
idea of raising money in London or He was born June 24 1810 and was whose coming hushes the chatter of children, 
elsewhere. present at the first s~lemn 'assembly there can be no unity, no sy~pathetic love in 

I . . 'I that home. If dress, or gossip, good natured 
One hmadred and forty people are I at Kirt.land. His brother Reuben was 

1 
or bad, form the staple of the mother's talk, 

reported tq have lost their lives in the l also there, and was then aged twenty- I there wrn be J,ittle developrn.ent of nol;ile 
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character; if children have secrets from 
parents, and little to talk about with them or 
in their presence, look out for breakers ahead. 
These things indicate that the atmos
phere of home is not rigbt--'--that it is not a 
healthy atmosphere mentally and spiritually. 

"The atmosphere which permeates a home 
has much to do not only with its style of con
versation, but with the growth of all that is 
good and noble therein. It should inspire to 
all pleasant, pure, and noble deeds, as the 
sweet spring air inspires the tree to leaf out, 
and the flowers to bloom. To be so it must 

'I'PIE SAINTS' HERALD. 

make the family feel its oneness. The talk 
should not be confined to the food, whether 
in praise or complaint, for that gives the 
gratification of appetite too great prominence; 
it should not be of unpleasant subjects, as 
that impairs digestion; it should be of some
thing in which all are interested and which 
all enjoy. Reserve deeper topics for other 
hours; let meal times be bright, happy, and 
free from care. Ii you have spent a restless 
night, don't detail all its sufferings at the 
breakfast table; if business does go wrong, 
don't season the family dinner with its per-

be pure, loving, sympathetic, cheerful, sun- plexiti0s. 

shiny. Its breezes should blow over the gar- "At the proper time, talk over business 
den of the thirteenth chapter of First with your children. make them feel that they 
Corinthians, bringing the fragrant breath of are partners in the family firm. Let them 
that charity which suffereth long and is kind; know the amount of the family 'income, and 
that envieth not, is not puffed up, doth not let them be early trained to adjust their de
behave itself unseemly, is not easily pro- sires to it. This talking over affairs with 
voked, thinketh no evil, rejoiceth in the your children, not oniy helps to train them 
truth, beareth all things, believeth all to a wise economy, it is a good preparation 
things, hopeth all tbil'.Jgs, endureth all for life work, and often assis1s in deciding 
things for sweet love's sake. It should be what life work shall be. Better than all this, 
an atmosphere of freedom, in which chi!- it strengthens the bonds between parent and 
dren can develop originality in accord- children, makes sympathy between them 
ance with the laws of their own being. It more quick and intelligent, and many a time 
should be permeated with warmth and light tides a man over difficulties. Many men 
proceeding from the Sun of Righteousness, have failed in business because they have 
and reflected from parents upon children. never th us made wife and children their 

"In such a home atmosphere the right type confid'antes. To save them pain, they have 
of conversation will grow and flourish. It hid their embarrassments from the home 
will be loving and sympathetic, as it ought circle. Knowing no reason for retrench
to be. Many hearts starve for lack of loving, ment, family expenses have gone on as usual, 
appreciative words; if spoken they would perhaps with greater lavishness to hide the 
voice the true sentiment of the heart, but are fear of failure, till the crash came, and all 
repressed for fear of being charged· with suffer together in the wreck. On the other 
seatimentalism. Never fear that. True hand, we know of many cases where men 
sentiment is the highest thing, as well as the have been saved from failure because wife 
strongest motive power, in the universe. If and children knew the exact state of affairs, 
the words do voice the feeling of the heart, and lovingly helped the father to bear the 
let them be spoken; they will go from heart burden. Even when the crash could not be 
to heart, and we will never regret them. averted, the sympathy and helpfulness of 
Few of us passed middle life do not rPgret wife and children have made its eff.ects easy 
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knew better, but in the heat of debate, or the 
excitement of eager talk the incorrect ex
pression would slip from their tongues, to 
their mortification and grief. It is cruel to 
allow children to form such habits of speech 
which will cling to them, a badge of dishonor, 
all their lives ."-Childhood: Its Oare and 
Culture. 

PROGRAM FOR MARCH MEETINGS OF 
DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 

Opening hymn, No. 707. Prayer. Scrip
ture reading, Psalms 37: 1-11. Reading from 
Home Column. General remarks on moth
ers' work. Roll call. Business. Hymn No. 
151. Dismissal prayer. 

DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 
The local organizations of the Daughters 

of Zion are hereby requested to send annual 
reports to Sr. Callie B. Stebbins, Recording 
Secretary, by March 20, or as soon after as 
possible. ADVISORY COMMITTEE. 

PRAYER UNION SUBJECTS. 
Thursday, Feb. 17.-Missions and Sunday 

school work, and the church publications.' 
Also for the poor, the sick, and afflicted. 

Memory Verses.-Deuteronomy 41: 1, 9, 10. 
Thursday, Feb. 24.-Zion, our country, its 

welfare and prosperity, and its speedy puri
fication by the reception of truth. That the 
scattered remnants may be gathered in, and 
the kingdom of Christ be established. 

Memory Verses.-Isaiah 35: 8-10. 

8tlndau 8clrnol DBDartmant. 
ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
~Send communications for this department to the Editor 

Address minutes and notices of conventious, etc., 
to ~~Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

leaving unspoken some such words till the to bear. For these and other obvious rea- SUNDAY SCHOOL INSTITUTE.-CONTINUED. 
ears that should have heard them were dulled sons, we reiterate, talk over business affairs TUESDAY, 9: 30 a. m.-Tbe Primary class 
in death. in the family circle.' Talk over the news of drill was conducted by Sr. Louise Palfrey, 

"Conversation should be bright and genial, the day, whatever of interest is transpiring using lesson 1 of Quarterly, "Jesus the Son of 
bubbling over with fun and frolic when the in your own neighborhood, in the State, the Man" being the subject. Sr. Palfrey began 
'spirit so moves.' We pity the man or woman nation, the world. History is being made her work with a few explanatory remarks to 
who cannot talk nonsense; and doubly do we very rapidly these days; it is better that your the audience of the method she would pursue. 
pity their children. Hours of joyous, rollick- child should receive it as a living impre~sion, She said the object of the lesson was to teach 
ing fun with father or mother often impress than that he should learn it first, a score of the fmman side of Christ, and why he assumed 
themselves more deeply upon children's years hence, from a text-book. Lately we the human. 
minds than those spent in more staid fashion, were visiting in a home where there were In order to make them clear and impres
and the witty sayings which flashed through six children under twelYe years old. The sive, it was necessary to take into considera
them from the lips of father or mother are evening papers came before the father came tion the ages and abilities of the class in 
often long remembered. Be sure your chi!- from business. I was pleased to see how determioing the teaching points to use, and 
dren can enjoy all your good things as no eagerly they were scanned by the ten-year-old how to present them. 
stranger can, so don't keep your best thoughts son, and how intelligently he told their most With the present class she considered tte 
for company; give them to the home circle. important items. There was no lack of topics use of the term, "Jesus the Son of Man," 
Study to make yourself a good conversational- for conversation in that family; father, would be confusing with the double 
ist for the sake of your children. It will pay. mother, and every child brought something idea of his sonship presented in the 
They may not take to books, and so will to the family feast, from the day's experience following lesson", "Jesus the Son of God." 
learn little from them; but you are a book in business, in the household, the schoolroom, Since the design, after all, was to teach the 
they never tire of studying, and whatever or the playground. humanity of Christ, that idea could be taught 
drops from your Tips has more weight with "Use nothing but pure, good language in without using the term, leaving the chil-
them than all the tomes of Egypt. . . . familiar conversation. The talk of the house- dret.'s minds clear to learn, in the next les-

"The table talk should be such as interests hold becomes, in nine cases out of ten, the son, to call Jesus the Son of God, which term 
the whole family and all can join in. Often talk of the man or woman. I have known it was more important they know, since it 
meals are the only times the whole family professional men, well educated in the 

1 

conveyed the chief character of Christ. 
are together on week days, and they should schools, who never outgrow the incorrect ex- 2. In teaching young minds it must be re
be made bright, cheery occasions, tending to · pressions used in childhood. Of course they membored that but few points should be pre-
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sented in one lesson. Hence, and taking her 
present clase into consideration (the class 
was composed of little ones that could not 
read yet), she deemed it not wise to go further 
than the purpose Jesus came t,o earth in hu
man form for, "Jesus came to save that 
which was lost," and explain the meaning of 
"that which was lost." Leave how Jesus saved 
the lost to be unfolded, principle by principle, 
in future lessons, keeping ever before the 
class, as they go along, the idea they learn 
at the 8tart-".Tesus came to save that which 
was lost." The name Galilee, Palestine, 
Nazareth, and name of the angel Gabriel, 
she would not try to teach the children; she 
wanted them to learn the name of Mary, 
Jesus' mother, and if their childish memories 
were taxed too much, they would get things 
mixed up, and not remember anything dis
tinctly. 

The plan of the lesson was outlined as fol
lows:-

CENTRAL THOUGH'l'. 
Jesus came to save that which was lost. 

THEME. 

1 
Babyhood. 

Humanity of Jesus. Boyhood. 
Manhood. 

Sr. Palfrey then turned to her class and 
proceeded with the teaching, using no quar
terly from first to last. She made a few 
informal remarks to the children, first, to 
make them feel at home, telling them she 
was glad to see them, asking them if it had 
hurried them to come so early, ete., etc. 

To catch the children's attention on the 
start, she showed them a picture of Mary; 
this introduced the lesson. "Do you srn this 
woman?" was asked. "Doesn't she look 
sweet and good? Don't you think you would 
lilrn her?" Then the teacher went on to de
scribe Mary's goodness, how she loved the 
Lord, etc., the children gazing at the picture 
the while. Told them bow the angel was 
sent to her, who greeted her by "Hail," 
"just as we would say 'good morning,' you 
know," and told Mary not to be afraid. 

The children were told the message the 
angel was sent to make known to Mary, bow 
she should be blessed, and that the baby's 
name should be-a pause-"wbat do you 
think?-Jesus?" Here a picture of the infant 
Jesus was shown to the interested children, 
and they were asked, "You've all beard some
thing about Jesus, haven't you?" "Tell me 
some things you know about him." 

The children were often thus questioned, as 
the lesson story proceeded, to draw them out, 
in a natural way, g-etting into little conver
sations now and then. 

That Jesus came into the world a baby like 
other people, bad to be fed, etc., like other 
babies, and she "expected it cried," too, was 
told. Then bis life was traced to boyhood, 
showing bis humanity all along, but keeping 
cleae, too, bis divinity, that he needed not to 
be taught, illustrating with the story of 
Jesus going to the temple when be was only 
twelve years old, and knowing more, and 
"telling those grown up, wise men, and some 
of them were old men, too,-see"-pointing 
to another picture shown at this point, and 
the children crowdeC. around to see it,-"see, 
these men, here, have gray hair, and those 
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are baldheaded-Jesus told them more about 
God and bis ways than they knew." 

Reaching the stage of Jesus' manhood, the 
children were told how he worked as other 
men till he was thirty years old, when be be
gan to pr.each; "and, children, listen to what 
Jesu& told the people; be said that he bad 
'come to save that which ivas lost.' Now you say 
it, because this is so important we all want to 
learn it." 

The teacher then bad each child repeat the 
text, and in this natural manner they learned 
it. 

One little boy, being very timid, she got 
down close to him, bad him repeat the text 
after her, then be repeated it all through in 
a whisper. 

She asked the cbildcen, "Who was lost?" 
No answer being given (it was not expected, 
of course, only a way of awakening the little 
minds for the explanation). "It was people, 
every body; none of us could have been saved if 
Jesus bad not come; we should all have been 
lost. It means lost from heaven; we should 
not have been able to find the way to heaven 
if Jesus had not come." 

"You knJw when you get lost and can't 
find the way home you are glad when Papa 
or Mamma finds you. and shows you the way, 
are you not?" The children assented. 

"God made us all and he loves us and wants 
us to go to heaven where it is so beautiful and 
happy. Do you know what heaven is like?" 

One little girl said, "We've got a picture 
of heaven at home; there's a man going up in 
a buggy." 

Teacher corrected this idea, simply, by 
asking the children if they thought that was 
the way people went to heaven. The little 
giri, with the other children, readily .an
swered, No. 

"No," said the teacher; "that is not the 
way; the picture must mean something else, 
must it 'not?" 

"How many of you want to go to heaven, 
where little boys and girls and big people, 
too, will be so happy?" All raised their 
hands. 

"And, children, God wants you to go, too; 
that is the reason be sent Jesus to this world, 
so we could go, for Jesus came-what for?" 

Here the children repeated again the golden 
text, and they were reviewed on the lesson, 
being questioned, Who was lost? Where 
were they· lost from? Who came to save? 
Wasn't God good, and wasn't Jesus good to 
come? etc., etc. The teacher believed in 
artful repetition to fasten the points she wanted 
the children to learn, and next questioned 
them on lesson theme, how Jesus came into 
the world, bow be was like other children; 
how much wiser, though, what be did when 
be was twelve years old that sb0wed it, etc., 
etc., leading up again to the central thougbt,
Jesus came to save, etc ,-questioning upon 
which, last, to leave it fresh in the children's 
minds, she closed. 

The children were prompt in answering. 
Their confidence had been won, and they 
understood the lesson. 

1. After the class drill was over, there was 
interesting discussion entered into. The 

picture the child had referred to in class was 
of Elijah going to heaven in a chariot of fire. 
Some asked if it should not have been so ex
plained to the child. Sr. Palfrey replied that 
in order to do so, something of the marvelous· 
part about it would have to be told to make 
the happening clear to the children, and she 
considered it would detract from the lesson,. 
and be confusing to such young minds. 

She suggested that teachers often finished. 
before the class time was up, and then bad 
opportunity, and should take note of such in
cidents occurring during the recitation, and 
entertain the class by telling them the stories 
while waiting. 

2. Some thought the teacher should have 
used the exact terms given in the lesson, 
"The Son of Man," but she believed the 
sense or meaning was the important thing, 
and the method by which that could be con
veyed most correctly and clearly was the 
best; certainly she believed in using terms 
exactly when children could comprehend 
them, but when they could not, it would be 
making the truth subordinate to the letter. 

3. The teacher's method throughout the 
drill was informal; she believed the golden 
text should be taught where it naturally 
suggested itself. A teacher, she said, should 
al ways have a clearly defined system in his or 
her own mind, but should not allow the 
"sharp corners" of it to be apparent. Natural
ness would obviate monotony in teaching; no 
two times might be just alike. 

Where children could not read the lesson, 
the quarterly should not be used in the class. 
The teacher should tell the lesson, not read it 
from the quarterly; by keeping her eyes on 
the children, the teacher can gain their at~ 
tention better. 

4. Number in the class should be from 
eight to ten. 

Question was asked: Suppose we have a 
class composed of children of unequal ages and 
abilities, and to divide the class would make 
but three or four in each new class formed
would it be well to do so? 

Answered, yes. A teacher can do justice 
to a small number, where it is more difficult 
to do so with too large a class, or ungraded 
members. 

Most favorable form of class-semicircle. 
Position of teacher-near center, sitting. 

5. In preparing the lesson, consider capa
bility of class and adapt the lesson accord
ingly. 

The remarks prefacing the above class 
drill, and the methods of the drill, illustrate. 

6. In teaching there must be telling, also be 
careful to question much to draw the children 
out. Repeat often, but in a varied manner, so 
as not to become tiresome. Use simplest lan
guage. It is said that eighty per cent of 
what we learn comes through the eye. This 
is especially true of children, hence use pic
tures, object lessons, and such helps as much 
as possible. They also make the lesson more 
attractive to the child. 

7. Where children cannot read, what use 
should the teacher make of the quarterly? 

Answer. To help her at home in prepar
ing the lesso.n. 

J. F. MINTUN, Reporter. 
(To be continued.) 
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GRINNELL, Iowa, Feb. 8. 

Editors Herald:-After looking after the 
interests of the work in Des Moines in No
vember last, I went to Nevada, Story County, 
where I held a series of twenty services in 
the Baptist church, which cost Brn. Hidy 
and Hardy, residents there, fifty cents per 
service. Audiences there not large, but its 
staying qualities were good, holding out to 
the end. Good liberty granted; interest 
keen. Hearers mostly middle-aged and 
older. One lady, eighty-fl ve years old, Aunt 
Mary Reedington, is believing, investigating, 
and, I think, will soon be with us. On con
cluding at Nevada, I went to Colo, eight 
miles east, and conducted a series of thirteen 
services in the Christian church. My efforts 
there were promptly seconded by Bro. Frank 
L'Hommedieu and wife and mother-in-law, 
Sr. Bett, all of whom reside there. Bro. 
L'Hommedieu owns a controlling interest in 
the church there, and consequently it cost us 
light, fuel, and janitor work only. The last 
we s]1ared among ourselves. We all felt 
willing to work, so we got along nicely. 

On December 20 a telegram came, calling 
for me to come home on account of illness of 
my wife. I arranged and left for Lamoni 
the same evening, leaving two appointments 
out unfulfilled. But I feel sure all concerned 
forgave the disappointments when informed 
of the circumstances, and no doubt "our 
Father" has a regard for our anxieties in 
times of trial. On this account I was absent 
from my field of labor just one month. Our 
Father was gracious to us in our time of 
need, and greatly blessed through the admin
istration of his servants. Our deepest grati
tude for such blessings seems weak and faint, 
yet we,give him the glory for life and health. 

I left home again January 21, visited Run
nells, and held thirteen preaching services 
with large audiences and growing interest. 
Some there are deeply interested, and are 
near the gateway of the divine fold. 

Came to this place the 3d instant to at
tend the Sunday school convention and con
ference of this district, held February 4 to 6. 
A moderate attendance only present, but 
the sessions of both were interesting. 
Neither district president nor clerk were able 
to attend, circumstances forbidding; but offi
cers pro tem. were provided, and the work to 
be done was attended to so far as presented; 
done pleasantly, agreeably. A number of 
encouraging reports were read from the local 
laborers, as well as missionaries, which went 
to show progress made in the work since the 
previous conference. Delegates to the Gen
eral Convention and Conference were chosen. 
The Bishop's agent's report showed a heal thy 
growth since the opening of the new year, and 
thus the "men of business" are laboring to
gether with the ministry to move the great 
latter-day work along to victory. 

Bro. McDowell is holding the fort at Des 
Moines, and improving further the opportu
nity to set the work before the people 
through the capital city papers, now being 
so freely opened to us. 
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Bro. E. B. Morgan and I are holding serv
ices here this week, in the G. A. R. hall, 
trying to instruct those who became inter
ested duri'Ilg the conference; attendance good. 
Resident saints standing by the cause dili
gently, cheerfully. Bro. J. S. Roth entertain
ing a cold at present, but is doing it in a 
hopeful mood. Bro. Kephart doing Warren 
County, ministerially, at last accounts. 

On the move, 
C. SCOTT. 

SANDY, Utah, Jan. 31. 
Editors Rerald:-I send a few lines, not to 

give an itemized account of the ups and downs 
met with in this peculiar field nor of the kind 
receptions tendered the missionary by this 
or the other brother or sister, for if each el
der should enumerate all these the Re.rald 
would need to be enlarged or their communi
cations go unpublished. We have as kind 
and warm-hearted saints in this mission as I 
have had the pleasure to meet anywhere; 
and the poor and humble who share with 
the missioi;ary are entitled to equal credit 
with the one in more fortunate circumstances 
who does the same. It would be unjust to 
mention one and ignore the other. 

One difficulty in gospel work, in my experi
ence is to reach the ears of such among this 
people as are honest in heart and are indeed 
seeking for the truth. It is only upon a rare 
occasion that a public house or hall can be 
obtained, notwithstanding missionaries going 
from here constantly make the boast among 
the people that their chm·ch buildings will 
be opened to every denomination, and that 
all will be accorded a hearing. There may 
be some truth in the statement with refer
ence to other churches, but not with regard 
to the Reorganization. I have upon several 
occasions when applying for a house to preach 
in, met with the answer, "Any other denomi
nation ca11 have the house, but you cannot." 

Sometimes I have thought there were only 
a few honest people here, but the Lord knows 
better than I; and after all there may be 
many who would not knowingly bow ,the 
knee to Baal, but whose eyes are blinded 
through tradition and influences surrounding 
them. But I have not much hope of many 
being made to see the truth, unless the Lord 
in some way shall speak to them "with a 
voice louder than that which shall shake the 
earth." 

Here one can meet the greatest deceptions 
and falsehoods, all in the name of religion, 
and by people who in other respects are kind 
and good, which seems very strange. Priestly 
rule is now recognized fully as much as some 
years ago, and with statehood, the authori
ties !@el themselves more completely in con
trol of not only ecclesiastical but also of 
temporal matters. The practice of polygamy 
is not a secret now, and the constitutional 
law of the State against it is but a dead 
letter. It is indeed as a leading man in the 
church here liltated to me recently: "It 
would be suicidal to either party to attempt 
to enforce the law." So politicians, anxioua 
to retain power, put forth no effort to mag
nify the law. Of course it is claimed that no 
new plural marriages are contracted, but 
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who knows? Marriages by proxy can be per
formed for the deaa, and if so, what may not 
be done for the living? As long as men and 
women can live together and beget children 
in that relationship, polygamy is thriving in 
spite of statements to the contrary. 

Another difficulty in this mission, accord
ing to my observation, is to keep people in
terested in the work after they have become 
convinced of its truth and have been brought 
into the fold. This is especially true of the 
young, who are so easily led away by th0 in
fluences and prevailing customs of the people. 
While this is a healthy climate in 0ther re
spects, I believe with Bro. J. T. Davis, that 
the spiritual atmospheric condition of this 
rocky mountain country is not conducive to 
the growth and development of true and 
genuine Latter Day Saints. It may not be 
wisdom to encourage all who come into ths 
church to leave here, yet I believe that par
ents with growing families, who can see their 
way clear for a livelihood would do well to go 
where their children would be under differ
ent influences, before it is too la~e. I wish 
the church was in a condition to encourage 
gathering somewhere in the regions round 
about the land of Zion, believing that such 
would be a material help, espe~ially to this 
mission, and I think for the good of the work 
in other places also. 

I notice)hat a late writer in the Herald 
thinks that "every large city branch should 
have a pastor, devoting his entire time to 
church work, and not be engaged in manual 
toil." While believing that city work in 
many respects differs from that in rural dis
tricts, I very much doubt that improvements 
can be made upon the law which makes the 
priest the special visiting officer, and the 
teacher the ~ne to watch over the church al
ways. A pastor appointed and supported by 
the general church who can devote his entire 
time to church work in the branch, will, of 
course, bring us nearer the custom of other 
churches; but when we remember that this 
latter-day message is especially to warn the 
world, I am afraid that such appointments 
would tend to materially cripple the mis
sion work. 

In the days of Alma "the priests left their 
labor, to impart the word of God unto the 
people, the people also left their labors to 
hear the word of God. And when the priest 
had imparted unto them the word of God, 
they all returned again diligently unto their 
labors; and the priest, not esteeming himself 
above his hearers." (Alma 1: 22, 23,) Under 
these conditions the Church of God then 
prospered and was blessed; and in looking 
back upon the history of the latter-day work 
I find that when the people and ministry 
have been faithful it has prospered under 
like conditions. I believe I am not mistaken 
when I say that as e:ff.::ctual and spiritual 
sermons have been preached by brethren who 
have been engaged in manual toil in the 
shops, the mines, and on the farms, as by 
others. Of course those called to bear abroad 
the message cannot so engage, but I believe 
that the local ministry can do that now as 
effectually as in times past. I have been 
sorry sometimes to see brethren of the travel-
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ing ministry, who were not branch officers, j remain a week, then will labor with the 
advertise themselves as pastors of local con- I Bierly branch awhile, then on to La Grange. 
gregations, thus ignoring instead of encour- We ,are expecting Bro. G. T. Griffiths in this 
aging those chosen to be the shepherds of district about the 15th of this mo'l'l.th. The 
the flock. Lord has blessed me this conference year:" I 

But I have said enough upon this matter, have had good liberty in speaking the word. 
more than I intended to when I began; but My administrations have been blessed, and 
what is said is with good feelings to all, and some of them very signally; some children, 
with the hope that we may all profit by what according to the testimony of parents, were 
the Lord has given unto us as well as by our rescued from the grasp of the destroyer. To 
experiences. Yours in the faith, God be all the praise. May the Lord bless 

H. N. HANSEN. his people, and may they speedily prepare 
for the coming of our Lord. 

NEW STRAITSVILLE, Ohio, Feb. 2. 
Editors Hera,ld:-Though I have not writ

ten for a long time, have been doing what I 
could in the work of the Master. The labor
ers are very few in this district, but we are 
making some propress. I have been g·iving 
attention to the branches in this district, 

0

trying to encourage the saints to a more con
secrated life of faith and works. On the 

Hopefully yours in the conflict, 
JAMES MOLER. 

MILLERSBURG, Ill., Feb. 1. 
Editors Hemld:-My visit to southwestern 

Wisconsin was one of profit and pleasure, and 
I hope it was to those whom I was parmitted 
to associate with. On my way back to my 
mission field in Illinois I calleJ at Adams· 

evening of-January 141 began meeting in the ville and Argyle, Wisconsin. Just prior to 
saints' chapel at Vales .Mills. The branch my arrival at Adamsville Bro. McKinzy had 
officers hau been rather remiss in duty for a undergone a surgical operation which caused 
long time. 1 tried to urge them to duty and him to be very sick at the time of my visit. 
succeeded fairly well, and with them I vis- At Argyle I had a very plea,;ant visit with 
ited as many of the saints as we well could, our faithful and esteemed brother, Knute 
and the results were good, and quite a num- Gregory. At Woodford I preached one ser
ber were heard to say, "I have been greatly mon in the town hall to a large and attentive 
blessed and strengthened," and resolved to audience; if the effort could have been con
live a better life. Twelve were baptized, tinued it would have resulted in good for the 
others are believing, and friends were made; Master's cause; as I had to p;i,y seventy-five 
but as usual the Devil, seeing there was go- cents per night for the hall, besides hotel 
ing to be a good work done, tried to inspire fare, J could not well continue. The interest 
one to.do some of his dirty work, but it did created by Bro .. J. W. Peterson about one 
not work out any good for Mr. Devil. I re- year ago has not all vanished. Here would 
mained there over three Sundays, and though be a good location for a gospel teut. (Breth
hindered by high water to some extent, we ren in southern Wisconsin please take note.) 
held five or six prayer and ttJstimony day I called at Savanna, Illinois, where I found 
meetings, and preached every night but one. some very pleasant saints, who seemed to be 
Bro. S. J. Jeffers assisted me most of the doing the best they can under the circum
time; we had large and attentive congrega- stances. I preached three serm0ns, and 
tions. should have continued, but the rules of the 

the use of the oil consecrated for the use of 
the sick, accompanied with the prayer of 
faith, he and all his family recovered. 

As soon as quarantine was raised Bro. F. 
P. Scarcliff, of Scranton, without waiting 
for an invitation to do so, came over and held 
sacrament meeting. How grateful we all 
felt for his thoughtful kindness; and what a 
precious blessing of peace and comfort at
tended his words of instruction and adminis
tration of the ordinance. Our hearts were 
cheered and our determination strengthened 
to live the gospel as far as lay in our power to 
do so. 

Last week Bro. J. D. Erwin, who is on his 
way home to Texas, st0pped over and 
preached for us, beginning Thursday night. 
and closing Sunday night. He is a good 
speaker, full of love and zeal for the latter
day work. A good congregation turned out. 
to hear him, paying the best of attention and 
courteous treatment. Some are interested 
and investigating. One man, a Catholic, 
who heard Bro. Erwin at Moss Point, I think, 
a year ago, admitted to Bro. Levins that Bro. 
El"win clearly proved his claims, and though 
he is convinced, has not yet obeyed. One lady 
was so much interested that she called Sister 
Levins out of her house and engaged her in 
conversation about an hour, saying she 
wanted to know something more about our 
church. Bro. and Sr. Levins are saints 
whose consistent lives have won for them the 
respect and confidence of their friends not in 
the church, as well as those who are mem
bers, and we feel we may safely leave this in
quiring sister in their hands. 

Bro. Erwin's lecture from the chart on 
Sunday night drew out a crowded house, 
which gave the most interested attention 
while he presented the claims of the re
stored gospel. At the close of the meeting 
our kind friend, Bro. Creel, a minister of 
the Baptist Church, announced a lecture for 
next Sunday night, in which he would try 
to prove that the Baptist Church did not 
originate with Roger Williams. Bro. Creel 
has al ways been a courteous and careful 
hearer at our meetings, and we are always 
glad to see him out. But we think he must 
necessarily fail to prove the point he wishes 
to prove, as the standard histories are against 
him, as well as some of the writers of his 
own denomination. 

Monday, the 31st, I started for home; on school board limits all meetings to three 
arriving at Radcliff I received a telegram nights. I think Savanna is another good 
from Bro. Isaac Vernon, saying that his location for a gospel tent. My short visit at 
father (who has been failing all winter) was Rock Island and Da,venport was a very pleas
sinking very fast, and requesting me to come ant one indeed. We were glad to note the 
at once. The sons, Isaac and Thomas, had ir:creased interest in gospel matters at those 
some time ago spoken to me in regard to his places. vVhile there I sojourned part of the 
funeral. I arrived yesterday at two p. m., time with my old-time friend and brother, L. 
and learned on my arrival that he had passed E. Hills. H.e and Bro. W. E. LaRue seemed 
away at 11: 15 a. m. The funeral will take to be doing a good work. Bro. M. T. Short 
place to-morrow in the M. E. chapel. On ar- in his usual good humor returned home last Bro. Erwin baptized and confirmed one 
riving here I was informed that my son H. E. evening in time to assist us in preaching child and held sacrament meeting while 
was holding forth at Congo, a new opening service. He reports success in the labors of here. The ceremony of bavtism was attended 
nine miles from here, and learning that he Bro. M. H. Bond and himself. by a large congregation, to whom he ex
was not in very good condition for preaching I expect to remaiv at Millersburg a few plained briefly and clearly the differences 
on account of hoarseness, I felt desirious of days and then go to Kewanee district confer- b2tween the Utah Mormons and the Reorgan
relieving him for one night, and notwith- ence. Ever anxious for the success of Zion's ized Church. 
standing it was very cold and the roads very cause, and endeavoriDI! to labor to that end, We believe that good was done during his 
bad, Bro. Elmer Barstow and I mounted two I am, your brother in gospel bonds, visit here, and look forward to the pleasant 
fleet horses and arrived at Congo in 1rnod LEONARD HOUGHTON. weather of April and May when we hope he 
time for service, where I sp1>ke in a union can come with the tent and stay as long, as 
chapel to a fair-sized congregation of very the interest lasts, preaching and teaching 
attentive listeners; there appears to be some BILOXI, Miss., Jan. 24. the full gospel of Christ and gathering out 
interest there. H. E. will remain there as Editors Hera,ld:-The saints here, though the honest in heart who desire the trutq. 
long as the interest will justify. Bro. E. few in number, have been permitted to enjoy II May God bless Bro. Erwin's labors here, 
Barstow and I returned to the home of his the blessings and privileges of the gospel. 

1 
and send him to us again to complete the 

father, Bro. Levi Barstow, not as warm as we II Bro. M. A. Booker's family of eight, all had 

1

1 work so well begun. 
have been sometimes in July. the yellow fever. Bro. Booker was so Your sister in the gospel, 

Saturday I expect to go home and will seriously sick as to have black vomit; but by MRS. ID.A STEWART. 
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VALES MILLS, 0., Feb. 2. 
Editors Herald:-I write that your readers 

may know we are still in the faith and bat
tling for the right. Bro. James Moler came 
here January 13. We commenced meeting 
the 14th and held meetings every night and 
'part of the time in daytime, with the excep
tion of one night on account of rain, which 
raised the creek so high we could not get to 
the church house for three nights. But it 
was so ordered that Bro. Moler was on one 
side of the water and I on the other. He oc
cupied a schoolhouse and I in Brn. Jasper and 
Giles Bowen's houses. We have had splendid 
meetings, with as good interest as I have 
ever seen at this place, both with members 
and outsiders, and 'the result is that twelve 
have been baptized, two on the 21st and ten 
on the 29th, six men and six women; while 
there are several who are near the door, as 
they have expressed the desire to be baptized 
at sometime in the near future. Bro. Moler's 
visit here was in good time, as there was 
quite a good deal of work among the mem
bers that needed looking after, which we feel 
has been done in such way as will he lasting, 
while there are some that will have to be 
dealt with yet. 

Our branch officers are in great cheer, and 
the prospect. is now that I will have more help 
than I have ever had in that way, which I 
thank the good Father for. It has l)een quite 
a task for me to look after all the branch 
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Christian 'men and women than there are in 
the Reorganized Chu!'ch; that Joseph Smith 
is a perfect Christian, and as dear to him as 
a brother; that this church does not practice, 
preach, or believe in polygamy; that it was 
instrumental in the passage of the Edmund's 
Bill; and that E. C. Briggs was the first mis
sionary sent to convert the Mormons. 

The second evening Bays became bolder; 
there being no elder present, he challenged 
the elders to come and defend their faith, 
and instructed the writer to bear the word to 
them. As a result, the next evening Brn. 
E. C. Briggs, S. W. L. Scott, and H. C. 
Bronson were on hand. He then denied the 
challenge. They met, however, to arrange 
propositions; our people asking him to affirm 
that any one or all of the four churches of 
Berrien Springs is in harmony with the New 
Testament church, and therefore the church 
of Jesus Christ; but he and his ministerial 
colleagues refused, claiming that they are 
parts of the church; just what parts we do 
not know. We have wondered if they are 
parts how many such churches one would 
have to join before becoming a member in 
full. 
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states that the sticks of Jud~h and of Joseph 
were simply two sticks, .'upon one of which 
were written the words "For Judah," and on 
the othE>r, "For Joseph." s.ublime! isn't it? 
The six principles of doctrine he claims be
longed to the Mosaic economy, and were 
abolished in Christ. 

After six nights of warping' God's word to 
his ideas, making many assertions with no 
proof, he closed his lectures. Then our eld
ers hired the hall and began their replies, 
together with enough gospel to show our 
position upon disputed points. 

Bro. S. W. L. Scott made the replies, and 
while he is beloved by the entire 'district, we 
never had reason to be prouder of him than 
during the present conflict. He,held the at
tention throughout, of the most prejudiced 
audience we ever saw. His arguments>were 
simply unanswerable. 

No debate being arranged for, Mr. Bays 
went o·n with his lectures during the week
our people giving him our quiet and 
respectful attention. The points he 
tried to make were these: That we 
originated in polygamy; the founders of 

affairs, with the other duties devolving on the Reorganization having come out of 
me. But I thank our heavenly Father for I Stranglsm. That Joseph the Seer was a 
the blessings received, and for the desire to polygamist-bringing those reliable (?) affi
press on in this great work. We expect Bro. davits of polygamous women in prouf of same. 
G. T. Gdffiths here about the 15th. We are That Joseph Smith made the Book of Mor
anxious to see him. He is ever welcome mon. The proof he tried to bdng was that 
with the saints at Vales. ·without any doubt Joseph Smith made it to prove his own doc
of the final result of the latter-day work, trine. He then tried to show that one of 

At the close of each evening Mr. Bays took 
of our time and tried to review•Bro. Scott's 
talk. He did not try in many cases to bring 
argument in rebuttal; his chief weapons were 
assertions, slurs, and low insinuations. I was 
disappointed in Mr. Bays, for we had heard 
that he is logical. We tried to follow him 
from an unbiased standpoint, and we fi~d that 
he does not hesitate in denying statements 
once made, nor in misrepresenting what 
others have said. If he ever won a debate 
for the church by the low trickery he now 
employs, it certainly was no victory for the 
church to be proud of. We believe that 
prejudice is lessened to a certain degree; and 
this we know, tbat our enemies give our 
elders the credit of :being scholarly, well in
form@d on Bible topics, and gentlemanly 
throughout. 

The saints are firmer in the faith than 
ever, and seem determined to live as near to 
the pattern as possible, so; that when storms 
d persecution fall they may be::unshaken. 

I remain, Yours in faith, our hobbies is the laying on of hands for 
S. J. JEFFERS. the reception of the Holy Spirit, and that 

BARODA, Mich., Feb. 3. 
Editors Herald:-The D. H. Bays' conflict 

is ended, and we send a few items. Bro. Lib
beus Scott had been making his home at Ber
rien Springs for a few months, and while 
there talked the gospel with different ones. 
As a result three persons became convinced 
of the truth and were baptized. One of the 
three was a member of the Baptist Church. 
As the Baptist preacher saw a member less, 
he contemplated a thinner slice of bread and 
butter, and to prevent further shortening of 
rations, he joined with the other preachers 
in sending for Davis H. Bays to "refute and 
expose Mormonism." This same Baptist 
preacher-Smith by name-stated, with as 
long a face as if he had been telling the 
truth, that their purpose was to address 
themselves to the honest men and women of 
the Latter Day Saint Church, and if possible 
lead them back from the error of their ways; 
though the facts in the case are, there is but 
one saint in the town, and no others nearer 
than eight miles away. 

According to arrangement Mr. Bays came 
and commenced work January 17. The first 
evening he spoke so highly of the Reorgan
ized Church that many seemed disgusted. 
He stated thaJ! he never knew a purer set of 

the Book of Mormon in no place taught it. 
That we believe in redemption from hell, 
and the Book of Mormon was on the other 
s~de. He made a great ado about our peo
ple's not believing in an everlasting burning 
hell; then said there wasn't one of the 
churches in Berrien Springs that taught 
such a hell, and proved it by the sectarian 
preachers on the rostrum. When Bro. Scott 
quoted Spurgeon on the subject, they tried 
to go back on it, that it was only a newspaper 
reporter's statement of Spurgeon's words. 
Bays then said he would put our elders and 
the Doctrine and Covenants on one side, and 
the Book of Mormon and Talmai;e on the 
other, and for his part he would stand with 
Talmage. 

Yours in'bonds, 
MRS. J. H. ROYCE. 

WINTER HARBOR, Me., Feb. 2. 
Editors Herald:-While at Sou.th 2Goulds

boro I had the privilege of preaching in this 
place, a village of four hundred in!-i.abitants. 
Mr.P.Joy, of the Trilby House, allowed me the 
use of his hall, lighting and heating i.t of his 
own accord. V•le seldom find men so gener
ous. He and his esteemed wife invited me to 
make the Trilby House my home, which I did 
part of the time. Although there was a Bap
tist revival going on, large congregations 
greeted me every night; many coming to 
hear me who never go to meeting. The 
Pendeltons furnished us with fine music, 

Reader; can you tell me whether Mr. Bays both vocal and instrumental, while others in 
believes in a burning hell or not? many ways used their influence to make me 

Another weighty objection to the Book of welcome. Several came to me and said, 
Mormon is that the sea of Irreantum cannot •1111.ake my house your home night and day." 
be found. He says he sent copies of the One can appreciate such kindness after being 
characters-cutting the leaf from Presidency met in· some other places witl:: frowns and 
and Priesthood-to scholars of Oriental lan- curses. At this place I had no opposition 
guages, even to Jerusalem, to prove them a except from one man. '> 

fraud; that scholars cannot read them, and My time was mostly spent each day in vis
that there is no Egyptian about them. He iting from house to house and talking upon 
also tries to prove that the "five books of the gospel. 
Moses" is a modern expression, and that they I preached a few times in Birch Harbor 
never were written on brass plates. He ) with fair liberty, to good-sized congregations; 
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thence to Prospect, a village where dwell 
some of the :liinest and most noted men of 
Hancock County. Many of these men came 
to hear me, and expressed themselves as well 
satisfied. I feel indebted to them for the use 
of the church, as some objected. One lady 
writing me quite an impertinent letter say
ing I must furnish my own light and wood for 
my meetings; but she afterwards repented 
and came to hear me. A good old friend, 
Samuel Brown, furnished oil and wood, and 
something to eat and a place to stop. The 
Brn. Sargent and Harmond at South Goulds
boro have endeared themselves to me by their 
many acts of kindness. If large congrega
tions, good interest, and good liberty are evi
dences of success, we cau say we have been 
successful. I go to North Hancock. 

s. o. Foss. 

PHILADELPHIA, Pa., Feb. 7. 
Editors Herald:-The district conference 

meetings held here yesterday and the day be
fore passed off very satisfactorily. A growing 
interest was manifest in the work, and many 
signs indicating success were easily seen. 

My visit to Washington, D. C., was not bar
ren of results. We held two preaching serv
ices in a small way, and came in contact with 
both members and friends of the faith there. 
Am convinced that a work can be done there 
also for our cause, as well as elsewhere; and 
I am revolving the matter in my mind now as 
to whether I had not better return there and 
sound it more thoroughly before leaving 
Pennsy 1 vania. A hall has been provided at 
Havre de Grace, Maryland, and notice given 
for meetings to begin on the evening of the 
10th instant. 

The late cold storm swept over all of the 
East, and sent the mercury down about as low 
as it ever gets in this country; but is coming 
out warm and nice again, and the snow is 
about all gone. WM. H. KELLEY. 

A BAPTIST PROPHECY. 
SPRINGFIELD, Mo. Jan. 31. 

Editors Berald:-There is a great revival 
going on at the East A venue Missionary Bap
tist church. The writer with other saints 
went out to hear them Friday night, January 
28. The preacher's whole discourse was 
directed to those unsaved. He pictured the 
damned in hell and the Devil laughing at 
them. Ha told them that God's Spirit would 
not always strive with man, and recited 
instances where men and women died saying, 
"I am lost! I am lost!" But, when he gave 
the invitation for sinners to come up to the 
front, only one or two went. 

Rev. John A. Newport, who is assisting the 
pastor, arose and said: "Bro. Elsey, let me 
speak a word;" and he delivered the follow
ing: "I feel very strongly impressed, an<l I 
know the impression is from God, so I make 
this prediction: There is one in this congre
gation whom the Spirit of God is now striv
'ing with, but will not give in, who will be 
wearing a wooden suit in less than four 
weeks. I made this prediction once before in 
one of my meetings, and inside of a month a 
man died, and he confessed on his deathbed 
that he felt the Spirit of God· strive with 
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him, but would not give up. He died, and 
was lost! lost! Don't let this be you. God 
has given it as a warning.to some one." And 
much more he said. The people must have 
believed it, for many went right up to be 
prayed for. 

The next day I sought an interview with 
Rev. Newport, and by exhibiting a great 
deal of cheek I got one. I put the following 
questions to him:-

"Do you believe that prediction was from 
God?" 

"I certainly do." 
"I suppose you look upon that as a revela

tion to some one?" 
"Well, yes; God no doubt gave it to warn 

some one of the danger of putting off the day 
of salvation." 

"How long have you enjoyed that gift of 
prophecy, Bro. Newport, for I suppose you 
would so consider it." 

"Well, yes; I suppose I might call it 
prophecy. I have only given that prediction 
once before, as I related; but I have been led 
to make predictions before, but not like 
that." 

''Then you do believe the Spirit of the 
Lord can be given as Paul so states in 1 Cor
inthians 12? To one the~,spirit of wisdom, 
another the spirit of prophecy, and another 
the gift of knowledge, as Bro. Elsey said 
this afternoon?" 

Ans.-"Yes; I believe that God has given 
unto his people his Spirit, that we might 
know we were saved." 

I was glad I was there last night, for I am 
always glad to see people taking God at his 
word, and especially the preachers. We 
change our meeting house back to our old 
hall. HENRY SPARLING. 

BEARDSTOWN, Ill., Feb. 8. 
Editors Herald:-I do not care much to 

critise Bro. J. D. Erwin's figures on page 79 
of February 2 Herald; but I was afraid some 
mathematician might get hold of the paper 
and trap him, ha! 

He states "by giving every inhabitant of 
the United States $1,000,000 it would still 
leave these lords $19,930,000,000, etc." When 
I went to school they taught me that that 
would supply only 70 persons; and to supply 
70,000,000 persons with $1,000,000 each would 
run up into the trillions. 

Guess again, Bro. Erwin. 
Yours in Christ, 

M. R. SHOEMAKER. 

KINGFISHER, Okla., Feb. 3. 
Editors Berald:-The weekly visits of the 

Herald have brought much instruction, conso
lation, and comfort to the Oklahoma mis
sionary. And in turn I have tried to 
appreciate the good received in recommend
ing the message of life to the people here. 

I believe our work is progressing in Okla
homa, and the saints are making an effort to 
live up to the law of the gospel. However, 
there are exceptions to all rules. Some who 
have not fully complied with the require
ments of the law, have, as they express, a 
desire to do so; so when we see them with 
good desires we are hopeful of them observ-

ing by and by. As a teacher of the gospel I 
feel the responsibility lest my teaching be 
not effectual. Missionary work is only half 
done when the person is brought into the 
church, so I find a great need of progress be
ing made after we enter the church. 

I have just returned from a trip to McLoud 
and other points in the mission, preaching 
the word and visiting scattered saints. Jesus 
was while in the world, and is yet, the good 
Shepherd; his ministers should also labor as 
shepherds, seeking and caring for those 
away from the fold. 

We are looking forward to attending Gen
eral Conference with much pleasure and en
couragement. In fact we have much to 
encourage us. Oklahoma is still a good field, 
and the people generally are kind and gener
ous, willing to hear. We expect to have our 
gospel tent in operation as soon as the weather 
permits. Anyone having subscribed for the 
tent fund in this mission will please hasten to 
make remittance to Elder S. J. Hinkle, Still
water, Oklahoma Territory, so that the 
work will not be hindered. The blessing 
comes when all work together; so we hope to 
have the hearty support of all the saints in 
Oklahoma, not only in purchasing the tent, 
but in assisting to run it, and to keep the 
work moving in our own homes. The home 
is the proper place for the gospel influence to 
commence its work; and I am doubtful of the 
success of anyone who labors to convert oth
ers and convince them of this latter-day work 
who does not have the proper control and in
fluence in their own home. So let us make 
our homes a place of worship, having family 
prayer where Father and Mother each take 
their part in training and setting an example 
to the children - teaching them to pray. 
Children will remember their early training 
and the example of Father and Motber. And 
there seems to be a natural impulse which 
gives hope and joy to the parent in wanting 
his child to become good and noble. And a 
good example is indispensable. 

Wishing you much success with all God's 
children, I am still in the faith, yours, 

R. M. MALONEY. 

THURMAN, Iowa, Feb. 7. 
Editors Herald:-The debate between Elder 

T. W. Williams of our church and Elder W. 
W. Blalock of the Christian Church closed 
on Saturday night last, at Tabor, very peace· 
fully and satisfactorily to us; both disputants 
shaking hands good naturedly, and wishing 
each other well. 

Bro. Williams affirmed our church and doc
trine to be in harmony with the New Testa
ment scriptures very clearly and cogently, to 
the joy and satisfaction of our people, and we 
believe to the satisfaction of many others, as 
they freely expressed themselves to us. 
Mr. Blalock did his best to prove our 
position not in harmony with the New 
Testament; and for the want of argument 
would bring in the usual objections to the 
Book of Mormon and Doctrine and Cove
nants, with polygamy and all of its kindred 
evils, and baptism for the dead, in connection 
with many lying stories published and circu
lated against us by the enemies of truth. 
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The last week, and second proposition, 
Bro. Blalock made a strong and determined 
effort to prove his church to be in harmony 
with the New Testament scriptures, but to 
our mind he signally failed in the attempt, 
notwithstanding he labored hard and did his 
best. We give him credit for his gentle
manly deportment, which was far in advance 
of many of his denomination. 

Bro. Williams was fully up to date on the 
negative of this proposition, and did his work 
argumentatively' and in a forcible manner, in 
accordance,with truth and reason, backed up 
as we are fully satisfied '''with God's Holy 
Spirit. In his last speech the truth shone 
forth majestically under the dictation and 
inspiration of the Spirit of promise. To God 
be all the praise, and his name glorified for 
evermore, for the revealment of such a glori
ous plan, through which all may be saved if 
they will comply with its requisitions. 

Our cause has suffered no loss through this 
debate. We have many friends, both to our
selves and the cause, and are satisfied that 
our heavenly Father will carry on his work 
in his own way to victory; and that it will 
ultimately triumph over all its foes, and ac
complish the~grand purpose of God; namely, 
the.redemption of the race. 

Our work is in very fair condition in the dis
trict; the way opens up on every hand for 
the preaching of the word. We are trying 
to do our best to supply the demands with 
brethren who labor locally. May the bless
ing of the Master attend every department of 
this great work is our earnest prayer. 

In the one faith, 
HENRY KEMP. 

ST. JOSEPH, Mo., Feb. 4. 
Editors Herald:-For the last four months 

I have tried to carry the angel-message 
among the German-speaking people in this 
city, but with very little effect. I have 
called on some o1 the German preachers here 
to give me a hearing, but have been refused; 
so at last, not at least, I went to a German 

. who keeps a hotel called "Benevolent 
Home;" he has a large room fixed up for 
preaching service, and invited the ministers 
to come and preach. So I also went and 
asked the privilege; and it was granted, and 
everything was well for a time, but when 
they had learned of the latter-day gospel, the 
other preachers objected to my coming, and 
they told the gentleman, "Better not to let 
me come there." So he obeyed orders and 
told me, "lt is the rule of the house that if 
there are more preachers than one present, 
that they divide the time," while for a length 
of time my appointment was every Sunday 
night to speak. I always did grant him, if 
there was one present, the time first. The 
readers.of this may see that I have to con
tend with great trials to hold my own; but 
thanks be to my God whom I serve, for his 
Holy Spirit in these hours of trial. I do re
joice indeed in this glorious light of the lat
ter-day gospel, and may God give me strength 
to continue faithful. 

Some time ago I made another attempt,and 
so I went to the German Reformed church 
and try to become acquainted with them, and 
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did ask if they would grant me the privilege 
to preach to them, and at this writing I do 
rejoice once more, for this great privilege 
which is given me to tell them the story of 
the angel-message. ·~:·Their minister, a young 
man, came to my house a few days ago, and 
we have had indeed a grand time. He asked 
for German literature, because he is not 
sufficiently learned in the English. So I 
helped him out as well as I could, and he 
went away very much pleased with what he 
had heard. The hindrance in this great 
work which stands clearer and brighter be
fore mine eyes than ever, seems to me t)J.is, 
that we have not sufficient German church 
literature to reach our German speaking 
friends in this country. I do fully realize and 
see the great necessity of German tracts, 
wherewith we can reach them. There are 
many honest people who would obey the true 
gospel if we would only supply them with 
reading matter. What is the use to let our 
eyes and thoughts go on the other side the 
Ocean? Is there not plenty work here at 
home for some good German brother? We 
have sixty thousand people here, from them 
are about sixteen thousand Germans. What 
shall be done, my German brethren? Can 
we reach them? How can we reach them? 

Not long ago a brother from Lamoni wrote 
to me and suggested a plan like this; that we 
should try to get some tracts published, like 
the Swedish and Danish brethren, and to do 
this more successfully we should form among 
us a tract society to raise means for tl;:lis pur
pose, and no doubt we could do as good a 
work as our brethren mentioned above. 
Why not try this plan, and let us respond to 
this, my German brethren and sisters; let us 
put our hands to the wheel and help to push 
the gospel wagon along. What say you, can 
we do it? Your brother, 

ROBERT G ARLICH. 

NEW HOPE, Va., Feb. 9. 
Editors Herald:-My last communication to 

our church periodical was from Worcester, 
Massachusetts, about the first of the new 
year. I remained in the East a little over 
three weeks. My wife 'and I spent one week 
in Boston, and during our sojourn in the city 
of learning and enterprise, we made our home 
with our worthy Bro. and Sr. Sheehy, both 
of whom have the faculty of making visitors 
feel that they are welcome within their 
humble and cheerful home. By the way, 
Bro. Frank is an expert in showing you the 
sights that are to be seen at the Hub. Their 
daughter Ruth is one of our bright young 
saints, and one of our most active Sunday 
school and church workers. The parents 
are very proud of her, and well might they 
be proud of such a noble, dutiful daughter, 
and who is such a joy and a comfort to them. 
We met with the saints in one of their social 
meetings, and had a feast, as the Spirit of 
the Lord was with us to cheer and comfort 
our hearts. 

On the Sabbath I occupied the rostrum 
both morning and night, and was blessed in 
my weak efforts to dispense the word of life. 
It was very gratifying to me indeed, to wit
ness such energy and activity exhibited by 
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both old and young of the Boston branch. 
They all seem to be lively stones in the 
building of our God and his Christ. Here is 
to be fouad a healthy Sunday school, and a 
number of young, intelligent, zealous work
ers, who seem to work in harmony and with 
a will to keep their end of the Sunday school 
in line. Bro. Bullard is the president of said 
branch, and his efforts are ably seconded by 
his associated officers. All of these brethren 
seem to be on the <J.lert, and appear to be 
faithful workers in the cause of Christ. 

We have met Bro. C. Lake, son of Bro. J. 
H. Lake. This young brother is growing 
and developing into a very useful man in the 
church and if he continues to be prayerful 
and very humble and studious before the 
Lord, he will make his mark in the church._ 
Bro. Lake will be glad to learn that his only 
son and child living is striving to become a 
useful man in the service of God. 

While in Boston Bro. Sheehy and I at
tended a lecture in one of the medical col
leges in the city, which was delivered by 
Bro. or Dr. John Gilbert, of Fall River, Mas
sachusetts, before a class of young students. 
Bro. Gilbert is a fluent speaker, and seemed 
well versed on the subject matter that he 
had in hand. 

On the eve of the 24th ult. I Ci"Ossed over to 
New York City on one of the Norwich line 
steamers; went direct to Washing·ton, D. C., 
and was met at the station by Sr. Warnock, 
at whose home I was made welcome. On the 
next day I met Bro. W. H. Kelley, and to
gether. we visited the capitol and other 
places of interest. Srs. Blum and Jolley were 
our pilots, and they are experts at the bl!-si
ness. We spent many pleasant hours at the 
home of Mrs. Blum, with whom Sr. Jolley and 
family are staying. We shall not soon forget 
the kindness shown us by Mrs. Blum and Sr. 
Jolley. We also held one preaching meeting 
in Mrs. Blum's house, and Bro. Kelley held 
one preaching service in the house of Mr. and 
Sr. Peck. I presume that Bro. Kelley will 
write you with regard to those meetings, 
We stopped two nights with Mr. and Sr. Peck, 
both of whom are highly respected in the 
city. We truly appreciated their kind hospi
tality~ We pray our heavenly Father to 
abundantly bless the few saints in Washing
ton, and do earnestly pray that the time will 
come when a branch of the church will be es
tablished at the capital of our great nation, 
and we sincerely believe that our prayer will 
be fully realized in the Lord's due time. 

From Washington I went to Roxbury and 
Richmond, Virginia. Held two preaching 
meetings at former place. Brn. Barnet, 
Dickey, and families with a few others are 
striving to let their light shine; but the 
country is poor, and the people also, and the 
outsiders are very prejudiced and creed bound. 
The few saints there have done their best to 
get the gospel before the people, but the peo
ple don't want it and won't have it. Hence 
it is that the brethren expect to leave there 
for the north or west this coming spring. 
We wish them Godspeed wherever they go. 
Bro. or Dr. Stark, is alive in the work and is 
going to try and get the truth before the 
citizens of Richmond. We pray that success 
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will attend his efforts. Bro. Stark and the 
writer ordained Bro. E. Dickey a priest. I 
requested Bro. Stark to take charge of the 
work at Roxbury, which be consented to do. 
On my way here I called at Dayton, Virginia, 
to see Bro. 0. Bowman, wife, and mother. I 
found them strong in the faith, and enjoying 
the blessings of life. They, as well as Dr. 
Stark and the saints at Roxbury, treated me 
very kindly. 

I arrived here on the f:Jtb inst. Have held 
preaching services every night so far. Only 
a few turn out, but those who come, pay ex
cellent attention. Am being well cared for 
by Bro. and Sr. Coffman, in whose house I 
am holding meetings. Bro. and Sr. Coffman 
have stood the storm of persecution with the 
patience of Job. I am of the opinion at this 
writing, that there are a few honest hearted 
souls in thi:;i part of Virginia, who will obey 
the gospel by and by, and that a branch will 
be raised up here in the future. 

The church should send a minister here 
the coming conference year. Bro. I. N. Rob
erts would do, and we have felt for years that 
he should be sent to Virginia. I leave here 
on the 12th for Ironton and other points in 
the Ohio district, where I will labor for about 
three weeks. The traveling ministry in my 
field are reporting progress all along the 
line. Your brother in gospel bonds, 

GOMER T. GRIFFI'L'HS. 

DELOIT, Iowa, Feb. 8. 
Editors Herald:-I have no knowledge of 

William Miller, of the Milleri te or Adventist 
Church, and Elder Jared Carter of the Lat
ter Day Saints Church, holding a public dis
cussion on any subject. My statement of the 
rise of the Millerite and Adventist churches 
is found in Saints' Herald for June 26, 1895, 
pages 413, 414. I send tbis statement by re-
quest. c. J. HUNT. 

CEN'l'RALIA, Kan., Feb. 3. 
Editors Herald:-In my last prayer was re

quested in behalf of Bro. Joseph McDougal, 
.of this place. He firmly believes that the 
prayers of the saints proved effectual in re
storing him, as he is now practically recov
.ered. Moreover, Elder Henry Green, of 
Netawaka, was sent for, who administered to 
him. What grand bles$ings are within 
reach of a Latter Day Saint! The aim of the 
precious gospel is mankind to bless. The 
work is a true haven of refuge to humanity. 
"Praise God from whom all blessings flow." 

Our •little branch numbers seventeen at 
present, and eight of them are absent mem
bers. Though few, we do not forget to meet 
to worship our heavenly Father, and to speak 
of his goodness; and in return we truly re
ceive times of refreshing from the presence 
of the Lord. The people in this region of 
country are very friendly towards us, inso
much that the Union Sunday school out here 
has been in charge of Sr. Joseph McDougal 
and the writer respectively. We do not 
have the .Quarterlies, but we discover many 
good and noble thoughts in the lessons we 
study, and endeavor the best we can to pre
sent truth and discard error. I know that 
the Spirit of the Lord is working upon the 

minds of the people, by their splendid at
tention, whilst we are talking to them in the 
review, and we enjoy 'much liberty of thought 
and utterance. How weak and frail do the 
doctrines of men appear when the effulgent 
light of the true gospel is turned on! May 
the saints uf God strive as never before to live 
by "every word which proceedeth out of the 
mouth.of God," that many may be added to 
our numbers and God be glorified. 

FRANK J. PIERCE. 

there be work for such as me in 
Zion?" 

In your last week's edition (January 
26) an article by J. B. Farr entitled, 
"Are we capable of nothing better?" 
also unveils this humanitarian think
ing. In this article there appears to 
me to be a very suggestive idea, 
though I am sorry to say it also 
appears to be impracticable. Depend-
ent as Bro. Farr's solution is upon a 

COUNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa, Feb. 3· condition in which "all the people" 
Editors Herald:-The health of the branch 

is good, and we seem to have taken a new would respond to the appeal of Chris-
lease of life; we are·hopeful of seeing a revi- tian charity, it would have no prac
val of spiritual interest. Some time ago at a tical connection with the present time. 
meeting of the priesthood it was decided to But is it necessary that '•all the 
go out into the highways and hedges and see people" should be required to get 
what could be done towards creating an in-
terest in gospe"l work. A mission was ere- something of this nature started? 
ated in the south, east, and western portions Has not all true growth begun from 
of the city. The writer was given the south the few? The question as it appears 
side appointment, and the interest is increas- to me is, Where is there a united 
ing, and good word comes from all the sta- body of people, even if it be a small 
tions. 

Last Sunday morning our young brother body, that will recognize it to be an 
Carstensen spoke, and all were greatly imperative duty to seek each the wel
pleased at the effort, and if the broth.er only I fare of the other? Where is there a 
keeps humble and trust~ <?od, che will do a body ·of people sufficiently united to 
good work yet. Bro. Williams ":'.as at home I make coo eration racticable? 
Sunday, and feels confident of victory. He P P . 
says his opponent is no mean 3,ntagonist- May not the Latter Day Samts be 
sharp as a briar, but not vulgar. that body? If not, the case would ap-

Brn. Editors, I have about two hundred pear to be indeed desperate; for there 
numbers of the Herald that I will box up and does not appear to be any other peo
send to any. of '~he isolated saints who will ple so likely to have the necessary 
pay the freight on them; part of them are . 
bound in a rustic style. Address J. S. Strain, faith. 
No. 9 Thomas Street, Council Bluffs, Iowa. Suppose that a majority of our 

Brn: Hall and Bassett, the old elders who forty thousand people should send to 
are sick, still linger on the shore, awaiting some central point a portion of the 
the summons to come up higher. This is surplus cash on hand to be invested in 
Herald day, but for some reason it bas not 
come, and how I do miss it, for it always capitalizing industrial enterprises, 
comes freighted with precious news, and and repeat this when convenient, and 
especially the editorial department appears suppose that our people would patron
to have received an inspiration, and the ize the productions of the same, would 
words of instruction, comfort, and advice not a considerable nucleus be evolved 
have been of a hig-h order. God bless the 
Herald as it goes on its mission of love, and from which to grow? Why not do it? 
may every saint feel it to be their duty to We can make manufacturing pay as 
hold up the hands of the devoted men who well as others. But the main thing 
are charged with its publication. is that our artizans and laborers would 

Yours in the one hope, get the work. If no valid reason can 
J .. S. STRAIN. 

Oriqinal HrUclBs, 
MIGHT NOT THiS IMPROVE THE 

SITUATION? 

A HERALD editorial January 5, en
titled ''The Situation," shows such a 
true perception of the social condition 
and its fundamental need that it is not 
surprising that sincere men and 
women should find thei.nselves unable 
to let the tinworker's question pass 
without laboring to answer it, "Will 

be raised against this, I have faith 
enough in our people to believe they 
would do it, by proper explanation 
and management. 

W. D. C. PATTYSON. 
LAMONI, Iowa, Jan. 28, 1898. 

ConfBrnn~B ]\/IintltBs. 
POTTAWATTAMIE. 

Conference convened at Underwood, De
cember 26, 1897, at 10: 30 o'clock; J. P. Car
lile president, Julia E. Hansen secretary 
pro tern., John A. Hansen assistant. Preach
ing Sunday by Joshua Carlile, Senterlow But-
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ler, and S. V. Pra. tt. Statistical reports: j po~t referred to auditing committee, audited, I\ Parker, of Netawaka, superintendent, W. S. 
Council Bluffs 250: loss 4. Crescent 152; I and fouud correct. Resolved ·that we do not Hodson assistant, F. J. Pierce secretary and 
gain 3. Boomer 25; gain 1. Hazel Dell 66; I grant the request of the Park Bluff reunion I treasurer. An interesting program was ren
gain 1. North Star 94; gain 3. Wheeler's I committee with respect to financial aid, and dered at night by the Scranton school. Ad
Grove 90; loss 1. Fontanelle, no report. I go on record as being- of the opinion, as a dis- journed to meet the Friday preceding 
Baptisms in the district for 1897: Council I' trict, that church reunions are a detriment conference in June. 
Bluffs 1, Crescent 1, Fontanelle 2, North to the church financially. Resolution pre- ------------
Star 9, Wheeler's Grove 10; total 23. Reports I vailed that we petition General Conference 
from Council Bluffs, Hazel Dell, North Star, to permit the Eastern Iowa and Des Moines 
Boomer, and Wheeler's Grove were referred Ql.istdcts to change their boundary lines. 
back for correction. Elders D. Parish, J. Resolution prevailed that a committee be ap
Carlile, S. Butler, I. Carlile, Jr., J. P. Car- pointed to investigate the matter of ordina
lile, J. Caffall, S. C. Smith, and S. V. Pratt tion of J. W. Wilson, and report to the next 
reported: Priests F. Hansen, 8. Underwood, conference. Voted that the president of the 
C. C. Larson, T. Scott, J. Yochen; Doacon H. , district appoint each branch president and 
Hansen. '.!.'he Bishop's agent, J. P. Carlile, secretary a committee to solicit aid to pur
reported: Ou hand last report $93.09; col- chase a new top for the district tent. Motion 
lected since $490.98; total disbursed $473.65; passed that when this conference adjourns it 
on hand $110.42. The district president was does so to meet with the Brush Creek 
instructed to provide for service e'7ery Sun- bn1nch, June 4, 1898. C. E. Hand was re
day evening- at the Hazel Dell church. On elected district president, J. R. Sutton vice 
separate motions J.P. Carlile was sustained as president, J, R. Sutton chosen secretary. 
rilistrict presideut and Bishop's agent, and J. Preaching during conference by Brn. J. X. 
Chas. Jensen as district secretary. Confer- Smith, 0. E. Hand, and J. W. Peterson. 
ence adjourned to meet at Crescent City, 
March 26, 1898. 

DES MOINES. 
Conference convened at Grinnell, Iowa, 

February 5, 1898; Columbus Scott chairman 
pro. tem., Sheldon Armstrong secretary pro. 
tern. Branches reporting: Des Moines, 
Oakaloosa, Richland, Des Moines Valley, 
Boonesboro, \!\That Cheer, and Angus. Eld
ers reporting: 0. Scott baptized 8, E. B. 
Morgan, N. Stamm, J. S. Roth baptized 6, J. 
W. Morgan, P. Batten, M. H. Cook baptized 
1, W. C. Nirk, W. Johnson, G. Shimel, W. 
H. Kephart baptized 1, J. F. McDowell; 
Prifists F. Russell, 0. B. Brown, J. Barnes, 
G. M. Jamison; Teachers F. B. Miller, A. 
Freel; Deacon Joseph Young. Bishop's 
agent, W. C. Nirk, reported from January 1, 
1898: Received $124.83; paid out $120; on 
hand $4.83. Received on district tent fund 
$95.80; paid out $7.41; leaving· $88.39 to apply 
on ths original cost of the tent. E. B. Mor
gan, 0. B. Brown, W. H. Kephart, Cat.herine 
Dumbauld, Mattie Hughes, Frank Russell, 
C. Scott, aud J. S. Roth were elected dele
gates to the General Couference. J. S. Roth, 
W. C. Hidy, F. B. Miller, W. C. Nirk, and 
G. W. Johnson were appointed a committee 
to investigate the advisability of having a 
reunion at Des Moines next summer or fall. 
General Conference was petitioned to return 
the same missionaries to this field of labor. 
Preaching by J. F. McDowell, E. B. Morgan, 
and C. Scott. Adjourned ·~o meet in Nevada, 
in June, at the call of the district officers. 

EASTERN IOWA. 
Conference convened with t,he Fulton 

branch, February 5 and 6, 1898; C. E. Hand 
president. Branches reporting: Fulton, 
Brush Creek, Grove Hill, Green Valley, 
Apostolic. Apostolic referred back for cor
rection. Elders reporting: C. E. Hand, J. 
W. Peterson, J. R. Sutton, J. Heide, and J. 
W. Adams; Priests 0. S. Shippy, D. J. 
Dierks, D. Palsgrove, and John X. Smith; 
Teacher 0. H. Ba.Hey, Bishop's agent's re-

.. 

NOR'l.'HWESTERN KANSAS. 
Conference convened at Blue Rapids, Feb

ruary 5, 6, 15398; L. F. Johnson president, I. 
N. White assistant, Ella Landers clerk. 
Branches reporting: Goshen 84; gain 2. 
Bural Dale 27: loss 2. Norcatur 15; no 
change. Solomon River 15; no change. 
Homestead 25; no change. Elmira 55; no 
change. Blue Rapids 80; loss 1. Elders re
porting: L. F. Johnson, H. Hart, W. S. 
Pender, W. Landers, T. E. Thompson; 
Priests J. S. Goble, E. Rowley. Bishop's 
agent's report for six months ending Feb
ruary 1: On hand August 14, 1897, $4.82; 
received $142.35; expended $138.42; on hand 
$8. 75. Books audited, found correct. Elder 
Alma Kent reported verbally that he wished 
to work in this dist.riot remainder of this con
ference year. The delegates to Genel'al Con
ference are: Alma and Anna Kent, L. F. 
Johnson, Wm. and Ella Landers, W. S. Pen
der, Christena Scott. Voted that we sustain. 
in every possible way all the spiritual au
thorities of the church. Adjourned to meet 
May 28, 1898, with Elmira branch, near Be
loit. 

8tlndau 8~110 Ass o ~iations. 
NORTHEASTERN KANSAS. 

Convention met at Scranton, February 4. 
The business and entertainment were directed 
by the Superiutendeut. DLlring thlil morning 
session various topics were discussed by N. S. 
Dunnington, W. S. Hodson, J. W. Burns, 
Mary Cairns, and F. J. Pierce. The after
noon sessiou was begun with a ~;eason of 
prayer. Committee on credentials reported 
as follows: Atchison, total enrollment 51, 
Fanning 49, Netawaka 40, Scranton 48. N. 
S. Dunnington, W. S. Hodson, and F. J. 
Pierce were elected delegates to General 
Convention and authodzed to cast the entire 
vote of tbe clistdct. The eiection of officers 
for the ensuing year was as follows: Sister 

KEWANEE. 
Association convened February 4, at 

Kewanee; S. A. Whitehouse superintendent, 
Mrs. Ed. Lamb, secretary. Reports from the 
following Sunday schools were read: Peoria, 
Millersburg, Buffalo Prairie, Rock Island, 
Canton, and Kewal'l.ee; Canton and Rock Is
land having been organized since last metit
ing, and are in good condition. Reports 
from the local officers in the district show 
that the work is on the increase. The enter-
tainment in the evening in charge of Kewanee 
Sunday school, was very good. Convention 
will meet next at Rock Island, first Friday 
in June. Let all come. 

PHILADELPHIA. 
Convention convened at Brooklyn, New 

York, January 22 and 23; Ephraim Squire 
superintendent, E. B. Hull associate, Samuel 
Guilfoy clerk. Four schools reported: 
Philadelphia 56, loss 5; Brooklyn 46, loss 3; 
Broad River, Connecticut, 29; Baldwin, 
Maryland, 19. Treasurer reported: Balance 
on hand $6.30; receipts $3.35; total $9.65. 
Motion prevailed that the Philadelphia dis
trict be divided, the eastern division to be 
called the New York district Sunday school 
association; the western half to remain as the 
Philadelphia district Sunday school associa
tion. Mo~ion prevailed that after expenses 
are paid the balance in treasury be divided 
equally between the Philadelphia and New 
York districts. Resolution was adopted 
recommending the sch;iols in the districts to 
elect their officers every six months instead 
of yearly; also recommended that the schools 
purchase Books of Mormon to encourage the 
study of this part of the lesson in 1the quar
terly; also that the schools form circulating 
librarieti. The following officers were elected 
Philadelphia district, superintendent, H. H. 
Bacon; associate superintendent, 0. T. 
Christy; secretary and treasurer, E. B. Hull. 
New York district, superintendent, Ephraim 
Squire; associate superintendent, Albert 
Stone; secretary and treasurer, Ethel Tyson. 
Motion prevailed that the rules governing 
the Philadelphia district be adopted for the 
New York district. The following were ap
pointed to represent the Philadelphia and 
New York districts at the General Conven
tion: A. M. Baker, Alma Kent, Wm. H. 
Kelley, and F. M. Sheehy. A resolution was 
passed sustaining all the authorities of the 
Sunday School Association. The convention 
ad;journed till the next da.y, when it was re
assembled, and an hour devoted to short 
speeches by a number of Sunday school mPm
bers, after wbich the convention adjourned, 
the New York district to meet at the call of 
the dist.rict superiutendent; the Philadelphia 
district to meet six mouths from present 
month, the date left to district superi.Q.· 
t.sndeµt, 
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SUNDAYiSCHOOLiSECRETARIES, PLEASE 
NOTICE. 

As the time for the AnnualcConvention of 
the General Association draws near, it is 
necessary to begin preparations for closing 
up the year's work and making proper re
port of same:-

School secretaries, please see that you 
have your report in full sent to the district 
convention held prior to the association 
meeting in April. 

District secretaries, please assist local 
secretaries to see that this is done, and as 
soon as practicable after the convention, 
make out your report f:rom the data fur
nished by the local schools, and send the 
same to me; also furnish a list of delegates 
selected to represent your; district at the 
General Convention. 

On the blank report, please fill in the 
names of each of the'Dewly elected'officers of 
your district, for the ensuing year. 

Do not delay your report. to me later than 
March 15 at the latest. 

Hoping that you will be able to make out 
a full and complete report and that the same 
will show material advancement for the past 
year, I am Yours truly, 

w. N. ROBINSON, Sec. 

CONVENTION NOTICES. 
The Little Sioux district Sunday}."school 

convention will meet at,Woodbine,·.March 4, 
1898, at 2: 30 p. m. A large delegation is 
desired. A. M. FYRANDO, Supt. 

MRS. LENNA STRAND, Sec. 

Pottawattamie district will convene at 
Crescent, Iowa, March 12, 1898. Each school 
in the district is requested to make out a full 
report, as this is the last convention before 
the General Convention. Also send dele
gates, as this convention calls for the election 
of officers and the choosing of delegates to 
the General Convention. 

Far West convention will be held at Stew
artsville, Missouri, March 4, 1898. From 
10: 00-10: 20 a. m., prayer service; 10: 20-12: 00, 
business, including election of officers. From 
2: 00-3: 00 p. m., a normal lesson : What con
stitutes a Sunday school? (a) People. Who? 
(b) Officers. Duties. (c) Teachers. Quali
fications. How prepared? (d) Helps. J.M. 
Terry. Song by German school. From 
3: 05-3: 45, The pupil, his physical, mental, 
and spiritual nature; his surroundings and 
characteristics, Mrs. D. H. Blair. Song. 
From 3: 45-4: 00, question box, in charge of 
superintendent. At 4: 00-4: 20, The propriety 
of some disciplinary organization.rfor boys 
from twelve to twenty years of age, led by 
Wm. Flanders. At 4: 20-5: 00, Primary 
teaching, J. N. Cato, instructor. At 7: 30 
entertainment by Stewartsville school. 

MisBBllansotls Dspartmsnt. 
REDUCED RATES TO GENERAL CONFERENCE. 

Chairman Caldwell, of the Western Pas
senger Association, under date of February 
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11, makes the following announcement of re
duced rates to the General Conference and 
conventions of auxiliary societies, at Inde
pendence, Missouri:-

"W e will take pleasure in announcing rate 
of fare and one third for the round trip on 
certificate plan for this occasion from points 
in Eastern Committee and Trans-Missouri 
territories, and will send you in course of a 
day or two advice giving full particulars in 
regard to this reduction." 

Due announcement will be made on receipt 
of further information. 

R. s. SALYARDS, Church Secretary. 
LAMONI, Iowa, Feb. 12, 1898. 

BISHOP'S AGENTS' NOTICES. 
As Bro. James McKiernan has been called 

home by telegram the Utah saints will please 
band their tithes and offerings to Bro. H. N. 
Hansen, who will account to me and all will 
be duly reported to the Bishop. 

J. W. WIGHT, Bishop's Agent. 

FIRST QUORUM OF PRIESTS. 
Please send your addresses to me at once. 

I wish to mail you report blanks, reports to 
be made to President of Quorum, D. J. Krahl, 
by March 15. w. c. DUNCAN. 

STE,VARTSVILLE, Missouri. 

CHURCH RECORDER'S NOTICE. 
DELINQUENT BRANCH REPORTS. 

In the following named districts confer
ences were either advertised to be held or 
were published as having been held, during 
the months of 1897 herein stated. Without 
a doubt to the most of them reports of 
branches were sent. But the present diffi
culty is that said branch reports have not 
yet come into the hands of the General 
Church Recorder, as provided for in the 
"Rules" of the church. The conferences 
thus appointed to be held were as follows:-

Alabama district in October; Mobile dis
trict in December; Western Maine (tlilree) in 

•May, September, and December; Minnesota 
in June and October; Montana in June and 
November; Nodaway (Mo.) in October; Far 
West (Mo.) in December; Nevada in June 
and November; Central Nebraska in August; 
Southern Nebraska in October; Kirtland. 
(Ohio) in July; Southeastern Ohio in Sep
tember; Pittsburg, (Pa.) in September; 
Northern Texas and Choctaw in September. 

It would be a favor if the brethren would 
immediately send in the branch reports that 
were presented to the above conferences, that 
they may be recorded and correspondence 
had upon them before the rush of reports 
from the February and March conferences 
make haste to arrive and prevent those 
already due. Brethren, please attend to this. 

From England not any reports have been 
received for the conference year. Bro. C.H. 
Caton supplied full accounts of the branches 
in the Manchester district for 1896, arriving 
in November, 1897, and it is hoped that he can 
send in the 1897 reports before April. And 
from the London, Birmingham, and Sheffield 
conferences I wish to hear soon. For nothing 
has been received from the Birmingham and 

Sheffield districts since 1894. The last re
ports from Australia were dated December, 
1896. 

I regret this state of affairs. But through
out America and Canada there has been a 
better service than ever before. Also a 
prompt action upon the part of nearly all 
branch and district clerks, and kind and 
willing responses to correspondence for cor-
rections and additional reports. · 

H. A. STEBBINS, 
General Church Recorder. 

L.AMONI, Iowa, February 10, 1898. 7-2t 

NOTICES. 
Will the missionaries in Texas please re

port to me at Lamoni, Iowa, not later than 
the first day of March, and give all necessary 
items for reappointment the coming confer
ence year; also all other elders desiring to 
take the missionary field. Brethren, be on 
time, as my report is desired by our chief 
missionary on or before March 10. 

I. P. BAGGERLY, In Charge. 

Notice is hereby given that all the travel
ing ministry in my mission are requested to 
send their reports to me by the 15th of 
March. Address me at 280 Rebecca Street, 
Allegheny, Pennsylvania, care of C. Ed 
Miller. G. T. GRIFFITHS, 

Missionary in Charge. 

The committee of the northern Missouri 
and southern Iowa reunion will meet during 
the sessions of the Far West district confer
ence to be held at Stewartsville, Missouri, 
March 5, 6, 1898, for the purpose of setting 
the time of holding our annual reunion and 
to transact other business that may be pre-
sented. CHARLES P. FAUL. 

Among the names and addresses of parties 
in California, I have L. L. Crocker, Loomis, 
Placer County. He is a friend or relative of 
some of the saints. I do uot remember who 
referred me to him, but would like to know. 
Will the person who gave me the name and 
address write me in regard to the matter. 

. ALMA C. BARMORE. 
AUBURN, California. 

MEETING OF THE QUORUM OF TWELVE. 
By consultation and agreement with Pres. 

W. H. Kelley, of the Quorum of Twelve, no
tice is hereby given that the quorum will 
meet for the consideration of conference 
business, at Lamoni, Iowa, March 23, 1898. 
Place of convening will be decided by Pres. 
Kelley on his arrival at Lamoni. 

JOSEPH SMITH, 
Of the Presidency. 

W. H. KELLEY, 
Of the Quorum. 

LAMONI, Iowa, Feb. 3, 1898. 

ENROLLMENT IN QUORUMS. 
ELDERS, PRIESTS, TEACHERS, AND DEACONS. 

The law contemplates the organization into 
,quorums of all church officers-including 
elders, priests, teachers, and deacons. All 
such not yet enrolled may address applica,· 
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tions for enrollment to the Church Secretary, 
who is authorized to present the same to quo
rums, for their action, that vacancies in 
quorums may be filled, and new quorums or
ganized, as found necessary. (See D. C. 104: 
31; 107: 43-46; 118: l; 120: 10; etc.) 

Applications should include full name and 
address; dates of birth and baptism; when, 
where, and by whom ordained; and statement 
of labor done during the year or years past. 
Please be particular to include all said items; 
they are necessary for information and 
records of quorums enrolling. 

The work of enrolling should be completed 
and kept up every year: and applications 
should be forwarded personally, and before 
General Conference, that all lists may be 
completed before the busy sessions of confer
ence begin. Please be prompt. 

In bonds, 
R. S. SALYARDS, 

LAMONI, Iowa, Feb. 1, 1898. 
Church Secretary. 

ENROLLMENT IN QUORUMS. 
CORRECTED LIST. 

At the General Conference of 1897 the Sec
retary presented lists of names of elders, 
priests, teachers, and deacons who had made 
application for enrollment in quorums,-and 
was authorized "to enroll in proper numbers, 
and so publish in the Herald." 

Some of these applications date as far back 
as 1885, and are presented as received from 
the former Secretary. Those received by 
the present Secretary since the General Con
ference of 1896 to the close of the conference 
of 1897-that have not been enrolled in other 
quorums, are also included in the lists below. 

If any of those named do not now hold the 
offices according to which they are enrolled, 
necessary changes will be made as errors in 
the lists are pointed out. Those knowing 
of changes resulting from ordination, death, 
or other causes, will please so notify the Sec
retary. 

It ls understood that the brethren enrolled 
may complete the organization of their quo
rums at any General Conference, by making 
choice of officers and so reporting. 

(The Sixth Quorum of Elders, the Fifth 
Quorum of Priests, the Third Quorum of 
Teachers, and Third Quorum of Deacons 
were organized in the Society Islands' mis
sion some years ago, by arrangement with 
the Presidency and the authorities then in 
charge of the Islands; hence the present 
quorum numbers.) 

SEVENTH QUORUM OF ELDERS. 

1. Andes, S. C. 
2. Bates, Elihu. 
3. Enge, Nels C. 
4. Goodwin, W. A. 
5. Graham, F. C. 
6. Porter, James D. 
7. Ray, WHliam N. 
8. Reed, Sirenus. 
9. Smith, Simon. 

10. Tibbels, John H. 
11. Turnbow, Benjamin R. 
12. Wyatt, Samuel. 

SIXTH QUORUM OF PRIESTS. 
1. Ames, John N. 
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2. Bailey, Isaac. 
3. Benson, James P. 
4. Berve, Amos. 
5. Biggs, Joseph. 
6. Brannan, John P. 
7. Carstensen, Laurence. 
8. Coiner, John. 
9. Goldsberry, Charles .B. 

10. Granger, Francis. 
11. Hansen, Paul M. 
12. Hilton, J. F. 
13. Johns, W. L. 
14. La Rue, William E. 
15. Leitch, Thomas. 
16. Lundstedt, Peter G. 
17. McDonald, F. M. 
18. McHarness, Edward. 
19. McLeod, W. W. 
20. Maitland, William T. 
21. Mussell, Frederick T. 
22. Parker, Reuben S. 
23. Peat, James. 
24. Reed, Jesse L. 
25. Schmidt, David H. 
26. Scott, John T. 
27. Shaw, Daniel T. 
28. Walling, W. H. 
29. Walters, Wilson W. 
30. Williamson, James. 

FOURTH QUORUM OF TEACHERS. 
1. Bedwell, Joseph F. 
2. Betts, Joseph E. 
3. Blackmore, James H. 
4. Boston, Harry. 
5. Butterworth, J. L. 
6. Curry, Ebenezer. 
7. Davis, Thomas W. 
8. Dempsey, Arthur E. 
9. Ferrell, Thomas K. 

10. Fetter, William C, 
11. Hardy, William A. 
12. Hartnell, William. 
13. Johnson, Eugene A. 
14. Kemp, James A. 
15. Kepley, H. H. 
16. Lambkin, Edwin. 
17. Madison, Adolph E. 
18. McKee, William. 
19. McKenna, James F. 
20. Mills, James M. 
21. Monroe, Christopher L. 
22. Monroe, Elmer B. 
23. Phillips, Arthur B. 
24. Richardson, James. 

FIFTH QUORUM OF TEACHERS. 
1. Scott, J eptha. 
2. Shearer, George H. 
3. Shumate, Frederick B. 
4. Sinclair, W. A. 
5. Sutton, John W. 
6. Tarzwe,11, David. 
7. ThomaS, A. M. 
8. Thompson, John. 

FOURTH QUORUM OF DEACONS. 
1. Burns, James W. 
2. Ebert, E. H. 
3. Epperley, John C. 
4. Frost, William F. 
5. McClain, Henry T. 
6. Naab, William. 
7. Nelson, Matthias R. 
8. Renfroe, Benjamin F: 
9. Smith, James H. 

10. Sperry, Larein D. 
11. Torrance, W. B. 
12. Williams, R. D. 

FIFTH QUORUM OF DEACONS. 
1. Wyatt, Charles H. 
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Fragmentary numbers are enrolled for the 
reason that new applications sufficient to 
complete quorums will probably be received. 

R. S. SALYARDS, 
Church Secretary. 

LAMONI, Iowa, Feb. 10, 1898. 

MINISTRY REPORTS. 
At the General Conference of 1897 the fol

lowing recommendation from the Presiding 
Bishop was adopted. The action dispensed 
with the publication of "ministry reports" 
and provided that all laboring under General 
Conference appointment should report to 
their respective missionaries in charge:-

"The printing and sending out circulars 
known as 'Ministry Reports' has, together 
with the publishing of conference minutes 
for the y@ar, amounted to the sum of $197.12. 
It is a question of whether we can afford to 
pay for this matter each year an amount al
most sufficient to keep an elder in the field 
for a year. If the reports necessary to the 
transaction of the business of the conference 
were made by those in charge of missions, 
with the provision that in case of any dissat
isfaction on the part of any laborEr in the 
field he should have the privilege of present
ing his objections to the President of the 
Church or General Conference for considera
tion, it would answer the purpose as com
pletely as does the present, and save the 
expense to the church." 

R. S. SALYARDS, 
Church Secretary. 

LAMONI, Iowa, Feb. I, 1898. 

GENERAL CONFERENCE NOTICE. 
At a special meeting of the Independence 

branch, it was resolved that board be fur
nished all visitors coming to attend confer
ence, at the rate of $2.50 per week. 

That Wm. Crick, A. L. Newton, and W. 
N. Robinson be a committee to assign visitors 
to different places for boarding. 

That the visitors be requested to communi
cate to either of these as early as possible, 
their intention of attending the conference, 
and stating preferences in stopping places, if 
any be had. 

That the visitors also be requested to 
register at the church, on arrival, where a 
committee will be in waiting to direct them 
to their assigned places, and to take notice. 

That it is the intention to have the 
electric 0ars stop in front of the church. 

w. N. ROBINSON, Clerk. 

CURE FOR CANCER. 
(Republished by request.) 

I have often noticed in your columns deaths 
from canc.ers, and I have often thought to 
send you a remedy that has proved success
ful in many hands in every case that I have 
applied it to cancers. 

The remedy is this: Spread a plaster of 
common sticking plaster, cut a hole a trifle 
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larger than the cancer, so that there will be 
a small margin of good flesh, about the six
teenth of an inch, all around the cancer. 
Apply the plaster over the cancer, leaving 
the cancer and this small margin exposed; 
then apply over the cancer and resting on 
the plast.er the cancer plaster, composed of 
one part of wheat flour, one part bloodroot 
(sanguinaria) ground fine, one part chloride 
of zinc. 

Mix the sanguinaria and flour with water, 
then the chloride of zlnc. Mix well and ap
ply over the cancer, letting it remain from 
twenty-four to forty-eig·ht hours, according 
to the time the cancer has been standing. 
Then take off the cancer plaster, and dress 
with any good healing salve. In from a week 
to ten days the cancer will drop out. (Don't 
try to press it out. l 

Then heal with any good salve. Probably 
the best healing salve is the All Healing or 
Black Salve. It is the best for a cancer, 
which I will furnish the recipe of to anyone 
writing for it, inclosing a two-cent postage 
stamp to pay postage. LEVI CHENEY. 

KENT, Illinois, March 8, 1889. 

BORN. 
PARMENTER.-To Bro. Jasper and St'. M. 

J. Parmenter, at Tamworth, Jowa, January 
23, 1898, a daughter. Blessed by Elders C. 
Scott and N. Stamm, February 1, 1898, and 
named Vada. 

MELOICH. - Agnes Magdalene Meloich, 
born August 16, 1890, at Shawnee, Oklahf\ma. 
Blessed January 30, 1898, by Elder R. M. 
Maloney. 

BRESSMAN.-Daniel Oliver Bressman, born 
December 23, 1894, at McLoud, Oklahoma. 
Blessed January 30, 1898, by Elder R. M. 
Maloney. 

KLEMM.-Martha Caroline Klemm, born 
March 20, 1897, at McLoud, Oklahoma. 
Blessed August 16, 1897, by Elders R. M. 
Maloney and W. S. Macrae. 

MARRIED. 
NELSON-DANIELSON.-January 26, 1898, 

at the home of the bride's father in Rutland, 
Illinois, Mr. Swen Nelson and Sr. Ellen C. 
Danielson were united in marriage, Elder 
Thomas Hougas performing the ceremony. 

HoIE-HAYER.-At the home of the bride's 
mother, in Miller, Illinois, February 3, 1898, 
Bro. Hakon Hoie and Sr. Electa M. Hayer 
were united in matrimony, Elder Thomas 
Hougas officiating. The contracting parties 
are members of the Mission branch. 

DIED. 
WEBR - At Sacramento, California, 

January 17, 1898, Sr. Sophia M. Webb. She 
was born in Arkansas in 1830; married to 
Elder E. Webb, Octobe1·, 1851. The fruits of 
this union were five children. She was bap
tized into the church in Joseph the Martyr's 
time, exact date unknown. She was baptized 
into the Reorganized Church March 18, 1871. 
Her husband was a great worker in the cause 
of Christ and was instrumental iq.convert.ing 
many to tbe gospel. He was an elder in the 
first org·anization as well as the pPesent one. 
He did the first work in behalf of the Reor
ganfaation on the Pacific cmi,st and was once 
in charge ()f the work there, T~ese t1lings 
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are mentioned to show her connection with 1 Church, he identified himself with it by obedi-
the latter-day work, for she has long been in
terested in what he was doing. Like many 
others they were induced to go to Utah but 
were disappointed, and left for Califot"nia as 
soon as they could. The funeral was held at 
the residence at two p. m. the 19th, ser
mon by Elder Alma C. Barmore. 

ANDERSON.-AtFruto, California, January 
7, 1898, Sr. Serena Anderson, aged 84 years 
and 7 days. Deceased was born in Not"way; 
came to America when eleven years old with 
her parents; married March 1, 1831, to Jacob 
Anderson; husband and ninechiidren passing 
to the beyond before her. One son, five 
grandsons, and one granddaughter mourn. 
She was baptized by Elder Gordon E. Deuel 
in Lasalle County, Illinois, May 24, 1842, and 
re baptized in California by Elder E. C. Brand 
in April, 1864. Her hope in the future was 
bright and she passed away peacefully. She 
was laid to rest in Napa cemetery, beside her 
husband and one son, to await the resurrec
tion of the just. 

HOOLE.-"Fatal Accident at the Regent 
Works: An accident, which had a fatal ter
mination, occurred yesterday afternoon at 
the Regent Works of Messrs. Bury and Co., 
Penistone Road. Henry Hoole, of N q. 135 
Creswick Street, had been at work yesterday 
afternoon about three quat"ters of an hour 
from the resumption after the dinner hour, 
when an emery wheel broke. Pieces flew in 

ence. He died in hope of a part in the first 
resurrection. He was frequently blessed 
with the gift of tongues. Elder James 
Moler preached the funeral in the M. E. 
chapel at two p. m., the choir furnishing the 
music, Elder H.E. Moler offering the prayer. 
Father Vernon was tenderly laid to rest in 
the New Straitsville cemetery. 

CAZIER. - At Reese Creek, Montana, 
January 27, 1898, Frances Cazier, aged 61 
years, 11 months, and 27 days. Deceased 
was with the church in the dal'k and cloudy 
day, and went to Utah in early day, and suf
fered many things, the result of priestly 
domination and human perfidy. United with 
the Reorganization at Reese Creek, Septem
ber 4, 1881, baptized by J.E. Reese. Funeral 
sermon by Gomer Reese at the saints' chapel. 
She was laid to rest on the hill neat" the 
church. 

CHALKER. - Sr. Ellen Chalker was born 
October 18, 1853, in London, England, and 
was baptized by Elder J. Arthur Davis, No
vember 25, 1891, at Minneapolis, Minnesota. 
Died January 9, 1898, strong in the faith of 
the gospel and hope of the first resurrection. 
Sr. Chalker was a good wife, a noble saint, 
and will receive a glorious reward. She died 
pl'aying for her children and family. A 
large concourse of neighbors and friends at
tended her funeral, as she was beloved by 
all who knew her. Elder E. A. Stedman 

several directions, some of which struck him preached the sermon from Romans 8 : 11. 
on the forehead, chin, and chest. His jaw Good attention was givAn, 
was shattered, and the injury to his chest WILLAVIZE.-Anna M. Fisher, daughter 
was very sevel'e. The man was removed im- of Bro. and Sl'. Jeremiah Fisher, was born 
mediately to the Infirmary, but on his way to April 26, 1860, at Pritchard's Grove, town of 
that institution he died."-Ex. Clinton, Illinois; came to Plano with her 

The foregoing clipping and following reso- parents in 1883 or 1884. She united with the 
lutions are sent by the Manchester District Latter Day Saints Churnh November 22, 18S5, 
Priesthood Association. The resolutions being baptized by Elder J. C. Foss. She was 
were passed at our business meeting held the ' married to Theodore Willavize, December 
15th Janmtl'y, Apostle H. C. Smith presid- 31, 1885, by Elder J. C. Foss. She died 
ing:- January 31, 1898, leaving a husband, three 

"Resolved that in the death of Elder Hen Py daughters, and one son, one of which is an 
Hoole, of Sheffield, the association recognizes infant, also her father and mother, one sister, 
that the church has lost a wise, faithful, and and three brothers, with many friends, to 
exemplary laborer, and his family a faithful mourn. She sleeps in peace. She was buried 
son, loving husband, and affectionate father. in the Plano cemetery, February 2; funeral at 

"Resolved further that while we how with the stone church. Sermon by Elder W. 
humble resigmi"tion to this dispensation of Vickery. 
God's providence, we record our sympathy and W AHLSTROM.-At her home in Lamoni, 
condolence with the bereaved family, and February 5, 1898, Sr. Christina Wahlstrom, 
express our conviction that Bro. Hoole was wife of Elder John Wahlstrom, passed from 
well prepared by consistent and faithfnl serv- this earth life confident of a welcome among 
ice to occupy an honored place in the the saints who have gone before. Sr; Wahl
church triumphant. strom-formerly Miss Christina Larsen-was 

"Resolved further that the secretary of this born at Mole, Sweden, 1826. She came to 
association be instructed to pPesent copies of America in 1869, first uniting with the Utah 
these resolutions to Sisters H9ole and Gell, Church in Sweden, but upon a closer exami
the wife and mother of the .,deceased; and nation of the belief of that people in America 
also that a copy be sent to the Saints' I:I~erald." united with the Reorganized Church under 

WM. R. ARMSTRONG, Sec. to Aesn. the administration of Elder Joseph Luff. 
VERNON.-.Jam..is Vernon was born August She was married to John Wah}strom in 1875 

1, 1821; died February 1, 1898, at New and they returned from Utah to Omaha, Ne
Straitsville, Ohio. He wa.s father of ten braska, in 1880, and in 1882 came to Lamoni, 
boys anJ thl'ee girls. Nine sons, one daugh- where they have since resided. In 1894 Sr. 
ter, and a large number of grandchildren J Wahlstrom accompanied her husband on his 
mourn the loss .of father and grandfather. i missionary labors to Malmo, Sweden, return
James Vernon .was a member of the Bicker-1 ing in 1896. Funeral February 6. in charge of 
ton faction of the .churc. h a few yea .. rs, b. ut E.lders H. A. St.ebbins and E.l. i Hayer, E. 14• 

:hearing tho .. 9laini.s of i tbe Reorganized j:{elley preaching the discourse. 
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Royal makes the food pure, 
wholesome and delicious, 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The Saints' Herald. 1 

(Established 1860 ) 1

1

: 

Published every '\Vednes{fay, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. J 

Subscription price $2. 00 per year; six months I 
$1. 00: three months 50 cents: single copies 5 cents; 
sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in I 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions. make sales of church pnblica- I 
tions, and assist the publishing department. , 

Address communications for publication to the I 
Editors. I 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., should be addressed to 1 Frank Criley. Business Manager. Remittances 
should be made by post office or express orders, 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters. 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

l BARGAINS IN FLEXIBLE BIBLES. 

ROYAL BAKING powoE• co., NEw YORK. j 'l'HE Herald Office has arranged to 
-~~~~=::==~~~~~~~~~~ handle a special line of bargains in 

WHAT IS MAN? 
1 

Sunday School Teachers' and Minis-1 
BY ELDEI~ J. R. LAMBICRT. 'I ters' Bibles, by which strictly first-

Man's Na1ure and D,·stiny. The Spirit or I 
Soul: Is it immortal? Does it survive the class editions are offered at greatly . 
Death of the Body in a Conscious state? The I reduced prices, as follows:- 1 
views of Morrni-:::»JUlists Examined and Re- I 
futed. In two parts. Second edition. "The Self-Pronouncing Sunday 

The author has c.losel v. r x-1 m.ined the sub- II Sebo' 
1

01 Teache_rs' B''ible.," t
1

h' e sam,, e as ject upon which he has wi'itten, both in 
study and in oral d1scuss10n, with those who I the Oxford Bible, with helps and 
differ from him in belief concerning the maps in good large print bour-
nature and destiny of man. Discussed from I . ' . . ' 
biblical, historical, and scientific. sta_ndpoin~s gems type, with margmal references; 
Christ as the true t.ype of .man, rn life and rn printed on thin paper flexible binding· 
death; his prfexistence, life, and death con- . 

1 
• ' • ' 

side red· the nature of man; the intermediate size 64x8t mailed postpaid at $2. 00 
state of' righteous and wicked; cons~iousness per copy net. 
between death and the resurrect10n; t.he . , 
second death or future punishment; and the "The Comprehensive Teachers 
:final conscious existence of all after the judg- Bible"-the Bagster Bible-with new 
ment; are leading features of the chapters of 1 • • 

tbe volume. I and revised helps to Bible study, new 
In paper covers .. · .. ··············.$ 35 concordance, and an indexed Bible 
Cloth .................. ···•········ 50 atlas, new maps, etc. Flexible 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. I binding, thin tinted paper, minion 
Coth, leather backs ............. ··.$ 75 

1 
type, size 6x8i mailed postpaid at 

BRANCH RECORDS. I $1. 50 net. 
Leather back and corners, cloth sides, I These Bibles are marvels of cheap-

printed headings, an~ ruled for ~ecord of 1 
• • • ll · 

Names, Blessing of Children, Marriages, Or- ness m price, but are exce ent ln 
dination~, Deaths., Removal.s, and other quality of workmanship in binding, 
changes rn systematic and concise form. $1.50. Th · d b 1 d" b 

etc. ey are issue y ea mg pu -
MINISTRY AND BRANCH CARDS. 1 lishing houses and may be relied upon. 

Neat cards for Ministers or Branches, with 
name and address, or place of worship and 
hours of services on face, and Epitome or 
"What we Believe" on reverse side. An ex
cellent aid. Two siz;is: 2tx4 inches, price 

Address orders to Frank Criley, 
Business, Manager Herald Office, La· 
moni, Iowa. 

75 cents per 250, $2.50 per 1,000. 3x5t inches . . 
$1.00 per 250, $3.50 per $1,000. Printed in I Furniture From Factory to F1res1de. 
other styles, as ordered. I Being the only extensive manufacturers of furmture m 

1-ue world selling direct from maker to user, we save our 
------------------- I ~u~tomers the enormous expenses and profits of the 

Change in time on main line Feb- ., jobbers and retailers. Send for catalogue A, showmg 
6 '11 • ~ t our fUll line of Household Furniture, at 20 to 50 per cem ruary wi _ give pasbengers wes under retail value. 

better connection than hereto- Quaker Valley Manufacturing C<?., 
fore avoiding the all night lay- 319 and 321 S. Canal St, Chicago. 

ove~ at Chariton; No. 1 leaving I 
Chari t0n :..t 6: 40 p. m., arriving in Denver at The Quaker Valley Manufacturing Co., 319 and 321 
1: 30 p. m. the following day, connecting for south Canal Street, Chicago, sell a full line of high
all points beyond. arade household furniture direct from the factory at 20 to 

5o per cent lower than retail prices, and will send anyone 
Are you going to Klondike? If so take. C. a copy of their catalogue free. 

B. & Q. via Billings, where closs connect10n 
is made. with Northern Pacific. Fer rates and 
a map of Klondike region call on or address 
agent Burlington Route. 

Personally conducted excursions to Cali
fornia leave Chicago every Wednesday via 
Burlington Route. Tourist sleepers at a I 
moderate ~ost. For further particulars apply 
to L. Ji'. S1ltz, Agent. 

If yon contemplate purchasing household furniture, by 
all means send for the catalogue of the Quake1 Valle1 
Mannlacturing Co., 319 and 321 South Canal Street, 
Chicago. 

VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE 
SEER. 

Paper covers ........................ $ 10 

8PRCIJih PRHMIUM OVVRR. 
Herald and Self= Pronouncing 

Bible. 
THE Herald Office has decided to offer 
its patrons an excellent opportunity 
to secure a useful and valuable pre· 
mi um - the celebrated ·•Self - Pro
nouncing Sunday School Teachers' 
Bible," the same as the ·•Oxford 
Bible," with "helps" and "maps," in 
good large print, bourgeois type, with 
marginal references; printed on thin 
paper, flexible binding; size Bt x 6-!. 

OUR PREMIUM BIBLE. 

For one (1) new subscriber to the 
HERALD and $3.25 in cash, we will 
send the HERALD for one year to any 
address and a copy of the Bible to the 
remitter. 

Or, anyone sending us ten (10) new 
subscribers for the HERALD at $1. 50 
each, cash accompanying orders, will 
receive a copy of the Bible. 

This Bible has been purchased by a 
number and has become a favorite 
volume for ministerial and Sunday 
school work. It gives entire satisfac
tion. 

We want one thousand new sub
scribers for the HERALD within the 
next ninety days. The church paper 
has been reduced in price and should 
circulate in every home of and be read 
by all Latter Day Saints. 

Here is an excellent opportunity to 
ai.d the cause and to secure a first 
class help in general work; a service
able and up to date Bible. 

We hope to hear from all interested 
at once. 

Does the HERALD circulate among 
all the families of your branch? If 
not, it ought to reach them. Can you 
not help us to place it in the hands of 
all the membership, also among those 
not of the faith? Strangers will read 
it and take it. Try them, and let us 
hear from you. 

Sample copies of the SAINTS' HER· 
ALD free on application. 

Address,' 
HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE, 

lAmoni, Iowa.. 
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GRACELAND COLLEGE. 

For catalogues or further information, 

Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE, 
Acting President, 

or D. F. LAMBERT, Secretary, 
LAMONI, low J!,, 

TOBACCO HABIT CURED, 
ORNO PAY. 

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively 
guarantees three boxes of "Quit-To-Bae" to perma• 
nently take away all desire for tobacco, er will 
promptly refund money paid for!t. Three boxessent 
post paid anywhere for $1. 50. No bad effects from 
nse of Quit-To-Bae. It is 11 great nerve tonic. Why 
not try it? It has cured hundreds; why not you? 
Remember, No ~)11ure, No Pay. Address, B.F. 
ORDWAY, Peoria, lllinois. 

General Conference 
is drawing close at hand, and as nearly 
every member of the church is anxious 
to get the Conference news daily during 
the session, it has been decided to meet 
this want by issuing 

A DAILY EDITION OF 
ZION'S ENSIGN, 

during the Entire Session for the nom
inal price of TWENTY-FIVE CENTS. 
Please do us the favo1· of forwarding 
your orders for the Daily as early as pos
sible, so that everything can be in .readi
ness at the opening of Conference and we 
prepared to give you the very best serv
ice possible. 

Address all orders to 
ZION'S ENSIGN, 

BoxB. INDEPENDENCE, MO. 

'l'HE SAINTS' HERALD 

FOR SALE. I 
Between this date and February 15, 1898, I 

the oldest and best established millinery II 

stock and fixtm·es in town. Location good .. 

1 
Rent reasonable. No incumbrance. Good 
trade. MISS C. A. SEELY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

Dated December 29. 1897. 

WHAT HAVE YOU to exchange as part 
payment on a weli improved 80 acre farm 
two miles from Lamoni? Large build
ings-all painted-orchard. Yearly pay· 
ments on balance. Give full description 
and price of your property in first letter. 

D. F. Nicholson. 
m• 

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN. 
~ house in Lamoni, Iowa, two •q uares from the bust· 

ness center. It bas r::1x roomFI, a hall, and three closets, 
and is COLvenieIJtly arrnngtd for a family of six or more; 
is warm as a winter house, and has good ventJation for 
summer. 'Well and cietern at the door, and apple, 
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which are 
the corner of a block. Address. 

I. N. W. COOPER. Lamoni, Iowa. 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. 
INSPIRED TRANSLATION BY JOSEPH SMITH, 

Cloth ................. " ........... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding. . . • • • . • • • . 1 25 
Imitation morocco, gilt edges ...... 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 2 25 
Moroooo, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

KING JAMES' TRANSLATION. 
Four sizes of American Bible Society's low

priced editions: With marginal references, 
two sizes, 60 and 80 cents each. Without 
references, two sizes, 30 and 50 cents each. 

TEACHERS' BIBLES. 
Oxford Bibles, Family Bibles, The Revised 

Version, Eyre and Spo~tiswoode's, The Self
Pronouncing Combination Bfble, The Re
vised and King James' Versions in parallel 
columns, or any version obtainable, will be 
furnished on application. 

BOOK OF MORMON MAPS NOW READY. 
A large map of the Book of Mormon geography, as 

compiled by the committee on Arcbreology; drawn for 
them and engraved by Bro. G. l!'. Weston, accord mg to the 
Weston art method; 40x51 inches, designed for the home, 
office, and Sunday school. A dnrable, strong, and artistic 
map; mou..nted on cloth, in laF'ting colors; the surface 
varnished so as to be washed off with domp cloth when 
necessary; with stained and varnished strip at top and 
bottom. 

Sent hy express to any address for $2.50, express to be 
paid by purchaser. 

This map has all the missionary and colonial journey 
lines between the lands Zarahemla, Lehi-Nephi, etc.; 
and the migratory journeys of the Nephites, Jaredites, 
and the people Bf Ztlrahemla, from their first landings to 
the Hill Cumorah; also the modern travels of Humboldt, 
Pizarro, and Cortez. It gives the native races of the United 
States, Central America, and Mexico-the Incas, Mayas, 
Aztecs, Indian tribes, etc. The ancient Peruvian roads are 
indicated as nearly as can be obtained, and an alphabetical 
index in full is to accompany it as soon as published, at 
twenty-five cents, giving references to page, chapter, 
and paragraph in Book of Mormon and other works; an<i 

j also giving a reference to the numberR and letters on the 

Send money by postal money order to G. F. WESTON, I 
m .. rgin of the map, so that the various locations cau 
readily be found thereon. 

--------------------- _ Box 553, Buchanan, Berrien County, Michigan. 

NOTICE. 
I am buying potatoes and apples, and would 

like to have prices on the same from breth
ren in Michigan. 

Address, L. M. Sollenberger, No. 523 Peffer 
Street, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. 6-2-t 

LAMONI FARM FOR SALE. 
Eighty acres, with five room house, large 

barn, other outbuildings; abundance of water; 
young orchard. Located two miles from 
Graceland College, Lamoni, and one fourth 
mile from schoolhouse. Price, $~1500 with 
one half cash; balance to-suit purchaser. 

Address, MRS. MARGARET BAGLEY, 
Lamoni, Iowa. 

FOR SALE OR TRADE. 
A nice home near President Joseph Smith's 

residence; containing seven rooms, three 
closets, pantry, and cellar; well, outbuildings, 
etc.: about two acres of ground, well set to 
fruit and ornamental trees. For further par
ticulars inquire of M., Herald Office, or 
address Box 312, Lamoni, Iowa. 

WHAT WE BELTEVE 
A small book-pamphlet size:-3x4t inches, 

20 pages, with a statement of the faith of the 
church, as given in tbe Eµitome, with slight 
alteration~. 

In paper covers, stapled; pried pclr dozen 
20 cents, 100 $1.25, 1,000 $12. 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an 
invention is probably patentable. Communica~ 
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents. 

Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive 
special notice, without charge, in the 

Sci~ntHie Jlmcrican. 
A handsomely illustrated weekly. l1argest cir~ 
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a 
year; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers~ 

MUNN & C0. 3618roadway, New York 
Branch Office, G25 F St., Washington, D. C. 

HARDWAREs 
STOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETO, 

Special attention given to Builders' Hardware. 
Reliahle goods and rigltt prices. Estimates fumishe<l 

LIC\MONI H DWARE CO. 

THE KEOKUK ROUTE. 

K. & W. and D. M. & K. C. Railways. 
The D. M. & K. C. Ry from Des Moinem 

"· Cainsville has been rebuilt and that por· 
rfon south of Van Wert will be standard 
zauge on or before November 1, 1897. 

There is no road in Southern Iowa or 
Norl;hern Missouri which has more good 
locations for business men than on the line of 
the Keokuk Route. More stock of all kinds 
ilas been shipped over this line than any road 
of equal mileage in Iowa or Missouri. (See 
Missouri Surplus Map at our stations.) The 
freight and passenger service is not equalled. 
by any road in the state, except the Missouri 
IUver trunk lines, with each of which we 
have union stations and direct connections. 

Persons seeking farms can find property at 
tempting prices; men seeking business loca
t.ions can find towns with ample territory and 
~·ettlers to warrant good business. Additional 
passenger service will soon be given which 
will add to the growth of the towns. 

The towns between Des Moines and Cains· 
'ille are particularly well located for 
business. Look them up. Write to the 
undersigned for additional information; See 
folder for map and lands. 

J. F. ELDER, 

A. C. GOODRICH, 
Gen. Pass. Agent. 

Vice Pres. and Gen. M'n'gr. 

RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE. 
A manual of parliamentary practice for all 

deliberative assemblies of the Church of 
J ems Christ of Latter Day s,1ints. Rules for 
the government of general and district con· 
ferences, branch business meetings, and 
other assemblies. Instructions concerning 
general, district, and branch rc·cords, the 
holding of elder's courts, etc., cloth bonnd: 
price 40 cents. 

TEACHER'S CLASS RECORD. 
Paper, 5 cents each, per doz ..•.•••• $ 50 
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PRESBYTERIANS CRY "HERESY." 

WESTERN Presbyterians, with Chi
cago as their thought-center, are 
stirred up over the publication of a 
book which they claim attacks funda
mental principles of their doctrine. 

"A History of Christianity in the 
Apostolic Age," by Dr. Arthur C. 
McGiffert of Union Theological Semi
nary, New York, has been before the 
public but a few weeks. In that time 
it has provoked world-wide discussion. 
The attacks attracting the greatest 

not examined the book except as to 
the chapters relating to early church 
government. While in them no points 
of doctrine were involved yet he could 
not but disagree with the general 
conclusions drawn. Dr. John L. 
Withrow, of the Third Presbyterian 
Church, said he had not read.the book, 
but from criticisms by men with whom 
he was familiar he could not but hold 
it in an unfavorable light. He said: 
''I heartily hope there will be a kindly 
effort made to have Dr. McGiffert see 
that the mind of the church is op
posed to the doctrines of his book 
and that he may so act that a heresy 
trial will be avoided." 

It is said no defense of the book has 
appeared from anyone connected with 
the Presbyterian Church. Defenders 
outside the Presbyterian Church have 
arisen, and among them are Dr. Clyde 
W. Votaw and Dr. Shailer Mathews, 
both connected with th~ theological 
department of the University of Chi-
cago. 

CONTENTS OF THE BOOK. 

Dr. McGiffert in his history dis
credits several of tLc.1 New 'l'estament 
books. The Book of Acts seems to 

attention have come from Chicago. have fallen specially_ under his ban. 
Letters demanding tha1, the doctor be A doubt also i:ixises in the mind of the 
placed on trial for heresy, with which reader as to whether Dr. McGiffert 
members of his presbytery have been believes in the actual resurrection of 
flooded, have gone in numbers Christ. He says the apostles believed 
from Chicago, it is said. in it and derived as much comfort 

Among Chicago ministers who have from the belief as though it had been 
discussed the book and challenged its an actual fact. His conclusions in re
statements and conclusions are Dr. gard to the last supper have been 
Gray, editor of tlie Interior; Dr. Mc- subjected to special critlcism .. 
Pherson of the Second Presbyteri<m Chicago~ 
church, and Prof. A. 0. Zenos of Mc- UNITED PRESBYTERIANS ON 
Cormick Theological semina,ry. Dr. TITHES. 

Zenos said last night: IN the Union Presbyterian church at 
"The book has caused more of a Sixty-third Street and Parnell Avenue 

stir among than any- the first ti.the "'.1nvention in the his-
thing that ha,s occurred since the tory '.Jf the ~""!!"':le·; 
Briggs trial. I woul.d not deny him day afternoon Hc,:n·esentatives of 
the right of belief, but if his re- fourtiViJ United churches 
searches and studies lead him to con- 1 listeneci. ~o arguments why a tenth 
clusions that the bo0k seems to j part of a man's worldly weaUh should 
indicate he is out of place as a minis- be consecrated to the use of the 
ter in the Presbyterian Church. His/ church, and at the close of the meet-

ing in the evening resolutions recom
mending this as a duty to the united 
presbytery were passed without a 
dissenting voice. 

One of the must prominent among 
the advocates of a t,ithe system, the 
Rev. E. B. Stewart, of the Third 
Chicago church, addressed 'Lhe con
vention in the afternoon. He delved 
into ancient, history, and brought 
forth instance afLer instance of the 
observance of tithing. He quoted the 
fathers oi the church--Nicene and 
ante-Nicene--wbere the teaching of 
the twelve apostles required for the 
support of the prophets "the first 
fruits of a "batch of dough or jar of 
wine or oil." He cited the Hebrew 
law, the customs of the Chaldeans, 
Chinese, Atabians, Babylonians, Hin
doos, Egyptians, and Syrians. Then 
he traced the custom to Off a, King of 
Mercia, and Charlemagne, winding 
down through the middle ages to mod
ern times. 

From all this he argued that the 
tithe is a universal principle and not 
merely a Levitical institution. Never
theless, he said, he did not favor the 
idea of compulsory tithe-giving. 
''There is a tendency against th is all 
over the Christian Church," he de
clared. ''The offering should be 
voluntary. I hold that 'Ghis is a divine 
appointment, else why the number 
ten. Seven is a holy number. Why 
was it not a seventh part? Three is 
also a number and twenty. Why 
not any of these numbers if it was not 
primeval .appointment? It is still 
binding. It is as binding as the 
divine institution of marriage. 

'•If ti th es were paid by the worst 
of Heathen where ought the modern 
Christian to.stand? Shall he say that 
his God shall not. have as much as the 
gods of the ffo,.tben? 
is l),t thEJ root of it all. 

Covetousness 
Men who do 

not believe 1n prohibition, who be
H-': ~-0 ,, libr" Sabbath-these and 
1J1ose wbo oppose tithes-are often 
aetua,ted by novetousness. Men are 

to apply Christian principles 
to almost anything but that which 
conflicts with greed for money."
Chicago Beuord. 
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THE HERALD. 
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free."-Jobn 8: 31, 82. 

"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none." 

Vol. 45. Lamoni, Iowa, February 28, 1898. 

flt.1&~ ~Q~ttfrtt jf ..1 I mies, and even universities to spread their 
IQ!;•!<>t ~ rn" ~ \lltQlU+ infamous doctrine."-Des Moines Capital. 
----------------- 1 It is said in certain philosophical 
JOSEPH SMITH 
R. S. SALYARDS 
HEMAN C. SMITH, 
JOSEPH LUFF, 

EDITOR. 
ASSISTANT EDITOR. 

CORRESPONDING EDITORS, 

LAMONI, IOWA, FEB. 23, 1898. 

DANGERS OF MORMONISM. 

JN a lecture recently delivered by General 
John Eaton of Washington, D. C., after re
ferring to the accession of 65,000 converts a 
year claimed by that sect, he made the 
following substantial argument:-

"The Mormons, though essentially the 
same as formerly, do not carry out the old 
plan of conversion. They now visit the 
houses of persons in pairs, and are very simi
lar in their methods to followers of Moody. 
They present a card on gaining admittance 
and proceed to enumerate the articles of 
faith, which, as they are written, do not 
seem so extravagant. They are careful not 
to give· offense, and+having ,won favor "can 
obtain a satisfactory hearing. Their hear
ers, finding! no objection to their mild 
religious statements, become less horrified, 
and by degrees are influenced disastrously, 
oftentimes becoming members of the Mor
mon Church in spite of its atrocities. 

"The Mormon faith in itself is to be 
dreaded, but the probability of its unhealthful 
influence is still worse .. , The State of Utah, 
though admitted into the. union by promis
ing to abandon polygamy, is now governed 
by the followers of Smith, and as their re
ligion is universally adopted, the State will 
make no laws to destroy it. But the danger 
does not cease here. The State of Utah has 
the right to send senators to Washington. 
Two Mormons are therefore living at the 
capital with their wives and admitted into'our 
most respectable American society. The dan
ger of this is obvious. More than once social 
intercourse has resulted in the ultimate con
version of Christians toc·Mormonism. Many 
who have settled or visited Utah began to 
worship in these pagan churches because it 
was stylish to be Mormons in that country, 
and their ruination soon followed. 

circles that almost everything in the 
physical, scientific, mental, moral, 
and religious realms moves in waves 
of periodical occurrence. Without 
stopping to discuss the proposition in 
its general form, we accede to the 
thought that every now and again 
there occurs a spasmodic scare in re
gard to Mormonism, so-called. The 
foregoing from the Capital, published 
at the Capital Cit,y of Iowa, is in e·.ri
dence that this particular sensational 
and periodical wave is in motion. 
We~are not specially called upon to 

defend the Mormonism of Utah, but 
there is something so uncalled for, 
and so absurd in what the Capital 
called General John Eaton's substan
tial argument, that some notice ought 
to be given the idea of it.· 

1. General John Eaton is running a 
tilt against a faith and a people of which 
he,knows next to ',nothing, or worse. 
For, the reason :·that he styles the 
"churches pagan;" and alleges that 
many drifted into the Mormon Church 
because it was "stylish to be Mormons 
in Utah." 

2. Such men as General Eaton, in 
their Don Quixote manner of attack, 
fail to see how they impugn the com
mon intelligence of the average, so
called Christian, by assuming that 
said Christian is likely to become an 
easy victim to Mormon shrewdness of 
policy and smoothness and seductive· 
ness of speech. If there is so little of 
the real Spirit of Christ in the average 
Christian that he is in absolute dan
ger from the attractiveness of pagan 
Mormonism, it is a fearful comment "Another danger resulting in the power of 

Mormonism in Utah is its political strength. on the way such Christian has been 
Even now nothing could be done in the sen- originally proselyted. 
ate against it without being strongly opposed 3. Jes us said of the "disciple in
by the two senators just mentioned. In the deed that he should "know the truth;" 
State itsdf no one but a Mormon will be re-
ceived favorably. It is beyond doubt that hence, there should be no need for 
Mormonism is spreading. They have re- fear on the part of General Eaton and 
cently established two headquarters in Miss- a lot of contemporary fearful chaps 
issippi, one in Athens, .Alabama;, one. in all over the country for the good wel
Tennessee, and several. r.n New York, New· fare of those for whom the are exer-
Jersey and other locahties near by. Even . . . Y 
our own State contains many Mormon con- c1sed; for if those whom these men 
verts. They are now erecting schools, acade- seek to warn were Christians indeed, 

Book of Mormon, page 116. 

No. 8. 

they could easily hear, examine, 
''prove all things and bold fast that 
which is good," as admonished by 
Paul. 

4. Mr. General Eaton is only giving 
echo to a similar cry raised in different 
places. A writer for the Pittsburg, 
Pennsylvania, papers raises it in West 
Virginia, upon the plea that Mormon
ism is making headway, fearful head
way.among the mountains of that loyal 
State. Another writes to the New 
York Sun, and raises the hue and cry 
in defense of Long Island; another 
raises it in Indiana; another in Miss
issippi; and so it goes, "all along the 
line." 

5. What is it that these men fear? 
Is it the illiterate, half en tbusiastic, 
partially educated men, whom they 
say are the proselyting ministers em
ployed by the Mormon Church? Or, 
is it the inexorable logic of fact and 
statement,, the plain restatement of 
the words of Jesus constantly made? 
Or the absolute and dogged refusal to 
admit that Jesus made a mistake, or 
uttered a false philosophy? Which is 
it? It would please us to have the 
doctor, General Eaton, to explain. 

6. If there is anything pagan in the 
average Mormon's statement of his 
faith, or in the public worship of any 
branch of believers in the faith 
enunciated by Joseph Smith, and com
monly known as Mormonism, we have 
never seen or heard it. Nor do we 
believe that General Eaton, or any 
other of these bugaboo peddlers, ever 
saw it, or anything like it. They 
have simply conjured up a hoodoo out 
of their own consciousness of inability 
to rationally meet and overthrow the 
real beliefs of those who accept the 
angelic message, and this they ::tre 
holding up before those among tne 
people prejudiced against anything 
supposed to be Mormon, like them
selves, and using it as stock in trade 
for the lecture platform. It passes 
for the golden in argument, but it is 
very li~e brass. 

7. The writer in the Pittsburg press 
assumes that there is a pressing ne
cessity for congress enacting a law 
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making plural marriage, or polygamy, along the line of work, may entail I follows, in reason, that the material 
a penal offense, such law to have serious consequences, if not disaster, I and labor provided and specified by 
national jurisdiction. Personally, and later on. Many a building has proven that Architect will best comport in 
as a representative of the faith of the unequal to the strain put upon it, be- character and. durability with the 
o.riginal church, as organized in 1830, cause of the builder's failure t,o fill in foundation. It were as reasonable to 
we have not the slighh'lst objection to I the interstices or insert the necessary question the stability of the founda
the enactment of such a law. It supports as indicated by the architect; tion as to slight any of the details 
would in no sense affect the moral and still others have gone early to specified for our direction in building 
standing or progress of the truth of decay because of the unsound charac- thereupon. Christ as a living illus
the angel's message. But we have ter of the material employed in their tration of absolute obedience to God, 
small sympathy for the men who are construction. was laid for us to build upon. How 
urging the pass21,ge of such law, on The Great Architect, by whose unseemly then must appear the struc
the premises and a,rguments presented plans and specifications it is intended ture thereupon which carries eviden
by them; the premises are incorrect, we should build our characters, has ces of divided trust-part Christ and 
the arguments faulty. The attitude exhibited wisdom in every line of his part self. 
is that of a senseless scare, having its instructions, and to ignore a single With faith in Christ as an incentive, 
base in error and prejudice rather detail is to jeopardize our eternal in- we are ready to surrender instantly 
than in truth, or a healthy desire for terests. Implicit confidence in his when the cry of Repentance salutes our 
the good of men. wisdom should be the incentive to our ears. We are ready to drop all plans, 

It has long passed into an adage acceptance of what he has appointed. theories, and practices that have been 
that, "Error is not to be feared if He who thinks to introduce improve- in vogue. We have no inclination to 
Truth be left free to combat it." men ts or varying features as the work carry them farther. The answer-

8. General Jobn Eaton's attention proceeds, had better not start to build. ing word from our hearts and heads 
has been called to the fact that there Disappointment awaits him, for bis is, "What wilt thou have me to do, 
is a class of so-called Mormons by structure wi.11 never be approved. Lord," and there should be no mental 
him, who are resident in Iowa, and Every thought in that direction voices reservation in this. If Christ is to 
who are just as loyal, to the General a lurking lack of confidence, and is a pioneer us to success, it must be by 
Goverment, just as moral, just as forerunner of dismay and loss. God's his own methods and along his own 
good citizens as are any of the formula is the expression of the spir- lines. 
societies of Methodists, Presbyterians, itual, and what varies therefrom must Many of the Jews "believed" on 
or other Protestant denominational be the suggestion of the carnal. One Christ, but when the touchstone was 
churchesortheCatholics;and,ifhehad is life and the other is death. One introduced by which their acceptance 
the elements of fairness in him that a will endure the fire that tests, and the of him unto salvation was to be deter
proposed reformer ought tu have, he exposure that ·threatens; .the other mined, they suddenly exposed the 
would not make the sweeping denun- must succumb, sooner or later, under shallowness of their pretended faith. 
ciations that are credited to him in the such visitations. An imperishable "If ye continue in my word, then are 
closing sentences of his reported structure must be proof against all ye my disciples indeed, and ye shall 
lecture. d t · J t h b es ruct1ve e emen s, ence must e know the truth, and the tr11th shall 

9. The State of Iowa contains many divine throughout. From foundation make you free," was but another way 
believers in Mormonism of the Re- to capstone it must bear the impress of saying "Bring forth fruits meet 
organized Cl-rnrch type, and these are of the builder's implicit faith in for repentance." (Compare Luke 3: 
interested in erecting schools, acade- Obrist. 7, 8 with John 8: 31-33.) In both in
mies, and other institutions of learn- Under the personal ministry of our stances where these words were em
ing; but in not one of them is it Lord, even the Pharisees would have ployed they laid the axe at the root o! 
intended or sought to "spread" an been willing to take the gospel as a traditions which the professed be
''infamous doctrine," unless the doc- patch with which to repair their ac- lievers were wedded to. Their faith 
trines of the Lord Jesus Christ may cepted philosophy, or as a wine witb in Obrist had not included the idea of 
be styled "infamous" by this doughty which to replenish their carnal bottles; abandonment of all theories in conflict 
and devout Mormon hater. but they were distinctly informed that with his, and hence his "if" provoked 

such an admixture or combination them, and they retorted quickly by an 
REPENTANCE.-NO. 1. would simply mean disappointment assertion of t.heir lineage from Abra-

CHARACTER building is the true aim and mortifying loss. (See Matt. 9: ham. That darling tradition was 
of gospel effort. A substantial, en- 18-23, I. T.) Paul, too, carefully no- bigger to them than the faith they 
during, and creditable structure can tified the builders that as the founda- had in Christ. Repentance mear..t re
be hoped for only where the founda- tion was imperishable, so also must form in doctrine as well as practice, 
tion is carefully and safely laid. be the elements entering into the su- and an abandonment of all claims not 
Equally important is it that the ma- perstructure; otherwise a ruination of I comprehended in the new regime. For 
terial employed throughout shall be hope must accrue. (See 1 Cor. 3: 11- ! this they were not prepared, hence 
of a character to bear exposure and to 

1

19.) If the foundation was laid in the 1 Christ was lost to them as a founda
resist t,he elements that threaten. A wisdom of the Infinite Designer, and ti.on. The carnal and the spiritual 
little neglect in this regard, anywhere I thait foqnda,tion is ind~structible, it . could not be mixed and wrought into 

>W .. ,. . 
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a structure in agreement with 
foundation, hence their belief 
vain. 

that \ opinions concerning the origin of the 
was ancient Americans; also a list of au· 

thors quoted. The work also includes 
an index of names of lands, cities, 
rivers, etc. 

The apostolic .injunction, "Repent 
and be baptized," that rang out in 
answer to the inquiry, "Men and 
brethren, what shall we do," on Pen
tecost day, was directed to "devout 
men out of every nation." These de
vout men were worshipers of God, 
and it was their forms of worship and 
sacred traditions which chiefly came 
under the iconoclastic swing of that 
word, "Repent." It meant a transfer 
of their affection, a renunciation of 
their old convictions, and a preparation 
for absolute immersion into the new 
philosophy. Nor does it mean less 
to-day. These are a part of the essen· 
tial "fruits meet for repentance." 
When cHizenship in Christ's kingdom 
is sought, it should imply an end of 
allegiance to self, creedism, chu:cchi· 
anity, and all that in them is, and 
when the baptismal wave sweeps over 
our immersed bodies, it should imply 
our complete entrance into Christ. 
Our rising from the liquid grave 
should mean that a "new creature" is 
born, in whom Christ alone is to be 
portrayed and illustrated. 

in our district, in my opinion. Local di visions 
will melt away in time, if the saints do their 
duty. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

BRETHREN making appeals in behalf 
of others should remember that such 
items should be presented to the Pre
siding Bishop; or if of local impor
tance, to the Bishop's agents, who are 
authorized to act in such cases. The 
HERALD cannot publish indiscriminate 
calls for relief; not that it is not in 
sympathy with the unfortunate, but 
because there is a proper method of 
dealing with such matters. The 
Bishop is at the head of the temporal 
arm of the service and to him such 
matters should be addressed. Were 

Such to us is Repentance in its re 
lation to the mind, and without this 
the initial labor and material in the 

The committee has sought to out
line and locate the lands, cities, 
rivers, and boundaries of the coun
tries and civilizations mentioned in 
the Book of Mormon. It has sum
marized and presented the leading 
archooological evidences obtainable in 
support of the claims made for the 
record. It has gathered evidences 
from sources not acct;)ssible to the 
average reader, who in the report 
will find matter of great value in ad
vocation and defense of the divine 

origin of the Book of Mormon. we to publish every individual or gen-
N ot the least among the features of eral call for help requests would soon 

the report is the series of maps, six become so numerous as to attract 
in number, prepared at the direction little or no attention. The lawful w~y 
of the committee by Bro. G. F. Wes- is the correct one. 
ton. These maps are bound in with Bro. George Jenkins baptized four 
the report. They also appear on the at Leavenworth, Indiana, as a result 
HERALD cover in connection with the of a recent series of meetings. Letter 
advertisement of the report. Other from Bro. P. A. Flinn, late date, who 
engravings also appear, illustrations reports good prospects for 'further 
of "Mexican picture writing," and additions. 
"Landa's Maya alphabet, "Le Plon- Bro. A. w. Gorbutt sends us an ar
geon's Egyptian and Maya alphabet," ticle written for the Chicago Catholic 
"Book of Mormon characters,,, '•Bas- World in reply to an editorial in that 
relief from Palenque," and "Inscrip- paper on the subject of "the vanish· 
tions from Palenque." ing Mormons." The article contains 

character structure cannot be said to The work has been compiled some good trenchant points; the 
be in harmony with the foundation as and completed at considerable ex- World, however, declined to publish. 
to spirit or genius. In our next we pense, but the price has been made Bro. J. R. Lambert, who submitted 
shall deal with the evidences of re- as low as possiblE". to a surgical operation during the 
pentance in overt conduct. Every Latter Day Saint should have past week, is doing well and recover-

a copy of this excellent work. It is ing rapidly, with prospects of perma
both a manual of Book of Mormon 

ARCHJEOLOGICAL COMMITTEE'S neut improvement in health. 
REPORT. archooology and an inteNsting literary Sr. Mary Powell writes of the work 

THE report of the committee on account of the past and much of the of a few saints at New Castle, Penn
American Archooology, appointed at present conditions of the lands named sylvania, where they hold services in 

in the work. the General Conference of 1894, is now private houses, also in schoolhouses. 
ready and on sale at the Herald Office. All should be informed by reading They mean to bring the truth to the 

The report forms a book of 110 and study of the committee's report. attention of the people. 
pages, about the size of the Instuctor For sample of maps, see HERALD Sr. Cora L. Kelley, of Bagdad, 
-in the page size. cover. Florida, writes thanking a sister who 

It is divided into three parts. Part Price 50 cents per copy, post paid, sent her printed matter and request-
1 contains a preface, and outlines the to any address. Address orders to ing that she write her. Her faith in 

Herald Office. history of the N ephites. Part 2 is a the work is confirmed as her under-
synopsis of Jaredite history, and in- standing increases. 
eludes a summary of the conclusions EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. Elder Ellis Short, of Independence, 
reached by the committee, with a state- BRO. S. D. ALLEN, Milton, Florida, Missouri, and Standley, Indian Terri
ment of the evidences upon which said February 14: - tory, was at Lamoni during the past 
conclusions are based. Part 3 is an We have had some la grippe; all very well week visiting relatives and friends, 
addenda. It contains much miscella- , now. Bad weather caused our last confer- etc. 

. 

1

, ence to be small. However we transacted S Al' M J l f W H neous matter of general importance, 11 b . B' T k h r. ice . os yn, o est ar-
• • <. a necessary usrness. ro. uc er as . . . . . 
rncludmg a hst of early authors on gone to Gordon, Alabama; Bro. Carpenter to r1sv1lle, Michigan, writes of her hope 
America1u antiq.uities1 iucluding their. I J:V.Ussissippi. Ju~t !li little brighter prospeQ.t l and trust in God, whic!l have been a. 
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stay to her in trial and adversity. 
She is a teacher and with others is 
isolated from branches of the saints, 
but is strengthened nevertheless by the 
presence of the Holy Spirit realized 
in answer to prayer and faithful en
deavor. Brn. J. J. Oornish and David 
Smith were laboring diligently in that 
field to build up the work. 

Bro. C. E. Hand, of the Eastern 
Iowa district writes of some encourag
ing and some discouraging features 
in his field. Among the latter he 
mentions worldliness among some 
called to be saints. stating that they 
just~fy the practices of dancing, horse 
racing, etc., because General Confer
ence has not condemned them, and 
because of which Bro. H. urges that 
the conference speak out definitely. 
The conference has expressed its 
opinion as a,dverse to the practice of 
dancing. The conference has not seen 
"fit to pick out each separate evil and 
pass upon it, but has expressed itsc'lf 
in general terms against all that in 
letter and spirit is contrary. to the 
law of God. Because it has not spe
cifically condemned horse racing, it is 
nevertheless opposed to it and similar 
practices, undoubtedly. Were the 
conference to specifically condemn 
every crime in the calendar and to 
disavow every unhallowed or unwise 
practice, the evildoer would find some 
pretense to excuse his misdoings. 
The conference is not blamable for 
the worldliness of any bearing the 
name of saint; nor has the conference 
prevented proper and wise labor with 
a view to correct the conduct of the 
supposed or actual transgressor. 
The brethren in conference have dis
cussed these questions time and again. 
If wrong, they may yet be converted; 
but it seems to us a fair presumption 
that they have examined the questions 
pro. and con., and have "done what 
they could" in the premises. 

Particulars of railway rates will 
soon be announced. As stated the 
reduction has been granted. Particu
lars are delayed because of negotia
tions for a conveniently located joint 
agent at Independence. 

An explosion destroyed the United 
States man-of-war Maine, lying at 
anchor in the harbor of Havana, 
Cuba, on the night of tlrn 15th inst. 
The vessel sank with most of her 
crew, 256 sea!Uen and two officers los-

THE SAINTS' HERA T,D. 

ing their lives. It is now believed that 
the explosion was purely accidental 
and was caused by gases generated 
in the coal bunkers, though some bold 
to the theory that it was caused by a 
Spanish torpedo. A rigid investiga
tion has been ordered by the govern
ment. Universal expressions of sym
pathy have been, tendered by 
representatives of foreign govern
ments, including those of Spain. 

Miss Frances E. Willard, President 
of the W omi:1,n's Christian Temperance 
Union, died at New York City, on the 
18th inst. Miss Willard was "in the 
highest degree a typical American 
woman-a woman of genius developed 
by culture, animated by the purest 
and loftiest motives and ideals. She 
had the genius for the discernment of 
her opportunity for helping others to 
better and happier living. She never 
was guilty of hiding a talent in a nap
kin. To be indolent, to shirk a respon
sibility, to surrender to any euwardly 
fear, was foreign to her nature." All 
honor and respect to her memory; all 
due regard to the nobility of her na
ture. She rests from her labors, but 

heresy because of statements im his 
recent book, "A History of Christian
ity." 

A note from Minister Woodford, 
handed to the Madrid government on 
Monday, demanded that Spain should 
formally disavow the insults to Presi· 
dent McKinley contained in Senor de 
Lome's letter to Senor Canalejas. 
Tbe Cabinet Council, it is reported, 
decided unanimously to reply to Min
ister Woodford that Senor de Lorne's 
spontaneous resignation and the 
terms of the decree accepting it were 
considered sufficient satisfaction. 

A special dispatch from Shanghai 
sa,ys the relationf' between China and 
Germany are seriously strained over 
the latter's fresh demands. 

Count Esterhazy predicts that the 
Dreyfus-Zola controversy will not end 

. until blood is shed, and says he ·would 
ask nothing better than to lead his 
regiment against the Jews of Paris. 

The Agrarian Socialist movement 
in Hungary is becoming most serious. 
In the Kaschau district the peasants 
are in open revolt and there is much 
disorder in otlier districts. 

her works continue an inspiration to Accordfng to the London Daily Mail 
others for good. Mrs. L. M. N. Ste- all the details have been settled for 
vens, Vice President, succeeds Miss carrying out Cecil Rhodes' scheme for 
Willard as President of the Union. the extension of the Buluwayo rail-

Vernal, Utah, Feb. 16. - Range way to Lake Tanganyika, Central 
riders just in from the Blue Mountain Africa. 
country, east of Green River and A dispatch from Constantinople 
along the Colorado line, report cattle states that the Ambassadors are try
dying daily on the range on account ing to arrange a provisional govern
of wet and cold. One cattle man ment for Crete, and to introduce 
states that he fears the loss will autonomy without appoiM.ting a pro
amoun t tc{ from 50 to 75 per cent be- vision al govefnmen t. 
fore the country dries up in the spring. Mr. Curzon, British Secretary of 

The Executive Council of the Mule Foreign Affairs, in a recent speech in 
Spinners of America met in Boston the House of Commons pointed out · 
and voted to call a general strike, to that Russia had advanced to the 
affect every mill in New England. If Oxus, and that it was impossible for 
the various unions act upon the recom- Great Britain to allow a gap to re
mendation 147,000 people will be main in its . northwestern Indian 
thrown out of employment. frontier. Russia stood on the bor-

Orders have been issued by the ders of Afghanistan which England 
French government to the mints that was pledged to defend. The Ameer 
henceforth the sacred motto, "Dieu had said: •·England and Afghanistan 
Protege la France" (may God protect are as one house with one wall. Are 
France), shall be omitted from all your soldiers going to join mine in 
coins. It has been used for one hun- defense of t}lat wall?" 
dred years. Mr. Curzon added tha.t it was neces-

The Rev. Dr. Arthur C. McGiffert, sary, therefore, that communications 
Washburn professor of Church His- with the frontier be kept open, and, 
tory in the Union Theological Semi- I while no sane man would propose to 
nary may be brought before the New [go beyond the mountain barrier, yet 
York Presbytery on a charge of 1 the two passes traversing the range 
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must be secured. Moreover, the 1 
the cackling of the same, the chirp- of 

foreign relations of the frontier tribes chickens, the early morning crows of many 

b roosters, who seem to outdo one another in 

inanimate, not so much as a kit.ten or a plant, 
and yet she al \Vays bad a taste for the beauti
ful, a love of home, a prop~r desir(') for the 
same, and the neeessary obj2cts to complete 
it. A better developed head for domestic 
life than for the buoiness world. 

must e controlled, assurances of th . 1 d h h f th b k f d · t . , . e1r ou urra s or e rea o ay, JUS 

the1r good conduct must be ootamed, when the tired brain wants to rest. In front 
and it was vitally necessary to enter of the window and on the left as far as the 
into confidential relations with them. view can be taken in, it is a dense forest, lost 
The frontier officers, continued Mr. in the horizon, while to the right in the dis-

tance a few farmhouses can be seen. 

When visiting among the saints and other 
friends, who are in a prosperous condition, 
the question would sometimes present itself: Curzon, would be carefully selected 

and if their work was successful the 
tribes would be "brought willingly 
under our rule, will wear our uniform, 
and form a valuable recruiting ground 
for the Indian army, for the resources 
within India are less plentiful than 
formerly." 

Bro. W. H. Kelley sent us slips 
from New York and Brooklyn papers 
containing statements as made by 
Elder Kessler, of the Utah Church, 
and Bro. Kelley. Some of the differ
ences were quite sharply drawn. The 
Utah men had no desire for discussion, 
however. 

Bishop E. L. Kelley desires us to 
state that the families in the Decat'ur 
district of those in the field will be 
supplied by Bro. David Dancer, the 
local Bishop's agent. 

Cablegrams indicate that a crisis is 
impending in West Africa, growing out 
of the conflicting claims of Great 
Britain and France. The French 
have been pursuing an aggressive 
policy in reference to territory 
claimed by Great Britian and an ac
tual conflict seems imminent as the 
two forces approach one another. 
France by her attitude indicates that 
she depends upon Russia, and possi
bly Germany, to support her, if there 
is not an actual understanding be
tween those powers. 

Home Coltlmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

HA page of words locked up in fnreign tongue, 
'l'o which our preseht knowledge hold• no key. 
A life of care, of dark and toilsome ways, 
In which no meaning, no intent, we see. 

"'"!"he language learned, that page is all aglow, 
Bringing a message from a radiant e.oul. 
God's language leurned, the ways illun1ined stand, 
And in his light we read the perfect Whole." 

The house stands near the road, on which "Why were such blessings with held from me, 
there is considerable passing, especially in and bestowed on so many?" Then asked God 
summer. It is on the sunny side of a hill to direct her thoughts, and consequently her 
which gives the grandest view in the county feelings, and thereby was able to rejoice in 
-"Grand View" is an appropriate name, and their prosperity instead of beiag envious. 
"Sunnyside" the slope of the hill. The The comforting thought that there is a 
house is painted white, has green blinds, and home being prepared for the faithful, that 
two barns, one joining, the other separate. can never grow old, never need repair, never 
Only one neighbor in sight, yet others one be taxed, needs no furnishing, no cleaning, 
fourth of a mile distant, screened by bills. no lighting, but is pure and even glorious 

In the subject of our essay th@re is a bed, forever, fills her soul with a foretaste of its 
bureau, stand, table, chairs, heating stove, blessedness - not constantly, but occasion
woodbox, a small oil stove, etc. This one ally. 
room is used as a cookrooom, bedroom, din· The first winter sbe interested herself in 
ing room, laundry, schoolroom, and play sewing and knitting for her brother's family. 
room, to say nothing about the mending and The si$ter-in-law accepted the needed help, 
making that have been done there. A and one day remarked: "If you wish to help 
clothespress is very satisfactorily us0d as a me, there is no way in which you can benefit 
dish closet and a storeroom. The woodwork me so much as you can to teach my children. 
is painted white, the walls covered with paper It is a long way to the schoolhouse, and be
adapted to such a room, and it is nearly sides, there is no one to look after them." 
covered with paintings and useful ornaments, "That I will do with pleasure, if they will 
made by the hands of the occupant. obey me," was the quick response. The 

Why did this old lady make her home in thought of giving them regular teaching had 
this cozy little corner of the big world? We never occurred to her mind, although she en
will briefly answer: Eleven years ago she joyed teaching and had given them a little 
faithfully and tenderly cared for her sick oral instruction during the winter. 
husband for months, through a severe illness One hour a day, according to tbe mother's 
which terminated in death. None but those wish, two of the boys sat by their aunt, and 
who have had a similar experience can for a received instruction according to her ability 
moment realize the emotions that attend and judgment. Tbis new occupation, and 
such a case. We do not attempt to describe yet an old one, filled her mind with i;, differ
it-our pen callll!!otdraw thepicture-it merely ent train of thought; something to live for, a 
states the fact that when she saw bis remains purpose in life, without which any life is but 
placed in the last resting place, her soul cried a barren waste. If we cannot obtain a great, 
out from its depths, "0 that I might lie a grand purpose, let us accept that which 
down in the grave with him!" The next presents itself, although it may seem small 
thought forced itself into her mind with great a1Jd insignificant, and mrike it great. 
power, and drove the other out. It was: Two years later the third boy entered the 
"No, Father, let me stay on the earth and do little school and learned his letters-that was 
a work for thee." another stimulus, another object to 1i ve for. 

She could not live alone, yet knew not This little room was large enough for the 
where she could go or what to do. She bad children and their books. Plenty of room on 
had no anxiety about it, however, for she the table for the. latter, and room on the wall 
had made it the main and only object in life, for a blackboard, although some ornaments 
to care for him she had pl'omised to be faith- were crowded over. They received more 
ful to, in sickness and in health. On return- weeks school each year than was given in 
ing to the house her brother said, "Come the district school, which they entered five 
and live with me." She accepted the kind years from the commencement.. As they ad
offer, saying, '·I will never throw myself on vanced in their studies, more time was given 
you for support; I will do all I can to support daily, at each term. .Exercises in study were 
myself." A few weeks later she became the not the only pleasures and benefits that this 
mistress_of this room, where she has played little room has afforded. Many little games 

AUNT MIRA'S ROOM. keeping house when at home, nearly half of and amusements have been enjoyed by Amt 
WELL, what is there about Aunt Mira's room the time being absent doing light work on Mira, as well as by the children, to ~ay 
worthy of note? But little apparently. A small pay, or being company for friends. nothing about the much whittling and paper 
brief description will outline the picture. It Three little boys, the oldest seven, the cutting. Often a dinner party, or a treat of 
is a back chamber of a ooe and a half story youngest two, made this home glad and busy, J molasses candy was enjoyed, being a reward 
house. It is eleven feet by thirteen and a as well as musical. She appropriated them, 

1 

for diligence and good deportment, also 
half; bas one window facing the rising sun. took them into the vacant place in her heart, strolls in the woods were taken. They took 
This window has an outlook into an extensive i believing that neither home nor heart are 1 pleasure in gathering flowers, berries, and 
orchard, which perfumes the air, enchants I complete without the little ones. It is now I mosses for her, and in making a soft seat of 
the eye, and satiofies the taste. It is also nine years since she bas had the enjoyment I boughs for "Auntie to rest on." 0 the happy 
made alive by a flock of hens, and vocal by of one living object of her own, animate or · hours that have been sp:rnt there! Who is 
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able to enumerate them? Think ye that 
they have a record? We hope so. 

''But," says one, "they must have been 
wonderful children if they always lived in 
such harmony." We can say as a truth, They 
a:re better than the average of chikiren; but 
like all strong, intelligent children they 
must have amusements, and if it storms so 
that they cannot attend to th.eir outdoor 
work or play, they find a chance and material 
with her. Paper bags are saved for them to 
burst, strings are collected for them, pins are 
given as they wish, also pieces of cloth, 
knives, and scissors are not refused when it 
is safe, and, ''Please, Aunt Mira, can I have 
your knife?" is the manner of the request. 
Many little boats have been built and enjoyed 
there. Sometimes a dish of water, but more 
frequently the floor, has been used for the 
sea. Carts and sleds, too, have abounded. 

Eight years ago this summ0r a dear little 
girl, fresh from the world of purity, came to 
make glad this home. A little more than 
two years later, a beautiful boy followed her, 
and when about the same length of time had 
elapsed, another joined the group at Sunny
side. 

"Well,'' says one, "I guess Aunt Mira had 
no room for them." Yes, she did, too, both 
in her heart and in her room-'tis something 
like a stagecoach, always room enough for 
one more. Not unfrequently five children 
and a cat are present and can stay, unless 
called by their parents, as long as they wish, 
if harmony prevails. If she rebukes them, 
which has been done many times, no disre
spectful language is given back-two now no 
longer children, but young men, soon to go 
out and meet the stern realities of life. O 
how glad is she that their happiness and 
comfort have been her purpose all these 
years. We see her sitting so that the light 
from the window will fall over the left 
shoulder onto her work or book-she is con
fined to glasses by day and can do only plain 
knitting in the evening. While thus en
gaged the little ones are amusing themselves 
by hauling wood from the wood box on their 
little cart or sled to some other part of the 
room or out into the hall. This they do not do 
without permission, and usually haul back 
when done. They have much pleasure in 
hunting, one being a wild animal whose den 
is under the bed. 

"Well, old lady, don't you get sick of such 
nonsense?" 

"No, but a little tired, sometimes." We 
older ones should not forget that we, too, 
were children once. What does one's child
hood amount to if it is robbed of its rightb? 
What are its right8? Its innocent home 
pleasures. Many times have the three boys 
sat by their aunt'd bedside, while she was 
resting, and laid their heads down O!l it, and 
given attention to her stories and recital of 
poems-now another three occasionally do 
the same. Another three help bring up her 
wood and water-even the little two-year-old 
boy loves to bdng up "Aunt Mi'i.'s 'ood and 
awter." 

Right here we will say, "Like begets like"
love begets love, hate begets hate, and espe
cially with children. 
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Ye who have grown old as regards time, 
cultivate your love for children, that ye may 
sow no tares in the garden of the Lord, and 
that ye may be happier here as well as hap-
pier hereafter. SR. ALMIRA. 

8tlndau 8~hoo1 Deuar1mBn1. 
ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
~Send commu111c!.niorns for this departme.nt to the Editor 

Addre@s minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to~~ Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.'') 

SUNDAY SCHOOL INSTITUTE.-CONTINUED. 
TUESDAY, at 3: 45 p. m., the sub}cct of 
teachers' meetings was conducted by J. F. 
Mintuu, and developed the following:-

TEAOHERS' MEETINGS. 
1. Object. 

l1 To unify work. 
21 To prepare for review. 
31 To inspire confidence in teachers. 

2. Benefits. 
11 To make review most effective. 
21 Teachers keep in touch in teaching 

points. 
31 Opportunity for lesson study. 

3. Necessities. 
l1 Can't know the benefits unless we 

attend. 
21 Perfect preparation for lesson and 

review. 
4. Difficulties. 

l1 Too much scattered. 
21 Too busily engaged. 
31 Can't meet in evenings. 

Not always safe for young ladies to go 
alone, and sometimes no one to accompany 
them. 

5. How to overcome difficulties. 
l1 Meet on Sunday previoyis. 
21 Meet on same Sunday lesson is to be 

studied at an earlier hour. 
3 1 :Meet in daytime of some other day if 

you can't meet on Sunday. 
41 Conduct work at home. 

Let an hour be appointed most convenient 
to conduct examination of lesson at home. 
When the hour comes have prayer, and 
engage in the study of the lesson. Invite 
some &enior scholar, or some one of the family 
to study with you, if it is thought to be 
preferable. If two or more teachers live near 
to each other let this hour . be occupied 
studying together. 

Teachers should cultivate sociability with 
each other, and consult together for their 
mutual good in their work. 

51 Have a meeting or meetings at first of 
quarter to study general plan conducting the 
lessons of the quarter, that is to take a pre
view of the work to be done, and how best to 
do it. 

'fhe school is in the most prosperous condi
tions when the teachers' meetings are held. 

6. How conducted. 
11 Prayer, or Pong a nil prayer. 
21 Bring quarterlies, Bibles, pencil, and 

notebook. 
31 Study. 

l2 Subject. 
22 Golden t,ext and show relation to 

subject. 

32 Outlines. 
If there are outlines in all the quarterlies 

study and contrast them. Decide on most 
important points. 

42 Lesson text. 
Outline should precede lesson text to give 

a system to its study. 
5 2 Select teaching points. 

Teachers of the different grades to select 
as best suited to their grade, 1;hen compare 
and harmonize with each other and with 
time to be occupied in lesson. 

62 How to illustrate. 
72 Form outlines. 

Each teacher should conclude upon an out
line governing her in teaching points she or 
he has concluded upon to teach. 

Tu<OSday. 7: 30 p. m., the subject of the 
home department was treated by J. F. Min
tun, and the following thoughts were with 
others presented:-

HOME DEPARTMENT. 
1. Preparation for. 

l1 Have quarterlies and Bible always at 
hand. 

2. Time. 
l1 Study spare moments. 
21 Study evenings with family, inviting 

friends. 
31 Study on appointed hour on Sunday, 

inviting friends. 
3. How conducted. 

i 1 Appoint hour of meeting. 
21 Secure extra quarterlies and Bibles. 
31 Prepare during week and on Sunday 

as for regular Sunday school. 
41 Select some one to lead. 

l2 Preferring member of the church. 
22 One best qualified. 
32 Prefer father all other things con

sidered equal. 
5 1 Invite friends to meet with you. 
61 Where people are very poor gather 

them into their own home, or your 
own, and teach both parents and 
children. Thus gather them until 
better provisions can be made. 

Tbe following topics were on home work, 
but not wholly limited to what is known as 
the borne department, yet it is governed by 
the same principle:-
!. Parents' aid to scholars or children. 

1. By studying with them. 
2. Assist child to be punctual. 
3. Accompany child to Sunday school. 

II. Parents' aid to teachers. 
1. Inspire confidence in the child for the 

teacher. 
2. Request child to comply with teach

er's instructions. 
J. F. MINTUN, Reporter. 

(To be continued.) 

lla11sr IlEpartmsnt. 
OAKLAND, Cal., Feb. 1. 

Editors Herald:-I have had a talk with 
some Utah elders. I told them if they were 
the true church they should not be afraid to 
meet us &nd prove it by the books. 

They refused; but claimed that the gifts 
I of the Spirit, their pr0sperity, and the 
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great thin.rs they were doing in temple 
building, and the work for the dead, and 
the little we were doing in contrast with 
their sending one of their apostles to Jeru
salem, and in the South, and the gain they 
were making from our church, claiming 
twenty-four in and around Oakland and San 
Francisco, was .conclusive evidence of their 

THE SAINTS'· HERALD. 

little; but, thank the Lord, I am again able 
to be up and am feeiing considerable better. 
I am still in hopes of being able to battle for 
the truth sew,ral years if the Lord so wills, 
and for which I am praying. 

Yours in bonds, 
A. HAWS. 

being the true church; and that it was 
only a matter of a few years when we PITTSBURG, Pa., Feb. 11. 
would go down, said that President Joseph Editors Herald:-As reported by Bro. D. L. 
Smith had seen lt in vision while here in Shinn, Bro. George H. Hulmes has resigned 
Oakland. The vision having been reported his position as presiding· officer of the Pitts
by old Bro. Al Nethercott, who was excom- burg branch, which office he has held for 
municated from the Reorganized Church for fourteen years. He left here on Tuesday to 
unchristianlike conduct. join his family at Independence. It was 

really painful to see the sorrow manifested 
They also accused me of having stopped 

by all on Sunday when farewells were made. 
their preaching on the streets of Oakland. 

Appropriate resolutions had been passed at 
As I have found several of them to be very the time he handed in his resignation, but 
unreliable, and for fear they will try to make 

there seemed to be a spontaneous desire by 
capital ?f this, as they are doing of all the all to show our appreciation, in a substantial 
,old storrn~ they can find, I here make a state- manner, of our brother's ability as an educa
ment of JUS~ what occurred: I found they tor, and a recognition of his faithfulness, 
'~ere preaching on the streets and r~present- which resulted in the branch presenting him 
rng themselves to be Latter D,;y Sarnts, and I "th fi · d d f W b t ' ·D' . . . . w1 a ne m exe copy o e s ,er s 1c-
,gi ~rn~ out tracts which taught only the first tionary, in connection with a beautiful oxi-
,prrnciples of the gospel. But _on the covers dized stand of latest pattern, also a copy of 
I found two tracts advertised; one on Young's Analytical concordance of the Bible. 
:polygamy, anot~er on b_lood ato.nement, and The presentation was made immediately after 
thus secretly rntroducrng their damnable th t · It 1 t . e sacramen service. . was a comp e e 
heresies. To this, and to be classed with . t b th . . . surprise o our ro er. 
Utah Mormons, I ha~ obJecti~ns; so I went During all these years of faithful service, 
to the Ma!~r and Ch1e~ of Poh~e, and asked ever standing up firmly fo:· the right and true 
for t~e privilege_ of gorng on tne street and to his convictions, he has been marvelously 
,showing the difference be.tween the two successful in not making enemies, but at the 
,churches. This led to an rnquiry on their gathering of the best representation the 
,part of what the difference was. I told .th.em branch has had for a long time, not one but 
we were and al~ays had. bee? a law-abiding who felt that they were about to part with a 
1people, and ant1-polygam1sts rn the strong~st true friend and a wise shepherd who had 
1and fullest sense of the word. But the chief ever cared for the fold. 
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We are putting forth renewed efforts to 
raise money to put up a church here. We 
have an auxiliary society, organized by Bro. 
Hulmes, whose object is to assist the branch 
to obtain a church. We are just trying a 
new idea, and it promises to be successful 
from the orders already received. We are 
having circulars printed of extracts taken 
from Herald cover· articles on whole wheat 
flour. We can get this flour from a mill near 
here where they make it after the old-time 
method of grinding with stones. We pro
pose to distribute these circulars, sell the 
flour, and give the profit to the auxiliary 
society. 

Have just been informed by Mr. Duss, head 
of the Economite Society, that his mother-in
law, Sr. Susan E. Creese, died this a. m. He 
rEcquested that an elder take charge of the 
services. C. ED. MILLER. 

WEIR CITY, Kan., Feb. 11. 
Editors Herald:-Since writing you last I 

have been very busy doing what I can for the 
"marvelous" work. A pleasant Christmas 
was spent with Bro. Hisle and family at 
Scammon, Kansas. The first part of January 
I preached eleven times at Medoc, Missouri: 
had large crowds, good listening, and fair 
interest. The good (?) Methodists at that 
place tried to interfere in an undermining 
way, by pouring out the lamp oil, locking up 
the coal, telling lies, and conducting other 
meetings in the neighborhood to draw away 
the crowd, but it only added as fuel to my 
meeting. 

Some good old soldiers and friends to prin
ciple were made friends to the "cause,'' after 
standing by me from prineiple. While at 
Medoc I made a speech at the G. A. R. meet-

told me these men had told him that they 
,did not preach or practice polygamy, and 
that it was stopped. I then showed him 
,that they advertised polygamy and blood 
:atonement, and that their Book of Covenants 
:had a revelation in it that commanded it and 

Public praise of individuals is not always ing; a large crowd was present, and by this 
desirable, but there are times when if appre- step a host, of friends were made. Many in
ciation is not expressed, the principle is vitatiomi were given to return; many are 
good that the stones should cry out in recog- thinking, and one was baptized as a result of 
nition thereof. the meeting. 

Pittsburg is justly proud of the talented I went from there to Galesburg, near by, 
made it necessary to a full salvation, and saints it has given to the West. Among and spent a week preaching, except three 
they could judge for themselves whether those who have gone from here our talented nights on account of rain. Good interest 
:polygamy was thus dead or not. brother J. F. McDowell; Richard Salyards, and liberty was had. From there we went to 

The Chief of Police thought if we went ou assistant editor of Herald; Will Garret, edi- Waco for my regular appointment (fourth 
:the streets it would lead to controversy and tor of Ensign, with family; Frank Criley, man- Sundays). The following Sunday I went to 
disturb the peace. I told him it would not ager of Herald Office, with family; Sr. M. E. Opolis, Kansas, preached three times, and 
on our part, and if they were permitted on Hulmes, President of Daughters of Zion, and the following week preached at Neutral and 
the streets we wanted as much time as they soon Bro. Ralph. G. Smith, of musical fame, Owsley schoolhouses. 
had, and that we had invited them to discuse with his talented wife; and Victor Kress, a While at Opolis I was challenged for de
the differences before the public, but they rising young artist of fine ability, with family, bate by a local preacher, M;._ Denton, a theo
would not meet us, and that we did not want w'i!l shortly move to Independence; and now crat. So we commenced February 7, and 
to let our good name and the true church be Bro. George H. Hulmes has gone to join in continued three nights; Mr. Denton aflirm
misrepresented in this way. The Chief of the Pittsburg workers for the Lord, whose ing as follows: "Water baptism is not essen
Police then said, "I will stop their preaching field of usefulness has increased as years tial to the salvation of the Gentiles." I 
on the street, for they have misrepresented have been added unto them. denied. Mr. D:mton claimed to be a preacher 
themselves to me," and he stopped them; Bro. Hulmes has not only had the respect, to the Gentiles; and Paul was a preacher to 
and now they lay it to me, when I only asked love, and confidence of the saints, but among the Gentiles. I showed the contrast between 
for the privilege of showing the difference the businsss men of the city he has made the Mr. D.:mtou and Paul, as one point in 1 Cor
between the two churches. name of Latter Day Saint an honorable one. inthians 1, Paul baptized; twelfth chapter, 

I suppose some of your readers would like His departure has had a tendency to bring second verse, they were Gentiles. Paul's 
to know what bas become of Bro. Haws. My the officers of the branch cloeer togett0r by Gentile converts were given the Holy Ghost, 
answer is that my health has been poor this reason of the added rESponsibility placed on in different gifts-wisdom, knowledge, heal
winter, and that I have not been able to be them. He has left the branch in good condi- ing, prophecy, etc. Mr. Denton only believes 
out in the active ministry, but have done a tion. Much could be written in praise of the , in Gentiles having wiEdom. Again Paul's 
little preaching and some talking here in work accomplished by our brother, but for ,, converts in 1 Corinthians 12: 28, some were 
Oakland. My troubles have been of such ni'L-

1 

fear of makiag my letter too long will close apostles, prophets, and had ir' "<otcles, heal
:ture that I have been able to write but very with a few general remarks. ! ing, etc., among them-the Gentiles. Mr. 
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D nton is not in harmony with his brnther 
(~) Paul; yet he, Denton, claims and knows 
God sent him to the Gentile people. He also 
claimed to be perfect without sin. I referred 
him to I John 1: 8-10, as proof that the truth 
was not in him; and Philip. 3: 11, 12, that 
Paul was not perfect, etc. Large crowds 
were in attendance, and I think a great deal 
of good was done for the gospel mission to 
every creature, without respect toopersons 
or nations. 

never heard of the faith once delivered to the I without fear or favor stood for their per• 

I go to-morrow to Englevale, Kansas, for a 
series of meetings. The M. E. people there 
have closed us out of their church, but a 
schoolhouse will be used. 

In gospel bonds, 
W. C. CATHER. 

GRAND RAPIDS, Mich., Feb. 9. 
Editors Herald:-! have just closed a two 

nights' debate with Sam Bettes (the cowboy 
preacher), subject, ''Resolved that baptism 
in water for the remis~ion of sins is essential 
to man's salvation." Bible the standard of 
argument. Much good was done, as the de
bate was held in another part of the cit,y 
from where our, meetings:'are usually held. 
Bro. Bettes was fair with us, and thoroughly 
gave the people to understand that this 
church was not a Mormon Church, saying we 
were as much Christian as any church he 
knew of. 

I go to Lansing, Michigan, Monday next, 
to commence a four nights' debate with 
Moses Hull, of Chicago, the great apostle of 
Spiritualism; subject, "Spiritualism." 

Hastily, 
R. E. GRANT. 

saints, on the middle fork of White River, 
nine miles southeast of Fayetteville. My 
heart was made glad to meet with and we 
entertained for several days at the comforta
ble home of an old-time friend of the saints, 
S. P. Buxton and wife, also his son arrd wife. 
These friends have been and are doing a 
great deal of good for the latter-day work, 
they having lived right among the saints in 
Iowa for more than twenty-five years, of 
whom they unhesitatingly speak in the high
est terms of commendation. While at tliis 
point I was well treated by all, and was made 
welcome at the bomes of some of the best 
people in the country, Mr. John Barns, Pro
fessor May, and many others. I left that 
place with the full assurance that in the near 
future a people would be gathered out of this 
mountain region that will be an honor 'to 
God and a great benefit to their associates. 

I baptized the wife of Bro. M. P. Dale, and 
ordained Bro. M. P. to the office of a teacher. 
Two others demanded baptism who had 
heard but a few sermons I ad vised to wait, 
till my return, feeling that it was wisdom in 
that case. Many said "God bless you," and 
"Come again," and I am off to other partF, 
feeling that Arkansas is not such a hard 
field after all. May God bless and prosper 
his work. Yours for truth, 

T. J. SHEPPARD. 

XENIA, Ill., Feb. 11. 
Editors Herald:-I came to this place from 

Parrish, Illinois, last Wednesday. District 
conference of Southern Illinois last Saturday 
and Sunday, held at Parrish, was fairly at-
tended and productive of good. Hopeful 

BLENDSVILLE, Mo., Feb. 14. signs are manifest in the appacent awakening 
Editors Herald:-I have returned from a to the necessity of enforcing the law in cases 

seven weeks' trip into Benton and Washing- of flagrant and long standing neglect or vio
ton Counties, Arkansas. I had the pleasure lation. Church trials and expulsion have 
of presenting the gospel to many who had cleared the atmosphere and given hope to 
never heard the true position of the church. order and virtue loving people. The ju~t re
My first effort wa8 at Herd. By previous ar- proach that the persistent retaining and fel
rangement I had the pleasure of meeting and lowship without labor or protest of the 
laboring with our esteemed young brother, transgressors of law, has wrought incalcula
Jesse L. Reed, who like Philip of old, after ble and lasting injury to the gospel cause, 
finding the true way through the preaching and it seems strange sometimes that honest, 
of Bro. J. W. Jackson, could not be content clean people should so long submit to such 
till the glad tidings of the restored gospel association and classification with members 
should be preached to his near kinsfolk and whose lives are anything but i:rospal ensam
friends. At this place we met with crowded ples. 
houses and marked attention throughout, We spoke Monday and Tuesday evenings 
with many invitations to return, giving us after conference to increasing audiences. 
the assurance that open doors would greet us Roads were becoming very bad, however. 
at any time. After ten days of pleasant asso- Bro. Slover was to occupy the following night., 
ciation with Bro. Reed, preaching every going from ti:iRre to Tunnell Hill; Bro. Stead 
night and visiting his old fritmds every day, to Springerton: these places being supplied 
of which he seems to have a legion, at last through previous appoir..tment. I made ar
we gave the parting hand, he to go to his rangements to visit Brush Cr0ek and Or
home at Mena and I to points in Washington chard ville, provided roads made it possible to 
County. hold meetings, calring at this place on the 

Leaving my team and buggy at Bro. M. P. way, desiring also to see old friends again, 
Dale's, near Durham, the face of the country and probably for the ls,st time, as Southern 
being so rough, I started on foot, with only Illinois will be ministered to by others t,han 
books and satchel in hand, hungering in my myself during- the coming conference year, in 
soul to be of use to the Master in bringiug all probability. I have found here a good
ligh t and liberty to the children of men in heartt'd people, and am truly sorry to part 
those mountains. For three weeks I had the with them, and to say perhaps and likely a 
pleasure of preaching every night and twice forever good-bye. I shall leave them, how
on Sundays to hundreds of people who had ' ever, with the consciousness that I have 

manent good and lasting interest, and in the 
light of a judgment day verdict as to the 
character of the labor done. I have al ways 
been kindly and courteously treated, and 
gladly welcomed by the local and general 
church laborers; and pray that God may bless 
and help them and all of us to rise to higher 
grounds and a more complete fellowship with 
Jes us Christ. Baptized six persons at Beards
town two weeks ago, a place and country that 
needs looking after by a competent, con
scientious overseer. 

To-morrow night and Sunday have appoint
ment to preach at Brush Creek chapel, if the 
state of the roads will allow me to get there. 
Preaching here last night and to-night. 

Three of our Utah misrepresentatives at
tended our meeting last night. These people, 
like the flies of Egypt, are everywhere, and all 
over Illinois; the most nondescript lot of min
isters that I have ever personally come in con
tact with; with the collar and chain of Brig
ham Young or President Woodruff around 
their necks; their manhood broken to the 
wheel of that ecclesiastical tyranny in Utah; 
and as full of evasions, contradictions, and ec
clesiastical tricks as has ever opposed in any 
age the light of God's saving truth. Truly are 
they "reprobate concerning the faith," a 
fact so easily demonstrated that no amount 
of either good or ill treatment will serve to 
dr1w them out into the open, where their 
history and actual design and merit may be 
publicly ventilated! Their works are "truly 
in the dark." Denying polygamy in public 
in one breath, and privately teaching it in 
the next. A thing ''forever abandoned" in 
one place, and as ''the grandest principle 
God ever gave to man" in another. Their 
real design and desire is illustrated in the 
exodus to Mexico, where lust may be legal
ized, fornication and adultery Christianized!! 
God save the mark; it fairly takes our breath 
away. To Mexico, where God may be farther 
and longer mocked, and made a liar; Jesus 
Christ turned back upon his word; the Book 
of Mormon t,hrown to the mire of lustful for
getfulness; the Holy Scriptures -so clearly 
corrected of God as against these crimes
wrested, perverted, evaded, dimmed; the 
mission work of Joseph Smith dishonored
brought to ignominy, and public shame, and 
contempt; the gospel work and sacrifice of 
former years turned to failure and to dis
aster; the gospel submerged-its original 
contentions destroyed by contradictory laws 
with "celestial" titles. Devils laui:rh; the 
Gentiles mock and say, "Aha! I told you so." 

But the "reproach of his people" God will 
surely "take away." The Devil is cunning; 
but God's wisdom is greater, and he will not 
fail to establish his kingdom accordillg to 
his promises. 

Mexico already is turning her face toward 
the sunlight of God, and will sooner or later 
spew that filthy, unreasonable, anti-gospel, 
anti-Christ, Heaven-cursed contention out of 
the land, into-let us trust-its original home 
and final resting place-in hell. 

There is one thing that apparently at 
times seems to catch the "gudgeons" or de
ceive the simple-minded or uninformed; and 
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that is the very "umble" demeanor appar
ently manifest by these Utah church mis· 
sionaries. My conclusion from observation 
and experience with them is that it belongs 
to their card of instructions, and is one of the 
very few "attractions" they have to present 
to decent people, and that these "so very 
umble you know" fellows are mostly after 
the Uriah Heep pattern, and that the mis
chievous and soul-destroying spirit of that 
apostate fraud that after 1850 blasphemed 
and dishonored the name of God, defied the 
laws of our country,subjugated the freedom of 
and terrorized saints, is still unchanged and 
the same, saving the opportunity or power of 
expression or enforcement. I do not believe 
that their official acts receive any higher in
dorsement than that of their masters in 
Utah, under whose control their consciences 
are kept or directed. 

and again I received help from the Lord, and LAMONI, Iowa, Feb. 18. 
I was healed from the night sweat, for which Editors Herald:-Please rectify mistake in 
I had sought all kinds of cures for about three my wife's death report as follows: Sr. Wahl
years; but now I can thank and praise God I strom was born at Mole, Swsden, 1827; united 
the F<>ther, Son, and Holy Ghost; because he I with the Utah Church in Sweden, 1868; she 
is the only true physician to his chosen wit- was married to John Wahlstrom in 1870. 
nesses. She came to America with her husband in 

I thank my living God for the good he has 1875. She also united with the Reorg·anized 
shown bis chosen witness, and for the healing Church under the administration of Elder 
through the light and power of his Holy Joseph Luff, in 1879; returned from Utah to 
Spirit. Honor and praise be to the Father, Omaha, Nebraska, in 1880; and in 1882 came 
Son, and Holy Ghost. Amen. to Lamoni. 

Their "priesthood" I believe to be as 
powerless, and as unauthorized, and as de
void of sealing or saving power as was the 
priests of Baal in the time of Elijah; our 
personal observations and the testimony of 
competent witnesses compel this conclusion; 
at any rate, we stand ready for the test in 
open field with altars side by side, and let 
these priests who worship Baal, and their 
fathers who have eaten at Jezebel's table, 
call upon their Adam or other gods, "and 
the God that answereth by fire, let him be 
God." EveJJ. so, Amen! 

In the faith of our di vine Lord and hope of 
his blessed and pure gospel, 

MYRON H. BOND. 

VICTOR, Ravalli Co., Mont., Feb. 2. 
Editors Hero.ld:-I wish to have an inquiry 

made for my daughter, and when Elder 
Moore of your church was here he advised 
me to write to ask you to insert an advertise
ment. 

My daughter was born in Warren County, 
Illinois, in 1862. Her mother died and she 
was raised by her grandmother Catharine 
Russell, grandfather's name George. My 
daughter's name was Lydia Caroline Kughn. 
She was taken to Kansas in 1865. Any in
formation of her will be gladly received by 

SIMEON KUGHN. 

Again I must say, that some weeks later, I 
was again administered unto, for the fourth 
time, by Brn. Smith and Henry Hart, of Bra
ton, of Kansas, the latter of whom lives 
'owelve miles north of Clay Center, Kansas, 
this last time I was completely healed, and 
now I am and shall be well from the terrible 
disease-consumption. 

I am glad that Jesus has said in his word 
that if aoy among you are sick, ''let him call 
for the elders of the church; and let them 
pray over him, anointing him with oil, in 
the name of the Lord: and the prayer of faith 
;;hall save t,be sick." And again he says in 
Isaiah 53 : 4: "Surely he bath borne our 
griefa and carried our sorrows." 

And now in conclusion I wish to say that I 
am glad. I have stood and listened to his 
truths and have received light through his 
Holy Spirit. 

In bonds your brother, 
N. A. NILSON. 

SAN ANTONIO, Tex., Feb. 9. 
Editors Herald:_:_The work here we believe 

is on the upward move. It looks as if things 
were shaping into a condition of prosperity, 
and a time to come soon when Zion's cause 
will be more better established in this great 
city of the South. I say great, it is great in 
many ways; its reputation is widely known 
as a health resort, a place visited by hun
dreds of tourists. Romantic in its ancient 
history, and interesting to behold its many 
ancient edifices constructed years ago by the 
early Spanish Catholic fathers. It is a J eru
salem to all south Texas, so far as commerce 
is concerned. With all these natural re
sources and ad vantages for spreading the 
gospel, I cannot help but strive on and on 
amid discouragements and oppositions on 

CLAY CEN'l'ER, Kansas. every hand. 
EditorsHerald:-Healed from consumption, Our church building committee has begun 

since I was given up by different physicians. work and things are moving along nicely. 
This is the testimony of a young man who We attended a basket supper last night, 
has belonged to the Kewanee branch in Illi- given by the committee, in which a nice 
nois since the 17th of October, U:97. little sum was netted for the church. Our 

About one week before I became a member young folks are meeting every Friday for 
of the above-mentioned branch, I was ad- singing practice, and we believe much good 
ministered to by an elder, and received will be done by interesting them in this im
much strength from the dear Lore., for· which portant auxiliary of church work. 
I will thank and praise his name. We had a splendid meeting on Sunday 

A few days after this I was again adminis- night, the house being crowded beyond its 
tered to by Elders Wilbers and Whitehouse, seating capacity, and I think I enjoyed the 
who belong to the Kewanee branch, and Spirit in preaching as much as I ever did to 
again I received much help from the living any congregation. I feel greatly encouraged, 
God, who is our blessing in all our afflic- and may the day speedily come when our op
tions. portunities will be better for the cause of 

Again, a few weeks after this, I was ad min- I Zion. I am satisfied the church will be built, 
isterec to in Lamoni, Iowa, about the 8th of I and that will mean so much for our work 
November, 1897, by an elder who was on hie I here. Your brother in Christ, 
way to St. Joseph, where he had hi.s home, 1 H. P. CURTIS. 

In 1892 Sr. Wahlstrom accompanied her 
husband on his missionary labor to Malmo, 
Sweden, returning in 1894. 

Yours truly, 
JOHN WAHLSTROM. 

WILLIAMS-BLALOCK DISCUSSION. 
Editors Herald:-As you have given promi

nence to our "Commission analysis" and 
"ident.ity slip," I send you the following in 
addit.ion concerning our late debate at Tabor. 
We write after mature reflection, and not in 
the beat of immediate victory. I am assured 
we have lost nothing, while the opposition 
clearly rllanifest keen disappointment, for-

1. Elder McClure, ere the debate was half 
over, realizing that something must be done 
to augment their glimmering hopes, an
nounced a series of lectures by "I, Clark Bra
den," to immediately follow the debate. 
When I showed how this reflected on their 
etl'ort, Elders Blalock and Fisher publicly 
disclaimed any connection therewith, and 
now the local church is divided, some siding 
with Fisher and some with McClure. 

2. Elder Blalock, I am credibly informed, 
has written the local church at Mondami!l, 
urging that they get out of the discussion if 
at all possible, as it would be the worst 
thing that couid take place there; adding if 
they could not honorably do so, that at least 
they insist on a rearrangment of the proposi
tion involving the claims of the Christian 
Church. They have acted thereon and re
solved that if Elder Bays enters the discus
sion under the present arrangement they will 
issue circulars and scatter them over the 
coui:.try, disavowing any connection with the 
debate, leaving Elder Bays to go it alone! 

3. An ex-pastor of the ,Chri~tian Church in 
this city told me the other day that he had 
received word from .the Christian people at 
Tabor stating that Elder Blalock was no 
match for Williams, and that we "completely 
snowed them under." Of course this minis
ter felt it was due to the weakness of the 
man and not the cause he represented. 

4. The Fremont County Herald says editori
ally concerning our effort: "The first six 
nights Rev. Williams affirmed for the Latter 
Day Saiots, Rev. Blalock's work being to tear 
down step by step as the affirmative laid down 
his premises. It would gratify the most ex
acting follower of the saints' belief to know 
how fully their represt•mtati ve met the ex
pectations and requirements of his friends, as 
measured by the Gentile world who attended. 
As a debater he \\as gentlemanly, had his 
references at t,ongue's end, arranged in sys
tematic order, and while affecting no wit, 
was on hand when repartee was needful. 
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Polished in all his ways, he won the admira- dorsement saying, "We are satisfied with the I given it. We have shown that it was ne~er 
tion of his hearers by the straightforward work of W. W. Blalock in his debate with used until A. D. 43, or ten years after Ppnte
earnestness with which he handled his case." the Lat,ter Day Saints." Certainly! Some cost; that it; was given as a name of reproach 

In reference to the character of the debate people are forced to be satisfied from neces- by the enemies of the church (see Acts 11: 26), 
they say: "However much the critical pub- si y rather than choice. used by Agrippa, the ruler, and not by Paul 
lie may decry a religious debate, this one The following is a summ3,ry of our closing· (Acts 26: 28); referred to by Peter as the 
was conducted upon broad and liberal lines. speech as furnished for publication in the cause of suffering and not as God-given. (1 
The expected ill-feeling did not crop out Hamburg Democrat: "Proposition, Resolved Peter 4: 16.) We have repeatedly asked Rev. 
among the followers, for the leaders kept that the Christian or Disciples' Ob urch of Blalock for the chapter and verse where God 
their respective claims and assertions within which I, w. w. Blalock, am a member, is gave the name, and he has failed to give 
the bouuds of reason and charity." the church of God in fact, and in doctrine, them. We have proven from Alexander 

"When it became known that the Disci- practice, and church organization iH in com- Campbell that 'Christian' is an earthly name. 
ples had another debate on deck for the 21st plete harmony with the teachings of the New (See Millennial ~Harbinger, 1840, p. 378; 8ee 
Elder Williams interpreted the announce- 'restament Scriptures. The proposition is so also Smith's Bible Dictionary, p. 116; Jenks' 
ment as a signal that reinforcements were worded that unless my opponent has main- Com., p. 62; Dean Alford's Com., vol. 2, p. 
needed by his foes." tained his position in every particular, he S23; Com. by nonsectarian tract society on 

Again: "It is not an injustice to prevail- must go down as having failed to substantiate Acts 11: 26.) 
ing sentiment to remark that it would seem his claims. It is not enough for .. him to show 4. I have shown that Alexander Campbell 
best to let well enough alone and not overdo that they teach some things contained in claimed to be a restorer, but by his own con
in their zeal for contrO\'ersies so laden with the Bible, all others can do likewise: but he fession failed. That Barton W. Stone or
germs of bitterness and strife." And, clos- affirms that the Christian or Disciples' Church ganized an undenominational church. (See 
ing with the following: "It would seem an is the, not a, but the Church of God in fact, "Why I am a Disciple," p. 129.) That in 
act of misjudgment to bring about another meaning only one: that it is the Church of 1809 Alexander Campbell organized a Union 
controversy where our local friends have God in fact. To prove this he must of neces- cburch.-(Ibid. 130.) That in 1829 Stone and 
everytbiag to lose and but little to gain." sity bring more than assertion or assumption; Campbell united their organization.-( Ibid. 
The local friends referred to are the Chris- he must produce divine testimony that they 131.) That Alexander Campbell was the man 
tians or Disciples. are in line with God and his truth. In affirm- who 'conceived, organized and made success-

By request I furnished the following which ing that this church, in doctrine, practice, ful the present reformati.on.'-(B. W. Stone's 
they inserted: "I am thoroughly satisfied and church organization is in complete har- Tract.) That he 'founded' au organization 
with the results of the discussion. It means monywith the teachings of the New Testa- called 'Disciples.'-See Johnson's Encyclo
future growth for us. People, who hereto- ment Scriptures, my opponent must show pedia revised by B. A. Hinsdale (Disciple) 
fore have entertained an incorrect and that they have the identical organization in 'Dis. of Christ' p. 30, 31. That he is the 
vague idea of our religious philosophy are every particular as is represented there; recognized founder of the Christian or Disci
better informed and, as a result, look upon that they teach the identical doctrine and ples church.-(See Memoirs of Alexander 
us with more favor. Experience evidences practice the identical things practiced Campbell by Professor Richardson, vol. 2, p. 
that the better acquainted people are with throughout New Testament times. If my 548.) That he is the recognized head of the 
our claims the more readily do they accord opponent bas not done this he has failed in Christian or Disciples' Church.-(See Life of 
us our rightful place as representatives of his affirmation. The Christian or Disciples' Alexander Campbell by Begor, p. 25, also 
the consistent Nazarine. We went into tllis Church is not the Church of God, because Living Pulpit by W. F. Mire, p. 14, 19, 20; 
contest with nothing to lose and all to gain. it is not in harmony with the New Tes- American Cyclopaedia, vol. 3, p. 662) That 
We have not been disappointed. We con- tament in- in the Christian Evangelist of November 2, 
gratulate the people on their fair canvass "l. Name: My opponent has maintained 1893, the Editor, J. H. Garrison, writing on 
and are content with the judgment which that they adopt nothing unless they have a the subject, 'Disciples of Christ,' says that 
they shall render. Whatever other discus- 'Thus saith the Lord' for it. He has repeat- Alexander Campbell was the recognized 
sions may have been, Christianity has lost edly stated that he could prove that the leader.' That Charles L. Loose, one of .the 
nothing in this encounter. Pciople have name to be borne was that of 'Christian,' and brightest lights, writing to the Christian 
studied their Bibles as never before, which that the mouth of God gave it. I have re- Evangelist October 6, 1892, says: 'The work 
can harm no one and bless all. Thanking peatedly asked him for the chapter and verse was inaugurated by the Campbells, Scott, 
you for the favor thus conferred, I am, where God spoke the name and he has failed and others. All these Elder Blalock con-

"Yours only for the right, to produce it. I have shown that the name troverted. Then to cap the climax I read an 
"T. W. WILLIAMS." 'Saint' has been the name of God's people in extract from Elder Blalock's own pen, 

They quote a number of leading citizens. all ages; so called by God (Ps. 50: 5). The wherein he says that Campbell restored the 
We copy those whom we know to be in sym- members of the church are so called in the Church of Christ. Thus we have proven 
patby with neither:- New Testament. (See Rom. 1: 7, 8; 8: 27; 1 that, though Campbell has been recognized 

Dr. McKitrick: "Looks to me that Elder I Cor. I: 2; Eph. 1: 1; 1 Thess. 3: 13; Jude 14) as leader, founder, restorer, organizer by the 
Williams has been the most logical and "2. That the church should bear the name leading lights of the movement, that he did 
Elder Blalock the most witty." of Jesus Christ: that as the wife bears the not restore the complete church, by theiI' 

Wate Feast: "From what I've heard it name of her husband, so the church should own confession. - Se< Christian Evangelist 
looks to me that Williams is the ablest man." bear the name of Jesus Christ. (See Eph. 3: vol. 33, p. 740; vol. 34, p. 53, sketch of Alex. 

John Penny: "Williams proved beyond a 14, 15; Acts 15: 25, 26; 4: 10-12; l Cor. 6: 11; Campbell by Scott p. 44; Our Movement, by 
doubt that the Bible says those signs shall Col. 3: 17.) Elder Blalock in his proposition Garrison p. 28, 29. 
follow those who believe, and that is all there calls it the 'Christian or Disciples' Church,' "5. Elder Blalock has affirmed that a man 
is in it." yet has produced not a single proof from can be a child of God and belong to any of 

Dr. Eppler: "I don't belong to either, but scripture to show that this was the collective the sects, while I have shown by their own 
it looks to me that Williams is rathev ahead." name. The other evening he shook hands admissions that they are the Ishmael of the 

Others are quoted more favorable to our p11blicl11 with me agreeing that 'Church of age; that they denounce all organizations 
side, but I have omitted them because of Jesus Christ' was the proper name. This which do not coincide with theirs (see Chris
seeming interest they have in our faith. forever destroys the proposition, 'Resolved, tian System,p.182,183,259; GreatOontroversy, 
They published the statements of some of "tba.t the Christian or Disciples' Church,'" p. 138-155; Christian System p. 227, 228, 244; 
Campbell's followers which gave a show of etc. Disciples of Christ, p. 29, 39); that a man 
approval of Elder Blalock's effort. The local "3. Elder Blalock has maintained that the cannot be a Christian in other churches ac
pastor, W. T. Fisher, wrote a letter of in- name 'Christian' should be borne by the chi!- cording to their teachings. (See One Body 
doraement and also the "usual" letter of in- dren of God because the mouth of God had p. 19); that all other churches are wrong 
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(One Body r. 25, also Church of Christ p. 46, They have no system of ministers and their 
49.) call is but human (Chris. Evan. vol. 34, p. 

"6. They are wrong in organization; they 66, under tbe editorial caption, 'Have we too 
admit an apostasy from primitive Chri.s- many preachers?'; also vol. 33, p. 740); while 
tianity, and teach the necessity of a restora- the New Testament Scdptures outline a di
tion. They claim that this restoration was vine syst.em under the supei;vision of God 
made by Alexander Campbell, entirely un- alone. Paul says no one can preach except 
aided by divine direction or inspiration, thus be be sent. (See Rom. 10: 13-15; Heb. 5: 4-6; 
admitting that God nor Christ had any ha1Jd John 17: 18; 20: 21; 12:49, 50; l:i: 20; Acts 20: 
in the organization of the Christian or Disci- 28; 13: 1; 1 'fim. 4: 14; Eph. 4: 8-12; l Oor.12: 
pies' Church. They are wrong in this, be- 28; Acts 1: 24; Luke 10: 2; John 3: 27.) 
cause the Church of Christ, according to the "10. They deny present revelation, yet ad
New Testament Scriptures, was organized by I mit there is no specific form of church gov
Ohrist by direction of God the Father. (See I ernment outlined in the New Testament. 
Matt. 16: 14-20; John 12: 49, 50.) They reject (See 'What is the Christian Church,' p. 6; 
the idea of authority as it was recognized in Chris. Evan. vol. 33, p. 740.) That there is 
the New Testament church, and claim that no 'Thus saith the Lord,' that anyone can 
all of th,eir mi1Jisters are uninspired; that administer the ordinances or sacraments of 
anyone can preach (see Chris. System, p. the church without being called of God; 
82: 13); that the congregations select the while we have shown by fifteen scriptural 
preachers and the old men ordain. (Ibid., p. quotations that, men must be called of God to 
82: 15.) This is in direct conflict with the do this work. Thus while nine specific of
practices of the Church of Jesus Christ so ficers are mentioned in the New Testament, 
far as the New Testament goes, for all the they have only three. 
officers therein were inspired men. Tbs 
apostles and prophets were inspired men. 
(See Acts 2:1-12: 13:1-4.) Evangelists in
spirEd. (Acts 8: 6; 1 Tim. 1: 14; 4: 14; 2 Tim. 
1: 6; 4: 5.) Teachers. (Acts 13:1.) Deacons. 
(Acts 6: 3-8.) 

"They are wrong in 'faith and doctrine in 
denying present revelation. They can only 
assert that God was, and cannot certify that 
he is; while Christ says in Joh1J 7: 17. 'If 
any man will do his will he shall know of the 
doctrine.' They represent God as demanding 

"7. They are wrong because they do not certain things of one class of men in the gos
have all the officers that. Christ placed in the pel church, yet not demanding the same 
church; viz: Apostles. (Matt. 10: 1-16.) things of other men in the same church; 
Seventy. (Luke 10:1, 2.) Prophets. (Acts while God says, 'I am the Lord, I ch:.nge 
13:1.) Evangelists. (Acts 8:6.) Pastors. not.'-(Mal. 3:6); and the wise man says, 
(Eph.4: 11.) Elders. (Acts 15: 23.) Bishops. 'Whatsoever God doeth it shall be forever;' 
(1 Tim. 3: 1.) Teachers. (Acts 13: 1.) Daa- and •God nquireth that which is past.'
cons. (Acts 6:1-6.) (See also l Oor. 12:28; (Eccl. 3:14.) They are wrong because they 
Eph 4: 11-15.) The last two citations state reject the Baptism of the Holy Spirit. (See 
that all the officers were to be perpetuated, John 3: 5: Acts 8: 1-17; 19: 1~8: 10: 44-48.) They 
while they retain only three; and even on reject the laying on of hands for the healing 
this point they are in error in the congrega- of the sick, for confirmation into the church; 
tion selecting the minister and ordai1Jing while the New Testament expressly states 
without divine direction. (See nonsectarian that this was practiced all through the his
com., article Bishop, also Priest.) t.ory of the church.-(Scie Heb. 6: 1, 2; Acts 

"8. They are wrong because they reject 8: 14-19; 9: 17; 1 Tim. 4: l4j 2 Tim. 1: 6.) 
apostolic succession; the Bible teaching that They teacll. that the New Testament Scrip
the apostles had successors; first, Matthias tures is the gospd or the word of God, while 
(Acts 1: 23-26); Barnabas and Paul (Acts Paul said 'our gospel came not in word only, 
13: 2; 14: 14); James, the Lord's brother (Gal. but in power and in the Holy Ghost, and in 
1:18, 19.) (:See also 1Thess.1:1; 2:5,6; 1 much assurance.' The weird of God was ir: 
Oor. 4: 6-9; Mosheim, first century, chap. 3; existence long before the Bible, and will con
Jenks' com.; Dean Alford's com.; Gill's corn., tinue long after it has passed away. The 
vol. 1, p. 911; Speaker's com., and others.) Bible is not the word itself, but contains a 

"9. They are wrong in organization be- record of the Word. They are wrong in 
cause they are not the "one body,'' they be- practice because they baptized people before 
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dinance. They deny that the spidtual gifts 
of 1 Corinthians 12 and the signs promised 
the believer in Mark 16: 16-19 are realized 
now; thus stultifying the religion of Jesus 
Christ; impugning the honor and unchangea
bility of God, and tacitly branding Jesus 
Christ as a deceiver. 

"13. They are bnt a human organization; 
organized by uninspired men who acted inde
p<-ndent and apart from God; who accepted 
that, part of the Scriptures which suited 
them, and with impunity rejected that which 
did not. 

''14. They reflect on the majesty and jus
tice of God in stating that he lavished his 
spiritual blessings on his children in one age 
and left his children to famish in another; 
while the Bible teaches they are for all. 
(See Acts 2: 38-40; Mark 16: 14-20; Acts 10: 
34 ) The life, the force, the power of the 
Church of Jesus Christ according to the New 
Testament Scriptures, was the direct opera
tion of the Holy Spirit. They deny its opera
tion in the Christian or Disciples Church, 
and thus stand self-convicted, out of harmony 
with God, Obrist, truth, and the Holy Spirit. 
Thus they are wrong in name. Their or
ganization compares unfavorably with that 
found in the New Testament. They teach 
but a part of the fundamental truths of the 
gospel, deny its results, and repudiate the 
vital principles thereof. Their practices are 
in harmony with the wishes of the m&jority, 
and not a reflJction of the demands of God. 
And whatever may have been your opinion 
ere this discussion began, you are forced as 
an impartial jurist to decide against them; 
for the defense put up t>y our opponent has 
been weak, vacillating, and chaogeable; and 
they stand convicted before this audience as 
not beiog the Church of God in fact, bearing 
the name of Jesus Christ and adhering to 
the New Testament Scriptures in faith a1Jd 
doctrine; but theirs is the church of men in 
fact, bearing a nickname given by the ene
mies of God and his people, and holding to 
strained and unwarranted interpretations of 
the Holy Scriptures, instead of to the truth 
itself. Hence we conclude that they are not 
the Church of God in fact, and are not in bar-
mony with the New Testament teaching, or
ganization, and practice." 

I may give yon some points on the first 
proposition, later. T. W. WILLIAMS. 

ing divided up into small congregations, each they are instructed in the prerequisites and SPRINGFIELD, Mo., Feb. 11. 
one of which is independent in its organiza- results of baptism; they affirm that baptism Eclitors Rerald: - Since our burn out, 
tion and considered a complete church, they by anyone is Christian baptism; they ac- January 15, we have been kindly entertained 
having nothing in common with each other; k1Jowledge the baptism administered by the and cared for by neighbors and the saints of 
while the Church of Christ, according to the sects whom they denounce, while no bap- Webb City, and more especially Elder 0. P. 
New Testament, were under one general t,ism in the Church of Jesus Obrist, accord- Sutherland and family, and I take this means 
head with general officers, who had authority ing to the New Testament Scriptures, was in expressing our heartfelt thanks to them 
over any and all congregations. (See Acts ever legally administered save by one hold- and all that have aided us in the way of 
8: 14-16; 2: 14; 5: 1-11; Matt. 16: 14-18; Acts ing authority from God. John brcptized-be money, clothing, and bedding, praying that 
6: 1, 2; 11: 1-4; 14: 23-27; 15: 2Z; 20: 28; 1 was sent of God. Jesus baptized~he was sent God will bless them accordingly, a1Jd that we 
Cor. 4: 17; 7: 17; 16: 1; 2 Oor. 11: 28.) Others of God. The apostles baptized-they were may ever live worthy of their confidence and 
had general jurisdiction besides the apostles. sent of God. Philip baptized-he was sent peayers. We arrived in this city on the 9th, 
(1 Tim. 3: I; 2 Tim. 2: 1-3.) Their officers of God. and will make this our home in the future. 
lay no claim to be sent of God, but are chosen "12. They are wrong because they do not All correspondence must be addressed to No. 
by the congregation. (See T. G. Allen's produce a scriptural bapt.ism; they repu- , 911 Da.le Street, Springfield, Missouri. 
tract 'Christians or Disciples,' p. 33; Chris. diate the baptism of the Holy Spirit now, and .. Yours in gospel bonds, 
Evan. vol. 33, p. 644; Chris. Sys. p. 82: 13-15.) i reject the laying on of hands as a divine or- J.C. OHRESTENSEN. 
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Original llrUcles. 
GIFTS AND CALLINGS. 

THE gifts and calling of God are witbout 
repentance.-Rom. 11: 29. 

The writer in the Herald of April 21, 
1897, uses this quotation and then 
says, "The above is an axiom with 
God, as Paul lets us understand; 
hence Israel may be saved irrespective 
of repentance." 

While I have no quarrel to make 
with anybody's pet theories, yet it 
seems that this statement should not 
remain unchallenged; as it is not in 
harmony with the teaching of Christ, 
or the sense that Paul intended it 
should be taken. Paul declares in 

I 
men, who have not bowed the knee to Ii remnant in Paul's day. They will be 
the image of Baal;" and then makes required to "repent and believe the 
the statement, "Even so then at this gospel," and then shall be "added to 
present time also there is a remnant the church daily such as should be 
according to the election of grace." saved." 

This was 'the promise of God to I said at the commencement of this 
Abraham, Isaac, i:rnd Jacob-that in article that I had no quarrel with 
their seed should the nations be anyone's pet theories; but as the 
blessed; hence there was al ways to be writer referred to seems to base his 
a "remnant whom the Lord shall call" entire theory on the axiom as he states 
(see Joel 2:32), and in this remnant it, I think, to say the least, that his 
was to be salvation, but certainly not foundation is very bad. 
"irrespective of repentance," for "'all Yours for truth everywhere, 

men everywhere" are commanded to A. M. CHASE. 

BAPTISM. 
repent;" for that "all have sinned." 
But to come back to this chapter in 
hand:- REPENT, and be baptized every one of you in 

the name of Jesus Christ for the remission of 
If some of the branches be broken off, and sins.-Acts 2: 38. 

Acts 17: 30, "All men everywhere" are thou, being a wild olive tree, wert graffed in In taking these words as a starting 
among them, . . , boast not against the 

commanded to repent. Then may branches .... Thou bearest not the root, but point I am aware that it is an old and 
some be saved "irrespective of re- the root thee .... Because of unbelief they favorite subject with my brethren. 
pentance"? Christ declares in Luke were broken off, and thou standest by faith. But the world, the sectarian part of it 
13:3:- Be not high-minded, but fear: for if God at least, object to the stress we as a 

Except ye repent, ye shall all likewise spared not the natural branches, take heed church place upon it as a necessary 
Jest he also spare not thee. . . . And they 

perish. also, if they abide not still in unbelief, shall element in the salvation of man, and 
And he was talking to the Jews, or be graffed in: for God is able to graft' them in insist that without obedience to the 

Israel. Then let us examine Romans again .... And so all Israel shall be saved: principles embraced there is no prom-
11: 29 in its proper connection, and see as it is written, There shall come out of Sion ise to the world of a remission of their 
what we are to understand from the a Deliverer, and shall turn away ungodliness own individual sins. We do so, how-

from Jacob: for this is my covenant unto 
statement made. It certainly cannot ever, because the Apostle Peter, upon them when I shall take away their sins.-
be "that Israel may be saved irrespec- Romans 11: 17-27. the memorable occasion when he com-
tive of repentance," for in all God's Then, after this promise of a De- mantled the people by the words of 
dealings with, and word sent unto liverer, which Paul quotes from our text, was "full of the Holy Ghost;" 
Israel, there is warning that trans· Isaiah, he proceeds to comment as and because of the promise made by 
gression will bring punishment, and follows:- Jesus unto Peter and his brethren, 
that punishment will continue till As concerning the gospel, tbey are enemies that when the Comforter, the Holy 
there is repentance. (See Deuter- for your sahs: but as touching the election, Ghost, is come he shall lead and guide 
onomy, chapters 28, 29, and 30.) In they are beloved for the father's sakes. For you into all truth, and shall bring to 

the gifts and cailing of God are without re-
Matthew 3: 9 John the Baptist warns pentance.-Romans ll: 28, 29 _ your remembrance all things whatso· 
certain ones not to depend upon their And now, because of his closing ever I have commanded you. There
descent from Abraham for their salva- declaration, shall we say that "It is an fore, we believe that when the 
tion, telling them that "God is able of axiom with God that all Israel shall be apostle commanded the people to re
these stones to raise up children unto saved irrespective of repentance?" pent and be baptized for the remission 
Abraham;" and Jesus speaking to the Not so, but Paul is simply voicing the of sin, he wished and intended tha.t 
Jews in John 8: 39, tells them that if same truth which was uttered by Sam- they should understand that by obe
they were "Abraham's children" they uel in 1Samuel15:29:- dience to the principles of repent· 
would do the works of their father; The strength of Israel will not lie nor re- ance and baptism, they should receive 
and in the same line of thought, in the pent. a remission of their sins; with the 
forty-fourth verse, he tells them that And because of God's promises unto further promise, that they should re
they are of their father the Devil; and the fathers, he would so work with ceive the gift of the Holy Ghost. But 
if he was right, then had they ceased '•Israel after the flesh," that there now comes the objector, and says, 
to be farael, on account of their trans- will always be a remnant, and from Peter, when he used the expression 
gressions? this remnant shall he counted "Abra- I "for the remission of sin," did not 

In Romans, eleventh chapter, Paul ham's seed;" and the "Deliverer" will mean that by their obedience to the 
asks, "Hath God cast away his peo- come "out of Sion" and "turn away act of baptism they should receive a 
ple?" and then answers, "God forbid. ungodliness from Jacob." "And so remission of their sin; but when he 
... God hath not cast away his peo- all Israel shall be saved," but not in used the word "for," he meant that 
ple whom he foreknew." Then he their ungodlinesss; but when that is because of the remission of their sin 
proceeds to quote from that scripture "turned away," and "they abide not I they should be baptized, for so soon 
now known as 1Kings19: 18, "I have. still in unbelief." And when this as they, the people, believed the 
reserved to myself seven thousand I happens it will be as it was with the words of Peter that the Jesus whom 

I 
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they had taken and slain, had arisen we believe that when Peter spoke he ordinations: Wm. H. Broadway to the office 
and had ascended to the Father, and placed the principles he uttered each of elder, John Jones to that of priest, and 

· th · d d h ff Frank vvhaler as teacher. A committee ap-had become both Lord and Christ, m eir proper or er, an t e e ect to pointed to consider the advisability of pro-
they were justified by their faith and be produced was not because their viding for said ordinations recommended the 
received a forgiveness of their sins, sins had been remitted; but that they 

1 
ordinations of Brn. Jones and Whaler; but 

and their baptism, as our Baptist I must repent and be baptized, for, or suggested that the ordination of Wm. Broad-
in order to the rem1's"1'on of th · · way be deferred. Adopted. It was decided friend would say, was merely an out- · ~ e1r srns. A d th' · · · fi d b to hold conference during Easter week in fu-

ward sign of an inward and spiritual n is position is con· rme Y ture in lieu of Christmas time. Brn. J. w. 
grace; and for proof that this was the the command of Ananias to Saul, "And Gillen, J. W. Wight, and Joseph Luft' were 
mean in a of Peter they say Just aet now why tarriest thou, arise and be chosen delegates to General Conference. Re-

c ' ' b your dictionary, and see if the mean- baptjzed, and wash away thy sins." solved that we ask the missionary in charge 
ina of the word "for" is not because o-r. Here is another of those conjunctions to recommend the appointment of one or 

"-' 'J · h' h · · d two other elders to this field, should he deem 
I take my Walker' havl.ng no una- w IC JOlll wor s or sentences to- . , . b' T it aav1sa ,e. he officers were elected as 
bridged Webster, and turn to the gether. "And, a conjnnction. The follows: John Kaler president, G. R. Wells 
word, "For, a preposition. Because particle by which sentences or terms vice president, c. s. McLaren secretary, w. 
of. In consequence of," etc. They are joined together."-Walker. Thus .T. Haworth assistant;, John Wright sustained 

D if Ammias had said to Saul, "And Bishop'~ agent. It was decided to hold next 
say, id not I tell you so? Yes, of conference at Balmain, April 9, 10, 1898. 

Wh t · ·t· ? I now why tarriest thou, arise and be course. a IS a prepos1 ion. Preaching by Elders J. Kttler and C. A. But-
d d P · · I baptized' for the remission of your turn an rea , " repos1t10n. n terworth, the latter preaching the funeral 

grammar a participle governing a sins," it would have been synonymous sermon of our late departed brother, Joseph 
case." A position which would give in its meaning with that which he did Ruddick. A very enjoyable conference. 

the words of the Apostle Peter, if say. . 
placed in accordance with these de:fi- Yes, baptized by water, properly 
nitions quite a silly appearance. administered by a servant of God 
When the people cried out, "Men and called and ordained under the inspira
brethren, what must we do?" Peter's tion of the Holy Ghotlt, is indeed for 
answer would have run in this wise: the remission of sin, and will under 
Because of your belief in my word God-appointed ministrations insure 
that Jesus was the Christ, therefore the inheritance of the promise of the 
you are justified by your faith, and gift of the Holy Ghost to all who 
you have received a remission of your obey, as an indwelling Comforter who 
sins, and have received the Holy will lead them in the ways of right· 
Ghost, and now I command you to re- eousness, provided always that their 
pent and be baptized every one of obedience was and their continued life 
you, in the name of Jesus Christ; is with a full purpose of heart to do 
thus placing the remission of sin be- the wUl of Goel and keep his ccm
forti repentance; that is, receive a re- mandments. 
mission of sin before they had been 

WILLIAM HAWKINS. 

ConfBrencB JVIinutes. 

KEWANEE. 
Conference convened at Kewanee, Illinois, 

February 4, 5, 1898; J. H. Lake elected presi
dent of the conference, D. S. Holmes· asso
ciate; Alma Vvhitehouse secretary, T. J. 
Sheldon assistant. Interesting speeches 
were made by Elders D. S. Holmes, D. C. 
Smith, John Chisnall, and J. H. Lake. Re
ports were read from Canton, Dahinda, 
F'armington, Henderson Grove, Kewanee, 
Millersburg, Peoria, Buffalo Prairie, and 
Rock Island branches. Bishop's agent, D. 
C. Smith, reported for the year: Received 
$449. 74; disbursed $390. 76; on hand $58.98. 
Report for five months: Received $354.45; 
disbursed $2f\2 91; on hand $91.54. This re-

taught that it was necessary that they 
should cease to do evil and learn to do 
well; for Peter had not until then 
taught them repentance as a principle 
of salvation. 

port was audited. N. Murdock was ordained 
to the office of elder. Officers laboring in 
the district and reporting were: Elders M. 
T. Short, D. S. Holmes, T. J. Sheldon; 
Priests W. E. LaRue, L. Houghton, and W. 
P. Terry. Moved that when this conference --- I adjourns it does so to meet at Rock hland, 

. SYDNEY. . . Illinois, the first Saturday and Sunday in 
Annual conference convened rn samts' I June, 1898, at 7: 30. Preaching by Elder 

chapel, Hamilton, December 25 and 26, 1897; M. T. Short, President Joseph Smith, and 
G. T. Ballard president, 0. A. Butterworth Elder J. H. Lake. A vote of thanks was 
associate; vValter J. Haworth secr..itary, tendered the Kewanee saints and friends for 
George Lewis assistant. Branches report- hospitality and kindness. Thus a profitable 
ing: Hamilton 76, Bal main 94, Tuncurry 90, conference adjourned. 

We will now go a little farther, and 
we will discover by our ''Walker" 
that this word '•for" occupies two po
sitions in the English language. The 
first, which we have been examining, 
presupposes something done before; 
as, "because of." The second occu
pies a far different position; to wit: 
"For, a conjunction, union, league, 
association; one of the parts of speech 
whose use is to join words, or sen
tences together." This is the position 
that we as a people believe the word 
"for" occupies in our text. And the 
Apostle Peter, at the time he uttered 
it, being ''full of the Holy Ghost," 
and the promise being that this Com· 
forter should lead them into all truth, 

Wallsend 44. The Nambucca report was 
referred back to the branch for cor
rection. The following officers reported: 
Elders C. A. Butterworth, J. Kaler, G. R. 
Wells, E. J. Haworth, H. Broadway, G. 'I~. 

Ballard, A. Seaburg, J. Dickinson, and T. 
Gregory; Pries'Gs C. S. McLaren, C. A. Davis, 
W. Lewis, L. Anderson, and J. B. Hoyle; 
Teachers J. Argent, J. Jones, G. Lewis, and 
J. Smith; Deacons VY. J. Haworth, W. H. 
Broadway, and J. Holden. A recommenda
tion was read from the Wallsend branch re 
cancelling the licenses oI Wm. and Joseph 
Rodgers. Resolved tha'o the matter be ldt 
in the hands of the district president and 
his advisers. A letter was read from Ham
ilton branch recommending the following 

SOUTHERN WISCONSIN. 
Conference convened at East Del~~an, Feb

ruary 5, 6; W. A. McD0well chosen to pre
side, assisted by 0. H. Burr; J. 0. Dutton 
clerk. Branches reporting: Janesville 52. 
Ea"t Delavan 90; gain 4. Flora Fountain 67; 
1 died. Oregon 36; gain 3. Wheatville 34. 
Bishop's agent's report read and referred to 
an auditing committee and found correct. 
Elders reporting: E. M. Wildermuth, C. H. 
Burr, W. A. McDowell, W. P. Robinson J, 
T. Hacket.t, C. C. Hoague, H. Southwick, F. 
A. Ball, 0. N. Dutton, and Frank Hackett; 
Priest A. Johnson; Teacher F. M. Ball; Dea
con J. O. Dutton. Resolution passed placing 
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the district tent in the hands of the district Ii be referred to his branch for ordination 
president, to be located and appropriated for when he becomes satisfied to accept. Wm. 
the best interest of the work, according to VJ'oodbead was elected district president, W. 
bis best judgment, the coming season. Reso- B. 'rorrace secretary, R. K. Ross sustained 
lution passed that we send two delegates to Bishop's agent. Ddegates to General Con
General Conference (if no more) and that we ference: William Woodhead, E. S. Fannon, 
defray their expenses. J. 0. Dutton was M. F. Gowell, D. A. Hutchiog-s, Peter Ander
elected district treasurer for one year; and son, R. K. Ross, Sr. R. K. Ross, R. F. Hill, 
resolved that he shall report receipts and A. Jensen; those present authorized to cast 
disbursements to each conference. W. A. the full vote. Voted that we petition the 
McDowell and E. M. Wiidermuth were cho- Quorum of Twelve to send Brn. Peter Ander-

months: Receipts $12.10; indebtedness $19 37; 
liabilities $7 27. A vote of thanks was ten
dered the Scranton saints for their kindness 
i.nd hospitality. Preaching by Elders James 
W. Hudgens, W. S. Pender, and Frank 
Lofty. 

NORTHEASTERN TEXAS AND CHOCTAW. 
Conference convened at Manchester, Texas, 

February 4, 1898, in the saints' chapel; Earl 
D. BailPy presiding, E. A. Erwin secretary. 
Branch reports: Standley 123; 23 baptized. 
Manchester 57; 6 removed. Coalgate 25. 
Wilburton report sent back for correction. 
No report_ from other branches in the 
district. Elders reporting: I. P. Baggerly, 
E. D. Bailey, E. A. Erwin, C. M. Fulks; 
Priests J. P. Bramm, B. F. Pollard, H. T. 
McClain; Teachers J. H. Butler, S. Good-

sen delegates to General Conference. Reso
lution passed providing that offerings taken 
at district conferences now and hereafter be 
placed in the hands of the district treasurer 
for district purposes. Resolution passed pro
viding that W. A. McDowell make an esti
mate of the expenses of delegates to General 
Conference, also that the district clerk shall 
apportion the amounts each branch in dib
trict should raise, and request that the sev
eral branch presidents colkct and send such 
amounts to Jasper 0. Dutton, district treas
urer. Preaching during conference by 
Elders F. M. Cooper and J. T. Hackett. 
Adjourned to meet at East Delevan in June 
at such date as the district president may 
appoint. 

NODAWAY. 
Conference convened with the Platte 

branch at Guilford, Missouri, February 12, 
18, 1898; Wm. Woodhead president, I. N. 
White associate; W. B. Torrance secretary. 
All visiting saints were illvited to take part 
in the conferenc'l. Branch reports: Platte 
77; gain 4. Ross Grove 41; gain 2. Bedison 
40; gain 2. Sweet Home 40; loss 2. Rising 
Hope 19. Ministry reporting: William 
Woodhead as district president; Elders I. N. 
White, M. F. Gowell, P. Anderson bap
tized 1, J. Hawley, R. K. Ross baptized 2, D. 
A. Hutchings, E. S. Fannon baptized 2, A. 
Jacobson, C. C. Nelson; Priests R. Jeffries, 
A. Jensen, R. F. Hill, N. N. Byergo; Teach
ers J. Nelson, Sr., H. ]'royd, K. Knudsol'l; 
Deacons W. B. Torrance and R. Nelson. 
Bishop's agent reported: From February, 
1897, to Decem b8r 28, 1897: Received $271.-
13; expended $264.20; balance $6.93. Re
ceived since last quarter $124. 75. Committee 
to audit the Bishop's books reported: report 
accepted. The house was resolved into a 
committee of the whole to discuss the neces
sities and difficulties in carrying on the tent 
work. The amount of $13.lO was subscribed 
for the tent. Voted that the president of 
each branch be authorizod to solicit means to 
be used for the same purpose. Resolved that 
the chair appoint a committee to take charge 
of the finances and to confer with the mis
sionary in charge as to the needs of the tent 
and provide the same. Voted that our 
present treasurer be released from office, and 
the fund he has be turned over to the com
mittee. Report of the district Su~day school 
association to the conference read and ap
proved. Recommendation from Platte 
branch concerning ordination of W. B. 
Turrance to office of priest was discussed and 
a'ter giving I. N. White an opportunity to 
instruct in regard to what constitutes a oall 
from God it was resolved t:Q.at Br9,~',forra119e 

son and M. F. Gowell to this district as mis
sonaries. Voted that when this conference 
adjourns it does so to meet at Sweet Home 
in June, time to be lefl; to diRtri.ct presidAnt. 
Preaching by Brn. I. N. White and Ptiter 
Anderson. 

NORTHEASTERN KANSAS. 
Conference met a'G Beran ton, Kansas, Feb

ruary 5, 1898, at 10: 30 a. m.; Phineas Cad well 
chosen chairman, W. S. Pender• assistant; 
J. W. Burns clerk. Branches reporting: 
Atchison, Baker, Fanning, Netawaka, To
pPka, Centralia, Scranton. Tot.al enrollment 
382, including I high pl'iest, 3 seventies, 20 
elders, 11 priests, 8 teachers, and 5 deacons. 
Ministry reporting: Elders P. Cadwell, W. 
S. Pender, W. E. Peak, J. W. Hudgens, F. 
Lofty, J. B. Jarvis, J. Baillie, W. Mel'lzies, 
W. Hopkins, A. I,.. Gurwell, W. Gurwell, H. 
Green, S. Twombly, and C. E. Guinand; 
Priests J. Cairns, W. Cairns, N. Johnston, N. 
S. Dunnington; Teacher H. Bostor; Deacons 
J. Patterson, J. W. Burns. By authority the 
chair appointed a committee to audit the 
books of the treasurer of tent fund (total on 
hand $79 80). and Bishop's agent, from Feb
ruary 13, 1897, to February 5, 1898: R•'ceipts 
$365.65; disbursements $382 30; on band $43.35. 
Resolved that this district purchase a tent 
this spring. The chair appointed C. E. Til
linghast, John Cairne, and W. S, Pender a~ 
the purchasing committee. The following 
named were chosen delegates to General Con
ference: Sherman Hodson, Joseph McDou
gal, Frank Lofty, W. S. Pender, W. Cairns, 
Frank J. Pieyce, Bro. and Sr. W. E. Peak, 
Nathan S. Dunnington, Evan A. Davis, 
Phineas Cadwell with authority to appoint 
his son in his place if he could not attend, F. 

man, J. W. Huffard; Dciacons 0. C. Bramm, 
R. P. Erwin. DelPgat.es to General Confer
ence: Earl D. Bailey, W. B. Toney, J. D. 
Erwin, and Ellis Short. Voted that we re
quest the Twelve to return I. P. Baggerly to 
this field for this yPar. Preachiog by Elders 
J. D. Erwin, Earl D. Bailey, and I. P. Bag
gerly. Conference adjourned to meet with 
the Shannie branch, July 15, 1898, at ten 
a. m. We enjoyed a peaceful conference, the 
Lord blessing us with his Spirit. 

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS. 
Conference convened at the saints' chapel, 

near Pardsh, Illinois, February 5 and 6, at 
ten a. m.; I. A. Morris chairman, J. D. Stead 
clerk. Branch reports: Brush Creek 294; 
loss 3. Dry Fork 45; loss 1. Springerton 
124; gain 7. Parrish 77; gain 18. Tunnell 
Hill, gain 2. Net gain in the district 23. 
Ministers reporting: Elders I. A. Morris, F. 
M. Slover, J. D. Stead baptized 1, W. R. 
Smith, M. R. Brown, and S. D. Goostree; 
Priests J. F. Sims and D. Webb; Teacher W. 
G. Smith. Delegates chosen to General Con
ference are twelve in number. Conference 
adjourned to meet with the Tunnell Hill 
branch, Saturday on or before the full moon in 
June. Preaching was by Elders J. D. Stead, 
M. H. Bond, and W. R. Smith. 

Tigner, Henry Green, C. E. Tillinghast, W. PHILADELPHIA. 
Gurwell, with instructions to vote for Gen· Conference convened February 5, at Phila-
eral Conference to be held at Independence. delphia, Pennsylvania; Wm. H. Kelley pre
Resolved that this district hold a reunion siding, A. H. Parsons associate, E. B. Hull 
and unite with the western di8trict. The clerk. The following branches reported: 
chair appointed Fri:-.nk Lofty and W. S. Pen- Philadelphia 92; gain 1. Bald win 61; no 
der as reunion com;_c1ittee. Resolved that change. Ministry reporting; Elders A.H. 
this district adopt the delegate system on the Parsons, J. Stone, Sen.; Priests H. H. 
basis of one vote for each six members or Bacon, M. 0. Matthews; Teacher J. V. Car
fraction thereof. Resolved that in the opin- ter. Bishop's agent reported: On hand last 
ion of this conference, the present condition report $9.65; received since $66.15; expendi
of the work in this district demands the en- tures$32.50; on hand $'13.30. District treasurer 
tire ti.me and attention of its presiding officer. reported: Collections $6.51; expenditures 
Scranton was chosen as the place for the next 24 cents; on hand $6.27. A committee was 
conference, on the first Saturday before the appointed to raise means for the support and 
full moon in June. The present officers of running expenses of the district tent next 
the district were sustained. Resolved that summer. A. H. Parsons was retained as 
P. Cadwell, as treasurer of tent fund com- j president of the district, E. B. Hull secre
mittee, be authorized to correspond with the tary and treasurer, and John Zimermann as 
Bishop and secure the money that was placed Bishop's agent. The following delegates 
in his hands in time to purchase tent. Re- were appointed to rep;·esent this district at 
vort Qf the treasurer 9f district for four tQ.e General Conference; Wm. H. Kelley 1 
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Alma Kent, and A. M. Baker. A resolution i elders' court in the case of Allendale branch 
1 

ment and executive ability are more than 
was passed requesting the return of Wm. H. I vs. Andrew Himes, Almira Himes, and Lucy average. 
Kelley to the Easte~n mission. Archibald· I M. Himes, was read and referred to the Al- "If you should see fit to select him, I can 
D. Angus was o:darned to the .o~ce of 

1 
l~ndale branch for final action. Communica- in a very short time, arrange for him to come 

teacher. .R:esolut10n passed sustarnrng all t10n from Lamoni branch recommending the into this district and go to work. 
the authorities of the church. Preaching by ordination of A. B. Hanson to the office of 
Apostle Wm. H. Kelley. Adjourned to meet priest was adopted. Hiteman branch recom
in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, the first mended the ordination of J. T. Williams to 
Saturday in August, 1898. the office of priest, which was also ordered. 

"Your brother, 

D.l!JOATUR. 
Conference met in Lamoni, Iowa, February 

4, 1898, seven p m., continuing over the 6th; 
President R. M. Eivin presiding, B. M. An
derson secretary, assisted by A. B. Hanson. 
Reports received from following branches: 
Lone Rock 92, Lamoni 1,249, Greenville 50, 
Pleasanton 102, -Davis City 76, Leon 49, Lucas 
166, Wirt 35, Centerville 44, and Hiteman 61; 
showing a net gain for the year of llO mem
bers. The total membership of the district, 
including scattered members, now being 
about 2, l 00. No report from Caines ville and 
Allendale. Encouraging reports were re
ceived from over seventy of the priest
hood of the district including Elders J. 
R. Lambert, R. M. Elvin, H. A. Stebbins, R. 
S. Salyards, J. A. Gunsolley, P. McPeek, J. 
Wat.kins, H. N. Snively, A. Kent, C. E. 
Willey, S. V. Bailey, G. Derry, J.C. Clapp. 
E. K 0 eler, J. M. Brown, S. Ackerley, E. 
Hayer, E. L. Kelley, A. H. Smith, D. Camp
bell, J. S. Snively, L Gaulter, V. White, J. 
L. RichPy, S. Wood, L. P. Hansen, T. J. 
Bell, J. D. Bennett, D. W. Wight, F. M. 
Smith, J. Shippy, A. S. Cochran, W. Ander
son, C. H. Jones, E. L. Pag-e, J. T. Ford, T. 
Wellington, T. France, M. Shaw, A. D. 
Greer, W. N. Ray; Priests S. K. Sorensen, 
N. Lovell, J. Lovell, G. F. York, D. E. Dan
iels, J. A. Anderson, W. I. Murray, S. D. 
Shippy, S. M. Bass, J. M. Lampert, P. M. 
Hansen, F. E. Cochran, J. Coiner, J. H. Harp, 
E. Sparks, A. Ellison, W. T. Shakespeare, 
M. J. Danielson, R. White, L. Fowler, L. 
Hayer, B. Sumption; Teachers A. K. Ander
son, N. W. Smith, J. Bogue, J. Richardson, 
D. D. Young, J. Weedmark, S. Rew, H. 
Hayer, E. Weedmark, C. Danielson; D.mcons 
R. J. Harmon, G. V. Brown, C. F. Church, 
F. T. Bradfield, W. 0. Lanyon, B. Bergersen. 
Bishop's ag.~nt, David Dancer, reported: 
Received $1,426_55; paid out $1,388 53; on 
hand $38.02. District treasurer, B. M. An
derson, reported: On hand February 19,' 
1897, $6 49; received $4.56; paid out $8 51; on 
hand $2.5!. Both reports were referred to 
an auditing committee and found to be cor
rect. Report of committee to raise money 
to assist the 1898 reunion at Bluff Park 
was read, reporting no money received 
as yet. Committee appointed to inquire 
into the status of G. W. Roberts, reported. 
The president of the district was insti:-ucted 
to appoint an elders' cour·;, and proceed to try 
this brother, if deemed necessary. Report 
of elders' court in case of Lone Rock branch 
vs. Henry Wilgus was received and recom
mendations adopted. Notice of appeal to 
Bishop's Court in this case, was read, but J. 
D. Bennett, counsel for appellant, stated that 
if this matter can be adjusted in a reasonable 
time, no appeal will be taken, Report of 

A resolution pertaining to tbe sacrament 
was presented and tabled. The following 
resolut.ion was presented and action deferred 
until next conference: Resolved, that offi
cers of branches whose labors are reported to 
their branches, shall not hereafter be re
quired to report to conferences of this dis
trict, unless they have performed labor 
outside of their respective branches, pro
vided that this action shall not be so construed 
as to prevent branch presidents or other offi
cers from reporting conditions of their 
branches. Two resolutie>ns were offered pro
viding for action in the case of B. V. Springer 
having been reported as a seventy in the 

_Lucas branch. The manner was referred to 
a committee consisting of R. S. Salyards, J. 
S. Snively, and S. V. Bai!Py, they to ascert,ain 
the facts and report to Lucas branch. A re
port from D»catur district Sunday school 
association wa~ read, reporting a very inter
esting and profitable convention held on the 
3d and 4th inst. Tbe matter of rules of rep
resentation, which was, one year ago, referred 
to this conference, was called up and, by mo
tion, laid upon the table nntil next confer
ence. By request, David W. vVight, 
president of the Gainesville branch, spoke of 
the condition of the same, stating that it was 
practically disorganized; no meetini; could 
be held because so many had moved away. 
The Gainesville branch was declared disor~ 
ganized, instruction given that all records 
and papers be sent to di~trict cecretary, and 
he was authorized to issue letters to mem
bers of said branch. Upon motion, the con· 
ference proceeded to the electi0n of officers 
for the ensuing year. Before nominations 
were made the following communication f~om 
\.he missionary in charge was read:-

"J. R. LAMBERT." 

The following nominations were made: F. 
M. Weld, R. M. Elvin, H. A. Stebbins. The 
vote resulted in F. M. Weld receiving 46 
votes, R. M. Elvin 65, and H. A. Stebbins 9. 
The choice of Bro. Elvin was made unani
mous. B. M. Anderson was chosen secretary 
and treasurer. The president was author
ized to choose his assistant, subject to rati
fication by the body. His choice of H. N. 
Snively 'IL: ocepted. R quests for the next 
conferenc' 0re received from Hiteman and 
Davis City, and choice made of the former. 
The following delegates were appointed to 
represent the district at the General Confer
ence of 1898: A. H. Smith, R. M. Elvin, 
Wm. Anderson, A. K. Anderson, J. A. Gun
solley, E. L. Kelley, J. R. Lambert, S. V. 
Bailey, Joseph Smith, C. H. Jones, Geo. 
Derry, H. A. Stebbins, Sr. Joseph Smith, D. 
Campbell, R. S. Salyards, J. C. Clapp, J. H. 
Harp, F. B. Blair,ll!'G. V. Brown, W. T. 
Shakespeare, C. E. Blair, G. W. Blair, F. A. 
Smith, F. M. Smith, F. M. Weld, J. S. 
Snively, H. N. Snively, C. F. Chu~ch, V. 
White, S. D. Rhippy, K Keeler, T. J. Bell, 
B. A. Greer, Audentia Anderson, Columbus 
Scott, Anna Salyards, L. L. Resseguie, W. 
A.. Blair, Carrie Weld, Callie B. Stebbins, 
D. W. Wight, J. M. Brown, C. B. Bergersen, 
J. H. Hansen, I. N. Roberts, L@rna Scott, E. 
A. Smith, J. Robedau, E. B. Morg-an, Sr. J. 
C. Clapp, A. S. Cochran, J. G. Smith, J. T. 
Williams, Frank Criley, D. E. Daniels, E. A. 
Stedman, .J. R. Evans, David Dancer, Sr. E. 
A. Smith, B. F. McDaniel, J. Bogue, J". 
Watkins, J. W. Loach, Sr. E. E. Williams, 
Sr. J. R. Lambert, J. M. Lampert, John 
Lovell, P. M. Hansen, I. P. Baggerly, Sr. 
Wm. Aoderson, Sr. S. V. Bailey, Eli Hayer, 
Sr. J. A. Gunsolley, D. Archibald, Sr. A.H. 
Smith, Sr. J. S. Snively, Isaac Phillips, Sr. 
W.W. Blair, M. J. Danielson, B. M. Ander-

"Lamoni, Iowa, Feb. 5, 1898. son, O,;car Anderson, R. J. Anthony, Thos. 
"To the President and Saints of the De- Hopkins, Samuel Ackerly. The delegates 

catur District; Dciar Brethren:-! have ear.. were instructed that those present cast the 
nestly and prayerfully, and to the best of my entire vote of the district, and, in case of a 
ability, taken into consideration some of the division, cast a majority and minority re
leading necessities of this district, and have port. They were also instructed to invite 
arrived at the following conclusion: If I the General Conference, when it adjourns, to 
one or more available and suitable high do so, to meet at Lamoni, Iowa, at its next 
priests can be bad, we should-, by all means, succeeding session. During· the conferen9e 
choose one to preside over the district; and, three business sessions, three preaching 
it is my conviction, in addition to other quali- services, and one social and sacrament meet
fications, he should be a man who can and ing were held. At tbe social meeting, A. B. 
will work in harmony with the missionary Hanson was ordained to the office of priest 
force, so long as that force is in harmony as authorized by the district; and E. A. 
with the laws and rul8s of the church. Smith, to the office of priest, C. E Blair and 

"In this connection, I take pleasure in pre
senting to you the nam8 of Bro. Frank M. 
Weld, hoping that you will give the sugges
tion careful consideration. I am aware that 
Bro. Weld is not so bt'illiant a preacher as 
some of his brethren; but, when blessed with 

C. B. Bergersen to the office of deacon were 
also ordained, their ordinations having been 
authorized by the Lamoni branch. Preach
ing during conference by Elders J. D. Ben
nett,, E. L. Kelley, and R>bt. M. Elvin. 

the Holy Spirit (without which i:.11 must fail M-JBILE. 
to build up the work), be makes a good talk Conference met at Three Rivers, 
and representati.ou of t4e work. Hie discern· [ sippi, February l2, 1898; W. L, 

Missis
Booker 
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president. District president reported gen
eral condition of the work in district. Dis
trict treasurer reported: On hand last 
report 16 cents; received since 80 cents; 
paid out 65 cents; on hand 31 cents. A 
committee to audit same was appointed. 
Bishop's agent reported: On hand last rt:

port $26.68; received since $60.81; paid out 
$70; on hand $17.49. A committee to audit 
same was chosen. Tent committee was not 
prepared to report on account of part of their 
number being absent. Ministry reporting: 
Elders W. L. Booker, C. I. Carpenter, F. P. 
Scarcliff, G. W. Sherman, D. E Tucker, anJ 
J. W. Mizelle; Priests J, S. Faulk, R. M. 
King, T. W. Smith, and L. LaPree; Teach
ers D. Goff and D. Tillman. Reports of 
auditing committees received and commit
te2s discharged. Reports received from 
Bluff Creek, Three Rivers, Theodore, and 
Perseverance branches. The last named was 
referred back for cor·rection. Petition re
ceived from Three Rivers branch requesting 
the ordination of W. Mizelle to the office of 
deacon, which was approved and the brother 
ordained. I':,esolved that we recommend 
that each branch set apart one Sunday in 
each month for fastin~. Resolved that we 
petition the General Conference to send two 
missionaries to this field the corning year to 
use our district tent. Report of the treas
urer of the tent committee was presented 
and referred to the committee. T. C. Kelley 
was appointed to act as delegate to the Gen
eral Conference to cast the vote of the dis
trict. Present officers were sustaii:ied. 
Adjourned to meet at Theodore, Alabama, 
June 4. Preaching by R. M. King, T. W. 
Smith, F. P. Scarcliff, and W. L. Booker. 
Everyone enjoyed themselves; two gave 
names for baptism. 

MisGsllanBotls DBpartment 
CONFERENCE NOTICES. 

South western Missouri di~trict conference 
will convene at Mt. Grove, Missouri, March 
4, 5. The district Sunday school associatkn 
will convene Friday•before at ten a. m. Very 
important business to'attend to. Let all who 
can be present. Want full reports from all 
officers and branches. 

DON W. SCHOFIELD, Clerk. 

THE FIRST SEVENTY. 
Those of the First Seventy not under Gen

eral Conference appointment are requested 
to send their reports to the Secretary, R. S. 
Salyards, Lamoni, Iowa, by March 20. It is 
not thought necessary to call the quorum 
together before the assembling of General 
Conference. Time and place of meeting will 
then be announced. 

DUNCAN CAMPBELL, Pres. 

FOURTH QUORU.M OF PRIESTS. 
'I'he secretary has sent several letters to 

the members, many of which have been re
turned, so those who have not been suppli.ed 
vdth blank report sheets will please notify 
him at once, and do not fail to send your ad· 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

dress. Send in your reports, also your quo
rum fees, twenty-fl ve cents, as soon after 
March 15 as is possible, to the secretary, 
whose address is 277 Sheffield A venue, 
Chicago, Illinois. Stamps will be received. 
Important business is expected to come be
fore us in our meeting·s that will be held at 
Independence at the time of the convening of 
General Conference in April, 1898, and it is 
to be hoped that all will make an extra. 
effort to attend. 

J. I. y OUNG, Pres. 
F. M. PITT, Sec. 

CHURCH RECORDER'S NOTICE. 
DELINQUEN'.r BRANCH REPORTS. 

In the following named districts confer· 
ences were either advertised to be held or 
were publ"ished as having been heid, during 
the months of 1897 herein stated. Without 
a doubt to the most of them reports of 

To same parents, at Aylburtcn, November 15, 
1895, a son, named Bernard George. Both 
blessed August 12, 1897, at Woolaston, under 
the hands of 'I'. S. Gri.ffiths and H. Ellis. 

COPE.-To Bro. George and Sr. Alice Cope, 
Aylburton, March 5, 1895, a son, named John 
Sale. To same parents, a daughter, May 1, 
1897, named Alice May. Both blessed July 
26, 1897, by Elder H. Ellis. 

BEARDSLEY.- At Princeville, Illinois, 
June 14, 1897, to Mr. Burdette J. and Sr. 
Agnes A. Beardsley, a boy, named Lindley 
Hopkins. Blessed by Elders M. T. Short 
and J. H. Hopkins, January 17, 1898. 

MARRIED. 
STEVENS-VALLEM.-At the home of R. 

W. Davis, Sheridan, Nevada, January 25, 
1898, Mr. Thomas Stevens to Sr. Helen Val
lem, Elder R. W. Davis officiating. 

DIED. 
branches were sent. But the present diffi- HERRICK. - At her home, Burlington, 
culty is tba'& said branch reports have not Iowa, January 1, 1898, after an illness of 
yet come into the hands of the General eleven weeks, Sr. Margaret Dianna Herrick, 
Church Recorder, as provided for in the nee Blanchard. She was born January 20, 
"Rules" of the church. The conferences 1824, at Ellisburg, New York. She was one 
thus appointed to be held were as follows:- of the number that crossed Lake Erie in the 

Alabama district in October; Mobile dis- vessel with Mother Smith and family. At 
trict in December; Western Maine (thrne) in the age of eleven years she was baptized by 
May, September, and December; Minnesota Elder Hyrum Smith, at Kirtland, Ohio, and 
in June and October; Monti..na in June and passed through the troubles in Missouri, and 
November; Nodaway (Mo.) in October; Far also in Illinois; but has ever lived faithful to 
\!Vest (Mo.) in December; Nevada in June the covenant of her youth, and has gone to 
and November; Oentra,l Nebraska in August; I reap her reward. Interred in Montrose 
Southern Nebraska in October; Kirtland cemetery. 
(Ohio) in July; Southeastern Ohio in Sep- BAGGERLY.-At his home, Derby, Indiana, 
tember; Pittsburg, (Pa.) in September; Bro. Vardemon David Baggerly, of apoplexy, 
Northern 'I'exas and Choctaw in September. after an illness of five minutes, January 14, 

It would be a favor if the brethren would 1898, aged 5il years. He was born April 14, 
immediately send in the branch reports that 1846, in Wood Township, Clark County, In
were presented to the above conferences, that diana. After a membership of some years in 
they may be recorded and correspondence the Disciple Church, he was baptized a mem
had upon them before the rush of reports ber of the Reorganized Church by Apostle 
from the February and March conferences W. W. Blair, at Marietta, Crawford County, 
make haste to arrive and prevent those Indiana, June 13, 1870. He occupied the of
already due. Brethren, please attend to this. fices ot deacon, priest, and elder, and was or-

From England not any reports have been dained to that of a seventy, June 3, 1894, by 
received for the conference year. Bro. C. H. his brother, Isaac P. Baggerly. He had 
Caton supplied full accounts of the branches gone from his field of labor, Southern Illinois, 
in the .Manchester district for 1896, arriving home, to spend the holidays with his family, 
in November, 1897, and it is hoped that he can whose season of joyousness was thus suddenly 
send in the 1897 reports before April. And invaded and turned to mourning and gloom. 
from the London, Birmingham, and Sheffield Like others preceding him, he fell in the gos
conferences I wish to hear soon. For nothing pel armor, and in line. Two brothers and 
has been received from the Birmingham and two sisters, his wife and six children, survive 
Sheffield districts since 1894. The last re- him. Thus another faithful man, and laborer 
ports from Australia were dated December, in the vineyard of the Lord, has left us to 
1896. move in brighter scenes on the other side the, 

I regret this state of affairs. But through- mystic vale. 
out America and Canada there has been a 
better service than ever before. Also a 
prompt action upon the part of nearly all 
branch and district clerks, and kind and 
willing responses to correspondence for cor
rections and additional reports. 

H. A. STEBBINS, 
General Church Recorder. 

LAMONI, Iowa, Februacy 10, 1898. 7-2t 

BORN. 
HANDCOCK.-To Bro. Alfred G. and Sr. 

Alice Handcock at Aylburton, Dscember 29, 
1893, a daughter named Grace Ohester Jane. 

GERBER.-Bro. Henry Gerber was born 
December 22, 1821, in Germany; baptized by 
Elder Wm. Newton in Wyandotte, Kansas, 
December 22, 1877; ordained a deacon by eld
ers J. T. Franklin and H. Faulk. The gos
pel was his joy and delight, and he was 
faithful unto death. January 31 he was 
struck by a street car. For a few days it was 
thought that he would recover, but on the 
evening of February 7 he passed peacefully 
away. Wife and eight children mourn. The 
funeral was conducted by Elder F. C. Warnky. 
Sermon will be preached in the church at 
Armstrong, February 27. 
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Royal makes tl:r.e food pure, 
wholesome and delicious, 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER C0. 1 NEW YORK. 

WHAT IS MAN? 
BY ELDER J. R. LAMBERT. 

Man's Nature and Destiny. The Spirit or 
Soul: IB it immortal? Does it survive the 
Death of the Body in a Conscious state? The 
views of Mortal-Soulists Examined and Re
futed. In two parts. Second edition. 

The author has closely fXamined the sub
ject upon which he has written, both in 
study and in oral discussion, with those who 
il.iffer from him in belief concerning the 
nature and destiny of man. Discussed from 
biblical historical, and scientific standpoints. 
Christ ~s the true type of man, in life and in 
death· his preexistence, life, and death con
sidere'd · the nature of man; the intermediate 
state of' righteous and wicked; consciousness 
between' death and the resurrection; the 
second death or future punishment; and the 
final conscious existence of all p.fter the judg· 
ment; are leading features of the chapters of 
the volume. 

In paper covers .................... $ 35 
Cloth.............................. 50 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Q'l.oth, leather backs .•••••.•••.••••. $ 75 

BRANCH RECORDS. 
Leather back and corners, cloth sides, 

printed headings, and ruled for Record of 
Names, Blessing of Children, Marriages, Or
dinations Deaths, Removals, and other 
changes i~ systematic and concise form. $1.50. 

MINISTRY AND BRANCH CARDS. 
Neat cards for Ministers or Branches, with 

i:rnme and address, or place of wm·ship and 
hours of services on face, and Epitome or 
"What we Believe" on reverse side. An ex
cellent aid. Two sizes: 2tx4 inches, price 
75 cents per 250. $2.50 per 1,000. 3x5t inches 
$1.00 per 250, $3.50 per $1,000. Printed in 
other styles, as ordered. 

Change in time on main line Feb
ruary 6 will give passengers west 
better connection than hereto
fore, avoiding the all night lay
over at Chariton; No. 1 leaving 

Chariton at 6:40 p. m., arriving in Denver at 
1: 30 p. m. the following day, connecting for 
all points beyond. 
fl: Are you going to Klondike? If so take. C. 
B. & Q. via Billings, where close connect10n 
is made with Northern Pacific. Fer rates and 
a map of Klondike region call on or address 
agent Burlington Route. 

'l'HE SAINTS· HERALD. 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every 'Vednesrlay, at Lamoni, 
.Decatur County, Jowa'.'1 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
$LOO; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; 
sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and .Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., should be addressed to 
Frank Criley. Business Manager. Remittances 
should be made by post office or express orders, 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters .. 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

BARGAINS IN FLEXIBLE BIBLES. 

'l'HE Herald Office has arranged to 
handle a special line of bargains in 
Sunday School Teachers' and Minis
ters' Bibles, by which strictly first· 
class editions are offered at greatly 
reduced prices, as follows:-

"The Self-Pronouncing Sunday 
School Teachers' Bible," the same as 
the "Oxford Bible," with "helps" and 
maps, in good large print, bour· 
geois type, with marginal references; 
printed on thin paper, :flexible binding; 
size 6tx8t mailed postpaid at $2.00 
per copy net. 

"The Comprehensive Teachers' 
Bible"-the Bagster Bible-with new 
and revised helps to Bible study, new 
concordance, and an indexed Bible 
atlas, new maps, etc. Flexible 
binding, thin tinted paper, n:nmon 
type, size 6x8t mailed postpaid a.t 
$1.50 net. 

These Bibles are marvels of cheap· 
ness in price, but are excellent in 
quality of workmanship in binding, 
etc. They are issued by leading pub
lishing houses and may be relied upon. 

Address orders to Frank Criley, 
Business Manager Herald Office, La
moni, Iowa. 

Furniture From Factory to Fireside. 
Being the only extensive manufacturers of furniture in 

(.lle world selling direct .from maker to user, we save our 
customers the enormous expenses and profits of the 
jobbers and retailers. Send for catalogue A, showrng 
our full line of Household Fnrmture, at 20 to 50 per cellL 
under retail value. . 

Quaker Valley Manufacturmg Co., 
319 and 321 S. Canal St., Chicago. 

The Quaker Valley Manufacturing Co., 319 and 321 
South Canal Street, Chicago, sell a full line of high
<>Tade household furniture direct from the factory at 20 to so per cent lower than retail prices, and will send anyone 
a copy of their catalogue free. 

r~ Personally co~ducted excursions to Ca~i
fornia leave Ch10ago every Wednesday via 
Burlington Route. Tourist sleepers at a I 
moderate cost. For further particulars apply . 
to L. F. Siltz, Agent. 

If yon contemplate purchasing household furniture, by 
all means send for the catalogue of the Q.uake1 Valley 
Manu!acturing Co., 319 and 321 South Canal Street, 
Chicago. 

VISIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH, THE 
SEER. 

Paper covers ..•.•••.•..•..•......•. $ 10 

8PRCIAh PRKDIIUM OVVRR. 
Herald and Self· Pronouncing 

Bible. 
THE Herald Office has decided to offer 
its patrons an excellent opportunity 
to secure a useful and valuable pre
mium - the celebrated "Self - Pro· 
nouncing Sunday School Teachers' 
Bible," the same as the ''Oxford 
Bible," with "helps" and "maps," in 
good large print, bourgeois type, with 
marginal references; printed "°on thin 
paper, :flexible binding; size St x 6!. 

OUR PREMIUM BIBLE. 

For one (1) new subscriber to the 
HERALD and $3.25 in cash, we will 
send the HERALD for one year to any 
address and a copy of the Bible to the 
remitter. 

Or, anyone sending us ten (10) new 
subscribers for the HERALD at $1.50 
each, cash accompanying orders, will 
receive a copy of the Bible. 

This Bible has been purchased by a 
number and has become a favorite 
volume for ministerial and Sunday 
school work. It gives entire satisfac
tion. 

We want one thousand new sub
scribers for the HERALD within the 
next ninety days. The church paper 
has been reduced in price and should 
circulate in every home of and be read 
by all Latter Day Saints. 

Here is an excellent opportunity to 
aid the cause and to secure a first 
class help in general work, a service
able and up to date Bible. 

We hope to hear from all interested 
at once. 

Does the HERALD circulate among 
an the families of your branch? If 
not, it ought to reach them. Can you 
not help us to place it in the hands of 
all the membership, also among those 
not of the faith? Strangers will read 
it and take it. Try them, and let us 
hear from you. 

Sample copies of the SAINTS' HER· 
ALD free on application. 

Address, 
HERALD PUBLISHING HOUSE, 

~moni, Iowa. 
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QRACELAND COLLEGE. 

For catalogues or furr,ber information, 

Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE, 
Acting President, 

or D. F. LAMBEHT, Secretary, 
Lu'l.MONI. lOW"\ 

TOBACCO BIT CURED, 
on NO PAY. 

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of P"oria, Illin<>I•, positively 
guaranteeA three buxPs of "Quit-To-Bae" to perm.a.· 
nently take away a.11 desire for tobacco, or will 
promptly refund money vaid for it. Three boxes sent 
post paid anywhere f"r >LOO No bad effects from 
nee of Quit~To~Bac. It is a great nerve tonic. Why 
not try it? It has c1ired hundredai why not you? 
Remernber, l'liio ~~""""· :'io Pay. Addrese, B. F. 
ORD\VAY, Peoria, Illinorn. 

General Conf ere nee 
is drawing close at hand, and as nearly 
every member of the church is anxious 
to get the Conference news daily during 
the session, it has been decided to meet 
this want by issuing 

A DAILY EDITION OF 
ZION'S ENSIGN, 

during the Entire Session for the nom
inal price of TWENTY-FIVE CENTS 
Please do us the favor· of forwarding 
your orders for the Daily as early as pos
sible, so that everything can be in readi
ness at the opening of Conference and we 
prepared to give you the very best serv
ice possible. 

Address all orders to 
ZION'S 

Box B. INDEPENDENCE, MO. 

NOTICE. 
I am buying pota,toes and apples, and would 

like to have prices on the same from breth
ren in Michigan. 

Address, L. M. Sollenberger, No. 523 Peffer 
Street, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. 6-2-t 

CERTIFICATES AND REPORTS. 
Branch Statistical Reports; per doz .. $ 40 
Annual Statistical Reports; two for.. 05 
<;Jertificates of Baptism and Member-

ship; per doz .......................... . 
Baptism and Confirmation Certificate 

Books, with stubs .................... . 
Certificates of Removal; per doz ..•••• 
Marriage Certificates; per doz ...••.•• 

1.'HE ·SAINTS' HERALD 

FOR SALE. 
Between this date and February 15, 1898, 

the oldes.t and best established millinery 
stock and fixturns in town. Location good. 
Rent reasonable. No incumbrance. Good 
trade. MISS C. A. SEELY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

Dated December 29, 1897. 

WHAT HA VE YOU to exchange as part 
payment on a well improved 80 acre farm 
two miles from Lamoni? Large build
ings-all painted-orchard. Yearly pay· 
ments on balance. Give full description 
and price of your property in first letter. 

D. F. Nicholson. 

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN. 
A house in Lamoni, Iowa, two eqnares from the bnsi· 

ness center. It has eix roomf.1 9 a hall, and threfl closets, 
and is COL veniently arrnngt d for a family of six or .more; 
is warm as a winter house, and has good vent,lation for 
summer. "\\'ell and cistern at the door, and apple, 
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which are 
the corner of a block. Addl'ess. 

I. N. W. COOPER. Lamoni, Iowa. 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. 
lNSPIRED TRANSLATION BY JOSEPH SMITH. 

Cloth ..••.•••••••...... , ..••.•••••• $1 00 
Sheep or library binding ...•••..••• 1 25 
Imitation morocco, gilt edges ...... l 75 
Morocco, gilt edgeo ................ 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

KING JAMES' TRANSLATION. 
Four sizes of American Bible Society's low

priced editions: "With marginal refei:ences, 
two sizes, 60 and 80 cents each. Without 
references, two sizes, 30 and 50 cents each. 

TEACHERS' BIBLES. 
Oxford Bibles, Family Bibles, The Revised 

Version, Eyre and Spo1tiswoode's, The' Self
Pronouncing Combination Bible, The Re· 
vised and King James' Versions in parallel 
columns, or any version obtainable, will be 
furnished on application. 

BOOK OF MORMON MAPS NOW READY. 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether_ au. 
invention is probably patentable. Communrna,., 
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patent& 
sent free. Olclest agency for securing patents. 

Patents taJcen through Munn & Co. receivG 
special not'ice, without charge, in the 

Sci~ntHic Jlm~rican;> 
A handsomely illustrated weekly. JJargest cir~ 
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a 
year; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers,, 

MUNt~ & C0. 36 rnroadway, New York 
T····"'::ci; nmcc, t-25 F St., Washington, D. C. 

E:!I 
BARB WIRE, ETO. 

Special att:::ntion given to Builders' Hardware. 
Reli.9.ble gnodci an_d ri2;hr, prices. E3timates furnished! 

RE CO. 

THE KEOKUK ROUTE. 

K. & W. and D. lU. & K. C. Railways. 
The D. M. & K. C. Ry from Des Moinef!I 

'· Cainsville has been rebuilt and that por· 
sion south of Van Wert will be standard 
"auge on or before November l, 1897. 

There is no road in Southern Iowa or 
Northern Missouri which has more good 
locations for business men than on the line of 
"he Keokuk Route. MMe stock of all kindg 
nas been shipped over this line than any road 

A large map of the Book of Mormon geography, as 
compiled by the committee on Arclireology; drawn for 
them and engraved by Bro. G. l!'. Weston, accordmg tothe 
Weston art method; 40x51 inches, designed for the home, 
office and Sunday school. A durable, strong, and artistic 
map;' mounted on cloth, in lal'l-ting colors; the surface 
varnished so as to be,washed off with damp clotti when 
necessary; with stained and varnished strip at top and 
bottom. 

Sent by express to any address for $2.50, express to be 
paid by purchaser. 

This map has all the missionary and colonial journey 
tines between the lands Zarahemla, Lehi-Nephi, etc.; 
and the migratory journeys of the Nephites, Jaredites, 

, 'Jf equal mileage in Iowa or Missouri. (See 
:VIissouri Surplus Map at our stations.) The 
frnight and passenger service is not equalled 
hy any road in the state, except the Missomd 
H,iver trunk lines, with each of which we 
have union stations and direct connections. 

I 
and the people of Zaxahemla, from their ~ret landings to 
the Hill Cumorah; also the modern travels of Humboldt, 
Pizarro, and Cortez. It gives the native races of the United 

; States, Central America, and Mexico-the Incas, MayaB, 
Aztecs, Ind tan tribes, etc. The ancient Peruvian roads are 
indicated as nearly as can be obtained, and r.n alphabetical 
index in fnll is to accompany it as soon as published, at 
twenty-five cents1 givinf~ references to page, chapter, 
and p,aragraph in Book of Mormon and other works; and 
also giving a reference to the number~ and lette~s on the 
m .. rgin of the map, so that the var10us locat1ons ca1J 
readily be fonnd thereon. 

Send money by postal money order to G. F. W.ES'l'ON, 
Box 053, Buchanan, Berrien County, Michigan. 

FOR SALE OR TRADE. 
A nice home near President Joseph Smith's 

residence; containing seven rooms, three ' 
closets, pantry, and cellar; well, outbuildings, 
etc.: about two acres of ground, well set to 
fruit and ornament,al trees. For further par
ticulars inquire of M., HHald Office, or 
address Box 312, Lamoni, Iowa. 

Persons seeking farms can fiud property ali 
!,empting prices; men seeking business loca
ifons can find towns with ample territory and 
rnttlers to warr0.n t good business. Addi tiona!. 
passeng·er service will soon be given which 
will add to the growth of the towns. 

Tho towns between Des Moines and Cains· 
\'ille are particularly well located fol" 
business. Look them up. Write to the 
undersigned for additional information. Sea 
folder for map and lands. 

J. F. ELDER, 

A. C. GOODRICH, 
Gen. Pass. Agent. 

Vice Pres. and Gen. M'n'gr. 

RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE. 

WHAT WE BELTEVE 

A manual of parliamentary practice for all 
i!eliberative assembl.ies of the Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Dilv Saints. Hules for 
the government of gener.al and district con· 
ferences, bnmch business meetings, and 
other assemblies. Instructions concerniug 

i general, district, and brnnch records, the 
A small book-pumphlet siz·o--·3X"H inches, I holding of elder's com·ts, etc., cloth bound: 

20 pages with t~ statmxwnt of the faich of the I price 40 cents. 
church, ~s given in the Epl .. tm1e, with ~light ,--------------------
alteration•» 

In paper covers, st.apl2,1; pr'ica p,Jr duz~n TEACHER'S CLASS RECORD. 
20 cen·,s, 100 $1. 25, 1, 000 $12. Paper, 5 cents each, per doz ..•••••. $ 50 
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T l-lERALD. 
OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE REORGANIZED CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER DAY SAINTS. 

VoL 45. Lamoni, Iowa, March 2, 1898. No. 9. 

EDI'L'ORIAL: CONTENTS: I Vatican. It is solely the struggle be· 1 for achieving further conquests. All 
Repentance.-No. 2 .................. 129 tween the King and the Pope. It is experienced missionaries believe that 
Zoarites Gone.······················ .130 impossible for the Italian Govern· whenever the Asiatic races adopt 

ORIGINAL POETRY: ' 
Wh t A I ? • ment d +.h V t' · · ·" Oh · t'• "t 'h ·11 d· · · · t a , m .......................... 132 an " e a ican to remam ao ris.mm y t ey WL o it rn grea 

MOTHERS Ho!YIE COLUMN.············· .. 132 Rome together One of them must ma~ses "nd their belief iN pecul1'arly 
SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPAR'L'MENT: ~ ' " • "' ' · ts • 

The Sunday School Library ......... 133 go. Neither of the two powers is in· 1' strong about Oilina, where the masses 
LET'l'ER DEPAR!M;'.NT: clined to leave, and undoubtedly both are homogeneous 

Church Ded10aL10n .................. 134 · I · 
A Peculiar Debate .................. 136 are right from their own point of No reasonable man can doubt that 

ORIGINAL ARTICLES: ' y t th . 'bl 1 . t' £ Qt. ' . . b TheLastDays ...................... 137 view. e ere1saposs1 eso ut10n. ne acceptance o urist,iamty y 
Nothing .............................. 139 Italian unity, as at present consti· Oonsta,ntine as the official faith of the 
Littl~ Qyestions for Big Thinkers.··· 140 tuted, is not the only one imaginable. Roman Empire did smooth the path 
A Coincident ........................ 140 • 

CONFERENCE MINUTES: There is such a thing as union by con· of the new creed throughout the na· 
Nort~eastern 1;issouri. · · · · · · ·······.HO federation, as in Switzerland and the tions which considered themselves its 
Nortnern Nebraska .................. 141 
Kentucky and Tennessee ............. 141 United States. Could not something 

SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIA'L'IONS: ' of the kind be substituted in Italy for 
New South Wales .................... 141 
Mobile ............................... 141 the present form of government, 
D<3catur ........ · .................... ·141 which is ruining the country? Could 
Nauvoo .............................. 142 
Northeastern Missouri. .............. 142 not the monarchy be discarded in 
Northern Nebra~ka. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·142 favor of a republic or a confederation? 
General Convention Program ......... 142 . · 

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT: The Pope, it is well known, is a good 
Appointment of Bishop's Agents ..... 142 It l' d I 1 t · t d H' 
Annual Convention Zion's Religio· .a ian an a oya pa r10 , an IS 

Literary Society Program .......... 143 Holiness would be glad to hear the 
Reduced Railway Rates to General · · f h' t h" 

Conference .. :. . ................ 143 op1n10n o .rn coun rymen on t is 
Conference Attendants ............... 144 matter. It is not necessary to call in 
College Notice ....................... 144 th h 1 f f · W"h - t ., 
First Quorum of Elders ............... 144 e e P o oreigners. lt ou tne 
S~cond Quorum of ~lders ............ 144 help of foreign troops, Italy will find 
First Quorum of Priests.··· - · · · · · · · · ·144 the way to rise to her former great· 

CAN THE TEMPORAL POWER OF THE ness and to rid herself of her humilia· 
POPE BE RESTORED? 

THE position of the Vatican as a po· 
litical power has much improved of 
late, especially in Italy, where its 
organs attack the monarchy with re· 
newed vigor. The Civilta Cattolica, 
Rome, an organ generally recognized 
as the mouthpiece of the Vatican, 
though its opinions are sometimes re
pudiated, expresses itself to the fol· 
lowing effect: 

The Pope greatly desires to be at 
peace with the Government of Italy, 
but this peace cannot be established 
unless he is restored in his sovereign 
rights, as temporal ruler. Temporal 
rule is not only necessary for the lib
erty, but also for the unhampered inter
national government of the Christian 
church. The Rudini Ministry have 
sent to the provincial governors a cir· 
cular in which the officials are re
quested to repress all attempts for the 
restoration of clerical power, as being 
opposed to the free institutions of the 
state and the national unity of Italy. 
But it is not the unity of Italy which 
is at variance with the interests of the 

tion. 
This suggestion has created much 

comment. The Da'ily Chronicle, Lon
don, does not believe that the church 
will ally itself with the Republicans. 
But it is willing to treat with a repub· 
lie whose central power is seated out· 
side of Rome. The Republicans, on 
the other hand, will accept any help, 
even that of the church, though they 
are much more anticlerical than the 
monarchy. The Spectator, London, 
which also believes that the chances 
of a restoration are at least no worse 
than they were, points out that Rome 
may hope to extend her power enor· 
mously in consequence of recent 
events in China._ We summarize as 
follows: 

The papacy looks far forward, and 
has long ago decided that the conver· 
sion of China and its dependencies 
would be the most useful as well as 
the greatest triumph any Dhristian 
church could achieve. It would rec· 
oncile to Christianity a fourth of the 
buman race, and place at the disposal 
of the Vatican almost limitless means 

subjects,' and among the barbarians 
who at once despised and reverenced 
the Roman civilization. 

The Spaniards in America made 
Christians in heaps by what we should 
now call torture, but from Louisiana 
to Cape Horn the whole red-brown 
population is now in all its external 
aspects devoted to Christianity, and 
in spite of the survival of old super· 
stitions, and even in places of the old 
faiths, does probably in some way be· 
lieve the gospel to be true. Spain 
herself lost fearfully by the expulsion 
of the Jews and Moriscos, but Spain 
remains entirely, and in a sense de· 
votedly, Roman Catholic. 

The chief opponent of Rome in Asia 
-,so thinks the writer-is Russia, 
who will wish to introduce the Greek 
Orthodox faith. But he doubts that 
Russia can compete with Rome, as 
the latter power has much influence 
at her command in France, Germany, 
and even "in the United States, which 
produces good officers and possesses 
fair fleets." He then says:-

"We see at this moment that a .few 
letters from the Pope have paralyzed 
the Monarchists in France; that the 
Centre, which obeys the Vatican, 
holds the balance of power in Ger
many, that a Clerical party is supreme 
in Oisleithan·Austria, and that the 
decision of the Poles on the urgent 
question whether to accept Russia or 
continue their secular warfare against 
Russia depends entirely on religious 
considerr.tions; and we ask ourselves 
whether the influence of the creeds 
has decayed quite so completely as 
the educated suppose." 

That this influence is feared by Rus-
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

sia is shown in a recent article in the I to any considerable extent a criterion nomination. It advocates immersion 
Viedomosti,St.Petersburg. The paper of the character of the strangely po- as the only baptism and the necessity 
complains that the conciliatory atti- tential system which to-day disputes of close or, as the author prefers to 
tude which Russia, as well as Prussia, with Christianity the right to rule the call it, restricted communion. 
has adopted toward the Poles during world, having as its chief representa- Professor Wilkinson is a member of 
recent years has only strengthened tive the Sultan of Turkey, the man the teaching staff of the University of 
the hands of the church, which agi- who has for the last few years be- Chicago, but he does not hold the 
tates for the restoration of a national witched and befooled to the last de- chair of logic in that institution, a 
Poland among the Russian and Prus- grees of infamy the entire ''concert of fact which is worthy of note. In his 
sian Poles alike. The paper accuses Europe." Many attempts have been chapter on '•Common Sense and Close 
the Roman clergy of abusing the made to account for the mystery of Communion," the author, while frankly 
greater liberty of speech that has this power. Never did a single watch- admitting that the Baptist conten~ion, 
been granted, and fears that new re- word and warcry have such continu- if pushed to its cqnclusion, would 
strictions will have to be imposed, , ing power over myriads of men as leave all non-Baptist Christians out in 
much against the wish of the Russian 'this: "There is no God but Allah, the cold, as it were, naYvely remarks: 
authorities.-The Literary Digest, Feb- and Mohammed is his prophet." "ls it best always to follow logical 
ruary 19, 1898. Such a system must somehow have roads to the end? May not common 

Translated for The Literary Digest. deep roots, both in history and in hu- sense sometimes judiciously ad vise 
man nature. The system was pri· logic to let a partic;ular conclusion 

AMONG THE NEW BOOKS. marily religious. The name Islam sleep undisturbed in her premises?" 
HENRY PRESERVED SMITH TURNS HIS means resignation to the will of God: I Tbe great world cares little for the 

GUNS ON MOHAMMED. but, in fact, the system admits of no I small contentions of rival ·denomina-
IN "The Bible and Islam" (Scribner) distinction between church and state; tions regarding po3tures, vestments, 
Professor Henry Preserved Smith, D. it is "the whole thing." modes of baptism and the like, but in 
D., has dealt with a timely subject. Its founder until forty years of age the interest of common everyday rea
Islam is the religion which dominates was an unlettered heathen, and yet, soning it may be worth while to say 
the mind and life of one tenth of the as it is tbe special object of this book that any system which cannot be 
human race. Theantagonismoflslam to point out, the Koran is pervaded pushed to its conclusions is unworthy 
to Christianity is absolute and deadly. all through with historic incidents of a book in its defense. To say that 
The inevitable and age-long conflict and ideas taken from the Jewish and any belief is logical which in its con
between the resultant civilization of Christian scriptures, although there clusions is out of harmony with com· 
the one and that of the other is the is not one accurate quotation from ei- mon sense is practically to deny the 
great "Eastern question," of which ther in the entire Koran. It is as if laws of reasoning altogether. Com
the late Turco-Greek war was but an all had come to the "prophet" as a mon sense would teach that a conclu
episode. Islam is without doubt one kind of hearsay, and was then wrought sion which is a reductio ad absurdum 
of the great powers of the world-one over in his own amazing intellect and involves wrong premises or wrong 
of the most formidable facts in modern imagination to suit his gradually methods of reasoning. 
history. It could not have such power evolving purpose. Professor Wilkinson's book is full 
if it did not have at the bottom of it But was he really prophet or im· of concessions. It seeks to make 
certain great and elemental ideas. postor, or both; or was he neither? Baptist principles appeal to non-Bap~ 
Where did those ideas come from? This matter it must be admitted, the tists. It is suave and appealing. But 
And how did its founder get hold of author of this volume has treated it has the fatal weakness of admitting 
them? rather gingerly. If he has any defi- premises which the author feels he 

The specific aim of this work is to nite conviction about it he has not cannot prove and must apologize for. 
show the indebtedness of the religion cared to express it. While Islam is (Baptist Publication Society.)-Ohi
of Mohammed to the history and ideas eminently a religion of a single book, cago Tribune. 
contained in the Old and the New and that not a large one, there has ========= 
Testaments. The author, Professor grown up an enormous literature re- An association exists in England known as 
Smith, formerly of the Presbyterian lating to it. Buchari, in his famous the Society for Relief of Persecuted Jews, 
Th 1 . 1 s . c· . which maintains a kind of industrial estab· eo ogica emrnary at mcmnati, collection of the sayings and traditions lishment at "Abraham's Vineyard,'' Jerusa-
now of Amherst College, is a man of I of Mohammed, brought together a lem, where fifty-four Jews are steadily 
erudition, and particularly familiar. little over 7,000 in number; but, as he employed, and where many come hungry and 
with the latest results of German said, these were selected out of 600,- ill-clad. 
scholarship. Those who remember 000 then existing. Several of the Boston churches have re
his recent trial for heresy by the Professor Smith's volume is well ceived to membership quite a number of 

Chinese. They have for the most part re-
Presbyterian synod will not question written and coldly impartial. ceived their religious training in Boston sun-
his ability to think and speak his own . day schools. It is stated that there are 
thoughts. "The Baptist Principle" by William about 800 resident Chinese in Boston and five 

The object of the book is not at all Cleaver Wilkinson, D. D., is a new· or six hundred more who go there to trade. 
to be a biography or an account of the and enlarged edition of a volume "The self-made man.was speaking. He said: · · . . . I My father was a raiser of hogs. There was 
way Mohammedamsm began ~o achieve which is mtended. as a sort of cam- a large family of us-" and then his voice was 
its marvelous victories. Neither is it paign document for the Baptist de· drowned by the applause.-Life. 
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THE HERALD. 
••If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8: 31, 82. 
"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none." 

Vol. 45. 

JOSEPH SMITH 
R. S. SALYARDS 
HEMAN c. SMITH, 
,JOSEPH LUFF, 

Book of Mormon, page 116. 

Lamoni, Iowa, March 2, 1898. No. 9. 

!f ..1 simply repentance as an operative enrolled on the books below; but we 
\tltilUt+ principle preparing the individual for seriously doubt whether any can see 

. EDITOR. 
ASSISTANT EDITOR. 

} CORRESPONDING EDITORS. 

the ordinance by which sin is to be that name enrolled in tbe Lamb's 
remitted. book of life. To make a clean record 

LAMONI, low A, MARCH 2, 1898. 

We have but little sympathy with and have claim on the divine promise 
the idea of repentance which exhausts we must not only resolve to store the 
itself in tears and words of bewailing. vessel with pure and wholesome things 
The character must show the motions in the future. We must cleanse it of 

REPENTANCE.-NO. 2. of this gospel principle. "Cease to the taint of the past first. Restitution 
THE scriptural order of gospel princi- do evil, learn to do well," is the motto is in demand, and that demand will be 
ples bears the impress of divine under which it operates. It calls up met in proportion as our repentance 
wisdom. Nothing is out of place or the wrongs of the past, and stirs con- is sincere and intelligent. What taint 
irregularly appointed therein. Each science to demand a full restitution. we cannot purge out thus, or when 
principle follows its predecessor as a In proportion as we heed the admoni- our power to cleanse ourselves is ex
needful and natural as well as delight- tions of this aroused conscience, so do hausted, God will supply grace to 
ful sequence in the work of purification we either accelerate or cripple the complete. His mercy will always 
and righteous development. He who work of repentance within us. In Le- supplement our honest effort. 
pursues the letter of the rule in the viticus 6: 1-5 may be found an outline It were as foolish to ask God to 
fervency of spirit intended, imbibes at of what is legitimately demanded. send an angel to pay our current gro
every step a consciousness that God Also in Luke 19: 8 we hear the voice cery bills, while we have thousands to 
is resident tbere. It is one thing, of repentance after the genuine order. our credit in the bank, as to ask him 
however, to read the words, "He that And we seriously question whether to righ't our moral wrongs while we 
abideth in the doctrine of Christ, he baptism will cleanse the taint of a sin hoard up the power to right them 
hath both the Father and the Son;'' committed by us, by which another ourselves. We are told that there is 
and it is quite another thing to plant has been wronged, until we have to "joy in heaven over one sinner that 
one's self at the alpha of that doctrine the extent of our power recompensed repenteth;" but there is no warrant 
and step by step proceed in intelligent the injured one. To possess power to for the belief that heaven is deeply 
obedience so as to sense the divine make good the loss we have occasioned stirred to gladness over everyone that 
presence referred to. Those words another, and yet to refuse or fail in merely observes external church rites. 
of the apostle are true, and are no doing it would expose the hypocrisy If this duty be neglected there is 
more forceful in argument than they of our profession of repentance, not- left a defective part in the structure 
are demonstrable in application; but withstanding all our tears. It is that we expect to present at last for 
an attitude of spirit as well as of body enough that God's mercy shall reach inspection to the Divine Architect. 
is needful to the discernment of their I us and forgive when we have proven The character is bleared and blurred, 
truth. the genuineness of our repentance by and too late for first resurrection 

The intention of the Savior's mis- doing all we can to right past wrongs privileges, the word may be heard, 
sion was to save us from sin, not in sin. of our commission. ordering the foolish one back to do his 
This is impracticable without our co- The man of wealth who has accu- "first works." Ah. how sad the loss 
operation, for where the desire for mulated his store by oppression and -how terrible the mistake. 
sin remains, the carnal mind continues, dishonesty cannot expect forgiveness After righting, so far as possible, 
and even the forms of obedience do while his victims remain unrequited the wrongs of the past, and receiving 
not avail unto our salvation. There and his hands retain what belongs to grace from above, the genuineness of 
can be no genuine repentance while them. The persop who has damaged repentance is further evidenced by 
the desire for sin abides, for they are the reputation of another and wrought carefully avoiding the avenues which 
opposites. Instantly a genuine faith injury thereby, has an obligation to expose the soul to temptation. It is 
in Christ opens up its work in the discharge to that one before a rea- not only proper to resolve to resist, but 
heart, a longing to be like him is sonable hope can be entertained that we are mor~lly obligated to keep out 
born, and the anxiety to be freed from the· ordinances of God will secure a of the way of evil. The slippery 
sin becomes intense. This is not remission of his or her sins. It is places where we lost our footing be
merely to escape the consequences of true that such persons may enter the fore should be avoided as dangerous 
sin, but to be free from sin and every organization knowl'l as the church, ground. It is worse than folly to 
taint that it has left upon the charac- and remain there undisturbed by attempt an exhibition of our new
ter. It is a groaning to become church discipline, or a formal applica- 'found strength by resorting thither. 

·spiritual. It is love of Christ at work tion thereof; but "God is not mocked." The safest roqte is farthest from the 
rsubduing love qf self :;i,nd. sin. It is Men may see the name of sll.ch ap. op.e precipice. 
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We once knew a man who, by divine I the "fire shall try" it. Let us be wise 
grace had been rescued from evil hab- and build according to the plan re
its, including smoking and drinking. vealed, and thus secure as a certainty 
In seeking to show his complete eman- the approval of the Divine Architect. 
cipation from even the appetite for 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

BRO. W. M. SELF speaks well of the 
work of Bro. W. E. Peak, who held a 
discussion with a Seventh-day Advent
ist, north of Lincoln, Nebraska. The 
people were made to see that the L0rd 
was in the work and with Bro. Peak 
in representing it. Friendly expres
sions were heard on every band and 
our cause has gained a footing as a 
result. The late conference of the 
Southern Nebraska district was excel
lent; Em. J. W. Waldsmith and F. A 
Smith were present. 

tobacco and liquor, he went where 
both were in constant use, and even 
took a smoke and a drink. His boast 
was that he was master of the situa
tion and could touch without danger, 
because God had destroyed the old 
appetite. Alas for such folly. In a 
few years he fell, and lost all the 
ground he had gained. He tempted 
God, and reaped the natural result. 
Divine grace will supplement our ef
forts to get away from sin; but offers 
us no encouragement to hope for pro
tection in the midst of dangers self-in
vited .for purposes of display. 

Repentance is a loathing of sin, and 
the person in whom t"his principle is 
at work is pained where sin is present 
in any form. His desire is to escape 
contact with it. He may be overtaken 
by it in an unguarded moment, but 
his indulgence in it is never premedi
tated. Repentance obligates us to 
place a watch upon our thoughts, to 
crucify every unholy conception and 
thus prevent their development into 
words, deeds, or habits. It is truly 
a fundatuental-a foundation-princi
ple. If laid well, it contributes gener
ously toward the beauty and stability 
of the character structure. It gives 
color to all that follows and has to do 
with the effectiveness of every subse
quent ordinance. Baptism, confirma
tion, the Lord's supper, and every 
participation in the holy services of 
the church wait. for their sanctifying 
outcome, upon the unfeigned operation 
of this prerequsite. It is the associ
ate-the inseparable companion of 
true faith. Together they present 
themselves at the portals of the spir
itual treasury of God's house, and at 
the sight of them angels are made 
glad, heaven is moved to a response. 
and the liberties of holy estate are 

ZOARITES GONE. 

WE are all interested in the fate of any 
of the efforts looking toward coopera
tive or communal association of labor 
and capital; hence the following:-

Cleveland, Ohio, Feb. 18.-Ancient Zoar, 
one of the most noted communistic settle-
ments in this country, will soon disband. 
Lawyers have been employed to adjust the 
affairs of the society, which are said to be 
greatly .mixed. 

The colony was organized in 1817 by a 
colony of Germans, with Joseph M. Baumler 
at its head. The colony consists now of 
about 150 members, and owns 6,989 acres of 
!and, valued at about $800,000. Its personal 
property, money, and credits do not exceed 
$300,000. Flour mills, a saw mill, and brew
ery are owned by it. In its history no in
stanee is known of a member violating a law 
of the State.-Chicago Tribune, February 19, 
1898. 

BRO. C. J. HUNT has an even two col-
umn article in the Denison, Iowa, Re
view, of the 15th inst,, on the subject 
of the Book of Mormon; a well writ
ten statement of evidences supporting 
its claims. Bro. Hunt is generous in 
the use of newspaper space-generous 
to the cause for which he is working
and believes it is good for both the pub
lic and the editors to have an ample 
representation of the work in the pub
lic press. Many local publishers have 
extended him sufficient space to carry 
out his policy, among them the editor 
of the Review, who thus comments on 
his article:-

Bro. Thomas Dixon, who lies in the 
hospital, at Dunnedin, New Zealand, 
with one leg broken at the ankle and 
the other at the thigh, from a fall of 
coal in a mine, wrote very cheerfully 
of his situation and the hope that is 
in him. He was thankful that he was 
not killed, so has something to be 
thankful for. 

Bro. T. A. Kelley, of Bagdad, 
Florida, writes of his belief in the 
work; he states that though separated 
from branch association he could 
never be anything but a Latter Day 
Saint. 

Sr. Dora Booker and her mother, 
of Evergreen, Alabama, write of their 
sense of isolation, being now removed 
from their association with saints. 
They miss the church publications, 
which they read when among those of 
the saints taking them. 

Bro. J. D. Erwin left the Southeast
ern mission on February 19 and on 
the 26th reached one of his old fighting 
grounds near Manchester, Texas. He 
found some changes, but reports that 
E. A. Erwin had done well for the 
work. He would labor in Standley, 

Somewhere we have read that "variety is Wilburton, and Coalgate, Indian Ter
the spice of life," and with this issue of the 
Review we furnish our readers an article by ritory,enroute for General Conference; 
Elder C. J. Hunt of Deloit, Iowa, styled, "The so he wrote February 7. 
Book of Mormon, Its divine origin; Peopling Utah elders are operating at Souris, 
of America centuries before the discoveries Manitoba. This in answer to a query 
of Columbus: Origin of the American Indi- asking reply through the HERALD. ans; Church of Christ organized in 1830." 
As to the truthfulness or falsity of Elder Zola, the Jewish novelist of Paris, 
Hunt's article we have nothing to say: he is, was found guilty, by the Paris court, 

extended. of course, responsible for his own writings. of making libelous comment upon the 
The injunction of the apostle was One thing .is certain, he represents a visible court martial of the army in connec

wise, and is as timely now as eighteen church known as the Reorganized Church of tion with the famous Dreyfus and 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints which has 

hundred years ago: "Let every man a wide-awake ministry, who are always ready Ester hazy cases. He was sentenced 
take heed how he build." The "gold, to present and defend their claims. This so- to one year's imprisonment and to 
silv~r, and precious stones," as im- ·ciety has more than ten thousand members pay a fil'le of 3,000 francs. The trial 
perishables are still in demand. The in Iowa. They denounce the degrading prac- has caused great commotion and much 
"wood, hay and stubble" will surely tice.of the so-called saints of the West, de- anti-Jewish agitation in France. 

: clarmg them to be apostates. Mr. Hunt has " . . . 
consume away when "every man's converted this article into a tract or leaflet I It is now authoritatively announced 
work" is "made manifest," and when and is having several thousand printed. I that the Chinese loan has at last been 
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concluded through British and Ger
man banks, presumably guaranteed 
jointly by these two powers. While 
this excludes Russia from the arrange
ment, its influence in northern China 
and Corea is not likely to be materi
ally diminished. This is indicated by 
its refusal to name any date for its 
withdrawal from Port Ar.thur on the 
request of China at the instance of 
Japan. The Czar professes to regard 
his retention of that port as necessary 
to the welfare of both China and 
Corea, but without asking leave of 
either. This is likely to perpetuate 
the friction between Russia and Japan 
indefinitely." 

London, Feb. 24.-The Parliamen
tary Secretary for the Foreign Office, 
Mr. Curzon, replying to a question in 
the House of Commons to-day, said 
Russia's pledge respecting free ports 
in north China was conveyed in the 
following note:--

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The Rothschilds are negotiating 
with a '1iew to obtaining control of 
the Klondike. 

China has given Great Britain sat
isfactory assurances that she will not 
alienate to any other power any por
tion of the Yang-Tse Valley, and has 
agreed that the inland waters shall be 
open to all nations. 

Pern Favier, head of the Roman 
Catholic missions in China, has been 
consecrated Bishop of the cathedral 
at Pekin. 

A dispatch from Berne, Switzerland, 
says the referendum has approved the 
proposed state purchase of the rail
roads of Switzerland at a cost of about 
a billion francs ($200,000,000). 

Frazer B. Baker, colored postmas
ter at Lake City, South Carolina, was 
shot, also his infant child, and killed 
by a mob which also wounded his wife 
and two daughters and burned his 
home, on the 22d ult. Baker was 
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duced by Senator Allen for the recog
nition of Cuba's belligerency rights. 
The resolution was not in order, how
ever, and was ruled out. Spain is 
arranging for a war credit. Spain's 
Cuban fleet will be greatly enlarged 
in a few days. The cruiser 1\font
gomery has been ordered to Havana." 

The 25th: "The monitor Terror 
is assigned to watch the Vizcaya. 
The war spirit is strong in Washing
ton and the government is vigorously 
preparing for emergencies. The court 
of inquiry concludes its labors at Ha
vana and will come to Key West. 
Premier Sagasta and other Spanish 
officials deny that the Maine was 
located over a mine. Secret subter
ranean passages are known to exist 
at Havana. Enlistment is going on 
all over the United States. Spain 
will not listen to proposals for the 
purchase of Cuba." 

No sensible American citizen can 
"Count Muravie:ff (the Russian Min· objectionable as an official because of fail to regret the unseemly insult 

ister for Foreign Affairs) has ex- his race. offered to the Spanish Consul General 
pressed great surprise at the agita- News following the Maine disaster Baldasano in New York, as well as a 
tion which appeared to prevail in is about as follcws, as summarized similar display of spite manifested to
England, both iR the press and in daily by the ChiCago Tribune:- wards a Spanish teacher in the same 
official circles, on the subject of re- February 23: "Contracts were city on Tuesday last. Although the 
cent events in China, where English signed yesterday with New York and act of unthinking boys and possibly 
and Russian interests could not be Boston companies for raising the as unthinking men, such occurrences 

. seriously antagonistic. Count Mura- Maine. Progr2ss was made by the are similar in spirit to the riotous 
vieff observed thllt various English divers at the Maine wreck, though demonstrations of a Spanish mob 
statesmen of position had recognized their work is laborious and risky. about the residence of the American 
that it was perfectly natural Russia Several of them had painful falls. Consul at Barcelona a year ago which 
should wish for an outlet for her The court of inquiry visited General aroused the indignation of the Ameri
commerce on the coast of the North Blanco, and also held two sessions. can people. Such scenes, while only 
Pacific. Any such port will be open The Senate has passed a bill adding displaying the narrow prejudice and 
for the commerce of the world, and two new regiments of artillery to the hate of the most unthinking and irre
England, whose trade interests are so regular army. Senator Morgan pre- sponsible class toward individuals 
important in this region, would share sented facts showing that autonomy is who are restrained by their official 
the advantage." a failure in Cuba, that ruin is seen position or defenseless condition from 

In reply to a question as to the West everywhere, and that Spain's policy resenting it, should be condemned 
African situation Mr. Chamberlain is responsible for 600,000 deaths in and frowned upon by everyone who 
said he expected a friendly and satis- the island. Senor Govin, the Cuban has a proper respect for the American 
factory settlement, but under the Secretary of the Interior, turns name. So long as citizens of another 
agreement with France he could not against Sagasta, and a political row is nationality, residing either as officials 
give details until the negotiations in progressing in Madrid." or private individuals temporarily or 
Paris were ended. The 24th: "President McKinley permanently in the United States, 

Kingston, Jamaica, Feb. 24. --A sue- stated yesterday that preparations for conduct themselves in a becoming 
cession of terrific earthq usJkes have war had been carefully made, although manner, they are entitled to protec
caused great destruction of property he still believed it possible tO main- tion and respectful treatment, and 
on the Island of Montserrat. They tain peace. He said that all the facts the exhibition of such small malevo
began on the 15th, but the most severe in the situation could not properly be lence as that reported only serves to 
occurred on the 20th. There were published. There was great activity disgrace the participants in it.-Ex. 
numerous landslides, and water pipes in the war and navy departments. "The W. W's, of Lamoni," have 
were wrecked, and the entire popula- The best war vessels of the navy are· furnished a room at the Saints' Home 
tion of the island were thrown into assembling off Florida. An exciting -the first one made ready for occu
great consternation. There is much 1

1

. war debate occurred in the United pancy. We do not know who com
distress. States Senate over a resolution intro- prise the organization, but rather 
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suspect that some of the sisters have 
performed the labor, as willing work
ers. 

We learn through Bishop Kelley, 
by advices received from Bro. C. A. 
Parkin, of San Francisco, that Bro. 
Hubert and Sr. Alice Case, of the 
Society Islands mission, arrived safely 
from Papeete, Tahiti, on the 21st. 

Dispatches up to the 27th show no 
perceptible change in the general 
situation of affairs between the United 
States and Spain. War preparations 
continue, but the report of the naval 
board of inquiry upon the Maine dis
aster has not yet been received. 

An attempt was made to assassinate 
King George of Greece, on the 27th 
ult. He escaped unhurt and was 
warmly congratulated by his people, 
who manifested great enthusiasm. 

Delegates to General Conference 
will find the list of roads offering re
duced rates sufficiently large to insure 
variety; see notice in miscellany 
column. Are we obtaining grace and 
favor in the eyes of the railroad peo
ple, with others? They have cer
tainly treated us with marked courtesy 
and consideration. 

Oriuinal PoB1ru. 
WHAT AM I? 

Gal. 6: 1-4. 

What am I? What an important question! 
Lord, give me this to understand. 
Give, that to myself I speak the truth, 
And to see me as I am! 
Who himself learns not to know, 
Stands far remote from wisdom's way. 

I am the work of thine own hand, 
Thou call'st me to give thee praise 
My lifetime worthy to employ. 
This is thy Fathuly command; 
But live I as I live thine own, 
As is my duty to thy praise? 

Am I a saint, according to thy word, 
And am I one indeed? 
Lord, open thou mine eyes 
To see aright. If I the path 
Which Jesus pointed out do walk? 
And if I also stand in faith? 

Is he, who by exercise of wisdom 
The inner standing of his heart conceals, 
A truthful bett'ring of himself desires 
And does not know how much he fails 
Himself to know, is understanding? 
Lord, help me, that I know myself. 

What to rny salvation now is wanting, 
My Father, give thou that to me; 
If I the way of truth have found, 
Give strength that I do not lose 
The light which leadeth me 
Dece!verlj t9 Qo11fo1,lnd. · · 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Sometime, hereafter, I shall know 
What here I was, what here I did. 
0 let rne not till then be waiting 
Where sad repentance is too late. 
Here make me perfect for rny standing, 
And free from all ungodly thoughts. 

ROBERT G ARLICH. 
ST. JornPH, Mo., January, 1898. 

Mothsrs' HmnB Coltlmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

After the pain and •icknes•, the tears are all wiped away, 
After the flowers are gathered, no more of earth,8 decay, 
After the deep heart sorrow, au end of every strife, 
After the daily crosses, a glmiJus crown of life. 

[WE greatly regret that by an oversight of 
the editor the appearance of the following 
letter has been delayed, and we ask the par
don, not only of Sr. Emma, but of the 
many friends deeply interested in news from 
her.] 

PAPEETE, Nov. 3, 1897. 

simply from utter loneliness and soul crav
ings for companionship. There are not the 
opportunities to be built up and strengthened 
by communion with saints, and it is necessary 
to go to the fountain head. But should such 
a one fail to "lean harder," apirituality would 
very soon ;;ink into its most dangerous condi· 
tion-indifference. The saints here do not 
seem to have entered into the th{ngs of the 
Spirit to speak by the Spirit. As a rule 
their exhortations are studies and sermons 
copied. But they are gaining, and we hope 
ere long to see them enjoy the leadings of 
the Spirit. True, there is not so much here 
w engross and divert the mind, but much 
more to induce a stupor. I, in my silent con
dition, find that it requires a constant labor 
to maintain mental activity, being hedged in 
on all sides, not being able to talk or under· 
stand in this language only a very little, and 
that imperfectly, neither with any degree of 
the Spirit in rny own, having to speak only 
a few words at a time, then wait for it to be 
translated. How I would like to hear a ser· 
mon or a testimony in English! Joseph and 
I have our cosy chats at eventide while the 
twilight deepens, or the moon peeps down 
between the branches of the majestic cocoa
nut trees. But with our meager communica
tion with the outside world, we often are at a 
loss for somet,hing new and interesting to 
talk about. 

Dear Readers:-Ooe year ago this morning 
"we two" stood upon the deck of the City of 
Papeete as she gradually receded from the 
wharf and floated down the harbor, leaving a 
group of friends on the shore signal in! t·J us 
their kindly feelings. The presence, at that 
parting hour, of some of the many dear saints 
we were leaving cheered and comforted us Dear sisters, I hereby express rny gratitude 
greatly as we were being wafted from our for the many kind letters received, and assure 
native land; with feelings divided between you all it is quite a self-denial to forego the 
the natural clinging to all that was left be- pleasure of answering each one personally; 
hind, and of looking forward to the new field but must forbear, at least for the present, 
where our work was soon to commence. from two reasons. On account of heavy 
There seems, this morning, to be a strange drafts on the church treasury, and also upon 
coincidence of feeling to that of one year the saints this year, the treasury has but 
ago. Yesterday the mail packet arrived, little in it, and is not likely to be re
bringing us more letters than any mail since plenished very rapidly because of other taxes 
we came here. And such good, cheery let- upon the saints in all the islands. There 
ters, too, bringing the writers very near. would be a great plenty if they were skilled 
And now this morning as the letters are in a in managing their financial affairs, but as yet 
cluster on one end of the table, they remind they are children in that lino. And again, 
me of the group who stood on the shore; the authorities at the post office have refused 
though a little bit in the distance, the Jigi:lt, to take Chili money for stamps, and there is 
love, and good spirit they imparted remains very little French money to buy. Since the 
with us to warm and cheer our hearts. And, price of silver has been reduced our dollars 
to make the coincidence more complete, Bro. out here are not worth as much as they were, 
Luff's letter was detained in the post office so it takes more of them to buy both French 
yesterday and came to us this morning, like money and food, but they do not come in any 
as did his benediction one year ago after all faster. I do not want any of our friends to 
had said their parting words and passed feel at all uneasy about us. I have no fears 
along the gangway to the shore. That feel- of suffering want for any of the necessaries of 
ing of sweet, brilliant peace,-the only words life. 
in which I can express i t,-is not with me in We are sorry to learn that the mail steamer 
the same degree now as t.hen. I have too is not to be continued. Those designated for 
often grieved it. Yet in looking forward to this line proved to be too small for the neces
the corning year or yeara, as it may be, it is sary transportat.ion of freight and passengers, 
with less fears in some respects, less hopes in and their consumption of coal was too ex
others. But with all, I feel better prepared pensive without having those other advan
to do my part than in the past. For, while tages of income. Yet I feel confident that 
we have had much to rejoice in and be the enterprise will materialize in the near 
thankful for, we have also had some dark future. There is now a steamer running 
hours and some experience which will, as all semimonthly between the Paumotus and Pa
lessons obtained in this life, work the peacea- peete, which is a great convenience for mail 
ble fruits of righteousness if we are rightly tPansportation, but fear it will not be a bene
exercised thereby. fit to the missionaries, their price for passage 

It should not be thought that it is any being five dollars per day, French money, 
easier to be a good saint here than in being nearly twenty in Chili money. Mis-

• ~mericQ,. One is brought nei:lirer to God I sionariee could s<mrcely afford so iµuch. 
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And, since there is a passenger boat un the 1 school work, and the church publications. 
line, the traders may not be so accommodat- Also for the poor, the sick, and affiicted. 
ing as heretofore. I have no fears for our- Memory Verses.-Alma 19: 77-105; Mosiah 
selves personally, because we are not seasick, 2, large edition. 
have no little ones to disturb anybody, are Thursday, Mar. 2.f.-Zion, our country, its 
used to the rules of a ship, and can quietly welfare~and;:prosperity, and its speedy puri
take care of ourselves without being in any- fication by the reception of truth.· That the 
body's way, which makes a very great diiier- scatter:ed remnants may be gathered in, and 
ence. the kingdom of Christ be established. 

The rainy season has now set in in good Memory Verses.-D. C. 64: 7, 8. 
earnest, and we are having· very. high winds. Thursday, Mar. 31.-The gathering of Is-
By taking the needful precautions we both rael to their own land, and the restoration to 
keep tolerably well, and the work of the them of the p;ire gospel in its fullness, and its 
press goes regularly on. Many good words acceptance by them to their everlasting 
in regard to 'Te Orometua from almost all peace. 
parties, Catholics included. The leading Memory Verse.-Isaiah 11: 12. 
French people here in town speak quite 
highly of it. It is our daily prayer that 
it may be with God's blessing instrumental 
in doing much good. We are looking for a 
visit from Bro. and Sr. Case next month, 
while they make preparations for returning 
home. We shall feel lonely when they are 
gone. 

The merry Christmas season will be near 
by the time this reaches you, so I will join in 
the gladsome greeting of "A merry Christ
mas to you all! A prosperous and happy 
new year!" 

In answer to the sister of Stockton who 
asked if greenbacks were good out b.ere I can 
answer, Yes. We can hand them to the 
American captains, who will give the face 
value in Chili money. 

SISTER EMMA. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

A SISTER is in preRsing •need of a sum of 
money ($120) and asks the sisters of the 
Prayer Unions to join witl:: her in prayer 
that our Father will in his own way supply 
the need. The money must be raised very 
soon and she knows not which way to turn to 
get it, and has yielded to the impression to 
come to you asking your faith and prayers in 
her behalf, that God's name may be honored. 
Her faith in God through prayer is strong, 
and she believes if it is his will she will have 
the money that she feels she will have to 
have. (Phil. 4: 7, I. T.) 

PRAYER UNION SUBJECTS. 
MEMORY VERSES FOR MARCH. 

Thursday, Mar. 3.-The church, its n:inis
ters and membership. That righteousness, 
love, and zeal in the work and spread of the 
gospel may increase and to this end the saints 
with one heart and mind bring their tithes 
and offerings into the Lord's storehouse. 
That God wi.11 continue to reveal his mind to 
his servants in the direction of the affairs of 
the church. 

Memory Verses.-D. C. 42:8-10; 106:1; 
Alma 3. 

Thursday, Mar. 10.-0ur families. Prayer 
for the members of our families by name, and 
for the families of each other and those of the 
ministry. For the youth of the church in 
general. 

Memory Verses.-D. C. 90: 6-9; Eph. 6. 
Thursday, Mar. 17.-Missions and Sunday 

8lfndau 8Bhool DBpar1mBn1. 
ELDER.T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
,Send communications for this department to the Editor 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

THE Sunday school library has hitherto been 
regarded by many as little more than a "fix
ture." Books bought by the dozen or hun
dred, "at greatly reduced prices,'' and placed 
in a case to be handed out indiscriminately 
constituted the Sunday school library. Now 
the world in general, the churches, and the 
Sunday echools are awakening to the fact 
that in the library there is a power. Lives 
have been wrecked and lives have been re
deemed by the reading of a single book. The 
workers of the General Sunday School Asso
ciation realizing the necessity of a proper 
selection of books and a proper management 
of the same, sought to put the library work 
in a progressive condition. The office of 
"Librarian'' was created by the General As
sociation in convention, April, 1897. The 
duty of the librarian is to work to the ad
vancement of library movement, by gaining 
and disseminating knowledge, encouraging 
the workers, improving the libraries, etc. 
Miss Mamie A. Allen, of Lamoni, Iowa, is 
the General Librarian. Correspond with 
her if interested in books for the Sunday 
school. 

THE SUNDAY SCHOOL LIBRARY. 
IN a library of any kind we expect to find a 
collection of books, and if a well arranged 
library to find them classified so that anyone 
wishing a book may by application to the 
librarian readily fiud what he may wish to 
read. 

In a Sunday school library we expect to 
find the nature of the books such that the 
Sunday sch0ol scholar will find only good 
food for thought, and certainly that is what 
we ought to have in our libraries; but I often 
think that we.fail to comprehend just what 
is the best food, in the nature of books, to 
place within the reach of our children, that 
their minds may be directed aright in their 
reading. 

We often, and rightly too, judge the char
acter of a child by his taste for literature; 
and if, then, in the molding of his charac
ter we have failed in this particular, when 
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we have had opportunity, so far we have 
"left undone what ought to have been done." 

Our Sunday school libraries ought to con
sist of books that will teach of the things of 
God, develop a love for Nature, and a love for 
the study of the workings of Nature, without 
teaching doctrine, unless they are books 
written by our own members, who from an 
understanding of the doctrir.e by the en
lightenment of the spirit of truth can weave 
into a story the truths we are anxious should 
be taught the children. 

Too often Sunday school libraries consist. 
only of books that tell of bad little boys and 
girls, who suddenly turned out good by being 
converted. 

The little minds are so susceptible of im
pressions that they can easily be misled, and 
if we could plant firmly at first the doctrines 
of truth, as the mind develops and matures, 
the comparisons of our own faith with others 
could be made, and the one brought out 
clearer and brighter by being placed oppo
site the others. 

Some one might say that the Sunday 
school library furnishes a very small part of 
the reading matter of the child. That may 
be true; but a very little sometimes seasons 
the whole lump, and I believe there is the 
possibility of the Sunday school library form
ing an important factor in the reading of the 
child, if it is carefully and wisely selected, and 
the teachers and officers of the school, and 
also the parents of the children will become 
interested in the books, and encourage the 
little ones to read. 

There ought to be a great variety of books 
in the library. The mind is not always in a 
condition to read deep, solid matter; but 
there are times when the mind needs to rest, 
and it can do so often, better by reading 
something instructive in the lighter vein of 
literature, that does not require a strained 
mental effort, than by being left alone with 
its own thoughts. 

History stories are always good, stories of 
child-life are particularly interesting to the 
little ones, and nature stories I have already 
mentioned. Lives of great men are good; 
but I have al ways found that these are the 
books that remain longest in the library un
read, so if we who know that good may come 
from such books would talk with the boys 
and girls about them, we might help to de
velop a taste for them. The higher grade of 
fiction, works by noted authors, are often 
very instructive. 

Here, too, comes in the :'work of the 
librarian. While we often think that the 
only duty of such officer is to catalogue the 
books, and see that all books taken from the 
library are returned at the right time, I 
believe that a much greater responsibility 
ought to rest upon the person chosen for this 
place. 

It would be well, were it possible, that the 
librarian should have read all the books that 
he handles, or at least that he know the gen
eral character of the books he hands to 
others. If such a person could be found, 
when applicants for books come to him, he 
would be able to assist by directing the chan
nel of their reading, whero there would be a 
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steady development of the faculties of the 
mind. 

This idea of the duties of the librarian 
may, perhaps, be ideal, but we advance by 
aiming at our ideals, if they are good. While 
it is not possible for the librarian to read all 
the books, he can be wonderfully assisted in 
becoming acquainted with the nature of a 
great variety of books. 
. We are all readers, to a greater or less ex

tent. We are all interested in the youth of 
our church. I believe then whenever we 
read anything that is instructive and elevat
ing, we might make it known, by writing, 
perhaps a brief statement as to the nature of 
the book, or at least by sending the title of 
the book with the name of the author, to the 
one chosen by the associatfon to look after 
this department of Sunday school work. 

I do not think this ought to be the work of 
one person, but that we all ought to work to
gether, that good may be accomplished. 
Ever praying for the guidance of God's Holy 
Spirit, Yours in bonds, 

MAMIE A. ALLEN. 
LAMONI, Iowa, Oct. 31, 1897. 

lieUer Departmem. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

the writer in the afternoon. The church was 
packed; every seat, the aisles, and platform 
were crowded. A nice choir gave us good 
music, Sr. Taylor presiding at the organ. 
Bro. Longhurst ar,sisted in each meeting dur
ing the day. I preached again in the evening 
and each night this week. yvm remain over 
Sunday, 13th. 

The Vanessa branch is to be congratulated 
over their success. This branch has never 
had a hard word in all these years, and is one 
of the leading branches in the tithing list of 
the district. The writer looks over to the 
tall pine trees in the distance, 'neath them he 
wandered oft to pray that God would raise up 
a people here who could build a church 
where the truth would be presented. The 
time has come; those prayers are answered; 
so he takes courage and continues the jour
ney on the sunny path of duty. 

R. C. E. 
February, 1898. 

SUMNER, Okla., Feb. 15. 
Editors Herald:-I am again in the field; 

arrived here Oil the 9th. The weather was 
unfavorable for our conference, being quite 
wet; but in spite of muddy roads the breth
ren continued to drop in, till we had a fairly 
good representation. On the 11th, as per 

CHURCH DEDICATION. appointment, we proceeded to organize a dis
trict, to be known as Oklahoma district. 

Editors Herald:-Eleven years have glided Bro. D. s. Crawley was chosen to preside, 
by since the writer, guided by the hand of a d B s J ll' kl · B R M an ro. . . · rn e to assist, ro. . . 
member of the Baptist Church, came to this Maloney secretary. W@ had an excellent 

conference, going up through Illinois, by 
Kelley's home, to visit his parents; but I 
have not been lonesome since their leaving, 
however. Home thoughts will force them
Relves on our mind, and we are longing to see 
the dear wife and children; but our time be
longs to God and his church first, all thing's 
else are secondary. I was sent for yesterday 
to come here in has'•e, coming just in time to 
hold the deathly hand of one of our brethren 
while his spirit passed away to the paradise 
of God; transferred from the busy, loving,. 
harmonious band of workers to this silent, 
chamber of death is lonely indeed. I preach 
funeral this afternoon at the Foundry Hill 
church, ten miles away. Will then go to 
High Hill branch, in Kentucky, to settle 
difficulties there among brethren. Then on 
to Sedalia, Kentucky, to preach a week, and 
to adjust and set in order the Farmington 
branch. Brn. Kelley and Henson should 
have assisted some there, but I learn went 
through without calling. 

Our conference passed off very nicely; Bro. 
T. C. Kelley approving heartily my methods 
and work, and preached us a good sermon. 
The Eagle Creek church will be ready to 
dedicate in latter part of summer or early 
fall, and I certainly hope President Smith 
and Bishop Kelley will come. I want one 
"blow out" in Tennessee, and that will assure 
it. Your brother, 

T. W. CHATBURN. 

WEST MECCA, 0., Feb. 14. 
Editors Herald:-I opened meetings in this' 

place, and some are quite interested. The 
roads are so bad people can scarcely get out, 
and we have rain most every day. If the 
roads would permit, the house would not. 
hold the crowd that would come. I believe 
there will be a good work done in Trumbull 
County. I could do more if I had a little 
financial means to help myself. But I cannot 
get money scarcely to pay my way and get 
what I actually need. I hope the day will 
come when God's servants will be better pro
vided for, so they will not have to go with 
wet feet, cold backs, and no money in the 
house to buy food for the little ones, and it 
shall be my prayer. Amen. 

F. C. SMITH. 

little village (Vanessa, Norfolk County, On- conference; peace and good fellowship pre
tario). The Baptist above referred to had vailed throughout the entire session. The 
heard me tell the •story of the angel's mes- preaching was by Brn. Crawley, Macrae, 
sage and felt satisfied that her people (who Maloney, and others, and was fully up to date, 
were all Bible rnholars) would obey. Ac- allowing your humble servant to judge. 
cordingly we left St. Thomas and arrived Oklahoma is coming to. the front in the way 
here. The first house we entered was Mr. of finance, the brethren paying tithing cheer
R. C. Longhurst's splendid home. Mrs. Jan- fully, and some joyfully. We feel that a 
row (our Baptist friend) and Mrs. Longhurst bright future awaits the saints of Oklahoma. 
were sisters. The writer, amid many clouds Brn. Crawley, Maloney, and Duncan left us 
and a little sunshine began to preach, calling this morning, after a very interesting and 
down the ill-will of the pious. In time eight spiritual season of prayer, in which Bro. H. 
were baptized. The first two led into the c. Hughes was called to the office of elder, 
fold were R. C. Longhurst and his wife. A and Bro. Bly to the office of priest, and both 
discussion followed; the work rolled on, a were ordained. Brn. Crawley and Maloney 
branch was organized, a small house fitted go to Norman to arrange for a debate with 
up as a church. Other elders followed the some one of the Christian or Campbellit'3 
writer, doing good work. Our Baptist friend faith. Bro. Duncan and the writer will go 
who brought me here was baptized, as also her Saturday next; the debate is senor the 21st. 
hubband and children. Her husband, Bro. The saints think Bro. c. R. Duncan the right BEVIER, Mo., Feb. 15. 
Janrow, was ordained, and I think is now man in the right place; he has the confidence Editors Herald:-I spoke twice in the opera 
president of Detroit, Michigan, branch. of all; is a genial, competent, and kindly house at Pollock, and four times at Higbee. 

Vanessa branch grew till a new church was man, who has won his way to the hearts of Last Sunday attended district conference at 
called for. R. C. Longhurst who by the way the saints. I design to make my way to Bevier. It was a grand success. Although 
has grown in favor with God, has been or- Coalgate after the debate, to spend some the saints had added twenty feot to their 
dained: 1, a priE st; 2, an elder; 3, a high time with the saints there, and try to build house, yet i't was crowded. The saints say they 
priest, and is now president of this branch them up and encourage. Mail addressed to never h&.d such large congregations. Some 
and district, gave the land on which to build, me at Standley, Indian Territory, will be are thinking of obeying, so I hear. We hold 
and the branch has now a nice brick church forwarded to me, or found when I get there. forth each night this week, and Bro. Turpen 
26x36 feet, stone foundation. There was Yours in hope, will stay over Sunday with Bro. J. A. Tanner. 
·something over one hundred dollars of a debt, GEORGE MONTAGUE. Bro. Summerfield and myseif go to Lentner 
but the saints have arranged that by personal on Friday, to hold forth over Sunday in the 
notes, and Sunday, February 6, the land and Christian church, a. new place, by request of 
church were presented to the Lord free of PURYEAR, Tenn., Feb. 18. Bro .. J. L. Williams. 
debt. Editors Herald:-Fur ten days, since the Our noble cause is looking up in this dis-

The writer, by request of the branch, conference, I have been working ten men. on I trict. Bro. Palfrey is looking after the work 
opened the new church on Sunday. We had the Eagle Creek church; have the frame all in Macon. He is after two Brighamite elders. 
prayer and sacrament at ten a. m., and the up and the roof on, 24x36. Brn. Kelley and They asked him not to publish them any 
dedicatory sermon and prayer were offered by . Henson started home immediately after the more in the Macon paper. He said to them, 
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I'll chase you all over this city, for you are 
trying to lead my neighbors astray, and palm 
yourselves off as being Latter Day Saints, 
when you are not. 

Sister Louise Palfrey, of Macon, Superin
tendent of Northeast Missouri district Sunday 
school association, acts well her part in look
ing after and building up the Sunday school 
cause. She's a noble young- lady; her sisters 
are not far behind her. Parents have lots to 
do in training children. 

I am yours truly, 
J. c. Foss. 

EAST HALL 's HARBOR, 
N. S., Feb. 5. 

Editors Herald:-A mountainous sparsely 
settled country, with deep snow and storms 
frequent. with temperature ranging from 25 
below zero to 20 above, with General John 
Eaton's effort in the Christian Herald be
lieved, are not very congenial environments 
for the promulgation of the latter-day work; 
especially for breaking new ground. Never
theless our audiences are increasing, in spite 
of an attempt to clcse up the. Adventist 
church which was ·promised me. The ma
jority ruled in my favor, and I am to continue 
a few more nights; after which a lumbering 
camp is at my disposal for a time, which I 
shall occupy. I have already held one inter
esting meeting in it. The country around is 
quite aroused, and our faith the general talk. 
I have recently come from Scott's Bay, where 
I occupied the Advent church for about a 
week. It seems to be my lot this year to be 
among this people. Well, take them all 
round, they are more free than any other 
people I meet to open their houses and enter
tain the preacher. 

An effort of about two weeks in Pereaux, 
in which I held meetings at three different 
,points, evidences quite a change from the 
.time that Elder Burton first opened up the 
·Work there. Although it has been predicted 
that the work has been forever killed there, 

.Yet there are quite a number to hear with re· 

.spect and kindly feeling; not an uncivil word 
,from any of them. Of course the old ones 
'who have opposed it so long are as hard as 
·ever, but the younger ones, and those who 
have moved, ma&:e quite an audience to speak 
to. 

Monday, 7th.-The fight is on in this 
neighborhood. A sermon on the resurrection 
of the wicked, and matters concerning the 
future, brought some sharp criticisms from 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

13th.-My effort among the Adventists was 
temporarily closed up, somEi of the folks ob
jecting to a further use of the house. A 
majority would have stood by me in a con
test for the house, but I did not want to make 
a break among them, so I gracefully yielded 
for the present; but they promise to have it 
opened to me in June, when their elder will 
have a lecturer on the Book of Mormon for me 
to reply to. Then they say I must meet him 
in debate, when the two churches will be dis-· 
cussed, to which I assented with pleasure. 
Do you suppose we will really have a good 
square debate upon the respective claims of 
two faiths? They say so. I hope so. I left 
them with the kindest of feeling all round. 
We have a lecture service in our house this 
evening. Next week I go to Rants County. 

May continual blessings attend the faith-
ful. H.J. DAVISON. 

CENTRAL CITY, Neb., Feb. 18. 
Editors Rerald:-I very readily indorse the 

resolution adopted by the Manchester dis
trict priesthood association, which appears 
in Rerald, February 16, in reference to the 
unanticipated death of Bro. H.Hoole,president 
of Sheffield branch, and offer to the bereaved 
wife, son, and aged mother of the deceased, 
and the saints of the branch, my individual 
heartfelt condolence and sympathy. And 
without the least exaggeration it may be 
said, if integrity, a due love for family, and 
consistent and Godly walk as an official in 
Christ's church constitute might or great
ness, a mighty man has fallen in Israel; and 
nothing but gospel comfort, assurance, •etc., 
could make so great a loss tolerable to the 
survivors. 

While evincing a becoming resignation to 
the dispensation of God's providences which 
he permits to visit us, the church can illy 
afford to lose such men as Bro. H. Hoole, 
who was a living epistle known and read of all 
men, as an exemplary member. Peace to his 
ashes. May our departure be as his. 

This small eontribution adds nothing to his 
name or character; but knowing his worth, I 
take pleasure in offering it. He leaves a 
dazzling record though not a word of indorse
ment were heard. And were I near the spot 
of his resting place, with a clear conscience, 
and steady hand, I could write on his tomb
stone, "Bro. Henry Hoole did his duty." 

In bonds, 
JAMES CAFF ALL. 
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when performed in harmony with the law, it 
brings a peace of mind. At present writing 
I am domiciled at the home of Bro. Pearson, 
four miles from the above city. I came here 
one week ago and have been holding forth in 
a union Baptist church. The weather and 
roads have been somewhat against us, bu tour 
audience has increased from four to about 
fifty. I expect to remain here until the 19th, 
thence to Bay City to resume my work there. 
Following the instruction of the president of 
mission, I have spent the major part of the 
fall and winter thus far in Bay City, looking 
after the interests of the work there. I have 
held several meetings in S;1ginaw, and pros
pects bid fair for a, good work being done 
there if properly looked after. 

There are four Utah elders in Saginaw and 
four in Bay City, distributing tracts and 
preaching occasionally. Those in Bay City 
came to my meetings quite regular for a 
time, and occasionally one from Saginaw. I 
was in hopes of getting then in discussion as 
they seemed very brave at first, but they de
clined all fair propositions. I think Bro. E. 
C. Briggs gave them a fright in the two lec
tures he delivered for their especial good, on 
the works of Mr. Young and his coadjutors. 
However, they still came to our meeting; we 
had more or less talk. with them each time 
they came; they finally said they would oc
cupy alternate nights with me; and with the 
consent of our people I agreed to meet them 
that way, as they would not enter in joint de
bate. But pending the time we were to 
start, those of Bay City, aEsisted by Elder 
Miller of the Saginaw force, held a meeting 
at Bro. Petie's house; of course I was on 
hand, and at the close of their meeting, by 
permission of Bro. Petie, I cut; loose on them 
with the books in contrast to what Brigham 
taught, and lo they have not appeared at one 
of our meetings since. I saw them sometime 
after, and I inquired why they did not come 
and occupy according to agreement. They 
said they had concluded unless we would give 
them control of the church for several even
ings. they wouldn't have anything to do with 
us, and of courBe we were not built that way. 
They are not injuring us in the least, but 
rather doing us good, for people say, Now we 
know there is a difference. And so may it 
be wherever they go, is my earnest prayer. 
Ever praying for Zion's welfare, 

In gospel bonds, 
J. A. GRANT. 

several of the Advent friends. I understand IMLAY CI'l'Y, Mich., Feb. 15. LUCAS, Iowa, Feb. 21. · 
they are going for me worse as I proceed. Editors Rerald:-I appreciate the ~Herald Editors Herald:-January 31 I visited War-
All right. I am glad our faith does not fear as it comes laden with good news of the ren County and stopped a week at Hick0ry 

"fair opposition. progress of this beautiful gospel in various Grove, where I found the saints all in good 
Wednesday, lOth.-Our opponents were as parts of the world, where it is being preached. spirits, though not enjoying all the church 

good as their word. Last night we spoke As I read the letters from the brethren who privileges they would like, as they have no 
upon the kingdom, and they did f!O for me; are so nobly wielding the sword of the Spirit Sunday school. We organized one there a 
but I am perfectly satisfied with the result "and pleading Zion'8 cause" to the nations, I year ago. I: was poorly attended by out
of the contest. The young men deserve often think I must write, if it be but a few siders, but it became an eyesore to the U. B. 
credit for the energy displayed in contend- lines. Church in the neighborhood, who secured 
ing for their faith, and I admire them for it. [ I have come in contact with some compli- the services of a girl preacher, who preached 
How much better that is than closing up the cations in the last six months which have for them a few times. They then organized 
door and going around misrepresenting us I caused me much distress of mind. But I find a Sunday school in the same schoolhouse, set 
and our faith. I am happy to say that these i in my experience the only sure and safe way their hour at 2: 30 p. m., ours being at three 
people are above that, or have shown them- j is to stand by the law given to govern the p. m., e:··'Jwded our people out and then closed 
:selves that way so far. . church. Though duties may seem hard, but 1 theirs. We had good interest and attend-
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ance, and no doubt but some will be added to 
their number soon. 

I stayed two weeks at Concord, and in spite 
of snowdrifts we got a good hearing. The 
saints here are up to date, and no doubt will 
soon be rewarded for their untiring zeal by 
seeing some of their neighbors numbered 
with them. 

At Mount Moriah, eight miles south of In
dianola, I was well cared for by Alfred 
Nyswonger and bis good wife; although not 
in the church. Also Bro. Joseph Chumbley 
and wife,·' and W. H. Chumbley and wife, 
who are members of the Methodist Church; 
and thanks to their sons and daugh
ters who so kindly furnished the music. 
This is a new field and within one and a half 
miles of the M. E. church, yet our meetings 
were well attended, though bitterly opposed 
by a few cranks. I left after holding eight
een services, with many requests to return. 
This I expect to do in about two weeks. 
Some are near the kingdom. 

Yours in bonds, 
W. H. KEPHART. 

MILTON, Fla., Feb. 16. 
Editors Herald:-Our branch was organized 

February 1, by Bro. D. E. _Tucker. ·.:We are 
few in number, but by observing the law of 
the Lord I think we will grow in numbers 
and in spirituality. We have a flourishing 
Sunday school; organized by Bro. C. I. Car
penter last October. So the good work goes 
on. I have been in this church a little over 
a year, and I know that if we will all live up 
to the light which we already have that we 
will be enabled to receive more and more. I 
am making an effort to live by every word 
that proceedeth out of the mouth of God. 
When I see the saints indulging in practices 
that are contrary to tfu.e revealed word of the 
Lord I feel sad. Let us try to live up to the 
privileges that are ours to enjoy. On us and 
our conduct depends the salvation of the hu
man family. Shall we use our influence for 
their benefit or shall we go on doing things 
which are condemned by the books we.pro
fess to believe, and thus bring reproach on 
the churchi' 

Let us ever try to remember that the 
same God who said, Repent and be baptized, 
also said that tobacco and strong drink :;re 
not good, and that we must avoid even the 
appearance of evil. We must tithe our pos
sessions, and give the tenth part to the 
church, in order that she may be enabled 
to send out more elders, that the goepel may 
penetrate to every part of the world. We 
must also "recompense evil for evil t0 no 
man, but provide things honest in the sight 
of all men." I could write more, but for fear 
of crowding out some letter which is better 
than mine, I forhear. 

Your sister in the gospel, 
MARY E. BAILEY. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Shearer and Sr. Sterret; felt well in so do
ing. Let us continue praying for them, that 
they may be fully restored to health. It 
builds us up to hear from them. Secret 
prayer is a source of great .comfort to me. It 
is a trial for me to pray in public, for all I 
know God is no respecter of persons. Let us 
not forget the sister who once had her hear
ing restored through the prayers of the 
saints. Her husband thought she should 
take some medicine. She did so, and has 
lost her hearing again. .She says she will 
rely on the Lord if we will pray for her 
again. So let us all think of her. And I do 
desire the prayers of the Prayer Union for 
the same affliction. Please· remember me. 
God is ever merciful to his people, with all 
their faults, if they put their trust in him. 
We will be pleased to hear from Nellie 
Sparling; several Hopes fasted for her Feb
ruary 21. 

Your sister in Christ, 
E. RAY. 

ROSENDALE, Mo., Feb. 21. 
Editors Herald:-! can say that truth here 

as elsewhere is marching on. Fourteen 
months ago accident or Providence placed me 
where I am, and t.wo or three months later 
Bro. Peter Anderson came and was placed in 
charge. The church work in this district is 
certainly on a bett,er footing and prospects 
much brighter than a year ago. Since Gen
eral Conference sixteen have been added by 
baptism, and it seems as though a 111,rger in
crease would follow in the near future. I 
have only baptized one of the number, but 
have tried to do what I could to contribute to 
the result. We are not received with open 
arms in this part of the land, but it is evi
dent that the influences of good are at work 
among the people, so that the way is being 
prepared faster perhaps than the church iR 
in readiness to take advantage of the situa
tion. 

Bro. Anderson and myself came here and 
commenced operations last Wednesday, the 
16th. We secured the Christian church for 
that night, advertised to speak on "adding to 
or taking from the word of God." We had a 
good house, and at the close of my sermon 
Bro. Anderson asked for the church the rest 
of the week. A prominent member arose, 
signified bis willingness, and called upon 
Trustee Pettijohn who was present to express 
himself. Bro. Anderson proved to be a 
"stayer," waiting 'mid long and painful si
lence for an answer. A ripple of merriment 
passed over the audience, at, I suppose, my 
colaborer's ability to wait and Bro. Pet
tijohn's inabilit11 to say either Yes or No. 
Finally silence conquered us, and we dis
missed without hope of further meetings. 
But at this juncture a Methodist trustee came 
forward and tendered the Methodist church 
for the next night, so we halted the congre
gation and made our announcement, and af-
terward g·ot consent to use the house for two 

LAMONI, Iowa, Feb. 22. more nights. 
Editors Herald:-It is encouraging to see We have beard of numerous expressions of 

through your columns the sick are being ' disapproval relative to the Christian church 
blessed, and that they give God the glory. , epit;ode and Trustee Pettijohn's dumbness. 
We, the sisters of the Prayer Union have One member said the church had lost by it 
fasted and prayed for Brn. Dougal and 1 morn than they would rec?ver in a year. 

Bro. Anderson led out in the M. E. church, 
reviewing an expose of Joseph Smith's 
proph.ecy on the rebellion printed in a recent 
number of the Christian Standard, and ex
posed the ignorance of the one who wrote the 
article, which was circulating about town. 
The sermon gave general satisfaction, but 
one .man, at least was mad about "old Joe 
Smith." The next night the way seeming to 
be prepared for it, I spoke to a good audience 
with good liberty and· attention on the Book 
of Mormon. The mad man of night before 
got still madder; he has been sort of a his
torical and theological champion about town, 
but his wisdom must have been upset to 
some extent by the way he conducted him
self; but judging from what I have beard 
from other sources good was dune. The next 
evening, and perhaps the last in this place 
for the present, Bro. Anderson having left 
to hold meetings at Rhea, I spoke on gospel 
restoration, etc. 

The church authorities are having great 
reasoning among tbemsel ve;; as to whether 
they will accede to our request for use of the 
church during the week to come. The Board 
meets this morning to decide the matter. 
They are between two horns of a dilemma, 
fearing to displease those who wish to bear 
more, on the one band. and on the other fear
ing they may lose some members, I suppose. 
Aud thus it goes with us. Every inch of 
ground is contested, and must be fought for 
if won. 

The canvas church in some places and 
under some circumstances seems to be the 
only resource. I am stopping with a Mr. and 
Mrs. Wyatt, who have long been believers, 
who have heard but one sermon previous to 
our coming. Feel assured they will obey ere 
long. Bro. and Sr. Jordan, who have come· 
here recently from Iowa, have also stood by
us in our efforts. May the good cause roll on. 

Your brother, 
M. F. GOWELL. 

A PECULIAR DEBATE. 
Editors Herald:-"Baptism by immersiorr 

in water, for the remission of sins, is a part, 
of the gospel of Christ, and should be ob
served by his church until Christ comes; 
hence is necessary now." J. D. Er win affirms;. 
T. S. Finches denies. 

The above debate began February 10, at 
Morg&n town, Lamasco, Texas. J. D. Erwin. 
introduced seventeen witnesses to baptiam in 
water for remission of sins: John the Bap
tist; Jesus Christ; the Holy Ghost; God the 
Father (Mark 1); Peter, and the rest of the 
Twelve (Acts Z: 38); Ananias (Acts 22: 16). 
These were all placed on the blackboard be
fore their eyes. He next proved, by the last 
commission in Matthew 28, Mark 16, that 
baptism was enjoined upon all nations, and 
all the world. 

T. S. Finches replied to this as follows: 
All nations only referred to all nations of 
Israel; apostles went into the world and 
preached the gospel to every creature (Col. 1: 
23; Rom. 10: 18). The commission was ful
filled, hence ceased. When a command is 
carried out and finished, it is no longer neces
sary. Baptism in water was the washings. 
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under the law of Moses, and was abolished 
betwe@n A. D. 64-70 (Col. 2; Heb. 9: 10). The 
Greek baptizo means conditions uncertain in 
what it does mean. Acts 15: 23, 24; Ephe
sians 2: 14; Acts 21: 21 was read and reread 
by T. S. Finches to prove that baptism was 
abolished with the law of Moses. Paul was 
the great minister to the Gentiles. Christ. 
sent him not to baptize, but to preach the 
gospel (l,Cor.1: 17). 

J. D. Erwin examined all these•'scriptures 
and Ehowed not one scintilla was said about 
baptism for the remission of sins ceasing 
with the law of Moses. :He admitted baptism 
was taught in Moses' day. Read 1 Corinthians 
10: J-4. Also Christ was that rock they 
drank of; therefore if baptism ceased because 
the law of Moses ceased, Christ ceased, and 
we are without Christ, •the gospel, or any
thing. Bro. Erwin took up Hebrews 9: 10; 
Colo<sians 2, linked them back with Leviticus 
15: 17, 18; 16: 24; Numbers 19, showed just 
what divers w<tshings (baptisms), meats, 
drink ordinances referred to and not bap
tism in water for the remission of sins. Bro. 
Erwin next examined the two commissions 
found in Matthew 10, and Matthew 28, and 
Mark 16: 15, and showed the vast difference 
between them. He show,ed the last commis
sion did extend outside of Israel and went to 
the Gentiles (Acts 10; 1 Cor. 12: 1-4). Bro. 
Erwin next introduced proof from the Bible 
to prove baptism by immersion in water was 
for the remissions of sins; he also proved by 
a number of lexicons and lexicographers that 
baptizo means to immerse in water. Sever1J,l 
church historians confirm the overwhelming 
evidence. He finally turned Bro. T. S. 
Finches' own witness against him, Paul the 
great apostle to the Gentiles (1 Cor. 3: 6), and 
forever settled the argument of his opponent 
with (Gal. 1: 8), though W'e or an angel from 
heaven preach any other gospel than that we 
have preached unto you, let him be accursed, 
This was written A. D. 58, and Bro. T. S. 
Finches brought the curse of God and all 
heaven upon Paul by claiming a different 
gospel was taught A. D, 64-70; if true; but 
could not be true. Then Bro. Erwin put Paul 
down as his eighteenth witness to baptism in 
water for the remission of sins. 

"The eating of unleaven bread and wine, 
commonly called the Lord's suppt?r, was a 
feature of the law of Moses, and was abol
ished by the law of Christ with every other 
feature of Moses' law." T. S. Finches affirms, 
J. D. Erwin denies. 

Suffice to say that Bro. T. S. Finches failed 
to produce one verse from the Bible to prove 
the Lord's supper was abolished-not one. 
Brn. Erwin read plain proof to sustain its 
continuation until Christ comes 3.gain (Luke 
22:14-20; l Cor. 11:23-30; John 6:53, 56.) 
This last proof was rubbed in hard, showing 
Bro. T. S. Finches to be without Christ. 
This brought the frowns and groans from the 
brethren of this peculiar belief. 

The debate did much good; being in a 
stronghold of this peculiar philosophy. One 
Baptist preacher said Amen for Bro. Erwin. 
-One old rich pbnter, Dr. Griffith, came to 
Bro. Erwin after the debate and said, "I am 
,glad you came and saved our country from 
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infidelity." Another debate is fixed for July 
on church propositions. T. S. Finches is a 
slick debater and a powerful talker. 

NATHAN C. WINN. 

NORMAN, Okla., Feb. 22. 
Editors Berald:-The work at this place is 

at present on trial, in the case of a debate be
tween Elder D. S. Crawley and Elder M. L. 
Wilson, of the Christian Church. Discussion 
commenced last night; Bro. Crawley affirm
ing our church to be in harmony witb New 
'festament cburch in origin, organization, 
doctrine, and practice. The question of origin 
was discussed. Elder Wilson made an ear
nest effort to show that our church originated 
upon the foundation of the Book of Mormon, 
and Joseph Smith as its head. This same 
elder denied there being· an apostasy after 
the days of the apostles, upon the grounds 
that if so, Christ being the head of the 
church and the church the "body of Christ," 
then if there was an apostasy the "body" 
ceased to exist, which would leave Christ, 
the "head," without a body. He had no 
doubt overlooked or forgotten that Paul 
wrote that Christ is the head of the church 
as man is the head of the wife. He ,also rea
soned that if the church apostatized, and the 
woman or church was no more, then Christ 
was a widower. He also asked the question 
that if this Reorganized Church was the 
church or bride, would Christ have two wives 
when he comes the second time? 

This also was an evidence of bad memory 
or something else, for the Scriptures say 
nothing about the marriage being performed 
when Jesus was in the flesh; but quite to the 
contrary. John the Revelator was viewing 
things which must be hereafter, after the time 
when he was on Patmos in the year 96: and 
his vision extended down to future time, to the 
day of judgmcmt (Rev. 19: 2), also to the sec
ond coming of Christ, at which time John says 
the marriage of the Latnb is came. There
fore Elder Wilson's position is wrong, for 
Jesus Christ was not married, even to the 
church, while he was in the flesh, but had 
only "chosen" the cnurch as his bride, and 
went to prepare a place for her. 

We are hopeful of good re~ults, and feel 
confident that this latter-day work will stand 
all the criticism that is offered. 

I have of late been reading the book by D. 
H. Bays; and while I am willing to believe 
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first visit in this part of the mission since 
last August, then our stay was short. Some 
have been waiting my return, desiring to be 
baptized, which I will see to before leaving 
for Gen@ral Conference. Will report results 
later. My mission address is Kingfisher, 
0 klahoma. Yours hopefully, 

R. M. MALONEY. 

TABOR, Iowa, Feb. 23. 
Editoi·s Herald:-The war clouds of the 

Williams-Blalock debate have hardly cleared 
away when lo, the boom of cannon is again 
heard upon the same battle ground, and the 
shouts of victory from the enemy are heard 
all over the field. And why is all this? 
Smarting over the recent defeat they have 
returned with their Goliath, Clark Braden, 
to renew the battle, but there is no David 
here to meet him; hence we have a kind of a 
sham fight with only one side, and of course 
it is very easy to show their bravery and to 
shout "cowards," etc. 

Though Bro. E. L. Kelley had reserved 
the right to set the time for the second de
bate here, Elder J. D. McClure, re'presenting 
the Christians, sets the time for February 21, 
announcing in a circular that if Elder Kelley 
could not muster up sufficient courage to 
meet them, Mr. Braden would give a series 
of lectures Exposing "Mormonism." It is 
evident that it was intended to set a time 
when they knew Elder Kelley could not be 
here, in order to deceive the people, making 
them believe that Elder Kelley had broken 
his "pledged word" in agreeing to meet 
them. 

The lectures are proceeding though the 
audience so far has been small, but will 
increase as he proceeds. Circulars have been 
distributed setting forth Bro. K50lley's·posi
tion, and we believe the people outside have 
confidence that he will fulfill all agreements. 
Public sentiment, generally, seems to be 
against Braden and his methods. Many 
friends have been made to the cause in the 
work of the last month and, as Bro. Williams 
says, "It means future growth for us." The 
Lord is in the work here, and we have no 
fears. CHARLES FRY. 

Original llr1icles. 
he is honest in his effort, it is nevertheless THE LAST DAYS. 

hard to determine when he is or was the THE dispensation indicated in the cap
most honest in his belief. Think of a man tion of this article includes "the full
who has spent twenty-seven years of his life ness of the Gentiles," and' 'the fullness 
preaching that baptism is tor the remission of 
sins, then change because of honest convic- of times;" as also it is the morning 
tion, and preach baptism (for another star to "the times of restitution." 
church) "because of remission of sins." The phrase, "In that day," used so 
Then his honesty breaks out anew, and once frequently by Isaiah and other ancient 
more he preaches (for a different churcb) . 
tbat baptism is for the remission of sins. prophets, refers to the evening tw1-

I am encouraged in the work, and have al- light of a dying world, unless what 
ways enjoyed investigation, and proper con- precedes and succeeds it draws the 
troversy. The truth has always gained the meaning out of its ordinary channel, 
victory in fair investigation. Men who rep- a d directs the sense otherwise. 
resent the truth will al8o win if they are T:. . . h f t 
humble and devoted to God. This I am con- lS au~~lCl?US epo.c 0 mos WO~· 
scious of, and hope to so live. This is my j derful v1ciss1tudes, JS of a two fo,d 
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character, in that it is both a sifting earth wherein dwelleth righteous- closed rank and file, so to speak; for 
and a hastening time. The chaff is ness." This belief will be a shelter indeed 
flying; but the wheat is being gar- from storm, a shield against every three unclean spirits like frogs ... are the 
nered in all the same. The dross, bl spirits of devils, working miracles, which 

foe, a staff and stay for the fee e, goeth forth unto the kings of the earth, and 
like salt that hath lost its saving and an inspiration to "lift up your of the whole world, to gather them to the 
qualities, is going; but the precious heads and rejoice." The mustard battle of the great day of God Almighty.-
metal abideth steadfast. The dark d f h . . t' 11 th Rev. 16: 13, 14. 

see o t e orient is poten ia Y e Once agai·n·.-rolling clouds, the terrific thunder, h fi ld Th 
wide-spreading tree of t e e · e Woe to the inhabiters of the earth, and of 

and the advancing storm sweep on. germs of vitality fill our larders, cel-
The elements in connection will either the sea! for the devil is come down unto you, 

lars, and, granaries. The leaven is having great wrath, because he knoweth 
purify and save, or hurl down and de- the handmaid that brings the "staff of that he hath but a short time.-Rev. 12: 12. 

stroy all as we may elect. This glori- life." But behold the gospel reaches Saint Paul, the illustrious advocate, 
ous season is all replete with blooming all zones and gives the "bread of maintainer, and defender of "the 
aromatic flowers and blossoming or- heaven.,, It was, is, and will ever be truth," has chronicled "for our profit 
chards. It is a fleet-footed evangel, the infinite fulcrum to raise and re- and learning:" "Tbis know also, that 
and forerunner, presaging and har- deem fallen humanity. Its electric in the last days perilous times shall 
bingering forth "the redemption and effulgence was to penetrate, warm, come." He enumerates a long cata
glory of Zion." and vitalize the wayfaring pilgrim's logue of evils with selfishness, ego-

The Lord eternal is pledged to benighted heart; for, indeed, "in the tism, pride, and the likes, within the 
build up Zion ere he appears in his evening there shall be light." caravan of death and ruin. We can-
glory, accompanied by the sacrifice It is to be inculcated and dissemi- not, in justice, make "the Evil One" a 
and gathering of his people, as saith scapegoat for all our shortcomings, nated quite far and wide ere the see-
the psalmist David. The leaven of however well we may like this bank-

ond advent. 
his "strange act" is working, and his rupt scheme: For evil men and se-
"marvelous work and a wonder" is Behold, 1 will send my messenger, and he ducers shall wax worse and worse, 

shall prepare the way before me: and the 
rolling on. The sound of battle for Lord, whom ye seek, shall suddenly come to deceiving, and being deceived." The 
truth and right may be heard in the his temple, even the messenger of the cove- fatherly care and divine caution to all 

. "mulberry trees" of the civilized nant, whom ye delight in; behold, he shall is, "Be not deceived." "Prove all 
world. The groaning armories and come, saith the Lord of hosts. But who may things, hold fast that which is good." 
glistening shields of rival nations in- abide the day of his coming? and who shall "Take heed that no man deceive you." 

stand when he anpeareth? for he is like a re-
dicate a universal upheaval of con- finer's fire, and like fuller's soap; and he "To the law, and to the testimony." 
tending powers. As the corroding shall sit as a refiner and purifier of silver: "Thy word is a lamp to my feet, and 
hand of time is at work in the vast and he shall purify.-Mal. 3: 1-3. a light to my pathway." "And whoso 
laboratory of nature, and governments The student is referred to the last treasureth up my words shall not be 
great and small are alarmed with sec- chapters of Malachi for a fuller ac- deceived." "This is my beloved Son, 
tional rivalry and strife; yea, with count of startling events that cluster in whom I am well pleased, hear ye 
anarchistic demagoguery within, and and cling about the glorious appear- him." "The Father, which sent me, 
the iron hoof of the advancing foe ing. •·The great and dreadful day of he gave me a commandment what I 
without, the child of faith beholds the Lord" will be a high day of eman- should say," which '_'is life everlast
the revolution of all things with con- cipation and glorification for his peo- ing." "Come unto me all ye that 
fidence and trust. The rumbling ple; and, on the other hand, a crisis labor." "Believi;, in God, believe also 
earthquake, and the awful volcano; of shame,, defeat, and vengeance to in me." Repentance and remission of 
the tumultuous sea, and the appalling the poor sinner. Divine light is a sins should be preached. "Be born 
waves; the fearful hurricane, and the vehicle that has ,grave responsibili- of water, and the Spirit," etc. If "ye 
withering scourges; the decay of ties attached to the fiery wheels have obeyed from the heart that form 
crowns, and the fall of empires; the thereof, the nature of which will e:ther of doctrine which was delivered unto 
dissolution of armies, and the degen- excuse or accuse. Matured individu- you,'' "happy are ye," "if ye keep in 
eracy of human brotherhood; the un- ality is answerable to law, and sin is memory what I preached unto you;" 
paralleled greed of man, and the knowing and not doing. Ability and '•stand fast therefore in the 
miraculous energy of demons are but should be an unsheathed sword, all liberty wherewith Christ hath made 
heralds of the retiring night, and sure furbished for the battles of life. In- us free;" "and have no fellowship 
tokens of the advancing dawn, and of activity, indolence, and sloth are with the unfruitful works of darkness, 
the rising day that is just at hand to stepping-stones to ignorance, vice, but rather reprove them. Wherefore 
come. crime, and every evil thing. Were he saith, Awake thou that sleepest, 

While we stand in the sunset of the the heaving ocean asleep, the gushing and arise from the dead, and Christ 
world, and hear the evening hymn of springs on a strike, the fl.owing shall give thee light .... Redeeming 
time; and view the drama of mortal streams at a standstill, and the atmos- the time, because the days are evil." 
ending, and sense the throes of expir· phere motionless, the solid globe Now-a-days, as in olden times, 
ing nature, may we ever realize that would soon be tenantless. The mar- those who have purloined "the keys 
such is but the overture and stepping tialed host that are "on the King's of knowledge," even "a hireling 
stone to "a new heavens, and a new errand" should double-quick, with careth not for the sheep," only for 
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the fleece, as they shall say, "Peace 
and safety" etc. The fate of false 
shepherds and blind guides, with 
their credulous throng, is delineated 
in plain and unmistakable terms on 
the great monumental pages of the 
sacred writings. 

The prescience and foreknowledge 
of the Supreme Arbiter and eterbal 
Judge hath revealed forth as fol
lows:-

Now the Spirit speaketh expressly, that 
in the latter times some shall depart from 
the faith, giving heed to sed uci.ng spirits and 
doctrines of devils, speaking lies in hypoc
risy, having their conscience seared with a 
hot iron.-1 Timothy 4: 1, 2. 

Knowinq- this first, that in the last days 
there shall come scoffers, walking after their 
own lusts.-2 Peter 3: 3. 

There shall come mockers in the last time, 
who should walk after their ungodly lusts.
Jude 18. 

These lying lascivious apostates, 
scoffing and mocking, are multiplying 
like the German carp in our silvery 
lakes, and sparkl~ng streams, and the 
end approacheth. Religious charla
tans, beguiling unstable souls, and 
luring silly women, with "a form of 
godliness" are cancers on the body 
politic, and the bane of social purity. 
"Now as Jannes and Jambres with
stood Moses, so do these also resist 
the truth; men of corrupt-minds, rep
robate concerning the faith. But 
they shall proceed no further, for 
their folly shall be manifest unto all 
men, as theirs also was." ''Woe unto 
them that decree unrighteous decrees, 
and that write grievousness which 
they have prescribed," for, behold, 
the coming Lord is to be a "swift 
witness against" the lewd, the per
jurer, and all that oppress the hire
ling, widow, orphan, etc. 

Go to, ye peoples, and make your 
cliques, bands, bundles, combines, 
trusts, syndicates, railroad pools, la
bor unions, protective associations, 
beneficiary societies, secret orders, 
oyster and whiskey rings, and the 
likes, strong, but all is to come to 
naught ere long. Ye Christian na
tions (?) swell your vast armies and 
navies, and beggar the yeomanry for 
the deadly conflict, but all will be of 
no avail whatever. 

Enoch, the seventh from Adam, by 
the Spirit that searcheth all things, 
ere he was translated, comprehended; 
viz., "Behold, the Lord cometh with 
ten thousand of his saints, to execute 
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judgment." Israel foretold of "the 
last days," and Baalam and other an
cient seers looked through the ages 
till the earth would be crowned with 
the deathless beauty of redeemed man 
amid the glory of God. The prophetic 
spirit forecast the struggles, conquest, 
and sure victory of lovely Zion. The 
temple of the Lord, which may refer 
to a literal building, or the house of 
the Most High, which is the church of 
the living God, is to throw wide open 
her portals to the soon coming king 
in his glory. He may come to each, 
either, or both more likely, and the 
remainder of the elect will then be 
gathered in. At all events the little 
flock, as saith the Christ, are to have 
the kingdom presented to them by 
the eternal Father. 

The meek are to inherit the earth, 
says Jesus Christ, and the saints are 
to possess the kingdom evermore, as 
revealed to and through Daniel. The 
palefaced nations of the dead are to 
arise to judgment, but all in order. 
The righteous are to some forth when 
the child of Mary comes to reign on 
the throne of the Lord at Jerusalem. 
He will also rule in the Zion, remote 
from all the dwelling places of Jacob, 
and before his ancients most glori
ously. The faithful will be trans
lated,. when he appeareth, so they 
will not see death, and the Devil will 
be bound. Nations will beat their 
spears into pruning hooks; and their 
swords into. plowshares, and the arts 
of war will fade from the annals of 
time. Ultimately death will be a 
thing of the past, sorrow no more, pain 
all gone, and pleasure supreme will 
hold scepter and sway. In our most 
sanguine anticipations and exalted as
pirations to inherit all things, and 
fairly revel in ecstatic bliss and 
superlative unending glories, we must 
not lose sight of the King's highway 
of holiness, and the signboards and 
mile posts that mark the entire way. 
False Christs, prophets, and teachers 
have, do, and will throng the long ave
nue. National calamities, desolating 
wars, universal perplexities, pesti
lential contagious diseases, wither
ing famines, awful earthquakes, 
storms that will sweep the seaboard, 
and ravage the land, will multiply 
and intensify, great and unparalleled 
wickedness will abound, and predomi
nate; the fidelity and love of many 
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will wax cold; surfeiting, drunken
ness, and earthly cares will snare 
unwily feet; base pretenders will 
work signs and wonders, and the 
elect according to the covenant will 
be jeopardized if they .do not watch, 
work, and pray. 

After these things that are upon us, 
and the fullness of the Gentiles cul
IL.inates, the glorious orb of day will 
veil his face; the moon will follow 
suit, the stars will be hurled through 
the fields of ether; fearful sights, and 
great signs will be. beheld in heaven, 
as well as on the land, and ocean; and 
then, behold, the sign of the advent, 
and the glorious appearing. The. ex
periences of Noah and Lot will be 
duplicated; the wise will understand, 
the children of light will sense "the 
times and seasons," the faithful will 
be arrayed in the wedding garment, 
the foolish virgins will get left, and 
the wicked will be filled with conster
nation approximating despair. The 
wheat will be garnered, the tares will 
be consumed, angels will rejoice, and 
demons will be bound. Let us all 
strive to be on the wa~chtower, so we 
will not be taken unawares. And 
now may the Lord move the cause of 
Zion. M. T. SHORT. 

NOTHING. 

THE writer when searching for some
thing real upon which to found his 
hopes, discovered the following. The 
Godhead as defined by Roman Catho
lic authority:-

Question, "What is God?" Answer, "God 
is a spirit; eternal, independent, infinite, and 
immutable; who is present everywhere, who 
seeth all things, and governs the universe." 
Question, "Why do you say that he is a 
spirit?" Answer, "Because he is a supreme 
intelligence, who has neither body nor figure, 
nor color, and who cannot fall under the 
senses."-Doctrine and Scriptural Catechism 
of tbe Catholic Church, by the Rev. P. Collot; 
translated from the French by Mrs. Sadlier; 
published in Montreal in 1853. 

Question; What are the five senses of 
animal life?" Answer, "smelling, 
tasting, hearing, seeing, and feeling." 
-Webster. 

Godhead defined by the Church of 
England:-

The thirty-nine articles. I.-Of Faith in 
the Holy Trinity. "There is but one living 
and true God, everlasting, without body, 
parts, or passions; of infinite power, wisdom, 
and goodness; the maker and preserver of all 
things, both visible and invisible. And in 
unity of this Godhead there be three persons 
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of one substance, power, and eternity; the 
Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost."
Church of England Prayer Book, article 1. 

Godhead defined by the Presbyte
rian Ohurch:-

There is but one only living and true God, 
who is infinite in being and perfection, a 
most pure spirit, invisible, without body, 
parts, or passions; immutable, immense, 
eternal, incomprehensible, almighty, most 
wise, most holy, most absolute, working all 
things according to the counsel of his own 
immutable and most righteous will for his own 
glory, most loving, gracious, merciful, long
suffering, abundant in goodness and truth; 
forgiving iniquity, transgression, and sin; 
the rewarder of them that diligently seek 
him, and withal most just and terrible in his 
judgments, hating all sin, and who will by no 
means clear the guilty.-Confession of Faith, 
chap. 2, art. 1. 

Godhead defined by the Methodist 
Church:-

There is but one living and true God, ever
lasting, without body or parts; of infinite 
power, wisdom, and goodness. The maker 
and preserver of all things both visible and 
invisible; and in unity of this Godhead there 
be three persons of the one substance, power, 
and eternity,-the Father, the Son, and the 
Holy Ghost.-Methodist Discipline, 1886. 

Godhead defined by the Baptist 
Church:-

We believe that there is but one God ... 
We believe that God is revealed to us as 
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Each with 
distinct personal attributes, but without 
division of nature, essence, or being.-Manual 
of Baptist Church, Port Col borne, Catechism. 

Godhead defined by the United 
Brethren:-

In the name of God we declare and confess 
before all men that we believe in the only 
true God: the Father, the Son, and the Holy 
Ghost. That these three are one, the Father 
in the Son, the Son in the Father, and the 
Holy Ghost equal in essence or being with 
both. That this triune God created the 
heavens and the earth, ... and sustains the 
same.-United Brethren Discipline, chap. 2, 
p. 13. 

I am informed that the above re
ferred to God is the one spoken of in 
the Bible. Turning to the one hun
dred and fifteenth Psalm, I find that 
it does speak of gods as follows:-

They have mouths, but they speak not: 
eyes have they, but they see not: they have 
ears but they hear not: noses have they, but 
they smell not: they have hands, but they 
handle not: feet have they, but they walk 
not: neither speak they through their 
throat. 

The articles above cited show their 
God, •'cannot fall under the senses," 
so does the ones referred to in Psalms 
115; and if the Gods described in the 
creeds as having neither "body, parts, 
or passions," can see, feel, hear, 
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smell, or taste, he has not said one 
word to them about it and lience they 
say he cannot. Surely the God de
scribed above is not the God that 
''made man in his own image." 
Surely the Jesus Christ of the Bible, 
said to be •'in the form of God," is 
not the one referred to in the creeds 
as being one with the Father, "with
out a body." Surely it is false to say 
that the true "Godhead" has neither 
"body, parts, or passions," "Figure, 
nor color," and can neither "hear, see, 
taste, feel, smell." This is another 
name for nothing. 

2. God made the world of nothing. 
Question. "How did God make the world?" 

Answer, "Of nothing; and by his word 
only."-Catholic Catechism, by Rev. Dr. 
Butler. 

It pleased God the Father, Son, and Holy 
Ghost . . . in the beginning to create or 
make of nothing the world and all things 
therein, whether visible or invisible, in the 
space of six days.-Presbyterian Confession 
of Faith, chap. 4, p. 43, v. 1. 

Question: "Who made nothing? 
Out of what material was nothing 
made? Where did nothing exist prior 
to the creation of. this world-'of 
nothing?' Was there any of nothing 
left? or did it take all of nothing to 
make this world? According to the 
creeds •nothing' made the world 'of 
nothing,' hence those who believe the 
creeds believe that-

"He took a lump of nothing 
And made the glorious earth; 

Another bit of nothing, and 
Oceans had their birth. 

Another bit of nothing, he made 
The glorious sun; 

And so he worked with nothing, 
Until stars and skies were done. 

He took a rib from Adam, 
With nothing for a knife, 

And by mixing it with nothing, 
Made him a full grown wife." 

Would it not be better to believe 
that "the elements are eternal?" "In
telligence . . . was not created or 
made;" "and spirit and element, in
separably connected, receiveth a full
ness of joy." (D. 0. 90: 5.) 

R. C. EVANS. 

LITTLE QUESTIONS FOR BIG 
THINKERS, 

Is IT better to be civilized than sav
age? 

Would you rather be man than 
beast? 

If man had never believed himself 
to be more than a beast would he 

ever have risen above the level of 
the beast? 

If the majority of men should reach 
the conclusion that "all is vanity," 
that all religions are simply grand 
social air castles, would not civiliza
tion forthwith begin to decline? 

Whether would it be more demoral
izing for a people to believe in a fu
ture state without any Devil or hell, 
or to believe that death ends all? 

Is not a religion without any Devil 
or hell in it about as useless as a gov
ernment that did not punish trans~ 
gressors would be? 

Is it better to be than not to be? 
If we feel that life with all its joys 

and sorrows, hopes and fears is in the 
aggregate a blessing, is it not good? 

If life is good must not God, its au
thor, if there be a God, be good also? 

If there be no God who deserves 
the credit or discredit for man's be
lieving there is a God? 

Bearing in mind that wise men dif
fer now and always, have differed 
widely respecting what we are, 
whence we came, and whither we are 
going, is it not, to say the least. a 
little rash for any man to say, "Give 
me the naked truth if it annihilate 
me this moment"? 

Do you regret the fact that you did 
not know years ago just what you 
would have to come through up to the 
present? 

Are you sorry that you cannot see 
exactly what awaits you this side the 
grave? KUNG FUTSE. 

A COINCIDENT. 

THERE was awarded to the United 
States of America against England by 
the Geneva Arbitration as an in
demnity for the damage done by the 
Confederate warship Alabama the 
sum of $15,500,000. There was paid 
in gold by Atahualpa, the last ruling 
Inca of Peru, to Francisco Pizarro, 
as a ransom for his life the sum of 
$15,500,000. On the lookout, 

ROBT. M. ELVIN. 

ConfBrBn~B ]VIintl1BS. 
NORTHEASTERN MISSOURI. 

Conference convened at Bevier, February ' 
12, 13, 1898; Joseph A. Tanner president, Geo. 
A. Tryon secretary, F. T. Mussell assistant. 
Branches reporting: Bevier 169, Higbee, Ill, 
Pollock 18,"Huntsville 16, Missouri River 29, 
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Salt River 23, Carrollton 10. Elders report· 
ing: J. A. Tanner, J. F. Petre, J. C. Foss, M. 
M. Turpen, W. Summerfield, F. Palfrey, G. 
Thorburn, J. T. Williams, C. Perry, W. 
Vaughn, M.A. Trotter; Priests W. Chapman, 
D. Edmunds, F. M. Burch, W. Kelso, R. 
Thrutchley, L. Tryon, G. 0. Adkins, F. T. 
Mussell, J. Waltenbaugh; Teachers E. E. 
Petre, H. W. Gibson, C. A. Brown, M. Ed
wards, J. J. Jones, J. T. Richards; Deacon 
W. J. Griffiths. Bi6hop's agent, J. T. Wil
liams, reported. On hand October 6, 1897, 
$87.81; receiveil $241.45; paid out $311.50; on 
hand $17. 76. Delegates chosen to General 
Conference, Geo. Thorburn, Geo. A. Tryou, 
E. E. Petre, W. J. Richards, J. Waltenbaugh, 
J. C. Foss, W. E Summerfield, M. M. Tur
pen, C. Perry, Wm. J. Vaughn; Srs. Allie 
Thorburn, J. Waltenbaugh, Louise Palfrey, 
D. Edmunds, E. E. Petre, Carrie Richards. 
Those of the delegates going are empowered 
to cast full vote. Tent committee's report 
was accepted and committee discharged. 
General Conference was petitioned to return 
our missi<>naries, J. C. Foss, M. M. Turpen, 
and Wm. E. Summerfield. Adjourned to 
meet at Higbee, June 4 and 5, 1898. 

NORTHERN NEBRASKA. 
Conference convened at Omaha, Nebraska, 

January 29 and 30, 1898; J. M. Stubbart presi
dent, Richard Brown secretary. Branches 
reporting: Omaha, Platte Valley, Union, 
Lake Shore, Columbus, and Blair. Elders 
reporting: J. Caffall, J. F. Mintun, F. A. 
Smith, N. Brown, H. J. Hudson, G. Galley, 
D. Carter, J.P. Ogard, E. Boulson, N. Rumel, 
J. Avondet, E. Rannie, Bro. Lightfoot, Bro. 
Jenson, J. M. Stubbart; Priests S. Wood, 
Bro. Ahlquist, Bro. Owens, R. Brown; 
Teachers Bro. Fetter, T. Miller. Bishop's 
agent's report referred to the committee and 
reported correct: October 9, 1897, on hand 
$57.22; received $153.41; paid out $100.90; on 
hand January 29, $l09.73. J. M. Stubbart, 
agent. The invitation of the Central Ne
braska district to meet them in their confer
ence at Shelton and take steps for the 
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hood meeting presided over by James Caffall 
was held. Resolutions were offered indors
ing the action taken by the Omaha branch 
with reference to putting on exhibit the litera
ture of the church at the Trans-Mississippi Ex
position to be held next summer and autumn at 
Omaha, and that the delegates lie instructed 
to use their influence to get the assistance 
of the general church in making the exhibit. 
Conference adjourned to meet at Platte Val
ley, May 28 and 29. 

KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE. 
Conference convened with the Foundry Hill 

branch, February 5, 1898, and at ten a. m.; T. 
W. Chatburn president, W. H. Griffin vice 
president, A. J. Myers secretary. Address 
by T. W. Chatburn, supplemented by T. C. 
Kelley. Branch reports: High Hill 57; gain 
3. Farmington 85; loss 1. Foundry Hill 51; 
loss 1. Eagle Creek 35; gain 1. Haley's Creek 
35; no change. Ministry reporting: Elders 
J. Scott baptized 2, T. W. Cbatburn, T. C. 
Kelley, C. L. Snow baptized 4, P. B. Seaton, 
J. H. Adair, D. W. Cook, J. F. Henson, S. 
Reed; Priests H. Winchester, R. N. Warren, 
W. C. Haws, E. P. Cook; Teachers W. J. 
Seaton, W. Oliver, J. A. Caldwell, G. M. 
Ross; Deacons Bro. Stephens, C. Harr's. 
Bishop's agent's report: On band last report 
$191.90; received since $63.56; paid out $200.-
97; on hand $54.49. T. C. Kelley, T. W. Chat
burn, J. F. Henson, W. C. Haws, and C. L. 
Snow were chosen delegates to General Con
ference; those present to cast full vote of 
district. T. W. Chii'.tburn was reelected 
president, John H. Henson elected vice presi
dent, A. J. Myers reelected secretary. Voted 
that we recommend the missionaries now 
laboring in our district to be returned. Con
ference adjourned to meet at Eagle Creek, 
July 9, 1898. Preaching by Elder T. W. Chat
burn. 

8undau 8Ghool lfaso~iations. 

organization of a State reunion was accepted. NEW SOUTH WALES. 
Resolutions were offered to change the lines Annual session was held in saints' chapel, 
of the district, which were indorsed. The Hamilton West, December 27, 1897; Joseph 
committee to procure means to purchase a Smith superintendent, H. Gammidge associ
district tent reported having in cash and ate, Walter J. Haworth secretary. Each of 
signed $25. Report accepted, committee the district officers reported having visited 
continued, and the missionary force which is the majority of the schools, finding each in a 
here or shall be sent here by the conference satisfactory condition. School reports were 
shall be added to the committee. Ira Lewis read as follows: Balmain 86, -Hamilton 85, 
was ordained a priest by recommedation of Wallsend 34, Argent's Hill 17, Nambucca 11. 
Lake Shore branch. Missionary in charge Financial report: Income $1.25; expenditure 
or district president was instructed to ordain $1.25. Officers were elected as follows: Jo
s. F. Cushman an elder subject to the ap- seph Smith superintendent, Gomer R. Wells 
proval of the branch to which he belonged. assistant, Walter J. Haworth secretary and 
Delegates chosen to General Conference: treasurer. Resolved that Brn. Wallace N. 
James Caffall, J. F. Mintun, F. A. Smith, Robinson and Russell Archibald represent 
W. A. Smith, Samuel Wood, Nelson Brown, our association at next General Convention. 
Ed Ed wards, Sr. Ballard, Rose Huston, Bro. Resolved that this convention recommend the 
Owens, Sr. Agenstein, Bro. Cushman, E. General Association to frame a by-law em
Baker, C. M. Hollenbeck, J. M. Stubbart, powering Sunday schools to elect alternate 
Bro. Ballard, Bro. Suttles, Sr. Waller, delegates to district conventions; who in the 
Emma Madison, J. P. Ogard, Sr. Willet; 1 absence of the regular delegates shall repre
delegates present to cast full vote of district. sent the school sendirig thein. At 2: 30 model 
Preaching by Priest Samuel Wood and Eld- class work by H. Broadway and Ernest Davis. 
ers'James Cafi'allandJ. F. Mintun. A priest- W~ H. Gammidge read a paper on !liscipline 
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and its results; followed by Walter J. Ha
worth, with a paper entitled, "The primary 
class." Resolved that the two above papers 
be forwarded for publication in the Sunday 
school department of the Herald. Several 
questions of interest in connection with Sun
day school work were then briefly discussed. 
Resolved that Brn. Wells and Haworth each 
prepare a paper to be read at next conven
tion, for and agaiust' prize giving respec
tively. Resolved that the superintendent 
instruct some one to write a paper for next 
convention on "How to review." Adjourned 
to meet Good Friday, 1898, at Balmain, Syd
ney. At 7: 30 the visitors were entertained 
in a musical and literary way by the Hamil
ton school, a very enjoyable evening being 
spent. A collection at the close brought 
$2.19 into the coffers of the association. 

MOBILE. 
Convention met at Three Rivers, Missis

sippi,February 11; C.1.Carpenter superintend
ent, L.C.Goff secretary pro tern. Reports vyere 
received from Bay Minette, Theodore, and 
Three Rivers schools. Treasurer reported: 
On band last report $3.25: received sir.ice 66 
cents; paid out $2.02; on hand $1.89. Expense 
bills of district superintendent and secretary 
were approved and ordered paid. Resolved 
that hereafter the secretary of each school 
report to the district secretary the names and 
addresses of new officers immediately after 
each election. C. I. Carpenter was elected 
district superintendent, J. J. Miller, of Esca
tawpa, Mississippi, assistant superintendent, 
and Funnie Young of same place secretary 
and treasurer. AdJourned to meet the day 
before and at the same place as next district 
conference. Entertainment given by Esca
tawpa, 'l'bree Rivers, and Bluff Creek sc_bools 
was a success. 

DECATUR. 
The twenty-third convention convened in 

Lamoni, February 3, at 9: 30 a. m.; W. B. 
Paul superintendent, J. M. Lampert secretary 
pro tern. Morning session was devoted to 
prayer and testimony. At 10: 30 regular busi
ness session. Delegates were preeent from 
most of the schools in the district, and reports 
were received from Lucas, Hiteman, Leon, 
Andover, Davis City, Pleasantoa, Allendale, 
Greenville, New Buda, Lone Rock, Lamoni, 
and Green schools. Reports were read from 
the association officers, showing the condi
tion of the district, and addresses from sev
eral visiting superintendents. Two afternoon 
sessions were devoted to institute work, 
several papers on interesting topics were 
discussed at length, and Thursday evening 
was devoted to a program of a literary 
nature, a Sunday school newspaper being of 
great interest. Eighty-four delegates were 
chosen to the General Convention. District 
officers chosen for the following year: W. B. 
Paul superintendent, Oscar Anderson assist
ant, William A. Blai:· secretary, Israel 
Smith treasurer. Friday afternoon, at 4: 30 
p. m., closed the twenty-third convention, 
voted by all one of the best ever held in the 
di,strict7 
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NAUVOO. 
Convention met at Burlington, Iowa, Feb

ruary 11, 1898. The New London school was 
received, on application, into the association. 
Reports of officers and schools were read and 
received. The following were elected offi
cers for the ensuing year: John Brennan 
superintendent, Geo. P. Lambert assistant 
superintendent, Marjorie Wright secretary, 
Mrs. M. A. Morton treasurer. Delegates to 
the General Convention were elected. The 
district officers were appointed to prepare a 
program for next convention. The afternoon 
was given to a program. It consisted of 
three class drills, occupying twenty minutes 
each, and ten minutes for criticisms. Fred 
Giesch, of Burlington, conducted the senior 
class drill, Mrs. H. E. Jarvis intermediate, 
and Madge Craig primary. In the evening 
Fred Giesch gave a very interesting and in
structive talk, after which two essays were 
read by Mrs. M. A. Morton and Wm. Wil
liams. These were followed by short ad
dresses from Brn. Joseph Smith, James 
McKiernan, and Joseph Snively. Adjourned 
to meet at same place one day previous to 
next regular conference. 

NORTHEASTERN MISSOURI. 
Convention convened at Bevier, Missouri, 

February 11, 1898, at ten a. m.; Louise Pal
frey superintendent, Mary J. Richards secre
tary. It was voted that hereafter any 
missionary sent by General Conference or 
missionary in charge to this district be con
sidered exofficio members of our association. 
The Pollock school sent in a petition asking 
for the privilege of joining the association, 
and they were cordially admitted. Higbee, 
Bevier, Salt River, Huntsville, and Pollock 
schools reported, showing progress. Treas
urer reported: On hand last report, $13.87; 
total receipts, $4.36; total expenditures, 
$12.60; on hand, $5.63. Two bills of expense, 
for secretary and program committee, were 
read and the treasurer authorized to pay 
them. The committee that was appointed 
at last convention to formulate a book of 
rules to govern program committee submit
ted the same. It was first adopted by sec
tions and afterwards as a whole. It was 
recommended that the rules be published 
in pamphlet form for the use bf future com
mittees. The business being done, program 
was taken up. Sunday School Newspaper 
read alternately by Sr. Thorbun and Bro. 
Tryon. The newspaper was so newsy and 
interesting it was voted to have another for 
our next convention. Bro. Burch, of Pol
lock; Bro. Tanner, of Bevier; Sr. Stoddard, 
of Salt River; Bro. Tryon, of Huntsville; and 
Sr. Thorburn, of Higbee, were retained as 
editors. Blackboard work in review, lesson 2 
of present quarterly, conducted by J. A. 
Tanner. Discussion of quarterly lessons con
ducted by Louise Palfrey. The delegates to 
General Convention were, Bro. and Sr. Thor
burn, Bro. and Sr. Waltenbaugh, Bro. and Sr. 
Petre, Louise Palfrey, W. J. Richards, Lydia 
Edmonds, J.C.Foss,M. M. Turpen, Wm.E. Sum
merfield, Geo. A. Tryon, and Evan Perry. A 
musical and literary program was rendered 
in the evening. On Sunday morning a good 
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school was held, being divided into nine 
classes. Review by. Sr. Palfrey. Number 
present 96, collection $2.50. Adjourned to 
meet at Higbee, the first Friday in June, at 
9: 30 a. m. A peaceful influence prevailed 
throughout the entire sessions. 

NORTHERN NEBRASKA. 
Convention held two sessions; J. F. Min tun 

superintendent, J. Agenstine secretary. 
Three schools reported. Lake Shore school 
is in 80mewhat of a disorganized condition 
be~iause of sickness, hence no report received. 
Election of officers resulted as follows: J. F. 
Mintun superiotendent, Alice Walkins as
sistant, Emma Ogard secretary, Lizzie 
Agenstine treasurer. Delegates were chosen 
to represent the district at the General Con
vention. 

GENERAL CONVENTION PROGRAM. 
Sunday, April 8, 2: 30 p. m., Sunday school 

and Religio social and communion meeting 
in charge of branch president. At 7: 30 p. m., 
address or paper (20 minutes), ''How. to teach 
children the necessity of giving," Elder J, 
M. Terry, St. Joseph, Missouri. Address 
(20 minutes), "Grading up Sunday school 
workers," Elder Orin V. Coombs, Massachu
setts. Paper, "Spreading the Sunday school 
work,''------. 

Monday, ten a. m., ori:ranizution, reports, 
etc. Two p. m., business, reports of officers 
and committees, constitutional amendments. 
At 7: 30 p. m., paper, "Sunday school libra
ries," Sr. Mamie A. Allen, General Librarian. 
To be followed by questions and criticisms. 
Blackboard work, ----, to be followed 
by questions and criticisms. 

Tuesday, nine a. m., primary work, Sr. 
Mina Perkins Kearn@y, Nevada, Missouri. 
Ten a. m., business. Two p. m., business; 
election of officers, special order. At 7: 30 p. 
m., "Sunday School Newspaper,'' Charley 
Fry, Tabor, Iowa, and------. Address, 
"How can we carry the good tlilings said and 
done at these conventions to those not pres
ent," Elder J. F. Mintun. The committee 
reserve the right to make any changes of 
program that may be found necessary. 
Blanks will be filled in a later notice. 

T. A. HOUGAS, } 
MRS. JENNIE'NEWTON, Com. 
DORA YOUNG, 

his resignation, having determined upon re
moving from the district, and upon recom
mendation of breth~en in the district Bro. J. 
H. Ed wards, P. 0. 35 Marble hall Road, Llan
elly, has been appointed agent of the Bishop
ric in his stead. We are thankful and extend 
greeting to Bro. J. R. Gibbs for the worthy 
and considerate manner in which he has 
transacted the work of agent for the past few 
years, and trust he may be blessed and pros
pered in his new field of labor. Bro. John H. 
Ed wards is entitled to receive and receipt for 
funds in behalf of the church and to look af
ter the poor and distressed in his district who 
are worthy saints, and to perform all duties 
under the direction and instruction of the 
Bishopric as he may receive the same from 
time to time. 

Second. NORTHERN TEXAS. Bro. A. J. 
Moore, of Beaver, Texas, has been appointed 
Bishop's agent for Northern Texas as he may 
travel as an elder in his work and mioisterial 
duties, and especially in the branches of 
Northern Texas. It is with pleasure we 
commend Bro. Moore to the saints as an agent 
of the Bishopric, knowing that he will strive 
to perform his whole duty in the presentation 
of the law touching temporalities as well as 
spiritual work. 

Bro. T. J. Sheppard, formerly appointed 
agent of the Northern Texas and Indian 
Territory district, has been transferred to 
ARKANSAS AND NORTHERN INDIAN TERRI 
TORY, and will act as agent for new district 
until said territory has been properly dis
tricted as provided by the law and usages of 
the church. Trusting that peace and the 
blessings of the Lord may attend each in his 
work I commend them both to the saints 
among whom they shall travel. 

Third. CLINTON, MISSOURI, DISTRICT. 
Saints of the Clinton district, .M:issouri, please 
tak@ notice that Bro. A. White, former 
Bishop's agent of said district, has resigned, 
and upon recommendation, Bro. D. C. White, 
of Blairstown, Missouri, has been appointed 
agent in his stead. Bro. A. WhitA having 
removed from the district to Independence, 
Missouri, thought best to resign so that the 
position might be occupied by a resident. 
Bro. White's work as agent has been en
tirely satisfactory and his reports are found 
correct to date. The Bishopric extend 
thanks to him for his work of the past, and 
also commend Bro. D. C. White to the 
saints of the Clinton district and trust they 

Mi8~BllanBOlI8 Dspartnrnnt will remember him and aid the cause by sus-
taining the treasury of the district so the 
gospel may be presented to the people. 

APPOINTMENT OF BISHOP'S AGENTS. Fourth. NAUVOO DISTRICT, ILLINOIS. J. 
The saints in the respective districts named II. Lambert, former agent of the Bishopric 

herein please take notice that agents have in the Nauvoo district, having resigned on 
been appointed in accordance with recom- account of his inability to travel among the 
mendations forwarded, and all business in churches as was necessary for the good of the 
said districts may be transacted through work in its financial interests, Bro. George 
them for the Bishopric. We commend each P. Lambert, of Adrian, Illinois, is appointed 
and all to the saints in their respective dis- Bishop's agent in his stead. This is accord
tricts and trust that they may be sustained ing to the recommendation of the district 
financially and prayerfully that they may be conference at Burlington of said district. 
able to do a goodly work in the districts un- I We extend to Bro. J. H. Lambert the thanks 
der their charge. . I of the Bishopric for his zealous work in the 

First. WESTERN DISTRICT OF SOUTH I cause for the past number of years and trust 
WALES. Bro .. Tohn R. Gibbs has forwarded that his usefulness to the work may continue. 
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Bro. George P. Lambert is authorized to per
form all the duties of agent of the Bishopric. 
in and for the said districl, and we trust that 
the saints will remember him as the Lord 
has and shall bless them from time to time. 

In behalf of the Bishopric, I am as ever, 
Confidently in the truth, 

E. L. KELLEY, 
Presiding Bishop. 

ANNUAL CONVENTION ZION'S RELIGIO-LITER
ARY SOCIETY PROGRAM. 

THURSDAY EVENING, MARCH 31. 
7: 30, Model session, Religious Department, 

program for March. 
FRIDAY, APRIL 1. 

9: 00-10: 00, Prayer meeting. 
10: 00-11: 00, Institute work, What the Religio 

is, and what it will do for its members. 
11: 00-12: 00, Institute work, Relationship of 

the society to the home, Sunday school, and 
the church. 

2: 00-3: 00, Institute work, Elements of a good 
local society. 

3: 00-4: 00, Institute work, Duties of officers. 
4: 00, Miscellaneous. 
7: 30, Preliminary business, organizatior, cre

dentials, reports, etc. 
SATURDAY, APRIL 2. 

8: 00, Business, reports, etc. 
9: 30, Report of "Committee of Five." 
2: 00, Business, further consideration of report 

of "Committee of Five." 
3: 30, Election of officers, miscellaneous. 
7: 30, Miscellaneous program as follows:

Music, from Winnowed Songs. 
Invocation, Elder M. H. Bond. 
Addrees, President J. A. Gunsolley, Lamoni. 
Paper, Marie Clark, Chicago. 
Vocal solo. 
Address, The Religio as viewed by a mis

sionary, J. W. Wight, Lamoni. 
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dates, as requested, from April 5-20. The I by the joint agent in reckoning the attend
Conference does not convene until the 6th, ance at any meeting." 
but the 5th is named in order to permit "No certificate will be honored which was 
attendance at the conventions. issued to cover the sale of more than one 

Reduced rates are granted under the fol- single-trip ticket." 
lowing conditions:- Tickets on the going passage may be 

1. Going tickets must be purchased not limited or unlimited, according to the rules 
earlier than three days before t.he 5th, and of roads selling them; but return tickets are 
not later than three days after, Sunday not good only for continuous passage, and not 
being counted as a day in any case. In other later than three days after the 20th-to the 
words, tickets may be purchased on any date 23d inclusive. 
from April 1 to 7, inclusive, but not later Purchasers should hand in their certifi-
than the 7th. cates promptly to the Secretary, that the 

2. The rate is one and one third fare for 
the round trip. The rule is to purchase full 
fare tickets on the going trip. Passengers 
must, in all cases, obtain certificates with every 
ticket purchased, which certificates, when 
signed by the Church Secretary and stamped 
by the agent of the Chicago and Al ton Railroad 
at Independence, Missouri, will entitle pur
chasers to return trip tickets at 'one third 
the usual fare; provided that one hundred 
tickets are purcbasea; provided further, that 
ministers holding half-fare permits are not 
entitled to this reduction; nor are tickets 
purchased at fifty cents or less to be counted. 

Where passengers can do so, it is better to 
purchase a through ticket to Independence 
and obtain one certificate. Where several 
tickets are purchased, separate certificates 
must be obtained with each. 

Special Note:-Passengers must be particu
lar not to complete their journey from Kansas 
City to Independence by street rail way or 
electric lines-they must go through to Inde
pendence by the Missouri Pacific or Chicago 
and Al ton-the rei>rular railroad lines-to 
secure the reduced fare. 

local railway agent may be notified of the re
quired one hundred being purchased. 

The following lines of road will sell tickets 
on the certificate plan:-

Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe; Burling
ton, Cedar Rapids, and Northern; Chicago 
and Alton; Chicago and Northwestern; Chi
cago, Burlington, and Northern; Chicago, 
Burlington, and Quincy; Chicago Great 
Western; Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul; 
Chicago, Rock Island, and Pacific; Chicago, 
St. Paul, Minneapolis, and Omaha: Hannibal 
and St. Joseph; Kansas City, St. Joseph, and 
Council Bluffs; St. Louis, Keokuk, and North
western; Illinois Central; Iowa Central; 
Jackson ville and St. Louis; Minneapolis and 
St. Louis; Missouri Pacific; Rock Island and 
Peoria; St. Louis and San Francisco; Sioux 
City and Pacific; Wabash; Wisconsin Cen
tral Lines. 

TRUNK LINE ASSOCIATION. 

The Trunk Line Association bas also 
granted the same reduction in rates, subject 
to the same general conditions with some 
minor exceptions. 

1. The reduction is from Trunk Line terri-
"Where the journey is made over more tory; i. e., from Niagara Falls, Buffalo, 

than one line, it is usually necessary for the Dunkirk, and Salamanca, N. Y., Erie and 
passenger to purchase separate local ticket Pittsburg, Pa., Bellaire, Ohio, Wheeling, 

Paper, The young people's place 
church, F. M. Sheehy, Boston. 

in the of each road's issue, between points traveled Parker;iburg, and Huntington, W. Va., and 

Instrumental solo. 
Recitation,' Mrs. Addie Steiner, Independ-

ence. 
Address, Secretary J. C. Hitchcock, St. Louis. 
Male quartet. 
Benediction. 

AMMON WHITE, } 
GRACE L. KRAHL, Com. 
ROXANNA E. GAYLORD, 

Delegates and visitors should come pre
pared to take part in all the work of the 
convention. Especially you should bring 
the Autumn Leaves for February, containing 
the report of the Committee of Five, and the 
lesson to be studied in Thursday evening 
session. Bring the spirit of humility and 
resignation to the will of the Lord, and we 
shall have the best convention in our history. 
Come praying, and pray before you come. 

J. A. GUNSOLLEY, Pres. 

thereon, and procure certificates thereof for points east thereof, except in New England. 
each of the lines in this territory over which 2. Fares under 75 cents will not be com-
he travels in going to the meeting, as puted in the reduction. 
through tickets are not al ways sold, and it is 3. Certificates are not kept at all stations. 
not always practicable for the various lines If, however, the ticket agent at a local station 
to honor each other's certificates. Paosen- is not supplied with certificates and through 
gers should, therefore, ascertain from the tickets to place of meeting, he can inform the 
ticket agent what portion of their journey delegate of the nearest important station 
can be covered by the certificate obtainable where they can be obtained. In such a case 
from him, and procure certificate filled out to the delegate should purchase a local ticket 
correspond with the tickets purchased." to such station and there take up his certifi

For information concerning best routes, cate and through ticket to place of meeting. 
etc., apply to ticket agents. 4. "It would be well to impress upon those 

The Burlington, Cedar Rapids and North- availing of the reduction the necessity for 
ern will sell tiekets to points on the C. R. I. giving ticket agents timely notice of their 
and P., M. and St. L., St. L. K. C. and N. int<ntions, so that through tickets and certifi
W., C. B. and Q., and R. I. and P. Rys., cates may be ready when required." 
which roads will honor its certificates for 5. List of roads: Addison and Pennsyl
return passage to starting point on its line vania; Allegheny Valley; Baltimore and Ohio 
at the reduced rate. (Parkersburg, Bellaire, and Wheeling, and 

"Where parties or clubs traveling in a east thereof); Baltimore and Potomac; ·*Ben
body purchase round trip party tickets to nington and Rutland; Buffalo, Rochester, 
the place of meeting from stations from and Pittsburg; Camden and Atlantic; Canada 

REDUCED RAILWAY RA.TES TO GENERAL which the local one-way rate is more than Atlantic; Central of_ New Jersey; .,,Central 
CONFEREilCE. fifty cents and at not less than the rate an- Vermont; Chesapeake and Ohio (Hunting-

The Western Passenger Association has nounced on the eertificate plan for the par- ton, W. Va., and east thereof); Cumberland 
granted reduced rates to the General Confer- 1 ticular meeting in question (instead of Valley; Delaware and Hudson; Delaware, 
ence and conventions of auxiliary societies,-1 one-way tickets at the regular rate) and pre- Lackawanna, and Western; Elmira, Cortland, 
Zion's Religio-Literary Society, and the Gen- sent to joint agent a certificate from the sell- and Northern; Erie (Buffalo, Dunkirk, Sala
eral Sunday School Association,-naming the ing aD'ent to that effect, they will be counted , manca, and east thereof); Fall Brook; *Fitch-
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burg; Fonda, Johnstown, anii Gloversville; 
*Grand Trunk; Jamestown and Lake Erie 
(for business to points in Trunk Line terri
tory); Lehigh Valley; New York Central 
and Hudson River \Harlem and New York 
and Putnam divisions excepted); New York, 
Ontario, and Western; New York, Philadel
phia, and Norfolk; Northern Central; Penn
sylvania; Philadelphia and Erie; Philadelphia 
and Reading; Philadelphia, Wilmington, 
and Baltimore; Rome, Watertown, and Og
densburg: Western New York and Pennsyl
vania; West Jersey; West Shore; Wilmington 
and Northern. 

*Only for business originating at, or 
destined to, stations on the direct lines of 
these roads between Troy, N. Y., and Mon
treal, Can. 

SOUTHEASTERN PASSENGER ASSOCIATION. 
The Southeastern Passenger Association, 

covering· territory south of the Ohio and Po
tomac and east of the Mississippi rivers, has 
granted the same reduction in rates and sub
ject to the same general terms. The fol
lowing is the list of lines included in this 
association:-

"A. C. Line; A. G. S. R.R.; A. and V. 
R'y.; A. and N. R'y.: A. and W. P.R. R.; A. 
K. and N. R'y.; A. and D. R'y.; Blue Ridge 
R.R.; C. and W. C R'y.; C. F. and Y. V. R'y.; 
C. of G. R'y.; C.R. and C.R. R.; C. N. O. 
and T: P. R'y.; E. and W.R. R.; F. and P. 
R. R.; F. C. and P. R. R.; F. E. C. R'y.; 
Frank and Cin. R'y.: Georgia R.R.; G. and 
A. R'y.; G. S. and F. R'y.; I. C.R. R. (south 
of the Ohio River.); J. T. and K. W. R'y.; 
K. C. M. and B. R. R; K. G. C. and L. R.R.; 
L. and N. R.R.; Macon and Birmingham R. 
R ; M. D. and S. R. R.; M. and C.R. R.; Mo
bile and Birmingham R. R.; N. C. and St. L. 
R'y.; N. 0. and N. E. R.R.; Nor. Ala. R'y.; 
N. and W. R'y.; 0. R. and C. R'y.: Pennsyl
vania Railroad (South of Washington); Plant 
System; P. F. and P. R. R.; R. F. and P.R. 
R.; S. A. Line; S. A. and 0. R.R.; Southern 
Rail way; S. C. and G. R. R; T. and N. E. R. 
R.; W. and A. R. R.; W. R'y of Alabama; 
W. N. and N. R'y." Abbreviations are given 
in absence of complete names. 

CENTRAL PASSENGER COMMITTEE. 
The Central Passenger Committee has 

granted reduced rates-one and one third 
fare for the round trip-under the same gen
eral conditions, on all tickets costing 75 cents 
or more. Its territory "is bounded on the 
east by Pittsburg, Salamanca, Buffalo, and 
Toronto; on the north by the line of, and 
including points on the Grand Trunk Rail
way, from Toronto to Port Huron, thence 
via Lakes Huron and Michigan to Chicago; 
on the west by Peoria, Keokuk, Quincy, Han
nibal, St. Louis and Cairo; and on the south 
by the Ohio River, but including points on 

__ ,, either side of that river." 
Its roads are as follows:-
Alliance and Northern; Ann Arbor; Balti

more and Ohio (West of Ohio River); Balti
more and Ohio Southwestern; Chicago and 
Eastern Illinois; Chicago and West Michi
gan; Chicago, Indianapolis, and Louisville; 
Chicago, Peoria, and St. Louis; Cleveland, 
4kron, and Columbus;: Ckivtil~nd, Canton, 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

and Southern; Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chi
cago, and St. Louis; Cleveland, Lorain, and 
Wheeling; Cleveland, Terminal, and Valley; 
Cleveland and Marietta; Cincinnati, Hamil: 
ton, and Dayton; Cincinnati Northern; Cin
cinnati and Muskingum Valley; Columbus, 
Hocking Valley, and Toledo; Columbus, San
dusky, and Hocking; Datroit and Lima 
Northern; Datroit, Grand Rapids, and West
ern; Detroit, Toledo, and Milwaukee; Evans
ville and Indianapolis; Evansville and Terre 
Haute; Findlay, Ft. Wayne, and Western; 
Flint and Pere Marquette; Grand Rapids and 
Indiana; Grand Trunk Railway System, 

work of caring for those attending confer
ence, and at the same time save themselves 
a great deal of annoyance. 

We desire to make every arrangement pos
sible beforehand for your comfort and con
venience, so that all that will be necessary 
for you to do on reaching Independence will 
be to report at the church, receive your 
receipt, and be directed at once to your 
stopping place. WM. CRICK, 

W. N. ROBINSON, 
WM. ROBERTS, 

9-2t Assignment Committee. 

(lines west of Detroit and St. Clair Rivers; FIRST QUORUM OF ELDERS. 
also Buffalo, Niagara Falls, and Suspension I will mail to each member of the quorum 
Bridge, New York;) Indiana, Decatur, and a blank report, which you will please fill out 
Western; Indiana and Illinois Southern; and return to me at Lamoni, as early as the 
Jacksonville and St. Louis; Jamestown and 1

1 

first of April. V. WHITE, Sec. 
Lake Erie; Lake Shore and Michigan South-
ern; Louisville and Nash ville, (between SECOND QUORUI'vI OF ELDERS. 
Louisville and Cincinnati and St. Louis and I On the 23d of February I maUed a blank 
Evansville;) Louisville, Evansville, and St. report to each member of the quorum. You 
Louis Cons.; Louisville, Henderson, and St. will please fill out the same and return to me 
Louis; Michigan Central; New York, Chi- by the 25th of March. Jf any fail to receive 
cago, and S &. Louis; Ohio Central Lines, I. blank rtlport, if they will notify me I will 
and 0. C., and K. and M; Ohio River and send them another. 
Lake Erie; Ohio Southern; Pennsylvania 
Lines west of Pittsburg: Peoria, Decatur, 
and Evansville; Pittsburgh, Bessemer and 
Lake Ede; Pittsburg, Lisbon, and Western; 
Pittsburg and Lake Erie, (west of and includ
ing Pittsburgh;) Pittsburgh and Western; 
St. Louis, Chicago, s.nd St. Paul; Toledo and 
Ohio Central Extension; Toledo, Peoria, and 
Western; Toledo, St. Lcuis. and Kansas City; 
Toronto, Hamilton, and Buffalo; Vandalia 
Line; Wabash; Wheeling and Lake Erie; 
Zanesville and Ohio River. 

Delegates will please note that certificates 
in all cases are not transferable. 

R. S. SALYARDS, 
Church Secretary. 

LAMONI, Iowa, February 15, 1898. 9-2t 

COLLEGE NOTICE. 
By agreement with the Faculty, the Board 

of Directors consenting, it is decided to ex
tend the winter term of Graceland College 
one week, and shorten the spring term one 
week. The winter term will therefore close 
April 1 instead of March 25, as announced in 
the Catalogue, and the spring term begin on 
April 12 instead of the 5th. Notice is hereby 
given to that effect. 

JOSEPH SMITH, Pres. 
of Board of Directors. 

February 28, 1898. 

Exchanges carrying Graceland College notices, please 
copy.-En. 

CONFERENCE ATTENDANTS. 
Those intending coming to. the General 

Conference, which convenes _at Independence, 
Missouri, April 6, 1898,-elders, delegates, 
and laity,-will please notify the Assignment 
Committee, as soon as possible, of their in
tentions, and if you have any preference as to 
where you should stay during conference, 
please so advise so that all may be satisfac- . 
torily arranged beforehand. If each one will 
observe this request, they will confer a favor 
oµ the i;igmmittee a,nd gre!J,tl}' facili.tate the 

ARTHUR ALLEN, Sec. 
2210 Wabash Ave., KANSAS CITY, Mo. 

FIRST QUORU!iI OF PRIESTS. 
In my notice to First Quorum of Priests I 

omitted to give residence address of Bro. D. 
J. Krahl. It is 1816 Jones Street, St. Joseph, 
Missouri. w. c. DUNCAN. 

NOTICE. 
Branch clerks and Sunday school workers 

of the Clinton,. Missouri, district, address me 
hereafter at Verdella, Barton County, Mis
souri, instead of Nevada, Missouri, and oblige, 

MRS. E. F. MILLER, 
Dist. Clerk and S. S. Supt. 

MARRIED. 
LUFF-ELVIN.-At the residence of Bro. 

Robert M. and Sr. Emma Elvin, Lamoni, 
Iowa, at eight o'clock, on the morning of 
Wednesday, February 23, A. D. 1898, Bro. 
Juhn W. Luff, of Independence, Missouri, 
and Sr. Mary Amy Elvin, of Lamoni, were in 
the presence of a large company of the 
saints, married, Pres. Joseph Smith pro
nouncing the ceremony. The bride is the 
eldest daughter of Bro. and Sr. Elvin, aged 
twenty-four next birthday; the groom is the 
son of Bro. John Luff, of Independence, Mis
souri, aged twenty-five. The groom was 
dressed in the conventional black, and 
looked neat, manly, and happy. The bride 
wore the white dress which twenty-eight 
years before was worn by her mother at her 
marriage with her father; was plea_santly 
attired and looked radiantly happy. The 
company was too large for a set breakfast, 
but the bride's cheerful assistants furnished 
the good-natured guests with an elaborate 
and -plentiful repast. The ceremony was 
witnessed by the bride's grandmother, Sr. 
Hartwell, now in her eighty-eighth year, 
and her invalid mo'ther, who sat with the 
company in the little parlor where the 
solemn compact was made. Bro. Luff is a 
printer in the employ of the Ensign office at 
Independence, Missouri, where the young 
people will make their home. They will b<i 
"At Home" February 25 and after. 
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Royal makes tile food pure, 

wholesome and delicious. 

Absolutely Puro 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER co., NEW YORK. 

WHAT IS MAN? 
BY bLDER J. R. LAMBERT. 

Man's Nature and Destiny. The Spirit or 
Soul: Is it immortal? Does it survive the 
D2ath of the Body in a Conscious state? The 
views of Mortal-Soulists Examined and Re
fotr0d. In two parts. Second edition. 

Tbe authot' has closely examined the sub
ject upon which he has written, both in 
~tudy and in oral discussion, with those who 
lliffer from him in belief concerning the 
l!lature and destiny of man. Discussed from 
biblical, historical, and scientific standpoints. 
Cbrist as the true type of man, in life and in 
l'leath; bis preexistence, life, and death con
~idered; the nature <Jf man; the intermediate 
11tate of righteous and wicked; consciousness 
between death and the resurrection; the 
~econd death or future punishment; and the 
:final conscfous existence of all after the judg
ment; are leading features of the chapters of 
the volume. 

In paper covers .................... $ 35 
Clot.h ............ ·~.......... •• • • • • . 50 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
0.oth, leather backs ••••••.••••••••. $ 75 

Furniture From Factory to Fireside, 
Being the only extensive manufacturers of furniture in 

t.ne world selling direct from ·maker to user, we save onr 
mstomers the enormous expenses and profits of the 
Jobbers and retailers. Send for catalogue A, showing 
i>u full line of Household Fnrnilure, at 20 to 50 per cent 
mider retail value. 

Quaker Valley Manufacturing Co., 
319 and 321 S. Canal St., Chicago. 

The Quaker Valley Manufacturing Co., 319 and 321 
Sonth Canal Street, Chicago, •ell a full line of high
g-rade household furniture direct from the factory at 20 to 
fill per cent lower than retail prices, and will send anyone 
a copy of their catalogne free. 

If you contemplate purchasing household furniture, by 
.ml means send for the catalogue of the Q.uake1 Valley 
:Manufacturing Co., 819 and 321 South Oanal Street 
Chicago. ' 
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Change in time on main line Feb
ruary 6 will giv~ passengers west 
bet.ter connect10n than hereto
fore, avoiding the all night lay-
over at Chariton; No. 1 leaving BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE 

Chariton at 6: 40 p. m., arriving in Denver at Propositions: 1. Is the Book of Mormon 
1:30 p. m. the following day, connecting for of divine origin, and are its teachings en-
211 points beyond. titled to the respect and belief of all Chris· 

Are you going to Klondike? If so take C. tian people? 2. Is the Church of which I, 
B, & Q. via Billings, where close connection Clark Braden, am a member, the Church of 
'is made with Northern Pacific. For rates and Christ, and identical in faith, organization, 
a map of Klondike region call on or address ordinances, worship, and practice, with the 
:agent Burlington Route. Church of Christ as .it was left perfected by 

Personally conducted excursions to Cali- ~he Apostles of Christ? ~· Is the Reorgan
fornia leave .Chicago every Wednesday via rze~ Ch_urch of Jesus Christ of Latter Day 
Burlington Route. Tourist sleepers at a I Samts I~ fac~ ~~he Church of God an.d ac-
moderate cost. For further particulars &pply cepted with him. • 
to L. F. Siltz, Agent. Cloth, 396 pages, price ....•••.•••.. $1 ot; 

G 

BRANCH RECORDS. 
Leather back and corners, cloth sides, 

printed headings, and ruled for Recol'd of 
Names, Blessing of Children, Marriages, Or· 
dinations, Deaths, Removals, and other 
changes in systematic and concise form. $1.50. 

WHAT WE BELLhNE. 
A small book-pamphlet size-3x4t inches, 

20 pages, with a statement of the faith of the 
church, as given in the Epitome, with slight 
alterations. 

In paper covers, stapled; price per dozen 
20 cents, 100 $1.25, 1,000 $12. 
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GRACELAND COLLEGE. 

For cst&logues or further information, 

Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE, 
Acting President, 

or D. F. LAM.BERT, Secretary, 
.uAMONI, low t.. 

TOBAcc:o M.AEWf CURED. 
Ola FilO .i"AY. 

Bro. B. l!'. Ordway, of Peoria, Illlnol•, positively 
guara.nteeR three br1xes of ''Qnit-T&Bac'' to perma .. 
nently to.l::e away all desire for tobacco\ or will 
promptlyrnfund money paid for it. Th:s:ee boxes sent 
poot paid 'tnywhere for $1.oO. No bad effects from 
mm of i!.};uit~TonBac. It is :1 great nerve tonic. Why 
not try it? It has eb.red hundreds; why not you.? 
Remflmb(l'Y, No 3'~n:rre., ?~o Pay el' Address, B. F. 
ORD ,;A" A Y, Peoria~ Iilino1s. 

General Conference 
is drawing close at hand, and as nearly 
every member of the church is anxious 
to get the Conference news daily during 
the session, it has been decided to meet 
this want by issuing 

A DAILY EDITION OF 
ZION'S ENSIGN, 

during the Entire Session for the nom
inal price of TWENTY-FIVE CENTS. 
Please do us the favo1· of forwarding 
your orders for the Daily as early as pos
sible, so that everything can be in readi
ness at the opening of Conference and we 
prepared to give you the very best serv
ice possible. 

Address all orders to 
ZION'S ENSIGN, 

BoxB. INDEPENDENCE, MO. 

LAMONI FARM FOR SALE. 
Eighty acres, with five room house, large 

barn, other outbuildings; abundance of water; 
young orchard. Located two miles from 
Graceland College, Lamoni, and one fourth 
mile from schoolhouse. Price, $~,500 with 
one half cash; balance to suit purchaser. 

Address, MRS. MARGARET BAGLEY, 
Lamc:mi, Iowa. 

MINISTRY AND BRANCH CARDS. 
Neat cards for Ministers or Branches, with 

name and address, or place of worship and 
hours of services on face, and Epitome or 
"What we Believe" on reverse side. An ex
cellent aid. Two sizes: 2tx4 inches, price 
75 cents per 250, $2.50 per 1,000. 3x5i inches 
$1.00 per 250, $3.50 per $1,000. Printed in 
other styles, a.s ordered. 

FOR SALE. 
Between this date and February 15, 1898, 

the oldest and best established millinery 
stock and fixtm·es in town. Location good. 
Rent reasonable. No incumbrance. Good 
trade. MISS C. A. SEELY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

Dated December 29, 1897. 

WHAT HA. VE YOU to exchange as part 
payment on a well improved 80 acre farm 
two miles from Lamoni? Large build
ings-all painted-orchard. Yearly' pay
ments on balance. Give full description 
and price of your property in first letter. 

D. F. Nicholson. 

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN. 
1\. house In tamoni, Iowa, two equares from the bnsi · 

ness center. It bas six rooms, a ball, and three closets, 
and is conveniently arrangt:d for a family of six or more; 
is warm s.s a vvinter house~ and has good ventilation for 
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple, 
cherry, plum, and pesch trees on the two lots, which ure 
the corner of a block. Address. 

I. N. W. COOPER. Lamoni, Iowa. 

BOOK OF MORMON MAPS NOW READY. 
A large map of the Book of Jllormon geography, ae 

compiled by the committee on Arcbreology; drawn for 
them and engraved by Bro. G. l!'. Weston, accord mg to the 
Weston art method; 40x51 inches, designed for the home, 
office, and Sunday school. A durable, strong, and artistic 
map; mounted on cloth, in lasting colors; tbe surfac{ 

I 
varnished so as to be washed off with damp cloth wher
necesoary; with stained and varnished strip at top anc 
bottom. 

Sent by express to any address for $2.50, express to be 
raid by purchaser. 

This map has all the missionary and colonial journ eJ 
lines between the lauds Zarahemla, Lehi-Nephi, etc.; 
and the migratory journeys of the Nephites, Jaredites, 
and the people of Zarahemla, from their first landings to 
the Hill Cumorah; also tbe modern travels of Humboldt, 
Pizarro, and Cortez. It gives the native races of the Uniter< 
Sta.tea, Central America, and Mexico-the Incas, Mayae~ 
Aztecs, Indian tribes. etc. The ancient Peruvian roads are 
indicated as nearly as can be obtained, and an alphabeticai 
index in full is to accompany it as soon as published, at 
twenty-five cents, giviug references to page, chapter, 
and paragraph in Bo"k of Mormon and other works; and 
also giving a reference to the numberR and letters on the 
margin of tbe map, so that the v.arions locations cari 
readily be found tbereon. 

Send money by postal money order to G. F. WESTON, 
Box 053, Buchanan, Berrien County, Michigan. 

FOR SALE OR TRADE. 
A nice home near President Joseph Smith's 

residence; containing seven rooms, three 
closets, pantry, and cellar; well, outbuildings, 
etc.: about two acres of ground, well set to 
fruit and ornamental trees. For further par
ticulars inquire of M., Herald Office, or 
address Box 312, Lamoni, Iowa. 

THE GREATEST BOOK OF THE AGE! 
Should be in Every Home and Library. 

rno PHDDIB'S Billie Historg 
Is written by Right Hon. William Ewart Gladstone, 
Ex-Premier of Great Britian and Ireland, Chester, 

~~~:; s~: {i~· i!es8'8';:tiS.~8D~:i) .. 0~~~~;gc?~f~!g1!fc~i 
Seminary, Chicago, Ill.; Rev. Frederic W. Farrar, D.D., 

~i!~~·H~~:ge~.fn~fi~.W~~tsr~oS:~:~§~~%;vfii~·fvc~:s~; 
Rev. Frank W. Gunsaulus, D. D., Armour Institute, 
Chicago, Ill.; Rev. George F. Pentecost, D.D .• Maryle
bone Presbyterian Church, London, Eng.; Rev. R. S. 
MacArthur, D.D., Calvary Baptist Ohurrch, New York 
City, N. Y.; Rev. Martyn Summerbell, D.D., Main 
Street Free Baptist Church, Lewiston, Me.; Rev. Frank 
M. Bristol, D.D., First Methodist Episcopal Church, 
Evanston, Ill.; Rev. W. T. Moore, LL.D., "The Chrisw 
tian Commonwealth," London, Eng.; Rev. Edward 

~~~fg~~ Jla~1s~; fe!:·::r~~~fih A~a0rnfi~~~~¥>~B~.1"~~fe~?a~ 
College, Richmond, Eng.; Rev. Caspar Rene Gregory, 
Leipzig University, Leipzig, Germany; Rev. Wm. 
Cleaver 'Wilkinson, D.D., University of Chicago, Chi· 

~:;:'tfJ~~·.;o~~~·.; \~~-~~1 M~~~~ JriPs~n:VD~D~~~t~S~1~~~S 
\\rood Presbyterian Church, London, Eng.; Rev. George 
C. Lorimer, LL.D., The Temple~ Boston, Mass. 

ti~~~tl~h~ :a°g1;;,0~i~~; {4~J6~8h:lf )~~l~~i~$5~J6~s~~~i 
levant, $6.00. 

Ql'AR'fO EDITION.-1,260 pages, 200 full-page illustra. 
tions. Style A-gilt edges, tull levant, one volume, 
$15.00; Style E-two voluffies, full levant, tufted, $20.00; 
iii 16 PARTS, quarto size, review questions to each, stifi' 

p1F~~ ~~t:r:t ~~r~~ot~~~:aa.~1Jgg;1bo~~~1r:;~ p~~t~ 
further information, write HENRY O. SHE.PARD, 
Publisher, 212 and 214 Monroe Street, Chicago, Illinois. 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 

qnicldy ascertain our opinion free whether an 
invention is probably patentable. Communica;~ 
tions strictly con~:dential. Handbook on Patents 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patentsa 

Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive 
special not.ice, without · the 

SdtntHic 

HARDWARE.!B 
S'l'OVES, TIMW ARE, BARB WIRE, ETC. 

Special attention given to Builders' Hardware. 
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnishe~ 

LAMONI HARDWARE CO. 

THE KEOKUK ROUTE. 

K. & W. and D. M. & K. C. Railways. 
The D. M. & K. C. Ry from Des Moine!ll 

:, Cainsviile has been rebuilt and that por· 
'ion south of Van Wert will be standard 
2;tuge on or before November 1, 1897. 

There is no road in Southern Iowa or 
c;forthern Missouri which has more good 
'ocations for business men than on the line of 
'he Keokuk Route. More stock of all kin-ds 
:ms been shipped over this line than any road 
:,f equal mileage in Iowa or Missouri. (Ses 
.\1issouri Surplus Map at our stations.) The 
'reight and passenger service is not equalled 
hy any road in the state, except the Missouri. 
River trunk lines, with each of which we 
have union stations and direct connections. 

Persons seeking farms can find property at 
I.empting prices; men seeking business loca
l.ions can find towns with ample territory and 
,,ettlers to warrant good business. Additional 
passenger service will soon be given which 
will add to the growth of the towns. 

The towns between Des Moines and Cains· 
,-me are particularly well located for 
business. Look them up. Write to the 
undersigned for additional information. See 
folder for map and lands. 

J. F. ELD:!llR, 

A. C. GOODRICH, 
Gen. F'ass. Agent. 

Vice Pres. and Gen. M'n'gr. 

RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE. 
A manual of parliamentary practice for all 

deliberative assemblies of the Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. Rules for 
the government of general and district con· 
ferences, branch business meetings, and 
other assemblies. Instructions concerning 
general, district, and branch records, the 
holding of elder's courts, etc., cloth bound: 
price 40 cents. 

TEACHER'S CLASS RECORD. 
Paper, 5 cents each, per doz ...••••. $ 50 
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E CONTENTS: 1300,000,000 parcels a year, and the J evidence, and these may be regarded. 
DI'l'ORIAL: b ' h' fl h d f h 1 1 Bad Claims From Gebo, Montana ..... 145 usmess of these offices is done c ie y as t e groun s o t e a test resu ts. 

The .La11;1bert-Bays c;ontrov.ersy · · · · .145 I in English, though of India's total Among other points which are set 
Justice, if Tardy, Still Justice ........ 147 . . b h · · 
Intolerance Still Lives ............... 1471 populat10n, which is nearly 300,000,- at rest y t e deciphermg of these 
To Try to Convert Ingersoll.········ .147 000 fewer than 300 000 persons either tablets is the conclusion which As-

ORIGINAL POETRY: ' ' 
Cal vary...... . ..................... 148 speak or understand English. 

MOTHERS' HOME COLUMN: Thouah 90 000 000 s eak or under-Pray ................................. 148 "' , , P 
He Careth for Thee ........ : ......... 148 stand Russian, the business of the 

SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPARTMENT: ' . . . 

syriologists bad arrived at upon other 
grounds, that Darius lived after and not 
before Artaxerxes. 

But not alone the older and middle Sunday School Missionary ............ 149 Russian post department is relatively 
DETTER DEPAR'l'MENT: small, the number of letters sent chapters of Babylonian history re-

Reply to Elder Larnbert..-No. 2. · · ... 149 , . ce1've new 11'gl1+ from h1"s recent l·nves 
Sparks From Our Anvil. ............. 152 throughout the Czars empire amount- " · ' u • 

ORIGINAL AR'rICLEs: ing to less·than one-tenth the number tigations in Constantinople. He has 
Autumn Leaves .. ··················· 157 .1 d . G B . . 1 h b devoted much time to clearing up the CONFERENCE MINUTES: ma1 e m reat ntam a one, t oug . . . 
New York .......................... 157 the population of Great Britai.n is con- mystenes around Jewish settlements 
Massachusetts ... ········.···· ........ 157 'd bl. 1 h h lf . b 

1 

in Babylonia after the destruction of Eastern Colorado ................... 158 s1 era .y ess t an one· a of t .e _ 
SUNDAY sc~ooL AssoOIATIONs: population of Russia in Europe. The Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar. 

~~s~~·~1 ~;;~~:::::::::::::::.·:::::::·i~~ Southern and Central American coun- Most of the Jews carried away by 
MISCELLANEOUS DEPAR'l'MEN'r: tries in which either Spanish or For- Nebuchadnezzar were settled in the 

FHig1:hPrQiests' QuofrEumld ................ L5fi~ tuguese is spoken do comparatively neighborhood of Nippur, and Pro-
our. uornrn o ers ............. l J f H'l h 

Conference Attendante ............... 158 little post office business, the total essor l prec t has found a large 
Reduced Railway Rates to General number of Jewish names in these c f rs number of letters mailed and collected on erence · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · __ u cuneiform tablets which are identical 

in a year in all the countries of South 
ENGLISH SPOKEN AND WRITTEN. 

·AT the recent Postal Congress atten
tion was called to the fact that two 
thirds of all the letters which pass 
through the post offices of the world 
are written by and sent to people who 
speak English. There are substan
tially 500,000,000 persons speaking 
colloquially one or another of the ten 
or twelve chief modern languages, 
and of these about 25 per cent, or 125, -
000, 000 persons, speak English. About 
90,000,000 speak· Russian, 75,000,000 
German, 55,000,000 French, 45,000,-
000 Spanish, 35,000,000 Italian, and 
12,000,000 Portuguese, and the bal
ance Hungarian, Dutch, Polish, Flem
ish, Bohemian, Gaelic, Roumanian, 
Swedish, Finnish, Danish, and Nor
wegian. Thus, while only one quar
ter of those who employ the facilities 
of the postal departments of civiUzed 
governments speak as their native 
tongue English, two thirds of those 
who correspond do so in the English 
language. Thi.s situation arises from 
the fact that so large a share of the 
commercial business of the world is 
done in English, even among those 
who do not speak English as their 
native language. There are, for in
stance, more than 20,000 post offices 
in India, the business of which in let
ters and papers aggregates more than 

and Central America and the West with those characteristic of the time 
of Ezra and Nehemiah. These and Indies being less than in Australia. 

Chile and Argentina are, in fact, the 
only two South American countries in 
which any important postal business 
is done, and most of the letters re
ceived from or sent to foreign coun
tries are not in Spanish, but in 
English, French, German, or Italian. 
-Scientific American. 

RELICS OF CITY OF BABYLON. 

PHILADELPHIA, Pa., Feb. 2.-The 
Rev. Dr. Herman V. Hilprecht, Pro
fessor of Assyrian and Comparative 
Semitic Philosophy at the University 
of Pennsylvania, has just returned 
home from Constantinople, where for 
several months past he has been en
gaged in the reorganization of the 
Babylonian section of the Imperial 
Museum of Turkey. He examined 
180 cases of sarcophagi, pottery, an
tiquities, both gold and silver and of 
every kind and c-:>ndition. Bricks, 
statues, and some 13, 000 .cuneiform 
tablets were included. Among these 
tablets are a number of the greatest 
importance, which present a peculiar 
shape, differing from those of a later 
time and going back to the fifth mil
lennium B. C., which can be proven 
on archreological and palaeographical 

other investigations will largely con
tribute to a correct understanding of 
these two biblical books. 
~otwithstanding the attacks of the 

American newspapers on the Sultan 
and his government in connection 
with the Armenian troubles, Professor 
Hilprecht was most courteously re
ceived and treated by the Turkish 
government, as well as by the officers 
of the museum.-Ohicago Trib'une. 

GREATEST PERIL TO THE LAND. 

DR. JOHN HENRY BARROWS preached 
yesterday morning in the Kenwood 
Presbyterian church his final sermon 
before his long Eastern trip. He 
spoke of the gospel of Christ as the 
hope of America, and, among other 
things, said: -

''To my thinking the greatest peril 
to our land is from the unchristianized 
populations that are massing in our 
great cities. 

"Now, who is educating the foes of 
law and order in our city? To some 
extent, we are. I bless God for the 
vast increase in the number of mission 
schools and free kindergartens But, 
more potent than we are the saloon
keepers and infidels. 

"I would not have you forget that 
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,eternal vigilance, that ceaseless and ''resting" protoplasm; the difficulties I but he cannot resist temptation. His 
prayerful activity, that self-denying in the way of accepting such a hy-

1 
brain is so keen, his nerves are so 

and consecrated labors, are required pothesis certainly do not lie in this alive to even the inspiriting winds, or 
to counteract the forces of evil so I direction. Here is an interesting the depressing fogs, that a little alco· 
mightily mischievous at this time. I problem for biologists, and the devel- hol, a morsel of opium, or cocoaine, 
A democracy without God is growing j opment of the question will be fol- makes black of white. 
up in some of our cities that must be I lowed with the keenest interest.- There is the same difference between 
met with a larger force of Christian London Lancet. the vices of the European and the 
missions and Christian schools."- Oriental as between those of a man 
Chicago Tribune. THOUSANDS USE THE DRUG. and woman. The habitants of the 

TWENTY THOUSAND RESIDENTS OF West suffer keenly, and wallow more 
WHAT IS LIFE'?-EVIDENCE TOWARD SAN FRANCISCO ADDICTED deeply, just as when a woman once 

EXTRA-TERRESTRIAL ORIGIN. TO USE OF OPIUM. allows herself to even become fond of 
MR. HERBERT SPENCER'S definition of THERE are 20,000 victims of the mor- . alcohol she reveals tci the masculine 
the nature of life implies, as is well phine, opi~m, and cocaine h.abits in ; mind vileness of thought and language 
known, a continuous adjustment of in- San Francisco, I learned this week. of which he never fancied.-San Fran~ 
ternal to external relations. In other Wipe out all the normal portion of cisco Bulletin. 
words, vitality is preserved by interac- the city and you would still live in a 
tions going on between the constitu- town whose population is not to be 

, Bnts of the protoplasm. On the face of despised. There are 20,000 slaves, COSTS MONEY TO GO TO CHURCH. 

it this view must be very materially I 20,000 liars, 20,000 embryotic mur- KANSAS CITY, Missouri, January 24. 
modified in the light of some exceed· I derers, 20,000 thieves, and 20,000 -Dr. J. E. Roberts, pastor of the 
inglyinterestingexperiments recently lunatics abroad in our midst, and one ?hurch_of :'his World, which holds 
brought to the notice of the Royal should not wonder that there is so its services m the Coates Opera House 
societ.Y by Mr. Horace Brown, whose much crime, but rather that San I and has literally "turned them away" 
classic researches on that interesting ]francisco is not a seething, tumul· I every Sunday, h~s _announced that 
class of ferments, the enzymes, are tuous mass of evil. hereafter an adm1ss10n of fifty and 
well known. He has found that by Twenty thousand men have saved I twenty-five c~~ts will be charged, the 
submitting seeds to the very low tern· and won many a battle. Twenty g~ll~ry rem~imng freo. In defe~se of 
perature of evaporating liquid air-i. thousand men might exert an im- his rnnovation Dr. Roberts said to· 
e.: from 183° C. to 192° C.-for 110 measurable power for good, and it is day:-
consecutive hours, their power of astounding that they accomplish so "No religion is free. Nothing in 
germinating is not in any way im- little evil. this world is free, not even religion. 
paired. The physician at the jail states It costs money to go into church and 

Since the above temperature is con- these figures as the minimum. I re- worship God. If you don't pay the 
siderably below that at which ordinary peated them to a friend, who money some one else does. 
chemical reactions take place, the re- answered: '•O, yes, but they are all '•The difference between our church 
sult is very remarkable and would Chinamen." I had said the same and other churches is this: They en
appear to show that although a state thing to the doctor, who replied: "No, tice people into church by telling them 
of complete chemical inertness in there are 5,000 of them white. These that it doesn't cost anything there to 
protoplasm may be established, it we know, and you would be shocked praise God. Then when they get 
does not necessarily lead to a destruc- to see the many of whom we are not them in they hold them up. We are 
tion of its potential activity. Is the aware, uncovered in respectable and I honest about it. We say we have an 
protoplasm thus brought to a "rest- even high society. San Francisco is entertainment here that will do you 
fog" condition to burst into activity the worst place in the Western world good. If you are not a poor man you 
on restoring favorable conditions? If for the fiends of all sorts." will have to pay something to get in. 
so, what becomes of life· during this "Why?" I asked, and the brief But you will have the comfort of not 
"rest"? These observations are also reply was, "Chinatown." Every other being held up and robbed when you 
of interest in connection with the sug- Chinaman, I am told, is the victim of get inside. Nobody will rattle a col· 
gestion of Lord Kelvin that the origin some habit, and they all use a drug in lection box under your ear. Nobody 
<>f life as we know it may have been moderation as English women take will get up on the stage and make a 
extra-terrestrial and due to the claret and the American his tobacco. I tearful appeal and beg a few coppers 
"moss·grown fragments from the The Chinaman, the phlegmatic, nerve·· out of your purse."-Tribune. 
ruins of another world" which less, temperate, careful, prudent, cau-
reached the earth as meteorites. tious Oriental, is unable to do this. ARABIAN PROVERBS. 

That such fragments might circu· He can take enough morphine to kill lie that knows not and knows not that he 
late in the intense cold of space for a twenty white men, but for the nerv- . knows not is a fool. Shun him. 
perfectly indefinite period without ous, highly strung Anglo-Saxon there He that knows not and knows that he knows 
prejudice to their freight of seeds or is no such thing as temperance in not is simple. Teach him. 
spores is, Mr. Horace Brown remarks, 

1 

drugs and very little in tobacco and . Rel that kwnowks ahn~ knows not that he knows . . is as eep. a e im. 
:almost certam from the facts we know alcohol. He can abstam altogether; He that knows and knows that he knows is 
about the maintenaE.ce of life by he can stifle desire at its very birth, wise. Follow him. 
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free."-.Tobn 8:31, 82. 
"Hearken to the word of the lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none." 

Vol. 45. 
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LAMONI, Iow A, MARCH 9, 1898. 

BAD CLAIMS FROM GEBO, MONTANA. 

MRS. ALBERT J. PREMO, writing from 
Gebo, Carbon County, Montana, Feb
ruary 20, states:-

There is a pair of men recently arrived .. 
who claim to be elders of the "Church of Je
sus Christ of Latter Day Saints,'' who make 
a very confident statement that they can prove 
Brigham Young to be the rightful leader of 
the church, and that Joseph Smith was hired 
by an enormous salary to assume the leader
ship and usurp authority. They also claim 
to have met elders of the Reorganization in 
debate, even recently, and worsted them in 
every encounter. 

What is worse there is no one in our little 
band who can successfully contradict them. 
If one of our elders could come here just now 
he would be received with open arms by the 
saints, and there would be no difficulty at all 
in obtaining the use of a large centrally lo
cated schoolhouse on Clarkes Fork, for hold
ing services. We should be most thankful if 
an elder could make it convenient to stop 
here, but I am very sorry to say that we 
saints are all very poor and we are quite un
able to send pecuniary aid. 

In case an elder should happen to come this 
way, I will state how he may find us. The 
nearest railroad is Joliet, Carbon County, 
Montana, eighteen miles from here. Some of 
the saints would meet him if notified. Should 
be notified early, as mails are sometimes ir
regular here. 

The foregoing is only a sample of 
the ••refuge of lies." 

We challenge the proof that Pres. 
B. Young was the rightful successor 
to Joseph Smith, the Martyr, as presi
dent of the Church; and vow absolute 
unbelief in the ability of the two el
ders referred to to prove it. 

We personally, will be much obliged 
to these two elders if they will furnish 
the proofs that Joseph Smith of La
moni was ''hired by an enormous salary 
to assume the leadership and usurp au
thority." We are sadly in need of a 
few hundreds of dollars, and if we had 
the proof referred to, we might make 
speedy collection of some part of that 
"enormous salary," and get out of 

Lamoni, Iowa, March 9, 1898. 

debt. Gentlemen from Utah, please 
send the proofs referred to at once 
and help Joseph Smith out of diffi
culty. We thought people had got 
tired of that lie long ago. 

We would also like to be informed 
the names of the elders of the Reor
ganization whom these Utah elders 
met and "worsted them." We would 
like to make inquiry why our elders 
did not report. their defe~t. Send us 
the names please. 

THE LAMBERT-BAYS CONTROVERSY. 

WITH this number of the HERALD 
containing Elder Bays' article and the 
reply of Bro. J. R. Lambert to follow, 
the Lambert·Bays controversy will 
be brought to a close; that is, so far 
as the HERALD is concerned. 

The present article of Elder Bays 
was offered us some time ago, but 
publication was deferred for this rea
son: It was manifest to us that, 
Elder Bays being a representative of 
the Christian or Campbellite Church, 
the whole correspondence should be 
placed before the readers of the Chris
tian Evangelist, published at St. Louis. 
We ":therefore stipulated with Elder 
Bays, before publishing his former 
article, whi.ch has already appeaired 
in the HERALD, that he agree to pre
sent the whole controversy to that 
publication with request to publish. 
This he agreed to do, ~,lso to notify 
us of the result. The present article 
was shortly afterwards offered us, 
but action as to publication was de
ferred till the· ac bion of the Evangelist 
was learned. Elder Bays has not 
notified us concerning the decision of 
the Evangelist, but in its issue for 
February 3 last we find the follow-
ing:-

D. H. BAYS AND THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Book of Mormon, page 116. 

No. 10. 

Church. To these references Bro. Bays re
plied-a right to which he was entitled~and 
quite a voluminous controversy ensued run
ning through several numbers of the above
named religious journal. We have been 
asked to publish the controversy as it ap
peared in the Herald, in our columns, but it 
is too voluminous for our space. Moreover, 
our readers no~ being acquainted with the 
circumstances provoking the controversy 
would have but a very ?Teak incentive to read 
so many long articles. Having read the con
troversy, however, it is but just to say that 
it has been conducted in fairly good spirit 
and has doubtless given the Herald readers a 
better understanding of Bro. Bays' motives 
for leaving their fellowship. There is much 
parrying, pro. and con. about certain pro· 
posed public discussions and other matters of 
local character, but Bro. Bays made use of 
his opportunity in the controversy to define 
his present attitude toward Mormonism and 
some of its doctrines, which is about all that 
he could hope to do in a discussion of this 
character .... 

We omit the concluding portion of 
the article, which is simply an adver
tisement of Elder Bays' book. 

The Editor of the Evangelist declines, 
but the HERALD gives its rea.ders both 
sides of the controversy; a difference 
in policy, to say the least. 

Some of our readers object to any
thing of a controversial nature appear
ing in the HERALD. This idea is, in 
our opini.on, a greatly mistaken one, 
for several reasons. Truth does not 
suffer from investigation; error alone 
flourishes in the dark, and resists ex
amination. Its ways are ''in the 
dark" because it is of evil. The re
sult of investigation is to bring out, to 
make plain, that the superiority of 
truth and right may appear, in con
trast to the designs and weaknesses 
of wrong and error. Jesus said, 
"Everyone that doeth evil hateth the 
light, lest his deeds should be re
proved [discovered-margin]. But he 
that doeth truth cometh to the light, 
that his deeds may be manifest that 

. We have recently received several copies G 
of the Saints' Herald, an organ of the Latter they are wrought in od." 
Day Saints, published at Lomooie, [Lamoni] The church and its ministry are 
Iowa, which contain a somewhat rambling confronted by active and wily opposers 
discussion by Elder Lambert, of the La~ter of the truth. Is it the true policy to 
D~y Saints, and D. H. Bays, ~uthor of Doc- shut off all discussion simply because 
trrnes and Dogmas of Mormonism. The oon-. t' l t k th' f 
troversy seems to have started from some ar lC es a e on some ing O a con-
references on the part of Elder Larr..bert to troversial nature? Certainly not 
D. H. Bays' new attitude toward the Mormon But if so, how could the people be 
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educated to see and be prepared to ex
pose the false positions of their oppo
nents? People who simply read one 
side of a matter are not strong advo
cates of their own principles. Not 
knowing the positions urged against 
their beliefs, they are unprepared 
either to fully appreciate the truth or 
to defend it. Truth appears in its 
superiority when attacked by error; 
it shines out clearly and strongly by 
contrast, and its heights and depths 
are seen and understood and the faith 
of the believer is confirmed as he more 
fully comprehends its immovable 
character. The Apostle Paul com
mended some as full grown men in 
Christ because by reason of ''exercise" 
of their ''senses," or powers of mind, 
they were able to discern between 
good and evil. 

Opposition has its uses; it serves 
to bring out, to emphasize, to make 
manifest; hence when the elders have 
met their opponents in discussion and 
have been careful to meet them wisely, 
the false reasoning·. of opponents has 
been made plain and the truth:has 
been brought to the attention of the 
honest in heart. 

It is stated in the word that the 
disciple shall be led and guided into 
all truth.. The Latter Day Saint who 
is so undeveloped as to be unable to 
discern where the truth lies. in any 
question, has not yet come to the full 
measure of his development; and un
til he exercises hi('powers of mind, 
in study, in prayer, and in diligent 
application in the,)ine~ of privilege 
and duty, will not reach the condition 
of understanding and usefulness de
signed. Christ is the pattern in all 
things. And, he was not only good 
in heart; he was also intelligent, and 
was thus able to comprehend and to 
meet the conditions everywhere pre
vailing against him. 

The gospel comprehends the eleva
tion of :the saints by spiritual, moral, 
and general education. We shall not 
be made free until we "know the 
truth." "They shall all be taught of 
God," is the prophetic statement con
cerning the people of God. Salva
tion without understanding, without 
knowledge, without ability to discrimi
nate and to reach correct conclusions 
upon all questions in which the saints 
are to act, in matters pertaining to 
9h urch and other du ties, is an anomaly. 

~ 

THE SAINTS' ·HERALD. 

Salvation without knowledge is un
scientific, untrue. A Latter Day 
Saint who cannot reach a correct con
clusion, or who does not so do, con
cerning matters upon which he or she 
is obliged to act according to his 
moral agency, in the interests of 
branch, district, or general work, is 
to that degree unprepared to do his 
part in the interests of the work. He 
"falls down" before responsibilities 
when, bad he been sufficiently de
veloped, he could have acted in the 
interests of the work; and thus often 
it)s true, "if one member suffers, the 
whole body suffers with .. it," because 
some unwise action is permitted to 
obtain. 

The redemption of .Zion means the 
redemption of her people. "Zion can
not be built up except it be by the 
principles of the law of the celestial 
kingdom, otherwise I cannot receive 
her unto myself," the Lord has said. 
The principles of the celestial law 
cannot be put in operation until 
there.is both an acquaintance with, a 
comprehension of them, ·and a dispo
sition to heed them. 

and in receiving confirmation is re
quired. The trouble is that many 
practically stop here, waiting for the 
ministry to do the rest. 

All .our people should study the 
revelations of God to the church, and 
become familiar with them. They 
should know what they are doing and 
why they act. The Lord can scarcely 
be pleased with less than this. He 
designs the development of all his 
children-he is no respecter of per
sons; be is, however, a respecter of 
character; and Christlike character 
includes information, knowledge, in
telligence, goodness. The greatest 
things in the universe are heart and 
mind -)ove and intelligence. The 
glory of God is intelligence. 

The Lord bas said, •·The inhabit
ants of Zion shall judge all things 
pertaining to Zion, and liars and 
hypocrites shall be made known." 

The Apostle Paul wrote to the 
early saints, '•Do ye not know that 
the saints shall judge the world? and 
if the world shall be judged by you, 
are ye unworthy to judge the small
est matters? Know ye not that we 
shall judge angels? how much more 
things that pertain to this life?" 

The idea that men should not judge 
at all-not discriminate-is erroneous. 
Jesus, in the Inspired Translation, is 
thus quoted: "Judge not unrighteous 
judgment." To render a proper judg
ment requires care, and justness, and 
considerateness, and information; all 
of which are _ commendable and 
strictly essential to the "perfect 

The policy of crying down discus
sion is one of the Devil's favorite 
themes. He is pleased when people 
are willing to glide along easily and 
dreamily without knowing just where 
they are, what they are doing, or 
where they are going. It is the peo
ple who think and act from an under
standing of law that be is afraid of. 
He cannot easily mislead those who, 
acquainted with God's law, humbly 

man." but firmly refuse to be led by what is 
in opposition to it; and who, having Those, then, who oppose the idea 
acquainted themselves with the mis- of counter arguments or discussions 
leading and deceptive devices of the in the HERALD, are in our judgment, 
enemy of truth, understand his tactics mistaken. The arguments or meth
and are able to detect them-to discern ods of Elder Bays and other oppo
tbeir real character. nents properly criticised, afford our 

The education and development of readers an opportunity of development 
the people can only come about by in- in discerning false positions and of 
dividual and personal effort. Society growth in exposing them. Our young 
in church and state can only be ex- men grow by moving out among the 
alted by the development of the per- enemy, not by remaining where they 
sonal quantities that compose it. All hear but one side only. 
men and women have powers of mind We believe in investigation. It wais 
and heart that may be brought out, well expressed by the statement of 
that must be brought out to their full a minister at one of our Gen
extent if the units of society are to be er al Conferences: "We are here to 
happified and brought up to the pos- cut gordian knots, and to solve prob
sibilities open to all. This the gos-1 lems." 
pel contemplates, hence individual. No subject of general import is be
action in faith, repentance, baptism, I ;yond the realm of proper investiga· 
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tion, and criticism, and analysis. We J INTOLERANCE STILL LIVES. 

plead for open, unhampered, full I OuR Methodist friends solicited the 
investigation. It means death to , cooperation of the Pope to secure 
tyranny and error, but life to the race equal religious liberty in the South 
by manifestation of the truth. American regions, with other believ-

When the people become well posted ers. The Pope snubs the inquirers 
in the revelations of God, including and suggests that the State should 
the Bible, the Book of Mormon, and by law repress any and all Protestant 
the Doctrine and Covenants, they will heretics from preaching in the country. 
be better able to comprehend the pur- A lot of would-be wise preachers 
poses of God and the work of the down about Tampa, Florida, have be
church, and to stand by the ministry come alarmed because the Utah Mor
in the execution of their work. The mons are operating in the South with 
ministry will also be moved upon to Chattanooga, Tennessee, as a center; 
occupy higher ground, to lead the way and are suggesting that the Mormons 
upward and onward in the principles should be stopped by force if necessary. 
of life and godliness. The Chattanooga News for February 10 

Let the good work of investigation gives these very wise elders the re· 
go on in the interests of the church proof stating that the Mormon elders 
and of man universal. are doing good in and around Chatta

nooga. 
(JUSTICE, IF TARDY, STILL JUSTICE. 

SISTER M. E. E., writing from Den
ver, Colorado, February 22, is rather 
elated over the kind showing which 
the local press is giving our people 
under the efficient and rather wise ad
ministration of Brn. Gillen, Thomas, 
Gilbert, and Roush. The Rocky 
Mountain News for February 21 has 
near a column notice of the district 
conference with a cut of Bro. Roush. 

The News states:-
The semi-annual conference of the mem

bers of the Reorganized Church of. Latter 
Day Saints for the Eastern Colorado district, 
came to an end last evening. l!-,ully fifty 
delegates and the following ministers were 
in attendance: J. W. Giilen and 0. B. 
Thomas, of Iowa; J. W. Gilbert, late mis
sionary to the south Sea Islands; C. B. Golds
bury, of New Windsor, Colorado; M. F. 
Ralston, of Eaton; J. B. Roush, E. F. Shupe, 
K. Seli, and Joseph Schmutz, of Denver, and 
James Kemp, of Conifer, Colorado. Reports 
from the branches in Denver, New Windsor, 
Conifer, Sterling, Wray, Kirk, Coal Creek, 
Colorado, and Eustis and Maxwell, Nebraska, 
showed a membership of 375, being a net 
gain of about seventy-five during the year. 
The bishop's agent reported $450 collected 
during the year for the general church fund. 
Elder J. B. Roush was reelected presiding 
elder of the district, and C. E. Everett, of 
Denver, secretary. Rev. Roush is one of the 
younger ministers of the conference, but has 
had wide experience as a missionary in the 
interest of his church. Delegates as follows 
were elected to attend the General Church 
Conference to be held at Independence, Mis
souri, commencing April 6: J. W. Gillen, 
0. B. Thomas, J. W. Gilbert, J. B. Roush, 
and Mrs. L. S. Nudd. 

Bro. E. Gerber, a long resident in 
Tennessee, who sends us clippings 
from the Chattanooga papers, is of 
the opinion that an elder ought to be 
sent to Chattanooga to make that city 
his principal place of labor, and be
lieves that a good work might be done 
by such an effort. Bro. Gerber will 
gladly give any information in his 
power touching the city and the coun
try. The attention of the mission
aries for the Southeastern mission is 
hereby called to the situation. Ad
dress E. Gerber, Hill City, Ten-
nessee. 

TO TRY TO CONVERT INGERSOLL. 
EMPORIA, Kan., Feb. 22.-William Crowdy, 
the colored evangelist, who claims to be a 
John the Baptist, and that he precedes 
Christ only a short time, is working wonders 
among the people in Emporia. He has now 
over 100 followers. Of these he has baptized 
twenty-three in the Cottonwood River. Yes
terday afternoon five were immersed in the 
icy water, four of whom were white people. 
He says he has received a personal message 
from God to go to Washington and convert 
Bob Ingersoll. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

BRO. w. E. LARUE, of Rock Island, 
Illinois, wrote us March 1 and sent 
clipping from Moline papers, which 
very kindly allowed a card from Bro. 
LaRue correcting some statements, 
made in a previous issue. The press 
in many places is quite fair, we are 
pleased to note. 

Andy McBrayer, of Artemas, Ken-
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reading the Book of Mormon, and~be
lieves in revelation. 

Bombay, March 3.-An epidemic of 
plague has broken out in the state of 
Hyderabad. Fifty deaths are occur
ring daily. 

London, March 5.-A dispatch to 
the Daily Mail from Tien-Tsin, China, 
says: "Japan has addressed a note 
to Russia demanding an immediate 
and explicit statement on the question 
of the continued occupation of Port 
Arthur." 

"There has been a steady decrease 
during the last ten years of candidates 
for holy orders in England, and among 
them the proportion of Oxford and 
Cambridge graduates is also dimin
ishing. The number ordained in 1897 
was 1,296, which is the lowest in 
twenty-two years."-Chicago Tribune, 
March 5, 1898. 

Up to the 5th inst. there is prac
tically no change in the Cuban situa
tion, except that the United States 
has stationed several war vessels 
along the coast of Cuba. The naval 
board of inquiry has not yet reported 
on the direct cause of the Maine dis
aster. War preparations continue 
both in the United States and in Spain. 

A Washington dispatch of the 6th 
to the Chicago Tribune reads thus: 
''Spain has protested against General 
Fitzhugh Lee as Consul General at 
Havana. President McKinley has 
refused to recall him. Spain has in
timated that to send supplies to 
Mantanzas and Sagua la Grande by 
war ships would not be acceptable, 
and would be considered as tending to 
encourage the insurgents. President 
McKinley has decided that the sup
plies will go, as originally intended, 
on the war ships Montgomery and 
Nash ville." 

''The President will not consider the 
recall of General Lee. He has borne 
himself throughout this crisis with 

This is followed by a fair digest of 
a sermon by Bro. Roush. 'Tis a good 
sign. 

judgment, fidelity, and courage, to the 
President's entire satisfaction. As to 
the supplies for the relief of the Cuban 
people, all arrangements have been 
made to carry a consignment this week 
from Key West by one of the naval 
vessels, whichever may be best adapted 
and most available for the purpose, to 
Mantanzas and Sagua." The last 
paragraph is an "authorized state
ment given out by Assistant Secretary 

tucky, would like if some elder would Day at the State Department." War 
call there and preach. He has been, preparations continue. 
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Oriuinal PoB1ru. 
CALVARY. 

Oft looking back along time's ancient vale, 
As peal the Sabbath bells at restful eve, 

A vision comes of that $ad, hallowed tale, 
That round my heart a halcyon calm doth 

weave. 

I see that gentle One, whose soul divine, 
Whose form was grace, and face angelic 

cast, 
On which there shone a glory all sublime, 

With eyes that b<"amed impassioned love so 
vast. 

I see that fearful scene on Calv'ry's hill, 
The cruel cross, and hear that mournful cry, 

"'Tis done!" His mission now on earth ful
filled, 

Though Holy One, he dies as mortals die. 

The shrouded sun goes down in lurid gloom, 
'Mid quaking earth the vail is rent in twain; 

As man he dies, though not as man his doom; 
His death but sleep-so soon to rise again. 

No more by lake and shore 'mid Judah's hills 
Is heard that voice in gently pleading tones; 

But now on high for man redeemed he thrills 
Celestial throngs before the Father's 

throne. 

Can man forget the water and the blood? 
Can man forget that agonizing cry 

In anguish wrung from holy Son of God, 
"Eloi! Eloi! Lama Sabachthani"? 

"'Tis finished! The work thou g·avest me 
to do;" 

'Tis finished! And Holy Lamb the sacrifice. 
'Tis finished! And man in God is born anew; 

'Tis finished! And Jesus reig-ns in Paradisr ! 
GEO. BARRET'l'. 

LAMONI, Iowa, January 31 1898. 

Mothsrs' Home Gollimn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

PrtAY! 
''Be not nfra.id to pray-to pray is right. 

Pray, if thou canst, with hope; but ever pray, 
Though hope be weak, or sick with long delay; 
Pray in the darkness, if there be no light. 

''Fat· is the tin1e, remote from human sight, 
When war and discord on tbe earth shall cease; 
Yet every prayer for universal peace 
Avails the blessed time to expedite. 

HV\i"hate'er is good to wish, ask that of heaven, 
Though it be what thou canst not hope to see; 
Pray to be perfect, though material leaven 
Forbid the spirit so on earth to be: 

''But if for any wish thou darest not pray, 
Then prny to God to cast that wish away." 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

each day, sometime during the day, devote a 
short time, if it be only a few minutes, to tbe 
reading prayerfully and thoughtfully the text 
or texts given in connection with the subject 
for prayer of the week. The benefit to be 
derived from this course I believe will be a 
better preparation for engaging in the prayer 
to be offered when the hour has arrived for 
united prayer on Thursday. 
, And further, when selecting the texts we 
remember that on some days there are more 
than one distinct subject, as notice the third 
Thursday, there are at least three, so let us 
try to select for each. 

If you think, Sr. Walker, these suggestions 
timely, please present them to the sisters 
through the Home Column. 

Lovingly, 
S. CLAPP. 

WE are pleased to present to the members of 
the Prayer Union the above letter of Sr. 
Clapp, who is leader of the Prayer Union in 
Lamoni and a very zealous worker therein; 
one whose heart seems to respond to every 
demand made upon it by the suffering ones of 
earth. And how many such there are can 
hardly be appreciated until one has been 
placed in a position necessitating contact 
therewith. The thoughts expressed in this 
letter carry us back to the time when the 
Prayer Union was first organized and the ob
ject had in view in introducing the .Memory 
Texts. It was intended that these should 
have a direct bearing upon the subjects of 
prayer and should be committed to memory 
by each member of the Union. It was in the 
mind of those who originated the Prayer 
Union '~hat it should be a helper in t,he great 
battle being waged between tho fore· s of 
light and darkness, truth and errnr, and to 
the end that it might answer or fill the 
measure of its creation this thought of occu
pying the mind with that which was good to 
the displacement of that which was light, 
trivial, or perhaps even sinful, seemed an 
opportune one. Nature abhors a vacuum and 
will not allow any space to remaln unoccu
pied, but if emptied of one element it is 
quickly occupied by another. An eminent 
writer has said, "The only way to get rid of 
anything that is obnoxious in the world of 
sense or spirit is by displacing it," and it was 
the intention that these selected passages of 
scripture should help in bringing the mind 
into harmony with the season and subjects of 
prayer, by helping to displace from the mind 
everything not in harmony therewith, and 
occupying both mind and heart to the ex
clusion of all unwelcome guests. 

In order to a wise and profitable selection 

this reason that we welcome the letter of Sr. 
Clapp and sincerely hope tbat her sugges
tions will meet with a hearty response. If 
the reading of a single text will lead to the 
thoughtful and prayerful reading of many 
others, we can but feel that great good will 
be accomplished thereby. 

HE CARETH FOR THEE. 
"Casting all your care upon him, for he careth for 

you."-1 Peter 5: 7. 

"What can it mean? Is it aught to him 
That the nights·are long as the days 

dim? 
are 

Can he be touched by the griefs I bear, 
Which sadden the heart and whiten the 

hair? 
Around his throne are eternal calms, 
And song, glad music, and happy psalms, 
And bliss unruffled by any strife, 
How can he care for my poor life? 

"And yet I want him to care for me, 
While I live in this world where the sor-

rows be. 
When the lights die down on the path I 

take: 
When strength is feeble and friends forsake: 
When love and music that once did bless, 
Have left me to silence and loneliness: 
And life-song changes to sobbing prayers
Then my heart cries out for a God who 

cares. 

"When shadows hang o'er me the whole 
day long; 

And my spirit is bowed with shame and 
wrong; 

When I am not good, and the deeper shade 
Of conscierus sin makes my heart afraid; 
And the busy world has too much to do 
To stay in its course to help me through; 
And I long for a Savior-can it be 
That the God of the uni verse cares for me? 

"0 wonderful story of deathless love! 
Each child is dear to that heart above; 
He fights for me when I cannot fight; 
He comforts me in the gloom of night; 
He lifts the burden for he is strong; 
He stills the sigh, and awakens the song; 
'l'he sorrow that bowed me down he bears, 
And loves and pardons because he cares. 

"Let all who are sad take heart again, 
We are not alone in our hours of pain; 
Our Father stoops from his throne above 
To soothe and quiet us with his love. 
He leaves us not when the storm is high, 
And we have safety, for he is nigh. 
Can it be trouble which he doth share? 
O rest in peace, for the Lord does care." 

of texts it becomes necessary to devote much PRAYER UNION. 
time and thought thereto, and, in fact, it SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

LAMONI, Feb. 26. cannot successfully be done by one who is not SR. ELIZABETH Moss, London, Ontario, has 
Dear Sister Walker:-Might I offer the fol- familiar with each of the three books, Much been unable to walk for about five years. 

lowing suggestions to the sisters of the Prayer time and careful painstaking has been given She has been administered to many times 
Union? To those when making selection of to this matter by those who at various times with good results, but is not yet able to walk. 
texts for the different subjects, that they be have had it in charge, and at times they have She is now strongly impressed to ask the 
selected with the view of bringing our minds felt seriously discouraged and have questioned I united and earnest prayers of the sisters, that 
and hearts in close touch with the subjects for whether after all the labor bestowed thereon if it is the Lord's will she once more be able 
prayer, and that they need not therefore be was to any extent helpful, or beneficial, since I to walk. She would also be thankful if those 
limited to one or two verses or paragraphs. 

1 
so few seemed to avail themselves of it, by who know her would fast for her on the 17th 

And that we tr;v to make the opportunity to I using the selections as designed. It is for ! of this month. 
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PRAYER UNION SUBJECTS. 
MEMORY VERSES FOR MARCH. 

Thursday, Mar. 10.-0ur families. Prayer 
for the members of our families by name, and 
for the families of each other and those of the 
ministry. For the youth of the church in 
general. 

Memory Verses.-D. C. 90: 6-9; Eph. 6. 
Thursday, Mar. 17.-Missions and Sunday 

school work, and the church publications. 
Also for the poor, the sick, and afflicted. 

Memory Verses.-Alma 19: 77-105; Mosiah 
2, large edition. 

Thursday, Mar. 24.-Zion, our country, its 
welfare and prosperity, and its speedy puri
fication by the reception of truth. That the 
scattered remnants may be gathered in, and 
the kingdom of Christ be established. 

Memory Verses.-D. 0. 64:7, 8. 
Thursday, Mar. 31.-The gathering of Is

rael to their own land, and the restoration to 
them of the pare gospel in its fuliness, and its 
acceptance by them to their everlasting 
peace. 

Memory Verse.-Isaiah 11: 12. 

8undau School IlBDar1mBnt. 
ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDI'l'OR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc. 
to" Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") ' 

QUESTION: "Should a new enrollment be 
made at the beginning of a year, or shoulc 
the old one be retained?" 

Answer: "An absence of three mon tbs 
without sufficient cause will forfeit member
ship."-Article 3, page 16, By-Laws for Sun
day schools. 

No name should be dropped except after 
three months' absence, as above. If a new 
roll were made the first of the year, including 
those present only, many might be thus 
omitted who had not forfeited membership. 
Hence the roll should be perpetual, not 
annual. 

SUNDAY SCHOOL MISSIONARY. 
THE Church of Jesus Christ is, was, and 
always will be a missionary organization, 
until the possibilities of reaching one soul 
not affected by its saving power does not 
exist. Not only does this spirit of missionary 
work extend to the notifying the sons and 
daughters of men that there is such a church, 
and apprising them of its saving importance, 
besides warning them of the consequent loss 
do they refuse its proffers of mercy; but it de
mands the sheep and lambs to be fed. Peter, 
who represented that quorum of church offi
cials upon whom rested the missionary 
responsibility equal to if not more than all 
others, was commanded as though this part 
of the work was of special importance and 
was liable to be neglected in thefr interest in 
spreading the gospel to parts as yet unac
quainted with it, to "Feed my sheep," and 
"Feed my lambs;" placing, however, double 
importance upon feeding the sheep; and the 
only reason I can see is that if the sheep were 
properly fed there would be enough given to 
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them that they would willingly divide with 
the lambs, that being one part of their duty 
when they are fed so they fully understand it; 
yet with all this there was the direct instruc
tion to Peter to "Feed my lambs." 

This can be done in either one or both of 
two ways, by direct attention to the lambs of 
the fold in giving instruction, or by making 
provision that this work be done by those 
specially gifted in this department of work. 

That the Sunday school is a department, 
and a necessary department of church work 
"for good among my people," as the Lord has 
referred to, has been acknowledged by every 
quorum of the mi!lsionary force, also by the 
General Conference, hence must come under 
the fostering care of such quorums and the 
church; and the spread of the principles gov
erning the methods best calculated to make 
this department of work the most effective 
for filling its mission as a department of the 
church dioseminated. Some of the general 
missionaries claim they are not. adapted for 
this class of work, possibly in a good many 
cases because they have not studied to be
come acquainted with it; while others say 
that they do not have time for this class of 
work, and this is because in most cases time 
is not sought in which to perform it. But· 
taking these excuses to be justifiable ones, 
and in some cases and at some times they may 
be, yet I have found but few such cases or 
times, the argument is the more strongly in 
favor of making provisions that those who 
are adapted to the work and do find time for 
it may be specially appointed thereto. The 
work should be done, and no class of mem
bers of the church are or should be •nore in
terested in this work being done than those 
who are by reason of their special calling de
prived of personally instructing their own 
children, thereby leaving that work to be 
done by others. And the more proficient 
those others are in doing that work the bet
ter satisfied such ones will be that that work 
will be done so their children will be trained 
up in the nurtu)"e and admonition of the 
Lord without such an added burden being 
placed on their com pan ions because of their 
absence. 

That there is great need of advancement 
on the part of persJns called to teach and act 
in behalf of this department of work as 
officers, will be most emphatically acknowl
edged by those who have or are now acting 
as officers and teachers. And while much 
has been and is being done to meet this de
mand through conventions and institutes, 
there are many places where such advance
ment is most needed that cannot afford to 
have a convention or institute, neither can 
tbe parties Ii ving there afford to go such a 
distance as most of them would have to to 
gain the information given at these places 
they so much need, however much they 
might desire to. 

This proves the need of a Sunday school 
missionary, or missionaries, who can take to 
such places the information those who live 
there need, and also be specially prepared to 
.attend many conventions and institutes and 
assist with the work there. While he or 
they would have this work specially in mind, 

yet their time could be largely spent in those 
places visited in preaching, and thus there 
would be double assistance rendered the 
churcn. 

Could the General Superintendent or one 
of the assistant superintendents do this work, 
I would deem it advisable. The church 
could well afford to supply the families of 
such ones, while the Sunday School Associa
tion should meet the necessary traveling ex
penses, the districts and schools where they 
might labor assisting what they could, the 
association standing ready to meet what ex
penses were not thus paid. 

The Sunday school is assisting the mission
ary work financially through the Christmas 
Offerings. Thus it would be no special bur
den for not only one, but three or four 
families of such missionaries as would make 
a specialty of Sunday school work in connec
tion with ministering the word. Thus carry 
Sunday school organization right along with 
the conversion of souls into the church. And 
wherever two or three of the saints could be 
found· or brought into the church, organize a 
Sunday school, remain until they were ac
quainted with the plan of conducting it suc
cessfully in harmony with the laws and 
principles of the General Association, and 
then pass on, leaving them equipped for 
their work. Which work if persistently and 
righteously done, would be the basis upon 
which would be founded th<' organization of 
a branch, and when organized there would 
be such a development in instructing and 
executive work that it would be less trouble 
for them to take charge of and do the work 
necessary in a branch. 

I trust the General Association will urge 
this matter and present such ones as they 
may choose to the appointing power of the 
church for their approval, and through them 
to the General Conference for endorsement. 
Thus all act conjointly, each having an equal 
interest, as we are laborers together with 
God. Let the springtime see at least as 
many sent out with the above thought in 
view as the Reorganized Church sent out 
upon the first missionary effort. 

Yours for ad vancernent in all departments 
of church work, J. F. MINTUN. 

REPLY TO ELDER LAMBERT.-NO. 2. 
Editors Herald:-In your issue for Novem· 

ber 24, appe~rs a second article from the pen 
of Elder Lambert, which he styles his second 
"article of defense," to which I wish to make 
brief reply. I shall not follow Elder Lam
bert's example, however, and devote a little 
over five columns of your valuable space to 
the discussion of the origin of a debate which 
never materialized, and which probably never 
will. 

Concerning the proposed debate about 
which Apostle Lambert has so much to say, 
I have only to add that I have stated facts as 
they were known to exist, and if called upon 
to do so can prove every word I have 
said. Only a short time ago I had a talk 
with Joseph Seddon, in his store, in Persia, 
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Iowa, and he admitted having intentionally 
deceived me about sending the propositions 
to Elder Lambert, and maintained that the 
end justified the means. 

It is a matter of little importauce to the in
telligent reader as to how the proposed dis
cussion originated, and it may be quite 
sufficient for them to know that the debate 
never came off. With this I shall now pass 
to the consideration of a few points of more 
vital importance to all parties to this contro
versy. But before doing so I wish to correct 
an obvious error either of the types or of the 
copy sent to the Herald. 

In the opening paragraph of my former ar
ticle I am made to refer to Elder Lambert's 
"first article of defense"(?) as a "twenty-two" 
page effort. Where the mistake lies I am 
not prepared to say, but think it quite likely 
to be a mistake in copying. The original 
manuscript, of which I sent a copy, reads 
"two-page article," as it also appears in the 
body of the published article. 

I very much regret to be compelled to call 
your attention to other misrepresentations 
in the eider's last article of "defense." As 
to number these articles of misrepresentation 
seems to produce more or less disturbance to 
the feelings of my sedate but not very 'care
ful critic, I will forego the pleasure of num
bering those I find in the article now under 
consideration, but will leave that for the 
reader to do. 

The first point to which I shall invite at
tention iil that found in paragraph one, in 
which we have the following: "l. My first 
allusion to Elder Bays' attitude occupies less 
than one half column in the Herald. It con
sists of a mild statement of fact, and two 
queries. It was in no sense [the italics are 
Elder Lambert's] an 'unprovoked attack,' as 
Elder Bays puts it. That statement is entirely 
false." (These italics are mine.) 

In reply to this remarkable declaration
remarkable for the reason that we have a 
right to expect better things from a man in 
Elder Lambert's position-I have this to say. 
The statement misrepresents every fact con
nected with the matter. It makes me to 
have declared that his "first allusion to Elder 
Bays' attitude," was an "unprovoked attack." 
I have just re-read my "first allusion" to 
Elder Lambert's "mild statement of fact and 
two queries," and there is absolutely nothing 
in it from which any such conclusion could 
possibly be drawn. And then, after this in
excusable perversion, he has added ''insult to 
injury" by charging me with falsehood pure 
and simple. "That statement is entirely 
false,'' quoth the elder. 

"I v:Jry much regret that Elder Lambert 
feels himself called upon to resort to ;mch ques
tionable methods. A plain, truthful state
ment of the case would have been far better, 
and attended with less difficulty. 

Elder Lambert tries to justify his course 
in writing his "first article of defense" by 
saying that his only purpose was that "the 
situation should be made to appear as it is, 
without regard to where it strikes or whom 
it hurts." Had the elder carried out his 
"only purpose" by stating facts-the exact 
truth-to his readers this oontroversy would 
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never have occurred; but this he has not 
done, as will appe3'r as we proceed. I quote: 
"Elder Bays thinks there is nothing in what 
he wrote to warrant the effort or justify the 
course Elder Lambert has pursued [and I am 
of the same opinion still]. If my effort and 
course have been what Elder Bays represents 
them to be he is certainly correct; but if, on 
the other hand, I have correctly and truth
fully represented his positions, where is the 
ground for complaint?" 

If Elder Lambert had "correctly and truth
fully" repreAented my position, I should have 
no word of complaint to offer, but this he has 
utterly failed to do. In his skillful meander
ings through the mazes of an occult criticism, 
he has sought to hide the real issue that he 
may thus evade the consequences of his 
numerous misrepresentations. But this I do 
not intend to permit him to do. He must 
face the issue he has himself raised. 

Now this brings us again to the question: 
What is the issue raised by Elder Lambert's 
"first article of defense?" What was the 
character of the charge he makes against 
me? Here it is in his own words: "His 
talk about 'destroying the last vestige of any 
ground upon which to base an argument in 
support of the dogma of plenary inspiration,' 
is but a man of straw, and is not sufficient to 
hide his EVIDEN'l' UNBELIEF IN THE CLAIMS 

OF THE BIBLE, at the time he wrote up his 
resignation." 

No amouut of sophistry or spPcial pleading 
can disguise the fact that Elder Lambert's 
chief desire and principal motive in arraign
ing me before the readers of the Herald is 
found in the fact that he wished to convict 
me in the minds of former friends of being an 
"unbeliever in the claims of the Bible." In 
my former ar.ticle I challenged Elder Lam
bert, and now challenge him again, to pro
duce from my paper of resignation a single 
instance in which I have ever called in ques
tion a single claim made by the Bible. 

As an illustration of Apostle Lambert's 
lamentable lack of candor I give below iry 
challenge and his reply, as follows: "And I 
now call upon Elder Lambert to produce a 
single sentence from my paper ... in which 
I call in question any statement of the Bible 
itself as to its 'inspirational claims.' I simply 
and only object to the claims made for it by 
others, and not the claims which the Bible 
makes for its own inspiration." 

To this Elder Lambert made the following 
exhaustive(!) but charact1wistic reply: "And 
I now call upon Elder Bays to produce a sin
gle sentence from his paper in which he calls 
in question any statement of the Book of 
Mormon or Doctrine and .Covenants as to 
their inspirational claims." 

While comment seems entirely useless, yet 
I cannot refrain the remark that men are 
seldom driven to such extremes as to impel 
them to such art.Jess evasion as that which 
characterizes Elder Lambert's reply. I am 
sure he has the sympathy of all his friends, 
my own included. 

Elder Lambert has given you, he says, all 
I had said in my paper "concerning the Doc
trine and Covenants, Book of Mormon, and 
the Bible;" but does he point out a single pas-

sage in which I call in question "the inspira
tional claims of the Bible"? As every 
intelligent reader knows, he has not ev·en at
tempted to do so, for the obvious reason that 
he knew it could not be done. 

I shall now proceed to examine a few of 
Elder Lambert's statements in the order in 
which they occur. The first will be the 
Elder's unbecoming charge of dishonesty, as 
follows: "If Elder Bays had possessed a lit
tle more frankness and honesty [the italics are 
Elder Lambert's], notwithstanding his claims, 
he would have stated that this sentence, 
about which he says so much, .did not injure 
him nor misrepresent him at all." 

Were I disposed to retaliate in kind I 
would probably say that had Elder Lambert 
"possessed a Ii ttle more frankness and honesty" 
he would not have manufactured a sentence 
out of whole cloth, inclosing it in quotations, 
and then tell his readers that the language 
was mine. But since I consider such a course 
wholly incompatible with the character and 
dignity of a Christian gentleman, I cannot 
afford, neither do I desire to indulge in such 
epithets. 

The next evasion to which I invite atten
tion, is the following: "So far as the 've
racity and authenticity of the Bible' is 
concerned, not one word in favor of either is 
to b6 found in the paper referred to. Elder 
Bays is invited to produce it." 

That "not one word" appears in my paper 
in defense of t.he "veracity and authority" of 
the Bible is quite true, and the reason why 
it does not may be found in the fact that the 
question was not under consideration-no at
tack had been made by anyone upon either 
the veracity or authenticity of the Bible, and 
hence no necessity that anything should be 
said "in favor of either." 

Another misrepresentation, and that 
means another effort to evade the issue and 
mislead the reader, is found in the following: 
"But in his paper of resignation nothing is 
said about 'direct inspiration,' but it is 
claimed that these Bible writers were not in
spired to write." 

With all due deference to Elder Lam!Jert, 
no such claim is made. Where, in all my 
paper, is it claimed that "these Bible wi·iters were 
not inspired to write"? I have simply and only 
said that the writers themselves "do not claim 
to have written the books attributed to them 
by inspiration." Is that equivalent to saying 
the "writers were not inspired to write"? If 
so, then words are not sig-ns of ideas; and how 
a man of Elder Lambert's acknowledged 
ability could permit himself to so grossly 
misrepresent the views and statements of an
other, is wholly unaccountable, except upon 
the hypothesis that he is blinded to justice 
by a partisan and unfair spirit. 

The paragraph immediately following that 
quoted above presents another not very in
genious effort to evade the issue: "Elder 
Bays calls upon me to point out a passage 
from the Pentateuch or from the writings of 
the prophets, to show that Moses or the 
prophets wrote by direct inspiration." 

Elder Bays calls upon Elder Lambert to do 
no such thing. I have never called upon Bro. 
Lambt!rt "to show that Moses and the proph-
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ets wrote by direct inspiration," but rather to 
show that they "wrote their respective books by di
vine inspiration." Do you see the difference, 
Elder? 

And theu i.nstead of pointing to the Bible 
to show that such claim is made by these 
writers, he seeks to escape the responsibility 
th El question imposes, by quoting a part of my 
words found in the same paragraph, as fol
lows: "That the prophetic utterances were 
inspired has never been denied." 

Here the elder stops at a comma, because, 
of course, it suits his purpose; but the ex
planati ve clause, "but that the historical 
and homiletical portions were written by 
supernatural power is nowhere claimed by 
any of the divine writers," was purposely 
omitted. Why all this perversion and mis
representation? Why it is I will not pretend 
to say, but shall let the reader draw his own 
conclusions. 

In my former communication I stated that 
Elder Lambert's object was to create the im
pression that I placed the three books of the 
church upon the same plane, and now the 
elder admits the fact in the following lan
guage: "I stated plainly that Elder Bays 
objected to the inspirational claims of the 
Book of Doctrine and Covenants, the Book 
of Mormon, and the Bible .... In these 
statements I thought I was fairly and 
properly representing Elder Bays. I think 
so yet." 

But now in order to dispel this illusion 
from the brother's mind, I will quote from 
my paper of resignation, as follows:

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS: 

"After years of careful investigation of the 
facts, as well as the circumstances under 
which the book was written, I bave arrived 
at the conclusion that there is ABSOLUTELY 

NOTHING to be offered in support of its claim to 
divine inspiration." 

This declaration precludes the possibility 
that any part of the book in question was 
written by divine inspiration, and for the ob
vious reason that every paragraph, every 
line, originated in the same brain and was 
written by the same hand, and that brain 
and that hand were Joseph Smith's. 

With these facts in view, will Elder Lam
bert have the hardihood to affirm that I 
placed t'he Bible on the same plane with such 
a production as this? 

THE BOOK OF MORMON: 

"But the ruere fact that its moral precepts 
may be regarded as faultless, cannot serve to 
prove it to be of divine origin .... To say 
the least its INSPIRATION and AUTHENTICITY 

are extremely doubtful." 
Will my venerable critic pretend to say that 

I have placed the Bible on the same moral 
and spiritual level with Book of Mormon? I 
will not permit myself to believe that he will 
be so reckless as to undertake such a thing. 

THE BIBLE: 

"Not only do I find that the writers of the 
several books of the Bible, whoever they may 
be, do not claim to have written the books at
tributed to them by inspiration, but I find 
marked and irreconcilable disagreement be
tween them on questions of vital importance, 
thereby destroying the last vestige of any 
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ground upon which to base an argument in 
support of the dogma of plenary inspiration." 

This declaration· is characterized by my 
partizan critic as "evident unbelief in the 
claims of the Bible." 

If any writer of any book in the Bible claims 
to have written the book attributed to him 
by "divine inspiration" why did not Eider Lam
bert point out the fact, as a noble, fair-minded 
critic should do, and not beat around the 
bush as he does, in the vain effort to conceal 
the weakness of his position? 

There is but one answer-he could not do it, 
and none is better acquainted with the faet 
than Elder Lambert himself. 

The passage in question says that the want 
of harmony between some of the writers of 
the Bible is incompatible with the idea of 
"plenary inspiration." If no such disagree
ment exists, why does not Elder Lambert 
point out the fact, and make it so plain that 
he who runs may read? But does he attempt 
this? No, sir! He prefers to wander in the 
mazy labyrinths of verbal obscurity, thus 
creating false impressions by misrepresenta
tion of the facts! Tb is is plain language, 
but it is as true as it is plain. 

Commenting on my paper Elder Lambert 
endeavors to lead his readers through the 
tortuous avenues of occult criticism in the 
forlorn hope that they may lose sight of the 
real issue. But this he cannot do. He 
says: "Section one of the third reason re
jects 'the inspiration of the Bible,' or else 
sections one and two do not reject the inspira
tion of the Doctrine and Covenants and the 
Book of Mormon. Elder Bays can take 
which horn of the dilemma suits him best." 

The trouble. with the eider's "dilemma" is 
that it is a hornless, and therefore a harmless 
little beast, and can hurt nobody. But sup
pose we reverse the order of Elder Lambert's 
proposition, and see how many horns his 
"dilemma" contains. Reversed the proposi
tion would stand thus: "Sections one and 
two do not reject the impiration of the Doc
trine and Covenants and the Book of Mor
mon," therefore, ''section one of the third 
reason" does not "reject 'the inspiration of the 
Bible!'" 

If Apostle Lambert's logic be sound, 
whither hath his "dilemma" fled? Where 
does the proof my "evident unbelief in the 
claims of the Bible" appear? Certainly not in this 
declaration about which the elder has had so 
much to say. 

But Elder Lambert seems to have found 
the evidence of this wicked "unbelief in the 
claims of the Bible,'' in a later paragraph of 
my paper, and concerning which he gravely 
remarks: "Elder Bays not only rejects the 
inspiration of the Bible, but he rejects the 
exce<ding plain accounts of Matthew and Luke as 
to the conception of Christ by the Holy 
Ghost." 

Like any good soldier when driven from 
his more advanced positions, the elder grace
fully falls back into that stronghold known 
as the last ditch. We have now followed 
Elder Lambert to his last ditch, and if we 
compel him to abandon this position, as we 
certainly shall do, then nothing will remain 
to him but unconditional surrender. 
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Let us now examine this last place of tem
porary refuge in which the elder has en
sconced himself. He charges Elder Bays 
with "unbelief in the claims of the Bible," be
cause, forsooth, he is unable to bring har
mony out of apparent discord-sees what to 
his mind is an "irreconcilable disagreement" 
between the accounts of Matthew and Luke 
concerning the paternity of Jesus, the Christ. 

But while this astute philosopher arraigns 
me for questioning the claims that these con
flicting statements were written by "divine 
inspiration," he carefully':avoids committing 
himself to the equally "plain accounts of 
Matthew and Luke," concerning the gene
alogical descent of Christ from the loins of 
Abraham through the lineage of Joseph. 

The difference between Elder Lambert and 
myself is this: I have frankly and fearlessly 
declared my honest convictions upon this 
grave and confessedly difficult question, 
while he has not the moral courage to do so. 
Why does he not come out from the obscurity 
which bis own efforts-cuttlefish like-have 
created, and with •'a little more frankness and 
honeoty" (please do not forget these i~~.lics are 
Elder Lambert's) take a position upon this 
"vexed question"? The fact is simply this: 
The moment Elder Lambert admits that 
Jesus could not be miraculously conceived 
and at the same time be a descendant of 
David through the loins of Joseph, the husband of 
Mary, that moment he would be compelled to 
admit the force of my argument, and that, in 
its turn, would utterly demolish the ground 
upon which he bases his argument to convict 
me of "unbelief in the claims of the Bible;" 
and that would never do. 

Instead of seeking to evade the issue raised 
by the facts which this question involves, 
why does not Elder Lambert let his superior 
light so.shine upon this ''vexed questi0n" as 
to dispel the clouds of darkness and drive 
away the blinding mists of a false theology, 
and thus bring rest and peace to many trou
bled minds. Why not? 

If I am in error in the views expressed in 
my paper, as it is possible I may be, why did 
not Elder Lambert undertake to enlighten 
me upon these difficult questions, and thus 
reclaim au erring brother, rather than strive 
to convict him of infidelity, and thus destroy 
the power for good which may have been left 
in him? Or, if he could not do this, why did 
he· not candidly and honestly admit that a 
real difficulty exists which he is unable to ex
plain':' Simply and only because such a 
course would justify my conclusions, and 
would afford no opportunity for Elder Lam
bert to convict me of "evident unbelief in the 
claims of the Bible," which, as the most 
casual observer can see, was his principal 
aim. 

In my paper of resignation I state:-

1. "The writers of the several books of the 
Bible ... do not claim to have written the 
books attributed to them by inspiration." 

2. That the "irreconcilable disagreement" 
between some of these writers destroyed "the 
last vestige of any ground upon which to 
base an argument in support of the dogma of 
plenary inspiration, and, 

3. It recites the disagreement between 
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Matthew and Luke as proof that these vary
ing accounts were not written by "divine in
spiration," and that euch disagreement is in 
fact wholly incompatible wlth the idea of 
"plenary inspiration." 

It was against this doctrine of full, or ple
nary, inspiration that our effort was directed, 
and not, as Elder Lambert declares, against 
"the inspirational claims of the Bible." It 
seems to me that this distinction is made so 
plain that a "wayfaring man, though a fool, 
need not err therein." 

And now let us get right down to bed-rock 
upon this question. Does either Matthew or 
Luke-or any other New Testament writer, 
as for that matter-declare directly or by im
plication that his account of Christ's concep
tion and birth was] written by divine inspiration? 
Elder Lambert knows, and he knew when he 
penned his second "'article of defense," (!!) 
that no such claim was ever made by either of these 
writers. 

A minister of Elder Lambert's opportunities 
ought to know that the consensus of opinion 
among Biblical scholars is unfriendly to the 
old idea of verbal inspiration. As neither 
Elder Lambert nor his church believes that 
these accounts were written by divine in
spiration, as he now bravely confesses, 
then why, I ask, in the name of common 
honesty, and of common jus_tice, should 
I be anathematized and stigmatized by 
Apostle Lambert as an unbeliever "in the 
claims of the Bible"? I cannot help feeling 
that it is wholly beneath the dignity of the 
man that he should have permitted himself 
to indulge in such an unbrotherly assault, 
and earnestly hope that he may yet see and 
confess his folly. 

I have not noticed all the points in Elder 
Lambert's "article of defense," which are 
subjects of just criticism, for the reason that 
I do not wish to exceed the bounds of the 
libBral space allotted to me. 

I hope both Elder Lambert and your read
ers may be able to see, as I am quite sure they 
will, that a man may question the "dogma of 
plenary inspiration," and yet not be an un
believer "in the claims of the Bible." 

And now, in conclusion, if Elder Lambert 
is wi!liag to let the matter rest where it is 
(each having written his "article of defense" 
No. 2), we will now shake hands "across the 
bloody chasm," and remain as good friends 
in the future as 1we have ever been in the 
past. 

Thanking the Herald editors for the cour
tesies extended, and wishing both its man
agement and readers a happy and prosperous 
New Year, I have the pleasure still to be, 

Yours fraternally, 
D. H. BAYS. 

B.<TUE CREEK, ll!Iicb., ~05 Cham!Jion Street. 

SP ARKS FROM OUR ANVIL. 
DES MOINES, Iowa, Feb. 24. 

Editors Herald: - The closing conference 
year, with the exception of a brief period in 
the latter half of the summertime, when I 
was physically indisposed, has found me 
busily engaged in the missionary work of 
the great field of sowing activities. If it be 
not accounted presumptuous, I might say 
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that I have reason to believe that the pres- The effect of this logic is simply over· 
ence of the Spirit has been recognized in whelming. But, does the gentleman know 
our work by many of the children of God. that Christ died in Jerusalem? 
We have sought to dispense the word of life ' Again, I observe an item in a late issue of 
as taught in the sacred books. Have lee- the Christian Evangelist, of St. Louis, Mis
tured in some places on the Archreological souri, from the pen of Mr. Hag·gard, State 
evidences of the Bcok of Mormon, from Secretary for Iowa. He says he has been 
whence request came for such effort. noticing results of public debates in this 

Many saints have expressed themselves as State between their men and the Latter Day 
instructed and blessed by the efforts; and Saints. 
friends informed, and inquired for copy of "They are al ways death to Mormonism; 
the book. and the Latter Day Saints are learning this 

As a church we claim to believe that God's and will soon cease debating." ''That the 
power atten-ied the revealment of the where- Latter Day Saints have their Jerusalem ·in 
abouts of the book, and that nothing con- Iowa, therefore under the necessity of looking 
nected therewith was "done in a corner." after the New Testament clrnrciles of Christ" 
I presume, therefore, we have naught to -the Disciple Church. 
fear from a proper announcement of that In the ll'ebruary number of the Christian 
fact. A process of educational development Blade, published by friend W. W. Blalock at 
may be commendable, while a hesitancy to Topeka, Kansas, he says: "Mormons are 
proclaim our faith in the same, where oppor- in their w_ar paint with tomahawk and scalp
tunity is present, would be of doubtful pro- ing knife in hand." Did he ever know of a 
priety. We sometimes sing:- time when the Latter Day Saints we repre-

"And shall I fear to own his cause, sent were not ready to defend their causE.? 
Or blush to speak his name?" of One would thiak from his talk that there 

Fear to own or acknowledge any portion 
was a sudden and unprecedented uprising of that cause, anywhere or at anytime when 

human hearts should know about it? We are our forces. "They are very zealous in propa-
not sent uut as apologists for God; he has gating their faith." It is because we fully 
said that he excuses not himself, and I know believe it to be true, and try to exercise a 

zeal worthy our estimate of the faith we of no one who he has sent to offer excuses for 
anything that he has brought forth in these 
latter days. I do not know that any Latter 
Day Saint believes that; but I desire to be 
understood as to where I stand on this ques
tion, at present writing, and I know of no 
conversion on the point likely to occur to the 
contrary. 

Along in the progressive tenor of our times 
we hear and meet with some things and items 
of news that contain the essence of 1' umor. 
I desire to furnish one of them. I feel as
sured your readers will be highly entertained. 
It is this: A recent issue of the Christian ln
d;x, published in Des Moines, had a letter 
from the pen of Rev .. Ellis, I believe; he 
urged upon Editor Brokaw to have Mr. Bays 
come to this city, "by all means" and expose 
"Mormonism," because it is aggressive 
and alive. He says, "all religions have 
a central idea; the central idea of Chris
tianity is that Jesus Christ is the Son of God; 
you destroy that and the whole Christian 
superstructure goes down with it. The cen
tral idea of Mormonism is that Joseph Smith 
was a prophet of God; now you destroy that 

hold. 

"The unprepared fall easy victims to their 
dexterity." I wonder if there are any people 
who are '"victims of Discipleism?" How 
many persons are biblically posted so as to 
successfully resist Campbellistic sophistry? 
In one of the Evangelists of the latter part of 
'97 the editor deplored the ignorance of their 
church members as to Bible knowledge, and 
mid the preacher should be a teacher as well 
as a preacher; that the people required or 
needed instruction is the first principles of 
the oracles of God! What have their preach
ers been doing that so many of their members 
are so grossly ignorant of the Bible? 

Whose dexterity blinds the people? Who 
is "duped,'' people who first investigate what 
they hear, or persons who accept a religious 
te:;.ching without investigation? "No one 
can stand up against them unless he is well 
drilled in the use of the 'sword of the spirit,' 
and also knows how to turn their own guns 
upon them." How does that agree with the 
statement of some that we do not believe the 
Bible? 

idea, and Mormonism goes down." Now get Yes; and as we previously quoted from Mr. 
ready for the go down. Mr.Ellis believes that Dungan, ''the average preacher is not able to 
Jesus told the truth when he said: ''I walk successfully withstand their arguments." 
to-day and to-morrow and the next day, for I presume Mr. Dungan and Mr. Blalock 
it cannot be that a prophet perish out of Jeru- have learned that to their entire satisfaction. 
salem." "Joseph Smith perished at Oar- But at the same time they are prepared to 
thage, Illinois. Hundreds of miles from meet the heresy. 
Jerusalem, in June, 1844." Therefore he was "They are taught to deceive the people." 
a false prophet! Mr. Bays ought to know Does he prove it? 
that. Mormonism has a central idea, and I "Brethren, if this 'evil beast' enters your 
think several ideas sourrounding it that seem community, send for us. Do not sit uncon
to sadly perplex our theological friends. I cerned 'under your own vine and fig tree' while 
presume the gospel commands, ordinances, this 'wolf in sheep's clothing' is devouring tlite 
promises, and the perpetuity of the official lambs. Neither send an unarmed novice af
polity of the primitive church, as to the cor- ter this 'man eater,' lest he devour both the 
rectness of the entire position of Ohristology, shepherd and the sheep." Mr. Editor will 
are made wholly dependent upon that one you allow me a little-ha, ha, ha! For I feel 
point, was Mr. Smith a true or false prophet? ; so much like it. The dear soul thinks he is 
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armed; if he is, it has taken place since last 
March! I tell you the Disciple "vine and fig 
tree" does not afford very secure shelter for 
the flock. For men do not gather grapes of 
thorns, nor figs of thistles. During the de
bate at Defiance a year ago, he called about 
every evening:" More ventilation, brethren, 
fower that window there; it is pretty warm 
in here." So mu!Jh so, that it became a by
word among the people. His handkerchief 
came in contact with his face unusually fre
quent; was it because'he was a "novice,'' or 
was he conscious that "tekel" was written on 
the brow of Discipleism? 

"Joseph Smith was".a false prophet and a 
polygamist." Ras he proven it, or can it be 
proven? "The Book of Mormon and the 
book of Doctrine and Covenants are of human 
origin, and unworthy of the belief or respect 
of Christian people." In order to be so un
worthy it should be shown that their teach
ings are infidelic toward Christianity, and 
otherwise impure. This cannot be done. 
"The Mormon claim that they possess mi
raculous gifts is a fraudulent pretension, un
warranted and condemned by the teaching 
of the New Testament scriptures.'; Row 
would anyone attempt to prove that? Will 
assertion alone support the saying? Are the 
testimonies of forty thousand people of any 
value, in the premises? And especially so 
when they stand in accord with the teach
ings of the New Testament? 

It is evident that every Latter Day Saint 
should stand upon all that forms the ground
work of this church. That no one portion 
can be ignored; we indorse the whole or 
none of it. That an unreserved acceptance 
of the ,in tire philosophy, all that enters into 
its composition as a system of religion, based 
upon both ancient and modern revelation, 
is essential to proper membership in this 
church. If the whole system is of di vine in
spiration, no member having the Spirit of 
God can stand out of harmony with any por
tion of this latter-day work. Am I wrong? 

Does God stand iu his own lig-ht? Does he 
antagonize any part of his work? If not, 
will his Spirit cause any member of the 
church to do so? I believe that no member 
can completely identify himself with the 
work upon a partial acceptance thereof. In 
the work of the dispensation of God's church 
in our times, we are not sent to present to 
the world an ecclesiastical lunch counter; we 
desire the people who are willing to hear, to 
know the whole truth of this "marvelous 
work and a wonder," believing that it is fully 
defensible. We would not unreasonably in
trude upon the domain of any one's tender 
faith; nor intentionally offend; but at the 
same time shall we keep back words of 
knowledge that h-uman hearts should know? 
We who are members of the church are ex
pected to grow in the knowledge of the Lord; 
and we cannot do this without study of those 
things that are intimately related to the 
work. 

A passive congratulation of one's self tlrnt 
they have obeyed the first principles and are 
in the church is not sufficient; first principles 
imply others to follow. And it is not with 
us to draw the line as to the limit of the 
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understanding we should obtain; unless we 
improperly proscribe our own intellectual 
possessions. If the ''glory of God is intelli
gence," a comparative ignorance of after first 
principles would be a poor way to add of bis 
glory to our mental status. I am thankful 
that many of our people recognize this fact. 
The glory of the church will be found in the 
degree of her intellectual attainments, all 
beautifully harmonizing with the spiritual 
idea of life in Christ. If any think I am mis
taken on this point, read the last half of 
paragraph 12, section 90, Doctrine and Cove
nants, a·nd midway of paragraph 5, section 98, 
Doctrine and Covenants, beginning with 
"yea, verily I say unto you," closing with the 
words "of all this glory." 

It is for each one to occupy upon the talent 
they Lave, to learn of: the length and breadth 
and height of this latter-day work; for it is 
one of quantity as welL as of quality! The 
enemy is not in love with it, we all know; 
and it b3hooveth us to be on the alert, fully 
up to date. We can afford to be posted, and 
know whereof we believe, and are assured of 
the divinit,y of the work, for we are not 
ashamed of the gospel of Christ. 

The liberality of our platform is based upon 
the liberty wherewith Christ makes us free. 
I ts length and bread th is found in unrestricted 
truth. Its height and depth in the possibili
ties of its di vine treasures. 

The light thereof is the reflection of the 
mind of God; its stability is derived from bis 
unchangeable promises; its strength lies in 
his command; its force in the execution of his 
will; its life-giving power is in the Roly 
Spirit given to the church. All these form 
the beauty and value of the church. Make it 
invulnerable to the attacks of the enemy. 
The cry of heresy depends upon the degree 
of disloyalty in the al!lvocacy of the gospel, or 
inharmony to the polity of the church. 

But so far as true abidance is maintained, 
there is no room for ecclesiastical proscription. 
And no man in the church has the right to 
tell another how much of the work he can ad
vocate, ro what portion, where or when; is 
there? Circumstances, time, and place to 
govern as to that. 

Preach the word refers to all that belongs 
to the general features of the cause we repre
sent. We preach Chri&t in the broadest 
sense of the term, depending upon God for 
help, because the message is bis, and we 
should keep in memory that our sufficiency 
is of him. 

We should hold ourselves free from unkind 
prejudice, be as liberal in our faith as the 
gospel warrants, understanding so far as pos
sible what that phrase implies. Examine, 
but be not fault-finding; believe, but be not 
credulous; be firm, but not obstinate; be re
liant, but not egotistic; be bumble without 
pretension; be meek without long facedness; 
in all things seeking to do unto others as we 
would have people do unto us. It has been 
said that "it is unholy ground where tyranny 
murders liberty; where malice murders fm~
giveness; where dogmatism murders faith; 
and falsehood murders truth; and cruelty 
murders mercy; and mockery murders 
prayer; and hatred murders love;" and we 
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would add, where the emissaries of darkness 
banish the messengers of light. 

May none of us ever occupy upon such 
ground. Respectlully, 

J. F. McDOWELL. 

COUNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa, Feb. 26. 
Editors Rerald:-Am just home from Elm

wood, Nebraska, where I have been assisting 
Bro. F. A. Smith in a series of meetings. 
Interest continued to increase each evening. 
This is a good point, and many are interested. 
I go to Hazel Dell to-night for a week's effort. 
Elder Blalock assuredly does not think it 
child's pl'Ry to meet the "Mormons." In the 
Christian Blade for February, of which be is 
editor, he has this to say, under the title 
''Mormonism":-

"Mormons are in their war paint, with 
tomahawk and scalping knife in hand. They 
must be met. They are very zealous in 
propagating their faith. They 'compass sea 
and land to make one proselyte.' They send 
out their emissaries, who scour the whole 
face of the land, and report to headquarters 
every point which they think vulnerable." 

Why shouldn't they? Do not all others do 
likewise? By the way, how Christlike (?) 
Elder Blalock and his ilk are! They with 
impunity call us "Mormons," but howl like 
coyotes if anyone says "Campbellites." Their 
golden rule must be: Do all the dirt you can 
to those who differ from you, and then be 
shrewd enough to avoid a return of the com
pliment!-Cbristianity revised by A. Camp
bell and Co.! 

Re continues: "The 'Captain General' 
sends a detachment of soldiers to make an 
attack on all such places. The unprepared 
fall easy victims to their dexterity. No one 
can stand up against them'unless'he is well drilled in the 
use of the 'sword of the Spirit,' and"also knows how to 
turn their own guns upon them. They are taugb t to 
deceive the people. While 'spying out your 
liberty' they are among you, and you 'know 
them not.' They occupy a pew in your house 
of worship, and little do you think they are 
'devising mischief in their heart.' They 
meet you with a pleasant smile, and with one 
band give you a very hearty hand shake, and 
with the other (metaphorically) plunge a 
dagger into your heart." 

What a confession! Blalock feels bad be
cause I outdid him in gentlemanly courtesy 
in extending my hand at the close of debate. 
But I hardly expected him to confess his 
defeat in saying, "metaphorically," that I 
killed him! 

Again, he says: "Brethren, if this 'evil 
beast' enter your community send for us. Do 
not sit unconcerned 'under your own vine 
and fig tree' while this 'wolf in sheep's cloth
ing' is devouring the lambs. Neither send 
an unarmed novice after this 'man-eater,' lest 
he devour both the shepherd and the sheep." 
"V'.'e are just home from Tabor, Iowa, where 
we held a twelve days' debate with T. W. 
Williams, one of the shining lights of Reor
ganized Mormonism. We are to trot beside 
another one of their 'war horses' in a six 
days' heat at Troy, Kansas, beginning Feb
ruary 21." 

Whatever else can be said of Elder Blalock, 
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he consiiler•s others novices, and' we-"I & 
Co."-are the one you must send for to defeat 
Mormonism. Elder Braden is lecturing at 
Tabor. He.has changed his tactics and con
fesses it much more advantageous for them 
to lecture than debate;<but the saints are not 
asleep. Bro. HenrycKemp, in consultation, 
has issued a circular disclosing their trick
ery, and insisting that they meet· the issue 
by the 30tb of May, 1898. The following 
closing clause we insert:-

"To Elder McClure and the Christian 
Church at Tabor:-As you have, without 
Elder Kelley's consent, announced a debate 
(between Bro. Kelley and Braden), or a series 
of lectures against "Mormonism" in its'place, 
thereby acknowledging your defeat in the 
recent debate; therefore, unless you, or some 
one chosen by you, appear on the 30th day of 
May, )898 (or some other date which may 
be hereafter,,arranged"with you), you will 
manifest your.inability and unwillingness to 
meetc usdn fair and open•discussion. If you 
fail to meet us we shall feel at liberty to make 
an examination of all the points at 'issue in 
our own defense." 

From several years' experience and obser
vation I am forced to conclude that there is 
but a step betwixt Campbellism and Infidelity, 
and frequently the odds are in favor of the 
latter. At the present rate of arrangement 
I opine our encounter with D. H. Bays will 
not take place prior to the General Confer
ence. They are like the man who having a 
bovine's tail desperately in his graps, cries 
out, "For God's sake, won't somebody help 
me let go?" Not if we know ourselves. 

Southwestern Iowa presents as inviting a 
field for evangelization as any part of the 
world. It is to be hoped that our scant mis
sionary force will be augmented by several 
worthy additions at the coming conference. 

Yours in the faith, 
T. W. WILLIAMS. 

P. S.-It seems that Joseph F. Smith, one 
of the counselors to President Woodruff, of 
the Utah apostasy, hal:l passed through our 
country, for he has left behind their accus
tomed trail- misrepresentation and false
hood. He told a reporter to the Omaha Bee 
the other day that "the Mormon Church is 
constantly spreading its influence and mem
bership throughout the United States, and 
even in Mexico, the South American repub
lics, and Canada branches of the organization 
are constantly springing into life." 

If this is so they must have a considerable 
following in all these countries. We respect
fully challenge them to a vindication of this 
assumptive claim. We know better. The 
paper states that "he is a lineal descendant 
of the great Mormon prophet, Joseph Smith, 
"'ho in the infancy of the church was killed 
during the stirring incidents that marked 
the pilgrimage of his followers from Nauvoo, 
Illinois." 

This is absolutely false. Joseph F. Smith 
is not a lineal descendant of Joseph Smith 
the prophet; he is only a nephew of this 
great man. Joseph Smith was never a Mor
mon prophet either, nor was he killed during 
the Mormon pilgrimage, but long before. 
Again, "'In the Salt Lake Valley,' said Mr. 
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Smith, 'reconstructed Mormonism' is yet in its 
ascendancy, and growing in influence. Of 
course all of our cities and towns out there 
have been invaded by other religious denomi
nations, which I am inclined to believe has 
done more to promote Mormon interests than 
any other outside influence. Our societies 
known as the Latter Day; Saints are springing 
up everywhere and in the western part of 
Iowa they are very strong. In Council Bluffs, 
for instance, there is an'. established Church of the Latter 
Day Saints, the' membership of which numbers several 
hundred persons. We now have missionaries in 
Canada, Mexico, and the South American 
republics, as well as in the Hawaiian Islands, 
the Odent, Asia, and Europe. Everywhere 
Mormonism finds its share of followers." 

In the above statement Joseph F. Smith 
has committed himself to a position, the 
very opposite of that taken by them since the 
commencement of the Reorganization or he 
has deliberately misrepresented facts. There 
are several hundred members of the Reor
ganization in Council Bluffs, but according to 
former Mormon decisions these are apostates, 
and in no way saints, but terrible sinners. 
Have they retracted their former position 
and now accord us our rightful claim and 
place as Latter Day:saints? If so, then well 
and good; for if we are Latter Day Saints, 
then they are not. If he does not so concede, 
then he has deliberately misrepresented 
facts and deceived the people, for there is but 
a h:rndful of the Utah following in this place. 
Why should men make "lies their refuge" 
when the truth were better for them? What, 
pray, does he mean by "reconstructed Mor
monism"? The Encyclopredic Dictionary 
gives the following definition for "recon
struct": To construct again after destruc
tion; to rebuild; "to reconstruct the whole 
afresh from the very ground." Webster 
says: "To construct again, to rebuild." 

Herald readers! JosephF. Smith, one of the 
presidents of the Utah Church, has confessed 
that they represent "reconstructed Mormon
ism"!!! Facts will out. But we hardly ex
pected, where>there had been so much de
ception and'; wily intrigue, that a president of 
the Utah body would confess what we have 
contended for these forty years. 

T.W.W. 

LA'l'ER.-A copy of the Fremont County 
Herald, of the 24th inst., just received. It 
-says: "The students of Alexander Campbell, 
known as the Disciples, have opened again 
this week (at Tabor) upon the Mormons, and 
have brought forward their heaviest battery, 
bidding all kinds of defiance to the followers 
of ·Joseph Smith to send a men to meet their 
Goliath, Clark Braden. In his opening lec
ture Mr. Braden threw out some very warm 
defis, which to the mind of an ordinary lis
tener would Eeem to demand some serious at
tention from the defenders of the Mormon 
holy writ. Leaving aside all controversy 
over the details involved, which both sides 
claim as the reasons for this being a one-sided 
affair, it would seem that our Mormon friends 
could afford to forsake formal codes to ac
commodate their rivals in some way; for a~ 
it stood, the feeling in the community was 

rather favorable to the Mormons as the more 
able to defend their cause. Much of Mr. 
Braden's opening lecture was devoted to 
showing wherein leaders in his own church 
fall down when in controversy with the 
saints, and said that not one in a hundred of 
their ministry had any business tackling the· 
Mormons. Braden's friends bring him for
ward as their main reserve, as the one man 
whom the Mormons dare not meet; and Bra
den himself not very distantly owns to the 
theory that he is about the only one equipped 
for that undertaking, and he would have 
more confidence in his own ministry if they 
would all so acknowledge Braden, and not 
attempt to handle the Mormons without his 
assistance and leadership." 

This comes from one of the opposition, and 
one does not have to read between the lines 
to discover that they concede a victory for 
the truth in the past conflict. 

Bro. Charles Fry, under date of the 23d 
inst., writes: "Braden with his right hand 
man, J. D. McClure, was on hand Monday 
night entertaining an audience of 62!" Six
ty-two is quite a difference from 600 or more 
who attended the debate. 

He continues: "They made a great ado 
about Kelley's cowardice and backdown; Mc
Clure giving a recital of all the preparations, 
correspondence, etc., concerning this debate, 
being careful to read nothing but patching it 
up with a profuse supply of falsehood." 

"Braden stated on the stand that he would 
meet Kelley on the 30th, or any other time, 
preforring August; but said he would not 
consider any proposition unless we entered 
into $500 or $1,000 bonds to have the man 
there at that time to fill the contract. This 
is another dodge, in which they are seeking 
a hole to crawl out." 

"Monday night Braden gave 'Tommy Wil
liams' and our elders generally, quite a com
pliment. He said, Anybody undertaking to 
debate the Mormons on church propositions 
would be defeated every time, and he hoped 
the fool-killer would get out and kill off all 
those fellows who are going around working 
up debates with the Mormons on church 
propositions." 

Bro. William Stuart, of Mondamin, Iowa, 
writes me that I had been slightly misin
formed as regards the action of the Mondamin 
church and Blalock's letter to them. Blalock 
wrote: "Don't let the debate go on with the 
second proposition written as it is." It was 
in relation to this that the church acted; they 
said nothing about issuing circulars, but 
they "Resolved to write Bays that if he de
bated the second proposition with the clause 
referring to Alexander Campbell as being 
the founder or organizer of their church, 
that he would do it without the authority of 
the church, and they would let it be known 
that they did not so believe." I make this 
correction, not desiring to misrepresent in 
any particular. We can win fairly. 

T.w.w. 

CHICAGO, Ill., Feb. 21. 
Editors Herald:-I am still in the faith of 

our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ. I started 
the Lard's work here one year ago, and it is 
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no small star among the colored people. ] nition is given as above; he adds that it is 
The gospel is the plan of salvation, which we the same Kedron referred to in 2Samuel15: 
know to be true. 23; 1 Kings 15: l3; 2 Kings 23: 4; 2 Chronicles 

Our district conference will be held here 29: 16; and John 18: I; showing that it was 
this time, beginning Saturday, February 26. written three different ways-Kidron, Ke
Pray that God may give us a good time. I dron, and Cedron - all me'l.ning the same 
hear that Bro. John H. Lake and other brook. 
prominent elders in the field will be with us. 
I have gained a very prominent minieter 
who will obey our gospel at this conference, 
his name is Rev. C. Williams, a Christian 
gentleman, who will be of great worth to me 
in this latter-day work, and I have gained 
two more for baptism little later on, who 
give me their word, and more believing. I 
have preached forty sermons in nine weeks. 
Elder Strange preached one sermon for me 
last week with good liberty. 

Your brother in the gospel, 
G. H. GRAVES. 

SPRING VIEW, Neb., Feb. 21. 
Editors Herald:-I have been enjoying my

self in the work of the Lord this year, and 
the Lord has blessed me in my efforts. I 
have been holding meetings near this place 
for three weeks. Last Sunday week I lead 
six precious souls down into the waters of 
the Niobrara River and baptized them into 
the kingdom of God, and there are many 
more near the door of the kingdom. 

The last fifty days past of this new year I 
have preached forty-seven sermons, baptized 
eight into the kingdom, and presided over 
seven other meetings, which makes fifty-four 
meetings that I _have taken active part in 
during the last fifty days. Have sold three 
of the Book of Mormon, and three Doctrine 
and Covenants, one Harp, four Hymnals, and 
one Instructor, and the prospects look 
bright ahead in the gospel work. 

Dear brethren in the field, let us be encour
aged in this work, for it is God's work. 
When I realize the great responsibility that 
rests upon me, I feel weak under the burden; 
but the good Lord says that he will place no 
more upon us than we are able to bear. 
When I look back and see where the gospel 
found me, I don't feel discouraged, and I pray 
that I with you may continue faithful to the 
end. And let us say as one of the servants of 
old said, that for me and my house we will 
serve the Lord, let others do as they may. 

Your brother, 
W. A. SMITH. 

Richard Watson, in his "Biblical Dic
tionary,'' gives only one way of spelling it
"Kedron" - and no pronunciation. But I 
think "The Self-interpreting Bible" the best 
and latest authority, and that gives Ke'dron 
as the correct pronunciation, which I think 
agrees with Bro. Pearsall's pronunciation of 
it. PAULINE HIGGINS. 

LANSING, Mich., Feb. 19. 
Editors Herald:-Last night closed the dis

cussion betw0en Moses Hull, of Chicago, Illi
nois, and the writer. Mr. Hull claims to 
represent twenty-one millions of people 
known as spiritualists; he is a foxy, cunning 
debater, and when cornered will turn to 
scouting rather than yield the point. 

The proposition was, "Resolved that the 
Bible teaches spiritualism is of the DAvil, 
and tends to evil." 

The King James or authorized version of the 
Bible to be the standard of argument. I con
trasted spiritualism with Christianity from 
a biblical standpoint, and the result was my 
opponent pitched into the Bible, which was 
to be our measuring line, and tried his best 
to destroy it. He always quoted himself as 
being the best authority he knew anything 
about. 

·when asked what good spiritualism had 
done for humanity, he answered by telling 
how a man had been delivered from a beaver 
trap, after being caught in it, through the 
guidance of spirits; on another occasion the 
spirits had helped him hunt up a lost boy, 
but not until the boy's mother had given him 
one hundred dollars in money; and beside all 
that, by it he was convinced of the immor
tality of the soul. He frankly admitted he 
himself did not believe one quarter of the 
things coming from the spirit world; also 
said a man who was a liar here would be a 
liar in the spirit world, and when he came 
from the spirit world to this to direct medi
ums, would still be a liar. Said the same was 
true of a murderer or any other bad charac
ter. 

When asked why spirits that had power to 
materialize a body and come back to this 

SALT LAKE CITY, Utah, Feb. 20. world did not stay here, as it was much 
Editors Herald:-I notice in Herald an in- easier to retain a position than to gain it, he 

quiry in regard to the name "Kidron" from answered by saying they dio not want to stay 
Bro. Pearsall. I have a new and very com- out of heaven. Of course he had forgotten 
plete work called "The Self-interpreting that just a few moments before he had said 
Bible" in four volumes, being a "Bible En- to the audience that be himself was now as 
cyclopedia,'' which is the latest and I think much in hel.iven as he would be in the spirit 
most correct. It says "Kidron or Cedron world, claiming heaven to be a condition and 
(pronounced Ke'dron), meaning 'Turbid.' A not a place. 
brook which ran through the Valley of When asked how spiritualism stood on the 
Jehoshaphat, on the east side of Jerusalem, marriage law, as they were accused of want
between the city and the Mount of Olives. ing to override all law, and especially the 
Christ passed it on his way to Gethsemane law of marriage, he explained by saying he 
(John 18: l)." did not like the marriage law Michigan once 

I have "Brown's Concordance to the Bible" 

1 

had, as it would allow the husband to whip 
also. That gives "Kedron or Cedron," but his wife, providing he did not use a stick 
gives no pronunciation of it. The same defi- larger than his finger. He said he and Mrs. 
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Hull, when they were ready to become hus
band and wife, simply called in a few friends 
and agreed between themselves to be husband 
and wife; but forgot to explain just l!tow the 
law would protect Mrs. Hull as his wife any 
more from being whipped under that mode 
of procedure than a legal marriage. Mrs. 
Hull being his wife would be subject to any 
and all points of law that another wife was, 
and if she was not his wife then she was liv
ing in crime and ought to be corrected. 

Whenever crowded too close he would just 
more than recite heathen mythology and tell 
all about the heathen god hauling the sun in 
a wagon across the earth in the day time, 
then tumble it over the battlements of the 
western horizon into hell, through which it 
rolled down through under the earth at 
night, and was back to the east ready to be 
loaded into the wagon red hot in the morning. 
In short Mr. Hull is the echo.of R. G. Inger
soll in many ways. Is a splendid talker, but 
was made to feel the weakness of his position 
many times during the discussion. I am sure 
there were a majority of lihe hearers on our 
side of the question after the first night. 
All goes well. R. E. GRANT. 

CENTRALIA, Kan., Feb. 19. 
Editors Herald:-Our district conference 

beld at Scranton passlild off very pleasantly, 
and the writer was happy to meet with many 
of the saints there for the first time. 

"Blest be the tie that binds 
Our hearts in Christian love, 

The fellowship of kindred minds 
Is like to that above." 

Upon returning I visited an uncle at To
peka, and sojourned there several days. As 
the saints had no meeting, we spent the Sun
day elsewhere. Our curiosity led us to a so
ciety called "The divine healing mission,'' in 
charge of Rev. James Thom. This people 
believe and teach that the healing of the 
sick is a literal part of the gospel of Christ 
as much as it was nineteen centuries ago. A 
part of theircreed being: "Health for body, 
happiness for soul, holiness for spirit, and 
heaven for the whole man at last." Inscribed 
upon the walls were the words: "I am the 
Lord that heals thee. Jesus Christ the same 
yesterday, to-day, and forever." 

After the sermon was preached, which was 
of an ordinary character, the minister pro
ceeded to actually perform the laying on 
of hands for the healing of the sick; 
the absence of oil, however, was no
ticeable, and quite a number came forward 
to be administered to. In the testimonies 
which ensued, many spoke of receiving 
health and cure. I felt to thank God that 
the saints of latter-days are also enjoying this 
blessing; but, 0, from what a different source! 
Inasmuch as the workings of Satan are "with 
power, and signs, and lying wonders," we 
can readily see the consistency of the apos
tle's warning and admonition when he wrote: 
"Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the 
spirits whether they are of God." We know 
that the divine edict is: ''To the law and to 
the testimony; if they speak not according 
to this word, it is because there .is no light 
in them."-Isa. 8: 20, 

A short time ago I attended some Christian 
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Scientists; meetings in a prominent city, and 
became convinced that they were in posses
sion of a seductive spirit. At that time a 
sister, who had been a Latter Day Saint for 
years, asked that the branch permit her 
name to be stricken off, as she had joined 
the Christian (scientist) church. I meditated 
much upon this action, as I couldn't see how 
it was at all possible for one to depart from 
the •'one faith." 'rhen, one day I was made 
to realize as I never had before the strong 
delusions that are abroad in the earth; and 
amid sobbing and sighing I prayed for stead
fastness and strength to endure faithful to 
the truth which I have espoused. A feeling 
of gratitude to God came over me that I had 
been made acquainted with the restored gos
pel, brought to earth by the hand of an 
angel from heaven. My heart was also 
moved to great pity for those who have been 
deceived by Satanic influences. And though 
men and women take readily after these 
healing-wonders (which are so prevelant in 
the world to-day), yet the fact remains, that 
the mere healing of the body never can ac
complish the salvation of the soul as prom
ised and set forth in the gospel through an 
entire obedience thereunto. Whatever is 
short of abiding the "celestial law" will not 
stand the test in the great day of accounts. 
We must, then, be wise in choosing that part 
which can never be taken from us, that the 
end may be that of peace. May the day 
hasten '.on •when the fullness of the gospel 
shall have reached all the honest in heart, 
that aorighteous people be prepared to meet 
the Lord of glory when he comes. 

FRANK J. PIERCE. 

KEOKUK, Iowa, March 1. 
Editors Herald:-Sr. Jane Clarke of this city 

(late of En!lland) is trying to locate her son 
William Clarke; the last address she has of 
him was Laman Street, Coot Hill, New 
Castle, N. S. W. She has written to the 
above address, but received no answer, and 
she thinks he must have moved. He is a 
baker by trade, also an elder in the church. 
We thought a notice in the Herald might 
find him. 

The last time she saw him was in 1884, at 
Barrow-in-Furness, England. She came to 
America less than two years ago, and he does 
not know of her leaving England. Sr. Clarke 
has been very sick for the last two months, 
and is in a very critical condition yet, so any 
news of her boy would be a great comfort to 
her. Sr. Clarke's present address is No. 429 
Palean Street, Keokuk, Iowa. 

Your sister, 
CASSIE HAINES. 

LYDIA, Texas, Feb. 24. 
Editors Herald: - Since last writing I la

bored some in Indian Territory, then at
tended the White-Chism debate; from there, 
by invitation of E. A. Erwin, went to Man
chester, Texas, laboring in the regions round 
about, until December 24, when Bro. Erwin 
took me by wagon to Shawnee branch, where 
I found a find band of saints all willing to do 
their duty, but sadly in need of instruction. 
When will elders learn that saints perish for 
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want of spiritual food and proper instruction. 
I labored here preaching and teaching until 
January 3, then went to Simms, in Bowie 
County, where I preached on the 4th in Gum 
Spring schoolhouse, but there being objec
tions to the:;use of the house, I returned to 
await development. In a few days I got a 
card stating that I could have the house as 
long as I wanted.}So I went on Friday, 14th, 
and delivered three sermons. On Sunday 
night, after service, some fifteen or twenty 
shots were fired. On Monday night I had 
the largest congregation, and fine oi·der and 
good attention, while I presented the latter
day apostasy. After preaching fl ve dis
courses I returned to Gum Spring to fill my 
appointment, where I was received by the 
people, and held forth until the 30th, when 
I baptized two; after two weeks' absence re
turned and baptized three more. I promised 
to return lf the Lord wills after crops are 
laid by. I am booked for Douglass to-night, 
and then by invitation go to Mabry, west of 
Clarksville. 

Your brother in Christ, 
JOHN W. KENT. 

GRAND RAPIDS. Mich., March 1. 
Editors lierald:-We are having- very nice 

meetings here; on Sunday afternoon Elder 
Evans addressed us, and in the evenin·g the 
hall was nearly filled with attentive listen
ers. Elder Grant having been advertised to 
speak, answering the objection of Infidelity 
on the Bible account of creation. Many were 
heard to express themselves as be~ng well 
pleased. 

Last night a large number of the saints 
and friends gathered at Elder Grant's and 
gave him a very happy surprise-the occa
sion being in celebration of his birthday. 
The house was filled with jolly people. Vo
cal and instrumental music were the order of 
the evening; after which a bountiful supper 
was served. An enjoyable time was had by 
all. After supper, by request of the saints 
and friends, Bro. George in their behalf pre
sented Elder Grant with a small purse of 
nearly twelve dollars as a birthday gift. 

We all feel to rejoice that we have had the 
privilege to embrace this latter-day work, 
and may we all live to the honor and glory of 
God, and always be found keeping his com
mandments is the prayer of 

Your sister, 
FERN GRIFFITH. 

TROY, Kan., Feb. 28. 
Editors Herald:-Closed six nights' discus

sion here with W. W. Blalock Saturday 
evening. The questions involved an exami
nation of the Christian Church and that of 
the Latter Day Saints. 

Three nights were devoted to consideration 
of each proposition. I asked for 12 nights 
instead of 6, but asked in vain. Elder 
Blalock had but 9ix nights for discussion 
in Troy and did not know that in all the 
future he would ever have another six nights 
to debate the authenticity of the Book of 
Mormon and the Prophetic claims of Joseph 
Smith here. 

He evidently had learned, in his recent 

twelve nights' controversy at Tabor, Iowa, 
with our "T. W." that lengthy debates are 
not profitable to his cause. If I mistake not 
he will, ere long, learn that the Christian 
Church can gain nothing, nor the church of 
the Saints lose, even in a short contest. 

The shorter the contest the better the op
portunity to "throw dust in the air," en
deavor to darken the spiritual skies and get 
away before the dust is "lightly hid again" 
by refreshing showers of light and truth. 

I can but express gratitude for the coura
geous fairness and unswerving integrity dis
played in every particular by Mr. A. Bowers, 
an attorney at law, who presided over the 
sessions of the debate. Re himself a member 
of the Christian Church, but I am sure there 
was nothing in his decisions, or conduct of 
the discussion by which an· observer would 
have known that he was directly associated 
with one of the churches on trial. 

I expect to labor in Ness County until Gen
eral Conference. My address while there 
will be Brownell, Kansas. 

Now that the Northwest and Northeast 
Kansas districts have again and thus early 
decided to unite in a reunion next summer, 
let us all and of both districts begin at once 
to labor to make it the largest, and because 
the largest the most profitable gathering of 
the kind ever held in the State. "The great
est good to the greatest number" should be 
the motto inscribed in every heart. The re
union committee is already at work and will 
make all necessary arrangements for the 
accommodation and comfort of all and will 
announce the arrangements made in the 
church papers at an early date. They solicit 
and expect the cooperation of the saints in 
both districts. 

Your brother, 
WILL S. PENDER. 

NORMAN, Oklahoma, Marc;h 1. 
Editors Herald:-The contest is over, aud 

the long talked of debate in this part of the 
mission is a thing of the past. Notwith
standing poor health, Bro. Crawley was able 
to respond to his turn in defense of the 
angel's message. Elder L. M. Wilson, repre
senting the so-called Christian Church, is I 
believe above the average debater; he is a 
very able man, and conducted himself rather 

·gentlemanly throughout. However, he is 
bold and skillful in blinding the eyes of 
many with sophistry and misapplication of 
the scripture. He tried to disprove the 
Book of Mormon by referring to dispensa
tions as he finds them marked off in the 
Bible, saying that because they do not com
mence and end (on each continent) alike, the 
Book of Mormon is not true. Mr. Wilson 
urged that if there was an apostasy from 
primitive Christianity, that if the church 
was rejected, corrupted, and lost; then as 
Christ was the head of the church, then he was 
left without a body, therefore he was beheaded. 
Again: to refute the idea of apostasy, Elder 
Wilson claimed that if the church apostatized 
-become dead-then as the church was the 
bride or wife of Christ, he was then left a 
widower! Bro. Wilson had a very cunning 
way of ridiculing anything that did not 
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agree with his philosophy. His skill in this 
line makes the casual observer think he is 
winning the controversy, but when Bro. 
Crawley would expose his reasoning, and 
furnish the proof from the Bible, it would 
show up in a different light than what Mr. 
Wilson had first shown. Bro. Crawley made 
a good defense, and by his calm, gentle man
ner won friends, even those who are must 
prejudice against the church. 

Another glowiog poiot (?) that Mr. Wilson 
made against the idea of an apostasy was: 
"The people apostatized, but the chtirch 
didn't"! Now you have it! The people com
posing the church departed from the faith, 
wandered from God, but the church itself 
kept the faith, remained true to God; so Mr. 
Wilson's logic is known to his brethren. 

This objection is at par with one I met 
with while here last summer from a Mr. 
Brazier, a Methodist preacher. Our meet
ing was well attended, and the people 
friendly; and to divert their minds from us 
Mr. Brazier volunteered information regard
ing Joseph the prophet. He claimed to 
know so many things that Joseph was guilty 
of, which if true, would be a discredit to him 
as a man of God. When I questioned him 
closely he vowed his statements to be true, 
claiming he was there and knew for himself. 
The congregation became attentive; he be
came earnest, and repeated over and over 
that he "was a man grown when Joseph 
Smith was killed." 

After this statement was well understood 
by the people, I asked him: "What year were 
you born?" 

"In 1840,'' was the reply. 
"Well," I said, "you were a little bit of a 

man, four years old!" 
The conversation at this point came to an 

end amid applause and laughter; for I had in
formed the people before that Joseph Smith 
was killed in 1844. 

Our little boy, Richard, is quite sick at 
this' time, and we ask your prayers that God 
will restore him to health. I am to go to
morrow to Noble, to tell the gospel message 
and baptize some who have been waiting my 
return. 

Mission address, Sumner or Kingfisher. 
Yours in the faith, 

R. M. MALONEY. 

LITTLE SIOUX, Iowa, March 3. 
Editors Herald:-Since my arrival from the 

West I have preached in Omaha, Nebraska, 
Woodbine, Galland's Grove, Dow City, Moor
head, and this place, Iowa;-twenty-eight 
times in twenty-five days. At Woodbine a 
young lady student gave her .name for bap
tism. 

Have felt well in presenting the word as a 
rule, though bad to contend with a combina
tion of toothache, neuralgia, and climatic en
ervation while laboring at Woodbine. The 
"coml>ination" was at least preferable to the 
results produced. 

The saints at Omaha have in view thti se
curing of a booth in one of the exposition 
buildings for the exhibition of the church 
publications and other matters of general in
terest, and should be backed by the church 
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in so commendable a scheme. Most gratify
ing results would likely be bad at little ex
pense. 

Expect to close here to-night, thence to 
Woodbine for convention and conference, 
Omaha for Sunday night, and home next day 
to prepare for quorum work. 

J. W. WIGH'l'. ---
Original 1Ir1iclss. 
AUTUMN LEAVES. 

THE editor of this monthly wishes 
once more to call your attention to 
the youngest born of the church pub
lications. It would seem that at the 
present reduced price at which the 
management are offering it, it ought 
to come within the reach of a great 
many who have not heretofore felt 
able to subscribe for it. 

There are times when many of us 
feel the need of being strengthened 
by such strength as comes from the 
testimony of others; and how much 
greater that strength is when we 
know those others - have implicit 
faith in them because of their consis
tent walk as Christians. Let us say 
to you, brethren and sisters, you will 
wait long and search far before find
ing stronger testimonies of the divinity 
of the work represented by the elders 
of the Reorganized Church than are 
now appearing in the pages of Au,tumn 
Leaves, from the pens of Sister Emma 
Burton and Bro. Alexander H. Smith. 
The plain, unvarnished manner in 
which they are related adding, if pos
sible, to their strength. 

The opportunity now offered awaits 
only your decision in the matter. Sub
scribe to the Leaves and help to circu
late these testimonies by loaning them 
to others after you have read them 
yourself. 

EDITOR AUTUMN LEAVES. 

GonfBrBilCB ~iilUlBS. 
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hand $6.28. Bishop's agent's report: Re
ceived, 1897, $259.52; subscribed to Graceland 
College fund $40.00; total paid out $252; on 
hand $7.52. W. H. Kelley, A. M. Baker, and 
F. Sheehy were appointed delegates to Gen
eral Conference from this district. W. Clark 
was recommended from the Brooklyn branch 
for ordination to the office of deacon. 
Ephraim Squire recommended from same 
branch for ordination to the office of teacher, 
and S. Guilfoy recommended for ordination 
to the office of priest. The conference sus
tained all the ordinations unanimously. Mo
tion prevailed that this district request the 
General Conference to return W. H. Kelley 
to the Eastern mission. Motion carried that 
whatever share we had in the tent belonging 
to the Philadelphia district when New York 
formed part of that district, be turned over 
to the Philadelphia district. Other local 
business was transacted and the following 
officers elected: Joseph Squire president, S. 
Guilfoy secretary and treasurer. All the 
church authorities were sustained. Motion 
prevailed that next conference bc:i held at 
Broad River, Connecticut, time left to the 
district president. Sunday will be remem
bered with thanksgiving by the saints of this 
district. Good services all through the day. 
The sermons were by Elder W. H. Kelley. 
At the prayer and testimony meetiog in the 
aiternoon two infants were blessed, the three 
brethren ordained, and the gift of tongues 
manifested with great power. We were all 
blessed and felt strengthened in the great 
latter-day work. 

MASSACHUSETTS. 
Conference convened in saints' new chapel, 

Providence, Rhode Island, February 26, 1898, 
at 2: 35 p. m.; W. H. Kelley and R. Bullard 
chairmen, F. 0. Combs associate, M. C. 
Fisher and A. B. Pierce clerks. Priesthood 
reports were read from following: District 
president, R. Bullard; vice president, F. 0. 
Coombs; Elders J. Smith, G. W. Robley, F. 
0. Coombs, W. Bradbury, G. H. Smith, E. 0. 
Toombs, N. C. Eidridge, N. R. Nickerson, J. 
Gilbert, G. S. Yerrington, G. H. Gates, and 
J. B. Pearce; Priests T. H. Moore, S. W. 
Ashton, W. Talbot, A. B. Pierce; Teacher 
C. L. Mu!'.lroe; Deacon W. F. Frost, A. B. 
Pierce and G. W. Robley press committee. 
Bishop's agent reported $413.25 collected 
from October, 1897, to January 1, 1898. Dis
trict treasurer, R. Bullard, reported balance 
in treasury of $37.07. Following membership 
reported from various branches: New Bed
ford 22, Brockton 30, North Plymouth 29; 
Plainville 85, Little Compton 16, Dennisport 

NEW YORK. 54, Fall River 130, Providence 224, _goston 
Conference was held in the saints' hall, 199 154, Cranston 36. District total to February, 

Saratoga Avenue, Brooklyo, New York, Feb- 1898, 780. Recommendation from Providence 
ruary 12 and 13, 1898; Joseph Squire presi- branch that John Suttill be ordained to office 
dent. W. H. Kelley was chosen to preside, of teacher was ratified by conference and or
Bro. Squire associate, S. Guilfoy clerk. dination attended to during the session. 
Privileges of conference were extended to Following chosen delegates to General Con
Bro. Zimmerman, of Philadelphia. Ministry ference: W. H. Kelley, R. Bullard, I. M. 
reporting: Elders Squire, Newstead, Stone, Smith, F. M. Sheehy, G. W. Robley, Julia A. 
Potts, and Truman; Priest J. Cocks; Teach- Glover, M. C. Fisher, Kate E. Blood, Levina 
~rs Lester, Buttery, and Box; Deacon Cable. Ashton. Election of officers resulted in fol
District treasurer reported: Collections last I lowing for one year's term: R. Bullard 
conference $6.38; expenditures ten cents; on president, F. 0. Coombs vice president, M. 
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C. Fisher clerk, W. A. Sinclair associate. 
Bishop's agent, district treasurer, and gen
eral church authorities sustained. Next 
conference to convene at Fall River, Massa
chusetts,October 8, 1898. Sunday and Monday 
mornings, very profitable prayer services were 
held in which several gifts were manifested 
and Spirit of God was freely felt by many 
present. Preaching by Elders W. H. Kelley 
and I. M. Smith. A very satisfactory ses
sion indeed, and pronounced one of the best 
conferences for many years. It is evident 
that a new era has dawned upon Massachu
setts district, i.nd if saints are faithful, great 
blessings are in store f0r them. Five bap
tized during~conference. 

EASTERN COLORADO. 
Convened in conference at Denver, Colo

rado, February 19, 1898, at ten a. m.; J. B. 
Roush presiding, Charles E. Everett clerk. 
Brancl:~es reporting: Denver, Rocky Moun
tain, New Windsor, Laird, Highland, Cedar, 
Eustis, and Coal Creek (disorganized). Cot
tonwood, no report. Membership of district 
375; net gain for six months 19. Elders 
reporting: J. W. Gillen baptized 9, O. B. 
Thomas, J. B. Roush baptized 4, J. W. Gil
bert baptized 7, E. F. Shupe, J. Kemp, E. D. 
Bullard, J. Houston, K. Seli baptized 2; 
Priests C. B. Gouldsberry, M. F. Ralston 
baptized 1, J. Schmutz, 0. A. Westland. 
Bishop's agent's report: On hand last report 
$68.90; received $166. 75; expended $223; on 
hand $12.65. Books audited and found cor
rect. General CoJ'Jference delegates: J. W. 
Gillen, J. W. Gilbert, 0. B. Thomas, J. B. 
Roush, and Sr. L. S. Nudd. Officers elected 
for ensuing six months, J. B. Roush presi
dent, E. F. Shupe vice president, Charles E. 
Everett secretary. Speakers during~confer
ence, Elders J. B. Roush, James Kemp, and 
0. B. Thomas. A grand spiritual feast was 
had at the Sunday p. m. social and sacrament 
meeting, the Holy Spirit being present to 
such an extent that even those not being one 
with U8 felt its influence. This being our first 
conference in the district held under the 
delegate system, we are pleased to say it was 
.~ success, there being a larger attendance 
than at any previous conference. Adjourned 
to meet with the Rocky Mountain branch at 
Conifer, Colorado, at ten a. m., August 21 and 
22, 1898. 

8tlndau 8Bhool HssoBia1ions. 
ST. LOUIS. 

Convention met Saturday, February 12, at 
2: 30 p. m. After the usual preliminaries, 
the following officers were elected: J. J. 
Billinsky superintendent, Wm. Jaques as
sistant, Grace Anderson secretary, and S. A. 
Burgess treasurer. Delegates to the General 
Convention were appointed. It was decided 
that we should hold our conventions semi
annually. The superintendent was authorized 
to appoint.two me"nbers to labor with him in 
preparing the program for our next conven
tion. Saturday ~Yening Sr. Joseph Swift told 
us now sne manages i;ne primary scholars, 
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Bro. J.C. Hitchcock read an essay, "The lost 
quarterly, or the child you can't do anything 
with,'' and Bro. Wm. Jaques gave us a talk 
on Sunday school organization. On Sunday 
evening the program consisted of vocal and 
instrumental music, two essays, "At the 
King's right hand," and "The Sunday school 
a necessary educational factor,'' and our 
paper, "Sunday School Advocate." All the 
parts were good and well rendered. An ex
cellent spirit prevailed throughout the con
vention and we believe good was done. 

EASTERN IOWA. 
Association met at Fulton, Iowa, February 

4, 1898; Ella J. Green superintendent, J. W. 
Peterson secretary pro tern. Reports from 
Zion's Hope school, of Fulton, and the Green 
Valley school were read. A question of 
"How to interest the scholars in the study of 
the lessons" was sp@ken upon by s;;,veral and 
some good points noted. In the evening 
Bro. J. W. Peterson delivered a good sermon 
on Sunday school work. Adjourned to meet 
with the Green Valley saints, July 30 and 31, 
1898. 

CONVENTION NOTICES. 
The fodependence district Sunday school 

convention will be held at Holden, Missouri, 
March 11, 1898, at 10: 30 a. m. Let us all come 
prepared for a good spiritual time. 

DOROTHEA BERG, Sec. 

MisBsllansotl8 Ilspartmsnt. 
HIGH PRIESTS' QUORUM. 

Blank report-forms have been sent to all 
high priests, those in England, Canada, and 
the United States, and the presidency of the 
quorum desire that these blanks be filled out 
and returned by the latter part of March, so 
that they be arranged ready to read in their 
order at the first meeting of the quorum in 
April. H. A. STEBBINS, Sec. 

LAMONI, Iowa, March 3, 1898. 

FOURTH QUORUM OF ELDERS. 
Members are hereby respectfully reEtuested 

to forward their annual reports, with quo
rum dues, twenty-five cents, to the quorum 
secretary, Elder J. W. Gilbert, Independ
ence, Missouri, in care of Elder R. May. 
Full reports are expected from every mem
ber of the quorum. In bonds, 

A. BARR, Pres. 

CONFERENCE ATTENDANTS. 
Those intending coming to the General 

Conference, which convenes at Independence, 
Missouri, April 6, 1898,-elders, delegates, 
and laity,-will please notify the Assignment 
Committee, as soon as possible, of their in
tentions, and if you have any preference as to 
where you should stay during conference, 
please so advise so that all may be satisfac
torily arranged beforehand. If each one will 
observe this request, they will confer a favor 
on the committee and greatly facilitate the 
work of caring for those attending confer-

ence, and at the same time save themsel.ves 
a great deal of annoyance. 

We desire to make every arrangement pos
sible beforehand for your comfort and con
venience, so that all that will be necessary 
for you to do on reaching Independence will 
be to report at the church, receive your 
receipt, and be directed at once to your 
stopping place. WM. CRICK, 

W. N. ROBINSON, 
WM. ROBERTS, 

Assignment Committee. 

REDUCED RAILWAY RATES TO GENERAL 
CONFERENCE. 

WESTERN PASSENGER ASSOCIATION. 
The Western Passenger Association has 

granted reduced rates to the General Confer
ence and conventions of auxiliary societies,
Zion's Religio-Literary Society, and the Gen
eral Sunday School Association,-m•,ming the · 
dates, as requested, from April 5-20. The 
Conference does not convene until the 6th, 
but the 5th is named in order to permit 
attendance at the conventions. 

Reduced rates are granted under the fol
lowing conditions:-

1. Going tickets must be purchased not 
earlier than three days before the 5th, and 
not later than three days after, Sunday not 
being counted as a day in any case. In other 
words, tickets may be purchased on any date 
from April 1 to 7, inclusive, but not later 

. than the 7th. 

2. The rate is one and one third fare for 
the round trip. The rule is to purchase full 
fare tickets on the going trip. Passengers 
must, in all cases, obtain certificates with eve1·y 
ticket purchased, which certificates, when 
signed by the Church Secretary and stamped 
by the agent of the Chicago and Al ton Railroad 
at Independence, Missouri, will entitle pur
chasers to return trip tickets at one third 
the usual fare; prnvided that one hundred 
tickets are purchased; provided furtber, that 
ministers holding half-fare permits are not 
entitled to this reduction; nor are tickets 
purchased at fifty cents or less to be counted. 

Where passengers can do so, it is better to 
purchase a through ticket to Independence 
and obtain one certificate. Where several • 
tickets are purchased, separate certificates 
must be obtained with each. 

Special Note:-Passengers must be particu
lar not to complete their journey from Kansas 
City to Independence by street railway or 
electric lines-they must go through to Inde
pendence by the Missouri Pacific or Chicago 
and Alton-the re~ular railroad lines-to 
secure the reduced fare. 

"Where the journey is made over more 
than one line, it is usually necessary for the 
passenger to purchase separate local ticket 
of each road's issue, between points, traveled 
thereon, and procure certificates thereof for 
each of the lines in this territory over which 
he travels in going· to the meeting, as 
through tickets are not always sold, and it is 
not always practicable for the various lines 
to honor each other's certificates. Pabsen
gers should, therefore, ascertain from the 
ticket agent what portion of their journey 
can be covered by the certificate obtainable 
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from him, and procure certificate filled out to 
correspond with the tickets purchased." 

For information concerning best routes, 
etc., apply to ticket agents. 

The Burlington, Cedar Rapids and North
ern will sell tickets to points on the C. R. I. 
and P., M. and St. L., St. L. K. C. and N. 
W., C. B. and Q., and R. I. and P. Rys., 
which roads will honor its· certificates for 
return passage to starting point on its line 
at the reduced rate. 

"Where parties or clubs traveling in a 
body purchase round trip party tickets to 
the place of meeting from stations from 
which the local one-way rate is more than 
fifty cents and at not less than the rate an
nounced on the eertificate plan for the par
tieular meeting in question (instead of 
one-way tickets at the regular rate) and pre
sent to joint agent a certificate from the seU~ 
ing agent to that effect, they will be counted 
by the joint agent in reckoning the attend
ance at any meeting." 

"No certificate will be honored which was 
issuea to cover the sale of more than one 
single-trip ticket." 

Tickets on the going passage may be 
limited or unlimited, according to the rules 
of re!lads selling them; but return tickets are 
good only for continuous passage, and not 
later than three days after the 20th-to the 

23d inclusive. 
Purchasers should hand in their certifi

cates promptly to the Secretary, that the 
local railway agent may be notified of the re
quired one hundred being purchased. 

The following lines of road will sell tickets 
on the certificate plan:-

Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe; Burling
ton, Cedar Rapids, and Northern; Chicago 
ang Alton; Chicago and Northwestern; Chi
cago, Burlington, and Northern; Chicago, 
Burlington, and Quincy; Chicago Great 
Western; Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul; 
Chicago, Rock Island, and Pacific; Chicago, 
St. Paul, Minneapolis, and Omaha: Hannibal 
and St. Joseph; Kansas City, St. Joseph, and 
Council Bluffs; St. Louis, Keokuk, and North
western; Illinois Central; Iowa Central; 
Jackson ville and St. Louis; Minneapolis and 
St. Louis; Missouri Pacific; Rock Island and 
Peoria; St. Louis and San Francisco; Sioux 
City and Pacific; Wabash; Wisconsin Cen
tral Lines. 

CENTRAL PASSENGER COMMITTEE. 

The Central Passenger Committee has 
granted reduced rates-one and one third 
fare for the round trip-under the same gen
eral conditions, on all tickets costing 75 cents 
or more. Its territory "is bounded on the 
east by Pittsburg, Salamanca, Buffalo, and 
Toronto; on the north by the line of, and 
including points on the Grand Trunk Rail
way, from Toronto to Port Huron, thence 
via Lakes Huron and Michigan to Chicago; 
on the west by Peoria, Keokuk, Quincy, Han
nibal, St. Louis and Cairo; and on the south 
by the Ohio River, but including points on 
either side of that river." 

Its roads are as follows:-
Alliance and Northern; Ann Arbor; Balti

more and Ohio (West of Ohio River); Balti
more and Ohio Southwestern; Chicag-o and 
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Eastern Illinois; Chieago and West Michi- I east thereof); Baltimore and Potomac; *Ben
gan; Chieago, Indianapolis, and Louisville; nington and Rutland; Buffalo, Rochester, 
Chicago, Peoria, and St. Louis; Cleveland, and Pittsburg; Camden and Atlantic; Canada 
Akron, and Columbus; Cleveland, Canton, Atlantic; Central of New Jersey; *Central 
and Southern; Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chi- Vermont; Chesapeake and Ohio (Hunting
cago, and St. Louis; Cleveland, Lorain, and ton, W. Va., and east thereof); Cumberland 
Wheeling; Cleveland, Terminal, and Valley; Valley; Delaware and Hudson; Delaware, 
Cleveland and Marietta; Cincinnati, S:amil- Lackawanna, and Western; Elmira, Cortland, 
ton, and Dayton; Cincinnati Northern; Cin- and Northern; Erie (Buffalo, Dunkirk, Sa1a
cinnati and Muskingum Valley; Columbus, manca, and east thereof); Fall Brook; "*Filch
Hocking Valley, and Toledo; Columbus, San- burg; Fonda, Johnstown, anii Gloversville; 
dusky, and Hocking; Detroit and Lima *Grand Trunk; Jamestown and Lake Erie 
Northern; Datroit, Grand Rapids, and West- (for business to points in Trunk Line terri
e!'D; Detroit, Toledo, and Milwaukee; Evans- tory); Lehigh Valley; New York Central 
ville and Indianapolis; Evansville and Terre and Hudson River (Harlem and New York 
Haute; Findlay, Ft. Wayne, and Western; and Putnam divisions excepted); New York, 
Flint and Pere Marquette; Grand Rapids and Ontario, and Western; New York, Philadel
Indiana; Grand Trunk Railway System, phia, and Norfolk; Northern Central; Penn
(lines west of Detroit and St. Clair Rivers; syl vania; Philadelphia and Erie; Philadelphia 
also Buffalo, Niagara Falls, and Suspension and Reading; Philadelphia, Wilmington, 
Bridge, New York;) Indiana, Decatur, and and Baltimore; Rome, Watertown, and Og
Western; Indiana and Illinois Southern; densburg; Western New York and Pennsyl
Jacksonville and St. Louis; Jame<11town and vania; West Jersey; West Shore; Wilmington 
Lake Erie; Lake Shore and Michigan South- and Northern. 
ern; Louisville and Nash ville, (between 
Louisville and Cincinnati and St. Louis and 
Evansville;) Louisville, Evansville, and St. 
Louis Cons.; Louisville, Henderson, and St. 
Louis; Michigan Central; New York, Chi
cago, and St. Louis; Ohio Central Lines, I. 
and 0. C., and K. and M; Ohio River and 
Lake Erie; Ohio Southern; Pennsylvania 
Lines west of Pittsburg: Peoria, Decatur, 
and Evansville; Pittsburgh, Bessemer and 
Lake Erie; Pittsburg, Lisbon, and Western; 
Pittsburg and Lake Ede, (west of and includ
ing Pittsburgh;) Pittsburgh and Western; 
St. Louis, Chicago, and St. Paul; Toledo and 
Ohio Central Extension; Toledo, Peoria, and 
Western; Toledo, St. Louis, and Kansas City; 
Toronto, Hamilton, and Buffalo; Vandalia 
Line; Wabash; Wheeling and Lake Erie; 
Zanesville and Ohio River. 

TRUNK LINE ASSOCIATION. 

The Trunk Line Association has also 
granted the same reduction in rates, subject 
to the same general conditions with some 
minor exceptions. 

1. The reduction is from Trunk Line terri
tory; i. e., from Niagara Falls, Buffalo, 
Dunkirk, and Salamanca, N. Y., Erie and 
Pittsburg, Pa., Bellaire, Ohio, Wheeling, 
Parkersburg, and Huntington, W. Va., and 
points east thereof, except in New England. 

2. Fares under 75 cents will not be com
puted in the reduction. 

3. Certificates are not kept at all stations. 
If, however, the ticket agent at a local station 
is not supplied with certificates and through 
tickets to place of meeting, he can inform the 
delegate of the nearest important station 
where they can be obtained. In such a case 
the delegate should purchase a local ticket 
to such station and there take up his certifi
cate and through ticket to place of meeting. 

4. "It would be well to impress upon those 
availing of the reduction the necessity for 
giving ticket agents timely notice of their 

*Only for business originating at, or 
destined to, stations on the direct lines of 
these roads between Troy, N. Y., and Mon
treal, Can. 

SOUTHEASTERN PASSENGER ASSOCIATION. 

The Southeastern Passenger Association, 
covering territory south of the Ohio and Po
tomac and east of the Mississippi rivers, ba.s 
granted the same reduction in rates and sub
ject to the same general terms. The fol
lowing is the list of lines included in this 
association:-

"A. C. Line; A. G. S. R. R.; A. and V. 
R'y.; A. and N. R'y.: A. and W. P.R. R.; A. 
K. and N. R'y.; A. and D. R'y.; Blue Ridge 
R.R.; C. and W. C R'y.; C. F. and Y. V. R'y.; 
C. of G. R'y.; C.R. and C.R. R.; C. N. 0. 
and T. P. R'y.; E. and W.R. R.; JI'. and P. 
R. R.; F. C. and P. R. R.; F. E. C. R'y.; 
Frank and Cin. R'y.: Georgia R.R.; G. and 
A. R'y.; G. S. and F. R'y.; I. C.R. R. (south 
of the Ohio River.); J. T. and K. W. R'y.; 
K. C. M. and B. R.R.; K. G. C. ancJ L. R.R.; 
L. and N. R. R.; Macon and Birmingham R. 
R ; M. D. and S. R. R.; M. and C.R. R.; Mo
bile and Birmingham R.R.; N. C. and St. L. 
R'y.; N. 0. and N. E. R.R.; Nor. Ala. R'y.; 
N. and W. R'y.; O. R. and C. R'y.: Pennsyl
vania Railroad (South of Washington); Plant 
System; P. F. and P. R. R.; R. F. and P. R. 
R.; S. A.Line; S. A. andO.R. R.; Southern 
Railway; S. C. and G. R.R.; T. and N. E. R. 
R.; W. and A. R. R.; W. R'y of Alabama; 
W. N. and N. R'y." Abbreviations are given 
in absence of complete names. 

Delegates wiil please note that certificates 
in all cases are not transferable. 

R. S. SALYARDS, 

Church Secretary. 
LAMONI, Iowa, February 15, 1898. 

intentions, so that through tickets and certifi- BORN. 
cates may be ready when required." 1 McQUEEN.-To Bro. aad Sr. McQueen, of 

5. List of roads: Addison and Pennsyl-1 ~naverly, Iowa, February 23, i897, a girl, and 
vania; Allegheny Valley; Baltimore and Ohio I named Bernice Marie. Blessed February 27, 
(Parkersburg, Bellaire, a,nd Wheeling, and 1898, by Elder J. R. Sutton. 
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MARRIED. 
COCHRAN-WATKINS. -At the residence 

of the bride's parents, Kewanee, Illinois, on 
the evening of February 23, Mr. John Coch
ran, of Forbush, Iowa, to Sr. Sarah Jane Wat
kins, daughter of Elder John J. Watkins, of 
Kewanee; Elder John Chisnall officiating, the 
Kewanee branch choir furnishing appropriate 
and inspiring music for the impressive serv
ive. The bride received a large number of 
beautiful and useful presents as souvenirs, 
which will serve to remind her in her new 
home of the kind regard held for her. About 
seventy-five assembled guests sat down to a 
bounteous repast. The good wishes of all go 
with the young couple to the hom'l at For
bush, Iowa. 

DIED. 
TORRANCE.-James Grey Torrance,January 

22, 189iil. Deceased was born September 16, 
1821, in the city of Quebec, Canada. Married 
to Miss Lydia Lyster in 1851. To them were 
born two sons and five daughters, all of 
whom, except the• oldest rson, remain to 
mourn. Bro. Torrance, since 1865, has made 
Kansas City and Independence his permanent 
home. While quite young he united with 
the Methodist faith. Not feeling fully satis
fied, sought further light, and in 1873 united 
with the Church of Latter Day Saints, fully 
convinced be was in the true faith. He lived 
a most conscientious, earnest life, and was a 
faithful worker iu the cause of Christ. A 
most devoted husband and lovingl father. 
He bore his severe suffering with great 
Christian fortitude to the end. He lived an 
active life of usefulness and died at bis post, 
loved, honored, and mourned by all who knew 
him. Sermon at the saints' church by Elder 
W. T. Bozarth, January 26. 

McCALLUM.-At Englewood, near Inde
pendence, Missouri, Sunday, February 20, 
1898, Oscar Maceo, youngest son of Bro. 
Alexander and S. Emma J. McCallum. He 
was born at Englewood, June 12, 1896, and 
was a little over twenty months old at his 
death. The funeral services were held at 
the home, Englewood Station, in charge of 
Bro. J. W. Brackenbury. Little Oscar was 
the youngest g-randson of President Joseph 
Smith, and was a beautiful promise of a 
bright and useful man. "Death loves a shin
ing mark." Others have lost, so have we, is 
the language of broken-hearted mourners. 

SIMMERMAN.- At his home in Madison, 
Fremont County, Iowa, January 7, 1898, 
Uriah Simmerman, aged about eighty years. 
Deceased came to Iowa with the saints when 
they left Illinois. J Married to one of '.the 
Richards girls, who died some years ago. 
Later he married Mary Stewart, sister to Sr. 
Deliah Donaldson. Deceased is a relative to 
Bro. Daniel Hougas, of Henderson, Iowa. He 
never united with the church, but called for 
the elders to come and administer to him. 
Wife, four sons, three daughters, and a large 
circle 0f friends mourn. Funeral sermon 
preached by I. W. Whitaker, of the Ch.ris
tian Church. He was buried in the Zion 
Church cemetery, Fremont County, Iowa. 

McKrM.-At Deloit, Iowa, February 16, 
1898, Sr. Elizabeth McKim, aged 76 years, 9 
months, and 2 days. Deceased was born iu 
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the State of New York. She came to Iowa 
in 1874, at which time she was a widow. She 
was married to Bro. David McKim, April 12, 
1877. She died firm in the faith. Funeral 
services at saints' church, Deloit, February 
18. Sermon by Elder C. J. Hunt, assisted by 
J. T. Turner. 

WILLIAMS. - Sr. Alice Williams, of St. 
David, Illinois, (daughter of Bro. David 
Davis and Sr. Elizabeth Williams,) was born 
February 10, 1877, at Breeds, Illinois; bap
tized and confirmed October 22, 1897, at Can
ton, Illinois, by Elder T. J. Sheldon; died 
February 8, 1898, at St. David, Illinois, and 
was buried at Canton, February 11, Elder T. 
J. Sheldon officiating. Elder Thomas Staf
ford, of Lewiston, preached a sermon at St. 
David, and Elder T. J. Sheldon preached in 
the church at Canton. A large attendance 
was had at both se1·vices. The church could 
not contain the people that gathered there. 
Sr. Williams had been failing for some time 
and all who knew her sympathize with her 
bereaved relatives. She is survived by her 
father, mother, three brothers, and three 
sisters, who mourn their loss. 

WILLIAMS.-Elder David Williams was 
born October, 1823, in Carmarthenshire, 
South Wales; died February 9, 1898, at his 
home, Netawaka, Kansas. Bro. Williams 
joined the church in 1848, and was a travel
ing elder in Wales for a long time. Emi
grated to Utah about 1857; became dissatisfied 
in a short time; returned and came to Atchi
son, Kansas, in 1860. Was, baptized into the 
Reorganized Church August 26, 1868, and 
was soon ordained an elder. He presided 
over the Atchison branch and the Northeast
ern Kansas district for many years to the 
satisfaction of all concerned. It was. often 
said of him that he was an Israelite indeed, 
in whom there was no guile. Old age, ac
companied with a cold, brought about his re· 
lease, for which he was prepared, rejoicing 
on his deathbed and praising God for the 
consolation and comfort afforded him 
through the gospel. A wife, two sons, three 
daughters, many grandchildren and one 
great-grandchild remain in grief. Funeral 
services conducted by Elders H. Green and 
J. A. Davis, Bro. Davis preaching the ser
mon. 

STONE.-At the home of Bro. and Sr. Hop
kins, Lucas, Iowa, February 4, 1898, Mrs. 
Rachel Stone. She was born April 3, 1848, 
at Dudley, England; came to America in 
1875; married Thomas Stone November, 1880, 
at Kewanee, Illinois; removed to Lucas in 
1882. Funeral sermon February 6 by Elder 
John Watkins, in the chapel at Luca~; inter
ment in Fry Hill cemetery. 

STIVERS.-On February 7, 1898, Simeon 
Stivers, of Irvington, California, in the sev
enty-first year of his age. Bro. Stivers was 
a pioneer, and came to San Francisco to take 
part in the Golden Jubilee procession. He 
took cold, which developed into pneumonia, 
and caused his death. He was laid to rest on 
the 9th in his plot at Irvington. A proces
sion a quarter of a mile long followed him to 
his last resting place. Funeral sermon by 
C. A. Parkin. 

TAYLOR.-On January 28, 1898, at Zone, 

Ontario, Eva Frances, only child of Bro. 
Charles and Sr. Melissa Taylor, aged 1 year, 
4 months, and 20 days. Interred in Bothwell 
cemetery, Elder Shields officiating. Sermon 
at Zone town hall, February 20, by Elder 
Shields; text, 1 Corinthians 15: 54-58. 

JASPERSON.-Sara Marcussen was born in 
Denmark, January 20, 1833. She came to 
America in 1865, and was united in matri
mony to H. H. Jasperson, August 5, 1866. 
She died in Independence, Oregon, February 
21, 1898, aged 65 years, 1 month, and l day. 
Mrs. Jasperson was a member of the Reor
ganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day 
Saints, having united with that church in 
Nebraska, on September 13, 1880. She came 
to Oregon in 1884 with her husband. A year 
later they moved to Independence, where 
they have since made their home. Her hus
band, her friends and neighbors who knew 
her best, all testify to her sterling worth and 
consistent Christian character. The funeral 
services were held at the Methodist Episco
pal church, on Wedmisday, at one p. m., 
Rev. G. L. Burbank officiating.-Independence 
Enterprise. 

ALLISON.-Dr. Thomas E. Allison was born 
in Clarion County, Pennsylvania, February 
23, 1823, and died at Crescent, Iowa, Decem
ber 30, 1897, aged, 74 years, 10 months, and 7 
days. Bro. Allison was one of the western 
Iowa pioneers, and was well known in Coun
cil Bluffs and vicinity. He was long a resi
dent of this city and on December 20, 1886, he 
was baptized by Bro. J. F. McDowell, of the 
Seventy. He has been a loyal, consistent, 
and earnest member ever since. An immense 
congregation assembled at the Crescent 
church at two p. m. on the last day of the 
year, while Bro. T. W. Williams, with 
pathos and fervor which God's Spirit alone 
can give, spoke comfort to the bereaved. Sr. 
Allison receives the sympathy and confidence 
of the entire community. 

FOOTE.-Bertha Rosetta Foote was born 
February 3, 1883, and died February 20, 1898, 
at Crescent, Iowa, aged 15 years and 17 days. 
She was the youngest child of Charles and 
Mary Foote. She was baptized September 
20, 1895, in Lake Manawa, Council Bluffs, 
Iowa, by Bro. T. W. Williams. Funeral 
services by Bro. T. W. Williams from the 
Crescent church, February 22, 1898. 

HUNTSMAN.-Near Lamoni, Iowa, March 
1, 1898, of old age, Elder Jacob Huntsman, 
aged 91 years and 11 days. He was born in 
Belmont County, Ohio, February 18, 1807; 
married Catherine Wyrick in 1834, and they 
united with the old organization in 1835. In 
1863 they joined the Reorganized Church, 
and be was a member of the Delano branch, 
Missouri, at the time of his death. To them 
were born twelve children, of whom three 
sons and one daughter survive. The aged 
wife also lives, but seems nearly through her 
journey. They were at Haun's Mills and 
in other trying scenes in the early church. 
Elder T. J. Bell preached the funeral ser
mon. 

EATON.-Susie A., daughter of Freman and 
Diantha Eaton, died February 15, 1898, aged 
4 years. Funeral at chapel; sermon by J .. T. 
Billings. Sleep, sweet bud, till .Tesus calls 
thee. 
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Royal makes tile food pure, 
wholesome and delicious • 

.Absolutely Puro 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER co., NEW YORK. 

WHAT IS MAN? 
BY ELDER J. R. LAMBER'!.'. 

Man's Nature and Destiny. The Spirit or 
Soul: Is it immortal? Does it survive the 
Death of the Body in a Conscious state? The 
views of Mortal-8,Julists Examined and Re
futed. In two parts. Second edition. 

The author h-as closely cx:amined the sub
ject upon which he has written, both in 
study and in oral dirnussion, with those who 
differ from him in belief concerning the 
nature and destiny of man. Discussed from 
biblical, historical, and scientific standpoints. 
Christ as the true type of man, in life and in 
death; bis pnexistence, life, and death con
sidered; the nature of man; the intermediate 
state of righteous and wicked; consciousness 
between death and the resurrection; the 
second death or future punishment; and the 
final conscious existence of all after the judg
ment; are leading features of the.chapters of 
the volume. 

In paper covers .................... $ 35 
Cloth •.•...... _ . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • • • • • . 50 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
C'~th, leather backs .•••••.•••.••••. $ 75 

Furniture From Factory to Fireside. 
Being the only extensive manufacturers of furniture in 

the world selling dtrect from m•ker to user, we save our 
customers .the enormous expense" and profits of the 
jobbers and retailers. Send for catalogue A, showing 
our full line of Household Furniture, at 20 t'.l 50 per cem 
under retail value. 

Quaker Valley Manufacturing Co., 
819 and 3~1 S. Canal St., Chicago. 

'~.,, ..... ,~ ·=---''""""-'-""·· ,~...._ __ , __ ,,,...,,,.,,.,.,.,,,. ... '<!-- ,~.,,~.,,,~__,,,~,,,....,.,----· 

The Quaker Valley Manufacturing Co., 319 and 321 
South Canal Street, Chicago, sell a full line of higb
grade household furniture direct from the factory at 20 to 
60 per cent lower than retail prices, and will send anyone 
a copy of their catalogue free. 

If you contemplate purchasing household furniture, by 
all means, a.end tor the catalogue of the Q.uake1 Vallev 
Manulacturmg Co., 819 and 321 South Oanal Street 
Chica.go. ' 

GRNKR1Ih 8YORK VOR 8IlhK 
At Kirtland. 

Doing a good business. Will sell stock with 
buildings or. without buildings. For further 
particulars inquire of E. CURRY, Temple, 
Lake County, Ohio. 
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BRADEN-KELLEY DEBATE 
Propositions: 1. Is the Book of Mormon 

of divine origin, and are its teachings en
titled to the respect and belief of all Chris
tian people? 2. Is the Church of which I, 
Clark Braden, am a mEomber, the Church of 
Christ, and identical in faith, organization, 

ZION'S HOPE. ordinances, worship, and practice, with the 
A large, four-page Sunday school paper for Church of Christ as ,it was left perfected by 

children; illustrated; edited by Sr. M. ~he Apostles of Christ? ~· Is the Reorgan
Walker. 50 cents per year; in packages of 1ze~ Ch.urch of Jesus Christ of Latter Day 
four, five, or six to one address, 40 cents each I Saints i~ fac~ ~he Church of God and ac-
per year; in packages of seven or more 35 cepted with him~ . 
cents each. ' Cloth, 396 pages, pr10e ...••••.••... $1 .,.; 
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BRANCH RECORDS. 
Leather back and corners, cloth sides, 

printed headings, and ruled for Record of 
Names, Blessing of Children, Marriages, Or
dinations, Deaths, Removals, and other 
changes in systematic and concise form. $1.50. 

WHAT WE BELlEVE. 
A small book-pamphlet size-3x4t inches, 

20 pages, with a statement of the faith of the 
church, as given in the Epitome, with slight 
alterations. 

In paper covers, stapled; price per dozen 
20 cents, 100 $1.25, 1,000 $12. 
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GRACELAND COLLEGE. 

For catalogues 0r iul:'t.hor information, 

Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE, 
Acting President, 

or D. F. LAMBERT, Secretary, 
LAMONI, low A 

TOBACCO HABIT CURED, 
OR NO PAY. 

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, poslti'9'ely 
guarantees three boxes of ~~Quit.To-Bao'' to perm.a .. 
nently ta.ke away all desfre for tobacco, or will 
promptly refund money µaid for it. Three boxes sent 
post paid anywhere for $1.50. No bad ell'ects from 
use of Quit-To-Bae. It is a great nerve tonic. Why 
not try it? It has e1ired hundreds; why not you? 
Remember, No qJnre, No Pay. Address, .8. F. 
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois. 

General Conference 
is drawing close at hand, and as nearly 
every member of the church is anxious 
to get the Conference news daily during 
the session, it has been decided to meet 
this want by issuing 

A DAILY EDITION OF 
ZION'S ENSIGN, 

during the Entire Session for the nom
inal price of TWENTY-FIVE CENTS. 
Please do us the favor· of forwarding 
y_our orders for the D:,tilY as early as pos
Slble, so that everythrng can be in readi
ness at the opening of Conference and we 
prepared to give you the very best serv
ice possible. 

Address all orders to 
ZION'S ENSIGN, 

Box B. INDEPENDENCE, Mo. 

TAKE YOUR CHOICE 
of' three good residences in Lamoni. 

One 4 room, one 5 room, and one 7 room 
residence, with good cellars, pantries, and 
closets. Abundance of good water, also fruit 
trees and small fruit. Convenient to church 
school, and business part of town. Will sell 
any two of the three residences. For further 
particulars, call on or address CHAS. F. 
CHURCH, Lamoni, Iowa. 10-7-t 

Personally conducted tourist car 
will also be run from St. Louis 
to California points, leaving St. 
Louis 8:45 p. m. every Wednes
day; St. Joe Thursdays 12: 40 
p. m., connecting at Lincoln 

with the Chicago tourist car for all southern 
California points. 10-3t I 
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FOR SALE. 
Between this date and February 15, 1898, 

the oldest and best established millinery 
stock and fixtures in town. Location good. 
Rent reasonable. No incumbrance. Good 
trade. MISS C. A. SEEL Y 1 Lamoni, Iowa. 

Dated December 29, 1897. . 

WHAT HA VE YOU to exchange as part 
payment on a well improved 80 acre farm 
two miles from Lamoni? Large build
ings-all painted-orchard. Yearly pay· 
ments on balance. Give full description 
and price of your property in first letter. 

D. F. Nicholson. 

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN. 
~ house in Lamoni, Iowa, two •qnares from the bust· 

ness center. It bas six rooms, a hall, and three closets, 
and is cor1veniently arranged for a family of six or more; 
is warm as a winter house, and has good ventilation for 
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple, 
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which are 
the corner of a block. Address, 

I. N. W. COOPER, Lamoni, Iowa. 

BOOK OF MORMON MAPS NOW READY. 
A large map of the Book of Mormon geography, a• 

compiled by the committee on Archreology; drawn for 
them and engraved by Bro. G. l!'. Weston. accord mg to the 
Weston art method; 40x51 inches, designed for the home, 
olllce, and Snnday school. A durable, strong, and artistic 
map; mounted on cloth, in las.ting colorB; the surface 
varnished so as to be washed off with damp clotll when 
necessary; with stained and varnished strip at top and 
bottom. 

Sent by express to any address for $2.50, express to be 
paid by purchaser. 

This map has all the missionary and colonial journey 
tines between the lands Zarahemla, Lehi-Nephi, etc.; 
and the migratory journeys of the Nephites, Jaredites, 
and the people of Zarahemlti, from their first landings to 
the Hill Cnmorah; also the modern travels of Humboldt, 
Pizarro, and Cortez. It gives the native races of the United 
States, Central America, and ~fexico-the Incas, MayRfl, 
Aztecs, Indian tribes, etc. The ancient Peruvian roads are 
indicated as nearly as can be obtained, and an al pbabetical 
index in full is to accompany lt as soon as published, at 
twenty-five cents, giving references to page, chapter, 
and paragraph in Book of Mormon and other works; and 
also giving a reference to the numberR and letters on the 
mar~in of the map, so that the various locations can 
readtly be found thereon. 

Send money by postal money order to G. F. WESTON, 
Bo:ic 653, Buchanan, Berrien County, Michigan. 

FOR SALE OR TRADE. 
A nice home near President Joseph Smith's 

residence; containing seven rooms, three 
closets, pantry, and cellar; well, outbuildings, 
etc.~ about two acres of ground, well set to 
fruit and ornamental trees. For further par
ticulars inquire of M., Herald Office, or 
address Box 312, Lamoni, Iowa. 

THE GREATEST BOOK OF THE AGE! 
. Should be in Every Home and Library. 

Inc PBDDIH'S BiblB Historg 
Is written by Right Hon. \Villiam Ewart Gladstone, 
Ex~Premier of Great Britian and Ireland, Chester, 

~~~: ;s~~~:i· 1~e~tr~:ti~~eo~1~ •• c~~~g:g~~~~gi'o~fc~i 
Seminary, Chicago, Ill.;Rev. Frederic W. Farrar, D.D., 
F.R.S., Dean of Canterbury, Canterbury, Eng.; Rev. 
ElmerH. O_apen, D.D.,Tufts College, Smnerville, Mass.; 
Rev. Frank \V Gunsaulus, D. D., Armour Institute, 
Chicago, Ill.; Rev. George F. Pentecost, D.D., Maryle~ 
bone Presbyterian Church, Loudon, Eng.: Rev. R. S. 
lViacArthur, D.D., Calvary Baptist ChurOJh, New York 
C~ty, N. Y.; Rev. Martyn Summerbell, D.D., Main 
Street Free Baptist Church, Lewiston, Me.; Rev. Frank 
M. Bristol, D.D .. Fir:;;t Methodist Episcopal ·chnrch. 

~~~ns(\gci~1~~w~:Jt.i~; ~io~dg1~,~· f~~·~~~.hE~~~~d 
Everett Hale, D.D., South Congregational Church. 
Boston, Mass.; Rev. ,Jos(~ph Agar Beet, D.D., Wesleyan 
College, Richmond, Eng.; Rev. Caspar Rene Gregory, 
Leipzig Univer;:;ity, Leipzi~, Germany; Rev. "\\'m. 
Cleaver Wilkinson, D.D,, University of Chicago, Chi
cago, Il '.; Rev. Samuel Hart, D.D .• Trinity College, 
Hartford, Conn.; Rev. ,J. Monro Gibson, D.D., St. John's 
V\."ood Presbyterian Church, London, Eng.; Rev. George 
C. Lorimer, LL.D., The Temple, Bos.ton, Mass. 

POPl~I,Alt EnI'l'ION.-942 pages. 57 full-page illustra .. 
tions, gilt edges, cloth1 $4.50; half levant, $5.00; full 
levant, $6.00. 

Ql1AR'f0 EDI'fION.-1,260 pages, 200 full-page illustra
tions. Style A-gilt edges, full levant, one volume, 
$15.00; Style B-two volumes, full levant, tufted, $20.00; 
in l6 PARTS, t1uarto size, review questions to each, stiff 
paper covers, sewed, trimmed slight,ly, $1.00 each part. 

For sale at all bookstores and by booksellern. For 
further information, write HENRY 0. SHEPARD, 
Publisher, 212 and 2U Monroe Street, Chicago, Illin:ds. 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an 
invention is probably patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents. 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents~ 

Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive 
special notice, without charge, in the 

ScitntHic .Rm~1~1can. 
A handsomely illustrated weekly. J;argest cir. 
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a 
year; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers. 

MUNN & C0.3618roadway, New York 
Brn .. nch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D~ C. 

STOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETC. 
Special ~r·tention given to Builders' Hardware. 

Reliable good• and rigut prices. E"timates furnrnhed 

LAM0Ni ARD\VARE CO. 

THE KEOKUK ROUTE. 

K. & W. and D. lU. & K. C. Railways. 
The D. M. & K. C. Ry from Des Moines 

,1, Cainsville has been rebuilt and that por
Lion south of Van Wert will be standard 
4auge on or before November 1, 1897. 

There is no road in Southern Iowa or 
Northern Missouri which has more good 
locations for business men than on the line of 
t,he Keokuk Route. More stock of all kinds 
has been shipped over this line than any road 
of equal mileage in Iowa or Missouri. (See 
Missouri Surplus Map at our stations.) The 
freight and passenger service is not equalled 
hy any road in the state, except the Missouri 
Hiver trunk lines, with each of which we 
have union stations and direct connections. 

Persons seeking farms can find property at 
tempting prices; men seeking business loca
l.ions can find towns with ample territory and 
;:iettlera to warrant good business. Additional 
passenger service will soon be given which 
will add to the growth of the towns. 

The towns between Des Moines and Cains· 
1 ille are particularly well located for 
business. Look them up. Write to the 
undersigned for additional informatlon. See 
folder for map and lands. 

J. F. ELDER, 

A. C. GOODRICH, 
Gen. Pass. Agent. 

Vice Pres .. and Gen. M'n'gr. 

RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE. 
A manual of parliamentary practice for all 

deliberative assemblies of the Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. Rules for 
the government of general and district con' 
ferences, branch business meetings, and 
other assemblies. Instructions concerning 
general, district, and branch records, the 
holding of elder's courts, etc., cloth bound: 
price 40 cents. 

TEACHER'S CLASS RECORD. 
Paper, 5 cents each, per doz ...••••. $ 50 
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T HERALD. 
OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE REORGANIZED CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER DAY SAINTS. 

Vol. 45. Lamoni, Iowa, March 16, 1898. No. I I. 

CONTENTS: I blotted it out even from the sun's j of smoke. A Methodist.camp-meeting 
EDI'l'ORIAL: . 

Notes From England and Wales ...... 161 hateful light.. But the darkness was l was overtaken by fire and the people, 
Questions and Answers.···· -· · · · · · · · .162 worse than the liaht and the air was mostly women fled for their lives. 

MOTHERS' HOME COLUMN: 0 
' . • ' 

Select Reading for April Meetings of harder to breathe. Five mmutes after the 500 tents were 
Daughters of Z!on · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 164 Relief was soon to come, nature deserted they were in flames. The 

SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPARTMENT: . 
That Report of the Jnstitute ......... 165 could do no more; but the trial by fire people ran for miles till they reached 
The Primary Class ....... · .......... 165 was not over. The elP-ments must a sheep station, where all the women 

LETTER DEPARTMENT: 
Reply to Elder Bays.-No. 3 .......... 166 kill a few more. Only the strongest took refuge in a sod dairy and po11red 

CONFERENCE MINUTES: must survive. milk on the roof all day long as the 
Galland's Grove ............ , ......... 174 
Nauvoo .............................. 174 Down from the sky above came fire raged around them. The men 
Oklahoma. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .174 a thunderbolt, then another, and went on to town. The women were Montana ............................. 174 
Victoria .... _ ...................... 174 another. Several buildings were left behind. When rescued they had 
Central Nebraska · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .175 wrecked, and as the people cautiously slipped their clothes off, dipped them Little Sioux .......................... 175 
Fremont ............................. 175 peeped from their houses, the stifling, in milk, and spread them on the roof. 
Northeastern Illinois.··· -· · · · · · · · · · .. 176 overpowering smoke fumes were gone, In the meantime thousands of homes 

SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATIONS: 
Galland's Grove ... _ .................. 176 and a blinding sheet of rain was fall- were being licked up by the flames. 
Little Sioux························· .176 ing from the black vapor that had Crowds continue to come into town MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT: 
The High Council. ................... 176 lifted above them. They rushed into blind with smoke, being badly burned. 
Scattered.·························· ··176 the rain and danced and shouted for Half of those who reach the town fall First Quorum of Teachers ............ 176 ===============--::::::-·· joy. Nature had decided not to de- into a dead faint from reaction, some 

HORRORS IN AUSTRALIA, stroy Melbourne. never to rise again. Many refused to 
ENTIRE COLONY STRICKEN. The darkest hour had passed, and leave their destroyed homes. One 

VANCOUVER, B. C., March 6.-Disas- after· that rain the atmosphere was man sent his famiJy to a place of 
ter and desolation beyond description worth a million dollars a minute to safety, walked back to his burning 
have overtaken two colonies of Aus- those poor souls, and an hour's respite house, and dropped at the door. The 
tralia. Passengers arriving by the prepared them for the next period of papers give a hundred instances of 
Aorangie to-day, blooming in straw suffering. The mortality was very heroic deeds strangely interesting and 
hats and blazers, tell a startling story large. Besides deaths from heat 255 showing how heroes are made in an 
of the terrible heat rays which are cases of typhoid fever broke out, with hour. 
withering up a continent. Whole a large percentage of deaths. All the fish in the river are dead. 
pages cut from that weird fantasy, In the country matters are much Many cattle were killed by rushing at 
"The War of the Worlds," would but worse. Miles of farms are burned, the advancing flames. The dense 
aptly describe the antipodean nation's and in New Zealand, as well as in smoke bas stopped shipping. A Mel
struggle for life beneath the blighting Victoria, bush fires have blotted out bourne correspondent says: "Bush 
heat of a pitiless sun. At noon in whole townships. Settlers are flock- fires in Gyppland, Victoria., have left 
Melbourne, Victoria, the sun focused ing to the towns in hundreds and a scene of unconceivable ruin. 
a withering ray on the city. Water thousands, half naked and terror- "Heartrending reports of suffering 
in the wells sunk into the parched stricken. come from all over the colony. Thou-
earth, streams dried up, and rivers A few actual experiences chronicled sands are arriving in the towns, al
visibly sank as in a falling tide. Rys- by the easy-going Sydney Mail and most naked and terribly blistered. 
terical women proclaimed the end of Australian Telegraph show more truth The most awful experiences are from 
the world. Men, women, and chil- than fiction. Poowong. All Poowong - north, 
dren gasped for breath as they prayed A Tasmania correspondent says south, and west-is gone. The flames 
to be delivered from a horrible end. flowering hedges, fields of grain, and came quickly, jumping like live fiery 
The weakest were dying and did not typical Tasmania farmhouses are furies from bush to bush, tree to tree, 
see the dense, opaque vapor which, all gone and in their places all is deso- and house to house. The residents 
as the day waned, rolled in from the lation. There is nothing more to left all and fled to save their lives. 
burning forests and shut out the I burn. In some cases flight was impossible, 
scorching sun. A Wellington correspondent says Hundreds of children were lowered 

Another evil was upon them. The bush fires are destroying everything into wells in tubs, and those who es
air was thick and murky, alive with from Hoonsville's Gully to Burnside, caped drowning were saved from the 
blinding cinders. Men would have over a magnificent farming country. fire. W. G. Pratt dragged his mother
suffocated or gone blind had they not The fire jumped from bush to farm-

1
- in-law, aged 80, through three miles 

shut themselves away from the over- houses, 500 faet, defying the efforts of of bush and saved her. W. Tread
powering influence of the mountain of I farmers to stay its course. The sun wen, his wife, son, and daughter got 
smoke that settled over the city and became eclipsed by the dense volumes into .a dam and staid there all night. 
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up to their necks in water. When garded as hav.ing obtained their legiti- I Berlin, March 8.-A dispatch to the 
taken out they were parboiled, as the mate aspirations, and Russia and Tageblatt from Pekin, published to
fires had heated the water to boiling France desire to secure theirs. day, says Russia has definitely leased 
point. G. Pratt and two men covered The Chinese acknowledge that the Port Artbur and Ta-Lien-Wan for 
themselves with wet sacks. They are late British loan negotiations were ninety-nine years. It is added that 
alive, but all blind. All who are alive disinterested and calculated to advance Russia is determined to carry the Si
are wandering about badly burned and China's welfare and to maintain her berian railroad to Port Arthur 
naked. Scores of families tell the independence. whether China consents or not. 
same story. London, March 7.-The Pekin cor- The Budget committee of the Reich-

"They raced with flames, but they respondent of the Times says: "Rus- stag to-day unanimously passed the 
dropped from exhaustion. When half sia has demanded that China surrender entire shipbuilding program included 
unconscious they would again be to her aill sovereign rights over Port in the estimates for 1898. 
:aroused by the advancing flames Arthur and Ta-Lien-Wan for the same Teheran, March 7.-The Governor 
sweeping upon them with the noise of period and on the same conditions as . of the Province of Kerman has routed 
a dozen tornadoes, only to struggle on in the case of Germany at Kiao Chou. 'the insurgents of several points in 
till reached by relief parties with Besides this, Russia demands the Persian Beluchistan, where it is 
:horses. Thousands of people were right to construct a railway under the expected order will shortly be re
rescued in burning buildings by a band same conditions as the Trans-Manchu- stored. There were serious riots at 
,0 f 500 heroes who organized to save rian railway, from Petuna on that Ramadan, capital of the province of 
lives. Jumbunna and Kouembuna are line (near the River Sungari) to that name, February 22, due to a 
·entirely annihilated, and in a score of I Kwang Chung-Tsu, Mukden, and quarrel between partisans of rival 
-other districts the scene of desolation/ Port Arthur. Five days are given priests, during which twenty-seven 
baffles description." for reply, and the agreement must be persons were killed. 

The last dispatches state the flames signed within a month. Bombay, March 7.-The situation 
:are now under control. Ships cannot "In the event of noncompliance here is grave. There is extreme un
move in the smoke, and thousands of Russia threatens to move her troops rest among the natives, who are in
Tockets are being sent up for ships into Manchuria. China will perforce censed at the plague measures, which 
that may be feeling their way through yield. By this agreement Russia will wound their religious susceptibilities. 
tb.e dense smoke, half a mile high, that obtain the right to send soldiers into In addition the plague authorities are 
settled on the water. As the Aoran- Leao Tung, ostensibly for the protec- at loggerheads with the city corpora
gie left an attempt was made to enu- tion of the railway engineers. tion, which has stopped their supplies 
merate the dead and missing in both "Russian assurances that the ports of money. · 
.colonies. - Chicago Tribune. will be open to the world are decep- London, March 9. -The presenta· 

tive, inasmuch as while conforming to tion of the British naval estimates 
these assurances Russia can convert yesterday (increasing the expenditure 

THE FAR EAST, either port into a second and stronger by $7,202,000, adding to the person-
PEKIN, March 6.-0n Friday last Vladivostock." nel of the navy by 6,340 men, and pro
Yano Fumio, the Japanese Minister to Berlin, March 7.-The Tageblatt to- viding for the building of three new 
China, demanded an official signed as- day publishes a dispatch from Pekin battleships, four armored cruisers, 
:surance of the payment of the indem- saying China has agreed to lease Port and four sloops of war) has been re
nity due next May. The Chinese Arthur and Ta-Lien-Wan to Russia ceived with much satisfaction by the 
government instructed Yang Yu, the for ninety-nine years. press and public. The total appro
Minister at St. Petersburg, to urge Pekin, March 8.-The Russian de- priation for the year, $118,890,000, 
Russia to evacuate Port Arthur. mands from China have caused the has never been exceeded. The near
Russia deferred a decision alleging greatest excitement at the Japanese est approach to that amount was in 
that the presence of Russian warships legation, and the Japanese Minister 1894, when $117,520,000 was appro
::at Port Arthur was beneficial to China has had several interviews with the priated for the uses of the navy. 
:and favorable to peace in the Orient. officials of the Tsung Li Yamen (the Adding this year's naval appropria-

Russia is now opposing the Anglo- Chinese Foreign office), urging the re- tion to the army estimates it makes 
-Oerman loan. M. Pavloff, the Rus- jection of the Russian demands. In over $240,000,000 to be expended on 
sian Charge d' Affaires, lodged a addition it is reported that Japan has J British defenses for the year, exclu
formal protest last Thursday and de· threatened to take vigorous action if sive of the amounts to be spent on the 
mantled a quid pro quo. The details the demands of Russia are conceded. Indian army and the armies of the 
of the Russian demand are not yet Hongkong, March 8.-Prince Henry self-governing colonies. 
made public, but Russia's attitude is of Prussia has arrived here from Sin- The naval estimates show that sur
regarded as inimical to peace in the gapore, and a number of dinners and veys are in progress for works at 
far East. receptions have been arranged in his. Bermuda, Jamaica, the Island of Mau• 

On Friday M. Gerar, the French honor. ritius, and the Cape of Good Hope. 
Minister to China., made a similar Yokohama, March 8.-The Corean 
complaint, with corresponding de-

1 

Cabinet, it is understood here, will im· 
mands for compensation in the South. peach the Foreign Minister of Corea 

England and Germany are:now re- for leasing Deer Island to Russia. 

The number of people who have lived upon 
this earth since the time of Adam is calcu
lated to be soruewhere about 36,627,844,600,-
000,000. 
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8: 31, 82. 
"Hearken to the word of the lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none." 
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JOSEPH SMITH 
R. S. SALYARDS 
HEMAN C. SMITH, 
JOSEPH LUFF, 

Lamoni, Iowa, March 16, 1898. 

, ttalf ~ ~ Senior's, replies to the Rev. Mr. 
.~ fUv Ward, but as we did not bear the lec

EDITOR. 
ASSISTANT EDITOR. 

} CORRESPONDING EDITORS. 

LAMONI, loWA, MARCH 16, 1898. 

tures to which these were replies, we 
could not pass an opinion on their 
sufficiency. Bro. Dewsnup, however, 
seemed to be at home in his subjects, 
and to treat his opponent with great 
fairness. We were pleased also to 

NOTES FROM ENGLAND AND WALES. note that the saints were greatly en
THE conference at Sheffield passed couraged by the effort, and others 
pleasantly, and th0ugh numbers were were interested, and the advertisement 
few, all seemed to enjoy the commun- as well as the fearless and honorable 
ion together, and to be pleased with manner in which it was met has done 
the business done and the instruction us much good. 
given. The reverend gentleman delivered 

It seemed a little like America to four lectures, two of which be bas 
be in company with Bro. and Sv Pitt published, the two to which we did 
and Bro. May. We remained in not hear replies. We have read these. 
Sheffield two days after the adjourn- They are composed of old stale stuff 
ment, availing ourselves of a privilege which bas been many times replied to. 
secured to us by Bro. John Austin to The learned gentleman (for be says be 
visit some of the famous steel works. is learned), seems to have suddenly 
The wondrous things there seen we awakened from a Rip Van Winkle 
will not occupy space to dE>scribe. sleep, and discovering some old musty 
Leaving Bro. and Sr. Pitt in Sheffield, records, be gathers them up, and 
we enjoyed the company of Bro. May without investigating their authen
to Manchester, where he remained ticity or genuineness, delivers them to 
with us one day and then left for the public with much gusto and fiour
bonnie Scotland, to visit his old home ish. 
and friends, and to do what oppor- The conference of the Manchester 
tunity would permit to sow the seeds district was held with North Man
of truth. Our prayers and best chester branch, January 29 and 30. 
wishes went with him. Only a few It was well attended, and the word 
days after reaching Manchester, and was heard by full and attentive houses. 
the . sad news followed us from The business was done with dispatch 
Sheffield, that our generous host and with but little friction. Bro. 
while there, Bro. Henry Hoole, bad Pitt was in attendance, but on the 
been suddenly killed by accident while Tuesday following went to Birming
at his daily work. The news came so ham, where he was at last advices. 
suddenly, the change was so great Right here we wish to respectfully 
since we had left him but a few hours enter our protest against the publica· 
before in robust health, that we were tion of private letters (written from 
greatly shocked; but we will not here) without the consent of the 
dwell on the sad features of the case, writer. The publication of a recent 
for it has its brighter side, for he was letter, intended to be private, did us 
one of the noble men of earth. In much harm, and we felt like -one who 
kindness, in integrity, in sincerity, was uot afraid tc meet his enemies, if 
and in steadfast devotion to the right, God would protect him against bis 
he bad no superiors and but few friends. Though this letter was not 
equals. He leaves a wife, son, and published in the church organ, it was 
aged mother, all of whom were de- published in a paper assuming to be 
votedly attached to him. All who published in the interests of the 
knew him loved and honored him. ·1 church. We wish to mildly suggest, 

We arrived. in Manchester in time to that unless a little more discretion is 
hear two of~ Bro. Joseph Dewsnup,_ used, it will not be in the interest of 

Book of Mormon, page 116.. 

No. 11. 

the church here. Several have re
cently beel!l baptized in Manchester, 
each of the branches receiving addi
tions. 

February 4, we came down here to 
Carnarvon, in North. Wales, where we 
are the guest of Captain Bro. R. 
Lloyd, and family, who have received 
and entertained us with much kind
ness. Carnarvon is situated on the 
east bank of the Menai Straits at the 
mouth of the Seiont~River, said to be 
the Segontium River of the Romans, 
surrounded by a beautiful and pictur
esque country. The chief attraction 
of the place is the great Carnarvon 
Castle, commenced by Edward the 
First, and completed by Edward the 
Second, who was born in it. 

It is the largest castle in North 
Wales, and in the best state of preser
vation. It is pronounced by some 
competent judges to be one of the 
finest in Europe. Through the kind
ness of Bro. William Lloyd we ob
tained per!!p.ission to climb its towers 
and turrets, to view the beauty of the 
landscape, and to examine its historic 
compartments at leisure. At the out
skirts of the town stands the old 
church of Llanbeblig. No one knows 
how old it is, but some parts of it are 
known to be over a thousand years 
old. We attended a funeral service in 
this ancient structure, and after the 
service the Vicar Rev. J. W. Wynne 
Jones, M. A., kindly gave us the lib
erty of the house, and when at liberty 
showed us through, and gave us such 
information as he was in possession 
of regarding the relics. The build
ing is substantially built of stone, 
having a massive tower at the west 
end adjoining the nave. It has north 
and south transepts, and east chancel; 
and in the northwest corner of the 
building and joining the chancel 
on the north is an ancient chapel 
called Vaynoe chapel. In this chapel 
is an ancient tomb of which there 
is no record, on which are two 
recumbent marble effigies. On this 
tomb is the following inscription: 
"HERE LIETH THE BODY OF WILL 
. . . ESQUIRE THE SOE OF SR. WILL 
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Gw' KNIGHT WHO DIED THE LAST 
OF NOYER 1587 AND MARGRET HIS 
W1F DAUGHTER To JOHN WYNE 
AP MREDD ESQ AND DID BUILD 
THIS TOME 1593." 

In the south transept is the remains 
of an old shrine, said to be of pagan 
Rome; and here is another tomb, said 
to be that of Constantine Chlorus, 
father of Constane the Great. There 
were several other relics and inscrip
tions which were curious and inter
esting, but which we will not occupy 
space to describe. The length of the 
building from the inside of the east 
wall of the chancel to the west wall of 
the tower is ninety-seven feet and six 
inches. The breadth of the nave and 
chancel are twenty feet each. The 
total length across the transepts is 
fifty-seven feet and six inches, and 
the width of the transepts is nineteen 
feet and six inches. There has been 
some extensive repairs of late, but the 
features of the old are retained in the 
new as nearly as possible. The en 
trance is through a porch into the 
northwest corner of the nave, and 
near the door, on the outside, are 
some bullet holes, said to have been 
made in the time of the Crom well war. 
While we were in the church a couple 
appeared at the altar to be joined in 
holy wedlock; he with whitened locks 
of age, she in the bloom of youth. 
We thought this to be in strange har
mony with the new and the old work
manship on the walls of the sacred 
structure. If she can harmonize with 
the old as nearly as the workman has 
made the modern to agree with the 
ancient, all will be well; but we fear 
the result will not be so easily ac
complished. May has her charms of 
beauty, November his crowns of fading 
glory. We admire both, each in its 
season is appropriate; but to under
take to blend them in one is against 
nature. We fear that to such the 
beautiful lines of Tennyson will not 
apply:-

"For woman is not undevelopt man, 
But diverse; could we make her as the man, 
Sweet love were slain; his dearest bond is 

this, 
Not like to like, but like in difference. 
Yet in the long years liker they must grow: 
The man be more of woman, she of man; 
He gain in sweetness and in moral height, 
Nor lose th6l wresting thews which throw 

the world: 
She mentl!,l pre<1dth, nor fai,l i.n childw11rd 
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Nor lose the childlike in the larger mind; 
Till at last she set herself to man 
As noble music unto noble words." 

We are placed under great obliga
tions to the vicar for his great kind
ness, and for information imparted. 

News just received from Bro. R. 
May announces that he has been well 
received in Scotland, and though now 
bound for home, he has some idea of 
returning to labor there. We hope 
he may; one acquainted as he is, could 
accomplish what a stranger cannot. 
He will sail from Liverpool by the 
Campania February 12, and ere these 
lines are in print will be at home. 
May he have a pleasant voyage and a 
safe return to home and loved ones. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

THE GODHEAD. 

WILL you kindly state through the Herald, 
the faith of the church on the Godhead. 
Whether there is one or two personages? 

The church has not taken formu
lated ground by conference action 
that we are aware of. But the posi
tion may be briefly stated to be about 
as follows:-

There are in the Godhead proper, 
two personages; God, the Father; 
Christ, the Son; the Father and the 
Son; or God the Father. and God the 
Son. 

The Father is a personage of Spirit, 
glory, and power, in whom all perfec
tion and fullness of attributes dwell; 
the Son is a personage of tabernacle 
in the likeness of the Father, and 
possesses a similar fullness of attri

and self-existl'fut head of All in All. 
Every devout believer is at liberty 

to enlarge upon this as the Spirit 
which revealeth the things of God 
may give him the testimony of truth. 

It is impossible for finite minds to 
comprehend God, but when fully 
obedient and receiving a fullness of 
glory, then shall man see God as he 
is; until then let us follow the Son 
and the Spirit as they have been re
vealed to us, and wait the time when 
where God and Christ are we may 
surely come. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

BRO. P. J. WELLS, St. Armands, 
Quebec, late date:-

I saw a note of Apostle Caffall's labor in 
England. I can say indeed he is a grand old 
man; how he set in order our branch in Lon
don, England, and gave such grand discourses 
as lifted us above the ordinary life and set us 
on our feet rejoicing. Such a life as his is 
worthy of good and faithful servant. May he 
live long yet to work for the Master. 

Bro. W. S. Pender is on the move, 
according to a late letter from Brown
elle, Kansas, to one of the brethren. 
He says:--

This western country turns out en masse to 
preaching services; from 100 to 200 every 
night. The country is sparsely settled, but 
roads good and people go five or six miles and 
think nothing of it. I preach here, then go 
to Beeler; thence on March 21 to Ransom to 
hold a discussion with J. E. Sniffin, a Chris
tian minister, on ti ve propositions. I expect 
an interesting time, as one rule adopted 
reads: "The Bible shall be the standard of 
authority and no other book and no other 
evidence shall be introduced or used in the 

butes of glory, wisdom, love, power, discussion of these questions." 
and majesty, the Firstborn of the Fa-
ther and subject only to him. The EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

Holy Spirit is sometimes called the SR. CORNELIA s. FAULK, of Milton, 
third personage in the Godhead; but Florida, commends the preaching of 
is in reality the mind, will, and ele- Brn. J. M. Baggerly and J. D. Erwin 
ment of power of both the Father in that field, and would be pleased to 
and the Son. This Holy Spirit is the see and hear them again. After 
Holy Ghost, the Comforter, the Spirit twenty-three years experience in the 
of Truth, by which all things are church she desires to continue to the 
controlled, upheld, and sustained, by end in the faith. 
the will and command of the Father Bro. Charles S. Shippy, Grove 
and the Son, through which witness Hill, Iowa, writes of spiritual experi
and record of the Father and Son are ences by which his calling to the 
borne on earth and in heaven. Aaronic priesthood was made mani-

These three are one in purpose, fest, and because of which he is now 
spirit, and power, and constitute the seeking to accomplish good. He re
directing, governing, and controlling joices in the abundant evidences of 
power of the universe; the source of the divinity of the work. 
life and light, and existence of all I Bro. P. J. Wells, of St. Armands, 
things that have been, are, or ever l Quebec. writes heartily thanking 
shall be; the One only independent thoi;;e who hiwe sent copies of the 
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church publications. He will dis- severe and did the greatest damage 
tribute among the Protestant and on the Island of Antigua and at St. 
Catholic population of the province. Kitts. No loss of life has as yet been 
He would like addresses of saints re- reported. 
siding in the State of Vermont. Rome, March 5.-Tbe earthquake 

Bro. J. M. Terry, of St. Joseph, reported from Verona was felt 
and Brn. R. M. Elvin and F. M. throughout Italy, and most severely 
Weld, of the auditing committee, are at Parma, Placentia, Sestola, and 
engaged on the Herald Office and Chiavari. 
Bishop's books, as appointed by Gen- London, March 5.-The Times in its 
eral Conference. annual statement says the drink bill 

Bro. J. W. Wight, who arrived from of the United Kingdom is nearly £3,
the Rocky Mountain mission during 500,000 ($17,500,000) in excess of that 
the past week, addressed the Lamoni in 1896, averaging £3. 16s. 5-i;d. (about 
saints on Sunday, the 13th inst. $19.12) for each man, woman, and 

The Bulgarian agent at Const3.nti- child. 
nople bas asked the Turkish govern- Mozambique, March 5. - Advices 
ment for explanations regarding the just received here from the Island of 
alleged movement of Turkish troops Mayotta, Comoro group, says Mayotta 
toward the Bulgarian frontier. It is was swept by a cyclone during the 
reported that Macedonian and Bulga- night of February 27. The govern
rian bands crossed thR Macedonian ment buildings were partly destroyed, 
frontier on the 4th inst. many of the native villages and crops 

The members of the Austrian Cabi- were destroyed, and large numbers of 
net tendered their resignations on the people were killed or injured. Many 
5th inst., which were accepted by of the sufferers were left without any 
Emperor Francis Joseph. His Majesty shelter and are now suffering from 
appointed Privy Councilor Count von famine. 
Thun Hohenstim Prime Minister and MayottaisoneoftheComoroislands, 
intrusted to him the task of forming forming, with some adjacent islets, a 
a new Cabinet, pending the organiza- French colony. The area of the island 
tion of which the retil'ing Ministers is 137 square miles. The natives are 
will conduct the current business. Mohammedans, of mixed African, 

Admiral Skrydio:ff, on his way to Arabian, and Malegasy stock. The 
Crete to take command of the Russian population of the island is about 11,
squadron, was not received by the 000. 
Sultan while in Constantinople. It is Berlin, March 5.-A discussion is 
reported he is under instructions from proceeding between the Emperor and 
the Czar to embark Prince George of the evangelical council of Prussia 
Greece and land him in Crete. relative to the program and aims of 

Russia has ordered a large number the trip to Palestine in October, the 
of guns at the government's factories, Court Marshal fixing all the details, 
while the war office has approved the which will be submitted to the Em
adoption of the Dundum bullets for peror before they are adopted. One 
the Russian army, and is seeking to of the Majesty's main objects is to 
improve on Germany's qui,yk firing determine authoritatively the exact 
guns. sites of Golgotha, the Temple of Je-

A special dispatch from Shanghai rusalem, the crucifixion, the Pre
states that a triumvirate of Chinese torium, and similar places. 
viceroys has been formed and the au- There have been large strikes in a 
thority of the Emperor is set at defi- number of German cites. In Berlin 
ance in regard to affairs in the Valley 12,000 shoemakers have struck for 
of Yang-tse-Kiang, growing out of a uniform scale of wages, and it is 
trouble in regard to the Anglo-Ger- thought that the shoemakers else
man loan. where will join. The cabinet mak-

Verona, March 5.-There were two ers of Hamburg and Algona have 
earthquake shocks here last night. struck for nine hours' work per day, 
Each lasted several seconds. and at Dresden 8,000 cigarette makers 

Kingston, Jamaica, ¥arch 5.- have gone out on strike. There are 
Earthquakes have again visited the similar reports from Charlottenburg, 
J~eewiH·d Jslands. 'fhey were quite I Stett!.n, Koenigsl?erg, and Sorau, and 
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big strikes are impending in the 
Rhenish mining district. At Baron 
von Stumm's request a detachment of 
troops has been sent to the Saar dis
trict to preserve order. 

Congress has voted $50,000,000 to 
be placed at the disposal of President 
McKinley, to be used at his discretion, 
in view of the possibility of war with 
Spain. The vote was unanimous, all 
shades of political difference being 
lost sight of in the passage of the pa
triotic measure, which called forth 
the strongest expressions of loyalty 
to the government and its attitude in 
the present crisis. War preparations 
continue unabated. It is stated that 
Great Britain has offered to mediate 
between the two countries. 

Dispatches of the 10th indicate that 
President McKinley will await the re
port of the naval inquiry board on the 
Maine disaster before taking further 
action. It is intimated that unless 
Spain puts a stop to the Cuban insur
rection by the opening of the oncom
ing rainy season, about one month 
hence, the independence of the Cubans 
will be recognized, and practically 
supported by the intervention of the 
United States, should Spain refuse to 
withdraw from the island. 

On the 10th inst. members of the 
British House of Commons discussed 
the question of interrogating the gov
ernment concerning the sending of 
the British fleet to aid the United 
States, in the event of the latter 
becoming involved in war with a 
European power. The discussion 
developed strong sentiments of 
friendship toward America. 

Madrid, March 9.-The celebrated 
toreafor [bull fighter], Frascuelo, 
died yesterday. The interest taken 
in his illness was so great that bulle
tins were displayed at the house 
where he expired, and the Queen 
Regent and high officials made re
peated inquiries regarding his condi
tion. 

New York advices of the 10th, 
through the Cuban Junta, report a 
signal victory for the Cuban forces 
under General Ricio, at Najasa, Feb
ruary 21-24. 'I'he Cubans were out
numbered, but after a four-days' fight 
drove the Spanish force of 4,000 from 
the field, and captured a considerable 
amount of military stores. 

The Alaska boundary J dispute be· 
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tween the United States and Great 
Britain, has been practically settled. 

Archbishop Corrigan will shortly 
be made a cardinal, according to late 
press items. 

Hongkong, March 9.-The Russian 
warships Sissoi, Veliky, and Navarin, 
belonging to the Black Sea fleet, 
have arrived here. The political 
situation in the far East is causing 
uneasiness among the population of 
this port. 

A dispatch from Odessa states that 
Russian troops and war material are 
going to the far East with such haste 
that in addition to the Russian fleet 
the government has chartered some 
French steamers. 

A special dispatch from Shanghai 
says that Russia has agreed to open 
Port Arthur and Ta-Lien-Wan to 
foreign trade, but under Russian laws 
and administration. 

St. Petersburg, March 10.-An im
perial ukase just issued orders the 
disbursement of 90,000,000 rubles as 
extraordinary expenditure for the 
construction of warships. It is added 
that no loan will be raised to provide 
the money. 

In official calculations, according to 
the Statesman's Year Book, 6.40 
rubles are considered equivalent to 
the British pound sterling. 

Pekin, March 11.-The British Min
ister, Sir Claude M. MacDonald, vis
ited the Chinese Foreign office on 
Tuesday and lodged a strong protest 
against the cession of Port Arthur to 
Russia, saying it would destroy the 
balance of power in China. The Chi
nese officials, however, declared their 
inability t.J withstand the Russian de
mands. 

M. Pavloff, the Russian Charge d' 
A:ffaires, wished the cessions to take 
place within five days, in order to 
forestall the arrival of his successor, 
M. Speyer, but China required a 
longer time to consider the matter, 
and therefore the negotiations were 
transferred to St. Petersburg. 

Rumor has it that a secret agent of 
the Spanish government has been 
making overtures to the New York 
representatives of the Cuban cause 
with a view to practically granting 
Cuban independence, but under the 
Spanish flag. The proposition was 
distrusted and spurned by the 
Cubans · 
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The Des Moines, Iowa, Leader, of 
March 6 publishes a column article 
written by Bro. J. F. McDowell, to 
which the Editor gives it the heading 
"The Reorganized Mormons." It is 
an interesting and able statement of 
the contrast between the church and 
the church of Utah. 

So many calls come for Bro. Levi 
Cheney's ''cure for cancer" that we 
have published it in slip form; sent to 
any address on receipt of two cent 
stamp. 

EDITED BY FRANCES. 

"Give not to me life's splendors-they would blind 
The eyes tbat now bave light to see the way; 
Only a little sunlight for my day, 

And for my mght the shadows soft and kind; 
And for my weaLh ttie quiet of the mind, 

Gentle and sweet; and lips that sing or ea.y 
In kindness, and are 1rnswered when they pray; 

And for my glory dnty, love-defined. 
And give to me the love of her whose kiss 

Is recompense for toil; whose emiles await 
My coming, brightening with expected blio• 

In some sweet spot where tw!lignt l111g~rcth late; 
And yet one other blessing crowning this, 

In little footsteps pattering to the gate l" 

SELECT READING FOR APRIL MEETINGS OF 
DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 

GOOD taste and good feeling must rule con
versation everywhere, especially at home, to 
make it a success. There seems to be a cu
rious kink in human nature that leads us to 
say hateful and unkind things to those we 
love the best, which we would be ashamed to 
say to strangers. Watch for this kink and 
straighten it out in your own home circle. 
There, as everywhere, more than anywhere 
else, try always to say "the nicest things in 
the nicest way." Avoid topics which may be 
painful to anyone present. If Johnny has 
been in disgrace at school, leave him to tell 
of it in the bedtime conference .with mother. 
Don't announce it with a flourish of trumpets 
to the assembled family. Don't hector nor 
tease. Do not take more than your proper 
share of time in conversation; give others 
their share and listen re>pectfully while they 
speak. Never interrupt, and do not fly off on 
a tangent by abrupt change of subject. Be 
always courteous and respectful, espeCially to 
thoae who are older than yourself, or from 
whom you differ. Never ridicule an asser
tion made by another, though you may not 
believe it, and never try to show off your 
knowledge. 

Edward Everett Hale, in the book from 
which we have before quoted, "How To Do 
It," has an admirable chapter on how to talk. 
We wish you might all read it; lest some fail 
to do so we will give some of his points. 
They refer to conversation in general among 
young people, whether at home or abroad. 

His first rule is, "Tell the truth. Bob 
meets Laura for the first time as she comes 
on a visit to Poughkeepsie. She is a nice 
girl, and he is really glad to be introduced to 

her, but thinks he must not talk common· 
place to her, so says, 'Did you go to the opera 
last week?' wishing to impress her with his 
artistic tastes. 'No,' said Laura, 'I did not.' 
'0 it was charming!' says Bob, and there the 
conversation fell fiat, as it ought, for it 
was founded on a lie. Bob did not care two 
straws for the opera, never attended but 
once, ~nd then was terribly bored, but he 
was not going to own it. Will was next in
troduced; he spoke right out the first thing 
he was thinking: 'I saw you riding this 
afternoon.' 'Yes,' said Laura, 'we went out 
by the red mills and drove up the hill by Mr. 
Pond's.' 'Did you see the bee-hives?' said 
Will, eagerly. This opened up a spirited 
conversation, for it so happened that Laura 
was an enthusiast on bees, and before the 
evening was over the young folks felt as 
though they had known each other for years, 
and it all came from telling the truth, not 
pretending to be interested in what they 
were not." 

His second rule is, "Do not talk of your 
own affairs" in general society. Of course in 
the home circle it is proper that you should 
do so, provided that you do not obtrude your 
own affairs where others' affairs have a right 
to be; if anyone asks you explicitly to tell 
them anything you have done or how you did 
it, tell them modestly and plainly, but don't 
chatter and prattle of what you did, or you 
saw, or you said in company where few feel 
any special interest in your doings and say
ings. Do you not notice that those who 
really do the bravest deeds talk the least 
about their doings? The old scarred veteran 
has little to say about his own prowess; it is 
the carpet-knight who boasts most pom
pously. Confess ignorance. That is the way 
to become wise. Conversation is the provi
dential arrangement for the relief of igno
rance. We often lose the chance of learning 
much by pretending to know it already. 
Sometimes we do this because we are ashamed 
to confess ignorance, sometimes from sheer 
thoughtlessness. We know a little of the 
subject, and we gabble about it, never stop
ping to ascertain if the one with whom we 
are conversing does not know vast.ly more. I 
had visited Arizona, and returned brimming 
over with enthusiasm about the Zuni. At a 
cousin's home in Washington I was intro
duced to a gentleman whose name I did not 
catch, as a. group of us were deep in conver
sation abo't1t these wonderful people. The 
stranger was rather reticent; indeed, he had 
no chance to be otherwise, for we were chat
tering so fast there was little opportunity for 
him to speak. After he had gone I learned 
to my great chagrin that he was Mr. Cush
ing, who could have told more about the 
Zuni in five minutes than we all knew, if only 
we had given him a chance; and we had fool
ishly cheated ourselves out of learning from 
him. Often we defraud ourselves of knowl
edge we might gain by simpering "Yes" to 
hide our ignorance, when anyone says, "You 
know about" so and so. Never do it. Say 
straight out, "No, I do not know about it, 
but I should like to hear." 

His third rule is: "Talk to the person who 
is taking with you,'' do not pretend to con· 
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verse with one person while you are watching 
another, or listening to what some one behind 
you is saying. It is the height of ill man
ners, though it is being continually done by 
fools and snobs. Mr. Hale says if you are 
·really more interested in something else than 
in what your companion is saying, the honest 
·way is to tell him so and ask him to excuse 
you. No matter if the person with whom you 
·are conversing seems to you to be poky, or 
.stupid, or tiresome, your business is to listen 
attentively and reply courteously. Long be

-.fore Lincoln was known to fame he had won 
"the hearts of all men, women, and little chil
•dren with whom he came in contact, by this 
1very thing. It is said of him, "Whoever 
·sailed down on him at any evening party and 
·engaged him, though it were the most weari
'some of odd old ladies, was sure of him, while 
·they were together. He would look her right 
Jn the eye, would enter into all her joys, and 
•terrors, and hopes, would help her by,hissym
rpathy to find out what the trouble was, and 
1when it was his turn to answer, he would 
;answer like her own son. He talked so to 
•Schoolboys and to shy people who had just 
;poked their heads out of their shells, and to 
;all the awkward people and to all the gay and 
·easy people." Does not this, in part at least, 
:account for the love felt for him by all who 
·came within his influence, as well a(for his 
1wonG.erful insight into human nature? 

Mr. Hale's fifth rule is: "Never underrate 
:your interlocutor." He illustrates this by ·a 
,story at his own expense; he says: "In the 
.. conceit of early life, talking to a man of twice 
•:my age and of immense experience, I said a 
,:little too flippantly, 'Was it not the King of 
'Wurtemburg whose people declined a consti
·-.tution when he had offered it to them?' 
"'Yes,'.said my friend, 'the king told me the 
,.story himself.' Observe what a rebuke this 
would have been to me, had I presumed to 
tell him the fact which he knew ten times as 
.a<;icurately as I did. I was just saved from 
,sinking into the earth by having couched my 
·statement in the form of a question." We 
may not chance upon a man who bas con
versed with kings, but we will meet with 
many men and women who know much more 
concerning many things than we do. The 
.safest way is to take it for granted that our 
·companion knows more than we do upon 
:many topics, and be willing to learn of him. 
It is wonderful how this knowledge often fits 
:into our ignorance. Almost always when we 
:are thinking intently on any subject, or 
:studying it up, it seems as if every one we 
met gave us some light upon it, and that 
·often without our asking for it or referring 
to the matter at all. It is an illustration of 
'the proverb before quoted that conversation 
•is the providential arrangement for the relief 
·of ignorance. 

His last rule is, "Be short;" say what you 
~have to say ~without circumlocution, and 
'When you have said it, stop. Do not preface 
it by a long introduction, nor even by a short 
·one like, "that reminds me;" of course you 
remember what you are saying, if you dld not 
.you could not say it, so you need not announce 
the fact. Nor do you need to give authori
cties, if you only make it clear that you make 
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no pretense to originality. Ne"er, excepLin 
extre:ne n.o>cessity, explain who people are. 
Nine cases out of ten it makes no difference 
who they are, and in the tenth case you will 
very likely get into inextricable confusion in 
attempting to tell, as in the case cited by Mr. 
Hale. Frank wants to say, "George went, to 
the stereopticon yesterday." Instead of that 
he says, "A fellow at our school named 
George, a brother of Tom Tileston, who goes 
to the Dwight, and is in Miss Lomerly's 
room-not the Miss Lomerly that has the 
class in Sunday school-she's at the Brimmer 
school, but her sister;" and so on till Frank, 
as he expressed it, "is all muddled up." He 
could manage George alone, but whei;i it 
comes to George's brother i.nd Miss Lomerly 
and Miss Lomerly's sister, they are too many 
for him. Stick to the one thing you wish to 
say, give your hearers credit for being people 
of sense, who can understand ·something 
without having it explained to them. If they 
really need or wish for explanations they 
will ask for them. 

Don't exaggerate; don't transform a "smart 
sprinkle" into a deluge, nor ba almost "tired 
to death" after ten minutes' exertion, nor 
describe a pretty dress as "too awfully beau
tiful for anything," nor speak of a box uf 
candy as "just lovely,'' nor go into ecstasies 
describing a poodle dog. Above all da not 
try to intensify speech by such exclamations 
as "mercy on us!" "goodness gracious!" and 
the like. Trace these down to their real 
significance, and they come very near break
ing the third commandment. On whom are 
you calling for mercy? All these tricks of 
speech detract from, instead of adding to, 
the strength of your words.-Ohildhood: Its 
Oare and Culture. 

8undau 8Bhool DepartmBnt. 
ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

THAT REPORT OF THE INSTITUTE. 
WE had intended to publish in pamphlet 
form the work in full of the late Sunday 
school and Religio Institute at St. Joseph, in 
December, 1897. But upon getting the re
port of the work completed, together with 
such explanations as would be necessary to 
make it intelligible to the reader, we found 
our manuscript was very bulky, and an esti
mate of the cost of publishing placed the cost 
so great that we declined the responsibility 
of the expenditure. We now hold it till 
after the meeting of the General Association, 
where it can be acted upon if desirable. 

The work done was very thorough, and the 
reports if published complete would answer 
many questions in many minds. The reports 
that have appeared in the "Department" are 
not complete. Space would not admit it. 

THE Galland's Grove, Iowa, district is al
ways striving to be on the advance. "It was 
the first district association organized .... 
Now it is the first :to inaugurate Institute 
work in the district convention. In Feb-
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ruary, 1897, they met at Dow City, Iowa, for 
a two days' Institute. The General Superin
tendent was present to assist. Good work 
was done." 

In just one year they met again in like 
capacity, and under very similar cir<Jum
stances. The improvement in the workers, 
and in the schools, is very marked. This is 
the result of the Institute work in the district 
and in the General Reunion, together with 
the earnest efforts of the district officers and 
local workers, and all under the direction of 
God's Holy Spirit. 

In his address of welcome to the workers 
at the Galland's Grove Sunday School In
stitute, F.ibruary 24, Bro. J.M. Baker said: 
"I am happy to state that we have made 
some advancement since we met in like 
cap11city one year ago. But we are just as 
anxious to improve.now as ever we were." 

C. E. Butterworth: "I think the Sunday 
school work is improving .... The Institute 
work.is important." 

Charles Derry: "I feel that-my early Sun
day school experience, though not under the 
influence of the restored igospel, has helped 
to equip me for duties devolving upon me in 
later years." 

J .• w.i.Wight: "I can say for the Institute 
work of the Sunday school, that I heartily 
indorse it. It is one of the means by which 
an .organization rray exist .... 'The head 
canuot say to the feet I have no '.need of thee;' 
all are very necessary .... The Institute 
work is:necessary for the improvement of 
the day school. It is equally necessary for 
the improvement of the Sunday school and 
Religio .... I believe that if there had been 
Sunday schools at r the beginning of the 
church work, we would have more church 
missionaries now in the field." 
Harrison~ Rudd: "I am glad to hear the 

Sunday school work indorsed by the mis
sionaries. It does me good-gives me en
couragement." 

THE PRIMARY CLASS. 
A paper read: before New South ~Wales Sunday •chool 

convention, December 27, 1897, by Walter 
J. Haworth. 

I MUST confess that I bave neither the time 
at my disposal nor the ability to treat this 
subject as it rightly deserves. However, we 
are only expected to do the best we can in 
order to make our effJrts acceptable to our 
heavenly Father. 

Jesus said, "Suffer little children to come 
unto me, and forbid them not, for of such is 
the kingdom of heaven." He took them in 
his arms and blessed them; and we who are 
following l!im to-day take our little ones and 
present them to his ambassadors, that they 
might follow his example and call down the 
Father's blessing upon them. ''Of such is the 
kingdom of heaven"! What a compliment to 
the purity of a little child! 

Are they not innocent and pure as the 
angels of heaven, while in that irresponsible 
state between babyhood and the years of ac
countability? But we must not forget that 
during those few short years their little 
bodies and minds are developing, and that 
"the manner of men or women they may be" 
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depends largely upon the instruction they 
receive during that time. 

It is during those years of unaccountability 
that the foundation of character is laid; and 
to a great extent the destiny of the little 
individual is shaped by the person upon 
whom the child's instruction depends. Lat
ter Day Saints are commanded to so instruct 
their little ones that at eight years of age 
they may enter the field of Christ; and while 
the little one is irresponsible until that age 
be attained, great is the responsibility rest
ing upon its parents. 

The child comes to them pure and spotless; 
yes, innocent as the angels of heaven. But 
it comes to a world full of sin and iniquity, 
full of snares and pitfalls; with degradation 
and shame on every hand. Its future de
pends upon the instruction received, Which 
shall it be? Shall its little steps be guided 
into the straight and narrow path that leads 
to life eternal? or shall its instruction be 
neglected and its little feet be allowed to 
stray into the broad way leading to eternal 
woe and misery? 

The wise man has said, "Train up a child 
in the way he should go and when he is old 
he will not depart therefrom." What an 
amount of anxiety and needless pain parents 
might be spared could they be brought to 
see the wisdom of that thought; and acting 
upon it, train up their children in the fear 
and admonition of the Lord. Such parents 
need have no anxiety with regard to the con
duct of their sons and daughters when near
ing manhood and womanhood. 

With what delight parents should hail the 
advent of a well-conducted Sunday school, to 
which they could send their children and 
have their efforts supplemented by teacher,;; 
who make it a study to lead little feet in 
virtue's way. No child who is four years of 
age is too young to send to school. In fact I 
have elicited really surprising answers from 
children not much older than that. As soon 
as a child is old enough to do wrong (whether 
it be accountable or not) it is old enough for 
Sunday school. 

I know that to some the primary class is 
the hardest class in the school to manage, 
while I have heard others say it is the best 
class to teach; but be that as it may, the 
teacher of such a class is involved in a great 
responsibility; and whether the task be hard 
or easy, the best results can only be obtained 
by a prayerful and obedient attitude before 
God. 

The teacher of ·a primary class should be 
of a loving disposition; she should love the 
work, love the children, and love God. It is 
only according to the measure of his Spirit, 
which she merits, that she will be able to in
struct them in the way of Jesus their exam
ple. All teachers, and especially the teacher 
of a primary class, should strive to Jive as 
pure a life as possible, for the reason that 
children learn better by example than by 
precept. The teacher by his of her precept 
creates within the child a desire to be like 
Christ, but the child will look up to the teacher 
expecting an example in keeping with the 
precept taught. Unless the example of the 
teacher be good, the effect on the child will 
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not be good; for children, and young children 
especially, are great imitators and invariably 
follow the example of the teacher. Teachers 
should therefore learn that the preparing of 
lessons is not the only responsibility; but 
that the most important thing of all is the 
example we set. Take Jesus for example. 
He was the greatest of all teachers, and al
though his precepts are the brightest gems 
in the rich and abundant mine of.Holy Writ, 
bis example•is:a more brilliant gem than all; 
and fully demonstrates the truth of the good 
old saying, "Actions speak louder than 
words." Then let us bear in mind that "ex
ample is better than precept,'' and remem
ing the great responsibility resting upon us 
as teachers, let our example be as a bright 
monument of that which we teach in precept. 

ha11er Ilepartnrnm. 
REPLY TO~ELDER BAYS.-NO. 3. 

IN the Saints' Herald for March 9 appears 
what Elder Bays designates as his ''Reply to 
Elder Lambert . ...:...No. 2;" but in fact it is his 
third reply. 

In my last reply I pointed out a number of 
important issues which Elder Bays had 
dropped, with victory perching where it 
properly belongs; in this article I. will point 
out a few more of the same character. Not
withstanding the vigorous efforts made to 
blind and mislead, the true issues between 
us, in this controversy, are tbese:-

1. Is Elder Bays "now willing to tear down, 
if he can, what he once sought to build up?" 

2. When he offered bis resignation as a 
minister of the church, did he oppose the 
claims of the Bible, and the inspiration of 
the Bible? 

I have never claimed, as Elder Bays ought 
to know, that he opposed all three of the 
books on precisely the same plane, or to the 
same extent; but I have claimed, and do still 
claim, that he opposed the Bible as well as 
the Book of Mormon and the Book of Doc
trine and Covenants. Let us see if this 
claim is correct. 

When Elder Bays offered his resignation 
to the Latter Day Saints in 1892, he knew 
that then, as now, their sacred text books 
and standards of authority were the Bible, 
Book of Mormon, and Book of Doctrine and 
Covenants. In presenting his reasons for 
stepping down and out, as a minister, he does 
so under four distinct captions, as follows:-

' 'THE BOOK OF DOCTRINE AND COVE-
N ANTS." 

"THE BOOK OF MORMON." 
"THE BIBLE." 
"THE INSPIRED TRANSLATION." 
Did Elder Bays mean to be understood as 

opposing the Doctrine and Covenants, Book 
of Mormon, and Inspired Translation? 0 
yes. This is what he now says of the charac
ter of that opposition:-

"I unreservedly declared my absolute re
jection of the Book of Mormon, the Doctrine 
and Covenants,· and Inspired Translation." 
Did he mean to be understood as opposing 
the Bible? No; he says not. What did he 
mean? Why, he meant, as stated by him-

self, to "simply and only object to the claims 
made for it bJJ others, and not to the claims 
which the Bible makes for its own inspira
tion." But what is this leading, false claim 
made for the Bible "by others?" It is, as 
Elder Bays himself defines it, that tke Bible 
is plenarily or verbally inspired. Did the 
Latter Day Saints ever make that claim? 
Were they advocating the plenary inspiration 
of the Bible when Eider Bays resigned? Let 
the Elder himself answer these last two 
questions:-

"During my fifty years' experience in the 
church, I have yet to hear one of its minis
ters affirm the doctrine, or anythiag that 
could be tortured into a support of it; and I 
very much doubt if Elder Lambert himself 
believes it." 

All this being true, will Elder Bays tell us 
why, when offering bis resignation to the 
church, he made bis opposition to the doctrine 
of the plenary inspiration of the Bible, one of 
the leading and most lengthy reasons why be 
should step down and out as a minister of the 
church? I called Elder Bays' attention to 
this point in my last, but what does be do 
with it? Nothing at all; does not even men
tion it! Why does be not answer on this 
point? Because, using his own style of con
troversy, he knows that there is absolutely no 
answer to be made! We are fully justified in 
the conclusion that Elder Bays was badly de
mented when he presented his objections to 
the claim of "plenary or verbal inspiration" 
of the Bible as a leading reason w by be should 
resign his ministerial position in the church, 
or in the one which we have chosen to accept; 
namely, t)rnt he opposed, and meant to op
pose, the Bible as well as the Book of Mor
mon and the Book of Doctrine and Covenants. 
Which one is correct? 

In answer to my invitation to Elder Bays to 
produce from his paper of resignation "one 
word in favor of" the "veracity and authen
ticity of the Bible,'' he says: "That 'not one 
word' appears in my parer in defense of the 
veracity and authority of the Bible, is quite 
true, and the reason why it does not, may be 
found in the fact that the question was not 
under consideration-no attack bad been made 
by any one upon either the veracity or authority 
of the Bible, and hence no necessity that any
thing should be said 'in favor of either."' 

Very well. In the light of this reply let 
me ask: Does Elder Bays mean that nobody, 
up to that time, or at that time, had consid
ered ,and attacked, or was considering and 
attacking, the veracityandauthorityofthe Bible? 
Surely this is not what he meant, for he 
knows that hundreds and thousands were 
considering and attacking both. Well, if he 
did not mean these statements to apply out
side of the church of which he was then a 
minister, I ask, who, in the church, was af
firming, or defending, the doctrine of the 
plenary inspiration of the Bible, to call forth 
Elder Bays' opposition to it? Who? 

Again; who was saying anything against 
"the moral excellence of Christianity" that 
caused Elder Bays to express his "abiding 
faith in" it, as contained in the closing para
graph of bis paper? 

A common sease interpretation of what 
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Elder Bays says in the first paragraph of 
what is presented under the caption of "The 
Bible," sustains our position; namely, that 
Elder Bays was, at that time, opp0sing the 
Bible, as believed and taught by, the Latter 
Day Saints. If not, why does he not under
take to explain why he presented his opposi
tion to a ·doctrine which the Latter Day 
Saints never advocated, as a leading reason why 
he should resign? .c The paragraph referred to 
reads as follows:-
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Latter Day Saints expected any of their min
isters to advocate the doctrine to which he 
was opposed! 

Sometime after his resignation, he at
tach13d himself to the Baptist Church, and 
became a minister of that particular faith. 
A little later, be became a member and min
ister of the Disciples, or "Church of Christ." 
Query: Do these two churches believe and 
teach against the plenary inspiration of the 
Bible? I propounded a question similar to 

"3D. THE BIBLE. this, in my last, making it apply in like man-
""Ministers of the gospel are exprcted to ner to the conception of Christ by the Holy 

believe and teach the inspiration of the Bible. Ghost, which Elder Bays also rejects. What 
During the later years of my ministry I did he do with it? Nothing; absolutely 
made this a question of special inquiry, and nothing! But he finds plenty of time to 
quite contrary to the generally received opin- quibble, and attempt to convict me of mis
ion, I found nothing to sustain the belief that representation and falsehood, without any 
the Old and New Testaments, or any particu- proper grounds for either one. 
lar book in either, were written by divine In Elder Bays' last revly he made a vain 
inspiration. Hence I have been led to reject effort to destroy the force of my claim, that 
the dugma of the 'divine inspiration of the he had taken a stand against the Bible as 
Bible,' as wholly untenable." well as the other sacred books of the church, 

Let us look at the opening sentence: "Min- which claim was founded upon the reading of 
isters of the gospel are expected to believe the fir8t paragtaph of what he said concerning 
and teach the inspiration of the Bible." By the Bible. Attempting to explain this para
whom was Elder Bays expected to so believe graph,. Elder Bays stated that he had already 
and teach? By the church of which he was a said that he "found nothing to sustain the 
minister, of• course. ; And the proper infer- belief that the Old and New Testaments ... 
ence is that as be could not, at that time, werewrittenbydivineinspiration." !proved 
conscientiously "believe and teach the inspi- his statement to be false by showing that he 
ration of the Bible,'' as believed and taught had previously said nothing on this point, as 
by the church, therefore it was necessary .for this was his first paragraph. How does he 
him to resign. If this sentence did not mean answer? Does not answer at all! Honorable 
this, and nothing less than this, it meant controversy, for the sake of truth only, de
nothing. manded, that if he had been unwittingly mis-

He then proceeds to say, in substance, that led in making this false statement, he should 
in his later and thorough investigation of the frankly say so, and beg pardon for the error. 
claim that the Bible is inspired, he "found I herewith present another exposure, made 
nothing to sustain the belief that the Old in my last, of a trick resorted to by Elder 
and New Testaments, or any particular book in Bays in order to convict me of gross mis
either, were written by di vine inspiration. representation, and to which Elder Bays 
Hence, I have been led to reject· the dogma makes no further allusion:-
of the divine inspiration of the Bible, as "Elder Bays quotes from his first letter to 
wholly untenable." (The italics are mine.) H. O. Smith to prove that he was not 'out of 

Then Elder Bays did not believe in the in- fix' nor 'sorely disappointed.' This letter 
spiration or divine inspiration of the Bible, was written before Elder Smith hs.d reached 
or any book in either one, at the time he his conclusion, hence the supposed proof does 
ofiiered his resignation. He regarded the not apply. The quotation comes from a let
doctrine "as wholly untenable." If the Bible ter bearing date of July 27, while the final 
is neither inspired nor divinely inspired, conclusion against debate, to which I referred, 
wh&t language would Elder Bays use to de- is contained in a letter of H. O. Smith to 
scribe its inspirational claims? Elder Bays, bearing date of July 31. It reads 

In my second reply I notified Elder Bays as follows: 'Under these circumstances, I 
that we could not allow that the different shall take no further notice of your challenge, 
phrases used by him when speaking of inspi- unless you wrge the matter, stating in couclu
ration, "mean one thing when applied to the sion that neither myself or my brethren will 
Bible, but an entirely different thing when fail to respond to any legitimate offer to dis
applied to the Book of Mormon and the Book cuss the merits of our church, or the Book of 
of Doctrine and Covenants." Row does he Mormon, when the invitation is presented to 
answer this? He does not answer it at all; us in properly worded propositions.'" 
for, evidently, he is aware that this, one of If it were possible for Elder Bays to fix up 
the fundamental rules of interpretation, his own misrepresentations, instead of spend
strikes at the very vitals of bis lame apology, ing his time in a vain attempt to convict me, 
and proves that my statements concerning it would be much better for him. 
his paper of resignation are correct. In my last I examined and exposed Elder 

Allowing Elder Bays' apology to be correct, Bays' version of why his opponents in. debate 
as to what he said concerning the Bible, the failed, when he was affirming and defending 
matter stands like this: One of the reasons the faith and doctrine of the Latter Day 
why he resigned his office in the church was Saints. To this he makes no reply. 
because he could not believe or teach the I In this controversy I have been compelled 
plenary or verbal inspiration of the Bible, to follow Elder Bays to a great extent, in 
although he had no reason to believe that 1 order to expose his misrepresentations and 
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defend my own positions; and then when he 
sees that he is badly worsted, and no proper 
answer can be made, he stoops low enough 
to accuse me of trying to hide and leave the 
"real issue;" refers to my efforts as "skilled 
meaoderings through the mazes of an occult 
criticism;" accounts for the bad work I have 
done (?) upon the grounds that I am "blinded 
to justice by a partisan and unfair spirit," 
calls me his "p.wtisan critic," who "prefers 
to wander in the mazy labyrinths of verbal 
obscurity." Well, this is one way of trying 
to cover up defeat. But may the good Lord 
deliver us from the "1vay." 

Elder Bays will, I presume, affirm that in 
the above paragraph I very improperly im
pugn his motive. My answer is, that I have 
carefully read and reread his last reply, and 
in connection with it all the other articles in 
the controversy; and my conviction is, that 
Elder Bays' last reply is little more than a 
cunning, desperate, unfair effort to cover up 
defeat,: at.any cost. 

I will now pass through the Elder's article, 
noticing such points as seem to demand it. 

Right at the beginning, Elder Bays com
plains as follows: "I shall not follow Elder 
Lambert's example, howev0r, and devote a 
little Q.¥er five columns of your valuable space 
to the discussion of the origin of a debate 
which never materialized and probably never 
will." 

If I occupied that much space in my last 
article, which I do not concede, I am glad to 
know that it has produced good results; for, 
all at once, Elder Bays has lost his interest 
in that reported challenge at Persia, and has 
become deeply interested (?) in the Herald's 
welfare, and the welfare of its readers! A 
big charge is not wasted if, thereby, you can 
still the enemy's guns. 

In addition to what was said before con
cerning that much talked of debate, I am 
prepared to prove by unimpeachable evi
dence: 1, that no such challenge as re
ported by Elder Bays was ever made; and 2, 
that what Elder Bays has since explained to 
be the challenge made by W. A. Smith, was 
not accepted by Elder Brown, and as Elder 
Bays denies ever having accepted it, it was not 
accepted at al!. \tVhose fault is it, then, that 
this debate did not materializer Not ours, 
surely. 

Concerning the part which Elder Joseph 
Seddon is said to have taken, I have said 
from the beginning, that, if .guilty, as stated 
by Elder Bays, he did wrong. Moreover, I 
am prepared to prove that I instructed H. O. 
Smith, my assistant in charge, to see that the 
matter was properly investigated, and if Bro. 
Seddon was found to be guilty, he should be 
labored and dealt with as the law of the 
church directs. Why did not Elder Bays 
acknowledge the validity of my stated posi
tion on this point, or else attack it (if he 
thought it to be wrong), instead of presenting 
the charge again as though nothing bad been 
said by me concerning it. 

·Elder Bays says: "I very much regret to 
be compelled to call your attention to.other 
misrepresentations in the Eider's last article 
of defense." 

How much necessity there was for Elder 
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·Bays to do that which he so much regretted, has not been able to point out a single incor- trine, the following is the "claim made by 
we shall see as we pass along. Would it not rect or false statement in any of my letters. the Bible." 
have been better for the Elder to have built I am fully persuaded that my correct repre- Luke 1: 1-4: "Forasmuch as many have 
over again the structures which had tumbled sentation of his paper of resignation is what taken in hand to set forth in order a declara
all to pieces, than to have gone to work has worried the Elder more than all else. tion of those things which are most surely 
building others after the same pattern and in Had he come out like a man and told us that believed among us, even as they delivered 
the same manner? he was very skeptical about the origin and them unto us, which from the beginning were 

I will not thank the Elder for foregoing claims of the Bible as well as the other eyewitnesses, and ministers of the word; it 
"the pleasure of numbering,'' for it is no ac- sacred books of the. church, when he wrote seemed good to me also, having had perfect 
commodation to me. I do not object to those up his resignation, he would have saved me understanding of all things from the very 
innocent figures, "l," "2," "3,'' "4," "5," as some work, and himself a great deal of work first, to write unto thee in order, most ·excel
used in his last; but to the word "misrepre- and humiliation. lent Theophilus, that thou mightest know 
sentation" connected with each one of them. Elder Bays says much about me hiding the certainty of those things, wherein thou 
I object to this word, thus used, because it is and leaving the real issue which I myself had hast been instructed." 
false; and that whieh is false, I detest. raised. The real issue, as I have before Now, in direct opposition to the above tes-

The first serious charge mli'de against me shown, was referred to in my first letter, timony of Matthew, and of "the angel of the Lord,'' 
is that in defending my first allusion to Elder when I stated that Elder Bays "is now will- as given by Matthew and Luke, Elder Bays 
Bays, I said "it was in no sense an 'unprovoked ing, if he can, to tear down what he once says, in his paper of resignation, the follow
attack,' as Elder Bays puts it. That state- sought to build up." In the Elder's first ing: "That Christ's human form had a purely 
ment is entirely false." reply he indicated, or implied, very plainly, human origin,· and that this view agrees with 

Elder Bays says this "statement misrepre· that my statement was, at least, partially every known law, is apparent. Hence, I be
sents every fact connected with the matter." false. I then undertook to prove what I at lieve that Christ had a natural father as well 
The Elder declares that he has just reread first supposed the Elder would not be so rash as a natural mother. Otherwise he could 
his first allusion to my reference to his atti- as to question, and in doing so, I affirmed not be 'in all things like unto his brethren.' 
tude, and there is nothing in it from which that his willingness, as plainly manifested in (Heb. 2: 17.)" 
any such conclusion could be drawn. This l892, extended so far as to lead him to oppose The reader will please bear in mind that 
charge, it will be noticed, is made upon the the Bible as well as the other sacred books of the question between Elder Bays and me is 
monstrous and absurd presumption that if Elder the church. It was not, as Elder Bays not whether the Bible is reliable; or contra
Bays used the words "unprovoked attack,'' claims, my"chief desire and principal motive" dictory, but has Elder Bays opposed any 
as appll.ed to my first allusi'on to hi'm, the to convict him of unbelief "in the claims of T b . "claim made by the Bible?" he a ove evi-
phrase must necessarily be found 1·n hi's first the Bible;" but after he made his first and h h h h dence, and t ere is more, proves t at e as. 
reply. This being an entirely false premise, uncalled for reply, some parts of which were Elder Bays feels badly hurt because I an-
as anyone can see in a moment, away goes false, others misleading, and still others swered his ingenious demand, that I should 
hl·s position at onco. evasive, I concluded that the proper thing h h h h d 11 d "' t' 

u s ow w ere e a ca e rn ques ion any 
The language I quoted is found in Elder to do was to give the reader the full benefit statement of the Bible itself as to its 'inspi-

of his own stated position. Bays' second reply, as published in Saints' rational claims,'" by a counter demand which 
Herald for November 17, page 735. Alluding Elder Bays says he has challenged me be- revealed the true character of his challenge. 
to my reference to his "vexed questions" fore, and now challenges me "again, to pro- If there was any deficiency in candor, it is 
mentioned in the first part of his paper of duce from" his "paper of resignation, a single found in the demand made by Elder Bays. 
resignation, he says: "Why does he prefer instance in which" he "has ever called in Let us see. After informing us that he found 
to characterize a sentiment thus clearly ex- question a single claim made by the Bible." "nothing to sustain the belief that the Old 
pressed as 'a man of straw,' thus charging an This is not the same challenge which was and New Testaments, or any particular book 
opponent with insincerity and dishonesty? answered in my last, but I will accept it at in either, were written by divine inspiration;" 
The reason is obvious. He could not in any once. It is a plain historical claim of the and after announcing his conclusion that 
other way justify this unprovoked attack, and his Bible that Jesus was conceived by the Holy "the dogma of divine inspiration of the Bi
whole case would fail." (Italics mine.) Ghost. It is just as easily proven, from the ble," is "wholly untenable,'' he then calls 

Now, I understand this to refer to my first sacred history, as it is that he was born of upon me to prove that he had called in ques
allusion to Elder Bays, as published in Herald Mary the wife of Joseph, or that he was bap- tion any of its "inspirational claims!" Pray 
for August 4. But if he now explains that it tized in Jordan. what inspirational claims had Elder Bays 
referred to my first f'eply, then it is another In Matthew 1: 18-21, we have the following: left with the Bible? And does it follow that 
evidence from the Eider's own pen that there "Now the birth of Jesus Christ was on this because the writers of the Bible do not claim 
was nothing in my first allusion to him that wise: When as his mother May was espoused to have been inspired to write their respect
justified his first attack on my positions. to Joseph, before they came together, she ive books (which I do not admit in the sense 
Further, my first reply was simply and only was found with child of the Holy Ghost. presented), therefore they were not so in
a defense of my former statements, with Then Joseph her husband, being a just man, spired? I think not. Should a servant of 
additional proof, demanded by the character and not willing to make her a public exam- God preach or prophesy, under the influence 
of Elder Bays' first reply, so that it still ple, was minded to put her away privily. of the divine Spirit, without making any 
remains true that it was "in no sense" an But while he thought on these things, be- claim to inspiration, it would not change the 
"unprovoked attack." That statement was, hold, the angel of the Lord appeared unto fact that he was inspired. The very fact 
and is, "entirely false." him in a dream, saying, Joseph, thou son of that Elder Bays failed to accede to my de-

Elder Bays evidently wished to impress the David, fear not to take unto thee Mary thy mand concerning the •Book of Mormon and 
reader with the thought that the language wife: for that which is conceived in her is of Doctrine and Covenants, is good evidence 
imputed to him was deliberately made by me the Holy Ghost. And she shall bring forth either that he did not oppose the inspiration&l 
for a purpose. Why did he not say, frankly, a son, and thou shalt call his name JESUS: for claims of these books, or that my failure to 
that the quotation was contained in his sec- he shall save his people from their sins." accede to his demand, would be no evidence 
ond reply; but that he did not intend to Luke 1: 35: "And tile angel answered and that he had not opposed the Bible. 
apply it to my first letter? Why? said unto her, The Holy Ghost shall come Elder Bays calls my reply "artless evasion." 

Elder Bays says: "If Elder Lambert had upon thee, and the power of. the Highest In reply, I call the reader's attention to 
'correctly and truthfully' represented my position, shall overshadow thee: therefore also that Mark eleventh chapter. Verse eighteen 
I should have no word of complaint to holy thing which shall be born of thee shall states that ''the scribes and chief priests 
offer, but this he has utterly failed to do." be called the Son of God." heard it, and sought how they m_ight de-

If I have utterly failed,as stated, it is strange I As to the qualifications and credibility of stroy him," that is, Jesus. The latter portion 
that Elder Bays, with all his mental acumen, these witnesses upon such an important doc- ) of the chapter reads as follows:-
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"And they come again to Jerusalem: and 
as he was walking in the temple, there come 
to him the chief priests, and the scribes, and 
the elders, and say unto him, By what au
thority doest thou these things? and who 
gave thee this authority to do these things? 
And Jesus answered and said unto them, I 
will also ask of you one question, and answer 
me, and I will tell you by what authority I 
do these things. The baptism of John, was 
it from heaven, or of men? answer me. And 
they reasoned with themselves, saying, If we 
shall say, From heaven; he will say, Why 
then did ye not believe him? But if we shall 
say, Of men; they feared the people: for all 
men counted John, that he was a prophet in
deed. And they answered and said unto Je
sus, We cannot tell. And Jesus answering 
saith unto them, .Neither do I tell you by 
what authority I do these things." 

Here, then, is my vindicatlon, and it is 
complete. Elder Bays did not -get me to 
walk into his trap, and he is terribly dis
turbed over his failure. I only need to add 
that had he been present when the above de
scri"Qed controversy took place between Je
sus on the one hand, and the priests and 
scribes on the other, he would probably have 
made the following observations:-

"J esus is not a Christian g~ntleman; he is 
lamentably lacking in candor; 'Men are sel
dom driven to such extremes as to impel 
them to such artless evasion as that which 
characterizes' the reply of Jesus. 'I am sure 
he has the sympathy of all his friends, my 
own included.' Clearly, the Scribes and 
priests are right, and Jesus is wrong!" 

Right here, I will run the risk of vexing 
the Elder's soul with another question: Was 
the angel inspired who said that Mary should 
conceive by the Holy Ghost; and, i;.fterwards, 
that she had conceived by the Holy Ghost? 

I did net say that Elder Bays is destitute 
of frankness and honesty, but that if he had 
possessed a little :more, "notwithstanding 
his claims, he would have stated .. that this 
sentence, about which he says so much, did 
not injure him nor misrepresent him at all." 
And now, after his repeated failure to ac
knowledge the truth, which is the only vital 
point in this issue; and his failure to even ac
cept my apology for the possible mispse of 
quotation marks, I adhere to my former 
statement. Why does not Elder Bays attack 
the ground upoll which I based my state
ment? I produced what Elder Bays did say 
in connection with what I had said, and I 
challenge the proof that I misrepresented 
him a single hair's breadth, so far as senti
ment is concerned. 

When I stated Elder Bays' claim to be 
that the writers of the Bible "were not in
spired to write,'' I had no allusion, of course, 
to anything outside of the Bible. If, as 
Elder Bays said, "the dogma of the divine 
inspiration of the Bible" is "wholly untena
ble," then is not my statement correct? 
Elder Bays says that he has' 'simply and only 
said that the writers themselves do not claim 
to have written the books attributed to them 
by inspiration." 

This statement is not true. As I have 
shown, time after time, Elder Bays claims: 
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1, that after "special inquiry" into the su.b
ject he found "nothing to sustain the belief 
that the Old and New Testaments, or any 
particular book in either, were written by 
divine inspiration;" and 2, that "the dogma 
of the divine inspiration of the Bible,'' is 
"wholly untenable." (The italics are mine.) 

In order, it would seem, to evade the force 
of my response to Elder Bays' demand, he in
.dulges in a mere quibble, charges misrepre
sentation, but entirely ignores my response 
to his demand! Is this what Elder Bays 
calls meeting the issue? 

The following is my statement of the de
mand which the Elder says is not correct: 
"Elder Bays calls upon me to point out a 
passage from the Pentateuch, or from the 
writing~ of the prophets, to show that Moses 
or the prophets wrote by direct inspiration." 

The following is what Elder Bays did say:
' 'Will Elder Lambert point me to a passage 

in the entire Pentateuch in which the claim 
is made that Moses wrote his books by direct 
inspiration? Will he point to chapter and 
verse where even the prophets wrote their 
respective books by direct inspiration?" 

Here is the response I made to the demand, 
about which Elder Bays finds it very con· 
venient to say nothing: "When Elder Bays 
wrote up his paper of resignation he was 
dealing with the Latter Day Saints and with 
them only; therefore, it is pertinent for me 
to refer him to Genesis 1: 1, Inspired Trans
lation, for evidence that God commanded 
Moses to write. The Lord said to Moses, 
'Write the words which I speak.'" 

No other books than those found in the 
Bible, and attributed to its reputed authors, 
were under consideration; so I did not mis
represent Elder Bays at all. But when he un
dertakes to state what his demand was, he 
changes the word "direct,'' found in his own 
article, to "divine,'' inclosing the statement 
by quotation marks, while I did not quote, 
but simply gave his meaning. 

Now, if Moses and the prophets did not 
write their respective books by divine inspi
ration, but they may have written other 
books not found in the Bible, would it not be 
an excellent thing if we could procure them 
so as to have something that was written by 
inspiration? The doctrine of present revela
tion, in its practical grandeur, would cer
tainly be a good thing for all who believe as 
Elder Bays does. 

Next, I am accused of making a partial 
and unfair quotation. Elder Bays surely 
knows that my quotation being indirect, I had 
the right to close it at a comma, or where 
there is no point at all, if I chose to do so. 
My only reason for making the quotation was 
that possible injustice to Elder Bays might 
be avoided. And my only reasons for stopping 
my quotation where I did were to save space, 
and because all that part which I did not 
give is plainly implied in that which was 
given. 

Now Elder Bays proposes to "dispel" from 
my mind the "illusion" that he oppoaed the 
inspirational claims of the Bible as well as 
those of the Book of Mormon and the Doc
trine and Covenants. But how does he pro
pose to dispel this illusion? Why, by quoting, 
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in part, what !furnished in full, in my last de
fense. And in furnishing such parts of his 
paper as he sees fit; he italicizes, and even 
capitalizes, where there are neither italics 
nor capitals in the original! And, after fur
nishing his quotation, amended by italics 
and capitals, he proceeds to say:-

"This declaration precludes the possibility 
that any part of the book in question [the 
Doctrine and Covenants] was written by divine 
inspiration, and for the obvious reason that 
every paragraph, every line, originated in 
the same brain and was written by the same 
hand, and that brain and that hand were Jo
seph Smith's." 

So the Elder has succeeded in saying some
thing popular and smart, even if it is untrue, 
for which, of course, we must give him due 
credit. 

Suppose, now, for the sake of the argu
ment, we allow that no part of the Doctrine 
and Covenants "was written by divine in
spiration." What follows? Why,, according 
to Elder Bays' remarks on the Bible, neither 
the Old Testament nor the New, nor any par
ticular book in either, was written by divine 
inspiration. In fact, the inspiration of the 
Bible is an indefensible dogma. This places 
the two books on an exact equality so far as 
being written by inspiration is concerned. 
There is, however, this difference; he makes 
the Doctrine and Covenants to claim "divine 
inspiration,'' but denies that the Bible writ
ers make any such claim. But in order to 
properly estimate this claimed difference, we 
must inquire what the Elder means by "di
vine inspiration," and we find him defining 
the phrase to mean, as used by him, the same 
as "plenary or verbal inspiration." Elder 
Bays has not shown, and cannot show, that 
either the Book of Mormon or the Doctrine 
and Covenants, claims to be plenarily or ver
bally inspired, according to the theological 
definitions given to these terms. So, when 
Elder Bays "unreservedly" and absolutely 
declared against the "plenary or verbal" in
spiration of these two books, he was guilty 
again of vigorous opposition to "a man of 
straw." 

As to the second part of this remarkable 
paragraph, that is, that the whole thing 
originated in the brain of Joseph Smith, and 
was written by his hand, this origin was not 
ascribed to the book in his paper of resigna
tion, hence is of no force in this connection. 
Clark Braden claims that Sidney Rigdon 
made the revelations contained in the Doc
trine and Covenants. Would it not be a good 
idea for these two champions to hold a con
ference and fix this matter up, if they can? 

After furnishing us with a short quotation 
from his paper, on the Book of Mormon,Elder 
Bays comments as follows: "Will my ven
erable_ critic pretend to say that I have 
placed th€ Bible on the same moral and spir
itual level with the Book of Mormon?" 

My answer is this: The claims of the 
Book of Mormon are left by Elder Bays as 
an open question. Notwithstanding all that 
he has said, the book may be just what it 
claims to be. So far as the moral level of the 
Book of Mormon is concerned, Elder Bays 
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has placed it a little above the Bible. This 
is what he says on this point:-

" As to the ethical status of this book, I 
think no unfavorable comment can reason
ably be made. Its moral precepts are un
questionably good. They are all that its 
friends claim for it, and, indeed, superior in 
some respects to those of the Bible." 

And in addition to this, which is his first 
paragraph on the Book of Mormon, we have 
the statement found in his quotation, in 
which he admits that the "moral precepts" 
of the book "may be regarded as faultless." 

Next, Elder Bays comes to the Bible. But 
instead of quoting the first and strongest 
paragraph against the inspiration of the Bi
ble, he cunningly skips this one and quotes 
the second, where, as I stated before, an ad
ditional and incidental claim is set forth 
against the doctrine of plenary inspiration; 
and then•he speciously adds: "This declara
tion is characterized.by my partiaaa critic as 
'evident,.unbelief in the·.claims of the Bi
ble.'" 

Not so. My position is, as shown by my 
first reply, that his article, as a whole (that 
is, on the Bible), shows "his evident unbelief 
in the claims of the Bible;" and that what he 
said in the paragraph quoted by the Elder, 
about plenary inspiration, was not sufficient 
to hide it. Immedi&.tely after making that 
statement, I added these words: "I here.
with give his own words when writing up his 
objections to the Bible." 

I'his is followed by a quotation of the first 
paragraph entire. This is a gigantic misrep
resentation, and is almost enough to stagger 
one's confidence in human integrity. 

Under the caption of "The Bible," not one 
word is said in favor of its ethics, or moral 
teachings; and as already admitted, nothing 
is said in favor of the veracity and authority 
of the Bible. We may judge that his confi
dence in the authority of the Bible was not 
very strong, when upon such grounds as were 
stated by him, he could so easily set aside the 
purported message of the angel of God con
cerning the conception of Christ by the Holy 
Ghost, as stated by Matthew and Luke. 

If we were to admit that Elder Bays has 
''unreservedly" and absolutely opposed the 
Book of Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants, 
this would. be no proof that he has aot also 
opposed the Bible. 

I now wish to make still plainer, if possible, 
a poin\. made in my last, which the Elder did 
not notice. That is, that whatever meaning 
Elder Bays attaches to "inspiration," "ple
nary or verbal inspiration," "divine inspira
tion," as applied to the Bible, he must allow 
the same thing when applied to the Book of 
Mormon and the Doctrine and Covenants. 

We are compelled to adopt one of two con
clusions: either that Elder Bays meant to 
reject every inspirational claim of the Bible, 
and made for the Bible, or that he meant to 
use these terms and phrases synonymously 
and interchangeably, meaning "plenary or 
verbal inspiration" all the time. The latter 
conclusion is the one we must adopt to be in 
harmony with his attempted defense, 
though, in truth, there is a marked differ
ence between plenary and verbal inspiration, 
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and a still greater difference between inspira
tion and· verbal inspiration. 

Abbott, in his Dictionary of Religious 
Knowledge, defines verbal inepiration, in 
part, as follows: "By verbal inspiration is 
meant the immediate communication to the 
writers of every word and syllable and letter 
of what they wrote. It has been supposed 
that the writers were in a state of ecstasy, in 
which their own moral life was suspended, 
and they wrote in a state of semi-unconscious
ness, with little or no understanding of the 
subject." 

Just think of Elder Bays presenting his 
opposition to and rejection of "verbal in
spiration," as a leading reason why he should 
resign hiJ? ministerial offi0e in the Reorgan
ized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day 
Saints! 

"Plenary Inspiration is a general term, mean
ing inspiration which is full, complete, en
tire. . . . It may, perhaps, however, be 
taken as a designation of the faith of those 
who believe the Bible to be inspired in all 
its parts, and the writers in all their facul
ties." 

Now, I wish to ask: Does the Book of 
Mormon, or the Book of Doctrine and Cove
nants lay claim to verbal, or plenary inspira
tion? If not, then E!Ger Bays is surely 
guilty of wasting his strength in toppling over 
a huge man of straw, or else he meant to 
oppose all kinda of inspirational claims for all 
three of the books whe·n he wrote up his 
resignation. 

All this proves my statement, out of which 
t,he Elder tries to make capital, to be true. 
This is the statement: "Section one of the 
third reason, rejects 'the inspiration of the 
Bible,' or else sections one and two do not re
ject the inspiration of the Doctrine and Cove
nants and the Book of Mormon. Elder Bays 
can take which horn of the dilemma suits 
him best." 

But the Elder wants to know how this 
proposition would work if it were reversed. 
My answer is, splendidly. I considered all 
this before writing it, careless as the Elder 
thinks me to be. Here it is as reversed by 
him:-

"Sections one and two do not~reject the in
spiration of the Doctrine and Covenants and 
the Book of Mormon, therefore, section one 
of the third reason does not reject the inspira
tion of the Bible!" 

Just so! This leaves the inspirational 
claims of the three books all intact. But 
where does it place Elder Bays? Is this the 
horn of the dilemma you wish to take hold of, 
Elder? If so, we will take back all we have 
said about your opposition to the Bible, and 
accept your explanation in good faith, though 
it would compel us, of course, to decide that 
you ace not a "very careful critic." But, 
then, this is a little thing compared with 
your salvatio~. Ah! the dilemma is all right, 
you see, and I still say you can have this horn, 
or the other, just which you please. You 
must take one, for there is no escape; and 
whichever one you take, you can depend 
upon it, you will be badly gored with the 
other. 

Bays not only rejects the inspiration of the 
Bible, but he rejects the exceeding plain ac
counts of Matthew and Luke as to the con
ception of Christ by the Holy Ghost." 

This Elder Bays represents as withdrawing 
from my "more advanced positions" and 
gracefully falling "back into that stronghold, 
known as the la8t ditch." 

I meant just what I said, fell back from 
nothing, and presented this as additional 
evidence of the Eider's opposition to the Bi
ble. No matter what is said about supposed 
contradictions, I am prepared to show that 
whoever rejects the conception of Christ by 
the Holy Ghost is to that extent in direct op
position to the Bible. If not, then the whole 
Bible history is rendered uncertain and un
reliable. But the question between me and 
Elder Bays is not whether the Bible is true, 
but, rather, did he to any extent oppose the 

,claims of the Bible, as believed and taught 
by the Latter Day Saints when he offered his 
resignation to the church. However, a con
flict has not been certainly established. It 
does not necessarily follow that either claim 
is false, even if there is a degree of conflict; 
because it may be accounted for upon the 
grounds of imperfect, or partial, presentation 
of that which,'of itself, is true and harmoni
ous. 

Tb.e Bible does say that Jesus was conceived 
by the Holy Ghost; but it does not say, any
where, that Joseph begat Christ; and yet 
Elder Bays rejects the former, and accepts 
the latter, and at the same time claims to be 
in harmony with the Bible! 

I pass over some matter which Elder Bays 
spreads out on paper, but which does not 
touch the issues between us, and come di
rectly to the following:-

"Does either Matthew or Luke, or any 
other New Testament writer, as for that mat· 
ter, declare, directly or by implication, that 
his account of Christ's conception and birth 
was written by divine inspiration?" 

Suppose they do not so claim, does it 
therefor~ follow that they were not inspired? 
And suppose, further, they record a very im
portant matter, and without inspiration, 
which is said to have transpired in their day, 
and in their midst; and also affirm that an 
angeJ of God declared it, is it therefore false? 
If so: what becomes of the Bible, "the divine 
inspiration" of which Elder Bays has re
jected? I believe these men who wrote the 
Viographies of Christ, were inspired to write, 
as much so, at least, as they were inspired to 
preach. Why not? 

The following is remarkable: "As neither 
Elder Lambert nor his church believes that 
these accounts were written by divine in
spiration, as he now bravely confesses, then 
why, I ask, in the name of common honesty, 
and of common justice, should I be anathe
matized and stigmatized by Apostle Lambert 
as an unbeliever 'in the claims of the Bi
ble?''' 

Elder Lambert has made no such confes
sion either for him.self or the church! Here 
is exactly what I said: "As to 'plenary in
spiration,' it is highly impertinent for Elder 
Bays to keep flinging that at me, inasmuch 

Elder Bays quotes me as follows: "Elder I as I have never claimed it for any of the 
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sacred books of the church, and he himself 
says that I probably do not believe it." 

"Do you see the difference, Elder?" 

As to the church, Elder Bays himself said 
that he never heard one of her ministers 
teach it, and he never taught it himself. 
And yet, if his present fix-up is reliable, we 
must conclude that one of the leading rea
sons why he found it necessary to resign was, 
because he had discov.ered the plenary "in
spiration of the Bible" claim to be "wholly 
untenable!" 

If any "mark of infamy" rests upon Elder 
Bays for opposing the Bible, I did not place 
it there. I have simply and only pointed 
out, in a gentlemanly manner, the things set 
forth in his own paper, over his own signa
ture, quoting him in fuU, so that the reader 
might see that I did not misrepresent him. 
And the Elder surely knows that I have not 
"denounced with cur"ses" because of his evi
dent unbelief. And then, as a climax to this 
paragraph, Elder Bays expresses the hope 
that I will yet "see and confess" my "folly" 
for doing the very things which he falsel;y 
charges against me!! 

Before passing to Elder Bays' closing words, 
I wish to notice, in brief (though the issues 
between us do not demand it), Elder Bays' 
repeated challenge for me to show that any 
of the Bible writers wrote their respective 
books by direct inspiration. What kind of 
proof will satisfy the Elder I am not able to 
say. The mortal soulist demands that we 
point to chapter and verse where it says, in 
so many words, that man is possessed of an 
immortal soul. We cannot do it. Is man, 
therefore, wholly mortal? 

Revelation 1: 10, 11, reads as follows: "I 
was in the Spirit on the Lord's day, and heard 
behind me a great voice, as of a trumpet, 
saying, I am Alpha and Omega, the first and 
the last: and, What thou seest, write in a book, 
and send it unto the seven churches which 
are in Asia," etc. 

Also, verse 19: "Write the things which 
thou hast seen, ·and the things which are, and 
the things which shall be hereafter." 

This shows that John was commanded of 
Jesus Christ to "write in a book" and send it 
to the seven churches. He received this com
mand while "in the Spirit." He wrote the 
Book of Revelation and addressed it to the 
.even churches in Asia. This is sufficient. 
Will the Elder say that this furnishes us 
with no proof "to sustain the belief that the" 
Book of Revelation was "written by divine 
inspiration"? 

The truth is, that while the Bible contains 
much valid evidence to sustain the claim 
that writers of both the Old Testament and the 
New wrote by divine inspiration, Elder Bays 
usually so words his de!llands as to hide, or 
shut off, this valuable proof, in ord\:)r, it 
would seem, to hide his real attitude towards 
the Bible, at the time of his resig
nation. This indicates that his lack of true 
regard for importa1.tt Bible claims still con
tinues. 

Now, Elder Bays is nearing the end. He 
says:-

"I hope both Elder Lambert and your read
ers may be able to see, as I am quite sure 
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they will, that a man may question the 
'dogma of plenary inspiration,' and yet not be 
an unbeliever 'in the claims of the Bible.'" 

As usual, the real issue expressed by Elder 
Bays in his paper is avoided. The question 
is this: Can a man "reject" the "inspiration 
of the Bible;" the "divine inspiration of the 
Bible;" "plenary or verbal inspiration" of the 
Bible, together with the conception of Christ 
by the Holy Ghost, as false, without, at the 
same time, opposing "the claims of the 
Bible?" 

I quote again:-
" And now, in conclusion, if Elder Lambert 

is willing to let the matter rest where it is, 
each having written his 'article of defense,' 
No. 2, we will now shake hands 'across the 
bloody chasm,' and remain as good friends in 
the future as we have been in the past." 

The vital point in this paragraph is that 
Elder Lambert should "let the matter rest 
where it is;" that is, that he should make no 
reply. Wouldn't that be nice? 

Elder Bays has conceded that in my first 
allusion to him he was not misrepresented 
"in any important particular." He wrote a 
reply, beginning it with a q_uotation from my 
letter. This reply contains direct and im
plied positions which are false, and up to 
date, he has utterly failed to sustain them. 
This reply, as already shown, was without 
caption, and has not been included in Elder 
Bays' enumeration. To this article I replied, 
defending my positions. Elder Bays wrote 
again under the caption of "Reply to Elder 
Lambert." In answer to this I wrote my 
Reply, "No. 2," and we now have Elder Bays' 
"Reply to Elder Lambert.-No. 2," which 
should be No. 3. So with my "Reply to Elder 
Bays.-No. 3,'' I am "willing to let the mat
ter rest where it is," and "shake hands 'across 
the bloody chasm,' and remain as good 
friends in the future as we have been in the 
past;" but I must be excused from bidding the 
Elder "God speed" in anything more than 
that which I conceive to be true: and right. 
And, in conclusion, whenever Elder Bays in
forms me, definitely and plainly, which horn 
of that dilemma he proposes to cling to, I 
will gladly adjust myself to the situation. 

J, R. LAMBERT. 

MT. CARMEL, Ill., Feb. 22. 
Editors He1·ald:-I moved from Birdseye 

branch, Indiana, in the year 1890; am sorry 
to say that the evils of this world came near 
leading me to ruin and disgrace while at 
Birdseye; and if I offended any brother or 
sister I ask forgiveness, and I thank God that 
I felt impressed to come as a humble penitent 
to the Giver of all good gifts, and to plead for 
mercy. My wife and I are the only saints 
that I know of in this part of the country. 
Bro. A. C. Barmore preached here a week or 
ten days over a year ago, which left a good 
impression. I would be pleased to see some 
elder come this way. I believe there are 
honest-hearted men and women here who 
have never heard the angel-message. The 
sanctified M. Es. are numerous here. We 
are poor, and getting old and feeble, but 
would welcome an elder or any brother pass
ing this way,. Bro. V. D. Baggerly stopped 
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one night with us last summer, which was a 
great feast to us; but when I read of his 
death in Herald of January 26 it was very, 
very sad news to me; I feel to sympathize 
with the bereaved. 

Yours sincerely, 
JOHN CRITCHFIELD. 

SHENANDOAH, Iowa, March 4. 
Editors Herald:-Our Sunday school con

vention and conference held in this place 
commencing February 24, and ending the 
27th, was truly excellent. I think we never 
had a better time. Th.e work of the conven
tion would be hard to beat. Bro. Charles 
Fry, superintendent, with his able corps of 
willing and efficient workers in this line of 
business, also General Superintendent T. A. 
Hougas. 

In our conference work every one seemed 
to enjoy God's Holy Spirit. We were a unit 
in all matters of business brought up for con" 
sideration. Preaching services were enjoyed 
by all, both members and non-members, as 
expressed. Social meeting on Sunday after
noon was really one long to be remembered. 
God's Spirit rested upon the entire congrega
tion. Our hearts were melted down in tears 
of gratitude to our heavenly Father for the 
gospel of these latter days. 

We shall stay here over the next Sabbath, 
then work in Hamburg and Mill Creek the 
most of this month. We are more than 
pleased to be able to state that our work is 
onward and upward in this district. We are 
now united as a baud of brethren, and are de
termined by the help afforded from the Mas
ter to push the work on to victory. Praying 
for its final consummation, we are 

Yours fraternally, 
HENRY KEMP. 

EUSTIS, Neb., Feb. 26. 
Editors Herald:-The Jenkins and Paine 

debate commenced the 16th au.d lasted until 
the 24th. H. A. Jenkins of the Seventh Day 
Adventists affirmed that his church was iden
tical in organization, doctrine, and practice 
with the church of Jesus Christ, as set forth 
in the New Testament scriptures. He failed 
to establish his church, and claimed that 
there was no apostasy; but claimed that the 
church was handed down from the Christ to 
the present time. His strongest fight was 
on the soul-sleeping theory and the Sabbath. 
He also claimed that the grave was the hell. 

Bro. Paine told him according to his 
theory that all the Adventists that had died 
had gone to hell; then called his attention to 
the passage of scripture that the wicked 
shall be turned into hell, and all those na
tions that forget God. 

Bro. Paine affirmed the Latter Day Saints 
Church. Jenkins could do nothing but throw 
dust aud misuse Bro. Joseph and the saints. 
Bro. Paine defended the church nobly, and 
there was lots of prejudice removed. People 
who had never been to hear our preaching 
came every night. The saints were strength
ened, and people outside of the church 
claimed Jenkins never made a point. After 
the debute the chairman gave Jenkins this 
question, "Who organized your church?" 
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after he bad been trying to establish it for 
eight nights; so you can see how he estab
lished it. I have not heard of anyone but 
what thought that Bro. Paine won the vic
tory by one hundred per cent. The debate 
has done much good to the cause. The 
writer was moderato;.· for Bro. Paine. The 
last two nights Jenkins would stammer, and 
he weakened so he could not do anything. 
We have been greatly blessed in our little 
branch this fall. 

Yours in the gospel, 
G. w. JOHNSON. 

FENTRESS, Ind. Ty., Feb. 28. 
Editors Herald:-We are twenty-four miles 

east of the Oklahoma line, in the Creek Na
tion, on the North Canadian River. There 
are no saints near here that we know of, only 
myself and father. I was ordained to the 
office of priest by Eli M. Wildermuth and B. 
H. Case, August 22, 1890, and made my first ef
fort to preach yesterday. Some of these In
dian people have been taking some interest 
in our belief, and asked me to talk wme for 
them; in consequence of which I went and 
made them a talk. I had to have an inter
preter. I talked about an hour and a quarter, 
and gave the meeting to them. Two of them 
were Methodist preachers, and both said they 
were well pleased with my talk and with our 
doctrine, and asked me back again. I believe 
we can do some good here if we do our part. 
I ask an interest in the prayers of all the 
saints, that I may hold out faithful to the end. 

Your brother in the gospel, 
J. N. PERKINS. 

NORMAN, 0. T., March 2. 
Editors Herald:-In November last I moved 

my family to this territory, settled in "D" 
County,some one hundred and fiftymiles north
west of this place. Have been traveling and 
preaching much of the time since with horse 
aud buggy. Left home first of February to 
attend the conference at Sumner, one hun
dred and fifty miles east, and from there came 
here to debate with a Disciple minister by re
quest of Bro. C. R. Duncan, who was unable 
to attend to it because of lung trouble. De
bate was held ten· miles east of here. I 
preached on Saturday and Sunday evenings 
in the settlement, and begun the debate on 
Monday evening; held ten sessions, ending 
February 28. Then came here and preached 
last night in Bro. Niles' house; good interest. 
Will preach again to-night, and until time 
to reach a place, some forty miles northwest, 
where they expect me by Sunday to preach a 
funeral discourse. From there I shall make 
my way home, preaching at various places 
where I have been before. There was quite 
an interest near my home when I left, and 
Bro. Frank Vroman and James Yates (my 
stepson) have been preaching since I lett. 

My opponent behaved himself quite well 
until the last speech, when he got beyond 
control, refusing to subside when called to 
order by the moderators; then Bro. Duncan 
threw him the Rules of Order, and told him 
to go on. After the close his brethren in
sisted strongly for another chance at us in 
debate, showing how sore they .felt, when 
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Bro. Duncan told them that when we got our 
tent in May he would accommodate them. 
There is much interest manifested here, and 
wherever I have bee.n. I was preaching in 
Kansas, Missouri, and Indian Territory from 
July last until I came here. Held a debate 
with a Baptist minister at Miami, Indian 
Territory, in October, where I think good 
was done. Am getting old and feeble, but 
my lungs are strong, and I preach most every 
night by resting during the day. Myself 
and two stepsons have taken homesteads in 
"D" County, and there isomuch good land 
there.yet for homesteads. We have a branch 
of twenty-one members. A railway was sur
veyed within three miles of us in January. 
The county is settling very fast. Saints 
(homeless) might do well toJook here. 

As ever yours in gospel bonds, 
D. S. ORA WLEY. 

pect to go to Holden to Independence district 
conference, to be held there next Saturday 
and Sunday. l expect to be at Lamoni, 
Iowa, by the 23d, by request of the Bishop. 

Believing in the final success of the gospel 
call, to gather the saints out of the midnight 
darkness of spiritual Babylon, and working 
to asssist them all I can, to be among the 
wise virgins when Christ shall come, I am 
in the faith, 

G. H. HILLIARD. 

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn., March 5. 
Editors Herald:-Another conference year 

is now drawing to a close and I am led to ask, 
"Watchman, what of the night?" what will 
the record of the year just past be? how 
many failures have been made? how 
many hearts have been made glad by our 
labors to them, and how many tears have 
been shed because of" our actions towards 

RICH HILL, Mo., March 7. them? The year's record has been made and 
Editors Herald:-Since writing to you last must be met by all sooner or later, and what 

I have made a tour through the Spring River will it be? Will there be a balance in my 
district. I find the district in better condi- favor, or will it be against me? As I view it, 
tion than when I was through it three years I have tried to do my duty to all, without 
ago last summer. The conference at Webb fear or favor to anyone. That I may have 
City passed off without a jar or any discord made mistakes I am willing to admit; and 
whatever. All seemed to enjoy themselves who has not? But they have not been inten
from beginning to close. It closed last tional on my part. 
night. Bro. 0. P. Sutherland was reelected The most of my labor this year, or since 
president of the district. Some of the the first of July, has been confined to the 
branches are in very good condition; some a city of Minneapolis; and as I view the past I 
little low in spirituality, and lacking a little can see that advancement has been made; a 
in promptness. There is still room for im- better understanding is had, a better feeling 
provement in all; but all that is needed is prevails, and a stronger determination to 
promptness in executing the law on trans- live better is manifest by the members of 
gressors and proper labor by branch officers, the branch here. A good many have heard 
and the district will soon be in good condi- the gospel, some of whom will never obey it; 
tion. I find there are plenty of calls in the others have heard it who will in time receive 
regions round about the branches for preach- it. The labor will be as "bread cast upon the 
ing, so that all the local ministry can have waters"-will ''return after many days." 
appointments out and preach every Sunday The work in this State is in better condi
if they will. There is also ample room for tion than ever before. A better understand
tbe general missionaries to open new fields ing from the outside is had, and many are 
and raise up new branches; an excellent learning of our faith and work that knew 
field for labor. They are also improving in nothing about us before. By looking at my 
the financial department of the work, and diary I find that my first sermon preached in, 
seem willing to understand their duty; and this city was on February 3, 1889. I then· 
if the Bishop's agent and general authorities held a series of meetings in private houses, 
will remind them of duty in this as well as and as a result four gave their names for 
everything else, I shall look for good reports baptism, but because of prejudice and the in
from that field in the future. fluence of friends it was deferred, and I pre-

The sisters in some branches are working sume they were never baptized after that .. 
hard to raise means to help on the work. In As far as I have been able to learn I did the 
Webb City they want and need a larger first preaching ever done here by any of our· 
house, and the sisters are trying to make ministry. The next was done by Brn. A. H. 
money to help build a larger one. (Better Smith and J. Arthur Davis, in 1891. Four· 
not begin it until they have sufficient means were baptized in the fall of that year, and, 
assured.) from that the work has spread till now there• 

At Maysville, Arkansas, the saints were is a membership of fifty-four. Some of these· 
closed out of a union church they had been have not been baptized here; but have joined: 
using; and now they have rented, seated,and by letter. But of this number I have bap-· 
put a bell to a new building that was built tized seventeen, and I find that my name is. 
for a storehouse, and control it altogether, quite prominent on the branch record. 
in fulfillment of a prophecy given after they Others, perhaps, might have done better 
were closed out of the other building. It than I; but I have tried to do my duty to all, 
turned the sympathy of the people in favor and have stood by the work here when others 
of the saints when the Presbyterians locked would not. 
the door of the union house; and there seems One reason why I have done this is, it was 
to be a prospect for an ingathering there shown me that this was my work, and obedi-· 
soon, if wise and faithful labor is performed. ent to the heavenly vision I have tried to do 
I am booked here for three nights, and ex- . the Master's will. Better results would have· 
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obtained if all had labored in harmony with 
the law whi~h says: "He that heareth him 
that is sent heareth the Lord who sent him, 
if he be called of God and be sent by the 
voice of the church."-D. and C. 120: 5. This 
is in harmony with the teachings of the 
Savior while here upon the earth, for he 
said to his servants then, "He that beareth 
you heareth me, and he that heareth me, 
heareth Him that sent me." This is good 
wholesome counsel and if heeded by all 
would bring peace and prosperity to the 
church. The law says also that, "The travel
ing presiding councils of the church being 
made by the law, their calling and the voice 
of the church the directing, regulating and 
advising authorities of the church, and repre
senting it abroad, should when present in 
either district or branch be regarded and 
considered as the leading representative au
thorities of the church, and be respected as 
such, their counsel and advice be sought and 
respected when given; and in cases of con
flict, or extremity, their decision should be 
listened to and regarded, subject to the ap
peal and adjudication provided for in the 
law'. "-D. C. 120:.4. This is a plain state
ment of the law and of the duties of the mem
bers of the church; and if honored would bring 
peace, and God's work would spread, and his 
name be glorified. We can only advance as a 
people and as indi vlduals by keeping the 
whole law. As the member grows, so grows 
the church, for it is the individual member 
that helps constitute the body of Christ. So 
the degree that each member advances and 
grows, to that same degree the body grows. 
And to the degree that I as a member dis
honor self, I dishonor and disgrace the body. 
If all could realize this, and act accordingly, 
it seems to me that we would be nearer that 
higher life which the church has been ex
horted to come up to so long. 

The servants of God are compelled some
times to do that which they dislike to do be
cause it is written that they are to see that 
the law is kept. If no one transgressed the 
law, much of the burden would be removed, 
and a better feeling would exist. And why 
cannot the member keep the law as well as 
the servant? They are both under the same 
one. If the priest keeps the member in or
der, who will receive the reward? The 
priest or the member? The priest, of course, 
for he has done the work; and all are to be 
judged by their works. "Honor to whom 
honor is due," is an old saying, and will apply 
here as well as anywhere else; and I believe 
that every one should be honored in his posi
tion, and due respect given him. The dea
con in the branch is entitled to just as much 
respect while in the performance of his 
duties as the President of the church is in 
his; and unless he receives it' the office he 
holds is not honored, and God's work is hind
ered. 

That a better understanding is had in this 
mission in regard to the law is evident, for it 
is more fully kept. Especially is this so con
cerning the law of tithing; more has been 
paid into the storehouse this year than in any 
one year before, and there must be a reason 
for this. What, then, is the reason? It has 
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been more fully taught than ever before. 
Who taught it? Those whose duty it is to 
teach it-the Bishopric, Brn. E. L. Kelley 
and G. H. Hilliard. Bro. Kelley laid the 
foundation one year ago, and this year Bro. 
Hilliard came and built the building. Bro. 
McLeod, the Bishop's agent, opened the door, 
and the members came and filled the building; 
thus the law was honored bv being kept, 
God's name was glorified, and good will pre
vails. 

I expect to leave the city the first of next 
week, as I have several places which I desire 
to visit on my way home. I shall leave the 
State with the- consciousness that I have 
tried to do my duty as an officer of the church 
-as one sent out to represent its faith, and 
am willing to abide the result of my labor. 

For the gospel's sake, 
E. ABBOTT S'!.'EDMAN. 

INMAN, Neb., March 4. 
Editors Hero,ld:-Since my return from the 

Sunday School Institute held at St. Joseph, 
Missouri, I have neglected to write to the 
church paper, for which I offer an apology; 
which is, I thought that others had something 
more interesting to write than I. 

I returned homt1 December 31 and did not 
return to my field only to attend the Sunday 
school convention and conference of the 
Northern Nebraska district, at Omaha, 
January 28-30, till February 14. While from 
my field I preached at Mahoney schoolhouse 
several nights, where deep interest was 
shown on the part of a few; at Mondamin, 
where a good audience greeted me; at Persia, 
where I preached the funeral sermon of a 
child, and followed this by a Sunday evening 
service which was largely attended; and in 
the Magnolia branch, where the Spirit of 
God bore me witness that my feeble efforts 
were acceptable. I was much cheered by 
the presence and assistance of God's Spirit in 
all the labor above-mentioned, and the ad
vancement seen in the lives of the saints and 
the increased efficiency of many of the Sun
day school workers. 

On the 10th of January another son came 
to claim a home with us, who was named 
Mark Emery. This event was my only ex
cuse for being so long from my field, if any 
excuse is desired by any. While trying to 
assist as nurse, housekeeper, and general 
roustabout, I rested by preparing the re
port of the Institute work at St. Joseph, re
plying to a lengthy communication from W. 
K. Lay, of Columbus (who is seeki~g to have 
his claims as a leader in the church recog
nized, while not a member of it, and contrary 
to every principle of law God has revealed to 
his church governing priesthood), and in 
writing several articles for different purposes, 
besides replying- to numerous correspondents, 
whom I had neglected writing to on account 
of the work of the Institute. 

I started to my field February 13, stopping 
on my way at Council Bluffs that eve, occu
pying at the church, and on Thursday and 
Friday eve I returned, also occupying at the 
church, assisting Bro. T. W. Williams with 
a week's meetings, he feeling quite poorly on 
account of contracting a severe cold. An 
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excellent spirit present during my ministra
tions there, especially the last eve. At 
Omaha I held two sessions in giving instruc
tions in Sunday school work. 

.B'rom the 19th to the 21st I occupied at the 
Platford church, west of Springfield, and al
though the weather and roads were bad, yet 
some good audiences greeted me, and a de
sire was expressed for my soon return. 

Came to Clearwater the 24th and on the 
25th to 27th attended the convention and 
conference of the Central Nebraska district, 
where was manifested a marked improve
ment in Sunday school work during the last 
six months judging from the teachers' and 
echool reports, and where was present large 
audiences and much of the Spirit. I re
mained there till Thursday p. m., when I 
came here and preached last night to a very 
attentive audience. Preparations are still 
continuing for the Shelton reunion to be 
held from May 31 to June 5 inclusive, a no
tice of which will appear in a short time 
from the committee. The calls for labor 
never were so urgent in this mission to my 
know ledge, and yet the missionary force is and 
has been somewhat crippled. Bro. S. Wood is 
at home on account of his wife's sickness, 
and Bro. W. A. Smith is doing effectual work 
in Keyapaha County among some of bis rela
tives. 

The most satii;factory work has been done 
where the brethren have labored of any year 
I have been on the mission, and the saints 
are making in several places a very effective 
effort to purify themselves, and present to 
their fellow men a more godlike example. 

The injunction of Paul to "owe no man any
thing,'' has not been observed by several, and 
because of which they have suffered trouble 
and loss, and the church has suffered and is 
suffering reproach. I am sure it would be 
pleasing that this injunction of Paul's be 
more strictly observed by the church, as well 
as its membership, for a failure to do this is 
the cause of much of the difficuty now exist
ing in the church. The members should not 
owe God anything, neither his church, nor 
each other, in a financial way; and this would 
relieve many from owing slight grudges to 
each other, thus avoiding and overcoming 
many of the present causes for trouble and 
anxiety. 

I am in correspondence with a minister of 
the Seventh-day Adventist Church looking 
to a discussion in the near future, he having 
sent the propositions, and I accepting them; 
but further arrangements have not been 
made. 

May grace and peace attend you all, and 
Zion's redemption be hastened is my prayer. 

J. F. MINTUN. 

DOW CITY, Iowa, March 8. 
Editors Herald:-We are still in the faith 

and believe it is defensible, notwithstanding 
the persistent efforts of the would-be mighty 
ones to destroy the foundation upon which 
we are built; though, strange to say, these 
mighty ones have nothing better or even as 
good to offer in place of the faith they would 
destroy. They seem to think that the Re· 
organized Church of Je~us Christ of Latter 
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Day Saints, is in error because it believes 
and teaches too much Bible. They seem to 
think it is wiser and better and safer to teach 
in substance that Christ, the great Teacher 
sent down from heaven, came and taught, 
suffered, and died all for the purpose of es
tablishing for the time being a transient 
Christianity. However, be t.his as it may, 
there are few saints who have been baptized 
of water and of the Spirit who would ex
change their faith for anything else. Tbey 
love their religion, not because it brings 
them earthly wealth, honor, or fame; but be
cause it brings to their souls the testimony 
that Jesus is the Christ, and his teaching the 
power of God unto salvation to all who believe 
and obey his glorious precepts. Who would 
exchange a positive testimony for an uncer
tainty? Who would part with sweet com
munion with Christ through the Spirit for a 
"guess so"? Who would depreciate the 
precious promise, "If any man will do his 
will, he shall know of the doctrine," for a 
doubtful hope? How much better it is to be 
able to say with Paul, "I therefore so run, 
not as uncertainly; so fight I, not as one that 
beateth the air." "But I certify you, breth
ren, that the gospel which' was preached of 
me is not after man. For I neither received 
it of man, neither was I taught it, but by the 
revelation of Jesus Christ." 

Conference of Galland's Grove district held 
at this place the 26th and 27th, was a grand 
success, in every sense of the word. The 
8pirit was present, and its comforting influ
ence enjoyed by the saints, and its manifesta
tion in the gifts of tongues and interpretation 
of tongues bore testimony that God,Christ,and 
the Holy Spirit were the same to-day as in 
days of yore; that the saints were worthy of 
his blessings whenever they are obedient 
sons and daughters. 

The district Sunday school convention and 
entertainment, held the 24th and 25th, were 
good, instructive, and entertaining. The 
Spirit was present here also to encourage the 
workers in and teachers of righteousness, 
and to show the approval of him in whose 
name the work was done. 

The writer was favored with the privilege 
of attending Little Sioux district conference 
at Woodbine, Iowa, the 5th aad 6th inst., 
which was also a success. The good Spirit 
was there to cheer and gladden and encour
age the people of God. Its manifestations in 
the gifts of tongues and interpretation of 
tongues were clear, grand, encouraging, and 
in perfect harmony with the teaching of the 
word of God. How much assumption, mis
representation, slander, and persecution 
would it take to make those saints who at
tended these spiritual feasts believe that 
they were deceived, or that the gifts and 
blessings promised by the Savior are not to 
be received and enjoyed by the true believer 
in this day and age of the world? However, 
we should not soon forget the admonition 
given to be faithful, prayerful, humble, good, 
kind, true, united, and persevering. If each 
and every one will put the instruction given 
into practice how beneficial it will be to 
them and the work they love! May God 
give each and all the necessary grace to ac
complish the required work and to endure 
nnto the end. Hopefully, 

CH.ARLEf) Ji). B1JTTERWORTH. 
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flonfBfBil~B ]VIintl1B8. 
GALLAND'S GROVE. 

Conference convened at Dow City, Iowa, 
February 26, 1898, at ten a. m.; C. E. Butter
worth and J. M. Baker in charge, Nellie 
Rudd clerk. The following branches re
ported: Galland 's Grove 299; loss 1. Benan 
45; loss 2. Deloit 161; loss 1. Auburn 48; 
loss 2. Dow City 106; gain 1. Ha-rlan 72; 
gain l. Coal ville 44; gain l. Pilot Rock 23; 
no change. Salem 67; no change. Union 
62; no change. Elders reporting: W. W. 
Whiting, C. E. Butterworth, W. McKim, J. 
M. Baker, J. T. Turner, B. Salisbury, C. J. 
Hunt baptized 5, W. A. Carroll, R. Wight, 
A. R. Crippen, H. 0. Smith, D. Brewster; 
Priests C. J. Carlson, N. V. Sheldon; Teach
ers T. J. Jones, G. A. Hoisington, J. 0. 
Booth, F. B. Shumate. Bishop's agent's re
port: On hand and receiYed since last report 
$830.74; paid out $763.30; on hand $67.44. 
Received for Graceland College $54. Tent 
fund 90 cents. The following were chosen 
delegates to General Conference: A. H. 
Rudd, Thomas F. Jones, B. Salisbury, C. E. 
Butterworth, D. M. Rudd, Nellie Rudd, W. 
A. Carroll. The present district officers 
were chosen for the coming year. Adjourned 
to meet at Deloit, Iowa, June 4, 1898, at ten 
a. m. Preaching by Elders C. Derry, J. W. 
Wight, D. M. Rudd. 

NAUVOO. 
Conference convened at Burlington, Iowa, 

February 12, 13, 1898; F. M. Weld president, 
assisted by J. S. Snively; R. Warnock secre
tary, assisted by H. S. Salisbury. The pres
ence of President Joseph Smith was a 
cheering, pleasing feature of the conference. 
The following reported: Elders F. M. Weld, 
J. S. Snively, J, R. Evans, H. T. Pitt, F. 
Johnson, J. H. Lambert, R. Warnock, D. 
Tripp, W. T. Lambert, and J. McKiernan; 
Priests G. P. Lambert and L. Willey. 
Branch reports: Pilot Grove 48, Burlington 
103, Keb, 47, Montrose 88, New Canton 51, 
Farmington 73, New London 45, Rock Creek 
68, Vincennes 18, Keokuk 32. J. H. Lam
bert, Bishop's agent, reported: On hand last 
report, $53.52; received to February 12, 1898, 
$45.38; paid out $80; on hand $18.90. James 
L. Wright, district treasurer, reported: On 
hand September 30, 1897. $5.16; received 
since $7.74; paid out $9.34; on hand February 
12, 1898, $3.56. These reports were examined 
by an auditing committee and found correct. 
The Keb branch recommended the ordination 
of Wm. E. Williams to the office of elder. 
The conference authorized his ordination, 
which was accomplished at the social 
meeting Sunday afternoon. The following 
was presented: Resolved, 1. That we make 
a division of what is known as the Nauvoo 
district, using the Mississippi River as the 
dividing line, and that portion on the east of 
the river to be known as the Nauvoo district, 
and that on the west to be known as the 
Southeastern Iowa district. Resolved, 2. 
That we ask General Conference at its next 
~e~slon to ratify said (liyision, The delegate 

vote showed 14t in favor of and 86t opposed 
to division. The district presi11'1.ent was in
structed to organize a branch at Nebo, Illi
nois. Election of officers for the ensuing 
conference year: F. M. Weld president, R. 
Warnock secretary, H. S. Salisbury assistant, 
James L. Wright treasurer. John H. Lam
bert having sent his resignation to Bishop 
Kelley, a vote of thanks was tendered Bro. 
Lambert for his faithful services as Bishop's 
agent. Geo. P. Lambert was recommended 
to Bishop Kelley for agent for this district. 
The following delegates were elected to Gen
eral Conference: J. S. Snively, J. R. Evans, 
F. M. Weld, James McKiernan, W. McGa
han, Hattie McKiernan, Fannie McGahan, 
H. S. Sargent, Maggie Wright, M. T. Short, 
and Mary Morton. Should the delegates 
differ on questions before the conference they 
were instructed to cast majority and minority 
votes. Delegates present to cast the entire 
vote of the district. Should the question of 
dividing the Nauvoo district come before the 
conference the delegation is instructed to 
vote against division. Preaching during 
conference by Elders James McKiernan, Jo
seph S. Snively, and Joseph Swi th. Ad
journed to meet at Keb, Iowa, the first 
Saturday and Sunday in June, 1898. 

OKLAHOMA. 
Special conference met at the Oak Grove 

schoolhouse, near Sumner, Oklahoma, Feb
ruary 12,13,1€98; George Montague presiding, 
R. M. Maloney clerk. After a few opening 
remarks it was unanimously voted that we 
organize the Oklahoma district. D.S.Crawley 
was chosen district president, S. J. Hinkle 
vice president, R. M. Maloney secretary. S. 
J. Hinkle was sustained Bishop's agent. 
Voted that we hold our next conference at 
same time and place of our mission reunion. 
The district clerk was made a committee of 
one to solicit means to purchase a district 
record; $2.30 was received, leaving a balance 
of 20 cents unpaid. The chair appointed 
Brn. Duncan and Macrae as a committee to 
bound the district. They reported as fol
lows: "We recommend that, 1. The northern 
boundary line be the Kansas State line. 2. 
That the eastern boundary begin at a point 
on the Kans.as line at the eastern line of the 
Osage country, running south along the east
ern line of Oklahoma, so as to include the 
Osage and Seminole countries, continuing 
southward on the line between the Chickasaw 
and Choctaw Nations to Red River. 3. That 
Red River be the southern boundary. 4. 
That the western boundary be the western 
line of Oklahoma." The report was adopted. 
The following branches reported: Okla
homa, Stillwater, and Canadian Central; the 
latter referred back for correction. The 
district officers were elected for one year. 
Voted that this conference petition the Quo
rum of Twelve to appoint D. S. Crawley to 
labor in Oklahoma district next conference 
year. Ministry reporting: Elders G. Monta
gue, D. S. Crawley, C. R. Duncan, F. T. 
Vrooman, J. Richey, S. J. Hinkle, W. S. 
Macrae, R. M. Maloney; Priest T. N. Berry. 
Recommendation from Oklahoma branch re
garding the ordinatioq of Willia,m M. Aylor 
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to the office of elder was accepted and the 
matter referred to the missionary in charge, 
Bro. Aylor having given consent to be or
dained. W. S. Macrae and R. M. Maloney 
were chosen delegates to General Conference. 
Preaching by Brn. W. S. Macrae, G. Monta
gue, J. Richey, and R. M. Maloney. The 
conference throughout was peaceful and har
monious. The Spirit of the Lord was pres
ent speaking words of cheer and instruction 
to the saints. H. C. Hughes was called to 
the office of elder and A. J. Bly to office of 
priest, but desired time to decide. Their 
ordination was attended to on Monday after 
adjournment. So ended the first conference 
of the Reorganized Church in Oklahoma. 
Those present were all seemingly encouraged 
with the result. 

MONTANA. 
Conference convened at .Reese Creek, ten 

a. m., February 26, 1898; ·vice president in 
the chair. Branch reports: Gallatin 107; 
gain 4. Victor, no change. Elders J. Bam
ber, J. E. Reese, A. B. Moore baptized 3, J. 
H. Wells, and G. Reese; Prests J. Pritchard 
and T. Harris reported. Bishop's agent re
ported on hand last report $52 50; received 
since $6; paid out $25; on hand $33.50. After 
correction, approved; J. E. Reese Bishop's 
agent. John E. Reese was elected president 
and Gomer Reese vice president of the dis
trict. J. W. Wight was chosen to represent 
Montana in General Conference. Gomer 
Reese was sustained secretary of district. 
John Pritchard was chosen chorister and 
Emma Pritchard as organist. Samuel Esgar 
janitor. The authorities of the church were 
sustainPd. Preaching by Elders J. E. Reese 
and Gomer Reese. Conference adjourned 
subject to call of district presidency and 
secretary. 
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secretary. Moved that Brn. Gillen and 
Wight be General Conference delegates for 
Victoria district, credentials to be sent to 
above brethren by district secretary. Ad
journed to meet at Geelong, 9th and 10th 
April, 1898. 

CENTRAL NEBRASKA. 
Conference met at Clearwater, February 

26, at ten a. m.; W. M: Rumel president, L. 
Gamet secretary, F. S. Gatenby assistant. 
Branches reporting: Pine Cliffe (new 
branch) 15. Shelton 63; 1 baptized, l re
moved. Deer Creek 56; 2 baptized, 9 re
ceived, 1 died. Olive (new branch) 19. 
Clearwat@r 94; 3 baptized, 2 removed. 
Round Park 30; 8 baptized. Elkhorn report, 
referred back for correction. Elders report
ing: J. F. Mintun, J. Caffall, C. W. Pretty
man, L. Gamet, R. Oehring, W. M. Rumel, 
J. W. Smith, D. M. Rudd, and D. W. Shirk; 
Priests C. N. Hutchins, J. H. Jackson, J. F. 
Lippencott; Teachers - Naab, C. A. Smith, 
A. C. Christianson, J. P. Larson, and A. 
Holleubeck. L. Gamet, Bishop's agent, re
ported: On hand and received $332.76; paid 
out $215.35; balance due church $117.41. W. 
M. Rumel was sustained district president, 
Levi Gamet secretary and Bishop's agent. 
The prayer and testimony service was a 
peaceful and spiritual session. Preaching 
was by Elders Min tun and Caffall. The busi
ness harmoniously done. Adjourned to Au
gust 6, ten a. m., Deer Creek branch. 
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Crabb, W. T. Fallon, J. F. Mintun, A. M. 
Fyrando, Mark Jensen, R. A. Ballantyne; 
those present empowered to cast full vote of 
district, and in case of a disagreement to cast 
majority and minority reports. A two days' 
meeting was appointed for Penrod school
house, May 28 and 29. Preaching was by 
James Baker and C. E. Butterworth, of Gal
land's Grove district, and J. W. Wight, of 
Lamoni. One spiritual social service was 
enjoyed. Adjourned to meet at Magnolia, 
Iowa, the second Saturday, and Sunday fol
lowing, in June. 

FREMONT. 
Conference convened at the saints' chapel, 

Shenandoah, Iowa, February 26, 1898, at ten 
o'clock, with President D. Hougas and Sec
retaries T. A. and Emma Hougas present. 
H. Kemp was appointed aesociate president 
and all visiting brethren were invited to take 
part in the deliberations of conference. 
Branches reported were: Hamburg 57, 
Shenandoah, 158, Tabor 53, Keystone 43, 
Union 50, Henderson 74, Glenwood, 50. Thur
man not reported. Elders reported: W. 
Leeka, D. Hougas, T. A. Hougas, S. Orton, 
W. W. Gaylord, J. C. Moore, G. Kemp, W. 
Schick, A. T. Mortimore, J. Calkins, J. Com
stock, H. F. Durfey baptized 3, A. Badham, 
H. Kemp baptized 3, W. Leadingham, J. V. 
Roberts, W. C. Matthews, J. B. Cline bap
tized 1, N. L. Mortimore, H. Hershey, G. W. 
Needham, G. W. Walling baptized 1: Priests 
J. A. Dann, F. Becksted, J. Claiborn, A. J. 

LITTLE SIOUX. Davidson, W. H. Walling, L. C. Donaldson, 
Quarterly conference met at Woodbine, F. Goode, R. S. Hillyer, F. G. 'Dungee, C. 

Saturday, March 5, 10: 45 a. m. Branches re- Fry; Teachers C. M. Roberts, S. Dike, G. F. 
portiug were, Per~ia, Logan, Union Center, Skank, J. Goode; Deacons S. S. Clark, W. E. 
Magnolia, Woodbine, Missouri Valley, Little Gard, A. E. Hershey. D. Hougas reported 
Sioux. Spiritual con di ti on of above branches Henderson branch. Minutes of Sunday school 
all improved. Elders reporting: J. W. Wight, association read. Bishop's agent's report 
H. O. Smith, C. Derry, J. C. Crabb, C. E. read. Report of Bartlett and vicinity mis-

VICTORIA. Butterworth, G. M. Scott, C. Downs, D. W. sion read. The reunion committee reported: 
Conference held at Queensferry, on Satur- Palmer, W. D. Bullard, R. Farmer, L. Elii- That the reunion was not yet located, but 

day and Sunday, January 8 and 9, 1898. son, J. Lane, A. A. Baker, J. Seddon, J. Em- that it would be at Shenandoah if the grounds 
Statistical reports: Queensferry 39; no merson, J. C .. Johnson, J. Donaldson, F. E. could be properly secured. Otherwise it 
change. Leopold 31; 2 received, 1 died. Cohrt, 0. Case, A. Fyrando, F. Hansen, D.R .. would be at or near Henderson, Iowa. Mis
Hastings report referred back for correction. Chambers, P. C. Kemmish, S. B. Ki_bler; sions appointed: Egypt, Bartlett, and vi
Bishop's agent's report: On hand last con- Priests R. Chambers, T. Worsencroft, R. A. cinity, S. Orton, C. Fry, and G. Kemp. 
ference £4. 13s. Hd.; receipts since £9. lls.; Ballantyne, W. T. Fallon, J. N. Mann; Teach- McPaul, Iowa, J.C. Moore. Stennett, Excel
payments £4. 15s.; due church December 31, ers E. C. Outhouse, G. H. Shearer, C. M. sior, and vicinity, G. Needham and A. Bad-
1897, £9. 9s. Hd. Report audited and found Wilder, G. N. Derry. Report of tent ex- ham. Glenwood and vicinity, G. W. Walling. 
correct, subject to the original books from penses for 1897 was given by J. C. Crabb and Shenandoah and vicinity, J. V. Roberts and 
which the above report is taken being exam- H. 0. Smith. Bishop's agent, Alma Fyrando, J. B. Cline. Sunnyside church, Allen's 
ined by Brn. Butterworth and Trembath. reported from October 11, 1897, to March 1, Grove, and the Sycamore schoolhouse, H. F. 
Moved that the Bishop's agent in future for- 1898: On hand last report $34.34; total re- Durfey and M. W. Gaylord. Moved to re
ward his books to conference to be audited. ceived $3,077.24; total paid out $3,090.85; due quet>t the return of Bro. Kemp to this dis
Moved that the district secr(lltary be in- church $20. 73. Committee appointed to audit trict. Carried. The following preamble and 
structed to write to the Herald to ask ques- the account reported same correct. Com- resolutions were presented and adopted: 
tion as marked in exhibit "A." Priesthood mittee appointed in Wm. Donaldson case Whereas, unlimited 0rrors and consequent 
reports received and adopted from the fol- reported, report accepted, and committee trouble to the Church Recorder and district 
lowing: Brn. Butterworth, Mcintosh, Wool- discharged. J. 0. Crabb was chosen district secretaries has been caused by the irregular 
ley, Jones, Trembath. Moved .that a president, he making choice of his former way in which five of our branches have been 
committee consisting of Brn. Butterworth, assistants; A. M. Fyrando secretary. The named, and whereas, as long as such names 
Trembath, Jones, and Mcintosh be appointed delegates chosen to General Conference were: are retained and used there is no hope that 
to inquire of the Lord re ordination of Bro. C. Derry, H. 0. Smit,h, 0. Case, Jessie Case, the situation will improve, and, wher·eas, the 
Kippee. The above committee recommended D. Case, Nellie Ballantyne, Lou Mann, Sarah General Church Recorder has suggested that 
that the matter of Bro. Kippee's ordination be Hoffman, Fannie Montague, A. E. Ballan- it wonld be well to change such names as 
deferred till next conference, and that the i tyne, Fannie Baliantyne, Grace Vredenburg, Farm Creek, Elm Creek, Keystone, etc., to 
committee be continueil. till that time. Brn. I Lenna Strand, G. E. Erickson, Wilma Erick- the name of the nearest post office, therefore 
Mcintosh and Read were sustained in their son, W. D. Bullard, Joseph Seddon, George j be it resolved, l. That we recommend that 
respective officesi of dietrict president and Montague, Hubert C!!ise, Alice O!!se1 J, Q. the names of the :Keystone, Plum Creek, and. 
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Union branches be changed to Emerson, Thur
man, and Riverton, respectively, these be
ing names found in the U. S. Postal Guide. 
2. That no names of places in the U. S. not 
found in the U. S. Postal Guide be used in 
items on record or reports. 3. That all 
names of settlements, deserted villages, or 
towns having no government post office now 
on our records, be changed to the nearest 
post office or the post office most convenient 
now in existence. 4. That the branch clerks 
see that all names of persons and places are 
properly spelled and otherwise correct before 
recording them. 5. That full names, not 
initials, be given record. 6. That incom
plete or incorrect i terns received on letters 
of removal be corrected and completed so far 
as possible before recording and reporting. 
7. That all branches reclaim all names of 
members not properly removea. 8. That 
each branch be required to provide its 
clerk with an official United States Postal 
Guide. The district president presented the 
case of J. B. Heide and stated that all was 
adjusted except one item. It was then 
moved: That when Bro. Heide shall have 
settled the one item and furnished voucher 
therefor that his alder's license be restored 
to him. After considerable discussion it was 
moved to refer to a committee of three, they 
to report at next conference. The motion to 
refer prevailed. Committee appointed were 
A. Badham, S. Orton, and H. F. Durfey. 
The following were appointed delegates to 
General Conference and empowered to cast 
full vote of district: Srs. Etta Ray, Vander
pool, Ethel Skank, Blanche Andrews; Brn. 
W. D. Leadingham, G. Kemp, H. Kemp, M. 
W. Gaylord, W. W. Gaylord, Charles Cline, 
Bro. and Sr. T. A. Hougas, Bro. and Sr. 
Wm. Leeka, Bro. and Sr. D. Hougas, Sr. 
Mary E. Pace, and Sr. M. W. Gaylord. Re
solved that it is the sentiment of this district 
that the practice of publishing the Bishop's 
itimized report be continued. Voted· that 
the next conference convene at Farm Creek 
chapel, June 4, ten a. m. Preaching by Eld
ers D. Hougas, H. Kemp, and J. W. Wald
smith. Social services in charge of H. F. 
Durfey and A. Badham. A summary of re
ports showed 247 sermons· preached, 6 bap
tisms, 39 reporting. 

NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS. 
Conference convened at Chicago, Illinois, 

February 26, 1898; John H. Lake elected 
president of conference, F. M. Cooper assist
ant, Elmer E. Johnson secretary. Branches 
reporting: West Pullman 27, Reorganized 
First Chicago 136, Plano 197, Unity 25, Ladd 
16, Braid wood 65, Mission 128, Sandwich 88. 
The following brethren reported: C. G. 
Lanphear, W. Vickery, F. M. Cooper, J. S. 
Patterson, F. J. D. Earl, G. Schiedecker, A. 
J. Keck, W. Strange, G. H. Henley, and G. 
F. Howard. Bishop's agent reported: Cash 
on hand last report $112.57; received $516; 
paid out $475.02; balance on hand $153.55. 
Name of Braidwood branch was by request 
changed to Wilmington. F. M. Cooper was 
elected diGtrict president, Henry Southwick 
assistant president, Elmer E. Johnson secre
tary. Fifteen delegates were elected to Gen-
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eral Conference. Charles Williams, a colored 
man, was baptized at this conference and or
dained to the office of priest, and Priest 
George H. Graves, another colored man, was 
ordained to the office of elder. Adjourned to 
meet at Mission, Illinois, the second Satur
day and Sunday in June. 

8undau 8choo11lssocia1ions. 
GALLAND'S GROVE. 

Association assembled for institute work at 
Dow City, Iowa, February 24, 1898, at 10: 30 
a. m.; W. McKim superintendent, May 
Rudd secretary pro te'!I. Forenoon session 
was devoted to addresses, "The aim of the 
institute," R. Wight; "Address of welcome," 
J. M. Baker. Afternoon session was devoted 
to discussion of visiting committee for local 
schools by May Rudd, assisted by General 
Superintendent T. A. Hougas, and primary 
class drill by Jennie Baker. In the evening 
a Sunday school session was held, in charge 
of Dow City officers; T. A. Hougas conduct
ing the blackboard review. 

Nine a. m., February 25, social meeting in 
charge of district superintendent, the Spirit 
of God being present and assuring tbe saints 
of God's pleaRure with the Sunday school work. 
Ten a. m., blackboard and review work by 
Fred Shumate; teaching and true method 
with blackboard illustration, T. A. Hougas. 
At 2: 30 p. m., association convened for busi
ness. Reports received from the following 
schools: Auburn, Denison, Galland's Grove, 
Benan, Deloit, Dow City, Defiance, Pilot 
Rock, and Salem. No reports from Harlan 
and Coalville schools. Delegates present 25. 
Reports of district officers and officers and 
teachers of local schools were read. The 
following were elected delegates to General 
Convention: B. Salisbury, Harrison Rudd, 
Thomas Jones, Nellie Rudd, Charles Butter
worth. Election of district officers: W. Mc
Kim superintendent, R. Wight assistant 
superintendent, F.B.Shumate secretary, Lora 
Duckett treasurer, James Pearsall choris
ter. Question box in charge of Martin 
Schafer. A splendid entertainment was 
given in the evening. Adjourned to meet at 
Deloit, June 3, 1898, at 10: 30 a. m. 

LITTLE SIOUX. 
Convention met at Woodbine, Iowa, March 

4, 1898. Officers present: S. B. Kibler 
assistant superintendent., Lenna Strand secre
tary, and N. E. Ballantyne treasurer. Re
ceived reports from the following schools: 
Meadow Brook, Woodbine, Missouri Valley, 
Logan, Little Sioux, Magnolia, Pleasant 
Valley, Mondamin, East Union Center, 
Smithland, Union Center, and Persia. Re
ceived reports from forty-three officers and 
teachers of schools. Officers chosen for the 
year are D. R. Chambers superintendent, S. 
B. Kibler assistant superintendent, Lenna 
Strand secretary and Nellie E. Ballantyne 
treasurer. The following were chosen dele
gates to General Convention: W. D. Bul
lard, G. E. Erickson, Wilma Erickson, W. 
T. ]'allon, S. Hoffman,cLenna Strand, H. O. 

Smith, Fannie Montague, Oscar Case and 
wife, Sr. A. E. Ballantyne, Grace Vreden
burg, J. F. Mintun, George Montague, Sr. D. 
Case, Hubert Case and wife, C. Derry, R. A. 
Ballantyne, Fannie Ballantyne, Lou Mann, 
Nell Ballantyne, A. M. Fyrando, and J. C. 
Crabb. Three sessions were held and a 
peaceful influence was felt throughout. 

MiscBllanBotls Ilspar1mBn1. 
THE HIGH COUNCIL. 

By reason of matters already pending be
fore the High Council, and because of other 
matters that may come before that body, it is 
desirable that so many of the members as 
can practicably attend the April session of 
conference to convene at Independence, 
Missouri, April 6, will be present. If all 
cannot attend, the vacancies will need to be 
filled from other High Priests who may be 
in attendance at the conference. 

,JOSEPH SMITH, 
For the Presidency. 

March 10, 1898. 

SCATTERED. 
The following members of the Union 

branch will please take notice that unless 
they report within three months to the secre
tary of said branch, they will be reported as 
scattered members: Katie Lampert, Lars 
Rassmuson, Lydia Dyer, Joseph F. Shoe
maker, Mary L. Shoemaker, Willie F. Shoe
maker, Mary Leach, Walter Franklin Brown, 
Ellen J. Dickenson, Sarah Jane Hazen. 

JAMES OGARD, Pres. 
BERTHA OGARD, Sec. 

440 South St., FREMONT, Neb. 

FIRST QUORUM OF TEACHERS. 
Please send in your reports to me at once. 

There are several members of the quorum 
whose addresses are unknown to me, hence I 
cannot send you each a personal letter, but 
you can all write me a letter between this 
and General Conference, so when we meet 
if you are not present, we may know where 
you are and what you are doing. Address me 
at Independence, Missouri. 

GEO. H. HIDY, Sec. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
St. Louis district conference will convene 

at 2518 Elliott A venue, St. Louis, Missouri, 
on Saturday afternoon, March 12, 1898, at 
2: 30 o'clock. J. G. SMITH, Sec. 

MARIUED. 
JONES-HILLYER.-At the bride's home, 

Solomon, Iowa, February 23, 1898, Mr. Harry 
Jones to Miss Grace Hillyer. A good social 
time was enjoyed by the many friends, and 
useful articles were presented. Long may 
the happy couple live to enjoy life. The 
mystic words were pronounced by Elder 
Henry Kemp. 
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Royal makes the food pure; 
wholesome and deliclous. 

Absolutely Puro 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK. 

Arnhre.ological Committee's Report, 
WITH JUAPS. 

Evidences Supporting the Book of Mormon. 

This work presents the results of labors of 
the "Committee on American Arcbreology," 
appointed at the General Conference of 1894. 
The work has been written after much time 
and special labor in investigating every 
available source of written information on 
the subject. 

It is divided into three parts. Part 1 con
tains a preface, and outlines the history of 
the Nephi tes. Part 2 is a synopsis of J aredi te 
history, and includes a summary of the con
clusions reached by the committee, with a 
statement of the evidences upon which said 
conclusions are based. Part 3 contains much 
miscellaneous matter of general importance, 
including a list of early authors on American 
antiquities, with their opinions concerning 
the origin of the ancient Americans; a list 
of authors quoted; also an index of names 
of lands, cities, ri vars, etc. 

The committee has outlined and located 
the civilizations, lands, cities, rivers, and 
boundaries of countries named in the Book of 
Mormon. These are shown on six specially 
prepared Maps, included in the report. 
Other engravings also appear-illustration'! 
of "Mexican Piciture Writing," "Landa's 
Maya Alphabet,'' "LePlongeon's Egyptian 
and Maya alphabet," "Book of Mormon char
acters," "Bas Relief from Palenque," and 
"Inscriptions from Palenq ue." 

The committee has summarized the leading 
arcbreological evidences obtainable in sup
port of the claims made by the Book of Mor
mon; evidences have been gathered from 
sources not accessible to the average reader, 
making it a manual of defense of its arcbreo
logical claimil. 

The preparation of the work has been com
pleted at considerable expense, but the price 
has been made as low as possible. 

Neatly bound in heavy paper covers; price 
.50 cents, mailed to any address. 

The Quaker Valley Manufacturing Co., 319 and 321 
South Canal Street, Chicago, sell a full line of high
grade household furniture direct from the factory at 20 to 
00 ·per cent lower than retail prices, and will send anyone 
a copy of their catalogue free. 

GKNKR1lh Sf ORK VOR 81lhK 

'l'HE SAINTS· HERALD. 

Furniture From Factory to Fireside. 
Being the only extensive manufacturers of furniture in 

the world selling direct from maker to user, we save onr 
cnstomere the enormous expenses and proflts of the 
jobbers and retailers. Send for catalogue A, showing 
our fnll line of Household Furniture, at 20 to 50 per cent 
under retail value. 

Q.naker Valley Manufacturing Co.,· 
819 and 321 s. Canal St., Chicago. 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
O:oth, leather backs ••••••.••••••••• $ 75 

Doing a good business. Will sell stock with 
buildings or without buildings. For fut'ther I If 7011 contemplate purchasing ho11sehold furniture, by 

At Kirtland. 

· 1 · · f E CURRY T l all means send tor the catalogue of the Q.uakea Valley part1cu ars inquire o. . , emp e, Manufacturing Co., 8111 and ui South Canal Street, 
Lake County, Ohio. Chicago. 

BRANCH RECORDS. 
Leather back and corners, cloth sides, 

printed headings, and ruled for Record of 
Names, Blessing of Children, Marriages, Or
dina tions, Deaths, Removals, and other 
changes in systematic and concise form. $1.50. 

WHAT WE BELIEVE. 
A small book-pamphlet size-3x4t inches, 

20 pages, with a statement of the faith of the 
church, as given in the Epitome, with slight 
alterations. 

In paper covers, stapled; price per dolll611 
20 cents, 100 $1.25, 1,000 $12. 
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GRACELAND COLLEGE. 

For catalogt:1es or further information, 

Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE, 
Acting President, 

or D. F. LAMBERT, Secretary, 
LiAMONI, low A 

TOBACCO HABIT CURED, 
OR NO ll"AY. 

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illin<>hi, positively 
gn.aranteeH three boxes of ''Quit-To-Bao'' t-0 perma• 
nently take away all desire for tobacco, or will 
promptly refund money paid forit. Three boxessent 
post paid anywhere f<>r $1.50. No bad effects from 
nse of Quit-'l'o·Bac. It ia a great nerve ton1o. Why 
not try it? It has cured hundreds; why not yon? 
Remember, No ~)nre, No Pay. Addreso, B.F. 
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois. 

General Conf ere nee 
is drawing close at hand, and as nearly 
every member of the church is anxious 
to get the Conference news daily during 
the session, it has been decided to meet 
this want by issuing 

A DAILY EDITION OF 
ZION'S ENSIGN, 

during the Entire Session for the nom
inal price of TWENTY-FIVE CENTS. 
Please do us the favol' of forwarding 
your orders for the Daily as early as pos
sible, so that everything can be in readi
ness at the opening of Conference and we 
prepared to give you the very best serv
ice possible. 

Address all orders to 
ZION'S ENSIGN, 

BoxB. INDEPENDENCE, Mo. 

TAKE YOUR CHOICE 
of' three good residences in Lamoni. 

One 4 room, one 5 room, and one 7 room 
residence, with good cellars, pantries, and 
closets. Abundance of good water, also fruit 
trees and small fruit. Convenient to church 
school, and business part of town. Will seli 
any two of the three residences. For further 
particulars, call on or address CHAS. F. 
CHURCH, Lamoni, Iowa. 10-7-t 

Personally conducted tourist car 
will also be run from St. Louis 
to California points, leaving St. 
Louis 8: 45 p. m. every Wednes
day; St. Joe Thursdays 12: 40 
p. m., connecting at Lincoln 

with the Chicago tourist car for all southern 
California points. 10-3t 

THE SAINTS' HERALD 

FOR SALE. 
Between this date and February 15, 1898, 

the oldest and best established miUinery 
stock and fixtures in town. Location good. 
Rent reasonable. No incumbrance. Good 
tr3de. MISS C. A. SEELY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

Dated December 29, 1897. 

I WHAT HA VE YOU to exchange as part 
payment on a well improved 80 acre farm 
two miles from Lamoni? Large build
ings-all painted-orchard. Yearly pay· 

I 
ments on balance. Give full description 
and price of your property in first letter. 

, D. F. Nicholson. 

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN. 
!. house In Lamoni, Iowa, two squares from the bust· 

ness center. It bas E1x rooms, a hall, and three closets, 
and is conveniently arranged for a family of six or more; 
Is warm as a winter house, and bas good ventilation for 
snmmer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple, 
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which are 
the corner of a block. Address, 

I. N. W. COOPER, Lamoni, Iowa. 

BOOK OF MORMON MAPS NOW READY. 
A large map of the Book of Mormon geography, as 

compiled by the committee on Arcbreology; drawn for 
them and engraved by Bro. G. ]'.Weston, according to the 
Weston art meth"d; 40x51 inches, designed for the home, 
office, and Sunday school. A durable, strong, and artistic 
map; mounted on cloth, in lap;t.ing colors; the surface 
varnished so as to be washed off with damp cloth when 
necessary; with stained and varnished strip at top and 
bottom. 

Sent by express to any address for $2.50, express to be 
paid by purchaser. 

This map has all the missionary and colonial journey 
lines between the lands Zarahemla, Lehi-N epbi, etc.; 
and the migratory journeys of the Nephites, Jaredites, 
and the people of Z<rahemla, from their tlrst landings to 
the Hill Cnmorah; also the modern travels of Humboldt, 
Pizarro, and Cortez. It gives the native races of the United 
States, Central America, and Mexico-the Incas, Maya•, 
Aztecs, Indian tribes, etc. The ancient Peruvian roads are 
indicated as nearly as can be obtained, and an alphabetical 
index in full is to accompany it as soon as published, at 
twenty-live cents, giving references to page, chapter. 
and paragraph in Book of Mormon and other works; and 
also giving a reference to the nnmberR and letters on the 
margin of the map, so that the various locations can 
readily be fonnd thereon. 

Send money by postal money order to G. F. WESTON, 
Box 653, Buchanan, Berrien County, Michigan. 

FOR SA.LE OR TRADE. 
A nice home near President Joseph Smith's 

residence; containing seven rooms, three 
closets, pantry, and cellar; well, outbuildings, 
etc.: about two acres of ground, well set to 
fruit and ornamental ·trees. For further par
ticulars inquire of M., Herald Office, or 
address Box 312, Lamoni, Iowa. 

THE GREATEST BOOK OF THE AGE! 
Should be in Every Home and Library. 

TnB People's BiblH Bistorg 
Is written by Right Hon. William Ewart Gladstone, 
Ex-Premier of Great Britian and Ireland, Chester, 
Eng.; Rev. A.H. Sayce, Queen's College, Oxford, Eng.; 
Rev. Samuel Ives Curtiss, D. D., Chicago Theological 
Seminary, Chicago, Ill.; Rev. ]~rederic W. Farrar, D.D., 
F.R.S., Dean of Canterbury, Canterbury, Eng.; Rev. 
Elmer H. Capen, D.D.,Tufts College, Somerville, Mass.; 
Rev. Frank YV. Gunsaulus, D. D., Armour Institute, 
Chicago, Ill.; Rev. George F. Pentecost, D.D., Maryle
bone Presbyterian Church, London, Eng.; Rev. R. S. 
MacArthur, D.D., Calvary Baptist Church, New York 
City, N. Y.; Rev. Martyn Summerbell, D.D., Main 
Street Free Baptist Church, Lewiston, Me.; Rev. Frank 
M. Bristol, D.D., First Methodist Episcopal Church, 
Evanston, Ill.; Rev. W. 'l'. Moore, LL.D., "The Chris
tian Commonwealth,'' London, Eng.; Rev. Edward 
Everett Hale, D.D., South Congregational Church, 
Boston, ~ass.; Rev. Joseph Agar Beet, D.D., Wesleyan 
College, Hichmond, Eng.; Rev. Caspar Rene Gregory, 
Leipzig UnivP-rsity, Leipzig, Germany; Rev. Wm. 
Cleaver \'Vilkinson, D.D., University of Chicago, Chi
cago, 111.; Rev. Samuel Hart, D.D., Trinity College, 
Hartford, Conn.; Rev. J. Monro Gibson,D.D.,St.John's 
VVood Presbyterian Church, London, Eng.; Rev. George 
C. Lorimer, LL.D., The Temple, Boston, Mass. 

POPl1J,AU EDI'l'lON.-942 pages, 57 full-page illustra· 
tions, gilt edges, cloth, $4.50; half levant1 $5.00; full 
levant, $6.00. 

QPAR'fO EDITION.-1,260 pages, 200 full-page illustra
tions. Style A-gilt edges, full levant, one volume, 
$15.00; Style B-two voluffies, full levant, tufted, $20.00; 
in 16 PARTS, quarto size, review questions to each, stiff 
paper covers, sewed, trimmed slightly, $1.00 each part, 

For sale at all bookstores and by booksellers. For 
further information, write HENRY 0. SHEPARD, 
Publisher, 212 and 211 Monroe Street, Chicago, Illinois. 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an 
invention is probabJy patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents. 

Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive 
special notice, without char ·u the 

ScttntHic trican. 
A handsomely illustrated weekly. l1argest cir
culation of any scientific journal. r.rerms, $3 a 
year; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers. 

MUNN & C0.3618roadway, New York 
Branch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C. 

HARDWARES 
STOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETC. 

Special R"tention given to Builders' Hardware. 
Reliable goods and rie;ht prices. Estimi1tes furnished 

LAMUNI HARDWARE CO. 

THE KEOKUK ROUTE. 

K. & W. ad D. M. & K. C. Railways. 
The D. M. & IC C. Ry from Des Moine& 

,c, Cainsville has been rebuilt and that por
t.ion south of Van Wert will be standard 
,auge on or before November 1, 1897. 

There is no road in Southern Iowa or 
Northern Missouri .which has more good 
locations for business men than on the line of 
the Keokuk Route. More stock of all kinds 
has been shipped over this line than any road 
of equal mileage in Iowa or Missouri. (See 
Missouri Surplus Map at our stations.) The 
freight and passenger service is not equalled 
by any road in the state, except the Missouri 
River trunk lines, with each of which we 
have union stittions and direct connections. 

Persons seeking farms can find property at 
I.empting prices; men seeking business loca
tfons can find towns with ample territory and 
~ettlers to warrant good business. Additional 
passenger service will soon be given which 
will add to the growth of the towns. 

The towns between Des Moines and Cains
ville are particularly well located for 
1msiness. Look them up. Write to the 
undersigned for additional information. See 
folder for map and lands. 

J, F. ELDER, 

A. C. GOODRICH, 
Gen. Pass. Agent. 

Vice Pres. and Gen. M'n'gr, 

LAMONI FA.RM FOR SALE. 
Eighty acres, with five room house, large 

barn, other outbuildings; abundance of water; 
young orchard. Located two miles from 
Graceland College, Lamoni, and one fourth 
mile from schoolhouse. Price, $3,500 wi.th 
one half cash; balance to suit purchaser. 

Address, MRS. MARGARET BAGLEY, 
Lamoni, Iowa.. 

TEACHER'S CLASS RECORD. 
Paper, 5 cents each, per doz ..•••••. $ 50 
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MATTHEW THIRTEENTH IN BROAD 
SCOTCH. 

MATTHEW 13. Parables and wyss-sayins pro
poundit; and a wheen o' them made plain. 
Lat ilka man tak tent! 

1. 0 that vera day gaed Jesus oot 
o' the hoose, and sat doon by the side 
o' the Loch. 

2. And great gatherins o' folk cam 
thegither till him, sae that he gaed 
intil a boat, and sat doon; and the 
hail o' the folk stude on the shore. 

3. And he spak mony things till 
them in parables; and quo' he: "Tak 
tent! 'rhe sawer gaed oot to saw. 

4. "And in his sawin, a nei:ffu' was 
mis-cuistel'l on the fit-road, and eaten 
tip wi' the burdies. 

5. "And some fell on the stanerie 
bits, whaur the yird was jimp: and it 
brairdit bonnie, for the mool was thin. 

6. "And whan the sun raise heigh, 
it birsl't up; and, for that it had nae 
rute, it dwined awa. 

7. "And some fell whaur thorns had 
been; and up cam the thorns, and 
chokit it. 

8. "And some fell on the gude 
grun', and brocht forth fruit-this a 
hunner, that saxty, and the ither 
thretty. 

9. "Wha has lugs for hearing, lat 
him hear!" 

10. And, drawin nar, his disciples 
say, "Why soud ye speak till them in 
parables?" 

11. And he answer't them, "It is, 

Lamoni, Iowa, March 23, 1898. No. 12. 

that till you it has been gien to ken I Heeven is like till a man wha sawed 
the things o' the Heevenlie Kingdom: 

1
1 gude seed in his croft; 

but to them it isna sae gien. 25. "But whan folk war sleepin, 
12. "For wha has, to him sal be cam his fae, and sawed tares amang 

gien, and he sal hae rowth o't; but the wheat, and slippit awa. 
wha hasna, frae him sal be taen awa 26. "But whan the wheat brairdit 
e'en what he has! and brocht forth frute, than schawed 

13. ''Sae, speak I till them by para- the tares as weel. 
bles: for they seein, are blin'; and, 27. "Sae cam the servants o' the 
they hearin, are deif; naither div they gudeman, and quo' they till him, 'Sir, 
ken. did-ye-na saw gude seed i' yere croft? 

14. "And wi' them is brocht to pass :B'rae whatna cause than has it tares?' 
the prophecie o' Esaiah, whilk sayi,, '. 28. "And he said till them, •Some 
'Wi' hearin ye sal hear, and in naegate enemie has dune this!' And quo' the 
understaun; and seein ye sal see, and servants till him, •Wull ye hae us gang 
in naegate perceive. and gaither them up?' 

29. "But quo' he 'Na; least as ye 
15. " •For this people's heart is 

gaither up the tares, ye pu' up the 
gross, and their lugs are dull to hear, wheat wi' them!' 
and their een hae they steekit; least 
they soud see wi' their een, and hear 30. "Lat bai1ih grow thegither till 
wi' their lugs, and understaun wi' their the h::tirst; and at hairst-time I wull say 
heart, and turn again, and I soud heal· to the shearers, •Gaither ye thegither 
them!' the tares first, and burn them; but 

gaither ye the wheat intil my barn!'" 
16. •'But fair fa' yere een, that they 31. Anither parable set he afore 

see! and yere lugs, that they hear! them, sayin, "The Kingdom o' Heeven 
17. "For truly say It' ye, that a han- is like till a mustard-seed, whilk a man 

tle o' prophets and holie men war fain took, and plantit in his yaird. 
to see the things that ye see, and saw- 32. "Whilk in sooth is sma'est o' a' 
them-na; and to hear the things ye seeds; but whan it is grown is greater 
hear, and heard-them-na! nor the yerbs, and comes till a tree, 

18. "Hear ye than the parable o' sae that the burdies o' the lift come 
The Sawer: and how:ff in its branches." 

19. "Whan ony ane hears the word 33. Anither parable set he afore 
o' the Kingdom, and understauns-it·na, them: "The Kingdom o' Heeven is 
than comes the Ill Ane, and cleeks like till risin, whilk a wumman took 
awa that sawn in his heart: this is he and pat in a firlot o' meal, till the hail 
sawn by the fit-road. was risen." 

20. "And he on the stanerie bit 34. A' thae things spak Jesus to the 
sawn, is he wha hears the word, and folk in 1 parables; and wantin a para-
blythely receives it; ble spak-he-na till them. 

21. "Yet has he nae rute in himsel, 35. That it soud come to pass what 
and bides but for a wee; and on dool was said by the prophet, "I wull open 
and fash comin, he stumbles belyve. my mou' in parables; I wull gie oot 

22. ''And he sawn amang the thorns, things keepi t hidlin frae the war ld's 
this is he wha hears the word, and fundation." 
than the cark o' the warld, and the 36. Than he pairtit frea the thrangs, 
glamor o' riches, choke up the word, and gaed intil the hoose; and his dis
and it bears nae frute. ciples cam till him, and quo' they, 

23. "But he sawn on the gude grun', 
this is he wha baith hears and under
stauns the word; wha e'en brings 
forth frute; and gies, this a hunner, 
that saxty, and the ither thretty." 

24. Anither parable set he afore 
them; and quo' he: "The Kingdom o' 

1 Verse 34.-Hoo mony maun hae been oor Lord's para
bles! Matthew, maist like, gies us butawheenooto'the 
number. And thlnk-ye-na, Christ aften gied them ower 
again? Weel-kent evangelists in oor ain day fin' the ad
vantage o't. And wadna this account for the differ i' the 
cleedin o' them? Matthew giea'l a parable the way he 
first heard it, or the way he likit it best; and Luke the 
same parable in anither form that he likit best, or 
they likit it best wha tell't him. 
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"Expone till us the parable o' The Jesus had made an end o' a' his para- I quent still, as with one hand he points 
Tares o' the Croft!" bles, he gaed frae that place. to an open Bible and with the other to 

37. He answer't and quo' he till 54. And whan he was come intil his an open heaven.-J. S. Lamar, in New 
them, "He wha sawed the gude seed ain kintra-side, he was teachi.n them i' Christian Quarterly. 
is the Son o' Man. their kirks, sae that they war aston-

38. "The croft is the warld; the ish't, and quo' they, "Whaur gat this 
gude seed are the bairns o' the King- man this wisdom, and thir ferlies? 
dom; but the tares are the bairns o' the 55. "Isna this the wricht's son? 
Ill Ane. And isna his mither ca'd Mary? And 

39. "The enemie that sawed them his brithers, James, and Joseph, and 
is Sa utan; the hairst is the endin o' Simon, and Judah? 
the warld, and the shearers are the 56. "And his sisters, arena they a' 

PERHAPS the best uninspired eulogy 
upon the Bible is from the pen of that 
masterly scholar Sir William Jones. 
It was written on a blank page in hilii! 
Bible, and inserted in his eighth dis· 
course before the Society for Asiatic 
Researches:-

angels. wi' us? Frae whaurawa, than, has 
40. "And e'en as the tares are this man thir things?" "The Scriptures contain, independ-

gaither't and brunt i' the fire, sae sal 57. And they war stumbl't at him. : ently of a divine origin, more true 
it be at the end o' the warld. But Jesus said till them: "A prophet sublimity, more exquisite beauty, 

41. ••The Son o' man sal send oot is nevir wantin honor, binna it be in purer morality, more important his· 
his angels, and they sal gaither oot o' his ain kintra-side, and amang his ain tory, and finer .strains both of poetry 
his kingdom a' things that ensnare, folk." and eloquence, than could be collected, 
and a' that do ill; 58. And he wrocht-na mony w1umer- within the same compass, from all 

42. "And sal cast them intil the I warks thar, because o' their unbe- other books that were ever composed 
lowin furnace; thar sal be maenin and l lievin.-Rev. -William Wye Smith in s. in any age ~r in any id~om. The t:Vo 
girnin o' teeth! S. Times. parts of which the Scriptures consISt 

43. "Than sal the richtous glint are connected by a chain of composi-
forth like the sun, i' their Faither's A, CAMPBELL, tions which bear no resemblance, in 
Kingdom. Wha has hearin to hear, MR. CAMPBELL wrote no line nor word form or style, to any that can be pro
lat him hear! of his own that was meant to be, or duced from the stores of Grecian, 

44. "Ance again: The Kingdom o' that has ever been accepted as being Indian, Persian, or even Arabian learn
Heeven is like till gear, hidlins in a authoritative. ing. The antiquity of those corn
field; the same, whan a man has fund, He composed no confession of faith, positions no roan doubts; and the 
he hides again, and for the joy o't he dictated no creed, he presented no unstrained application of them to 
gangs and ni:ffers a' that he has, and rules, he founded no church; but he events long subsequent to their publi· 
buys that field. lives notwithstanding, in the hearts cation is a solid ground of belief that 

45. "Again, the Kingdom o' Heeven of a free, consecrated and mighty peo- they were genuine predictions, and 
is like till a tradin-man, seekin pre- ple. They honor him for his exalted consequently inspired.-Sel. 
cious pearls; character, his spotless life, his daunt-

46. "Wha, whan he had fund ae less 9ourage, his masterful power; INDIAN EDUCATION. 
pearl o' a' price, gaed and sell't a' he and, above all, they honor and revere The annual report of the Executive com-
had, and coft it. him as the chosen messenger of One mittee of the Indian Rights association, 

47. ''Again, the Kingdom o' Heeven who came ''to proclaim release to the which has just been issued by Secretary Her
is like till a net cuistin intil the sea, captives, and recovery of sight to the bert Welch, says:-
and it gaither't o' a' kinds: blind." They think of him as a great "Indian education to-day is on a better 

48. "Whilk, whan it was fu', they warrior, victor on many a hard-fought ~;~~01:.ha;n ;;;; t~::zr;~re ~~1e;9e P:;~ls,2~! 
harl't till the shore, and they sut them battlefield; they think of him as a 1897 18,670. The enrollment of the contract 
doon, and waled oot the gude intil great author, whose numerous works schools showed in 1896 4,439 pupils, and 
creels, but cuist the bad awa. embalm his mind and perpetuate his 3,124 pupils in 1897, making a decline of 1,315. 

49. "Sae sal it be at the end o' the thought; but they love better to think The contract schools conducted by the re
warld: the angels sal come forrit, and of him-he seems nearer and dearer ligious bodies are gradually being superseded 

by those of the government. The money 
wale oot the wicked frae aroang the to them and more their very own-as granted by the government last year 
gude; the great preacher, unfolding the di- amounted to $257,928, of which $2,760 was 

50. "And sal cast them intil the vine m.essage and exalting the divine I given to two Presbyt.erian schools and $156,
lowin furnace: thar sal be roaenin and Savior, In spirit they. gather to·day. 76? t? Roman Cat~ohc schools. The appro-

' h " th ld . . priat10ns for Indian schools in 1896 were 
girnin o teat ! - e o er generation leading the $2 517 ""5 while i 1897 th $2 631 771 

A d 
'J '11 h . . . • '""' , n eywere , , .• 

51. n quo esus t1 t em, '•Hae younger-into a vast congregation, 35, an increase of $114,506.35. The treaty 
ye understude a' thir things?" Quo' w hare listening muhitudes were wont provisions for schools are about $600,000, 
they till him, "Aye Lord!" to hang enraptured upon his lips and making a total of $3,231,771.35.-Philaaelphia 

52. Than said he till them, "Ilka drink inspiration from his words-and. Item. 
scribe wi' the lear o' the Kingdom o' there he stands before them calm in 
Heeven, is like till ane that is heid o' the assurance of his faith, radiant 
a hoose, wha can fesh oot o' his I from the brightness of his hope-a 
presses things baith new and auld." peerless man, majestic in pose and at· 

53. And it cam aboot, that whan titude-silent now forever, but elo· 

ADDRESSES. 

J. A. Grant, 913 North Walnut Street, 
West Bay City, Michigan. 

Elder Henry C. Smith, No. 647 South 
Spring Street, Los Angeles, California. 
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye mJI disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8:31, Illa. 
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CORRESPONDING EDITORS. 

LAMONI, low A, MARCH 23, 1898. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

SOME curious questions are sent us 
for answer in HERALD. Here is 
one:-

I have been requested to ask, Did God, or 
Jesus Christ, or an angel, one or all, appear 
to anyone on this earth and tell them to 
build up the church know I! as the' Clrnrch of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints? 

We have no knowledge of such a 
commandment ever having been given 
in the specific form stated above. It 
is simply one of those questions that 
the one suggesting it knew could not 
be answered. We know of no com
mand of God, or Christ, to build up 
the M. E., Baptist, Congregationalist, 
or Catholic Church, in so many words. 
But there is a command on record 
given of Jesus Christ, as follows:-

But seek ye first the kingdom of God, and 
its righteousness.-Matt. 6: 33. 

This is given in the Holy Scriptures, 
thus:-

But seek ye first to build up the kingdom 
of God, and to establish his righteousness. 

There was a revelation from Jes us 
Christ, given at a very early day of 
the church, to the effect that they 
were to be humble, faithful; that the 
commandments were of God, and were 
for the purpose that 

Those to whom these commandments were 
given might have power to lay the founda
tion of this church, and to bring it forth out 
of obscurity, and out of darkness, the only 
true and living church upon the face of the 
whole earth, with wLich I the Lord am well 
pleased, speaking unto the church collect· 
ively and not individually; for I the Lord 
cannot look upon sin with the least degrBe of 
allowance; nevertheless, he that repents and 
does the commandn:.ents of the Lord shall be 
forgiven. 

There are commandments and in
structions of a similar import running 
all through the history of the church 
from 1830 to 1844; but, we think, none 
in th6 express terms used in the ques
tion. 

Lamoni, Iowa, March 23, 1898. 

We have now some hundreds of 
questions lying on our table, the wri
ters of which have required us to re
ply to in the HERALD. Some of them 
involve an expenditure of time, to pay 
proper attention to that we have not 
yet had to give. Some of them re
quire us to express opinions upon this 
or that subject, or passages of scrip
ture, which at best would be our opin
ion only. One or two, because we 
have not answered, have written us 
quite sharply, reminding us that they 
had written us some time back asking 
such and such questions, and wanting 
to know why we did not answer, etc. 

There is only one of us, and about 
forty thousand of our dear brethren 
and sisters, every one of whom has 
equal right to question us and de
mand replies. It may be that we will 
come short of doing our duty by some 
of our questioners because we do not 
answer, as they request. But we are 
trying to do the best we can, and 
answer such as we have time, ability, 
and disposition to; the rest will have 
to remain unanswered. And we have 
no hesitancy in admitting here that 
there are questions asked which we 
cannot answer. 

We have also some dozen of news
paper articles written about Mormon
ism, the statements in many of them 
being out of line with truth, both of 
facts and doctrines of the church; and 
we are told by those who send them 
that they are calculated to do the 
work great harm, and it is necessary 
that they should be answered; and we 
are asked to write up the replies and 
have them them published so that 
such replies may be circulated where 
the misstatements have been issued 
and circulated. 

For the same reasons that we can
not make reply to all the questipns 
sent us, we cannot write these seem
ingly needful reviews. Some of them 
are sent us by men who have more 
time· for such work at their disposal 
than we have; and could give the 
facts needed nearly, if not quite as 
accurately as we can. 

Those who have thus sent us these 

Book of Mormon, page 116. 

No. 12. 

articles will need to be patient until 
we have time and opportunity to take 
the matters up. It will be well to re
member too, that there are a good 
many people who have access to the 
newspapers who seem to be interested 
in "downing" the Latter Day Saints; 
and it will be wholly out of our power 
to write reviews and corrections to all 
the errors put into print against us; 
and that should we publish in the 
HERALD only very few, possibly none 
of the thousands who read the origi
nal articles would ever see the correc
tions, as they would not appear in the 
papers publishing the attacks, in one 
of a hundred instances. 

This world is given to lying; and 
so few know the truths of so-called 
"Mormonism," the "Mormons," their 
history and the theories, legendary 
teaching, faith, and doctrines, that 
many fair-minded and intelligent peo
ple who essay to write of them mis
represent them from ignorance rather 
than from intention. 

So far as harm to the work in dif
ferent localities may be concerned, 
every intelligent Latter Day Saint 
knows that the adversary of the work 
is active and does not intend that the 
truth shall gain any ground if he can 
prevent it, so, in every place where 
these scurrilous articles are put 
afloat, there are people who love the 
truth and will obey it if they get an 
opportunity to hear it. 

Again, the work is the Lord's, so 
we believe, and so we teach. If so, 
then we must permit him some lati
tude to work in, and not think that 
only is done which we do. 

He can take care of his work much 
better tha"!l we can, in places where it 
is in danger; and "Though defeated 
ne'er despairing, God speeds the 
Right." 

We will do what we can to fill all 
the expectations of our watchful 
brethren who love the work and are 
jealous for its onward progress. Do 
not relax your vigilance. 

Does the priest holding the Aaronic priest
hood have the right and authority to bless 
the bread and wine for sacramental purposes? 
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Paragraph 10, of section 17, reads 
thus on the point raised in question:-

The priest's duty is to preach, teach, ex" 
pound, exhort, and baptize, and administer 
the sacrament, and visit the house of each 
member, and exhort them to pray vocally 
and in secret, and attend to all family duties. 
... In all these duties the priest is to assist 
the elder if occasion requires. 

From this citation from the Doc
trine and Covenants, together with 
the decision of a late conference that 
the passing of the emblems was a part 
of the administration of the sacrament, 
and could not be legally done by 
either teacher or deacon; and that 
both the blessing of the bread and 
the wine, the breaking of the bread, 
the pouring of the wine, and the pass
ing of the prepared bread and wine to 
the saints, thus administering the 
sacrament; it being held that it took 
the whole proceedings to complete 
administration, we can only answer 
the question, Yes, the priest has such 
right and authority. 

Will you please state through the columns 
of the Herald if it be right for membtirs of a 
branch to vote whether to accept a person as 
a member, who has been baptized in the im
mediate locality, or does baptism make him 
a member of such branch without any vote? 

Branches make their own regula
tions in regard to receiving members, 
that their names may be enrolled on 
the record. Some require a vote on 
all members no matter where baptized, 
or by whom. The general church 
has made no rule. The better rule is 
that all persons baptized within the 
jurisdiction of the branch should be 
done with the knowledge and consent 
of the officers of the branch, or by 
them; and that all persons so baptized 
become members of the branch by 
virtue of such baptism without the 
necessity or formality of a vote. This 
is the rule of the Lamoni branch, and 
of other large branches, and works 
well, and is in accord with the spirit 
of the law, as we believe. 

If there is a branch where no rule 
has been adopted, such branch should 
at once adopt some rule to govern 
such cases, and we recommend the 
one referred to; that all persons bap
tized within the jurisdiction of the 
branch by the knowledge and consent 
of the branch officers are members of 
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ference minutes, 1897, appears the follow
ing:-

''Resolved that districts be required to 
consult with and secure the consent of the 
missionary in charge before making· such ap
pointments." 

Does that mean that districts cannot ap· 
point missionaries in their districts, who are 
willing to labor at their own expense? Or 
does it mean that when a district gets the 
consent of the missionary that the appointee, 
or appointees are on the same footing as 
General Conference appointees? 

If the brother who asks this ques
tion will turn to page 13 of the con
ference minutes of 1897, he will find 
that the resolution to which he refers 
was but the outgrowth of an action 
by conference authorizing the district 
conferences to appoint men to labor 
as missionaries in their respective 
districts, and issue certificates to 
them. 
·It was not intended to be so applied 

that each of such appointees should 
be necessarily an appointee of the 
conference, nor on the same footing 
as those appointed by conference; 
they are simply appointees of the 
district conferences, and labor as such. 

The second resolution was intended 
to bring harmony between the general 
missionary in charge ;:i.nd the district 
authorities. The answer to the 
queries then woulil be that it must be 
understood as requiring district au
thorities to consult missionaries in 
charge before appointing persons to 
labor as missionaries in the districts, 
whether laboring at their own expense 
or not. 

This does not apply to the labor of 

ing point, a great change for good 
has been made in the :Business Man
ager's office. Patrons who were wont 
to do business where the Herald and 
other lists are kept and books and 
other publications sold, will recognize 
the transformation on sight. The 
woodwork has been grained, from 
white to a rich oak, by a master work
man in the grainer's art, Bro. Mat
thew H. Smith, formerly of Pittsburg, 
Pennsylvania., now of Independence, 
Missouri, and who also displayed his 
skill on :the Saints' Home greatly to 
the enhancement of that worthy in
stitution; the walls and ceiling have 
been papered, tables covered, a new 
floor put in and painted; new curtains 
added to windows; with other touches 
too numerous to mention; all of which 
give the Business Department a gen· 
eral up to date form, and serve to 
bring out the fine appearance of our 
bound volumes, as arranged in the 
cases, in the tasty contrasts of color. 

Bro. Oriley has also placed neatly 
framed engravings of Joseph the 
Martyr, Hyrum and Emma Smith, and 
President Joseph Smith on the walls. 
To these will be added engravings or 
crayon portraits of Brn. W. W. Blair 
and G. A. Blakeslee, with others con· 
nected with the office from early days. 

Cheerfully arranged rooms help the 
spirits of those occupying them and 
conduce to the rendering of good 
service. Both plants and men thrive 
in proper surroundings. ••Let the 
good work go on." 

local elders, priests, etc., within the TOMB OF OSIRIS IS FOUND. 

district, as circumstances will permit, LONDON, March 5.-Scientists are excited 
by agreement and direction of either over the authenticated discovery of the tomb 
president of district, or missionary in of Oairis, the chief god of the Egyptians and 
charge, or both. brother of Isis, at Luxor, a village of upper 

The resolutions were intended to Egypt, built on the site of Thebes. The 
news was first received with incredulity, but 

affect men appointed as missionaries all doubts were quieted by a telegram from 
in that way that they might legiti- the director general of excavation to the 
mately ask for courtesies of roads, President of the Egyptian Council of Minis
steamboats, and other lines of trans- ters. The discovery was made by M. Ame
portation, as laborers in the gospel lineau, who in a letter also affirms positively 

that he has discovered the tomb of the 
field. If such appointees were to be gods Seth and Horus is in the same necropo
considered the same as general ap- lis at Abydos. 
po1ntees there is no value, or applica- ~ The Pall Mall Gazette says:-
tion to the resolutions. ''There is no doubt this is a great discovery. 

IMPROVEMENTS. 

Thus we know the tombs of the last three 
god kings of the second of the divine dy
nasties, which dates back 10,000 years." 

the branch by virtue of such baptism, THE spring season with its spirit of 
and their names should at once be en- renovation and garden making has I EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

rulled on the branch records. reached the Herald Office, where op· BRO. G. J. WALLER, in charge of the 
Editor's Herald: On page 55, General Con- era ting on the ground floor as a start- work in Hawaii, writes from Honolulu, 
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the 2d inst. He reports the transla
tion of Book of Mormon into Hawaiian 
as finished with the exception of fif
teen pages, which the printers lost. 
He expects .to publish the work soon. 
It will be remembered that Bro. 
Waller has already published the 
Doctrine and Covenants in the Ha
waiian language. 

Bro. William Hewitt, Prescott, 
Arizona, recounts a manHestation by 
which he was shown that tobacco using 
would class him among those not puri
fied, in the future state. He was al
most blind from its use, but has 
greatly improved in health by heeding 
the command, "Avoid the use of 
tobacco." 

Bro. T. A. Kelley, of Bagdad, 
Florida, writes commendingly of labor 
done by brethren in that portion of 
the Southeastern mission. 

Bro. J. W. Booker, of Harp, 
Alabama, writes of his love for the 
work, in which with others he finds 
peace and joy. He hopes for advance
ment of church work in the South; 
and to that end the missionaries and 
saints are striving on earnestly. 

Brightening prospects for the cause 
are reported from Clear Lake, Indiana, 
and adjacent points, where Bro. S. 
W. L. Scott met Mr. Braden and 
Joseph Musser in discussion within 
the past two years; so reports Bro. 
W. F .. Shaub, March 14. 

Sr. Laura I. Cook, No. 153 South 
Market Street, Frederick, Maryland, 
requests prayer in behalf of herself 
and family that all may obey the gos
pel, in which she finds comfort and 
joy. She sends clippings from Balti
more papers concerning the work of 
Brighami.te elders in the monumental 
city. Elders of the Reorganization 
are requested to call on her family, 
also on the family of Mary E. Young, 
No. 38 South Cary Street, Baltimore; 
and that of Fannie E. Walters, No. 
914 L Street, N. W. Washington. 
They are favorable to the work. 

Arrivals of the ministry include 
Brn. J. W. GilleID., C. Scott, E. A. 
Stedman, and A. M. Chase. 

Lamoni is again aroused over a 
prospect of a new railroad, the con
necting line between Des Moines, St. 
Paul and the Gulf. Committees are 
at work to secure the right of way 
and prospects are good for a success
ful outcome of the movement. This 
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would give the city of the saints an- mediate danger of death. Premier 
other route north and south and add Salisbury of England is reported in 
greatly to the general business facili- such failing health as to render his 
ties of this section of country. early withdrawal from public life 

There are no special developments practically a necessity. 
in the Cuban situation. Both the A fleet of no less than forty war 
American and the Spanish govern- ships is now massed in Chinese waters. 
ment are busily engaged in war prepa- Bro. J. N. Perkins, of Fentress, 
rations. Senator Proctor, who is Indian Territory, requests us to state 
understood to :stand in close relation that a good opening for a physician
to the President and who visited Latter Day Saint preferred-awaits 
Cuba, reports that newspaper ac- the right man at that point. Corre
counts of suffering, degradation, and spondence solicited. There is no 
death in the island are not overdrawn. physician nearer than twenty miles. 
He says that 200,000 Cubans have 
been stsJrved to death in what are 
virtually Spanish prisons, that au
tonomy is a failure, and that the 
Cubans are capable of self-govern
ment. 

"A Baltimore judge has decided 
that faith cure doctors are not en
titled to remuneration for their serv
ices. He takes the ground that the 
faith cure physician renders no appar
ent service to the sick."-Scientific 
American. In the administrations 
provided for in the law of God, ac
cording to James 5: 14, there are ap
parent and decided results for good; 
bence the decision of the judge con
cerning "faith cure doctors" cannot 
and does not apply to the doctrine and 
practice of Jaying on of hands of 
officers in the kingdom of God. 

Russia has published her intention 
to withdraw from Corea, leaving that 
country to maintain its own adminis
tration. However, she states her 
determination to interpose in Corean 
affairs. 

London, March 18.-It is announced 
to-day in a dispatch to the Times from 
Pekin that the mission of Shu-King
Chen, the Chinese Minister to Ger
many, who was sent to St. Petersburg 
in an effort to prevail upon Russia to 
modify her demands upon China, has 
been unsuccessful, and, it is added, 
there is no alternative but to agree to 
the Russian demands. 

France has notified China that she 
will occupy Hainan unless China im
mediately concedes to her demands. 

Gladstone, the Grand Old Man of 
Great Britain is reported to be near 
the end of his earthly career; accord
ing to late dispatches his malady is 
rapidly progressing. Prince Bis
marck, the Iron Chancellor, is also 
failing, though apparently i.n no im-

Goltlmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

"Though poor and loveless creeds may pass 
For pnre religiou~s gold; 

Though ignorance may rule the mass 
While truth meets glances cold,

! know a Jaw complete, sublime, 
Controls us with its might, 

And in God's own appointed time 
It all will come ont right." 

JUST A THOUGHT. 
WHEN we come to examine closely into the 
matter, we are inevitably led to the conclu
sion thatgreater importance attaches to what 
God thinks of us, than to what we may think 
of God. To know God and Christ whom he 
sent into the world, the Scripture assures us 
is life everlasting, but it is only as the true 
standard of God's perfection becomes our 
standard that it is possible to attain to this 
knowledge. It is only as we divest ourself of 
all influence opposed to the influence of right, 
justice, truth, and love that we have grace to 
draw near to God and follow the leadings 
of the Spirit which Jesus promised should 
guide us "into all truth." If we know that 
our act is just and right before God, we should 
be strong and steadfast, though opposed by 
the world,-yes, even by thosJ nearest and 
dearest to us. But if on the other hand we 
have doubts of its justice,-if by our pursu
ing it our brother or sister or even the stran
ger .within our gates is to suffer,-then 
though the whole world approve and no voice 
is lifted in condemnation, let us remember 
that God, even our God, seeth in secret, a.nd 
the time is coming' when his thoughts will 
be openly declared, and we shall know that 
his ways are even. 

WHAT IS WRONG? 
"0, I'LL be so glad when you are old enough 
to go to school-you just torment the life out 
of me!" Who has not, somewhere, heard 
these same words addressed to some noisy 
child, from the lips of one whose accents 
should ever be those of love and forbearance? 
Not long ago were the writer's ears saluted 
by the sentence penned above, and instantly 
the appeal rose to the lips, "God help me, 
that one of mine shall never hear such words 
or such a tone." 

We ask, What is wrong? Do mothers for
get to love their children, and do they not real
ize that to a large, a very large extent, they 
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are responsible for the happiness and useful
ness of that child in this life, and also in the 
countless years that are to come? 

I would not care to point the thoughts of 
this mother in question to the time when 
disease would lay hold of that active little 
body, never to relinqui8h its grasp till an
other stronger power conquered, and the 
little limbs are stiffened, the bright eyes 
sealed for all time, and the little noisy tongue is 
silenced. This would be sad enough, but far 
sadder is the fate of the child that must grow 
to man or womanhood, never learning the 
force and beauty of God's love through the 
mother love, that for so many years of its 
early life is to be the standard of its meas
urement of the Divine love. Th0 little one 
that seeks early its heavenly home, with all 
the freshness of early dawn and undeveloped 
loveliness still upon it, is more fortunate 
than the one that remains to grow in an un
loved and unloving condition. 

We believe these little ones are gifts fr0m 
God, and sad indeed and lonely is the home 
where the baby never comes; where the pat
tering footsteps and the prattling little voice 
are never heard. Such a home is to be pitied, 
for it lacks heaven's sweetest sunlight and 
music. Yes, it lacks more than this. It 
lacks an ever flowing fountain of purity and 
innocence, that would provu to ir,s .inmates an 
incentive to a nobler life and greater purl ty 
of thought and action. Not that I would my 
this purity cannot exist where the fittle ones 
are absent, but it is intensified by their 
presence, and how many times has one of 
those pure spirits been the restraining power 
holding us back from some grave sin we were 
tempted to commit. If we will but appreci
ate our children and study their natures, live 
with them and for them, we will indeed find 
them an untold blessing. 
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be still happier with a companion to share 
our joys, so we find in married life a confidant,, 
an abiding friend, and a sympathizer. ' Life 
is then more complete, but in the process of 
time, according to the laws of nature and the 
will of God, there enters into this already 
happy home a little stranger for us to love and 
care for. Then human happiness has reached 
its climax; the cup seems indeed filled to 
overflowing, and the flood-gates of love break 
their fastenings, and love, perfect, complete, 
and hitherto unknown, comes in unlimited 
measure like Heaven's own sunlight. This 
little spirit, so pure, so dear, brings with it to 
its earthly friends an inspiration of its own 
purity, and turns our thoughts and desires 
all to the better life, and what a fervent 
prayer comes from the heart of the weak cus
todians of this precious gift, that through its 
life with us it may lose none of its purity, but 
may be returned to the Giver a bright and 
untarnished gem. 

Let us never forget the thankfulness and 
the almost perfect happiness with which we 
first recei vect these little ones into our arms, 
and we will be kinder to them, more unself
ish, loving, and devoted. Let us ever look 
upon their purity and take tbe lesson home 
to our hearts, and pray that we may indeed 
become "as a little child." Let us do our duty 
by them and they will ever in this lif,·J be a 
joy and a satisfaction to u,;, and in the per
fect life we may expect to hear, because of 
these labors of love, the welcome words, 
"Well done, thou good and faithful servant,." 

AGNES WHITE-KECK, 
PLANO, Ill., February 27, 1898. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

BRO. WILLIAM C. SMI'l'H, of Winston, Mis-
souri, desires the prayers of the sisters of the 

Among these little ones of to-day are the Prayer Union, that the affliction may be re
standard bearers and the army of to-morrow, moyed from this body, that the ulcer on his 
those that will go forth to proclaim the gos- face may be healed, that he may be well and 
pel, and those that will labor at home. All able to work, as he earnestly desires to help 
the offices that are filled by God's aging roll on the work of God by paying titres and 
servants of to·day, must to-morrow be filled offerings into his storehouse. 
from the ranks of our little ones. Then here Sr. Pnlly A. Morris, of Lebanon, Oregon, 
is a great work and honor for parents, moth- writes: "Will the dear sisters please remem
ers especially, that is second to none in this ber me when they meet together in the 
life: the bearing, raising, and training of Prayer Union, and ask the Lord to heal me 
those that are to be used in His hands for of my infirmities, for there are times that 
His glory. Why should we ever grow weary my afllictions seem greater than I can bear, 
Or· seek to shrink this blessed work? If we and I now wish to put my trust in the great 
only realize the unlimited capacity for devel- Master, and not in the arm of flesh. Also 
opment that lies in every child, and that the remember my family." 
future usefulness of our children is so much A sister who is soon to pass through a se
of our making, would we not seek to purify vere physical trial, and who from great 
our own lives, curb the impatient temper, be weakness of body fears she may not live 
more kind to the little ones, love them bet- through this trial, asks the prayers of the 
ter, and a thousand other things one might Prayer Union to the end that God will spare 
mention? Who can say that in our service her life that she may be permitted to raise 
to our children we are not feeding and cloth- her little ones to his honor. 
ing the bodies, and washing the feet of God's Sister, A. E. Scott has been sick for six 
servants, for but a few years will find many months with la grip and neuralgia and 
of them occupying in this calling. other complicated diseases, with a general 

Life itself is sweet to us all. The beauty weakness. She has been administered to 
of all of God's creations are calculated to many times with good results. She now 
make us enjoy and appreciate his goodness, wishes the faith and prayers of the Sisters' 
and with every breath we draw comes some Prayer Union and the saints that if it is the 
inspiration o{ the joy of our existence. Then Lord's will she may regain her health and 
comes the time when we feel that we could ' strength. 

8tlndau s~hool nsuartmsnt. 
ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
,Send communications for this department to the Editor 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.,,) 

S'l'. CLAIR, Mo., Jan. 11. 
Dear Editor:-Our Sunday school here 

under the supervision of Bro. A. S. Davison 
is progressing nicely. Last Sunday there 

. were. about twenty present, and all of them 
joined in the singing, loudly and cheerfully. 
They were delighted with the new tickets (a 
donation from the district superintendent, 
Bro. Billinsky) .... We have no song books, 
class books, nor secretary's book, no Hopes 
paid for, and only the tickets referred to. 
There are about seven hundred inhabitants 
in the town, and we seem to have some 
friends to the work here. Bro. Davison's is 
the only other family of ~aints. Our Sunday 
school is held in the Congregational church. 
Here is a fine opportunity for the sisters and 
local brethren of St. Clair to work. I believe 
there are about three hundred children living 
close to this church, many of whom do not go 
to any religious services. It is hoped that 
our district association officers will keep 
their eyes on this organization and make it 
"the banner school." 

There seems to be a spiritual feeling in our 
sessions, and good will certainly come from 
the efforts, if the workers do not get "weary 
in well doing." 

Your coworker, 
JOHNS. PARRISH. 

[District officers can help a great deal, but a 
Sunday school must, be riin by local officers. 
Here is, it seems, one of the rare chances to 
spread the work. And we rest assured that 
our alert district superintendent, Bro. J. J. 
Billinsky, will not fail to keep his "eyes on 
this organization."-ED.] 

DUTIES OF THE SUNDAY SCHOOL VISITING 
COMMITTEE. 

IT is to be presumed that none will doubt the 
advisability of such a committee being ap
pointed. It does not debar anyone from 
exercising the missionary spirit, which is the 
true spirit of the gospel. The 

VALUE 
of committee work is known in all societies, 
religious or otherwise; and the faithful work
ers in every school have no doubt felt the 
need of some method by which both the num
bers and the interest of the school might be 
not only maintained but increased; and right 
here the visiting committee comes in as an 
auxiliary. We are all coworkers for that 
which is good. This brings the thought that 
our work is so interlaced and interwoven, 
that it is difficult to speak of a part without 
including much that is closely related to the 
whole. 

I am sure if I were a member of this com
mittee I would like to introduce the new 
scholars into a school, where I knew 

A PLEASANT GREETING 
and a warm welcome awaited them. They 
should be welcomed not only the first Sunday, 
but thereafter also, that it might grow to 
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seem "homelike" to them. A young man once 
said to me, "I feel more at home in your 
church than any other." Now, thanks to our 
Father above, that man is inside the fold, and 
rejoices with us in the hope of the home pre
pared for all the tried and true. Here cvmes 
anew the thought of our being workers to
gether. For this welcome should not be 
extended alone by the visiting committee, 
nor the superintendent, nor the teacher, but 
by all of these, and by the scholars of the 
school as well. There are various 

WAYS 
in which you can make the stranger feel at 
home in your midst. One of these is io,put 
yourself in his place. You have all attended 
other churches than your own. Where did 
you feel the most at home'? Where you came 
and went, and none seemed to notice or care 
for you nor invited you back, or the place 
where some kindness was shown you? Per
haps it was only a trifle. Some one handed 
you a song book, or it may be some one spoke 
with you, and with a friendly h·andclasp said 
they were pleased to see you there, and 
invited you to come again. Where did you 
feel the most at home? There is only one 
answer. 

God did not intend us to float along in this 
world like icebergs in the northern seas, but 
the words of holy writ are, '"Be ye kindly 
affectioned one toward another." I do not 
understand this to apply to the household of 
faith alone, but to all among whom our lot is 
cast. ''The Son of man came to seek and to 
save that which is lost," and we are not only 
workers together, but-blessed thought-co
workers with Him if so be that we have not 
received the grace of God in vain. 

At this juncture a friend who has been 
looking over this asks, "What are you writ
ing about?" and I reply, ''Coworkers, I guess." 
And the gentle reminder in the question 
brings me back to those coworkers that I was 
to especially speak of, the Sunday school 
visiting committee. 

It has been suggested that it be 

COMPOSED OF 

at least four members (ours was appointed by 
the superintendent). One of their duties 
should be and is, to thoroughly canvass the 
neighborhood for new scholars, e~pecially in
viting those who are not in the habit of 
attending any Sabbath school. And here I 
will say that in cases that have come under 
my own observation, whole families have 
been brought into church fellowship through 
the children first becoming interested in the 
Sunday school. To do this you must have an 
interesting school, and that means a wide
awake superintendent, assistant, teachers 
that interest and instruct, and various other 
things. A cheerful, homelike place to meet, 
beautified as best you can, etc., and above all 
the love of God and your fellow men in your 
hearts, and a willingness to cheerfully conse
crate your talents to the service required, 
performing each duty, not in a half-hearted 
way, but with alacrity and zeal, doing the 
best you can, and leaving the result with 
God, trusting that the bread cast upon the 
waters may return, though it be after many 
days. 

THE SAIKTSi B EUALD. 

ANOTHER IMPORTANT DUTY 
of the visiting committee is to visit absent 
scholars and ascertain the cause of their ab
sence, and thus let them know that they are 
missed, and an interest taken in their welfare. 
Either the secretary or the teachers can re
port those absent to the committee, and they 
should be visited as soon as opportunity of
fers. So to sum up the matter, as it appears 
from my standpoint, the duties of the visiting 
committee are (to put it tersely, and in a 
way you will all remember) "to help get all 
you can and hold on to all you get;" so suc
cess to the helpers. And O, could we but 
realize the magnitude of the saying, "He 
that converteth one from the error of his 
ways shall save a soul from death, and pre
vent a multitude of sins." The salvation of 
souls is the noblest work in which we can en
gage, and the peace that comes from God's 
approval will be our sure reward. 

SR. M. T. SHORT. 
For the Kewanee, Illinoie, district convention. 

hB11Bf 

VALES MILLS, 0., March 7. 
Editors Herald:-I continued my efforts at 

New Hope, Virginia, some time after I wrote 
you last; my audience kept increasing, till 
the last night the house was full, and there 
seemed to be eiuit.e an interest manifest on 
the part of some. I still have hope for that 
part of Virginia. Bro. and Sr. Coffman are 
putting forth their best efforts to get the 
gospel before their neighbors; and,ithe most 

·gratifying thing to me was the fact that the 
people who are opposed to our religious views 
spoke in the highest terms of the honesty 
and integrity of Bro. and Sr. Coffman. This 
is what I call "letting their light shine." 
The saints there are very anxious to have I. 
N. Roberts and J. L. Goodrich sent to that 
mission. 

On the 11th ult. I took my departure from 
Virginia, to Ironton, Ohio, and began opera
tions on Sunday, the 12th, and continued 
over two Sundays, preaching every night 
and three times on each Sabbath, with the 
house crowded on each occasion. Baptized 
six and left many more on the eve of obe
dience. Great interest was manifest on the 
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evening with Sr. Bierly and her four sons. I 
found our aged sister full of the gospel fire, 
though growing infirm physically, by reason 
of old a,g-e; however, she is growing stronger 
and firmer spiritually in her declining days. 

On the 23d I went to Limerick (Ohio, not 
Ireland), where I remained over Sunday, the 
27th. During my stay Bro. J, L. and V. M. 
Goodrich arrived on the scene. Altogether 
we held eight services and baptized three on 
Sunday, the fruits of Sunday school and 
parental training. On Monday following Bro. 
J. L. Goodrich baptized one more. Bro. 
James Moler;was at home and assisted in the 
services. Said brother is the president of 
the branch and of the Ohio district. I made 
my home mostly with our worthy brother, T. 
J. Beatty, whose health is much improved 
since last we met. It reminded us of old 
times to,:'again be associated with Bro. 
Beatty.·~: Said brother expressed himself as 
being :anxious to help forward the work of 
the Lord among his fellow men. Bro. Beatty 
has many". warm and true friends in both 
the Ohio and West Virginia districts, where 
he formerly labored and brought so many 
into the",fold, and the question is so often 
asked of us, "When is Bro. Beatty coming to 
preach for us again?" We sincerely hope he 
will soon be able to respond to the calls, and 
to this end I pray our heavenly Father to 
abundantly bless 'him. There is a much bet
ter spirit prevailing in the vicinity of Limer
ick than when the writer was there last. 

Arrived at Vales Mills on the 1st inst. and 
began ,a series of meetings here, and my 
efforts have been favored wit,h some degree 
of success so.far. We have had good and at
tentive audiences. Brn. J. L. Goodrich, H. 
E. Moler, and S. J. Jeffers (who is president 
of the branch here) have rendered excellent 
service during these meetings. We have 
baptized three persons already, and there are 
many more near the kingdom. A short time 
ago Bro. James Moler held a series of meet
ings here, which were conducive of much 
good. I expect to leave in the morning for 
the west. Bro. Goodrich, H. E. Moler, and 
Jeffers will continue the meetings a few 
evenings, or longer if the interest continues. 

With love to all, I remain your brother in 
gospel bonds, GOMER ·r. GRIFFITHS. 

part of the people. Bro. Webberly is presi- PIPESTONE, Minn., March 8. 
dent of the branch and attended most of the Editors Herald:-! am still in the work and 
meetings. We have some young men coming am blessed much in ,preaching the word. I 
up here who if faithful will be helpful to the have held meetings nearly two weeks in the 
work. During my sojou"rn there I domiciled new church at Audubon. Some have decided 
with Bro. and Sr. Smith, who with their to obey in the spring, others are near the 
family showed me every kindness. Srs. Hag- kingdom. Have spoken ten times in Minne
gerty and Anderton are firm in the faith, and apolis of late, and several told me they would 
by their consistent and faithful living have be with us in the spring. Have made a fair 
been the means of bringing all their children opening in Albert Lea. Spoke Sunday night 
into the church - a duty all Latter Day in Magnolia on the signs of the times; the 
Saints owe to their families. The prospects Methodist church was crowded. The Spirit of 
for an ingathering at this place are very God blessed me in telling the people of the 
encouraging. signs of the times. I spoke for near two hours; 

On the 21st I started to Wellston, and had some wanted me to keep on longer, but l 
the pleasure of meeting Bro. James Moler, thought that was long enough. I am to speak 
who took me the same night to Weldon, here to-night and to-morrow night, then to 
where I discoursed upon the beautiful theme Hills to hold forth over Sunday. 
of salvation to a fair-sized audience. On the I am glad to say that the work is ;noving 
following day I reached Bierly and spent one 1 on nicely. If we had two more active work-
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18t THE ~AINTS' HERALD. 

ers in this mission next year, I assure you we streets were not pleasant, however, and the/ WILBURTON, I. T., March 7. 
will he far in advance of the present. The experience Bro. Kelley had with them is Editors Herald:-This leaves me holding 
saints are in better condition spiritually than evidence of their willingness to fulfill their meetings at Wilburton; we have a branch 
ever before. Of course there are a few sick ' threats, should a good opportunity pr.esent here of about twelve members, presided over 
ones spiritually, that will never do anything itself. They say now that they want to do by our noble brother, Peter Adamson. He 
but growl about something, or who think their work in the dark:~the recent ad verse has had a hard struggle here against perse
they have something to growl about. But decision of the courts having rendered them cution;' but his consistent life and vigilant 
they are few. Up to date there has been a little wary and cautious. effort are changing the tide. Wilburton is 
nearly eight hundred dollars of tithes paid in. I go to Biloxi next Sunday to preach to the building up as by magic; it is in a fine 
This is good evidence of growth in spirituality. brethren and friends there. I thought last coal belt; about four mining companies have 
This dates back to March, 1897. Others who fall that there were some there near the located here. All around is a fine farming 
have not as yet paid any tithes have ex- kingdom. r1 Tent services were advertised for country. All saints hunting homes could do 
pressed themselves to me that they were go- about the 1st of September last, but the tear- well here. Bro. Adamson solicits them to 
ing to begin soon. You can see by this that ing down of r·the tent at Escatawpa and come and make their homes here. He wants 
the Spirit is still working. Thank God for it. qu''1.rantine interfered. By the way, tent some moneyed man of the chmch to take 

I see in the Herald of late a letter from services can be held here in the cities of the hold of one of the best coal claims in Indian 
Apostle G. T. Griffiths, saying a man was Gulf all the winter with'occasional interrup- Territory. He could soon get rich. Write 
needed in Virginia, and that I. N. Rob- tions of a few days at a time. Largely at- Bro. Adamson for.particulars, who is now 
erts would do. Well, perhaps he would do. tended services were held )ast , month'., in president of the town. This is a healthy 
But if I. N. Roberts knows himself, he won't Mobile by a Christian evangelist' in a tent place. I will continue meetings one week, 
do, for these reasons. I have now spent about the size of ours. You can determine then on to Coal Gate. 
twenty-two years in the ministry, and most the temperature down.·here when I tell you J. D. ERWIN. 

of that time has been on what I call breaking that I have turnips, radishes, lettuce, and 
new ground. Have passed through all the beets growing in my garden all winter; 
hardships of a missionary, sleeping outdoors occasionally we have slight frosts, and some
and in schoolhouses; goi:ig hungry and some- times see a little ice, and some winters we 
times nearly barefooted and very poorly clad; have severe spells of a few days that 
all of this without a murmur or complaint. materially injures the growing vegetables; 
Have worked in stone quarries and at other but in a day or two, should the': north• wind 
work in daytime, and preaching at night. die oqt or a south wind spring up from the 
That is the way I supported my family. Now Gulf, we will have growing weather again. 
I am getting old; my body is wearing out; TMs is a point to be considered in connec
and to ask me to take a mission to that State tion with tent work in the South; and I trust 
looks to me like more than I am able to stand. that the General Conference will find it 
My spirit is good enough; my will is all right; practicable to accede to the request of this 
but my feet and legs cannot stand the travel- district to send us two missionaries to travel 
ing over the rough hille of my mother State. with our tent. There are portions of the pen
Years ago I was asked to go; the people insula of Florida where the coldest weather 
there wanted me to come; but the powers only amounts to light frosts. I hope that one' 
that be could not spare me from other fields, of the missionaries at least will be able to 
so I did not go. Where I am, the people play upon the organ, or be accompanied by 
both in and out~of the church know me and I his wife or a daughter who may be able to do 
know them; and so far as I know, all are will- this. Should this be the case, I think that I 
ing to have me with them longer. Therefore can guarantee the organ. 
I don't feel at all like making·.the change, Your brother in Christ, 
when we have so many young, active elders FRANK P. SOAROLIFF. 
who could stand traveling over the hills of 
the Old Dominion much better than an old 
man could possibly clo. I feel that my work 
the few years I may live will have to be more 
localized. I cannot stand to walk as I used 
to do. Hoping and praying for a good con
ference, and that all will b3 right, I am 

Yours in the faith, 
I. N. ROBERTS. 

BEATRICE, Neb., March 7. 
Editors ,Herald:-W e have been holding 

the fort as best we could and have no reason 
to complain. Hitve been blessed by the 
Lord in our presentations of the gospel. 
Since last writing I have held meetings at 
Barely, where we created a good interest; 
also at Hebron, Fairbury, and Wilber. 
While at Wilber we were not favored with a 

SoRAN'l'ON, Miss., Feb. 5. very large attendance. Bro. F. A. Smith 
Editors Herald:-Our recent district con- came down and occupied a few evenings with 

ference at Three Rivers passed off pleasantly. good interest. We spent Sunday with Bro. 
A few days prior to the assembling of the Foreman's folks, in company with Bro. 
conference a union church at Escatawpa, David Graf and wife. While there we were 
which had been abandon(·d by Methodists privileged to preach to the people of that 
and Baptists, and repaired and used by the vicinity in the afternoon, on the second ad
saintG, was burned down by unknown parties. vent of Christ. We then rnturned to Bro. 
Sunday school is now being held in private Graf's in the evening and were blessed with 
houses. liberty in presenting the word to a fair house 

Threats of whippings for myself in store that awaited our arrival. There is good 
for me by)'some of lthe mob reach my ears prospects for future work in Southern Ne
o:icasionally; however, I have been through braska; calls are being made for preaching 
Escatawpa several times during the last two and new places opening up. May the Lord 
months and peeached at Three Rivers to-day, bless and prosper his work. 
and no harm has come to me yet. The looks I In gobpel bonds, 
of some of the mob whom I passed on the H. W. BELVILLE. 

DETROIT, Mich., March 4. 
Editors Herald:-One of your April issues 

of 1897 contained a brief article, written so 
many months previously, that my active in
terest In it had waned. The writer's atten-
tion has been called to two "replies;" one by 
T. W. Williams, another by A. M. Chase; 
and I perceive that one clause in the intro
duction has absorbed so much of their atten
tion that they have not taken the article 
itself seriously. 

In introducing the theme, "The gifts and 
callings of God are without repentance" 
(Rom. 11: 29), I said: "The above is an 
axiom with God, ... hence, Israel may be 
saved irrespective of repentance." 

Now, if the clause, "hence Israel may be 
saved irrespective of repentance," be left out, 
doubtless it will enable those brethren to get 
the meaning intended. I inserted that sen
tence simply to give force to the idea that the 
text (Romans 11: 29) was a premise upon 
which Paul based his reasoning, and not a 
deduction. This little sentence and its ob
noxious influence formed no part of the main 
arg·ument, and I am sorry the brethren dicl 
not so understand it; for at that time I should 
have been pleased with a careful canvass 
from such able minds. 

With the present explanation, however, if 
those or any others be disposed to take ex
ception to the somewhat immature ideas set 
forth in the article in question, I have no ob
jection, and I think I can make good the 
position taken. Lengthy discussion through 
the Herald is objectionable, owing to advance 
articles and other delays, the time between 
publication of answers and rejoinders, is such 
that participants themselves are liable to lag 
in interest; for the sake of effect a person 
may take a possible rather than an intended 
meaning from an opponent's argument; and 
in such long-range discussions with no time 
limit, side issues are prone to assert them
selves, especially for making a "sweeping' 
reply." If they be not answered there is ap
parent discomfiture; if answered the discus
sion loses its unity. All these difficulties 
would be overcome by first carrying on the 

1 discussion by letter, then trimming it up for 
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publication. This course would save much 
time, much space, and add interest to any 
important topic, and I think promote a bet
ter feeling between disputants, sinc<J by per
sonal contact their differences are not so apt 
to magnify, especially when church members 
are the interested. 

GEORGE CLAUS. 
No. 481 Campbell Ave. 

HARLAN, Iowa, March 14. 
Editors lferald:-I arrived home from my 

mission field on the. 23d ult., on account of 
physical disability that made it impracticable 
for me to try to labor longer. However, after 
a little rest I am trying to do what' good I 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

there should be no officers in the church only 
elders and deacons, and that Jesus was a high 
priest, and the only one that should ever be 
in the church, etc. Well; she hasn't over
thrown any yet, and when she gives them the 
quotations we will examine them carefully. 

The Lord has blessed me with bis Spirit in 
presenting his truth. I think some of the 
oppose rs of God's truth will soon be com
pelled to send for Mr. Blalock, or McClure, 
or perhaps Braden, to help them to block the 
truth, or it will certainly roll on till it fills 
the whole world. In bonds, 

J. S. ROTH. 

can and at the request of Bro. C .. E. Butter- PI'.l'TSBURG, pa., March 7. 
worth I came here to labor for a time. Editors Herald:-Thought it might interest 

The Western Nebraska mission has done some of your readers to describe briefly, 
well during the past year, and I feel much Economy, and the funeral of our worthy 
encouraged for the work there. During the Sister Crees. She was the mother-in-law of 
year there .have been sixty-four baptisms and John Duss, trustee of the Economi te society. 
a loss of but two, as far as I have been able to By reason of this relationship, some of the 
learn. customs of the society were observed 

Brn. C. H. Porter and S. D. Payne have in her interment. She lived in one 
labored diligently. We could ha.;e used a part of the "big house"- the home of 
much larger force and then not answered all the head of the society. This house looks 
the calls for labor. Bro. w. A. Smith as solid to-day as if it were built ten 
stepped over the line into the Western years ago. We think the temple at Kirtland 
mission and labored for a few weeks and re- is in a remarkable state of preservation-and 
ports baptizing eleven. Vlfe are glad of it., so it is; the same is true of many of the 
Bro. Smith, and wish you could stay longer. structures at quaint old Economy, although 
Bro. C. W. Prettyman has done.: effectual the Economites were looking for the coming 
labor, although he has to labor for the "bread of Christ, and expected him to come at any 
that perisheth." I should like to see him time. Nearly all of the present structures 
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Sr. Crees was a lovely old lady, bright and 
active to within a few hours of her death. 
She leaves a son and three daughters living. 

C. EDW. MILLER. 

GARDEN GROVE, Cal., March 2. 
Editors Herald:-In Herald, January 26, 

page 58, is a communication headed, How is 
this? with part of verse 11, section 17, Doc
trine and Covenants quoted. If another part 
of same verse, namely, "They [teachers and 
deacons] are, however, i;o warn, expound, ex" 
hort, and teach, and invite all to come unto 
Christ" had been quoted, it would have ap
peared in a different light, as we certainly 
would not want to invite the church to come 
unto Christ when they had already done so. 

< I read in Book of Moroni, chapter 3, verse 
2: "I ordain you to be a teacher, to preach 
repentance and remission of sins through Je
sus Christ;" and if God is the same yesterday, 
to-day, and forever, it seems to me a teacher 
is called to preach the gospel, but perhaps I 
an;i wrong. I have been told before that it 
was not the duty of a teacher to preach, and 
if I have been doing what I had no authority 
to do, I should like to know it. I have waited 
some time, thinking that some one abler than 
I would give us some light on the subject. 
Excuse me if I have wasted your time, but I 
would like to know and do my whole duty. 
Yours ever searching for tbe truth a teacher, 

JEPTHA SCOTT. 

placed in the mission field. During the year were erected somewhere near 1823, I believe. RADCLIFF, Ohio, March 9. 
he has baptized eight. Some are brick, but the majority are frame. Editors Herald:-I am happy to report that 

My labor for the year has been almost en- Nearly all the doors open into a small yard the work at Vales Mills is still improving 
tirely north of the Platte River, while Brn. at the "front side." They have no "tront" and advancing. In the month of January 
Porter and Payne have labored chiefly south doors generally. The "big house" is quite a my father held a successful meeting here, 
of the river. Bro. Payne reports a debate modern looking brick house, surrounded by a which resulted in his baptizing twelve per
with an Advent minister and thinks a marked yard occupying a whole square. At one sons, and in getting the brauch in much 
victory was won for the cause of truth. time the Economites carried on different in- better working order. 

Feeling greatly interested in the cause of dustries; their productions were much I began meetings on the night of February 
Christ, which is the cause of humanity, to sought after because of their excellent mate- 26, and was followed by Bro .. Griffiths on the 
make them better in every way that improve- I rial, etc. 1st inst., who was joined by Bro. Goodrich on 
ment can be made I remain The town to-day bears witness ot what con- the 4th, and meetings have continued with 

'In the fai;,h, centrated effort can accomplish. As a log- good interest until now. Three more have 
DAVID M. RUDD. ical result of the adoption of the law been baptized, making fifteen in all. The 

BURLINGTON, Iowa, March 12. 
Editors Herald:-Bro. Lake is here with 

us. Last night after preaching, four noble 
young ladies gave their names for baptism, 
which will be attended to this evening. We 
expect Bro. Lake to officiate. Last Sunday I 
baptized a man at Oskaloosa; he stands high 
in society, and if he proves faithful will be 
the means of leading others into the lig'ht 
of the gospel. He belonged to t,he M. E's for 
some time, but be was never satisfied, and 
was very near an infidel when the sound of 
the goBpel in its grandeur and fullness found 
him. I baptized his wife also: she was raised 
a Catholic; and now they rejoice together in 
the gloriOus light of the gospel. A very in
telligent negro lady and her husband, also M. 
E's, are also persuaded, and have confessed 
that we have the truth, and I believe will 
soon obey. 

Another very wise (?) lady, a Baptist, 
knows our doctrine is all false and has volun
teered to show the saints in the Bible that 

prohibiting them from having offspring, saints are greatly encouraged, and matters 
there are only about one man and three or I of hardness and difficulty have been settled, 
four women left. I saw the old gentleman and all are rejoicing in the Lord. Bro. Har
and two of the women at the funeral. They vey McLaughlin was called and ordained to 
too will soon be laid away in the quiet bury- I the office of teacher, and Bro. W. J. Bowen 
ing ground. The corpse was taken from the to the office of deacon. Another brother was 
big house to the church across the street. called to the office of priest, and admonished 
The building is quite commodious. It was to humble himself, and get away from evil 
filled with friends and relatives. The men habits: he will be ordained if faithful. 
sat on one side and the women on the other, 
following the custom of the society. 

Mr. Duss is a composer and musician. He 
had a well-drilled choir sing several German 
hymns for the benefit of the Germans pres
ent. Elder D. L. Shinn delivered the dis-

. course, after which Mr. Duss made a few 
remarks in German. 'rhen the casket
made in Economy-was closed, placed in the 
hearse followed by the mourners to the ceme
tery near by. A mannerchoir sang at the 
grave, prayer was offered by Bro. Shinn. 
Mr. Duss offered the Lord's prayer in Ger
man, and then flowers were thrown in the 
grave by about a hundred persons, which 
concluded the services. j 

Bro. Griffiths departed for Lamoni and In
dependence, via. St. Louis, on yesterday. On 
his instructions we are continuing meetings 
here, and shall hold forth over next Sunday. 
Bro. Goodrich is still with us, and doing the 
preaching. We expect to continue in and 
about this (Vinton) cou'1ty till General Con
ference time. 

I have been hindered much of late by 
hoarseness, which has been a great incon
venience, and kept me from doing as much 
as I would have done; yet I am not discour
aged, but desire to continue and:hope to be 
able to do some good. 

Yours in the gospel, 
H. E, MOLER. 
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NEW CASTLE, N. s. W., Jan. 25. 
Editors Herald:-By the last boat I sent 

you a copy of the Town and Cmmtry, a leading 
Sydney paper, containing a short article, 
furnished by Elder Kaler and myself, as pre
text for the appearance on the same page of 
two large group pictures-one of the three 
missionaries; the other of local officers and 
preachers in attendance at our late confer
ence at this place. Trust you received it 
safe. We regard it as the best opportunity 
we have yet had over here to get our church 
identity beforE the public. 

The editor of another Sydney paper (TJ"uth) 
recently waged war against the Utah mis
sionaries in that city. They attempted a de
fense, but got more besmirched than before, 
and let it go as a bad job. Following this is 
our own presentation by a friendly journal, 
who allows us to speak for ourselves without 
com batting. Much good is sure to follow, as 
the paper is widely read and is found in every 
reading room in this country. I must not 
fail to say that it was through the alertness 
of Bro. Edward Pickering, news-agent at 
Cockle Creek, that this opportunity came to 
us. He negotiated with the editor for the 
report and pictures, or we might not have 
been so prominently noticed. Progression 
and energy is a charaoteristic of those who 
catch the Spirit of the angel's message of 
latter days. 

Superb photos (Paris panel size) of the 
three missionaries, as published in the Town 
and Country, may be obtained from either of 
the three originals by their friends at fifty 
cents each postpaid. 

Was out last Sunday for an open-air with 
Elder E. J. Haworth on the Lambton Re
serve, a suburban park of New Castle. We 
have never had such an excellent hearing in 
this distriet. Mayor, aldermen, and promi
nent business men listened respectfully for 
one hour and over. 

I go to Sydney soon to assist Elder Kaler 
for a short time and return. Permanent 
address: G . .P. 0., Sydney, N. S. W. 

GOMER WELLS. 
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following Sunday. The work at that place 
was opened up last summer by Elder W. H. 
Kephart, and is held in favorable considera
tion by non-professors, but prejudice is high 
among the professors. The saints here I be
lieve are mostly striving to live their re
ligion, and officers striving to keep in line 
with their calling. In bonds, 

C. B. BROWN. 

SPRINGFIELD, Mo., March 12. 
.Editors Herald:-Have just returned from 

Spring River district conference, which was 
well represented and the attendance very 
large. Elders F. C. Keck, submissionary in 
charge, and Bishop G. H. Hilliard were in 
attendance, and did some very tall preach
ing. The spirit of our Master was present 
in power, and we had a time of joy and peace 
from first to last. We had the good pleasure 
of meeting Elder H. R. Harder, of your city 
(and it mii.;ht be a nail int.be future history 
of time, to state that said brother and the 
writer had the honor of putting up the first 
building in Lamoni), after a lapse of many 
years, and was glad to see him. Elder O. P. 
Sutherland was reelected district president, 
and Elder T. S. Haton (Lock Box 493), of 
Galena, Kansas, became my successor as dis
trict secretary and treasurer; no better selec
tion could have been mad€!, in our thinking. 
Our branch here numbers about 63, with a 
good reliable man at the head, in tlJ.e person 
of W. R. Pickering. Brother Barnett and 
family, of Roxbury, Virginia, arrived here 
Thursday, and will make this their home for 
the present (they are looking for a farm). I 
have received quite a number of inquiries 
about our city and country, which I will 
gladly answer. Letters of inquiry must be 
accompanied with a two cent stamp. I need 
Heralds, .Ensigns, and tracts for free distribu
tion. Who will send me a lot? 

In gospel bonds, 
J. 0. CHRESTENSEN. 

get away. 
the same 

If every one who reads it would do 
it perhaps would save many a life. 

Yours in bonds, 
A. P. PELTON. 

A CURE FOR HYDROPHOBIA. 
Hydrophobia can be prevented. I will give 

what is an infallible remedy, if properly ad
ministered, for man or beast. A dose for a 
horse or a cow should be about four times as 
great as for a person. It is not too late to 
give medicine any time before spasms come 
on. The first dose for a person is one and a 
half ounces of elecampane root, bruised, put 
in a pint of new milk, reduced to l:Jalf by 
boiling. Then take all at one dose in the 
morning, fasting until afternoon, or at least 
a very light diet. After several hours have 
elapsed, the second dose the same as the first, 
except take two ounces of the root. Third 
dose same as second. To be taken every 
other day. Three doses are all that is 
needed, and there need be no fear. This I 
know from my own personal experience, and 
I know of a number of other cases where it has 
been entirely successful. This remedy has 
been used in and about Philadelphia for forty 
years and longer with great success, and is 
known as the Goodman remedy. I am ac
quainted with the physician who told me that 
he knew of its use for more than thirty years; 
but never knew a case that failed when it was 
properly administered. Among other cases, he 
mentioned one where a number of cows had 
been bitten by a mad dog; to half of the 
number they administered this remedy, to 
the other half not. The latter all died of 
hydrophobia, while those that took the ele
campane and milk s-howed no sign of disease. 

HUGH BRADY. 

SMITHFIELD, Utah, March 2. 
.Editors Herald:-I am in deep water here 

and am crowded on all sides; have preached 
seven times in one of the schoolrooms of this 
city of one thousand six hundred inhabitants, 

DIGHTON, Kan., March 4. and from the first have had the whole city in 
.Editors Herald:-I have often thought I a turmoil, and such a studying of books and 

would write and ask you to kindly republish argumentation as has been going on since a 
OSKALOOSA, Iowa, March 12. the inclosed cure for hydrophobia .. Some week ago Monday night has never been 

Editors Herald:-The work in this vicinit.y years ago a dog went mad in our neighbor- known in this valley before, I am confident. 
is moving on slowly, and the Master is bless- hood and bit stock belonging to three of our The mayor has been my chief opposer; 
ing us according to his promises; and the neighbors. My wife remembering having that is, of their recognized representatives, 
saints are hopeful of the future and rejoicing seen this cure in the Herald, looked it up. and every move they have made has been 
in the present and past. Bro. Roth has just I copied it and took it to the neighbors. suicidal to them. They won't venture an 
closed a series of meetings here which were Some laughed at the idea of so simple a open fair fight, but watch for a chance to catch 
greatly enjoyed by the saints and appreciated remedy for such a disease, but one man had us in word and doctrine. They were very 
by the outsiders; resulting in the baptism of faith enough to go sixteen miles to a drug abusive the first few evenings, the marshal 
one, who will no doubt prove a most valuable store and get the medicine. He bad seven being called into service one night and a 
acquisition to the household of God. Bro. head of cattle bitten, some of which began prominent member of the legislature from 
Perry is the head of an interesting family, to show signs of hydrophobia. He adminis- here taking up the fight for us two other 
whose wife and little daughter were baptized tered the medicine and they all got well. nights. He told them we bad had them in a 
last August. And so they come one by one; All the other stock in the neighborhood that hole for a week and they were only getting 
one of a family and two of a city. Bro. E. B. was bitten, died with hydrophobia. It is no themselves in deeper by their laying traps 
Morgan has also been laboring in this vi- uncomon thing to read of persons and animals and resort to abusive methods. Every means 
cinity, having preached once here while en being bitten by mad dogs. I was reading to- are being resorted to to turn the battle 
route for Pekay, where he filled several en- day of two children being bitten, so I thought against us, but in spite of opposition meet
gagements. He also preached a funeral ser- I would neglect it no longer, but would ask ings, entertainments, mud, etc., we have a 
mon at Beacon, two miles west of here. you to republish this wonderful r@medy. It crowded house every night, and a tirade of 

Bro. Roth also preached the funeral sermon was in the year 1887, I think, that our neigh- questions and argument after each sermon. 
of Mr. George Covey at Coal Creek union borhood had their experience. We at that I thought to have gone East this month but 
church, ten miles southwest of here; and also time attached this recipe to a fly leaf of our wouldn't feel justified in leaving this work. 
filled our appointment at said church on the i family Bible, to make sure that it should not i Don't know how long I will remain. I feel 
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the need of help badly enough, as between 
visiting through the day, study, and night 
work from two to four hours, it is trying, 
and no help. I stop with Bro. Pettit and 
wife, the only saints here. The Presbyteri
ans are with us in a body, including the pas
tor. However, he did offer them sympathy 
when they were pleading persecution, and 
admitted that it was mean in the preacher 
when he would no doubt tip the scales to the 
one hundred and thirty mark to pitch onto a 
city of only about sixteen hundred people and 
knock every prop from under them. 

I understand that the bishop admitted in 
the tabernacle Sunday that we might get 
some of their members, but of course it would 
be the no-account ones; "birds of a feather," 
and such like argument~ were presented to 
his flock, but the coming to hear wasn't 
abated by them. 

I feel truly weak for such a work, but trust 
the prayers of the saints are being lifted up 
for this mission. Remember us. 

In bonds, 
S. D. CONDIT. 

LAMONI, Iowa, March 16. 
Editors Herald:-By the consent of Bro. J. 

R. Lambert, missionary in charge, I left La
moni on the 5th of the present month to do 
missionary work in Harrison Oounty, Mis
souri. My first objective point was Mt. 
Gilead, about twenty miles southwest of here. 
There was once a large congregation of the 
Christian Church at this place, but the ques
tion of an organ in their church has divided 
them, by which their influence to promulge 
their doctrines has become neutralized. 
They granted me the use of their house, and I 
occupied their pulpit from the 6th to 11th. 
I delivered five discourses in all, to increas
ing congregations. Friday' evening it rained 
out my appointment. Some were interested, 
and my opinion is that good can be accom
plished there. 

I also had the promise of the Christian 
church in Eagleville, and think of going 
there soon. I visited with the people and 
reasoned with them, 'l.nd find many are anx
ious to hear us. There is a splendid field 
lying fallow in this direction that will re
quire sagacious workmen. I also found a 
sprinkle of agnostics in that region, and 
they think they have routed all their re
ligious brothers. They were kind to me and 
assisted by furnishing lights for my meet
ings, also lodging and board while there. 

More anon, 
ISAAC P. BAGGERLY. 

MANCHESTER, Eng., Feb. 15. 
Editors Herald: - Can I just trespass on 

your space for a while to tell you how I feel. 
Reading a letter in the Herald last week I 
wish to give my idea on the same matter. I 
was very much impressed to write last week, 
but left it. I am much more impressed now. 
I feel that the Spirit wishes it. 

None of us need go home hungry. If we go 
in the right spirit God will help us. We must 
remember that our elders are God's servants, 
and before they speak they nearly always ask 
us to pray for them, that they may be blessed 
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with the Spirit. And we know that it rests 
with us when they ask for our prayers. If 
we do not listen aright, it. is with ourselves 
and not with the preacher. I am sure if we 
want to be fed, let the preacher not be quite 
as we want him. If we have given him an 
interest in our prayers, let him be what he 
may be, God will speak to us through him to 
do us good. If we want good, dear sisters, 
think what the elders have to do. You know 
that they are not like the ministers of the 
day; they do it for the love of God and us. 
Let us help them all we can, and ask God to 
bless them with his Holy Spirit. You know 
that they go from day to day earning our 
daily bread, and have to work hard, and 
when they go on Sunday from one place to 
another to feed us, we should try and eat; 
not go home hungry. You can take from 
this if we sisters do anything for our hus
bands, and they do not like it, and we have 
done our best, how disappointed we are. 

Now, sisters, let us help those who are set 
to teach us. 1 have been a long time in 
learning this, but I have learned it at last, 
and I would ask you to try and do the same. 
You will prosper by it. Remember faith, 
hope, and charity; and charity is the great
est. Do not dishearten the brethren.! 

Your sister in gospel bonds, 
MARY ALICE MATHER. 

INDEPENDENCE, Mo., March 9. 
Editors Herald: -About six years ago I 

sent a cancer recipe to the Saints' Herald. I 
also stated at the end of the recipe that 
I would send the recipe of the Black Salve, if 
anyone would send me a two cent stamp to 
pay postage, this being when I lived in Kent, 
Illinois. When the recipe was published I 
received a large number of letters. Then it 
was dropped for about three years, when it 
was again published. Then the letters began 
to come, and they came so fast that I could 
not answer them; so I sent the Black Salve 
recipe to the Saints' Herald, aad this stopped 
the letters. I did not hear any more from it 
until about three weeks ago. It was re
printed in the Herald. I have received 
about forty letters since, and being old and 
not able to write, I will again publish it. 
This will be the last time I will publish it. 
So if anyone desires it, take care of this 
recipe. 

BLACK SALVE. 

Take rosin and beeswax two ounces each, 
sweet oil eight ounces. Melt them together, 
stirring in while near the boiling point four 
ounces red lead; stir until brown, and when 
nearly cool add two drachms pulverized 
camphor and stir until cold, then box for use. 

All those who have written for the recipe 
will please note this. ' 

To pulverize the camphor put a few drops 
of alcohol upon it when it will readily powder 
under pressure of a table knife. 

I remain your brother in Christ, 
LEVI CHENEY. 

COUNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa, March 15. 
Editors Herald:-It seems very strange to 

me that tbe Salt Lake elders should be so 
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shortsighted and foolish as to try to convince 
people (and that in the vicinity of our 
branches) that there was no difference be
tween their doctrine and that of the Reor
ganization; but they distribute tracts 
containing articles of faith exactly similar to 
ours. A lady whose house one of them had 
visited told me they declared to her that the 
doctrine was just the same, and she said, 
"Why don't you unite?" 

"0," he said, "they deny authority of 
Brigham Young." He further told her that 
Joseph the Seer was the author of the doc
trine of polygamy, but that the Reorganiza
tion had destroyed all evidence of it. 

They are careful, however, to keep out of 
reach of our elders. Those of the young eld
ers I have talked with seem to be ignorant of 
the doctrine and past history of the Salt 
Lake concern, or else they are shamming. 
One of them bas been around Crescent and 
Honey Creek, but has not had much encour
agement, so he pulled up stakes and left. 

The writer spent Sunday up at Crescent, 
and had a pleasant time; I had the best of 
attention and good liberty. The Crescent 
branch has lost a number of members by re
moval. Bro. Pratt has gone to Kansas to 
live and will be greatly missed. Bro. 
Charles Lapworth goes to Underwood to live 
and will be greatly missed, having been dea
con for a long time. After service on Sunday 
the branch gave Bro. Lapworth a substantial 
reminder of their love, in the shape of an oak 
wood revolving office chair of fine meke. 
After service the people were held a few mo
ments while Bro. Boyd went out and came in 
with the chair and seated Bro. Lapworth in 
it. The writer then presented the chair with 
a few remarks. The brother could only say 
thank you, for he was too full for utterance. 
We visited dear 111ld Bro. Pratt, who is rap
id'ly nearing the other shore, but no murmur 
escapes his lips. The cancer is slowly doing 
its work, but his faith is strong. 

The Council Bluffs branch has reorganized 
the young people's Religio, and already about 
thirty members have been enrolled, and the 
interest is increasing. All things considered 
the branch is in excellent order for work. 
The district Sunday school association meets 
at Cresent next Saturday, the 13th inst. May 
God keep us faithful to our trust is the prayer 
of Yours in gospel bonds, 

J. S. STRAIN. 

MANCHESTER, England, March. 
Editors Herald:-In your issue of the 2d 

ultimo there appears a letter ovec the signa
ture of Sr. Eliza Alice Rhodes, dated January 
9, 1898, Bradford, Manchester, England, in 
which appears the following paragraph:-

"There is much preaching and teaching 
which is not given by the good Spirit of God,. 
but in the vain imagination of men's hearts; 
I have read that if a man have not the Spirit 
he shall not preach. 0 that men would heed 
this injunctiont We are passing through 
deep waters because of this. We go hungry 
and come home the same. May God help us 
and send us real live shepherds to feed his 
flock." 

This statement was undoubtedly intended 
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to apply to the officers of the Northeast Man- I which we would all like to partici· out than in the church. 
chester branch of the cburch, of which the pate. since Christ has said, "ye must be 

As I believe 

aforesaid sister is a member. And we. the 
The accused. are to be proven born again," 'twere better to seek and undersigned officers of the said branch, here-

with desire to offer our protest against the guilty by two or more witnesses. accept the means and be born again 
publication of such a slanderous statement And as Latter Day Saints are not ex- than repudiate the method. 
through your col~mns, w~erein upon the pected to lie, prevaricate, or perjure The Book of Rules says:-
mere say so of au 1rrespons1 ble member our th 1 th t · t d · d 
ability and integrity, as servants of the emse v~s, · e. cour 18 0 _em e as 
church, is publicly called into question. to the gmlt or mnocence of those ar
Trusting you will give this protest a place in raigned by the preponderance of the 
your columns in justice to ourselves, we re- law-required amount of unimpeacha
main your colaborers for the cause of truth, ble evidence. If guilty, the explicit-

The court is not to pass the final sentence 
of acquittal or condemnation upon the one' 
under trial; nor ... to state definitely what 
shall be the punishment inflicted; except in 
cases where the accused is proven guilty of 
adultery, and the trial is for a second offense, 
the penalty for which is expulsion, as pro
yided in the law itself. The language of the 
law is, "And the elders shall lay the case be
fore the church, and the church shall lift up 
their hand against them."-Book of Rules, 
page 130. 

ELDER G. w. LBEGGohTPT, 'd t ness of the law itself prohibits them 
ranc resr en . 

ELDERT. BRIEN, from affixing or suggesting a penalty, 
ELDER JOSEPH DEWSNUP, JR., or punishment. And the idea of the 

Assistants to Branch branch having anything to say or do 
President. to inflict or stay punishment, to my 

PRIEST JOHN SCHOFIELD, JR. mind would be replete with absurdity. Thus it is seen, that the Book of PRIEST ARTHUR MAYNE. 
TEACHER FRED TAPPING. Listen to the law. "Thou shalt not Rules insists in carrying out the let

lie, and he who lieth, and will not re- ter of the law in cases of adultery as 
pent, shall be cast out." So with he a second offense. But as shown 
who committeth adultery. Further; above, the penalty as set forth in the 
thou knoweth my law concerning law itself is the same for adultery as 
these things are given in my Scrip- a first offense as a second offense, 
tures; he that sinneth and repenteth with this difference only; that the 
not shall be cast out. That is final, first offense may be repented of, but 
and should end controversy. for the second offense no repentance 

Original Rr1iclss. 
ELDERS' COURTS. 

ON the hypothesis that every recog
nized help or department, under the 
general church government, acts for 
a specific purpose, it therefore fol
lows, as a logical sequence, that eld
ers' courts, since they are duly 
authorized, should begin and finish 
the work committed to them, leaving 
the parties affected by their decision 
to solicit a rehearing, or take an ap
peal, to another recognized higher 
tribunal, if dissatisfied, seeing their 
work.partakes of ... a judicial:cbaracter, 
so that that begun in law, may thus 
terminate. This were compatible with 
the idea that"~in all well regulated 
governments, there must be a point 
at which disputations, litigations, etc., 
should cease, in an authoritative man
ner. 

Those failing to be reconciled by 
branch officials are to be delivered up 
to the church, not to the members, 
but to the elders, which:elders consti
tute an authorized tribunal or court, 
not because of the mere fact of the 
branch having appointed them. No; 
but because the law authorizes the 
delivering of those up to the elders 
failing to be reconciled, through labor 
of branch official are authorized to 
perform, the branch therefore has 
nothing further to do with the mat
ter, save as the law directs; if other
wise, law would cease to be the rule 
of action. 

All are innocent until proven guilty, 
which is but the simplest justice in 

God's! law being mandatory and is granted; expulsion is to be immedi
retroactive, the elders'~; court, '.,if by ate. 
evidence as above referred to, find the I would not s,ay that the committee 
accused guilty of any one of the above formulating the rules of Book of 
named"crimes, have to so report; and Rules, and the body indorsing the 
as repentance by those who unfortu- same, would have the reader under
nately are inveigled in any of the stand that adultery, as a second 
above crimes may obtain a forgiveness offense, is~the only sin punishable un
and a retention of church membership, der the law; but it is made to appear 
there~exists no necessity for anything it's the only crime for which they in
being presented to the branch than sist the raising of the hand, as pro
the fact of the charge being sustained, vided in the law itself (D. C. 42: 21), 
save a space of time in which to re- so that by the grant of negative vote, 
pent. Then should follow the lifting in the event of a recommended penalty 
of the hand by the church, that they by the court, the adulterer (for the 
may be dealt with according to the first offense), the liar, the thief, etc., 
law of God. So that if the offender may be set free by a majority vote of 
fails to repent within the time, gives . a ten-year-old boy. The loyal and 
no.notice ~fan appeal, or requests a God-fearing Latter Day Saint mourn, 
rehearing, he is as Christ commanded, the honest inquirer after truth be 
if failing to hear the church, let him made to think the church is a nursery 
be to thee (the church) as an heathen for crime, the lawless, and those 
man and a publican. watching for opportunities to have 

Thus the trouble is met and dis- their own way exult. Then we 
posed of in an authoritative manner. prate about the verity and impera
That which is governed by law is pre- tiveness of law, saying the Lord does 
served by law, etc. Latter Day Saints not look upon sin with the least de
ought to be satisfied with law, of gree of allowance, or walk in crooked 
which we say God. is the author an.d paths. Whither are we drifting? 
giver. If I am thought premature or exag-

I would not feign a wisdom, justice, gerative in my conclusion, I would 
or love, above or below that evinced like to learn the correct status of a 
by Christ himself; hence, believe in case presented to a:branch by a court, 
view of his decision, 'tis better for and the finding affirmed. The finding 
him who fails to hear the church to be may be either of the above crimes, 
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and the recommended penalty voted consent in the church, by the prayer 
down. of faith." Hence it is made to appear 

If the majority negative vote does that the object of common consent 
not set the sinner free, what is the was to obtain a unanimity of feeling 
object of the vote? If it does, then or concert of action, in the work of 
what is the purpose of the court? adjudication, to the prevention of 
From whom or whence will light ra· strife and disorder; for were it other· 
diate? wise, the imperativeness of law ,were 

If the, "And the church shall lift a myth. But as it is, evidence is ap· 
their hand," etc., is so flexible that parent that law is:. the rule of action 
the right of a negative vote may be given by the superior to the inferior, 
granted, and so by virtue of the nega· which the latter must obey; and I 
tive vote the right of discussion offer no apology for Jnserting the 
claimed, and that which should be as little word "must" though to the stal· 
a house of God-a house of order, is wart advocates of liberty it may be a 
made more like a political arena, little terrorizing; but it's just possible 
then what of the inflexibility of the, that this furore of excitement often 
"Thou shalt love thy wife and cleave seen in the advocacy of liberty 
unto her, and none else," and many is but another. effort to palliate or 
similar law injunctions? hide a rebellious feeling to law and 

I cannot believe that individuals, order, or to reach a coveted point 
quorums, or the body have a right to through some wretched and deceptive 
make interpretations contrary to the policy, which given and accepted law 
express WO ds f accepted law . nor would condemn. For rebellion is as r o . , 
can I believe that a general law should the sin of witchcraft, and it's not im· 
be trammeled by any specific or par· probable that a cherished rebellioN 
ticular precedent. may so affect those evincing it, as to 

The twenty-seventh section of Doc· beget a desire to dethrone the very 
trine and Covenants briefly narrates God of heaven were it possible, before 
the existence of an exigency in the they would relinquish their pet theo· 
incipiency of the church, necessita- ries. 
ting an interposition with a view to Such is the perversity of humanity, 
adjudication. And Oliver Cowdery which if cherished will prevent spir· 
was informed that nothing should be itual progress, in which event retro· 
appointed to any (no respect of per· gression will be visible. With which 
sons) in this church contrary to the evidence a necessity exists for the 
church covenants. And again, "Thou needed labor as a preventive to a fur
shalt assist to settle all these things ther retrogression. For watchmen 
according to the covenants of the are not only expected to grapple with 
church." Surely there is some signifi· the thief when caught in the act, but 
cance to be attached to this positive to watch the premises to see that he 
instruction. First, not to appoint does not enter. And so I believe 
anything contrary to the church cove- branch officials shculd so cooperate as 
nants to anyone; second, a command to prevent evil, which would render 
to settle all these things according to them more proficient to cope with evil 
the covenants of the church. And when despite their efforts it comes to 
wloat other construction could'.?possi- the surface. 
bly be placed on the above than that I am told that the, ''And thus shall 
the church covenants reflect the pat- _ye do in all cases," refers only to the 
tern for the adjudication of 'trouble cases of adultery, which I respectfully 
arising in the church? In the same decline to believe; for after the de
paragraph reference is made to tailed instruction found in the twenty· 
common consent, but to what end? second and two following paragraphs 
Can we suppose that common consent being mandatory, for bringing into 
was permitted to change the verity requisition the method of adjudica· 
or imperativeness of those solemn in- tion, when a necessity exists. 
junctions? hardly. Following the in- The last line in paragraph twenty
junction to settle all these things three runneth thusly: "And thus 
according to the church covenants, the shall ye conduct in all cases." And 
following is read: "For all things as above quoted, the law denounces 
must be done in order by common other crimes than that of adultery. 
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Moreover, I learn that a failure to 
deal with the sinner as the law di· 
rects is offensive to Him who is our 
Lawgiver (D. & 0. 64: 2), and further 
the law itself declares "that the eld· 
ers shall see that my [Christ's] law is 
kept." 
·He that receiveth my law and doeth it the 

same is my disciple: and he that saith he re
ceiveth it and doeth it not, the same is not 
my disciple, and shall be cast out from among 
you.-D. C. 41: 2. (See also D. C. 46: 1-7.) 

There seems to be considerable 
anxiety about climbing unto Moses' 
seat before a proper conception is ob
tained as to what the Moses, in the 
event ofl, his being elevated,· would 
have or should do. So that I think 
Hebrews 5: 12, and Doctrine and Cove· 
nants, section 10, may be studied with 
profit. 

The right of citizenship does not 
carry with it the right to do as we 
please, unless we choose to do right. 

I cherish no wish to denounce the 
action of General Conference, nor 
have I done so, thinking they should 
stand until modified or changed. But 
I don't understand that this prevents 
the expression of thought-especially 
so as the present edition of the Book 
of Rules gives evidence of revision on 
pages 9 and 12, which is preclusive of 
the thought of the:body claiming in
fallibility. I believe in raising the 
hand as provided for in the above law, 
but I would not so far transcend the 
dignity of manhood by scheming like 
a politician to induce others to believe 
and do as I do- and scandalize them 
if they didn't; but I find it possible 
that any acting as above may be pam
pered and flattered, when the fearless 
advocate of the:law and:order may be· 
come a prey. 

There being so much of "They 
say," I chose to give publicity to the 
above thoughts. 

JAMES CAFFALL. 

WOULD LIFE BE WORTH LIVING? 

THERE are very few men who would 
not like to be running a business suc
cessfully upon their own footing, and 
many are the delusive hopes cher· 
ished for such conditions. I think I 
am perfectly safe in saying that nine 
out of every ten of us succeed better 
financially when working for salary 
or wag_es than when trying to do busi· 
ness on our own hook. Would not 
the masses of us be better off than we 
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now are if we held government posi
tions, receiving a reasonable remu
neration for our services? Would 
life be worth living if we were de
prived of the chance of making mil
lions? 

It appears to me that the Christian 
civilization is at its noonday height. 
''There is a time to build up and a 
time to tear down." "That which is 
now has already been, and that which 
has been will be again." 

I understand both the foregoing 
quotations to refer to the constant 
successive rise and decline of civiliza
tion that is going on among men. 
We are nothing more than people, 
and if we believe in a just God we 
must believe that he is no respecter of 

, peoples any more than he is of per
sons. 

There was a highly civilized people 
upon this continent hundreds of years 
ago, and the Book of Mormon informs 
us that they "dwindled in unbelief"; 
any fair-minded man must admit that 
we as a people are rapidly approach
ing a similar fate. Among the many 
factions of Christianity that constitute 
the faith element, I know of none bet
ter equipped for withstanding the 
swelling tide of unbelief than are the 
poor despised Latter Day Saints. 
Some one has said, •'He is a wise man 
who having acquired a competency by 
the time he has reached the meridian 
of life, is able to spend his declining 
years in the enjoyment thereof." 
Somebody else said, "We must judge 
nations just as we do individuals." We 
as a nation have certainly reached the 
zenith of our civilization, and we have 
certainly acquired a competency in 
the way of labor-saving machines and 
utensils. Shall we, like the wise man 
compose ourselves and spend our de
clining centuries in comparative ease? 
Shall there be a millennium? Will the 
millennium be something that shall 
be thrust upon us, or will it be some
thing that "we poor, civilized sons of 
sin, care, and sorrow" shall be instru
mental in bringing about? 

Since beginning this conglomerate 
production the Herald has come to 
hand containing an article from W. D. 
C. Pattyson, entitled, "Might not this 
improve the situation?" Pleased to 
see the Herald publish such articles. 

I may be shooting very wide of 
popular sentiment, nevertheless I am 
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thoroughly convinced that if we would 
present anything for the benefit of the 
masses it must be something easily 
understood. 

What could I suggest more simple 
than a government position for every
body, and no work no pay? 

Like Bellamy, I would also be in 
favor of pensioning old people, and 
let their pensions be regulated accord
ing to the record they had made dur
ing the active period of their lives. 
I have no doubt it would be a veritable 
hell for many people to think of going 
through life without getting a larger 
share than they really earned. 

J.B. FARR. 

A CHRONICLE. 

AND it came to pass, that in the day 
of God's preparation, before his saints 
were sufficiently purified to abide his 
coming, there was-among others-a 
man sent from God whose name was 
George. 

This same George travelled up and 
down throughout the wilderness of 
the people, bearing witness to the 
saints of the true light that shineth in 
the darkness, and ofttimes the dark
ness-outside and inside the kingdom 
-comprehendeth it not. 

And he said, ''Prepare ye the way 
of the Lord;" Make straight paths 
for your own feet, lest that which is 
lame be turned out of the way. And 
when he marked out the path, some 
thought how woefully straight it was. 
And it came to pass that be also asked, 
''Have you paid your tithing since you 
believed?" 

And some answered one way and 
some another, and still others said, 
'•How can we, except some man teach 
us?" 

And he answered them saying, "For 
this purpose am I sent." Then ex
pounded he more fully unto them the 
law and the Scriptures; and some saw, 
believed, and obeyed, to the satisfac
tion of their souls, and some "Com
prehended it not." 

Yet with strong words did he seek 
to stir up the saints to prepare to 
meet their coming Lord, and in all 
things he shunned not to declare the 
whole counsel of God; yea, even to 
the proclaiming against idol worship; 
for, behold, there were idols in the 
land, which the people did worship; 
and one, though much smaller than 

"Diana of the Ephesians," was wor
shiped by many of the inhabitants of 
the land. Yea, a great multitude, which 
no man could number, bowed daily at 
its shrine, and though it was a small, 
pocket god, dark and ill-favored, bear
ing neither the image nor superscrip· 
tion of Oresar, yet men loved it so 
much that they ate, or chewed it up, 
so that it had to be replaced by an
other. And many loved it better 
than wife, or children, or houses, or 
lands, or God's sake; and others, 
whose names were legion, did offer 
incense to it, even on the altar of their 
lips, and the fumes thereof were 
spread abroad, throughout all the 
length and breadth of the land; yea 
even to the four winds of heaven did 
the smoke of the to rm en t ascend. 

And it came to pass that God be
held it was not good for man, and to 
his people he lovingly said, "Avoid 
the use of it." And the wise under
stood, and they answered and said, 
"All the words which the Lord hath 
said will we do." But some, Moses
like, comprehended not the light shin
ing so close to them, and wondered at 
the strange sight, and knew not that 
God was in it, nor that they stood on 
holy ground. 

And it came to pass, as this servant 
of the Lord journeyed, he came to a 
place where, owing to partial dark
ness, the light was not comprehended 
in its fullness, and finding certain dis
ciples there, he said unto them, "Have 
ye received the Holy Ghost since ye 
believed?" 

And they answered him saying, 
"We believe we have." 

Then asked he them, "Have ye 
brought forth fruits meet for repent
ance that needeth not to be repented 
of?" 

And their answer was as before. 
Then said he unto them, "How is it 

that some among you bow down to 
strange gods." 

And they answered quickly, saying, 
"This is but a small thing; trouble us 
not about the matter, we were in 
peace-asleep-before you came; let 
us so abide." 

Yet he strove to awaken them, and 
then went on his way; and after he 
was gone, they did reason among 
themselves, and with one accord did 
they say, "Behold this our brother is 
'cranky.'" 
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And this same saying went abroad 
concerning others, who from time to 
time did come among them, and seek 
to arouse them, and they did settle 
down to sleep as before; except that 
their dreams, by times, were troubled. 

And it came to pass, after many 
days, that George did return to these 
same disciples, and found them still 
asleep; and he did not say unto them, 
"Sleep on, and take your rest;" but 
with great earnestness did he call on 
them to awaken, and cease from idol 
worship,-for some, even among the 
Shepherds of the flock, did indulge 
therein,-which they did consider but 
a small matter. But he said unto 
them, •'Not so." But if ye would not 
be transgressors ye must keep the 
whole law. Except ye obey in its 
fullness the celestial law, ye cannot 
inherit a fullness of celestial glory. 

And again he went his way, and 
again were their hearts troubled 
within them. Then after a season of 
deep meditation, rose up one of the 
young men, and said, "It is finished; 
no more will I bow down to, nor wor
ship the pocket god." And it was 
done as he said. 

And it came to pass that he grew in 
stature and wisdom, and in favor with 
God and man. Yea he did ascend the 
sacred desk, and proclaim with holy 
boldness the gospel; and he did even 
go out on the dark and lonely moun
tains, after the sheep that had gone 
astray, and by his wise counsel did he 
bring back the wandering ones to 
their Father's house, and because 
they returned, there was joy and re
joicing in all the household-not ex
cepting the elder brother-but all 
rejoiced together. 

And it came to pass that he did be
seech some of the Shepherds, saying, 
"Set, I pray, an example before the 
young men, in that ye abstain from 
idol worship." 

But they did shake their heads, and 
say sadly, "My son; expect not per
fection here; it is not to be found." 
And they comprehended not the light 
in its fullness nor the saying. "Obedi
ence is better than sacrifice;" so they 
did continue to "sacrifice." 

And it came to pass that some of 
the young men and maidens said, 
•'Let us make merry in the dance," 
and it was done as they said. Then 
up rose the Shepherds and said, 

d/111' 
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"This thing must not be allowed in 
Israel, lest thereby our holy cause, we 
love so well, be disgraced; and as our 
counsel seemeth ineffectual, behold 
we will take the matter before the 
Sanhedrim." And they did go on a 
journey thereto, and there presented 
the matter; and it came to pass 'that 
among the wise men of the Sanhedrim 
was George-who had happened by 
that way-who when he had heard 
their complaints, looked on the Shep
herds and said, •'I perceive, brethren, 
that ye also are transgressors of the 
law." "How readest thou?" 

And tbey:departed the same way 
they came; and they were sorrowful 
in spirit, and wondered what they 
could do-that would be easy to do
and they found nothing. And as 
they murmured and complained, some 
said, "Let us build a citadel in which 
we shall be safe from these disturbers 
of our peace; and let it be builded out 
of the faults and failings of our breth· 
ren." And it was builded accord
ingly; and though the material was 
sufficient, the citadel proved insuf
ficient, for enough of light bad dawned 
to behold the greatest disturber of 
their peace - called Conscience -
within the gates thereof, and he could 
neither be driven out; nor barred out; 
and again they were troubled and 
said, '"What shall we do, for behold 
the work of God languisbeth." 

And one of the Shepherds said, 
"Brethren, I do perceive that we 
must purify ourselves, and cease from 
that which is displeasing to God, even 
from idol worship, and then shall we 
see more clearly the light; for I do 
behold that it is beautiful beyond 
compare, yea it is near us. Let us 
not shut our hearts against it; but let 
it shine in upon our souls, and it will 
cause us to rejoice, even greatly, and 
be to us an abiding Comforter. Yea, 
he who is the Light of the world will 
guide us, if we will obey his counsel, 
and all will be well." 

And there was rejoicing at these 
words, and at the light accompanying 
them, and it was evident that a 
brighter day indeed was dawning, and 
that God's invincible army-battling 
against wrong-was being reenforced, 
and was marching steadily on, on to 
victory. 

"Lo! the day of God is breaking; 
See, the gleaming from afar! 
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Sons of earth from slumber waking, 
" Hail the bright and Morning Star. 

"Trust in Him who is your Captain; 
Let no heart in terror quail; 

Jesus leads the gath'ring legions, 
In his name we shall prevail. 

"Conquering hosts with banners waving, 
Sweeping on o'er hill and plain, 

Ne'er shall halt till swells the anthem, 
Christ o'er all the world doth reign!" 

C. II. RONICLER. 

MORE NOTHING. 

IN addition to what Bro. R. C. Evans 
presented, I copy from a book pub
lished by S. G. Goodrich in 1851, and 
he gives the following description of 
the gods of fodia:-

BRAHMA, 

The g-reat deity of the Hindoos, is said to 
have emanated from the Eternal Essence, 
who, in the language of their sacred books, 
is supposed to be omnipresent, and by whose 
immediate agency the world was created. 

The Bhagavat Gheeta, one of the Hindoo 
oracular writings, speaks thus of Deity:-

"Being immaterial, he is above all concep
tion; being invisible, he can have no form; 
from what we behold in his works we may 
conclude that he is eternal, omnipotent, 
knowing all things, and present everywhere. 
God is one creator of all that is. God is like 
a perfect sphere, without beginning or end." 

It is apparent from this that the primary 
notions of the Hindoos respecting the Deity 
were just and reasonable.-Ancient History, 
p. 240. 

The religion of India being older 
than any of the churchianity of the 
present time, it is possible that an
cient mythology has in some way fur
nished the definition for the modem 
god. Watching. 

ROBT. M. ELVIN. 

ConfBrBnBB ]VIimrtBs. 
SHEFFIELD. 

Annual conference convened at Sheffield, 
January 8 and 9, 1898; J. Austin in charge, J. 
Roberts clerk; including Heman C. Smith 
and F. G. Pitt, missionaries in charge, also R. 
May, of Independence, Missouri. Branches 
reporting: Sheffield 53; 3 baptized. Clay 
Cross 33; l baptized. Elders reporting: H. 
Hoole, J. Austin, S. Platts, S. Holmes, Sen., 
C. Cousins, S. Holmes, Jun.; Priests J. Arber, 
J. Holmes, J. Taylor; Teachers W. Holmes, 
J. Brown; Deacons R. Rallings, E. Wragg, 
J. Roberts. The following resolutions were 
then adopted: Report of officers passed. Re
solved that spiritual, financial, and statistical 
reports be accepted. The following officers 
were then elected for the next twelve months: 
J. Austin president, C. Cousins vice president, 
J. Roberts secretary, S. Platts financial clerk, 
C. Cousins and J. Roberts auditors. Resolved 
in future it be understood the branches .in the 
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Sheffield district have the right at their an
nual election of officers to elect any of .. the 
priesthood in good standing to offices therein 
providing such duties do not conflict with the 
duties placed upon him by vote of district or 
General Conference or by appointment of the 
general authorities of the church. Resolved 
that question regarding ministerial fund left 
over from July conference be rescinded and 
that any funds collected be handed over ~o 
ordinary district fund. Resolved that we 
sustain the general church authorities and 
missionaries in the Europe:;,n mission by our 
faith, prayers, and means. Preaching by 
Elders R. May and Heman C. Smith. Con
ference adjourned to meet at Clay Cross in 
July. 

FAR WEST. 
Confe1·ence convened with the:. Stewarts

ville branch, March 5, 6, 1898; Wm. Lewis 
and A. W. Read chairmen. Bishop's agent's 
report: On hand $132.32; received and on 
hand $349.84; paid out $208.35; on hand $141.-
49. Audited and found correct. Branch re
ports: Mt. Rope 37; gain 8. Pleasant 
Grove 88; no change. Alma 31; no change. 
Kingston 91; less 6. St. Joseph 378; gain 8. 
Stewartsville 137; no change. DeKalb 51; no 
change. German Stewartsville 73; no 
change. Wakenda 60: gain 7. Delano 112; 
loss 2. No report from Edgerton Junction. 
Wm. Lewis and A. W. Read visited the 
saints in Grundy County, Missouri. While 
there they ordained one to the offi?e of elder, 
and performed other labor, which was ac
cepted and ratified by the conference. Min
istry reporting: Elders W. Lewis, J. M. 
Terry baptized 17, J. Davis, B. Dice, D. J. 
Powell, A. St. Lewis, D. E. Powell, R. Archi
bald, J. D. Flanders, L. L. Babbitt, J.C. El
vert, A. W. Read, J. N. Cato baptized 3, G. 
J. Whitehead, W. E. Summerfield; Priests 
W. E. Raden, W C. Duncan, H. T. Curtis, C. 
Householder, D. J. Schmidt, and D. J. Krahl; 
Teachers J. Friend, T. McKee; Deacon S. 
Simmons. I. N. White general missionary 
in charge, reported on the case of Pointer vs. 
Burlington, Winning, et al., which was re
ferred to him at last conference. The report
was adopted. Bro. and Sr. Pointer gave 
notice to the conference that they would take 
an appeal to the Bishop's court from the ac
tion of the district conference. John Butler 
asked for an investigation wherein the 
Pleasant Grove branch was plaintiff and he 
defendant. This was referred to a committee, 
which reported that Bro. Butler was debarred 
from a hearing by the law of limitation. The 
report was adopted. The case of Delano 
branch vs. John Rounds was considered be
cause o.f an appeal asked for to the confer
ence by the defendant. This was referred to 
a committee, which recommended that the 
appeal asked for by Bro. Rounds be granted. 
The report was adopted and motion passed 
that the president appoint the court. Voted 
that when the court sits to hear the case, 
Bishop E. L, Kelley be invited in time to be 
present to hear the case. The president 
stated he would appoint the court later and 
notify all parties concerned. Voted that this 
conference request that the Quorum of 
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Twelve reappoint John Davis and J. M. 
Terry to this district for the ensuing year. 
Moved that we as a conference request the 
Twelve to send T. W. Chatburn to this dis
trict for the ensuing year. Moved that Ben 
Dice and A. W. Head be a committee with 
C. P. Faul to seat the tent, etc., etc. Wm. 
Lewis stated that the brethren who were 
willing should remit to C. P. Faul such 
amount as they are willing to give so that 
we may have good work accomplished with 
the tent the coming season. Wm. Lewis was 
elected president for the ensuing quarter, D. 
E. Powell vice president, C. P. Faul secre
tary, William Lewis sustained as Bishop's 
agent. Delegates to General Conference are 
as follows, the majority present to cast the 
full vote of district: J. M. Terry, T. T. Hin
derks, Ben Dice, J. Davis, W. Lewis, A. W. 
Head, D. J. Powell, Mary Davis, D. E. Pow
ell, C. P. Faul, Mamie Hinderks, Sr. Dan 
Burlington, A. St. Lewis, Sr. D. H. Blair, J. 
Howard, T. L. Flanders, J. D. Flanders, M. 
J. Head, N. L. Booker, L. L. Babbitt, David 
H. Schmidt, vV. E. Summerfield, J. T. Kinna
man, W. C. Duncan, J. C. Elvert, W, W. 
Head, R. Winning, Laura Duncan, Carrie 
Lewis, Emma Lewis, Wm. Roberts, W. E. 
Haden, A. J. Seely, M. M. Ballenger, C. Cra
vens, J. S. Constance, Charles P. Sherard. 
Delegates are instructed to vote for the item
ized accounts of the Bishop to be published 
in the Herald as in the past. Preaching by 
Elders J. M. Terry and J. T. Kinnaman. Ad
journed to meet with the Kingston branch, 
June 4, 5, 1898. A. W. Head has charge of 
Gospel Hill mission. 

EASTERN WALES. 
Conference convened at Porth Town Hall, 

Saturday, March 5, 1898, at six p. m. Bro, 
Pitt was chosen to preside, L. Bishop secre
tary pro tern. Minutes in reference to Bro. 
Pitt appointing a president for Nantymoel 
liranch were amended that he ordain an elder 
for that purpose. ]3ranch reports: Lydney, 
no change. Nantyglo, 1 died, 1 baptized. 
Nantymoel, no change. Aberaman, gain 2. 
Penygraig no change. The following officers 
reported: Elders E. Morgan, T. Griffiths, J. 
D. Jenkins, T. Jones, J. Roper, J. Jenkins, 
H. Ellis, T. Gould, J. Jones, D. Davies, J. G. 
Jenkins, F. G. Pitt; Priests F. Bevan, J. 
Salat.hiel, E. Lewis, and J. Halford. The 
district treasurer's report was read, also 
Bishop's agent's. Both were left to an audit
ing committee and found correct; in band, 
with district treasurer £2. Us. 9id.; Bishop's 
agent, in hand £6, 15s. lOd. Nantymoel 
branch recommended that J. Jones be or
dained an elder; Aberaman branch, that Bro. 
Mann be ordained a teacher and Howell 
Jones a deacon; Lydney branch, that F. W. 
Powell be ordained a priest. A committee 
was chosen to duly consider the above recom
mends; namely, Brn.pitt, Gould, and J .• Jones. 
A motion previi.iled that this conference pe
tition the General Conference of America 
that A. N. Bishop be, if it meets the approval 
of said body, returned to labor as missionary 
in Wales. Brother Griffiths was reelected 
district president, Bro. Gould vice president, 
and T. Jones secretary, Bro. Ellis treasurer. 

Bro. Gould was sustained Bishop's agent. H. 
C. Smith was sustained as missionary in 
charge and F. G. Pitt as his cooperator. J. 
D. Jenkins was upheld as misstonary for 
Wales. Resolved that all officers that have 
no license may receive same; if matters are 
right they can be granted on application. 
The following licenses were retained until 
brethren comply with the rule in regard to 
intoxicants and tobacco: Elders Dan Davies 
and J. Jenkins, Priests J. Salathiel, David 
Edmunds, Owen J. Williams, and David Mor~ 
ris. Motion prevailed that we reconsider the 
motion in regard to Dan Davies using the 
weed and give him a notice to quit it in & 

month. Motion prevailed that time and 
place of holding conference be left to the dis
trict president. Moved that because of the 
nonpreparation of the Penygraig branch for 
meeting the expense of conference, and not 
complying with previous arrangements, ap.d 
for not reporting as a branch, that it be dis
organized. It was left in the hands of a com
mittee composed of Brn. Griffiths, Gould, and 
Roper. Resolved that this conference de
mand the removal letters of L. Bishop from 
the president of the Llanelly branch, West
ern district. Motion prevailed that this con
ference uphold by its faith and prayers Pres. 
J. Smith and his cooperators from the high
est officer to the least that labors for Zion's 
cause. Preaching by Brn. J. D. Jenkins, J. 
Roper, and F. G. Pitt. The committee, after 
prayerful consideration, reported on ordina
tions, that they considered it needful that Brn. 
Powell, Mann, and Jones be ordained to the 
said office. Bro.Mann and Jones were ordained 
at this meeting. Secretary's expenditures 
were ordered to be paid by district treasurer. 
A vote of thanks was given to the sisters who 
showed kindness in waiting on the wants of 
the saints in regard to the bread that perish
eth. 

PITTSBURG. 
Conference convened at Fayette City, 

Pennsylvania, March 12 and 13, 1898; C. Ed 
Miller was chosen to preside, assisted by 
Robert Perrie; Edward E. Omohundro secre
tary, D. L. £hinn assistant. Branch reports: 
"Pittsburg 172; 3 baptized, 2 received, 7 re
moved, 2 expelled. Wheeling 144; 6 bap
tized, 2 received, 2 expelled, 1 died. Fayette 
City 31; 21 baptized, 1 ordination. Banning 
21; 4 baptized. Fairview, no report. Total 
branch enrollment in district, 421. Ministry 
reporting: C. Ed Miller, L. R. Devore, J. 
Craig, J. Reese, D. L. Shinn, and J. Maxon. 
Bishop's agent's report: Total receipts 
$612.93; total expenditures $523.85; on hand 
$89.08. By votl'l of conference, Thomas 
Gaskill was ordained a priest. Wm. E. 
Rush, of Greene County, was granted a 
priest's license. Resolved, that we petition 
the General Conference to define the privi
lege of a teacher and deacon in regard to 
publicly preaching the gospel within the 
jurisdiction of the branch in which they 
hold office. Resolved, that the next district 
conference be held at Pittsburg, Pennsyl
vania, in September. Delegates to General 
Conference were chosen. A committee was 
appointed to solicit subscriptions towards 
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liquidating the tent fund debt. During the 
conference Bro. L. R. Devore baptized a Sr. 
Phillips and two of Bro. Barker's children. 
Preaching by Elders James Craig, L. R. 
Devore, and D. L. Shinn. At the social 
service the saints were made to rejoice, the 
Spirit of the Lord being present, and many 
strong testimonies being given, which re
freshed many souls. 

SOUTHERN NEBRASKA. 
Conference convened at Nebraska City, 

February 13, 14, 1898; J. W. Waldsmith was 
chosen to preside, M. H. Forscutt associate, 
E. D. Briggs· ,secretary, Arvillia Crichton 
assistant. Preaching by A. J. Myers, M. H. 
Forscutt, and F. A. Smith. Reports were 
received from Elders J. Caffall, W. E. Peak, 
J. W. Waldsmith, A. J. Myers, J. Thomson, 
P. C. Peterson, W. Savage, F. A. Smith; 
Priests R. 0. Self, H. W. Belville, R. Mere
dii.h H. C. Fremming, C. L. Gouldsmith, J. 
H. Drury," E. D. Briggs; Teachers Joseph 
Tempest, M. P. Thomson; Deacons J. S. 
Meyer, J. Perrin. Bishop's agent reported. 
On hand October 1, $20. 75; received since 
$344.22; paid out $335.82; due church January 
31, 1898, $29.15. Branch reports, Hebron 21; 
4 receivea. Palmyra 38. Fairfield 48; 3 
baptized, 8 removed. Nebraska City 136; 1 
baptized. Blue River 194; 13 baptized, l re
ceived, 1 expelled, 1 removed, l died. It was 
resolved that the camp meeting association 
be dissolved and that all properties of the 
association be turned over to the district 
officers, to be disposed of as the conference 
may direct, and the bill of the treasurer be 
paid by the district. A committee was ap
pointed to confer with Central Nebraska dis
trict in regard to a State reunion. The 
changing of boundary lines of the district 
was' left to the delegates to General Confer
ence, they to confer with delegates from the 
Northern and Central Nebraska districts. 
Delegates to General Conference were chosen 
as follows: M. H. Forscutt, J. W. Wald
smith, W. M. Self, W. Savage, H. C. Frem
ming, W. E. Peak, H. W. Belville, C. H. 
Porter, Samuel Brolliar, F. A. Smith, Anna 
Nielsen. District officers, J. W. Waldsmith 
president'.and Bishop's agent, E. D. Briggs 
secretary, C. F. Wood~ assistant, were sus
tained for ensuing four months. Conference 
adjourned to meet at• Nebraska City, June 
26, 27. 

8lfndau 8Bhool AssoBiations. 
CHATHAM. 

Association convened at Blenheim, Feb
ruary 12 and 13, 1898, at 1: 30 p. m.; B. St. 
John was chosen chairman, J. Shields assist
ant, Mary M. Green secretary, Maggie Hil
dreth assistant. The five schools which had 
been organized during the year were united 
with the association and given all the privi
leges of the same. All visitors were given a 
cordial invitation to take part in this con
vention. Reports from the following schools 
were read: Petrolia, Longwood, Pine Grove, 
Blenheim, Chatham, Buxton, Ridgetown, 
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Zion of Wallaceburg, Zone, Lindsley, and 
Wabash, showing a membership of. 362. A 
number of speeches were given to gain in
formation in regard to the way the reports 
should be made out and how Sunday schools 
should be governed. Reports from superin
tendents, G. St. John, W. H. Lively, E. 
Fritzthomas, and Sr. E. A. Blakely were 
read, with much feeling in regard to the ad
vancement of the Sabbath school work. G. 
A. McFadden treasurer, reported: . On hand 
last report $1.32; received since $4.60; paid 
out $1; on hand $±.92. Report accepted. Sec
retary's report: On hand last report 25 
cents, received from treasurer $1, expended 
$1.24; on hand 1 cent. Report accepted. It 
was voted that B. St. John, superintendent, 
be paid $1, and Sr. E.;A. Blakely, assistant 
superintendent, be paid 90 cents for expenses. 
Officers elected for the ensuing year: George 
Shippy superintendent, Sr. • E., A .. Blakely 
sustained assistant superintendent, Mary M. 
Green sustained secretary, G. A. McFadden 
sustained treaHurer. A vote of thanks was 
tendered B. St. Johu for past duties. '.l.'he 
Petrolia and Chatham Sunday schools were 
in favor of having the convention held in 
their branches. Voted that we hold our con
vention the Friday prior to the fall confer
ence. Emma Lively is now visiting at 
Independence and it is the wish of this body 
that she represent us as our delegate at the 
General Convention. It was decided that we 
spend a social evening in connection with 
the Sunday school work, and that short 
speeches be given by teachers and superin
tendents in regard to how they teach and 
govern their schools. In the evening Elder 
Shields, B. St. John, George Hampshire, 
Emma A. Blakely, Elder Coburn, and Mary 
M. Green gave addresses, after which sorntJ 
blackboard exercises were given by George 
Shippy, which was well received. Sr. Hacke1{t, 
W. H. Lively, and J. Shields spoke in regard 
to the use of quarterlies, the main object to 
be attained to use the memories of the teach
ers and scholars. Sr. E. A. Blakely gave in· 
struction in regard to preparing Sunday 
school lessons, also a short address from Bro. 
Maynard, which was very interesting. These 
were interspersed with music. The secre· 
tary was granted the privilege of accepting, 
correcting, and entering upon the record any 
reports which might yet reach her. At 8: 30 
Sabbath morning, prayer service. A number 
of testimonies and prayers were given. At 
ten a. m. Sunday school was held, Bro. 
Shippy in charge. The school was formed 
into one large Senior Quarterly class, Elder 
J. Shields chosen teacher, Elder Shippy con
ducting the blackboard exercises. The offi
cers of the convention were instructed to 
prepare a written program for the next con
vention. A vote of thanks was tendered to 
the Blenheim saints for their hospitality. 
Adjourned to meet as per announcement. 

NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS. 
Convention was held February 25 at 

Chicago, Illinois; W. Vickery superintend
ent, Leonard Houghton assistant, Elmer E. 
Johnson secretary. Reports were reud from 
Shaw, Plano, Mission, Sandwich, Piper 
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City, Chicago, and West Pullman. One 
school at Aurora, Illinois, joined the asso
ciation. Treasurer reported cash on hand 
last report $33.25; received $3. 72; paid out 
$6.23; on hand $30.74. A. J. Keck was 
elected superintendent, W. Vickery assist
ant superintendent, Elm.er E. Johnson secre
tary, and Chas. E. Blakely treasurer. Fifteen 
delegates were elected to General Convention. 
Adjourned to meet at the same place and day 
previous to the holding of the next district 
conference. 

POTTAWATTAMIE. 
Association convened at Crescent, Iowa, 

March 12, 13; J.E. Hansen superintendent, 
Jennie Scott secretary. Reports from Cres
cent, Council Bluffs, Underwood, Hazel Dell, 
and Carson Sunday schools were received. 
No report from Boomer. Total enrollment 
in district 334; number of schools 6. Teach
ers from the different schools, also some of 
the superintendents, reported. Delegates 
appointed to the General Convention are: 
T. W. Williams, James Caffall, J. P. Carlile, 
Joshua Carlile, C. A. Beebe, Emma Beebe, 
C. L. Carstensen, John Hansen, H. N. Han
sen, Agnes Hansen, Emma Currie, Julia 
Hansen, Thos. Scott, D. Parish, Anna Stu
art, Jeµnie Scott, James Lapworth, and Liz
zie Lapworth. Officers elected for the 
ensuing year: J. E. Hansen superintendent, 
Emma Currie associate superintendent, Sr. 
Riley Briggs second associate superintend
ent (to work in the eastern part of the dis
trict), Jennie Scott secretary and treasurtir. 
Interesting paper was read by Anna Stuart 
on Christmas Offerings. Entertainment in 
the evening by the Crescent school. Ad
journed to meet at Underwood the second 
Saturday and Sunday in June. 

Mi8BBllaneotls Dspar1msnt 
THE FIRST SEVENTY. 

The secretary of the quorum has sent 
blank forms 10 the members that they may 
send in reports in pursuance of the following 
resolution adopted by the quorum April 16, 
1897:-

"Whereas the General Conference has 
abolished the printed reports, and whereas 
such printed reports were our quorum reports 
also: Be it resolved, that our members re
port the statistical facts of their labors to the 
secretary, reaching him by March 20 of each 
year, and that he summarize and report to 
quorum, and that blank forms be sent out by 
the secretary to each member of the quorum." 
This was also adopted: "Resolved further 
t.hat the reports shall close with the last day 
of February when practicable." 

DUNCAN CAMPBELL. 

NOTICES. 
Branch clerks of Northern Michigan dis-

, trict will please reply as early as possible to 
question asked of them that the books both 
of district and General Church Recorder may 
be correct. C. B. JOICE, Sec. 
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CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Conference of the Central California dis

trict will convene with the Jefferson branch, 
at San Benito, April 29, at ten a. m. We 
don't expect Bro. Luff or Bro. Joseph to be 
with us, but we do hope as many of the saints 
and ministry as can will attend. Come pre
pared that the Spirit of the Lord may meet 
with us. J. E. HOLT, Pres. 

BORN. 
LA WRENSON.-To Mr. Alfred Lawrenson 

and wife was born July 9, 1897, in St. Joseph, 
Missouri, a son, to whom they gave the name 
of Harold Porter. This grandchild of our 
esteemed Bro. Wm. Lawrenson was blessed 
at the church in St. Joseph, Missouri, on 
February 27, 1898, by Elders J. M. Terry and 
R. Archibald. 

KRAMER.-A t Beacon, Iowa, August 14, 
1893, to Mr. and Mrs. W. Kramer, a son, and 
named John. Blessed March 8, 1898, by El
der J. S. Roth. 

ORTLEB.-At Burlington, Iowa, January 
11, 1898, to Bro. and Sr. Wm. Ortleb, a 
daughter, and named Ruth. Blessed March 
11, 1898, by Elders J. H. Lake and J. S. Roth. 

MARRIED. 
WILLEY-FISHER.-At Burlington, Iowa, 

March 10, 1898, by Elder J. S. Roth, Bro. 
Lawrence Willey, of New London, "to Sr. 
Tillie Fisher. The presents were numerous 
and some very valuable. 

DUKE-BEAR.-Mr. Samuel Duke and Sr. 
Mary L. Bear were married in the Latter 
Day Saints' church at Burlington, Iowa, 
March 16, at nine p. m., by Elder J. S. Roth. 
The church was packed to its utmost ca
pacity with very interested listeners. The 
bride's sister Lillie and the groom's brother 
Albert acted as waiters. They made a fine 
appearance. 

DIED. 
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of a better home beyond. She leaves hus
band, son, one adopted daughter, a grandson, 
and seven brothers. Two funeral sermons 
were preached over her remains, to full 
houses, by Elder J. C. Foss; one ·at Higbee, 
her home, assisted by Elder George Thor
burn, the second at Bevier, the place of her 
burial, assisted by Elder T. A. Tanner. 

WEEDMARK.-At Lamoni, Iowa, March 7, 
1898, Sr. Almira, wife of Bro. Nathan Weed
mark. She was born at Chatham, Kent 
County, Ontario, June 3, 1849; was married 
to Bro. Weedmark, December 21, 1867. To 
them were born six children, the only sur
viving one, Sr. Davis, a resident of Lamoni. 
She was baptized June 16, 1872, in Ontario, 
by Bro. John Traxler. The family moved to 
Michigan, in 1875, and thence to Lamoni in 
1889. Funeral sermon at thA brick church 
by Elder R. M. Elvin, from Revelation 14: 
12, 13, assisted by Patriarch A. H. Smith. 
Interment in Rose Hill cementery. 

ROCKWELL.-Near Lamoni, Iowa, March 
5, 1898, Mr. George W. Rockwell. He was 
born at Pleasanton, Iowa; was at time of 
death 29 years, 4 months, and 13 days old. 
July 8, 1894, was married to Miss Nettie 
Frink. He thus leaves a young widow and 
two children. Sermon from Job 14: 14 at the 
Christian Advent church to a full house, by 
Elder Robert M. Elvin. 

KERN.-At Seligman, Missouri, March 3, 
Sr. Isabel J. Kern. She was born October 
30, 1861; baptized April 20, 1894, at Seligman, 
Missouri. Also her five-year-old daughter 
was burned to death at the same time and 
place. Sr. Kern was burning trash in the 
yard, and went in the house to see after her 
baby, and the little daughter went too near 
the fir0 and her clothing caught fire. The 
mother ran to the child to try to extinguish 
the flames; and her own clothing took fire, 
a.nd both were burned so badly that death 
ensued in a few hours. Funeral sermon by 
Elder G. H. Hilliard. 

ROUSH.- Washington Warren, third son 
of Levi and Martha J. Roush, was born in 
South Fork Township, Jackson County, Iowa; CREES.-Susannah E. Born at Beinder
died at the home of his parents, near ]'ulton, sheim, Rheinfalz, Germany, November 4, 
Iowa, March 3, 1898, aged 27 years, 9 months, 1822. Died at Economy, Pennsvlvania, Feb
and 25 days. He had lived with his parents ruary 10, 1898. Baptized at Independence, 
all of his life except since last July, when he Missouri, April, 1894, by Elder Joseph Luff. 
went to Wray, Colorado, in the hope of re- Came to America with her parents when ten 
gaining his health, and later to Denver, being years of age, settling near Economy. Some 
accompanied to the latter place by his of her relatives live in Iowa, where she re
mother and brother, and from whence he re- sided for some time. Her death was due to 
turned February 26, to spend his last days neuralgia of the heart. She possessed more 
under the parental roof. He obeyed the gos- than ordinary intelligence and was a faithful 
pel while in Colorado. He always was an saint. Services.were conducted by Elder D. 
upright young man, loved by all, which was L. Shinn. 
shown at the last illness and burial. Our HOLCOMB.-Harmon C. Holcomb wae born 
brother leaves one brother (two having pre- November 3, 1837, Ashtabula County, Ohio; 
ceded him to the better world), father, died February 24, 1898, Galland's Grove, Iowa. 
mother, and one foster sister, also an aged He united with the Saints Church October, 
grandfather. Funeral at the house, March 5; 1861, and remained a consistent member and 
sermon by Elder John Heide. firm believer until death. December 7, 1873, 

WALTENBAUGH.-At Higbee, Missouri, he united in marriage with Elnora Homer, 
March 1, 1898, Sr. Sarah, wife of Bro. Jacob she passing this life July 22, 1895. Two chil
Waltenbaugh, aged 48 years, 7 months, and dren, Martha A. and Homer C., are the re-
7 days. She was born at Nantyglo, South sult of this union and thus become orphans. 
Wales. She came to this country in 1858; Besides these, three brothers and fours sisters, 
was married to Bro. Waltenbaugh, February with other relatives ·and numerous friends, 
27, 1867. Was baptized by Elder David D.

1 

feel the departure. The commodious church 
Jones, September 13, 1871, and lived a faith- at the Grove was not ample to the funeral oc
ful saint, and departed this life in'. the hope casion-,-proof of the high esteem had for this 

worthy brother. Elder J. W. Wight was the 
speaker. · 

EATON.-Lucy A., wife of John Eaton, died 
at Little Deer Isle, February 26, 1898, aged 
22 years, 5 months, 3 days. She was baptized 
May 17, 1896, by Elder J.C. Foss, and lived a 
consistent life to the last. Husband and one 
daughter three years old mourn. Funeral 
sermon at chapel by Elder J. J. Billings. 

BROADWAY.-Bro. John James Broadway, 
second son of the presiding elder of the Ham
ilton branch, New Castle, New South Wales, 
Australia; aged 14 years and 7 months. The 
deceased was away at Charlestown taking 
his holidays. On the 13th of January, in 
company with another young brother (Jim
mie Jones), he went swimming, buying some 
sweets on the way. John put a lollie into 
his mouth before going into the water. 
Among other movements, he turned onto his 
back to "float," when the hard round lollie 
dropped into his throat and he sank at once, 
suffocated, and never rose till his lifeless 
body was recovered. This sad event came as 
a terrible shock to his relatives and the 
church. The deceased usually played the 
violin in the praise services of the church, 
and the vacant place by the organ will be 
very painfully conspicuous for some time. 
The funeral services were conducted and the 
sermon preached by the writer and were 
specially well attended. G. R. WELLS. 

CRAMER.-Harold Manly, son of Bro. John 
H. and Cedora Cramer, at Blakes Mills, 
Ohio, February 10, 1898, aged 5 years, 4 
monthE,, and 10 days. Little Harold broke 
through the ice on the canal and was 
drowned. Funeral service Sunday, 13th, at 
the church, which was filled to its utmost 
capacity. The Baptist choir from New 
Philadelphia furnished the singing. Ser
mon by Elder L. W. Powell. 

BAXTER.-At Empire, Nevada, February 
28, 1898, Bro. William Baxter. Deceased 
was born in Alton, Hampshire, England, 
November 19, 1827"; baptized February 2, 
1872, at Jacks Valley, Douglas County, 
Nevada, by Elder Abednego Johns. Bro. 
Baxter leaves a wife, two sons, four daugh
ters, and a number of grandchildren to mourn. 
Funeral sermon by Elder R. W. Davis from 
Revelation 14: 12, 13. 

HAILEY.-At Geelong West, Australia, 
January 2, 1898, Willie, youngest son of Bro. 
Godfrey and Sarah Hailey, born January I, 
1897. "The Lord gave, and the Lord hath 
taken away; blessed be the name of the 
Lord." Funeral services conducted by Elder 
W. J. Trembath at the grave in Eastern 
cemetery, Geelong, on January 3. 

LUKE.-Miss Catherine, daughter of Mr. 
John and Mrs. Kate Luke, at Beacon, Ma
haska County, Iowa, March 8, 1898, after an 
illness of twenty-three days. She was born 
at Cleveland, Lucas County Iowa, December 
10, 1882. Funeral took place March 10, 1898. 
Services held in Baptist church, where Elder 
E. B. Morgan preached to a large and atten
tive congregation from John 11: 25. Miss 
Luke wi.s an obedient and affectionate daugh
ter. She had many friends. Tokens of their 
friendship were seen in flowers and tears at 
the funeral. 
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Royal makes the food pure, 
wboiesome and delicious. 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK. 

Archamlogical Committee's Report, 
WITH lUAPS. 

Evidences Supporting tneEook of'. Mormon. 

This work presents the results of labors of 
the "Committee on American Arch::eology," 
appointed at the General Conference of 1894. 
The work has been written after much time 
and special labor in investigating every 
available source of written information on 
the subject. 

It is divided into three parts. Part 1 con
tains a preface, and outlines the history of 
the Nephites. Part2 is a synopsis of Jaredite 
history, and includes a summary of the con
clusions reached by the committee, with a 
statement of the evidences upon which said 
conclusions are based. Part 3 contains much 
miscellaneous matter of general importance, 
including a list of early authors on American 
antiquities, with their opinions concerning 
the origin of the ancient Americans; a list 
of authors quoted; also an index of names 
of lands, cities, rivers, etc. 

The committee has outlined and located 
the civilizations, lands, cities, rivers, and 
boundaries of countries named in the Book of 
Mormon. These are shown on six specially 
prepared Maps, included in the report. 
Other engravings also appear-illustration'! 
of "Mexican Picture Writing," "Landa's 
Maya Alphabet,'' "LePlongeon's Egyptian 
and Maya alphabet," "Book of Mormon char
acters," ''Bas Relief from Palenq ue," and 
"Inscriptions from Palenque." 

The committee has summarized the leading 
arch::eological evidences obtainable in sup
port of the claims made by the Book of Mor
mon; 'evidences have been gathered from 
sources not accessible to the average reader, 
making it a manual of defense of its arch::eo
logical claimii. 

The preparation of the work has been com
pleted at considerable expense, but the price 
has been made as low as possible. 

THE SAINTS1 HERALD .. 

Neatly bound in heavy paper covers; price 
50 cents, mailed to any address. 

9~0 
LOt:JGITUOE. wc$r $ 0"-·FRDM. GR££NWICH 8 5° '1 

The (baker Valley Manufacturing Co., BUI and 321 
South Canal Street, Chicago, sell a full lme of higil
grade household furniture direct from tile factory at 20 to 
r.o per cent lower than retail prices, and will send anyone 
zi copy of their catalogue free. 

GRNRRHh 8YORR FOR 8HhR 

Furniture From Factory to Fireside. 
Being the only extensive manufacturers of furniture in 

the world selling direct from maker to user, we save our 
customers the enormous expenses and profits of the 
jobbers and retailel's, Send for catalogue A, showing 
our full line of Household Furniture, at 20 to 00 per cent 
under retail value. 

Q.naker Valley Mannfactnrlng Co., 
ll19 and 321 S. Canal St., Chicago. 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
C'.oth, leather b'acke •••••••••••••••• $ '15 

Doing a good business. Will sell stock with 
buildings or without buildings. For fut'ther l 1Ifyo111 contemplate pnrchasinghonaehold f'amlt11re, by 

At Kirtland. 

,, · 1 · · f E CU R T l a I means nnd for the catalogue of the Qnaltea Valley part1cu ars mqm~e o, . R Y, emp a, Manufacturiq «Jo., &19 and am South Ou.Ill street 
Lake County, Ohio. Ohieap. ' 

BRANCH RECORDS. 
Leather back and corners, cloth sides1 

printed headings, and ruled for Record ox 
Names, Blessing of Children, Marriages, Or· 
dinations, Deaths, Removals, and other 
changes in systematic and concise form. $1.50. 

WHAT WE BELIEVE. 
A small book-pamphlet size-3x4t inches, 

20 pages, with a statement of the faith of the 
church, as given in the Epitome, with elighii 
alterations. 

In paper covers, stapled; price per d011S111 
20 cents, 100 $1.25, 1,000 $12. 
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GRACELAND COLLEGE. 

For catalogues or .further information, 

Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE, 
Acting President, 

or D. F. LAMBERT, Secretary, 
LAMONI, low A 

TOBACCO HABIT CURED, 
OR I'iO PAY. 

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illln<>is, posltlvel:y 
guarantees three boxes of HQuit .. To-Bao" to perm.a .. 
nently take away all desire tor tobaooo, or will 
promptly refund money paid forlt. Three boxeuent 
post paid anywhere for $1.50. No bad effects from 
nee of Quit-To-Bae. It is a great nerve tonic. Why 
not try it? It haa cured hundreds; why not yon? 
Remember, No Cftre, No Pay. Address, B.F. 
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illlnois. 

General Conference 
is drawing close at hand, and as nearly 
every member of the church is anxious 
to get tl_le Cc.mference news daily during 
the session, it has been decided to meet 
this want by issuing 

A DAILY EDITION OF 
ZION'S ENSIGN, 

during the Entire Session for the nom
inal price of TWENTY-FIVE CENTS. 
Please do us the favor of forwarding 
y~:mr orders for the D~ily as early as pos
sible, so that everythrng can be in readi
ness at the opening of Conference and we 
prepare~ to give you the very best serv
ice possible. 

Address all orders to 
ZION'S ENSIGN, 

Box B. INDEPENDENCE, Mo. 

TAKE YOUR CHOICE 
of' three good residences in Lamoni. 

One 4 room, one 5 room, and one 7 room 
residence, with good cellars, pantries, and 
closets. Abundance of good water, also fruit 
trees and small fruit. Convenient to church 
school, and business part of town. Will seii 
any ~wo of the three residences. For further 
particulars, call on or address CHAS F 
CHURCH, Lamoni, Iowa. ~0-7-t 

Personally conducted tourist car 
will also be run from St. Louis 
to C~lifornia points, leaving St. 
Louis 8:45 p. m. every Wednes
day; St. Joe Thursdays 12: 40 
p. m., connecting at Lincoln 

with the Chicago tourist car for all southern 
California points. 10-3t 

'l'HE SAINTS' HERALD 

FOR SALE. 
Between this date and February 15, 1898, 

the oldest and best established millinery 
stock and fixtm·es in town. Location good. 
Rent reasonable. No incumbrance. Good 
trade. MISS C. A. SEELY, Lamoni, Iowa. 

Dated December 29. 1897. 

I WHAT HA VE YOU to exchange as part I 
payment on a well improved 80 acre farm 
two miles from Lamoni? Large build
ings-all painted-orchard. Yearly pay· 

I 
ments on balance. Give full description I 
and price of your property in first letter. 

D. F. Nicholson. 

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN. 
!. house in Lamoni, Iowa, two squares from the bust' 

ness. center. ~t has six room•, a hall, !'nd three closets, 
!'-nd is couvem~ntly arranged for a family of six or more; 
is warm as a wmter house, and has good ventilation for 
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple, 
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which are 
the corner of a block. Address, 

I. N. W. COOPER, Lamoni, Iowa. 

BOOK OF MORMON MAPS NOW READY. 
A large map of the Book ,of Mormon geography, as 

comp.Bed by the committee on Archreology; drawn for 
them and engraved by Bro. G. ]j', Weston, accordmg to the 
Weston art method; 40x51 inches, designed for the home, 
office, and Sunday school. A durable, strong, and artistic 
map; mounted on cloth, in laeting colors; the surface 
varnished so as to be washed off with damp cloth whe11 
necessary; with stained and varnished strip at top and 
bottom. 

Sent by express to any address for $2.50, express to be 
paid bv purchaser. 

This map has all the missionary and colonial journey 
lines between the lands Zarahemla, Lehi-Nephi, etc.; 
and the migratory journeys of the Nephites, Jaredites, 
and the people of Zarahemla, from their tlrst landings to 
the Hill Cumorah; also the modern travels of Humboldt, 
Pizarro, and Cortez. It gives the native races of the United 
States, Central America, and Mexico-the Incas, Mayas, 
Aztecs, Indian tribes, etc. The ancient Pernvian roads are 
indicated as nearly as can be obtained, and an alphabetical 
index in full is to accompany it as soon as published, at 
twenty-five cents,: givini;: references to page, chapter, 
and paragraph in Book of Mormon and other works; and 
also giving a reference to the numberR and letters on the 
margin of the m:ap, so that the various locations can 
readily be found thereon. 

Send money by postal money order to G. F. WESTON, 
Box 553, Buchanan, Berrien County, Michigan. 

FOR SALE OR TRADE. 
A nice home near President Joseph Smith's 

residence; containing seven rooms, three 
closets, pantry, and cellar; well, outbuildings, 
etc.; about two acres of ground, well set to 
fruit and ornamental trees. For further par
ticulars inquire of M., Herald Office, or 
address Box 312, Lamoni, Iowa. 

DISTRICT RECORDS. 
Printed and bound similar to Branch 

Records. $2.50. 

WHAT IS MAN?. 
BY ELDER J. R. LAMBERT. 

Man's Nature and Destiny. The Spirit or 
Soul: Is it immortal? Does it survive the 
Death of the Body in a Conscious state? The 
views of Mortal-Soulists Examined and Re
futed. In two parts. Second edition. 

The author has closely examined the sub
ject upon which he has written, both in 
study and in oral discussion, with those who 
differ from him in belief concerning the 
nature and destiny of man. Discussed from 
biblical, historical, and scientific standpoints. 
Christ as the true type of man, in life and in 
death; his preexistence, life, and death con
sidered; the nature of man; the intermediate 
state of righteous and wicked; consciousness 
between death and the resurrection; the 
second death or future punishment; and the 
final conscious existence of all after the judg
ment; are leading features of the chapters of 
the volume. 

In paper covers ...•••••••••••••••.. S 35 
Cloth.............................. 50 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an 
invention is probably patentable. Communica.. 
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents. 

Patents taken through l\ilunn & Co. receive 
special notice, without charge, in the 

Sdtnttnc Jlm~rican. 
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 m 
year; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers~ 

MUNN & C0.3618roadway, New York 
Branch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C. 

HARDWAREJI 
STOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETO. 

Special ~·tention given to Builders' Hardware. 
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnished 

LAMUNI HARDWARE CO. 

THE KEOKUK ROUTE. 

K. & W. -a D. M. & K. C. Railways. 
The D. M. & :K. C. Ry from Des Moines 

,:, Cainsville has been rebuilt and that por
tion south of Van Wert will be standard 
g-auge on or before November 1, 1897. 

There is no road in Southern Iowa or 
Northern Missouri which has more good 
locations for business men than on the line of 
the Keokuk Route. More stock of all kinds 
has been shipped over this line than any road 
of equal mileage in Iowa or Missouri. (See 
Missouri Surplus Map at our stations.) The 
freight and passenger service is not equalled 
by any road in the state, except the Missouri 
River trunk lines, with each of which we 
have union stations and direct connections. 

Persons seeking farms can find property at 
tempting prices; men seeking business loca
tions can find towns with ample territory and 
siettlers to warrant good business. Additionllll 
passenger service will soon be given which 
will add to the growth of the towns. 

The towns between Des Moines and Cains
ville are particularly well located for 
business. Look them up. Write to the 
undersigned for additional information. See 
folder for map and lands. 

A. C. GOODRICH, 

J. F. ELDER, 
Gen. Pass. Agent. 

Vice Pres. and Gen. M'n'gr, 

MINISTRY AND BRANCH CARDS. 
Neat cards for Ministers or Branches, with 

name and address, or place of worship and 
hours of services on face, and Epitome or 
"What we Believe" on reverse side. An ex
cellent aid. Two sizes: 2tx4 inches, price 
75 cents per 250, $2.50 per 1,000. 3x5~ inches 
$1.00 per 250, $3.50 per $1,000. Printed in 
other styles, as ordered. 

TEACHER'S CLASS RECORD. 
Paper, 5 cents each, per doz ..•.•••• $ 50 
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Kirtland ............................. . Z08 I add t at tie nigh officials t. at Ive . a fo 1um t at the wors ip o t e ea 
SUNDAY SCHOOL AssocrA'rIONs: . short time after that epoch desired buried under the hill had lasted until 

Southern Nebraska ................ 208 . . . . h h d " h E · · I 
MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT: greatly to be buned near Osiris, w 0 t ,e en OI t e gyptian empire. n 

Rall way Rates to General Conference.208 had precedetl them in life and death. spite of all these proofs, I lacked yet 
Trains Between Kansas City and Inde- · · 

pendence ........................... 208 I discovered on the :first of January of the details given in the Egyptian 
Bishop's Agents' Notices.····· · · · · · .208 this year this famous staircase, which texts. 

THE DISCOVERY OF THE TOMB OF cannot leave any doubt as to the des- The tomb was in shape a large rec-
OSIRIS. tination of the tomb which my exca- tangle, and on the four sides of it were 

London Press Dispatch, March 5. vations brought to light. series of tombs which would number 
SCIENTISTS are excited over the au- Two years ago I had already begun I about t,wo hundred. Moreover, the 
thenticated discovery of the tomb of a very important work, if we consider necropolis, known in the country un
Osiris, the chief god of the Egyptians only the number of cubic meters of Ider the name of Om·el-Gaab-el-Gharby, 
and brother of Isis, at Luxor, a village sand removed, and my diggings on contsoined the sepulchers of persons of 
of Upper Egypt, built on the site of one side had stopped at a point three I very high rank, among them kings, 
Thebes. The news was first received or four meters from a large tomb. the steles of which I discovered two 
with incredulity, but all doubts were During my pnwious excavations I had years ago. So this first po~nt was 
quieted by a telegram from the di- found a great number of traces of settled. On January 1 appeared this 
rector-general of excavations to the Osiris worship, but they could be ex- fortunate staircase mentioned by the 
president of the Egyptian council of plained by the general devotion that texts.· The next day I discovered a 
ministers. 'fhe discovery was made people of Abydos, as well as other unique monument. It was a granite 
by M. Amelineau, who, in a letter, parts of Egypt, had for the God of the monolith in the shape of a bed, deco
also affirms positively that he h3JS dis- dead, who was also sometimes called rated with the head and legs of a lion. 
covered that the tomb of the gods "the Universal Lord," because men On this bed was lying a mummy bear
Seth and Horus is in the same ne- are all submitted to death's law. The ing what is known as the white crown, 
cropolis, at Abydos. The Pall JJ!fall Ga- hill under which was hidden Osiris's holding in his hands, which came out 
zette says: "There is no doubt that tomb is about one hundred and eighty of the case, a flagellum and a pastoral 
this is a great discovery. Thus we meters in length by one hundred and cane. Near the head were two hawks. 
know the tombs of the last three god- sixty meters in width, and is here and and two were at the feet. The dead 
kings of the second of the divine dy- there seven or eight meters high. It was designated by the inscription: 
nasties, which dates back ten thousand was composed of millions upon mil- "Osiris the Good Being." The hawks 
yea.rs." lions of small jars or earthen vases, were labeled: "Horus, avenger of his 

M. E, Amelineau, in the Journal Eg11piien. also some large ones mixed up with father," and the goddess Isis is also 
Everybody who has had a little edu- sand and few rare pieces of stone. designated by her name. This monu

cation or has read a little, knows, or From the first days of the excava- ment is one meter seventy in length, 
at least has heard of, the legend of tions, in December last, pieces of pot- and about one meter in width and 
Osiris. The benevolent god, benig- tery of all shapes, entire or broken, height. The tomb itself has the 
nant and charming, to whom is gen- wer~ fo~nd, beari~g insc:ipti~ns :writ· 1.sh~pe of a dwelli~g, with a courtyard 
erally at'cributed the progress of ten m h1eroglyphw or h1erat1c signs. m front,. It con tamed fourteen rooms 
civilization in the Nile valley, who Large numbe.rs of pieces mentioned and the staircase, five rooms to the 
taught his contemporaries how to cul· the name of Osiris, and were due to the north, five to the south, and four to 
tivate the earth, to enjoy the rural priests, while a number of smaller the east. The western face was open. 
pleasures, to charm their leisure, and pieces bore the name of Amou-Ra. A The two extremities, south and north, 
to forget their fatigues with the help few of these inscriptions mentioned were closed by a wall on the east side. 
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'The tomb was about thirteen meters resenting the modern return of the I only two or three friendly women near 
in lengtb, twelve meters in width, Jews to Palestine. The estimate has -one of them his mother- Jesus 
and two and a half meters in depth. been made that of these Jewish farm- passed the last hours of his earthly 
There were evidences of fire in it. I ers and their families in Palestine life. Those who suffered by crucifix· 
found at the bottom of the rooms in- there are as many as 6,000, with 100,· ion sometimes lingered three or four 
disputable proof of the work of spo- 000 acres under cultivation. days-Jesus lived about five hours. 
liators. This fact of the tomb's Wine growing, silk culture, fruit While hanging on the cross he spoke 
having been destroyed by fire has ren- raising, and honey production chiefly seven times. Soon after the cross 
dered sterile a great part of my labor. engage these Jew farmers who have was raised, looking over the coarse 
This is to be lamented, and the case returned to the promised land. There and brutal soldiery, and the mistaken 
is hopeless, for what is lost is lost is at Yafa, the Joppa of Bible times, fanatics who had hounded him to that 
forever. actually a Jewish agricultural college, hour, he uttered a prayer, which has 

1t was not without a deep emotion which is doing a gre::tt work in the probably made a deeper impression 
on my part that this holy sepulcher education of Hebrew farmers. Its , on the world than any other single 
of Egypt was brought to light by my graduates take charge of farm colo- 'prayer ever offered: "Father, for
workmen, who did not even suspect nies of the men of their race in both give them, for they know not what 
the importance of the discovery. The Palestine and elsewhere. From the they do." 
emotion I felt at the thought that I advance made in Palestine it looks as 
was touching soil sacred for thousands if the wilderness will indeed blossom 
. of generations was rendered more in- as the rose in that dried up land, and 
tense when I considered t.hat my dis- that the Jews will prove as success
covery came just in time to prove that ful at farming as they have done 
what have been called my theories at everything else they have at
and theses were not pure unsupported tempted.-Carroll, Iowa, Sentinel, Nov. 
theories and sensational theses, but 11, 1897. 

BIG ARTIFICIAL WATERWAY . 

INDIA HAS AN IRIUGATION CANAI-1 
WHICH IS THE LARGEST IN THE 

WORLD ~RUSSIA'S WATER· 
WAYS. 

THE ~.Chenab irrigation canal, in the 
northwest provinces, India, is 200 
feet broad. It is doubtless the largest 
canal in the world. Its main channel 

unquestionably realities proved by 
facts. Such are in a nutshell the 
main points of my discoveries.-Pub
lie Opinion, March 17, 1898. 

JEWISH FARMERS IN PALESTINE. 

'THE first historic record of the Jews 
makes them a pastoral people, tending 
flocks and herds. This they remained 
till the destruction of Jerusalem. 
'fhen they were scattered to the four 
corners of the earth and persecuted by 
Christian nations. In Europe the fact 
that for centuries they were forbidden 
to own land changed the Jewish char
acter apparently, and forced them to 
become a commercial people. Now 
there seems to be a tendency to round 
out the circle of human experiences 
for the race by making many of them 
at least an agricultural people. In 
literature, in the professions, and in 
scientific pursuits they have long since 
taken first rank. Now it only re
mains for them to become for the first 
time in their checkered history farm
.ers. 

They were driven to the agricul
tural life once more by persecution, 
this time the persecution of the Turk 
and the Russian. Not all the starving 
Russian Hebrews came to America. 
There are thousands of them in Pal-

CRUCIFIXION OF CHRIST. 

DEATH ON THE CROSS WAS A MOST 
TERRIBLE FORM OF TORTURE. 

''CRUCIFIXION was a terrible death," 
writes the Rev. Amory H. Bradford, 
D. D., apropos of Holy Week, in an 
article on ''The Last Week in Christ's 

is 450 miles long, while the principal 
branches have an aggregate length of 
2, 000 miles, and the village branches 
will extend, when completed, for an 
additional 4,000 miles. Apart from 
irrigation, the longest canal in the 
world is that which extends from the 

Life" in the April Ladies' Home Jour- frontier of China to St. Petersburg, 
nal. "It was reserved for offenders and is 4,472 miles in length. Another 
of a servile class and never used for a Russian canal, from Astrachan to St. 
Roman citizen. The hands and feet Petersburg, is 1,434 miles long; both 
of the victim were nailed to the wood, the last-named canals were begun by 
and a kind of rude seat was provided Peter the Great. The Bengal canal, 
-just enough to prevent the weight connecting with the river Ganges, 
of the body from tearing through the completed in 1854, is 900 miles in 
flesh. The exact spot where Jesus length, and cost £2,000,000 or £2,200 
was crucified cannot now be identified. per mile. The total length of canals 
Golgotha was probably some skull- in India for irrigating 8,000,000 acres 
shaped hill 'outside the city wall.' is calculated at 14,000 miles. The 
Thither a strange procession wended canal dn Midi, connecting the Atlantic 
its way-the c~ndemned with their and the Mediterranean, is 148 miles 
crosses on their ~acks, the hard- long. The Caledonian canal in Scot
hearted rabble makmg fun of them as land has a length of 60 miles. The 
they passed. The stren~th ?f Jesus Suez canal is 88 miles long, and the 
failed before the destmat1on was J Erie 360; the Ohio canal, 332; the 
reached, and another was. compell~d Miami and Erie, 274; the Manchester 
to c~r? th~ cross for him. This ship canal, 35~ · miles. - Washington 
crucifixion, hke all others, was cruel Star. 
and barbarous in the extreme. The 
executioners were Roman soldiers, . 
but a host of Jews feasted,litheir ,eyes 
on the hideous sight. 

ADDRESSES. 

L. R. Devore, Graysville, Monroe County 
Ohio. 

estine, engaged in farming, success- , ''Such agony was no protection 
fully too. In fact there are already against the gibes of the crowd. With 
.twenty-two agricultural colonies rep- . but one of h\s disciples in sight, ;and 

T. A. Hougas, Supt. Gen. S. S. Association, 
Henderson, Iowa. 

W. N. Robinson, Sec. Gen. S. S. Associa
tion, Independence, Missouri. 
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THE HERAI-40. 
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8: 31, 82.. 
"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none." 

Book of Mormon, page 116. 

Vol. 45. Lamoni, Iowa, March 30, 1898. No. 13. 

unto thee, That thou art Peter, and,. tion to the convincing the disciple of 
upon this rock I will build my church; the sonship of God by divine revela
and the gates of hell shall not prevail tion. 

JOSEPH SMITH 
R. S. SALYARDS 
HEMAN C. SMI'fH, 
JOSEPH LUFF, 

EDITOR. 
Ass1s1'ANT EDITOR. 

} CORRESPONDING EDITORS. 

LAMONI, Iow A, MARCH 30, 1898. 

RATHER A MISTAKE. 

SOME of our religious ,cotemporaries 
are making something of a mistake so 
far as we are concerned, in this: 
They affect to assume that the major 
proposition of our faHh is that Joseph 
Smith was a true prophet; and that 
if they can defeat that proposition 
"Mormonism," or the faith of the Re
organized Church, is necessarily over
thrown. A late writer in the Christian 

against it." (Matt. 16: 16-18; Luke 
9: 20.) 

The gentlemen of the Christian In
dex type make another very serious 
mistake; one which if they will but 
correct in their own declaration of 
philosophy of the salvation offered in 
or by Jesus the Christ, they will do 
themselves and many others great 
good. They seem to be of the opin
ion that the world-their world-is 
very much more interested in the 
question whether Joseph Smith was a 
false prophet and Mormonism a fraud, 
than it is in the question that their 
faith and church are true. It is a 

Index states this proposition as fol- fact susceptible of demonstration, 
lows:- that those among whom the labors of 

Every system of religion has a central idea the Index and its supporters, and all 
or foundation on which it stands. The cen· of the so-called Christian, Advent, 
tral idea of the Christian religion is that and Disciples of Christ, believers of 
Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God. Over-

every sort are being carried on, are and throw that proposjtion and you overthrow 
the entire superstructure of the Christian ought to be just as much interested in 
religion. Now the central idea of Mormon- being accounted, proved, and known 
ism is that Joseph Smith is a true prophet, to be true, and of divine origin and 
this is the major proposition; j in it all other sanction, as they possibly can, or 
propositions are included, or in other wordo 
all Mormonism is included in this one. Now ought to be in the idea that Mormon-
overthrow- this proposition and you over- ism is a fraud. For, if the isms of 
throw the entire superstructure of Mormon- Alexander Campbell, and his associ
ism. ates, and every last offshoot from that 

'rhe write( makes a grave mistake parent stock that began with the Rev. 
in this statement. Tbe central idea of Alexander, B. W. Stone, and others, 
Mormonism, the faith of)he Reorgan- are not true; and the church, and 
ized Church of Jesus·;,,Christ of Latter churches which have been built up by 
Day Saints, is that Jesus Christ was their teaching did not have divine 
and is to be the Savior of mankind. sanction, and are not now recognized 
In this is involved the belief in all the by Obrist Jesus as his, then every 
prophets who wrote of or believed in man and woman who listens to their 
him; the fact that Jesus is the Christ, teaching is no better off than the 
and that the knowledge that he is Episcopal, the Congregational, the 
must be revealed to the disciple, Presbyterian, Methodist, or any other 
learner, believer, or Christian devotee, of the Protestant denominations, or. 
now, as it was when Luke wrote of the Catholics, as churches. 
him, "Thou art the Christ of God;" It is useless to attempt to deny the 
or Matthew wrote in reply to Peter's proposition that unless Christ and his 
emphatic declaration, "Thou art the church are represented by those who 
Christ, the Son of the living God. seek to build up churches, inviting 
And Jesus answered and said unto men to unite with them, then the un
him, Blessed art thou, Simon Bar- seen but powerful agencies by which 
jona: for flesh and blood hath not ·1 Christ established the believer and 
revealed it unto thee,~but· my~Father the church in days of himself and Bis 
which is in heaven. And I say .also disciples, are not brought into_ opera· 

Jesus has positively declared that 
he will build his church; and the fact 
upon which it is to be built, that 
Jes us was and is the Christ, is to be 
the bond of unity by which the dis-
ciples, members of Christ's body are 
to be made one with Christ as he was 
one with the Father. 

The proposition that Joseph Smith 
was a prophet is a minor one and has 
never b.een taught as a necessity pre
cedent to salvation. Belief in Joseph 
Smith being a prophet has been 
taught as a consequence, something 
that occurs as the result of belief in 
and obedience to the gospel and the 
reception of the gift of the Holy Ghost, 
an accompaniment to the faith in the 
Lord Jes us Christ. 

Belief that Joseph Smith was a 
prophet has come to many in direct 
answer to prayer, without effort on 
the part of the ministry to enforce it. 
It bas not been taught as an essential 
part of the faith of the church; so 
that this premise of the argument of 
the Index falls without avail. Yet 
our opposers are constantly making 
this mistake. 

"MormoniRm," so·called, has been 
attacked during the whole period 
sine~ Joseph Smith stated that an 
angel had visited him and given him 
a message to deliver to the men of his 
age and time, by nearly every class 
of religionist, and especially by some 
of those whose religious movements be
gan near the same time that Joseph 
Smith began his; and the method of 
attack has nearly always been the 
same; an attack upon the personal 
character of the man and an endeavor 
to prove him to have been a false 
prophet; and yet t]:rn. faith still lives, 
and bas earnest believers and de
votees. Nor can its life and per
petui. ty be destroyed by those who 
assume to locate its central proposi
tion and so grievously mistake as 
this Christian Index has. 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

FAS'l'ING, PRAYER, ANOINTING, AND 

SACRAMENT. 

Do THE Latter Day Saints practice anoint
ing and washing, as taught in Matthew 6: 18? 
If so, when is the proper time to anoint? 
If anyone bas not understood the command
ment can they anoint at the time they are 
made to understand, or is the anointing done 
by each individual privately by him or her
self? Or 0an it be done in a meeting before 
the congregation? Is it lawful to partake of 
the sacrament when the saints have their 
meeting at a country schoolhouse? 

The instruction referred to as found 
in Matthew 6: 18 is in the sermon on 
the mount, as it is called, and was de
livered to an audience of a multitude, 
including the disciples. The morali
ties of this sermon have always been 
taught as the instructions to those 
who hear as individuals; but are not 
taught as church tenets, doctrines, or 
practices; nor enjoined as church 
practices. We presume, however, 
that all who propose to fast at any 
time, whether such fast is general 
by request of the church authonties, 
or as the result of conference resolu-
tion or order, or as a matter of per
sonal and private intention or purpose, 
will before entering in upon such 
period of fasting, wash themselves, 
and be clean as it is possible for them 
to do. Not many have access to the 
oil of the sort used in oriental coun-
tries, and according to the customs 
then and still prevailing there. 

It would be the proper time for 
such washing and anointing just prior 
to the entering in upon the fast. 

One cannot obey a command until it 
is heard and understood; therefore 
one who has not understood this may 
obey it when be does. The anoihting 
shou1d be done by the individual by 
himself. To do it in a meeting would 
be doing just what the Savior told 
them not to do, "appear unto men to 
fast." It would be a public advertise
ment of the intention to fast. 

It is lawful to partake of the sacra
ment among the saints at any place 
where their meetings are held. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Yes. It might be a bad policy to 
do it, however, in every case. 

3. What is considered the best thing to do 
with such members for the good of the 
church? 

This is owing to conditions; and 
the church should be very careful 
that its reasons for such action are 
good, and the conditions such as to 
warrant it. 

4. Must the church abide by the decision 
of tbe civil law? 

Yes; under all circumstances, and in 
all matters in which the civil law 
makes provisions and the courts have 
jurisdiction. 

5. Can an officer of the Aaronic priesthood 
be chosen to act as branch president, if de
sired by the branch, when there are elders 
present of the branch? 

Yes; but it is not good policy to do 
so; except under peculiar condi
tions warranting it. The right of 
choice is with the branch. It is better 
to choose an elder if practicable. 

THE SAINTS' HOME. 

THE HERALD readers will be inter
ested in learning further particulars 

being fitted with hot water regis
ter, ventilator, and transom, enabling 
occupants to arrange the temperature 
to suit their individual comfort. The 
heating and hot and cold water plants 
are modern a.nd up to date in every 
respect. The walls are pure white 
hard finish; the woodwork the natu
ral light tint wood with hard oil fin
ish. The office, parlor, dining rooms, 
and other general apartments are so 
arranged as to suggest comfort, cheer, 
and homelike surroundings, and the 
occupants will doubtless find the Home 
a home indeed, where the spirit of 
''home" will prevail. 

The building is located in a plat of 
over one hundred acres and is one 
of the most sightly locations in the 
county. It is high and well drained, 
and an excellent view of the surround
ing country is obtainable from even 
the first floor. The basement is ce
mented; the rear or vegetable cellar 
is separated from the other portions 
of the basement with a view to pro
viding against unpleasant odors or ill 
effects. 

concerning the Saints' Home. Though Some of the rooms have been pa
not yet formally opened or dedicated, pered and furnished. The regular 
the Home is open and in charge of the apartment rooms are fitted with neat 
Matron, Sr. Alice Dancer, who is put- iron bedsteads, with brass trimmings 
ting on the finishing touches in the and mattresses, and present a very 
way of making it ready for occupancy; tasty appearance. 
floors have been cleaned, matting and Bishop Kelley and his coworkers 
carpets put down, and other items are deserve credit for the skill and taste 
receiving attention, by Sr. Dancer, exhibited in the construction and gen
assisted by others who have lent their eral arrangement of the building. 
aid to the good work. The work throughout has been done 

The Home is a large building of with a view to the cheerful comfort of 
about 34 x 66 feet with an ell about the aged saints who shall there seek 
32 x 34, another about 18 x 26. It rest and content under church care. 
faces south and east and has three We have not been furnished a list of 
towers; two on the south and one donors, but learn that,. the Boston 
on the east side of the building. sisters are to furnish a room, "the 
The towers add both to the out- W. W's." of Lamoni have furnished 
side appearance of the structure and another, Bro. and Sr. Oriley have 
to the inside arrangement of a number furnished and papered the upper par
of the rooms. The building is of lor, and Bro. and Sr. Nicholson have 
pressed brick with stone trimmings furnished a room. The Mite Society 
and bas a slate roof. It has two stories, and Zion's Religio, and others of La
attic, and a basement, and presents moni, with ~aints _from abroa~, ~ave 
a Substan.ti'al and handsome apnear- aided materially m the furmshmg. MISCELLANEOUS. < 

1. Is a written confession presentable to ance. It has, roughly speaking, about Credit will doubtless be given t.o all, 
the· church? If so; under what circum- fifty rooms, and so arranged that the l if all do not happen to be mentioned 
stances is it acceptable? majority if not all are well liahted and in the HERALD. 

Where circumstances .show reasons to which the cheering rays ;f the sun Success to the Saints' Home. 
why the person confessmg cannot be h 

ave access. 
present personally. I Large halls traverse the building 

2 Can the church expel a member for not . b · 11 h t d d 
f 11 h . · 'th th h h ft th crosswise; emg we ea e an e ows iprng w1 e c urc a er ey 
been labored with? · · · ventilated and each separate room 

* 

We can see one way with a little thought, 
but it usually takes a second or third thought 
to see the best way. 
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THE Hills Crescent, of March 17, pub
lished at Hills, Minnesota, has this to 
say of Bro. I. N. Roberts' work in 
that field:-

Elder I. N. Roberts, a missionary of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Lat
ter Day Saints, preached two powerful ser
mons at the opera house Saturday and 
Sunday evenings. Mr. Roberts is a fluent 
speaker and presents the merits of bis church 
in a forcible way. The Latter Day Saint cause 
is steadily increasing, having at the present 
time about a dozen members. 

have amounted to a cloudburst i11 in rates is granted, it is necessary to 
portions of Ohio. Many thousands of go through to Independence by the 
people have been rendered homeless Missouri Pacific or Chicago and Alton 
and dependent upon public charity. Railroad, thus securing certificates 
The railroads are paralyzed through- covering the entire trip to Independ
out almost the entire extent of Ohio ence. A time table of trains between 
and an enormous amount of trackage Kansas City and Independence will 
is either submerged or has been be found in our miscellaneous columns. 
washed away. From almost all parts Lamoni saints have been edified by 
of southern Indiana almost equally the preaching of visiting brethren dur
alarrning reports are received. Traffic ing the past week; Brn. J. M. Terry, 
on nearly all the railroads has come R. C. Evans, W. H. Kelley, J. H. 
to a standstill, and many mUes of Lake, I. N. White, James Caffall, and 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. tracks will have to be relaid. The G. H. Hilliard, also Brn. Joseph 
A NEW catalogue has been issued by telegraph lines are down in many Smith, J. W. Wight, and A. M. Chase, 
the Herald Office. Patrons are re- directions and large cities in Ohio and of Lamoni, having preached th•3 word 
quested to send for a copy before or- Indiana are cut off from communica- acceptably to their hearers. Bro. J. 
dering books and general supplies, as tion with the outside world. The M. Terry, of the auditing committee, 
some publications heretofore issued rivers are still rising, and it is feared left for home on the 25th. Bro. Jo
are now out of print. The catalogue the flood in the Ohio River will be seph Luff, who has been ill at home, 
will be mailed free on application. worse than any experienced since 1884 arrived on the 26th to meet with the 

Bro. D. L. Harris, of San Bernar- if it does not surpass that disaster. Twelve in the business sessions of the 
dino, California, has issued a local 'l,he complete reports will probably quorum. 
circular, from which it appears that add largely to the list of fatalities and 
he is after Brighamite elders laboring the amount of property damage. 
in that region. Throughout Illinois and Kentucky the 

In Bro. Ca:ffall's article, "Elders' rainfall was heavy, but the resulting 
Courts,"inlastHERALD, in paragraph overflows have done far less damage 
6, read restrictive for retroactive: than in Ohio and Indiana.-Chicago 
''God's law being mandatory and re- Tribune, 24th. 
strictive," etc. The Spanish-Cuban situation re-

The Birmingham Mercury, of March roams practically unchanged, except 
5, has a unique presentation of a that the Spanish torpedo fleet has 
saints' meeting in that English city, sailed for Cuba, and general war 
where the reporter heard Bro. F. G. preparations upon the part of the 
Pitt deliver a discourse on a gospel United States continue. The report 
theme. Though inclined to add some of the naval board on the Maine dis
features of a sensational nature pe- aster has been received, but not yet 
culiar to reporters abroad as well as made public. It is stated that the 
at home, the report contains good board found a verdict to the effect 
points in favor of our cause. that the Maine was destroyed by a 

The Quorum of the Twelve began submerged movable torpedo. 
its sessions on the 23d inst., at La- The following passage from Senator 
moni. Brn. Kelley, Briggs, Caffall, Thurston's speech ~n the Cuban ques
Lake, Lambert, Gillen, Griffiths, tion is striking and worthy of note: 
White, Wight, and Evans are present. "Christ died nineteen hundred years 
Bro. G. H. Hilliard is also on duty at ago, and Spain is a Christian nation. 
headquarters._ Bro. I. N. Roberts has She has set up more crosses in more 
also arrived from Minnesota. The lands beneath more skies and under 
spirit of conference has already begun them has butchered more people than 
to operate and the brethren are hard all the other nations of the earth com
at work making preparations for the bined. Europe may tolerate her ex
coming sessions. istence as long as the people of the 

Oriuinal Pos1ru. 
A WISH. 

What shall I wish thee? 
Treasure of earth, 

Songs of the springtime, 
Pleasure and mirth? 

Flowers on thy path way, 
Skies ever clear? 

Will these insure thee 
True happiness here? 

What shall I wish thee? 
What can be found, 

Bringing thee sunshine 
All the year round? 

Where is the treasure 
Lasting and dear 

That can insure thee 
A happy life here? 

Feith that increaseth, 
Walking in light; 

Hope that aboundeth, 
Cheerful and bright; 

Love that is perfect, 
Casting out fear; 

This will insure thee 
True happiness here. 

A SAINT. 

.Mo1hsrs' HomB Coltlmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

"After the hours of chastening, the spirit made pure 
anc\ bright, 

After the eartn's dark shadow, clear in the light of 
light, 

After· the guiding counsel, communion full and sweet, 
After the willing service, all laid at the Savior's feet." 

Sixteen lives and an estimated Old World wish. God grant that 
property loss of over $11,000,000 is before another Christmas morning 
yesterday's record of devastation by the last vestige of Spanish tyranny 
flood in Ohio and Indiana. Almost and oppression will have vanished 
continuous rainfall for four or five from the western hemisphere.,, DON'T obscure to-day's sunshine with to-mor-

row's cloud. How natural it is to the human 
days has overflowed practically all Those going to General Conference heart to reach forward towards the future 
the smaller streams and made the should not forget that, if traveling on and often cloud the peaceful, if not joyous, 
larger rive:rs ba,nk full. The rains , the certificate :plan by which'.reduction present with fears and apprehensions of what 
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the morrow may never bring. This is not 
wise, not becoming the taith of a follower of 
Christ. The present demands the concentra
tion of our best energies, and it is only by 
wisely improving the present that we are 
fitted to meet what the future may bring, 
either of trial or of happiness. 

"How very weak humanity is after all, and 
how their weaknesses shou:d draw them to 
each other and make them struggle together, 
not divided. A little more love and sym
pathy would do so much more good.'' So wrote 
a treasured friend to us, and the words have 
enshrined themselves deep in our heart. 
That they may be helpful to others as they 
have helped us, is our object in passing them 
on. 

Said another dear friend, "When we learn 
not to require more of others than we do of 
ourselves, our judgments will be more just 
and our peace of mind less often disturbed." 

p APEETE, Jan. 28, 1898. 
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they might have a pleasant "run" homeward. 
But that very night the sky again became 
ov:ercast, and there have been frequent heavy 
squalls and much wind ever since. We see 
that the sea has been very rough outside. 
But though the Lord has not averted the 
storm, we trust his protecting care will be 
over them and will bring them safe through it. 

We enjoyed Bro. and Sr. Case's visit very 
much during the time they were here in 
Papeete. Had one very pleasant day at 
"Ziona." Left here at seven in the morning 
and returned at five. The drive was very 
enjoyable, both in the early morning and in 
the cool of the evening; and also our visit 
with the Ziona saints. Had a prayer meetiog 
in the forenoon and preaching in the after
noon. The small frame house that Bro. T. 
W. Smith built for himself-and the only 
frame building there except the church-is 
kept in reserve for visiting missionaries. 
'l'he same little square table used by them, 
and the same little wooden bottomed chairs 
are still there. Also three corned beef cans 
that lie nailed to the wall under a shelf-for Dear Readers of the Ooltrnm:-I feel as if I 

really must talk to some one, still I cannot pigeon holes-are still there with the papers 
express what I have enjoyed while reading he left in them, and I suppose will ever re
the lately arrived letters, Herald, Ensign,and main so, unless another missionary oceupies 
Autumn Leaves. The arrival of the mail the house. The natives regard them as being 
vessel, Tropic Bird, yesterday, was a glad too ss,cred to his memory to evt'r destray 

Galilee sailed the first time, but did not get 
off, and upon her return were glad indeed 
that we did not; it would have been so 
gloomy for B1·0. and Sr. Case to have come 
back to an empty house. We think now to 
go on the Leon in about ten days or two 
weeks. .We are still real well, and not at all 
discontented, though lonely for awhile since 
Bro. and Sr. Case left. May the spirit of wis
dom, zeal, and activity permeate the hearts of 
all the Lord's people, and success crown their 
labors. SISTER EMMA. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

SR. M. E. EICHHORN, Columbus, Ohio, writes: 
"I would be thankful for the prayers of the 
sisters of the Prayer Union, that I may be 
healed of the erysipelas by the power of God." 

8tlndau 8ghool Deuartmsnt. 
ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
,Send communications for this department to the Editor 

Address minutes aud notices of conventions, etc., 
to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

BENEFITS TO BE DERIVED FROM THE SUN
DAY SCHOOL. 

them. surprise. We were not looking f.Jr her so IN considering and meditating upon the bene-
soon-being only the 27th of the month. Jo- Again, we embraced the opportunity while fits of the Sunday school, we are constrained 
seph learned of her arrival, but did not tell all together to visit Point Venus. The to wonder if there is anything but benefits to 
me, knowing how-for certain reasons- drive through the broad, shady avenue while be derived from it if the duties of each are 
feverishly anxious I was for this mail, and on the level ground was ve_ry enjoyable. And rightly discharged. In a neighborhood it is 
how tedious would be the three or four hours when going over the hill, or around the similar to a signal of peace and unity, casting 
of waiting before the mail could be dis- bluff of it, th!3 view was grand. At the an immortal hue; and when one enters a 
tributed, and planned an entire surprise for Point we first ascended the long, winding neighborhood where it is said, "We have a 
me. But one of the natives anticipated him stairs to the top of the lighthouse, and saw fine Sunday school,'' one feels at once that 
by fifteen minutes. It was not long to wait, the great revolving lamp; then stepped out there he will find true friends. If interesting 
though, till in walked· Mr. Burton .with an on the balcony and looked far over both land it lures the wayward youth and child into its 
armful of mail matter. c And such a feast of and sea. From that elevated height of two fold; those who, perhaps, come at first 
good things as this four weeks' mail con- hundred feet we had a view of the oldest through curiosity; some because it is new to 
tained! And how appreciated and enjoyed cocoanut tree on the Point, one hundred them; some because it is "somewhere to go;" 
by us! It is so cheering when afar off to years old, and, like King Saul, it stood head some who really desire to learn God's will 
learn of the activity and progress of the gos- and shoulders above all others. On coming and ways; and some, perhaps, who come to 
pel work in the land of Zion, and in other down from our aerial flight, we were con- ridicule and scorn; but those are generally 
lands also. ducted to what is known as ''Captain Cook's the ones to either leave or step forward into 

Was much interested in Bro. Pitt's letter monument." It is a small, evenly hewn the foid. Many does it save from treading 
in the Ensign. Sr. Pitt has our interest in piece of coral rock, not very high above the the paths of ruin and darkness. 
and prayers for success in her work. Am ground, and which had been set firmly We see the influence of this institution 
also especially interested in communications enough in the ground to endure the wear and upon children at our day schools; if they are 
from Australia. The world is so quiet out wash of something over one hundred and regular attendants of a good Sunday school 
here, and the work moving so slowly, we al- twenty years, without being moved out of its they will not be difficult to govern. We look 
most fear at times it is not progressing at place. On the upper surface of this little at the throng of street urchins, who if they 
all. But this is a peculiar mission; with a monument is a smooth, square pbte of cop- were not enticed to attend Sunday school 
peculiar people; where "Religios," "Aid so- per, embedded in the rock. If there were where they are taught to shun the vile habits 
cieties," and "Willing workers" are quite out ever any inscriptions upon it, time with its of lying, swearing, stealing, and drunkenness, 
of the question. Yet much more might be beating rains and whirling sands has com- would, when grown to man and womanhood, 
done, and which I would gladly do, if only pletely erased them. Not very long after be a curse to themselves and those with whom 
the channel of communication was sufficiently Captain Cook i:irected this monument-while they come in contact, and our billiard halls 
opened up. tarrying at that place watching the transit and saloons would be a trifle more crowded. 

Bro. and Sr. Case took passage home on of Venus-he sailed for Honolulu,. where he I But the Sunday school has saved many from 
the Galilee, <.nd probably wilBhave arrived met his sad fate. After viewing the famous such a fate. Then leaving the younger class, we 
before this reaches you. When three days monument I went to the wJ.ter's edge to hunt turn to the older ones and see instinctively 
at sea a squall carried away her topmasts, so some shells of some kind as keepsakes, while the warm feeling, the true neigh body love, 
she had to put back for repairs. They left Sr. Case took baby to the carriage to get and the strength of unity brought forth in 
the second time on Tuesday last, 25th, only something to eat. I knew, too, that Bro. the Sunday school. There it is the people 
two days before the arrival of the Troplc Penfold would appreciate a trophy of shell or learn the personal worth of their neig·hbors. 
Bird. I'here had been a long spell of rainy, coral picked up on Point Venus, and secured We think of those who, perhaps, once 
squally weather, but the day they left was a few rough ones. claimed a share of God's blessings, and 
bright and dry and seemed to have perma-1 Mr. Burton and I intended to have gone to thanked him daily for such, but had turned 
neatly settled, and we hoped and prayed that Takapoto on the Teavaroa shortly after the into by and forbidden paths, have reentered 
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the vineyard, through the efforts and influ
ence of the Sunday school. And those striv
ing to keep God's holy commands who are 
sorely tempted, striving under disheartening 
influences, 'tis at the Sunday school they 
were stimulated, strengthened, and given 
new courage and heart. 

We also see the effect in heathen lands, 
where many poor souls living in darkness are 
brought to the lig-ht of Gud by its great 
power. We cannot overestimate· the benefits 
to be derived from the Sunday school. But 
our pen cannot nearly describe all the bene
fits, so we pause and say, "It is good." 

INEZ COOK. 
MARATHON, Iowa. 

INSPIRATIONAL TEACHING. 
THE Sunday school is now regarded.with fa
vor the world over, and looked.;upon gener
ally as a place .of instruction ,rather than a 
place of amusement for the young. This is 
decidedly advantageous to the school and en
couraging to those who labor diligently in 
forwarding itll interests. 

It is certain we were not created in igno
rance, or intended to remain in ignorance. 
Therefore, we have had revelations of God 
and Christ to give us an understanding of 
God and our own fallen condition. To inter
est ourselves in these revelations is pleasing 
to God; but to love darkness-ignorance
more than the light, brings the just judg
ments of God upon us. Ignorance degrades, 
leading to a careless, indolent life, and a 
dark, ungodly end. Knowledge bas the oppo
site tendency. And is, when pr0perly ap
plied, in every 5ense beneficial to the creat,ure 
and pleasing to the Creator. 

The Sunday school, being organized to ac
complish this very end, stands mostly in 
neeo of competent teachers. All institu
tions of learning recognize that the success 
of their undertaking depends upon the work 
accomplished by the staff of teachers em
ployed, and so make it a special object to ob
tain such men.as by nature\and study artJ 
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work which in his great mercy he is willing 
to do. The Apostle continuing, says, "We 
have not received the spirit of the world, but 
th0 Spirit which is of God, that we might 
know the things freely given to us of God." 
The teacher must be educated by the Spirit, 
and to properly a11d fully instruct others, 
must teach with a degree of the Spirit. Our 
Savior is a noble example in this respect-. He 
was the greatest of teachers, and hence it is 
to our advantage as his representatives to 
teach after the same manner. Success is 
then certain. 

The teacher bears about the same relation 
to the class as an elder does to his congrega
tion. He may have considerable natural 
ability to preach, but if he does not enjoy a 
measure of the Spirit. he cannot hope to suc
ceed as a preacher. It is the secret and 
power of his success, and so it is with the 
Sunday school teacher. If neither are living 
to enjoy the Spirit in teaching, their work is 
empty, and but a cold, lifeless form .... 

The church needs an inspired ministry
the school, inspired teachers. Neither can 
hope to succeed only as God is in them. 
Spiritual things are still spiritually discerned. 

Formality, rhyming, rigid rule, etc., may 
serve a purpose; but there is nothing to 
qualify for the work of teaching the young 
and old in the Sunday school so thoroughly 
as the gentle whisperings of the Spirit of 
Truth, voiced through a humble, thoughful, 
patient, loving, godly person in a few well 
chosen words. 

Holy Ghost, the Infinite, 
Shine upon our~nature's night, 
With thy blessed, inward light, 
Like the dew thy peace distill. 
Guide, subdue our";wayward.wi11, 
Things of Christ unfolding sLill; 
Search for us the depths of God, 
Bear us on c. upward road. 
To the heigh th of thine abode, 

Comforter Divine. 

Dspar1mem. 
best adapted for that line of work. The SCRANTON, Pa., March 16. 
Sunday school is no exception.· Its success Editors Herald:-About five months since 
rests largely-and very largely-with the Apost,le W. H. Kelley visited us, and found 
teacher. If the scholars are improving as the branch in a disorganized condition; 
rapidly as conditions admit, so far the school pretty near all the saints were in a deplora
is a success. If in after life the one so faith- ble condition. The only thing that did sur
fully instructed turns from the lessons vive was a Sunday school, so the missionary 
learned, it in no way reflects discredit upon in charge suggested that under the circum
the school deservedly. But on the other stances we had a partial organization. And 
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charge of the primary class; it is really a 
grand sight to see how well she has her class 
disciplined. 

The partial organization was indeed a suc
cess; we find that our numbers are increasing 
all along. This undoubtedly has been owing 
to the interest that Bro. Bishop has taken in 
the presentation of the gospel and this mar
velous work. He has taken a great interest 
in educating the aaints and people, and in 
proving the divinity of this, the church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. 0 that 
the elders and officers could see the. wisdom 
of such a course, as it woulJ make hundreds 
of poor, weak, frail saints a great deal more 
zealous and stronger, and increase their 
interest in the work. Elder Bishop has 
preached every Sunday evening with much 
liberty, to the convincing of all honest 
hearted people, and to the confounding of all 
false doctrines. 

Last Sunday we had ,prayer meeting at 
8: 30,and all taking active part and enjoying it. 
There were thirty present. We had Sunday 
school at ten. The hour following was occu
pied by a grand exhortation from the presi
dent, and five minute speeches from quite a 
number of the brethren. Then we held a splen
did sacrament meeting at 2: 30,and the Spirit's 
sweet influence was enjoyed by all. The tes
timonies were encouraging. In the evening 
Elder Bishop gave us one of the most:inter
esting and logical discourses the writer ever 
had the pleasure of listening to. There were 
between seventy and eighty present; and one 
pleasing feature was that most of: them were 
young men and, women. 0 how·: vividly it 
came to my mind, when looking over the 
large audience of young people, that a few 
years ago the Lord spoke to the saints in 
prophecy through a sister and some breth
ren, that if the saints would not live more 
faithful and appreciate the work, he would 
withdraw his Spirit from them, and the 
work would finally go down. But in his own 
due time he would raise up another people, 
and would intrust the work to their care. 
This has been literally fulfilled, as the writer 
and Sr. Jones have always kept this in re
membrance, and were the only two old saints 
in the meeting·s. There are some very near 
the kingdom, and we expect to see some bap
tized ere long. 

Ever praying for Zion's weal, 
JOHN J, MORGANS. 

hand, where the student is benefited in after if this would prove a success, in six months SINKING SPRINGS, Ohio, March 18. 
life, which is usually the case, the amount of time we should be organized into a branch. Editors Herold:-The work in this district 
good accomplished can never be correctly Elder A. N. Bi.shop and his very interesting is moving along fairly well. Sin.ce I closed 
estimated by human measures. family of boys and girls thoroughly grafted my excellent meeting at Vales Mills, three 

In studying the best methods of qualifying and grounded into the work who were in no more have been baptized, and recently four 
the teacher naturally adapted, it, should be wise tinctured with sectariani~m or any at Limerick and one at Weldon have been 
understood that success does .aot follow those other ism, except it be the true saintism, lo- baptized; part of those mentioned were bap
naturally adapted, e>nly as they are spiritu- cated here. Elder Bishop was appointed tized when our beloved brother, G. T. Grif
ally adapted. The work of the teacher is overseer to have charge of the work, conse- fiths, was in this district; he also baptized six 
spiritual, and necessary to the proper growth q uently we hired a nice large hall located at Lagrange. I am here now to look after 
and development of the school, as also of the right in the heart of the city; it is nicely the disagreeable part of the work, that is to 
church, hence the necessity of being "spir- furnished, and we have a piano and organ, try to adjust difficulties. 0 how I long to see 
itually" qualified. Paul writes, ,;Spiritual which we find to be a great help. Srs. M. the time come when all will do right. I am 
things are spiritually discerned;" so the G. Ruane and Lillie Bishop and the writer succeeding fairly well with the matter in 
work of a teacher can best be understood and preside at these instruments. The Sunday hand here, and shall do all in my power to 
carried on by the Spirit of God .... It be-

1 
school is indeed a success, as we are increas- . avoid calling an elders' court. There is not 

longs to him to reveal his own nature and I ing in numbers. Sr. Bessie Bishop has ! much spirituality in the branch here, though 
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I believe our youag officers, Isaac Woods and 
and Thcimas Rhoades, are doing what they 
can to advance the interests of the work. I 
am now abiding at the quiet home of Bro. 
James Davidson, where all is ~one that can 
be to make the eider's stay pleasant and happy; 
in fact all here in this branch seem never tu 
tire trying to make my visits pleasant. I go 
from here to Lagrange to try to set the 
branch there in better working order. Then 
about the first of April I expect to go home 
to labor during the month, to shape things· 
up for the summer. 

And as the time for General Conference 
draws near, I feel a drawing in that direction; 
and notwithstanding I greatly desire to be 
there, I shall sacrifice the pleasure, on ac
count of not feeling able to furnish the means 
myself; and knowing the depleted condition 
of the treasury, and knowing too how some 
of the poor saints sacrifice to try to keep the 
work moving, I don't fePl to ask the Bishop 
to help me to and from conference, that I may 
enjoy the blessings that are to be had at such 
meetings; but I shall pray the Lord to bless 
those who do go, and that the Holy Spirit may 
direct in all the work that shall be done; and 
may the spirit of revelation and wisdom 
specially direct in the locating of the minis
try. May the Lord bless those at the head; 
yea, and every one who have taken upon 
themselves the name of Jesus our Lord. 
Ever striving to advance the interests of this 
great work, I am yours in the hope of final 
victory, JAMES MOLER. 
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to leave them much the same as we found I our labors were suddenly stopped by the sad 
them, continuing their meetings in private 1 death of Bro. Hoole, who was killed by the 
houses. breaking of the emery wheel over which he 

From Porth we went to Cardiff, where we was working. He was an excellent brother, 
spent New Year's Day with Bro. Gould. Only and a leading man in the branch. The entire 
two families of saints reside in Cardiff; ex- branch feel their loss keenly; but as one of 
cellent people. Bro. Gould is vice president old said, so could Bro. Hoole, "For me to live 
of the district and Bishop's agent. We spent is Christ, to die is gain." 
apleasantweekhere. ElderThomasGriffith, We did what we could to comfort the be
from Lydney, president of the district, join- reaved ones, also counseled the officers and 
ing us on Sunday, and we enjoyed a spiritual members of the branch as best we could; but 
testimony meeting in the afternoon, in which here again the opportunities for doing the 
once more the Lord spoke words of encour- work needed was very limited. Wife as
agement, and a part of my future work was sisted in organizing an aid society among 
pointed out. I preached in the evening with the sisters. Our hopes are that they may 
good liberty to the few present, and trust the prove active workers. 
day may not be far di~tant when the city of We next came to Birmingham where we 
Cardiff shall be made acquainted with the have been most of the time since. We rented 
angel's message. two furnished rooms for wife, and she is quite 

We next directed our steps towards Shef- comfortable in that respect; but very lone
field to attend conference, stopping one day in some, especially when I am away. She has 
Bristol and three in Birminirham; at the lat- had no reason thus far to complain of too 
ter place being made welcome at the home much company. I am in hopes when the 
of Bro. and Sr. Meredith. At Sheffield we weather gets warmer she will grow stronger 
had the pleasure of meeting Bro. Heman for and be able to get out more. I find lots that 
the first time since the third day after his need doing in this district, but here again 
arrival; also our friend and brother, R. May, the opportunities for doing it are not fiatter
from Independence. And we had a social ing. Two things especially need attention; 
feabt, but for a few days only. Bro. May go- one is getting our work before the world, the 
ing up into Scotland, Bro. Heman to Man- other is the taking care of our young people. 
chester. Our conference was fairly good, All with whom I have talked acknowledge 
but not largely attended. Here the work this need. I would like to help them along 
seems to have been backward instead of for- these lines, and believe I could do some good, 
ward; many of the members taking no but whether I shall be permitted, remains to 
active interest in the work. As a result the be seen. If the idea obtains here that "they 
saints had to move out of a good hall to a lit- are competent to take care of themselves 

BIRMINGHAM, Eng., March 5. tle place in the rear, difficult to find. But without any oiitside help," it will make our 
Editors Herald:-I last wrote from Porth, some good active workers were found here, work Yery difficult. But I hope I shall not 

Wales. While there our aunt, who had been and they are on the lookout for a better place meet that kind of opposition. There is plenty 
so kind to us, and with whom wife made her of meeting, and are hopeful for the future. for all to do, and this country is big enough, 
home, suddenly took ill and died. This The most to encourage them I think, is the and room for all to work, without one inter
necessitated a sale of the house and division Sunday school. '!'hey have a nice lot of fering with another. 
of the property among the children, so our children in attendance, mostly of parents I find the saints here kind-hearted, yet 
comfortable home prospects soon faded out of who are outside the church. And if these not quite as much life as is really needed. 
sight. Wife joined me at Porth and re- children are only properly taught the branch The largest branch of the two in Birming
mained till we could find another location. ought to increase from this cause alone. But ham only has a hall that they can occupy 
She was very ill, but as usual refused to give these children are poor, as a consequence the Sundays. They hope, however, to have one 
up, and managed to keep about by pure will school is lacking in those "helps" that we soon that they can occupy every night in the 
power, for she had little bodily strength left. in America find so necessary. I would like week. When they get it a better oppor
I was kept busy preaching in Porth and sur- to recommend the sending of a number of tunity will be had to build up the work and 
rouading towns in company with Elder J. D. the quarterlies to these poor children free make themselves known. I have been giving 
Jenkins, missionary in Wales, who rendered for at least a year. I wonder if the asso- a series of sermons at the smaller branch 
me excellent assistance, and whom I found a ciat.ion could not afford it. Instead of every with good interest, but not a very large at
willing worker. I believe we could have child having a copy of the Hope, just one tendance. The saints are encouraged and 
accomplished a good work here, had it not copy was given to the school the Sunday I look for better times just ahead. 
been for the bad and divided condition of the was there, so only one child received a Last week I visited Leicester, another 
branch. We held several meetings in the paper. Great good could be done if those branch that has been going backward through 
town hall and a good interest was manifest who take the Hope would take care of them the bad conduct of some of its members. But 
among the outsiders, but the actions of some after reading and send them to this coun- the good element is now moving forward 
of the members were very discouraging. I try for these poor children to read. Here with a zeal that is commendable, and they 
labored faith.fully to create a better interest, is a chance for a lot of American children think they see better times just ahead. Here 
and met with some success in certain direc- to do good, not in this school alone bu~ many for the first time in England I was called 
tions, but results were by no means flatter- others as well. I have great faith in the upon to perform the ordinance of baptism
ing. Wife and I spent Christmas quietly Suaday school, and rejoice to bear of Hs ad- two apparently fine young men, principally 
together at the hotel talking of loved ones at vancement in America. Teachers, and all the fruits of others' labors, however. One 
home, and contrasting conditions here with Sunday school workers, keep two things con- claims to have seen me in vision some time 
those in our own land. If there had been stantly in mind, the necessity of the Roly before I arrived. A good spirit was present 
just a little more love and unity on the part Spirit in your teaching, and the di>tincti ve ! at the baptism. Those who were present saw, 
of the membership, a Sunday school could features of this latter-day work. 'rhis is the to their own edification, more than did the 
have been established, a good hall secured, , restored gospel. Teach it as restored, and , writer. To God be all the praise. Two 
and our work placed upon a good footing. I teach it by the aid of the Comforter. I young ladies present will be the next to obey, 
This was our hope when we began labors I Vvhile at Sheffield I started out with the I I think, by what they s!lid. I think the 
there; but in spite of all our efforts we had ! priest to visit the delinquent members; but I young men will make good Sunday school 
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workers, and hope that a school may soon be 
organized here. The saints in Leicester 
though few in number, have a nice hall in a 
good neighborhood-a blessing which all the 
branches in England do not enjoy. 

I am now on my way to Portb, to be pres
ent at the eastern district of Wales confer
ence. Weather has been very mild this 
winter, but I think I never suffered more 
with the cold. No snow to amount to any
thing, and very little frost, aad yet I am 
chilly most of the time. I am not in love 
with open fireplaces. 

The Lord will qualify us to do the work hearty welcome. We were entertained at 
assigned us, if humble and prayerful. We the home of Bro. Marion Hawley, a cousin of 
would be glad to have Bro. T. W. Chatburn my wife's, of whose residence in the city we 
returned to this field another year; think he 1 were not aware until our arrival there. We 
could do a great deal of good. He has made enjoyed a pleasant, social evening with the 
many friends to the cause of Christ. Have branch at the home of Sr. Anthony; after 
preached nearly every night since the 3d of which we were presented with some of the 
January, and am yet at work. "needful," which was very acceptable just 

Respectfully submitted, then. 
JAMES M. SCOTT. We came on to Standley after a week or so 

Wife's health continues much the same; 
she cannot seem to gain strength. We would 
be delighted to be with you at conference. 
The first one we have missed in a long time. 
Hope the Lord will be with you. 

Yours in bonds, 
F. G. PITT. 

STANDLEY, Jnd. Ter., March 19. 
Editors Herald:-Sirwe my las't communica

tion to your columns we have changed our 
location somewhat. We have bidden "Good-
by" to Bro. and Sr. Burton, and the saints in 
the far away islands of the sea. On January 
15 we set sail for our native land. As we 
watched the shores of Tahiti fade away in 
the distance, we imagined that we were tak
ing a farewell view of its beauties, But not 

LOUISVILLE, Ky., March 18. so. After two days of favorable wind we 
Editors Herald:-By a persistent effort I were encountered by a sudden squall, lasting 

have succeeded in opening the work in three about ten minutes, which carried away the 
places; one iu particular, in Jacob addition, upper part of our foremast. After working 
south of this city. On March 3, I adminis- away all day at the rigging and wreckage, 
tered the ordinance of baptism to three noble- the Captain announced that we must put 
hearted souls, and at the confirmation back to Papeete for repairs. As we could 
meeting the Spirit of God rested on Bro. carry but little sail, we were four days in 
John Graham in power, and he bad to bear covering the distance we had gained in our 
his testimony to the work being done here two-day run. '?Ve acknowledged ourselves to 
by me, and that the work was of God, and be the "Jonah" of tile trip, remem1ering our 
that I had learnt him more about God and experience on the Evanelia, when she first 
the Bible than her.ever learned in all his life left San Francisco. After repairing the ves
before. It was a grand testimony, wonderful se!, we again set sail on January 25, and 
indeed. And on the 13th I had the pleasure made a fine trip to 'Frisco, arriving there 
of baptizing four others, all heads of fami- February 21, after a voyage of twenty-one 
lies; this making nine I have baptized here and one half days. We were not at all 
this conference year; and others will follow crowded on board, as there were only two 
soon. We have enough to organize a branch other cabin passengers besides ourselves. 
here now. Bro. James Riggle will soon be Mrs. Case was the only lady on board, and 
ordained a priest, and other officers are the only one who suffered from seasickness. 
here. This work should not be neglected; Little Cicely was perfectly well, and the pie
.some one ought to be stationed here awhile ture of health when we arrived. 
yet; good will be accomplished. We may For the work's sake we regretted having to 
have to fight hard, yet we have planted our leave the island mission, but we trust and 
battery. The Campbellites and Baptists are pray that others more capable than we have 
on a warpath, but it is bushwhacking with been, or may be sent soon to assist there, for 
them. I stat6d that I am ready to defend I firmly believe there are saints in those is
our claims any time; but they think they lands who are worthy of being cared for. I 
have not time to debate their cause. know, hy experience, that Bro. Burton and 

I have all the work I can do at the present wife will feel lonely in Papeete. They have 
The work in the city is going to be tedious, worked hard running the little printing press 
as so many claim they have received the during the past year. The paper has been 
gift of the Holy Ghost, and are not willing to eagerly read by the natives both in and out 
be corrected. Hundreds of people are labor- of the church, but the paper alone is not 
ing under this delusive spirit. It is the enough. They need some helpers to go 
spirit of the Evil One deceiving the world. I among the people and teach them, for others 
think this eastern part of the field will open are among them trying, if possiple, to lead 
up for a good work to be done. The work is them away from the light, and pervert the 
planted here now, and it will gradually ex- truth. I speak especially of the representa
tend. I have an appointment every Sunday tives of the Utah Church, who are strong in 
afternoon at three o'clock, in Jacob addition, numbers in the Society Group and Tuamotus. 
and have been preaching on Sunday nights in None of them have consented to open debate 
the saints' hall, New Albany, Indiana. Some with us; but after private conversation do 
interest there. It would be well for the not hesitate to misstate the arguments made, 
ministry in Southern Indiana mission to and in many cases substitute something en
make an effort there; the saints have a snug tirely different, which never took place ex
place of meeting. Leonard Scott would be cept in their own imagination. The natives 
preferred by them, but the Lord's will be are often thus deceived by them, which shows 
done in this as in all other matters. This the need of keeping missionaries of the true 
work is the Lord's and he moves things by 

1 

faith constantly among the people. 
the council of his own will, not as we will. The saints in San Francisco gave us a 

in California. We were much surprised and 
greatly pleased to meet with my wife's father, 
Bro. George Montague, at a little station in 
northern Texas. We had thought to meet 
him at Standley. Standley and its people 
need no introduction to readers of the Herald. 
Suffice it to say that we are being kindly 
cared for at the home of Bro. E. D. Bailey, 
and are trying to get acclimated before the 
journey north to conference. Poor baby 
finds it rather rough experience, but we 
think she will soon be in health again. We 
feel to thank the Lord for his kindly watch
care over us throughout our long journey. 
Fearing this letter is impardonably lengthy, 
I will close. In gospel bonds, 

HUBERT CASE. 

FAYETTE CITY, Pa' March 17. 
Editors Herald:-Conference is over, and 

we had suc.h a grand time, for the Spirit of 
God flowed like a river all the time. We all 
rejoiced in meeting so many of God's people 
and to hear so many grand testimonials to 
this work. We have been grEatly benefited 
by the conference being here, as we learned 
things which will be of r.se to us in the fu
ture. We are glad to know Bro. C. Ed. Mil
ler and D. L. Shinn were the life of our 
business meetings. All seemed to enjoy 
themselves, especially our brothers and sis
ters from the Pittsburg branch, also Bro. 
Rush from Virginia, in an isolated place 
called Kedive, where there are no saints but 
him and his wife, and where they cannot get 
a whole hand shake, and as he had met with 
only one or two of the saints in his life be
fore, he said he never met with such grand 
people in his life &s he met here; and he 
went home rejoicing in the love of God. 

Bro. Shinn was called home by s'ckness in 
his family, and our hearts were made sorry 
for him, for it is a great sacrifice for an elder 
to be away from his family when all are well, 
but in time of sickness our hearts ache in 
sympathy for them, and pray that all will be 
well when we hear from him. 

Brn. Craig and Ullom are with us yet, 
Bro. Craig has preached some very able ser
mons which have been refreshing to all who 
heard him, both saints and sinners. One 
man told Bro. Craig he had been going to 
church for nigh on sixty years and he had 
never heard the gospel preached before; and 
one lady, a Di9ciple, told me that it was the 
best preaching she ever heard, and it could 
not be beat; also, when their own preacher 
tried to pull us to pieces when we were 
not present, she told one of our brethren 
that we were nearer right than anyone else. 
So the good work goes on. We would like 
to keep Bro. Oraig with us awhile, as Bro. 
Devore has gone home from our midst and 
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a large field of labor for awhile, and we hope 
that the conference will send him back to 
labor here, as we have began to look on Bro. 
Devore as one of our own, and do not like to 
see him go away, as he and Bro. Shinn have 
been the means of bringing many into the 
fold, by God's assisting grace, in this place. 
We feel that we have a claim on them; and 
as we are young in the cause, we feel that we 
need some of the brethren with us all the 
time. There are some of the Salt Lake eld
ers around; but we do not fear they will have 
any weight on any of our people: for we can
not get any of them to meet our brethren in 
public. We know that they are cowards, 
and dare not face one of us sisters in an ar
gument. 

Your sister in the gospel, 
MRS. ANNIE ASHTON. 

KIRTLAND, Ohio, March 19. 
Editors Herald:-From Philadelphia (at 

last writing) I went to Havre de Grace, 
Maryland, and held two services with small 
audiences in attendance. These were fol
lowed by an effort by Bro. A. H. Parsons. 
There is prejudice there to be overcome, but 
time and effort may add numbers to the be
lievers already there. 

I at.tended the New York'_ district confer
ence held in Brooklyn, New Yopk, on Feb
ruary 12 and 13. The conference was well 
patronized, and an excellent spirit prevailed 
during the services. The officers of the dis
trict were continued. Bro. Ephraim Squires 
was ordained to the office of teacher, and 
Bro. Gilfoy to that of priest. The saints 
seemed to be very much in earnest, cheered, 
and comforted in the faith. Indeed the 
Spirit of the Lord was present to bless, and 
all seemed to feel its presence. On the 22d 
five were baptized in the font of the Baptist 
church, and others are thinking of thus ac
cepting the faith. The saints in Brooklyn 
are putting forth a commendable effort to 
succeed, and the outlook is more promising 
than in the past. They should have a con
stant laborer of first class gifts and graces to 
labor with them; but who would not enjoy an 
associate of that kind? Thanks are due to 
many for kind consideration and care while 
there, but none more so than Joseph Squires, 
Jr., Ephraim, Bro. Potts, etc. It was while 
I was here that the warship Maine was blown 
up in Cuban waters, and New York was a 
good place to feel the American pulse over 
that matter. With the many yet it is a puz
zle why the American government does not 
say to Spain and firmly, "bands off of Cuba." 
But I suppose it will not do for everybody to 
turn statesmen. 

The 25th, in company with Srs. Tyson and 
Hyves, I started to Providence, Rhode 
Island, to attend the Massachusetts district 
conference. We arrived there the next day 
in time for service. It was a pleasant meet
ing. Held in the new chapel, a very creditable 
one for the Providence saints. It was a typi
cal saints' meeting of the first class. Every
thing went well. Massachusetts is to the 
front with many well disciplined helpers. 
Business sessions peaceful, preaching services 
good, and prayer services devotional and 
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spiritual. A pleasing feature was the bap
tism of five or six persons on Sunday after
noon by Bro. Orin Coombs, in the font in the 
chapel, in the presence of the audience. 
They were confirmed at the evening session. 
One young brother, Suttell, was ordained to 
the office of teacher. Bro. I. M. Smith made 
a fine effort on the unity of saints in the 
afternoon. It is most gratifying to note how 
things are shaping in the Massachusetts dis
trict. It is decidedly gaining. The atmos
phere seemed to be blooming with good will 
and pleasant faces. The presence of Sr. G. 
T. Griffiths and daughters was an added 
pleasure to an eastern conference. May her 
stay east be a pleasant one. We are much 
indebted to Bro. George Gates and helpers 
and the Srs. Holmes fur special care, with 
many others in general, while in Providence. 
All at once, before we were ready, the time 
was up for staying here, and it was exit. 

Spent one evening at Plainville pleasantly 
with the Srs, Staples, Wilcox, and Coombs. 
The saints are trying to keep their armor 
bright and are succeeding. 

The next day I went to New Bedford, more 
especially than anything else to see Bro. 
John Smith and family. Sister Smith has 
been very sick at times for a long while, and 
Bro. Smith is not at liberty to leave home. 
Sister Smith seemed to be much better that 
day, but kept pretty close to her couch. 
Ester seemed cheerful, and this was a little 
mysterious, as it had only been a short time 
since her husband lost thirty thousand dollars 
through the misdoings of others, and they 
were left without even a V. Takes a pretty 
courageous woman to smile under these cir
cumstances. Bro. Smith, as usual, was busy. 
At evening I met a number of the saints in 
the church at Fall River, and tried to inter
est them on gospel topics, aided by Brn. S. 
W. Ashton and Moore. Was kindly cared 
for at Dr. Gilbert's, who chances to be living 
near the church; and for that reason if none 
other, he doubtless has his share of preach
ers to entertain, as it has got out, it seems, 
that they are a little lazy at times, and don't 
like to go far after night, at least, to find lodg
ings. Sister Griffiths was visiting here, and 
we all were snug in bed next morning before 
two o'clock. 

From here I went to Boston and stopped at 
Bro. F. M. Sheehy's, but saw no one but 
Sisters Sheehy and Ruth; yes, and the young 
boarder. My time was so limited that I took 
the next eyening train for home. March 
the 5th a. m. I arrived at Syracuse, New 
York, and concluded to tarry over at 
Palermo with Bro. F. M. Sheehy. I arrived 
there by rail and stage at three p. m., Satur
day. Was kindly received at the home of 
Mr. G. Trimble, by his excellent wife, he be
ing absent, but returned at evening. There 
are no saints in th is immediate community. 
Bro. Sheehy was introduced here by Bro. 
Whitehead, who Ii ves five miles away. Bro. 
Sheehy had the neighborhood woke up, and 
a host of friends standing by him, with some 
of the preachers very uneasy, and, "Mor
mons,'' "How many wives," etc., common 
topics. I helped Bro. Sheehy Sunday; good 
and attentive audiences being present. Bro. 

Sheehy thought I had done him no harm, so 
I felt gratified that I tarried over. Since, 
several have given in their names for bap
tism. Frank seems to be sticking stakes out 
in Oawego County. Arrived home on the 
7th instant, and have been busy arranging to 
go to the General Conference, which leaves 
me at six o'clock Saturday, March 19, 1898, 
in Kirtland, Ohio. 

WM. H. KELLEY. 

REED.CITY, Mich., March 21. 
Editors Berald: - I have been terribly 

crowded with district and other work. On 
my arrival home this last time there must 
have been fifty letters to answer, saying noth
ing about the most, urgent ones Sr. Cornish 
had forwarded to me here and there where I 
was laboring, which I answered, besides re
ceipts for tithing and offerings, etc. And so 
many saying, Come here; come there, etc. I 
am very busy all the tin::e: but I am feeling 
well in body and mind, and weigh more than 
ever before, - over 140 pounds. I do not 
know how much Eider Harris of the Seventh
Day Adventists thought I weighed when I 
gave two lectures on the seventh day Sab
bath, and one on the soul question! But I 
did not lack for words nor proof. The Lord 
stood by me wonderfully. It would seem 
strange to some, perhaps, to think that Lat
ter Day Saints would be led off to keep Satur
day for the Sabbath; but still if one would 
attend their meetings for eight weeks, as 
some of our members did this past winter, 

_and almost every night something would be 
said on the Sabbath, while some discourses 
would be on the seventh day Sabbath only, it 
would sometimes stagger one if they have 
never heard the other slde. 

On going to Beaverton, and finding one or 
two affected, it put me in mind of the time I 
first came to Michigan, from Canada, nearly 
twenty years ago or thereabout. I migh·t 
say I was but a boy then; but one evening 
after meeting, a gentleman said, "Elder, that 
was a pretty good discourse, that is much 
like our elders preach." 

"Is it,'' said I. "Well then, no chance for 
us to quarrel." 

"Say Elder," said he, ''what is the soul of 
man!'" 

Well, I did not know what to answer. 
Finally I said, "Why I can scarcely tell you; 
I never had such a question asked me before." 
I had never met any of the Adventists in 
Canada, or any who believed tbat way. 

He said, "Well; did not God make man out 
of the dust of the ground. Yes. And then 
did he not breath into his nostrils the breath 
of life? Yes. And man became a living 
soul. Yes. Well; then the breath is the 
soul, isn't it?" 

Ye-s; well-yes. I don't hardly know; 
that is something new to me; I must look 
that up. The next day I met another one of 
that same belief, and about the first thing he 
said was, "I was over to your meeting the 
other evening and enjoyed your discourse 
very much. Say, Elder, What is the soul of 
man?" 

Said I, "I do not believe I can tell. That 
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question was asked me by one of. your people 
the other evening, and it was something new 
to me. I must think it over a little." 

Said he; "Well; did not God make man 
out of the dust of the ground? Yes. And 
then breath into his nostrils the breath of 
life? Yes. Well then, the breath is the 
soul, is it not?" 

Yes; I guess (but I did not believe it). It 
was not two hours after that when I met the 
man who had charge of that body of mem
bers, who asked me what the soul of man 
was. Dear me, thought I, that's all them 
fellows know, and that they don't have right. 

So with others who only hear the one side 
and think there is no other, are apt to be led 
away somewhat at first. After I spoke on 
the Sabbath at Beaverton, the party laughed 
at the· idea of trying to keep a Saturday 
Sabbath. That people will never be fooled 
again in Beaverton. What a change in the 
seventh day man! They used to challenge, 
dare, and defy others to meet them in public 
and discuss those questions. But since Lat· 
ter Day Saints have taken it up they utterly 
refuse to meet us in Michigan. 

Coming from Beaverton through Coleman, 
I put in two or three discourses there, and 
the Lord did bless me wonderfully, especially 
on Sunday evening, on the subject of the fu
ture home of the saints. 

We have had a pretty rough winter, roads 
drifted terribly; sometimes it was hard to 
get about. But we are all doing the best we 
can, and the work we love is moving on nicely. 
Bro. David Smith has been and will be for a 
time out in the northwestern part of the dis
trict. Brn. H. J. DeVries and G. D. Wash
burn are spending all the time they can in 
the work. All the local officers are doing 
something to advance the work, and we are 
doing fairly well financially also. 

Musser, is not doing as much to tear down 
as usual, and still it seems that when he is 
busy against us it gets many more out to hear 
the true standing of the church by our re
plies thereto. The lawsuit which was com
menced by reason of our being shut out of a 
schoolhouse which Musser claims to have 
done beside fifty other houses (the fifty 
others are false) was put over from time to 
time, and finally settled that it with some 
other cases should come up at a special term 
on March 1. But for some reason or other 
the judge would not hear the case, and yet at 
the same time tried to pass Judgment, saying 
that he thought a majority could let preach 
who they would, and exclude any they 
choose, and virtually left it worse than be
fore. We then thought best to bring the 
matter before the supreme court of the 
State. We believe our cause is just, and be
lieve when it comes before a proper court we 
will get justice. If it remains as it now 
stands, hundreds of houses will be closed 
against us all over the State. We purpose 
to have our rights or know the reason why. 
It will cost us a little, but as it concerns the 
whole State we believe the saints will all 
help us bear the expense. Justice will surely 
come. We are all hopeful, cheerful, and 
happy. May God's blessing come to all his 
saints. J. J. CORNISH. 
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EAGLEVILLE, Mo., March 24. 
Editors Herald:-! reached this place this 

morning. I have the promise of the Chris
tian church here; may preach here to-night. 
I preached in the opera hall in Ridgeway 
last night to a large crowd. The good people 
of that city hired it at their own expense and 
asked me to preach for them. My theme 
was the character and mission work of Jesus 
Christ. I spoke two hours. I was almost 
accorded an ovation; had a good time. 

As ever, 
I. P. BAGGERLY. 

WOODSIDE, Mont., March 10. 
Editors Herald: - On Sunday night, Feb

ruary 6, my:family and I and a few of the 
saints went nine miles to hear two Utah 
elders preach, Messrs. Young and Hill; and 
when they got through speaking, I arose and 
asked permission to ask a question on their 
discourse; but Mr. Hill said, "No, sir, we 
want no question from you, we know you; sit 
down, sit down, sit down. We have known 
you long ago." 

He had never seen my face before, nor me 
him. I told him all right; I would speak to 
this people when he got through. He strutted 
around like a demon in human form. They 
tried to put on the cloak of Jesus Christ, but 
it was not big enough to hide their cloven 
foot, and the Utah wolf in sheep's clothing. 
And said, "No, sir; get out of the house, get 
out of th"3 house." 

And the people said they did not want any
thing from them, while they could not defend 
their position. The people~asked me to show 
them the other side of the subject. The 
trustees gave me permission of the house 
right _there. I think any Latter Day Saint 
as big as your fist can hold the Utah wolf, if 
they will keep back of what is written in the 
Book of Covenants and Book of Mormon. 

I think Brigham Young told the truth on 
April 6, 1871, when he said he could turn out 
elders in Israel the greatest liars in the 
world. We need not sit idle waiting for 
reapers more to come, for on that date I saw 
and heard more than ever the necessity for 
reorganization. 

Yours in bonds, 
EDWARD BURROWS. 

FIVE LAKES, Mich., March 18. 
Editors Berald:-I have been laboring this 

winter at Five Lakes, Goodland, Lapeer, 
and vicinity. I was called to Juniata, and 
when I got home, found three saints from 
Goodland awaiting my return; so I went back 
with them, a distance of sixteen miles; held 
meeting nearly two weeks; attended one 
branch business meeting and presided over 
it. I explained to them the custom of 
the church, as I understood it, and stated we 
had met to do business for the Lord, and that 
if any had troubles and difficulties to settle, 
they must not be brought to a meeting of 
this kind. It has been remarked that this 
was the best business meeting that they have 
had for years. 

I live three miles west of Five Lakes 
branch, and this branch is twelve or thirteen 
·miles east of Five Lakes. I moved from 
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Juniata last fall, and resigned the presidency 
of that branch last October, I think, and 
intend to unite with the Five Lakes branch. 
They want me to accept the presidency of 
this branch. They have no elder in the 
branch, and the president is a priest, and I 
think a good one. What troubles my mind is 
the work down in Goodland. There are some 
good saints there, and some not as good as 
they might be. I was called there a short 
time ago to preach a funeral sermon. It is 
reported that over two hundred were present; 
some who used to be bitter against the 
saints. I was blessed with the best of liberty 
in telling the story of the cross and the hope 
of the saints. Those not o[ our faith want 
the saints there to get the schoolhouse and 
have me come and preach, as they thought 
that was the best gospel sermon they ever 
heard. When I was coming the other day I 
called into a store, and the lady gave me an 
introduction to a man. He said, "Elder, I 
have been wanting to see you for some time. 
Do you believe what you preached the time 
you preached that Baptist lady's funeral ser
mon?" 

He rather took me by surprise. I said, 
"I do; and we believe it as it stands, that 
God is just the same to-day, and deals with 
his children alike, and that Christ so taught 
it, when he told his disciples when ye pray, 
pray after this manner, say, Our Father who 
art in heaven," etc. 

He said he was a Metliodist, and men
tioned two or three other sects he had joined, 
but never was satisfied; and that was the 
first gospel sermon he had heard preached. 
This Baptist lady requested that I should 
preach her funeral sermon, as she believed 
that I was a Christian man if there was any, 
when I was holding meeting south, among 
the P. M. Methodists. One lady made me a 
present of a new Oxford Bible, teacher's edi
tion. I have good news to tell from that 
part, but must forbear. 

In gospel bonds, 
A. MCKENZIE. 

ST. LOUIS, Mo., March 23. 
Editors Herald: - Our district conference 

was a profitable one, and >piritual blessings 
were eIJjoyed by those who were in a frame 
of mind and disposition to appreciate the 
gifts designed of heaven to bless his people 
with whenever and wherever God's saints 
erect an altar to him, and bring thereunto 
the proper sacrifices; even the offering of a 
contrite and obedient spirit. 

Bro. John Hitchcock who has long served 
us, and faithfully performed duty in the of
fices of teacher and priest, being duly called 
and signified under the proper rules govern
ing, was ordained to the office of elder; and 
if faithful and wise as his gifts and privileges 
entitle him to be, will prove of great service 
to the church, both as a local and general 
worker in especial lines, in which through 
natural gifts and spiritual graces his life may 
abound, unto the saving of souls, and the up
lifting of our gospel contention and work in 
this part of the Lord's vineyard. 

Last Sunday was also a good day, and a 
feast of spiritual things, notwithsta,nding the 
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very stormy weather. Somehow, bad weather 
doesn't seem to keep the Lord away from the 
place where he has appointed to meet those 
who are anxious to meet and commune with 
him. While bad or disagreeable atmospheric 
influences, or storm, or heat, or cold seldom 
affects materially the attendance upon a 
party, festival, supper, etc., even where a good 
many Latter Day Saints are often interested 
or really concerned. 

The afternoon attendance, however, was 
very good. Brethren John Billinsky and Jo
seph Swift were confirmed by ordination in 
the office and unto the work of teachers in 
the Church of Obrist, the Spirit also bearing 
powerful witness to the care and wisdom had 
in their calling, selection, and appointment. 

The saints in St. Louis have many things 
to be thankful for. God has not been slow in 
his acknowledgment through heavenly gifts 
and blessings to those who seek after and foe· 
such things. The Sisters' Prayer Union, a 
thing of distrust, if not of ridicule in the past, 
has proved a leaven of power for good. 

The attempt to organize was made, and 
persisted in under the most discouraging and 
disheartening circumstances, but faith in the 
right has prevailed, and demonstrated that 
communion with our heavenly Father, 
through the comfort and enlightenment 
which the Holy Spirit bestows is the highest 
form of social intercourse which, for an hour 
or two every week, the sisters of our holy 
faith may engage in-purging the old life of 
its leaven of profitless conversation or works 
-shaming unsaintly gossip into its retreat, 
and away from the place where God and holy 
influences abide. This good leaven has 
reached out and into the regular meetings of 
the church, and encouraging also branch offi
cers in their lawful undertakings to set 
things in order, "God also bearing witness" 
to the faithful in an unmistakable manner, 
"both with signs and wonders," and even 
with what may be considered miracles, "and 
gifts of the Holy Ghost according to his own 
will" all along the line of faithful and un
selfish endeavor to promote the best interests 
of the church of God upon earth. This is 
our consolation, and indeed must b~ our con
solation which sustains us in our work when 
adverse winds or storm or tempest of opposi
tion assail our progress and the pathway in 
which conscience and duty appoints us to 
walk. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

given for us to speak, until after the close of 
meeting we were invited to ask questions. 
This I think was forced upon them by the 
criticisms made upon Elder Roberts' conduct 
while holding meetings in this city. 

Before leaving them Brn. Archibald, Hitch
cock, and myself told them we had a testi
mony, which we were also willing to bear, 
but which unfort,unately contradicted theirs 
in matters recognized to be important, and 
proposed settling the discrepancies between 
us by appeal to a competent judge and third 
party of eupposedly disinterested character; 
namely, the law, and let the two witnesses 
testify before the ones we both were seeking 
to enlighten; namely, the public; against the 
one-or in other words, the wrong party in 
the contention. They of course chose the 
usual manner of rendering verdict against 
themselves by a kindly and magnanimous(!) 
refusal to expose the weakness of the claims 
of the Reorganized Church and portray be
fore the public (that we were both seeking 
to save from error) the beatitudes with which 
celestial contradictions and decrees have 
crowned (!) early church contention and 
gospel teachings. 

They may be doing a little harm so far as 
proselytes are concerned, but not much in 
this direction, in my opinion. The mis
education of the public constitutes the chief 
objection to the work. They of course reach 
people that we do not, and leave them always 
with the understanding and conviction fas
tened upon the mind that Brighamism was 
and IS Mormonism, and the only unadulter
ated article now offered to the public. The 
simple minded say sometimes, "they preach 
the gospel," "the gifts," "the Book of Mor
mon," "they testify to the divine mission of 
Joseph Smith." Alas! yes. I have heard 
spiritualistic mediums testify to the same. 
Devils said, "What have we to do with thee, 
Jesus, thou son of God." (Matt. 8: 29; Mark 
5: 7, etc.) But Jesus said: "He that is not 
for me is against me." What relation to 
that which we believe and know to be the 
church of God, the body uf which Christ is 
the head, and to which many of uo know 
that he speaks through its clearly and legally 
appointed mouthpiece,-what relation, I ask, 
does the church in Utah in its past his
tory and present attitude sustain toward us 
as a church? I do not, cannot possibly see 
how that we can in any consistency mix 

From the place of our last writing we things up. Sooner or later we or they will 
went to preach at Brush Creek, Illinois, have to quit the field, and ultimately give up 
also preaching at Xenia. Have also since every substantial contention or claim to 
visited and preached in Sorento, Bond church identity so far as heavenly authority 
County, and at Alma, where an attempt will is claimed. 
be made to revive interest in our work and I have the cards and addresses of four of 
aid the faithful few who dwell there. Was the Utah Church representatives before me; 
also at Alton last week, preaching three nights also that of an elder of the Reorganized 
at the home of Bro. and Sr. Crowson. Church. Upon the reverse side of these 

Not long ago I received a note of in vita- cards are epitomes of church doctrines and 
tion for myself and friends to attend one of faith, and reading so nearly alike as to 
the meetings that were being held from house easily confuse the uninitiated public. 
to house every night by the Utah representa- The card of every Utah elder who 
tives in this city. Four of their elders rose either believes, preaches, or practices po
up by invitation of their president and "bore • lygamy and defends the church that has, 
their. testimon~" to several things, .inclu~ing I and we believe still does sanction other 
the right and righteousness of their callrng, things equally bad, reads at the bottom or 
appointment, and work. No opportunity was , close thus: "We believe in being honest, true, 

chaste," etc. "If there is anything virtuous, 
lovely, or of good report, we seek after these 
things," etc., and the name and memory of 
Joseph Smith is dragged away from his 
family, from his sons, and from the holy 
work which under God he builded, and cor
ralled up there in the basin of the Rocky 
Mountains with apestates from, or those who 
have not known the saving grace of the gospel 
that represses, instead of encouraging the devel
opment of passions that are destroying the 
world and provoking thGl wrath of the Al
mighty. "He that is not for me is against 
me." If the church in Utah are friends and 
gospel allies, where are our enemies? 

The conference year with its work is fast 
drawing to a close. What of approval or dis
approval will the final judgment or sentence 
reveal? It takes courage and faith to keep 
that question above all others, and not sub
vert that high challenge of Jesus Chrisi., or 
forget his constant appeal to that which is 
noblest in our nature. ''Who then is that 
faithtul and wise servant," etc. One may 
labor early, long, and late, if permitted to do 
so after the fashion of his own will;· but it is 
often, too often, seen ·that a man is more 
willing to bend 'ilis muscular powers than to 
bend his spirit, even to the yoke of Christ; 
to fulfill his own thought rather than to 
"learn" of "him in whom are hidden all the 
treasures of wisdom and knowledge." "Who 
then" among us shall be found at last to be 
"a faithful and wise servant" whom his Lord 
shall honor? Faithfulness, unaccompanied 
and alone, has often in the past, and still 
may meet with dire disaster. ''They also 
serve who only stand and wait," said the blind 
poet Milton. Davy Crockett was not a 
prophet; but the sentence, "Be sure you're 
right, then go ahead,'' amounts at least to 
an intellectual inspiration of no ordinary 
character. The more energy displayed or 
exercised in precipitate action, the more 
damage as a result, ofttimes. People there 
are, who may be found in all the walks and 
ways of life, that are willing to work hard 
where inclination and the natural law of their 
activities point the way; but, let only the voice 
of duty cross this path and oppose, war in
stead of submission may result. Shall we 
learn ever to conquer ourselves? and "commit 
unto the Lord our ways, that he may direct 
our paths." "He that overcometh shall in
herit all things." To pick out the soft spots 
in the work which is furnished us, and lie 
down upon them, s<')ems not a very laborious 
task; but to live, or conduct our life "by 
every word that proceedeth forth out of the 
mouth of God," makes everybody squirm and 
wriggle, and fly to the refuge of evasion if 
not open denial at times. "Where are we at," 
or how far along as a church or as individuals 
are we on the road "to perfection," as com
pared with our location and situ.ation one 
year ago? M. H. BOND. 

"The oldest paper in the world is the Kin 
Pan, of Pekin. For nearly a thousand years 
it has been published regularly, first as a 
monthly, up to the year 1361, when it became 
a weekly, and for the last ninety years as a 
daily." 
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Oriuinal 1IrUcles. 
TWO AND TWO. 

IT is quite apparent from the reading 
of the scriptures that the work per
formed by the ministers, in the primi
tive church, was largely missionary 
work. And if so, it would necessitate 
them to travel, in order for them to 
successfully fulfill the mission as
signed them. Now we are informed 
by tbe Apostle Paul that 

All scriptu;e given by inspiration of God is 
profitable for instruction.-2 Tim. 3: 16, I. T. 

And in Romans:-
For whatsoever things were written afore

time were written for our learning.-Ro
mans 15: 4. 

Now if the sayings of the apostle 
be true, we are certainly justified 
when we revert to the scriptures to 
learn what the nature of the work of 
the ministers was, and how they were 
to perform that work. 

So accordingly we turn to Matthew 
and read:-

These twelve Jesus sent forth, and com
manded them, saying, Go not into the way of 
the Gentiles, and enter ye not into any city 
of the Samaritans. But rather go to the lost 
sheep of the house of Israel. And as ye go, 
preach, saying, The kingdom of heaven is at 
hand.-Matt. 10: 3-6, I. T. 

Again:-
Go your ways; behold I send you forth as 

lambs among wolves.-Luke 10: 3. 

The commission of the Savior, after 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 
1 work of his Son; therefore, the work 

would surely be done right. Now 
what we wish to learn is, how did Je
sus send his ministers forth. To the 
law and to the testimony. 

And he called unto him the twelve, and be
gan to send them forth by two and two.
Mark 6: 7. 

Without any doubt he knew the 
greatest good could be accomplished 
by sending them in that way. 

After these things the Lord appointed 
other seventy also, and sent them two and 
two before his face into every city and place 
where he himself would come. And he said 
unto them, The harvest truly is great, but 
the laborers few; pray ye therefore the Lord 
of the harvest, that he would send forth 
laborers into his harvest.-Luke 10: 1, 2. 

We learn here that Jes us realized 
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have assembled yourselves together, in my 
name, even Jesus Christ, the Son of the liv
ing God, the Savior of the world; inasmuch 
as they believe on my name and keep my 
commandments; again I say unto you, hearken 
and hear and obey the law which I shall give 
unto you.-D. 0. 42: 1. 

Now what do we learn by this? 
First, that Jesus wanted them to lis
ten, or lend an ear to what he was 
about to say to them. Second, that 
they had met in Jes us' name, and were 
willing to be instructed by him. 
Third, that they must keep his com
mandments when given. And fourth, 
that they were to obey the law which 
he was about to give unto them. 

Now let us read the first command
ment he gave them:-

the greatness of the work to be done, Behold, verily I say unto you, I give ullnto 
you this first commandment, that ye sha go 

and the scarcity of those (at that forth in my name, ... and ye shall go forth 
time) who were appointed unto that in the power of my Spirit, preaching my gos
work. Yet he was sending them pel, two by two, in my name, etc.-D. 0. 42: 2. 

forth two and two. Human wisdom Now we have learned that the first 
might question the propriety of send- commandment was to go forth in his 
ing them two and two, when there name, and that two by two. Hence 
were so many cities and peoples to we see that Jesus acts just like him
warn. But it is evident Jesus knew self, and Paul's statement of him is 
best how the work could be accom- verified, that he is always the same. 
plished. Behold, thus saith the Lord unto the elders 

Now that two and two was the or- whom he hath called and chosen, in these 
der, and so understood by the apos- last days, by the voice of his Spirit, saying, 

tles, after the ascension of Christ, is ~, ~~~1 ~~ra~ ;:
1~i:,~~~o~n~w~ ~n~h~~e~!~~ 

quite evident when we read:- verily I say unto you, let my servant Joseph 
Now when the apostles which were at Je- Smith, Jr., and Sidney Rigdon, take their 

rusalem heard that Samaria had received journey. . . . And again, verily I say unto 
the word of God they sent unbo them Peter you let my servant Lyman Wight, and my 

his resurrection, was:- and John.-Acts 8: 14. ser;ant John Oorrill, take their journey 
And he said unto them, Go ye into all the Again in Acts Hi: 35-40 we learn speedily; and also my servant John Murdock, 

world, and preach the gospel to every crea- that Paul and Barnabas were asso- and my servant Hyrum Smith, take their 

ture.-Mark 16: 14, I. T. ciated together in the ministry, until journey unto the same place .... Let them 

Or:- a contention arose, and they parted go two by two, and thus let them preach by 
Go ye therefore, and teach all nations, bap- the way in every congregation, baptizing by 

tizing them in the name of the Father, and of asunder, one from the other; but each water and the laying on of the hands by the 
the Son, and of the Holy Ghost.-Matt. 28: chose another to be associated with water's side.-D. O. 52: 1, 2, 3. 

18, I. T. him. Barnabas took Mark and Paul Again:-
We learn from this commission that chose Silas. And let the residue take their journey 

all nations and every creature, needed Now two and two being the method from st. Louis, two by two, and preach the 
to be l·nstructed concerning Jes us and · h · 't' word, not in haste, among the congregations ~ used by the Savior, m t e prim1 ive h 
his doctrine. And further, we learn h of the wicked, until they return to t e 

church, for the preaching of t e gos- churches from whence they came.-D. O. 
that Jesus made it the duty of his pel, do we think he would ever change 

A d 60:3. 
ministers to instruct them. n con- the order? What does Paul say? Now it is plain to be seen that the 
sequently their work would be mis- "Jesus Christ, the same yesterday, work to be done by the ministers of 
sionary work. and to-day, and forever." That does Christ, in these last days, is the same 

Now that the method adopted by not sound like as though he would as it was in former days. And the 
the Savior for the preaching of the change. So then in the restoration of language of Christ in the revelations 
gospel (to every creature or all na- the gospel, this side of the great apos- already cited is so explicit, that it 
tions) was the very best, I think tasy, we would look for him to act needs no comment. But that two and 
none will deny. just in harmony with himself. Conse- two is the order in which they should 

For I have not spoken of myself; but the quently we will turn to the revelations, go forth is not only seen in what we 
Father which sent me, he gave me a com- wh1'ch he has g1'ven to the church in d b t . th f 11 . g 
mandment, what I should say, and what I have cite , u m e O owm :-
should speak.-John 12: 49. these last days, and see how he sent Behold, and hearken, 0 ye elders of my 

From this last citation we are in- his ministers forth to preach. church, saith the Lord your God, even Jesus 
formed that God was supervising the l Hearken, O ye elders of my church, who 

1 
Christ, your advocate; who knoweth the 
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weakness of man and how to succor them 
who are tempted; ... yea, even all together, 
or two by two, as seemeth you good.-D. C. 
62:1, 2. 

Here the Savior assigns a reason 
why he sends them two and two. He 
knoweth the weakness of man, and 
the many temptations they will en
counter in the world; remember he is 
speaking to the elders of bis church 
when he says, ''I know how to succor 
those who are tempted." Now what 
does "succor" mean? Webster says 
to "relieve in distress;" "to aid;" "as
sistance in distress." So we see by 
sending them two and two they can 
aid, and assist, and relieve each other; 
and thus they will be honoring bis 
law. 

I have often wondered when alone 
and feeling the need of some one to 
pray with, and council with, 0 why is 
not this order of two and two observed 
by the church now-a-days, when the 
commandments of the Savior are so 
plain? I have given expression, on 
several occasions, when talking with 
the brethren on this subject; and in 
reply have gotten answers some
thing like this: 0 the church can 
only send so few elders out, we cannot 
afford to labor together; or, two elders 
together would only preach one ser
mon a night, while if singled~out they 
could preach two. 

Well, it seems to me if there are a 
people on earth who can afford to keep 
the commandments of Christ, it ought 
to be the people who claim to be 
directed by his Spirit. I wonder how 
much such reasoning as this it would 
take to reason away the order of two 
and two revealed in the revelations 
and commandments of Christ. Jesus 
said truly, the laborers are few; yet 
he was sending them two and two. 
(Luke 10.) It has been said that in 
the short space of fourteen years, 
from 1830 to 1844, the church gath
ered in about two hundred thousand; 
and the revelations reveal the fact 
that during that time the elders wer€J 
commanded to go forth two and two. 

The Reorganization has been in 
progress about forty years, and num
bers less than fifty thousand; now what 
is the matter? Is the Lord not as inter
ested in the welfare of his creatures 
now as he was then? Or, is it because 
we do not observe his laws and com
mandments as strictly? 

Now for the benefit of those who 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

may feel that it would be too extrava
gant to send the elders forth two and 
two, we will read the language of 
Cbrist:--

Hearken, 0 ye elders of my church, and 
give ear to the voice of the living God; and 
attend to the words of wisdom which shall be 
given unto you, according as ye have asked 
and are agreed as touching the church, and 
the spirits which have gone abroad in the 
earth. Behold, verily I say unto you, that 
there are many spirits which are false spirits, 
which have gone forth in the earth, deceiving 
the world: and also Satan hath sought to de
ceive you, that he might overthrow you.-D. 
c. 50:]. 

In fact read this entire section. If 
we can justify ourselves in deviating 
from one of Christ's commandments, 
how soon we could from another; and 
would this not soon result in the over
throw of the work? The writer be
lieves two and two is the way the 
elders should go forth now, as well as 
in days gone by, and has offered the 
above in confirmation of his belief. 
Hoping to hear from others on this 
subject, I remain, your coworker in 
the gospel of Christ, 

J. A. GRANT. 

filled on that occasion, and had its 
fulfillment in conditions after death. 

While but very little is said con
cerning paradise in Scripture, we 
ought to remember that according to 
Paul's vision it was a place that in its 
conditional existence were things un
lawful for a man to utter. We notice 
Paul's rehearsal of this vision:-

! knew such a man, (whether in the body, 
or out of the body I cannot tell; God know
eth;) how that he was caught up to paradise, 
and heard unspeakable words, which is not 
lawful for a man to utter.-2 Cor. 12: 3, 4. 

From the foregoing we note that 
paradise exists, and Paul testifies to 
its existence, and we also notice that 
there is a curtain that obscures the 
vision of men from the conditions of 
paradise. It is wisdom in the mind of 
the Deity no doubt. I have heard it 
said that if the people of God had a 
vivid realization of paradise or the 
conditions after death, that our lives 
would worry here for the desire to be 
on the other side; or as Paul said he 
would rather depart and be with 
Christ. Yet he knew his duty was 
with the church, and more needful to 
them. It is an allwise Father that 

PARADISE. holds in his hands the grandeur of 
WHEN the sun of life sinks beneath the blessings of his children. It is 
the distant hills of time, and our well for us that our hope is anchored 
eyes grow dim to the visions of this well within the vail. The nearest ap
world, when the voices of our proach of a realization of paradise 
loved ones gathered around our bed- that I believe I ever had, was a dream 
side, seem to faint away in distance, which seemed to inwrap me in the 
and all becomes quiet and still in uttermost sense of peace, in a land 
death; what then? where beautiful flowers strew our 

When the Son of God came to this walk; where the countenance of those 
issue in life upon Calvary he said, we met seemed to be lit up with love; 
Father, into thy hands I comm.end where everything was peace and pu
my spirit, that great heart ceased to rity, and the soul seemed filled with 
beat, his body was taken down and such a sublime feeling of great joy, 
placed in the tomb, and the Spirit that words could not give utterance 
took its flight, carried away into the to the heavenly feeling. Did you 
hands of his Father, which no doubt ever dream such a dream? Did you 
in the economy of God an ample pro· ever try to tell it to your friend and 
vision existed. In studying the ques- fail in lack of words to express your 
tion of immediate conditions after feelings; arid while you were inwrapt 
death, perhaps it is well to notice the in sublimity, yourself, you could not 
promise the Lord made to the thief impart it to another! Did you ever 
on the cross, that was; I say unto think, perhaps like Paul, it was un
you, to-day, shalt thou be with me in lawful to utter, and in the vision of 
Paradise. the night the curtain had been drawn 

We understand that before the sun and God had given you a glimpse of 
set, thus dividing the sixth day from his paradise to come? The great rest
the seventh or Jewish Sabbath, that I ing place that awaits his faithful 
death was visited upon both Christ people. In giving the meaning of the 
and the man to wbom. the promise J word paradise, standard language 
was made. I think we can safely rea- ; books, says it means a place of rest. 
son then that the promise was ful- j Taking then this meaning of the word 
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we have paradise a place of rest. 
David, when worried with the cares 

of life, gave utterance to this desire:
Oh that I had wings like a dove! for then 

would I fly away and be at rest.-Ps. 55: 6. 
When David's enemies were about 

him, and the fears of death came upon 
him, he expressed the desire of his 
heart, to be at rest. We believe the 
economy of God has amply provided 
for just such a refuge. We notice in 
Hebrews:-

Let us therefore fear, lest, a promise being 
left us of entering into his rest, any of you 
should seem to come short of it .... There 
remaineth therefore a rest to the people of 
God. For he that is entered into his rest, he 
also hath ceased from his own works, as God 
did from his. Let us labor therefore to enter 
into that rest, lest any man fall after the 
same example of unbelief.-Heb. 4: 1, 9-11. 

Yes, we shall rest; this is not the 
time of the day of one thousand years 
reign with Christ on earth. For the 
time of Christ's reign with his church 
on earth, in my mind, will be a busy 
one for him and his people. I think 
this time of rest will be found to be 
the immediate condition of God's peo
ple after death, al!l.d will last until the 
resurrection of the just. It is the 
condition of Lazarus that gathered 
crumbs at the rich man's table, who, 
after death, the Scriptures say, the 
rich man lifted up his eyes in hell, 
and saw Lazarus afar off in Abra
ham's bosom. Now the question is, 
where is Abraham? We notice in 
Revelation:-

And when he had opened the fifth seal, I 
saw under the altar, the souls of them that 
were slain for the word of God, and the testi
mony which they held. And they cried with 
a loud voice, saying, How long, 0 Lord, holy 
and true, dost thou not judge and avenge our 
blood on them that dwell on the earth? And 
white robes were given unto every one of 
them; and it was said unto them, that they 
should rest yet for a little season, until their 
fellow servants also and their brethren, that 
should be killed as they were, should be ful
filled.-Rev. 6: 9-11. 

So we find here a condition await· 
ing the resurrection of God's people. 
Would it be incorrect if I should say 
that Abraham was there, and in that 
condition it is represented that the 
rich man beheld Lazarus, resting in 
his bosom. John says:-

Blessed are the dead which die in the Lord 
from henceforth: Yea, saith the Spirit, that 
they may rest from their labors.-Rev. 14: 13. 

So in conclusion may we not say we 
shall hope for a glorious rest in the 
paradise of God, when the active 
scenes of this life vanish beyond the 
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distant hills of time that divides this ] present there was a conspiracy to 
life from the conditions of a grander hurry in the kingdom. 
one. H. P. CURTIS. The discoveries and inventions, 

SAN AN1'0Nro, Texas, June 11, 1897. press and school are saving agencies. 

NOTES FROM CRITIC. 

WE are aware that in order to bring 
about the best results to all concerned, 
the writer should carefully prepare 
what he has to offer; but amid the 
hurry and bustle of life's activities it 
may perhaps be safe to say this off
hand,-- that there's a bright side to 
everything, not excepting the present 
existing institutions of popular the
ology, for they generally do not come 
short in those functions which are ef-
fective in feeding the hungry and 
clothing the naked, visiting the op
pressed, afflicted, and outcast; and as 
a body of educators are full of zeal for 
that which is elevating morally and 
physically. The forces that are 
everywhere at w@rk now more than 
ever before furnish the mind with food 
for thought, so that it can hardly keep 
pace with the discoveries in science 

. and philosophy. 
As an instance, the German scien

tists are clamoring for the exclusion 
of all American fruit, because of in
fection; and an exchange says that 
the most precious gems are subject to 
various diseases which frequently de
stroy their luster and beauty;. one of 
the most common diseases of jewels 
being an inclination to change their 
original color. 

Were it not for the revelations of 
God to man, this life, with its darkness 
and brightness, would indeed be a 
problem which none of us could solve. 
A casual glance at existing manifesta
tions might cause us to say, "there's 
no good in the world outside of the 
narrow confines of mental develop· 
ment; without this charmed circle are 
forces dark, evil, and degrading be
yond compare." But history, the in
spired word, and our own experiences 
and observations have all along taught 
us that an all-wise and beneficent 
Creator can bring light out of dark
ness, so that even those who are de
nounced as blind guides are found 
ofttimes disseminating some truth. 

Says the Rev. Kloss:-
Salvation is a big word, and a church's 

work is not defined simply by the number of 
souls saved, but as well by the subtle influ
ences which modify environment. 

It seems as if all over the world at 

All questions of man's relation to man 
are religious questions included in the 
scope of the gospel-what principle 
should govern men in their business; 
how they should act as buyer and 
seller, proprietor and tenant, employer 
and employee; questions of food, 
sanitation, and government, are reli
gious matters. Christianity is not a 
circumstance in life; it is the very 
life. But, above all, men are to be 
brought not to theories and conditions, 
but to Christ, who is "the way, the 
truth, and the life." 

Speaking of iHscoveries and inven
tions, we learn that America has 
lighted up with electricity the Roman 
catacombs, and the gloom of eighteen 
centuries 'has been dispelled in one of 
the largest of these subterranean 
cemeteries. 

There is another class of believers 
whose Gibralter is, "There is no such 
thing as matter: all is mind." A lady 
conversing with us upon religious 
subjects said among other like vaga
ries, "This body of ours is all spirit." 
Reasoning from this standpoint it is 
no wonder the Christian Scientists 
cling to their rock, and they have been 
classed by some as a '•network of 
falsities and a general jumble of ab
surdities!" 

We will not infringe upon the space 
of these precious columns by repeating 
any of the erroneous and profane ut
terances of one who is a fair represen
tafr.re of "the Church of this World," 
but think it more profitable to quote 
from the London Chronicle concerning 
the discovery that the founder of the 
first Egyptian dynasty, Menes, is no 
longer a mythical person, but a real 
character:-

It is now admitted (and with good reason 
we believe) that the biblical record which 
some of the critics tried to dissolve away 
into thin air have been justified by tangible 
evidence. The new history calls archaiology, 
craniology, and inscriptions to its aid, _and so 
earns for itsfllf a position of strength which 
before our century was unknown. A recon
struction of Egyptian history and religion 
would be a most important contribution to 
the knowledge of the history of mankind. 

We read also of another discovery
of a people who are star worshipers, 
inhabiting a tract of country near the 
lower Euphrates. Their religion is a 
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mixture of Christian, Heathen, and 
Jewish, and they speak a peculiar 
language. They are a moral, peace
ful, and industrious people. And so, 
wonders will never cease. 
"A people is but the attempt of many 

To rise to the completer life of one; 
And those who live as models for the mass, 
Are simply of more value than they all." 

CRITIC. 
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must be an appeal to the body, or the Here is a clear defining of who 
aggregate, for license, before any should preside, and the qualifications 
action can become authoritative; but essential to eligibility to this high 
to conclude that a majority vote, of and holy calling; and such ordination, 
any General Conference or assembled if it means anything, means the setting 
body, is infallible, would be tanta- apart of one or many, as the case may 
mount to defying Deity itself. But be, to preside. Is there any virtue in 
for the safety and peace of every well the ordination; if so, what is it? It 
organized body, there is no higher is solemn mockery to ordain men to 
nor better standard, and in fact it is sacred trusts and then ignore them 
the only standard by which it can and speak lightly of their rights. It 

WHO SHOULD PRESIDE? stand. While I may be a little slow would be infinitely better that their 
IN the early history of the church the in presenting what I have in mind, ordination should be opposed, when 
question of presidency was one that that inci.tes me to write this article, I they are proposed for ordination, and 
demanded something of a specific will now proceed. thus save the church from embarrass
character, as a criterion to stand as a Every now and again, of late, the ment that otherwise will follow. It 
bar to aggressive and ambitious men. question is being asked, "Can a priest, will be cbserved that provision is 
Men starting out without precedent or a teacher, or a deacon preside when made that the qualifications must pre
or example, as far as any other there is an elder or elders living in the cede the ordination, when speaking 
church was concerned, with regard branch, and nothing standing against of the high priests. And this may 
to the functions of their office and them as un-Christian conduct?" This apply in a measure to all other offices; 
callings, were compelled to look to question has been answered in the if not so, we may have a case similar 
the source that gave them their au- affirmative, and as a result is causing to what occurred in Boone, Iowa, 
thority for direction, so that the more or less unrest and division in the some time ago. A very ignorant and 
DivinEi-imposed limitations or circum- minds of those that feel an interest in simple man, from some cause, was 
scriptions would be a guarantee to the election of branch officers. Some elected justice of the peace. The 
the newly installed officers, that they time ago one of our largest branches man came to the judge, a!'l he said, to 
could move with perfect freedom, and of the church, at one of its business be qualified. When he approached 
with a degree of certainty that the meetings held to elect presiding offi- the judge, the judge asked, "What 
one who had committed to them so cers considered this question and de- can I do for you?" 
sacred a trust, would bless them in cided by their vote that a priest could 1 "Qualify m~;'.' sai~ the ma~. 
the discharge of every duty devolving preside. This brother, a priest, who ::Wha~ fo~? mqmred the ~1udge. upon them, and that no confusion was elected to preside, is an excellent For Justice of the peace, says the 
would follow. There being limita- man, and possesses both good natural man. 
tions to each and every one's au- and acquired ability, and was a good The Judge looked at him for a 
thority, it mechanically located every worker; and from this point of view moment or two, then remarked, "I 
man that was honored with any office his election may be regarded as right; can't qualify you. I can administer 
in the priesthood. Nevertheless, after but in the face of the fact that in that the oath to you; but it is very doubt
all that has been revealed from time branch there were apostles, high ful if God himself could qualify you." 
to time, we are still undecided in re· priests, and a little host of elders, While we would not be justified in 
gard to some matters, while a large f 1 · G 

some of them men o arge experience, placing limits to od's power, we can 
majority may be united, the minority it certainly gave prestige to what the see the possibility of ordaining men 
will have the satisfaction of standing writer thinks was a bad precedent. to offices that they are not qualified to 
as the critic of the majority, until d 

Under the circumstances, an once fill, and in some instances has proven their cause is being vindicated, or h 
other branches heard that sue action fatal, and in many injurious. Yet 

they convinced of their error. And it was had in this branch, the imitative- who will stand as the arbitrary judge 
is the only reasonable premises upon 

ness that is so active in the brain of to say who shall and who shall not be 
which a majority and a minority can many, sought occasion to emulate ordained to this or that office? After 
possibly stand united, and the what to them appear a virtue, right that our experiences and observations 
minority carry out the wishes of the in direct opposition to the spirit and have shown us that men have been 
majority. genius of tee law of the church that called to certain offices in the church 

Common consent being a bases for says:- by revelation that astonished the 
action, as it is written:- b 1 h h · 

If a branch, or district e arge e w o is most sanguine, yet from human ap-
And all things shall be done by common h t ·d h ld b h' h · t 

c osen o pres1 e s ou e an ig pries ' pearances they would never have 
consent in the church, by much prayer and if there be one possessed of the spirit of wis-
faith.-D. 0. 25: 1. dom to administer in the office of president; filled those stations had they not been 

Again:- or if an elder be chosen who may by experi- designated by the voice of the Spirit. 
Neither shall anything be appointed unto ence be found qualified to preside, as soon as To have held these men back, and to 

any of this church contrary to the church cove- practicable thereafter he should be ordained have told them that they should not 
nants, for all things must be done in order an high priest by the spirit of wisdom and minister in the office and calling 
and by common consent in the church, by the .revelation in the one ordaining, and by direc-
prayer of faith.-D. o. 27: 4. tion of a high council, or general conference, whereunto they had been ordained, 

By these quotations we see that there . as required in the law,-D. o. ::io: 2. would~~virtually be casting rell.ection 
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and discredit upon the revelation that 
called them. 

It takes more than a mere acquaint
ance with the rules of order to make a 
man a good president. While he 
stands as the representative of the 
united body, it is rarely that men re
tain that central thought when divi
sions occur in the body over which 
they preside. The Hon. Thomas B. 
Reed says in his "Manual of Parlia
mentary Rules," that "the president 
should not only appear impartial, but 
feel so." 

And as far as administering in the 
office of president is concerned, the 
rules are absolutely the same for all, 
regardless of the office they hold, as 
far as the priesthood is concerned. 
Upon what bases a priest, teacher, or 
deacon can preside over a branch in 
which there are good and honorable 
men holding the Melchisedek priest
hood, I fail to comprehend. I know 
of no case in the Bible, Book of Mor
mon, nor Doctrine and Covenants as 
an ensample. However, I find in the 
Doctrine and Covenants these words:-

The elders are to conduct the meetings as 
they are led by the Holy Ghost, according 
to the commandments and revelations of God. 
-D. C. 17: 9. 

Again, in speaking of the priest's 
duty:-

And he is to take the lead of meetings 
when there is no elder present, but when 
there is an elder present he [the priest] is 
only to preach, teach, expound, exhort, and 
baptize, and visit the house of each member, 

·exhorting them to pray · vocally and in 
secret, and attend to all family duties.-D. C. 
17: 10. 

Now observe:-
In all these duties the priest is to assist the 

elder if occasion requires.-D. C. 17: 10. 
Who is ''the elder" here referred 

to. Is it the presiding elder of a 
brll.nch? Let us see. It says, "He 
is to take the lead of meetings when 

· there is no elder present, but when 
there is an elder present he is only to 
teach,' preach," etc. 

The words, •'When there is no elder 
present," "but when there is au 
elder." The words "no elder" would 
exclude from the assembly all elders, 
before the priest would have a right 
to preside, unless so authorized by an 
elder, as is evidenced by the words, 
"But when there is an elder present," 
etc. The indefinite article "au" 
meaning any elder, in that case, "he 
is only to teach," etc. 
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Now if enough of authority can be I official act in public service,-uever 
conjured out of these quoted para- asked to preach once. I am not aware 
graphs, or any other, to justify priests that this was the result of any differ
presiding, I will willingly submit. euce between himself and its presi
However, if I am not mistaken, the dent, simply he was too insignificant to 
present order of things, where the be noticed was the interpretation that 
priests are to preside over the elders, was given for the oversight. I think 
and their official acts is rather a mod- that an expression of the General 
ern affair, even the Reorganized Conference or some one or more of the 
Church existed many years before the leading quorums of the church should 
practice became patent. From pres- be had relative to the propriety of 
ent indications where branches are electing priests to preside over elders, 
wont to place priests to preside over teachers over priests, deacons over 
branches having elders and even high teachers, except where there are legal. 
priests, teachers to preside over objections or manifested inability. 
priests, etc., there is low estimate E. B. MORGAN. 

placed upon those who should be hon
ored to preside by virtue of their of
fice. Aud there are some officers who 
refuse to act or officiate on account of 
this order of things, regarding them 
as irregular. We. hear it said some
times when reference is made to cer
tain good men that are patriarchal 
and fatherly, well calculated to be 
shepherds to the flock, ''He is a good 
man, but he is rather slow;" or he is 
not as smart as others. The law has 
provided assistance for the elder, 
when it says, "ln all these duties the 
priest i.,; to assist the elder if occasion 
requires." Again, it would seem that 
when priests are so preferable to the 
elder' or elders that are resident in a 
branch, it would be better that they 
be ordained to the office of an elder, 
•'according to the gifts and callings 
of God unto them." 

Our president in a late Herald has 
called the attention of the church to the 
great necessity of giving the officers 
of the Aaronic priesthood a chance to 
develop, and of using them as preach
ers, etc., that thereby they may de
velop into presidents, etc. That's 
right, they should be used; but there 
are a number of elders that if prop
erly appreciated and encouraged 
would do much more than what they 
are doing, and would become bright 
and shining lights; but on account of 
some little personal bickerings be
tween them and those in charge of 
branch or district, they are held back. 
I know of a case where one, who after-

ConfBrBnGB JVIintltBS. 
INDEPENDENCE. 

Conference metat Holden, Missouri, March 
12, 1898; all district officers present. If!. E. 
McKelvey secretary, Wm. Clow assistant. 
A few short speeches were made, good coun
sel and exhortation the main features. Bish-
op's agent, R. May, reported: Balance from 
last report $34. 77; total receipts for six 
months $i, 776.53; paid out in six months 
$1,744 31; on band $66.99. Audited and found 
correct. Statistical reports showed a net 
gain in the district of 42 members in the six 
m<mths past. The ministerial reports were 
in general encouraging. New ordinations 6. 
Each business session was marked, as a united 
spirit prevailed. There were no jarrings, 
and all who expressed themselves were beard 
to remark that it was one of the most peacea
ble deliberative assemblies they were ever in. 
The following were chosen delegates to Gen
eral Conference: R. May, J. W. Bracken
bury, G. H. Hilliard, J. A. Robinson, Sr. B. 
L. James, A. Allen, S. J. Madden, H. Resch, 
G. E. Harrington, A. Z. Rudd, Wm. Crick, 
P. Peterson, G. W. Wilcox, Gus. Koehler, 
W. H. Pease, F. C. Warnky, Ammori White, 
Fred. Scarcliff, I. N. White, Joseph Luff, 
Frank Parker, W. H. Garrett, Wallace Rob
inson, A. E. Weidman, J. C. Moxon, Jay 
Hoffman, W.m. Roberts, Jas. Anderson, H. 
H. Robinson, W. T. Bozarth, J. W. Layton, 
Lester Brackenbury, 0. L. James, Sr. B. C. 
Smith, Sr. H. H. Robinson, Josiah Curtis, 
Chas. Clemons, Sr. F. C. Warnky, Sr. Fred 
Gerber, Sr. Harmon, Sr. A. A. Horton, Sr. 
Ellis Short, J. H. Stratton, Waiter Smith, 
J. P. B. Sheppard, Sr. Pilgrim, Geo. Hick
lin, Edgar Harrington, B. J. Scott, Ann 
Koehler, Chas. DePuy; J. H. Thomas, G. 
Hawley, I. B. Laing, Sr. I. B. Laing, H. R. 
Mills, Geo. Hayward, Sr. R. May, Geo. 
Hulmes, R. Smith, Sr. Layton, Sr .. Wm. 
Bozarth, T. J. Franklin, Wm. Clow, Chas. 

wards became one of our missionaries, Mills. Conference attendants listened with 
a good elder, and able to inte1·est and decided interest to the following brethren 
instruct any audience, lived for nearly while tb~y ~xhorted, expounded, and warned: 
three years in the vicinity of one of G. H. :illllard,. A. Allen, and R. May. At 

. the social meetrng four prayers were offered, 
our large branches, and durrng that I followed promptly by t.wenty testimonies 
time was never asked to perform any · breathing forth love and praise to God, 
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hopes and purposes for the future; evidences 
of the Lord's "marvelous work and a won
der," attended tl:J,ro11ghout by the blessed 
Spirit, cheering and enthusing all with re
newed life. With reluctance the saints sepa
rated, wishing a frequen\, return of such 
blessed privileges. Adjourned to meet Sep
tember 10, 1898, at ten a. m., in Independ
ence, Missouri. 

KIRTLAND. 
Conference convened '.at Sharon, Pennsyl

vania, 19th and 20th March, at 10: 30 a. m.; 
L. W. Powell and George Powell in the chair, 
Dora Evans secretary, Eben Miller assistant. 
Reports were given by the following breth-

• ren: F. C. Smith, G. Powell, F. Ebeling, L. 
W. Powell, A.H. D. Edwards, E. Miller, R. 
Baldwin, H. Hallingbaugh, D. M. Strachan, 
L. D. Ullom, and J. Craig. All reported 
progress; openings plenty but laborers few. 
Reports of branches read and approved. Re
port of tent committee given and committee 
continued, comprising the officers of district. 
Resolution was passed extending to all visit
ing saints privilege of participating in con
ference. The Bishop's agent's report read, 
audif.ed, found correct, and accepted. The 
following officers were elected for the ensuing 
term: F. J. Ebeling] presid€lnt, Geo. Powell 
assistant, John Baldwin secretary, L. W. Pow
ell .bishop's agent. - oAdjourned to meet at 
Akron, Ohio, 3d and 4th September. Preach
ing by Elders F. J. Ebeling, F. C. Smith, and 
James Craig. ,Vote of thanks tendered to 
retiring officers and 8aints of Sharon for hos
pitality. 

8tlndau 8chool 1lssocia1ions. 
SOUTHERN NEBRASKA. 

Association met in Nebraska City, February 
11, 12, 1898. Reports received from district 
officers and officers of schools . .;; Statistical 
reports of schools, Union Band, Zion's Hope, 
Prairie Flower, and Fairbury. J. W. Wald
smith, M. H. Forscutt, H. W. Belville, H. C. 
Fremming, and W. M. Self were chosen dele
gates to the General Convention. Officers 
elected for ensuing year: Walter M. Self 
superintendent, Andrew J. Myers assistant, 
Edwin D. Briggs secretary, Robert 0. Self 
treasurer. A profitable• meeting injmany 
ways. Adjourned to meet in Nebraska City, 
June 24, 25,'1898. 

RAILWAY RATES TO GENERAL CONFERENCE. 
WESTERN PASSENGER ASSOCIATION. 

The corrected list of roads included in the 
Western Passenger Association over which 
rates have been granted on the certificate 
plan is as follows:-

In territory east of the Missouri River and 
west of Chicago, Peoria, and St. Louis: Atchi
son, Topeka, and Sante Fe; Burling-ton Ce
dar Rapids, and Northern; Chicago and 
Alton; Chicago and Northwestern; Chicago, 
Burlington, and Northern; Chicago, Burling-
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ton, and Quincy; Chicago Great Western; 
Chicago, Milwaukee, and St. Paul; Chicago, 
Rock Island, and Pacific; Chicago, St. Paul, 
Minneapolis, and Omaha; Hannibal and St. 
Joseph; Kansas City, St. Joseph, and Council 
Bluffs; St. Louis, Keokuk, and Northwest
ern; Illinois Central; Iowa Central; Jackson
ville and St. Louis; Minneapolis and St. 
Louis; Missouri Pacific; Rock Island and 
Peoria; St.'Louis and San Francisco; Sioux 
City and Pacific; Wabash Railroad; Wiscon
sin Central Lines. 

In Trans-Missouri territory: Atchison, To
peka, and Santa Fe; Burlington and Missouri 
River; Chicago, Rock Isl';l,nd, and Pacific; 
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis, and Omaha; 
Colorado Midland; Denver and Rio Grande; 
Fremont, Elkhorn, and Missouri Valley; Mis
souri Pacific; Rio Grande Western; St. Jo
seph and Grand Island; St. Louis and San 
Francisco; Union Pacific. 

N. B.-Lists of other associations and roads 
stand as previously published. This correc
tion refers only to the Western Association. 

R. S. SALYARDS, 
Church Secretary. 

LAMONI, Iowa, March 24, 1898. 2t 

TRAINS BETWEEN KANSAS CITY AND 
INDEPENDENCE. 

MISSOURI PACIFIC RAILROAD. 
Leave Kansas City: 6; 30 a. m.; 9: 00 a. m,; 

9:45 a. m.; 1:15 p. m.; 5:45 p. m.; 7:10 p. m.; 
9:00 p.,m. 

Arrive in Independence: 6:55a. m.; 9:40 
a. m.: 10:12 a. m.; 1:44 p. m.; 6:15 p. m.; 
7:40 p. m.; 9:30 p. m. 

CHICAGO AND ALTON RAILROAD. 
Leaves Kansas City, 9 a. m.; 6 p. m.; and 

9p. m. 
Leaves Independence, 6: 55 a. m.; 8: 55 a. 

m.; and 6: 30 p. m. 
R. S. SALYARDS, 

_ Church Secretary. 
LAMONI, low A, March 28, 1898. 

BISHOP'S AGENTS' NOTICES. 
To the Saints of the Northeastern Missouri 

District:-! wish to make known to you my 
appreciation of your favors and liberality 
financially the past year. My annual report 
shows a large increase and zeal to carry out 
the law of tithing. During the ten months 
of my annual report it has broken the record 
of any previous year since the organization 
of the Northe1'stern Missouri district. I find 
a few ·new tithe-payers. They have come to 
understand more fully their duty concerning 
the law of tithing. Let others follow who 
have not yet started to honor this law. Dear 
saints, I am proud that I can boast a little of 
the Northeastern Missouri district for the 
sacrifice they have made the past year, in
voking God's Holy Spirit to assist you to 
continue this year as in the past. The 
Bevier Sisters' .Sewing Society has been a 
great help for the work financially during 
the past year, not only in local aid, but for 
the general work also. Those sisters have 
shown their faith by their works. Others 
have done well ~and are worthy of imitation. 
Let the·:good work go on, brethren and sis
ters, till the conflict is o'er, and when our 

work is ended here we shall enter into the 
joys of our Lord. 

J. T. WILLIAMS, Agent. 

BORN. 
BAKER.-To Bro. George T. and Sr. 

Mary Baker, a daughter, February 20, 1898, 
and named Edith Marcine. Blessed at St. 
Joseph, March 16, 1898, by Elder Russell 
Archibald, Sen. 

DIED. 
VERNON.-Eliza Duncan was born in Giles

town, Giles County, Virginia, June 5, 1819. 
She was married to James Vernon near 
Marion, Indiana, August 25, 1836, and they 
came to Mercer County, Illinois, 1837. She 
united with the church with her husband in 
1863, under the hands of J. W. Gillen. They 
had been connected with the movement un
der George M. Hinkle since 184±. She de
ceased at the old Millersburg home, March 
17, and on the Saturday following funeral at 
residence in the care of .Elder T. J. Sheldon. 
Her surviving children are Mrs. S. H. Rid
dell, of Rock Island, Illinois, T. A. Vernon, 
of Aledo, and Mrs. M. T. Short, of Millers
burg, Illinois. 

FENN.-Thomas "William, son of Charles 
and Sr. Myrtie Fenn, of Carson, Iowa, De
cember 31, 1897, aged 9 months and 18 days. 
Funeral services were held at the saints' 
church in Carson, January 2, 1898, conducted 
by Elder D. Hougas. 

GROVER. - Mary Louisa Leach Grover, 
March 17, 1898, at Omaha, Nebraska, and 
was buried at Elk City, Nebraska, near her 
home. She was married to Bro. James L. 
Grover, December 3, 1868, and leaves hus
band, 8 children, an aged mother, 4 brothers, 
and 4 sisters, besides many other relatives 
and friends, to mourn. She united. with the 
Reorganized Church when she was a young 
girl and continued firm in the faith until her 
death, being aged 47 years, 11 months, and 10 
days at her decease. The funeral- was held 
in the M. E. church at Elk City, the M. E. 
choir kindly doing the singing. Elder F. A. 
Smith, of Omaha, delivered the sermon to a 
houseful of relatives and friends gathered to 
pay the last sad rites of respect to our de
parted sister. May the Lord comfort those 
that mourn. 

BROWN.-March 8, 1898, Wallace, infant 
son of Bro. W. S. and Sr. May Brown, aged 4 
months and 17 days. Services at the home, 
Kansas City, Kansas, by Elder James Ander
son. 

BLACK.-Manuel, son of Bro. S. S. and 
Mary L. Black, March 14, 1898, at Omaha, 
Nebraska, aged 6 years, 9 months, and 14 
days. He suffered intense pain most of the 
time for four months. He won the love of 
all who came in contact with him by his 
patient endurance and cheerful demeanor. 
He was one of our bright little Sunday school 
scholars and had great faith in God, asking 
Bro. Smith to administer to him just before 
he died. The Sunday school superintendent 
made the prayer and gave a very nice talk at 
the church, Bro. F. A. Smith preaching the 
sermon from Matthew 5: 8, "Blessed are the 
pure in heart: for they shall see God." 
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Royal makes the food pure, 
wholesome and delicious. 

Absolutely Pure 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK. 

Amha:mlogical Committee's Report 
WITH lUAPS. 

Evidences Supporting the Book 01· 11-.rnrmon. 

This work presents the results of labors of 
the "Committee on American Arcbaiology," 
appointed at the General Conference of 1894. 
The work has been written after much time 
and. special labor in investigating every 
available source of written information on 
the subject. 

It is divided into three parts. Part 1 con
tains a preface, and outlines the history of 
the Nephites. Part2 is a synopsis of Jaredite 
history, and includes a summary of the con
clusions reached by the committee, with a 
statement of the evidences upon which said 
conclusions are based. Part 3 contains much 
miscellaneous matter of general importance, 
including a list of early authors on American 
antiquities, with their opinions concerning 
the origin of the ancient Americans; a list 
of authors quoted; also an index of names 
of lands, cities, rivers, etc. 

The committee has outlined and located 
the civilizations, lands, cities, rivers, and 
boundaries of countries named in the Book of 
Mormon. These are shown on six specially 
prepared Maps, included in the report. 
Other engravings also appear-illustration~ 
of "Mexican Picture Writing," "Landa's 
Maya Alphabet," "LePlongeon's Egyptian 
and Maya alphabet," "Book of Mormon char
acters," "Bas Relief from Palenque," and 
"Inscriptions from Palenq ue." 

The committee has summarized the leading 
archaeological evidences obtainable in sup
port of the claims made by the Book of Mor
mon; •evidences have been gathered from 
sources not accessible to the average reader, 
making it a manual of defense of its archreo-
logical claims. , 

The preparation of the work has been com
pleted at considerable expense, but the price 
has been made as low as possible. 

Neatly bound in heavy paper covers; price 
50 cents, mailed to any address. 

The Quaker Valley Manufacturing Co., 319 and 321 
South Canal Street, Chicago, sell a full line of high
grade household furniture direct from the factory at 20 to 
iiG per cent lower than retail prices, and will send anyone 
a copy of their catalogue free. 

GRNRR1lh S'fORR VOR 81\hR 
At Kirtland. 

Doing a good business. Will sell stock with 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Furniture From Factory to Fireside. 
Being the only extensive manufacturers of furniture in 

the world selling direct from maker to user, we save our 
customers the enormous expenses and profits of the 
jobbers and retailers. Send for catalogue A, showing 
our full line of Household Furniture, at 20 to 50 per cent 
under retail value. 

Quaker Valley Manufacturing Co., 
319 and 3~1 S. Canal St., Chicago. 

AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ELDER 
JOSEPH LUFF. Cloth ......... $1 00 

buildings or without buildings. For ful'ther I If you contemplate purchasing household furniture, by 

f!
rticulars inquire of E CURRY Temple all means s.end for the catalogue of the Q.nake1 Valley 

k C t Oh
. · · • 1 M&nufacturmg Co., 319 and 321 South Canal Street, 

e oun y, IO. Chica11:0. 

TEACHERS' BIBLE. "The Self
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps, 
in good large print, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references; 
rrinted on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6tx8:t, mailed post-
paid at, per copy, net ............ $2 00 

THE SAINTS' HERALD and AU
TUMN LEAVES in combination, 
if paid in ad vancP ............... $2 50 
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CRACELANDuu 
c LLECE, 

LAM0/11!, !OWJI. 
Telephone 71. 

For catalogue;:; or fur'Lher information, 

Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE, 
Acting President, 

or D. P. LAMBERT, Secretary, 
LAMONI, low A 

· General Conference 
is drawing close at hand, and as nearly 
every member of the church is anxious 
to get the Conforence news daily during 
the session, it has been decided to meet 
this want by issuing· 

A DAILY EDITION OF 
ZION'S ENSIGN, 

during the Entire Session for the nom
inal price of TWENTY-FIVE CENTS. 
Please do us the favo1· of forwarding 
your orders for the Daily as early as pos
sible, so that everything can be in readi
ness at the opening of Conference and we 
prepared to give you the very best serv
ice possible. 

Address all orders to 
ZION'S ENSIGN, 

BoxB. 

TOBACCO 
OR 

INDEPENDENCE, MO. 

Bro. B. F. O:i'dway, of Pcoria1 Illinois, positively 
guarantees three bnxes of "Quit~To~Bae" to -perma~ 
nently take away all desire for tobacco, or will 
promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent 
post paid anywhere fur ~'\l.50. No bad effects from 
use of Quit-To~ llac. It is a great nerve tonic. \Vhy 
not try it'! It has G.ired hundreds; why not yonl 
Remember, ~!ill {j'nre'.l> &lo P~l.y .. Address, B. :H' .. 
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois. 

DTSTRfC'~ RE~CORDS. Printed and I 
honnd similar to Branch Records .$2 50 I 

TAKE YOUR CHOICE 
o:fthree good residences in Lamoni. 

One 4 room, one 5 r·oom, and one 7 room 
residence, with good cellars, pantries, and 
closets. Abundance of g-ood water, also fruit 
trees and small frult. Convenient to church, 
school, :i,nd business part of town. Will sell 
any two of the tbree residences. For further 
part.iculars, call on or address CHAS. F. 
CHURCH, Lamoni, Iowe.. 10-7-t 

I 

I 

1'.HE SAINTS' HERALD 

FOR SALE OR TRADE. 
A nice home near President Joseph Smith's 

residence; containing seven rooms, three 
closets, pantry, and cellar; well, outbuildings, 
etc.; about two acres of ground, well set to 
fruit and ornamerctal trees. For further par
ticulars inquire of M., Herald Office, or 
address Box 312, Lamoni, Iowa. 

WHAT HAV!i: YOU to cxchangeas part 
payment. on a well improved 80 acre farm 
two miles from Lamoni? Large build
ings-all painted-orchard. Yearly pay· 
ments on balance. Give full description 
and price of your propRrty in first letter. 

D. F. Nicholson. 

BOOK OF MORI\ION JUAPS NOW READY. 
A lnrw~ ma-;1 of the B 1ok of lVltnmnn e:eography, r.Ft 

comµilt~<l by 1he comm1tt.(-'C on Arcr ::e >logy; drawn for 
them and engrn:v·~d hv Tirn. G. 1". We>:.t\1n, ac,cf1rcl rng to thu 
\Vet-tou art m t'l·Ai; 4Ux5l liiChes, dcsigued !'or the horn1•, 
office, a11d 8und11y school. A durable~ strong, and urtiistic 
map~ mounted on cloth, in la~tirig colors; th3 sarfilC(· 
varnished so as to be washed off with damp cloth wher· 
neceseary; with stained and varnished strip at top and 
bottom. 

Sent by express to any address for $2.50, express to be 
paid by purchaser. 

This map has all the missionary and colonial journey 
lines between the lands Zarahemla, Lehi-Nephi, etc.; 
and the migratory journeys of the Nephitee, .Jaredites, 
and the people of Zarahemla, from their first landings to 
the Hill Cumorah; also the mndem travels of Humboldt. 
Pizarro, and Cortez. It gives the native races of the United 
States, Central America, and Mexico-the Incas, lVIayas, 
Aztecs, Indiv,n tribes, etc. The ancient Peruvian roads are 
indicated as nearly as can be obtained, and an alpbabetica] 
index in full is to accompany it as soon as published, at 
fwenty-five cents, giving references to page, chapter, 
and paragraph in Book of Mormon and other works; and 
also giving a reference to the numbers and letters on the 
margiu of the map, so that the various locations can 
readily be found thereon. 

Send money by postal money order to G. F. WESTON, 
Box 553, Buchanan, Berrien County, Michigan. 

1.'!rn TVVO RECOHDS. The Book 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sk:etch and description may 

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an 
invention is prob~1bJy patentable. Communica-. 
tions strictly confidential. JI and book on Patents 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents. 

Patents ta.lrnn tlirough Munn & Co. receive 
special notice) without cbarg-e, in the 

Sci~tUific Jlmtrican. 
A handsomely illustrated weekly. I~argest cir
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a 
year; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers-0 

MU~JN & C0. 3618' 0110way, New York 
:n-·.'.>,TICh Office, G25 F St., Washington, D. c. 

Es 
STOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETC, 

Specia.l attention given to Builders' Hardware. 
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnished 

LAMONI HARDWARE CO. 

THE KEOKUK ROUTE. 

of Mormon and the New 'l'esta-
rnent. (Inspired rrransbtion) K. & ,V. and D. nI. & K. C. Railways. 
in laro·c tvpe· in one volume. The D. M. & K. C. Ry from Des Moine~ 

Leather b7tek "and corners ........ $2 00 t? Cainsville has b8en rebuil.t and that por· 
.Se~il GrL1in Russia ............... 2 50 t10n south of .Van V'leri;_ w1ll b~ standard! 
I •t t" "'1 ·1t d 3 - 0 gauge on or beiore Novemner 1. 1897. 
mi ·a ion "'. orocco, gt e ges · · · · · D "' There is no road in Southern Iowa o:r 

Morocco, gilt edges · · · · · · · · · · · · · 4 00 I Northern Missouri which has more good 
----------------·------ locations for business men than on the line oj 
THEl HOLY SCRIPTURES. In- the Keokuk Route. More stock of all kind< 

spired Translation by J osepb I bas been shippe_ d over this l_ine than any road 
Smith. . of. equal. mileage in Iowa or Missouri. (See 

Cloth ........................... $1 00 ·1 M1~sour1 Surplus Map at o~r s.tations.) The 
Sheep or library bindina ......... 1 25 freight and :passenger servrne is not equalle~ 

. . · . "' by any road m the state, except the Missouri 
Im1tat10n Jl!oroeco, gilt edges.···· 1 7~ I River trunk line~, with each of wbich we 
Morocco, gilt edges · · · · · · · · · · · · .. 2 2o have union stations and direct connections. 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 I Persons seeking farms can fiod property at 

tempting prices; men seeking busineso ._.1ca
tions can find towns with ample terrltol';,. •tnd 
settlers to warrant good business. Additional 
passenger service will soon be given which 
will add to the growth of the towns. 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. King 
James' Translation. 

Cloth, with marginal references, 
The towns between Des M oi oes and Cains

ville are particularly well locat.e~ for 
50 ,business. Look them up. ·write w the 

--------------------- underaigned for addHi"nal information. See 

two sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 and$0 80 
Cloth, without references. two 
sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . BO and 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth ........................... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ...... 2 00 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. Large 
Type Edition. 

Cloth, leather backs and corners .. $1 50 
Seal Grain Russia, gilt edges ..... 2 00 

LAMONI FARM FOR SALE. 
Eighty acres, with five room house, large 

barn, other outbuildings; abundance of water; 
young orchard. Located two miles from 
Graceland College,. Lamoni, and one fourth 
mile from. schoolhouse. Price, $~,500 with 
one hal;f cash;· balance to suit purchaser. 

Address, MRS. MARGARET BAGLEY, 
Lampni, Iowa. 

folder for map and land,;. 
J. F. RLDER., 

A. C. Goonmcn. 
Gen. Pass. Agent. 

Vice Pr". ace](';. n. ~I'n'gr. 

FOP. SALE AT A BARGAIN. 
A house in Lamoni, Iowa, two 'qna•es from the bust• 

ness center. It .has Bix roomf'-1, a hall, nnd three closetss 
and is co11veniently arranged for a family of six or more~ 
i~ warm as a winter house, and has good vent•lation for 
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple, 
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which ar@ 
the corner of a block. Address. 

I. N. W. COOPER, Lamoni, Iowa. 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Large Type Edi-
tion. . 

Cloth, leather backs and cor,ners ... $1.0.0 
Seal Grain Russia ....... , ....•..••.. 1 25 
Seal Grain Russia, gilt edges ..... 1 51J 
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CONTENTS: 
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Authority-Its Use and Abuse, ...... 209 
Questions and Answers, ............. 210 
Notes From England ................. 211 
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LEGISLATION ON MARRIAGE AND 
DIVORCE, 

Report of the National League for the Pro-
tection of the Family. Excerpt. 

As THE legislatures of nearly all the 
states held their sessions, which are 
now biennial in most instances, in 
1897, we can report considerable new 
legislation regarding the family. Im
proved marriage laws are secured in 
a number of states. Indiana desig
nates the classes of persons who may 
celebrate marriages. Missouri re
quires that all such shall be citizens 
of the United States. Probate courts 
in Michigan may now issue marriage 
licenses under careful regulations, to 
protect the good name of women in 
certain cases. Oklahoma has repealed 
her former loose marriage law and en
acted a new one, with a system of li
cense? returns, and records much like 
that of 11he older states. The effort 
for reform in New Jersey, where the 
old loose law of marriage without 
proper license led to great abuses, has 
in part succeeded.· Massachusetts and 
New Hampshire improved their ex
cellent laws for the registration of 
marriage still farther. In Massachu
setts, the plan of including all facts 
regarding previous conjugal condition 
among those required in the license. 
gives clergymen official information 
in cases of a previous divorce, and will 
enable statisticians to show the num
ber of divorced persons who marry 
again in a given year, as Connecticut 
has done. Connecticut has also in
creased the efficiency of her regis
tration law. This state has pro-

Lamoni, Iowa, April 6, I 898. No. 14. 

vided for the complete record of an j for the punishment by fine or impris
births, marriages, and deaths from the onment of the man who willfully de
date of the incorporation of the towns serts his wife m· child, or who fails, 
and cities, as far as these facts can be without just cause, to provide for their 
copied from public and church records. support. The effort to transfer the 
California has granted to certain reli- jurisdiction of divorce entirely to the 
gious denominations the privilege of courts has failed in Delaware, whose 
marriage according to their rites with- legislature granted forty-nine divorces 
out previous license; but such mar- in 1895. Virginia amends her laws 
riages must be acknowledged to the providing for the revoking of divorce 
civil authorities within thirty days, in certain cases. Congress did good 
and recorded by them. work in this general direction in 1896 

California has now made the mar- by its excellent marriage law for the 
riage of divorced persons illegal until District of Columbia, and in prescrib
one year after the decree of divorce ing a uniform term of residence for 
has been rendered. ·washington one year before a divorce can be 
makes the offer by advertisement to granted in any of the territories. 
procure divorces, annulments of mar- Other departments of family law 
riage, etc., a misdemeanor, following, have given us some legislation of more 
in this respect, recent legislation in or less importance. These relate to 
California and Illinois. Kansas has the extension of the property rights 
forbidden her courts to grant divorce of married women, to the adoption of 
on the uncorroborated testimony of the children from state institutions by 
hnsband or wife. Minnesota has families, or to the admission of chil
adopted the former recommendation dren into such institutions, and raising 
of the commissions on uniform legis- the "age of consent." Louisiana now· 
lation, and made the term of residence allows married women to make and 
in the state before divorce one year. withdraw their own bank-deposits 
Vermont makes provision for the le- without the intervention of their hus
gal separation, without divorce, of bands. While t.he legislation thus 
husband and wife for any of the noted is less important in any one in
causes for which divorces may be stance than that of some recent years, 
granted. This affords relief to those it pretty fairly represents the continu
especially whose conviction of duty ous and healthy movement in the 
forbids their resort to absolute di- right direction. More would doubt-
vorce. An amendment of the laws of less be done but for the fact that many 
Maine permits its courts to hear peti- are waiting for the commissions on 
tion for divorce in certain cases "if uniformity to make further recom-
the libellee is a resident of this state." mendations. -Public Opinion. 
Michigan has adopted a good system 
for the collection and publication of JEWS IN THE UNITED STATES. 

statistics of divorce. This makes ten STEADY GROWTH IN THE HEBREW 

states, I believe, which now furnish 
these most important statistic~. The 
uumber of states supplying statistics 
of births, deaths, marriages, and di
vorces should be rapidly increased, in 
order that these most important of 
social movements can be intelligently 
followed. Pennsylvania has granted 
certain public officers the power to 
take depositions regarding divorce, 
and to husbands the privilege of di
vorce for cruel treatment by the wife. 
Maryland can now be added to the 
growing list of states that provide 

POPULATION DURING THE 

CENTURY. 

As TO the number of Jews at present 
living in the United States no exact 
statistics are attainable, as the gov
ernment does not classify the popula
tion by religions in the enumeration 
for the decennial census. But more 
or less careful estimates have been 
made from time to time, from which 
Mr. D. Sulzberger of Philadelphia ha.s 
compiled an approximate statement of 
the growth of our Semitic population. 
From estimates made on the authority 
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of the Rev. Gershom Mendes Seixas mont, and Wyoming it does not exceed I practical expositions of certain texts 
in 1812, it is inferred that there were 1,000.-Lesl'le's Weekly. · and passages, but for a clearer idea 
at least 400 Jews in New York at that of the Bible itself; how it came to be 
time. The Jewish population in HOW ROME GREW AND DECLINED. what it is, why it carries authority, to 
Pennsylvania included from 80 to 100 A CORRESPONDENT of the New York what extent the human element in it 
families; in Richmond, Va., 30 fami- Sun takes exception to a statement is to be recognized," says the "Con
lies; and in South Carolina, about recently made in the newspapers that gregationalist'' of Boston. "The peo-
1,000 souls. the population of Rome at the time of ple are not ignorant of the fact that 

The first systematic attempt to ob- Nero was "about 1,000,000." He has I a host of scholars in both continents 
tain definite statistical information consulted some of the most trust- I have given long years to the study of 
was undertaken by the Board of Dele- worthy authorities, and furnishes the such questions as these. Every pas
gates of American Israelites, with the following valuable information on the tor has in his congregation more souls 
assistance of the Union of American subject:--- that are seeking light on these points 
Hebrew Congregations, whose com-1 POPULATION OF ANCIEN'r CITY oF ROME. : than he perhaps realizes. Some are 
mittee reported in 1877 a total popula- D.1te, B. c. Population. Authority. meeting the situation by facing it 
tion of 189,756, and in 1880 a total of 566. ·· ····· 84,700 .... Haskel and Townsend. fearlessly and thoroughly. Sopromi-
230,257. In 1888, according to Isaac 527 · ....... l~O,OOO .... Lavoisne. neut a pulpit as that of the First 
M k h 1 t . h d . 506 ........ 130,000 .... Haskel. . h l b 

ar ens, t e popu a 10n a risen to 500 ........ 157 ,000 .... Lavoisne. Church, Detroit, as recent y een 
400,000, of which 125,000 were cred- 496 ........ 150,000 .... Haskel. used to set forth the modern views of 
ited to New York and 114,000 of which 475 ........ 103,000 .... Haskel. the Bible, and the eager interest 
landed on these shores between 18811458 ... · · · · .132,419. · · Lavoisne. with which the evening congrega-
and 1886. The work of gathering the/ 386 · · · · · · · · 159•583 · ··.Rask.el. tions have followed the ten consecu-

. . f h l h 342 ........ 160,000 .... Lavo1sne. f D N , . h 
stat1st1cs or t e e event census 317 ........ 250,000 .... Lavoisne. tive addresses o r. enerma 
(1890) was committed to Philip Cowen 293 ........ 262,322 .... Haydn. Boynton shows that there is a great 
of the American Hebrew, and he pre- 293 ........ 270,000 .... Haskel and Lavoisne. readiness for a wise and temperate 
sented tables showing 533 congrega- 278. · · · · · · .278,222. ··.Haskel and Lavoisne. presentation of the subject. Dr. 
tions of orthodox and reformed Jews 274 · · · · · · · ·271 •224 · · · .Lavoisne. Boynton supplemented his lectures 

. 
130 496 

. t Th t ' 264 ........ 292,225 .... Haskel and Lavoisne. . . h . 
with , commumcan s. e wo 251. ....... 297 ,897 .... Haskel and Lavoisne. by after meetings, at wh1c quest10ns 
branches together have 301 church 246 ........ 251,212 .... Haskel. were freely asked and answered. It 
edifices, with an approximate seating 246 ........ 231,222 .... Lavoisne. requires a considerable amount of 

·capacity of 139,824. Besides these 240. · · · · · · .160,000. · · .Lavoisne. . reading and study to prepare one's 
edifices 281 halls, etc., are occupied 219 ........ 270•213 .... Haskel and Lavoisne. self to do this special work, and no 

. d th h ll 208 ........ 227,107 .... Lavoisne. h t h' l 
by congregations, an ese a s l91. ....... 243,704 .... Haskel. minister oug t to carry o is peop e 
have a seating capacity cf 28,477. 178 ........ 273,244 .... Haskel and Lavoisne. mere theories. But one who has 
The total value of the synagogue 168 ........ 212,805 .... Haskel. come to see that the fire of criticism 
property is $9, 754,275, an increase in 163. · · · · · · .327,032. · · .Hask.el and Lavoisne. has left us a very substantial Word of 
ten years of $3,549,697, while the 15~ .. · .... ·338•214 " .. Lavoisne. God need not hesitate to share with 

f . t d d 146 ........ 322,000 .... Haskel. l . h d 
number o commumcan s a vance 114 ........ 394,336 .... Lavoisne. his people the cone us10ns reac e 
over 80,000. 84 ....... .464,000 ..... Haskel. under the guidance of the Spirit." 

Coming down to the present day, 68 ....... .450,000 ... Haskel. -Ex. 
Mr. Sulzberger says: "The total 49 ........ 320,000 .... Haskel and Lavoisne. 
ascertained immigration since 1885 is 45 ........ 150,000 .... Lavoisne, quoting from 
. d dd' 74 310 . b Josephus. 
411,073, an , a mg • given Y 27 ........ 463,000 .... Lavoisne. 
Mr. J. Jacobs in the Jewish Year Book POPULATION OF THE ROMAN STATE. 
of 1896, the total of Jewish im- 28 B. c .... 4,101,017 .... Haskel. 
migration to the United States since 7 B. c .... 4,233,000 .... Haskel and Lavoisne. 
1881 would not be over 485,383. And, 14 A. D ... .4,137,000 .... Haskel and Lavoisne. 

11 h 
. . t' 48 A. D .... 6,944,000 .... Haydn. 

fina y, e gives, m a conserva Ive POPULATION MODERN CFl'Y OF ROME. 
estimate, 937,800 as the total number A. D. 
of Jews now settled in the United 1836 ..... 136,000 .... London Encyclopedia. 
States. According to his computa· - 1846 ...... 180,000 .... American Cyclopedia. 
tions, various principal States rank as 18~2 ...... 175,8~8 .... Amer~can Cycloped~a. 

f 11 
· th · f t · · H b 1808 ...... 180,309 .... Amerwan Cyclo]ledrn. 

0 OWS .m e s1zes o vb~ir e re:v 1868 ..... 217,378 .... English Cyclopedia. 
population: New 3;:i0,000; 1111- 1872 ..... 244,484 .... American Cyclopedia. 
nois and Pennsylvania, each 85,000; 1872 ..... 240,000 .... Haydn. 
Ohio, 50,000; California and 1877 ...... 250,000 .... Haydn. 

THE PRODUCTS OF CALIFORNIA. 
San Francisco, CaL, Jan. 1.-The Chronicle, 

in its New Year edition, gives the following 
statistics regarding the principal natural 
products of California for 1897, the figures 
representing totals: Wine, 30,000,000 gallons; 
beet sugar, 6,500,000 pounds; wheat, 18,000,· 
000 centals; barley, 9,600,000 centals; wool, 
32,000,000 pounds; lumber, $10,600,000; hops, 
50,000 bales; beans, 87,000,000 pounds; prunes, 

1
82,500,000 pounds; raisins, 64,000,000 pounds; 

. honey, 310 cars, 12 tons each. The exports 
of merchandise from San Francisco amounted 
to $46,000,000, the largest in any year with 
the exception of 1891, which was $48,000,000. 
The imports amounted to $39,000,000. 

land, each 35,000; Missouri and New 1881. ..... 300,46: .... Haydn. . 
Jersey each 25 000· Massachusetts 1881 ...... 276,463 .... Enc~clopedia Britan- Dr. Maclaren, the famous Baptist preacher, 

d L ' · · ' h '20 000 . d y· mca. of Manchester, England, said recently that 
a~ . oms1ana, eac , ; an ir- 1890 ..... .423,217 .... Haydn. experience proves that what draws people to 
gmia, 18,000. In all the Southern I · church and interests them in religion is the 
States it is large and rapidly growing, THERE is a genuine hunger to-day on old-fashioned gospel put straight in Saxon 
while in Maine, New Hampshire, Ver- the part of the laity, not merely for, words. 
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THE HERAI~D. 
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free."-Jobn 8:31, 112. 
"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none." 

Book of Mormon, page 11&.. 

Vol. 45. Lamoni, Iowa, April 6, 1898. No.14. 

!f..'.t so far as action is concerned; but/ not servants; for the servant knoweth 
llttaut~ action not in accord with conviction is 

1 
not what his lord doeth: but I have 

JOSEPH SMITH 
R. S. SALYARDS 
HEMAN C. SMITH, 
JOSEPH LUFF, 

but a mark of a coward, hypocrite, or called you friends; for all things that I 
AssisTAN~D~Jr?J!:: slave. Hence he who undertakes to have heard of my Father I have made 

} CoRREsPoNDING Em>t'oRs. exercise authority by edict or force known unto you." He who assumes 
brings to his support the cringing to represent the Christ upon any other 
hypocrite and coward, while he sows principle than this, misrepresents him. LAMONI, low A, APRIL 6, 1898. 

- the seeds of rebellion in the noblest The nearest human relationship (if 
AUTHORITY-ITS USE AND ABUSE. and best of his fellows. He thus indeed it can be called human, for it 

WITHOUT the existence of authority,
and unless that authority is recog
nized, sustained, and if necessary 
maintained,-no government can exist, 
nor can sa,fety be guaranteed. But 
abuse of authority, or the usurpation 
of privileges not justly attaching to 
one in whom authority is vested, has 
brought as much woe and. disorder into 
the world as has unwarranted rebel
lion. Both are wrong, and both should 
be suppressed. Rebellion against 
the just exercise of authority should 
receive no favor. Unjust exercise of 
authority should be resisted. They 
are equally dangerous to good govern
ment, and subversive of the best 
interests of society. He who rashly 
or unjustly exercises authority is a 
tyrant; he who submits is a slave. He 
who resists the proper exercise of au
thority is a rebel; he who condones it 
is a traitor. But so difficult is it to 
draw the line exactly where it should 
be that submission should not be made 
compulsory, nor usurpation resisted 
by force only in extreme cases of 
emergency, and as a last resort; where 
appeal to kindness, entreaty, and 
long-suffering has failed to bring re
lease or improvement of condition. 
On account of the difficulty in dis
criminating, some latitude should be 
allowed on both sides, and some con
cessions mutually granted. There are 
some general rules, however, that can 
be laid down with comparative safety. 

First, The authority which punishes 
must necessarily be arbitrary. But who 
does not regret the necessity for its 
exercise? Who has been so blind as 
not to observe that where occasion 

weakens confidence in himself, de- partakes of the nature of the divine) to 
stroys his own influence. His authority which the relation of Christ and the 
wanes, and no matter how justly nor church bears an analogy is that of 
righteously he may have become pos- husband and wife. b1 this association 
sessed of his authority, his govern- the husband should hold the highest 
ment is impotent and must fall. authority; and where this is not rec

Second, The authority which directs 'ln ognized, domestic felicity is in danger; 
or stimulates to duty can never be arbi- but if he exercise that authority in a 
trary or absolute. To attempt such a dictatorial way, expecting that his 
thing can but result in failure. Abso- command will be absolute, he will lose 
l'ute authority in either church or state the respect and confidence of the wife 
was never vested in man by divine who would be glad to reverence and 
right. It has been exercised only to respect his authority if exercised in 
enslave or degrade. Examples of it love and consideration. His govern
in matters of state can be traced on ment will and should be a failure, for 
every page of history where an abso- he thus proves himself incompetent to 
lute monarch has reigned. Its ten- rule. No woman capable of discharg
dency in church is plainly visible in ing the functions of a wife will tamely 
the East, in so far as it has been vested submit to the edicts of a man who 
in the Pope at Rome; and in the West, directs and commands her in the dis
in so far as it was vested in Brigham charge of duty without consulting her 
Young. 'rhough an act may be good, opinions, feelings, and desires. In 
virtuous, just, and honorable so far as such a house there is no government, 
its effect on others is concerned, yet and marriage is a failure; peace is a 
the doing of it is not a duty fully done stranger; and the results of such a 
unless done with full purpose of heart, union are unsatisfactory. But where 
and under sincere conviction of mind a true wife is treated with courtesy 
and soul; nor can conviction of mind and consideration, her opinions, feel
be secured only by evidence and rea- ings, and desires respected and bon
son which to that mind is potent. ored, there the authority of the 
Hence duty enforced by ed_ict or fear husband is supreme, the home is made 
is but a sham-a pretense from which happy, family government is a fact
honest men will shrink in abhorrence not a pretense. 
and disdain. If this analogy is even compara-

The strength of the government of tively correct, Christ will ever meet, 
the Christ lies, and ever must lie, in as he has ever met, his subordinates 
his recognition of individual liberty, on terms of closest intimacy, friend
and the absolute necessity of internal ship, and consideration, so far as their 
conversion-the necessity of the whole work is concerned; and he who as· 
man acting in complete harmony, and sumes to exercise authority in his 
bis whole soul being imbued with love stead must be governed by the same 
for the thing done, and the principle rules of courtesy and consideration; 

for its exercise is most frequent, gov- which prompts the doing of it. What otherwise he will misrepresent his di
ernment is weakest and most futile. · transcendent beauty there lies in the vine Master, and abuse a privilege 
The reason is obvious. Man may be principle of condescension expressed· for which he must account. By act
ma.de to he@d a, dec1:ee through in the words; "Henceforth I ca.11 you.! h1g in harmony with the policy of our 
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Master we will insure respect and 
confidence, and our influence for good 
will be an hundred fold greater than 
if we attempt to enforce recognition 
and obedience, or expect that our 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Those who bear authority in the 
church do so by his appointment and 
favor, and must rule as he ruled, or 
come to shame and confusion. 

word alone shall be sufficient au- QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

thority. Let us who are in authority CHURCH ENTERTAINMENTS, ETC. 
honor our trust by considering re- IN addition to wha,t has been stated in 
spectfully the feelings and opinions regard to questions and answers it 

the church upon certain points of 
doctrine or methods of procedure. 
Hawever, as stated, such have access 
to the counsel of those placed in local 
and general charge, who are supposed 
to inform themselves according to the 
demands of the respective interests 
over which they are given supervision 
and charge under the law. 

of those over whom we preside, and may be well to suggest that those ask- Should we follow the letter of the law as 
laid down in Doctrine and Covenants, Sec. 17, 

thus insure good government, perma- ing questions would do well to them- also Book of Mormon, in the blessing of the 
nent influence, and divine favor. Let selves give thought to the questions bread and wine? If so, why? If not, why 
no absolute commands be given with- involved, and also examine available not? 
out consultation, advice, and consid- sources of information, before sub- It is well to follow the form referred 
eration, and confidence will increase, mitting their questions to the HERALD. to, because revealed to the church 
respect for authority will be secured, The standard books of the church in the standard books. However, we 
and good government be insured. At define quite clearly the duties of local believe that should the officiating min
least if there are exceptions they will and general officials. They also con- ister express the same sentiment with 
be of the lawless and unruly class, tain what the Lord has seen fit to slight changes in verbal expression, 
and not those whose noble spirits re- reveal to the present age on points of I it would not render the ministration 
volt at oppression and servitude. doctrine and principle. The Book of void. It is right to be sufficiently 
Let it not be truthfully said of us: Rules also lays down methods of pro- particular; it is also well not to be 
"Man, vain man, clothed in a little cedure in many matters upon which over particular. (See D. C. 119: 7.) 
brief authority, plays such fantastic the church has taken action in confer- Do you think it wisdom to hold entertain-
tricks before high heaven as makes 1 ence. men ts in church consisting of dramas, recita-
the angels weep." I This writing is not intended to deny tions, etc., and also violin music, such as 

We unconsciously partake more or submission of proper questions for 
1

: quicksteps? This.last gu~stion Y0

1
u may atn-

. swer or not as wisdom directs. am no a 
less of the nature of the government answer, but to lead to the exercise of crank on this but I notice many times enter-
in which we live, and are influenced to personal examination and discretion tainments of ~his nature cause trouble. 
some extent by our surroundings. to a proper and wholesome extent. The following action of the Twelve, 
Hence scattered as we are, and sub- All personal development must come indorsed by the General Conference 
ject to so many and so various condi- from within, and if a man makes little I is sufficiently explicit, we think, to 
tions and influences, we must expect or no effort to solve a problem he be- determine the scope of proper action 
that difference of opinion will exist; 

1 

comes simply an echo of what others concerning church entertainments:
but let us remember that absolute au- may conclude. Sunday school and branch entertain
thority to dictate in matters of duty In matters affecting local procedure, ments:-
is a relic of the dark ages, and to en- subordinate officers of branches should !he young, '.°id~le-aged, and aged: are 
f 't · · 'bTt h first consult their branch presidents, alike under obhgat10ns to shun the evils of 
orce 1 

lS a~ imi:ossi 1 1 Y-:-a s am; the world, and adhere to the teachings of the 
and the fabrrn built upon it bas no following which branch presidents word of God. They are not their own, but 
foundation, and must therefore fall, have access to the district presidents, having been ''bought with a price," they be
for the reason that its products are the latter to the missionaries in charge, long to Christ. That which is immoral in its 
rebels and not loyal subjects; and the missionaries in charge to the tendency, or that which will in anywise inter
what is worse causes the best and Presidency; and all to the inspiration fere with the _performance of duty as pre-

'. sented to us m the Sacred Word, or that 
truest element rn the bo:ly to revolt. of the Spirit and the word. However, which tends to prevent us from rising to that 
Let us then govern in love, in equity, where an emergency can be properly high standard of thought and action to which 
in justice, consideration, and respect met within the sphere of each man's all the saints of God should aspire, should be 
for all; and thus secure fealty, fellow- jurisdiction by so much is the necessity excluded from the entertainments held in 
b' d d · · · b t' L t removed for troubling many with it. different branches of the church. And we s 1p, an ivine •. appro a ~on. . e no believe that the enactment of tragedies 

man fear that hrs authority will not Proper consultation and advice are should be avoided, and that purely frivolous 
be recognized unless he prominently pl'Ovided for in the general arrange- display, or farces which embody no moral, as 
and persistently asserts it. This is men ts under the law, and all a prominent feature, are improper. 
weakness, not strength, and betrays should feel free to avail them- 1 While in the very nature of the case it is 
incapacity to rule. Alexander, Caosar, selves of each other's counsel and difficult'. if not impracticable, for us 

1
t 0 de-f 

. . nounce m a wholesale manner any c ass o 
Herod, Napoleon, and others made this advrne, all under the mfluences of the performances known by a specific name, yet 
mistake, and to-day there are none to Spirit of truth promised to be with we may safely condemn all that we are unable 
do them reverence. Christ founded his the church in the several functions of I to harmonize with the teachi~gs of the 
kingdom upon love, and in tender work assigned its various departments I sacred books of. the church; that is, the Holy 
considerations for his subjects, and and officials. Scriptures, the Book of Mormon, and Doc-

. . trine and Covenants. That which is harm-
now, though he died a felon's death, In thus wntrng. we are ~ware that l less and pure in its character and tendency 
thousands would die for him, and his many newly ordarned officials are not I may safely be admitted; that which is not 
authority is still supreme. informed_ concerning the position of [ should be excluded. The holding of Sunday 

... 
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school and church entertainments for lauda
ble purposes, when of a proper kind, are not 
only permissible, but commendable. The 
exercise, however, should be of such a char
acter as will tend to develop the latent powers 
of mind in the young, and those of riper 
years, imparting broader yiews of morality 
'and social enjoyment, thus imparting that 
innocent pleasure which inspires those who 
possess it to reach higher after all that is 
elevating and instructive. We are further 
of the opinion that those who are in charge 
of Sunday schools and branches where these 
entertainments are to be had, may with 
proper care, be qualified to choose between 
that which is innocent and beneficial, and 
that which is not. All shc;rnld so live as to 
enjoy that measure of the spirit of tcutb 
which will prevent them from indulging in 
that which would lead them away from God. 

When a man has been chosen to office in 
the branch and is serving, if he is chosen 
and is ordained to a higher office does that 
release him from the one be did hold, or 
should he be released by a vote of the 
branch? 

He should not be ordained unto an
other office unless he is to labor in 
the office to which ordained. Men 
may fill lesser offices than those they 
hold, but, other- things being equal, 
should officiate in their own callings. 
Oirc11mstances governing particular 
cases should determine in such cases. 

The law states that the teacher's duty is 
to watch over the church and to see that 
there is no iniquity; and that if he or she 
does any manner of iniquity he or she shall 
be delivered up unto the law of God? Should 
the teacher prefer charges in such cases? 

The teacher may do so, or it may 
be done by the branch officers con
jointly. The teacher should take 
cognizance of the general spiritual 
condition of the membership and, in 
counsel with his fellow officers, take 
wise and necessary steps to eliminate 
and correct evils; and without harsh
ness or hastiness in procedure. 

Is it agreeable with the law of the church 
for one of the priesthood to partake of the 
sacrament with other denominations? 

No; certainly not. The law pro
vides for it only in the church. 

Can one bold the priesthood when he turns 
bis wife away from his home because she is 
not able to work? 

He might "hold the priesthood," 
but would come under censure as a 
transgressor. The question scarcely 
needs an answer. 

We have another question which 
comes within the scope of the work 
of the Bishopric, to whom the ques
tioner is referred for information. 
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An elder may act in the office of reaching in its consequences, the evils 
priest, teacher, or deacon. He should of which no nation can afford to invite 
not be chosen to act in the Aaronic only in the most extreme emergencies. 
priesthood if officers in that priest- Patriotism sometimes demands that a. 
hood having qualifications and in con- man fight for his country's honor, and 
dition to act are available. It might ·to avenge the blood of fallen heroes; 
be necessary to appoint an elder to act and yet to sober thought it seems poor 
as teacher; circumstances and condi- satisfaction to avenge the lives of a 
tions must determine in the choice. few men by killing more; and from all 
We can only answer the question on this confusion and strife one turns 
general principles. with restful feelings to that King 

NOTES FROM ENGLAND. 

AFTER a few days spent at Carnarvon, 
and a few attempts to minister the 
word to the few who attended the 
service, we made our way back to 
England, convinced that the prospects 
for our special work were not very 
flattering in North Wales; yet carry
ing with us pleasant memories of the 
kind saints at Carnarvon, and the 
beautiful scenery bordering on the 
Straits of Menai. Since our return 
we have labored in the four branches 
of Manchester and at Wigan, finding 
everything in fair condition in these 
places; but have made a specialty of 
writing our numerous reports made 
necessary by the several functions 
placed upon us by the church. There 
have been but few changes in the 
British Isles since our former state
ment. Elder Samuel Platt succeeds 
Elder Henry Hoole as president of 
Sheffield branch; Elder Charles Tyler, 
on account of old age and infirmity, 
has resigned from his presidency in 
Birmingham, and Elder J. R. Meredith 
has been chosen to succeed him; Elder 
Jam es Gerrard has resigned his 
charge in London, and is succeeded 
by Elder R. Clift. 

The season of the year is one in 
which all minds interested in the great 
latter-day work turn with more than 
ordinary interest towards America, 
for there are the measures soon to be 
enacted which must effect the present 
and future of the work in all the 
world; and in our hearts and upon our 
lips are prayers that love, kindness, 
wisdom, humility, and light may char
acterize the assemblies of latter-day 
Israel. Then, too, we anxiously scan 
the political horizon, and watch the 
ominous war cloud that hovers over 
the home land, anxious to discover 
whether it will be a war, or a rumor 

whose coming was heralded by the 
angelic proclamation of: "On earth 
peace; good will toward men." 

But just at this time, when the eyes 
of the world are turned towards the 
heroic struggle of Cuba to throw off 
the Spanish yoke, it is interesting 
both from a religious and a political 
standpoint to consider the basis of the 
original claim made by Spain to the 
supremacy of the Kings of Castile and 
Leon over these Spanish-American 
countries. In 1509 Alonso de Ojeda, 
an emissary of Spain, made an extra
ordinary proclamation to the nations 
upon the coasts of America, and Rob
ertson tells us that:-

The form employed on this occasion served 
as a model to the Spaniards in all their sub
sequent conquests in America. As Cuba was 
conquered in 1511 by Diego Velasquez, it is 
evident that his claim was upon this extraor
dinary model. It is as follows:-

Has an eldec the right to labor in the 
office of a teacher until the teacher refuses to of war, as each are in order in this 
labor? dispensation._....,,, War is a calamity far 

"I Alonso de Ojeda, servant of the most 
high and powerful Kings of Castile and Leon, 
the conquerors of barbarous nations, their 
messenger and captain, notify to you· and de
clare, in as ample form as I am capable, that 
God our Lord, who is one and eternal, created 
the heavens and the earth, and one man and 
one woman, of whom you and we, and all the 
men who have been or shall be in the world, 
are descended. But as it bas come to pass 
through the number of generations during 
more than five thousand years, that they have 
been dispersed into different parts of the 
world, and are divided into various kingdoms 
and provinces, because one country was not 
able to contain them, nor could they have 
found in one the means of subsistence and 
preservation; therefore, God our Lord gave 
the charge of all those people to one man 
named St. Peter, whom he constituted the 
lord and head of all the human race, that all 
men, in whatever place they are born, or in 
whatever faith or place they are educated, 
might yield obedience unto him. He has 
subjected the whole world to bis jurisdiction, 
and commanded him to establish his re;,i
dence in Rome, as the most proper place for 
the government of the world. He likewise 
promised and gave him power to establish 
bis authority in every other part of the world, 
and to judge and govern all Christians, 
Moors, Jews, Gentiles, and all other people 
of whatever sect or faith they may be. To 
him is given the name of Pope, which signi-
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fies admirable, great, father and guardian, be
cause he is the father and governor of all 
men. Those who lived in the time of this 
holy father obeyed and acknowledged him as 
their Lord and King, and the superior of the 
uni verse. The same has been observed with 
respect to them who, since his time, have 
been chosen to the pontificate. Thus it now 
continues and will continue to the end of the 
world. 

One of these Pontiffs, as lord of the world, 
hath made a grant of these islands, and of 
the Tierra l!'irme of the ocean sea, to the 
Catholic Kings of Castile, Don Ferdinand 
and Donna Isabella, of glorious memory, and 
their successors, our sovereigns, with all 
thE>y contain, aH is more fully expressed in 
certain deeds passed upon that occasion, 
which you may see, if you desire it. Thus 
his majesty is king and lord of these ls
lands, and of the continent, in virtue of this 
donation; and, as king and lord aforesaid, 
most of the islands to which his title hath 
been notified, have recognized his majesty, 
and now yield obedience and subjection to 
him as their lord, voluntarily and without 
resistance; and instantly, as soon as they re
ceived information, they obeyed the religious 
men sent by the king to preach to them, and 
to instruct them in our holy faitL; aull all 
these, of their owi:i free will, without any 
recompense or gratui.ty, became Christians, 
and continue to be so; and his majesty hav
ing received them graciously under his pro
tection, has commanded that they should be 
treated in the 8ame manner as his other sub-
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protest, that all the bloodshed and calamities 
which shall follow are to be imputed to you, 
and not to his majesty, or to me, or the gen
tlemen who serve under me; and as I have 
now made this declaration and requisition 
unto you, I require the notary here present to 
grant me a certificate of this, subscribed in 
proper form.-Herrera, dee. 1, lib. VII., c. 
14. See note 23, Robertson, vol. l. 

This then is Spain's case, according 
to her owu pleadings_ While as sug
gested by a certain eminent court, in 
another important case, it may not be 
well to question this claim lest we 
cloud other titles and disturb values; 
yet it does seem to us that when resi
dent citizens in any country wish to 
establish a government of their own 
against such a title in a foreign poten
tate, that they have a case in court. 
Especially so, since the statute of 
limitation does not bar them in the 
tribunal where Spain has lodged the 
case, where the question was to be 
decided by the arbitrament of the 
sword. It seems to us then that 
Cuba is legally in court, and entitled 
to all the rights of a contestant. 'ro 
deny this is to deny the legitimacy of 
the title now in Spain; or to acknowl
edge the right of the Pope to grant 
deeds of nations and provinces at his 

jects and vasHals, you are bound and obliged will. We can understand how from a 
to act in the same manner. 

Catholic standpoint the Cubans are 
Therefore I now entreat and require you to 

Oriuinal Po&tru. 
COMFORT. 

Comfort in my heartfelt sorrows,, 
Heavenly Father, I would seek; 

May thy Spirit's holy influence 
O'er my soul its vigils keep. 

Though my heart in anguish bleedeth, 
And my tears unbidden flow; 

Yet I know that in my sorrow 
Thou canst peace and love bestow. 

And while treading through life's pathway, 
Thorns I find instead of flowers, 

Heavenly Father, grant that I may 
Ever put my trust in thee. 

May thy Spirit rest upon me, 
And its peaceful calm be felt; 

May I live in peace and quiet, 
Till my days on earth are spent. 

Then with those who've gone before me, 
Those who've fought the battle through, 

I may hear the Master saying, 
'·You have won a bright crown, too." 

ALICE M. JOSLYN. 

Mothsrs' Home ~oltlmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

But when one doeth amiss, the right-hand Angel doth lay 
His pslm on the left-hand Angel, and whispers, "For

bear thy pen! 
PeradveLture in seven hours the man may repent him 

and pray; 
At the end of the seventh hour, if it must be, witness 

it tb.en." 

consider attentively what I have declared to rebels, but bow in the opinion of a 
Protestant natl.on they can be THAT "like begets like" is an axiom few you; and that· you may more perfectly com- · so con-

doubt. In some cases so marked in its deprehend it, that you take such time as is sidered we cannot determine. This 
reasonable, in order that you may acknowl- . h th . t . b f ll velopment has this likeness become, that 

IS not to say w e er 1 IS est or a husband and wife after living for a series of 
edge the church as the superior and guide of d f C b b f concerne · or u a to e ree or not; years together in harmonious communion, 
the uni verse, and likewise the holy Father 
called the Pope, in his own right, and his but simply that Protestant nations to have grown into a physical likeness of each 
majesty by his appointment, as king and be consistent must acknowledge that other which did not at first .exist. Drum
sovereign lord of these islands, and of the her claims have as good right to re- mond calls this "The law of physical influ
Tierra Firme; and that you consent tl:at h S . , ence," and adds, "we become like those whom 

cognition as ave pam s, according we habitually love." 
,the aforesaid holy fathers shall declare and h h · M h 

h h d to er owns owmg. ay t e God of If tb1's be true, i't J·ust1'fias the morld i·n de-preac to you t e octrines above-mentioned. "' " 
If you do this you act well, and pJrform that nations turn and overturn, until the manding of the Christian that he who pro-
to which you are bound and obliged; and bis nations learn war no more. May the fesses to love Christ should sustain those 
majesty, and I in his name, will receive you followers of our soon coming King professions by being assimilated to Christ in 
with love and kindness, and will leave you, "Seek peace and ens.ue it.,, What- his life,-his daily walk and conversation,-in 
your wives, and children free and exempt short, in all the attributes which God re-

ever may be the rights and peroga- vealed i'n 'nim as the measure of that which from servitude, and in the enjoyment of all 
you possess, in the same manner as the in- tives of contending powers, our he requires of tho~e who would be his disci-
babitants of the islands. Besides this, bis mission is to preach peace. pl.es. 
majesty will bestow upon you many privi- We say it justifies the world in demanding 
leges, exemptions, and rewards. But if you EDITORIAL ITEMS. this and condemns those who fail to meet 
will not comply, or maliciously delay to obey THE HERALD will endeavor as here- this demand, for this law •Nhich governs the 
my iujunction, theu with the help of God, I tofore to furnish its readers with a physical realm is equally applicable to the 
will enter your country by force, I will carry spiritual realm. Unlimited, then, is the report of Religio, Sunday School on war against you with the utmost violence, sphere of influence which the humblest fol-
l will subject you to the yoke of obedience to Association, and General Conference lower of Christ may exert. To this influence 
the church and king, I wi.11 take your wives proceedings. The effort is made at a in countless instances have yielded those 
and children, and will make them slaves, and great disadvantage, however, because who have been proof against every argument, 
sell or dispose of them according to Qis maj- of time required in getting mail mat- every reason brought to bear upon them, and 
esty'~ pleasure; I will seize your goods, and 1 t f I d d t L _ . have through the consistent life of some hum
do you ail the mischid in my power, as re- J er rom n epe~ en?e 0 a.m~m· 1' ble child of God been constrained to say, like 
bellious .subjects; who will not ~c. know ledge. ! delay often. occu.rrmg m transn:nss1on the dy. ing .Julian., '"I'he N. azarene ha.s co.n
or subnFt> to t,hen• lawful sovere;,gn, And :i; of uu1,tte;r by XXU:HL 1 quere•L" M1J;y God help 1ui ;,hen, to be w~.t· 
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nesses for him in our lives, even if our Ups 
forever keep silence. 

"To him who is Christ's there is no need to 
search for the 'evidences of Christianity,' 
because be is his own best evidence. Good 
works done for Christ's sake are quite as much 
the evidence of Christ's work in tbe world to 
him who does them as they can be to the 
outside world." 

BABY'S FIRST BIRTHDAY. 
Just one year ago to-day, pet, 

You our hands came to employ, 
Fill our home with love and sunshine, 

Fill our hearts with deepest joy. 

Oh! so delicate and feeble 
Was the tiny baby form; 

Launched fort,h now upon life's ocean 
Could it weather e'en one starm? 

Soon the waves are beating round her; 
Could our pet withstand the shock\' 

Yes, for all our faith is founded, 
Grounded on a solid rock. 

Lo, in God we trust, and healing 
Power is given from above, 

Brings our darling from the shadow 
Of the grave, to life and love. 

Then to God be all the glory, 
As we bow our heads and say, 

Thank thee, Father, for this blessing 
Of our baby's first birthday. 

MINA PERKINS KEARNEY. 
January 6, 1898. 

THE CHILDREN. 
THE position that children occupy in the 
household to-day points distinctively to the 
attainments of a high state of civilization. It 
seems almost incredible to read history in 
the last days of the Republic of Rome and 
the early days of the first Empire, to believe 
that such an unnatural condition could exist; 
that there was an entire lack of appreciation 
in parents toward their childrRn. 

When a child was born it was laid at the 
father's feet; if he picked it up it was recog
nized, otherwise it was thrown into the 
street. Can it be that these people were hu
man? or were they in the first stages of de
velopment toward humanity? 

Mankind at that age of the world was little 
superior, in some respects, to the brute crea
tion. At this time we read of appeals being 
made by Terrence, for parents to be more 
tender towards their children, showing that 
there were men 1i ving in advance of the times. 
The world has ever had leading minds im
bued with knowledge to teach the masses. 
This has been provided by the Heavenly 
Father who governs all, and leads us up step 
by step. 

But to return to our subject, the children, 
how compared to-day with that dark era of 
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of filling the highest ideal, and the result of 
such training is plainly seen in the high de
veloped intelligence of the children. 

It is remarkable to see how easily they 
grasp almost classic ideas, that not many 
years ago were thought rnfficiently hard 
problems for girls and boys of double their 
ages to solve. The world is rapidly advanc
ing. There can be no loitering by the way
side. Each must be ready to grapple with 
the problems of to-day. 

Surely there can be no bappier pastime 
than the proud mother whose mission it is to 
care for these bright little spirits intrusted 
to her ca.re. That she to-day is intelligent 
enough to realize her responsibility will re
sult in perhaps the grandest generation of 
men and women that bas ever existed. 

Next.door to the writer of this article lives 
a lady of refinement, possessing no ordinary 
degree of good sense, education, and, best of 
all, highly religious attainments. The 
mother of two beautiful little daughters, the 
eldest a little past three years, and one of the 
most lovable of children. She bas acquired 
the title of "Lady Ruth" by her pretty. ways. 
The little sister just running around the 
house is a source of great happiness to Ruth. 
She recently said to her auntie, "Don't sis
ter make me hard to catch?" This is only 
one of her original ideas. Surely a borne 
possessing two such treasures need look no 
farther for happiness. Mothers when enter
taining little children, are entertaining angels 
unawares. AUNT ESTHER. 

PRAYER UNION SUBJECTS. 
MEMORY VERSES FOR APRIL. 

Thursday, April 7.-The church, its n:inis
ters and membership. That righteousneEs, 
love, and zeal in the work and spread of the 
gospel may increase and to this end the saints 
witb one heart and mind bring their tithes 
and offerings into the Lord's storehouse. 
That God will continue to reveal his mind to 
bis servants in the direction of the affairs of 
the church. 

Memory Verses.-Titus 2: 11-14: Malachi 
3: 10. 

Thursday, April 14.-0ur families. Prayer 
for the members of our families by name, and 
for the families of each other and those of the 
ministry. For the youth of the church in 
general. 

Memory Verses.-John 13: 34; 1 John 4: 11. 
Thursday, April 21.-Missioos and Sunday 

school work, and the church pubiications. 
Also for the poor, the sick, and affiicted. 

Thursday, April 28.-Zion, our country, its 
welfare and prosperity, and its speedy puri
fication by the reception of truth. That the 
scattered remnants may be gathered in, and 
the kingdom of Christ be established. 

Memory Verses.-D. C. Sec. 57. 

man's existence. To-day children occupy the PRAYER UNION. 
first place in the hearts of parents, and I SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 
might almost say in the community in which SR. H. F. JEWELL, of Oregon, Iowa, desires 
they live. No pains are spared in their train- to be remembered in prayer that she may be 
ing, either intellectually, morally, or reli-1 healed, if it be God's will, of neuralgia of tbe 
giously. It seems as though each parent is heart and stomach. 
making an effort to make his child capable ! Bro. Henry Hanna, of Virginia, Minnesota, 
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asks for prayers in behalf of his wife, who is 
much afflicted, and who was once reBtored to 
health through the prayers of the Union, 
even to the astonishment of the doctors; but 
for some cause is again broken in health, but 
realizing the Lord is ever merciful, makes 
the request that she may again be remem
bered. 

Sr. Leoni Stranahan, of Helena, Montana, 
a widow, the only support for herself and 
dear little daughter, asks for prayers in her 
behalf that if it be God's will she may be 
healed of a most distressing heart trouble. 
She has been affiicted since childhood with 
heart disease, but after the loss of husband 
and home one valve of the heart broke, since 
which time she bas suffered untold agony. 

Sr. Mary Ann Fry, Woodbine, Iowa, writes: 
''I request the prayers of the sisters in behalf 
of my hearing, that it may be restored if it is 
the Lord's will." 

A sister desires the prayers of the Prayer 
Union in behalf of her young daughter, whom 
the doctors have pronounced sffiicted for life, 
but the mother firmly believes she may be 
cured in answer to the prayer of faith. 

COUNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa, March 30. 
Editors Herald:-The work is moving on 

apace in thb district; I baptized three a 
week ago. Our conference at Cresce11t, last 
Saturday and Sunday, opened auspiciously, 
but an Alaskan cold wave engulfed us, and 
Sunday was the most unpleasant day of the 
entire winter. On Saturday the business 
was handled with dispatch, and we think the 
right obtained throughout. Present in
cumbents were retained in office, ac;d the 
conference adjourned to meet with the 
Boomer branch, May 28 and 29. The preach
ing was by Brn. H. N. Hansen, S. Butler, 
and the writer. 

Recently, by invitation, I C.eliverecl a lec
ture before the Omaha Philosophical Society, 
on "What is Religion? or the History of all 
Religions.'' This society is largely com
posed of liberals, or free thinkers, so-called. 
When I concluded, I was not a little sur
prised to have a person in female attire, 
presumably a woman, arise, and without any 
provocation proceed to give me and the Reor
ganization one of the worst tongue-lashings 
it was ever my privilege to endure. The 
woman was a "sharp one," being well posted 
on the strength of our doctrine, and the 
weakness of our practices. She anaigned 
Joseph Smith, E. L. Kdioy, David Da.ncer, 
Elijah Banta, Bishop Rogers; the Order of 
Enoch, etc. I am assured she was secured on 
purpose, for when I essayed a reply I was po
litely informed by the Pcesident, that "time 
was up." I asked for farther audience at 
some future time, but received a negative re
ply. The woman's name is "Phmba Arnold." 
I {Jresume she is a public lecturer. She is 
a fluent, concise speaker, and makes as 
strong an attack on our faith as any I have 
heard. 

A lecturer in the M. E. church here, re
cently took occasion to make a personal at-
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tack on the "Reorganized Latter Day Saints;" 
and I am credibly informed that the "one 
time defender of the faith," in the days of the 
Seer, Benjamin Winchester, lectured one 
Sunday afternoon, recently, on "Mormor,
ism;" and so the "heathen rage and the peo
ple imagine a vain thing." 

The Christian Index, representing Camp
bell's restored church, in its issue of March 
23, contains a communication from W. L. Mel
linger, of Mondamin, Iowa, who is to act as 
Bays' moderator in the coming contest, in 
which he endeavors to show how just and 
fair Elder Bays has been in his negotiations 
for discussion. But the gentleman misrep
resents facts, or I am greatly misinformed. 
He states that "during the month of Novem
ber, 1897, Elder D. H. Bays, author of 'Doc
trines and Dogmas of Mormanism,' was here 
and delivered several lectures on the above 
subject. As a l"esult, the Latter Day Saints 
presented four propositions for discussion." 

He then quotes one as follows:-

"Is the Church of Christ (sometimes called 
Disciple Church), organized and established 
through the instrumentality of A. Campbell 
and his coworkers, the church of God in fact, 
and in harmony with the Bible in doctrine 
and organization." He adds, 'Elder Bays ob· 
jected at once to this, and also in two of the 
other propositions.'" 

If he did, his objections never came to me. 
I have papers containing his signature to all 
four of the propositions long before I learned 
of his objections. The first inkling I had of 
his dissatisfaction was at the Williams
Blalock debate, at Tabor, Iowa, and I im
mediately informed him I would do all in my 
power to see that he was accommodated. 

Then Mr. Mellinger continues: "Having 
heard that Elder Bays had at last signed 
articles to debate the question as stated, I 
wrote to him askin!l' an explanation. HE 
says: I signed the propositions under pro
test, as to the wording of two of them, and 
reserving the right under specific rule, 
agreed to by Eldor Williams (his opponent), 
to define the terms of my own proposition." 

If this represents Bays correctly, then he 
has deliberately misrepresented facts, for 
Elder Bays well knows that when the 
propositions were first signed by him that 
there was no "specific rule agreed to by Bro. 
Williams," granting him ·the privilege to 
"define the terms of my own proposition." 
It is but recently that we have agreed upon 
rules. There are other misstatements, but I 
pass them by to notice the weighty ones. 

The writer says: "The Latter Day Saints 
do not wish to meet Elder Bays, as having 
been in their church all his life, and having 
taught their faith for twenty-seven years, he 
is too well acquainted with their teachings 
and practices. 

Not so, Mr. Mellinger. But we propose 
that when discussion is held, that the faith 
of each shall be examined on its merits. 
While our informant concerning Blalock's 
letter and the action of the Mondamin church 
did not get things exactly correct, of which 
we before informed you, yet Mr. Mellinger 
says, "The church also voted that they would 
not tolerate the qurstion as worded." 
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My statement was, "They (the church) J the background,' says the Presbyterian Be
have acted thereon, and resolved that if Elder view 'and specious allurements spread out be
Bays enters the discussion under the present fore the people. Many have been caught by 
arrangement, they will issue circulars and the wiles of the missionaries, and meetings 
scatter them over the country, disavowing have been placed on a permanent basis. It 
any connection with the debate, leaving is said that the people have been neglected 
Elder Bays to go it alone!" The only dis- by the regular churcheR, and as a result have 
crepancy is in the issuance of circulars. become an easy prey to the Mormon propa
Their actions remain the same by the writ- gandists. The Latter Day Saints are work
er's own confession. Straining at a gnat,- ing mostly in western and northern Ontario, 
usual Campbellite tactics, you know! and it is said that within twelve months 

The editor of the Index has this to say:- 100,000 or more will avow Mormonism in 
"It is our opinion that Mormons should be Ontario. The Presbyterians of Bruce, Mark

asked to affirm that '.Joseph Smith is a true land, Sangeen, and other places are discuss
prophet.' If they will not affirm this, let ing means to stamp out the new sect.'" 
them as cowards and deceivers get their own "One hundred thousand or more" within a 
audiences; we are acting foolish to help them twelvemonth! I hope it is our boys who are 
get an audience. Joseph Smith was an im- thus stirring the natives. But it seems too 
postor and a hypocrite; how foolish to debate good to be true. The editor of the Presby
the church question with people who honor terian Review surely has not a lofty estima
Smith as a prophet." tion of the intelligence of the people of 

Rich! Astonishing logic!! Surely a greater Ontario in conceding that so many would 
than Campbell is here!!! ally themselves with such a "delusion." But 

Let me inform this great one that never possibly the Lord has "predestinated" these 
have we refused to "affirm that 'Joseph "100,000 more" to thus be deluded(?). If so, 
Smith is a prophet of God;'" but we insist what is the use of all this stir? It's bound to 
that it is ever just to the people that the occur, or Presbyterianism is wrong. Yes; 
claim'! of both disputants be examined. the "people have been neglected by the regu
Would a man with a thimbleful of brains go lar churches," and h&ving been fed on husks 
into a battle, previously agreeing to be so long, they are ready to take up with that 
bound and gagged, and then permit h~s which promises better returns for money and 
enemy all the appurtenances of battle, and time invested. But what would the good 
free use of the same? And yet this is just Presbyterian editor have the people do to 
what t.hese Christian Infidels want. If we "stamp out the new sect"? Shall they go 
are willing to affirm our claims and they re- back to the rack, the faggot, and the flame? 
fuse to affirm theirs, who are the cowards? Shall it be by brute force or facts? Shall it 
Our elders will make a grave mistake if they be by truth or prowess? By honor or sub
agree to meet these people on any other than tlety? It sounds quite suggestive for a 
the church propositions whatever may be Presbyterian editor to talk of "stamping out 
added. the new sect!" 

Yes. "How foolish to debate the church Praying for the ultimate triumph of truth 
question with people who honor Smith as a over error. T. W. WILLIAMS. 
prophet!" 

And why? If Smith and the philosophy POLLOCK, Mo., March 26. 
he advocated are as false as you would make Editors Herald:-We are still in the fight 
us believe, success must follow every en- and are doing all we can to forward the work 
counter, and where the folly of an act which in this place. We are building a church 
means victory in the end? I opine that the house in Pollock, twenty-eight by forty, with 
very fact that Joseph Smith was a prophet a bay window ten feet wide and six feet back, 
of God, and being thus, he was enabled to so for the stand, which will make plenty of 
satisfactorily adjust this "church question" room. We have it ready to put up the 
that it really is foolish upon the part of the rafters as soon as they are brought from the 
Christian Infidels to debate with them. One mill, which will be done to-day. Brn. Burch 
thing experience has not been lost altogether and Haywood are the carpenters, and others 
with these people. A few years ago, they of our number assist in the work. The 
eagerly accepted propositions involving their heathen rage and the people imagine vain 
distinctive church claims. Now a man is things; many falsehoods and ridiculo~s 
considered ''foolish" who does this. Why stories are afloat. Some rumors say they are 
the change? Are their ministry so poorly not going to let us finish the church, and 
informed that they cannot uphold the stand- some are trying to sell out and leave the 
ard or are the Latter Day Saints so strong place. 
that they fear our criticism? I pity that I sought to correct a false statement that 
man who has so little confidence in his reli- was afloat about Bro. Turpen. It was stated 
gious belief that he will not affirm it any by some member of the Campbellites that 
time and anywhere. Bro. Turpen had been personally challenged 

A special to the Omaha Bee, dated Salt by one of their ministers, G. B. Hancock, and 
Lake, Utah, March 27, says: "Information had refused to meet him. Bro. Turpen got 
comes from Ottawa, Canada, to the effect tired of their false reports, and wrote up 
that Mormon emissaries have been working church propositions for them to accept and 
in the rural districts of Ontario, and their thfly were published in the Milan Republican. 
efforts have been very successful. Meetings Then one J. T. Wilburn wrote a reply to it, 
have been held, at which 'the most objection- stating that ·Elder Turpen had been chal
able features of Mormonism have been kept in ' lenged by G. B. Hancock and he did it to 
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dodge the issue. This was written after Bro. 
Turpen left here; but before he left, there 
was a written proposition brought to a 
schoolhouse, when Bro. Turpen was holding 
meeting, and presented as G. R Hancock's 
proposition, which he would affirm that the 
revelation of the will of God made known 
througi1 Jesus Christ and recorded in the 
New Testament is sufficient in order to the 
glory of God and the salvation of man. As 
this kind of a proposition was nothing but an 
insult to any Bible believer, it was passed by, 
and they continued to make all kinds of 
statements through the county paper. I saw 
Mr. Milburn and asked him who had told 
him that Bro. Turpen had been personally 
challenged by G. B. Hancock; tut he failed 
to tell me who told him. I told him that it 
was false; but there were written proposi
tions brought to the Anspach schoolhouse by 
one Mr. Williamson. Then I wrote to the 
Republican that the statement that had been 
published about a personal challenge by G. 
B. Hancock was not true. 

I then was misrepresented and accused of 
publishing that that was false; and then the 
Republican refused to publish anything more, 
so I could not reply to their false statements. 
I had learned by a man at Pollock that this 
man Williamson and his fellow-workers of 
iniquity had manufactured those propositions, 
for he was eye witness toitheir trickery, and 
then they presented them as G. B. Hancock's 
propositions. 

I suppose the Carnpbellites will say that 
this man has told a false story about them, 
and while Mr. Wilburn was speaking against 
Bro. Turpen and the church, and how elder 
Kincade with whom Bro. Turpen held the 
debate at Holliday, had show0d up Joseph 
Smith and his conduct while building his 
church. And the very next issue of the 
paper had published the arrest of Elder D. 
L. Kincade as a blackleg for assisting his 
pretended brother, A. A. Kincade, in selling 
green goods, or counterfeit money. They 
are taken to St. Joseph for trial. So we are 
not afraid of being swallowed by Rev. D. L. 
Kincade, the Mormon eater. 

Yours in the faith. 
J. F. PETRE. 

WELDON, Ohio, April 1. 
Editors Herald:-Since last writing I have 

been quite active. In looking at my record 
for the month of March I see that I have 
preached thirty-three times, held eleven 
other meetings, and baptized six. 

March 16 I baptized a lady at this place who 
had desired to come into the church for some 
time, but her husband had forbidden her; but 
on the evening of the 15th he gave his con
sent, and she was baptized early on the morn
ing of the 16th, after which I started to the 
Highland branch, and labored for a time. 

I went to Lagrange on Friday, the 25th, 
and began meeting the same night. Had 
large crowds and generally good attention. 
This is where Bro. Griffiths labored about a 
month ago and baptized six. The saints 
here, and those outside generally, speak well 
of Bro. Griffiths. I took up my abode with 
OJr beloved brother, J.C. Smith, where the 
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Apostle domiciled while he held forth here. 
Bro. Smith and family do all they can to 
make the preacher comfortable, and so also 
do all the saints. They are all willing to 
share with the missionary, and as one good 
brother who was recently baptized expressed 
himself, "I am willing, as long as I have one 
mouthful, to give tLem half of it," and that 
spirit seems to characterize all there. While 
there I ordained Bro. Hiram K. Smith to the 
office of priest, who, if faithful and careful, 
will be useful. ThPre is a young and intelli
gent element corning up in the church there 
that will soon be amply abie to carry on the 
work at that place if they remain firm. 
While at Lagrange I baptized five, four of 
them heads of families. Peace and unity 
prevail among the saints of Lagrange, and 
there is quite an interest manifest outside, 
and I think in time a number of others will 
be obedient to the faith. The Lagrange 
saints are very anxious to have our next fall 
conference there. 

I go home to-day, and expect to labor this 
month for my family. As the time of Gen
eral Conference draws near I feel a drawing 
that way, but duty directs me to abide at 
home. May the Lord bless those that may 
attend the conference. Peace to the Israel 
of God. 

Hopefully, your brother and colaborer, 
JAMES MOLER. 

COALGATE, Ind. Ter., March 28. 
Editors Herald:-This town was visited by 

a cyclone on Saturday night; several houses 
were blown down and smashed to pieces. 
One family badly hurt; one died I hear. I 
was in the severest part of the storm, at the 
home of Bro. J. H. Butler; but I came out 
unharmed. The house I was in was left; but 
several all around us were wrecked. The 
weather has been against me ever since I 
begun meetings, but I am satisfied with the 
results. Some talk of being baptized before I 
leave. I hear considerable talk about the 
corning debate between Dr. W. B. Toney, of 
Standley, Indian Territory, and J. W. Chism, 
of Texas, which will come off in June, or is 
expected then. I will leave for General Con
ference in company with Bro. McClain on 
Friday. J. D. ERWIN. 

WRAYVILLE, Ill., March 27. 
Editors Herald:- I have just come from 

Tennesee and settled down in Illinois again, 
six miles from Muscatine, Iowa. The change 
has given us all dreadful colds, and one of my 
little girls is quite sick; but I trust the Lord 
will heal her and bless us all with health and 
a portion of his Spirit, that I may live nearer 
to him. I trust I will be able to meet, with 
the saints this summer. If there are any 
near me, they will find me about a quarter of 
a mile from Wrayville post office. I would 
be glad to meet with the saints. I ask the 
prayers of all the saints in behalf of myself 
and family; and I trust they will send me 
some more Heralds to read. I live just across 
the road from a German church. I wish it 
was a Latter Day Saints' church. 

Your sister in the faith, 
MRS. L. M. HINKLEY 
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CANTON, Ill., March 27. 
Editors Herald:-As the days, months, and 

years of our lives are passing away, we are 
often brought in contact with sorrows 0f dif
ferent kinds, as well as gladness. Some five 
months ago Elder T. J. Sheldon, one of God's 
able defenders of the truth, came as it were 
as a Shepherd to care for a flock of weak 
brothers and sisters, who it seemed had wan
dered away more or less from the fold, not 
altogether intentionally, but mostly for the 
lack of faith and assurance; but as our young 
Bro. Sheldon believes in losing no time, he 
soon got the loved ones to thinking of these 
words:-

"O for a faith that will not shrink, 
Though pressed by every foe; 

That will not tremble on the brink 
Of any earthly woe I" 

So our brother has worked diligently, and 
has accomplished much good. Some two 
months ago he took a tour out west, and in 
the meantime a dear companion was bound 
to him by the ties of nature. Since return
ing, our young brother and sister have 
worked together with great success towards 
the up building of God's kingdom. Four have 
been buried beneath the clear waters by our 
brother since his sojourn with us. 

About one week ago we bade farewell to 
our brother and sister. It was hard to part 
with them, but if we do not meet again in 
Lhis life, we hope to meet in the life beyond, 
where partings will be no more. And 0 let 
us give a comforting word to the young. It's 
the young generation that is growing and de
veloping into manhood and womanhood that 
will sooner or later fill the vacancies of the 
older generation that soon will take their 
rest. I think these words are so grand:-

"Speak gently to the young, 
For they will have enough to bear; 

Pass through this life as best they m~y, 
'Tis full of anxious care.,, 

Dear readers, do not think be;iause I speak 
of the young in this manner I have no regard 
for the aged. I often think what could we 
young do for instructions, if it were not for 
the older ones. Of course now we are young, 
but if we live we will some day be old as well 
as they. I will close saying to the young 
brothers and sisters, and I take it to myself 
as well, al ways respect old age. "God bless 
you all." As ever a sister in the one faith, 

IDA L. JONES. 

MACON, Mo., March 27. 
Editors Berald:-I notice in the minutes of 

Far West conference of March 5, 6, 1898, a 
resolution requesting the Twelve to send Bro. 
T. W. Chatburn to that district. While I 
will not join in a rEquest to the Twelve, I 
will most sincerely petition the Twelve that 
if they deem it wise to grant the request, 
that they also give that gospel hero our 
northeast district also. There has been so 
little work done in this district, it would be 
easy enough to find plenty for Bro. Chatburn 
and a good helper right here. But as i. 
know the harvest is great, and am sorry to 
say the labc>,·ers few, I would be willing to 
share with the Far W~st district. While 
this matter was not considered in our last 
coderence, I feel certain than I can vouch 

I that this is the desire of all the good saints 
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throughout this district. May God direct in 
all such matters, and that we may be humble 
and submissive to his will is my prayer. 

Your brother in Christ, 
F. PALFREY. 

STEWARTSVILLE, Mo.' March 27. 
Editors Herald:-If the following is worthy 

of consideration will you please do with it as 
you deem best. I am ready and anxious to 
see some of the worthy poor g'et homes in the 
regions round about, and a united effort by 
the church would soon get homes for many. 

My idea is to form or organize a stock com· 
pany, called by whatever name they may 
work; and let the membership fee be two dol
lars, then pay one dollar per month into the 
fund. The object of this is to buy land which 
shall be given to the worthy poor saints, of 
forty acres each; they to have it as their 
homes, the only considerations that they re
main faithful members of the church and 
pay to the Bishopric's hands tithing; that is, 
the tenth of the valuation of the forty acres, 
and the tenth of the increase thereafter, they 
to have two years time to pay the tenth. 

No family shall have the homestead, unless 
they can be recommended by the branch or 
district where they reside; if not members 
of the district they can be recommended by 
the missionary in charge. 

Now, suppose we can get five thousand 
members in the church; that would bring 
into the treasury in twelve months fourteen 
dollars each, or seventy thousand dollars a 
year. With that we could buy homes of 
forty acres each for sixty families. 

Much might be said, but I leave it with an 
earnest desire that some measure be adopted 
to make a beginning. With a united effort 
we could in a short time have many of the 
saints on those homes, and they could help 
the church as ever. 

I hope you will have a profitable confer-
ence. WILLIAM LEWIS. 

WASHBURN, W. Va., Feb. 22. 
Editors Herald:-Our precious paper lifts 

me up and gives me courage to hold fast. 0 
may its pages go forth to all nations of the 
earth, bearing the blessed news of the ever
lasting gospel to the children of men. The 
saints here have been permitted to enjny t.be 

SAINTS' 
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is spent we cannot call it back, but will have the more blessings we will receive from on 
to meet the works of it in that day when we high. 
stand before the great Judge, whether our Ever praying for the welfare of Zion, 
works have been good or bad. Let us see Your sister in Christ, 
how much we can do for the Master, not how SUSAN J. TURNER. 
Ji ttle. Many souls would be glad to receive 
this work if they knew what it was. 

I have been in this latter-duy work two 
years, and I cannot be sorry for it, although 
we are persecuted on every band; but I don't 
care; we have the gospel and plan of salva
tion to the human race, and we defy the 
world to overthrow it, for I believe God is in 
this work, and I know that he has all power 
both in heaven and on earth. To God be all 
the praise, and his name glorified for ever
more, for the revealment of such a glorious 
plan through which all may be saved if faith
ful. 

Our bravch is thriving nicely under the 
care of Bro. J. H. Huffman, He is al ways 
full of the Spirit, and willing and ready at 
any time to do all he can for this latter-day 
work. Two years ago there were but eight 
in this branch; now we number twenty-two. 
We. pray for our heavenly Father to abun
dantly bless the few saints in this branch, 
and earnestly pray that the time will come 
when we can build a church, and sincerely 
believe our p~ayers will be fully realized in 
the Lord's due time. I rejoice indeed in this 
glorious light of the latter-day gospel; and 
may God give me strength to continue faith
ful. 

Original JirHclBs. 
GREEK JOTTINGS. 

NoT a few of our ecclesiastical an
tagonists, when routed at all points on 
the standard of the 1611 translation 
of the Bible, fall back upon their 
knowledge (?) of the original text. 

Such is the course of those who 
argue that the New Testament scrip
tures do not warrant any ordained 
ministry, that all believers have a 
right to administer in the ordinances 
of the gospel, and that the consecra
tion by the laying on of hands of a 
select class of persons, who alone 
have the right to perform the said ad
ministration, is heretical. To this 
end, they assert that the verbs trans
lated "ordain" in the King James' 
Version, ought to be rendered "ap
point," since they imply a total ab
sence of all ceremonial consecration 

I pray and ask the interest in the prayers 
of the saints, that I may ba guided by the or change of condition. They point 
Lord in bringing up my little ones. I feel in triumph to the Revised Version of 
th.e responsibility of training th~ir little 

1

1881, in which the word "appoint" is 
mmds, .that when they reach ~he rig~t age . frequently substituted for "ordain," 
they will see the way and go rn. Will you assuming aratuitously that the use of 
please remember me at the throne of grace, 0 

that I may have grace given me to overcome the word "appoint" presupposes of a 
the temptations and trials of life, and see my necessity the negative meaning 
children faithful workers in the cause of pointed out above. 
Obrist. He is able to grant this request. 
Trusting that God will bless me in my efforts 
for good. May the saints strive as never be
fore to live by every word that proceedeth 
out of foe mouth ot God, and that many may 
be added to this branch, and that I may al-
ways watch and pray. 

Your sister in the faith, 
MRS. ELLA WILSON. 

The precise reasons why the trans
lators of the 1881 version substituted 
the word "appoint" for "ordain," we 
cannot state; and while in s0me cases 

blessings and privileges of the gospel. We MILO, Iowa, March 25. 

the alteration is an improvement, in 
others it seems to us the reverse, al
lowing all due respect to the masterly 
talent engaged on the revision. Ac
cordingly we append a few notes, 
which, though not welded together in 
the form of a complete argument, 
will help to justify our objection. 

have been visited in our branch by Bro. G. Ed'itors Herald:-Two years ago to-day I 
H. Godby for a week, and Bro. J. L. Good- was bapt.ized into the Reorganized Church of 
rich for two weeks; they are good speakers, Jesus Christ of Latter Dav Saints by Elder 
full of love and zeal for the latter-day work; w. H. Kephart, and I feel to thank God that I 
a good congregation turned out to hear them, accepted the go5pel message when I did; I The word ''ordain" is used in many 
paying good attention and courteous tnl'at- only wish I bad accepted it sooner. I live in connections in the King James' Trans
~ent. Some are interested and investigat- an isolated place; have only been to preach- lation, but for our purpose we can 
mg. ing services twice since I joined the chul'ch; dismiss all references except those 

As a result three persons became convinced •
1

1
• but I am strong in the faith. Last Sunday I j th t b t k l t" . 

h d b · a h'l b 1 f · f • a can e a en as re a mg m any of the trut an were apt1ze , w 1 e t ere 
1 

had the p easure o seerng two o my neigh- .

1 

. . . . 

are several who are near the door. We be- J bors, Bro. and Sr. Burgess, led into the way to mm1sterial selection, thus 
lieve that good was done, and look forward waters of baptism by Bro. Kephart. I do , leaving for our consideration the fol
to the time when they can come and stay think he is a true servant, of God, and I hope lowing verses: Mark 3: 14, John Hi: 
as long as the interest lasts, preaching and he will be sent here again next confe~ence 16 Acts 14: 23 Titus 1: 5 1 Timothy 
teaching the full gospel of Christ and gath- year. The saints here are few in number, 2 7 H b ' 5 l L t' · · 
ering out the honest in heart who desire the but I think thf':V '1ro all striving to do the I : ' e rews : · e us l~qmre 
truth. Saints, let us do all we can fort.his _Master's will. r try to .be prayerful and I whether these passages really imply 
glorious work, rememberkg that when a day i humble, for I think the more humble we arc 1 an absence of all change in condition, 
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an absence of all ceremonial inaugura- charge" (Revised Translation), in both marked, the chronicler uses the verb 
tion into ministerial office. of which passages a word-kithisteemi cheirotoneoo (Eng. ordain) which is 

In the first reference the text runs, (to set down or put down, to bring derived from cheir and teinoo, and 
"Kai epoieese doodeka hina oosi met into a certain state)-is used, which means, literally, to stretch out the 
'uaton," which the Revised Version not only supposes change of condi- hands. No single word in the Greek 
translates, "And he appointed twelve, tion, but also emphasizes, by prefixing language could be found more illustra
that they might be with him." If we kata (down, down upon), the idea of tive of the laying on of hands. 
consider "appoint" to be no more than placing one thing upon another, as Our very brief investigation has 
equivalent to "name" or "nominate," already observed in the case of ascertained for us that, in referring 
then it is misleading to so translate titheemi. to ministerial selection, the New 
the verb "epoieese," which signifies Now if the writers of the above Testament writers employ such words 
literally "he made, produced, shaped," epistles and gospels liad wished to as signify either organic change of 
etc., and conveys the idea of an or- convey no suggestion of the placing condition or superposition or both, 
ganic change of condition and use of hands down upon the head of the whilst in other instances-translated 
being wrought. How the change was selected candidate for ministerial of- "ordain" in 1611 version-they take 
achieved is not stated, but it is suffi- :lice, or that those performing ministe- strict care to use words which can
ciently clear that the negative sense rial functions had merely to be not convey such meaning. From 
urged by the party of anti-ordination appointed; i. e., nominated, etc., or which facts, combined with the strik
is wanting in this verse. The phras- that such a nomination effected no ing phraseology of Acts 14: 23, we con
ing of Mark was selected so as to con- change in the condition and rights of elude by a simple logical process 
vey the impression that Christ wrought the one concerned, why did they that-
an actual change in the condition of trouble to select words conveying 1. The ministry of New Testament 
the twelve disciples, endowing them these very ideas? Why did they not, 

1 

times was distinct from the laity, in
with new rights, "in order that [hina] as reasonable men would surely have asmuch as selection to its ranks 
they might be with him, and in order done, choose other words, in common caused an organic change in condi
that he might send them forth to use, which would have exactly con- tion, whereby rights and prerogatives 
preach and to have AUTHORITY to cast veyed the required meaning and left were secured which the laity could 
out devils." no chance of misinterpretation? If not exercise. 

Again the same word "appoint" is we ~rant th~ sac:ed writers the pos- 2. This change from laity into min-
used in translating John 15: 16-"Kai session of mtelhgence and common istry was accompanied by the super
ethelca h11mas, hina h11rneis hupageete sense, we must conclude t~at they position of hands, or ordination, as 
kai karpon phereete. "-"(Ye did not used these words because their mean- popularly termed. BRITANNICUS. 
choose me but I chose you) and ap- ings harmonized with the method of 
pointed you that [lit. in order that] ye. ministerial selection; and so when we 
should go and bear fruit" (Revised read in Romans 13: 1, "Let every soul THE GOSPEL AS IT WAS, IS, AND 

MUST EVER BE. 
Translation), as also in 1 Timothy be subject unto the higher powers. 
2: 7-"Eis ho etetheen egoo keerux kai For there is no power but of God: the 
apostolos"-"whereunto I was ap- powers that be are ordained of God," 
pointed a preacher and an apostle." where of course it is evident that 
(Revised Translation.) "Etheka" and ministerial ordination is not referred 
"etetheen" are parts of the verb to, we discover that the apostle em
"titheemi," which means to place, put, ploys a phrase different from those 
set, and, like the Latin "ponere," de- used above: tetagmenoi eisin, - exactly 
notes, in addition to a change in con- expressing the word "appoint" in the 
dition of the object, the further sense limited connotation allowed it by our 
of placing one thing down upon opponents; namely, to simply place 
another, and this interpretation is or post in a position. 
supported by the fact that the same The passages just considered form 
verb is used when referring to the their strongest positions, yet how 
placing down of the ballot upon the weak and miserable a protection is af
table, of money upon the banker's forded them in reality; and when we 
bench, of arms upon the ground. So come to consider the words of Luke in 
in Hebrews 5:1 we read "Huper an- Acts 14: 23, the validity of our deduc
throopoon kothistatai to pros ton Theon"- tions is strengthened and established, 
'•For every high priest being taken and their last shelter is utterly de
from among men is appointed for men molh~hed. "Cheirotuneesantes de autois 

Bliss. 

ReJ)entance. 

Faith. 

THE WORLD. 

in things pertaining to God" (Revised presbuterous !cat 'eklcleesion.' " ''And THE diagram represents a ladder 
Translation), and in Titus 1: 5-"Kai when they had ordained them elders reaching from earth to heaven. 
katasteesees kata polin presbuterous lwos in every city." Each round of the ladder represents 
egos soi dietaxameen"-"and appoint I In order that the mode of procedure a principle of the doctrine of Christ. 
elders in every city, as I gave thee of Paul and Barnabas might be clearly, (See Hebrews 6: 1, 2.) These founda-
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tion or fundamental principles are:-
1. FAITH.-Without faith it is impossible 

to please hiru: for he that cometh to God 
must believe that he is, and that he is a re
warder of them that diligently seek him.
Heb. 11: 6. 

2. REPENTANCE.-The Lord is ... long
suffering to us-ward, not willing that any 
should perish, but that all should come to 
repentance.-2 Peter 3: 9. 

3. THE DOCTRINE OF BAPTISMS.-He that 
believeth and is baptized shall be saved.
Mark 16: 10. Go ye therefore, and teach all 
nations, baptizing them in the nume of the 
Father,and of the son, and of the Holy Ghost.
Matt. 28: 19. Verily, verily, I say unto thee, 
Except a man be born of water and of the 
Spirit he cannot enter into the kingdom of 
God.-John 3: 5. 

4. THE LAYING ON OF HANDS.-Then laid 
they their hands upon them, and they re
ceived the Holy Ghost.-Acts 8: 17. And 
when Paul had laid his hands upon them, 
the Holy Ghost came on thern.-Acts 19: 6. 

5. THE RESURRECTION.-The hour is corn
ing, in the which all th:it are in the graves 
shall hear his voice, and shall come forth: 
they that have done good, unto the resur
rection of life; and they that have done evil, 
unto the resurrection of damnation.-John 5: 
28, 29. 
6.~ETERNAL JUDGMENT.-It is appoint,ed 

unto men once to die, but after this the judg
ment.-Heb. 9: 27. For the Father judgeth 
no man, but hath committed all judgment 
unto the Son.-John 5: 22. 

Can any one of those principles be 
cast aside as nonessential to salvation? 

He that rejecteth me, and receiveth not 
my words, hath one that judgeth him; the 
word that I have spoken, the same shall 
judge him at the last day.-Jol:in 12: 48. 

Whosoever transgresseth and abideth not 
in the doctrine of Christ, hath not God. 
(See 2 John, 9, 10, 11 verses.) 

Having learned what the foundation 
principles of the doctrine of Christ 
are, and that they cannot be set 
aside, we will now discover by what 
means they were to be delivered to all 
the world, and subjects gained to the 
kingdom of God:-

And God hath set some in the church, first 
apostles, secondarily prophets, thirdly teachers, 
aUer that miracles, then gifts of healing, 
helps, governments, diversities of tongues.
] Cor. 12: 28. 

And he gave some apostles; and some 
prophets,· and some evangelists; and some 
pastors and teachers.-Eph. 4: 11. 

And there were some ordained eld

ers, (Acts 14:23). Bishops, (Titus 1:7. 
1 Tim. 3: 1-6.) Deacons (1 Tim. 2: 8-
13 give their qualifications.) 

What were they all placed in the 
church for? 

For the perfecting of the saints, for the work 
of the ministry, for the edifying of the body of 
Christ. · 

For how long? 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Till we all come in the unity of the faith, 
and of the knowledge of the Son of God, unto 
a perfect: man, unto the measure of the 
stature of the fullness of Christ.-Eph. 4: 13. 

And this is life eternal, that they might 
know thee the only true God, and Jesus 
Christ, whom thou hast sent.-John 17: 3. 

Thus we see that God placed in the 
church those several grades of officers 
from apostles to deacons for the work 
of the ministry, that the world might 
hear, that the saints might be per
fected, edified, and unitedly contend 
for the faith once delivered to the 
saints. (Jude 3.) If such a course of 
procedure was then necessary upon 
the part of God to bring about those 
grand results, through which the 
saints might obtain eternal life, it 
certainly will require the same in this 
age under the same gospel syRtem to 
produce the same effect. For in God 
there is no variableness, neither 
shadow of turning. (James 1: 17.) 
Therefore if the same causes or means 
are not in existence now, the same 
effects cannot now be produced; and 
the fault must lie with man. It does 
not do in this age to say that such 
grades of officers are not now needed, 
from the fact, that while no change 
can be made in the principles or doc
trines of Christ, they being in their 
nature everlastingly unchangeable, as 
is their author, yet the conditions, 
circumstances, and work to be accom
plished are far different, and will 
equally require the overruling power 
of God. 

In the ninth hour dispensation, 
when Jes us came as the babe of Beth
lehem, one of the objects to be ac
complished was the destruction of the 
power of death, and thus make it pos
sible that man might be redeemed 
from death; which condition was the 
wages of sin and transgression of the 
law of God. He, Jesus, endured all 
the trials and difficulties of this li.fe; 
enduring hunger, and thirst, and pov
erty, so much so that he said, "The 
foxes have holes, and the birds of the 
air have nests, but the Son of man hath 
not where to lay his head;" but this 
was not all, those among whom he 
went doing good, persecuted him to 
the death; but, by the power of the 
Spirit of his Father he burst the 
bands of death and arose triumphant 
from the grave, and to the Apostle 
John could say:-

Fear not; I am the first and the last; I am 
he that liveth, and was dead; and, behold, I 

am alive for evermore, Amen; and have the 
keys of hell and of death.-Rev. 1: 17, 18. 

But this was not all. While he 
lived among men he established that 
code of principles known as the gos
pel of Christ, the fundamentals of 
which are shown in our diagram; obe
dience to which, coupled with a right
eous life, will bring man back to the 
presence of God to dwell with him 
and his Christ throughout the endless 
ages of eternity, while rejection of 
them will bring condemnation and an 
endless life of shame and contempt. 
But alas, the perversity of man cast 
aside the offered mercy, and perse
cuted to the death those who accepted 
and adhered~to it, and thus brought 
to a close the ninth hour dispensation, 
leaving the world to pass through 
what is now known as the dark ages. 

While it is true that grand and glo
rious foundation was laid for the final 
redemption and full salvation of all 
those who would receive and obey it, 
by Jesus the Christ, it has been re
served for this the eleventh hour dis
pensation to prepare for its final 
triumph. And for this reason, the 
conditions, the circumstances, and 
labors to be performed are of a far 
different nature. The ninth hour in 
which Jesus came was a scattering dis
pensation; Jesus said:-

Think not that I am come to send peace on 
the earth: I came not to send peace, but a 
sword.-Matt. 10: 34. 

And history has demonstrated its 
truth. He also said:-

0 Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou that killest 
the prophets, and stonest them which are 
sent unto thee, how often would I have gath
ered thy children together, even as a hen 
gathereth her chickens under her wings, and 
ye would not! Behold your house is left unto 
you desolate.-Matt. 23: 37, 38. 

And they shall fall by the edge of the 
sword, and shall be led away captiveointo all 
nations: and Jerusalem shall be trodden 
down of the Gentiles, until the times of the 
Gentiles be fulfilled.-Luke 21:24. 

For I say unto you, Ye shall not see me 
henceforth, till ye shall say, Blessed is he 
that cometh in the name of the Lord.-Matt. 
23: 39. 

But the eleventh hour will be a 
gathering dispensation, as shown by 
the prophets, 
that in the dispensation of the fulness of 
times he might gather together in one all 
things in Christ, both which are in heaven, 
and which are on earth; even in him.-Eph. 
1: 10. 

It is written, 
The Lord appeared to Abram, and said 

unto him, I am the Almighty God; walk be-
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fore me, and be thou perfect. . .. Neither 
shall thy name any more be called Abram, 
but thy name shall be Abraham; ... and I 
will establish my covenant between me and 
thee and thy seed after thee in their genera
tions, for an everlasting covenant, to be a God 
unto thee, and to thy seed after thee, and I 
will give unto thee, and to thy seed after thee, 
the land wherein thou art a stranger, all the 
land of Canaan, for an everlasting possession; 
and I will be their God.-Gen. 17: 1-8. 

But because of their transgression 
and sti:ff-neckedness we have seen 
they should become a scattered people. 
But that the above was an enduring 
covenant will be seen from the follow
ing:-

Then will I remember my covenant with 
Jacob, and also my covenant with Isaac, and 
also my covenant with Abraham will I re
member; and I will remember the land . ... 
I will not cast them away, neither will I 
abhor them, to destroy them utterly, and to 
break my covenant with them: for I am the 
Lord their God.-Lev. 26: 43, 44. 

For, lo, the days come, saith the Lord, that 
I will bring again the captivity of my people 
Israel and Judah, saith the Lord: and I will 
cause them to return to the land that I gave 
to their fathers, and they shall possess it.
Jer. 30:3. 

Thus saith the Lord God, Behold, I will 
lift up mine hand to the Gentiles, and set up 
my standard to the people: and they shall 
bring thy sons in their arms, and thy daugh
ters shall be carried on their shoulders. And 
kings shall be thy nursing fathers, aud 
their queens thy nursing mothers.-Isa. 49: 
22, 23. 

The standard which the Lord God 
will set up to the people to bring 
about these purposes will be the same 
which the Jews and people of the 
ninth hour dispensation finally re
jected and departed from, which was 
his Christ, and his gospel or doctrine, 
for Jesus said:-

And I, if I be lifted up from the earth, will 
draw all men unto me.-John 12: 32. 
·He came to the Jews who rejected 

him, and took his life, and lifted him 
up upon the cross; his gospel was ta
ken from them and given to the Gen
tiles; the Gentiles in turn cast his 
precepts from them, and set up the 
man of sin. These were the beginning 
and the end of the ninth hour dispen
sation. But we learn from the 
prophet Isaiah, that in the due time 
of the Lord for the gathering of his 
people back to the land of their fath
ers, he will lift up his standard to the 
Gentiles, and they shall assist in 
bringing about the purposes of God, 
in the fulfillment of his covenant with 
Abraham, with Isaac, and with Jacob. 
And thus by the lifting of this stand-
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ard preparing a people to whom the 
command shall be given, 

Gather my saints together unto me; those 
that have made a covenant with me by sacri
fice.-Ps. 50: 5. 

Thus you will perceive that there is 
a greab deal of work to be performed 
in the eleventh hour, or the dispensa
tion of the fullness of times. And as 
is abundantly proven by the Scrip
tures given for our learning, from the 
early morning, or the days of our 
father Adam down, whenever the 
Lord God had a special work to do 
among the children of men, he always 
commenced that work in the same 
manner; there being in him no varia
bleness, neither a shadow of turning. 
And we read, 

Surely the Lord God will do nothing, but 
[until] he revealeth his secret unto his serv
ants the prophets.-Amos 3: 7. 

And this having been his mode in 
tbe past, certainly at the close of the 
eleventh hour he will call his servants 
together, when the labors of the day 
shall be completed, and he shall com
pensate each according to his own 
will; at the commencement of that 
hour he would certainly follow the 
precedents he has set in the past, from 
the first hour unto the ninth hour dis
pensations. The people of the ninth 
hour dispensation having departed 
from the truth by a general apostasy 
from the principles of the gospel of 
Christ, and lost the power thereof, 
as foretold by the Apostle Paul, 2 
Timothy 3: 1-5, which has been fully 
recognized by many of the leading 
reformers, who under the influence 
of the Spirit of God, which moved 
upon, and was with such men, caused 
Charles Wesley, in the fullness of 
his soul, to write:-

Almighty God of love, 
Set up the attracting sign, 

And summon whom thou dost approve, 
For messengers di vine. 

From favored Abraham's seed, 
The new apostles choose; 

In isles and continents to spread 
The soul reviving news. 

0 send thy servants forth 
To call the Hebrews home; 

From East, and West, and South, and 
North, 

Let all the wand'rers come: 

With Israel's myriads sealed, 
Let all the nations meet; 

And show the mystery fulfilled, 
The family complete! 

The first thing the Lord God would 
do in 
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the times of the restitution of all things, 
whiclil God hath spoken by the mouth of all 
his holy prophets since the world began, 
Acts 3: 21 
would be to reveal his secret to 
some one whom he would raise up as 
a prophet, through whom he can issue 
his will and commands unto the chH
dren of men, that his purposes may 
be accomplished according to the 
plans and designs formulated by him 
before the foundations of the earth 
were laid. And thus in fulfillment of 
his purposes shown to the Apostle 
John when upon the isle of Patmos. he 
says:-

I saw another angel fly in the midst of 
heaven, having the everlasting gospel to 
preach unto them that dwell on the earth, 
and to every nation, and kindred, and tongue, 
and people, saying with a loud voice, Fear 
God, and give glory to him; for the hour of 
his judgment is come: and worship him that 
made heaven, and earth, and the sea, and 
the fountains of waters.-Rev. 14: 6, 7. 

If such a thing were possible as 
claimed by modern Christians, that 
there will no more prophets be raised 
up such as of old to lead the people 
of God, but that the world will con
tinue as now unto the end, with all its 
diversities of creeds and opinions, I 
wish to ask a few questions, the an
swers to wB.ich I desire shall be sup
ported by Scripture evidence, and not 
by the opinions of men. 

1. How shall the religious world be 
brought to a unity of the faith? 

If it were possible for men to for
mulate a church in the semblance of 
the ancient pattern by their own wis
dom, and designate their officers by 
the same names which Jesus placed 
in his church for the work of the min
istry, please tell us by Scripture evi
dence. 

2. Which of those grades of officers 
had the authority to baptize believers? 

3. Which of those grades of officers 
had the authority to lay on hands for 
the gift or reception of the Holy 
Ghost? 

4. Which of those grades of officers 
had the authority to break the bread, 
and administer the sacrament of the 
Lord's supper acceptably to God? 

5. Which of those grades of officers 
had the authority to take up in their 
arms, or lay their hands upon little 
children, and bless them after the ex
ample of Jesus? 

6. Which of those grades of officers 
had the authority to officiate in the 
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marriage ceremony, it being ordained 
of God? 

7. There were also helps and gov
ernments growing out of those grades 
of priesthood. What were they, and 
what were their duties? 

8. In what did the special duties of 
the several grades of officers placed 
in the church of Christ in apostolic 
times differ from each other? 

As we have before seen, these dif
ferent grades of officers were placed 
in the church by the Master, 

For the perfecting of the saints, for the 
work of the ministry, for the edifying of the 
body of Christ [the church]: till we all come in 
the unity of the faith, and of the knowledge of 
the son of God, unto a perfect man, unto the 
measure of the stature of the fulness of 
Christ: that we henceforth be no more chil
dren, tossed to and fro, and carried about by 
every wind of doctrine, by the sleight of men, 
and cunning craftiness, whereby they lie in 
wait to deceive; but speaking the truth in 
love, may grow up into him in all things, 
which is the head, even Christ: from whom 
the whole body fitly joined together and com
pacted by that which every joint [officer] sup
plieth, according to the effectual working in 
the measure of every part, maketh increase 
[growth] of the body unto the edifying of it
self [the b0dy, the church] in love.-Eph. 4: 
12-16. 

Thus we perceive that under the 
everlasting gospel economy of God, 
the several grades of officials are 
a present, living necessity for the 
purposes stated, and without them, 
the church, the body of Christ cannot 
be perfected nor brought to a unity of 
the faith. Surrounded as the saints 
have been in the past ages, and as we 
have seen they must and will be in the 
present and future, by circumstances 
of such vastly different character; 
and the eleventh hour labor being the 
culmination of all other dispensations; 
therefore, as in all the dispensations 
of the past, the Lord has revealed his 
secrets to his servants the prophets; 
and his modes being unchangeable, 
and of one eternal round, in this the 
closing dispensation as in all others, 
he will also reveal his will and secret 
unto his chosen prophet. For, 
where there is no vision, the people perish.
Prov. 29: 13. 

Then apostles, prophets, evangel
ists, pastors, elders, bishops, priests, 
teachers, and deacons, helps, etc., 
having been set in the church by 
Christ as the governing power during 
his absence, and faith, repentance, the 
doctrine of baptisms, and the laying 
on of hands having been the first 
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foundation doctrines of Christ, by 
which i?Ubjects were initiated into his 
kingdom; ever remember that, 
whosoever transgresseth, and abideth not 
in the doctrine of Christ, hath not God. He 
that abideth in the doctrine of Christ, he 
hath both the Father and the Son.-2 John 
5: 9. WILLIAM HAWKINS. 

VoRIB, Mo., llfay 15, 1897. 

INTROSPECTION. 

GENERAL BOOTH, in his speech be
fore leaving England for America, 
said: "One of my sons has separated 
himself from us, and is working in 
his own way. I bear him no ill-will; 
for though I think he is wrong, he is 
still my son." 

These words sounded so much like 
what is recorded in Luke fifteenth 
chapter, He is still my son. I some
times think that we saints forget at 
times that some of those around us 
are still our relations, although they 
may have sinned. I well remember 
our deceased brother, Z. H. Gurley, 
Sen., at a council meeting; the branch 
officers were reporting their labors, 
and one of them had a bad case on 
his hands, and thought that the per
son ought to be cut off from the 
church. Bro .. Gurley questioned the 
teacher about how much he had la
bored with the offending one; and he 
said he had visited him a good many 
times, but it did no good. Bro. Gur
ley told him to go again, and take the 
Spirit of God with him, and plead 
with him, and get him to come and 
ask forgiveness, and if he still re
fused to come, to go again; perhaps 
in the end he might win him. 

And in speaking to the officers of 
the branch, in regard to their duties, 
he, Bro. Gurley, said they were called 
to be saviors of saints. He also 
spoke of them having great patience 
in seeking to bring back those who 
had or might go astray. I shall never 
forget some of that good old man's 
words; they have helped me when la
boring as teacher or priest among the 
saints, and I believe they will stay 
with me to the end of my days. 

I have sometimes thought that it 
was possible that we as a church 
might get too self-righteous, like 
those of old who brought the woman 
to Jesus. But what a scathing rebuke 
he gave them. Let him that is with
out sin cast the first stone. Their 
eyes were opened, and they saw them-

selves, and left the place. And I 
sometimes think it would be good for 
all of us to have our eyes turned on 
ourselves a little more, so that we 
could have a little more mercy for the 
poor sinner; for most of them knew 
their condition, and a little help might 
do them good. HERALD READER. 

HABITUDE. 

AMONG the scholarly, as well as among 
the unlearned, there is a common belief 
that all prophets are old men; and the 
practice seems well-nigh universal, 
when either speaking or writing of a 
prophet, to refer to them as aged and 
experienced men. To encourage the 
young men and correct error, I pen 
these lines. Job had three counselors, 
and it would seem they were advanced 
in years, whether possessed with great 
wisdom or not; and the advice offered 
provoked a young man to speak "out 
in meeting":-

And Elihu the son of Barachel the Buzite 
answered and said, I am young, and ye are 
very old; wherBfore I was afraid, and durst 
not shew you mine opinion. I said, Days 
should speak, and multitude of years should 
teach wisdom.-Job 32: 6, 7. 

My sympathy is with the young 
::nen, for I most assuredly believe that 
we miss many precious things given 
by the Holy Spirit, and much valuable 
instruction, from the same reason 
that kept the youthful Elihu silent. 
''Afraid" in the presence of aged men; 
"durst" not speak when the old vet
erans are at meeting. I cheerfully 
adopt the words of Paul:-

Let no man despise thy youth; but be thou 
an example of the believers, in word, in con
versation, in charity, in spirit, in faith, in 
purity.-1 Tim. 4: 12. 

I would exhort all the young men 
of the church to seek with godly zeal 
to comport their lives in harmony with 
the above wholesome instruction, and 
may the God of our fathers grant unto 
the church a host of Timothys! 

So much as a prelude. Now for my 
subject. Lyman Abbott says of the 
preaching of John the Baptist:-

It is easy to conceive what power the words 
of this stern old prophet possessed as he de
nounced the iniq_ ui ties of these successors of 
Ahab and Jezebel.-Jesus of Nazareth, p. 295. 

Again, he sayE?:-
Whatever court blandishments could do, 

was done, to swerve John from his uncom
promising allegiance to the truth; and, if the 
old hero could have been made to keep 
silence concerning kingly wrong, the op
portunity was rare for preferment, and, coIJ.-
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science might also whisper, for extended the watchcare of the church. It is a 
usefulness.-Ibid. p. 299. mistake to think or refer to the called 

favors to whom he may, and claims 
rights divine to rule over the people 
of the land as far as the boundaries 
of his empire extend. His laws are 
ever changing, sometimes very tyran
nical and oppressive, which cause the 

In both of these quotations Mr. of God with the adjective - "old 
Abbott impresses his readers that prophet," or the "old hero." 
John was an old man, and there are - ROBT. M. ELVIN. 

thousands who are imbued with the I 
idea that a man must be old to be a 
prophet; so without questioning, be
lieve the statements, "old prophet" 
and ''old hero" to be absolutely true. 
The facts are John was but a few 
months the senior of his cousin, Jesus 
Christ, and was beheaded some two 
years before the crucifixion of the 
Savior, which event took place about 
the time Christ was thirty-three years 
of age. John was still younger at 
the time of his unfortunate death. 

The evidence of Obrist was:-
For I say unto you, Among those that are 

born of women there is not a greater prophet 
than John the Baptist.-Luke 7: 28. 

And yet be was comparatively a 
young man. Jesus Christ, the great
est of all the prophets, was a young 
man at the time of his crucifixion. 

Of Josiah it is written:-
For in the eighth year of his reign, while 

he was yet young, he began to seek after the 
God of David hi& father.-2 Chron. 34: 3. 

This good man began aright, and 
that in his youth. 

ON LAW AND AUTHORITY. people to mourn; but disobey they 
LAW is a rule of action, and as such must not, for it has long since been 
compiled is considered a body of rules established that might makes right, 
governing the state or nation. It is and the king is the mighty one. 
by these rules that order can be estab- In the United States it is said the 
lisbed among the people. Without people rule, and that the voice of the 
law there could be no order; it is only people make the laws; but what great 
by living in obedience to law that or- good has been gained for the people 
der can be maintained. It is said that as a whole it would be hard to deter
all things are governed by law. The mine, for the simply reason that the 
stars in their course roll and abide in ways and usages of the kings still 
their sphere of action in obedience to hold good. 'l.'he lands have been 
the laws of their Creator. The apple given away by the million acres, but 
falls from the tree, the brick from the not to the people. The laws are for
cbimney, and the water running over ever changing, the rich have many 
the falls all act in obedience to the advantages over the poor in much of 
law of gravitation, and so on all the law that now is. The wrongs of 
throughout God's creations, all things the poor are ofttimes overlooked, the 
must obey law and abide in the order rich go unpunished ofttimes when 
of their creation. they are guilty; but the poor who can

Man being born in innocence, a not buy the law must take the punisb
child of ignorance coming to earth to ment, so that the rule of the kings 
live and learn, had need of a teacher, still holds good, and the right of 
and God the Father bath appointed might prevails. 
unto him a teacher and a law-giver, The kingdom of God may be likened 

Here is something that will meet evenJesus Obrist. Lawis twofold; the unto a kingdom within the kingdoms, 
with the approval of all those who higher and the lower, or the religious empires, and states of the world, and 
wish to encourage the youth of the and the civil. The religious law comes has its officers appointed by God's 
church to seek the loving kindness of to us from God, through Jesus Christ, authority; and wherever there are 
God:- and treats of our duties to God, to any found who of their own free will 

And it came to pass that I, Nephi, being ourselves, to all mankind, and what are willing to obey God's laws by liv
exceeding young, nevertheless being large we must do if we desire to live so as ing in obE?dience to them, they are the 
in stature, and also having great desires to to enJ'oy his blessimrn. The civil law"" f b h h 
know of the mysteries of God, wherefore I ~ people who form a part O t e C urc 
did cry unto the Lord; and behold he did originates with mankind, and treats of or kingdom of God. A person may 
visit me, and did soften my heart that I did our relations to each other in marriage, be a subject of state or nation and yet 
believe all the words which had been spoken land, laws, money, weights, measures, not be a subject of the kingdom of 
by my father; wherefore I did not rebel and all that goes to regulate the deal- God; for the laws of God declare that 
against him like unto my brothers.-1 Nephi 

ings of men with each other. all mankind are aliens, and they can 1:17. h l 
God was very kind to the youthful The highest of all laws are t e aws only become subjects by the laws of 

Nephi and made of him an instrument of God, whoistheSupremeRulerofall adoption in accordance with the law 
mankind, and the Judge of all, as he has g1· ven by Jesus '""h rist Anyone may of great worth to his father's family, v - · • 
decreed that they shall come to bis be a subJ"ect of the kin<>'"'om of God guiding them successfully to Joseph's ou • 
judgment seat to be judged by him on and be a good subject of the nation or promised land. 

The servant under God who began the last great day of judgment. His state wherein he dwells; for God's 
laws are forever the same-uncbangea- commands are to h1·s people to obey this great latter-day work, says:-

I was at this time in my fifteenth year.- ble, as it is written, '•The law of ·the the laws of the land, and he who obeys 
Church History, vol: 1, p. 7. Lord is perfect." not the laws of the land wherein he 

Another youthful servant called to Then there is the law of the king dwells transgresses the laws of God 
the work of God. He was not yet two who rules as an absolute monarch in and is not accounted worthy of the 
and twenty when intrusted with the the kingdom or empire which be gov- blessings promised, for it is only unto 
sacred writings of the ancient Ne- [ erns. His word is la":, and there can them ':ho remember the whole of the 
phites, and less than twenty-five be ~o appeal from b1s decrees. He I laws of God, not o~ly to say but to do, 
when be organized this church. Our pumshes or rewards as be pleases, who can have claim on the benefits 
present beloved president was not and the life of each and all of his sub- I that are given to the obedie~t. 
twenty•eight when God called him to jectr;; are in hi.s hainds, He gra.:nts ! The good &nd~benefit:;i recenred from 
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living in obedience to the laws of men on earth good will to men," if they 
are all severed at death; but the only comply with the conditions 
promises and blessings received by herein named. 
those who become the children of God Men are forever making excuses, 
by the laws. of adoption are not only and saying, "Why! the idea of 
good and beneficial in this life, but loving my enemies! I can't do it; no 
reach away into the world which is to natural man can. It is against nature 
come, when the meek shall inherit the 
earth, and Christ shall be their king, 
and his kingdom shall extend over all 
the world. 

so to do." 
Yes, that is a fact, as we see. No 

man-no natural man-can love his 
enemies, and God knew this; hence it 
was needful for the good of natural 
man that something should be done 
for him, and that was to reveal a plan 
unto him which if he obeyed he would 
be changed from a natural to a spir
itual man. Men, we say, come natu
rally upon the earth; they are the 
children of theirearthly parents; they 
learn the evil and the good, taste the 
bitter and the sweet, and confess that 
they of their ownselves are so weak 
they cannot obey the laws of God, 
plain and simple though they may be. 
Hence the need of God's laws of adop
tion, and of man obeying the same, so 
as to understand the meaning of the 
words, "You must be born again, of 
the water and of the Spirit," and so 
become a child of God. He will plant 
within the mind or soul that spirit 
which is of the Spirit of Christ, which, 
if man will cherish in seeking to do 
the will of God by living in obedience 
to his laws, will enable him to say, "I 
know of a truth that I have indeed 
been born of the Spirit of God and 
his Christ, and now indeed I love my 
,enemies, and can truly pray for them 
who despitefully use me, and know 
that it is the Spirit of Christ within 
me that has enabled me to do these 
things, that I now have a joy that 
they who obey not know not of, and 
have received of the spirit of 'peace 
on earth good will to men,' and a 
lively hope to dwell with the re
deemed in that world which is to 
come." 

Yet again men make excuses by 
saying, "Yes, look at such a one. He 
says he has been born again, yet we 
see none of the fruits of the Spirit in 
him." 

'l'hat may be true, and be no fault 
of the planter, or the seed planted. 
His soil may be barren; he may find 
more pleasure in doing his own will 
than the will of his heavenly Fat;her, 
and so become a disobedient child. 

watQh and pray, and so fall into temp
tation. He may be weak in faith in 
God and his promises, and have a great 
struggle within himself, till the spirit 
of love and truth grows strong, then 
he will bear fruits. Men ofttimes ex
pect too much of others, especially 
they who do nothing of themselves. 
We do not plant seed and expect fruit 
next day; we must abide in patience 
the time till harvest. So it is with 
those who are born of the Spirit of 
God; he knows all his plants, and if 
they in patience seek to abide in his 
love, they will surely triumph over all 
evil. It is for men to judge not, but 
to prove all things, holding fast to the 
good, and in so doing receive and 
learn of the blessings of God for 
themselves. 

Men who love law and order have 
but to learn the law that they may 
know and obey; but there are many 
who do not love law nor order, hence 
there :are officers appointed and au
thorized by the powers that be to exe
cute the laws in empire, kingdom, and 
state, that offenders may be punished, 
that justice may be administered, and 
all wrongs righted. 

There are also many churches in 
state and nation, the officers of which 
claim to be teachers and executor~ of 
the laws of God; but the churches are 
so numerous, and of so many different 
kinds, conflicting claims, and creeds, 
that they confuse the minds of men, 
and by their acts cause many to think 
that the whole is all a traditional 
story, and that the main thing and 
chief aim among them all is the dimes 
and dollars, so that the whole thing 
is set aside by many as a matter not 
worth their consideration, and the re
sult now is that many have become 
skeptics and infidels, while many 
others who believe that there is a God, 
entirely reject the claims and teach
ings of Jes us Christ. 

A piece of money to be genuine 
must be stamped by the authority of 
the powers that be in state or nation. 
There may be many imitations more 
or less like unto the real, but they are 
all counterfeits and impositions upon 
the people, and yet some of them are 
so like the real coin that it takes an 
expert with the aid of a detector to de
termine between the true and the base. 

Now the detector of the false teach-

The laws of the kingdom of God as 
taught by Jesus Christ, are: Faith in 
God to believe that he is, and that he 
is a rewarder of those who diligently 
seek him. Repentance in turning 
from all that is evil or forbidden in 
God's laws. In being born again of 
the water and of the Spirit; or, in 
other words, in being baptized in 
water, and having hands laid upon 
them for the gift of the Holy Spirit 
by those in authority in God's king
dom. In complying with these laws 
gives men and women a right to be 
called the children of God, and sub
jects of his kingdom, and may be 
called God's laws of adoption. The 
higher laws which the children of God 
must obey are: Love your enemies; 
do good to them that hate you, and 
pray for those who despitefully use 
you; think no evil; whatsoever you 
would that men should do up.to you, 
do you even so unto them. If thou 
knowest thy brother has aught against 
thee, thou must go thy way unto thy 
brother and be reconciled unto him. 
And if thy brother offend thee, thou 
must first take him between thee and 
him alone and seek to make peace 
before thou tell it to another. And 
love ye one another so that the world 
may know that you are mine; or, in 
other words, the children of God's 
kingdom must so live towards each 
other that all men who see and know 
them can say that those people by 
their deeds and acts of a truth prove 
themselves to be the children of God. 
These laws have never been surpassed 
by man with all his claims to intelli
gence, learning, an<l wisdom. Their 
beauty lies in the fact they are so 
plain, so simple, so easy to be under
stood, that the least and simplest of 
mankind may be able to understand. 
They are so grand and complete that 
simple as they seem to be they in
clude everything that would make 
men happy in the enjoyment_of "peace He may_forget the_admonition to ever ers is the Book of books-the Bible. 
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It is a sure guide for all who wish to 
know th8 truth for themselves and 
detect the errors of men. It is true 
men say the Bible is like an old fiddle 
on which men can play any tune they 
please. This is because men who 
claim to be teachers of God's word 
have taken parts of the Bible and 
nailed it to their opinions, while those 
who hear such opinions and Bible 
proofs care not to examine the book 
for themselves. Like any other law 
book we must seek to understand it as 
it reads. 

When we ask men who claim to be 
teachers of the laws of God whence 
came their authority to act in the 
name of Jesus Obrist, they say they 
get it from the Bible, and tell us to 
read the sixteenth chapter of Mark, 
where Jesus Christ instructs bis apos
tles to "go into all the world and 
preach the gospel to every creature." 
Whoever beard or knew of anyone 
receiving authority from a book of 
laws? If a man bas a full knowledge 
of the laws of the State he lives in, 
that would not give him the right to 
be a justice of the peace. Supposing 
he would be foolish enough to try, he 
rents an office in town and gives no
tice to the public that he is such. 
Some one would soon be asking him 
who gave him the right to be a justice 
of the peace. He might reply, "Why, 
I know all about the laws of the 
State, and consider myself well quali
fied to act in such a place." None 
might dispute his word, but they 
would all plainly tell him till be was 
elected to such an office, be could 
not be what claimed to be. A man 
might know all about the postal laws, 
and m ucb desire to be postmaster of 
the city he lives in. Many of his fel
low citizens may also desire that he 
should so act; but they all know that 
unless he was authorized by those in 
authority he could not act in such an 
office. Men may form associations 
and churches, having laws and creeds 
that best please themselves, and 
elect such officers to teach and exe
cute their laws as they think they 
need, but when men claim to teach 
the gospel of Christ, how can they 
act in his name without his authority; 
for authority rules everywhere? No 
man can go into mine, factory, mill, 
store, or field and employ himself. 
He must have the consent of the 
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owners, or of the agent they have in
trusted with the management of their 
business; and then when employed, 
they cannot do as they please, but 
must labor under the rules and in
structions of owner or agent. Must 
it not be so with those who desire to 
act in the name of Jesus Christ? 

Again we find the sixteenth chapter 
of Mark reads thus: "And these 
signs shall follow them that believe; 
In my name shall they cast out devils; 
they shall speak with new tongues; 
they shall take up serpents; and if 
they drink any deadly thing, it shall 
not hurt them; they shall lay bands 
on the sick, and they shall recover." 
Those who claim authority from the 
words, "Go ye into all the world and 
preach the gospel," tell us that all the 
rest of this is done away with; non
essential; no longer needed. Why no 
longer needed? Would not the heal
ing of the sick by the laying on of the 
bands of the ministry strengthen the 
faith of the believer to-day as in the 
days of the first apostles? And is not 
good health to members of the church 
of Christ as great a need and blessing 
to-day as in former ages? Without 
examining further is it not clear to 
the mind of every reasoning man and 
woman that there is an error some- I 
where with those who deny these 
things, since all was to be done in the 
name of Jes us Obrist. and by his 
power? It is written they went forth 
and preached everywhere, the Lord 
working with them, and confirming 
the word with signs following. 

When the agent of a milling or 
manufacturing company employs men 
to labor for them, he promises them 
so much wages each day they work. 
At the end of each month the days of 
work are summed up, and the full 
amount of wages is paid. Whose 
money is used to pay them? Not the 
agent's; for as a rule he also works 
for pay. Then it is the company's 
money that pays the workmen. In 
this way they know that the company 
makes good the word of the agent, 
and that he stands in its stead and 
acts for it as if be was the company. 
Reasoning thus we may be assured 
that all those who claim to be teach
ers of the gospel of Christ, but who 
say that those signs are done away, 
have no authority from Jesus Christ 
to act in his lname, and are therefore 
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teaching the doctrines and command· 
ments of men. In this way we dis
cover the false and true among 
religious teachers; for when Christ 
lived among men be healed the sick, 
raised the dead, and did many mighty 
works, and sent forth his apostles to 
act in bis name in all the cities and 
country of the Jews. When their 
work was done they returned rejoic
ing that even the devils were subject 
to them in bis name. When he arose 
from the dead and ascended up on 
high, the same power is made mani
fest among the believers. So, then, 
the conclusion of the whole matter is 
that Jesus Christ is indeed the teacher 
and lawgiver of the people of God, 
and that it is in vain to call him Lord, 
and do not the things which be says; 
and that the admonition is still good 
to search the Scriptures and learn the 
truth of the word and commands of 
God for themselves, and so be free 
from the errors and traditions of men, 
and live in the enjoyment of the spirit 
of peace, and the gifts and blessings 
be has promised to all who will bear 
the call and obey, even in these the 
latter days. 

WILLIAM CAIRNS. 
SAND OouLEE, Montana. 

ConfBrBnGB NintltB8. 
POTTAWATTAMIE. 

Conference convened at Crescent City, 
March 26, ~ 1898; John P. Carlile presiding-, 
James D. Stuart secretary pro_tem. Statis
tical reports from all branches were read as 
follows: Boomer 25; no change. Council 
Bluffs 256; gain 6. Crescent 138; loss 13. 
Hazel Dell 67; gain 1. Fontanelle 42; no 
change. North Star 95; gain 1. Wheeler's 
Grove 85; loss 5. Loss for the quarter to the 
district 13; present number enrolled in 
branches 699; scattered 88; on district record, 
total 787. Written reports were read from 
Elders J. P. Carlile, J. Carlile, S. Butler, D. 
Parrish, T. W. Williams; Priests U. C. Lar
son and J. Lentz. Verbal reports from H. 
N. Hansen, C. Carstensen, C. G. Mcintosh, 
D. K. Dodson, R. McKenzie; Priests S. Un
derwood, P. Rasmussen, and 0. W. Jones. 
Bishop's agent, J. P. Carlile, reported: On 
hand last report $110.42; collected $238.38; 
total $348.80; paid out $256; on hand $92.80. 
Audited and found correct. Resolved that 
it is the sentiment of this district that the 
practice of publishing the Bishop's itemized 
reporr. in the Saints' Herald should be con
tinued, and that the Pottawattamie delegates 
to tbe General Conference are hereby in
structed to vote for the same. On motion 
the delegates were also instructed to vote to 
hold the next General Conference at Lamoni, 
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Iowa. On motion the case reported from an 
elders' court to the last quarterly conference 
was continued and the court discharged; 
The following were appointed delegates to 
the General Conference with authority to 
add such as may be attending conference 
and in good standing, to the delegation: 
Agnes Hansen, H. N. Hansen, T. W. Wil
liams, Juliette E. Hansen, Emma Currie, S. 
Butler, Bro. and Sr. J. R. Lapworth, Bro. 
and Sr. Joshua Carlile. Those in attendance 
being authorized to cast the entire vote to 
which the Pottawattamie district is entitled. 
A collection was ordered in each branch to 
meet the expenses of those delegates under 
General Church appointment. On motion 
the sitting of the next district conference 
was ordered for May 28 and 29, 1898, at 
Boomer. J. P. Carlile continued as presi
dent and Bishop's agent, and J. Chas. Jensen 
as secretary. 

was petitioned to return Elder M. H. Bond Bro. John H. and Mattie A. Driver. Deceased 
to labor in this district; also that a high was born at Haywards, California, January 
priest be appointed to preside over the St. 26, 1887. She was baptized at the age of 
Louis district and branch. The recommenda- eight years. She was buried at Irvington, 
tion that Bro. John C. Hitchcock be ordained Elder Geo. S. Lincoln preaching the sermon. 
to the office of elder was adopted. Bro. M. JAMES.-At St. Louis, Missouri, March 8, 
H. Bond, J. S. Parrish, G. F. Barraclough, 1898, daughter of Bro. George and Sr. Effie 
W. 0. Thomas, G. Elllott, and Srs. Margaret James. Born at St. Louis, April 16, 1895. 
Thomas and Ettie Elliott were appointed Funeral service conducted by Elder M. H. 
delegates to General Conference; and also Bond. 

BIRl\IIINGHAl\II, 
Annual conference convened at· Middle 

Class Schoolroom, Priestly Road, Birming
ham, on June 5, 6, and 7, 1897, at 7: 30 p. m.; 
C. H. Caton president, J. Caffall and Thomas 
Taylor appointed vice presidents. Announce
ments for Sunday services were made as fol
lows: Morning preacher, Elder G. S. 
Greenwood; afternoon prayer and testimony 
service in charge of Elders T. Taylor and J. 
Caffall; evening service, preacher, Elder J. 
Caffall. The following branches reported: 
Priestley Road 126; net increase 4. Summer
field 27; net decrease 1. Stafford 26; net in
crease 2. Leicester 22; decrease 3. The 
Sunday services were fairly well attended and 
a good feeling was manifest through the day, 
the speakers doing good service. Bro. J. 
Coi.ffall at the Monday session gave a long and 
complete report of his labors, and especially 
that performed by Apecial request of 1896 con
ference re Leicester branch difficulty. The 
revelation g-iven at the late Gen<.iral Confer
ence was read and accepted by a rising vote 
and the singing of hymn, "We thank thee, 0 
God, for a prophet,'' etc. Resolutions sus
taining the authorities in America, etc., not 
forgetting Bro. Caffall in England and the 
home authorities and other closing formali
ties brought a very good conference to a close. 
After the adjournment of conference Bro. 
Caffall preached a very interesting sermon to 
the young people. 

ST. LOUIS. 
Conference convened in St. Louis, Mis

souri, Saturday, March 12, 1898, at 2: 30 

authorized to enroll others as assistant dele-
gates of those from this district who may at
tend General Conference. A communication 
from the Southern Illinois district conference 
proposing a change in the bnundary lines of 
their district was favorably received. Tent 
committee reported having received $86.46; 
expended $81.38t; balance $5.0H. Bishop's 
agent's annual report of December 31, 1897: 
March 1, 1897, balance due the church, 
$228.75; March 3, 1897, paid Bishop E. L. 
Kelley, $150; balance, $78.75; received since, 
$937.07; expended $860.75; December31, 1897, 
balance due church $155.07. Bishop's agent's 
report of March 12, 1898: December 31, 1897; 
balance due church $155.07; received since 
$84.10; expended $131. March 12, 1898, 
balance due church $108.17. J. G. Smith, 
agent. Sunday services, preaching by Elders 
Parrish and Bond. Afternoon, sacrament, 
prayer, and testimony. An interesting· time 
was had. Adjourned to meet in St. Louis, 
Missouri, on Saturday, June 18, 1898, at 2: 30 
p.m. 

Mi&~BllanBotls Department 
CONFERENCE NOTICES. 

Birmingham district conference (annual) 
will convene at Stafford on Whit Saturday, 
May 28, and extend over Sunday and Mon
day, the 29th and 30th. All intending visitors 
will please notify Elder J. Dyche, 6 Coopera
tive Street, Stafford, one week before confep
ence convenes. Elders and priests otherwise 
than presiding priests of branches will be re
quired to give reports of their labors by let.
ter or in person; if by letter should reach 
secretary three clear days before the opening 
of conference. Licenses for indorsement 
must accompany report or be handed to sec
retary at opening of conference in person. 
Licenses not accompanied by report by letter 
or in person will not be indorsed, as per rule 
of district. 

c. H. CATON, Pres. 
CHAS. WALTON, Sec. 

p. m. J. S. Parrish president, R. B. Trow· BORN. 
bridge clerk pro tern. Elders M. H. Bond, BEESTRUM.-At West Salem, Wisconsin, 
J. S. Parrish, W. O. Thomas, N. N. Cooke, August 18, 1897, to Bro. Juan Auguste and 
A. S. Davison, J. E. Betts, Sen., J. F. Wil- Sr. Bertine Beestrum, a daughter; named 
son, and R. Archibald reported; Priests J.C. Edna May. Blessed at St. Louis, Missouri, 
Hitchcock and J. G. Cole, Teachers G. Elli- March 20, 1898, by Elder M. H. Bond. 
ott and G. F. Barracloug·h also reported. WHITNEY.-January 7, 1898, at St. Louis, 
Branch reports: St. Louis 295; 5 baptized, Missouri, to Bro. vVUliam H. and Sr. Minnie 
5 received, 5 removed. Belleville 55. Chel- L. Whitney, a son; named Clarence Belmont, 
tenham 39; 2 baptized. Oak Hill 25; 1 bap- Blessed by Elder M. H. Bond. 
tized. Whearso 68; 7 baptized. St. Clair, DIED. 
formerly Moselle, 14; 5 received, 1 expelled, DRIVER.-At Oakland, California, March 
1 !'1,ied.. The _c;!1wi:um of 'J~we~v0 Apoiitle~ j a, 1898, Eth~,1 Ni:i,rci.s$1l;, yo1u1gest Q.;a,ughte1: of 

WESCOTT.-At St. Louis, Missouri, March 
15, 1898, Charles William, infant son of Mr. 
Charles F. and Eliza Wescott, aged 1 year 
and 5 months. Funeral services by Elder M. 
H. Bond. 

ROLAND.-John Roland was born in Was
tage, Wales, February 22, 1856; married in 
1882 to Mary Wall, and to them were born 
seven children; came to America in 1884; 
died March 14, 1896. Funeral sermon 
preached by Elder Frank Izatt. 

FAIRCLOUGH.-Daisy L.Fairclough, March 
12, 1898, at Boston, Massachusetts. Deceased 
was"born at Worcester, Massachusetts, Feb
ruary 20, 1884: baptized at Boston with her 
mother, sister Mabel, and brother Herbert. 
She w::i,s a beautiful girl, her face alw>:ys 
beaming with smiles, and radiant with the 
spirit of joy and peace. Remarkably quick 
to learn, never failing in her lessons": even 
while her health was failing, she obtained 
first prize in her class at Sunday school on 
Christmas for lessons and attendance. A 
fragile flower too delicate and beautiful for 
this mundane sphere. Funeral at the home, 
March 15. Among the many sympathizing 
frielJds and saints present was her Sunday 
school teacher, Ruthie Sheehy, ancl. her class 
dressed in white, and each carrying a beauti
ful lily, sang "Precious Jewels,'' while they 
stood by the casket upon which they placed 
their lilies. Prayer by M. C. Fisher, sermon 
by R. Bullard. 

BROWN.-Oscar H. Brown, March 22, 1898, 
at Dorchester, Nebraska. He was born at 
East Chester, New York, January 23, 1851, 
and went to Nebraska with his parents in 
1870. He was baptized by Bro. T. J. Smith, 
February 4, 1878, and was ordained a priest 
of the Aaronic order, February 5, 1882. He 
was buried from the Latter Day Saints' chapel 
in Omaha, a large number of friends and ac
quaintances being present to pay their last 
sad respects. He leaves his wife, two sons, 
an aged mother, and several brothers. Fu
neral sermon by Elder F. A. Smith. 

WONDERS.-At the home of Elder Jacob 
Stanley, son-in-law of deceased, Bro. John 
Wonders, March 21, 1898. Bro. Wonders 
united with the church at Streator, Illinois, 
March 19, 1878; baptized by Apostle T. W. 
Smith; was ordained to the office of teacher, 
March ,_31, 1878, by Apostle T. W. Smith. 
Deceased was born December 26, 1816, at 
Felton, Northumberland County, England. 
He died in the faith of a glorious resurrec
tion with the just. 

TANNER.-At Bevier, Missouri, March 23, 
1898, William A., son of Bro. J. A. and Sr. 
Sarah J. Tanner, aged l year, 4 months, 13 
days. Baby William's spirit has gone home 
to paradise. Funeral services by Elder J. C. 

Fo"'s' 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 
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Royal makes the fooc> pure, 
wlrn!esome and delicloa•s. 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER co.~ Nl:w YORK. 

Archamlogical Committee's Report, 
WITH lUAPS. 

Evidences Supporting the Book o:f J'.lo.l.ormon. 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LAT'l'ER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1 aud 2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorgan1zed Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged ag~.inst the 
latter-day work. It contains impot·
tant documents conncdcd with the 
establishment, growth, and internal 
and external affairs am1 progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call
ing and ministry, the rise of the 

This work presents the results of labors of church in 1830, and until the close 
the "Committee on American Arch:::eology," of the year 1835. Volume2 contin-
appointed at the General Conference of 1894. ues the history up to June 27, 1844. 
The work has been written after much time -to the assassination of Joseph 
and special labor in investigating every and Hyrum Smith. 
available source of written information on Cl th b d 
the subject. 0 oun · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · $1 50 

It is divided into three parts. Part 1 con- Cloth, leather backs l'tnc1 corners .. 2 00 
tains a preface, and outlines the history of Full leather · · · · · · · · · · · · . . . . 2 50 
the Nephites. Part 2 is a svnopsis of Jaredite Full leather, gilt edges.. . . . . . ... 3 00 
history, and includes a summary of the con- ----.---------------
clusions reached by the committee, with a Furniture From Factory to Fireside. 
·statement of the evidences upon which said I Being the only ex~ensive manufacturers of furniture in 
conclusions are based. Part 3 contains much I the world selling direct from maker to user, we save our · • ll · f . 9ustomers the enormous expeuseH and profits of the 
:n1sce . aneou~ matter o general lmporta?ce, Jobbers ~nd retailers. Send for catalogue A, showing 
mc~ud~n~ a lrn_t of ear~y au~h<_>rs on Amerwan our ful~ lrn,e of Household Furniture, at 20 to 50 per cent 
antiquities with their opimons concerning under rnta1l value. 
th · · ' f th ' t A · · J Quaker Valley Manufacturing Co., e or1gm o e ancien i;nerrnans; a hst 319 and 321 s. Canal st., Chicago. 
of authors quoted; also an mdex of names I 
oflands, cities, rivers, etc. TEACHERS' BIBI,E. "The Self-

The committee has outlined and located Pronouncing Sunday School Teach-
the civilizations, lands, cities, rivers, and 1 ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox-
boundaries of countries named in the Book of · M h ford Bible," with helps and maps 

ormon. T ese are shown on six specially in !I_ ood large print, bourgeoi~ 
prepared Maps, included in the report. '-' 
.Other engravings also appear-illustration~ type, with marginal references· 
of "Mexican Picture Writing," "Landa's rrinted on thin paper, flexibl~ 
Maya Alphabet," "LePlongeon's Egyptian binding; size 6!x8~, mailed post-
and Maya alphabet,'' "Book of Mormon char- paid at, per copy, net ............ $2 00 
acters," "Bas Relief from Palenque," and 
"Inscriptions from Palenque." 

The committee has summarized the leading 
arch:::eological evidences obtainable in sup
port of the claims made by the Book of Mor
·mon; •evidences have been gathered from 
sources not accessible to the average reader, 
making it a manual of defense of its arch:::eo· 
logical claims. 

The preparation of the work has been com
pleted at considerable expense, but the price 
has been made as low as possible. 

Neatly bound in heavy paper covers; price 
50 cents, mailed to any address. 

., Th·e ~uaker Valley Manufacturing Co., 319 and 3'!1 
South Canal Street, Chicago, sell a full line of hio-h
grade household furniture direct from the factory at 26'to 
50 per cent lo_wer than retail prices, and will send anyone 
a copy of their catalogue free. 

MINISTRY AND BRANCH CARDS. 
Neat cards for ministers or 
branches, with name and address, 
or place of worship and hours of 
services on face, and Epitome or 
"What we Believe" on reverse side. 
An excellent aid. Two sizes: 
2h4 inches, per 250 ............. $0 75 

" " per 1000 .............. 2 50 
3x5~ " per 250 .............. 1 00 

'' '' per 1000 .. e .... 0 ......... e e ... 3 50 

If you contemplate purchasing household furniture, by 
all means send for the catalogue of the Quakei Valley 
Manufacturing Co., 319 and 321 South Canal Street, 
Chicago. 

I WHAT IS MAN? By Elder J. R. 
I Lambert. Man's nature and des-

l 
tiny. The spirit or soul; is it im
mortal? Does it survive the 
death of the body in a conscious 

1
1 state ? The views of mortal-soul-

Doing a good business. Will sell stock with ists examined and refuted· second 

TRACTS. 
TRACTS Order by numbers. 

1. Th" Nature of Man. Is he Pos
sessed of Immortality? Per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ......... $1 00 

2. Truth Made Manifest; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 ................. 1 00 

3. Voice of the Good Shepherd; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine 
of the Church, and Kirtland 
Temple Suit; per doz. 3 cts.; 100 15 

5. Questions and Answers (on First 
Principles of the Gospel); per 
dozen, 3 cents; 100.. . .. .. .. .. . rn 

6. The ''One Baptism;" its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall Adminis-
ter; per dozen, 15 cents; 100 ... 1 00 

7. Who then Can be Saved; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . 30 

8. Fullness of the Atonement; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

9. Spiritualism Viewed from a 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 ........... 1 30 

10. The Narrow Way; per dozen, 10 
cents; 100 .................... 50 

11. The Plan of Salvation; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 .......... 1 20 

12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexander Campbell to a Re
stored Primitive Christianity 
Examined; per doz., 15 cts; 100, 1 00 

14. Reply to Orson Pratt; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ $1 00 

15. How to Enter the Kingdom; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100............. 30 

16. Polygamy: Was it an Original 
Tenet of the Church; per dozen, 
10 cents; 100 ................... 50. 

18. Necessity for a Reorganization 
of the Church; per dozen.. . . . . 30 

19 . .A Statement and a Correction 
of It; per dozen ............... _ 10 

20. The "One Body;" or the Church 
under the Apostleship and under 
the Apostasy; per doz. 15c; 100, 1 00 

21. Truths by Three Witnesses and 
Epitome of Faith; per d~zen, 
3 cents; 100........ . . .. . .. .. .. 15 

22. Faith and Repentance; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100.. .. .. .. . .. . 50 

23. Baptism; per dozen, 10 cts.; 100 65 
24. The Kingdom of God; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100....... .. .. . . .. .. . 30 
25. Laying on of Hands; per dozen 

5 cents; 100 ................... '. 30 
27. The Sabbath Question; per 

dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ 1 00 
31. What is Truth? True Ortho

doxy? and ·an Eva1welical 
Church? and Epitome of"Faith; 
per dozen, 3 cents; 100. . . . . . . . . 15 

41. The Gospel, and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen, 3 cents; 100 

42. Rejection of the Church; per 
dozen, 10 100. .. .. . .. .. . 50 

43. One ~Wife or per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 ................... 1 00 

44. Crooked Paths; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

47. The Puture State; per dozen 15 
cents; 100 ................. '. ... 1 00 

Prophecy of the Rebellion; per 100 10 
TRACTS IN J__,ARGE LOTS. 

Special prices on application for 
tracts in lots of 1000 or more. buil?ings or. wit~out buildings. For further I edition. · ' 

particulars rnq u1re of E. CURRY, Temple, Paper covers $ 
Lake County, Ohio. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 

35 WELSH HYMN BOOK. (Llyfr 
Cloth ..........•........... · · ... 50 Hymnau.) Leather, marbled edges$0 60. 
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GRACELAND 
---·COLLEGE, 

LAMONI, IOWA. 
Telephone it. 

For catalogues or further information, 
Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE, 

Acting President, 

or D. F. LAMBERT, Secretary, 
LAMONI, low A 

General Conference 
is drawing close at hand, and as nearly 
every member of the church is anxious 
to get the Conference news daily during 
the session, it has been decided to meet 
this want by issuing 

A DAILY EDITION OF 
ZION'S ENSIGN, 

during the Entire Session for the nom
inal price of TWENTY-FIVE CENTS. 
Please do us the fav01· of forwarding 
your orders for the Daily as early as pos
sible, so that everything can be in readi
ness at the opening of Conference and we 
prepared to give you the very best serv
ice possible. 

Address all orders to 
ZION'S ENSIGN, 

BoxB. INDEPENDENCE, MO. 

TOBACCO HABIT CUR-;;:-1 
OB NO PAY. .......... I 

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively 
gnarwatees three boxes of "Quit-To-Bae" to perms· 
nently take away all desire for tobacco, or will 
promptlyrefnnd money paid for it. Three boxes sent 
post paid anywhere for $1.50. No bad effects from 
nse of Quit· To-Bae. It is a great nerve tonic. Why 
not try it? It has o-.ired hundreds; why not you? 
Remember, No flu.re, No .Pay. Address, B. F. 
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois. 

DISTRICT RECORDS. Printed and 
bound similar to Branch Records .$2 50 

TAKE YOUR CHOICE 
o:fthree good residences in Lamon:!. 

One 4 room, one 5 room, and one 7 rooon 
residence, with good cellars, pantries, and 
close~s.. Abundance of good water, also fruit 
trees and small fruit. Convenient to church, 
school, and business part of town. Will sell 
any two of the three residences. For further 
particulars, call on or address CHAS, F. 
CHURCH, Lamoni, !owe.. 10-7-t 

THE SAIN'fS' HERALD 

FOR SALE OR TRADE. 
A nice home near President Joseph Smith's 

residence; containing seven rooms, three 
clos.f3tS, pantry, and cellar; well, outbuildings, 
etc.; about two acres of ground, well set to 
fruit and ornatmrn tal trees. For further par
ticulars inquire of M., H" rald Office, or 
address Box 312, Lamoni, Iowa. 

zo:czn:~ I WHAT HA VE YOU to exchange as part 
payment on a well improved 80 acre farm 
two miles from Lamoni? Large build-

J I ing,-an paintnd~"Ch&ed. Y•acly pay.

1 
men ts on balance. Give full description 

11 
and price of your property in first letter. 

D. F. Nicholson. 
~ zmn 

BOOK OF MORMON MAPS NOW READY. 
A large map of the Book of Mormon geography, ae 

compiled by the committee on Archooology; drawn for 
them and engraved by Bro. G. l<'. Weston, accord mg to the 
Weston art method; 40x51 inches, designed for the home, 
office, and Sunday school. A durable, strong, and artistic 
map; mounted on cloth, in la•ting colors; the surface 
varnished so as to be washed off with damp cloth when 
necessary; with stained and varnished strip at top and 
bottom. 

Sent by express to any address for $2.50, express to be 
paid by purchaser. 

This man has all the missionary and colonial journey 
lines between the lands Zarahemla, Lehi-Nephi, etc.; 
and the migratory journeys of the Nephites, Jaredites, 
and the people of Zarahemla, from their first landings to 
the Hill Cumorah; also the modern travels of Humboldt, 
Pizarro, and Cortez. It gives the native races of the United 
States, Central America, and Mexico-the Incas, Mayas, 
Aztecs, Indian tribes, etc. The ancient Peruvian roads are 
indicated as nearly as can be obtained, and an alphabetical 
index in full is to accompany it as soon as published, at 
twenty-five cents, giving references to page, chapter, 
and paragraph in Book of Mormon and other works; ancl 
also giving a reference to the numbers and letters on the 
margin of the map, so that the various locations can 
readily be found thereon. 

Send money by postal money order to G. F. WESTON, 
Box 553, Buchanan, Berrien Ceunty, Michigan. 

t'H..I!.: TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mormon and the New Testa
ment. (Inspired Translation) 
in large type; in one volume. 

Leather back and corners ........ $2 00 
Se:11 Grain Russia .............••. 2 50 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges. . . • • 3 50 
Morocco, gilt edges ...........•.• 4 00 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ........................... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges .............. 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. King 
James' Translation. 

Cloth, with marginal references, 
two sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 and$0 80 
Cloth, without references, two 
sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 and 50 · 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth ...................•.••••.. $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . • • • • • 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••• 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible.. • • • . 2 00 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. Large 
Type Edition. 

Cloth, leather bac'ks and corners .. $1 00 
Seal Grain Russia, gilt edges . . . . . 2 00 

JUST PUBLISHED. 
A Concordance to the large print Book of 

Mormon, of proper size for insertion in books 
of that edition already published. Sixteen 
pages. Everyone should have it. On sale 
at the Herald Office. Price ten cents. 

'TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

, COPYRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether. an: 
invention is probably patentable. Communica.. 
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents. 

Patents talrnn tlirough :Munn & Co. receive 
special notice, without charge, in the 

Scitntific Jlmcrican. 
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir~ 
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a 
year ; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers~ 

MUNN & C0.3618roadway, New York 
Branch Office, fi25 F St., Washington, D. Co 

HARDWARE!! 
STOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETO. 

Special attention given to Builders' Hardware. 
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnished 

LAMONI HARDWARE CO. 

THE KEOKUK ROUTE. 

K. & W. and D. lU. & K. C. Railways. 
The D. M. & K. C. Ry from Des Moinee 

to Cainsville has been rebuilt and that por• 
tion south of Van Wert will be standard 
gauge on or before November 1, 1897. 

There is no road in Southern Iowa or 
Northern Missouri which has more g~ 
locations for business men than on the line of 
the Keokuk Route. More stock of all ki.nde 
has been shipped over this line than any road 
of equal mileage in Iowa or Missouri. (See 
Missouri Surplus Map at our stations.) The 
freight and passenger service is not equalled 
by any road in the state, except the Missouri 
River trunk line~, with each of which we 
have union stations and direct connectio11s. 

Persons seeking farms can find property at 
tempting prices; men seeking business 1;10&
tions oon find towns with ample territor;y 11.nd 
settlers to warrant good business. Addi tiona.l 
passenge~ service will soon be given which 
will add to the growth of the tewns. 

The towns between Des Moines and Cains
ville are particularly well located for 
business. Look them up. Write to the 
undersigned fol' additional information. See 
folder for map and lands. 

J, F. ELDER, 

A. C. GOODRICH, 
Gen. Pass. Agent. 

Vice Pres. and Gen. M'n'gr. 

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN. 
A house in Lamoni1 Iowa, two equares from the bu!!l• 

oess center. It llas •1x room•, a h11ll, and three closets. 
and is conveniently arranged for a family of six or more; 
le warm as a winter house, and has good ventilati9n for 
mummer. Well and cietem at the door, and apple, 
chttrry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which are 
tile corner of a block. Address. 

I. N. W. COOPER, Lamoni, Iowa. 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Large Type Edi· 
ti on. 

Cloth, leather backs and corners .. $1 00 
Seal Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • 1 25 
Seal Grain Russia, gilt edges . • .. • 1 50 
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[Delay in mail service at Kansas City pre
vented our report of Religio from appearing 
in last issue of HERALD.] 

THE "RELIGIO" CONVENTION. 

NOT being present, we present the 

following report of the Religio Con

vention, kindly prepared for the HER

ALD by Sr. Louise Palfrey, Editor of 

the Religio's Arena, in Aittumn 
Leaves:-

THURSDA Y, MARCH 31. 
The General Convention of our 

young people's society, thir Religio, 
held at Independence, gives evidence 

of the growing strength and impor

tance of this auxiliary to the church. 

While the society is, comparatively 

speaking, only in its beginning, the 

intelligent earnestness, noble aspira

tion, and developing ability displayed 

from its ranks not only suggest 

bright promises for the future as its 

work is extended among our young 

people, but its usefulness to the 

church is already being felt in the 

workers it is giving. 

'fhe regular business sessions were 
preceded by a series of institute meet

ings for disseminating better under

standing of the society, its mission, 

aim, and methods, beginning Thurs

day evening, March 31, with a "model 

session." The attendance was good. 

FRIDAY, APRIL 1. 
The day was begun with a prayer 

meeting from nine to ten. It was an 

enjoyable session, and in the remarks 

that were made it was clearly evident 

that the trend of sentiment was to
wards a more spiritual characteriza

tion in the methods of the society. 

Institute work was continued. In 

the morning, "Duties of officers" was 

discussed, Bro. J. A. Gunsolley lead

ing. '•Relationship of the society to 

the hom!=l, Sund.ay school, and the 

church," was in charge of Bro. J. F. 

Min tun. 
The afternoon was occupied with 

considering '•Elements of a good local 

soCiety;" by Bro. J ... C. Hitchcock, and 
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"What the Religio is, and what it J young people of the c?urch. They see as 
. . ., they have never seen berore, that the burden 

will. do for its members,' by Sr. of the work of the church-that of redeem-
Louise Palfrey. These subjects were iag Zlon an~ establishing it-:is soon to 
. . . . reo;t upon then· shoulders; and if I am not 
interestmgly discussed, arousing rnisLaken, the-re is coming from the ranks of 
thouO'ht and many questions were young mea and young women, a mighty army 

k d
o ' tha1 will march thh; W(Jrk on to victory, in 

as e . this the "hasteaing timt>." 
Although the weather set in bad, There b another vc1ry hopeful sign which 

. . may be seen by any can ful observer, and 
there was a full attendance m the that is th" tendency toward a cloRl,r alliance 
evening for organizati.on. While the with the Sunday school and the church. 

Yes, the two sisters, dauirh ters of the same 
credentials committee, who were ap- pa"ent., have found that 1bty can join bands 
pointed to consist of Sr. Flo McNich- 1t1 thefr wor-k, alld without jealousy or hin

dr·auce t.o eit.hccr, c, oper&Le in the humble 
ols, Russell Archibald, and .i\.rth ur part they may bear in the gr-eat work of 
Allen, were out, short speeches were restoration; and the manifest desire of both 

the sisters to be simply helpers in the great 
called for, and Denver, Colorado, In- work is one which must commend them to 
dependence, St. Louis, Southern the favorable consideration of all. 

vvben at Woodbine last September, the 
California, Montana, and Maine, Olin- Sunday school, through its superintendent, 
ton district, and Boston, Lamoni, and said to the Religio, by its president, "Do you 

people not wish to occupy two of our peri
Stewartsville interests were heard odo?" It was the older sister saying to the 
from. youager, Come, we will share with you the 

privilege which has been granted us by the 
Further speaking was cut off by the r..;union committee. And would it not have 

credential committee reporting. They been manifest ingratitude if we had declined? 
Not only so, but there and then was ushered 

suggested, and it was carried, that into active life a relationship between the 
Bro. and Sr. Hubert Case be recog- sisters which was planted by the Father's 

hand, and which will add to the usefulness of 
nized as delegates to represent the each. This closer acquaintance was so pleas-
Society Islands. ant to us. that when in preparing for the win

ter Institute the older srnter felt that she 
The reports of the officers were could not go on beyond a certain point until 

read. President Gunsolley's is pre- J s?e had ex~e_nded an invitation to the younger 
. sister to JOln her. Shall we say that this 

sented as follows:- I was only the result of chance, or the mere 
outgrowth of courtesy, or from a fellow feel
ing between individuals? Ah no! Let us 
rather credit the common Father for being 
like himself in honoring; and condescending 
to direct those who are trying in humility to 
honor him. It is my conviction that this re
union work and Institute work has come to 
stay, and that this convention should recog
nize the work thus far done and encourage a 
continuation of it by adopting some plan for 
its perpetuation, if nothing more than to 
authorize the executive committee to make 
such provision as they may be able to do con
sistent with our financial ability. 

PRESIDENT'S ANNUAL REPORT. 
One year ago in reporting to you I said 

tbat it was the most critical period in the 
history of the society, and that all was 
gloomy and dark. This year I say that the 
prospects were never brighter. But this 
convention is scarcely less important than 
the last. This new spirit, or rather the re
newed manifestation of the old spirit, must 
be carefully directed. During the first years 
of our experience we wandered from the 
true genius of our object in one direction; 
let us be careful. that we do not go to an ex
treme in the opposite direction, because 
extremes are dangerous. Let us, rather, 
find the safe ground on which to occupy, and 
there abide. 

Amoag- the many things which are en
couraging I might mention some. There has 
been a material change with most of the 
locals in the direction of more solid work, 
that is confining it more to the study of the 
word of truth, and to have less of the enter
tain0ment idea. Many who a year or two ago 
advocated the entertainment plan strongly 
have gone over to the other side, and though 
nearly all are of the opinion that our chief 
object should be to make preparation for use
fulness, there is still some difference as to 
how this preparation is to be best accom
plished. This is, to me, a hopeful sign. 

In harmony with this idea of more substan
tial work, the one-course idea has been, and 
is, gaining favor. And this tendency is so 
marked that it is clearly the duty of this 
convention to make such changes in its 
plans of study as will meet this, what has 
grown to be a demand. 

These two tendencies just mentioned are 
the legitimate results of the increase and 
cultivation of the spirit of service upon the 

Our brethren and sisters in Illinois have 
not "seized time by the forelock," but headed 
him off altogether in organizing a district 
association; and quite flattering reports come 
from the effort made. It has been thought 
for some time that dist.rict organizations 
would become a necessity in time, but does 
anyone doubt that it is already here? It 
seems to me that the good to be derived from 
it is so apparent that it needs only to be men
tioned to this body to have such measures 
adopted as will make this a feature of our 
work in the future. 

Until our district organizations become a 
commoa feature, it seems to me that much 
might be done in connection with district 
Sunday school associations. It has been 
tried in at least one instance where the Sun
day school people accorded us the privilege 
willingly to represent ourselves, the result 
of which was that many friends were made to 
the Religio, and much prejudice removed. I 
am sure that much could be done in this way, 
and that it is worth our attention. 

There is need of more local work being done 
in some places, as there are not a few young 
people in branches where local societies exist. 
who know but little comparatively of the work 
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of the Religio. Why not put the work so I the restoration of the gospel, keeping it as I partment of church work we have assumed 
prominently before them that they will have individuals? Who is to bear the burden of ·to occupy. May the Father grant us grace 
no excuse for lettin~ a gooJ thing slip? the work of building up Zion and establish- that from henceforth we may wisely and dili
Here is work for the visiting committee, or ing the pure in heart? Certainly not those gently continue. 
if you have none, then it may be the duty of whose heads are already silvered over with The guiding hand of Divinity may also be 
the lookout committee. the frosts of many winters. If not these, seen in the bond of sisterhood which has 

The superintendents of the various depart- then who? My dear Religians, can you sprung up, blossomed, and bore fruit the past 
ments have done their work faithfully and answer? Will you answer? How will you year, in the Reunion at Woodbine, Iowa, the 
well. There has not been an issue of pro· answer? Shall not your work in thisconven- Institute at St. Joseph, Missouri, and in one 
grams where there have not appeared all tion and in the subsEquent year be such as (at least) district Sunday schogl convention. 
four, this year, I believe, which is a great will best qualify you for this important work? And, a great wave of thankfulness rolls up 
improvement.; and the cbaracier of the pro- Any work which will not fit you for this from this heart that our elder sister, the 
grams has been improved, likewise. One work directly should scarcely commend itself General Sunday School Association, so gra
cannot appreciate the labors of the superin- to us as worthy our favorable consideration. ciously took the initiative and extended the 
tendents who has not had some similar In the injunction, "Search these command- helping, uplifting hand. 0 may grace divine 
experience. They are certainly to be men ts, for they are true and faithful, and the bless and more firmly cement the union ! 
commended for the excellent work done. prophecies and promises in them shall all be "What God hath joined together, let not 

Like commendation of the work of our fulfilled,'' is clearly pointed out the manner man put asunder." 
editor is deserving. The Arena speaks for in which this work is to be accomplished, As a result of these gracious blessings our 
itself, but we who have had the pleasu!'e .of namely, by a fulfillment. of the prophecies work has moved grandly forward. To him 
perusing its pages have but little conception and promises contained in the command- , who has guided be all the honor and glory. . 
of the vast amount of labor expended thereor, men ts. How can these be fulfilled except by ' Thio rt'cognition and these blessings bring 
Notwithstanding some feared we would not an intelligent obedience to them by the peo- no light responsibility. By experience which 
be able to sustain the fourteen page~ allotted pie of God. And this cannot be until they cannot be mistaken we know the Source from 
to us by the Board of Publication, it has b2en are first understood; and to be understood whence our life as a l:lOciety comes; we know 
done, and sometimes we have lacked for they must be studied. For the people of God how, when undecided or perplexed, to ap
space. The contents of the At>ena have shown to put off making a study of them is to defer proach tb.at S0urce. If, therefore, at any 
us that we have literary [ability] of no mean making preparation for the part they might time we fail to call upon Him whose ear is 
quality; and suggest that at some time we may take in the work of which it has been spoken, ever open, how grecl.t cur fall ! We walk 
do much more in the publishing line than we and to defer making preparation is either to alone and io darkness! 
are doing at the present time. I put off the time when the work shall be done, Ttlau we !lave passed all danger points and 

We would not by any means forget to men-1 or else to permit the Lord to call others and that all is fair sailing, or that we may now 
tion the beneficence of the Board of Publica- commit to them the work which it is his will drift with w.ind and tid,c,, I am not convinced. 
tion in proffering us the use of fourteen that we should do. As individuals can we "Eternal vigilance is the price of safety." 
pages of the Autumn Leaves, for by the use of afford to put it off at the risk of letting others And, it sh~uld be borne in mind that after 
this means we have been able to carry on our do the work we might do? As a society, can several years of tempest-tossing, our bark, 
work at a very slight expense compared with we afford to make this mistake? Shall we young and not overly strong, has but entered 
former years. While not all are pleased with not rather plan our work so as to make pro- on the right course. How important, then, 
the manner in which the space has been oc- vision for that which will contribute most to that we be not unduly elated over success at
cupied, we are sure that it has been a potent the development of our young people in the tained, and that in true humility of spirit we 
factor in reviving the interest upon the part direction of their most important work. pursue our way. 
of many individuals and not a few locals. It My advice to this convention is, to enter- As your vice president views the present 
is a matter of much regret thi::.t we have not tain this and all other questions of impor- situation, it is one of grave importance. 
been able to do more in the way of subscrip- tance in a prayerful spirit, and if thought Serious problems face us, which, if rightly 
tions, but then something has been done in necessary let us fast and pray for divine solved, mean a loosening of the grave-clothes 

·the way of actual subscribers, and more in guidance. Each one should feel perfectly of our society, that she may emerge from the 
the way of bringing the matter to the notice willing to let his will become subservient to darkness that has shrouded her, into the 
of the young people of the church. We the will of the Master, which, if we are hum- light and life of the mission she is, if faith
ought to make as vigorous an effort as it is ble, will be the will of the majority. While ful, destined to fill. 
possible to do to swell the list in the year we may, and should advocate our views, we The varied experiences of the past have at 
that is upon us. should do it in the spirit of meekness and last directed us to consider seriously one con-

The experience of the committee of five fairness, wishing only thereby to throw light tinuous course of study; and, our choice 
goes to show that the Religians are not just upon the question under consideration. Any seems now to lie between two. Which shall it 
sure what they want the coming year for a other spirit than this is from beneath and be? "Aye, there's the rub." Shall we say 
course of study. Some favor one thing and not from above. If we cannot enter upon the that either will do? that one is, under pres
some another. There is quite a variety of work of this convention in this spirit, we are ent circumstances, as good as the other, and 
ideas with reference to the general plan of not fit to represent the truth, and had bet- that it is immaterial which we choose? Or 
work to be pursued; [the societies] however, ter fast and pray until we experience a does that savor too strongly of the "drifting" 
have not expressed themselves upon the change of heart. before-mentioned? 
question. But there is evidence showing May the good Father be with us and grant Shall we choose, rather, this view: That 
that there is more or less thought being had that his will may become our will, and that under present peculiar conditions, one is cor~ 
upon the matter, and it is hoped that this we may be able to accomplish that which rect, the other incorrect. Your servant in
convention will be able to do the right thing. would be in harmony with his mind to the clines to the latter, and he would impress 
More ~ill not be said ~bou~ the work ?f t)ie honor and glory of his name. . the thought that it does ;natter very materi-
committee here, as it will appear m its J. A. GUNSOLLEY, President. ally whether or not the correct course is 
report. LAMONI, Iowa, March 31, 1898. chosen. We can hardly afford after the year 

'-';'he main question befo:e thi~ convention The reports of Vice President F. E. of excellent growth we have had, to make a 
as it appears ~o your ~resident is ~he C?urse C h d S J C H' h- mistake and thereby cripple or handicap the 
of study. It is a quest10n upon which hmges OC ran an ecretary · · itc work of our organization for the coming sea-
largely the; success.of ou: future work. To cock follow in the order named:- son. Three hundred and sixty-five days! 
answer this quest10n wisely we must take How much of good or ill can come to us in 
into consideration another; namely, What is VICE PRESIDENT'S ANNUAL REPORT. that time! 
our. proper relation to the church-to Zion? Having purposely said this much of the 
This problem solved correctly, and the other I feel .highly gratified with what, ~oder gravity of the situation it would be 
may be ~e~tle~ withou,,t .mistake: First, then, the blessmg of God, has been accomplished manifestly improper for r:ie to give my 

1 th d t f th f ll by Religio the past year. . · f h we are i~mg m e i~pensa 10n o e ~ - Last convention we trembled . th b 1 j opm10n o t e correct or incorrect course. 
ness of times:" yv'hat is. to, be t~e leadmg 1.n e . a - I desire only to commend you to the 
feature of this d1spensat10n? Is it not the ances; our right to exist v:as .m ser10us. great Source of all wisdom and knowl
fulfilling of the prophecies of all the holy doubt; and when we had trrnd Ill. our own edge who last convention raised us to 
prophets since the world began concerning strength, and at every turn were baffled, life .;hen we were all but dead and who has 
the latter days? Is it not the restoration of t~en we hum_bly approa~hed the Fa~her of made that life so enjoyable and' fraught with 
the gospel, the bringing in of the gentile full- hgh~ and received directwn most plam and blessings to this moment. Seek all the in
ness, the gathering out of all nations under unmistakable. . . . formation possible on the issues lay aside all 
heaven the honest in heart, and planting ..;\nd surely the ~pirit which then brought prejudice leave your minds fre~ and open to 
them upon the land o! Zi?n, to bui.ld a city umty a:nd consolatwn .has been our strength . the Spirit's direction, and, having done this, 
where peace shall reign m the midst of a and guide the succeed_mg twelve ~onths. turn your hearts to God, seek his face in this 
world of trouble and commotion, a city .Under the overrulmg of Pro".'ide!1ce, by hour of need, and, rest assured, the needed 
wherein the pure in heart shall dwell, whose kir;idness of the Board of Pubhcat10n. l!'nd direction will be given. 
govern~ent sh:i-11 be ~he government of God editor of ;i.ueumn Leaves, and the untirmg Two suggestions I beg to submit for your 
and Christ, a city which shall be caught up I alertness .. nd energy of our Arena Ed1to~, consideration:-
in the air to meettheZionfrom above? How our work has been represented. ~here it First. That ,an adequate recognition of 
is this city to become pure except by keeping should have ?een long; ago; a pos1t10n com- --------------------
the commandments given in connection with mensurate with the importance of the de- Continued on page three of cover. 
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THE ALO. 
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8:31, 82. 
"Hearken to the word of the lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none." 
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LAMONI, low A, APRIL 13, 1898. 

THE SUNDAY SCHOOL CONVENTION. 

SUNDAY, APRIL 3. 
THE exercises preceding the regular 
business s8ssions of the General Sun
day School Convention were held on 
Sunday evening, in the upper audito· 
rium of the saints' church, beginning 
at 7: 30 p. m. 

The Religio Convention had brought 
many delegates, both laity and minis
try, together, and at the opening 
exercises of the Sunday School Asso
ciation a large audience was present. 
The weather continued stormy 
throughout the day, but few if any 
were deterred from being present on 
that account; the auditorium was well 
fiiled, except the gallery, which will 
doubtless be well patronized when the 
full delegation of visitors is present. 
Representatives from Maine to Cali
fornia and from Canada to Texas, are 
already present; the presence of quite 
a number of California saints being 
noticeable. 

Bro. T. A. Hougas, the Superin
tendent, called the assembly to order, 
and with the singing of No. 14 in the 
Hymnal, followed by prayer by Bro. 
R. C. Evans, the Sunday school work 
was begun. An anthem, "Praise ye 
the Lord," was .followed by hymn No. 
57, when Bro. Hougas greeted the 
assembl~d delegates on behalf of the 
association. 

He expressed his pleasure 8!t meet
ing so many who thus expressed their 
interest in the Sunday school move
ment and its work. There had not 
always been such an interest as now. 
We rejoice in the thought that not 
only here but everywhere we find this 
same interest; and it is increasing. 
There are many places where the 
work is not yet planted, but we have 
been made to rejoice to see the desire 
to improve. We b~ve l;>een privileged 

Book of Mormon, page 118. 
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to meet the Sunday school workers in for the purpose of properly manipu
many places during the year, in sev- lating and sti·engthening the ele
eral States; and we find that the work ments at our disposal. "If you are 
as a whole is greatly improving, with us, give us your hand." 
though there is still room for improve- As superintendent he had found 
ment. We find too that the work four kinds of hand shakes in his 
begun is one of the strong fortifica- travels and labors: The first might 
tions against the growing encroach- be called the Chinese hand shake. 
ments of unbelief and evil that are The Chinaman takes one of his own 
increasing in the world. We believe hands in the other and shakes it at 
the work will grow and cause others his guests. In some places the greet· 
to lend aid in its behalf. ing is something of this kind, a meas-

Superintendent Hougas, assisted by ure of formality or indifference being 
the Secretary, Bro. W. N. Robinson, manifest toward our work. The next 
then presented a unique and interest- is an exten~ion of one finger, where 
ing feature in the formal greeting of you get a few statistics, but lack life 
the assembly-a blackboard drawing in their work. The next they give 
of a large band extended-"Tbe Gen- the whole band, but let you do the 
eral Association Hand," which was shaking; this we call the pump
interpreted to the audience as follows, handle shake-you are permitted to 
Bro. Robinson filling in by writing as do the work while they look on. The 
the speaker proceeded: On the small fourth and last is the genuine hand 
finger was written, "Home Depart- shake, when they are glad to see you 
ment." Such a department is now and you know that they mean what 
being developed. It is composed of they say and emphasize it with evi
isolated families or groups of fami- dences of heart interest in the good 
lies of saints, who are holding work. The audience was evidently 
regular school sessions in their pleased with the greeting, and ac
homes on Sundays. They con- cepted the association hand with 
tinually received reports from such manifest good will and in the same 
schools where. two, or eight, or ten spirit mam.ifested by those extending 
persons were having schools in their it. 
homes. The missionaries report that Addresses by Brn. J. M. Terry and 
such schools have to a degree removed T. W. Williams were provided for. 
the sense of privation or isolation that Bro. Terry not being present, Bro. 
many feel because of separation from Williams addressed the assembly on 
branches. The next finger was de- what might be termed "additional or 
nominated "Helps." The association further growth in Sunday school 
extends helps to all its workers by work," in which he presented what 
books, quarterlies, class books, school might be termed the affirmative 
records, etc. On the largest finger phases of the work lying before the 
"Schools" was written; they are the association. We should look at the 
working force, growing large and work in the light of the present. We 
increasing in number. The next want to see our children attain a 
"Statistics," which are an index development equal to any others. 
to the work, a record of what is We should forget or leave behind past 
being done. The thumb helps all the opposition to our cause and look 
rest of the hand, hence was desig- ahead and move forward. Should re
nated "The Holy Spirit." "We be- member that the church has officially 
lieve it accompanies the hand we recognized this movement, and will 
extend to you. . It is the inspiration I hardly withdraw its recognition so 
and the force within the Sunday long as we move in harmony with it. 
school movement." Across the palm The church is the mother, the associa
of, the hand was written, "Conven· I tion the child. The former is inde
tious and institutes." These are held pendent, the latter dependent. The 
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latter is auxiliary; both should be 
welded. The latter is a great help, 
but is helpless without the church. 
Salvation comes through the church, 
its ordinances and authority and life; 
the Sunday school association receives 
all it has through the church. It 
emanated from and is but a part of 
the great central body, the church. 
Church workers, ministry and laity, 
were led to formulate and give shape 
to the movement. It is an organiza
tion for good within the body, and is 
provided for in the revelations of 
God's word, which recognizes such 
helps. He plead for the organization 
of mission schools in cities. We ought 
to be in the foremost ranks in reform 
work in drawing children Godward. 
Many children in the cities knew 
nothing of God and of a proper life. 
Their lives were sorrowful, many of 
them, in the extreme. Children must 
be met and labored with in the spirit 
of heartfelt love and kindness a 
genuine interest in their welfare. It 
is kindness that brings heaven to the 
child, and the child to heaven, in har
mony with the teachings of Jesus. 
The speaker made many other good 
points. 

A vocal solo by Sr. Viola Blair, 
who was accompanied by Sr. Audie 
Anderson, closed the program of the 
evening. Announcements were made, 
a hymn was sung, and the benediction 
was pronounced by the presiding 
officer. 

MONDAY, APRIL 4. 

The convention met in regular busi
ness session at ten o'clock; Superin
tendent Hougas presiding, W. N. 
Robinson secretary. Hymn 158, Win
nowed Songs, ''Go forth to the field of 
the harvest," was sung, and prayer was 
offered by Bro. Hougas. Hymn No. 
74, "Abiding Rest," followed, and 
after a few brief ·words from the 
chairman the regular business was 
proceeded with. 

Being so authorized the chair ap
pointed a committee on credentials: 
Brn. Oscar Anderson, U. W. Greene, 
and Jam es McKiernan. The time re
quired to make up the roll of dele
gates gave opportunity for short 
speeches. In answer to call from the 
chair the following named responded: 
Brn. J. C. Crabb, J. H. Lake, Hubert 
Case, R. C. Evans, Sr. Louise Pal
frey, Cohuub1~s Scott, Sr. Anna Sa,1· 

~ 
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yards, Brn. J. A. Gunsolley, J. D. 
Erwin, William Newton, Sr. Viola 
Blair, Bro. J. L. Goodrich, Sr. B. C. 
Smith, Brn. A. M. Chase, M. T. 
Short, Sr. Mamie A. Allen, Bro. T. W. 
Williams, Sr. Roxanna Gaylord, Bro. 
H. E. Moler, Sr. J. C. Clapp, Joseph 
Smith, A. J. Keck, J. F. Mintun, Sr. 
Ella Miller, and :Bro. E. H. Fannon. 
The sentiments expressed were excel
lent and edifying. There was a mani
fest intelligent interest that was 
based upon sincere devotion to the 
work of the association. It afforded 
just ground for hope of continued ad
vancement. 

President Smith expressed his in· 
terest in and acceptance of the work 
being done by the Sunday School As
sociation, the Religio, and the Prayer 
Union. He recognized their legiti
macy in the provisions of the word 
for "helps and governments." All 
could not be apostles and prophets, 
but in these various spheres of useful
ness were hundreds of places where 
men and women could work. They were 
helps and governments, and as such 
he welcomed them. They had their 
place in the church, and he was glad 
to note the good work they were doing. 
Many were laboring within the scope 
of these organizations, and according 
to the 'leadings of the Spirit moving 
and qualifying them. He bade the 
association Godspeed in its efforts, 
and expressed his hearty sympathy 
in it, and his good will. 

At this junc:;ture the committee on 
credentials reported. The report in· 
eluded lists of all districts and schools 
composing the association, most of 
which were represented by delegates. 

The assembly then adjourned until 
two o'clock. 

The convention reassembled at two 
o'clock; prayer by Bro. J. H. Lake. 

The report of the committee on 
credentials was adopted. The secre
tary was authorized to select assist
ants. He named Bro. J. F. Mintun 
and Sr. Belle James. Brn. A. M. 
Chase and Orville James were ap
pointed choristers, they to select or
ganists. The local janitors and 
ushers were requested to act for the 
convention. 

A report from the credentials com
mittee recommended that Bro. and 
Sr. Hube.rt Case be permitted to rep· 
resent the Society Islands schools, 

which number 1,200 members. It was 
so ordered. 

Reports of officers were next in 
order and were read as follows:

Bro. T. A. Hougas, Superintend· 
ent:-

SUPERINTENDENT'S REPORT. 

To my brothers and sisters and friends, co
laborers in the Sabbath school work, Gree.t· 
ing:-It is a source of great pleasure to me 
to meet with you here this afternoon. Gath
ered as we are from many parts of the coun
try, we signify by our presence our interest 
and love for this department of the work we 
love so well; we acknowledge our responsi· 
bility therein and manifest a willingness to 
help carry whatever there may be of burden 
to the work. We recognize the necessity of 
sy8tematic effort in the line of special instruc
tion for both old and young. We recognize, 
too, that while we are finding, preparing, and 
furnishing opportunities for labor to a vast 
multitude of teachers of the truth, we are 
erecting a mighty bulwark against the incur
sions of sin and error upon the child, the 
home, the community, and against the king
dom; we are enlisting and e<'[uipping an army 
that will invade the territory of sin ana the 
world, and rescue from its haunts and prisons 
precious souls, and save them from inevitable 
loss. 

We have assembled here this afternoon in 
convention capacity, and we pray God's 
blessing to rest upon the meeting, his Spirit 
to abide in every heart, and that all may feel 
that we are here laboring for him and the 
upbuilding of his kingdom upon the earth. 

Another year has passed since we last met, 
and with it has come and gone many oppor
tunities. Many and varied are the conditions 
under which we have labored, and many and 
varied are the results we have observed. 

The succes$ful business man takes a com
plete inventory of his concern at least once 
per year, to see whether he has lost or gained 
in the year's work, and how much. This, 
however, is not his sole object in taking the 
account of his stock. If he has lost, he 
wishe;; to know where, to find the cause 
thereof, and as far as possible to remove it. If 
he has gained, he must know from whence 
came the profit, that he may continue the 
project and peradventure improve upon it. 
We have met here to take our annual ac
count of stock, to see whether wl'l have lost 
or gained in the year's work, and how much. 
If we have lost in some enterprise, let us seek 
out the cause of the failure and remove it, or 
overcome it. If we have gained we are just 
as desirous to learn the source thereof, that 
we may continue the project and improve 
upon it. The problems then before this con
vention are, Have we lost? Where, and 
how? Have we gained? vVhat, and how 
much? What shall be our course of proced
ure the ensuing year? 

Yes; another year has passed, and as we 
Sabbath school workers view the work done, 
is it with satisfaction or regret? Are we far 
in advance of where we were one year ago? 
We should be. R:o.ve we done wh:o.t W'i> oould 
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have done? Have any opportunities passed 
unimproved? We leave the question unan
swered. Have you as members assisted in 
making your Sabbath school all that it could 
be made? Are you an officer, anii have you 
improved your school? or a district officer, 
and have you labored to bring each school in 
your district up to a higher plane? Have 
you done all that privilege, duty, and oppor
tunity will admit-all that your brethren 
have a right to expect of you? If you have, 
you have done well indeed. 

The condition of the association in general 
is good. The work is making advancement 
in detail as well as in general. Many dis
trict officers are awakening to their possibili
ties. Many of those who before were only 
nominally officers are either in fact or 
relegated to the list of exofficers, as it should 
be. It is becoming known that as is the 
head so is the body,-alive, sick, or dead. 

They begin to realize, too, that it is possi
ble for even them to do something that will 
keep the work moving. As they grow' profi
cient in the work they are better able to see 
the existing defects and to remove them. 
They begin to dig to the bottom in their dis
trict convention work. Instead of an u1.tsys
tematic lot of haphazard work [gathered] 
together and called a program, they are 
studying the needs of their districts and in 
part at least supplying them. Entertain
ments of a purely literary nature are fast 
giving way to true convention and institute 
work. Officers and teachers are being 
trained, and the various districts are occupy
ing higher ground. We believe that a 
greater interest exists in thJ Sabbath school 
work to-day than ever existed before in the 
association, despite some strongly retarding 
influences. Persons have freely confessed 
themselves converted to the Sunday school 
cause, and are falling in line of work. The 
missionaries, so far as I know, are beginning 
to go on record in strong and encouraging 
terms expressive of their sympathy and in
dorsement. Last, but not least, the Holy 
Spirit has spoken words of comfort, encour
agement, and approval to the faithful labor
ers in this blessed work. 

During the past year your humble servant 
has tried to keep a constant vigilance over 
the entire work of the association, and as 
possibilities would admit, to extend its use
fulness. We have tried to plant the work 
and train the workers. To this end we have 
personally visited nine districts, assisting in 
conventions and institutes. Three more in
vitations to district conventions now lie on 
our table to be accepted and complied with if 
possible. We left home the third day of last 
August to attend to duties in a series of re
unions. We were present and conducted the 
work at five, one each at Thurman, Iowa; 
Blue Rapids, Kansas; Montrose, Iowa; Ne
vada, Missouri; and Woodbine, Iowa. We 
returned after six weeks of constant but very 
satisfactory labor. Satisfactory not because 
we found all as we would like to have found 
it, or because we accomplished• all that we 
sought to accomplish; but because without 
exception we could:see at each place good re
;,ults from work done. And we foel to 1>ay 
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for this, God's name be praised, and to him 
be all the glory. 

We have been connected with the reunion 
work of the church since the inception 
thereof, and we are becoming more convinced 
every year that these reunions afford the 
best of opportunities to plant the Sunday 
school work and to raise up workers, and we 
hope . that the executive of the association 
will not fail to embrace every opportunity to 
do the work that can be done at these reun
ions. 

In December of last year we planned for 
and with the assistance of others conducted 
the second Annual Interstate Sunday School 
Institute, at St. Joseph, Missouri. In this 
we were nobly assisted by our associate 
officers, Brn. Cochran and Robinson, Bro. 
J. F. Mintun, and Srs. Louise Palfrey and D. 
H. Blair. The Religio joined with us and 
did good work under the direction of their 
general officer>, Brn. Gunsolley, Cochran, 
Hitchcock, and Sr. Palfrey. The work of 
the institute was, we believe, good and ac
cepted of God, as was evinced by his Holy 
Spirit at the close of the session. One dis· 
trict, the Galland's Grove, Iowa, has adopted 
the plan of annual district institutes. They 
held their second in February and the re
sults are marked and gratifying. We would 
like to see all districts falling in line, for we 
believe this to be one of the most successful 
ways of reaching and developing Sunday 
school workers. Bro. J. W. Wight said at 
Dow City a short time ago, "Institute work 
is necessary to the public school work, why 
not to the Sunday school work?" It is. We 
cannot grade up our Sabbath schools until 
we have graded up our Sabbath school 
workers. 

Early in the convention year our associate 
officers insisted that the editorial work of 
the Sunday school department in Saints' Her
o.ld should be in the hands of the Superin
tendent of the General Association. After 
some little time we reluctantly accepted, and 
have done the best' we could under the cir
cumstances. We say "under the circum
stances" not as an apology for any failure we 
may have made, but because it expresses ex
actly what we mean. For it often occur!!! we 
are not able to arrange the matter as we 
would like to have it arranged. We do not 
complain, for no one is at fault. The cir
cumstances, "Aye, there's the rub." We 
need more space, and the Herald can scarcely 
spare what we now have. Like a large load 
in a small wagon: either the goods are 
jammed in so closely that they are damaged, 
or some of them left out entirely. But what 
can we do? 

Just bow much good the work of the de
partment in Herald may have accomplished 
we do not know, nor how attractive it may 
have been we cannot tell. And although 
some features of the work are not as we 
would like, and others not at all satisfactory, 
yet on the whole we are gratified with the 
results. We made a·call for contributions to 
the department,•and soon.they began to pour 
in, and continued till we now ;have sufficient 
amount if used,in"full to fill the department 
for two whole years. And a_veryJ~u·ge per• 
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centage of it is of excellent merit. We here 
express our thanks for the kindly spirit and 
interest in the department work manifested 
by so very many. It is a good indication. 

Commensurate with the growing interest 
in the work our correspondence has reached 
nearly seven hundred l'etters this year, mq,ny 
of which required from three to ten pages of 
writing, and several hours of careful thought. 
This all being done by hand writing required 
many hours of labor. The office should be 
provided with a typewriter and a first-class 
manifold device. It will render less labori
ous the work of the Superintendent, and, best 
of all, it will greatly increase his possibili
ties. 

Several other iteme I will not attempt to 
enumerate. But in summing up the work 
would say, only, that have done the best we 
could. We recognize God's hand in the work, 
and praise his name for the strength and 
courage he has given us when we were in 
the need thereof. And we bespeak for the 
General Association a peaceful, spiritual, and 
profitable convention-the closing of a suc
cessful year's work, and the opening of a year 
of still greater promise. May the blessing of 
peace, love, and unity rest upon us, and God's 
Holy 8pirit direct us both during this meet-
ing and in all time that is to come. . 

Reports of the First and Second 
Assistant Superintendents had not 
been received. 

Bro. W. N. Robinson, Secretary. 
(See page 228) :-

An interesting item concerning the 
Society Islands schools was stated, as 
reported by Sr. Case. All their lit
erature is in writing. There remain 
about fifty copies of the Question 
Books, formerly used by the Sunday 
schools in this country-all in script. 
All the members gp to the Sunday 
school from the infant to the aged; a 
point for the study of many in our 
branches. 

Sr. Mamie A. Allen, Librarian:-
LIBRARIAN'S REPORT. 

Have on hand the bound volumes of Sun
day school Quarterlies, that were handed 
over by the former librarian, also some un
bound numbers. Have subscribed for nine 
numbers of each grade of the past year's 
issue. Had hoped that during the year I 
could find out exactly how many and what 
books are in the different Sunday schools, so 
I could make such report to the convention. 
Wrote to a number of the district presidents 
to find out, if possible, the names of libra
rians to correspond with them, and thus as
certain the data, but received no replies 
from some and from others the librarians 
were not known. So I simply make this gen
eral report from what I have been able to ob
serve, and from what I have learned by 
correspondence. 

In the larger Sunday schools gooli libra
ries have been started, and the books are in 
good oirculP.tion. In the .iooaller schoollil 
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effort has been made in some, to begin a 
library; but little has, as yet, been accom
plished towards effecting the result. No re
ports from district librarians have been sent 
to me, so I cannot make a full report, as I 
believe the librarian ought to be able to do. 

report showed the following totals: 
Balance last report $926.28; received 
since, $2, 152. 30; expenditures $2, · 
444.37; balance on hand $634.21. 

Number of Quarterlies now issued of 
each grade; Senior, 5,200; Intermedi
ate 4,350; Primary 3,300. 

ing committee. The chair appointed 
Brn. J. A. Gunsolley, H. E. Moler, 
and Sr. Ella Miller. 

Reports were read from a number 
of workers and district superintend
ents:-MAMIE Ji!. ALLEN, Librarian. 

LEON, Iowa, March 2~. 1898. 

Sr. C. B. Kelley, Treasurer. The The report was referred to an audit-
Sr. Burton reported from Papeete, 

Tahiti, in answer to a question asked 

STATISTICAL REPORT OF THE SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATION, APRIL 5, 1898. 

Dist. 
District. Schools. Membership. Funds. Classes. Officers. 

Central Nebr'aska .......................... . 
Chatham, Ontario ..... , .................... . 
Clinton, Missouri. .......................... . 
Decatur, Iowa .............................. . 
Des Moines, Iowa ........................... . 
Eastern and Western Maine ................ . 
Eastern Iowa ............................... . 
Eastern Michigan .......................... . 
Far West, Missouri. ........................ . 
Fremont, Iowa ............................. . 
Galland's Grove, Iowa ...................... . 
Independence, Missouri. ................... . 
Kewanee, Illinois ........................... . 
Little Sioux, Iowa .......................... . 
London, Ontario ............................ . 
Manchester, England ....................... . 
Massachusetts.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
Mobile, Alabama ........................... . 
Nauvoo, Illinois ............................ . 
New South Wales ......................... . 
Nodaway, Missouri. ....................... . 
Northeastern Illinois ....................... . 
Northeastern Kansas ....................... . 
Northeastern Missouri. .................... . 
Northern California ........................ . 
Northern Michii:.i-an .......................... , 
Northern Nebraska ......................... . 
Northern Wisconsin ........................ . 
Northwestern Kansas ...................... . 
Ohio ........................................ . 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania ................ . 
Pottawattamie, Iowa ....................... . 
Southeastern Illinois ....................... . 
Southern California ........................ . 
Southern Michigan and Northern Indiana .. . 
Southern Missouri .................... . 
Southern Nebraska ......................... . 
Spring River, Kansas ...................... . 
St. Louis, Missouri. ........................ . 
TPxas Central. ............................. . 

Schools. 

Blakes Mills, Ohio ........................ . 
Denver, Colorado ........................... . 
Pleasant Grove, Utah ...................... . 
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania ................... . 
River View ................................ . 
Salt Lake City, Utah ....................... . 
Honolulu, Hawaiian Islands ................ . 
Kirtland, Ohio ............................. . 
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W. N. ROBINSON, General Secretary. 
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of her by Secretary Robinson. She 
promised to aid the Sunday school 
work of the Islands so far as her cir
cumstances would permit. 

A communication was read from 
the superintendent of the Fremont, 
Iowa, district. 

The Revising Committee reported 
as follows:-

To the Sunday School Convention: As your 
Revising Committee, appointed at the con
vention of 1897, we appointed the following 
named editors to prepare lesson quarterlies: 
Sr. Anna Salyards editor of the Senior Grade; 
Bro. Duncan Campbell editor of the Interme
diate Grade; and Sr. Vida E. Smith editor of 
tl>e Pri>nary Grade. 

In harmony with the proceedings of last 
convention the following resolution was 
adopted by the committee and communicated 
to the editors: "The committee is of the 
opinion that ihe matter of uniformity of les
son texts, passed upon by the convention, 
should be given an early trial; and recom
mend to the editors that, in connection with 
the dficers of the association, they consider 
the same with a view to adopting a uniform 
lesson text at the earliest time practicable." 

The question of issuing Book of Mormon 
quarterlies, referred to the committee, was 
deferred for future consideration. 

After consultation with the general officers 
the editors were ''authorized and instructed 
to prepare a fifth quarterly during the pres
ent year's appointment, if practicable, at the 
same rate of compensation provided for the 
other quarterlies." 

This extra quarterly bas been prepared, 
and lessons are now provided for up to Octo
ber 1, 1898; thus avoiding possible delay in 
i.ssuance of lessons, and enabling all editors 
to keep the work ahead from now on. 

We have revised the lessons during the 
year, as provided for in our appointment. 

We submit the following communication 
from the editors with our report:-

"LAMONI, Iowa, March 24, 1898. 
"Brethren of Revising Committee:- We, 

t~e editors appointed by you to prepare the 
several grades of quarterly lessons, are able 
to report to you that, at this date, we have 
completed the work assigned us; namely, 
ti ve series of lessons, and that lessons are 
now prepared covering the time up to next 
October. 

"We are further pleased to say that w. 
have labored in mutual peace and good will 
and feel that we have derived benefit from 
our interchange of thought in preparing our 
work. 

"Hoping that our work may be approved 
by our brethren and by the great Master, we 
subscribe ourselves, 

''ANN A SAL YARDS. 
''DUNCAN CAMPBELL. 
''VIDA E. SMITH." 

Elder Heman C. Smith, whom the commit
tee appointed its chairman, has not been 
with us since the month of July; but from 
correspondence is in harmony with revising 
work since that time. 

THE SAlNTS' B ERALD. 

Respectfully submitted on behalf of the 
committee. E. L. KELLEY. 

R. S. SALYARDS. 
LAMONI, Iowa, April 2, 1898. 

The Song Book Committee re
ported:-

We, your committ.ee appointed on the 
work of the Sunday school song book, 
report, that we have unanimously con
cluded from experience in the past work 
of the committee that the possibility of com
piling a creditable book for the Sunday 
schools is quite far in the distant future, 
and that the association would be war
ranted in abandoning the project for the 
present at least. 

At the last annual meeting of the associa
tion the committee was authorized to publish 
any of the material on band they deemed 
suitable in the Quarterlies or Autumn Leaves, 
having such matter made into plates for use 
in the future book. The committee have not 
considered it wise to incur the expense of 
making such plates. 

In conclusion, the several members of the 
committee desire to state that they are not 
willing to longer continue on the work of the 
committee, and ask that the association will 
release them forthwith. 

Signed, F. G. PITT. 
LUCY L. RESSEGUIE. 
A.H. MILLS. 

The report was adopted, the com· 
mittee released. 

The. convention adopted "a vote of 
thankful appreciation to the editors 
and of the Revising Committee for the 
work of the past year. 

The convention authorized the su
perintendent to appoint one hour's 
time for consideration of quarterly 
lessons. Ten o'clock Tuesday morn
ing was the hour named; speeches 
were limited to three minutes, except 
by special arrangement otherwise. 

An amendment to the Constitution 
was offered, in effect that district li
brarians ·be provided for, to assist in 
the work of the General Librarian, as 
recommended by the latter. 

It was referred to a committee: Sr. 
M. A. Allen, Brn. J. A. Gunsolley, 
and William Clow. 

The committee appointed to revise 
and cheapen prices of school supplies 
reported:-

We, your committee appointed to revise 
records and secure reduction in prices of same, 
report that, by our request, the price of class 
records has been reduced from 75 cents to 50 
cents per dozen. Also a new Sunday School 
Secretary's Record has been provided, selling 
at 40 cents, good for one year. Plates for this 
were purchased by the association at a cost 
of about $15.00. 

Respectfully, 
T. A. HOUGAS. 
J. A. GUNSOLLEY. 
F. E. COCHRAN, 
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The report was received and spread 
upon the minutes. 

A motion to provide for a Sunday 
school missionary was presented. It 
was referred to a committee: Brn. T. 
A. Hougas, G. H. Hilliard, and A. H. 
Smith. 

Adjourned to 7: 30 p. m. 
The evening session opened with a 

larger attendance, quite a number of 
delegates having arrived during the 
day. The opening song was followed 
with prayer by Bro. J. M. Terry. 

The first number on the program 
was a paper by Sr. Mamie A. Allen, 
the Librarian, on the subject of ''The 
Sunday School Library." 

THE SUNDAY SCHOOL LIBRARY. 

The field of literature is large. No man 
alone can measure its length, and breadth, 
and compute its area in a lifetime. It would 
require all the lifetimes of all men to accom
plish so great a task. Literature forms the 
basis of all culture, of all that is refining and 
elevating in the moral and intellectual na
ture. So-called literature, but which is bet
ter styled trash, works a contrary effect by 
lowering _and debasing the standards of mor
ality and intellectuality. 

To-day among educators there is a growing 
sense of the importance of literature as one 
of the grand factorB in the education of the 
child, and of what reading ought to do for the 
child. 

Best thought among those prominent in 
educational circles seems to be in the direc
tion that literature is another chapter in the 
revelation cf life, and that it ought to make 
for the life and character of the individual. 
This growing conviction of the importance of 
reading creates a stronger demand upon the 
libraries so that the young people may ac
quire a love for reading and a taste for good 
reading. 

We may forget things we learn, but we 
never forget that which we love. It is of 
great worth to us that the books which we 
place within reach of the young mind, so 
susceptible of impressions, be attractive, and 
along the line of best development of the 
good. 

I believe, then, that those who are at all in
terested in the improvement of the child in the 
line of his reading (and we ought all to be in
terested) should see to it that we read litera
ture, not read about literature. The true 
teacher, the true librarian,' the true parent 
will do this. 

In the child the interests in reading are at 
first narrow in range. Our efforts should be 
to widen those interests, and thus create new 
ones. The reader finds in his books that 
which strikes responsive chords in his own 
being. He finds examples of courage, of love, 
of devotion, and of self-sacrifice. He is in
spired by these to form his ideal of that 
which is elevating, and the guiding stars 
that his imagination places before him, load 
him on, and raise his life and life work to a 
higher plane. By means of his reading he 
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comes in touch with the higher realities and 
nobler possibilities of life, and a life spurred 
to better deeds is the result of the time spent 
with the master minds of literature. What 
we want then is not only the good for our 
boys and girls, but we want the best; for 
there is truth in the words of Ruskin, "The 
good is the enemy of the best." 

If we would know children we must know 
the literature of children, and by our knowl
edge and sympathy increase our power. 
During the past year in one of our Wes tern 
States, observations were made upon chil
dren's reading by putting betore each child 
a number of questions as to the kind of read
ing they enjoyed most; the source of obtain~ 
ing reading matter, and whether they talked 
to anyone about what they had read. The 
answers revealed many general facts that are 
useful as guides in selecting reading matter for 
young people. in the boys at the ages from 
nine to fifteen, or during the formative period 
of their lives, an eager desire for stories of 
adventure, war stories, stories of great men, 
such books as appeal to the sense of manly 
vigor, courage, and bravery. Among girls 
of about the same &ge a similar tendency 
manifests itself in their desire to read pf 
those of their own sex who have made some
thing of themselves in the world. As the 
boys and girls become youths and maidens, 
desire becomps more eager for works of fic
tion, all those books that approach the senti
mental and add the quality of affection to 
their ideas of manliness and womanlines&. 

The sources of obtaining reading were the 
school library, home library, and lastly, Sun
day school library. The fact that the Sua
day school library was the least used seemed 
to me to give the impression that the most at
tractive books were to be found somewhere 
else. The idea of placing on the library 
shelves reading matter that does not pertain 
to religion and the conversion of wayward 
boys and girls seems to be in the minds of 
some contrary to good judgment. But expe
rience, I believe, wiil show differently. 
Other readbg our young people will have, 
and if we do not use our efforts to direct the 
selection in the lines of their tastes we fail 
to a certain extent to do our whole duty. 

In any library the books mostly called for 
are tl:ie ones in wilich the stories are true to 
life; where the characters are not altogether 
improbable and the events are such .that 
might happen. Where the reading is care
fully trained the youth and maiden do not 
have desire for the lower works of fiction 
and wild ad venture stories; but the mind de
mands food of more substantial nature. It is 
true that many of the boys and girls in the 
Sunday school have their tastes for a certain 
class of literature formed before we have an 
opportunity to use our influence, and it is 
true also, that the Sunday school library 
forms only a small part of the child's reading, 
yet it is possible to make that influence that 
is within our power, and that small part the 
very best. And, I believe, we shall be able to 
realize as grand results in this department of 
Sunday school work as in any other. 

Dciring the year I have tried to think out 
the best plans for thlll practical work of the 
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librarian, and the best means to accomplish 
the aim of the Sunday school library. The 
results of my thoughts which have seemed 
the most satisfactory I will present for your 
consideration. First of all it is necessary 
that the one selected to work as General Li
brarian should have the perfect confidence of 
the workers he represents, if such a one can 
be found; and I believe that among our num
bers some are fitted for this through years of 
reading. It ought to be a person who is so 
well acquainted with books and authors that 
to run over a list of titles of books he will 
feel at home and among acquaintances, many 
of whom bave become friends because of the 
rich quality of the literature they bring at 
once to hi;, mind. Then, too, the librarian 
needs to be constantly on the alert for new 
books that are every year in the market. 
And he needs to read many of them, espe
cially the works of new authors, that he n;iay 
try them before assigning them to the list of 
friend or enemy. 

I am aware of the fact that here lies an ob
stacle. New books are not attainable with
out expense, and unless the librarian is FO 

situated that he may have access to these 
books without actually purchasing he may 
find it a difficult matter to obtain them. 

The librarian ought to know the name and 
the author of every book that is to be found 
in any library of any of the Sunday schools 
that belong to the association. He ought to 
know these books eithei- by his own reading 
of them or by the decision of some one in 
whom he has confidence as an adviser. 

In connection with this idea of the amount 
of literature with which the librarian should 
be acquainted, I wish to present the plan 
that is followed by the Library Association 
of the State of New York for supplying pub
lic libraries with the best reading. 

It seemed to me a most excellent one, and 
one which we might follow. The librarian 
is assisted by a literary committee. This 
committee situated at different places are 
constantly on the lookout for new books. 
They are placed' urider a similar responsi
bility to that of the librarian, and are persons 
whose judgment is such that it may be relied 
upon. Any book of doubtful character may 
be examined by the various members of the 
committee as well as by the librarian, and by 
the counsel of these be assigned its place. 
From time to time these workers in the line 
of literary development arrange a list of 
books that they have selected as the best, and 
with the prices at which they may the most 
reasonably be purchased, publish it, and 
from the list other libraries make their selec-
tion. 

The librarian's field is not an easy one in 
which to work alone, for more or less our 
minds are prejudiced in certain directions, 
and while one chosen for this work must lay 

·aside all personal feelings, as far as possible, 
and read literature from a moral and intel-

nearly all the leading magazines and papers 
of the day one part is devoted to short re
views of new books, an evidence of the great 
importance that is attached to literature. 
Could not something of this nature be done 
in our Sunday school work? 

During the year as much, perhaps, as you 
had expected and anticipated has not been 
accomplished by the librarian for this de
partment; but I give you the result of my 
thoughts, and I hope more successful work 
may be done. 

And now, in closing-, I leave with you a 
thought in the words of another:-

"It is through literature that the g-enius 
of the race, appearing in exceptional indi
viduals, instructs the multitudes, educates 
man's insight into the distinction of good 
from evil, reveals to him the ideals of what 
ought to be, and elevates the banner of his 
march toward the beautiful good and the 
beautiful true." 

The paper was attentively listened 
to, and was evidently appreciated by 
the audience. 

Following this paper the assembly 
formed itself into a committee of the 
whole, for the purpose of considering 
the subject of "Sunday school libra
ries." The blackboard was called 
into requisition and the audience was 
asked to give expression to its opin
ions on the subject. The outline 
developed on the board resolved itself 
into the following:-

1. Object: 1 To provide for teach
ers' and officers' needs. This thought 
was elaborated to also comprehend 
the education, the development of the 

-child, rather than to merely entertain 
-"to 2 instruct and entertain the 
child." 

2. Of what composed: 1 Historical: 
Standard and authentic works. 2 Bio
graphical works: Lives of men and 
women of commendable character. 
3 Scientifi.c works: Carefully select~d 
scientific works. 4 Works of travel 
and exploration. 5 Fiction: The dis
cussion of this subject took a wide 
range, as usual. It was sought to 
draw a proper line between useful 
and improper fiction. Some argued 
against all fiction, some in favor of 
carefully selected works of fiction that 
possess merit and are designed to ex
ert influence for good. The prevail
ing sentiment was in favor of reading 
''all good books," those possessing 
light and truth from whatever source, 

lectual standpoint fdooe, it is easier and, I and that were calculated to broaden 
believe, better results can be obtained,if assist- the mind and widen the sympathies 
ants are appointed by proper authority with f th h h t d d 1 th 
whom the librarian may advise~ 0 e. :uman ear • ~n eve op e 

Our other plan, or rather a pl~n which may humamties. The pomt was not over
be made a part of the one just presented. In j looked in the general statement, that 
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man, the offspring of God, has, 
through the great indwelling illumi
nant "that lighteth every man that 
cometh into the world," given expres
sion to its inspiration in many of the 
good works of fiction that have been 
written to help the race to higher 
ideals and nobler conceptions of life. 
The audience accepted the statement, 
"carefully selected works of fiction." 
6 Religious works: It was admitted 
that as much discrimination ought to 
be used here as elsewhere, hence the 
term ''carefully selected" was also 
added. 

The interest was unabated, but the 
time, already extended to 9: 25, re
quired that consideration of new 
features be proceeded to. 

The next subject was the work of 
the librarians in the schools. Sr. 
Allen gave a brief statement of points 
already made in her report, published 
herewith. 

The superintendent announced that 
further consideration would be taken 
up in the Institute work. The exer
cises were then brought to a close. 
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have said 22. In my visits to the schools I to have become strong. Our organization, 
have everywhere met with courteous treat- considering its age, has rapidly extended. 
ment from all, and have received the hearty Still there is abundant room for growth in 
aid and support both of laity and priesthood. every phase of our work. We are not yet so 

At our convention held the 2d of April, strong that we cannot become stronger; not 
1896, I was nominated for superintendent, by yet so perfect that there is no longer need 
one of the principal elders of the South Sea for greater perfection. And while we may 
Islands mission, and received the unanimous look with some degree of satisfaction at what 
vote of the congregation. I make this state- has been accomplishfld, it should not be of 
ment to correct any erroneous impression that character that will lull us into the 
that may have been left upon the minds of fancied security which will suffer us to relax 
this convention in regard to the position I vigilance. We have made mistakes, we may 
have occupied for the past two years, and make more. And, what lies before is so 
which Sr. Ella -Devore filled so acceptably much greater than what we have accom
for some years previous to my appointment. plished, tht>t we are, comparatively, at the 

As stated in the statistical report our beginning of our work. In a word, if there is 
growth has been retarded by lack of books. any point this side of eternity at which we 
Both Sr. Devore and myself spent the greater, may stop with safety, no one has really yet 
part of our time in writing copies of the discovered it. I trust, therefore, it is no re
Question Book for the use of the schools. flection on the body to suggest that wisdom, 
Could they be printed, so that they might be humility, watchfulness, and prayerfulness 
put into the hands of the people, much good should characterize every movement of this 
might be done, and greater growth could bti convention. 
observed. I do not desire to be understood In all our work the tendency to fall into 
that I put this book (compiled by Sr. Devore) ruts should be carefully watched, if not en
before the Quarterlies. By no means. But tirely shunned. Edward W. Bok says, "The 
as the child must pass through the primary average Sunday school of to-day is a rebuke 
department before entering higher grades, to intelligence." (Of course be cannot be 
so they of the Society Islands mission must speaking of Latter Day Saint schools, 
be educated up to the point where they can for he probably has never seen one.) Is 
intelligently use the Quarterlies. his statement correct? If it is, are our 

As you will remember, we in America schools so far above the class of which he 
made use of the small Question Book com- speaks that his criticism does not apply to 
piled by Sr. Walker, before we grew into the them? If not, to what. extent are our Gen-

TUESDAY, APRIL 5. books we use at present. When the proper eral Conventions responsible? Let others 
time arrives, no one will be more pleased be as they may, the wheels of our chariot 

Business was resumed at nine than I to see the Quarterlies translated and should have such broad tires that it will 
o'clock. The _hymn '•Come learn of used among our schools of that far-o±I mis- neither drop into the ruts others have made, 
the Meek and Lowly" was sung, fol- sion. nor leave behind harmful tracks into which 
lowed by prayer by Bro. W. N. Rob- The people of the islands are greatly inter- others shall fall. 
inson. After another hymn the ested in both the Sabbath school and work As a people we are sometimes understood 
minutes were read and approved. proper, and the entertainments which are to believe that there is nought of good to be 

given yearly. The work of their present found in other churches or in the world. The 
The choristers announced appoint- convention and entertainment was left in platform that "all things which are good, 

ment of Srs. Nellie Chatburn and charge of the assistant superintendent, Bro. cometh of God," is so broad that we ought 
Roxanna Gaylord as organists. Tapu (Tapoo), who will probably be placed not be thus misunderstood. The question 

Certain proposed amendments to in charge of the work for the coming year. for us to decide, however, is, What is good? 
the Constitution, providing for the Our thoughts and prayers are with that peo- Policies, methods which are not really good, 

ple, and we trust that they may grow and but which seem so, are adopted, and once in 
office of district librarian, were re- dtwelop until they are at one with their the rut, it is so hard to get out. That there 
ferred to a committee. brethren of a more favored race. is much of good in the outside Sunday school 

The report of Sr. Alice Case, su- I feel to request that every Latter Day world I am convinced; butthatthereisvastly 
perintendent of the associated mission Saint may remember them before our heav- much more which is not good I am doubly 
Sunday schools of the Society Islands enly Father, that they may be enlightened convinced. As I regard it, therefore, along 

and uplifted by the efforts that have been this line we need great diligence, lest we 
for the year ending April 2, 1898, was and are being made in their behalf. heap to ourselves those things that ~hall in 
read:- You sister and coworker in the Sabbath the end prove to have been but unnecessary 

I submit below a brief summary of my school, ALICE M. CASE. burdens which have hindered us from reach-

work as district superintendent of the schools The committee on credentials ing the real good we seek. 
in the Islands mission. I have traveled ex- We are a peculiar people. Our ministers recommended that Brn. M. H. Fors-
tensively during the past year among the present the word in ways characteristic only 
various schools, calling at the islands of cutt and William Newton be added to of the spirit that actuates our mm·ement. 
Arutua, Apataki, Niau, Fakarava, Takaroa, the Society Islands delegation. It DJes it, or does it not, therefore, logically 
Hikueru, Raroia,. Taenga, Hao, Amanu, was so ordered. and consistently follow, that in our Sun fay 
Marutea, Takaboto, and Tahiti; remained school work we should develop methods pe-
from three to five weeks on each island. I The report of Bro. F. E. Cochran, culiar to none but Latter Day Saint schools? 
found everywhere an advancement manifest, First Assistant Superintendent, was If you answer, "It does," then I ask, How far 
and an increase in membership and attend- read:- in tbis direction have we actually progressed? 
ance. I have organized three new schools in FIRST ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT'S One distinctive characteristic of the work 
the past year, and would like just here to cor- of Jesus Christ is its marvelous simplicity. 
rect an item in the report which I handed to l ANNUAL REPORT. I If, then, the Sunday school is the child of the 
the secretary prior to this, in which I The General Sunday School Association 

1 
church, does it not properly follow t~at it, 

gave the number of schools to be 20. I should ; may now be said, with some degree of truth, too, should be simple-not complex-in all its 
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departments and phases, school, district, and 
general; simple in method, simple finan
cially? 

In this connection permit me to call at
tention to what one of the Twelve Apostles 
wrote in Herald of April 1, 1896: "Stop put
ting so much money and effort into minor 
organizations, good enough in their place, 
but not fundamental. Our numbers are too 
fow to support everything. Let's have a 
year's healthy growth once without increas
ing the outlay. Get on a better footing. We 
are getting topheavy with organizations, 
presiding functions and presidential material, 
all of which require increased financial 
aid." 

Permit me to ask, Is there not here a 
broad hint that might be considered with 
profit by the General Sunday School Associa
tion? The hint, liberally interpreted into 
good round English would run thusly: Would 
it be wise to lessen our receipts and expendi
tures, and thereby encroach less on the finan
cial domain of the church? 

I· was permitted to attend the Institute 
held at St. Joseph, Missouri, December 26-
29, last. Much of the work done was excel
lent, and the Lord by his Spirit, to a marked 
degree, was present. Does it follow, how
ever, that his presence indicated that the 
Lord would sanctify or bless the unwise 
things we may have said or done? I am 
frank to say that I am as yet unable to see, 
from a financial standpoint, at least, the wis
dom of a general gathering of this kind in
termediate between the fall reunions and the 
two General Conventions and Conference;-so 
closoly upon the heels of the former, so 
nearly preceding the latter. Might not the 
same work-or a modified form of it-be done 
in such a way as to more generally difiiuse it, 
attended with far less expense? 

This report must not be understood to 
mean that the writer does not heartily in
dorse the Sunday school work. That he 
does indorse it does not mean an indorse
ment of all that has been, and is being done 
in the name of the Sunday school. The ques
tion, What is Sunday school work proper? 
and the other, What are possible burdens we 
are lugging along that were better dropped, 
are quite separate and distinct. It is only to 
the latter question that this report is ad-. 
dressed. 

Our work has accomplished good. If con
tinued along right lines it is destined to ac-. 
complish much more. Notwithstanding this 
it is quite possible to overestimate it. Nor 
has it yet arrived at a place where we may 
cry, from a Sunday school standpoint, with 
either safety or consistency, "All is ease io 
Zion." 

In conclusion, permit me one suggestion 
for your possible action at this convention. I 
recommend that a standing committee of, 
say, five, corn posed of persons other than the 
General Officers, Quarterly Editors, or Re
vising Board, be appointed, whose duty shall 
be to take under consideration the corning 
year the question of improvement of our 
quarterly sys tern. 

That this convention may be marked by 
the presence of the Holy Spirit, and that we 
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may eventually be led and guided into ''all 
truth,'' is my prayer. 

Your fellow worker, 
F. E. COCHRAN, 

First Asst. Supt. 

The auditing committee's report on 
the Treasurer's account was presented. 
It contained recommendations that 
vouchers be obtained for all moneys 
expended, for publishing, and other 
expenditures. It was referred back 
to the committee for further considera
tion of the matter of vouchers. 

Discussion of the Quarterly lessons 
being the special order of the hour, it 
was proceeded to, and the following 
named persons spoke under a rule 
limiting them to three minutes each: 
Srs. B. C. Smith, Blanche Andrews, 
Brn. W. A. Blair, E. D. Bailey, A. M. 
Chase, L. E. Hills, E. H. Fannon, Srs. 
Clara Peck, -- Christiansen, U. Bal
linger, Ern. David Anderson, C. Scott, 
W. N. Robinson, G. W. Blair, J. F. 
Mintun, Sr. J. c, Clapp, Brn. Frank 
Criley, H. H. Robinson, M. H. Bond, 
E. E. Petre, T. J. Sheldon, William 
Clow, Sr. B. C. Greer, Bro. Leonard 
Houghton, and Sr. Palfrey. 

Others desired to speak, but time 
forbade. The discussion showed a 
wide range of opinion. Some favored 
an editor in chief, with one or more 
assistants. Some desired greater 
simplicity of language in the Inter
mediate grade. Some thought the 
historical lessons on the History of 
Israel should have been finished, but 
the majority favored the change to the 
more spiritual teachings of the les
sons lately issued upon the attributes 
of God and the teachings of Christ. 
Some plead for graded text-books il· 
lustrated or accompanied by charts. 
Others thought the lessons too long. 
Less expense was also favored, while 
the idea was presented that Sunday 
school pennies spent for Quarterlies 
would never be collected for mis
sionary work. Graded text-book 
work had been tried both in England 
and America and was obsolete; we 
had gone beyond that method. A 
teacher must learn how much of the 
lesson he can fix in the scholar's 
mind. All of a lesson need not neces
saril.Y be taught; some require and 
can assimilate more than others. 
The Quarterlies are edited by persons 
who cover a great deal of ground, and 
who seek to furnish the best of what 
they go over, which places it at the 

disposi:tl of teachers. Memorizing of 
verses was favored, in lieu of any les
son system. Study of present Quar
terlies necessitated study of the three 
standard books; this was both objected 
to and commended, the commendations 
showing the prevailing sentiment. 
The Quarterlies had prepared the 
young for church work. Study is re
quired in the present system, and 
schola.rs get down to the study of 
principles, which they fix in mind. 
Teachers need to be spiritual; to do 
their work in the spirit of prayer. 
Some found the Quarterlies difficult at 
first, but after getting down to work 
they liked them. They were difficult 
only because heretofore teachers had 
not been required to get down to 
business. Both lower grades neede'd 
to be simplified; teachers must also be 
able to simplify for the smallest or 
youngest scholars. Many primary 
scholar8 cannot read, hence must be 
taught through the skill of the teacher 
to simplify and impart. 

A suggestion that illustrated charts 
should accompany the primary lessons 
resulted in the discussion and adop
tion of the following resolution:-

Resolved, that a committee of three be ap
pointed to investigate the subJect of having 
illustrated cards to aceompany the primary 
lessons, and upon consultation with the gen
eral officers, to publish if found practicable. 

The following, in effect, in aid of 
the Saints' home, was also adopted:-

Resolved, that the General Sunday 
School Association assembled in con
vention request each school of the 
church to take up a collection on the 
third Sunday in May, 1898, for the 
purpose of furnishing the halls of 
the Saints' Home at Lamoni, Iowa; 
and that the treasurer of each school 
be instructed to send money to the 
General Association Treasurer, and 
that the latter be authorized to place 
this fund in the hands of the Bishopric 
for use; and so that it may be in hand 
by June 15, 1898. 

. Bro. Hougas explained that the col
lection was a special one-to be taken 
in addition t© the regular collection 
in the schools on the date named. 

The resolution was adopted with 
the understanding that the funds col
lected be sent to the General Treas
urer, the latter to keep account 
thereof and turn over to the Bishop. 

Adjourned to two o'clock. 
The afternoon session was opened 
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promptly; prayer by Bro. J. W. 
Waldsmith. Minutes read, approved. 

The special order-the election of 
officers-was taken up, resulting in 
the choice of the following: T. A. 
Hougas, Superintendent; J. A. Gun
solley,First Assistant Superintendent; 
Charles E. Crumley, of California, 
Second Assistant Superintendent; W. 
N. Robinson, Secretary; A. B. Hanson, 
of Lamoni, Treasurer; Mamie A.Allen, 
Librarian. The choice in each in
stance was made unanimous. 

A vote of thanks was tendered the 
retiring officers for their services. 

The auditing committee reported. 
Their report was approved, including 
a recommendation that vouchers be 
obtained for all moneys expended. 

Committee on Sunday school mis
sionary reported:-

The committee met and consulted, and re
port: That in our judgment we do not QOn
sider that it would be wise at the present 
time to appoint missionaries or a missionary 
in the field as a Sabbath school missionary. 

We believe the Superintendent and his 
two assistants are force enough in the field at 
present, with the aid which the general 
church missionaries give them, to meet all 
demands in that line. It is also our opinion 
that such missionary work would in some 
sense hinder local laborers; also the expense 
would be such that the association is not in 
condition to meet. 

The committee are of the opinion, that if 
the association desires, the Superintendent 
might be so maintained in the field that he 
could give his entire time to the work; this 
would supply the want now felt, in part. 

We also recommend that the regular 
church missionaries be reque8ted to interest 
themselves and give as much of their time as 
they consistently can to the Sunday school 
work. T. A. HOUGAS, } 

A. H. SMITH, Com. 
G. H. HILLIARD, 

The body chose Bro. F. M. Sheehy, 
Sr. L. L. Resseguie, and Bro. C. H. 
Burr to act as committee on primary 
cards. 

Committee to purchase furnishings 
for halls of Saints' Home, Alexander 
Hopkins, Frank Criley, E. L. Kelley. 

The following amendments to the 
Constitution were adopted:-

We, your committee on amendments, re
port and recommend as follows:-

That article 3, section 1, of district associa
tiol!s, be amended by striking out the words 
"and a" and adding the words, "and a libra
rian." 

That the following be added to article 4, 
as section 5:-

5. Librarian.-The librarian shall keep a 
record of all books by title and author in the 
various libraries in the district. 
. He shall seek to promote the efficiency of 
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library service in his district by advising music, and to be custodians of music 
with General Librarian as to establishing already collected, for a Sunday school 
and maintaining libraries, by informing him- song book: John L. Morgan, of Keb, 

. s®lf of the needs and possibilities of his dis-
trict, by encouraging the circulation of. Iowa; William Richards, of Higbee, 
books between the schools of his district, Missouri; Sr. Belle James, of Inde
and the collection and distribution of litera- pendence, Missouri. 
ture for missionary purposes. Committee of five to consider im-

He shall also do what he can in collecting 
and preserving such evidences of archreolog- provements in lessons: Brn. J. F. 
ical and other data as have a bearing in es- Mintun, M. C. Fisher, G. W. Blair, 
tablishing the fact of the ancient civilization and Srs. Louise Palfrey and B. C~ 
of America and of the latter-day restoration. Smith. 

MAMIE ALLEN, l Com. 
WM. CLOW, f 

The assembly made choice of Brn. 
E. L. Kelley, R. S. Salyards, and H. 
A. Stebbins as the Revising Commit
tee. 

A resolution followed and prevailed: 
That the .selection of editors and fix
ing of compensation be left with the 
Revising Committee, the Superintend
ent and First Assistant Superintend
ent. 

Adjourned to seven p. m. 
The evening session was opened 

with the usual exercises; Bro. J. L. 
Goodrich offering prayer. The min
utes were approved. 

The Superintendent.First Assistant, 
and the Secretary were authorized to 
appoint a committee on program for 
the next convention, the Superintend
ent to be chairman of said committee. 

A resolution was adopted providing 
that when adjournment is had it be 
subject to the call of the S)lperintend
ent. 

The following was moved:
Resolved, that we adopt the recommenda

tion of the First Assistant Superintendent, 
that a committee of five be appointed, out
side of the General Association officers or the 

The sum of one hundred and fifty 
dollars was set apart for use, under 
direction of the officers, for the good 
of the general work. 

The general officers were instructed 
to submit an itemized statement of re
ceipts and expenditures in their re
ports to the conventions. 

The Secretary was instructed to 
publish in the HERALD a notice of a 
proposed amendment to the Constitu
tion, to provide that all general offi
cers and general appointees of the 
church be ex officio members of the 
Sunday school conventions. 

The chair defined the general church 
authorities contemplated by the reso
lution as follows: The First Presi
dency, the Patriarch, the Twelve, 
High Council, Seventy, Bishopric, 
Church Secretary, Church Recorder, 
Church Librarian, Church Historian, 
Assistant Historian. 

President Joseph Smith made an 
address, stating that according to 
what had been done in the conven
tions was in favor of education, and in 
the broad sense of the term. He made 
a plea on behalf of education upon 
general lines, for the purpose of pre

Revising Board, or editors, to take into con
sideration the arrangements and improve- paring all our young people for the 
ment of the Quarterlies or other course of duties and privileges of life in its va-
study, and report at next convention. rious spheres of action. The church 

It was adopted. had provided an educational institu-
The following was also moved and tion. We must as a people rally to 

adopted:- Hs support. We must not employ 
Resolved, that we recommend to the com- agents to do a work and then leave 

mittee appointed to select editors for the them unsupported in a financial, 
Quarterlies that there be a less number ap-
pointed, or that one be appointed as editor, moral, or any other sense. This body 
and he to choose his assistant. cannot justly go back on its record in 

The Superintendent requested that this regard. Graceland College should 
he be provided with a typewriter and be made self-sustaining. We should 
manifolding device, in order to facili- make a cohesive effort. It is neces
tate the work of correspondence. The sary for us to make this effort. Oth
request was granted; the Superin- ers here will speak further in behalf 
tendent being authorized to make the of the college. A man's religion, ac
purchase and draw on the Treasurer cording to Henry Ward Beecher, 
for the amount. 1

1

· should get him body, soul, mind, and 
A committee of three was appointed pocket. 

by the body to solicit contributions of I Bro. Anderson presented a song, 
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words by Jean Ingelow, music by Sr. and H. A. Stebbins, of the revising 
Audentia Anderson, "The White Clo- committee, and Elders T. A. Hougas 
ver Song," which had been published and J. A. Gunsolley, of the associa
solely in the interest of Graceland tion committee, appointed to select 
College, which would be sold by him editors for Quarterly lessons, met and 
at fifty cents per copy. The song was adopted the following:-
then sung by Sr. Viola Blair, accom- Resolved, that we employ one editor and 
panied by Sr. Anderson. such assistants as may be necessary. Sister 

Adjourned to 8: 30 a. m. Anna Salyards was appointed editor in chief, 
and Elder Duncan Campbell assistant editor. 

WEDNESDAY, THE 6TH. The following was also adopted:-
The closing session of the convention 

opened at 8: 30 a. m.; prayer by H. N. 
Hansen. 

The time was devoted to the reading 
of a Sunday school newspaper, edited 
by Bro. Charles Fry and Sr. T. A. 
Hougas. The newspaper was replete 
with spicy notes and hints from be
ginning to end. We regret that we 
have not room to publish it. 

Bro. J. F. Mintun followed with an 
address, on how to carry home the 
good things beard at the conTrnntions 
and institutes. He made many good 
points, but which we are unable to 
present in full in our limited space. 
Among them we note: Write the 
points in the· heart and in the mind, 
and read the published accounts of 
the convention. Many heard with 
enthusiasm, but failed to retain and 
recall. All should be able by proper 
effort to retain, to recall, and to pre
sent and make personal use of what 
they learn in the gatherings. 

The convention then stood ad
journed, Bro. T. A. Hougas pronounc
ing the benediction. 

The assembling was characterized 
throughout by a spirit of peace and 
unity, and seemed to be greatly en
joyed by all present. The workers 
were glad to be present, glad to meet 
one another, and renewed their inter
est in the work and increased their 

Resolved, that the editors be authorized to 
solicit the assistance of such individuals in 
preparation of lessons as they may find 
available. 

The report of Bro. M. C. Fisher, 
Second Assistant Superintendent, was 
received since convention adjourned, 
by the Association Secretary, Bro. W. 
N. Robinson. 

1898 .. 
THE GENERAL CONFERENCE. 

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 6. 
THE forty-sixth General Conference 
of the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints convened 
in the main auditorium of the stone 
church, at Independence, Missouri, 
on Wednesday, April 6, 1898, at ten 
a. m. The weather was cool but pleas
ant. The large asssembly evidenced 
the increasing interest in the great 
latter-day work. Delegates were 
gathered from Maine to Canada and 
Oregon and Washington, on the 
North, and from the Gulf States on 
the South; from the Atlantic and 
Pacific Stat~'s, east and west; and 
Europe, Australia, and the islands of 
the sea were also represented. 

The assembly was called to order 
by President Joseph Smith, who an
nounced the opening hymn, ''Re
deemer of Israel," which was sung, 
and President Joseph Smith offered 

friendship for one another by meeting prayer. 
and greeting and in considering the A permanent organizati'on was ef
interests of the general work. All fected by making choice of the follow
separated in the spirit of happy good ing named officers: Presiding officers, 
fellowship and gladness and good The First Presidency, Joseph Smith, 
cheer. A. H. Smith, and E. L. Kelley; Sec-

Institute work and other features retary, R. S. Salyards, Church Secre
of incidental school work will be con- tary, who was authorized to choose 
sidered at called meetings of the his assistants. He made choice of 
workers' during the conference. An- Brn. T. W. Williams and A. B. Han
other year of progress opens before son. 
the General Association. Success to A committee on credentials being 
all the workers. Those who labor provided for the President appointed 
will develop and be blessed in their as such Elders F. M. Sheehy, of Bos
efforts. ton, Massachusetts; D. L. Harris, of 

Elders E. L. Kelley, R. S. Salyards, 1 San Berna.rdino, California; and 

James McKiernan, of Farmington, 
Iowa. 

Addresses were called for, and the 
following named brethren responded: 
A. H. Smith, Patriarch and member 
of the Presidency; W. H. Kelley, 
President of the Twelve; James Caf
fall, J. H. Lake, and J. W. Wight, of 
the Quorum of Twelve; and E. L. 
Kelley, Presiding Bishop and acting 
Counselor in the Presidency. 

Limited space prevents insertion of 
all. 

Bro. A. H. Smith's address is as 
follows:-

I realize that the church members, many 
of them, have been wondering, and have 
asked in their thoughts, What is the Patri
arch of the church doing? And I have 
thought to make ~ome statement to the 
church relating to the matter. You will bear 
in mind that my call to the position of Patri
arch was made last spring, and I made the 
effort to euter in upon the duties of that 
office, but I discovered that there was very 
little written in the records concerning the 
duties of Patriarch. I discovered somethi.ng 
more than that, that there was something 
necessary that had not been provided for, but 
I was unable to provide these things. I have 
been willing to enter in upon the duties of 
the Patriarch so far as I ·understand them 
since my call, but earnestly desire more 
light in regard to the matter. Those wishing 
their blessings, of course, desire a copy of 
that blessing, and to obtain a copy I should 
have some one to make that copy,-take it as 
the blessing is given. I have felt very deli
cate about making or writing out a blessing 
after the blessing had been given. Again, I 
needed a record, for if a blessing was given 
there should be a record made of it. There 
was no provision made for this; and other 
things i.n like manner presented themselves 
as obstacles in the way. 

I consulted, also, with the President of the 
church, and receiving no light or instruction 
that seemed to justify me in moving forward, 
I have not moved in that direction. How
ever, I sought to improve the time in the 
line of Evangelist. 

To me, it seems that there never has been 
so bright a prospect for the work as at the 
present time. The work is moving onward 
and accumulating, assuming proportions that 
are grand; and a realization of this fact en
courages me in the call that has been made 
upon me; and my only desire is that I may 
make myself worthy, that I may be used by 
the Lord, in the calling whereunto he has 
called me, acceptably to him. I have not felt 
inclined to move forward hurriedly, but 
rather to move cautiously. I want to be 
right, and move in the right direction, but 
have not been inclined to push this matter at 
all-on the matter of my duties in the office 
named. I have felt myself ready when the 
Spirit would direct me to move forward, and 
I am still ready to move; and should it be the 
good pleasure of the Lord that these things 

.. 
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that seemed to have been hindering should be 
supplied, the obstacles that have stood in the 
way sho~ld be removed, I shall enter in with 
joy and gladness upon the mission that has 
been assigned me in that direction. I shall 
make the effort in the future to make myself 
an approved servant. I have tried to in the 
past. 

I would say that during the year what time 
I have been able to labor I have received 
the evidence of the Spirit confirming the 
work as strong or stronger than ever before. 
It has moved upon me in strength and power, 
and at times has caused me to weep and 
tremble, and rejoice in the work. 

It is the work of God, and I desire to be an 
instrument in his hands to· help move it on. 

May God bless you. 

Bro. W. H. Kelley:-· 
It affords us all, no doubt, great pleasure to 

be here to-day in such large numbers assem
bled after a year's separation, with beaming 
countenances and hopeful he!J,rts. For myself 
the last year has been one of activity, so far 
as I have been able to be active; and my 
mind bas been given to weighing matters 
probably as carefully as ever before, and 
more so. In the comparison of that that 
claims our attention, with others, its worth 
as compared with others, and at the conclu
sion of the year I meet with you here to-day 
still strong in the faith that this latter-day 
work is all that it claims to be. Though 
misunderstood by the masses of mankind, it 
bas within it the principles of right, true 
gospel principles, as we find outlined in the 
scriptures of truth as taught by Christ and 
his apostles. That no person that is identi
fied with the faith to-day needs be ashamed 
of his profession of faith; he need not be 
afraid that sometime along human experi
ence be will have to give up his faith 
because some person has been able to prove 
it untrue; that is to say, if what h'1s been re
vealed in t)le past-contained in the Bible, 
Old and New Testament-is true and came 
fr0m God, if there is any such a thing as 
truth pertaining to the Christian religion. 
It is well known that the faith that we rep
resent here to-day is not based upon creeds, 
councils, or inventions of men; that we go to 
the real source of Christianity for our pro
fession of faith for fundamental principles, 
the '.New Testament itself; and hence it is 
easy enough as we pass along in the presenta
tion of this faith-as it rubs against and is 
placed beside other faiths that we come in 
contact with in the world-to see its strength, 
its power, and its force; and whatever other 
individuals or persons representing other 
faiths may think of us as a people, they have 
been constrained to acknowledge thatthe faith 
or gospel principles that we advocate are 
founded in fact and cannot be overthrown. 
Some of our strongest antagonists have so de
clared, and this is much more than what can 
be expected to be. said truthfully of many 
other theories of religion in the world. 

In this day of advanced thought and com
parison of views, people are looking for 
something as a foundation more real than 
true, in a religious sense, than what they 
.have been conversant with in the past. The 
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thinkers of the age, in a great many in
stances, are unsettled with reference to what 
they know about any religion-the Christian 
religion not excepted; the spirit of doubt 
and unrest is prevailing in churches as well 
as out of churches, and we find that individu
als associated with the movement that we are 
engaged in, are the most staunch and confi
dent of any class of workers that we have 
come in contact with. And when I make 
this remark, I do not do it in the sense but 
what others may feel as confident in follow
ing an untested, traditional faith, but I am 
talking of that class of individuals who think 
and make inquiry into the principles of their 
faith with a view to be able to assign a reason 
for their belief, and for their adherence to 
their cause. And I remark again, that so 
far as my experience goes among believers of 
the faith in the last year, their faith bas been 
confirmed through the reading of the word, 
and through the impress of the Spirit, that 
we believe indited this latter-day work. The 
great claim that is made by us, in contradis
tinction to others to-day, is that God intro
duced this work specially for the good of 
mankind, and like he said to the apostles of 
old, "Lo, I am with you always, even unto 
the end of the world." We believe he has 
made a similar promise that he would be 
with us, and with all those that would become 
identified with this movement. Now if this 
part should fail we would necessarily lose 
heart, lose confidence; but in the presentation 
of this gospel theory, so to represent it, we 
find individuals coming from various parts of 
the land, becoming identified with it, and 
they make the statement that God does con
firm that faith to them from heaven, which 
gives us strength and confidence to go on in 
the work. It enables us to measure others 
in some degree, so far as the spii:itual forces 
are concerned. There are many spiritual 
forces that work to-day in the world, a great 
many kinds of people claiming they are 
moved upon by some spiritual power, 
so the claim of spiritual influences is 
not extraordinary in this regard; but what 
spirit is it that moves men, seems to be the 
question of to-day. Is it the one that moved 
the ancient saints and apostles? Is it the 
one that sustains the fact that Jesus is the 
Son of God, and he came unto the world to 
save men; that the doctrine that he consum
mated by his life work here was sanctified 
for the blessing, uplifting, and salvation of 
the human family? Is it that Spirit that 
sustains these facts, and if indeed the preach
ing of the gospel as declared by God was "the 
power of God unto salvation to every one 
that believeth" is sustained by this heavenly 
force and power, it is no strange thing, it 
seems to me, that a handful of individuals, 
so to represent it, would congregate here to
day to take into consideration measures look
ing to the evangelization of the whole world. 
It is confessedly admitted that no such power 
of life and inspiration is among men of other 
faiths to-day as in ancient time. 

So far as my observation goes, God has 
done his part in the last year among the 
saints, and among the ministers, when they 
have stood to preach the gospel with power 
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and inspiration; surpr1smg themselves at 
times, encouraging to believers, and convinc
ing to inquirers. So we rejoice in the fact 
this morning that we &re identified with a 
work that is in the hand of God, and he is 
able to give it success, so we are not 
discouraged in thts regard. The work 
with us is increasing. There has never 
been a time when the outlook was more 
hopeful for the advance of the work in 
the East. Of course there is where wealth 
lies, where prejudice lies, where worldly 
influences lie, that are strong, and hence 
the· opposition is greater perhaps than 
in any other part of the land. But the work 
is gaining in influence, and it commands re
spect. In many places men and women that 
at one time thought we were scarcely worth 
conside.ration, now begin to give us consid
eration, and believe we have the right of ex
istence, and right of place in society. Best 
of all, they tell us that individuals that 
espouse this faith and live it, make good 
and worthy citizens, as good as any in 
the land, and our opponents are willing to 
concede this fact. So let them think as 
they may about our peculiar religious pro
clivities. If it turns out good men and 
women, loyal to state and society, with faith 
in God, they cannot find a great deal of fault 
with us any way. So I am in the faith this 
morning, and am pleased to see you all here; 
and may God bless us and make us strong for 
the work in the coming year, and confirm us 
for all time, is my prayer. Amen. 

Bro. E. L. Kelley:-
The church finances for the year that bas 

just passed, closed in a more satisfactory 
condition, to the mind of your speaker, than 
for any year prior in the history of the Re
organization. I present this thought at first 
for the reason that you all expect me at least 
to talk with reference to these conditions. 
Some things confront the church to-day that 
were never thought of, not necessary to think 
of, when in the beginning of the Reorganiz-a
tion thirty-eight years ago; or, we may say, 
forty-six years ago. At that time the work 
was young, the individuals engaged in it 
were young, the workers were young in the 
work; but now there are many in the church 
who are aged in years and aged in the go~pel 
service. The conditions of the church to
day, by reason of its growth and develop
ment, call for attention to hundreds of 
individuals who have to have care and over
sight, to some extent, that was entirely 
eliminated from the work of the Reorganiza
tion in its first years, or the organization of 
the church sixty-eight years ago. This may 
account, in some degree, for the fact that 
the work of the Bishop bas been a little dif
ferent to the work of the first Bishop of the 
church. It is our duty to meet the demands 
of the work as they arise. Men and women 
will do that if they expect that the work is 
to progress and meet the issues that it is pos
sible for it to meet. 

The past year we have been engaged not 
only in collecting and disbursing funds for 
the ;elief of elders' families and the poor, as 
was the work of the church when it was in
augurated, but also of building and maintain~ 
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ing a proper place for the aged, the 
auperannuated who have become such when 
giving their lives to the work of Christ, and 
hence some criticisms have come from dif
ferent parts of the country, thinking that we 
are overstepping the bounds in this, and 
complaining that the saints, as others, paid 
their taxes and kept up the institutions for 
the poor in different parts of the country, 
and they thought it was doubtful propriety 
for the church to undertake to establish and 
maintain an institution known as a home for 
the saints in contradistinction to a poorhouse 
as furnished by the world. Until I began to 
examine and inquire into the conditions and 
surroundings of these different places it did 
not occur to me that there was so wide a dis
tinction between them and proper. homes. 
You send our poor who have become so by 
reason of the fact that they have undertaken 
to live the religion of Jesus Christ and pre
sent it to their neighbors and others, send 
them to a place where they never hear a pub-· 
lie prayer, where their surroundings are any
thing but saintly, where they never hear a 
real kind word, possibly; where if t,hey com
plain of their affairs they are met with re
buff in the most stern way, and then call 
yourselves the Church of Jesus Christ which 
presents such a condition as that, shows that 
you are not entitled to the claim .. 

Our work, then, has been to change these 
conditions, and I present the idea because 
some instances have been presented, not only 
in our own county, but from others, with 
respect to the work of the church in prepar
ing for the care of the worthy poor belong
ing to the church. As an example: I 
received from our Board of Supervisors a 
letter stating that an individual was in the 
poorhouse of our county, who claimed to be a 
member of the church, andrgiving his name, 
said that they understood that we took care 
of our own poor, and asking that we send up 
for him. I replied to them that it was the 
work of the church and the undertaking to 
care for every worthy poor person of the 
church who was under circumstances that 
they could not care for themselves nor had 
friends and relatives who could care for them; 
but where an individual, as was in that case, 
of doubtful condition, could not come recom
mended, had wasted his life in riotous living, 
had not borne properly the name and pro
fes5ion that he had passed under and had not 
represented Christ, we left him to the care of 
the world wherein he had lived. I received 
a letter back in reply that they believed that 
that was right and proper, and made no 
further objections. I only mention it to 
show you that the place prepared is for 
worthy individuals, whether they have been 
in the church a great length of time or a 
short time, so that they have done their 
work well and come well recommended from 
the president of the branch where they live, 
from the Bishop's agent, and the president of 
the district where they live, so that there 
may be no doubt as to worthiness, or that 
necessity exists for such a home and such a 
place. That is now finished, prepared, fitted, 
and completed and in proper condition, and 
relieves this arm of the service of one of the 
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greatest burdens that has been upon it for 
the past three years. 

There is, however, in the work that is 
closely connected with that of the Bishopric, 
another institution of no less importance to 
the church, and should be of equal interest 
to every individual of the church, and which 
has been a burden, to, some extent, upon the 
Bishop of the church, because he is made the 
Trustee of the institution, and it needs the 
care and oversight or close watch of every 
member of the church for a few years to come 
in order that it may make the success that it, 
is possible to make. I reftr to the college 
that by resolution of this body was inaugu
rated four yens ago. The building began 
three years ago and the school opened a lit
tle more than two years, now beiag in its 
third year, and I am surprised that individu
als claiming to walk in the light of God, 
standing in the situation that Jesus placed 
his disciples when he said, "I give unto you 
to be the light of the world," should so far 
misunderstand the object and the work and 
the benefits of this institution as to think 
that the church could afford that it should 
stop or that we should abandon the enter
prise, and let the body progress as we hope 
to do. So far as I have been able to judge of 
this importt>nt work, not only of the sur
roundings of the immediate vicinity where 
located, but in variouR districts of the church, 
it is to-day doing more good for the work in 
the world than any five ministers that you 
have in the field, and yet sometimes indi vidu
als think if they should contribute ten cents 
or a dollar to the building up of ·Graceland 
College or the maintaining of the same, it 
would be lost to their credit, not only here 
in this world but in the beyond. Now, I am 
as much interested in this work as I have 
been in the work of building a home. I be
lieve it is equally important to the church to 
keep our young men and women within 
proper lines and bounds, because by experi
ence of my own in the world when a young 
man and the observations that I have since 
had in traveling over this country, I have 
found out there are more young men and 
women lost to the work of God by reason of 
miseducation and coming within the spirit 
of Babylon which is contrary to Christ, than 
are gained by a half dozen ministers. If this 
is true it devolves upon us to maintain an in
stitution where our young men and women 
may receive such a high and valuable educa
tion as will enable them to meet with the 
learning and the training of those who pass 
through institutions that are not under sur
romidings as this institution is. 

Graceland College, as it was ordered 
through direction of the General Conference 
in this room, is a nonsectarian institution, so 
directed to be. I notice one of the professors 
of that college in this audience who belongs 
to no church, if I understand his denomina
tional place. We never asked him when he 
came from the State University of Iowa what 
his religion was. We wanted to understand 
whether he was a man willing to do right, 
and was moral in his life, understood the re
quirements of a professor in his work, and 
was educated in the sciences of the times 

that we expected him to teach. He has 
given us satisfaction in that regard. If it is 
a nonsectarian institution, that is as far as 
we have the right to go. We can neither 
teach infidelity nor sectarianism there, for 
when I refer to nonsectarianism I refer to 
the fact that we should no more teach infi
delity in such an institution than we should 
teach the views of some religious denomina
tion peculiar to its tenets. Such an institution 
we have. Such an institution is placed in 
proper surroundings. Whatever may have 
been said and done by individuals who have 
been adverse to it and have thought that the 
church looked forward to an educated minis
try after the fashion of different societies of 
our times, has been a mistake. We believe 
that God, with a polished shaft in his hand, 
is able to perform better work than with an 
unpolished shaft, and if any of you think it 
is not true, work in the service of the church 
in any position that you will come in contact 
with individuals of diverse views awhile and 
you will find those who are most easily 
worked with are those who have become 
polished either by educational training or 
under the inspiring influences. of the Spirit 
of God through a long experience. 

Now these matters are before the church 
to-day. They are to be dealt with. There 
should not be a man or woman or a boy or 
girl whose name is upon the church record 
who would for a moment think that we will 
go backward with reference to this institu-

. tion, but that we will move forward, and I 
will say in reference to it that this remark is 
called out by reason of the fact that institu
tioas who have erected colleges and places of 
learning, churches of different names and 
varieties and stronger than we are in many 
regards, have failed in their undertakings. 
We should not think of failing. We cannot 
afford to fail. We must not expect to go 
backward, but our motto should be, Forward. 

The organization was further com
pleted by the following appointments: 
Brn. Orville James and A. M. Chase 
choristers, they being authorized to 
appoint organists; and as ushers: 
Brn. B. 0. Smith, Samuel Burnham, 
Ira Burdick, Mark Harrington, Wes
ley Ballinger, Nephi May, Alma 
Chatburn, Harry Hatty, and C. F. 
Church. 

The following order of meetings 
was announced by the chair: Prayer 
service at nine a. m.; preaching at 
10: 45 a. m.; business session at two 
p. m.; preaching at 7: 30 p. m. The 
chairman also stated that the trans
action of business being the primary 
object, seats would first be provided 
for the ex officio members and dele
gates, the audience to occupy remain
ing ones. Seats were open to all 
alike at preaching and prayer serv
ices. 

The ministry and delegates were 
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then assigned to regular places as 
follows: The First Presidency, the 
Twelve, and the Bishopric on the 
platform; the High Priests and Elders 
to the right; the Seventy in front; 
the delegates next to the Seventy; 
the space next to the delegates and 
the gallery being left for visitors and 
others. 

Elders J. M. Terry, U. W. Greene, 
and J. F. Mintun were appointed a 
committee to supply information to 
representatives of the press. 

Hymn No. 35 was sung, and Presi
dent Joseph Smith pronounced the 
benediction. 

The afternoon business session con
vened at two o'clock, President Joseph 
Smith in the chair. Hymn No. 16 
was sung, prayer by Bishop Kelley. 

Minutes of previous meeting were 
read and approved. 

The committee on credentials made 
additional report. The committee was 
authorized to insert the name of G. T. 
Griffiths in the list of the Ohio delega
tion. Other requests and statements 
were referred to the committee. 

Reports were read from the follow
ing named missionaries in charge: 
W. H. Kelley, Heman 0. Smith, G. T. 
Griffiths, J. W. Gillen, R. C. Evans, 
E. C. Briggs, J. W. Wight, I. N. 
White, J. F. Burton, C. A. Butter
worth, Joseph Luff, and T. 0. Kelley. 
Reports were also read from Brn. 
Hubert Case and Gomer Wells. 

Elder R. S. Salyards, Church Sec
retary, reported. 

Elder H. A. Stebbins, Ceurch Re· 
corder, reported. The Recorder's re
port showed: Total membership 
40,639; baptisms 2,755; received by 
letter 1,195; deaths 451; expulsions 
162; net gain 2,269; ordinations 222; 
marriages 311. Gains by States: 
Missouri, 356; Iowa, 311; Nebraska, 
180; Canada, 174; etc. Newbranches, 
19. Increased efficiency of branch 
and district clerks was noted by the 
Recorder. 

The report of the auditing commit
tee on Herald Offi0e accounts was 
read and included in the minutes. 

Announcements were made. Presi
dent Smith pronounced the benedic
tion. 

The evening preaching service at 
half past seven o'clock was in charge 
Elder of Henry Sparling; Elder U. W. 
Greene addressed the congregation. 
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THURSDAY, APRIL 7. 
The morning prayer service at nine 

o'clock was in charge of Elders John 
Chisnall and C. A. Beebe. 

Elder H. E. Moler addressed the 
congregation at the morning preach
ing service. He was assisted by 
Elder Hubert Case. 

Business was resumed at two 
o'clock, President Joseph Smith in 
the chair. After singing No. 53 
(Hymnal), prayer was offered by 
Elder W. H. Kelley. 

After the reading of the minutes, 
an additional report from the com· 
mittee on credentials was presented. 

Reports were read from the follow· 
ing named missionaries in charge: 
James Caffall, J. R. Lambert, John 
H. Lake, and George Montague. 

The Bishop's report, also the audit
ing committee's report thereon, were 
read:-

Balance last report $1, 112.22; received 
since $27,253.41; total $28,365.63. Expendi· 
tures $24,645 88; balance on hand $3, 719. 75. 
Receipts of agents $37,495.58. Expended and 
remitted to Bishop by agents, $32,679. 75. 
Balance due from agents $4,815.83. Assets 
$60,044.34; liabilities $17,480.32; net assets 
$42,564.02. Net assets last report $37,876.66. 
gain during the year $4,687.36. 

The report will appear in full in the HER· 
ALD and the summarized statement in the 
Conference Minutes. We omit elders', 
Saints' Home, and other accounts. 

The following preamble and resolu
tion on the death of Frances E. Wil
lard was presented:-

Whereas, in the death of Frances E. Wil· 
lard there lras been removed from this 
mundane stage of activities and usefulness to 
one of higher and greater possibilities a great 
and noble woman, 

Therefore, be it resolved that we, the Re
organized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter 
Day Saints, in General Conference assembled, 
hereby express our sympathy and condolence 
towards the family as well as the Women's 
Christian Temperance Union, that wonder· 
ful and useful organization of which she was 
the honored head, trusting that her death 
may be to that movement like seed sown 
upon good ground, bringing forth one hun
dred fold. 

Moved by Elders F. M. Sheehy and 
M. H. Forscutt. 

Elder Sheehy spoke eloquently in 
commemoration of Miss Willard ''the 
uncrowned Queen of America," and 
by a rising vote the assembly heartily 
manifested its sincere approval of the 
document. 

The following on the Cuban ques
tion, prepared by Elder Joseph Luff, 
was moved by Elder W. H. Kelley 
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and seconded by Brn. G. T. Griffiths 
and J. W. Wight:-

Whereas, there exists a condition of affairs 
on the island of Cuba, under which thousands 
of our fellow human beings are being victim
ized by tyranny, oppression, and cruelty in 
various forms, resulting in loss of property, 
liberty, and life at the instigation of Spanish 
authority; and, 

Whereas, the lovers of liberty on said is
land are engaged in a laudable effort to free 
themselves from those conditions and to se
cure complete independence for their island 
from the thraldom of the oppressor; and, 

Whereas, the ~overnment of the United 
States is now taking.steps to relieve the pres· 
ent suffering of said islanders, and is seriously 
considering ways and means by which to aid 
them in securing the independence sought,-

Resol ved, that as a church in conference 
assembled, we declare our profound sympathy 
with the strugglecs for freedom in Cuba, and 
our sincere hope for the success of their 
cause. 

Resolved, further, that we believe it to be 
thE. duty of the United States to render all 
possible, aid, promptly, in the direction 
named. 

Resolved, further, that in our opinion, the 
Government of the United States is morally 
obligated to supplement the noble efforts of 
those islanders, and should ra!J.y to the rescue 
of life, and the securement of liberty and in· 
dependence for them; and that much as war is 
to be deplored, it is nevertheless preferable 
(as a necessary means to the end desired) to a 
continuation of the conditions that have so 
long existed in Cuba, and among her people. 

Resolved, further, that we feel ourselves 
called upon by every humane, sacred, and 
patriotic obligation to indorse and support 
whatever legitimate steps the American na· 
tion may be compelled to take in this de· 
sired direction. 

Resolved, further, that a member of this 
body be appointed to raise the AmeriGan flag 
to some conspicuous place over or within this 
building, and that it be continued there dur· 
ing the remainder of our sessions. 

The document was adopted by a 
unanimous rising vote; and by a sub· 
sequent motion the Secretary was in
structed to forward a statement of 
the action, together with a copy of 
the resolutions, to president McKin
ley, by telegraph; which was done 
immediately after the close of the ses
sion. 

Two large United States flags were 
suspended from the gallery, the au
dience applauding the unfurling of 
Old Glory. 

A resolution providing for prepara
tion of a report blank for use of mis
sionaries in charge, was referred to 
the Quorum of Twelve, with instruc
tions to report to the present confer
ence. 

A petition from the Southeastern 
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Illinois district concerning boundary 
lines, attended by a statement from 
the St. Louis district concurring in 
the requests, was referred to a com
mittee of three: Elders E. Etzen
houser, H. A. Stebbins, and F. M. 
Smith. 

A petition from the Kewanee dis
trict, asking action on boundary lines 
between that and the Nauvoo district 
was also referred to the same com
mittee. 

Statement No. 3 of the Bishop's re
port to the conference of 1897, asking 
consideration of the question of pub
lication of an itemized report of re
ceipts and expenditures was taken up, 
resulting in the adoption of the fol
lowing:-

Resolved, that our present practice of pub
lishing an itemized account of all moneys 
placed in the hands of the Bishop be con
tinued. 

A request concerning a letter of re
moval was referred to the Secretary, 
the Recorder, and the missionary in 
charge of Ohio. 

Sr. Belle James, of Independence, 
was appointed stenographer to the 
conference. 

Bro. Ezra Strong and wife, of 
Waterloo, Iowa, were receiv@d into 
membership and their names ordered 
enrolled on the church record, on evi
dence of their original baptism at 
Kirtland, Ohio, in the days of the 
Martyr. 

A pe,tition from the Pittsburg, 
Pennsylvania, district asking that the 
subject of preaching in branch limits 
by teachers and deacons be considered 
and acted upon by the conference, 
was referred to the Quorum of 
Twelve, with instructions to report at 
the earliest practicable moment. 

Announcements were made for the 
evening and following morning servi
ces. A motion to excuse Brn. C. 
Scott and F. A. Smith from officiating 
at the morning preaching service, 
because of a meeting of their quorum, 
was denied. 

"America" was sung, and the as
sembly adjourned; benediction by 
President Joseph Smith. 

Elder W. H. Kelley addressed the 
congregation at 7: 30 p. m. The audi
torium was filled and the speaker was 
given close attention. Elder J. C. 
Clapp had charge of the services. 

FRIDAY, THE 8TH. 

The morning praye:r service walil 
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held at nine o'clock, in charge of I its publications at the Omaha Trans
Elders R. M. Elvin and Roderick May. Mississippi Exposition was referred 

Preaching at eleven o'clock by to the First Presidency and Bishopric. 
Elder Columbus Scott, assisted by In response to request therefor, 
Elder F. A. Smith. President Joseph Smith appointed a 

Consideration of business was re- committee to administer to the sick 
sumed at the two o'clock session, during the conference: Brn. R. C. 
Bishop E. L. Kelley presiding; prayer Evans, J. S. Roth, R. J. Parker, T. 
by Bro. J. H. Lake. The minutes W. Chatburn, I. N. Roberts, F. A. 
were read; the committee on creden- Smith, and 0. P. Sutherland. 
tials reported. Following the usual list of announce-

An appeal from the San Antonio ments,-of quorum meetings, railroad 
branch, from an action of the South- certificates from arrivals and for those 
western Texas district was referred to for whom they had been filled, letters 
a committee: Brn. M. H. Bond, 0. for conference delegates, etc., etc., 
P. Faul, and J. W. Brackenbury. the closing hymn was sung, and the 

The committee to which was re- benediction was pronounced. 
ferred the petition of the Kewanee The attendance is large. The num
district reported, recommending ber of railroad certificates handed in 
changes in district lines of the Illinois to the Secretary is far in excess of 
districts concerned, and the formation the number required to secure the re
of a new district. The report was duced rate. The social phases of as
denied. For particulars see regular semblage shows the prevalence of the 
minutes. friendly spirit peculiar to the general 

The same committee reported on gatherings of the church. All seem 
the petition and concurrence therein to enjoy meeting old and new friends, 
of the Southern Illinois district. The and the general expressions and mani
report outlined boundary lines by festations of regard indicate to some 
counties, instead of by lines of rail- degree the prevalance of the spirit 
road as proposed, etc. Report characteristic of "the family of God." 
adopted;, for details see minutes. No doubt there is room for improve-

Elder Heman C. Smith, Church ment in this regard-for the full devel
Historian, presented a report for the opment of such spirit and senti:::nents 
church year, in which the leading growingoutofitincludesavastamount 
items of church history, including of growth in godliness; but what does 
missionary and local labor, changes appear along true lines is pleasant to 
in quorums, etc., were recorded. The note. When a true Latter Day Saint 
full report will appear in the minutes. feels right he feels well and manifests 

The Quorum of the Twelve reported such feelings in no uncertain manner. 
on the question of proposed blank The religious life is the complete life; 
forms for reports of missionaries in hence something approaching com
charge. The report was adverse to pleteness in development is necessary 
the preparation of a blank form, but to realize or approximately sense it. 
favored necessary brevity. We insert Finite conditions are necessarily 
the concluding clause:- limited, but not so much so as is gen-

As one means of greater uniformity we ad- erally concluded. Power is given the 
vise that the missionaries in charge be in- church "to overcome all things," we 
structed to report the total number of are told, in the revelations of God, 
sermons; baptisms, ordinations, public de- and witfil the overcoming the child of 
bates, and new openings made for preaching 
the word; also the number of General Confer- God finds expansion in heart, mind, 
ence appointees laboring in their respective soul, and spirit, and he feeds and 
missions, with the general average number grows upon all phases of good as his 
of sermons preached by each missionary. enlightened appreciation increases his 

A motion to amend by providing power to absorb and to give out the 
that such reports be limited to one good above, around, about, and 
thousand words, and a further amend- within. To receive is to give, and to 
ment to reduce the limit to five hun- give to receive. The Father of lights 
dred words, were defeated, when the is generous, and designs to bestow an 
report was adopted. endowment that shall enrich all who 

A preamble and resolution providing receive ''the adoption of. cqildren." 
:for representation of the church and :His people can scarcely be hiS ajnd be 
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very limited or narro\v in the elements 
essential to all true phases of life. 
Capacity for happiness is attendant 
upon, is resultant from the life of 
Jesus "made manifest in our mortal 
flesh; and, as with the Master, grace 
for grace received by application, and 
reception of the divine favor means 
the new man "renewed in knowledge," 
and "after the image of Him who 
created him. Great possibilities for 
happiness are open to the "just and 
true;" but attainment is based upon 
real devotion to truth-upon the 
sublimation of the human nature to 
the partaking of "the di vine nature." 
The profession of faith made by the 
child of God requires no ordinary 
effort to insure divine approval, suc
cess, and ''the crown" of eternal life. 
"Who is sufficient for these things?" 

The sermon at 7: 30 was delivered 
by Elder James Caffall assisted by 
Elder W. B. Toney. 

SATURDAY, THE 9TH. 

Prayer service at nine o'clock; El
ders H. A. Stebbins and Israel L. 
Rogers in charge. 

Preaching at 10: 45 by Bro. T. J. 
Sheppard; Bro. W. A. McDowell as
sisting. 

The afternoon business session was 
opened with prayer by Elder M. H. 
Forscutt; President Joseph Smith in 
charge. By request, the sisters re
moved their hats, that all might be 
able to see all portions of the audience 
freely. 

The First Quorum of Elders re
ported: Eighty-two of their number 
had preached 3,010 sermons, baptized 
213. 

The Quorum of Twelve reported on 
the petition from the Pittsburg dis
trict:-

As a quorum we have considered the ques
tion referred to us-the right of teachers 
and deacons to publicly preach-and report 
as follows:-

Whereas, the law contained in section 17, 
paragraph 11, Doctrine and Covenants, clearly 
authorizes teachers and deacons to "take the 
lead of meetings, ... to warn, expound, ex
hort, and teach, and invite all to come to 
Christ;" and, 

Whereas, in section 42, paragraph 5, teach
ers are required together with elders and 
priests, to teach the principles of the gospel; 
and in section 120, paragraph 2, either of 
said officers are permitted to preside and, 

Whereas, in our judgment said duties in
clude in their performance what is commonly 
understood to be p1·eaching, and, 

Whereas, in seotkiu33, paragraph 22,:teach• 
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ers and deacons are limited in their duties to 
local service, 

Resolved, that in our judgment teachers 
and deacons are authorized by the law to 
labor as preachers within branches to which 
they belong, when they are presidents 
thereof, or with the ad vice and consent of 
the chief presiding officer. 

This question was discussed at 
great length, after which it was 
moved to lay the matter on the table. 
The motion was denied by a vote of 
125 to 61. The report was then 
adopted. 

The following resolution was pre
sented:-

Resol ved, by this body, in conference as
sembled, that we concur in and hereby 
adopt the definition of the duties of deacon 
as defined by President Joseph Smith in 
Herald of June 15, 1871, and No. 25, Vol. 31, 
of the Saints' Herald. 

The question was deferred and made 
the special order for Monday, the 
11th. 

The following was also adopted:
Whereas, there is in Shinn's School His

tory of America, pages 289 and 290, an ex
tremely gross misrepresentation of the teach
ing and contents of the Book of Mormon, 
Therefore be it ·resolved, that we take this 
opportunity to express our regret at such un
called for treatment from one who could so 
easily have obtained a knowledge of the truth; 
and we hereby call the attention of our com
mittee on encyclopedias and histories to this 
matter, and request them to take measures 
to provide at once that said History be cor
rected. 

The Third Quorum of Priests re
ported: Forty-one reported 503 ser
mons, 14 baptisms. 

A resolution prevailed providing for 
a joint prayer meeting of all the min
istry, in the lower auditorium, on 
Sunday morning from 8: 30 until noon. 

This was also adopted:-
Resolved, that the Secretary be and, is 

hereby authorized to devise and have printed 
a blank form of delegate credentials; and 
that a copy or copies be sent to each district 
or branch entitled to representation, prior to 
the convening of each General Conference. 

A resolution providing for change 
in the College boards, was deferred 
until Monday the 11th. 

A report and decision from the Quo
rum of Twelve was read and included 
in the minutes. It is as follows:-

To the Conference:-The quorum has, up 
to and including this morning's session, held 
twenty-three meetings-two of which were 
for prayer, and at which the Spirit of the 
Master was copiously manifest. 

We present the following and ask that it 
may be svread upon the minutes as a quorum 
decision. 

Wfl believe i.t to be the dqty of all mbisio;p_• 
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aries who contemplate going to other fields 
than their own to do missionary labor, to 
first obtain consent of the missionary or mis
sionaries, who are in charge, if practicable, 
of the fields where labor is desired to be per
formed. 

Also; should labor be done by missionaries 
where they are compelled to pass th::-ough 
other fields than their own, in getting to and 
from their respective "fields of labor," then 
in both of the above cases all such labor 
should b9 reported to the one in charge of 
such "field of labor.'' 

J. w. WIGH'l', Sec. 

A Sister Crook, who resided about 
three miles from Independence, and 
who attended the conference, was 
struck by a car of the Electric Line, 
which runs between Independence 
and Kansas City, receiving injuries 
from which she died. Her death 
caused general sorrow and sympathy 
throughout the assembly. Her funeral 
was announced to take place Sunday 
afternoon from the church. 

A hymn was sung; benediction by 
Bro. W. H. Kelley. 

Preaching at 7: 30 by Bro. I. M. 
Smith, assisted by Bro. J. A. Grant. 

SUNDAY, THE lOTH. 

The ministry present convened in 
general service of prayer and testi· 
mony in the lower auditorium from· 
8: 30 to noon, and from 7: 30 to 9: 30 
p. m.; President Joseph Smith, Bishop 
E. L. Kelley, and President W. H. 
Kelley in charge of morning service; 
Elders W. H. Kelley, J. W. Gillen, 
and R. C. Evans in charge of the 
evening session. Prayer was made 
in behalf of the duties of Patriarch; 
the appointment of evangelical minis
ters in large branches: the permanent 
filling of the Presidency; the establish
ment of stakes; the appoimment of ad
ditional bishops, and of other general 
interests of the work. A general in
terchange of thought followed. The 
brethren were blessed by the presence 
of the Holy Spirit, and unity and 
peace attended. They were brought 
into closer touch and fraternity of 
spirit by the meeting. 

Bro. S. F.-Dushing, of Nebraska, 
was ordained after the morning hour 
by Elders A.H. Smith, G. H. Hilliard, 
and J. F. Mintun. 

President Joseph Smith addressed 
the congregation at 10: 45 in the upper 
auditorium. He was assisted by his 
eldest living son, Elder Frederick M. 
Smith. The sermon was an excellent 
prese:utation of fa,cts, 
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Preaching at 2: 30 p. m., in the up
per auditorium by Elder F. M. Cooper, 
Elder M. H. Bond assisting. Two 
children were blessed at the con
clusion of the service. 

At 2: 30 Elder Columbus Scott 
preached the funeral sermon of Debo
rah Crook, an aged sister, before re
ferred to. A large audience attested 
sympathy and respect for the de
ceased. Elder G. E. Harrington was 
in charge. 

Elder J. W. Wight was the speaker 
at the evening services. He was as
sisted by Bishop E. L. Kelley. Large 
audiences greeted the speaker at each 
service. Many were present from 
Kansas City and other points during 
the entire day. 

JVIo1hsrs' HomB Column. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

SR. M. A. HUGHES, Clarinda, Iowa, requests 
the sisters to pray for her, that if it is God's 
will she may be healed of erysipelas and 
eczema by the power of God. 

PRAYER UNION SUBJECTS. 
MEMORY VERSES FOR APRIL. 

Thursday, April 14.-0ur families. Prayer 
for the members of our families by name, and 
for the families of each other and those of the 
ministry. For the youth of the church in 
general. 

Memory Verses.-John 13: 34; 1 John 4: 11. 
Thursday, April 21.-Missions and Sunday 

school work, and the church publications. 
Also for the poor, the sick, and afflicted. 

Thursday, April 28.-Zion, our country, its 
welfare and prosperity, and its speedy puri
fication by the reception of truth. That the 
scattered remnants may be gathered in, and 
the kingdom of Christ be established. 

Memory Verses.-D. C. Sec. 57. 

Mis~BllanBotls IlBpar1mBn1. 
CONFERENCE NOTICES. 

Alabama district conference will convene 
at the Lone Star branch, in Monroe County, 
Alabama, May 7 and 8, 1898. Come, all who 
can, and let us have a good meeting. 

J. G. VICKREY. 

BORN. 
MORGAN.-To Bro. John L. and Sr. Ann 

Ellen Morgan, at Keh, Iowa, March 14, 1898, 
a son, and named John L. Blessed April 3, 
1898, by Elder W. E. Williams. 

DIED. 
,JONES.-At Bevier, Missouri, March 23, 
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1891il, Selina, daughter of Bro. John and Sr. 
Selina Jones, aged 18 years, 5 months, and 3 
days. Baptized at Bevier, Missouri, Decem
ber 11, 1890, by Elder Thomas Wellington. 
Selina always carried a smile on her face. 
She carried the same into paradise. Funeral 
service by Elder J. C. Foss. 

BUNKER.-At Streator, Illinois, January 
23, 1898, Betsey Bunker. Sr. Bunker was 
born March 10, 1816, at Athens, Maine; was 
baptized March 25, 1878, at Streator, Illinois, 
by Apostle T. W. Smith. 

KENTY. - Elmira M. Kenty, Arlington 
Heights, Massachusetts, February 22, 1898. 
She was born September 7, 1870, at South 
Rawdon, Nova Scotia; baptized by Elder F. 
M. Sheehy, 1886. She leaves a sorrowing 
husband anC. three little children. Sister 
Elmira was a good saint and a most faithful 
wife and mother. She was sick about eight 
months, and manifested much patience and 
courage throughout her sickness. Her hus
band was her constant and faithful attendant 
through all her sickness and keenly feels his 
loss. She was fully prepared for the change 
and was anxious to depart. She has joined 
the victorious throng in the spirit world till 
the resurrection morn. Funeral services at 
their home, Arlington Heights, Massachu
setts, February 25. Many friends and saints 
were present: a most lovely display of flowers 
from those who loved her. Sermon by Elder 
R. Bullard. 

HESLOP.-William Henry Heslop, Feb
ruary 21, 1898, at Arnott's Biscuit Factory, 
New Castle, New South Wales. A promising 
young brother in his 18th year. He was 
caught in the belt and shafting while putting 
the belt over the pulley overhead, and was 
instantly killed. The writer was called 
from Sydney by telegram to conduct the last 
sad rites. He was interred in Sandgate 
cemetery on the 23d. The band of which he 
was a member ("Barkel's Modle") marched 
in front playing the funeral march which 
visibly affected all in the procession. Nearly 
two hundred factory hands also attended 
in a body. His employers covered 
the hearse with costly wreaths. It 
was the most beautiful and sad funeral 
procession that ever left the locality. The 
deceased was baptized on the 20th of Decem
ber, 1896, by Elder C. A. Butterworth. He 
was beloved by society, church members, and 
fellow workmen. He has gone to join his 
deceased mother whose death he mourned 
much, thus creating a double vacancy in the 
home circle. The Gosford Road chapel was 
crowded to its utmost to hear the funeral 
sermon on the Sunday night following the 
terrible fatality. It is consolation to know 
that his mangled body will rise again with 
every part whole and perfect in the first 
resurrection. The branch in which this 
fatality happened, (the Hamilton branch, 
Newcastle,) has had five funerals within a 
few short weeks, and three of them were 
from sudden fatalities. G. R. WELLS. 

TRACY.-At Hudson, Oregon, April 1, 1898, 
Bro. L. M. Tracy, aged 42 years, 1 month, 
and 23 days. Was baptized October 13, 1891; 
was firm in the faith to the end. After a 
very brief illness he passed away in perfect 

peace, without pain or a struggle. He leaves 
a wife and six small children, with numerous 
other relatives and friends to mourn his de
parture from this life. 

DAVIS.-Eleazer Davis was born at Sonora, 
Steuben County, New York, August 18, 1826; 
baptized October 28, 1877; died March 8, 
1898, at Missouri Valley, Iowa, firm in the 
faith. Funeral service at the home in charge 
of Elder D. R. Chambers. 

PORTER. - James Thomas, only son of 
Smyth and Laura Porter, March 25, 1898, 
aged 5 months and 15 days. The words of 
the blessed Master come vividly to our minds, 
"Suffer the little children to come unto me, 
and forbid them not; for of such is the king
dom of God." Funeral sermon by Elder Wil
liam C. Marshall. 

BERRY.-Alta, five months old daughter of 
Charles and Sr. Emma Berry, passed away 
beyond, March 14. Funeral services at the 
home on the 15th, Elder Alma Fyrando in 
charge. 

MICKEY. - James B. Mickey was born 
March 25, 1858. Had lived near Calhoun, 
Iowa, for thirty-two years. Had suffered 
much for some years past. Died March 26, 
1898. Though not a membBr of any church, 
his mother-in-law is a member with us, and 
be was highly spoken of by those who knew 
him best. Funeral services at the home of 
his parents, Sunday, March 27; Elder Alma 
Fyrando the speaker. 

DURFEY. - William E. Durfey was born 
January 14, 1846, in Lee County, Iowa; died 
April 6, 1898, in Fremont County, near Far
ragut, Iowa. He united with the church in 
1863. Has lived a member of said church 
until the present time, and passed peacefully 
away strong in the faith of this latter-day 
work. At the age of 18 years our brother 
enlisted in the 3d Iowa Cavalry, Company C, 
and served faithfully until the close of the 
war of the rebellion. Was honorably dis
charged and has since lived an honorable 
citizen of this country over eighteen years. 
Funeral sermon preached by Elder J. V. Rob
erts, assisted by J. B. Cline, at the Christian 
church of Farragut, to a large and attentive 
audience of friends and loved ones. 

Royal makes the food pure, 
wholesome and delicious. 

ROYAL BAKINO POWDER CO., NEW YORK. 
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terest. Quite a number of new subscribers I study hereafter. After some discus-
were secured, though it fell far short of the . 

Continued from page two of cover. 

'the loyalty of the General ::>unday School As
sociation to the Religio cause be passed by 
this convention. 

five hundred, but as a great many remit- s10n the Book of Mormon and archre-
tances were made direct, cannot say to just ology was the study decided upon for 
what extent it came short of the number. Second. Thata standing committee of five 

be appointed, whose duties shall be similar 
io, or the same as;the "committee of five" of 
the past year; which committee may, in 
other words, be termed, a "standing commit
tee on improvements." 

That the Holy Spirit may direct in all your 
deliberations is my earnest prayer. 

Your servant, 

one year. 
It was moved that the money· on 

hand, known as the literary fund, 
which money was loaned last year to 
the Bishop of the church, be left to 
the Executive Committee to use at 

F. E. COCHRAN, Vice Preoident. 
SECRETARY'S ANNUAL REPORT. 

Our work has not yet been introduced in 
Canada to the extent we had hoped, though 
one society bas been formed there under fa
vorable conditions. Believe when we decide 
upon a more definite course of study, and our 
work presented in such a way as to be under
stood, s 1cieties will be formed in a great many 
places where it is thought they cannot now. 
Recently a society has been formed in Indian 
Territory, which is the first in that locality. their discretion. 

If we were justified in any degree of rejoic
ing in making our report last year, we feel 
that we would be justified in singing psalms 
.in doing so this. While the ideal condition 
has by no means been reached, we are cer
tainly several rounds farther up the ladder 
'than we were on April 1, 1897, and believe it 
fair to state that at least reasonable prollress 
has been made. 

Unless something now unforeseen should Election of officers resulted in the 

Our nun:.bers have not increased as rapidly 
as some might think they should, but there 
are a number of reasons for this, though the 
recounting of them would hardly properly 
come under this report. That there are diffi
culties to be met and overcome still before us 
:ls quite apparent, though we believe no lar
ger than have already been mounted. This 
fact gives us courage and reasons to believe 
they will be mastered in time. 

arise, believe the Religio has seen its darkest 
days, and that by careful and prayerful work 
its success is assured. Not that we have 
reached what we are aiming at, but we are 
upon a good, broad road, and making en
couraging progress. 

J.C. HITCHCOCK. 
ST. LoUis, Mo., March 31, 1898. 

Treasurer Russell Archibald re
ported: Balance last report $109.24; 
receipts therewith $225.36; expendi
tures $171.52; balance on hand $53.84. 

Frank Mills, J. M. Lampert, and 
Bro. Barraclough were appointQd by 
the chair to be the auditing com-
mittee. 

The President then stated the im
portance of the business before the 
convention on the morrow, and ex
horting that prayerful, humble prepa
ration be made for it. The session 
then adjourned to meet at 7: 30 the 
following morning for prayer service 
preceding the day's labors. 

Our report last year was for the two pre
ceding years, and showed an increase in mem
bership of 340, or on an average of 170 for 
each year. This year we have to report the 
organization of fourteen new societies and an 
increase in membership of about 415. In ad
ilition to this four commissions are now out 
to be reported on. It will be noted that this 
is a very favorable report as compared with 
the one for the previous year. Our increase 
last year was 10. 7 per cent of our member
ship, this year 23.1 per cent of membership, 
or an increase of 12.4 per cent over the in
crease of last year, making us about 2,165 
members. While we look upon the increase SATURDAY, APRIL 2. 
ill membership with pleasure, there are 
points that we have gained during the past Notwithstanding the early hour, the 
year of even a more encouraging nature; viz., workers evinced their sincerity by 
learning where we are and what we are here 
for. being present on time, and the season 

One of the difficulties encountered in the that was had more than repaid for the 
organization of societies is the scattered con-
ilition of the saints in both country and large sacrifice of fasting that was made. It 
cities. This is a difficulty that in our judg- was encouraging and inspiring, adding 
ment can be successfully overcome but in one 
way, and an explanation of our idea of that another evidence of the Lord's ap-
would not properly come in this report. proval of the Religio endeavor. 

During the year have written about five 
hundred letters, besides mailing chart@rs, After a brief intermission, business 
circulars, etc. Have sent out twenty-four meeting opened. A resolution passed 
lists of instructions and commissions, result-
ing in fourteen new societies and four still that all visiting missionaries under 
out as mentioned above. In this work have General Conference appointment, by 
been assisted by Sr. Hitchcock and others. 

During the month of November, 1897, the presenting request, be privileged to 
existing conditions appearing to demand ac- voice and vote in the convention. 
tion, I endeavored to secure five hundred new 
subscribers for .Autumn Leaves. This with a The principal feature of business, 
view to showing our appreciation of the maga- the report of "the committee of five," 
zine and courtesies extended the society dur-
ing the year. In doing this wrote personal was then ~aken up and read, after-
fotters to individuals in each locality where wards cqnsidered by section. It was 
our work had been introduced where any 
special activity had been manifested, and to printed in the February number of 
some places where no society had yet been Autumn Leaves, in the Religio depart
formed, though I knew of those residing 
there who were interested. In this letter re- ment,-the Arena. 
quested that they kindly take the task upon The same striking unity that had 
themselves to see what could be done, allot-
ting them a certain portion of the anticipated prevailed with the committee, in their 
:five hundred and asking that they secure if work, was again evidenced, as, with a 
possible. To do this in the manner I believed . 
it should be done, required about fifty pages few amendments, the convention 
of closely written type-written matter. Quite adopted the suggested Constitution 
a number of those to whom I wrote acted 
promptly and I believe it has materially land By-Laws as a whole. 
sssiste~ the magazine1 not so much in n~w It was moved to have one course of 
subscribers as awakemng a more general m-

same ones being chosen again, except 
the Vice President, F. E. Cochran, 
who was unable to act again, he stated, 
because of other duties. Bro. Ammon 
White, of Independence, was elected 
in his stead. 

The question of extending the Re· 
ligio work by systematically represent· 
ing it at the church reunions and 
Sunday School Institute was pre
sented, and it was moved and carried 
that the Executive Committee be au
thorized to take the matter in charge 

A vote of thanks was tendered to 
the officers of the General Sunday 
School Association for their courtesies 
shown at the time of the Woodbine 
reunion, and Institute at St. Joseph. 

It was thought well to have a com
mittee for the next year, similar to 
the committee of five, whose special 
charge should be to study improve
ment of methods and suggest such 
changes as seemed needed. 

The following resolution was 
adopted: ''Believing tb'at the interests 
of the society could be conserved were 
the general sessions held during the 
time of convening of the General~Con
ference, Resolved that we petition the 
General Conference at its coming ses· 
sion to grant the society one day, or 
as. much time as may be agreed!upon 
by the general officers and the Presi
dency of the church, to be devoted to 
the Religio convention at the succeed· 
ing General Conference of the church." 

The benediction by Bro. A. M. 
Chase closed a most peaceful day's 
work. 

The evening exercises included an 
address by President Gunsolley; a 
paper written by Sr. Marie Clark, of 
Chicago, was read by Sr. Flo McNich· 
ols; Bro. J. W. Wight talked about 
•tThe Religio, as viewed by a mission· 
ary;" Bro. F. M. Sheehy spoke of 
'•The young people's place in the 
church," and Secretary J. C. Hitch· 
cock made the closing address. 
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The Religians were much enthused 
by the words of encouragement given 
them. 

SUNDAY, APRIL 3. 
The local Sunday school held its 

regular session at 9: 30, in charge of 
Bro. W. N. Robinson, superintendent, 
and Bro. Ammon White, assistant. 

At eleven o'clock the service was ' 
under the auspices of the Religio so
ciety. Bro. Russell Archibald, of St. 
Louis, one of the pioneer workers, 
preached an excellent sermon, in 
which he dwelt largely upon the de
velopment of the race in attaining 
unto the knowledge of God essential 
to life eternal. He emphasized the 
necessity of proper moral and spir
itual education of the young, in con
nection with which the purposes of 
the Religio were outlined by the 
speaker. 

At half past two in the afternoon 
the Religio closed its convention with 
a social service in joint charge of the 
officers of the Religio and Sun:lay 
School Association. The two auxil
iary societies were represented or 
merged in the service, which was in 
charge of Brn. J. A. Gunsolley and 
T. A. Hougas. The session was one 
of prayer and testimony, at which the 
sacrament was administered under the 
auspices of the Independence branch. 
The meeting was largely attended and 
well enjoyed by the large audience of 
home saints and visitors present. 
With this session the Religio services 
closed, and the workers take up the 
labors of the coming year with 
greater zeal and a better preparation 
to assist in laboring for the develop
ment of the young people. 

LAMONI RESIDENCE 
with 7t acres of land for sale. This is a well
built two story house, containing 10 
rooms, 2 pantries, 5 closets, coal and wood 
house. Good barn for three horses, mow for 
about 6 tons of hay, bins for 600 bushels of 
grain, buggy and harness room, and a work 
shop. Stable for three cows. Corn crib, pig 
pens, poultry house. Two wells, cistern, 
large cellar, plenty of fruit. This property 
is very eligibly situated, adjoining the town 
on the north, with a commanding view of 
town and country. Anyone desiring a choice 
home, this affords a rare opportunity. It is 
half a mile from church and post office. For 
terms and particulars apply to 

. JOHN SCOTT, Lamoni, Iowa. 

Furniture From Factory to Fireside. 
Being the only extensive manufacturers of furniture in 

the world selling direct from maker to user, we save our 
customers the enormous expenses and profits of ~he 
jobbers and retailers. Send for catalogue A, showing 
our full line of Household Furniture, at 20 to 50 per cent 
mider·retail value. 

Q.uaker Valley Manufacturing Co., 
819 and 321 s. Canal St., Chicago. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

-- I WHAT HA VE YOU to exchange as part I payment on a well improved 80 acre farm 
two miles from Lamoni? Large build
ings-all painted-orchard. Yearly pay· I 
ments on balance. Give full description I and price of your propertv in first letter. 

' D. F. Nicholson. 
4!!l1ll!!!!!i' &LC liMl!ll!D 

BOOK OF MORMON MAPS NOW READY. 
A large map of the Book of Mormon geography, as 

compiled by the committee on Arctreology; drawn for 
them and engraved by Bro. G. ]\ \Veston, accord mg to the 
Weston art m• thnd; 40x51 inches, designed for the home, 
office, and Sunday school. A durable, strong, and artistic 
map; mounted on cloth, in laFlt.iDg colors~ tr e sarfaGe 
varnished so as to be washed off with damp clotll when 
neces'ary; with stained and varnished strip at top and 
bott"m· 

Sent by express to any address for $2.50, express to be 
paid by purchaser. 

This map has all the mi•sionary and colonial journey 
lines between the lands Zarahemla. Lehi-Nephi, etc.; 
and the migratory journeys of the Nephites, Jaredites, 
aud t.he people of Zarahemla, from their first landings to 
t-he Hill Cumorab; also the modern tr.avels of Humboldt, 
Pizarro, and Cortez. It gives the native races of the United 
States, Central America, and Mexico-the Incas, Maya"!, 
Aztecs, Indian tribes, etc. The ancient Peruvian roads are 
indicated as nearly as can be obtained, and an a· phabetical 
index in full is to accompany it as soon as published, aL 
twenty-five cent@, giving references to page, chapter. 
and paragraph in Book of Mormon and other works; and 
also giving a reference to the numbers and Jetter!il on the 
margin of the map, so that the various locations can 
readily be found thereon. 

Send money by postal money order to G F WESTON, 
Box 553, Buchanan, Berrien County, Michigan. 

TOBACCO HABIT CURED, 
OU NO PAY. 

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively 
guarantees three boxes of "Quit~To· Bae" to perma· 
nently take away all desire for tobacco, or will 
promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent 
post paid anywhere fur $1.50 No bad effects from 
use of Quit-To-Bae. It is a great nerve tonic. Why 
not try it? It has c...ired hundreds; why not you? 
Remember, No ~)ure, ~o Pay. Address, B. F. 
ORD\VAY, Peoria, Illinois. 

TAKE YOUR.,CHOICE 
o:fthree good residences in Lamoni. 

One 4 room, one 5 room, and one 7 room 
residence, with good cellars, pantries, and 
closets. Abundance of good water, also fruit 
trees and small fruit. Convenient to church, 
school, and business part of town. Will sell 
any two of the three residences. For further 
particulars, call on or address CHAS. F. 
CHURCH, Lamoni, Iowz.. 10-7-t 

The Quaker Valley Manufacturing Co., 319 and 321 
South Oanal Street, Chicago, sell a full line of high
grade household furniture direct from the factory at 20 to 
liO per cent lower than retail prices, and will send anyone 
a copy of their catalogue free. 

If you contemplate purchasing household furniture, by 
all means send for the catalogue of the ~uake1 Valley 
Manufacturing Co., 319 and 321 South Canal Street, 
Chicai:o. 

LAMONI FARM FOR SALE. 
Eighty acres, with five room house, large 

barn, other outbuildings; abundance of water; 
young orchard. Located two miles from 
Graceland College, Lamoni, and one fourth 
mile from schoolhouse. Price, $~,500 with 
one half cash; balance to suit purchaser. 

Address, MRS. MARGARET BAGLEY, 
Lamoni, Iowa. 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. Large 
Type Edition. 

Cloth, leather backs and corners .. $1 50 
Seal Grain Russia, gilt edges ..... 2 00 

JUST PUBLISHED. 
A Concordance to the large print Book of 

Mormon, of proper size for insertion in books 
of that edition already published. Sixteen 
pages. Everyone should have it. On sale 
at the Herald Office. Price ten cents. 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an 
invention is probably patentable. Communica,.. 
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents. 

Patents talrnn through Munn & Co. receive 
special notice, without charge, in the 

Sti¢ntific Jlm¢rican. 
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir~ 
culation of any scientific journal. rrerms, $3 a 
year; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers. 

MUNN & C0.3618roadway, New York 
Brnnch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C. 

HARDWARE!! 
STOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, E'l'O. 

Special attention given to Builders' Hardware. 
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnished 

LAMONI HARDWARE CO. 

THE KEOKUK ROUTE. 

K. & W. and D. ~I. & K. C. Railways. 
The D. M. & K. C. Ry from Des Moine~ 

to Cainsville has been rebuilt and that por• 
tion south of Van ·wert will be standard 
gauge on or before November 1, 1897. 

There is no road in Southern Iowa Ol' 
Northern Missouri which has more good 
locations for business men than on tbe line oB 
the Keokuk Route. More stock of all kinde 
has been shipped over this line than any road 
of equal mileage in IowR or Missouri. (See 
Missouri Surplus Map at our stations.) The 
freight and passenger service is not equalled 
by any road in the state, except the Missouri 
River trunk line~, with each of which we 
have union stations and direct connections .. 

Persons seeking farms can find property at 
tempting prices; men seeking busines~ \\)Ca
tions can find towns with ample territor;y i1nd 
settlers to warrant good business. Additional 
passenger service will Eoon be given which 
will add to the growth of the towns. 

'l'he towns between Des Moines and Cains
ville are particularly well located for 
business. Look them up. Write to the 
undersigned for additional information. See 
folder for map and lands. 

J. F'. ELDER, 

A. C. GOODRICH, 
Gen. Pass. Agent. 

Vice Pn'B. and Gen. M'n'gr, 

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN. 
A house in Lamoni, Iowa, two Eq1rnres from the bust• 

ness center. It base.ix room~, a hall, and three closets9 . 

and is conveniently arranged for a family of six or more-; 
is warm as a winter house, and has good ventilation for 
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple, 
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which are 
the corner of a block. Address, 

I. N. W. COOPER. Lamoni,, lows. 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation: Large Type Edi
tion. 

Cloth, leather backs and corners .. $1 00 
Seal Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 1 25 
Seal Grain Russia, gilt edges .•••• 1 50 
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WAR AS A SCIENCE. 

CHEMIS'l'RY AND PHYSICS TO DECIDE 

FUTURE BATTLES. 

"THE next armed conflict in which 
Uncle Sam is called upon to engage 
will be a war of physics and chemis
try. We are on the edge of a great 
revolution in the art of fighting, and 
before long the methods of warfare 
most approved to-day will be regarded 
as wholly out of date. Twenty years 
from now, reckoning at the very 
farthest, there will be no floating 
fortresses of the kind which we call 
battleships; they will be considered 
as representing an obsolete type of 
naval architecture, and their place 
will be taken by vessels comparatively 
small, yet infinitely more formidable 
and destr11ctive. By that time, also, 
electricity will have made its appear· 
ance as an active agent of destruction, 
and military engines of all sorts will 
have assumed forms as yet undreamed 
of." 

The remarks quoted above, says the 
St. Louis Globe- Democrat, were made 
by a government official, who is one 
of the foremost scientific men of this 
country. Imposing the condition that 
his name should not be mentioned, he 
proceeded to develop the idea by a 
series of suggestions so striking as to 
excite the utmost interest. He said:-

, •To illustrate the tendency of the 
development of warfare at present, I 
will refer to the wiping out of the 
battleship Maine. According to my 
belief, it took just about three men to 
accomplish the destruction of that 
gigantic fighting machine. They had 
a large quantity of nitroglycerin, or 
some such high explosive, packed 
in bags impervious to water. In each 
bag was placed just enough cork to 
give the contents the specific gravity 
of water, approximately. Dragging 

Lamoni, Iowa, April 20, 1898. No. 16. 

the bags, one or more of the men swam J much lighter and more graceful, rep
out to within a short distance of the resenting improved types. In one of 
ship, then dived and swam under 
water to escap~ observation, and came 
up under the safe shelter of the side 
of the vessel. To attach the bags to 
the bottom of the ship was easy, and 
a chemical time fuse that would burn 
under water could be ignited readily 
enough, permitting the assassins to 
swim away at their leisure. 

'·In some such way as this, I think, 
the Maine was destroyed. I only cite 
the case to illustrate the ease with 
which a mighty warship of this de
scription can be destroyed by two or 
three determined men at a minimum 
of cost. A few dollars' woriJh of high 
explosives wi.11 wipe out $4,000,000 
worth of fighting machinery and sev
eral hundred lives. If half a dozen 
hostile vessels of war ventured into 
the harbor of New York they would 
be annihilated very quickly, not by 
our own warships, but by small 
groups of courageous men with so
called infernal machines of one kind 
or another. When this sort of thing 
can happen, and is always likely to 
occur, it means that the fighting ship 
of the type described is out of date. 
The modern battleship is constructed, 
so to speak, on a gunpowder basis; in 
the building of them no more account 
is taken of high explosives than if 
there were no such thing. But it is 
perfectly certain that the wars of the 
immediate future are to be prosecuted 
with high explosives. 

"You must remember that as yet no 
adequate test of the eiiciency of bat
tleships has been made in practice. 
They are built on theory. What does 
their strength amount to, the thick
ness of their armor and the weight of 
projectiles they can throw, if they 
can be so readily destroyed? They 
represent a putting of matter in the 
wrong place. In a museum of natural 
history you will see the skeletons of 
many extinct animals which have 
lived at va.rious epochs of the earth's 
history. You can tell at a glance the 
very ancient skeletons from those 
which belonged to creatures of more 
recent times, because the latter are so 

these great warships you see a mass
ing of material regardless of expense 
and without regard to practical con
ditions. Therefore this species of 
vessel is doomed to early extinction, 
like the hugs and unwieldy mammals 
of the Pliocene. 

"The great warship and the great 
gun are the naval ideals of to-day. 
Both of them are based on what? On 
gunpowder. Modern forts, both on 
land and on sea, are built on a gun
powder basis, and without any consid
eration of high explosives. The very 
brains of army and navy men all over 
the world are adjusted to gunpowder, 
as it were. Military experts, gener
ally speaking, are unable to t.hink of 
war except in terms of gunpowder. 
Yet gunpowder is practically out of 
date. The day of high power explo
sives has arrived; they constitute the 
postulate to which ideas of warfare 
must be adjusted. These explosives 
have carried the art of war beyond · 
the stage when the battleship can be 
useful. With their aid it is as easy 
to destroy the strongest armored ship 
as to smash up a wooden schooner. 
It is not possible to predict with con
fidence just what the character of the 
fighting vessels of the future will be, 
but a suggestion in that direction 
seems to be afforded by the torpedo 
boat. A torpedo boat costs $75,000, 
and you can build a whole fleet.of such 
craft for the cost of one battleship. 

"The advantage of high explosives 
is that only a little power is required 
to convey them to the place where 
they are to do work. Their adoption 
as a means of destruction is certain to 
introduce an entirly new series of in
ventions for war. The development of 
the art of war from this time on will 
be a battle of invention. If hostilities. 
should break out between Spain and 
the United States invention in this 
line would be marvelously stimulated .. 
Has it ever occured to you to think oL 
the fact that during our own .civil war 
a greater number of fighting machines 
were invented than in all the history 
of the world up to that time? The: 
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Franco-Prussian conflict gave a great times as strong as gunpowder. It is I would set a whole district on fire at 
stimulus to military invention. We, of made by dissolving gun cotton in ni- once. This kind of infernal machine 
course, are a nation of inventors. A troglycerine, the preparation having is destined also for burning ships at 
war with Spain would bring into exist- the consistency of honey. But it is sea. 
en.ce many contrivances for destruction very unsafe for use in battle, because 1 "Respecting the prospects of using 
far surpassing what has hitherto been a bullet striking it will set it off by balloons and flying machines in war a 
devised. 'l'he Spaniards, themselves concussion. great deal has been said, but it is all 
not at all an inventive people, would "It is extremely likely that in the highly speculative. Balloons may be 
think that they had come up against next great war shells that liberate employed to drop explosives, but they 
a nation of devils. poisonous gases on explosion will be are not very manageable, being to a 

"It is logically proper to assume employed. It has been suggested great extent at the mercy of air cur
any absurdity for the sake of argu- that bombs loaded with hydrocyanic rents. Nevertheless, it is said that 
ment. Let us assume, then, that we acid gas under pressure could be thus both Germany and France now have 
were driven from the seas actually by utilized, releasing such fumes on , balloons that can be steered and pro
the Spaniards, and that our defeat bursting as would destroy all life in ' pelled against a pretty strong breeze. 
was absolute and overwhelming. The the neighborhood. The French 'mel- It goes without saying that, if a really 
wind up of the whole affair would inite' has for its base a coal tar prod- practical flying machine should ever 
nevertheless be the total wiping out uct termed picric acid; its consistency be devised, it would wholly revolution
of Spain, for we would build vessels is about that of molasses, and it is ize warfare. No fort could be built 
adjusted to requirements. There is poured into shells and permitted to that would be strong enough to with
no telling what we might do with I harden. This stuff is entirely safe to stand high explosives dropped from 
electricity, which doubtless is destined·/ handle, though three times as power- above, and ships would be equally 
to play a part in future warfare as an ful as gunpowder. The fumes set exposed to destruction. Under such 
active agent of destruction. Telegra- free by the bursting of a bomb loaded conditions warfare would necessarily 
phy without wires is as yet in its in- with it are most deadly. A single be transferred from the land and sea 
fancy, but something very substantial one, fired experimentally at a vessel to the air, and the quarrels of nations 
in this line has been accomplished al- on the deck of which had been placed would be decided by battles between 
ready. If we can convey, as we do, a number of sheep and goats, killed by fleets of airships. 
to a distance and without wire enough suffocation all of the animals that 1 "Chemistry and physics, as I have 

. energy to communicate intelligence, were not destroyed by the flying frag-1 said, will be the basis of the warfare 
we shall be able before long to convey ments. If a shell loaded with hydro· of the future. Under the former of 
enough energy to work injury. As cyanic acid gas-this is the same thing I these two heads comes photography, 
our control of electrical energy be- as prussic acid, and the deadliest of which will be largely employed. The 
comes more complete, we can extend all poisons-should be fired into a latest invention in aerial photography 
its reach further and further. It does ship and explode inside of the vessel, is intended for military use. It is a 
not seem wholly improbable that the pretty nearly everybody on board bomb containing a camera and a para
time will come when we shall be able would surely perish. chute, and is fired vertically into the 
to explode the magazine of a ship 1 ''In the recently published novel, air from a mortar. When one thou
without going near it. 'War of the Worlds,' which describes sand feet or so above the earth it ex-

"The only attempt thus far made by an attack by Martians upon the earth, plodes, liberating the camera, which 
the United States in the direction of the assailants from the sister planet is upheld in the air by the parachute. 
utilizing high explosives for purposes are represented as destroying immense Then the camera takes one or more 
of nava! warfare if torpedoes be ex- numbers of people by letting loose a snap-shot pictures of the landscape 
cepted, is represented by the so-called cloud of black vapor that sinks to the below. It is weighted sufficiently to 
dynamite cruiser Vesuvius, which is ground and smothers to death every make it sink pretty rapidly, so that it 
now in the neighborhood of Key West. living thing. The author may have lands not far from where it started, 
This vessel has on her forward deck in his mind bisulphide of carbon, an and is promptly picked up. Obviously, 
three fifteen-inch guns which throw extremely explosive substance, which photographs thus taken wip be of the 

Projectiles loaded with dynamite a readily resolves itself into a most ~tmost v~lue to~ ~omm~ndmg general 

I 
m war time, g1vmg him a survey of 

distance of a mile. The ship is only deadly gas when exposed to the at- the field, of the distribution of the 
an experiment, and her practical · mosphere. This gas is heavier than [ enemy's troops, and of hostile en
utility is regarded by naval authorities j air, and so sinks. The newly invented. trenchm~nts and fc;>~tifications. Such 
as very doubtful. The problem of 'smoke grenades' are filled with chemi- bombs m1.ght be utilized to :J:d:rantage 

· · · · b h' h 1 · by warships at sea for obtammg no-throwmg high explosives with safety cal su stances w w , on exp os10n,. t'fi t' f the a h f h t'l i ca 10n o pproac o a os i e 
to those who use them has not yet produce clouds of dense, black smoke; fleet long before the vessels hove in 
been solved satisfactorily. No explo- they are intended to be carried in ad- sight. Owing to the curvature of the 
sive is good for fighting purposes that vance by skirmishers and thrown so . earth, a ship is invisible at a distance 
can be touched off by shock or other- as to conceal the troops following. A of only a few miles on the ocean. In 

wise thane by actual cont~ct with ~re. no~el German co~trivance is a ?omb ~~~13~~ep;~:id~~r~i~~t: :~~s;~~~~: 
The stuff called 'explosive gelatme,' I which, on explodmg, scatters highly float, so as to be found and rec~vered 
for example, is the most powerful of I inflammable substances far and wide· readily after reaching the water."
all known explosives, being fifteen . A single one bursting over a town Chicago Ti·ibune. 
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8: 31, 82. 
"Hearken to the word of the lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none." 
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LAMONI, low A, APRIL 20, 1898. 

THE GENERAL. CONFERENCE. 

MONDAY, THE llTH. 
THE service of prayer and testimony 
at nine o'clock was in charge of Brn. 
J. A. Gunsolley and 0. H. Riggs. 
The meeting was reported as a very 
spiritual one throughout. The gifts 
of the gospel were manifest at this 
meeting and at a number of others, to 
the instruction and comfort of many. 

Elder F. C. Keck was the preacher 
at the 10: 45 service. Elder M. H. 
Forscutt assisted. 

The business session at two o'clock 

Lamoni, Iowa, April 20, 1898. 

ence, Missouri, with copy of such notices 
simultaneously with the copy furnished to 
the SAINTS' HERALD. 

After much discussion it was moved 
to amend by striking out the words 
''is hereby authorized" and inserting 
the words "be permitted." This was 
also discussed, when the whole mat· 
ter was laid on the table. 

The time and place of next General 
Conference were made the special or· 
der for the following day's session. 

The President announced that all 
new business must be placed on the 
table before the close of the business 
session of the 12th inst. 

Announcements followed, the dox· 
ology was sung, and President Joseph 
Smith dismissed the audience. 

The sermon at the evening service 
was delivered by President Joseph 
Smith; Elder S. F. Cushman, of Ne-

was in charge of President A. H. braska, assisted. 
Smith. Hymn No. 62 was followed TUESDAY, THE 12TH. 

, by prayer, Bro. J. C. Clapp invoking The regular morning service of 
the divine blessing upon the assembly. prayer and testimony was in charge 
The reading of the minutes followed. of Elders Henry Kemp and John Pett. 

A resolution was adopted deprecat- The preaching at 10: 45 was by 
ing misrepresentations published in Elder J. D. Erwin, Elder J. W. Jack· 
the Kansas City Star, and requesting son assisting. 
the press committee to take action to Business was resumed at the after· 
prevent repebition of similar reports. noon session. The opening hymn 

The special order of the day,- a was followed with prayer by Presi
resolution to indorse President Jo- dent Joseph Smith, who presided over 
seph Smith's definition of the duties the session. The minutes were read. 
of deacons as publi.shed in the HERALD Attention was called to the Kansas 
of June 15, 1871, - was taken up. City Journal's report of proceedings 
After considerable discussion the mat· of the 11th, which erroneously repre· 
ter was referred to the First Presi- sen:ted the conference as censuring 
dency, the Twelve, and the Bishopric. the Kansas City Star for its publica-

The preambles and resolution pro- tion of incorrect and sensational re
viding for changes in the Articles and ports. The press committee was 
By-Laws of Graceland College were instructed to request correction of 
again deferred until the College Trus· that feature of the Journal's report. 
tees had reported. Reports were received from the 

Elder F. M. Smith, Assistant First and Fifth quorums of Elders, 
Church Historian, reported. Bro. and the First, Second, and Fourth 
Smith also reported as Church Li- quorums of Priests. 
brarian. The full reports will appear The committee appointed to con-
in the minutes. sider an appeal from the San Antonio, 

The following was moved:- Texas, branch recommended further 
Resolved, that for the purpose of a wider consideration. The matter was re· 

dissemination of official no~ices aff~cting the ferred to the Twelve for consideration 
interests of the membership of this church, I d t' th t bl' h th · d · 
the Secretary of the Church is hereby au- a~ ac ion, ey 0 pu lS eir eCl· 
tb.orized to filruish Zion'3 EnBiqn, I1:1depend· im:m through the HERALD. 

Book of Mormon, page 118. 

No.16. 

A number of unenrolled elders re· 
quested enrollment in the Seventh 
Qiiorum of Elders, also that said quo
rum be fully organized by appoint
ment and ordination of officers. The 
request was referred to the Quorum 
of Twelve for action. 

A motion prevailed "that the Board 
of Publication be required to publish 
the third volume of the Church His
tory as soon as practicable." 

A motion involving questions con
cerning the right of quorums of elders 
to drop their members, and of the 
standing of elders so dropped, was 
referred to a committee for more per
fect formulation: Brn. Alma Kent, 
R. Etzenhouser, and S. D. Condit. 

A paper from delegates of the Oen· 
tral, Northern, and Southern Ne· 
braska districts, asking action on 
district boundary lines, was referred 
to a committee: Elders James Caffall, 
J. W. Gillen, T. W. Williams. 

The Fourth Quorum of Elde!'S pre
sented a paper asking the body to 
affirm that elders sent on missionary 
work should be sent two by two. It 
was discussed at length, moved to 
refer to the Twelve, and laid on the 
table. 

A resolution concerning scattered 
members uniting with branches, and 
another declaring that letters of re 
moval should be sent only to persons 
actually removing from one branch to 
another, were referred to a committee: 
Brn. R. M. Elvin, R. S. Salyards, H. 
A. Stebbins. 

The committee to whom was re
ferred the question of elders' quorums 
dropping their members, reported, in 
effect, that quorums had adopted rules 
which permitted them to drop mem
bers for cause and for the purpose of 
infusing new life in said quorums; 
that elders dropped stood with the 
body of the eldership not enrolled in 
quorums. Report adopted. 

The following was adopted:
Resolved, that the schedule of resolutions 

binding upon the body, that has been in pro
cess of preparation for fourteen years, be 
looked over, cori-ected, and published at the 
earlie~t pract~mi.ble Gonver.llence. 
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Remaining resolutions were read 
but adjournment was taken, the tim~ 
limit of the session havinO' been 0 . 

reached. 
President Joseph Smith called at

tention, by request, to the practice of 
whispering and other annoyances that 
disturbed those present who desired 
to give due attention to conference 
proceedings. 

Bishop Kelley read a request for a 
collection and donations to the Second 
Kansas City branch, the members of 
which desired to build a church. 

The session adjourned, benediction 
by Pres. A. H. Smith. 

Three persons were baptized during 
the afternoon, in the font of the Bap· 
tist church, by Elder M. T. Short. 

At half past seven o'clock Elder F. 
M. Sheehy preached the sermon. He 
was assisted by Elder D. L. Harris. 

WEDNESDAY, THE 13TH. 
The opening service of prayer at 

nine o'clock was in charge of Brn. J. 
T. Kinnaman and J. T. D.1vis. 

Preaching at the usual morning 
hour, Elder T. J. Sheldon occupying 
the stand, Elder I. N. Roberts assist
ing. 

Afternoon session of business at 
two o'clock; Pres. A. H. Smith in the 
c~air; prayer by Bro. G. T. Griffiths; 
nnnutes approved. 

It was moved that all relating to the 
ministry being sent two by two be 
stricken from the record. Motion lost. 

The special order of the day-- fixing 
time and place of next General Confer
ence-was taken up, through a resolu
tion to meet at Lamoni, Iowa, April 
6, 1900. 

An amendment followed "to strike 
out 1900 and insert 1899." Speeches 
on the whole question were limited to 
three minutes, and the time and place 
considered separately. The amend
ment for 1899 was lost-vote 92 to 
100. A motion to amend by addinP" 
" 0' 

or at the call of the First Presi-
dency," was adopted. The original 
motion as to time and as amended was 
then adopted. The following named 
places were then placed in nomina
tion; the figures show the result of 
the vote: Lamoni, Iowa, 175; Kirt
land, Ohio,10; Boston, Massachusetts, 
10; Kansas City, Missouri, 3; Lon
don, Ontario, 4; Chicago, Illinois, 9; 
Papeete, Tahiti, 1. Lamoni was de· 
clared the unanimous choice. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The question was asked, if an in
vitation to the conference to meet at a 
given point also included the auxiliary 
societies. It was answered affirma
tively. 

The Seven Presidents of Seventy 
reported. The report showed six of 
their number present. Names of 
those selected for ordination as sev
enties would be reported by the Sec
ond Seventy. 

The chair declared the credentials 
committee discharged. 

By request from the Independence 
Colored Baptist Church for a preacher 
for the evening service, ·the President 
appointed Elder 0. H. Burr, Bro. Ed 
Miller, of Ohio, to assist. 

Following the usual announcements 
a hymn was sung and President Jo
seph Smith dismissed the assembly. 

Preaching at the evening session by 
Bro. R. C. Evans, assisted by Bro. A. 
J. Keck. The Second Quorum of Seventy 

reported: Had held seven business 
sessions, and two joi.nt sessions with THURSDAY, THE 14TH. 
First Seventy. Thirty-eight had re- Morning prayer meeting at nine, 
ported showing the following: 5,159 Elders H. N. Hansen and Henry 
sermons, a,n average of 166; baptisms Southwick in charge. 
320, average 10. Memorial resolu- At 10: 45 preaching by Elder W. C. 
tions on the death of Elders Ed ward Marshall, Elder C. H. Porter assisting. 
De Long and . V. D. Baggerly had Uonsideration of business was re
been adopted and ordered sent to the sumed at the two o'clock session 
families of the deceased. Elder Swen Pres. A. H. Smith presiding; praye~ 
Swensoo, selected at the conference by Bro. E. C. Briggs. The minutes 
of 1897, was again presented for ordi- were approved. 
nation. Bro. H. J. Davison's ordirrn- The Quorum of High Priests re
tion, provided for at the '97 session ported: Twenty-two were present; 
asked that action be deferred for th~ 56 are living. Statistics so far as re
present. The following were pre- ported: 2,624 sermons, 204 baptisms, 
sented for ordination as seventies: 147 confirmations, 24 ordinations, 164 
Elders Frederick Gregory, Daniel children blessed, 1,828 administra
McGregor (ordinations approved, pro- tions, 50 marriages performed. Three' 
vided for, and referred to the mis- had died during the year. 
sionary in charge of Canada), R. J. The First Quorum of Seventy re
Parker, D. W. Wight, D. C. White, ported; number in quorum 69; six 
M. R. Scott, Jr., and W. A. Smith. sessions had been held, three of which 
Brn. Swenson, Parker, Wight, White, were joint sessions with the Second 
Scott, and Smith (present) expressed Seventy. Reports from 67 members 
willingness to accept ordination and show 7,290 sermons, 530 baptisms, 
were referred to the Quorum of Twelve 437 confirmations, 73 ordinations, 303 
therefor, by the cha1rman, and the children blessed, 52 marriages. 
brethren were ordained at the evening Thirty-five of the quorum were pres
meeting of the Second Seventy, under ent. Request for ordination of David 
direction of Bro. W. H. Kelley, of the Smith, selected at last conference 
Twelve, Brn. J. R Lambert, J. H. was renewed. The conference pro~ 
Lake, Joseph Luff, E. C. Briggs, vided for it by referring the matter to 
James Caffall, J. W. Gillen, G. T. the missionary in charge of Michigan. 
Griffiths, and J. W. Wight officiating. The Third Quorum of Elders re
Bro. William Aylor, of Oklahoma, ported. Two had died; they had 
whose ordinatfon bad been provided dropped twenty-eight members, be
for by his branch, was ordained to cause of not reporting for t.wo or 
the office of an elder at the same time more years. For full report see 
and place. minutes. 

A resolution prevailed providing The Fourth Quorum of Priests re-

that conference minutes be hereafter ported. 
numbered consecutively in paging, fol- The committee to. whom was re-
lowi.ng the minutes of 1897. ferred the resolut10n concerning 

A 
1 
· . . . scattered members, also another per-

reso ut10n pertammg to distribu- I taininO' to l tt f . 
tion of funds am,·n"' th f ·1· f, ~ e ers o removal re-

. . . u. ,.,, e am1 ies o ported:-
m1Ss10nanes, was laid on the table 
without discussion .. 

vVe your committee to whom was referred 
certain resolutions pertaining to enrollment 
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of scattered members, and the ttuestion of 
issuance of letters of removal, report as fol
lows, which we recommend for ·adoption:-

1. Resolved, ·that scattered members not en
rolled upon branch records be instructed to 
unite with branches most convenient to their 
places of rGsidence. 

2. Resolved, that members changing their 
residences from branches where enrolled, be 
instructed to united with branches most con
venient to places where they reside. 

3. Whereas, in the past members have ob
tained letters of removal which they have 
not presented to any branch, whereby such 
names have been removed from the general 
records of the church, 

Resolved, that letters of removal be issued 
only to persons actually changing residence 
from one branch to another, and that names 
of branches to which removals are made be 
included in said letters of removal. 

The report, including its recom
mendations, was adopted. 

A petition concerning certain 
boundary lines of the Des Moines and 
Eastern Iowa districts was referred 
to said districts with permissi<:m to 
establish said boundary lines. 

'l'he Board of Trustees of Grace
land College presented its financial 
report. (For report, see minutes.) 
Action was deferred until the pro
posed amendments to the college arti
cles were considered. The proposed 
amendments were then read. 

The following was then moved and 
adopted:-

Resolved, that we proceed to the choosing 
of successors to the retiring members of the 
college boards, with the understanding that 
at the convening of the next General Confer
ence we desire all the members of both 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

regular time, Pres. Joseph Smith in 
the chair; prayer by Elder U. W. 
Greene. The minutes were read and , 
approved. 

A report from the committee on 
boundary lines of Nebraska districts 
was adopted. 

The First Quorum of Elders re
ported. 

The following report from the Quo
rum of Twelve, on missions, was 
read:-

To the Conference:-! am authorized by 
the Quorum of the Twelve to report to you 
the following misaionary appointments:

Appointments by the Presidency and 
Twelve:-

HIGH PR.IESTS. 

1. J. O. Crabb; Northern Illinois. 
2. C. E. Butterworth; Galland's Grove dis-

trict, Iowa. 
3. Charles Derry; Iowa. 
4. F. M. Weld; Nauvoo district. 
5. F. G. Pitt; European mission. In charge 

after the departure of Heman C. Smith. 
6. J. S. Snively; Nauvoo district. 
7. J. M. Teny; Chicago. 
8. George Green; Canada. 
9. James Moler; Ohio and West Virginia. 
10. G. H. Godby; West Virginia and 

Northeast Kentucky. 
11. R. M. Elvin; Northeast Missouri dis-

trict. 
12. M. H. Forscutt; Southeast Nebraska. 
13. S. J. Jeffers; Ohio district. 
14. R. C. Longhurst; Canada. 
15. Arthur Leverton; Canada. 

SEVENTIES IN CHARGE. 

1. C. A. Butterworth; Australasia. 
2. J. F. Burton; South Sea Islands. 
3. A. J. Moore; Southwestern mission. 
4. M. M. Turpen; Southea'.'tern mission. 

boards to resign, with the view to the choos- ELDERS IN CHARGE. 

ing of but one board thereafter. 1. G. J. Waller; Sandwich Islands. 
Following this, Bro. J. R. Lambert APPOIN'l'MENTS OF SEVENTY. 

presented his resignation as a member I. J, C. Clapp; Kentucky and Tennessee. 
of the Board of Directors; a written 2. James McKiernan; releaged by his re-

resignation from Bro. D. F. Lambert, quest for the year. 

f h b d 1 d 3. D. L. Harris; Southern California. 
o t .e sa.me oar , was a so presente . 4. H. L. Holt.: Oregon and Washington. 
Both resignations were accepted. 5. Thomas Daley; Central California. 

The election of members of the col- 6. J. Arthur Davis; Northeastern Kansas 
lege board was deferred until the fol- district. 
lowing day's session; as were also 7. John Davis; Decatur district. 

8. F. A. Smith; Omaha and vicinity. 
other resolutions pertaining to college 9. J. F. Mintun; Little Sioux district, Iowa. 
interests. 10. W. E. Peak; Eastern Nebraska. 

The assembly then adjourned. 11. c. Scott; Des Moines district, Iowa. 
The sermon at the evening service 12. J. S. Roth; Iowa. 

was delivered by Bishop E. L. Kelley, 13. C. J. Hunt; Galland's Grove district, 
Iowa. 

Elder 0. P. Faul assisting him. 14. J. F. McDowell; Western Pennsylvania, 
FRIDAY, THE 15TH. West Virginia, and Ohio. 

Morning prayer service as usual at 15. J. W. Peterson; Eastern Iowa district. 
nine o'clock, Elders W. E. Peak and 16. J. R. Evans; Nauvoo district, with 
J. W. Peterson in charge. Burlington as an objective point. 

17. H. Kemp; Fremont and Pottawattamie 
Preaching at 10: 45 by Elder M. T. districts, Iowa. 

Short, assisted by Elder F. M. Slover. 18. Peter Anderimn; Nodaw!l<y, Mi9'10url, 
The business session opened at the 1 iUstri0t. 
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19. M. F. Gowell; Nodaway, Missouri, dis-
trict. 

20. I. N. Roberts; Minnesota. 
21. E. A. Stedman; Minnesota. 
22. Swen Swensen; Dakotas. 
23. C. H. Burr; Wisconsin. 
24. W. A. McDowell; Wisconsin. 
25. E. M. Wildermuth; Wisconsin. 
26. 1'. W. Williams; California. 
27. F. M. Cooper; Northeastern Illinois 

district. 
28. D. M. Rudd; Northeastern Nebraska. 
29. C. H. Porter; Southern Nebraska. 
30. S. D. Payne; Western Nebraska. 
31. J. B. Roush; Colorado, till September 

1, then Eastern Iowa. 
32. John Shields; Canada. 
33. R. J. Anthony; Rocky Mountain mis

sion. 

34. J. T. Davis; Ohio. 
35. H. N. Hansen; released for year by his 

request. 
36. S. D. Condit; Ro.cky Mountain mission. 
37. George Robley; M~ssachusetts district. 
38. F. M. Sheehy; California. 
39. I. M. Smith; l!'remont and Pottawatta· 

mie districts, Iowa. 
40. H. E. Moler; Northern Illinois. 
41. U. W. Greene; Sandwich Islands. 
42. W. W. Blanchard; New York, North

ern Pennsylvania, and Vermont. 
43. R. Etzenhouser; Pennsylvania and 

Ohio. 
44. D. L. Shinn; Western Pennsylvania, 

Ohio, and West Virginia. 
45. J. L. Goodrich; Virginia. 
46. M. T. Short; Kewanee, Illinois, dis

trict. 
47. L. R. Devore; Western Pennsylvania, 

Ohio, and West Virginia. 
48. S. W. L. Scott; Michigan and Indiana. 
49. J. J. Cornish; Michigan. 
50. R. E. Grant; dropped for cause. 
51. L. F. Daniel; dropped for cause. 
52. H. H. Robinson; released on account of 

ill health. 
53. E. A. Davis; Rocky Mountain mission. 
54. C. R. Duncan; Oklahoma. 
55. J. Alfred Davis; South Missouri dis-

trict. 
56. W. S. Pender; Kan~as. 
57. T. W. Chatburn; Nevada. 
58. M. H. Bond; Eastern mission. 
59. F. M. Slover; Southern Illinois. 
60. F. C. Keck; Clinton and Spring River 

districts, Missouri. 
61. H. Sparling; Southern Missouri dis

trict, Springfield objective point. 
62. C. J. Spurlock; Southern Missouri dis

trict, in Missouri. 
63. R. W. Davis; Oklahoma and Indian 

Territory. 
64. R. T. Walters; St. Louis and Clirl.ton 

districts. 
65. C. L. Snow; Tennessee and Kentucky. 
66. D. E. Tucker; Southeastern mission. 
67. J. D. Erwin; Northeastern Texas and 

Choctaw districts. 
68. J. W. Jackson; Arkansas. 
69. Joseph Ward; released by his requet>t 

for the year. 
70. S. W. Simmons; Northern Arkansllos 

1u:1d Indian Ti;irdtory. 
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71. I. P. Baggerly; Texas. 37. J. S. Kier; Michigan. 
72. John Kaler; Australasia. 38. S. J. Hinkle; Oklahoma. 
73. G. R. Wells; Australasia. 39. Henry C. Smith; referred to Presi-
74. T. J. Sheppard; Texas. dency, subject to his health. 
75. O. B. Thomas; Colorado. 40. J. D. Jenkins; Wales. 
76. E. B. Morgan; Des Moines district, for 41. William Summerfield; Northeast. Mis-

six months. souri district. 
77. J.C. Foss; Independence, Missouri, dis- 42. W.W. Whiting; Nebraska. 

trict. 43. J. R. Sutton; Eastern Iowa district. 
78. Samuel Brown; Canada. 44. S. V. Bailey; Southern Michigan. 
79. H. 0. Smith; Far West district, St. 45. H.J. Davison; Nova Scotia. 

Joseph, Missouri, objective point. 46. T. J. Bell; Dacatur district, Iowa. 

13. W. H. Walling; the Dakotas. 
14. J. B. Wildermuth; Wisconsin. 
15 .. J. M. Baggerly; Northern Indiana and 

Michigan. 
16. L. G. Gurwell; Clinton, Missouri, dis

trict. 
17. James H. Davis; Spring River district 

in Kansas. 
18. Ammon White; Missouri. 
19. Peter Muceus; Wisconsin. 

Respectfully sub~itted, 
J. W. WIGHT, Secretary. 

INDEPENDENCE. Missouri, April 15, 1898. 80. J. M. Scott; Kentucky. 47. Joseph Blackmore; Canada. 
81. w. H. Kephart; Das Moines district, 48. A. L. Whittaker; 'vVisconsin. The report was approved. 

Iowa. 49. H. W. Belville (priest); Nebraska. The Second Quorum of Elders re-
82. A. V. Closson; Wisconsin. 50. A. J. Keck; Northern Illinois. d 
83. David Smith; Northern Michigan. 51. D. W. Wight; Rocky Mountain mis-
84. A. C. Barmore; Northern California. sion. 
85. Gomer Reese; Montana. 52. E. Keeler; Northern California. 
86. F. J. Ebeling; Northern Ohio, West- 53. D, R. Chambers; Pottawattamie dis-

tern Pennsylvania. trict, Iowa. 
87. George Jenkins; Southern Indiana. 54. Eli Hayer; Minnesota. 
88. W. J. Smith; New York and Pennsyl- 55. F. B. Blair; California. 

vania. 56. D. 0. White; Clinton district. 
89. J. A. Carpenter; Northern Michigan. 57. 0. P. Welsh; Clinton and Spring River 
90. George Montague; Galland's Grove districts. 

district, Iowa. 58. J. W. Hudgens; Northeastern and 
91. Hubert Case; Little Sioux district, Northwestern Kansas districts. 

Iowa. 59. H. Smart; Northern Arkansas and In-
9~. T. C. Kelley; Eastern mission. dian Territory. 

ELDERS APPOINr:l.1ED 60. c. w. Prettyman; C0ntral N t:bra-..ka. 

1 W 
61. A. N. Bishop; Wyoming diBLri0t, 

. m. Gibson; Southern California. Pennsylvania. 
2. A. Haws; Southern Missouri. 62. R. R. Dana; Southern California. 
3. Wm. Newton; Southern England, if ar- 63. R. Oehring; Germany and Switzerland. 

rangements can be made with the Bishop. 64. A. B. Purflirst; Germany and Switzer-
4· W. A. Smith; Colorado. land. Recommended for ordination as an 
5. C. E. Hand; referred to missionary in elder per request of Bro. Joseph Luff. 

charge. 
65 .. F. Steffe; Germany and Switzerland, if 

6. T. J. Sheldon; Southern Nebraska. arrangements can be made with Bishopric. 
7. Daniel McGregor; Canada. 66. G. H. Gr3,ves; Chicago, among the 
8. Benjamin St. John; Canada. 

porte . 

A report was received from the 
Committee on Trans-Mississippi Ex
position. It recommended that inas
much as an exhibit would be attended 
with considerable expense, and as no 
religious exhibit was provided for, 
that none be made by the church, un
less the Omaha branch should decide 
to make an effort in that direction, and 
that in that event the church should 
aid as it could. Report adopted. 

The following from the Quorum of 
Twelve was presented:-

To the Conference:-I am requested by the 
Quorum of the Twelve to ask your considera
t.ion of and action upon the following pream
bles and resolution:-

Whereas, a necessity exists for a more 
perfect understanding throughout the church 
regarding the binding force of rulings ren
dered by missionaries in charge in cases of 
conflict between them and districts or colored people. 

9. Fred Gregory; Canada. 67 . Fred M. Smith; Ohio and west Penn- branches; and 
10. A. E. Mortimer; Canada. 1 • vV'hereas, we have been asked to render a sy. vama. 
11. S. W. Tomlinson; Canada. 68. J. L. Mortimer; Canada after Octo- quorum decision on the question; 
12. Andrew Barr; Eastern Michigan. ber 1. Resolved, that ;;ection 120: 4, 5, of the Doc-
13. William Davis; Eastern Michigan. trine and Covenants makes the decision of a 69. W. B. Toney; Northeastern Texas and 
14. J. A. Grant; Northern Michigan. Choctaw district. missionary in charge (he being a member of 
15. J. F. Hensen: Southeastern mission. this quorum or a seventy acting under the 
16. J. D. Stead; Southern Illinois. 7o. William Sparling; North Dakota. direction of the Twelve) pa.ramount in cases 
17. F. L. Sawley; Colorado. 71. V.T. C. Marshall; Southern Indiana. of disagreement between his ruling and that 
IS. W. C. Cather; Northeastern Kansas. 72· H.J. Davise; Southern Michigan. of a district conference or a branch, said de-
19. A. White; Far West district, Missouri. 73· J. R. Beckley; Northern Michigan. cision being subject to after appeal provided 
20. A. B. Moore; Rocky Mount;ain mission. 74· J.M. Smith; Nol'thern Arkansas. for in the law. 
21. F. C. Smith; Ohio and West Pennsyl- 75· H. Southwick; Northern Illinois. Respectfully submitted, 

vania. PRIESTS APPOINTED. J. w. WIGHT, Secretary. 
22. S. 0. Foss; Nova Scotia. 1. Joseph Biggs; West Virginia and Pitts- INDEPENDENCE, Missomi, April 14, 1898. 

23. C. I. Carpenter; Alabama and Florida. burg district. The First Presidency stated that 
24. R. M. Maloney; Oklahoma. 2. W. H. Mannering; Northwestern Kansas being one of the three quorums in 
25. H. P. Curtis; Southern Texas. district. 
26. E.W. Nunley; Tennessee. 3. F. Granger; Northern Indiana and whom was vested the responsibility 
27. L. L. Wight; Texas. Southern Michigan. of rendering decisions, they had not 
28. W. S. Macrae; Oklahoma. 4. G. W. Beebe; Spring River district, had opportunity to pass upon the 
29. A. M. Baker; Spring River district in Missouri. question; they therefore requested 

Missouri and Kansas. 5. Samuel Wood; Nebraska. that the matter be deferred. After 
30. A. Kent; Colorado mission. 6. W. E. Hayden; Clinton, Missouri, dis- some discussion the matter was in-
31. J. W. Gilbert; released at his request trict. 

for the year. 7. L. Houghton; Wisconsin. definitely postponed. 
32. A. M. Chase; Oregon and Washington. 8. F. A. Russell; Northern Illinois. The First Quorum of Teachers re-
33. R. J. Parker; Rocky Mountain mission. 9. C. J. Carlson; Fremont and Pottawatta- I ported. 
34. A. M. Fyrando; Little Sioux district. 

1 

mie districts, Iowa. i The conference then proceeded to 
35. L. F. Johnson; Northwestern Kansas 10. E. A. Smith; Nauvoo district. I 

district. I 11. A. c. Silvers; Clinton district, Missouri. the election of two trustees for Grace-
30. lV!. R. Scott, Jr.; Southern Indiana. 12. I). '1'. Tyson; Sou.thern Nebrnska. la,nd College. The nominations and 
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votes were as follows: Ellis Short 
141, G. H. Hilliard 119, J. H. Hansen 
42, John A. Hougas 9, E. A. Blakeslee 
1. The choice of Brn. Short and 
Hilliard was then made unanimous. 

Proceeding to the election of six" 
directors, the nominations and votes 
were as follows: J. H. Hansen 131, 
P. P. · Kelley 128, Daniel Hougas 22, 
E. L. Kelley ;t21, R. S. Salyards 134, 
William Anderson 138, Columbus 
Scott 71, G. H. Hilliard 104. The 
choice of the six receiving the high
est vote was made unanimous. 

A vote of thanks was tendered the 
retiring directors. 

The following resolution was 
moved:-

Whereas, th8 Financial Report of the 
Board of Trustees of Graceland College 
shows a large indebtedness, to the proper 
payment of which the church is morally in 
honor bound; and, believing that the church 
should use that department of its working 
forces which the law creates to be the finan
cial agents for the accomplishment of its 
financial ends; therefore be it 

Resolved, that the Bishop be hereby au
thorized and instructed to devise and make 
such arrangements for the collection of 
means as may be adequate, and out of such 
means so collected, and such funds of the 
church as are not otherwise appropriated, 
liquidate the indebtedness, and provide for 
the further carrying out the desires of the 
church heretofore expressed in conference 
enactments directing the establishment of an 
institution of learning to be maintained by 
the church. 

It was amended to read "Bishopric" 
instead of ''Bishop." 

Considerable discussion followed, 
and the hour of adjournment having 
arrived, it was sought to defer until 
the following day's session; but the 
assembly proceeded to consider the 
question. 

A substitute was offered, providing 
in effect, that all missionaries be 
authorized to work and receipt for 
specified contributions. 

This was followed by an amend
ment to strike out all after the enact
ing clause of the substitute and 
inserting, to read as follows: --

Resolved, that the Trustees of Graceland 
College be instructed to reduce the present 
price of lots at its disposal, one half, and 
make special efforts to dispose of them at the 
reduced price. 

Resolved further, that the President of the 
church be authorized to select a committee 
of three, whose 'duty it shall be to travel 
among the branches until our next General 
Conference, and solicit aid towards liquidat
ing the debt on the college, and that the 
members of said committee shall be expected 
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to do missionary work during their travels, 
and their expenses be borne the same as those 
of other missionaries. 

Resolved furtber, that President Joseph 
Smith be requested to travel as much during 
the said time as may be practicable, for the 
same purpose, and that he, in association 
with the Bishopric, direct the course and 
methods of the committee herein asked for. 

Pending discussion the assembly 
adjourned. Additional resolutions 
were read, the doxology was sung, 
and Pres. Joseph Smith dismissed 
the audience. 

Preaching at 7: 30 by Elder M. H. 
Forscutt, Elder S. W. Simmons as
sisting. 

SATURDAY, THE 16TH. 

rrhe usual prayer and testimony 
serviee at nine o'clock in the morn
ing, Elders 0. A. Butterworth and J. 
M. Terry in charge. 

Preaching at 10: 45 by Pres. Joseph 
Smith, assisted by Pres. A. H. Smith. 

Business session at two o'clock; a 
hymn was sung; prayer by Elder M. 
H. Bond. 

Bro. 0. R. Duncan asked the privi
lege, and explained that his report 
was delayed because of poor mail 
facilities in his field. 

The First Presidency reported on 
the following missionary appoint
ments:-

The following appointments are made by 
the First Presidency, and are hereby.·re
ported to the conferenc3 for its action:-

1. William H,Kelley and Joseph Luff; Nova 
Scotia, New Brunswick, Eaetern and Middle 
States, District of Columbia, Ohio, the Vir
ginias, and Maryland. 

2. Heman C. Smith; European mission 
until August, with permission to return 
home then; thereafter to labor in Iowa and 
Minnesota in connection with Elder .Josepu 
R. Lambert, unless otherwise provided for. 

3. John H. Lake; Northern Illinois (except 
those counties in Illinois which now form a 
part of the Nauvoo district) and Wisconsin. 

4. Edmund C. Briggs; Michigan and In
diana. 

5. James W. Gillen; Colorado, Eastern 
Wyoming, and New l\l[exico. 

6. Joseph R. Lambert; Iowa, including 
those counties in Illinois which now form a 
part of the Nauvoo district, and Minnesota, 
in charge, until the return of Heman C. 
Smith, then to be associated with bim. 

7. James Caffall; Nebraska and North and 
South Dakotas. 

8. Gomer T. Griffiths; Pacific Slope mis
sion. 

9. Isaac N. White; Missouri, Kansas, and 
Southern Illinois. 

10. John W. Wight; Rocky Mountain mis
sion. 

11. Richard C. Evans; the Canadas. 
12. We recommend as before, that suitable 
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subdivisions of fields be made, and competent 
men placed in charge r.ts soon as practicable. 

It is to be understood if there should be 
any territory not included in these appoint
ments, such territc,ry is not exempt, but is 
still under the supervision of the missiona
ries thus appointed. 

JOSEPH SMITH, for the Presidency. 
Done at LAMONI, Iowa, March 29, 1898. 

The following additional report 
from the Quorum of the Twelve was 
presented:-

To the Conference:-The Quorum of Twelve 
beg leave to report additional appointments 
as follows:-

SEVEN'l'Y. 
F. J. Cbatburn; Missouri, after Septem

ber 1. 
ELDERS, 

J. T. Kinnaman; Kewanee, Illinois, dis-
trict. 

M. L. Sory; Clinton, Missouri, district. 
R. S. Mrngel; Vvestern Nebraska. 
I am further authorized to submit to you 

the following preambles and resolutions as 
the action of the Quorum of the Twelve:-

Whereas, by rule of General Conference, 
no elder can be ordained within organized 
districts without the consent of the district 
conference or the missionary in charge; and, 

Whereas, in section 120, paragraph 1, of 
Doctrine and Covenants, provision is made 
for the organization of branches by district 
presidents, with the knowledge, consent, 
and direction of the missionary in charge; 
and ' 

Whereas, a question has arisen as to 
whether the words "missionary in charge," 
in these instances, includes within their 
meaning those who may be appointed over 
"fields of labor" as assistant missionaries in 
charge; and, 

Whereas, this question has been submitted 
to us for our expression upon it; 

Resolved, that in our opinion the words re
fured to do not iocl ude assistant missionaries 
in charge uf "fields of labor," but refer di
rectly and only to those who have been placed 
in general charge by the action of General 
Conference or either of the appointing coun
cils in session. 

Whereas, a necessity exists for a more per
fect understanding throughout the church re
garding the binding force of rulings rendered 
by missionaries in general charge, in cases of 
conflict between them and districts or 
branches; and 

Whereas, we believe the law containeJ. in 
section 120, paragraphs 4, 5, Doctrine and 
Covenants, clearly settles the matter; 

Resolved, t,hat in our opinion the decision 
or ruling of a missionary in general charge 
(be being a member of this quorum, or a sev
enty acting under the direction of the Twelve) 
is paramount in cases of disagreement be
tween his ruling and that of a district con
ference or branch, said ruling being subject 
to appel11 as provided for in the law. 

Resolved further, that in the absence of 
any specific provision of the law in the case, 
we believe that the rulings of an high priest 
or elder, when acting in the capacity of a 
missionary in general charge, should be en· 
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titled to the same consideration as that of a Brn. Nunley and Leeka made state-
twelve or seventy. f 1 ment o wi lingness to accept ordina-

Respectfully submitted, . t10n. Others spoke, recommending 
J. W. WIGH'l'. I 

That portion of the report relating those named who were absent. The 
to missions was adopted. The re· report was then adopted, and the or,. 
mainder was received and spread upon dinations sanctioned. 
the minutes. The ordination of Bro. Albert Car· 

A report from the Second Seventy 
was read, and referred back to the 
quorum. 

A report from the Fourth Quorum 
of Elders was read. 

The resolutions on the college ques
tion were then taken up. The amend· 
ment to the substitute (providing for 
a committee of three, etc.) was lost. 

The substitute (providing for dona
tions of different amounts, etc.) was 
also lost. 

The original motion (which placed 
the matter in the hands of the Bish
opric, etc.) was adopted. 

The conference indorsed the action 
of the Quorum of the Twelve, re
ported to the conference of 1888. It 
is as follows:-

michael, of California, as a high 
priest, was also approved by the con
ference; and all so recommended were 
referred to the missionaries in charge 
for ordination. 

The Independenc~ Sunday school 
was granted permission to hold its 
regular session at 9: 30 Sunday morn
ing, the lower auditorium not being 
needed by the ministry or the con'fer
ence. 

An"invitation to accept administra
tion of the sacrament under the direc
tion of the Independence branch at 
2: 30 p. m. on Sunday, was thankfully 
accepted. 

The following from the represeq,ta
tive of the Kansas City Journal was 
received:-

peace prevailed. - The testimonies in 
evidence of the divinity of the work 
were similar to those recorded in the 
church in New Testament times. 

Elder G. T. Griffiths was speaker 
at the evening service. He was as
sisted by Elder F. A. Smith. 

Large numbers were present from 
surrounding localities, though many 
of the ministry, the ·delegates, and 
visitors had returned home. 

MONDAY, THE 18TH. 
The closing session began at nine 

o'clock, President Joseph Smith pre
siding. Prayer by Elder T. W. Wil
liams. 

All not present of those selected for 
ordination to the office of high priest 
except Bro. G. J. Waller referred to 
missionaries in charge of fields. Bro. 
Waller's ordination was referred to 
President Joseph Smith to provide 
therefor. Brn. William Leeka and E. 
W. Nunley were ordained during the 
session. 

All general officials, including Board 
Wherllas, the Lord has spoken against the The correspondent of the Journal desires of Publication, sustained, also aux 

use of tobacco and strong drink oa different to thank the Press Committee for courtesies 
h d · d' 'd l b iliary societies and standing commit-

occasions; and whereas, in all our appoint- s own, an rn iv1 ua mem ers of the con-
f f · ·1 f d · th t tees. The Church Librarian was-ments wci ought to show respect unto said erence or eum ar avors urrng , e presen 

counsel. 'fherefore, resolved, that hence- session of conference. C. A. CARROLL. authorized to select an assistant if he 
forth we recommend no man for General Subscriptions amounting to six hun- so desire. 
Conference appointment whom we know to dred dollars, or more, were made to 
be addicted to either of the above evils and the college fund. 
that this decision take effect one year from Announcements followed, a hymn 
date. 

The assembly proceeded to made was sung, and the assembly adjourned 
choice of a committee to audit the ac- to meet Monday morning, nine a. m., 
counts of the Bishop and the Herald for the transaction of business. 
Office. Brn. F. M. Weld, W. N. At 7: 30 p. m. Pres. A. H. Smith 
Robinson, and J. A. Guns~lley were addressed the congregation. He was 
chosen. The choice was made unani- assisted by Elder 0. H. Riggs. 
mous. Any two of the committee SUNDAY, THE 17TH. 
were authorized to select a third, The local Sunday school held its 
should any one be unable to serve. regular session in charge of the 

The following additional report superintendent, Bro. W. N. Robinson. 
from the High Priests' Quorum was Sunday, 10: 45, President Joseph 
presented:- Smith was the speaker, assisted by 

To the General Conference, Greeting:-As Elder M. H. Bond. 

Independence saints and friends, 
choristers, organists, ushers, and 
janitors, were granted vote of thanks. 

A motion to refer certain questions 
to .the Presidency, Twelve, and Bish
opric, was lost. 

Conference then adjourned. Presi
dent Smith addressed the assembly at 
length at the close. Fuller particu
lars next week. Our closing report 
is by wire, hence brief. 

Balance total college donations, 
$821.50. 

The brethren separated in excellent 
spirits. 

Secretary of the High Pciest3' Quorum I At 2: 30 p. m. sacrament and prayer THE WORK IN AUSTRALIA. 
hereby present for your rnnction the follow- and testimony service in charge of THE Town and Country Journal, pub
ing brethren for ordination to the office of 
High Priest; namely: John R. Evaas, Elders G. E. Harrington, Roderick lisbed at Sydney, New South Wales, 
George Montague, Richard Bullard, v. M. May, and W. H. Garrett. Two bap- a fifty-two page illustrated weekly, 
Goodrich, Joseph Squires, Sr., G. J. Waller, tized were confirmed by Elders A. H. with "circulation three times that of 
Emery W. Nunley, William Leeka, and Smith aud E. C. Briggs. A child was any other weekly newspaper in Aus-
Russel Archibald, Jr. blessed by Elders Joseph Smith and tralasia,'' contains in its issue for 

The Quorum of Twelve have approved of . 
these nominations as well as the Quorum of I G. E. Harrrngton. P.rayer was of· January 15, 1898, almost a full page 
High Priests, and we respectfully ask that , fered for a number of sick. The s,es- of illustrations with accompanying 
the body provide for the ordination of the \I sion was marked by many testimonies article devoted to "The Reorganized 
above-named brethren. , from the membership and ministry. Church of Latter Day Saints." The 

Respectiuliy submit.ted, I In evidence of the attending inspira-

1 

first cut is a large photo-engraving of 
H. A. STEBBINS, It' d f G d . h' . B c A B h J Secretary High Priests' Quorum. 10n .an p~wer o - o . ~n is various rn. . . utterwort , ohn Kaler, 

INnu·ENDENrn, ~liosoun, April rn, 1s9s. , mamfestat1ons, the sp1r1t of love and , and Gomer Wells, the general mis-
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sionaries in that field; which shows 

Bro. Butterworth, the missionary in 

charge, standing in the center of the 

group with the others arranged one 

on each side. Below is a large 

group picture of ''local preachers 

and officers,_" in which are Brn. "L. 
Anderson, Thomas Gregory, Henry 

Broadway, W. H. Broadway, Alex. 

Seaberg, E. J. Haworth, Francis 

Whalen, Joseph W. Smith, C. A. Da

vis, and John Holden." 

The following is the printed article. 

It should and doubtless will do much 

in enlightening the public concerning 

the cause in the colonies. The breth

ren have reason to be gratified in the 

favorable notice thus given of them 

and their work:--

THE LATTER DAY SAINTS. 

The Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter Day Saints of New South Wales held 
its conference in Newcastle during the holi
days just past, beginning ou Christmas Day, 
that being the most convenient time for the 
lay delegates. When President Ballard 
opened the Ression there were representatives 
from every church in the colony, Sydnoy 
sending the largest delegation. There were 
also present three ministers of special sig
nificance, whose portraits are reproduced in 
this issue: Elder C. A. Butterworth, of 
Victoria, minister in charge of Australia; 
and Elders John Kaler and G. R. Wells, of 
Sydney and Newcastle respectively. These 
three &re authorized traveling- evangelists 
and general counselors for the church in Aus
tralia. The report of the committee on cre
d'entials showed a fair attendance of local 
preachers and officers. There was also a 
large attendance of lay delegates. Much of 
the routine business is omitted; but it is of 
interest to hear that this church is meeting 
with some encouragement, as the repol'ts of 
the recording clerks showed. Several chap
els have been built. In addition, a substan
tial amount hail. been contributed to the 
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lygamous Mormons of Utah (who also call r~~rvives the death of the body in a conscious 
themselves Latter Day Saiut;s). They say I state." Mr. Kaler affirms, Mr. Bell denies. 
that this distimition is expressed by Ameri- II For Tuesday, March 8.-"The Bible teaches 
cans in calling the Utah people "Brig- only a portion of mankind will be resurrected, 
hamite8" and the Reorganized Church and hence have an opportunity of salvation." 
"Josephites;" the latter being so called be- Mr. Bell affirms, Mr. Kaler denies. For 
cause they refused to follow Brigham Young, Monday, March 14.-"The Bible teaches the 
but adhered to the old standard as supported laying on of bands is a principle of the g-os
by Joseph Smith (son of the original founder). pel and essential to a full salvation in the 
He resides at Litmoni, State of Iowa, the kingdom of God." Mr. Kaler affirms, Mr. 
headquarters of the church, Here are pub- Bell denies. For Tuesday, March 15.-Tbe 
lished three pel'iodicals in the interest of the Bible teaches Jesus Obrist was nonexistent 
church. At t.he death of the founder, in as a person prior to his birth of the Virgin 
1844, Young led a small portion of the church Mary." Mr. Bell affirms, Mr. Kaler denies. 
to Utah. There he re-baptized his followers, Admission free! A collection will be taken 
and in the year 1852 first proclaimed the doc- each night in aid of the Balmain Cottage 
trines of polygamy, plurality of gods, etc. Hospital. Come and hear these very im
About this same time, those rema1mng portant subjects discussed by able disputants. 
throughout the East called a conference in March 14 Bro. Wells again wrote:-
the State of Wisconsin, and started to re- Two nights of the Kaler-Bell debate at Bal-
organize the church by denouncing Young as main suburb have passed, and we are satisfied 
a usurper and false teacher, and declared with the way our faith 'has been defended. 
that they would endorse none but the origi- The Socratic method .of questioning is Mr. 
nal creed (propagated by Smith), which says Bell's forte, and by it be seeks to make it 
that "one man shall have but one wife, ex- appear :to the audience that his opponent is 
cept in case of death." They also chose as "cornered,'' but it wasn't the success he 
their prnsident Joseph Smith, eldest son of hoped in this case, thus far. Some good has 
the founder, who has presided over the been done already. We have beard of one 
church to the present time. The reorganized man who , was "on the fence, and leaning 
body has fallen heir to the properties of the towards Ohristadelpbianism" before the de
original church, by decision of the civil bate; and who was urged:by that people to 
courts. bear the debate and be finally convinced. It 

'rheir faith as presented at this conference worked just the other way. After hearing 
is briefly stated as follows: two nights he abandoned the position alto-

They hold the Bible as the book of all gether. 
books; all others are appendages or helps; The Rev. James Green, of the Primitive 
that the first principle of rellgion is Eaith in Methodists, came in to hear a part of one 
God, and Christ's the only name by which proposition. The next day he had handbills 
men cs,n be sav.ed; that repentance from all out advertising an "expose" of both churches 
sin is eesential; also adult baptism by immer- represented at the debate. Thus a new ele
sion for the remission of sins, and the laying ment has showed itself. He may have to' 
on of hands for the gift of the Holy Spirit, face a debate himself. This is the same man 
ordination of ministers, and blessing children. who entered a week's debate with Elder J. W. 
They believe in anointing the sick as stated Wight near New Castle a few years ago, and 
in the fifth chapter of James. They also be- who wa~ compelled by his congregation to 
lieve in a literal resurection of all men, the stop at two night~. I believe. 
righteous first at the coming of Christ to Bro. D. E. 'fucker, Gordon, Ala-
reign on earth, the rest to come forth after bama, April 2:
the millennial age. They believe we are 
living in the last days of this age; hence the 
term "Latter Day" Saints. They bold that 
all men will be rewarded or punished accord
ing to the degree of good or evii they have 
done. They teach that present-day revela
tion is a necessity in order to have a ministry 
called of God as in the apostolic age; and 
they copy the New Testament organization 
from the office of deacon to that of apostle. 

I have made two or three new openings 
since my arrival here. Made a new opening 
south of Chipley, Florida, at Orange Hill, 
one hundrP.d and forty-two feet above sea level 
-the most beautiful place I have seen in the 
South. While there I preached in two dif
ferent houses; among Baptists, M. E.'s, and 
Freewills. All were very friendly and in
vited me to return. Bro. John Cooper 
preached there some five years ago and bap-
tized three or four, but did not return, so 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. they went back to the Baptist Church. Two 

mission fund, and the treasurer reported a 
balance in band. The majority of the 
churches reported a healthy spiritual condi
tion, and the ordination of several local min
isters was provided for. Action was taken 
at this session by which the church will ap
ply to the Government for burial allotments 
in public cemeteries. The district elected 
Elder John Kaler, of Sydney, as its president 
for the coming year, and Elder G. R. Wells, 
of Newcastle, his assistant. Mr. C. S. 

BRO. G. R. WELLS, Sydney, New members of the Utah church there; good 
South Wales, March 7 :- people, investigating our claims. Have been 

M'Laren, of Tuncurry, was chosen clerk and listening for our· guns at Cuba. Success to 
recording secretary; and Mr. W. J. Haworth, The inclosed handbill will explain the the church, the United States, and Cuba. 
of Wallsend, assistant. Delegates were latest movements in Sydney:-

h t t th d . t · t t h F . h' , 1. a . Bro. 0. J. Hunt, Emmetsburg, Iowa, c osen o represen em as a 1s r1c a t e our mg. ,s re igious ebate, rn the Hamp-
general assembly in America next April. den ball, Beattie Street, Balmain, between April 4:-
The conference adjourned, to meet in Sydney Mr. J. Bell, Christadelphian, and Elder J. I have been holding meetings north of this 
the coming Easter. Kaler, Reorganized Church of Christ of Lat- city for ten days, and have had very good at-

This church draws a sharp line of distinc- ter Day Saints. Mr. A. Gow, J. P., chair- . tendance. I baptized and confirmed Ray
tion between itself and that of the Brigham- man. Discussion to commence at 7: 45 p. m.1 mond and Rosa Speer yesterday. Their 
ite Church of Utah. They say that they II Subjects: For Monday, March 7.-"The 1 parents, Mr. and Sr. S. R. Speer, live ten 
have no connection whatever with the po- Bible teaches there is a spirit in man that 1 miles north of the city, at whose home I wa~ 
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made welcome during my sojourn in that lo
cality. I go from here to Coalville then 
home, Deloit, Iowa. 

Bro. GeorgeEdwards, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, August 11 :-

At the recent select entertainment, given 
in Scbyuler Hall, Sixth and Diamond Streets, 
this city, under the auspices of Miss Laura 
Christy, nearly $50 was realized, the same 
being turned over to the chapel fund of the 
Philadelphia branch, fortbe benefit of which 
the entertainment was given. 

Mo1h8rs' HomB Coltlmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

"Vast is the mercy of God, and when a man doeth 
aright, 

Glad is the right hand Angel, and setteth it quick on 
the roll; 

Ten times he setteth it down in letters of heaven! y 
light, 

For one good deed ten deeds, and a hundred for ten 
on the scroll." 

SELECT READING FOR MAY MEETINGS OF 
DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 

READING. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

the same. We trust this point will be tbor-
oughly discussed. 

"Obscene literature, which can be reached 
by the law, is really not so dangerous as the 
other two classes, for they abound every
where, and under sanction of law, both civil 
and social. Take up any daily paper and see if 
you do not there find details of revolting 
crime, yet these papers come into our homes. 
Of course some papers are much better in 
this respect than others, but many so-called 
respectable papers seem to delight in 'run
ing a muck-rake through the haunts of sin,' 
and dishing up as the daily mental food of 
their readers the pollution they find there. 
They will give whole columns, or even pages, 
to the sickening details of crime or of a prize 
fight, but begrudge five lines to notice a 
meeting in the interests of philanthropy. If 
you reproach the editors for their course 
they reply, '"\l{ e are not responsible, we sim
ply supply the popular demand,' and prove 
this assertion by turning to their ledgers 
and showing how the demand for their paper 
was increased by thousands by an unusually 
'interesting' case of crime detailed in its 
columns. Nor is this confined to large city 
dailies. I chanced to be in a small country 
town during the first murder trial ever held 
in its courts. The case was one involving 
even more than the usual elements of un
cleanness and blood, all fully brought out in 
the evidence. The editor of the only daily 
paper in the village devoted almost the entire 
space in his paper for two weeks to these re
volting details, and men, women, and little 
children eagerly read them. I remember a 
gentleman whom I considered a sensible, 
honorable man, expressed the greatest aston
ishment on learning that I had neither 
attended the trial nor read tee accounts of it. 

ter. V'..1e were once in a country neighbor
hood where nearly every family had 
subscribed for a paper which at its best was 
trashy, and some of its stories actually vile, 
because a number of pretty chromo cards 
was given for each subscription. So all 
through the year these papers came month 
by month into these homes and wrought 
their work upon the minds of the children 
growing up therein. The same sum invested 
in the Youth's Companion would have brought 
a healthful influence into each of those 
homes. 

"The work of the books and papers we 
have mentioned is al ways baneful. Its effect 
may not be manifest at once, but it tells on 
character. A pupil of my own, a lad of six
teen, committed suicide in a melodramatic 
way. He imagined himself in love with a 
young Miss of fourteen, and that he had a 
rival to her affections, a schoolmate of his 
own age. He invited the two to take a walk 
with him, and when well out of town, sud
denly faced his companions and demanded of 
the girl in a theatrical manner, which she 
loved best of the two before her. Taken by 
surprise and overcome with the ludicrousness 
of the situation, she burst out laughing. 
'Do you thus mock me!' he cried, drew a 
pistol from his pocket and shot himself 
through the breast. The ball did not strike 
the heart, but produced a fatal wound from 
which he died after hours of agony, vainly 
imploring his friends to save him from the 
consequences of his own act. In his pocket 
was found a sensational novel portraying a 
scene exactly similar to tbe one he had 
enacted, except that tha would-be hero's 
wound did not prove mortal, but produced its 
in tended effect in soft@ning the heart of his 
lady love. 

If all would refuse to read such records of "A friend of mine once noticed some boys 
crime the nuisance would be abated. very busily at work or play in a vacant lot 

Dear Sisters:-A(,we have carefully read 
the entire text upon this subject, we have 
found ourself wishing that we could present 
it entire to you, for there is not a sentence in 
the whole chapter which is not calculated to 
do you good and the subject is one of vital 
importance to every mother. The habit of 
reading good hooks can and ought to be es
tablished at an early age and carefully culti
vated until a taste for good reading is 
formed in the child. If this is done it will 
yield a plentiful harvest of good fruit, but if 
you neglect to do this you leave the ground 
undisturbed for tares to be sown, spring up, 
and grow. "Now the work for parents who would pre- near her home. It was during the summer 

Listen, parents, we beg of you, to this serve their children from the contamination vacation, and every morning they came as 
warning:- of such familiarity with crim,j;l, is to set their regularly as they were accustomed to go to 

"Scarcely any danger is more menacing to- faces like a flint against this morbid taste, school, and worked away all day long. This 
day than the evils resulting from impure and refuse to let such papers come into the house, unusual freak of boy nature in vacation, ex
trashy literature. It debauches the mind as and thus decrease the demand that regulates cited her curiosity, and she watched them to 
alcoholic drinks do the body, and for some the supply. Do you say, 'We cannot do see what they were about. Their work 
Satanic reason which we cannot comprehend, without our daily paper'? Better do without proved to be the building of a railroad which, 
individuals, and even societies, are systemat- its news for a little time than debauch your in due time, was equipped with good box 
ically sowing the country with the vile stuff. own minds and the minds of your children. cars, stolen, as she afterwards learned, from 
A writer in the Christian Union, says that It would be but for a time; if every Christian a dry goods store. When their road was 
more than six thousand persons are daily father would refuse to subscribe for papers so fully equipped, the object of all this work 
employed in the business of disseminating smirched, and let the publishers know why proved to be the enacting of a train robbery, 
obscene books, papers, and pictures. Anthony he thus refused, they would very soon pub- after the manner of the James brothers, 
Comstock, that dauntless kaigh t of the White lish cleaner sheets. Nor, in the meantime, whose life they had been reading. This is 
Cross, in on..i year seized fifteen thousand do we need to be deprived of news. There the natural result of reading stories of crime, 
letters of orders to dealers and publishers of are some papers that do give the news with out yet parents, even Christian parents, admit 
these wares in New York, written by students this horrid seasoning of crime. Patronize and even bring such reading into their 
of both sexes. City children going to school them. homes. 
often have the vile stuff thrust into their "Then there are the five-cent 'Boys "The last class, trashy reading, is scarcely 
hands with an injunction to secrecy, and it is and Girls' Own Papers,' the nickel libra- less deleterious in its effects as it is more 
sown broadcast over the country through the ries and various weeklies with innocent, widespread, finding an entrance into many 
post nffices. Many schools, especially those homelike titles, but concealing underneath homes from which the other two cla8ses are 
for girls, have ceased to publish catalogues, these the very poison of asps. They are excluded. It seems harmless, nothing im
because lists of names thus secured are used filled with stories of criminal life, often with pure in it; indeed, much of it is of the goody
for this ignoble purpose." a vein of licentiousness running through goody order, but a course of such reading 

Notice next the estimate placed upon an- them, of very questionable adventures of debilitates, if it does not debauch, both the 
other class of reading, which many parents boys and girls. These are often introduced intellect and the moral sense. It gives false 
consider harmless and not only read them- into the home by the parents themselves who views of life, inculcates false aims, and there
selves but allow their children free access to 1 have not tue slightest idea of their charac- l fore unfits for doing life's work well. It 
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engenders a dreamy sentimentalism which 
makes real work distasteful, thus leading to 
discontent with one's surroundings. 

"As a teacher, I have watched this matter 
very carefully, and have always found that 
when boys and girls become addicted to read
ing trashy literature it is next to impossible to 
get any real good work out of them. Their 
mental tissues grow flabby as those of the body 
do when fed upon slops; when required to do 
anything demanding close application they 
were always found wanting. They were 
lacking in the 'clear grit' that conquers diffi
culties. I have followed these pupils out into 
the world and almost invariably have found 
them failures there, lacking in the patient 
perseverance that conquers difficulties, vacil
lating in purpose and weak in execution. 
One such now rises vividly before me, a 
bright, handsome boy, an only son. As a 
child in the lower grades of school, he was 
unusually quick in his studies; but in the 
grammar school we noted a change which 
grew more noticeable as he passed into the 
high school. He seemed, in the expressive 
Western phrase, 'to have lost his grip.' 
Anything at all difficult seemed to appall 
him, instead of arousing his boyish determi
nation to conquer !t. One by one his studies 
were given up as 'too hard' until he fell out 
of his class. Searching for the cause his 
teachers thought they discovered it-and we 
think they were right-in his bookcase. It 
was filled with trashy books, from Oliver 
Optic's down, and every spare moment was 
spent in reading them. His mind was ener
vated and his taste so vitiated that solid 
mental food was distasteful. For the past 
five years he has been drifting aimlessly 
about, now trying this thing, now that, to 
make a living, but invariably coming back 
upon his father for support every few months. 
Lately the father has died, leaving very 
little for the support of his family; what 
Ralph will now do to support himself and 
wife, for he has a wife, we cannot imagine. 
Doubtless other causes operated to produce 
these results, but the most apparent, and we 
believe the most potent, was trashy read-
ing.'' 

(To be continued.) 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

AN aged sister, herself sick and infirm, de
sires the assistance of the Prayer Union in 
behalf of her son who is badly addicted to the 
drink habit. The young man is a member of 
the church, and is struggling with feeble 
strength to free himself from its deadly 
grasp. Will the Union kindly uphold him, 
with their faith, prayers, and fasting, to Him 
who is :lble to overcome in all things? 

Sr. Jane Heaton, of Blackfoot, Idaho, re
quests the faith and prayers of the Prayer 
Union that if it be pleasin1r to God she may 
be relieved of her deafness and healed of 
other bodily infirmities. 

tetter IlBpartmBm. 
PITTSBURG, Kan., April 11. 

Editors Herald:-This is a city of about 
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twelve thousand inhabitants, and only three 
saints besides the writer live here. We do 
not have much preaching here. Bro. Rich
ards preached a few times last winter at my 
house, and Bro. Spencer preached twice. 
Have seen Brn. Cather and Evan Davis a few 
times as they were passing. The latter may 
have a discussion with a Spiritualist here. I 
have lately met Evan's father, Bro. John T. 
Davis, and also his brother John Arthur 
Davis; they liYe four miles south and one 
mile east of here. 

I was impressed by reading the remarks of 
Bro. A. H. Smith at General Conference. He 
says, "I have felt myself ready when the 
Spirit would direct me to move forward, and 
I am still ready to move." Ah, if we could 
all say that, I believe God would soon re
move all difficulties, and much greater 
progress would be made than at present. I 
believe Paul made a true statement when he 
said, "That there should be no schism in the 
body; but that the members should have the 
same care one for another. And whether 
one member suffer, all tho members suffer 
with it; or one member be honored, all the 
members rejoice with it." Let us all stand 
united in the bonds of the gospel. 

Apostle John H. Lake said, "We say 
we are not ashamed of the gospel of Christ, 
but the gospel may be of us; we should be 
careful that it is not." Bro. J. W. Wight's 
remarks on the Utah apostasy, that there 
were many honest-hearted people in Utah, 
and the hopeful sign of the fact that they are 
teaching the Bible, Book of Mormon, and 
Doctrine and Covenants in the public schools, 
impressed me. I also appreciate the position 
taken by Bishop E. L. Lelley in regard to the 
Saints' Home and Graceland College. These 
two institutions are the fruits of the blessed 
gospel of the Master. "By their fruits ye 
shall know them." The world will learn to 
know us by our fruit. These institutions 
should be supported, and other fruit borne 
for the good of God's children and a sin
cursed world, as soon as possible. I am glad 
that progress is being made by the church 
everywhere. I have been in the church five 
years, and can say that I rejoice at this time 
more than ever before, because I was sought 
out from the world and permitted to enter 
into this church and have fellowship with 
the people of God. May I prove a wise serv
ant. I ask the prayers of the saints. 

. ALBERT T. DA VIS. 

BEELER, Kan., April 3. 
Editors Herald:-The debate held at Ran

som, Kansas, began March 22. Propositions: 
1. Resolved, that the Reorganized Church 
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints is in 
harmony with the New Testament Church in 
organization, doctrine, and practice. 2. 
Resolved, that the Church of Christ of 
which I, J. E. Sniffin, am a member, is in 
harmony with the New Testament Church of 
Christin organization, doctrine, and practice. 

We were pleased with the way Bro. Pen
der defended the first proposition and criti
cised the second, and with the interest the 
people manifested in our faith. We are sat
isfied the debate has done much good for the 
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cause, and that if it can be followed with able 
preaching much good can be done there. 

Much good was done at the thr6le different 
places where Bro. Pender preached during 
his stay in Ness County. After the debate 
closed he preached one night in the large 
new Methodist church which the Methodists 
tendered the use of. About three hundred 
people attended. The Christian people held 
meeting at the same time in the schoolhouse, 
and it was said by an attendant at their 
meeting that about sixty attended. The peo
ple are anxious for Bro. Pender to return and 
preach. 

The debate continued nine evenings, and 
was presided over in an able manner by Mr. 
J. G. Arnold, of Ness City, who showed no 
partiality, and kept good order. Bro. Pen
der was applauded much more than his oppo
nent. 

We are very much pleased with Bro. Fen
der's visit, as we think it will help us to get 
more missionary help. We have never been 
able to get much such help. It seems that 
the church thinks it not worth while to labor 
here, and Bro. Pender admits that he was 
surprised to see how people turn out to meet
ing, and how much they are interested. 

Yours hopefully, 
T. E. THOMPSON. 

ANDERSON, Mich., April 4. 
Editors Herald:-In this a small part of 

Father's vineyard, the work is progressing, 
if but slowly. Though few in number, we 
are still trying to keep the gospel banner 
waving; and although, we have a good deal 
to contend with, yet we hope to show by our 
lives we are not what ~ome pretend to think 
us. It is a grand and noble work, and I long 
to see others embrace it. I have passed 
through heavy trials and bitter sorrow, that 
I feel without Father's sustaining grace I 
could not have borne; but his grace is all suf
ficient. 

Elder E. H. Durand, of Detroit, has been 
with us a short time; had the pleasure of bap
tizing one young man before he left. There 
are others who say they know this work is 
right, but still remain outside. I presume it 
is natural to have a preference of who shall 
baptize us, but it may not be safe to remain 
too long out of the fold. May all who profess 
to be followers of Christ live true and faith
ful lives, as our influence is either for good 
or evil; and when life's work is ended, may 
we all be gath'"red home with Father, is the 
prayer of your sister in Christ, 

ALVENIA J. DALEY. 

Oriuinal 1Ir1i~Ies. 

GOD'S PLAN OF SALVATION FOR 
MANKIND. 

KIND FRIEND:-The probabilities are 
that this treatise would not have been 
written if I had less regard than I 
have for the truth of God's plan for 
the salvation of mankind, and were 
not the predominant desire of my soul 
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that mankind should attain to tbe ful- Lord and the labors of his immediate conversion of Saul. He was told to go 
down to Damascus and it should be told 
him what he must do. And the Lord 
commanded his servant, Ananias, to 
go and tell Saul what that something 
was that he must do. (See Acts 22: 
16.) Cornelius too was told to send for 
Simon Peter, and he should tell him 
what he ought to do. (Acts 10: 6.) 
This was God's mode of doing busi
ness, both in the prophetic age and in 
the gospel dispensation, so long as 
men taught and did all things which 
Jesus had commanded his apostles. 
It is written:-

ness of salvation offered to man 
through obedience to that plan, which 
is professedly known and as profess
edly recognized as the doctrine of 
Christ by all professors of so-called 
Christianity, each however having his 
own peculiar ideas as to the essential 
and nonessential powers of that doc
trine; each placing his own private 
interpretation upon them independent 
of the word written for their instruc
tion and learning. I read that, 

All Scripture is given by inspiration ot 
God, and is profitable for doctrine, for re
proof, for correction, for instruction in right
eousness: that the man of God may be perfect, 
thoroughly furnished unto all good works.-
2 Tim. 3: 16, 17. 

I also read:-
We have also a more sure word of 

prophecy; whereunto ye do well that ye take 
heed, as unto a light that shineth in a dark 
place, until the day dawn, and the daystar 
arise in your hearts: knowing this first, that 
no prophecy of Scripture is of any private in
terpretation. For the prophecy came not in 
old time by the will ot man: but holy men of 
God spake as they were moved by the Holy 
Ghost.-2 Peter 1: 19-21. 

The doctrines of Christ being pro
phetic in their nature, on account of 
the promises to be realized in the fu
ture, of an eternal salvation through 
obed,ience in this life to the commands 
em bodied therein, bring them under 
the rule established in the foregoing 
scriptures, and therefore are given for 
our instruction in righteousness, or 
right doing; and are also not subjects 
for any man's private interpretation, 
lest we should be led away by the 
cunning craftiness of men who lie in 
wait to deceive, having a form of godli
ness but denying the power thereof. 
I also read:-

Whosoever transgresseth, and abideth not 
in the doctrine of Christ, hath not God. He 
that abideth in the doctrine of Christ, he hath 
both the Father and the Son.-2 John 1: 9. 

And Jesus declared:-
My doctrine is not mine, but his that sent 

me.-John.7: 16. 
And the Father who sent him has 

said:-
So shall my word be that goeth forth out of 

my mouth: it shall not return unto me void, 
but it shall accomplish that which I please, 
and it shall prosper in the thing whereto I 
sent it.-Isa. 55: 11. 

I believe the foregoing fully estab
lish a foundation upon which we may 
safely build, ever remembering the 
principles involved in the quotations 
made, never allowing our minds to be 
drawn away from the word of the 

followers, either by the traditions of 
the fathers or the private opinions of 
our own minds, which are either of 
them liable to lead us away from the 
trut,h, for I read:-

The things of God knowetb no man, but the 
Spirit of God.-1 Cor. 2: 11. 

And the apostle goes on to say:-
[ Now we [speaking to the church] have re
ceived, not tbe spirit of tbe world [which is 
contradictory and opposed to the spirit of 
truth] but the Spirit which is of God; thaG 
we might know th_e things that are freely 
given to us of God.-1 Cor. 2: 12. 

This principle is in full conformity 
with the promise of Christ:-

Howbeit when he, the Spirit of truth, is 
come, he will guide you into all truth: for he 
shall not speak of himself; but whatsoever he 
shall hear, that shall he speak: and he will 
shew you things to come.-John 16: 13. 

This being true, there should be no 
difficulty among men professing to be 
the true followers of Christ, as all 
professed Christians do to fully come 
to an understanding of every truth of 
God, for I read:-

God is not a man, that he should lie; neither 
the Son of man, that he should repent: hath 
he said, and shall he not do it? or hath he 
spoken, and shall he not make· it good?
Num. 23:19. 

Under these assurances from God, 
and in consideration of the varied 
opm10ns of so-called Christianity, 
would it not be well for them to fol-
low the instructions of the Apostle 
John to the church in his day:-

For I am the Lord, I change not.- Mal. 3: 6. 
Every good gift and every perfect gift is 

from above, and cometh down from the Father 
of lights, with whom is no variableness, neither 
shadow of turning.-James 1: 17. 

And as further evidence that it was 
the intention of Christ, in the organi
zation of his church, that mankind 
might have the same opportunities of 
coming unto him with all perplexing 
questions, that there might be no 
schisms among them, it is written:

And he gave some, apostles; and some, . 
prophets; and some, evangelists; and some, 
pastors and teachers; for the perfecting of the 
saints, for the work of the ministry, for the 
edifying of the boay of Christ: till we all come 
in the unity of the faith, and of the knowledge 
of the Son of God, unto a pertect man, unto 
the measure of the stature of the tullness of 
Christ: that we hencefm·th be no more chil
dren, . tossed to and fro, and carried about 
with every wind of doctrine, by the sleight of 
men, and cunning craftiness, whereby they 

Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try lie in wait to"i:l.eceive.-Eph. 4: 11-14. 
the spirits whether they are of God -l John And because of this plan of organi-

4: bring then zation, and the privileges of prophetic 
To the law and to the testimony: if they inspiration, they could do as the apos

speak not according to this word, it is be- tle continues:-
cause there is-no light in them.-Isa. 8: 20. But speaking the truth in love, may grow 

If these rules were followed and iip into him in all things, which is the head, 
put in force, the churches might be even ChriS"t: fi·om whom the whole body fitly 
brought into one body, not many as joined together and compacted by that which 

every joint supplieth, according to the 
now, and if they met with any points effectual working in the measure of every 
of doctrine which they could not un- part, maketh increase of the body unto the 
derstand, or which might be the means edifying of itself in love.-Eph. 4: 15, 16. 

of producing schism in the body, if Would to God that I had the power 
they had brought themselves into full to indelibly emphasize and fix this 
harmony with God's law, and were ac- quotation, in its full intent and mean
knowledged of him, they would, like ing, upon the soul of every man and 
the ancients did, inquire of the Lord woman who are seeking for and de
through his duly appointed prophet, sire salvation in the kingdom of God; 
and get the question settled; for if the especially backed up as it is with the 
Lord has a work upon earth, that is his promi.se:--
mode of operation; for it is written:- If any of you lack wisdom, let him ask of 

Surely the Lord God will do nothing·, but God, that giveth to all men liberally, and up
he revealeth his secret unto his servants the braideth not; and it shall be given him.-
prophets.-Amos 3: 7. ·1James1: 5. 

Just exactly upon the same princi- Such a state of things, however, 
ple upon which Christ acted at the 

1 
can never exist in a disjointed body, 
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such as the Christian world, so-called, 1 kingdom was to be set up. The es
presents to-day; for I am fully aware I tablishment of a kingdom requires at 
that they scout the idea of prophetic 1 least four things: first, a king; second, 
inspiration to-day, together with all subjects; third, officers; fourth, laws. 
the gifts of the Spirit enjoyed by the There is no necessity for me to multi
primitive church, as being no longer ply texts to prove tha,t God is its 
needed; that such things were only King; for if it was the Kingdom of 
intended to endure in the church until God which was about to be set up, 
it became established, and then ceased. God would certainly be its Supreme 
John Wesley thought differently; he Ruler, and its laws would emanate 
said: - from him, and his subjects would be 

This was the real cause why the gifts of expected and required to yield im
the Holy Spirit were no longer to be found in plicit obedience, if they entertained 
the Christian church, because the Christians the hope of receiving its benefits and 
had turned heathen again, and had only a 
deadform left.-Sermon 94. blessings. We shall therefore rest 

The prophetic gift was one of the content with the declarations of Jesus 
gifts of the Spirit enjoyed in the early given above (Luke 16 : 16). This 
church (1Cor.12: 10), and the promise Jesus the Christ was, and is, and will 
of the Spirit which gave these gifts to be its chief officer, he being desig
every man as he the Spirit would, was nated, "Prince of Life.,; (Acts 3: 15.) 
promised to all whom the Lord our "Prince of Peace.,, (Isaiah 9: 6.) 
God shall call. (Acts 2: 39.) With "Prince and Savior." (Acts 5 : 31.) 
such an order of things in the church "The Messiah, The Prince... (Dan. 9: 
to-day properly used, as in the ancient 25.) And will eventually become 
church, and which would be in the "Prince of the kings of the earth." 

church if recognized of God as his, 
-there then would be no necessity 
or room for the troublesome questions 
which now distract so-called Chris
tianity. That 'Yhich has been said, I 
believe to be a sufficient introduction 
to that which may follow, ever keep
ing in mind the rules established in 
the foregoing quotations; having my
self in this no other desire but to come 
to the truth, for it is written:-

The truth shall make you free.-John 8: 32. 
The first thought that presents 

itself to my mind as a proper com
mencement to investigate God's plan 
of salvation for mankind is, What is 
the kingdom, or church? Or, as often 
called by the Apostle Paul, what is 
the body of Christ composed of? The 
first intimation we have of actual 
work in the establishment of the 
kingdom of God, in the meridian of 
time, is the following:-

In those days came John the Baptist, 
preaching in the wilderness of Judea, and 
saying, Repent ye: for the kingdom of heaven 
is at hand.-Matt. 3: 1, 2. 

Among the first things which Jes us 
did, after he began his ministry, the 
record says:-

(Rev. 1: 5.) And will so remain, and 
finally put the last enemy, death, un
der his feet. 

And when all things shall be subdued unto 
him, then shall the Son also himself be sub
ject unto him that put all things under him, 
l hat God [the King] may be all in all.-1 Cor. 
15: 28. 

This Prince, when he came to earth 
in the meridian of time, did not come 
in his power and great glory, as he is 
to come when he comes to reign as 
King of kings and Lord of lords; or 
as quoted above, as Prince of the 
kings of the earth. But as the meek 
and lowly Jesus he was, however, no 
less a personage than the Prince of 
Life, who among the first acts of his 
ministry gathered around him twelve 
men, which he organized into a quo
rum, which he designated "Apostles." 
(Luke 5: 16.) These he sent out 
through the cities of Judea with the 
same proclamation he had used:-

Repent ye: for the kingdom of heaven is at 
hand.-Matt. 3: 2. 

We also read:-
After these things the Lord appointed 

other seventy also, and sent them two and two 
before his face into every city and place, 
whither he himself would come. Therefore 

From that time Jesus began to preach, and said he unto them, ... The kingdom of God 
to say, Repent: for the kingdom of heaven is is come nigh unto you.-Luke 10: 1-9. 
at hand.-Matt. 4: 17. , . Thus we have one of the objects of 

The law and the propnets were until John: Oh · t' k th t bl" h t f 
since that time the kingdom of God is ris. s wor - e es a 1~ men O 
preached, and every man presseth into it.- the kmgdom of God. And m order to 
Luke 16: 16. I its establishment, the organization of 

It appears from the above that a J two of its quorums of officers-the 
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quorum of apostles and also a quorum 
of seventy-:--who acted as evangelists, 
or messengers to open up as assistants 
to the apostles. Jesus the Prince be
ing their Prophet, or Revelator of the 
will of God to them, while he re
mained with them on earth. 

Then said Jesus unto them, when ye have 
lifted up the Son of man, then shall ye know 
that I am he, and that I do nothing of my
self; but as my Father bath taught me I speak 
these things.-John 8: 28. 

For I came down from heaven not to do 
mine own will, but the will of him that sent 
me.-John 6: 38. 

The labors of these officials he had 
chosen, was to present the claims of 
the kingdom of God to the people, and 
persuade citizens to enter into it. 

Now after that John was put in prison, Je
sus came into Galilee, preaching the gospel of 
the kingdom of God, and saying, The time is 
fulfilled, and the kingdom of God is at hand: 
repent ye and believe the gospel.-Mark 1: 
14, 15. 

And we read that many believed. 
These labors continued with varied 
successes for about three years and a 
half, when the Prince was arrested, 
tried, and convicted of what the Jews 
clamored was a breach of their law, 
backed by false evidence and the 
clamor of the mob, supported by their 
high priest and rulers, and was put to · 
death, suffering ignominiously upon 
tbe cross. His death, however, did 
not destroy the work he had done; for 
he, by the power which God his Fa
ther had given him, burst the bands 
of death and arose triumphant from 
the grave, and established the king
dom of which he had preached, in a 
greater degree of power than before. 
His command to his apostles before
time was:-

Go not into the way of the Gentiles, and 
into any city of the Samaritans enter ye not: 
but go rather to the lost sheep of the house 
of Israel.-Matt. 10: 5, 6. 

The veil of the temple had not yet 
been rent. But now a better day had 
come; the law which had been added 
to the gospel by Moses as a school
master because of Israel's unbelief, 
had been fulfilled in Christ. And he, 
while yet with his apostles, teaching 
them more fully of the things of the 
kingdom, prior to his ascension to his 
Father, gave them a broader commis
sion, - not changing the gospel in any 
of its principles, for they are and 
weL·e from the beginning, and will be 
unto the end, fundamental truths, un
changeable in their nature, as is God 
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from whom they came; for as the 
Apostle Paul declared, they are 

The power of God unto salvation to every
one that believeth; ... for therein is the 
righteousness of God revealed from faith to 
faith: as it is written, The just shall live by 
faith.-Rom. 1:16, 17. 

If the righteousness of God is re
vealed in the gospel, and if it was 
necessary that Jesus himself, who 
knew no sin, should fulfill all rig b t
eousness, how much more is it neces
sary that we, poor fallen humanity, 
should fulfill all righteousness; seeing 
that it is the power of God through 
which our salvation comes, and our 
course is made plain by the invitation 
of Jesus, Come follow me? If we 
then desire the salvation of God, it 
will be necessary that we shall inquire 
of what does the gospel consist, see
ing that the righteousness of God is 
revealed in it, and that it is necessary 
for us to fulfill or obey it; and as Je
sus preached the gospel (Mark 1: 14) 
its principles necessarily became his 
doctrine and Jesus said:-

My doctrine is not mine, but his that sent 
me.-John 7: 16. 

For I have not spoken of myself; but the 
Father which sent me, he gave me a com
mandment, what I should say, and what I 
should speak. And I know that his command
ment is life everlasting: whatsoever I speak 
therefore, even as the Father hath said unto 
me, so I speak.-John 12: 49, 50. 

And the Father hath said:-
So shall my word be that goeth forth out of 

my mouth: it shall not return unto me void, 
but it shall accomplish that which I please, 
and it shall prosper in the thing whereunto 
I sent it.-Isa. 55: 11. 

Therefore, 
Whosoever transgresseth, and abideth not in 

the doctrine of Christ, hath not God. He that 
abideth in the doctrine of Christ, he hath both 
the Father and the Son.-2 John, v. 9. 

With the foregoing quotations for a 
basis, we will proceed to examine 
what those doctrines are. The Apos
tle Paul, writing his epistle to the 
Hebrew church, a people to whom he 
said:-

We are made partakers of Christ, if we 
hold the beginning of our confidence stead
fast unto the end.-Heb. 3: 14. 

Therefore leaving the principles of the doc
trine of Christ, let us go on unto perfection," 
not laying again the foundation of repentance 
from dead works, and of faith toward God, of 
the doctrine of baptisms, and of laying on of 
hands, and of resurrection of the dead, and of 
eternal judgment.-Heb. 6: 1, 2. 

These people had obeyed the first 
four of these fundamental principles, 
by which they became partakers of 
Christ, amd were now exhorted by the 
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apostle to go on to perfection; build
ing upon this foundation all the vir· 
tues (see 2 Peter 1: 5-8) growing out 
of it, which would .be the evidence 
that they were holding the beginning 
of their confidence steadfast; which, 
if they continued to do unto the end, 
would entitle them to all the privi· 
leges and blessings to be derived from 
the resurrection and the eternal judg
ment. It appears then that faith to
ward God, repentance from dead 
works, the doctrine of baptisms, and 
of laying on of hands are the four first 
principles and foundation of the doc
trine of Christ, on which we must 
abide and grow in grace, or we have 
not God. It is written:-

Without faith it is impossible to please 
him: for he that cometh to God must believe 
that he is, and that he is a rewarder of them 
that diligently seek him.-Heb. 11: 6. 

God the Father hath said of the 
Son:-

Thy throne, 0 God, is forever and ever: a 
scepter of righteousness is the scepter of thy 
kingdom.-Heb. 1: 8. 

A scepter is an emblem of royalty. 
The use of the royal scepter is de
scribed in the Book of Esther, chap
ter 5: 1-3. The royal scepter then 
which the Son, Jesus the Christ, the 
Prince of Life, bolds out to the peo
ple is a scepter of righteousness; and 
this righteousness is the righteousness 
of God revealed in the gospel, through 
which mankind, if they will, may be 
rescued from thE:Jir fallen condition to 
the favor and presence of God, as at 
the beginning, but in a greater de
gree of perfection. Jesus said:-

Let not your heart be troubled: ye believe 
in God, believe also in me. In my Father's 
house are many mansions: if it were not so, I 
would have told you. I go to prepare a place 
for you, ... that where I am, there ye may 
be &lso.-John 14: 1-3. 

it pertain to this life, or the life to 
come. For, 

Through faith we understand that the 
worlds were framed by the word of God.
Heb. 11: 3. 

And in order to our salvation and 
eternal life in the presence of the 
Father, we must center our faith in 
Jesus the Christ:-

For there is none other name under heaven 
given among men, whereby we must be saved. 
-Acts 4: 12. 

And as in our natural state we are 
prone to sin, and as 
whosoeve~· committeth sin transgresseth also 
the law: for sin is the transgression of the 
iaw.-1 John 3: 4. 

And as the royal law of God is em
bodied in the Scriptures (James 2: 8); 
and as Jesus declared the first com
mandment to be, 
thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all 
thy heart, and with all thy soul, and with all 
thy mind.-Matt. 22: 37. 

Therefore as 
all have sinned and come short of the glory 
of God.-Rom. 3: 23. 

In whom 
we 1i ve, and move, and have our being; 
for we are also his offspring.-Acts 17: 28. 

Seeing then that we all have sinned 
against him who is our Father and 
friend, and who so loved us in our 
fallen condition, 
that he gave his only begotten Son, that who
soever believeth in him should not perish, but 
have everlasting life.-John 3: 16. 

For 
the Lord ... is longsuffering to us-ward, 
not willing that any should perish, but that 
all should come to repentance.-2 Peter 3: 9. 

Repent ye therefore, and be converted, 
that your sins may be blotted out, when the 
times of refr@shing shall come from the pres
ence of the Lord; and he shall send Jesus 
Christ, which before was preached unto you: 
whom the heavens must receive until the 
times of restitution of all things, which God 
hath spoken by the mouth of all his holy 
prophets since the 'World began.-Acts 3: 
19-21. 

For 
Unto them that look for him shall he ap

pear the second time without sin unto salva
tion.-Heb. 9: 28. 

From these passages then, it ap
pears that the final blotting out of sin 

tage of the presentation of this scepter does not transpire, nor the time of re
of righteousness by faith in God, and in freshing come, until Jesus shall a p
his Son Jesus Christ, and seeking pear the second time unto them who 
diligently to serve him. For Jesus shall be looking for him. This gives 
said:- significance to the word of Jesus:-

And this place he was going to pre
pare was not for the apostles alone, 
but for all them who should believe on 
him through their teaching. (See John 
17.) This then is the ultimate of the 
reward for all those who take advan-

Not every one that saith unto me, Lord, But he that endureth to the end shall be 
Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of heaven; saved.-Matt. 10: 22. 
but he that doeth the will of my Father which And also to the words of Paul:-
is in heaven.-Matt. 7: 21. For we are made partakers of Christ, if we 

Faith then is the first and grand hold the beginning of our confidence stead
moving principle of all action, whether , fast unto the end.-Heb. 3: 14. 
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How then shall we be relieved 
from the burden of our sin when we 
shall have repented toward God; that 
is, ceased to do evil and learned to 
do well; or shall be in like condition 
as the people upon the day of Pente
cost, and shall inquire: -

Men and brethren, what shall we do? Then 
Peter said unto them, Repent, and be bap
tized ~very one of you in the name of Jesus 
Christ for the remission of sins, and ye shall 
receive the gift of the Holy Ghost.-Acts 2: 
37, 38. 

I am now fully aware that I am en-
tering upon ground which you may 
possibly consider debatable; but I 
shall strive to keep upon the side of 
truth, let it cut wherever it may; or if 
it cut with both edges, striving and 
praying to be led by the Spirit of 
truth, which leads into all truth. In 
the first place I shall endeavor to 
show you that the ordinance of 
baptism is for the remission of sins, 
and not. because of the sins having 
been remitted previous to baptism; 
and also that the Holy Ghost is not 
received as an indwelling gift of God, 
by the penitent believer, until after 
his birth of the water, or baptism in 
water; also that no man can be saved 
in the kingdom of God without the 
baptisms of water and of the Spirit. 
In the first place we will try and dis
cover what is the meaning of the word 
"remission." I find it to signify: 
"Abatement, relaxation, release, for
giveness; pardon;" but not a blotting 
out until the times of refreshing shall 
come, and Jes us shall be revealed the 
second time without sin unto salva
tion. This is in keeping with the 
words of the Prophet Ezekiel, chap
ters 18 and 33. As quoted before, it 
is said:-

John did baptize in the wilderness, and 
preach the baptism of repeatance for the re
mission of sins.-Mark 1: 4. 

John the beloved disciple, speaking 
of John the Baptist, says:-

There was a man sent from God, whose name 
was John. The same came for a witness, to 
bear witness of the Light, that all men 
through him might believe.-John 1: 6, 7. 

And Mark, speaking of the time 
when this John came, says it was:

The beginning of the gospel of Jesus Christ, 
the Son of God.-Mark 1: 1. 

Not as some say, that the baptism 
of John was a relic of the washings 
under the Mosaic law; but it was the 
beginning of the gospel of Jesus 
Christ, and one of the principles of 
the doctrine of Obrist; and both Mark 
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and Luke say that John preached the each of them. And they were all .filled with 
·baptism of repentance for the re mis- the Holy Ghost, and began to speak with 
sion of sins. (Mark 1: 4; Luke 3: 3.) other tongues, as the Spirit gave them utter-

A 
ance.-Acts 2: 1-4. 

· nd as before quoted, he was sent There were about one hundred and 
from God, and this was part of his 
mission. Jesus, also, in his final in- twenty disciples assembled there, and 

upon this occasion there were assem
structions to his apostles, prior to his bled in Jerusalem Jews, devout men 
ascension, taught the same doctrine, 
as shown in his commission; and also from sixteen different nations, speak-
in the apostles' teachings and prac- ing different languages; and these 

t
. f h Jews heard these d1"sc1"ples speak i·n 
1ces, a ter is ascension, as will ap-

I 
their own tongues the wonderful 

pear. tis written:-
Then opened he their understanding, that works of God. And they were all 

they might understand the Scriptures, and amazed and wondered what all this 
said unto them, Thus it is written, and thus meant; but some mocked and said, 
it behooved Christ to suffer, and to rise from "These men are full of new wine." 
the dead the third day: and that repentance But Peter gave them to understand 
and remission of sins should be preached in 
his name among all nations, beginning at Je- that they were not drunken, as they 
rusalem. And ye are witnesses of these supposed; and he forthwith preached 
things.-Luke 24: 45-48. Christ unto them; and they finally be-

And he said unto them, Go ye into all the lieved Peter''S preaching, and cried 
world, and preach the gospel to every crea- out, "Men and brethren, what shall 
ture. He that believeth and is baptized shall 
be aaved; but he that believeth not shall be we do?" And now I wish you to no-
damned.-Mark 16: 15, 16. tice closely the answer of Peter, and 

Go ye therefore, and teach all nations, bap- remember that he now spoke under 
tizing them in the name of the Father, and the influence and power of the Holy 
of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost: teaching- Ghost, whose duty was, under the 
th€m to observe all things whatsoever I have 
commanded you: and, lo, 1 am with you al- promise of Jesus, to bring to Peter's 
way, even unto the end of the world.-Matt. mind the principles or doctrines he 
28: 19, 20. had been taught by the Master, which 

From reading the contexts of the would be an acceptable, true, and cor
above quotations, it appears that they rect answer to the question pro
were all uttered in the same last pounded:-
course of instructions given by Jesus, Men and brethren, what shall we do? Then 
and in the consecutive order in which Peter said unto them, Repent, and be bap
they are here quoted, and these con- tized every one of you in the 1:1ame of Jesus 
stituted as a whole the commission Christ for the remission of sins and ye shall re-

ceive the gift of the Holy Ghost. For the 
given by Jesus to his apostles, and promise is unto you, and to your children, 
embodying their authority to act after and to all that are ajar off, even as many as 
they should receive the power prom- the Lord our God shall call.-Acts 2: 37-39. 
ised from on high, for which they (Read all of Acts 2.) 

were commanded to tarry in J erusa- This answer of Peter's stands good 
lem. (Luke 24: 29.) From this time for all the ages, and any departure 
forth the apostles and other officials from it setting forth any other mode 
whom Christ had appoh1ted in bis by which men can be saved, is a de
church, were left to carry out the in- parture from the straight and narrow 
structions they had received, without way which leads to eternal life and 
the personal companionship of their salvation in the celestial kingdom, 
Master and friend; but when the Holy where God and Christ will dwell, the 
Ghost the Comforter should come, Mansion which Jesus promised to go 
Jesus had promised that he should and prepare, from the fact that it em
lead them and guide them into all bodies the teachings of John, the man 
truth, and bring to their remembrance sent from God, in the beginning of 
all things which he, Jesus, had com- the gospel of Jesus Christ. It em
manded them. (See John, chapters bodies the pattern set by Jesus, when 
14, 15, and 16.) he demanded his right to enter the 

And when the day of Pentecost was fully sheepfold by the door of baptism, that 
come, they were all with one accord in one he might fulfill all righteousness, and 
place. And suddenly there came a sound when he was baptized, as he came up 
from heaven as of a rushing mighty wind, -
and it filled all the house where they were straightway out of the water, he re-
sitting. And there appeared unto them ceived the gift of the Holy Ghost, 
cloven tongues like as of fire, and it sat rrpoD. which rested upon him in the shape 
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of a dove, and a voice from heaven 
was heard saying, 

This is my beloved Son, in whom I am well 
pleased. (Matt. 3: 13-17; Mark 1: 9-11; Luke 
3: 21; 22.) 

Thus the porter admitted through 
the door into the sheepfold the Shep
herd of the sheep, and who was, as an 
acknowledgment of his obedience, pub
licly acknowledged by his Father as his 
well beloved Son; and Jes us says, 
Come follow me. And he also said:-

Verily, verily, I say unto you, He that en
tereth not by the door into the sheepfold, but 
climbeth up some other way, the same is a 
thief and a robber.-John 10: 1. 

In connection with the above, I will 
introduce some of the instructions of 
the Apostle Paul in regard to this 
matter:-

Know ye not, that so many of us as were bap
tized into Jesus Christ were baptized into his 
death? Therefore we are buried with him by 
baptism into death: that like as Christ was 
raised up from theiJ,eadby the glory of the Father, 
even so we also should walk in newness of life. 
For if we have been planted together in the 
likeness of his death, we shall be also in the 
likeness of his resurrection: [That is, as Je
sus was planted in the tomb mortal, he was 
raised from the tomb immortal; so, also, we 
in likeness of his burial and resurrecti.on are 
planted, buried in the watery grave, full of 
sin, we arise frcm the watery grave with our 
sins remitted, and it is expected of us that we 
will henceforth walk in newness of life.] 
Knowing this, that our old man is crucified 
with him, that the body of sin might be de
stroyed, that henceforth we should not serve 
sin.-Rom. 6: 3-6. 

Buried with him in baptism, wherein also ye 
are risen with Mm throug·h thefaith of the opera
tion of God, who hath rai.sed him from tkie 
dead. And you, being dead in your sins ... hath 
he quickened together with him, having forgiven 
you all trespa,sses -Col. 2: 12, 13. 

That is, they having been buried 
in baptism, in obedience to the 
command, they had risen unto a new 
life. God having, through that act 
of submission to his will, remitted all 
their former sins. 

For ye are all the children of God by faith 
in Christ Jesus. For as many of you as have 
been baptized into Christ have put on Christ. 
. . . And if ye be Christ's then are ye Abra
ham's seed, and heirs according t,o the prom
ise.-Gal. 3: 26-29. 

But God be thanked, that ye were the serv
ants of sin, but ye have obeyed from the heart that 
form of doctrine which was delivered you. Be
ing then made free from sin, ye became the serv
ants of righteousness.-Rom. 6: 17, 18. 

From these quotations it is plain 
that by obedience to the act of bap
tism we die to sin and arise from the 
watery grave a new man in Christ 
Jesus, and 
are made.partakers of Christ} if.we hold tl;l.e 
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beginning of our confidence steadfast unto 
the end.-Heb. 3: 14. 

Yes, the Apostle Peter was correct 
when he commanded: "Repent, and be 
baptized every one of you, in the name 
of Jes us Christ, for the remission of 
sinsj'' and it was so recognized by all 
the early saints. Barnabas, one of 
the disciples who lived and wrote 
about the time that John the Revela-
tor was liberated from Patmos, left 
the following on record:-

Blessed are they who, placing their trust 
in the cross, have gone down into the water . ... 
We indeed'descend into the water full of sins 
and defilement, bu.t come up bearing fruit in 
our hearts.-Epistle, chap. 11. 

Tertullian, another of the early and 
most esteemed fathers, wrote:-

We, after the example of Jesus Christ, are 
born in water.-The act of baptism itself is 
carnal, in that we are plunged in water; but the 
effect is spiritual, in that we are freed from sin.-On 
Baptism, chap. 1 and 7. 

The question is often asked, What 
effect can the water have in washing 
away sins? In answer I would ask, 
''What effect the water had in the 
healing of the Assyrian leper? Or, 
was it not rather Naaman's obedience 
to the word of the Lord through his 
servant Elisha? (2 Kings, chap. 5.) 
Answer these questions in your own 
heart, and then perhaps you will be 
able to tell why being buried in water 

that he could be of benefit to him 
when Jesus came into his kingdom, 
unless he was a baptized believer in 
Christ, and it had been revealed unto 
him by God, as it had been unto 
Peter? for I read 
that no man can say that Jesus is the Lord, 
but by the Holy Ghost.-] Cor. 12: 3. 

Whenever you can answer these 
questions satisfactorily in the nega
tive, then will be the proper time to 
spring the question of this thief's sal
vation in the kingdom of God without 
baptism. Jesus the Messiah, the 
Prince of Peace and Life, said:-

Verily, verily I say unto thee, Except a 
man be born of water and of the Spirit, be cannot enter 
into the kingdom of God.-John 3: 5. 

These births are the outgrowths of 
faith in Christ and in his gospel, 
For therein is the righteousness of God re
vealed from faith to faith: as it is written, 
The just shall live by faith.-Rom. 1:17. 

In the beginning of the gospel of 
Jesus Christ, John, in the declaration 
of his mission, said among other things 
to the Pharisees and Sadducees:-

I indeed baptize you with water unto re
pentance; but he that cometh after me is 
mightier than I, whose shoes I am not worthy 
to bear: he shall baptize you with the Holy 
Ghost, and with fire.-Matt. 3: 11. 

And Jesus who came after John, of 
whom he spake, said unto his disci
ples:-

If ye love me, keep my commandments. 
will wash away sins. And I will pray the Fat,her, and he shall 

And now why tarriest thou? arise, and be give you another Comforter, that he may 
baptized, and wash away thy sins, calling on abide with you forever; even the Spirit of 
the name of the Lord.-Acts 22: 16, truth; whom t.he world cannot receive, because 

There is, however, another birth in- it seeth hi'II not, neither knoweth him: but 
separably connected with this birth ye know him; for he d welleth with you, and 
of water, so much so that without shall be in you .... But the Comforter, 

which is the Holy Ghost, whom the Father will either or both, there is no salvation send in my name, be shall tea,ch you all things, 
in the kingdom of God. But you say, and bring all things to your remembrance, what
Was not the thief on the cross saved soever I have said unto you.-John 14: 15-

without baptism? for Jesus said to 17, 26. 
· And when the day of Pentecost was him, 
To-day shalt thou be with me in paradise. fully come they, the apostles, and all 

-Luke 23: 43. who were with them in the upper 
I will answer by asking you two room received the promise:-

questions. First, can you prove that And they were all filled with the Holy 

this thief had not been baptized; either Ghost.-Acts 2: 4 . 

by John, or by Jes us, or by any of his And Peter under his, the Holy 
apostles under the authority of Jesus, Spirit's influence, made to the people 
and that the sin for which he was now the promise:-
su:ffering was not a sin committed for And y0 shall receive the gift of the Holy 

Ghost. For the promise is unto you, and to 
which Jesus became an advocate with your children, and to all that are afar off, 
the Father for those who believe on even as many as the Lord our God shall call. 
him. (See 1John2: 1; Heb. 7: 25.) I -Acts 2: 38, 39. 

wish you to understand that these And I wish you to distinctly remem
passages refer in their effects only to ber that the promise of the gift of the 
subjects of the kingdom, and not to Holy Ghost was made and followed 
the world. Second, how did this thief\ after the command was given to be 
know that Jesus was the ~Lord, and, baptfaied for the remission of sins, and 
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not to be received before. And a very sus had made unto them under the transpired according to Bible chro
pointed instance of tbe intent, mode, authority of his Father, to be with nology in the year A. D. 34. That in 
and manner of reception in apostolic them even unto the end of the world. regard to Cornelius in the year A. D. 

times is shown in the conversion and It was upon obedience to the things 41. Fourteen .years afterward, or in 
reception of the Holy Ghost by the Jesus had said unto them that the the year A. D. 55, I read:-
Samaritans :- promise hinged; and if disobedient, And it came to pass, that, while Apollos 

Then Philip went down to the city of the Lord would be no longer untler was at Corinth, Paul ·having passed through 
Samaria, and preached Christ unto them. obligations to accept, but to reject the upper coasts came to Ephesus; and find-
And the people with one accord gave heed ing certain disoiples, he said unto them, 

their work. But the sequel proves H · d h H 1 Gh t · unto those things which Philip spake, hear- ave ye receive t e . o y os srnce ye 
ing and seeing the miracles which he did. they had done that which they had believed? And they said unto him, We have 
... And there was great joy in that city. . . . been commanded; for, not so much as heard whether there be any 
But when they believed Philip preaching the 1 They went forth, and preached everywhere, Holy Ghost. And he said unto them, Unto 
things concerning the kingdom of God, and the Lord working with them, and confirming what then were ye baptized? C And they said, 
the name of Jesus Christ, they were baptized, the word with signs following.-Mark 16: 20. Unto John's baptism.;~, Then said Paul, John 
both men and women .... Now when the In full accord with the promise:- verily baptized with the baptism of repent-
apostles which were at Jerusalem heard that And these signs sh::.11 follow them that be· ance, sayi?g unto ~he pe?ple, that they 
Samaria had received the word of God, they lieve; in my name they sl::tall cast out devils; should .believe o_n him wh_ich should come 
sent unto them Peter and .fohn: who, when they shall speak with new ton.gues; they I af~er him;, tha.t rn, on ~hr1st Je~us. .When 
they were come down, prayed for them, that shall take up serpents; and if they drink any they hearu this,, they wen.i baptized rn the 
they might receive the Holy Ghost: (for as yet he deadly thing, it shall not hurt them; they name o! the Lord Jesus. ' And when Paul 
was fallen upon none of them: only they were shall lay hands on the sick and they shall re- had.'iaid:-_iiishands-·;;;pon; them,-tb.e. Holy-- Ghost 
baptized in the name of the Lord Jesus:) cover.-Mark 16: 17, 18. came on them; and they spake with tongues, 
Then laid they their hands on them, and they received I But, sa s the ob. ector, did not and prophesied.-Acts 19: 1-6. 
the Holy Ghost.-Acts, chapter 8. . Y . J Yes; the Lord still confirmed the 

The question now arises Had and Cornelius receive the Holy Ghost be- words and acts of Paul by signs fol
did Philip and the apostles' Peter and I for~ baptism, and that without the lowing the believer. Thus you see 
John taught and done, in this in- layrng on of hands. and pr~yer? I the gospel law established under the 
stance, the things wbichJesushadcom- answer,. Yes. But if you :'7111 read teachings of Jesus, and introduced in 
mantled and said unto them? Had the, all the cir~umstances attendmg it, as practice by the Apostles .Peter and 
Holy Ghost, under whose power these recorded m A~ts, ?hapters ten and John, and was still in force and pro
men acted, done for them that which eleven, y~u ~111 _discover the deep- duced the legitimate effects-the gift 
Jesus promised? Had it brought to seated pre_Judices 111 the hearts of the of the Holy Ghost. Referring to the 
their remembrance tile things neces- Jews agamst .the Gentile~, ~nd the above circumstance, the Apostle Paul, 
sary for the occasion, which Jesus a?~olute necessity for a specwl mterpo· i.n writing to the Ephesian brethren 
bad said unto them? If both these sitwn of the hand of the Lord to nine years afterwards,.in the year A. D. 

questions are answered in the affirma
tive, then these disciples had fully es
tablished the law of the kingdom of 
God, governing in all like circum
stances when initiating subjects into 
that kingdom. And now, by what 
right or authority do professed Chris
tians claim these ordinances, espe
cially the laying on of hands with 
prayer, are nonessential to man's sal
vation? Especially when we consider 
tbe words of the Apostle Paul, writ
ten to the Ephesian church, and re
ferring to the time of these people's 
first experience, as recorded in Acts 
19: 1-6. He says:-

In whom ye also trusted, after that ye ... 
believed, ye were sealed with that Hoy Spirit of 
promise.-Eph. 1: 13. 

But if Philip, Peter, and John had 
not taught and done the things which 
Jesus had taught and said unto them; 
but had exercised their own judgment, 
and followed their own opinion and 
private interpretation of the things 
they had been taught, them of right 
the Holy Spirit had withheld the 
promised assistance, and they were 
no longer entitled to the promise Je-

remove it from the church. This he 64, says:
did; first, by the vision and command 

In whom also ye trusted, after that ye 
to Peter; second, by the visitation of beard the word of truth, the gospel of your 
the angel to Cornelius commanding salvation: in whom also, after that ye be
him to send for Peter, who should tell lieved, ye were sealed with.,that Holy Spirit of 

him things he ought to do· and after- promise, which is the earnest of our inheritance . , I . 
ward by the miraculous power of the until the redemption of the purchased pos

session, unto the praise of his glory."-Eph. 
Holy Ghost upon Cornelius and his 1: 13, 14. 
house, not only confirming Peter, but Perhaps the idea may now strike 
convincing the Jews that were with you, or if it does not, I will help you. 
him, that God was no respecter of 

Granting that the thief upon the cross 
persons under the gospel dispensa- had been born of the water, he bad 
tion. And the first thing that Peter 

not been born of the Spirit, because of 
told them they ought to do, he com-

not having bad hands laid upon him. 
rnanded them to be baptized in the Granted. 
name of the Lord. And now I wish 
to ask, Did the Lord by this special 
circumstance change the fourth prin -
ciple of the doctrine of Christ - ''The 
laying on of hands"-and prayer that 
those who had believed, repented, and 
been baptized might receive the Holy 
Ghost to some other way? If so, 
please show us the word of the Lord 
for it. The traditions of men, or the 
opinions of collegiate reverend di
vines, will not answer the purpose. 
We shall see. The circumstance in 
Samaria, which we have considered, 

For the Holy Ghost was not yet given; be
cause Jesus was not yet glorified.-John 7: 39. 

The Apostle Paul embodies these 
principles of baptisms and the laying 
on of hands as principles of the doc
trine of Christ, in his epistle to the 
Hebrew church in the year A. D. 64. 
(Heb. 6: 1, 2.) And remember, that 
the Apostle John wrote bis second 
epistle general to the churches in the 
year A. D. 90, forty-nine years after 
the conversion of Cornelius, and 
said:-

Whosoever transgresseth, and abideth not 
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in the doctrine of Christ, 
John, v. 9. 

hath not God.-2 barren nor unfruitful in the knowledge 

But we will proceed and see what 
the Apostle Paul has to say in regard 
to the gospel he preached, written to 
the Galatian church in the year A. D. 

58:-
But I certify you, brethren, that the gospel 

which was preached of me is not after man. 
For I neither received it of man, neither was 
I taught it, but by the revelation of Jesus 
Christ.-Gal. 1: 11, 12. 

But though we, or an angel from heaven, 
preach any other gospel unto you than that 
which ~e have preached unto you, let him be 
o.ccursed. As we said before, so say I now 
again, If any man preach any other gospel 
unto you than that ye have received, let him be 
accursed. For do I now persuade men or God? 
or do I seek to please men? for if I yet please 
men, I should not be the servant of Christ.-Gal. 
1: 8-10. 

In the language of the Apostle Paul 
I would advise:-

.. Examine yourselves, whether ye be in the 
faith; prove your own sel ves.-2 Cor. 13: 5. 

Ask yourself the question, Am I 
fearing God and giving glory to him? 
Am I worshiping him that made 
heaven and earth, and the sea and the 
fountains of water? Am I a believer 
in its full sense in the Lord Jesus 
Christ? Have I fully repented of all 
my sins toward God? Have I been 
baptized, born of, buried with Obrist 
by baptism in water for the 1·emission 
of my sins; and have I risen from the 
watery grave a new creature in Christ 
Jesus, freed from sin? Have I received 
the seal of my adoption into the family 
of God, by the prayer of faith, and the 
laying on of the hands of those who 
have authority from God, that I might 
receive the Holy Ghost? Has my faith 
been confirmed by having received 
any of the gifts of that Holy Spirit 
promised by Jes us to them that be
lieve (Mark 16: 17, 18), and of which 
the Apostle Paul would not have the 
Corinthian saints ignorant, impressing 
upon their minds that the gifts he then 
enumerated "worketh that one and 
the selfsame Spirit, dividing to every 
man severally as he will"? (See 1 
Cor. 12: 1-11.) Am I going on unto 
perfection, "giving all diligence, add
ing to my faith virtue; and to virtue, 
knowledge; and to knowledge, temper
ance; and to temperance, patience; 
and to patience, godliness; and to god
liness, brotherly kindness; and to 
brotherly kindness, charity. For if 
these things be in you, and abound, 
they make you that ye shall neither be 

of our Lord Jesus Christ."-2 Peter 
1: 5-8. 

And this is life eternal, that they might 
know thee the only true God, and Jesus 
Christ whom thou hast sent.-John 17: 3. 

If all the above questions can be an
swered in the affirmative, all is well. 
If any of them must be answered in 
the negative, then remember that, 

Sin is the transgression of the law.-1 John 
3, 4. 

And that, 
There is no respect of persons with God. 
.. For not the hearer~ of the law [the law 

of faith.-Rom. 3: 27] are just before God, 
but the doers of t'he law shall be Justified.
Rom. 2: 11-13. 

It will also be well and of the first 
importance to heed the following:-

Thus saith the Lord, Stand ye in the way, 
and see, and ask for the old paths, where is the 
good way, and walk therein, and ye shall find 
rest for your souls.-Jer. 6: 16. 

And if you do this and find it, then, 
Earnestly contend for the faith once deliv

ered to the saints.-Jude 5: 3. 
These principles,-these doctrines, 

this gospel of the kingdom of God 
with all its attendant powers and 
blessings-are taught, preached, ear
nestly contended for, and enjoyed by 
the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints, as a 
witness unto all nations that the hour 
of God's judgment is come. (Rev. 
14: 6, 7.) And also the ushering in of 
the 
dispensation of the fullness of times [thatj he 
might gather together in one all things in 
Christ, both which are in heaven, and which 
are on earth; even in him.-Eph. 1: 10. 

And they invite you to come. 
And the Spirit and the bride say, Come. 

And let him that heareth say, Come. And 
let him that is athirst come. And whosoever 
will, let him take the water of lifS freely.
Rev. 22: 17. 

And now in conclusion I say, that 
my earnest desire and prayer to God 
is that all mankind would come unto 
Christ and be saved, and that by their 
obedience to God's plan of salvation 
their sins may be in that condition 
that they may 
be blotted out, when the times of refreshing 
shall come from the presence of tlie Lord; 
and he shall send Jesus Christ, which before 
was preached unto you: whom the heaven 
must receive until the times of re5titution of 
all things, which God hath spoken by the 
mouth of all his holy prophets since the 
world began.-Acts 3: 19-21. 

And that each, after having put 
their hand to the gospel plow, may 
never look back, for they will then 
have been made p8Jrtakers of Christ, 

and if they then bold the beginning of 
their confidence steadfast unto the 
end, they shall receive Eternal Life, 
the greatest gift of God to man. 

I am your friend for Christ's sake, 
WILLIAM HAWKINS. 

Vo Rm, Missouri. 

MisBellansolI8 DBpar1msnt. 
REUNION NOTICES. 

A reunion of the church will be held at 
Shelton, Nebraska, from May 31 to June 5. 
This reunion is held under the auspices of the 
Central Nebraska district. The conferences 
of the Northern and Southern Nebraska dis
tricts have consented to unite in the services 
of this reunion, which will, we trust, add to 
its interest, and efficiency. Shelton, Ne
braska, is on the main line of the U. P. R.R. 
about 190 miles west of Omaha. 

The place secured upon which to hold this 
reunion is adjoining the town on the north, 
and is one of the most beautiful groves in Ne
braska. Hay and fuel will be furnished free 
of charge, grain at market price on the 
grounds. Straw for use in tents will be free. 

The Presidency and the Bishopric of the 
church will be represented, nothing prevent
ing more than is now known. Likewise the 
General Superintendent will be present a 
part of the time. It is also expected that all 
general missionaries of the church laboring 
in Nebraska who consistently can will be 
present to assist 1n and enjoy the services. 
Tents will co~t for use during the time of the 
reunion as follows: 10x12 $2.50; 12xl4, $2. 75. 
All who wish tents will correspond with 
Jacob Hershey, Shelton, Nebraska. 

Those coming by rail will correspond with 
J. F. Lippencott, Shelton, Nebraska, or Les
lie Boodry, Cairo, Nebraska. 

Let all come with prayer in their hearts, 
and bring Bibles, Hymnals, or Harps, Win
nowed Songs, and Quarterlies, so that you 
can enter into the services heartily. Those 
who can as8ist with the music, either vocal 
or instrumental, come prepared to do so. 

The committee hope to see a goodly at
tendance, and trust that much material good 
may be done in the interests of the work of 
God. J. F. MINTUN. 

JOSEPH W. SMITH. 

MORRIS STEARLEY. 

SCATTERED MEMBERS. 
By order of the officers of the Cheltenham 

branch, St. Louis, Missouri, Henry Roberts, 
president, J. G. Cole, secretary, I would like 
to know the whereabouts of the following 
members, and if they still desire to remain 
members of the branch or desire their notes 
of removal: Elizabeth Jones, Effie James, 
Annie Jones, Hiram King, Phcebe King, John 
W. King, Bessie King, Mary Abrams, James 
F. Smith, Delila A. Smith, Sarah E. Evans, 
David Thomas, Mary Cook, Hannah Wel
shimer, Thomas Thomas. 

Please answer as soon as possible to my ad
dress, 1331 Aubert Avenue, St. Louis Mis-
sout'i, J, G. Cor.:m. 
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Royal makes the food pure, 
whoiesume and delicious, 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK. 

'THE SAINTS' HARMONY. Music 
and Hymns Combined. 

Leather backs, cloth sides .....•.. $2 00 
Gilt edges ...................•••. 2 50 
With music only ......•.•..••• , •. 1 25 

NEW TESTAMENTS. KingJames' 
Translation. 

Brevier type, 18mo ...........•... $0 25 
Agate type, 32mo. (smaller).. • . . . 15 
Pearl-agate type, 32mo... . . . . • • • . 10 

Archamlogical Committee's Report 
WITH lUAPS. 

Evidences Supporting the Book ot· Th'.1.ormon. 

This work presents the results of labors of 
the "Committee on American Archreology," 
.appointed at the General Conference of 1894. 
'The work has been written after much time 
and special labor in investigating every 
.available source of written information on 
·the subject. 

It is divided into three parts. Part 1 con
·tains a preface, and outlines the .history of 
the Nephites. Part 2 is a synopsis of Jaredite 
history, and includes a summary of the con
·Clusions reached by the committee, with a 
statement of the evidences upon which said 
·Conclusions are based. Part 3 contains much 
miscellaneous matter of general importance, 
including a list of early authors on American 
antiquities, with their opinions concerning 
the origin of the ancient Americans; a list 
of authors quoted; also an index of names 
-of lands, cities, rivers, etc. 

The committee has outlined and located 
·the civilizations, lands, cities, rivers, and 
boundaries of countries named in the Book of 
Mormon. These are shown on six specially 
prepared Maps, included in the report. 
Other engravings also appear-illustration9 
of "Mexican Picture Writing," "Landa's 
Maya Alphabet," "LePlongeon's Egyptian 
and Maya alphabet," "Book of Mormon char
acters," "Bas Relief from Palenq ue," and 
"Inscriptions from Palenq ue." 

The committee has summarized the leading 
.archreological evidences obtainable in sup
port of the claims made by the Book of Mor
mon; ievidences have been gathered from 

·sources not accessible to the average reader, 
making it a manual of defense of its archaeo
logical claims. 

The preparation of the work has been com
_pleted at considerable expense, but the price 
bas been made as low as possible. I 

Neatly bound in heavy paper covers; price 
!.60 cents, mailed to any address. 

'!'HE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.} 

Published every "Wednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
$1.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents· 
sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid i~ 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., should be addressed to 
Frank Criley, Business Manager. Remittances 
should be made by post office or express orders, 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters. 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth .......................•... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .. , .. 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges .............. 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth ...................••••••.. $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia ........•.•. 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••. 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ...... 2 00 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. Large 
Type Edition. 

Cloth, leather backs and corners .. $1 50 
Seal Grain Russia, gilt edges . . . . . 2 00 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth ............................ $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . • • . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..•. , 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible . . • . • . 2 00 

'l'H~ TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mormon and the New Testa
ment. (Inspired Translation) 
in large type; in one volume. 

Leather back and corners ........ $2 00 
Seal Grain Russia ............. , , . 2 50 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ... , • 3 50 
Morocco, gilt edges .............• 4 00 

TEACHERS' BIBLE. "The Self
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps, 
in good large print, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references; 
rrinted on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6tx8:l·, mailed post-
paid at, per copy, net ............ $2 00 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. King 
James' Translation. 

Cloth, with marginal references, 
two sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 and$0 80 
Cloth, without references, two 
sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 and 50 

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL. Word 
edition. 

Paper .....•••. , •••••.•.....•.•. $0 15 
Cloth . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . 25 
Cloth ..•• , •••••••••• , • , .. , , • . •• • 35 

TRACTS. 
TRACTS Order by numbers. 

1. The Nature of Man. Is he Pos
sessed of Immortality? Per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ......... $1 00 

2. Truth Made Manifest; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 ................. 1 00 

3. Voice of the Good Shepherd; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine 
of the Church, and Kirtland 
Temple Suit; per doz. 3 cts.; 100 15 

5. Questions and Answers (on First 
Principles of the Gospel); per 
dozen, 3 cents; 100.. .. .. . . . . . . 15 

6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall Adminis-
ter; per dozen, 15 cents; 100 ... 1 00 

7. Who then Can be Saved; per 
do;rnn, 5 cents; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

8. Fullness of the Atonement; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

9. Spiritualism Viewed from a 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 ........... 1 30 

10. The Narrow Way; per dozen, 10 
cents; 100.................... 50 

U. The Plan of Salvation; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 .......... 1 20 

12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexander Campbell to a Re
stored Primitive Christianity 
Examined; per doz., 15 cts; 100, 1 00 

14. Reply to Orson Pratt; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ $1 00 

15. How to Enter the Kingdom; per 
dozen, .5 cents; 100............. 30 

16. Polygamy: Was it an Original 
Tenet of the Church; per dozen, 
10 cents; 100................... 50 

18. Necessity for a Reorganization 
of the Church; per dozen. . . . . . 30 

19. A Statement and a Correction 
of It; per dozen................ 10 

20. The "One Body;" or the Church 
under the Apostleship and under 
the Apostasy; per doz. 15c; 100, 1 00 

21. Truths by Three Witnesses, and 
Epitome of Faith; per dozen, 
3 cents; 100........ . . .. .. .. . . . 15 

22. Faith aud Repentance; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100............ 50 

23. Baptism; per dozen, 10 cts.; 100 65 
24. The Kingdom of God; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100 .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. 30 
25. Laying on of Hands; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100 . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. 30 
27. The Sabbath Question; per 

dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ 1 00 
31. What is Truth? True Ortho

doxy? and an Evangelical 
Church? and Epitome of Faith; 
per dozen, 3 cents; 100......... 15 

41. The Gospel, and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen, 3 cents; 100 15 

42. Rejection of the Church; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100..... .. . . . . 50 

43. One Wife or Many; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 ................... 1 00 

44. Crooked Paths; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 .................... ,l 00 

47. The Future State; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

Prophecy of the Rebellion; per 100 10 
TRACTS IN I,ARGE LOTS. 

Special prices on application for 
tracts in lots of 1000 or more. 

DISTRICT RECORDS. Printed and 
bound similar to Branch Records . $2 50 
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• It GRACELAND 
COLLEGE, 

LAMONI, IOWA. 
Telephone 71. 

For catalogues or further Information, 

Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE, 
Acting President, 

or D. F. LAMBERT, Secretary, 
LAMONI, low A 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAIN'I'S. (Volumes 1 and 2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment,growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners .. 2 00 
Full leather . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50 
Full leather, gilt edges ........... 3 00 

COMPENDIUM OF FAITH. 
Cloth .................•.•..••... $0 75 
Leather. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . • • • • . . 1 00 

THE SAINTS' HERALD 

I WHAT HA VE YOU to exchange as part 
payment on a well improved 80 acre farm 
two miles from Lamoni? Large build
ings-all painted-orchard. Yearly pay· 

I 
ments on balance. Give full description 
and price of your property in first letter. 

D. F. Nicholson. 
......... """""""' 

FOR SALE OR TRADE. 
A nice home near President Joseph Smith's 

residence; containing seven rooms, three 
closets, pantry, and celiar; well, outbuildings, 
etc.; about two acres of ground, well set to 
fruit and ornamental trees. For further par
ticulars iaquiM of M., H rald Office, or 
ll.ddress Box 312. Lamoni, Io1va. 

TOBACCO HABIT CURED, 
01~ NO J!l'AY. 

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively 
guarantees three boxes of "Quit-To-Bae" to perm.a .. 

· nentlv take away all desire for tobacco, or will 
promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent 
post paid anywhere for $1.50. No bad eff~cts fr~m 
nse of Quit-To· Bao. It is a grea.t nerve tome. W ny 
not try it? It has GJred hundreds; why not you? 
Remember, N@ Cure, No Pay. Address, B. 1''. 
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois. 

TAKE YOUR CHOICE 
of' three good residences in J;amoni. 

One 4 room, one 5 room, and one 7 room 
residence, with good cellars, pantries, and 
closets. Abundance of good water, also fruit 
trees and small fruit. Convenient to church, 
school, and business part of town. Will sell 
any two of the three residences. For further 
particulaf's, call on or address CHAS. F. 
CHURCH, Lamoni, Iowe.. 10-7-,t 

The Quaker Valley Manufacturing Oo., 319 and 321 
South Canal Street, Chicago, sell a fllll line of high· 
grade household furniture direct from the factory at 20 to 
60 per cent lower than retail prices, and will send anyone 
a copy of their catalogue free. 

If yon contemplate purchasing household furniture, by 
all means send for the catalo,;ue of the Q,uake1 Valley 
Mann!acturing Co., 319 and 321 South Canal Street, 
Chicago. 

HOT SPRINGS, SOUTH DAKOTA. 
THE season of this heal th resort 

opens May 15. 
The Evans Hotel at Hot 

Springs, South Dakota, will be 
open for business on May 15, 
with Mr. Harry Clark as man

ager. The hotel has been thoroughly reno
vated since last season, and the plunge baths 
have all been refitted. ii}~ = 

The Hot Springs have gained a great repu
tation for remarkable cures of acute rheuma
tism, neuralgic troubles, indigestion, and 
other ailments, and many people visit them 
annually from Iowa, the excellent hotel ac
commodations maki•ig it a very desirable 
health and pleasure resort. The Burlington 
Railroad, the direct line to the springs, 

I 
runs a through service of Pullman cars and 
coaches, which makes the resort easily 
reached from here. 16 4 

Furniture From Factory to Fireside. 
Being the only extensive manufacturers of furniture in 

the world selling direct from maker to user, we save our 
customers the enormous expenses and profits of the 
jobbers and retailers. Send for catalogue A. showing 
onr full line of Household Furniture, at 20 to 50 per cen L 
under retail valne. 

Quaker Valley Mannfactnring Co., 
319 and 3~1 S. Canal St., Chicago. 

JUST PUBLISHED. 
A Concordance to the large print Book of 

Mormon, of proper size for insertion in books 
of that edition already published. Sixteen 
pages. Everyone should have it. On sale 
at the Herald Office. Price ten cents. 

RADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether. an 
invention is probably patentable. Communica~ 
tions strictly confidential. Handbo9kon Patents 
sent free. Oldest a.a-ency for securing patents~ 

Patents taken through l\!Iunn & Co. receive 
special notice) without charge~ in the 

Sd~ntHic Jlm¢rlcan. 
A handsomely illustrated weekly. I~argest cir
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a 
year; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers. 

MUNN & C0.36113' 0adway, New York 
Branch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C. 

HARDWARE.!! 
STOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETO. 

Special attention given to Builders' Har.dware. 
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnished 

LAMONI HARDWARE CO. 

THE KEOKUK ROUTE. 

K. & W. and D . .lU. & K. C. Railways. 
The D. M. & K. C. Ry from Des Moinea 

to Cainsville ha~ been rebuilt and that por• 
tion south of Van Wert will be standard 
gauge on or before November 1, 1897. 

There is no road in Southern Iowa Ol' 
Northern Missouri which bas more good 
locations for business men than on the line of 
the Keokuk Route. More stock of all kinde 
has been shipped over this line than any road 
of equal mileage in Iowa or Missouri. (See 
Missouri Surplus Map at our stations.) The 
freight and passenger service is not equalled 
by any road in the state, except the Missouri 
River trunk line'I, with each of which we 
have union stations and direct, connections. 

Persons seeking farms can find propert,y at 
tempting prices; men seeking businese \<lCa· 
tions can find towns with ample territor.) rmd 
settlers to warrant good businFss. Additional 
passenger service will soon be given which 
will add to the growth of the towns. 

The towns between Des Moines and Cains
ville are particularly well located for 
business. Look tbern up. Write to the 
undersigned for additional information. See 
folder for map and lands. 

J. F. ELDER, 

A. C. Goomncn. 
Gen. Pass. Agent 

Vice Prdi. and GPn. M"n'gr. 

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN. 
A house in Lamoni, Iowa, two Fqnares from the bnsi• 

ness center. It bas eix rooml'l, a ball, and three closets,. 
and is conveniently arrangt d for a family of six or more; 
la warm as a winter honse, and has good ventilation for 
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple, 
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which are 
the corner of 11 block. Address. 

I. N. W. COOPER. Lamoni, Iow11. 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Large Type Edi· 
tion. · 

Cloth, leather backs and corners .. $1 00 
Seal Grain Russia .............••. 1 25 
Seal Graiii Ru~sia, gilt edges ..••. 1 50 
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ARCHJEOLOGICAL FINDS. 

CHRISTIAN LITERATURE OF THE FIRST 
THREE CENTURIES BROUGHT 

TO LIGHT. 

DISCOVERY of catacomb inscriptions 
by Wilpert. 

Le Blant's discoveries in Roman 
Africa and Gaul. 

Inscriptions unearthed by Huebner. 
Antiquities dug up on the Dalmatian 

Coast. 
Ramsay's explorations in Asia Mi

nor. 
Bryennio's discoveries in the J eru

salem monastery of Constantinople. 
Finding of the Gospel of Peter by 

the French archmological mission. 
Recovery of Tatian's Diatessaron or 

Harmony of the Four Gospels. 
Professor Harris' discovery on 

Mount Sinai. 
Papyrus dug up at Benehsa. 
This is preeminently the day of the 

archmologis t. 
The tape line and the space are 

commentators par excellence. There 
is an ancient tradition that the sitting 
statue of Memnon at Thebes emits a 
mu·sical sound when struck by the 
rays of the rising sun. The sun of 
this century has touched every ancient 
statue, temple, and rubbish heap, and 
they are singing an anthem. The 
Christian scholar believes it is, an an
them to the praise of our God and to 
the integrity of bis word, 

A perfect passion for arcbmological 
research possesses this age. 

It i~ a part of the .. develop;m11nt of 
the historical and critical spirit., 

Lamoni, Iowa, April 27, 1898. No. 17.'. 

Within the last quarter of a century j genuineness and authenticity of the 
the Palestine Exploration Society and New Testament Scriptures. The 
the Egyptian Exploration Society Christian world has now and then 
have come into being, wonderfully been profoundly stirred by the bring
stimulating arcbmological research. ing to light of some document or 
In the vast field of Christian archrn- monument and the rapid preparation 
ology rich have been the results. Im- of the material for publication has 
portant documents and notable soon given to the church the history 
inscriptions have been discovered, of the find. Thus with increasing in
and much light bas been throvvn upon terest the attention of tho Christian 
Christian art and symbolism. Contri- scholars 'ls directed toward the early 
butions have been made by a group of Christian centuries. 
notable men. First must be men- As the excavations in Egypt have 
tioned the late Commendatore De served to assist us in reconstructing 
Rossi, whose monumental works, the history of the land of the Pharaohs;. 
"Roma Sotteranea" and "lnscrip- as the finds in Assyria and Babylonia 
tiones Christianm Urbis Romm," have have made Old Testament life and 
been the basis of all following work literature:more vivid; as the spade of 
in this direction. By his side must be Schlieman and Curtius have rescued 
mentioned, among the Italians, such much of~\Grecian literature from the 
men as Garucci and Gregorutti. region of myth, so the researches into 
Among the French Roller and Le early Christian art have removed many 
Blant stand easily first. Germany misconceptions, pushed back the date of 
gives a notable list of eminent names early Christian literature and enabled 
-Piper, Kraus, Schultze, Nikolaus, us to reconstruct to a large extent 
Mueller, Huebner, Wilpert and others. the worship and policy of the church. 
In England W. M. Ramsay takes the We have been enabled also to correct 
lead. The English speaking world is much of the erroneous chronology of 
also under lasting debt to an Ameri- the early centuries. The study of the 
can scholar, the late Dr. Charles W. inscriptions, both classical and Chris· 
Bennett of the Garrett Biblical Insti- tian, has cast unexpected light upon 
tute, for producing the best book in the Patristic writing. Investigations 
English on the subject-his "Chris- in early Christian art have shown us 
tian Arcbmology." that the early Christian church was 

Lately great interest has been not averse to art, but on the contrary 
aroused in the entire subject and cultivated and practiced the fine arts. 
many young scholars have come to By the study of inscriptions and 
the front. The first congress of burial monuments no ordinary light 
Christian arcbmologists was held in has been thrown upon the history of 
1894 at Spalato in Dalmatia, on the early heresies. Much of the writings 
site of Diocletian's palace. Such men of the early centuries is in the nature 
as Kraus and Wilpert, among Catholic of apologetic. The personality of 
scholars, and Mueller and Schultze the writer, his bias, his passion, often 
among the Protestants, .were the lead- enter largely into the writing and the 
ers. The next congress assembles at position of his adversary is not un
Ravenna in 1898. The result of such frequently utterly misrepresented, 
a conference of Christian archmolo- The incised marble of the rude fresco 
gists is to insure a scientific study of 
all the early Christian monuments 
and to. stimulate research in this di
reption. It goes without saying that 
the. work within the past twenty-five 
years has done much .to shed. light 
upon some ·vexed problems in, the l.ife 
of thf,l early church .. and, also .to in
<;rea.se the ma,ss of eyidE!n.ce . to .. Jhe 

often serve to correct these misrepre
sentations, thus telling unconsciously 
the true story of the life of the early 
church. 

The geographical field of Christian 
archmologyis naturally that territory 
once occupied by the early Christian 
chu;r.r;h and, in which remains now 
exist. Ea};'ly Christian docum.ents,Jn.• 
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scriptions, churches, mosaics, fres- J 1arge number of flourishing churches i tinguished members of the Christian 
coes, etc., are the material which is · in Spain during this period. congregations in these cities of 
to be interpr4ilted. Yet, we must con- The Dalmatian Coast has in recent Phrygia. Literature shows us the 
fess the disappointment that the years given us many valuable finds. character and works of the great 
actual finds have been so few com- The antiquities of Aquileit, which in church leaders and heretics; but if 
pared with the territory. Great the fifth century was a second Rome, we want to find out anything about 
areas of early Christian life and have been for many years known I an ordinary congregation in a Roman 
activity are almost entirely barren of through the labors of Bertoli, Zando- city we must go to the epitaphs and 
Christian monuments of any charac- nati, Gregorutti and others. Two above all to the epitaphs of Eumeneia 
ter. thousand inscriptions have been un- I in Phrygia. They bring before us a 

We know that in the fifth and sixth earthed here and new ones are being picture of rich and generous develop
centuries were flourishing churches daily .brought to light at Dalona, me~t, of concession, of liberality, in 
in Palestine, of which scarcely a trace Mer~smac and other pla~es u~der t?e which pe~ple of adv~rse. tho~ghts 
remains. Italy, Northern Africa, : auspwes ~f the A~st:ian imperial we~e practically reconmled m a smgle 
Asia Minor, Gaul, Spain, and the archreolog1cal comm1ss10n. In for- somety. But they also show us 
Dalmatian Uoast are the chief areas mulre, symbolism, and style they differ Eumeneia as mainly a city of Ohris
for the Christian archreologist. The decidedly from those at Rome, fre- tians in the third century. Nothing 
forces of nature, the devastating quently

0

giving li~h~ as to th~ subjects similar. to this is known th:oughout 
irruption of the barbarous hordes and. moue ~f O?r1stian baptism of the the ancient world. Eui:neneia s~a~ds 
from the north, the persecutions of per10d,. which is the fifth and fourth b.efore us. as the ear hes~ Christian 
the imperial powers and the wars and cent~ries._ I mty ~f which record ~e~~ms and ex
rivalries of opposing sects have Asia Mmor has been recent! e~-1 emp~1fies .t~e r~conmhat10n of two 
served to sweep away many noble and :.10.r~d by W. ~· Ra~say, who m ?I~ hostile .reh,~10ns m a peaceful and or-
valuable Christian monuments. Cities and B1shopncs of Phryg1a derly city. 

It 1 h f · h d ·~h th (London, 1895) has published one a y as urms e us Wiu e . . . . 
h . f t · th f Oh . hundred and fifty Christian mscr1p-c ie monumen s m e way o r1s- . 

t . t d · h F th t1ons from the southwestern and west ian ar an ep1grap y. rom e . . . 
d f B · (1674) t th t central d1strrnts of Phrygia. Ramsay 

ays o os10 o e presen h h t .. h th · · · 't 
t . th t b h b . h s ows t a wit ese mscript10ns i ime e ca acorn s ave een a r1c . . . 

is possible to fix with complete or ap-
mine of Christian archreology, while 
the city of Rome itself has given up 
in the course of excavation many 
valuable relics of the church. De 
Rossi may be said to have founded 
the scientific study of these remains. 
With indefatigable patience and erudi
tion he has reduced to systematic 
form the labors of his predecessors 
and his with unerring instinct opened 
some remarkable discoveries. 

proximate certainty the Christian 
origin of a large number of documents 
of the third century. These Phrygian 
descriptions belong to the period be
fore Christianity was legalized by 
Constantine. In this period a Chris
tian was esteemed by law a traitor 
and an outlaw. The inscription did 
not, therefore, to the uninitiated, bear 
on its face the evidence of its Chris-
tian character. He shows that some-

(To be continued.) 

The School Gazette says:-"The editor of 
the School Gazette has been a constant student 
of PUBLIC OPINION for ten years, and he 
owes much to that paper for the help it gives 
him in his work. Those who aim to become 
philosophic students of the world's doings, 
cannot afford to be without it." 

The Superior, (Neb.) Weekly Journal, a 
representative member of the rural press, 
said in a recent issue:-"To the busy man 
who desires to keep in touch with the big 
world beyond our little Western towns, PUB
LIC OPINION is a necessity." 

ADDRESSES. 

M. F. Gowell, 838 Fifth Street, Armour
dale, Kansas. 

W. N. Robinson, Sec. Gen. S. S. Associa-
Recent work in the catacombs has 

been carried on especially by Wilpert, 
in the discovering and interpreting of 
catacomb frescoes. Much of the 

thing like a symbolic language of tion, Independence, Missouri. 
epitaphs was devised, so that the Thomas Taylor, care of W. A. Roberts, 8 
Christian tombs were marked by Bristol Road, Bournbrook, Birmingham, 

England. 
variations from the customary sepul-

earlier work in this direction is inac- chral formula, apparently i'nsignifi- Mark H. Forscutt, No. 203 First Avenue, 
Nebraska City, Nebraska. 

curate and has been copied by all who cant in themselves and easily eluding J. A. Grant, 913 North Walnut Street, 
have followed De Rossi. Wilpert has notice, but giving a Christian turn to West Bay City, Michigan. 
also. d.one much. to throw light on the language and clearly significant Elder Henry C. Smith, No. 647 South 
Christian symbohsm. to the brethren. This system seems Spring Street, Los Angeles, California. 

I R Af · d G 1 L J. F. Mintun, Box A., Magnolia, Iowa. 
n oman rica an au ' e j to begin about 200 A. D., and to be L. F. Johnson, Minneapolis, Kansas. 

Blant has been and is the great confined to certain districts of L. R. Devore, Graysville, Monroe County 
authority in the Christian epigraphy . Phrygia, where the ~population was Ohio. 
of these regions, publishing several to a very large extent Christian, and T. A. Hougas, Supt. Gen. s. S. Association, 

· · h' h Henderson, Iowa. hundred inscr1pt1ons, c iefly from t e where there was less chance of ma- Peter Anderson, Stanberry, Missouri. 
fourth to the sixth centuries. levolent pagans setting the law in w. R. Armstrong, secretary, 14 Couneil 

The work of Huebner on the Chris- . motion. against suspected Christians. Street, H., Manchester, England. 
tian archreology of Spain has brought To quote Ramsay, in Contemporary A: C. Barmore, Oatsville,~ Pike County, 

t? our knowledge about 300 in~crip- Review, September, 1896: "T~e i~- In~~~~· Bond, No. 2512 Slattery Street, st. 
tions from the fourth to the eighth portance of these documents hes m I Louis, Missouri. 
centuries. These are mostly dated the fact that they reveal to us the w. T. Bozarth, 3205 Adams Street, Denver, 
and suffice to show that there was a character of the commonplace, undis- Colorado. 
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8: 31, n. 
"Hearken to the word of the lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none." 

Vol. 45. 

EDITOR. 
ASSIST.A.NT EDITOR. 

JOSEPH SMITH 
R. s. SA.LY.A.RDS 
HEM.A.N C. SMITH, 
JOSEPH LUFF, 

} CORRESPONDING EDITORS. 

LAMONI, foWA, APRIL 27, 1898. 

DANCING, AND OTHER THINGS. 

IT is to be taken for granted, we sup
pose, that all questions asked of "ye 
editors," are to be considered as seri
ous, and should therefore be treated 
seriously. 

Here is one: -
Dear Editor Herald:-I would like to ask a 

question or two. 
1. Is dancing a crime for which a young 

member can be suspended? 
2. Is an elder in good standing who flirts 

with and makes love to two or three at one 
time, and goes from place to place telling of 
it, and how he can get this one and that one, 
when it is he who makes each one think she 
is the only one woman in the world he wants? 

3. Is it all right for an elder to go into a 
saloon and take strong liquor for his stom
ach's sake of course? If a young brother was 
seen doing the same thing, in the next Herald 
there would be a letter asking the General 
Conference to speak out definitely against the 
"young" using liquor of any kind, no matter 
if it is (or the stomach. 

The young may be able to tell of a few 
things that the older ones do that may not 
be according to law, and good Christian prac
tice. 

I do not wish to make any excuse for the 
young, nor to encourage dancing; but think 
there are other vices that are not just the 
proper examples for a "saint" to set before 
the world. 

Book of Mormon, page 116. 

Lamoni, Iowa, April 27, 1898. No.17. 

I ganization, and conserve the good of . evils of the time, one of the most se-
the whole church. ductive and greatest wrong and evil 

In the light of this fact we must an- producers the age knows anything of. 
swer, Yes, to the first question, pro- Of course we are writing in general 
vided local regulations have so been terms, and not in reference to any 
adopted; not otherwise. particular person. Albeit, we sin-

2. Every elder is in good standing cerely doubt the suggestion that is 
until it is known that be is a trans- made regarding the appeal to conf_er
gressor, or by indiscreet and unwise ence in case a young brother should 
conduct he has proved himself an im- be seen doing as the question sug
proper representative of the faith and gests. 
the church. But an elder who would There is little doubt that an observ
or does do as the question suggests is ant, fault-finding young person could 
certainly acting in an improper and find some things in the older ones not 
unmanly, if not an immoral manner, exemplary, and that these older ones 
and should be promptly rebuked; first, for the sake of consistency, and be
by the women, young or old, who are cause of their professed love for the 
the victims of his disgourteous and un- work should refrain from doing; and 
gentlemanly conduct; second, by the possibly these sam~ young people 
officers of the branch or district, or could suggest some things some older 
both of this class of officers; and if he ones do not do that i1 would be an ad
persists in such course he should be vantage to themselves and the church 
promptly dealt with for unrninisterial if they would do. But this would not 
and improper conduct. change the laws nor the duties of all 

The good name of the church has under the laws any more than the 
suffered enough from sins arising overfrequent advice and scolding of 
from loose morality in some who rep- the older ones, elders, and apostles, 
resent it; and it is time a h,alt was given to the younger, affects the re
called in such affairs. sponsibility of these younger people 

The church does not send men out and changes the situation for them. 
to misrepresent the fair name of the We know of no scriptural law.either 
"Bride, the Lamb's wife," and the in the Old or New Testament, or in 
sober, staid, steadfast men and women the revelations of later times that in so 
making up the church; and if by evil many words makes or declares danc
conduct, or conduct that leads to evil ing in itself a crime. We are there
they misrepresent the moral and law- fore unable to tell how "terrible" a 
abiding character of the church, they 
should bEi looked after. So, if our 

"sin" it may be. 
There are some who believe that If you feel that it will do any good to an

swer these questions, I wo:ild be pleased to "fault-finding young sister" has dancing is "revelling," and one of the 
hear from you in private letter, or through charges to make against any "elder," apostles writing in the New Testa
the Herald. young or old, who has been guilty of ment classes revellings with the things 

You may smile and throw this in the waste trifling with the fair sisters, either in which are unprofitable and which are 

~a;:~\~~~;~::i:i~ot~:~:::i!~ee ~~u:;e;:0i~ or out of the church, she should characteristic of those who are not 
in dancing. I have taken enough from the formulate her charges and present walking as children of the light. We do 
elders and apostles on this subject, and I sup- them in writing to the president of not find the words "revelling" and 
pose there are other~ who have done the branch, president of district, or mis- ''dancing" used to mean the same 
same, and would like to be shown where they sionary in charge, with a statement of thing; and yet can easily see how a 
are in fault. I for one would be willing to 
give it up, even u it is the only one thing 1 the names, times, places, and evi- dance could be made a revel, a mad 
enjoy. Your fault-finding deuces and witnesses' names, that the and foolish revel. 

YouNG SISTER. matter may be inquired into; and thus Bro. David Smith once said of danc-
1. Every branch and district of the prevent further and possibly irrepara- ing: "It is to be noticed that those 

church may enact such rules and ble misconduct. who are patrons of the dance are not 
regulations as may be considered best 3. We think not. We think it un-

1 
usually attendants at the prayer meet

calculated to establish and maintain \ ministeria.l for the minister of the , ings and church services; the two 
the good order of its respective or- word to tamper with one of the great 1 seem not to go in hand together. 
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The spirit of the dance seems to shut 
out the spirit of worship." 

It is said in the good book that 
"Whatsoever is not of faith is sin." 
And it is certain that dancing as con
ducted at the balls and parties of the 
day is not of faith and does not tend to 
the better morality, but does tend 
towards evil. In such understanding 
we can state with confidence that 
attending dances as they are usually 
carried on in the fashionable and 
semi-fashionable world is a very plain 
folly. 

We are not inclined to state that 
dancing, the saltatory motions of 
keeping time and step to music is a 
crime, any more than running, walking, 
playing tag, baseball, marbles, pris
oners base, or wolf, or jumping the 
rope, as the same are played by our 
growing lads and lasses are crimes; 
yet each may be made a folly. Nor 
are we inclined to write that riding 
for pleasure, in buggy or on horse
back, sailing, rowing, and many other 
athletic pursuits are crimes, yet each 
may be done in such times and fashion 
as to be a folly. 

One reason why we do not care to 
thus write is, that too much stress is 
sometimes laid on restrictive enact
ments of the church, or decisions of 
condemnation by officers of the church 
in regard to personal conduct; and 
make these to take the place of the 
directive and corrective teaching of 
the Holy Spirit in the true disciple. 
It is clear that if the lives and per
sonal conduct of the members of the 
church were to be made to conform to 
rules formulated by the church and 
printed, to be conned and noted and 
observed, there would seem to be no 
office work for the Spirit to perform, 
the place of that important and not to 
be dispensed with witness-bearing 
power being usurped by moral metes 
and bounds prescribed by law. We 
have reason to believe that this was 
what Jesus was trying to avoid when 
teaching the gospel and drawing the 
contrast between the law and the gos
pel economy; hence we cannot accept 
what seems to do away with that puri
fying and ennobling power. 

This "fault-finding young sister," 
would do well to consider whether it 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

with what is seemly, or unseemly, 1 had his membership taken for cause, 
rather than to wait for an act of and seeks to be reinstated in the 
church lawmakers by which restraint church. 
from whatever tends to carelessness 
of conduct might be enforced and 
church membership be endangered. 
It is certainly worthy of a thought, at 
least. 

Efforts have been made from time to 
time to get the conference to pass a 
stringent rule against dancing and 
providing for its enforcement; ~and 
each attempt has failed for the reason 
alli:iged above, it was thought to be 
contrary to good reason and true 
principles of government in the gos
pel church to begin making a list of 
offenses by church enactment. Once 
committed to such a policy and there 
would be no practicable end of ''thou 
shalt do this" and "thou shalt not do 
that" enactments, and the Great Law
giver's word would be made nuga
tory: "Thou shalt love the Lord thy 
God with all thy heart, and thy neigh
bor as thyself; on these two command
ments hang all the law and the 
prophets. "-Jesus. 

Mei;. and women who are right
eously self-governed are much the 
best governed people that the world 
has. 

REBAPTISM. 

WE have the following note, in the 
form of a question, with the request 
that it be answered in the HERALD. 
We greatly dislike to attempt the dis
cussion of queries which arise from 
conditions that would make the possi
ble answers to be personal and tend 
to injure the feelings of others, or 
the work as a consequence. It is pos
sible that this question has, or may 
have personalities in it somewhere; 
but no offense is intended. 

I do not want to stand in the way of any 
coming into the cl-iurch who deserve to be in; 
but if we can break the laws of the church to 
such an extent that we have to be cut off, 
and then t11rn around and be baptized just as 
though we had never been in, seems to me a 
very poor way of doing such business. Mr. 
A. B. went out of the church for transgres
sion several years ago, and now wants to be 
baptized "and wash away his sins." I can
not help but believe it to be making light of 
God's holy ordinances. To me it looks like 
sacrilege. 

We are aware,that considerable ob-

We share this objection to s@me ex
tent; but not in the way that some do. 
We have thought that where a person 
was legally made a member of the 
church, and for reason was expelled 
by the lifting up of the hand, he 
might be reinstated as a member upon 
proper proof of repentance by the 
lifting up of the hand to receive. 
But, some years ago, the elders and 
delegates to conference took the mat
ter up on proper resolution and vote, 
and after a rather exhaustive discus· 
sion, by vote decided that where a 
member was disfellowshiped by trial 
and vote, be could only be restored to 
his rights of fellowship upon a proper 
application made to the branch where 
the person was disfellowshiped, 
proper restitution, reparation, or 
confession by the offender, properly 
made to the branch, that upon such 
application the branch might by vote 
consent to the person being baptized; 
it being supposed, of course, that due 
confession and restitution are to be a 
condition of reception by baptism; as 
if the person had not before been bap
tized. This is now the rule of the 
church and should be observed. 

would not be more consistent to listen jection is made to what is called "re
to the Great Teacher of Life by his baptism," the term meaning that the 
Spirit, that will impress his children I person has once been baptized, has 

The argument is that persons who 
may fall into transgression, and are 
punished by being disfellowshiped, 
should be permitted to the benefits of 
repentance and should not be pursued 
in punishment beyond due bounds, 
and that it is a sufficient safeguard to 
the church to insist that before a per
son is disfellowshiped shall again be 
baptized, he shall make restitution, 
reparation, or confession to the satis
faction of the branch where he was 
disfellowshiped, in such way and 
terms that it will make manifest the 
fact that true and full repentance has 
taken place; and that when this is 
done the church should receive the 
penitent one into the fold again; that 
he may by renewed probation com
mend himself to God, leaving all other 
questions of worth, sufficient punish
ment, adequate and prevailing repent
ance, final decision to heaven or hades 
to be settled by the Great Judge who 
will "bring every work unto judg
ment with every secret thing," ac
cording to the philosophy of "the 
Preacher." 

* 
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It is no worse for the church to ac
cept the professed repentance of a 
man once overtaken by sin or trans
gression, and enduring the penalty of 
law by expulsion, than it is for the 
church to endure the constantly reit
erated charges of wrongdoing upon 
the part of members made by those 
outside, and sometimes in the church, 
of which charges no evidences are 
presented or known. In the first case 
the church does know the extent of 
the wrong done, or folly committed, 
in the last named it does not and can
not. 

If the church is but an overgrown 
individual the same as an incorpora
tion, then it comes under the solemn 
direction of the Master, the head of 
the church, "I say unto thee, not only 
seven times, but seventy times seven, 
if he repent." 

Finally it is a question to be settled 
by the branch of the church in the which 
the trial and conviction of the indi
vidual was had, who are and must be 
the sole judges of the degree of turpi
tude attaching to the first wrong, and 
the genuineness and character of the 
repentance manifested by the return
ing member. It is better to err on 
mercy's side than on the side of jus
tice; the first may be forgiven by and 
by, the latter will not, cannot from 
the nature of it. 

THE SUNDAY SCHOOL CONVENTION. 

ADDITIONAL. 

WE have received the following addi
tional reports, from Bro. W. N. 
Robinson, Secretary of the General 
Association, with request to publish to 
complete minutes, for the information 
of all interested:-
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all parts of the field,'under the direction of 
the General Association. I am, 

Yours,for[work, 

BOSTON,:Mass.; April, 1898. 

M. C. FISHER, 
Second Associate. 

Sunday school convention met for business 
Monday morning, April 5. Business sessions 
were held Monday and Tuesday with increas
ing interest manifested. We have paid all 
charges for the year and are out of debt, and 
have the safe balance in the treasury. We 
have made gains in districts, schools, and 
general .membership. The total number of 
schools«at present is 323, a net gain of 57. 
The total membership 14,755, a net ,gain of 
2,231. The officers selected for the ensuing 
year are:-

T. A. Hougas, Superintendent, (reelected,) 
Henderson, Iowa. 

J. A. Gunsolley, First Assistant Superin
tendent, Lamoni, Iowa. 

Charles E. :_Crumley, Second Assistant 
Superintendent, Los Ang(\lles,' California. 

W. N.<: Robinson, (reelected,) Secretary, 
Independence, Missouri. 

A. B. Hanson, Treasurer,. Lamoni, Iowa. 
Miss Mamie Allen, Librarian, Lamoni, 

Iowa. 
w. N. ROBINSON, Sec. 

INDEPENDENCE, MiEsouri, April 23, 1898. 

EXPECT A THEOLOGICAL.FIGHT. 

CONGREGATIONALISTS of Chicago anticipate 
that the meeting of the State Association of 
Congregational Churches, to be held in the 
Union Park Church in this city May 16 to 
May 19, will witness a lively fight over the 
question of universalism that may result' in 
action that will mark an epoch in the history 
of the church. 

For the last year Congregational ministers 
in meetings and through the sectarian press 
have been discussing universalism and quite 
a number of them have espoused the prin
ciple of universalism in a more or less 
guarded form. Recently the Rev. E. S. Carr 
of Stillman Valley has served notice through 
the church organs that at the State associa
tion meeting he will submit a resolution 
pronouncing against universalism as a Con
gregational doctrine. 

There are said to be a number of leading 
Chicago pastors who will stand up for that 
form of universalism recently espoused by 
Dr. George A. Gordon of the Old South 
Church, Boston, who holds that "the success 
of God means the salvation of all men, and 
even in hell the fire may burn and the worm 
gnaw in the service of the eternal grace." 

The Chicago association will hold its an
nual meeting at the Desplaines Congrega
tional church on May 3.-Tribime, April 21. 

To the General Sunday School Association 
Assembled:-During the conference year my 
labors have been at Lamoni, Iowa, Inde
pendence and Allendale, Missouri, and in the 
Eastern mission, at which places I have served 
the association either in convention, reunion, 
or local works. In a few cases I have suc
ceeded in introducing Institute work at 
conventions with excellent results, also fur
thering the association methods, records, 
and its general interests at large. 

I trust some action may be had at the con- EDITORIAL ITEMS. 
vention now assembled whereby "uniformity "WAR" between the United States 
of text" fm our Quarterlies may be given a and Spain has now actually begun. 
chance in its strictest sense; also that some I How far-reaching the results will be 
provision may be made for "normal training" t' l 1 H ' 
work for our . teachers; and I look forward l ime on Y can revea · owe~er 
with interest to the time when Institute momentous the events to transpire 
work mm be,enjoyed and participated in, in 1 and how serious the results to follow, 
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we believe that Cuba will be free, and 
that the path to freedom will be 
opened to other peoples and nations. 
We may look for troubles and over
turnings among the nations, but God 
is at the helm and his wonder-working 
hand will be seen by those who dis
cern the signs of the end. It seems 
fitting that the nation chosen to en
lighten the world with the demonstra
tion and inspiration of Liberty should 
deal a blow to Spain, the representa
tive of oppression and superstition. 
The HERALD may or may not 
give leading items of news as in 
the past. Demands upon our 
space and the necessities of our 
readers must determine. We have 
tried to indicate leading movements 
in the shifting scenes of the world
panorama - such as show changes 
having close connection with the 
signs of the times. We shall decide 
later as to continuing the practice. 
Did all have access to such items we 
would cease mention of them. Can 
the traveling ministry or others state 
briefly if our world-items have been 
useful to them. 

Molhsrs' HomB noltlmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

"Wait for His soon appearing; watch and wait. 
Out of the doubtful mists shall come to thee 

Proofs of a Father's Jove. The ministry 
Of his owu angels shall alleviate 
Thy sorrow's overburden, soon and late; 

And Faith shall teach thee of the things to be 
When He shall come, whose daily prophecy 

Streams now in glory through the advent gate." 

DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 
THE Daughters of Zion met for the annual 
transaction of business on the afternoons of 
April 8 and 9 in the basement of the saints' 
church at Independence. The attendance 
and interest were good. 

Previous to this a prayer meeting was held 
at the home of one of the members, which 
was earnestly participated in by nearly all 
present; and which we trust will result in 
good to the work. Sr. M. E. Hulmes pre
sided, assisted (in the business meetings) by 
Sr. B. C. Smith. 

Reports of the officers . were read, also re
ports from a number of local societies. Ver
bal reports were called for and some 
interesting remarks were made concerning 
the benefits received from the work of the 
society. Sr. Dr. Greer reported for the 
young ladies' classes of L<:tmoni, and Sr. 
Moxon reported similar work done in Inde
pendence. 

The following is the report of Sr. M. E. 
Hulmes, Chairman of Advisory Committee:

''Since @IU! ~a.st genera1 meeting the_:Ad~ 
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visory Committee has held a number of is very great and their meetings are success
meetings, some of which were regular, and ful in spite of the fact that it is so difficult to 
some epecial. Owing to the fact that two of find an evening which is not occupied by 
our committee live at a distance, it was im- other interesting meetings. 
possible for all to be present; but, through "In Independence these classes are at pres
corre&pondence, we were not deprived of their 

1 
ent under the direction of Sr. Cole Moxon; 

valuable assistance. We wish also to and, while they are progressing nicely, they 
acknowledge the great advantage gained are in a state of development and are waiting 
from the frequent consultations with Srs. for help and further suggestions. 
Stebbins, Walker, and Kelley, of Lamoni, "Having studied the needs of the young 
who, were ever ready and competent with classes in this department, I realize that they 
their suggestions; also, there were others need some special work mapped out for them, 
who gave us support along literary lines. for the guidance of those classes which may 

"I feel to report that good bas been done, not be situated where their ad vantages are 
though not to the extent desired. equal to their necessities. 

"At our earlier meetings we examined "The general outlook of the work of the or-
various manuscripts which bad been received, ganizationof the Daughters of Zion is brighter, 
and prepared them for use as migb t be de- and we expect it to be still brighter as the plans 
cided upon. We also determined upon a adopted are more fully carried out. I feel 
course of topical discussions to be used in that there are many who need to be educated 
connection with the local work already up to the necessity of such a work as ours. 
planned in the Home Column. This course, May we never grow faint-hearted, because 
as decided upon and partially carried out the fact exists that we must meet obstacles 
through the year, embraced a series upon in the way. I need not call to your mind the 
Care of the Home, (with divisions such truth of how many great achievements have 
as Cleanliness, Care of Waste Material, been accomplished after great struggles. Is 
Economy of Strength, Ventilation, etc.), not our cause worth great effort, also? I am 
Nursing the Sick, Dress Reform, Preparation thankful for the number who are ready to 
and Care of Food., Home Decorations, etc. We answer, Yes! 
suggest that this plan, or a similar one, be "My earnest desire is to see the work move 
foll9wed during the coming year, carefully along, even if not so rapidly as some 

"Requests had been made through the might expect. That God may bless us 
Herald previous to the adoption of the fore- wherein we are working according to his 
going plan, for locals to send to committee will, and guide us in regard to what he would 
lists of such questions as they would wish have us to do, is my prayer. 
discussed; but, together with the request "M. E HULMES, 
made, about the same time, for quarterly re- "Chairman of Advisory Committee." 
ports from locals, this notice was complied INDEPENDENCE, Missouri. 

with in but few instances. A full report of all moneys received by the 

"When entering upon my work as chairman, 
I felt as if there should be more interest in 
the local work, both here and at Lamoni. 
We could not expect the work to flourish 
elsewhere, if in the principal places of the 
church the locals did not keep in the advance. 
So, the plan I followed, in both places, was 
to visit the sisters in their homes, extending 
warm invitations to attend the loeal meet-
ings, explaining our work, and seeking by 
such means to remove prejudice and awaken 
interest in their minds. I am thankful that 
good resulted from this and my heart was 
made to rejoice at the increase in interest as 
shown by the greater attendance as well as 
by other indications. 

''I am glad to report that in Lamoni, as well 
as here, the classes for the young sisters have 
been reorganized; and, through the efforts of 
earnest members of our society, a great in
terest has been developed in this branch of 
our work. In Lamoni the classes are under 
the direction of Sr. Greer, M. D., who has 
also been conducting the physiological study; 
she is assisted Sr. Frances Davis in charge of 
the Physical Culture department, and up to 
January, Sr. Anderson in charge of the liter
ary work. They have two classes;-one for 
girls between the ages ot twelve and sixteen 
(which class bas been very well attended), 
aud one for older young ladies, the attend
·ance of which bas been reduced since the or-

society since its organization was submitted 
by the Treasurer. This had been requested 
by the President in behalf of distant, mem
bers who desire to know what disposition 
had been made of the funds. The report is 
somewhat lengthy but wi.11 be publi8hed if 
space euougL can be secured. 

A resolution was passed, providing for a 
committee whose duty it shall be to supply 
monthly readings for the young ladies' so
cieties. 

Paragraph 1 of Article V. of the Constitu
tion was revised to make it read:-

"All general officers and presidents of local 
societies must be members who are Latter 
Day Saints in good standing. Members who 
are not Latter Day Saints may hold the 
offices of secretary and treasurer in the local 
societies." 

The Advisory Committee elected for the 
ensuing term is composed of Srs. Mary E. 
Hulmes, Emma Smith, Bertha A. Greer, M. 
D., Audentia Anderson, and Mary Robinson. 

By choice of the Advisory Committee, Sr. 
M. E. Hulmes was made its chairman, and 
she thus becomes the President of the or
ganization. 

Sr. Anderson was chosen corresponding 
secretary of the Advisory Committee. Sr. 
Callie B. Stebbins was continued as record
ing secretary, and Sr. Viola Blair as treas-
urer. 

ganization of a literary society which meets , Short speeches were called for and a num
on the same evening; however the interest 

1 
ber of sisters responded. In their remarks 

there was expressed the firm conviction that 
the work engaged in by the Daughters of 
Zion is a good one, also the desire to see it 
accomplishing its purposes and to aid in this 
by wise, patient, and prayerful effort. En
couraging words were spoken and wise ad
vice was giv0n. A number expressed the 
hope" that more young mothers, those who 
seemingly most need to be aroused to earnest 
thought in, regard to their families, might 
become interested in the work of the so
ciety. 

A letter was' read from Sr. Walker and a 
resolution adopted requesting that it be pub
lished in the Home Column. 

The suggestion concerning sending a dele
gate to the Mother's Congress was consid
ered, but no action was taken, it being left 
for the Advisory Committee to request sis
ters who are expecting to attend to take 
notes and return to us as much benefit from 
their attendance as possible. 

Dr. Greer gave a physiological lecture to 
the Young Ladies' Improvement Society, 
Monday, April 11. 

(Continued next week.) 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

A SISTER sends for prayers in behalf of her 
husband, son, and daughter. They are pos
sessed with au evil power; the son with 
swearing and liquor habits. Her request is, 
if it is God's will, the evil power may be re
buked by the power of God. 

Sr. E. A. VanEaton earnestly desires, and 
asirs in Jesus' name, your prayers in behalf 
of her little boy, who is ruptured, that if it 
is God's will he may be healed. Also for her
self, that she ms,y be healed of an affliction 
from which she has suffered for four years. 
She received great help through~_ the united 
prayers of herself_and husband. 

Thankful Wixon, Dennis Port, Massachu
setts, writes: "Knowing of the faith that is 
manifested toward the saints, and being a 
member of the church and a firm believer in 
its glorious truths, I pray that you will make 
it a subject of prayer in my behalf. I had 
the lagrippe about three months ago,' and it 
has left me very poorly, not able"to' do my 
work, with quite a large family, and I am 
feeling discouraged." 

"I request that the Prayer Union pray for 
my mother, who has been having very hard 
sick spells for many years. Has been in
stantly healed a couple of times by being ad
ministered to; but in a ,course·of six:montbs 
or a year the same old trouble, comes back 
again. I have a brother that is,a member of 
the church wto is in the habit of drinking. 
He is a bright young man and well thought 
of by all who know him. Pray that be may 
have more faith and will-power to overcome 
all bis weakness. YOUR SISTER." 

A man in Glasgow, having been charged 
with keeping a lottery, pleaded in extenua
tion that be became acquainted with lotteries 
in church bazaars. This did not avail, but 
the judge said that "churches which held 
lottery bazaars ought to be pulled up." 
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heUer Departmsm. 
WOODBINE, Iowa, April 14. 

Editors Herald:-As there has been a great 
deal said recently in letters in the Herald 
about the propositions for discussion between 
us and D. H. Bays, and whereas Mr. Bays bas 
tried to make it appear that he had nothing 
to say in the matter, I wish to give the facts 
as they are. 

I presented four propositions to Elder Bays 
at Mondamin .in November involving the 
claims of the Reorganization and Christian 
Church, the Book of Mormon and Bible. 
The second proposition as it now stands, and 
as published in HM·ald by Bro. Williams, was 
accepted by Bays without demur. He ob
jected to first proposition involving our 
church, claiming that we ought to put in the 
word "only," making it read that we were 
the only church accepted by God, etc. I re
plied that we would insert the word ''only" 
in our proposition if be would insert it in 
his. He declined to do this and accepted 
the propositi[Jn as it stands now. 

The third, or Book of Mormon proposition, 
was the one upon which the fight was made. 
He insisted that I should affirm that the 
Book of Mormon was a true history of the 
people of ancient America. I declined to do 
this and gave the following: "Is the Book 
of Mormon a true record and are its inspira
tional claims entitled to the respect and be
lief of all Christian people?" which I claimed 
cevered the ground fully. After a month or 
two's correspondence be finally agreed to the 
proposition as above. Proposition four was 
his own wording as it now stands. Now be 
claims be was forced into the acceptance of 
propositions; that he signed them under pro
test, etc.; while the facts are, both proposi
tions involving his faith and belief were 
accepted without protest by him. While 
No. 2 was written and formulated by us, yet 
he accepted it readily; the other he wrote 
himself. Bro. Lambert has all or nearly all 
the correspondence between myself and Elder 
Bay8, and I am sure will bear me out in the 
statements made. And, as long as I am 
missionary in charge of the field where the 
debate is held, I shall insist that there be no 
change in the propositions. Let them come 
up and face the issue or back squarely down. 

Yours for the truth, 
H. 0. SMITH. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

"Tho' Mecca refuse to hear the glad news, 
'l'ho' Bristolville call us insane, 

Tho' Deacon C. stands and refuses to strike bands,
We have our own preacher again.,, 

Some call us "Mormons," and will not come 
and hear; while others say, "If he is a Mor
mon, I wish we had twenty thousand of them 
here." I look for some to obey soon. We 
are stopping with the family of John Hicks, 
very nice people, from Eagland. I want to 
go from here to Locust Point and Catawba 
Island. We were to visit a place called Nel
son Ledges, where the rocks are all broken up. 
There is a place called the "Devil's Den;" it 
is a dark bole seventy-five or a hundred feet 
deep; and the "Old Maid's Kitchen." I did 
not meet the old fellow in his den, nor any 
old maids in the kitchen. It certainly is a 
wonderful place and something to remind 
one of the terrible shaking up the earth got 
during the reign of the Nephites on this con
tinent, when Christ was crucified. 

F. C. SMITH. 

FENTRESS, I. T., April 18. 
Editors Hemld:-Since last writing I have 

been to Wilburton; met with quite a number 
of saints, and find them firm in the faith. I 
viewed the coal fields of that place, they are 
better than I had anticipated. If the breth
ren would. organize a coal company and take 
up some of the coal claims still vacant there, 
they could do well. Any brethren wanting 
to take stock in a coal company will do well 
to correspond with Bro. Peter Adamson, who 
resides at Wilburton. He is the president 
of the town, and an experienced coal miner. 
I am greatly pleased with the prospect for 
that place, and advise the organizing of a 
coal company among the saints. There is 
money in the coal crop, and why not the 
saints come together and make money for 
themselves, as well as to work by the day 
for others. I will take a share myself. Who 
next? 'l'here are. eight I think at Wilburton 
that will take one share each; so we have 
nine shares to begin with. 
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line, in the Creek Nation, on the North 
Canadian River. 

Bro. Adamson left us to-day. He staid five 
days with us, and preached six sermons, five 
of them in my house and one at an Indian 
church house. He bad to have an interpre
ter, but he warmed them up. He left some 
interested, and they are investigating, and I 
believe will soon obey the gospel. He is an 
able man and willing to work, and a man 
well liked where he is known. Any saints 
going to Wilburton will find a home with 
him, and any coming to this part of the 
country will be cared for by us. So come, 
brethren, and let us see what we can do. 

Pray for me brothers, and sisters, that I 
may ever be faithful to keep the- command
ments of the Lord is my prayer. 

Your brother in the faith, 
J. N. PERKINS. 

BYRNEVILLE, Ind., April 20. 
Editors Herald:-Ten years ago Bro. M. R. 

Scott, Sen., came to this place with the re
stored gospel. My husband and I were hap
tized by him; being the first in this 
neighborhood who accepted it, Soon others 
followed. I have been made to rejoice many 
times by the blessing I have received from 
God, for which I praise his holy name. I 
wish I could have obeyed sooner. We now 
number about fifty, and have preaching serv· 
ices nearly every Sunday now. I want to 
live humble and faithful, for the humbler we 
are the more blessing we will receive from 
on high. I rejoice indeed in this glorious 
light of the latter-day gospel. My prayer is 
that God may give me grace and strength to 
overcome the trials and temptations of this 
life, that I may endure to the end. I ask the 
prayers of all the saints, that I may be guided 
by the Spirit of the Lord. Ever praying for 
the welfare of Zion, I remain your bumble 
sister in Christ the Lord, 

ELLEN JENKINS. 

I brought Bro. Adamson home with me, BURLINGTON, Iowa, April 18. 
and showed him the prospects for coal here, Editors Herald:-A negro calling himself 
and be thinks it is good. He thinks we Dr. Taylor, claiming to be a priest in the 
could work both places. While his part of Latter Day Saints Church, is traveling from 
the country may be the best for coal, this branch to branch, sponging his way along; 
country is the farming country. Saints he smokes and chews tobitcco. He says Bro. 
hunting locations will find it to their interest Asa Cochran baptized him at Lamoni; but 
to come. We have a fine soil and good water. bas forgotten when, or who ordained him. 
Thousands of acres laying out, not farmed at He has no papers to show who he is. He 
all. It is no trouble for a man to find a home says he was a Catholic priest eighteen years, 
here, and the way be gets land beats owning also a mook for some time. He was born in 

OAKFIELD, o., April 19. the land. You can lease for a number of East India; has been all over the world. 
Editors Herald:-! went to Sharon, Penn- years say, eight or ten years, and have He has eight daughters, two are doing 

sylvania, conference, and wife and baby ac- 1 no taxes to pay. There is plenty of missionary work in the Latter D~y Saints 
companied me. We stopped here on our way I timber, and plenty of prairie, .a?d plenty ?hurch in Carrolton,. Missouri. He no~ lives 
home, and I have done quite a good deal of of water, and a fine stock ra1sIDg coun- 1 m New York. He is poorly postEd ID the 
preaching·, and some are so pleased to think try. The soil produces from twenty-five Latter Day Saints doctrine. He was in the 
i returned, they put a piece of poetry in the to sixty bushels of corn, and is a fine fruit Burlington braoch nearly a week, preached 
Western Reserve Democrat, a copy of which country. Apples, peaches, pears, grapes, once; some gave him money. He left very 
I send you. berries, and plenty of plums. The main crop unceremoniously. Said he was going to visit 

"Elder F. c. Smith, of Kirtland, is at Oak- being cotton. I will say that there is the New London branch. Who is he? 
field, whereupon our lyric poet burst forth scarcely anything that you want to plant I was called here by telegram from confer-

thusly:-

"The bluebird may sing of the coming of spring, 
The frog it may croak of the rain; 

But the people 'round here are all ready to cheer, 
For we have our own preacher again. 

that does not do well here. Come, and we ence, to preach the funeral sermon for Sr. 
will take pleasure in showing you over the Anna Wilson. She was born in Denmark, 
country, and doing anything to aid you in October 1, 1820; raised a Lutheran; but saw 
our power to find suitable locations. We are that Luther's catechism and the Bible did not 

, just twenty-four miles east of the Oklahoma agree. Then she and her husband joined the 
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Baptist Church, and there was the same 
trouble. The creed and the Bible were at 
variance. Then they joined the Mormons and 
went to Utah, and there they found that 
Brigham had added heresies and damnable 
doctrines to his creed. Then they went to 
California; then came to Iowa, where they 
found the Church of Jesus Christ, and they 
were baptized; and since that time to the day 
of their death (he died in 1891, she on the 13th) 
they lived the life of true saints. l She passed 
away peacefully. She left six children to 
mourn the loss of an affectionate, good old 
mother. She was loved by all who knew her, 
which was demonstrated by the immense 
·crowd which packed the union church at her 
funeral. I would notask foramoreattentive 
congregation. The funeral was nine miles 
west of Burlington; the Burlington saints 
furnished the music. May our last hours be 
like Mother Wilson's were. 

J. 8. ROTH. 

ALBION, Idah0, April 18. 
Editors Herald:-I wish to say through the 

Herald and Autumn LeavfS, as well as Zion's 
Ensign, that I have started in the missionary 
field for "Zion's weal," with all my might, 
mind, and soul, for all the days of activity 
the dear Lord will grant me in the flesh, to 
work for the recovery of Zion's children and 
the spread of this grand and glorious message 
of the "fullness of times." I am a messenger 
before the face of the Lord, and the precious 
promise of the Comforter is to me that as I 
walk up lovingly with him I shall receive 
grace for grace, and I shall declare this glad 
message in the "power and spirit of Elias." 
If the Comforter ever spoke by my mouth, I 
know this, that when the nations, "standing 
at arms," grapple in deadly conflict, peace 
will be taken from them and not restored till 
the coming of our Lord. All who have a 
"hope of a portion in Zion" should rouse 
every power of body and soul to renounce 
every vice, folly, or sin of every name or 
nature, and "perfect holiness in the fear of 
the Lord." Remembering the "parable of 
the foolish virgins," str< ngtben the hands 
of those laboring for the spread of truth, and 
uphold each other by prayer and fasting, 
that faith may grow and become mighty and 
strong in the "remnant whom the Lord hath 
called." Especially remembering those who 
have labored long and faithfully; hoping and 
waiting for the consolation of Israel. Look 
upward now more earnestly than ever before, 
\~ ith pleading eyes and hearts of love, that 
the Lord may rain righteousness upon his 
children. Yours earnestly, 

CHARLES ALBERTSON. 

RED OAK, Iowa, April 17. 
Editors Herald:-As I have been reading 

the notes from the General Confereace this 
afternoon, and enjoying such a peaceful in
fluence in so doing, I thought I would write 
and ask the sister who wrote some time ago 
of the meetings that were held in the city of 
Chicago, but did not give the address of their 
meeting place, if she would answer my letter 
and tell me where their meetings are held, 
or better ~till, if some of the young meri of 

THE ~A!NTS' HERALD. 

the brarich would call on my two sons who 
are employed in the Chicago, Burlington, and 
Quincy freight depot, corner Harrison and 
Canal Streets, Door 5; their names are 0. E. 
and 0. J. Stephenson. Their work is in the 
city and their homes at La Grange; one is 
married and the other single; both are young 
men and both belong to the church. They 
have never lived where they could attend 
either church or Sabbath school, so have 
never had the chance of gaining much knowl
edge of our church and her meetings; both 
being baptized when about twelve years old, 
and as we have al ways been isolated from the 
church I am so anxious they should go and 
lenrn more of our belief~for themselves, so 
they need not be influenced to join other 
churches, as so many have tried to per
suade me to do. Had the sister given her 
address in her letter to the Herald, I should 
have written directly to her some time ago. 
Hoping this will find its way to her, or some 
one who will visit our boys, and asking au in
terest in the prayers of the saints that I may 
continue faithful rand overcome, and be 
counted worthy a place in Christ's kingdom. 

My h us baud has been sick with inflammatory 
rheumatism and unable to doJ a day's work 
since the first week in January, and is in bed 
at this writing. Please pray for him, saints. 

Yours in gospel bonds, 
JENNIE STEPHENSON. 

308 Nuckolls Street. 

Oriqinal 1lr1iclss. 
SCIENCE AND REVELATION. 

INHARMONY is usually the result of 
attempts by some person or thing to 
usurp the province or place of some 
other person or thing. The remedy 
for the evil resulting from such inhar
mony, consists in placing each of the 
jarring elements from which it results 
in its proper domain. 

That those who have accepted the 
New Testament Scriptures as contain
ing revelation from God, are under 
obligation to avoid the "oppositions of 
science falsely so-called," there can be 
no question; for this is enjoined by the 
apostle. But the exhortation to avoid 
the "oppositions of science falsely so
called," is tantamount to a declaration 
that there is science truly so-called, 
that should be received. This fact it 
would be well for religionists of all 
classes to carefully consider. It need 
not be urged upon the attention of 
those who accept the Bible, th~t they 
are under obligation to receive revela
tion from God, for that book itself 
they believe contains such a revela
tion. Then, being placed under obli
gation to receive both true science 
and true revEJlation, when there is a 

clash between reputed science and re
puted revelation, and as a result in
harmony, and therefore evil, into 
which domain, that of science or that 
of revelation, must we enter for safety 
and final decision of any vexed ques
tion? 

Upon one hand it is urged, that the 
analytical and synthetical processes 
employed by scientists are absolutely 
certain; while upon the other hand it 
is urged with equal vehemence, that 
the voice of God in revelation is 
equally certain also. So that, when 
science affirms one thing to be true, 
and revelation affirms an opposite 
thing to be equally true, there is a 
square contradiction, and resulting 
inharmony between the two things. 

No matter how glibly f;!cientists 
and philosophers may talk, nor into 
how many parts they may divide and 
subdivide the processes upon which 
they depend for the solution of any 
given problem, the two processes 
named, analysis and synthesis, con
stitute all the means they have for 
investigation. In more simple terms 
all they can do, is to take apart and 
put together. Manifestly, then, 
whatever by reason of distance or 
peculiarity of organization, effectually 
eludes either or both of these proces
ses, baffies and defies the scientist. 
His processes address themselves ex
clusively to the external senses, and 
therefore the boundary of these 
senses is the boundary of his knowl
edge, unless it can be shown that the 
processes of analysis and synthesis 
can be conducted without the use of 
these external senses. In endeavor
ing to arrive at a conclusion as to 
what the boundaries of these senses 
are, it will be found that they do not 
refer so much or so specifically to 
distance as to direction. The as
tronomer with his telescope may soar 
to an almost infinite distance amid the 
starry host, partially analyzing the 
states and conditions of the numer
ous worlds by which he finds himself 
surrounded; but let him change di
rection, and leaving the physical en
ter the spiritual domain, and by what 
methods known to science will he 
then proceed. Will his microscope 
enable him to tell with certainty, 
whether if a man die he shall live 
again? Can he with these and any 
and all the other appliances with 
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which he is familiar, tread with bold-1 of reasoning. Suppose a man know- so conclude, many more facts un
ness and certainty th~ great bey~nd, ing absolutely nothing about the known than known; much more land
and answer the question of quest10ns science of medicine should advertise scape to be seen than has been seen; 
with human kind, Shall I live after to deliver a lecture thereon; would and hence all the scientist's reasonings, 
the dissolution of this body? Will he not people go rather expecting to see even in his own proper domain, that 
dare so to trifie:with the sweetest and a lunatic than to hear a sensible lee- of the physical, are subject in the 
best aspirations of the human heart, as ture? light of stubborn facts, not only to 
to attempt by a process of analysis and It should be noticed further, that the charge of uncertainty, but to the 
synthesis to determine for tte stricken the facts upon which the processes of charge of the greatest uncertainty. 
mother whether she shall meet again reasoning depend, must be co·exten- The medical: man, so Jong as there are 
her departed child? Whether the sive with the subject reasoned upon, hundreds of mysteries surrounding 
great beyond is a reality? Imagine a or the reasoning must and will be de- the physical and mental organizations 
Hume or a Voltaire attempting to fective. In order then for !,certainty of men can do little but experiment, 
cheer a suffering soul in the hour of to attach to anyef;'.scientific '.deduction, and while he may know~that certain 
death by his frigid philosophy, and it must first be affirmatively shown, r•Jmedies under certain circumstances 
you will at once see the dividing line that tne reasoner has in his possession produce certain results, he does not 
between the domain •:of science . and all the facts concerning the particular and cannot know~:'.with his present 
that of revelation. thing upon which he attempts to limited vision, whether some other 

It should be remarked in this con- reason. If he fails to make this ap- remedy unknown to him would not do 
nection to guard against the possi- pear, then there is not only some un- a thousand times better. There is to 
bility of misunderstanding, that the certainty attaching to his deductions, him a boundary between the unknown 
domain of science as we have just but the utmost uncertainty; for it be- and the known; and so long as this is 
seen, does not and. cannot)nclude the ing admitted that ::there are some the case he can but work with the 
domain of revelation; but for the things concerning the matter under greatest uncertainty. Can the as
reason that the greater includes the consideration which he does not know, tronomer tell anything with certainty 
lesser, the domain of revelation in- the inquiry is at once suggested, How of the construction of the universe as 
eludes that of science. many? Are the unknown facts more a whole, while he knows but a part of 

When faced with the facts just or less than the facts .known? Who it? and there is an unknown, of the 
urged in favor of the superiority of can answer? The scientist? No; for extent and character of which he 
revelation over natural science, the he admits that there may be some knows nothing? Oan the chemist tell 
scientist has a place of refuge to things in regard to the matter of the effect of the combination of all 
which he seldom fails to flee. He as- which he has no knowledge, and thus matter, while there are many facts 
serts that human reason is the final shows, that the knowledge he has of consequent upon the combination of 
test of all things. By it alone can the matter may only be the smallest only parts thereof, of which he knows 
error b.e detected and truth estab- fragment of the facts attaching nothing? Are we forced to believe 
lished. To hear him loosely talk of thereto. He thus renders his claims that he can carry ten thousand pounds, 
this quality of the human mind, one to certainty, to say the least, very while he has never demonstrated his 
would think it was the beginning and uncertain. They are as if one said, I ability to carry one thousand? 
the end, the center and circumference have only read a portion of this book, With the simple fact suggested, 
of all things, whether in the physical I do not know but there may be much that all reasoning, in the absence of 
or spiritual domain. But what is more unread than read, but I will tell affirmative proof that the reasoner 
reason? Simply and only that faculty you as a certainty, that the plot of possesses all the facts in existence 
of the mind by which we utilize facts the writer is bad. Or, I have looked relative to the thing reasoned upon, 
already known, in the discovery of at a portion of this picture, how much is open to the charge of uncertainty, 
those which are unknown. When more there is of it I do not know; but the whole of the bigoted charges·and 
Galileo looked through his primitively the design of the artist I am prepared pretenses of materialistic philoso-

. fashioned telescope he saw spots upon to say with perfect certainty, is bad. phers can be overturned, without go
the surface of the sun. He watched Or, a man having seen a city, and con- ing to the trouble of showing that 
until they disappeared, and then until fessing that he does not know whether what facts are known, so far as they 
they reappeared. From these facts he has seen it all or not, tells the make at all, make against the theories 
now in his possession, he ascertained world that he is prepared to state with of these said philosophers. All sci.
the farther fact that the sun revolved certainty how many houses there are entific deductions are uncertain, and 
upon its axis. Had Galileo not had in it, and how many people there are subject to change as the domain of 
in his possession the facts concerning in them. No reasonable man will known facts becomes enlarged. So 
rotary motion, and the facts concern- claim that he possesses a knowledge far as science is concerned, while any
ing spots upon the sun's surface, and of all the facts in the domain of any thing is unknown, there is nothing 
that they disappeared, and reappeared one of the sciences. All his reason- known. 
after a time, he could never have dis- ings, therefore, are uncertain. There To science then we cannot look for 
covered the additional fact of the sun's may be, and the history of the devel- a certain demonstration of anything. 
motion upon its axis. This is but a opment of knowledge since the dawn Its light, even in its proper sphere, is 
simple illustration of all the processes . of the historic period would lead us to] uncertain and may be very mislead-
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ing. Where then shall we go for the the unwarranted assumptions of phi- ness of the existence of anything is 
light of life? From what fountain losophers, and placed if he will in the highest form of knowledge. 
_shall we drink, and know that we are direct communion with his Father and Every human being is conscious of 
drinking the waters of life? If we God. This rule is in harmony with bis existence; yet to prove such exist
answer. To revelation from God, the the highest form of human ·freedom, ence by analysis and synthesis, 
mind at once turns to the black and and the noblest form of divine wor- would be difficult; and in order do it 
discouraging pic~ure of priestly domi- ship. It is subjection to God only, at all, the existence of some one to 
nation and usurpation, and charges worship of God only. There is no make the analysis will have to be ad
these upon revelation. If we are to room here for the dictation of Pope or mitted. A man who has a red hot 
be guided by revelation, who is to tell President. No chance for the uncer- iron applied to his flesh, does not 
us what is true and what is false? If tain, shifting, illusive reasoning of need a scientist to demonstrate to him 
we are bound to obey the command- materialistic philosophers. By the by a process of analysis and synthesis 
ments of God when presented to us enunciation of this sublime thought, that said iron was red hot when it 
or be condemned, by what means shall by the giving of this highest and best was so applied. A man who has had 
we know which are the command- test, Jesus placed every human being the power of God's Spirit applied to 
ments of God? There can be no jus- on the direct road to heaven. Thus bis inner consciousness does not need 
tice in a judgment which rewards for an impregnable fortress is erected by a priest to tell him he has felt the 
obedience and punishes for disobedi- the great teacher, that affords ample power of God. 
ence, unless there is some certain protection against anarchy upon one The whole gospel economy proceeds 
means by which the subject of these hand, and slavery upon the other. upon the theory that each human be
rewards or punishments may know Against this a few random shots will ing is amply qualified to commune 
what is required of him by his judge. avail nothing. To it our opponents with God for himself. Thus the claim 
The solving of the problem here sug- must lay a regular siege; and this will of Protestantism that revelation has 
gested is of almost infinite impor- but serve to develop the completeness ceased, and the claim of scientists 
tance. Had the ancient Christian of its equipments and the massive that it never began, are both seen to 
Church understood and generally strength of its walls. be opposed to the teachings of Christ. 
practiced the rule we are about to lay This rule places every man holding Science so far as found useful 
down, which emanated from the lips authority to administer in the ordi- should be used; but as the lesser is 
of Jesus, there could have been no nances of heaven, in the capacity of a subject to the greater, as a part is 
great apostasy from the complete or- servant of God and the people; and no swallowed up in the whole, as the 
ganization and pure doctrines of that man in the capacity of dictator, no creature should be subject to the 
church. Had the Latter Day Saints man in the charge of other men's Creator, so the domain of natural sci
adhered to it, there could have been souls. If obeyed, it would sweep ence must be subject to the domain of 
no latter day apostasy, no priestly away at one grand stroke the thral- , direct revelation from God to every 
domination, "ln the salt land not in- dom of millions, and hurl from their human being. He who at one com
habited," and no enslavement of the seats of profit, luxury, and crime, prehensive glance views the entire 
people of God, made free by obedience thousands of base usurpers. picture of human life, and thus is ena-
to the gospel under the presidency of How marvelous it is, that with this bled to correctly estimate the result 
Joseph Smith the martyr. notable test forming the core of of the varied blendings of lights and 

It should be remembered as we ap- Christ's teachings, a philosopher and shades, is the only one perfectly 
proach this test, the beauty and lawyer of the nineteenth century qualified to direct us to the realization 
grandeur of which enlarge as we near should say, that Christ "laid the of those things for which the hearts 
it, that God is the Father of all; not world beneath the feet of priests." of men universally long. This being 
merely of the Pope or the priest. Surely he allowed a life-long practice we believe to be God. To him we in
Jesus said:- to so far mislead him, as to cause him vite the world to come. To his feet 

If any man will do his will, he shall know to state but one side of the case, and and his alone, we ask all mankind to 
of the doctrine, whether it be of Gvd, or that quite unfairly. The saying of bow. AMMON. 
whether I speak of myself.-Jobn 7: 17. Christ referred to, will stand forever October, 1884. 

Thus in one sublime sentence the to refute such baseless charges. =========""' 
whole world is made free to approach Revelation of God to every indi- "GRACELAND COLLEGE." 

the Father of all, each by himself and vidual, then, is the final test. What- I AM proud of a Latter Day Saint 
for himself, and receive that which ever is given of God through his that has a good education. Not that 
shall enable him to know the truth of appointed ones for the direction of the be is any better, or that I love him 
any purported message from God to general a:ffafrs of his church, must be any more than a brother that cannot 
him. Then, so far from Christ "lay- tested by the direct testimony of read or write; but I rejoice in his • 
ing the world beneath the feet of God's Spirit to each indi1ridual to ability which is increased by educa
priests," as Ingersoll has affirmed, be whom the commandment or direction tion. Two things we ought to be 
lays the whole world at the feet of comes. This is the communion of proud of, that is "ability and virtue." 
God, and God only. Every human spirit with spirit, the highest type of., Virtue and education make a man a 
being is thus entirely disenthralled j communion, the most certain means power. The world respects a man 
from the dominations of priests and ·of obtaining knowledge. Conscious- , that has education and knowledge. 

r..; 
I 

' 
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For instance, I was traveling with a can pay. If we want one of the best no separation of the atoms composing 
brother in the Wisconsin mission and schools in Zion's land, let us put the the body. 
stopped with a man that was erecting means there to make it such. Among But why the need of redemption? 
a new barn. He became confused as the undertakings of the church I look What end was to be gained thereby? 
to cutting the rafters. The brother at the "Saints' Home" as a duty we An unembodied spirit cannot attain to 
stepped up and took the square and owe to those for whom it is intended. the fullness of the measure of the 
drew him a correct pattern. I no- And the college is a '•golden cup," glory intended for them by the great 
ticed the regard and respect the act held out by the arm of the church, a All Father. A disembodied spirit is 
drew from the stranger, just the sim- gift to the rising generation, where under condemnation. A reembodied 
ple fact that the brother was a all may come and drink of knowledge spirit is in a glorified condition, and 
thorough carpenter gave him encour- secure. H. P. CURTIS. takes part in the glorious march of the 
agement to the more respect us. SAN ANToNro, Texas, Aprils. 1898. gods, eternal progression. 
Education without virtue counts noth- Adam, an unembodied spirit, was 
ing for the building up of Zion, but embodied by his father and his God; 

REDEMPTION-AN ESSAY, to the contrary, it places a, leverage and by his transgression became dis-
in the hands of the power of darkness THE redemption of the children of embodied, and through him his chil
that all the more hinders the progress Adam is the grand central point around dren; for nothing born of those under 
of God's work. The amount of good which all the doctrines of the gospel the penalty of disembodiment (death) 

of Christ revolve. At the outset it that education will do us through our can inherit, be reembodied unto eter-
young men and women will depend may be well to explain what the term nal life. That which is born of "flesh 
upon the principles that form the "redemption"means. First. Thedoc- and blood cannot inherit the kingdom 
moral platform upon which they act trine of the resurrection of the body, of heaven." We think it is a grand 
for God, men, and themselves. which has been disintegrated ages error to say that death-disintegra-

Now that education and virtue may ago, is utterly untenable and against tion-was not in the world prior to 
be cultivated together, the church has the laws of nature, which are the laws the Adamic transgression. The spirit 

of him who is without a shadow of been wise in bringing Graceland Col- Son of God, Adam, was possessed of 
lege into existence, established in the change. The body is resolved back to eternal endurance of life is now and 
midst of the church, under the watch- the original, the primal element, the ever will be, in fact he cannot be de
care of the saints, and where ·the elementary atoms, and goes to form prived of it; but his physical body 

and maintain other living or.!!aniza-church affords splendid opportunity ~ can come under the destructive laws 
tions. for instruction and encouragement in of nature, and he can be disembodied 

good works. We may think that our The sheep grazing in the church- and remain so eternally, a spirit un' 
children will do just as well at home yard eats the grass which grows and clad, one who having no wedding gar
schools, and the expense so much develops from the gases, atoms of the ment cann.ot enter and partake of the 
more to send a distance; but just a dead beneath. We eat of the flesh; marriage supper of the Lamb. 
word, saints. Send a boy to college, our garments are made from the wool; Death, disintegration, decay, was in 
and when he comes home what are his and shoes, gloves, etc., are made from .the world from the commencement; 
principles? Similar, to a great ex- the hide. Thus we and our apparel every living thing save Adam and Eve 
tent, to the spiritual influences that are parts and portions of the bodies was subject to it. There was then as 
have surrounded him. of our dead ancestors. now all the varied phenomena of na-

Many young men have been ushered Those who have been slain and ture. The sun made its annual round; 
from colleges with a vicious, selfish, eaten by cannibals have become part there was the equinoxes, and the 
greedy character, taught to use the and portion of their slayers, and solstices; spring, summer, autumn, 
education obtained as a means for self- should their bodies be resurrected, and winter. There was the budding of 
interest and personal greed. The whose would they be? Not the ones the leaf, the growth of the fruit, its 
spirit of the world teaches RO good destroyed, certainly, but portions of maturity, and its decay. 
for the Lord's Zion. A gentleman the bodies of all the living creatures Adam ate of the fruits of the various 
told me that his first act of gambling into which the atoms composing their trees, to keep up his physical force; 
was while attending one of the princi- bodies at time of death had helped those fruits were acted upon by his 
pal colleges of our land. How much through the ages to maintain. Truly physical organization, as they are 
better it would be if you can have the our ancient teachers were wise when now by ours. There was absolutely 
influence of the church mingled with they symbolized Nature by a serpent no difference. He ate of them and 
the school days of your children. eating its tail-living upon itself. they were received unto his stomach, 

GracelandCollegeoughttoturnfrom It may be said that "the body the underwent the processes of digestion, 
her doors some of the greatest men of Savior arose in was the one laid down." absorption, and assimilation; and the 
our day; men who have principle. Certainly; but then it did not see cor- refuse passed out by the natural chan· 
The world needs them. The success ruption. "Thou wilt not leave my nels,-disintegration, decay, death, 
of the college depends upon the soul in prison, my spirit unclad, was there; moreover from the fact of 
saints, the thoroughness of every de- neither wilt thou suffer thine Holy these processes going on in the primal 
partment; and the value of the One to see corruption." There was i pair, we deduce the conclusion that 
Faculty depends upon the price we l no disintegration of the molecules-

1 
their bodies would every seven years 
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(or . perhaps more) be completely 
changed. That the C'.:>mponent atoms 
of their bodies at the time God sepa
rated and called them, were after a 
time replaced by others. That in fact 
the laws of nature were in full force 
and operation upon them as upon us. 

How then could their bodies have 
been possessed of eternal endurance 
of life? I bear some exclaim. Well, 
the fact is that they were not pos
sessed of it, but they were preserved 
unto eternal endurance, or would have 
been bad they not transgressed. We 
argue as follows, and from that deduce 
our conclusions. The penalty for dis
obedience was,-"decaying, thou 
shalt die;" rendered "dying, thou 
shalt die." Decay and disintegration 
of the body was the penalty. But if 
they were subject to the natural law
a misnomer this, for there is no such 
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of life was maintained complete and 
without break. 

That this was the case is evident 
from the action of Deity in banishing 
them from the garden wherein the 
tree of life flourished, ''Lest he put 
forth his hand and [continue] to eat of 
the fruit of the tree of life and live 
forever." It was for this the Savior 
came into the world, donned~the men
dicant robe, went abroad preaching 
and teaching without ''purse or scrip," 
receiving acts from the villagers and 
people among whom he traveled, and 
finally died on Calvary, that he might 
bring about the reembodiment of the 
disembodied, and restore again the 
tree of life to them, and place his-on 
second thought I won't say it; but you 
may study 1. Corinthians 11: 27-30, 
and you may possibly find something 
to think about. 

thing as natural law, all is, are laws Well, was the sacrifice on Calvary 
of the spirit, hence spiritual law, and full and complete, or b'ut partial? If it 
the term "natural law," simply dis- was full and complete (and we fully 
tinguishes between the known and the believe it was), death was completely 
unknown laws; between spirit acting conquered, and man, through abso
upon matter and spirit operating on lute purity of life and pride in the 
spirit. Adam and Eve were told that Master, can reap the full and complete 
they could eat of every fruit growing fruits of that sacrifice. If, on the 
in the garden save one. These would other hand, it was but partial, where 
keep their bodies in health and are we? Death was not conquered, 
strength, but only for a time; for and still retains dominion over. the 
every action they performed, every sons and daughters of Adam. 
breath drawn, was so much drain In reply it may be said, "The time 
upon the physical organization, and will come when death will be con
finally they would succumb to the all quered, and the children of God res
powerful forces of nature, "decaying cued from its grasp." Just so; 
they would die." Inasmuch as these nevertheless, to those who having 
fruits could not keep the body unto fulfilled the perfect law, the memory of 
eternal endurance, there was another having been vanquished and deprived 
tree, or other trees in the garden, the of entering their Father's kingdom 
fruits of which possessed the especial will ever remain; and, as with the 
property of replacing that portion of sons and daughters of Job who were 
the physical force lacking, and thus slain, carried off, etc., the fact of 
keep the body in perfect equilibrium, their father's wealth being restored 
free from decay, and in full vigor of seven fold did not repay them for 
life. This fruit was that of the tree their sufferings and death, etc. So 
of life; geometrically speaking it was with the saints, an eternity of bliss 
the complement of the circle of physi- will not efface the fact that they, after 
cal life; the other fruits kept the body obeying the Lord to their utmost, 
in vigor up to a certain point, beyond were held prisoners by an enemy 
which they could not supply the life whom he had conquered and had all 
force equal to the demand. The power over. 
powers of nature were superior to the All power is now given unto me, both in 
power of the food they ate, and the heaven and on earth. 
result was decay and disintegration- Master; even the devils are subject unto us. 
death. Then did the wonderful vir- But with what kind of bodies do 
tues of the tree of life come into play, i they come? What is the nature of 
and what the common fruits could not l the bo~y in which the saints are re
accomplish it supplied, and the circle embodied? 

There are also celestial bodies, and bodies 
terrestrial. 

It is sown in [disembodied from] corrup
tion;;'it is raised [reembodied] incorruptible. 

"It is sown [disembodied] in dishonor"
conquered 'by death; it is raised [reembodied 
in] a spiritual body. 

"It is disembodied in weakness," unable 
to resist death. "It is reembodied in 
power"-a conqueror of death. 

There is a natural body born of humanity; 
there is a spiritual body, born of the 
Spirit. 

Now this I say, brethren, that flesh and 
blood [that which is born of flesh and blood] 
cannot inherit the kingdom of God; neither 
doth corruption [that which is born of cor
ruption] inherit incorruption. 

If then the decomposed body is not, 
cannot be resurrected, what is the na
ture of the bodies of the reembodied 
spirits, and whence derived? 

For we know that if our earthly house of 
tabernacle be dissolved [disintegrated] we 
shall have a building of God, a house not 
made with hands, eternal [as] in the heavens. 

Surely if Deity could from the al
ready existing elements command, 
and fish were brought into being, it 
is no stretch of imagination to sup
pose that the "house not made with 
bands,'' will have the same origin! A 
house not born of the flesh, nor by 
the power of the flesh, but by the 
Spirit of God. 

Christ is the great exemplar of the 
reincarnated saints. He arose in the, 
body which died on tbe cross; it was 
brought back to life eternal, bow? 

For Christ also hath once suffered for sins, 
the just for the unjust that he might bring 
us to God, being put to death in [by l the 
flesh, but quickened by the spirit. 

What is a quickening? A ruaking 
alive,-a birth from dead, inert mat
ter, to living form. What was quick
ened? That which was dead, inert; 
the body of flesh, and blood, and 
bones. 

How did it arise-corruptible or in
corruptible? 

I am he that liveth, and was dead; and, 
behold, I am alive for evermore. 

Except a man be born of water, and of the 
Spirit, he cannot enter the kingdom of God. 

Was the Master's body born of the 
Spirit after be had been slain by his 
enemies? And now, behold that body, 
spirit born, eating of a piece of fish 
and honeycomb, before his disciples, 
evidently for the same purpose as 
when be called Thomas to examine 
the wounds on bis person. That food 
entered the stomach, was digested, 
absorbed, assimilated, and went to 
form various microscopical portions of 
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the body, as all food does; a portion 
was taken up and deposited at the 
roots of the nails, to help form the 
horny substance of which they are 
composed; another portion was taken 
up and carried by the circulation to 
the base of the teeth, and finally found 
a microscopical portion of enamel for 
them; hair, muscle, sinew, bone, all 
received a portion of that fish and 
honey, while the non nutrient parts 
thereof passed away by nature's out
lets. Christ, the resurrected, re
embodied Christ, eat because he was 
hungry! Yes, I know it is written, 
"They shall hunger no more, neither 
thirst;" of course not, for there shall 
be an abundance of corn, . wine, and 
oil; but it is nowhere said, they shall 
eat no more, and if they eat the food 
goes to form flesh, and bone, and 
thew, and sinew. 

I have said that the bodies of the 
saints will be called into existence; 
perhaps I should have said they are 
being called into existence even since 
the •'world's Consoler" triumphed over 
the natural law, to use a popular term; 
and the sons and daughters of God 
are not condemned to remain under 
the power of death for ages. May it 
not be that the reembodiment bas 
been going on ever since the Master's 
resurrection, and will continue to 
until every son and daughter of Adam, 
found worthy, will be reembodied, clad 
upon with a body born of the Spirit,
born not of the flesh, nor by the power 
of the flesh, but by the power of the 
Spirit of God? 

Why should the soldiers and serv
ants, all children of the victorious 
commander and king, be subject to 
and imprisoned by the defeated foe? 
Why should they remain in his power, 
when their commander has the keys 
and the power to open their prison 
doors, and liberate his soldiers who 
valiantly fought for him? Does a 
commander show his loving- kindness 
in letting his friends lie in the prisons 
of his enemy when he has the power, 
and by every law of honor and friend
ship should liberate them? I speak 
from an earthly standpoint; but justice 
is justice, whether on earth or in 
heaven,andcan :never be anything else! 
These are simply thoughts that will 
obtrude themselves upon my thinking 
faculty, and will not down; will per
sistently recur and,-will ye, will ye,-
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cause themselves to be expressed; and 
whether they be right, or whether 
they be wrong, of one thing we are 
assured, that there will come a time 
in,-it may be the near future, or the 
far off time,-when the sons and 
daughters of God will be reembodied, 
and in joy and gladness greet each 
other, clad in their wedding garments. 
and sit down with all the worthies of 
bygone ages to the marriage feast of 
the great Commander. 

Ah! we talk of the joy which many 
of us have felt when wife greets hus
band, parents greet children, children 
greet father, brother greets brother 
returned from earth's blood-stained 
battle fields alive and unharmed. But 
bow faint is that greeting when com
pared with the joyous greetings when 
parents meet children, husband greets. 
wife, brother greets brother, friend 
greets friend, when clad upon with 
their tabernacle, (the building from 
God, the house not made with hands,) 
they again strike bands and meet as 
conquerors never more to be over
come. 

We talk of the mighty shout of vic
tory raised by the victorious army on 
earth's blood-stained battle fields. 
But bow think you it will compare 
with the glorious shout raised by the 
saints when rising "more than con
querors" they greet each other? would 
you learn the words of it,-here they 
are: "0 grave, where is thy victory; 
0 death, where is thy sting?" I will 
conclude with these verses, which 
have been taking form and shape in 
my brain while penning this essay:-

VTI:RITAs VINCIT. 
The victory will come by and by, 

And the saints will arise from the tomb, 
To inherit the promise God gave,-

(The earth in its Edenic bloom.) 

0 how sweet as we greet, 
When we rise from the long, silent 

sleep by and by, 
0 how sweet as we meet, 

When as conquerors we rise from the 
tomb. 

We know our Redeemer doth live, 
And life-endless life-will bestow, 

Upon those who have fought the good fight, 
And faithfully walked here below. 

0 how sweet as we greet, etc. 

Write, "Blessed are the dead," saith the 
word, 

Yea, all those "who die in the Lord, 
For they rest from their labon1" and toil, 

And life, endless life's their reward. 
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Though death our bodies destroy, 
And we lie down in silence to sleep; 

In the flesh we shall see the dear Lord, 
And in gladness again we shall meet. 

0 how sweet as we greet, etc. 
J, J. STAFFORD. 

LAMONI. 

TWO CLIPPINGS. 

HERE is a clipping from the Primitive 
Christian (Campbellite) in its issue for 
March 29, 1898, written by Rev. W. 
J. Owens, who attended the debate 
between Bro. Pement and Rev. Alex
ander. Rev. Stone regards it a • 'suc
cess," (?) but is very careful to warn 
his brethren to be •'careful" as ''no 
good has come of these late debates 
with that people"! 

The debate reported from Wheatland, 
Missouri, was regarded by all I talked with 
there as a success on the part of Bro. Alex
ander, but my observation and acquaintance 
with the Mormons leads me to conclude they 
arc unworthy of a notice, and they seek a de
bate in order to notoriety. In my acquaint
ance, comparatively no good has come of 
these late debates with that people. 

Brethren preachers, we need to be careful 
as to debates, for I verily believe more good 
can be done in preaching than in debating, 
unles~ it be in remote cases. 

Here is another clipping from same 
paper. These fellows have been 
snowed under so often of late when 
meeting our brethren where we have 
forced them to stick to the Bible
King James' Translation-that they 
now would like to dodge any issue 
that compels them to meet us and use 
a text book that the people are so 
conversant with-leaving them no 
chance to dodge from Dan to Bath
sheba to seemingly gain their point. 
What next? 

Should Christians be like the Mormons 
and a few other superstitious sects, in refer
ence to King James' Translation of the holy 
Scriptures? Should Christians regard it as 
a correct and perfect translation, in opposi
tion to the best scholarship in the world? 
To do so would show our stupidity and weak-
ness. I. N. WHITE. 

INDEPENDENCE, Mo., April, 1898. 

STRANGE IF TRUE. 

LYMAN ABBOTT makes the following 
statement in regard to the establish
ment of the church by our Lord and 
Savior Jesus Christ:-

Such are the companions whom Jesus se
lects to accompany him in his itinerant min
istry, to witness his cures, to hear his 
instructions, to receive the interpretation of 
his parables and apothegms, to be witnesses 
of his sufferings, his death and resurrection, 

0 how sweet as we greet, etc. , and so to be prepared to cooperation in carry-
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ing on the work which he was by his death to 
inaugurate. The form of their organization 
was as slight as the principles of their selection 
were peculiar. In fact, there was nothing 
which could be designated as an organization. 
Jesus provided no constitution. He appointed 
no officers. He left the church to form itself 
in the future as circumstances might dictate. 
-Jesus of Nazareth, p. 223. 

Without doubt there are thousands of 
good, earnest, honest people who read 
the deductions and conclusions of Mr. 
Abbott and believe every word to be 
as true as the gospel. Perhaps some 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The Savior speaks for himself:
My meat is to do the will of him that sent 

me and to finish his work.-John 4: 34. 
To this I add:-
For I came down from heaven, not to do 

mine own will, but the will of him that sent 
me.-John 6: 38. 

Again:-
I can of mine own self do nothing: as I 

hear, I judge: and my Judgment is just; be
cause I seek not mine own will, but the will 
of the Father which hath sent me.-John 
5: 30. 

Once more and of equal impor-
may think me over critical in taking tance:
exception to the above statement; but For I have not spoken of myself; but the 
I am satisfied that it is not a statement Father which sent me, he gave me a com
of the truth, but rather a misstate- mandment, what I should say, and what I 

should sneak. And I know that his com
ment, and that by using this misstate- mandme~t is life everlasting; whatsoever I 
ment as a text I may help some poor speak therefore, even as the Father said unto 
soul who is faithfully struggling in me, so I speak.-John 12: 49, 50. 
darkness to win the crown of eternal From the foregoing it is clear that 
life. the coming of Jesus Christ was to ac-

There is no transcending the limits complish a work of God-the estab
of reason and truth in assuming that lishing of the church, for in the 
Christ, the Son of God, knew and un- church salvation is found. (See Acts 
derstood the object of leaving the 2: 47.) 
abode of his Father and coming to t.his 
sin-smitten world. Hence there is 
consistency in the prophetic words:-

Sacrifice and offering thou didst not desire; 
mine ears hast thou opened: burnt offering 
and sin offering hast thou not required. 
Then said I, Lo, I come, in the volume of the 
book it is written of me, I delig·ht to do thy 
will, O my God; yea, thy law is within my 
heart. I have preached righteousness in the 
great congregation; lo, I have not refrained 
my lips, O Lord, thou knowest. I have not 
hid thy righteousness within my heart; I 

These citations without an equi
voque indicate that the Christ had a 
work to accomplish for God in the in
terest of humanity, and I will proceed 
to prove that work to be the estab
lishing of the church. 

Mr. Abbott says:-
Jesus provided no constitution. 
Mr. Robert Hunter, A. M., F. G. S., 

in the Encyclopredic Dictionary, gives 
the following definition of constitu-

have declared thy faithfulness and thy salva- tion:-
tion: I have not concealed thy loving kind- 1.-The act or process of constituting, mak-
ness and thy truth from the great ing up, or forming. 
congregation.-Ps. 40: 6-10. 2.-The act of constituting, establishing, 

Paul made application of the above or enacting; enactment, establishment. 

h 3.-An established form of government; a scripture in his commentary on t e 
system of law and customs. 

mission work of Christ as the great 4.-Any particular law, rule, or regulation: 
high priest of the new covenant, and an established custom; an institution or us-
church of the living God. age. 

Wherefore, when he cometh into the In the great preaching commission 
world, he saith, sacrifice and offering thou the Savior instructed:-
wouldest not, but a body hast thou prepared Teaching them to observe all things what
me; in burnt offerings and sacrifices for sin soever I have commanded you: and, lo, I am 
thou hast had no pleasure. Then said I, Lo, with you alway, even unto the end of the 
I come (in the volume of the book it is writ- world. Amen.-Matt. 28: 20. 
ten of me) to do thy will, 0 God. Above From the things that all disciples of 
when ·he said, Sacrifice and offering and 
burnt offerings and offering for sin thou the Lord are' 'commanded"to ''observe," 
wouldest not, neither hadst pleasure therein; we will now formulate and present for 
which are offered by the law; then said he, careful consideration the Christian 
Lo, I come to do thy will, 0 God.. He taketh constitution, with this premise: that 
away the first, t~at h~ may establish. the i th following is now as fully in force 
second, by the which will we are sanctified I e . . 
through the offering of the body of Jesus ~n~ as ~mdmg ~s when uttered, and 
Christ once for all.-Heb. 10: 5-10. 1 is hkew1se applicable to all who de-

There is a perfect agreement in the 1· sire to be disciples of the Lamb of 
prophecy and the application thereof. God:-
The next witness. Then said Jesus to those Jews which be-

lieved on him, If ye continue in my word, 
then are ye my disciples indeed.-John 8: 31. 

CONSTITUTION. 
1.-FAITH. 

And Jesus answering saith unto them, 
Have faith in God.-Mark 11: 22. 

Then touched he their eyes, saying, Ac
cording to your faith be it unto you.-Matt. 
9: 29. 

2.-FAI'l'H IN CHRIST. 

For God so loved the world, that he gave 
his only begotten Son, that whosoever be
lieveth in him should not perish, but have 
everlasting life.-John 3: 16. 

Let not your hearts be troubled: ye believe 
in God, believe also in me.-John 14: 1. 

3.-FAITH IN THE LAW. 

Think not that I am come to destroy the 
law, or the prophets: I am not come to de
stroy, but to fulfil. For verily I say unto 
you, Till heaven and earth pass, one jot or 
one tittle shall in no wise pass from the law, 
tm all be fulfilled.-Matt. 5: 17, 18. 

SearcQ the scriptures; for in them ye think 
ye have eternal life: and they are they 
which testify of me .... For had ye believed 
Moses, ye would have believed me: for 
he wrote of me.-John 5: 39, 46. 

4.-FAITH AND WORKS. 

And why call ye me, Lord, Lord, and do 
not the things which I say.-Luke 6: 46. 

He that hath my commandments and keep
eth them, he it is that loveth me: and he that 
loveth me shall be loved of my Father, and 
I will love him, and will manifest myself to 
him.-John 14: 21. 

5.-FAITH TO CONTINUE. 

Every tree [person] that bringeth not forth 
good fruit is hewn down, and cast into the 
fire.-Matt. 7: 19. 

If a man abide not in me, he is cast forth 
as a branch, and is withered; and men gather 
them, and cast them into the fire, and they 
are burned.-John 15: 6. 

6.-REPENTANCE. 

From that time Jesus began to preach, 
and to say, Repent: for the kingdom of 
heaven is at hand.-Matt. 4: 17. 

The time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of 
God is at hand: repent ye, and believe the 
gospel.-Mark 1: 15. 

I tell you, Nay: but, except ye repent, ye 
shall all likewise perish.-Luke 13: 3. 

7.-BAPTISM. 

Then cometh Jesus from Galilee to Jordan 
unto John, to be baptiz@d of him. But John 
forbade him, saying, I have need to be bap
tized of thee, and comest thou to me? And 
Jesus answering said unto him, Suffer it to 
be so now: for thus it becometh us to fulfill 
all righteousness. Then he suffered him. 
And Jesus, when he was baptized, went up 
straightway out of the water: and, lo, the 
heavens were opened unto him, and he saw 
the Spirit of God descending like a dove, and 
lighting upon him: and lo a voice from 
heaven, saying, This is my beloved Son, in 
whom I am well pleased.-Matt. 3: 13-17. 

Go ye therefore, and teach all nations, bap
tizing them in the name of the Father, and 
of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost.-Matt. 
28: 19. 

Go ye into all the world, and preach the 
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gospel to every creature. He that believeth 
and is b'1ptized shall be saved; but he that 
believeth not shall be damned.-Mark Hi: 
15, 16. 

8.-PROMISE OF THE HOLY SPIRIT. 

And, behold, I send the promise of my 
Father upon you: but tarry ye in the city of 
Jerusalem, until ye be endued with power 
from on high.-Luke 24: 49. 

And I will pray the Father, and he shall 
give you another Comforter, that he may 
abide with you forever; even the Spirit of 
truth; whom the world cannot receive.
John 14: 16, 17. 

But the Comforter, which is the Holy 
Ghost, whom the Father will send in my 
name, he sball teach you all things, and 
bring all things to your remembrance, what
soever I have said unto you.-John 14: 26. 

9.-LAYING ON OF HANDS. 

And when he had said this, he breathed on 
them, and saith unto them, Receive ye the 
Holy Ghost.-Jobn 20: 22. 

Suffer little children, and forbid them not, 
to come unto me: for of such is the kingdom 
of heaven. And be laid bis bands on them.
Matt. 19: 14. 

And he laid bis hands on her: and immedi
ately she was made straight, and glorified 
God.-Luke 13: 13. 

10. -RESURRECTION. 

For as the Father raisetb up the dead, and 
quickeneth them, even so the Son quickenetb 
whom he will.-John 5: 21. 

Jesus said unto her, I am the resurrection, 
and the life: he that believeth in me, though 
he were dead, yet shall be live.-John 11: 25. 

11.-JUDGMENT. 

For the Father judgeth no man, but hath 
committed all judgment unto the Son.-John 
5: 22. 

As I hear, I judge.-John 5: 30. 

12.-HONOR FATHER AND MOTHER. 

For God commanded, saying, Honor thy 
father and mother: and, He that curseth 
father or mother, let him die the death.
Matt. 15:4. 

Honor thy father and thy mother: and, 
Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself.
Matt. 19: 19. 

13.-SHALL NOT KILL. 

Ye have heard that it was said by them of 
old time, Thou shalt not kill; and whoso
ever shall kill shall be in danger of the judg
ment: but I say unto you, That whosoever is 
angry with his brother without a cause shall 
be in danger of the judgment: and whosoever 
shall say to his brother, Raca, shall be in 
danger of the council: but whosoever shall 
say, Thou fool, shall be in danger of hell fire. 
-Matt. 5: 21, 22. 

14.-ADULTERY. 

Ye have heard that it was said by them of 
old time, Thou shalt not commit adultery: 
but I say unto you, That whosoever looketh 
on a woman to lust after her hath committed 
adultery with her already in his heart.
Matt. 5: 27, 28. 

15.-SHALL NOT STEAL. 

Thou shalt not steal.-Matt. 19: 18. 
16.-FALSE WITNESS. 

Thou shalt not bear false witness.-Matt. 
19: 18. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

] 7.-COVETOUSNESS. 
And he said unto them, Take heed, and be

ware of covetousness: for a man's life con
sisteth not in the abundance of the things 
which he possesseth.-Luke 12: 15. 

18.-RECONCILIA'l'ION. 
Therefore if thou bring thy gift to the 

altar, and there rememberest that thy 
brother hath aught against thee; leave there 
thy gift before the altar, and go thy way; 
first be reconciled to thy brother, and then 
come and offer thy gift.-Matt. 5: 23, 24. 

19.-GOLDEN RULE. 

And as ye would that men should do to 
you, do ye also to them likewise.-Luke 6: 31. 

20.-DUTY IN A NU'l'-SHELL. 

Jesus said unto him, Thou shalt love the 
Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all 
thy soul, and with all thy mind. This is the 
first and great commandment. And thfl 
second is like unto it, Thou shalt love thy 
neighbor as thyself. On these two command
ments hang all the law and the prophets.
Matt. 22: 37-40. 

After a careful and critical exami
nation of the foregoing succinct, 
Christ-uttered constituent principles 
of God's economy for the salvation of 
the widespread offspring of Adam, it 
would seem utterly impracticable for 
Mr. Lyman Abbott, or another intelli
gent man to say that "Jesus provided 
no constitution" for hil":I faithful fol
lowers. As to the slighting remark 
that Christ was derelict in accomplish
ing God's will in granting to man an 
ample organization, is more assumed 
than proved. Hunter's definition of 
organization is:-

1. The act of organizing; the act or pro
cess of arranging and getting into proper 
working order: as the organization of an ex
pedition. 

2. The state of being organized; that which 
is organized: an organized body. 
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foundation, to disciplining the chosen 
ambassadors of the everlasting gos
pel, in an ample preparation of those 
who were to be the active ministers 
in the great "expedition" against all 
sin and unrighteousness. Jesus said: 
'•Upon this rock I will build my 
church." Be it understood that J e
sus Christ is, and was the chief mas
ter builder of the church, the great 
superintendent of the holy compact of 
the living temple of our God, and 
that each individual initiated into the 
covenant of the gospel is an integral 
part of "the whole family in heaven 
and earth," for 

Neither is there salvation in any other; for 
there is none other name under heaven given 
among men, whereby we must be saved.
Acts 4: 12. 

The following indicates the activity 
and faithfulness of Christ in establish
ing an organization:-

And he said unto them, I must preach the 
kingdom of God to other cities also; for there
fore am I sent.-Luke 4: 43. 

The word ''kingdom" in this text 
discloses the work of organization 
without the possibility of mistake or 
doubt, unless this scripture be inter~ 
preted according to sectarianized tra· 
dition or creed-formed thought. 

Here is another, the perspicuity of 
which should dispel even the shadow 
of a doubt in· regard to Christ leaving 
an organization at the time of his de
parture:-

And it came to pass afterward, that he 
went throughout every city and village 
preaching and shewing the glad tidings of 
the kingdom of God.-Luke 8: 1. 

The above is confirmatory that 
Christ accomplished that whereunto 
he was sent. Paul who was more than 

3. Organic structure; the disposition or 
arrangement of the organs for the perform
ance of vital functions. eighteen centuries closer to the scenes 

4. The arrangement of the parts of an 
aggregate or body for work or action; sys- of the earth-life actions of Christ and, 
tematic preparation for action. therefore, had a much better opportu-

On account of the paucity of that nity of observation and knowledge as 
which was written by the first four to what the Savior did, writes:
writers of the New Testament, and in Therefore as the church is subject unto 
the light of the above definitions, I Christ, so let the wives be to their own hus-

bands in everything. Yusbands, love your 
cannot perceive how any scholar with wives, even as Christ also loved the church, 
an open Bible in his band, could have and gave himself for it.-Eph. 5: 24, 25. 

the audacity to say: "In fact, there While this is clearly instruction to 
was nothing which could be desig- husbands and wives in their domestic 
nated as an organization." Should relationship; nevertheless there is in
we adopt the deductive method of cidentally and fortuitously the follow
studying the ministerial work of ing three important things:-
Christ from the time of bis tempta- 1. The church is, and was, and· 
tion until his expiration on the cross, always will be subject to Christ, for 
no other conclusion coul~ be fairly 1

1 he purchased it-the church-all the 
reached, than that Christ devoted redeemed-of all ages and climes, 
himself assiduously to laying the , with his own life. 
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2. Christ loved the church in such 
a devoted manner before his passion 
that he was the comforter to the disci
ples, and by his wise instruction a 
means of sanctification to those who 
walked in the light of his pure, unsel
fish life. 

3. Having accomplished the organi
zation of the church prior to his 
crucifixion, he of his own volition will
ingly gave himself for the church. 
Thus both his life and bis death were 
in the interest of the church-his own 
body. 

The above is further explained in 
the following:-

And he is before all things, and by him all 
things consist: and he is the head of the 
body, the church: who is the beginning, the 
firstborn from the dead; that in all things he 
might have the preeminence. For it pleased 
the Father that in him should all fulness 
dwell.-Col. 1:17-19. 

It would have been strange indeed 
that Christ should have labored with
out the observance of law or~system 
-in a haphazard way-and utterly 
failing in that which was ordained of 
God-the organizing of the church. 
Paul knew better than to hint at such 
an absurd thought as Christ being 
a failure or a lawless fellow who had 
no fixed purpose or rule to work by, 
only to flash like a meteor upon the 
religious horizon, then to suddenly 
depart life, and leave to less favored 
sons of God the accomplishment of the 
very work that God sent the Only 
Begotten into the world to do. No! 
most emphatically no! Christ was 
not a meteor, nor yet a fixed star in 
the constellation of God's divinely 
appointed ministers. He is the cen
tral figure, The Sun of Righteousness. 
Well might the great apostle say:-

Who now rejoice in my sufferings for you, 
and fill up that which is behind of the afflic
tions of Christ in my flesh for his body's sake, 
which is the church.-Col. 1: 24. 

Much more in evidence from the 
Scriptures might be introduced that 
Christ did leave a church-an organi
zation-as an institution wherein man 
could work out bis salvation. 

John S. C. Abbott, D. D., says:--
J es us, the "Son of man" and the "Son of 

God," has introduced a system of religion so 
comprehensive, that it is adapted to every 
conceivable situation in life; so simple, that 
the most unlearned, and even children, can 
comprehend i t.-History of Christianity, p.13. 

This able writer concedes that 
Christ left]to the :world~' •a system"
an organization. Again, he says:-

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Almost nineteen centuries have passed 
since Christianity was established in the 
world. Its founder was rejected by his own 
people and put to death. It was not wanted 
by the nations. It was foolishness to the 
Greek, and a stumbling-block to the Jew.
History of Christianity, p. 505. 

The establishing of Christianity 
was the organizing of the Church. 
As to the unwarranted assumption 
that Christ ''appointed no officers" 
I cite:-

He came unto his own, and his own re
ceived him not. But as many as received 
him, to them gave he power to become the 
sons of God, even to them that believed on 
his name: which were born, not of blood, nor 
of the will of the fiesh, nor of the will of man, 
but of God.-John 1: 11-13. 

This gift of Christ to those who be
lieved on him, of ''power to become 
the sons of God," was the installing 
of officers in the church; the bestowal 
of the priesthood unto faithful men, 
who became the "brethren" with 
Christ, fellow-laborers in the work of 
the church. The proof lies in the 
statement:-

For every high priest taken from among 
men is ordained for men in things pertain
ing to God, that he may offer both gifts and 
sacrifices for sins.-Heb. 5: 1. 

Some of the membership of the 
church are to be set apart by ordina
tion as high priests, and this office in 
the priesthood obtained by ordination 
like that of Melchisedec, comes 

Without father, without mother, without 
descent, having neither beginning of days, 
nor end of life; but made like unto the Son of 
God; abideth a priest continually.-Heb. 7: 3. 

Melchisedec, as an high priest in 
the priesthood, was made like unto 
Christ, and all those who are so for
tunate as to obtain the like priesthood, 
by being favored of God and receiv
ing ''power to become sons of God," 
will abide in the companionship ··of 
Melchisedec and be made an equal 
heir with the captain of our salvation. 

To those officers in the church 
during the earth-life of Christ, he 
said:-

Ye have not chosen me, but I have chosen 
you, and ordained you, that ye should go and 
bring forth fruit, and that your fruit should 
remain; that whatsoever ye shall ask of the 
Father in my name, he may give it you.
John 15: 16. 

was there not another reference in 
the New Testament as to Christ en
dowing the church with officers, it 
seems that the above would be 
satisfactory to any reasonable man 
who professes a belief in the Bible 
~nd in the gospel. Those men were 

chosen by the Lord, and were set 
apart for the work of the ministry by 
ordination. The names of some 
chosen are given:-

And when it was day, he called unto him 
his disciples: and of them he chose twelve, 
whom also he named apostles; Simon, (whom 
he also named Peter,} and Andrew his 
brother, James and John, Philip and Bar
tholomew, Matthew and Thomas, James the 
son of Alpheus, and Simon called Zelotes, and 
Judas the brother of James, and Judas Is- . 
cariot, which also was the traitor.-Luke 6: 
13-16. 

The disciples-followers of Christ
were called together, in all probability 
in a conference of the church, and 
then and there from among those dis
ciples the Savior "chose" or selected 
"twelve," and these he "named apos
tles" (the title of office bestowed by 
call and ordination), as a designation 
in office, from others chosen to work 
in the great vineyard of the Lord. 

The same historian last cited says:
After these things the Lord appointed 

other seventy also, and sent them two and 
two before his face into every city and place, 
whither he himself would come. Therefore 
said he unto them, The harvest truly is 
great, but the laborers are few: pray ye 
therefore the Lord of the harvest, that he 
would send forth laborers in the harvest. 
Go your ways: behold, I send you forth as 
lambs among wolves.-Luke 10: 1-3. 

Blind, indeed, must have been the 
eyes, and dull the comprehension of 
the man who reads the above and 
then says that Christ "appointed no 
officers." Hear the report of these 
men upon their return:-

And the seventy returned again with joy, 
saying, Lord, even the devils are subject 
unto us through thy name.-Luke 10: 17. 

These men were the duly ap
pointed and qualified officers of the 
church, authorized to officiate in the 
name of Jesus Christ. The gospel is 
an authoritative message from heaven, 
and those who bear the tidings of the 
same must be duly appointed and or
dained to qualify them to administer 
in the ordinances thereof; otherwise 
they would be guilty of spiritual 
forgery, in which event there is a 
sure promise:-

Not every one that saith unto me, Lord, 
Lord, shall enter into the kingdom of heaven; 
but he that doeth the will of my Father 
which is in heaven. Many will say to me in 
that day, Lord, Lord, have we not prophecied 
in thy name? and in thy name have cast out 
devils? and in thy name done many wonder
ful works? And then will I profess [say] unto 
them, I never knew you [ye never knew me]: 
depart from me, ye that work iniquity.-· 
Ma.tt. 7: 21-23. 
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Herewith I submit some evidence as 
to what was done:-

And God hath set some.in the church, first 
apostles, secondarily prophets, thirdly teach
ers, after that miracles, then gifts of healings, 
helps, governments, diversities of tongues.
I Cor. 12: 28. 

This was not an aftermath, but the 
original planting by the immediate 
presence and divine work of the Mas
ter, ere he said, upon the tree, ''It is 
finished." 

Mr. Abbot, adroitly paves the way 
for an apology for divided and antago
nistic Christianity, by the state
ment:-

He left the church to form itself in the 
future as circumstances might dictate. 

This certainly will not fall far short 
of the old adage: "It is only a step 
from the sublime to the ridiculous." 
All the creations of God bear evidence 
of harmony and perfection, and to 
think that the giver of eternal life 
would leave the chief work-the 
church-to the ipse dixit of theological 
manufacturers is contrary to the uni
versal testimony of all God's wo.ck. 
. The law of the Lord is perfect, converting 

the soul: the testimony of the Lord is sure, 
making wise the simple.-Ps. 19: 7. 

In conclusion I offer the beautiful 
words of the prophet:-

For my thoughts are not your thoughts, 
neither are your ways my ways, saith the 
Lord. For as the heavens are higher than 
the earth, so are my ways big-her than your 
ways, and my thoughts·thanyourthoughts.-
Isa. 55:8, 9. For saving truth, 

ROBT. M. ELVIN. 

HALF-FARE PERMITS. 
Published lists of all General Conference 

appointments have been sent to B. C. Cald
well, of the Western Passenger Association, 
and to F. C. Donald, Chairman of the Cen
tral Passenger Committee, at Chicago, in or
der to facilitate prompt issuance of half-fare 
permits to General Conference appointees, 
Conference Minutes will also be forwarded 
to said officials, as soon as issued. 

Such district appointees and local pastors 
as are entitled to half-fare permits under 
association rules (which require that appli
cants devote their time to religious work, 
having no other business or occuption) are 
referred to general missionaries in charge 
for indorsement, as heretofore. Lists of 
said general missionaries in charge, with 
names, addresses, and their territory, to
gether with advices according to the fore
going, have also been forwarded to the 
associations named. General Conference ap
pointees who need aid in securing permits 
over lines of other a.ssociations. or roads, 
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will be promptly assisted, so far as possible, 
on application to the undersigned. Per
sonal applications are generally successful, 
however, where proper statements are made. 
Local applicants can obtain needed assistance 
through their respective missionaries in 
charge. In bonde, 

R. S. SALYARDS, 

Church Secretary. 
LAMONI, Iowa, April 23, 1898. 2t 

PASTORAL. 
IOWA AND MINNESO'l'A MISSION. 

The ministers who have been appointed to 
labor in the above named mission, will 
please take notice of, and cooperate with the 
following arrangements. 

ASSISTANTS IN CHARGE. 

Minnesota, I. N. Roberts; Galland's Grove 
district, C. E. Butterworth; Little Sioux dis
trict, J. F. Mintun; Fremont and Pottawatta
mie districts, Henry Kemp; Des Moines 
district, C. Scott; Eastern Iowa district, J. 
W. Peterson; Nauvoo district, F. M. Weld. 

The ministers laboring in Decatur district 
will report directly to me, at Lamoni, Iowa. 

Some few of the ministers have been care
less and negligent about reporting, as well as 
some other things. Now carelessness and 
negligence are very poor qualifications for a 
minister of Jesus Christ, and I sincerely hope 
the wrong will be corrected. Most of my 
ministers, however, I am glad to say, have 
been prompt and careful. If you cannot re
tain the few simple rules given for reporting, 
procure the minutes of the conference for 
1893, and on page 68 you can read them as 
often as necessary. In No. 3 of these rules, 
second line, read furnished instead of' 'published." 

The mistake was a bad typographical error. 
All appointees will please get into their 

respective fields as soon as practicable. The 
proper question is not how much or little 
others may have done, or are doing, but 
rather, How much can we do? God requires 
each one to do all that he consistently can do 
for the advancement of the work. 

The danger of an improper intimacy be
tween the sexes will never cease (though it 
may grow less) while we are mortal; and the 
ministers of this church should be worthy ex
amples of purity and wisdom, to those with
out and within. Once in a while, a minister 
acts very foolishly in his conduct towards the 
opposite sex to say the least of it; and his un
necessary folly injures the work, and cauaes 
others to hang their beads with shame. 
These things should be corrected. 

My attention has been calle@. to the occa
sional practice of giving a large or small sum 
of money to a traveling minister, as a private 
dooatian. My opinion is that it is highly im
proper for a minister to say anything, inten
tionally, that would induce the saints to 
donate in that way, that is, with the under
standing that they [the ministers] were not 
to .,report donations made to the Bishop. 
When a minister receives a sum of money, 
large or small, he should take it for granted 
that it is given to him because he is a minister of 
the church. If he needs it for current and per
sonal expenses, let it be so used and reported 
to the Bishop. If not so needed, let him send 
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it to the Bishop at once. Gifts received for 
performing the marriage ceremony should be 
reported to the Bishop just the same as other 
donations. 

Our best incentive to action should be our 
belief and knowledge of the truth of the work 
we are called to represent. God will save to 
the uttermost those who put their trust in 
him and obey the gospel. The work is what 
it is represented to be in the sacred books of 
the church. It becomes more and more ap
parent that upon this foundation alone can we 
safely stand. 

Those who are in charge of "fields of labor" 
will please see that their associate ministers 
are furnished with their postioffice addresses 
promptly. 

While we shall feel keenly the loss of some 
of our best men, let us hope that our loss will 
be more than satisfied by the gains brought 
to the church, through their labors, in their 
new fields; and, further, that the good and 
able men who have been appointed to supply 
their places, will so soon as they have time 
to thoroughly master their new environment, 
prove to be as wise and faithful as their 
predecessors. 

Should my health permit, I would be glad 
to be active in the field as much as practica
ble; but if not, I must submit to the inevita
ble with as much grace as possible. 

J. R. LAMBERT, 

Missionary in charge. 
LAMONI, Iowa, April 21, 1898. 

To the Ministry and Saints in Missouri, 
Kansas, and Southern Illinois; Greeting:-! 
hope and trust it is through the kind hand of 
Providence, and the best wisdom of the body, 
that I am continued in charge of my former 
mission. I therefore take pleasure in earnestly 
requesting the hearty coiipera tion of all the 
saints, and more especially the traveling and 
local ministry in the mis~ion, in order that 
the best results may obtain to the great work 
we are so earnestly engaged in. 

In accordance with instructions received 
from the First Presidency, to subdivide the 
mission into "fields of labor,'' I am pleased to 
place the following named brethren in charge; 
to wit: Will S. Pender, Northeast and North
west Kansas districts; Peter Anderson, Noda
way, Missouri, district; F. C. Keck, Spring 
River district in Missouri and Kansas; Henry 
Sparling, South Missouri district; D. C. 
White, Clinton district; H. 0. Smith, Far 
West district; Robert M. Elvin, Northeast 
Missouri district, and F. M. Slover, Southern 
Illinois district. 

All brethren laboring in these respective 
"fields of labor" will please notice and act in 
harmonywith theaboveappointments,and try 
to make the work a suceess by harmoniously 
working together. It will be well for those 
under General Conference appointment to con
fine their labors within the fields assigned 
them, except when otherwise instructed by 
the missionary in general chargA. Let due re
spect be shown to those who are in charge of 
branches and districts, that there may be no 
unnecessary friction. We are all workers to
gether in Christ Jesus, in order to convert and 
~ave those who a.re honestly seeking a.fte:r the 
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truth. "Be ye clean that bear the vessels of I S. Woods and H. W. Belville (priests) to 
the Lord." "Save yourselves," that ye may I be associated in ministerial labors in Wash
be the "salt of the earth," and the "light of ington County, Nebraska, looking after the 
the world." interests of the work in North Bend and vi-

Don't be jealous of each other's success. 
Make yourselves students of the "word." 
Teach the "word of wisdom" by practice, and 
you have God's unalterable decree, that "all 
saints who remember to keep and do these say
ings, walking in obedience to the command
ments, shall receive health in their navel, 
and marrow to their bones, and shall find 
wisdom and great treasures of knowledge." 

All ministers who are hot in charge should 
report their labors to the one in charge of 
the "field of labor" about the first of July, 
October, January, and March. Those placed 
in charge should have all reports in my hands 
by the 10th of the month. Let these reports 
consist of the number of sermons, baptisms, 
children blessed, debates, ordinations, and 
the number of new places opened for the 
preaching of the word; where and what the 
prosp::-cts are. During the year I hope to be 
able to visit the different parts of the mission, 
and give such aid to the work as time and 
ability will allow. 

Those needing my advice or immediate 
presence may feel free to correspond with me 
regarding such, and proper attention will be 
paid to such correspondence. 

Hoping and praying that we may all be 
found true to every trust confided of God, 
and that peace and the fellowship of God's 
Holy Spirit may be and abide with all, I am, 

Your fellow servant in Christ, 
I. N. WHITE. 

INDEPENDENCE, Mo., April 22. 

P. S.-St. Louis and Independence districts 
will receive my personal oversight till later 
along in the year. I. N. WHITE. 

APPOINTMENTS. 
W. E. Peak in charge Southern Nebraska 

district. 
F. A. Smith in charge Northern Nebraska 

district. 
D. M. Rudd, Northeastern Nebraska, ex

tending bis labors to Dawes County. 
S. D. Payne, Western Nebraska. 
T. J. Sheldon, under the direction of W. 

E. Peak. 
W. W. Whiting will labor in the Central 

Nebraska district. (Confer with Bro. W. 
Rumel, Clearwater, Nebraska.) 

C. W. Prettyman will labor in Broken Bow 
and vicinity as the way may open. 

R. S. Mengle will labor in Western Ne
braska, cooperating with S. D. Payne, as far 
as in their judgment it way be for the best 
good of the work. 

Swen Swensen, Dakatos. 
W. Sparling to be associated witk Swen 

Swensen, extending the work in one or both 
of the Dakotas, as they shall find it practica
ble. 

M. H. Forscutt will labor in the SouthE>rn 
Nebraska district, Nebraska City the objec
tive point. 

W. H. Walling (priest) assigned to the 
Dakotas under the direction of Swen Swen
sen. 

D, T. Tyson (priest),'1 Nebraska, under the 
direction of F. A. Smith. 

cinity, rendering ministerial aid at Blair and 
Fremont. 

I respectfully suggest that the above breth
ren embrace every opportunity to bnak into 
new localities; not growing weary in well
doing, going two and two when the interest 
of the work demands and it is found practica-
ble. In bonds, 

JAMES CAFF ALL. 

To the Ministry and Saints of the Kirtland 
District:-Until further notice my permanent 
address will be 4728 Jacob Street, Wheeling, 
West Virginia. Any communication per
taining to district matters will receive im
mediate attention. There is an abundance 
to be done, and I trust all will labor together 
to the accomplishment of the same. I would 
like to know the addresses of the ministry of 
this district. F. J. EBELING, Pres. 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT. 
To those thoughtful and kind-hearted 

saints, that so surprised me April 2, by pre
senting a suit of tailor-made clothes, I wish 
to make this acknowledgment, and return 
thanks for that much-needed and appreciated 
gift. May our heavenly Father fully and 
freely reward each of you for the charity be
stowed; and I pledge my saintly honor to 
earnestly seek to continue worthy of your 
confidence and esteem. 

In bonds, 
ROBT. M. ELVIN. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Conference of the Northwestern Kansas 

district will convene with the Elmira saints, 
Saturday, May 28, ten a. m., in the one hun
dred schoolhouse, about seven miles south
east of Beloit, Kansas. Ministry and branch 
clerks will please forward their reports to 
Mrs. Ella Landers, Lenora, Kansas. 

L. F. JOHNSON, Pres. 
ELLA LANDERS, Sec. 

BORN. 
SNODGRASS.-At Eight Mile, Cass County, 

Missouri, November 26, 1897, to Bro. James 
A. and Sr. Lissie V. Snodgrass, a daughter. 
She was named Lissie Myra and was blessed 
April 14, 1898, at Independence, Missouri, by 
Elder H. A. Stebbins, assisted by Elders T. 
W. Chatburn and N. B. Ament. 

DIED. 
HAZELTON.-N. N. Hazelton was born 

April 5, 1843, at Madison, Ohio. He served 
two years and nine months as private, Com
pany A, lllth Regiment Ohio Volunteer In
fantry. Was honorably discharged and 
returned to his old home in Ohio. He soon 
moved to Wesley, Illinois, where he met and 
married Alice Anna Ball, January 19; 1867. 
He was baptized into the church, January 
15, 1869, at Wesley, Illinois, by Nelson Van 
Fleet. Was ordained an elder, December 9, 
1877, at Nobletown, Kansas, under the hands 
of Fatheri Landers and Nelson Van Fleet. 

Removed from Kansas to Lamoni, Iowa, in 
March, 1881, where he has since resided, and 
where he died April 11, 1898. He was the 
father of three daughters and two sons. 
Wife, three daughters, and one son remain, 
to mourn. Services in the brick chapel at 
Lamoni, April 12; interment in Rose Hill 
cemetery. 

WooTEN.-John R. Wooten was born April 
6, 1855, near Galesburg, Illinois, his youth 
and early manhood being passed in the cities 
of Galesburg and Chicago. On the 12th of 
December, 1881, he was united in marriage 
to Miss Margaret Crafts, at Creston, Iowa, 
and to them have been born two daughters 
and one son. In January, 1895, he united 
with the Beth-Eden Baptist Church, of 
Omaha, Nebraska. Removed with his family 
to Lamoni, Iowa, in the August following, 
where they have since resided, and where 
his death occurred April 11, 1898, His wife 
and three children mourn bis departure. He 
was kind to his family, a quiet, unassuming 
man, of gentlemanly deportment in his rela
tions with bis fellow men. He said to his 
wife shortly before his death, that he was 
prepared to enter the unseen state. Funeral 
services at the residence, April 13. The re
mains were sent to Lincoln, Nebraska, for 
interment. 

FRY.-Sarah Fry was born in Hartford 
County, England, March 7, 1816; baptized 
first in 1853; went to Utah, returned, and 
united with the Reorganization in 1871. Af
ter a short illness passed away March 12. 
Funeral services at saints' chapel, Logan; 
sermon by Elder Alma Fyrando. 

HARRIS.-In San Bernardino, California, 
February 19, 1898, after an illness of eighteen 
hours, Lloyd Aldridge, youngest child of 
Bro. David and Sr. Bettie Harris, aged 6 
years and 10 months. Funeral sermon by 
Elder William Gibson. 

BARR.-At Oleander, Fresno County, Cali
fornia, January 30, 1898, Glaude Albert Barr, 
aged 22 years; eldest son of Bro. and Sr. Barr, 
formerly of Santa Ana, southern California. 
Bro. Glaude was baptized February 12, 1889, 
at Newport, Orange County, California, by 
President Joseph Smith; confirmed by Elder 
D.S. Mills; was ordained an elder January 9, 
1898, by Elder Thomas Daley. 

WILSON.-At Burlington, Iowa, April 13, 
1898, Sr. Anna Margret Jensen Wilson, aged 
77 years, 6 months, and 13 days. Funeral 
sermon was preached by Elder J. S. Roth on 
the 17th at the Union church, nine miles 
west of Burlington. An immense crowd fol
lowed her to her resting place. She was a 
true saint, and according to God's word will 
come forth in the first resurrection. 

BADHAM . ...:._Mary D. Richards, born in 
Highland County, Ohio, April 19, 1821. 
Married to ,Samuel Badham, March 20, 1845. 
Baptized in the old church by Elder John 
Landers. United with the Reorganization 
in 1863. Died at her residence near Hender
son, Iowa, April 2, 1898. She was the mother 
of seven children, six of whom and her hus
band bad passed away before her. She 
leaves one sister, one son, eleven grandcbil
,dren, and many friends and relatives to 
'mourn her departure. 
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Royal make11 the food pure, 
wholesome and delicious. 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER C0. 1 NEW YORK. 

THE SAINTS' HARMONY. Music 
and Hymns Combined. 

Leather backs, cloth sides ....•... $2 00 
Gilt edges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 2 50 
With music only ................. 1 25 

NEW TESTAMENTS. KingJames' 
Translation. 

Brevier type, 18mo .........•••••• $0 25 
Agate type, 32mo. (smaller) .• , • . • 15 
Pearl-agate type, 32mo........... 10 

COMPENDIUM OF FAITH. 
Cloth ...................•...•... $0 75 
Leather. . . . . . . • • . . . . • • • • . • • • • . . 1 00 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1and2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment,growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Clo.th bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners. . 2 00 
Full leather . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50 
Full leather, gilt edges ...•....... 3 00 

'l'HE SAINTS' HERALD~ 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every \Vednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
$1.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; 
sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., should be addressed to 
Frank Criley, Business Manager. Remittances 
should be made by post office or express orders, 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters. 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ....................•..•... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges •.••••........ 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth ....................•••••.. $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia ......•.••.. 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .••.• 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ..•••• 2 00 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. Large 
Type Edition. 

Cloth, leather backs and corners .. $1 50 
Seal Grain Russia, gilt edges . . . . . 2 00 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth .......................•... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . • • . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..••• 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ..•••. 2 00 

'rHE TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mormon and the New Testa
ment. (Inspired Translation) 
in large type; in one volume. 

Leather back and corners ........ $2 00 
Seal Grain Russia ................ 2 50 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 3 50 
Morocco, gilt edges .............. 4 00 

TEACHERS' BIBLE. "The Self
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps, 
in good large print, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references; 
printed on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6tx8k, mailed post-
paid at, per copy, net ............ $2 00 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. King 
James' Translation. 

Cloth, with marginal references, 
two sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 and$0 80 
Cloth, without references, two 
sizes . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 and 50 

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL. Word 
edition. 

Paper .••.•••••••••••....•..•••. $0 15 
Cloth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 25 
Cloth . . . . . • • • • • • . • • . . • . . . • . . . • . . 35 

TRACTS. 
TRACTS Order by numbers. 

1. The Nature of Man. Is he Pos
sessed of Immortality? Per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ......... $1 00 

2. Truth Made Manifest; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 ................. 1 00 

3. Voice of the Good Shepherd; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine 
of the Church, and Kirtland 
Temple Suit; per doz. 3 cts.; 100 15 

5. Questions and Answers (on First 
Principles of the Gospel); per 
dozen, 3 cents; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . 15 

6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, . a~d 
Design, and Who Shall Adm mis-
ter; per dozen, 15 cents; 100 ... 1 00 

7. Who then Can be Saved; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100.. .. . .. . .. .. 30 

8. Fullness of the Atonement; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

9. Spiritualism Viewed from a 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 ........... l 30 

10. The Narrow Way; per dozen, 10 
cents; 100.................... 50 

11. The Plan of Salvation; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 .......... 1 20 

12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexander Campbell to a Re
stored Primitive Christianity 
Examined; per doz., 15 cts; 100, 1 00 

14. Reply to Orson Pratt; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ $1 00 

15. How to Enter the Kingdom; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100............. 30 

16. Polygamy: Was it an Original 
Tenet of the Church; per dozen, 
10 cents; 100................... 50 · 

18. Necessity for a Reorganization 
of the Church; per dozen. . . . . . 30 

19. A Statement and a Correction 
of It; per dozen ............... _ 10 

20. The "One Body;" or the Church 
under the Apostleship and under 
the Apostasy; per doz. 15c; 100, 1 00 

21. Truths by Three Witnesses, and 
Epitome of Faith; per dozen, 
3 cents; 100........ . . .. . . .. .. . 15 

22. Faith and Repentance; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100.. .. .. .. .. .. 50 

23. Baptism; per dozen, 10 cts.; 100 65 
24. The Kingdom of God; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100....... . . .. .. .. . .. . 30 
25. Laying on of Hands; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100.................... 30 
27. The Sabbath Question; per 

dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ 1 00 
31. What is Truth? True Ortho

doxy? and an Evangelical 
Church? and Epitome of Faith; 
per dozen, 3 cents; 100......... 15 

41. The Gospel, and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen, 3 cents; 100 15 

42. Rejection of the Church; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100..... 50 

43. One Wife or Many; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 .. _ ................ 1 00 

44. Crooked Paths; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 QO 

47. The Future State; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

Prophecy of the Rebellion; per 100 10 
TRACTS IN J:...ARGE LOTS. 

Special prices on application for 
tracts. in lots of 1000 or more. 

DISTRICT RECORDS. Printed and 
bound similar to Branch Records .$2 50 
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a 11 GRACELAND 
---COLLEGE, 

LAMONI, IOWA. 
Telephone 71. 

For catalogues or further information, 

Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE, 
Acting President, 

or D. F. LAMBERT, Secretary, 
LAMONI, low A 

WANTED. 
Middle aged sister of good standing in the 

Reorganized Church; as housekeeper for 
man past fifty, and little girl eight years old; 
no objection being a widow if husband is 
dead. She must be of a gentle and kind dis
position, with fair education and understands 
housekeeping, no others need apply. The 
best of references will be necessary, and are 
willing to comply with the same. For fur
ther particulars address Box 245, Indt:pend-
ence, Oregon. 3t 

WILL CARE FOR CHILDREN. 
A sister would like about two children to 

care for. Anyone desiring to have their 
little ones in a healthy and beautiful country 
place duril~g the summer, or longer, please 
write to P. 0. Box 86, KIRTLAND, OHIO. 

AFTERGLOW. A book of choice 
selected poems; 265 pages, hand
somely illustrated and beautifully 
bound. 
Cloth ........................•.. $1 50 
White vegetable parchment ...••. 1 75 
Leather . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . 2 00 
Morocco, gilt edges ...••••••..•.• 2 50 

GERMAN HYMN BOOK. (Zion's 
' Harfe.) 

Leather binding ................. $0 40 
Morocco Grain Russia, gilt edges. . 60 

OBJECTIONS TO THE BOOK OF 
MORMON AND BOOK OF DOC
TRINE AND COVENANTS AN
SWERED AND REFUTED. By 
Elder J. R. Lambert. 
Paper covers ...••.•....•..••••.. $0 25 
Cloth '........................... ·40 

I WHAT HA VE YOU to exchange as part 
payment on a well improved 80 .acre farm 
two miles from Lamoni? Large build
ings-all painted-orchard. Yearly pay· I 
ments on: balance. Give full description I and price of your property in first letter. 

~ D. F. Nicholson. ........ 
LAMONI FARM FOR SALE. 

Eighty acres, with five room house, large' 
barn, other outbuildings; abundance of water; 
young orchard. Located two miles from 
Graceland College, Lamoni, and one fourth 
mile from schoolhouse. Price, $·~,500 with 
one half cash; balance to suit purchaser. 

Address, MRS. MARGARET BAGLEY, 
Lamoni, Iowa. 

TOBACCO HABIT CURED, 
ORNO PAY. 

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively 
guarantees three boxes of 1'Quit-To-Bac" to perma .. 
nently take away all desire for tobacco, or will 
promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent 
post paid anywhere for $1.50. No bad effects from 
use of Quit-To-Bae. It is a great nerve tonic. Why 
not try it? It has c.ired hundreds; why not you? 
Remember, No 4Jnre, No Pay. Address, B. F. 
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois. 

TAKE YOUR CHOICE 
of three good residences in Lamoni. 

One 4 room, one 5 room, and one 7 room 
residence, with good cellars, pantries, and 
closets. Abundance of good water, also fruit 
trees and small fruit. Convenient to church, 
school, and business part of town. Will sell 
any two of the three residences. For further 
particulars, call on or address CHAS. F. 
CHURCH, Lamoni, Iowe.. 10-7-t 

The Quaker Valley Manufacturing Co., 319 an<l 321 
South ()anal Street; Chicago, sell a full line of high
grnde household furniture direct from the factory at 20 to 
60 per cent lower than retail prices, and will send anyone 
a copy of their catalogue free. 

If you contemplate purchasing household furniture, by 
all means send tor the catalogue of the Q.uake1 Valley 
Manufacturing Co., 319 and 321 South Canal Street, 
Chicago. 

HOT SPRINGS, SOUTH DAKOTA. 
THE season of this health resort 

opens May 15. 
The Evans Hotel at Hot 

Springs, South Dakota, will be 
open for business on May 15, 
with Mr. Harry Clark as man-

ager. The hotel has been thoroughly reno
vated since last season, and the plunge baths 
have all been refitted. 

The Hot Springs have gained a great repu
tation for remarkable cures of acute rheuma
tism, neuralgic troubles, indigestion, and 
other ailments, and many people visit them 
annually from Iowa, the excellent hotel ac
comµwdations makillg it a very desirable 
health and pleasure resort. The Burlington 
Railroad, the direct line to the springs, 
runs a through service of Pullman cars and 
coaches, which makes the resort easily 
reached from here. 16 4 

Furniture From Factory to Fireside. 
Being the only extensive manufacturers of furniture in 

the world selling direct from maker to user, we save our 
~ustomers . tlj:e e'!ormous expenses and profits of \he 
Jobbers and retailers. Send for catalogue A, showing 
our full line of Household Furniture, at 20 to 50 per cent 
nuder retai) value. 

Quaker Valley Manufacturing Co., 
319 and 3~1 S. Canal St., Chicago. 

JUST PUBLl.SHED. 
A Concordance to the large print Book of 

Mormon, of prope,r·size for insertion in books 
of that edition. aiready publi~h~d.· Sixteen 
pages. :Everyone .. sho.uld .have it. On. sale 
at the ,I;l:i:;rald Office., Priee .ten cents. 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
q~~Ji~nis~~~~i~ gu8rk~~1~i~~d f~:~c~~~\1i~~:~ 
invention is probably patentable. Communica· 
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents 

sei!;f~~i'S ~!~:~ ~g~g~kl0it~0ri~r~gc~~~ee~~iVe 
special notice, without charge, in the 

Sti¢ntific Jf m¢rican. 
A handsomely illustrated weekly. J,argest cir
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a 
year; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers. 

MUNN & C0.3618roaaway, New York 
Branch Office, 6'25 F St., Washington, D. C. 

HARDWARE_. 
STOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETO. 

Special attention given to Builders' Hardware. 
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnl&hed 

LAMONI HARDWARE CO. 

THE KEOKUK ROUTE. 

K. & W .. and D. JU. & K. C. Railways. 
The D. M. & K. C. Ry from Des Moinea 

to Cainsville. has been rebuilt and that por• 
tion south of Van Wert will be standard 
gauge on or before N ovem her 1, 1897. 

There is no road in Southern Iowa or 
Northern Missouri which bas more good 
locations for husiaess men t.ban on tbe line ol 
the Keokuk Route. More stock of all kinds 
has been shipped over this line than any rosd 
of equal mileage in Iowa or Missouri. (See 
Missouri Surplus Map at our stations.) The 
freight and passenger service is not equalled 
by any road in the state, except the Missouri 
River trunk line'l, with each of which we 
have union stations and direct connections. 

Persons seeking farms can find property at 
tempting prices; men seeking business. ~oca
tions can find towns with ample territorj 11.nd 
settlers to warrant good business. Additional 
passenger service will soon be given .which 
will add to the growth of the towns. 

The towns between Des Moines and Cains
ville are particularly well located for 
business. Look them up. Write to the 
undersigned for additional information. See 
folder for map and lands. 

J. F. ELDER, 

A. C. GOODRICH, 
Gen. Pass. Agent 

Vice Pres. and Gen. M'n'gr. 

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN. 
A house in Lamoni, Iowa, two Eqnares from the bust• 

ness center. It bas •ix room•, a hall, and three closets, 
and is conveniently arrang<d for a family of six or morel 
is warm as a winter house, and has good ventilation for 
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple, 
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, whicb Ill@ 
the corner of a block. Address, 

p;; N. W. COOPER. Lllmonl., lows. 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Large Type Edi
tion. 

Clo'th, leather _backs and corners .. $1 00 
Seal Grain Russia .. , . . . . . . . . . • . • . 1 25 
Seal Gra.in Russia, gilt ~dges .•• , • l .50 
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. CONTENTS: J behold the splendor of the city; that 
EDI'l'ORIAL: h d th h s . . •t d N' . 

Ex-Premier Crispi's Forecast ........ 273 e passe roug. yria, v1s1 e lSl· 

LETTER DEPARTMENT ................... 273 bis, crossed the Euphrates, and every· 
MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT: h f · h · h' 'd ' 

Pastoral,-I. N. Roberts .............. 274 w ere a1t is is gm e, everywnere 
;: Henry Kemp ............. 274 he feeds upon the mystic "lchthus," 
" ~: 1i-l~ig.·ht, .. p~g~ .. 3 · ~£274 everywhere he received brotherly 

cover. greeting. 
Tent Fund Appeal, page 3 of cover. 
District President's Notice, page 3 of De Rossi esteems this inscription 

cover. one of the most important, one of the 
most remarkable monuments which 

ARCHtEOLOG!CAL FINDS. 

CHRISTIAN LITERATURE OF THE FIRST 

THREE CENTURIES BROUGHT 

TO LIGHT. 

(Continued from last week.) 

ANOTHER notable contribution of 
Ramsey to Christian archreology is in 
his find of the Alexander stela and of 
the Abercius stela on his first and sec
ond visits to Phrygia. The Abercius 
inscription was known to the Byzan
tine hagiologists, but had been consid· 
ered generally as a piece of legendary 
poetry. The biography of Abercius 
relates that Abercius was Bishop of 
Hierapolis in Phrygia in the second 
half of the second century and that 
during the reign of Marcus Aurelius 
and Lucius Verus he visited Rome and 
on his return in his seventy-second 
year caused his epitaph to be engraved 
upon a slab. But the unsolvable diffi· 
culty appeared that among the Bishops 
of Hierapolis at that time the name of 
Abercius does not appear. This doubt 
vanished perfectly in consequence of 
discoveries due to W. Ramsay in his 
first journey through Phrygia in 1882 
to Hierapolis. He found a stela from 
the y•r 3,000 of the Phrygian reck
oning, 216 of the Christian reckoning. 
In his second journey he found the 
original inscription of Abercius built 
into the walls of a bath. Putting 
these two stela together and with the 
help of the manuscript copies the en· 
tire inscription is reproduced. 

it appears that the stone found in 
1882 contained an inscription taken 
from the first and the last parts of the 
Abercius inscription, with the sub
stitution of Alexander for Abercius, 
and is hence called the Alexander 
stela. The entire inscription makes 
up forty-four lines. In substance it 
:relates ~hat Abercius weut to Rome to 

Christian antiquity has given us. 
• •Epigrama dignitate at pretio inter 
Christiana facile princeps." Here we 
have a testimony to the widespread 
truth in the beginning of the third 
century and in all probability in the 
latter half of the second century. The 
mystic allusion to Christianity under 
the name "lchthus" accords with 
Ramsay's description of the sign lan
guage of the Phrygian Christian 
monuments. Lightfoot accords with 
De Rossi in his high estimate of this 
inscription. He is followed by Kraus, 
Wilpert, and others. Harnack is in· 
clined to reckon it among the fruits of 
the Asiatic Cybele cultus, but he has 
scant following among Christian ar
chreologists. The stela has been do
nated by the Sultan to the Christian 
museum. of the Vatican. Its genuine
ness conceded, it is the first dated 
Christian inscription which carries us 
back within the latter half of the sec
ond century. 

Within the past twenty-five years 
the Christian world has been thrilled 
with a brilliant succession of docu
mentary finds, in which Christian lit
erature of the first three centuries are 
familiar to every Christian scholar. 
It will be necessary to give merely an 
outline of some of these important 
finds. 

The most important discovery since 
the Convent of St. Catherine in 1859 
gave up the renowned Sinaitic manu
script must be reckoned that of the 
''Diadache" in 1873, by Bryennois, in 
the .Jerusalem monastery at Constan
tinople. This was published in 1883 
and took the Christian world by 
storm. Its coming produced vast 
literature on both sides of the At· 
lantic. Christian scholars every· 
where have recognized_ this as the 

No. 18. 

oldest church manual, going back to 
the early part of the second century 
and giving most valuable light on 
church life, as well as showing the 
large liberty allowed in the mode of 
Christian baptism. 

In connection with this manuscript 
was found the complete epistles of 
Clemens. The first epistle, as is well 
known, was discovered in the same 
folios with the Alexandria manu
scripts, but here was brought to light 
the second epistle, thus completing 
the letters of this important church 
father. 

These letters seem to have been 
cherished as much almost as the can
onical writings. Eusebius identifies 
Clemens as a friend of St. Paul, and 
speaking of the first epistle, declares: 
''We are aware that this epistle has 
been publicly read in very many 
churches, both in old times and also 
in our own day." As to the second 
epistle its authenticity may be ques
tioned, but evidence is abundant to 
show that it was a homily to be read 
in the churches and may be assigned 
to the early part of the second cen
tury. 

We next have to notice the finding 
of the gospel of Peter and the apoca
lypse of Peter. This discovery was 
made by the French Archreological 
mission in Cairo in 1886. In the grave 
of a monk in a,n ancient cemetery at 
Akhmin, the ancient Panopolis, upper 
Egypt, was found a parchment con
taining the gospel of Peter and a 
fragment of the apocalypse of Peter, 
together with a fragment of the book 
of Enoch, in Greek. The gospel of 
Peter was published in 1892, under 
the care of Mr. Bouriant, in the 
memoirs of the French Archreological 
mission at Cairo. This parchment 
Codex, which is now in the museum 
at Gizeh, is assigned to a date between 
the sixth and twelfth centuries. Har
nack assigns the gospel to the first 
quarter of the second century. Pre
vious to this discovery all that had 
been known of this gospel was allu
sions by Sera.pis, Bishop of Antioch, 
Origen, Eusebius, and Theodoret. It 
differs in many important details from 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

the cano111.ical gospels, but corrobo- English, the Syriac being the fuller. they possess a positive fascination. 
rates them in general. Harnack in Heretofore Justin Martyr has been That in these last days the very 
"Texte und Untersuchungen," has considered the leading apologist of stones are crying out and that the 
given a critical examination of its pe- the early church. This discovery buried ages are coming forth to give 
culiarities. places Aristides as the earliest apolo- eloquent and unmistakable testimony 

One of the most roma,ntic histories gist. The internal evidence indicates of the genliineness and authenticity 
is that of the recovery of the text of that it is of a very early date. As it of the scripture records, wonderfully· 
Tatian's "Diatessaron, or Harmony of was presented to Hadrian on a visit stirs the Christian imagination and 
the Four Gospels." The reconstruc- to Athens it dates from 125 to 133. gives increased stability to Christian 
tion of the text from ancient authori· Tbe type of Christian practice is that faith. 
ties is a monumrnt of Zahn's brilliant found in the "Teaching of the Twelve What vast material here for the 
scholarship, but it was not until 1888 Apostles." His apology is therefore correcting of the scripture text, for 
that we came into possession of the of great value as giving a picture of the filling up of lacunre in the history 
connected text itself. , the lives of the early Christians and of the early church, for the under-

'1,he Arabic text was published at ' the simplicity of their doctrine. standing of the doctrine and polity of 
Rome in 1888 from manuscript Still further, must we mention a the early Christians, and for the 
brought from the East by Joseph number of apocalypses andromances clearing away of much medieval rub
Assermani in 1719. When the visitor from the early church. These are bisp. We expect that when the one 
apostolic of the Catholic copts was in given to us chiefly through the editors hundred "Tells" now marked on the 
Rome in 1886, and was informed of of the Cambridge "Texts and Studies" map of Palestine are opened up; when 
the Vatican manuscript he told of an- and are from manuscripts ranging II similar mounds in Egypt are explored; 
other manuscript of which he knew from the eighth to the fifteenth cen- when the dark places of Oriental 
and which he was instrumental in turies. They are largely apocalyptic monasteries are cleaned out; when, 
sending to the Borgan Museum. The writings and early Christian romances. in short, the incubus of Christian ex
latter manuscript is complete, con- Among those recently discovered ploration, the Turk, shall have been 
taining 355 folios. The importance additions to early Christian literature swept away, the arcbreologist of the 
of the Diatessaron of Tatian, which are the vision of Paul, the· apocalypse future will bring into yet fuller and 
must have been composed in the sec- of the Virgin, the apocalypse of Sed· clearer light the glory of the sacred 
cond century, cannot be overesti- rach, the testament of Abraham, the scripture, and the greatness, sim
mated, in that it bears upon the date acts of Xanthippe and Polyzena and plicity, and influence of the early 
and formation of the canonical gos- the narrative of Zosimus. We shall Christian church. - Clevelcmd Plain
pels, giving unequivocal testimony to in all probability recover still more of dealer. 
the early date of the gospel of John. this literature, which must have been 

Another surprise greeted the Chris· extensive. 
tian world, when, in 1889, Professor It is from these apocalypses that 
J. Rendel Harris of Cambridge dis- we have those pictorial representa
covered in the library of the Convent tions of heaven and hell which have 
of St. Catherine on Mount Sinai the had so wide an influence. Only one 

HALF-FARE PERMITS. 
Published lists of all General Conference 

appointments have been sent to B. C. Cald
well, of the Western Passenger Association, 
and to F. C. Donald, Chairman of the Cen-
tral Passenger Committee, at Chicago, in or-

Syrian version of the apology of who read the apocalypse of Peter or der to facilitate prompt issuance of half-fare 
Aristides, the philosopher. Aristides the apocalypse of the virgin could permits to General Conference appointees, 
and Quadratus had been mentioned have painted such a picture as Or- Conference Minutes will also be forwarded 
by the fathers as early apologists of cagna's "Triumph of Death," or could to said officials, as soon as issued. 

h Such district appointees and local pastors 
t e church, and it had been stated sculpture such a scene as Adam as are entitled to half-fare permits under 
that both had presented apologies to Kraft's "Last Judgment" on the association rules (which require that appli-
the Emperor Hadrian on his first visit Church of the Virgin at Nuremberg. cants devote their time to religious work, 
to Athens (125~133). In this year of our Lord remarkable having no other business or occuption) are 

In 1878 the Armenian monks at discoveries on the Nile are astonishing referred to general missionaries in charge 
for indorsement, as heretofore. Lists of 

Venice published a Latin translation the Christian world. The finding of said general missionaries in charge, with 
of an Armenian fra.!!ment, wh1'ch the "Logia" or ''8ayings of Jesus," is ~ names, addresses, and their territory, to-
Renan pronounced spurious because fresh in our minds, while the news gether with advice~ according to the fore
it contained theological terms of a J comes that from that same great col- going, have also been forwarded to the 
later date, but this was found to be . lection of papyrus rolls dug up at associations r;amed. General Conference ap
d pointees who need aid in securing permits 

ue to the translator. About the same Benehsa a page of the gospel of over lines of other associations or roads, 
time that Professor Harris discovered Matthew has come to light. At this will be promptly assisted, so far as possible, 
the Syriac manuscript the Greek text very hour competent scholars are on application to the undersigned. Per
came to light, Professor Robinson, patiently deciphering these wonder- sonal applications are generally successful, 
editor of the Cambridge "Texts and . ful documents. however, where proper statements are made. 
S d' Local applicants can obtain needed assistance 

tu ies," showing that the Apology These are some of the finds of re- through their respective missionaries in 
of Aristides was incorporated with cent years in the field of Christian charge. In bonde, 

the early Christian romance of Bar- archreology. Dry and uninteresting I R. s. SALYARDS, 

laam and Josaphat. We have there- may be these details to the average Church secretary. 
fore now the translations of both into mind, but to the Christian scholar LAMoNr, Iowa, April 2s, 1sns. 2t 
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Tl-IE HEI~AI--10. 
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the fl>uth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8:31, 32.. 
"Hearken to the word of the lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none." 

Vol. 45. 

JOSEPH SMITH 
R. S. SALYARDS 
HEMAN c. SMITH, 
JOSEPH LUFF, 

EDITOR. 
ASSISTANT EDITOR. 

} CORRESPONDING EDITORS. 

LAMONI, low A, MAY 4, 1898. 

EX-PREMIER CRISPl'S FORECAST. 

AT the risk of being misunderstood 
by some we publish the following sig
nificant stntements made by Ex-Pre
mier Crispi, of Italy, a statesman of 
pronounced ability and large experi
ence. Our object in the republication 
is to call attention to the significant 
utterances of Signor Orispi concern
ing the causes that have brought Spain 
to her present condition-the rule of 
ignorance and superstition; also to 
present a forecast of the general Eu
ropean situation as seen by one who 
for a number of years past has been 
an active participant in much of'Tts 
diplomacy; and in confirmation of pro
phetic prediction. 

Latter Day Saints have looked for 
political and general changes and up
heavals in the world-for wars and 
rumors of war; for the casting down 
of thrones and other institutions not 
based upon truth and right and des
tined to be moved and overturned in 
the shaking time. And as discerners 
of the signs of the end they will not 
be surprised, but confirmed, by req,d
ing the statements of the Italian ex
Premier, in the light of past, present, 
and prospective history. 

Europe is indeed and has been for 
years an armed camp, underlying 
which is a political volcano that may 
at any time belch forth a flame vastly 
more destructive than Nature's fiery 
subterranean eruptive forces. Mil
lions of her numerous hosts have left 
the plow and pruning hook and taken 
up sword and musket, becoming 
trained instruments of destruction in
stead of peaceful producers in har
mony with the divine economy and 
decree of self-helpfulness and keeper
ship of brother man. 

Such abnormal conditions cannot 
much longer continue in the present 

Lamoni, Iowa, May 4, 1898. 

age, and we may rejoice in all that 
proclaims and moves forward to se
cure the deliverance and freedom of 
the oppressed. We are to be glad 
with them that freedom for the race is 
secured in the events that prepare for 
the ushering in of the reign of univer
sal peace. 

The downfall of Baby Ion proceeds, 
it is the preparation for the reign of 
1he only true Potentate, the King of 
kings and Lord of lords. 

We trust none of our brethren will 
take offense at our repetition of all of 
Premier Crispi's statement. It is not 
given for the purpose of calling 
attention to his opinions of possible 
future policies of the United States, 
of which he may not be so well in
formed as concerning European af
fairs. Our own country has disclaimed 
any purpose of territorial acquisition 
in the present conflict with Spain and 
has declared her purposes to be purely 
in the interests of humanity for the 
relief and deliverance of the oppressed 
and suffering Cu bans. 

We reciprocate the kindly feelings 
of brotherhood developing and being 
cultivated by the two great divisions 
of the English speaking people, and 
trust it may continue, as we believe it 
should, until the Anglo-Saxon race 
shall practically become one in the 
great work of the emancipation of the 
world, under the banner of liberty and 
progress. God speed the day! 

Rome, April 25.-Ex-Premier Crispi has 
given an interesting interview on the His
pano-American war. Asked what would be 
the result, the great Italian statesman said, 
emphatically: "It is the end of Spain." 

'-I regret, like all Italians, that our Latin 
sister should have allowed herself to be drawn 
into such an imbroglio, but I can assure you 
she will only get out after being considera
bly damaged." 

"You are severe on valiant Spain." 
"Valiant and chivalrous, yes; but Spain in 

our nineteenth century needs a practical 
spirit, in which Spaniards are absolutely 
wanting. They have committed enormous 
faults, for which they are now paying." 

Book of Mormon, page 116. 

No. 18. 

they will lose this beautiful colony. The 
first cause of it all is the general condition of 
ignorance in the upper, as well as the lower, 
classes. It is priesthood, absolutely sovereign 
everywhere, which has led this fine cour,try 
to ruin. The Catholic religion is, indeed, a 
beautiful re.tigion; Christianity has done 
much good, but by their ev'lr retrograde 
spirit the Catholic clergy have done irrepara
ble dama.;(e to the Latin races." 

"What result do you anticipate it will 
have?" 

"Grave results. Cuba after the war will be 
a small republic, of which there are already 
too many over there, and will be constantly 
in revolution or bankruptcy; but that is the 
unimportant side of the affair. It is to be 
feared the Americans, intoxicated by easy 
success, will throw haphaz:i.rd all their en
ergy against the European colonies which are 
in the neighborhood of their republic. 
Canada will assuredly be one of their first 
victims, unless an Anglo-American alliance 
be established between London and Washing
ton, and that would offer, in my mind, many 
dangers for the peace of the world. If the 
United States beat Spain as is probable, they 
will be obliged, in order to maintain their 
position, to have recourse to costly arma
ments, and Europe, which is looking forward 
to the actual time of disarmament, will be 
more than ever plunged into endless expense. 
Territorial armies and navies must now be in
creased. Where they will stop I don't know. 
In any case, it seems to me the war has in 
store some unpleasant surprises." 

"Do you think Europe ought to have inter
vened in this war to save Spain?" 

"Alas! Europe resembles Spain from acer
tain point of view. Anarchy is everywhere 
dominant. To speak frankly, there is no Eu
rope. The European concert is only a sinis
ter joke. Nothing must be expected from the 
concert of the powers." 

"We are, then, marching direct to ruin and 
decadence?" 

"No; toward the unknown. Who knows 
what to-morrow has in store for us? We 
must have confidence in the future." 

Neutrality was proclaimed by the Italian 
government to-day. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

HERALD matter crowded out by the 
Bishop's report will appear next week. 

Ilspartmem. 
"I do not say Americans have any right to LAMONI, Iowa, April 28. 

interfere in the affaira of Cuba, but certainly , Editors Herald:-In your issue for the 27th 
the Spaniands h.ave shown themselves cruel, 'I inst., page 261, is found a letter from Elder 
barbarous, and incapable of governing the H. O. Smith of Woodbine, Iowa, relating to 
Pearl of the Antilles. In one way or another certain propositions for debate, agreed upon 
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by himself and Elder D. H. Bays. So far as 
I know, the statements of Bro. Smith's letter 
are strictly correct. They are in complete 
agreement with the correspondence which 
was placed in my hands, and with the infor
mation conveyed to me by Elder Smith, at 
the time Elder Bays accepted the first two 
propositions referred to. These propositions 
read as follows:-

"!. Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints, organized and 
established through the instrumentality of 
Joseph Smith and his coworkers, the church 
of God in fact, and in harmony with the Bible 
in doctrine and organization? 

"2. Is the church of Christ, (sometimes 
called Disciple Church,) organized and estab
lished through the instrumentality of Alex
ander Campbell and his coworkers, the 
Church of God in fact, and in harmony with 
the Bible in doctrine and organization?" 

The above propositions, with two additional 
ones, were formulated by myself, and sub
mitted to Elder Bays last November, with the 
results described iu Bro. Smith's letter. And 
as a further confirmation, I quote from Elder 
H. O. Smith's letter of last November, as fol
lows:-

"MONDAMIN, Iowa, Nov. 20, 1897. 
"Bro. Lambert:-I submitted the proposi

tions you gave, to D. H. Bays, last night, 
and we have just had an interview. He finds 
fault with the 3d and 4th, and I will send his 
idea of how they ought to be. I can see no 
especial objection to either. He, you will 
obs<1rve, takes out the words 'verbal and 
written,' as found in your proposition No. 4. 
He accepts tee 1st two without change, ex
cept he wants the word 'only' inserted be
tween 'tLe' and 'church,' making it read 'the 
only church of God in fact,' etc. I would not 
consent to this unless he would affirm the 
same for his church. This he refused to do. 
Then he said he would accept the first two, 
as they were written by you, provided you 
refused to insert the word 'only' as I told 
him then that I would submit the matter to 
you and abide by your decision." 

Ten days later Elder Bays writes to H. 0. 
Smith, dating his letter at "Persia, Iowa, 
Nov. 30, 1897." In this letter he objects to 
the wording of the Book of Mormon proposi
tion, No. 3, and writes up what he is willing 
to affirm as No. 4, as follows:-

"4. The Bible contains all the revelation 
of God's will to man necessary for the govern
ment and salvation of his people in every age 
of the world." 

THE SAINTS' HERAI,.D. 

On December 6, 1897, at Magnolia, Iowa, 
Elder Smith replied to the above letter, tak
ing the position, substantially, that Elder 
Bays must either accept our wording of our 
own proposition or show wherein it failed to 
cover the issue. This is the position we oc
cupied all the way through. He showed too, 
that the additional words for which Elder 
Bays contended are superfluous, and that too 
according to his own statement of the claims 
of the Book of Mormon. However, as a 
means of compromise, Bro. Smith submitted 
a substitute for my No. 3, formulated by him
self, and indorsed by me as soon as I saw it; 
but still Elder Bays continued to object to 
the form of this proposition alone as we had 
agreed upon the other three. 

In a letter addressed to D. H. Bays, and 
written at "Woodbine, Iowa, Deceomber 24, 
1897,'' Elder H. 0. Smith makes the follow
ing statements:-

"! shall consent to no change of Book of 
Mormon proposition, as sent to you in my 
last, as it fully and fairly states the issue, and 
you ought not to refuse to accept it, espe
cially as you stated to me that you wanted 
the propositions so that neither could quibble 
over the wording. We will only affirm what 
the Book of Mormon claims for itself, and 
that ground the proposition fully covers." 

Next I present the following statement:
"Woodbine, Iowa, Dae. 30, 1897. 

"Bro. Lambert:-
"! have just received a letter from Bays in 

which he accepts our wordiog of proposi
tion 3." 

Thus ended the controversy about the 
wording of proposition No. 3. At this junc
ture the correspondence begins to deal with 
indors£ments rather than with propositions. 
A few of Elder Bays' letters are not in my 
possession. I presume they are in the hands 
of Elder H. 0. Smith. 

Where, then, I ask, is the evidence that 
Elder Bays signed the propositions under 
protest? Is he compelled to hold a debate 
with the Latter Day Saints? Is he not of 
age and of a sound mind? . Let the protest be 
shown, if there be one in existence, that we 
may see its scope and application. 

Yours for truth and right, 
J. R. LAMBERT. 

PASTORAL. 
This proposition we accept just as he To the Saints of Minnesota, Dear Brethren 

wrote it. and Sisters:-As we are now entering upon 
On the second page of this same letter, I the duties of another conference year, I hope 

find the following significant paragraph:- that all will realize that each one is or should 

will take some means to make this meeting a 
success, and we as a committee do hope and 
pray that all will contribute to this fund as 
requested in a previous notice in Herald and 
Ensign. All those who want board at private 
places or other places will please notify the 
committee at once through its secretary, T. 
J. Martin, Detroit, Minnesota. Board will 
only be secured for those who report to the 
committee as above requested. Please see to 
it at once so we can give notice through the 
papers in due time. 

My field address is Audubon, Minnesota. 
Yours in bonds, 

I. N. ROBER'l'S, 
Missionary in Charge of Minnesota. 

To My Colaborers and the Saints of the 
Fremont District:-Having been returned to 
labor among you for another year or more, I 
take this opportunity to return my sincere 
thanks for past favors received, and the 
manner in which you have sustained me, in 
administering to my temporal needs, while 
in weakness I have humbly sought to admin
ister to you the bread of life. God has 
blessed our labors, and during the last fifteen 
years many precious souls have been added to 
our number. And as laborers together with 
the Master, I think we understand each 
other much better than ever hefore, and can 
now move out to a much better advantage, 
laboring together in greater unity and more 
in harmony with the law as given. I am 
satisfied we understand'each other better and 
are thus prepared to do more good. 

Also to my brethren in the Pottawattamie 
district: I am glad to be associated with 
you once more in this great work. Now let 
all take hold with renewed energy and zeal 
to push the work on to victory. 

With Bro. I. M. Smith and myself, also 
Brn. D. C. Chambers and C. J. Carlson as 
missionaries in the two districts, with the 
local force, I think we can accomplish a good 
work. To this end let us labor unitedly and 
in strict harmony with the district authori
ties, and this we can do to the onward march 
of the work to the glory of God. 

Bro. f:,lrnith and myself have conferred to
gether in reference to our work. I want the 
other brethren named to report to me as 
soon as possible so we can all get to work, as 
we have no time to waste. 

Address all letters to my mission address, 
Box 659, Shenandoah, Iowa. 

Praying for Zion's weal, and for her final 
triumph, I am, 

Yours in the one faith, 
HENRY KEMP. 

April 27, 1898. 

"As we have agreed U[JOn propositions I be equally interested in the spread of the To the Saints of the Northern Illinois and 
and 2, I see no reason why we may not name gospel. Wisconsin Mission, Greeting:-Another mis-
the time at once, and have your man on the Brn. E. A. Stedman and Eli Hayer will re- sionary year of toil and labor has passed 
ground promptly, and the other propositions spond to all leghimate calls in southern away and a new epoch in the history of the 
can be arranged when we meet." Minnesota. Saints living there are requested church has dawned upon us; whether it will 

Concerning proposition No. 4, as given to give these brethren their support and as- be for good or ill, time will have to reveal 
above, and afterwards accepted by us, Elder sist them in securing places in the different Therefore let us prepare for a two years' con
Bays made the following statement in this towns and country to speak in. fiict, as that is the time until the next Gen
same letter of November 30:-· Our reunion is to take place at Wadena eral Conference. Until that time I wish to 

"That is exactly what the Christian world 

1 

on the 18th of June. All are cordially in- . place in charge as follows:-
believes, and that I am willing to affirm. vited to attend. Will further say to the Bro. W. A. McDowell in charge of Wis· 
What more can you ask?" I saints in Minnesota and the Dakotas that it Continued on page three of cover. 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

BISHOP'S ANNUAL REPORT OF RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES 
OF THE REORGANIZED CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER DAY SAINTS. 

From March 15, 1897, to January 15, 1898, Ten Months. 

SUMMARY STATEMENT. 
RECEIPTS BY BISHOP. 

On hand last report .................. , ............. $1,112 22 
Received in tithes and offerings ................. ,. 8,611 57 

" from agents and Geo.H.Hilliard,counselor. 7,548 23 
" " Herald Office. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 438 76 
" 

0 bills receivable...................... 608 78 
" '' bills payable ......................... 8,003 60 
" " interest..... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 142 98 
" '' real estate, sale..................... 150 00 
" " " " rents.................... 182 85 
'' '' returned taxes...................... 26 74 
" " sale live stock and produce.......... 171 52 
'' " Kirtland Temple receipts .... ~....... 51 75 

" accounts payable .................... 1,151 43 
" " South Sea Island mission, per J. F. 

Burton............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 164 20 
" " Utah tent fund...................... l 00 

Total. ................... , ............ $28,365 63 

EXPENDITURES BY BISHOP. 

Paid elders' families ............................... $9,851 79 
" Bishop's agents for elders and families . . . . . . 643 35 
" Elders' clothing and expenses ................ 2,271 01 
" bills payable ................................. 6,002 35 
" interest ...................................... 1,040 24 
'' poor......................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 724 64 
" account to balance South Sea Island Bo .. tFund. 1,004 18 
" account to balance Temple Lot Suit Fund..... 304 21 
" real estate improvements..................... 731 87 
'' '' '' taxes.......... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ... 86 80 
" insurance.. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. 6 00 
" Expense, Bishop's office.. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 31 05 
" " '' " postage. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39 02 
" " Presidency.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 60 
" " Church Secretary.................. 1 30 
" " Archreological Committee.......... 15 35 
" " Historian.and Library office........ 36 95 
" Church Recorder.. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. 205 00 
" bookkeeper, Bishop's office................... 188 17 
" stenographer. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 222 50 
" library, State University of Iowa ........... , 5 .92 
" accounts payable.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 775 03 
" exchange............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 30 
'' loans. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 222 70 
'' labor account................................. 233 55 

Balance on hand ..... ,. .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . ......... 3, 719 75 
Total. ................................ $28,365 63 

ACCOUNT WITH AGENTS. 
RECEIPTS. 

On hand last report ...... , ........................ $ 2,873 25 
Received tithes and offerings , .................. 33,954 88 

" from Bishop. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 643 35 
Due agent. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 10 

Total. ................................ $37,495 58 

EXPENDED BY AGENTS. 

Paid elders' families, elders, and poor ............. $25,131 52 
Remitted to Bishop............................... 7,548 23 
Balance due church..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,815 83 

Total. ........ ,, ...................... $37,495 58 

REPORT OF GEORGE H. ~HILLIARD, COUNSELOR. 
RECEIPTS. 

Tithes and offerings per itemized report ........... $1,185 04 
Received from Bishop................. .. .. .. .. .. . 11 50 
Saints' Home Fund................................ 5 00 
Due George H. Hilliard. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 66 

Total. ............................ , .... $1,214 20 

,EXPENDITURES, 

Paid R. May, agent ..... : ...................... $ 30 00 
Personal and traveling expenses.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 225 70 
Remitted to Bishop............................... 647 00 
Paid elders, families, and poor. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 311 50 

Total. .•..... , ........................ $ 1,214 20 
~ 

REPORT OF ELDERS. 

RECEIPTS. 

Balance in hands of elders last report ............. $ 492 33 
Individual donations.............................. 7,435 23 
Received from Bishop and agents................. 4,501 92 
Balance due elders................................ 1,304 90 

Total. ................................. $13,734 38 
----

EXPENDITURES. 

Balance due elders last report ..................... $ 681 70 
Traveling expenses and clothing ................. 12,132 48 
Balance in hands of elders. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 920 20 

Total.. .............................. $~3~ 

ASSETS: TITHE AND OFFERING FUND. 

January 15, 1898. 

Cash, Bishop's account............ . .............. $ 3, 719 75 
Cash in hands of agents.,......................... 4,815 83 
Bills receivable .......... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. 9,320 69 
Abstract of evidence.............................. 319 50 
Transcript of evidence................. .. . . .. .. .. 18 00 
Corn in crib.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200 00 
Live stock........................................ 400 00 
Farming utensils ................. ,............... 150 00 
Real estate last report less $600 sold ............. 38,900 57 

" " by I. L. Rogers.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . 600 00 
" " improvements............ . . . . . . . . . . . . 500 00 
" " Mrs. M. Walker...................... 100 00 
" " D. F. Nicholson....................... 250 00 
" " Eliza G. Page, . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. 750 00 

Total. .............................. $60,044 34 

LIABILITIES. 

Bills payable ..................................... $16,950 22 
Accounts payable................................. 530 10 
Net assets. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42,564 02 

Total. ................................ $6D,04434 
Net assets last report ............................. $37,876 66 
Gain during year............ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4,687 36 

Total. ................................ $42,564 02 
-=====::--=====:::. 

SAINTS' HOME AND RESERVE FUND. 

RECEIPTS. 

On hand last report ............................... $ 860 25 
Receipts cash for year............................. 549 68 
To balance ........................................ 3,139 36 

Total. ................................. $4,549 29 

EXPENDITURES. 

Expended for building, material, and work ........ $3,438 25 
Insurance.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 00 
Furniture.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77 75 
Hot water heater.................................. 736 82 
Farm work and material.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 266 47 

Total. ................................. $4,549 29 

INDEPENDENCE CHURCH FUND. 

On hand last report ............................... $2,054 06 
Collected.......................................... 15 00 

Total . ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... :$2,06900 

PAID OUT. 

Interest ............................................ $ 373 15 
Balance ...........................................• 1,695 91 

Total. ............................... $2,069 06 ----
Respectfully submitted, 

E. L. KELLEY. 
LAMONI, Iowa, April 1, 1898. 
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276 THE ~AIN'fS' HERALD. 
RECEIPTS. California. Northern dis- Haily; Sr. Arthur. Mo ...... 1 00 Kemp, Mrs. M. G., Ill .. t. 3 00 Newton, J. H., Cal. ........ 24 60 

trict, C.A.Parkin, agent700 00 Hall, Sr. M. E., Ill., t ..... 2 35 Kennedy, Ernest L.,Colo· Newberry, Sr. J. W .. Io ,t 75 00 
A sister, Kan,, 0 ............. $ 25 00 Calhoun, \Vm. Tenn, t .. 3 00 Hansen, Jane, Mo, t ....... 1 00 rado, t .......................... 1 30 New York district, Thos. 
A sister, Cal., o............... 2 00 Carpender, C E , Ohio, t 40 50 Hansen, Erick, Iowa, t .... 10 Oil Kermedy,Earl A.,Colo.,t. 2 45 Lester .......................... 160 00 
A sister, Idaho, t ............. 10 00 Cave, Lucina, Iowa, t ..... 1 00 Hansen, H. P., Wash., t,. 29 35 Kennedy, Merell M., New Hope district, I. Coil'-
A sister, Iowa, t.............. 5 00 Colorado district, c. E. Hawley, Cloe, Iowa, t...... 1 00 Colo., t........ .. .. .. 20 man ............................. 154 00 
A sister, Neb., t ............... 15 00 Everett. agent ............ 25 00 Hanna, Henry, Minn., t.... 3 00 Knipschild, Fred, Mo., t. 125 00 Nicholson, D. F. and 
Anderson, C. J .. Iowa, t .. 10 00 Cadwell,Eleanor S.,Kan., Hartwell, Sr. L.A., Io., t. 28 60 Kirtland Temple Fnnd .. 30 00 Minnie, t ..................... 125 70 
Accounts payable, F ........ 4'.7 00 t .................................. 2 30 Hastings, Sr. Winter, Langton, James and Nicholson,Harry Carlos, t 17 30 
Amend. James H., Tex.,t 2o 00 Chatham. Ontario, dis- Wash., t ..................... 1 O 50 family, N. Dak., t..... 2 00 Nicholson, Walter Blair,t 7 50 
Anderson, Emily, Kan., t 1 00 trict, J.H. Tyrrell, agent200 00 Hayer, Sr. Belle, canned Lamphere, Ennice, Io.,t. 50 00 Nicholson. Rny Kessler, t 7 50 
Anderson, Sr. Anna C., Chapman, David T., Io., t IO 00 fruit, t ......................... 2 26 Larson, Enoch, Bro. Northern Nebraska dis· 

Iowa,.! ......................... 12 00 Chapman. Mrs.D. L.,Io.,t!50 00 Hawkins, Mary, Nev., t .... 30 00 and Sr., Utah, t ...•.... 7 00 trict, J.M. Stubbart, 
Anderson, John E., Io., t. 20 00 Chapman,Deborah,Iowa,t 10 00 Hayer, Hans. Iowa, t ....... 50 00 Layland, A. J., Idaho, t. 6 00 agent ........................... 147 00 
Ahlstrand, S., Neb., t ...... 25 00 Chatburn, J. W .. Iowa, t .. JO 00 Hawley, M. L., i'tl•nn., t.. 10 00 Layland, LeRov,Idaho,t. 2 00 O'Connell,Michael T.,Io., 
Allen, Ashe~, Wash., t ..... 5 00 Chapman. MaryG.,Neb.,t 7 20 Hawkins. W. F., Pa, t ..... 5 00 LaCbappelle, Mrs. M., t ................................... 4 00 
Allen, Mamie A., Io., t .... SU 00 Chase, Sarah, Iowa, t ...... 2 Oil Hauber. Kittie, Mo .. t ...... 4 00 S. Dak, t. . ......... 11 90 Olson, Nellie, Iowa, t ...... I 25 
Allen, J. R .. Iowa, t ........ 5 00 Clark, Myra, Utah, t....... 5 00 Hayer. Ida M, Ill, t ...... 2 40 Lambert, Wm. T., III., t.100 00 Page, Eliza G.,Iowa,acct. 10 
Archibald, Russell,! ........ 30 10 Chatburn, Mary. Iowa, t .. 5 00 Herald Oilice Iowa ........ 438 76 Lamhert, Anna C, Io., t. 3 50 Patten, John F., t ........... 3 00 
Adams, Arthur H., Closson, A. V., \.\Tjs., t ..... 10 00 Hershey, Benj , Iowa, t ... 2 45 Laughlin, James and Patten, 8r. N. l\'1., t......... 1 00 

Minn., o .......... ............ 5 00 Clark, S. S , Iowa. t......... 5 00 Herrick. Catharine, Io., t. 15 00 Garret, Iowa, t ........ 20 00 Patten, llosa E., t........... 55 
Ada?1s, Arthur H., Clarey, Lettie, Wash., t... 5 00 Head, John rr. and Sarah Lewis, Mary Ann, Iowa, PHyne, Emma A., Nr b., t 75 

Mrnn, t ........................ 30 00 Cooper, Esther C., Iowa.,t 6 00 C., Iowa, t .................. 10 00 acct .................. 1,151 3:J Pattyson, W. D. C.,Iowa,t 2 00 
Allen, Phebe A., t ........... 300 00 Cochran, F. E , Iowa, t... 1 00 Henders"•n, A.F .. Minn.,t. 4 00 Lewis, llichar~, Iowa, t. 10 Oil Payne, ,J. F., Kan .. t........ 8 00 
Anway, Mary A., Neb., t. 1 00 Cole, Amy D., Wash., t... 5 00 Herbert, Sr. ,T. A , Ill., o. 1 00 "I"ewist0n," Ill .......... 10 00 Pence, W. L. and J. A , 
ArJ?'lstrong Sewing So- Coy, Robert and Sarah, Herbert, Geo., Ill, o ........ 1 00 Limpns, Frank, Neb., t .. 15 00 Iowa, t .......... " ............. 54 10 

ciety ............................. 65 00 Utah. t ...................... 11 00 Hilliard, Geo. II, Coun- L•nnencott, James F., Parrish, John.ti .. Mo., t ... 7 00 
Anderson, Mary A., Cook, 'l'homas Arthur, selor ............................ 642 00 Neb., t ................ 10 00 Petre, ,Jacob, Ind .. t ........ J5 00 

Neb.,! ......................... 2 35 Mo, t .......................... 25 00 Hill, Geo., Neb., t ......... 5 Oo Lindsey, G. W., Iowa, t. 1 00 Petre, E. E., Mo., t ........ 90 00 
Atkinson, Susanna, Io., t. 1 00 Conference collection ...... 12 74 Hicks. T. A., \Vash., Lind~ey, Sarah J., Peterson, J.- W .. Io,wa, t .. 1 00 
Baldwin David M .. Ark. t. 8 00 Clements, Wm, Ill., t ...... J2 00 t and o ....................... 10 00 Wash, t............. . 7 00 Pickle. Isabel C, Iowa, t. 47 45 
Baggerly, Mrs. V. D.,' Cobb, Alice E., Iowa, t ... JC 110 Hills. Geo. M, Okla., t..... 1 00 Lipton, Sr. J.C., Tex., t. 1 00 Pike, Mrs. E. L., Wis, t .. 11 00 

Ind., t ........................... 10 00 Crabb, J.C., Iowa, t ........ 32 96 Ilil!, ~o .. Neb .. t ......... 10 00 Lewis, E. H., Iowa, t .... 10 00 Park, R C, Iowa, t ........ 5 00 
Barr, Chas. H., Io., t ....... 21 00 Crane, Geo. J., Iowa, t ... 10 00 Hines, Mary A , Iowa. t... 2 50 Limpu•, Mrs. M. E., P~rry, Evan, Iowa. t........ 5 00 
Ballantyne, Robert, Io., t. 10 00 Culver, Chas. E., !. ......... 20 00 Hines, Mary E, Iowa, t ... 9 00 Neb, t ................. 4 20 Pittsburg d•strict, L. D. 
Ballantyne David T. Cushman, S. F., S. D., t .. 8 00 Hi1.e•, Mary E, o ............ 2 50 LaFraunce, Joseph, Ullom. agent ............... 225 00 

Iowa, t ... : .................. ' .... 2 5\l Currie, J. L, Iowa, t ...... 1 74- Hinds, Peter, Iowa, acct. 4- 33 Iowa, t.. .. . . .. . . . . . . . 4 50 Palmeter, rrifne, Pa., o ..... 1 00 
Bell, Indiana, Mo, o....... 1 00 Davis, J. 'r, Ariz., t ........ 11 50 Heide. ,John. Iowa .. t .. : .... 100 00 Lwtham, John, Iowa, o. 3 00 Peak, Sr. W. E .• Kan., t ... 20 00 
Bennett, J. K., rel., ! ...... 15 75 Davis, John, Mo. t ......... 25 00 Hiatt, Mary N., t ............ 100 00 L9moni Mite Society, Pearson, Ben]. and Hilda, 
Bailey, Cara B Iowa, t... 8 (lO Dake, Sarah A., Mo., t ..... 10 00 Hirst, :Margaret, Iowa, t... J 00 acct .................... 2f> 00 Ill, t ....... .................... 5 00 
BattJ• Emma, Iowa, t ...... 2 OO,Dav~s, Alb~rt T., Kan., t. 1 Oll Hitc_hcock_, Catharine, Live stock ............... 13~ 4~ Post, .John H_,Io_wa,_t .... "° 25 81 
Base, Seth i\'1., Iowa, t ..... 5 00 Davrn, Salhe A., Iowa, t .. 4 00 M1ssour1, t......... ......... 1 00

1

, L·1vell, John, Iowa, t .... 2.) 00 Pottawattamie d1str1ct, J. 
Bear, Mary, Illinois, t ...... 5 00 Davis, Dinah W., Wash.,t 4 00 Hicks, W. '!'., W"sh .. t ..... 5 00 Lloyd, D. G., Iowa, acct. 6 RO A. Carlisle, agent ......... 275 00 
BedweU, ,Josep. h, Indian I Dav!s, E. A., Kan , t.:...... 5 47 Hitchcock, A bi7al. Ill , t. 10 Oo. "L.," a brot.her, Mo,, t .... 20 00 P. ri.ce, J. ii , C~l .............. 60 00 

Territnry. t .................. 1 00 Davis, R H. andfamily,t 2 00 Hodge, Sr. E G., Neb.,o. 5 110\London, Ontnrw, dis- Pra!l.O E.. Mrnn., t ........ 15 OU 
Bell, Mrs. T. J., Iowa, t ... 1 00 Dakota district, Thos. Hodge, Sr. E G, Neb., t .. 10 00 trict, RC. Evans, agt.300 00 Pl'eston, Mary, Neb., t ..... 8 00 
Be~rly, Sr. M. J., Mo., t .... 6 52 Leitch. ··:···· ............... 106 00 Hoagu~, Elijah, Indian Mae.sA.chnsett~ district, . Produce acc,Junt ............ 41 04 
Berrley, Lola, Mo., t..... 23 Dancer, Ahce P., Iowa, t .. 15 00 Territory, t,................. 1 00 R. Bullard, agent ...... 736 36 Pruden, Percy.Iowa, aect. 11 62 
Berg, M. P., Iowa, t .... 25 oolDaley, Tda M .. Cal.. t ...... 30 OU Holmes, John and Mary, MRroh•.ll, Lois l:'., ltarick, J. J. Kan., t ....... 40 00 
Bennett, Edwrn,Minn.,o. 3 01) Demaude. Sr. E.L., Iowa,t 4 00 "Vashington, t ............. 13 2r1 \Viu,h .. t . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 1 00 Real estate, improve· 
Bierlein, J.P., S. Dak.,t. 10 on Derry. Clrns. Iowa, t ..... 20 oo Holmes, Nellie, Iowa, t... l Oil 1 \f 1··k.e11z1t>, Margaret M. ments ........................... 6 50 
Bi1Js payable, M., ••••.. l.6!10 uO Des 1\IT oines district, Wm. Hopkins, Thos .. Iowa t.... 1 50 rr, Ohio, o . . . . . . . .. . . 25 Real estate, sale of .......... 150 00 
Bills payable, J., ........ 200 00 C. Nirk, agent ........ 404 07 Hopkins, W. A .. Iowa, t ... 30 00 M""keuzie, Margaret M. Real estate rent, .r ......... 35 J5 
Bills payable, S., ........ 100 00 Dillon, Chas., Iowa, t.... 8 5n Hopkins, Hannah. Io., t... 5 00 T., t .................... 11 00 Raymond, Mary H., 
Bills payable, 0., ....... 800 00 Dillon, J. D., Iowa, t . .. 2 78 Hougas, John, Iowa, t ..... 15 00 Manifold, Ida M., I~., t.. 3 50 Mont., t ....................... 12 00 
Bills payable, R., ..••••.. $JO 54 Dnncan, C. M. and M. E., Hooker, J . .Munroe 1 McK~n~ie, John, Mo., t. 5 00 Raymond, Mary H., 
Bills payable, L , .... .... 400 00 Mich., t .............. 10 00 Wa•hington. t ............. 2 50 Mason, R L. and wife, Mont, 0 ...................... 2 00 
Bills payable, Bk.,. .... 1.000 00 Eastern Iowa district, Hooker, i:lr. S. F., Iowa, t...... .... .. .. .. 50 Re1l e>tate. rent, Utah .... 63 70 
Bills payable, S., ...... 1,000 00 John Heide, agent,. .. 284 50 Washington, t ............. 2 50 V(cCoy, W. H., Iowa, t .. 15 00 Real e·tate, rent, L ........ 8 84 
Bills paya~le, A., ...... .. 800 00 Ecart, S"ah, Mo., t ..... 30 OD Howery, Mattie E .(').D.,t. 1 00 M"ther, Joseph, Iowa, t. 10 00 Heal estate. rent, B ........ 10 00 
Bills payable, II.,. ....... 250 00 Elvin, Mrs. E.A .. Iowa, t. 1 70 Howard. LaJune. Iowa, t. 10 Oll McCord, Sibyl, Iowa, t .. 25 00 Heed, Jessie L. and 
Bills payable, B. C. F.,. 313 06 Elvin, Vida E., Iowa, t.. 2 50 Hubbard, Sr. C., Colo., t .. 5 00 McClain, Henry T., Julia H, t .................... 2 UO 
Bills payable, D., ........ 300 00 Ellison, Alma and Sarah, Hudson, Sarah, Neb., o ... 2 00 Ind. Ter., t ............ 20 00 Reese, David T., Iowa, t .. 30 92 
Bills payable, B., ........ 2ri0 00 Iowa, t ................ 100 00 Hunt, C. J .. Iowa, l ........ 450 00 McNutt., Le'1a, Kan., t .. 10 00 Real estate. rent. H ......... 3 50 
Bills payable D., ....... 300 00 Emerson, Mrs. H.B., Hutchings, W.W .. Utah.t. 5 Oo McNutt, F. J., Kan., t ... 10 00 Rand, Ellen, Va., t ......... 3 50 
Billsrece1vable, S., ...... 85 58 Tenn., t .............. 20 00 Hulse. Elizabeth. \liph .t. 10 00 Mrintvre, J. R., Cal., t .. 33 00 Hand, Blaine, Va, t ........ 1 JO 
Bills receivable, M., $100. Enge, N. C., Wash., t... 4 00 Illinois, North rn dilrtrict, McLellan, Emeline, Real estate, rent, C ......... 16 00 
Btilsreceivable, L., .. 250. Evans, John A., t ....... 10 00 F. G. Pitt, agent1 ......... fi45 65 Iowa, t .......... u ••• g 2 00 Heal estate re·nt. B .......•. 50 00 
Bills receivable, C.,. .... 275 00 Expense acct. returned.. 3 00 Interest ........................ 142 98 Met,;ger, E. and J., Ore.. 1 00 Reed, W. H., Mass .......... 5 00 
Billa receivable, M., ....• 68 90 Fairbrother, Phebe, Indian Territory district, Meek·i:::. W. W., Texas, t .. 22 20 Hhodes, Josiah, Mo., o.... 25 
Bills receivable, K., ..... 45 00 · Neb., t ................ 1 OC 1'Jl!is Short, agent ......... 300 00 Mes•ick, Hattie, Ill., t .. 5 00 Rhodes, W. H., Ill .. t ...... 5 00 
Bilis receivable, G.,..... 4 00 li'ender, Miss Gay,Kan.,t. 1 00 Jacobs. Oden, Iowa, o..... 5 00 WcCnlly, Nellie I.,Ore.,t. 8 3P Reinoehl, Wm. C., S.D.,t 5 00 
Bills receivable, J., ...... 61 50 Ferguson, O.L., Io., acct. 2 00 ,Jacobs, Alice, I,>wa, t ....... 5 00 Y!cLqughlin, Wm., N. i~obertson, W. II .. Ind., t 5 00 
Bergersen,Bant,Iowa,t. 500 Fisher,P.C.,N.Y .. t ... 1795Jackson,L.B,Ark.,t ..... 500 Dok.,t ................. 500 Robinson.J. A.,Texas,t 600 
Bergersen, C. B, Iowa, t. 5 00 Florida district, S. D. Jeffries, Anna .. Mo, t...... 50 Michigan, Eastern dis- ifogers, Geo. W., Iowa, t 6 00 
Birchell, James, Iowa, t. 5 00 Allen ................... 60 00 Jervis, John. Iowa, t ....... 13 90 t.rict, A. B•rr, agent ... 100 00 f{ogers, I. L., Ill., real es· 
Bickford, Sr. N.M., Ill.,t. 5 00 Flanders, .James A., Mo. 30 00 Jervis, Sr. Eli,abeth, M1dgorden, Mary, tate ................ , ... $500 UO 
Breen, Joun J., Minn., t. 50 00 Flan~.ers, Tho•. L., Mo .. 30 15 lowa, t......................... 1 50 Minn., t........ .. .. ... 4 00 H dger, J.B., rowa, t ..... 22 11 
Briggs, Stephen D., Ind. Ford, Ellis, Ind. Ter, t .. 10 00 .Jessiman, A., acct .......... 40 00 Miesouri, North.eastern Rosson, Wm., 'l'enu, t ..... 11 3J 

Ter .. t ................ 20 00 B'oss, Sr. J.C., Me., t ... 76 12 J eppeson, Amanda, S. district, J. T. Williams, Roundy, N. J., Iowa. t..... 5 00 
Bray, Caroline, Neb., t .. 30 00 Ford, John T., Iowa, t .. 25 00 Dak., t ......................... 5 32 agent .................. 323 on Hum2!, Blanche, Neb., t .. 1 00 
Blair, Geo. W., Iowa, t.. 5 00 Fowler and Lasley, 1 ..... 20 00 Jensen, Lars, Iowa, t ...... 10 00 ($10 Sisters' Society, Be- Rush, Ce'estine, Ore., t ... 30 00 
Blair, Fred B., Iowa, t .. 40 00 Friend, A., Columbus, Johnson, Geo. Well., vier, see acct.) Ryerson, Mrs. M. J. H., 
Blair, Chas. E., Iowa, t. 13 00 Onio, o......... ... . . .. 1 00 Iowa. t ........................ 4 75 Missouri. Far West dis- Iowa, t ......................... 6 40 
Brown, Ardena E., Ill., t. 5 00 Galland's Grove district, Jones, Daniel, Iowa. t ...... 100 OU trict, Wm. Lewis, agt.150 00 Salisbury, James, Ill., t .... 5 Oil 
Boden, Albert and wife, C. J. Hunt, a~ent ...... 266 80 Jones, Catharine. Iowa, t. 1 00 Mintun, Lucinda, Ill .. t.. 5 00 Salisbury, Mary L., Ill .. t. 8 00 

Iowa, t ........................ 2J 85 Gardiner, W. C., B. C., t. 5 (JO ,Jordon, Melissa L., lo., t. 2 00 Minne8ota district, W. Saints at 'l'aylorville, Ill .. 10 50 
Boden, Ann, Iowa, t ........ 7 00 G11ylord, EleanorB., Kansas, Northeastern dis· W. McLeod ........... 506 50 Scott. C., Iowa, t ............. 20 00 
Boyd, Mary A .. Colo., t... 2 OD Mo., t ................. 15 00 trict, P. Cadwell. .......... 51 05 Minkler, Kittie, Onio, t. 1 00 Schall. Mrs. J. L, Co!o.,t. 8 00 
Bozarth, LizzieP .. Iowa, t 5 OD Gibbons, John F., Kennell, Mary ,J., Io., t... 50 Mink, J.M., Iowa, t ..... 20 00 Schade, Wm., Cal., t ....... 10 00 
Boyd, N. A, Kan., t ........ 20 6'1 Minn., t .............. 15 00 Kennicutt, E. W, Mo., t. 3 50 \iills, II. R., Mo., t ...... 100 00 Shaw, C. A .. Iowa, t ........ 14 70 
Brown, M. R, Ill., t ......... 5 OD Geingar, Tilley, Texas, t. 87 00 Kelley. Richard C., lo., t. 1 J4 Miller, Elmira, Kan., t.. 4 50 Sherrill, C. A., Texas, t .... 5 00 
Blowers, Ellen, t .............. JOO 00 Goodrich, J. L., Ohio, t. 20 00 Keith, Drusilla. Iowa, t ... 1 00 Miller Edward, Jr., Severance, Jennie M., 
Brown, Bro. and. Sr H. Goodrich, Elizabeth, Kennicutt, Maud, Mo, t.. 20 Ohio, t . .. . .. .. .. . .... 50 Washington. t ............... 1 00 

E., Cal., t ..................... 20 00 Oh to, t . . . . .. . . . . . .... 5 00 Kewanee distrlct, D. C. Miller Ebenezer, Sen., Short, M. 'r., Ill., t ............ 8 66 
Brennan, John, Iowa, t... 5 00 Glass, Isabel, Ill., t...... 1 00 Smith ......................... 100 00 Ohi~, t ............... 10 00 Risters' offering, Iowa...... 8 50 
Brennan, John, Iowa, o... 3 50 Graham, Cynthia,Iowa,t. 5 00 Kennedy, Mrs. Wm., '!Mobile district, W. L. Shimmick, J. A .. Mich., t. 5 00 
Brother, A,!.. ............... 30 00 Gliddon, C. T .. Mich., t. 2 00 Michigan, t.................. 8 00 Booker ................ 60 00 "hort, Ellis, Indian Terri-
Brydon. ll!rs. J. B .• ,~eb.,t 5 00 ~unsollev, J. A., Io..ya,t. 10 00 Kennedy, G~o.O., Colo.,t. 36 00 Montana district, J.E. tory, t .......................... 200 00 
Bryan, James W., lexas .. J 00 Guthrte, Wm. and wife, Keown, David, Iowa, t .... 5 00

1 

Reese ............... 125 00 Sha.w. M., Iowa, t ............ 12 40 
Brand, David, Ill. o ........ 5 00 Ill., t.... . . . .. .... .. 1 75 Kent, Sr. Mary, Ill, t ..... 1 00 Moore, G. M., Mo., t.. ... 1 50 Shirk. Daniel W., Neb., t. 40 00 
Bradfield, C., Iowa .. t ...... 20 (JO Godfrey, Seth H, Neb.,t. 30 00 1 Kelley, Jas. M., Iowa, t .... 25 ('0 ~foore, A. J., 'l'exas, t .... 50 00 Sargent. Sr. E. I., Io, t... 5 00 
Bradfield, F. T., Iowa, t ... J2 47 Godfrey, Seth R. and I Keller. Jas. M., !owa ! .... 600 00 ~Ioody, Ruth C ,Minn., t. 1 00 Schweers._ lfred, Iowa, t... 5 37 
Brothers, Wm, N Y., t .. J 00 John A .. t .................... 7 25

1

Kenmcutt, Alfred. Mo.,t .. 7 00 .'>!organ, John W.,Iowa,t. 6 oo Sale of br1ck .................... l 85 
Bosworth, L. P .. Ohio, t .. ~Oil Go_dfrey, Sr.M. E., Neb.,t. 1 011 Ke~nedy. Mrs. :IL, , ... I :liol'e,l', C. E., Neb, t .... 25 00 Sister~' i:l~wing Society, 
Bowen, D , Iowa., t .......... 16 80 Griswold, E.W., N. Y., t. 5 Oil Colorado, t ............ 1 So I Ji orris, B. A., Ill., t...... 4 00 Bevier, Mo , o .............. 10 00 
Bower,SarahE .. 8. D,ak ,o 1 00 Grossett, Abbie, Mich., t. 2 00 Kins-y, Chas .. Ca·.~ .... 22 00 .Worris, I. A., Ill .. t ....... 10 00 ~errell, Bertha, Minn., t .. 1 00 
Brothers,Anme i\f .N Y.,t 25 Goodson, Katie L., Kennedy, Perry.\ .. Colo- Murray, Wm. I .• Iowa, t .. 2 50 8kank, Ethel I., Iowa, t .. 17 00 
Burke, Chas. Edmund, Texas,!........................ 1 00 rado, t ....................... 15 2j Myers, Ina M .• Neb., t..... 3 00 Skank, l da L .................. 17 50 

Iowa, t .......................... J7 00 Goodson, R. J., Texas, t. 1 00 Knipschild, Jan1b estate.525 OOINeedham, E. II. and Smart. Jas. S., Mont., t ... 40 00 
Butts, Jane, Iown 1 o ........ 5 00 Goodwin, Ann Maria, . Kennedy, Geo. t) Jr., Julia, Iowa, t ............... 10 00 Shumway, A. B., lowa, t. 1 45 
Butterworth, C lL Iowa,t 24 76 Iowa, t......... 1 J5 Colorado. t......... ........ 8 10 Nevada district, D.R. Shenogle. Mary. Mo., t .... 18 00 
California. Southern dis- Greek, A., Oregon, t ........ 2 30 Kelley. E. L., Jr .. Io, t ... 2 50 Jones ........................... 30 00 SherriU1 Wm, Texas,_ t. ... 5 00 

trict. Chas Baly, agent .. 300 00 Gowell, M. ]'.,returned... 4 00 Kennedy, Perry A, Colo- Nauvoo district, J. H. Sanders. Samuel, Iowa, t. 4 29 
California. Central dis- Hansen, Agnes, Iowa, t .... 80 00 rado, t ............... _., ........ 10 00 Lambert ....................... 55 50 Smith, Miss A. E .. Ohio, t. 15 00 

trict, A. Page, agent ..... 331 00 Harder, H. A., and Dor- Kennedy, Jessie M., Nelson, Jacob, Sen,,Mo.,t 10 00 Smith, Vida E., Iowa, t... 9 00 
Calhoun, Pauline, Tenn.,t 1 00 eas,Xow1>, t .................... 1 ijQ Colorado, t ... .,, .... ,...,"'" lO 90 Nel•m.1, c. O., Jillq.1 t ........ 60 00 S!Ilith, Sarah, Utah, t ...... 10 00 

~ 
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Shaug. B. 8., Iowa, o 1 Oil Winters, Marie E., Io., t. 5 00 Griffiths, G. T., f ............. 30 00 Rew, Chas., acct .............. 24 03 Mrs. J. B. Rodger, Pa...... 5 00 
Salter, C. M. and rrina, Winship, Henry, Pa., o .. 2 Q,> Goodrich. J. L, e ............ 12 00 Ruby, Mary, a ................. 10 00 J, H. Jacobs, Iowa ........... 25 OU 

California t ................ 16 00 Wood, Cyrus, t........ .. 3 30 Gowell. M. F., e .............. 5 00 Rodger, Mrs. M., a ........... <O 00 ,t. Ralston, Colo .............. 2 50 
Scott. J.P., Indiana, t .... 5 00 Woodbine reunion col- Gunsolley, J. W., acct ..... 1 90 Roberts, I. N., f ............... 105 00 W. M Avior, Okla ......... 7 40 
Scott, Sarah, Iowa. t ........ 1 00 Jection ................ 10 00 Gunsolley, J. A., book- Roberts, I. N., e .............. Hi 00 John M. 'Kennedy, Pa ...... 7 40 
Snively, J. S. and Mattie, Wolfe, Sadie E., Colo ,t. 7 00 keeper .......................... 63 00 Robley, G. W., e .............. 20 00 Ida M. Mansfield, Iowa ... 2 00 

Iow<t, t ........ ..... ......... 3 87 Yohe. AmaTid' S., Ill., t. 2 50 H. draft, balance ............ 43 00 Robinson, H. H., e ........... 10 00 Elizabeth Green, Iowa ..... 29 00 
Snell, Wm .. Texas, t ........ 10 00 Youngson, L., Idaho, t .. 54 00 Hansen, H. N., e ............ 10 00 Rudd, D. M., e ................. 25 00 YV. B. Thatcher. Kan ...... 5 00 
Snyder, W. H .. Iowa, t.... 2 00 --- Hawes, A. P., e.............. 1 50 8awley, F. L., e ............... 10 00 S. A. Hopkins. N. J ......... 25 
SorensPn, S. K., Iowa. t. 19 06 Total .......... $27,258 41 Hensen, John F., e ......... 10 oo Seeley. J. H .. ] ............... 3 40 Kate Newberry. Neb...... 15 
Society Island Mission, = Hansen. Agnes. f ............ so DO Scott, Mrs. Columbus, f .•. 115 00 Mary Web,ter, Wash ...... 3 60 
., P?rJos.eph Burton ....... 164 20 EXPENDITURES. H!g((ins. Dora, a .............. 13 00 8cott. Columbus, e ........... 16 75 R.E. Welts._ Wash ........... I 00 
Sprmg H1ver district. J. Hilliard. G. H., e ............ 11 50 Scott, M. R., Jr., e ........... 25 00 Laura M. Ohver, Ore....... 50 

.i\L Hichards, agent ...... 15 05 Anthony, R. ·J., f ........... $327 65 Hinds, Peter. acct ............ 13 75 Scott, M. R., Jr., f. .......... 75 00 Laura I. Cook, Md......... 1 80 
Sparks, Sr. M.A., Iowa,t. 2 00 Anthony, R. J, acct ........ 485 47 Historian's nffice, e ......... 32 95 Scott, James M., f ........... 138 75 Jos. Chamberlain, Mich ... 5 00 
Spuling, Harry, N. D., t. 50 Anthony, R. J., e ............ 30 00 Bawlev, Miss Clo~. Scott, Leonard, e ............ 10 00 Eva Mee, Wash..... . . . 1 00 
Sparling, Emily. N. D., t. 50 Archreological commit- bookkeeper .................. 15 00 Scott, M. R., Sen., a ........ 20 00 C A. John.son, Ill ....... 3 60 
btoker, W., Neb., t .......... 5 00 tee. e ........................... 15 35 Holt, H. L., e .................. 35 00 Scott, James G., f ............ 10 00 Deborah Pierce, R. I. ... 10 00 
8trauss, Jeanette, Iowa,t. 10 80 Baggerly, V. D., f ............ 116 36 Independence district, R. Shaw, C. A., acct............ 6 35 Susan Tvler, Pa ......•.• 10 00 
Stark, Dr. P. P., Va., t .... 55 00 Baggerly, V. D., e ........... 10 00 May,. ......................... 252 00 Shaw. M., acct................. 75 Mrs. LaSenr, Ill. ....... 2 00 
Stewart, Paul and Ern- Baker, A. M .. e ............... 33 75 Interest ....................... 1,040 24 Sheehy, F. M., e ............ 20 00 Ella Baird, Mien........ 5 00 

est, Miss., t.................. 12 Baggerly, I. P., f.. ........... 241 09 Indiana. Southern dis· Sheppard, T. J., f ............ 87 02 Cyntha Trook, Mo....... 2 00 
Stewart, Ida, Miss, t..... 6 50 Baggerly, I. P., e ............. 20 00 trict, Wm. C. Marshall, Sheldon, T. J .. e ............. 20 OIJ Arthur Hailey, Mo...... 2 50 
Sterrett, Mrs. P. Utah, t. 10 00 Barmore, Alma C., e ........ 62 00 agent ........................... 25 00 Shinn, D. L .• f.. ............... 40 00 Henry Hanna, Minn..... 3 50 
Steele, W.R., Utah, t ..... 12 00 Barmore, Mrs. E. F .. f ..... 70 00 Insurance acct, real Shippy, John, f ............... 26 86 H. B. Hart, Okla........ 4 6!\ 
Strickland, N. F, Ill., t.... 5 00 Barrett. Geo. and wife. a 72 10 estate........................... 6 oo Short, M. T., e................. 8 00 Jonn Swensen, Cal...... 5 00 
Strickland, 8r. N. F., t... 6 00 Bell. Ed. C.,stenographer200 CO Jame•, Be'le R .. stenog ... 22 50 Simmons, S. W., f ............ 245 00 Mrs. C.H. Haskell, Wash. 2 60 
Steele, J. W., Cal, t ....... 10 00 Bell, Mrs T. J .. f ............ 75 00 ,Jackson, ,J. W., f ............. 109 15 Simmons, S. W., e........... 5 00 Sarah A. Trowbridge, 
Sumption, Sarah, Iowa, t. 5 00 Bell. T .• J.. e ................... 16 25 Jenkins. Geo, e ............... 20 oo Smart, W. H., e ................ I 75 N. _Dak ... , ............ 130 00 
Tallmadge, Sr. I. M., Belville, Herman W., !. .. 8 50 .Jenkins. Geo .. f ............... 94 00 Smith, A.H., f ................ <164 31 Hattie Messick, Ill 1 00 

Wisconsin. t................. 20 Bennett Mrs. J. D., a ...... 2 70 Jessiman. A., acct ......... 40 oo 8mith, A. H, e ............... 31 20 Katie Horsey, Iowa .... 5 00 
Tarrant, J. D., Ore., t ...... 11 OU B<•nnett, J. K., ! .............. 16 50 Kaler, ,John,£ .................. 20 110 Smith, W. R, f ............... 143 59 .Jacob Heckler, Mn ...... 1 OU 
Tate, D. W., Okla, t ........ 20 00 Bills payable, W ............ 1,000 00 Keck, F. C., f ................... 95 oo Smith, Fred A., f ............ 343 97 W. 0. Wetllerbee. Ill.... 3 00 
'l'axes returned .............. 18 39 Bills payable, .T.. ............. 100 OQ Keck. F. C., e .................. 5 oo ~mith, Fred A., e ............ ; oo Annie M. Frieno, Mo.... ~O 
'l.'aylor, Matthew, Iowa, t. 3 50 Bills payable, S ............... 400 Otl Kelley, Wm. H., e ........... 124 78 Smith, W. J .. f ................ 50 Oil Peter .M•1ceus, Norway .. 13 16 
'I'aylor, Dora, Wash., t ..... 5 00 Bills payable, R ............... 889 00 Kelley, Wm. H., f ........... 342 49 Smith, Isaac M., f ............ 110 oo James Graham, Va ...... 2 25 
Temple Fund account, B lls payable, H .............. 100 00 Kelley, Mrs. E. L., f.. ...... 450 oo Smith, Heman C, e ......... 1\19 511 John Campbell, lH.. .. •• 2 50 

perl:lrunson ............. 21 75 Bills payable, N ............. 300 00 Kent, A .. e ..................... 50 00 ~mith, Thos. J., £.. .......... 15 on France• J. Trowbndge, 
'I'errry, J.M .. Mo, t ........ 30 00 Bil's payHble. H ............ 2,500 00 Kelley. E. L., general ex- Smith, .Tosenh, e .............. 10 00 N Dak ................ 10 00 
Thomas, Wm. 0, Mis- Bill• payable, B. C. F ...... 213 35 penses .......................... 86 17 Smith, W. J., e .............. 5 00 Sheha Hell. Mmn.. . . .. . 2 2f: 

souri. t ...................... 1,000 00 llills payable, T ............... 500 00 Kemp, James ................. 24 oo Smith, Henry C, f. .......... 50 00 A. M. Wat•on, Wash.... 2 50 
Thomas, Ephraim, Pa., t. 8 00 Blak sley,Mrs Mary E.,a 5 Oo Kelley. Wm. H., Ind., f .... 20 oo Smith, Heman C., f ........ I75 50 Hobert Gra8"ett, M.cb .. 3 00 
Thomas, Oscar l., Io., t... 2 00 Blanchard. W W., e ........ 20 00 Kent, Anna, f ................ 10 oo Smith, H. O, f................. 7 50 A sister, Iowa .. :.. .... . . 3 50 
'I'hayer, Geo, A.,Micb .. t. 50 00 Briggs. E. C., f.. .............. 250 00 Knox, .J. P., a.................. 6 oo Snively, J. S. f ............... 248 00 L. a'1d J. H. Kmp•cb1ld, 
'fbomas, Julia A., Me., t. 5 00 Briggs, E. C., e ............... 15 00 Lane, John, a ................... 101 75 Snively. J. S .. e ............... 23 70 Mo ...... ··· - - . .... . . .. 2 10 
'fhurston, Cyrus, t.: ........ 43 70 Bronson, H. C, e ............ 46 75 Lake, ,J. H., e ................. 22 oo Society Island boat fund Roy Tilden, Kan : . . 70 
Tilley, John and w1ftl, IBu,lingame, Mrs .. acct.... 75 Lake, J H .• e .. daughter. 15 on account ..................... 1,004 18 H and C. Sawyer. Ohio. 1 00 

Ark., t ........... · · · ·.. 5 00 Butterworth, C. E., e ...... 24 76 Lake. Martha G .. f .......... 45 oo Stamm, N., a.................. 6 00 S. A Hopl~1ns.. .. .. . . . . . 25 
'l'orrence, Caroline, Bond, .M. H., e ................. 10 00 Lambert, J. R., f ............. 140 oo Swensen, Swen, f ............ 131 75 C. C. Judluns .... · ··· .... 1 00 

Mo., o ........... · · · · · ·.. l 00 Bush, G. W .. a ............... 2 50 Lambert, J. R., e ............. 21\ 35 o<tebbins, H. A., salary .... 205 00 Hannon D.!lly....... .... 1 00 
Townsend, C. N, Burr, C H., e .................. 25 00 Labor account........... 7 48 .Stedman, E. A., f ............ 151 95 H. A. Roberts........... 1 00 
, Wash., t .............. 2 00 Butterworth, C. E., e ....... -2 00 L~wis, Mary A., acct ..... 125 oo:stedman, E. A., e ............. l? 00 Mrs. J Russell.......... 80 

'lownsend,C G.,Wasb.,t. 2 OD Calhoun, John, a ............ 77 20 Livestock .............. 28 oo Stead. J. D .. f .................. 4o 00 .J. Polrng ................ 1 00 
'l'ripp, Daniel. Iowa. t ... 50 00 California, Northern dis-. Library account church. 4 oo Tax account real estate .. 86 80 John Thompson·· ...... 10 00 
'I'ruag, Joseph, Jr., Io.,t. 2 00 trict, C. A.Parkin,agent'125 00 Lloyd, D. G, acct ....... 15 00 Tabler, w rs., a ................. 3 50 ,Jobn T1l<!1'n ............. 2 00 
'l'nrner. Edward A., Cather, W. C., £ ............... 30 00 Lockhart., Samuel, a..... 5 oo Talmadge, Mrs. I. M., a.... 5 00 Peter Rar;ise~ .......... 30 00 
~'kmt, t ................ 2 53 Caffall, Jas., e ................. 52 00 Low, L. G., J ........... s oo Terry. J.M., e ............ ,. ••• 3 <10 Laura I. Coo ............ 2 00 

'l'urner, David, Iowa, o.. 50 Ohatburn, T. W., e .......... 20 00 Macrae, W. s .. e ........ 15 oo Temple Lot suit fund -~ho_mas Morff1s, ......... ~ 50 
Turner, Ruth A, Iowa,o. 50 Chase, A. M .. e ............... 55 25 Mannering. Wm. H., e .. s 50 account ...................... 304 21 Christmas o ermg .... 1,106 69 
Tyler, Susan, Pa., o...... 1 00 Chase. A. M., f ............... 188 00 Maine, Western district Thomas, 0. B., e ............. 28 00 Home Column ........... 26 50 
'l'.racy, Jacob F., t.. . .. • 30 Church farm account ....... 26 29 W.W. Blanchard, agt.: 50 00 Thomas, John H., e ...... 3 on 
vanMeter, J.B .. Iowa, t. 3 OG Closson, A. V., f .............. 95 00 Manville church, Mo ... 60 15 Thompson, Mrs. Wm., f. ... 45 00 Total········ ... $1.6:l1 155 
VanEaton,J.H.,Wasb.,t. 5 00 Coiner, ,John, a ............... 305 15 McDowell, W. A., e ...... : 20 oo Turpen • .Mrs. M. M .• f ...... 127 64 
Van Eaton, E. A., Clapp, ,J.C., f ................. 245 30 \fcDowell, J. F., e ...•... 20 oo VanE'leet. Nelson, acct... 3 60 Expenditures. 

Wa•h, t . . . . .. . .. .. . 5 00 Clapp, J. C .• e................. 8 On '1acrae, W. S., f ......... 85 00 Vic«ers, Tena, error........ 2 00 
9 

_ 1 
Vickers, TenR, R. 1., o.. 2 50 Comer. Albert, ! .............. IO On \ierchandise.... .... . .. . 4 34 Walters, Lizzie. f .......... 85 00 Stamps to Presidency .. . 
Wahlstrom, John, Iowa, Condit, S. D., £ ................ 30 011 VlcKiernan, James, e ... 45 oo W<tles. Eastern district, Stamps to Recorder..... 6 '0 

acr.t ................... 13 00 Curtis, H.P., f ................ 85 Ol• Missouri, S<>utbern dis- 'l'homas Gould, agent .... 24 35 8 amps t.o Secretary.... 6 Ou 
Wahlstrom, John. Io., t. 3 3~ Curtis, H.P., e ............... 20 00 trict, H. s~arling, agt. 70 00 Waldsmith, J. W., e ........ 4 on Pres. Joseph Smith, 
Walters, lgnas and Fran- Davis, Mrs. J. Arthur, f ... 299 95 \llintun, .T. F., e ........ 5 50 Weld,!<' M., f ................ 46 00 salary ............... 450 00 

ces,lowa, t ........... 40 OD Davis, R. W .. e ............... <15 0(, '1oler, ,James, e ....... 21 85 Weld. F. M, e ................. 11 5ll Stamps and envelopes to 
Watrous, Mary E., Davis, John T., e ............ 10 00 Y[oler, Jnmos, f .......... 80 oo Weedmark. Ed. I ........... 21 "' President.............. 1 20 

Mont., t.. . . .. .. .. .. . 1 50 Davis, John, f ................. 50 00 Moler, H. E .. e .......... 12 oo Wheeler. Mrs C. A., f. .... 125 00 One half sidewalk lum-
Waterman, Wm .. Iowa,o. 5 00 Davis, John 'l\, f ............ 25 00 Moore, Dr., church farm Wahlstrom. acct .............. 3 00 ber ..... ............... 23 16 
Watkins, .Mabel, Ore, t. 3 75 Davis, J. Arthur, e .......... 30 00 acct. .. . . .. . .. . . . .. . .. 2 50 Ward. Joseph. f.. ............. 25 00 Canada money ........ 28 14 
Ward, Joseph, Mo., t .... 15 75 Davis, Mrs. E. A.,f ......... 55 47 Montagne, George, e .... 5 oo White, I. N .. e ................ 21 71 .V!ailingmimstryreports. 1 76 
Weedmark, Nat.ban, Davison, H.J., f ............. 147 84 Morris, I. A, f .......... 58 no White, A .. f .................... 25 00 il1l0 receipts, D. Dancer.. 50 

Iowa, t.... .. .. .. .. .... 1 75 Daniel, L. F., e ............... 18 00 Morgan, E. B., f ......... 75 oo White, Valentine,! ......... 2 00 :,oo notebead", Bishop... 1 00 
Weedmark, Sr . .M.A., Derry, Charles, e ............ 30 00 Nelson, N. A., a ........ 5 41 Wight, L. L., f ................ ' 35 17 Typewriter paper, Sec-

Iowa. t.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 9 60 Decatur district, D. Dan- Nova Scotia district, J. Wight, J. W, f ............... 299 3li retary. .. .... .. .. .. . 25 
Weed, Sarah L .. Neb., t. 50 cer ................................ 95 00 W. Dimor·k. agent.. . 2 oo Wight, J. W., e ............... 20 Oil Heman C. Smith, salary. 45 00 
Weed, Jennie, Neb., t... 50 Dehart, F .. acct ............... 15 00 Nnnlev. E.W., f ......... 65 00 Williams, M.. B. !.. .......... 30 00 Mmistry reports ........ 102 00 
Webster, Mary E., Dancer, David, acct ......... 40 00 Nutt, Thom10 ........... 50 Oil Wildermuth. Eli M., e .... 16 Oll Postage, reports......... 6 27 

Wash., t ............ 10 80 Devore. L. R .. f ............... 30 00 Page, Eliza G., acct...... 8 95 Woodburn, Eliza, a......... 5 00 Pencils and stamps to 
Webster, Ann, Ans., t... 7 20 Daniel. Mrs. L. F .• f ........ J30 00 Payne, Mr•. S. D., f ..... 30 on Historian.............. 48 
Weldon, Sr. S. J., Iowa, t. 37 75 Delong, Mrs. E., f ............ Ml 011 Payne. S D, e .......... 15 uo Tota! ................ $24,645 88 Books toG. F. Lewis.... 75 
Weltz, R. C., Wash., t... 6 50 Duncan, C.R., e ............. 7 00 Page, E. L., a...... . ... . 1 oo = Bonk" from McClurg & 
Wheeler, Sr. H. M, Duncan. lJ. R, f .............. 90 00 Peak, Mr•. W. E., f ..... 150 oo Co .................... 8 95 

Mich, t...... . .... ... . 1 00 Elvin, R. M., f ................. 206 14 Peak, W. E .. e .......... 40 oo REPORT OF HER- Pencils to Recorder..... 30 
Wheeler, H. Belle and 0. Elvin, R M., e ............... 26 42 Pender, W. S., e .............. 15 oo ALD OFFICE. 500 envelopes to Presi-

J., Mich., t ............ 4 50 Ebeling. F. J., e .............. 30 00 Pitt, F. G., e ................... 115 52 dency.. .... .... .. •••. 1 00 
White. Sr S. M..,Mont.,t. 10 00 Erwin, J. D .. e ................ 45 00 Price, J. B , £ .................. 60 oo Receipts. Conference Minutes ..... 121 82 
Whitehead, James and Exchange ........................ 2 30 Pitt, Mrs. F. G., £.. .......... 75 oo Report of tithes and 

Ella, Iowa, t .......... 210 00 Expense, Bishop's office .. 31 05 Peterson. J. W .. f.. .......... 115 oo E. A. Armstrong. Neb ..... 5 00 ofl:'erings ............... 55 00 
Whieebead, .Tay, N. Y... 3 18 Expense. church ............. 50 42 Peterson, J. W., e ........... 17 oo Bertha Serrell. Minn ........ 1 00 500 letterheads to Sec... 1 25 
Whitehead, G. A., N. Y. 3 fJO !<:vans. John H., f ............ 95 00 Presidency expense......... 60 Wm. Ridler, Nev ........... 10 00 600 letterheads to His-
Wight, Eliza, Mo01 t..... 5 00 Etzenhouser. Mrs. R., f ... 50 00 Pickle, Mrs. I. C., acct ..... 64 63 G. S. Blackwell and wife, torian .............. wo. 1 50 
Wilson, E.C.,Ind. Ter.,t. 2 00 Eyres, Robert, a .............. 10 00 Potter,C.E andRebecca,a 2 50 Ind. Ter ....................... 2 00 500 envelopes, B18hop ... 1 15 
Wilson, Wm., Iowa, t ... 12 00 Farmer, .John, a ............. 149 21 Porter. Mrs. C. H .• f ........ 30 oo Nicie Blackwell, Indian L•censes for 'l'welve and 
Winter, Marie, Iowa, t .. 20 00 Fisher, l\L C., book· Postage account ............... 38 42 Territory...................... 50 Seventies . .. . .. . . . .•• 5 00 
Wilkin, Sr. Jane, Utah, t. 10 00 keeper ......................... 30 00 Porter. C. IL e ............... 3<1 35 .Martha Blackwell, Ind. 500 letterheads, Presi-
Wildermutb, Lester and Forscutt, M. H .. book- Produce account ............ 233 55 Territory...................... 50 dency . .. . . . .. .. .... . .. 1 25 

Jennie, lll., t.. .. .. .. . . 2 00 keeper .......................... 80 17 Pruden. P R .. !. .............. 33 50 A. M. Erninons, Wis ........ 10 00 Church Secrctary,salary.100 00 
Williams, Antionette, Forscutt, M. H ., e ........... 25 00 Pruden. Mrs H. S., a ...... 8 00 ,John Swenson, Cal.. ....... JO O!l Express cbar;(es paid... 50 

Iowa, t ............... 3 00 Foss, J.C., f ................... 2:.?6 12 Price, Sr Mary, a ............ 6 OD 'rheodore Gerber, Tenn . 2 00 8criptures to J. L. 
Wilcox, A. R., Ill., t..... 4 00 Hoss. J.C .. e .................. 45 00 Ray. W. N . acct ............ 10 on A. l\L Dempster. Cal........ 8 00 Richey.............. . 1 00 
Wilkinson, James, Io., o. 50 Gallop, Agnes, a .............. 35 15 Rathbun. Hiram. Jr .• a •... 15 00 J .. H. Jacobs, Iowa .......... 17 50 Stamps, historical depart-
W ilkinson, James, Io., t. 10 50 Gilbert, J. W., f ............... 15 00 Heal estate,Jowa, Lamoni.159 03 J. N. Perkins, Okla......... 5 00 ment ............................ 1 25 
Williams, Clinton, Gitbert, J. W .. e .............. IO 00 Healestateimprovementsl28 96 w. !:I. Farr, Iowa ............ 10 oo Bible to T. W. Williams .. 6 50 

Mont., t ............... 30 00 Gillen, J. W, f ................ 200 00 Heal estate, Int., Mort., J. H. Mather, Iowa ......... 10 00 Seals for secretary........... 50 
Williams, E: R., Cal..... 1 00 Gillen, J. W., e ............... 27 00 etc ................................ 83 Os Adelia M.. Clark, Mass .... 10 00. Heralds and Hopes to Eng-
Williams,Daniel T.,Io.,o. 1 00 Grant, R. E, £................. 4 91 Real estate, recording Mrs. J. Reeves, Mich...... 60 land ............................. 60 50 
Williams, Elizabeth, Goodrich, J. L, f ............ 38 86 deeds.......................... 3 05 c. A. Johnson. Ill .. ,......... 7 20 500 envelopes to secre-

Iowa, o.... . . . . . .. . .. . . 1 00 Godbey. G. H., f .............. 163 20 Real estate, Lamoni ........ 15 10 B. S. Sha up, Iowa........... 1 00 tary ......... .................... 1 00 
Williams, R. D., Iowa, t. 2 00 Greene, U. W., f .............. 75 00 Real estate, Worth Co., Susannah Pemberton, 1,000 noteheads, 1,000 
Williams, Annie, t...... 1 10 Greene, U. W., e .............. 15 CO Mo ............................... 141 85 Nebraska..................... 1 00 envelopes..................... 4 75 
Williams, Phebe, Io., t;. 1 00 Griffiths, G. T., e ............ , 40 00 Revel, Elizabeth, a ......... oo oo Malvina Heavener, In .... , l 00 To wall paper .............. -. 1 •O 

II 
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Postal cards and stamps,~ Rhoda Cooper, Cal., t ... 30 00/Tarona branch ......•.•• 8 60 Tehopeaan<i wife ..... :: ...•• 4 00 Jones, Hattie.,................ 25 

Recorder ..................... ; · 4 50 Rhoda Cooper, Cal., o... 25 Ta papa.................. 40 Otifa ............................... 20 LaPree, Louis................. 25 
700 envelopes and 1,000 Benjamin Taylor, Cal, o. 50 1 A e1ster . . .. . .. .. . .. . . . . • 1 60 Manua......... ................... 20 J,one, C. L............ ........... 6 00 

letterheads .................. 3 25 Sr. H. R. Tupper, Cal., t .. 40 00 Tepare ... .... .... .... .• 1 00 Tar na branch .............. 2 30 McDowell, LCharlotte...... ~200 o.000 receipts, bound........ 8 50 Sr. H. R. Tupper, Cal., o. 40 Hsua... . . . . . .. . . . .. .. 10 Afai and Bina................. 2 00 McDowell, ucy .............. . 
Cutting wood.................. 1 00 Anne Smith, Cal., t......... 1 00 Tevivi.... .. .. • . .• .. . • .. .. 1 oo Tarona branch................. 5 00 McDowell. : imon .•.••.•...•• 2 OU 
1 Bible, M. F. Gowell .•.••• · 3 00 Omer Lytle, Cal., t.......... 4 00 Temau... .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. 1 00 Metuaore ........................ 50 Miller, Albert................. 10 
Express on MS. from Hulda Blackleach, Cali- Hina...... .. .... .... ... . 40 Tuani .............................. 20 Miller, J. J ..................... 2 50 
F 1 ?xh: .................. f........ 60 L fo;n~, o ...... c .. ]"'"...... 

1 
~o ~atupee..... .• .. . . . . . . . . 4~ Turatahi.......................... 20 ~!Jler, Ma'."r.1 E................. gg 

r:~~ds .~~ .. ~.~~~~ .... ~~..... 25 w!'.sl<'u~fe~~rCal~ ;,.~:::.::: 5~ A~~o . : : : : : : : : : . : : : : :: : : : : ~o i;",;1i~~,;1;~·.'.'.'.':.::::::::::::::::::: ~g MJu~~: P.' M:::·::::.::::·:::.:::: 50 
Wood............................. 2 00 F. A. Tackley, Cal., t ....... 1 50 Tilpui.. .. . . .. .... .... .••. 10 Turatahi.......................... 20 l\filler, S. M ...................... 1 00 

:}:~{~~~~'.~~:~~:i~:~::: i ~g t:~: ~:~~~~:~;i:6!ii: ~ g~ ~;~!t; ~:e: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 1 62

2

g1l 1~:u\h:~1· ia;t~a·~.·i.:a.:.:.~.:.~.:.~.:.:.~.: .. :i.:f.:.~.:.:: ... :.:.:.:.:.:.:. i ~. ~O :PJ a.~:r1~k~e
1

~r:,' JM~·a'hrWy·::.J::::.:..:.:.·:_: ... :.::·.: .. :·.:..: ~ ~~ 
500 blank agent's reports. 2 50 fornia, t........................ 5 00 •renbiti.. .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . . " 25 
JOO envelopes.................. 50 Josiah Smith, Cal, t.. ..... 10 OU Ahono................... 20 Mana.............................. 10 Porter, Henrietta .. .. •• • 25 
100 circular letters to Oakland reunion. Cal., o. 4 00 Putura..... .. .. .. . . .. . . .. 40 Tuhiata.................. .......... 20 Powell, Emery.......... 05 

agents .......................... 2 00 A. P. Haws, Cal., t .......... 5 00 Mauarui. .. . . .. . . ... . . .. 05 Tehu ............................... 2 oo Powell, George.......... 25 
3,000 agents' receipts........ 3 60 ,Tahu Driver, Cal., o........ 25 Tona tuba................ 40 Hua ................................ 20 PDwelJ, J. R .... ..... . o. 76 
fg~l~tt-;:·heads ............... ~ i~ ~esti"lykesCClal.,t ........ i g1~ ~!atnha. .... ........... 21; Tal111hu........................... 20,~oweJl, ~atel\L......... ~i 

ee s........................ . ear rice, a • o......... I aupe ........ .......... 41 Teeva........ ................... 20· owe , ary......... . 
06 ~OSnSeiope~,Presidency. 5~ gg ~1atile-ffighlin 1 gal., o ... i ~~ ~~dian. ....... ... .... .. ~g Metuaore ......................... 1 oo ~owepff'fro~i······· .... 

2 00 
c~rcis !Jrst~:pasg~~ .. Ii: F~;nnie Ifa:tc':.:1.. ~1.'.' •• ~::: 50 1~~~~~';:::::: :·.': ·: :::: :: 20 ~~!-;.~·:::::::::::·:::::::::·:::·::: ~ gg s~!~~1 1ir, ~'.°P:::::::::: 7 oo 
c \. s ............................. 38! ~~ ~ ~isttr c(}·1 o............... 23 'Aeotahi.. ... . . . . ... . . • 50 Haorea ........................... 1 00 Starclitf, "'k1~8 .......... : rg 
T~!ct"f~~~i:"i897::::~::::::::::· 94 54 Bro~0 ~, c:r~Y~ .. s·~~~~:· 5 rr~~:i: ~:: . · .. : ~: . . . . . . . . . . ~g f~~~::~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1 ~g ~h:~::~: G. w·.::::::: :: so 

Total ••.•...•.......... $1,631 65 M::::~+.~:.-.·.·~·~~.~~~:::::: :: ::~~:1~.~l~it~ •. ~~:''.~ 1

~'.~::: 1 ~g ri~::mr~~~~~:·:·:·:·::·::·::·:·:·:·:·:·:: l~ 3~ !~~!;::F11:~.::::::::::: 1 ~~ 
REPORT OF GEORGE Sarah. Calderwood, Cali- Mauai.......... . .• . .• .. • 20 Tearava .......................... 1 00 Tillman, D. W...... .. .. . 1 ~ 

H HI
LLIARD Hf~in\'.('; ~,. ........ c........... 1 og f~ara. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..• .... 1 o~ Tellaua ........................... 50 ionng, ~harlotte. ... •• • 

20 • , . . ii iams, al., o.... 5 aroua .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. ... 1 0 Kaukura branch ............. 5 110 onng, ary · · .. · • · ·• • •· _ 1
0 COUNSELOR Pauline Napier, Cal., o... 25 Emma .................. 2 00 Tahu .......................... : .... 1 oo Young, Wm. A ....•..... 

• M. E. Ronat, Cal., o......... 25 Mani... .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . . EO Trnpai...... ....................... 1 00 
Geo. W. Harlow, Cali- Collection in H1kueru 1'ahua ............................. 20 

fornia, 0....................... 1 00 from Rairoa ........ .. 22 40 rruani. ..................... u ... o 40 
Receipts. Total. ............ $ 75 59 

Geo. P. Lambert, Ill., o .. $ 50 Annie Milgate. Cal., o ..... 1 oo Tearwa and 'l'eallio. ... . 2 00 Pohem1ti ............ , ........... 7 on Expeditnres. 
Lucy J. Richards and C. W. Blair, Cal., o ......... 1 00 Varoa..... .. . . .. . ... .... 1 Oil Haua .............................. 1 Otl E. E. Kelley ............ $ 60 00 

daughter, III., t ...... ...... 2 60 Edgar Smith, Cal., o........ ?O '\eromata.... . . . . . . .. • . .• 1 00 Putoa ..... ........................ 4 00 c. I. Carpenter.......... 5 00 
Elsie M. Haverson Iowa,t 5 Oll Sr. -- Severy, Cal., o.... oO 1erai . . .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . . 50 Metuagre ........................ 5(1 J. D. Erwin............. 5 00 
Mrs. Laselle. Iowa. o...... 9 40 Tbomas J. Lawn, Cal., o. 50 CollectIOn, T1kabau .... 18 4U Kaukura branch .............. 20 00 ---
James L. Wright, Iowa, o 60 George Daly, Cal., o....... 1 OU raroa .. ..... . ..... .. •. 40 Total. ......••.... $ 70 00 
Wm. Ortleb, Iowa, t ........ 10 00 E. H. Ebert, Kan .• t ......... JO 00 'l'avi .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. 1 00 Total.. ................ $ 430 60 
John Hower, Iowa, o........ 3 00 Northwestern Kansas dis- Raht"ra .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . 1 00 
Mary Winter, Iowa, o...... J 00 trict, A. Smith, agent ... 10 00 'l'enati. ........... "".. .• . 40,Received from Metuaore, 
Peter Peterson, Mo., t ..... 200 01! Walter Smith, Mo .• t ....... 1 00 1'eoro.... .... .... .... .... 1 00 Bishop's agent ............ $104 50 
David Daniels, Iowa, o.... 1 00 Z, H. Turpin, Mo., t ........ 1 00 Maui..................... 20 Chili money .................... 535 1(1 
Northern Nebraska dis- · A. T. Cornelison. Mo., t... I 00 Tatchau............. . . . lll I Frerich money ................. 267 5D 

trict, J. Stubbart .......... 26 50 Holden bnmch. Mo......... 60 Tuata..... .... .. . . .. .. .. . l 50 American coin ................. 256 85 

Dne church ....... $ 5 59 

AUSTRALIA. 
FORS1'ER DISTRICT. 

A sister, Neb., t ............... 18 20 John E ,Johnson, Mo., o.. 25 retauuru. .... . .. . .... .. . 1 110 For 1896, 1897. 
John Suttles. Neb., t...... 1 00 G. W. Fletcher, Mo., o ..... 1 00 Tuma ton................. 40 Expenditures. John Wright, Agent. 
Nelson Brown and wife, G H. Hilliard and wife, 1'uratah1.. ... . . .. . . . .•• •. 2 ~g Mrs. Burton, f ............... $!20 72 Receipts. 

Neb ............................. 20 00 Mo., t ........................... 30 00 'l'ava..... ..•. .. .••• ... •• 
40 

J. F. Burl on, e ............... 136 13 
Inman reunion, Neb., o ... 6 00 Wm. Hartman, Iowa, t.... 8 OU Teupo.............. ••••• Due chnrch Mar. 1, 1896 $109 6" 
Cyntha Wat.on. Neb., o... 50 Sr. E. Hartman, Iowa, t... 1 110 Tahna ................... 1 00 1,otal $256 8. Difference in 1·eduction.. Oi 
Joseph l<' Chastein,S.D.,o 511 D. C. Bailey, Iowa, o...... 1 00 Titi.... . . . . . . . .. .. ••• • •. 2 00 ..................... 0 Tnucurry Branch. 
Wm. Rineohl, S. D., o ..... 1 00 Annie Wilson. Iowa, t ..... R 00 Titi and Marae .......... 1 Oil ACCOUNTS 'VITH John Wright, t .......... 56 OJ 
Wm.A.Willoughby.S.D.,o 3 00 Sr. E. !IL Winter, Iowa, t 4 Oil Child.. .. .. . .. .... ... 20 , Charles Avery, t ......... 3 41 
J. H. Jackson. Neb. o ..... 1 00 Dora K. Kestner. Iowa. t. 5 CO Niau branch ........... 17 60 BISHOP'S AGENTS. Sr. J. Rankin ............ 9 74 
C. M. Hutchins. Neb, o... 30 Rachel Fisher. Iowa, t..... 5 Oil 'l'ahua......... ... .. . . .. . 1 Ol! Liiy Mather, t...... •. •. • 2 44 
Minne•ota district, W.W. Augusta Otto, Iowa, t...... 5 00 Taura. . . ... . .. . .... •... 1 00 AI,ABAJUA. L Anderson, t ........... 5 ll 

McLeod, agent ........... 125 00 Sr. C. M. Jarvis, III., t ... 20 OU Miruia. · .... · ·.. ···· 40 ALABA'•!A DISTI'ICT. Sr. J. K•ler, t.... .... .... 5 11 
Jasper M. Tousley, Mo., t 2 25 Lewis Brown. III., t......... 5 00 A pataki branch . . . . . . . . . 7 00 " , A C 1 · t 4 87 
Chas.111 Salter, Cal.,t ... 6 00 J.R. Wooldridge,ll!.,t ... 10 no Tepitiandwife ........ 1 ~O Geo.O. Sellers, Agent. J~huoK~l~r,'i~:~·:::::::: 122 
E. B. Porter, Cal., t ......... 10 00 David Lane. Ill., o........... 50 Arutua branch .......... 14 \10 Receipt•. c. S. McLaren, o ....... 13 39 
A J. Damron, Cal., t ...... 5 00 John Lane. Ill., o............ 25 1'okapoto branch ........ 11 50 • 
Albert Carmichael, Cal.,o 50 Chas. Lane, III., 0 ........... 50 Mllkatea branch ......... 5 Oil Due church '1arch 1,1897.$ 11 10 Nambucca Branch. 
Samuel Bohren, Cal., t .... 20 ~O A. R. Boyd. III .• o............ 1 Oil \nofa ...... ·: . . . . . . . . . . . J Oil J G. v ckel'y ......... 20 00 Allen Argent. o . . . .. .. .. 3 90 
Geo. W. Clark, Ca~,, t...... 1 oO John T. 9urtis, Ill........... 50 f efan and T1ral1a... ........ 2 50 Elizabeth Vickery........... 5 00 . Emma Argent, Sen., o.. 3 90 
Geo. W. Sparks, Cal., t ... 100 00 Joseph R1mley. Ill., o...... 1 00 Kaukura branch .............. 111 00 J. L. ~ellers ................... 2 50 J<Jmma Argent, Jr., o... •. J 95 
GSeo. W.G,parks, CC:ai., o... 2 50~ J. W. Stone .• lll .. o......... 25 1~aukura branch ............. 20 ~00 111. K. Harp .................... 11 1,o G. T . .Ballard, o........ •. 3 

6
6[

1
• 

r. -- arner, a., o ... 1 Adam Beusmg. III., t ...... 5 00 em.rn .............................. 1 \ M.A. Ilarper .................. 1 01 W. C. Ballard ........... . 
Frank W. Burton, Cal., o 1 00 Frank B.ensing. Ill., t ...... JG 00 :V!amlu branch ................. 18 ':il w. A. Odom .................... 9 00 .Joseph Argent.......... 3 65 
Geo. W. Clark', Cal., o..... ~O Martm s;n1.th, Ill., o........ 5~ 1.alrnn!a branch ............... 10 10 :"!.A. Scorgin ................... 1 00 M. P. Ballard ............ l 09 
Jeptha Scott, Cal., o........ uO Martha Elhs, Ill., t......... ~" ~la~ih1 branch .............. J2 1 0 Minnie Harper ................. 1 00 Hamilton Branch. 
R. 111. Pheneg,ar, Cal., o. 1 00 Sr M. J. Gauger, lll., t ... 13 oO A si·ter............................ JO w. D. Clark.................... 511 
FrankB._YanF!eet,Cal.,t. 25 00 Jennie Krah!, Mo., o ....... 1 00 .~sister........................... JU P.111. Parker.................. 25 Alex. Wixom, Cal., o.... 1 00 Arthur Mills, Iowa, t....... 3 00 ~lanau branch................. 7 00 
Annie Wixom, Cal., o... 50 Nellie J. Farr, Mo, t ...... 11 23 'l'ubuoi brancl.1. ............ 2o 00 
Byram Rabel, Cal., t .... 10 00 St. Louis district, J. G. Tiraha..... ........................ 50 
San Bernardino branch, Smith ........................... 200 OU Pinga and wife ..... .......... 6 00 

Cal.............. .. .. . 5 95 E. L. Kelley, Bishop ........ 10 00 'l'aia, wife and child......... 1 50 
Mary Roberts, Cal., t.... 511 --- Haorea ............................ 1 oo J. D. Erwin .................. $ 12 00 
Peter Kaufman, Cal., o.. 1 00 Total. ................. $J,196 54 Tehahau.......................... 1 Oil George Elder .................. JO 00 
M. M. Greene and wife, --~· Turatahi.......................... ~O T. C. Kelley ...... : ............. 25 00 

Expenditures. 

Total .................... $ 62 45 

H. Broadway, o ........ .. 
C. A. Davis, o ......... .. 
G. D Wrightson ....... . 
An"n Webster ........... . 
Wm. Stanford ......... . 
S. E. Robinson ........ .. 

Balmain Branch. 
A. Seaberg, t ... ......... . 
Minnie Blom, t .. ...... .. 

J 95 
1 40 
2 62 
2 ti~ 

06 
06 

Cal., o......... ... .. . . • 5 00 Due G. H. Hilliard ........ i 17 66 Tahania........................... 20 
H. L. Tilton. Cal., o .. . • 1 00 = Teura ............... ............... 1 00 
Chas. T.Howland, Cal.,o. 2 50 Expenditures. Pata................................ 2 oo 

1'ota!. ................... $ 47 oo Alfred Elliott .......... . 
--- Sale mission horse .•. 

g 74 
9 74 

41 88 
9 98 

J. G. Orth, Cal, o ....... 2 00 M R B Inr d f $2"0 00 Manihi branch ................. s 211 
R.R. Dana, Cal., od... •• 1 00 E.'L. K~ll~y, 'B!:i~o;,.:::::: 6~7 00 Takaroa branch .............. 2 ~O 
Catbarme Bossher , H. W. Belville, e.............. 50 Apatak1 branch .............. 5 10 

Cal., o ......... C ... 
1 
..... 

1 
~~ E. A. Stedman. e ............ 8 00 Avatoru brancb ............... 12 OU W. L. Booker, Agent. 

Hermma Adam, a., o.. 2o I d d M d. T.puta branch................ 4 70 R . t 
Charles Baly,o .......... 1 00 nt ~~el{ eMce. 1 o., tis-

30 00 
Marere ........................... 1 511 eceip s. 

Oharles Deuel, Cal., o .. e 1 00 Po~~~ge, ·sta~~~:~;~et·~::: 5 25 ~au~u.ra: confere.nce........ 5 00 H'rom G. T. Chute, former 
rulare Snnday school, p . 10 OO J utemhia and wife......... 1 00 agent .......................... $ 4 25 

Cal........... .. . . . .. . ~6 p~~~o'~-~j"·~~p~~-~~~·, .. {i~~~~ r1:upotahi...... ,,, 1. f:o Bankester 1 ~d ...... ........... 2 50 
~ary Twaddle, Cal., o... 50 ing) .............................. 220 45 h?ukura confe1 .. nee........ 6 611 Ban.kester, E. A. and 
~- Per~ian, CCaJ.

1
, o.. .. .. . 1 20 Franci~ Slover, f ............. 33 00 Kaukura bran el! ............. 5 00 wife............................. 5 00 

Due church ......... $ 15 45 

MOBILE DISTRICT. 
Total ............. $:309 86 

Expenditures. 
Postage, stationery;etc.$ 78 
Sr. J. Kaler . . . .. • . . ... 156 77 
Sr. C. Butterworth..... 27 95 
Corn for mission horse.. 2 19 

Total. ............ $187 69 

Dne church ...... $122 11 Jobn Clark, a., o.... •• oO J D St d f 10 00 )!anahau and wife ........... 1 00 Bankester. Mary .............. 1 00 
E. J. Clark, Cal., o.... •• 2 00 · · ea ' .................. Putoa and wife.. ............ 1 5tl Bt oker, D. C.................. 5 00 SYD~'EY DISTIUCT, 
Frances Smitb, Cal., o... 10 Total $l 214 ., 1 Tarona. branch ................. 3 80 Hooker, S. E.................. 50 " 
J.E. Croes, Cal., o.... •• 50 .................. _, __ "_' 'l'iti and wife................... 91l Booker, W. L .................. 10 10 (Forster.) 
8r.- Jones, Cal., o ••• 1 00 SOCIETY JSI ANDS Manahoa ......................... l Ou Clayton, J. lI.................. 50 John Wright, Agent. 
M. R. Rood, Cal., o.... .. 1 00 ~ .; • Ota re. ............................. 1 tiO Courtney, Mary ........... '"°. 75 
Martha LightowJer, REPORT o~· MONEY Rit- 'l'arona branch ................. l 00 Cunningham, Albert........ 75 Receipts. 

Cal., O. .. .. ... . . . .. . . . . 1 00 CEIVED BY ELDER T Marau and wife............... 2 Oil Cunningham, Samuel...... i
1 

0
6

.1
0
i Due church March 1,1897.$122 17 

Fannie Woolley, Cal., o. 25 < • Titi and wife ................... 20 Cunningham. William .... . 
Sr. C. J. Newton, Cal., t. 30 00 F. BURTON AND Tarona bra.nch ................. 6 20 DePriest, A. P ................. 3 7?, Tuncurry Branch. 
8r.C. J. New,ton, Cal., o. 1 00 WIFE. Hana.............................. 40 Dethloff, Fannie.............. 50 John Wright, t ............... 68 18 
Henry Bell, Ckal., o .1 . .. 1 00 December 7, 1896, to Jannary Otare ............................ ., 1 ?O Gill. Johi;i....................... 10 ,Joseph Magennis, t......... 2 44 
Lovme J. Par s, Ca., o. 20 1 1898 Pm.................................. ,o Goff, David..................... 60 L. Anderson. t ................. 2 19 
Z. 0. Butterfield, Cal., t. 3 00 ' · '1'1t1 and wife.................... 20 Goff, Ed ......................... 2 00 C. Avery, t ..................... 3 65 
A sister, Cal., o.. .. . ... • 25 Tehahau..... •• .. ••• ... . 20 Pai ................................. 1 ~O Howard, Andrew............ 25 Sr. J. Rankin, t ............. ii 44 
c. M. Comb~, Cal., t. .... 1 00 A brother .............. ., 3 QO 'J:'Jnlho.tt ........................ ,.., ~ lll jB.oward, l:lerena.............. lQ J. R. Taylor, t ................. ~ ~A 
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Sr. C. A. Butterworth, t .. 2 44 Ira A. Lytle, t ................. 5 00 Albert Bouch .................. 9 00 Fenner Bullard ............... 1 00 Benjamin Green....... 12 18 
A. Colvin. t..................... 4 87 Roseanna l\lorss, t ........... 10 55 Sr. L. A. Moore ............... 60 00 Francis E. Knapp ............ 37 50 
Sr. C. S. McLaren, t ......... 19 48 Delia Moutgnmery, t ........ 10 00 .Tos. W. Vernon and wife. 50 01' M. E. Jamison ................. 4 00 

Balmain Branch. Row Newkirk, t ............... ltl Z~ Thos Daly and wife ...... 166 25 W. A. Pratt ................... 7 50 
Ole Olson, t ...................... 1 w Chas. Monkcom and wife. 8 30 Fred A. McWethy ........... 5 00 Expeditures. 

Alfred Te~rett, o .............. 29 7J Esther Putney, t .............. 2 50 A. C. Barmore ................ 15 00 .Jes>ie M. Schumtz ........... 1 00 T ~ 
Alfred Elhott, 0 ·····•••·•••·• ?4 5~ Albert Page, t ............... ·· 20 00 Emma ,J. Cook ............... 20 00 Emma Blanche Lewis .... 3 00 homas Gould•· ......... 

36 52 

John H~nncks, 0 ••••••••··•• 36 5.1 J.M. Putney, t ............... 15 00 E L. Kelley, Bishop ....... 700 Oti Ida M. Hopper ................ 2 50 ~- Caffall · · · ··• .... · · · · 
34 09 

Sarah Kidd, 0 ·······••·••·••·•• 1 95 Satria Stevens, t .............. 3 00 Expense, stationery, etc. 6 65 Henry Walters ................ 5 !Jo Sr. Pitt.················· 
58 44 

Lizzie'l'derre5t,ob ........ t ....... 28 55~ John Swensen. o ............. 20 00 --- .James Huey ............. : ...... 5 00 Mrs. Sheldon ..•••...•.. 9 74 
Alexan er oea erg, ······ · Mary A. Twaddle, t........ 9 58 Total ................. $1,546 20 Chas. E. and Mae E. Poor."·················· 11 32 
E. Terrett, o.................... 3 2~ 8. L. Voshell, t ............... JO 00 Everett ......................... 12 80 Postage. ··•· · ... ........ 1 71 · 
Arthr:r Terrett, o............ 6 fo Hattie Willitt. t ............... 9 00 Due church .......... $223 61 Mary E. Bullard .............. 10 00 Tot l $151 82 
Minme Blom, o ............... 3 58 Samuel Weldon, t........... 2 00 Belle A. Bulin.rd .............. J 5 00 a • · · · · ·• • · · · · · 

Hamilton Branch. Maud Weldon, t ............. 1 65 (In last report read Richard Adelmon E. Tabor .......... 25 00 Due church ....... $225 55 
Henry Broadway, t ......... 1 22 Minnie Weldon, t............ 3 15 Ferr•s $2, instead of $20; and Frank Curtis ................... l OO 
John Jones, t .................. 54 18 Elmer and Celestia r~ad Ellen Ferris $20. instead of Martha Westland ............. 5 CO 
Sr. Broroston, 

0
, .••••••••••••• 12 78 I\ eldon. t .................... 10 00 ~-.as appears rn report.) Frances M. Kemp ............ 5 00 (ENGLISH MISSION.) 

C. A. Davis, o................. 2 57 Elmer and Celestia I. C. Edwards................... 5 00 Herald and Hope Account 

1~~~!,~t'Ji1~1~h:·~.::::::::::: !~ E.'1~1~,:lk~r;·t·:.:·:.:·::::::::: ~ ~~ SO~h:~:s~l~I~;~:~~T. ~~·l:1Ei~:~~~;~::::·:::.:·:.:·:.:: ~ ~g Thos. Tayl?r, Agent. . 
Elizabeth Birt, o .............. 1 34 Total .................... $361 40 R1'ceipts. Mary J. Ray .................... 5 00 Receipts. 
Joseph Thompson, t ........• 6 45 ___ , , Lena_ A. Bradshaw ........... 3 00 Due church Mar. 1, 1897.$ 5-3 63 

N b B h . --- Due church Mar. 1, 1891.$210 11 Duiciena. McDonald .......... 10 Oil 50 Heralds for the year lOO 07 
am uccu ranc . Expenditures. Adams, Hermina, Sen .. t. 5 Oil W J. Weller .................... 5 00 30 Hopes for the year ·· 10 23 

Allen Argent, t and o ...... 20 94 Thomas Daley ............... $ 5 oo Adams, H~rmiua, Jr., t.. 2 00 Emma E. Willis .............. 5 00 · "_. · __ _ 
Emma Argent, Sen., o •.•.•• 6 33 Albert Haws ................... 17 00 Amos. Olh 0

, t ........... 10 00 Benson Plymate and Total ...•..•..•.... $163 93 
Argent, Emma, Jr., o ....•. 5 96 E. L. Kelley, Bishop ....... 331 oo Best, Flora, t.. .. . . . . . . .. 3 85 wife ............................. 2 00 
II. Ballard, 0................... Os ___ Best. Anna. t .. .. . . . . .. 4 00 Augusta Ralston .............. 5 OIJ E d"t 
M J. Ballnrd, o............... 10 Tota). ..........•....... $353 oo Boeshatd, Katharine, t.. 5 00 D.B. Tomlinson and wife. 5 00 . . xpen i ures. 
Joseph Argent, o............. 6 03 Due church ........... $ 8 40 Best, Cleora, t .... , • • • . . •• 3 05 S. H. Eye ......................... 20 00 Mrns1on couference 
Agnes Argent. o.............. 16 = Bedford, Annie, t.... .. . . 1 00 Augusta Heckman .......... JO 00 exp.enses ..............• 48 94 
J.M. Argent, o............... 10 DIS RI Best, Newton A., t ...... 5 OU --- Prmtmg, stationery ..... 15 25 
Maude Argent, o............. !IJ NORTHERN T OT. Burton, Frank, t ........ 42 Oil Total. ................... $:J56 70 ---
Allan Argent, .Tr., o......... 06 C. A. Parkin, Agent. Clark, George W., t.. ... 5 00 Total ..••••••••••. $ 64 19 
Alexander McKay, o....... 4 87 Receipts. Carmichael, A., t . . . . . . . 6 511 Expenditures. 
Collectioi: ....................... 1 11 Due church March 1,1897$ 41 76 Clapp. Ru\h, t ........• •• 50 ,J. W. Gillen .................. $ 15 00 
Sale mission horse ........... 18 26 . Crumley, Ethel, t ........ 6 00 Laura B Gilbert 100 oo 
s,ale mission sulky ........... 24 35 ~~~~~~Y· ~· ~-··~············ J~ i~ Davison, Andrew J., t .. 181 ~II J. B. R~ush ...... :::::::::::::: 5 00 FLORIDA. 
u. H. Ivers ..................... J9 48 Askew, YJa~es:.'. .. :::::::::::: 85 00 e~~eg:~~~,~~~t ~~d\s~·. 2 oO S•rah A-, Smith ............... 45 50 FLORIDA Dlt!TRICT. 

Total .................... $533 93 Balchen, Gustaf Emil...... 7 50 Hally t ' · · 23 00 J. W. Gilbert .................. 12 50 S. D. Allen, Agent. 
Kloom. W. H. and wife ... 5 0.0 G t S .. t' ........... 25 oo!O. B. Thomas: .................. 10 tlO 

Expenditures. Barns. Rr. L.A ............... 1 50 H~~1)i;ic;~;.rn··G~~t~n··t· 7 ooiHenry U. Smith .............. 10 00 Receipts. 
Cockerton. Essie.............. • 50 Howland, Sophie, t .. : .. : 8 oo · E. L. Kelley, Bishop ........ 25 00 Due ~hurch March I, 1897$ 20 00 

Sr. Kaler ....................... $126 62 Cooper, Rhoda ............... 160 00 H'>wlan<l Robbie t ..... 2 00 T t 1 $223 00 Harriet Allen, t ............... 1 00 
~is~~~t::w~~;~d~~~~ .. ····· 160 71 Cannon, Mrs I. 8 ............ 2 00 Harris, B'etty

1 
t .. ' ....... 25 oo 0 a ................... _. ___ Emma !3ailey,t............... 50 

, buildin Y 52 60 Calderwood, Sarah J ........ 5 00 Kaufman, Bro., t ........ 17 50 Due church ........... $ 33 70 Asa Ba'.ley, t ................... 1 00 
Stam s t;Ii~~··a·~;;;iit~·n· 

1 
n5 Curry. Lilly .................... 5 00 Kaufman. Bro., o.... ..•. 50 = A. ,J. Vickery, t ............... 90 00 

• GP R W 
1
j · 

9 
7
4 

Dou!llas, M. L. and W. A.510 70 Loomis. c. E., t.... ... .. 7 oo ~· N. Jernigan, t .............. 1 OU 
~[~m · 

8 
;,,on~ ·~~d~~~······ 

1 03 
Da_v1s. Mi:rY. Jane............ 2 00 Lippy, Sr....... .••. ...• 2 00 DAKOTA. S. _D. Allen, t._. ................ 1 00 

' p' y ... _ .. _· -- Driver, Lizzie .......... _. ....... 5 09 Livtng•ton, R. P ........ 10 00 DAKOTA DISTRICT, Willoughby Dixon, t........ 5!l 
Tota!. ................... $352 65 Drrver, John and wife ..... 19 2o Lippy, Frank............ 50 

___ Foster, Edmund J........... 50 '1athew•, Sr. l\L A ..... 2 50 Thomas Leitch, Agent. Tota!.. .................. $1l5 no 
Dne church ........... $181 28 F:akes. Laura A .............. 5 O~ Orth, Bro. and Sr. Jonn.100 00 Recei ts E . 

=== Gibbs, Nor~ ..................... 9 7n Pankey. l\fa.ggle ........ 7 oo P · _ xpend1tures. . 
VICTORIA DISTRIC'l'. Gutzman, E. A.H ............ 38 50 Porter, E. B ......... 24 15

1

Howery, Mattie E., t ...... $ 1 OU Patsy Peacey ................. $ 10 00 
. . Breswald. Mary ............... JO 00 Paulson. Niels .......... 55· 41 Spaulding, Frank G., t .... 25 00 U. I. Carpcmter ............... JO 00 

David Craig, Agent. Hawley, Mary.................. 9 00 Peek, Clar9 . . . . . . . . . . .. . J 00 Stowell, Sam and wife, t.. 9 00 .r. D. Erwin ..................... 10 00 
Receipts. Jo()huk. Cla!'s C .............. 20 00 Pickering. W. p .. .... .. • 2 50' Wilson, Hattie. t.............. 8 or1 Benj. Uubb ...................... 5 00 

Kn~2ht, Capit?la ...... ······ 25 Roberts, Mary........... 25 Thompson, W. D., t ........ 10 00 E. L. Kelley, Bishop ....... 60 00 
Du~ ch~rch March 1,1897 $ 89 9~ Kaighm. Mattie.,. ............. 10 00 Schnell. Elizabeth.· ..... 142 50 Leitch, Wm. and 'fhos.,t. 60 75 D. E. Tucker.................. 7 00 
Cra~g. d. _Sarah .............. 4 86 Kelle)'., E. L, Bishop .. ., ... 125 00 Salter, Charle• and wife. 5 28 Sparling, Wm., t .............. 20 llO 
Cr~1g. David ········;···....... 1 21 Ka~ghm,Chas. J. and wifel25 00 Slotterbeck, M•mie... . 8 70 illrs. Sparlin!!, t.............. 5 ool 
Gnffitbs. Henry, ;)en ...... 11 4~ Kmght. Jane.................... I 50 Slotterheck, K•tie.. ... . . S 45 Anderson, N. E., t .......... 20 001 
Hailey, Godfrey W ......... 1 4o Lightowler, Martha ......... 55 50 Smith, Sr. c , t ......... 195 oo --
Keppe, Max .................... 4 86 Lawn. Mr~. M. E. ............ 10 05 Hmith, Sr. c., o. ... .. . . • I 50 Total .................... $158 7B 
Kunze, M........................ 74 Lmcoln, Geo. S ....... :······· 5 00 Smith, Agne•, t ....••••. !3 25 
Mackie, W....................... 74 Lea. John W. and wife .... 15 00 Snutb, Agnes, o. .. ..... 1 50 Expenditures. 
Pr?sser, T ...........•.•......... 4 86 Muss~r, Mrs.................... 20 Schade Wm .. : .......... 13 70 $ 00 Wiffen, Wm. J ....• :··· .. ···· .. 13 36 Morrison. Lulu ............•.. 9 00 SpaikB' George 0 ......• 1 oo f?ro. Platt..................... f "5 
Woods, Sr Naomi. .......... 2 431McDonald, J. A ............... 1 00 Smith,' Sr ...... ' .......... 25 oo ~win Jle7l~nsBi~h; .. ·······14; 00 
Wooley, Aston ................. 9 7~ Millgate, Anme ............... 6 00 Slotterbeck ... "'... .... .. 40 · · y, P········ 

TotaJ.. .................. $145 58 ~~;~~~~!i~;·;;~;~h·M·:.::: 36 3~ ~,~';,~';,'sn,:';~~~r?!~~-~~:: I~~ Total. ................... $158 75 
. = Mette, Wm; G................. 1 70 VanFleet, Cora .......•.... 35 00 

Expenditures. Page. Jenme ................... 30 oo vanFieet, Ahbie..... ... 7 oo ENGLISH MISSION. 
Mcintosh, Letitia!.. ...... $ 85 05 Page, Pearl.. ................... 2 00 Westphall, Katharine .. 15 15 
Mcintosh, David ............ 14 58 Putney, Laura ................. 5 50 Wixom, George.......... 6 20 Thomas Taylor, Agent. Total. ................... $ 32 00 

Peat, James and E .......... 15 Oil Wixom, Rebecca........ 5 00 Receipts. E . 
Total. ................... $ 99 63 Park~r. A.H ................... 1 00 Wixom,Ja•per ........... 5 00 Due church Mar.1, 1897.$ 3! 88 xp~nditures. 

Parkm, Chas. A .... _. .......... JO 00 Wixom, Alexander...... 3 50 .Tohn E Meredith ....•.. 58 57 John T. Davis ............... $ 10 00 
Due church ......... $ 45 95 Parr. J · H. and wife ........ 1() 00 Wixom, Bertha.......... I 00 Ada A. Meredith ....... 24 35 

= Pmnroy, M. J ·················· I 00 Tax account, overcharge. 9 50 B'ral'lk Swann ............ 34 09 
CALIFORNIA Pr~ce, Pearl 0 ................. 10 00 Rent, real e•tate .... .... 5 00 Ann O<iver .............. 9 74 

• Price, Sarah .................... 15 00 A sister .................. 10 00 Martha Smith 2 92 
UEN'l'RAL DISTRICT. Price, Lottie 1\1 ..••••••••••••• 15 00 A brother ......•.•..... 10 00 Herbert Smitn'. .... '.::: ·.::: 1 46 

Albert Page, Agent. Price. J. B ....................... 40 00 A sister .... • .. • . . . . • • . • . 6 00 Matilda Newey.... .. . . . . 2 44 
Roland, Emma ................ 1 00 Asister .................. 10 00 Frances Munslow....... 85 

Receipts. ~o~~nd. CISriB ...... d .... _.f ... 
5 
~~A sister................. 10 Samuel Horton .......... 24 a5 KEWANEE DISTRICT. 

Due.church March 1,1897.$ 15 87 R~s~~:.08;. i ... ." .. ~~---~~--~:: 10 00 A sister.··· ......... ···.· 66 70 Benjamin Green......... 7 ~1 D. C. Smith, Agent. 
Dame! Brown, t .............. 10 00 Smith, ]'ranees............... 50 Total $1 437 9~ Henry Harper...... . . . . 8 o~ Receipts. 
Henry Burgess. t ............ 3 00 S J h d "f < 

00 
......... ... · · .James Motr.... . ...... 4 s, 

Chas H. Burgess, t ......... 5 oo 'axe. 0 nan wi e ........ lu =David Atkins, Jr.. . .... 1 82 Due church March 1,1897.$ 40 45 
Mamie Bates. t............... 2 50 S7"eet, R. C ..................... 10 00 Expenditures. John W. Hush ton.... . . . 2 44 Alex. G Young and wife .. 25 76 
Jessie Butterfield, t .......•. 3 30 ~ide:i RoFa .... k°ii ............ 6 ~g E. L. Kelley. Bishop .... $150 no John Dyche ............. 11 32 Laura Boges.................... 50 
Chas. Cook, t .................. 4 55 Vaci 1f's "l,n ········•··· 2~ 00 Agent's expenses ....... 18 90 Joseph R. Greenwood ... 2 56 Mary Eppedey ............... 2 00 
Mary Clark,t .................... 1 05 \\~~l~e F W ·~;;a_·;;;if~····· 56 00 Sr. Baly ................ 50 oo Stafford mite fund....... 5 92 S. A. Whitehouse and 
Bert Cook, t .......•...........• 1 65 Wyatt Sa~uel ······ 

49 00 Sr. Gib•on .....•......... 150 00 Richard ClifL ............ 35 31 wifo ............. :······· .. ·· .. ·· 10 00 
E. J. Clark, t.................. ~ 09 Wheeler, Pies .... ::::::::::·.::: 5 00 Sr. Harris ................ :)50 00 Esther Furmss . . . . . . . . . ~6 Ben1f'e Sumption and 1 Alroy Davis, t ......•.......... 4o o., W 

1 
F lO Sr. Holt ......•........ 340 oo London branch.......... 1 ,,g W• e ............................. 5 00 

Chas. W. Deuel, t ............ : 22 50 W~J'l.:;·Ph~~~y ............... 1~ bo Poor .................... 19 00 Edward Tucker and ~ife. 9 74 Mabel Barnes .................. 3 75 
Luis Dagnes .................. 13 00 

8 
"M ·,, f El jj ..... d ...... 0 00 

Tax account ............. 34 :l5 Henry Wilson and wife .. 2 44 Su•"n ~·Cook ................. 2 00 
Celestia Etzenhonser, t... 5 CO ,Dr. H ., 0 M ora o ..... 1

0 
• Wm. Gihson.... . . . . . . . . 6 75 l'ltepben Treland ... : . . . . 97 M. T. Short and wife ...... 100 00 

Wm. Fuller. t .................. 1 Orl e aven. .. ................ 1 2o --- Edward Tucker's ch1l- Mary E. Despam, t ......... l 00 
Sarah Headrick, t ........... 16 so C~,ni:on, Nancy,. .............. 1 35 Total..······ .... $1,119 00 rlren ................... 1 22\Carrie M. Holmes ........... 5 50 
Sarah Headrick, o ........... 1 60 ~·~!hams, Hardm M ........ 3 00 -.--Thomas Brion ........... 4 87 C. J. Chrk and wife ........ 32 60 
Anna Hart, t ................... 8 5.\ Sti,vers, Am;ia M .............. 10 00 Due churcl! ...... $318 99 Edward Nixon.......... 2 44 Hester Youn.g .................. 2 6~ 
Lee Hawkins, t............... 2 40 Drier, Ferdmand ............. 20 00 = Mary Jane Baty......... 1 58 B :!". Ordway and wife ... 50 00 
S. J. Headrick ................. 7 45 Tota!. ................. $l,769 81 COLORADO, Samuel Mather .......... 1 22

1

.fames Lord ..................... 7 00 
Mary Keppel, t............... 2 00 Wm. Maddock........... 1 95 Esther A. Cool............... 2 00 
R. Y. McKee, t ................ 6 00 . COLORADO DISTRICT. John Sch<•field ........... 24 35 Wm. E. Larue ................. 1 00 
Retta McKee, t............... 1 oo Expenditures. C. E. Everett, Agent. George Miller........... 9 74 J. W. Adams.................. 2 00 
Omer Lytle, t.................. 5 oo Sr. Potter ..•.................... $ 30 00 George and Catharine I Mina Harney.................. 5 CO 
]'. H. Lawn and wife, t ..• 8 50 Sr. A. Haws .................... 150 00 Receipts. Holmes . . . . ... ....... 4 87 Nellie Epperley .............. 3 86 
Mamie E. Lawn, t ... ._ ..... 6 20 Sr. J.C. Clapp ........•..•... 291 oo E. F. Shupe .........•........ $ 11 75 Daniel Hope . . . . . ... ... . 49 E!izabe.th '.rhorp ....... ,. ..... 2 00 
Rhoda Lawn, t ................ S 50 Sr. W. F. Nelson ............ 40 00 Elle Brannon .....•••.......••. 14 40 Thomas Taylor .....••••. 31 65 Wm. Richards and wife ... 2 00 

Total. ..•......... $377 37 

Due church •.•.•. $ 99 74 

Total ................... $102 00 

Due church .......... $ 13 00 

IDAHO. 
IDAHO DISTRICT. 
H. R. Evans, Agent. 

Heceipts. 
W. L. ,John, t ................. $ JO 00 
M. C. Larson. t ................ IO 00 
E. O. Wicklund, t ............ 2 00 
James Thomas ................ 10 00 

Total .................... $ 10 00 

Due church .......... $ 22 00 

ILLINOIS. 
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Sr. J.B. Atkinson....... 5 00 Pickles, Sr. John............ 5 00 Bishop Hurd............ 5 00 Anderson, Joseph A........ 50 Rew, E. ••• .•••.. •. .••• .• 10 
Eli~abeth Minteer...... 5 00 Pearson, Ben and wife ..•.. 5 00 John Nowlm .•..•.•••... 20 00 Anderson, Oscar, t .......... 11 00 Roberts, Mrs. and Miss,o 15 
R. E. Duncan, t.. .. ...•. 1 00 Rogers, I. L, o ............... 25 00 E. A. Erwin . . . . •• . . •. . • 2 00 Allen, Aaron and wife..... 85 Smith, E. A., t .......... 68 20 
Thomas Wise........... 7 00 Rogers, I. L ..................... 10 00 Lon Hogue.............. 2 50 Anderson, A. K., t ........... 10 00 Smith, E. A ...........• 15 00 
Edwin Thorp............ 5 00 Russell, Sr. Burt ........•..... 13 50 U. A. Wilson............ 2 00 Anderson, C. J............... 5 oo Smith, E. A. and wife, t. 20 00 
Henry Morris and wife.. 6 00 Rogers, L. D ............ ; ....... 10 00 Ellis Snort .....•.•.••.... 300 00 Bogue. I. A., t ..........•.•..•. 5 00 Smith, Mark, t.... .... ..• 95 
Jerome H. Williams..... 8 80 Rogers, Silas .........•. 35 00 H. T. McClain ..••....... 11 00 Bo;:ue, Isaac, Jr., t......... 02 Shaw, Eliza, t.... •• .••.• 80 
Wm. C. Temple.......... 2 00 Rathbun, Jennette...... 2 00 --- Bogue, May, t............ ..... 02 Shaw, Eliza, o ... •... •. 01 
Sr. Frankie C. Adams, o. !50 Shaw, Charle" E ......•• 18 00 Total. ............ $384 90 Baker, Neda, t................ 04 Stebbins, C. B., o.... •. • 50 
Ina M. Adams, o.... .•• • 25 Scheidecker, George... 10 00 = Blair. C. E., t............... .• 1 00 Strong, Catharine, t... .. 1 13 
Oroal Adams, o..... •••.• 25 Snooks, Sr.- H...... .• •. • 5 00 Expeditures. Bradfield, May, t.............. 50 Shakespeare, Hannah, t. 1 15 
Viola V. Short, o .••••••• 5 OU Strange, William ........ "00 w B Toney $ 75 00 Baker. C. V .• t................. 25 Shaw, Marcus, t ........ 1 UO 
Lulu B. Suman.......... 5 00 Seifkin, Mary........... • 75 G~orge Montagu:ii°.'.'.'.'. · .. 18 00 Bra.dfield, Mrs. c............ 75 Salyards, R. S., Jr .. o.... 05 
J.B. Johnson .....•••••. 1 00 Teal, Nathan ............ o 00 Ellis Short e 10 00 Blair, v ........................... 10 oo Scott, John and wife .... 4 00 
Je.nnie M. Leland •..••..• 10 00 Teal, Savina............. 5 00 AL Helvy .. : .. ::::::::::.·: 6 00 Booth, R. 0..................... 50 Sanders, Addie.......... 88 
Wnliam Riley. o.. ... •••. 5 00 Thomas, D. W .......... 43 75 E L Kelley Bishop 300 00 Booth. Mary J................. 50 Shaw, Nina............. 05 
Melvin B. Holmes .•.••• 20 00 Vickery, Wentworth.. 50 00 · · ' · ·_·· ___ Bailey, Carrie .................. 10 00 Shaw, Clark............. 4 00 
1:· J. Benjam!n, ?···· .. . 5 00 Vickery, Augusta........ 2 go Total •.....•.••... $409 oo Black, Mau.de. o............... ?1 ~mi th, M. N., t.... .... .. 

5 
2
0
0
0 Sr. A. L. BenJamm, o... 5 00 Varland, Carolme .. .• •• • 5 0 ___ 1, Bailey, Cella E................ 30 Stanley. Jane, t ........• 

Mary Higgenson ....•••• 5 00 Van Dran, Kate ........ 1 O? Due agent ....... $ 24 10 Bla!r, Geo. W .................. 30 00 S,mith, Mrs. D. H., o ..•. 2 OJ 
James K. Cook.......... 6 90 Walrath, William ....•.. 11 43 = Blair, E. J ....................... 25 oo 'lyrrell, E. M.... .... •••• 1 00 
Sr. E.T. Bryant........ 50 Williams, MaryJ .•....•. 1 30 Butler, F. M., t............... 50 Vandel, Sylvia, t . ., .... 

1 
~05 Mary Miller.............. 50 Williamson, W. C ....•.. 100 00 INDIANA. Bailey, A. M., o............... 25 Vandel, Sylvia........... " 

S. M. Adams ............. 5 00 Weld, Mary .............. 10 00 SOUTHERN DISTRICT. Braby, Bessie .................. 20 Oil VanMeter, J.B. and E.,o. 20 
0. L. Goodale ....••.•••• 2 50. Wilsey, .J ................ 5 00 Bailey, Vaughn............... 10 VanMeter, J.B. and E.. 10 
Alice Bridgeman •........ 5 00 Wildermuth, Lester .... 8 91 Wm. C. Marshall, Agent. Baker.--, o........ ...... 05 Vandel, J.... .... .. .... .• 05 
David Young and wife.. 50 Wainwright, Alice.. ••• 5 00 Receipts Cooper, Dan, t ................ 6 oo White, Mary . . . .. . ..... 05 
Elizabeth Taylor ..•....• 2 00 Wright. Rolly ........ .. . 25 D h h M 

1 
j
897 

$ 
3 30 

Currie, Mary K., t........... 50 Williams, Nettie B.,o... 20 
James Norris ............ 7 00 Wilderm1Hh, Lester ....• 1 16 Ku~ c ~c L ~r. h · · 1. · 

0 
Currie, J. L., t................. 50 Williams. Nettie B.... .• 35 

Mary Hegwood ..••...... 2 00 WJl<lermuth.-Jerome .... 9 00 Be ey._ll. ti' 18h op ··· 25 0
5 

Currie, J. L ...................... 1 oo White, Bert, o...... ....• 10 
--- Wilcox, A. R........ .. .. 1 00 Cyrnevi S Ji\'n~ .... ·· · 

5 
~O Cave, Lucina, t................ 35 White. Belle, o.... •. ..•• 01 

Total. •••••••.•... $449 7 4 Wallace, Sr. A. D.... .. . . 5 00 Camren• Sr· E · J ., tt · .. · • Cave, Lucina................... 25 W eedmark, E . . . . . .. •• • 25 
--- Camren,{• "ii"' i" .. · 5? Clum,--, 0................ 5(J Weedmark, Mary E...... 30 

Expenditures. Total ............ $! 555 73 C~mrenl, r.~ci a,h ii"· 2? Chivington. Mary, o........ 26 Williams, David J. .•• .•• 25 
Sr. Short ............... $205 oo = ca:i::r;h~:;;· Eo,ep J .,;. 2 ;g Cooper, I. N .• o ............... 2 65 Williams, Joseph A..... 16 
.James McKiernan ....... 20 36 Expenditures. F 1 J b mma ., · 

00 
Cham, Charley, o............ 02 W~lliams, Emma........ 25 

E. L. Kelley, Bishop ..... 140 00 Sr. F. G. Pitt ........... $125 00 Ff;~~ ;~~e~ ~ .... ·· ··•• 1 
40 Carr, Sara~ A................. 25 W~lliams, Joseph T..... 50 

Poor ..................... 7 00 Sr. F. M. Cooper ........ 210 oo Fettie' Lizzi~ t......... ..0 Cave, Jess_ie.................... 85 W1lllams, E. E.... •••.•. 50 
T. J. Sheldon ........... 10 00 Sr. E. M. Wildermuth ... 150 uo Gibso~ Indiaiia · i' ·· ···· fio Cave, Jessie, t................. 55 
Exchange and postage .. 1 411 Sr. Charles Burr ......... 150 oo Glen Mou· t ' ·· ··•·• 2- Cook, C. C....................... 15 Total. •....•.••.. $1,127 59 
J. T. Kinnaman ........ 7 00 Sr. J. H. Lake ........... 45 00 Hurbaugb 

1 lla~id't""·· .. 50 o3 Co?k, Cora M .......... :....... 20 
--- Bank, (Failed.) .....••.•. 36 73 Hedrick, Sr .• Jeru'iai.',"i.:: 3 40 Criley, Frank and wife .... 1? 00 Expenditures. 

Total. .................. $390 76 Poor ..................•.. 7 00 Hammond, Clara, t ... •• 25 Dancer, David, t .............. 33a 27 Baggerly. I. P .•........ $ 78 34 
--- Agent's expenses... .. . 2 95 Harb•trite. Wm., t ... •· 1 50 Dancer, Walter H ............ 10 00 Bell, T. J ................ 45 00 

Due church .......... $ 58 98 jE. L. KelJey, Bishop .... 645 65 Harbstrite, Elmira. t.... 60 Duckworth, Sr. J ............ 3 OO Bennett, J. D. and Mrs .• 14 02 
--- ,J. H. Lake · · · · · · · · .. · 11 00 Harbstrite, Pearl B., t... 30 E. V............... ................. 12 Bush, Sr................. 2 00 

NORTHERN DISTRICT. Lennard Houghton ...... 12 00 Jolley, Phillip S., t.... •• 3 05 E.W., o........................... Oo Chase, A. M .••••.••••••• 25 00 
]'. M. Cooper, cloth~s ... 20 00 Jolley, Jane, t ........... 3 5o E. 'Y·•t........................... 15 Clapp, J.C ....•••••••••• 20 40 

F. M. Cooper, Agent. F. M. Cooper, travehng Keithley, Sina, t. .. .... 1 50 ~};;~· N:~beA.C .............. 
3 

g~ Comer, John............ 5 50 
Receipts. expenses ............. 5 00 Kepley, Woodford, t ... 2 oo

1

El . 'Rob tM.............. 
00 

Denio, Sr. J., !.. .............. 25 00 
Duechnrch March 1,1897.$113 42 Total $l,420 :33 Kepley, Auna. t......... 60 Fi;~~~, S. Jt ..... ::·::.:·.::::::: io Do"'.nard, Joseph............ ? 35 
Sr. Johnson..................... 53 .. •· ...•.... --- Mar.shall, Wm. C. and France, W. A. and wife ... 30 Otl E!vrn, R. M ................... 3o 00 
To balance....................... 89 Due church ...... $135 40 wife, t .... ···:······· · 9 OO Grenawalt, F., o............... 65 F~rmer, John .................. 4 50 
A sister........................... 1 00 = McCulley. Bessie, t .• ... 2 35 Green, Minnie, (On- ~1llen, J. W .................... 13 00 
Anderson, A.H ................ 25 00 Metz_gar, Jane, o....... .. 1 O~ tario.) o......................... 25 Gallop, Agnes .................. 18 50 
Allen, Grace ...... , ............ 12 00 SOUTHERN DISTRICT. Martm, Edward, t..... •. 2o Gl•dden, V...................... 3 00 Hooks, Frances ............... 37 98 
Barker, Chas.................. 25 W. A. Kelley, Agent. Northcut, Emezetta, o.. 50 Glidden, V., t .................. 2 25 Page, E .. L ....................... 18 ~7 
Beecher, lrene................. 2 011 Persmger, Cornelms, t.. 7 00 Gaylo d M Y t 1 50 Page, Ehza G.................. 9 13 
Blakeley, Chas. A.......... 5 oo Receipts. Persinl!"er, Martha, t.. .. 7 00 Gaylo~d; M~~y'. .. :::::::::::::. 20 Roberts, I. N .................. 65 87 
Brunson. W. H. and C. I. 2 00 Due church March 1,1897$ 6 35 ~obertson, Saul, t. · · · •· • 1 00 Gaylord, Alta, t ............... 2 oo Hu~y, Sr .......................... 45 50 
Bell. Mildred.................. 1 ro Arthur Burrougbs, t ........ 10 00 i:lt.ites, D .. o'.,_t. · · · .. ·· · · · 11 00 Gaylord, Alta.................. 2 00 Ro.' ger, M ...................... 31 l~ 
Blakeley. Nellie .............. 5 00 Melvina Burlison, t ......... J51l 00 ~tlteF, Abigql,.t ......... 1 00 Gaylord, E. B., t.............. 50 ~luppy, John .................. 12 8~ 
Blakeley, Geo. and wife .. 5 Oil Francis M. Davis, t ......... 30 00 Slotterback; ,Eh. t ............. 3 00 Gaylord, E. B .................. 1 31) ~tedman, E. A ................. 48 Oo 
Brand. David.................. 5 00 Caroline Wilkinson, t...... 5 00 ~cott, Jobn I. and Leora,t 10 00' Goodwin, Ann, o......... ...• lO ~colt, C ...... , .................... 195 00 
Bell, Barbara.................. 1 00 Nancy Swan, t ................ 10 Oil tlcott. M. R' ,Jr., t...... ...... 1 40, Harris, Peter................... 3 55 :S,ruith, F. A ..................... 55 54 
Bell. Annie..................... 1 00 Carrol Dillon. t ......... ,..... 5 00 Sappenfield, ~ ames, t...... 5 00 Hitchcock. Frank P ......... 20 00 1 urpen, M. M .................. l15 4o 
CalhooH, Ransford........... 50 Mi8"ouri Miller, t............ 50 ~appenf;eld, Chas .• t....... Oil Harger, F., o................... 05 Wight, J. W .................... ?,4 00 
Casteens F. W ............... 10 00 D "el "'i"ck1· er t " Oil ~appenfield. Albert, t...... 25 I"ougas w1·11 a d i·f t 50 Weld, F. M ...... ; .............. 1.2 00 • am " z ' ........... " 8 fi Id S 0 t • ·" . n w e. .. 
Cooper, F. l\L................. 50 Hobert Ouldc' tt. t ............ 20 COi y.Pfen "w · 'r. ra, ····· 2gl Horn, Mrs. F., t...... ......... 50 Total .................. $l,103 28 Chobar, Jane.................. 25 John F. 'l'homas, t ........... 5 00 C ic ory, E J ' 0 -d·P··:····· 2 U Hern. F ........................... 1 00 
Chobar, ~nnie:................ llJ Matthew .Davis, t ............ 5 o~ ~~1lf:."t...: ... :.~~ ..... ~'.~: ... 2 50 Hopkins, Elizabeth, t ...... 20 00 Balance on hand .. $ 24 31 
3~o~ar, ]'red~le.............. 1~ ,Jane Beflm. t ............ :····· 2o Gnss. Sarah A .• t............. 50 HHunt, Sar_ah .................... 1 OQ 

o ar, ran e .............. l s .. D. Goo etree and w1fe.t 10 75 J ll B d S t 
3 2 

ayer, Ell...................... 7o DES 'MOINES DISTRICT 
Culver, Chas .................. 17 00 Sr. ,J. R. Gauger, t ........... 10 00 Ko iY•, {J.°' ~~ tr• ...... oi H'.'rtchen, Matilda ........... 5 00 • 
Clark, Clara .................... 3 10 Louis Brown. t ............... 5 00 ep ei. ar a, ............ 1 Hiatt. Mary..................... 50 Wm. C. Nirk, Agent. 
Clark, Mamie .................. 2 20 Nancy illcHugh, t ............ 5 00 Total $186 05 Hartshorn. S. £ ............... 25 Of1 Receipts 
Dalton, Johanna .............. 3 00 --- ................... _. ___ Harp, F. N...................... 25 · 
Dempster, Amy ............... 8 50 Total... ................ $~80 S'' Expenditures. --- .Jessiman, Alla.............. 10 Amos. Anna .................. $ 3 30 
Diech, Geo..... ................ 1 00 Kelley, E. L., Bishop ...... 95 00 Armstrong, Sheldon........ 2 27 
Erickson. Caroline ........... 10 00 Expenditures. Scott, James M., f.. ........ $ 2 85 Kelley, Nettie, o ............. 05 Armstrong, Clara............ 1 00 
Fasse\t, Vodica ............... 3 00 B'. M. S!over .................. $237 oo ~cott, M. K, Jr ............... 32 25 Keith, Drusilla, t ............ I 00 Bouton, SarahE .............. 2 00 
Ford, Emma ................... 12 2,, J D Stead 5 Oil ,.cott, M. R. Sen ............ IO IO Kent, N. J". ...................... 1 00 Bouton, Mary.................. 4 OIJ 
l!:isher. A. J .................... I ~II w. R. Smit:h"".'.'.'.'.'.".".":.".".'.'.'.'.".".: 2? 35 Geo. Jenkin~ .................. 37 15 Kent, Phebe C ................. 1 00 Brown, C. B .................... 2 O( 
~1sher.JI~nry .................. , no V. D. Baggerly ............... 11 50 Marshall, "m. C ....•....... 25 00 Kent. EllaR........... ........ 50 Batten, .Mary ................... 2 Ou 
Good, S. () ....................... " 00 Briggs, E. C ..................... 7 00 Lewis, Morgan D ............. 1 50 Batten, Dame! and wife ... 20 00 
Griffin. Walter ................. 10 00 Total .................... $280 85 Porter. J as. D .. ou Man· Lewis, Sarah M............... 3 50 Battie. Emma................. 3 00 
Hougas, 'l'hornas .............. 30 00 ville church house debt 25 00 Lester, R. O., t................ 5 00 Bear, Robert .................... 10 OIJ 
Hoyle, Chatlotte.............. 25 SOU'l'l!EBN DISTRIC'f. Woodburn, br .................. IO 00 Lester, Martha................ 50 Boatwright, Emma.......... 50 
Hayer, Andrew ............... lo 111 --- Lovell, Alfred ................. 15 00 Boatwright, Valentine..... 1 00 
Hayer, lda ...................... 2 00 F. M Slover, Agent. Total. .................. $149 35 Lovell, John and wife ...... 20 00 Cooper, Susan ................. 4 00 
Hayer. Chas .................... 20 Oil Receipts. D h h $ .16 •o Lovell, John .................... 5 00 Chandler, .l!'rederick ..•..... 3 50 
Heaven r, Silas, o........... 5 oil ~liles G. Powell, t ......... $ 5 O'l ue c urc .......... :_'_'_ Lovell, N.......... .. ... . 5 00 Chandler, W. R.............. 2 OU 
Heavener, ll1elv1. a, o ...... l? O~ .John T. t'urtis, t ............ 5 oo --- L., Sister, o........ ..... 25 Chandler, Fannie·····:······· b5 
J.'eavener, M.dvma ......... 13 JG Andrew R Boyd. t ......... 10 oo IO\VA. LaFraunce.,Joseph .....• 5 00 Coles, Joseph and wife .... 18 00 
Heavener. J>ettie · ·:-·· .. ·· ID OU Winfield S. Miller ............ 5 00 DECATUR DISTRICT. Morey, David ............ 5 00 Doss, L. ()....................... 7? 
Heavener, 'r Rubert, o... 5 Oil • Mader, Susie, t ......... 25 00 Davis, Mary................... 1 6a 
Johmon, Bro. and Sr. Total $ 25 00 D. Dancer, Agent. Mather, May, o. .. .. . . •• 60 Fleck, J.E.................... 5 70 

C. JL .......................... 20 00 ................... ~--1 Mather, May. . . .. . .. . .. • 25 Fleck, Magnolia.............. 1 :Jo 
Johnson, E'mer ............... 10 00 Expenditures. ---i Receipts. Mayhew, Chan.......... 1olFreel, Ancil.. ................... 7 00 
J ubnson, Hertha. I estateJ.2.ill 00 Jonas D. Sle>'d, f ........... $ 20 on Atkinson, Susanna ......... $ 8 60 McKean, H. S . . . . . . . . . • 10/ Griffin, \\ m ...................... 10 Oil 
,Johnson,estateofBertha.~75 00 "tlary Dunniug ................. 5 00 AAnnndiesrh

80
En_,Aon····a···c···.......... 50 Morse, A. R. ........ ... 10 1 Gunsolley, V. W .............. 5 011 

t1acobs. lJood~na,n--··········· 5 OU ___ , n ........... 1 45 Muther, Mrs._Dr.... .. ... 10iHiatt, S. A. and wife ....... 1 25 
Johnson. C:.nstrna.......... 1 118 'l'otal ................... $ 25 00 '>.. N. W............... .........• 26 Nelson, Carrie R., t. ... . 1 oo· Hayer, Ella B ................... 3 Oi; 
Johnson, ElLn ............... 20 Ou Anderson, B. M. and Nelson, Carrie R., o..... 50 Hardy, S. J ..................... JO!.', 
Johnson. Emma ............. 10 00 w.fe, t ........................... 85 00 Nelson. Carrie R.. .... .. 50 Hidy. W. C..................... 1 Ou 
heir. James F ................. 25 00 INDIAN 'fERRl- Allen, James ................... 19 45 Nichols, John ........... 48 no Hughes, Mattie .............. 3 OU 
Kahler, Barb ra ............. 10 00 Allrn, Nettie................... 25 Nicholson, Ray . .. . .. . .. 01 Hand, C. E ..................... 50 00 
Little, Emma................. 1 00 TORY. A frie.1d.......................... 1 60 Post, J. H., t..... . . . . . . 7 52 Hand, Francis ................. 60 00 
Lcwe, Mary JL ................ 12 UO E Jis Shon, Agent. A friend.......................... 10 Post, J. H ............... 27 9J t'ouck, Sr. Geo ............... 6 07 
Leonard, Olive............... 25 R· . t A friend.......................... 05 Preston, M. J ..•. .. .... .. 35 Harvey, Lena.................. 3 oo 
Mor~an. Hyrum............... 5 00 eceip •· Anderson, Sarah E .......•• 10 Pattyson, W. D. C., o.... 00 Hurvey, Hichard .............. 1 Oo 
~iidgorden, John ............ 2f) 00 Henry Schriner ........ $ 2 50 Anderson, H. H............... 25 Roberta, Hari•iet, o.. .. .. 10 Harvey, Lavina............... 50 
Manchester. Asa .............. 92 50 El:z' Hogue . ... . . . .. . . 1 00 Anderson, Lillie.............. 25 Robedau, Jos ............ 10 llO Hand. E. S ...................... 60 LO 
Oliver, Huth .................... 4 75 W. B. T 0 <ney ............. 10 00 Allen, John R .........•.•....•• l 00 Robinson, Salome....... 25 Hand, H. H ..................... 2 50 
ul: on, Cora...................... 6 00 Eva M. Bailey.. . . • • • . .. . 8 25 Allen, Mrs. James.......... l 00 Resseguie, L. L. . . . . . . . . . 5 00 Jemison, U. Pearl........... 19 
Peterson, Jens................. 50 Mrs. Nora Short ....••..• 20 65 Anderson, Eliza J............ bO Roeder, Louisa.......... 2 00 Jemison, Marshal!........... so 
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Jemison, Rebecca ....•....•. 11 36 Dike, Simon, Jr., t ........... 5 00 Hezekiah N. and Irene Kibler, S. B. and wife, t.175 00 Hanson, Hans, t .............. 5 00 
Johnson, G. W ................ 20 00 Davidson, Mrs. L. C., t .... 1 00 Baughman, t ................ 100 00 Kelley, E. L., Bishop .... 16 00 Hanson, Frank H., t ........ 25 00 
Johnson, Wm .................. 3 30 Dungee, F. G., t .............. 12 50 John J. and Louisa Kennedy, Nellie. t .... .. 7 00 Hanson, Julia E., t ......... 3 00 
King, W.R ..................... 1 00 Green, M. W. and wife, t. 5 00 Lewis, t ........................ 4 00 Kimmish, D. and wife, t. 10 00 Hanson, Christina, t ........ 5 00 
Longdon. Geo .................. 2 50 Goode, Frank, t .............. 10 00 Leialah Lewis t ............. 2 00 Le ~lay, Mary, t. .. . . . .. .. 2 00 Hoyt, Sarah, t ................. 1 00 
Lewis. Richard ............... 20 00 "G," Brother. t . . . ......... 4 00 Oliver E and Lizzie E. Ladies' Aid Society. Koupal, Mary, t............... 2 00 
Laughlin, S. E ................. 6 30 Greenwood, Alice. t ......... 1 00 Holcomb. t .................. 20 110 Moorhead, o . . . .... •• . 3 53 Koupal, Jacob, t .............. 12 00 
Leetnm, l.1ars ................. 25 00 Goode, Frank and Jennie Newcom 1 t ........... 13 00 Ladies' Aid Society, Larson, Chas. 0. and 
Pyles. Jennie~!.. ............. 5 00 Rachel, t .................... 20 00 .ioel Haskins. o .............. 4 00 Woodbine, o....... . .. 2 00 wife, t ........................... 30 00 
Park, Wm ...................... 18 85 Gaylord, Lenora. t ........... 10 00 Chas. L. and Sarah A. Letterman, Magdalene, La.pworth, James R., t ..... 20 00 
Peters, C. J ..................... 20 00 Ettleman, Hannah, t ........ 20 00 CarmicbaeL t .............. 10 OC Neb,, t ................ 10 00 Lapworth, Agnes. t......... 5 00 
Prosser, James ............... 2 00 Ettleman. Wm., t ............ 5 00 C;tharine Butler, t ......... 5 OD Lane, Joe. W. and wife,t. 10 00 Laytham, John, t ............ 8 00 
Park, S N ....................... 5 00 Kemp. Nettie, (nee Lillie A. Sch •fer, t .......... 10 OU Long, Evi, o .... .. .... .. 05 Madison, Adolph E., t .••.• 5 00 
Pratt, Henry................... g 02 Green.) t...................... 5 00 Mrs .• Jas. M. Olson, t....... 1 00 Merchant, Joseph, t......... l 00 Moss, Minnie, o............... 18 
Jiu sell, Cora .................. 2 00 Leeka. Wm., t ................. 251 00 Albert l{. and B,·lle Crip- Mefford, Mary K, t.; ....... 2 00 Mc llullen, Allis T., t...... 1 00 
l~ussell, V\7alter............... 75 Orton. ~amuel, t .............. 2 00 pen, t ........................... 5 00 Mintun, J. F. <lnd wife, t. 23 00 MackJand, Elizabeth, t ..... 10 00 
Ream•, A. A.................... 5 on Hoss, Emma. t................ 3 00 ~. F. Rudd, t ................. 1 00 Mann, H. N., t ............... 25 McKenzie, Robert, t........ 2 00 
Reams, J.C ..................... 10 00 Roberts, Joseph, t ........... 10 00 Frank R. and Mary E. Maule. Donald, t ............. 20 00 Osler, Minnie, t ............... 4 00 
Russell, L. P. .................. 5 00 Roberts, C. M .. t...... ........ 5 00 Schafer, t ..... ...... ......... 5 00 Martin, Lula, t................ 3 00 1 Pederson, Anna, t........... 6 50 
Russel1, Frank A., ........... 5 on H.oherts, James and James M. Spence\ t......... 25 Martin, Rena, t ............... 4 CO I Pederson, Petrus, t ......... 25 00 
'feakle, Corda .................. 10 00 wife. t ........................... 2 00 Sr. Field, t...................... 25 Martin, Maud, t ............... 1 OOIPederson, Christen and 
Tomason, Osmond ........... 6 00 Redfield. Viola, t ............ 4 00 Delia Bybee, t ............... l 50 Martin. Elizabeth, t......... 50 wife. t .......................... 25 00 
Vice, Hachel.... ............... l 00 Steele, Arthur, t.............. 5 00 Emma Haine lloosa, t ..... 10 00 Martole, John. t.............. 2 50 Pratt, Chas. F., t............. 1 00 
Wasson. Malissa .............. 5 00 Walling, W. H., o ............ 3 00 Nancy .lane ;\liller, t ...... 7 00 Mefford, Geo L., t ........... 1 40 Potter, Frederick B., t ..... 20 00 
\.\'esterly, Geo ................. 6 00 Wilcox, E. S .. t ............... 15 00 Viola Kearns, t ............... 2 00 McMillen, Beckey, t ........ 1 00 Peterson. Ne 1sand wife,t. 25 00 
Weeks, Emma ................. 1 00 Wilcox, Mrs. S.S., t ........ 10 00 C. J. and Etta Hunt, t ..... 8 17 McDonald, J. S, t ........... 3 00 Peterson, Hans, and 
White, Be1tha................. 25 --- McDowell, Sr. J. F .. t ...... 23 00 wife, t.. ........................ 25 00 
Morgan, J. W .................. 2 00 Total .................... $415 00 Total ................. $! 319 14 Outhouse, Ernest and Ritter, Ann, t ................... 10 00 
Mill er J. F. .......... ......... 7 50 wife, t .......................... 25 00 Roberts, Mary, t .............. 20 00 
Maitland, W. T ............... 10 74 Expenditures. Expenditures. Oviatt, F. C. and wife, t ... 15 00 Riley, Clarence E;, t ........ 38 00 
Myers, Sr. Joseph ....... :.... 1 57 Mrs. Henry Kemp .......... n 50 00 J. F. McDowell, e ......... $ 25 00 Peasley, S. J., t............... 7 42 Swa~berg, Alfred, o........ 25 
Mowrey, Mary ................. 1 80 Mrs. 0. B Thomas ........... 250 00 C. E Butterworth, e ...... 20 00 Parker. M. C., ! ............... 20 00 Str:.1.1n, John, t ................. 1 00 
Mowrey, P. V>[ ................. 1 OU Mrs. E. B. Morgan .......... 15 00 Sr. W.W. Whiting, f ...... 30 00 Ross, Fred,!.................... 14 Smith, C. S., t .................. 20 00 
Needham, Dmah ............ 2 8~ ___ Chas. J. Hunt. f .............. 80 00 Ross, Ruby, t.................. 13 Scott, Martha S. A., o ...... 1 00 
Needbam, Alfred............ 2o Total .................... $415 00 H. o. Smith, f ................. 415 00 l,(.oss, Lyda, t................... 13 Stewart, Lo.la M., t ......... 4 00 
Nirk, Anna i'!l ................. 7 00 = C E Butterworth f 186 40 ~1ster, a, t ........................ H 00 Stram, Eumce, t.............. 1 00 
Sayers, John ................... 5 00 D. M Rudd f ' ......... lOO OO Stuart, Wm. t .................. 5 00 Tedwell, Helen, t ............ 12 50 
Sh~eler, Elizabeth........... 2 00 GALLAND'S GROVE M~ry. Wood~ock', .. ~:.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 11 00 Strand, Lenna, t.............. 4 00 Underwood, Samuel and 
A s1s·er .i....................... 5 CO DISTRICT. Joseph l'arlson, e ............ 5 Oil Smith, H. 0 .. t ................. 13 00 w!fe, t .......... : ............... 10 00 
Shakley, rho.s ................. 10 00 C. J. Hunt, Agent. w. w. Whitinf(, e ............ 5 oo Shaw, Rac)1el, t ............... { 00 Whitmore, Christann, t .... 6 00 

h1mel. Ph1hp ................. 50 00 E L Kelley Bishop 266 80 Scott, Mana C., t ............ 2 00 Wood,.·Amanda, t ............ 6 00 
Smiley, Samuel ................ 2 00 Receipts. · · ' ..... _ .. _· __ Seeley, Sarah, t............... 25 Wood, Carl, t.................. 25 
Sanford, D H.............. ... 5 00 Due church March 1.1897.$106 94 Total ................. $1,204 20 ~wa!n, H. D. and wife, t.. 5 00 Wood, Roy, t ................... 20 00 
Young, Joseph ................. 1 CO Harmon c. Holcomb, t .... 25 00 ___ Swam, Maud, t ............... 3 00 ---
Young, Martha................ 1 00 Darius and Julia E. Due church ........... $ 114 94 She:irer, George and Total .................... $983 02 

King, t .......................... 10 00 = wife, t .......................... 21 75 
Total ..................... $635 07 Martha Black. t............... 5 oo Strand. Thos. 0., t ........... 15 00 Expenditures. 

Lucy Mathisen, t ............. 5 00 LITTLE SIOUX DISTRICT. ~homas, '!'hos., t .............. 25 00 Allison, Thos. H ............ $ 6 00 
Expenditures. Nathan H. Hayes, t ......... 30 00 Alma M. Fyrando, Agent. 'lhompson, Sarah E., t .... 9 50 Allen. Andrew ................. 2 50 

C. Scott ......................... $ 35 00 Sophia Roundy, t............ 5 00 Recei t• Townle;i:, Mary, t............ 2 00 Ca!Iall, Eliza ................... J50 oo 
Sr. F. J Kephart ............ 150 00 Francis ·r. Dobie, ot ........ 8 00 p · c" Thorp, Sr. E. C., t ........... 1 00 Butler, Sarah J ... , ........... 100 00 
W. H. Kephart ............... 26 00

1
John M. Shaw, t .............. 2 70 Due.church Mar.1, 1897.$ 5~ o9 Worsencroft, Martha, t ... 1 50 Butler, Senterlow ............ 7 oo 

E B. Morgan .................. 15 00 Drayton A. Holcomb. t .... 11 30 Atlnnson,. Jo.mes, t ...... 2o 00 Worsencroft, T. J. and Blair, Eleanor ................. 5 00 
J. l!'. McDowell ............... 5 00 Wm and Sarah Pett, t .... 15 00 Adams, Lrnzie, t..... .. 50 Martha, t ..................... 2 00 Boren, A. B ..................... 1 80 
E. L. Kelley, Bishop ....... 404 07 Moses B. and Celestia Ada~s, Ed; .t....... ... . . 1 oq Will~ams, Rose, t............ 6 00 Daugherty. Milton........... 7 50 

, ----- Skmner, t .................... 22 00 A•q1uti:I, A.ice, t. ... . . 6 56 Yar~mgton, A. J. and Gladwin, Eliza J ............. 5 00 
'lotal .................... $630 07 Serelda Rudd, o ............... 2 50 Amundson, Ole and '."ife, ! ...... : .. : ................. 10 00 Hanson, Hans. N ............ 2o 00 

=John R. and Serelda wife, t ................• 25 00 Williams, LilheA., t ........ 10 00 Jacobson, M .................... 7 00 
EASTERN DISTRICT. Hudd, t ........................ 5 00 Butler, Ann, t ........... 11 00 ---"- Jacobsov, Mary ............... 25 00 

Geo., A. Hoisington, o... ... 1 25 Berry, Emma, t . . . . . . . . • 1 00 Total .................. $1,321 13 lfolley, E. L, Bishop ...... 378 oo 
John Hei~e, Agent. Dav~d Brewster, t .. : .. : ..... 15 Oil Benson, John, t ......... 5 00 . --- Price, Mary ..................... 5 uo 

Receipts. BrnJ: F. and Christiana Benson, B F. aod wife, t. 10 00 Expenditures. Repairs on church prop-
Due cburch Mar. 1, 1897.$109 33 Wrnks, t ........................ 10 00 B,]rnr, Artl:Iur A., t. · .. 5 OO Wood, Sr. Samuel ........... $ 15 00 erty at :ffontanelle ....... 19 45 
Brooks, Nina, t .......... 10 00 Thos. and Em.ma Jones,t. 70 00 Baliantyr e, ,R. J., t.: · · .. 5 00 Smith, H. 0, clothing ...... 37 00 Sawn burg, Alford............ 5 85 
Bradley, James, t ........ 10 00 ~ebecca E. M,ller, t........ 5 O~ Beecham. J• s.and w1fe,t. 15 00 McDowell, Sr. J. F .......... 240 00 Williams, May ................. 225 00 
Bailey, Frc·d, t...... .... . 75 ]red B. S!mmate, ot ........ 2 2o Ballani:rer, M.arthaE., t .. 1 00 Mintun. Sr. J. F .............. 300 00 
Dykes, C. G. and wife, t. 30 00 Geo. Hheim, t.................. 5 0? Bene, Mav, t .... · .. · ... • • 25 Montague, Sr. Margaret ... 150 00 
Dewalt., Milton, t ........ 20 00 Mary. A. Keck, t .............. 2 02 Benson, Joseph L., t .... 3 OU Derry, Sr. E. H ............... 135 00 
Dterk•, Daniel J., o . . 25 Jeddrn M_. and Martha Clulow, Sr .. t... .... . . .. 1 00 Crabb, Sr. J. C ............... 160 00 
Davis, Amelia, t ........ • 4 50 Franklm, t .................... 33 40 Conyers, Silr~h, t.... •.•• 50 Smitl!, Sr. Wm. A ........... 94 00 
Goodrich, Bell, t ........ 1 75 J. NI.. and Martha Frank· Chatburn, Richard, t .... 10 OO Cowleshaw,Wm.and wife 60 05 
Green, Susan. t .......... 19 011 Im, o ........................... 2 30 Case, Oscar o.nd wife, t.. 6 00 Long. Eva....................... 2 00 
Green, Ellen W., t....... 75 H. B. Hart, t.................... 3 00 Case, E.mma, t .. .. .. . . .. 1 og Shupe, Sr. E. M. .............. 10 00 
Green, R. M., t .......... 30 00 David and Emeline Case. Vzzw, t. . ....... 2.o ()]ark, Wmthy ................. 4 00 
Hodges, John, t......... 5 75 Hall, t .......................... 238 60 Chapman, Jobn, t .... · .. 20 GO Barns, Mary A ................ 11 50 
Heide, Amos, t. ... .. .. .. 75 'Thomas Bell, t ................. 12 25 Case, Frank, t. · ... : .. ·.. 7 OO Postage and exchange..... 6 40 
Heide, Arthur, t. ... .••.• 2 oo Alva Hall, t .................... 18 40 Crabb, J.C. and wife, t. 4? 00 

Total.. ............... $1,224 95 

TotaJ ..................... $970 IO 

Due church ........... $ 12 U2 

IOWA AND ILLI
NOIS. 

NAUVOO DISTRICT. 
J. H. Lambert, Agent. 

Receipt•. Harvey, Myrtle, t ........ 5 oolJos O. Ja~. 0, and ~owh1ck, Nar?y, t ...... 2 50 
,Jocks•.•n, George, t ...... 25 oo Martha ;;!Jeldon, t ........ 60 00 Chapman, BenJ. and 
Kel•all, M. Ill., t ......... 30 00 ll!ary !': Shaw, t............. 4 50 wife, t ................. 13

4 
77~ Due church .......... $ 96 78 Due church March I, 1897$ 18 1; 

King, S"<ai:I, t.... .. .. .. . . 25 E rede,nek N. and Mary ~lark, Geo. W., t . . . . .. .. " 1896, by mistake, Emer-
Mnnson, Aug, t.. .... ... 4 00 A. tlhaw, t .................... 25 00 Clark, Sl!erman, t. .... .. 1 75 POTTAWATTAMIE DIS- son Brown. t ................. 10 00 
M'ludsley, M. G., 0 .••.•. 3 oo .John Pett. t ..................... 15 00 Derry, Ann E., t ··:· .... "10 Emily Roberts, t .............. 1 50 
McRae, John, L .......... 10 00 Rasm·is P. and Inga Derry, Chas. and wife, t. ? 00 THI CT. Ida Manifold, t............... 5 80 
Myatt, Louisa, t..... ... 5 oo Peterson. t .................. 20 00 Daywalt, Ann E., t...... 2 00 J.P. Carlile, Agent. Fred Broman, t ............... 5 u,.,;~ 
Moser, Ella, t.. .... .... .. 1 50 Josep~i~e Ford, t............. 50 Em!llerson, James and Recei ts Name unknown, t............ > ..... 
Palsgrove D L t 5 Bil Mae t:Jmder, 0 .................. 1 00 wife, t........ ... . .. .. . 5 00 P · Henry Kestner, t, ............ 15 00 
Pa'sgrove; J~an"K:,'i:::: go I Ichabod McCord._o ......... 5 00 Eri~kson, G. E. and DuechurchMarchl,1897,$145 19 Henry ~estner, Jr .. t ...... 3 OU 
R<>bbms, Mary M., t..... 1 UO Ichabod and N el!ie Mc· wife, t ................. 175 00 A friend to the f"ause, o ..... >U 00 H. T. Pitt, t ..... ............... 5 00 
Roush, Jemiie, t ........ 1 50 Cord, t .......................... 50 00 Enckson, Wilma, t ...... 18 00 Anderson, Anton G., t ..... 15 20 H.J. Lambert. t ............. 4~ 00 
Snttnn Anna t 2 50 Belle Crippen, t .............. 2 OU Eads, Anna, t.. ... ....... 6 00 Baxter, Matthew T., t ...... 11 oO H. E. Jarvis, t ................ 2o OU 
Smi,th,'Robert, «;:::::::: 2 oo!Mabel "~aterman,o......... 50 Emmerson, T. F., t ..... ~ 50 Baker. John t ................. 3 50 ~homas 8irnpson, t ......... 9 00 
Shippy, c. S., t .......... 5 oolE!izabeth B. Edson, o t ... 9 00 Fallon, W.,T .. t .......... 36 25 Bardsley, Betsy, t ............ 20 00 (x. P. ,Lambert, t .............. 40 ~J 
Sewart G w t 15 001 Melis-a L. Jordon, t ........ 1 00 Farmer, Richard, t.. .... 8 55 Becroft. Mary, t ............... 1 00 May E. Bachelor, t .......... 3 oO 
Schrur1'k, Lucy, t:::: .... :: 25 00 Jonat)1an ~ullard, t ......... 10 00 Gallup, I. D., t . .. . .. • • • 1 00 Be~be, Emma. t ............... 16 co t;arah r Carrel, t............ 8 55 
Schrunk. Pauline, t ..... 1 oo Mmme Bu,lard, t ............ 1 00 Gunsolley, Jas. E., t .... 10 00 Briggs, Clara, t ............... 5 00 Geo. \'I all~ce, t ............... 4~ 00 
f><utton J lt 0 60 Wm. D. Bullard, t ......... IO 00 Gu met, May, o . . . . . . . . . 40 Beebe, A. C., t ................ 20 00 Matilda \\ oodnng, t........ 6 00 
~r eir, john, i' .. :: ', '. '.::: ~: 4 oo Channey S. Holcomb, t... 6 00 Garner,Henry and wife,t. 10 00 Baker, ~arr~et, t ............. 3 50 ,J,oseph Kestner, t............ 8 ?O 

---\Albert D. King, t ........... 32 77 Hupp, Frank L, t ....... 10 00 Beebe, Calvm A., t ......... 50 00 'lhornas Brown, t............ 1 30 
Total.. .......... $392 3g Frank M. and Amanda Hoffman, A. C. and Christensen .• Tames J., t .. 1 00 Sr E. A. ,po.wdal, t ......... 4 U? 

= Sheldon. t .................... 95 00 wife, t ................. 104 40 Campbell, Joseph N., t ... 10 00 Arma N , m1th, t ..... ...... 7o 
E d't \John and Elizabeth Teas- Hight, Ed, t ............. 2 00 Chapman, Wm., t ........... 5 00 James McKiernan, t ........ 7 2,) 

xpen .1 urea. dale. t ......................... 5 oo Hight, Fred, t.... .. . . .. . 2 00 Carlile, Joshua, Bro. and Hattie McKiernan, t ....... 1 50 
E. L. Kelley, .Btshop ... $384 50 Samuel and Ina Dixon t. 5 oo Hight, May, t... .. .... .. . 2 00 Sr .. t ............................ 68 00 Maggie Wright. t.............. 3 00 
Sr. W. B. Smiti:I...... . 6 00 Wm. and LillyJ. Ray, L. 5 oo Hight, Mattie, t ......... 2 00 Currie, Rachel 'r., t ........ 2 30 J<'red Johnson, t ............... 20 00 

T t 1 
-.--0- -\bbie Rounds, t....... ..... 50 Hight, ARa and wife, t .. H> 00 Currie, Joseph, t ............. 4 00 D 0. Salisbury, o ............ 3 on 

O a · ............ ~39 5ll Nelson V. and Ada S. Hansen, Esther, t... ... . 1 00 Dempsey. Arthur C., t .... 17 00 Fred Schweers, t ............. 4 03 
D ~ Sheldon, t ..................... 15 00 Hansen, Kate E., t ...... 10 00 Duncan, Elizabeth T., t.... 5 00 T $ 

ue chnrch .. · · · · ~ 1 88 John Truog, Sen., t ........ 10 oo Hoffman, Arlie, t.... . .. . 8 50 Duncan, Anna L., t ........ 2 50 otal. ................... 288 65 
= J. Worden Carlson. o...... 24 Hoyt, Sr. J., t.... ... . .. . 50 Foot, Samuel, t ............... 10 UO • 

FREMONT DISTRlCT. Abel II. and May Rudd, t 5 00 Hansen, Fred, on note, t. 15 UO Freder~ckson, llro. and Expenditures. 
William Leeka, Agent. Mary C. Hawley, t ........... 20 00 Harper, A. F., t .. .. .. ... 5 00 and Hr. Peter W., t ...... 20 00 Sopha Head ................... $ 5 00 'R . James H and Edith M. Interest, (Hansen,)...... 6 00 Delegate fund ................. 3 60

1

J. H. Lambert, e.............. 1 90 
eceipts. Bullard, t ..................... 10 00 ·Tohnson. Ann, t ......... 25 00 Graybill, Arno. o............. 25 LaFayette McClinthen.... 2 00 

Claiborn, Matilda, t ....... $ 2 OC Jos.ph 0. Booth, o ........ 25 Jewell, Sr. H.F., t ...... 2 50 Hanson, Frederick, t ...... 50 00 E. L. Kelley, Bishop ........ 55 50 
Cline, J. B .. t................. 1 50 Geo. L. Sweet, t .............. 12 80 Johnson, Elizabeth, t... 4 50 Hanson, ,John A., t ......... 3 00 Joseph 8. Snively ............ 11 50 
Dunsdon, Miriam, t ......... 8 00 Nellie A. Crandall, o...... l OO Johnson, Brent, o....... 1 50 Hanson, Hemming, t, ...... 25 00 John R. Evans................ 7 00 
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F. M. Weld..................... 1 00 W. S. Macrae.................. 1 75 Beal, John F., t............... 75 Carter, Lizzie ....•.......•••.•. 6 00 Batty, Nancy.................. 2 50 
James McKiernan ............ 179 25 James A. Graves ......•...... 10 39 Beal, Obed, t................... 25 Carter, Silvey.................. 50 Bradbury, Wm ......•.•••...•.• 15 00 

--- Mattie McColouch........... 50 Beal, Alonzo M., t ........... 24 50 Carter, Julia................... 50 Blanchard, Susie............. 5 00 
Tota!. ................... $263 15 F. M. Coop................... 1 25 Beal. Hannah. t .............•• 19 50 Carter, Jasper................. 25 Burnham, Geo .......•.•...••.• 11 65 

--- Sr. F. L. English.............. 1 on Beal, Christiana, t........... 7 50 Carter, L. E ........•.....•..•.. 25 Bentley, Esther J ......•.....• 15 00 
Due church ........... $ 25 50 F. L. English ...........•... 10 40 Beal, Fred U., t............... 1 00 Cande.ge, A. 0 ................ 4 OD Chase, Mary R ........•.••.... 13 00 

= Sr. Edda Macrae.............. 1 85 Beal, Elizabeth, t............ 50 Oandage, Martha............. l 50 Chase, Rosa ................... 11 45 
KANSAS. Emma Ro>s .................... 2 00 Beal, Lucinda, t.............. 2 00 Candage, W. E ....•...•..•..• l 00 Chase, Sylvia B............... 5 50 

~'rancis Ross.................... 1 00 Beal, Maggie, t...... .......• 1 00 Carmen, Bertha............... 50 Chase, Ada.................... 25 
NOR'.l'HEAST DISTRICT. Charles Myers ...........••.... 10 00 Beal, Susie A., t.............. 1 00 Carmen, Samuel.............. 05 Chase, Aruna E............... 6 37 

John Cairns, Agent. Conrad Savarien ......•...••• 4 00 Beal, Augustus 0., t ......• 1 00 Carmen, Edwin............... 1 00 Chase, Abbie W .......•...•• 15 00 
Receipts. Maria Rainbolt ............... 13 00 Beal, Lowe! E., t •.........•• 1 00 Olossen. Margie............... 1 00 Coombs, Sarah B. S......... 2 00 

Emily Anderson........... 3 00 Beal, Barney, 0., t ........... 1 00 Colby, Abbie L............... l 50 Coombs, Rebecca M......... 50 
Bnrna, James W ...•••. $ 5 00 Effie Anderson ............... 1 00 Batey, Mary. t................. 25 Oomin, Mace R............... 20 Coombs, Henrietta ........... 4 00 
Boston, Harry........... 50 Zadie Sanders ................•• 2 50 Cummings, Mary A., t ....• 1 00 Cunningham, S. G........... 50 Crocker, Arthur L ......•.... 20 00 
Cairns, Wm........ . . . • 3 95 Wm. Sanders, and wife.... I\ 00 Cummings, Mary A., o..... 1 00 Dunham. L. R................. 50 Closson, Margie............... 1 00 
Cairns, James........... 5 00 Wm. Hauts .................... 1 ~5 Crowley, Irving J., t ......•. 1 00 Eaton, Henry .......••..•.•.• 4 011 Crompton, R. C ....••....•..•• I 00 
Cairns, Joh.n.... •• ...... 5 00 L. H. McCall and wife ..... 6 00 Crowley, Rebecca, o........ 15 Eaton, Thos. H ..............• 4 00 Olif!', Wm.· .. ·..•......•• 1 00 
Dnf!'ey, Susie May ....••. 10 OOllvan Richards ................. 6 80 Crowley. Jason O., o....... 25 Eaton, Charity................ 1 00 Delona, Rise............ 1 00 
Duf!'e.y, James ........... 15 00 0. W. Wor~man............... 25 Crowley, Burlon, t........... 85 Eaton, Joseph................. 50 Dlxon, Hannah Suttil •.• 8 00 
Dunnmgton, Nathan S .. 100 00 George Hinkle ................• 10 10 Crowley, James O., o .....• 1 OU Eaton, Johnathan E .......• 2 16 Dennisport Helping 
Ehlers, August . . . . . . . •. 1 00 Melissa Hobart............... 85 Crowley, Delbert E., t..... 56 Eaton, Hannah............... 3 00 Hand Society.......... 3 00 
Gurwell, Fannie ........ 3 00 Sarah Jones .................... 3 75 Crowley, Oh·rlotte A., o.. 25 Eaton, Samuel.. ...•.•........ 1 50 Eldridge, Sylvia 0 ....... 2 50 
Gnrwell. Wm ............ 10 00 Grace Hobart.................. 20 Dyer. Emeline, t .............• 1 75 Eaton, John B................. SD Edwards, Ella .........• 1 OU 
Green_, Henry............ 2 50 Anna E. Kirk .................. 3 50 Dobbin, Mary, o............. 25 Eaton, N. s ..................... 1 15 Fall River, Massachn-
Hopkms, Wm........... 2 50 Hila P. Brown................. 6 00 Dobbin. Eliza G., t........... 2 00 Eaton, A. A..................... I 00 setts, Aid Society .•... 20 00 
Hoerman, Henry ........ 10 00 Ida M. Randall............... 55 Dobbin, Rebecca, t........... ? 00 Eaton, Martha................. 05 Field, Almira............ 25 
Johnson, J. T.... ....... 50 F. E. Sanders ........•.....•.•• 10 00 Dauphine, Lizzie, o ......... 1 25 Eaton, Mary ..................• 1 00 Fisher, M. 0 ............ 110 00 
Kra.wman, Dorah.... •• •• 10 Pearl Jones ........••..••......• 10 00 I<'oss, Mabel, t. . . . . .. . .• 1 00 Eaton, Hattie ........... :...... 25 Fisher, E. H. and Sarah 
Lofty, Frank ..•.....••. 5 00 Meddye Jones................. 25 Faulkingham, Mertie, t. 75 Eaton, Hosea B............... 50 Mortimer ... ···· ...... 28 00 
Lyter, Juha A.; .....••. 2 00 Maria Taylor, ................... 2 00 Faulkingham, Eliza, t... 1 00 Eaton, Rosa.................... 25 Fisher, Sarah Mortimer. 30 00 
McDougal, Matilda...... 1 50 Lillie Taylor ....••.............• 1 00 Gurthie, Ellen. t... ... .• 1 00 Eaton, Otis.................... 1 00 Frost, Wm. F .........•.. 13 00 
McUalliard, Isaac . .• . • •• 2 00 Richard Bird................... 5 00 Gray, Hattie~ , o... .. •• 2 25 Farrell, Ralph................. 4 00 F'airclougb, Mary J .••.•• 14 00 
Menzies, Wm ............ 3 00 Mary Bird ...................••.• 3 00 Johuson, Saran H., t.... 50 Fletcher, Mrs. G. J......... 50 Fenner, William ......... 15 75 
Munns, Lillie ........... 23 60 Sisters Wise and Tomlin- Joy, David, Sen., t.... •• 75 Gerrish, Clara D .............• 9 00 Uondolf, Matthias .••.••• 13 50 
Paterson, John.......... 50 son ............................... 15 00 Joy, Darius. t. ..• ..•• ... 1 50 Gray. D. F....................... 25 Gondolf, Ellen........... 2 00 
Pi~rce, Fr~nk J ......... 3 50 Katie McGoon ................• 3 50 Joy, Mary E., t .......... 1 00 Hardy, A. T ................•... 2 00 Gondolf, Mabel ......... 2 UO 
Price, .Josiah D...... ... 5 00 Lettie Hartman .........•..•.• 2 00 Joy. Martha, t....... .. . 1 00 Harvey, ,Joseph............... 35 Glover, Julia A.......... 5 50 
Price, Elmira ........... 5 00 H. E. Jones .................••.. 1 00 Joy, Rebecca D., t.... ... 50 Harvey, Mary.................. 10 Glover, Urace.. ... •••• ••• 05 
Reidle, E. M.... .... •• •. 1 00 Richard Davis, Senior ....• 25 00 .Toy, David, Jr .. o. .••• •• • 25 Harvey, Bertie................ 25 Uranger, Ann............ 1 10 
Sprague. Alice E........ 1 00 Ole Oleson....................... 5 Ofl Kelley, Aaron W., t .... , 6 00 Hamor Geo. W ....••••......• 20 00 Uerri•h, Clara D ..•••.•.. 11 00 
Sumer, Jonathan R.... .• 1 00 A sister ...............•......•..•. 25 OD Kelley, Mercy S., t. .. •• 2 00 Holma~, E. E ... : ...••.......• 1 00 Uo.f!', Georgia............ 1 55 
•rwombly, Samuel....... 5 00 Wm. France .........•.•..•....• JO 00 Kelley, Lidia B, t.... .. 20 Holman, Lilliah ....•........• I 00 Gnnnell, Ella .....•••.•. 20 00 
Thomas, Harry ....•..... 1 00 G. W. Hobart .....•...•.....•• 15 15 Kelley, Ada S., t ....•... 12 80 Hall, Nancy.................... 15 Garfield, Salome ...•••••• 1 75 
Wis~, Annas·:·· ....•... 3 00 A. E. Davis ....................• 10 00 Kelley, Uriah M., t .....• 25 :JO Hall, Mary E.................. 90 Gilbert, John .......••••• 6 00 
Wilhams, David......... 5 00 Mrs Wm. Sanders ........... 11 00 Kelley, A. B., o.. .. .• .. •• 25 Hall, Bertie B................. 25 Hemmerly, He.nry E. 

--- Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Look, Viena, t... .... .... 25 Raskell, ]'reeman ...........• 2 00 and Clara ............. 16 89 
Total. •....•...... $2!2 15 Anderson ...................... 69 25 Leighton, Gertie, o... .. • 65 Haskell, Daniel............... 1 DO Hanson. Madge P. ...... 1 50 

= Edward Anderson ........•.. 8 00 Leighton, Uriah W., t... 1 00 Haskell, Mary ................• 3 00 Hoxie, John U ........... 19 24 
Expenditures. Frederick Anderson ......... 2 25 LnoK, Ms.ry E., o..... ... 87 Haskell, Kate.................. 50 Huxie, Charles A........ 2 t:il 

Sr. Warren E. Peak .... $117 15 Elizabeth Anderson........ 50 Lenfestey, Sylvia E., t.. 2 69 Hendr!cks, Laura............ 511 Hoxie, John~· 'f .. .... 12 ~O 
Sr Evan A Davis 125 00 Jam es and Sophia Hart ... 20 00 Lakeman, Flora, o..... .• 25 Hendricks, Oharhe.......... 50 Holmes, N el he E. . ..... 11 BO 

• · ···· ·-· ·--- F. U. Christie .................• 5 00 L. D.S. Sewing Circle, t. 6 80 Ludden, Nettie ..............• 1 00 Holmes, Ora V .......... 4 00 
Total $242 15 Albert T Davis ..•.•........•• 1 00 Manefield, Lois, o.. . .. • 5 00 McDooald, J. A ..............• l 60 Henwa.rd, Almira. . .. •• • 50 · ···· ........ = Max Steffin .........•..•••...•... 9 00 Meoley, J., o...... .... .. 1 00 Murry. Martha .........•......• 5 00 Heap, John and. Mary... 5 00 

John Short...................... 1 50 Norton, Jeremiah B., t.. 4 00 Newton. Abbi'e .......•.•....• 1 69 Howland, Oaroane...... 1 00 
NORTHWEST DISTRICT. 0. O. Wilson ...•..••.•••.•...••• 17 50 Norton, Lucy A., t ..•.• 3 50 Newman, Harold............. 15 Howlett, H. W .... ....•• 6 Oil 

(To February 28, 1898.) J. W. Thorp ..................... 1 00 Pra.y, Ada, t.. .. .... .•..• 6 00 Newman, }!'lorence.......... 10 Hargraves, Elizabeth... 2 ?q 
Arth S . h A t Mary English ................. 2 00 Smith, Esther, t..... .•. . 5 00 Newman, Lucy............... 10 Howard, J. ...• .... .. . ..• 2o 

ur mit • gen · Estella Burwell ............... 2 55 Smith, Henry, t. .. .. .... 5 00 Newman, Horace............ 15 Joy, Eithina..... .... .... 1 50 
Receipts. Charles Randall .............. 5 00 Smith, Frank, t. ... ....• 1 CO Pert, L.B........................ 15 Joy, Alphina..... ... .••• 75 

Due church Mar. I, 1897.$ 5 12 St. Loni~ district .......•••.... 50 00 Smith, Lizzie, t.. .. .. ... 1 ~O P?wers. Joel ...................• 3 00 Joy, Lydia............... 2 00 
Ma!iesa c. Knapp, t..... 9 85 J.M. ~ichards ................. 30 00 ~mith, Deborah, t. ... .•• oO R~chardson, ~· T............ 50 ,fohnsun, Mary.......... 1 10 
Anna Kent, t ...••.•••••• 10 00 Olla Richards .....•..•.•.••.•••• 1 50 Strnson, Hennetta, t.. .. 4 O~ R~chardson, Sarah........... 50 .Jyhoson, Herbert····.··. 20 
Edwin Sandy, t ......... 20 OG 'l,Vm .. A. Peacock.............. 5 00 Sanh.orn. Rebecca, t.. .. • 7o Rrnhardson, M. R .......• :... 5 00 Keuty, A lex. an/i Almira. 15 00 
Margaret Kelley t . 80 00 Sr. Pifer ........•....•••...•....•• 5 00 W11lmg Workers, t.. .••. 3 00 Hobbins, F1ank U ...........• 1 00 Lm~ey, Therza .........• 10 00 
o. D. Carson, t.' .. ::::::: 5 60 Pearl f(obart ................... 1 00 Wallace .Thecdore D., t. 1 59 Robb!ns, J. H .................. 2 O~ Lew1s,1'.1zzie .........••. 4 50 
Simon Wheelan, t... .. . . 4 00 Orson S,utherland............ 5 00 Foot, El!za, t.... .. . .. . . • 3 O~ i:obbms, E ...... ............... • 20 Lawrence, Maude H ...• 2~ 00 
L R. Auld and wife, t ... 20 00 Cora _Gilbert .................... 5 00 Farnsworth, Elmira, o. 2o Stanley, Ida!" ................. 2 CO Leland, B,eDJamm W.... 6 00 
v. F. Rogers, t.......... 6 85 Maggie Davis.................. 1 ~O Iogersol, An me R., t.. •• 50 ~ullivan. Sarah................ 6 OD L:land, E. A............ 8 2U 
Smith & Sandy, t . . . . . • 5 00 A. P. F;ee·:··········· .. ·····•·• 11 31 Ingersol, Wm. N., t... .. 1 00 Summerfield: R. M.......... 3 00 L ppett, Eliza........... 5 OU 
A. L. and Olive B. Rat- M. M. English .................. 1 Oo Alley, Georg~ W., t . ... . 3 00 Thomas. Julia A ...........•.. 6 40 L1ppett, A:;lbert .......... 15 OQ 

c!if!', t .................. 10 00 A. C. Richardson ............ 4 10 Hmkley, Juh!1 A., t. .... 1 00 Towle, J. J. Jr ............•...• 2 oo Lip~ett, Celia ........... 15 00 
Theodosia Cook, t ....... 1 00 Ohas;a_ndAllettaRandall 3 00 Nonon, Nettle ..•....•.. 1 00 To~le, Frank ................... 1 00 Lippett, A~~a ..•....... 2 00 
George Davis, t ......... 1 00 Zach.mah Decker ............ 5 OU ---. -i;amter, Mr~. O. O ....•..... 11 4~ Liµpett, Lizzie .......... 5 00 
Maria Whitted, t ...... .. 50 B. D. Andes ......•••...••..•.•• 5 00 Total. ............. $211 56 '!racy, Anme................... 2o Lec~ney, Anna .......... 5 ?? 
John Sears, t ............ 1 00 M. F. Stoffer .......••..........• 5 00 . --- Wood, Mary A-:·······........ 60 Leckney, Adolph .•....•. 11 2o 
Art.bur Smith, t. .. .. . .. . 5 00 J!'rank Ii. C?wan............. 6 30 Expend1tnres. E. L. Kelley, Bishop ........ 50 00 Leckney; Ida............ 60 
T. E. Thompson, t. • .. 27 OU ::;r. Belle Fr~ck .....•••...••••. 10 00 Sr. S. 0. Foss .. : . •• .... $127 24 ---.- Love!l,peorge......... .. 1 00 
Johanna Willev, t ....... 1 oo MaryN: Frick .••••..........• 10 00 u. w. Greene ........... 13 38 TotaJ. ................... $429 60 Lake, Charles H ........ , ~O 
Wm. and Ella Landers,t. 20 00 Paul Frick ....................... 1 OO W.W. Blanchard ...•••• 20 oo . = La."ton, J?hn S ••••• •••• • ,32 CO 
Simon and Mary Whee- --- s o. F·•ss ............... 39 00 Expenditures. McPhea, l;lara ......•..••. 2~ 00 

1 t 2 00 Total ....••••..•......... $594 94 w H K 11 5 00 G 0 McLaughhn, Mabe1 ...... fo 00 
an, . . .. . ... .. ..•• ..•• = . . e ey;..... .. .... Abbie reene ................. $247 4 KcKee, Myra............ 1 co 

L. F. Johnson, t..... .... 2 50 Expenditures Expeuse, registered let- G. L. Blanchard .............. 171 72 Moor 0 the ine 10 011 
SarahScott,t............ 50 WC • ter................. .. 10 Agent's expenses ............ 5 00 Moor~'1·:~m~s H:·.::::: 2 00 
H. E. Lilly, t.... . . . . . . . . 5 00 . • C~ther ........ ·········$138 00 --- W. W. Blanchard............. 2 42 Molli "mer Carrie 1 011 G. L. M. Brokaw, t... .. 5 oo J. W. Gilbert ................. 15 00 Total .•........... $204 72 Sundries.......................... 3 11 M nkg'w !l }, · · · · • 2 00 
Lanra Kent, t ...•••. ·~ Whs.AiJf:~!~~~'.~.:::::::::: ~~ ~g Dne church ...... $ 6 84 Total .................. $!~!) 65 ~~rti{ner'. s:~i; J".:: :: :: 7 ~;) 

Total. .•.••.•••... $250 !l2 ~· M. R_icha:ds ......•....•..... 2 00 micnki~.~~r~~~~~rab.1". 5~ ~~ 
= ~r. White ............••.• ····•·· 2 oo WES'rERN DIS RI MASSACHUSET'J'S. l ' G 

Expenditures Sr. Crotts ................•..•.... 2 50 T OT. Nie rnr.on, Ha,ttie ..... 19 65 
. W. H. Smart ................... 10 00 W.W. Blanchard, Agent. I MASSACHUSETTS DIS Nickerson, Aluerta ..... 23 00 

Anna Ke.nt, f ........• $162 25 F. c. Keck ................•.•.... 45 00 - Nickerson, Clara........ 2 on 
Henry Hart ......... : .... 15 011 Catharine Wheeler ......... 73 59 Receipts. TRI OT. Nickerson. Leah .............. 28 95 
C D. Carson, (gasolme,) 1 00 T. J. Sheppard ................ 75 oo Due church March J,1897$ 5 03 R. Bullard, Agent. Offe1.ing, F'all River, 
Lr F; Johnson .......... 22 00 Evan A. Davis .........••..... 50 oo Wm. G. Pert"s acct ......... 164 81 Massachusetts.............. 50 
l'i. S. Pender ............ 11 00 G. w. Beebe, Jr ..........•... 5 00 Andrews, W. M ..•..•.•...•.•• 5 oo Receipts. Offering, Dennisport, 
MaryShut~·············· 10 00 S. W. Simmons ............... 50 oo Billings, Mark................. 60 DuechurchMarchl,1897,$369 51 iVlassachusetts ............•• :J 53 
G. H. Hilliard ........... 10 00 E. L. Kelley, Bishop ....... 15 05 Billings, Ellen................. 60 Arnold, H. W .................. 4 00 Oatley, Hoscoe................ 50 
Expen~es Olay Center --- Bill'ngs, Pearl.. .............•• I 25 Arnold. Mary M ............... 11 85 Phillips, Chas. W ............ 15 16 

meet.mg .............. 10 92 Tota! .................... $594 94 Billings.J. J ..................•• 2 oo Abercrombie. Ralph W. Phillips, LauraM ........ ., • 5 OU 
Alma Kent ....•••....... 1 25 = Billings, RA .................. I oo and Isabella ................. 1 00 Phillips, Mattie'!' ............ 1 UO 
Incident11.ls. . . .... .. . . .. 1 00 Billings, Phillip ............... 2 00 Ashton. Samuel W. and Petty, Amanda M .......••.•• 18 25 

MAINE. Billings, Harlan .............. 2 50 Levina ......................... 20 00 Pearce, Joseph B. and 
Billings, Keziah............... 2 50 Angell, Alma.................. 2 00 Martha 0......... ............ 5 00 
Billings, Rhoda............... 2 00 Boston Mite Society......... 3 00 Pearce. Lettie.................. 4 50 

U. M. Kelley, Agent. BB1
1
asttow, EJ'dhwin .......•...... 20 00 BreitsmKan, FE~rdinand..... 

5
5 o

10
o PPaltmt er,MAmy A............... 5 02~ R . t as ow, o n ................. 5 00 Blood, ate ............... 1 o er, ary.................... " 

SPRING RIVER DIS'rRICT. eceip s. Blastow, George.............. 5 00 Drad.t, John II.and Clara. 12 50 Pierce, ArtJ:;ur B.............. 6~ 
. Balance due church Blastow, Rebecca........... 50 Burlmg·'me, Huth A ....... IO 00 Raymond. I< rank P .......... 10 2o 

J.M. Richards, Agent. March l, 1897 ........•..... $ 1 20 Blanchard, S ll' .............. 55 Boan, Ellen l\L. ............... 24 50 Rayner, Daniel.. ............. 17 00 
Receipts. Alley, Chas. W.,t ........... 2 25

1

Blanchard,W.W.andG.L 13 22 Booth, Nellie .................. 2 00 Hogers, Mary O ...... »....... 50 
Alley. John M., t.............. 25 Bray, George................... 17 !lowers, Martha .............. 1 00 Rogers, Mary E ............... 5 00 

D. ~echurch March 1,189'..$ l 89 Alley, Frank O., t............. 50 Bray, Frances.................. 32 Brown, Lottie.................. 2 80 Rogers, Fred .................•.. 10 00 
Richard and. Pearl Davis. 20 00 Alley, Lois, t..... ..••... .... 75 Bray, Sadie..................... 10 Brown, Martha............... I 00 Reumert, George............. 2 00 
.\rthur Davw.................. l 0,0 Ames, John N., t ............ 10 00 Carter, George .......•••••••.•• 3 CO Bnllard,Richard and E.A. 11 OD Reum~rt, Hannah............ u 00 

Total. .... . .... $244 42 
EASTERN DISTRICT. 

Dne church ....... $ 6 50 

8 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Rogerson, Alice............... 50 Forester Branch. Elizabeth Taggart, t ........ 2 00 Grace Surbrook, o ......... . 
Rich, Calvin H................ 6 00 Catharine A Barr t......... 9 25 John Breakie, t............... 5 00 John Mills, t .................. .. 
Simp•on, Hibbard D ........ J7 00 Wm. Conkl~n, t . .'............ 2 50 Elizabeth B~eakie, t........ 5 00 Ella Benedict., t ............. . 
Sears, Fred L.................. 2 25 Louis Conklan, t.............. 2 50 Esther Hewitt, o ............ 50 Urilla Benedict, t ........... . 
Sears, Tressa.................. 5 00 Andrew Barr, t ................ 12 00 Martha Ledsworth, t........ 25 Mrs. Emma Benedict, t .. 
Stu~l~y, Geor~e S........... 50 Melissia A. Rushton, t. ... 5 OO Joseph Coddmgton. t...... 6 00 Andrew Benedict, t .... . 
Sch1lme, Lomse.............. 1 00 Olive Smith. t................... 35 Rac~el M. Coddmgton, t.. S5 Wm. 8urhrook, t ....... . 
Smith, Geo. H. and Wm. H. Smith, 0 ............. 25 Calvm Le<,lsworth, t......... 5 Oll Susie 111. Mills, t ......•. 

Jl'.lorence ...................... 24 50 Sarah J. Rushton, o. ... • 5o Robert Leighton. t ........... 1 00 Elizabeth Mills, t ....... . 
Sm~th. Florence............... 50 Marion A. Mandeville, t. 50 Buel Branch. Five Lakes Branch. 
Smitb., Sarah.................. 1 00 Sarab. E Barr o 1 00 s h L 'tt 1 oo 
Smith, John and Mary ..... 164 86 · ' · · · · · · · · · usana ~ evi • o............ George Jinkinson, t ..... 
Smith, Delmont............... 5 00 Cass River Branch. J a~ed L Swe~t, t ............ 12 00 Willium Jinkinson, t .••• 
Snow, Hepsebeth J ......... 3 50 Christiana Gilbert, t..... 4 00 Elizabeth A: Sweet, t ...... l6 00 Martha Jmkmson, o ... . 
Suttill, Mary................... 1 00 Jane Simmons, t.... .. .. 75 Grace Mclms, t ............... 12 OO Hiram Avis. o ......... .. 
Staples, HattieE .............. 4 00 Sarah Pangman, o ....... 1 05 Isaac Levitt. t ................. 20 OO James Wolfington, o ..•. 
Staples, Isabella F ........... 57 50 Aggie Brown, t.... .... •. 5 00 Oran E. .Moran, t............. 1 50 Mary Dorety, o ........ .. 
Sheehy, Orilla................. 7 50 James Pangman, t...... 75 A. E. Hi~ks, t.................. 1 00 Charlotte Skmner, o ... . 
Sheehy, Ruth M.............. 7 50 Martha Bonny, o. 50 Nancy Hwks, t. ............... 1 00 Mary Tedford, o ........ . 
Suttill, George T ............. 45 00 Ellen Badgro, t . . . . .. . .. 1 O~ Mary Mclms, t ................. 5 OO Jane Depero, o ......... . 
Suttill, John .................... 50 00 Margaret Parrott, Jr., t .• ' 2 00 Chancy. A. Hicks, t........... 1 09 Charles Tedford, t ...... . 
Sanford, Florence E........ 40 Abraham Parrott, o. •• • 10 C~ra Hicks. o ................. 2o Elizabeth Jinkinson, o •• 
Searle, Celia E ............... 2 00 Enos Gilbert, t. .. . .. 2 25 Milla.Ennest,t ................ 50 Varion M. Hastings, t .. . 
Searle, Ranson J .............. 7 00 John H. Simmons, t ... . 25 Eul'bimrn Beadle, t......... 1 50 Lesly Ha"trngs, t ....... . 
Searle, Lillian ................. 1 00 Gertrude Bonny, t....... 1 25 Juha Hic~s, t .................. ~ 00 Sheldon Hastings, t .... . 
Sinclair, W. A................. 1 00 ,James Dunlap, o.... .. .. 50 worg~.'\\k. Htcks, t......... ~ 6~ Lana Hastings, t ...... .. 

10 Juniata Branch. 
4 00 John Hartnell, t.............. 2 5& 

25 Elizabeth Hartnell, t....... 2 73 
25 Wm. Hartnell, t....... ........ 4 30 

2 50 Polly Hartnell, t.............. 4 25 
1 g~ ~· H. Baxter, t................. l 20 

50 ~~~~J ~fit~e:~,0~".'.'.".':.:·:::::: ~g 
1 00 Benj. Kilburn, t.............. 5 00 

Clarance Covel, o............ 25 
James Lauri o.;............... 25 

1 40 Orilla Laur, 0 ................. , 15 
1 75 Levi Phelps, t.................. 2 25 

75 Marion Rich, t...... ........... go 
3 00 Wm. Watson, t ............... 13 73 

30 Emma Watson, t.............. l 28 
10 Mon ta Laur, o. ................ 10 
25 'l'homas Docherty, o........ 40 
50 Sarah C. Kilburn, t......... 14 
10 Mary Docherty, o............ 25 

1 25 Elizabeth Boyer, t............ 1 05 
50 Ettie Schaar, 0................ 10 

7 00 Edward Reeves, t............ 4 00 
20 Warren Phelps, t............ 1 25 
30 ~~-
65 Total.. ............... $1,092 06 

Toombs, Delphina ............ 6 00 John I!enry,. o. . . .... •• • 70 M ';':Id ''k~'k ···;;···· ......... 1 00 St Clair Saints 
Toombs, E. A.................. 5 00 John Hnrtw1c, t......... 2 00 Ga 1 a S '?th'\ .............. 

50 
· • 

1 24 
Expenditures. 

Toombs, Otis ................... 1 75 Naomi Br_own. t ......... 1 O~ J eorg~L m\t' t ............... ~ 
00 

Carrie L. Paterson, t.... 
75 

J. A. Gra~t .................... $200 96 
Toombs, Jnlia................. 75 Sarah Smith, o.... .... .. b osep ev1 ' ............... .Toseph G.dPaterson, t... 15 Wm. Davis ..................... 249 90 
Toombs, Edna................. 25 David Mills, o...... .... . 25 Fremont Branch. Henry An erson. o... .. A B 200 00 Thayer, Ha. r.vlin and wife 5 10 ChristopherPangman, o. 45 Sarah Bradford, t............ 1 00 Cora Anderson, o..... •• • 15 · arr .......................... . G p 50 M A d lO E. De Long ....................... 40 00 
Talbot, Wilham ............... 21 00 eo~ge angman, o..... Alice l\foLure. o.............. 25 ary n. erson, o .... •• • 1 75 E. C. Briggs .................... 32 27 
U~ion Workers' Society .. 2 30 Anme Henry. o....... .•• 25 Mary Ellsworth, t ........... 2 75 Henrx L'.vely, o ..•• ..... 74 R. C. Evans ..................... 9 95 
W:xon, Bertha;.............. 2 00 Evergreen Branch. George W. Flemming. t... 2 00 Mattie Lively, 0 •• •• •• • •• 

20 
W. H. Kelley.................. 5 00 

W:xon, Berthma T......... 3 00 Lincoln Ward t 4 10 Charles A. Burleigh, t..... 75 ~amie Lively, o.. ••• •••• 15 G. T. Griffiths .................. 7 00 
V\'.ixon, Thankful. ........... 2 10 Emma Woodr~ff· t'" .... 2 00 Martha Burleigh, o.......... 35 '!ho.mas Brown, o .... ••• 53 H. C. Bronson ................. 2 00 
Waterman, AlbertG. and Wm Stewart t' ...... 4 17 Helen Paton. t ................. 3 00 Mary.Brown. o .... ..•..• 40 W. J. Smith .................... 2 00 

Lucy ............................ 2 00 Geo~ e D Badd~r 'i;""• 4 00 Robert Paton,\ ............... 3 25 Martm Wor~z •. o ......... 25 00 R. Etzenhouser ............... 7 07 
Waterman, Lucy............. 5 00 Dani~] Ali an t ' .. ••• 5 50 Elizabeth Clark, t............ 5 75 George H. 8~mner, t .... 25 00 Peter L. Hager ................ 12 50 
Waterman, Sarah A ........ 3 00 . D ·ct' .... ...... 3 0 Albert Cline t 20 00 ,Jenme M. Skmner, t.. .. E. L. Kelley, Bishop ........ 100 00 
Whalley, W,m. and Ann: .. 30 00 ~~~;;as ~~rii':in,tt ... •••• 1 g0 George Pato~,"i,".".'.'.'.".:::".:·::."." 3 00 George H. Skinner and 

2 70 
Poor ............................... 1 00 

Wh:illey,Ahce and Nelhe JO 00 Harry Hager t ' .. , . .. • 2 00 Olive Powell, t................. 50 wife, o .. :.... . .. .. . ••• 1 35 Postage and paper........... 2 01 
";h!ton, Jl?.ary C...... ........ 3 00 A B Han so~ i......... 2 00 Daniel Powell, t ............. 2 oo ~tay M._ Ski~ner, o ..... •• 2 35 Exchange ... ,.................... 10 
~ h~te, Ahce ....... n••········· 1 00 G~or" e Camb~idge· i .. • o 50 Mary Stevens, o............... 23 , .. Cl~'r RfllTit~, o .... ". • 2 50 
White, P. H.................... 10 Arth~r Stewart o' .. •• J5 Hattie Burleigh, o........... 10 ¥at. Cleland, t ........ .. 
Ward, Abram F............... 7 00 M E R h t t .... ... 

1 00 Henry Carpenter t......... 1 oo Sarah Cleland, t.... ..... 2 50 
Wh~pple, Thomas G ......... 14 SS L~ci~dao H~w8~11 · i;' ...... 25 Mary Harvey, t .. .'... ......... 50 Sarah Cleland, o......... 

3
35

0
, 

Whipple, Charles ............ 2 97 0 H • ·••• ... 2 Wm. Grice, o................... 5o Pearl Cleland, o ........ . 
Wylie, Wm. and wife ...... 28 67 sro aun, t · · · · · · · • · · • • ~ · . 
Wilcox, Lottie R. ............ 11 50 Ida Hann, t..... ... .... •. 2" Delaware Brnnch. St. Thomas Branch. 
Webster, Abbie L ............ T 00 Peter L. Hager, t.... .... 2 00 Elizabeth Rohison, t....... 3 50 Neil C. Whitney, o ... .. 20 
Wetmore, Wallace ........... 2 50 ~IaryhKei,1 t. · · · ·••• •••• •• ~ gg Charles K. Green, t......... 5 00 Alexandet Trescott, t... 5 55 
Warren, Laura J ............ 2 50 J!nt da ~ned ot......... 

50 
Vassar Branch. Richa·rd Rossor, t ......... 10 30 Receipts. 

Warren, Charles S ........... 5 00 Mmban
1 

Sa. kar • ..... •• •• 
4 00 

FI H k 
11 00 

Laura Roseor, t. .... ... .. 9 00 Due church March,l,1897.$ 24 92 
Waggett. John H............ 2 00 a e tic ney, t ... · .. • B enby H 0 \ neii' ~.......... 

4 0
. Jerry Moran, t..... ... . .. 5 65 Aid Society, Ludington,o. 1 25 

Young, Charles W ........... 25 00 German Branch. rJ" rt koc 
1
fe • ........... O O Samuel Brown, t. ... .... 2 15 Aldrich, Carrol, t............ 1 25 

Wetmore, J. W............... 50 Henry Ricket, t... ... .... 8 00 a oc ne • t ...... : ........ 1 0 Frederick Vo_I_,, t ........ 25 ~O Aldrich. We_sley, t ........ ., 6 10 
--- Catharine Cadow t 1 00 Scattered Samts. Magdalene Brnder, t . • . . 5 _o Albertson, Elizabeth, t...... 25 

TotaI. ................. $2,105 37 George Schoff, t .'..:::::: 1 oo Charles Paul, 0 ............... 4o Mari.a Yager, t ........... ~ 50 Amidon, Geneva, t.......... IO 
= Louisa Schoff, t.. .... .... 50 Stella Whitford, o........... 25 Lew1s,Bmder, t ........ • 6 59 Amidon, Ada, t ......... ... ~5 

Expenditures. Wilhelm Schoff, t. ... ... 2 oo Mary II. Terry, t ............ 2 00 A.H. rucker, o .... .... . 2o Anness, George W., t ...... 10 65 
Richard Schoff, t.... •••• 2 oo James Reeves, t............. 75 Thomas Rawson, t.. .. .• 3 lll Anne•s, Rebecca~ .. t...... S5 

Orllla Sheehy ................. $275 00 John Paton, t.... ...• .•. 1 OO Mary Becker, t ................. 64 81 Ch.arles Rawson, t. .. .. ? 50 Armstrong, Vi.dona, o.... 25 
Anna Robley ................... 27~ O? William Fettin!!", t....... 2 00 Wm. H. Collins. t ............ 43 60 Ehzaheth Volz, t .... ,... 2 ~O Aylsworth, Bridget, t....... 25 
R. Bull_ard ....................... ~o 610 Frederick Schoff, t.... .. 2 00 .lohn Harrison, t .............. 30 00 Lena Vo~z, t ............ • 4 oO Badder, Henry J., t .......... 2 00 
F. M. Sheehy .................. •? (0 Augu•ta Fetting, t ..••.• 6 00 Ann Summers, t .............. 5 00 Martha\ olz. t ........... 7 00 Badder, Henry J' o......... 10 
Kelley, 'Y· H .................. lfo 00 Otto Fetting, t.... .... .. 1 00 G. H. Lyinch, t ................ 1 00 Harriet Brown, o. ... .... 35 Badder, Magg,e A., t....... 50 
Robley, Geo. W ............... fO OD Christian Stark, L... ••• 3 OOJAnnie Leverton, t ............ 2 00 Hannah Tucker, o. ... •• . 25 Badder, 'fbomas, t ........... • 75 
Bla_nchard, W.W ............. 22 00 Seclena Gardner, t..... .. 1 00 J. F. Leverton, t ............ 2 00 Emma Voiz, o.. . .... ... 25 Barron, Chm~es, t ............ 2 65 
Smith, I. M ..................... 10 00 Mary E. Paton, t. .. .. . 1 00 Sarah Reeves, t ................ 4 25 Michael Yager, o.... .... 1 00 Barron. Carne, t.............. 75 
T?ompson.,H. H .............. 5 00 Jennie Fetting, t ........ 1 00 George R. McCoucha, t ... 7 5o'l'1a Volz, t ............... 2 99 Barnard, ~ugene, t .......... 1 00 
S1mmons, ]ra_nk............. 2 00 Louisa Stark, t.. .. .... .. 50 Carrie F. :M:cCoucha, t.... 7 5u•John _Brown, o .... ···•.. 2a Bartlee, \Am., t .............. ·. 2 76 
Expense, mileage, St Johns Branch Grace Dempster, t ........... 1 00 Maggie Brown, o. .• . . . .. 10 Bartlee. ~arah, t .............. 1 35 

s_tat10n~ry, etc:············· 1"'7~ 90 · • Lousa Gamble, t.............. 50 Clara Bmder, t. ... . . .. .. 1 2!) Bartlee, Sarah, o............. 33 
Ke!l<;Y· E. L, B1shop ...... 1.36 36 C~arl~s Sherman, t ... .. 50 Lucretia Cornish, t .......... 7 00 Esther Moore, o.... ... .• t? Bartlet, Enoch, t............. 25 
Ph1lhps, Art B ................. 20 00 Mrnme Sherman, t.... .. 5 41 Dennis Schaar, o............. 25 Jr~hn Moore, o.... .... ••• 2o Batty, Mary F., t............ SO 
Wetmore. Wallace ........... 10 00 Hugh Campbell, t. ...... 5 50 Wm. Powell. t ................. 5 00 \ma Moore, o.... ....... 10 Bartz, Peter, t ................ 5 00 
Bullard, E. A .................. 50 00 Robert Brown, t..... .... 1 50 Lizzie E. ~mith. o........... 50 Letty Barss, o ... ; ••. •. • 10 Bartz, M'.iriah, o............... 50 

T 
1 

-
1
--- i\bry Brown, t..... .... .. 1 00 Thomas Dempster 0 ........ 25 Eva J. Stocks, o.... .••.• 10 Beck, v\'m. t .................. 2 50 

ota ................. $ ,704 91 Henry Sheffer, t ......... 2 00 Charles Wbitford,'t .......... 8 5o Jaco1'. Bug!, t.... .... .... 50 Beck. Lucy A., t...... ....... 75 
Due church $lOO 46 .Tohn _ilic,Gregor, t ..•.••. 6 00 L. D. Whitford, t ............. 1 00 AmehaTrescott, o........... 30 Beckley. Jam<s R., t ........ 1 50 

........... Mag.g~e 8~erman, o.. •• •• 25 Jane Whitford, t.............. 1 00 Sigel Branch. Beckley, ~ ancy, A., t....... 1 50 
Marian Kidd, t . .. . . •• .. 1 00 Ada Whilford, t............... 1 00 John G Mor an t 5 50 Beckley, ] rank E., t ....... 25 

Black River Branch. Emma Whitford o.......... 15 S J G. M g 't ........... 2 00 Bennett, John W., t ........ 45 00 
· Minnie Whitford o 15 '- r. · · . organ, ··········• Bixler, 8amuel, t ............ 2 50 

John C.airns, .t. ............... 2 00 Peter McDonald 't ......... 1 00 T~omas l\lorgan, o........... l 00 Bixler, Samuel, o............. 2 17 
Frederick De1m, t............ 5 00 G ci· t • ........... 

1 
OO Ohver Gager, o............... 1 00 Blasdell, Bessie t............ a 00 

Amelia P. Hinds.............. 50 J.;'~;g~ine"~lin~ .. t·····"·" 1 00 James Morgan, t ............. 1 OOIB!asdell, Frank,' t ............ 1 OO 
A. Barr, Agent. 'Maple Valley Branch. Albe~tie Cline t' ........... 60 Chas. Morgan, t............... 1 00 Blasdell, Pearl. t.............. 50 

Receipts. Mary McGeachy, o........... 25 F E Free and ,,;;f~"'i""'" 4 10 Rutl?- Morgan. t............... 1 OO Blue, Nancy P., t............ 75 
Dnechurch March 1,1897.$ 7 65 Stella 8chell, t ................ 1 50 c: H: Eckley, t ........ ' .. .".".":."." 65 Matilda Gager'. t .............. 1 54 Blue, Nancy P., o............ 25 

Bayport Branch. Jennie Wood, t .... °" ......... 3 00 George H. Burns and Pidgeon River Branch. Bowers, P
1
hcebe, t ......•....• 4 5~ 

Emma Brackenbury, t ..... 5 85 1 Thomas Young.............. 3 SO wife, t ........................... 1 12 Alfred Thomas, t............ 1 25 ~racey, ~i"11., t ........ '. ....... ~ i~ 
Mary Letson, t................. o' Anna McKiernan, t ......... 4 12 Sophie Collins, t .............. 4 00 Alice Thomas, t .............. 4 25 Bracky, b iza,;···ct"s"""" 55 t , Julia Schell. 0................. 75 Coro Provost, t...... ......... 25 Julius Carr, t.................. 90 Brack en bury, Lre. 'i o.. 

1 JobnA.Grant,t .............. ~ 
2

g1

1

Matthinas Schell,t ......... 100 L.R.Provost, t ............... 25 IrenaCarr,t................... 75 Br:ic e~ UJY• ouise, .... 
1 

& 
~delinD Grant, t.............. 

0 
John Schell, 0................. 35 Eliza Shaffbower, o......... 50 M. J. Corbett, t.............. 5 50 Brmj;'e k ane, t ............ 

2 
0
0 H':.::.~e D~~~l~~~.\.:·.".'.".".:·.".'.".' 5 g0 'l'homas McGeachy, o...... 10 ,John Cornish, t ............... 10.00 Caty Hinton, t................. 2 15 Bro~ks, Wse, \............... ~-

Ray Moyer, t .................. 501 Joh;;- Cake, 0.................. 25 Rhoda Provost, o............ 20 Matilda Greer, t .............. 2 60 B~~w:'Idami1 
............... 4~ 

1 
On C. E. Pearson, o.............. 10 Frrmk P, l\icCoucha, o.... 10 Benjamin Bates, o........... 15 ' 1 ·················• • 

~ay Mci;eedy, t............. . .Joseph Koy!, t .............. ,.. 53 Sister Adams, o............... 5 00 Deleria Bates, t............... 1 00 ~row~, Malf,, t .. k ...... d... 1 00 
ev~da arder, t ....... _...... 9 2J Emeline Koyl1 t............... 50 Ray Moyer. t................... 50 Minnie McCallum1 o ...... ~ 05 ru?f age, ran an 

Lorarne Andrews, t ......... 11 ~~Jemima Pearson, t ........... 2 50 .Tennie Muir. t................. 50 Mary McCallum. t............ 50 B WI~' t .... G .......... W ... t .. 1 OO 
Louisa Dutcher, t ............ 4 

0
· 

1 
Susnn Koyl, t ................. 1 30 Hattie Uairns, t............. 25 Hannah Thomas, t ........... 1 00 Brun ageC, eorge L., ··· 2 15 

\Villiam Dowker, t........... 15 OOl Huron Center Branch. Applegate Branch. Anna 'l'homas, o.............. IO 1/nnsdon, Elarence t ., t.'° 25 
Hannah Dowker, t........... - . . l\lary Thomas. t............... 2 00 1run age, mma, .......... 50 
Ellen Dutcher, t.............. 6 00 Murdock McDonald, t...... 5 00 Jenme Wideman, o......... 25 S G'd B h Brunson, Moses and 
Wm. II. Dowker, t ........... 1 DO Wm. Coddington, t.......... 50 David Maxwell, t ............ 1 00 t. 1 eon ranc · w•fe, t .......................... 15 00 
.John Brackenbury, t........ 1 00 ,Julia. McDonald, t........... 5 CO Dwight Mills. t................ 1 00 Eliza Davis. t.................. 1 45 Burr, Mary A., t.............. 25 
Edward Smith, t............. 6 75 Mary McDonald, t........... 3 00 Phebe Benedict, t............. 50 Annie Obrian, t............... 25 Burley, Mrs., 0................. 15 

C
P

1
eater,!a' P,et

1
.
1
t
1
y
0
,rt, ·t·: ....... ·.·.·.··.·.·.·.·.·.·.·. 1 00 Arley Haun, t ................. 1 25 Calvin H. Blake, t ............ 2 50 Joseph Obrian. t.............. 25 Campbell, Mary J., t ....... 110 

M 25 Wm. Hunter. t ................ 44 75 Peter Surbrook, t............ 1 60 .Tames Davis, t................ 25 Campbell, Richard B., o.. 25 
David E. Dowker, o......... 10 Rosanah Richards, t ...... °" 50 Jane M. Surbrooki t ....... ~ 1 25 Henriatta Kile, t.............. 25 Campbell, Elizabeth A., t. 85 
Anna Petty, t.................. 1 40 Martha Campbell, t......... 2 00 Pearl Surbrook, o............ 15 Anna B. Shier, t.............. 1 50 Campbell, Elizabeth A., o. 25 
Wm. Adams, 0................. 25 Sarah Hunter, t ............... 43 75 Abraham Burr, t.............. 3 10 Robert Shier, t ............... 1 50 Campbell, Lizzie, o......... 50 
Wm. Dickman, t.............. 50 Agness Whatling, t......... 50 Mary E. Surbrook, t........ 50 Thomas H. Obrian, t.. ..... 10 (JO Campbell, Effie, t ......... _ 60 

Total ..................... $871 76 

Due church ........... $220 30 

NOR'l'HERN DISTRICT. 

J. J. Cornish, Agent. 

MICHIGAN. 

EASTERN DISTRICT. 
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Carnp'ell, Bessie M., o... 10 Keillor, Minnie, o............ 1 00' Penn ells, Mary, t.... .... 10 Weayer, John, t.............. 60 Grlffith, Fern, t............... lill
50 Carpenter. James A .. o... 2:i Keyes, Anu;e, o............... 2i\' Pennells Eva o 2 00 Webstor, Abbie W., t...... ~O Griffith, Bernice. t ......... . 

Cole. Nellie P., t ............. 1 l'5 Keyes, John, t ............... 6 0(1'' P1'rciva1,'Fran°ldin·w~;t". 1 25 Whlte,Oarrie, t............... 47 Long, Sr. A. E .. t............ 00 
Conwmy, Victoria, t......... 2 Keyes, John, 0................ 75 Phipps, Ethel G., t. ... . . 50 V\ibite, Zabie, o·............... 01 McDermid, Pearl. t ......... ~ gg 
Coons, Amelia, t ............. 3o Kenyon, Robt. and Pnipps, Lizzie, t.. .. .... 4 00 White, Cora, 0................. 10 Mattison, Sr. A.. E., t ..... . 

8~~~!~.s#~fii;:·i::·.::::::::::: i ~~ Ki'::~.eM~~:v:·;;·::::::::::::::::: g ~n~;~~~·]\~~~'.it~:'. ~:: :: : 1 38 :~;;~¥,\~zfe~·i~~.::.::.'.:::::: 10 ~~ ~":,~\~·:iflitt~~-~~~::::::::::: s gg 
Cornish. Mary J., t .......... 1 40 Kmg, Mary, o ............. .,.. 25 1 Pnce, Joseph P., t .... •o 92 Welch, Welcome, t........... 50 Dimondale Branch. 
Cornish, John ,T., t ........... 1 50 Kinney, Hiram M., t ....... 4 Olli Price, Charles, o. . •.•• 50 Welch, R~chel, o............ 25 Fish, Charles H., t ........... 52 oo 
Cornish, John J. and Kirby, Joseph. t ............. 13 50 Proper, Nancy, t.... .. .. 1 00 Welch, Mi_chael. F., o...... 10 Frisby,_ Myron E .. t ......... · 15 60 wife. t .......................... 5 Oil Kirby, ,J, seph, o ............. 1 ori Pyer, Fred E., t .. .. .. ... l 00 Welch, C!rde 0., o........... 10 Fish, Maud M., t............. 2 35 Cornish, Wm. J., t ........... 3 55 Kirmichel, Mrs, o .......... (15I Pyer. Sarah, t..... ....... 10 Welch, Elbert, t .............. 5 92 Grant Sarah J t 2 25 
Cornish, Bertha, t. .... .. 1 25 Kayle, George t ............ 5 00 Pver, Edwrn, t. . . ..•• •. 1 00 Welch, Elb~rt,_ o.............. IO Kelley D.'V., t.' ... :::::·:::.:: 1 ·00-
Cornish. Alma J., t .....• IR7Lamb,Jess1eE,t ......... 29~1Prior. Sarah,t ................ 05Wo.oden,M.1nnieE.,t ...... 325Kelley:Mae,t .................. 50 Clark, Hu~h, t..... . . .• 7 oo Lambkin, Curtis C., t...... ~D Rea, Thomas, t ............... 10 00 Wr!nkle, Sidney, o.......... l 3Q Kelley, Lillie, t............... 5o 
Clemon~, Horation, t.. .. 50 Lambkin, Martha B .. t..... 1 15 Heynolds, Charles H., t.... 5 50 Wr:nkle, Mary, o .......... u 2? Lark ms, Carrie A., t........ 1 00 
Crane, Alvin H., t. ..•• •. 5 00 Lambkin, Bernie S , t....... 2 85 Reynolds. Samuel C., t... 2 00 Wrmkle, Jan~, o.............. 20 Supry Lydia, t .............. 2 40 
<'rane, Bertha, t., .. , . .. • 50 I Lambkin, Bernie S .. o...... 50 Reynolds, Eliza. t............ 25 Yager, Hor~t10n, o........... 1 White'. M.A., t ............... 3 00 
Crawford, Catharine, t.. 3 50 ! Lambkin, 1\.'lary, t............. 40 Hicha.rdson, Justice W., t. 50 Yager, David R., t ........... 15 00 West, .Mary, t.................. 5 00 Davis. Francis, o. .. .•.. 70 1 Lambkin, Pina~ t............. 1 10 H.ichardson, Bertha, t...... 20 Youker, Ruth, t ................ 5 go Wheeler, Irene, t ............ 3 75 
Daherty, Rose M., t..... 25 Lambkin, Edwin, t ........... 6 78 Roe. Catherine, t ............ 1 00 Youngs, James, t ....••...••• 4 0 h 
Deacon, Alice, t ... .•... 50j1Larson, John A., t ........... 4 00 Rosever, Rosa, t ........... h 50 Youngs. Helen B., o........ 50 Hartford Braue . 
Dolson, Wm. L., o. . •••• 1 00 LLaur, Clarence, t.B............ 8 o

5
s RRoxbu

1
i
1
·y,,S[arah A., t....... 

1 
go
0 

Tota!. ................... $
925 11 D Drakke, FFanni_e, t.............. 7

2
5
5 Dolson, Elizabeth, t..... 25

1 

aurence. Albert ., t...... 0 usne , ll' inrue, o ........•. ~ ra e, ann1e ............... .. 
Dolson, Elizabeth, o.. .. 3 00 Lee, ·Franklin E., t.......... 25 Rusnell, Mary Ann, o ...... 1 09 . = Hodgson, Nina, t ............. 2 50 
Drake, Daniel B., t. •.•• 1 00 Levetts, Wm., t ............... 3 00 Russell, Robert C. and Expenditures. Hodgson, Nina .............. l 00 
Drake, Emma J., t.... •• 2 00 Levetts, J\!ary, t ............... 2 Oil wife, t ......................... 6 00 J. J. Oornish ................. $225 00 Robertson, F'rancis E...... 25 
Dudley, Leonard, t.... .. 4 50 Lewis, Mary, t................. 25

0 
SSabind. HanFn

1
ah, t ...... t······· n 10

5 
David Smith .................... 200 o

0
o RobertsonM, Annie, t ......... 

2
2 

8
8
2
3 

Dudley, Andrew, t..... •. 2 O?/Lewis, Mary, 0................. 2 aun ers, orence, ...••• H 3 R. E. Grant ..................... 225 0 Trumble, aud, t ........... . 
Dutton, Wm. C., t. .... .. 2;) Lone, Alexander, t ....... "°. 1 00 Saunders, Florence, o ..•• "° 1 36 W. D. Ellis .................. u. 15 36 Turnour, Jennie, t ........... 2 00 
Dutton, Mary L., t.... ... 1 25,Luchene, Cecil, t ............ 1 50 8aunders, Byron 0., t...... 50 Robert Davis .................. SO CO Turnour, Jules, t ..........•• 85 00 
Eckhardt., Jennie A., t .. 9 151Luchene, Sarab, t............ 50 Saunders, Julia M., t...... 50 James Davis .................... 10 00 Knox Branch. 
Eckhardt, Clayton, t.... 30 Luchc•ne, Nancy, t........... 50 Saunders. Howard, t........ 10 George B. Pilbeam .......... 9 63 L h B th t 

3 00 Ellis, Lord M .. o..... ..•. 05

1

Lusk, Charles, t ............... 4 VS Saxton, Hannah, t ........... 1 95 Peter Price ..................... 4 00 o re. er a, .............. . 
Elhs, Lucian E., t.. .. . . . 10 Lusk, Charles and wife,t. 1 77 Saxton, Robert, t............. 25 E. C. Briggs .................... 10 00 Buchanan Branch. 
Ellis, Stell•J, K., t . . • 35 Lusk, Lettie, t................ 2 ~5 Schreur, J?hn, t .............. 15 00 Incidentals .................... 4 45 Babcock, Margaret, t ....... 3 60 
Ellis, Wellington D., t •.. 5 00/Lyke, Mary, t .................. 1 1? ~cltreur, Duk, t ............... 10 00 Agent's railroad.expenses 28 05 Bevilhymer, John........... 55 
Ellis Well. D.aud wife,t. 2 00 Mallor, Lettie, t............... 3,, ~edar. Jacob, t: ............... 1 00 Clothing for agent ........... 8 00 Bevilhymer, Mary........... JU 
Elli~ Alvin, t., ... .... .• 50 Mauderville,Marion A.,t.. 90 Seamont, Sophia, t.......... 25 --- Goodenough E J 85 
Ellis. Eva L., t........ .. 05 Watterson, Lizen i, t ....... 50 ~essions, Charles L., t ..... 20 2~ Total. ... "°""°"•• 0 • 00•$769 49 Goodenough: Ann;:::::::.·: 5o 
Emrnans Wm H t 50 ~lcArthur, Alexander, o... 35 "lrnnnon, Fanny, t ........... 1 7o --- K' f Joh t. 6 50 
, ' · ., .. ·.. M \ T 50 Shaw, J, L., t.................. 4 50 Due chnrch ........... $155 62 ~e er, n, ............... . EmmanEZ, El1zq, J., t. .... 5:) ; Cl- r hur,. ames, Q......... n5 SJ v· I t 50 --- Kiefer, John.................... 50 

Emmaus, Mary A., t. .. 60 :VlcArthur, Hattie, o........ ..,, , iaw, 10 a, ....... u ...... '° --- Listenburger, Amos......... so 
E>mes, Marv A., t....... 511 McCanna, ~evilla, t ......... 1 00 ~helley, Buell, t.............. 4 00 SOUTHERN DISTRICT. Listenburger, Sarah......... 30 
E<seltine, Esther A., t.. 1 75 McClain, VI m., t .............. 2 011 ~herman, Charles H., t... 50 S S h A Lingle John.................... 25 
Friend, Harry J., t.. .. .. 6 00 McClai_n, Wm. and wife,t. 28 00 Sh1ppy, George, t ............ 3 OQ amuel tro , gent. Most, John .................... ; 1 25 
Friend, Harry J. and I McC!am, Wm. and Shultz, Edward, t............ 2o Receipts Most Sarah 6u 

wife, t ···· ... ·. ........ 1 00 wi,fe,_. 0 ......................... 1~ ~hultz, Mary J., t .........•.• 1 75 DnechurchMarch1,is97,$ 37 84 McD~nald, j~~~~i;.':A::::::: 75 
Friend, Harry J. and " McU!am, Clara,_ t ............ 7 0,, Shultz, Mar_yJ., o............ 10 McDonald, John.............. 20 

wife, o............. ..•. uo McC:1a:n, Claudie, o......... 50 S~ultz, Tame, t ............ u 85 Clear Lake Branch. Proud, Jesse.................... JO 
F11l'er, .Elizabeth, t. .. .. 4 2~ McClam. Mary, o ........... 20 ~hght, <:;harles J., t ......... 1 UO Bailey, E. Jane, t ............ 3 50 Proud, Jessie.................. 01 
Gardner, Georgie, o..... Oo Mc~ollock, Bertha, t........ 75 S!rght, Sarah E., t........... 1 00 Benjamin, Allen.............. 25 Richardson, H. A............ l 15 
Geering. Harry, t.... ... 50 Mccombs, Etta, t ............ 2 05 ~loan, Sa~uel, t .............. 2 00 Bailey, Jacob .................. 1 25 Royce, Ben..................... 25 
Gilbert, Devilo A., t.,... 50 McComos; ,Wm., t... .. .. 5 00 ~m1th, Philander, t......... ~9 Bailey, Ellen.................. 10 Royce, Dr. J. H............... 25 
Gilmore, Thomae, t. ... • 5 00 McGuire, l homas, t ..... 30 (JO Smith, Agnes,!................ oO Bailey, Flo...................... 50 Shook, John, t ................ 5 15 
Glasbaw, Mary, t.. .. . . .. IO i\kGmre, Sarah, t . . . . .. . 1 00 ~m1th, Hyr':'m, t.............. 5 00 Bailey, Manda, t.............. 3 25 Shook, John.................... 25 
Glashaw, Gracie, o.... .. 05 Mcintosh, Alexan~er, t .• 6 90 Sm!th, David,! ............... 1 25 Bailey, Manda............... 25 Shook, Joseph................. 75 
Godwin, Caroline, t..... 25 Mclntosh, Catharme, o .• 5 ~O ~nuth,John,t .................. 1 00 Bailey, Peter................... 50 Shook, Martha ............... 2 oo 
Goheen, Thomas. t. ... •. 5 00 Mclotosh, 1\1.ary, t....... 8 ,,o s;arks, Helen, t ...... :........ 50 Baker, ,Julia, t................. 10 Shook, Caroline.............. 40 
Goff, Abbie, t.. .. .... .... 1 00 Mrintoeh, Mary, o .. .. .. 1 00 Scarks,Arthnrand wife,o .. 1 00 Cairns, R. M.................... 20 Shook Hattie... • .......... 10 
Goodman, Cora, t..... •• 5 00 Mcintyre, Douglas H., t. 10 Steep, John J., t .............. 5 00 Cassel, George................. 40 Shook: Iva ....... ::.::.......... 15 
Goodwrn, Edward A. Mcintyre, Douglas H .. o. ;'~ Steep, Joh;i J., o.............. 25 Davis, Enoch ......•.•.....••.• 1 25 Sparrock, Lena............... 40 

and wife, o... . . . . . .. 50 Mcintyre, Addi,,, t , , . . . . 1~ Shewart, Ella II., t......... 25 Davis, Ella..................... 1 25 Weston, G. F.................. 45 
Goodwin.Christena M.,t. 1 00 Mcintyre, Claude, t...... 20 Shewart, f'.lbert F., _t....... 50 Deller, Frank .................. 1 85 Weston, R. M.................. 1 35 
Graves. Frances, t,. ..... 1 5J Mcintyre, Het'man, o. .. . 11 1 --. tocks, \t\i m. and w1fe, t.. 1 00 Deller, Clara................... 1 95 ~ 

1 
B 

Green, Willard. t. ... .. .. 4 O~ McKnight, Agnes, t..... 5 0;1 ~tover, Carrie J., t .......... 7 6Q Deller, Ella..................... 11 Co dwater ranch. 
Green, Sarah E., t.... ••• 9o McKnight., Agues, o..... 2 o,J Stover, Carrie J., o......... 2o Emerick Mary t .............. I Oil Birch Charles, t .............. 26 00 
Gullenbo, John, Jr., t... 1 00 McKnight, Alta, o. .... .• 05 Stover, Geo_rgie, o........... 15 Foster, Edith.~................ 50 Corle;s, Phebe, t .............. 5 50 
Gnllenbo, Ethel, o.... •.• 50 McMahan, Marven L., t. 10 Stover, CeciJ, o............... 10 E'alk, Abba ...... ,.............. 25 Corless, George, t ............ 10 30 
Gustin, Wm. L., t.... .. . 25 Mc Wain, Elmra, t.. .. .... 70 8tover, Leonard, t........... 25 Flagler. Carrie................. 2.:. Corless, Minnie.............. 25 
Hadley, George, t..... .. • 1 00 Mc Wain, Emma 0., t.... 1 25 Stover, Leonard. o........... 25 Housman, W. w., t ......... 50 oo Corless, Ann E., t............ 5 50 
Hall, Ben,iamin, t. .. .. .• . 50 Methner, Fred F., t... .•• 10 Stranger, Fred, t............. 25 Housman, W. w............. J 50 Corle••• Hiram, t ............ 11 25 
Hanson, John E., t.... •• 1 75 Milks, Mary J., t .... . ... 05 Stra"ge, Eva, t................ lfJ Housman, Nettie, t ......... 50 00 Corless, Ida. t .................. 11 24 
Hanson, Mary, t.... .. .. . 25 Milks, Pete~ an?- wife, t. 50 Sylvester, Henry C., t...... 50 Housman, Nettie ............. 1 oo Corless, Star, t ................ 6 00 
Hanson, Ellen, o... ..... 20 Millon, BenJamrn, t..... l 50 Sy1vester, Mary, t............ 50 Housman, Rebeca............ 1 /JO Corless, Mary, t ............. 4 00 
Hanson, Etta, o. ... .••• 15 Millon, Clarence, t ... .. 25 Teel, George P.,t .... , ....... 2 25 Healey, William.............. 35 Corless, Bradfield,t ......... 5 00 
Harper, 'l'hornas E., t... 65 Millard, Eleanor, t. ... •. 1 00 Teel, Hltoda A., t............. 25 Healey, Caroline.............. 30 Corless, Elizabeth............ 25 
Harper, Eliza, t.......... 30 M;tchel, Susan, t ........ 2 80 :reel, Etta~, 0..................... 10 Ki"singer, Catharine........ 75 l!,ay, Eleanor, t ............... 4 50 
Haroer, Thomas, t..... .. 25 )'l~ller, Dora M., t.. .. .... 51) ,Thomas, G~orge W, o..... 25 Kissinger, Charles.......... 1 35 Fay, L »enzo...... .• .. .. 3 75 
H -rper. Thomas, o.... •• 05 )ltlle,., Dora M., o... .. .. 50 l1homas, Ehza A .• t......... l 00 Kissinger, Dora............... 75 Farris, Kate ......•.•••. ~ 25 
Httrper, John, o.. . . .••• 05 Miller, Charles W., t..... 3 00 Thomas, Mary A., t......... 25 Landis, Anna, t............... 2 40 Fuller, Horner, t.. .• . . .• • 2 50 
Harper, Nnble, t..... .••. 5 00 Mogg, Ortense, t.. ... . . . 85 Thomas, Frank, o............ 2 00 Lords, Harriet................. 30 Fuller, Luella, t..... .•. • 2 50 
H•stings, Fred W., t.... 25 Mogg, John, t.... •• •• •• • 3 00 'l'hompson, Maggie, t....... 75 Lords, H. A.................... 50 Granger, Francis and 
Has.tings, Fred W., o ... 7~ Mogg, Reuben, t...... ... 2 00 ~'ibbits, Reuben, t............ 35 Lyberger, Mary............... 1 75 Cynthia, t ............ 100 00 
Hartford, Thomas, t. .••• 2o Moory, Herbert, t... •••• 8 00 Titus, Israel P., t ............ 4 00 McE!henie, E. M.............. 1 00 Johnson, Mary.......... 15 
Hartnell, Thomas and Morgan, Ellen J., o.... •. 75 Titus, Israe_I P., o............ 25 Maxton, George............... 1 40 Kellogg, T01la, t..... .• •. 1 Oil 

wife, t ................. 5 00 Moran, John, t ....••.... 10 00 Titus, Harnet, o............. 10 Maxton, Cassie................ 25 Kellogg, Toila... . .••. •• 35 
Hartnell, Sarah, t .... ••• 1 00 Moran, John, o.... •••••• 1 25 'l'owers, Isaac, o ......... :·· 00 1 00 Petre,. Jacob................... 20 Kellogg, Orlando........ 1 00 
Hartnell, John, t. •• .•• 50 Moran, Robert, t ........ 11 00 Tucker,John W. and wife, Petre Nellie................... 20 Locke, Ann............. 3 75 
Hartnell, Jnhn, o.. .• .. •• 1 00 ~fora?, Robert., o...... •. 25 t................... .............. 5 00 Ruth,' Nora..................... · 10 Locke, Dudley........... 4 59 
Hartnell, Richard, t ........• 6 00 Morne, Car-·i'i c, t..... .. 50 Turner, James Ed and Smith Priscilla t ..........•. 7 U Legget.t, Maud.......... 2o 
Heimch, Loretta, t.. .......• 1 00 Maxon, Joh•l W., t ...... 18 00 wife, t .......................... 3 00 8mit11'. Peter, t.: ............... 4 00 Leggett, Beatrice........ 2o 
Henderson, Mary L., t ..... 1 00 Munter, Frank, t .••• ;... 25,Turner, Jane, t .............. 10 Smith, Lewis.................... 10 Lockerby, Cornelia...... 1 50 
Herron, Amy, t............... 85 Masser, Anna, t ........... 2 00 'rurner, Jane, o............... 25 Story, o. H ..................... 3 47 Rice, Amy, t. .... .. ...• .. 5 00 
Hoag, Mary, t................. 00 Musser, Anna, o......... 10 Ulman, Mary A., t........... 10 Smith Iona, t .................. 11 50 Rtce, Amy ............••• 1 30 
Hodgins, Elizabeth, o...... 75 Neil, Anna,o ...... ,.,q 10 Umphrey, Caroline, t ...... I 00 Shaub, Wm., t ................. 11 75 Reynolds, ~Tilliam...... ~·5 
Hollibaugh, Johnathan, t. 95 Nephew, Martha I., t.. .• 1 99 Umphrey, John, t............ 1 00 Stroh Geo....................... 25 Smith, Cora... .. ... .••.• 50 
Hollibaugh, Margaret, t... 90 Nephew, MarthaI.,o.... 20 Umphrey, Nettie, t ......... l 00 Stroh: Mary..................... 25 Stroh, Alta, t ............ 12 00 
Hollibaugh, Johnathan,o. 25 Nephew, Lewellen J., t. 3 00 Yennard, Wm., t ............. 3 00 Story Jennie.................. 1 85 Stroh, Samuel, t ........ 12 00 · 
Hollibaugh, Margaret, o.. 25 Nephew, George and Wa_dkin, Lucy A., t......... 5 00 Seeley, Addie.................. 50 Sinclair, Lew, t........ •• 75 
Hollibaugh, Harry and Emily, t. .. .... . . . . .••• 1 00 w;adkm, Lucy A .• o......... 60 Stinbarger, Wm ............... 1 25 Stroh, Willie, t. ..• •••• .• 25 

Lydia, t .... : ................... 23 10 Neph~.w, George and ~ addmgton, ,fohn A., t... 2 00 Stinbarger, Amanda........ 95 Stroh, Ethel, t..... •• .... 25 
Holmes, Lottie, t ............. 2 50 Ernuy, o......... .. ...• 05/ Washburn, George V., t .. I 00 Teeters, D. B., t .............. s 00 Sperbeck, Flora......... 25 
Hugill, Richard W., t ...... 4 09 Nephew, Robert B., t .•. 1 00 Walruth, Charles Iii., t .... 4 00 Teeters, D. B .................. 1 00 Shoemaker, Charles, t... 2 00 
Hugill, Richard W. and Nephew, Emma, t ..•. .• JO, Walruth, Lila M., t......... 45 Teeters Susanna............. 75 Stroh, Hugh, t..... ..•• •• 2 00 

wi~e, t .......................... 3 00 Nephew, Emma, o.... .. 07 V\Ta~ters, Samuel and Teeters: Mary.................. 10 Stroh, George. t. .... .... 2 50 
Hugill, Ina, 0.................. 05 Newrnarch, James, t.... 10 w1fe,_ t .... _. ..................... l 00 Teeters, Wilson ............... 1 60 Stroh, Mary, t ........... 2 50 
Inslee, Wm. A., t............ 25 Newrnarch, Tompson, t. 1 00 Ward, Manlda and hus- Viers, Alta Landis........... 50 Thomas, Jacob.......... 1 00 
Inslee, Pauline, t............ 50 Newrnarch_, Margaret, t. 50 ,band. t, ......................... 6 50 Walberry, Sarah ......... ,... 1 34 Willard, Vina............ 50 
Jack, George, t .............. 5 00 Norton, Willis A., t .... 1 65 ~ard, Viola, t................ 50 Zimmerman, Anna........... 50 Willard, Bell............. 25 
Jenkinson, George, t ........ 25 00 Oliver, Mary A., t .. .•..• 301Warden, John, t .............. 5 00 G d R 'd B h Willard, Grace,.......... 25 
Jenkinson, George, o ...... 2 75 Oliver, Robert, t.... .. .. 1 00 1 Warden, Mary A., t......... 50 ran apr 8 ranc · Whaley, Eva, t.... ...... 7 40 
Jenkinson. Lottie, o ......... 2 60 Palmer, Grace B., t.... .. 3 801 Warden, Alice, t.............. 95 Beaman, Wm., t .............. 3 50 Whaley, Edward........ 1 00 
Johnson, Alvah E., t...... 86 Parks, Nellie, o.... ....• 30!' Warden. Hel_en. t... .......• 50 Cavanaugh, J. A., t ...•••..• 1 00 Galien Branch. 
Joice, Alta, t................... 25 Parrot, Abranarn, o .••• 20 Wease, Bessie, t.............. 05 DeTray, George, t .••••••••• ~ 5 66 
J ubenville, Alice, t......... 95 Peck, Girtie, t.... . . . . . . . 50 Wease, Susannah, t......... 45 Gregory, Sr. M., t............ 50 Alcott, Robert........... 1 90 
Kaplinger, Margaret A.,t. 1 00 Peck, Abbie M., t.. .. .... 50 Weaver, Delphene M., t. 25 George, E., t .••••••••• ~•·••••• 1 00 Alcott, Catharw.e ••••••• 1 90 
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Blakeslee, Lydia, t ...... 20 00 Q,uick, Lee A., t..... .. .. 6 00 Sr. Jacob Snider.............. 1 00 May, ~· P., o.. .• •••• .... 25 Armstrong Branch. 
Blakeslee, Lydia........ 7 00 Q,nick, J. l!'., t .......... 15 00 --- May, Sr. E. P., o ........ 25 Billinsky, Lydia, t ........... 2 00 
Blakeslee, Edwin....... 1 00 Quick, C., t . .. . . . . . . . • 5 00 Total .................... $964 02 May, J. C , t · .......... • ~ 6~ Berg, Andrew C .. t ........... IO 00 
Babcock, Margaret...... 75 Robe~ts, A. I. and wife,t. 4~ 70 . May, N., t · · ·· · .. · .... · • Barnard Peter C., t ......... IO 50 
Boyce, Sr.......... ..... 25 Ralstm, Nancy J., t ..... o 00 Expenditures. May, R, t ·· · ........ · ... 160 00 Berg D~ra, t................... 75 
Clark, Lydia, t... ....... 5 00 Robe.rts, Ira W., t... .. . 2 50 E. L. Kelley, Bishop ...... $150 oo May, W. H., o · · · · ·••· .. · 25 Berg,' Augusta, t.............. 2 00 
Clark, Lydia,.... ... .... 5 00 Sterlmg, Joseph, t ...... 25 00 Elizabeth Hevel.. ......... ,,.. 5 00 McCarty, Lewis. t .... •· · 2 50 Billinsky, Laura, t ........... I 00 
Cornell, Christina........ 75 Snodgrass, Sr. S. A., t... 1 00 T. w. Chatburn ............... 4 oo McNichols, Sr. F., o .... · 2 ~O Edwards, Jane, t .............. 4 85 
Clark, Leslie B.... .... •• 25 Sharrock, F. M. and J M Terry 300 00 McNichols, Sr. F., t. ··· · 

0 
,o Ellsworth, Lizzie, t.......... I 00 

Cox. Laurinda .......... 1 00 wife, t ................. 4 00 Wm:Summ~~fi~id.:::::::::::: 5 00 Mills, C. M., t ·· · ....... 
1
2
0 

o& Harr~ngton, Columbus, t .. I 00 
Desbrough, America.... 75 Staley, E. C., t. .. . .... •• 2 65 Ann Summerfield ............ 71 su lthlls, H. ~., t ........... 0 

30 
Harr~ngton, Edgar, t ........ 6 30 

Fry, Sarah, t . . .. .... . . .. 2 50 Taggart, Mary, t . . . . . . . 1 00 Delia Smith ..................... 35 oo l\'tllls. Ma el, t .... · ..... · 
1 

5
0 

Harrington, Joseph, t...... 50 
Green, Sarah............ 1 75 Taggart, Raymond A., t. l 00 Mary E. Davis ................. 200 oo MooneyF,JWe, t.... ..... 

1 50 
Harve_Y, J. J., t ............... 15 Oo 

Glover, Dora .. .. . . ... . .. 75 Wetherby, Perlin a, t. ... 1 20 s. Myers .......................... 19 50 Moore, · ., t. · · .. ·.... Hawkins, Ann, t .............. 23 00 
Green, Charles, t.... .... 6 00 Wright, Lucy Ann, t.... 5 00 E. Cowden ...................... 5 oo Mossel!, Hulda, t ...... ,. ~ 00 Hawk~ns, George, t ......... 3 00 
Green, Charles .......... 2 00 Williams, S. C ........... IO 00 Olive Cawthorn ................ 10 00 Murphy, W. H., t ........ 4.3 gg Hawkins, Ja,hn, t ............ 5 00 
Green, Dora ............. 2 00 --- B s ith e J s Nlurpby, W. H.,o ........ 5 Hepworth, George, t ........ 9 00 
Green, Ola .. . . .. .. .... .. 75 Total. ............ $300 11 rC~ns1fanc~: .. ~ ... : ... :....... 3 00 Nesbitt, Sr. George, t ... 6 5g Hicklin, George, o........... 1 50 
Green, Bernice.... ..... 25 = Marys. Price .................. 4 oo g~w~o~, t· Lt, t .... · ... ~ g

0 
Johnston, Augusta A., t .. 3 25 

Harner, Permelia, t ... . 2i'> Expenditures. John Davis ....... u .. ••········ 4 oo r~c • 0 n, · ·· ..... ·· · 
4
• 

00 
L:irsmore, :Mary, t ........... 2 00 

H p r 1 00 $ • --- Peterson, P., t · ... .. .• .. o Sister, a, t ...................... I2 00 
Harner, Mrme ia........ 6 00 Mrs. c. i;.. Duncan..... 27 9o Total. ................... $816 30 Peterso_n, J. w.......... 7 50 Skinner. Sarah, t............ 2 50 

ooper, ary ···· .... ... 50 Mrs. F. C. Keck ......... 9! 93 ___ Pitt, William, t.. .. .. .. .. 4 O? Yarrington, Tracey, o ...... 1 00 
Jackson,dA~line ·" .... 10 Mrs. A. Wbite, ......... 13o 00 Due church .......... $!47 72 Pleasant View branch... 1 4.1 Oblation ........................... 29 27 
McDonal • rs.......... 2" F. L. Sawley ............. 12 50 ___ Resch, B. F., t ........... 5 00 ---
RMabr~s, EsteBlla .... · · "" lO R. C. WilcoX'.... .... ... . 5 09 INDEPENDENCE D-I~ Resch, Henry, t ......... 26 60 Total.. ................ $2,339 03 0 

mson, ro .......... 25 Mrs. R. T. Walters ...... 39 2o • u- Roberts, W. D., t ........ 50 00 
Rees, John.............. 25 Wm. H. Mannerrng ..... 21 00 TIUC'r. Robinson, J. A., Jr., t... 3 50 Expenditures. 
Rees, Frank .. ···........ 75 \Mrs. Swen Swensen ..... 20 00 Robiuson, Sr. J. A., t ... 18 75 • 
Royce Dr J H Ch I p W I h 2 ·o R May agent 

0 
Bozarth. Alice, f ............ .., 40 00 R e ' Bl '1 . • ....... • , 00 are~ . es • .... .. . o . ' • • Ro. binson, W. N., t ...... 205 0 Chatburn, Sr. T. W., f ..... 221 69 

oyc • e .. · · • "' "· · " '" 35 A. White ................ 28 94 Receipts. Rudolph, Carl, o. .. .. . . . 1 Oil 
Royce, ,John............. d 

25 
Oavis, Sr. R. W., f.. ......... 65 10 

Rokly, John............. 4~ Total. .......... $391) O'i Due church March 1,1897.$ 2:1 20 ~"~ ~~~~· ~:r~ \jj· · t .. • 
1 

(lo Etzenhouser. 8r. R., f ...... 203 00 
Rokly, Jane............. 3o ___ Adams, Mary, \ ............... 40 00 " t!_: 'l j J · ., .... 

2
• 

0
,
1 

Kelley, Sr. T. C., f ........... 210 00 
Shears, Mattie... . ... ... 25 Due church ....... $ 04 Allen, T., t ...... ,............... 1? ~~. imme W ·

0 
., ; .. .. ... ~ OtJ Luft; Sr. Joseph, f ........... 289 05 

Smith, Minnie Bell...... 1 50 --- Allen, Arthur .................... 6 0 l ' mnHer. · "t .. · · .... 
00 

Parker, Sr. Robert, f ........ 228 00 
Shook, John................... 50 --- Allisson, John, o ............. 1 00 Slye, nnnah, · .... .... 1 Robinson, Sr. H H., f ..... 90 00 
Thurston, Cyrus............. 1 50 FAR WEST DISTRICT. Atkins, R., t .................... 10 00 ~mi th, Walter, t. · · · ..... 1 O~ 'l'homas, J. H., f .............. 80 00 
Terril, Laura.................. 80 Wm. Lewis, Agent. Bailey. 'George t............. 1 00 ~no~.gras~, ,J. A., t. ... .. 4 g: White, 8r. I. N., f ........... 270 00 
Witshburn, Cyrenus......... 25 . Ballenger, Henry, t ......... 5 00 Somes, Si. S. L., t ... .. 5 C Luff, Joseph, e ................. 45 00 
Washburn, Laura............. 50 Receipts. Ballenger, Wesley, t ........ 5 00 ~!uffird, ~r. B., t. ·.. .... 3 O~ Parker, Robert, e ............ 30 00 
Wheaton, Reuben ............ 1 00 Due church Mar. I, 1897.$144 55 Bartholomew, Irene, t..... 50 ~, .. afl Jrd, Sr·J3·•,f'·

0
· .. " 

1 
g8 Peterson, J. W., e ............ 7 50 

WIM;lrton, Mary............... 35 G. J. Whitehead ........ 5 00 Bartholomew, W. H., t .... 8 50 ~ilolrnso~, r. ·t ., o .. 
10 

Ol Robinson, H. H., e ........... 3 00 
Scattered Saints. Bro. and Sr. Simmons .. 34 00 Bellmore, Wrn., t............ 2 50 an rnrd. ames, ...... • O(( May, R., e ...................... 12 Oo 

John Lawrenson, Jr., ... 31 10 Blakesley. A. J., o............ 15 Tankard, ~aGes, o...... ~ 
00 

Ballinger, Ella, a ............ 48 45 
Eckert, Carrie ............... 2 O? G. W. Mauzey ........... 5 00 Blatt. E.'J., t ................. 5 00 '~orranre, :

1
· ., 0 .. ..... 

50 
Blakesley, Sr. i\L E ......... 33 50 

Hobinson, Sr. H. H......... 2o Valentine Bohn ........ 11 57 Brackenbury, B. L., o...... 2 OtJ lut.y, k "s·' 0 
10 

Sl "lrownlee, E. D............... 5 00 
Hobinson, H. H ............... 1 102 J.E. Lewis, .............. 70 50 Bracken,bury, Mira, t ....... 2 ~9 Totty, ~r. L., O .......... 

2 4~ ~~dwards, George ............ 5 09 
Waller. Elizttbeth ........... 0 C. D. Constance......... 2 00 Brand, Sr. M .. t .............. 9 oO ;;otty, 'sr. ., O · ... ..... 

5 
OP ''ranklm, T. J ..... , ........... 59 7o 

Terril, H. ......................... 1 ~O J.C. Elvert .· ............ 100 00 Burtville, Bro., o............. 76 /,horp; 
8
A.E · · · ·· t ... · 3 

50 
:Tooks, Sr ......................... 9 35 

Wood, Arthur.................. 00 M. J. Head... .... .. .... 8 20 Bushnell, W., t ............... 25 05 Ionsley, J" mma, · ... SO Lockhart, Samuel.. .......... 2 50 
Ms:rcel!us Branch. E. Hovenga............. 50 Bushnell. Wm., o ............ 5 00 y,cKyy, F''b• ~ ··· ..... 10 

50 
l'.ugh .• P.A ...................... 2 50 

Goodenough, c. E........... 25 Luppe Hovenga ... : ..... 9 O~ Ca~all. H.J., t ................ 41 SO ;~~~t':; S~ i.,' i;"' .... • lO sn >lartm, R;chard .............. 70 5ll 
Headley, h'. F .................. 1. oo Amy Su~merfield ....... 2 2o Ca~n, Mar3'.· t .................. 3 oo Weedma'.n SKr~b J .. i"' 

1 
oli ~unson, 8r..................... 20 

___ T. H. Hmderks .......... 3 00 Cam. Martm, t ................. 9 70 d 'w R "t . ., 
2 00 

'lunson, (funeral ex.,) .... 15 00 
Total .................... $770 72 M. H. Hinderks ..... _ ..... 30 00 Caldwell, L. P., \.,,......... 1 00 :J,~~t:;:,.anV\r ;· t ., .... 

5 00 
lllcMullin, John ............... 5 oo 

= Bro. and Sr. J. T. Km- Caldwell, L. P .. o............ 50 W • d J b.' 'i;" .... 
2 00 

Nace, br. T. M ................. 20 00 
Expenditures. naman,. ~. . ... 0 0 •••• oe 5 00 Oampb--ell,_ \V illis, t.......... 8 oo ~smons' 'M n, . .. . .. oo' Nelson, M. A.................. 5 00 

Bri·ggs, E. C ................. $ 40 50 WA·.·wC .. FHleaandde_r_s, .... ·.·.·. •.•.••• .•• 3 00 Cartbell, Carl, t ............... JO oo ~hnsor,A r. ., o ............ 5 
95 

Page, E. L ...................... 13 60 
2 40 Uhatburn, Nellie, t ......... 5 oo "IJ ite. mDon ................ 16 o' Stanby, Sr ........................ l 70 

Bronson, H. C ................. 18 00 P. C Cbristianson...... 8 00 Chatburn, Sr. 'l'. W., t ..... 11 30 ". 11te,RA.li . ··"j'/""""'"' 1 Houston, Sr...................... 1 fi5 
Baggerly, James M ......... 30 OS C. P. Faul.. ............. 10 00 Cheney, Samantha, t....... 1 50 Zi~n·~ e gw- iterary s· •rousley, Willis ............... 10 011 
Poor ............................... 97 30 A. J. Inman............. 1 00 Clark, Sr. 4.nn, t............. 9 00 8ociety ........................ 6 ° l'aylor, Mrs ...................... 2 2.) 
Rathbun, Hiram, Jr ......... 5 00 I. M. Nicoll.............. 1 00 Clark, J. J., t .................. 2 78 First Kansas City Branch Turner, Sr...................... 2J 
Robinson, H. H ................ 20 31 Wm. 'rillery..... ........ 6 00 Clemenson, J. F., t ......... 18 00 . · 

0 
Westwood, Joseph ........... 13 50 

Scott, S. W. L., f ............ 112 00 ZUia Moore............. 5 00 Clemons, Sr. M., \ ........... 11 00 Allen, Arthur, t ............... foO 0 Webster, 8r L................. 9 20 
Scott, S. W. L ................. 18 65 R. F Peck .. .. .... .. .... 25 Cloar, Sr. Thomas, t....... 50 Allen. Arthur,. o.............. 7 50 Matilda Mil!otte.......... ... 5 00 
Smith, W. J., f .............. 200 00 H. Nesser .............. 5 00 Coleman, J. A., t ........... 5 oo Asbauld, J:l. L., t ............ 2 5~ Hatty Haun ..................... 1 OJ 
~mith, W. J ................. '. ... 5 00 H. R. Beebe .............. 20 00 Cook, Ella, t .................... 1 50 ~altin, Bessie, t . ., ............ 5 ~O Isabel Woolsey ............... 2 00 
Stroh. Samuel. per dis- D. J. Powell ............. 10 00 Cox, A, t ........................ 2 00 Curry, Ju~rn t L ............. 2 

0 
Maud Babcock ................. 1 00 

trict.............................. 4 82 Robert Jones............ 2 50 Connelley, G. E., o ........ ., 1 00 Dallard, Sr.: E., t......... 5
0 

Ellen Cook ..................... 10 00 
T • 551 72 A. S. Lewis ............. 10 00 Curtis, Josiah, t ............... 15 35 I"aacks, rJ. · ., t ......... 3 

00 
J. I. Young..................... 2 50 

otal..................... R. Flinn ................ 110 00 Davis, H. M., \ ................. 8 00 Johnston, .,o .......... ., .... 1 ,J. Clark .......................... 1 00 
D h h $2!9 oo Mary Ode ................ 10 00 Davis, ff. M., o............... 1 00 Oblat10n ·h····j .............. ,,. I2 ~g Lumber, (Temple Lot 

ue c urc .......... _. ___ John Krah!.............. 7 00 Dayton, Anna .................. 5 00 Sundity sc 00 ... t .............. 1 
00 

sidewalk,) ..................... 39 20 

S OURI--- Sarah Constance,o ...... 5 00 Eaton, Mary, t ................. 20 00 LeLs, Jos{f,b, t .............. 6 
00 

RPnt, hall ....................... 3 00 
]}!l S . S. J. Head................ 25 Etzenhouser, Albert, t .... 20 oo i'<Ic aran, S 0· t'........... 8 

00 
Stationery and postage..... 3 25 

CLINTON DISTRICT S. J. Walson ................... 1 00 Etzenhouser, Henry, t ..... 10 00 f?ubwait,J r. .. i'Ii,'"i"' 5 
20 

Taxes on real estate ......... 9 26 
· F. J. Mauzey .................. 20 00 Farr, Nellie G., t............. 60 ~cott B. , a~d · • .. ~ 

00 A. White, Agent. Mother A. Ehlers............ 5 00 Farrow, Emily................. 1 00 Slocum, l:,i· < .doS···J'"" Total.. ................. $2.205 40 
Receipts. Joseph !3eattie................ 1 00 ]'landers, Lisey, t............ 7 O? SeNfo

0
rd, t .~:.~~ ..... :.: ... : .... 

10 00 J. S . .J,l'lmn...................... IO Furdon, Bro .• t............... 5o , ., M d S J Due church ........... $133 63 
Andes S. C., t .............. $ 6 50 J.M. Terry ..................... 8 00 Garrett, W. H., t ............. 2 00 Seaford, r. an r. • , 

6 00 An :es: Benjamin, t......... 1 50 Carrie Lewis .................... 10 00 Gurber, Fred, t ............... 37 50 SN. 0.,'(}"':8 ... t............. NODAWAY DISTHICT. 
Budd, J. c. and Jennie,t .. 10 00 Jacob Friend .................. 2 00 Hands, W. 0., t ............... 25 00 Tlo~uhl, ·A ·13 .... d.'M:"" 8 00 R. K. Ross, Agent. 
Coberly. L., t.................. 1 50 A sister, St. Joseph Harv.ey, J. J., t .............. 12 00 rL c ey, · · an · 
Crayne, w. P., t .............. 1 50 branch .......................... loo Harr~ngton. G. E., t ......... 15 oo w ,.ht ... s .. ··w··ci'"s""'i"" 1 i~ Heceipts. 
Delong, I. N., t ............... 10 OU E. J. Lang ....................... 1 00 Harrmgton, G. E .• o ........ 1 00 ~ig ti; rE t · ., .... ~ 

00
DuechurchMarchl,1897$ 5 38 

Evans, Melissa A., t........ 1 60 E. E. Benstead ............... 11 00 HattY:, Sr. L., t................ 6 30 ~~?nht Ro~~ ~................ 
25 

,Jacob Hansen .................. 20 00 
Evans, Mehssa, o ............ 1 00 Ann Benstead ................. 12 50 Hankms, H.J., t .............. 5 00 ,. g D F • ............... 

00 
Caroline Torrance ........... 12 50 

Ferry, Alfred and wife, t.. 5 OU E. C. Lehman.................. 2 00 Hankins. Kate, t............... 5 00 V\ mn, · ., t. .. ., ........... 15 Frank Hill, Jr................. 2 50 
Faler. C. U. and S., t ....... 10 55 Bethnid Craven ............... 10 00 Hayward. G., 0 ......... .,..... 1 00 Lee's Summit Branch. K F. Hill and wife ......... 5 OO 
G.•e, Sarah, t .................. 1 70 C .. J. Craven .................... 2 50 Hendr!ckson, James, t ..... 10 00 Allen, T. A., o................. 

50 
Elizabeth Black ............... 6 85 

~off, A, A., t ................... 2 ~O Kmgston b.ranch .............. ~ 50 Hendrickson, H.,t ........... 3 50 Flinn, F. W., t................ 
50 

M. H. Hill ....................... 1 50 
Goff, Vrna H., t............... 2 .>0 H. D. Enms .................... 3o 00 Holden branch................. 3 40 Flinn, H., t................ .... 

1 
OO Andrew Jacobson ........... 15 00 

Umcy, Jenme, t .............. HJ Oil H. Pierce........................ 5 50 Horton, A. A., o.............. 1 00 Flinn Isham t 
1 

OO Ole Madison .................... 50 00 
Hillehqrnt. Susan E., t ... 15 00 C. H_ ... Isleib ..................... 10 OU Independence branch ...... 27 31 Rudd', A.G.,~ .. ::::::·:::::::: 

1 00 E. S. l!'annon ................. 10 00 
Houts Alma, t ............... 10 00 G. T. Baker ..................... 15 00 Jnmau, G. B., o............... 1 00 Bro. and Sr. Keen.......... 4 00 
Hutcli•ns, Joseph A., t..... 5 OQ .J. C. Gardner.................. 1 50 Inman, G. B., t............... 25 Chelsea Park Branch. Sern c. Nelson.............. 5 00 
Headlee, A. J., t.............. 26 Sr. S Pearson .................. 8 35 Inman, L.A., o .... u......... 35 Anderson, E. P., o ........... 25 00 A. Jenson ....................... 15 00 
Hubricht, R. E., t ............ 2 27 H. Taddicken .................. 8 25 James, Amy D., t............ 5 00 J3artella. W., t .................. 5 00 Lehman Kersner .............. 10 00 
Ing\.l, A. C., t .................. 8 85 t>r. L. Niedorp ................ 15 00 James, O. L., t .......... 25 00 Clark, J .. , 0..................... 1 00 Amanda Hailey ............... 5 00 
Kelley, E. L1,. Bishop ...... 25 00 8 Brooks,....................... 1 00 James, Sr. T., L.. .. .... . 6 00 Hequensborough, J, t ..... 50 00 w. B. 'l.'orrance ............... 15 00 
Kearney, VI ilhs and M. L. Isleib ..................... 17 00 Kelley, E. L., Bishop ... 252 00 Hoffman. J., t .................. 5 oo Chris Anderson ............... 40 oo 

Mina, t ........................ 6 15 E. ]'airbanks ................... 2 5? Kelley, Sr. T. C., o .... .. 50 Hough, D. E., t ............... 11 00 Albert Leaverton ............. 2 00 
Keck. Charles Wallace, t. 20 00 J. Gardner, Jr ................. 2 7o Koehler. Margaret....... 50 Shelly. George, t ........... , .. 1 oo Hans Lindorf.................. 2 oo 
Lyle. c. C., t .................. 23 50 J. W. Miller .................... 1 00 Layton, Sr. J. W., t ..... 12 00 Wells, G. H., t ................. 1 00 T. w. Curtis .................... 2 50 
Lyon, L.A., t .................. 8 00 G. W. Best ...................... 2 00 Lee, Sr. Fanny, t. ... .... 1 55 Wooden, C., t .................. 1 00 c. Kalstrop ..................... 5 oo 
Lowe, Wm., t .................. 25 00 Charles Bacus ................ 13 001 Lee, John H., o ......... 10 00 Second Kansas City Branch Thomas Ivie .................... 2 00 
Mannering, James F., t ... 3 50 C. E. Hubacher ............... 6 001 Lee, John H., t.... .... .. 2 50 · Peter Anderson .............. 12 00 
Miller. Amy Ellen, t....... 3 30 L. Christensen................. 3 00 Lee, Martha........ . • • . . 3 00 Cleveland, Gharlotte, t.... 45 Isaac M Hoss.................. 3 00 
McNeill, Eliza, t .............. 5 00 Cora Wedlock ................. '.' 501 Lee, Lucy, t, ... ..... .... 1 55 Koehler, Ada. t .............. l 50 Wm. Woodhead .............. 2 oo 
Mannering, Christine, t ... 4 00 Sr. G. W. Best ................ o 00, Lintel!, W!lham, o ...... 1 50 Koehler, Anme ............... 5 00 Beatrice A. Knowles ........ 1 50 
Mannering, Mary M:, t.... 1 00 Sr. J. C Gardner............ I 00 • .1ntell. Sr; W., o .... ., .. 11 30 Koehler, Julia A., t......... 5 00 8arah H. Knowles ........... 2 00 
Markland and Mathews,t. 10 00 D. H. Schmidt ........ , ........ JO OIJ Lloyd, T. C., o........... 1 00 Koehler, August, t.......... 50 Ross Grove branch.......... 

8 4
o 

Mau.dsley, Carrie M, t ..... 17 60 Frank Billings ................. 10 00 Luff, John, t ............. 10 00 Koehler, Margret, t......... 50 __ _ 
Noya, Wm., t.................. 78 Emma Lewis .................... 5 00 Luft~ J. J. and wife ..... 6 75 Lewis, Joseph J., t .......... 3 00 Total .................... $265 13 
Poulson, --, t ............ 3 00 Ann Lewis ....................... 10 00 Luff, J. W., t ........... 46 55 Newton, 'l.'homas, t......... IO = 

u 
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Expenditures. Sarah Forest. .................. ~ 00

1
1 ~0]1!1 S. P.arrish:····., ......... 267 85 F. S. Gatenby .................. 6 00 Charles E. Morey, t •.•.. 10 00 

Sr. B. Anderson ............ $216 Oil Rebecca C. Nuckles ......... o 00 i:ipnng River district Ezra Brumbaugh.............. 25 Almond Burgess, t... .. 2 00 
M. F. Gowell ................... 20 00 J. S. Moore..................... 5 00 Ka""" ........................ 50 00 Abbie Loggerman ............ 5 00 Lena Henderson 
J. D. WiltfOng ............•. _ ... 1 20 ·E~·m,Jn.iBalLac0·1u'i:s ... ·.·.·.·.· .. ·.·.··.·.·.· .. ·.·.·.·.··. ~ OlJi Minnie L. Whitney ......... 6 50 Thomas Ruttege .............. 1 40 Hu1rhs, t..... .. ..•. .. .. 1 00 

4 051 ---. Irvm Mengel... ................. 20 00 A. J . .Myers, t . •. . . . . . . . • 2 00 
Total .................... $~37 20 Wm Louis...................... 2 00 Total··· .................. $860 7n James T. Lippencott and Kate Ranch, t. . . • • .• .. rn 

___ Ma.ry Steele ................... 4 llO D h h -$ . • wife .............................. 20 00 lL V, Greenway, t..... •• 1 00 
Due church ........... $ 27 93 Shepard Marsh .............. JO 00 ue c urc ........... lao 07 John Peterson ................. 5 00 M. P. Miller, t... .. ..•. •. 5 00 

= Addeline Swinanger ........ 2 15 = Nellie Garnet................ 41 Mary A. Duncan, t ...... 2 00 
NOR'l'HEAST DISTRICT. Samuel G. Perego .......... 4 oo MINNESOTA. Loriicda Lewis ................. 40 oo D.,B. ,Jarrad, t ...•....... 19 60 

J. T. Williams, Agent. T. J. bimpson .................. 3 50 MIN, NE SOTA DISTRICT. Hat11e Crosser ................. 3 00 Elizabeth Jarrad, t ..••.. 1 60 
James Hudd ................... 4 00 • C. N. Hutchins ................. 5 00 John Mock, o.... .... .. •• 1 00 

Receipts. Margaret Ogdon ............... 2 50 w. w. McLeod, Agent. Mary Young .................... 1 H; Ethel Mock, o.... ... ... • 25 
Due church March 1,1897$ 4 04 {osJphinJ 1fjey.h ...... "$ 1 ~~ Receipts. ~· {ioyney...................... 5 og ~ohn i'eeters, o ••••...• • .10 
Carrie Richards. t. .......... s oo n rew . etc er..... · ( . . ackson................... 2 0 ert rasl\:, o.,. . . . . . . . . 25 
Bro. and Sr. R.R. Jones,t 9 oo E. L. Kelley, Bishop ... $ 70 00 Dae church Mor. 1, 1897 $ 23 82 Mary Jackson .... ............ 1 50 Inez Jarrad, o... .. .. .• • 05 
John Lilly ....................... 4 oo --- Anderson, E B., t. .. . 1 00 Charles E. Williams and Elizabeth Jarrad, o ..... 25 
w. J. Richards, t ............ 10 50 Tot.al. ............ $551 77 Anrlerson, Emma L, t.' 1 00 wife ............................. 8 75 D. B. Jarrad, o .... .... .• 25 
Jacob Waltenbaugh, t ..... 12 00 = Anderson, Alice E., t.. .. 4 75 L. P. Larson .................... 50 00, Rachel Jarrad, o .. . . . . •• 50 
w. H. Vincent, t ............ 1 oo Expeditures. Auder,on, .JRmes W., t .. 18 00 Samuel Strong ................. 25 OO'D. D. Jarrad, o .... .••.•• 25 
W. J. Griffiths, t.............. 50 Sr. Ward's family ...... $ 94 % Anderson, E. B. and --- Malvin Wake!in, o.... •• • 05 
F T Mussell, t ............... 2 00 Henry Sparling, f .••..• 299 83 wire, t ....... :......... 5 00 Total. ................... $217 10 Grace Campbell, o . ... .• 01 
Frederick Palfrey, t ......... 27 50 Joseph Ward............ 7 00 Anderson, Lewis E., t ... 12 oo Expenditures.= ~l~t~~~'dll'~~t~f!Ato1·~' o... 20 
Thomas Perry, t .............. 5 50 Sr. George Campbell.... 1 so B'lrnhard, Wm., t..... ... 5 00 
Daniel Edmonds, t ........... 8 00 Mary Roberts ............ 4 55 Barnhard, Ann, t...... .. 50 Sr. E. A. Payne ............ $165 00 Society ............... 3 75 
Mary Burnett, 0 ............... 6 20 Henry Sparling exp 63 45 Barnhard, A be, t .. . •• .. 5 00 J. F. Mintun.................... 1 35 Morris Moldrup, t ...... 10 00 
Charles Edmunds, t......... 50 Agent's expenses ... :::: 4 40 Breen, John J .......... 136 00 Sarah Hansen, t ....... 49 00 
MilesEdmunds,•t............ 50 John Dinehart .......... 1 42jEc~1~~ktet.r,EEvall.etn.'.t ................ 2

2 0
o
0
o Tota! .................... $166 35 Annie Everett, t ........ 6 00 

Bevier Sisters' Sewing --- H. C. Fremming, t ...... 25 00 
Society, (see General T t 1 $4, 7 46 Gr.ffin, W. C. and wife, t. 13 00 Due church ......... $ 50 75 Mary Nelson, o.... .... .. 50 
report. Duplicate,) ...... 10 00 ° a ...... 00 

•••• •• • G rnld, W. M., t.... .. .... 6 75 
Rosa Cochran, t ............... 10 50 Due church ..... $ 74 31 ~onld, W.W., t ......... 50 00 NORTHERN DISTRICT. Total.········ .... $400 10 

Minnie Cochran, t............ 50 = if"ul~, L:il]on, t .. i' ...... • 2~ 36 J.M. Stubbart, Agent. Expenditures. 
CMammieSCocC~ran, t.......... 5 Oo ST LOUIS DISTRICT H •:, s, Vi, ;"r1· 0 't .. . . .... 50 Receipts. S C H P 1 0 . A ( r) ochran. t ..... 4 00 · . a .:s, i 1e, ..... .• •• r. . . orter ........ $2 5 0 
Georgia Frye, t .............. 70 John G. Smith, Agent. Hawks, Alfred, t. . . • • • .• 35 Due church March 1, 1897$ 3 07 Elizabeth Waldsmith ... 135 00 
Howard E. Lovejoy and R . Hilton, J. F., t .......... 10 00 w. F. Seward, t ............... 3 35 Postage and stationery.. 3 85 

wife. t .......................... 7 oo ece1pts. IIin~on, Anton, o ....... 1 00 Lottie Edwards, t............ 50 Poor ................... 9 25 
Catharine Rogers, t ......... 2 00 Due church Mar. 1, 1897.$ 78 75 Inga ls, Letitia. t. ·... . . 2 00 Ann Edwards, t ............... 5 70 Exchange and exprees 
J. A. Tanner, district Maude Anderson........ 25 Kirknatrick, Milton and 

75 
Alice Swartz, t................ 50 Hc~rgBes1 .... 11

........... .. 40 
loan returned ............... 4 Oil Nellie M. Bond. t. .... . 5 50 wife, 0 ......... .... .... 

50 
Mary Staft, t .................... 9 oo J ·w .Welvd1 e, .......... 5 00 

Sarah Cochran, t............ 50 Bessie Bond, t . .'.. .. . . 1 r,o M1d:i;orden, Silas, o.... .. 
1 0 

Sr. E. Keck, t .................. 10 oo . 
1 

· h' a smith, 
J F. Petre, t .................. 42 50 Martha Barraclough, t.. 6 00 Midgorden, Maria, o .... 

1 
o
0 

A. w. Ballard, t............... 75 cot mg ............... 25 44 
Wm. Chapman,' t............ 85 George F. Barraclougll,t. JO 00 Midgorden, 0. H., o. · · · · 

15 
~O Sr. J. A. Carter, t............ 3 00 

Margret Kelso, t ............. I 00 John Beaird, t. . .. .. .. Z 00 Midg.orderi, 0. H., t ...... JO 50 Hice .M. Sampson, t ........ 13 75 Total. .................. $393 94 

T
Whm KeLlso

11
. t .. t................ 3 2

50
5 ~am1uel BR. Burgess, t.. .. !Oll oo ~M!~n·c'l:a~"a~ci ·~ire· t" 6 00 Maria Ogard, t................. 5 oo Due church .......... $ 6 16 omas i y, ............... . <>Ve me urgess, t ...... 72 50 ' • -. • · 

3 09 
,Jam es Ogard, t ................ 10 OD 

M.A. llichards, t............ 25 .John J. Billinsky, t ..... 45 R2 \IcLeod, wtilda, o. ·· · ·· Nelson Brown, t ............. 10 00 
Caroline Lilly. t.............. oO Sylvester ,J. Bartlett, t... 1 00 McLeod, · W. and E. D. Brown, t ................. 25 oo 
W. M. Hichards, t ............ 3 65 Isabelle Crocker......... 00 wife, t ................ 15 OD Henry Jones, t ............... 10 OD 
Sarah Waltenbaugh, t ...... I no Joseph E. Betts, Sen., t. 30 llO Oshner, M., t .... ·· 10 00 W. S. Sanders, t ............. 25 
George Thorburn. t ......... 6 00 ,Joseph E. Betts Jr., t ... 2D DO Oaks, Wm .... · .. ·····... 20 lra C. and Lyda Lewis, t. 3 10 
Thomas McDonald, t....... 1 00 Noah N. Cooke, t....... 3 oo Pierce, Charles W., t .... 1~ ~~ ~r. J. Suttles, t ............... I 00 D. I. Jones, Agent. 
JE. '!'. Vic'illiams. t .............. 

2
5 00 Maria Cooke, t ........... 2 liO ~['m~, ~· f' .. T .. t ...... 

2 
<O Emma Gardner, t ............ s oo Receipts. 

llen ochran, t...... ........ 50 Esther Cowlisbaw . . .. •. 1 On nm • ar ey ., .. •· ·· 
80 

Ulaude E. C'arter, t......... 35 
E. E. Petre, t ................... 78 25 Wm. R. Cowlisha w, t... 5 00 Pl_nmb, .o. B., t...... .• •• lO Ora Dessa Carter, t......... 6l Due church March 1,1897,$ 10 80 
E. E Petre, college fund. 20 00 Josephine Cooke, t...... 1 on Rightmire, Emma, t.... 1 00 Dian Carter, t .................. I 45 R C. Truman, t ............... 30 00 
C. Petre, t ....................... JO 50 "arah Cooke............. 35 1'nobut, _Phebey, o ...... 13 75 8ister A .. of Omaha Eline Vallam, o ............... 2 no 
Mary Burner. t................ 25 Martha Crowley......... 50 Tab but, Hermon, t.... .. 

7 
bra.nch, t ...................... !5 OO r. R. Hawkins, t .............. IO 00 

J,a.vina Lilly, t ................. 1 oo Collectiou for poor ...... 14 85 Tabbut, Andrew, t ...... 
1 

50
0 

Lloyd Marteena, t ............ 4 50 Sr Walmsley, t .............. 11 00 
Edward Mos•, t ............... 1 00 Elizabeth H. Crowson,t. 10 ll!' Waldon, Grace, t.... .... 

6 0
o
0 

Ann Starkey, t ................ 5 011 .John Walker, t .............. 10 Oil 
Harriet Moss, t................ l 25 Bertram G. Dawson, t. . 1 no Wheiler, C. S., t. · · •• · .. · Rachel A Satterfield, t ... 10 00 E. Munro, t..................... 8 oo 
.J,ohn J. Jon~s, t ............... ~no ~'"A. S. Davison, t ..... 7 00 Way, Henry, t._ .......... 15 00 George Wilson, t ............ 2 65 W. Barret, o .................... 1 00 
l'lorence Triplett, t ......... v 00 Gaorge El!10t~t, t .......... 2 00 Wendell, Jenme L.1 t... 6 00 Wm. and Annis McKee, t. 5 00 1;l:· Trimmar, 0................. 50 
M. Petre, t ....................... 84 50 A sister. U. E. ........... 1 oo l,"h1tmg,A.W.andw1fe,t.!98 00 Marcus Bilyne t .............. 2 50 i:ilste;m Nevada, t ........... 50 00 
Albert Bender, t.............. 50 Jacob F. Gaul, t ......... 38 oo Sale of old tent .......... 20 00 Sr. A.. E. Bro,,;n, t ........... 10 oo K .c. Trim mar and 
Sophia Be~der, t.............. 50 Eliza Green, t......... .• 1 DO To --- E. Burtelson, t................ 2 00 wife, t .......................... 70 00 
Margret Lilly, t............... 50 Cbartes K. Hellman, t... 8 00 ta!·· ........ ·· .$694 58 Abbie Suttles, t ............... 5 oo '1?: R. I-1,awkms, t .............. 6 00 
.John Allen, t.................. 2~ Charles H. Hellman..... 50 Ex endi r = S. D. Carter, t ................ l 00 ~ister Chubbick............... £ 75 
Grant Moore.................... l.i M>lrgaret Hughes, t ....• 10 00 P tu es. May A. Stubbart, 0 .......... 25 Sr. J · Gault ..................... lo 00 
Joseph Hayward............ I 10 Catharine ,Johnson, t. .. 6 00 E. L. Kelley, Bishop ... $506 50 Anna Stubbart, t ............. 2 oo D.R. Jones .................. 17 00 

--- George W .• James .. .. . . . 35 G. H. Hilliard ..•••••.... 125 00 J.M. Stubbart, o ............ IO 40 ---
Total .................... $H8 19 Bettie .James................... 05 E. A. Stedman........... 8 oo Total .................... $247 04 

NEVADA. 
NEVADA DISTRICT. 

. =Effie M .• James................. 10 I. N. Roberts .••••••..... 18 Ou Total .................... $199 68 
Expenditures. Annie Lloyd ........... .,....... 25 

E. L. Kelley. Bishop ...... $353 oo Sophia Marlin .................. 2 00 
Martha Griffiths ............... J5 00 Geo. C. M arkwick, t.......... 2 00 
Jennie Evans .................. 15 00 Mary McDonald, t ............ 2 00 
Mrs D. F. Hichards ......... 5 oo John McF:lrlane, t .......... 7 00 
,J A. Tanner, district \Vm. l\'1cMurray, t ........... 4 60 

Joan............................. 5 00 Wm. and Mary .'\lay......... 5 00 
G. •i• Griffiths.................. 6 00 Elizabeth Molyneaux...... 50 MONTANA DIS'!'RICT. 
M. M 'l'urpen .................. 3 00 Sophia Owen~. t............. S 00 
Wm.Summerfield ............ 3 50 Mary M. Owens, t ............ 4 llO J.E. Reese, Agent. 
Agent's expense .............. 2 95 Lizzie P11tterson ...... ,....... 50 Receipts. 
Exchange........................ 1 oo Mary Peat, t.................... I CO 

___ Edna Peat, t.................... s oo Esgar, Robert, Sen., t .... $ 5 00 
Total .................... $409 45 Wm. Rathbone................ 25 Eukes, M. J. and wife, t. 25 00 

___ Henry RobPr\,, t....... ....... 8 00 Harris, Dan R. and SOU ERN IS R Thomas Lester, Agent. 
Due church ........... $ 8 74 Esther Hadf t............. 1 00 wife, ! .......................... 25 00 TH D T ICT. Receipts. 

= St. Louis I . ............. 7 oo Kelley, Wm. D., t ........... 26 50 J. W. Waldsmith, Agent. 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT John G. 'I. _ t ............. 12 00 Pritchard, John, t ........... 20 00 Receipts Beal, Mary Ann ............ $ I 00 

" · Elizabeth Suuth ............... 2 00 Pritcharr1, Martha, t ........ 10 llO . • Box. Sarah A. E .............. 1 45 
Henry Sparling. Agent. Sarah 'l'horp, t ................ 2 oo Reese, John E., t ............ 100 00 Ame!Ia Osborn, t .....•. $ 5 00 Buttery, Burther.............. 1 Oil 

Receipts. Richard B. 'l'rowbridge, t.100 50 Raymond, Mary H .. t ...... IO 00 Allee Sav>ige. t.. .. . . .. .. l 00 Cable, ,Tudson .................. 10 Oil 
J ]' S h fi ld $ 

5 
OO Wm. 0. 'l'homas, t .......... 200 50 Smart, James and wife, t .. 50 00 LUCJ'. J. Woods, o.. •. .•. 75 Clark, Wm ....................... 1211 70 

urn £i 0 . e b ··············· 1 Eleanor Underwriter........ 25 Reese, Thomas. o ...... ...... 25 00 Neille Fike, o........... 2 00 Clark, Ann Jane.............. 7 OG 
.JoJ:n . Ti.b els .............. 1 ~O James Wild, t .................. 150 00 White, Susan M., Sen., t .. 10 00 M. J. Shafer, t ........... 25 00 Lester, Agnes ................. 1 50 
Juba A. Mmecke ............ " 65 Albert Whitnev .. 05 --- M. J. and Elizabeth Lester, John.................... 10 
Frank Mm.~cke............... ~ 00 .Tulius Wittstock'.'.:: . .'.'.'.'.'.'.'." 15 'l'o!al. ................... $306 50 Shafer. t ............... 27 50 Lester, Thomas............... 6 00 
W. H. Scofield ................. 1.> OU Frank Wiley.................... 25 = C. IL Porter. t ........... 6 2' Lester, Frank N.............. 10 
W R Pickermg .............. 3~0 00 'l'nomas Williams. t......... 5 00 Expenditures. Peter Moldrup, t ....... 20 00 Mootshead, Matilda.......... 50 
Henry Sparlmg .............. ?O 00 Patience Remington........ 50 Sr. A. B. Moore ............. $ 54 00 C. L. Gould•mith, t..... 5 70 Potts, George, Sen ........... 1 50 
Henry ~rooner ................. 3~ 02 Rr. Chloe M. Reese ......... 75 00 Cornelius Myer, t........ 9 00 .Pott8, George and 
~tl~el '\';dlock................ " 30 Total ................. $1,015 82 Kelley, E. L., Bishop ...... 125 oo Anna Nielsen, t . .. ••••. 25 Elizabeth ................. 10 00 

•J ert G'avis .................. I gg = ___ Edmund Nelson, t ....••. 15 00 Pope, Mary ..................... 2 00 
Fanny Lilfmore ............... 1 

00 
Expenditures Total .................... $254 00 Ethel Mock, o ... ....• .. 50 Pope, John H .................. 2 00 

Sr. Lue o ton ................. 4 · I --- James Perrin, t.... .... .. 6 10 Stone, Albert E ............... 37 50 
James f'. Kox ................. 25 Nancy Acker .................. $ 8 OOI Due church ........... $ o2 50 Nebraska City branch,o. 2 00 Stone, Cora F .................. 2 70 
Eliza Hill..; ..................... 4 0~ A. 0. Barmore ................. !5 00 = Sarah J. Moore, t . ... •. . 2 00 Squires, Joseph, Sen ....... H 22 
John H. Vi egley.............. 1 2o l\L H. Bond ..................... 55 00 NEBRASKA. M.A. Christy, t.... .... . S 00 Squires, Celia................. 50 
!'.·.A' Ballar~ .................. I ~~ 11,!. H. Bond, f .................. 249 00 CEN'l'RAL DISTHICT. Herman Thole, t ........ 73 00 Squires, Ella.................... 25 
Ehzabeth Merritt............ 11 J:txpress .......................... 40 Emma Woolsey, t .. ..... 18 00 Truman, Thomas H......... 25 
\· J. Spurlock................. 1 33 Effie M :Tames ................. 3 00 Levi Gamet, Agent. Sr. E. C. Hil.lman, t..... 2 OC Truman, Ann .................. ' 2 50 
Ch','rley Grey .................. ? 3? G. ~· Hrll.mrd, Counselor.200 00 Recei ts Robert S. Hillman, t.... 50 Tyson, Elizabeth .............. 2 25 
Qumcy And~rson............ 3 4o Maria Na1den ................... 3 Oil P · Rachel E. Reed, o. ••.• •• 1 00 Tuttle, Wm. E ................. 20 00 
l!. M. Baldwm ................. 8 50 Clara Rathbone ............... 3 00 Due church March 1,1897.$ 17 64 Nancy J. Hoover, t.... .. 8 00 Tuttle, Mary A ............... 1 00 

Total. ................... $199 40 

Expenditures. 
E. L. Kelley, Bishop ....... $ 30 00 
J. A. Davis ..................... 68 38 
R. W. Davis .................... 63 37 

Total. ...••••••... $657 50 Expenditures. 

Due church ..... ~ E. L. Kelle~. B:shop ...... $147 Oil 
___ H. W. Belv1ll.. ............. ;.. 3 00 
--- G. H. Hilliard ................. 26 50 

MONTANA. Samuel Wood .................. a 50 
W. A. Smith.................... 9 oo 
J. M. Stubbart, traveling 

expenses ....................... 10 40 

Total ..................... $161 75 "· 

' Due church ........... $ 85 30 

NEW YORK. 
Due church ........... $ 28 NEW YORK DISTHICT. 
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Whittnell. Eliza .............. 5 50.Reigel, Wilmine, o ... .. 10 ,Jessie R Rogers............. 10/G T. Gl'lfliJhs. 12 .50 Hackett, 'l'homas, t.. ....... 5 00 
\.\'hite, 'Vm..................... 8 00 Rigg~, 0 H., t ........... 10 00 Mrs G1llesp1e .... ;)()I VV. S. Smith ............. 12 00 Ifanipshire. Charles, t..... 2 00 

---.- Rowe, \V. H., t.... .... .. 1 00 Thomas S Hadfield........ 2[°1' IL Ei7.nt1houser .......... 10 00 Hampshire, George and 

~rotal .................... $259 ~ ~~g:~:: ~~~~,\·.~:.::~ 12 ~~ ~1/11{Jn~~~~~c~~.:::::·.::::::::::: 3 A~;,;J~·~·f5~~!;~~~~·.:·.:::·.:·.: g ~Jg H~n~~~~1~e~Eii·;,~b~th·A::t 23 ~~ 
E.Xpenditures. Skeen, L\Iary,t ........... 5 00 Bro. and tlr. Ramsey ....... 2 OU li"". C. Snnth ............. 3 00 Hueston, Henry.t ............ 10 00 

E L K 11 B. h $160 00 Smallwood, L9wis, t.... 50 GO'>rge McKabe .............. 10 IH1i8r. F'urbres............... 5 Otl !Iue,twn, Robert A., t ..... ~ 25 
· e ~Y'. IS op...... Spaun, Annie E., t ....• o 2 71 Amelia }j-,orsythe :!5jSr CnwP1l .......... ·:·· .. 4 00 Hockley, I~ulalitl, t .......... 6 00 

Isaac M. Smith ............... 10 00 Wilson, Wm. and George H. Hulmes .......... 1 011 L. W P .. well. travel mg Hockley, A. E, t ............. 8 00 
A. M. B;tkf'r .................. ., ?? OO Annie, t..... .. .. .. .. . 1 00 ~r. Hichardson 1 001 ex~;er,s~s .. _ . . . .. .. . . . . 3 25 Hnsson, Mary. o ...... · ..... 25 
W. H. Kelley .................. B;) 00 WUliamfil, David, o ...... 

6 0
51
0
J \Vheeling City. Postage, stat10nery, etc. ___ 1 _B7 H11 '1~;1d1 ~ 0etnl.1,LMe,;;lg1 gite .•.. o ...... ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.

2 
7
0
5 F. M. Sheehy .................. ltJ OO Ward, 'rhomas, t........ - · " 

Total .................. , .. ~2;i 01j WWrh.r.ct
1

, C',a
1
rrtite, ot ......... 1 Oil Joseph Ebeling .............. 2 00 Total ............ $"161 35 Irving, Thomas and 

_''~--- , e, " 11 ie, . .. .. . . . . 10 Wm. Listen .................... 5D Elizabeth, t ................. 80 Oil 
Due church $ ~1 5f) Wren, Thomas B • t ..... 1~ 00 Cha~les ~oice ..... : ........... I oe Jacklin, Oilow, t ............. 25 

......... ~ Wood. Ai ice, t ......... 10 oo Loms,~erig and wife ........ 14 OIJ OKLAHOJHA. .Jacklin, Harriott, t ......... 1 00 
Ying!Jna A L t 120 Oil 0. J. Iary ....................... 8 110 ,Jacklin, Mary. t .............. 15 NOV A SCOTIA. Collectio~ .' .. :'. :::::::: 5 02 Wheeli~(< City branch ..... 3 69 OKLAHOMA DISTRICT. Kelley, Ann, t ................ I CO 

NOVA SCOTIA DISTRICT !Iinisterial fund ......... 2:3 20 Harry Gill:..................... 90 S. J. Hinkle, Agent. Kelmn, John t ............... 2 00 

\!iddletown branch, o.~iX~~~~o~l~~~.''.':.'.'.'.'.'.'.:"."..': 1~ g~ Receipts. ff~~S~~~iti1't:~1~eetk L 3o 5S J. W. Dimock, Agent. 
Heceipts. 

Lars Graham ................ $ 1G DO 
'Michael Lade ................. 34 0(1 
Flossie Snnford ........... ,.. 15 0<1 
C. A. Bartlett .................. 20 01 
:B'lora Wood .................... 20 Ul 
Lizzie Sweeney ............... 11 11 
Alfred Wood................... 1 5< 
,Jane Mason, 0................. 1 r 
Bertie 'l'aylor...... ............ 5 (l 
Mrs. IPresman QuigJey ..... · 2 <1• 

Amelia. Thomp~nn ........... 5 0 
E. L. Kelley, Bishop........ 2 O• 
H. J. lhvison.................. 2 Q1 
Ettie Filmbre ................. 5 (,~ 
George Gates.................. 4 ll· 
Clara Gates .................... 1a n 
Leander .Johnson ............ 5 (' 
Eliza.beth To,,t .. ............. 5 ti 
Ro• ert Newcomb............ 5 ! 

< 'ameron Hobin son .......... 10 (11 

Maud Laid.. .... .... ............ 3 o. 
Uora Davison .................. 5 (• 
J W. Dimock .................. 1 !'i 
Fanny Newcomb............ 2 (, 
Mary S. Lawrence ........... 2 (' 

Total ............. 8107 :i3'?.1. J. Teagarden............. 50 Aylor, V\'m M., t ........... $ 30 00 Leverton, :B'rederick and = David Lewis .................. 3 00 Berry, Thomas N , t ........ 5 OD Elizabeth, t ................. 14 73 
J. l''· A and A. E. Smith. 4 5D Butler, Stt>phen, t .......... 25 Ofi Leverton. Arthur, t ........ 15 00 

Expenditures. Fairview Branch. Hinkle, Samuel J., t........ 6 an Leverton, Eliz beth, o ..... ' 25 
~.Il .. EE .. ~11 ,·,•11 ce•.rr, _f_ .• ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.$.1051.1 

01100 
.Amos Dobbs.................... 75 Hinkle, Anna, t .............. 1 8ll Leatherdale, Henry, t ...... 3 25 

. ~' . Hiles, George \V., t......... 7 50 Leatherdale, Jane, t ....... 6 25 
.f"mes Moler, f .......... 64 00 J?sep}l B. Wayt .............. 1 27~ ~lacrae, W. S. and llcl•'adden, George, o ...... I Oil 
f »me• i\lnler .. .. . .. .... G 00 Wm. 1; Dobbs................ " wife. t ......................... 7 4H ~!c~'adden, gmily, t ........ 50 
I L. Goodricb, f ......... l;lll 00 Anna E. Do?bs................ 50 Macrae, Sr. W. S., t ........ 2 00 McFadden,ArtlrnrJohn,o 25 
1 L. G·1•·ii·irh ......•...• 5 00 ,J,,asper B. \\aft.............. 7? Macrae, Gomer R., t ........ , 1 RH McKinley, Susan, o......... 05 
L. R Devore, f .......... 33 00 ~lorcn~,e E. 1'\ ayt............ ~? Powell. T. P .. t ................ 5 78 Miller, Lydia J , t ........... 3 .50 
r. 'l'. tx.1ffi·hs ........... 5 ,00 Husan 1 rea.~way.............. ,..,;) Howland. H. K ,t ........... 20 1'0 M1l,er, W1lll'lm E., t.. 3 00 
V . • J. s,1u1h.... ... 12 00 ,J~mes B. \,ayt .............. 5~ Sanders. A .. W .. t ............ :J 24 '111,er, Mary, t ........ 2 00 
1' J. EhPJ10g ............ 5 00 '-'·n!. H Ri~hrnond .......... 1 5 crenery, 1'. c., t .............. 70 001 V~ill.er, Alna.barn. t .... .. 50 
~ ,J J( ff r-; . . . . . . . .. . . . . 6 00 Lot.:ie E. HlChmond. ........ 50 'l1ate. David W ., t ........... 10 01' l\ltJler, Abraham and 
P<>~tage, etc ............. 1 ~ti ·~1ames ~ Blake............... 5U Tate. D. W. and wife, t .... 10 00 Je'nniP, t .............. 20 00 

___ ._ Hlor.i V. Blake............... 3o lltller, A. J., t .... .... .. 50 
Total. . .... $:377 21i .\hlry fi~. Harris............... 3~ Total .................... $2llH a7 JJ,)ore, Harriet, o.. . .••. 75 

Dne church ....... $ ;30 07 ~~;~·1Pn~bR~~~:t·'.'.".'.".".'.'.'.'.":.'.'.'.: 75 Expenditures. ''icho!, Ait'rcd, t ·•······ 50 
Nantie, 1\:1. .\L, t......... I 10 

Blakes ~1ills Branch. Mrs. W. s. J\.'Iacrae ........ $107 47 Overstreet, Cora, o.... .. 0'.1 
John H. Cramer.............. 1 oo Mrs. It 1\.L Mal"ney ......... gr :-1 1 1 1-'eacock. Hehecca, t..... 8fi 
Cedor:t Cramer ............... loo Books and postage ........... 1 00 Porter, J111H', t .... .... .. 35 

L. \\
7

• Powell, _A.gent. .J;imes C'arJisJe ............... 1 00 Porter, Ali drew, t....... 1 UO 
Receipts. Eliza.beth Carlisle............ 1 OO Total. .................... $;205 77 Parrwtt, Ellen, t...... .. ~ ~~ 

KIRTLAND DISTRICT. 

luech'urch \larch 1.1897.$ 1 37 John F. Oliver................ 50 D h h -;:---601 Qub<b1'ntTanhce, James, t.... 0 
Amy Oliver .................. _. 50 ue c urc ............ p tw omit!'.!, o........ 2 O 

Total.. .................. $J9o f Kirtland Branch. Ada Hostetler ................. 1 OD ONTARIO=' ~i0ss, W. Lj, ~ ..... d .... 33 00 
l. F. Hulmes.................. 1 50 V. 8 lvlcKinzie............... 6 05 • ';(tmson, 0 nan 

1 00 ri~mma IJulmes ............... 2 00 Thomas D·irst 25 HAM DISTRICT argare_t, o ...... · · ·· ·• 
"'nmk Brockway.............. 1 Dll Anna Dar~t .. .".":::::::::::::::: 25 CHAT · Sm'lrt, E1iz1beth, \· .... 1 00 
l~ben Miller. Jr............... 3 5" Anna Gordon.................. Ill J. H. Tyrrell, Agent. 8tB J~~~,0Samuel G. and 

60 :\! ·ggie Mil er ................... 3 51' W. A. Hinkle ................. 10 40 Receipts. St "] h' Ch .. j""".. ..... 25 

·~t~,':n~~b~~tb~t-t.".'.'.'.'.':.'.'.'.'."::: i g~ ~~;~: D\~'.~:fi.~~'.:::::::::::.'.'. ~~ Due church March l, 1897.$112 23 ~ct:. JJ~olh1~n:, LLo,"n~~,: ~~a~. '0t~. :.-.... · :.:. 5 UO 
'l'otal ................... $!H;'°J .s.- Belle Kellev ................... 1 lt Charles ·t'nrner .............. 75 Atkinson, Henry and St. John, Abne"r and 25 

lieorge Kelley................. 65 .lfary J. Wilcox............... 10 Maggie, 0 ..................... 2 00 
1 00 

OHIO 0~~!~;{ 'CT. ~~~;,"~l{i\~~~ s~;;.·:::::::::::: ~~ " w Clletveland Branch. 50 ±i~:~~~E'e~;;~~1i:.' .. ~:::::::·:: ~~ ~c~h'lr~ddi:~,tJB. ;,'h~: -~i::: :t::: 71 2005 
E~la Kelley .................. 2 7: :::lr. oo son.................... Allen

1 
J. H., t................... 5(1 ::-;c ra er1 enJam n, ••• 

S. J. Jeffers, Agent. Carrie Abbott................. 2;, Sr. C.:anna~1 ................. 5 25 Brown, Hobert, t .............. 19 00 'l'ijith, Richard and 
4 

OO 
Receipts. \hrtha Brockway............ sn .\n:Ba G Inna_ ................. 5 50 Beals.Robert and Mary,o. 5ll ~ _ahnar1n~, t ........... 80 

A J i\' 1 5C Edna Curry .................... 50 ~· :L ti lesp1e................. ~O Bacon, "Maggie, o ............ 2' ~.~11t. , ~rrn, t...... .. . . 1 50 
ngJe, ames ii., t. ....... $ .\nna Edwards................. 25 .... r. u z ......................... 1 5 Bacon. j\1Iaggie, t .............. 5 O! .., lppy, 0orge, o ......• 

Angle, Orfa t.................. 35 Georg~ Barstow............... 5r; ,f. W. Burget ................. 12 50 Bacon, s. H., t ................. 5 0( )tlields, JtJhD, t.. .. ... 3 00 
Angle. Nellin., o............... 10 Eben Curry ..................... 6 00 'P .. J. Schmidt ................ °' 50 Bacon, Leslie) o............... ~f; ·)haw, Pheland and 

5 Barton.Adaline .............. 29 00 Nnnny Curry .................. 6 011 Sr. Rasmussen................. 7f:i Bacon, Millen, o.............. 2f1 AgnP8, t ........ ·id"'' 2 00 
Bierly, Everett V. 1 t ........ I OP rsaac R.ichardson............ 25 Bro. V. Schaar ................. 4 25 Bacon, Annie, o............... 2fi ~naw,JobnandMat1 a,t. 25 
Bierly, Alice. t ................ 1 00 Vlartha Lake .................. 8 011 Ed H,RGarrett ................ 3 00 Buck, Charles, t ............. 3 s ioarrow, Anthony and 
Bierly. Amanda. t............ I 01 1 ..:r D H. Proper.............. r Isaac ichardson............ 25 Buck, Robert, o .............. 5l ltel)ecca, t ......••....• 31 00 
Barber. Emma U., t ......... 2 00 \1ary Relley.................... 6~ Hellus Schmidt ........... u°" 50 Buck, Hobert, t ............... 10 O~ .:3tde, A., o . . . . ... ...• •. • 2 OU 
Barstow, Lafayette, o...... ]fl \llary Allen .................... - 25 Rhoda Miller ................. 1 O? Buck, i\'iary, t, .................. 1 2:~ ~1mµson, Ann, t. ... .... 50 
Bar.stow, Elmer, t............ 95 Mary Lewis .................... 1 oQ John Gillespie, Sen ......... 1 2u Buck, Mary, ~en., t ......... 5 20 t'omp1.son, John R. and 

5 
OO 

Barstow, J~evi, o ............. 50 \'I. A. Richner................. 15 Mary Gillespie, .Sen ......... 1 25 Blakeley, N. L. and l\lary J., t . . .. .. .. .. .• . 
15 .Barstow, ,Jm1eph, o......... 50 ~1 ary George................... 25 Akron Branch. Maria, t ........................ 43 50 l1umhni::ion, Albert, o ... . 

Buhler, Lewis, o.............. 10 \V. c. George .................. 1 OO James McConnnughby...... 25 Badder,Charles Wesley,t. 25 tih,_1mpsJn, Vesta. o ..... 
1

4 go 
~~~l~~t~~1{~~~~i, .. t:::::::: 2 8~ ~f~~~R~~~~~~~::::::::::::::::: 25 Mary McConnaughby...... 25 radder, j'Tflte~~-0 .... i ..... 5 ~~ t~:~:~~· G~~~g;·a~d····.. O O 
Blanchard, Sarah, t......... 3 oo Lizzie Crawford............... ~g ~!~~~n~te~~aP;l';ner':: :: : ~~ ~~~~~~: :r~I~~ w~i~y ..... . . Elle~, t ................ 39 20 

f~~~E: ~~:;~;::~:::._:_:_:.:.:_:_:: ~ ~~ ~:;TI{~:r0r;;::;::::::·:-.:.::.::-:: ~ ~8 J!~~~~J::::::i~~;:: g~ ~i.!ii:!~~t~.:::::":::::::: 2l ~~ ·~iif{f. ~~~l:·a::d :: ;~ 
~OOJ?erJ Mhay.J ot............. 1 00 Sr. Miller. .... .................. 25 Daisy McCoonaughby... 10 Burr, i\hrtha, :: ....... t...... 3 UO r !' f issS, t ... 1. t....... 5 00 

av1s, o n •" ............. 1 00 Robert.1hller.................. 50 Hugh Palmer 15 Bennett, R11zateth, ...... 3 92£ •ra,y olr, Marrornoe ,· t ....... 9 20 
Davis, Mary E ~ t............ J l (· 11 2 2'. E1·1za W1'ke ........ · .. · .... · .• · .... ·• 50' Bennett Wm., ............... ",, rax er, r n, · ...... . D ff C th · t 1 00 ° ni ~~ sp~e................. '' ' I D t l T ll J II and Eliza D~viedes,on a' M~~1yn~:, t'.'.'.'.'.'.:: 2 7~ Mary Cx1lle«pie ................ 2 25 John Molter ............ • 50 ~ennehtt, RayJoh~ .. o..... •.. ~;, {)r~·~b 't - . . 7 00 

0 L. D Ullom .................... 10 Sevilla Spregle . .. .. ... 25 vrouc man,' ' ........ ' ' " ........ · .. ·.. 
2 00 Ervin, Flora, t................. 

0
1 .50 Abe Morgan .................... 25 Frank Spregle .. .. ...... 

301 
~ob urn, R , t.................... 50 Tyrrell, Rtizabeth. t .... . 

Ervin, Robert H. t ......... 1 00 Lizzie Dnw ...................... 20 . Coburn, 1'1argaret A., t.... 1 00 'ryrre1l 1 J·1nnie, t.... .... 3 30 
Goodrich, Vincent NL, t... 1 00 Frnnk Stefl"e .................... 2 00 Scattered Samts. Corless. Elizabeth Jane, Thorp, Martha, t .... ., .• 1 00 
Green, David S., t .......... 8 00 Rosina ~tefl"e ................. 2 00 Frank Spregle .......... , 6 2o or Betsy, t.. .................. 25 oo Vrnce, Mary A., o........ 35 
Gabriel, Maggie, t ............ 

5
5 

0
u
0
o Sr. '!'ate.......................... 151 :;,._ ,J. A. Hamilton ...... so. 00 Corless, Anna, t .............. 3 20 willrnm">n, James, o... 25 

Gabriel, John, t............... Georae w. Hall.......... 0 00 Corless. Alice.!............... 1 80 Walton, James and 
Gabriel, John. o.............. 26 Pittsburg Brnnch. Ida Hnl! .............. 5 OU Clark, Ettie. t .................. 2 O;J Emily, o .............. 2 00 
Hannah, Donald J .. o ...... 1 50 Sr. D lw..... ...................... 25 f11rnnk ,J. R-·ese ........ 5 oo Dent,-John and Caroline1t 50 West, Mary~ o.. .. .... .... 25 
Httnnah, Mary, o ............. 1 50 Nettie Morg::in ... 3 OOiEben and .i\la.e-gie Miller. 30 oo Deneen, Martha L. o...... 25 \Vellrngtou, Sr., Sen., o. 1 00 
Hannah, Maggie, t ........... 2 60iSr. E. E. Om.t)hundro ...... 1 75!John G. Holmau ......... 4 00 Ellis, Mary, o ................. 25 Wilmore, WalterJ., o ... 1 00 
Hammond, Eliza, o.......... 05 1Chester Martm ............... 851 Ahe Morgiu1 ............ 10 00 Ellis, Alexander, o ........ 60 \'Vil more, Walter J., t ... 35 00 
Howurd, Wesley, o...... 10'8 ecial collection ............ 4 07 W. A. Hinkle ............ 15 011 Ellis, Alice t ................. 'l JO Watson, Charles and 
Howard, Juba, o. .. ... 10 Sr. CreeRe ....................... 5 OOi Mary Ann Masters...... 5 oo Elwood, Mary. t ............ 9 50 Thfary, t... .. .. 1 25 
Hill, Sarah, o............ 10 .Jennie Russell ................. 2 50 1

1

Johnand.MaryGillespie, Fowler, ,Johanna, t ........ 3 On Walker, H·i..rriet and 
Hill, Keith, o. ... .. .. . . .. 25 Sarah U. Thomas ........... 2 00 Sen ................... 15 OU ?owler, Alonzo, o ..... ...... 5 00 George, o ............ . 
,JoneEl, Robert. B., t.. .... 75 C. E. Miller and wife ...... 5 50jV. S. 1\!foKenzie ......... 6 60 Fitztµomas H:dward,Sen, 
Jones, Ive•. t ........... 20 <JO E. E. Omohundro ............ 4 501 Rben l\1iller, Sen........ 0 50 Katie, and Lila. o..... ... 3D 
Jeft\::rs, J/ 1,·mont H ...... 9 50 rrhomas Gillespie........... 20jYoung.:.i·owu branch .... 5 OD Fitzthomas. Edward, o..... 35 
Jeffers, J,, z"beth S., t .. 17 Oil Nellie Gill spie............... 20 Isaac •rrue .... . .. .. .. .. 2 oo Gilbert, Elijah and Nl.ary,t 15 OD 
Jeffers, Somuel J., t..... 6 00 Alex. Gillespie ............... 1 50 ___ Green, Kezia, t .............. 2 80 Expenditures. 
Tong, Esther, t ......... 4 1 50 II Sand ~Iaggie ~1arnock. 5 00 Total. ............ $464 H5 Green, G .. F'. and E A., t 4 00 ·-
Mathews, Thomas, t .... 11 00 Sr. Sheelrnny ................. 50 =Green. Marv ~I .. t ........... 1 85 Lake, John ............. $ 10 00 
Mathews, Rachel, t ...... 6 00 Robert Campbell ............ 2 12 • . Green, George. t ............ 5 DOl~hields, John ........... J4 00 
Martm, Lonv•sa, t ....... 7 00 Ralph G and Bertha Exprnd1tures. Green. Philetus aud F!!n- Shields Jennettie .A ..... 2o0 00 
Mathews, Hosiah, t ...... 15 00 Smith............................ 5 00 i Sr. G. T. Gr 1llths ..... $203 7:J nie, t ........ ........ ....... 3 00 ~t. John, BenJamm ..... 12 00 
Moler, James and wife, t. 3 20 Geor2e and Lucy Barrett. 10 00) Sr. W. H K lley ........ 103 on Gray, Rosa and 1C1·ank, t. 30 ODI Tomlinson, Catharine J. 210 00 
Rhoads, Alice C., t.. . .. 5 00 Heber Thomas................. 55 8r. F. C. Smith .......... 65 oo Gragg, Wesland, t .......... I 2ll, One fede.ral (Canada) $5 
Hobson, John, o .... .... 1~ Alma Thomas................... 5;; F. J. Ebeling ...... ,, .••. 15 oOIGragg, Mary................... 3DI bank bill, worthless .. 5 00 
'>ice, Mary, t.... .. . . . . . 2o Mary J.ew10..................... 1 00 I. M. Sm, th .... , ........ 14 !JO l Haok@tl, ,Jneo>e, 1 00 j Expense• of o.gent. •• ,.. 6 ll1l 

Expenditures. 

Kate M. Davison .......... $188 3' 
H.J. Davison ................. '7 (\( 
Expenses, agent.............. fl{ 

60 

Total. ............ $925 61 

'" 
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E. L. Kelley, Bishop ..... 200 00 Mary Hysted, t. ... . . .. .. 25 Wm. A. Hardy and wife,t. 4 00 PITTSBURG DISTRICT. J<'. J. Ebeling ..•••••••••• 24 00 
--- Cicel Herr, t.... .. .... .. . 02 James Brown, t .............. 4 50 L. D. Ullom, Agent. Sr. D. L. Shinn .......... 100 00 

Total. ............ $706 33 John Deuching, t ........ 25 00 Maggie MacGregor, t...... 3 80 J.C. Foss . . .. . . •. .. .. • . . 3 00 
--- Agnes Mathieson, t.. ... 1 00 Jennett Campbell, t .......... 6 50 Receipts. Ella R. Devore •..•...... 50 00 

Dnechurch,includ- S•die Quick, t ........... 1 00 ,James'V. Clark. t ............ 4 05 Wh I' c·t B h Joseph Smith ........... 6 00 
ing note for $127 $219 28 Wm. J. Arnold, t.. .... .. 1 00 °rhomas R. Seaton and ee mg 1 Y ranc · E. L. Kelley, Bish'bp .... 225 00 = Chester Lake, t .. .. ..... 5 00 wife.! ........................... 7 50 Mary S. Brewster ............ 5 00 Poor ..................... 3 60 

LONDON DISTRICT. Wm~ A;mstrong, t ... ; .. 2 00 M. R. Crake, t .................. 4 28 Saran R. Barnes .............. 2 00 Agent's expenses....... 5 25 
D. W. Cameron, t .•••... 42 00 Willie Evans, t................ 1 50 Wheeling City branch...... 8 11 ---
3r. M. Hiller, t ..••..•... 15 00 Alex. :Oinclair and wife, t :f$oo Elijah Barnes ................. 1 00 Total ............. $551 85 
Louisa Oliver, t ..•.....•. 2 00 Maria l1elo!ge, t . ., .............. 6 00 Rebecca Barnes ................ 2 50 
Wm. Anderson and Annie Grice, t ................. 20 00 Annie Barnes'"................ 50 

DuechurchMarchl,1897.$21~ 73 wife, t ................. 1 00 Luke Grice, t .................. 6 Oil llfarg,iret Cramer ........... 5 00 
Thomas Timbrell, t ........ 15 00 Sr. Wm. Andrews, t ..... l 00 Annie Grice, 0 ................. 1 OU Joseph E. Ebeling ........... 8 00 
George Goheen, t ............ 10 00 R.H. Withrow and Elijah Wunch, t .............. 2 50 Harry D. Gill.................. 2 00 
James Bannister, t .......... 20 00 wife. t ................ 10 00 Robert Campbell, t ......... H 00 i:larah E. Gil! .................. 1 OfJ J.,ANDS. 
Bro. and i:ir. Dickson, t ... 1 00 John Wyatt, t.... ....... 1 00 Elia• Hooey, t.. .............. 17 00 Hobert R. Kennedy ......... 12 40 SANDWICH ISLANDS MIS-
Charles Morrison, t ........ 33 lda Bannister, t.... .. .. . 5 00 Lilly Bentley, t................. 3 25 David W. Lewis and SION. 
Robert II. Withrow, t ...... 3 00 Levi Judkins. t. .. . ..... 1 00 Felix Northey. t .............. 9 00 wife ............................ 180 00 
Eva J. McMurdo, t ......... 2 00 ~Iary A. Quick, t.... .... 2 OU Jane Campbell, t ........... 14 OD Wm. E. Lewis and wife ... 63 00 G. J. Waller, Agent. 
George Lindsay, t ............ 1 00 Sr. John Harrison and Proton branch, o .............. 2 OD Catherine Lewis .............. 2 00 Receipts 
George Mottashed. t ........ 1 OD family. t.... .. .. .. .... . 5 00 Lizzie F. Evans, t............ 35 Ch,rles W. Noice ............ 1 00 · 
George C. Derby, t ........... 4 00 Edw~rd Whitworth and Jason Plato and wife, t ... 15 00 Belle Redicar .................. 2 75 Duechurchl\larchl, 1897$100 00 
Howard Taylor, t............ 25 wife, t ................ 10 OD George Buschlen, o ......... 4 75 Alanson Martin ............... 1 00 .John Mahuka ................. IO 80 
Sr. Alex. Clark, t........... 5 00 Samuel Wilson and Aggie Mathison, t ............. 2 00 John F. A. Smith ............ 3 00 John :i"iau ...................... 4 00 
Wm. Fligg, t ................... 1 25 . wife, t... . . . . . . . . . ... . 1 00 Alvin Knisley, t............... 50 Annie Smith .................... 4 DO E!:m~he Poepoe ............... 4 00 
Bro. Grey, (Stratford,) t .. 1 00 Wilbert F. Johnson, t ... 6 40 Fredricka Hageman, t.... 75 Mary A. Sneppard ........... 1 00 1>'1aria Niau ..................... 4 00 
George J Rodwell, t ........ 2 50 Alice Pew, t ............ 6 00 --- Lewis Serig and wife ....... 30 001G. W. Kualaku ............... 37 50 
Tilley C/uick, !................. g 50 George Crampton and '.l'ota!.. ............... $1,693 70 Okey J. Tary .................... 11 OD' Ed Ingham ..................... 30 00 
Magg e Kennedy, t........... 1 00 wife, t .. , .... .. .. . . .. . 1 00 = Margaret J. Teagarden... 2 50 Sr. Puni, 0....................... 25 
Jennie McLean, t............ 50 .Vlathias Yerks, t ........ 5 00 Expenditures. A. :&-i. 'l1homl-ls ................ 2 50 Samuel K. Kamakaia ...... 74 15 
A. l!'. tlherman, t ............. 1 Oil Annie Harrison, t ... .. . 2 50 ,f. H. Lake ..................... $ 20 00 Lorenzo D. Ullom .......... 15 00 ~r. ~ahuina, 0 ................. 1 00 
Belle 8herman, t.............. 90 Masonville branch, o.. .. 4 10 Marth G L ke 30 00 Elam Yocum.................... 50 r. auha":e .................... 3 50 
'.John 'l'aylor and wife, t .... 30 00 Sarah Morrison, t.... .... 2 00 Jos"p~ s;,iit~ ... ::::::::::::::: j 5 00 "'ary Wal}ace .................. 15 Bro. Kanm ..................... 5 51? 
Edith Wya·t, t ................. 2 ro 'lr. Alex. Hamilton, t ... r,o R C Eva 

8 35 DO John McCorm1c............... 50 Rebekah.Kanehuva, o..... 7o 
John Wyatt and wife, t... 1 00 ·k ,John Hamilton, t.... 4 50 L: : E n ..................... F · · B h Sr. Nakuma, 0................. 50 
Edward rr. l~odwell, t ..... 2 51, John H. ':Paylor, t .. u 

00

• 10 00 AizEe , va~s ................... 25o OO auview ranc • Kahana Kualaku. o .......•• 1 00 
J. H. Pinkerton, t............. '15 \Iamle Phipps, t.. .... .. 1 oo J · h · llfortimer ............... 11 50 ,Tames E. Blake............... ~O So!omona, 0..................... 2 00 
Mary Jackson. t ............... 10 oo lleorge Warren, t.... ... 3 00 .? n Sh~~lds.: ................. 5 00 Flora V. Blake................ 65 Mahoy and wife, o .......... 85 
Samuel L Wilson, t ........ 1 00 Ada Ward, t. . . .. .. ..... 1 00 ~a,m.uel lomlrnson .......... 19 OO Amos Dobbs ........•••.••••.• u 1 75 Mahinealii and wife O····· 5U 
Wm. Ward and wife, t ... 154 lll Alexander Clark, t ...... 10 QO M~mel ~lacGregor ........... 25 OO Wm H. Dobbs ................. 1 50 Kaneakua. o ........... '........ l DO 
Hobert G. 'l'hompson, t ... 2 00 Alice Knisley, t. ... .... • 1 00 L a.ggie s~a'.'?~egor ........... 5g 00 James B. Dobbs............... 1 00 Minnie Kahuka, o........... 10 
J<'orbe mark, t ................. 1 OU ~ing Cooper,_ t. .. . . .. .. 3 00 E!:~i~:~:eth·M~rt~m·~~·:.:.:::::1~0 gri Annie E. Dobbs............... l 65 G. Cavanaugh, o.............. 50 
.Masonville branch, 0 ...... 2 07;·vhades Jenkms and Frederick Gregory ........... 34 00 Gordon E. Dobbs............ 45 Annie Voeller, o.............. 05 
Mary Jane Silk t 1 01" wife t 20 oo Charles D. Dobbs............. 25 Mrs. Kamakaia. o............ 25 
, ' '. ' ............ ' · · · · · ·: · ·· · · .. ·· · ·Alice Gregory .................. 166 70 A fri, nd.......................... S 00 R. S. Scringeur. o............ 2 00 
~r. John W_1lson, t........... 5( \lary A. Judkms, Sen.,t. 11 El:. L. Kelley, Bishop ........ 300 on ~I E II o 
8ar~h Morrison, t ............ 5 0{1 f11~es Skeldrng and Postage and money orders 7 s~ ~ ar:y :D Lar~~Sk·············· 3 Hoomanawanui, o........... 10 
Essie Eaton, t................. 30 wife, t . . . . . '........ 50 \ nnie rr' ~ IC .............. 25 Gilbert J \Valler ........... 558 90 
Hobie Burger, t............... O!} r~ebecca Haywood, t ........ 6 00 Total.. ................ $~

1
J~usanh BreWa wa

1
y............. 85 Honolulu branch, dona~ 

Gordan Ehe, t................. o~ ·Wm. A. B. Cline and ___ osep · <;Y ··············· 85 tion to printing Book of 
i:lamuel Pope, o............... 5 01•' wife. t.......................... 5 00 Due church ........... $5~8 01 J,J asperFBD"\\bayt,............. 1 75 Mormon, Hawaiian edi-
A. ~. Dav.s, t ............... 1 oulcatharine B. Mesley, t.... l 00 = ared . o bs............... 1 4? tion ............................ 150 00 
Clara Cambddge, Sen., t. 1 011~ , urge Campton and OREGON Florence E. Wayt............ 1 ~o Bro. Kamikuu ................. 2 00 
Sr John Hamilton,t ......... 2 001 wife, t .......................... 1 00 '' ' Carolme Wayt ................ 26 10 
E· remont branch 

0 
1 lH r ouisa Oliver t 2 uo OREGON DISTRICT. ~lartha J. McElvane...... 10 Tota!. ................... $995 25 

t lara T1mhrel, t.: .. ::.::::::: IO 0 rienry Bird, t' ... ::-.:::::::::::: 50 :\Jrua Morris, Agent. Amo~ CD. Db?bbs ......... m... 55 
Louisa. l-! unt, t ................ 2 50 :\ngus E> nnedy, t........... 50 !ennie , o ?s ............... "°. 2? Expenditures. 
Nellie Header, t............. 1 od fohn Whitehead, t .......... 10 Oo W T Receipt,, ~an;:y irnrrJs.................. i? Kalae. Sr ....................... $ 86 00 
Amne Harrison, t ............ 23 01'·' Richard Madge, t ............ 1 00 m. aylor and wife ..... $ 25 00 mi Y ogs on................ 0 Sr. Kauhane .................... 42 00 
Hichard D Madge, t ........ 1 DOI ,,~m.Constable and wife,t. 25 r0 iir ~·Morris ............... 7 7c Pittsburg Branch. G. K. Poepoe, f ............... 262 25 
George Whitworth and Anderson Bell, t .............. 2 00 L·. · IIracy ..................... 20 OD H. L. Benner.................. 50 Bro. Wahinealii ............... 5 00 

wife, t ..... :···················· 25 OU Solomon Bell, t ............... 1 00 ma ,ale.: ..................... 50 ~('. lnez Benner.................... 50 ~9an to printing fund for 
Edward Whitworth, t ...... 15 011 1Vm. H. Gray, t .............. 1 OC ~~1~- t~lo"itR'"";··· 00 •••• 00 • 27 ,,r; James Benner ................ 1 OG payment made on ac-
Ja.mes Pvcock, t .............. 15 00 Vlaggie Gray, t................. 25 

0 
8 ]!0 · us.n ........•.. 10 0( Adam Benner and wife... 60 count of printing and 

Emma Warnock. t........... 3 00 lfary A. Gray, t...... ......... 50 scar msley .................. 10 00 George and Lucy Barrett 20 00 · binding the Book of 
Earnest Rowett, t ........ ... 1 50 Arthur Sunday school, o.. 2 OD ":Iannah Tracy................. 5 09 W. S. Barrett and wife ... .'. 3 oo Mormon, Hawaiian edi-
Robert C. Lo_nghurst, t ..... 10 00 Annie Crake, t................. 25 ~tepa 1.faynard............... 2o Pittsburg branch ................ 2 ~S lion ............................. 250 00 
Alfr~d Elsheimer, t......... 1 511 Alice Gregory, t... ............ 3 00 M · Slavens.................. 5 00 Robert Campbell............. 1 59 Hawaiian Gazette Co , 
Hattie Osbourne, t ........... 3 00 .Tulia F. Metcalf, t........... 3 00 ' ary S. Moore................. l 00 Wm. Black......... ........... I 00 printing Book of llfor· 
Thomas Sinelair, t .......... 12 05 Martin F. Snell, t............ 1 00 T t 1 -.,--- W. M. Caldwell and wife. 1 oo mon, and binding ......... 150 00 
M_are Ihller. t ................... ·12 00 Na.than Overholt and 0 a .................... .,JG! SO Sr. Creese ........................ 6 50 
W_m: H1!hs, t...... ............ 1 O~ , wife, t ........ '. ................ ,100 00 Ex enditures. --- Sister Dan....................... I 50 
David ~I. Thompson, t..... 1 OU lchzabeth Knisley. t... ..... 2 00 . P Ellen Evans.................... 2 00 
Mar;y Grice, t ................. 5 00 lierbert Hush ton. t .......... 10 00 John Davis ................... $ 10 00 Eva J!'orb<'s ..................... 34 75 
Lizzrn ~r.1.ce, t........ ........ 5 00 ~amue_l Pearson, t ........... 15 00 J · C. Clapp ..................... 15 OQ Sr. Forsythe.................... 25 
Lizzw Gri, e, o ................ 1 00 Johnme Clayton, t.......... 10 H. L. Holt...................... 1 7n Nellie Gillespie............... 25 TENNESSEE AND 
A)ice Greg·iry, t................ 3 OU Edna Clayton, t................ 10 Joseph Lull'..................... 5 00 Alex. Gillespie................. 2 00 
V\ m. Ande,rson •. t............ 50 La~ua 8herman, t............. 01 A. M. Chase and H. L. Thomas Gillespie............ 10 KENTUCKY. 
George C. fomlmson and Lorn Sherman, t............... 02 Holt ............................. I 00 George Henderson........... 7 00 TENNESSEE AND KEN-

wiie-, t_ ......................... 2 00 Lizzie Johnson, t .............. 1 65 --.--. George H. Hulmes ..... 2 56 
.J,oJm tslnelds, t ............... 2 oo ~Iay Kenamon, t............. 03 Total .................... $ .12 7o Bertie Hallum........... 25 TUCKY DISTRICT. 
B:hzabeth Me~owcraft, t .. 2 Oll Charlie Bird, t................. 01 D --, -,-" Thomas Hacficld.... .... 50 D. W. Cook, Agent. 
J o1ln McKenzie,(............ 5 oo B'rank Hanley: t............... 01 ue church .......... $J2.~ 0·' ~laggie Handy . . . . . . .. .• 5 00 Recei ts 
Allee Oliver, t................. I 10 Sr John Harnson and --- Victor Ifress and wife... 4 00 • p • 
Lome Oliver, t..... ...... 2 00 family, t ....................... 5 00 PENNSYLVANIA. Sr. N. Lamb. .. .. .. .... . 1 oo Due chnr~h l\far. 1, 1897.$ 27 98 
Darnel Gray, t,. ·.· .. . •. • 1 00 George H. Lott, t............ 1 00 PHILADELPHIA DISTRICT c. E. Miller and wife .... 15 00 Peter B. Seaton · · · .. ·· · ~ OU 
'l'hnm1s A. Phillips, t... 5 00 Franms J. Seaton, t......... 1 oo . • Nettie Morgan.......... 2 oo Thomas Blalock......... 1 14 
Hobert W. Tarzwell, t... 5 oo, London S_unday school,o .. ~ 00 John Zimmerman, Agent. George McCabe .......... 15 00 Ed Dunlap, (Col.)....... 1 00 
Wm. Faulds and wife, t. ~ 00 Alex. Smith, t ................. 2D oo Heceipts. E. E. Omohundro and Wilham .Rosson ......... 30 00 
Emtly Jane Itogcrs, t... 2 00 Bro. W1llmg, t ................. 5 oo Angus Archibald D $ 5 00 wife................... 3 00 Frances A. _Rosson ...... 15 77 
Hobert Hamson, t ....... 10 00 .R. C. Evans and wife, t .... 10 00 B . 'H II ....... Edward Orr............. 75 Turner Adair ............ 60 00 
.I acob Taylor, t.... . . . . . . 5 00 Alice Clark. t...... ............ 1 40 c~C?~· os~a T............ ~ 00 J. F. and Amy Oliver.... 7 00 Messer w. Johnson·.. . . 3 00 
JI ·nry Lu sway, t ........ 5 00 Alex. Sinclair. t ................ 5 oo C ns;;" g on ............ 1

0 
DO Jessie Roaers ........ ... 35 Irvm A. Wazd and wife .. 3 25 

lst>ac Taylor, t ........... 5 00,Thomas !{. Seaton, t ....... 6 oo Carr, Jrry ..................... 1 OO Nellie Ru~sel! .......... 2 20 Mary E. Cook .......... 2 00 
W1!lrnm Hurlburt, t..... 5 00, Wm. Place and wife, t ...... 200 00 Car~, l)nr:\'·1·0··· 00000

""'

0

" 6 go Sarah Richardson....... 4 00 Jeffe_r>on II. Myers...... 1 15 
Mabe.I Clark. t........... 1 Oll R. B. Howlett. t................. 5 OD Car ~r, d aAe .............. 25 

0
0 ~filler R,18sell........... 1 oo Willie C. Cook... .... .. 1 25 

Martrn Snell, t ........ 5 00 Isaac •raylor and wife, t .... 10 00 Fop~ a_n J' ;a .. p ............ 5 
0

0 Clifford nogers.... ...... 25 Matrona A. Koonce..... 50 
Bertha Taylor, t .. . . . . 2 Oil' Clara Cambridge. Sen., t .. 3 00 H0 fi eE,! OS tha B ............ 8 o? Sr. E. Richardson....... 4 00 Da_v1d w. Cook .......... 50 00 
B wlev Arnold_ and w1fe,t 2 oo, St. Thom.as branch. o ... 7 81 H~rrJso;wWm H ............ ~g 

5
ri ,Jacob Reese ............. 20 oo Elms P. Cook ...•.....•. 80 00 

John McKebbrns, t. ... .. 5 1111 ,James Hiley and wife, t .... a 00 H k' 'S h B ........... 
5 0 

.Ralph G. and Bertha Balli~ Cook.............. 2 00 
Ada.Py.cock, t,... . . . . . I 00 Georl?e Huschlen, t .......... 52 83 L~!!-i:nA'ibe~~aS ·······••n 

3 
io Smith................. 1 00 ~rav1s Alexander......... 25 

D11_v1d Pycncl<, t , .. . . . . . 1 OU .r enn1e Buscl!len, t........... 30 p 'S D ............... Bro. and Sr. n. s. war- Emma Alexander . • .. .. • 15 
Alice P, cock, t.......... JO .Johnnie Bu ·chlen, t........ 20 p~~~~~s rAl~~~-~·H····....... ~ ~g nock . .. .. .. . . . ..... .•• 7 00 Luther Alexander ...... • 10 
,John E. Pycock, t. .... .. lil Chnrhe Buschlen, t......... 15 St h ' M E ........... 

00 
Sarah c. Thomas........ 1 oo A. E. Rush.............. 50 

Amy W. Pycock, t.. ... .. 10 Alex. Kennedy, t ............ 2 50 Stephen, J try ............ 1 
0 

Fayette City branch ....• 2 50 S. E. Hush.............. 50 
Ann Devme, t ........... 2 00 S. W. Likens. t ................ 8 86 Stephen, 

8
'? tu, o ............. 1 O Ellen M. Murra.y Penn .. 2 oo M. J, Rush.............. 10 

Wm. Degraw, .t .......... 4 10.,Toseph Gillett, t .............. 3 DO ell en, 18 er ............ ~ Frank Reese, Pei.in ...... 4 oo N. L. Kis~r.... .... ...... 10· 
iv,rar1'. A. Jndkms, t.... .. 50jAda Clark. t ................... 2 00 Total .................... $!3n 15 ___ Robert Kiser............ 10 
Gertie W1Json, t.... ... . 1 ooi.Toseph Osbourne. t ......... 10 60 ___ Total .. ,. ......... $608 03 L. D. Conley_............ 1 00 
c;1ara Cambridge, Sen., t. 1 00 1Til!ey Kilpatrick, t ........ 2 00 Expenditures. = Ma'Y L. Adair........... 5 00 
'.lhomas Northey, t ...... 5 00

1
George Smcllnr, t ............ 5 00 B k M E P ndit 8 T. H. Black .............. 6 43 

Hebecc~ Blazey, t....... 5 00, Sr. Alex. i:iinclair, t......... 2 00 a er, A. . ................. $ 4~ 00 x 0 ure · 
Mah~!Phill!ps, t ........ 1 ou

1

1marencelliley,t ............ 100 Kent, Alma ..................... 5o 00 G.'l'.Grifliths .......... $ 39 00 Total. ............ $305 27 
Harriet Small, t. ... ....• 1 00 1Joseph Phillips, t............ 09 Sheehy, F. M .................. 10 00 L. H. Devore............ 9 CO . 
Stella Johnson, t.... .... 02j• George Johnson, t.......... 03 T t 1 $l09 00 D. L. Sb.inn .............. 49 00 Expendttnres. 
Earl ~oh~son, t .... .... 02 Alda Likens, t ................. 1 25 Do a 'i,"""1,"""""""_. --- W. J. Smith ............. 28 00 Harvey Winchester .... $ 16 00 
Charlie Bird, t. ... .. ..... -01 Liz<ill :Moidoon, t ...... ., •• ,, ~ Oo '"'" "re .......... ~,ll£.Jg, J.:L lll. Moler, ............ 10 !10 Charle§ L. Snow........ 7 00 

R. C. Evans, Agent. 

Receipts. Due church ...... $ 56 18 

SANDWICH IS-

Total. ................... $795 25 

Due church ........... $200 DO 
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Charles L. Snow, f ...... 61 48 WESTERN DISTRICT. VIRGINIA. c. Treharne ................... 1 46 'WISCONSIN. 
*horge H(/ku~f ....•.•• ~07 ~~ L. L. Wight, Agent. NEW HOPE DIS1'RICT. R. A. Treharne .............. 97 NOH'rIIERN D!Sl'RICT. om as . e ey.. .. •. . E Dav·es ......... ,............. 18 
TM. WL.HChaktbl urn ......... 1290 3(100 Receipts. Isaac Coffman, Agent. M. J. Morris .................... 1 28 

· · ID ey............ MargaretThornas............ 42 
Ether Bennett .. .. .. .. •. 3 00 Due church Mar. 1, 1897.$ R 60 Receipts. Hose Edwards ..... ........... 30 Receipts. 
J. F. Henson .... ····• .. · 5 00 Ruth Gifford, t.......... 2 85 Due church Mar. 1, 1897 $ f5 4>1, ~!. Bishop · , 55 Balance due church 
J. F. Henson, f .......... 100 00 G. L. Gifford, t ......... 4 OIJ A broth·ot ................ 20 OOl'Sr. Jane A. Callin........... 24 March l.1897 ............. $ 1 Oil 
Postage················· 5G G. W. Waller, t .. ·· 'i · · · · 50 Bowman, Noah .... ·~ ... ~5 Ol1 

-"-.--;- Chapman, rrt10mas ......... 2 on 
T --- Absalom Knykenda.l. t. 10 00 B>rnett c. H 2 Oil Total.. .................. $ "' 29 G·moe o D 5 oo 

otal ................... $259 28 Elizabeth Edwards, t... 2 50 Clevela~d o · E · .. · ·: ... 25 uo · = L~nue' c w ..................... 5 oo 
---- G. H.Dunlap,t ........ 2'00 ()(Jffman, isaac.::::: .. :: 15 51 Expenditures. 'l'ho~Pso~,i.ii·::::::::::::: 3 oo 

Due church .......... $ 4o 99 W. H. Dav. nport, t · · ·· • 2 00 Cdfman, Mag_gie S...... 6 00 Llanelly chapel fund .... $ 27 29 Thompson, Susan D......... 1 50 
= Sr. N. V. Peareon, t..... 25 --- --- U· ste s c c 7 oo TEXAS E. L. Kelley, Bishop ... $ 15 17 Total. ............ $229 00 --- '' ·, r. · ............... _ .. __ 

• tionhia Wigbt, t ........ 15 oo WEST VIRGIN IA. Tota!. .................... $ 24 50 
CENTRAL DIS'rRICT. L. L. Wight, t ........... 30 00 Expenditures. 

E. Bates, Agent. J.P. Neal, 0 
•••• •• .... .. 

95 F. C. Smith ............ $ 57 75 
Receipts. Total. ............ $ 91 82 Mr.. F. C. Smith ........ 17 25 

DuechurchMarchl,1897,$ 20 E. L. Kelley, llishop .... 154 00 B. lleall,Agent. 
W. M. Sherril!................. 95 Expenditures. T $ 2 0 Heceipts. 
F. Teale.......................... 30 otal · ·• •· • ······~•Paulina Osner. t .......... $ 2 oo C. C. Hoague, Agent. 

G.D. Hayes, Agent. 

WEST VIRGINIA DIS-
'l'RICT. 

Expenditures. 
A. V. Closson ................ $ 24 50 

SOUTHERN DISTRlCT. 

Sr. A. L. Stephens ........... 1 00 George Montague ...... $ 11 85 --- Charles G. Ruley. t ........ 1 00 Receipts. 
E. Bates.......................... 55 H.P. Curtis............. 0 75 '\VALE'°' Thomas K. Ferrell. t ....... 8 00 h 
Bro. McAlister........... ..... 2 00 Ex-Bistwp's agent .... .. 4 5o ''" Mary Ferrell. Sen., t ........ 1 oo Duec urch March 1,1897.$ 15 % 
C. A. Schuster ................. 5 OU Sophm W1~bt ........... 3:J 12 EASTERN DISTRICT. Rachel A. Ferrell, t......... 5'' -~skin, 'trah. t ............... H og 
J. L. 'rower..................... Gil L. L. Wight, e ........... 30 00 . Laura Ferrell, t............... f>ll 1'r"w1; ndrew, t ............ 

1 
5 

B. F. Spicer..................... 00 --- 'l'homas Gould, Agent. Napoleon B. Ferrell, o... 2; ·<all. 'rank A., t .............. 7 50 
Total ............. $ 85 2·J Receipts Polly Ferrell. o............... 2' Betz. Mary. t ................. 50 

Due church ..... $ 6 60 Due chu;ch 'Thi:ar. l, ~897,$ 23 35, 5rc;~~~ijyf,~;~~.m~, _t::::::::: i ~[; ~~~~1;,16°."~ ~t·.'.:::·::::::::::: 1~ ~g 
= P,enygra1g bra_nch .. . ... 16 20 I Sophia Smith. Ren , t...... 8 00 Barnes. Jane, t .............. 2 50 

E 
1
gl11'-h Mrns10n, Thos. ~ .. 1Sophia Bmitti: Jr.

1 
t ......... 5 no f'!:irrington, Martha, t ...... 3i1 00 

'Itl~'lor, agent .........• 36 o~ Baronet Beall, t ............... 2 20 DnUon. Hattie, o ............ 2 00 
A11n "Pnce, ~- . . .. .. . ... . 1 ~~ Mary J. Beall, t .............. 5o Davis. Charks, o ............ 50 00 
Hobert Llo~d, o ........ o 4 itii,Tohnathan H. Hoffman t 2:) Dutt •TI, .Jasper 0 .• t ........ 1 00 
f\'.~erama1~ branch .•..••. :2 44 Marv Hoffman. t .......... :... fill Edgin2'.ton. ,James. t ........ 4 00 

J. W. "'ight, Agent. r11(~~R~ Gould, t. . .... 12 18 \\t'm~ H,, Odell. t............... l OO Edgington Eliza, t ........ 1 00 
. . W. l. Gould, o ._,.. •. .. .• fil 1\fary Odell. t .................. 7 00 llare, James. t ................. 1 50 

T. J. Sheppard, Agent. Receipts. 1'.· Bevan, o.;.. .. .. . ... .. ~l John w. Trout, t ............. 30 011 Hcild, Et!ie, 0................... 75 
Receipts. .. /-, humas T. Gnffiths ..... 24 .i~ Daniel E. Givens, t......... 75 Haxton, Emma, t............ 50 

Malindia Anderson, t ...... $ 70 Du0~ church Mar. 1, 1891 $ 40 00 l homas Jones, t.... .•.. 4 ~· Eunice A. Givens, t......... 20 Hackett, Frank t ........... 2 25 
John H. Butler, t ............ 5 00 A .. 1~ter, t ......... · .. · 20 70 Evan Lc;v1s, t ........... 14 ~1 ~"lora Givens. t ............... 1 15 Hare, Francis J., t ........... 5 OU 
Steven Briggs, t ............... 211 00 R"n, Rrnsom property. 8 00 llan Davies, t ........... 9 14 Martin V. Hickman,t ...... 1 00 Hoague, lllary. t ............. 4 00 
E. F. Clark, t .................. 25 00 J. Wheehr, t...... .... .. 5 UO ~1"well Jones, t.... .... .. 4 87 Sarah J. Ross, t .............. 2 Oil Hoague, Charles C., ,Jr.,t. 25 
C. M. Fulks...................... 6 00 James Toombs, t ...... ~O 00 Sydley branch........... 97 Louisa Osner, t............... 50 Jenson, Christain. o......... 5 00 
H. B. Gilmore ................. 11 57 J. S. Wilson, t .......... 20 00 Cbarles Kelsev. t ........ , 2 44 Bruce Wilson, t............... 10 Johnson, E. R.and wife,t. 5 00 
Wesley B ll'l'e 

13 5
, Ole .Jonnson, t.......... 3 00 E. L. Kelley, Bishop .... 24 35 Thomas Smith t .............. 1 00 J~hnrnn, Apgust, t ......... ;; O<l 

F A M K . 1 ' n............ 1 Rent, Hrnsom property. 6 00 --- J w NT. t' 1 oo Kimball, "alter. t .......... lo 60 
R. . c mght............... 50 Sr. A. M. Dempster, t... 3 oo Total. ............ $rn3 07 G n' G, 0g~e . ................. 6 7\ Lange, Carl W., t ......... 5 00 

obert L. Payne .............. 2 00 Martlia Cf•leman 2 UO = · · 0 ey! \.............. 21, ~lc_Dowell, Laura E., t .... 3 00 
Am~a M. Payne................ 51l Returlled .per sew·~; .debt 1 55 E d't JMary A. JGeffnes, t........... 50 McDowell, Oliver, t......... 2 00 
J. '1. Riley ....................... 40 Oil J W" w· tit xpen i ures. ohn W. ivens, o........... N bl L 10 OO 
Martha J Riley .............. 2 58 · t' . igd 'money 

2 50 
J. D. Jenkins ......... $116 88 Elizabeth Stanley, o........ 03 1 0 e, eander. t ........... . 

Columbus Jenkins .......... 1 00 s:ec~',~eer .. t ............ 2 5o Postage, etc............ 1 46 HesterL. Sinnett, o......... OT Oat~s, Thorn.ton, t ........... ? 00 
Susan Dunkin ................ 2 50 S . A } ~bs"t' .... .... " on 'l'homas T Griffiths ..... 24 35 G. H. Go~bey, o.............. 25 Robrnson._ W: P., t ........... 2o Oil 
Mary f· Sheppard........... 50 Ar.Fister~~ .... : .. :::::::: a OO Thomas TaylGr .......... 24 35 reor1} S1lcot.o.............. ~-~ ~~:~~~: fd~.nt~.~:'..~:::::::: ~ g~ i \v S~~dgrassk............... 5 Oil J. Wheeler, t.. .. .. .. .... 3 00 --- • L. oodrich, o.............. Williams, Eva, t.............. 3 00 
R .J P~rk:rma er ........... 103 05fi --- Total..... • •••. $167 04 Total. ................... $ 92 57 Wildermuth, J.B., t ........ 1 00 w· . , ..................... Total. ............ $145 25 $ Wildermutl1, Jerome, t ... 6 75 

II 
iley CA. Gooch................. 50 --- Due church....... 16 03 Expenditures. Woodstock, Marion, t ...... 1 98 
enry . Gooch............... 5 00 w·n· A t 2 3U 

Wm, O. Gooch ................ 5 00 Expenditures. WESTERN DISTRIC'r. G. H. Godbey, e ............ $ 11 O? W~o~~fo"~k. i~~~ie;·t.'.'.::.::. 25 
Jessie L. Reed................. 2 00 ,Josep!_; Biggs, e ................ 20 9o Wildermuth, Susie, t......... 1 00 
F. M. Vaughn .................. 4 35 ,J. w. Wight. e ......... $ 21 65 John H. Edwards, Agent. D. L i'.lhrnn_. e .................. 3 00 White, Ei!en, t ................ 20 00 

Total. ................... $166 77 ~erws.eJr .dWeb"W·i·g·h· t .•. f. • •• ••• ...... 1(11 ~l5l . Receipts. ,J. L. Goodrich, e ............. 14 00 Woodstock, Charlie, t....... 7;, 
v "· " f t$ 12 91 G. T. G,r1f!lths, e .. _............ 4 00 Williams, E. J., t ........... 75 00 . = 8r. J. A. Condit, f ....... 33 OP Rece1ved rom late agen o' 9 W. J. Smith, e ................. 3 00 T t 1 ....,-6. • 

Expenditures. Exchange .............. • 10 ,J. H. Edwards................. 1 (I G. H. Godbey, f ............... 18 00 o a ...................... ,., " 21 
Sr. Simmons, £ ............... $ 28 QI) J. T. Davis .............. 15 00 RAetehse JEerdikmsd ................. 1 ; 9 John Leason and wife, p .. 5 00 Expenditures. 
S. W, Simmons, e............ 5 50 H. 0. Smith, to balance r ur war s.............. ~ Ethel and Maggie Burr. C.H., e ................. $ 11 on 
T .• J. ~heppard, e ............ 5 00 former report .......... 40 00 Lot BishoJ!....................... 8° Jeffries, p ...................... 1 57 Postage, etc ...................... 1 SS 
Bishop's agent's expense. 6 50 --- Evan DaVIes.................... 6 ___ Mcllowel!, Mrs. W. A ... 300 OJ 
Sr. Sheppard, f .............. 121 77 Total ............. $121 30 i~i;,Ja~':i~~t~~r~hda~~~d-~:::::: 1 ~~ Total .................... $ so 52 Wildermuth, E. M., e ... ~ 

Total .................... $166 77 Due church ...... $ 23 95 rn1enor 'rreharne............. l 84 Due church ......... $ 12 05 ~~ea!c.h .. u .. r .. c.h ............. $$:l5l40 's
3

s:: 
= E. A. Lloyd..................... 93 .......... . 

Total .................... $ 11 60 

UTAH. 

Expenditures. 
Sr. B. A. Nunley ............ $ 10 00 
U. U. Squir~s.................. 1 6il 

Total .................... $ 11 Gil UTAH DIS1'IUCT. 

NORTHERN DISTR1C1'. 

RECIEPTS AND EXPENDITURES OF ELDERS, TO DECEl'\IIBER 31, 1897. 
Names. Bal. due Mar. 1, 1897. Individual Rec. from Total Total Balances due. 

Church. Elder. Receipts. Bp.&Agts. Receipts. Expenditures. Church. Elder. 

Anderson, Peter, $6 01 $47 65 $47 65 $60 00 $lo J6 
Anthony, R. J., 3 85 69 00 30 00 99 00 99 00 3 85 
Baggerly, I. P., 25 60 20 00 45 60 45 60 
Baggerly, V. D., 27 40 33 55 10 00 70 95 38 40 32 55 
Bailey, S. V., 6 70 2 00 2 00 15 00 19 70 
Baker, A. M., lO 24 00 114 75 138 85 133 75 5 10 
Barmore, A. C., 185 70 77 00 262 70 256 70 6 00 
Baggerly, James M., 49 39 30 08 79 47 79 47 
Barr, Andrew, 42 10 12 66 12 66 70 08 99 52 
Bell, T. J., 18 55 16 25 34 80 33 42 1 38 
Belville, H. W., 37 84 16 50 54 34 54 09 25 
Beebe, Geo., Jr., 17 65 5' 00 22 65 22 00 65 
Blanchard, W. W., 26 98 60 86 58 00 ll8 86 13ti 62 44 74 
Biggs, Joseph, 5 65 20 95 26 60 31 30 4 70 
Bond, M. H., 41 15 29 25 65 00 135 40 29 25 106 15 
Butler, Senterlow, 8 55 7 00 15 55 22 !15 7 40 
Butterworth, C. A., 4 80 61 20 66 00 61 20 4 80 
Butterworth, C. E., 22 61 86 43 44 76 131 19 91 19 17 39 
Burton, J. F., 136 13 136 13 136 13 
Caffall, James, 5 36 118 40 86 09 209 85 161 24 48 61 
Carpenter, C. I., 26 00 15 00 41 00 43 94 2 94 
Cather, W. C., 3 65 60 00 63 65 60 00 3 65 
Chase, A. M., 3 42 llS 30 80 25 198 55 167 02 28 11 
Chatburn, T. W., 12 35 39 30 51 65 44 35 7 30 
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Clapp, J.C., ~ 00 28 40 34 40 37 45 3 05 
Closson, A. V., 7 00 7 00 7 00 
Condit, S. D •• 73 55 73 55 70 55 3 00 
Crabb, J. C., 2 45 32 90 35 35 35 35 
Curtis, H.P., 22 90 25 75 48 65 48 65 
Daley, Thos., 21 40 62 35 5 00 88 75 91 55 2 80 
Davis, E. A., 3 04 49 25 49 25 41 84 4 37 
Davis, John, 14 20 30 60 12 60 43 20 89 42 60 42 
Davis, John Alfred, 1 00 22 65 22 65 22 65 1 00 
Davis, J. Arthur, 10 40 48 10 98 38 156 88 160 00 3 12 
Davis, John T., 22 00 53 90 35 00 88 90 113 90 47 00 
Davis, R. W., 10 10 75 55 108 38 183 93 163 65 10 18 
Davis, Wm., 52 75 52 7fi 54 26 1 51 
Daniel, L. F., 29 00 18 00 47 00 15 35 31 65 
Davison, Holmes J., 12 50 107 92 12 00 132 42 126 26 6 16 
Derry, Chas., 70 87 30 00 100 87 100 87 
Devore, L. R., 24 00 9 00 33 00 32 00 1 00 
Duncan, C. R., 10 19 53 15 7 00 6015 70 22 20 26 
Ebeling, F. J., 24 25 19 35 65 00 108 60 75 34 33 26 
Elvin, R. M., 20 92 70 87 26 42 97 29 75 19 1 18 
Etzenhouser, R., 21 37 125 50 22 00 168 87 159 66 9 21 
Evans, John R., 3 53 27 44 5 75 33 19 32 44 2 78 
Evans, R. C., 18 23 117 84 35 00 171 07 153 45 17 62 
Foss, J. C., 2 97 63 11 48 00 111 11 116 14 8 00 
Foss, S. 0., 35 31 39 00 74 31 6.1 45 12 86 
Fyrando, A. M., 5 50 5 50 
Grant, J. A., 36 14 74 49 74 49 61 37 23 02 
Grant, R. E., 3 24 18 10 18 10 31 25 16 39 
Green, George, 4 40 4 40 8 95 4 55 
Greene, U. W., 7 52 77 08 28 38 112 98 110 70 2 28 
Gregory, Frederick, 3 20 36 00 34 00 73 20 "'"67 26 5 94 
Gibson, Wm. M., 9 00 5 00 5 00 18 00 22 00 
Gilbert, J. W., 40 10 18 50 58 60 48 60 10 00 
Gillen, J. W., 26 31 25 54 00 85 51 86.35 84 
Griffiths, G. T., 10 00 35 14 76 50 111 64 101 64 
Granger, l<,rancis, furnished his own expenses. 

19 70 Godbey, G. H., 16 00 19 25 11 00 4625 26 55 
Gowell, M. F., 4 76 27 49 29 76 62 01 58 01 4 00 
Goodrich, J. L., 22 34 15 57 26 00 41 57 70 97 51 74 
Haden, W. E., 2 50 2 50 12 35 9 85 
Hansen, Hans N., 78 25 25 30 00 56 03 48 75 7 28 
Harris, D. L., 65 23 65 23 62 23 3 00 
Haws, Albert, 24 41 17 00 41 41 41 41 
Henson, John F., 8 87 19 87 15 00 34 87 42 21 16 21 
Hinkle, S. J., furnished his own expenses. 

56 60 Holt, H. L., 107 85 35 00 142 85 86 25 
Houghton, Leonard, 42 83 12 00 54 83 52 28 2 55 
Hunt, Chas. J., 20 74 26 91 26 91 29 21 23 04 
Jackson, J. W., 20 20 125 00 145 20 145 20 
Jeffers, S. J., 6 00 6 00 6 00 
Jenkins, George, ll 77 17 10 106 15 123 25 63 30 53 18 
Kaler, John, 44 50 44 50 44 50 
Keck, A. J., 17 70 17 70 17 62 08 
Keck, F. C., 8 05 66 90 15 00 89 95 82 26 7 69 
Kelley, W. H., 6 ~4 20 24 244 78 265 02 233 78 24 40 
Kelley, T. C., 6 56 53 20 42 00 95 20 90 60 J 96 
Kemp, Henry, 73 70 73 70 72 45 1 25 
Kent, Alma, 28 62 13 93 105 00 118 93 105 72 15 41 
Kent, Alma, tent work, 70 79 70 79 70 79 
Kephart, W. H., 8 50 24 55 26 00 50 55 60 56 18 51 
Lake, J. H., 8 96 87 20 22 00 109 20 135 61 35 37 
Lambert, J. R., 21 11 36 28 57 39 57 39 
MacGregor, Daniel, 4 16 69 36 25 00 98 52 99 78 1 26 
Macrae, W. S., 35 40 60 15 00 55 95 55 60 35 
Maloney, R. M., 25 00 27 45 27 45 30 10 27 65 
McDowell, J. F., 10 50 20 30 44 95 75 75 74 00 1 75 
McDowell, W. A., 25 25 20 00 45 25 45 25 
McKiernan, James, 15 16 37 20 55 00 92 20 88 90 11 86 
Mintun, J. F., 14 85 101 37 5 50 106 87 108 01 15 99 
Moler, H. E., 9 55 33 54 24 00 57 54 78 00 30 01 
Moler, James, 18 60 22 81 26 85 68 26 45 40 22 86 
Mannering, W. H., 24 45 11 40 29 50 40 90 40 45 24 00 
Montague, George, 13 39 69 05 23 00 105 44 85 46 19 98 
Moore, A. B., 19 50 48 00 67 50 39 20 28 30 
Moore, A. J., furnished his own expenses. 75 00 75 00 75 00 
Morgan, E. B., 34 41 33 03 15 00 82 44 78 44 4 00 
Mortimer, A. E., 34 91 34 91 30 30 4 61 
Newton, Wm., 1 60 83 40 85 00 93 25 8 21$ 
Nunley, E. W., 33 42 33 42 33 42 
Parker, R. J., 126 95 30 00 156 95 156 95 
Payne, S. D., 16 57 15 00 31 57 30 31 1 26 
Peak, W. E., 25 l'7 57 93 60 00 143 10 92 49 50 61 
Pender, W. S., 7 95 64 58 15 00 87 53 84 04 3 49 
Peterson, J. W., 34 56 28 50 63 06 34 56 28 50 
Phelps, Levi, 3 88 50 50 6 62 10 00 
Pitt, F. G., 6 7i) 117 40 80 65 198 05 207 31 13 02 
Porter, C. a:., u 37 37 65 34 35 72 00 7lU~ l~ u 
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Names. Bal. due Mar. 1, 1897. Individual Rec. from Total Total Balances due. 

Church. Elder. Receipts. Bp.&Agts. Receipts. Expenditures. Church. Elder. 

Reese, Gomer, furnished his own expenses. 
78 70 Roberts, I. N., 35 70 43 00 78 70 

Robinson, H. H., 5 74 16 85 30 37 47 22 43 00 1 52 
Robley, George W., 6 40 91 89 76 50 174 79 170 92 3 87 
Roth, J. S., 26 22 37 40 37 40 55 60 44 42 
Roush, J.B., 21 70 46 05 5 00 51 05 80 70 51 35 
Rudd, D. M., 52 65 25 00 77 65 83 00 5 35 
Sawley, F. L., 2 50 59 70 22 50 82 20 82 20 2 50 
Scott, Columbus, 84 78 54 75 139 5;; 137 78 l 75 
Scott, S. W. L., 28 30 69 86 28 65 126 81 91 65 35 16 
Scott, James M., 9 36 5 30 14 66 33 99 19 33 
Scott, M. R., Jr., 7 25 5 45 25 00 37 70 40 00 2 30 
Sheehy, F. M., 1 30 18 12 100 00 118 12 151 76 34 94 
Sheldon, T. J., 9 56 117 73 40 00 167 29 155 73 11 56 
Sheppard, T. J., 4 50 5 00 9 50 33 25 23 75 
Short, M. T., 25 92 8 00 33 92 38 92 5 00 
Shields, John, 9 83 51 68 19 00 80 51 67 97 12 54 
Shinn, D. L., 12 10 65 88 52 00 129 98 88 85 41 13 
Simmons, S. W., 33 50 10 00 43 50 35 00 8 50 
Slover, F. M., 36 71 36 71 45 82 9 11 
Smith, David, 4 00 4 00 4 00 
Smith, I. M., 8 90 138 55 52 00 190 55 170 30 11 35 
Smith, A.H., 25 74 61 95 36 25 98 20 107 67 35 21 
Smith, Fred A., 40 98 04 4 00 102 44 102 04 40 
S'lli th, Heman C., 11 75 68 49 202 50 270 99 257 82 1 42 
Smith, Henry C., 36 70 10 00 46 70 64 30 17 60 
Smith, H. O., 49 95 67 00 116 95 116 95 
Smith, F. C., 5 49 41 83 47 32 47 94 62 
Smith, W. A., 2 67 43 94 9 00 55 61 52 80 2 81 
Smith, W. R., 14 50 17 50 17 50 17 50 14 50 
Smith, W. J., 51 18 48 00 99 18 115 90 16 72 
Snively, H. N., 21 75 21 75 23 74 1 99 
Snively, J. S., 21 35 34 20 55 55 55 55 
Sparling, Henry, 23 25 67 90 91 15 91 16 01 
Stebbins, H. A., 36 03 36 03 36 03 
Stead, J. D., 29 52 5 00 34 52 43 32 8 80 
Stedman, E. A., 3 00 26 00 29 00 66 00 37 00 
St. John, Benjamin, 5 65 36 98 12 00 48 98 62 48 19 15 
Swensen, Swen, 84 25 9 75 94 00 103 34 9 34 
Sutton, J. R., 16 21 16 21 21 06 4 85 
Summerfield, Wm., 15 40 18 50 33 90 33 10 80 
Snow, C. L., 50 7 00 7 50 57 15 49 65 
Terry, J.M., 51 80 3 40 55 20 55 10 10 
Thomas, 0. B., 27 92 38 00 65 92 59 42 6 50 
Thomlinson, S. W., 14 97 39 25 19 00 58 25 35 41 7 87 
Tucker, D. E., 3 98 2 10 7 00 13 08 13 48 40 
Turpen, M. M., 10 16 32 37 3 00 35 37 35 37 10 16 
Waldsmith, J. W., 18 31 28 44 46 75 46 75 
Walters, R. T., 26 64 44 56 44 56 71 06 53 14 
Ward, Joseph, 28 Ol 15 75 43 76 43 76 
Weld, F. M., 33 35 12 50 45 85 59 79 13 94 
White, I. N., 21 71 97 34 21 71 119 05 113 66 16 32 
White, Alfred, 44 28 28 94 73 22 73 22 
Wight, J. W., 73 81 41 65 115 46 113 21 2 25 
Wight, L. L., 30 00 30 00 30 00 
Wells, G. R., 15 18 90 92 106 10 119 20 13 10 
Whiting, W.W., 14 25 14 25 47 28 33 03 
Wildermuth, E. M., 18 35 17 50 35 85 35 85 
Williams, T. W., 15 00 41 75 56 75 41 75 15 00 
Wood, Samuel, 82 13 3 50 85 63 84 53 1 10 

Totals $492 33 $681 70 $7,435 23 $4,501 92 $12,429 48 $12,132 48 $920 20 $1,304 90 

ACCOUNT Sr. A. R. Morse, Iowa, 1 comfort. C. A. Shaw, mason, 30 341James E. Kelley, work, 1 00 

SAINTS' 1-IOlUE FUND. 
Sr. A. S. Cochran, Iowa, 1 quilt. C. H. Conroy, work, 1 25 Team and wagon, 75 
Wm. Crumley, Cal., 1 00 A. Jessiman, carpenter, 20 00 E. Barrett. sand, 24 71 

RECEIPTS. 
Ma!y Perry, Pa., 10 00 M. Shaw, mason, 3 40 J. L. Heathman, sand, 27 13 
Mary H. Raymond, 2 00 Asa Hiscock, 3 00 C. Dillon, sand, 18 46 

Balance March 15, 1898, $860 25 James Smart, 3 50 A. Jessiman, carpenter, 10 00 J. D. Dillon, •and, 22 78 
Mrs.D.M.Rudd,1 quilt value$1 50 Ella Devore, 25 Burlington Lumber Co., 20U 00 John Wahlstrom, carpenter, 30 75 
Sale of brick, 40 M. G. Fisher, 25 John Davis, 1 00 Henry Turpin, plasterer, 25 00 
Nettie Green, Iowa, 5 00 G. T. Chute, Ala., 5 00 Drayage, 40 N. 0. Goodwin, work, 6 00 
H. Bar'1eley, California, 1 00 Sr. H.P. Brown, Cal., 5 00 Buckets and cups, 7'0 P. R. Prudeni work, 1 87 
Johu Nichols, Mo., 5 oo Alice P. Dancer, 10 00 H.F. Dehart, work, 3 00 Wm. Watson, plasterer, 25 00 
Eliza G. Page, Iowa, 300 00 Sale sand and cement, 9 78 Asa Hiscock, 3 00 N. S. Blunt. plasterer, 15 00 
Mary M. Hiatt, Iowa, 100 00 --- R. C. Fultz, 3 Q;J L. Pruden, work, 5 00 
Sr. E.G. Hodge, Neb., 5 00 'rota! $1,409 93 F. J. Hiscock, 1 00 W. A. Leonard, sand, 12 27 
J. L. Heathman, Iowa, 2 13 --- W. D. C. Pattyson, 5 00 E. L. Kelley, Jr., work, pond, 1 25 
C. Bradfield, Iowa, 5 00 Balance due church $3,139 36 A. J essiman, carpenter, 6 50 James E. Kelley, work, pond, 1 87 
Jacob Smith and wife, Cal., 5 00 Ed Powler, carpenter, 4 50 R. M. Blunt, plasterer, 31 oo 
Sr. G. A. Blakeslee, Mich., 10 00 EXPENDITURES. J. D. Dillon, sand, 10 00 P.R. Pruden, work, 1 00 
M. Shaw, Iowa. 5 00 A. J essiman, carpent(~r, 117 50 W. Vanwinkle, plasterer, 31 00 
Wm. Watson, Mo., 20 00 Ed and Winfred Kelley, work, $ 3 00 W. A. Vanwinkle, mason, 5 00 A. J essiman, carpenter, 10 00 
John G. Morgan, l\Iich., 1 00 N. 0. Goodwin, work, 1 00 M. Shaw, mason, 5 00 P. Pruden, work, 3 37 
Peter Mo!drup, Neb., 2 00 H.F. Dehart, work, 50 P. J. Hiscock, work, 1 25 I. W. Allender, lumber and 
Sale of brick, 4 97 R. C. Norcutt, brick. 18 69 L. M. Pruden, work, 10 00 plaster, · 100 00 
F. E. Cochran, Iowa, 1 00 A. J essiman, carpenter, ~ 00 A. J. Hiscock 1 work, 2 50 George Bass, work, 9 00 
Dorothy Brown, Colo., 1 00 C. W. Rew, work, 2 00 W. D. C. Pattyson, work, 12 36 V. Scott, work, 6 50 
Sr. L. L. Thomas, Ill., 50 J. B. Rodger, work, 4 00 C. Dillon, sand, 5 oo .J. H. Clapp, work, 11 00 
Sale of brick, 7 60 Clover and timothy seed, 5 75 R. C. Fultz, work; 5 00 U.S. Blunt, plasterer, 18 50 
H. A. and Dorcas Harder, Iowa, 4 00 C. W. Rew. work, 3 50 C. Bradfield, iron work, 13 00 L. M. Pruden, work, 8 37 
Daughters of Zion, Pa., 16 00 N. 0. Goodwin, work, 6 50 W. B. Kelley, work, l on R. C. Fultz, work, 13 37 
Sale of corn, 1 25 A. J essiman, carpenter, 71 00 Ed L. Kelley, Jr., work, l 00 F. Dehart, work, 18 37 
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T. C. Clapp, work, 
A. J essiman, carpenter, 
Wm. Shaw, work, pond, 
Wm. Haws, work, pond, 
Walter Venn, sand and gravel, 
Frank Gunsolley, work, pond, 
W.W. Morgan, work, pond, 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 
1 40 Dan Anderson, work, pond, 5 00 F. E. Cochran, work, 1 25 John Smith, painter, 

10 00 W. D. 0. Pattyson, work, 8 75 S. K. Sorensen, work, 19 00 C. F. Church, painter, 
6 00 P.H. Pruden, work, 1 25 Drayage, Union Line, 70 L. F. Hammer, painter, 

15 oo W. B. Kelley, work, 1 00 R. C. Kelley, work, 7 02 Window weights, Wm. Crick, 
6 14 Insurance, 30 00 W. E. Myers, paints, 4 00 Thomas Teale, per bill, 
4 00 Drayage (per bill), Thomas, 2 65 L.A. Fowler, carpenter, 22 59 Pair bobsleds, 
7 00 W. D. C. Pattyson, work, 5 00 Wagon repairs, Frink, 4 75 L.A. Fowler, carpenter, 
4 oo W. H. B101liar, drayage, 10 60 l.W.Allender,lumberandplaster, 330 00 L. F. Hammer, painter, 

91 A. Jessiman, carpenter, 10 00 Wagon repairs, Frink, 5 00 C. F. Church and J. Smith, 

4 35 
8 00 
4 87 

27 50 
21 80 
12 00 
15 so 
6 92 ,J. F. Gunsolley, work, pond, 

George Green, gravel, 
E. D. McKean, work, 
D. G. Lloyd, work, 

20 Ed Church, cutting corn, 80 R. Dillon, carpenter, 15 00 paint.ers, 10 28 
1 00 E. L. Kelley, Jr., work, 1 00 George ]'owler, 12 37 W. B. Kelley, painter, 2 15 

Guy Williamson, work, 
P.R. Pruden, work, 
George W. Bush, work, 
Walter Venn, sand, 

6 00 P.R. Pruden, work, 2 00 J.C. Lasley, 10 87 J.E. Kelley, painter, 2 15 
3 00 F. Dehart, work, 13 75 Burlington Lumber Co., 100 00 A. Jessiman, carpenter, 22 50 
3 50 R. M. Blunt, plasterer, 18 08 C. F. Church, painter, 9 28 H. Elliott, carpenter, 9 00 

M. Shaw, work, plasterer, 
W. D. C. Pattyson, work, 
P. R. Pruden, work, 

2 50 D. Lloyd, work, 3 87 Recording deed, 75 F. Harrington, carpenter, 9 00 
5 00 M. Shaw, plasterer, 34 Oil I. W.Allender,doors and windows, 300 00 S. Lasley, carpenter, 10 80 
5 00 Wm. Watson, plasterer, 79 50 A. Jessiman, carpenter, 51 75 W. B. Kelley, work, 2 15 
6 00 Turpin and Blunt, plasterers, 1 30 R. Dillon, carpenter, 28 50 E. L. Kelley, Jr., hauling corn, 1 25 

Ed C. Church, pond, work, 
Wm. Watson, plasterer, 

6 25 R. B. Fultz, work, 2 50 S. Lasley, carpenter, 28 50 W. D. C. Pattyson, work, 5 CO 
25 00 John Harp, work, 40 75 L. Fowler, carpenter, 5 90 S. K. Sorensen, work, 32 23 

R. C. Fultz, work, 
G. W. Bush, work, 

6 25 H. T. Tnrpin, plasterer, 31 50 H. Eiliott, carpenter, 28 50 John Wahlstrom, carpenter, 6 32 

Dan Lloyd, work, 
9 50 U. S. Blunt, plasterer, 39 35 A. B. Shumway, carpenter, 11 32 R. Dillon, carpenter, 9 00 
7 75 P.R. Pruden, work, 2 26 J. Wahlstrom, carpenter, 12 00 Drayage, 70 

M. Shaw, plasterer, 
Guy Williamson, work, 
Andy Walker, work, 

5 00 A .• Tessiman, carpenter, 10 00 S. K. Sorensen, carpenter, 17 81 Hot water heater, Herenden Co., 736 82 
50 W. D. C. Pattyson, work, 5 00 H. A. Harder, carpenter, 14 75 30 gallons hard oil, College, 45 00 

J ~mes Lemke, sand, 
F""Dehart, work, 

5C J. W. Tony, gravel, I 70 D. Bowen, carpenter, 16 80 W. E. Myers, per bill, 8 00 
7 00 W. A. Van Winkle, plasterer, 22 50 W. B. Kelley, work, 50 C. F. Church and J. Smith, paint-

A. Jessiman, carpenter, 
D. Keith, gravel, 
L. M. Pruden, work, 
G. W. Bush, work. 
P.R. Pruden, work, 
D. Keith, gravel, 
M. Shaw, plasterer, 
James Braybrooks, work, 
R. C. Fultz, worl<, 
J. H. Clapp, work, 
V. Scott, work, 
C. Dillon, gravel, 

4 50 'rrees, Charles Brenizer, 4 50 E. L. Kelley, Jr, work, 6 68 ers, 
7 50 Hardware,(Lamoni Hardward Co.,) 1 50 W. D. C. Pattyson, work, 11 50 Mantel for parlor, 
7 08 A. Jessiman, carpenter, 66 00 W. A. Hopkins, furniture, 77 75 W. A. Hopkins, furniture, 
8 63 I.W.Allender, lumber and plaster, 57 6t H. Ewing, brick, 12 50 H. Hill. painter, 
3 37 D. G. Lloyd, work, 2 67 Freight, window weigh ts, 6 79 M. Shaw, mason, 

10 50 C.H. Barrows, paints, 5 89 L.A. Fowler, carpenter, 19 80 S. Lasley, carpenter, 
3 06 Drayage, 1 95 S. Lasley, carpenter, 18 00 H. Harder, carpenter, 
8 5;, A. J essiman, carpenter, 23 50 R Dillon, carpenter, 19 80 Mrs. Eli Hayer, canned fruit from 

12 37 S. K. Sorensen, work, 20 00 H. Elliott, carpent-er, 19 80 church account, 
6 25 John Wahlstrom, work, 11 00 F. Harrington, carpenter, 18 30 E. Church, wood, 
7 00 Rat trap, 90 S. K. Sorensen, carpenter, 12 37 John Davis, 
5 25 A. Jessiman, carpenter, 38 50 M. Danielson, carpenter, 11 80 Four brooms, 

22 26 W. D. C. Pattyson, work, 29 25 H. Harder, carpenter, 19 80 Lamoni Hardware Co., 

5 47 
62 00 
43 93 
8 00 
5 62 

14 90 
8 00 

2 26 
3 05 
l 55 
1 00 

10 
J. J,. Heathman, gravel, 
J. D. Dillon, gravel, 

17 83 M. Shaw, mason, I oo
1
D. Bowen, carpenter, 19 80 

15 25 Geo. Derry and son, harn"ess fix., 5 30 John Wahlstrom, carpenter, 12 80 Total, $4,549 29 

GRACELAND COLLEGE. 
FUND. 

Mary A. Boyd, 
~usie Boyd, 
W. E. Boyd, 
Geo. E. McConley, 

lPORWARDED BY DISTRICTS AS PEH Howard McOonley, 
CALL OF BISHOPRIC. 

· ALABAMA DISTRIC'l'. 

W. L. Booker, Agent. 

Myron McConley, 
Gotleib Keller, 
Lehman aBd M. E. Stingley, 
Charles Nickols, 
Alvin Easterday, 

G. T. Chute, $5 OO Nellie Easterday, 
CALIFORNIA, CENTRAL Halley Easterday, 

DISTRICT G. \Y· Johnson, 
· Louise Johnson, 

A. Page, Agent. Martha Easterday, 
Anna Hawkins, 50 DAKOTA DISTRICT. 
Lee Hawkins, 25 
Rose Paoler, 25 Thomas Leitch, Agent. 
Roy C. Davis and wife, 

1
5 0

0
0
0 

Sarah E. Bower, 
Peter Dorn, 

50 James M. Spence, 25 
WLwraWcl~, W 
50 F'. R. and Mary E. Schafer, 2 00 
25 Wm. Galland, 50 
25 T. C~ and Marie Dobson, 1 00 
25 Herald Salisbury, 25 

1 00 Martha Salisbury, 25 

MINNESOTA DISTRICT. 
W.W. McLeod, Agent. 

W. W. McLeod, 1 50 
Sr. W.W. McLeod, 50 

MISSOURI, FAR WEST DIS
TRICT. I 00 George E. Salisbury, 25 

25 George Jurgens, 25 William Lewis, Agent. 
50 Benan Salisbury, 1 00 A friend, 1 00 
50 David McKirn, 50 
50 David Brewster, 1 00 MISSOURI, NORTHEASTERN 
50 Nellie Crandall, 25 DISTRICT. 
50 Nellie M Martin, 7 

5
5
0
0 J. T. Williams, Agent. 

50 Mary C. Hawley, 7 E. E. Petre, Pollock, 20 00 

IOWA, LITTLE SIOUX DISTRICT. MISSOURI, ST. LOUIS DISTRICT. 

50 
A. M. Fyrando, Agent. John G. Smith. Agent. 

5 oo Wm. O. Thomas, 20 00 

C. W. Hawkins, ~i IOWA, DECATUH DISTRICT. 
Walter Page, D. Dancer, Agent. 

Donald Maule, 
J as. L. Benson, 
A. M. Fyrando, 

~ g~ NEW YORK DlSTlUCT. 

10 50 Thos. Lester, Agent. 
COLORADO DISTRICT. D. Dancer, 

C. E. Everett, Agent. C. J. and Anna C. Anderson, 
Ellen Brannon, 1 00 H. Harder, 
Martha Westland, 60 Bessie Braby, 

IO 00 Thos. Lester, 20 00 
Joseph Squires, 20 00 

Ladies' Aid 8ociety, I\:1oorhead, 
10 00 M. C. Parker, 
5 00 
1 00 
3 75 

MICHIGAN SOUTHERN DIS- OREGON AND WASHINGTON. 
TRICT. Alma Morris, Agent. 

Emma B. Lewis, 50 
Mary Warren, 1 00 IOWA, GALLAND'S GROVE 
Chas. E. and Mae E. Everett, 3 00 DISTRICT. 

Samuel Stroh, Agent. 
Mrs. Lydia Blakeslee, 
S. Stroh, 

Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Van Eaton, 1 00 
10 00 ·U'l'AH DISTRICT. 

Sr. Elliott, 1 50(0l C. J. Hunt, Agent. 
Benson Plymate and wife, 
W. L. Willis and wife, 1 00 C. J. and Etta Hunt, 
A. E. Tabor and wife, 1 00 Mrs. Margaret Htrnt, 
J. W. Willet and wife, 1 00 F. M. and Amanda Sheldon, 
Belle Bullard, 50 J. L. Butterworth, 
E. Curtis, 50 J. M and Nettie Baker, 
E.D.Bullard, 25A.H.Rudd, 
J. B. Roush, 1 00 Nellie Rudd, 
Mary E. Bullard, 50 Albert Crandall, 

AUDITING COl\1.lUITTEE'S CERTIFICATE. 

Dorcas Aid Society, 
20 00 Lydia Clark, 
5 00 Amos Listenberger, 
5 00 J osepl1 Shook, 
I 00 Martha Shook, 
1 50 John Shook, 

25 H. A. Richardson, 
50 Ladies' Aid Society, Galien, 
50 Sr. Hooper, 

~ 3g J. W. Wight, Agent. 

0 
Sr. B. Brown, 

1 ~5 J. Toombs, 
25 MISCELLANEOUS. 
25 Herman Thall, McCook, Neb., 
50 Sr. E. V. Oliver, Hastings, Iowa, 
25 Sarah A. Morris, Iowa, 

s 00 Effie Dykes, Iowa, 
2 00 Hans Hansen, Idaho, 

These items will appear in the business of 1898. 

2 00 
2 00 

2 00 
32 

1 00 
5 00 

20 00 

We your committee, duly appointed at the General Con
ference of 1897 to audit the books and accounts of the 
Bishop's Office, beg leave to submit the result of our labors. 

After a careful examination of the books and accounts, we 
hereby certify that the foregoing "Summary Statement,'' 
by the Bishop, is true and correct to the best of our knowl
edge, 

The following elders, appointed missions by the General 
Conference of 1897, failed to send in their financial reports: 
E. C. Briggs, Joseph Luff, William Anderson, Roderick 
May, C.H. Burr, F. M. Cooper, J. J. Cornish, C. J. Spur
lock, J. D. Erwin, Samuel Bwwn, C. E. Hand, L. F. John
son, J. 8. Keir, J. W. Rushton, J. D. Jenkins, L. E. Hills, 
and J. T. Kinnaman. · We found the following omissions:

RECEIPTS. 
F. E. Cochran, tithing ...................... $ 25 
Sale of Evanelia picture .............. ; . . . . . 40 

Total. .................. , ............ $ 65 
EXPENDITURES. 

Postage ............... _ ..................... $ 90 
I. N. Roberts, expense .... ., .......... " ..... 10 00 
J. C. Crabb, ex,pense ......................... 32 96 

Total ................................ $ 43 86 

18 

No change in the "Consecrations for Independence Tem
ple." 

Respectfully submitted, 

F. M. WELD, u 1 i_ng 
ROBT. M. ELVIN, } A d't' 

J. M. TERRY, Committee. 
LAMONI, Iowa, April 4, 1898. 
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'!'HE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Royal makes the food pure, I the wise should be sufficient. Let the watch- I is for the good of the work, as no financial 
word be, On, on to victory! is the advice and benefits accrue to anyone. 

wholesome and delicious. desire of Your fellow laborer, Your ample response last year makes me 
J. H. LAKI~. hopeful now, but I realize that to make this 

appeal the financial success it merits will 
To the Ministry and Saints of the Rocky I meaµ for you to send your mite to me at La

Mountain Mission; Greeting:-In view of the moni, Iowa, _just as soon as possible after read
possibility of change to be made it is not felt ing this, and all who read it. Who will be 
to be advisable to appoint any in charge of the first? For the sake of five cents or a dime 
"fields of labor." The ministry will there- will anyone be a means of permitting the Utah 
fore report direct to me every three months- church to continue to laugh at our futility 
or July, October, January, and March 1-the to reach the people? Surely never. 
number of sermons, baptisms, ordinations, For right, 
marriages, and new openings. Don't fail to J. W. WIGHT. 
keep an itemized account under these five 
headings. Your adherence to this and CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
promptness in reporting will permit me to Galland's Grove district conference will 
do. likewise to the First Presidenc~, and the convene at the saints' chapel, Deloit, Iowa, 
saints and readers ot the Herald will become J e 4 1393 at ten a m h ld' s . un , . , ., o ing over un-
acq uarn ted with our labor and a better unity day. A report is desired from each and 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK. will be had. . l every branch, and from every minister labor-
Ern: A. B. Moor,e and G~mer Reese will , ing within the district, both General Confer-

l~bo: lll Montana, E. A. Davis and S. ,D. Con-1 ence appointees and local ministers. A 
d1t 1ll Idaho, Robert Parker and D. W. cordial invitation is extended to ll d w· ht. u h . . t a ' an l~ • m ta ' comme~crng at Provo m ten every body will be made welcome. 

Continu.ed from page 2H. 

consi.n. All the general missionaries that 
labor in that State will report to him in ac

work, R. J. Anthony lil southern Utah, es- CHAS. E. BUTTERWORTH, 
pecially among the scattered saints, some of JAMES M. BAKER 

cordance with the rules of reporting. whom have not been visited in years. While ' 
Presidents. 

we have lost some of our ablest men for that Bro. J. M. Terry to have charge of the 
missionary work in the city of Chicago, and mission, those gained are young and able 
in the language of the Lord in 1885, "My men and to the saints with whom the mis
servants, the elders, when passing to and sionaries shall labor I appeal for your hearty 
from, should labor in the city when time and cooperation; that as "laborers together, for 
opportunity permit, that my people there, good," we may merit divine assistance in 
may be strengthened and encouraged. And every good word and work. 
this should be agreeable to the elders in I expect to visit as many places as will be 
charge of the branch and the district, who possible under the exigencies that may arise, 
should ever be willing to aid such ministra- and ask that I may be notified as to places 
tion; and this should be without jealousy on where and the time when labor is to be most 
either part." So rnay it be. likely successful. We are hopeful that a 

Bro. F. M. Cooper in charge of the North- tent will be purchased for Idaho, and all de
ern Illinois district (except the city of siring tent service are requested to let me 
Chicago). All that labor in the said distrlct hear. Letters will reach me at Lamoni until 
will please report to Bro. F. M, Cooper, 583 further notice, as I do not expect to reach my 
Fulton Street, Chicago, Illinois, in accord- field until in June on account of a prospective 
ance with the rules of reporting. debate. In writing me it will not come amiss 

Bro. J. c. Crabb will be in charge of the if you drop in a small fee for the Idaho tent. 
Kewanee district and all that portion of In case of any discussion likely to arise write 
northern Illinois not included in that dis- me before final arrangements are made. 
trict, and it will be expected that all that In bonds, 
labor in that district will report to him. J. W. WIGHT. 

LAMONI, Iowa, April 29, 1898. 
I expect to travel and labor throug·hout the 

mission and assist all as my circumstances 
and ability will enable me to. After June 1 TENT FUND APPEAL. 
I will make Sandwich, Illinois, my headciuar- As a few of the Idaho saints have raised 
ters, all mail matter sent.me there to be in care about half enough for the purchase of a tent 
of I. L. Rogers. My home address is Temple, for that State, and on account of the special 
Lake County, Ohio. need of one that the people of that very pe-

In conclusion, let me say to all saints and culiar mission may the more readily and 
the lovers of truth, and to all the local officers easily be reached, I take this method of 
of the mission, Arise and shake off the coals once more asking the saints and friends 
from your garments and prepare for the bat- throughout the world to respond with your 
tle, for "we have all for life enlisted," and nickel, dime, or dollar,-or even more,
the Captain is calling for volunteers, and the that we may be supplied in that direction. I 
warfare is with the world. No mine can be fully realize the closeness of the times and 
arranged that can blow up the ship from the many financial calls being made upon 
without, but the danger is from internal erup- you, but sacrifice under such conditions will 
tion, by the officers and members thinking be more fully appreciated and God will the 
they can run the ship by human wisdom. more readily bless. The tent is no longer a 
The history of the past should teach us what venture, but our success in Utah last sum
the results will be when the charts (the mer-and you will remember we did not get 
books) are not heeded, and the compass (the it till July-was so gratifying that we are 
Holy Spirit) is not followed; failure and dis- l ver.y anxious now for Idaho to benefit in this 
appointment must be the result. A word to way. You will at once see tha,t 01u a,nxiety 

Conference of the Southern Wisconsin dis
trict will convene with the East Delavan 
branch at East Delavan, Wisconsin, June 4 
and 5, 1898. We expect Bro. J. H. Lake to 
be present, and also others of the ministry. 
So, dear saints, try and be present and do all 
you can to make the meetings profitable to 
all. Send branch and official reports to W. 
A. McDowell, East Delavan, Wisconsin. 

w. A. McDOWELL, Pres. 

DISTRICT PRESIDENT'S NOTICE. 
To the saints in the Northern District of 

California, Greeting:-Having been appointed 
president of this district, I am anxious to do 
what I can for the furtherance of the work. 
Bro. James Parr is joined with me in the 
work, so both of us will answer calls to the 
best of our abilities and opportunities. And 
as the Bishop's agent I would ask that the 
saints send in their tithes and offerings so 
the needy may be cared for and the work 
helped on. Let us all labor together with 
God, for the salvation of man. 

In bonds, 
C. A. PARKIN. 

DIED. 
PEARSON.-At St. Joseph, Missouri, March 

20, 1898, Sr. Selena Pearson, aged 67 years 
and 7 days. Six children mourn her depar
ture, her husband and four children having 
passed to the other shore. She united with 
the church in 1893. The branch will miss 
her, for she was always on hand at the time 
and place of worship, and her voice was heard 
in prayer or testimony. She has left a good 
record. Always anxious to do good, her re
ward will be tha.t of the tried, true, and 
faithful. Her remains were laid to rest in 
Mount Mora cemetery. Brief services were 
held, in charge of Elder William Lewis, at 
which the beautiful words in Revelation 
14~13 and 1Corinthians15:12-28 were read. 
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GRACELAND 
~-COLLEGE, 

LAMONI, IOWA. 
Telephone 71. 

For catalogues or further information, 

Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE, 
Acting President, 

or D. F. LAMBERT, Secretary, 
LAMONI, low.A 

If you contemplate purchasing household furniture, by 
.~I means send tor the catalogue of the Q.uake1 Valley 

· Jll:anu!acturing Co., 319 and 321 South Canal Street, 
Chica~o. 

JUST PUBLISHED. 
A Concordance to the large print Book of 

Mormon, of proper size for insertion in books 
of that edition already published. Sixteen 
pages. Everyone should have it. On sale 
at the Herald Office. Price ten cents. 

OBJECTIONS TO THE BOOK OF 
MORMON AND BOOK OF DOC
TRINE AND COVENANTS AN
SWERED AND REFUTED. By 
Elder J. R. Lambert. 

·.Paper covers ......•....••.••••.. $0 25 
Cloth . . . . • . . . . • • • . • • . • . . . . • . • • . . 40 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Large Type Edi
tion. 

Cloth, leather backs and corners .. $1 QO 
Seal Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 1 25 
Seal Grain Russia, gilt edges . . • • . 1 50 

AFTERGLOW. A book of choice 
selected poems; 265 pages, hand
somely illustrated and beautifully 
bound. 
Cloth ......................•.•.. $1 50 
White vegetable parchment •..•.. 1 75 
Leather ......................... 2 00 
Morocco, gilt edges .............. 2 50 

'JERMAN HYMN BOOK. (Zion's 
Harfe.) 

Leather binding ................. $0 40 
Morocco Grain Russia, gilt edges.. (;0 

THE SAINTS' HERALD 

WHAT HA VE YOU to exchange as part 
payment on a well improved 80 acre farm 
two miles from Lamoni? Large build
ings-all painted-orchard. Yearly pay· 
ments on balance. Give full description 
and price of your property in first letter. 

D. F. Nicholson. 

TOBACOO HABIT CURED, 
OR NO PAY. 

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively 
guarantees three bu:x:es of '•Q,uit-To-Bac'' to permae 
nently take away all desire for tobacco, or will 
promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent 
post paid anywhere f.;r $1.50. No bad effects from 
nse of Quit-To-Bae. It is a great nerve tonic. Why 
not try it1 It has G..tred hundreds; why not you? 
Remember, No fl"•n·e, No Jl>ay. Address, B. F. 
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois. 

TAKE YOUR CHOICE 
of three good residences in Lamoni. 

One 4 room, one 5 room, and one 7 room 
residence, with good cellars, pantries, and 
closets; Abundance of good water, also fruit 
trees and small fruit. Convenient to church, 
school, and business part of town. Will sell 
any two of the three residences. For further 
particulars, call on or address CHAS. F. 
CHURCH, Lamoni, Iowe.. 10-7-t 

The Quaker Valley Manufacturing Co., 319 and 321 
South Uanal Street, Chicago, sell a full line of hio:;h
grade household furniture direct from the factory at 20 to 
&O per cent lower than retail prices, and will mend anyone 
a copy of their catalogue free. 

HOT SPRINGS, SOUTH DAKOTA. 
THE season of this health resort 

opens May 15. 
The Evans Hotel at Hot 

Springs, South Dakota, will be 
open for business on May 15, 
with Mr. Harry Clark as man-

ager. The hotel has been thoroughly reno
vated since last season, and the plunge baths 
have all been refitted. 

The Hot Springs have gained a great repu
tation for remarkable cures of acute rheuma
tism, neuralgic troubles, indigestion, and 
other ailments, and many people visit them 
annually from Iowa, the excellent hotel ac
commodations making it a very desirable 
health and pleasure resort. The Burlington 
Railroad, the direct line to the springs, 
runs a through serv}ce of Pullman cars and 
coaches, which makes the resort easily 
reached from here. 16 4 

HOMESEEKER'S EXCURSIONS. 

On May 3 and 17, June 7 and 21, tickets 
will be sold to most all points in Western, 
Southern, ·and Northern States at one fare 
plus $2.00 for round trip. For further par
ticulars call on or address L. F. Siltz, Agent. 

Furniture From Factory to Fireside. 
Being the only extensive manufacturers of furniture in 

the world selling direct from maker to user, we save our 
customers the enormous expenses and profits of the 
jobbers and retailers. Send for catalogue A, showing 
our full line of Honsehold Furniture, at 20 to 50 per cent 
under retail value. 

Quaker Valley Manufacturing Co., 
319 and 321 S. Canal St., Chicago. 

WANTED. 
Middle aged sister of good standing in the 

Reorganized Church; as housekeeper for 
man past fifty, and little girl eight years old; 
no objection being a widow if husband is 
dead, She must be of a gentle and kind dis
position, with fair education and understands 
housekeeping, no others need apply. The 
best of references will be necessary, and are 
willing to comply with the same. For fur
ther particulars address Box 245, Independ-
ence, Oregon. 3t 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether. an 
invention is probably patentable. Commun1ca
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents~ 

Patents taken tlirough Munn & Co~ receive 
special notice, without the 

Sci~ntHic ~rican. 
A handsomely must.rated weekly. Largest cir-

~~~~t!0i~~! ~~~tt0:~$f.if1So~~u~~!h n~;~d!;1~~s~ 
MUNN & C0.3618roadway, New York 

Branch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C. 

HARDWARE.11 
STOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETG. 

Special attention given to Bullders' Hardware. 
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnished 

LAMONI HARDWARE CO. 

THE KEOKUK ROUTE. 

K. & W. and D. lU. & K. C. Railways. 
The D. M. & K. C. Ry from Des Moines 

to C~insville has been rebuilt and that por· 
tion south of Van Wert will be standard 
gauge on or before Novembflr 1, 1897. 

There is no road in Southern Iowa or 
Northern Missouri which has more good 
locations for business men than on the line of 
the Keokuk Route. More stock of all kinds 
has been shipped over this line than any road 
of equal mileage in Iowa or Missouri. (See 
Missouri Surplus Map at our stations.) The 
freight and passenger service is not equalled 
by any road in the state, except the Missouri 
River trunk line~, with each of which we 
have union stations and direct connections. 

Persons seeking farms can find property at 
tempting prices; men seeking business .-)ca
tions can find towns with ample territory 1ind 
settlers to warrant good business. Additional 
passen~er service will soon be given which 
will ada to the growth of the towns. 

The towns between Des Moines and Cains
ville are particularly well located for 
business. Look them up. Write to the 
undersigned for additional information. See 
folder for map and lands. 

J. F. ELDER, 

A. C. GOODRICH, 
Gen. Pass. Agent 

Vice Pres. and Gen. M'n'gr. 

'FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN. 
A bonse in Lamoni, Iowa, two equares from the bust· 

ness center. It bas six room•, a hall, and three cl01lets, 
and is conveniently arranged for a family of six or more I 
Is warm as a winter honse, and has good ventilation for 
mummer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple, 
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which 31'11 
the comer of a block. Address, 

L ll!. W. COOPER. Lamoni., Iowa. 

WILL CARE FOR CHILDREN. 
A sister would like about two children to 

care for. Anyone desiring to have their 
little ones in a healthy and beaiutiful country 
place during the summer, or> longer,cplease 
write to ,P. o. Box 86, KIRTLAND, Omo. J 
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take care of themselves. All these J convinced. Nothing is forced.-H~ 
should come from the inside. They :\rnows exactly what he wishes to do
should be in perfect harmony with the knows when he has finished it, and 
feelings. Voice and gesture should stops. 
be governed by the emotions. They "Only a great orator knows when 
should unconsciously be in perfect and how to close. Most speakers go 
agreement with the sentiments. The ou after they are through. 'l'hey are 
orator should avoid any reference to satisfied only with a lame and irnpo
himself. tent conclusion. Most speakers lack 

"The great column of his argument variety. They travel a straight, and 
should be unbroken. He can adorn it dusty road. The great orator is full 
with vines and flowers, but they of episode. He convinces and charms 
should not be i~ such profusion as to by indirection. He leaves the road, 
hide the column. He should give va· visits the fields, wanders in the woods, 
riety of episode by illustrations, but listens to the murmurs of springs, the 
they should be used only for the songs of birds. He gathers flowers, 
purpose of adding strength to the scales the crags, and comes back to the 
argument. The man who wishes to be· high way refreshed, invigorated. He 
come an orator should study language. does not move in a straight line. He 
He should know the deeper meaning wa,nders and winds like a stream. 
of words. He should understand the ··Of course, no one can tell a man 

TO SUCCEED AS AN ORATOR. vigor and velocity of verbs a.ind the what to do to become an orator. The 
THINGS THAT ARE NECESSARY FOR color of adjectives. He should know great orator has the st,range some· 

THE PUBLIC SPEAKER. how to sketch a scene, to paint a pie- thing known as magnetism. He must 
COLONEL ROBERT G. INGERSOLL was ture, to give life and action. He have a :flexible, musical voice, capa
asked the other evening to talk on the should be a poet and a dramatist, a ble of expressing the pathetic, the 
best way to succeed as an orator. painter and an actor. He should cul- humorous, the heroic. His body must 
The conversation was started by the tivate his imagination. He should be- move in unison with his thought. He 
question, "What advice would you give come familiar with the great poetry must be a reasoner, a logician. He 
to a young man who is ambitious to and fiction, with splendid and heroic must have a keen sense of humor-of 
become a successful public speaker or deeds. He should be a student of the laughable. He must have wit, 
orator?" Shakespeare. He should read and sharp and quick. He must have sym-

"In the first place," said Colonel devour the grea.t plays. From Shake- pa thy. His smiles should be the 
Ingersoll, "I would advise him to have speare he could learn the art of ex- neighbors of his tears. He must have 
something that the people would be pression, of compression, and all the imagination. He should give eagles 
glad to hear. This ·is the important secrets of the head and heart. to the air, and painted moths should 
thing. Back of the art of speaking "The great orator is full of variety fl.utter in the sunlight. 
must be the power to think. Without -of sqrprises. Like a juggler, he "While I cannot tell a man what to 
thoughts words are empty purses. keeps the colored ball in the air. He do to become an orator, I can tell him 
Most people imagine that almost any expresses himself in picture. His a few things not to do. There should 
words uttered in a loud voice and ac- speech is a panorama. By continued be no introduction to an oration. The 
companied by appropriate gestures change he holds the attention. The orator should commence with his sub
constitute an oration. I would advise interest does not flag. He J.ioes not ject. There should be no prelude, no 
a young man to study his subject, to allow himself to be anticipated. He flourish, no apology, no explanation. 
find out what others had thought, to is always in advance. He does not He should sa.y nothing about himself. 
look at it from all sides. Then I repeat himself. A picture is shown Like a sculptor, he stands by his 
would tell him to write out his but once. So, an orator should avoid block of stone. Every stroke is for 
thoughts or to arrange them in his the commonplace. There should be a purpose. As he works the form be
mind, so that he would know exactly no stuffing, no filling. He should put gins to appear. When the statue is 
what he was going to say. Waste no I no cotton with the silk, no common finished the workman stops. Noth
time on the how until you are satisfied 

1 

metals with his gold. He should re- ing is more difficult than a perfect 
with the what. After you know what member that 'gilded dust is not as close. Few poems, few pieces of mu
you are to say, then you can think [good as dusted gold.' The great ora- sic, few novels, end well. A good 
about tone, emphasis, and gesture; tor is honest, sincere. He does not story, a great speech, a perfect poem, 
but if you really understand what you I pretend. His brain and heart go to- should end just at the proper point. 
say, emphasis, tone, and gesture will I gether. Every drop of his blood is The bud, the blossom, the fruit. No 
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delay. A great speech is a crystalli- No subject was great enough to make I pret the dreams. With the poets, 
zation in its logic, an efflorescence in him forget himself. Calhoun was a i they prophecy. They fill the future 
its poetry. political Calvinist-narrow, logical, with heroic forms, with lofty deeds. 

"l have not heard many speeches. dogmatic. He was not an orator. He They keep their faces toward the 
Most of the great speakers of the delivered essays, not orations. I dawn-toward the ever-coming day." 
country were before my time. I heard think it was in 1851 that Kossuth -New York Sun. 
Beecher, and he was an orator. He visited this country. He was an ora-
had imagination, humor, and inten- tor. There was no man, at that time, ADAM, EVE, AND THE APPLES. 
sity. His brain was fertile as the val- under our flag, who could speak En- How many apples did Adam and Eve eat? 
leys of the tropics. He was too broad, glish as well as he. In the first Some say Eve 8 and Adam 2-total of 10 only. 
too philosophical, too poetical for the speech I read of Kossuth's was this: Now, we figure the thing out far differently. 

Eve 8 and Adam 8 also-a total of 16. 
pulpit. Now and then he broke the 'Russia is the rock against which the And yet the above figures are entirely 
fetters of his creed, escaped from his sigh for freedom breaks.' In this you wrong. If Eve 8 and Adam 82, certainly the 
orthodox prison, and became sublime. see the poet, the painter, the orator. , total would be 90. Scientific men, .however, 

"Theodore Parker was an orator. •·s. S. Prentiss was an orator, but ' on the strength of the theory that ante-
He preached great sermons. His with the recklessness of a gamester, di~uvia~s we~e a race of giants, reas~n some-

old A • d W b ' h h h" l'f H 'd thrng hke thts: Eve 81 and Adam 82-total, sermons on ' ge an· ' e ster e t rew is I e away. e sa1 pro- 163. 

and his address on 'Liberty' were found and beautiful things, but he Wrong again. What could be clearer than 
filled with great thoughts, marvel- lacked application. He was uneven, if Eve 81 and Actarii. 812, the total was 893. 
ously expressed. When he dealt with disproportioned _ saying ordinary If Eve 8llst aud Adam s12, would not the 

human events, with realities, with I things on great occasions, and now total be 1•623 ? 

I 
I believe the following to be a fair solution: 

things he knew, he was superb. and then, without the slightest provo- Eve 814 Adam, Adam 8124 Eve-total, 8,938. 
When he spoke of freedom, of duty, cation, utteri111g the sublimest and Still another calculation is as follows: If 
of living to the ideal, of mental in- most beautiful thoughts. Eve 814 Adam, Adam 81242 oblige Eve--
tegrity, he seemed inspired. "In my judgment Corwin was the total, 82,056. We think this, however, not 

''Webster I never heard. He had greatest orator of them all. He had a ~ufficient quantity. For, though we admit 
that Eva 814 Adam, Adam if he 8081242 keep 

great qualities, force, dignity, clear- more arrows in his quiver. He had Eve company-total, 8,082,056. 
ness, grandeur; but after all he wor- genius. He was full of humor, pathos, All wrong. Eve when she 81812 many, 
shiped the past. He kept his back to wit, and logic. He was an actor. His and probably she felt sorry for it, but her 
the sunrise. There was no dawn in body talked. His meaning was in his companion, in order to~relieve her grief, 812. 
his brain. He was not creative. He eyes and lips. Governor 0. P. Mor- Therefore, when Adam 81814240fy Eve's de-

pressed spirits. Hence, both ate 81,896,864 
had no spirit of prophecy. He lighted ton of Indiana had the greatest power apples.-Boston Journal. 
no torch. He was not true to his of statement of any man I ever heard. 
ideal. He talked sometimes as though All the argument was in his state
his head was among the stars, but he ment. The facts were perfectly 
stood in the gutter. In the name of grouped. The conclusion was a ne
religion he tried to break the will of cessity. 
Stephen Girard - to destroy the "The best political speech I ever 
greatest charity in all the world; and heard was made by Governor Richard 
in the name of the same religion he J. Oglesby of Illinois. It had every 
defended the fugitive slave law. His element of greatness, reason, humor, 
purpose was the same in both cases. wit, pathos, imagination, and perfect 
He wanted office. Yet he uttered a naturalness. That was in the grand 
few very great paragraphs, rich with years, long ago. Lincoln had reason, 
thought, perfectly expressed. wonderful humor and wit; but his 

''Olay I never heard, but he must presence was not good. His voice 
have had a commanding presence, a was poor, his gestures awkward-but 
chivalric bearing, a heroic voice. He his thought were profound. His 

The month of April, 1898, has taken its 
place in American history by the side of the 
memorable Aprils of '61 and '65. April in
deed has been an eventful month, this year, 
and nowhere have its dramatic ineidents 
been more ably set forth than in the editorial 
departments of the American Monthly Re
view of Reviews for May. The diplomatic, 
financial, political, and military phases of 
the Cuban situation are exhaustively re
viewed in the illustrated "Progress of the 
World" and "Record of Current Events" 
down to the outbreak of hostilities between 
the United States and Spain, while "The 
War Question in Cartoons" and "Leading 
Articles of the Month" throw important side
lights on the discussion. 

cared little for the past. He was a speech at Gettysburg is one of the ADDREssEs. 

natural leader, a wonderful talker- masterpieces of the world. The word M. F. Gowell 838 Fifth Streat Armoar-
forcible, persuasive, convincing. He . 'here' is used four or five times too dale, Kansas. ' ' 
was not a poet, nor a master of meta- often. Leave the •heres' out and the j W. N. Robinson, Sac. Gan. s., s. Assoo4a-
phor, but he was practical. He kept speech is perfect. tion, Independence, Missouri. 
in view the end to be accomplished "Of course I have heard a great Thomas Taylor, care of W. A. Roberts, S 

. ' ' Bristol Road Bournbrook, Birmingham, 
He was the oppo~1te of Webster. many talkers, but orators are few and England. ' 

Clay was the mornmg, Webster the far between. They are produced by Mark H. Forscutt, No. 203 First Aven11t111, 
evening. Clay had large views, a victorious nations-born in the midst. Nebraska City, Nebraska. 
wide horizon. He was ample, vigor- of great events, of marvelous achieve- J. A. Grant, 913 North Walnut Stroot, 
ous, and a little tyrannical. men ts. They utter the thoughts, the West Bay City, Michig~n. 

"B t th hl · t' f th . Th l th Elder Henry C. Smith, No. 647 Son~ en on was oroug y common- , aspira ions o eir age. ey co e Spring Street Los Angeles California. 
place. He never uttered an inspired I the children of the people in the gor- J. F. Mintu~, Box A., M~gnolia, Iowa. 
word. He was an intense egotist. geous robes of genius. They inter- L. F. Johnson, Minneapolis, Kansas. 
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8: 31, 52. 
"Hearken to the word of the lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none." 
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LAMONI, IoWA, MAY 11, 1898. 

ARCHBISHOP IRELAND ON AMERICA. 

AT a late visit to Notre Dame Uni
versity, Archbishop Ireland, of the 
Catholic Church, made an address to 
the faculty and students, from which 
we make the following extracts:-

I have spoken two words-two glorious 
words-"Catholic America." The word Catho
lic tells of the life of the soul, tells of the 
God above us, and of the Redeemer linking 
us to God. The word Catholic tells of the 
society buiU by Christ himself, tells of the 
hope of the other life, tells of the noblest, 
best, and purest aspirations of the present 
life. It tells of all that is great, beautiful, 
and civilizing during eighteen centuries. It 
is a word at the sound of which hearts must 
throb and pledges must issue forth from the 
8oul for loyalty to the duties and inspirations 
coming from that word Catholic America. 
All people love their country, as it is their 
duty to do; but the love for one's country 
must be the stronger and the more fervent in 
proportion as that country has claims upon 
her children; and what country has such 
claims upon the allegiance of its sons as 
America? The word America sums up the 
highest gifts of civilization; it sums up the 
sweetest gifts of providence to human society 
-ci vi-1 and political liberty without stain. 

It i& the duty of Americans who love their 
country; it is in a special manner the duty of 
Catholics to love their country, for in addi
tion to all the reasons which others have for 
patriotism, we Catholics have the further 
reason that loyalty to country is a duty im
posed upon our Christian hearts by our 
Christian religion. And it. is well that we 
make known elsewhere and at every time 
and without ostentation, by rational deed 
and rational word, our faith and our loyalty. 

In the greeting addressed to me mention 
was made of the future. It is well that we 
look to the future. It is well, particularly 
for young men with their ardent imagina
tion, their courageous hearts, to speak of 
the future, to look forward to it, and to 
bound forward to it. No man ever accom
plished anything who did not look into the 
future and hope in the future. No people 
ever become great who do not look to the 
future. The common man from whom noth
ing great can come is always satisfied with 
the present day and the present hour; the 
pµilder~ of natiops, ~)J~ ;i.postles ofJeligion1 

Lamoni, Iowa, May 11, 1898. 

always look beyond the present.. They see 
the beauties of possible victory and they are 
entran:;ed at the sight. A new life comes to 
them, great deeds are accomplished. You, 
my friends, must be ambitious of doing great 
things. There is a true, a noble and God
commanded ambition that should not be ab
sent from the soul of the Christian and the 
patriotic American; it is the ambition of 
serving for God's sake humanity and coun
try. It is the ambition to bring out into 
salutary action the potencies of the soul, all 
the faculties which God has implanted in our 
nature. You must look forward to the 
future, gentlemen, and resolve, each one of 
you, to play well his part. 

There is a great future for America. How 
much it has already accomplished for the hu
man race, how much more will it accomplish 
if it continues in its traditions, loving 
national liberty, defending it against all 
perils, protecting it from apathy, from excess 
of ardor and building up a noble, perfected 
humanity! As you look to the future be de
termined to do all you can for America; to 
do all you can to perpetuate her liberty and 
to elevate and improve the social condition 
of her people. Look up to the starry banner 
and resolve that you will ever be ready in word 
and act, even at the sacrifice of life, to guard 
that banner from any stain; aye, to add, as 
years go by, to its glory, till all the peoples 
of the earth, however otherwise they may be 
prejudiced against it, seeing it elevated on 
high, must of necessity proclaim t.hat it sym
bolizcis what is best in human civilization! 

Further along in this address the 
Archbishop has this to say of the lay
men of the Catholic Church. It is 
significant; and we think instructive:-

I say to you in all frankness that so far our 
Catholic laymen in America have not at
tained to the high positions which it seems to 
me belong to them. There are reasons, and 
I need not lose time explaining them; I speak 
the fact. But I say there is no reason why 

Book of Mormon, page 116. 
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not have had its full and true development 
in America until its friends are in the high
esi; walks of life. Why should Catholics not 
be there? Have they no ambition for great 
things as well as others? Have they not op
portunities for education? Is it because preju
dice keeps them down? They sometimes say 
that prejudice keeps them down, and they 
content themselves with that. Prejudice 
may have done this in the past; it does so no 
longer; and anyhow, power can rise above 
and crush out prejudice. Now I think this 
wanting in our Catholic young men of to-day; 
they are not sufficiently ambitious. 'rhey 
must propose to themselves great things. 
They must be made of that stern stuff which 
will be dismayed by no obstacles. They must 
hold out to themselves that they are working 
for God and for church, and that their own 
elevation is the elevation of the church. 

It may be well for us of the church 
-which to us means more than the 
Catholic Church can mean-to take 
the suggestion made by this stirring 
advocate of the Catholic faith to the 
rising members of his flock, into seri
ous consideration, and continue to ask 
ourselves, Are we represented in the 
places where education, study, re
search, and energetic push can put 
us? If not, is it because there is no 
ambition among our rising-coming
men? Is it because of the prejudices_ 
of the past? Or, is it the outcome of 
a too hesitating policy and lack of ef
fort upon the part of those to whom 
opportunity comes to lay hold upon 
the facilities for advancement open to 
us? Surely the Master is willing, and 
has promised much to the faithful and 
energetic who occupy till he comes. 

the future Catholic laity should not do their SUNDRY ITEMS. 

full duty and receive a full reward for their BRO. JAMES CAFFALL, of the Twelve, 
labor. To-day where are the Catholic laity requests us to state the following:
in the halls of congress? They can be 

Please say to the saints at Atchison, Kan
coun~ed on the fingers of the two hands. 

sas, that their invitation to visit them on my 
Where are the Catholic laity in high govern-

way homewerd from conference was duly ap
ment posit.ions? Few are there. In our 

preciat.ed and would have been complied with 
strange conditions we wonder when one or 

but for the fact that I was not equal to the 
two are discovered there. 

task. Among the writ.ers of America whose 
words are welcomed by the millions of read- -A brother writing to us on other 
ers are few Catholics. Let us write down matters, adds:-
one hundred names of the great men of I often wonder why there are so frequent 
America. I am talking now of power, not of arrivals and departures of members of the 
moral gooodness. Let us write down the ministerial forces at and from Lamoni. This 
names of one hundred men who have power,, may savor of an unbecoming inquisitiveness; 
in America. There are few Catholics. I know this is a trait in human character, but 
There are causes for all this; but the fact is I think it should be kept in proper limits; if 
µQ-fortuyate, al'.,\!4 tilt© 0~tholic Courch wm it ie not, trm1ble w!ll ensue, 
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Of this we note, that we suppose 
such frequent coming to and going 
from Lamoni, on the part of the min
istry is attributable to two causes; 
one, the fact that quite a number of 
the force have their homes at Lamoni, 
and visit that place to see home and 
home treasures; the other, the fact 
that headquarters is located there, 
and it is needful for some of the force 
to come into touch with the leading 
spirits of the work at the center of 
labor, to see whether they are run
ning without tidings, to ascertain if 
they are still acceptable as coworkers, 
to give the authorities advices of 
things in their fields, to ask for and 
receive advice regarding their own 
work, and sometimes to rate the 
church officials for apparent or real 
shortcomings, personal negligence of 
duty; and a host of other things, in
cluding a personal curiosity very 
strong whether exactly proper or not. 

It is often productive of good re
sults to step out of the ranks now and 
again to greet a comrade and bid him 
good speed; so we accept the coming 
and the going as a matter incidental, 
and cannot find it in the heart to re
prove, if once in a while a soldier 
comes who leaves his field when be 
might be actively preaching the word 
while absent. And it may be that the 
c11riosity referred to by our brother 
which causes some to visit Lamoni, 
may not be commendable and may re
sult in trouble somewhere along the 
line, and ought to be guardedly re
pressed by them who indulge therein. 

FAR-OFF AUSTRALIA. 

WE have received at the Herald Office 
from Bro. W. H. Broadway, of New 
Castle, Australia, a photographic pic
ture of Brn. Butterworth, Kaler, and 
Wells, leading elders in charge of the 
work in far-off lands; and a group of 
ten of the district force, all excellent 
pictures. The names accompanying 
the district group, as published in tbe 
Town and Country Journal, heretofore 
received; and hence we are able to 
single out the different faces to study 
them; and taking them as a whole the 
group represents ability, fidelity, and 
courage, all qualities necessary to 
pushing the cause to success. 

We are pleased to acknowledge the 
receipt of these photos, and to g-reet 
the coworkers, as if in person, with a 

* 
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fellow-soldier's, "Hail brothers! How 
goes the battle?" 

The following letter accompanied 
the photos:-

Hamilton West, NEWCASLE, 
N. S. W., March 11. 

Joseph Smith; Dear Brother:-I dare say it 
will be quite a surprise to you to receive a 
letter from far-off Australia. The Hamilton 
branch wish to pay their respects to you by 
presenting you with a photograph of the 
three missionaries, Brethren Butterworth, 
Kaler, and Wells; also group of officers of 
the church in Sydney district. They were 
taken at our district conference last Decem
ber. Those on the group are only a portion 
of the officers in this district, the others not 
being in time to have theirs taken. We are 
also sending with the photos, a copy of the 
Town and Country Journal, (a weekly pa per pub
lis hed in Sydney,) with a report in of confer
ence; also a little about the church, as you 
will read, by Bro. G. R. Wells. The con
ference passed off splendidly, being the best 
ever held by us in New South Wales, the 
Spirit of the Lord being manifested in 
prophecy and tongues, with the interpreta
tion. We were sorry when it was over, the 
unity of mind and love among the saints and 
friends present making it so enjoyable, all 
having come with the intention of receiving 
a blessing. Since conference we have had a 
few trials and sorrows to bear, losing two of 
our number in Brn. John J. Broadway and 
William Heslop, the fir:'t being my brother 
and the latter my cousin. They were two of 
the best we had in our branch, al ways ali v<l 

to the vrork, although young in years, four
teen and seven.teen years respectively; they 
while on earth lived such lives that when 
called away strangers to the faith came from 
different parts to pay their last respects. 
Whenever I think of them, this passage of 
scripture always comes into my mind: 
"Blessed are the meek, for they shall inherit 
the earth." 

Bro. Kaler is in Sydney at present, having 
a discussion with Mr. Bell, a Christadel· 
phian. Some reverend gentleman intends 
next Sunday to expose R'lorganized Mormon
ism and Christadelphianism, he having at
tended part of the discussion. The same 
gentleman (Mr. Green) discussed with Bro. 
J. W. Wight, of the Twelve, when out here 
in Australia. 

and love for you. Our prayers here are that 
the Lord wiil bless you, and ever keep us in 
the narrow way, so that when he comes we 
may all meet each other. 

Your brother in the gospel, 
W. H. BROADWAY, 

For the Hamilton Branch Reorgan
ized Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter Day Saints. 

A NEW IDEA. 

SR. NELLIE HAWLEY MARTIN, of 
Perry, Iowa, has about concluded to 
take up a role of gospel work; here is 
her idea:-

I now have such a wide field in which to 
work, that I am about to give up my profes
sion and devote my time and money to the 
church. I wish to tell you of a plan I have 
discovered that works as magic. I buy 
vellum paper in large sheets, cut out covers 
for a booklet, place inside of this some of our 
pamphlet church work; I then paint flowers 
on the outside and tie the booklet with a 
dainty cream ribbon. I then tell my friends, 
"Now if you will read and study this I will 
present it to you." To make these, requires 
much time, but it is so effectual. So much 
prejudice has been removed here that it is 
now quite a pleasure to live. 

We certainly wish Sr. Nellie the 
best of success. And why may not a 
sister do such a work for the cause? 
Sr. Nellie has been quite a help al
ready to the elders who have essayed 
to do work at Perry. 

BY late advices we learn that our 
veteran brother, H. J. Hudson, of Co
lumbus, Nebraska, has been lately 
elected Police Judge of that city. He 
has served in the capacity before, and 
gave great satisfaction to the citizens; 
and now, although nearly seventy-six 
years of age, he is again invested 
with the judicial ermine, to serve his 
fellow men in an office of trust and re
sponsibility. It is well, that integrity 
and moral uprightness meet with their 
just reward in the appointment of 
Judge Hudson. May his life be like 
that of the sturdy oak. 

The work here is progressing as well as 
can be expected. Three were baptized a 
little over a week ago here in Newcastle. 
Trade is very slack here at present, the coal 
mines not working as well as they should. CHURCH PUBLICATIONS. 
The fact of the mattJr is that there are too THE Herald Office has sold five hun
many coal mines; it would be better if they dred (500) copies of the Book of Mor
joined hands, as too many competitors run mon since January 1, 1898, and is now 
down the price of coal, and in consequence printing another edition. 
the winers' wages have got to come down 
too. One thing, the saints here have never Eight thousand (8,000) copies of the 
wanted for anything, which is a great bless- Saints' Hymnal are now in use, and 
ing. one thousand (1,000) remain printed 

I hope confe~e~ce in America will be a I and rapidly going into circulation. 
great success sp;ritually. The demand for church publications 

I am forwardrng the photos and paper by 1 · . , 

same mail as this. I am certain you will lS thus rndexed to our readers. 
appreciate them as a token of our respect . These books are bound to sell, oth: 
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erwise they would not have been Publication from the 3d to the 5th 
bound. inst., returning home on the 5th. 

Bro. James Bradley, residing near 
We still remain short of the three Anamosa, Iowa, returned home after 

thousand new subscribers asked for 
the HERALD some time ago. We live 
in hope and hope to see them soon. 
All workers are requested to do what 
they can to enlarge the HERALD list. 
Please do not forget the SAINTS' 
HERALD. 

Our special premium offer of a 
brand new '•Self- Pronouncing Sunday 
School Teachers' Bible" is still open 
to all:-

For one (1) new subscriber to the 
HERALD at $1.50 and $1.25 in cash 
additional we will send the HERALD 
for one year to any address and a 
copy of the Bible to the remitter. 

Or, anyone sending ten (10) new 
subscribers for the HERALD at $1.50 
each, cash accompanying orders, will 
receive a copy of the Bible. 

Some have sent in part of the re
quired number. We hope to hear 
from them with completed lists. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

WORD from Bro. J. F. Burton, who 
during the conference was reported 
as ill, announces his recovery. He 
wrote from Papeete, Tahiti, about 
March 20:-

I am just getting up from a spell of sick
ness-neuralgia of the stomach. Leave next 
week for our conference up to the Paumotus. 
Am quite weak yet, but gaining. Am lonely 
since Bro. and Sr. Case left. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

LAMONI has added a broom factory to 
the list of her industrial plants. The 
list is not large--not what it ought to 
be by any means-but we are glad to 
chronicle an additional plant that sup
plies labor for some of our 'population. 
Bro. A. M. Newberry is the proprie
tor, Bro. J. D. Bennett foreman. The 
number of hands employed is not 
large, but work turned out is of such 
a grade as to insure good demand for 
its broom products. The work is 
pronounced excellent by those compe
tent to pass upon it. Success to the 
new enterprise. We hope for others 
to follow in our young city. We need 
more manufactories, large and small. 

Bro. Joseph Luff, :of Independence, 
attended the meetings of the ~oard of 

a visit to relatives and friends at bead-
quarters. Bro. Bradley was born in 
March, 1805, and is hale, hearty, and 
bright in his ninety-fourth year. 

Sr. AnnaNielsen, of Nebraska City, 
Nebraska, writes of her experiences 
and impressions at conference. Most 
of the general matter mentioned has 
already appeared in our conference 
report, hence we do not repeat it. 
Come again, Sr. N. 

During an after-conference visit to 
Lamoni, Elder Jacob Reese, of Pitts
burg, Pennsylvania, called at the 
Saints' Home and was so favorably 
impressed with its general arrange
ment and furnishings that seeing 
some rooms unfurnished he forwarded 
thirty dollars to Bro. Criley with in
structions to fit up a large bedroom 
therewith. This bas been done and 
the room is now complete with mat
ting on the floor, a new dresser, stand, 
chairs, bed and bedding, pictures, etc.; 
all in neat, tasty, and general good 
form. They who occupy will be glad 
because of Bro. Reese's visit and gen
erosity. 

Our cover article from Colonel In
gersoll contains some excellent points 
for orators and public speakers in 
general. The Colonel says some good 
things and we give him due credit for 
them. His criticism on Lincoln's 
masterly Gettysburg oration may be 
based upon proper ground as to some 
minor points of literary style, but it 
has not prevented the newspaper man 
from remarking that both Moses and 
Lincoln seem quite likely to stand the 
Colonel's criticisms. Moses and his 
writings have survived, and there is 
no disposition to detract from the 
worth and fame of the great emanci
pator of modern times. The inspira
tion and grace of God made both 
great and gave them and their services 
to humanity. To him is the honor 
due, to them due credit for their lives 
and work. 

Sr. D. Kelley, Bagdad, Florida, 
writes expressing her love for the 
cause. Although isolated from saints 
and among the world, she holds firmly 
to the faith, trusting in the Master 
for grace to endure unto eternal life. 

Bro. H. ~E. Brown, of St. !Ielena, 
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Napa County, California, has been 
trying to get the faith before his 
neighbors, but with considerable op
position to meet. The Adventists 
were to hold their camp meeting at 
that point in June next. He asks if 
authorities in charge could follow with 
a series of meetings. 

A list of one dozen chairs, six rock
ers among the number, arrived at the 
Saints' Home this week, the gift of 
Beebe & Runyan Furniture Company, 
of Omaha, Nebraska, A good remem
brance. 

"A man may be a good talker and 
still have an impediment in his 
thoughts." 

Brn. .T. R. Lambert and J. W. 
Wight, of Lamoni, left home on the 
8th inst. for Mondamin, Iowa, to be 
present at the Williams-Bays debate, 
which opened on the 9th inst. at that 
point. 

Brethren of the missionary force at 
Lamoni have departed one by one for 
their fields of labor, and local forces 
have also begun the regular campaign 
work of the new year, hence the battle 
is on again with renewed energy. 

Mo1hsrs' HomB Coltlmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

"O foolish soul! why should you now assail 
Your long~time creed, because weak mortals fail? 
If you have sought a just, and righteous man, 
Fulfilling well the Infinite's great plan, 
} nd, searchin_g earnestly, have failed to see one, 

Despair not,-vindicate your creed and be one.,, 

DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 
(Continned from Herald of April 27.) 

BELOW we give Sr. Walker's letter:-
To the Advisory Committee of the Daugh

ters of Zion, Greeting; Dear Sisters:-In re
sponse to your request for a paper treating 
upon "The origin of the Daughters of Zion," 
I shall endeavor very briefly to outline its 
origin and the work contemplated by it. 

In the word of God we are told that in the 
beginning when the earth was without form 
and void; and darkness was upon the face of 
the deep, the Spirit of God moved upon the 
face of the waters, and God said, "Let there 
be light, and there was light." It was thus 
the Spirit of God moved upon the hearts of 
many who were earnestly working for the 
upbuilding and redemption of Zion, and be
cause of this our faith is firm that in his own 
due time the Lord will say, "Let there be 
light," and at his command light will be 
given. 

The grand and closing work of creation, 
was the instituting of the family relation, 
and its perfecting the creation of woman. It 
is woman in her relation of wife, mother, and 
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sister that, the society we represent is in- to resist the evils of the world, and to become 
tended to benefit, and through her "all man- active agents for good." 
kind." Is there a power more potent, for either 

God ceased from the work of creation upon good or evil, than home influence? If all 
our earth when he had created man male and the homes of our fair land were pure, there 
female, and contemplating his work he pro- would be little left for church or society to 
nounced it good-very good, and gave to man do by way of reformation. How important, 
commandment to multiply and people the then, in view of this fact, it becomes, that 
earth. He was also to have dominion over we seek diligently to do our work here faith
all the creations which had here preceded fully, wisely, and well, and how helpful it 
him. Can the human mind grasp or by the has often been found by many a mother, old 
power of thought contemplate a more respon- as well as young, to counsel with other moth
sible position than man 'Was placed in? ers as to the best means of making home at-

Parenthood was made obligatory upon him tractive to the children and winning them to 
by the Creator. It is not our purpose at this love and reverence the good and beautiful. 
time to ask why this was so, but simply to Again, how grand a result it is, and how the 
accept it as a fact which cannot be gainsaid, heart of every true mother must swell with 
and through obedience to this law man be- gratitude t,o God when her children go out 
came the medium of perpetuating the work into the world not only prepared to resist 
of the Creator. temptation, but also prepared to extend a 

But God pronounced his work good, and helping hand to the tempted ones of earth. 
from this we can but infer that it was done The second object is, "To promote social 
in wisdom and with a perfect knowledge and pm•ity and teach the sisters the great re
understanding of all the laws governing it, sponsibility of motherhood, that they may be 
even if we fail to take into account the per- mothers indeed, guarding the interests not 
fection of God. At last, after long, long cen: only of their own children, but of the children 
turies of darkness and dense ignorance, the of others." 
world is awaking to a knowledge of the It is an awful thing to witness a young life 
grave mistakes and grosser sins of the past., crushed and blasted by the power of sin, be
committed by parents again5t their ch Udren, fore it even realized the blessedness of its 
both before and after birth, and with awed own God-given heritage of purity and inno
and penitent hearts many are striving to cence. How many a mother's heart would 
forsake the ways of error and walk according faint and sicken with terrible remorse could 
to the law which God has given-proof of they hear the cry which in after years will 
which giving is established by the fact that come from the agonized soul of their boy or 
few parents can contemplate their children girl, "0 why did not my mother warn me of 
and truthfully say of them as God said of his this awful gulf before my feet led me to its 
work, "It is good," for the sour grapes of brink!" It is then when too late the betrayed, 
which the parents have eaten have left the ruined one realizes the blessedness of the 
traces in the offspring which ought not to purity they have lost. Mothers by counseling 
have been there. together may aid each other, and while sav-

In times past, when a special work was ing their own, be helpful in saving others. 
contemplated by the Lord to be intrusted to The third object is, ''To extend a helping 
the band of man, the mother of that man was hand to erring ones and to do all in our 
considered, hence we often find such mothers power to win them to paths of righteousness." 
being instructed by angels. In our time, Speak gently to the erring one; 
however, it is not an individual case only. You know not all the power 
A people are to re prepared to meet the Lord With which the dark temptation came, 

In some unguarded honr. 

pile such a work, might it not be advisable to 
appoint a committee for the purpose of care
fully examining the best of such publications 
and selecting therefrom one or more which 
in their judg-ment should seem best suited to 
our needs and which the society could recom
mend to its members. 

In conclusion permit me to say that the 
time is ripe for this movement. Last year at 
our nation's capital was held the first Na
tional Congress of Mothers. It was from its 
very inception a grand success. This present 
year, on May 2, the second congress will con
vene, and already the hearts of mothers 
throughout our land are beating with qu.ick
ening throbs as they look forward to its as
sembling and the results to be achieved 
therefrom. If we could send one or more 
delegates to this congress, what a quicken
ing impulse might be returned to us. The 
principles of the congress are embodied in 
quotations, "The child is the hope of the 
race." "To cure is the voice of the past; to 
prevent, the Di vine whisper of to-day." "The 
National Congress of Mothers, irrespective of 
creed, color, or condition, stands for all par
enthood, childhood, homehood. Its platform 
is the universe; its organization the human 
race." God grant to it and to our own or
ganization the guiding of his Holy Spirit, 
and zeal which shall never abate until the 
battle is won. 

Faithfully yours, 
M. WALKER. 

HOLLISTER, California. 
Dea1· Sisters:-I have thought for a long 

time that I would write and ask the prayers 
of the Prayer Union in my behalf. I have 
been affiicted for several years with rheuma
tism, but for the last three years I have been 
getting worse, and now I canno,t dress or un
dress myself without help, and I am in pain 
every hour of my life, and for the last month 
I have not been able to do any sewing, which 
I have always tried to do before, although my 
hands and feet are badly drawn out of shape, 
and at times the pain is almost more than I 

at his coming, hence the Spirit of God is 
moving upon the great deep of humanity's 
heart, and if we are in a peculiar sense the 
people of God, is it more than we ought 
rightfully to expect that his Spirit would 
move upon us in a peculiar degree, causing 
us te contemplate the solemn responsibility 
resting upon all who by the covenant of mar
riage have placed themselves in a position to 
assume the responsibility of parenthood? To 
us it seems both natural and reasonable to 
expect this, and if 'we are at all prepared to 
answer your que5tion, we would say the 
Daughte1s of Zion movement had its origin 
right here: The Spirit moving upon the 
hearts of a few earnest workers, who felt 
deeply the need of the work contemplated, to 
organize themselves for the p

0

urpose of more 
effectually accomplishing that work. 

And lastly, we are "To be ready to sustain can bear. 

THE WORK CONTEMPLATED. 

This 1s fully set forth in our Constitution 
and By-Laws. First, "We unite for mutual 
benefit and to increase love for the sanctuary 
of home; to study to educate our children in 
t}J.e prtl}ciplei;; o! tl10 ~ospel1 to prepare UielIJ. 

every good work, that our influence may as- I have been promised through the gift of 
sist in the establishment of Zion, the pure in tonguAs that if I was faithful and patient I 
heart." should be healed. I received this promise in 

The above are the principles we are pledged our Prayer Union when there were only three 
to sustain and advocate, and if there be a sisters present, two sisters beside myself, Sr. 
lack of good in our organization, it arises not Stone giving the tongue and the interpreta
from the character of tho work contemplated, tion. Again on our last sacrament Sunday 
but from our failure to do that work. through the gift of prophecy il'!. administra-

If we might be permitted to make one or tion, I was promised that if I would keep the 
two suggestions for the consideration of the Word of Wisdom and be patient and faithful 
society, we would say that so far as our ex- I should be healed. Our meeting was one 
perience goes,'the first great need is that it long to be remembered, for the Spirit was 
should (either through its Advisory Com- with us in power. 
mittee or through the appointment of a com- Now, dear sisters, I ask you to pray for me, 
mittee) select some one or more persons, that I may be faithful and patient in my suf
tboroughly competent, to either prepare or fering, and have strength given me to keep 
compile a work treating upon "Motherhood" the Word of Wisdom, and be patient with my 
in all its various physical, mental, and spir- children, and raise them aright. It is very 
itual relations, for the use and instruction of hard to be patient when I see so much to do 
young mothers. Many helpful works of this that no one but a wife and mother would think 
kind have been published and are on sale, J of or care about doing. 
but the majority of young mothers do not I A few of the sisters here have our Prayer 
know where such works can be obtained. If Union every Thursday at three p. m., that 
foµpd ine;Kpedient to either prepare or com., i being the most convenient time for thos~ 
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that live quite a way from my house, and as [FOR the reason that the HERALD needed a 
I can walk but a few steps at a time, they I great amount of space in which to publish the 
always meet at my house. For about a year proceedings of the General Conventions, the 
there was only Sister Davis and myself, but "Religio" and Generai Sunday School Asso
we met every Thursday, but now there are a ciation, and the Generai Conference, the 
few others. We are encouraged, and are Sunday School Department was dispensed 
blessed and comforted many times. with for a few issues. Now that these gath-

My husband is an elder, but on account of erings are past, and their proceedings pub
my being sick all the time he has not been lished, we again take up the work about 
able to do as much church work as he would where we left it. 
like to do. 

Again I would ask your prayers that I may 
live so &s to receive the blessing promised. 
May God bless all of his handmaidens that 
we may be faithful, is my earnest prayer. 

Your sister in Christ, 
MRS. C. W. HAWKINS. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

Prayer is requested for "Auntie Groom," 
of Helena, Montana, who is suffering severely 
from a complication of diseases. Please re
member a great sufferer. 

8tlndau 8Bhool IlBDartmBnt. 
ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to ~~Editors Herald, I~amoni, Iowa.,,) 

NOTICE TO SUNDAY SCHOOLS. 
THE supplement of the Herald of last week 
gave the substance of a resolution that pre
vailed at the late General Sunday School Con
vention at Independence, Missouri. It was 
to the effect that each Sunday school of the 
church is requested to take up a separate and 
special collection on the third Sunday in 
May for the purpose of purchasing furnishings 
for the halls of the Saints' Home at Lamoni, 
Iowa. Said collection to be forwarded as soon 
as practicable to the treasurer of the General 
Sunday School Association, Bro. A. B. 
Hanson, Lamoni, Iowa. 

This is a move in the right direction. 
Private individuals and other societies have 
furnished various rooms in the Home and we 
as Sunday School workers now have the op· 
portunity to drop in our "mite" as this noble 
work draws on to completion. Shall we not 
respond? We trust you will. 

This notice may reach you too late .to ob
serve the regular day. If it does, it will do 
equally well on a following Sunday. This 
need not and should not in any way intertere 
with the regular collection of the day. Pre
vious notice of this special collection should 
be made to each school by the one in charge 
giving full explanation of the object of the 
collection and that the funds will be received 
by the Association Treasurer and by him 
turned over to a committee appointed by the 
General Convention to make the purchase. 
Also that full report of the whole matter will 
be made in due time. 

The Home is moving right on to comple
tion-is now being occupied-and we trust 
will meet the laudable end for which it was 
intended. And may our efforts to help in 
this line be abundantly successful. 

Your brother and colaborer, 
'l'. A. HOUGAS, Gen. Supt. 

The General Sunday School Association 
has reason to congratulate itself that the 
convention just passed into history was one 
of the best, all things considered, that it has 
yet held. Peace and harmony prevailed, and 
a desire to ascertain what is for the bes.t in
terests of the work seemed to actuate every 
one in all their efforts from the beginning 
to the close. And the earnestness and 
prayerfulness of the workers was rewarded 
by a better understanding being had on many 
points and an assurance felt by many that a 
more united effort along the line of Sunday 
school work was now possible than had been 
heretofore. With the Sunday school work, 
as with all other lines of spiritual work, the 
better we understand it the better work we 
can do in it; the better we understand it the 
more we love it and the more zealous we be
come in it. Hence we look for the work done 
at the convention to bear good fruit during 
the coming year. 

A part of the officers of last year were 
obliged to decline further service to the asso
ciation on account of other duties which de
manded their undivided attention. All filled 
their positions well and effectually. And we 
here express our appreciation of the earnest
ness, thoughtfulness, and efficiency with 
which they each did their work. We regret 
to see .them step out, but it seemed to be nec
essary. However, we feel assured that they 
are not out of the work, for they are too thor
oug-hly imbued with a love therefor to ever 
lay it entirely aside. 

As you have already been apprised, Bro. J. 
A. Gunsolley, of Lamoni, Iowa, was chosen 
First Assistant Superintendent. He is known 
to church people generally, being connected 
with much of the auxiliary work of the 
church as well as much of the regular work. 
He has been in the General Association since 
its organization and keeps in touch with its 
work and its workers. We bid him welcome 
and work. It is indeed, a very pleasant 
recollection to us that Bro. Gunsolley and 
the General Superintendent were roommates 
and classmates during their schooldays. They 
struggled together with the various difficult 
problems found in their school work. They 
shared their pleasures when hard work was 
set aside. They found refreshment and joy 
in the Sunday school and in the social meet
ings of the branch in which they then re
sided. Last, but not least, realizing that 
they could not always remain together, they 
persuaded two other roommates, two "fair 
daughters of Zion,'' that it were better for all 
concerned that life's stormy sea be sailed 
with them. So, in the due course of years, 
the pleasant dream became a sacred reality. 
And now while these intimate associations 

, have heretofore been only or little more than 
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a pleasure, they become a real benefit. Two 
persons who know each other so well can do 
much more and bettor work than were they 
only strangers. We gladly welcome the 
brother into the pleasures and responsibili
ties of the General Association duties and bid 
him Godspeed therein. 

Bro. Charles E. Crumley, of 964 Court Cir
cle, Los Angeles, California, was chosen 
Second Assistant Superintendent. We have 
never had the pleasure of meeting the 
brother, but from the confidence expressed 
by many who are acquainted with him, we 
feel that the work will not suffer at his 
hands. This is the first time the west..irn 
slope saints have been represented in the 
choir of general officers. This we trust will 
be the means of stimulating the Sunday 
bChool movement to greater possibilities in 
that region. We do not mean by this that 
California is especially behind, for such is 
not the case as we understand it. But that 
with them, as with all other sections, there is 
room for great improvement, and one of the 
general officers with his many opportunities 
to advance can do much more to build up the 
interests of the Sunday schools than he could 
possibly do otherwise. So we look forward 
with pleasure to the many good things in 
store for California. We hope to have the 
pleasure of meeting the brother sometime in 
the near future. We welcome him into our 
association as an officer and pray God to bless 
him for his work. 

Our General Secretary, Bro. W. N. Robin
son, of Independence, Missouri, has filled his·• 
place for five years and is known to all the 
Sunday school workers. A man of sufficient 
energy and ability, he has pushed the work 
in his department to its utmost. And the 
association owes much of its growth to the 
results of his efforts. He is equally as suc
cessful as an organizer and adviser and has 
many times sacrificed home and business in
terests to "be about the Father's business." 
The rewards for his labors will not fail. 

Bro. A. B. Hanson, of Lamoni, Iowa, was 
elected Treasurer of the General Sunday 
School Association. His name was brought 
forward by those who knew him best. He 
enjoys the confidence of all and we feel as
sured he will do well his whole duty. 

Sr. Mamie A. Allen, of Lamoni, Iowa, be
gan her work as Librarian a year ago. Prior 
to that time, it will be reme:nbered, there 
was no Librarian of the General Sunday 
School Association. The work is thus very 
new with us. ~he began with nothing to 
build upon. All that has been done is origi
nal with her, has been thought out, then 
done. She presented in a paper read before 
the lute General Convention some very valu
able thoughts along the lines of Sunday 
school library work-some that elicited a very 
interesting evening's discussion. And we do 
not doubt but there were those present who 
went away feeling that there was more in the 
library makeup than they "had dreamed of 
in their philosophy." We do need a good 
Sunday school library, but have no use what
ever for any other kind. Better to have no 
book at all than a bad one. Sr. Allen is now 
executing a plf'u of '"01~k that will certainly 
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be productive of good when completed. If 
you are in need of ad vice in this work, write 
her. Or if you are anticipating purchasing 
books for a Sunday school library, correspond 
with her before so doing. 

We were glad to see her continued in the 
work she had begun so well, and wish her 
success and the blessing of G0d's Holy Spirit 
therein. 

The General Superintendent was continued 
in his position. This we interpret as an in
dorsement, in part at least, of the work done 
or attempted during the year. We shall 
labor, as before, for the upbuilding of the 
work and the glory of God, trusting that he 
will guide us ever as we need. 

SOME of our correspondence has run behind, 
which we very much regret. Owiug to the 
extra amount of work incident to a General 
Convention, we were unable to be prompt 
with it all. We are about up with it now, 
and think we will be able to keep it thus. 
We are always glad to hear from the Sunday 
school people, as it is indicative of life and 
interest. 

THE best season of all the year for the Sun
day schools to prosper is now upon us. ls 
your school "looking up" any? Upon these 
cheerful spring mornings it seems that every 
one should feel like going to a house of wor
ship and study of God's word, and praise his 
name. Put your visiting committee to work 

, gathering in the indifferent ones. Awake to 
your own possibilities and duties and see if 
an increase in interest and attendance cannot 
be had. 

hBUBr DBpar1mem. 
ARGENTINE, Kan., April 4. 

Editors Herald:-I mingle my voice with 
many of the good expressions made in your 
columns of the onward march of the restored 
gospel, and the good being accomplished by 
God's servants in winning their way into 
new fields, and also the good accomplished in 
the old fields. Surely the hastening time has 
come, and God is preparing the way before 
his faithful servants in many ways. There 
seems to be a general awakening in regard to 
the way of salvation, and as the proclamation 
is being repeated of the expression of Jere
miah, "Stand ye in the ways, and see, and 
ask for the old paths, where is the good way, 
and walk therein, and Y'~ shall find rest for 
your souls," it truly has an awakening effect 
upon many; and when the message of the re
stored gospel is proclaimed we see a fulfill
ment of the words of Christ A7here he says, "I 

'fHE SA IN'I'S' IIl~RALD. 

congregations were good. Many have 
through this series of meetings been brought 
near the kingdom of God and thoroughly im
pressed with the sign that we have hung up 
in the hall, "Primitive Christianity; no 
more, no less." Not only have the people 
who came been instructed by us, but day 
after day during these four weeks have the 
people who heard, proclaimed throughout 
the city what they heard, so that more 
preaching was done by the congregation 
than by us. The result is that in the near 
future many will no doubt unite with the 
family of God. During our protracted efforts 
we were ably assisted by Brn. R. J. Parker, 
T. W. Chatburn, M. F. Gowell, and R 
Etz°enhouser. Bro. Frank Parker, who has 
lately been ordained to the office of priest, 
rendered us excellent assistance. 

F. C. W ARNKY. 

BILOXI, Miss., April 25. 
Editors Herald:-! frequently see requests 

for prayer in our papers by sisters whose 
husbands and sons are addicted to the drink 
habit. Having been a member of the W. C. 
T. U. for a number of years, I have learned 
some of the precautions necessary to success
fully overcome the habit. 

Use neither tea, coffee, nor tobacco. Saints 
should not use them anyway, as they are for
bidden by the Word of Wisdom. Substitute 
some brand of wheat or rye coffee, or make 
it yourself. 

The use of tobacco is sure ,to prevent a cure. 
If unable to abstain any other way, get Bro. 
Ordway's remedy and give it a thorough 
trial. If possible take a Turkish bath once 
a week; if not be sure to take a hot bath twice 
a week just before retiring. If a bath tub is 
not available, use a wash tub. Use soap 
freely. If troubled with headache, bathe the 
feet in hot water and apply cold cloth on 
head. 

Eat plenty of fruit, fresh apples preferred. 
Be sure to use graham bread and very little 
meat. Avoid pepper; it only serves to excite 
the thirst. 

Frequent bathing, wholesome and proper 
food, and avoiding that which excites the ap
petite, will help a long, long way on the road 
to recovery, and keep you there too. 

The above rules are simple, but they are 
imperative, and cannot be neglected if any
one desires to overcome and remain free from 
the habit. 

This and avoiding the society of those who 
increase the temptation to drink, will, with 
a firm trust in the Lord, bring the desired 
blessing. 

Your sister in the gospel, 
MRS. IDA STEWART. 

am the good Shepherd, and know my sheep, BOZEMAN, Mont., April 4. 
and am known of mine." Editors Herald:-i have just returned from 

Last evening we closed a protracted meet- Willow Creek, where I was well received by 
ing of twenty-nine sermons in a nice little the people. There seems to be a fine class 
hall, the use of which is so generously do- of people, and it seems to me there is a good 
noted to us, by Mrs. T. Jones, and at the field for the church. Two Utah elders have 
close of our meetings we sang from the heart, been there; I would like very much to have 
"Praise God from whom all blessings flow." seen them; they say they are codling this 
The hall was full nearly every night, and J way. I will agree to entertain them with 
even a few nights when it was raining the what is written in the books. Those fellows 

either willfully misrepresent matters, or they 
are very ignorant as to facts. I intend to 
make it as interesting as I possibly can for 
those elders wherever I find them. 

Since my appointment, last conference, I 
have endeavored to keep posted on the de
mands of the work throughout the eastern 
part of the State, and have written to all 
parties that I have been able to get their ad· 
dress, but have received no answer from 
some. Now I ask it of the saints throughout 
the eastern part of Montana that they corre
spond with me. A letter addressed to me at 
Bozeman will al ways find me; I see by a late 
Herald that some of the Utah elders have 
been at Gebo, misrepresenting matters as 
usual. Now I stand ready to do all I can to see 
that the work does not suffer here; but there 
is one thing our people must bear in mind, 
that we cannot keep posted on the demands 
of the work in every locality unless you com
municate with us. 

Bro. Wells has made an opening at Big 
Timber, and has baptized two there, and 
thinks more will follow. I think there is a 
good fiela for the church in eastern Montana. 
I think ere long we will be able to build up a 
permanent work at Bozeman. We have the 
material to build with, and plenty of it; all 
we want is a little more of the good old fire 
within. In bonds, 

GOMER REESE. 

ST. LOUIS, Mo., May 1. 
Editors Herald:-When we read of the list 

of conference appointments and learned that 
but one missionary had been sent to this part 
of the country and he to labor but part of the 
time in this large district, it appeared that 
something had been forgotten. Possibly this 
is due in a measure to the fact that last year 
we were more favored, having two sent 
here in addition to the one th"'t is to labor 
with us part of the time this year. When 
the fact became known at our Sunday services 
following the date the appointments had 
been announced at Independence and prior to 
receipt of published list, that Bro. Bond was 
assigned el'sewhere, the many eyes that were 
moistened with tears testified to the high 
esteem and appreciation by the saints of his 
labors among us. While this may be a 
favorable indication, the fact that God has 
shown his approval of his work while with 
us by a bounteous outpouring of his Holy 
Spirit at many times, is to us a much greater 
evidence that his work has been acceptable 
to our heavenly Father than even· the tears 
of good, honest, and sincere saints. We feel 
quite sure that these tears bespoke the real 
feeling of the heart, and that St. Louis has 
just as good Latter Day Saints as the church 
can produce when measured from a moral or 
spiritual standpoint. Yet there is a possi
bility of our being mistaken in our judgment 
when considering a man's ability or fitness 
for a place, basing our thoughts on our per
sonal feeling for him; hence as we view the 
situation the only correct way to determine 
in such. matters is whether the results of his 
labors have shown whether God has approved 
or disapproved the work done. We feel safe 
in saying that the results of his work will not 
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be taken, even though he is; and while a re- wholesome teachings. Frances Willard and 
membrance of personal relations may be the Lady Henry Somerset have taught many 
means of cheering us in future hours, the de- wholesome truths. These people teach what 
veloping results of careful and persistent little they understand of the good and the pure 
labor will do a great deal more for us and the of the.,,Bible and let the rest alone. The four 
church generally. young men above referred to may come with 

While these conditions may be true, please just as good intentions, with just as good 
do not consider us as man-worshipers. We motives as the others; but they have been 
feel like giving a must hearty amen to a part unfortunately born, unfortunately taught, 
at least of the sentiment expressed in "Con- and instead of teaching only the pure princi
ference Aftermath" in current number of .the ples of the gospel, in their efforts to explain 
Ensign. Man when measured by the stupen- away the apparently clouded portions of the 
dous work assumed by him when this grec.t Scriptures mix it all up together, and in the 
cause was in trusted to his care is but a small strenuous effort to cover up and explain the 
affair, and he only becomes mighty and misdoings of those ancient men of note, ap
strong as he is operated upon by the Spirit of parently overlook and forget the pure and 
God. To believe that people are to be aston- wholesome teachings of Jesus Christ. There 
ished and magnified by some man's ability in is nothing in the teachings of Jesus Christ 
this latter-day work, usually means disap- that needs explaining away. It will, as the 
pointment to ali concerned. By this we do record has it, stand the test. We are not 
not wish to argue that all men are of the here as representatives of Abraham, David, 
same worth in the same plaoe, for all men do or Solomon; but of Christ. 
not live with the same strictness nor exercise While anyone who understands fully the 
as great care; but with same conditions God teachings of the gospel can but hold some of 
is surely no respecter of persons. their teachings ,in con tempt, the sacrifice 

I feel to be expressing the sentiment of a they are making must elicit some sympathy. 
majority of our people, at least, when I say The most disgusting feature of their work 
that, though we may feel sad to have to say here is their attempts to cover up that in 
farewell to Bro. Bond, that others sent here their system that will not stand the light of 
to labor will have our most hearty support the noonday sun, and the means adopted to 
and cooperation. The work is onward here; accomplish this purpose. For example, they 
and the outlook has never been brighter have all along contended that polygamy was 
since I have been acquainted with the saints no longer a tenet of their church; but when 
in this locality than at present. Our desire closely pressed recently they explained the 
and effort should be, and is to see it go for- situation thus: When the edict went forth 
ward. When Zion is fully established it is that polygamy must cease to be practiced, 
our fervent hope that our district may be one this does not say that a man who had a num
of the polished gems therein. ber of wives must cease to treat them as his 

A number of the brethren from the East wives, it was interpreted by them to mean 
stopped over with us a short time on the re- that no one saould marry more than one wife 

henceforth under present conditions; and, 
turn from conference-Brn. Marshall, Scott, that a man who already had more than one 
Slover, Miller, and Sheehy, that we now call 
to memory. Bro. Sheehy remained over wife and now living with them as such, it 

was not polygamy, but ''cohabitation." Truth 
Sunday, speaking in the morning and even
ing at the chapel, and in the afternoon at is mighty and will prevail, and in our judg-

ment it is better to go down with truth with 
Cheltenham, making it rather a busy day. 
He also materially assisted in other work the knowledge that it will ultimatcily prevail, 
while here. None of the others above-men- than to vainly attempt to bolster up a sys-

tem with truth submerged by a contortion of 
tioned remained over Sunday. the English language. Those "silken cords" 

The thought is sometimes expressed that are nice and soft, but I don't want them 
all men are born free and equal. Possibly around my neck. 
they are, but when I think of the four young May God's choicest blessings be with the 
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of melody graced the peaceful scene; and 
praise and prayer crowned the occasion. 

Elder Isaac Ross, of Pleasant View branch, 
Kansas, with stately tread and strong arms, 
and a kind, sympathetic, tender voice au
thoritatively exclaimed, "Morris, being 
commissioned of Jesus Christ I baptize you," 
etc., and presto! it was done. That happy 
time is an oasis in my grateful memory. 

My regrets are that I did not find the way 
of life a score of years sooner and that I have 
done so little for the cause that has done so 
very much for me. My desires have been in 
favor of the good and the true, but my ardor 
and zeal have fluctuated somewhat, I fear. 
Amid complex trials from within and perse
cutions on most every hand, yea, when death 
saddened my heart, and shattered my fond
est hopes of domestic tranquility, I did not 
wholly despair, but saw dimly, through the 
hot blinding tears, the reward that awaits 
the faithful. The consolations of the Chris-
tianity of Christ and the Bible; when evil 
surmisings abound and friends are few and 
far between, and foes are all around to tear 
and crush afresh the wounded broken heart, 
are incomparably glorious and immeasura
bly blessed. Sympathetic friends may freely 
tender condolence and do all they well can to 
assuage grief and lift burdens; but God alone 
can turn sorrow into joy and gladness. 

For my two hundred and sixty-eight 
months of, ministerial service I have averaged 
about one baptism per month. If this count 
was many times larger it would appear small 
indeed as compound to the billion and one 
half of earth's teeming inhabitants that need 
the gospel. A very few of those I watered 
have grown cold and weary and either sat 
down on the highway or turned away for the 
leeks and onions and fiesh-pots of sin. Sev
eral have died in the faith, and with their 
faces Zion.ward many linger on the shores of 
mortallty; and a few have been called into 
the ministry. 

As I grow older I will doubtlpss baptize 
fewer when others are ready and willing to 
wield that arm of service. It will encourage 
them, and aid them to have a good report, 
and crush out selfishness in preferring others, 
as also in vindication of the law. The mis-
sionary spirit has been upon and within me 
as I have traversed the continent almost men who are now giving up their entire time right, Yours hopefully, to advocating a system of religion in this from east to west beyond the Rockies, and 

city as founded through Joseph Smith and J.C. HITCHCOCK. from Canada to tbe cotton fields of the sunny 
sadly contorted by Brigham Young, I feel to South. As I cruised amid the coast islands 
question the thought. Those who try to BEARDSTOWN, Ill., May 3. of the Atlantic, and doubled Maine at East-
raise additional funds for foreign missions in Editors Herald:-Twice twelve years ago port, passed through New Brunswick, over 
different denominations tell us that more to-day I was baptized in Spring River, at the Bay of Fundy forty-five miles in width, 
young men are offering themselves every Galesburg, Jasper County, Missouri. My and sojourned in Nova Scotia a season, I did 
year than can be taken care of, for want of consort, and Brn. Charles and Henry Wag- lift up my voice at times and in places too 
funds. Thi.s is the argument used at least, ner, all long since deceased, and Mr. John numerous to mention. I trust, if health, 
and we have no reasons to question the state- Merrill, who also was immersed, formed the strength, and mind will abide with me to 
men ts. It is a fact well known that many of party that drove over from Joplin in a cold stand at my post a11d answer to roil call. 
them do go whether all go that want to or drizzling rain. Being chilly from the long, I feel hopeful that I may providentially be 
not. Some of them sacrifice the pleasures of slow, damp journey; and having gone there permit~ed to do much solid lasting work yet. 
home and pleasant surroundings; they go to district conference to obey my matured I have the moral support of my wife and chil
and teach a system of ethics pure ar..d simple convictions, I went not near the fire till I dren, and they have the spirit to sacrifice for 
so far as the moral part of their teachings had personally tested the temperature of the the work. To have loved ones at home pray
are concerned. They try to teach what they 1 clear, roaring, rushing tide. The mill dam ing for you is a great consideration for the 
know, and in the best manner possible; and I was just above: the hamlet, and forest were field forces. These humble advocates of :re
~hatever the ulti~ate results may be, they adjacent;.the pebbles were beneath our feet, deeming love that go forth to publish salva
lll many cases assist some people by their · while on the strand, and in the water, the voice . tion abroad are remembered at the throne of 
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grace, and in a temporal way, by the worthy 
who toil in the affairs of this busy life. 

They should merit esteem by due sobriety 
in demeanor, having hopeful cheerful spirits, 
studious habits, energetic and courageous 
push, tempered with charity for the weak, 
justice for the strong, pity and forgiveness 
for all. 

Local authorities would do well to see that 
the law is kept within their jurisdiction. 
And now may the God of grace advance the 
cause of Zion, and shield, direct, and protect 
her children. M. T. SHORT. 

INDEPENDENCE, Mo., May 4. 
Editors Herald:-Will you please insert 

that Brn. Gillespie and Miller, who aid the 
work as they see opportunity, again allow my 
mail in their care; my field address therefore 
is care of Box 28, Cleveland, Ohio. 

I desire correspondence from points where 
labor is needed in Ohio and Pennsylvania, 
especially from points outside of branches. 
Will be in Ohio about May 20. 

In bonds, 
R. E'l.'Z:~NHOUSER. 

FULTON, Iowa, April 24. 
Editors Herald:-Ministerially I have not 

done perhaps as much labor as some of my 
brethren; but it has been great consolation 
to me to know that what I have done the 
Lord has blessed, and in some cases to a great 
degree. 

Bro. Peterson and I have labored together 
most of the last fall and winter, and we en
deavored to hon.or that portion of Scripture 
which says that the missionary should go 
into the worid and open up new fields and 
leave the branches to the care of their presid
ing officers. I do not desire to assume the 
position of a critic, but looking our district 
over the thought comes to me, Had we as 
missionaries applied the command, "Go ye 
into all the world" more forcibly in our labor 
heretofore, our field would possibly have 
numbered many hundreds more. I believe 
the present authorities of the districts have 
done and are doing nobly in the prosecution of 
missionary work in the district. Some of the 
most promising openings have lately been 
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in the district is in the best shape generally, 
that I have seen it for years. 

The Lord has blessed me much in my labor 
during the past year, and many times while 
presenting the truth have I been., iri ven 
marked evidences of its divinity. Just after 
Christmas, while passing through Davenport, 
I was called upon to go and administer to a 
prominent physician's wife, of Rock Island, 
Illinois. There had been attending this 
lady five of the best physicians of Rock Is
land, Davenport, and Moline. This woman 
was Mrs. Dr. Asay, and her affliction was 
paralysis of the stomach and throat. This 
was the greatest case of suffering I ever 
witnessed, and the medical skill of the physi
cians was baffled. After the first administra
tion the paralysis began to leave this woman's 
throat and after the fourth or fifth adminis
tration the paralysis had left her stomach. 
This was one of the greatest cases of healing 
I ever saw. 

On my return trip from the 11ortbwest I 
stopped off at Grove Hill, where my wife was 
visiting her folks; and while there the saints 
and friends made up a box sociable for our 
benefit. The receipts were about sixteen 
dollars, and to say I was thankful for their 
favor is only putting it milcily, for this came 
in a time of need, and I am sure from those 
who are our friends indeed. 

May heaven smile upon Zion, is my prayer. 
J: R. SUTTON. 

COUNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa, April 19. 
Editors Herald:-In your issue of the 6th 

inst. the Rev. T. W. Williams says that I 
had delivered a lecture on Mormonism; and 
from the manner in which he makes the 
statement the reader must infer that the lec
ture was against the above ism. 

Now I will say that I have charge of Union 
Hall of this city, and have acted as chairman 
of a succession of spiritualistic meetings 
during the last four months, and that there 
bas not been any lecture, either by myself, or 
any other person, delivered either· for or 
against Mormonism. 

Yours respectfully, 
BENJAMIN WINCHESTER. 

effected in our field, more than for years be- MAGNOLIA, Iowa, May 4. 
fore. The southern part of the district until Editors Herald;-I bid my dear brethren, 
recently has had but little labor per·formed sisters, and friends of the Nebraska mission 
there for a good many years. Some twenty adieu, it having seemed wisdom in the ap
or thirty years ago Elders Ruby, Bronson, pointing power to return me to another mis
LaRue, Holmes, 'I'. W. Smi&h, Bro. Joseph sion formerly occupied. It is with much 
Smith, and others had done work there, and satisfaction that I take a retrospective view 
the work was in a prosperous condition; but of my labors for the past two years, knowing 
later the hand of the evil one, in the way of as I do that I sought to labor with but one 
aspiration, was permitted t.o enter and now object in view, .and ~hat the good of souls and 
only a few remain to tell the history of the the advancement of God's work in all depart
past and the doings of the Lord there. rnents thereof. 'ro say that I have accom-

Strange the story, and 0, how humiliating plished all the good I bad desired would be 
to bear how the strong ones in forael, Saul falsifying· my hopes, but that some progress 
like, fell and brought shame and disgrace was made I am assured. 
upon themselves and the church! For the assistance and hearty cooperation 

It is true, the mainstay of the church is in of many of the saints I feel truly grately, and 
its presiding authoY"H.Y, and my soul lights · for the expressions of others as to their 
up with great hope for the work in the dis- willingness to have helped more than they 
trict; for, generally speaking, wo have good could under the circumstances, I am equally 
presiding officers; that is, men who are care- as grateful; and for the unity and peace that 
ful and pains taking. The work therefore prevailed almost universally with all . 

officials, local and general, I return my 
thanks to God. Wherein differences existed 
it was of the head and not of the heart, as a 
rule. 

Last but not least I must not forget the 
kindness and assistance of the little folks, 
some of whom made sacrifices of things they 
would have had pleasure in possessing, for 
the greater pleasure, as it seems to have been, 
for them to help the missionary with moans 
to pay his expenses. May God's richest 
blessings be upon all such, and upon all who 
have by kindly word or deed encouraged the 
missionary ou his way. 

To you I can heartily commend for assist
ance and encouragement my brethren who 
labor among you this year. 

My experience at the Conventions and Con
ference at Independence was in some respects 
very instructive, and I trust in every way 
will be profitable; yet not equal in some re
spects to those I have attended. While it 
may be that as a wrole they were the equal 
of any attended, yet in contrast with what 
was hoped they may have seemed not equal. 
I believe at times to maintain with honor 
positions occupied is as great as at other 
times to take what seems to be great strides 
towards positions to be occupied; and I am 
satisfied that the church has in some depart
ments attained higher spiritual grounds, and 
in no particular can I see but that, we have 
made wise movements towards maintaining 
every position previously occupied; hence on 
the whole I feel satisfied, and believe the 
saints with courage and confidence can move 
forward. 

To attain to any position there must be 
recognized in us by the heavenly Father 
virtue and ability to maintain such position; 
and as we are seeking a very high position 
when we pray "Thy kingdom come," we 
should prepare ourselves by a cleansing of all 
filthiness of the flesh and of the spirit, per
fecting holiness in the fear of the Lord, 
laying aside all superfluity of naughtiness, 
jestii:!g, light-mindedness,and foolish talking, 
in order to receive instruction from our 
Father concerning farther preparation to be 
made preparatory to the coming kingdom. 

When an accident has happened to one of 
our friends and there is a necessity for a 
surgical operation, it is with seriousness of 
mind that we see the work done, fearing lest 
it may not be done properly and the friend 
remain a cripple, or suffer longer than is 
necessary, and thus be an extra burden upon 
his friends. We claim that a terrible acci
dent has happenEd to our best friend, 
the body of Christ, that it became disorgan
ized, and that it caused untold suffering to 
many members of that body, and we are 
called to assist in the reorganizing of that 
body that it may be a perfect body in its opera
tions in every part, and every joint act in sup
plying the needed action, for the purpose of 
accomplishing all the good, and enjoying· all 
the possibilities of the body of Christ. We are 
laborers together with God to the end that 
this may be accomplished, but I fear that we 
are not, as servants of God, as serious minded 
as we would want the surgeon to be who 
would operate upon an afflicted friend, nor 
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============================;============================r=============================--
as serious minded as we would he while the I a i 1 al 1 every man's seat in the Church of 
surgeon was operating, nor as serious minded f fi fl Christ decorated with his national 
as God whom we serve wants us to be; for flag? 
has he not spoken against too much laughter IS IT A STATE CHURCH? 
and light-mindedness? But, when has he IT is not that I have any animosity to I am not protesting against that act 
had the occasion to reprove his people for the good old , 'stars and stripes" that simply from a personal standpoint, 
their consideration and over much sober- I I but because it involves a principle. 
mindedness? Has not the church remained pen what shall follow, because 
in a crippled condition and Zion suffered have none; yet I love the British The resolutions concerning the Cuban 
longer than was necessary, and that because ensign more. Several weeks at a trouble merits the same censure. 
we would not, as instruments for God's serv- time have the "stars and stripes" Now Jet us consider the real worth 
ice, prepare ourselves, or place ourselves in fluttered in the breeze over my house of that resolution, as couched in the 
such a position that God could prepare us to in honor of those whom and that fourth resolve in the document. What 
do the work needed for the complete reor-
ganizati·m of his church preparatory to the which I love of that country, and can the church do as a church to sup-
coming King where we are to be, if worthy, doubtless will continue to do so. But port i.n any material way any step 
kings and priests unto God? I think this is some years ago one of the church that the American nation might take in 
evident to all who stop to consider the mat- missionaries to this country chanced that praiseworthy object of aiding the 
ter seriously. 

May we as servants of God, who stand to attend a service in an Anglican Cubans? Can it draft any of its mem-
upon the walls of Zion and behold suffering Episcopal church, and became very hers to take up arms? Can it take any 
humanity, and the great need of help, and much disgusted because he saw a of the church funds for war appropri
that hastily, so prepare ourselves that when picture of the Queen, which rep- ation? While I, with the whole 
we meet in another General Conference we resents British institutions, hang- British nation, so far as I know, am 
may do so acceptably to God, in a solemn as-
sembly, to show forth that wisdom that gives ing up in a church, pretending to be in profound sympathy with the United 
evidence that we have been taught of God, the church of Christ, which I will States government upon this matter, 
and that we are in such assemblies under the admit is a disgusting sight. Yet as yet what power has the church, as a 
guidance of a godly power to work out such that church is a State church, and church, to operate with me as a mem
result8 as will effect many souls favorable to draws support and defense directly ber upon that matter? Not an atom. 
God, give life to the famishing, and prepare f th St t 't . . Then what. does the church offer to 
a feast and a robe for the prodigals we are in- rom , e a e, 1 IS m a measure ex- " 
viting to return. cusable. But will anybody explain to the government? Simply nothing; 

I shall enter upon my present field of me why it shpuld be any less disgust- nothing. 0 sympathy; some may re
labor with confidence born of the blessings I ing to have a church decorated with ply! What right has the stone king
have here enjoyed when laboring in the past. United States insignia by order of dom, as a kingdom, to sympathize 
I have already enjoyed largely of the Spirit's General Conference? Does the church between nations as nations. The mat
help in my ministry here since my return 
from the conference. Two were led through 
the waters of regeneration last Sunday at 
this place, and others are near. Opposition 
is shown through one of the local ministry, 
he trying to show what he thinks others 
ought to believe, though he knows nothing 
about it himself; and to show how foolish 
Paul was to believe in such things as the 
gifts of tongues and interpretation. He 
claimed to speak in tongues one eve at his 
service, and then told the audience that the 
reason they could not understand it was be
cause he had not told some one what he was 
going to say beforehand so they could inter
pret. How wise (?) this man's logic will be 
in the day of judgment when placed side by 
side with the statements of Paul that these 
gifts are the gifts of the Spirit of God, by 
which all have been "baptized into one 
body, and have all [of God's children] been 
made to drink into that one Spirit." Sad 
will be the day for all such who love a lie so 
well as to turn or try to turn God's word into 
a falsehood, or a thing of deception. 

My hope grows brighter, and the barriers 
grow thicker; but in God is my trust. 

Your brother, 
J. F. MINTUN, 

Itis rare when injustice, or slights patiently 
borne, do not leave the heart at the close of 
the day filled with marvelous joy and peace. 

The happiness of life depends much on little 
things; and one can be brave and great and 
good whlle making small sacrifices and doing 
small duties faithfully and cheerfully. 

draw any direct support from that ter of right and wrong is an individual 
government? Will the United States matter in that regard. If not and the 
government protect the church there General Conference of the Kingdom 
any more than the Canadian govern· of the Prince of Peace should be 
ment will the branches of that church turned into a war powwow. Why 
here? Was it not government troops does it not spread out a little wider 
that permitted the mob to slaughter and consider China, and offer a little 
the prophet? Did the government "nothing" to that country, wbich is 
redress that crime? Was it not a being carved up? Also to some of 
United States President that said, the North American Indian tribes, 
"Your cause is just, but we can do whose rights and privileges have been 
nothing for you"? Has not the Church curtailed, to speak mildly, by the 
of Christ been forced in all ages to United States government officials? 
fight its way through and up against Brethren, I think we should be care
all earthly governments? And what, ful of the point of this wedge. I paid 
does Christ owe to any nation? twenty-five cents for the daily Ensign 

Now in harmony with a remark in to hand around. They came. One I 
an apostle's speech, which refers to hid, so that two Adventists of the 
being made loyal to State and society, seventh day order, with whom I ex
by this church, I as a representative pect to discuss the claims of our 
of the British state should demand church within a few days, would not 
that the Canadian flag should also get hold of it and ask me why the 
wave in this General Conference to General Conference does not provide 
the proportionate size as the church me with a little "stars and stripes" to 
has Canadian church members. And stick up on my end of the platform 
how could it be denied? Now if that for a sort of an inspiration, which of 
is granted to me, which should be, it course would be perfectly consistent; 
should also be granted to all other but it would make the church a laugh
nationalities, Spanish as well. And ing-stock just the same. Equally so 
would not that look beautiful, to see! were it the British ensign. I feel that 
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I am not gammg popularity in this; 
but it does not matter. I aw not es
pecially anxious for popularity in the 
element that would seek to make the 
Church of Jesus Christ a state church, 
by clothing it with state insignia, with 
cheers and national anthem; but rather 
go on record in protest before God 
and angels, and do what I can to keep 
our church on earth free from the 
trammeling influences of any and all 
earthly governments, as I find that 
all the kingdoms (governments) of 
this world shall become the kingdom 
of our Lord and his Christ. I do not 
want this to be put in the waste paper 
basket, but published; and if my po
sition is wrong, let some one show me 
from Scripture wherein it is, and so 
justify the General Conference. 

Yours for the truth, 
H. J. DAVISON. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

thy ways" not at some times, and in would practically apply the teachings 
some ways acknowledge him, but in and example of Christ in his everyday 
all things God must be acknowledged, life, and possibly in the church, he 
or there is no promise. And as this had very much enlarged upon the 
thought revolved in his mind and task or difficulties which he had en
fastened itself there; he learned that countered when he first discovered 
he had set himself no easy task when that he must acknowledge God in all 
he set out to receive that wonderful his ways. 
promise, "He shall direct thy paths." To illustrate: He was blamed 

However, as a result of his cogita- wrongfully and reviled, before his 
tions he fully resolved to continue brethren; he had the weapons and the 
striving for the fulfillment of the power to chastise the reviler; what 
promise. But his views had been en- should be do? Jesus was his in
larged, and he found it necessary to structor, and when he was reviled, he 
examine himself squarely, and to look reviled not. But the law, "An eye 
at himself without flinching, and see for an eye," is very precious to the 
himself just as he was, and find out natural man. But Jesus said, "r.esist 
whether he really intended to strive not evil" and "whosoever shall smite 
for the prize or not. The examina.,, thee on thy right cheek, turn 
tion was not very flattering, yet as a to him the other also;" and yet he 
result of it he thought he saw great reasoned, "But justice demands the 
need of having God to direct bis punishment of wrongdoers, and surely 
ways, for certainly he had not been I may punish this reviler, and I un-

A LIFE'S MOTTOES. very successful while leaning unto derstand that it is my duty to punish 
M his "own understanding." him." Then the motto came to his ANY years ago a young man was 
reading his Bible and his attention But new difficulties arose, for he mind, "Lean not unto thine own un
was peculiarly attracted by these now has heard the elders preach, and derstanding, ... and he will direct 
verses:-- in acknowledging God in all his ways thy paths." And this is his direc-

Trust in the Lord with all thine heart; and he felt sure that he was directed to tion: ''Love your enemies, bless 
lean not unto thine own understanding. In obey the fullness of the gospel. And thorn that curse you, do good to them 
all thy ways acknowledge him, and he shall having been a member of one of the that hate you, and pray for them 
direct thy paths.-Prov. 3: 5, 6. Protestant churches, and reared very which despitefully use you, and per-

He stopped his reading to meditate strictly, he was shocked at some secute you." And he thought also of 
upon them. "What a wonderful things which he saw and heard in the the question of Jesus, "And why call 
promise is contained in these verses," Church of Christ. This called for ye me Lord, Lord, and do not the 
he thought, "and why do not all men another self-examination as to what things which I say?"-Luke 6: 46. 
accept that beautiful promise, 'He was erroneous in his former religious And then his resolution, that come 
shall direct thy paths'? How good it training, what was tradition only, and what might, he would always follow 
would be to have God to direct our harmful, what must be put away, and the teachings of Jesus to the best of 
paths." He concluded he would try what might be retained, and how should his knowledge. And what could he 
to obtain that promise, and after he so endeavor to do right, amidst such do? 
much cogitation and the formation of a conflict of teaching and example as Now this has taken sometime to re
many resolutions, he began the task. to intelligently and conscientiously late, but it was only a few seconds 

In all his labors, duties, and busi- acknowledge God and seek his direc- passing through his mind, and he de
ness he sought to acknowledge God, tion. cided not to reply, but he spoke kindly 
and his directing power; and he was After much meditation upon the and as he understood it, Christlike. 
very happy in his work. subject he concluded to make himself He thought he had conquered again, 

At one time he was about to enter acquainted as far as possible with the but some of his brethren did not see 
upon a transaction, in which he instruction that Christ gave to his this; with them he lost influence. He 
felt some doubt, as to the fitness of disciples, and try to follow it, and thought he could ask God to acknowl
asking God to direct in it; not that it also Christ-'s example. He readily edge his act because it was in harmony 
was unlawful, yet he could not bring knew that this was a very high stand- with Christ's teachings, but some of 
himself to ask God to bless him in it; ard, and that he could not expect to his friends thought it was childish, 
and he did not. attain to its perfection; but he wanted almost like imbecility, not to give the 

Shortly after this he went again to a standard, he wanted some directions reviler as good as he sent; some 
the Lord to seek his direction, this upon which he could rely implicitly, thought him afraid to do so, and so 
time feeling free and clear to ask; and some instructions following which he the judgments ran. 
in doing so he quoted the verse, "In could unreservedly acknowledge God But as he tried to practice the 
all thy ways acknowledge him, and he and seek tis direction. So he chose I teachings of his standard in precept 
shall direct thy paths," and it flashed Christ as his standard. He was not and example, he found how far short 
upon his mind that God said "in all . long in learning the fact that if he , he was of being indeed a true follower 
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of Christ the Lamb of God; for it I beautiful city all will be Christlike, for 
seemed impossible for him to practic- all shall see him as he is. 
ally follow his teachings and example, He is now an old man, still trying 
and many times daily be would find to live as near as possible to his 
himself doing contrary to the stand- mottoes. And although with much 
ard, either in deed or thought or in regret and heartfelt sorrow he looks 
words. And he thought of his en- back upon his many failures, he 
deavor to keep the ''Word of Wisdom" knows that there has been no failure 
by putting away boughten tea and upon the part of God in fulfilling his 
coffee, and drinking all kinds of hot promise, but times without number 
slop drinks at meals; how he fed his his directing hand was manifest and 
poultry and pigs corn instead of rye, the Lord directed his paths, and he 
and in many other ways doing vio- tried to walk in them. 
lence to the instruction in that revela- And he counsels all saints to try 
tion; and how he found this sentence these mottoes faithfully, that they 
also in it as a part or summing up of may obtain the fulfillment of that 
the conditions upon which the prom- blessed promise, "He shall direct thy 
ises are to be received: "walking in paths." And when he does, be sure 
obedience to the commandments;" and to "walk in them." Then you will be 
he thought, "that is something like found "walking in obedience to the 
'in all thy ways acknowledge him;'" commandments," and will receive 
and so he reasoned with himself tha1.i wonderful blessings in this life and in 
if he could not receive the fulfillment the world to come a crown of glory 
of this last promise unless he ac- and life everlasting. D. E. 
know ledged God in all his ways, how ____ _ 
could he receive the promises of the 
former, unless he walked in obedience 8BlBC1Bd 1lr1iC1B8. 
to all the commandments? Yet not-
withstanding all this, he still tried to DOCTOR ADLER ON RELIGION. 

acknowledge God in all his ways, and THE RELATION OF MAN TO THE 
marvelous were the many ways and INVISIBLE. 
instances in which he was directed in DR. FELIX ADLER continued his 
pleasant paths. But he found it no course of lectures before the Society 
flowery bed of ease, but an unceasing of Ethical Culture in Carnegie Hall 
watching, and praying, and working; yesterday morning. The hall was 
and also it was no ea-sy task to avoid crowded to its utmost capacity. 
superstition, or a yielding to evil- "What is Religion?" was the sub
doers, or compromising the law of God ject chosen by Dr. Adler. Introduc
upon the one hand, or a failure to ing the subject, he likened man's life 
follow Christ in word and example to a clearing in a dense forest. ''In 
upon the other hand; but where the life," said he, "we are in a clearing 
lines of demarcation were not su:ffi- in a dense forest. Surrounding us is 
ciently plain for him to decide the a darkness into which no human being 
question clearly, he chose to risk has ever penetrated. This is the 
erring upon the side of mercy; and he great unknown. Men have given us 
soon learned that it required all his a variety of definitions for the word 
fortitude, courage, patience, energy, religion. One has told us that it is a 
determination, and faith to even strive belief in a divine God. Arnold says 
to follow conscientiously the mottoes that it is ethics plus feeling for mor
which he had chosen so long ago, and tality, touched by devotion. 
would long since have given up in de- '•In their way these definitions are 
spair, but he bad learned that he who all very well, but they do not cover 
has Jesus as his intercessor at the all. For instance, where would the 
day of accounting need have no fears, religion of the Buddhist, of the old 
and that he would most surely clear Greek come in under these definitions? 
the record of all that is of mortality These definitions are all true, but that 
and give a clean passport into the is not all that is required. To be a 
heavenly city to all those who had 1 complete definition all the surround
tried to acknowledge God in all their) ing circumstances must be taken into 
ways, and who had tried to act Christ- consideration and embodied. The 
like while here. And then in that, man who defin.ed man as a biped with-

out feathers told the truth, but such 
would hardly be accepted as a good 
definition. To my mind, the best 
definition would be: 'H is the rela
tion of man to the invisible reality.' 
Th is is a definition which is broad 
enough to cover all nations and re
ligions, from the lowest forms to the 
highest. It fits man's mind as to 
what the invisible is. 

''There are three phases in the ad· 
vance of religion. First, the earliest, 
when it meant the utter dependence 
upon a superior power. It was reli
gion born of fear and slavery. Even 
to-day there those who will tell you 
that religion is the outgrowth of ab
ject fear. It is true that fear plays 
an important part, but as an accepted 
truth this statement is a gross exag
geration. 

"With the advance of religion hu
man life has become more secure. 
But even to-day we witness the horri
ble ravages of famine in some of the 
backwoods countries. In the civilized 
countries, however, famine has ceased 
to be a menace. We are not depend
ent upon the success of our crops as 
are the people in the backwoods. To 
a more or less extent, medical science 
has given us a safeguard against the 
ravages of physical ills, but these are 
but temporary and uncertain at best. 
Religion also teachers men to help 
themselves. In the olden times reli
gion was slavery in its methods. Men 
who worshiped were dependent upon 
the caprices of the gods. The gods 
were swayed by impulses. 

''The second period marked a great 
change. It was when the Hebrew 
combined all the spirits into one, and 
began teaching the law or morality, 
that religion began taking its greatest 
strides in the advancement of the 
world. It marked the end of the 
reign of the capricious gods. It turned 
uncertainty into certainty, for, accord
ing to the laws of the prophets, the 
people could anticipate God's ultimate 
acts as to the coming life. 

"This advanced religion also did 
away with the idea that God could be 
won over by. gifts and flattery. It 
taught that these ideas were nothing 
short of insults to the Almighty. But 
with all the great advance. man's 
emancipation has not yet been worked 
out, and there remains much to be 
accomplished. We know that a life of 
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conscientious morality will be re
warded in the other life, but this is 
not enough to do. And right here is 
where some of us turn our backs in 
fear. There comes to some of us a 
feeling of despair. 

''In our physical ills shall we be
come stoics? Shall we make believe 
that which we do not feel or believe? 
Decidedly no. Let us face the prob
lems of life face to face and trample 
and conquer our physical ills with the 
spiritual instincts that are strong 
within all of us. What is it that 
causes the man who is lying on a sick 
bed to smile with contentment? It is 
because he has discovered an ideal. 
He has discovered that he has a soul, 
a something which physical ailments 
cannot touch. 

"Religion is that something which 
sustains, redeems, and consoles man 
in times of need. Within all of us 
there is a great spiritual force, but we 
must have God's help in bringing it 
forth. To those who lead a thought
ful, good life there comes a wondrous 
change; a feeling of the nearness with 
the Almighty." 

In closing, Dr. Adler took excep
tion to certain public criticisms that 
he was trying to teach a new religion. 

"That is not so," he said. "I only 
draw a sharp line between ethics and 
religion. I have found that while the 
sustaining power is invisible, it is 
real."-New York Tribune. 

llonfBrsncs ]Vlintl1B8. 
KIRTLAND. 

Items omitted from minutes of conference 
held at Sharon, Pennsylvania, March 19 and 
20, 1898. The following preamble and reso
lutions were adopted:-

Whereas, we believe that there should be 
some protection against unwise desire to or
dain persons to the priesthood and avoid 
unpleasant complications as have occurred in 
the past; therefore, be it 

Resolved, that all persons tG be ordained in 
this Kirtland district shall be, by the branch 
of which they are members, recommended to 
the district conference for ordination; and 
also that the advice and consent of the mis
sionary in charge be sought. 

This resolution shall not be construed to 
interfere with the right of certain general 
church officers to ordain persons to the 
priesthood where no branch organization 
exists. 

Resolved, that the conferences of this, 
Kirtland, district meet en masse, and all 
members in good standing be eligible to take 
part in the deliberations. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD, 

Petition of the Conneaut Township branch 
for the ordination of Bro. Ulysses Garwood to 
the office of teacher, and Bro. Frank Atwood 
to the office of deacon was granted; and the 
president of the district was instructed to 
write to the missionary in charge for his 
consent, and then provide for the ordinations. 

DORA I. Ev ANS, Sec. pro tern. 

8tlndau 8~hool llsso~iations. 
CONVENTION NOTICES. 

Far West district Sunday school associa· 
tion will convene at Kingston, Missouri, 
June 3, at 1: 30 p. m. Opening song, No. 162, 
by Kingston school; Prayer by Sr. J. C. 
Elvert; song No. 128. Short address by 
Elder H. 0. Smith. Business of convention. 
Five-minute talk or paper,Some reasons why 
we should support and defend the Sunday 
school, Sr. G. Simmons. How can we best 
hold the interest in the primary classes, Sr. 
M. J. Head. How can we best hold the at
tention of a class of young ladies and get 
each one to prepare and take an interest in the 
lessons, Sr. Gilliland. Blackboard exercise, 
Charles Cravens. Closing song by Kingston 
school. Eight p. m., song; prayer by C. P. 
Faul. Two appropriate recitations by King
ston school. Habits of speech and what they 
signify (paper), Carrie Lewis. Slang and its 
prevalence among us (paper), Colman Snider. 
Paper or talk, Some reasons why we should 
study grammar", Enos Bray. Anthem by 
Kingston school. Why parents should be 
interested in Sunday school work, T. T. 
Hinder ks. 

J. M. TERRY, ~ 
c. P. FAUL, Committee. 
W. C. DUNCAN, 

Decatur association will meet at Hiteman, 
Iowa, the evening of June 9, and hold over the 
10th. There will be one business session and 
one prayer meeting. The remainder of the 
time will be devoted to institute and literary 
work, and short talks and experiences. 

W. B. PAUL, Supt. 

Galland's Grove district Sunday school as
sociation will meet in convention at Detroit, 
June 3, at 10: 30 a. m., to transact what busi
ness there is to be done. The afternoon will 
be devoted to "round table" or "question 
box" on the Sunday school work. Literary 
entertainment on temperance in evening. 
We invite all to come and help to make the 
session profitable. Secretaries of local 
schools, send your reports in time to reach 
the district secretary, that he may have 
them when we meet. 

WILLIAM MCKIM, Supt. 

MisBellaneous Depar1mBn1. 
HIGH COUNCIL. 

The High Council held seven sessions at 
Independence, Missouri, from April 9 to 16, 
1898. Unity and peace prevailed during the 
transaction of business. On roll call the 
following were present:-

Presidency: Joseph Smith, Alexander H. 
Smith, Edmund L. Kelley. 

Councilors: James C. Crabb, Calvin A. 
Beebe, William Anderson, John Chisnall, 
John A. Robinson, Charles E. Butterworth, 
Robert 1\1. Elvin. 

Absentees: Charles Derry, David Dancer, 
Asa S. Cochran, James H. Peters, Frederick 
G. Pitt. 

The following High Priests, on nomination 
and vote, were chosen to fill the places of the 
absent councilors: Jacob W. Waldsmith, 
John M. Terry, Roderick May, Temme T. 
Hinderks, Francis M. Weld. And in the 
case of Wilson Hudson vs. Bishop's Court, 
High Priest Henry A. Stebbins to take the 
place of councilor Robert M. Elvin. 

In the. matter from England, three sessions 
of four hours each were given to the patient 
hearing and examination of the papers sub
mitted, and following decision was unani
mously adopted. 

DECISION .-South Manchester branch, 
England, vs. W. J. Armstrong, et al. De
cision of High Council. This case comes be
fore the High Council in an irregular way, 
being an appeal from the action of an elders' 
court and district conference, but is of long 
standing and numerous complications, and 
one of the parties in the case having in the 
meantime died, the council has thought 
proper to pass upon the merits of the con
troversy rather than to refer back to local 
authorities. The law defining the duties of 
the High Council of the church is as follows: 
The "high council was appointed by revela
tion for the purpose of settling important 
difficulties, which might arise in the church, 
which could not be settled by the church, or 
the bishop's council, to the satisfaction of 
the parties."-B. of C. 99: 1. 

Provision is also made in the law for an 
appeal direct to the High Council from the 
decision of a council called abroad by the 
travelinir high priests abroad, par. 11 and 13. 
There is also provision for an appeal from 
the action of a district conference to the 
General Conference of the church. (See 
Book of Rules.) 

The question of whether the action should 
be to the General Conference or Bishop's 
Court depending upon the matters in contro
versy; and where parties are in doubt as to 
the proper course to pursue, the advice of the 
Missionary in Charge should be obtained in 
writing to guide. (See Book of Rules, p. 
137-f.) 

In the case under consideration suggestion 
is made of the death of Bro. John Smith, 
and so much as relates to him will not be con
sidered in the opinion of the council. 

This cause arose by· reason of the action 
taken by the Manchester, England, district, 
and supported by Manchester branch to sepa
rate and divide the Manchester branch into 
four different organizations, and arrange for 
four different meeting places in the city of 
Manchester instead of one. 

The object evidently was for the purpose 
of extending the work in the city of Man
ch8ster and better accommodating all parties 
concerned. 

In attempting to carry out the action 
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agreed upon it was found impracticable to I spirit of charity and brotherly consideration. 
organize the proposed branch in East Man- Should defendants or either of them refuse 
chester on account, so far as the record dis- to avail themselves of such opportunity, 
closes, of obtaining suitable place of worship; as herein indicated, after due notice as set 
and the branch instead, retained the mem- forth, then and in that case he shall stand 
bership of its members in the places it had expelled from the church and without mem
been able to organize, and in the meantime ship or rights therein. 
designated as the South Manchester branch Done at Independence, Missouri, April 14, 
that part which, if the record is understood, 1898. 
the original Manchester branch was located. Signed, JOSEPH SMITH. 

No appeal was ever taken from the action 
of the branch or district towards dividing 
and reorganizing the original branch; but 
after the case before us arose, the legality 
was questioned in a collateral way, but not 
sufficiently early in the proceedings to prop
erly call in question the validity of the acts. 

We think, then, the action of the district 
conference and branch in their work of reor
ganization must be sustained. 

The defendants herein subsequently to di
vision refused to meet or worship with the 
South Manchester branch, and certain m~m
bers thereto belonging, and for which offense 
they were charged with unchristianlike con
duct, and an elders' court was called, and the 
parties, failing to make restitution .in time 
specified, were severed from the church, and 
from this action the appeal comes before the 
council. 

The claim is made by the defendants of (1) 
insufficient labor performed prior to calling 
of court of elders. Of (2) severe action of the 
officers in suspending them from fellowship 
and church privileges prior to filing of charges 
and calling of court; and \3) of the officer's 
incapacity to call a court because in some 
way related to the matters in controversy by 
reason of the part they took in proceedings 
to divide branch as per action of the branch 
and district conference. 

The e'tidence presented from both sides as 
to the sufficiency of labor under the charges 
is not very full; but letters submitted indi
cated due attempts on part of the officers to 
perform this work. 

Upon the second complaint made we are of 
the opinion that the officer or officers in the 
act of suspending the members from the 
church privileges Prior to the filing of 
charges was premature and unwarranted in 
the law. There is no question but that an 
officer's license may be demanded and the 
officer silenced by his superior officer during 
the pending of an investigation; and the act 
of an officer refusing to so comply with the 
request or demand of his superior officer in 
such case is rebellion against constituted 
authority; but we are not ready to say that 
members before due charge made against 
them can be suspended at the discretion of 
either presidents of branches or districts. 

We are of the opinion, then, that justice 
demands in the case before us that the final 
act of excision by the branch should be re
vised and that the parties who have made 
this effort to be restored but who have taken 
an irregular course under the law, be given 
an opportunity now after reflecting over the 
conditions to become reinstated, and we 
therefore ad vise and direct that opportunity 
for confession and return be given after due 
;notice shaH haye been givep. to each in th~ , 

ALEXANDER H. SMITH. 
E. L. KELLEY. 

Three sessions were had in the examina
tion of the appeal of W. Hudson from deci
sion of Bishop's Court. Ill this case A. H. 
Smith of the Presidency presided, and the 
same counselors acted, with the exception 
that High Priest, Henry A. Stebbins, :filled 
the place of R. M. Elvin. Appellant, W. 
Hudson, was represented by Elder H. R. 
Harder, and Lamoni branch by R. M. Elvin. 
The following decision was unanimously 
adopted. 

W. Hudson vs. Lamoni branch.-In the 
case of appeal from elders' court, also Bish
op's Court, to the High Council, brought to 
the notice of the First Presidency and by 
them laid before said High Council of the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, 
at Independence, Missouri, April 15, 1898, in 
which W. Hudson is appellant, and the La
moni branch of said church Lamoni, Iowa, is 
defendant, before said council, was this day 
heard, the council being called for trial of 
said case. This case, as above stated, came 
before the council by notice from the Presi
dency of the church. 

The High Council being presided over by 
A. H. Smith of the Presidency, he does 
hereby render his decision after patiently 
hearing all the evidence in the case, also the 
pleading of the High Councilors and advo
cates of both the appellant and defense. It 
is the opinion of this court, First, The 
charges against W. Hudson in the case, 
brought before the elders' court, were ir
regular or not in proper form. The charge 
being in the name of Robert White, not in 
the name nor for the Lamoni branch, nor as 
an officer of that branch. Second, The judg
ment of the court of elders was in error, as 
the testimony does not establish any crime or 
specification as set forth in the charge of 
undue or unwarranted intimacy of defendant 
W. Hudson and Sr. Preston. It does not ap
pear in evidence that the said W. Hudson 
did commit any breach of Christian discipline 
or moral law. Therefore, the :findings of the 
elders' court should not obtain. 

Further, it appears the appeal to Bishop's 
Court was not fully perfected. The defend
ant nor plaintiff being notified of trial, time, 
or place thereof. 

Further, in the :findings of the Bishop's 
Court it is stated: "that the defendant in the 
case (W. Hudson) was not charged in the 
complaint with having committed any crime." 
In this it is our opinion the decision is in 
error, as an unchristianlike act is a breach of 
Christian discipline, and to that extent a 
crime; otherwise there can be no just trial 
for such act. Again, "undue and improper 
familiarity" with another man's wife is a 
breach. of.woral et)lics ~,nd the ia.wti of ~99~ 
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society, and unbecoming a Christian, and in 
so much is criminal. 

And as this council has to judge of the 
merits of this case by the testimony placed 
before us only, and as not a criminal act has 
been proven against the defendant (W. Hud
son), and virtually so admitted by decision of 
the Bishop's Court and by the advocate for 
the Lamoni branch, the decision of said 
Bishop's Court should be set aside. 

And inasmuch as no breach of Christian 
discipline, as of the church, nor breach of 
moral conduct such as specified in the 
charge, as to say, undue and improper 
familiarity with Sister Mary Preston, the 
wife of William Preston, has been clearly es
tablished by the evidence, we therefore de
cide that the obligation imposed upon the 
defendant, W. Hudson, by the elders' court 
be and is hereby removed, and his name 
cleared from the cloud thus placed upon it. 

(Signed} A. H. SMI'L'i;t, of Presidency, 
President of Court. 

Done at Independence, Missouri, April 16, 
1898. ROBT. M. ELVIN, 

Secretary of the High Council. 

PASTORAL. 
To the Saints of Des Moines District:-For 

another conference term am I assigned to 
missionary labor in the district conjointly 
with the other missionaries named for the 
:field. We are desirous that the unity of 
feeling, on the part of all concerned, that has 
hitherto characterized our labors together, 
may continue and increase in strength as the 
time passes. 

The cooperation of all is desired to continue 
the spread of the work of God. We sh.all 
continue to encourage the saints to heartily 
cooperate with their chosen branch officers, 
both in attending their appointments for 
services, heeding their instructions, and 
in seeking by holy living, and by distribut
ing the printed church literature, to build up 
and spread the work abroad. We develop 
and grow into the spirit and genius of the 
latter-day work by the mutual recognition 
and respect of the rights and priviliges of 
the local and traveling ministry, as set forth 
in the divine law, and by honoring each in 
their respective places. 

Let not the missionaries forget to report, 
as desired, on or about the first of the months 
of July, October, January, and March. My 
post office address is Box 211, Lamoni, Iowa. 

It will greatly oblige us for all the officers 
to report promptly, in writing, to the dis
trict conferences. It is their duty to do so. 
Promptness and faithfulness to duty is de
manded of us all in this great transitional 
hour of the world, and is all essential to the 
advancement and success of the cause. 

Your servant for Christ's sake, 
C. SCOTT. 

To the Saints and Friends of the Little 
Sioux District Mission:-It has seemed wise 
in those whom God has given authority to 
appoint the fields of labor in all the world, 
and in the General Conference of the body of 
Christ, to appoint me to labor in your midst, 
!J.S~o<;ii&te('l with Brn. Alma M. Jl'yr!lindo 11i11Cl, 
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Hubert Case, b<;>th well known to most of you, in charge of the above-named territory, 
and need no commendation from me, for their and feeling keenly the magnitude and 
past labor in building up the kingdom of great responsibility that bas been placed 
God in your midst and elsewhere has proven ' upon me, I herewith invite a deep interest 
them worthy of your utmost confidence, spir· in your prayers, and your hearty support 
itually and financially; and it mj<St not be and cooperation. 
forgotten that Bro. A. M. Fyrando is the In harmony with the instructions of the 
Bishop's aq:ent, and it shattld not be forgotten First Presidency to divide our missions into 
that those who depend upon the missionary "fields of labor" and place others in sub
for support, must, while they are engaged in charge, I hereby appoint assistants in 
missionary work, be supplied from the offer- charge: T. W. Chatburn, Nevada. H. L. 
ings of your love for the building up of God's Holt, Oregon and Washington. F. M. 
kingdom here on earth. Sheehy, northern California. T. W. Wil-

With all the authority in me vested, relat- Iiams, central California. D. L. Harris, 
ing to local officials who can do missionary southern California. I shall expect a report 
work, I urge you to not forget that he that from the above-named brethren •wery three 
soweth sparingly shall also reap sparingly, months. 
and he that is slothful shali not be considered Bro. A. M. Chase will labor in Oregon and 
worthy to stand; but, he who doth the Fa- Washington with Bro. H. L. Holt. A. C. 
ther's will, occupying upon the gifts and call- Barmore and F. B. Blair in northern Cali
ings of God unto him, shall of the Father fornia until further notice. Thomas Daley 
reap life everlasting,, besides a hundred fold and E. Keeler in centr~J California. R. R. 
in this life. Let your labor be done in order, Dana and William Gibson in southern Cali
subject to thosa who are over you in the gos- fornia. 

pel, and let nothing be done for honor or vain Those brethren will report to the assistants 
glory, but all should be doue to the glory of in charge about the first of July, October, 
God. January, and March. 

Saints living isolated from branches, and The traveling minlstry are requested not 
those who have friends desiring preaching in to interfere with local affairs, but to leave 
their locality, will please write to me with all all such matters to be adjusted by the proper 
obtainable information relating to the work authorities. 
to be done. It may not be possible to satisfy I hope that the appointees will please get 
every demand, but we will try to answer as into their respective missions as soon as 
time will permit and wisdom or the Spirit of practicable, and that those in charge will 
God may direct. publish their post office address in Herald 

This district has endured the effects of and Ensign as soon as po>sible. 
many apostates and opposers of the truth, Before arranging for debates, I believe it 
with but very little injury resulting to the will be to the best interest of the church to 
work, and that injury time with its slow but first consult with the presidents of branches, 
sure movements has nearly effaced; but the districts, and mission. The church has been 
work of opposition goes on, both by apostates injured through unwise debates in many 
and others, and to prevent the effect sought places. Hence the writer is of the opinion 
by them we only need to live very near to that men who have ability for that line of 
God, whose work this is in which we are en- work should be selected to do the debating. 
gaged, remembering that he is more inter- A man may be a good preacher but a poor 
ested in the final triumph of this work, and debater. 
the salvation of his children, than we can 
possibly be. We can afford to let the heathen 
rage without becoming· unduly exercised, 
moving along humbly and trustingly in the 
ways God has marked out, occupying till the 
Master says it is enough. 

It will be the aim of each of the missiona
ries to assist all departments of the church, 
giving to each such time and support as may 
in our judgment seem necessary. I ask an 
especial interest in your prayers, that the 
physical and spiritual strength of the mis
sionaries may be equal to the task before 
them, a~ this is necessary under present 
known conditions. 

My permanent address is Box A, Magnolia, 
H&.rrison County, Iowa. 

We sincerely hope that the saints will ever 
bear in mind the fact that the temporal arm 
of the church must be upheld and supported 
by us, therefore it is absolutely necessary 
that we impart freely of our earthly sub
stance as the Lord shall pl'osper us. Send in 
your mites and tithing to the Bishop's agents 
in your respective districts. 

Let us avoid the horrible practice of find
ing fault and speaking disrespectfully of each 
other, and of one another's labor in the Mas
ter's cause; but let us earnestly strive to 
manifest in our daily lives the fruits of the 
Spirit of God, which are love, joy, peace, 
long-suffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, 
meekness, temperance, against such there is 
no law. 

Those needing my counsel or my presence, 
will address me at Temple, Lake County, 
Ohio, until further notice. 

and let us be kind in administering the law. 
Ou~ mission is to save tbe people from their 
sins. I will be in the mission just as soon as 
circums'&ances will permit. With love to 
you and gratitude to God, and an earnest 
prayer for the welfare of the latter-day work, 

I remain your brother in gospel bonds, 
GOMER T. GRIFFITHS. 

Missionary in Charge. 

To the Saints of Kewanee District; Greet
ing:-Having been appointed to labor in 
your district, and the field being new to me, 
would like, should any want my help in their 
locality, that they would write me in regard 
to the same. My home address is Little 
Sioux, Iowa. 

Hoping that good may come to all, I re-
main yours in hope, J. C. CRABB. 

Bro. C. H. Port,er will labor in Saline, 
Richardson, and other counties in Nebraska, 
as the way may open. 

Bro. 'vV. W. Whiting, because of previous 
appointment, will not reach his field of labor 
until early in June. 

JAMES CAFFALL. 

I wish to say through the Herald to the 
saints and friends of South and North Da
kota, that I have been returned to that field 
of labor; also Brn. William Sparling and W. 
H. Walling (priest). Bro. W. Sparling will 
labor in Marshall and Brown counties, South 
Dakota, and Sargent County, North Dakota. 
(Confer with Bro. J. T. Bierlein, Kidder, 
South Dakota.) Bro. W. H. Walling will 
labor in Gregory and Bonhomme counties, 
South Dakota. (Confer with Bro. W. A. 
Willoughby, Bonesteel, South Dakota, and 
also with Sister Sarah J. Allen, Springfield, 
South Dakota.) "' 

Now, brethren, by the help of God and his 
Holy Spirit, let us try to forward the cause of 
Christ in the Dakotas for the next two years. 
But we earnestly desire that our efforts in 
that line will be supplemented by the hearty 
cooperation of all the saints, that the work 
of God may be placed on a better footing, and 
that many precious souls may receive the 
gospel in the Dakotas during this conference 
year. During the year I hope to be able to 
visit the different parts of my mission, and 
give such aid to the work as time and ability 
will allow. 

Hoping and praying that we may all be 
found true to every trust confided of God, 
and that peace and the fellowship of God's 
Holy Spirit may he and abide with all of us, 
I am, Your fellow servantin Christ, 

SWEN SWENSON. 
Field address for the next two months will 

be Howard, Miner County, South Dakota, 
care of Charles Howery. 

LEBECK, Cedar County, Missouri, May 3, 1898. 

May the peace of the Lord Jes us Christ 
and the fellowship of the Holy Ghost be and 
abide with our work as we labor together 
with God. Even so. Amen, 

,T. F. MINTUN, 
Assistant Missionary in Charge. 

I shall try and visit all the districts in my To the Ministry and Saints of Colorado, 

To the Officers and Saints of Arizona, 
Nevada, California, Oregon, and Washington 
Mission; Gr<J~ting: _ Ha,ving been appointed 

mission just as soon as the way opens up. I Eastern Wyoming, and. New Mexico; Greet
pray God to abundantly bless and crown our ing:_..:.Having been returned to this field, I 
weak efforts to win souls to Christ. Let us earnestly desire and solicit the hearty coop
as God's ministry, local and traveling, seek eration of all the ministry, but more espe
to fulfill the duties of our calling as outlined I cially theGeneralConferenceappointees,with 
in the law. Deal gently with the 0nlng one, 1 whom I desire, so ~a,r as practicable, to be in, 
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touch; so that I may know where they are, 
and what they are doing, and the success at
tending their labors, and if needful, to cheer
fully render them any assistance I may be 
capable of. 
It will be noticed, in looking over the list 

of appointments, that all under my charge 
are assigned to "Colorado," although the 
mission includes, Eastern Wyoming and 
New Mexico. I shall now divide up the field 
in the following manner for the present:-

0. B. Thomas and A. Kent, Eastern Colo
rado and Eastern Wyoming. They may be 
associated or otherwise, as they in their 
judgment may think best for the good of the 
work. 

J. B. Roush will labor in the western part 
of Arapahoe County, also in Douglas, El Paso, 
and Pueblo counties. After the 1st of June, 
Denver as an objective point. W. A. Smith 
to be associated with him in Yuma County 
until the 1st of June. 

W. A. Smith and F. L. Sawley will labor 
in Southern Colorado and New Mexico. 
These appointments may be changed at any 
time should the necessities of the work de
mand it. 

Until farther notice, all will report direct 
to me, as near as practicable on the 1st of 
July, October, January, and March. 

I would be pleased to have the saints who 
desire preaching where they reside, to corre
spond with me touching the matter. My 
home address is Lamoni, Iowa; my field ad
dress will be No. 2851 California Street, 
Denver, Colorado. J. W. GILLEN, 

May9. 
Missionary in Charge. 

ORDINATION OF HIGH PRIESTS. 
In order that their names may be placed 

upon the record of the High Priests' Quorum, 
and also be published in the forthcoming 
list of the qu?rum (to be sent to its members), 
I desire that the brethren named and chosen 
for ordination as High Priests should write 
me as to their willingness to be so ordained; 
and that immediately upon their ordination, 
either they or the officers who ordain should 
send to me the date, the place, and by whom 
hands are laid upon each, with the name of 
the speaker underscored, in case more than 
one officiated. 

The names of those chosen during the late 
General Conference, and who have not yet 
been ordained, are as follows: John R. Evans 
of Lucas, Iowa; George Montague of Moor
head, Iowa; Richard Bullard of Boston 
Masssacbusette; Joseph Squires of Brooklyn'. 
New York; Vinton M. Goodrich of Chilli
cothe, Ohio; Gilbert J. Waller of Honolulu 
Hawaiian Islands; Russell Archibald, Junior'. 
of Saint Louis, Missiouri. 

Prompt attention to the requests will be 
appreciated. 

Respectfully presented, 
H. A. STEBBINS, 

Secretary High Priests' Quorum. 
Zion's Ensign please copy. 2t 
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state that next conference will convene at 
Nevada, Saturday, June 4, at ten a. m. 
It is requested that all branch Rtatistical 
reports, also all officers of the branches, be 
promptly to hand. Nevada is on the main 
line of the C. and N. W. R.R., and is some 
eight miles east of Ames. Those coming on 
the Milwaukee, change at Slater for Ames 
and Nevada. Brn. W. C. Hidy and W. C. 
Hardy reside at Nevada, and will answer 
correspondence. District officers are to be 
elected and other important business is to be 
attended to. Brethren and sisters, be there. 

C. SCOTT. 

Conference of Fremont, Iowa, district will 
convene with Henderson branch, Saturday, 
June 4, at ten a. m. The brethren will 
please remember to fill out their reports and 
forward to me in time. Those in charge of 
missions will please make special report of 
all work done in their mission, whether by 
themselves or by others. We desire to see a 
full attendance. The Sunday school conven
tion will convene the Thursday evening pre
vious. Come in time for both. 

T. A. HOUGAS, Sec. 

Those contE>mplating attending- conference 
at Beloit, Kansas, May 28, and are coming by 
rail will please correspond with 0. W. Grout 
at the above-named place. All are cordially 
invited to come. 

BELLE F. GROUT, Clerk. 

Decatur district conference will convene at 
the saints' chapel, Hiteman, Iowa, June 11, 
1898, at ten a. m., holding over the following 
Sabbath, the dedication of the chapel will be 
Sunday at 10: 30 a. m. Statistical reports 
from all the branches are respectfully re
quested, as also ministeriz.l reports from all 
priesthood bearing members. Bishop E. L. 
Kelley will be with us, the Lord willing. 
Let there be a good representation of the 
district. Come in the Spirit of Christ to 
transact the business and take part in the 
worship. All matter sent by mail should be 
in the hands of District Secretary B. M. 
Anderson, Lamoni, Iowa, not later than the 
9th. ROBT. M. ELVIN, 

District President. 

Clinton, Missouri, district conference will 
convene at Coal Hill chapel, near El Dorado 
Springs, June 4, at ten a. m. Election of
officers to take place Rt this session. Branch 
and ministry reports should be sent to Mrs. 
Dr. Miller, Verdella, Missouri, but not mailed 
later than May 30. 

D. C. WHITE, Pres. 
ELLA MILI;ER, Clerk. 

Nodaway district conference will convene 
at Sweet Home, Nodaway County, Missouri, 
on the 4th of June, at 10: 30 .a. m. Reports 
may be sent to Wi.lliam Powell, Ravenwood, 
Nodaway County, Missouri. 

WM. WOODHEAD. 

Far West district conference will convene 
CONFERENCE NOTICES. I on Saturday and Sunday, June 4 and 5, with 

I am authorized by the president of Des i the Kingston branch. We will be plea'!!ed to 
Moines, Iowa, district, Elder W. 0. Nirk, to : see a good, representation from all the 
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branches. We expect Brn. H. 0. Smith and 
A. White, General Conference appointees for 
this district, with us. Not forgetting our 
general missionary, Bro. I. N. White, invit
ing him to favor us with his presence. 

WILLIAM LEWIS, Pres. 
CHARLES P. FAUL, Sec. 

N ortbern Wisconsin district conference 
will convene with Evergreen branch at Val
ley Junction, Monroe County, Wisconsin, 
June 4 and 5, at 10: 30 a. m. Please send in 
reports of branches and officers. We would 
cordially invite the missionaries to come and 
help us out, as our district is new and scarce 
of ministers. Come and let us have a good 
time. A. L. WHITEAKER, Pres. 

A. v. CLOSSON, Clerk. 

BORN. 
LOGSDON.-To Bro. Albert and Sr. Maggie 

Logsdon, at Irondale, Ohio, April 18, 1898, a 
daughter, named Lizzie M. 

GILES.-To Bro. Edward and Sr. Emma 
Giles, at Keb, Iowa, November 30, 1894, a 
daughter, and named Elizabeth. At Keb, 
Iowa, May 12, 1897, a son, and named Edward 
John. Blessed at Keb, Iowa, April 20, 1898, 
by Elder W. E. Williams. 

DIED. 
PAGE.-At Lamoni, Iowa, April 25, 1898, 

Sr. Eliza G. Page, aged 90 years, 3 months, 
and 24 days. She was born in Vinal Haven, 
Maine, January 1, 1808; received the gospel 
in the east in 1835, being baptized by 
Jonathan Hale and confirmed by Wilford 
Woodruff. She there married a Mr. Grant. 
After bis death she lived in Nauvoo 
where she taught school in 1843-4. In 
1845-6 lived in New Orleans and 'married 
Captain Page. They went up the Mississippi 
in 1847 and settled twenty miles east of St. 
Paul, where Hudson, Wisconsin, now stands. 
St. Paul was then a trading post, having but 
seven buildings in it. Hearing about the 
church being reorganized she went down to 
Nauvoo in 1865 and united with it. Captain 
Page died the same year. She continued in 
Hudson until 1892, when she removed to La
moni. While not a wealthy woman yet she 
had means for comfort, and gave freely to 
the church, the Saints' Hom"e, etc. She was 
the mother of five children. One died in in
fancy, one son in the army, and two sons died 
in 1885-6, a daughter (Mrs. Abbie Bailey) only 
surv1vrng. Mrs. Bailey lives at Hudson. 
After November 15, 1897, she was unable to 
be out of her house. Her granddaughter, 
Miss Mary Bailey, was with her much of the 
time she lived in Lamoni, and took faithful 
care of her for the last eighteen months. The 
funeral sermon was preached by Elder H. A. 
Stebbins, by Sister Page's request, and 
Bishop E. L. Kelley had charge of the serv
ices throughout. 

LYNCH.-Bro. Milton Lynch was born in 
Edwards County, Illinois, October 28, 1828, of 
Latter Day Saint parents; died at Harlan, 
Iowa, April 12, 1898. When five years old 
his parents moved with the church to Far 
West; and after being driven from Missouri 
settled in Nauvoo, Illinois. Bro. Lynch was 
one of the first to leave Nauvoo for the West; 
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came as far as Council Bluffs in 1846, and 
made his home there till 1852. With other 
doubters and objectors to the polygamous 
teachings of Brigham Young, he dropped out 
of the procession to Utah, and remained in 
Iowa. In 1852 he was married to Sr. Eliza
beth McCord, eldest daughter of Alexander 
McCord, and the same year settled in Gal
land's Grove. Since then he has been a con
stant resident of Shelby County except while 
in the late war. He and wife moved to Har
lan about five years ago; his wife preceded 
him to the spirit world a year ago. In 1859 
Bro. Lynch was baptized into the Reorgan
ized church, and remained a faithful member 
until death. So well did himself and wife 
love the church they agreed to leave the 
principal part of their property to the church. 
In conformity to that agreement, and will
ingly and gladly for himself, he willed his 
property, except a few minor bequests, to the 
church. The estate consists of about two 
hundred and seventy acres of land, the Har
lan home, and other property. The value of 
the bequest to the church is said to be about, 
$6,000. Bro. Lynch was a splendid example 
to follow. He lived a life of toil; was a 
staunch friend to his fellows, and nevet• failed 
to do his part as a citizen and neighbor. He 
was always ready to bear his testimony to the 
truthfulness of this la'uter-day work, and de
parted this life with full hope of coming 
forth in the morn of the first resurrection. 

MARSHALL.-At her home near Wirt, 
Indiana, March 1, 1898, Sr. Eletha Jane, wife 
of Elder W. C. Marshall. She was the 
youngest daughter of Bro. John H. Fewell; 
was married to W. C. Marshall, March 7, 
1882. By this means he was brought into 
contact with the restored gospel and labored 
hard against it, but of no avail. He accepted 
the angel's message, February 15, 1888, on 
which date himself and wife were baptized 
by Elder 0. Scott. Deceased was born March 
3, 1865. Father, stepmother, two brothers, 
one sister, husband, and four children mourn. 
She remained a faithful member of the 
church, never having a doubt. She had 
many evidences of her acceptance with God. 
Interment in the McKay cemetery, March 3, 
1898; remarks by Elder J. D. Porter to a 
large gathering. 

RICKMAN.-In Detroit, Michigan, March 
24, 1898, Bro. John L. Rickman. He was 
born at Hillsborough, Highland County, 
Ohio, May 21, 1849. He was married to Miss 
Mary Hughes, November 21, 1892. He thus 
leaves a young widow and three children. 
He enlisted in the 25th Ohio regiment at the 
first call for col0red volunteers during the 
late war, and served his country for three 
years. He was eighteen months in Ander
sonville prison. He was wounded during the 
war, which was the cause of his death. Bro. 
Rickman had been engaged in the Baptist 
ministry for a long number of years, but 
engaging in a discussion with Elder W. J. 
Smith in November, 1896, recognized in the 
latter-day work the voice of the Good Shep
herd, and was accordingly baptized on the 
15th of December of that year. He was sick 
but five days. Funeral sermon was preached 
~t the saint~' ha,J.l by Elder W.oJ, Smith, 
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from 1 Corinthians 15: 26, to a large concourse 
of people. Bro. Rickman died in the full 
possession of his mental faculties. About 
twenty minutes before he died he prayed 
m0st fervently, after which he sang the 
hymn, "Savior, more than life to me, I am 
clinging, clinging close to thee," etc.; then 
peacefully passed from the shore of mortality 
to await the final roll-call when the acts of 
his life will be passed upon and reward ap
propriated according to merit. 

MORGAN.-Mrs. Dimih Morgan was born 
January 4, 1823, near Blackwoods, Glamor
ganshire, South Wales. She was married to 
Theophilus Walters in 1849, and they emi
grated to America in the month of October, 
1854. To them was born eight children, six 
of whom survive her, her husband and two 
daughters having gone on before. She united 
with the r,atter Day Saints Church ln 1846 or 
'47. She has lived a consistent and faithful 
Christian life ever since, and always tau.gt" 
her children to be honest and faithful. She 
died in Wellston, Ohio, January 1, 1898. 
Funeral services held at the residence of Bro. 
Thomas and Sr. Williams, conducted by 
Elder A. W. Kriebel and Priest William Wil
son. 

GALLEY.-Marcb 25, 1898, at Columbus, 
Nebraska, Mary Minerva Galley. Born Feb
ruary 25, 1821, in Otsego County, New York, 
moving in early life to Illinois. In the spring 
of 1868 she came to Columbus and was mar
ried to Bro. Geo. vv. Galley. In June, 1868, 
was baptized by H. J. Hudson into the Reor
ganization of Latter Day Saints. Sr. Galley 
had many good qualHies which her friends 
will ever remember. She was of taciturn 
temperament, determined in her convictions, 
often to her own hurt. During the last war 
she served as nurse in the hospital at St. 
Louis. The funeral service was held at the 
home of her husband on Sunday, the 27th, 
conducted by Elder H. J. Hudson, be also 
preaching the funeral discourse. A large 
number of friends anG. neighbors paid their 
last respects to the deceased, during one of 
the most. severe snowstorms of this season. 

at Hiteman, Iowa, by Elaer J. S. Snively. 
Wife, four stepsons, and five stepdaughters 
mourn, also three brothers and three sisters, 
who are in England and Wales. After the 
services were concluded in the opera house, 
the remains were viewed by over one thou
sand frieuds., then the Improved Order of 
Red Men (of which he was the organizer in 
this place) tenderly bore him to Albia and 
laid him to rest. JAS. ARCHIBALD. 

BLAIR. - At Fontanelle, Iowa, April 6, 
Forest, infant son of Bro. Elmer and Sr. 
Sarah Blair. He was born February 7, 1897, 
and blessed by Elder Senterlow Butler. Fu
neral services were held at the Adventist 
church, the sermon being preached by Elder 
Butler. 

EHLERS.-At the home of her son, four 
miles north of Stewartsville, Missouri, April 
18, 1898, Sr. Anna Catherine Ehlers. De
ceased was born March 3, 1823, at Linsweege, 
Groszherzogthum, Oldenburg, Germany. 
l!'irst heard the gospd in the German branch; 
to her it was glad tidings of great joy, and 
she was baptized May 2, 1880. Departed this 
life with that blessed assurance of a part in 
the first resurrection. Sr. Ehlers was the 
mother of eight children. Ou Sunday morn
ing at her reque3t the undersigned adminis
tered to her; she was ready to go, anxiously 
waiting to meet where sorrow and suffering 
are no more. Funeral sermon in the German 
church by Elder T. T. Hinderks, assisted by 
Elder Wm. Lewis. T. T. H. 

WASSON.-At her home near Henderson, 
Iowa, April 18, 1898, Sr. Ida Walker Wasson, 
at the age of 24 years and 18 days. Our de
parted sister united with the church June 9, 
1889, and remained a true and consistent 
member to the time of her death. She was 
married to Elmer E. Wasson, August 7, 1892. 
Her death was sudden, and to the loving 
husband the summons was a terrible blow. 
Husband, two small children, three sisters, 
two brothers, and relatives and friends mourn 
her early departure. Funeral services held 
in the Christian church at Henderson, in 
charge of Elder D. Hougas. 

TOPLIS. - There occurred at Hiteman, OUTLER. - Thaddeus Outler, son of Al-
Iowa, April 8, 1898, a very sad accident. pheus and Lois Cutler, died at the home of 
Bro. Samuel Toplis left his home and loved his son Erastus, in Summerfield, Kansas, May 
ones in good health and spirits in the morn- 2, 1896, aged 86 years. He was born in Lisle, 
ing, and was carried home a corpse before Broome County, New York, June 18, 1809; 
three p. m., having been crushed in the mine was married to Lemira Scott, August 16, 
by falling slate. Bro. J. S. Snively was sent 1829; joined the church of Latter Day Saints 
for to preach the funeral sermon and the Red in January, 1833; ordained a priest under the 
Men (a secret order to which Bro. Toplis be- hand of John P. Green. Lemira Cutler, wife 
longed) secured the opera house for the serv- of Thaddeus Outler, died at Summerfield, 
ices, which were held Apl'il 10, at one Kansas, December 29, 1897, aged 86 years. 
p. m. The building was filled to its utmost She kept the faith, and died in hope of a 
capacity by friends, and admirers of our de- glorious resurrection. Four sons and one 
parted brother's sterling qualities. Bro. daughter mourn. 
Snively, through the aid of the Spirit, spoke MILLARD. - At his residence in Carson 
words of comfort and consolation to the be- City, Nevada, April 25, 1898, Elder Thomas 
reaved ones, and pointed them to Christ as Millard. Born in Cambridge, England, Oc
the first fruits of the resurrection, and pro- tober 21, 1822; was a member of the old 
duced scriptural proof for the benefit of those church in England; baptized and confirmed 
who were not of the household of faith, show- in Carson City, by Elder Abednego Johns, Oc-. 
ing that our hope is not vain. Bro. Toplis tober 1, 1871; ordained an elder by Elder E. 
was born in Lincolnshire, England, August Penrod, December 10, 1871. His faith in the 
4, 1845; emigrated to America, May 18, 1882; latter-day work was steadfast and unwaver
married Sr. Amelia Griffiths at Lucas, Iowa, ing until death. He leaves a son and two 
February"23,•Jl886;~baptized ,August 22, 18~:}, J daughters, iwd a numbe:r gf, grand0hildren~ 
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Royal makes the food pur'e, 
wholesome and delicious. 

AbHlutely Puro 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER C0.1 NEW YORK. 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. King 
James' Translation. 

Cloth, with marginal references, 
two sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 and$0 80 
Cloth, without references, two 
sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 and 50 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1 and 2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
$mith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment,growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
ef the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
:rates the circumstances of his call
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
apd Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners. . 2 00 
Full leather . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50 
Full leather, gilt edges ........... 3 00 

LAMONI FARM FOR SALE. 
Eighty acres, with five room house, large 

barn, other outbuildings; abundance of water; 
young orchard. Located two miles from 
Graceland College, Lamo.ui, and one fourth 
mile from schoolhouse. Price, $2,500 with 
one half cash; bale.nee to suit purchaser. I 

Address, MRS. MARGARET BAGLEY, 
Lamoni, Iowa.. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
$1.00; threemonths50cents; singlecopies5cents; 
sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., should be addressed to 
Frank Criley, Business Manager. Remittances 
should be made by post office or express orders, 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters. 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

Baldwin's 
Ancient America. 

A standard work on American 
antiquities, recognized as able and 
reliable; in general use by minis
ters and students of American 
archffiology. Illustrated; price 
$1.80. 

German 
Book of Mormon. 

The German edition issued by the 
U tab Church. Cloth; price $1. 25. 

Graceland March, 
by I. W. Allender, of Lamoni, 
Iowa. An excellent musical com
position for the pianoforte; price 
50 cents. The proceeds from sale 
of this number to be used for the 
benefit of Graceland College. 

The White Clover Song. 
Words by Jean Ingelow; music by 
Mrs. Audentia Anderson, of La
moni, Iowa. Both words and 
music are compositions of decided 
merit and taste. Price 50 cents; 
all proceeds to be devoted to 
Graceland College fund. 

WILL CARE FOR CHILDREN. 
A sister would like about two children to 

care for. Anyone desiring to have their 
little ones in a healthy and beautiful country 
place during the summer, or longer, please 
write to P. 0. Box 86, KIRTLAND, OHIO. 

W.ANTED. 
Middle aged sister of good standing in the 

Reorganized Church; as housekeeper for 
man past fifty, and little girl eight years old; 
no objection beinl! a widow if husband is 
dead. She must be of a gentle and kind dis· 
position, with fair edupation and understands 
housekeeping, no others need apply. The 
best of references will be 'necessary, and are 
willing to comply with the same. For fur
ther particulars address Box 245, Independ-
ence, Oregon. 3t 

NEW TESTAMENTS. KingJames' 
Translation. 

Brevier type, 18mo ....••••••••••• $0 2~ 
Agate type, 32mo. (smaller). • • • • • 15 
Pearl-agate type, 32mo. .. .. • • • • • • 10 

TRACTS. 
TRACTS Order by numbers. 

1. The Nature of Man. Is he Pos
sessed of Immortality? Per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ......... $1 00 

2. Truth Made Manifest; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 ................. 1 00 

3. Voice of the Good Shepherd; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100 . .. .. .. . .. . 30 

4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine 
of the Church, and Kirtland 
Temple Suit; per doz. 3 cts.; 100 15 

I>. Questions and Answers (on First 
Principles of the Gospel); per 
dozen, 3 cents; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . lfl 

6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall Adminis-
ter; per dozen, 15 cents; 100 ... 1 00 

'1. Who then Can be Saved; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100.. .. .. . . .. . . 30 

8. Fullness of the Atonement; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

9. Spiritualism Viewed from a 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 ........... 1 30 

10. The Narrow Way; per dozen, 10 
cents; 100.................... 50 

11. The Plan of Salvation; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 .......... 1 20 

12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexander Campbell to a Re
stored Primitive Christianity 
Examined; per doz., 15cts; 100, 1 00 

14. Reply to Orson Pratt; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ $1 00 

15. How to Enter the Kingdom; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100............. 30 

16. Polygamy: Was it an Original 
Tenet of the Church; per dozen, 
10 cents; 100................... 50 

18. Necessity for a Reorganization 
of the Church; per dozen.. . . . . 30 

19. A Statement and a Correction 
of It; per dozen................ 10 

20. The "One Body;" or the Church 
under the Apostleship and under 
the Apostasy; per doz. 15c; 100, 1 00 

21. Truths by Three Witnesses, and 
Epitome of Faith; per& dozen, 
3 cents; 100........ .. .. .. .. .. . 15 

22. Faith and Repentance; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100............ DO 

23. Baptism; per dozen, 10 cts.; 100 65 
24. The Kingdom of God; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100 ................. ., 30 
25. Laying on of Hands; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100.................... 30 
27. The Sabbath Question; per 

dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ 1 oo· 
31. What is Truth? True Ortho

doxy? and an Evangelical 
Church? and Epitome of Faith; 
per dozen, 3 cents; 100......... 15 

41. The Gospel, and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen, 3 cents; 100 15 

42. Rejection of the Church; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100..... . . . . . . 50 

43. One Wife or Many; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 ................... 1 00 

44. Crooked Paths; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

47. The Future State; per dozen, 15 
cents;clOO ..................... 1 00 

Prophecy of the Rebellion; per 100 10 
TRACTS IN LARGE LOTS. 

Special prices on application for 
tracts in lots of 1000 or more. 

DISTRICT RECORDS. Printed and 
bound similar to Branch Records . $2 50 
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1111 CRACELAJ\ID 
--~COLLEGE, 

LAMONI, IOWA. 
Telephone 71. 

For catalogues or further information, 

Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE, 
Acting President, 

or D. F. LAMBERT, Secretary, 
LAMONI, low A 

If yon contemplate purchasing household furniture, by 
all means send for the catalogue of the Qnake1 Valley 
Manufacturing Co., 319 and 321 South Canal Street, 
Chicago. 

TOBACCO HABIT CURED, 
OR l'ITO PAY. 

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively 
guarantees three boxes of 14Quit-To-Bac" to perma
nently take away all desire for tobacco, or will 
promptly refund money paid for it. 'rhree boxes sent 
post paid anywhere f·_ir $1.50 No bad effect~ from 
uae of Quit-'ro-Bac. It is a great nerve tonie. Why 
not try it! It haa GJ.l'ed hundredsi why not you? 
Remember, No Curer ~o Pay .. Address, B. F. 
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois. 

THE KEOKUK ROUTE. 

K. & W. and D. l\I. & K. C. Railways. 
The D. M. & K. C. Ry from Des Moine! 

to C-ainsville has been rebuilt and that por· 
tion south of Van Wert will be standard 
gauge on or before Novemliflr 1, 1897. 

There is no road in Southern Iowa or 
~ort~ern Misso!lri which has more good 
iocat10ns for busmess men than on the line oJ 
the Keokuk Route. More stock of all kinde 
has been shipped over this line than any road 
of equal mileage in Iowa or Missouri. (See 
Mi~souri Surplus Map at our stations.) The 
freight and :passenger service is not equalled 
by any road Ill the state, except the Missouri 
River trunk line;;, with each of which we 
have union stations and direct, connections. 
Per~ons se~king farms ca.n find property at 

temptrng· prices; men seekrng business 1 •• nca
tions can find towns with ample territor>• ll.nd 
settlers to warrant good business. Additional 
passenger service will soon be given which 
will add to the growth of the towns. 

The towns between Des Moines and Cains
ville are particularly well located for 
business. Look them up. Write to the 
undersigned for additional information. See 
folder for map and lands. 

J. F. ELDER, 

A. C. GOODRICH, 
Gen. Pass. Agent 

Vice Pres. and Gen. M'n'gr, 

THE SAINTS' HERALH 
---~-

Its Easy Writing 
If its a Blickensaerfer No. 5. 

The universal favorite with all classes of 
operators who desire a simple and speedy 
machine. 

More "Blicks" in use among Iowa and Ne
braska newspapers than all the rest of the $100 
machines together. The only Typewriter on 
the market doing hundred-dollar work that is 
sold at a popular price. 

Has 28 Keys, of 84 Characters and Letters; 
Portable, weighing but Six Pounds with case. 

Copies and Manifolds perfectly,-r2 carbon 
copies being easily taken at one writing. 

Only one price-$35.00 net. On ten days ap
proval to any responsible man in Iowa or Nebraska. 
Address, 

HARGER & BUSH, 
General Agents, 

904=9w Main Street, DUBUQUE, BOWA. 

The ,Quaker Valley Mannfacturin~ Co,, 319 and 3~1 
South Canal Street, Chicago, oell a full 'line of high
grade household furniture direct from the factory Rt 20 '" 
60 per cent lower than retail prices, and will send anyone 
a copy of their catalogue free. 

HOT SPRINGS, SOUTH DAKOTA. 
THE season of this health resort 

opens May 15. 
The Evans Hotel at Hot 

Springs, South Dakota, will be 
open for business on May 15, 
with Mr. Harry Clark as man-

ager. The hotel has been thoroughly reno- ' 
vated since last season, and the plunge baths 
have all been refitted. 

The Hot Springs have gained a great repu
tation for remarkable cures of acute rheuma
tism, neuralgic troubles, indigestion, and 
other ailments, and many people visit them 
annually from Iowa, the excC1llent hotel ac
commodations making it a very desirable 
health and pleasure resort. The Burlington 
Railroad, the direct line to the springs, 
runs a through service of Pullman cars and 
coaches, which makes the resort easily 
reached from here. 16 4 

HOMESEEKER'S EXCURSIONS.· 

On May 3 and 17, June 7 and 21, tickets 
will be sold to most all points in Western, 
Southern, and Northern States at one fare 
plus $2.00 for round trip. For further par
ticulars call on or address L. F. Siltz, Agent. 

TRANS· MISSISSIPPI EXPOSITION. 

Omaha, Nebraska, June 1 to November 1, 
1898. For rates and dates apply to agent. 

Annual meeting German Baptist Brethren, 
at Naperville, Illinois, May 26 to June 2. 
One fare for round trip. Date of sale, May 
27, 28, and 30. Final limit for return, June 4. 

Annual Convention Travelers' Protective 
Association of America, at Omaha, Nebraska, 
May 31 to June 3. Rate one first-class fare 
plus $2.00 for round trip. Date of sale, May 
29 and 30. Limit for return, ten days from 
date of sale. 

Annual Meeting American Medical Asso
ciation at Denver, Colorado, June 7 to 12. J 

One standard fare plus $2.00. Date of sale 
June 2, 4, and 5; returning- not earlier than 
June 12 or later than July 6. 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &.c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an 
invention is probabJy patentable. Communica,., 
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patentai 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents~ 

Patents taken tlirougb Munn & Co. receive 
special notice, without charge. in the 

SdtntHic Jlm~rican. 
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir-, 
culation of any scientific journal. 'I1erms, $3 31 
year ; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers., 

MUNN & C0.3618roadway, New York 
Branch Office, 625 ]j"""' St., Washington, D~ C~ 

HARDWARES 
STOVES, 'I'INW ARE, BARB WIRE, BT~ 

Special attention given to Builders' Hardware .. 
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furni&h~ 

LAMONI HARDWARE CO. 

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN. 
A. house in Lamoni, Iowa, two rqnares from the bnsE"' 

oess center. lt has f'ix room~, a hall, nnd ihree closet~ 
and is cocvenicntly arrBD2:t d for a family of six or more~ 
ls warm as a winter house, and has good vent,Jation fog 
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple, 
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, whicl!. ue 
the oorner of" block. Address. 

l. N. W. COOPER. Lamoni. Iowa. 

Furniture From Factory to Fireside. 
Being the only extensive manufacturers of furniture i'~ . 

the world selling direct from maker to user, we save GU.!!' 
customers the enormous expenses and profits of the 
jobbers and retailers. Send for catalogue A, showing; 
our full line of Household ]'urnitnre, at 20 to 50 per cea• 
under retail value. 

Quaker Valley Manufacturing Co., 

WHAT HA vi YOU to exchange as part I 319 
Blld 

3~1 s. Canal St., Chicago. 

payment on a well improved 80 acre farm I JUST PUBLISHED. 
two miles from Lamoni? Large build- . 
ings-all painted-orchard. Yearly pay· A Concordance to .the lar:ge pr;nt :Sook of 
ments on balance Give full descriution I Mormon, of proper size for rnsert10n m books 
and price of your· property in first letter. of that edition already publishf'.d. Sixteen 

D. F. Nicholson. pages. Everyone should have it. On sale 
™' at the Herald Office. Price ten cents. 
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THE ART OF PREACHING. 

LECTURE BY THE BISHOP OF RIPON. 

THE fact that the Bishop of Ripon 
was to deliver a lecture on preaching 
yesterday afternoon in the Cathedral 
Hall, Ripon, in connection with the 
summer lectures to the clergy of the 
diocese, was, of course, sufficient to 
account for a crowded attendance, 
which included several ladies and 
gentlemen of the laity. 

The Bishop began his lecture by 
observing that his subject might be 
defined as the "Art of Preaching." 
Such a term, he was aware, might 
challenge a sort of criticism. It 
would be asked by some if it were not 
a little unworthy to class such a sub
ject as preaching among the arts. If 
the objection were analyzed they 
would find that some would say that 
preaching, above all things, should 
be natural, and based on simplicity, 
while art implied elaboration. But if 
he asked what was art, he was told 
by Lord Bacon that it was ''man 
added to nature." And why should 
such a principal duty of the clerical 
profession be the one of all to be un
dertaken without training? In re
gard to simplicity, he would point 
out how necessary it was that they 
should be perfectly clear, and the 

Lamoni, Iowa, May 18, 1898. No. 20. 

gospel was so simple in itself that J could come away from church saying 
they should endeavor to excel in its that they had learned from the sermon 
clear exposition. He did not believe something they had not known before. 
in the pursuit of "art for art's sake," It did not do to say merely that they 
but none the less did he believe that preached the truth. Of course they 
there was an art in preaching, to be preached the truth-he knew that-
followed for ultimate advantage. but they should likewise say some-

QUALITIES OF A PREACHER. thing which would stimulate their 
There were certain qualities requi- hearers' curiosity, and awaken the 

site in a man who was to succeed as a desire for further knowledge. Thus 
preacher. These n;_ight be described they would induce those who listened 
as an able mind, sound judgment, to them to pursue with more intelli
keen imagination, and fair range of gence and avidity than they had ever 
thought. Thoso things appeared to done before the particular subjects 
lie on the surface, though in regard of which they, as preachers, had 
to any of them he did not wish to dis- treated. He did not, of course, say 
parage even bishops' examinations. that they were to crowd all they knew 
(Laughter.) He thought they would into a sermon (laughter) or that be
all agree as to the desirability -of rais- cause there happened to have come to 
ing the standard of knowledge a little their bands a particular bit of infor
hig~~er. Vivid imagination was most mationtheyshouldrushitin(laughter); 
essential in a preacher. No one be- but he did say there was many a ser
came an effective speaker, capable of mon into which interesting informa
infiuencing large numbers of men and tion might be conveyed. Sermons 
women, without possessing the gift of should not be cast in a dry-what he 
imagination. It was sometimes said would call the "sermonesque"-style. 
in a disparaging sense that a man The preacher should say to himself 
was imaginative, but that was really when in front of the congregation, 
praise. Fenelon's criticism of Bour- "These people are here, and I want to 
daloue was that, while he was clear, interest them. I want to persuad~ 
cogent, and tighty logical, he was them of the necessity and importance 
too much so, not allowing his hearers of a reformation of life, and therefore 
an instant's pause from the strain of I must give them reasons. I shall, 
the argument. To keep their hearers' accordingly, treat them as reasonable 
attention it was necessary to vary the beings, reason being the common fac
tension upon their minds by relaxing tor between us." Therefore, instead 
the strain. of allowing their sermons, as it were, 
A PLEA FOR INTERESTING SERMONS. to elaborate themselves, let them view 

In dealing with certain parts of the their subject from a natural, moral, 
Bible, they would be able to illustrate spiritual, and intellectual standpoint, 
the customs and habits of Oriental and thus adduce reasons why the mes
peoples. In that way their sermons sage it conveyed should be accepted 
would gain in interest more than they as true. By adding to their discourse 
would if their sermons were merely the illustrations which their own 
exhortations and arguments. If, in imagination would supply, they would 
fact, they considered their sermons as be giving to it a likeness and an ''ac
they would if they were about to teach ceptance" in the best sense of the 
a Sunday school class -trying to dis- word, which would be of the very 
cover what they could say of interest greatest value. 
about their subject in the way of in- FALLING BACK ON OLD SERMONS. 
formation-he believed it would be a He would like to say a word on an-
greatimprovement. (Applause.) Let other point; namely, in regard to 
them hunt up illustrations. He was progress for themselves. (Applause.) 
perfectly certain that all the com- The meaning of that was that the man 
plaint about dull sermons-uninterest- who did not, day by day, advance in 
ing sermons-would fail if people personal cultivation was losing his 
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power over others. (Hear, hear.) 1 their hearers. Let them keep alive, \ Church, and I have now fulfilled this 
He did not know whether it had hap- and then they would feel that they · intention consistently with my public 
pened to any of the clergy present, had something to say to their people. record in the cause of Catholic unity. 
though it had occurred to himself Let them study also to gain in spir- I have long maintained in my writings 
when hard pressed with affairs to con- itual depth and wisdom. Let them the historic churches of the reforma
sider the possibility of falling back study the capacities for prayer and tion, such as the Lutheran, the Re· 
on an old sermon. (Laughter.) It for communion with God. Let them formed, the Presbyterian, and the 
might have occurred to them, be- realize his presence and love, which Protestant Episcopal, are generally 
cause, of course, they had plenty of were eternal and unchanging. These more or less normal portions of the 
them. (Renewed Laughter.) Well, would so grow and strengthen in their Catholic and Apostolic Church, which 
they went to their old storehouse, grasp over them that inspired thereby should be reunited in this country. To 
picked up a sermon, looked at it, and they would gain fresh knowledge and the last named communion, the Prot
then said, "That won't do." (Laugh- illustration from the great world estant Episcopal Church, I have been 
ter.) They took up another and found about them, and so be enabled to , drawn by my studies, tastes, affinities, 
that it. would "hardly suit." (Laugh- carry on the message, ever old, yet' and opinions.'' 
ter.) And after looking over the ever new, to all the sons of men- a For many years Professor Shields 
whole lot they discovered not,h ing message which, because it was eter- has been an earnest advocate of the 
which would assist them. He did not nal. was none the less full of useful- principles of church unity. In 1894 
know whether such an experience ness to humanity; and, because it was he became the founder and first Presi
had happened to them, but he would of tbis world, would help them to un- dent of the League of Catholic Unity. 
be bold to say .it bad. (Laughter.) I derstand the world which was to Professor Shields is still the Presi-
Why was it that they dare not go I come. (Loud applause.) dent of the league. He received the 
back on that old sermon? It was be- The Bishop pronounced the bene- right of confirmation into the Episco
cause there was happening in all of diction, and the proceedings termi· pal Church at the hands of the Rt. 
them something which they had not nated.-Leeds Merciiry, September 11, Rev. A. N. Littlejohn, Bishop of 
noticed. 'I'hey had been growing. 1897. Long Island, nearly two months ago, 
The clothes which formerly fitted and not from Bishop Potter, as pre-
them fitted them no longer, and how- TELLS WHY HE LEAVES PRESBYTE- viously reported.-N. Y. Correspond-
ev~r inconvenient that might be they RIANISM. ent, Chicago Tribttne, April 16. 
should welcome it as a sign of growth. IN view of certain erroneous state· 
He would say to them therefore, '·Pro- men ts- which have appeared recently 
gress !" Let them always keep alive, with regard to the late reception into 
and let them press into service what- the communion of the Episcopal 
ever they found suitable from the Church of Professor Charles W. 
world of thought around them. Some Shields of Princeton College, Dr. 
years ago the most eminent bishop of Shields consented to-day, for the first 
his day in Ireland gave a charge to time, to speak on the subject. 
his clergy on the importance of "For the last thirty years," he 
preaching, and on the necessity of said, "I have held the chair of the 
spending time in their studies so as Harmony of Science and Revealed 
to become acquainted with the world Religion in the philosophical depart
of thought. That bishop, it might ment of Princeton College, which, 
interest them to know, was abused- though practically Presbyterian, is 
though it was fifty years ago-just as under no ecclesiastical control. 
be might have been to-day-(laugh- "My retirement from the Presby
ter)-by the critics in the newspapers. terian Church was voluntary and 

FOODS AND THEIR EFFECT ON THE TEETH. 
People who live on natural food have good 

teeth, while those who live on carbonaceous 
food have bad teeth. Savages, whether 
herbivorous or carnivorous, have good teeth. 
Our ancestors, who ate their grains and 
their meats as nature furnished thew, with 
all their requisite elements, J:-.ad good teeth, 
as have also the laboring classes of Europe 
and, indeed, of the whole world, who live in 
a similar manner. Good teeth are made and 
kept in repair only with food containing the 
elements of which good teeth are constructed, 
of which starch, butter, all oils and sugar 
contain not a particle. Of other causes of 
decay in teeth that next in importance to 
want of proper elements is the irregular 
temperature to which they are exposed. 

(Renewed laughter.) strictly constitutional and regular in 
AN APPEAL TO THE CLERGY. form. The license of the much mis- Guerrita, one of Spain's crack b11ll fighters, 

d P - t Inn was 1·n- earned $91,000 last year in seventy-six fights; He recognized how difficult it was, represente mce on . Mazzantini got $79,000 in sixty-six fights; 
in face of the enormous increase in dorsed by other church members m and Reverte $55,000 in seventy-one fights; a 
their work, and the necessity of de- . good standing and was not contrary total of $177,000. 
voting to it additional energy, for the to any Presbyterian law or canon ap- j Something like intelligence is often ex
clergy to find time to grow in power plicable to the case. hibited by plants. If, during a dry seaso~, a 

d ffi . b t h ld t '•I l ft the Presbyterian Church on bucket of water be placed near a growmg 
an e ciency, u e wou say O e . pumpkin or melon vine, in the course of a 
them, "Do it for the sake of those to personal grounds, m order to protect few days the vine will turn from its course 
whom you minister!" Let them do it myself from detraction, as well as to and get at least one of its leaves in the water. 
at all costs, for it was of transcenden- protest against a false temperance . There have been 71,000 deaths from plague 
ta.l importance that they should not which seems now to be terrorizing I in India so far, according to a recent report 

h t b k th ld d ll fl t th t - by the Secretary of India to Parliament. 
ave o go ac on e O , u , a a communion. . When a German servant girl reaches her 

sermon, which they themselves felt ••In my letter of withdrawal I an- fortieth year in the employ of one family 
did not fit their mood, and, they I nounced an intention to enter some she is presented with a golden crown by Em
might be sure, did not fit the mood of . other portion of the visible Catholic press Augusta Victoria. 
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f t . · 0 d then are ye my discinfes indeed· and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8: 31, 112. "I ye con mue m my w r , ,, , . . . .. 

''II k t the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save It be one wtfe: and eoncubmes he shall have none. 
ear en ° Book of Mormon, page 1111. 
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JOSEPH SMITH 
R. S. SALYARDS 
HEMAN C. SMITH, 
JOSEPII LUFF, 

EDITOR 
ASSISTANT EDITOR. 

CORRESPONDING EDITORS. 

LAMONI, low A, MAY 18, 1898. 

TRIBUTE, LATE BUT GOOD. 

THE Creston Gazette published at Cres
ton, Union County, Iowa, issued a 
souvenir number for March, 1898, 
from which we extract the following 
in regard to the Mormons, the saints, 
exiled from the State of Illinois. It 
is a late but none the less pleasant 
tribute to an oppressed people:-

ADVENT OF MORMOM PILGRIMS. 

Lamoni, Iowa, May 18, 1898. 

were planted and the rich soil yielded abun
dantly. The Mormons who formed the Pis
gah colony were industrious and frugal, 
seemingly peaceable and not disposed to 
cause trouble in the village. Whatever diffi
culties arose were adjusted by reference to 
the church, subject to the approval of their 
ruling bishop. This officer during the early 
part of their stay was Huntington, who died 
during the latter part of the year 1846, and 
was buried at Pisgah. Huntington was suc
ceeded by Coleman Boran, who was known as 
president. Two log churches ware built, in 
which reli"'ious services were held. A mill 
was also e;ected on Grand River where some 
of the corn raised was ground into meal. 

These Mormon pilgrims remained in this 
county several years, the last of them leaving 
in 1852, taking up the journey toward the 
Rockies. A portion of them finally reached 
Salt Lake, where a city was founded by these 
people, the first to till the soil in tbis part 

The first white people to dwell on Union of Iowa, the advance guard of the civili
County soil were Mormons who had left Nau- zation that followed shortly afterward. Dur
voo, Illinois, because of difficulties with the ing their stay here, history tells us, this b9.nd 
people of Hancock County. They left com- of people were diligent and peaceable. While 
fortable homes on the east bank of the Mis- in this county they did not practice polygamy· 
siseippi and journeyed westward to seek a Theirs was a hard life; a struggle under ad
new home where civilization would not mo- verse circumstances, but it seems they coo
lest or interfere with the customs and forms of tinued fil'm in the faith, preferring to suffer 
their peculiar religion. After enduring un- hunger and cold rather than relinquish their 
told hardships, suffering from cold and religious creed. But they left their foot
hunger, many of the band dying of disease prints on Union County soil; they were the 
brought on by exposure, a portion of the pioneers. They erected the first cabins, 
party stopped in Union County, June 17, built the first mill and were the first to till 
1846, having decided to make a temporary the soil here. Mt. Pisgah, in Jones Town
abiding place where they could rest, raise a ship, is the historic spot in all of Union 
crop, and thus secure a new stock of pro- County, a place made prominent because of 
visions before continuing their journey to- toil and the hardships of the early pioneers 
ward the setting sun. This band of Mormons who laid the foundations of this peerless 
halted on the east Ride of Grand River, on an county. 
elevated plateau, where they prepared to en-
joy a season of rest. 'rheir camping ground 

was near where the I. K. White homestead ORIGIN OF THE BRETHREN MOVE-
is now located, in Jones Township. About MENT. 

three thousand of them remained, the bal- BRO. C. J. HUNT sends us a copy of 
ance continuing westward to the Missouri the Gospel Messenger, of December 4, 
River, where they stopped for a brief period. 
This village they called Kanesville, while 1897, the official organ of "The Breth
the Union County stopping place was chris- ren," published at Mount Morris, Illi· 
tened Pisgah. This point is an historic nois. In this publication we find some 
spot. The remains of many Mormons sleep items of interest, among them the 
there beneath the green sward, and an im· statement of the origin of the Breth
posing monument, erected by the Utah Mor-
mons some years ago, marks the last resting ren movement, which we give here-
place of the dead. with. 

It was a beautiful spot. Nature, at that We have an interest in tracing the 
season, was in her most handsome garb, and origin of all religious societies, that 
Pisgah was indeed a haven of rest to the 
weary pilgrims who had journeyed across the facts as they are may be learned 
Iowa toward the setting sun. Cabins were and actual know ledge of the religious 
erected and ere long all were very comforta- foundations upon which churches are 
bly located in .a settlement about three miles' built be made plain. We believe that 
sq~are on sections 30 and 31, N~w Hope Town- societies should represent themselves, 
ship, 5, 6, 7, 8, 16-17-18-19, and .10 Jones Town- B ti.., , 
~l'!ip, ~µa, l2! 1~ ?Jr11 A:Vf:l >'Hl eu, ~ 

No. 20. 

statement just as they have prepared 
it:-

On the banks of the River Eder, in Ger
many, stands the ancient village of 
Sch warzenau. The whole country round 
about is a delightful region. Here, in the 
year 1708, very early on a beautiful morning, 
eight person~, in deep solitude, walked to 
the bank of the historic stream. There were 
five men and three women. They had previ
ously decided that one of their number should 
baptize the leader, and he the rest of them. 
The form of baptism was that of trine im
mersion, but the name of the one to first per
form the rite on this occasion has never been 
revealed. The leader is supposed to have 
been Alexander Mack. He was, at this time, 
twenty-nine years old, a man of considerable 
wealth, and no small amount of talent. He 
became the first preacher and elder in the 
Brethren Church, and helped to lay, in the 
hearts of the people, the foundation of a 
grand reformatory movement. He and his 
people accepted the New Testament as their 
only infallible rule of faith and practice, and, 
in harmony with its teachings, conducted the 
affairs of the kingdom. The doctrine 
preached by these oornest Brethren spread 
rapidly, and hundreds were gathered i?to 
the kingdom. In time bitter persecut10n 
swept away much of their property, scattered 
the flock, and drove most of them to America. 
They settled in the vicinity of Germantown, 
Pennsylvania. In the year 1729, Alexander 
Mack, now in hi~ fifty-third year, sought a 
place of safety in the Western World. He 
settled in Germantown. He had been 
stripped of all his wealth, but rejoiced that 
he was permitted to worship the God he 
loved without being molested. His time, 
however, was short, for he lived only six 
years after landing in America, and now all 
that is mortal of him rests in the Brethren's 
burying ground, in the city of Germantown, 
Pennsylvania. Though a maa of great piety 
and well versed in the Scriptures, he left be
hind him but one book. This was completed 
in the month of July, in 1713, only five years 
after he was baptized. It has been translated 
into English, and well deserves a careful 
reading. In their seventeenth year all his 
sons united with the church, and left behind 
them noble records. 

That there may be no misunder
standing of the official character of 
the foregoing the following is also 
given from the same issue of the 
Messenger, page 776:-

The Gospel Messenger, published weekly, 
at $1.50 per annum, by Brethren Publishing 
House, Mount Morris, Illinois. D. L. Miller, 
Mount Morris, Illinois, H. B. Brumbaugh, 
Huntingdon, Pennsylvania, Editors. J, H. 

MGore1 Qff}9~ ]l;d,i,~()J:\ '.Jqsep4 A!l1i0k1 :th~flh 
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ness Manager. Advisory Committee, Enoch I Church has been doing of late the fol-
Eby, Daniel Hays, W .. R. D~eter: lowing is a specimen:-

From the foregomg it will be seen D. H. Bays, of Persia, writes that he is 
that the inception of the movement ready to meet Mormons in discussion. He 
was faulty in itself. The action of has been charged with cowardice by Latter 
those initiating the organization was ~ay Sa\nts. Let. them show wil.lingness. to 
similar in some respects to that of discuss ohe real issue. and .he will be with 

' . . '· . them forty days and mghts if necessary. By 
the New L1ght or Campbelhte move· • the way we have his book on Mormonism. 
ment, which was based upon the as· Price $1.50.-Christimn Index, of Des Moines, 
sumption that"If we have authority to Iowa, April 20, 1898. 

preach, we also bave authority to bap- "Mormanism cannot be met and its doc
tize." These two movements are but t:ines refuted by tar and feathers: Many 

times have I been appealed to for literature 
two among the many that have been to counteract the effect of Mormon literature 
inaugurated upon the supposition that and preaching. In D. H. Bays' work, 'Doc
men are authorized to originate re· trines and DDgmas of Mormonism,' the de
ligious organizations without direct mand is met. With few exceptions th.ose 
authority to them from the o-reat who have u~dertaken ~o expose Mormo?1sm 

r • "" • have dealt with the folhes and grosser crimes 
Head of the church. rhe smcenty of the system and have paid little or no atten-
and good intentions of church leaders tion to the fundamental principles on which 
are not called in question by these the chmch of the saints is based. In this 
comments; it is the propriety and volume the author has endeavored to present 

correctness of their acts that we ques-
tion. 

We find another clipping in the 
Messenger and which, unmarked, we 
call attention to:-

We are asked to say whether the church is. 
divinely authorizBd to make laws to. govern 
her members? Most assuredly she has not 
been so authorized. It is her duty to under
stand, teach, and enforce the laws laid down 
by inspiration, and recorded in the New 
Testament. The teaching of the New Testa· 
ment she may interpret, and determine the 
meaning, but she has not the authority to 
make any law. She will do well if she teaches 
and enforces those already made. 

We suggest that a close adherence 
to New Testament principles would 
prevent a multitude of organizations 
that are constantly appearing upon 
the scene and adding to the religious 
confusion and uncertainty that have 
caused the modern theological babel. 

The provisions of holy writ for an 
authoritative reestablishment of the 
kingdom of God with the gospel 
as an ensign to the nations have 
offered and continued to offer the 
divine solution of the problem; a 
problem not left to the finite 
wisdom of imperfect, erring man. 
Our readers will note the ma.ny points 
suggested by the insertions. 

the doctrines of the church as it is defined by 
its leading minds, and overthrow the argu
ments presented and prove the entire system 
erroneous. He anticipates every objection 
and marshals his facts in a systematic, com
pact, and logical way. Hu bas :H:ii'ed him
self of the best Acholarship of the day. If 
one wants a fair, clear, clean, dignified dis
cussion of the whole scheme and history of 
Mormonism by one who is abundantly quali
fied for such work, both by natural ability 
and acquirements, one who advocated those 
principles for almost a lifetime and was then 
won from the error of his way by the power 
of the truth, then this is the book most 
heartily recommended." 

The above is only part of the good things 
the Christian Gnide, of Louisville, Kentucky, 
says of "Doctrines and Dogmas of Mormon
ism," by D. H. Bays.-Christian Evanqelist, 
St. Lonis. 

Our Christian friends have not 
progressed far enough in Christian 
grace, as to give men and their theo
ries right and proper names, and to 
those who differ from them courteous 
treatment. They do not even know 
how to spell Mormonism correctly all 
the time; but we are glad to learn 
that they are reaching the conclusion 
that the theories which they call Mor
monism cannot be "met and refuted 
by tar and feathers." Good, sensible 
conclusion, that. 

us that the authorities of the church 
in Utah should inform the elders 
whom they send out on missions upon 
the history of the teaching and prac
tices of th0 church under the rule of 
Pres. Brigham Young, Heber C. 
Kimball, J. M. Grant, George A. 
Smith, and others from 1844 to 1876, 
as the same are shown in the church 
literature current at the time. 

Burns wrote once:-
0, would some power the giftie gie us 
To see oursel_ves as others see us; 
It would from many a blunder free us, 
And foolish notion. 

Some of the young elders sent out 
are compelled to keep silent when 
the works and teachings of President 
Young and others confront them, all 
because they are ignorant of the past 
of the church they essay to serve. 

When Job wrote, "0 that mine 
enemy had written a book," he k;new 
well how hard 1t was for a man to 
meet and justify his own record, if he 
had been growing crooked in life's 
ways. The Times and Seasons, pub
lished from 1839 to 1846; the Deseret 
News, and the Journal of Discourses, 
are formidable documents for our 
Utah contemporaries to face. Bro. 
Carmichael has used the Journal well 
in his screed in the Tribune at San 
Diego. 

MISTAKE CORRECTED. 

WE are requested by Bro. T. W. Wil
liams to give room to the following:-

I am pleased to report that Benjamin Win
chester did not lecture against Mormonism. 
He informs me that he has said nothing re
flective of our people; that what has been 
said in their meetings has been rather com-
plimentary. T. w. WILLIAMS. 

We hope that Mr. Winchester will 
accept the correction in good part. 
We do not know whose was the mis
take in reporting the meeting hereto
fore referred to in the HERALD. 

EXTRACTS· FROM LETTERS. 

BRO. w. H. KELLEY, Temple, Ohio, 
May 6:-

REVlEW OF UTAH ELDERS. Our business meeting- here went off nicely 

WILLIAMS-BAYS DISCUSSION. 

WHILE the HERALD goes to press we 
suppose that there is a sort of spirited 
discussion going on at Mondamin, 
Iowa, between Elder Davis H. Bays, 
of the Christian Church, and Brother 
Thomas W. Williams. Of the work 
Elder D. H. Bays, of the Christian 

~ 

and satisfactorily on Tuesday night last. 
IN the San Diego, California, Even- Sunday meetings are arranged as follows: 
ing Tribune for March 18, Bro. Albert Sunday school at nine a. m.; preaching at 
Carmichael has a scathing review of eleven; prayer service 2: 30 p. m.; and preach
one Elder J. W. Nixon, of Utah, who ing at 7: 30 p. m. Officers elected were Frank 
essayed a reply to a Rev. Charles R. Steffe president, D. H. Proper and E. Miller 
Bl· · d t th · d priests, E. Curry teacher, J. Gillespie deacon, 

iss, m regar o some eories an William Grazer clerk, Sr. Martha Lake 
doctrines said to be held by the , treasurer, Sr. J. Abbott solicitor; so Kirtland 
church in Utah. It really seems to I has made a good beginning undm· the new 
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regime. Brn. J. H. Lake ani! G. T. Griffiths 
are here; Sr. Griffiths and family returned 
from the East on the 4th inst. Bro. F. C. 
Smith preached here last Sunday evening 
and starts on a mission to the northeastern 
part of the district this morning. The writer 
occupied :J,t Cleveland last Sunday, where 
there is a little band of saints standing up 
for the cause and wearing a look that means 
success; saints reported as well. Late spring, 
trees are in bloom. Mother Earth is covered 
with a carpet of green. Atmosphere cool 
and the we.atber is damp. The war cry is 
prominent and newspaper men are reaping a 
harvest. Everybody is glad that Uncle Sam 
is teaching the folks across the waters some 
needed lessons. It is said fools learn only by 
experience, ·and "whom the gods would de
stroy they first make mad." Satisfied with 
church and country, yours, etc. 

Bro. R. M. Maloney, Kingfisher, 
Oklahoma, May 12:-

All well, in good health, and encouraged in 
the prospects for this year's labor. Father is 
with us. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

THE HERALD readers are indebted to 
Bro. J. F. Mintun for the report of 
the Williams-Bays debate which ap
pears in the present issue. Under 
date of the 12th Bro. Mintun writes: 
"All goes well; commence the second 
proposition to-night. Campbellite 
Church on trial the next three nights; 
large crowds." The 13th: "First 
night on second proposition passed 

·off pleasantly. Bays has conceded 
enough to overthrow his claims and 
Bro. Williams used his concessions 
with telling effect. Larger attend
ance than previously." 

We learn with regret that Bro. L. 
L. Wight, who writes from Medina, 
Texas, has been quite disabled, the 
result of a kick from a horse, which 
broke the right arm. That and an at
tack of "lagrip," put him out of the 
fight for awhile. 

Sr. Groom, formerly of Council 
Bluffs, Iowa, . now of Helena, Mon
tana, would like some HERALDS or 
Ensigns to distribute about where she 
lives. Address her care A. R. Lemon, 
No. 54 South Rodney Street, Helena, 
Montana. She says, also, that should 
any of the eldership be passing or 
desirous to do some work at Helena, 
she would be one to help the work 
on. Those having the charge of that 
part of the field might do the sister 
some good by calling on her. 

Bro. J. W. Peterson would like to 
get the addresses of any and all saints 
or their friends visits at Du-

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

buque, Iowa. Address him at Fulton, 
Iowa, between May 17 and 21. Bro. 
Peterson will be at Dubuque May 23 
or 24. He would also preach at Rock 
Island, Illinois, May 8, and at Clinton, 
Iowa, May 15. 

Bro. G. H. Hilliard has been and is 
yet at Lamoni, in attendance at ses
sions of the Board of Directors and 
Board of Trustees of Graceland Col
lege, which have met :and organized 
and transacted business during the 
past ten days. Bro. H. has also been 
engaged with Bishop Kelley in work 
pertaining to the temporal arm of the 
service. 

Orirrinal Po B1ru. 
BEHOLD THE LAMB OF GOD. 

BY J. S. S'l'RAIN. 

0 Jes us, blessed Lamb of God, 
Whose weary feet this earth hath trod, 
Oft wearied with thy toils by day, 
No place thy weary head to lay. 

Thy body also suffered pain, 
As thou didst tread Judea's plain; 
Thou hast surely, suffered all, 
Entailed on us by Adam's fall. 

No different were thy pains from mine, 
Although in part thou wert divine; 
Human, our pains and woes to know, 
Di vine, the blessing to bestow. 

Yes, thou wert often seen to sigh, 
A8 scenes of sorrow met thine eye; 
Sighed to see what sin had wrought, 
In Eden's garden, sacred spot. 

Yea thou didst weep at Lazarus' grave, 
The friend whom thou did'st come to save, 
And called him back to life again, 
Who in the grave four days had lain. 

The harlot, kneeling at thy feet, 
Did for thy pard 'ning love entreat; 
Her many sins Lhou didst forgive, 
And bade her go in peace and live. 

The sick, the lame, the halt, the blind, 
In thee a present help did find; 
And none were ever turned away, 
Who unto thee for help did pray. 

0 Him of Nazareth, blessed friend, 
On whom our hopes of life depend; 
How oft we wound thy tender heart, 
When we from virtue's path depart. 

0 thou art loving, kind, and just, 
Help us, dear Lord, in thee to trust; 
To trust whatever may befall, 
0 be to us our all in all! 

Our all in sickness and in health, 
Our all in poverty and wealth; 
In whom we trust for sins forgiven, 
On whom we rest our hopes of heaven. 

Be ours when earthly friends shall fail, 
Be ours when passing through the vale; 
Then take away death's sting and pain, 
And bring u~ forth with thee to reign, 
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Mothsrs' Honrn Coltlmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

SELECT READING FOR JUNE MEETINGS OF 
DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 

READING.-CONTINUED. 

"WHAT is trashy reading?" one asks; "does 
it include all fiction?" by no means. It is 
said of Christ that without a parable spake 
he not unto them, and parables are a species 
of fiction. Fiction has a legitimat.e place in 
literature, an important work to perform; 
but it must be such fiction as is true to life, 
and inspires to purer, nobler manhood and 
womanhood. Trashy reading is such fiction 
as presents distorted views of life, addresses 
the weaker rather than the stronger side of 
our nature, anq whose effect is to enervate 
and thus to unfit for the real conflict of life. 
If you are in doubt concerning which side a 
book belongs to, read it yourself before allow
ing your child to do so, and note its effect 
upon your own mind; if in closing it you are 
conscious of having gained good from its pe
rusal, a better undertanding of nature and of 
men, a firmer determination to do right, or if 
it has rested you and given you a few hours of 
healthy fun or pleasure, the book is a good 
one; you can safely trust it in the hands of 
your child. If contrary effects ~follow, be 
sure your child will be better off without 
reading it ..... 

A taste for good reading must be cultivated; 
this will destroy a relish for the bad. Make 
sure that from the very first the papers and 
books given your child to read are pure in 
sentiment and diction, healthful in moral 
toae, bright and interesting, true to his own 
child-life or its noblest ideal. 

No matter how good a book may be, if it is 
dull aad stupid, or written in stilted style, 
foreign to child language and thought, no 
child will read it willingly. But when as 
now the brightest minds, the most ready 
pen~ in the country, are engaged in preparing 
literature for our boys and girls, there is no 
need of giving them either unpalatable or un
healthy mental food. We do not believe that 
the child lives who would not be charmed 
with ''Our Little Ones" or "Wide Awake;" 
the boy or girl whose taste has not been vi
tiated that would not enjoy the "Youth's 
Companion," "St. Nicholas," or "Harper's 
Young People." And as for books, pure, 
bright, entertaining, instructive, their names 
are legion. 

Character is determined by reading fully 
as much as by associates. Books read in 
childhood often influence destiny. When 
Benjamin Franklin was a little boy, the rem
nant of an old book, tattered and torn, fell 
into bis hanils. It was Cotton Mather's 
"Essays to do Good." In his letters Frank
lin says: ''Several leaves were missing, but 
the remainder gave me such a turn of think
ing as to have an influence on my conduct 
through life; for I have always set a greater 
value on the character of a doer of good than 
any other kind of reputation, and if I have 
been a useful citizen the public owes all the 

\ 
advantage of it to that little book." Jeremy 
:Benthllit:n re1JQ:r!'bi thllit the whole curre1:1t of 
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his thought and the studies of his life were 
directed by a single phrase in a book which 
attracted his attention when a child, "The 
greatest good to the greatest number." ... 

Well-readfchildren are best equipped for 
life. They stand on firmer foundations and 
have a broader outlook than those whose 
knowledge is circumscribed. They more 
naturally grow into men and women of 
general intelligence, able to cope with diffi
culties, because fertile in expedients to over
come them. Whatever befalls them it is 
strange if in their reading they have not met 
its parallel and gained some hint to govern 
their own conduct in the circumstances. 
For this reason well-written biographies of 
noble men and women, especially their boy 
and girl life, are helpful to our little men 
and women. No boy can read "The Boy 
Franklin," "David Livingstone," or the 
"Life of Peter Cooper;" no girl can become 
thoroughly acquainted with Lydia Maria 
Child, Mary Lyon, Frederika Bremer, Doro
thea Dix, Emily Huntington Miller, "Pansy,'' 
Mrs. Somerville or Frances Power Cobbe 
without forming higher purposes in life, and 
having the good within her deepened and 
strengthened. The early reading of books 
that aid in forming high ideals bas prevented 
shipwreck in thousanus of lives. When 
treating of imag·ination we saw what an im
portant part ideals play in forming char
acter. The books we read, the companions 
we choose, determine, in large measure, what 
these ideals are. 

Fixed habi.ts of reading good books form a 
safeguard against temptation. They provide 
occupation for the spare moments-and the 
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so deep to a rightly thinking creature as that I Chase and myself) ask them for their coop
of the dawn. But not only in that beautiful eration. During the past year we had no 
sense, but in all their character and methods, reason to complain, but rather to be thank
they are to be solemn days. Every day of ful for the assistance received from the 
your early life is ordaining irrevocably for saints and our Father, and trust that the 
good or evil, the custom and practice of your coming year will bci blessed to our cause, as 
soul; ordaining either sacred customs of dear it surely will if we all work together, remem
and lovely recurrence, or trenching deeper bering that while it is God's work it is also 
and deeper the furrows for seeds of sorrow. ours. DoubtleRs some disappointment will 
Now, therefore, see that no day passes in be felt on account of no more men being ap
which you do not make yourself a somewhat pointed for that field, but it is well to bear 
better creature. "-Childhood; its Oare and in mind that God's ways are not often ours, 
Cultiire. but with your help we will try and fill all 

In our next we will appeLd brief lists of calls. We very nearly done so last year, and 
books in various departments of reading, feel just as determined this year. 
which we trust will be found helpful to par- We will be pleased to hear from all, espe
ents, also to such committees as may be seek- cially from those wanting preaching. We 
ing books for the Sunday school library. It have not mapped out our plan of operation 
will be well therefore for the local presi- for the summer; will know better how to do 
dents to provide their own selections for the so when we hear from those of the mission. 
July meeting as we will not have space for My address for a while will be Looking 
both. Glass, Douglass County, Oregon. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

MARY A. FARLEY, Durango, Colorado, asks 
special prayers in behalf of her little girl, 
that if it be God's will, she might be healed 
of cancer on her gums. 

Sr. Ellen Frankvil!, B!air, Nebraska, 
wishes prayers tor her brother, Dan Carter, 
who is paralyzed and ·has not walked nor 
talked for three months, that he may regain 
his speech and use of his limbs. 

Trusting that God will bless and direct us 
the coming year, I remain, 

Your coworker, 
HIRAM L. HOLT. 

FULTON, Iowa, May 9. 
Editors Herald:-We are not dead, but 

might be more active in the Master's service; 
we cannot do too much for our God. 

We have been blessed of late. I had the 
pleasure of baptizing two; one quite old man, 
and one young German Lutheran lady, the 
fruits of whose labor I know not, but God 
gave the increase. May many yet obey the 
gospel in this branch. 

spare moments are the time when tempta- GARDEN GROVE, Cal., May 4. 
tion enters. They erect a barrier against Editors Herald:-I have been enjoying the 

We seem to be in love and union as a 
branch. We ali seem to love one another, 
by which means we should know that we are 
Christ's dirniples. May we so continue, for 
how would it be if a child was born and given 
to a cold-hearted stepmother? And if we are 
in love with God and his work, we will let 
our light shine to all about us. We would 
also give of our substance for the advance
ment of his cause, we would pay what is due 
the Lord, and not rob God. We would re
memb:ir that whatsoever a man soweth that 
shall he also reap. The more we do for him 
the more he will bless us. 

bad companionship, both of men and books, pleasures of home fur a season. I have been 
and make such companionship, when forced quite busy since getting here, visiting the 
upon us, so distasteful tl{at it loses its power branches and friends. Wife complains some 
to harm. If one loves to read and has formed at my pretending to be at home when I am 
the habit of reading good books, he will pass not; but after a year's absence among stran
through unscathed through temptations gers it is pleasant indeed to meet old friends 
which ruin his neighbors not thus protected. again. 
All the homilies on morality ever written The branches of this district seem to be 
have not the power to keep boys out of the improving. That of Los ;Angeles is already 
saloon, the d>1,nce-house, the gambling-hell, showing the effects of the labors of Bro. 
which such ideals fixed in his miod might Henry Smith, in the increased attendance, 
have. How can a young· man find any pleas- and especially in tbe good feeling and unity 
ure in such haunts after his soul has become that seem to obtain in it. His being placed 
thoroughly imbued with this sentiment of there was a wise move. All large branches 
Milton's: "'rhat a man to be strong must be should have some one who can devote all his 
absolutely pure; that great courage, mag- time to them. 

The Lord has blessed me in various ways 
in the past, for which I feel thankful. May 
Zion prosper and let her light shine in these 
troublesome times. 

Your brother, 
JOHN HEIDE. nanimity, and achievement are based upon This will be a hard year for the work in 

self-respect; that a man shall be as perfect as California in a financial sense, as crops are 
his ideal of a woman; that self-mastery, with almost a total failure. Myself and many NOTES AND NOTIONS. 
disdain of the finical, luxurious, and im- others of the West were surprised at the ON Bro. R. May's return to "the royal 
moral must be thi'l first conquest: that a number of men appointed to California-eight Suburb" the saints listened to a sermon treat
great man must be himself unblemished." or ten, and two to Oregon and Washington. ing somewhat of the great barrier, between 

What girl can fritter away the blessed The appointing powers surely do not realize the church and people, as it exists in Eng
dawn of girlhood in vanity and aimlessness, the necessity of laborers in the North; or do land. 
if on _her heart are engraved these words of they think the two mentioned, equal to the As immorality is coming in upon the 
Ruskin: "Remember that the happiness of nine? Well, I trust we will all do the best world like a flood it will be necessary, he 
your life, and its power, and its post, and we can. If the war goes on it will be hard to said, that the moral tone of the church be 
rank on earth and in heaven depend on the interest the people in gospel matters. raised in order that the honest may say that 
way you pass your days now. They are not I shall start on my mission the eighth, if all this gospel came not in word but in power. 
to be sad days; far from that-the first duty goes well; and will here take occasion to 'lay A Sunday school worker in one of our 
of young people is to be delighted and de- that I am satisfiad with my appointment; large branches believes that the difficulty of 
lightful-but they are to be in the deepest and will again say to the saints and friends carrying on Sunday school work with com· 
6l'lt1i'le1 ~o!©~Tl 0Jt,Y81 ill nG : of W a,~bJt1gtm:1; tb!lit we 1 plete order llit\U 1,4,m11»1c~vm 
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obviated by choosing officers and teachers, 
well seasoned, and mostly from the ranks of 
the priesthood, instead, as in some instances, 
from among the" inexperienced element. 

Good, patient teachers, he remarks, should 
not be suffered to toil on with only two or 
three pupils while others with no greater 
ability perhaps face every Lord's day from 
twenty to thirty; and he is supplemented by 
the prophetic cry, ''There'll be an explosion 
from the outside some day." We do not 
think so; only let us be just toward one an
other. 

Above all things, we think social position 
among Sunday school workers should be es
timated as "a hoary relic of a mossy past." 

The late forward moveme.nt of our Presi
dent and his consort in favoring the peculiar 
adjustment of the Stars and Stripes and the 
Union Jack on the occasion of their nuptial 
feast was a cheery omen, as we see it now, of 
our amicable relationship with the mother 
country. 

All the Dewey folks are feeling in good 
spirits, and among the surging crowd is .·a 
Latter Day Saint sister here whose claim is 
that an old sweetheart of hers was related to 
the hero. 

While the boys were "marching away" 
giving a long and lingering look toward .the 
imposing stone church, tbe dear old Temple 
Lot, clad in richest verdure, with all the re
alities, and possibilities, clustering around 
its glorious future, attracted the gaze of 
many a tearful eye; but just as attractive 
then were the red, white, and blue colors 
waving majestically from a United States 
officer's trees opposite. The only person who 
noticed nobody going along was ''Wardie" 
the small boy wbo, with a newspaper close 
to his face, was reading "the latest." 

Well may we be proud of Old Glory, under 
whose beneficent colors, "dethroned kings 
and defeated revolutionists" have alike 
found safety. The patriot may leave home 
and family to serve in the cause of freedom 
from oppression, the war poet may sing of 
his love for country, our statesmen may with 
cunning eloquence tell of their country's vast 
resources, her independence, her opulence, 
and the beneficence shown toward her own 
and the vast immigrant population, but the 
one great source of delight to every Latter 
Day Saint is the knowledge that here, be
neath the soil of loved America, were laid 
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dieted to the "verb habit," might be classed 
among the literati of the age; and it is 
plainly to be seen that we must have a corps, 
in reserve, of college-bred ministers, for 
special occasions at least .... 

The Litecary Exchange was on the very 
eve of donating a few Voice of Warnings to 
the soldier boys, when Bro. J. C. Foss an
nounced that "they are going dowu to give a 
Voice of Warning to the Cubans." Of course 
he meant the followers of General Blanco; so 
we retreated for the present. 

They say "a man is as old as he feels,'' 
which makes Admiral Dewey about twenty
one. But pshaw! our President can score 
that. He is four or five years older than the 
Admiral; but to see his maneuvers at the 
head of the conference one would not bave 
judged him to be over twenty. 

Spain Street, New Orleans, has been 
changed to Dewey Avenue; and our patriotic 
choir librarian says she will erase "Isabella,'' 
"Florence," "Augusta," and all those mediai
val titals from the "Choir Herald" covers 
and substitute good Yankee names. 

Everybody is studying hiotory. Even the 
once peace-loving Sunday school teacher is 
studiously reviewing passini!,' events, and 
making good use of her researches. 

It seems to be impossible for our elders to 
"close" without letting the congregation 
know just how they stand as to Pobre Espana. 
There was no apparent demonstration last 
Sunday at the morning service ably con
ducted by Bro. Luff; but in the evening (pul
pit occupied by G. II. Hilliard) enthusiastic 
applause was heard from tbe "amen corner" 
and a silent clapping of hands was noticeable 
in the choir, previous to the final song-

Hl\fy CQUlltry, ~tis Of rrhee.'~ 
CRITIC. 

INDEPENDENCE, Missouri, May lG, 1898. 

MONDAMIN, Iowa, May 12. 
Editors Herald:-I was pleased that you in

serted Mr. Benjamin Winchester's note. It 
was reported, and I heard it from a number, 
that he was to lecture against Mormonism. 
He informs .me that nothing has been said 
against our people, but some things were 
said in our favor. It is encouraging that this 
old veteran of the "days of yore" does not 
feel to fight the doctrine of his youth. We 
congratulate him. 

T. W. WILLIAMS. 

away, centuries ago, the historic records of DELHI, Ont., May 7. 
God's ancient people and. from her sacred Editors Herald:-This morning, after par-
son sprang forth the greatest light of many tial recovery from la grippe I thought I 
centuries, a light which is destined when would pen your readers a few lines, as no 
empires and earthly kingdoms shall have doubt many will be asking, "What is Bro. 
crumbled to dust, to fill the earth with a Tomlinson doing, as we have not heard from 
glory inconceivable. him for a long time?" For the last two 

Who can love America so well as the in- weeks I have been laid up with la grippe, 
heritors and guardians of such a wondrous not able to do anything, but at present I am 
gift to man, as the Book of Mormon? Quite gaining strength again and expect to be out 
a cutting criticism is the following upon in the field ere long. I intend returning to 
some one's writings at the Hub:-"Nobody in King Lake, as many are anxious for my re
the United States knew there was such a turn. This is a new place I opened up in last 
person in the service of Admiral Dewey, un- December. I secured the schoolhouse one 
til a Boston newspaper announced in one of its mile east of there; held revival meetings for 
headlines that 'Several was killed at Ma- nine nights. The first night there were out 
nilla.'" But we are nearly all "i11. it.'' Even one man and a few little boys present, but 
the eldership of our church, were it not ad- , before the nine nights were closed the house 
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would not seat them all. And, of course this 
did not please some, and the house was 
closed. This was on December 16. I then 
went to Otterville branch, then on home 
for Christmas holidays. I remained home 
two days, then on to Petrolia to see my par
ents. I labored there some, and by request 
of Bro. H. Huston and tbe promptings of the 
divine Comforter I went to Forest and held 
revival meeting there one week; baptized 
two heads of families; then on home and re
mained two days, then on to Otterville 
branch. Here I held revival meetings, over 
a week; baptized· two there, and one more 
followed there in a short while after, mak
ing three there as results of those meetings. 

I then went back to King Lake, secured 
the Baptist church as it wail vacant. The 
pastor there could get no one out to hear 
him, so gave it up. I beld revival meetings 
there for seven nights, and almost filled the 
church; and of course this displeased some of 
their head men, and they ordered this holy 
temple to be closed, and we were once more 
turned out in tbe cold. But ther·e was a 
good Samaritan, an exhorter in the Messiah 
Church, who had attended my meetings all 
the way through, and he let me have a vacant 
house right in the village. The following 
evening, with the assistance of Bro. Isaac 
Pearson and others in favor of our work, we 
had it cleaned out and seated, and well filled 
with interesting listeners. I continued there 
up to the 6th of March with crowded house 
every night and Sundays. The last week 
there Elder John McKenzie, from Drombo, 
ran over and rendered good service for a few 
nights. We were glad to get help, as I was 
most done out, preaching every night and on 
Sundays and acting as deacon and pastor, 
sweeping, cutting wood, lighting fires, shov
eling snow, and visiting and talking half the 
night with the people after services. 

On the 5th of March I received word that 
my mother was not expected ·to live, to come 
immediately, so had to leave a fine interest 
there. However mother did not die, so I re
turned home and began packing up house
hold effects and moved my family down to 
tbis place. After getting settled I returned 
to King Lake, but found a tenant in the 
house. He gave me privilege to hold two 
meetings that day, as I had sent notice ahead 
to the postmaster there for meetings at 2: 30 
and 7: 30 p. m. and of course we were closed 
out again. I then visited one week there, 
talking and praying with tbe people. Tbe 
following Sunday I came back to North Mid
dleton branch to help them, as that was their 
first Sunday to begin their Sunday schcol. 
We bad a good i;:-athering and I enrolled 
twenty-ft ve scholars, most all of them out
siders. Then I returned to King Lake, tried 
several places to get to hold meetings in and 
failed. The church and school and hall were 
all denied me. Then I thought, "Why not 
try and build a church?" I went to the post
master there, who strongly defended me 
and cared for me considerable whilst there. 
I said: "What will you give towards build
ing a Latter Day Saints church here?" He 
said, "I will give you the ground right across 
there,'' pointing to the opposite side of the 
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road from the post office. "All right," I re
plied. So I went right at it and drew up a 
subscription list. He signed me over the 
ground and said, "When you start to build I 
will do more for you." Th is ill an is one of 
the wealthiest men there, owning one hun
dred and fifty acres of land, a store, and 
blacksmith shop, post office, and two dwell
ing houses. In all so far I have the promise 
of the ground, and fifteen hundred feet of 
lumber, and thirty dollars in money, and 
several days work, and the carpet for the 
stand. 

I then returned home. The week being 
very wet and no appointment out for Sunday, 
the following Monday I felt impressed to re
turn there, and so boarded my two wheel 
chariot and arrived there by noon, took din
ner with Mr. Emerson Beemer, the good 
samaritan. After dinner I started for the 
post office, met an attendant of my meetings, 
and learned from him that one Rev. Mr. 
Macintosh from California, was engaged by 
the Baptists to lecture against the church. 
This was about two o'clock in the afternoon, 
and all my books were seven miles away. 
However, I made good time there, got my his
tories, took abstracts and notes concerning the 
characters of Joseph and Hyrum, and Whit
mer, Cowdery, and others, the Temple Lot 
Suit, the Dickhout case in Canada, 
and prepared myself for the battle. 
It was then five minutes past seven, and I 
had about nine miles to make by eight 
o'clock, as that was the hour the lecture be
gan. When I got in about a mile and a 
half of Mr. Beemer's, I broke the pedal of 
my wheel, and had to walk and run the rest 
of the way. However, I succeeded in getting 
there in time. A chairman was appointed, 
and the reverend gentleman began his pre
amble.. I took notes, and after he got through 
asked for permission to reply. The reverend 
gentleman did not want to give me the privi
lege of replying, but I called for a vote of the 
house. The chairman put the vote and it 
was carried in our favor; but limited me to a 
half hour's speech. I read extensively from 
Doctrine and Covenants and Book of Mormon, 
and the marriage trial in Canada in 1893, and 
the temple suit at Kirtland and our marriage 
ceremony, and quoted the revelations on one 
wife system, also Emma Smith's dying testi
mony concerning the burning of the polyga
mous revelathrn, showing it was a creature of 
Brigham Young's own make up. The history 
entitled "From Palmyra to Independence" 
rendered me great service, as I had copied 
many leading men's testimonies concerning 
the good character of the prophet and his 
assistants in bringing forth the latter-day 
work. 

I felt bold in standing up for the cause I 
love so well. Before I took the stand my 
legs were trembling under me, and my heart 
beat fast; but after I arose, all timidity left 
me, and peace came to my soul, and I felt 
that God was near. And so he was, and he 
helped his weak child. This is the first time 
I ever bad to meet an opponent in this line. 
This man claimed he bad been in Salt Lake, 
and California, and Michigan and other 
states and claimed the Utah Church and the 
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Reorganization were all the same; but this 
he could not prove. I proved to the con
trary. 

We think all worked for good and that 
God will cause the wrath of man to praise 
him. After the lecture I called to see the 
Baptist deacon, to see how he felt. He re
ceived me very kindly, and expressed his 
willingness to learn more of our faith, and 
that he was seeking for light, and that was 
the reason he got this reverend gentleman to 
lecture on what he called Mormonism. These 
are not just his words, but the inferences. I 
had a long chat with him, with the invita
tion to come again, as he wished to know 
more about the church. I will return as 
soon as I feel able to do mission work. I 
wish I could give the qutline of this reverend 
gentleman's discourse, but space will not 
permit; besides a lot of it was slang, about 
like we would hear in a bar room. 

Ever praying for the welfare of Zion, I am 
as ever, your well wisher, 

S. WM. TOMLINSON. 

Oriqinal Articles. 
DEFENSIVE. 

PERHAPS no doctrine taught in the 

Holy Scriptures bas been so fruitful 

of controversy as the principle of 

baptism. Many have been the specu

lative opinions expressed in sermons, 

books, and papers; and the common 

people are kept in a constant state of 

mental bias and uncertainty by pro

fessed religious teachers. 

cause of serious perplexity to the honest dis
ciples of John. They questioned whether 
one could really be the Messiah whose views 
on baptism and ablutions were so lax, and 
who positively disowned all observance of 
religious fasts.-Jesus of Nazareth, p. 224-5. 

All these propositions, no matter 

how egregiously erroneous they may 

appear, are supported, as Mr. Abbott 

supposes, by the scriptures. 'I'bat 

Christ did not adopt baptism till after 

his resurrection, he cites Matthew 

28: 19, and Mark le: 16, 17. He has 

the following footnote on Mark 16:-
Make belief, but not baptism, essential, 

though it is by far the strongest passage in 
support of the necessity of the ordinance. It 
is not found in some of the oldest manuscripts, 
and its genuineness is matter of grave dis
pute among Bible critics. 

That Christ did not administer the 

ordinance of baptism he cites John 4: 
2. That John's baptism was not 

Christian baptism he cites Acts 19: 
1-5. That Christ disowned all reli· 

gious feasts and was lax as to the ne

cessity of baptism he cites John 3: 25, 
26. Christ was not the author of bap

tism, therefore there is no such a 

thing as Christ-or Christian baptism, 

in the sense that baptism originated 

with him, the proof is found in the 

following:-
My doctrine is not mine, but his that sent 

me.-John 7: 16. 
This avowal upon the part of Christ 

disproves the empty assertion that he 

was the author or originator of bap

tism. Paul . writes concerning the 

people of God under the leadership of 

Moses:-

And were all baptizzd unto Moses in the 
cloud and in the sea; and did all eat the same 
spiritual meat; and did all drink the same The changes have altered the very mean-
spiritual drink; for they drank of that spiring of the apostolic language. 

Theoretical dogma bas largely dis

placed the practical observance of the 

divinely appointed rite. Fine spun 

hobbies have seemingly satisfied the 

conscience of ·the doctors of divinity, 

until their divisive teaching, as Dean 

Stanley says:-

L Abb tt · • l t' t b itual Rock that followed them: and that 
yman ° • lll re a rnn ° ap· Rock was Christ.-1 Cor. 10: 2-4. 

tism and Christ accepting and teach- The provisions of salvation being 

ing the same, says:- I administered during the time of Egyp· 
Bapti~m was not adopted by Christ till 1 t' d · ·n harmon wi'th·-. . . . ian exo us is i , y . 

after his resurrection, and 1t was then ratified 
0 

h b . · d 
and made sacred by a new significance rather I am Alphafiand dmet,hga,lt. te eRgmni

2
n
2
g 

1
a
3
n 

. the end the 1rst an e as.- ev. : . than commanded as a necessary servwe. ' . 
There is no evidence that any one of the The truth revealed rn the above was 
twelve ever received what we should call understood by Peter when he made 
Christian baptism, i. e., the baptism in the answer to Jesus:-
name of the Father, and of the Son, and of Lord, to whom shall we go? thou hast the 
the Holy Ghost. Christ never administered words of eternal life.-Jobn 6: 68. 
the rite. And though there are reasons to John's testimony agrees with the 
think that the four disciples, Peter, Andrew, above:
Philip, and John, who joined Jesus first at 
the Jordan, may have been baptized by the 
Baptist, since they were previously bis dis
ciples, yet it is clear that such a baptism was 
not recognized as a Christian rite by the 
apostles. 

A man can receive nothing, exeept 
given him from heaven.-John 3: 27. 

The marginal reading makes 

verse to read:-

it be 

this 

A man can take unto himself nothing, ex-
This entire absence of all ceremonies not cept it be given him from heaven. 

only gave offense to the Pharisees, but was a i As this is in immediate connection 
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with the subject of bfliptism, the case 
stands thus-neither John, nor yet 
Jesus could take unto themselves the 

opened heaven and sent down the as- J And John also was baptizing in Enon near 
tonishing announcement: "This is my ' to Salim, because there was much. ~ater 

b 1 d S 
. h I 11 there; and they came and were bapt1zed.-

e ove on, m w. om am we John 3: 2:i. 
ordinance of baptism, or any other 
ordinance, principle, or office, only as 
God shall grant from heaven. The 
adoption of baptism by Jesus, or 
rather his submitting to the ordinance, 
is recorded as follows:-

pleased." I have never learned that anyone 
As to the baptism of the twelve called in question that this verse 

apostles, be it understood that the tauo·ht that John baptized those who 
silence of the inspired writers, the ca:e worthily to him, and it certainly 
absence of documentary evidence, is teaches more. The word ' also" es
not. absolute an~ positive pro?f I tablishes the fact that John was "like
agamst the bap_t1s~. of ~he said wise" baptizing, or, ''in like manner" to 
twelve, for the md1v1dual is hope- some one else baptizing. Christ and 
lossly swamped in defeat, who under- John are the two central figures of 
~ake~ t~ prove by any other than the gospel narrative here recorded, 
1:nphcat10n that a~y person o~ that and plainly teaches that both were 
time was ever baptized accordmg to enoaged in the act of administering 
the formula: "in the name of the th: rite of baptism. 

Then cometh Jesus from Galilee to Jordan 
unto John, to be baptizJd of him. But 
John forbade him, saying, I have need 
to be baptized of thee, and comest thou 
to me? And Jesus answering said unto 
him, Suffer it to be so now: for thus it 
becometh us to fulfill all righteousness. 
Then he suffered him. And Jesus, when he 
was baptized, went up straightway out of the 
water: and, lo, the heavens were opened 
unto him, and he saw the Spirit of God de
scending like a dove, and lighting upon him: 
and lo a voice from heaven, saying, This is 
my beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased. 
-Matt. 3: 13-17. 

Father, and of the Son, and of the We next have some of the Jews and 
Holy Ghost." The want or absence 
of such evidence that any were so 
baptized is not to be so construed 
that none were so baptized as required 
in the commission of the apostles to 

And it came to pass in those days, that 
Jesus came from Nazareth of Galilee, and go and preach the gospel to "all na-
was baptized of John in Jordan.-Mark 1: 9. tions." And it is further, nothing 

Now when all the people were baptized, it but logically fair that these apostles, 
came to pass, that Jesus also being baptized, in their preaching, required no more 
and praying, the heaven was opened.-Luke of the converts made by their preach-

3: ~one can honestly and truthfully ing, than they themselves had com

say that Jesus did not submit to the plied with. 
baptism of John. Now let me ask The magnitude of misrepresenta-

tions made against Jesus Christ by you, dear reader, if Joh n's baptism 
professed followers, will never be 

was good enough for Jesus, and in so 
known till eternity shall unclose them 

doing he was fulfilling all righteous- to the astonished view of the self-de-
ness, was it not equally good enough . . . 
f 11 th 1 f th t t· ? E ce1ved. There are millions who seem 
or _a 0 er peop _e ~ a ime · ~- to honestly believfl that '•Christ never 

pemally so, when it 1s clear that this 1 d .. t d th 't ,, f b t' . . I a mm1s ere e ri e o ap ism. 
ordmance was committed from heaven I Th . t' f l'ttl · t 
unto that e examma 10n o a i e_ scrip ure 

P h t . Th . f . . should remove such a false idea. rop e , saying, e voice o one cryrng in 
After these things came Jesus and his disthe wilderness, Prepare ye the way of the 

Lord, make his paths straight.-Luke il: 4. ciples into the land of Judea; and there he 
In the cheerful submission of Christ tarried with them, and baptized.-John 3: 22. 

Avoiding the coloring adroitly 
to the heaven appointed ordinance of 

foisted upon the foregoing text by the 
baptism there is something quite sig-

perversion of creed interpretation it 
nificant in the following confession:-

And he that sent me is with me: the would convey the following intelligent 
Father hath not left me alone; for I do al ways 
those things that please him.-John 8: 29. 

communication to our mind: That 
after the events previously recorded, 
Jesus in company with his disciples 
came into Judea, temporarily located, 
or prolonged their visit, and while 
thus remaining in that vicinity, no 
doubt ministering the word of the 
gospel to the people "He"-that is 
Obrist - ''baptized." The personal 

Joh n's disciples discussing the topic 
of ·"purifying," that is, the forgive
ness of sin - the remission of sin 
through or by obedience to the ordi
nance of baptism, and this occasioned 
the following:-

And they came unto John, and said unto 
him, Rabbi, he [Christ] that was with thee 
beyond Jordan, to whom [Christ] thou barest 
witness, behold, the same [Christ] baptizeth, 
and all men come to [Christ] him.-John 3: 26. 

The reading of this always im
pressed me that somebody was jealous 
of the success of Jesus baptizing, and 
perhaps there was a desire upon the 
part of those visitors to John to cre
ate strife between him and his illus
trious cousin, seeing that both John 
and Jes us were preaching:-

Repent ye: for the kingdom of heaven is at 
hand.-Matt. 3: 2, and 4: 17. 

Those who discovered that these 
two men were preaching alike and ad
m i.nistering the ordinance of baptism 
alike, were either ignorant that both 
were the sent of God, or meddlesome 
in other men's business; but John had 
a perfect understanding of the situa
tion when he testified of Christ:-

H0 must increase, but I must decrease.
John il: 30. 

By this time, possibly, some are get
ting uneasy lest I omit to notice that 
p0rtion of the word depended on by 
all who hold a contrary opinion to 
that of Christ personally administer
ing the ordinance of baptism. Well 
here it is:-

This is a most beautiful thought 
and so nicely expressed, that God who 
sent his Son as a "propitiation for 
our sins," did not leave that Son alone 
in his arduous work of self-abnega
tion and severest trial alone, and that 
dutiful Son "always" did that which 
was pleasing unto his loving Father. 

When therefore the Lord knew how the 
pronoun "He" is so indivisibly con- Pharisees had heard that Jesus made and 

The reader will make note of the 
following important fact- God the 
Eternal Father did not publicly ac
knowledge Jes us Christ to be his Son 
until that Son came up out of the 
water of baptism, then the Father 

nected with the action "baptized," baptized more disciples than John, (though 
that to adopt any other view than Jesus himself baptized not, but his disciples.) 
that Christ officiated in the ordinance -John 4: 1-2. 

of baptism, would make this word of I This seems to lack explicitness in 
the Lord nugatory and meaningless that it contradicts the statements of 
to us. 1 chapter three, and furnishes the un-
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believer with argument against the 
claims of those who profess to believe 
the Bible. It may be a partial fulfill
ment of an ancient prophecy:-

Who is this that darkenetb counsel by 
words without knowledge?-Job 38: 20. 

There is another translation that I 
will submit as my . explanation, it 
reads:-

When therefore the Pharisees bad heard 
that Jesus made and baptized more dis
ciples than John, they sought more dili
gently some means that they might put him 
to death; for many received John as a 
prophet, but they believed not on Jesus. 
Now tbe Lord knew this, though he himself 
baptized not so many as bis disciples; for be 
suffered them for an example, preferring one 
anotber.-Jobn 4: 1-4. 

On the question of whether the bap
tism of J obn was a Christian baptism 
-or of like worth for salvation to the 
baptism administered by the Apostles, 
will make~ short comparison. 

REPENTANCE AND BAPTISM. 

. JOHN. 

Repent ye: for the king
dom of heaven is at hand. 
. . . And were baptized of 
him in Jordan, conlessing 
their sins. . . . I indeed 
baptize you with water 
unto repentance.-Matt. 3: 
2, 6, 11. 

John did baptize in the 
wilderness, and preach the 
baptism of repentance for 
the remission of sins. 
And there went out unto 
him all the land of Judea, 
and they of Jerusalem, 
and were all bapti~ed of 
him in the river of Jordan, 
confessi11g their sins. -
Mark 1: 4, 5. 

And he came into all the 
country about Jordan, 
preaching the baptism of 
repentance for the remis
sion of sins. . . . Then 
said he to the muititude 
that came f0rth to be bap
tized of him, O generation 
of vipers, who hath warned 
you to flee from the wrath 
to come? Bring forth 
therefore fruits worthy of 
repentaricP .... John an
swered, saying unto them 
all, I indeed baptize yon 
with water.-Luke 3: 3, 7, 
8, 16. 

There was a man sent 
from God, whose name 
was John .... John an
swered them, eny'in g, I 
baptize with water.-J uhn 
1: 6, 26. 

For John truly baptized 
with water.-Acts 1: 5. 

CHRIST AND THE AP06TLES . 

He that believeth and is 
baptized shall be saved; 
but he that beiieveth not 
shall be damned.-Mark 
16: 16. 

And said unto them, 
Thus it is written, and 
thus it behooved Christ to 
suffer, and to rise from the 
dead the third day: and that 
repentance and remission 
of sins should be preached 
in his name among all na
tions, beginning at J eruea
lem. And ye are witnesses 
of these things.-Lnke 24: 
46-48. 

Then Peter said unto 
them, Repent, and be bap
tized ev·2ry one of you in 
the name of J eeus Christ 
for the remission of sins. 
-Acts 2: 38. 

But when they believed 
Philip preaching the 
things concerning the 
kingdom of God, and the 
name of Jesus Christ, they 
were baptized, both men 
and women. . . . And 
Philip said, If tbou beJieV
est with all thine heart, 
thou mayest. And he an
swered a11d sal<l, I believe 
tb.at Jesus Chd"t is the 
Son of God. And he com
manded the chariot to 
s:and still: and ttiey went 
down both into the water, 
both Philip and the 
eunuch; and he baptized 
bim.-Acts 8: 12, 37, 38. 

And n0w why tarrieEt 
thou? ariee, and be btip
tized, and wash away thy 
sins, calling on the name 
of the Lord.-Acts 22: 16. 

Let us draw near whh a 
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theological hair~splitting definitions, 
may be able to discover that Joh n's 
preaching and baptism was not Chris
tian! Bot work-a-day people will 
only be able to see that John 
preached repentance and baptism for 
the remission of sin, and that Obrist 
and colaborers preached repentance 
and baptism for the remission of 
sin, and that repentance and baptism 
for the remission of sins are God's 
means of salvation for mankind. 
This talk about Joh n's baptism not 
being a Christian baptism is a polite 
way of branding John as a fraud or 
impostor, or tbat God sends men to 
preach a gospel in which there is no 
salvation. 

The slam at Jesus that he was 
''lax" in anything pertaining to duty 
or obedience, is without a screed of 
evidence, and is a reflection upon the 
memory of him that 
never man spake like this man.-Jobn 7: 46, 
and 
taught them as one having authority, and 
not as the scribes.-Matt. 7: 29. 

That Jesus disregarded the tradi
tions and perversions of his time can 
easily be understood; but without 
doubt he was most punctilious in the 
requirements of God's immutable law. 
Of a truth it is now as it was of old:--

For what man knowetb the things of a 
man, save the spirit of man which is in him? 
even so the things of God knoweth no man, 
but the Spirit of God.-1 Cor. 2: 11. 

Or as expressed in the language of 
Jesus himself:-

All things are delivered unto me of my 
Father; and no man knoweth the Son, but 
the Father; neither knowetb any man the 
Father, save the Son, and he to whomsoever 
the Son will reveal hirn.-Matt. 11: 27. 

In the absence of the revealing the 
things of God unto weak man, and in 
a state of hallucination will fulfill the 
parable:-

Can the blind lead the blind? shall they 
not both fall into the ditcb?-Luke 6: 39. 

The following is as true now as 
when uttered:-

Wberefore I g·i ve you to understand, that 
no man speaking by the Spirit of God calletb 
Jesus accursed: and that no man can say that 
Jesus is the Lord, but by the Holy Ghost.
I Cor. 12: 3. 

The conditions upon which we are 
true heart in full assurance 1 to possess and enjoy the Holy Spirit 
of faith, having our ~earts as explained to Nicodemus:-
sprmkled from an evil con- W 
science, and onr bodies Verily, verily, I say unto thee, Except a 
washed with pure water.- man be born of water and of the Spirit, he 
Heb. JO: 22· cannot enter into the kingdom of God.-

Those who depend wholly upon ' John 3: 5. 

This birth by water and the Spirit 
is: baptism in water for the remission 
of sin, the obtaining of the Holy 
Spirit as God bath promised and ap
pointed, and those who keep all the 
commandments of God may rest as
sured of the blessing of the aroma of 
perpetual flowers, the "twelve man
ner of fruits," that are ripening every 
month, upon the tree of life, and an 
eternal home in the paradisaical abode 
of those redeemed out of ··every na
tion, and kindred, and tongue, and 
people." Halleluiah to our God and 
his Son Jesus Christ! 

R. M. ELVIN. 

GOD'S PUNISHMENT. 

'l,HERE is a great difference of the 
teachings of men on God's punishment 
of the wicked; some tell of a hell, or_ 
lake of fire, in the middle of which 
stands a great monster of hideous 
form; in his hands is a long pitchfork, 
into this lake is cast all the wicked; 
here they roast and burn forever . 
They can never die. They live on 
for ever. Afar off they see pleasant 
vales and cooling streams; they crawl 
towards them. Just as they get 
there, this monster reaches out his 
fork and brings them back to the cen
ter; and this goes on for ever. And 
some say that the blessed up in 
he:a.ven, can look down on this lake of 
torment and that their happiness is 
increased in seeing such things. Oth
ers teach that all things was foreor
dained; so that if a man was born to 
be hanged, he will so die. That a 
few of the human race will be saved, 
but the great majority shall all go to 
that roasting hell. The extremes on 
the other side tell us that such is the 
goodness of God, that all mankind 
will be saved. There is no devil; 
there is no hell, or lake of fire. That 
all the sufferings of mankind is ended 
when they die; and like the good 
preacher said, he could not be happy 
at supper with the Lord Jes us, unless 
he had Judas Iscariot on one side, and 
that murderer on the other. Said 
murderer had most wickedly abused a 
young woman and then killed her. 
Yes, they say we will all be there, a 
great, happy family. This is founded 
on the traditions of men. What does 
the law say; for when the prisoner 
has been found guilty, it is by the law 
he is punished. When men disobey 
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Endless, with- ] they were as innumerable as the stars in the 
firmament of heaven, or as the sands upon 

God's commands, they are made to for ever-everlasting. 
suffer by his laws. out end. 

Mankind are here to live and learn, Right here some men's patience 
to taste the bitter, that they may fail; they get angry, and say, "Why, 
know the sweet; to learn the evil, I thought your God was a God of 
that they may know the good; to gain mercy; now he dooms all to hell, 
an experience for themselves, that except the few who are born again." 
they may choose of their own will, as Nay, friend, just wait a minute and 
to their acts. God may know what you will learn that God is indeed a 
men may do; but men do not know God of mercy; for while men did not 

know what they would do when they 
till they have a time of trial to prove had free will to act and choose for 
themselves. That men may kno.w themselves, God does so. He pre
how to act and be justified by God, pares a place for them, the terrestrial 
the law is given. Christ is the law- world. Here dwell men who died 
giver; his law is, "Hi:J that believeth without law; the spirits of men kept 
and is baptized shall be saved, he in prison for disobedience, who after
that believeth not shall be damned." ward receive the gospel; the honora-

Paul tells us there are three states ble men of the earth, and they who 
of future life. To make it clear to our are not valiant in the testimony of 
understanding, he calls our attention Jesus. And here is a great beauty, a 
to the light of the sun, moon, and grand comfort, a blessed assurance, 
stars. The light of the sun is the that the tongue of man fails to describe; 
greatest, grandest, and best of all; the sublimity and far reaching results 
thus he says is as the light of. the Ce- for good the mind of man cannot 
lestial state, which is the highest comprehend. They that knew no 
state of perfection that men can gain. law shall have part in the first resur
And to obtain this condition, Christ rection; which shall be in the resur
says, men "must be born again of rection of the just, and they shall live 
water and of the Spirit." The law is through the thousand years of peace, 
a law of mercy, this is the day of with Christ as king. This is supposed 
God's mercy. All who will, may ob- to be a great, grand educational era, 
tain by obeying the command to be and they all shall have the full bene
born again, and living in obedience to fit. Is there anything found in the 
the teachings of Christ the remainder wisdom of men like this? Where will 
of the days of their life. Repent- we find it? Think of it; the many 
ance from evil is asked. All who are miliions in every land, who have lived 
willing may so obey, live, and receive. since the days the gospel law was 
All others are under condemnation; taken from the earth, till the day it 
for John tells us the wrath of God is was restored, and who shall not see 
upon them who obey not the gospel. the mercy of God herein? Nay, when 
They, by their own acts reject the we consider the weakness of humanity, 
day of God's mercy; and so must we sometimes think it was a great 
abide the law of God's justice. Some mercy the law was not in force, so 
say there are good men in all that all those who have lived and died 
churches; yes, and there are many without law may have a much better 
good, honest, and just men who have chance to hear and obey under a reign 
no use for church membership; and of righteousness, than they would or 
who only believe Christ was one of could have had under the rule of the 
many reformers. But it is not a wicked. Let them who wish to learn 
question of goodness; it is an act of a knowledge of the future state not 
obedience first, the goodness after- only read but study all of section 
wards. If men have willfully set aside seventy-six, Doctrine and Covenants, 
God's word as of no worth to them, and they will not need to give heed to 
ofttimes trample it scornfully under the traditions of men, for therein are 
their feet as a thing despised, God the mysteries of God revealed con
has decreed such shall never dwell in cerning all of Adam's race-the con
his presence. As it is written, clusion of the seventh paragraph 
Eternal is God's punishment. End- rea~s:-

less is God's punishment Now does I B • b h ld d 1 th 1 d u., e o , an o, we saw e gory an 
not the word eternal mean to endure the inhabitants of the telestial world, that 

the sea shore, and heard the voice of the 
Lord, saying: These all shall bow the knee, 
and every tongue shall confess to him who 
sits upon the throne forever and ever; for 
they shall be judged according to their 
works; and every man shall receive according 
to his own works, and his own dominion in 
the mansions which are prepared, and they 
shall be servants of the Most High, but where 
God and Christ dwell they cannot come, 
worlds without end.-D. C, 76: 7. 

The tree has much fruit; some of it 
falls off green, some withers and de
cays; it is only that which remains 
and ripens without spot or blemish 
that we call perfect. So it is with the 
tree of humankind. Then there must 
be in the person a qualifying state of 
perfection. Can it be found short of 
obedience to God's commands, by liv
ing by every word he bas given for 
our guidance? Some one says if 
God's punishment is endless, how 
then can he be a God of mercy, since 
the disobedient in this life never ob
tain to the celestial state; they are 
then condemned forever. Let us look 
at it thus: Men condemn themselves. 
Yes, this is too true. The idea can be 
understood in the boy who was sent 
to school. His father says, Son, obey · 
the teacher; study to learn; it is all 
for your good; do,not 111eglect, for you 
can never have a chance like this 
again. What can the boy know of 
the great importance of the need he 
has to be diligent; he must believe his 
father; if he does, he is obedient; if 
he neglects, plays truant, has lots of 
fun as he sees it, when he comes to 
manhood has a chance to fill a place 
of trust, but cannot, who shall we say 
is to blame, -not his father, nor his 
teacher, then it must be himself; and 
will sorrow or regrets help him? 
Nay; and yet how many men have had 
to sorrow all their life because of the 
disobedience and willful neglect· in 
their youthful days. So then with 
the disobedient to God; they have 
none but themselves to blame. 

Punishment is of two kinds. Those 
who disobey men's laws are beaten 
with the whip called cat-o-niue-tails, 
get the sweat locker, hard labor, or 
short rations; this is physical suffer
ing. Men who are ambitious for 
place of rule and authority; who love 
to be called Right Honorable, Rever
end, Judge, or Master, and fail to ob
tain their Ciesires, suffer mentally, 
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which is the most severe and intense 
of suffering. 

The Lord has said there will come 
a day when men shall come to him 
and say, Lord, we have cast out dev
ils, and in thy name done many won
derful works; yet he wil1 say unto 
them, I never knew you. Others 
will find fault with him. Have 
they not labored and bore the burden 
and heat of the day? And there are 
those who only worked one hour, yet 
are made equal with them; and they 
are told many are called, few are 
chosen; are not all such doomed to 
bitter disappointment, their suffering 
and its duration none can tell; but it 
looks like as such are of them whose 
worm dieth not, nor torment ever 
ends. Some are rewarded, because 
they feed the hungry, clothed the 
naked, or even gave a cup of cold 
water in his name; showing us that 
for every good act of men there is a 
recompense; others were turned away, 
because there was no good deeds done 
by them; hence no good in them
selves. Some there are who obey 
God's laws in this life; others in 
prison, when the gospel is preached 
to them in the spirit life beyond the 
grave. While others never obey, 
hence they must be of those who are 
subdued and compelled to confess and 
bow the knee; evidently those lose 
their agency or freedom of acting as 
they choose, for they remain servants 
of the Most High forever. 

It seems that the impressions and 
acts of this life are so firmly stamped 
on the mind of the person that they 
can never be fully erased; for after 
the reign of peace and all things are 
established as God wills there is the 
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their obedience to his word. Theim
portance of this life few can tell till 
they leave this stage of action, so that 
we each and all should seek to live and 
act justly, truthfully, and patiently 
abide the days of our probation, for 
in so doing God has promised us rest 
and happiness;_ but of that happiness 
and rest what can mortals know, but 
like Job of old, we may say, though 
he slay me, yet will I trust in him. 

WILLIAM CAIRNS. 

And I saw the dead, small and great, stand 
before God; and the books were opened: and. 
another book was opened, which is the book 
of life: and the dead were judged out of those 
thing8 which were written in the books, ac
cording to their works.-Rev. 20: 12. 

There is more than one book spoken 
of here. Is not one, the record that 
Christ keeps, or the Lamb's book of 
life; and the other the general church 
record kept here on earth? We read 
that what is' 'loosed on earth is loosed 
in heaven, and what is bound on earth 
is bound in heaven." These books 

ONE WAY INTO CHRIST, ONLY. must correspond with each other. It 
THERE is but one way that man can takes two witnesses to condemn a man 
get into Christ, and that is by obeying in our courts on earth, and these two 
tbe commandmants laid down in the books will condemn us if our names 
New Testament Scrip'Gure. are not recorded there. Now is it 

Faith, repentance, bapt,ism, laying only those that have their names writ
on of the hands for the gift of the ten in these books that will be "re
Holy Spirit, etc., and baptism and warded according to their works?" 
laying on of hands must be adminis- And whosoever was not found written in 
tered by one having the authority. the book of life wae cast into the lake of fire. 
We read:- -Rev. 20: 15. 

Jesus answered, Verily, verily, I say unto 
thee, Except a man be born of water and of 
the Spirit, he cannot enter into the kingdom 
of God.-·John 3: 5. 

That is, he must be immersed by 
one called of God to administer these 
ordinances. 

Does not this cut out all other de· 
nominations? We read:-

For the Sor; of Man shall come in the glory 
of his Father, with his angels, and then he 
shall reward every man according to his 
works.-Matt. 16: 27. 

Does not this place every man out
side the church in the same position; 
for that kingdom spoken of in John 
certainly means the kingdom of 
heaven; for we read:-

Is no.t this book of life the record 
that Christ keeps? If it is, how will 
we get our names written there, only 
by obeying the commands? Can 
those that have not their names writ
ten there, can they possibly be re· 
warded according· to their works? 
They have their reward already, they 
will be "cast into the lake of fire." 

M. L. KINCAID. 

SPIRITUAL GIFTS, 
Now CONCERNING spiritual gifts, brethren, 
I would not have you ignorant.-1 Cor. 12: 1. 

Notwithstanding all that bas been 
written on this subject, I am assured 
there is amongst us, ignorance not 
only of these precious gifts, but of 

Except a man be born again he cannot see the divine purpose in giving them. I 
the kingdom of God.-John 3: 3. 

do not set myself up as an unerring 
He that •.. climbeth up some other way, 

unjust, filthy, liars, sorcerers, etc. th<' same is a thief and a robber.-John IO: 1. teacher, but by the help of the Spirit 
Hence the reason why they remain, How many are there to-day that are of the Lord may say something of 
and can only be as servants; for if trying to get in some other way. One benefit to some. 
permitted to rule, tp.ey would still will say, None but these other sec- From the above text it will be seen 
act unjustly and do wickedly. After tarian churches. How about the that the apostle was addressing the 
all that could be said, or would be moral man? He says he is as near "brethren," and the subject was "spir
written, what can man do but learn right as any of the Christian world itual gifts," and that he does not 
to obey. God is the Father; he knows to-day. Will he see, or enter into the want them to be ignorant. These 
what is best for the good of all. It is kingdom of heaven? Has he ever brethren, no doubt, were as well in
a great day, the day that a man learns obeyed the commandments? Has he formed as the ordinary brethren of 
to trust God. This life is a life of done as he understands the Scripture I the latter-day dispensation. We know 
trust, what can the child know or un- to teach him to do? Will he be re-

1 
that some are better informed than 

derstand of its father? It simply warded according to his work? If so, ,. others in every line of thought, and it 
loves and trusts. What can men tell why will not the biggest part of the is by observing and trying to come up 
of, or how can they understand God? people in the sectarian churches be I to the true standard, that we may 
His work and ways, then, they must l saved, or ''rewarded according to I finally attain unto it. In 1 Corinthians 
love and trust, and show their love in their works?" 12: 31 we have the following:-
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Covet earnestly the best l!ifts. j was one among the number. There 1
1 

Or, in other words, desire earnestly is a vast difference, almost as widely Stlndau 8Ghool HssoGiations. 
the best gifts. We believe this to be separated as day and night. We CONVENTION NOTICES. 
the words of inspiration, not only in would not call an apple dew or sun- Sunday School Association of Southern 
part, but as a whole and in its order. shine, and yet th.e dew and sunshine Michigan and Northern Indiana district will 
Now if we begin at the seventh verse help to produce the appie; and so the convene at Coldwater, Michigan, June 3, at 
we have this:- gifts of the Spirit help to produce that ten a. m. If you are going to conference, re-

fruit that will glorify. God and named member that you are needed most at the 
But the manifestation of the Spirit is given Sunday school convention. Full reports are 

to every man toprofrrt withal. by Peter as virtue, knowledge, tern- desired. MRS. J. H. ROYCE, Supt. 
Divine knowledge gives to each perance, patience, godliness, brotherly --

man that which will be best to de- kindness, and charity. I Convention of Kewanee district Sunday 
. . . school association will meet in Rock Island, 

velop him into the Christ character. "For if these thmgs be m you and June 3, at two p. m. at the Swedish Baptist 
In the next verse he says, in point of abound they make you that ye shall church, corner Fifth and Twenty-first Streets. 
order, that ''wisdom, knowledge, and neither be barren nor unfruitful in the All saints or friends coming, will please notify 
faith" are the best gifts. Therefore know ledge of our Lord Jes us Christ." William E. LaRue, North Harrison Street, 
it is plain th<>t these are the ones to .11 b Davenport, Iowa, by letter, and they will be 

~ If we have these fruits we w1 e 
S f met at train. Saints are not well prepared 

"covet earnestly." ome 0 our peo- able to endure to the end. It is not to care for teams. Please bring Hymnals, 
ple th~nk that those who do not have said he that has the gifts shall be Winnowed Songs, etc. Entertainment Fri
the gifts which can be seen at once, saved, but "he that end'ureth to the day evening under the auspices of Rock Is-
such as ''tongues" and ''prophecy," d Th "f land Sunday school. Bro. Joseph Smith end shall be save . " ese g1 ts are 
are not seeking for and obtaining the h h is expected to be present. Secretaries will 

~ given to produce fruit, and wit t at 
best gifts. I myself once thou!:<ht so. please remember to send in full reports. 

~ we will be able to endure to the end. MRS. En LAMB, Secretary. 
I thought those who had the gift to There is another side I wish to pre-
speak in "unknown tongues" were sent. A few (and I am glad there are 
the highest favored, and Paul names but a few) of us are afraid to fast and 
this gift the eighth and I put it first. pray to God for the gifts; for, say 
I was ignorant of the divine arrange- they, "If you seek for gifts the Devil 
ment, and Paul wLshes his brethren will give you all you want." Business 
not to be so. ''But," says one, "are men, on the same principle, might be 
not all the gifts equal?" In a certain afraid to take any money because 
sense, yes, for they are of divine ap- there are counterfeits. 

Clinton, Missouri, district association will 
convene at Coal Hill chapel, five miles east 
of Eldorado Springs, Missouri, June 3, at 
9: 30 a. m. All are cordially invited to at
tend, especially Sunday school officers and 
teachers. Bring tablet and pencil and jot 
down your duties as learned in institute 
work, which will be conducted Friday after
noon. Let us have written reports from all 
officers and teachers.. Send reports to pointment. But that some have 

precedence of others is plain. '•The 
body of Christ," his church, has all 
these gifts in it. But supposing it 
had all the gifts which correspond 
with the eyes, ears, arms, hands, fin
gers, legs, feet, and toes, and the 
brain was defective, what kind of a 
body would it be? How many are 
confined in madhouses who have all 
their limbs perfect? 

There is another gift which we 
would do well to have, the "discern
ing of spirits;" not only to be able to 
discern the evil spirit when manifest, 
but to discern our human spirits. 
There is the Spirit of God, the spirit 
of the Devil, and human spirits. You 
would not take a "spirited" horse and 
hitch him with one that is slow and 
not "spirited." Why? Because you 
discern their spirits. Why then do we 
not discern human spirits in the same 
way? and what a blessed gift, and 
greatly to be desired! 

Herein is my Father glorified, that ye beai· 
rnuchjruit.-John 15: 8. 

Some of us have made grave mis
takes, too, in the ''fruits" of the 
Spirit and the "gifts" of the Spirit. I 

God hath not given us the spirit of fear; 
but of power, and of love, and of sound mind.-
2 Tim. 1: 7. ' 

God wants us to be fearless in the 
performance of duty and in rendering 
service to him. He wants us to love 
him with all our hearts, and ''perfect 
love casteth out all fear." We are to 
seek to obtain and retain that Spirit 
by which all the gifts are given; 
seek by fasting and earnest prayer 
to obtain the Holy Ghost and let di
vine wisdom "divide" as he will. He 
knows better than we, what gift is best 
for us. However, wisdom is the best 

district secretary. 
ELLA MILLER, Supt. 
MINA P. KEARNEY, Ass't Supt. 
SAMUEL M. ANDES, Sec. 

Nauvoo convention will be held at Keb, 
Iowa, June 3, 1898. Business session at ten 
o'clock. Afternoon session will consist of 
class work and criticisms, in charge of Brn. 
Charles Craig, John Jervis, D. T. Reese, 
senior, intermediate, primary. In the eve
ning there will be an entertainment consist
ing of music, vocal and instrumental, essays, 
recitations, etc. All those who are coming 
will please notify D. T. Reese which train 
they will arrive on. 

. JOHN BRENNAN, Supt. 

gift God can give to man. A certain Convention of Mobile district Sunday 
man desired wisdom and it pleased school association will meet at Theodore, 
God so that he gave him wisdom and Alabama, :B-,riday, June 3, at 2 p. m. Let all 

1 officers and teachers come prepared to report 
riches too. We know that a lam.: of ! their work and progress. Secretaries not 
wisdom works disastrously to us in I being able to send their reports by delegates 
any of the walks of life. so as to arrive in time for presentation and 

Some ma think I place too little J reading, will please s~nd to. me by mail at 
y . . I Theodore, Alabama, immediately after the 

value on the' 'outward" mamf:stat10n, fifth Sunday in May. We hope to see a good 
but I certainly do not. I believe that , representation and an earnest interest mani
what divine wisdom has one. e said,

1

,I fested in this department. 
never will be changed. c. I. CARPENTER, Supt. 

I desire with all my heart, to do all ' Convention of Fremont, Iowa, district . 
I can for the advancement of truth. II Sunday school association convenes with 

In bonds, Henderson school June 2 and 3. Come. 
C. A. PARKIN. ! JOSEPH ROBER'l'S, Supt, 
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Convention of London district will meet 
with the Windham branch, Ontario, June 
17, one day before conference, at 2:30 p. m. 
Superintendents of schools and district offi
cers are requested to send reports of the con
dition of their schools and of the work under 
their supervision. All come in time for the 
convention, and we bespeak for you an en
joyable as well as a profitable time. The 
superintendent's address is St. Mary's, and 
of the secretary, Hopeville, Ontario. 

G. C. TOMLINSON, Supt. 
MAGGIE McGREGOR, Sec. 

Convention of Northeast Missouri district 
will convene at Higbee, Missouri, Friday, 
June 3, at nine a. m., for prayer meeting and 
at ten for business. Two p. m., question box, 
newspaper, and normal drill. Evening ses~ 
sion will be a program by school. Let all 
Sunday school workers be in attendance at 
this cor..vention, as this is the convention for 
the electing of officers. 

LOUISE PALFREY, Supt. 
MARY J. RICHARDS, Sec. 

Pottawattamie district Sunday school con
vention will convene at Underwood, Iowa, 
June 11 and 12. Everyone kindly invited to 
attend. JENNIE SCO'L'T, Sec. 

Northeast Kansas district Sabbath schools 
will convene at Scranton, June 5, at half-past 
ten. There will be short talks on Sunday 
school work and duties of parents to the 
Sunday school, also the duties of teachers. 
Sunday schools in the district, try to have 
your school represented at the convention; 
be sure to send reports in time. Send to 
John Cairns, Scranton, Osage County, Kan-
sas. SARAH A. PARKER, Supt. 

F. J. PIERCE, Sec. 

Mi&BBllanBotl& DspartmBnt 
RULES AND REGULATIONS 

FOR ADMISSION OF MEMBERS AND GOV
ERNMENT OF THE SAIN'L'S' HOME, 

LAMONI, IOWA. 
1. Worthy saints who are in need of a 

home, and who are unable on account of age 
or ill health to provide for themselves, and 
who are without relatives or friends who can 
provide for them, are entitled to a place in 
the Home. 

2. Worthy aged saints who are unable to 
arrange suitable homes with relatives and 
friends, and who are able to provide for t,hem
selves at the Home, may be received upon 
due arrangement being made with those in 
charge. · 

3. Parties seeking admission to the Home 
must present recommendations from their 
respective branches and the Bishop's agents 
where they reside. Where persons have 
never resided near a branch, so as to become 
identified in bt'anches or with local authori
ties, they must present suitable recommenda
tions from some general church officer. 

4. When practicable, applications should 
be made through the Bishop's agent in the 
district where applicant resides. 

THE SAINTS' HERAI_,D. 

5. The Matron in charge of the Home will 
treat all with patience and kindness, and all 
members of the Home must observe the rules, 
requests, and orders of the Matron, and when 
a request or order on the part of the Matron 
is thought to be unreasonable, parties cannot 
of themselves refuse to comply, but must re
fer such request or order to the Bishop or 
some member of the Bishopric, or in their 
absence the President of the Church or the 
Missionary in Charge. 

6. Proper respect and decorum toward each 
other must be observed by all having a place 
in the Home, and no one shall give orders to, 
or command or direct any other member, 
without the request or direction of the 
Matron; or if outside or farm work, the 
Superintendent of the farm. 

7. Cleanliness,,..and godliness must be ob
served at all times, and care taken both in 
personal habits and in the rooms of building. 

8. Each must so far as possible respect the 
wishes of his or her associates, and maintain 
due decorum in all his or her relations with 
associates and parties in charge. 

9. Each person may have absolute quiet 
and rest in his or her own room, and must 
not be intruded upon unnecessarily by others. 

10. No person shall intere with the kitchen 
work, and those wishing to aid in this de
partment must first obtain the consent of>the 
Matron. 

11. All ~hall observe the hours fixed by the 
Matron fororetlring in the evening and ris
ing in the morning, sickness and inability to 
comply to be consid-ired. 

12. The use of tobacco or any narcotic, ex
cept u oder the ad vice of a physician, and 
strong drink is positively forbidden. 

13. For any persistent violation of any of 
these rules, the party so violating and refus
ing to comply shall be dismissed from the 
Home. 

14. The Home is open to visitors free 
Wednesdays and Saturdays only. On all 
other days contributions will be required to 
aid in defraying the expenses. 

15. The occupants of the Home are expected 
to observe strict decorum in regard to the 
conduct of the affairs of the Home and its 
government, and must not discuss the man
agement of the Home or talk of its domestic 
affairs to visitors or outside persons. Com
plaints should be made t.u the Matron, or to 
the Bishop, his counselors, or some general 
officer, if any are to be made. 

By the Bishopric, 
E. L. KELLEY, 

Presiding Bishop. 
LAMONI, Iowa, March 1, 1898. 

These rules are concurred in by us. 
.TOSEPH SMITH. 
ALEX. HALE SMITH. 

Smith and his coworkers, the Church of God 
in fact and in harmony with the Bible iu 
doctrine and organization?" 

Bro. J. W. Wight acted as moderator for 
Bro. Williams, and Elder Mellinger, pastor 
of the Disciple Church here, acted as mod
erator for Elder D. H. Bays. Mr. W. T. 
Stamper acted as chairman. 

BRO. T. W. WILLIAMS' FIRST SPEECH. 

Gentlemen Moderators, Ladies, and Gentle
men:-I am here to affirm the proposition 
just read. In the affirmation of the proposi
tion I am expected to lead and to represent 
one of the churches now in existence, com
paring it with the church as organized in 
New Testament times. In going in search of 
something we must have clearly in view that 
which we desire to find. It is my purpose to 
show what the Church of Christ is, and to 
show that the church represented by me is 
in harmony with the Scriptures, and is the 
Church of God in fact. 

The term "Reorganized" indicates that 
something has .o been disorganized, disar
ranged; and the term "The Church of Jesus 
Christ" indicates'whose church it is, and "of 
Latter Day Saints". shows of what it is com
posed. 

We now proceed to show that this church 
is in harmony with that composed of former
day saints. 

In Matthew 16: 18 Jesus says "I will biiild 
my church." He then is the builder, and 
when it is built it will.be his church. There 
should be no contention about this. 1 Cor
inthians 3: 11 and Acts 4: 10-12 show what 
Christ's relationship should be with the 
church on earth: hence the same relationship 
should and does exist with the church com
posed of Latter Day Saints. 

The true church is Christ's, and the name 
of Christ is Jesus, as was given him by the 
angel, hence the name of the Church should 
be Jesus Christ; and Paul confirms this posi
tion in Ephesians 3: 14, 15, wherein it is re
corded that."the whole family in heaven and 
earth is named" "Jesus Christ." 

When men are baptized they are baptized 
into Jesus Christ. (Romans 6: 3.) "Jesus" 
means Savior, as the angel said when giving 
the name; Christ means "the anointed," 
hence "Jesus Christ" indicates "The 
anointed" "Savior," to "save his people from 
their sins." 

The term "latter day" indicat,es the times 
in which we live, and no one will deny suc
cessfully but what we are living in the latter 
days. 

The people of God should be called saints 
to be in harmony with the Bible. (See Rom. 
1: 7; 1 Cor. 1: 2 and Eph. 1: 1.) 

The church was and should be authorita
tively represented. John who baptized Jesus 
was sent of God (John 1: 6). TheFather sent 

WILLIAMS-BAYS DEBATE. Jesus Christ (John 12: 49, 50). And as the 
The Williams-Bays debate, concerning Father sent him so he sent his disciples. 

which so much has been published in the (John 20: 21.) In Romans 10: 13-15 this au
Hemld, began at Mondamin, Iowa, May 9, by [ thority is still farther extended to all who 
Bro. T. W. Williams affirming the following preach, for "how can they preach except 
proposition:- they be sent?" The Comforter was to guide 

"Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ into all truth, and so the Holy Ghost desig
of Latter Day Saints, organized and estab- nated and should designate who should rep
lished through the instrumentality of Joseph resent the church. Acts 20: 28 says the Holy 
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Ghost made overseers. Acts 13: 2 designated The church organized in 1830 has apostatized, 
the choice of Barnabas and Paul as ministers. for the name formerly used was "The Church 
John 15: 16 says, "I rJesus] have chosen you of Latter Day Saints." (Church History, 
and ordained you" (the apostles). And 1 1 vol. 1, p. 550; vol. 1, pp. 556, 557; vol. 1, p. 
Corinthians 12: 28 shows that "God set in the 572.) This is three cou,nts against the church 
church" certain officials; henc0 we conclude that it is not the Church of Christ. The 
that no one can act officialiy save God has di- church at this time was only five years of 
rected him to so act. age. The little girl was not old enough to 

I now show by l Corinthians 12: 28 what marry and change her name. This was her 
officers God set in the church; viz., "First maiden name. I also find that Joseph Smith, 
apostles, secondarily prophets, thirdly teach- the father of the church, calls his child "The 
ers,'' etc., and when these officials acted ac- Church of Latter Day Saints." (Church 
cording to God's decree their acts were History, p. 583.) My opponent can't find the 
blessed. Also by Ephesians 4: 11 that "he term "The Church of Jesus Christ" in the 
[Christ, see v. 8] gave some, apostles; and Bible. The first name the church was called 
some, prophets; and some, evangelists; and was "The Church of Christ" (D. and C. 17: 1), 
some pastors and teachers." and then in 1835 it was called "The Church 

In Matthew 10: 1-4 it is shown that Jesus of Latter Day Saints." 
chose the original twelve apostles, and God Jes us and the apostles called the people of 
called him; hence God set them in the God "disciples." The word "disciples" is 
church these officials. Acts 13: 2 shows the used in the Bible fifty-five times, the term 
selection of Barnabas and Paul, and they "saint" only twenty-nine. times. The whole 
were apostles. Acts 14: 14. Acts 1: 16-26 family was called "Jesus Christ," not' 'saints." 
evidences the choice of Matthias,. as the Williams would lead you to believe that the 
Lord would show which to choose. He was people of God were called saints alway8. 
numbered with the t·welve and the choice Jesus never called bis followers saints. 
approved of God. WILLIAMS' SECOND SPEECH. 

D. H. BAYS' FIRST SPEECH. I did not say all other churches were wrong; 
Gentlemen Moderators, Ladies and Gentle- that was Bays' deduction only. I .spoke 0f 

men:-It is a pleasure for me to meet so able the church built by Christ being right. The 
an opponent, because I believe that he is a only question at issue is, Which church is in 
gentleman, and that he is sincere in believ- ha:-mony with the New Testament? All peo
ing what he represents. It is my purpose to ple rec_ognized of God are called saints. He 
present to you facts as I view them. will not show where the people of God were 

I now read the proposition. Now if the ever "called to be disciples." I have shown 
Latter Day Saints are correct in their claims, they were "called to be saints." 
then everybody else is wrong. My opponent He asks me to prove that apostasy abro
has drawn the line in his argument between gates authority. Acts 20: 28 says "not spar
the Latter Day Saints and all other Christian ing the flock." This shows that "grievous 
people. We cannot afford to be in error. If wolves entering" did not spare anything, and 
we show them to be in error, they ought to this shows authority was destroyed. He ad
accept of the conclusions. Who is right, mits be has no objection to the name Jesus 
they to the exclusion of all else, or is it not being attached to the name of the church. 
more probable t_hat they are wrong than that He said all intelligent people admitted we 
all others are wrong? were living in the latter days. Intelligent 

This people is not the only church claim- men do say we are not living in the latter 
ing to be Latter Day Saints, but even they days. Some scientists claim the world will 
are excluded from being right by these peo- last 50,000 years yet. Are they not intelli
ple. The church in the West have good gent? They certainly are, though they may 
reasons for calling themselves Latter Day be in error. 
Saints, for Joseph Smith gave it existence. To call the name of the church, "The 
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the church. (1Cor12: 28.) God set apostles 
in the church. 

Judas, one of the apostles, fell. This was 
a good time to set the world right if there 
was to be no succession. I read Acts 1: 16-26. 
Peter refers to what David spake as being 
fulfilled in the case of Judas. He says Judas 
"obtained a part of this ministry.'' The 
apostles presented the matter of choosing 
one to "take part of this ministry and apostle
ship,'' to the Lord and asked him to "shew 
whether of these two tho1i hast chosen.'' 
Matthias was chosen, "and he was numbered 
with the eleven apostles.'' 

In Acts 13: I, 2 it is shown that the "Holy 
Ghost said, "Separate me Barnabas and Saul 
for the work whereunto 1 have called them." 
Acts 14: 14 shows their office work, that of 
apostles. Ephesians 4: 11-14 shows the officers 
herein mentioned were to remain till the at
tainment God has indicated - "till we all 
come in the unity of the faith and of the 
knowledge of the Son of God unto a perfect 
man, unto the measure of the stature of the 
fulness of Christ." 

Prophets were in the church. (Acts 13: l; 
Eph. 4: ll, and] Cor. 12: 28.) 

Seven ti.es were in the church. (Luke 10: 1.) 
Evangelists were in the church. Philip 

was an evangelist (Acts 21: 8), called of God. 
(Acts 6: 5.) Timothy also was an evangelist. 
(2 Tim. 4: 5.) 

There were pastors, or those having charge 
(Acts 14: 23) with God's approval; and over
seers (Acts 20: 28), the Holy Ghost so desig
nating them. 

Bishops were also in the church (1 Tim. 3: 
1-4), and these should be wise men. 

There were also Teachers (Acts 13: l; Eph. 
4: 11) and Deacons (Phil. 1: 1; 1 Tim. 3: 8-10). 

We insist that these officers must be in the 
church always, for Jesus Christ is the same 
forever (Heb. 13: 8, Mal. 3: 6), and what the 
Lord doetb be doeth it "forever.'' 

BAYS' SECOND SPEECH. 

My opponent must prove the proposition. 
He now wants me to prove a negative. I 
don't wonder at it. He has a hard job to 
prove a succession of the apostolic office, and 
that is the reason. 

Jesus never called his followers saints. In 
I object to the name of the church as found Church of Christ" or "of Jesus Christ," and J b 7 3 J 11 h' 1 "d' · 1 " in the proposition because it is not scriptural. o n : esus ca s is peop e isc1p es. 

also "The Church of Latter Day Saints," p 1 1 th t d' · 1 d The brother ingeniously explains the prefix, au never emp oys e erm isc1p es, an 
does not prove apostasy any more than to b · th 1 th t 11 G d' 1 Reorganized, and the affix, "of Latter Day e is e on Y one a ca s o s peop e 
call Sarah Jones, Sarah only, or Miss Jones. " · t " Wh' b · · ht p 1 · Saints." I have no objection to the word sarn s. w is rig - au says rn pas-
To call her Sarah does not prove she is not f d t ·o B W'll' "C 11 d ".Tesus.'' The appellation "Latter Day sages re erre o y ro. I iams, a e 

Saints" is superfluous because everybody Miss Jones. to be saints,'' not "called saints" then. May 
knows we are living in the latter days. The In the Doctrine and Covenants 16:1-4 we have become saint at once, some in a few days, 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints reference made "to building up the church some in irlory. 
was organized in 1830, in New York, by of Christ,'' and therein it is said, "Behold, Latter Day Saints draw the line sharply, 
Joseph Smith and Oliver Cowdery, as is JESUS CHRIST is the NAME which is given of and distinctly say that they are the "only 
claimed. The corporate name of this church the Father, and there is NONE O'.rHER NAME church.'' The Doctrine· and Covenants says 
is not "The Church of Jesus Christ." GIVEN whereby man can be saved; wherefore, it is the only true church. If my opponent 

The church organized by Christ and the all men must take upon them the name which does not tell us of one other church that is 
apostles was never destroyed. They take the is given of the Father, for in that name shall right, then by his silence he declares it is 
position that church was destroyed and did they be called at the last day; wherefore, if the only church. I did not say that he said 
not exist till Joseph Smith reorganized it. they know not the NAME by which they are no others could be saved except Latter Day 
The c).aim of apostasy is admitted to have CALLED, they cannot have place in the kingdom Saints. The logical sequence is that he is 
existed, but that apostasy destroys authority, of my FATHER." right, then o.ll others are wrong. 
must be proven. If he proves that apostasy Disciples of what? of Paul, Aristotle, or of I don't care anything about the use of the 
abrogates authority, then. h(} gQoq ~ti,, whom? A disciple is a follower or learner, word "sparing" in Acts 20: 28; the term 

tl;Hirtt;y for tiJ r<'lorg!l!l!iz!l!ti91;1, ··. I i~ tii perp;i,lljQ.fJnt i11; 1 "v~fJ tioc~" w!liei !19t1 t·lJ~ wl;tQl~ g:itm·g~, ij~ 
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says that means to abolish the whole church, 
but it does not. 

Did he find the passage that says "apos
tolic office?" Paul says in Romans 11: 13 
that he magnified his office, but that does 
not say it was the apostolic office. 

Kelley in Presidency and Priesthood says 
God created the office. I don't believe there 
was such an office. He must prove there was 
an apostolic office, then to prove its perma
nency. Prove this and your work is done. 

Matthias' calling don't prove the perpetuity 
of the office. The apostles selected two men, 
the apostles voted and Matthias got the most 
votes; that is all there is of it. This could 
not form a precedent. That which cannot be 
repeated, cannot form a precedent. To fill 
Judas' place cannot be repeated. To repeat 
this would prove that Jesus must be again 
betrayed, crucified, and then go to glory. 
This cannot be repeated. He used l Cor
inthians 12: 28 to prove that God set the 
"apostolic office" in the church. I used to use 
that argument,, and I knocked my oppo
nents out. I hope it won't have that effect in 
this case. 

How many men in the Latter Day Saints' 
Church have received the office of prophet 
by the laying on of hands? Joseph Smith is 
in the office of Presidency, ·not in the pro
phetic office. 

No such officer as an evangelist was ever 
ordained in the Latter Day Saints' Church. 
We call these people "Mormons" because it 
is more convenient-because of brevity. 

I have had pleasure to lay on hands with 
two of tliese brethren present. There are no 
Mormon pastors in the church. 

He must show that he is exactly in accord 
with .the Bible. 

Everything depends upon his showing that 
apostasy abrogatEd authority. 

PASTORAL. 
To the Saints of the Eastern Mission:-The 

late General Conference has now gone into 
history. By its action the conditions in the 
Eastern mission were in some respect 
changed, so it is necessary that something be 
said concerning it, in order to adjust our
selves to present conditions, and so take hold 
anew, and energetically for another year's 
work, or more. The conference in point of 
tone and results was all that in consistency 
could have been wished for. Grave and sober 
thoughts and spiritual light guided in quorum 
and conference, indicating both divine recog
nition and devotion of the adherents to the 
cause. All saints, so far as we learned, re
turned joyfully to their homes, strengthened 
in the faith. 

It will be observed that the mission in 
charge of Bro. G. T. Griffiths last year was 
again united with the Eastern missi0n 
proper, and Brn. Joseph Luff and vVm. H. 
Kelley placed in charge. The lakes and the 
line between the states of Indiana and Ohio 
form the principal western boundary of the 
mission as now constituted. It includes Nova 
Scotia, New Brunswick, the New England 
States, New York, Pennsylvania, Maryland, 
th.e Dl<>trict of Columbia, Delaware, the Vil.'" 
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ginias, and the State of Ohio, and a portion J the territory vyhich was in his charge last 
of Northeastern Kentucky. year. 

It will have been observed also that three 
of our most efficient laborers vvere removed 
from the east and sent to other missions; 
namely, Brn. U. W. Greene, I. M. Smith, 
and F. M. Sheehy. They will be missed, and 
it will be difficult to supply their places. It 
is gratifying, however, to know that the east 
is able to furnish promising stars for other 
fields; and while we feel their loss, we will 
try and be consoled in the thought that they 
will serve others as well. and that as the 
cause is one, that wherever they are we are all 
laboring to the one great end, the enlighten
ment and redemption of the world from sin, 
superstition, and ignorance, and the estab
lishment of God's order of things among 
men. So we will be content, and try and 
train up others as promising. 

The ministry are expected to take their 
places in their respective fields as promptly as 
practicable, and serve the cause as deligently 
and untiringly as if engaged in lucrative pur
suits. The saints in general should support the 
efforts of the ministry to get the work before 
the people, and ''success" should be the 
motto of every one. The idea of failure 
should never enter the council of saints. In 
the nature of things their cause cannot fail, 
and the rewards of diligent service are sure. 
They belong to God to bestow. Saints may 
Munder, suffer fatigue, privation, and loss 
after the :narmer of men, but their rewards in 
God's work are sure. Even the fall of a "spar
row" is noted by him. Courage, and on. 

In order to facilitate missionary labor and 
effect order, the following appointments have 
been agreed upon, though it may be necessary 
to make some change later in some of them. 

G. H. Godbey; West. Virginia and North-
east Kentucky. 

L. R. Devore; Pittsburg district. 
J. L. Goodrich; Virginia. 
R. Etzenhouser; Kirtland district and ad

jacent places to the east. 
W. W. Blanchard; Western New York 

and Vermont. 
J. F. McDowell; Pittsburg district, etc. 
D. L. Shinn; to labor in connection with 

the ones in charge of Kirtland district and 
Western New York. 

Holmes J. Davison; Nova Scotia. 
T. C. Kelley; Maine, in charge after U. 

W. Greene leaves for his mission. 
Richard Bullard; in charge of the Massa

chusetts district as a "field of labor." 
Joseph Squires; in charge of New York 

district. 
A. H. Parsons; in charge of Philadelphia 

district. 
Wyoming district is not fully provided for; 

neither is Ohio district. 
Elder J. T. Davis will be expected to labor 

in the following named places, in harmony 
with those in charge, as wisdom directs: In 
Ohio district at Wellston, Syracuse, Coalton, 
Jackson, etc.; in Pittsburg district at Iron
dale, Etna ville, etc.; and in Kirtland district 
at Sharon, Palmyra, Youngstown, Conneaut
ville, etc.; also at points in West Virginia. 

Bro. G. T. Griffiths has been consulted also 
iA the !1.rrauging of the missionaryPforees hi. 

Bro. F. M. Sheehy will be expected to aid 
the work in Western New York all he can 
before starting to California. Also Bro. U. 
W. Greene in Maine before going to Hono
lulu. 

Temple, Ohio, is the permane'ut address of 
Wm. H. Kelley, and mail sent to that address 
for Joseph Luff will reach bim. 

Respectfully submitted, 
WM. H. KELLEY. 
JOSEPH LUFF. 

To the Ministry in South West Mission:-! 
am in the field and would be pleased to hear 
from all. I have not made any appointments 
as yet; but as soon as I can place myself in a 
condition to learn the needs of the mission I 
will appoi.nt others to assist me. I trust we 
may labor together in unity, a,nd not allow a 
jealous thought to enter our minds. Pray 
for each other and the good Lord will bless 
us in our work. When it becomes necessary 
to defend the restored gospel, be sure that 
we enter the arena with fair propositions, 
clearly stated, with a desire for truth to pre
vail, and not caring so much for victory. 

Dear, saints, let us do what we can with 
our means in placing the Bishop's agents in a 
condition to assist the Bishop with tithes 
and offerings. 

May our heavenly Father bless us in his 
work is my prayer. i\11 A. J. MOORE. 

BEAVER, Texas, .May 7. 

Permit· me to say through the Herald that 
as Bro. Caffallbas appointed me to labor in 
"Saline, Richardson, and other counties in 
Nebraska, as the way may open," I desire to 
hear from the saints and friends in the ter
ritory specified, especially in Richardson 
County, relative to the work in said field. I 
wish to accomplish as much good as possible, 
and desire the hearty cooperation of all the 
brethren and friends interested. I am not 
doing much preaching now, owing to the 
farmers being so busy planting corn; but I 
am in the field arranging for a close and sys
tematic prosecution of the work. Please 
write to me at my home address, Wilber, 
Nebraska, as soon as possible, so that,we may 
labor together unitedly and intelligently. 

Your brother in Christ, 
C. H. PORTER. 

EAGLE, Nebraska, May 13. 

CHURCH RECORDER'S NOTICE. 
I again call the a tten ti on of district presi

dents and clerks to the necessity of the re
ports of branches being forwarded to the 
General Church Recorder, that he may do 
his work according to the commandment 
given in section 17, paragraph 25 of the Book 
of Covenants. To this end it is provided in 
Book of Rules, section 173, as follows:-

"For, according to the passage quoted, the 
object of thus reporting ... is the placing 
in possession of the Church Recorder as 
quickly as possible, accurate and syste~atic 
reports from all parts of the church; said re
ports being made out for that purpose and 
thic,t purpmie alone,-the sending o~ them to 
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conference being only the preliminary .move- I ous peace, is the rule all over our bright. I Please, rememli>er, oi;ie day of the sessions 
ment for the purpose of ensuring their trans-11 land, "and Johnnie comes marching home," will be set apart for a steamboat excursion or 
mission to the appointed recording officer of etc. We ar<J looking forward to the 19th of a visit to Nauvoo, the historic city. Come 
the church. . . . August next, to have a real old-fashioned one, come all. We think we are safe in say-

" After these [branch officers] have done good time, by the gathering of the saints ing you will never regret it. 
their duty, it devolves upon the presidents and friends in reunion at the Bluff Park The l<'irst Presidency and Bishopric have 
and clerks of districts, or conferences, to camp grounds, near Montrose, Lee County, promised, if health and no unforeseen event 
faithfully transmit to the General Recorder Iowa, just across the river from Nauvoo, occurs to prevent, to be with us and aid in 
the report.s which have come into their Illinois. gospel work. Good speakers will be on hand, 
hands, through this careful provision of the At the last meeting of the committee a and we trust great good will be done. 
law." request was sent out to each and all of the By order of committee, 

So I again call attention to the fact tbat districts which were instrumental in insti- ALEX. H. SMITH, Sec. 
reports of branches in some of the districts tuti.ng the Bluff Park reunion, asking that a 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
I should have said in the notice sent for 

in England are far behind, and their records soliciting com'llittee be appointed to collect 
imperfect. There should be something done means to make our reunion a glorious suc
immediately towards giving me an account cess. The object of this collecting of me.ans 

f 11 l publication that Nodaway district conference 
o a osses by death and otherwise, and of was to relieve the committee of much anxiety 

11 would be held at Sweet Home, Missouri, on 
a names added, and their items of birth, and labor during our meeting, and avoid 
b . the fourth instead of the· "first" Saturday 

apt1sm, and confirmation; and of changes passing the hat and the collection while 
f and Sunday in June. 

o name by marriage, as well as of ordina- everybody oug·ht to be enjoying themselves WM. WOODHEAD. 
tions that have taken place since last reports. to the fullest extent, and thus relieve our 
The branches in Wales are mostly in arrears, gathering of this unpleasant feature as much 

Kewanee district will hold a conference at 
Rock Island, Illinois, the first Saturday and 
Sunday in June, in the Swedish Baptist 
church, corner of 5th and 21st Streets. Those 
who attend are requested to notify Bro. W. 
E. LaRue, North Harrison Street, Daven
port, Iowa, by letter, stating when they will 
come, and they will be met at'train. Saints 
tbere are not prepared to keep teams. Bring 
Hymnals, Winnowed Songs, etc. Bro. Joseph 
Smith may be in attendance. The above in
structions apply to Sunday school conven· 
tion also. 

too, and full corrections are needed of quite a as possible. 
number. 

Not yet have any reports come from the of
ficers of the Kirtland, the Oklahoma, and the 
Northern Texas and Choctaw districts since 
the organization of these districts, and I am 
desirous to have complete reports of all 
branches in their bounds. Branches in them 
that are already on the General Record only 
need to be corrected by reports of gains, 
losses, changes of name, ordinations, etc.; 
but of all new branches I need full copies of 
records, every name and all items of date 
and place, to fill up the columns provided in 
the records. 

I also mention that the March reports re
ceived by the Northern California and South
ern Missouri districts have not yet come into 
my hands, nor the April reports from Central 
California. 

The May conferences advertised are held 
in Alabama, Pottawattamie, Northwestern 
Kansas, Western Maine, and Northern Ne
braska. 

The June conferences will be held in the 
following districts, namely: Mobile, North
ern Illinois, Sou th eastern Illinois, Kewanee, 
Nauvoo, Decatur, Des Moines, Eastern Iowa, 
Fremont, Galland's Grove, Little Sioux, 
Northeast Kansas, Eastern Michigan, and 
probably Northern and Southern Michigan, 
Northern Minnesota, Northeast Missouri, 
Nodaway, Far West, St. Louis, Independ
ence, Clinton, Southern Nebraska, South
western Texas, Northern Wisconsin, and 
Southern Wisconsin. 

A few conferences will be held in July and 
August, and some are not yet appointed. 
Hoping for prompt action upon the part of 
branch and district clerks in getting in re-
ports, Your brother, 

H. A. STEBBJNS. 
LAMONI, Iowa, May 12. 

I have received only one official notice of 
such action from one district, namely, the 

·Decatur district, Iowa. Incidentally, I have 
learned that two of those districts refuse to 
take such action; for this I am sorry, and 
believe H they had been correctly informed 
of the good already done by our reunions at 
Bluff Park, they would not have withheld 
the helping hand. However, I hope they 
may change their mind anil still stand by 
the organization, and come and meet with 
us, for we are going to hold our reunion all 
the same. 

And now I once more ask the cooperation 
of all the districts. Just a few dollars from 
each will place the committee upon such safe 
footing that we can assure you from the start 
a grand, guod time. You must not fall into 
the iilea that it is all play at a reunion, and 
that the only object is to have simply a 
glorious good time, for the individual enjoy
ment of all who go, just for relaxation and 
pleasure, for this is an erroneous idea. 

Our Bluff Park reunion has made it possi
ble for us to reach, with the preaching of the 
word, hundreds which we could not have 
reached in any other way, and prejudice has 
been removed in a remarkable manner; but 
it is hard work for your committees and for 
those in charge. It is universally admitted 
that our conferences, general and district, do 
an immense amount of good, so much so that 

s. A. WHITEHOUSE, Secretary. 

Conference of Northern Nebraska district 
will convene May 28 and 29, at Waterloo, 
Nebraska. Those notifying us will be met 
at the train. 

RICHARD BROWN, Secretary. 

Spring River district conference will con
vene June 4, at Weir City, Cherokee County, 
Kansas. T. S. HAYTON, Sec. 

Lock box 493. 

Some think a mistake was made in notice 
for Decatur district conference to meet June 
11. It was for good and sufficient reasons 
the change in date was made. 

On duty, 
ROBT. M. ELVIN. 

they are held at different places, changing . London district w,ill meet June 18 and 19, 
from place to place for the prestige they give with Windham branch. All train~ will be 
the work. So our reunions are a power for met on the T. H. and B. railroad at Vanessa, 
good. Friday and Saturday; anyone coming on 

Our General Conference is now placed two Thursday will please drop a card to R. C. 
years apart, so our reunions ought to be the Longhurst, Vanessa, and they will be met at 
better attended. So come out and enjoy a station. All coming to conference by train 
two week's outing, combining pleasure, inno- please ask the station agent for a delegate's 
cent pleasure, worship, and gospel labor. certificate, and pay single fare, and if there 
The place is all that can be asked for it. be fifty such certificates taken out you will 
Historic, healthful, pleasant, easy of access, get home for one third fare; if there be three 

REUNION NOTICE. and one of the most beautiful sceneries on the hundred, you will get home free; but if there 
To the Readers of the Herald and all who father of waters - the Mississippi River. be less than fifty present you will get home 

are Interest.ed in the Coming- Bluff Park Cottages and tents can be rented for the re- for two thirds fare, just the same as if you 
Reunion; Greeting:-I wish to say we, your j union term reasonably, if those desiring apply j had taken a return ticket at first; hence 
committee, are not dead, but are only wait-1 in time; Brn. J. S. Snively and Daniel Tripp, I there is no loss by taking this kind of a 
ing and watching for the good time coming, committee on ucottages; addrens Montrose, I ticket, and there probably will be one third 
when the cruel war is over, and peace, glori· Iowa. fi;i,re gain. Branch secretaries, have your 
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reports made out in time for conference. We 
hope each branch will feel this responsibility, 
and that· all will report. Local ministry are 
also requested to send reports of their lStbors. 
All are heartily invited to come and bring 
the gospel peace. Secretary's address, Hope
ville, Ontario. 

R. c. LONGHURST, Pres. 
MAGGIE MACGREGOR, Sec. 

Eastern Iowa district conference will con
vene with Brushcreek branch, June 4, at ten 
a. m. The statistical reports from all 
branches are requested; also ministerial re
ports from all the priesthood, so we may 
know what has been done in the last quarter 
for the Master. Come one, come all, and 
bring the ~ood Spirit with you. 

c. E. HAND, Pres. 

Nauvoo district conference will convene at. 
Keh, Iowa, June 4 and 5. Branch reports 
should be in the hands of secretary, R. War
nock, Farmington,.Iowa, by the 1st. Expect 
Brethren Kelley and Lambert to be with us. 
Let us have a good turn out. 

F. M. WELD, Pres. 
There has been a committee appointed by 

Keb branch to meet all those contemplating 
attending the Nauvoo district conference, 
which convenes June 4 and 5. The com
mittee are Brn. D. T. Reese, C. E. Burk, and 
D. T. Williams. They will be recognized by 
a bunch of red, white, and blue ribbons, 
which they will wear on lapel of coat. Those 
who are coming will do well to notify the 
committee which train they will arrive on. 

JOHN BRENNAN, Clerk of Branch. 

Northeastern Missouri district conference 
will convene at Higbee, June 4, continuing 
over the 5th. We invite all who can to at
tend this meeting; election of district officers 
will take place. All reports should be for
warded to George Tryon, Huntsville, Mis
souri. Brn. R. M. Elvin and William 
Summerfield, missionaries to district, will be 
present, and possibly Apostle I. N. White. 
Come prepared to enjoy yourselves. 

J. A. TANNER, President. 

Conference of Southern Michigan and 
Northern Indiana district will convene at 
Coldwater, Michigan, June 4 and 5, at ten a. 
m. Full reports, branch and ministerial, arsi 
necessary. Missionary in charge, all general 
appointees, and district locals, are expected 
to attend. ''Remember the Maine" issue is 
the liberation of the masses from the blind
ing mists of error, and the establishment of 
the kingdom of God. All written reports 
should reach district president, No. 28 Clin
ton Avenue, Coldwater, Michigan, by June 3. 

s. w. L. SCOTT, President. 

Southeastern Illinois district will convene 
at saints' chapel, near Tunnel Hill, June 4 
and 5. Clerks of branches will please see that 
reports are made out in due.time, approved, 
and sent to J. D. Stead, Tunnel Hill, Illinois, 
care of Wm. R. Smith. It is hoped we will 

THE ~AINTS' HERALD. 

missionary in charge, is expected to be with 
us. Come one, come all, and bring the spirit 
of the Master with you. 

J. D. bTEAD, Secretary. 

Northeastern Kansas district will meet at 
Scranton, Kansas, June 4. We hope to re
ceive reports from all officers and branches. 
Hope to have a good attendance. Branches 
please remember to send delegates on the 
basis of one vote for each six members or frac
tion thereof. 

PHINEAS CADWELL, President. 
JAMES w. BURNS, Clerk. 

Florida district conference will convene 
with Calhoun branch, June 4 and 5. Hope 
to see good representation from all the 
branches in the district, and reports properly 
made out and to hand in time. Hope to see 
as many of the ministry as can be present. 
All are invited. 

B. L. JERNIGAN, Sec. 

Conference of Mobile district will convene 
with Theodore branch, Saturday June 4, at 
ten a. m. Branch reports that cannot be 
sent by messenger so as to arrive in time for 
reading should be sent by mail to the sec
retary, at Theodore, Mobile County, Ala
bama, immediately after the 31st of May. 
Let all come who can. Bro. Turpen is ex
pected to be there. 

w. L. BOOKER, Pres. 
c. I. CARPENTER, Sec. 

Spring conference of the Chatham. district 
will convene in Ridgetown, Saturday, June 
4, at ten a. m. Officers of branches will 
please see that their branches are properly 
reported. GEORGE GREEN, Pres. 

RICHARD COBURN, Clerk. 

ORDINATION OF HIGH PRIESTS. 
In order that their names may be placed 

upon the record of the High Priests' Quorum, 
and also be published in the forthcoming 
list of the quorum (to be sent t,o its member9), 
I desire that the brethren named and chosen 
for ordination as High Priests should write 
me as to their willingness to be so ordained; 
and that immediately upon their ordination, 
either they or the officers who ordain should 
send to me the date, the place, and by whom 
hands are laid upon each, with the name of 
the speaker underscored, in case more than 
one officiated. 

The names of those chosen during the late 
General Conference, and who have not yet 
been ordained, are as follows: John R. Evans 
of Lucas, Iowa; George Montague of Moor
head, Iowa; Richard Bullard of Boston, 
Masssachusetts; Joseph Squires of Brooklyn, 
New York; Vinton M. Goodrich of Chilli
cothe, Ohio; Gilbert J. Waller of Honolulu, 
Hawaiian Islands; Russell Archibald, Junior, 
of Saint Louis, Missiouri. 

Prompt attention to the requests will be 
appreciated. 

Respectfully presented, 
H. A. STEBBINS, 

Secretary High Pri,1,Jsts' Quor\!m. 
!1!lJVe !Ii goqq, ~tti1.1l\d111nce, J, J>T, White, I . ~t 

BORN. 
FRANK.-At Fulton, Iowa, March 27, 1898, 

to Mr. L. W. and Sr. Lena Frank, a son. 
Blessed May 8, by Elder John Heide, and 
named William Harold. 

MARRIED. 
MEADOWS-PERRY.-At the home of the 

bride's parents, Bro. and Sr. Perry, at Oska
loosa, Iowa, May 5, 1898, Mr. Albert H. 
Meadows to Sr. Jessie R. Perry, Priest C. B. 
Brown officiating. Only a few friends and 
relatives were invited; who, after partaking 
of a fine repast and enjoying a very pleasant 
evening, left the happy young couple with 
many wishes for their future happiness and 
welfare. 

DIED. 
ANDREWS. - .Florence Millicent, infant 

daughter of W. L. and Sr. Blanche I.Andrews, 
died at their home, Shenandoah, Iowa, April 
26, 1898, aged 1 year, 5 months, and 4 days. 
The little one was ill but a little over twenty
four hours, and suffered intensely. Services 
in the church at Farm Creek, in charge of 
Elder A. Badham; after which she was laid 
to rest in the Henderson cemetery, by the 
side of her brother and sister who had gone 
before, to await the resurrection morn, when 
the dead in Christ shall rise first. 

Sleep on, beloved, sleep and take thy rest; 
Lay down thy head upon thy Savior's breast; 
We love thee well, but Jesus loves thee best-

Good night! Good night! Good night! 

BENNER.-Frederick A. Benner, born in 
Fremont County, Iowa, April 26, 1880; died 
April 25, 1898. Deceased never united with 
any church, but believed in the doctrine as 
taught by the 9hurch, so far as he understood 
it. Funeral in McPaul schoolhouse by H. F. 
Durfey to a large assembly of friends and 
relatives. 

SMITH.-Simon Long Smith passed peace
fully away at his home in St. Joseph, Mis
souri, April 29, 1898, at 2: 45 a. m., at the age 
of 65 years, 3 months, 8 days. Bro. Smith 
was born ninety miles west of London, Eng
land. Was baptized in 1850, and emigrated 
to Utah in 1858. He became a bishop and 
served that church faithfully for about 
twenty years. By the labors of Bro. E. C. 
Brand he was shown the folly of Brigham
ism, and abandoned it for the true and orig
inal faith of the church. He vistted Martin 
Harris just btifore he died, who told him that 
polygamy was not a doctrine or practice of 
the church in Joseph's days, but was the 
work of Brigham Young. He was ordained 
an elder in the Reor·ganization soon after his 
baptism by Bro. -- Phillips. He was a 
great lover and student of the Book of Mor
mon. "I am leaving this world in peace," 
were his last words. His funeral occurred 
from the church Sunday morning in charge 
of Bro. D. J. Krah!, the sermon being by J. 
M. Terry from Genesis 17: 7, 8. 

RIOHARDS.-At Big Bend, West Virginia, 
March 24, 1898, Delila Richards, whose 
maiden name was Bennett. Sr. Richards 
was born July 1, 1831, in Calhoun County, 
West Virginia; baptized January 15, 1888, by 
Bro. L. R. Devore. While she had few op
portunities to hear preaching or attend 
branch mei;itings, yet ~b,e live(l tb,!;l beet ebe 
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' Royal makes the food pure, 
wholesome and delicious. 

Absolutely Pano 

ROVAl BAKING POWDER 00. 1 NEW YORK~ 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. King 
James' Translation. 

Cloth, with marginal references, 
two sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 and$0 80 
Cloth, without references, two 
sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 and 50 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1 and 2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of' 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment, growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
enoo, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call
ing and ministry, the rise o(the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners.. 2 00 
Full leather . . . . . . . . ........... 2 50 
Full leather, gilt edges ........... 3 00 

EION'S HOPE. 
A large, four-page Sunday school 
paper for children; illustrated; ed
ited by Sr. M. Walker. 
Single copies, per year ...••••.... $0 50 
In packages of four, five, or six to 

one address, per year, each..... 40 
Jn packages of seven or more, each 35 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every ·w ednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription,. price $2.00 per year; six months 
$1.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; 
sample copies free; $l.50 per year when paid in 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agefits are requested to 
solicit subscriptions. make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. · 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., should be addressed to 
F1·ank Criley, Business Manager. Remittances 
should be made by post office or express orders, 
drafts on Chicago. or lastly by registered letters. 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

Baldwin's 
Ancient America. 

A standard work on American 
antiquities, recognized as able and 
reliable; in general use by minis
ters and students of American 
arcbrnology. Illustrated; price 
$1.80. 

German 
Book of Mormon. 

The German edition issued by the 
Utah Church. Cloth; price $1.25. 

Graceland fl.arch, 
by I. W. Allender, of Lamoni, 
Iowa. An excellent musical com
position for the pianoforte; price 
50 cents. The proceeds from sale 
of this number to be used for the 
benefit of Graceland Col]ege. 

The White Clover Song. 
Words by Jean Ingelow; music by 
Mrs. Audentia Anderson, of La
moni, Iowa. Both words and 
music are compositions of decided 
merit and taste. Price 50 cents; 
all proceeds to be devoted to 
Graceland College fund. 

NEW TESTAMENTS. King James' 
Translation. 

Brevier type, 18mo .........•••••. $0 25 
Agate type, 32mo. (smaller). . • . . • 15 
Pearl-agate type, 32mo........... 10 

A VOICE OF WARNING AND 
INSTRUCTION TO ALL PEO
PLE. An introduction to the faith 
and doctrine of the Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints. 
Paper covers, 10 cents; per dozen,$1 00 
Cloth, limp. . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . . . • . • . 20 

TEACHERS' BIBLE. "The Self
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps, 
in good large print, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references; 
rrinted on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6tx8!, mailed post-
paid at, per copy, net ............ $2 00 

TRACTS. 
TRACTS Order by numbers. 

1. The Nature of Man. Is he Pos
sessed of Immortality? Per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ......... $1 00 

2. Truth Made Manifest; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 ................. 1 00 

3. Voice of the Good Shepherd; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine 
of the Church, and Kirtland 
Temple Suit; per doz. 3 cts.; 100 15 

5. Questions and Answers (on First 
Principles of the Gospel); per 
dozen, 3 cents; 100............ 15 

6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall Adminis-
ter; per dozen, 15 cents; 100 ... 1 00 

7. Who then Can be Saved; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100............ 30 

8. Fullness of the Atonement; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

9. Spiritualism Viewed from a 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 ........... 1 30 

10. The Narrow Way; per dozen, 10 
cents; 100.................... 00 

11. The Plan of Salvation; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 .......... 1 20 

12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexander Campbell to a Re
stored Primitive Christianity 
Examined; per doz., 15 cts; 100, 1 00 

14. Reply to Orson Pratt; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ $1 00 

15. How to Enter the Kingdom; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100............. 30 

16. Polygamy: Was it an Original 
Tenet of the Church; per dozen, 
10 cents; 100................... 50 

18. Necessity for a Reorganization 
of the Church; per dozen. . . . . . 30 

19. A Statement and a Correction 
of It; per dozen................ 10 

20. The "One Body;" or the Church 
under the Apostleship and under 
theApostasy; per doz. 15c; 100, 1 00 

21. Truths by Three Witnesses, and 
Epitome of Faith; per dozen, 
3 cents; 100........ .. . .. .. .. . . 15 

22. Faith and Repentance; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100............ 50 

23. Baptism; per dozen, 10 cts.; 100 65 
24. The Kingdom of God; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100 ................. ., 30 
25. Laying on of Hands; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100.................... 30 
27. The Sabbath Question; per 

dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ 1 00 
31. What is Truth? True Ortho

doxy? and an Evangelical 
Church? and Epitome of Faith; 
per dozen, 3 cents; 100......... 15 

41. The Gospel, and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen, 3 cents; 100 15 

42. Rejection of the Church; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100..... . . . . . . 50 

43. One Wife or Many; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 ................... 1 00 

44. Crooked Paths; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

47'. The Future State; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

Prophecy of the Rebellion; per 100 10 
TRACTS IN T.JARGE LOTS .. 

Special prices on application for 
tracts in lots of 1000 or more. 

DISTRICT RECORDS. Printed and 
bound similar to Brauch Records . $2 50 
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B II CRACEL.AND 
COLLEGE, 

LAMONI, /OWA. 
Telephone 71. 

For catalogues or further information, 

Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE, 
Acting President, 

or D. F. LAMBERT, Secretary, 
LAMONI, row A. 

If yon contemplate purchasing household furniture, by 
all means send for the catalogue of the Q.uake1 Valley 
l\lanutacturing Co., 819 and 321 South Canal Street, 
Chicago. 

TOBACCO HABIT CURED, 
OB NO PAY. 

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illin<Jis, positively 
guarantees three boxes of uQuit-To-Bac" to perma
nently take away all desire for tobacco, or will 
promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent 
post paid anywhere for $1.50. No bad effects from 
use of Quit-To-Bae. Itisagreat nerve tonic. Why 
not try it? It has <.Ired hundreds; why not you? 
Remember, Io Uure,. No Pay. Address, B. Fe 
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois. 

THE KEOKUK ROUTE. 

K. & W. and D. M. & K. C. Railways. 
The D. M. & K. C. Ry from Des Moinee 

to Cainsville has been rebuilt and that por· 
tion south of Van Wert will be standard 
gauge on or before Novembt?r 1, 1897. 

There is no road in Southern Iowa or 
Northern Missouri which has more good 
locations for business men than on the line of 
the Keokuk Route. More stock of all kinds 
has been shipped over this line than any road 
of. equal. mileage in Iowa or Missouri. (See 
M1~sour1 Surplus Map at our stations.) The 
freight and passenger service is not equalled 
by any road m the state, except the Missouri 
River trunk line'!, with each of which we 
have union stations and direct connections. 
Per~ons se~king farms can find property at 

tempting prices; men seeking busineS$ l,;)ca
tions can find towns with ample territory nnd 
settlers to warrant good business. Additional 
passenger service will soon be given which 
will add to the grow1ih of the towns. 

The towns between Des Moines and Cains
vill!3 are particularly well located for 
busmess. Look them up. Write to the 
undersigned for additional information. See 
folder for map and lands. 

A. C. GOODRICH, 

J. F. ELDER, 
Gen. Pass. Agent 

Vice Pres. and Gen. M'n'gr. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD 

Its Easy Writing 
If its a Blickensderfer No. 5. 

The universal favorite with all classes of 
operators who desire a simple and speedy 
machine. 

More "Blicks" in use among Iowa and Ne
braska newspapers than all the rest of the $100 
machines together. The only Typewriter on 
the market doing hundred-dollar work that is 
sold at a popular price. 

Has 28 Keys, of 84 Characters and Letters; 
Portable, weighing but Six Pounds with case. 

Copies and Manifolds perfectly,-rz carbon 
copies being easily taken at one writing. 

Only one price-$35.00 net. On ten days ap
proval to any responsible man in Iowa or Nebraska. 
Address, 

HARGER & BUSH, 
General Agents, 

904=9rn Main Street, DUBUQUE, IOWA. 

The Quaker Valley Manufacturing Co., 319 and 321 
South Canal Street, Chicago, sell a full line of hi<>h· 
grade household furniture direct from the factory at 20~to 
60 per cent lower than retail prices, and will send anyone 
e. copy of their catalogue free. 

HOMES-EEKERS' EXCURSIONS. 
Oa May 3 and 17, June 7 and 21, 

tickets will be sold to most all 
points in Western, Southern, 
and Northern States at one 
fare plus $2 00 for round trip. 
For further particulars call on 

or address L. F. Siltz, Agent. 
TRANS MISSISSIPPI EXPOSITION. 

Omaha, Nebraska, June 1 to November I, 
1898. For rates and dates apply to agent. 

Annual meeting German Baptist Brethren, 
at Naperville, Illinois, May 26 to June 2. 
One fare for round trip. Date of sale, May 
27, 28, and 30. Final limit for return, June 4. 

Annual Convention 'l'ravelers' Protective 
Association of America, at Omaha, Nebraska, 
May 31 to June 3. Rate one first-class fare 
plus $2.00 for round trip. Date of sale, May 
29 and 30. Limit for return, ten days from 
date of sale. 

Annual Meeting American Medical Asso
ciation at Denver, Colorado, June 7 to 12. 
One standard fare plus $2.00. Date of sale 
June 2, 4, and 5; returning not earlier than 
June 12 or later than July 6. 

I 
.... ·™" 

WHAT HA VE YOU to exchange as part 
payment on a well improved 80 acre farm 
two miles from Lamoni? Large build
ings-all painted-orchard. Yearly pay· I 
ments on balance. Give full description I and price of your property in first letter. 

~ D. F. Nicholson. 

CERTIFICATES AND REPORTS. 
Branch statistical reports; per doz.$0 40 
Annual statistical reports; two for 05 
Certificates of baptism and member-

ship; per dozen.. . . . . • . . . • . . . • . • 12 
Baptism and confirmation certifi

cate books, with stubs . . • . . • • • • • 25 
Certificates of removal; per dozen.. 12 
Marriage certificates; per dozen • • • 25 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 
Udgivet og Forlagt af den Gjenor
ganiserede J esu Chriii!ti Kirke af 
Idste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, leather 
backs ......•...........•...•... ,$0 75 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an 
invention is probably patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patentt: 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents. 
sp~c~~11:ttgti~~;(:,~tiig~i~Ti~r:~~iii1" t:e Co. receive 

Sd~ntific Jf m¢rican. 
A handsomely illustrated weekly. IJargest cir
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a 
year; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers. 

MUNN & C0.3618roadway, New York 
Branch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C. 

HARDWARE .. 
STOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, !l'l'O. 

Special attention given to Builders' Hardware. 
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnishe«ll 

LAMONI HARDWARE CO. 

'FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN. 
A house in Lamoni, Iowa, two •qnares from the bus!.· 

oess center. It bas Bix roomfl, a hall, and three closetsc 
and is conveniently arranged for a family of six or m<>rei 
Is warm as a winter house, and has good ventilation for 
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple, 
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which am 
the cerner of a block. Address. 

l. :N. W. COOPER. Lamont. lew111. 

Furniture From Factory to Fireside. 
Being the only extensive manufacturers of furniture illl 

the world selling dlrect from maker to user, we save our 
customers the enormous expenses and profits of 4he 
jobbers and retailers. Send for catalogue A, showing 
onr full line of Household Furniture, at 20 tu 50 per cent 
under retail value. 

Q,uaker Valley Manufacturing Co., 
319 and 3~1 S. Canal St., Chicago. 

JUST PUBLISHED. 
A Concordance to the large print Book of 

Mormon, of proper size for insertion in books 
of that edition already published. Sixteen 
pages. Everyone should have it. On sale 
at the Herald Office. Price ten cents. 
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WILLIAM EWART GLADSTONE. 

GLADSTONE is dead. These three 
words convey to a larger number of 
people a profound sense of common 
and ind'ividual loss than could the 
death of any other man who has been 
identified with the history of the last 
half of the nineteenth century. No 
other has left his name so deeply en
graven upon the history of his own 
times and country during the period 
in which he lived, as he whose career 
has just closed-a career distinguished 
for its splendid achievements in schol· 
arship, in literature, in oratory,' and 
in statesmanship. It was by what he 
accomplished in these several depart
ments of human effort and by the ex
alted personal character which he 
maintained throughout his whole pub
lic life that Mr. Gladstone won, by 
common consent of his own people 
and the most enlightened nations of 
the world, the title of ''The Grand 
Old Man" of England-a distinction 
as creditable to his country as it was 
to himself. Now that his splendid 
career is ended, with the voice of 
partisan criticism and malevolence 
hushed, there will arise from the 
English nation a universal acclaim. of 
eulogy upon the character and public 
services of one who has accomplished 
so much for his country and his race. 

Tbough not always consistent in his 

Lamoni, Iowa, May 25, 1898. No. 21. 

view and position on questions of j a leader whose experience is indis
public policy, Mr. Gladstone's public pensable to them, but whose cautious 
career was regarded as in the highest temper and moderate opinions they 
and best sense a model for the admi· abhor." For a generation no man 
ration of the English nation and the speaking as a mere priv~te citizen has 
emulation of its statesmen. Born in been assured of so large an audience 
the same year with our own grandest or, as an official, wielded a more widely 
patriot and statesman of the present extended power. However much of 
century, Abraham Lincoln, they en- his success in each of ~hese was the 
tered public life in the same year (1832) result of his extraordinary inteHectual 
-Lincoln as the unsuccessful can· abilities and his skill as a leader, no 
didate for a seat in the legislature of less was also due to his lofty aims and 
his State and Gladstone as a success- unselfish ambitions and the purity of 
ful candidate for the English Parlia- his private and public life. 
rnent. As the son of a successful It was Mr. Gladstone's fortune con· 
Liverpool merchant, Gladstone pos- spicuously to be identified with public 
sessed rare advantages in his early affairs through two generati1rns of the 
life, which were faithfully improved most progressive period of the world's 
as a student in the historic schools of history. A disciple in early life of 
Eton and Christ Church College, Ox- George Canning, we find him succes
ford, graduating from the latter with sively identified with the adrninistra
the highest honors in 1831. The rank tions of Sir Robert Peel, Lord 
he had already taken is indicated in Aberdeen, Lord Palmerston, and Lord 
his election to the English House of John Russell, and the final triumphant 
Commons the following year, at the opponent of Disraeli, as he afterwards 
age of 23 years, beginning a public was of the present British Premier, 
and official career which was con- the Marquis of Salisbury. During 
tinued without interruption (except that period he held the positjons of 
for a short period in 1846-'47) up to Junior Lord of the Treasury, Under 
his final retirement from public life as Colonial Secretary, Vice President of 
a member of Parliament and Premier the Board of 'frade, Colonial Beere· 
of the British Empire at 85 years of tary, and twice Chancellor of the Ex
age in 1894. He thus entered Parlia- chequer, until in 1868 he was called to 
ment three years earlier than the late assume the duties of Prime Minister. 
Charles P. Villiers, who, by continu-. To this position he was recalled three 
ous service in the House of Commons times, serving during his four terms 
from 1835 until his death in January nearly thirteen years--a longer period 
last, had won the title of the "Father than any other man in English history 
of the House." serv~d except the younger Pitt. 

Endowed by nature with a splendid Allusion has already been made to 
constitution and a powerful physique, Mr. Gladstone's changes of position 
Mr. Gladstone was gifted with a mind on questions of public policy. While 
of remarkable clearness and vigor, these might ordinarily imply fickle
which his regular habits of life en- ness or inconsistency of character, in 
abled him to retain almost unim- his case they indicate a progressive
paired to the very last. The position ness in accordance with the spirit of 
which he assumed as a leader in the the times in which he lived, and above 
early years of his parliamentary all a desire to be right and a courage 
career led the brilliant Macaulay, even which enabled him to change his opin· 
while criticising some of his opinions, ions when he became convinced that 
to speak of him before he had reached he was in the wrong. Entering upon 
his thirtieth year as "a young man of public life ~s a Tory, he became a 
unblemished character and of dis-1 member of the coalition ministry of 
tinguished parliamentary talents, the 

1 

the Earl of Aberdeen in 1852, and· 
rising hope of those stern and un- still later a Liberal of the Liberals. 
bending Tories who follow reluctantly 1 A protectionist at the beginning of 
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his parliamentary career, he became a I without a rival in his tirne--evt::n if he a debater and took rank as a leader in 
free trader and would have been one of I had an equal in English history-corn- the House of Commons-the speech 
the most vigorous supporters of the I bining a_s he did in his magnifi?~nt in which he met and vanquished Dis
repeal of the corn laws but for the per_sonallty . many of th~ qualities raeli on the budget, resulting in the 
fact that th' t" ttl d which contributed to the highest sue- overthrow of the Derby ministry in 

. 1 ~ ques 10n was se e cess of a Pitt, a Burke, and a Fox. 1852-Mr. McCarthy says:-
dur1~g the ~rief season he was out of Gifted with a voice of remarkable '•That speech put him in the fore
Parhament rn 1846. Opposed to the sweetness and power, eloquence most rank of English orators. Then, 
removal of the civil disabilities of the s~emed to fl.ow from his l~ps as if the I perhaps, he ~rst. sho"':ed to the full 
Jews, he became one of the most gift of _natur? _al.most una.1ded by art. the great quality m which as a parlia-
ffi · t h . f th t The chief criticism of his style has mentary orator he has never had a 

e ci~n c ampw~s 0 a measure. I been that his sentiments were some- rival in our time-the readiness which 
In his. early parliamentary career a times overflowed by a superabundance seems to require no preparation, but 
cbamp10n for the maintenance of a of words, though in vehement rhetoric can marshal all its arguments as if by 
state church, he became a leader of this sometimes gave him increased instinct at a given moment and the 
the movement for the disestablish- P?wer and ended in the overthr?w. of fluency which can pour out the most 
me t of th t t h h . I 

1 
d: his adversary. No better descript10n eloquent language as freely as though 

n . e s a e c urc m re an of his peculiar powers as an orator is it were but the breath of the nostrils." 
and earned that measure successfully extant than that furnished by his de- That this is not intended to be the 
through Parliament during the first voted ·friend, admirer, and zealous mere language of extravagant eulogy 
year of his premiership. parliamentary colaborer in behalf of is evident from the purpose bad by 

A supporter of the Crimean war for the ?ause of home rule for Irelan~, ~r. ,M?Carth,Z in the publica~ion of 
th t' f th . t . f Justm McCarthy. Mr. McCarthy rn his · History. To conclude with one 

e preserva IOn ? . e m egnty o his "History of Our Own Times" final quotation from his volume:-
the Ottoman empire, m 1877 he op- says:- I "Did we regard parliamentary 
posed the moral support given to "Mr. Gladstone's first oratorical I speaking as a mere instrument of 
Turkey by Disraeli and in his later qualification was his exquisite voice. parliamentary· business and debate, 
years was one of the severest critics Such a vo~ce wou.ld make common- then unquestionably Mr. Gladstone is 
· th B ·r h . f th r f place seem mterestmg and lend some- not only the greatest, but by far the 
m e . n is empir~ 0 e P? icy 0 thing of fascination to dullness itself. greatest English orator of our time; 
the allied powers m toleratmg the It was singularly pure, clear, resonant, for he had a richer combination of 
atrocities of the Armenian massacres and sweet. The orator never seemed gifts than any other man we can re
and the aggressions of the Turks upon to .use the slightest effort ?r strain in mem~er and ~e could use them ofte~
the little kingdom of Greece fillmg any ball and reachmg the ear est with effecu .... He seemed as if 

The author of the sentime~t in 1861 of thesfarthbesdt among ~hdethautdiGen1 cde. phe chould n_otdbeda~ytthhi?g but ehloquent. 
. . . . . ome o y once sai a a · er aps, JU ge m is way, e never 

that Jefferson Davis had "estabhsbed stone was the only man in the house had an equal in the English Parlia
a nation" in the Southern States of who could talk in italics. The saying ment. Neither Pitt nor Fox ever 
the American union, he lived long was odd, but nevertheless appropriate made so many speeches containing so 
,enough to see and confess his error, and expressive. Gladstone could, by many great qualities. Chatham was 
:and it was under his administration the slightest modulation in his voice, a great actor rather than a great 

give all the emphasis of italics, of orator. Burke was the greatest po-
tbat the United States secured indem- small print, of large print, or any litical essayist who ever addressed 
ni:fication for the losses to American other effect he might desire to his the House of Commons. Canning did 
commerce through the confederate spoken words .... Sometimes he in- not rise above the level of burnished 
crusier Alabama. Originally opposed volved his sentence in parenthesis rhetorical commonplace. Macaulay, 

within parenthesis until the ordinary who, during his time drew the most 
to home rule for Ireland, he finally listener began to think extrication an crowded houses of any speaker, not 
became its ablest and most earnest impossibility; but the orator never even excepting Peel, was not an 
champion, and what Ireland bas se- failed to unravel all the entanglements orator in the true sense. Probably 
cured in that direction to-day, even and bring the passage out to a clear no one, past or present, bad in combi
through a Conservative administra- and legitimate conclusion. There was nation so many gifts of voice, manner, 
tion, it owes more directly to Mr. never any halt or incoherency, nor did fluency and argument, style and pas-

• the joints of the sentence fail to fit to- sion, as Mr. Gladstone." 
Gladstone than to all other men. getber in the right way .... Inter- Mr. Gladstone was to English legis
Some of the most important measures ruption only gave him a new stimulus lative history what a Webster or a 
of governmental reform adopted by his and appeared to supply him with Clay were in America a half century 
opponents within the last thirty years fresh resources of argument and illus- ago, or to great political reforms in 
were initiated b.Y him and finally ac- tration. His retort leaped to his lips. some sense what Abral:iam Lincoln 
cepted when pi;blic sentiment became j His eye caught s.om~times ~ven the was. at a later and more storrny,~eriod. 
so strong that it was suicidal for any I mere gesture that rnd1cated dissent or . While no other statesman of ms own 
party to oppose them. . question; and perhaps some unlucky or any other nation has equaled him 

Mr. ~ladstone's !lumerous literary or;ipone~t who wa.s ~nly thin~~ng of in th? length. of his public car~er, 
product10ns appearmg during a busy wnat might be said m op_Pos1t10n to covermg a per10~ ~f nearly two thirds 
Parliamentary career bespeak the the great orator found himself sud- of the century, it is equally true that 
drift of his mind towards religious denly dragged into the conflict and no statesman of the nineteenth cen
inquiry and even theological contro- overwhelmed with a torrent of remon- tury in any land has equaled him-
versy, as well as classical study. It. strance, argument, and scornful Abraham Lincoln alone excepted-in 
is to his abilities as an orator and words .... He was always terribly the importance and far-reaching effect 
thinker on questions of national polity, in earnest. Whether the subj.ect were of_ the refoi;-ms which h~ in_stituted. 
however, that the world will look for great or small he threw his whole His name will go down m history as 
an explanation of bis influence and the soul into it." · \ that of England's wisest, most liberal, 
basis of bis fame. As a parliamentary Of the speech in which Mr. Glad- and progressive statesman.-Chicago 
debater it is confessed that he was (Stone first showed his great power as Tribune, May 19. 
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SUGGESTIVE. 

WE are receiving articles from sev
eral of the brethren on the subject of 
cooperation, community of labor and 
interests, some of which have merit. 
But, we can but think if the men who 
write them would take up the history 
of communal and industrial societies, 
as the same have been originated, 
planted, flourished, and decayed, or 
are in the bloom of success, it would 
aid them to a better understanding of 
the subject, and might help them to 
lay much more definite plans before 
our readers. The following which is 
suggestive may direct the thoughts 
towards some of the lions (big or lit
tle) that may be in the way. 

LAST OF THE ZOAR SOCIETY. 

AFFAIRS OF THE ONCE PROSPEROUS OHIO 

COLONY WOUND UP AND 'l'HE 

PROCEEDS DIVIDED. 

Massillon, 0., April 19.-The affairs of the 
Zoar society have finally been settled, and 
the society, which was prosperous for four
score years, is now a thing of the past. The 
proceeds from the sale of seven thousand 
acres of land and other property owned by 
the society net each member about $12,000. 
Some of the members do not know the value 
of money for it was never used by them. All 
earnings of the society went into a general 
fund and members in exchange for labor 
simply secured food and clothing. It was the 
younger members who rebelled and brought 
about the change. 

In this case the men who became 
restless and uneasy under the pecul
iar regime of the society rulers, and 
who brought about the rupture of the 
bonds and dissolved the society, were 
not the ones who originated the plans, 
furnished the funds to create and 
carry on the operations of the so
ciety in detail, and bore the brunt of 
the long, tedious, and hard battle to 
make headway against the systems 
ruling among their fellow men; but 
were the younger element, those who 

Lamoni, Iowa, May 25, 1898. 

had not labored and borne depriva
tion and studied and practiced the 
closest economy and self-sacrifice to 
accumulate the aggregated wealth of 
land and property which was finally 
distributed by the courts, those most 
likely who took into the society little 
or nothing, and whose labor con
tributed but little to the volume of 
property the society died possessed 
of. 

We read considerable of the his· 
tories of the various societies in the 
United States, this last winter, this 
colony of Zoarites among them. The 
working details of any of them did not 
commend themselves to·our judgment, 
as being applicable or available to us 
as a people, however others may have 
seen them. And as yet not having 
seEJn divine light cast upon the prob
lem in its working details, we are 
still waiting, hoping that the gospel 
economy, as we do understand it, 
may prevail until other directions are 
given. One of the surest ways of 
making headway in the plans some of 
our advisers are ready to present for 
our general acceptance, is for these 
same men and women to get together, 
so many as are of the one mind, and 
proceed at once to put their schemes 
into operation "without waiting for 
those who may be faithless or op
posed, to become convinced of feasi
bility, or success." 

Such a course of procedure is quite 
lawful, both so far as the law of the 
church and the law of the land are 

Book of Mormon, page 116. 

No. 21. 

speedily take the fruit of example and 
success. 

One brother writes that he is al
ready to join with even a few others 
in a co6perative system. Can he find 
the few, willing to put forth the 
energies, the will, the labor, and 
adopt and practice the principles of 
self-repression and sacrifice such a 
work would inevitably de:nand? The 
entire wealth of the church divided 
by the number of members, would in
crease the separate fortune of the in
dividuals but little, and would by no 
means give each .a competency to be 
enjoyed without labor; but while this 
is true, there can be, and is no reason 
why, many or few, as the case may 
be, should not contribute much or 
little to a co()perative association, if 
they so desire and can agree as to the 
working details. 

IS IT JUSTIFIABLE FEAR'? 

THE Christian Index, published by the 
Christians, a religious sect, at Des 
Moines, Iowa, is vexing its soul in 
regard to two serious things which 
threaten the Christian peace in 
America. In its missionary notes for 
April 20, it has the following given in 
the order here reproduced:-

The Boston Pilot says, "The child is living 
to-day who will see the majority of the peo
ple of America Roman Catholic." 

Mormonism is yet a threatening danger; 
they are redoubling their efforts to win ad
herents. They send out three thousand mis
sionaries who must go at their own expense. 
They have sixty-six missionaries at work in 

concerned. Such schemes are per- Eastern Tennessee; thirty-four in Eastern 
Kentucky. We must send the light of truth 

missible under the revelation of Au- to cast out this darkness. Help our Home 
gust, 1831, section 58, paragraph 6. board do this. 

And under the laws of the order or Catholicism and Mormonism; two 
orders of Enoch. We should really peculiar things conjoined against 
like to see some of the schemes put which the Index wants help to cast 
into operation; nothing succeeds like them out as "darkness." That is 
success, and nothing proves a plan so right, friend Index, "turn on the 
well as disaster - or success. One light." But the help the Index wants 
plan carried unto success, would be is monetary. "Help the Home board;" 
the nucleus of many; a section of the is its cry. 
church made successfully cooperative, These people will spend thousands 
would soon leaven the lump with the of dollars freely to sustain the efforts 
principles of its success and per- r. of their m1ssionaries, boards of effort 
petuity, and prove the parent stock of all kinds, presses and printing 
from which other sections would plants, schools and colleges. Ought 
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the saints to be behind them in com
mendable effort to carry abroad the 
light, as it is in Jesus? Verily, 
nay! 

Protestant bodies may be traced to.I EDITORIA.L ITEMS. 

the Catholic Church from which the BRO. F. M. McDONALD, priest of the 
Reformers wrought. New London, Iowa, branch, has sent 

The "Mormon missionaries;" that 
is, the elders from Utah, representing 
the theories, doctrines, practices, and 
church organizations as formulated, 
promulgated, and set in being by 
President Brigham Young, Heber Co 
Kimball, Orson Pratt, and others, are 
giving the men whom the Index rep
resents, Christians, so-called, and a 
whole lot of others, creedologists, 
Protestants, sects, and churches, a 
deal of trouble of mind, because for
sooth, they are sending their propa
gandist forces all over the country. 
We commend the zeal of the one, and 
pity the other because of their fear. 

Intolerance is no mo!'e to be feared us a book, entitled, ''the Bible and 
or condemned in the Catholic Church Reason against Atheism;" which we 
than in the M. E. or Christian, so- accept, and thank the brother for his 
called. But why should the Christian kind thoughtfulness. 
Index express fear of Catholicism in Bro. .John S. Kier, of Chicago, 
America? If with the Christian sends clipping from a local Illinois 
Church, or the followers of Alexan- paper from which we note that be is 
der Campbell, the truth is to be found, at work defending the faith. 
where is the ground for fear? --~· 

If our friends of the Index have the 

MINISTERIAL EXPERIENCES, 

THE elders meet with some queer ex
periences in their field work. Here 
are specimens of it. 

Bro. Henry C. Smith, writing from 
Los Angeles, California, May 9, in a 
postscript writes thus:-

exact truth, faith, doctrines, organi- I like to have forgotten to tell you of a little 
zation, and church practices included, experience had the other day on the street 

corner. I was talking with a brother when a 
why should they fear, or of what be man passed us; the brother and I parted, and 
afraid? Why hesitate to meet the the man, watching his chance, returned and 
hosts of those they deem in error in asked, "Can you tell me what to do to be 
the arena of controversy and let the saved?" I told him I thought I could, and 
intelligence of the people determine, commenced to do so. In speaking of Chri~t 

and bis doctrine, be interrupted me with, 
each for himself, where the truth may "Who is Christ?" and, "Why look to a dead 
be? The motto of every true believer men, as Christ?" After talking a little 
should be, Examine "all things; hold while he arose in his dignity and said, 
fast that which is good." "I am Christ; God, the Father, and the Son." 

I looked him oquarely in the eye and 
The Index people borrow some one reached out my hand to touch him, and said, 

else's trouble and by use make it "You poor creature!" He at once drew back, 
theirs. The Catholics come in for a and gave me such a cursing as I have not had 
share in the fear of these self-ap- for many years, using the most profane lan
pointed guardians of the religious guage; and then started off with a kind of 

dead chuckie, as near as I can describe it. 
consciences of the public. The Bos- Another man came to one of our meetings 
ton Pilot, published at the "Hub," not long since, and wished to speak, or de-
may think that America's hosts will liver a message. He then wont on to tell us 
become rapidly Catholic, and for such what. the Lord had revealed to him concern
a change to take place in the lifetime ing the elementary world and the nations of 

the earth. I took liberty to tell him that h~ 
of the child "living to-day," would be was being deceived; but he went on through 
a very rapid work; but, we with many the city, warning the inhabitants of impend
others do not share in the fear that ing dangers that were to follow at a cenain 
the contemplation of such a thing time. ('rhe time mentioned by him is now 
seems to create in the Index people. passed, and we breathe quite freely again.) 
To us, Catholicism with the Inquisi- Another an old man came into our prayer 

meeting and wished to be administered to; 
tion and J esuitical College eliminated, claimed to have been baptized into the 
and the church, relieved of temporal church in 1842; but knew little about the 
power and the political domination of church, or its history. We tried to inform 
state affairs has no more terrors than him of the changes in the church since that 
do Anglicism, Presbyterianism,Metho- day; and he seems to be somewhat interested; 

but I gu iss is a little unsound in mind. How 
dism, or the theories of Alexander good it is to know that the truth cannot be 
Campbell., his coworkers and succes- tossed to and fro with every wind of doctrine. 

sors; for, if there is anything in the To us one of the wonders is that 
idea and claim to authority and right- after the fearful experiences the 
ful church existence, by virtue of church passed through so many re
apostolic succession, the Catholics tained their natural · soundness of 
are in the best condition to maintain mind. It was enough to turn the 
th.ei:r Glaim, a1s the origin of all the [ strong bra,in, let alone the weak onl:;ls. 

~ 

Drirrinal PoB1ru. 
COMMUNING. 

BY E. A. RHODES. 

Lord, in trouble and in woe 
Whither can thy children go 
Except to thee, 0 God, Most High, 
Who hearest when to thee they cry? 

Thou leadest them in pastures green 
And by the quiet waters side, 

And thou canst guide through life's dark 
dream, 

Aud thou dost watch at eventide. 

Lord, thou dost feed and fold thy sheep 
And care them in the silent night: 

Though hirelings sink in slumber deep 
Thou keepest watch till morning light. 

0 God, I thank thee that the dawn 
Of latter-days has come for me; 

That I no more in darkness mourn 
Because my way I cannot see. 

Take ye my yoke and learn of me, 
The loving Savior left command, 

And we as children ought to be 
Obedient to that gentle hand. 

Mothsrs' HomE Coltlmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

wrhere's many a cross in the way we go, 
And we may not choose but take it, 

Yet evermore holdeth this truth the same: 
That our life is what we make it. 

Still into our hands come the somber thread" 
And bright ones,-tlte gift of heaven-

Bnt what we weave is the pattern we choose 
To make from the threads that are given.,, 

"l'l• is the most reasonable thing in the 
world," says Mark Hopkins, "to believe that 
God being what he is, will do as he promised 
to do;" and Jeremy Taylor suggests that "it 
is impossible for that man to despair who re
members that his helper is omnipotent." If 
faith be well founded, all else follows most 
naturally. It is well then that faith is the 
first principle in revealed religion-the 
foundation stone. Just to thoroughly be
lieve this one grand truth ought to and 
would lift the Christian above each anxious 
care besetting the path way of life. Alas, 
how many of us are constrained to say, "Lord, 
I believe, help thou mine unbelief," simply 
because from day to day we are living benea,th 
our privilege, · 
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"If I were you"-Just. stop, my friend, be-1 face. Shortly after it bad all disappeared. I I 
fore you finish that sentence, long enough to have wept tears of joy to see the Lord's good
remember that, you are not me. Perhaps ness to me. May I ever prove faithful and 
somewhere in this broad universe I may be privileged to do something for him in re
have my exact counterpart, but no two have turn for his wonderful goodness to us. We 
ever yet been found exactly alike in all re- miss the brethren, and pray God to bless 
spects. The difference in the needs of your them. 
life and mine-your soul and mine-will be I wish we had a branch organized here. 
measured by the demands, of the immortal Ever praying for the welfare of the church, 
spirit within us. What a miserable para- I remain, 
phrase then upon the needs of human beings Your sister in the gospel, 
is the narrow, one-sided, selfish, "1 standard." JANE HEA'l'ON. 

If your friend, in trouble, perplexity, or 
distress come to you and ask "What wo::tld 
you do if you were me?" It will be ample 
time to suggest what seems to you the wiser 
plan of procedure; but until such advice is 
asked, you will act wisely and well, if you 
respect the individual right which each 
man or woman holds as a legacy direct from 
God, to judge and determine for himself or 
herself that which be or she ought to do 
under the circumstances, and until such ac
tion causes the in di vid ual to infringe upon 
the rights of another, you have no right to 
interfere, not even so much as to obtrude 
that miserable "I standard" before his eyes. 

"By five years' experience in the school
room," writes a contributor to Av,tunin 
Leaves, "I have. found how graat the duty 
is to rightly mold and elevate the mind of 
youth. We must have that spirit which rec
ognizes and reverences the workmanship of 
God in every child, which yearns to be in
strumental in training it to the highest at
tainments of which it is capable." 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS !<'OR PRAYER. 

EARNEST prayer is requested on behalf of Sr. 
Coons, that if it is God's will she may be 
healed of a cancer that is fast e?.ting her life 
away. Also for Sr. VanBrunt, that she may 
be healed of the asthma; she suffers very 
much. 

BLACKFOOT, Idaho. 
Dear Sister Walker:-The Lord has been 

so good to me and my family lately, that we 
want all the dear saints to rejoice with us. 
Our daughter, Agnes, was stricken with 
jaundice; her body, and the white of her 
eyes, was as yellow as they could be. She 
suffered dreadfully. I gave her some laxa
tive medicine, which only made her worse. 
When asked if she had faith that the Lord 
could cure her, she replied, Yes. We could 
not make arrangements to send for Elder 
Grimett to administer the ordinance of heal
ing, owing to the absence of my husband and 
daughter Frances. So I gave her some con
secrated oil, and applied some to the eyes, 
head, and body; then we knelt in praye1; 
to God, the giver of all good, who heard and 
answered our prayers; and now she is well. 
To him be all the 0 praise. 

LA SALLE, Illinois. 
Dear Si~ter:-I am one of the isolated 

sisters; there are not any saints living here 
to my knowledge. For the past few weeks I 
have been trying to follow the topics in the 
prayer union subjeots, and on Thursday after
noons to learn the memory verses, and think 
if I but follow it up it will help me ever so 
much. H all the lone ones would do the 
same I think they would be benefited 
thereby. I enjoy reading the Home Col
umn, and think the articles therein contain 
some excellent thoughts. I have two sweet 
children, and beg the sisters to pray for me 
that I may be given courage and strength to 
teach them to love and serve their Maker 
when they become old enough to be so 
taught. Pray, dear sisters, for me and for 
my hu&ba,nd, that he my quit strong drink. 

Lovingly yours, 
MAUD WHITNEY. 

INVOCATION. 
IN BEHALF OF 'l'HE PRAYER UNION. 
.Father, now we come to thee, 
Humble in sincerity; 
Hear, O hear us when we pray, 
Bid 'our thoughts turn not away. 

Help us each thy will to do, 
Though our numbers be but few; 
Humble handmaidens are we, 
Met to offer prayer to thee. 

Where two or three together meet, 
To worship at our Savior's feet, 
Thou in thy great tenderness, 
Promised thou wouldst surely bless. 

Ob, do not our prayers despise, 
Send thy Spirit from the skies; 
Fill our soul with joy and peace, 
May our zeal and trust increase. 

On the subject of to-day, 
Help us each aright to pray; 
Each Prayer Union wilt thou hear, 
May each kel that thou art near. 

May the sick for whom we pray, 
Feel a holy, peaceful ray 
Of the Spirit's quickening power, 
Healing them at this same hour, 

Wherein we have failed, dear Lord, 
To hear and heed thy blessed word, 
0 forgive our waywardness, 
Keep our feet in paths of peace. 

One very peculiar feature in the healing I 
wish to mention. When the yellow left her 
body, it began to spread over her face. I 
could not endure to see it there, and asked 
God to rebuke it and not let it spread over her ~ 

We praise thy name for blessings given, 
And the hope we have of heaven; 
May that precious hope increase, 
'fill we reach that realm of peace. 

SR EMU~ Y DAVIS. 
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PRAYER UNION SUBJECTS. 
MEMORY VERSES FOR JUNE. 

Thursday, June 2.-The church, its n:inis
ters and membership. That righteousness, 
love, and zeal in the work and spread of the 
gospel may increase and to this end the saints 
with one heart and mind bring their tithes 
and offerings into the Lord's storehouse. 
That God will continue to reveal his mind to 
bis servants in the direction of the affairs of 
the church. 

Memory Verses.-D. C. 64: 5; 70: 2, 3. 
Thursday, June 9.-0ur families. Prayer 

for the members of our families by name, and 
for the families of each other and those of the 
ministry. For the youth of the church in 
general. 

Memory Verses.-D. C. 68: 4; 90: 6-9. 
Thursday, June 16.-Missions and Sunday 

school work, and the church publications. 
Also for the poor, the sick, and affiicted. 

Memory Verses.-D. C. 1; Matt. 25:32-47. 
Thursday, June 23.-Zion, our country, its 

welfare and prosperity, and its speedy puri
fication by the reception of truth. That the 
scattered remnants may be gathered in, and 
the kingdom of Christ be established. 

Memory Verses.-D. C. 45:4-15. 
Thursday, June 30.-The gathering of Is

rael to their own land, and the restoration to 
them of the p;.ire gospel in its fullness, and its 
acceptance by them to their everlasting 
peace. 

Memory Verses.-Hosea 6: 1-3; Isa. 12. 

Sundau 8~hool Deuartment. 
ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
,Send communications for this department to the Editor 

Address minutes and notiCP,8 of conventions, etc.~ 
to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

BRO. W. S. HODSON, writing from Fanning, 
Kansas, asks:-

"Have we the right to bold Sunday school 
institutes in and of a district? If so, would 
you advise holding more than one a year?"-. 

Yes, all districts have not only the right 
to hold Sunday school institutes, but they 
have our most hearty approval, and best 
wishes, and prayers, in so doing. Several 
districts have already done so and have 
found it an effective way to enlist and de
velop Sunday school workers. Institute 
work has been found to be absolutely essen
tial to success in day school work, and is 
being found equally as beneficial to the Sun
day school work. Other districts will do 
well to give it a trial. We need to get to 
the bottom in our work. There is where the 
institute aims. 

As to how many 11 district should try in a 
year, must be governed by the circumstances 
of the district concerned. Some could have 
one, some two, and some even more. But as 
a rule one a year, together with two or three 
other conventions, is about all a district can 
support. One good one well attended would 
do more good to the work than several that 

j were of poor quality and not attended. Some 

l 
districts at this special time meet for a two
days' institute. This seems to be about 

Tb.ere is time enough to do B. gJCea.t. 
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deal of work, and most of the workers can 
sparn the time for this once a year. 

Who will be the next to take it up? 

THE following extracts from the report sent 
by Bro. I<'. G. Pitt, who is now in the European 
m1ss10n. It was received prior to the General 
Convention, but was mislaid and could not be 
found till after the convention was over. We 
give such parts thereof as are of general 
interest:-

IR Braithwaite Road, 
BIRMINGHAM, Eng., March 10, '98. 

Bro. T. A. Hougas:-Your very kind and 
welcome letter received. Thanks for your 
words of cheer. I think we can receive lots 
of encouragement in this distant field with
out it spoiling us. 

In answer to your request for a report from 
me touching the Sunday school work in my 
mission, I would say: It would afford me the 
greatest of pleasure to be able to say to you 
that all the schools were doing finely and 
that the work here was far in advance of 
what it is in your country. But such is far 
from being true, and with a few exceptions 
the Sunday school work cannot be said to be 
in a very good condition. I know of no schools 
in all Wales that you would really call 
schools. There is one place and perhaps t.wo 
where a few meet and study a Bible lesson, 
but they are not conducted anything like our 
Sunday schools .... I have not visited all 
the schools in England yet. Some that I 
have visited have no schools, some are very 
poorly managed, and a few are fairly well 
conducted. 'l'he best I have seen are in Man
chester. Here they have some really good 
Sunday school workers, and the schools, I 
think, would compare fairly well with the 
majority of ours in America. But these 
could be greatly improved if they would 
more fully adopt the Qiia1·terlies and the sys
tem therein recommended. 

The idea that the Sunday school is for 
little children only, retards the work wher
ever it obtains. In many of the schools I 
see no classes formed of older members, such 
as form our Bible, Book of Mormon, and 
Doctrine and Covenants classes. I do not 
remember having seen a class in either of 
the two last books mentioned since I have 
been in this country .... 

Most of the scholars are boys and girls 
under sixteen years of age. The result is 
that in some places our young people grad
ually drift away into the world .... 

It is by no means all the fault of our mem
bers that the work is not in better condition 
in this country. Habits, customs, and con
ditions are much different here from what 
they are in America. Let me name a few: 
Here Saturday afternoon is a holiday. This 
includes Saturday night as well, which, with 
some means all night. It is astonishing to 
see the crowds on the streets every Saturday 
night. I have come home as late as one or 
two o'clock in the morning and people would 
be sitting on their doors'"eps and sta~ding on 
the streets talking with their neighbors as 
though they had no idea of the lateness of 
the hour or of bedtime. Late hours are the 
rule here. As a result people are late ,get-
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ting up Sunday morning, and have not the 
time to get the children ready and bring 
them to Sunday school. If the children 
come at all, they must be sent, not brought. 
Again, in many places the street cars do not 
run on Sundays till afternoon, and as many 
of the saints live a long ways from the place 
of meeting, it becomes very difficult to meet 
till afternoon. And then the saints like to 
have their testimony meeting. When there 
is not time for both, the Sunday school is 
neglected .... 

... The schools are generally lacking in 
the bright cheerful songs adapted to the 
child's mind. .Of all places the Sunday 
school is the last place where those slow, 
doleful tunes should be sung. I learn that one 
reason why our tunes are not more generally 
adopted is because many here have been 
taught to sing by the old "sol-fa" system, and 
do not understand the staff system. Another 
thing: The Winnowed Songs are too ex
pensive to give to the children. Books ar'e 
much cheaper here than with you. If we 
had the Winnowed Songs printed in a.little 
hook without the music that would sell for 
about fourpence, it would be a great assist
ance .... You may be sure that I am still 
greatly interested in this Sunday school 
work. And if I continue here, I lose no 
opportunity in trying to bring ahout a better 
condition in the Sunday schools and among 
the young people generally. But thus far, 
while I see oh! so much to be done, I find the 
opportunities for doing it are not abundant. 
It is a well-known fact that English people, 
generally, love their country, and there is 
nothing wrong about that. It is really com
mendable. But when this love of home and 
borne institutions -prevents them from re
ceiving good from any outside source, it is 
simply carried too far .... You can readily 
see that where that spirit obtains how hard 
it is to even offer one's services where he can 
see how conditions could be improved. I am 
glad to say, however, that this sentiment 
does not prevail all over England. In many 
places I have found the saints very willing to 
be corrected and to be put right. And per
sonally I have met very kind treatment 
wherever I have been. I believe, however, 
that none of us are too old or too wise to 
learn, and that we ought to accept all the 
good we can get from every source; then we 
may expect to grow. 

Prejudice runs high here, the people are 
largely under priestly control. This makes 
it very hard to reach the outside world. But 
in some sections the Sunday school is doing a 
good work among the young. And if it can 
be made to hold the young people after they 
g-row up, so that they will not drift away 
into the world, a much greater work may be 
accomplished than is being accomplished 
now in some localities. . . . 

I would love to be .with you in the General 
Convention and in all your work. May God 
bless you all. Yours in bonds, 

F. G. PITT. 

Moderation is the silken string running 
through the pearl chain of all virtues. 

BROOKLYN, N. Y., May 11. 
Editors Herald:-I am doing what little I 

can for the interest of the work in this great 
"city of churches." The way was opened up 
for me to visit some fr.om house to house, and 
in this way I have found some that are will
ing to listen to what I have to say; and since 
I have commenced in this way I find more 
than I can attend to at present. 

I am expecting to preach in a private house 
in a few days, as there is a young man that I 
have been talking with who has promised to 
assist me in getting those that he is ac
quainted with to come to his house and hear. 
So I expect to be busy and do all I can for the 
work in this city. Hoping that I may be re
membered in your prayers with all the saints, 
I remain, your brother in Christ, 

JOSEPH SQUIRE, SEN. 

FISKVILLE, R. I., May 1:3. 
Editors Hernld:-'l'imes are a little lively 

in this sec_tion of the world just at present 
and the sight of blue coats, brass buttons, 
and other paraphernalia of war are every
where in evidence of Uncle Sam's activity. 
Still, the same conservativeness clings to the 
people, and it will take something remark
able to get them out of the well-defined 
spiritual ruts they are now running in. 

At the present writing we (that is I and 
myself) are holding forth at the saints' chapel 
at Fiskville, to small but apparently inter
ested audiences. Last Sunday morning I 
thought I would step into the Baptist church 
in this place and hear the new preacher (a 
former acquaintaoce). I was invited to take 
a seat on the stand and requested to add a 
few remarks, which I did at the close of the 
sermon. I then asked the Reverend gentle
man if he could be present and preach in our 
chapel the following Tuesday evening, and 
he said that he could and would. I there
fore announced that he would be the 
preacher for Tuesday evening, and told all to 
come. The Baptist preacher also announced 
that he was to preach for the saints and "help 
Bro. Robley" and "believed in unity" etc. 
But alas! the young preacher had forgotten 
that he was bought with a price-something 
like three hundred dollars a year-and that 
his employers might object to him preaching 
to the benighted Latter Day Saints. But 
they did object, and therefore the preacher 
did not come, or send any word in a direct 
manner to enlighten the public why he did 
not. However, we have not lost any sleep 
over the matter, and feel happy, knowing 
that Auch sentiments voiced in the manner 
related above, will only react on the parties 
harboring them; and already we have evi
dences that this is the case. 

Before coming to Fiskville this time I went 
to Plymout.h, Massachusetts, and held a num
ber of services in the union church, and also 
in the houses of Brn. Sampson and Joy, which 
were well attended by the saints, a number 
of strangers also being present. I felt well 
while at Plymouth and the Spirit was with 

.,. 
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us. I found a comfortable and hospitable 
home at Bro. Hemmerly's and was enter
tained by others of the saints as well. 

While at Plymouth a business meeting was 
held by the branch to talk over matters 
relating to building a chapel; and after due 
deliberation they concluded to make a begin
ning at once, paying as they went or nearly 
so. They put the writer (while there) in as 
sort of a charge d' affairs and I "donned the 
blue," only in this case it was a pair of blue 
overalls. Before I left the foundation was 
well under way, and a letter from Plymouth 
recently says they are having remarkable 
success in obtaining money from friends for 
the building. Bro. Nickerson, the president 
of the branch, and his excellent family, are 
energetic and faithful in the work. Bro. 
Leland is superintendent of the Sunday 
school and is a young man of integrity and 
worth, and is a great help even now, and will 
no doubt be more so in the future, if faithful 
and humble. I believe there is a brighter 
outlook for the work in Plymouth now than 
there has been for some time in the past. 

The prayer meetings in Providence are 
well attended, and usually a goodly portion 
of the Holy Spirit is present. Looking for 
the final redemption of Zion, I see God's hand 
at work in the world. 

Hark I it is the voice of Jehovah 
Saying with the nations, 
Long, long have I borne in patience, 
Waiting in vain for repentance. 
Now the sword of mine anger is falling, 
And will light on the nations in justice; 
For the wicked shall not always flourish, 
And God will yet bless the faithful; 
And Zion my own shall find favor, 
While safety shall be in her border, 
My gospel shall go to the people, 
And many will hear its glad message 
And rejoice in God their Creator, 
While others reject to their sorrow, 
And curse the great God who has made them. 
And mourning, and eorrow, and anguish 
Shall cover the earth like a blanket. 
But fearleesly those who are faithful 
Can look to the Father for succor; 
For he never will leave nor forsake them 
In the hour of want or of danger. 

GEO. W. ROBLEY. 

ELIZA, Ill., May 17. 
Editors Herald:-I moved here March l 

from Iowa, after having been away a year. 
The branch here is badly scattered. There 
are some very earnest saints that are willing 
to do what they can for the spread of the 
gospel. There are also some that seem to be 
quite indifferent about the work, having 
their talents hid in a napkin, seeming to care 
more for the things of this world than for 
heavenly things. 

I am trying to do what I can to get the 
truth before the people. I do not do as much 
preaching as I would like to, as I have to 
labor for the bread that perisheth, but try to 
have from one to two appointments every 
Sunday. There are many calls for preaching 
within a few hours' drive from here. I had 
the pleasure of baptizing a man of education 
and ability on May l. He was very near to 
infidelity when he came in contact with the 
saints. He first heard the gospel by Bro. J. 
W. Peterson, began to investigate, and was 
soon convinced of the truth, and obeyed it. 

J. W. ADAMS, 
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APPLEDORE, Ont., May 12. 
Editors Berald:-It is some time since I 

have written to your columns, but it is not 
because I am not interested in the work. I 
feel I owe much gratitude to my Creator for 
his many blessings bestowed upon me from 
my earliest. recollections. I have a desire to 
fill well my mission in life, to aid in cheering 
others along life's journey, and try in humil
ity to reap a reward with the true and faith
ful. 

Elder St. John and Elder Blackmore held 
service at Thorncliffe. Bro. G. F. Green 
occupied the stand here, while Elder Green 
preached at Blenheim and Cedar Springs 
last Sabbath. All services were well at-
tended. Yours in hope, 

MARY M. GREEN. 

NEOLA, Iowa, May 13. 
Editors Herald:-I have read Sr. Dodd's 

letter from Pocatella, Idaho, also Sr. Emer
son's from Ticonic, Iowa. I have only one 
child, a little girl two years and four months 
old. I have bad so much spare time this 
winter. How many times I have thought, I 
do wish I could do something to help keep 
the blessed news of the angel's message roll
ing. If I know myself I know I love this 
grand work of God more and more every day. 

I read this winter in the Berald of an elder 
who had been away on a mission and when he 
came home he found his wife had been obliged 
to keep the children out cf school because 
they were barefooted, having no shoes to 
wear. This made me feel sad. If they love 
the work well enough to forsake home and 
go out into the world, their families ought 
to be cared for better than this. I cannot 
see why every branch could not have a 
Ladies' Aid Society. The ladies and society 
of the Presbyterian Church here in this 
place seem8 to have good success in making 
rag carpets. They sell them as fast as they 
can get them made. A carpet of this kind 
can always be sold any place, and at a good 
profit too. Nice quilts can easily be sold, but 
it takes more work to make them than to 
make a carpet. 

This would be the plan I would first sug
gest to try for those who are united with 
branches close by. Oftentimes some of us 
get behind with our plain sewing and are 
obliged to hire the work done. If we had a 
society in each branch we could call upon 
them to all come some day and do the work. 
The money for the sewing could be paid to 
the aid society. In this way we could keep 
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are so many kinds of fancy needle-work, too 
numerous to mention. We can all do some
thing in this line. I think tissue and crape 
paper flowers are just beautiful when made 
real nice. There has been quite a few of 
them sold here and they are not what I call 
natural or lifelike either. But the things 
iust mentioned cannot be sold every place, as 
a carpet or quilt could be. 

We could send all moneys to the Bishop 
and have him keep a separate account and 
report once a year; then we would know 
what we had accomplished. And perhaps 
be more encouraged to try harder another 
year. 

Let us wake up and get to work at once and 
not lose any time remembering that when a 
day is spent we cannot call it back. Let us 
see what we can do for the Master this year. 
I believe many"Souls would be glad to receive 
this work if they knew what it was. Let us 
strive as never before to live by every word 
that proceedeth out of the mouth of the Lord. 

Your sister in Christ, 
LUCINDA CARLILE. 

PLEW, Mo., May 13. 
Editors Herald:-The signs of the times 

indicate that summer is nigh in this region. 
Everything seems to be robed in a garment 
of green. The farmers are all busy plant
ing, etc. Bro. Beebe and I came here from 
the Downie church, about eight miles from 
here in Bro. John Waldron's neighborhood, 
where we endeavored to hold a series of 
meetings. The inclemency of the. weather 
prevented us from accomplishing much. We 
go to that locality to-morrow, where we will 
be for the next few weeks, endeavoring to 
sow the gospel seed among the strawberry 
''campers." 

This is a great strawberry country. It 
takes about four thousand pickers. People 
come from all parts of the country, so we be
lieve this an excellent opportunity to do mis
sionary work. Through the day we will be 
numbered among the "pickers," but at night 
will hoist the gospel banner of King Im
manuel. Please send us about five hundred 
or more tracts to Sarcoxie, Missouri. 

While at this place we have been domi
ciled at Bro. Killebrew's and Mrs. Snead's. 
We preached about six sermons at Plew to 
small crowds, but fair iiberty was enjoyed. 
Several have inquired about that English-
man at Springfield. In bonds, 

A. M. BAKER. 

the money in the church and could get help MONDAMIN, Iowa, May 19. 
from our friends and neiii-hbors. Editors Herald:-I send you to-day the dis-

There are so many I know that do not pay cussion of Tuesday night. Storming very 
tithi.ng, and I believe we could get help from bard now, so that the prospect is not good 
them in this way. I cannot think of any for large attendance to-night. 
plan for the scattered sisters only what has To-night closes the discussion on Book of 
already been suii-gested. Mormon proposition, and Williams has 

I can say as Sr. Emerson said in her letter proved every point he has attempted to 
in the Ensign, that if there is a society in prove, and Bays has not attempted to dis
any place where they thought they could sell prove many of them, and those he has at
any kind of hand work, I will try and get tempted to disprove he has failed-utterly 
others to help me and will send in a box. I 1 failed. The saints all feel surprised and 
do all kinds of painting both oil and pastel. I some of them disappointed to think Bays has 
If I knew where I could send work of this done no better. Your brother, 
kind to be sold, I would be very glad. There J. F. MINTUN. 
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MONDAMIN, Iowa, May 19. 
Editors Herald:-I am fully convinced that 

every point made(?) in Davis H. Bays' work, 
"Doctrines and Dogmas of Mormonism," can 
be fully and sati~factorily refuted on his own 
grounds. I have considerable matter col
lated and shall proceed as rapidly as I can to 
collect more when the discussion closes, so 
that we can get out a suitable reply. His 
contention on the language of the Book of 
Mormon will prove a boomerang to him, and 
his defeat means an effectual and lasting re
buke to the "Christian unbelieving society." 

Yours, 
T. W. WILLIAMS. 

STANDLEY, I. T., May 17. 
JJJditors lierald:-Please announce that Bro. 

W. B. Toney, for reasons best known to him-

THE SAINTS' HERAT 

how many to provide for. When arriving in 
Rock Island go to the church, as directed 
above. 

We are arranging for an entertainment 
Friday evening. We trust it may be a suc
cess. We have written some for help and 
hope they will respond soon. . Let all the 
schools be well represented in the Kewanee 
district; and do not forget to send reports to 
the district secretary as soon as accepted. 

Bro. Joseph Smith has promised to be 
present, and others are expected, and we 
hope we may be favored with such meetings 
as will not soon be forgotten. Bring Bi bl es, 
Quarterlies, Hymnals, Winnowed Songs, 
etc. Your brother in Christ, 

W. E. LARUE. 
North Harrison Street. 

self, turned his part of the debate with J. W. CHICAGO, Ill., May 15. 
Chism over to me. The debate between J. Editors Remld:-With much pleasure I 
W. Chism and myself will begin at Coalgate, write a few lines since the conference advised 

get them for about twenty cents each, second0 

handed, and paint them myself. 'rhe ones I 
have now a white gentleman loaned me, and 
be wants them about the 1st of June. 

I can get eighty chairs for sixteen dollars, 
and I want to get a little lumber for a plat· 
form for the pulpit. Bro. Lange who is a 
carpeuter has made us a very nice pulpit and 
made it a present to tbe mission. When I 
get well est:J.blished here I can greatly help 
your book concern, and I will do all in my 
power for the Herald Office in books and pa
pers and tracts. I could use about three 
thousand tracts now, it I was able to send for 
them, and could also use lots of ministers' 
cards, for I intrmd to stir up the people in 
Chicago this year. 

Please to pray God for us. 
Your brother in bonds, 

G. H. GRAVES, 
No. 1802 Armour Avenue, CHICAGO, Illinois. 

Indian Territory, June 15, at ten o'clock a. that my husband, Elder G. H. Graves, be ap- May 14, 1898. 
m., and will last six days. The propositions: pointed to Chicago among the colored people. Editors Herald:-Reading in one of the late 
First, "The church of which I, J. W. Chism, There are only he and poor I to hold up the issues what a brother says confel'.'ence decided 
am a member, knnwn by me and among my standard of this great work amoug our race, upon in regBrd to mission work for those who 
brethren as the Church of Christ, is identical as there is only one brother in the church use intoxicating drink or tobacco, I could not 
in origin, organization, faith, and practice here colored, and he is but young· and does resist the temptation of writing on a few sub
with the Church of Christ in the days of the hardly know the mysteries of the work, and ject,s that I feel rleeply upon. Now, take men 
apostles."-J. vV. Chism affirms; J. D .. Erwin we are very much in need of a little assistance who have been in the habit of using tobacco 
denies. in preparing our little mission, as· the saints to excess, spending moneJ; that was badly 

Second, "The church of which I am a here are but few; but tbey have given us a needed in their families, and bring a noble, 
member, known by me and my brethren as I helping band, for which wet.hank God. true-hearted elder in their midst, have him 
the Beorganized Church of Jmms Christ of Bro. Reese gave us five dollars towards preach the everlasting gospel as they never 
Latter Day Saints, is the true Church of God I some chairs, and the West Pullman saints heard it preached and talk to them of being· 
and accepted by him. "-J. D. Erwin affirms; and some of our u1vn branch made us a pound pure and clean, giving up all bad habits, we can 
J. W. Chism denies. I party, and I am safe to say we will not want realize what would bci their thoughts; and 

Elder J. W. Chism is the great Texas lion • for food for a month or six weeks, for which before they are baptized, fefjling they must 
that skinned A. J. Moore, at Manchester, our hearts were made glad and to rejoice in give up tobacco, they stop its use. Then af
Texas, and scattered the saints: skinned I. God for his goodness. ter they have entered the work and almost 
N. White at Kosoma, Indian Territory, and There have been several sermons preached overcome, "not quite," their appetite which 
caused a murmur in the camp of Israel. by different brethren since we have was great for its use, to have one come among 

Come one, come all. If he skins J. D. had the mission, and Bro. Cooper wiil speak them who uses it, one can easily see that 
Erwin, I'll quit debating. I've met him once for us in the coming week. Bro. Strange they would think, "Hit is right for him, it 
before in debate. In bonds, speaks for us to-night, and there are several is not wrong for me." 

JEF'FERSON DA VIS ERWIN. that are in vest,igating the work. I have a Then, take one who can drink from one to 
brother and sister here, and they are not in the two glasses of hard cider, which will have no 

DAVENPORT, Iowa, May 16. church; but my brother said he would be apparenteff<"ct upon him, and let them spend 
Editors llercdd: - Our branch in Bock baptized in hvo weeks; and others are near a social evening in a company of young peo

Island is in fair condition at prnsent; as also the door. Now if there are any of the saints ple where one half a glass to some would 
the Sunday school. We hold meetings every in any of the branches that feel as though cause intoxication; it is not hard to under
Sabbath at two p. m , in the Swedish Baptist they could help us in our struggle (for our stand what might be the result. 0, that all 
church, corner of Fifth and Twenty· first p0ople are poor and we have a hard ta~k as might remember what the Scriptures say: 
Streets. Vie have been using this church colored people) if the white saints will help "It is good neither to eat flesh, nor to drink 
some time, but after the people found we us we may do a great work her·e. wine, nor anything whereby thy brother 
were somebody indeed, and after consultation I trust you will consider our application stumbleth, or is offended, or is made weak." 
with their ministers and others, have con- and pray God in our behalf and act as it I was also glad to read the remarks made 
eluded that it is best that we find other seems best to you for us. by a brnther in regard to the attention paid 
quarters, which we will be obliged to do Pray for me in my affllction, as I have been the opposite sex. It is a thing to be de
after our June conference. We are very an invalid for nine yoars, and have much to plored. Our elders should remember that 
grateful, however, to have the use of this contend with on that account; but I am still by their own church they are looked upon as 
house for Sunday school convention and con- cont'lnding for the faith that was once de- true f•nd noble men, called of God, and that 
ference. livered to the saints. I am, it is wrong to carry on a flirtation with one 

We hopo there may be a good attendance Your sister in the faith of our Lord and of the fair ones, making ber and the world 
of saints and friends. The saints are scat- Savior Jesus Christ, ANNIE GRAVH:S. at large believe he is serious when such is 
tered around in the three cities, so much so No. iso:J Armour Ave., UiucAoo, Lil. not the case. It does seem as if they do not 
that, it will make it somewhat inconvenient stop to realize the great hurt they do the 
getting around, and so few in number that it CHICAGO, Ill., May 15. cause, as the world is watching for every 
may be dil'fic~lt to fi.nd places for all to stop; Dear Bl'others a~1d Sisters in_ the one faith of j flaw. The inno.cent'. of course, have 'Go bear 
but the comm1ttee will do the best we can to I our Lord and Savwr Jesus Chnst:-As Mrs. G. I the blame, while tne wrongdoer can seek 
find room for all; so do not stay away on this 1

1 

H. Graves has inclosed to the llerald our 

1 

other fieids. If they think their conditions 
account. All those com_ing will please write I necessities, I will info:m you all. what I need. are such that the~ cannot r_r:iarry, th.en. let 
me when they are comrng, so we may know : At present I need eighty chairs and I can i thorn overcome their propensity for fl1rt1ng, 
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as it may take months or years to build the \ GLENWOOD, Iowa, May)6. 
work up again, and may be a lasting sorrow to E{liton 1-Ierald:-I t is a sad reflection in-

but he confessed he had "never given the 
matter a thought." And this man thought 
he was competent to annihilate Mormonism, 
so-called. 

one who was made to believe they were more deed, when we stop to think that so few peo
than sister or friend. For there are women, ple (comparatively) know that the gospel is 
I am glad to say, who so prize their fair preached now and confirmed with signs fol
name that to have one word of reproach cast lowing the believer. 

I(may seem incredible but this man was 
the second preacher I have met that seemed 
unable to give me a satisfactory answer to 
this momentous question. It is often urged 
to our embarrassment that but a few of the 
Latter Day Saints ministers are learned. We 
confess to the truth. But most are like Bro. 
C. E. Butterworth who replied to a wise(?) 
man: "I can tell you what the gospel is." 
One of these ministers offered to pray for me. 
I replied that I was willing he should pray 
God to help me add to my "faith," "virtue," 
"knowledge," etc. (2 Pc1ter 1: 5,) as I needed 
to do all this. "But" he "need not ask God to 
lead me to accept something that did not 
recognize apostles, prophets, evangelists, 
pastors, and teachers, an.d all the gifts of 
God's Spirit," which are familiar to most all 
Herald readers, "because I" did "not believe 
God would hear" him. 

upon it would cause deeper sorrow than the A few days before leaving home for this 
l0ss of the most beloved friend. mission field a windstorm passed in the near 

May these few remarks, written in a spirit neighborhood where I live, killing two per
of love and kindness be the means of doing sons; injuring one. This storm traveled in a 
some good; and may the day soon come when northeasterly course and when some two 
all who profess to be lovers of Christ will miles from my home, turned an.d passed by. 
look upon his work as the holy and sanctified My mother remarked, "Do you remember 
work it should be. ANON. the prophecy, delivered by Bro. Salisbury 

WES'l' CONCORD, Minn., May 18. 
Editors Herald:-I came here yesterday 

from the city of Minneapolis, and although it 
was a bad, stormy night I had the pleasure of 
speaking to a fair congre;;ration and rode 
home in one of the hardest rainstorms I have 
been out in for a long time. To say that it 
was dark would be to put it mildly, but a 
good team and a safe driver took us home all 
right. 

I baptized three at Minneapolis before I 
left there; two of them heads of families. 
Others are believing, but may put it off until 
too late. 

I wish to say to all interested in gospel 
work, that my mission address will be West 
Concord, Dodge County, Minnesota, and 
letters to that address will reach me. I will 
be glad to hear from any desiring preaching, 
and trust that all will be active and secure 
places that we may occupy when we do come. 
The "hastening time" is upon us and we 
must keep pace with it or be left behind. 

For truth and right, 
E. A. STEDMAN. 

CHICAGO, Ill., May 18. 
Editors Herald:-This will let you see that 

I am still interested in this great latter-day 
work; and I am thankful that I am, for as I 
see it, it is the greatest thing of worth that 
the mind of man can think on. 

Strange, is it not, that so few know any
thing about what the Author of the universe 
has done in this day and generation? The 
Christian world make manifest t.heir interest 
in religion by the sacrifices they make. It is 
said that religion costs the world two billions 
of dollars every year. This '·hows they have 
considerable iaterest in it. 

Now what is the position we occupy as a 
religious denomination? Just this: to let the 
whole religious world know that God is a 
being that stands to his word. He bas made 
certain promises, and made known in the 
word that they would be fulfilled. We come 
and tell the people that the angel has come, 
as promised, and they find fault because God 
has fulfilled his word. Would anyone on 
earth find fault because it was said of them 
they were men of their word. Now this is 
what Latter Day Saints are found fault with 
for-for saying that God is a being of his 
word. Inclosed is a clipping, you can insert. 
if you please. 

If you put this in the Herald it is the first 
since '76, twenty-two years ago. 

JOHNS. KEIR. 

some eighteen years ago that the storms 
should pass on the right hand and on the left, 
and the faithful saints should be spared?" My 
mind naturally reverts to tbat. night as the 
saints of Pilot Creek branch were gathered 
together at the home of Dick Chatfield. 

I see in the minds' eye some who have 
passed into the unseen. How sweet must be 
the sleep from which none ever wake to 
weep. To you that remain of that little 
company let me ask, What have we to fear, 
so far as this work is concerned? 

Bro. W. W. Whiting made a good im
pression on the minds of the people in a two 
weeks' effort at Mallard last winter. To 
counteract this a reverend Dunkard made an 
attack on saintism, criticising the Inspired 
Translation mainly. Having met him hefore 
we wrote asking him to harmonize some pas
sages as found in King James' version. After 
trying hard '•o make them look proper, he 
remarked that if we "only would work as 
hard to harmonize the Bible" (A. V.) as we 
did to find fault with it, it would be com
mendable." He added that "Joe Smith 
might .have stolen some ancient manuscript 
and signed his name to it; calling it an in
spired translation." Yes! He might not, 
then what':' He concluded by saying he was 
"disgusted with Joe Smith and his revela
tions." Well, we happen to be of a difl'erent 
turn of mind. We are "disgusted with" 
everything else but "Joe Smith and his reve
lations." 

Here is a portion of one that affords us 
much consolation: "And any man that shall 
go and preach this gospel of the kingdom, 
and fail not to continue faithful in all things, 
shall not be weary in mind, neither dark
ened, neither in body, limb, or joint, and an 
hair of his head shall r:ot fall to the g-round 
unnoticed. And they shall not go hungry, 
neither athirst."-D. C. 83: 13. 

Was I justified in this? Could I believe 
God's word and follow any other course of 
procedure? Hopefully, 

c. JOSEPH CAl{LSON. 

KEB, Iowa, May 16. 
Editors Herald:-Please state through the 

Herald columns that I have a lot of Heralds 
and Zion's Hopes that I will send to anyone 
desiring them, if they wili pay postage. 

Yours in bonds, 
R. R. WILLIAMS. 

Oriqinal Articlss. 
CO-OPERATION. 

IT is a grand and good thing to have 
a spiritual salvation, that looks to the 
future and assures us of life and hap
piness beyon'd; a religion and theology 
that reveal the true order of the uni
verse and of the plan of God for the 
salvation of souls in the future worlds; 
this is good, and in the contemplation 
of which there is food for the soul, 
and the being becomes enlarged. But, 
man cannot live by spiritual things 
alone, but by every good thing that 
proceedeth out of Mother Earth. 

Our Dunkard friends say we must obey Man, being both spiritual and physi· 
God, yielding obedience to the doctrine as 
stated in Hebrews G: 1, 2; but when we want cal, cannot live alone on spiritual 
them to broaden out on their belief, to accept food, nor alone on material food; 
the Pauline idea that by virtue of this obedi- but by a harmonious combina
ence we are to receive that Spirit which tion of the two. We have the spirit-
testifies of Christ and calls some to apostolic l l t f f d 1 pro . ua e.emen o our oo amp y -
and prophetw offices, they want to drop the I . . 
question. I asked this reverend once by v1ded for m the gospel, as also .the 
letter to explain why God's church was not temporal element when the samts 
organized to-day as we find it delineated in shall possess the kingdom, and Christ 
l Corinthians 12:28; Ephesians 4:11? Kind shall be their ruler and lawgiver; but 
reader, what do_ you thi?k he ~nswered me? that time is not et and in working 
Why, he says, "l have n31ther time nor paper I y ' . 
to answer your questions." A few months out our temporal salvat10n now, we 
before this I asked him the same question, are confronted with the injustice, 
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inequality, extremes, and abnormities 
of our present social and industrial 
system. 

When we look around and see who Look at the Standard Oil trust; the 

The physical needs must first be 
supplied in order to the healthy 
growth of the inner man. The mis
sionary who is sent out to preach to 
people concerning a spiritual salva
tion, and point them to a future world 
for an inheritance, and is confronted 
with a few tired people as his audience 
who are so weary toiling for bread to 
fill the crying mouths of their hungry 
babies that their minds are unfit to 
contemplate the deep things of a 
spiritual and future life, begins to 
think there ought to be something 
done to alleviate the embarrassment 
of the poor- begins to desire to preach 
a temporal gospel as a preparatory 
step to preaching the gospel of faith 
in a future life. When he meets good 
men and women who are not afraid to 

it is ·that is poor, and who it is that is 
rich, we find that the people who are 
prospering are the ones who are 
working cooperatively, or those who 
have enough capital to work immense 
schemes without cooperating with 
anyone. We see organized effort. 
Many men put their mites together 
and form a powerful corporation; and 
they do this for the very purpose of 
being able to compete with men who 
have individually large fortunes which 
are a power with which they can do 
great things in the business world. 
Men of less means cannot do such 
great things alone, and hence cannot 
compete with those of amassed wealth. 
But by a great many "small men" 
combining together, their aggregate 
strength may become as great or 
greater than that of a single individ
ual. 'l'herefore small industries and 

work, and who do work from morn individual effort are being continually 
till night and do not win enough to crowded out of the race. They who 
enable them to clothe themselves and choose to go it singly and alone can
little ones in a way compatible with not long stand the pressure, but will 
their good sense of just .. pride, the be compelled to learn the lesson in 
missionary feels doubly the need of time that, being a part of one great 
doing something toward a temporal whole, man must work in harmony 
salvation. Especially does he feel so with all the other parts of the whole 
when he is cognizant of the fact that -must coi:iperate with the others, to 
this condition is responsible to some help and be helped. One ant could 
extent for the smallness of his audi- not accomplish much alone, but in co
ences; that it explains why there are operating with his fellows, much is 
no more children in the Sunday accomplished and all are sustained in 
schools than there are-why there are plenty. Going it alone would be at
many kept from day school to earn tended with fatal results. So it is 
bread who are not really old enough with man. He rnust learn that he is 
to perform manual labor. The old dependent to a certain extent upon 
argument that people are poor because his brother, and is also to some ex
they are "too lazy to work-hunt for tent his brother's keeper. This being 
work and pray that they will not find the case, the sooner he learns the 
it," is a very superficial and thread- principles of cooperation and puts 
bare one, ahd ceases to satisfy even them in practice, the sooner he will 
the most casual thinker. People are come out from under the embarrass
honorably poor. They will work, and ment of the present iLdependent hap
work hard, excepting a very few, l:azard system. 
whose numbers are only as a drop in We take another look, and see that 
the bucket, compared to the whole. the people who are not prospering 
Everywhere people are crying for are the one:;; who will not, or have not 
work, but every avocation is over- as yet organized; who do not work 
done, and for every vacancy there are together-to each other's hands. And 
dozens to fill it. Times are hard and we see with no uncertainty that they 
growing harder, till it is so bad you are fast becoming slaves to the people 
have to almost buy a chance to work; who organize and work cooperatively 
and it is even a fact that people buy a -with combined effort. "In union 
position in some avocations. The there is strength." '•United we stand, 
general cry is that "something must divided we fall." Cannot we see many 
be done." 'l'he question is, What can monumental object lessons laying im
be done'? 1 mense stress upon these truisms? 

sugar trust; the :railroad companies; 
the mercantile corporations, etc. 
All these succeed and prosper by 
working together. Why cannot Lat
ter Day Saints co()perate and better 
one another? Why cannot a corpora
tion be formed in which any or all 
may take stock, however small, hav
ing for its object. the obtaining of 
homes for the poor, and assisting 
them to locate therein? the duty of 
the managers and directors of which 
should be to negotiate for and pur
chase lands where they could be had 
upon reasonable and easy terms. 
Then locate a colony or such 
number as would see fit, on those 
lands, and establish a common
wealth peculiarly their own, and 
adopt an industrial system something 
like the Labor Exchange movement. 
I do not say it should be exactly like 
it, but after that manner. Some sys
tem by which commodities could be 
exchanged without money. Such is 
the Labor Exchange which is organ
ized all over the country. People can 
get along without money if they will 
cooperate. People once got alm:;ig 
without money, and we, with all our 
learning and knowledge of economics 
in our day surely ought to be able to 
do so. It is possible, and highly 
practicable. 

But some will say, "I have seen 
enough of organizations, and 'Order 
of Enochs,' and such things." True, 
there have been organizations formed 
by the saints, and have fallen 
through, and some have been losers 
thereby. But if they are investigated, 
it will generally be found that they 
were not organized according to law, 
and on business principles. Business 
is business, and recognizes no honesty 
in anyone-does not take it for granted 
that Bro. So-and-so is "all right"
does not say, "We will not take the 
trouble to draw up a contract in writ
ing with Bro. A. or Bro. B." It holds 
everybody to the line, whether honest 
or dishonest, and gives no one a 
chance to be a rogue. That is the way 
business does things, and if things are 
done on business principles, there will 
not be so many failures among Latter 
Day Saints when they attempt to work 
cooperatively, or organize for any 
common good. 

As for myself, I am a firm believer 
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in the principles of cooperation, and 
think it ought to be thoroughly dis
cussed by the members of the church. 
I verily believe the converging of cir
cumstances will finally drive us to 
cooperative movements. It seems 
that the whole trend of affairs is to 
educate the saints up to that point at 
which it would be possible for God to 
inaugurate his great cooperative plan 
in which every man will seek 
"another's good." 

All will not believe in such a move
ment until it is tried and proven suc
cessful by actual experience. But 
there are enough in the church who 
are thoroughly converted to the idea, 
if they will put their shoulders to the 
wheel unitedly, and upon business 
principles, to set it rolling. Those 
who have faith in the good of coopera
tion should confer together, and devise 
ways and means, rules and regulations, 
laws and by-laws, etc., necessary to 
the effectual working of a cooperative 
association, and incorporate according 
to law, bind and bond every man who 
has any responsibility upon him, and 
make a fair clear start in the light of 
good common sense, judgment, and 
humanitarian principles, doing so with 
the cooperation of all who have faith 
in the movement and are willing to 
work, regardless of those who prefer 
to stand back and assume the role of 
calamity prophets, starving or dying 
in their tracks rather than risk a little 
time and energy in trying to better 
their condition. 

I. as another brother or two have 
already done through the columns of 
the Herald, announce myself as ready 
to aid with all my might a movement 
of this kind among the saints. I 
would like to hear from or correspond 
with anyone who thinks it ought to be 
worked up, and discuss ways and 
means toward that end. Action is 
what we want. 

In hope of better things, 
J. W; GILBERT. 

2851 California Street, 
DENYER, Colo., August 6, 1897. 

CO-OPERATION. 

I READ Bro. Curtis' remarks in a late 
Herald in regard to Graceland Col
lege. Much that he offered I heartily 
concurred in, but there is something 
in this that puts me to thinking that 
after all there is not so much differ
ence in or out of the church in doing 
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business. We preach the Fatherhood Saints vote to uphold such a system 
of God and the brotherhood of man, and still claim to believe the teachings 
but we practice bard, cruel compe- of Jesus? I hope the time may soon 
tition just as they of the world. The come when our poor boys and girls 
pure doctrines of socialism are con- can have the advantages of the best 
demned as being visionary and im- schools in the land; when every able
practicable. We find those outside bodied man can have access to what 
the church advocating many of the the All-Father has provided for his 
beautiful principles that harmonize children, when greed and avarice will 
exactly with the teachings of our be driven from among us and love, 
Savior, while many of the leading peace, and good will prevail. 
men of the church are .opposed to This perhaps may not come to us 
them. until the millennium is ushered in, but 

But for fear that this may get so for me, I am not opposed to a step in 
long that it will reach clear into the this direction. What little I have is 
wastebasket I will not undertake to ready to be turned in whenever a co
advocate socialism, notwithstanding operative colony is organized among 
I think it stands next to the gospel. the saints. 
In fact when we enjoy what the gos- Opposers of socialism always fail to 
pel is calculated to bring to us, we mention Ruskin Colony that was or
will enjoy socialism. ganized several years ago in Ten-

Now in regard to Graceland Col- nessee. It is working successfully 
lege. Suppose this school was of thus far. I am glad that I did not ar
that kind that the poorest boy in the range to go there, as I would have still 
church could have the advantages it been a stranger to this grand latter-day 
offers, what a grand thing it would work. It seems to me that a colony 
be. But the facts are, only a few at of this kind could be organized among 
the head can avail themselves of this saints, where we could live almost 
opportunity. independent of the outside world. 

A good education should be the Surely the thought is worthy of con
rule and riot the exception; but what sideration in these perilous times. 
are the facts? Why, a young man Ever hoping for the success of this 
that rises from obscurity and makes latter-day work and for the redemp
what people are pleased to call his tion of Zion, I am, 
mark in the world, is looked upon as Yours in the one faith, 

a prodigy. Under a proper system all F. T. BAKER. 

the good and noble that is in an in
dividual would be developed. Society 
should owe this to every child that is 
born; they should have access to the 
best schools in the land, also an equal 
share of what God has created for the 
good of all. 

I look at my three little boys and 
wonder. Will they ever have an op
portunity to take a term at Graceland 
College? Hardly. They will prob
ably like thousands of others, be 
fighting with poverty. 

Suppose that instead of a school for 
the rich of the church and those draw
ing good s;:iJlaries, there was an indus
tial school where the poor boy could 
have gone and worked his way 
through, would it not be much better? 
I think I hear some one say ''Crank! 
Anar,phist !" In this grinding com -
petitive system we cannot all draw 
prizes. There is one thing that has 
put me to thinking so many times, 
and that is, How can Latter Day 

THE POWER OF PRAYER. 

AN INCIDENT OF THE WAR. 

AT the Presidio, San Francisco, 
there resides Bro. and Sr. Fred 
Ursenbach and family. He is one of 
the chief musicians of the military 
band, and. has been in the service 
many years, and recently obeyed the 
gospel. She is an old time and faith
ful saint, who has been afflicted for 
years with a complication of com
plaints, which has kept her an inva
lid. They are a very devoted couple, 
and he has spent all the time he 
could in her company and attending 
to her wants. He has almost served 
as a nurse for her and the children. 

When they received the news about 
a week ago that his company was 
ordered to Florida, on account of the 
prospect of war, they were almost 
broken down with grief, on account 
of separating, and her being left 
alone, in her almost helpless condi-
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tion, with two small children to care 
for, with small income, and prospects 
that possibly he might never return. 

After five days of anxiety, sorrow, 
and tears, the day of his departure 
arrived. They had each kept up the 
best they could for the other's sake 
though each felt the parting only too 
keenly. The heartaches they endured 
during those days none but those who 
have had similar trials can ever know. 
Each one tried to be brave, to help 
the other, while their quivering lips 
and moistened eyes told only too 
plainly how hard the effort was. 

She had been praying all the time 
that something might happen to pre
vent his going. But now she realized 
that he must go, and she asked the 
questions over and over again, "Will 
he ever come back? Will I ever see 
him again?" And then in her distress 
she prayed to the God of the saints. 
Mustering all the faith at her com
mand, and centering her thoughts on 
the one desire, she asked, • '0 God, 
give me some evidence that he will 
come back to me. If he will come 
back, show me in some way, that I 
may know he will come, so that while 
I am alone and waiting, I may have 
some assurance." And then thinking 
that possibly she was not asking 
aright, she added, '•Father, if it is not 
best for me to know, show it to some 
one• else; make it manifest; make it 
known to some one, in some way, that 
he will come back to me." And then 
as she lay there on the bed looking 
up at the ceiling, thinking, she heard 
the door open, ~nd her husband en
tered the house, and came in the 
room, and walking over to the bed, 
leaned over, and looking into her eyes 

THE SAINTS' Hl~RALD. 

helped to give them comfort, and they 
both believed that all would be well 
and that he would come back to her. 

He marched away with his company 
Wednesday. I visited her at her 
home last night. She, brave heart, 
is bearing up nicely, and is surprised 
at her own .strength; and although 
she is very sad and sorrowful, feels 
that she has a duty to perform in 
overcoming her grief and living for 
her children and the future. She also 
feels determined to get well and per
form her part in life. When she feels 
to give way to sorrow she hears his 
words ringing in her ears, ''I will 
come back to you." 

Saints, pray for them, that they 
may both be shielded from danger, 
and soon be united again. 

GEORGE S. LINCOLN. 
SAN FRANCISCO, April 22, 1898. 

BAPTIZED INTO HIS DEATH. 

takes on the new life. This does not 
in any way weaken the force of the 
argument that baptism is by immer
sion, but rather insinuates that it is, 
although not valid proof, as it is not 
talking of the body, but of the spirit. 
But as the spirit is to be immersed 
into Christ's death, it is but fitting that 
the outward act of the body should be 
something that would represent it, 
hence the institution (as easily proven 
in other scriptures) by immersion. 

To seek to prove a proposition upon 
an unwarranted hypothesis but weak
ens the position. Fortunately there 
is sufficient evidence for immersion 
other than the suggestive language 
used in the text under consideration, 
which, in my judgment, is one of the 
strongest texts for the baptism for 
remission of sin, rather than bap
tism because sin has been remitlied, as 
some hold; for if the spirit has passed 
from lj_he life in sin to death to sin be
fore, it cannot be said we are buried 
into that death at baptism, hence the 
words of Paul would not be true. To 
adhere strictly to what Paul says will 
keep the way clear and plain. With 
kindest intentions, 

H.J. DAVISON. 

CO-OPERATION, 

I NOTICE under the above caption 
some interesting correspondence. It 
has been said, "It takes talk to build 
railroads;" and it proves a fact with 
most any other business of importance; 
and if I can contribute a word that 
will be of any help, or advance the 
good work a step in that direction, I 
will cheerfully do so, because I feel 
the need of such a work among us. I 
have seen the need and also heard the 

IN an excellent article published in 
the Herald of April 20, under the title 
of "God's plan of salvation for man
kind," on page 254, first column, I 
find a parenthetic explanation to a 
feature of baptism which, to my mind, 
though in harmony with it, is not the 
grand truth sought to be taught by 
Paul in that passage. I read ··that so 
many of us as were baptized into 
Jesus Christ were baptized into his 
death" (not his burial, but into his 
death to sin). "Therefore we are 
buried with him by baptism into death" 
(to sin, which is life to righteousness): 
"that like as Christ was raised up 
from the dead by the glory of the 
Father, even so we also should walk 
in newness of li.fe" (in this new life 
-that is, separated from the old life 
which was death in sin). "For if we 

said, "I will come back to you!" have been planted together in the requests of others along this line. 
As soon as she could control her- A d h'l I d t b i· th · t likeness of his death" (not burial, but n w 1 e o no e ieve e sam s 

self she asked, "What made you say death--death to sin), "we shall be also should do anything hastily or pre-
that?'" in the likeness of his resurrection" sumptuously without the favor and 

He replied, "I don't know, , only (that is, come forth in the first res- divine will of our heavenly Father, I 
something seemed to tell me to say it." urrection). believe we have provisions already 

Then she told him of her prayer, This is not a matter of words only, given by him in Doctrine and Cove-
and through their tears they thought but it involves a principle. It teaches nan ts, sectiol]_ 38, if put into effect 
they could see the kind hand of a lov- that at baptism the spirit is buried (similar to the Order of Enoch) that 
ing Father. into a death,-death to sin,-which is will make provisions for the "poor" 

When we asked her if her husband .like Christ's death to sin, which arises that "have complained before me." 
had been near enough to hear her to a newness of life, which is a spirit- (Par. 4.) 
pray, she said no, for he was not in ual life. Thus we see the spirit is I have been engaged with manufac
the house, and she had not spoken a born of the Spirit of God, and thus we turing establishments for the past 
word, she was praying silently; but see, too, that baptism is indeed a twelve years, a sufficient time to con
she believed that God heard and an- washing (baptism) of (belonging to) vince me that it is a paying business; 
swered. It cheered them both, and 1 regeneration. (Titus 3: 5.) The spirit 1 and manufacturers generally since the 
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war have made their calculations on 
getting rich in a very few years. But 
since riches spoil people with pride, I 
do not think it is the proper thing for 
indiyidual saints to be the sole owners 
and controllers of fortunes as a rule. 
But we have a promise in Doctrine 
and Covenants. 

And if ye seek riches which it is the will of 
the Father to give unto you, ye shall be the 
richest of all people; for ye shall have the 
riches of eternity; and it must needs be that 
the riches of the earth are mine to give.-
38: 9. 

Now to avoid the pride of the Ne
phites of old I would suggest a coop
erative plan after the Order of Enoch 
by the church appointing a council t~ 
preside over: all the interests of the 
church, that is pertaining to the manu
facturing and agricultural depart
ments; also a treasury and treasurer. 
And when the order is established 
let the saints throughout the land 
take stock in the order, by shares of 
ten dollars each or whatever amount 
the directors or council shall :fix. 
Then let manufacturing of various 
kinds begin on a small scale, forming 
the buildings so additional room can 
be added as demands of the business 
suggest. Let this council also pur
chase all the land in their power, at 
least as far as wisdom suggests, and 
let it be cut up in small farms and 
tilled and improved by home seekers 
among the saints. · 

Let those saints who are favorably 
situated throughout the countries re
main, until directed otherwise, and as 
they are prospered let them continue 
to feed the treasury, and thus advance 
the work until it comes to a paying 
business and every department self
sustaining, and by this order let us 
''be one," and ·'If ye are not one, ye 
are not mine." (D. C. 38: 6.) 

Paul says ''the Lord knoweth them 
that are his," (2 'l'im. 2: 19). Now if 
we are to bi:i one, and unless we are 
one we are none of his, where is the 
dividing line to be drawn, while some 
of our number are accumulating their 
thousands, living in luxury and 
splendor, while others by the vile op
pression of the wealthy world cannot 

·earn a modest living for themselves 
and families. I am personally ac
quainted with some such cases now. 

·Such ones should have a place in Zion, 
where their time could be used con

,tinually to their advantage. Now I 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

don't want to be understood by any 
to believe that I think all should be 
equal in dollars and cents, for such is 
not the case; but I believe the strong 
should bear the infirmities of the 
weak financially; that is make pro
visions by wise counsel and means to 
give honorable and steady employ
ment to all the poor, unfortunate saints 
who are oppressed by the world and 
cannot help themselves. Now I be
lieve it is extremely necessary that 
the saints should acquaint and equip 
themselves with every facility of 
manufacturing interest and product, 
and in a sense become the leading 
spirit in that line; for \Ve have been 
warned and rewarned that the time 
will come when the rich men of this 
world will weep and howl for their 
miseries which are coming upon them. 
(See James 5; D. C. sec. 45). Now 
the signs of the times are to be our 
instructor in a measure, so let us not 
be sleeping on our rights, but let us 
awake to a full sense of the situa
tion, and while we have the time and 
opportunity let us use what means 
God has given us to our best good and 
God's glory. I believe God will help 
those who try to help themselves, and 
those who wait to be commanded in 
all things are slothful servants (D. C. 
58: 6). 

We have a command to gather out 
from the wicked, and establish our
selves in Zion. The cooperative plan 
seems the most convenient method to 
me. What think you, brethren? 
When the time comes that Zion will 
be the only people that will not be at 
war with each other, which time 
seems very near our doors, then Zion 
will find a good demand for all they 
can produce. It is then that the 
"wealth of the Gentiles will flow to 
Zion to beautify the place of his feet." 

Ere long I expect to see many of 
the manufacturing establishments now 
in the world destroyed by the op
pressed laborers, and that will be the 
time when the rich men will weep and 
how 1. I hope to see a place provided 
for all the laboring saints before that 
time comes, for surely it will come. 
Tr~sting this matter may be kept 

glowmg through the press, until the 
best and wisest measures may be de· 
vised, adopted, and set in motion for 
the welfare of Zion, I prayerfully 
await the day. · 

J.M. HETHCOAT. 
SOUTH PITTSBURG, Tenn., Feb. 26, 1898. 
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GonfBrBnBB JVHntl1B8, 
WESTERN MAINE. 

Conference of abvve district convened at 
Little Deer Isle, May 7, at two p. m. S. G. 
Cunningham president, W. W. Blanchard 
clerk pro tern. Branches reporting; Greens 
Landing, Bray's Mountain, Little Deer Isle, 
and West Surry. Elders reporting: S. G. 
Cunningham, W. W. Blanchard, and J. J. 
Billings; Priest J. E. Eaton; Teacher .Edwin 
Pert; Deacon H. B. Eaton. Voted to allow 
those officers present without written reports 
to report verbally. Elders reporting under 
this were: G. W. Eaton, Otis Eaton, and 
John Blastow. Teachers Alonzo Hutchinson, 
L. T. Gray. Bishop's agent's report read, 
audited, and approved. Voted to accept the 
resignation of W. W. Blanchard as Bishop's 
agent, to take effect at the appointing of his 
successor. S. G. Cunningham was sustained 
as district president. Upon his request Bro. 
Ed win H. Pert was released as district clerk 
and Ralph Farrell was appointed in his place. 
Voted to leave the recommending of some 
onG for appointment as Bishop's agent to 
district president and present agent. Upon 
request and recommendation of the Bray's 
Mountain branch, the ordination of Bro. 
Nathan S. Eaton as teacher, and Alonzo Har
vey as deacon, was ordered. A vote of 
thanks was tendered the saints and friends 
of Little Deer Isle for entertainment, and 
voted to pass a paper through different 
branches in the district to ascertain how 
much money could be raised toward support
ing S. G. Cunningham as district missionary. 
Adjourned to meet at West Ellsworth at call 
of president. Preaching by G. W. Eaton 
and W. W. Blanchard. Four were baptized. 
The saints left for their homes pronouncing 
it one of the best, if not the best conference of 
the district for ten years. 

---~---------

8tlndau SGhool 1lssoGia1ions. 
CONVENTION NOTICES. 

Program of Fr·emont district convention, 
Henderson, Iowa, June 2 and 3. Thursday, 
7: 30 p. m. Chalk Talk, "The convention 
hand," T. A. Hougas. Paper, ''Training for 
superintendents and teachers,'' Emma 
Hougas. Sunday school newspaper, Editors 
Roy Epperson, Perla McClenahan, Anna 
Gaylord. 

Des Moines district Sunday school associa
tion will convene at Nevada, June 3, at ten 
a. m. Morning session wili probably be de
voted to routine business. The afternoon we 
wish to consider: 1. Where should we place 
our best teachers in the Sunday school? 
opened by W. Johnson, S. Armstrong, Bro. 
Lewis (Head Grove), W. C. Hi.dy, Bro. Long
den, Sr. Martha Young, and Bro. E. B. Mor
gan. 2. How should a Sunday school be 
classified? opened by Brn. J. W. Morgan, F. 
Miller, H. A. McCoy, Srs. Hattiei Cl~rk, 
Mattie Hughes, Brn. W. H. Kephart, C. B. 
Brown, and C. Scott. We earnestly request 

l all Sunday schools to send delegates if possi-
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ble; also come prepared to work. Let us all 
come praying for the Holy Spirit to be pres-
ent. MRS. ETTA bPRINGER, Supt. 

Northeast Kansas district Sabbath schools 
will convene at Scranton, Kansas, June 3, 
and not 5, as stated on page 320 of Herald. 

SARAH A. PARKER, Supt. 

Convention of Northeastern Illinois district 
Sunday school association will convene at 
Mission, Illinois, F'riday, June 10, at 2:30 p. 
m. Afternoon session will be devoted to 
business. The evening commencing at 7: 30 
will be calculated to instruct and entertain. 
Let all local workers come to help and be 
helped. Persons coming by rail please notify 
Thomas Hougas, Stavanger, Illinois. See 
conference notice of this district for further 
particulars as to roads, etc. 

A. J. KECK, Supt. 
E. E. JOHNSON, Sec. 

MisGallaneolis Ilapartmant. 
WILLIAMS-BAYS DEBATE.-NO. 2. 

Tuesday, May 10. 
T. W. WILLIAMS' FIRST SPEECH. 

The proposition: "Is the Beorganized 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, 
organized and established through the in
strumentality of Joseph Smith and his co
workers, the Church of God in fact and in 
harmony with the Bible in doctrine and or
ganization?" 

I have shown that Jesus Christ was the 
Son of God; that he was named Jesus by the 
angel; called Christ because he was the 
anointed of God. 

I have shown that the people of God were 
called saints; that there was a disintegration 
of the church or kingdom of God; that those 
who were officials in the church were called 
of God; and that the officials God set in the 
church were apostles, prophets, evangelists, 
pastors, teachers. 

My opponent has presented no proof 
against the name of the Church of Jesus 
Christ, but I have presented several proofs in 
favor of that name. I have presented Biblical 
proof to sustain my contention; Bays simply 
denies it, without proof. 

He concedes that if I show abrogation of 
authority by apostasy that I have proven the 
necessity of a reorganization. 

He refers to Acts 20: 28 and says, "I don't 
care about the word 'spare,' because it only 
applies to the chmch at Ephesus." Acts 19: 
10 shows that all they "which dwelt in Asia 
had heard the word of the Lord Jes us," and 
Acts 20: 28 refers directly to the "church of 
God which he hath purchased with his own 
blood." Do you think this only refers to the 
church at Ephesus that be had purchased 
with his own blood? Is that the only church 
thus purchased? I think not. 

For proof of the extent of the apostasy I 
refer you to 2 Timothy 1: 15, where it says 
that "all they which are in Asia be turned 
away from me;" and Revelation chapters 2 
and 3 shows the condition of those churches 
at this time. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Revelation 13: 7, 8, proves a complete apos
tasy for all the saints are overcome, and 
"power was given him over all kindreds, and 
tongues, and nations. And all that dwell upon 
the earth shall worship him." 

I have shown that the term "saints" is used 
sixty-two times in the New Testament; and 
in 2 Corinthians 1: 1; Ephesians 1: 1; Phil
lippians 1: 1; and Colossians 1: 2, which I 
have previously read, are found the state
ment "saints which are." 

The word "saint" is applied forty or fifty 
times in the Bible as the specific name of the 
people of God. 

The name "brethren" and "disciples," as 
found in the Bible, is not used as the dis
tinctive name of God's people. God calls his 
people "saints." (Ps. 85: 8; 50: 5.) 

A man may be a disciple of Aristotle or a 
brother of Judas, but he cannot be a saint of 
Aristotle or of Judas. l Corinthians 14: 33 
says, "all churches of the saints;" but does it 
say anywhere in the Bible "churches of the 
Disciples or Brethren"? I ask him to pre
sent one proof where the term "disciple" is 
applied to the laity as a distinctive name. 

Others used the term "saint" besides Paul, 
although it has been denied. In Acts 9: 32 
Luke uses that term. Acts 9: 13 says Ana
nias used it, and in Jude 1: 3, 14 the term is 
used; and in Revelation it is used fourteen 
times. 

He says that in no place in the Doctrine 
and Covenants can I find the statement "The 
Church of Jesus Christ." Bays says we have 
apostatized because the term "Church of 
Christ" was first used, then "Church of Lat
ter Day Saints," now the name "Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints." Had he 
have read all of the history of the General 
Assembly of 1835 (Church History, Vol. 1, 
p. 572), he would have destroyed his own 
argument; but he did not, for there is found 
the name of the church as, "The Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints." 

I find the term "Church of Jesus Christ" 
in Doctrine and Covenants on page 103: 
"This church of Christ bearing my name,'' 
which name is Jesus Christ. Page 322: "I 
subscribe myself your servant in the Lord, 
prophet and seer of the Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints." See also page 
336. And also I find the same term in 

"Take that book [the Bible] and show me 
when God created the office of an apostle." 

To create means, to bring into being; to 
originate; to appoint; to make. Paul held 
the office. Who created it, man, or God? 
Paul says that that which he preached he 
received by the revelation of Jesus Christ 
(Gal. 1: 11), and that "when it pleased God, 
. .. to reveal his Son in me, that I might 
preach him among the heathen; immediately 
I conferred not with flesh and blood."-Gal. 
1: 15, 16. 

In Bays' book (which certainly is good au
thority) he speaks of official characters as 
applying to apostles. He says that no pre
cedent was ever or can ever be established 
except all the circumstances are the same. 
If this is true, then there never has been a 
precedent. 

D. H. BAYS' FIRST SPEECH. 

Bro. Williams has spent his time on an 
issue that is immaterial. He ·does not affirm 
in the proposition that the people of God 
were to be called saints. If I concede all he 
has argued, nothing is proven in support of 
the proposition. I shall not attempt an an
swer to all these pPints. 

He says, Did J Jsus call the laity disciples? 
Find where the word "laity" is in the Bible. 
Are the ministers the only followers of 
Christ? 

The word "disciple" occurs fifty-fl ve times 
in the New Testament according to Cruden's 
Coneordance, the word "saint" only twenty
nine times. Jesus never calls his people 
saints; he calls them disciples. Paul did 
not call them disciples. Bro. Williams does 
not show that he did. Paul applies the term 
"saint." The word "saint" as used in the 
Psalms did not refer to the followers of 
Christ; they were saints under the law, if 
there could be such a thing. He could not 
find the statement, "the office of an apostle." 
Every one sent was an apostle. Every man 
who took a mission was an apostle. I used 
the word "official" in "Doctrines and Dog
mas of Mormonism" not because I believe it 
to be true, but for convenience. We concede 
and urge that there was an apostasy, but did 
it abrogate all authority? 1 deny that it does. 
He must prove that it does. Thus far he has 
only assumed that it did. 

The Doctrine and Cov<0nants of 1835 is not 
'l'imes and Seasons, vol. 4, p. 12, and in like the one now published by the Reorgan
Church History, vol. 2, p. 151. He must ized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day 
either tear down my affirmative or build up Saint~. The church in Utah has the one of 
something to prove a negative. 1835 with additions the same as this people 

He asks me to prove this proposition be- have it with additions. Besides, the title 
yond the possibility of a doubt, but that is page is not the same. The edition of 1835 
something that has never been done. uses the term "Church of Latter Day Saints" 

He says we· believe no one can be saved on title page, and in the Lectures on Faith. 
outside of the church. He knows better. i There is the name of the church as given by 
But our affirmation is that there is but one its father. A father ought to know the name 
Church of Christ. He says Romans 11: 13 of his child. He uses passages that be tor
does not refer to the office of an apostle. It tures into the meaning The Church of Jesus 
reads "I am the apostle of the Gentiles, I Christ of Latter Day Saints. 
magnify mine office." What plainer Ian- Acts 13: 1, 2, refers to the "work,'' not the 
guage could be used than this to state that ministry or apostleship of Barnabas and Paul. 
Paul held the apostolic office. What office Does it say that they were ordained to the 
did Paul hold if not tbat of an apostle? (See office of an apostle? There is not a hint of 
Col. 1: 25; Acts 13: 1, 2; and Acts 14: 14.) an ordination. It says they sent them away 

He asks: "Did God create the office of an on a m1ss10n. (See Acts 14: 19-26.) They 
apostle." "Kelley says he did." He says, preached the gospel (v. 21); confirmed the 
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souls of the disciples-why did he not say 
saints?-(v. 22); ordained elders in every 
church (v. 23), and fulfilled their "work." 
The work they did was to preach the gospel 
and set in order the churches by ordaining 
elders, so the work could be perpetuated. 
They did not ordain them apostles? Not a 
word about ordination to the apostleship. 
Acts 9: 19, 22, 26 does not show that Paul was 
ordained an apostle, but it is said that he did 
not confer with flesh and blood. 

He has proved ths,t apostles were in the 
church, but he has not proved that such an 
office existed to continue in the church. 

I present this little article entitled "iden
tity." Bro. Williams has seen that before. 
[It had been prepared by Bro. Williams in 
his discussion with W. W. Blalock at Tabor. 
-J. F. M.] On this the ordinances are faith, 
repentance, baptisms, laying on of hands, res
urrection, eternal judgment, and birth of 
water and the Spirit. What does this mean? 
He mentions baptisms, then follows with 
birth of water and the Spirit as separate or
dinances. 

Faith and repentance are required; all 
Christians admit that. Baptism is believed 
in except by a few. He has laying on of 
hands as an ordinance. Did Jesus ever teach 
the laying on of hands? Point to one passage 
where Jesus laid on hands for the giving of 

- the Holy Ghost to baptized believers. What 
apostle taught the necessity of the laying on 
of hands to give the Holy Ghost? Let us ex
amine the Pentecostal service. They were 
taught to repent and be baptized; they had 
previously believed. This would have been 
a nice place to bring in the laying on of 
hands, but Peter did not hint at it. He will 
bring in Acts chapters 8 and 19 to prove they 
laid on hands for the giving of the Holy 
Ghost. They received the Holy Ghost; that 
is true. But did they teach it as essential to 
salvation? You can't prove that it is a part 
of the gospel. Not a word about it being a 
principle of the doctrine of Jesus Christ. 
The Book of Mormon chapter 12, tells what 
the gospel is, but does not say one ~vord about 
the laying on of hands. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

commanded Joseph Smith to "ordain Oliver 
Cowdery to be an elder in the church of Jesus 
Christ." 

When he read from Acts 13th &nd 14th he 
read very peculiarly. Why did he not read 
Acts 14: 14 where it distinctly says that Bar
nabas and Paul were apostles? But, no; he 
began reading the 14th chapter at the 19th 
verse purposely. Why did he not read the 
27th verse of the 14th chapter, where he 
gathered the church together, showing that 
he had general oversight, thus one of the 
general officials? But, no; he dare not read 
these verses. It would have been death to his 
position. 

He has conceded that I have proven the 
identity of church officials when he says, 
"Of course apostles, prophets, evangelists, 
etc., were in the church in New Testament 
times." He asks, "Did Jes us promise the gift 
of the Holy Ghost?" I answer, Matthew 28: 
20: "And, lo, I am with you alway, even 
unto the end of the world." This promise 
was made upon the express conditions that 
they observed the commands he had given 
them. Would God approve the disciples' 
actions if they did contrary to that which he 
commanded them? I think not. Jesus laid 
his hands on children and blessed th,em 
(Mark 10: 13-16), and instructed his disciples 
that the works he did they should do also, as 
those who believed on him. Then they 
would lay their hands upon little children 
and bless them, ''and greater works than 
these shall he [he that believeth on me] do." 
Even does he prove that Jesus never laid his 
hands on any one for the gift of the Holy 
Ghost, the above would permit them to do 
greater works; but, of course, this must be 
as he had commanded them. 

Acts 8: 12-17 shows that baptized believers 
did not receive the Holy Ghost till they had 
received the laying on of hands, and when 
they laid tbeir hands upon them "they ~e
ceived the Holy Ghost," hence showing that 
God approved of their action. In Acts 19 
God confirms the act of the laying on of 
hands again. In Acts 9 the history shows 
that God sent Ananias that Paul might be 

WILLIAMS' SECOND SPEECH. "filled with the Holy Ghost;" and Ananias 
He asks me to find "laity" in the Bible. I laid his hands upon him, after which God's 

used that term to express my meaning. blessing came. 
Laity means those who are not officials in the In the choice of Matthias as an apostle God 
church. Christ used the term "disciple" as was a party to it. Would God be a party to 
applied to officials generally. that which was not necessary? The history 

Cruden's says saint is found twenty-nine says that Matthias was numbered with the 
times in the New Testament, and Young says Twelve; that is, he took the "bishopric" or 
sixty-two times. "office" held by Judas, which was that of 

He asks me to find where it says "apostolic apostle. If the choice of Matthias was a hu
office." I found it in Bays' book. But he man act, then God gave crowning evidence 
says he used it for convenience. Is it right in confirming the act. 
to use a term for convenience when it is not l Corinthians 12: 28 says God set apostles 
true? He thus contradicts himself. in the church; and Ephesians 4: 11-13 tells 

Matthew 11: 11-13 says that "from the how long they would remain in the church: 
days of .John the Baptist until now the king- "Till we all come in the unity of the faith, 
dom of heaven suffereth violence, and the and of the knowledge of the Son of God, unto 
violent take it [the kingdom of heaven] by a perfect man, unto the measure of the 
force." The Revised Version says the "men stature of the fullness of Christ." God did 
of violence" take it by force. This shows a not put twelve apostles in the church at 
complete apostasy. Ephesus but in the general church of which 

The name, The "Church of Jesus Christ" the church at Ephesus was a part. There 
was used as early as 1829. (Church History, were prophets in the church in New Testa
vol. 1, p. 60.) Here it says that the Lord I ment times, we have prophets in the church. 
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Doctrine and Covenants 104: 4 shows that the 
Presidency have a right to officiate in all the 
offices of the church; and in Sec. 19: 1 Joseph 
is called a prophet; and Sec. 107: 29 makes 
provision for his ordination. 

In Doctrine and Covenants 124: 2, provision 
is made for an evangellcal minister and 
patriarch, and Sec. 104: 17 makes provision 
for evangelists in the church. Hence it is 
proven that we believe in evangelists. 

Bays says "I will call them Mormons." 
All right. The party who ought to know 
the meaning of the word better than any 
other says the word means "more good." 
When he calls me a "Mormon" then he ad
mits that I am more good than he is. That's 
all I can see in that. 

The term "pastor" is used in the New Tes
tament only once. We have pastors, those 
having charge of local congregations. 

High priests are mentioned in Hebrews 5: 
1-5, and John was a priest. (John 1: 6-8.) 
Priest means a minister. Zacharias, the 
father of John, was a priest (Luke I: 5), 
and ministered acceptably before the Lord. 
So John was by right a priest, and was sent 
of God, to minister for him. Clement, one of 
the early Christian writers, says: "It will 
behoove us (Christians), looking into the 
depth of divine knowledge, to do all things 
in order, whatsoever our Lord has commanded 
us to do. He has ordained by his supreme 
will and authority, both where and by what 
persons they (the sacred services) are to be 
performed. For the CHIEF PRIEST has his 
proper office, and the PRIESTS their proper 
place is appointed, and the layman is con
fined to that which is commanded to laymen." 

In Christian Antiquities by Bingham, vol. 
1, page 11, we find this: "St. Clement, of 
Rome, and St. Jerome (whom especially I 
cite because appealed to by our opponents), 
both concur in speaking of the order of the 
Christian ministry under the very terms of high 
priests, priests, and Levites, which obtained 
under the Mosaic dispensation." St. Jerome 
says: ''What Aaron and his sons were among 
the Jews, the bishop and his presbyters were 
among the Chdstians." These early writers 
and others confirms what the New Testament 
says about high priests. 

I now present evidence upon doctrine: 
Romans 1: 16, 17, records Paul as saying, "I 
am not ashamed of the gospel of Christ: for 
it is the power of God unto salvation to every 
one that believeth." Paul says, 1 Thessa
lonians 1: 5: "Our gospel came not unto you 
in word only, but also in power [authority], 
and in the Holy Ghost, and in much assur
ance." In 2 John 1: 9 it states that "whoso
ever transgresseth, and abideth not in the 
doctrine of Christ, hath not God;" and He
brews 1: 2 says "the principles of the doc
trine of Christ" are "faith in God,'' 
"repentance," "baptisms," "laying on of 
hands," "resurrection of the dead," and 
"eternal judgment." 

In order to make baptism effective and 
operative it was performed by one sent of 
God,-having power or authority. John 1: 6 
shows John was sent of God. John 12: 49, 50 
shows that Jesus was sent of God. Peter was 
called of God (Matt. 10: 1); Paul was called of 
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God (I Cor. 1: l); and Ananias was called of 
God (Acts 9: 17). 

Jesus Christ blessed children by the laying 
on of hands (Mark 10:13-16), and told his 
disciples that the works "that I do shall ye 
do." (John 14: 12). 

BAYS' SECOND SPEECH. 

I said there was no such office as a prophet 
in the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Joseph Smith was 
never ordained a prophet. I argue that God 
must make a prophet-not made by the lay
ing on of hands. If a prophet was made by 
the laying on of hands, Brigham Young 
would have been one. 

He says the office of seventy was a New 
Testament office and refers to Luke 10: 1. 
Christ appointed these and sent them out, 
and that is the last you ever heard of 
Seventies. It is not found in the New Testa
ment that a seventy is an office in the church. 

He says they have pastors in the church. 
No man was ever ordained a pastor in his 
church. He says they have evangelists in 
the church and that A. H. Smith is an 
evangelist. Joseph Smith received that reve
lation that made A. H. Smith an evangelist 
a year ago. This was the first t,ime it ever 
existed. It was made right there. Do you 
know w by it was made? I will tell you. 
It was made to keep the ,uatriarcb in the 
Smith family. It has always been there. 

I am going to be hurried a little to get to 
the points I want to make. Only one place 
in the Book of Mormon where the laying on 
of hands is mentioned. On pages 471 and 
472 of Book of Mormon is a record of their 
having formed a church, and there they bap
tized in the name of Jesus Christ; but not a 
word about the laying on of hands. To de
clare more than this cometh of evil. 

In the Church History, vol. 1, p. 36, is an 
account of :he baptism of Oliver Cowdery, 
and he received the Holy Ghost immediately, 
without the laying on of hands. So also was 
it with Joseph Smith. I have never seen a 
passage anywhere to pcove that Joseph Smith 
l'r Oliver Cowdery received the laying on of 
hands. On page 37 is an account of the bap
tism of Samuel H. Smith, and immediately 
he received the Holy Ghost. Now if these 
men could thu~ receive the Holy Ghost, what 
is the use of the laying on of hands? Jesus 
Christ never taught nor practiced the laying 
on of hands for the gift of the Holy Ghost. 
The Apostles only practiced it twice. It is 
mentioned in the Book of Mormon once and 
that was fourhundred and twenty years after 
Christ after all the Nephites were dead. This 
was an afterthought of Moroni. The Doc
trine and Covenants says tb,e Book of Mormon 
contains the fullness of the gospel. 

I will show you the difference between the 
way Jesus called bis apostles and the way 
the L<>tter Day Saints call them. Jesus' call 
was personal and direct. He said to his dis
ciples, "Follow me." Did Jesus lay on hands 
t:> ordain t.hem apostles? An apostle is one 
c immissioued. (See Matt. 28: 19, 20: and 
Mark 16: 15.) Paul was an ambassador .of Je
sus Christ. (2 Cor. 5: 20.) An amb&ssador 
is a minister of the highest order or rank. 
$uch are deputed to represent God on eartjl, 
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The office of an apostle not of the highest 
rank in the Latter Day Saints' Church. The 
First Presidency is above that of an apost,le, 
the Patriarch next to the Presidency, then 
comes the apostles. The Latter Day Saints 
are wrong even if the office of an apostle 
should be in the church, for they make them 
third in rank. The ::tpostle must be a wit
ness. (See Luke 24: 48; John 15: 27; and 
Acts l: 8.) An apostle cannot be succeeded, 
because we cannot have a successor to a wit
ness. Courts decide test cases on record of 
previous witnesses. An apostle must be with 
him from the beginning and a witness of the 
resurrection. (Acts 1:22.) Matthias must 
be a witness of the resurrection to be an 
apostle. Acts 10: 39-41 shows that witnesses 
were chosen of God to whom Jesus appeared 
after bis resurrection. Jesus appeared to 
these three times. (John 21: 13, 14.) 

The Latter Day Saints have men who are 
dubbed apostles because of the laying on of 
hands. Paul bad previously known Jesus 
before be became a follower. The disciples 
had some doubt about his being an apostle 
till they learned that Paul had seen Jesus 
while he was in mortality and talked with 
him; then they accepted him. Paul sealed 
bis apostleship by miracles. I have rubbed 
up against apostles all my life and am not 
afraid of them. It is because the power of 
an apostle does not belong to them. 

Church History, vol. 1, pp. 540, 541, shows 
that Joseph Smith's apostles were chosen by 
three men, and not by Jesus Christ. The 
three witnesses - Oliver Cowdery, David 
Whitmer, and Martin Harris-were to pray, 
and they were blessed by the laying on of 
hands, then they proceeded to make choice of 
the Twelve. Mormon apostles were called 
by three witnesses; God never called them. 

PASTORAL. 
To the brotherhood and friends of Little 

Sioux district; Greeting:-I take this method 
of informing you that the office of district 
president at the coming conference, to be 
held in June, will substantially be vacant; 
the writer and one of his council, having 
been sent to other fields of labor. You will 
therefore go to the conference, (the member
ship of the district having voice and vote,) 
and make such choice of some one to preside 
over the district for the balance of the term, 
as you may think best. 

Having been president of the district (with 
the exception of something like five years) 
since 1870, it is nothing more than natural 
that, I should feel an especial interest in its 
welfare, or the welfare of the people therein. 
Since 1870 many who were members of the 
church have passed behind the vale, others 
have gone elsewhere, yet the district has 
steadily increased in membership. 

few if any exceptions) with an efficient min
isterial force to keep them running in good 
shape-thus leaving the General Conference 
appointees at liber'~y to extend the work into 
localities where branches do not exist
which, I presume they will willingly do. 

I used to be somewhat worried over the 
thought, as to who would carry on the work 
when the older ones passed away; but that 
bas long since ceased to disturb, since 
through the instrumentality of Sunday 
school work and other helps, there are a 
goodly number of the younger element grow
ing into prominence, and probable useful
ness, to supply all needed demands. 

In this district there has been developed 
some of the best of the ministerial force of the 
church; and while I feel that to God belongs 
all the glory, yet I cannot but think that I 
am justified in expressing a pride for the 
same. 

I feel for one to ;;ay that in all these years, 
no church member in the district has given 
just cause to feel offended at anything said or 
done by them. 'rherefore I would be un
grateful did I not feel a willingness to ex
press my gratitude for kindnesses received 
from your hands. I will expect nothing but 
your best wishes, and most fervent prayers 
in my behalf, that I may be sustained phys
ically, mentally, and spiritually. 

And while I leave you for a time, I expect 
to find where I am going another field well 
sprinkled over with Latter Day Saints that 
are equally as good as the best of us, and en
joying the same "divine unction" as we our
selves enjoy, at least at times. And may we 
all meet on happy grounds, and on enjoyable 
terms, in the "sweet by and by," is my de-
sire and prayer. J. C. CRABB. 

LITTLE S10ux, Iowa, May 15. 

To the Saints of Nauvoo district:-As I 
have been again assigned to this field for 
missionary labor, and being placed in charge, 
I would like foe hearty cooperation of all of 
the branches and scattered saints. Anyone 
desiring preaching in their locality, please 
write me, addressing me at Lamoni, Iowa, 
my home address, and it will be forwarded to 
me quicker than any field address I might 
name (as my work of district president keeps 
me on the move), and we will do the best we 
can to provide for you. Hope the local min
istry will try and do as much as possible this 
year, and keep a careful account of all their 
work for the year, that I may be able to 
make a fuller report of work done in the dis
trict next General Conference. Saints 
please let me hear from you soon and ofte~ 
for the protection and advancement of the 
work. I am your brother in bonds, 

F. M. WELD. 

While on mission work in the Nauvoo dis- CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
trict, during which time the late David Conference of Northeastern Illinois district 
Chambers presided, on my return I could see will convene at Mission, Illinois, Saturday, 
that advancement of a substantial character June 11, at 10: 30 a. m. Nearest railway sta
had been made. And while since his death tions are Seneca on Rock Island and Sheri
we have .not made the advancement that I dan on C. B. & Q. railroad. Persons coming 
would :ike t_o have seen, yet no cause for by rail, please notify Thomas Hougas, Sta
complarnt exists. vanger, Illinois, stating road and time of 

The branqhes are well supplied (with but, arrivaltat least three orfour days in advance, 
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that arrangements may be made for sufficient 
teams to convey visitors to church, which is 
some miles from either station. A good at
tendance is hoped for. 

F. M. COOPER, Pres. 
E. E. JOHNSON, Sec. 

Quarterly conference of the Little Sioux 
district will convene at Magnolia, Iowa, Sat
urday and Sunday, June 11 and 12. Bring 
the Spirit with you. 

A. M. FYRANDO, Se0. 

Northern Minnesota conference will be 
held at Wadena, Saturday, June 18, followed 
by a reunion continuing one week. All are 
cordially invited to attend. 

G. L. JONES, Sec. 

Northern Nebraska district conference will 
convene at Valley, May 28 and 29, preceded 
by the Sunday school convention the 27th. 
All interested are invited to be present and 
take part in the services. 

J.M. STUBBART, Pres. 

Kentucky and Tennessee district con
ference will convene with Eagle Creek 
branch, Saturday, July 9, at ten a. m. Invi
tation is hereby extended to all who find it 
possible to come and meet with us. 

A. J. MYERS, Sec. 

Conference of Eastern Michigan district 
will convene four miles west of Amadore, 
Michigan, June 11 and 12, at ten a. m. Full 
reports, branch and ministerial, are neces
sary. Missionary in charge, all general ap
pointees, and district locals are expected to 
attend. All written reports should reach 
district secretary, William Davis, at Ama
dore, Michigan, by June 9. 

A. BARR, Pres. 
WM. DA VIS, Sec. 

CHURCH RECORDER'S NOTICE. 
By some chance I published in my recent 

notice th.at the Independence district would 
hold a conference in June. In reviewing the 
notice I discover the mistake. My lists show 
no conference in that district until Septem
ber. The following districts have lately 
given notices of holding June conferences, 
and from them the branch reports will be ex
pected in good season, namely: Chatham, 
Ontario; London, Ontario; Florida; North
western Kansas; Southern Michigan; making 
thirty conferences to be held in June. 

H. A. STEBBINS, 
General Church Recorder. 
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do so make an extra strong effort to get there 
in time to attend this convention. It is 
hoped that every local will have some repre
sentatives present, and that this convention 
will be of benefit to the religio work in this 
district. 

MARIE H. CLARK, Pres. 
JOHN MIDGORDEN, Sec. 

RULES AND REGULATIONS 
FOR ADMISSION OF MEMBERS AND GOV

ERNMENT OF THE SAINTS' HOME, 
LAMONI, row A. 

1. Worthy saints who .are in need of a 
home, and who are unable on account of age 
or ill health to provide for themselves, and 
who are without relatives or friends who can 
provide for them, are entitled to a place in 
the Home. 

2. Worthy aged saints who are unable to 
arrange suitable homes with relatives and 
friends, and who are able to provide for them
selves at the Home, may be received upon 
due arrangement being made with those in 
charge. 

3. Parties seeking admission to the Home 
must present recommendations from their 
respective branches and the Bishop's agents 
where they reside. Where persons have 
never resided near a branch, so as to become 
identified in branches or with local authori
ties, they must present suitable recommenda
tions from some general church officer. 

4. When practicable, applications should 
be made through the Bishop's agent in the 
district where applicant resides. 

5. The Matron in charge of the Home will 
treat all with patience and kindness, and all 
members of the Home must observe the rules, 
requests, and orders of the Matron, and when 
a request or order on the part of the Matron 
is thought to be unreasonable, parties cannot 
of themselves refuse to comply, .but must re
fer such request or order to the Bishop or 
some member of the Bishopric, or in their 
absence the President of the Church or the 
Missionary in Charge. 

6. Proper respect and decorum toward each 
other must be observed by all having a place 
in the Home, and no one shall give orders to, 
or command or direct any other member, 
without the request or direction of the 
Matron; or if outside or farm work, the 
Superintendent of the farm. 

7. Cleanliness and godliness must be ob
served at all times, and care taken both in 
personal habits and in the rooms of building. 

8. Each must so far as possible respect the 
wishes of his or her associates, and maintain 
due decorum in all his or her relations with 
associates and parties in charge. 

RELIGIO DISTRICT CONVENTION. 9. Each person may have absolute quiet 
Convention of the Northeastern Illinois and rest in his or her own room, and must 

district Religio association will convene at not be intruded upon unnecessarily by.others. 
Mission, Illinois, Friday, June 10, at ten a. 10. No person shall intere with.the kitchen 
m. Persons coming by rail will please notify work, and those wishing to aid in this de
Thomas Hougas, Stavanger, Illinois. (See partment must first obtain the consent of•the 
conference notice of this district for Matron. 
further particulars as to roads, etc.) In 11. All bhall observe the hours fixed by the 
order to attend this convention it will be Matron fororetlring in the evening and ris
necessary for some who come by rail to reach ing in tbe morning, sickness and inability to 
Mission the night before, but let everyone comply to be consid..ired. 
interested in Religio work th(1t i;;an possibly l 12. T4e ~se of tobacco or any narcotiQ, e:;i:-
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cept under the ad vice of a physician, and 
strong drink is positively forbidden. 

13. For any persistent violation of any of 
these rules, the party so violating and refus
ing to comply shall be dismissed from the 
Home. 

14. The Home is open to visitors free 
Wednesdays and Saturdays only. On all 
other days contributions will be required to 
aid in defraying the expenses. 

15. The occupants of the Home are expected 
to observe strict decorum in regard to the 
conduct of the affairs of the Home and its 
government, and must not discuss the man
agement of the Home or talk of its domestic 
affairs to visitors or outside persons. Com
plaints should be made tu the Matron, or to 
the Bishop, his counselors, or some general 
officer, if any are to be made. 

By the Bishopric, 
E. L. KELLEY, 

Presiding Bishop. 
LAMONI, Iowa, Marcb. 1, 1898. 

These rules are concurred in by us. 
JOSEPH SMITH. 
ALEX. HALE SMITH. 

REUNION NOTICES. 
The annual reunion of Southern California 

district will assemble at Ocean Park, South 
Santa Monica, July 8, at ten a. m. sharp. This 
beautiful park is situated tliree fourths of a 
mile south of Santa Monica proper, and is 
known as Ocean Park Station. Electric 
lights on the grounds. Closely surrounding 
it there is now a population of six or seven 
hundred residents, and in July this number 
will be greatly augmented by people who at 
that season of the year resort to the beach to 
avoid the heat of a July sun in the interior, 
so that we are confident that the ears of a 
large number of people who know nothing of 
our faith will be saluted for the first time by 
the sound of the true gospel. 

The sea beach, six hundred feet distant, is 
connected with the park by broad walks of 
asphaltum and planks. Bathing in the surf 
at this point is said to be unsurpassed by any 
other of the seaside bathing places. But 
now, while speaking of this especial subject, 
we wish to impress it upon the minds of all 
members of the church, that it is the earnest 
and particular request of your committee 
that you shall refrain from bathing or stroll
ing on the beach during the hours of meet
ings; but be prompt in your attendance at 
such services. This you will no doubt recog
nize to be your duty; but besides that, you 
will quiet the fears of some who think the 
meetings will be sparsely attended because of 
being held so near the beach. In complying 
with tho above request you will manifest 
your high regard for the great work in trusted 
to all, and show carkers that their suspicions 
are groundless. 

Needed supplies can be obtained close at 
hand at reasonable rates or prices; also 
meals and lodgings, or if desired, rooms and 
vacant houses can be rented. Horse feed is 
expensive this year, and unless stock has to 
be fed at home, possibly it might be cheaper 
to come on the railroad at one and one third 
fll!re, which wHI be granted us. I!owev!'lr, 
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each one must be their own judge in this 
matter. The committee will attend to sup
plying wood as heretofore. Good grounds 
for teams and wagons adjacent to the park. 
A high board fence surrounds the park; 
ample supply of good water for domestic use 
and for animals very convenient. Ample 
shade is also offered by large bluegum trees. 
Tables with seats already arranged, so 
nothing in this direction needed. Ample 
room for tents inside the park. 

The committee has arranged with tre 
Santa Fe railroad company for the customary 
rates of fare on all their lines of road. All 
persons purchasing tickets to reunion wlll be 
supplied by local agents with proper certifi
cates, which will entitle them to return 
tickets at one third fare. Bedding, snugly 
rolled, will be carried as baggage; smaller 
packages can be carried as hand baggage. 
As the Santa Fe railroad company has granted 
us the exclusive use of their park free of 
charge during reunion, save the patronage of 
their lines of road, the committee request all 
to come on their trains who make the trip by 
railroad, or as much so as possible. 

We also hope to secure the attendance of 
all the General Conference appointees to 
California, who together with our local talent 
will form a corps of able speakers. 

Now, saints of Southern California, far and 
near, let us all who possibly can come to the 
reimion by the sea, even if it requires a sacrifice 
for us to do so, bringing with us the Spirit of 
God; and let us have the grandest and the 
most glorious season of spiritual enjoyment 
ever had in this district. We can if we will, 
for the signs of the times bespeak our speedy 
triumph. All saints, pray for the Spirit of 
God to be with us. 

Dear Brn. G. T. Griffiths, F. M. Sheehy, T. 
W. Williams, and F. B. Blair, missionaries 
to California:-We the saints of Southern 
California most earnestly and cordially solicit 
the attendance of each and all of you at our 
annual reunion, which will convene at Ocean 
Park, South Santa Monica, Los Angeles 
County, July 8. We truly hope that condi
tions may be of such a nature that each of 
you may be able to accept our mutual invita
tion, coming as early as you can, and remain 
until our reunion is over, and then as much 
longer as possible. 

Respectfully yours, chairman of reunion 
committee, R. R. DANA. 

To the Saints of Massachusetts District:
The reunion committee desire to hear from 
those who will tent in the pleasant grove 
which has been tendered your committee for 
the use of the district reunion. We invite 
all who can to engage tents, that our meeting 
together may partake more of the social than 
conventional life, while we renew old ac
quaintances and form new ones. Let us hear 
from you if you desire a boarding tent, which 
we may have if assured of sufficient patron
age. Let us hear from you as branches or 
individuals. Address all orders for tents to 
C. D. Gerrish, 129 Center Street, Dorchester, 
Massachusetts. All other communications 
may be sent to S. W. Ashton, Fall River, 
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Massachusetts: or to John Smith, 526 Pur
chase Street, New Bedford, Massachusetts. 
Railroad rates, price of board, and other 
necessary information to be supplied later. 
Reunion is to be at Den11isport, North Har
wich Station, N. Y., N. H., and H. R. R., 
August 6 to 15 inclusive. 

0. D. GERRISH, } 
S.W.ASHTON, Com. 
JOHN SMITH, 

Minnesota and Dakota reunion will be held 
at Wadena, Minnesota, on main line of N. P. 
R. and Park Rapids branch of G. W., June 
18, continuing over two Sundays. An invita
tion is extended to all missionaries to be 
present. Bishop E. L. Kelley will be in 
attendance. Good grounds; good board $3.25 
per week. Stabling, with hay, $2.00 per 
week, per team. All desiring board will con
fer a favor by writing to T. J. Martin, Detroit 
City, Minnesota; or I. N. Roberts, Audubon, 
Minnesota. 

By order of committee, 
I. N. ROBER'l'S, Pres. 
T. J. MARTIN, Sec. 

NOTICES. 
All those interested in the salvation of 

their friends in Germany and Switzerland, 
please send their addresses at once to Robert 
Oehring, Meadow Grove, Nebraska. 

BORN. 
SHAW.-At Lamoni, Iowa, Septemb0r 10, 

1897, to Bro. A. E. and Sr. Emma Shaw, a 
daughter, named Alta. Blessed at Lone 
Rock chapel, May 15, 1898, by Elders R. M. 
Elvin and Hugh N. Snively. 

DIED. 
SYLVESTER.-Sr. Sarah Sylvester was 

born in New Haven, Connecticut, August 16. 
1853; died in Omaha, Nebraska, April 19, 
1898. Funeral services by W. H. Walling. 

ETTLEMAN.-At McPaul, Iowa, April 21, 
1898, Susan Ettleman. She was born Sep
tember 12, 1826, in Stark County, Ohio; 
moved with her parents to Missouri, where 
she united with the church about 1838, being 
baptized by Elder Yewell. Came to Fremont 
County, Iowa, where she was unit,ed in mar
riage to Samuel Ettleman, October 10, 1847. 
Sr. Ettleman never united with the Reorgan
ized Church, but held firmly to her faith, 
never accepting any other doctrine. Funeral 
in McPaul schoolhouse, to a large assembly 
of friends and relatives, by Elder H. F. 
Durfey. 

ALLEN.-Pierre W. Allen, born April 21, 
1898, at Thurman, Iowa; died April 21, 1898. 
Funeral at the house by Elder H. F. Durfey. 

LEADINGHAM.-At his home, Shenandoah, 
Iowa, May 3, 1898, William D. Leadingham; 
was born in Aberdeen, Scotland, September 
13, 1826; united with the church in an early 
day. With his wife and four children emi
grated to Utah in 1856; became dissatisfied 
with the condition of things there, and re 
turned to Iowa in 1861. He was baptized 
into the Reorganized Church, January 31, 
1863, at Manti, by Elder Charles Derry. 
Worked iu the office of priest in that branch; 

for the past twenty years as an elder, faith
fully performing the duties of his office, 
preaching and defending the faith, and pre
siding over the Shenandoah branch much of 
the time. Bro. Leadingham was a man of 
God, his word was his bond. Honored and 
highly respected by all who knew him. He 
leaves a wife, four sons, and one daughter, 
and a large circle of friends to mourn. Fu
neral sermon by Elder H. Kemp in the 
church at Shenandoah. Interment in Rose 
cemetery. We all hope to meet him in the 
sweet by and by. 

WASHBURN.-At Galien, Michigan, April 
23, 1898, Sr. Laura Amelia Washburn. Born 
at Buchanan, Michigan, July 15, 1846; mar
ried to her first husband, Bro. James Howell, 
January 15, 1882, he dying in 1884; married 
to Bro. Cyrenus Washburn, February 23, 
1886. She was baptized soon after uniting 
with her first husband, and remained a faith
ful, consistent, and honored member till the 
angel of death waved his scepter and bade 
her go hence. Funeral remarks by Elder S. 
W. L. Scott, to a large congregation in 
Saints' hall. "Sweet be thy repose." 

DREHER.-Mr. Charles L.' Dreher was born 
October 17, 1847, in the State of New Jersey; 
died March 21, 1898, at Ottumwa, Iowa. He 
was united in marriage in 1893 to Sr. Agnes 
Powell, daughter of Bro. and Sr. Birchell, of 
Ottumwa, Iowa. He was not a member of 
the church, but he was a man or" good char
acter and was a father indeed to his step
daughters. Sermon by Elder J. S. Snively 
to a large and attentive congregation, assisted 
by John Brennan. 

McDouGAL.-At Centralia, Kansas, April 
21, 1898, Mr. Louis McDougal, aged 20 years 
and 8 months. Father, mother, sisters, and 
brothers mourn. His departure was unex
pected to all, having been sick but a few 
days. Thus the summons comes ofttimes to 
the young as well as to the aged. Funeral 
services in charge of Rev. P. K. Shoemaker. 
A large number of friends and neighbors 
were in attendance. 

RICHARDS.-At his home, Big Bend, West 
Virginia, March 23, 1898, Bro. Thomas J. 
Richards. Deceased was born at Big Bend, 
West Virginia, August 4, 1871. He heard 
the angel's message through Bro. L. R. De
vore, and was baptized by Bro. T. J. Beatty, 
January 30, 1888. He was one of the charter 
members of the Fairview branch, and lived 
his religion. A young man of excellent 
repute. His last words were that he was 
going to his home of rest and peace. 

WRIGH'P.-At Ladd, Illinois, George Fre
mont, son of George and Ellen Wright; born 
December 16, 1895; died May 6, 1898. •rhe 
poor little fellow was playing with the fire 
and was burned to death. Funeral conducted 
by Elder Frank Izatt, in the union church. 

The great nutritive powers of chocolate 
are now so generally recognized that it has 
been adopted for campaign use in the armies 
and navies of almost every European govern
ment. 

"Look up and not down; look forward and 
not back; look out and not in; and lend a 
hand."-Edward E. Hale. 
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Royal makes the food pure, 
wholesome and delicious. 

Absolutely Pur@ 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER C0. 1 NEW YORK. 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. King 
James' Translation. 

Cloth, with marginal references, 
two sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 and$0 80 
Cloth, without references, two 
sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 and 50 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1and2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of J esns Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment, growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners .. 2 00 
Full leather ..................... 2 50 
Full leather, gilt edges ........... 3 00 

ZION'S HOPE. 
A large, four-page Sunday school 
paper for children; illustrated; ed
ited by Sr. M. Walker. 
Single copies, per year ..•••••.... $0 50 
In packages of four, five, or six to 

one address, per year, each..... 40 
In packages of seven or more, each 35 

'l'HE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every \Vednesrlay, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
$1.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; 
sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., should be addressed to 
Frank Criley, Business Manager. Remittances 
should be made by post office or express orders, 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters. 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

l Graceland flarch, 

I 

by I. W. Aller.der, of Lamoni, 
Iowa. An excellent musical com
position for the pianoforte; price 
50 cents. The proceeds from sale 
of this number to be used for the 
benefit of Graceland College. 

The White Clover Song. 
Wor.ds by Jean Ingelow; music by 
Mrs. Audentia Anderson, of La
moni, Iowa. Both words and 
music are compositions of decided 

I merit and taste. Price 50 cents; 

I 
all proceeds to be devoted to 
Graceland College fund. 

I Baldwin's 
I Ancient Atnerica. 
I A standard work on American 

antiquities, recognized as able and 
reliable; in general use by minis
ters and students. of American 
arch:oeology. Illustrated; price 
$1.80. 

German 
Book of flormon. 

The German edition issued by the 
Utah Church. Cloth; price $1.25. 

CERTIFICATES AND REPORTS. 
Branch statistical reports; per doz.$0 40 
Annual statistical reports; two for 05 
Certificates of baptism and member-

ship; per dozen.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Baptism and confirmation certifi

cate books, with stubs . . . . . . . • . . 25 
Certificates of removal; per dozen.. 12 
Marriage certificates; per dozen . • • 25 

COMPENDIUM OF FAITH. 
Cloth ..............•....•...•... $0 75 
Leather. . ...........••••.••.... 1 00 

TEACHERS' BIBLE. "The Self
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps, 
in good large print, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references; 
printed on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6tx8~, mailed post-
paid at, per copy, net ............ $2 00 

TRACTS. 
TRACTS Order by numbers. 

1. The Nature of Man. Is he Pos
sessed of Immortality? Per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ......... $1 00 

2. Truth Made Manifest; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 ................. 1 00 

3. Voice of the Good Shepherd; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100 .. .. . . . . . . . 30 

4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine 
of the Church, and Kirtland 
Temple Suit; per doz. 3 cts.; 100 lf> 

I>. Questions and Answers (on First 
Principles of the Gospel); per 
dozen, 3 cents; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . Ui 

6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall Adminis-
ter; per dozen, 15 cents; 100 ... 1 00 

'1. Who then Can be Saved; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . 30 

8. Fullness of the Atonement; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

9. Spiritualism Viewed from a. 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 ........... 1 30 

10. The Narrow Way; per dozen, 10 
cents; 100.................... 50 

11. The Plan of Salvation; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 .......... 1 20 

12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexander Campbell to a Re
stored Primitive Christianity 
Examined; per doz., 15 cts; 100, 1 00 

14. Reply to Orson Pratt; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ $1 00 

15. How to Enter the Kingdom; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100............. 30 

16. Polygamy: Was it an Original 
Tenet of the Church; per dozen, 
10 cents; 100. . . .. . . . . .. . .. . .. .. . 50 

18. Necessity for a Reorganization 
of the Church; per dozen. . . . . . 30 

19. A Statement and a Correction 
of It; per dozen................ 10 

20. The ''One Body;" or the Church 
under the Apostleship and under 
the Apostasy; per doz. 15c; 100, 1 00 

21. Truths by Three Witnesses, and 
Epitome of Faith; per dozen, 
3 cents; 100........ .. .. . . . . . . . 15 

22. Faith and Repentance; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100............ 50 

23. Baptism; per dozen, 10 cts.; 100 65 
24. The Kingdom of God; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100....... . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
25. Laying on of Hands; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100.......... .... .. . . .. 30 
27. The Sabbath Question; per 

dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ 1 00 
31. What is Truth? True Ortho

doxy? and an Evangelical 
Church? and Epitome of Faith; 
per dozen, 3 cents; 100......... 15 

41. The Gospel, and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen, 3 cents; 100 15 

42. Rejection of the Church; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100..... 50 

43. One Wife or Many; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 ................... 1 00 

44. Crooked Paths; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

47. The Future State; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

Prophecy of the Rebellion; per 100 10 
TRACTS IN LARGE LOTS. 

Special prices on application for 
tracts in lots of 1000 or more. 

DISTRICT RECORDS. Printed a.nd 
bound similar to Branch Records . $2 50 
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1111 GRACELAND 
--~COLLEGE, 

LAMONI, IOWA. 
Telephone 71. 

For catalogues or further information, 

Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE, 
Acting President, 

or R. S. SALYARDS, Secretary, 
LAMONI, low A. 

If you contemplate purchasing household furniture, by 
all means send for the catalogue of the Q,uake1 Valley 
:Manufacturing Co., 319 and 321 South Canal Street, 
Chicago. 

HABIT CURED, 
l'lTOPAY. 

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively 
guarantees three boxes of "QuitRTo-Bac" to perma
nently take away all desire for tobacco, or will 
promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent 
post paid anywhere fur $1.50. No bad effects from 
nae of Quit-To-Bae. It is a.great nerve tonic. Why 
not try it! It has c..ired hundredsi why not you? 
Remember, No Cnre, l'II© Fay. Address, B. F. 
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois. 

THE KEOKUK ROUTE. 

K. & W. and D. lU. & K. C. Railways. 
The D. M. & K. C. Ry from Des Moine; 

to Cainsville has been rebuilt and that pm.0
• 

tion south of Van Wert will be standard 
gauge on or before Novemb0r 1, 1897. 

There is no road in Southern Iowa or 
Northern Missouri which has more gooil 
locations for business men than on th8 line oi 
the Keokuk Route. More stock of all kinde 
has been shipped over this line than any road 
of equal mileage in Iowa or Missouri. (See 
Missouri Surplus Map at our stations.) The 
freight and passenger service is not equalled 
by any road in the state, except the Missouri 
River trunk line~, with each of which we 
have union stations and direct connections. 

Persons seeking farms can find property at 
,,tempting prices; men seeking businese •nca
tions can find towns with ample territory 11nd 
settlers to warrant good business. Additional 
passenger service will soon be given which 
will add to the growth of the towns. 

The towns between Des Moines and Cains
ville are particularly well located for 
business. Look them up. Write to the 
undersigned for additional information. See 
folder for map and lands. 

J. F. ELDER, 

A. G. GOODRICH, 
Gen. Pass. Agen.I. 

Vice Pres. and Gen. M'n'gr. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD 

$10 GRAPHOPHONES. $10 
T ALKINO MACHINES I 

Greatest money maker ever offered. Anybody can start 
in the show business. Make $10 to $20 a day giving ex

hibitions. LOUD AND CLEAR ENOUGH to be heard in any Hall 
or Church anywhere. They're wonderful. Imagine a musical in. 
strumentthatwill actually TALK TALK That by simply 
winding it up like a clock .. you can play band 
music exactly as it was played by Sousa--cornet, trombones, drums 
and all. Sings songs, tells funny stories. Does'nt seem possible, 
does it? But it _does even more than that. You can sing or talk 
into it yourself and it will repeat, a moment after ,just what you said. 
FOR H011.E AMUSEMENT I!' has no equal. En-

tirely new model. Just 
o~t. Very lou~. Price EAGLE GRAPHOPHONE 
wrth two hearmg tubes ..,,---=-.,.,.,.-,..-.,.---..,----:
and concert horn, $Ho. Same outfit, with handsome oak carrying 

case, $12. Price of our BE.ST EXHIBITION MUSICAL OR. TALKING RECORDS, soc each $s a dozen. 
Our $20 Big Show Outfit Includes our Eagle Graphophone, with carrying case, ~wo hearing 
--,,.-...,.,..-.,....,--,---,-....,.--..,.. tubes, concert horn, record brush, 18 assorted records, music, songs and 
speeches (lasts two hours steady running), 200 big posters advertising exhibition, 200 admission tickets, all for 
$20o Sent C. 0. D., with privilege of examination, if desired. Complete· Record Catalogue free. Write for it. 

HARGER & BU.SH, Western Agt.s., 904~9m 11.ain Sto, Dullmque. fowa. 

The Q•rnker Valley Manufacturing Co., 319 and 321 
South Canal Street, Chicago, sell a full line of bigb
grade household furnitnre direct from the factory at 20 to 
GO per cent lower than retail prices, and will send anyone 
a copy of their catalogue free. 

HOMESEEKERS' EXCURSIONS. 
On May 3 and 17, June 7 and 21, 

tickets will be sold to most all 
points in Western, Southern, 
and Northern States at one 
fare plus $2.00 for round trip. 
For further particulars call on 

or address L. F. Siltz, Agent. 
TRANS MISSISSIPPI EXPOSITION. 

Omaha, Nebraska, June 1 to November 1, 
1898. For rates and dates apply to agent. 

Annual meeting· German Baptist Brethren, 
at Naperville, Illinois, May 26 to June 2. 
One fare for round trip. Date of sale, May 
27, 28, and 30. Final limit for return, June 4. 

Annual Convention Travelers' Protective 
Association of America, at Omaha, Nebraska, 
May 31 to June 3. Rate one first-class fare 
plus $2.00 for round trip. Date of sale, May 
29 and 30. Limit for return, ten days from 
da to of sale. 

Annual Meeting American Medical Asso
ciation at Denver, Colorado, June 7 to 12. 
One standar!il. fare plus $2.00. Date of sale 
June 2, 4, and 5; returning not earlier than 
June 12 or later than July 6. 

WHAT HA VF. YOU to exchange as part 
payment on a well improved 80 acre farm 
two miles from Lamoni? Large build
ings-all painted-orchard. Yearly pay
ments on balance. Give full description 
and price of your property in first letter. 

D. F. Nicholson. 

LAMONI FARM FOR SALE. 
Eighty acres,, with five room house, large 

barn, other outbuilding·s; abundance of water; 
young orchard. Located two miles from 
Graceland College, Lamoni, and one fourth 
mile from schoolhouse. Price, $~,500 with 
one half cash; balance to suit purchaser. 

Address, MRS. MARGARET BAGLEY, 
Lamoni, Iowa. 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 
Udgivet og Forlagt af den Gjonor
ganiserede Jesu Christi Kirke af 
Idste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, loather 
backs ..................•........ $0 75 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 

quickly ascertairi our opinion free whether. au. 
invention is probably patentable. Communica~ 
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patenta 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents. 

Patents talrnn tlirough J\Iunn & Co. receive 
special notice, without charge, in the 

Sct~ntntc Jlmtrlcan. 
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cit« 
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a 
year~ four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers< 

MUNN & C0.36 rnroadway, New York 
nranch Office. 625 l!"" St., Washington, D. C~ 

TINWARE, BARB WIRE, El'G. 
Special attention given to Builders' Hardware. 

Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnish~ 

co. 
FOR SALE AT A Bi'U?.GAlf'L 

A house in Lamcni, Iowa~ two i>-q1ur:-es from the bnat.
ness center. It bae rix room~. a ball, and 1hrce closete&l 
and is co:-;veniently arnill<!~d fo,r a family of s1x or.more~ 
ia warm ar5 a winter house, hnd has }!.Of1d vent lat1on for 
aummer. \Ven and cit~tern at 1he donr, and applfJo 
cherry, plum. and peach tree• on the two lots, which llJ."1l 
the oomer of a block. Address, 

l. N. W. COOPER. L.omonl, low&. 

Furniture From Factory to Fireside. 
Belng the only extensive manufacturers of furniture im 

1 the world selling dn:ect from mi::tker to user, we save on~ 
customers the enormous expenses and profits of !h~' 
jobbers and retailers. Send for catalogue A. showing 
our full line of Household Fnrniture, at 20 t,; 50 per cent 
under retail val ne. 

Quaker Valley Man111'tcturing Co., 
319 wd 3~1 S. Canal 8t., Chicago. 

JUST PUBLISHED. 
A Concordance to the large print Book ol 

Mormon, of proper size for insertion in books 
of that edition already published. Sixtee!ll 
pages. Everyone should have it. On sale 
at the Herald Offioe. Price ten cents. 
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TO BE A SECOND BROOK FARM. 

Lamoni, Iowa, June 1, 1898. No. 22. 

as the standard of morals. Brook j vidual to supply his wants by receiv
Farm was without religious restric- I ing the full product of his toil. 
tions. The promoter of the Okla-1 A COUNCIL OF SEVEN. 
homa Association is C. B. Powell, of The officers will consist of a council 
Edmond, who is actively at work in- of seven members, elected annually, 
ducing persons dissatisfied with pres· who will elect a president, vice presi
ent social conditions to lend their dent, secretary and treasurer. Only 
assistance in building this new Utopia. the president ·will exercise appointive 
The home of the association has not power. The council will arbitrate all 
been fixed. differences between members, sum-

Mr. Powell believes that the dee- mon witnesses, hear and determine all 
laration of principles and the consti- causes arising under the laws of the 
tution and by-laws are the best that association, issue scrip to the workers 
have been drafted for such an associa- i:i,nd depositors, negotiate exchanges, 
tion. The declaration of principles fix prices on products to be distribu-
reads:- ted, do the clerical work of the asso-

A CO·OPERATIVE COLONY PLANNED I ciation, purchase real estate, purchase 
WHAT THE COLONISTS BELIEVE. 

FOR OKLAHOMA. live stock, building material, mer-
GUTHRIE, Ok., April 18.-With a "We believe that man has a phys- chandise and produce, and superin 
soil remarkable for its fertility and ical, intellectual and spiritual nature tend public improvements, and will 
capacity to produce a diversity of and is a rational, responsible, and so- also have charge of the schools and 
food products, and a climate free cial being. of all the property of the association. 
from the rigors of severe winters, "'rhat his Creator gave him domin- It will not be allowed to contract 
what better place than Oklahoma ion over the earth and all things debts without the con&ent of two
could be found to test the feasibility therein, and commanded him to mul- thirds of the members. 
of a cooperative community composed ti ply, replenis~, and subdue _it. . A thorough system of physical, 
of persons who are poor in purse but I "That m~n 1~t a pro~r~~s~ve. bei~g, mental, and ethical culture will be 
rich in hope? Such an experiment is I capable of mfimce possibilities, of m- taught in the schools. No religious 
to be made, and students of social tellectual and . moral development or scientific creed will be established 
economy will watch its progress with through the .i~tellectual an~ ethical by law, and no scrip will be issued to 
interest. The community is to be I resources whicn God has given for any religious preacher or teacher for 
known as the Oklahoma Cooperative that purpos~. I services rendered in such capacity. 
Industrial Association, and is pat- '·That this development must be The initiative and referendum is to 
terned largely after the famous attained through education and train- .1 · 1 • ht 

~ preva1 morrnng, noon, ana mg . 
Brook Farm Community, founded at ing. Members guilty of crimes and misde-
Roxbury, Massachusetts, in 1842, in "That earth, air, and water and all meanors prohibited by t.he laws of the 
which George Ripley, Nathaniel that is implied therein constitute the State are to be turned over to the 
Hawthorne, George William Curtis, natural resources and are the com- civi.1 authorities to be tried and pun-
Charles A. Dana, and other well- mon heritage of mankind. I ished according to law. 
known New Englanders were inter- "That it is by labor upon these re- A town site ~ill be laid out in lots 
ested. There were two stages of sources that man is able to supply his of one fourth acre each. The associ
development in the Brook Farm wants. ation will build houses for the mem .. 
Community, the idyllic or intelh~ctual "That the great purpose of man's bers, and all lands not. so occupied 
and the industrial. The first was life is the highest possible develop- will be used for coiiperative purposes. 
portrayed by Hawthorne in "The ment of himself. The 13,bor of the departments will 
Blithedale Romance;" the second, a "'fhat it is impossible for the indi· be performed by details of laborers, 
period of the t_oil and str~ggl.es of I vidual to carry out th~ purpose of his arranged by the superintendent of 
persons who had no conception of the being by his own unaided effOl't. He each department. Eiwh detail will 
meaning of transcendentalism, found must have the coi)peration of aU choose a foreman from its number to 
an historian, not without defects, in others. take charge of the work assigned to 

John Francis Codman. "'rhat it is only through the coop- it, keep the time of each laborer and 
THE NEW TESTAMENT'S CODE. eration of human effort that the high- make a report each day to the super-

The Oklahoma experiment corre- est development of man is attainable." j intendent, who will maJke a, weekly 
sponds closest to the industrial stage It is proposed, through associated report to the secretary of the associa· 
of Brook Farm, but differs vitally in effort, to lesse. n the causes of poverty I tion of the number of days' labor per
that the New Testament is named and to increase the ability of the indi- formed in his department. Ea.ch 
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THE SAINTS' HEHALD. 

person's labor will be accredited to render it ineffective! Men who dis- been uncovered in Arizona. Says The 
the person performing it; also the believe in it and set up socialist or Mining and Scientific Press of it:
number of days' labor bestowed upon communist ideas, denying to any in- •·During my last visit to Arizona, I 
each kind of product. dividual any priority or advantage saw in the Salt River Valley a sight 

SCRIP FOR MONEY. over his fellows, see with astonish- that would strike a stranger as queer. 
A system of finance will be main- ment and mortification that the hated A steam dredging-scow, such as is 

tained by a quarterly issuance of thing enters into their most secret used in deepening rivers and harbors 
scrip, equal in value to the products circles and sways all their action. It for navigation, was voyaging slowly 
and merchandise in charge of the was supposed that it was only in the and steadily through a wide strip of 
treasurer in the warehouses. The unenlightened ages of the world that arid desert. It was started landward 
value of the product will be ascer- any one man could have any personal from Salt River, and was excavating 
tained by computing the cost of pro- command in great affa,irs. With con- its own channel ahead, the river 
duction at the rate of one dollar a day tempt jt was pronounced that the waters following and floating it as it 
for the labor bestowed upon it. The heroes of antiquity or the great cap- I advanced. But the work was not, in 
laborers will receive scrip according tains of bygone centuries must have fact, the making of a new channel, 
to the amount of work performed. had an inferior crew to deal with but the digging out of an old one, the 

The association requires members when so paramount a position was irrigating canal made by a civilized 
to sign the following pledge:- given to e.ny individual. Englishmen people that lived and flourished and 

"I do solemnly agree that I will do in more recent times thought that it departed before recorded American 
all in my power to carry into effect was only Fren::hmen who could let history began. That there was a time 
the objects of this association as set "Bonny" ride so roughshod over I when this wide valley, now being 
forth in its declaration of principles, them, when "liberty, equality and I again redeemed to man, was a garden 
constitution and by-laws, and that I fraternity" ha,d but just been in- of plenty, teeming with inhabitants, 
will neither use myself, sell or give scribed over the doors of every public is shown by the extensive and regular 
to others, nor in any way induce or building in France. Who but unen- system of broad canals leading from 
encourage others to use intoxicants lightened Russians would allow a czar the river, through which water for 
as a beverage except that such intox- to have absolute dominion? N owa- irrigating was conveyed for centuries. 
icants may be used when ordered by days surely, it was argued, when in- With the drifting sands and earth, 
a physician for medical purposes, and telligence, culture and education are these canals are still plainly indicated 
if addictEJd to the use of tobacco that I so generally diffused, none could ar- on the face of the ground, and so skill
I will neither sell nor give it to others rogate to himself any large share of fully were they planned and built that 
not in the habit of using it, but will the admiration and worship of fellow modern engineering science applied 
.always discourage its use." countrymen. to irrigation can do no better than 

CHILDREN AS WARDS. Is this so? Do we not rather see retrace their course and restore them. 
New members must deposit enough that men, even if raised to a high What race laid out the canals and 

:money or its equivalent to maintain level of knowledge of material things, built the towns whose ruins are strung 
them six months. Children of mem- are yet as emotional as ever, as apt to along the valley is a question not yet 
bers will be considered as wards of follow like sheep the lead of one, as settled by archa:iologists. Aztecs or 
the association and will receive wages incapable of weighing and judging the Toltecs, or each in their turn, probably 
for their labor in proportion to what faults of those who by appeals to tarried here in their centuries long 
it is worth as compared with adult their pride, their passion and preju- southward to the valley of Mexico, 
labor. A.lien children over ten years dice may rise to the head of affairs? and the ruins may be of an older peo
old may be received on the same Except in the very rare cases where ple than either of them."-Ex. 
terms. great wars or convulsions of the po-

An invalid department will be es- litical world are in progress, it is 
tablished where the sick or those who most difficult to get electors to value RESULT OF OVEROULTURE. 

Like the professors of Harvard College 
have been partially disabled may be the ''high politics" at stake at their who denounce the war as 0 auseless and un-
supported and furnished with such proper measure of importance. righteous, it is men of superior intellectual 
labor as they may be able to perform. Rather will they discuss the char- attainments-with a good many grand ex
All members reared in the association acter of a candidate, and his private ceptions, to be sure-that constitute the tory 

element in this war. It is a case of overcul
will be retired from the general de• , affairs, his position in society, the in- ture. The artificial cultivation of the intel-
partment of labor at fifty years of J fiuence he may be able to use for lect has weakened the natural sense of the 
age; those having a diploma from the their individual benefit; nay, even his 
school and having kept their ple:ige, appearance seems often to them of 
will be admitted into the council. more account than his principles. 
Members without these qualifications The personal factor seems to be al
may go into the invalid department .. most as great as ever.-The Marquis 
-Kansas City Star, .April 19. of Lorne in North .American Review. 

relation of things. The refinements of logic, 
of theory, of speculation, have usurped the 
place of those impulses which move men of 
less delicate training. Technical doubt takes 
the place of the impulse of straightforward 
common sense.-Boston Post. 

THE FACTOR OF PERSONALITY. 

PERSONAL influence! Yes, how that 
survives and defies all attempts to 

ADDRESSES. 

ANCIENT AMERICAN CANALS, T. W. Williams, No. 206 Harmony Street, 

T . f d f l . . t' I Council Bluffs, Iowa. 
HE remams o a won er u irr1ga ion J.C. Clapp, Sedalia, Graves Co., Kentucky. 

system long concealed have recently . J. c. Crabb, Joy, Illinois. 
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THE HEI={Al-10. 
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8: 31, Ila. 

"Hearken to the word of the lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none." 

Vol. 45. 

Book of Mormon, page 116. 

Lamoni, Iowa, June 1, 1898. No. 22. 

11t"lf ~.~ and return to health be secured. ,. to trust to her faith in her science of 
"'l"fHv Whatever else may be done by nurses which she had been a demonstrator. 

------------- in the faith, the general proposition She was consistent enough to think 
JOSEPH SMITH 
R. S. SALYARDS 
HEMAN c. SMITH, 
JOSEPH LUFF, 

AssrnTA.N~D:Jir~!: is as stated; but no resort must be that if the science was good enough 
} CoRREsPoNDING EDITORS. had to the doctors or to medicine. to be taught and to live by it was also 

LAMONI, IOWA, JUNE 1, 1898. 
Many of the teachers of this phi- good enough to die by. So she pre

losophy are women; possibly because ferred to take the chances in her own 
they are by natural capabilities the theories. Her body was sick enough 

HEAL TH SCIENCE. better nurses, and some of them are to die notwithstanding there was 
MEN of all ranks have more or less to to be found in nearly all large cities strong protest made by the spirit, 
say about the laws of health and now. and she died. 
"nature's laws," whatever may be Whether the science has been suf- All this occurred at Kansas City, 
meant by the latter term. It seems ficiently demonstrated, or not, H Missouri, where not long ago Mrs. 
to be the usual opinion that if man seems to have very sincere devotees Amanda J. Baird, a Christian Scien
(anybody) would but live according to in many places; and in some the prac- tist Healer, had been arrested for 
the laws of health there would be no titioners have come into collision with failing to report to the proper authori
need for physicians, or nurses, for all the medical men, and the officers of ties a case of contagious disease 
would be healthy, none be sick. the law. One case of this kind oc- treated by her. 'rhe notoriety given 

This may be so. But, there are so curred a few years ago at San Ber- the science by this arrest made it 
many who do not, will not, or cannot nardino, California, in which the necessary for the general officers of 
so live in accordance with the so- patient died, and the attenda,nt Health the Scientists to send a representa
called laws of health, that it may be Scientist was arrested for malpractice. tive of the science to overcome the 
said with good reason, "there is The case failed of conviction for tech- prejudice resulting from the arrest. 
none that doeth good, no not one." nical reasons. Another of recent oc- Miss Jones came, and did much to 

Upon the apparent reasonableness currence is attracting attention in the restore the loss, but she has now her
of the idea that men would not be newspaper realm, and is the occasion self failed as a demonstrator. 
sick if they lived according to the of much talk in both secular and re- But the object of this writing is not 
law, there has been builded a half ligious circles. Miss Isabella Frank- to mflJke light of the faith of the 
religious body of believers who style lin Jones was a believer in and teacher Health Scientists; for whatever may 
their faith and philosophy, Health and exponent of the Christian Beien- be said about it, what we claim- as 
Science, or the science of right liv- tist's faith and practices. She "faith to be healed," they call the 
ing. One phase of it is, that the wrought well as a teacher and ad- "effect of mind over matter;" our 
spirit is the master, that the body is vocate of the theories, until when thought being that God has provided 
so far a servant and dependent on the forty-five years of age was taken sick. a rule by which his own power over 
spirit that if the man believes he has What laws of life she failed to keep, disease may be exercised for the relief 
no sickness, he has none. That so why she permitted the body to secure of the believer; their thought is, that 
long as the mind is in control and the displacement of the spirit in con- by a provision of creation, or nature, 
thinks the body is not sick, the body trol, and why there was a failure to mind as mind has this power, open to 
is free from disease; that on the con- reason the patient back to normal con- all, but greatest among those who 
trary, the mind being the source or ditions, are not stated and probably school themselves to believe. The 
center of control, if the thought that not known. It is known, however, point is here, Mrs. Amanda J. Baird, 
the body is sick obtains, then it that she was sick; that a physician a Healer, as she styled herself was 
is sick; therefore, if a man thinks was called, pronounced the disease to arrested because she failed to report 
himself to be sick, he is sick; if he be pneumonia, and left medicines and a, case of contagious disease treated 
thinks himself to be well, he is well. directions for their administration. by her, and Coroner Bedford is re
"As a man thinketh so is he." . Miss Jones, who had been a "Liberal ported as saying that inquiry will be 

The logic of this leads to the effect Scientist," different from the Chris- made, and if Mrs. Baird had attended 
that if by any real, known, or un- tian Scientists, for the reason that Miss Jones, she will be arrested. 
known cause persons are overcome of the latter believe in Christ as a divine Coroner Bedford is a physician; and 
sickness, it is the result of breaking healer and regard the Bible as the the inference is all too plain that in 
the laws of health, and ti~at in such word of God, and the former do not case Miss Jones believes in healing 
case careful nursing, with a sedulous so believe, as we suppose; after tak- by Health Science, was cared for by 
training back of the mind to normal · ing one dose of the medicine, pre- a practitioner of her own faith and 
conditions will convince the mind of I\ sumably while the doctor was present, practice, instead of a licensed physi
the sick one that the body is :not sick, refused to take any more, preferring cian of some school, the one so wait-
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ing upon her would 
for what? 

be arrested-and \ We have given attentio~~ this 
matter for the reason that as a people 

By what rule of the law of common 
rights, the free exercise of individual 
judgment in religious things, does the 
coroner propose to arrest, try, and 
condemn Mrs. Baird? Has human 
jurisprudence reached such a stage 
that none but Allopathic, Eclectic, or 
Homeopathic physicians are to be 
allowed to cure or kill people? And 
are the sick, if they happen to be sick 
enough to need attention, to be com
pelled to put themselves into the 
hands of those in whose practices 
they have no confidence-no faith? 

Has there yet been an authorized 
inquiry made by the State of Missouri, 
by which the number of deaths by or 
recoveries from diseases by the vari · 
ous classes of physicians under their 
respective treatments, has been com
pared with the number treated by 
Health Scientists under their tre'at-
ment, and the decision made in favor 
of the doctors and their pills and 
potions? If so, we have not yet been 
favored by seeing the report. 

Hundreds of sick are all round us; 
nine tenths of the cases are attended 
by the so-called regular faculty. No 
public opinion seems to be outraged 
when any of these sick people die. 
By some it is called "dispensation of 
P~ovidence," by some it is attributed 
to improper conduct of the patients; 
but none seem to attach any inquiry as 
to the possibility of death resulting 
from fault of the doctor, or the speci
fic school-the philosophy-of medi
cine of which he is the representative. 

Suppose that Miss Jones did have 
Mrs. Baird to attend her, and while 
being treated by her, or nursed by 
her, death ensued. Is it competent for 
the coroner to say legally that "Miss 
Jones died from the effects of treat
ment according to the Health Science 
school of practice?" It appears that 
Miss Jones took one dose of medicine 
from an attendant physician and re
fused to take more. Has the coroner 
any means of determining whether 
Miss Jones would have recovered had 
she taken all the medicine the doctor 
left, or is it a fact that recovery is so 
usual in cases of pneumonia, under 
medical treatment, that none are sup
posed to die? In other words, do 
physicians invariably succeed in ca us· 
ing sick people to recover? i . . * 

HERALD ~·eaders believe in faith heal
ing, or healing by faith. Not by what 
is known ;J,s Health Science, to be 
sure; but by tbat law of healing pre
scribed by the Lord, the Savior, and 
practiced by him. And, it may be 
that sometime somebody may take it 
into his head to arrest the elders who 
may be called in to pour on oil and 
lay on hands, charging that such 
treatment and lack of medicine taking 
was the producing cause of the re
sulting death, thus making them 
parties to murder by faith. 

It is certainly out of the order of 
common prudence and common sense 
for municipal governments to arraign 
and condemn a course of treatment 
given the sick upon grounds of preju
dice alone. And unless there should 
be an examination and the result of it 
show that there were a greater num
ber of deaths among those treated by 
faith, or by Health Scientists, than 
among those treated by the Doctors 
of Medicine, there should be neither 
legislative enactment against the lat
ter, nor prosecutions for deaths that 
occur. 

If the death of a patient proves the 
system bad, then there is no success
ful system of medicine, for all have 
lost, and do lose patients by death. 

----
A U~TTER from Elder E. D. C. Smith, 
son of Uncle William B. Smith, the 
brother to Joseph and Hyrum, writ
ten at Chetek, Barron County, Wiscon
sin, seems to give good promise for 
the work up there. He writes:-

I am holdi.ig regular preaching seryices 
every Lord's day at two different school
houses, and two prayer meetings each week, 
besides working out on the farm every work
ing day in the week. So you see I am facing 
the music pretty well. I conducted a funeral 
service last week, and performed a marriage 
ceremony also; so you will see I am getting 
some- experience in gospel work. I have not 
baptized any yet, but expect to soon. . . . 
We have Sabbath school here every Sunday. 
My children attend. I am so thankful that 
God has opened the w:ty for· me and my 
family to get spiritual food; and that I now 
have a chance to do something for the Lord. 
whu bought me witt his own precious blood. 
Hope you are all well. 

We are pleased to note the progress 
this son of Uncle William is making. 
It is pleasing to think that so many of 
those who stood and labored with ,Jo-

aud Hyrum in the faith are 

represented by their sons in the Reor
ganized Church. We bid you a hearty 
"Good speed," Bro. Smith. 

THE following is from the Chicago 
Tribune of May 27. The cause of the 
financial trouble is not named:
BRIGHAM YOUNG'S SON A BANKRUPT. 

London, May 26.-In the bankruptcy court 
to-day a receiving order was issued against J. 
W. Young a son of the late Brigham Young. 
ms liabilities are £333,892 ($1,669,410). 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

ELDER J. C. CRABB, Joy. Illinois, 
May 22:-

You will give Joy, Illinois, as my mission 
address, and oblige me. Preached at Mil
lersburg- yesterday; begin here to-night. 

Bro. W. T. Maitland, writing from 
Des Moines, Iowa, May 23:-

New blood is entering the branch, both by 
baptism and by letter, and we feel a new im
pulse, and thank God we live. Bishop Kelley 
did us good and we take heart of hope. We 
are glad to note the sturdy activity and per
sistent zeal of our young presiding priest, 
Victor Gunsolley. He has waked up and for 
all day. Jerry will be g·lad to hear this, and 
we are proud to record it. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

BRO .. J. C. CLAPP at last accounts 
was at Sedalia, Graves County, Ken
tucky, his field address and headquar
ters. He was finding plenty to do and 
was hopeful of success. 

Cards to the editors announce the 
marriage of Bro. E. A. Blakeslee of 
the Bishopric, to Miss Adeline, daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. John B. Graves, 
of Benton Harbor, Michigan, which 
occurred May 18 last. "At home" is 
announced after July 1, at Galien, 
Michigan. The HERALD extends con
gratulations and best wishes to Bro. 
Blakeslee and wife. 

Bro. D. 0. White, of Blairstown, 
Missouri, is out in a pastoral in the 
form of a "salutation" to his district, 
in which all are urged to lend their 
hearty support in advancing the 
cause. Bro. White pleads with all to 
bear a hand with a view to making 
the Clinton district the "banner dis
trict of Missouri." We are sure that 
he will throw decided energy into the 
work, as all should, and as all must 
do, if the cause is to move as it ought 
to move. Let us all be alive and at 
our work with that consecration and 
energy of which the cause of God is 
worthy. 
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Elder Hugh Palmer, of Akron, 
Ohio, reports the baptism of four, 
with others to obey, as a result of 
local labor at that point. He is to 
meet a Disciple minister in discussion 
on June 6. 

The Reorgarnized Church has fur
nished a number of volunteers, who 
responded to President McKinley's 
first call for the war against Spanish 
oppression. Those so far reported to 
us are: Joseph G., son of President 
Alexander H. Smith, Winfred B., 
eldest son of Bishop E. L. Kelley, 
James, son of Bro. W. H. Kelley, 
William S., son of Bro. C. E. Blair, all 
of Lamoni; and Alma, son of Bro. 
Alexander McCallum, grandson of 
President Joseph Smith. Brn. J. G. 
Smith and A. McCallum enlisted in 
Missouri regiments, the others in 
Iowa regiments. All honor to the 
brave boys who have gone to the 
front to help maintain the right. 

Other Lamoni boys also enlisted, to 
whom is due the same credit for love 
of country: Ralph Grenawalt and 
Bro. Morgan Graham. 

Bishop E. L. Kelley, who has been 
negotiating with the Christian people 
to meet Clark Braden at Tabor, Iowa, 
and who was given to understand that 
the discussion would not be held, has 
finally succeeded in inducing the rep
resentatives of that body to meet the 
issue. The debate will begin at 
Tabor, Iowa, on .the evening of Mon
day, the 30th. Bro. J. W. Wight has 
been chosen to represent the church 
in the discussion. 

Bro. G. H. Hilliard, of the Bishop
ric, left Lamoni on tho 27th, going to 
Boomer, Iowa, to attend conference 
of the Pottaw::tttamie district, May 
28 and ~29. He also expected to at
tend the Fremont district conference 
a week later, at Henderson, Iowa, 
June 4 and 5. 

The Utah Church will be repre
sented in the United States army to 
invade Cuba, by a son of George Q. 
Cannon and a grandson of President 
Brigham Young, deceased. 

From a late issue of the Chicago 
'l'ribune we learn that one Clark Bra
den, Jr., was arrested in Chicago, on 
some charge. We have already made 
note of the arrest of the same indi
vidual, of one bearing that name, in 
the city of New York. We do not 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

to what family he belongs; we simply 
note the item from the passing news. 

Coincidences are often interesting: 
Rear Admiral Dewey was born in Ver
mont; Admiral Sampson was born in 
Palmyra, New York. Both have ren
dered and are rendering good service 
in the cause of liberty against op
pression. Another prominent Ameri
can was born in Vermont and an 
important part of his work was done 
near Palmyra, New York. He did 
much good for America, his native 
land, and for his countrymen. He 
was a loyal American and died in an 
effort to deliver humanity from bond· 
age. Though unrewarded by his 
country, he lives in the hearts of those 
who understood his work and that of 
his colaborers. 

In the Word of Wisdom is found a 
caution against adulterations of vari· 
ous articles. The following is among 
the many items which indicate that 
the admonition was not without cause. 
The days have come that "eternal 
vigilance is the price of safety" in all 
that man partakes of-mentally and 
bodily:-

Washington, MaJy 13. -The ways 
and means committee concluded its 
hearings on the pure flour bill this 
morning. U. S. Glick and Dr. A. 
Behr of the Glucose Sugar Refining 
Company appeared before it in oppo
sition to the bill, and Augustine Gal
legher appeared in its favor. Dr. 
Behr, chemist of the company, ad
mitted that glucose starch, which the 
bill seeks to prevent being used as an 
adulterant of flour, contained free sul
phuric acid. 

Press of other matter caused us to 
neglect mention of the prediction of 
"ProfessorJ. B. Dimbleby, of London, 
England," a scientist who issued a 
pamphlet in which he prophesied the 
end of the world to occur on Easter 
Sunday, 1898. However, if any w(,lre 
not ready among our readers, let it 
not be charged to us. 

Oriuinal Poetru. 
THE LONE PATII. 

BY ;r. M. HOLADAY. 

A secret path each one will tread; 
Its silence fell on me with dread. 
Oft was I forced to go alone, 

Afar from everyone that I had known. 
At first I went a little way, 

:\>:now who (H(l,r~ Braden, , is, or 1 And then rushed back to loved ones gay 
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Till one by one they left my sight; 
But that lone path is now a blaze of light. 

A queen needs love as badly yet 
As the humblest girl you've met, 
Or as the boy with temper mild 

Upon Nebraska's unfenced western wild. 
Queen Caroline long pined alone, 
And died for love she could not own; 
Not England's gold or London's pomp 

Prevented her from dying there of want. 

'Tis love that heals our troubled ways, 
Till to its other sphere we raise; 
For love alone will fail to stand 

Unless it winneth order's cunning hand. 
Hence heaven sometimes calls aside 
Each man alone, to teach and chide; 
\JVith him it holds an inverview-

No other form can enter there with you. 

Sin must stimulate the soul 
Of him who still lacks self-control; 
It leaps on him with fiery pains, 

Until that lonely pathway he regains. 
Love will every trouble hush, 
If order's glance inspires its blush; 
Pure thought attains this azure law, 

And will restore that love without its flaw. 

A thoughtful resignation sane 
Survives the blaze of fortune's reign; 
This order shines within itself, 

And borrows not the brilliant arts of pelf. 
This secret order far exceeds 
Ambition's wonder-working deeds. 
A public favorite to be, 

Is no deliverance at last to me. 

The labor-saving arts now tell 
All men to think and laugh right well, 
1'_,or that, as hand-work disappears, 

The mind must find employ in higher spheres. 
Delusion charms the willing head, 
Until with order it is wed; 
And love and order undefiled, 

In him doth blaze who is no more beguiled. 
COUNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa, Sept. 1, 1897. 

Mo1hsrs' Homs Coltlmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

"0 Youth and Beauty, 10ved of all! 
Ye pass from girlhood's gate of dreams; 

In broader ways your footsteps fall, 
Ye test the truth of all that seems. 

HGive and receive; go forth and bless 
'l'he world that needs tlle hand and heart 

Of Martha's helpful carefulness 
No less thau Mary's better part.'' 

WHY IS IT SO? 
YES, dear reader; why is it so? Why are 

there so many cases of sudden death among 
our young married women, as well as oc
casionally a case among those who are not 
married? And worRe still, why do we meet 
such cases in the church, among those who 
claim to have been cleansed from sin by obe
dience to the Christ-given plan of salvation? 
Our soul has been shocked as well as pained, 
several times during the last year, because 
of the sudden death of sisters in the church 
who were young, blessed with good health, 
and the promise of many years of usefulness, 
and the enjoyment of earth's blessings, pro
vided they kept the physical and spiritual 
l<1ws of God. .!3ut alas, by following the 
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fashion of the world, they have taken their 
own life! They felt unreconciled tO their 
condition, and instead of going to God in 
prayer, that they might be reconciled, 
guided, and carried safely through, they 
rashly attempted to counteract the laws of 
nature. 

Yes; the law of God that was given at the 
day of creation, and has generally been kept 
down to the present-down to this enlight
ened age, the nineteenth century-since our 
beloved Master took little children in his 
arms and blessed them. What would he 
have said if the wives in his day had adopted 
the methods of the present day? I think he 
would have said, ''Depart from me, ye work
ers of iniquity." 

How can one be a true worshiper of God, 
an obedient child of God, and commit such a 
crime? 'Tis a worse sin than to face a foe 
with dagger or revolver. That is self-de
fense; this is destroying the harmless with
out any cause, except a shirking of duty, and 
that probably, in many instances, is caused 
by ignorance and a lack of faith. That is 
why it is so, no doubt. The teachings of the 
foolishly wise is a curse to the women of our 
land; a curse to the rising generation, and 
consequently a curse to our whole nation.' 
Even the heathen and the Eavag-e tribes 
would be ashamed of such a practice. They 
live more in harmony with their physical 
laws, notwithstanding their ignorance com
pared with our world-wide notoriety-conae
quently their posterity are more numerous 
and more hardy. That is why it ts so. 

We are glad that this very important sub
ject has had an occasional place in our peri
odicals, and hope, yes pray that those who 
have right views and clear understanding 
may contribute freely to our columns con
cerning the matter, that our sisters may 
have a better understanding of their mission 
and life work. "0, how vulgar," says one 
whose modesty is only mockery. Vulgar is 
a Latin word meaning "common," and surely 
pure teaching on our subject is not common; 
but low, obscene illusions are common among 
those who are not rightly educated. 

Our common newspapers bring to nearly 
every house in the states their license, so to 
speak, to sexual crime, and advertise reme
dies for the same, equal to the priests selling 
a right of indulgence in sin. We have been 
disgusted by just glancing at the pictures. 
We doubt not that many have made them
selves wrecks by low, ignorant indulgences; 
but we think that the teaching of truth is a 
cheaper and a more sure remedy than patent 
nostrums. The iniquities of the fathers are 
visited upon the children, as well as the 
iniquities of the mothers; and thus children 
who are suffered to see the light of this 
world are not unfrequently physical wrecks, 
and why is it so? 

Because of the iniquities of their ancestors, 
filtered into their blood, - and stamped on 
their whole being, many cases of cripples, 
and of idiots or worse, half idiots, have been 
caused by their parents' ignorance, or in
judicious conduct. 

Then is it not high time that the truth of 
our being was proclaimed through the 
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church publications? If not, and things go 
on as they have commenced, where a few 
years hence will be the rising generation to 
fill the places of the present officers of the 
church! They will pass on, and over, so will 
the lay member; and if the spirits are not 
suffered in their turn to be clothed in the 
flesh, where will the church be? Probably 
with some of those spoken of in Revelation. 

Dear young mothers who are thus tempted 
to violate God's law, stop for one moment and 
consider the matter. Are you willing to 
rashly thrust yourself unbidden into the 
presence of God? And besides, how sad and 
lonely must be the condition of your husband, 
and who will care for the little ones left in a 
cold, sinful world, without a _mother's love, a 
mother's protection to shield them. 

We are acquainted with two dear sisters in 
the church who each have borne ten children, 
nearly all of them are still living. They are 
almost four score-have seen six generations 
-have a large posterity and have waded 
through seas of affliction, yet shrunk not 
from their duties, deserted not their post, 
and now are only waiting to be gathered 
home with the faithful. Their means was 
very limited, and could I tell you how very, 
very bard those women labored to aid in pro
curing sustenance for their littla ones, you 
could not believe me, for women don't do so 
now-don't live as long either. 

Dear sisters, don't scorn this little essay; 
don't scorn the writer, for she feels that it 
was prompted by the Holy Spirit. If not 
prompted, she knows that the approving smile 
of the Father and the Son rest on her soul, will 
rest on her work, and good will be done 
thereby, if in only one case. Sisters, we 
shall know one another by and by-when we 
meet on the glorified earth.; 

SR. ALMIRA. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

SR. JOSEPHINE SALISBURY, of Fountain 
Green, Illinois, earnestly entreats that you 
will remember in your prayers (with fasting 
if possible) her youngest daughter, Julia, 
who is sorely afflicted with neuralgia of the 
heart and stomach. She is ambitious to ex
cel as a pupil at school, but has a chronic 
granulation in her right eye. She bas 
strong faith in the gospd-has been a mem
bE>r of the church eight years, and has been 
promised the blessing of health if faithful. 
She has fasted and prayed many ti'lles (on 
one occasion fasteil fqrty-eight hours), but 
still does not receive the blessing. And now 
her g-reatly dist.ressed mother asks your faith 
and prayers in her behalf. 

Sister Thomas Althrope, of Council Bluffs, 
requests the faith and prayers of the Prayer 
Union that if it be the Lord's will she may 
be relieved of a very serious and painful 
affliction. 

Sr. R. W. Davis, of Lebeck, Missouri, 
earnestly requests the prayers of the Prayer 
Union in behalf of her husband who bas been 
afflicted for some months. He desires health 
that he may not be hindered in his ministe
rial work. 

MAQUOKETA, Iowa, May 21. 
Editors Heralcl:-I landed in this town a 

few days ago, feeling about as dark a.s a mor· 
tal can feel; with an appointment out for 
preaching that night. If I bad been unusu
ally slack in obedience to the divine law I 
should not have thought it strange that I 
felt so dark, but I had been making an extra 
effort to come up higher and in some regards 
by the Lord's help had made some advance
ment. In such times I have long since 
leamed to stand still and see the salvation of 
the Lord. 

No other subject but the signs of the times 
presented itself to my mind, and so I spoke 
with fair liberty on that subject, dwelling 
largely on the subject of cyclone~. The next 
day, in the afternoon, one of the worst and 
by some said to be the very worst cyclone 
ever in the State visited this section of coun
try. "Coming events cast their shadows be
fore," it is said, and in this case was probably 
true. Reports vary as to the number of 
persons killed. One whole family was swept 
out of existence on this planet. The family 
consisted of husband, wife, and three chil
dren. Every monument in one cemetery was 
not only blown down, but blown away, and 
cannot be found. 'fhree hundred dead cattle 
were dropped in the same graveyard above
mentioned. Trees nearly three feet through 
were twisted off or torn out of the ground. 
One bay bam was blown away and the hay 
was untouched. Buildings were so com
pletely demolished that it would be difficult 
to find an armful of the timbers. There is 
on exhibition in this place an inch thick pine 
board with a rye straw driven through it. 
Six inches of the straw on either side of the 
board still remain and so soiidly there that it 
cannot be pulled out without breaking the 
straw. 

I was within hearing distance of the 
storm. Bro. Elder Warren Turner was in 
the track of the storm. I have not learned 
yet whether he was damaged by it or not. 
One peculiar feature of the cyclone was, it 
traveled slowly and was not accompanied by 
rain. On account of its slow movements 
most people who saw it got into their cellars. 
Had it traveled as swiftly as cyclones usually 
do, five hundred people would have been 
taken um~wares and possibly most of them 
killed. 

Am feeling well spiritually and physically. 
Go this evening to Fulton. My permanent 
address will be Edgewood, Clayton County, 
Iowa. Those wishing preaching, address me 
there. In bonds of peace, 

J. W. PETERSON. 

NANTYGLO, Wales, May 12. 
Editors Herald:-I feel truly thankful to 

God for leading me to the truth. For some 
time I used to speak disrespectfully of the 
aaints, but after casting aside prejudice, the 
gospel preached by my fellow brethren got 
to have an effect upon me; but I struggled on 
for about two yeara or so, not willing to yield 
to the srlrit that was leading me to do right. I 
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had not hitherto worshiped with any class of I Short addresses were given at intervals by 
religionists, and felt to try something else Elders John Austin, district president, and 
rather than be with the people who had S. Platts, and Priests Joseph Arbor and F. 

NEW CASTLE, N. S. W., April 23. 
Editors Herald:-Our last conference here 

on Easter Saturday and Sunday was splendid, 
for peace and unity prevailed. One thing is 
very gratifying in t.he work out here; 
namely, the fact that the young men are be
ing pointed out for the ministry. Brn. Wal
ter J. Haworth and \J\lilliam H. Broadway 
were ordained elders by order of the last 
conference. They are both talented young 
warriors and will make good workers if they 
only live humble and faithful, so the Holy 
Spirit can teach them, and lead into truth., 
and develop them in this great gospel min
istry. 

wrought upon me concerning my duty to 
God, so I tried the Primitive Methodists and 
went in and out among them for some time, 
and one night they prayed for me and I 
prayed also; they then claimed me as one of 
their converts. I said that I bad not had the 
Holy Ghost as it was received on the day of 
Pentecost. "0,'' they said, "you'll have 
grace day by day and grow gradually in the 
Spirit!" I said, "Is that all the acknowledg
ment you people get from God?" "Yes," one 
said. "Well, said I," "there is no guiding 
hand among you, only to live morally, and I 
can do that without professing religion, and 
this is sham." 

So I went to the saints' meetings and I felt 
a portion of the power of God as I now under
stand it, and it haunted me day and night, 
telling me or convicting me to obey the doc
trine of Christ. I felt that the saints' testi
monies were borne with assurance and I 
desired to become like them, and I was bap
tized by Elder John Jones and was confirmed. 
My letter may seem wearisome. As the 
brethren were coming· toward me I could feel 
the Holy Spirit of promise as their hands 
were coming down on my head, and I cried 
in thankfulness to God in the name of Christ 
for such an assurance in my day. There is a 
power in this work beyond the power of man. 
I said at my confirmation, "It is enough, 
heavenly Father." 

My better half has, after a little teaching, 
become a saint, and seeing the harmony of 
this work ar;d the gifts of the gospel poured 
out upon God's children I rejoice and say to 
the ministry of Christ, Be not daunted if the 
seed sown by you doth not spring up im
mediately. It will grow. Think how long it 
was taking root in me. 

We are gaining gradually in numbers here 
and there is reason to hope a good branch 
will be raised here in time. 

Your brother in bonds, 
LEWIS OAKEY. 

MANCHES'rER, England, May 8. 
Editors Herald:-Just. a few words to all 

who are interested in Sunday school work. 
In answer to an invitation I attended the city 
of Sheffield on the 29th ult. and May 1, in 
order to take part in the anniversary services 
of the branch Sunday school. ·The proceed
ings opened on Sunday the 1st at 2: 30 p. m., 
under the direction of Bro. Fred Beaun::ont. 
The superintendent, Bro. Joseph Arber, at
tended on crutches, having recently met with 
an accident. Five tons of armor-plating fell 
upon him and he mercifully escaped having 
both legs cut off. We can ill spare good 
men from our ranks-faithful, persistent 
men especially. The scholars appeared de
lighted to see our brother amongst them 
again, and showed it by looks and gesture. 
A nice platform had been erected, and the 
children were tastefully dressed in white. 
The singing was very sweet, and showed 
that pains had been taken in the preparation. 
One hymn in memory of our late Bro. Hoole 
was nicely sung by Miss Nelly Mell!trd. 

Beaumont on suitable topics. In the evening 
your correspondent was called upon to ad
dress a good congregation, composed of mem
bers and non-members, and the major part of 
the singing was done by the children. On 
Monday evening the school again held a 
meeting·, which is described as grand. I 
have since received word that some outside 
the fold were benefited. 

While musing upon the scerie I thought, 
"Saints of Sheffield, you have draped your 
pulpit in black out of respect for the honored 
dead, whilst your children are arrayed in 
white. It occurred to me that you might 
have used the black for the memory of your 
spiritually dead; whilst the white, the em
blem of purity,. is a more fi ttiag symbol of 
the life and memory of the departed brother 
whom we all loved." 

Our Sabbath school work in this country is 
growing. To all coworkers I would say, 
Prepare for all discouragements, and stick 
to your guns. As a Sunday school official I 
sincerely regret theoimminent retirement of 
our respected brother, Elder H. C. Smith, 
from our midst. May his life be long spared 
to the church. 

In gospel bonds, 
WM. R. ARMSTRONG, District Secretary 

Sunday School Association. 

LEBECK, Mo., May 19. 
Editors Herald:-We came to this place on 

the 7th of May. My husband was enroute 
to his field of labor. He was taken sick on 
the 9th and has been confined to his bed 
ever since. 

Your sister in the faith, 
MRS. R. W. DAVIS. 

Most of my time during the last six 
months was spent in completing the mis
sionary cottage here on church lot. Am 
glad it is done now and my hands more free 
for the ministry. If we leave here, the neat 
little four roomed cottage will be ready for 
some other elder and family to enter in and 
occupy. It has cost about two hundred and 
twenty-fl ve dollars, only about eight dollars 
being paid out for labor. Saints are getting 
on very well in meeting payments on the 
land and I hope soon to see it dedicated. 

If Bro. Wight could step into our chapel, 
and also the cottage, he would see and re
joice that the good seed sown in the past by 
himself and others was not in vain. Our 
conference and the Victoria conference were 
in session the same time as the General 
Conference at Independence. 

Love to all, 
JOHN KALER. 

HONOLULU, H. I., May 10. 
Editors Herald:-In compliance with the 

wish of a great many saints in Southern Cali
fornia and elsewhere, I write the Herald to 
note a few incidents of my trip to these 
islands. 

BELLGROVE, W. Va., May 19. On Saturday night, April 2, 1 was very 
Editors Elerald:-I held some of the most much surprised after answering a knock at 

spiritual meetings last winter I ever attended the door, to see an army of saints demanding 
in the State, and the greatest manifestation admittance. ~rhey came armed with chairs, 
of power in administering to the sick, recei v- cakes, and ice cream. I realized it was a sur
ing the evidence while my hands were yet on prise party. They were members of the 
their heads that they would be healed. The Newport branch and friends. The time was 
outlook for the spread of the truth in West profitably spent in singing, etc. 
Virginia was never better since I have been After the writer and a few others sang a 
doing missionary work. saints' hymn, Branch and District President 

What has become of Bro. W. H. Kelley, Bro. A. Carmichael presented me, on behalf 
our missionary in charge? I have written of the branch, with a very handsome Bible, 
him, but cannot hear from him. I began accompanied with a very appropriate speech, 
my year's labor at Mount Nebo, in Roane as a token of their regards and good wishes. 
County, West Virginia. This was where Bro. It made me feel happy and glad to know that 
J. L. Goodrich, myself, and the saints were my services in the past were appreciated. 
rocked and shot at last October. I baptized On Sunday following I left my home and 
three on the 14th, Bro. Cadle, his wife, and dear ones, and arrived at Los Angeles in 
daughter. No wonder his Satrtnic Majesty time to preach for the sai.nts there. After 
raged last fall when he saw that his kingdom several good-byes and "God bless you," I 
was in danger. But though he does rage boarded the train on Monday morning for 
and cause persecution, the honest in heart San Francisco; arrived there safely next 
will obey the voice of God and come out of morning. At this place I visited some of the 
Babylon. saints, among:whom were Bro. and Sr. An-

I will go to Gay on the 20th and preach in thony: also Bro. Andrews and his genial 
the private house of Bro. and Sr. Tuttle on companion, who received us very cordially 
the 21st and 22d. I will go from there to and entertained us. Next day, April 6, the 
Centerville branch, in Wayne County, West steamship Zealandia left the American shore, 
Virginia. God bless us all is my prayer. I and while good-bye's and waving handker-

G. H. GODBEY. chiefs were plentiful on the wharf and the 
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steamer, there was not one to say good-bye to 
your humble servant. My thoughts were 
flying homeward and also to Independence, 
Missouri, for General Conference was conven
ing that day, and my prayers were that God 
would bless those assembled. 

In a little while we were through the 
golden gate. The next day I paid my tribute 
to David Jones in two installments, after 
which I felt free to enjoy myself during the 
voyage, which I did. On Sunday, the 10th, 
which was Easter, I preached in the saloon 
of the big steamer to about seventy pas
sengers and officers. The purser had the 
saloon fixed up to appear like a church, with 
hymn books and Bibles distributed to every 
one. The pulpit was covered with "Old 
Glory." It was my first experience in preach
ing on the ocean. I was truly blessed of God 
during my effort. A lady passenger accom
panied the singing on the piano. Before dis
missing service a converted and well-educated 
Chinaman bore his testimony to the truth of 
Christianity. 

I went to sleep that night realizing that I 
had done my dut,y on that day, though it was 
on the ocean. 

Arrived at our des.tination at two p. m. on 
the 13th, being exactly seven days out. I 
met Bro. G. J. Waller soon after arriving. 
Also Bro. Ingham, and together we went to 
the prayer meeting, and there I found about 

, a dozen native saints. They all gave me a 
very hearty welcome. I have preached sev
eral times since I came, Bro. Poepoe, inter
preter. 

I find Bro. Waller a very busy man, both 
in temporal and spiritual things. He dis
plays a great amount of patience in teaching 
the natives the plan of salvation. He has 
been the means of translating the Doctrine 
and Covenants and the Book of Mormon. 
There is a Book of Mormon class every Wed
nesday evening before the prayer meeting. 
I think that many of the native brethren are 
far ahead of many in America in Book of 
Mormon knowledge. They al ways kneel 
during prayer, except during dismissal, and 
they are fine singers, quick at leaming, but 
incline to sing very slowly. I am glad to see 
that a missionary has been appointed for 
these islands. He will have to learn the 
language in order to do much good. 

Yours in the work, 
JOHN MORRIS. 
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liquid wave, on Sunday, the 22d inst., two of 
which are heads of families. This makes five 
baptized in this branch during the present 
month, a promising young lady having been 
baptizcid on the 5th. 'l'here are still more 
near the kingdom, and so we have cause to 
rejoice, and desire to live worthy of renewed 
and continued blessings. 

In bonds, 
0. B.0 BROWN. 

ERYSIPELAS. 
As there are some troubled with erysipe

las, I will tell them what cured m8. I had 
it over twenty years ag·o. I stopped it by 
painting with iodine. About a year after it 
came in my face again and I asked God what 
I should do that I might not have it again. 
He told me at once what to do. I never 
thought nor heard of it before. He said to 
put a speck of concentrated lye on the spot 
where it commenced. I did so; it was on 
about three minutes. He told me to wash it 
otl'. I did so and was perfectly well. I have 
never had it since. M. ARTHUR. 

LoTus, Cal., Muy 15. 

LEAVENWORTH, Ind., May 16. 
Editors Herald:-In the primitive church, 

Christ placed in it officers to look after the 
membership, and to see that the law was 
kept. When Israel kept the commandments 
God blessed them, and when they failed to 
obey the statutes they had to sutl'er. 

The Reorganized Church of Latter Day 
Saints oug-ht to obey the church law and the 
law of God. Corruptions of some of the mem
bers keep good, moral, and honest-meaning 
people out of the ehurch. 

I believe the branches ought to be rid of 
card players, drunkards, and liars, and those 
that do not attend our meeting for worship. 
I do believe the elders ought to see that the 
law is observed in every branch. 

I ask the saints to pray for our branch at 
Leavenworth, Indiana. 

PETER A. FLINN. 

WILBURTON, I. T., May 20. 

This is a mountainous country; lots of work 
for good teams hauling logs to the mill in 
Wilburton, and bauling lumber. Good teams 
can make from two dollar;; and fifty cents to 
three dollars per day. Good farming land in 
the valleys. You cannot own land here, you 
must lease the land from the Indians. There 
is no trouble in getting a good lease. You 
have no taxes to pay, except five dollars per 
year permit. You can keep all the cattle 
you want by paying twenty-fl ve dollars per 
year. Ten cows and calves is the limit for a 
farmer without paying extra. 

This is a pretty healthy country, very 
pleasant winters. Winters are short. Pro
duce of all kinds grows well here. 

As a great many of the saints want to know 
about Fentress, Indian Territory, where Bro. 
Perkins Ii ves, Fentress is about seventy-Ii ve 
miles west of Wilburton, in the Creek Na
tion. It is an extra fine farming country, 
and I think underlaid with coal. 

We have-the saints here-been contem- -
plating organizing a coal company, but as 
yet we have never or-ganized. We want it 
confined to the suints or those whom they 
may recommend. 

I am contemplating visiting the Creek 
Nation again to preach and to prospect for 
that coal. I have been forty years working 
in the coal mines and would like to see the 
miners and members of the church organized 
into a coal company on the cooperative plan. 
Would like to hear from others before we 
organize. Plenty of open schoolhouses in 
this district for preaching, but the laborers 
are few. But if we are united we all things 
can do. I never felt better in my life than 
when preaching this gospel of the kingdom. 

I rejoice in this latter-day work; the Lord 
ha~ truly blessed me in my labors of love. I 
have many testimonies of this marvelous 
work. 

My ruling- desire is to spend my last days 
on' this earth in preaching a restored gospel. 
Pray for me that I may ever keep faithfl11 is 
my humble prayer. 

PETER ADAMSON. 

Editors Hemld:-I have been receiving ELGIN, Cal., May 21. 
letters from all over the country from the Editors Herald:-By scanning your pages I 
saints inquiring what kind o{ a country see that Bro. T. W. Williams is appointed 
the Indian Territory is. I have answered a missionary in charge of Central California 
good many letters. But now I take this plan district, and as I live within limits of said 
of writing to so many. district I thought I would enter my plea in 

1<,irst, Wilburton is a coal mining district; behalf of the few isolated saints of this place, 
OSKALOOSA, Iowa, May 25. two veins of coal here, one vein four and one as we are very desirous of ministerial labo.r 

Editors Herald:-Mid scenes of eonfusion, half feet thick, the other vein ..five feet thick. being performed in our neighborhood, be
general anxiety, and apprehension incident to The veins are about fifty feet apart. The lieving it will result in good to the cause, by 
these troublous times the Master is caring coal is of a fine quality. There is land here both strengthening the saints and convinc
for his own and the work here is still show- with three arid four veins of good coal under ing others of the truthfulness of our message. 
ing signs of his approbation; for he is still it. Miners' wages when paid by the day are I Some are now almost persuaded, and I think 
blessing the efforts of bis servants. two dollars and twenty-five cents. Price for if we could have more preaching soon they 

Bro. W. H. Kephart, has been laboring in mining by the ton, sixty cents, unscreened would be thoroughly convinced. 
this vicinity about four weeks, opening up a coal. Screened coal, seventy-five cents per We have had no preaching of our faith 
new work four miles nort.h of here, which ton. Miners mining by the ton can make since Bro. Parker was here in February, and 
promises to be a grand opening. The meet- two to three dollars a day. We have four we are getting hungry. Bro. Parker did a 
ings were attended by fair-sized congrega- coal companies shipping coal from here now. good work and gained friends, both to hirn
tions and the very best interest was Work is pretty steady here, but hard some- sels and the cause he so ably represented; 
manifested. times for a strange miner to get work. and now if Bro. Williams will make it a point 

Bro. Kephart also held meetings at Pekay, This is a good stock country. Cattle live to visit us, we will be gli.d and will do the 
eight miles south of here. Returning to Os- J mostly all winter without any feed. Lumber very best we can by him. 
kaloosa he led foue precious souls into the I is eight dollars a thousaod. i vVe likewise extend an invitation to Bro. 
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Griffiths to visit u~ befor;bis tiU:e expires, \ cry shall come, notifying all to pre
but as he has such a large territory we can't I pare for the coming of the bride
expect him to stay long in any one place; but, 1

1 

<[)'room. 
we do desire the honesi; in heart among our "' 
neighbors to have the privi.lege of under- The above text is a part of the fol-

dom was taken from them and given 
to the Gentiles. Paul says, when 
writing to the Gentiles:-

W ell; because of unbelief they were broken 
off, and thou standest by faith. Be not high
minded, but fear; for if God spared not the 
natural branches, take heed lest he also 
spare not thee. Behold therefore the good
ness and severity of God; on them which fell, 
severity~ but toward thee, goodness, if thou 
continue in his goodness; otherwise thou also 
shalt be cut off.-Rom. 11: 20-22, I. T. 

standing the gospel in its fullness; and for lowing parable:
this reason we are willing to receive any 
servant the Lord sees fit to send. 

We have a commodious school building 
26 x 72 feet, which I think can be secured for 
services. If not, we have a smaller building
the one in which Bro. Parker held forth 
while here-that can be used. Should the 
brethren come the southern route, this will 
be a convenient stop in passing from Los 
Angeles to San Francisco by r•1il; and any
one wishing to find us can do so by dropping 
a card to George Ross, or J. W. Steele, Elgin, 
California, and they will be met at the Dos 
Palos depot. Will say for Bro. Parker's 
benefit that Mr. Blaney is stm here and has 
been chosen pastor of the Christian Church. 

Praying God's blessing to attend the 
preaching of his word throughout the land, I 
am as ever, Your sister in Christ, 

SARAH J. Ross. 

MILWAUKEE, \Vis., May 25. 
Editors Herald:-I wish some of our elders 

would come to Milwaukee to preach. There 
are five Utah elders here, preaching on the 
street, and they are telling the people that 
they are not the Mormons and do not practice 
polygamy. The people do believe them 
to a great extent; the papers speak well of 
them. 

I wish some of our elders were here to show 
the people and tell them the difference be
tween us. I spoke to the Utah elders and 
they told me they would come and see us and 
talk to me of the differences, and gave me 
some of their tracts. If any of our elders can 
come to Milwaukee I wiil do all I can to help 
them. I will give them a home and help in 
any way I can. I am not rich and have not a 
grand home, but will do the best, I can Ior the 
gospel, which I love. 

Your siste1· in Christ, 
MRS. EMMA PIKE. 

No. 661 Fourteenth Street. 

Oriqinal 1lr1i~lss. 

THE SLEEPING TIME AND MID· 
NIGHT CRY, 

And then, at that day, before the Son of 
Man comes, the kingdom of heaven shail be 
likened unto ten virgins, who took their 
lamps, and went forth to meet the bride
groom. And five of them were wise, and five 
of them were foolish. They that were fool
ish took their lamps and took no oil with 
them; but foe wise took oil in their vessels 
with their lamps. While the bridegroom 
tarried, they all slumbered and slept. 
And at midnight there was a cry made, 
Behold, the bridegroom cometh; go ye 
out to meet him. Then all those vir
gins arose, and trimmed their lamps. And 
the foolish said unto the wise, Give us of 
your oil; for our lamps are gone out. But 
the wise answered, saying, Lest there be not 
enough for us and you, go you rather to 
them that sell, and buy for yourselves. And 
while they went to buy, the bridegruom 
came; and they that were ready went in with 
him to the marriage; and the door was shut. 
Afterward came also the other virgins, say
ing, Lord, Lord, open unto us. But he an
swered and said, Verily I say unto you, You 
know me not. \Vatch ther·efore; for you 
know neither the day nor the hour wherein 
the Son of Man cometh.-Matt. 25: 1-12, I. T. 

In considering this parable, we can
not take it in the order in which it 
stands in the book, because the call 
must of necessity~ be made before the 
preparation begins; and the prepara
tion is made before the wise go in to 
the marriage. We will therefore con
sider the tarrying time and the call 
first. 

And that there would be a falling 
away from the original faith before 
Christ came again is posltively as
serted by Paul. He says:-

Let no man deceive you by any means; for 
there shall come a falling away first, and 
that man of sin be revealed, the son of perdi
tion.-2 Tbess. 2: 3, I. T. 

Also in Revelation twelfth chapter 
it is clearly shown that the church 
would be driven into the wilderness, 
and remain there twelve hundred and 
sixty years. ''The dragon, that old 
serpent," also called Satan, made war 
with her:-

And the woman fled into the wilderness, 
where she had a place prepared of God, that 
they should feed her there a thousand and 
two hundred and threescore years. And 
there was war in heaven; Michael and his 
ang·els fought against the dragon: and the 
dragon and his angels fought against Michael; 
and the dragon prevailed not against Michael, 
neither the child, nor the woman which was the 
church of God, who had been delivered of her 
pains, and brought forth the kingdom of God 
and his Christ.-Rev. 12: 5-7, I. T. 

This shows quite clearly that the 
church was to finally succeed in bring
ing forth and establishing the kingdom 

Christ is the bridegroom, and this of God. Although the organization as 
parable was given by him while~on established by Christ and his former 
earth in his personal ministry. He apostles might be broken up and the 
was going away for a time to leave his saints scattered, and the dragon seem 
disciples, with a promise to come to have dominion for a long time, we 
again, as we learn from John 14: must not conclude from this that the 
2, 3:- dragon was to entirely prevail, for thde 

Lord says ''he prevailed not." Go I go to prepare a place for you. And when 
I go I will prepare a place for you, and come had prepared the place in the wilder
again, and receive you unto myself; that ness for his church, so the word says; 

WHILE the bridegroom tarried, they all where I am, ye may be also. and Christ had declared the gates of 
slumbered and slept. And at midnight there The tarryin!! time, then, must be ·i · t 't 
was a cry made, Behold, the bridegroo.ll ,, hell should not preva1 agams 1 · 
cometh; go ye out to meet him.-Matt. 25: 4, while the bridegroom is gone away The church was to go into the wilder-
5, r. T. from the earth; and will be consum- ness for a specified length of .time, 

This scripture has troubled the mated when he returns to receive his then come out again. 
minds of some; they want to know bride. This seems sufficiently clear The term wilderness here evidently 
when this sleeping time will come to without multiplying evidence. While means the same that it does in Doc
all, and how saints after having Christ has gone there was to come a trine and Covenants 85: 17, "in the 
obeyed the gospel, if living faithful, time of darkness and trial. The evil wilderness, because you cannot see 
can be in this condition. For surely 1 one was to have great power, an apos- him.,, 
this cannot be literal, natural sleep, tasy was to occur, and darkness reign Therefore, to the woman was given two 

it must be spiritual sleep; . and we for a time. wings of a great eagle, that she might flee 
want to know when this condition The Jews were rejected because into the wilderness, into her place [prepared 
shall obtain, and when the midnight. they rejected the Messiah; the king- , vf Godl, where she i.s nourished for a time, 
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and times, and half a time, from the face of 
the serpent.-Rev. 12: 14, I. T. 

Evidently the Lord preserved a 
people that was designated by him 
the church in the wilderness, and 
must be the same ones that were to 
be called out of Babylon, as stated in 
Revelation 18: 4:-

And I heard another voice from heaven, 
saying, Come out of her, my people, that ye 
be not partakers of her sins, and that ye re
ceive not of her plagues. 

Evidently this was the same people 
referred to in Doctrine and Covenants 
84: 3:-

Therefore, thus saith the Lord unto you, 
with whom the priesthood hath continued 
through the lineage of your fathers, for ye 
are lawful heirs, according to the flesh, and 
have been hid from the world with Christ in 
God: therefore your life and the priesthood 
hath remained, and must needs remain, 
through you and your lineage, until the res
toration of all things spoken by the mouths 
of all the holy prophets since the world be
gan. 

Those people holding legal right to 
the priesthood (hid from the world 
with Christ in God) must be the 
church in the wilderness, or God's 
people in a disorganized condition. 
And when the appointed time came 
for the church to come out of the wil
derness, God sent the angel flying "in 
the midst of heaven, having the ever
lasting gospel to preach . . . to every 
nation, and kindred, and tongue, and 
people;" to warn the world of the im~ 
pending doom that awaits the wicked, 
and call out the people of God, that 
they might prepare for the coming of 
the bridegroom. Before the call was 
made, they all slumbered and slept, 
and this JVas ·the condition all were in 
when th8 gospel came in this genera
tion to be preached as a witness. 
That all would be in a deep sleep 
when the gospel would be introduced 
is clear from Isaiah 29: 10 :-

For, behold, the Lord hath poured out 
upon you the spirit of deep sleep. For, be
hold, ye have ciosed your eyes, and ye have 
rejected the prophets, and your rulers: and 
the seers hath he covered because of your 
iniquities.-I. T. 

Now as the gospel is the power of 
God unto salvation, and the only 
means provided by which mankind 
can prepare to meet the Lord at his 
second coming and enter into the mar
riage feast, we conclude that the time 
when all slumbered and slept . was 
while they were in spiritual Babylon, 
mixed up with the world. And now 
God sends the gospel and calls them 

out of the wilderness, and organizes and shows conclusively that the 
his church. In Doctrine and Cove· was to go to them while in Babylon, 
nan ts 5: 3 the Lord says this is "the 
beginning of the rising up, and the 
coming forth of my church out of the 
wilderness; clear as the moon and fair 
as the sun, and terrible as an army 
with banners." And again, section 
32: 2:-

or in this deep spiritual sleep; and 
makes it clear what they were to come 
out of, and where they were to come 
to. And the language is the same as 
used in the parable in Matthew 25, 

Awake and arise and go forth to meet the 
Brideg'room. Behold, and lo, the Bride
groom cometh, go ye out to meet him. 

And verily, verily I say unto you, that this We now have found the tarrying 
church have I established and called forth 
out of the wilderness; aad even so will I 
gather mine elect from the four quarters of 
the earth, even as many as will believe in 
me, and hearken unto my voice. 

Now as God's people are mixed up 
with the nations of tl,ie earth, in this 
deep spiritual sleep, representing the 
midnight, in the parable, they are to 
be called out to prepare to meet their 
Lord. That this is the true position 
is made clear in Doctrine and Cove
nants 108: 3-5: -

time and the sleeping time. And in 
Doctrine and Coven an ts 34 : 5 the 
Lord says of his elect, 

For they will hear my voice, and shall see 
me, and shall not be asleep, and shall abide 
the day of my coming', for they shall be puri
fied even as I am pure. 

This makes it clear, that after the 
gospel call reaches the true child of 
God, he will not be asleep again, but 
will be watching and working; for in 
Matthew twenty-fifth chapter, after 
the Lord gives the first parable, he 

Send forth tho elders of my church unto 
the nations which are afar off; unto the gives another explaining it altogether, 
islands of the sea; send forth unto foreign and says:-
lands; call upon all nations; firstly, upon the Now I will liken these things unto a para
Gentiles, and then upon the Jews. And, be- ble. For it is like as a man traveling into a 
hold, and lo, this shall be their cry, and the far country, who called his own servants, and 
voice of the Lord unto all people: Go ye delivered unto them his goods. And unto 
forth unto the land of Zion, that the borders one he gave five talents, to another two, and 
of my people may be enlarged, and that to another one; to every man according to 
her stakes may be strengthened, and that his several ability; and straightway went on 
Zion may go forth unto the regions round his journey.-Verses 13-15, I. T. 
about; yea, let the cry go forth among all This represents the Lord going 
people: Awake and arise and go forth to meet away (the tarrying time). 
the Bridegroom. Behold, and lo, the Bridegroom Then he that had received the five talents, 
cometh, go ye out to meet him. Prepare your- went and traded with the same; and gained 
selves for the great day of the Lord. Watch, other five talents. And likewise he who re
therefore, for ye know neither the day nor ceived two talents, he also gained other two. 
the hour. Let them, therefore, who are But he who had received one, went and 
among the Gentiles, £lee unto Zion. And let digged in the earth and hid his lord's money. 
them who be of Judah, flee unto Jerusalem, After a long time the lord of these servants 
unto the mountains of the Lord's house. Oo cometh, and reckoneth with them.-Verses 
ye out from among the nations, even from Baby- 16_19, I. T. 

lon, from the midst of wickedness, which is This represents the coming of the 
spiritual Babylon. But verily thus saith the 
Lord, Let not your flight be in haste, but let bridegroom. 
all things be prepared before you; and he Those that improve on the talents 
that goeth, let him not look back, lest sudden given represent the wise virgins, and 
destruction shall come upon him. Hearken receive their reward, or enter into the 
and hear O ye inhabitants of the earth. marriage feast; while he that did not 
Listen, ye elders of my church together, and 
hear the voice of the Lord, for he calleth upon improve on his talent, represents the 
all men and he commandeth all men every- foolish virgins that were rejected. 
where to repent; for, behold, the Lord God Section 45: 10, Doctrine and Cove
hath sent forth the angel, crying through nants, shows that the separation of 
the midst of heaven, saying: Prepare ye the those virgins will occur at Christ's 
way of the Lord, and make his paths strait, . 
for the hour of his coming is nigh, when the' coming:-
Lamb shall strrnd upon JI/fount Zion, and with And at that day when I shall come in my, 
him a hundred and forty-four thousand, hav- glory, shall the parable be fulfilled which I 
ing his father's name written in their fore- spake concerning the ten virgins. 
head: wherefore, prepare ye for the coming of But the call goes before, that they 
the Bridegroom; go ye, go ye out to meet may prepare and be ready when he 
him. comes, 

. This revelation an~ instruction was ii For they that are wise and have received 
given to the elders m 1831, the .next the truth, and have taken the Holy Spirit 
year after the church was orgamzed, for their guide, and have not been deceived, 
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verily I say unto you, They shall not be 
hewn down and cast into the fire, but shall 
abide the day, and the earth shall be given 
unto them for an inheritance. 

The personal coming and reign of 
Christ on the earth was not believed 
in nor expected by any of the 
churches, until it was preached by 
the elders of this church in this gen
eration. But since the cry came from 
heaven to this church, and the elders 
were sent forth among the nations to 
tell them to awake and arise and pre
pare to meet the Bridegroom, others 
have accepted the idea, and many now 
believe in Christ's personal coming 
and reign on earth, and many think it 
is very near. 

Therefore while the Bridegroom 
tarries, let us watch and pray and 
work; for the sleeping time for God's 
elect (if the gospel has reached them) 
is past, and only those who improve 
on the talents committed to them, will 
be able to abide the day, and enter 
into the marriage supper of the Lamb 
when the Bridegroom comes to re
ceive his bride. 

G. H. HILLIARD. 
LAMONI, Iowa, May 14, 1898. 

CO-OPERATION. 

HAVING seen in a recent issue of your 
paper some ideas upon the above
named subject, I wish to cast my mite 
into tbe treasury of cooperation. 
First, let me state that it is not my 
intention to judge or condemn the 
brethren who have written on this 
subject, as evidently their purpose in 
so doing is highly commendable. 
One writer says: "It seems to me that 
it does not require much of an effort, 
on the part of any of us, to see that 
there is something wrong with our 
industrial system, when strong men 
cannot find employment sufficient to 
support their dear ones." 

Now it seems to me that it does not 
require any greater effort on the part 
of any of us to see that there Is some
thing wrong with us (Latter Day 
Saints) as a people when numbers of 
our children are not clothed suffi
ciently well to attend our Sunday 
schools. What is our church but a 
great cooperative system, the most 
perfect and far-reaching in the world, 
if carried out according to the divine 
plan? If, then, we are not all enjoy
ing the temporal blessings which 
should be ours as members of this 
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most perfect organization, where is -1 Cor. 4: 7. It is sometimes the 
the fault? Is it in the system, or is it case, even among Latter Day Saints, 
in us? We must acknowledge the that the man with the "five talents" 
fault is all our own. Not always the uses them to hoard up "means" which 
fault of the individual deprived of the at the end of life he bequeaths to his 
blessings, but of us collectively. children, who never worked for a 
That the system is perfect, none can penny of it, and who while enjoying 
dispute. That provision is made in the wordly pleasures which they can 
it for relieving the wants of the secure with it, often neglect their 
needy, we know. Shall we, living as soul's salvation, and through this 
we do in the last days, when the signs very "means" which the father has 
of the times tell us that our redemp- gathered, the souls of his children 
tion draweth nigh as surely as the are lost. What will be his answer 
budding tree tells us that summer is when called to account for the use he 
near, make the awful mistake that made of his Lord's money? Do not 
some of God's people made in former understand me to say that there are 
ages? At one time God's people no wealthy men who are using their 
wanted a king that .they might appear "means" rightly, but I fear that a 
like the other nations of the world. great many fail to recognize the fact 
Their pride would be satisfied with that they have been endowed with 
nothing but a king, notwithstanding wisdom from on high for the express 
God had promised to be their king. purpose of accumulating the "means" 
They got their wish. You know the for carrying on this great work. 
story. I need not repeat it. While some give generously and 

From reading the Holy Scriptures others bountifully, they do not seem 
we find that the children of Israel to realize that every "mite" belongs 
could not, or would not, abide the to the Lord. This great cooperative 
gospel law which was "preached be- system must be perfectly carried out 
fore" "unto Abraham," and so the law in every detail if we are to receive 
of Moses was added. Shall we then the promised blessings. These men 
ask for a supplement to the "perfect endowed with the wisdom, or, in our 
law of liberty," which we as a people brother's words, "definite purpose or 
profess to have looked into? How management" which enables them to 
dare we ask for new revelation to accumulate riches, are just as essen
help us out of our present troubles, tial to the carrying on of the work, 
when our absolute refusal to obey the and should feel just as responsible for 
law already given has brought these the manner in which they use their 
troubles upon us? gifts, as the men endowed with the 

One brother says: "The Bishop ability to preach the word. "But 
cannot help if he hasn't something to now are they many members, yet but 
help with." Why has the Bishop one body. And the eye cannot say 
nothing to help with? This same unto the hand, I have no need of thee: 
writer says: "A great many men nor again the head to the feet, I have 
work hard all their life, and yet are no need of you. Nay, much more 
poor; not because they have not those members of the body, which 
worked hard enough, but because seem to be more feeble, are neces
they have been lacking in definite pur- sary." 
pose or management." One brother I heard one of our ministers say 
says, ''There are men of means," etc. not long ago, ''I like to see people 
Tell me, if you please, where in our dress as well as they can." Now in 
law is the clause which gives a man my estimation that is the very main
a right to accumulate and possess spring of our present calamity. The 
"means," while his brother who has rich man dresses his wife and chil
worked as hard or harder than he has dren as well as he can. He has paid 
is destitute of the plain comforts of his tithing, and made his generous 
life? Did the man endowed with the freewill offerings, and is still able to 
"definite purpose or management" dress his dear ones in the fashion of 
have anything to do with forming his 

1 
the world. The middle class man 

own intellect? "For who maketh likes to see his wife and children 
thee to differ from another? and what looking as well as his neighbors, so 
hast thou that thou didst not receive?" he skimps his tithing and does not 
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feel able to make any freewill offer- of the eyes," ''the pride of life," while things. Awake! trim your lamps and 
ing. He lets his papers run another the Bishop has nothing with which to see that you have oil in your vessels, 
year without paying up, and dresses help the needy. Where is the remedy? lest the midnight cry is heard and 
his dear ones in the fashion of the Shall we appoint a day of fasting and you be found not ready. Let us not 
world. The poor man cannot by any prayer, and with one accord cry, "0 think because we are not all officers 
dint of skimping in these "perilous Lord, this law which thou hast given in the church that we are useless 
times" dress his wife and children us is not just to our liking. Please members of the body. If we have a 
like the others, so he dresses himself give us an amendment"? or shall we talent for performing a certain kind 
and wife ''as well as he can," and his not rather follow after that charity of temporal labor, believe that you 
children are left at home. I know a which never faileth. Oh, my dear have been endowed to do that kind of 
husband and wife who have three brother! you who have been endowed work, and let everything you do be 
bright little boys aged nine, six, and with the "definite purpose or manage- done to the honor and glory of the 
four, and a little girl aged eight. The ment," will you not recognize the fact Lord. In this great cooperative or
parents reside three miles from the that you have been endowed and given 

1 
ganization it is necessary to have men 

branch of which they are members, that very work to do for the Lord? and women skilled in different kinds 
and when going to church they And you, wife or daughter of the man of workmanship. Let us not covet 
usually leave the children at home. thus favored, will you not pause a some other's talents. If he does not 
On one occasion, however, the chil- moment and don the mantle of charity? make the best use of them it will be 
dren insisted on going along, and the Place yourself in the position of your his loss; but let us strive to make the 
parents agreed to let them go if they less favored sister, and then say from best possible use of the gift that is in 
would promise to remain in the wagon your heart, '•Dear Lord, if putting on us, no matter how humble our station 
some distance from the church during of costly apparel makes my sister to may be. Let us live our religion pure 
service. They promised. offend, I will wear no costly apparel and undefiled. Let us keep ourselves 

The wagon was driven to a nice while the world stands." unspotted from the world, and our 
shade in the suburbs, and the little Says one, "1 never wear my best God will not be slow to help in every 
ones were left to play there while the dresses to church lest I make my sis- time of need. 
father and mother walked on to attend ters feel badly." What do ,you have "Let us shake off the coals from our g~r-

social meeting at the church. The those best dresses for? Is there some ments 
· And arise in the strength of the Lord." 

mother said afterward that she was place else where you go that you fear Your sister humbly and devotedly 
"just scared to death" all the time some one would point you out and say, in ·the work, 
during service for fear those children "That lady in the plain dress is a 
would tire of playing at the wagon Latter Day Saint. They are a pecul
and come walking into the church iar people. They do not dress in 
with their little bare feet and torn swell sty le." When, 0 when, will 
straw hats. And yet, kind reader, Latter Day Saints everywhere and in 
''of such is the kingdom of heaven." every condition come to know again 
If a rail way locomotive had run over that they must be a peculiar people if 
them in their guileless, innocent play, they would please their Lord? 
and crushed out the little lives, their The poor in our church are not 
pure spirits would have flown right wanting help from the Bishop unless 
to the paradise of God; yet if they actually suffering from hunger or 
had walked into the church that day, cold, or prostrated upon beds of 
who would have seen the bright eyes affliction. What they want is simply 
of innocence in the absence of ribbons, that brotherly love which causes 
laces, shoes, etc.? Ah, dear saints, recognition of rights and feelings. 
is it right? Are we living according When Jesus said, '·Suffer the little 
to the plan? children to come unto me, and forbid 

God has said in his word, ''Let" them not; for of such is the kingdom 
your adorning be not "that outward of God," he did not add, "and see that 

IVY C. LANKFORD. 
BEVIEB, Missouri, ]\fay, 1898. 

AN INTERESTING DISCOVERY. 

THE following is an extract taken 
from the Sunday World-Herald, of 
Omaha, Nebraska, April 11, 1897:-

Doylestown, Pa., April 10.-An archreo
logical specimen has been presented to the 
University of Pennsylvania by the Bucks 
County Historical Society, which proves that 
the symbol of the cross was known and used 
in ancient America before the birth of Christ. 
The importance of the facts proven by this 
relic oi ancient days was first made known by 
Henry 0. Mercer, Curator of the section of 
American and Prehistoric Archreology of 
the Museum of Science and Art of the uni-
versity. The object which has demonstrated 
the interesting facts stated is a spindle 
whorl. 

This whorl or weight used to give momen-
adorning of plaiting the hair, and of they are dressed in the latest fashion." tum to the spindle stick, a thin rod about a 
wearing of gold, or of putting on of You who to-day are dressing your foot long pushed for an inch or more through 
apparel." And again: ''Love not children in the fashion of the world are an orifice in the center of the whorl. In dis
the world, neither the things that are forbidding the poor man's children to cussing these facts, Professor Mercer said to 

the writer:
in the world." And in latter-day reve- come to Chrisli. Mothers, can you "The thread material used in this spindle 
lation, which should be especially make the diamond eyes of childhood attached to a distaff held in the left hand ran 
binding upon us, we are instructed to sparkle with more brilliance? Can to the spindle, which, being twirled on the 
dress plainly and let our clothing be you make the dimpled cheek more knee and being left free to act, spun or wound 
the workmanship of our own hands, blooming, can you make the guileless the thread. These whorls prove a strange 

h coincidence in the thread-making processes 
and yet every year undreds of dol- heart more pure by heaping upon in the old and new worlds. Dr. Schliemann 
lars are poured into the lap of the them the imported goods from the found several thousand whorls at Hissarlik, 
goddess Fashion, to satisfy "the lust, fashionable shops? Think on these, and, strange to say, many of them were deco-
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rated with the swastika, or bent armed cross. 
Others were marked with the ordinary cross. 
By the bent armed cross is meant a cross 
which resembles two letter Z's, one placed 
across the other just as if each was a single 
bar. 

"Some of the Mexican spindle whorls are 
marked with crosses, but none show the de
sign in its symbolic form so clearly as the 
specimen I brought to light the other day. 
It was recently obtained-the specimen-by. 
J. W. Detweiler, of Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, 
from an ancient and probably pre-Columbian 
grave in the Rio Cauca Valley, in the republic 
of Colombia. Here the idea of cross symbolism 
in ancient America, rather than mere decora
tion by means of interesting lines, is well 
brought out by the eight smaller crosses be
tween the arms of the central cross. 

"To my mind the specimen shows: First, 
the cross symbol existed in ancient America 
before the coming of Christianity: Sec
ond, the cross symbol carved on a spindle 
whorl by ancient Americans in just the same 
manner as ancient Asiatics and Europeans 
had carved crosses on spindle whorls, before 
the birth of Christianity. Third, the iden
tity of a peculiar process for ~pinning in the 
old and new worlds before the discovery of 
America by Columbus." 

A study of the face of the whorl found in 
South America shows it to be of exceeding 
age. Its general style and workmanship 
make it plainly apparent that it is the result 

.of the labor of the people who inhabited.that 
part of South America, now known as Colom-
bia, before the star of Bethlehem startled the 
shepherds. In some particulars it resembles 
in a great degree stone objects found in the 
monuments of the moundbuilders and also 
calls to mind certain carvings on implements 
of stone used by the Aztecs, Mexico's early 
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these crosses on different articles, all of 
which were made before Christ was born, in 
Mexico, the United States, South America 
and ancient Egypt show to the mind of the 
arch<l'lologist that while the cross is truly 
symbolic of Christianity, it, at the same time, 
was most assuredly a religious emblem be
fore the Son of Man was ever heard of. 

The question of the origin of the cross has 
been quietly argued for some t.ime past, it 
being held that the discoveries previous to 
the revelations made by Professor Mercer in
dicated plainly that instead of the cross as a 
symbol being coincident with the birth of 
the Savior, it was held to denote sacred 
thought and belief during a period so long 
ago that the known history of mankind does 
not touch upon it. Professor Thomas Wil
son; of the Smithsonian Institution, who has 
made this matter a study, finds ample evi
dence for the belief quoted, and declares it to 
be beyond question that the Christian sym
bol is really borrowed from the ancients. 

The second curious fact which the Colum
bian relic demonstrates is the similarity in 
the process of spinning. which obtained in 
both the old and new worlds nineteen hun
dred and more years ago. It shows beyond 
peradventure the fact that other discoveries 
have indicated that the primitive methods of 
weaving, of sewing, of writing, are all like 
unto each other, and indicate that the in
stincts of humanity, like that of the lower 
grades of animals of the same class, runs in a 
similar groove until civilization steps in with 
its numberless ramifications. The relic in 
the possession of the University of Pennsyl
vania, therefore, more than almost any other 
in existence, marks the link that binds for
ever the history of ancient and modern. 

S'l.'ELLA. 

settlers. Directly across the center, or WATER BAPTISM, OR BIRTH OF 
rather around it, is a belt large on each side WATER. 

in point of width, narrowing down until in WHY was it said by Jesus, Ye must 
the center the longitudinal lines come close 
together. Above and below this belt are the be born again, born of water, if it was 
crosses which show that they are not purely (is) not essential, as many are claim
for ornament but possessed at one time a ing at the present time? Did the 
symbolic significance to the persons who Christ, who said his Father gave him 
carved them. a commandment what he should say 

Archreological records in regard to the 
sign language of ancient peoples of both the and what he should speak, and who, 
eastern and western hemispheres show noth- the prophet Isaiah (55: 4) has told us, 
ing existed so far as ·history knows in those was given for -a witness, a leader, and 
early days in the way of a sign which cor- a commander to the people, teach 
responded to the cross. Therefore, it is not things that were not essential? I 
believed to have been a character of that think not, and propose to give a few 
method of writing which obtained in greater 
or less degree throughout the tribes of In- reasons, for what they are worth. 
dians of North and South America. The First, I find that he taught a natural 
discovery calls to mind an earthen vase also law, and I think we are given quite 
in the museum of the University of Pennsyl- plainly to understand that to be born 
vania, found in a stone grave or mound near 
New Madrid, Missouri, several years ago by the second time we must pass through 
Horatio Rust. the same element as at the first birth, 

This vase, the body of which was oval in and that all things, the earth included, 
form, bore upon the neck a series of per- had their origin in and were born of 
feet crosses, the design being a combination .water. In Genesis 1: g we read: 
of the Roman and Greek crosses. The · ''And God said, Let the waters under 
crosses on this vase, however, can hardly be 
called as symbolic in design as those on the the heaven be gather together unto 
whorl found in Colombia. The discovery of one place, and let the dry land appear: 
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and it was so." Now according to 
this the earth came out of or was born 
of water, and had its new birth, was 
reborn, when it came forth from its 
baptism of water by the flood, and is 
now waiting its baptism of :fire. (2 
Peter 3: 6, 7.) 

Again: "God said, Let the waters 
bring forth abundantly the moving 
creature that hath life, and fowl that 
may fiy above the earth in the open 
firmament of heaven. And God 
created great whales, and every living 
creature . . . after his kind: and God 
saw that it was good."-Gen. 1:20,21. 
By this we learn that the waters 
brought these forth; that they were 
born, had life, through or by water. 
And there was not a man to till the 
ground until God had caused a mist 
to go up and water the whole face of 
the ground of which man was formed. 
(Gen. 2: 6, 7.) So it would seem that 
water was an essential element in his 
formation; and I think it may be 
truly said that the first rp.an was born 
of water, and he was commanded to 
multiply, and from that day to this 
all men have been born of water, as 
everyone knows who knows anything 
about a birth. Therefore when the 
Savior told Nicodemus that he must 
be born again (John 3: 7), I think he 
meant that he must pass through or 
be born of the same element that he 
was the first time, for nothing else 
would constitute a new birth. Then 
his temple would be clean and pure 
as it was when he was born the first 
time. Then the Spirit can enter in 
and abide there, hence he is now in 
Christ ai new creature; old things have 
passed away; all things have become 
new. (2 Cor. 5: 17.) 

But all these outward ordinances 
must be performed by one whom God 
bas authorized, or there will be no 
regeneration, no birth, no new life, 
no new creature. Old things will re
main. This is the way it looks to me. 

J. N. AMES. 
HA VERmu,, Mass. 

8undau 8Bhool AssoGiations. 
- CONVENTION NOTICES. 

Southern Nebraska district Sunday school 
association will meet in Nebraska City, June 
24, 25. All schools please send representa-
tives and reports. 

E. D. BRIGGS, Sec. 
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Mi8BB1laneous Department. 
PASTORAL. 

To coworkers and Saints dwelling in Ne
braska and the Dakotas; Greeting:-The fol
lowing thoughts and suggestions are offered 
with due respect, and I trust with becoming 
candor. To designedly annoy saints or 
sinners were unbecoming anyone, much 
more so one who claims to follow and repre
sent Christ. But to make himself a cringing 
sycophant to curry favor, at the expense or 
sacrifice of principle or manhood, would be 
despicable. I have not so learned Christ. 

Christ's method of adoption, adapted as it 
is to all ranks and conditions of mankind is 
just, true, and sublime; but not more so than 
thR method of adjudication, the object of 
which is to vindicate the innocent and pun
ish the guilty, is therefore a preventive to 
berating, accusing, and condemning anyone, 
by slander and backbiting. .These facts are 
made patent to the God-fearing Bible student, 
and when understood and appreciated, will 
environ him against the above demoralizing 
practices, begetting within him a desire to 
adopt gospel principles as his polar star 
through this dark maze. 

There are doubtless within the above 
realms officials officiating as elders, priests, 
teachers, deacons, district and branch presi
dents, and possibly I may have your indorse
ment in the statement that none of these are 
appointed to remain as ciphocs, or become 
unduly officious, rather to be active and dili
gent according to the gifts and calling of 
God unto you, teaching according to the 
office appointed, for so says the law, as found 
in Doctrine and Covenants 38: 5. 

On the hypothesis that God has placed the 
members as it has pleased him, as a prevent
ive to schism in the body, the idea of every 
one teaching according to the office to which 
he has been appointed, is quite in harmony 
with the above, and with an understanding 
of it, it would seem there ought to be a con
tinuous cooperation to prevent schism in the 
body, which I think may be said to be a 
sin. 

But we learn from the latter-day revela
tions that subsequent to man's fall he became 
sensual, carnal, and devilish. Hence our re
ligious warfare consists in subjugating tbern 
evil propensities, which involves a necessity 
for self-abnegation, examination, etc. And 
as if to meet an exigency the Lord has given 
a pattern in all things, which I herewith 
submit. 

"And, behold, he that is faithful shall be 
made ruler over many things. And again, I 
will give unto you a pattern in all things, 
that ye may not be deceived, for Satan is 
abroad in the land, and he goeth forth de
ceiving the nations; wherefore he that pray
eth whose spirit is contrite, the same is 
accepted of me, if he obey mine ordinances. 
He that speaketh, whose spirit is contrite, 
whose language is meek, and edifieth, the 
same is of God, if he obey mine ordinances. 
And again, he that trembleth under my 
power shall be made strong, and shall bring 
forth fruits of praise, and. wisdo)Il, according 
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I to the revelations and. truths which I have 
given you."-D. C. 52: 4. 

Hence the revelations and. truths which 
God. has given is the test of our doings. I 
therefore need not be deceived. by any man, 
through feigned piety, nor none need thus to 
be deceived by me. We are quite apt to 
notice what we think faults in others, and. 
have thought it wrong to have men's persons 
in ad'1liration; but I think it would not in
jure us a bit to more closely examine self. It 
will matter but little what may be said about 
me when dead-nor I am not much concerned. 
as to what may be said about me while I live; 
but am anxious that all shall know I'm ap
proacliable if complaints are to be offered. 

I hardly think our work of subjugation can 
be thorough unless we are properly 11dvised 
as to our spiritual latitude and longitude; 
and an occasional peep into the gospel 
mirror, or the perfect law, will help us in 
this matter. 

Paul makes a visible distinction between 
the works of the flesh and the fruits of the 
spirit, and concedes the fact of being called 
unto liberty, but denied the right of using 
such liberty as an occasion to the flesh. 
Christ prayed not that the disciples might 
be taken out of the world, but he did pray 
that they might be kept from the evils of the 
world. Christ gave some stirring instruction 
to his disciples (Matt. 5: 13-16), from which 
I gather that they were to give practical 
demonstration of a godly rectitude in contra
distinctiou to that evinced by tho nonmem
bers of the church; and. furthermore declared 
that those failing to hear the church, after 
due labor and space for repentance of course, 
were to be to the church "as a heathen man 
and a publican." 

I do not cite these scriptures to induce you 
to be hasty, or create an over anxiety to find 
occasion against somebody; heaven forbid.. 
Rather to stimulate you to diligence, co
operating together to teach, encourage, and 
inspire the saints to works of faith, etc., thus 
trying to prevent evil, so that in the event of 
it coming to the surface, despite your efforts, 
you may be the better prepared. to meet and. 
adjust it. Thus prove yourselves to be as the 
watchman spoken of by Ezekiel 33, or as the 
wise man who foreseeth the evil and. hid.eth 
himself from it. We should. be constantly 
stri viug to become more efficient in our sev
eral callings, discriminating between gospel 
promptness and. slothfulness, avoiding ex
tremes, finding and pursuing the golden 
mean. God's law is perfect, and. if adopting 
it as a rule of action, our work will be perfect, 
for God's law does not lead us to imperfec
tion. 

I have no wish to be an alarmist or a 
croaker; but I do believe there has been too 
great a laxity in teaching and enforcing the 
law, so that it is made to appear to some that 
the church is a nursery for crime. I don't 
expect to please everybody; but we ought to 
be consistent within ourselves. No sober 
thinker would. be stumbled. because we labor 
with the erring one, pointing him to a 
higher plane as the Doctrine and Covenants 
42: 23 imposes and demands; every word of 
which reflects a justice and love in dealing 

with the transgressor, that is seldom equaled 
and never surpassed in any church discipline; 
but if no effort is made when evidence of 
immoral conduct is manifest in the members 
what can an observer think but immorality 
is tolerated? 

The "Thou shalt" and. "Thou shalt not" 
cannot be construed to mean a warrant to do 
as we please, unless we please to refrain from 
what the law prohibits, and practice what it 
imposes. But is not the "Thou shalt" and 
"Thou shalt not" arbitrary? Most decidedly 
it is, in a sense; for no law, human or di vine, 
can be formulated but what is arbitary, it 
being mandatory and. restrictive. Hence 
the verity; therefore the imperativeness of 
God's law, and the advocacy of absolute 
rights or absolute liberty is wide as the 
poles, therefore irreconcilable. Therefore 
the right of citizenship does not carry with 
it the right to enter the sacred precincts of 
God's divine economy to modify its reflected. 
decrees, t» priest nor people. And I have 
heard quibbling to reason away the verity of 
law that appeared to me sickly, sentimental, 
and. disgusting; which caused me to resolve 
if I should. ever think God's saving method 
other than a verity, I would leave it and spend 
the residue of my days in obscurity. So be 
or not l:>e evincing a decision of character one 
way or the other. 

The evidence of Christ submitting himself 
to the will and work of the Father, is in
disputably set forth in the fact of an 
advocacy and practice of the written word 
from the inception to the termination of his 
ministerial work. And I recognize the right 
in no man to cry halt, when Christ has com
manded a forward movement. Nor would. I 
think myself authorized to meddle with 
branch or district matters that were in their 
incipiency, or in a more advanced condition, 
toward a finality, to raise an influence against 
or for plaintiff or defend.ant, for I would think 
that pure medd.lesomism a betrayal of igno
rance or evincive of some wretched policy. 

I have heard much said about a man's 
worth being decided according to the amount 
of money that jingles in his pocket, and I 
have pondered if the giving of gifts referred. 
to in section 85 Doctrine and Covenants would 
ever tend in that direction. I was not an 
eavesdropper, nor an inquisitor; but heard 
something in that direction that appeared 
rather an uncertain sound, and. I marveled 
and praised. God. for the possibility of every 
individual acquiring a gospel knowledge and. 
a conception of individual responsibility. 

To you the fact will appear on mature con
sideration that the success of the whole body 
is affected by the legitimate and continuous 
activity of the several integral parts. The 
slothful not being counted worthy to stand.. 
(D. C. 104: 44.) 

The High Council of Kirtland, October 18, 
1831, resolved. to commence a reform by prun
ing the church of unruly members. On the 
22d the church in Kirtland disfellowshiped 
twenty-two members, until satisfaction should 
be made, for uniting with the world in a 
dance. On the 23d the High Council re
solved. that unruly children should be re
ported to their parents, and in case the 
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parents neglect to take suitable notice of it, 
the parents be reported to the church 
authorities. On the 29th nine more mem
bers were reported to the church for having 
taken part in the dance referred to, and 
eleven of the thirty made confession. Church 
History, v. 1, p. 110. 

Whatever may be said of the above, it is 
clear to be seen that our predecessors saw 
danger in the saints walking in the counsel 
of the ungodly, standing in the way of sin
ners, and sitting in the seat of the scornful; 
so gave the dancing saints to understand 
that they would have to quit the dancehouse 
or the church. They did not seem to think 
that mercy would be evinced by tolerating 
the most effective practice to open the way 
for being inveigled in the meshes of demorali
zation and spiritual death; so like faithful 
watchmen, moved, seeking to conquer but to 
save. 

I believe they were rii:rht. If any of our 
young and virtuous sisters have any dubiety 
as to the practice of dancing opening the way 
to ruin, let them consult some of the mothers 
in the church who are striving to raise the 
young sisters to a higher plane, and I believe 
they will receive such lessons that will in
duce them to shun the dancehouse as they 
would a rattlesnake. Think of one of our un
suspecting, confiding sisters being whirled 
around in the embrace of a whisky-drinker, 
or tobacco-chewer, or whoever may seek her 
hand in the accursed dancehouse, and whose 
fears would not be aroused for her safety. It 
is indeed a pity if the1·e is any young sister 
in our church who cannot see tbe danger at
tendant in participating in dancing as prac
ticed to-day, God help them. 

It may perhaps be said that the action was 
irregular, in disfellowshiping, before labor, 
etc. We have only the general facts, not the 
details; but as it is, it is made to appear that 
the disfellowshiping was really suspension, 
which is not out of harmony with the teach
ing of that found in Doctrine and Covenants 
46: 1. As the one trespassing is not to par
take of the sacrament until a reconciliation 
is affected, what is this but suspension? 

I would stop here, but wish to refer to the 
exigency confronting us, due to the erection 
of a college, not authoritatively or dictatori
ally, but rather a review of a church act, in 
which as a member of the body, I am inter
ested. You are familiar with that known as 
common consent, the merits of which I shall 
not now essay to discuss. Under or by this 
method annual conferences have been sanc
tioned, for which there is no warrant in law. 
Reunions, so to speak, established here, 
there, and everywhere, by and through 
which thou3ands of dollars have been annu
ally spent. And when the fact was announced 
that our book concern was trembling on the 
brink, I thought there would be suggestions 
for retrenchment; but alas, my anticipations 
went up pumpkins and came down squa~hes, 
for the advocacy for public gatherings was 
still frequent and persistent. And however 
ardent the desires for an increase of elders in 
the great harvest field, the desire for the 
gratification arising from public gatherings 
predomi.nated. 
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And now, last but not least, common con
sent has built us a college. 0 yes; it's a 
church measure. And it is too late now to 
squirm and say we didn't need a college; it's 
here. And in my opinion while it would be 
bad enough to begin a united cooperation to 
liquidate the college debt, it were much 
worse not to do it, because the fail:" fame of 
the church is in jeopardy; and who is there 
claiming to be Latter Day Saints, that would 
not be willing to sacrifice to foster the fair 
fame of the church? It would not do to say 
we were not there to vote for the college, for 
we have recognized the method of represen
tat,ion, and our delegates vote for us, and the 
minority is supposed to submit to the will of 
the majority. 

I think something ought to be done imme
diately for to stop the leakage caused by pay
ing out big sums of money for interest. Forty 
thousand quarter dollars would aggregate ten 
thousand dollars, which would prove a lifter. 
It may be that some would be unable to give 
that much, but many could do more, so that 
it would aggregate this. This would prove 
a great event, and no one oppressed; and 
perhaps some bearing a heavy burden would 
be relieved. 

Unless an exigency arises necessitating it, 
there will be no General Conference until 
1900. In view of the present status of finances, 
I had flattered myself we should hear at 
least some suggestions of economical nature 
even to the discontinuance of some of the 
costly reunions, and the money thus spent, or 
part of it, go toward liquidating the college 
debt; so every possible energy be bent in this 
direction. But in a reunion notice I find a 
reminder of General Conference being two 
years apart, and therefore_ our reunions 
ought to be better attended; and a new fea-
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I hold these public gatherings are luxuries, 
and in view of the present crisis ought to be 
lopped off-and the necessities looked after. 
Well; perhaps we shall hear of this kind of 
legislation at the advertised reunion for the 
present season. In regard to the future we 
shall see.. Had we unutilized thousands we 
might build institutes of learning, etc., but 
as the preaching of the gospel is or should be 
the first work, all els'l secondary. 

These are the sentiments of my little self, 
with due deference to all concerned. If my 
position is erroneous I shall stand corrected 
on the production of evidence to substantiate 
the error. 

My permanent address is No. 308 Oak 
Street, Council Bluffs, Iowa. The brethren 
of Southern Nebraska district will report to 
Bro. W. Peak; those in Northern Nebraska 
district to F. A. Smith. Reports should be 
sent in by the first day of the months of July, 
October, January, and March. 

In bonds, 
JAMES CAl<'F ALL. 

In report of Elder J. R. Lambert to the 
General Conference, the Eastern Iowa dis· 
trict (that is, the local ministers) is only 
credit.ed with having preached "eleven" dis
courses and baptized "two." My attention 
has been called to this item, and I find upon 
a more careful examination of data submitted, 
that the local fmce of the district should be 
credited with thirty-ti ve sermons and three 
baptisms. I misunderstood Bro. Peterson's 
report. The fault was party mine and partly 
his. I am sorry the error occurred, but am 
glad my attention was called to it, so that I 
could correct at once, which I herewith do 
with pleasure. J. R. LAMBERT. 

ture to this reunion is added-"steamboat ex- WILLIAMS-BAYS DEBATE.-NO. 3. 
cursion." Can it be possible that the belief MAY 11.-'I.'. w. WILLIAMS' FIRST SPEECH. 
has obtained that an appeal has only to be This is the last speech upon this proposi-
made, anC. money will come pouring in from tion in which I can bring in new matter. In 
the body in any quantity at any time, for any the early church there were spiritual gifts. 
purpose? Hardly. But if this impression (Mark 16: 15-20.) Promises were made by 
has obtained, unless due caution is exercised, Jesus Christ, and history records that they 
we rn:ay, when too late, learn a mistake has were realized wherever they preached. The 
been made. Have we not already made a gifts of the Holy Ghost were to be in the 
mistake? Are we not forbidden to get in church, and Paul did not wish the saints to 
debt? Was the college such an absolute be ignorant concerning them. In order to 
necessity that debt contracting was a neces- be in harmony with the Bible the Church of 
sity? Were it so, as necessity knows no law, Christ to-day must realize these spiritual ex
then are we justified? But was it so? If not, periences. As a church we do realize them. 
then there has been a mistake. Ought we The Bible states that the laying on of hands 
not therefore to bring all our energies into was used in ordaining (Acts 13: 1-3; 1 Tim. 4: 
requisition to deliver ourselves from present 14), and for confirmation (Acts 19: 6; 8: 17; 9: 
bondage? (D. C. 18: 5; 64: 6.) Joseph Smith, 17, and 2 Tim. 1: 6). Resurrection and eter
Sr., was commanded to let his family be nal judgment were taught as principles of 
small, as pertaining to those who did not be- the doctrine of Christ. 
long to his family, which was tantamount to Pastors is from the original poimen, mean
imposing economy. Christ imposes reckoning ing shepherds. Pastors were in the church. 
the cost before building; which presupposeth (Acts 14: 23.) They ordained elders in every 
trouble of building if the cost thereof is not church. These were for pastors over those 
available, and as I believe prohibitive to con- churches. (See also Titus 1: 5, and Acts 20: 
tracting debt. 28.) He says, "I never laid on hands to or-

I have before stated that money is a requi- dain anyone to the office of pastor." By the 
site commodity, and as the Latter Day Saints laying on of hands men were set apart and 
have but a limited portion of the same, the qualified to act in the office to which the 
strictest economy is most essential. An Lord had called them, whether high priest, 
economist in times of stringency, lops off the elder or priest, and then the local congrega
luxuries-being satisfied with the necessities, ; tlons selected them as their pastors. Bays 
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won't deny but this is the scriptural way. 
Bays said: "I am going to concede that 

apostasy abrogates all authority and refer to 
it later." He intends to refer to the Reor
ganization. I showed complete apostasy for 
the New Testament church (Acts 20: 28; 
Acts 19: 10; 2 Tiro. 1: 5; Matt. 11: 12; Hev. 
13: 7), then showed that it was to be restored. 
(Matt. 24: 14, and Rev. 14: 6; Acts 3: 19-21 
and Eph. 1: 8-10.) Will Elder Bays deny 
.there was need of a restoration? There was 
not a complete apostasy in 1844, but a disor
ganization, and there were those officials who 
retained their integrity and the authority 
remained with them. A reorganization was 
necessary, but a restoration was not. 

Bays says I can't find the term "office of an 
apostle." Again I cite him to Romans 11: 13, 
and to Doctrines and Dogmas of .Mormonism, 
page 91. 

He says the Doctrine and Covenants of 
1835 does not read like the one we now pub
lish, that there are some changes and addi
tions. So with the Brighamite Church 
they have the Doctrine and Covenants of 1835 
with some additions. This is the difference 
between us and the Brighamites in this re
gard: The additions we have published with 
that published in 1835 are in harmony with 
those revelations previously published, and 
those the B!'ighamites have published are 
contradictory. 

He urges that different names were applied 
to the church till 1838. That is true, that 
in 1838 the Lord gave the name by which the 
church should be called. (Church History 
vol. 2: 151.) "Revelation given at Far West, 
April 26, 1838, making known the will of God 
concerning the building up of this place and 
of the Lord's house, etc. 

"Verily, thus saith •the Lord unto you my 
servant Joseph Smith, Jr., and also my serv
ant Sidney Rigdon, and also my servant 
Hyrum Smith, and your counselors, who are 
and shall be appointed hereafter; and also 
unto you my servant, Edward Partridge, and 
his counselors; and also unto my faithful 
servaats, who are of the High Council of my 
church in Zion (for thus ,it shall be called), 
and unto all the elders and people of my 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, 
scattered abroad in all the world; ofor thus 
shall my church be called in the last days, 
even the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter 
Day Saints." 

God is the Father of the church and he 
knew what to call it. Oa April 6, 1830, at 
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sent by Christ called apostles and some called 
seventies (Luke 10: 1-17)? Bays says all that 
Jesus did to qualify those disciples to be 
apostles was to say to them "Follow me;" yet 
I find that Jes us both chose and ordain.ea 
them. (John 15: 16.) He asks, "Did Jesus 
lay on hands to make apostles?" We do not 
claim that laying on of hands alone makes 
apostles. God calls certain ones to this 
office, and by his Spirit qualifies, and then by 
the laying on of hands they are set apart to 
act as apostles in the church. He admits 
that Matthias was an apostle, yet finds fault 
with us because of the manner the apostles 
were called in the latter days. (See Acts 1: 
24.) The apostles prayed, they chose by 
direction of the Lord. (Church History, vol. 
l: 541.) Those appointed of the Lord to 
select the Twelve, prayed, then they gave 
their choice. 'fheir appointment is found in 
Doctrine and Covenants 16: 6. Christ fol
lowed a similar course. Before he chose the 
twelve apostles he prayed all night. (See 
Luke 6: 12, 13.) The apostles of the Reor
ganized Church were chosen in a similar 
manner. (See Saints' Herald, vol. 1, p. 55.) 
Apostles were to be of the highest rank, says 
Bays, but says they are not of highest rank 
in Reorganization. Doctrine and Covenants 
17: 1, 2, and 19: 1 show they are first in the 
church. He says the patriarch is above the 
apostle. See Doctrine and Covenants 104: 
11 and 122: 9. This shows their order to be 
contrary to what Bays says. The Presidency 
becomes such becauae of apostolic q L1alifica
tion. Bays says an apostle is a special wit
ness of the resurrection. All witnesses of 
the resurrection were not apostles. Bays 
urges that to be an apostle they must have 
been with Christ from the beginning, yet 
admits that Paul was an apostle who had not 
been with Christ, from the beginning, and 
yet thinks no one could be an apostle now be
cause none now live who have been with 
Christ from the beginning. How are men 
made special witnesses for Christ according 
to the Bible? Luke 24: 49; Acts 1: 8; and 
Ephesians 4: 8 tell us plainly, And what is 
there to hillder one being an especial witness 
to-day as well as Paul was? 

Bays says: "Find the passage where it 
says 'ohat Christ laid on hands to confirm a 
baptized believer." If he will put his finger 
on one passage that says Christ baptized for 
the remission of sins, then I will find in the 
same chapter and verse where be laid on 
hands to confirm and give the Holy Ghost. 

the ori;rnnization of the church we have the Bays says that laying on of hands is only 
history that Oliver Cowdery was ordained mentioned in the Book of Mormon once. If 
"an elder of the Church of Jesus Chl'ist of he had read Moroni 2, it would have shown 
Latter Day Saints." (Times and Seasons, vol. that Moroni was writing that which was 
3, p. 943; also Church History, vol l: 77); the spoken and done hy Christ when he appeared 
Lord having previously instructed ,Joseph upon this land after his resurrection; and in 
Smith and Oliver Cowdery concerning this Nephi 8: 10 the incident is recorded to which 
ordil'.lation. (See Church History, vol. ] : 60.) Moroni refers. 
"The word of the Lord came unto us i.n the Th::i apostles were sent out to represent 
chamber [in David Whitmer's house], com- God and Christ (John 20: 21); and the apos
manding us that I should ordain Oliver Cow- tles practiced the laying on of hands for the 
dery to be an elder in the Church of Jesus giving of the Holy Ghost (ActP 8: 14-17; Heb. 
Christ, and:that~he also should~ordain me to 6: 2; Acts 19: 6): and God approved of their 
the same office." 

1 

act. Do 'you think God would approve in 
In regard to apostles, Bays says every one such a marked manner that which they were 

sent is ap apostle, Why were some whp vve:rtJ riot. sent out to tea9h and do? Peter and 

John were sent down to Samaria by the apos
tles of Jesus Christ for the very purpose that 
they might lay hands upon those baptized 
that they might receive the Holy Ghost. 
Children were blessed by the laying on of 
hands (Matt. 19: 13-16), and they were to lay 
on hands on the sick that they might re
cover. (Mark 16: 19.) 

He said I could not .find when Joseph and 
Oliver wei·e confirmed. I have found it, 
(Times and Seasons, vol. 3, pp. 944, 945; 
Church History, vol. 1: 77.) We don't argue 
that God cannot nor has not given the Holy· 
Ghost without the laying on of hands, but 
we argue that it is a principle of the doc
trine of Christ, and that those who refuse to 
abide therein hath not God. (2John 1:9.) 
Should he argue that because some received 
the Holy Ghost before the laying on of hands 
there is no need of the laying on of hands, 
then, by the same reasoning I will prove 
that because Cornelius received the Holy 
Ghost before baptism that baptism is not 
necessary. 

Bays argues that Brigham Young was 
made a prophet by the laying on of hands. I 
demand the proof that he ever received the 
laying on of hands to ordain him a propqet. 
Show in the New Testament where anyone 
was ordained a prophet. If he can't do this 
and there is no existing evidence that any
one was ordained a prophet in the Reorgani
zation, then it shows we are in harmony with 
the New Testament. 

BAYS' FIRST SPEECH. 

Elder Williams made the statement that 
Jesus did not call the laity disciples. I will 
now show him that he did. (John 6: 66, 67; 
8: 30-32.) 

Williams said apostasy destroyed all au
thority. He had to do that to prove his case. 
Did the church become extinct? Matthew 
16: 18 says tbe gates of hell should not pre
vail against it-the church. It should read 
"The gates of hell shall overcome and de
stroy it," for them to make their case. But 
it don't read that way. 

If the acts of the apostles proved what 
was the doctrine of the church, them when 
Paul circumcised Timothy it made circum
cision a doctrine of the church, did it? 
Crack that little nut, Bro. Williams. 

God set in the church apostles, prophets, 
etc.; but I challenge him to prove that they 
were a part of the church. The church 
would first have to exist before apostles could 
be set in it. A field would first have to exist 
before you could set an orchard in it. 

He knows the weakness of his position. 
Now if apostasy destroys authority as a rule, 
what becomes of the church organized in 
1830? It only lived fourteen years when it 
became so corrupt that it was rejected with 
their dead. If apostasy abrogates authority, 
then all the authority which Joseph Smith 
received was abrogated. 

Williams says the man-child spoken of in 
Revelation 12 is the authority. Where was 
the man-child from 1844 to 1853? These peo
ple came out from the Strangites, the Wil
liam Smithites, and other ites. They 
wrangled for two years, then Jason W. 
Briggs and Henry ])earn got revelations say-
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ing they must organize. These ap~tate 1-;;e those who had believed in if not ha~ing 
Strangites had a conference and renounced practiced polygamy. This is not true. They 
J. J. Strang. The_y then appointed three were men who had never believed in or prac
men to select apostles, following the old ex- ticed polygamy, but had kept themselves free 
ample. They were to choose seven apostles from such iniquity, remaining pure. 
only. They were to leave five vacancies to The church in a general 8ense, as an or
let the Smiths in. They could not ordain ganization, was rejected; but it was not 
above the office they held. High priests and rejected in an individual sense. 
seventy ordained an apostle. Joseph Smith He claims that the Reorganization began 
was waited upon by a committee. He came and ordinations performed without proper 
to the church in 1860, and ordained to the authority; but this is not true; for a com
Presidency by man-made authority. Where mand from God is sufficient authority, and 
did you get your authority? Jason W. they acted only as 0ommanded of God. 
Briggs got ashamed of his baby-the Reor
ganization-and resigned and quit, In 1873 
the program tor calling apostles changed 
and Joseph Smith received a revelation des
ignating who should be apostles, in violation 
to previous revelations and to interpretation 
of the Bible. [At this point Bays presented 
a chart showing the officials we claim are in 
the church, then said]:-

They confess that the Presidency are above 
the apostles, yet the Bible says apostles first. 
Show where Presidency is mentioned in the 
Bible. A patriarch was selected to bless the 
whole church. Yes, he gets pay for it. 
Show where a patriarch was in the church 
in New Testament times. Why don't you 
preach all you believe and tell about Presi
dency, patriarch, etc., being in the church. 
No, you don't do it. I did not do it when I 
was preaching for Latter Day Saints. 

Find high priest as an officer of the New 
Testament Church. Either preach what you 
believe, or close your mouth and quit preach
ing a falsehood. Don't go about the country 
preaching one thing and believing another, 
and thus deceive the people. Bishopric is 
another triumvirate in the Latter Day 
Saints. Not such a bishopric in the Bible. 
They also have what they call a High Coun
cil-high tomfoolery. Such a system don't 
make good nonsense. Every branch is full 
of elders. They used to make them by the 
bushel. They have priests, but they are not 
found in the Bible as a part of the Bible. 
Elder Williams said: "If I am not in har
mony with the Bible, then I will quit.'' I 
have shown him out of harmony in having 
more officials in his church than in New 
Testament church and in showing two 
otilcials-Prophets and Pastors-that is not 
in his church. 

I read from Presidency and Priesthood 
page 49 where is shown a rule and pattern by 
which to try what professes to be true and of 
God. Bro. Williams will admit that this is 
a good rule. Two of the officials in the de
tector not in their church, and seven in their 
church not in the detector. 

LAS'l' SPEECH ON FIRST PROPOSI'l'ION. 

May 11.-Bro. Williams' second speech. 
You will notice that Elder Bays, when we 
began this discussion, called me a gentleman, 
and one who was sincere in that represented; 
but now he will have it that I am a liar and 
deceiver. 

It is Luke, not Christ, who speaks of the 
children of God as disciples in Luke 6: 13. 
He charges that the men who were instru
mental in establishing ·the Reorganization 
came out of polygamy, i.nferring that they 

He claims that Jason W. Briggs became 
ashamed of the church, but in his testimony 
in the Temple Lot suit, as found in the Ab
stract of Evidence, the opposite is shown. 
He maintained his integ·rHy in the doctrines 
and authority of the church. 

He says our religion is tomfoolery. This 
is not argument, and no p1·oof is offered that 
it is such. 

Summary of T. W. Williams on proposi
tion 1. 

Proposition. Is the Reorganized Church 
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, organ
ized and established through the instrumen
tality of Joseph Smith and his coworkers, 
the Church of God in fact, and in harmony 
with the Bible in doctrine and organbmtion? 

I have shown:-
1. '.!.'hat the church is Christ's. 

16: 18.) 
(Matthew 

2. That being his church, it must bear his 
name. (Ephesians 3: 14, 15; Romans 6: 3; 
Acts 4: 12; 1 Corinthians 16: 24; Philippians 
2: 10, 11.) That the angel named him Jesus. 
Matthew 1: 4.) 

3. That God's children were called to be 
saints, and were saints. (Rom. 11: 7; 1 Cor. 
1: 2; 2 Cor. 1: 1; Eph. 1: I; Phil. 1: 1; Col. 1: 
2; Ps. 50: 5; 97: 10; Jude 1: 3.) 

4. I have proved by Elder Bays' own ad
mission that we are living in the latter days 
-hence "Latter Day Saints." 

5. I have shown an apo8tasy. (Acts 2: 28; 
19: 10; 2 Tim. 1: 5;. Matt. 11: 12; Mark 1: l; 
:Kev. 2: 12-16, 20; 3: 1, 14, 7); showing disar
rangement, necessitating a rearrangement 
or restoration. 

6. W0 have shown the forecasting of scrip
ture on the restoration. (Matt. 24: 14; Rev. 
14: 6; Acts 3: 19-21; Eph. 1: 8-10.) 

7. In the organization of the church I have 
shown that we are in harmony with the 
Bible, for Elder Bays admitted that I have 
proven that apostles, prophets, evangelists, 
pastors, teachers, deacons, etc., existed. 
(Eph. 4: 11-18; 1 Cor. 12: 28; Matt. 10: l-5; 
Luke 6: 12, 13.) 

8. I have shown that we were in harmony 
in the choosing of apostles: Christ choosing 
(Luke 6: 12, 13); choice of Matthias (Acts 1: 
23, 24); choice of Twelve in first organization 
of Latter Day Saints church (Church His
tory, vol 1, p. 541); choice of '.l'welve in Re
organization (Saints' Herald, vol. 1, p. 55). 

9. I have shown that apostles were first in 
the church. (Eph. 4: 11; 1 Cor. 12: 28; D. C. 
19: 1, p. 102.) 

10. There were prophets in the church. 
(Acts 13: 1; Eph. 4: 11; 1 Cor. 12: 28.) We 

prophets. D. C.z19:,1.) Ev!Jingeli~ts in 
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church. (Eph. 4: 11: 2 Tim. 4: 5.) We have 
them. (D. C. pp. 382: 2; 292: 17; 356: 8; 
Church History, vol. 2, p. 16.) Pastors, 
overseers, elders or priests. (Acts 20: 28; 
Eph. 4: 11; Acts 14: 23.) We have them. 
Teachers in church. (1 Cor. 12: 28; Eph. 4: 
11, 12.) We have them. Deacons. (l Tim. 
3: 8.) We have them. 

11. There were chief apostles. Math. 
71: 1-4; Math. 26: :56-38; Gal. 2: 9; "Presi
dency and Priesthood" pp. 60, 61. 

12. High priests and priests. "Instructor, 
p. 87;" "Pres. and Priest.," pp. 28, 29; Heb. 
3: 1-3; 8: 3; Luke 1: 5; John 1: 6-8; "Bingham 
Church Antiquities, vol. 1, pp. 11, 16, 54; 
"Smith's Bible Dictionary,'' p. 1646. 

13. As to doctrine, I have shown that we 
believe in GoJ.l., in Christ, and in the Holy 
Ghost; the necessity of subscribing to the 
principles of the ductrine of Christ; viz.: 
Faith, repentance, baptisms, laying on of 
hands, resurrection of the dead, and eternal 
judgment. 

14. We have shown that the signs are to 
follow them that believe. (Mark 16: 17-19), 
and that there are spiritual gifts which God 
gives to those who love him. (1 Cor. 12: I
ll.) This he has not tried to controvert. 

Presented in Williams' last speech, May 11. 

BAYS VS. BAYS. 

1. Every one sent out by Christ as min
isters were apostles. 

2. No one can be an apostle except he be a 
personal witness of the resurrection and with 
Christ from the beginning. 

3. Matthias was chosen, Barsabas was not, 
yet both had equal qualifications as above 
specified. 

4. Paul, who was not a personal witness, 
was by revelation made an apostle. Yet no 
man can be an apostle to-day because not 
being with Christ from the beginning. 

1. Bays insisted that the name of the 
church was "The Church of Christ," yet he 
admitted that "Jesus" was his name. 

2. Confessed that, the church should bear 
his name, yet objected to us because we used 
the term "Jes us Christ." 

1. Denied that we could find where the 
church was called "The Church of Jesus 
Christ." 

2. 7i!e found it in two places. (D. C. lOil, 
322, 336. See Preface.) 

He misrepresented the minutes in saying 
that it only read "Church of Latter Day 
Saints.'' It was shown that it read other
wise. (Church History, vol. 1, page 57:3.) 

He admitted that the term saint is applied 
to the followers of Christ; also said anybody 
had sense enough to know we were living in 
the latter days, and yet he finds fault because 
we use the term "Latter Day Saints.'' 

B;i,ys said: ''Paul never employed the 
term 'disciples' and he was the only New 
Testament writer employing that term.'' 
(See Jude 1: 3, 14; Luke, Acts 9: 32; Ana
nias, Acts 9: 13. Bays-vs. the Bible. 

Bays said: "There is no such thing as an 
apostolic office;" yet, in his book, Doctrines 
and Dogmas, p. 91, he speaks of the apostolic 
office, and says they were representative of
ficers. Bays says that he U8ed that term only 
for "convenience." 
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Bays says, "No such office as Evangelist in 
the Latter Day Saints Church," then said 
that the office was created one year ago. 

He again crosses himself by stating that 
A.H. Smith was placed in that office because 
it's always been in the Smith family. I sup
pose he said this for convenience. 

Bays said that the Book of Mormon never 
says that the laying on of hands was for the 
reception of the Holy Ghost, and yet said it 
was found in Moroni, ch. 2. This was shown to 
be a gross misrepresentation from Nephi 2, 
compared with Moroni 2. 

Bays said: "There was no record when 
Joseph and Oliver were ever confirmed by 
the laying on of hands." I proved from 
Church Histo!'y that at the organization of 
the church all present were confirmed; and 
Joseph and Oliver were present. 

Bays insisted that I must find in the Bible 
the exact statement on the name in orcfor to 
prove my claims; and then turns around in 
an argument on the necessity of repentance 
and baptism, using Acts 2: 38 and says, "Of 
course they believed," although it is not 
found in so many words; then adds, ''Why 
didn't the apostles mention the laying on of 
hands in this connection?" 

Remember thfl nature of his proof on the 
negative of tbis proposition and see how well 
it applies to the next proposition. 

Bays' last speech on first proposition. 
I am reminded of the story of a lawyer ad

vising his ;:;tudent in regard to what he 
should do to be successful in conducting a 
suit; saying that when he had not evidence 
to sustain his side of the case, "abuse the 
opposing attorney." If I have to resort to 
such tactics I a.m going to quit. I have re
ferred to him and the leading representatives 
only incidentally. 

The Book of Mormon refers to the laying 
on of hands only once, and then it was writ
ten four hundred and twenty years after 
Christ. 

I said those were first members of the Re
organization, came out of Strangism. I 
honor them for so coming out of Strangism 
and William Smithism. 

He claims there was purity in some of the 
individuals of the rejected church, then he 
wants to make you believe there was not a 
pure man or woman on the earth previous to 
the organization of the Latter Day Saints 
Church. 

He says that Jason W. Briggs went out be
cause of personal difficulty. That is a fabri
cation. 

A strange position to take to say that a 
patriarch is an evangelist. An evangelist is 
a traveling minister, and a patriarch is a 
father of a family; so they are not the same. 

I have shown that there are no "prophets" 
in the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day 
Saints. I preached for the Latter Day 
Saints for twenty-seven years, and held sev
eral discussions, and now Williams says they 
got tired of me and did not want me to repre
sent them any longer. The facts are I wrote 
a letter and resigned my ministry, and E. C. 
Briggs labored with me three days to get me 
to come back and represent them again. 
That's bow they kicked me out, 

THE ~AINTS' HERALD. 

I now present my summary:-
I have proven that the church represented 

by Williams is wrong in name. There is no 
warrant in the Bible for calling it the church 
of Jesus Christ; besides, it is contrary to the 
standard books of the church. The Book of 
Mormon invariably calls it the "Church of 
Christ," and Joseph Smith calls it the 
"Church of Latter Day Saints." The Title 
Page of Doctrine and Covenants, and also the 
Lectures of Faith calls the church the 
"Church of Latter Day Saints." Williams 
against Joseph Smith and the books. 

Mark 16: 18 says: "They shall lay hands 
on the sick, and they shall recover." But 
Williams says the recovery depends upon the 
faith of the one sick whether they recover or 
not. Jesus against Williams. 

He has not proven by a single passage that 
an apostolic office was created. 

He has not proven that there was in the 
chureh the apostolic or prophetic office. I 
proved that an apostle was an ambassador. 
He did not try to disprove it. I proved that 
an apostle mutit be with Christ from the be
ginning, and a witness of the resurrection. 
Latter Day Saint apostles are impossible, 
and it is ridiculous to claim they are apostles. 
An apostle is witness of the resurrection, and 
no man can be such a witness to-day. See! 
Apostles were set in the church, but I have 
proved that they were no part of the church, 
and they are not necessary to the work of the 
ministry. 

The Reorganized Church is without au
thority, :wcording to the argument of Wil
liams. He said apostasy destroyed authority, 
and hence total apostasy destroys all the au
thority Joseph Smith possessed. In "Tul
lige's History" it is claimed there was a total 
apostasy. The apostles of the Reorganized 
Church were ordained by men not having au
thority. (Life of Joseph the Prophet," 
p. 600.) I said the authority was not present 
at the ordination of these apostles. In 1873 
for the :first time in the Reorganized Church 
were apostles called by revelation. 

All churches of Latter Day Saints have the 
same organization, and teach the same doc
trine. That which proves too much proves 
nothing. 

Jesus neither practiced nor taught the lay
ing on of hands. No apostle taught this 
practice as essential to salvation. Apostolic 
practice no more enjoins this ordinance as 
necessary than the practice of circumcision 
is enjoined because an apostle practiced cir
cumcision on Timothy. If the church is to 
be in harmony with all the practices of the 
apostles, then they must acknowledge cir-

REUNION NOTICES. 
Southern Missouri district reunion is to be 

held at West Plains, July 29 to August 7. 
The district conference is also to convene at 
the same place; due notice of which will be 
given by the district president or secretary 
I suppose. Brethren and sisters, begin to 
prepare to come to the reunion when you get 
this notice. Bring your tents and covered 
wagons, and stay the whole time, and let us 
have a spiritual feast. 

c. J. SPURLOCK, Sec. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Southern Nebraska distrlctconference will 

meet in Nebraska City, June 26 and 27. 
Elder M. H. Forscutt has promised to give a 
lecture on the life work and martyrdom of 
Joseph and Hyrum Smith during this con
ference. Let all come who can, and enjoy a 
good season of spiritual refreshing. All 
branches please send reports not later than 
June 10, to Nebraska City, to 

E. D. BRIGGS, Sec. 

DIED. 
HALL.-At his home in Ontario, Cali

fornia, Monday, May 16, Bro. Matthew Hall. 
He was born in Hexham, Northumberland, 
England, May 1, 1819. His early life was 
passed as a locomotive engineer in England. 
In January, 1851, he sailed for America, land
ing at New Orleans, March 10. From there 
he came to Council Bluffs, or Kanesville as it 
was then known, living near there until 1853, 
when he came to Harrison County and set
tled in Douglas Township on the farm still 
owned by his estate and occupied by his 
grandson, Matthew McHenry. He was mar
ried March 25 to Miss Jane Bell at Newcas
tle, England, and to them was born one child. 
Mrs. Hall died in England in 1849, and a year 
afterward he was married to Elizabeth A. 
Boustead who died February 12, 1883. Af
terwards he was married to Miss Ellen 
White, of Council Bluffs. In his religious 
belief he has long been a consistent Christian 
gentleman, a member of the Latter Day 
Saints Church. Owing to Mr. Hall's early 
resolution to never go in debt, he was always 
prosperous, and his dealings with men have 
al ways been above reproach and governed by 
the strictest integrity. Resolutions of re
spect were adopted by the Directors of the 
Woodbine, Iowa, Board of Directors, of which 
Bro. Hall was a member since 1891; signed 
by Pres. G. H. Kibler, cashier, Lewis Haas, 
and several of the directors. 

LEIGHTON.-At Huron Centre, Michigan, 
May 16, 1898, after an illness of ten days 

cumcision. caused from injuries received while playing 
They have two triumvirates, The First at school, Charles John, son of Robert and 

Presidency and Bishopric. 'l'hese are not Emma Leigh ton, aged seven years and six 
mentioned in the Bible. They have omitted months. Funeral services at the Gore school
prophets, evangelist, and pastor, from the house, sermon by Bro. Thomas Rawson. We 
officers in their organization. feel assured that he is at rest in the paradise 

Conclusion:-They are wrong in doctrine, l of God. 
and radically wrong in organization; hence WAYT.-At Glen Easton, West Virginia, 
they are weighed in the balance and found April 29, 1898, Sr. Caroline Wayt. Born 
wanting; and such an inscription should be April 22, 1845, at Liberty, West Virginia; 
nailed above the door of this fr::tud, that all baptized August 2, 1877, by Elder Jam es 
who run may read. Crai~I._ 
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Royal makes the food purn, 
wholesome and deHciou.s. 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every ·w ednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Io1va. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
$1.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; 
sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the pu blishiug department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
1 changes of address, etc .. sbonld be addressed to 
'/ Frank Criley, Business Manager. Remittances 

should be made by post office or express orders, 

I drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters. 
Do not send checks. 

i (Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second-! class mail matter.) 

'! Graceland March, 
by I. W. Alleuder, of Lamoni, 

-----------------) Iowa. An excellent musical com- . 
THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. King i position for the pianoforte; price [ 

James' Translation. I 50 cents. The proceeds from sale 
of this number to be used for the Cloth, with marginal references, j 

two sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 and$0 80 benefit of Graceland College. 

Cloth, 1vithout references. two 50 1' The White c•over Song. l sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 and • .I. 

----------------- 1 Words by Jean Ingelow; music by 
HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 

JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1and2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of J es·us. Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment, growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume 2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ................. , ... $1 5G 
Cloth, leather backs and corners .. 2 00 
Full leather ..................... 2 50 

. Full leather, gilt edges .......•... 3 00 

EION'S HOPE. 
A large, four-page Sunday school 
paper for children; illustrated; ed
ited by Sr. M. Walker. 
Single copies, per year ...••••.... $0 50 
In packages of four, five, or six to 

one address, per year, each..... 40 
In packages of seven or more, each 35 

Mrs. Audentia Anderson, of La
moni, Iowa. Both words and 
music are compositions of decided 
merit and taste. Price 50 cents; 
all proceeds to be devoted to 
Graceland College fund. 

Baldwin's 
Ancient America. 

A standard work on American 
antiquities, recognized as able and I 
reliable; in general use by minis
ters and students of American 
archmology. Illustrated; price 
$1.80. 

German 
Book of Mormon. 

The German edition issued by the 
Utah Church. Cloth; price $1.25. 

TEACHERS' BIBLE. "The Self
Pronouncing Sunday Schooi Teach
ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps, 
in good large print, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references; 
rrinted on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6!x8~, mailed post-
paid at, per copy, net,' ...••..••.. $2 00 

A VOICE OF WARNING AND 
INSTRUCTION TO ALL PEO
PLE. An introduction to the faith 
and doctrine of the Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints. 
Paper covers, 10 cents; per dozen,$1 00 
Cloth, limp.. • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . 20 

THE SAINTS' HARP. Hymn Book 
-Words Only. 

Cloth ..................••..••... $0 75 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . • . . . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges . • • • 1 25 

TRACTS. 
TRACTS Order by numbers. 

l. The Nature of Man. Is he Pos
sessed of Immortality? Per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ......... $1 00 

2. Truth Made Manifest; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 ................. 1 00 

3. Voice of the Good Shepherd; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine 
of the Church, and Kirtland 
Temple Suit; per doz. 3 cts.; 100 15 

I>. Questions and Answers (on First 
Principles of the Gospel); per 
dozen, 3 cents; 100............ 15 

6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall Adminis-
ter; per dozen, 15 cents; 100 ... 1 00 

7. Who then Can be Saved; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100............ 30 

8. Fullness of the Atonement; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

9. Spiritualism Viewed from a 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 ........... 1 30 

10. The Narrow Way; per dozen, 10 
cents; 100.................... 50 

11. The Plan of Salvation; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 .......... 1 20 

12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexander Campbell to a Re
stored Primitive Christianity 
Examined; per doz., 15cts; 100, 1 00 

14. Reply to Orson Pratt; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ $1 00 

15. How to Enter the Kingdom; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100............. 30 

16. Polygamy: Was it an Original 
Tenet of the Church; per dozen, 
10 cents; 100 ................... 50 

18. Necessity for a Reorganization 
of the Church; per dozen...... 30 

19. A Statement and a Correction 
of It; per dozen................ 10 

20. The "One Body;" or the Church 
under the Apostleship and under 
theApostasy; per doz. 15c; 100, 1 00 

21. Truths by Three Witnesses, and 
Epitome of Faith; per dozen, 
3 cents; 100........ .. . .. .. . .. . 15 

22. Faith and Repentance; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100............ 50 

23. Baptism; per dozen, 10 cts.; 100 65 
24. The Kingdom of God; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100 ................. ., 30 
25. Laying on of Hands; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100.................... 30 
27. The Sabbath Question; per 

dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ 1 00 
31. What is Truth? True Ortho

doxy? and an Evangelical 
Church? and Epitome of Faith; 
per dozen, 3 cents; 100. . . . . . . . . 15 

41. The Gospel, and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen, 3 cents; 100 15 

42. Rejection of the Church; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100..... . . . . . . 50 

43. One Wife or Many; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 ................... 1 00 

44. Crooked Paths; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

47. The Future State; per dozen, 11> 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

Prophecy of the Rebellion; per 100 10 
TRACTS IN I.1ARGE LOTS. 

Special prices o'n application for 
tracts in lots of 1000 or more. 

DISTRICT RECORDS. Printed and 
bound similar to Branch Records . $2 50 
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CRACELAND II S 

............... -COLLECE, 
LAMONI, IOWA. 

Telephone 71. 

For catalogues or further information, 

Address, PROF. J. 'l'. PENCE, 
Acting President, 

or R. S. SALYARDS, Secretary, 
LAMONI, low A. 

If yon contemplate pnrchasing household furniture, by 
all means send tor the catalogue of the Q.uake1 Valley 
Manufacturing Co., 319 and 321 South Canal Street, 
Chicago. 

TOBACCO HABIT CURED, 
OB NO PAY. 

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria.1 Illinois, positively 
guarantees three boxes of ~'Quit-To~Bac" to perma
nently take away all desire for tobacco, or will 
promptly refund money paid forit. Three boxes sent 
post paid anywhere for $1.50 No bad effects from 
use of Quit-To-Bae. It is a great nerve tonic. Why 
not try itf It has c..i.red hundreds; why not you? 
Remember, N@ tth~1ire 11 I'?iei Pay .. Address, B. F. 
OIWWAY, Peoria, Illinois. 

THE KEOKUK ROUTE. 

K. & W. and D. M. & K. C. Railways. 
The D. M. & K. C. Ry from Des Moine! 

to Oainsville has been rebuilt and that por· 
t.ion south of Van Wert will be standard 
gauge on or before Novembeir 1, 1897. 

There is no road in Southern Iowa or 
Northern Missouri which has more good 
locations for business men than on the line of 
the Keokuk Route. More stock of all kinde 
has been shipped over this line thv.n any road 
of equal mileage in Iowa or Missouri. (See 
Missouri Surplus Map at our stations.) The 
freight and passenger service is not equalled 
by any road in the state, except the Missouri 
River trunk line5, with each of, which we 
have union stations and direct connections. 

Persons seeking farms can find property at 
tempting prices; men seeking business wca
tions can find towns with ample territory 1J;nd 
settlers to warrant good business. Additional 
passenger service will soon be given which 
will add to the growth of the towns. 

The towns between Des Moines and Cains
ville are particularly well located for 
business. Look them up. Write to the 
undersigned for additional information. See 
folder for map and lands. 

J. :!!., • ELDER, 

A. c. GOODRICH, 
Gen. Pass. Agent 

Vice Pres. and Gen. M'n'gr. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD 

Its Easy Writing 
If its a Blickensderfer No. 5. 

The universal favorite with all classes of 
operators who desire a simple and speedy 
machine. 

More "Blicks" in use among Iowa and Ne
braska newspapers than all the rest of t~e $100 
machines together. The only Typewriter o_n 
the market doing hundred-dollar work that is 
sold at a popular price. 

Has 28 Keys, of 84 Characters and Letters; 
Portable, weighing but Six Pounds with case. 

Copies and Manifolds perfectly,-12 carbon 
copies being easily taken at one writing. 

Only one price-$35.00 net. On ten days.ap
proval to any responsible man in Iowa or Nebraska. 
Address, 

HARGER & BUSH, 
General Agents, ~ 

904=910 Niain Street, DUBUQUE, mW A. 
~dtm &.&£,, rn~I 7 

The Quaker Valley ·Manufacturing Co., 319 and 3~1 
South Canal Street, Chicago, geJl a full line of high· 
grade household furniture direct from the factory f.t 20 to 
iiO per cent lower than retail prices, and will send anyone 
a copy of their catalogue free. 

HOMESEEKERS' EXCURSIONS. 
On May3and17,June 7 and21, 

tickets will be sold to most all 
point~ in Western, Southern, 
and Northern States at one 
fare plus $2 00 for round tri.p. 
For further particulars call on 

or address L. F. Siltz, Agent. 
TRANS MISSISSIPPI EXPOSITION. 

Omaha, Ke.bi·aska, June 1 to Novembflr 1, 
1898. For r2.tes and dates apply to agont. 

Annual meeting· German BJ.ptist Brethren, 
at Naperville, Illinois, May 26 to .June 2. 
One fare for round lrip. Date of sale·, May 
27, 28, and 30. Final limit for mt.urn, Juno 4. 

Annual Convention Tr.;.velor~' P1·oteotive 
Association of America, at 01naha. N•cbt·as:,a, 
May 31 to June 3. Rtl.te one' fic:st··class farn 
plus $2.00 for round trip, Date of e;ale, May 
29 and 30. Limit for return, ten days from 
dato of sale. 

Annual Meeting American M,cdlcal Asso
ciation at D''n ver, Colorado. J Lmc 7 'co i2. 
One standard fare plus $2.00. Date of sale 
June 2, 4, and 5; returning not. earlier than 
June 12 or later than July 6. 

Scriptural and Book of ~1ormon 
subjocts illustrated by means of fin<31.Y painted 
pictures and charts furnished to order on 
muslin, canvas, or oilcloth. Fm' particulars 
address Hulmes & Kress, ()09 Ylain Street, 
Kansas City, Missouri. 

WHA'I' H.A VE YOU to excbange as part 
payment on' a well improved 80 acre farm 
two miles from Lamoni? Large build
ings-all painted-orchard. Yearly pay· 
ments on balance. Give full description 
and price of your property in first letter. 

D. F. Nicholson. 

CERTIFICATES AND REPORTS. 
Branch statistical reports; per doz.$0 40 
Annual statistical reports; two for 05 
Certificates of baptism and member-

ship; per dozen.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Baptism and confirmation certifi

cate books, with stubs . . . . . . . . . . 25 
Certificates of removal; per dozen.. 12 
Marriage certificates; per dozen , • • 25 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether. an 
invention is probably patentable. Cornmunicau 
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents. 

Patents taken through J\ilunn & Co. receive 
special not.ice, wit bout charge, in the 

Scitntific Jlmtrican. 

E.!l 
STOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, ETO, 

Special attention given to Builders' Hardware. 
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates fumlsh®a 

MON l HARDWARE CO. 

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN. 
A house in Lam1mi, Icn11.a. two Fqnaws from the bnsi-

ness center. It tut' ~ix rr:om><, a hall, aud thrte closets, 
a.nd is co, V('nicritly arnm:_:, d for a famlly of 81X or mor13; 
i~ warm as av. irit.LT bon1<1e, u.IJd has good vent lation fol 
summer. \Yell uud ci~tern at the doi_,r, and app1e9 
cherry~ plum, and yeach trees on the two lotB1 which 8.1"$ 
tile oorner of a block. Address. 

I, ll\. W. COOPER. Lamonl.. Iow!ll. 

Furniture From Factory to Fireside. 
Being the only exoensive mannftlcturers of furniture in 

the world selling d1rect from muker to user, we save our 
custQmcre th.e enormous expenses and profit~ of the 
joObers and retailers. Send for catalogue A, showing 
our full line of Household Furniture, at 20 t) 50 per cent 
under retail value. 

Quaker Valley Manufacturing Co., 
819 and 3tl S. Canal St., Chicago. 

JUST PUBLISHED. 
A Concordance to the large print Book of 

Mormon, of proper size for insertion in books 
of that edition already published. Sixteen 
pages. Everyone should have it. On sale 
at the Herald Office. Price ten cents. 
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bishops to take the opportunity of j last few years, and in several cases 
discussing the subject, and of pub- where he had objected to practices 
licly declaring what in their view was which appeared to him to be incon
the right course to take in reference sistent with the Prayer Book he 
to recent troubles. It was very much found that while those who were 
to be regretted that Mr. Kensit, in practicing them were quite uncon
t,he assertion of what he considered vinced by anything that he said, they 
the law of the Church of England, were quite prepared to submit to posi
should have taken a course which cer- tive command, upon the ground that MOTHERS' HOME COLUMN: 

"Who Is Yom: Te.ach
1
el'?" .. : ......... il~l tainly did not tend to a more diligent I the responsibility would then be upon 

Sweetly Trustrng rn t,1e Savior ....... 361 d . f l b f th t 1 him and not upon those who sub-SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPARTMENT: an ca1e u 0 servance 0 a aw. ' 
Discipline and Its Results ............ :162 It was not in that way that it would mitted. 
Our Mission to the Children .. ······· ·362

1 be easy, or even possible, to brinbo- There was a real desire to work LETTER DEP ARTMEN'l' ................... 363 
ORIGINAL ARTICLES: about a harmonious acceptance of the with the bishops, 3,nd that was due a 

~~~~ro:t~o~f .. ~~~.i~'.::::::::::::::::: J~~ law of the church, or of the authority great deal to the fact that some years 
Baptism .............................. 366 of those who had to administer it. ago the bishops tacitly decided that 

CONFERENCE MINUTES: 
Central California ................... 366 Quite independently of anything that no good was to be done by prosecu-

SUNDAY SCHOOL AssocrATIONS ......... 367 Mr. Kensit and his friends might tions, which only embittered the con-
MrscELLANEous DEPAR'I'MENT: 

From the Patriaech .................. 367 have done there was real reason for troversy. He did not mean that there 
Action on the San Antonio, Texas, the bishops to take counsel together was any formal agreement to that 

Branch Appeal.·················· " 367 on this matter, and to endeavor by effect, or that there had been no cases Williams-Bays D2bate.-No. 4 ....... 368 
Wight-Braden Dabate.-No. 1 ...... 369 every means in their power to re- in which the bishop would not have 

strain a great deal that he could not been fully justified in going into the 
IRREGULAR PRACTICES IN THE too severely censure in those against court upon some ritual question. 

CHURCH. , whom Mr. Kensit had protested. The There was, however; a strong feeling 
IMPOl~'l'ANT PRONOUNCEMENT BY THE 1

1 

bishops were required to take some that those prose,cutions did not pro-
PHIMATE. 1 notice of it, and befo:re long some mote the harmony and efficiency of 

'I'.HE Archbishop of Canterbur! pre- , notice would have been taken the church, and that it would be bet
s1ded yesterday over the meetmg of of it in that House. He had ter for a little while to abstain from 
the Upper House of Convocation of I himself been carefully collecting anything- of the kind. That had had 
the Southern Province. There were I evidence of various particulars a very calming effect, and had con
twenty-one bishops present. which he had intended to submit to vinced the clergy that the bishops 

The Bishop of London presented a both Houses of Convocation. He had had no desire to simply worry them. 
petition from Mr. Kensit setting been making preparations for dealing On the other hand, there was a real 
forth:- with the whole matter, and much re- desire to conciliate their action, a,nd 

"That in a large number of the dio- gretted that this interruption had oc- not to be tyrannical or to interfere 
ceses of this Province, and especially curred and that so much bitterness of with small things. There was now a 
in the Metropolitan area, services feeling had been created, because he much greater readiness to submit to 
other than those in the Book of Com- felt certain that the bishops would the episcopal views. There were 
mon Prayer are in constant use; that have been much better able to deal those w~o had done many things 
these services are mostly taken from with the practices which were incon- which he much regretted in the way 
the Roman Missal and other similar sistent with some of the formularies of innovations who would have been 
books belonging to the Church of of the Church of England if there had ready to give up such practices at 
Rome, and are alien to the principles not been these cases of serious and once on being told that the bishop 
of the Reformation. Your petitioner angry conflict. During the last three disapproved. 'I'here was a growing 
has been charged with violent conduct or four years he had noticed that feeling that the Prayer Book should 
in attempting to stop by public pro- there was a much greater willingness be adhered to in the letter and in the 
tests these illegal services, and he than there was before to admit the , spirit, and that those who had been 
therefore prays your honorable authority of the bishop in his diocese. I setting it aside sometimes in impor
House to take such steps that shall I When he first came to London he tant points would not object to being 
cause these illegalities to cease, and found that extreme men would listen told that they had no authority for 
thus relieve him from the painful to what the bishop said, but were not what they were doing, and that what 
duty he is compelled to perform." at all ready to admit that the bishop's I they were doing was inconsistent with 

The Archbishop said the petition opinion had more weight than their I the promise they had made. Many 
was evidently one of the gravest im-1 own. There was a very distinct of the leaders in these things felt that 
portance, and it would be well for the change in that in the course of the I their followers were going quite be-
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yond the rule of the English Church, j principles of the Church of England, was a very strong undermine of dis· 
and were not justified in doing so. ·and to need restraint. The end was loyalty to the church emanating from 
He believed that by quietly and firmly entirely indefinite, and they did not . secret societies in the interests of the 
requiring the clergy to keep within know in many cases what they were Church of Rome. 
the proper limits, the bishops might doing at all. The number of churches The Archbishop of Canterbury said 

succeed in no very long time in re
straining the extravagances which 
they had at present to deplore. A 
declaration in that House to the effect 
that they thought that some men were 

in which these things were done was he had little fear of the effect of these 
comparatively small, and the number 
of clergy concerned comparatively 
few. He believed there was a possi · 
bility of a loyal union amongst the 

societies if they existed. 
No resolution was passed 

subject dropped. 
and the 

.clergy on the basis of the Prayer In consideration of the presentation 
going outside the fair limits of what Book as interpreted by the Bishop. of his memorial to Convocation by the 
could be allowed in the Church of The church of England, as the na- Bishop of London, Mr. Kensit under· 
England would have a very consider- , tional church, was bound to be the took that he would make no public 
able effect both upon the clergy and ' guardian of all that experience in the protest in any church in London dur· 
the laity. Sometimes those who past had shown to be the highest and ing the next two months, and that ar· 
stepped outside the proper limits of strongest qualities of the English rangements made for public protests 
the Church of England were men de- race, and that duty must not be frit- in thirteen other dioceases should be 
voted to their work, and examples of tered away by sensuous methods of similarly suspended.-Yorkshire Post, 
the deepest piety, and interference worship. (Cheers.) May 12, 1898. 

would stop what was really in some · The Bishop of Winchester said there I . ~ 
cases religious work of the best kind. d b dl · · I · . were un ou te Y servwes. gorng on The Ccitholic World JJ.fagozine for June has 
The .time, however, had come when in some of our towns, in a few a finely illustra,,ted article on "Annapolis, the 
the bishops ought to be prepared to churches which were alien services Home and Training-School of our Navy." 
deal with this matter, not in the way and wer~ in fact such services a~ We wonder to how many people who know 
of prosecution-he hoped that was a b ht 'b t th' R f t" It the story of the Boston Tea-party like the roug a ou e e orma ion. h 
long way off yet-but in the way of . alphabet, the story of t e much more dra· 

. .. . was the duty of the Bishops to set matic burning of the Peggy Stewart, as well 
personal command, with the authority their face against such services, for it as her obnoxious cargo, will be quite a new 
that belonged to t~e~. Every _clergy- was their absolute duty to protect chapter in history! 
man had made a di.strnct pr?m1se that parishioners in these important mat
he would use certam prescr~bed forms ters. Parish clergymen had a large 
and. none other, a~d to remmd men of elasticity allowed them, but that must 
their solemn prom~se, and to call upon not degenerate into license. 
them to observe it, was no tyranny Th B" h · f R h ·d b 
whatever. In many cases if such e .1s o~ o ~c ester sa1 t e 

t . th t f th b" h interest m this question was centered ac ion on e par o e is ops was . 
t k th ld b I 

in London. He was convmced that a en ere wou e no anger any 
the present was a hopeful time, and 

resistance to their authority, and not one for lamentation. What had 
gradually they would be able to make 
the clergy feel that no innovations distressed the laity was the apparent 
which they could introduce could do apathy of the Bishops, but the church 
sufficient good to overbalance the se· had passed through a time when a 
rious mischief that was done in shirk· good deal of episcopal inaction was 
ing the authority of the rulers of the not only desirable but very useful. 
church, and by dividing the church The time had come, however, when 
into opposite parties bitterly opposed order must reign throughout the 

The American Monthly Review of Reviews 
for June is a well-illustrated "war number." 
The magazine opens with the editor's review 
of the first month's campaigning in our con· 
test with Spain. This is followed by the de· 
tailed account of the struggle in the "Record 
of Current Events" and "Cartoon Comments" 
on the war, chiefly from foreign journals. 
The contributed articles include a character 
sketch of Admiral Dewey by Winston Church· 
ill, two articles on the Philippines, and 
one on "Spain and the Caroline Islands" from 
a missionary point of view. The department 
of "Leading Articles of the Month" also 
deals with many questions growing out of 
the war. Altogether thece are more than 
eighty pictures of subjects related to the 
present crisis. 

church, and that order must be of a 
to one another. (General cheers.) ADDREssEs. 

spiritual kind. 
The Bishop of London said when he T. W. Williams, No. 206 Harmony Street, 

first came to the diocese of London he The Bishop of Gloucester said he Council Bluffs, Iowa. 
discovered that there were one or two was persu.aded that all churchmen J. C. Clapp, Sedalia, Graves Co., Kentucky. 

fe .,tures 1·n the conduct of the servi·ce were longmj:!; to hear the words of J.C. Crabb, Joy, Illinois . .., j Elder J. L. Goodrich; home address, Byer, 
Of Some Of the Churches Whl.ch "W"k- . gentle but still firm command from .. "' . Ohio; mission address until September, New 
ened natural anxiety. There was the the heads of the church. Hope, Virginia. 

introduction of unauthorized services The Bishop of Worcester remarked M. H. Bond; present address, Temple, 
and additions to or omissions from th~ that beyond the questfon of ritual Lake Co., Ohio. 

h th f · t t J. M. Terry, missionary, care of F. M. Pitt, communion service, which seemed to t ere was e ar more impor an ques· 904 Perry St., Chicago, Ill. 
be made for the purpose of reading . tion of doctrine. M. F. Gowell, 838 Fifth Street, Armour· 
that service in the terms of the The Bishop of Hereford thought the dale, Kansas. 
service of the Church of Rome; and expressions which had been used . W. N. Robinson, S~c. Ge.n. S. S. Assoeia· 
further, there was the needless use of would have a great effect in restoring tion, Independence, Missouri. · · I Thomas Taylor, care of W. A. Roberts, ~ 
th~ Roman language. These three the confidence of the faithful laity. Bristol Road, Bournbrook, Birmingham, 
thrngs seemed to be opposed to the The Bishop of Southwell said there . England. 
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.JOSEPH SMITH 
H. S. SALYARDS 
HEMAN c. SMITH, 
JOSEPH LUFF, 

EDITOR 
ASSISTANT EDITOH. 

CORRESPONDING EDITORS. 

LAMONI, IOWA, JUNE 8, 1898. 

SOMETHING NEW ABOUT THE BOOK 
OF MORMON. 

TH:BJRE has beAn so much said and 
written about the Book of Mormon 
since its appearance among the litera
ture of the times, that one would 
hardly think anything new or peculiar 
could be presented. But as the age 
is one of strange and peculiar sur
prises, and as here and there they 
crop out in our experiences, we 
give the latest concerning the book 
about which and against which so 
much has been said and written. It 
comes to us in the Pacific Transcript, 
a little paper published at Pacific, 
Missouri, and is to be found in the 
number of that paper for Friday, 
April 15, 1898, as an editorial, the 
author, C. L. Phifer, being the author 
and publisher. It is quite unique and 
will please many of our readers. 

'l'HE BOOK OF MORMON. 

\Vbile the Christian Bible is the best book 

Lamoni, Iowa, June 8, 1898. 

he clev..irly masks himself. His style never 
varies from that of the pious oriental. Some
time~ it is tiresome, but it never betrays 
nineteenth century manner. The claim that 
the work was translated from ancient plates 
is not betrayed by any literary lapse in the 
unlettered author. Smith has produced a 
remarkable work, to say the least. Unbe
lievers in its divinity might well class it as 
tbs greatest American novel, for it deserves 
the term. The romance of it is complete. 
As a story composed of many stories, it is 
plausible and takes rank along with biblical 
aad profane history. It easily excels, in this 
regard, the Koran, the Zend, and the Vedas, 
though the legendary matter of commenta
tors on the Koran approach and perhaps ex
cel, not the continuity of the story, tut the 
story in detail. 

But in teaching, in doctrine, the author of 
the Book of Mormon is sadly lacking. He 
has enunciated nothing new. For the most 
part his teaching is copied word for word 
from the Bible, "here a little and there a 
llttle." Siddartha and Zoroaster plunged 
boldly into the sea of life's perplexities, and 
each brought up his own pearls, which he 
struag into a necklace of beautiful philosophy. 
Neither is like aaything else in the world. 
Confucius and Loo Tsai found new stones, aad 
polished them, and cut new sides to them, 
but the stones are not exceptionally rare. 
Socrates talks in language of to-day, only 
with infinite skill, and succeeds, mainly, in 
proving that his antagonist has muddled his 
own argument. Mohammed borrows from 
the Jews' Bible, but he doesn't hesitate to 
add to it or alter it. Joe Smith alone has no 

in the world, the sacred books of other re- message, dare not controvert or show us a 
ligions, loved, believed in, treasured, and new side of things, and cannot alter or add 
eagerly read by millions, are worthy our re- one line or one doctrine, though he pretends 
spectful attention. Indeed I am not sure but to give an addition to the Bible. 
that the very prestige they have gained Indeed, it seems. to me Smith's original 
stamps them as among the world's greatest idea must have been to write a religious 
books, and that for this reason a man who as- novel-and be wrote it, a great one; that he 
pires to read the best should peruse them was too simply devout to add anything to the 
even before be finds place for many classics Bible; and that the way fn which his book 
that have pleased the living but never been was received, led him, with bis idling dispo
pillows for the dying head. For my part, in- sition, in.to the claims he afterward made. 
dividually, I have for years considered it a Tbe Book of Mormon is one half larger 
privilege to read the Bible of any people. I than the New Testament. It contains thirt,een 
have read several; I have been converted to "books," each one purporting to have been 
none; yet in every one I have found much to written by an ancient and handed down from 
admire. antiquity, being finally engraved on brass 

The last one I have read is the American plates and hidden until at the right time they 
Bible, the·Book of Mormon. As with all the were to be found. Smith found them, and by 
others, it has not converted me, but I find miraculous aid translated them. In doing so 
good in it. I began the perusal with all t,he be used a bright stone, and seems to have an
popular misconceptions concerning it. I ticipated the modern fad of crystal gazing, 
ended with the feeling that it is worthy a which is now used for the seeing of spirits. 
place in any scholar's library. If it sanctions The various books in the Book of Mormon 
polygamy, I didn't notice it. If it is impure are as follows: First and Second Nephi, 
in tone or teaching or the work of an igno-, Jacob, Enos, Jarom, Omni, Words of Mor
ramus, then I am unable to read a book un- mon, Alma, Helaman, Nephi, Book of Mor-
derstandingly. mon, Ether, and Moroni, 

~Htl+or is ~ot "' Af! i? ~" ~mW(I Ac,. f!1imily of j.n of Zed£J·' 

Book of Mormon, page 116. 

No. 23. 

kiah leaves Canaan, wanders in the wilder
ness, and after many adventures build a boat 
and put to sea. They finally reach the prom
ised land, which proves.,.to be America. A 
long history is given of them here. 

A family at the time of the dispersion of 
mankind from the tower of babel wandered 
westward, and after appropriate adventures 
settled in America. 

These peoples built cities, grew rich, waxed 
wicked, had prophets, fought battles, wit
nessed miracles, and bad a generally inter
esting history covering many centuries. 

The coming of Christ is prophesied. At 
~he hour of the crucifixion there were signs 
and wonders of the most startling nature. 

After the crucifixion and the resurrection 
of Christ, between those events and his final 
ascension, he appears, amid signs and won
ders, to bis people in America, where he 
teaches, heals and selects his disciples, much 
as he did in Palestine-finally ascending on 
high. 

Scattered throughout the work are numer
ous prophecies and precepts, but as already 
indicated they bear a close resemblance to 
scriptural words. '!'here is a 5imilarity of 
style throughout the book, and not the 
marked contrast there is between Paul and 
Isaiah, between David and Luke. 

c. L. PHIJ<'En. 

GRACELAND COLLEGE COMMENCE-
MENT. 

THE first annual commencement exer
cises of Graceland College will be 
held at Lamoni, Iowa, June 10-14, 
next, at the college chapel and in the 
brick church - the saints' church
under the auspices of the faculty and 
the college boards. 

Much local interest is manifested in 
the coming exercises, as showing, to 
some extent, the work of the college 
force and students for the closing 
year. Interest in the general results 
of the year's work is also as widely 
indicated as the desire for the growth 
and success of the institution prevails, 
and which we trust is rapidly increas
ing in behalf of this first temple of 
secular education erected by the 
church. 

The graduating class is necessarily 
small, owing to the recent date of 
opening of Graceland. A yearly in
crease of stl'l.dents completing the 
course may be looked for; and we 
trust the increase in number will 
eg;qa1l the ;Just e)J:pectaiti.ons of 11hose 
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who toil and otherwise strive for the 
abundant success of the institution. 

The following summary of the pro
gram is as full as we are able to an· 
nounce to date. Those desiring copies 
of the regular completed program 
should address Prof. J. · T. Pence, 
Acting President, at Lamoni, Iowa, 
who will take pleasure in forwarding 
to those desiring them. 

A large attendance of the friends of 
Graceland is desired:-
1.-Exercises of Literary Society; Friday 

eve., June 10, eight o'clock; College 
Chapel. 

2.-Elocution and Physical Culture; Satur
day eve., June 11, eight o'clock; Brick 
Church. 

3.-Baccalaureate Sermon: President Joseph 
Smith: Sunday morning, eleven o'clock; 
Brick Church. 

4.-Exercises of Musical Department; Mon
day eve., June 13, eight o'clock; Brick 
Church. 

5.-Junior Oratorical Contest; Tuesday eve., 
eight o'clock; Brick Church. 

6.-Commencement; Wednesday morning; 
ten o'clock; Brick Church. 

DECORATION DAY AT LAMONI. 

LAMONI distinguished itself in an 
exhibition of the patriotic spirit on 
Decoration Day. 'l'he public schools 
under the charge of Principal G. N. 
Briggs and his corps of teachers, ren
dered a program of drills, music, 
recitations, and other exercises in 
keeping with the character of the 
day. These exercises included an 
address by Prof. J. T. Pence, Acting 
President of Graceland College, and 
were held at the brick church, where 
a large audience was present to wit
ness the program and to join in the 
march thence to the cemetery. 

The procession formed at 1: 30 p. 
m., in the businQss center of the city. 
It was composed of the I. 0. 0. F. 
band, the local post of the G. A. R., 
local lodges of the Odd Fellows and 
Modern Woodmen of America, fol
lowed by the school children and 
attended by citizens. The route of 
march was to the brick church to wit
ness the exercises, all going thence to 
Rose Hill Cemetery, where the graves 
of the soldiers and others were deco
rated, with the usual formal and in
formal ceremonies. 

Altogether the day was a notable 
one. The weather was unusually 
clear, pleasant, and bracing, and the 
spirit of the affair entire was of a high 
order of patriotism ?ind general fra,. 

~ 

THl~ RAINTS1 

ternity in keeping with the occasion. , nants, declares that the chur~h in 
Each feature of the exercises was dealing with members for infraction 

excellent, but the school children de· of church laws "can only excommuni· 
serve especial recognition of their cate them from their society and with
drills and general esprit de corps. draw from their fellowship." 
They furnished one of the truest Some branches and districts have 
interpretations of American patriot- declared by vote that they will not 
ism it has ever b!'len our lot to see.and ordain to office, or sustain in branch 
realize. Success to our public schools or district office anyone using tobacco 
and to the spirit of universal emanci- or strong drink; yet the church has 
pation and progress which they foster not taken action on this nor does the 
and diffuse at home and abroad. law make such a provision. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

SEDALIA, Ky., May 1. 
Editors Herald:-In your issue for April 27, 

in answering "young sister's question," "Is 
dancing a crime for which a young member 
can be suspended?" your answer is, "Every 
branch and district of the church may enact 
such rules and regulations as may be consid· 
ered best calculated to establish and main
tain the good order of its respective 
organization, and conserve the good of the 
whole church." And in the light of this fact 
you answer, •·Yes, ... provided local regu
lations have so been adopted," etc. 

I have in answer to the same question said, 
"No;" and as I aesire to be in harmony with 
the church, I would like to know if the word 
"suspended" means cut off? And if so, does 
a local organization have power to cut mem
bers off for causes that the general church 
has never taken action on? 

For my own part I do not believe that any 
local org·anization can legislate in such mat
ters. God alone can state the terms upon 
which men and women can come in or go out 
of the church. 

If you say they may suspend thew from 
fellowship in their branch, it will not help 
the matter; for if they are not worthy of fel
lowship in one branch, they are not in an
other. 

Please explain and confer a favor on 
J. C. CLAPP. 

We have always supposed and have 
so taught that branches and districts 
may regulate their own domestic af
fairs in their own way, with deference 
only to the general laws given to the 
church and accepted by all as the 
rules of faith and practice. And we 
do know that local organizations do 

The Quorum of Twelve will not 
recommend, or appoint to a mission 
anyone who is in the habit of using 
strong drink, or tobacco; yet the 
church had taken no such action prior 
to April, 1898, nor is there explicit 
instructions to this effect from the 
Lord. 

We were not deciding upon the 
rightfulness or wrongfulness of the act 
of saltatory motion, commonly called 
dancing, as we could not point to the 
law makrng it a cnme, nor to the act 
of the church by which it has been 
named as a crime; but we could state 
what a branch or district could do, 
and in some instances has done. 

We are quite willing that the 
brother should hold and enjoy his 
opinion as to what a local organiza
tion can or cannot do; we state only 
what bas come under our observation. 

SMI'l'HLAND, Io1va, May 23. 
Editors Herala:-What is meant by, No 

change in the "consecrations for Independ
ence Temple"? Is there a fund to receive 
donations or consecrations? 

As appear in minutes of General Confer
ence for 1898, page 95, seventh line from top. 

Respectfully, your brother, 
F. E. COHR'l'. 

Consecrations for Independence 
Temple fund have nothing to do with 
Temple Lot suit; but consist of 
funds contributed by brethren for 
temple purposes. 

HIGH SCHOOL COMMENCEMENT AT 
LAMONI. 

enact rules to govern their members LAMONI with her public schools, col
and enforce them by penalties more lege, church interests, religious and 
or less severe, including the suspend- secular p"ress, has become an educa
ing from church privileges and "cut- tional center; and as such has been 
ting off," as a withdrawal from the and is busy with the rendering of 
fellowship of an expelled member is public educational programs during 
sometimes called. the present season of summer celebra-

We do not care to discuss the fine- tions and commencement exercises. 
drawn difference between "suspen- Not the least among the public oc
sion" and "cutting off," as it seems casions held of late were the graduat
profitless to us. Tbe 112th section, ing exercises of the high school, at 
paragraph 10, of J)octrine and. Cove· 

1 
the brick church, on Friday, the 3d 
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inst. The class numbered nine; two 
girls and seven boys. The program 
was an excellent one throughout and 
was well rendered. The exercises 
were in charge of Prof. G. N. Briggs, 
superintendent of schools. The 
church was artistically decorated 
with floral and other devices, in keep
ing with the season and the occasion. 
A large and appreciative audience 
greeted the graduates, each of whom 
in his turn bore well his part, receiv
ing from the Board of Education a 
diploma as having :finished the high 
school course. 

'I'he program is given herewith: -
PROGRAM. 

Motto: To stars through clouds. 
Piano Solo, Prof. A. H. Mills. 
Invocation, Bishop E. L. Kelley. 
Oration, Webster. Wallace H. Blair. 
Oration, The Progress of Civilization. 

Mary C. Banta. 
Oration, Cabinet and Presidential Forms of 

Government. Thomas P. Haroff. 
Solo (voice), Adelaide Hanson. 
Oration, The Nineteenth Century. Wal

ter Y. Robinson. 
Oration, America's Place in Diplomacy. 

<fames]'. Jones. 
Oration, The Anglo-Saxon Race and the 

World's Future. Mark N. Smith. 
Music, Quartet. 
Oration, The Destiny of Woman in Poli

tics. Zenas R. Gurley. 
Oration, The Columbian Exposition. Laura 

L. Mader. 
Oration, Destiny of Republics. Richard C. 

Kelley. 
Vocal solo, Carl Clapp. 
Presentation of Diplomas, R. S. Salyard8. 
Music, Quartet. 
Benediction, Dr. J. H. Hansen. 

THEOLOGICAL. 

THE action of the Presbyterian Gen
eral Ass'lmbly, at Winona, Indiana, 
in its late sessions is thus reported by 
a secular journal, the Chicago 1'ribune, 
in its issue for May 29, which we ap
pend for the information of our read
ers. In thus republishing the 'Tribune 
article, it will be understood that 
neither Dr. McGiffert's views nor 
those of his opponents are indorsed 
by the HERALD. The discriminating 
reader will note the trend of both 
extremes in the controversy and be 
able to distinguish between them and 
the true biblical status of the matters 
involved:-

THE CASE OF DR. M'GIFFER'l'. 

Evidently heresy hunting is less in favor 
with the Presbyterian General Assembly 
than it was before the cases of Professor 
Briggs and Professor Smith bad appeared. 

SAINTS' HERALD. 

The attitude of the present assembly has 
been conciliatory, and the action taken on 
Dr. McGiffert, of Union Theological Semi
notry, while in the end it will probably 
amount to expulsion, has been milder than 
was to be expected. The church is on the 
defensive rather than on the aggressive, as 
before. The cumulative signs of the last few 
years have not been without their lesson to 
the ultra-cooservatives. The whole matter 
was put into a nutshell by the Rev. Sheldon 
Jackson when he said: "We cannot afford to 
destroy our church." 

The moderate views represented by Dr. 
Jackson prevailed by an overwhelmiag ma
jority in the assembly. The report made by 
his committee was accepted with scarcely a 
dozen dissenting votes among the 600 com
missioners of which the assembly is composed. 
This report steers between the two extremes. 
It censures Dr. McGiffert's "History of the 
Apostolic Age" as heretical, but it refrains 
from directly attacking the author, further 
than by counseling him either to reconsider 
his views or to withdraw from the Presby
terian ministry. This action, to be sure, is 
more than severe enough, but the spirit in 
which it is done is far different from that of 
the memorial of the Pittsburg Presbytery 
which led to the action, and which denounced 
the book as "a flagrant and ominous scan
dal." There is a distinct desire for peace, 
not war, 

The same conciliatory tendency is also seen 
in the quiet dropping of the Princeton Inn 
affair. The refusal of President Patton and 
other Princeton professors to attend the as
sembly was too ominous a sign to be ignored, 
so the wise peace diplomats in the church 
decided not to further alienate the great 
Presbyterian institution by censuring it on a 
detail of morals which it was entitled to 
settle as local conditions dictated. They 
contented themselves with the diplomatic 
observation that "Princeton's morals were 
safe in the keeping· of her own officers"
which is undoubtedly as true as it is politic. 

No portion of the church is more weary of 
heresy huntiog than the New York Presby
tery. It has had its fill of that sort of thing 
in the previous cases, and when a minority 
report threatened to repeat history by re
ferring the McGifl'ert case to the New York 
body the commissioners from that presbytery 
metaphorically got on their knees and im
plored: "Whatever else you do, do not send 
the case back to New York." So the case 
was left hanging in the air for a year, with 
the burden of action thrown on the supposed 
offender's shoulders. 

It is not likely that Dr. McGiffert will re
cant even to the extent that Galileo did be
fore he muttered under his breath: "The 
world does move, for all that." Not being 
under the cruel necessity of going through a 
mock recantation, Dr. McGiffert will proba
bly do the other thing and leave the Presby
terian ministry. There are plenty of other 
churches in which he can work and worship 
without having to narrow his historical 
methods to the rule and square of the West
minster Confession. If the body to which be 
belongs insists on that style of history it is 
entirely within its right in asking him to get 
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out, and he should not ask to stay. Even the 
theological world is a wide one in these days, 
and a natural process of growth and decay 
will show in good time whether the old idea 
of Biblical interpretation or the later and 
more rational one is to triumph. 

In the meantime it is pleasing to note that 
peace and harmony are more sought after than 
heretical scalps. The Presbyterian Church 
is too sturdy and sterling an element in the 
nation to be seen with equanimity weakening 
itself by a belligerent ultra-conservatism. 

The action of the Presbytery of 
New York in erasing the name of Dr. 
Briggs from its roll, was approved. 

Dr. Briggs, after identifying him
self with the Protestant Episcopal 
Church, has been ordained among its 
ministry:-

New York, May 27.-Professor Charles 
Augustus Briggs, D. D., of the faculty of the 
Union Theological Seminary, was ordained 
as a deacon in the Protestant Episcopal 
Church to-day. The ceremony was per· 
formed by the Rt.-Rev. Henry C. Potter, D. 
D., Bishop of New York, in Grace Church. 
Only a small number of clergy and the family 
of Dr. Briggs were present at the service. 

It was shortly before Easter that Dr. Briggs 
was received into the Episcopal communion 
having determined to leave the Presby
terian denomination, in the ministry of 
which he had been a distinguished figure. 

There were present at the church the Rev. 
Dr. ·Huntington, rector; the Rev. Dr. George 
F. Nelson, the Reverends Bishop, Perry, 
Van Rensselaer, Bailey, and Johnson, of 
Grace Church staff, and the Rev. Dr. Per
kins. 

Dr. Briggs was not the only candidate for 
ordination. He was joined by the Rev. 
Charles H. Snedeker, formerly a minister in 
the Methodist Epirnopal Church. 

From the Chicago Tribune of June 
1:-

German Baptists in annual confero11ce at 
Burlington Park yesterday decided that no 
divorced person should be admitted to mem
bership if he or she had remarried during 
the life of the first spouse, unless the di yorce 
had been obtained on scriptural grounds. 
The poke bonnets and plain dresses of the 
women were ordered continued as tho ap
proved costume, and a ban was laid on gold, 
even in teeth and spectacle frames, on 
neckties, and on tobacco, though laymen 
were not strictly prohibited from using the 
weed. 

HERE IS AN EXAMPLE. 

A MISS REASOR, a student of a high 
scl::'.ool in Illinois, graduates this sum
mer, taking first honors easily. But 
what is remarkable in her school 
career is that she graduates at nine
teen, after a school experience of 
thirteen years, during the entire term 
of which she had not once been ab
sent, or tardy. Can you scholars of 
the saints emulate that record? 
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EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

BRO. ALBERT T. DAVIS, formerly of 
Pittsburg, Kansas, writes from Car
thage, Missouri, May 28:-

Please forward the Herald hereafter to 
Fort McPherson, Georgia, as I have joined 
the regular army and will be sent there soon. 
The Herald is a source of great joy and com
fort to me. Pray for me. May God bless the 
church. 

Bro. C. A. Parkin, San Francisco, 
California, May 30: -

Bro. Fred B. Blair preached for us morn
ing and evening and gave perfect satisfaction 
to all who heard him. I am proud of such 
young men to teach and defend this latter-day 
work. God bless and aid them, as I know he 
will. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

BY a copy of the Perry (Indiana) 
County Sunday school association 
program, sent us by Bro. James M. 
Baggerly, we notice that the associa
tion meets at Bristow, Indiana, June 
4 and 5, for business. One Reorgan · 
ized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter 
Day Saints church in Tobin Township 
is reported. Bro. James M. Baggerly 
is down for the reading of a paper, 
''Wha.t is the cause of indifference to 
Sunday schools among the people?" 
at 3: 35 p. m. Sunday afternoon. Suc
cess to Bro. Jam es. 

Bro. J. H. Reynolds, No. 102 Bel
mont Street, Seattle, Washington, 
formerly a member of the Armstrong 
branch, Kansas City, Kansas, writes 
for the HERALD, for tracts. etc., that 
he may keep informed and up in line 
with church progress, and interest 
friends and strangers in the cause. 
He desires to meet any of the church 
located in Seattle and near by. 

Query: Should a new convert have 
greater interest in church work than 
one long connected with the body? 
If the recent convert surpasses the 
older or longer baptized one, is it not 
an indication that the latter has failed 
to "grow in grace?" A true and last
ing growth is a constant growth, in 
harmony with the law of the Spirit of 
life. Evidences of spiritual decadence 
and death are seen in him who does 
not grow. 

Bro. W. 0. Wetherbee, formerly of 
Clayton, Illinois, is removing to Los 
Angeles, California, and desires to 
hear from some of our people in that 
city. He requests that some write 
pim, addressing to that point, 

'fb(7 St~te lJniver~ity of J:qw11 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

issued an excellent program of com
mencement exercises, which cover 
the week from June 2-9 at Iowa 
City. We acknowledge receipt of 
program which includes an invitation 
to be present, from the Regents and 
Faculty. 

Bro. Heman C. Smith has sent us a 
copy of the Western JJ!fail, of Friday, 
May 20, published at Cardiff, Wales. 
The issue is a veritable Gladstone 
memorial number, being devoted al
most entirely to an account of the life 
and services of the illustrious English 
commoner, the Grand Old Man. Eu· 
logies from the pens of men eminent 
in all the leading avenues of life at 
home and abroad, bear tribute to the 
memory of Gladstone, and voice the 
sense of great loss realized by the 
masses of the people. The Leeds 
Mercury and Manebester Chronicle, of 
May 19, also sent us, contain bio· 
graphical sketches of Mr. Gladstone's 
career. His life and work have been 
great for good. The spontaneous 
tributes of respect to his memory and 
the manifestations of deep feeling 
caused by his death, on the part of 
his countrymen and in America and 
other lands, mark the widespread 
character of bis influence and the 
stable character of the impression of 
his work upon the heart and mind of 
the civilized world. 

Bro. George Barrett, of Pittsburg, 
sends us a clipping from the New 
Castle, Pennsylvania, Gou rant- Guar
dian, of the 23d, which speaks in 
terms of praise of the patriotism and 
eloquence of Bro. Ephraim Thomas, 
who officiated at a flag raising on the 
21st. "Mr. Thomas in an eloquent 
manner voiced the sentiments of his 
fellow workmen. Mr. Thomas is an 
able speaker and his speech was an
other evidence of the intelligence and 
feeling and patriotic principles which 
are em bodied in the workingman," 
says the Guardian. 

It has been said that there are a 
thousand good talkers to one good 
thinker; and that to reverse the order 
would assist to bring in the looked
for millennium, He who thinks cor
rectly develops ability to reach correct 
conclusions, and acting in harmony 
with truth becomes an additional force 
for good in the moral and general 
family of man. 

ifl "" ::>tr\lin~e f!lJct tl:ii:i1t)njirriel'l 

the tongue, whether a man or animal, 
heal more quickly than those of any 
other part of the system." Injuries 
from or caused by the tongue are not 
so easily or readily repaire~ or 
healed. Its possibilities for evildoing 
are ably stated in James, chapter 3, 

"Children's Day" was duly observed 
by the Star of Bethlehem Sunday 
School and the branch, of Lamoni, on 
Sunday, the 5th inst. Heavy rains 
during the night and morning inter
fered to some extent with the attend
ance and general enjoyment, but those 
permitted to be present appreciated 
the occasion with its exercises. The 
floral and general decorations were 
superb, bearing evidence of the taste 
and skill of those arranging them. 

Bro. D. W. Wight was at Provo, 
Utah, on the 3d; had been doing tent 
work until stormed out on the 2d. 
He reported snow up the mountains, 
with sleet. and cold in the lower alti
tudes. 

Thanks to the prompt action of Bro. 
J. W. Wight we have a rr-iport of the 
Wight-Braden discussion for the 
HERALD readers. This is as it should 
be. The HERALD wants the news and 
desires it promptly-on time. 

Sample copies of the HERALD and 
catalogues sent free to any address. 

Original Poa1ru. 
"WHISPERS." 

Not all of our dear Father's blessings, 
Are found in the caRket of health; 

For, in affiiction, when pain is distressing, 
Sometimes his Spirit-gently caressing

Bestoweth rare jewels of wealth 
On those who ne'er knew the pleasure 

0£ health in its vigor and prime; 
Or like a dream now 8eemeth the measure, 
Once they enjoyed of this heavenly treasure, 

And ~howeth them beauties sublime. 

Thus in his favor they seem to draw near 
That wonderful haven of rest; 

They gazt: on its beauties, its music they 
hear 

Without the assistance of eyesight and ear, 
And sweetly recline on his bi·east. 

M:igniiicent wonders roll past, 
In matchless and endless parade; 

Each by the others in beauty surpassed, 
By reason of fashion in which they were 

cast; 
Yet each for a purpose was made. 

Translucent scenes that fall on the gaze, 
And 01·der so wondrous and quaint, 

With lovely cantatas thai constantly raise, 
All over that land in worship and praise, 

NonE1 t)Je All-Pather Q!lJn · 
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From him to all nations is sent 

This message to humble and grand; 
Saying: "God is God, to fullest intent, 
And all must obey him with cheerful consent, 

Who'd dwell in this beautiful land. 

"Intelligence was not created or made; 
And, it neither indeed can be. 

It always existed; but measure, or grade, 
By which is beheld each varying shade, 

Was made by your Father's decree. 
Measures are spirits that he made, 

Of matter chaotic in space; 
Adjusted them all so none could evade, 
Beholding his power in wisdom displayed, 

Receiving a portion of grace. 

"Happiness spread like the sparkling dew, 
For all spirits with God did dwell; 

In filial devotion they worshiped so true, 
In this world of bliss that was hidden from 

view, 
When the hosts of Lucifer fell. 

Et'e that awful event took place, 
Redemption's plan had been given, 

Whereby all beings that sank in disgrace, 
Through humble repentance might fully re

trace, 
The pathway leading to heaven. 

"To learn of this plan they often did meet, 
In temples so spacious and fair;-

With fond recognition each other did greet, 
In freedom and union surpassingly sweet, 

'l'heir voices aocended in prayer. 
Still that worship continues to be; 

Through Jesus they render each vow; 
Although they worship untrammeled and 

free, 
Yet through the same forms that are given 

to thee, 
In humble devotion they bow. 

"There's only one form of worship to know, 
As seen by your dear Savior's prayer; 

And God never changing, no other below, 
E'er will be given through which to bestow 

His mercies abundant and rare. 
'Give us this day our daily bread,' 

And likewise each other request, 
Means that your Father through Jesus has 

said, 
In this narrow pathway each being must 

tread, 
That attains to fullness of rest." 

Thus are instruct.ions whispered to all, 
Direct from the fountain of light; 

Like dewdrops distilling, these notes ever 
fall, 

E'en though we do not respond to their call, 
Revealing the pathway oJ right. 

'Tis thus revelation doth run, 
Expausive, and limitless too; 

Bearing the "record of Father and Son," 
Unto ev'ry being, till time shall be done, 

Convincing each heart that 'tis true. 

And when "ev'ry knee" to Jesus shall bow, 
And ev'ry tongue shall confess he is Lord; 

We'll know by the record that's written, I 
trow, 

Wherein we have failed in keeping each 
vow, 

And that we've "been judged" by his 
''word." 

Books will open,-one in each breast
Containing the deeds we have done; 

Judgment will enter as we have disgressed, 
Or followed the teachings that there are im

pressed-
The light of tho Crucified One. 

Records thus written will always agree, 
Without an exception or fl.aw, 

With the Lamb's Book of Life, so spotless 
and free, 

Revealing the plan of salvation to be 
Immutably governed by law. 

0, may we be thoughtful and wise, 
Heeding each message that's given; 

Through patient endeavor, constantly rise, 
Till we fully attain to all that implies

R:ist in the Kingdom of Heaven! 
In true fraternity, 

R.H. WIGH'l'. 

EDITED BY FRANCES. 

~•we share our primal parente' fate, 
And in onr turn and day 

Look back on Eden's sworded gate 
As sad and lost as they. 

But still for us his native skies 
The pitying Angel leaves, 

And leads through Toil to PMadise 
New Adams and new Eves !1

' 

"WHO IS YOUR TEACHEm" 
I HAD been reading the annual report of 

the Daughters of Zion, wherein mention was 
made of efforts being put forth to interest 
young mothers in the necessity for such a 
work as is contemplated in the above-men
tioned society. While pondering these 
things my attention was called to my little 
six month's old girl, and as I glanced in her 
direction, with my mind full ot, the theme I 
had been reading, I saw by some secret 
process belonging to the domain of the spir
itual, rapidly changing plctures of my babe, 
as infant, child, miss, maid, wife, mother; 
and following these, like a flash came this 
query, as though one asked me pointedly, 
"What shall this work mean to your daugh
ter?" I confess I was startled for a moment 
at the force of the query and its appositenes~. 

As I gave rein to my thoughts, the picture 
of two little tots came before me, one of 
whom asked the other in baby lisping tones, 
"Who ith 'oor teacher?" and to my conscious
ness was presented this query, "What? shall 
this kind of teaching begin so soon?" Expe
rience answered with many arguments upon 
the affirmative, and I was obliged to admit 
the need of lessons of good to antidote those 
of positive evil begun while yet the babe 
knew not the power of words, nor was re
sponsible for de0ds. I made swift decision 
that all the good which I might obtain from 
the teaching, lectures, and association of the 
Daughters of Zion, would not be too much to 
fit me to be a teacher of my own daughter, in 
the vital affairs of life, its functions, issues, 
purposes, dangers, and safeguards; and I 
would thankfully avail myself of one of the 
divinely approved "helps" in his kingdom. 

We read this cheering and beautiful prom· 

ise in his holy word, "They shall all be 
taught of God." While provision has been 
made for specifically doctrinal teachings 
through the ministration of elder, priest, 
teacher and deacon, as branch ministers. 
Divine wisdom evidently has directed in the 
organization and development of this potent 
factor in the education and" fitting of latter
day Israel to become Zion, the pure in heart. 
As the divine Spirit is intelligence, light, 
and life; and knowledge is power, so they 
who avail themselves most diligently and 
conscientiously of t°hose helps to come up 
higher, the soonest reach those heights, walk 
by the Spirit, obtain power, become Zion. 
Shall we not be taught of God? Shall we not 
choose the same teacher for our daughters[ 
What good has come to the graduates of the 
schools of folly and fashion in Babylon? 
Attend a meeting of Daughters of Zion and 
hear some of those same graduates of Baby
lon testify with tears of remorse and shame 
that loss and misery, suffering and sorrow is 
their portion, and hear them express tbeir 
thanks to God with choking sobs and tears of 
gratitude that light has come, even though 
it be at the eventide of life, and too late for 
themselves; yet they hail with joy the means 
of blessing to their daughters and their 
children; hear this, as I have heard, and me
thinks there is but one answer to the ques
tion concerning yourself and your daughters, 
"Who is your teacher?" 

''CEMI'l'A." 

SWEETLY TRUSTING IN THE SAVIOR. 

Sweetly trusting in the Savior, 
Trusting to his holy will; 

Though all things look dark as midnight, 
We must sweetly trust him still. 

Trust him while the day is breaking, 
Trust him at the noontide hour; 

When the shades of night are falling, 
And the clouds is blackness lower. 

Sweetly trusting in the Savior, 
As the months and years go by; 

Enemies may gather 'round you, 
Yet the Lord will hear your cry. 

He is able to protect you, 
Keep you safe from every harm; 

Rest, then, weary, heartsick mortal, 
In the shelter of his arm. 

Sw_eetly trusting in the Savior, 
Trust him in the time of need,-· 

He is close to God, the Father, 
And for you wiil intercede. 

Look to him in every trial, 
He will strength and comfort give; 

Place yourself within his keeping
By his holy precepts live. 

Sweetly trusting in the Savior, 
Trust him all your lifetime, dear; 

Then in sickness or in danger, 
You need never have a fear. 

Trust him now, and trust him ever, 
Whether joy or sorrow come; 

Then when life's brief change is over, 
He will lead you safely home. 

MINA PERKINS KEARNEY. 

November 27, 1897. 
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PROGRAM FOR JUNE MEETINGS OF 
DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 

Opening hymn, No. 141. Prayer. Scrip
ture reading, James 1: 5-2G. Study and dis
cussion of select reading for Home Column. 
Roll call. Business. Hymn, No. 707. Dis
missal prayer. 

PRAYER UNION SUBJECTS. 
MEMORY VERSES FOR JUNE. 

Thursday, June 9.-0ur families. Prayer 
for the members of our families by name, and 
for the families of each other and those of the 
ministry. For the youth of the church in 
general. 

Memory Verses.-D. C. G8: 4; 90: 6-9. 
Thursday, June 16.-Missions and Sunday 

school work, and the church publications. 
Also for the poor, the sick, and affiicted. 

Memory Verses.-D. C. 1; Matt. 25:32-47. 
Thursday, June 23.-Zion, our country, its 

welfare and prosperity, and its speedy puri
fication by the reception of truth. That the 
scattered remnants may be gathered in, and 
the kingdom of Christ be established. 

Memory Verses.-D. C. 45:4-15. 
Thursday, June 30.-The gathering of Is

rael to their own land, and the restoration to 
them of the pare gospel in its fullness, and its 
acceptance by them to their everlasting 
peace. 

Memory Verses.-Hosea 6: 1-3; Isa. 12. 

8lfndau 8uhool Department. 
ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to"Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

DISCIPLINE AND ITS RESULTS. 
Harry Gammidge, Before a Convention at Hamilton 

West, New South Wales. 

HAVING had some knowledge of the teaching 
profession, I thought the subject of "Disci
pline" might be touched upon. What I read 
before you this afternoon is mostly taken 
from "Eladman's School Method." 

While in the teaching profession I found 
that without "order and obedience to rule" 
in a school, all work is next to impossible. 
Hence, in fostering discipline, one must ap
ply all the means and appliances possible to 
maintain "obedience, good order, steady pro
gressive work, and good conduct." 

VALUE OF DISCIPLINE. 
1. It rend'ers school work possible. J?or 

without "perfect order and obedience to rule" 
work would be impracticable .. 2. A teacher 
will obtain "good discipline" for his own com
fort and peace. :J. It is satisfaction to the 
pupils. The teacher, after having gained 
order, will present the lesson in such a man
ner as will interest tho pupils, and thus it 
becomes a source of satisfaction to them as 
well as to the teacher. 4. It results in a 
habit of "order and submission to rule" and 
is thus tho foundation of a life of good prin
ciples. 5. It becomes an aid to "intellectual 
improvement and moral growth." (I was 
much pleased at the way in which the model 
classes were controlled this morning.) 

THE SAIN'l'S' HERALD. 

SOME MAHKS O.F' GOOD DISCIPLINE. 
In its exercise it is: l. Regular. A true 

teacher will not be strict one time and care
less or loose at another time. 2. It is impar
tial. He will not at any time show favor to 
one and disfavor to another. It not only 
causes an ill feeling amongst the scholars, 
but it tends to create a dislike for the teacher. 
Thus a spirit of disunion in the class is 
planted. 3. It is kind. At all times a 
teacher should use kindness in firmness. 4. 
It is strong. Not strong in body, necessarily, 
but in all things pertaining to the manage
ment of his school work. Must not say one 
thing and mean another thing. 5. It is dis
criminative. Not harsh and mechanical. 6. 
It is thorough, descending to points of detail. 
A teacher should use language so simple that 
the weakest may understand the meaning 
thereof. 

RESUL'l'S OF GOOD DISCIPLINE. 
1. A teacher can rule without difficulty. 

2. The pupil will be diligent and active. 3. 
Work will be continuous, quiet, and orderly. 
4. All movements will be executed with 
sprightliness and quiet; just as we saw in the 
model primary class .... 5. There will be a 
"good tone" in the school. This will be 
evinced by honesty in the work and a gen
eral feeling of responsibility .... "It is the 
school tone which rules" and the teacher 
governs by acting upon it. His action, long 
continued, becomes creative. So that the 
teacher's characteristics manifest themselves 
in the tone he succeds in creating. Remem
ber, "as is the teacher so is the school." 

OUR MISSION TO THE CHILDREN. 
BY ELDER W. R. ARMSTRONG. 

IF the Sunday school work is important (and 
is there one in the church that will question 
it?) it is important that we do our part, not 
only in making ourselves as perfect as we 
can in the work to be done, but in reaching 
ing out a helping hand. It may not be a 
great deal that each one can do, but it will 
be a serious thing for us if left undone. If 
we cannot do all we would, the effort will en
rich all who make it. 

Then our mission to the little ones .... 
It seems to me that if we have any mission to 
the children, we must get nearer to them in 
order to fulfill it. And the first step is to 

LOVE 'l'HEM. 
They will love us if we first love them, and 
no one is so quick to detect the spurious ar
ticle as the children. If we love them we 
will draw them to us, as Christ by his love 
drew all men unto him. 

There isa saying sornething like this: "We 
must bring ou,.sel ves down to the level of the 
children." I have always felt as if it were 
going up, hand in hand with purity and in
nocence. A boy in our school once being 
asked, Why do we come to Sunday school? 
replied, "Because we love to do so." Have 
we a mission to such as these? Is it not to 
help them to keep their garments unspotted 
from the world? to be a voice of warning to 
th0rn, to teach them the lessons of Christ? 
... to stir up the fruitful soil of their hearts 
by kind words, with loving purposes, and 
plant therein seeds which shall bear fruit in 

consecration of their lives to all high and 
holy thoughts, words, and deeds? to help 
them remember that whenever they see a 
noble action it is for them to emulate, from 
whomsoever they hear a grand thought 
voiced? It is for them to put it away in their 
heart of hearts and live by it. And to see 
how with their best discernment and energy 
they can proceed to do it. It is ours to lead 
and guide them, so that as they grow into 
better things we will be able to continually 
meet them from a still higher plain, and to 
help them to be courteous at home and 
abroad. (There can be no higher title given 
to them than that of Christian gentlemen); 
to be a guide in their intellectual pleasures 
to such good purposes that they may desire 
the wisdom which comes from the reading of 
all good books. 

Men and women who are of the most use in 
the world and in the Lord's work do not 
throw away God-given time in reading trashy 
literature. If we do all this and the seed 
bear fruit, they will certainly be followers of 
Christ, loving virtue in women and honor in 
men. 

But must it be the parents alone who shall 
do this? Nay, but as far as lies in your 
power, all whose work lies with,children, all 
children, or who have opportunity to gather 
in [rom the highways and hedges. Is not 
this the spirit of the gospel? We believe so. 
This 'doing unto others.' And think also 
that the time is coming when more of the 
force of the work will be concentrated upon 
its children. All this takes time. Ah yes! 
and patience, and self-denial. But, then, you 
are drawing upon the love which faileth not; 
and he that d welleth in love, d welleth in 
God. So our reward is with us. We cannot 
put forth a helping hand without ourselves 
receiving the benefit. Let us hear the poet 
on this matter:-

What 11 mission is thine, 0 teacher, 
Most blessed beyond compare; 

A mission an angel might covet 
Leading the youthful and fair 

'l'o the One altogether lovely, 
Bidding them sit at his feet 

Where they may learn precious lessons 
Of perfect love, rich and sweet! 

A Christian woman once said, "My highest 
ideal in life is to help somebody up." Do you 
think there could be a more exalted mission? 

What is yours, dear teacher? Is it to have 
the largest class in your school? Is it to 
teach beautifully illustrated lessons, so that 
you shall establish for yourself a reputation 
as a brilliant teacher? Is it to win the love 
of the children that you may fill your heart 
with this sweet joy, and surround your life 
with its sunshine? Is it to be an efficient aid 
to the superintendent whom you esteem and 
honor? Then you have not found the true 
tiirn, the highest ideal of the teacher. Your 
aim, your one ever-present purpose should be 
to win the children to righteousness. There 
is meaning in that capital. The word means 
not only a true life, but the one righteous 
life. Lead the children to know and love 
that life. 

An old Scotchman was noted for al ways 
having a fine flock of sheep. Being asked 
the reason why he was so successful, he re
plied significantly, "I tak care o' the lambs!" 
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Teachers, that is our work-to take care of 1 sentation and self-conceit have no place in 
the lambs. Christ's injunction to Peter, the mind of a careful observer. 
"J:i'eed my lambs," was not for Peter alone. l suppose I ought to apologize for Bro. J. 
Sunday school workers, it is as much your D's boasting statements, but will pass it by 
duty to warn and sow the seeds of truth as it for this time. 
was for Peter or any others to feed the lambs Will the ministry please consult with me 
of God. May each one of us see the impor- before arranging for debates? 
tance of doing our part, realizing the fact that In bonds, 
life is real, is earnest, and passing rapidly. AMOS J. MOORE. 
Let us hasten then to our mission field and 
work while it is yet day; and may our heav
enly Father bless both the children and their 
helpers. 

Read before the Sunday School Convention held in 
Manchester, England, August 2 and :3 1 1897. 

hetter Department, 
w ALES, Iowa, May 9. 

Editors Herala;-I belong to the household 
of faith, and have received many blessings 
since yielding obedience to the gospel of 
Christ. I have been in the church not quite 
two years, but in that short time have re
ceived nluch knowledge of the Scriptures and 
plan of life and salvation. My husband is an 
elder in the church and preaches whenever 
opportunity offers. 

GOOSE CREEK, w. Va., May 29. 
Editors Herala:- After leaving General 

Conference, I stopped three days on my way 
home at RoehfJport, Missouri, with Mr. 
Edward Byers, my wife's brother. They are 
members of the M. E. Church, but are con
servative and fairminded people, and are 
disposed to hear the angel's message with 
gladness. They have not had an opportu
nity to tear any of our ministry, though they 
have lived there for about twenty years. A 
protracted meeting-quarterly I believe-was 
going on, and I made no attempt to do any 
preaching there. Could not some of our el
ders cali on them and open the work there? 
If any can, I will give them a letter of intro
duction, and feel sure they will meet with a 
kind reception, and receive good treatment. 

On arriving home I found it necessary to 
remain a short time to arrange a few busi
ness matters before going to Virginia, and of 
filling sorne appointments made for rne by my 
brother, V. M. Goodrich, who lives in Chilli
cothe, Ohio, and who presides over the Byers 
branch. I baptized three at Richland Fur
nace, and left a good interest, with a report 
to my brother of my labors there and a re
quest of him to continue the effort, 

From there I went to Moxahala, Perry 
County, Ohio, near where I was called to 
preach last September (Bear Run), and where 
two, a man and wife, gave their iiames for 
baptism, but deferred for the want of "much 
water there," and t,herefore, they, desiring 
to defer l t till it should rain, or till some 
future time, I enrolled their names as candi
dates, obtained a four months' subscription 
to the Herala, and took my leave with a 
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ances or strangers; if he thought Paul and 
Peter and the ancient ministers who went 
"two and two" went only to their acquaint
ances, etc. He said that time had pi:.ssed 
away, and he was not there to argue the 
question, and would not have any discussion 
about the matter there, etc. I told him I 
had a perfect right to ask if desired, and that 
he had just as good a right, I supposed, to 
refuse; that I had not, however, in this case, 
asked for the church at any time; that he 
was laboring under a mistake, and that I had 
been sent for by a member ot his community, 
all strangers to me then; and that I came by 
request; and that I had promised to return 
again when I could; and that I had come in 
fulfillment of that promise; and that although 
I had not asked to preach, being rEquested 
by some of his own members to announce 
meetings for three evenings at their house, 
as they desired to hear me, and as they had 
asked him for the church unsolicited by me, 
and they were refused, etc. He said he was 
acquainted with my Mormon doctrine; that 
he was no follower of "Joe Smith" and his 
Mormon Bible, and so on; and he showed by 
his attitude that choler had taken the place 
of reason; and that his heart was filled with 
prejudice rather than patriotism. 

I domiciled at Mr. Samuel M. Brown's, an 
excellent and influential family, living about 
a mile from Moxahala, and with whom also 
resides Johnny Curl, an old soldier, whose 
patriotic heart still throbs for the ri~hts of 
men, where I held one service, and then by 
invitation and arrangement made by this old 
patriot, I preached in Mr. Ault's hall, in 
Moxahala, the next night, and being invited 
to the M. E. church by one of the trustees, I 
occupied there three evenings, and left with 
the best of feelings toward all, with the invita
tion not to make this the last visit, but to 
come again whenever I could, and that the 
hall was open. I am sure this is a permanent 
opening and that the Lord has a people that 
will hear him. I was kindly cared for at 
Moxahala by Mr. and Mrs. Lazarus, com• 
muni.cants of the M. E. faith, but not mem-

This forenoon while engaged in prayer I 
felt a strong impression that I ought to write 
to the Herald concerning a dream I had some 
time ago. The dream is as follows: I was 
standing in the Latter Day Saints' burying 
ground, and in my right arm was an infant 
babe. I do not know how I got there, nor where 
I came from; I was thet·e, and all at once the 
earth was changed, and about eight or nine 
of the saints arose and threw off the dirt as if 
it was but bedclothiog and we were all stand
ing there together-those that arose and my
self. It seemed as if I was expecting some 
one whom I dearly loved to arise, but that 
one did not arise; and many others of the 
saints did not arise, and I, being grieved be
cause. of this, asked one of the saints who 
stood by me why all the saints did not arise. 
He said unto me: "None cometh up in this 
resurrection but those that are jut:lt;" and I 
awoke. 

biers. Mr. Lazarus is also one of the trustees. 
promise to return when opportunity offered. . I hope to be able to return there sometime, 

If anyone can understand this dream so he 
can interpret it, I should be glad to hear it. 
I ask an interest in the prayers of all God's 
children that I shall be able to overcome. 

Your sister, 
ANNIE NEEDHAM. 

On returning I found the •enemy had en- or have. some of the Ohio appointees go. 
tered and sowed tares in the field, and the 
woman had lost her "first love," being made Well, I took the train Saturday morning 
to believe that I had three or four wives for Goose Creek, but could not make connec· 
and was a "'Mormon,'' and a "deceiver,'' tion so as to reach there till Sunday, iJ,nd so 
and that no respectable family would allow was left in Parkersburg over night. I 
me to come in their house, etc., etc. The reached Goose Creek on Sunday about noon, 
children also were "trained up in the way" but not in time for forenoon service, as had 

STANDLEY, I. T., May 2G. she thought they ought to go, and so they been announced for me, bu.t in time to 
Eaitm·s Ilerala:-I .read in your last issue a would not speak to me, when I met them. announce my presence before dismissing, and 

l tt 'tt b ·B J D E · Not so wi'th the man, however, for he i's services for night, when I was greeted with . e er wr1 en y ro. . . 'rwrn, announc-
. d b t t b h ld b h' lf d Eld st1'll 1'n the fa1'th and says he wi'll be bapt1'zed a nice audience, and discoursed to them from ing a e a e ·o e e y nnse an . •, er . , 
Ch. I k b t l'ttl b t th' d as soon as he can get hi's V",1·re reconci'led a Proverbs 22: 28 principally; but there being ism. _ now u very 1 e a ou is e- ' 
bate, as it was arranged for some time ago. little. The Christian preacher, Rev. Dunlap, so many bright little girls and boys near me 
The facts in the case are that Bro. White of Columbus, told me I was no gentleman or on the front seats, I could not refrain from 
held a debate here last year with Chism, and I would not come into a neighborhood where talking to them awhile in the beginning, 
I do not hear any complaints. I believe Bro. there was a church and want to preach; that from the first verse. 
White was satisfied with the results of the I was a stranger here, and that no stranger I will hold two other services here and 
debate, and the saints, I am sure, feel satis- should ask for the privilege, etc.; that I had then move on toward the Old Dominion. I 
fied. been here about a year ago and, was refused, hardly expect to be at the district conference 

This boasting spirit is not catching, I i and that now to come again was very ungen- of either the West Virginia or the Ohio dis
trust. I only hear of Elder Chism and Bro. J. I tlemanly, to say the least, etc. I asked him trict, unless I am so instructed by the mis
D. making any noise over their debates. if the commission to the ministry was no~ to J sio~a;y in charge, though I cannot say 
Probably they haven't learned that misrepre- , "go to" "every creature" whether a<;quarnt- pos1t1vely yet. 
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My mission address till September will be 
New Hope, Virginia. If there are any in 
this mission who desire preaching, or who 
have relatives or friends who will entertain 
an elder, and where you think an opening 
can be effected, please address me as above, 
and I will do what I can to reach them. 

With love for all and malice toward none, 
I remain Yours in bonds, 

J. L. GOODRICH. 

TABOR, Iowa, June 1. 
Editors lferald:-Braden missed connection 

and did not arrive till yesterday. We com
menced last night with J. D. McClure acting 
as Braden's moderator and F. A. Smith for 
me. Banker Nettleton is our chairman. We 
are well satisfied with the start and are very 
hopeful. We came out of the Williams-Bays 
debate stror1g. In bonds, 

,J. W. WIGHT. 

COOK'S POIN'l', Tex., May 31. 
Editors Herald:-Again I testify that before 

I came into the Reorganized Church I knew 
that the claims-as set forth in the Bible, 
Book of Mormon, and Doctrine and Cove
nants-were true. I read the claims from 
the standpoint of the church; read what the 
enemies had to say against it: examined the 
matter very closely from both standpoints. 
The greatest evidence that I received before 
I came into the church as to its claims was 
and is the testimony of the Holy Spirit. 
Since I came into the church I have con
tinued to investigate; have read every book 
and paper I could get for and against, and 
have read a num bcr of them along the line 
for the last eleven years. 

The last book I read, written against the 
church, is the one by Elder D. H. Bays, and I 
must say that it is the most ingeniously 
gotten up of any I ever read of the kind. I 
have read it a great deal and I am prepared 
to say without any hesitation, that it fails to 
set aside the claims of the church. ·There 
are many glaring mistakes or misrepresenta
tions in it. I can see very clearly that it is 
the result of the author's apostasy from the 
truth. And so I can say to-day, I retain my 
testimony as to the divinity of the work that 
we are engaged in; the only difference be
tween now and when I came into the church 
is, I am much stronger ia the faith once 
delivered to the saints. I am satLfied, judg
ing the future by th0 past, that the doctrine 
which we teach is here to stay until it accom
plishes the purpose God inte.nded it should, 
and, that all the ingenuit;y of the Devil and 
men, who are his servant8, cannot destroy it; 
but that it will triumph over every opposi
tion. And when the Master comes be will 
find people on eal'th organiz0d as he loft 
them, still teaching and practicing the same 
doctrine which he has given them, and that 
such will be saved from sin ·and its effects 
with an everlasting salvation. 

THE Hl~RALD. 

the Book of Mormon and Joseph Smith the 
Seer; they will both stand upon their merits; 
neither was perfect, neither is the Book of 
Mormon yet ab5olutely perfect in language; 
but the doctrine that it teaches is true as the 
doctrine taught in the Bible, for it is the 
same. Joseph Smith tang-ht the true doc
trine as contained in them both (the gospel 
in its fullness). I think, yea, I know that we 
should practice ·what we believe and teach 
now. vVe should turn our attention now, 
I think, to practical preaching, and "live by 
every word that has proceeded out of the 
mouth of God," "and be not conformed to this 
world, but be transformed by the renewing 
of our minds, that we may prove what is 
that good and acceptable will of God." We 
should be able to demonstrate to the people 
everywhere that we are what we profess to 
be, and we cannot do it unless we walk closer 
with God. Let us depend more upon God 
and less upon man-even ourselves. Self, 
self; how hard to control, but let us do like 
Paul said he did, labor to keep his body un
der subjection. Let us not believe or teach 
anything as the doctrinci of the church ex
cept what we see plainly taught in the three 
standard books. There is danger of being 
led astray now as there was heretofore. We 
need more power of the Holy Ghost and less 
theory. I suisgest that we individually walk 
closer to God hereafter, and earnestly con
tend for the faith, and practice it in our 
lives, and God will bless our efforts and 
crown them with success. I am yours in the 
faith, E.W. NUNLEY. 

BEULAH, Mich., June]. 
Editors .fleraltl: - Everything seems to 

move on nicely here in Michigan. There are 
some coming into the church now and then 
here and there, and we are enjoying the 
Spirit of the Master. Prospects are bright 
ahead for church work. The local ministry 
are helping considerably in many places. 

Prospects for a bountiful harvest of fruit 
and grain are good, tboug-h there are fears 
of frosts; but God rules; seed time and harvest 
will come. 

Oriuinal Hrlicles. 
THE BOOK OF DANIEL 

WHILE I believe the gospel is the 
all-important thing for us to study, 
for it is the power of God unto salva
tion and obedience to it is the only 
way we may become heirs to the 
promise, yet I cannot but think that 
the Book of Daniel and Revelation 
and the visions and prophetic periods 
given therein are for the Latter Day 
Saints to understand and are for our 
benefit. Let us examine these books 
to-night. I wish to call your atten
tion first to the 9th and 10th verses of 
the 12th chapter of Danief:-

For the words are closed up and sealed till 
the time of the end. Many shall be purified, 
and made white, and tried; but the wicked 
shall do wickedly: and none of the wicked 
shall understand; but the wise shall under
stand. 

Who are the wise referred to in this 
verse? We read the 3d verse of the 
same chapter:-

And they that be wise shall shine as the 
brightneBs of the firmament. 

Let me ask you a question. Are 
not God's people wise if they obey 
the gospel, become members of his 
kingdom, keeping his commandments? 
And the Latter Day Saints are wise if 
they do this, and in the time of the 
end the wise were to understand. 

Let us notice now a few passages 
in Daniel and learn, if we can, what 
the book of Daniel is telling us about. 
We read Daniel 2: 29 where God 
through Daniel is revealing to the 
King Nebuchadnezzar his dream and 
vision:-

As for thee, 0 king, thy thoughts came 
into thy mind upon thy bed, what should 
come to pass hereafter: and he that revealeth 
secrets maketh known to thee what shall 

We are opening· up some new places, and 
as usual the people are rousing up. Some 
are astonished to hear the true gospel pro
claimed, and say it is too good to be true. 
Others say, It's the worst thing they ever come to pass. 
heard in their. Jives. One man to-day said: And Daniel tells the king of the 
"I never heard the like in all my life! I can great image that he saw and verse 41 
~carcely wait until to-night to hear what will reads:-
be said next." Some say "I'll never go And whereas thou sawest the feet and toes, 
again," but the next night they are there part of potter's clay, and. part of iron, the 
again, and so ·the good work goes on. kingdom shall be divided. 

Never mind the tlag that represents the I believe the fourth kingdom spoken 
countries which gave us birth, but "remem- . 
her the main" question before us-the great of here IS the Roman power and that 
lat,ter-day wMk. We are brethren of the one I Nebuchadnezzar was shown the great 
common family. God is our Father. This events that should happen until the 
is his land, &,nd will be the home of the saints. end of the world. We read the 44th 

J. J. CORNISH. verse:-
Now while I am sure of the above, I want And in the days of these kings [when it is 

to tell you some of my convictions as to how It has been found in Switzerland that in divided into ten kingdoms as the ten toes 
we should build upon the foundation of apos- building a rail way laborers could work only I r~presented].shall the God of heaven set up a 
tles and prophets. I am satisfied there are one-third as long at a height of 10,000 feet as krngdom whrnh shall never be destroyed. 
too much time and labor used in vindicating , a mile lower. We read in the twelfth chapter that 
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· . d I vision at the beginning, being caused to fly l sanctuary; that I may dwell among them ac-
the words of this book was sea.le up 'ftl t h d about the time of the cording to all that I shew thee, after the pat-t 'll th t' f th d w let us swi y, ouc e me 

1 e ime o . e en ; no evening oblation. And he informed me, and tern of the tabern~cle. 
turn to Revelat10n tenth chapter and talked with me, and said, o Daniel, I am now And 2 Chromcles 20: 7-9 also shows 
read the last four verses. Here we come forth to give thee skill and understand- us what the sanctuary was in the 
find John is commanded to eat a book ing. At the beginning of thy supplications Mosaic covenant. Now we find Moses 
as the Prophet Ezekiel was. (Ezekiel the commandment came forth, and 1 am was commanded to build the sactuary 

. h d th come to shew thee; for thou art greatly be- G d h d . 
3: 1-4.) After Ezekiel a eaten e loved: therefore understand the matter, and after the pattern o a given 
book he was told to go to the "house consider the vision. him,-for what reason? 
of Israel and speak with my words Now we find the angel telling Daniel Let us read Hebrews 8: 5 and Colos-
unto them," evidently what was writ- about the vision that he had as re- sians 2: 16, 17, where we learn that 
ten in the roll or book, and so with corded in the eighth chapter and goes the sanctuary and ordinances of the 
John after he had eaten the book he into detail and tells Daniel how long first covenant were a shadow of 
was told to prophesy again, and from was given the Jews and holy city heavenly things to come. Let us ex
there the rest of the book of Revela- (Jerusalem) to finish their transgres- amine a few other quotations. We 
tion is what Daniel told us, but makes sions and the desolation that was to learn the .first covenant had twelve 
it much plainer. I will not read, but come on their land and upon the holy men of the children of Israel to go be
ask you to read, when you have time, city and give both the sanctuary and fore the ark of the Lord God. (Joshua 
Daniel 8: 13. Then turn to Revelation the Jews to be trodden under foot by 4:2-7.) The Savior chose twelve of 
11: 2; Daniel 8: 10-12, 24, 25; Revela- the gentiles as spoken of in Daniel 8: his disciples whom he named apostles 
tion 12: 1-7, 17. Then we read Daniel 13 and Revelation 11: 2. and ordained them that he might send 
2: 41-44, and turn to Revelation 17: 12 Now let us turn to Daniel 9: 24 and them forth to preach. Luke 6: 13 
and we find the ten kingdoms had not read carefully:-- and Mark 3: 14.) 
comeyetbutweretoreceivepoweras Seventy weeks [of the 2,300 days, seven We read again in Numbers 11:16, 
kings after Joh n's time, and I can say days in a week makes 490 days are cut off] are 

17
: _ 

the ten kingdoms referred to in Reve- determined upon thy people [the Jews] and 
+h h 1 "t t fl 'ob the transgres And the Lord said unto Moses, Gather latl·on 17·. 12 and in Daniel 2: 44 were upon " Y ~ 0 Y 01 y, 0 imo • -

sion, a,id to make an end of sins, and to make unto me seventy men of the elders of Israel, 
in existence from 1829 until 1846, and reconciliation for iniquity, and to bring in whom thou knowest to be the elders of the 
then was the time that the God of everlasting- righteousness. Know therefore people, and officers over them; and bring 
heaven would set up a kingdom which and understand, that from the going forth of them unto the tabernacle of the congrega-
should never be destroyed and he did the comman• men o res ore an d t t t d to bul'ld t1'on, that they may stand there with thee. 

Jerusalem, unto the Messiah the Prince, And I will come down and talk with thee 
so in the way described in Revelation shall be seven weeks, and threescore and two there: and I will take of the spirit which is 

14: 6. weeks. upon thee, and will put it upon them; and 
But I wish to call your attention to Read Ezra 7 : 6-15. There were they shall bear the burden of the people with 

Daniel 8: 14:- seven weeks or forty-nine years in thee. 
Ana he said unto me, Unto two thousand 

three hundred days; then shall the sanctuary 
be cleansed. 

We read in verses 16, 17, 19:-
And I heard a man's voice ... which 

called and said, Gabriel, make this man to 
understand the vision. So he came near 
where I stood: and ... said unto me, Un
derstand, O son of man: for at the time of 
the end shall be the vision. . . . Behold, I 
will make thee know what shall be in the 
last end of the indignation: for at the time 
appointed the end shall be. 

Verse 26:-
Wherefore shut thou up the vision; for it 

shall be for many days. 
Now the thought is, what part of 

the vision was shut up? I am sure it 
was the cleansing of the sanctuary. 

We find the angel made plain the 
rest of the vision of the different 
kings. Let us now look at 9: 3, 17:-

And I set my face unto the Lord God, to 
seek by prayer and supplications, with fast
ing, and sackcloth, and ashes. Now there
fore, O our God, bear the prayer of thy 
servant, and his supplications, and cause thy 
face to shine upon thy sanctuary. 

Verses 21-23 :-

After this let us turn to Luke 10: 1 :
which to rebuild Jerusalem and sixty- After these things the Lord appointed 
two weeks after that or in 434 years other seventy also, and sent them two and 
Jesus was baptized and after the two before his face. 

sixty-two weeks the Messiah shall We find the first covenant had 
confirm the covenant with many for twelve men to go before the ark and 
one week and in the midst of the week Jesus chose twelve men and named 
he shall cause the sacrifice and the them apostles and they were to be in 
oblation to cease. He was crucified the new and everlast;ing covenant, 
in the midst of that week. Seven also the same with the seventy. 
weeks, sixty-two weeks, and one week Let me call your attention again to 
make seventy weeks that were deter- Hebrews 9: 1, 11, 12:-
mined upon the Jews of the 2, 300 Then verily the first covenant had also 
days; in forty-nine years Jerusalem ordinances of divine service, and a worldly 
was rebuilt; 434 years after Jesus was sanctuary. But Christ being come a high 
baptized. In A. D. 27 he was to con- priest of good things to come, by a greater 
firm the covenant. Seven years and more perfect tabernacle, not made with 

bands, that is to say, not of this building; 
brings it to A. D. 34; forty-nine neither by the blood of goats and calves, 
years, four hundred and thirty-four but by his own blood he entered in once into 
years and seven years make four the holy place, having obtained eternal re
hundred and ninety years, which demption for us. 

taken from 2,300 years leaves 1810 What do we learn from this? We 
years, added to 34 A. D. brings it to learn the sanctuary was to be cleansed 
1844. Then shall the sanctuary be in 1844 in the time of the end; we learn 
cleansed. Now let us learn what the also the sanctuary of the Mosaic cove
sanctuary is. nant was a shadow, a type, a figure, ?f 

In Exodus 25: 8, 9 God told Moses to heavenly things that were to come m 
Yea, while I was speaking in prayer, even l•'' c.l1em [the children of Israel] make me a . Christ Jesus, and he, when he came, the man Gabriel, whom I had seen in the _ - -
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set up a greater and more perfect 
tabernacle or sanctuary. 

Then the sanctuary to be cleansed 
in 1844 was the church after it had 
come out of the wilderness; but how 
was it cleansed? 

Then let us turn to Leviticus 
16: 5~23, and learn how the sanctuary 
was cleansed under the Mosaic cove
nant, for it was a figure, a shadow of 
how it was cleansed in 1844. We finJ 
there were two goats taken, one was 
for a sin offering and his blood was to 
make an atonement for the sanctuary 
and cleanse it from the uncleanness 
of the children of Israel. 

And Aaron shall lay his hands upon the 
live goat and put the sins of the children of 
Israel on him and the scapegoat shall bear 
upon him all their iniquities unto a land not 
inhabited and he shall let go the goat in 
the wilderness. 

Let us read Hebrews 5: 1and8: 3:
Every high priest taken from among men 

is ordained for men in things pertaining to 
God, that he may offer both gifts and sacri
ficeG for sins. 

Read also Hebrews 9: 22. "With
out the shedding of blood there is no 
remission;" then the sanctuary could 
not be cleansed in 1844 without the 
shedding of blood. Joseph Smith 
was ordained a high priest by three 
angels and his life was taken in 1844 
and the scapegoat, Brigham Young, 
went into the wilderness uninhabited, 
and those who wished to practice the 
wicked things he taught went with 
him, and so the church was cleansed 
and they brought reproach upon the 
church and it is cleansing it to-day 
for it keeps out those who would 
come in for society or popularity or 
any selfish motives, and Peter tells 
us of this. We read also in 2 Peter 
1: 1 that 
to them that have obtained like precious 
faith with us through the righteousness of 
God, and our Savior Jesus Christ. 

Let us see what he tells them in 2 
Peter 2: 1, 2:-

But . . . there .shall be false teachers 
among you, who privily shall bring in dam
nable heresies, even denying the Lord that 
bought them .... And many shall follow 
their pernicious ways; by reason of whom 
the way of truth shall be evil spoken of. 

This was the cleansing of the 
sanctuary spoken of in Daniel 8: 
13, 14. I ... E. HILLS. 

MAuroN 1 Iowa. 

CO-OPERATION, 

WHILE I heartily indorse cooperation 
in everything that is good and true, 

both temporally and spiritually, and 
believe that now is the accepted time 
of all others when cooperation in tem
poral affairs should move the church 
as a body, as a means of self-protec
tion, and that Zion never will be re
deemed upon any other than a 
practical cooperative or social and 
economical system, in the which every 
man works equally, both spiritually 
and temporally, for the good of his 
brother as for himself; this is the 
standard to be arrived at, and the 
only cooperative society that will 
stand the fiery crucible through and 
by which all things will be tried. So 
in order to make sure investments in 
temporal cooperation there is the pre
requisite cooperation of each one sac
rificing self, while all selfishness ends, 
and patiently workjng, and economiz
ing, and having just what others had, 
and in the fullest sense of the word 

all thy soul, and with all thy mind. 
. .. Thou shalt love thy neighbor as 
thyself." (Matt. 22: 27-29)? 

The cooperative ship that is built 
and sailed upon this basis with the 
above-named requirements will sail 
clear of all the shoals and breakers, 
and land its cargo at the feet of Jesus 
Christ in Zion, when he comes with 
his ancients to reign in glory. 

Yours for truth, 
A. HAWS. 

May, 18!l8. 

BAPTISM. 

ON page 534 of the Book of Mormon 
we have the following concerning bap
tism:-

Neither did they receive any unto baptism 
save they came forth with a broken heart 
and a contrite spirit, and witnessed unto the 
church that they truly repented of all their 
sins."-Moroni 6: 1. 

Also in Book of Doctrine and Cove-

doing ''unto others" "as ye would nants:-
All those who humble themselves before that others should do unto you." 

This first social coi)peration in heart 
and soul would make possible the 
second, with sure, practical, and 
beneficial returns, both spiritually and 
temporally; for self and selfishness, 
with pride to back it up, is the rock 
upon which every organization of the· 
kind has been wrecked. Therefore, 
we as the light of the world and as 
wise servants should look well to the 
prerequisites through "and by which 
the shoals and rocks can only be 
avoided, before we launch the coop
erative ship. 

Now, I have no doubt that some, 
like myself, who see the great need of 
cooperation, and who are a little over
zealous, will say: "Bro. Haws is 
throwing cold water upon this so-much
needed forward movement." But all 
will most assuredly admit that to be 
forewarned is to be forearmed. 
Therefore let us try what could be 
done with a promiscuous and unpre
pared society who were willing to 
pool their money and labor, but not 
willing to put into practice the above
named prerequisites with many others. 
I ask, How long would the cooperative 
ship sail smoothly? Would she not 
soon be wrecked on the same old rock 
of self and self-interests? Is it pos
sible to bind men or societies upon 
any other basis than the one God has 
given: "Thou shalt love the Lord 
thy God with all thy heart, and with 

God and desire to be baptized, and come forth 
with broken hearts and contrite spirits, and 
witness before the church that they have truly 
repented of all their sins, and are willing to 
take upon them the name of Jesus Christ, 
having a determination to serve him to the 
end, and truly manifest by their works that 
they have received of the Spirit of Christ 
unto the remission of their sins, shall be re
ceived by baptism into his church. "-D. C. 
17: 7. 

Now let us who have officiated in 
the sacred ordinance of baptism ask 
ourselves if we have strictly complied 
with the foregoing word of the Lord 
relative to this important matter? If 
we have not, something is wrong. 
We should live by every word that 
proceedeth out of the mouth of God. 
(Matthew 4: 4.) 

C. J. SPUI~LOCK. 

ConferancB JVHmJtBs. 
CENTRAL CALIFORNIA. 

District conference at San Benito, April 
29, J. E. Holt president, F. H. Lawn, secre
tary. Reports read from Elders Thomas 
Daley and Joseph Florey, and Priest C. W. 
Deuel. Ministerial reports: High Priest J. 
M. Putney; Elders J. E. Holt, D. Brown, .J. 
B. Carmichael; Priests T. Cook, W. Pooler, 
and F. H. Lawn. .Teacher N. Carmichael; 
Deacon A. Page. Bishop's agent, A. Page, 
reported, and committee to audit the same 
appointed. Branch reports: Lone, San Jose, 
San Benito, and Jefferson accepted. Even
ing sermon by Elder C. W. Hawkins. Prayer 
and testimony meeting in the morning. 
Elders J. H. Lawn and C. W. Hawkins re
ported. Long Valley branch having become 
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duties, and take this means to inform the 
saints that at any time when it is possible for 
me to get a stenographer, I will atter.d to 
blessings. Bro. E. L. Kelley has kindly 

ganization became located at San Antonio, 
some fifteen or sixteen miles from Oakwood. 
The branch frequently held meetings at San 
Antonio, or met with the saints at that place. 

disorganized because of its officers and mem
bers having moved away and they authoriz
ing and requesting the district president to 
grant letters of removal to its members. 
Motion carried, that this conference sustain 
the action. After much discussion an amend
ment was made, that this conference declare 
Long Valley branch disorganized. Carried. 
Report from Elder Jacob Smith read. Audit
ing committee reported Bishop's agent's book 
correct. The ministry were requested to 
labor as much as circumstances permit. J. 
E. Holt, reelected president, J.B. Carmichael 
secretary. Next conference to be at San Jose 
the Friday nearest the 15th of April, 1899. The 
district ·to purchase a record for secretary's 
use, and a collection of $2.25 was taken up for 
the same. Hereafter branches to appoint 
delegates to district conference. Elder G. T. 
Griffiths elected to :represent us in General 
Conference in 1899. Thanks and gratitude 
tendered to Jefferson branch for hospitality 
and kindness to visiting members. Saturday 
evening, preaching by Elder J. H. Lawn. 
Sunday morning, sacrament and testimony 
service opened at 9: 55. Elders C. W. Haw
kins and J. E. Holt in charge: Preaching in 
the forenoon by Elder J. B. Carmichael. 
Afternoon prayer and testimony service; 
Elder C. W. Hawkins and Priest T. Cook in 
charge. At close of meeting district presi
dent J. E. Holt chose J. M. Putney counselor 
or vice president, which was unanimously 
sustained. Sunday evening sermon by High 
Priest J. M. Putney. 

·offered me Bro. E. Bell, the stenographer 
who writes for him, to aid me in Lamoni. 
My ofiice will be at my residence until other 
arrangements are made. 

Later on the 18 members at San Antonio 
obtained letters and withdrew from the o:i-k
wood branch with the avowed purpose· of 
being organized into a new branch; the 
president of the Oakwood branch, J.P. Neal, 
presiding at the meeting when the move was 
made. Elder I. P. Baggerly, then mission
ary in charge of that "field of labor," under 
Elder George Montague, was sent for and the 
18 members were organized into a new 
church, called San Antonio. The district 
conference had also voted that this organi
zation might be effected. So far as anything 
appears to the contrary, this movement was 
by mutual consent of all parties. There was 
no "malicious" intent manifested by the par
ties withdrawing, they only desired a more 
convenient place of meeting. 

8undau School Associations. 
CONVENTION NOTICES. 

Little Sioux district Sunday school conven
tion meets at Magnolia, Iowa, June 10. 

LENNA S'J.'RAND, Sec. 

MiscellanBotls Departmem. 
FROM THE PATRIARCH. 

To the Saints; Greeting:-It is with feeling 
of gratitude towards our heavenly Father, 
that I address these lines of greeting. 

For the past year I sought light, on my 
duties as "patriarch to the church, and an 
evangelical minister to the whole church," 
feeling a great timidity upon entering in 
upon a field of duties I knew so little about, 
and upon which there was so little written. 
I earnestly prayed and hoped that the Lord 
would be so gracious that he would give 
some instruction at the late General Confer
ence, but was disappoint,ed. 

I did receive encouragement in spirit and 
was promised that if I would move forward 
the spirit of my calling would rest upon me 
and I should be blessed, and others through 
me should receive a blessing, and the Spirit's 
influence would. attend me. 

Since the General Conference I have tried 
to enter upon my patriarchal duties and have 
verified the promise. The Spirit has been 
with me, for which I am thankful. Thus 
being encouraged, I shall continue in those 

There is a question of finance which all 
ought to understand in relation to these 
blessings. I am often asked: Is there a 
charge made for blessing? I answer, in one 
sense, No; and again, in another sense, Yes. 
That is, it rests with the party who receives 
the blessing. They should remember that the 
Patriarch must live, his family must live, 
and he must defray the expense of stenogra
pher, who also must live; and records must 
be kept, and these expenses must be borne, 
and necessarily those who are benefited 
should supply the means to meet them. The 
Patriarch cannot, the church ought not to be 
expected to do so without receiving some 
return; hence it is expected that the parties 
blessed will give as their circumstances will 
permit or the Spirit may direct. As the 
Patriarch is expected to report every dollar 
received and from whom received, it will at 
once be seen there is littie chance of the Pa
triarch making merchandise of the· blessings 
of God.·., The Patriarch draws his support 
from the Bishop just the same as any mis
sionary in the field. Thus you see the poor 
can receive blessings as well as thos.e who 
are well off in this world's goods; yet all 
should remember that as God gives with a 
liberal hand and freely, so as God has blessed 
the individual, so let him give. 

In my travels, until I can have a stenogra
pher to travel with me, as I said above, when 
possible, to get one, I will do the best I can 
to bless the saints. And may God bless us 
all, letting his steady hand guide all along 
life's rugged way, bringing us off conquerors 
at last, giving us a bright inheritance in his 
celestial world, I shall ever pray. 

ALEXANDER HALE SMITH, 

Patriarch. 
J,AMONI, Iowa, May 31, 1898, 

After the San Antonio branch was organ
ized it was reported to the district conference 
and was recognized. The Oakwood branch 
also recognizing its existence by not report
ing the 18 members who formerly be
longed to that branch. Oakwood reporting 57 
and San Antonio 18 members. At this time 
had the Oakwood branch reported the full 
membership formerly belonging to it, the 
membership would have numbered 75. This 
shows the understanding and action which 
had obtained at this time. 

So far then as the facts appear upon the 
papers before the committee, there is no 
question in their minds but that San Antonio 
was a regularly constituted, legal branch; 
and that 'Lhe district conference transcended 
its prerogative, and its action was illegal, 
when it proceeded at one of its sessions to 
bar the San Antonio branch from a repre
sentation in its sessions, by passing the fol
lowing at Gett Crossing, August 7, 1897: 
"Resolved, that the San Antonio branch of 
Southwest Texas district of the Reorganized 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints 
has no legal existence according to law or 
precedent, and that its report should not be 
received by the body." 

ACTION ON SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS, BRANCH The request of the chief missionary in 
APPEAL. charge that both branches "disorganize" 

1'o Whom it may Ooncern:-The com- could not affect the legal status of either. It 
mittee appointed to examine the appeal was then optional with the branches to take 
sent from tho San Antonio, Texas, branch that course or not. One, 'the San Antonio, 
to the General Conference for adjudi- voted against it. The claim made that San 
cation, and which was referred to the Quorum Antonio was within the territory embraced 
of Twelve, for examination, report its find- by the Oakwood branch when that branch 
ings as follows:- was organized, and that therefore its organi-

On May 19th, 1898, the full committee, zation was illegal, is not valid. Territory is 
selected by the quorum to examine and dis- not included in the organization of a church, 
pose of this matter, by reporting their find- in the sense of ownership or control. A 
ings through the Herald, met at the hotel in church is purely an association or organi
Kirtland, Ohio, and carefully examined the zation of believers united together, and 
papers placed in its hands in regard to it. properly authorized for mutual aid and en-

It appears in evidence that at one time- couragement to themselves and others. 
date not given-there was a church organ- Territory does not figure as a factor in the 
ized in Southwest Texas by Elder I. N. Rob- organization. Neither members, officers, or 
erts, and named "Oakwood." This church the association may necessarily be owners of 
acquired church property, and had a regular a single foot of land in their individual or 
place of meeting. It had a membership at I collective right; or either control an aero of 
one time of about 75 persons. In course of territory. The Oakwood and San Antonio 
time some 18 members belonging to said or- branches might either or both dissolve or 
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disorganize, or remove to other parts with
out in the least affecting the territory where 
their respective membership now reside, or 
where they should move to and continue 
their organizations. Officers of a branch 
have charge of the organization, not the ter
ritory where the membership composing the 
organization chance to reside. The phrase 
"branch limits" in use means nothing more 
than the membership accustomed to meet at 
a given place or center. 

Used in a similar sense of neighborhood or 
vicinity, branch officers have jurisdiction 
over the membership of a branch, but essen
tially nothing to do with the territory where 
they reside. So that when the Oakwood 
branch granted letters to its 18 members 
involved, its right of control or direction 
ceased; said members had the undoubted 
right to be organized into a new branch. 
They were living fifteen or sixteen miles 
away from place of meeting of the Oakwood 
branch and their procedure could not in 
consistency harm any one or militate against 
the thrift and progress of the Oakwood 
branch. 

It is the judgment then of the committee 
that the San Antonio branch has a compe
tent legal standing, and that recognition is 
due it from the Southwest Texas district. 

WM. H. KELLEY. 
JOHN H. LAKE. 
GOMER T. GRIFFITHS. 

WILLIAMS-BAYS DEBATE.-NO. 4. 
MAY 12.-ELDER BAYS' FIRST SPEECH ON 

SEQOND PROPOSITION. 
We are about to enter upon an examination 

of second proposition as read, and in this in
vestigation we want to present the truth as 
God's word reveals it unto us. I again read 
the proposition, "Is the Church of Christ 
(sometimes called the Christian or Disciple 
Church) as restored by Alexander Campbell 
and his coworkers, the Church of God in fact 
and in harmony with the Bible in doctrine 
and organization?" 

Note that the words "sometimes called 
the Christian or Disciple Church" are in 
parenthesis. This is the Church of God in 
fact. If I show the doctrines and organic 
structure to be in harmony with the Bible, 
then I have proven the proposition. There 
can be but one "Church of Christ," other 
churches something- else. The Book of Mor
mon, page. 33, paragraph 46, says "there are 
save two churches only: the one ls the church 
of the Lamb of God, and the other is the 
church of the devil." As we proceed we 
shall see this is right. My opponent is here 
to prove the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints is the Church of 
Christ, and others are the church of the 
Devil. 

This church as restored by Alexander 
Campbell is in harmony with the Bible in 
doctrine and organization, is what I shall 
prove. The question before us is, What is 
the Church of Christ-what does it take to 
constitute the Church of God in fact? the 

· King James translation of the Bible to be the 
standard of evidence. 

The Church of Christ consists of all regen-

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

erated beings in heaven or on earth. '.rhe 
plea of the Disciples h&.s al ways been that all 
reg•merated people, whether in this church 
or not, are the Church of Christ. A regen
erate person is one renovated in heart-a 
Christian. Persons who have been born 
anew, born Christian, who have been changed 
from the natural to the spiritual, are the 
Church of Christ. 

Psalms 37: 3-7 reads thus: This shows 
something of what a regenerate person is. 
Verse 28 says that "the Lord loveth judg
ment, and forsaketh not his saints"-the peo
ple of God-regenerate. Verse 37 also bears 
upon this subject: "Mark the perfect man." 

Psalms 1: 1, 2 shows that a regenerate man 
is one who "walketh not in the counsel of 
the ungodly," "but bis delight is in the law 
of tha Lord." 

Psalms 15: 1, 2 speaks of those who shall 
abide in the Lord's tabernacle: "He that 
walketh uprightly, and worketh righteous
ness, and speaketh truth in his heart." He 
that has the law of God in his heart will 
speak the truth. He won't utter one thing 
and believe another. 

Psalms 19: 7-9. Perfect law restoring the 
soul, etc. This shows the kind ef being that 
is regenerated. 

There was no gospel law in that dispensa
tion as in the days of Christ. This was a 
righteous man according to the law. Gala
tians 3: 6-8 says Abraham believed God and 
it was accounted to him for righteousness. 
The gospel to Abraham was the promise of 
the Christ. This was good news. That 
promise justified all who believed in it. The 
goepel as we now have it justified after Christ 
came. Ephesians 3: 14, 15. The whole family 
of God in heaven and earth are known by 
the name of Jesus Christ. Paul says they 
are his people, his church in heaven and 
earth. Those who believe in God and work 
righteousness are the church of Christ, sur
rounded by whatever environments. 

There is a visible church on earth, com
posed of people in our midst-local congrega
tions form the militant church. The 
triumphant church is composed of those in 
heaven. 

1 Corinthians 1: 1, 2, speaks of the local 
church, and shows the kind of local congre
gation we talk about-one composed of those 
sanctified in Christ Jesus; born anew: saints. 

1 Corinthians 10: 31, 82, refers to the 
Church of God, as also does 1 Corinthians 
15: 8, 9. 

Galatians 1: 2 refers to the local church at 
Galatia; and the writer says this is the 
Church of God_ he persecuted. (Vs. 13.) 

1Thessalonians1: 1, and 2 Thessalonians 1: 
l refer to another local church. 

Revelation 1: 4, and chapters 2 and 3 speak 
of the "seven churches in Asia." All these 
local churches constitute the Church of God. 

Ephesians 4: 1-6 speaks of "one body and 
one Spirit." There is but one body (Rom. 
12: 4, 5), yet many members (1 Cor. 12: 12, 13.) 
By one Spirit are we all baptized into the one 
body. l Corinthians 12: 27 says we are "the 
body of Christ and members in particular;" 
members constituting the local churches. 
One body can have but one head unless it is 

a monster. Jesus is the head. The one body 
we have been speaking of is the church (Eph. 
1: 22, 23), and Christ is the head. (Eph. 5: 
29, 80.) 

Many members of one body with Christ the 
head (Eph. 4: 15, 16), and every joint suppli
eth the members, edifying itself in love, 
maketh increase. 

WILLIAMS' FIRST SPEECH. 

I was pleased with prayer, and the spirit 
of it is that which should govern in the ex
amination of this proposition. 

I read the proposition: "Is the church of 
Christ (sometimes called Christian or Disci
ple Church) as.restored by the instrumental
ity of Alexander Campbell and his coworkers, 
the Church of God in fact and in harmony 
with the Bible io doctrine and organization?" 

I also read tbe Credentials of Bays:-

WOODBINE, Iowa, Jan. 8, 1898. 
"This is to certify: That D. H. Bays is a 

minister among us, and that we hereby in
dorse him as being in good standing, able to 
defend the truth, and show up error, espe
cially the errors of that sect known as Latter 
Day Saints or Mormons." 

"M. PUGSLEY, 
"Secretary of the Harrison County Board of 

the Disciples of Christ. 
"A. M. HAGGARD, 

"Secretary of the Iowa Christian Conven
tion, Oskaloosa, Iowa." 

"DES MOINES, Iowa, January 15, 1898. 
"To whorn it 1nay concern:-We hereby cer

tify that Elder D. H. Bays, of Persia, Iowa, 
is a member in good standing in the Church 
of Christ of Woodbine, Iowa, and recognized 
as a minister of the gospel of Jesus Christ 
among the Disciples of Iowa, and the United 
States. Also, that as a defender of the New 
Testament faith and doctrine he has the in
dorsement of his own congregation, and that 
in any and all discussions with the so-called 
Latter Day Saints he has the confidence and 
indorsement of his brethren at large. 

"Signed, H. 0. BHEEDEN, 
Vice Pres. of the Iowa Christian Convention. 

"A. M. HAGGARD, 
Sec. of I. C. C. 

"A. T. MARSHALL, 
Sec. of the N. W. Dist. I. C. C." 

(The above with four others of like import 
were read.-J. F. M.) 

Note that this man as a representative of 
the Christian Church is backed up by recom
mendations as but few receive. 

The rules and terms of debate were read 
and the proposition reread. 

Bays has not defined the proposition. 
Wbat does it mean? Will he answer the fol
lowing questions: What is the incorporate 
name of the church he represents? What is 
the meaning of the word "restore"? And 
what did Alexander Campbell restore? What 
is the nature of the Church of God in fact? 
What is the character of the organization he 
represents, and what the organization of the 
Church of Christr What are the doctrinal 
features of his organization? What was re
stored, church in Mondamin? or, is this 
church a part of that restored? 

Did Alexander Campbell restore the Church 
of Christ, or a part of it? 
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In "Doctrines and Dogmas of Mormonism,"\ alone bad claimed divine appointment, hence 
page 82, Bays adopts methods by which to the "marvelous." And since that time the 
detect-a rule of identity. I hope Bays will mighty theological ocean has been so per
not go back on it. What kind of a bill is be turbed that wherever this work has gone in
going to offer to the cashier? cidents like that which brings us together 

He says, I am here to show you there were have resulted. Only twenty-three years this 
but two churches. I am here to examine the side of such commencement Lebanon was re
propositions before us. stored by the descent of the "former and 

WIGHT-BRADEN DEBATE.-NO. 1. 
Wight-Braden discussion, commencing at 

Tabor, Iowa, May 31; Banker Nettleton act
ing as chairman; J. D. McClure acting as 
moderator for Elder Braden; F. A. Smith 
Elder Wight's moderator. 

Proposition :-"The revelations that Joseph 
Smith gave to the world are true, and Joseph 
Smith was a true prophet of God." Elder 
Wight affirmed. 

ELDER WIGHT'S l!'IRS'l' SPEECH. 

latter rains," after one thousand seven h un-, 
dred years of desolation. Putting the two 
facts together can you say there is no God in 
it? Plenty say: "0, had we lived in days of 
the prophets, we would not have killed 
them!" 

ELDER BRADEN'S FIRS'l' SPEECH. 

The proposition involves three issues: No 
dispute tbut he was the Mormon prophet. 
He claimed to translate-I. Book of Mormon. 
2. The Bible. 3. The Book of Abraham. 
4. Kinderhook plates-partially. 

We shall examine the Book of Mormon, 
Gentlemen J}foderators, Ladies and Gentle- tbe Inspired Translation, and the Doctrine 

men:-It affords me pleasure to stand before and Covenant~. Why do you accept part of 
you to present what I believe to be the truth. his translations and reject part? Why ac
And believing· it to be such I feel it a duty cept one hundred and five revelations and 
to maintain it in a gentlemanly way. reject forty-five? 

If, at the conclusion, I am convinced that Mormons dare not debate the real issue; 
Elder Braden has defeated my proposition, I they try to substitute another. If an attor
will gladly yield. I have an earnest desire ney were to produce in court a plate and a 
to determine the truth, for I know that the bill and prove that the prisoner made both 
truth will prevail and that it alone will save he would be punished, unless he produced 
in the end. government authority authorizing him to do 

As a fundamental basis, a premise upon such work. If the prisoner's attorney were 
which to build, I lay down this proposition: to admit that his client made plate and bill, 
We can't live without revAlation; neither and refuse to produce government authority, 
spiritually, physically, socially, nor morally. and propose that the government attorney 
He gave illt1stration from a physical stand- throw out his indictment against the pris
point, and to illustrate the mental fact told oner, and lay down a bill that he claimed 
of a case in New Zealand where a man and was made by the government, of another and 
woman, who had not spoken for years, and to entirely different kind, proposing to lay 
whom as husband and wife three children down a similar bill made by the prisoner, 
had been born during the time, none of whom and that they wrangle over the question 
could speak a word, as the result of having which bill most neariy resembled the bill 
been denied present revelation as to lan- prescribed by the law, would any prcsecut
guagEl. All believe that for four thousand ing attorney that was not an idiot accElde ~o 
years God had spokEln to men-Adam, Moses, a demand so absurd? An exact bill does not 
et al. How do you know that God spoke to prove it to be genuine, neither does one lack
them? You say the Bible tells you so. How ing in exactness prove it a fraud. 
do you know that the Bible tells the truth? We can prove that Smith was an impostor 
Isaiah 11: 11. (In passing will say the ques- and that be was not the real author. The 
tion is wholly one sided. If God did speak oaly issue to be discussed is, Was Smith in
to Joseph Smith, in the judgment you '11 have spired? The Latter Day Saints dread a fair 
to meet the issue.) Here we learn that God investigation. 'l'hey want to drag others 
is to set his hand a second time to gather Is- into it. Church propositions is a trick of the 
rael from Assyria, Egypt, etc. We have no Mormons. Mormonism is not what they 
Bible record oI God having gathered Israel teach in their first sermons. Mormons 
from either Assyria or Egypt but once, and should defend what they have that is not in 
no record that he gathered them from the the Bible. They accept Book of Mormon, 
islands of the sea; hence this must be a time Inspired Translation, and Doctrine and 
subsequent to the writing of Bible history. Covenants. They misrepresent when they 
Their great prophet-leader three thousand say they have only the Bible. Cited Doctrine 
five hundred years ago clearly depicted their and Covenants, "As if from my own mouth;" 
universal dispersion and final gathering. In "appoint" his own "successor;" greater than 
Isaiah 29: 14, 17, we have a startling state- Chri~t. 
ment. God is to proceed to do· a marvelous Mormon Scriptures excel the Bible; Christ 
work and a wonder among the people juft a and apostles play second fiddle to Nephites. 
little while before Lebanon becomes a fruitful When you are in the fold they lay aside the 
field. In 1830 Joseph Smith proceeded, to- I Bible and give you thEl Inspired Translation, 
geth0r with his coworkers, to organize a I Book of Mormon, and Doctrine and Cove
church after the apostolic pattern, and it was nants, as infallible books. In addition it 
so marvelous a fact that it was like throwing a I gives to you a pope; yea, more than a pope. 
bomb into the midst of the religious arena. If you can swallow all this you are just right 
J\i&ny h(1iq J;:een 0bur01:! grganil(.erf1 ):w ' t«; !J, 
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ELDER WIGH'l''S SECOND SPEECH. 

I sinc.erely hope that no personalities will 
be indulged. If assertion is all that is neces
sary to decide this debate, we may as well 
close now. We should bring proof. He says 
Latter Day Saints dread fair investigation, 
and in next breath says their side only should 
be investigated! Says we sold him our 
books-a peculiar way to show dread. If a 
man can't prove he has authority from the 
government to issue a bill, he is a fraud. 
Just the issue. Can't he see that he thus 
puts into my hands a club with which to bat
ter out his theological brains? I never be
fore knew that I kept the Book of Mormon 
or any of our books in the background. Why, 
those very books are before us now and 
I am defending them. He says to hold the 
Latter Day Saints to the real issue. Why 
not then investigate our claims from the 
standpoint of church propositions. We 
should defend tbe church. I've been looking 
for that "darkey in the woodpile" all these 
years, but have not seen him yet. Surely 
some one in our ranks should have the cour
age to tell you about the fellow if they have 
found him. But this tit-for-tat business is 
not my way of debating. He says we do not 
use King James' Bible. I have carried mine 
till I had to get it rebound. Says we teach 
that Book 0f Mormon alone bas fullness of 
gospel, but Doctrine and Covenants 42:5 says 
that in Bible and Book of Mormon is con
tained "fullness" of the gospel. 

I now return to my affirmative. Jeremiah 
16: 14 shows that God is to do a work that is 
to so eclipse the leading out of Egypt that 
that event is to be forgotten. He is to send 
for hunters and fishers to do this work, and 
you remember that in calling Peter and An
drew Jesus said, "I will make you fishers of 
men." Jeremiah 31: 9, 10 shows the Lord 
is to lead them. Is the Bible leading Israel 
back? "I will keep them as a shepherd doth 
his fi.ock." He will be with them. That will 
be present revelation. 

Ezekiel 20: 34-38 shows that the Lord is to 
plead with them face to face. The Lord is 
certainly to do something. How does he do 
it? By revealing it to his servants the 
prophets. (Amos 3: 7.) 

IlRADJ~N'S SECOND SPEECH. 

He says we can't live without food, hence 
must have present revelation. We live with
out present creation, so we live with what 
God has given in the Bible. God was ages 
in creating, consummating it in woman. He 
was four thousand years in revealing till the 
Bible was complete, and now we don't need 
it. I defy you, sir, to bring an idea from 
your books which is not in the Bible. 

The work of Isaiah 29 was done by Christ. 
Not a hint in the Bible of a restoration from 
the Roman disp,.irsion. Isaiah prophesied of 
the Assyrian captivity and their return 
therefrom. He says I made assertions. He 
seems not to accept his own books. Find 
from the Bible that Smith had the authority. 
How many of them preach from these books!' 
You decide it among yourselves if these 
books are kept in the background. How can 
we settle a church proposition till wn Aottjri 

!l!ri'l tlli'l Scripture~? 
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He says he always preached the King 
James-just what I told you. How many 
times have you had your copy of the Inspired 
Bible rebound? If Smith was inspired, he 
had more right to translate than any other. 
Jeremiah 16:14 refers to the action under Ezra. 
Find where in the Bible "last days" refer 
this side of Christ. Jeremiah 31: 10. He 
can't find in the Book of Mormon where an 
Ephraimite ever came to America; then why 
quote prophecies of Ephraim? Ezekiel 20. I 
defy you to find any reference, except in 
Daniel, of a hint of any restoration except 
the Assyrian. Amos 3: 7 related to Ezra. 
B. of M., page 21, par. 118-122, large type 
edition: This is an unmitigated fabrication. 
We have three manuscripts that were in ex
istence before the Catholic Church. Show 
that the Catholic Church ever changed one 
thing· in the Bible. 

Smith's manuscript of the Bible was com
pleted in 1882; left in widow's hands till 1863. 
Smith was to give the exact translation: In 
1 John 5: 7 .au interpolation, also 1 Corinthi
ans 13: 5. These e1·rors have been detectAd 
and corrected by students, but Smith did not 
know enough! 

SECOND NIGH'l'-ELDER WIGH'l'. 

He reiterated the premise. The negative 
has talked of a counterfeit bill. Yes, the 
counterfeiter is abroad in the land. Has 
talked about our meeting the issue squarely. 
It might be well to determine where the fear 
really is. It is certainly begging the ques
tion to accuse of cowardice. I have a paper 
here, the Church Register, Plattsburg, Mis
souri, from which I will read:-

"Their [the saints'] work is more danger
ous to the Church of Christ than to any other 
religious body, and has done us more harm 
than any other people. When we were loyal 
to our original position and teaching of the 
Bible in regard to the Holy Spirit, we alone 
could meet them. Sectarianism could not. 

"At present we are no more successful than 
others who adopt the sectarian position in 
regard to the .Holy Spirit. All should for
ever abandon the idea that Mormonism is so 
silly, so shallow, so absurd, that anybody can 
defeat a Mormon. We have paid a defeat as 
a price of teaching preachers with such an 
idea their folly more than once." 

And this signed by five men, all of whom I 
think are present. No wonder they won't 
debate church propositions! Yes; the coun
terl'eiter is abroad in the land, sure enough! 
Beware of him! 

We have never denied that the Book of 
Mormon contains the fullness of the gospel, 
but protest against his statement that it 
alone does so contain. 

Joseph Smith appointed his own successor! 
Was it more of a crime for him than for 
Moses and Elijah? (Num. 27; Deut. 34; 
1 Kings 2: 15.) 

"In thee and in thy seed." Not a hint that 
he is to be a Messiah. Abraham pointed to 
Christ prospectively, they backward, through 
the gospel. Creation ceased with woman. 
True. But we have procreation, and in it 
the manifestation of present revelation. If 
God wished me to do a special work, how 
would I determine it without present revela-

SAINTS' 

tion? "Surely the Lord God will do nothing, I Covenants 42: 15. The Scriptures are to be 
but he revealeth his secrets to his servants preserved-a true prediction, hence Smith 
the prophets," was a prophet. Emma kept them in safety. 

Says all those prophecies refer to Assyrian Compared King James and Inspired Transla
captivity. That was their first captivity in tion in Matthew 8: 11, 12; John 3: 32, 83. 
Assyria, and God was to set his hand the Wee believe the Book of Mormon to be a 
second time to gather from there and Egypt, record of the prehistoric Americans. Says 
and from the islands of the sea. Says Pales- scholarship has proved interpolation and 
tine was restored after seventy years' rest. changes-agrees with Inspired Translation. 
But it did not enter into the condition seen in Give him rope and he will hang himself. 
Isaiah 34, during that period. Deuteronomy 13 and 18, how to know a true 

Smith was the only one claiming right to prophet. J. Smith called the world back to 
build by angelic ministration. the true God. "In the and thy seed" another 

SECOND NIGHT-ELDER BRADEN. prophecy fulfilled; whip Utah people with 
that. Law of creation now executed in Like him I will run my own side of the 

question. We read in the Book of Mormon procreation and the foliage and vegetation, 
where the Roman Catholic Church took away we now see demonstrates present revelation. 
many things fro,n the Bible. Smith claimed Malachi 3: n, God unchanged; Zechariah 14; 

to g . · t bat th th t Th Christ to come the second time; Acts 1, in 1 ve JUS w · e au ors wro e. e 
Lord spake unto Moses. Third person "like manner" as he goes. Angels were 
changed to first, "I God;" in Book of Mor- sent prior to his first coming, so they will 

mon I Nephi" sanie autho~ c t d · have to be sent prior to his second, or else , , , . rea e sp1r-
i tually before naturally. The tree b.:icame a God will change. Matthew 24, Luke 21; 
living soul! Adam-God theory. Satan signs were to precede his second coming. 
offers salvation! Adam asked why he offered Matthew 24: 3, "What shall be the sign of 
sacrifices. God called men by Holy Ghost to thy coming and of the end of the world?" 
repent: Matthew 24: 14, "gospel of the kingdom" 

Anti-masonic times, hence Master Mahan! to be "preached;" a fine chance for the de
Do you get the jingle? "Master Mason." tector to be applied here. Jesus says, "If 
Cain the father of the negro. Represented any man will do his [God's] will, he shall 
as having a written language, while it was know of the doctrine." 
not had till after the flood. Water baptism BRADEN. 

way back there. Mormonism complete. He don't know the difference between 
Original sin taught. Had the name of creation and procreation. God perfected his 
Christ. Immortal glory when Moses did not work in creation, also in revelation. He 
hint of future life. Couldn't Enoch play says we have suffered defeat. Not on those 
witty? Heart expanded wide as eternity. propositions, however; but on act.ing the fool 
Bowels yearned and all eternlt.y sho-o-k. in discussing them. The Bible is defective; 
What a bowel-ache! Enoch's city meet New the Book of Mormon is not. Unless Christ's 
Jerusalem and didn't know of old. Genesis work is defective, there is no place for 
14 lingo about Melchisedec. All had that Joseph Smith. Doesn't he know the differ
priesthood and taken up into heaven. Are ence between answer to prayer and revela
you people ready to believe that all these tion. 
things were had before the flood? Such Book of Revelation written in year 65 not 
stuff! The most infamous thing Joe Smith 98. John says in last chapter, "Come 
ever did was to lay his hand upon the word of quickly"-right away. Do we need a revela
God and stick his balderdash in it. Why is tion to preach, baptize, administer Lord's 
there not a hint in the Bible that these supper, etc.? No. 
things were before the [lood? If Inspired Calling out of Egypt was first; from As
Translation is God's word, King James' is not. syria, secoud. They went to islands, -
The Inspfred Translation was made hy an China, etc. Acts 2, Jews out of every nation 
anti-proslavery bigot in 1882. under heaven. "I, Clark Braden," in former 

ELDER WIGH'l'. propositions discussed. Kelley made me put 
that in. How wide is eternity? Diaz long 

The attack made upon the Inspired 'frans- before published a book advocating the 
lation is parallel with that made by infidels American Indians descendants of Israel. 
upon King James'. Genesis 43: 30; 1 Kings Errors in Bible as found by scholars were not 
3: 26; Jeremiah 31: 20. Their bowels yearned; corrected by Smith. The most dangerous 
and Isaiah ] 6: 11, "bowels sound like a harp." connterfeit is that printed on stolen govern
Should I descend to the depths of ridicule I meat plates. Isaiah 2, Micah 4, refer to last 
could talk about a brass band being some-
where. As one claiming- to be a Christian days of Jewish dispensation. You keep 

these things in background in your first 
minister I trust I shall never descend as low preaching. ChildTen of the kingdom re
as my opponent has 00one to-night. "'. h1's 

" .c ferred to Jews, Matthew 8: 11, 12. What has 
answers his entire half hour. Says Ezekiel 
20 and Amos 3 were uttered eight hundred B. he quoted from the Bible to show that Joe 

Smith was a prophet? You Mormons men
c. What if they were? It is their fulfill-
ment and not their utterance of which we tion one passage he has shown, if you can. 

Where is his defense of anti-Masonic-pro
speak. Tells us Book of Mormon says the 

slavery baptism, etc., before the flood? 
Roman Catholic Church would change Bible. 
It says no such thing. Why put words there THIRD NIGHT.-ELDER WIGHT. 

that cannot be found? It says great and Was amused and yet pained that Elder 
abominable church. Paul said the mystery Braden in his closing speech last nigh'~ told 
of iniquity doth already work. Doctrine and . you that I had not made a point. Like the 
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boy, fearing his picture of a horse would not 
be recognized he wrote beneath, "This is a 
horse." . Why, he insulted your intelligence 
by such a statement, and your feelings by the 
depths to which he descended in his ex
pression. Said I could not mention a place 
where I had used the Inspired Translation 
twenty times. At Kingsley, Iowa, in fact, I 
make use of it yet. Made light of tree hav
ing living soul. By resorting to his tactics 
could make fun of a tree having knowledge 
of good and evil. He distorts the meaning 
and ridicules his construction. Soul: "The 
seat of real life or vitality." - Webster. 
''Thou sun, of this great world both eye and 
soul."-Milton. He knows we do not teach 
Adam-God. Why bring it up? 

Adam knew God in 
Christ? See John 17: 5: 
with ... g·lory had ... 
was." 

Edon. Why not 
"Glorify thou me 
before the world 

Smith entered into Masonry hence could 
not have been striking· at it. Let him prove 
no written language before flood. Ridicules 
baptism then Paul says gospel to them. 
(Heb. 4: 2; Ptiter; Acts :3: 20.) Says 1y,ll 

prophets prophesied of Christ. Jesus (John 
8: 5-7) said Abraham rejoiced to see his day. 
Before Abraham was I am. 2 Peter 2: 5. 
God saved Noah, a preachEr of righteousness. 
Romans 1: 17; righteousness of God revealed 
in "the gospel." Scoffs the idea of Adam 
knowing about original sin. He was the 
guilty party; he should have known it. 
Genesis 9: 25: Curse of Canaan is just as 
likely to have been a basis for slavery and 
the colored man as Inspired Translation. If 
blasphemy for Smith to translate, what of 
Campbell? In preface of hi.s translation 
Campbell says: "But some are so wedded 
to the common version, that the very defects 
in it have become sacred; and an effort, 
however well intended, to put them in pos
session. of one incomparably superior in pro
priety, perspicuity, and elegance, is viewed 
very much in the light of making 'a new 
Bible,' or of 'altering and amending the very 
word of God.'" 

Says I don't know difference between crea
tion and procreation. Pro. means for. Crea
tion was the act of producing without the 
existence of previous kind; procreation is 
creation resulting from the union of kinds. 
In it we have present revelation. Creation 
changed• in form, not in fact. If Bible is 
completed revelation, why don't it bring us 
out of this religious chaos? He confounds 
revelation with plenary inspiration. Reve
lation has degrees. Had the brother's 
prayer been answered it would have been 
revelation to the extent of the answer. 
Revelation is to disclose, uncover, make 
known. Having never met him before, 
our chairman is a revelation to me. 
It is immaterial whether John wrote the 
Apocalypse in 65 or 98 A. D. Was banished 
to Patmos under Domitian in 95. His pre
dictions have not all been fulfilled. He reads 
from Acts 2 and then said Jews were in all 
nations. Don't he know that Roman gov
ernors ruled in Judea then? This is the way 
he meets my argument about God setting his 
hand the second time-about like all the rest 

THE SAINTS' , HERALD. 

of his Scripture exegeses! "Wide as eter
nity." Figurative when in King James', but 
when found in Inspired Translation he liter
alized. Why so unfair? Suppose I turn to 
Philippians 1: 8, and ridicule, as has been 
done by him. 

ELDER BRADEN. 

Will now examine Doctrine and Cove
nants. Smith gave one hundred and fifty 
revelations. There are one hundred and 
thirty-five in the Utah edition, one hundred 
and nine in the Lamoni. King Follet sermon 
the foundation for plural Gods. This book is 
to be assailed as the real Mormonism-.their 
confession of faith. Page 102 spoken as by 
God's own mouth. Page 118; the Devil led 
astray one third of the angels; taken from 
Revelation 12, i.n which John was picturing 
something away down in the future. Page 
211; Lucifer, the Devil; Isaiah 14: 12 says it 
was the king of Babylon. Pages 128, 129; 
didn't mention slavery. Said Cain was made 
a black man. Spirits of dead men never 
called angels. Page 96; baptism of fire; Joe's 
ignorance. Page 107 "Adam means many"
an ignoramus' blunder! It means man. Page 
214; tells us what "telestial" means. Pages 
295-299; literal descendants of Aaron. What 
balderdash! Page 25_5; Alphus and Omegus, 
Greek and Latin, ignoramus' blunder. Burn 
and Bommn-that's Latin for you! Pages 
295, 199; no Aaronic priesthood now; Christ 
only Melchisedec. Page 199; Mormon hier
archy. I'd like to have scripture for more 
than three of these officers. Page 22Ei; infant 
baptism and ordination. Page 65; only 
church. Page 227; all who reject will be 
damned. Page 75; John to live; Bible said 
he would die. Bowels hurts my friend. 
Why not tell us how to measure time in 
miles and how space can shake? Page 218; 
Michael; 294, father of all mankind. Book 
of Mormon don't teach polygamy directly, 
"for if I will saith the Lord,'' opens up the 
way. Page 291; Adam, ancient of days; 79, 
ancient of days brought before the Father. 
Adam the Father, God. Judge Philips said 
the Utah church introduced this, but it is 
right here in the Doctrine and Covenants, 
and Kelley put his foot in it when he wrote 
that out for Judge Philips. 

Book of Mormon "fullness of gospel" in 
three places; Bible in one, page 308 "In thee 
and thy seed." Paul says Christ, not Joe 
Smith. Page 226; Book of Mormon new 
covenant. Page 65, only church on earth. 
Page 97; blessing children; Christ blessed 
for five thousand, therefore we should. T1vo 
hundred children baptized at eight, with 
t,hat age the only qualification. Page 332, 
35, 38. Baptism for dead-why not practice 
now? Page 244; feet washing-why not 
practiced? Pp. 300, 301; tithing mentioned 
in Old Testament not in New. P. 255; en
dowments. Utah people consistent with 
book, p. 109; work miracles when called upon, 
yet they won't do it. 

ELDER WIGHT. 

Faith required for miracles; sign seek
ers not to have them. Jesus could do 
no mighty miracle because of their un
belief. Lam. 2: 11; Jeremiah's liver poured 
out on the earth, It is be, not I, that has 
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the ache. They did not know of Ancient 
America before 1830 in English. Bald win, 
1871, "Ancient America,'' p. 102; "Native 
Races," vol. 4, p. 79. Let him read his proof 
rather than assert it. 

Government has to give authority to issue 
bills. He don't claim any authority from 
God. Doctrine and Covenants 19: 2 shows 
that we are to give heed to his words that he 
received while walking in all holiness. Let 
him read Exodus 4: 16: "instead of God;" 7: 1: 
"I have made thee a god to Pharaoh;" Ps. 
82: 6: "ye are gods." Had he found this in 
Doctrine and Covenants, how terrible it 
would have been! Luke 10: 16: "He that 
heareth you heareth me." John 10: 34-36: 
"Ye are gods." 

He says Isaiah 2 apd Micah 4. were ful
filled in days of Christ! Well, so they have 
not learned war since then(?). That is his 
interpretation of scriptHre! 

Now for the Inspired Translation, Genesis 
1!): 8, King James men were to do with Lot's 
daughters as they willed; Inspired Transla
tion, they were not to. Exodus 7: 1. Jc1-
seph's prediction about manuscript preserved 
in safety fulfilled; was a true prophet. Had 
some great man uttered such, he would have 
been a prophet. Exodus 23: 3, King James, 
not countenance a poor man; Inspired Transla
tion, not countenance wicked. John 6: 46. 
"No man hath seen God." Genesis il2: 30, 
Jacob saw him. No contradiction in Smith's. 
Acts 9: 7: "heard" "voice;" 22: 9 did not hear 
voice. In the Inspired it reads alike in both. 
If Smith were a moral reprobate, why give 
to the world a higher moral translation? 

ELDER BRADEN. 

Now is a good time for all Mormons who 
can't stand it to go out. We only have his 
word that he preached from Inspired Trans· 
lation. Did Adam know anything of Christ's 
glory? If the prophets knew of Christ why 
don't they tell us? Smith changed his mind 
on Masonry. I don't have to prove there was 
a written literature in Adam's time. Is all 
righteousness in the gospel? Faith, etc.? 
Can't find a word in Campbell's translation 
not in the Gr0ek. Smith put in over fifty 
interpolations. He doesn't seem to know tbe 
difference between translation and interpola
tion. I don't know a set of Kilkenny cats 
WOl'se than the Mormons; revelation against 
revelation; dividing into sects-forty or fifty 
of them; when will they stop? Quoted Acts 
2 to set aside assertion that Israel was nut 
scattered before Roman dispersion. How 
can I have faith to command mountain unless 
God tells me to? Did not say American 
antiquities not known prior to 1830. That 
is a falsehood, sir! Said the idea that Indians 
were Israelites had obtained. 

Page 52 Braden and Kelley Debate; fifty 
authors to prove it. I don't issue Bible bills; 
give out the bills God gave. Don't give new 
rev€llations. God's mouthpiece, I have no 
objection to it being there if he were a 
prophet; but it is folly to apply it to Joe 
Smith. Isaiah and Micah were fulfilled in 
Christ. Countenance a poor man. Counte
nance in face-Thou shalt not browbeat. 
John 6: 46, seeing God. Hosea, an inspired 
prophet. Says Jacob saw an angel. 
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Immoral passages left in Smith's Bible. 
Book of Mormon teaches revenge. Mountain 
Meadow Massacre-Joe Smithism g-one to 
seed. Doctrine and Covenants ~68, 277, 285, 
286, ''Avenge me of mine enemies." P. 306; 
God's vengt:uce poured out. J. D. Lee mur
dered in fulfillment of this. P. 194 means 
this: "Don't get in debt to your enemies, 
but borrow and purchase on credit, and pay 
back when you get ready." Lord tells them 
to steal. In fact that's what they did both 
in Missouri and Illinois. 

FOURTH NIGH'l'.-ELDEH, WIGHT. 

Deuteronomy 14: 21, King James, give or 
sell flesh that dieth of itself to aliens. 
Inspired Translation, shalt rwt give it. Told 
us last night that King James was his ox; 
Inspired Translation mine. Why don't he 
accept Campbell's translation as his "ox," 
when he defies me to show a word in it not in 
the Greek? Somebody else afraid to bring 
their Bible out! 

In denying the necessity of present revela
tion he parallels the unbelieving Jews (John 
9:29-34.) "God spake unto Moses, but as for 
this fellow, we know not whence he is." 
Jesus says he that doeth God's will shall 
know of tLe doctrine. Ml'. Braden says he 
knows God spake for four thousand years, 
but he won't do so now. Doctrine and Cove
nants 32: 3, can't be saved without faith. I 
am testing Joseph Smith-testing the bill. 
Braden says he is circulating God's bill. It 
is Campbell's interpretation rather that he is 
circulating. Hebrews 11: 6, faith a gospel 
principle; Smith all right so far. Doctrine 
and Covenants 2: 6, repentance taught. Matt. 
3:2: 4:17; John1:6, with Markl, and Luke 
3, teach it. Doctrine and Covenants 17: 21, 
baptism by immersion in water. Matt. 3: 11, 
Jesus baptized; Matt. 28: 19, Jesus taught; 
Mark 16: 16, ,Jesus taught. Doctrine and 
Covenants 32: 3, confirmation by laying on 
hands. God gives Holy Spirit. Same in 
Acts 8: 14-18; 19: 6. '.!.'he test works like a 
charm in every case; thus far bill is 
genuine. Doctrine and Covenants 28: 3, 
resurrection of dead. Same in John 
5: 25-29; 1 Cor. 15: 12-26; Doctrine and 
Covenants 18: 1; judged according to deeds. 
2 Cor. 5: 10, Rev. 20: 12, same. He told us 
last night that Christ is now reigning. If 
so, I don't want to be here when the "little 
season" comes. Zechariah says Christ will 
come to Mount Olivet, and it will cleave in 
twain. That has not yet been done. Will 
you take the Bible or Braden? Says no rec
ord of dead man's spirit coming to any in form 
of angel. John says the angel said to him, 
'I am thy fellow servant and of thy brethren 

the prophets." Doctrine and Covenants 38: 5, 
virtue; 2 Peter 1: 3 teaches same. 

Braden says saints fightlike Kilkenny cats. 
When he vroves it, I'll meet the issue. 

D. C. 42: 17, knowledge. 2 Peter 3: 18, 
same. D. C. 6: 8; 11: 4, temperance. Acts 24: 
25. D. C. 30: 3; Rom. 5: :J, 4, patience. 

Suppose we do fight like Kilkenny cats, 
what has that to do with the question at 
issue? 

J<;LDEH BRADEN'S FIRST SPEECH. 

He has read you some good things, but 
I t,o know did 

THE ~AINTS' HERALD. 

and Covenants 104: 11, Luke 10: 1, 17, seventy. 
Doctrine and Covenants 104: 7, 2 Timothy 4: 
5; evangelists. Doctrine and Covenants 17: 9, 

from heaven? Some of the grandest sermons 
have been preached by the greatest scoun
drels that ever disgraced our country. 
Cowdery to convert Lamanites. D,3fy him 
to show that one was converted. D. C. 231; 
New York and Boston to be destroyed in a 
little while. Prophecy failed. Page 138; 
Covill's heart was right. Mormon God saw 
he had stuck his foot in it, hence gave an
other revelation. Page 185; Smith to preach 
in Cincinnati; didn't do it. Page 259; Zion 
not to be moved; it was. Page 278; Smith's 
army to conquer; died of cholera; bummed 
their way home. Page 321; Smith to tri
umph over enemies; killed in. less than two 
ye1>rs. Pages 300, 301: one tenth to be paid. 
Page 193; if don't pay, be burned. Page 
109; Joe not to have strength in temporal 
things; six footer! born tired! Page 140; 
Smith's family well provided for. Page 202; 
committee to edit Book of Commandments; 
page 201, cat-ry to Zion; page 230, money sent 
to publish it; page 63, ona hundred and sixty
three pages destroyed by mob; enough col
lected to make ten copies-I have one of 
them. Chnrch accepted that book; revela
tion entirely changed; revelation addressed 
to three witnesses not in Book of Command
ments; the Lord iearned something and 
changed the revelation, then lied and said 
they were the same. Exodus 22, Leviticus 
15, means if an animal get killed they could 
give it to the stranger or sell it to an alien. 
Genesis 6: 6 siniply indicates a change of 
purpose in the mind of God. John 29: 30, let 
them prove their claims to working miracles 
like Jesus did. Says Smith preaches faith
I can say the same of all impostors; they all 
steal from the New Testament. The Chris
tian dispensation began with the ascension of 
Christ. Statement of angel to John, ''I am 
thy fellow servant," is doubtful translation. 
If he will give me file of Herald I will show 
him where they have wrangled. Beside 
Smith preaching good things, what proof 
has he given of his prophetic mission? 

I 
Acts 20: 17, elders. Doctrine and Covenants 
104: 32, Titus 1: 7, bishops. Doctrine and 
Covenants 17: 10, Ephesians 4: 11, 2 Chroni-

ELDER WIGH'l''S SECOND SPEECH. 

If assertions prove a case he has succeeded 
admirably. He says he can show from Koran 
same as I have shown. Why don't he bring 
that book and prove his assertion? I have a 
Koran, and it does not teach these things. 
Says the question is, Did Joseph Smith get 
the revelation from God? Proposition is: 
"The revelations that Smith gave to the 
world are true, and he was a true prophet of 
God." He calls for miracle. Here is one 
(reads from "Hayden's History of the Disci
ples," pp. 250, 251). Just think of him claim
ing to be a minister of Christ and ridiculing 
healing when Jesus taught it! We take the 
Bible as it reads-he doesn't. 

I will now continue affirmation. Doctrine 
and Covenants 17: 3; 1 Tim. 6: 3; godliness or 
righteousness; D. C. 38: 5, l Thess. 3: 12, 
brotherly kindness. D. C. 59: 2, Matt. 32: 29, 
charity-love thy neighbor as thyself. 

Braden called me) a fool. Bible says such 
an one is in dange1· of hell fire. Doctrine and 
Covenants 104: 11, Luke 6: 13, apostles, spe
cial witnesses. Acts 1: 7, 8, Holy Spirit 
m:tde them witnesses. Doctrine and Cove-

107: :i: 7, 

cles 15: 3, priests or pastors. Doctrine and 
Covenants 17: 11, Acts 13: 1, teachers. Doc
trine and Covenants 17: 11, 1 Timothy 3: 13, 
deacons. 

Thus I have shown you the exact counter
part of the gospel and church organization. 

l Corinthians 12: 3; man cannot say that 
Jesus is tte Lord without the Holy Spirit. 
How can Braden say it? 'fhe Holy Spirit 
gave nine gifts. All churches believe in 
three of them. What right to believe in few 
and reject so many? Said he could not have 
faith to remove mountain unless God told 
him. Just what we have been contending 
for. He has given his whole case away. 

ELDER BHADEN'S SECOND SPEECH. 

He has said I falsified their books. A man 
who says I have read into their books what 
is not there, is a lying scoundrel! Claim to 
be filled with the Holy Ghost-acting the 
hypocrite. Now quit it, sir! Book of Mor
mon, page 20, what is meant by great and 
abominable church'.:' God repenting is used 
eighteen or twenty times. Amos 3: 6, evil in 
city, <:J.nd God has done it, means his judg
ments. Speaks of laying on of hands; tries 
to lead me to change proposition; you can't 
do it, sir. They are chuck full of signs, but 
can't prove them. I could bring in spirit
ists, mesmerists, etc., etc., and they will 
testify of healing-hundreds of cases. 

Do they quarrel'~ How is it closer hornet 
I am not disputing what was in the apostolic 
church; it is what he claims in his dispute. 
I can say by the Holy Ghost that Jesus is the 
Christ, for we have Holy Ghost's words right 
here (in Bible). 

Read a list of questions and handed to El
der Wight at conclusion. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Northern Michigan district conference will 

convene at Coleman, June 24. Any company 
of ten or more coming to conference from any 
one point, who will club together and pur
chase one company ticket, will g(lt one third 
off on their fares, and on returning at the 
same rate. Do not forget to bring your bas
ket with provisions, and thus lighten the 
burden of others. Those wishing to pay 
their way at hotels will obtain reduced rates. 
Everybody come who can; there will be a 
large gathering, and as usual we expect a 
grand good time. Let every branch and 
officer report; send reports to me at Coleman, 
Michigan. ,J. J. CORNISH. 

DIED. 
BmcKMAN.-At the family residence in 

Brown County, Iilinois, April 27, 1898, Sr. 
Matilda J. Brickman, aged 49 years, 4 
months, and 4 days. She was the daughter 
of Elder John Robertson, deceased. She 
joined the church in 1861, being baptized by 
Elder George Morey. She leaves a husband, 
who has been blind for several years. Fu· 

F:lder 8, ,J. f\a:t;lisl:;rnry, 
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Royal makes the food pure, 
wholesome and delielous. 

Absolutely Puro 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK. 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Large Type Edi· 
tion. 

Cloth, leather backs and corners .. $1 QO 
Seal Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Seal Grain Russia, gilt edges . . • • . 1 50 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1and2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
fatter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment, growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners .. 2 00 
Full leather ..................... 2 50 
Full leather, gilt edges .......•... 3 00 

ZION'S HOPE. 
A large, four-page Sunday school 
paper for children; illustrated; ed
ited by Sr. M. Walker. 
Single copies, per year ....•••.... $0 50 
In packages of four, five, or six to 

one address, per year, each..... 40 
Jn packages of seven or more, each 35 

. THE SAINT& HERALD. 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
$1.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; 
sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., should be addressed to 
Frank Criley, Business Manager. Remittances 
should be made by post office or express orders, 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters. 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

Graceland M.arch, 
by I. W. Allender, of Lamoni, 
Iowa. An excellent musical com
position for the pianoforte; price 
50 cents. The proceeds from sale 
of this number to be used for the 
benefit of Graceland College. 

The White Clover Song. 
Words by Jean Ingelow; music by 
Mrs. Audentia Anderson, of La
moni, Iowa. Both words and 
music are compositions of decided 
merit and taste. Price 50 cents; 
all proceeds to ··be devoted to 
Graceland College fund. 

Baldwin's 
Ancient America. 

A standard work on American 
antiquities, recognized as able and 
reliable; in general use by minis
ters and students of American 
archreology. Illustrated; price 
$1.80. 

German 
Book of M.ormon. 

The German edition issued by the 
Utah Church. Cloth; price$1.25. 

CERTIFICATES AND REPORTS. 
Branch statistical reports; per doz.to 40 
Annual statistical reports; two for 05 
Certificates of baptism and member-

ship; per dozen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 12 
Baptism and confirmation certifi

cate books, with stubs . . • . • . . • • • 25 
Certificates of removal; per dozen.. 12 
Marriage certificates; per dozen • • • 25 

GERMAN HYMN BOOK. (Zion's 
Harfe.) . 

Leather binding ................. $0 40 
Morocco Grain Russia, gilt edges. . 60 

TEACHERS' BIBLE. "The Self
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps, 
in good large print, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references; 
printed on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6!x8!, mailed post-
paid at, per copy, net ....•..••... $2 00 

TRACTS. 
TRACTS Order by numbers. 

1. The Nature of Man. Is he Pos
sessed of Immortality? Per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ......... $1 00 

2. Truth Made Manifest; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 ................. 1 00 

3. · Voice of the Good Shepherd; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine 
of the Church, and Kirtland 
Temple Suit; per doz. 3 cts.; 100 Hi 

5. Questions and Answers (on First 
Principles of the Gospel); per 
dozen, 3 cents; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . 15 

6. The "One. Baptism;" its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall Adminis-
ter; per dozen, 15 cents; 100 ... 1 00 

'l. Who then Can be Saved; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100............ 30 

8. Fullness of the Atonement; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

9. Spiritualism Viewed from a 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 ........... 1 30 

10. The Narrow Way; per dozen, 10 
cents; 100.................... 50 

11. The Plan of Salvation; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 .......... 1 20 

12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexander Campbell to a Re
stored Primitive Christianity 
Examined; per doz., 15 cts; 100, 1 00 

14. Reply to Orson Pratt; per 
dozen; 15 cents; 100 ............ $1 00 

15. How to Enter the Kingdom; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100............. 30 

16. Polygamy: Was it an Original 
Tenet of the Church; per dozen, 
10 cents; 100................... 50 

18. Necessity for a Reorganization 
of the Church; per dozen. . . . . . 30 

19. A Statement and a Correction 
of It; per dozen................ 10 

20. The ''One Body;" or the Church 
under the Apostleship and under 
theApostasy; per doz. 15c; 100, 1 00 

21. Truths by Three Witnesses, and 
Epitome of Faith; per dozen, 
3 cents; 100.................... 15 

22. Faith and Repentance; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100............ 50 

23. Baptism; per dozen, 10 cts.; 100 65 
24. The Kingdom of God; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100 .................. , 30 
25. Laying on of Hands; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100......... .. .. . . . . . .. 30 
27. The Sabbath Question; per 

dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ 1 00 
31. What is Truth? True Ortho

doxy? and an Evangelical 
Church? and Epitome of Faith; 
per dozen, 3 cents; 100......... 15 

41. The Gospel, and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen, 3 cents; 100 15 

42. Rejection of the Church; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100..... . . . . . . 50 

43. One Wife or Many; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 ................... 1 00 

44. Crooked Paths; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

47. The Future State; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

Prophecy of the Rebellion; per 100 10 
TRACTS IN I.ARGE LOTS. 

Special prices on application for 
tracts in lots of 1000 or more. 

DISTRICT RECORDS. Printed and 
bound similar to Branch Records .$2 50 
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GRACELAND 
......smm---COLLECE, 

LAMONI, IOW!I. 
Telephone 7f. 

For catalogues or further information, 

Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE, 
Acting President, 

or R. S. SALYARDS, Secretary, 
LAMONI, IOWA. 

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively 
guarantees three boxes of "Quit-To-Bae'' to perma
nently take away all desire for tobacco, or will 
promptly refund money paid fo:rit. 'l~hree boxes sent 
post paid anywhere for $1.50. No bad effects from 
use of QuiVl'o-Bac. It is a great nerve tonic. Why 
not try it1 It has CJ.red hundreds; why not you? 
Remembe:r~ I~o tfl~1nre, No Pa;f .. Address1 B. F. 
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois. 

THE KEOKUK ROUTE. 

K. & W. and D. M. & K. C. Railways. 
The D. M. & K. C. Ry from Des Moinee 

to Cainsville has been rebuilt and that por· 
tion south of Van Wert will be standard 
gauge on or before Novemb0r 1, 1897. 

There is no road in Southern Iowa or 
Northern Missouri which has more good 
locations for business men than on the line of 
the Keokuk Route. More stock of all kindE 
has been shipped over this line than any road 
of equal mileage in Iowa or Missouri. (See 
Missouri Surplus Map at our stations.) The 
freight and passenger service is not equalled 
by any road in the state, except the Missouri 
River trunk lines, with each of which we 
have union stations and direct connections. 

Persons seeking farms can find property at 
tempting prices; men seeking business ..,lca
tions can find towns with ample territory ll.nd 
settlers to warrant good business. Additional 
passenger service will soon be given which 
will add to the growth of the towns. 

The towns between Des Moines and Cains
ville are particul~rly well located for 
business. Look them up. Write to the 
undersigned for additional information. See 
folder for map and lands. 

J. F. ELDER, 

A. C. GOODRICH, 
Gen. Pass. Agent 

Vice Pres. and Gen. M'n'gr. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Greatest money maker ever offered. Anybody can start 
in the show business. Make $10 to $20 a day giving ex

hibitions. LOUD AND CLEAR. ENOUGH to be heard in any Hall 
or Church anywhere. They're wonderful. Imagine a musical in
stru~ent_thatwill actually T AL!K TALK. That by simply 
wmdmg it up hke a clock --.----- you can play band 
music exactly as it was played by Sousa~-cornet, trombvnes, drums 
and all. Sings songs, tells funny stories. Does'nt seem possible, 
does it? But it does even more than that. You can sing or taik 
into it yourself and it will repen, a moment a1ter,just what you said. 
FOR HOrl.E AI'HJSE!'U3NT !thas no equal. En---=--.,._...,.._,,,..,., ________ t1rely new modj:!l. Just 
out. Very loud. Price EAGLE GRAPHOPiiONE 
with two hearing tubes 
and concert horn, $HJ. Same outfit, with handsome oak carrying 

case, $12. Price of our BEST EX!HrnB!TlON /UJS!CAL OR TAL!GNG RECORDS, 5oc each $5 a dozen. 
Our $20 Big Show Ouitfit Includes our Eagle Graphophorn;, with carrying case, ~wo hearing 
--....-...,,----,..----...,.---:- tubes, concert horn, record brush, 18 assorted records, music, songs and 
speeches (lasts two hours steady running), 200 big posters advertising exhibition, 200 admissio11 tickets, all for 
$20. Sent C. 0. D., with privilege of exarr..ination,if desired. Complete Record Catalogue free. '\Vrite for it. 

HARGER & BUSH, Western Agts., 904~~no flain SL, Dul.mque. fowa. 

COMPENDIUM OF FAITH. 
Cloth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..•....... $0 75 
Leather. • • . • . • • • • . . . • • • • . • • . . . . l 00 

HOMESEEKERS' EXCURSIONS. 
n May 3 and 17, June 7 and 21, 
tickets will be sold to most all 
points in Western, Southern, 
and Northern States at one 
fare plus $2.00 for round trip. 
For further particulars call on 

or address L. F. Siltz, Agent. 

TRANS-MISSISSIPPI EXPOSITION. 

Omaha, Nebraska, June 1 to November 1, 
1898. For rates and dates apply to agent. 

Annual meeting German Baptist Brethren, 
at Naperville, Illinois, May 26 to June 2. 
One fare for round trip. Date of sale, May 
27, 28, and 30. Final limit for return, June 4. 

Annual Convention Travelers' Protective 
Association of America, at Omaha, Nebraska, 
May 31 to June 3. Rate one first-class fare 
plus $2.00 for round trip. Date of sale, May 
29 and 30. Limit for return, ten days from 
date of sale. 

Annual Meeting American Medical Asso
ciation at Denver, Colorado, June 7 to 12. 
One standard fare plus $2.00. Date of sale 
June 2, 4, and 5; returning not earlier than 
June 12 or later than July 6. 

Book 
subjects illustrated by means of finely painted 
pictures and charts furnished. to order on 
muslin, canvas, or oilcloth. For particulars 
address Hulmes & Kress, 609 Main Street, 
Kansas City, Missouri. 

WHAT HA VE YOU to exchange as part 
payment on a well improved 80 acre farm 
two miles from Lamoni? Large build
ings-all painted-orchard. Yearly pay
ments on balance. Give full description 
and price of your property in first letter. 

D. F. Nicholson. 

LAMONI FARM FOR SALE. 
Eighty acres, with five room house, large 

barn, other outbuildings; abundance of water; 
young orchard. Located two miles from 
Graceland College, Lamoni, and one fourth 
mile from schoolhouse. Price, $2,500 with 
one half cash; balance to suit purchaser. 

Address, MRS. MARGARET BAGLEY, 
Lamoni, Iowa. 

Anyone sending a sketch and description may 
quicldy ascertain our opinion free whether an 
invention is probably patentable. Communica~ 
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents. 

Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive 
special notice, without charge, in the 

Sd~ntHic Hmtrlcan~ 
A handsomely illustrnted weekly. I.argest cir
culation of any scientific journal. rrerms, $3 a 
year; four months, $1. Sold by an newsdealers. 

MUNN & C0.36 rnroaaway, New York 
Bnrnch Office, 625 lP St., Washington, D. C~ 

STOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, BTG, 
Special attention given to Builders' Hardware. 

Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnis!J.e~ 

co. 
'FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN. 

A house in Lamoni, Iowa, two squares from the busl.-o 
ness center. It has ei~ roon1E1, a hall, and three clof;etsi'l 
and is conveniently arni.n_ged for a family of six or more; 
Is warm as a winter house, and has good ventilation fo11 
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple, 
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which 8."9 
the corner of "' block. Address. 

I. Jl!. W. COOPER. Lamoni. Iowlioo 

THE SAINTS' HARP. Hymn Book 
-Words Only. 

Cloth ......................••.•. $0 75 
Morocco Grain Russia ............ 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .••• 1 25 

JUST PUBLISHED. 
A Concordance to the large print Book of 

Mormon, of proper size for insertion in books 
of that edition already published. Sixteen 
pages. Evel'yone should hav.e it. On sale 
at the Herald Office. Price ten cents. 
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GROWING BREADTH OF RELIGIOUS 
VIEWS IN THE PROTESTANT 

CHURCH. 

THE most interesting feature of the 
reception given to Archbishop Corri
gan at the Metropolitan Opera House 
on Thursday evening was the partici
pation in it of a number of Protestant 
gentleman, prominent in the politics, 
business, and society of the city. The 
occasion was one of congratulation to 
the Archbishop upon having com
pleted twenty-five years of successful 
labor on behalf of the Roman Catholic 
Church, and the Protestants referred 
to not only testified silently by their 
presence on the stage and in the boxes 
of the opera house their respect and 
admiration for the eminent Roman 
Catholic prelate, but two of them de
livered orations in praise of him and 
his work. 

Until within a comparatively short 
period an occurrence like this e;ould 
not havlil happened. Fifty years ago, 
certainly, there could not have been 
found in this city a single Protestant 
who would have been willing to join 
with his Roman Catholic fellow citizens 
in celebrating the achievements of a 
priest of their church: much less to give 
utterance in words to his approval of 
them. At a still earlier epoch the uni
versal belief of Protestants was that 
the Church of Rome was anti-Olx-ist 
and a spiritual Babylon, fitly described 
in the Apocalypse as an abominable 
harlot. The memories of the Spanish 

Lamoni, Iowa, June 15, 1898. No. 24. 

inquisition, of the cruelties perpe- / comparison of results alarms many of 
trated upon the Protestants of Holland, them. At the Methodist preachers' 
and of the condemnation of Galileo meeting to be held Monday after
were invoked to stimulate hatred of noon they will discuss the situation. 
the scarlet woman and to inspire th0 Dwight L. Moody will be present, 
treatment as social and political out- 1 and in the course of his address it is 
laws of all who acknowledged her· thought he will offer some advice as 
claims to authority. to ways and means of stirring up 

How wonderfully this intolerant religious enthusiasm. 
hatred of Roman Catholics has given The falling off in the increase has 
way to the advance of civilization, been the subject of much discussion 
and how it has been succeeded by in the church since the publication of 
more genial sentiments, Thursday's ' an article in Zion's Herald about a 
celebration is convincing proof. The mont,h ago which laid the responsi
Roman Catholic Church has not bility of the church's meager achieve
changed its character nor abated one ment upon the Epworth league. It 
jot of its pretensions to be the only was charged that the league was lack· 
true Christian church. In its eyes all ing in spiritual aspirations and that 
Protestants are schismatics and here- in many churches it was nothing more 
tics, and if it could rescue them from than a social club. The same criti
their errors by any measures however cism was applied to the Christian 
painful, those measures it would not Endeavor society and other young 
hesitate to adopt. Undeterred by people's societies in connection with 
their consciousness of this fact and churches. 
seeing only the good done by their DO NOT AGREE WITH THE WRITER. 
traditional enemy our New York Bishop Ninde took issue with the· 
Protestants come bravely forward to writer of the article, and many pas
acknowledge that good and to extol it. tors opposed the views expressed in 
Pro~ably this indifference to Roman I the Herald article, among them the 

Catholic censure through an over- Rev. W. T. Perrin, of Boston, who, 
powering admiration for Roman Oath- while denying any decline in the soul
olic excellencies may be but a part of saving efficiency of the church, said 
the growing indifference to the tram - the ministry would be to blame if 
mels of all religious authority which there were. 
has lately become so conspicuous The Rev. H. C. Jennings of the 
among leading Protestants. The fear Western Methodist Book Concern 
of the thunders of excommunication said yesterday: "ltis just the swing
may have been dissipated by the same ing of the pendulum. If any cause is 
skepticism as that which has dis- to be assigned I think the action of 
sipated respect for the authority of the last conference may have had 
the Scriptures and loyalty to the something to do with it; also the fact 
ancient creeds of Protestant ecclesi- that the church is losing something 
astical bodies. But, whatever it of its eagerness for sensational evan
springs from, it is an encouraging gelists. Those who do enter the 
sign of progress in religious freedom church are people of solid character. 
and in religious liberality.-New York The day of clap-trap is past. I don't 
Sun. think there is any cause for anxiety 

on account of statistics." 
METHODISTS IN DOUBT, EDITOR THOMPSON'S COMMENT. 

STATISTICS ARE PERPLEXING. David D. Thompson, of the North-
METHODIST ministers are worrying western Christian Advocate, said: ''In 
over the fact that _the i~crease in the I the history of. the .Methodist Epis
church membership this year is not copal Church m this country there 
equal to their expectations. For has been an actual decrease in mem-
67,467 increase last year they have bership sixteen times. The most 
added only 19,500 members, and the serious was in 1846, when half a mil-
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

11.·on members left and organized the\ stand against universalism. Many of I desire f?r ac~urate and reli~ble informatio~ 
Methodist Episcopal Church South. the members of the association be- concernrng our vessels has rnduced the Sci-

. . , entific American to publish a Special Navy 
For seven ~ea:s durmg the one hun- heved that the_ Rev. E. S. ~arr s p~o- Supplement of 40 pages, with 90 illustrations. 
dred years history of the church, posed resolution demandmg strict Every effort has been made to explain what 
down to 1874, the increase in member- orthodoxy on the doctrine of retribu- the Navy is. Comparisons have been drawn, 
ship has been 100,000 or more; with tion would be killed in committee, but not only between the various types of vessels, 
the exception of these years the aver- committeemen were strenuous in their but also between different vessels of the same 

class. The descriptions are couched in age increase for the century would be denials of any clash in their meeting. 
untechnical language, and after a careful 

about that of the present year." - Chi- - Chicago Tribune. reading of this number any one can discuss 
cago Record. the merits of the various vessels very much 

INTERNATIONAL TEMPERANCE CONGRESS. 
as he would talk of the good and bad points 
of a horse. The clear diagrams showing 

FORESEES A NEW THEOLOGY. An International Temperance Congress will the differences between these modern 
PROFESSOR HERBERT L. WILLETT, be held at Prohibition Park, Staten Island, fighting machines render analysis of this 
of Chicago University, in an address , New York, from July 1 to 6 inclusive. kind easy. It is beautifully illustrated by 
on "A Religious Forecast " delivered ' The object of the congress is to secure an half-tone engravings and woodcuts showing 

. ' . exchange of views so that the different not only the naval vessels themselves, but 
last night before the Congregational classes -of temperance workers may become guns, gun turrets, conning towers, steering 
Association of Ill;nois, made the better acquainted with the work and purpo~e apparatus, etc. This number has a colored. 
assertion that Christianity has as yet of one another, and to discuss plans for united cover and colored map of Cuba. Price, 25 
only partly emerged from the confines effort along such lines as the following:- cents. Munn & Company, 361 Broadway, 
of heathenism. 1. To prevail upon the 115,000 physicians New York, are the publishers. 

in the nation to cease prescribing alcohol for I 
In support of this statement the internal use, except as they would prescribe I 

speaker cited the doctrines which have other poisons. · MR. PA'rTON AS A PESSIMIST. 
prevailed in the past. He pointed to 2. To bring the leading life insurance com- President Patton,. of Princeton, doesn't 
the tendency to scientific inquiry and panies to acknowledge publicly, what they take a very high view of the abilities of this 

admit privately, that total abstainers are at generation. In an interview published in a the application of critical methods to 
least twenty per ·cent safer risks than moder- local paper he says: 

the scriptures, and, admitting that ate drinkers, and then to take the further "This is an age of second-class men. When 
analysis had thus far been destructive, logical step to grant these total abstainers Bismarck and Gladstone have passed away 
declared that the removal of error was the benefit of their abstemious habits in what really great men will be left? The 

opening tbe way for a constructive 
theology and the growth of a deeper 
sense of work in the common cause of 
man. 

If the plan favorably reported from 
committee yesterday afternoon be 
adopted, the association this morning 
will establish a ministerial bureau, 
devised to bring together pastorless 
churches and churchless ministers. 
The bur<:lau is expected to be self-sup
porting. When a minister is supplied 
with a church through its agency he 
will make a cash return for the bene
fit received and the churches for 
whom pulpits are filled will pay for 
that service. Action on the matter 
was deferred until this morning. 

lower insurance. periods of greatness of literature or states-
3. To urge upon the more than 300 univer- manship are recurrent. The Elizabethan age 

sities and colleges of America to protect was a marked period; th.e early Victorian 
their students by providing clean and anti- era gave us many men great in statecraft and 

literature. We have fallen on a barren time liquor surroundings. 
now. Mr. Augustine Birrell phrased it very 

4. To see that the millions of children in well when he said that the only men who had 
the ~unday schools are systematically for- anything to say were scientists, and they did 
tified against the drink habit by moral and not know how to say it; and the only men 
spiritual arguments, as they are now begin- who knew how to say anything were the 
ning to be fortified in the public schools by literary men, and they had nothing to say. 
physiological and hygienic arguments. In reading Tennyson he said: 'I may put by 

5. To urge upon the 100,000 clergymen in in my memory the lines that I think are 
this country to preach systematically, at worth remembering. The others I am will
least once a month, on temperance. ing to forget as soon as I have read them.'" 

6. To teach the industrial and commercial "Is it not remarkable that this generation 
classes to recognize the vital bearing of total has not one great poet?" was asked. 
abstinence on their respective interests. ''It is a fact," said Dr. Patton. "We are 

7. To agitate for total abstinence as a quali- left to choose between Mr. William Watson, 
fication of teachers in our public and other who poetizes on poetry, and Mr. Rudyard 
schools-as it is rapidly becoming a qualifi- Kipling. Not that I would belittle Mr. Kip
cation of engineers and others who handle ling, for I think that if he ever becomes se
complicated machinery, there being found rious he may still do something worthy. In 

Several important matters will have nowhere more complicated workmanship fact, he has done recently something which 
to be decided to-day among them the than that of the immortal human minds and ' . . . . . seems to bear the mark of inspiration. His 
fate of the State Foreign M.issionary hearts, which are placed within the tratnrng recessional was the literary feature of the 
society. The Rev. Joseph H. Selden of teachers. . Queen's jubilee."-Ex. 
@f Elgin, chairman of a committee j 8. To agitate for total abstinence in the · 

. . · officers and men of the army and navy who 
appomted a year ago, reported m are placed, not to defend simply a railroad 
favor of a more compact organization. train, but a government. 
The report was tabled, with the un- Also, there is to be an exchange of views 
derstanding that it be called up again. on such questio~s as, _Ferment~d and unfer-

The Committee on Resolutions was mented commumon wme; Partisan and non-
. . · partisan prohibition movements; The best 

busy all day and will report at this substitutes for saloons. 
forenoon's session. It will bring to 

ADDRESSES. 

J. F. Mintun, Box A., Magnolia, Iowa. 
L. F. Joh'l'.lson, Minneapolis, Kansas. 
L. R. Devore, Graysville, Monroe County 

Ohio. 
T. A. Hougas, Supt. Gen. S.S. Association, 

Henderson, Iowa. 
Peter Anderson, Stanberry, Missouri. 
W. R. Armstrong; secretary, 14 Counol.l the front the dispute which threatens 

most to the peace of the association
that on the advisability of making a 

SPECIAL NAVY SUPPLEMENT. I Street, H., Manchester, England. 
THE subject of our Navy is ,one which is Elder Henry C. Smith, No. 647 South 

all-engrossing at the present time, and the . Spring Street, Los Angeles, California. 
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HEI~AI-10. 
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free."-.John 8: 31, Ila 

"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none." 

Vol. 45. 

JOSEPH SMITH 
R. S. SALYAIWS 
HEMAN c. SMITH, 
JOSEPH LUFF, 

EDITOR. 
ASSISTAN'r EDITOil. 

COIU\ESPONDING EDITOilS. 

LAMONI, loWA, JUNE 15, 1898. 

Lamoni, Iowa, June 15, 1898. 

mencement of the second Christian century, 
and further through North Africa and 
Southern Europe. Christianity proceeded in 
a similar way .... If the orthodox cosmog
raphcrs of the middle ages, mainly from reli
gious causes, considered Jerusalem as the 
center of the world, and marked it as such 
on the maps, it was not altogether without 
geographical foundation. 

PALESTINE. To us this appears to be an impor-

Book of Mormon, page 1111. 

No. 24. 

ence. This is most noticeable in Haifa, 
Jaffa, Nazareth, and, above all, in Jerusalem; 
in a slighter degree, even in the country east 
of the Jordan. The small town of Nazareth 
alone possesses three hospitals, seven con
vents, and twelve schools of Europeans, in 
some of which artisans are being trainea. In 
Jerusalem, where the Mohammedan popula
tion forms already a minority of the inhabit
ants, the Jews have seventy synagogues, 
besides numerous other institutions. Chris-
tians of all nations and denominations have 
their churches, convents, orphanag-es, 
schools, etc. 

The settlements on the plateau to the north 
extend to a considerable distance. The nar-
rowly built city harbors within its irregular 
square of barely four kilometres not less than 
twenty-four religious communities, twelve of 
which are Christian. Jerusalem with its 
ever varying scenes presents now more than 
ever the aspect of a peculiar cosmopolitan 
city, of a holy city, the seat and center of 
three cosmopolitan religions. Even east of 
Jordan cities, desolate for many cent,uriee, 
rise up again .... 

Although the layer of soil may have be
come somewhat thinner and more broken, 
and, perhaps, the showers somewhat less 
frequent and more irregular, yet are the con
ditions of the country still essentially the 
same, especially in view of the progress made 
in the mechanical appliances. Palestine can 
again become ''The South," and the granary 
of the Southeast Mediterranean and of Eu-

IT is customary with some to thought- tant point. In the former dispensation 
lessly speak of the great and import- God chose a central point, and one 
ant work done in Palestine as done in possessing the greatest facilities for 
a "little corner of the world," but this the spreading of light, in which to es
is exactly the reverse of the truth. tablish his work and set up his king
Some time ago we wrote an article, dom. In like manner he chose one of 
which was published elsewhere, in the central and most important na
which we took the position that no tions of the earth, and the one in 
country in the world could have been which the greatest religious liberty 
better adapted to the work performed, was guaranteed, and hence possessed 
because of it being, in the time of the greatest facilities for the spread
Christ, as near the center of the then ing of light, in which to establish his 
known world as possible, and because work and set up his kingdom in the 
of its variety of products, scene:y, last dispensation. The importance of 
and climate; and also because it was this should not be overlooked, and to 
situated on the "highway of nation.s," represent God as doing a work, either 
thus affording facilities for the spread- then or now, which so vitally con
ing of the glad news not surpassed by cerned the whole world, in a "little 
any nation or country then known to corner," is misrepresenting him. Dr. 
the world. We then, and do now, Fischer's remarks concerning the 
wonder how any one co ld speak of 1·t present condition and future pros-

u rope. It is capable of increasing its popula-
as a "little corner of the world." We pects of Palestine will be especially tion fourfold; i. e., to three millions, or 100 
see now that "Dr. Theobald Fischer, interesting to the readers of the per square kilometer. It only requires a 
Professor in Mar burg," takes this HERALD. He is quoted as saying:- development of its agriculture. . . . The 
view of the subject. In an article on The population of Palestine is chiefly an plain to the coast west of the Jordan, with 

agricultural one; cattle breeding takes only its infinite water supply could support a very 
Palestine, published in the May and a second place. 'I'he cultivation of .. the dense population, and the conditions are 
June (189e) numbers of the G.eograph- ground progresses everywhere, especially in highly favorable for the growth of oranges, 
·ische Zeitschrift, extracts of which are the neighborhood of the towns. Arboricul- cotton, tobacco, sugarcane. On the plateau 
published in the Palcstina, of London, ture-the vine included-ranks first. Jaffa west of the Jordan also it only wants a h.us
England, for June and July, 1896, oc- is, for several kilometers, surrounded by banding of the water supply, especially a 

orange groves. Olive groves are found all storing up of the winter supply, to turn a 
curs the following:- over the country, even east of the Jordan, large portion of the land into garden plots, 

But another foature made itself felt, which the largest being those in the neighborhood such as are found at present only near Beth
was in strong contrast to that exclusiveness; of Gaza. The fig tree is also cultivated. . . . lehem, Nabulus, Djennin, and a few other 
Palestine's position in the midst of, and in- The production of wine is being carried on places. With increased artificial irrigation 
close vicinity to, the great commercial routes on a large scale around Haifa, Jaffa, Jerusa- more valuable articles could be produced ev
of the world. Palestine offered no allure- lem, Es Salt, and other points, especially erywhere, for which there would be no lack of 
ments to the Lords of those routes, but its about Hebron. Cereals, cotton, sesame, and good markets in the country or on the Medi
inhabitants were enabled to introduce their tobacco are al'so grown. The wheat of Pales- terranean, especially in Egypt. The valley 
products, material and spiritual, into the traffic tine is held in high esteem. . . . Little of the Jordan could be turned into a tropical 
of the world This position of the country cheerful as the aspect is that Palestine pre- garden over its whole extent. Its dates 
showed its effects upon the spreading of the sents at the present day, the question as to would be like in ancient times, better than 
Jews and Judaism about the beginning of the its future can be answered with the greatest any other, and far better than the Egyptian; 
Christian era. The Jews went to Abyssinia, confidence. The moment a wise and benevo- it would grow oranges, cotton, sug·arcane, 
South Arabia, and India; to Egypt, in whose lent government is established, and the de- bananas, and, in winter, all sorts of vegeta
center of commerce, Alexandria, that velopment of the country is aided by good bles. Jericho, now only five days' journey 
metamorphosis probably took place, which management, a new departure will set in. , from Berlin, can be reached from Jerusalem 
turned an originally agricultural into a mer- Even now a progressive movement can be by an easy morning walk; it lies 1,050 meters 
cantile people; to Barka, where they were noticed, in consequence of improved com- lower than the latter city and its temperature 
yfJry ne11'r foundi.ng a new empire at the com- . munication, iu1d increased Europe(J,n infju- is in January 2° centigrade above that of 
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Cairo; it can again become what it was at 
the time of Herod, a magnificent winter 
abode. It would derive additional value 
from the hot mineral springs in its vicinity, 
at Tel el Hamman (Aines Sultan), from the 
Dead i::iea with its glorious scenery and its 
springs, like Ain Djidi, Hammam es Zerka 
(Calirrhoe), Ain es Sara and others, from the 
numerous relics of ant\quity all round, from 
the Jordan, so rich in fish, etc. It is told of 
Thales of Miletus, that having foreseen a rich 
harvest of olives, he proved to a scoffer that 
his philosophy was of great practical value, 
by buying up all oil presses in Iona, which 
he let out again, at a high rate after the har
vest. In the same manner the geographer 
of the present day can advise the foundation 
of a sanatorium at Jericho, in the same way 
as the German settlers at Haifa intend to 
establish such an institution on Carmel. 

The whole of the land east of the Jordan, 
from Moab to Hermon and the Hauran is a 
wheat country which cannot anywhere be 
surpassed in excellence. The most fertile 
tracts, exposed to the heat of the sun, after 
the harvest is ended in May, soon becomes a 
waste, and have to be evacuated by its in
habitants. But by a prudent storing up of 
the abundant water supply during winter, it 
might be made permanently habitable. The 
many ruins of hundreds of towns and villages 
show that the district was densely populated 
before the invasion of the Arabs. Nature it
self lends a hand, for the winter rains fre
quently are gathered and preserved in 
excavations in the rocks, and to this day 
remains of such cisterns, covered or open, are 
extant, by means of which only it was possi
ble for Bosra (Bostra), to become an impor
tant centre of the traffic to Damascus. Some 
of them are still in use, and aqueducts can 
still be traced, one of which called the 
Pharaonic, stretches over a length of 44 
kilometers. . . . In those days the whole 
country was probably under cultivation, large 
tracts irrigated, and the bad harvests 
rarer. 

The cultivation of the whole of Palestine is 
a tender plant, which necessitates careful 
nursing and strong protection, it wiH wither 
in the absence of either. 'rhe districts bor
dering upon the desert are the theater of a 
constant struggle between waste and fer
tility. Whenever a strong hand protects the 
land, and an organized management prevails, 
settlers crowd into those territories and move 
the landmarks of the cultivated land for
wards; the settlements gain in population, 
the latter grows richer, civilization pro
gresses; the cultivated country triumphs 
over the desert. The reverse takes place as 
soon as the vigor of the population is being 
paralyzed. 

At the present day small beginnings of a 
return of a golden age for Palestine are per
ceived everywhere. Its further develop
ment depends upon the course events will 
take in the East. But the European influ
ences appear so strongly to affect the totter
ing Turkish Empire, that no reversion in the 
proceedings set on foot need be feared, though 
obstacles may have to be overcome. We can 
ti::mfid,ently say: Paleetirie po~sestiflf'l !lcOt gµly - i'; - - ,. " 

'rHE SAIN'I'S' HEI~ALD. 

a grand historical past, but also a glorious 
future! 

To this we add the report of the 
Agricultural School at Jaffa:-

The managers of the agricultural school at 
Jaffa have issued their report for the first 
part of the year 1895-96, and it shows that 
the results have been, on the whole, fa
vorable. It is well known that all important 
agricultural operations, such as sowing, 
planting of trees and vines, etc., are princi
pally done in winter, and that the success of 
such work depends greatly on the atmos
pherical conditions of the season. This year 
the weather has proved particularly favora
ble. The olde~t inhabitants do not remem
ber, in the last twenty years, a winter so 
mild, and having the rains so well distrib
uted, without hail or storms. 

The first rain fell in November, just at the 
time when the sowing for the winter itnd 
other pressing work was at hand. At that 
period, the soil, hardened by the fierce heat 
of the summer, would resist the action of 
the plough, unless moistened by an abundant 
downpour. 

A rain which, with intervals, lasted for 
six days, and was succeeded by brilliant 
weather made a proper execution of the first 
labors possible. All work cmrn"cted with 
the growth of barley, wheat, and fodder was 
actively pushed forward and the fields sown. 

December brought a fresh supply of water, 
again followed by beautiful weather. During 
this month the olive plantations were at
tended to, the almond groves extended, 
preparations made for foresting, shrubberies 
laid out, the vineyards manured, and the pota
toes sown. 

In January there was the same succession 
of rain and good weather, and what frost 
there was, caused only some slight damage 
to some of the plants of the kitchen ga:rdens. 
In this month, the dressing of the vines ab
sorbs the greater part of the work, there is 
the pruning, the manuring, et0. Here and 
there the plough is still busy in the gardens 
and orchards, and the cultivator, drawn by 
six horses, works in the little garden below, 
on the site of the old orangery, a clayey cor
ner, which they had improved and covered 
with maize for fodder. 

In March the various growths already 
showed unmistakable signs of health and 
vigor; the wheat and barley shot forth capi
tally, the almond trees were in full bloom, 
the young almond and olive plantations were 
thriving beautifully; slight rain showers 
gave from time to time a new life to the 
vegetation. Towards the end of the month 
and the beginning of April, a. sharp down
pour, preceded and followed by light siroc
cos, which had no disquieting effects, closed 
the season. 

They have thus happily passed the first 
period of their activity. They now hope 
that the summer may not have anything dis
agreeable in store for them. 

It is known that there is a regular series 
of labor connected with the vineyards. The 
first work, consisting of manuring, was done 
in December. But before this the clearing 
Qi certllil.n Btumps wv.st bi,liVQ ])ee1:1 effected, 

partly for the purpose of destroying the in
sects that lodge under the bark, and partly 
in order to extract the superfluous suckers 
and roots. In January and February the 
pruning was commenced, but it was quickly 
finished by the pupils of the school. The 
pruning was followed in March by the second 
and third items of work, which consist of ex
tirpating the weeds and breaking the outer 
crust. At the same time they replaced the 
stocks wanting in the vineyard of muscatels, 
adjoining the vineyard Cremieux, they again 
grafted certa-in stocks, paid the necessary at
tention to the new graftings, cut the shoots 
of the supports, and were actively busy dur
ing. a portion of the season in weeding out 
the dog grass. 

The first smoking with sulphur, which is 
done three times a year, was applied in 
April. It is a preventive of cryptogamic dis
eases. A different kind of treatment was 
applied to some vines where some traces of 
mildew showed themselves. 

At the beginning of the season, when it 
was found that the supply of manure was in
sufficient, they sowed between the vines on 
Mount Isaac, where the soil is poor and cal
careous, lupines, which were eventually hid
den in the ground under the form of green 
manure. The various proceedings of prun
ing, weeding, manuring, grafting, smoking, 
etc., entailed an expenditure of 3,242 francs. 

The vineyards are splendid, they look neat 
and are laden with fruit. If there be not 
any strong siroccos, the vintage is sure to be 
satisfactory. Thus far that wind has been 
very moderate, without having caused any 
injurious effects. 

The new orange gardens are one of the fin
est works ever undertaken by Mikveh Is
rael. Almost four hectares are covered with 
orange trees, and two and a half hectu.res 
with fruit trees, of the most delicate varie
ties, producing apricot.s, plums, peaches, 
medlars, pineapples, and bananas. The 
whole forms a splendid orchard, sheltered 
from the wind by a triple hedge of mimosas, 
eucalyptus, and pomegranates. 

The total expenditure of this great work 
does not exceed 30,000 francs; add to this an
other 5,000 francs for expenses till the period 
of production has arrived. This will bring 
it up to 35,000 francs, a very moderate outlay 
indeed, considering the returns that may 
be confidently expected. To judge by the 
Montefiore orangery, which covers no more 
than a hectare and a half, and which, accord
ing to the most moderate calculation, is able 
to bring an annual return of 4,000 francs, 
Mikveh Israel may expect their garden to 
produce upwards of 10,000 francs. 

During the winter they were occupied in 
this garden with filling up holes, weeding, 
planting the lower portion, regrafting cer
tain stocks, ancl sowing a few potatoes be
tween the rows of orange trees. Up to the 
present the cost of this garden amounts to 
1,412 francs, besides the cost of the teams. 

The almond plantation has, during the 
year, been enlarged by about one hectare. As 
the nursery did not offer a sufficient number 
of stocks, the planting was for the greater 

effectea, by sprouting- kerneli:; directly 
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sown on the spot. This system, though suc
cessful, is nevertheless inferior to that of 
using plants from the nursery; the latter are 
al ways more vigorous and promise more cer
tain results. 

As for the kitchen garden, the greater 'por
tion to the sum of 2,050 frances expended on 
this branch, was absorbed by winter vegeta
bles. There were beans, horse beans, peas, 
cabbages, beet roots, carrots, artichokes, 
gourds, salads, spinach, radishes, etc. A 
number of vegetables were also prepared for 
the summer. 

The principal consumers of these products 
are the staff and the pupils of Mikveh Israel. 
If there were, near Mikveh, a market for 
these vegetables, their cultivation would be 
a source of considerable profit. As it is, 
only half a score of families-the gourmands 
of Jaffa-are being supplied. The Arab is 
frugal, and prefers being provided for a few 
pence to using such delicacies. 

It must be said, that on the whole, the cul
tivation of such articles as are difficult to 
preserve, and for which there is no export in 
view of the scanty means of communications 
which this country possesses, is not at all ad-
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wake of new plantat,ions can only be a stag
nation, or decrease in the disposal of wine, 
and this consideration they think, ought not 
to stay their hands. If there is a cr.isis in 
store in the commerce of wine. in Pales
tine, the crisis will anyhow affect them. 
Supposing even the worst that could happen, 
that they were obliged to sell their wine at 
15 francs the hectolitre, the half of their 
actual price, even in that case every hectare 
of vineyard would ·produce almost 250 francs, 
and although, at the present moment, a 
hectare produces on an average of 500 francs 
annually, yet it is an average 1'enumeration 
of 250 francs, an income by no means to be 
despised, especially as they have land in 
abundan.ce, and would be able to increase the 
output to about 2,000 hectolitres. Even in 
that case the vine would be more remunera
tive than either cereals or farming. 

The following from the Palestina 
for June and July, 1896, will serve to 
sbow the interest taken by the Jews 
in the products of their native soil:-

'l'HE PALESTINIAN EXHIBITION IN 

BERLIN. 

van tageous. Oranges, wine, olives, almonds, Nothing is more calculated to bring the 
and some cereals will most likely, for a long practical results achieved by Zionists, of all 
time, remain the sole resources, until new shades, before the eyes of Western Europe 
outlets will have been opened. than the Judc:oo-Palestinian Exhibition in 

One of the most interesting of their labors Berlin. 
is the foresting. Imagine an immense ra· It forms a part of the International Exhi
vine, broken up in all ways, serving as a bition opened some weeks ago by the Em
breeding place for mosquitos, snakes, jackals, peror of Germany. A special division 
spoiling the aspect of the vineyards, and con- "Cairo" forms a sort of annex to the general 
stituting an ugly spot in the midst of cultiva- exhibition, and it is there that a committee 
tion. This eyesore bas to a great extent been of Berlin Jews, under the leadership of Dr. 
transformed into a picturesque plantation. Hirsh Hildesheimer and Herr Willy Bambus, 
It bas been planted over with· a great num- arranged for the exhibition of such producta 
ber of trees of various dernriptions. This from the colonies of the Holy Land, as would 
work bas occasioned an outlay of 1,000 francs. best demonstrate the practicability of a Jew-

In the sale of wine there was startling ish colonization of Palestine. The Judische 
progress. Whilst last year there was an Presse gives a description of the spectacle 
average sale of scarcely 40 hectolitres per this exhibition presented during the first 
month, it has risen this year to 70 bectoli- days after it was opened, which shows that it 
tres, amounting to 2,800 a month, The fact promises to prove a success in every way. 
is that their wine is daily more and more ap- On the "Pyramiden Platz" the Edu Tem
preciated, and that its quality enables them ple has been erected, wbiuh contains the col
to cope with the constantly increasing com- lections of tbe Khedive and the sugar 
petition. A very interesting question arises exhibition. Opposite this building, by the 
in connection with this. Will it be possible side of the Kaib-Bey MoEque with the graves 
for their sale of wine to remain thus steadily of the Khalii's a plain structure rises up, 
increasing, considering the incessant prog- whose colossal unhewn stones and mode of 
ress of the wine culture in Palestine, and the construction, gives the impression of the 
extension of Jewish colonies which produce tower of a fortress of times long gone by. 
wine of all qualities and values? Will it be This peculiar building, by its architecture,· 
of advantage to Mikveh farael to continue and its clever imitation of old, weather-worn 
extending its vinevards? Whether it will masonry, remind8 one of the tower of David, 
be possible for them to sell their wine much in Jerusalem, and it is there that the Pales
longer with the same facility and thti same tinian exhibition is h.oused. A wooden 
profit, is a question which it would be diffi- porch, roughly put together, and richly 
cult to answer before another two Ol' three festooned with flowers, bears the inscription 
years will have elapsPd; before the colonies in Hebrew and German, "Products of Jewish 
of Zichron Jacob, Rehobot, and Risbon-Le- villages in Palestine." Neatly worked chairs 
Zion will have disposed entirely of their and tables are placed in abundance before the 
enormous stock of wine, and of the stock entrance. The sight that strikes the visitor 
which the various Jewish vineyards have on entering is astonishing indeed. Arcbi
commenced producing. tecture and art have combined in producing 

Nevertheless it appears that the question· really grand results. The walls painted in a 
as to the further increase of the vineyards of \ soft white are adorned with arabesques rep
Mikveb Israel should be answered in the af- resenting palms, vines, etc., and are more
~rrrrntive, The only 1rntowm:q rel'lnl;s in the ' over ornamented with a nu~ber of script\:jrEJ 
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texts all round in large Hebrew letters, all 
bearing reference to agriculture. Opposite 
the entrance we read: "A land of wheat and 
barley, and vines and fig trees and pomegran
ites, a land of olives and honey."-Deuter
onomy 8 : 8. On the left: "The fig tree 
ripens its green figs, and the vines are in 
blossom and give forth their frai:rrance."
Song of Songs.-2: 13. On the right: "With 
fat of lambs, and rams of the breed of Bashan, 
and goats, with the fat of kidneys of wheat, 
and of the blood of the grapes thou drinkest 
wine."-Deut. 32: 14. 

The back wall of the room is occupied by a 
pyramid of enormous wine casks, tl10 top one 
of which exhibits a "Hechsber" (license) 
from t.he Chief Rabbi of Jerusalem, Rabbi 
Saul Eliashar. 'I'he room is crowded with 
throngs of visitors, both Jewish and Chris
tian, the latter of whom express a desire to 
taste the "Jew wine." It is amusing to wit
ness how pleasurably disappointed most of 
them are. They put the cup to their lips 
with a rather anxious grimace, quite pre
pared to swallow down some very doubtful 
concoction; but their features relax at every 
sip, and but few go away without some words 
of praise as to the quality and low price. 
And it is quite deserved; the wine is excel
lent, both the sweet "Esra wine," at 20 
pfennige (2td.) a glass, and H mark (ls. 6d.) 
the bottle; the red ''Rishon L'Zion" wine, at 
25 pfennige (3d.) the gla8s, H mark (ls. 9d.) 
the bottle; and the cognac. The lE.tter, al
though still young, is of excellent quality, 
and better than most of the French second 
class cognac, and sells at 15 pfennigo (2d.) a 
glass, and four mark (4s.) the bottle. 

The second room contains the other products 
of the Holy Land. It is larger, but decorated 
in a manner similar to the first. Here again 
the Scripture texts are a prominent feature. 
They are the following: "Drink thy wine 
with a merry heart."-Ecclesiastes 9: 7. "A 
land wherein thou shalt eat bread without 
scantiness."-Deuteronomy 8: 9. "Thou shalt 
not lack anything in it."-Deuteronomy 8: 9. 
"The mountains shall drop down sweet wine, 
and the hills shall flow with milk."-Joel 3: 
18. "I cause thee to drink of spiced wine, of 
the juice of my pomegranates."--Song of 
Songs 8: 2, 

One side wall gives the names of the Jew
ish villages in Palestine, .and the others are 
decorated with photographic views of the 
colonies and the agricultural school, Mikveh 
Israel, and with two superior maps of Pales
tine. The products are exhibited on long 
tables. Not less than twenty-three glasses 
contain specimens of various cereals and 
pulse, and samples of each are placed on 
plates for examination. Such visitors as 
have some knowledge of agriculture express 
surprise at the quality of the wheat, and th@ 
size of the lupins, maize, etc. Even during 
the very first days of the exhibition more 
than a hundred farmers applied for, and ob
tained samples of various kinds of corn, 
while corn merchants and middlemen show a 
particular interest in the specimens of wheat 
exhibited here. 

The general public, that have no special 
kµ.owledge of t.be quality of pro(l,ucts of the 
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soils, are chiefly interested by the exhibition 
of the silk; there are the cocoons, the silk 
yarn, and the colored materials, as worn in 
the Holy Land by the well to do as ]{efi.jes. 
It has a special interest for the ladi'ls; they 
admire the beautiful textures, and their as
tonishment is increased by an inspection of 
the perfumes, and especially by the eau de 
Cologne, manufactured in the colony of 
Yessud Hamaalah. Thousands of bottles 
might have been sold, there is a constant de
mand for them, but the small supply was al
ready sold on the second day of the exhibition, 
and a further supply has been ordered. 
Besides these products, there are the jellies 
prepared from all sorts of fruits, the mixed 
pickles, liquors, and, especially the olive oil 
and honey. 

Besices these products of agriculture in 
its widest sense, there are the well-known 
carvings in olive wood and stone, made by 
Jewish turners of Jerusalem; they include a 
few masterpieces, such as a "Sederdish," a 
work box, etc. All exhibits have not arrived 
yet; for instance, such fruits as have not yet 
been gatheeed. But varieties of almonds and 
apricots are already on their way to Berlin, 
and other fruits will be sent on. Numerous 
photographs, not only of the colonies, but 
of memorable sites and monuments are also 
offered for sale. 

Jaffa oranges are now sold on the 
English markets at about one shilling 
three pence a dozen (thirty cents). 

PATTIE; OR LEAVES FROM A LIFE. 

REDUCED from $1.15 to 75 cents. An 
excellent work for the home, also for 
young people's libraries and societies. 
Herald Publishing House, Lamoni, 
Iowa. 
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government militant army of men sent 
into the field as soldiers have exceeded 
them in this respect? 

Is it possible that there is more 
unity of sentiment in those partaking 
of our national American spirit than 
among those making claim to repre
sent the unity of Christ and his doc
trine? Something surely is lacking, 
with this state of affairs continuing. 

The boys of the blue and the gray 
have set a commendable example to 
the separated church bodies. The 
spirit in which they have greeted one 
another in the common cause of our 
country against oppression is highly 
Christian in character. Worthy of 
note, too, in this connection, is the 
hearty reception to the sixth Massa
chusetts regiment by the people of 
Baltimore, as that body of troops 
passed through that southern city 
enroute south. In '61 the sixth Mas
sachusetts was stoned and mobbed 
and shot at in the streets of Balti
more, but in '98 it is met with every 
possible demonstration of fraternity 
and affection - garlands of flowers, 
food, and warmest demonstrations of 
welcome greeting them from the citi
zens of the monumental city. 

It appears that some of our churchly 
brethren will have to wake up and 
keep step to the music of national 
unity. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 
THE SOLDIERS AND THE CHURCHES 

SOUTH AND NORTH. BRO. J. M. TERRY, Chicago, Illinois, 

weekly summary of the best thought 
of the times. Its political, religious, 
literary, and general columns are up 
to date and full of matter of impor
tance and interest. The subscription 
price is $2. 50 per year. Address the 
publishers, No. 13 Astor Place, New 
York. 

We thank brethren who have sent 
us a report of the Central Nebraska 
district reunion, held in a grove near 
Shelton, Nebraska, the first week or 
ten days in June. Brn. James Caffall, 
J. W. Waldsmith, W. E. Peak, S. D. 
Payne, C. W. Prettyman, L. Gamet, 
J. M. Stubbart, T. J. Sheldon and 
others of the ministry were present. 
A pleasant and profitable season was 
enjoyed; seven were baptized. Sun
day school and Religio meetings were 
held, in addition to the preaching and 
prayer services. All were so well 
pleased that another reunion, in 1899, 
was decided upon, and Brn. W. E. 
Peak, S. D. Payne, and F. A. Smith 
appointed a committee to appoint 
time and place and to make all neces
sary arrangements therefor. Reun
ions have become so abundant that 
the HERALD has been obliged to omit 
publication of regular reunion minutes. 
Brief reports or outlines thereof are 
acceptable however, and in keeping 
with our limited space and the grow
ing demands upon it. 

Brn. A. H. Smith and J. R. Lam-
bert returned on Monday, the 13th, 
from attendance at conference of the 
Nauvoo and Decatur districts, held at OF late years the soldiers of the South June 7:-

and the North who wore the gray and All goes well so far; good spiritual meet- Keb and Hiteman, Iowa. 
ings, an increased desire to work, and a gen- ___ _ 

the blue have practically and actually eral rallying of forces. Feel encouraged and 
- set aside all differences and become shall try to recognize no discouragement. 

united in the common cause of our --------------
country; leaving all past causes of EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

separation and division with the his- BRO. A. B. PIERCE writes of good 
tory of the past. This feeling and work being done by tht> young people 
sentiment which developed some and others of the branch of Provi
years ago, has been perfected since dence, Rhode Island. The aid so
the outbreak of war with Spain. ciety and other organizations for good 
However, our Methodist, Christian, were doing much in various lines of 
Baptist, and other churchmen, who effort to malie the work spiritually, 

HomB aolumn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

a\4Vitb peace that comes of purity 
And strength to simple justice due, 

So runs our loyal dream of thee; 
God of our fathers !-make it true. 

"0 Land uf iands ! to thee we give 
Our prayers, our hopes, our service free! 

U'or thee thy sons shall nobly live, 
And at thy need shall die for thee I" 

separated into divergent bodies known socially, and generally attractive as a ONLY A LITTLE WHILE. 
as ''North" and "South" churches, force for good. 'I'he musical, literary, "GooD morning, Mrs. Raymond. I am very, 
have not yet become reunited in the and other talents of saints and friends very glad to see you; but you have found me 

wearied and out of sorts. I al ways feel so-
bonds of fraternity and peace. were being developed in the various and 1 can't help it-when my hou0ework is 

True, they have fraternized together social and other services. The not properly done; my baby has been so sick 
through committees and talked over Providence Journal in a late issue had I and cross for a week, I could not attend to 
such reunitings of separated church commended their work in terms of no anythin~ b~t him and the cookin~. I c~n',~ 
divisions but ha t b bl t t. . beartohvernsuchshape-buticanthelp1t. 

' ve no een a e o I uncer a1n praise. "I heard he was sick and came in to help 
~omplete the unity f~r :Vhich they Student~ of .t~e wor~d's pro~ress I you," replied the .calle~, at ~he s~me. time 
9-\:liYlil labored: Why is 1t tl1111t pµ:r wi:uJ,t PuJJiic ()pinion; w h1cli con tams ~ · t,4rninl;i her a,ttept1Qn t,o t\w a1ck child HJ th~ 
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cradle. "How is he this morning? Don't 
you feel better, dear?" 

He recognized the gentle voice and feeling 
expression of the kind neighbor. 

"He is awful sick, and always was a sick, 
troublesome child; and sometimes I think
I don't know but 'tis wicked-that we both 
would be better off if he should die." 

"Very true in regard to the little ones, for 
no doubt they are saved in the fold of Christ, 
and thereby escape all of life's woes; but it 
cannot be so without deeply lacerating our 
very souls. None but those who have had 
the experience can tell. So, dear Mrs. Kim
ball, fold him in the bosom of your fondest 
affections, regardless of your household cares, 
for it is only a little while that we can have 
them at the longest,'' replied one who had 
been bereft of her children at different ages, 
and had seen the last one of her surviving 
children go out into homes of their own. 
"We will admit," she continued, "that it is 
very bard and ofttimes tedious to care for 
our sick ones and attend our household duties 
too; but such has been the experience of 
many women, such is the experience of many, 
and such will be the experience of many 
more. "ris the common lot of women, who 
move in life's common sphere; but 'tis only 
for a little while, though the days and the 
nights may seem to be very long." 

"I suppose it is so, but it is awful tedious 
to have a sick child to care for, two children 
to get ready for school, and the work to do 
for a husband and a hired man-and at just 
such a time too. I tell you 'tis awful, Mrs. 
Raymond,'' was the reply, accompanied by 
expressions suited to the emotions of one who 
felt that no woman ever had quite as hard an 
experience as she had, notwithstanding she 
had a good home, a kind husband, and not a 
large family. 

"I know it seems to be very hard, and espe
cially when our mental and physical powers 
have been overtaxed. Then we can see how 
weak we are in our own strength, and how 
necessary it is for us to draw from the great 
source of strength. There is no time in a 
woman's life that she so much needs the aid 
of a higher power as she does when rearing 
her family. She needs first to have a thor
ough understanding of her business, that is, 
strive to have an understanding of each new 
experience, as it presents itself; she also 
needs patience, wisdc,m, and grace every mo
ment, that her labors may be crowned with 
success; no failure so great, so awful as a 
family failure, and we are sorry to say it is 
quite as often caused by the wife as by the 
husband,'' was the thoughtful and true an
swer. 

The little sufferer fell asleep under the 
soothing inffuence of the kind woman, and 
the mother bad a few moments to rest and 
collect her thoughts, after expressing her 
feelings. 

"Before marriage I thought it would be 
only a delightful pastime to have a good 
companion, a nice home, and a few children
bad I known the reality of such a life, the 
responsibilities of such a life, I neyer would 
have accepted the situation. I would sooner 
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be called an 'old maid' all my days than have 
such care, such anxiety." 

"Many a young, inexperienced girl has 
thought as you did, and a large number of 
them have met more trying, more stern re
alities than you have bad to contend with; 
but by perseverance and a struggle for self
possession have come off conqueror; and in 
old age could look back on their past experi
ence with regrets over their indulgence in 
weakness, but with joy that they had with 
the help of God won the victory and been 
crowned with success. There can be no vic
tory without labor; no victory without a war
fare." 

"Just so; but I can't have patience with 
children; I never was used to them, neither 
was I ever maid of all work till after I was 
married. If I was not married I never would 
be. And I've heard many a woman express 
the same, and seen others who wanted to." 
The intonations accorded with the sentiment, 
and she childishly administered to the needs 
of the little sufferer. 

"Certainly, cet·tainly. I have known tired 
mothers to feel just as you do; but the fre
quency of the case does not prove that it is 
the best method-the right method. God 
created the world, created mankind, and 
made certain laws by which all things are 
governed, each in its own order, from the 
most minute object up to woman. Woman
the crowning work of the Creator-who can 
deny it? The last act in every well-arranged 
program is always the best. We do not try 
to prove our point, by referring to those who 
have dwarfed their pbyaical or mental 
powers by ignorance-or by willfulness; but 
to woman as designed by her Creator. 
Now, Mrs. Kimball, please don't be offended 
at my plain remarks, for you know I have had 
a broad experience, and am one of your best 
friends, consequently wish to make a few sug
gestions, hoping you will study the same and 
profit thereby.'' This remark was expressed 
in a manner that gave evidence of her sym
pathy and kind wishes toward the other. 
"If generations before us had rightly filled 
their mission-that is if they had understood 
their work and faithfully performed it, from 
beginning to end - one generation after 
another, children would be less troublesome 
and parents would have more strength and 
more patience." 

"I don't fully understand you, Mrs. Ray
mond," replied the one addressed, her coun
tenance assuming a look of interest. 

"Well, I will try and make it plain: If 
mothers as well as fathers, if young women 
as well as young men, all had lived consist
ent lives in every sense of the word, our 
cemeteries would not be so full; our asylums, 
our hospitals, would not be so thronged, our 
present mothers would not be so weak and 
nervous, and their offspring would be a com
fort instead of an annoyance. Less than a 
century ago children were considered a 
blessing-an honor. In many cases of late 
they are considered the reverse, and what is 
the cause? A perversion of God's laws. And 
the result is a curse upon humanity. 

"There is too much struggle fqr popu
larity, for style, and eminence; and what 
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is the result? Let the beholders answer. 
"If people only would be satisfied to live on 

a pure, consistent plane of life, generations 
hence would bless their memory. 'Tis only a 
little while that mothers can do their work, 
and we are glad that some of them are try
ing to do their work faithfully. Mothers; 
yours is the greater work on earth. On you 
rests the destinies of nations. Let man 
boast of his great power, but what is he 
without a mother? 

"May mothers rightly govern themselves, 
and thereby perform their designed work in 
the manner that will insure them the plau
dit: "v-Vell done, thou good and faithful.'" 

Dear mothers, it will be only a little while. 
SR. ALMIRA. 

PRAYER UNION SUBJECTS. 
MEMORY VERSES FOR JUNE. 

Thursday, June 16.-Missions and Sunday 
school work, and the church publications. 
Also for the poor, the sick, and afflicted. 

Memory Verses.-D. C. 1; Matt. 25:32-47. 
Thursday, June 23.-Zion, our country, its 

welfare and prosperity, and its speedy puri
fication by the reception of truth. That the 
scattered remnants may be gathered in, and 
the kingdom of Christ be established. 

Memory Verses.-D. C. 45:4-15. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

SR. PAULINE RUBY, of Omaha, Nebraska, 
earnestly desires the faith and prayers of the 
Prayer Union in behalf of herself, that it may 
please God to restore to her her hearing; for 
her sister, Mrs. C. M. Bell, who has heart 
and stomach trouble; and for her niece, Mrs. 
Jennie Thomas, who appears to have a cancer 
in her head. The latter is not a member of 
any church, but has faith in the promise;; of 
God. Sr. Ruby has been promised the bless
ing she asks, if her faith fails not, and she 
entreats your prayers that God may 
strengthen her faith. 

~~_.,~ ..... ·--<!Ill-~~~ 

UNDERWOOD, Ont., May 31. 
Editors Herald;-''Marrying and giving in 

marriage" is the order of the day. We are 
pleased to notify Herald readers of the mar
riage of Alice, youngest daughter of Alexan
der Clark, of Waldemar, to Mr. Archie 
McLean, of Toronto branch; both members of 
the church. 'vVedding occurred last Wednes
day at residence of bride's father, where a 
distinguished company were presf'nt, some 
coming from British Columbia, Idaho, and 
one from Lamoni, Iowa, ye Editor's wife. 
Elder R. C. Evans tied the nuptial knot. 

This makes the second marriage this year 
among the daughters of Bro. Clark. It 
seems they are in great demand; howbeit, bf:l 
it known to all ye single men that only one 
more daughter remains to pass through the 
ordeal-the last but not least, and unless ye 
manifest diligence ye shall lose your reward. 
The happy couple have taken up residence at 
Toronto. 

The wedding festivities had scarcely 
broken up when another ovout of pleasing 
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importance was hailed with delight-this 
time a uniting of our northern branches in a 
two-days' meeting at Garafraxa branch. It 
was a grand success. Saints from Arthur, 
Egremont, Proton, Masonville, Cedar Valley, 
and surrounding country turned out abun
dantly, while Gentiles caught up the spirit of 
the time and so were numbered among us. 
Meetings were crowded from first !;o last. 
Report says that fully nine hundred people 
were in attendance at our Sunday afternoon 
service to listen to an Elder Evans' two and 
one half ..hours' sermon; so great was the 
crowd that we had to take possession of Isaac 
Taylor's barn in order to accommodate the 
multitude. 

The prayer service was spiritual, the gifts 
being manifest to encouragement of saints 
and to the calling of Douglas Cameron to 
office of priest. 

The work has a progressive appearance in 
this northern clime, and why should it not? 
Is it not recorded that Israel is to come from 
the "north country'~" I am alone in this 
northern field, which extends to the north 
pole, and in bread th it reaches the two 
oceans. I trust that ye apostles, prophets, 
and bishopB will in future recognize the 
locality of the ten tribes by sending us help. 

Unit.y is increasing among saints, while 
Israel in Babylon are clamoring for greater 
light. Shall we lay down the armor, put out 
the candle, or hold our peace until our breth
ren in the dark shall see the light? I pray 
not. Yours in the work, 

DANIEL MACGREGOR. 

LOOKOU'l', Cal., May 29. 
Editors Heralll:-While the General Con

ference was in session I was preaching at 
Santa Rosa. I patiently waited for the news 
of its proceedings. We were anxious to 
know what would be done for this State. 
Thanks to the Quorum of the Twelve for re
membering it so well. 

I spoke sixteen times there and eight 
times at Fulton, a little town near by. At 
first I announced but three meetings at the 
last named place, for T was very anxious to 
get through in that region and move on to 
this part; for the saints here had already 
sent the money to bring me. I also wanted 
to give myself time to stop and hold a few 
meetings at Auburn and Sacramento while 
enroute. I closed there on a Friday evening. 
I had a fair audience and interest that night. 
'rhe saints thought I ought to remain long<'r, 
and so did I; but I decided to go to Santa 
Bosa and start from there to Sacramento the 
next day. That, night I dreamed I was hold
ing church at, Fulton and intended to con
tinue over Sunday and that it was very 
important that I should. "But," I thought 
to myself, "I have spoiled it all, for I have 
already dismissed and I am now at Santa 
Bosa and aim to go to Sacramento to-mor
row." The dream impressed me very much. 
I did no'" know it was from God, but thought 
it might be, and I believe it is much bet
ter to heed such adrDonitions than to risk 
your own judgment in a direction in which 
we have not received anything that resem
bles divine counsel. Some saints make a 
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mistake in applying human reason, culd cal
culation, to revelation. It must be received 
upon faith, and it sometimes takes more to 
accept one than to get it. We are bene
fited, it appears, just to the extent that 
we have the Holy Spirit to interpret and 
appropriate what comes from God. The 
size or number of revelations does not con· 
stitute the pivotal point, but our power to 
understand. A little dream very often means 
as much as an open vision or an angelic vis
itation, if properly interpreted. 

I sometimes find myself inclined to accept 
only what harmonizes with my own feelings, 
failing, it seems, to realize that the Lord 
knows more about anything than I do. May I 
ask, How many of the saints can unreservedly 
say with Paul, "I have confidence in God?" 
I am not certain I can, for there is enough of 
the carnal mind about me that I am not will
ing under all circumstances to have my ideas 
of propriety reversed. 

Not having any appointment at Sacra
mento, nor any dream calling me that way, I 
concluded to remain. Accordingly I gave 
out other appointments and stayed more than 
a week longer and by so doing baptiz~d two 
that I believe will be an honor to the cause. 
One was ready, and the other all but ready 
to enter t.he kingdom when I prepared to 
leave. My stay in that country was made 
pleasant by Bro. Lewis Cooper and daughter 
Etta, by an occasional drive .. It does one 
good to look at nll.ture, especially in this 
State where she is so gorgeously arrayed. 
For some time I have been trying to culti
vate my mind, but now I am seeking more to 
enlarge my soul and improve my body, and 
natural scenery helps amazingly. 

Bro. Alex. Schelling loaned me a bicycle 
while there, which I found very convenient 
in passing to and fro. I shall not forget the 
kind ministrations of oth0rs "whose names 
are in the book of life," among whom I will 
mention Sr. Jennie Page and al ways-on-hand, 
Sr Tupper. May God bless them all. 

I held twelve meetings at Auburn and three 
at the capital city. ·Upon the last of two 
short visits to the latter place I met Bro. D. 
L. Harris and heard him preach twice. He 
was on his way home from General Confer
ence. I must say in this connection a good 
word for the saints there. The most of them 
are living as near the standard of this latter
day work as their surroundings will at all 
admit. It really takes more of God's grace 
to keep up interest in his work when a per
son is following an avocation where his asso
ciates are not friends to grace to help him 
on to Him than is required for one who is 
wholly engaged in gospel work. Indeed, I 
am willing to concede that the standard of 
spirituality generally is as good out here as 
anywhere I have been, but I am also free to 
admit that I have not lived under "the drop
pings of the sanctuary" as much as some. 
Justice, however much I might be inclined 
to be merciful, requires me to state that 
some who profess to be saints do not work at 
the trade very much. 

The following dialogue represents the con
dition that exists to some extent here as well 
as elsewhere. He who runs may read:-

Minister: "Is your Pa a Christian?" 
Little Boy: "Yes, sir; but you can't tell it 

on him." 
However, the spiritual status is not as far 

below what it is East as some believe. The 
East (significant word that) has not as great 
a monopoly on things lovely and of good re
port as a few are wont to think. Some of 
those who write from there to the church 
papers are like tbe man who wore red mag
nifying glasses when he ate cherries to make 
them look large and luscious. In other 
words, they have the laud-agent faculty. It 
is, of course, when not extreme, an enviable 
trait; for it is good to be able to look on the 
bright side, to be as optimistic as the facts 
will allow. 

I came to this place the 20th inst. The 
saints appeared to be and I think, really were 
glad to see me. I like to be in this country 
because my health was better here than any
where in the State. If I were to remain 
long enough I beiieve it would become per
manently good. 

When I was here before the Spirit spoke 
to me, as I believe the following words: "In 
a way thou hast not looked for I will bless 
thy labors here." It came like a telegraphic 
communication. II; is the last line except 
the word "God," "I" being used instead, of 
the following verse of poetry which I hacl 
often used to console myself when discouraged 
and heavy-hearted:-
"Be not weary or distrustful, 0, thou servant of the 

Lord, 
Though thy work seem fruitless labor, thou shalt reap 

a rich reward. 
Work not with a faltering spirit though no sings of life 

appear, 
Jn a way thou hast not looked for God will bless thy 

labors here.,, 

Bro. William Newton, who was with 
me at the time, asked me what I under
stood by the word "here." Did it mean 
this locality or tbe world? I replied that 
it meant my labors generally. Since I 
came here this time the following words 
were given me in a dream: "You can 
do more good here than anywhere else." 
Now wh<ott did it mean? May not its meaning 
include both? It will not mean practically 
anything unless I do my part. What little 
experience I have had in regard to divine 
communications has convinced me that God 
oftener indicates what may be than what 
will be. The fact that a person is repre
sented in a dream or otherwise as being in a. 
certain condition or position is no evidence 
that he will ever reach it. An individual 
may have a vision of heaven, and then go to· 
hell if he starts in that direction and heads 
that way long enough. If a certain point is 
reached it will be because certain conditions. 
have been complied with or intermediate 
steps taken. The man who believed he 
would meet with three surprises in heaven 
and among other things said, "I will be sur
prised to find myself there," was evidently 
mistaken upon this point. No man will go 
there unless he purposes to, so when he gets 
there he will not be astonished. I once 
dreamed that I went to Monroe City, Indi
ana, and presented the gospel and that forty 
people accepted it. I went there and 
preached with ordinary attendance and i.n~ 
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terest, had much opposition to encounter. J has years in which to live, t-hough it may not 
My brother, Charles Barmore, was with ' take that long. 

is far more pleasant to work among the 
saints, but, as missionaries are not out on 
pleasure excursions, we can't al ways do that 
which is most pleasant, and have a clear 
conscience at the same time. And the saints 
will please bear in mind that they can 
greatly assist the missionary in getting into 
new fields, especially when the missionary is 
a stranger both to the people and the country. 

me. He dreamed that faithfulness and "Truth crushed to earth wiil rise again; 
the gift of con ti nuance were required '!'be eternal years of God are hers." 
to make the work there a success. I Yours, laboring for and hoping to soon see 

dreamed of seeing a man with whom we 
stopped one night arise in an audience, ap
parently an assembly of saints, and tell about 
the light that had dawned upon his mind 
since he obeyed the word of God. We went 
away and never returned, as a consequence 
there are no saints there. Whose fault is it? 
'l'his occurred in the autumn of 1894. In 
how many cases are the saints to blame for 
the failure of certain persons to accept the 
truth? Sometimes the failures of humanity 
are charged upon God. 

I know people who are floundering upon 
the shoals ana sands of doubt because acer
tain manifestation failed, when the fault is 
theirs. Nearly all of God's promises are 
based upon conditions, and he is the judge as 
to whether they_ have been fulfilled or not. 
He told the saints to build a temple and the 
city of Zion, but they failed to do so, and he 
revoked the command, which he says he has 
a right to and does do. It isn't right to put 
forth human hands to steady the Lord's ark, 
but to stand still and see his salvation and 
yet, we as lively stones are built up a spiritual 
house. We must strive, however, according 
to the law if we expect to be crowned. 

There are some things about this latter
day work, some things about God's ways, I 
don't understitnd. All of my expectations 
have not been realized, but I have thereby 
learned that God sometimes causes our dis
appointments and the shattering of our plans 
and opens doors through which we pass into 
the enjoyment of brighter things than we 
even imagined. My likes and dislikes, I 
have discovered, have nothing to do with 
God's choices. It has becon::e a proverb 
among Latter Day Saints that a revelation is 
like lightning, no one knows where it is go
ing to strike. It is best to let God's will, not 
ours, be done. Many of the sectarian people 
are willing to believe the gospel so far as it 
is in harmony with their creeds, and some 
saints have little creeds wit.h which they 
want to harmonize God. 

Heaven forbid that I should ever pit my 
judgment against Jehovah's wisdom. I am 
justifiable in using the best wisdom I have 
until God speaks, but then I must keep 
silence. There is then no place for self-as
sertion. I must remove my hat, take my 
shoes from off my feet, tamely submit and 
humbly acknowledge tbat he is omnipotent 
and omniscient, not I. We should ever re
member that 

her triumph, 
ALMA C. BARMORE. 

TABOR, Iowa, June 7. 
Editors Herald;-The Wight-Braden de

bate is moving along very nicely. We are 
perfectly satisfied with our part of the work. 
The disputants are very spirited, and earnest 
in their arguments. Bro. Wight is behav
ing himself wisely, and doing fis work very 
pointedly; Mr. Braden is doing his best, as 
he should; but we see no reason for fear. 
We are hopeful and rejoicing in the truth, 
for it alone will triumph. We are seeking to 
God fol'.' help, and the Master has said, whose 
word never falls, we shall find. To him be 
praise and honor forever for the needed help 
thus far bestowed. 

Bro. Wight has been amply supplied. He 
is cheerful and encouraged, knowing that 
God is at the helm, and that he will direct 
by the Holy Spirit of promise to his name's 
honor and glory. 

We are assured that our work, which we 
know to be of God, will suffer no loss in this 
part of his moral vineyard through this de
bate, but to the contrary, good will be done, 
a.nd the truth be made to shine the brighter, 
the folly of man be seen, and the power of 
God manifested. Honest souls will receive 
the gospel and rejoice in hope of immortality 
and eternal life. More anon. 

Yours in the truth of God, 
HENRY KEMP. 

HENDERSON, Iowa, June 6. 
Editors Herald:-Please allow· me room in 

Bro. Joseph Carlson is here now, and is a 
bright young man, well informed in the 
work, and anxious to be about his "Father's 
business." 

Brn. Kemp and Hilliard were with us at 
both conferences, alive in the work and using 
their influence to enliven others. Bro. 
David Chambers was at the Pottawattamie 
district conference and, while I did not hear 
him preach, I was well pleased with his zeal 
and humility. 

Hoping, praying, and laborfog for the in
terest of Zion, I am as ever, 

In bonds, 
ISAAC M. SMI'l'H. 

Los ANGELES, Cal., June 1. 
Editors I:lerald:-In General Conference 

minutes in Bro. Joseph Luff's report, page 81, 
is a statement that may carry with it the 
thought that I have labored in Florida during 
the last yeat", which it may be proper for me 
to explain. There is a settlement on what is 
known in Southwestern Colorado as the 
"Florida (Flo-re1-ta) River," where I held 
several meetings; but I have not been in the 
State of Florida in the last year. 

HENRY C. SMITH. 

Oriuinal Articles. 
your columns. to say to my correspondents THE FAITH THAT CURES. 
that they are not forgotten, even though they IN the Medical Record, which is a 
may be neglected. I can't say that I am very weekly journal of medicine and sur
busy, for I am not. Farmers in this country gery, published in New York, in the 
are too busy, just n'.lw, to attend meetings of 
week-day evenings. Were r better ac- number for last May, we find an arti-
quainted in my mission I might manage bet- cle under the above title. In it the 
ter, and do more; but as it is, I have to make question of healing through faith as a 
haste to go slow. Trust to get acquainted legitimate therapeutic measure is dis
with the saints, and the needs of the work in cussed calmly and judicially. The 
the two districts (Pottawattamie and J!~re-
mont), as fast as circumstances will permit, aim of the physician being the cure of 
and shall use my best endeavors to advance disease, anything by means of which 
the cause ot my Savior both among saints this end can be reached is worthy of 

and sinners. scientific study. The fact, which ad-
I shall expect, and have good reasons for mits of no doubt, that many persons, 

believing that I shall receive, the hearty co-
oper-at ion and good will of the sair;ts in the condemned by competent physicians 
two districts. Have attended the confer- to a life of incurable suffering, have 

"'God is his own interpreter, 
And he will make it plain." ences of both districts, and was pleased been cured by means of prayer, led 

Again:- with the unity of purpose and the Christlike the great Dr. Charcot to investigate 
"Judge not the Lord by feeble sense, spirit manifest on both occasions. the subject, with the view of deter-
But trust him for his grace; My address, for the present, is Henderson, 
Behind a frowning; providence Mills County, Iowa. Anyone desiring work mining if possible the extent and limi-
He hides a smiling face." done in his or her locality will please write tations of the therapeutic miracle. 

It is certainly a mistake to think a certain me here and, if practicable, I shall be glad He does not pretend that science is 
thing is not from God because circumstances, to respond. I want to get out of those parts yet in position to explain all the puz-
are, at a certain time, against its realization. of the mission that have been well and thor- r f t b d d th 
The Lord does not work according to human oughly worked, just as soon as possible, and I z mg ac s e~ race un er e gen-
time. Anything from him has as much time open up some new fields and work those . eral term miraculous, but he holds 
in which to vindicato its truthfulness as he , which have been more or less neglected. It \ that the frontiers of the supernatural 
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in the therapeiltic miracle are steadily of cure obeys natural laws. For ex- II the cure of the body through the in
receding, and he doubts not that ample, a study of the reported cases fiuence of the plastic and sovereign 
eventually the complete solution of of th~ all~ged miraculous cure of I m~nd u~on it. In an act of faith. the 
what but a few years ago was one un- orgamc lesions, such as ulcers, shows mind rrnes out of the preconscious 
fathomable mystery will be reached. that the suddenness of the cure is range of its action, and from an intel-

As a fair sample of the whole, he more apparent than real. Thus, in ligent impulse it becomes a conscious, 
takes the well-known case of the the case of the Demoiselle Coirin, the voluntary effort, but loses none of its 
Demoiselle Coirin, who was cured purely hysterical manifestations, that creative efficiency, for faith combines 
miraculously after fifteen years of is, the circulatory disturbances and into a concentrated form, and into a 
suffering. Her troubles began in 1716, the paralysis, disappeared instantane- unity, all those mental states - as 
following a fall from a horse, in which ously, but the complete cicatrization thought, imagination, belief, and feel
she struck her left side against a heap of the ulcerated surface occurred only ing-which influence the condition of 
of stones. She began soon after to after a considerable interval, and the the physical organism. We have in 
have vomiting of blood, "and three atrophy resulting from the long dis- history a good illustration. At the 
months later the left breast became use of the paralyzed limbs required a siege of Buda, in 1625, when the 
hard, swollen, and purplish in color. normal time for its repair." garrison was on the point of surren
This became gradually worse and fi- As the result of his studies, Char- dering, in consequence of the preva
nally opened, giving exit to blood and cot believed that not all persons are lence o.f scurvy in an aggravated for:U, 
other discharges. It was looked upon proper subjects for miraculous heal- the Prmce of Orange caused to be i~
as a cancer, and the surgeons advised ing, but only those whose maladies troduced a few bottles of sham med1-
that the breast be amputated, but the are capable of being influenced by the cine, as a sovereign remedy and 
mother would not consent to the op- action of the mind on the body- that infallible specific for the disease. 
eration. Two years after this a pa- is to say, the hysterical. This given in drops as such produced 
ralysis appeared in the left side, and the most astonishing effects. Such as 
this with the "cancer" persisted with- Suggestion, either from outside or had not moved their limbs for months 

of autochthonous origin, is the thera· out any remission until the year 1731. before were seen walking in the 
In the summer of this year a pious peutic agent. And in suitable sub- streets sound, straight, and whole; 
woman made a nine-days' prayer for jects; that is, the hysterical of either and many who declared that they had 

sex-the influence of the mind on the her at the tomb of the blessed Paris, been rendered worse by all former 
and brought her some earth from the body is sufficiently powerful to bring remedies recovered in a few days. In 

about recovery from maladies which, tomb and also a garment which had the explanation of this interesting 
been laid upon it. After put1ing on but a short time ago, owing to our ig- fact the inquiry arises, what was the 

norance of their nature, were regarded this garment the paralytic was able to principle or medium of cure in this 
as incurable. At the close of the ar-turn herself in bed; and the next day case? Everyone will answer at once 

the earth was applied to the "cancer- ticle he says: "But even though we that it was the influence of the mind 
are unable to accept a supernatural ous" ulcer, and the secretions dried on the body. It was certainly not 

up; and the night after this the circu- expfanation of such cure, we must the effect of the medicine, for there 
acknowledge their existence, and lation was suddenly restored in the was no medical virtue in what was 
ought, as conscientious physicians to paralyzed limbs. The restitutio at in- given. But what particular mental 
avail ourselves of them when the tegrnm was not, however, instantane- state, or what form of mental action, 
other resources of our art fail us." ous, for the cicatrization was not was it that possessed such therapeu-

complete until the expiration of eight- Any method of cure is worthy of tic efficiency? It would commonly be 
een days. Six weeks elapsed before scientific study. I do not know attributed to what is called imagina
the atrophied legs had acquired suf- whether or not I shall be able to tion. I can discover here but little 
ficient strength to enable the woman throw any new light on the sub;ject of that answers to the idea expressed 
to go out of doors, and another week the healing of the sick by faith, for it commonly by that term. It was faith 
before she was able to mount into a it has been taught to the Latter Day that made them whole. It was their 
carriage. Saints ever since 1830. Still it may confidence in the remedial virtue of 

"Even fifteen years ago," Charcot not be time lost to you, if you will go the prescription that effected the as
says, "the interpretation of all the with me into this study and see if tonishing results; and this was no 
elements of this curious observation science goes hand. in hand with miracle, but the expression of a gen
would have offered many difficulties. "faith." era.I law in regard to the action of the 
The hysterical nature of the vomiting The method of cure practiced by mental forces upon the bodily organ
of blood and of the paralysis was then Jesus, was through faith. The ex- ism. But is it not better, rather than 
recognized, but it had not then been pressions, so often occurring in the to resort to sham medicine to follow 
so clearly demonstrated that hyster- Gospels, "Thy faith hath saved thee," the plan of the Latter Day Saints, 
ical contractures or paralysis may be "Be it unto thee according to thy and instruct the people in the use of 
accompanied by muscular atrophy." faith," and, "rI'hy faith hath made this spiritual principle of cure, and 

"'rhe more we investigate the facts i thee whole," express the fundamental educate them to make an intelligent 
of healing by faith," says the writer, I idea in the system of healing disease j exercise of faith and imagination for 
"the more evident is it that this mode by Jesus and his disciples. It was i the cure of their mental and bodily 
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diseases, and how to believe unto sal
vation? 

We should become informed how to 
exercise a saving or healing faith in 
the Divinity that dwells within. us. It 
becomes then an intelligent method of 
cure, and far more reliable than the 
administration of drugs in Allopathic 
or Homeopathic doses. A genuine 
act of faith in God is a movement of 
the whole being towards him, and 
brings the soul into a vital contact and 
vivifying conjunction with him who is 
all powerful to heal and to save. 
New vitality and life are thus re
ceived. 

Faith is the most intense form of 
mental action. When the mind rises 
from the preconscious to the con
scious range of action, its activity 
separates itself into two distinct 
phases, the intellectual and emo
tional; but at the summit of our being, 
in a genuine act of faith, they unite in 
one intense focus. '•Faith," by the 
best authority, is regarded as the 
highest intellectual sensibility. It is 
not possible to say whether it resem
bles most an intellectual or an emo
tional state of consciousness; the two 
seem to be perfectly blended in that 
pure spiritual elevation where our in
tellectual gaze upon truth is not sepa
rable from the love and ecstacy we 
feel in the contemplation of it. "He 
that loveth not," says the Apostle 
John, ''knoweth not God;" his con
sciousness has not reached that high 
elevation where knowledge and love 
are inseparable, and in the light of 
which alone we can know God aright. 

Faith, then, when perfect, is the 
state of consciousness which links our 
present to our future life. The deni
zens of heaven are termed indiffer
ently Cherubim and Seraphim, spirits 
that are replete with knowledge or 
burn with love; and as we have just 
seen, it is the Cherubic and Seraphic 
life united which expresses the per
fect state of man's consciousness on 
earth - a state in which we have 
equally a perception and a love of the 
be::tutiful, the good, and the eternally 
true. 

When I recommend faith as an effi
cient remedy for the cure of disease, 
or an intelligent exercise of belief by 
a volitional effort, combined with an 
act of the fancy or imagination, I 
shall be met with the question, Can 

SAINTS' 

anyone believe without evidence? To 
this I answer that belief or faith is a 
form of knowing. It takes the place 
of knowledge. It is a mode of cogni
tion that acts beyond the limited circle 
of perception by the senses. In its 
highest form it is an intuition of the 
love, an inward seeing, a clear per
ception of truth, without any objec
tive or external evidence. Hence, in 
the Hebrew language -\ve have the 
same word (arnuna) to express the 
idea of faith and that of truth. Much 
that goes under the name of knowl
edge, when closely analyzed; is found 
to be nothing but a belief in varying 
degrees. 

On the subject of the nature and 
essence of faith and its relation to 
knowledge, Coleridge very truly says 
that "it consists in a synthesis (or 
uniting together) of the reason and 
the individual will. By virtue of the 
latter, therefore, it must be an en
ergy, and inasmuch as it relates to 
the whole man, it must be exerted in 
each and all his constituents or in
cidents, faculties, and tendencies; it 
must be a total, not a partial, a con
tinuous, not a desultory, or occasional 
energy. And, by virtue of reason 
faith must be a light, a form of know
ing, a beholding of truth." 

Faith and knowledge cannot be 
separated. On this subject Cousin 
remarks that ''to believe is, in a cer
tain degree, to comprehend." Faith, 
whatever be its form, whatever be its 
object, whether vulgar or sublime, 
faith cannot but be the consent of 
reason to what reason comprehends 
as true. This is the foundation of all 
faith. Take away the· possibility of 
knowing, and there remains nothing 
to believe, for the root of faith is re
moved. In all faith there is knowl
edge, and in all knowledge there is 
much that is only believing. 

Faith, which in its highest form, is 
an inward seeing; is the divinely ap
pointed method of attaining the real 
know ledge. Sensation is never 
knowledge, but only feeling. Our 
knowledge of matter must rest upon 
faith, or intuition. 

Just as sensation gives us an im
mediate knowledge of the world, so 
there is a,n inward sense -- rational 
intuition - or a spiritual faculty of 
perception, by which we have a direct 
revelation of supersensual things. 
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We gaze upon them with the inward 
eye, and have just as firm a convic
tion of their reality as we have of 
those material objects upon which we 
look with the bodily eye. It is by this 
two-fold faith, or revelation, that man 
has access to the whole material of 
truth, - material which his under
standing afterwards molds into vari
ous shapes, and employs on the one 
hand for the purposes of this life, and 
on the other for the preparation for 
the life to come. Leave out, how
ever, this direct inlet to pur knowl
edge, and all demonstration, all 
definition, in short, all philosophy are 
but a sport with words; a super
structure sometimes complete enough 
in itself, but baseless as the most 
airy visions of the imagination. 

Faith is the Christian means and 
method of cure, and is based upon a 
correct philosophy of human nature, 
and of the relation of the spirit to the 
body. All belief implies some degree 
of knowledge; and faith, which is al
ways united to imagination, is an 
inward seeing, and is the highest 
form of cognition and degree of know
ing. The mind, as all admit, affects 
the body; and the mental philosopher 
affirms that its varying states are the 
body's health or malady. 

The immortal Spirit creates for 
itself a body in harmony with it, and 
is the operating cause of its conditions 
of health and disease. But faith and 
imagination are the most intense and 
influential forms of mental action that 
can be brought to bear upon the phys
icai organism. 'fo change our belief 
with regard to the body, either invol
untarily or by a conscious volitional 
effort modifies its condition. If we 
believe and imagine that a change is 
being effected in ourselves, or in 
others who are in contact with us, it 
will be so; for whatever in this way 
the spirit predicts will find its fulfill
ments in the altered condition of the 
body. 

Fear-in its varying forms of doubt, 
anxiety, foreboding, and melancholy
is the spiritual root of disease, and a 
prophecy of it, and faith sustains the 
same radical relation to health; and 
their previsions and predictions will 
be realized in the corresponding modi
fications of the physical condition. 

Belief being the foundation of all 
knowledge, so it is the ground of all 
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reality. To believe that we have a 
thing and to have it, are one and the 
same so far as our mental possession 
of it is concerned. Belief in its higher 
form is a complete conviction that a 
thing is true, or that it really exists. 
In this sense, to believe that we have 
a thing is a mental appropriation of 
it, and it becomes to us a reality. Its 
reality to us is in exact proportion to 
the strength of our faith. To believe 
that we are well, or are becoming so, 
makes it a reality to the extent of our 
inward conviction of it. This princi
ple was taught by Jesus, the Christ, 
when he said: "According to your 
faith be it unto you," which expresses 
a law as uniform in its operations in 
the realm of mind as gravitation is in 
the region of nature. (Matthew 9: 
29.) Also in that remarkable saying 
''What things soever ye desire, when 
ye pray, believe that ye receive them, 
and ye shall have them." (Mark 11: 
24.) This is based upon a correct 
philosophy of the mind, th~.t to have, 
and to believe that we have, are the 
same. Take away our belief in the 
possession of anything, even though 
·we may hold it in our hands, it is to 
us as good as annihilated. The testi
mony of our senses to the existence of 
an object, if we have no faith in its 
reality, brings no evidence or convic
tion with it. To believe that we have 
·a disease is to have it, while the full 
persuasion of it remains. On this 
subject James Mill truly observes: 
"To have a sensation and to believe 
that we have it are not distinguishable 
things." 

It is in accordance with one of the 
deepest laws of the spiritual universe 
that the restoration of the body to 
health and harmony, is, and must 
ever be, through faith. It is impor
tant to remark that belief is not a 
mere passive state of the intellect, but 
is also a voluntary act. Hence we 
should not wait for a saving faith to 
come to us, but by a volitional effort 
use the power we already possess. 
In the Gospels, men are blamed for 
not believing, which could not in jus
tice be done if belief and unbelief 
were wholly beyond the control of our 
volitions. In its essential character, 
belief is a pilase of our active nature, 
otherwise called will. 

In conclusion let me say that, it is 
the want of faith in our age which is 

SAINTS' HERAI"'D. 

the greatest hindrance to the stronger j was under water, and then the river;s 
and more marked appearance of that current would rush in a more direct 
miraculous power to heal the sick. course into the pass, carrying with it 
With the Latter Day Saints we find the rich silt which takes the place of 
that the doctrine of Jesus is true; manure, and keeps the soil in a state 
that in the cure of disease it is unto of constant productiveness. 
us according to our faith. Not only All this. with the exception of the 
hundreds but thousands of the saints tradition that Joseph built it, can be 
have obeyed the scriptural injunction verified to-day, and it is not mere sup
and called for the elders of the church, position or rumor. Until eight years 
when they were sick, and by the ago it was firmly believed that the 
prayer of faith were made whole. design had always been limited to an 
This is truly, in a temporal sense, the irrigation scheme larger no doubt 
gospel, or the power of God unto sal- than that now in operation, as shown 
vation. o. H. RIGGS, M. D. by the traces of abandoned canals and 

4 East .Eighth Street, CrNcrNNA'rr, Ohio. by the slow aggregation of waste 
water which had accumulated in the 

8BlBG1Bd IlrH~lB8. Birket el Querum, but still essentially 
the same character. 

THE CANAL OF JOSEPH. 

How MANY of the engineering works 
of the nineteenth century, remarks 
Engineering, will there be in existence 
in the year 3000? Very few, we fear, 
and still less those that will continue 
in the far-off age to serve a useful 
purpose. Yet there is at least one 
great undertaking conceived and exe
cuted by an engineer which during 
the space of four thousand years has 
never ceased its office, on which the 
life of a fertile province absolutely 
depends to-day. We refer to the 
Bahr .Joussuf-the canal of Joseph
built, according to tradition, by the 
son of Jacob, and which constitutes 
not the least of the many blessings he 
conferred on Egypt during the years 
of his prosperous rule. This canal 
took its rise from the Nile at Asiut, 
and ran nearly parallel with it for 
nearly two hundred and fifty miles, 
creeping along under the western 
cliffs of the Nile valley, with many a 
bend and winding, until at length it 
gained eminence, as compared with 
the river bed, which enabled it to turn 
westward through a narrow pass and 
enter a district which was otherwise 
shut off from the fertilizing :floods on 
which all· vegetation in Egypt de
pends. 

The northern end stood seventeen 
feet above low Nile, while at the 
southern end it was at an equal eleva
tion with the river. Through this cut 
ran a perennial stream which watered 
a province named the Fayoum, endow· 
ing it with fertility and supporting a 
large population. In the time of the 
annual :flood a great part of the canal 

Many accounts have been written 
by Greek and Roman historians, such 
as Herodotus, Strabo, Mutianus, and 
Pliny, and repeated in monkish leg
ends or portrayed in the maps 
of the Middle Ages, which agreed 
with the folk lore of the district. 
These tales explained that the canal 
dug by the ancient Israelite served 
to carry the surplus waters of the 
Nile into an extensive lake lying 
south of the Fayoum, and so large 
that it not only modified the climate, 
tempering the arid winds of the desert 
and converting them into the balmy 
airs which nourished the vines and the. 
olives into a fullness and fragrance 
unknown in any part of the country, 
but also added to the food supply of 
the land such immense quantities of 
fish that the royal prerogative of the 
right of piscary at the great weir was 
valued at $250,000 annually. This 
lake was said to be four hundred and 
fifty miles round, and to be navi
gated by a fleet of vessels, while the 
whole circumference was the scene 
of industry and prosperity.-Sel. 

OLIVE OIL. 

''OLIVE oil is now used in many ways 
at one time never thought of. Be
sides being more largely used medici
nally it enters into various processes 
of cooking much more extensively 
than it did. 

"It is well known that good eggs 
fried in olive oil are much better 
flavored than when a~y other kind of 
fat has been used, 

"In massage, bathing, and for nu
merous other purposes the use of this 
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most natural valuable food is greatly 
extending. The value of good olive 
oil is beginning to be more generally 
recognized throughout the world than 
it formerly was. Eminent authorities 
have experimented with it and found 
it a potent agent for any defects of 
the excretory ducts, especially the 
skin. Eczema has rapidly disappeared 
upon a discontinuance of starch foods 
and a substitution of a diet of fresh 
and dried fruits, milk, eggs and olive 
oil. 

"Its beneficial effects when taken in 
conjunction with a fruit diet have fre
quently been marked upon the hair, 
nails, and scalp, quickly clearing the 
latter of scurf, and supplying to the 
sebaceous glands the oily substance 
which they secrete when in a healthy 
condition, and the absence of which is 
the cause of debility of the hair, fre
quently ending in baldness. 

"It has long been observed that 
those who live upon olive oil as a com
mon article of food, and take it as 
such, are generally healthier and in 
better condition than those who do 
not. Its therapeutic and prophylac
tic properties are now well-known to 
medical men. 

"Oil is destructive to certain forms 
of micro-organic life, and it is reasona
ble to suppose that they can best be 
eradicated from the system by its in
ternal use. The use of oil not only 
does this, but it restores to the worn 
out or diseased tissue just those 
elements of repair that its weak recon
struction demands."- Claffin' s Drug
gist. 

8tlndau 8Ghool 1lssoGia1ions. 
CONVENTION NOTICES. 

Northern Michigan district Sunday school 
. association will convene at Coleman, June 
24. A full report of schools is requested. 

C. B. JOICE, Sec. 

Mi8BBllanBotls flBpartmBnt 
WILLIAMS-BAYS DEBATE.-NO. 5. 

:MAY 12.-ELDER WILLIAMS' FIRST SPEECH 
CONCLUDED. 

.Alexander Campbell calls all other relig
ious organizations "works of the flesh." (See 
'Christian System.) The "Restorer"-Alex
ander Campbell-calls the followers of Christ 
"Christian" (see Christian System), and con
·demns the sects. He favors the name 
·"saint." 

All the principles contained in Psalms 37: 

THJ;J SAINTS' HERALD. 

3-7, and Psalms 1: 1, 2, are good and neces
sary. Is that all a man must do not to walk 
in the counsel of the ungodly to be a child of 
God? Will the law to David regenerate a 
person? If so, what need we of more? 

Galatians 3: 6-8 says Abraham believed 
God and it was counted to him for righteous
ness, and also that the gospel was preached 
to him. What does the gospel indicate that 
man should do to be saved? 

He says all these local churches constitute 
the "one body." Does he mean the local M. 
E., Latter Day Saints, and Disciple Church 
constitute the one body? Did Alexander 
Campbell restore a local M. E. society? 

Bays contends that the church cannot have 
but one head and Christ is that head. Yes, 
Christ is the head of the church as the hus
band is the head of the wife, but the wife has 
a head also. 

He is committed by the proposition that 
the church was restored-reestablished. 
Then the Church of Christ was lost, if Alex
ander Campbell restored it, as the proposi
tion claims which he signed. He must show 
a complete return of that which once was. 

I shall set up a counter claim as well as 
negate. I shall prove that he is not in har
mony with the Bible. 'l'he Bible is the rule 
of evidence. 

Matthew 7: 29 shows that Jes us spoke with 
authority. He was sent of the Father, and 
was commanded what to speak. (John 12: 
49, 50.) John 1: 6 gives evidence that John 
was sent of God. Mark 1: 1 says his work 
was the beginning of the gospel of Jesus 
Christ, hence those sent to restore the gospel 
must be sent of God. 

ELDER BAYS' SECOND SPEECH. 

I will briefly answer question: The 
Church of Christ is the name of the church. 
Laws of the States differ, hence the incor
poration name would be controlled by the 
law of the State in which it was incorpor
ated. 

383 

Wife must have a head to be sure. Wife 
represents the church. Head of the church 
is Christ, and not man. 

There are Christians in the Methodist 
Church and in all other churches. It makes 
no difference whether a person is obedient 
to that form of doctrine required in the gos
pel or not; if he is regenerate he is a mem
ber of Christ. 

Sectarianism must be abolished. There 
should be no barriers. All are Christians 
in all churches, even in the Latter Day 
Saints' Church, if he has obeyed the gospel. 
All the family in heaven and earth are of 
Jesus Christ. (Eph. 3: 14, 15.) 

I shall not quarrel about the kingdom of 
God being the Church of Christ. We agree 
upon that. 

All who confess that Jesus Christ is Lord 
to the glory of God are of the church. (Phil. 
2: 9-11.) 

Matthew 28: 19, 20, bears record that Christ 
the King, gave the commission. The church 
will be built up under this commission. 
Luke 16: 16 presents mark of destinction. 
They believed the law and prophets until 
John, then "kingdom of God is preached." I 
will trace the kingdom from its inception to 
its consummation. Matthew 10: 4-7; they 
preached the kingdom is at hand. John 
made the same announcement: "Repent ye, 
for the kingdom of heaven is at hand." 
Mark 1: 14, 15, shows that Jesus preached 
the same and told the people to "i~epent ye, 
and believe the gospel." John preached the 
Kingdom is at hand; Jesus preached the 
same, and so also did the apostles. This was 
something new to be rireached. 

Luke 10: 1, 8, 11, shows that the Seventy 
were to preach that the kingdom of God is 
come nigh unto you. Luke 9: 27, says there 
were some there who would see the Kingdom 
come. It was now drawing very near. The 
counterpart of Luke 9 is in Matthew 16: 18-27. 
The Son of God was to be slain. Time of 

We have no general church authorities. kingdom very nigh. 
We have no central organization like the The commission was given after his resur
Catholic Church-No High Muck-a-muck in rection. He was soon to take his s0at on the 
our church. throne of his glory. Matthew 28: 19, 20, 

He read Webster on the meaning of the Luke 24 : 47, 49. The apostles were in
word "restore." Webster is good authority. structed where to !:,egin to preach the king
I accept of his definition. dom. They were to tarry at Jerusalem, 

Bro. Williams, the Church of Christ is the and there receive the Spirit. They spake in 
Church of Christ. All the regenerated com- other languages and they then went out into 
pose that church-All who are born anew. all the world . 

Bro. Williams thinks Alexander Campbell After his resurrection Christ told Mary to 
says that which contradicts what .the Dis- touch hiin not, for as yet he had not as
ciples teach to-day. Alexander Campbell cended to his Father: he had not been 
is not regarded as unquestioned authority. crowned yet. On Pentecost Peter said he 
People of this church can think for them- hath become "both Lord and Christ." He 
selves, whether it differs from Alexander did not take charge of the kingdom until he 
Campbell or any other. If we differ from was crowned. 
Alexander Campbell it is not material. But This kingdom or church must be perpetu
he can't show any difference from present ated. Jesus said to carry it to all the world. 
position of the Disciples with those away This was the privilege given. How was the 
back there. church to be perpetuated? We don't read 

What was done before Christ, was done of evangelists, pastors, bishops, teachers, or 
under the law, having faith that pointed to deacons till after Pentecost. They were 
Christ. 'l'hey were regenerated through the given to establish and perpetuate it. (Eph. 
law-called saints. People must be regen- I 4: 11, 12.) Without evangelists there would 
erated under the condition in which they are l be no missionary work, no spread of the 
placed. Can an unregenerate become a church. Some churches have been anti-mis-
Christi.an? sionary and they died. 
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Paul sent Timotheus (1 Cor. 4: 16, 17) as an 
evangelibt. Paul had a certain way to do 
his work. This was one of the means of 
propagating the gospel. 

Acts 14: 20-23 shows Paul's way. Men 
were now entering the kingdom through 
much tribulation. Elders were ordained in 
every church. Evangelists preached and 
brought people into the church, and elders 
were ordained as governors and feeders of 
the flock. 

ELDER WILLIAMS' SECOND SPEECH. 

I read the proposition again. It reads: "Is 
the Olmrch of Christ;" not churches of Christ. 
Alexander Campbell and his coworkers were 
to restore one church. How could they re
store that which already existed? 

What is the incorporate name of the 
church, Disciples, Christian, or Brethren? 
No State designates what name a church 
shall be incorporated under. His statement 
in reference to that matter is false. 

There can be no Church of Christ unless 
there are general officers under which the 
local churches are united. Destroy the gen
eral officers of this government and you 
destroy the government. D3stroy the gen· 
eral officers of the church you destroy the 
one body. 

I gave the definition of "restore." He 
aoknowledged it was correct. He also said 
that Alexander Campbell was not accepted 
as unquestioned authority. Then when he 
restored the church the people don't have to 
believe he restored right principles. They 
claim he restored the right interpretation 
of the Scriptures. This being true and the 
people not believing his interpretation, who 
is right? If Alexander Campbell did restore 
the right interpretation of the Scriptures, as 
is claimed, then he could take stronger posi
tions than he has taken. I find it a great 
trouble for him to show any harmony between 
what is claimed Alexander Campbell restored 
and the Bible. 

Alexander Campbell bas pitted himself 
against all sects, and calls them ungodly and 
following their own will rather than the will 
of God. Can an ungodly man be a regenerate 
man? 

He has affirmed that an ungodly man is 
regenerated according to Alexander Camp
bell. 

Luke 16: 16 claims that the kingdom of 
heaven was preached and men pressed into it. 

Matthew 18: 18: J0sus instructs those 
having trouble to "tell it to the church." 

The Bible seems to be in the middle, Alex
ander Campbell on one side, and Bays on the 
other. 

Christ is the husband and the church the 
bride, hence in that sense is Christ tbe head 
of the church. 

Will he ta.ke tho position that in other 
churches men and women are made Chris
tian? Do these churches that sprinkle cre
ate Christians? 

He says that the name Christian is not the 
peculiar name of the church Alexander 
Campbell restored; yet in "Distinctive Pe
culiarities of the Disciples" it is argued, "If 
you are only a Christian, why do you need 
more than that name to tell what you are?" 

THE SAINTS1 HERALD. 

In "Memoirs of Alexander Campbell," by 
Richardson, vol. 2, p. 59, is found the follow
ing as the sentiments of Alexander Camp· 
bell: "Every Christian who understands the 
nature and design, the excellence and glory, 
of the institution called the Church of Jesus 
Christ, will lament to see its glory trans
ferred to a human corporation." You se·e 
Alexander Campbell called the church the 
"Church of Jesus Christ." He was mistaken 
in name, according to Bays, hence not a re
storer. 

In the "Christian System" Alexander 
Campbell calls the other churches "an adul
terous brood"; that the church was lost in 
the dark ages and not till of late restored. 
(See "Instructor," p. 67.) What think you 
now of the apostasy as understood by Alex
ander Campbell? 

On the same page of the Instructor-page 
67-is an extract from Barton W. Stone, who 
says that "Sectarianism is but another name 
for heresy." Can a person be in heresy and 
regenerated? 

The family name is Jesus Christ (Eph. 3: 
14, 15), hence we contend the church on earth 
should be known by that name. .John 17: 18 
says Jesus was sent of the Father, and that 
by the same authority he sent the apostles. 
1 Coriathians 7: 20-22 gives evidence that 
every man should abide in the "calling 
wherein he was called," as he is "called in 
the Lord." Acts 13: 2 shows bow some were 
called of the Lord, which is by the Holy 
Ghost. 1 Corinthians 12: 28 says the. offieers 
were set in the church by God. "The Re
storer," Alexander Campbell in "Christian 
System," says the officers are chosen by 
local congregations and acknowledges this is 
only "apostolic tradition." The Pharisees in 
New Testament times said their authority 
was tradition. 

He cannot find the term "The Church of 
Christ" in the Bible. He must find the 
identical words according to his own argu
ment. Had Alexander Campbell bad the 
word of God to have guided him he would not 
have resorted to tradition. 

In preface to "Christian System" Alexander 
Campbell is made to say that there had been 
a "great apostasy,'' and that he said concern
ing the work of himself and coworkers that 
they "formed societies against their will." 
He claimed to introduce a reformation at 
first, then compelled to institute a restora
tion. 

In the church according to the Bible were 
apostles and prophets. Did Alexander Camp
bell restore these officers in the church by 
authority? If he did not, he did not restore 
the Church of Christ. 

He set out to prove that Alexander Camp
bell restored the Church of Obrist. He can't 
find a passage that Alexander Campbell re
stored a single principle that was not in the 
world when he came. Does that which be 
brought into existence bear the marks of tho 
detector? 

Head of woman to unite its forces, to bind 
into one body. Obrist to give counsel to 
woman through her head. Ephesians 4: 11 
says that apostles, prophets, etc., were given 

that we be not carried about with every wind 
of doctrine. 

MAY 13.-ELDER BAYS' FIRST SPEECH. 

It is a pleasure for me to appear before you 
to affirm the proposition under consideration. 
We are here for truth. We should not strive 
for mastery, but for the truth. 

I thought the ruling of the chair was not 
just right at the time, but now I think it was 
just right. I say this in justice to the chair
man. [Bays tried to introduce the name of 
JGseph Smith, and to reflect upon bis char
acter while in the examination of this propo
sition; but the chairman ruled him out of 
order in so doing.-J. F. M.] 

He says the disciples of to-day are in con
flict with the published views of Alexander 
Campbell, but be does not tell us where. I 
say there is not a single poi.nt wherein we 
are at variance with Alexander Campbell. 
We are not here to prove whether we differ 
from Alexander Campbell or not; the ques
tion is whether they taught anything con
trary to the Bible or not. I say they did 
not. Suppose the Disciples do differ from 
Alexander Campbell; he only gave his opin
ion. We are not compelled to take the word 
of anyone as leader, as some have to. I know 
a people who in their discipline are 
instructed to take the word of a man as 
though it proceeded from the mouth of God. 
We stand upon the Bible and the Bible 
alone, as the man of our counsel. He must 
show where these reformers differ from the 
Bible. He says that Alexander Campbell 
denounced all reformers as wicked men, and 
said that all the people in other churches 
were wicked people. Alexander Campbell''! 
contention and my contention is that there 
are Christians in all churches. Our distinc
tive plea bas been the union of all Christians 
everywhere, and that that unity must be 
upon the basis of God's word, and upon God's 
word alone. Human Greeds cause divisions, 
and they are at variance with the tone and 
word as found in the Bible. Creeds, disci
plines, etc., are but human inst.itutions. They 
are the device of the people, and not of God. 

He is trying to dodge the force of my 
argument by saying the woman must have a 
head of her own. Williams' church has a 
head of her own. It is a hydra-headed 
monster. Yes, the woman must have a head 
of her own. This is a mere evasion of the 
issue by Elder Williams. 

Colossians 1: 18 shows us that there is one 
body. These local churches constituted the 
one body. There are many mem hers, yet 
but one body. By one Spirit we are baptized 
into one body. (1 Corinthians 12: 13 ) If the 
church has any other head than Christ, let 
Williams describe it. In Colossians 1: 18 
Paul is not talking about a male or female 
body. "He is the bead of the body." This 
is a clear statement. Christ is the head or 
the church-the one body. Williams wants 
a two-beaded concern. Local churches are 
not united here. All these different churches 
are only a matter of convenience, and it is 
helpful. One can be a member of the church 
triumphant and yet not be a member of any 
local church. By one Spirit are we all 
united into one body. I am going to read 
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from Doctrine and Covenants. The brother 
may object. Sec. 17: 25, I read. That is just 
what we teach. 

He talked about apostles and prophets. We 
have apostles and prophets. There is a 
church militant and a church triumphant. 
These two compose the whole church. Origi
nal twelve in heaven. We have same apos
tles and same office work, so shall all after 
churches be governed. 

In Revelation 12: 1, 2, the woman repre
sents the church. The Twelve are in 
heaven. The head of the church is in 
glory. Stars on the head of the woman in 
glory. Same twelve in church to-day. The 
word "apostle" is from apostolos, one sent. 
Everybody sent is an apostle-one sent; but 
not apostles of:~ Christ. [ Williams is an 
apostle, being sent by the April conference. 
The Church of Christ sent missionaries to 
various places. Paul and Barnabas were 
apostles of the church of Antioch. 

We have prophets. A prophet; what is 
it? Primarily, one who predicts; but it also 
means a preacher of the gospel of Jesus 
Christ. Acts 15: 32 Judas and Silas were 
sent out to preach, and they were prophets. 
Acts 16th and 17th chapters show,that mira
cles were wrought by them. An evangelist 
is a prophet, hence Judas and Silas were 
prophets and evangelists. A prophet is a 
preacher of righteousness. Evangelists are 
to travel and preach, Acts 15: 37 evidences 
that John Mark was an evangelist and a 
pt"ophet. Acts 16: 1: Timothy is an evangel
ist and a prophet. Luke is called by every
bo(ly, the evangelist, because of the fact of 
his writing the gospel. In Oolossians 4: 14 
Luke is called the physician. The 7th and 
8th chapters of Acts show that Stephen and 
Philip were evangelists. 

ELDER WILLIAMS' FIRST SPEECH. 

Bays says Evangelists are prophets. Let 
us see Ephesians 4: 11. That says there 
were both prophets and evangelists. It 
would not sound well to say prophets and 
prophets. You do not think Paul talked 
that way. 

Be.ys is the husband, his wife is in Michi
gan. Bays can write to his wife, but if she 
had no head ste could not understand what 
he wrote. Bays said the affirrnati ve must 
prove beyond the possibility of a doubt. 
Where can he find a "Thus saith the Lord" 
for the position he has taken? He has ad
mitted that Matthias and Paul were both of 
the twelve apostles. Now he says the stars 
in Revelation 12: 1, 2, represent the original 
twelve, Who are they? 

The proposition says the Church of Christ, 
and Bays contends for that name. Alexander 
Campbell calls it the "Church of Jesus 
Christ," Bays says it is not the "Church of 
Jesus Christ." If Alexander Campbell is in 
harmony with the Bible, then Bays does not, 
and the Disciples cannot, agree with both 
Alexanaer Campbell and Bays. 

In the Christian System Alexander Camp
bell is made to say that, "The scciniors or 
elders always ordain." Ephesians 4: 4 says, 
"There is one body, and one Spirit, even as 
ye are called in one hope of your calling;" 
~nd 1 Corinthians lli; rn says, "All the me!!\' 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

bers of that one body, being many, are one 
body: so also is Christ." If Alexander 
Campbell misrepresents God, he is not right. 
Compare the church he restored with the 
one spoken of in the Bible. (Eph. 4: 11; and 
1 Cor. 12: 28.) Because other churches are 
wrong does not prove that he is right. He 
is trying to . say he is clean by saying 
others are blacker than he. He has to 
go back and hedge on former proposition. 

Alexander Campbell, in the Christian Sys
tem, is ·made to say, "Still the question 
recurs, Are all religious sects works of the 
flesh? Paul makes no exception. We dare 
not." Bays says there are Christians or 
members of the Church of Christ in all 
churches; Alexander Campbell says not. 
Here is a contradiction. Alexander Camp
bell says they are of the flesh-wicked men. 

He refers to Colossians l: 18 and says 
Christ is the head. We insist that Christ is 
the head as the husband is the head of the 
wife. Wife should not rebel against her hus
band. 

We insist that he put his finger on a pas
sage in the Bible that says that anyone is a 
child of God out of the church. 

He says they believe in Doctrine and 
Covenants, section 17: 25. Do they send 
teachers to a conference from the several 
churches? Then there must be one to pre
side-one earthly head. I should think he 
would take a stronger position if he believes 
thus. 

He says, "We have apostles;" but they are 
in heaven. If in heaven, what are they do
ing for the church? Apostles and prophets 
were placed in the church for the work of 
the ministry till we all come "in the unity 
of the faith" to a perfect man, in the stature 
of Christ Jesus. Apostles gone to heaven. 
They did not go when Christ did; they were 
left to do their work. 

Vlhen he admits that in Revelation 12: 1, 2 
the woman refers to the church, ho admits a 
complete apostasy. (Rev. 13: 7, 8.) 

Prove by the Bible that Stephen, Philip, 
or John Mark were prophets. He claims to 
speak where the Bible speaks and that where 
Bible is silent he will be silent. 

To restore means more than to organize 
and establish, as was in the proposition at 
first. A thing cannot be restored until it is 
lost. A thing must be disestablished beforEo 
it can be reestablished. When it is restored, 
it must fill all details of the detector. 

What is the Church of Christ as it was and 
is in the mind of God? Christ organized it 
under God. If Alexander Campbell restored 
the church without the Holy Spirit, then 
he must be greater than Jesus Christ. Mat
thew 7 : 29 says he taught with authority. 
In Matthew 16: 18 he says, "I will build my 
church." Christ builds; that is, control~ and 
ad vi,ses, It is claimed that Alexander Camp
bell did the work of restoration without ad
vice from Jesus Christ. Alexander Campbell 
did not want to leave the Baptist Church. 
The brethren in the Baptist Church drove 
them out, yet Bays says they are all of one 
body. In John 15: 16 Christ says, "I have 
chosen you, and ordained you." 1 Corinthians 
12 : 28 says, "God hath set ROD'.le in tji~ 
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church." Christ as the builder was taught 
the will of God by the Spirit. As there is 
but one body, all the characteristics of that 
one body must now exist. Supposing a house 
of larg-e proportions should burn and I should 
build a 4 x 6; would that house be restored? 
No; a similar house mu~t be there. 

Revelation 12 presents evidence of an apos
tasy; Revelation 14: 6 shows a restoration. 
Angels were to minister in the restoration. 
John saw the restoration by an angel. 1 
Thessalonians 1: 5 shows that the gospel must 
exist in power, and in the Holy Ghost, and 
in much assurance. 

In "Our Movement," page 13 is th0 follow
ing: "The present state of the church with 
its divisions, its party spirit, its party 
names, its conflicting creeds, is not what 
Christ intended, and cannot be approved by 
him. 

"These evils are a result of a departure 
from the purity and simplicity of the gospel. 

"Therefore, the only permanent remedy is 
to reliirn to the simple faith and practice of 
tne apostolic church, throwing overboard 
whatever corruptions have crept into the 
church during the succeeding ages. 

"This accomplished, the church should re
sume its original unity, and under the sole 
leadership of Christ go forward in its sub
lime mission of bringing the whole earth in 
subjection to him .... 

"The restoration of the gospel in its faith, 
doctrine, and ordinances, just as it was 
preached and practiced by the inspired 
apostles." 

Here is another conflict with Bays. 
In W. L. Hayden's tract, "What is the 

Christian Church?" page 3, we read:-
"This was not merely a reformation; it was 

a corn plete restoration of primitive Chris
tianity in letter and in Spirit, in principle and 
in practice, in its pristine beauty, its perfect 
unity, and its original power. In order to 
such a restoration, we must go back to the 
beginning of the gospel of the Son of God. 
Whatever cannot be found o.t the beginning, 
sanctioned by inspired precept or precedent, 
is not from the beginning, and is therefore 
without divine authority. Hence the grand 
men who became the great lights in this 
restoration movement went back of all refor
mations, back of the great apostasy, that cul
rninttted in the Hornish Papacy." 

John 15: 16 and Luke 6: 12 show that Jesus 
chose twelve disciples, called them apostles, 
and ordained them, giving them authority to 
act for him. 

He said that when Jesus sent out the 
Seventy, the kingdom had come "very 
nigh." Now it seems from the arguments 
that we are to abandon both apostles and 
seventies to have the kingdom. Strange 
logic! 

Ephesians 4: 11 and 1 Corinthians 12: 28 
show that apostles, prophets, etc., were set 
in the church militant. According to the 
argument of Bays Alexander Campbell must 
have done a work in heaven to have restored 
the church as it was, since a part of it is in 
heaven. 

ELDER BAYS' SECOND SPEECH. 

I am going tQ n1n over t,µe fo:x;'s tracks, I 
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will follow his tracks to his hole. I say that 
evangelists are prophets; he says they are 
not. It is now for you to decide. 

Yes, my wife bas a bead, and a good one, 
too. When I write she understands it. He 
will have it that the church has a husband 
head and a bead of her own; but did he tell 
you what the head is? Bro. Williams, don't 
talk in innuendos. I am not ashamed of my 
little woman. 

I called upon him to show that Alexander 
Campbell and the Disciples disagreed with 
the Bible. I don't care if I do disagree with 
Alexander Campbell; that is only a side 
issue. 

We have prophets and apostles in every 
sense of the term. 

He says: "I think I gained a victory on 
the other proposition, and don't have to re
fer to it while discussing this proposition." 
Yes: the Spanish claimed a victory at 
Manila. I think Williams will bear watch
ing-; I need it, 1 know. 

If we prove we are in harmony with the 
Bible, we prove all we claim. We will try 
and sustain this claim. 

Matthew 28: 20 makes Christ to say "I am 
with you alway, even unto the end of the 
world.'' He is with those sent to-day as 
much as he was then. 

Revelation 12 does not admit of an apostasy. 
I will show you about that after awhile. 

He talks about apostles of Christ. I say 
they are apostles of men and not of Christ. 
There is not an apostle of Christ living to
day. Christ commissioned his apostles, and 
his apostles only. He did not commission 
anyone else. You cannot find it in the 
Scriptures. They went out and ordained 
others, and conferred authority. When this 
was done then the law was i;i-iven. 

John 14: 23 says Christ would manifest him
self. This was by the Comforter; hence we 
have the Bible. We now have all truth 
right here. By this he will try us all. I 
will be tried by this in the day of judgment. 

He asks if I will prove that Christ in
structed Alexander Campbell. Mr. Camp· 
bell did not profess to receive revelation, nor 
to have seen angels. He must prove that we 
can't restore that which is lost without a 
revelation. Prove that, Bro. Williams, or 
your whole system falls. 

The proposition reads "restored through 
the instrumentality of A. Campbell and his 
coworkers." He claims that the great archi
tect must be there to restore. Suppose the 
capitol at Washington was destroyed; would 
we have to resurrect the architect in order 
to rebuild the building? The architect 
makes plans and these are submitted for our 
guidance. Jesus Christ is the great archi
tect of the church. Paul says he was a wise 
''Masterbuilder." Do we need to call up the 
architect? No, sir; we get the plans and 
specifications from the archives where they 
have been kept. Here are the plans and 
specifications (holding up the Bible). Alex
ander Campbell took the plans and specifica
tions, and the building is restored without a 
communication with !the architect. It is a 
farce to talk about the need of the architect 
peing present, All )lifi !l-rgurnent va.nisl:le5 
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like fog before the sunlight. I have not taken 
the position that all was gone. Fires of 
apostasy have burned, but the walls remain. 
Martin Luther, and Wesley, Knox, and 
Zwingli began to build. Martin Luther 
broke the bands of superstition and intro
duced liberty; then came reformation after 
reformation. Sectarian lines were drawn. 
Against party lines we make a fight, and in
vite all to come up to the standard as in old 
time. 

He argues that we must have all these 
spiritual gifts mentioned in the Bible. If it 

· takes that to have the Church of Christ, 
there is no Church of Christ to-day; for no 
one can do these things. 

Garrison says that which they preached and 
practised. That is the sticking point. He 
says Garrison contradicts Alexander Camp
bell. Garrison says we should return to all 
gospel practices as well as the precepts of 
the apostles; not all the apostles practiced, 
else we should have circumcision, for Paul 
circumcised Timothy. Gospel practices and 
precepts are all that are referred to. 

He says all the original power must be re
stored with the gospel. The gospel is the 
power of God unto salvation. (Romans 1: 16.) 
That power has been restored. What is that 
power? Convicting, converting, sustaining, 
and preserving power; all the power God 
thought to be necessary; all the power nec
essary to salvation. 

Evangelists, elders, pastors, and deacons 
exist by reason of apostolic authority, and 
not by direct authority of Christ. These 
officers were to direct till the end, their du
ties being to set in order and ordain. (2 Tim. 
2:2; 3:16, 17; 4:5; and Titus 1:5-8.) When 
the apostles were taken away, all the work of 
t,he church was performed by the officers 
they set in .the church. No other officers 
are necessary. If I show they could do all 
that was necessary to salvation, I prove that 
no others are needed. Philip, an evangelist, 
baptized, and the Holy GJ:-,ost came. Ac
cording to Doctrine and Covenants elders 
can baptize and lay on hands. Evangelists 
are higher in authority than an elder. What 
need is there of any other officer in the church? 

BRO. WILLIAMS' SECOND SPEECH. 

He asks, What need of other officers, if 
elders could do the work? They could do 
some of the work, but not all. 

He is the fox this time, and he says the 
hound will get the fox. The fox bas been in 
the hole ever since we began this proposition, 
only now and then sticking his head out, as 
much as to say, Here I am. Yes; there is 
where he will be all the time. 

Prophets are evangelists, Bays said. 
That's all the proof he presents or can pre
sent. 

Bays says Christ has not been heard from 
for a thousand years or more; yet he says 
Christ is perfect. Then there must be some
thing tbe matter with the woman, or church, 
as she used to hear from him. 

He said there was no difference between 
"Disciples" and Alexander Campbell. Then 
I have proven both contradict the Bible. 
Disciples say, "Where Bible speaks, we 
!;!peak; 11nd, Jiible is silent, we arti 

silent;" and Bays is claiming to represent 
the Disciples. 

He said not a vestige of the original 
church was left. This is proof of a total 
apostasy. 

Matthew 16: 19 says that keys of the king
dom were given to Peter. He stood above 
the others. He said a few nights ago that I 
must prove that there were any apostles on 
the earth, and that Christ commissioned 
none but the apostles. Now he says there 
are several here, and hence there are here 
those commissioned by Chri~t. 

In the Bible is contained truth; but he 
cannot prove that the Bible contains all 
truth, neither can he prove there can be a 
restoration without revelation. 

Matthew 28: 20 promises that Christ will 
be with them to end, providing they would 
teach all things he had commanded them. 
If they did not teach all things, then he did 
not promise to be with them. 

John 14: 21, 23, Christ promises to mani
fest himself if they would keep his command
ments. Without revelation no one can know 
God. (Matt. 11: 27.) 

Did Alexander Campbell put apostles, 
prophets, and spiritual gifts in his church? 
No; Christ is the builder. No one can build 
without direction from Christ. If the 
church is built under direction of Christ, the 
gates of hell shall not prevail against it. 
Paul was a masterbuilder, because he re
ceived revelation from Christ. (Gal.1: 11, 12.) 

The proposition claims the church was 
restored by A'.lexander Campbell and his 
coworkers. Now Bays claims that Luther, 
Wesley, Knox, and others assisted, and they 
taught sprinkling. Were they coworkers 
with Campbell? "Reformation" means one 
thing, "restoration" quite another thing. 
To restore is to bring back that which is 
lost; to reform is to make better that which 
exists. 

Mark 16: 15-17 shows that signs shall follow 
the preaching of the gospel. Bays is out of 
harmony if he does not have them in his 
church. 

The apostles taught and practiced the lay
ing on of hands, but circumcision was not 
taught to be observed, and only practiced for 
convenience, and not as a gospel ordinance. 
They laid their hands on baptized believers 
in the name of Jesus Christ, and the Holy 
Ghost came to confirm. 

He says all the original power is in the 
church he represents. Acts 2: 38, 3D gives 
promise of the Holy Ghost to all who call 
upon the name of the Lord, and that promise 
consists of gifts and fruits, as God gives. 
(1Cor.12:9-11; Gal. 5:22, 23.) 

He said Jesus did not set apart evangelists, 
elders, pastors, etc.; but that the apostles 
did. Then we must have living apostles to 
set men apart to these offices now. If that 
referred to by Bays is the rule, we cannot 
have living evangelists without apostles. 

He refers to Hebrews 6: 1, 2 and tries to 
controvert the laying on of hands, yet this 
passage says it is a principle of the doctrine 
of Christ. The Bibie says children were 
blessed by t!10 laying ou of hands; also ordb 
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nation and confirmation were performed by enjoyed. Jesus said: "These signs shall 
laying on of hands. follow them that believe." Which is the 

\'Vhat is it claimed that Alexander Camp- believer, Mr. Braden who says they shall not, 
bell restored? The keys to the interpreta- or I when I stand for the fullfillment of 
tion of the Scriptures. Has he restored Christ's statement? The Book of Mormon 
ordination? He has not apostles, prophets, mentions plenty of gold. In 1830, exclusive 
etc., yet claims to have pastors. Paul said of Asia the annual output was $30,000,000 
they all should remain, and that for tbe same only. Ancient America wove all manner of 
time. One man has as much right to restore cloth. Mr. Smith saw only the rude Indian 
as another. with his loin cloth. Whence could he get 

In "Hayden's History of Disciples," we find his inspiration in this direction? Mr. Bra
that Campbell says that the Papacy arose den asserts that it was a prevalent theory in 
and men groped in darkness, and that even 1830, that Indians descended from Israel. 
in his day he says: "The primitive gospel, I ELDER BRADEN'S NIN.'I'H SPEECH. 

in its effiulgence and power, is yet to shine 
out in its original splendor, to regenerate the 
world. "-pp. 36, 37. Then we conclude that 
the primitive gospel was yet to shine out. 
Alexander Campbell says so. J. Z. Tyler 
says in his tract "The Distinctive Peculiari
ties of the Disciples," that we are working 
towards the original gospel. Here is one 
preacher against another. He can make his 
own application. 

I have shown that Alexander Campbell in
dorsed the name "saint" and the name of the 
church as "The Church of Jesus Christ." 
Paul never used the term "Christian" as ap
plied to the children of God. 

I find Bays out of harmony in these 
points. He takes the Bible as his guide to 
build the church, while all others took God 
as their guide; yet he claims that the church 
he represents is the Church of God in fact. 
He has not told us which is the general 
church or some local church. He discards 
many of the officials and blessing of the 
Spirit. It would look strange for a man to 
deed his son a farm and yet not deed him the 
fruit that grew on it. He says, "Gifts· of 
Spirit do not follow now." God filled the 
disciples full in the past, but now we must sit 
down at the table, and only read about their 
being full. I want the same to-day, and God 
will give it. 

WIGHT-BRADEN DEBATE.-NO. 2. 
ELDER WIGHT'S NINTH SPEECH. 

Joseph Smith's teaching in the Doctrine 
and Covenants is in direct harmony with the 
teachings of Christ. We examine the Book 
of Mormon, which claims to be a record of 
three colonies, two of .which were Israelitish. 
If Israelites were on this land, why not God 
speak to them? John 10: 16; Jesus had other 
sheep besides those at Jerusalem. Gentiles 
become sheep by obedience, and were not 
then in that condition. He was to visit these 
sheep. (Reads several passages from Book 
of Mormon.) I ask you if accepting and 
obeying such teachings would not make you 
better. 

Ridicule won't remove '~he force of these 
teachings. If the book is what we claim 
for it, its prophetic utterances will be ful
filled. Mr. Braden demanded of us a miracle. 
We produced it from his own history. He 
says it was the result of a sudden shock. 
Such assertion could apply to every miracle 
ever wrought and strike at the teaching of 
Jesus. Matthew 24: 14. If we are to have 
the gospel of the kingdom, all the appurte
:µ!),n()e!'l-officers1 gifts1 eb~., must e:idst and hf) 

Outlines of the Book of Mormon. They, 
the Nephites, had superior prophets, mira
cles, etc., to the Bible-a church so perfect 
that Christ's played only second fiddle to it. 

I have my opponent on trial for trying to 
pass counterfeit bills. I will prov0 that 
Smith had no authority to issue. 'l'hey had 
inspired engravers, interpreters, guard, 
possessors, and scribes. The original copy 
of the Book of Mormon is much the direct 
work of God as the two tables of stone. 
Page 202: 27 contains thirteen participial 
phrases from one noun; 758 ungrammatical 
and ignoramus' uses of words in Book of Mor
mon. Mr. Braden spent rest of time in read
ing pages where errors in. grammar could be 
found. 

ELDER WIGHT'S TENTH SPEECH. 

The Book of Mormon must go down be
cause it contains grammatical errors! 758 of 
them!! Just think!!! The American Bible 
Society informs us that there are some 
23,000 in the B-i-b-1-e! If there be "mis-
takes, they are the mistakes of men," says 
one of the Book of Mormon writers. We are 
willing to put the books (Book of Mormon 
and Bible) in the hands of a committee com
posed of your college professors and let them 
decide the question of grammar. 

We are not after mastery, but the triith. 
We ask for more than assert\on to demon
strate the truth, however. Book of Mormon 
page 38: 130; all kinds of animals. Two large 
animals named-not then known-since found. 
'fhe horse especially; not discovered till 
years after, and thought by scientists at that 
time that it had been unknown in America 
till brought by Spaniards. Book of Mormon 
long ridiculed on this point. Now we have 
the fossil remains. How did Mr. Smith get 
ahead of science? Mr. Braden says we are 
agreed as to Bible, but he fails to represent 
our belief in Book of Mormon. We believe 
it to have been a Bible to Israelites in Amer
ica,- and a record of God's dealings with them 
and others. 

I now present you some of his prophetic ut
terances. Doctrine and Covenants 45: 11: 
"Ye hear of wars in foreign lands, but, be
hold, I say unto you, They are nigh, even at 
your doors, and not many years hence ye 
shall hear of wars in your own lands." Was 
Smith a true or false prophet? Lay aside 
your prejudice, and listen not to the scurril
ous stories and assertions of my opponent, and 
examine it in the light of a desire for truth. 
Suppose Mr. Smith was a true prophet, what 
will you do in the day of judgm(jnt. if you 
reject him? · 
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Doctrine and Covenants 98: 4: Zion not to 
be moved out of her place. Zion sometimes 
means land, sometimes the people. Here it 
has reference to the land or location. "Not
withstanding her children are scattered." 
Why did he not read all this the other night 
rather than read the portion that suited him 
and then ridicule it? Those that remained 
faithful and their children have been and are 
returning and building up the "waste places," 
and they are going there with "songs of ev
erlasting joy." 

He says the bill nearest the genuine is the 
most dangerous. True. But suppose it be 
the exact counterpart or a genuine Bible bill, 
what then? If my opponent comes to you 
and presents that which is contrary to the 
Bible it must be counterfeit. Suppose he 
..yere to come claiming to be a minister of 
Christ? How would you determine? Doc
trine and Covenants 102: 7: "Behold, I will 
give you favor and grace in their eyes." A 
peculiar prediction that, so soon after they 
had been driven and while they were yet in 
the m'idst of trouble. 

ELDE!{ BRADEN'S 'l'EN'l'H SPEECH. 

Will he accept all that that is good in 
the Koran as given by inspiration of God? 
It is one thing to say a thing is good, but 
another thing to say it came fro~,,@od. Be
cause there are good things in the Book of 
Mormon, it is no evidence that it came from 
God. Mrs. Johnson's healing was the result 
of shock. The physician had healed his 
mother in same way. If I were to concede 
spiritual gifts that would be no proof that 
Smith had them. When Spaniards con
quered Peru, the king filled a room with gold 
for his release. We knew for three hundred 
years that there had been a great civilization 
in America. All these things were known. 

I will accept his challenge, only it must be 
Revised instead of authorized version. The 
Book of Mormon says domes.tic animals; bnt, 
sir, you can't find the fossil remains of the 
domestic horse. The most perfect specimen 
of the mastodon ever found was dug up 
within a few miles of Smith a few years be
fore the Book of Mormon came out. Zion 
not to be moved. He says it means land! 
What a prophecy. The land won't be moved. 
I guess Smith was a prophet! I'll prophecy. 
A thousand years from now the hills and 
rivers in Jackson County will be there! 

"They shall return." Question as to 
whether it means the same individuals or 
those going now. I have no objection to 
their having everything that was in the 
apostolic church, if they only have such 
things. The fact that miracles once existed 
is no evidence that they exist now. I was 
once a boy; so I am now! God once gave 
revelations, hence he does now. What rea
soning! The thin~s existing in the church 
were given to give truth, but are not needed 
now. He would not claim to need revelation 
for new truth, but for details such as that 
Joe should have a house to live in. 

BISHOP'S AGENTS' NOTICES. 
To the Saints of Utah:-As Bro. Kelley has 

seen fit to retain me as his agent for Utah, 
!J;ml J; pow expect to visit, Montt1n8J ~nd Idahr• 
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before I reach you, it will be satisfactory to 
me if you pay your tithes and offerings to 
either D. W. Wight or R. J. Parker. I need 
not t'emind you that this is the financial law 
of the church, and that the church cannot 
get along without financial aid. Could all 
hear the cries that come up to the Bishop 
and know how some of the wives and chil
dren of the ministry suffer as a result of not 
being maintained, I am sure that you would 
the more readily put your hands forth in the 
way of tithes and offerings to assist the 
needy. I need but say that there is now an 
urgent demand for this matter to be attended 
to. 

I congratulate the saints of Utah for what 
you did last year, and only ask that you re
member that some are sacrificing the love of 
home and all its ties that you may have the 
gospel. Their wives, children, mothers, and 
sisters, stay at home, and sometimes are 
short of the necessities of life! Can't you 
help bear the burden? Will the saints of 
Montana and Idaho also remember you have 
Bishop's agents and missionaries in your 
fields? J. W. WIGHT, Bishop's Agent. 

'rAnon, Iowa, June 7. 

The saints of Oregon and Washington will 
please notice that my present address is John 
Day, Oregon. I trust all will give an assist
ing hand, by sending in their tithing to the 
sustaining of the missionaries' families of Ore
gon and Washington. All means received 
by me has been and will be strictly for the 
building up and prosecution of the great 
work in this part of the field. Thanking you 
for past assistance, I trust each will appre
hend the just obligation in equally assisting 
according to your means. 

I am your servant, 
ALMA MORRIS, Bishop's Agent. 

PASTORAL. 
I have for the past month tried to inform 

myself in regard to the best interest of the 
work in this field, and I have concluded to 
place T. J. Sheppard in charge of Texas and 
Western Louisiana; C. R. Duncan in charge 
of Oklahoma and Indian Territory; and J. W. 
Jackson in charge of Arkansas. Will these 
brethren please publish their permanent ad
dresses, so that all who labor in their fields 
may know where to report. Praying the 
good Lord to bless us all in our work, 

I remain your brother, 
AMOS J. MOOHE. 

'fo the Elders and Saints of Southeastern 
Mission; Greeting:-As I was placed in 
charge o( the missionary work in above mis
sion I give notice that Elder J. C. Clapp will 
have charge of Kentucky, Tennessee, and 
North Alabama; Elder D. E. Tucker will 
have charge of Florida, Georgia, North and 
South Carolina, and Southem Alabama. 
The missionaries laboring in their fields will 
report to them the first of July, October, 
January, and March, giving number of ser
mons preached, baptisms performed, and 
new openings made, e'Lc. Presidents of dis
tricts and branches and isolated members 
vrbo gesire their l<J,bor~ wUJ correspond with 

THE ~AINTS' HEI~ALD. 

me and those in charge of the territory in 
which labor is desired. 

Dear brethren, let us make an effort to do 
all we can to advance the cause of Christ, so 
when we look over our record we can rejoice 
rather than mourn. I desire officers of dis
tricts and branches to assist the inissionaries 
in mission work all they can, after they have 
discharged their duties in their respective 
offices first; for in the past the work in places 
has suffered loss, and the missionary work 
hindered, because some have failed to do 
their work as local officers in their own dis
trict or branch that they were called to do
that is to feed the flock-and gone elsewhere 
to do missionary work. Let every man learn 
his duty is a very essential command, then 
perform it in the fear of God, remembering 
that we will have to render to God a final 
account. J. C. Clapp's mission address is 
Sedalia, Kentucky; D. E. Tucker's is Milton, 
Florida; mine is Garland, Alabama. Your 
colaborer in gospel bonds. 

M. M. TURPEN. 
'l'HEODORE, Alabama, June 7. 

To the Saints of Southern California dis
trict, Greeting:-Having been assigned the 
above-named field of labor by the General 
Conference of 1898, and in accordance with 
the instructions of missionary in charge, Bro. 
G. T. Griffiths, that those placed in sub
charge publish their post office address, I 
wish to state to those wishing to address me, 
my permanent address will be San Bernar
dino, California. I desire the cooperation of 
all the saints in the district, and let us work 
together for the accomplishment of the work 
intrusted to all. I shall be pleased to hear 
from all, especially those wanting preaching 
in their neighborhood. Let us try and make 
this one of the most successful years ever 
known to California. Our force is not very 
large, but let us work the harder. 

Yours for truth, 
D. L. HARRIS. 

To the Brethren of Far West, Missouri, 
District:-Having been appointed as assist
ant missionary in charge of Far West dis
trict I take this means of informing you that 
those of the traveling and local ministry are 
expected to report to me all matters pertain
ing to the labor done, and all items of inter
est that may take place in your immediate 
fields, especially the sermons preached, bap
tisms performed, and so forth. This I be
lieve is required by our historian, that all 
may be kept informed of the history we are 
making. Your reports are due and should 
be made out and forward to me Oil the first of 
July, October, January, and March of each 
year. Please be prompt, so I may be the 
same in reporting to Bro. I. N. White. Keep 
me informed as to the needs of the mission in 
its various parts. 

My address is Box 733, St. Joseph, Mis-
souri. Yours for Zion's weal, 

H. 0. SMITH. 
ST. Jos.1!.lPII, Missouri, June 10. 

TWO-DAYS' MEETINGS. 
The following two-days' meetings will be 

held i,n G:i,llm1d's; Grove district, and the 

ministers named will have charge at the 
point mentioned in connection with their 
names:-

Auburn, Iowa, June 25 and 26. Elders J. 
M. Baker and William McKim. 

Dow City, June 25 and 26. Elders J. T. 
Turner and Benan Salisbury. 

Deloit, July 9 and 10. Elders R. Wight 
and Priest A. H. Rudd. 

Harlan, July 9 and 10. Elders George 
Montague and W. A. Carroll. 
Benan~ grove meeting, commencing July 9 

and continuing until the 17Lh. Elders 
Charles Derry and J. M. Baker. 

Those in charge may secure the services of 
other ministers to help if they can, and 
should think best so to do. If convenient, 
commence the two-days' meetings Friday 
evening, instead of Saturday morning. If 
the ministers give their time, the saints and 
friends should pay their expenses. 

CHARLES E. BU'l''l'ERWOHTH, 
J .. M:. BAKER, Presidents. 

REUNION NOTICES. 
Southeastern Illinois reunion will be held 

in the grove by the saints' chapel near Par
ish, Illinois, commencing July 22, ending on 
the 31st. 

More anon, by order of committee. 
J. D. S'l'EAD, Clerk. 

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA REUNION RATES. 
The Santa Fe Railroad Company bas 

agreed to furnish those attending reunion at 
Santa Monica, July 8 to 17, a twelve days' 
limit of time, beginning the 7th and lasting 
until the 18th. Now let it be particularly 
remembered, that it requi,es fifty fares to 
the reunion to secure the 0ne-third rates on 
the return trip. Therefore every person 
purchasing a ticket to the grounds, of neces
sity should obtain certificate from the agent 
where the ticket is purchased, so that all 
may avail themselves of the reduced rates on 
their return home. The committee makes 
the above earnest appeal to all. Therefore 
do not allow yourselves to either neglect ot• 
forget to carry out this instruction. 

R.R. DANA, Chairman. 

DIED. 
POWELL.-On May 25, 1898, neat• Lamoni, 

Iowa, at the home of her daughter, Sr. James 
Richardson, of cancer of the tongue and 
throat, Mrs. Elizabeth Powell, aged 76 years, 
2 months, and 4 days. She suffered much, 
and during ten months partook of only liquid 
food. The name of her first husband was 
William Robinson, brother of James, for
merly of Kewal'lee, Illinois. She was once a 
Wesleyan Methodist, but of late years believed 
largely in the restored gospel of Christ, yet 
she greatly feared going into the water and 
delayed until it was too late. Funeral ser
mon by Elder H. A. Stebbins at the house. 

HUFFMAN.-At Lexington, Michigan, May 
26, 1898, Sr. Lena, wife of William Huffman, 
of Elk 'l'ownship, member of the German 
branch of Cash, Sanilac County, Michigan. 
Services at the Baptist church, conducted by 
P. W. Sl1rbr9oji:, of Lexington, M,:ichiga,n, 
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Royal makes the food pure, 
wholesome and delicious. 

Absolutely Pure 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER C0. 1 NEW YORK .. 

NEW TESTAMENTS. In11pl.red 
Translation. Ll!.l'ge Type Edi
tion. 

Cloth, leather backs and corners .. $1 1)0 
Seal Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Seal Grain Russia, gilt edges . . . . . 1 50 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1 and 2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jes us Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impol'."
tant documents connected with the 
establishment,growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume 2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners.. 2 00 
Full leather ..............•...•.. 2 50 
Full leather, gilt edges.. . . . . . • . . . 3 00 

ZION'S HOPE. 
A large, four-page Sunday school 
paper for children; illustrated; ed-
ited by Sr. M. Walker.. . 
Single copies; per year .•.••••.••. $0 00 
In packages of four, five, or six to 

one address, per year, each..... 40 
Jn packages of seven or more. eoob. 86 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every Wednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
$1.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; 
sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., should be addressed to 
Frank Criley. Business Manager. Remittances 
should be made by post office o.r express orders, 
drafts on Chicago., or lastly by registered letters. 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

Graceland I1arch, 
by I. W. Allender, of Lamoni, 
Iowa. An excellent musical com
position for the pianoforte; price 
50 cents. The proceeds from sale 
of this number to be used for the 
benefit of Graceland College. 

The White Clover Song. 
Words by Jean Ingelow; music by 
Mrs. Audentia Anderson, of La
moni, Iowa. Both words and 
music are compositions of decided 
merit and taste. Price 50 cents; 
all proceeds to be devoted to 
Graceland College fund. 

Baldwin's 
Ancient America .. 

A standard work on American 
antiquities, recognized as able and 
reliable; in general use by minis
ters and students of American 
archreology. Illustrated; price 
$1.80. 

German 
Book of I1ormon. 

The German edition issued by the 
Utah Church. Cloth; price $1. 25. 

CERTIFICATES AND REPORTS. 
Branch statistical reports; per doz.$0 40 
Annual statistical reports; two for 05 
Certificates of baptism a.nd member-

ship; per dozen................. 12 
Baptism and confirmation ceriUl

cate books, with stub:111 . • • . • . • • . • 25 
Certificatoo of removal; per dozen.. 12 
Marriage oortificate11; per dozen •• • 25 

GERMAN HYMN BOOK. (Zion's 
Harfe.) 

Leather binding ................. $0 40 
MoroCGO Grain Russia, gilt edge.8. . 60 

TEACHERS' BIBLE. "The Self
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps, 
in good large print, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references; 
printed on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6tx!13t, mailed post-
paid at, per oopy, net .•••••••••.. ti 00 

TRACTS. 
TRACTS Order by numbers. 

1. The Nature of Man. Is he Pos
sessed of Immortality? Per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ......... $1 00 

2. Truth Made Manifest; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 ................. 1 00 

3. Voice of the Good Shepherd; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine 
of the Church, and Kirtland 
Temple Suit; per doz. 3 cts.; 100 15 

fii. Questions and Answers (on First 
Principles of the Gospel); per 
dozen, 3 cents; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . ll'> 

6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall Adminis-
ter; per dozen, 15 cents; 100 ... 1 00 

'l. Who then Can be Saved; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100............ ~O 

S. Fullness of the Atonement; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

9. Spiritualism Viewed from a. 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 ........... 1 30 

10. The Narrow Way; per dozen, 10 
cents; 100.................... 00 

11. The Plan of Salvation; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 .......... 1 20 

12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexander Campbell to a Re
stored Primitive Christianity 
Examined; per doz., 15cts; 100, 1 00 

14. Reply to Orson Pratt; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ $1 00 

15. How to Enter the Kingdom; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100............. 30 

16. Polygamy: Was it an Original 
Tenet of the Church; per dozen, 
10 cents; 100................... 50 

18. Necessity for a. Reorganization 
of the Church; per dozen.. . . . . 30 

19. A Statement and a Correction 
of It; per dozen................ 10 

20. The "One Body;" or the Church 
under the Apostleship and under 
the Apostasy; per doz. 15c; 100, 1 00 

21. Truths by Three Witnesses, and 
Epitome of Faith; per dozen, 
3 cents; 100.................... 15 

22. Faith and Repentance; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100............ 50 

23. Baptism; per dozen, 10 cts.; 100 65 
24. The Kingdom of God; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100....... . . . .. . .. . . . . 30 
25. Laying on of Rands; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100................ ... . 30 
27. The Sabbath Question; per 

dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ 1 00 
31. What is TrY.th? True Ortho

doxy? and an Evangelical 
Church? and Epitome of Faith; 
per dozen, 3 cents; 100......... Hi 

41. The Gospel, and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen, 3 cents; 100 15 

42. Rejection of the Church; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100..... . . . . . . 50 

43. One Wife or Many; pel' dozen, 
15 cents; 100 ................... 1 00 

44. Crooked Paths; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

47. The Future State; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

Prophecy of the Rebellion; per 100 10 
TRACTS IN LARGE LOTS. 

Special prices on application for 
tracts in lots of 1000 or more. 

DISTRICT RECORDS. Printed and 
bound similar to Branch Records . t!ll M 
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CRACELAND .. 
---COLLEGE, 

LAMONI, IOWA. 
Telephone 71. 

For catalogues or further information, 

Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE, 
Acting President, 

or R. S. SALYARDS, Secretary, 
LAMONI, low A. 

TOBACCO HABIT CURED, 
ORNO PAY. 

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illin<>is, positively 
guarantees three boxes of ''Quit-To-Bae'' to permu.· 
nently take away all desire for tobacco, or will 
promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent 
post paid anywhere for $1.50. No bad effects from 
use of Quit-To-Bae. It is a great nerve tonic. Why 
not try it1 It has Cured hundreds; why not you? 
Remember,llll'o Cure, No Jll'ay. Address, B.F. 
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois. 

THE KEOKUK ROUTE. 

K.. & W. and D. M. & K.. C. Railways. 
The D. M. & K. C. Ry from Des Moinee 

to Oainsville has been rebuilt and that por· 
tion south of Van Wert will be standard 
gauge on or before Novembi:ir 1, 1897. 

There is no road in Southern Iowa or 
Northern Missouri which has more good 
locations for business men than on the line of 
the Keokuk Route. More stock of all kinde 
has been shipped over this line than any road 
of equal mileage in Iowa or Missouri. (See 
Missouri Surplus Map at our stations.) The 
freight and passenger service is not equalled 
by ai;iy road in the state, except the Missouri 
River trunk lines, with each of which we 
have union stations and direct connections. 
Per~ons ae~king farms ca.n find property at 

temptmg prices; men seekmg business i.oca
tions can find towns with ample territory and 
settlers to warrant good business. Additional 
passenger service will soon be given which 
will add to the growth of the towns. 

The towns between Des Moines and Cains
ville are particularly well located for 
business. Look them up. Write to the 
undersigned for additional information. See 
folder for map and lands. 

A.. C. GOODRICH, 

J. F. ELDER, 
Gen. Pass. Agent. 

Vice Pres. and Gen. M'n'gr. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD 

Its Easy riting 
If its a Blickensderier No. 5. 

The universal favorite with all classes of 
operators who desire a simple and speedy 
machine. 

More "Blicks" in use among Iowa and Ne· 
braska newspapers than all the rest of t~e $100 
machines together. The only Typewnter o.n 
the market doing hundred-dollar work that is 
sold at a popular price. 

Has 28 Keys, of 84 Characters. and Letters; 
Portable, weighing bu~ Six Pounds with case. 

Copies and Mamfolds perfectly,-12 carbon 
copies being easily taken at one wntmg. 

Only one price-$35,00 net. On ten days ap
proval to any responsible man in Iowa or Nebraska. 
Address, 

HARGER & BUSH, 
General Agents, 

904=9!0 Main Street, DUBUQUE, IOWA. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK, Of LAMONI. 
Stockholders. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Geo. H. Hilliard. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 
G. W. Blair. 
Oscar Anderson. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 
Alice P. Dancer. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 

Officers. 
David Dancer. 

President. 
Wm. Anderson, 

Vice President. 
W. A. Hopkins, 

Cashier. 
Oscar Anderson, 

Assistant Cashier. 

Directors. 
W. A. Hopkins. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lncy L. Resseguie. 

'l'his bank will be ready for business on July 1, 
1898, and will do a general banking business at 
Lamoni, Iowa. Interest paid on time deposits 
according to the rules of the bank.. Correspond
ence and patronage solicited. 

HOMESEEKERS' EXCURSIONS. 
On May 3 and 17, June 7 and 21, 

tickets will be sold to most all 
points in Western, Southern, 
and Northern States at one 
fare plus $2.00 for round trip. 
For further particulars call on 

or address L. F. Siltz, Agent. 

TRANS· MISSISSIPPI EXPOSITION. 

Omaha, Nebraska, June 1 to November I, 
1898. For rates and dates apply to agent. 

. Scriptural and Book of Mormon 
subjects illustrated by means of finely painted 
pictures and charts furnished to order on 
muslin, canvas, or oilcloth. For particulars 
address Hulmes & Kress, 609 Main Street, 
Kansas City, Missouri. 

WHAT HAVE YOU to exchange as part 
payment on a well improved 80 acre farm 
two miles from Lamoni? Large build
ings-all painted-orchard. Yearly pay· 
ments on balance. Give full description I 
and price of your property in first letter. 

D. F. Nicholson. 

OBJECTIONS TO THE BOOK OF 
MORMON AND BOOK OF DOC
TRINE AND COVENANTS AN
SWERED AND REFUTED. By 
Elder J. R. Lambert. 
Paper covers ......•..•..•.••••.. $0 25 
Cloth . . . . • . . • • • • • • • • • • . . • . • • • • • . 40 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether. an 
invention is probably patentable. Commu1uca... 
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patentso 

Patents taken through Munn & Coo receive 
special notice, without charge, in the 

. Scitntific .Rmcrican. 
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 31, 
year ; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers. 

MUNN & C0.3618roadway, New York 
Branch Office, 625 F St. 1 Washington, D. C. 

HARDWARE. 
STOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRB, B'N. 

Special attention given to Builders' Hardware. 
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnisl!.141 

LAMONI HARDWARE CO. 

'FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN. 
A house In Lamoni, Iowa, two equares from the busl.

ness center. It bas •ix roome, a hall, and three closetf!,, 
and is conveniently arrangtd for a family of six or morel 
I@ warm as a winter house, 1rnd has ~ood vent:lation fow 
eummer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple, 
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which ad 
the comer of a block. Address. 

X. l.'i. W. COOPEB. Lamoni. Iowa. 

THE SAINTS' HARP. Hymn Book 
-Words Only. 

Cloth ........................... $0 '15 
Morocco Grain Russia .......•••.• 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .••• 1 21 

JUST PUBLISHED. 
A Concordance to the large print Book of 

Mormon, of proper size for insertion in books 
of that edition already published. Sixteen 
pages. Everyone should have it. On sale 
at the Herald Office. Price ten cents. 
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EDI'.l.'ORIAL: 
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Suggestions to Church-Goers ......... 389 
New Bank at Lamoni ................ 390 
Need of Dispassionate Judgment ...... 390 
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PRESBYTERIAN ANCHORS DRAGGING. 

SIGNS are not wanting to indicate 
that some of the largest vessels of the 
Presbyterian squadron are dragging 
their a.nchors badly. The drift is all 
in one direction, too-toward Episco
palianism. Now, when a Calvinistic 
anchor fails to hold it must be admitted 
that the case is serious. Without any 
intention of unduly alarming the con
servative Presbyterian brethren, it 
may yet be asked, in view of recent 
events, how long it will be at this rate 
before the whole Presbyterian fleet, 
with Princeton as the flagship, will be 
riding in Episcopalian waters. 

Ever since the beginning of the 
trial of Dr. Briggs for heresy five 
years ago it has been apparent that 
the region of the Westminister Con
fession was suffering from a severe 
wind of doctrine. Though Dr. Briggs 
did not part his cables or cut adrift 
from Union Theological Seminary, he 
was suspended from the ministry and 
allowed to remain only on tbe under
standing that he was to wrestle with 
himself and develop a spirit of repent
ance. How successful his wrestlings 
were may be inferred from his total 
abandonment of the Westminister 
creed a few days ago and from his 
formal admission into the Episeopal 

Lamoni, Iowa, June 22, 1898. No. 25. 

Church by Bishop Potter of New J action. Certainly the greater latitude 
York. allowed by the Episcopal Churcl:f is 

Now comes the report that Professor the present attraction in that di
Shields of Princeton has likewise rection, and if all the liberal thinkers 
abandoned Presbyterianism and been should take a notion to follow Dr. 
confirmed in the Episcopal faith. Briggs' example the true blue Pres
Professor McGiffert of Union has long byterian Church would become alarm
shown signs of steering in the same ingly small.-Ghicago Tribune. 
direction. Latest and most significant 
of all is the statement that Presi- HOW THE BRAIN WORKS. 

dent Patton of Princeton, with Pro- A COMMITTEE of British physicians, 
fessors Duffield and Cameron of that acting jointly, has for some years 
college, has refused to go as a dele- been giving particular attention to 
gate to the coming session of the this topic, and their researches, 
Presbyterian General Assenbly. though not yet altogether complete, 

On the surface, at least, the Prince- already show some very interesting 
ton trouble appears to be a matter of results, which, taken together with 
personal liberty rather than one of those of investigators on the Oonti
doctrine. The fat was in the fire from nent, let us see a long way into the 
the moment when Professor Shields, intricacies of the brain. 
Grover Cleveland, and other Princeton It has shown unequivocally, for ex
property owners signed a petition that ample, that a brain cell, which is 
a liquor license be granted to the the really important part of the brain, 
Princeton Inn, a local hostelry said to actually loses part of its substance 
be frequented more or less by students during action. The brain cells of per
a:nd professors. The unregenerate sons and of animals that have died 
Grover might have been excused, but it during a period of great exhaustion 
was otherwise with the professor who from overexertion are found to be 
.held the chair for. the promotion of greatly changed from the condition of 
harmony between science and revealed the normal cell during times of health 
religion. His views of harmony re- and vigor. The cell of the exhausted 
sulted only in discord. Indignant brain, instead of being plump and full 
Presbyterians all over the country of nervous matter, is found to be hol
have refused to admit the need of any lowed out or "vacuolated," a cavity 
alcoholic lubricant to ease the friction within its substance having formed 
between science and religion. It is and being filled with water. This 
expected that the entire Princeton means that a part of the cell substance 
faculty will be severely censured by has been actually consumed during 
the General Assembly, hence Presi- the time of brain activity, precisely 
dent Patton and his colleagues have as coal is consumed when one gets 
decided to begin the war themselves heat from a furnace. 
by staying at home and leaving It is found, further, that if an ani
Princeton unrepresented in that legis- mal whose brain cells are thus ex
lative body. hausted is permitted to rest and to 

When a Presbyterian stronghold sleep, its cells rapidly recuperate, 
such as Princeton shows this in- new material being supplied from the 
creasing disposition to break away blood until the vacuolation has dis~
from the den.omination it is time peared and the cell is practically as 
there was a general inspection of an- good as new again. This explains 
chors. It would be sad to have the why sleep is necessary to our exist
Calvinistic brethren all wake up some ence. During waking hours om.r 
fine morning to find themselves Epis- brains are literally worn away, and 
copalians. Perhaps it would be w~ll sleep is the state during which the re
for them not iv hold their lines quite pair shops of the brain make good the 
so stiff on non-essentials and to allow damage of the waking hours. Thus 
a little more liberty of thought and the brain of a person who suffers from 
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insomnia is in the condition of a loco- I If he goes to work in a bank or dry i . TERRIBLE HER~DITY. k 
· d t h i almost certain to I A special study of hereditary drun enness motive which is run night and day· goo s s ore . e s 

1 
. r I has been made by Professor Pellman, of Bonn 

without going to the repair shops. contract the disease, un.ess he is 'ery I University, Germany. His method was to 

Disaster must ultimately result. careful in his out-of-work hours to I take certain individual cases, a generation or 
It is not sleep alone, however, that seek outdoor pursuits. two back .. He thus traced the careers of 

rests the brain cell, though sleep is These facts suagest what is known children, grandchildren, and great-grand-
0 • • children in all parts of the present German 

absolutely essential to recuperation as the outdoors treatment of phth1s1s. I Empire until he was able to present tabulated 

of the brain as a whole. But not all Dr. F. W. Burton-Fanning reports 1
1 biographies of the hundreds descended from 

parts of the brain are involved in any that success follows its use in a very some original drunkard. Notable among 
one kind of mental effort. The blood large percentage of cases, even where the persons described by Professor I_'ellman 

f th b · · d th · 'd bl les'on of the is Frau Ada Jurke, who was born m 1740, supply o e ram 1s so arrange ere IS cons1 era e . l and was a drunkard, a thief, and a tramp for 
that by expansion or contraction of lungs. the last forty years of her life, which ended 

different arteries, parts of the brain The fever is reduced, in some cases in 1800. Her descendants numbered 834, of 
may be flushed with blood and other: yielding wholly in a month, in others whom 709 were traced in local records from 

Parts dammed off, so to speak, some- persisting for six or seven months. youth to death. One hundred and six of the 
709 were born out of the wedlock. There 

what as the various currents of an ir· Appetite improves, sleeplessness were 144 beggars, and 62 more who lived from 

rigated field are regulated by the vanishes, and night sweats depart if charity. Of the women, 181 led disreputable 
gardener. And as a rapid fiow of the patient is kept out of doors liter~ lives. There were in this family 76 convicts, 
blood is essential to great mental ac· all all the time winter and summer. 7 of whom were sentenced for murder. In a 

h t f th Y ' • l' period of some seventy-five years this one tivity, this means t at one par o e Of course, a dry, warm, sunn:y c u:µate I familv rolled up a bill of costs in almhouses, 

brain may be very actively at work has usually its advantages for such a I priso;s, ·and correctional institutions amount
while another part is resting and re- purpose, but there are reasons why a ing to at least 5,000,000 marks, or about 

cuperating. radical change of climate is not al- $1,250,000.-Ex. 
Thus it is that a person suffering ways advisable. Such resorts as are -----

h d k UNFERMENTED GRAPE WINE. from brain fatigue may leave is es found in Cornwall, England, or in 
A reader of the Philadelphia Press contrib

and go out into the fields, or on the Atlantic City, or Southampton, Long utes to it the following recipe for unfermented 
highways with a bicycle, and by di- Island, in this country, probably an- grape wine, which she says is an excellent 
verting his mind give the overworked swer quite as well as the Riviera or 
cells a chance to rest and recuperate. Florida. 

But it must not be overlooked that 
such exercise involves other brain 
cells, which in turn become exhausted; 
and that in the end, for the recupera
tion of the brain as a whole, sleep is 
absolutely essential. No recreation, 
no medicine, no stimulant, will take 
its place. The man who does not 
give himself sufficient hours of sleep, 
or who is unable to sleep when he 
makes the effort, is literally burning 
away his brain substance, and can no 
more keep on indefinitely in this way 
than a locomotive can run on in
definitely without getting fresh sup
plies of fuel.- San Francisco Call. 

Of course the open air treatment 
does not in any way mean that the 
patient must live an active life out of 
doors. This would be a great mis
take, except as a prophylactic in mild 
cases, as all the vital powers are 
needed to throw off the disease, and 
too much exercise lowers the vitality 
of the sick. 

The preferred plan is to put the 
sick into open tents; in summer and 
pleasant weather take their beds and 
hammocks out of doors. A movable 
wind shelter which can be turned as 
required is a valuable adjunct in the 
treatment. 

Sleeping rooms must always have 
LIVE IN THE OPEN AIR. their windows fully open, winter and 

CONSUMPTION, that scourge of East- summer, according to Dr. Burton
ern Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Fanning. So long as the patient is 
Connecticut, New York, and New properly clothed he need not fear 
Jersey, has lost some of its terrors of J damp or cold. Consumptive patients 
late. · are less liable to nasal catarrh than 

Recent English experiments have· are comparatively healthy people.
shown that consumption is almost al- New York Journal. 

one:-
Take twenty pounds of Concord grapes, add 

three quarts of water, crushing the grapes in 
the water. Stir them until it reaches boiling 
heat, let them cook fifteen or twenty minutes, 
then strain through a cloth. Add three 
pounds of granulated sugar. When the 
sugar is dissolved, strain again through a 
cloth; heat to boiling point again. Pour it 
into bottles, and seal instantly. Have the 
bottles thoroughly heated. Dip the necks 
with corks in .into the hot sealing wax. 

DEEP BREATHING. 
S. Ciccolina advocates special daily atten

tion to deep breathing as a means whereby 
almost every person can induce a vast 
improvement in general health, besides a 
permanent development of lung power. The 
method recommended is to breathe from the 
abdomen entirely; to exhale by the com
pression of the muscles overlying the stomach, 
and to inhale by expansion or inflation of the 
stomach. Ttle ribs should be motionless dur
ing the acts of inhalation and exhalation. 
The inhalation-through the nose-should be 
8low and deep, and the air is to be held for a 
few seconds, which can be done after a little 
practice. It is then forced into the upper 
chest by contracting the abdomen, drawn 
back into the abdomen by expansion of the 
stomach, and finally exhaled rapidly through 
the mouth. This rapid exhalation has the 
effect of greatly expanding the chest, and 
the whole process, if practiced, at first for 
a few minutes, then gradually longer until ways developed as a result of over· 

crowding and bad air. FRO A !FE it can be kept up for an hour, should be per-
PATTIE; OR LEAVES M L · severed in until it becomes second nature. 

Take a boy of a slight inherited 
tendency to consumption and put him 
at work on a farm, and he will proba
bly escape the disease himself and 
have healthy children. 

REDUCED from $1.15 to 75 cents. An It is quite a potent cure for nervousness, 
cellent work for the home also for even con~umption,. ~ysteria and many allied 

ex . . ' . . pathologwal cond1t10ns. ~are should be 
young people's hbrar1es and societies. I take!1 that the a.ir ~reat~ed i.s per:fectly pure, 
Herald p blishing House Lamoni and if the practice is mamtamed mdoors, the 

u ' ' I windows of the room should be kept open.-
Iowa. Ex. 
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THE I--IERAI-10. 
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free."-.Tohn 8: 31, 8ll. 
"Hearken to the word of the lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none." 

Vol. 45. 

JOSEPH SMITH 
R. S. SALYARDS 
HEMAN 0. SMITH, 
JOSEPH LUFF, 

EDITOR. 
ASSISTANT EDITOR. 

CORRESPONDING EDITORS. 

LAMONI, loWA, JUNE 22, 1898. 

FROM THE FIELD. 

THE following is from the Beardstown, 
Illinois, Evening Star, for May L1, and 
is a bright, racy exhibit for an elder 
in the field. It will be read with 

Lamoni, Iowa, June 22, 1898. 

throughout all the land, unto all the inhab
itants thereof, it shall be a jubilee," etc. 

If I die ere our tropical neighbors gain 
their merited freedom, and the horn of plenty 
teems temporal prosperity into their laps 
and tho olive branch of peace waves over 
their homes, I will think my demise is un·
timely, and I will try and turn over in my 
newly-made grave. 

True Amerieanism, the faithful interpreta
tion of the Monroe Doctrine and the "perfect 
law of liberty," with all that is pure and 
good, cry out to lend a helping hand before it 
is too late. I wore the blue for three full 
years in the front, during our recent national 
unpleasantness. An honorable war in the 
interests of downtrodden, mentally or physic-

Book of Mormon, page 111. 

No. 25. 

2. Conclude that others go there 
for the same purpose. 

3. You have a right to see and hear 
all that is done or said, without being 
disturbed. Every other person in at
tendance has the same right. 

4. No one has a right to annoy or 
disturb you in the exercise of the 
privilege to hear and see, to prevent 
you from enjoying the exercises and 
getting the most benefit from them; 
as a consequence you have no right to 
annoy, or disturb anyone else to pre
vent them from enjoying the exer-pleasure by some of our HERALD 

patrons:-- ally shackled humanity, surely is far better cises. 
THE SAINTS. than a base peace, while virtue is sacrificed 5. Whispering, laughing, giggling, 

Preaching and patriotism go hand in hand. and partly expires. Shall I, like the vain talking in loud tones, moving from 
The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day and unfeeling priest, or the haughty, heart- place to place, wiggling and twisting 
Saints have their headquarters, business cen- I less Levite, pass heedlessly by on the oppo-
ter, publishing house and book bindery at site side when mangled, pillaged humanity about in the seat, coughing or clear
Lamoni, Decatur County, Iowa. It is their needs attention and care? Let us act the ing the throat, drumming on the floor 
universal belief that this great Nation was humane part of the Samaritan, and bind up with the feet, or shuffling the feet 
founded in eternal justice. They stoutly ad- the wounds, apply the mollifying ointment, noisily on the floor, or drumming on 
vocate that the God of battle was on the side and foot all necessary expenditures. 1 · h h :fi d • the seat or rai wit t e ngers, rum-of the Revolutionary soldiery and victory A religion that does not seek to lift heavy 
was inevitable. The tree of human liberty burdens and raise up the fallen, and bind up ming with the nails against the teeth, 
was planted secure in the craggy heights heart wounds; yea that careth not for both whistling or making any other noise 
and sunny vales of the Atlantic States. The the tabernacle of clay and the inner man with the lips, tongue, or voice, are 
rootlets were watered with the tears and should speedily be relegated to the realm of all calculated to disturb and annoy 
blood of illustrious patriots. Under the far- oblivion. When worshipers become prcud others, and ought not to be indulged 
famed and wide-spreading branches of th:e and vain they ought to be reminded that a 
above-named plant dwell all fowl of every haughty mien paves the way for an ig- in. Spitting on the floor, chewing of 
wing. nominious downfall. It is right to feel tobacco or gum during the exercises 

Forest and field, .mountain and plain, the grateful for pleasant homos and good en vi- are in very bad form, and should be 
realm of mechanism and the arena of science, ronments, but business cares and domestic avoided entirely. 
art, discovery, and liberal education are all joys, or worldly emoluments and honors 6. Be sure to go early enough to be 
Lluly represented between tho two great should not wholly engross our timo and 
oceans which are the natural b igh way for talent, for indeed St. Paul wisely saith "not seated before the exercises begin. It 
the commerce and trade of the whole civil- slothful in business, fervent in spirit, serving is bad form to come after services be
ized world. The sparkling lakes in our the Lord." The war spirit is in the atmos- gin; and is besides annoying to many, 
northland, that abound wiLh the finny tribes, phere and has largely crowded out detailed and the preacher, or those in charge 
feed the rushing rivers that replenish the theology or even a bdef sketch of our churnh especially. 
hungry sea. The network of railways dis- development, methods, growth, etc, 
tribute the productions of field, factory, mine, \ ELDlTIR M. T. SHOH'l'. 7. Sit quietly. Do not turn your 
and shop. The necessaries of life are laid at face toward the entrance at each ar-
t~e doo1· of the frugal_, w_hile luxuries in fab- j rival, or at any little bustle near the 
rrn a.nd food com~ w1thm ,the range of the I SUGGESTIONS TO CHURCH-GOERS. door. If anything comes in that may 
yro;ide.nt rustler. Fr~e s_cuools, benevolent IN proposina to attend church service, be dangerous or likely to hurt any-
mst1tut10ns and public improvements are 0 

. • • , . . • 

fostered "in the land of the free and the or concert, recitation, entertarnment, boay, the officers m charge will give 
home of the brave." or public service open to the public 1 due notice and warning. To keep 

Political and religious liberty, without a either free or for pay, the persons so I turning the bead to ascertain who may 
national creed are the bulwarks of the gov- attending will manifest good sense\ be coming in at the door, especially 
ernment. All attempts to unite and combine and good will as well as good breed- after the services have begun, is an 
church and state, and foster any mode of 
faith and worship, ought to be rebuked and ing, if they will give heed and observe act of disrespect to the speaker or the 
nipped in the bud. The fires of '7G are burn- the following rules of good conduct in persons occupying the stage doing 
Ing 011 tbR altar of Cuba. Their prolonged, such places: -- their part of the program. 
conscientious, unyielding-, heroic struggles 1. Before going make up your mind 8. Stay in your seat until the exer-
for independence ought to touch the heart of that you are going for a good purpose I cises close. And, do not attempt to 
a stone. 

In the language of the immortal Hebrew --to receive some benefit from what go out until the benediction is pro-
prophet, Moses, we should "Proclaim liberty you may see and hear. nounced. The parting song and bene-
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diction, good word, are as much a 
part of the service as the sermon, and 
many who attend are seriously dis
turbed and hurt in feelings by the 
unseemly haste of those who are dis
respectful enough to bustle in getting 
ready to go, or who do go out while 
the song is being sung, or the bene
diction being said. 

9. Anything which is calculated to 
disturb the peace or quiet of a seat 
mate or a neighbor, is improper and 
ought not to be done. The intention
cordial, or good feeling which is nec
essary to the best enjoyment of all 
should be cultivated by all; hence it 
is the duty of every one to see to it 
that his conduct at meeting, concert, 
recitation, entertainment, or any other 
assembly which the public may at
tend, is of the best. '11 he public has a 
right to look for this and to demand 
it, if there be a,ny who will not grant 
it. 

10. While the above is for the con
sideration of the pewholder and seat
occupier, the duties of the preacher 
may be summed up about this way:-

11. ThE:l preacher should be natural, 
in his attitude, gestures, and speech. 

12. He should have something to 
say and say it in an interesting way. 

13. He should avoid repetitions. 
They are as much out of place in a 
sermon as in a prayer, and vain in 
either. 

14. He should avoid the use of pet 
phrases, so far as possible. 

15. He should be in touch with the 
people as well as enraptured with the 
beauty of his own speech; and should 
never speak longer than a well-known 
custom of his congregation permits. 
Extra long, or even long sermons, 
sometimes defeat the very object for 
which the preacher labors through 
his overtime. 

16. While the preacher demands 
and expects that his. audience will 
give him attention and due respect, 
he should remember that he must re· 
spect his audience. 

17. It is in bad form and useless for the 
preacher to berate his audience, pres
ent and before him, for the failure of 
others to attend, or to scold the ab
sentees over the shoulders of those 
present. Those who have come to 
hear should be first in the preacher's 
mind and consideration; and it is his 
duty to put the best ability he has at 

iii-

'!'HE SAIN'l'S1 ITERAJ,D. 

his command, natural or granted, for \ institution are men and women of 
the occasion into his effort for the sterling worth and citizens whose 
direct benefit of those who are present; character and reputation are so far 
and any effort to sco1·e those absent is above reproach. The financial ability 
lost, not reaching its object, and is of those chosen to conduct the busi
besides annoying and distressing to ness of the corporation is good, and 
those who are present and should be of their faithful conduct of affairs 
treated to better things. there need be no question. 

18. No matter how small the audi- Interest will be paid on time depos-
ence, it is wise for the preacher not its, according to the rules of the bank. 
to notice the fact or refer to it in his Those who may have business requir
effort. It is productive of the best ing the services of a bank, or who 
results for him to proceed upon the have money to intrust for safe keep
lines of his subject. One or two in- ing, may send to the State Savings 
terested listeners is better than a Bank of Lamoni, with safety, and will 
houseful of uninterested and inatten- be served with fidelity and good will. 
tive people who do not hear, and who 
take no heed of what is said. 

19. It is the duty of the preacher 
or actor to be at his post ready to 
undertake his part. A minister who 
is too late in keeping his appointment 
must expect to meet some annoyed if 
not irritated members of his congre
gation. Such tardiness is as a rule 
unjustifiable, and deserves rebuke. 

20. Preacher and audience should 
be ::i,t one in interest in the subject 
presented, and should have the best 
of feelings each for the other. This 
disregarded, and the preacher will 
toil in vain. · 

NEED OF DISPASSIONATE JUDG-
MENT. 

SOME one sends us anti-Catholic 
newspapers with marked articles 
containing what to us appear harsh 
and drastic criticisms of the Roman 
Catholic Church. We do not repub
lish said articles for two reasons; viz.; 
lack of space, and lack of sympathy 
with the spirit of the writers. We do 
not believe in the spirit of Roman 
Catholicism, neither do we believe in 
the spirit and methods of those who 
cultivate bitterness and unjust senti
ments towards it. There is a saying, 
"Give even the Devil his due," the 

NEW BANK AT LAMONI. spirit of which, to say the least, 
A BANKING institution to be known might be emulated by many with 
as the "State Savings Bank of La- profit. Catholics have common rights 
moni," has been organized at Lamoni, with others, no more, no less. When 
with a paid up capital of $14,000. they or others resort to use of wrong 

This new corporation has bought methods, correction should be de
the bank building and office fixtures manded; but persecution or bitter as
of the Lamoni State Bank, which is persions should not be made use of. 
going out of business, and will begin Men can and should be firm in in
its official business existence July 1, sisting upon rigid execution of the 
ready for any and all business, that laws without respect to religious so
such an institution may legitimately cieties, but also without resort to 
do. injustice. It is the strong man who 

The stockholders of this new insti· can do his opponents impartial jus· 
tution are David Dancer, William An- tice; who does not permit his own 
derson, William A. Hopkins, Oscar strong convictions upon public or re
Anderson, Frank Criley, Andrew K. ligious questions to sway him an iota 
Anderson; Lucy L. Resseguie, Ella beyond the straight line of right and 
D. Whitehead, George H. Hilliard, truth. 
George W. Blair, and Alice P. Dan- There is need for the cultivation of 
cer. The Directors are David Dancer, the spirit of dispassionate, intelligent 
President; William Anderson, Vice fairness in all phases and departments 
President; William A. Hopkins, Cash- of life. Extremes vary from truth, 
ier; Oscar Anderson, Assist~nt Cash- the path of which is straight. The 
ier; and Frank Criley, Andrew K. individual who permits personal dis
Anderson, Lucy L. Resseguie, and like, religious prejudice, or selfish 
Ella D. Whitehead. ends to sway his judgment, is incapa-

The members of this new banking , ble of reaching correct conclusions or 
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of rendering an unbiased judgment. 
He who has disciplined himself to 

see and adjust himself to truth in all 
its phases, and in the affairs of ordi
nary life and duty, has attained ad
vanced development. He has thus 
become an honor and of use to 
society. He has not succeeded, how
ever, without much self-denial, self. 
correction, and strict honesty in the 
examination. If he has thus suc
ceeded he shows forth the fruits of 
just convictions, based upon proper 
standards of criticism. If he has not, 
his low standards and imperfect meth
ods of thought are manifest in unjust, 
erroneous, and harmful words and 
work. All need a baptism of the 
spirit of self-examination. Are we 
able to receive it? is a question that 
we all might consider with profit to 
ourselves and to others. 

THE SAINTS1 HljjHALD. 391 

hundred yards of heavy linoleum, I beneficial to the Home. The chil
tasty in pattern and light in color, in dren and all the workers included de
keeping with the general, cheery serve credit for their excellent united 
surroundings. The floors had also effort. The results will add to the 
been painted on the margins. Be- comfort of the many aged ones who 
sides this, one half dozen light-wood find a resting place at the Home. 
hall settees and one and a half dozen The money collected was mostly 
neat chairs were placed in position, made up of penny donations, and 
and molding and pictures pleasing to shows what can be done by will and 
the eye adorned the walls. Large work. It has been wisely expended 
cocoa mats at the principal entrances and will prove a blessing to those re
and Smyrna "l:Ugs at the openings to ceiving from the gifts. 
leading rooms were also found in The Home is a delightsome place 
place, adding a sense of comfort to and a credit to the church. 
the general appearance. Entering 
the dining room, tableware and pic
tures were point;ed out as represent
ing a portion of the Sunday school 
purchase money. 

Approaching the stairway to the 
second floor the steps were found 
covered with heavy fluted rubber, 
which with the reliable banister rails 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

BRO. G. H. HILLIARD, writing from 
Little Sioux, Iowa, June 17, requests 
us to· announce the following appoint
ments for him during the months of 
June and July. Saints in the locali
ties named will be interested in taking 
note that they may hear Bro. Hill-

THE SUNDAY SCHOOL COLLECTIONS prevent the aged from slipping or iard's stirring discourses: "Loga.n, 
Iowa, June 18 and 19; Woodbine, the 
20th; Dow City 21, 22; Deloit 23 and 
24; Galland's Grove 25 and 26; Defi
ance 27 and 28; Harlan, 29 and 30; 
Persia July 1 and 2; Underwood 3 
and 4." 

FOR THE SAINTS' HOME. falling. 
DURING the late convention of the 
General Sunday School Association a 
resolution was adopted requesting 
every Sunday school of the associa
tion to take up a special collection on 
the third Sunday in May (the 16th) 
for the purpose of furnishing the halls 
of the Saints' Home and otherwise 
contributing to the completion of that 
worthy institution. 

The response to the resol11tion was 
both general and generous, the saints 
and their children taking the matter 
to heart as well as in hand and con
tributions reached Bro. A. B. Hanson, 
the treasurer, amounting to five hun
dred dollars and over, and are still 
coming in as the outlying schools con
tinue to remit. 

Brn. Frank Criley, W. A. Hopkins, 
and Bishop Kelley were appointed a 
committee by the General Association 
to act on its behalf in purchasing 
necessary supplies in making the 
general outlay of the fund. Accom
panied by Bro. Criley, of the purchas
ing committee, and by Bro. D. F. 
Lambert, of the Patriot, the writer 
made a tour of inspection of the 
Home, on the morning of the 18th 
inst., to note the results of the con
tributions of schools. 

Entering the front of the first floor 
hall the leading features noted in the 
purchase are the hall ft.oars neatly 
and substantially covered with one 

Entering the halls on the second 
:floor they were found covered with 
ninety yards of neat ingrain carpet, 
heavily padded, the walls adorned 
with molding and pictures, and made 
comfortable by two large settees, 
twelve chairs, door mats, etc. 

The good work made possible by 
the school children had not stopped 
he:re, however, for leaving the build
ing a brand new windmill was pointed 
out, towering high above the Home 
and furnishing an abundant water 
supply from the Home well for the 
convenience and comfort of its in
mates. The fund had been sufficient 
to purchase that necessary and de
sirable accessory, and also five hun
dred feet of sidewalk, which had been 
built around the entire building and 
to the entrance gate to the grounds. 

The windmill was purchased at 
cost. Bro. John H. Hougas, of La
moni, a skilled mechanic and builder, 
erected the mill free of cost, taking 
charge of the work, as he has done in 
much other public church work, with
out cost to the body. 

We failed to mention another item; 
viz., the bill for window shades for 
the Home, amounting to ninety dollars 
($90.00), was also paid from the 
school fund. 

The work of the association and its 
schools, including that of all con
cerned, is creditab~e~andJ greatly 

Reports of the Williams-Bays and 
the Wight-Braden debates will be 
continued in the HERALD until com
pleted. Other demands have crowded 
out remaining matter, but all will be 
inserted-a portion each succeeding 
week until the entire report is com
pleted. The subject matter will 
prove valuable and of worth to all 
lovers and defenders of the truth. 

Bro. J. W. Wight returned to La
moni on the 18th inst., and so far as 
we are able to discern, no worse but 
rather the better for his rencounter 
with Mr. Braden, at Tabor. The 
God of battle seems, as of old, to be 
on the side of the right in these days 
of war. 

Bro. M. Johnson, now at Omaba, 
relates his pleasure at meeting with 
saints at Omaha, where he has located 
while in attendance at school. He 
feels at home among those of like 
faith. 

Brn. A.H. Smith and E. L. Kelley, 
of the Presidency, left Lamoni on the 
20th inst. for Wadena, Minnesota, to 
attend a reunion of the Northern dis
trict of that State. 

Bro. and Sr. Willi.am Newton, of 
Santa Rosa, California, reached La· 
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moni on the 16th inst., enroute to 
England, where Bro. Newton expects 
to resume missionary work in July. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

COL AID. 

'l'~N CEN'l' COLLEC'l'lON THE SECOND 
In next week's issue we sball en· SUNUAY IN JUI,Y, 1898. 

deavor to give a report of Graceland 
College commencement exercises. 
Other mat'Ger of equal importance has 
prevented earlier insertion. 

Doubtless our readers are enjoying 
the spicy reports of the WillisJms-Bays 
and Wight-Braden debates. The re
ports have been forwarded by Brn. 
Min tun a,nd Wight, ,, at our reqirnst. 
They contain many new points on the 
propositions, and show the latest de
velopments in the various forms of 
opposition invented to overthrow the 
latter-day work. Brn. Wight and 
Mintun have our thanks for their ex
cellent work. The HERALD readers 
doubtless appreciate the value of said 
reports and the amount of labor re
quired to prepare them. 

"The poorest day that passes over 
us is the conflux of two eternities." 

"An imperial edict bas been issued 
providing for the establishment of the 
Universi1!y of Pekin, China, on Euro· 

ALSO 

Subscription of One Uollar, to be Com
pleted by Aug;ust 1. 

'ro THE SAINTS:-In order to meet 
the college claims now pressing upon 
the church, each membe:rof thechurch 
is asked to help in a collection for this 
purpose to the amount of ten (10) 
cents to be taken the second Sunday 
in July next. 

The amount is small, but if all will 
perform this small part it will be of 
great good to the body, and relieve 
the Bishopric of a burden which is 
greatly trying and annoying. Broth
ers and sisters in every branch and dis
trict of the church, will you aid this 

'I'EN CENT COLLECTION? 

Do not hesitate and question as to 
whether it will be enough to do much 
good; let us all see that it is done,- and 
then count the result as the returns 
come in. 

pean models. The dignitaries have 
We ask that Bishop's agents, and 

been commanded to confer immediately 

Report these to the Bishop's agents 
in respective districts, or to E. L. 
Kelley, Bishop, Lamoni, Iowa. -

The last General Conference of the 
church at its regular business session 
held April 16, 1898, passed the follow
ing resolution:-

Whereas, the financial report of the Board 
or Trustees of Graceland College shows a 
large indebtedness, to the proper payment of 
which the church is morally in honor bound; 
and believing that the church should use 
that department of its working forces which 
the law creates to be the financial agents for 
the accomplishment of its financial ends; 
therefore, be it 

Resolved, that the Bishopric be hereby au
thorized and instructed to devise and make 
such arrang-ements for the collection of means 
as may be adequate, and out of such means so 
collected, and such funds of the church as 
are not otherwise appropriated, liquidate 
the indebtedness, and provide for the further 
carrying out of the desires of the church 
heretofore expressed in conference enact· 
ments directing the establishment of an in
stitution of learning to be maintained by tho 
church. 

This places a burden of no little 
care and weight upon the Bishopric, 
and the result of its undertaking in 
this department of financial work is 
of the highest importance to tho 
church. 

presidents of districts, and presidents 
for the carry in.!! out of the scheme." I" you are a membe o ' o ~ of branches, take charge of this in ,_ r, Y u are, r 
China, lon!:! inert and buried in the should be equall · te ested · th's ~ their respective places of work, ad ver- ' Y m ' r m l 
stolidity of its peculir~r civilization, is work as any e b of th B' l tise the collection in their meetings, m rn er e is 1-
beainnin!l to awaken to the necessity opr1·c or t'ne ent1"re body The nder ~ ~ and arrange for taking the same. · · u · 
of learnin2' modern sciences and tal i'ng i't i's true 'f to b ace l' hed ~ A subscription of one dollar ($1.00) I - · , 1 e omp is 
adopting western civilization. each is also authorized to be taken in by a very few, is a mammoth one; but 

The Chicago Tribune is authority every branch and district of the H by the united membership of the 
for the statement that eight Mormon church to be superintended by Bish- body it may be quickly and success
missionaries have been sent to New op's agents, and presidents of branches. fully performed. 
Zealand from New South Wales to It is not a big sum, but if faithfully It will not comport with a godly 
work among the Maoris, among whom carried out it will do the work and the walk or spirit for a single member of 
there are said to be four thousand Bishopric will not have to call upon the body or church to say that he will 
members of the Utah church. you again for the college. If not fur- not do what he can and as soon as he 

The appeal of the Bishopric in be- 'nished we will be compelled to trouble can to aid in this work, for the good 
half of Graceland College fund should you again. of the church demands action at once; 
receive a hearty and prompt response Presidents of branches have an op- and, under such conditions, all should 
from every one interested in the sue- portunity here to do an excellent work make some effort at least. 
cess of the work. The College was alongside of every other branch. Let The Bishopric to a degree has al
built by direction of the General Con- us hear from you, brethren. The call ready felt the approaching financial 
ference, hence the burden of liquidat- is within the reach of all; and we rely burden and feels that it may safely 
ing the indebtedness assumed rests 1 upon each and every one of this great rely upon the saints individually to 
largely upon the financial arm, to gospel family to give the help. If a lift whatever part it is possible for 
whom is presented claims due from member or friend cannot give the one hi.m or her to do, and thus equalizing 
the church. The appeal ought not to dollar, he can give to the ten-cent the load by a united effort move it at 
be received with indifference, but de- collection. If possible give to both. once out of the way. 
serves a hearty and prompt response In taking and reporting the ten-cent In devising ways and means, there-
from the body. Let all bear a help· collection give name of branch and fore, it has been our purpose to give 
ing hand and the indebtedness will amount. every one a chance to perform a part, 
soon be cancelled. Where there is a In taking the dollar subscription, I that no one may have to do another's 
will there is a way. give name of subscriber and amount. work, but each his own; and having 
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arranged the matter of collections so 
that it is possible for every one to act, 
we urge the faithfulness enjoined by 
the Master upon the church at Phila
delphia:-

"That no man take thy crown." 
Let each perform his or her own 

work, and neither wish nor permit 
another to perform it for him. 

One of the most stinging rebukes to 
the ancient Scribes and Pharisees 
came by reason of their lack in per
formance of duty, and a failure of ap
preciation of the burdens of their 
fellows. 

For they say, and do not. For they bind 
heavy burdens and grievous to be borne, and 
lay them on men's shoulders; but they them
sel ''es will not move them with one of their 
fingers." 

Let this not truly be said in any 
sense of Christ's children. 

In this call the Bishopric has con -
sidered the necessities, and asked as 
little as would perform the work. It 
is not out of the reach of a single 
person who will strive to help. 

May the Lord bless you in helping. 
Confidently in the one hope, 

E. L. KELLEY, 
G. H. HILLIARD, 

LA>IONI, Iowa, .lune 18, 1898. 
Of the Bishopric. 

JVIoth2rs' HomB Column. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

Blotted out I 
All within and all about 

Shall a freer life begin; 
Freer bieathe the universe 
As it rolls its heavy curse 

On the dead and buried sin!" 

WASN'T WANTED THERE. 
SHE was a little old woman, very plainly 
dressed in black bombazine that had seen 
much careful wear, and her bonnet was very 
old-fashioned, and people stared at her tot
tering up the aisle of the grand church, evi
dently bent on securing one of the best seats, 
for a great man preached on that day, and 
the house was filled with splendidly dressed 
people who had beard of the fame of the 
preacher, of his learning, his intellect, and 
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"But you are not wanted here," said the number of workers so sma,!1 we can hardly 
sexton pompously. ''There fa not room. carry on a society profitably at present; so 
Come with me my good woman; I will see that we try to do all we can in Religio and Sunday 
you have a seat." school work. J would like .to be where I 

"Not room!" said the old woman, looking could attend the Dal1ghtersof Zion meetings, 
at her sunken proportions and then at the , as I feel it would be a great help to me in 
fine ladies. "Why, I'm not crowded a bit. 
I rode ten miles to hear the sermon to-day, 
because-" But the sexton took her by the 
arm, and shook her roughly in a polite, un
derhand way, and she took the hint. Her 
faded old eyes filled with tears, her chin 
quivered, but she rose meekly, and left the 
pew. Turning quietly to the ladies, who 
were spreading their rich dresses over the 
spot she left vacant, she said gently:-

"I hope, my dear>, there'll be room in 
heaven for us all." · 

Then she followed the pompous sexton to 
the rear of the church, where, in the last 
pew, she was seated between a threadbare 
girl and a shabby old man. 

"She must be crazy," said one of the ladies 
in the pew which she had at first occupied. 
"What can an ignorant old woman like her 
want to hear Dr. -- preach for? She would 
not be able to understand a word he said." 

"Those people are so persistent. The idea 
of her forcing herself into our pew! Isn't 
that voluntary lovely? There's Dr. --.com
ing out of the vestry. Isn't he grand?" 

"Splendid! What a 'l_tately manl You know 
he has promised to dine with us while be is 
here." 

He was a commanding-looking man, and 
as the organ voluntary stopped and he lookeil 
over the vast crowd of worshipers gathered 
in the great church, be seemed to scan every 
face. His band was on the Bible, when sud
denly he leaned over the reading desk, and 
beckoned to the sexton, who obsequiously 
mounted the steps to receive a mysterious 
message. And then the three ladies in the 
grand pew were electrified to see him take 
his way the whole length of the church, to 
return with the old woman, whom he placed 
in the front pew of all, its occupants making 
willing room for her. 'l'he great preacher 
looked at her with a smile of recognition, 
and then the service proceeded, and he 
preached a sermon which struck fire from 
every heart. 

"Who was she?" asked the ladies who 
could not make room for her, as they passed 
the sexton at the door. 

"The preacher's mother,'' replied that 
functionary in an injured tone. 

How few remember that "while man look
eth on the outward appearance, the Lord 
looketh on the heart.:'-Selected. 

training my boy and girl. I find a great deal 
of help in Herald and Aut11mn Leaves, and 
only wish I had more time to write for their 
support than I have, but with two babies, 
about all the time I bave for writing is Sun
day afternoons, and that at the expense of 
staying home from afternoon rnrvices; but I 
do not consider the sacrifice too great if I can 
do any good. I hope to get my work ar
ranged soon so I can do the same amount of 
writing without missing the preaching in the 
afternoon, as there is nothing I love better 
than to hear the gospel preached. 

Not long ago I was thinking about the 
Hope being supported by so few, and won
dered why. ' I think >nany sisters might do 
more, and many brothers also, especially the 
ministry who for most part have nothing to 
do from morning until evening, except think 
and study for preaching in the evening. 
Could they not write many instructive ar
ticles for the Hope? Either descriptive of 
some place of interest they have visited; 
some incident in their own lives; or better 
still, something illustrative of the great plan 
of salvation. Perhaps they will tell us they 
have a higher mission than this. Let us say 
then, the Lord 'lvben here on earth com
manded the Apostle Peter to feed bis lambs. 
How can they be fed better than tht'ough the 
Hope? Yet, when have we had an article 
from the pen of an elder, let alone an apos
tle? Brethren, please think of this and help 
lift the burden from the overworked mothers 
who now supply its columns. 

·There is one question I wish to ask before 
closing. We read in Home Column, and 
bear the elders teach, You must never tell a 
child to do a thing a second time. When we 
tell them once and they do not mind, what 
are we to do? if we must not tell them again. 
I must close as it is supper time. 

Your sister in Christ, 
CORA B. COHRT. 

PROGRAM FOR JULY MEETINGS OF 
DAUGH'l'ERS OF ZION. 

OPENING hymn, No. 1:17. Prayer. Scrip
ture reading, Matthew 5: rn-16. Select read
ing from Home Column with discussion. 
Roll call. Business. Hymn, No. 221. Dis-
missal prayer. 

PRAYER UNION. 

goodness, and they wondered at the presump- SMI'l'HLAND, Iowa, May 22. 
tion of the old woman. She must have been Dear Sisters:-Feeling it my duty to help SR. ALICE PICKENS, Tennessee, desires the 

SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

in her dotage, for she picked out the pew of support the Home Column, I thought I would faith and prayers of the Union, that she may 
the richest and proudest member of the 1 write you this lovely Sabbath day. We or- be restored to health. She has been sorely 
church and took a seat. The three ladies ganized a Daughters of Zion and Prayer afflicted for a long while. 
who were seated there beckoned to the sex- Union here last summer, and had several Sr. Estella Hart, of Broughton, Kansas, 
ton, who bent over the intruder and whis- good meetings, when circumstances became asks your fait.b and prayers in behalf of her 
pered something, but she was hard of hearing, so I could no longer attend as presid0nt, and father (Elder Henry Hart), who is very badly 
and smiled a little withered smile, as she it was abandoned, much to my regret. I be- I afflicted, that if it is right in the sight or 
said gently:- lieve the secretary did not send in the names I God be may be speedily restored to health. 

"0, I'm quite comfortable here, quite com- for enrollment as instructed. Two of our He places his entire trust in the Lord, whom 
fortable here." number have moved away, thus leaving the be believes is able to do all thing8. 
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LOCUST POINT, Ohio, June 3. 
Editors Herald:-I came here last fall, 

preached a few sermons, had a great inter
est, and the people seemed anxious for me to 
return. I came, and have been here four 
weeks to-day. The crowds are on the in
crease and interest also. Have baptized ten 
and expect more on Sunday. I have been 
preaching in a fruit house, but now I have 
the Seventh-day Adventist church. It was 
dedicated the first Sunday after I arrived. 
It is a nice, large church, and is full every 
night, besides a lot out of doors. 

The United Brethren are terribly worked 
up. I have baptized four of their best mem
bers, and some of the Adventists are talking 
of obeying. I have been here twenty-four 
days and preached twenty-four sermons. I 
guess by fall, if all goes well, we will have a 
church built here. Some of the members 
are quite well off. There is a good crop of 
preachers; they are very young and green 
yet, but the people are ripe to receive the 
word and to be gathered into the fold. 

Yours for the truth, 
F. C. SMITH. 

INDEPENDENCE, Mo., June 15. 
Editors Herq,ld:-I left Independence on 

May 26 and called that evening at Bro. D. C. 
White's, in Blairstown. Next morning, in 
company with D. C. and his daughter May, 
started for the Coal hill conference in carriage. 
Drove twenty miles and took dinner at Bro. 
and Sr. Matthews' in Clinton. Drove to 
Deepwater and put up for the night at Bro. I 
N. Delong's. They hustled around among 
their neighbors and before nine had quite a 
houseful of saints and friends, to whom I 
broke the bread of life with fair liberty. 

Next morn found us on the road early and 
drove in at Bro. Odes', near Taberville, 
where we all relished a sumptuous dinner of 
fish and many other fine things. Bro. W. E. 
Haden had joined us at Clinton and we felt 
just at home with the jolly young folks as 
they made the long hours seem short by 
chipping in a song now and then. Left Bt'o. 
Odes' and passed on through Taberville, 
meeting Sr. Baugh and others, ail anxious to 
have us remain and preach; but no time. 
Pulled in at Lebeck near sundown, a little 
tired. Here we met the Andes, Kecks, 
Walters, Bakers, Duncans, and some others, 
all seemingly glad to seo us. Next morning 
we drove to Eldorado Springs where we held 
a few meetings, and on Friday, June 3, met 
the saints at Coalhill church, where the 
Clinton Sunday school convention went into 
session at ten. There seemed to be consid
erable push and energy in many of the work
ers. Sr. Dr. Miller, who is district 
superintendent, never tires when she sees 
anything to do that will help this great lat
ter-day work on. Had an entertainment at 
night, which was good, but a little tedious 
beeause of length. Late hours found your 
writer domiciled at Bro. Keck's, where we 
were cared for during the next two days. 

Conference convened at 9: 30, June 4, with 
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D. C. in chair and Sr. Miller clerk. I was I "basket dinner" was spread in the yard and 
asked to preside over the conference, but de- none went hungry. At two we enjoyed a 
clined, to give others experience, and I soon saints' meeting presided over by Bro. Joseph 
learned Bro. D. C. was no slouch in handling Sterling. I spoke at night and left Bro. 
the p:-os and cons in a business meeting. Walters in charge of two more appointments. 
Glad to see men post themselves so they can Monday, 13th; Bro. Bud drove me to 
be wide-awake leaders; such men are needed Nevada, where I took train for Independence. 
all along the line. The conference was quite On the morniilg of the 17th I leave for St. 
well attended and everything went off in fine Louis, where I will attend that conference 
order. Bro. Sory spoke to us on Daniel's and then pass on to Illin::iis to remain till 
image, Saturday night. While he did well some time in August. Am billed to attend 
in elucidating some of the "hoofs and horns,'' their reunion to be held at Parrish from July 
I thought it would have taken one hundred 22 to August 1. 
years of such "suppositions" and attempts at I am glad to note the activity among a 
straightening up the faults that Adventists large majority of the missionaries. Hands 
had made along that line to have convinced full and pressing forward, we are trusting, 
me that the Latter Day Saints had any gos- hoping, and expect victory by and by. 
pel to save. I. N. WHITE. 

Sunday morning came and the place 
swarmed with saints anxious to take part in 
the early prayer service, which lasted from· 
9: 30 to a few minutes after el..iven. I was an
nounced to preach the dedicatory sermon at 
eleven. I had visited that vicinity in 188() 
and held a public debate with the Christians 
who had a fiourishing congregation then, but 
now it is a thing of the past, and the saints 
have built up a fiourishing church and are 
prosperous. At the time of debate we only 
numbered eight souls all told in that whole 
country; but they reach now up into the 
hundreds and are stiJl moving forward with 
the angel's message to save. No minister in 
the church could have been better prepared 
to appreciate the surroundings than was my
self. This is the home of brethren F. C. 
Keck, R. T. Walters, Swen Swenson, and D. 
E. Tucker, who at the time of the debate 
knew not the gospel, but are now all seven
ties and are wide-awake missionaries. This 
is the home of Brn. Abner Lloyd and C. M. 
Schroder, who are elders and the charter 
members of the branch. Srs. Schroder and 
Lloyd are not a whit behind with their 
"good works" with the "chiefest of work
ers." My sermon for that occasion was well 
received and I pleased myself, which is of no 
little moment. We had a "basket dinner" 
and the long table just teemed with good 
things. Bro. D. C. spoke in the grove by the 
church at two, and was followed by a Chris
tian lady on "Woman's rights." I spoke at 
night, which closed the conference. 

The success had in the dedicatory service 
spurred up the Veve saints, some ten miles 
further west, and they invited me to officiate 
in the dedicating of their church the next Sun
day. I agreed to this and spent the week at 
Eldorado Springs, trying to speak to the 
people in the courthouse and to encourage 
the saints to live to please God by taking 
Christ as their model. Bro. Walters joined 
me, and Bro. Floyd drove us over to the Veve 
chapel Sunday morning in time to meet with 

TABOR, Iowa, June 17. 
Editors Herald:-Our debate closed last 

night; twelve sessions, six nights on each 
proposition. We were hindered thr:ee nights 
by rain. Bro. Wight held out well unto the 
last, He was sustained by the faith and 
prayers of the saints. God came to his help 
beyond our expectation, by the power of his 
Spirit. To him be all the praise. 

Bro. Fred Smith did his work well and 
satisfactorily as moder&tor for Elder Wight. 
Bro. Samuel Orton and his amiable wife did 
a praiseworthy work in caring for the elders, 
making them as comfortable as possible. 
Other good sisters also did well. They aided 
as they could. Be it to the credit of the dear 
saints who so liberally came to our help i.n 
paying the expense, and sending our beloved 
brethren on their way rejoicing. They have, 
by their fair dealing and honest, earnest, 
faithful work, found a warm place in the 
hearts of the saints and many friends of this 
community. 

Bro. Charles Fry did exceedingly well as a 
scribe for Elder Wight. Bro. Wight is 
sending a brief synopsis of the argument, 
which will suffice and satisfy the inquiring 
minds of your readers. 

We have lost nothing through the debate, 
but gained much. The saints have increased 
in faith. We have made many friends who 
bade us Godspeed in our work. Some have 
been converted to the truth of our position 
and are ready to unite with us. We are 
lonesome to-day, as the brethren left us this 
morning, but we intend to push forward in 
this work, preaching the gospel to the many 
who are anxious to hear. We are still hope
ful and in the faith. 

To my colaborers in this mission: Please 
do not forget to report to me the first of 
July, My mission address is, Box G59, Shen-
andoah, Iowa. In bonds, 

HENRY KEMP. 

the Sunday school and give them a short CANADY, Miss., June 13. 
talk. I was proud of the school, and thanked Editors Herald:-I left home on the 31st 
God that he had put it into the minds of the ult. for the southern part of my field of labor, 
young men and women to carry forward the meeting with the saints at Theodore, Ala
Sunday school work. I preached the dedi- bama, in conference capacity on the 4th of 
catory sermon at eleven, Bro. Walters lead- June. We bad a very good conference, 
ing in prayer. Again God blessed us for the j everything considered. I was truly blessed 
occasion and the saints and friends all seemed while instructing the saints and in teaching 
to enjoy the services. Another sumptuous j others not of the faith. . 
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Bro. Carpenter and I remained for four 
days after conference and continued meetings 
with fair interest. We then came here to 
assist in a two-days' meeting and to continue 
longer if interest would justify. We had a 
fair attendance yesterday morning, but rain 
prevented many from coming last night. 
We hear that the yellow fev0r has made its 
appearance again on the coasts of Mississippi, 
and we may be quarantined for some time, 
and we have fears that it may hinder us in 
our work here; yet we will try and do the 
very best we can under the circumstances. 
Perhaps we did wrong in coming here when 
we did, but we hoped to do what we could in 
this part first before the fever made its ap
pearance, then to move on north. I hope the 
saints will remember us in their prayers that 
we may not be prevented from doing· good by 
teing detained here unnecessarily, but that 
the way may open and we be given wisdom 
to go where we can do the most good. 

At present we could not go very far from 
here, for lack of means, unless we should go 
on foot. We are willing to do for the best, 
and pray for divine direction. 

Kind regards to all the saints where we 
have labored and elsewhere. 

In gospel bonds, 
M. M. TURPEN. 

WEST FORK, Ind., June 7. 
Editors Herald:-I am still trying to speed 

the gospel plow. I had the pleasure on Sun
day last to lead three more precious souls 
into the waters of baptism to arise and walk 
in newness of life. I am trying to do my 
whole duty toward God and man that I may 
have a crown of righteousnes& that fades not 
away, to wear in the sweet by and by. Let 
us all do our duties and each one do his or 
her part of the work that we may rejoice to
gether in the kingdom of God. 

G. JENKINS. 

KING LAKE, Houghton, Ont., June 3. 
Editors Herald:-After the lecture at Glen-
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rather sign a paper to have me sent out of I est was manifest. One new schoolhas been 
the country. Wfe feel that if it was not for organized during the last quarter, south of 
the good laws of our land we would soon be Collins, at Clear Creek, in Jasper County, 
driven out and suffer as saints in days of old. with Bro. William Owens superintendent. 
We ask the prayers of Gud's people that the Bro. George Shimel has lately been laboring· 
enemy may be driven back and God's work at Clear Creek and baptized eleven persons, 
prevail. mostly heads of families, people of influence. 

Since writing I held two meetings here It is contemplated that a branch will be or
yesterday, the 5th, and baptized one, Mrs. ganized there at no distant day. The splen
Franks, making five in all here, and expect did manner in which the two families of 
to baptize more next Sunday. I go to Vienna saints resident here entertained the fifty to 
to-day to canvass for our new church here. sixty visitors to conference, is worthy of 
Have called a meeting for ne~t Wednesday mention. No one was slighted in the least; 
evening to appoint a building committee, as no complaints heard. Bro. Frank L'Hom
we would like to get our church up this sum- medieu and wife, and Sr. Bett, of Colorado, 
mer. The enemy is working hard to hinder contributed their share of the substantial to 
the work here, and we are working most feed the multitude and otherwise aid the 
night and day for its progress. Remember good work. Thirty-three additions to the 
us at the throne of grace. church by baptism were reported; also con-

ELDER S. W. TOMLINSON. siderable labor by the local ministry. 

BROOKLYN, N. Y., June 9. 
Editors Herald:-The work in Broad River, 

Connecticut, is progressing very well. I 
was with them last Sunday and noticed some 
improvement, in the singing and Sunday 
school work especially. The sisters are do
ing well. Two were added to their number 
on Sunday by baptism and others are near 
the door. Bro. A. E. Stone, of New Canaan, 
is doing well. He has opened his house for 
the preaching of the word, and some are in
terested. 

Bro. William Hobson is also laboring in Dan
bury, about twenty miles east of Norwalk, 
and is doing good. Elder Rushton, from 
England, arrived here about two weeks ago, 
and has·succeeded in getting employment, so 
the outlook for the New York district looks 
a little more favorable for the future. Bro. 
Homer Buttery, teacher of the branch, is do
ing his part in assisting, also Julius Cable, 
deacon, is at his post, which is quite com
mendable. 

May the Lord guide and bless his servants. 
JOSEPH SQUIRE, Sr. 

The Perry branch is doing- something to 
help Bro. J. W.":Morgan, its president, give 
some of his time to work in the field. '.!.'his 
is commendable, and as part of the result, 
five have lately been added to the b~anch at 
his hands. 

Conference was here in the district tent, so 
that clouds and rain militated somewhat 
against the attendance; but some here are 
interested, consequently the tent will remain 
here for a week, then go to Harding, near 
Des Moines, for some days; and then it will 
go to Perry for a season. Bro. W. C. Nirk 
was reelected district president, and A. Mc-
Coy was elected secretary. · 

Unity and good feeling prevailed, and the 
saints and ministry separated feeling coura
geous and hopeful, Bro. J. S. Roth going to 
Mahaska County, Bro. E. B. Morgan to Clear 
Creek, Jasper County, Bro. W. H. Kephart 
and correspondent remain to occupy and then 
ship the tent. Brn. Cook, Shimel, Morgan, 
and other laborers are feeling well in the 
cause and will do what they can in the 
good work. 

Responsibilities here are increasing, and 
we need the prayers of the saints. 

meyer Baptist church, by the Rev. Mr. Mc- NEVADA, Iowa, June 8. 
Hopefully, 

C. SCOT'l'. 
Intosh, referred to in my last, we secured Editors Herald:-'rbe first conforence of 
Mr. John Dawson's house near here, and be- the Des Moines district of the Reorganized 
gan meetings, and on the 22d ult., baptized Church held at Nevada, Story county, Iowa, SINKING SPRINGS, Ohio, June 5. 
four noble souls. One was the good Samari- June 4 and 5, 1898, is now past and we Editors Herctla:-Since early in May I have 
tan spoken of in my last, Emerson Beemer, hereby commit it to record. It was not so been quite active. In the early part of the 
and his noble wife; and one was Mrs. Arn, largely attended as are some of the confer- month I labored at Davisville and Westville, 
from Vienna. This lady heard the gospel a ences of the district, but was quite well at- and baptized two ladies at the latter place. 
year ago, when I held meetings in the Ca tho- tended by both ministry and membership, I also labored a few days at Vales Mills. 
lie church at Vienna. The other lady was the season of the year, and other circum- The branch there is in fair condition. A 
the mother of John Dawson, and a member of stances of a local character considered. A Religio society organbmd there by H . .E. 
the Baptist Church, but saw her church was busy season foe the farmers, especially, and Moler before he left for conference is doing 
built upon a sandy foundation, and not ac- but two families of saints reside here--Brn. well. 
cording to the Bible. Others are near the W. C. Hidy's and W. C. Hardy's. Some of On the 24th I received a letter from an 
kingdom. The post master's wife is ready, their friends here aided in the entertain- energetic young West Virginian, requesting 
waiting on her husband, so I am informed; ment of visiting saints. Mr. Kegrice, a me to repair to this place and say the words 
and also Mrs. John Dawson. Dunkard minister, and several of his mem- that would make him and one of Highland's 

I am doing what I can to push the work bers resident here, attended the preaching daughters one for life, and on the morning of 
here. I have succeeded in getting forty- services throughout the conference session, the 30th Bro. F. J. Ebeling, of Wheeling, 
five hundred feet of lumber in logs, and two anq are interested in the work, favorably so. West Virginia, and Minnie M. Rhodes were 
cords of shingle wood, and two thousand The minister came from Marshall County to joined in marriage in the presence of the 
shingles already cut, and thirty dollars in attend. bride's mother and brother, and ever since 
money and a considerable lot of work signed, The Sunday school convention and its work I Bro. F. J. has been wearing a smile which 
towards our church. was left mainly to the older people, as but\ seems to say, "I came, I saw, I conquered!" 

I called on a Baptist trustee to see if he few of the younger men were present, but it May peace attend them through life. They 
would give something. He said he would , was nevertheless profitable, and good inter- left for Wheeling on the morning of June 3, 
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The Holy Spirit was present to confirm the 
union. A~ one time I doubted the propriety 
of them uniting, but at the time of the union 
all doubts were removed. 

I called Bro. S. J. Jeffers here in order to 
use him and Bro. Ebeling as an elders' court; 
some things here had to be adjusted. Bro. 
Ebeling preached a few times while here, and 
Bro. Jeffers once, and last night after the 
preaching service I baptized three, making 
eleven I have baptized since my March 
report. 

Although we are quite short of laborers in 
this district, the work is making some prog
ress. I go home to-morrow for a few days. I 
desire to do all that I can to advance the 
interests of the cause: for I believe mar
velous things will occur in the future, and 
that we all may have our lamps trimmed and 
brightly burning, is the desire and prayer of 

Your brother and colaborer in the Lord, 
JAMES MOLER. 

---------+----

ConfBrenGB Nim.rtBs. 
FAR WEST. 

Conference at Kingston, Missouri, June 4 
and 5; D. E. Powell and H. 0. Smith presid
ing, C. P. Faul secretary. Branch reports: 
St. Joseph 387; gain 9. Kingston 90; loss 1. 
Stewartsville 137.; loss I. Delano, no change. 
DeKalh 50; loss l. German Stewartsville 72; 
loss 1. Mt. Hope 35; loss 2. Pleasant Grove 
89; gain 1. Wakenda 63; gain 3. No report 
from Alma nor Edgerton Junction branches. 
Gospel Hill mission (no organization) 14 
members. Ministry reports: Elders H. 0. 
Smith, J. M. Terry baptized 6, R. Archibald, 
A. White, Ben Dice, D. J. Powell, G. J. 
Whitehead, A. W. Head baptized 1, L. L. 
Babbitt, J. Snider, A. J. Seely, J. N. Cato, 
G. W. Carter, R. Phillips, D. E. Powell, C. 
P. Faul, W. Lewis; Priests C. Householder, 
Ammon White, H. T. Curtis, M. Bryant, R. 
S. Parker; Teachers .J. Friend, E. Cravens, 
C. Cravens. Request and recommendation 
from Delano branch that J. S. Constar1ce be 
ordained an elder, was granted; Bro. Con
stance requested the matter be left to district 
president. Request and recommendation 
from Wakenda· branch, for ordination of 
Alma Booker to office of elder was granted; 
ordination Sunday afternoon. Organizing of 
a branch in Cameron was referred to district 
president and missionary in charge. A. W. 
Head was continued i11 charge of Gospel Hill 
mission. Officers for ensuing quarter: D. 
E. Powell president, A. W. Head vice presi
dent, C. P. Faul secretary, Wm. Lewis Bish
op's agent. Preaching by Ammon White, 
Alfred White, and H. 0. Smith. Social 
meeting in charge of D. J. Powell and L. L. 
Babbitt. Adjourned to Wakenda September 
24 and 25. 

KEWANEE. 

HKRALD. 

trict to be in a prosperous condition. 
Bishop's agent, D. C. Smith, reported: Re
ceived, $446,86; disbursed, $:391; balance on 
hand, $55.86. Report audited and found cor
rect. Bro. L. E. Hills was recommended for 
ordination to office of elder. Elders J. W. Ad
ams elected president, D. C. Smith vice 
president, Alma Whitehouse secretary. 
Vote of thanks tendered Bro. Holmes for 
faithful services as district president. The 
tent was left in charge of district president 
and missionary in charge. Preaching by 
President Joseph Smith and Elders M. T. 
Short and J. C. Crabb. One baptism on Sat
urday. A very profitable and peaceful con
ference was had. Adjourned to Buffalo 
Prairie, Illinois, first Saturday in September, 
at ten a. m. 

DES MOINES. 
Conference at Nevada, Iowa, June 4. 

Called to order by C. Scott. W. C. Nirk 
chairman, S. Armstrong secretary. Branches 
reporting: Des Moines, Richland, Boones
horo, Oakaloosa, Angus, Des Moines Valley. 
Elders reporting: C. Scott baptized 3, W. C. 
Nirk, J. S. Roth baptized 2, W. H. Kephart 
baptized 6, J. W. Morgan baptized 5, G. 
Shimel baptized 11, N. Stamm, E. B. Mor
gan, M. H. Cook, P. P. Batten. Priests: C. 
F. Merrill, F. A. Russell, C. B. Brown, J. 
Barnes, G. M. Jamison, W. T. Maitland bap
tized 8. Teacher: A. Freel. Deacon: J. 
Young. Bbhop's agent's report from 
January 1, 1898, audited and found correct: 
Received $:304.02, paid out $289, on band 
$15.02. A petition from Angus branch to 
change name from Angus to Perry was 
granted. Valley branch petitioned the ordi
nation of ]'. B. Miller and William Park to 
office of priests; petition was granted and 
their ordination provided for. Requests of 
Clear Creek saints of Jasper County and 
saints of Warren County to be organized into 
branches were left in charge of district presi
dent and submissionary. Reunion committee 
reported not advisable to hold a reunion this 
fall. W. C. Nirk was sustained district 
president. and Bishop's agent; H. A. McCoy 
elected secretary. J. b. Roth, G. W. Shimel, 
and C. Scott were appointed a committee to 
which was referred the district boundary line, 
reported as follows: The Des Moines district 
proposes that if it meet the minds of the 
saints of the Eastern Iowa district, that the 
eastern boundary line of Des Moines district 
and the western boundary line of Eastern 
Iowa district begin at the northeast corner 
of Butler county and running thence south
ward to the north line of Tama County, then 
eas~ to the northeast corner of Benton 
County, then south to the southeast corner 
of Iowa Count.y, then east to the northeast 
corner of Washington County, then south
ward, terminating at the southeast cor
ner of Washington County, the present 
termination south of tbe east line of Des 

Conference at Rock Island, Illinois, June 4 Moines district. And Des Moines district 
and 5. D. S. Holmes and J. C. Crabb presi- does hereby further request General Confer
dent~, Alma Whitehouse secretary. Reports 

1 
ence to authorize the removal of the north 

received from Canton, Dahinda, Kewanee, J line of the district from its present locality 
Peoria, Buffalo Prairie, White Eagle, Mil- to the State line running between Minnesota 
lersburg, and Rock Island, showing the dis- and the State of Iowa, so as to includo within 

the district the- counties of Hancock, Winne
bago, Cerro Gordo, Worth, Mitchell, and 
Floyd, these six counties being at present 
within the boundary of no district. Preach
ing by C. Scott, G. Shimel, J. S. Roth, and 
W. H. Kephart. Social meeting in charge 
of W. C. Nirk and E. B. Morgan; this service 
was especially spiritual and edifying to the 
saints. Adjourned to Clear Creek, October 1. 

VICTORIA. 
Conference held at Geelong, Victoria, Aus

tralia, April 9 and 10, 1898. Elder C. A. But
terworth president, Bro. Hailey secretary. 
Minutes of last conference read and approved 
except that portion referring to negligent 
members being dropped from branches, which 
was referred to next conference. Statistical 
reports: Queensferry 44; gain 5. Hastings 
71; loss by removal 3. Leoppld (now changed 
to Geelong) :31. Bishop's agent's report: On 
hand last conference £9. 9s. Hd. Receipts 
£1. 15s. !Jd. Payments £9. Balance on hancl 
£2. 4s. 10-&d. Audited and found correct. 
Priesthood reports from Brn. Butterworth, 
Mcintosh, Jones, Hailey, and Kippee. The 
name of Leopold branch was changed to Gee
long. Moved that the matter of Bro. Kip
pee's ordination be deferred to next 
conference. Bro. Mcintosh was sustained as 
district president, Bro. Read was sustained 
aG secretary. Adjourned to meet at Hast
ings, the first Saturday and Sunday in 
January, 1899. 

POTTAWATTAMIE. 
Conference met May 28, in Pari8h school

house, Boomer Township, Iowa, Henry Kemp 
presiding, H. N. Hansen secretary pro tern., 
J. A. Hansen assistant. Statistical reports 
were read from Boomer, Fontanelle, Hazel 
Dell, Underwood, and Wheeler, Council 
Bluffs no report, Crescent too late. Elders 
reporting: H. N. Hansen, J. P. Carlile, D. 
Parish, Henry Kemp, I. M. Smith, D. R. 
Chambers, Joshua Carlile, W. Chapman. 
Priests C. C. Larson, P. M. Hansen, John 
Evans, Peter Rasmussen. Teacher A. B. 
Smith. Deacon H. Hansen. Bishop's a!!'ent 
reported balance on hand last report $92.80; 
collected since $308.20; total $401. Disbursed 
$383; balance on hand $18. Committee Joshua 
Carlile and S. Butler were continued and 
ordered to report to next conference. Bro. 
Levi Graybill being carried on the Wheeler's 
Grove branch as a seventy and also as an 
elder, it was ordered that he be reported as 
an elder. P. M. Hansen having volunteered 
his service was appointed to labor under the 
direction of the district president. Bro. J. 
Carlile to labor at the Thomas schoolhouse 
and other places as the way opens. All eld
ers and priests are requested to labor under 
the direction of the district president. Bro. 
J. P. Carlile was sustained as district pred
dent and Bishop's agent and J. Charles Jen
sen as district secretary. Missionaries under 
General Conference appointment were sus
tained. Preaching by G. H. Hilliard, I. M. 
Smith, Henry Kemp, and D. R. Chambers. 
Adjourned to meet August 27 and 28, at 
Hazel Dell. 
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EASTERN IOWA. 
Conference met with Brush Creek branch, 

at Arlington, June 4, J. R. Sutton clerk. 
Branches reporting: Grove Hill, Brush 
Creek, Osterdock, Green Valley, Fulton, 
and Apostolic. Elders reporting: J. W. 
Peterson, C. E. Hand, J. R. Sutton, 
John Heide, Jesse Rulon, M. G. Mauds
ley. Priests: D. L. Palsgrove, C. S. 
Shippy, F. H. Horne. A committee consist
ing of J. W. Peterson and J. R. Sutton was 
appointed to confer with a like committee 
from Des "Moines district in regard to 
boundary lines. Officers elected: J. W. 
Peterson president, J. R. Sutton assistant 
and secretary, W. B. Thomas treasurer for 
tent fund. A committee consisting of M. G. 
Maudsley and J. F. Rulon was appointed to 
paint tent top. Preaching during conference 
by J. W. Peterson, J. F. Rulon, and J. R. 
Sutton. Adjourned to meet with Apostolic 
branch September 24 and 25. 

SOUTHEASTERN ILLINOIS. 
Conference of above district at Tunnel Hill 

branch, June 4 and 5. I. A. Morris in the 
chair, J. D. Stead clerk. Branches report
ing: Brush Creek, Dry Fork, Parish, and 
Tunnel Hill. Springerton and Kibby not 
reporting. Ministers reporting: Elders ]'. 
M. Slover, I. A. Morris, W. R. Smith, J. F. 
Thomas, S. D. Goostree, M. R. Brown, C. J. 
Hawkins, J. D. Stead. Priests:· P. G. Mc
Mahan, Thomas Smith. Teachers: John 
Bozarth, William Smith. .Reports show 
there has been advancement made along 
spiritual lines in the district. Preaching by 
W. R. Smith, J. D. Stead, and F. M. Slover. 
Adjourned to call of district authorities. 

ALABAMA. 
Conference at Lone Star branch May 6 and 

7, J. G. Vickrey president, W. D. Clark sec
retary pro tern. Branch reports: Lone 
Star, Pleasanthill, Flatrock, Alta Pine. 
Elders reporting: M. K. Harp, J. G. 
Vickrey, C. Wadsworth; Priest W. D. Clark; 
Teachers J. Hawkins, G. E. Wiggins, G. 0 .. 
Sellers. Elders' court appointed by last con
ference reported and released. Bishop's 
agent's report: On hand last report $22.20; 
received $26.50; paid out $7; on hand $41.70. 
Audited. and found correct. J. G. Vickrey 
sustained as president, M. K. Harp vice 
president, J. Harper secretary, G. 0. Sellers 
Bishop's agent. Preaching by Elders Wads
worth and Vickrey. Adjourned to Flatrock, 
Saturday, July 30. 

8tlndau School 1lssociaiions. 
SOUTHERN MICHIGAN AND NORTHERN 

INDIANA. 
Convened at Coldwater, Michigan, June 3. 

Sr. J. H. Royce, district superintendent, in 
the chair, G. F. Weston secretary, Bro. Fay 
assistant. Sr. Maud Leggett organist. Fore
noon session devoted to reports of officers. 
School reports from Knox, New Troy, Hart
ford, Galien, Flint, Anderson, Buchanao, 
Grand Rapids, Alpine, South Scott, Cold-
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water, and Clear Lake; four of which bad 
not before reported to the district, and two 
were nearly organized, making a total dis
trict membership of 469; gain 89. An im
provemer.t in reporting is noticeable, but the 
delegate system is neglected, and a motion 
was put into effect to procure printed blanks 
for credentials .. Sr. A. E. Corless, delegate 
to the General Conv.ention, reported. A 
chalk design was given by Bro. G. F. Wes
ton. The district treasurer reported $1.13 
received. An interesting entertainment 
was given by the Coldwater saints prin
cipally, on Saturday evening, doing much 
credit to the participants. A model 
Sunday school was conducted on Satur
day afternoon, in charge of Sr. Ella Davis, 
and a detailed blackboard diagram of the 
lesson given at ~ts close, by Sr. J. H. Royce; 
subject, The resurrection. Election of offi
cers: Sr. J. H. Royce district superintendent 
for one year, Bro. S. W. L. Scott assistant, 
Bro. G. F. Weston secretary, Bro. John 
Shook treasurer. A collection of $1.50 was 
taken to pay secretary's bill and to procure 
credential blanks. Adjourned to Friday be
fore next district conference. 

NORTHl!lASTERN MISSOURI. 
Convention at Higbee, Missouri, June 3. 

Prayer meeting in charge of J. A. Tanner. 
M. A. Richards in the chair, M. J. Richards 
secretary. Sunday schools reporting: Hig
bee, Bevier, Pollock, Salt River, Huntsville. 
Superintendent's report read, which was very 
interesting; assistant superintendent and 
secretary gave verbal reports. Treasurer's 
report read: On hand $5.63, receipts $6.48, 
total $12.11, expenditures $2.27. Balance 
$9.84. G. Tryon treasurer. In accordance 
with general by-laws the term of officers was 
changed from June to February. Election of 
officers: Louise Palfrey superintendent, W. 
E. Burch assistant, Allie Thorburn secre
tary, G. A. Tryon treasurer. A resolution 
that hereafter nominations for district offi
cers be made at. convention prior to conven
tion for election. It was deferred until next 
convention. In the evening a literary and 
musical program was rendered. Adjourned 
to Friday prior to district conference. 

GALLA.ND'S GROVE. 
Association convened at Deloit, Iowa, June 

3; William McKim superintendent, l<'red Shu
mate secretary. Reports received from the 
following schools. Galland's Grove, Deloit, 
Auburn, Harlan, Salem, Pilot Rock, Dow 
City, Benan, and Defiance; no report from 
Coalville school. Total enrollment in dis
trict 393; amount in district treasury $4.51. 
An assessment was authorized to the amount 
of $15.for expense of district, Discussion on 
the following subjects was held: "How to 
become a successful Sunday school teacher;" 
"Home department of the Sabbath school," 
and "Aim of a Sunday school library." A 
splendid entertainment of a temperance char
acter was held in the evening. Adjourned to 
meet at Galland's Grove at 10: 30 a. m. day 
previous to setting of district conference. A 
peac0ful spirit pr~yailed throughout the en· 
tire session. 

CONVENTION NOTICES. 
.Massachusetts convention will convene 

Saturday, 7: 30 p. m., July 9, at 114 Dudley 
Street, corner of Washington Street, Rox
bury, Massachusetts. Will each secretary 
please report on blanks provided at Herald 
Office to Ora V. Holmes, 123 Sutton Street, 
Providence, Rhode Island, not later than 
July 2. It is earnestly desired that each 
school will sae .that their superintendents 
and teachers atteod this convention and see 
what can be done in Sunday school work, 
get new light, and thus stimulate greater ac
tion in this part of the Lord's work. The 
following program has been provided and is 
worthy of your attention. Class i!rills: 
Primary, Susie Gilbert; intermediate, Ruth 
M._.Sheehy. Institute work, F. 0. Coombs. 
Sunday school newspaper, W. A. Sinclair, 
and Ella F. Rich. Blackboard work, E. H. 
Fisher. Religio work, Essay, Florence E. 
Sanford. Temperance work, Dr .. John Gil
bert. Essay, '.rhe Sunday school and its re
lation to the home, John Suttill. 

M. C. FISHER. 

----~-..... ----
MisBellaneotls IleparimBm. 

WILLIAMS-BAYS DEBATE.-NO. 6. 
MAY 14.-ELDER BAYS' FIRS'!.' SPEECH. 

Now I examine the word "restoration." 
He gave the definition the first night, and 
last night he gave another. I will fail if the 
last definition he gave is right; I shall 
utterly fail to prove the proposition. He 
said that to restore, something must be de
stroyed; that restored means more than to 
organize or reestablish. Let us see what 
Webster gives. "To bring back to a former 
state; to bring back that which was lost." 
Mark 3: 1-5 gives a tistory of a withered 
hand being restored. The hand was not de
stroyed, but withered. Reestablish does not 
mean torecreate. If church was lost, could 
bring it back; but if it was destroyed, you 
could not. If a watch was utterly destroyed, 
you could not bring it back; but if it was 
lost, it could be found. If a child was lost, 
we would hunt the child till it was found. 
Church was in the wilderness. If the child 
was destroyed by wild beasts, then it could 
not be found. 

Williams says that Paul in Hebrews 6: 1, 2 
calls these principles the doctrine of Christ. 
He does not say these six principles 
are the principles of the doctrine of Christ. 
These were something they should leave. 
Look at the meaning of the word 
"leave." Paul was not talking about 
the gospel; if he had been, he would 
not have said what he did. They were not 
to lay again the foundation of dead works. 
Instead of adhering, they should repent of 
something. Webster's definition of repent
ance, "a turning away." Then repentance 
is turning away from sin to righteousness. 
They were to repent of something; of dead 
works. What are dead works? "Law is not 
of faith." "That which is not of faith is sin." 
This was the law of Moses referred to. 
(Heb. 8: 2.) Law of sin and death. They 
were to repent of a dead law and all the 
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works of the law. Repent of dead works 
and turn towards God. "Faith towards God" 
is a Jewish teaching. Faith towards God is 
of the law, and they should turn away from 
it. "Baptisms" (See Heb. 9th and 10th chap
ters) refers to divers washings under the law, 
never to the "one baptism." "Laying on of 
hands" was not a gospel principle, and never 
will be. (See Ex. 29: 10; Lev. 1: 4; Heb. 6th 
chapter.) Paul was talking about the.Jew
ish law. I have given the meaning as I be
lieve it means. In leaving the principles of 
the doctrine of Christ and turning to the 
law, you would be laying again the foundation 
of dead works, as taught and practiced in 
the law. This was what Paul wanted to im
press. Hebrews 5: 12 refers to propositions 
which are of the law, and not of the gospel. 

What is the gospel? 1. The facts of the 
dea,th, burial, and. resurrection of Jes us 
Christ. (1 Cor. 15: 1-4.) 2. The commands 
of Jesus Christ. 3. His promises. 

The commandments are: Faith in the 
Lord Jesus Christ. (Mark 16: 15, 16; Acts 
16: 31.) Repentance in the broadest sense, 
not from dead works. (Luke 24: 47; Acts 17: 
31.) Baptism. (Acts 10 : 48; 2 : 38.) Peter 
commands. The promises are: Forgiveness 
(Hebrews 8: 4, fl, 12) of pardon. Holy Spirit 
to all who believe. (Acts 2: 38.) To all who 
obey. (Acts 5: 32.) All who obey the gos
pel will receive the Holy Ghost. (Romans 
8, 9, 14, 17.) Eternal life. (Romans 2: 7; 
Mark 16: 16.) Saved means eternal life. 
Romans 6: 23 says the gift of God is eternal 
life. The gospel commandments are: faith, 
in God and Jesus Christ, repentance, and 
baptism. 

Was the Church of Christ wholly destroyed? 
It was not. The validity of his argument de
pends upon this point. It existed through 
the apostasy. I will prove him wrong, and 
my position correct. Matthew 16: 18 says, 
"The gates of hell shall not prevail against 
it." Then it is Jesus the Son of God against 
Williams. 

In Revelation 12: 1 the woman represents 
the Church of Christ. The moon was the 
law of Moses. The man child is interpreted 
as priesthood by Williams. I say it means 
Christ. The woman fled into the wilderness, 
where God has a place prepared for her. If 
the church was so corrupt as Williams tries 
to make out, would God prepare her a place? 
She shall live and be fed. The thirteenth 
verse says the dragon persecuted her. 
Dragon is pagan Rome. Woman had two 
ways to escape. She went into the place 
God had prepared for her, and went from 
face of serpent. Revelation 17: 3 shows an
other woman on a scarlet-colored beast. 
This was Roman power, church and state 
combined; Mystery Babylon, the Mother of 
Harlots. This woman was drunken with the 
blood of the saints. Revelation 18: 1 shows 
an angel was to come with power to give 
light-light was to spring up where woman 
was in the wilderness; then is Babylon fallen, 
and the cry is made, "Come out of her, my 
people." God's people yet in existence
saints indeed. From 313 to 607 A. D. there 
were many differences of opinion, but begin
ning with Martin Luther a change came, and 
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finally the church was restored. Now she is 
living.. 

BRO. WILLIAMS' FlRST SPEECH. 

I refer to a statement I made, in which I 
said he peremptorily declined to put the word 
"only" in his proposition, and now read from 
a letter by H. 0. Smith, Herald, p. 261, 1898, 
in which it is shown that H. 0. Smith agreed 
to put the word "only" in our proposition, if 
he would put it in his, and he declined to do 
this. I will also call upon Miss Anna Stuart 
to tell the conversation th'at occurred at her 
father's house, between H. 0. Smith and 
Elder Bays. 

"Did Bays refuse· to put in the word 'only' 
in his proposition?" 

"He did." 
"Tell what he said was the reason he as

signed for not being willing to do so." 
"He said: 'We do not believe we are the 

only Church of Christ, and' they (the Latter 
Day Saints) do.'" 

Now you see how much there was in his 
saying that my statement that it was he who 
peremptorily declined to put in the word 
"only" was false. 

Luke 16: 16 says the kingdom of God then 
existed, and men pressed into it. Luke 17: 21 
says the kingdom was then within or among 
the Jews. Matthew 11: 12 says the kingdom 
"suffereth violence." This it could not do 
unless it existed. Matthew 21: 31 says, "The 
publicans and the harlots go into the king
dom of God before you." Matthew 18: 17 
says, "Tell it unto the church." Jesus would 
not tell men to do the impossible, hence the 
church must then have existed. 

Paul said, "Be ye followers of me." Paul 
directed and controlled the labors of the 
lesser officers. It is the privilege of an apos
tle to regulate and control the church. Peter 
and John laid hands on people of Samaria as 
an apostolic example. Peter, James, and 
John were considered chief apostles, or pil
lars of the church. In 2 Corinthians 11: 28 
Paul says he had "the care of all the 
churches"; that is, he had general super
vision. 

Bays says, "Men can be saved in any or
ganization." Alexander Campbell says, in 
"A Brief Sketch of Alexander Campbell,'' by 
Jerome A. Scott, pages 54, 55: "A mind not 
devoted to the whole will of God, revealed 
in the New Book, is not regenerate." "A way 
with your sprinkling, and pouring, and 
babyism." "Many, we fear, think they are 
pleasing and serving God, while they are 
pleasing and serving themselves. They 
think they are devout, but they are devoted 
to their own will." Here it is, Alexander 
Campbell against Bays. Alexander Camp
bell says they are regenerate who do "the 
whole will of God;" Bays says they are re
generate whether they do the whole will of 
God or not, and even further says they may 
be regenerate and not do God's will-not be 
members of any church. 

Bays refers to Colossians 1: 18, and says 
''Christ is the head." Yes; but Ephesians 5: 
23 tells how he is the head. He is a director 
and controller, thus holds a close relationship 
as a husband to a wife. Would a human body 
without a h.ead be a perfect body? He claims 

~ 

Alexander Campbell restored the church
head and all; then if Christ is the head in 
the sense Bays argues, he must have restored 
Christ. Bays will have to find a little more 
Christ than he has. 

He cannot find any evidence that an evan
gelist is a prophet. He says a preacher is a 
prophet. Then Bays is a prophet; and if so, 
according to 1 Corinthians 14: 37, he will 
have to acknowledge what Paul wrote "are 
the commandments of the Lord." 1 Corinthi
aus 12: 28 and Ephesians 4: 11 says what 
officers are in the church; and Hebrews 6: l, 
2 tells what are "the principl<i!S of the doc
trine of Christ." Will he acknowledge 
these things are of God? No; he refuses to 
receive them as the commandments of God. 
He says, "We have apostles and prophets in 
our church;" then says, "You cannot find a 
living apostle;" then he has everybody sent 
on a mission an apostle, and every preacher a 
prophet. 

Alexander Campbell must restore that 
which is in heaven and on earth to restore 
the Church of Christ according to Bays, as 
he says the head is in heaven. Was there 
anything lost in heaven? 

Garrison says their effort was "the restora
tfon of the gospel in its faith, doctrine, and 
ordinances; just as it was preached and prac
ticed by the inspired apostles." Where does 
the New Testament provide for the ordina
tion of a pastor? 

In examining the subject of baptism, and 
their authority to baptize, Barton W. Stone 
said: "It was finally concluded among us, 
that if we had authority to preach, we had 
authority to baptize. The work then com
menced. The preachers baptized one an
other, and crowds came and were baptized." 

Alexander Campbell was bapt.ized by 
Matthias Luce, a Baptist minister previous 
to this. They then ordained elders. Who 
did the ordaining? 

Ephesians 1: 22, 23 says that God "gave him 
[Christl to be the head over all things to the 
church, which is his body." 

Alexander Campboll in Millennial Har
binger, vol. 5, p. 40, says: "As there was im
mediate divine direction in the building of 
the second temple-no inspiration or miracu
lous inlluence-'-but the builders had to pat
tern after the first as well as they could, so 
we regard the second church. We have to· 
pattern after the first as well as we can. But 
we can never equal it. With all our efforts 
the great disparity will ever remain. And 
could the apostles and primitive Christians 
be here, they would doubtless weep at behold
ing it." 

He referred to the word "restore,'' and 
read the same as I read the first night. To 
reestablish anything it must first have been 
established. He referred to the withered 
hand. It was in a dead condition; Christ put 
life into it. He argued that the church was 
lost, and it has been found. If a child went 
into the wilderness and was lost, the same 
child must be found. To find any other child 
would not do. He claims that the woman 
that was found has no head on earth. That 
would not be the same woman that went into 
the wilderness, for she had a head, and 
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twelve stars on her head. Then he said last 
night that there was not a vestige of the 
original church left. That proves a com
plete apostasy. 

He said Hebrews 6: 1, 2 did not refer to the 
principles of the doctrine of Christ. It says 
so plainly. Hebrews 5: 12 shows they had 
accepted the first principles of the oracles of 
God and now invited not to lay again the 
foundation for such a beginµing. To leave 
all these principles, must forsake the resur
rection and eternal judgment. Were resur
rection and eternal judgment a part of the 
Mosaic law? He has assumed his position; 
has not proven it. He claims faith towards 
God was a part of the law; but faith in Jesus 
Christ was a part of the gospel. They had 
faith in Jesus Christ in the days of Moses, 
and before. Moses bore the "reproach of 
Christ" (Heb. 11: 26); and Job knew that his 
redeemer lived. (Job 19;: 25.) Abraham 
was saved by faith in the gospel of Jesus 
Christ, for the gospel was preached to A bra
ham, and his belief was counted to him for 
righteousness, and righteousness is revealed 
in the gospel of Jesus Christ. (Rom. 1: 16, 17.) 

He claims that the laying on of hands was 
an ordinance of the law. Peter and John, 
apostles of Jesus Christ, laid on hands at 
Samaria; Paul, another apostle of Jesus 
Christ, laid on hands at Ephesus, and God 
blessed their acts. Why would God bless 
that which they should repent of, that which 
was dead works? 

He referred to the death, burial, and res
urrection of Christ as the facts of the gospel. 
They are not the only facts of the gospel. It 
is a fact that some must preach the gospel, 
and it is a fact that the Comforter would 
come, and reveal the things of God, and show 
you things to come. Right down the ages 
Christ has revealed himself to his people. 

Acts 5: 32 promises the Holy Ghost to all 
who would obey. When given to-day it will 
be given as then, by the laying on of hands. 
On Pentecost it was manifest by speaking 
in tongues. Peter and John laid on bands 
and the Holy Ghost came. Paul laid on 
hands and the Holy Ghost came and mani
fested itself in tongues and prophecy. Ana
nias was sent to Saul, that he might be filled 
with the Holy Ghost. God is an impartial 
God. We would not know that he was unless 
he mani~ested himself thus. Acts 10: 34 says 
"That God is no respecter of persons." Bays 
says we do not get the Spirit of God like 
they did in the past; that we do not enjoy 
the gifts as they did. 
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prophets." Solomon says, "Where there is 
no vision, the people perish." (Prov. 29:18.) 
When the church of God is in favor with him 
it is not destitute of his power. 

ELDER BAYS' SECOND SPEECH. 

About the word "only." Williams mis
stated it. He states it right now. He said, 
"Elder Bays peremptorily declined to have 
it in his proposition." The 8ister reports our 
conversation about it correctly. Williams 
was misleading you. 

I said a man would be saved if he obeyed 
the gospel, whether he was in any church or 
not, or in whatever church he might be. 
Everybody who has obeyed the gospel is a 
Christian. 

Alexander Campbell said those who bad 
not obeyed God's will could not be regener
ated. That's what I say. 

He talks about Alexander Campbell restor
ing Jesus Christ. That's too silly too talk 
about. Its an absurdity, and beneath a man's 
dignity to talk that way. 

He says a patriarch and evangelist is the 
same thing. Then he admits that a prophet 
and an evangelist is the same. 

I did not say you could not find a living 
apostle; I said, You could not find a living 
apostle of Jesus Christ. 

There is decay if dead, and there would 
have to be a recreation. The withered hand 
was not dead. Do you see the difference? 
Put that in your pipe and smoke it. 

He talks about a woman with no head, in 
the wilderness. I believed in a live one with 
a head. 

He asks about the resurrection under the 
law. I will show him about that. In Ezekiel 
37: 1-14, I read about resurrection under the 
law. The resurrection was then in prospect; 
now it is resurrection in fact. The laying on 
of hands was under the law, as I showed you. 

I now present my summary. I need not 
refer to the organization of the church. 
2 Timothy chapters 2-4, Titus ] : 5-8 I pre
sented as evidence on organization. 

Was the church lost? Elder Williams 
says it was. I have proven that it continued. 
Matthew 16: 18; Revelation chapters 12, 17, 
and 18 in evidence. I showed there was 
brightness to exist, surrounded by darkness. 
Remnant of woman's seed in the wilderness. 
These were saints. The beautiful Christian 
system has been restored. 

Luke 16: 16 and Matthew 10: 1-5 was the 
formative period of the kingdom of God. 

None but the apostles were commissioned 
by Jesus Christ: they ordained others. 

You cannot know Christ by reading a letter Ephesians 4: 11 shows the officials in the 
from him. Paul knew God; but that is no church then to be in the church till per
evidence that you knew him, says Bays. fected. Then Paul in 1 Corinthians 4: Hi 
Jesus promised, "If any man will do his says, ''Be ye followers of me;" and in 1 Cor
[the Father's] will, he shall know of the doc- inthians 14: 37 instructs the saints to accept 
trine." If anyone obeys he can know. I am of what.he did as the commandments of God. 
entitled to the same evidences. God is the He instructed to ordain elders in every 
father of the race. His intelligence shines church. Here was power given to be per
unto all his children through the Spirit. I petuated in the church to preach the gospel. 
know, because God manifests to me. This power would remain as long as one good 

Bays said Alexander Campbell did not re- man lived who had obeyed the gospel of 
ceive any revelation; then he is out of har- Jesus Christ. 
mony with the Bible. Amos 3: 7 says that We have the twelve apostles in the church 
"the Lord God will do nothing, but he I referred to in Revelation 12: 1. 1 Corinthi
revealeth his secret unto his servants the ans 12: 28; apostles are referred to, but they 
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are now represented in the person of evan
gelists. There are no living apostles of Jesus 
Christ. The apostles of to-day are apostles 
of the churches sending them. Acts 13: 1-3 
shows that Saul was sent by the church at 
Antioch. If you please we have apostles, 
Biblical and legitimate. What have you to 
say to that? 

We teach faith towards God and Jesus 
Christ, not towards God only; also repentance 
and baptism, and have the spirit that will 
save. We teach the promises of forgiveness, 
and eternal life by obedience to the gospel. 
Eternal life is the greatest gift to man. 

Church government was lost, and Alex
ander Campbell and coworkers sought to re
store that which was lost. In Revelation 18: 
4 we are shown that a cry would be made, 
''Come out of her." God must have a people 
or church there, or he could not say for them 
to come out. The call came after it bad been 
over a thousand years in the wilderness. 
Now the church stands erect, with power to 
save all who obey the gospel of Jesus Christ. 
The whole Christian system is again re
stored, with all its beauty and power. 

He argues that the laying on of hands is; 
first, for the giving of the Holy Ghost. He 
cannot find a passage showing that Jesus 
taught and practiced it. Suppose we admit 
the Holy Ghost is received like it used to be, 
then we would want to see the same power 
before we would accept of such a claim. I 
have had some little experience. I was in 
one meeting where they spoke in unknown 
tongues. A person got up and claimed to 
give the interpretation, and afterwards an
other got up and said the interpretation was 
not correct, and gave another interpretation 
as he claimed. They did not speak in 
tongues in New Testament times as they do 
or claim to do now. 

The Latter Day Saints said if I would have 
my arm administered to I would be he:iled. 
I said if God would heal me I would preach 
the gospel all my life. I was administered 
to and not healed. Again I was administered 
to and yet my arm was as stiff as a poker. 
We want to see these things now, if they 
exist. They do not have this power, that's 
what's the matter. If they did, why would 
they take people to the insane asylum, why 
have an eye put out, and it not healed, why 
have a surgeon, and a knife applied? When 
Jesus said to Lazarus, "Come forth," how 
much faith did Lazarus exercise? And when 
the girl was raised from the dead, she could 
exercise no faith. Jesus smote the blind 
man and he was healed. I will promise any 
faith healer that if he will make me sound 
and well I will bow to whatever power he 
may exercise. I never saw a case, 0f healing. 
When I was administered to and not healed, 
I was first led to doubt. Never in any case 
have they healed anyone. Faith healers 
have tried to heal a paralyzed limb, but 
failed. They speak boastfully of doing these 
things. 

ELDER WILLIAMS' SECOND SPEECH. 

Matthew 16: 18 has reference to the final 
triumph of the church with Christ as the 
builder; that is, the church while remaining 
under his directing influence and control. 
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Hell will not prevail over its accomplishing 
what God purposed. However, Matthew 11: 
12 says the "violent take it [the kingdom of 
heaven] by force." The king-dorn as estab
lished in that dispensation would be taken 
into the possession and be controlled by vio
lent men. While the people of God would 
not exist upon the earth, yet the organic 
structure of the church would remain as God 
ordained it should, whenever the church was 
on the earth. Revelation 12 says the church 
went into the wilderness, into a disorganized 
condition. The church was destroyed from 
the face of the earth. 

Elder Bays said that the man child repre
sented in Revelation 12 was Christ, and that 
the head of this woman was Christ; that 
would make it appear that a woman brought 
forth her own head. How ridiculous! 

In Revelation 18: 7, 8 it is clearly set forth 
that there would be a total apostasy, for it 
says that "all that dwell itpon the earth shall 
worship him"-"the beast"; power was given 
him (the beast), "ove1· all lcind'reds, and 
tongues, and nations~" What plainer lan
guage than this could be used to show a com
plete apostasy? Then to apply his own 
statement when he said, Not a vestige of the 
church was left. 

'l'he passage he used in Revelation 18: 4 is 
against his position, for a voice was heard 
from heaven, saying, "Come out of her, 0 
my people." As he said that Alexander 
Campbell heard no voice from God, received 
no revelation, he cannot have been the one 
to restore the church. The passages he uses 
are the strongest witnesses against his po
sition. He refers to the blood of the saints 
being drank, and all become martyrs. 
Where? On the earth. 

Alexander Campbell says that members of 
other churches are doing their own will, not 
God's will, and condemns all sects as fleshly. 

God's love is boundless; for every man shall 
receive the fruits of his own labor. 

This man represents a wolf in sheep's 
clothing. He tries to curry favor with all 
the churches, that they may come and help 
him kill the Mormons; then he reserves the 
disposition to turn around and kill you. 

We believe that all will be rewarded for 
the good they do, whether in Methodist 
Episcopal, Congregational, or Latter Day 
Saints churches; but there can be only one 
church right in doctrine and organizaMon. 

Who said Alexander Campbell restored 
Christ? His own proposition, and the posi
tion he occupies says this. I was only show
ing how absurd his position was. Yes; it is 
too silly a position to take if it cannot be 
talked about. 

He says they have apostles, but they are 
not apostles of Jesus Christ; for he said that 
no living apostle of Jesus Christ could be 
found upon the earth to-day. Then they 
must have apostles of men or devils. 

He referred to the withered hand. If 
Jesus Christ did not give new life to it, what 
caused it to becoipe whole? He says that 
Alexander Campb~11 claimed that no new 
spiritual life came to him. We argue that 
however slightly withered the church is, it 
can become no better unless Christ gives it 
new life. I do not smoke such argument as 
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he bas made in my pipe. I smoke something 
better. 

He refers to Ezekiel 87, and claims that 
proves resurrection under the law. He 
knows better than that. He knows that 
Ezekiel is speaking by prophecy of the resur
rection. 

His argument falls in every part, because 
he cannot sustain it by evidence. He has 
not shown that they have any authority to 
ordain. 

I introduce a chart that illustrates the ar
guments made. On this side is the picture 
of a perfect human body, as drawn from 
Steele's Physiology, which represents the 
perfect church as Christ established it; and 
here is a headless body, representing the 
claims made by Bays for the church of 
Christ on earth to-day. Here is represented 
the doctrine and organization of the perfect 
church:-

OUGANIZA'l'ION. 

1. Apostles. 
2. Prophets. 
8. Seventies. 
4. Evangelie.ts. 
G. Priests. 
6. Teachers. 
7. Deacons. 
8. Bishops. 
!J. Elders. 

10. Helps. 
11. Governments. 

These are not snpposefl 
to be in the order of their 
authority. 

CHRIST"S WIFE-CHURCH. 

('l'he drawing forwarded 
with notes represented a 
human figure entire.) 

ORGANIZATION. 

1. Apostles. 
2. Prophets. 
3. Seventies. 
4. Evangelists. 
5. Priests. 
6. Teachers. 
7. Deacons. 
8. Bishops. 
9. Elders. 

10. Helps. · 
11. Governments. 

DOCTRINE. 

1. Faith. 
2. Repentance. 
3. Baptisms. 
4. Laying on of hands. 
5. Resurrection. 
6. Eternal judgment. 

DOC'rRINES. 

1. Faith. 
2. Repentance. 
3. Baptisms. 
4. Laying on of hands. 
f>. Resurrection. 
6. Eternal judgment. 

CA,\1PBELL,8 WJFE-

CHURCH. 

(The drawiughere s'1own 
opposite in the column 
represented an imperfectly 
formed and headless fig-
nre.) 

On the opposite side of this board we have 
a representation of Alexander Campbell's 
Restoration, as represented by himself and 
this representation of the church it is claimed 
he restored, especially as represented by 
Elder Bays. 

ALEXANDER CAMPBELL'S RESTORA'l'ION. 
ORGANIZATION. 

1. Evangelists. 

Do you wonder that Campbell would say 
that the apostles and primitive Christians 
would doubtless weep at beholding it? I 
do not. I would wonder if they could behold 
it and not weep! 

He has not proven that the church he rep
resents is the Church of God in fact, it not 
being in harmony with the Bible in doctrine 
or organization; having no spiritual life, 
having no communication with Jesus Christ, 
and receiving none of the precious blessings 
that were enjoyed by the church in the past. 

Friends, the system represented by Elder 
Bays is wrong, and you who have been sin
cere in believing that way, we invite you 
now to consider well, and come to the true 
gospel light, that you may enjoy what God is 
willing to bestow upon you. 

I thank you for the attention you have 
given me, and I ask you to consider prayer
fully the arguments made, and 1,0 decide in 
favor of the truth. 

WIGHT-BRADEN DEBATE.-NO. 3. 
ELDER WIGHT'S J~LEVENTH SPEECH. 

Doctrine and Covenants il8: 4; 118: 4; pro
phetically presage his death. Zechariah 2: :3 
shows an angel was to come to a "young man" 
in a time when it would be necessary to mea
sure Jerusalem. Joseph Smith was a young· 
·,nan, and one of his first declarations was that 
Jerusalem was to be restored and the people 
returned. Both pulpit and press were ar-
rayed against him and cried out, "False 
prophet!" Time with her changes has gone 
on apace and Smith is now proven a true 
prophet by a literal and undeniable return of 
the Jews and th0 rebuilding of their beloved 
city. Malachi ;3 foreshadows the second com
ing of Christ, and tells of a messenger to 
come to prepare the way. Of all the church 
organizers Mr. Smith was and is the only 
one ever making the claim that he was espe
cially connected with that restoration by 
angelic visitation and the authority con
nected therewith. That Malachi has refer
ence to Christ's coming yet future, is seen in 
the statement, "Then shall the offering of 
Judah and Jerusalem be pleasant unto the 
Lord." When the fullness of the Gentiles 
9omes in, the gospel is to go to the Jews, and 
they accepting it will offer pleasant offer
ings-a thing they did not do before, else 
Jerusalem would not have heen 'wept over, 
and a prediction that her house was left unto 
her desolate. Here read statements from 
Josiah Quincy, Prior, and Smucker, in favor 
of Mr. Smith. Also from 1~mes and Seasons, 
vol. 5, p. 754. Inspired Translation to be 

2. Elders, Bishops, 
Pastors. 

3. Deacons. 
DOCTRINES. 

1. Faith. 
2. Conversion. 

or printed by itself (1866) and in aftertime New 
Testament portion to be bound with Book of 
Mormon. Prophecy on Rebellion read and 
analyzed. No man now can write so complete 
a history of that war; strong mark of inspi-

3. Baptism. ration. He asks for scripture for our church 
officers aj~er I have previously given it. 
Finds fault with Doctrine and Covenants for 

(Elder Williams here 
represented divided por
tions of a human body, but 
lacking a head. One arm 
was labeled "Congrega
tionalists,'' another "'Lu
therans," the upper trunk 
HPresbyterians,'' the waist 
"Baptists," the limbs 
"Disciples" and ''Metho
dists" and the feet "Latter 
Day Saints" and "Seventh
day Adventists.") 

IF--Title. 
"Could the apostles and 

Primitive Christians be 
here they would doubtless 
weep at beholding it."
Millennial Harbinger, vol. 5, 
p.40. 

He has not even claimed 
that they believe in the 
Lord's supper, hence I 
must erase .that. Neither I saying that, John was ordained while an in
has he claimed that they fant, but he can read in Jeremiah 1: 5 Jere-

~:~e~~id~:en~~st~~!~~o~ miah was ordained or chosen before he was 
erase those principles. - born, and think nothing of it because it is in 

the Bible! 
As to polygamy the Book of Mormon says: 
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"There shall not any man among you have 
save it be one wife: and concubines he shall 
have none." Am prepared to meet any ad
vance he may make along that line. 

Mr. Braden says all the prerequisite to the 
bapti7;ing of children is eight years, and yet 
the Doctl'ine and Covenants here shows 
(reads) that they are to be taught the princi
ples of the gospel before baptism. Scoffs the 
idea of baptism for dead, yet Paul s::.ys: "Else 
what shall they do which are baptized for 
the dead, if the dead rise not?" Asks what 
of feet washing? We believe it. Says I 
can't find tithing ln New Testament. Let 
him read Luke 18: 12. He will find about 
endowment in Luke 24. Not the kind in 
Utah, but the kind at Pentecost. That kind 
we believe in, and not the secrets of Utah. 
Acts 3: There is to be a restitution and 
when it comes the Holy Spirit will be mani
est in enduing power. Says that Peter 

said they did not know of the gospel prior to 
Christ. I ask bis proof. He wants to know 
why revelation does not stop trouble in the 
church. For the same reason, I presume, 
that it failed to do so in the apostolic church. 
Paul said that they had that in their midst 
that the Gentiles would not even name. 

ELD]}R BRADEN'S ELEVEN'.l'H SPEECH. 

Doctrine and Covenants page :321: Smith 
to triumph over his enemies, and yet killed 
in less than two years! Find in Bible about 
Smith's .coming. We are to have Bible 
proof for these things. Christ's work was 
prnphesied of. 

The world spoke of the return of Israel 
for hundreds of years. Statement of Quincy 
not scripture. Inspired manuscripts in the 
hands of Smiths. They could easily fulfill his 
prophecy. My opponent can't prove that 
Smith ever gave the war prophecy. Thou
sands of persons prophesied of the war while 
the South applied to Great Britain, no nation 
was engaged in that war but our own, hence 
prediction a failure. No ordination in case 
of Jeremiah. Baptized for dead meant the 
dead Christ, and referred to the resurection. 
It was only that old Pharisee that paid tithe~ 
before Christ's dispensation. Endowment of 
Holy Spirit not like that of Mormons. 
Book of Mormon says a nation lived here 
from 2200 B. c. to 700 B. c ; the second nation 
600 B. c. to 400 A. D. We have an authentic 
history back to 400 A. D.; tradition still 
farther back. No Mormon can identify a 
man, river, mountain, city with such in 
Mexican or Maya history. Can't find a single 
Mormon name in ancient American history. 
Book of Mormon says they offered human 
sacrifice. Arch<Eolugy disputes it. Book of 
Mormon says they had coins; denied by Bq,o
croft. Book of Mormon says they had do
mestic animals; American archceology says 
they never domesticated them. Indians can
not be traced back to any other nation. 
Archreology knows nothing of the Book of 
Mormon. There have not been such changes 
in Central America or the United States as 
the Book of Mormon speaks of. He can't 
take a mountain, river, or city in Book of 
Mormon and point out. on the map. Popo
catapetl has been the name ofothat mountain 
from time immemorial. Book of.:Mormon 
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names are Hebrew names twisted and fixed 
up till hardly recognizable. Book of Mormon 
says aborigines were Christian; archmology 
says human sacrifice offered from time im
memorial. Ancient civilization in Africa, 
Asia, Ceylon. I can prove that the Ne
phites were in Ceylon just as much as he can 
prove they were in America. 

ELDER WIGHT'S '.l'WELF'.l'H SPEECH. 

Smith's declaration of his death we have 
never claimed other than a prophetic decla
ration. He says world was full of the idea 
tbat, Jews would return. Fact.is plenty don't 
believe it now-but very few in 1830. Says 
thousands prophesied of the war. Let him 
name one only and stand by him and make 
the issue. Bring the prophecy of but one, 
rather than so much asserting. Still tries to 
maintain Doctrine and Covenants teaches 
eight years as the only requisite, (here read 
fully and showed the falseness of Braden's 
claims.) Says I found an old Pharisee pay
ing tithes. I thought that in his eagerness 
to prove his wonderful alibi he would fall 
over that "old Pharisee." Suppose we turn 
to Christ's own words (Matt. 23: 2:3): "These 
ought ye to have done, and not to leave the 
other ·undone." Here is Christ plainly teach
ing tithing. 

Why doesn't he read from American 
archmology where they state such things, 
and cease so much assertion? But of course 
the whole thing is a fabrication because 
Braden says so! Says he's willing to accept 
my challenge, but must have the Revised 
Version to compare with the Book of Mor
mon grammatically. The other night he 
told us that I had accepted the Inspired 
Translation for my "ox" and he was willing 
to take King James' for his. But when you 
come to sound him on the matter he first has 
King James', then Alexander Campbell's, 
then Revised Version. Presume he has this 
odd number of oxen :oo that when one is sick 
he will still have a team to yoke up. He is 
like a jack in the box on this Bible question; 
you don't know where to find him! Guess 
somebody else has another(!) Bible! 

Says horse was not domestic. "Dr. Leidy 
has shown that before the age of man, this 
was emphatically the country of the horse." 
-Hayden's Great West, p. 44. Suppose 
those horses must have had five legs-one 
running· up from the back-so they couldn't 
domesticate them. 

In harmony with previous tactics he ridi
cules the idea of Zion's removal, when the 
evident and only construction was that a 
change of location would not be had. Nu
merous ones then alive afterward returned 
and with their children have been and are 
rebuilding "waste places." 

Signs came as a result of belief. If we now 
believe we should have them. 

We are under the Constitution, but still 
have special legislation. By proving truth 
in the revelation we prove the revelation 
true to the extent that truth is in it. Sum-
mary: Showed the necessity of revelation, 
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does nothing without. Prophets have fme
shown the general scattering and return of 
Israel to and from all parts of the world. 
Does nothing without revealing to prophets. 

Prophet says this general regathering is to 
be so much more wonderful than the coming 
out of Egypt that thii,t will be forgotten. 
Mr. Braden seeks to find fulfillment in re
turn from seventy years' captivity, but we 
still speak of Israel having come out of 
Egypt, so here Mr. Braden has utterly failed. 
While it is true that Luke in Acts 1 shows 
that they were from every nation, I have 
shown you that it was not from farther west 
than Rome, south than Egypt, north and 
east than Southern Asia; so that Luke's 
statement is hyperbole rather than literal. 
As Israel was never, literally, scattered into 
all the world till after the Roman dispersion, 
the prophecy must be fulfilled subsequent to 
that time. 

!:l. Upon this we showed that since 1830 Is
rael has been going back, and that one of Mr. 
Smith's first prophetic utterances was con
cerning their return. 

10. Revelation 14; an angel was to bring 
the gospel. Mr. Smith was the only church 
organizer who claimed the visitation of 
an angel, hence his claims harmonized with 
Bible. 

11. Showed by Isaiah 2 and Micah '! that 
God was to establish his kingdom in "last 
days"; and as nations were not to learn war 
any more, we can be, at best, but in the in
cipiency of that promise; and it was not, as 
Mr. Braden says, fulfilled in Christ. 

12. Then we showed that Smith in bis 
teaching was in harmony with the gospel
strong presumptive proof of his claims-in 
teaching faith, repentance, baptism, laying 
on ·of hands, resurrection, eternal judgment. 
That he was also right in church organiza
tion-apostles, prophets, seventy, evangel
ists, elders, bishops, priests or pastors, 
teachers, deacons. That he taught all the 
gifts and graces with signs following. 

13. I then showed the superiority, morally, 
of the Inspired Translation, and Alexander 
Campbell's testimony. 

14. Showed the Book of Mormon to be in 
harmony with the Bible in its morals and gos
pel teaching, and proved that it told of pre
historic America before such fact was known 
to the English speaking public. In its in
ternal predictions it preceded scientific re· 
search. 

15. By prophetic statement showed the 
truth of the revelations in Doctrine and Cove 
nan ts. 

Hi. Then showed biblically that such an 
individual-a prophet-was to come. 

17. By his prophetic declaration re the 
war, he proved his prophetic mission. And 
I showed from Hayden's History of Disciple
ism a well-attested miracle. Upon this 
point he has repeatedly called upon us and 
when we give him proof' he strives to explain 
it away. 

MR. BRADEN'S '.l'WELFTH SPEECH. 

without it we die. Mr. Braden failed t,o . Doctrine and Covenants 113; a singular 
prove the opposite, contenting himself with I thing; it is not a revelation, and yet they 
assertion. In every age, so far as the Bible quote from:it. Nullification was not settled 
reveals, God has wrought by revelation, He till January, after the war prediction. Bap-
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tism of children; nothing said about teaching ELDER BRADEN'S FIRS'L' SPEECH; SECOND 

till aftei· baptism. Matthew 23: 23 I said he PROPOSITION. 

could not fir.din New Testament Church any- He spent some time in answering questions 
thing about tithing. He finds the isthmus ' asked by Elder Wight. Failed to state the 
mentioned in Book of Mormon. My question proposition. Not a particle of corroborative 
was to find a name. He ought not to contend testimony for Book of Mormon like there is for 
for comparing translation three hundred the Bible. Bible uttered the language of the 
years old with Book of Mormon. He don't writings of three hundred persons. Book of 
know the difference between making laws Mormon pet phrases: "Harrow up,'' "retain," 
under a constitution and in making a consti- for preserve; ".fieeth" for entice; "cast about 
tution, or making additions to it. you" for look; "support" for defend; "it 

Summary: Joseph Smith greater than mattereth not;" "dwindle in unbelief;" "own 
Jesus Christ. He (Wight) didn't give you due time of the Lord;" "more part;" "but 
the strong meat of Mormonism. No saint what;" "I Nephi," etc. "It sufficeth me;" 
can say he has the same Bible that other "hide up;" "it is wisdom in me;" "in fine;" 
people have. Suppose that Israel did return, "of which hath been spoken;" "had ought;" 
how does that prove that Joseph Smith was "nations, kindreds, tongues, and people." 
inspired? He could have copied that from The fact is, one man has put his mistakes, 
the Bible. Smith prophesies of Christ's errors, blunders, all through the book. 
second coming; does that prove him to have "Chains of hell;" "probation;" "bar and 
been inspired? God can give revelation now tribunal;" "judgment seat,'' and "judgment 
as in former times. He can create, but he day." 
doesn't do it. If the plan of creation is com- The following not to be found in Old Testa
pleted, so is revelation. If people need a ment: "Bonds of iniquity;" "holy order of 
new revelation to understand the old, where God;" "points of doctrine"-camp meeting 
will it all end? Good things in Smith's expression. What is the meaning of "I will 
works; that is not the issue. But did God likfm," "requisite," etc.? Blunders cor
authorize him to utter them? Confucius, rected but left in. What sense! "White
Mi.hommed, and others said good things, but aess of driven snow." Old Nephi talking of 
were not inspired. Smith foretold the pres- snowdrifts in Central America. "Hope of 
ervation of the manuscript. Yes, it was in glory;" "beyond the mark;" "became for 
his family and they could carry it out as themselves;" "hindermost;" "bearing down 
they would with a will. Revelation on the against church;" "popular." "Priestcraft" 
war. They won't acknowledge it as a reve- -not in Bible; on "morrow month"-awk
lation. The truth is if Smith did get it up ward. "Course" for direction. Compass not 
(the revelation) it was during the nullifica- then known. Quotation from Watts. Blood 
tion of South Carolina; but when Jackson from every pore. Indians had synagogues. 
crushed the rebellion, the revelation was Christos (Greek); not then known. Fiery 
laid aside till the Civil War, then brought flying serpents. 
out. Arch::eology says that Indians have ELDER WIGHT'S FIRST SPEECH. 

been dark since the days of Abraham. Ban- Does Mr. Braden wish us to understand 
croft and Short both say that the Book of that modern translators would insert ancient 
Mormon is untrue in the statement of a white 
race. 

Elder Wight: "Page please?" 
Elder Braden: "Do you challenge the 

statement?" 
Elder Wight: "Yes, sir." 
Elder Braden: "Well, I will furnish it. 

I come headed for these fellows." 
Mayas divided their month into three 

periods instead of four, as Book of Mor
mon says. I handed him two questions about 
the church in the Book of Mormon. Why 
don't he answer them? 

Elder Wight: "I handed them to modera
tors and they have not been returned." 

Elder Braden: "Well, I demand that they 
bs passed upon." 

Imder Smith: "I handed them to the 
chairman, and my recollection is that he 
thought we had about enough on that 
subject." 

Chairman: "My recollection is that they 
were moved to one side and neglected." 

Elder McClure: "They never came before 
me." 

Elder Wight: "When the moderators pass 
on them and hand them to me I will be ready 
to answer." 

Elder Braden then read a long list of ques
tions and handed to Elder Wight, and the 
firBt proposition became a fact of history. 

expressions? No, they would be true to ex
isting conditions, hence his argument falls 
flat. Analyzed the proposition and answered 
questions handed in by Eider Braden. 
(These with their answers will be submitted 
later.) 

ELDER BRADEN'S SECOND SPEECH. 

And their "innocent blood" a seal to Mor
monism. That's why I use the term. Don't 
accuse me of calling you Mormons when it's 
in your own books. How did old Nephi 
quote from Shakespeare? Ignorant uses of 
words running from beginning to end. 
Where did Smith get his interpolations? He 
hasn't shown where a church ever changed 
any manuscripts. He has never answered 
what church is meant in Book of Mormon. 
Smith retained errors in original manu
scripts. He says they might be in the origi
nal. Let him prove it. V'!ight says gospel 
doesn't include all of Christ's teachings. 
Compass back there. What did Nephites 
know of Christ and anti-Christ? Book of 
Lamb of God. His name is Christ; Jesus 
Christ. Name not in the New Testament. 
Had gospel of Christ-atonement of Christ. 
Nephi preached almost everything preached 
in New Testament. False Christ; Jesus' 
mother-Mary; salvation through blood of 
Christ; called by name of Christ. Testi·· 
mony of Jesus Christ. If all these things 

were revealed before Christ what was left for 
him to reveal? Observed Lord's day-first 
day of week. Persecutions of those who be
longed to church of God. A band of Chris
tians. Took on them the name of Christians. 
Bible says followers of Christ were first 
called Christians at Antioch. Book of Mor
mon says they were called that hundreds of 
years before. 

Where will he find one idea of these things 
in Old Testament? Nephites had all the ap
purtenances of the gospel before Christi' 
Why Christ so much better to the Nephites 
than to the Israelites? Why did he want to 
visit the people here when they already had 
all these things? When Jesus ascended he 
said he would not come again, Book of Mor
mon against Christ. 

ELDER WIGHT'S SECOND SPEECH. 

I gave Webster's definition of the gospel. 
He talks of the definition being as wide as 
Enoch's heart. Pits himself against Web
ster. Which will you take? Read from 
Eusebius to show that Christ and the gospel 
were known on the eastern continent before 
Christ, and from Short's American Antiqui
ties to prove that they were known on this 
continent. He has handed in this long list 
of questions with the object to defeat me. 
Denies coins having been had in America. 
"Copper coins are very abundant in the ruins 
of Central America." - Atlantis, p. 245. 
Smith triumphed over his enemies as did 
Christ. ( CoL 2 : 15.) Inspired Translation 
manuscript iri Smith's family, but how did 
he know they would not be lost, burned, or 
stolen, or but his own people might turn 
from the faith? Might we not say that when 
Agabus prophesied of Paul being bound 
that his friends worked out the fulfillment? 
Prophecy of Rebellion was not laid aside and 
brought out after the war, but was published 
in 1851. Where does American arch::eology 
say there were dark Indians since Abraham? 
Short, pp. 186-7 says they had white people 
here in prehistoric times. Braden says all 
but Mormons are to be damned. Doctrine 
and Covenants 76: 4 says that all the works 
of his hands are to be saved except the sons 
of perdition. In fact, we are broader than 
any but Universalists. There is a glory of 
the sun, one of the moon, and one of tho 
stars. "In my Father's house are many 
mansions," says Jes us. My friends, he says 
such things to prejudice your minds. 2 
Corinthians 5: 15; we are to be saved accord
ing to our works. I can't conceive why he 
stands here night after night and tells you 
differently. The only dispersion of Jews into 
all the world was under Rome. From that 
God is now gathering- them. He says the 
only point I made on my affirmative was that 
our church was like the apo8tolic. Thank 
you, Mr. Braden! Strong presumptive proof 
of Mr. Smith's claim. Let him prove there 
was no written literature before the flood, 
and he may have some reason for his other
wise unfounded assertion. Took up and an
swered more questions. 

ELDER BRADEN'S THIRD SPEECH. 

He called attention to my peculiarities. 
They are very marked. Some peculiarities run 
all through the Book of Mormon; showing it, 
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the work of one mind. It quotes four hun
dred times from New 'l'estament also quota
tions from modern au th ors. Had all 
peculiarities of Christian church hundreds of 
years before Christ. "'l'he Lord redeemed 
my soul from hell;" "remission of sins:" "im
mortality;" "atonement;" all before Christ. 
"Poured out soul;" "encircled with chains of 
hell;" "harrowed up"-lay as if dead two 
days - falling down power. Ammon's joy 
-a regular campmeeting, hallelujah time. 
Where do you read such talk as this in Old 
Testament? Not a hint in Old Testament 
about baptism. Israelites all baptized in 
Jordan. Matthew 3: 15; Acts 2: 38, quoted 
in Book of Mormon. If you are idiotic 
enough to swallow such stuff you are just 
right to become a Mormon. If Book of Mor
mon is true, the Bible tells a lie in saying 
that John was the first to baptize. The Book 
of Mormon is thrice blasphemous; it strips 
the Son of God of all honor of coming here 
to save men. Christ was a farce and played 
second fiddle to Nephites. Not Christ, but 
Joe Smith, fulfilled the prophecies. 'rhis is 
what Mormonism teaches. Why did God 
not give Smith quotations from Inspired 
Translation instead of from the Authorized 
Version? Didn't God know as much in 1828 
as in 1832? God took from the King James' 
and put in the Book of Mot'mon, afterward 
took from Book of Mormon and put in In
spired Translation, so we have an agreement. 
Book of Mormon has all the populat' ideas of 
1830. 

ELDER WIGH'l''S THIRD SPEECH. 

His entire effort reminds me of the darky 
preacher who said: "The Apostle Paul 
preached till midnight and lo, and behold! a 
man fell out de window and killed hissef and 
lo, and behold! dey pickt up twe've baskets 
full o' de fragments!" Or, of the one who 
said, "Judas went and hanged himsef; go 
don and do likewise!" The fact is that Mr. 
Braden by a grouping of phrases scattered 
throughout the Book of Mormon and by con
secutive reading has made it to appear that 
there is a continuity of this kind of jargon in 
the book. The fact is, ladies and gentlemen, 
Mr. Braden has read into the book--" 

Braden: "Mr. Chairman, I call him to or
der. When he says that I have read into the 
book he is an infamous, lying scoundrel; and 
I will not stand it any longer!" 

The Chairman: "I presume that Mr. 
Wight will not make assertions of that kind 
unless he expects to prove them." 

Wight: "I expect to prove my state
ments, Mr. Chairman." 

The Chairman (standing): "These are 
places peculiar to occupy. It would seem 
that points of ordet' might be raised without 
resorting to such language. Mt'. Wight may 
proceed." 

Elder Wight: "I have no desire to cast 
reflections but expect to pi·ove to you all that 
I have said." (Here Braden proposed to 
submit the manuscript to a chosen commit
tee which was agreed to; but when Elders 
Wight, Smith, and Kemp went to see him 
next morning he said that if Mr. Wight had 
used the word "consecutively" there was no 
issue.) 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Elder Wight now took up and answered a 
long list of questions. 

ELDEH BI~ADEN'S FOUR'l'H SPEECH. 

"Behold" is used 1,512 times in the Book 
of Mormon. No wo!'.lder Wight got it off in 
his darky story. I never said, No white 
people in prehistoric times. Said that 
at'ch1Dologists said dark skinned Indians 
were in Peru since Abraham's time. He 
found where twelve apostles were chosen, 
but he failed to find successors, or successors 
to seventy. The Book of Mormon says John 
not to die; the Bible; "If I wilr that he tarry 
till I come, what is that to thee?" A fiat con
tradiction. 

Philips' decision teaches Adam-God theory. 
Cowdery to go to Lamanites. He never 

preached a sermon. Give him "power to 
build up my church." He didn't do it. 
Matthew 24: 34, I believe was fulfilled in that 
generation. The Book of Mormon writer 
represents writer as using first person. His 
abridgement don't help him. He throws in
fidel epithets at the Bible. If he can't raise 
the Book of Mormon to the Btble he seeks to 
drag the Bible down to the level of the Book 
of Mormon. I defy him to take out the word 
"liken" in the Bible, and insert another 
word in its place. Spalding was a bitter anti· 
Masonic man and had access to Morgan's 
book. There are thirty-six attacks in Book 
of Mormon on secret societies. Josephites, 
Manassehites, Judahites, but no Ephraimites. 
If no Ephraimite came, away goes the stick 
of Ephraim. 

It would not do to say the characters on 
the plates were Hebrew. Egyptian had been 
changed. Let him show how Nephites leav
ing Jerusalem with some twenty persons 
could build a temple, have a foundl'y, build 
citie~, have an army, in thirty years. 

The Book of Mormon full of pet phrases. 
Modern ideas, quotations from New Testa
ment hundreds of years before Christ. Quota
tions are from King James. It blunders in 
language. 

ELDER WIGH'l''S FOURTH SPEECH. 

It is my opponent who makes infidel 
thrusts. If he finds in the Book of Mormon 
certain things he makes a thrust at them. 
When I find the same "pet expression" in 
the Bible I'd like to know if it is not also 
thrusting at its validity as well? Or does it 
make the expressions worse to be in the 
Book of Mo;mon than if found in the Bible? 
I challenge him to show that Book of Mor
mon quotes Shakespeare. Suppose I turn to 
Numbers 26: 54 and read "more inheritance," 
or Acts 27: 12 and read "more part," does 
that invalidate the Bible? No; no more 
than it does the Book of Mormon. Yes, sir; 
Mr. Smith was tried before our courts and as 
many times acquitted because of lack of evi
dence. "To what shall I liken thee?" says 
Jeremiah. Said Nephi talked of snowdrifts 
in Central America, when the t'eal fact is, 
Nephi said nothing about drifts and men
tioned snow before they left Asia. Laughs 
about the compass, yet Encyclopedia Bri
tannica says it was known in China 2,634 B. 

c. ! Had he turned to section 110 he would 
have found the name of the church three 
times; but he goes to the statement of a 
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writer who evidently used the name because 
it was so common in the world, and nightly 
applied that name here. Says Book of Mor
mon is wrong about Christ coming to Ne
phites, for he won't come till his second 
coming. How did it happen that he ap
pear to Paul who fell to the earth? Was this 
the "fall-down power" of which he prates so 
much?" Let' him turn to Isaiah 53: i2 and he 
will find the silver tongued prophet talking 
about "pouring out" the soul. And the wise 
man-Proverbs 6: 13-uses "speaketh with 
his feet." Were I to descend to the depths 
of ridicule I could talk about feet having a 
mouth! 

He needs only to turn to Jude and to -
Second Pet.er and he will find expressions 
equal to "chains of hell." "Judgment seat," 
in Romans 14: 10; "bonds of iniquity," Acts 
8: 23. He needs but to look at Acts 22: 14 to 
find "see t.hat Just One and shouldst hear the 
voice of his mouth:" or to I Corinthians 9: 1, 
"Have I not seen Je~us Christ our Lord?" 
And what becomes of his allegation that the 
Book of Mormon told a falsehood about 
Cht'ist's 1JOming? He need only turn to Dan
iel 3: 25 to find that the Son of God was 
known. In the proper time I will show him 
the word "Messiah" in the Old Testament. 

Braden: ''Where is it?" 
Wight: "I will show it to you in the 

proper place." 
Abrah.am knew the Lord (Gen. 18), while 

he dwelt in Mamre. Job (chap. 19) knew his 
Redeemer was alive! Paul writing to the 
Hebrews (11: 26) says Moses esteemed "the 
reproach of Christ greater riches than the 
trearnres in Egypt." But Mr. Braden will 
likely go right on and assert that they knew 
nothing of him. He says the Doctrine and 
Covenants teaches stealing. Do you people 
have to lock up your houses to keep our people 
from stealing from you? Read Doctrine and 
Covenants 64: 6 and you will find there is no 
stealing taught. In 42: 7, 23, "Thou shalt not 
steal." Why, then, get up here and deliber
ately assert that which is so contrary to the 
real teaching? 

DECATUR DISTRICT. 
At the last sitting of tht Decatur district 

conference, held at Hiteman, Iowa, Bro. R. 
M. Elvin resigned his position as president 
of the district, and it was accepted by the 
conference. Without either desire for the 
position, or effort ~o secure it, on my part, 
the care of the district was left with the mis
sionary in charge till the time for the elec
tion of officers, which will not occur till 
February, 181J9. 

Bro. Heman C. Smith is my associate in 
this mission, and upon his return from Eng
land he will, with his consent, assume his 
share of the duties belonging to the care of 
the district; indeed it is possible that we may 
so divide our work as to leave the chief re
sponsibility of this added burden upon him. 

I am aware that the district needs a great 
deal more attention and work than we will be 
able to give it; but we will try to do all we 
can consistent with othet' demands, and ear
nestly ask the cooperation of all the saints and 
local ministers of the district. All elders 
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and priests who are not engaged as branch 
officers, should, if at all practicable, fill regu
lar appointments as often as their circum
stances will permit. Do not wait for places 
to be hunted up for you. If you labor care
fully, and build safely, (that is according to 
the pattern,) your work will not only be 
tolerated, but encouraged. 

We will help you what we can in the 
branches when necessary; but it is important 
and necessary that the branches should 
learn to do their own work, and do it well. 
Observation teaches me that there should be 
the utmost freedom between the president of 
the branch and the subordinate officers, and 
this can hardly be unless they meet together 
once a month, or as often as occasion re
quires, for the purposes of adopting such 
measures as may be found expedient and 
necessary, and a free interchange of thought. 

Let us be fully occupied with the Master's 
business, so that we will have neither time 
nor inclination to indulge in that which is 
unlawful and unprofitable. 

Your coworker and brother in Christ, 
J. R. LAMBER'l', 

Missionary in Charge. 
LAMONI, Iowa, June 17. 

PASTORAL. 
To the Saints in Southeastern Nebraska 

Mission; Greeting:-It is five years past since 
I came to labor among you, and I feel thank
ful for the kind treatment and generous as
sistance which I have received during that 
time. While there has been trials to meet 
and difficulties to contend with, by your 
hearty cooperation these have largely been 
overcome, and the work kept in a prosperous 
condition. There are no difficulties in the 
mission of such a character as to retard the 
onward march of truth during the coming 
year, and I hope none will arise; but may 
every saint feel a special desire to do some
thing for the advancement of the church in 
his locality, and thus make a united effort. 
When we all work together, success is sure 
to crown our efforts. 

I feel to commend you for the sacrifices 
you have made by paying your tithes, and 
hope you will sustain your former record-if 
not surpass it-during the coming ye'ar. 
Bro. J. W. Waldsmith, Nebraska City, Ne
braska, is still our Bishop's agent, and will 
gladly receipt all tithings sent to him. It 
seems to me that every saint should make an 
effort to have his name on the tithing record. 
It need not be a large amount, if unable to so 

THE ~AINTS' HERALD. 

hope the saints will render them such assist
ance as lies in thoir power, for the triumph 
of Zion's cause. Yours in Christ, 

W. E. PEAK, 
NE~'AWAKA, Kansas. 

'l'o the Saints and Friends of the Restored 
Gospel in the Northeast Missouri district, 
composed of the following counties: Adair, 
Audrain, Boone, Calloway, Carroll, Chari
ton, Howard, Knox, Lewis, Linn, Macon, 
Marion, Monroe, Pike, Putnam, Rails, Ran
dolph, Shelby, and Sullivan; Greeting:
Missionary in charge, I. N. White, having 
designated the undersigned to the oversight 
of missionary work in the above district, I 
respectfully ask for the cooperation of W. E. 
Summerfield, General Conference appointee, 
and Jacob Waltenbaugh, appointed by Bro. 
I. N. White, and all local laborers to push 
the cause of truth, and I request scattered 
saint~ residing in any of the above counties 
to furnish me information as to opportunities 
and demand for preaching in their neighbor
hoods. Will all the ministry of the district 
kindly report to me the first of July, October, 
January, and March, giving such information 
as will be of value to the missionary in 
charge. 

All letters addressed to me: Box 224, 
Lamoni, Iowa, will receive as prompt atten
tion as circumstances will permit. 

Your servant, 
ROB'l'. M. ELVIN. 

IJAMONI, Iowa, June 18. 

NOTICES. 
To all Lovers of Music:-The committee on 

Sabbath school song book respectfully re
quest an immediate contribution of suitable 
music, or words and music, as we desire to 
push this work to an early completion. You 
ure earnestly urged to give us your aid at 
once. Send to John L. Morgan, Keb, Iowa. 

W. J. RICHARDS. 
HIGBEE, Mo., June 4. 

To Whom it May Concern:-Sufficient is 
received to purchase the Idaho tent, which is 
now ordered and will reach Pocatello about 
the middlr~ of July. Brn. Anthony and Con
dit will be expected to be thero to start it, 
and as soon as we can so arrange we expect 
Bro. E. A. Davis to assist one of the above 
brethren. Individually and in behalf of the 
people of Idaho, all contributing are thanked. 
So soon as I can after getting home I will 
publish the amount you have contributed. 

J. w. WIGH'l'. 

do; but something should be done by every To the Several Branches in Nauvoo Dis
one in sustaining this part of the great work trict; Greeting:-I take this opportunity to 
which we love so much. call your attention to a resolution passed at 

Bro. James Caffall has seen fit to reappoint your district conference some two years ago: 
me as missionary in charge of this mission, "Resolved that once a month, or upon sacra
and I hope the saints in the different parts ment Sunday of each month, a special collec
of the field will keep me posted as to the tion be taken up, and (50 per cent) one half 
prospects and needs of the work in their sev- of the amount be turned over to the district 
oral localities. treasurer, for the purpose of bearing the 

Bro. C. H. Porter will labor in the South- traveling and sundry expenses of the district 
eastern part of the State. Bro. M. H. officers and missionaries." The branches are 
l!-,orscutt, Nebraska City and vicinity. Bro. getting very careless in this matter which 
T .. J. Sheldon in the Northwestern part of shoula not be, as it is very important. Ow
the district,. These bret;hron will labor in ing to the hard times already the missionary 
the localities named for the present, and I I force has been unable to answer outside calls 

for preaching for want of means. Hereafter 
I hope and pray each branch president will 
be very careful to see this collection is taken, 
and the amount due the district properly for
warded to me. Don't hesitate because the 
amount is small, everything helps; just do 
all you can, and the Lord will bless the effort. 

Brethren and sisters, can't we arise from 
our present careless condition and do more 
for the advancement of the work in this dis
trict the coming year? Ever praying for the 
advancement of the work, and that God will 
bless his people, I remain as ever, your 
brother, In bonds, 

JAMES L. WRIGH'l', Treas. 
No. 1001 .south Tenth Street, BURLINGTON, Iowa. 

I hope for the success of the cause the above 
notice will be carefully heeded. Many places 
we go it is impossible for the people to help 
us with one cent; they often need help them
selves. And if this fund is properly sus
tained, we will be able to meet with and 
encourage this class. Yours for the truth, 

F. M. WELD, Pres. 

REUNION NOTICES. 
Annual reunion of Northwest Kansas dis

trict and joint reunion with Northeast Kan
sas district will assemble at Blue Rapids, 
Marshall County, Kansas, August 19 to 28. 
Small tents can be rented for entire reunion 
(ten days) as follows: 10x12 feet $1. 75, 12x14 
feet $2. Parties desiring to rent should 
order early, as the tent firm wishes thirty 
days' notice in order to furnish number and 
size desired. Please send cash with order 
for tents. The camp ground is beautifully 
located near the Big Blue River, and con
venient to hotels and stores. Hacks meet all 
trains. We hope that both districts will be 
well represented; and all others that can 
come and meet with us we will gladly wel
come. That the Spirit of God may meet and 
abide with us, and that this effort may be 
crowned with success is our prayer. 

By order of committee: William Landers, 
Lenora; A. Z. Smith, Idylwild; B. l!~. Lee, 
Minneapolis; W. S. Pender, Northeast dis
trict, Fanning, Kansas. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Conference of West Virginia will convene 

with the Centerville branch in Wayne 
County, Saturday, August 6, at ten o'clock. 
Local brethren, and as many of the laity as 
can come are cordially invited to attend. 
Those expecting to attend will write to Bro. 
W. R. Odell, who will give all necessary in
structions as to teams meeting them at 
Kenova, the station to get off at. 

G. H. GODBEY, Pres. 

DIED. 
WISCHMEYER.-At Nebraska City, Ne

braska, June 13, 1898, Sr. Mary L., beloved 
wife of Henry Wischmeyer, aged 51 years, 11 
months, and 26 days. Was married to Bro. 
Henry Wischmeyer, June 18, 1864, in St. 
Louis, Missouri. Both joined this branch 
soon after it was organized in 1866. Husband, 
eight children, and grandchildren, with 
other relatives, mourn. 
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Royal makes the food pure, 

wholesome and delicious. 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK. 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Large Type Edi
tion. 

Cloth, leather backs and corners .. $1 QO 
Seal Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 1 25 
Seal Grain Russia, gilt edges . . • • • 1 50 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1and2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment,growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accom:its 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenote·s for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners.. 2 00 
Full leather ..................... 2 50 
Full leather, gilt edges.. . • . . . • . . . 3 00 

EION'S HOPE. 
A large, four-page Sunday school 
paper for children; illustratedj ed
ited by Sr. M. Walker. 
Single copies, per year ...•••..... $0 50 
In packages of four, five, or six to 

-one address, per year, each..... 40 
In packages of seven or more, each 85 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The Saints' Herald. O. B. & Q. EXCURSIONS. 
National Saengerfest, Davenport, 

(Established 1860.) Iowa, July 28-31; one standard 
Published every Wednesday at Lamoni fare plus $2 00 for round trip. ' ' I Date of sale July 27 and 28, final 

Decatur County, Iowa. limit for return August 1. 
Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months . . ,· . , . . 

$1.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents. Trans- M1ss1ss1 pp1 Teachers Associa t10n 
sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid iJ meeting, Omaha, Nebraska, June 28-30. 
advance. One standard fare plus $2.00 for round trip. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch Date of sale June 26, 27, final limit July 5. 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to On deposit of ticket and fifty cents with joint 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica- agent return limit will be extended until 
tions, and assist the publishing department. August 31. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. National Republican League, Omaha, Ne· 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, braska, July 13-15. Date of sale July 12, 
changes of address, etc .. should be addressed to final limit for return July 22 one fare plus 
Frank Criley, Business Manager. Remittances $2 00 
should be made by post office or express orders, ' · · 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters. Trans-Mississippi Turnfest, Omaha, June 
Do not send checks. . 30 to July 3. Date of sale June 29, final limit 

(Enter!'d at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second- July 8. 
class mail matter.) North American Turner's Union Conven· 

Graceland March, 
by I. W. Allender, of Lamoni, 
Iowa. An excellent musical com
position for the pianoforte; price 
50 cents. The proceeds from sale 
of this number to be used for the 
benefit of Graceland College. 

The White Clover Song. 
Words by Jean Ingelow; music by 
Mrs. Audentia Anderson, of La
moni, Iowa. Both words and 
music are compositions of decided 
merit and taste. Price 50 cents; 
all proceeds to be devoted to 
Graceland College fund. 

Baldwin's 
Ancient America .. 

A standard work on American 
antiquities, recognized as able and 
reliable; in general use by minis
ters and students of American 
archreology. Illustrated; price 
$1.80. 

German 
Book of Mormon. 

The German edition issued by the 
Utah Church. Cloth; price $1.25. 

CERTIFICATES AND REPORTS. . 
Branch statistical reports; per doz.$0 40 
Annual statistical. reports; two for 05 
Certificates of baptism and member-

ship; per dozen.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Baptism and confirmation cerlift

cate books, with stubs . . . . . . • • • • 25 
Certificates of removal; per dozen.. 12 
Marriage certl.fl.cates; per dozen • • • 25 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 
'!:; dgivet og Forlagt af den Gjenor
ganiserede Jesu Christi Kirke af 
Idste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, leather 
backs .......•...•..•.........•.. $0 75 

OBJECTIONS TO THE BOOK OF 
MORMON AND BOOK OF DOC
TRINE AND COVENANTS AN
SWERED AND REFUTED. By 
Elder J. R. Lambert. 
Paper covers ....•••••••••••••••. iO llo 
Olo'tih •e••·•••••••••••~··••••••••• fiO 

tion, San Francisco, California, July 5. 
Date of sale June 28, 29, final limit August 
31. One standard first class fare for round 
trip. 

International Mining Congress, Salt Lake 
City, Utah, July 6--9. Date of sale July 2, 
limit for return 20 days from date of sale. 

TRANS-MISSISSIPPI EXPOSITION. 

Omaha, Nebraska, June 1 to November 1, 
1898. For rates and dates apply to agent. 

COLORADO TOURS 
Is the title of a new book on Colorado, 
America's great health and pleasure resort. 
The book is beautifully illustrated and con
tains a valuable map of the State. A copy 
can be had without charge upon application 
to P. S. Eustis, Gen'! Pass'r Agt., C. B. & Q. 
R. R., Chicago, Ill. 3t 

LAMONI FARM FOR SALE. 
Eighty acres, with five room house, large 

barn, other outbuildings; abundance of water; 
young orchard. Located two miles from 
Graceland College, Lamo.ui, and one fourth 
mile from schoolhouse. Price, $2,500 with 
one half cash; balance to suit purchaser. 

Address, MRS. MARGARET BAGLEY, 
Lamoni, Iowa. 

MINISTRY AND BRANCH CARDS. 
Neat cards for ministers or 
branches, with name and address, 
or place of worship and hours of 
services on face, and Epitome or 
"What we Believe" on reverse side. 
An excellent aid. Two sizes: 
2tx4 inches, per 250 ............. $0 75 

" " per 1000 .............. 2 50 
3x5! " per 250 .............. 1 00 

" '' per 1000 .............. B 50 

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL. The 
popular edition of words and 
music, in general use. 

Paper covers .................... $0 3(J 
Cloth and leather . . . . . . . • • . . . • • . . 50 
Full leather . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . • • . • 1 00 
Gilt edge11. . • • • • . . . • . • • • • • . • . • • • • 1 25 
Flexible . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • . 1 50 

WHAT IS MAN? By Elder J. R. 
Lambert. Man's nature and des
tiny. The spirit or soul; is it im
mortal ? Does it survive the 
death of the body in a conscious 
state? The views of mortal-soul
ists examined and refuted; second 
edition. 
Paper covers .•••••••••••••••..•. $ 35 
Cloth . . • . . • . . • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 50 
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.... CRACEL.AND 
--COLLEGE, 

LAMONI, IOWA. 
Telephone 71. 

For catalogues or further information, 

Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE, 
Acting President, 

or R. S. SALYARDS, Secretary, 
LAMONI, low A. 

TOBACCO HABIT CURED, 
OR NO ll"A.Y. ~ 

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively 
guarantees three boxes of "'Quit-To-Bae" to perma .. 
nently take away all desire for tobacco, or will 
promptly refund money paid forit. Three boxes sent 
post paid anywhere for $1.50. No bad effects from 
use of Quit-To-Bae. It is a great nerve tonic. Why 
not try itl It has ~.ired hundreds; why not you? 
Remember, No flure, No Pay. Address, B. F. 
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois. 

THE KEOKUK ROUTE. 

K. & W. and D. M. & K. C. Railways. 
The D. M. & K. C. Ry from Des Moine! 

to Cainsville has been rebuilt and that por· 
tion south of Van Wert will be standard 
gauge on or before Novembllr 1, 1897. 

There is no road in Southern Iowa or 
Northern Missouri which has more good 
locations for busines.s men than on the line ol 
the Keokuk Route. More stock of all kinM 
has been shipped over this line than any road 
of equal mileage in Iowa or Missouri. (See 
Missouri Surplus Map at our stations.) The 
freight and passenger service is not equall~d 
by any road m the state, except the Missouri 
River trunk lines, with each of which we 
have union stat:i;ons and direct co.nnections. 
Per~ons se~king farms ca.n find p_roperty at 

temptmg prices; men seekmg busrness \.>)ca
tions can find town~ with ample territory 1:i.nd 
settlers to warrant good business. Additional 
passenger service will soon be given which 
will add to the growth of the towns. 

'JJhe towns between Des Moines and Cains
ville are particul&rly well located for 
business. Look them up. Write to the 
undersigned for additional information. See 
folder for map and lanas. 

J, F. ELDER, 

A.. C. GOODRICH, 
Gen. Pass. Agen I. 

Vice Pres. and Gen. M'n'gr. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD 

$10 GRAPHOPHONES. $10 
TALKING MACHINES I 

Greatest money maker ever offered. Anybody can start 
in the show business. Make $10 to $20 a day giving ex- . 

hibitions. LOUD AND CLEAR ENOUGH to be heard in any Hall 
or Church anywhere. They're wonderful. Imagine a musical in
strument that will actually TALK TALK That by simply 
winding it up like a clock •you can play band 
music exactly as it was played by Sousa--cornet, trombones, drums 
and all. Sings songs, tells funny stories Does'nt seem possible~ 
does it? But it does even more than that. You can sing or talk 
into it yourself and it will repezt, a moment after,just what you said. 
FOR HOM.E AM.USEflENT It has no equal. En-

tirely new model. Just 
oi:t. Very Jou~. Price EAGLE GRAPHOPHONE 
with two heanng tubes .,,..--...,,.,-...,..,_,.-.,---..,.---,,
and concert horn, $Eo. Same outfit, with handsome oak carrying 

case, $12. Price of our BE.ST EXHIBITION nUSICAL OR TALKING RECORO.S, 5oc each $5 a dozen. 
Our $20 Big Show Outfit Includes our Eagle Graphophone, with carrying case, ~wo hearing 
---,,--..,,...-..,.--,,...---......,.--..,..- tubes, concert horn, record brush, 18 assorted records, music, songs and 
speeches (lasts two hours steady running), 200 big posters advertising exhibition. 200 admission tickets, all for 
$20. Sent C. 0. D., with privilege of examination,if desired. Complete· Record Catalogue free. Write for it~ 

HARGER & BUSH, Western Agts., 904~9w flain St., Dubuque. fowa. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK, OF LAMONI. I 
Stockholders. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Geo. H. Hilliard. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 
G. W. Blair. 
Oscar Anderson. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 
Alice P. Dancer. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 

Officers. 
David Dancer, 

President. 
Wm. Anderson, 

Vice President. 
W. A. Hopkins, 

Cashier. 
Oscar Anderson, 

Assistant Cashier. 

Directors. 
W. A. Hopkins. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 

This bank will be ready for business on July 1, 
1898, and will do a general banking business at 
Lamoni, Iowa. Interest paid on time deposits 
according to the rules of the bank. Correspond
ence and patronage solicited. 

Scriptural and Book of Mormon 
subjects illustrated by means of finely painted 
pictures and charts furnished to order on 
muslin, canvas, or oilcloth. For particulars 
address Hulmes & Kress, 609 Main Street, 
Kansas City, Missouri. 

WHAT HA VE YOU to exchange as part 
payment on a well improved 80 acre farm 
two miles from Lamoni? Large build
ings-all painted-orchard. Yearly pay
ments on balance. Give full description 
and price of your property in first letter. 

D. F. Nicholson. 

TEACHERS' BIBLE. "The Self. 
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Brble" the same as the "Ox
~ord Bi:ble," with h~lps and maps, 
111 good large prmt, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references; 
rrinted on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6h8~, mailed post-
paid at, per copy, net ............ $2 00 

AGENTS WANTED 
ln every town to sell two of the latest and hest selling I 
pubiications at popular prices; viz.: "The Li:fe and I 
Pu.blie Se:a•viees o:f 'VHUam E. Gladstone" 
the most celebrated Orator and Statesman of Mode;n 
Times, and "Onr '\Var With Spain." Both pub· 
Heat.ions are by celebrated and famous Authors. Sample 
C<:>pies free. Send 25 cents for either one, or 50 cents for 
both to prepay the express charges. For full particulars 
address NORTH AMERICAN PUBLISHING COM
PANY~ 214-220 Ciark, Street, Chi~ago, Illinois. 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an: 
invention is probably patentable. Communica,.. 
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on PatentSJ 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents. 

sp~c~~11;{gti~~~~~t~g~~16t~r~~iii1 t~e Co. receivG 

Sti¢ntific mtrican. 
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a 
year; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers. 

MUNN & C0.3618roadway, New York 
Branch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C~ 

HARDWARE. 
STOVES, TINWARE, :BARB WIRE, !l!'G. 

Special attention given to Builders' Hardware. 
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates turn!sl!.e4! 

LAMONI HARDWARE CO. 

'FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN. 
A house in Lamoni, Iowa, two eqnares from the bn®i-o 

ness center. It bas six rooms, a hall, and three closets, 
e.nd is conveniently arranged for a family of six or more1 
Is warm as a winter house, and has good ventilation fol 
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple, 
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which 111!11 
tl\e corner of a block. Address. 

L :N, W. COOPER, Lllmolll. lowe. 

THE SAINTS' HARP. Hymn Book 
-Words Only. 

Cloth .................••.•.••... $0 75 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . • . . . • . • . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges . • • • l 25 

JUST PUBLISl-rnD. 
A Concordance to the large print Book of 

Mormon, of proper size for insertion is. books 
of that edition already published. Sixteen 
pages. Everyone should have it. On sale 
at the Herald Office. Pri.,ce ten cents. 
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DRINK STATISTICS IN THREE GREAT 
CITIES. 

DRUNKENNESS and the disorderly 
acts consequent upon it are decreas
ing in the enlarged New York. In 
Paris the police figures show that 
they are increasing, and in London, 
where systematic temperance agita
tion is kept up, the arrests for drunk
enness and offenses caused by it keep 
pace with the expansion of the popu
lation. 

In New York there are now ap
proximately 12,000 liquor saloons, 
hotels, restaurants, taverns, and road
houses, the present population being 
about 3,300,000. Three years ago the 
number was greater by nearly 3,000. 
The annual consumption of intoxicat
ing beverages includes 7,000,000 bar
rels, or about 200,000,000 gallons, of 
beer and ale, and about one-fifth as 
much whisky and other ardent spirits, 
though this portion of New York's 
liquor bill can be less accurately com
puted. Relatively little wine is 
drank even among the foreign-born 
inhabitants from wine-drinking coun
tries, Italy and Hungary notably. 
About 500,000 barrels annually may 
be estimated as the quantity, bringing 
up the city's entire consumption of 
beer, ale, wine, and whisky to 8,800,-
000 barrels a y@ar. 

A recent official report giv9s the 
number of drinking places in London 
as 14,000. The daily consumption of 
wine is 5, 500 gallons, besides 16, 000 
gallons of spirits, and the quantity of 
ale, beer, and porter drank yearly 
may be estimated fairly at 200,000,000 

Lamoni, Iowa, June 29, 1898. No. 26. 

gallons, or about 550,000 gallons I prized it especially, because they 
daily. 

1 
lived in a warm climate where food 

The population of Paris returned was difficult to keep and because 
by census of 1896 is 2,600,000. The their religion laid particular empha
consumption of beer is mgch greater sis on cleanliness and salt was largely 
than formerly, but is yet much less used in their sacrifices. Christ chose 
than in either London or New York, an image which was familiar when 
amounting to no more thain 10,000,000 he said to his disciples: •Ye are the 
gallons annually. Paris, however, salt of the earth.' There is no use 
exceeds all other cities in its con- in saving salt for heaven; it will not 
sumption of wine, taking 125,000,000 be needed there. 
gallons yearly. "The historian Livy could find no 

Of the three cities London con- better phrases for the people of 
sumes in a year the most beer and ancient Greece than 'salt gentium' 
ale, and Paris the most wine. New and 'the salt of the nations.' But it 
York is second to London in its con- wa,s not from this point of view that 
sumption of ale and beer, and is [ Christ was speaking. He was not 
ahead of Paris in its consumption of paying compliments. He was giving 
spirits.-New York Sun. a clear and powerful call to duty. 

SALT IS HIS TOPIC. 

CAMBRIDGE, Mass, June 19.-The 
Rev. Henry Van Dyke, of New York, 
delivered the baccalaureate sermon 
before the senior class of Harvard 
University this afternoon in Appleton 
Chapel. Four seniors capped and 
gowned, met in front of Holworthy 
Hall and in line marched to the chapel 
to hear the parting words of religious 
advice from this famous divine. 

The subject of the sermon was 
"Salt," and it was taken from the text 
in Matthew 5: 13: "Ye are the salt of 
the earth." Mr. Van Dyke's delivery 
was peculiarly forcible and the rous
ing effect that it had upon the stu
dents was noticeable. He said in 
part:-

' •One of the books which used to be 
considered indispensable to the library 
of a well-furnished clergyman in the 
last century was called: 'The Com
plete Duty of Man.' It is ari excel
lent, large volume of many pages, 
but the divine Master has put the es
sence of it in the one word 'salt.' 

'•The figure of speech is plain and 
pungent. Salt is savory, purifying, 
preventive. From the beginning of 
human history men have set a high 
value upon it and sought for it in 
caves and by the seashore. The na
tion that had a good supply of it war;,;; 
counted rich. A bag of salt was 
worth more than a man. The Jews 

His thought was not that his disci
ples should congratulate themselves 
on being better than other men. He 
wished them to ask themselves 
whether they actually had in them 
the purpose and power to make them 
better men. Did they in~end to exer
cise a purifying, seasoning, saving 
influence on the world? 

"Men of privilege without power 
are waste material. Men of in
tellectual, and moral, and religious 
culture who are not active forces for 
good in society are not worth what it 
costs to produce them. They are 
meant to be the salt of the earth, and 
their first duty is to be salty. This is 
ilhe subject of which I want to speak 
to you to-day. 

''This fact brings you face to face 
with a question: 'Are you going to 
be worth your salt?' You have had 
mental training and plenty of inskuc
tion in various branches of learning. 
Harvard offers her students more and 
better religious privileges than any 
other college in the country. Be the 
salt of the earth. Think first of the 
influence which men Qf intelligence 
may exercise in the world if they will 
only put their culture to the right 
use. 

"Half the trouble of mankind comes 
from ignorance-ignorance which is 
systematically organized, with socie
ties for their support and newspapers 
for its dessemination; ignor~nce whiCh 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

consists less in not knowing things j and not a command, because, owing 
than in willfully ignoring the things I to the peculiar character of the move
that are already known. What I ment, the Pope has expressed a wish 
plead for to-day is the wider, nobler that confraternities come into exist

England will never be won to the 
Roman Catholic faith by controversy, 
but by calm expositions that satisfy 
the reason, and by the prayers of 
righteous men "which availeth much." infiuence which an educated man ren- ence voluntarily if at all. 

ders to society simply by being Cardinal Vaughan has just issued a 
thoughtful and helping other men to pastoral letter, which was read in all 
think. Roman Catholic churches in England 

It is said that it is doubtful if any 
American arch bishops or bishops issue 
pastorals on the subject, as the French 
and English prelates have done, but 
that permission will be given to form 
confraternities in such churches in 

"It is one of the burning questions last Sunday, in which he describes 
to-day whether university life and the inauguration of the archconfra
training really fit me~ for taking ternity, and points out that already 
their share in this supreme conflict. the Cardinals of Paris, Lyons, Autun, this country as may desire to do so.
Therein lies your responsibility, gen- Rheims, of Malines in Belgium, the New York Sun. 
tlemen. It lies with you to illustrate , Archbishops of Rouen, Aix, and Aries, 
the meanness .of an education which i the Bishops of Montpelier, Nimes, QUEEN DOESN'T KNOW "EXPEDIENCY." 
produces learned shirks and refined Marseilles, Orleans, Arras, and other so scrupulous was the Queen in taking 
skulkers, or to illuminate this culture· dioceses have taken steps to further care to fully understand every document 
with light of devotion to humanity." the interests of the confraternity of placed in her hando that Lord Melbourne 

=======,,,,~=~== prayer. He says that the Cardinals was reported to h&ve .occasionally d~clared 
f p · L d A t h · that he would rather have to deal with ten 

TO CONVERT ENGLAND TO ROME, 0 ans, yons, an u un ave lS· kings than one queen. Having submitted 
sued past~ral letters devoted entirely 

1 

some act of government for the royal ap
to the subJect of prayer for the return provai he was pr·oceeding to urge the ex
of England to the Roman Catholic pediency of the measure when the Queen 
faith and he closes by telling English I stopped him,· observing: "I have been 
C th' r th t E l' h k' taught to judge between what is right and 

THIS COUNTRY, FRANCE, AUSTRALIA, 

AND CANADA ASKED TO JOIN. 

THERE has been laid before the Ro-
man Catholic Archbishops and Bi.sh
ops of the United States and Canada a 
request to consider the formation of 
affiliated fraternities of the Archcon
fraternity of Our Lady of Compas
sion, which has its headquarters in 
the Church of St. Sulpice, Paris, and 
for its object the conversion of Eng
land to the Roman Catholic faith. 

a . O lCS a. ng lS -s~ea mg p~o- what is wrong, but 'expedieucy' is a word I 
ple m the Umted States, m Austraha, neither wish to hear nor to.understand." 
and everywhere will join in this move-
ment. 

The movement is to be made to 
take the form of an organized society 
in different churches, the members 
pledging themselves to prayer, to 
hear masses at stated intervals, and 
through their proper ecclesiastical 
head to make regular reports to the 

;;)~The funeral of a workingman in Japan 
costs eighty-three cents, unless the familY 
wishes to have it especially fine, when it 
will cost as much as $1.25. The price of a 
coffin is twenty cents, and the rate for cre
mation is from forty to seventy-ii ve cents. 
Refreshments figure up from eleven to 
twenty-five cents. 

This movement originated with Car
dinal Vaughan, Archbishop of West
minster, who laid the matter before 
Pope Leo XIII. about a year ago. 
After careful deliberation, and after 
calling into consultation the Arch
bishops of Paris and of Autun, the 
Pope gave his approval and his 
formal sanction of special services to 
be held in St. Sulpice, Paris, to form
ally inaugurate the organization of 
the original archconfraternity. These 
services have already been held, Car· 
dinal Vaughan being the principal 
figure in them, and reading at them 
the formal sanction and blessing 
bestowed upon the movement by the 

·headquarters of the movement in the 
Church of St. Sulpi.ce, Paris. ·Cardi
nal Vaughan, in his pastoral just is
sued, urges the faithful not to hate 
those who are in error, but to hate 
only the error itself, and says that 

COLORADO TOURS 
Is the title of a new book on Colorado, 
America's great health and pleasure resort. 
The book is beautifully illustrated and con· 
tains a valuable map of the State. A copy 
can be had without charge upon application 
to P. S. Eustis, Gen'l Pass'r Agt., C. B. & Q. 
R. R., Chicago, Ill. 3t 

Pope. I 
While France has been chosen, from I 

historic reasons, to be the seat of this 
movement, the chief centers of act.ivity 
are intended to be congregations 
speaking the English language. 
Hence the appeal to~the archbishops. 
and bishops in the United States and 
Canada. The same appeal has also 
gone to Australia, to New Zealand, 
and to every country where the Eng
lish tongue is spoken"~ It is an appeal 

School Furniture~? Supplies 
The "VICTOR" Folding Desks are especially adapted fo_r use. in 
.District and Parochial Schools. Our line is complete, mcludm~ 
8tationary Desks, Double Desks, Adjustable Desks, etc. 

GET OUR CATALOGUE AND PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING, 

Agents Wanted Everywhere" 

THOMAS KANE & co.9 

1\'.CANG LBS FAMIL~!"o0:CnEL USE. 
An ordinary family ironing can be done on the "RACINE" 

Mangle in twenty minutes, withm't heat or fuel. 
NO FIJEI!... NO HEAT. NO SCORCHINC. 

Prices within the means of every family. Made in six styles and 
ten sizes, for Pamilies, Hotels, etc. Every Mangle Cuaranteed, 

Send 2c stamp for new illustrated Catalogue, with prices. 
THE RACINE MANCi..E CO., Racine, Wis. 

RACINE CAS ENCINE 
Uses Gasoline, Natural Gas or Manufactured Gas. 

Fitted with both Hot Tube and Electric Battery. 
Are used for Pumping Water, Grinding Feed and 
all Farm Purposes; also Grain Ele'vators, Machine 
Shops, etc. The most Simple, Reliable and Eeonom· 
ical Gas Engine on the market. Send 2 cent stamp 
for catalogue and prices to 

RACINE HARDWARE CO., Racine, Wis~ 
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THE HE ALO. 
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free."-John 8: 31, Ila 
''Het:ll'kgn to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none." 

Vol. 45. 

JOSEPH SMITH 
R. S. SALYARDS 
HEMAN C. SMITH, 
JOSEPH LUFF, 

EDITOR. 
ASSISTANT EDITOR. 

f CORRESPONDING EDITORS. 

LAMONI, loWA, JULY 6, 1898. 

COLLEGE COMMENCEMENT AT 
LAMONI. 

THE week ending Wednesday, June 
15, was a marked one in the history 
of Lamoni. The end of the school 
term for Graceland College for the 
year '97-'98 had been reached; and 
professors and students were strenu
ously busy in being ready for the first 
commencement and graduating exer
cises, and the granting of its first 
diploma. The class was not large, 
but all parties connected with Grace
land, Boards of Directors and Trus
tees, the faculty and auxiliary teach
ers, the students, and all classes of 
citizens were just as interested and 
anxious for success and the smooth 
carrying out of the arranged program 
as if the class had numbered dozens. 

The commencement exercises be
gan on the evening of Friday, June 
10, when a house packed to the doors 
greeted the Athenian Literary Society 
at its closing program for the College 
year. The College graduate was also 
to graduate from the society, and the 
program of the evening was full of 
good things for all, and was propitious 
in promise of what the whole course 
would be. 

Fred M. Smith received his degrees 
· and diploma, closing bis connection 

with this social organization in the 
esteem of all. 

Lamoni, Iowa, June 29, 1898. 

Sr. Ruth Lyman Smith is well quali
fied to fill the position she has occu
pied in the list of Graceland teachers. 
The exercises were held in the 
church, the college chapel being quite 
too small to accommodate the crowd 
of citizens. 

Book of Mormon, page 1111. 

No. 26. 

odds in her brother contestants. 
Young Nicholson, son of the banker, 
gained some points which were 
strongly commendatory of his effort. 
Professor Pence presided with dig
nity and prudence. 

Wednesday morning at 10: 30 of the 
On Sunday morning the church was clock, the people gathered again in 

again crowded, and Pres. Joseph the auditorium of the church for the 
Smith delive.red t~e ~accal~ureate ser- j closing exercises. 
'.11on; an.d wnen it I~ cons1de.red ~hat .After the invocation, and a duet by 
~t was his ~rst effort m that d1rect10n, Professor Mills and one of his pupils, 
m an entirely new role, and the Professor Pence, who had been Act
graduating student being his oldest ing President of Graceland for the 
son, if he did well it is traceable to school year, introduced the graduate, 
the spirit of the occasion, and the Frederick M. Smith, son of President 
kindly appreciative sympathy of a Joseph Smith, who had chosen as a 
more than usually interested audi- theme, "The Mission of Graceland 
ence, largely composed of those College.,, He sketched rapidly the 
identified in the success of the col- events leading up to the locating and 
lege, both in and out of the church. building the College at Lamoni, 

Elder R. S. Salyards had charge of recapitulated the labors of the Trus
the services, whose earnest invocation tees, stated the resolution of confer
was itself a tribute to the supremacy 
of God the Father of all. 

Monday evening, Prof. Arthur H. 
Mills, who is teacher in instrumental 
music in Graceland, gave a class re
cital by his pupils. The audience 
was appreciative and the program 
good. And so far as we could learn 
Bro. Mills' reputation as a musical 
instructor was assured to the citizens 
and patrons of the college. He had 
worked incessantly to justify the ac
tion of the Board of Directors in 
choosing him to occupy as the music 
teacher and was very successful. 

There was an oratorical contest on 
Tuesday evening, for a prize of fifteen 
dollars, offered by Mr. William Pence, 
the father of J. T. Pence, Professor 
of Latin and Greek, in which Harry 

ence authorizing the work, and gave 
a graphic and glowing account of its 
school work, the principles in which 
it was founded, and depictured its 
mission. 

Graduate Smith was followed by 
Mrs. M. F. L. Fitzpatrick, Professor 
of French and German, in an excel
lent paper upon the benefits of educa
tion and methods and results. It was 
~ell delivered and well received by 
the audience. 

The address of Professor Pence was 
an opportune effort, and bristled with 
good thoughts. He augured a pleas
ant future for Graceland from the 
results so far obtained. 

The exercises on the evening of Nicholson, Nellie Anderson, and Wil
Saturday the 11th, consisted of a re ber B. Gillen, son of Bro. J. W. 
cital given by the pupils of the elo- Gillen, of the Twelve, were contest
cutionary class of Mrs. Ruth Lyman ants. The judges were Professors 
Smith, Bachelor of Elocution and Darrah and Carter, principals of lead
Oratory. The program was a spe- ing schools in Decatur County. The 
cially good one showing rare good award was given to young Gillen, and 
taste and judgment in the selections. was indorsed by the audience. The 

The diploma which gave the eman
cipated student the right to sign him
self Bachelor of Science, was delivered 
in words of cheer and encouragement 
and healthy advice by Bishop E. L. 
Kelley on behalf of the Board of 
Directors, and the exercises of the 
first commencement for Graceland 
were over; five busy scenes of patrons, 
faculty, and students enjoying them 
to great satisfaction. The class showed the result of the orations were all good, and showed 

drill and training in which they had ,J good mental training and much native 
been engaged, and testified to the ability. The young woman did well, 
skill and efficiency of their teacher. I bnt was contending aga.inst too great 

There were on the platform, of the 
Board of Directors and Trustees, 
President J. Smith, E. L. Kelley, J, 
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Salyards, Frank 
of the Fac

ulty, Professors J. T. Pence, T. J. 
F'itzpatrick, Mrs. M. F. L. Fitzpat
rick, and the graduate. 

We take the occasion to remind the 
:readers of the HERALD that Graceland 
College is the creation of the church 
through its authorized delegates in 
council assembled; and the church, 
both as ci,n associated. body and as in
dividuals, is under moral and honor
able obligations to put forth every 
possible effort to sustain and perpetu
ate the school. It is vot justifiable to 
say, "Well I am not in favor of edu
cating our young men and women be
yond the limits of the common 
schools of the country," and thus 
evade what moral obligation rests 
upon every individual member; for 
the reason tha,t the duties of citizen
ship of the State and Federal Govern
ment, includes that of giving our 
children an opportunity to secure the 
best that is within our reach. Besides 
this, the revelations of the Lord to the 
church make it the duty of parents to 
get for themselves and their children 
a knowledge of governments, king
doms, countries, peoples, things 
above the earth, on the earth, and in 
the earth; the knowledge of men, his
tory, and all things within the domain 
of their lives. (See Doc. and Oov., 
sec. 85: 21.) 

Those who attended the exercises 
of the commencement week were 
strongly impressed that the college 
had already wrought much good, and 
would be the means of great good and 
adnmcement, if it is properly sus
tained. 

Bro. 0. H. wrote lately that 
a woman in New York City had given 
to the medical society of which he is 
a member, a building that made the 
surroundings of the society equal to 
the best; the gift was that of many 
thousands of dollars; and while we 
felt like being thankful to think there 
were such women in the world, we 
felt like praying, not for her espe
chdly, but for one just like her who 
would put a strengthening prop of 
dollars under our institution at 
Graceland. 

It is expected now that Bro. Ernest 
R. Dewnsnup, of England, a graduate 
,of Owens College and London Uni
_versity, will come to the aid of Grace-

11i 

land and take charge of its destinies is not a pleasant one t.o hold, nor do I or 

as an educator. any of us accept it. Su0h a life will inevi-

He will be the President and an tably be failure. Man is not answerable to 
God for acquired ability; he is answerable 
to him for the faculties with which he has 
been endowed by creation by which he is 
enabled to answer the demands of his best 
desires and sectire what will fit him for life's 
activities. I mean by this that God has 

active teacher with the faculty already 
secured. Honors to Graceland, and 
to God thankfulness for his favor, and 
prayers for the complete success of 
our work. placed wiLhin man ability, hut he bas not 

-- . put within him knowledge. He has simply 
sermon by President I fitted him with the power to acquire and use 

delivered Sunday knowledge. He has not especially endowed 
Baccalaureate 

Joseph Smith, 
June 12:-

' him with the faculty for any particular 
branch of science, but bas qualified him for 

I ought not to make an apology after so all of them, and therealt.er put him upon his 
much has been said in reference to this occa- good behavior. A good while ago, I took 
sion, for no one who is to address a congre- issue with the statement of the poet with 
gation in our chapel is expected to make an regard to the natura,l characteristics of man 
apology, btit the habit of apologizing before and of the animal. This poet wrote:-
tbe sermon is so foreign to me that I will not "And reason rai~e o'er in~tinct as yon can, 
resort to it now. Tbe occasion is new, but I 
accept the logical conclusion of my own phi
losophy, therefore I have no apology to make 
this morning. It is understood that this ef
fort is to be a baccalaureate sermon, preced
ing the college exercises from which sttidents 
grow from scholars to citizens and take up 
the active lines of life, aside from their 
studies, including the labor to secure a place 
among men, and incidentally a 1i ving; and I 
take it for granted that if education does 
not properly fit them for some portion of the 
great struggle in which they are to engage, 
there necessarily has been a mistake, either 
in the course which "they have pursued, or 
the studies in which they have been engaged. 

I have chosen the text for this morning's 
sermon from the writings of Paul. My rea
son for doing this is that he was a citizen 
of no mean city, well acquainted with the 
philosophy of the Jews, a man acquainted 
with the history and theories of his time, and 
qualified to weigh well whatever was pre
sented to him of an intellectual character:-

"Study to show thyself approved unto God, 
a workman that needeth not t,o be ashamed." 

This text is prolific of tbought, and from 
among those though ts suggested to me I 
shall present a few. The prominent thought, 
to my mind, is the injunction to the indi
vidual, to whom Paul wrote and carefully 
stating to him that there was one to whom 
his allegiance was due, and to whom it mm;.t 
be his first effort to approve himself, and 
that was God. 

There is a position held that man is ac
countable, not for the act of creation, but for 
that wnich has been conferred upon him in 
the creation of man, to make him what he is; 
and if it be true that he has been made but a 
li\,tle lower than the angels, and as philoso
phy has long held, the only animal endowed 
with reason, it is because of that reason, 
that ability and power to reason, which 
is the best gift God could give to man 
after he had created him; and it was that 
thus he might well hold him responsible. 
The thought that man may go stumbling 
along in life, blindly feeling his way without 
any representa~ion, thai; he is responsible to 
divine power, which while creating him has 
left him without direction, but permitting 
hi::n to drudge without regard to hi.;;1 fellows, 

In thil:l 'tis God directs, in that 'tis man.,, 

I thought then and thiuk novv the poet 
made a mistake; for certainly, if God made 
man in his likeness, he possessed the power 
to reason, and endowed man with this power 
above the beast. God is the God of reason 
as well as the God of instinct, and if the 
thought of the poe~ is to be taken in this 
sense, that the conditions which he proposed 
to endow the animals with are striking·ly 
different from those with which he proposed 
to endow the reasoning animal m"l.n, and 
having thus given him this higher qualifi
cation, he has done all he intended to clo 
for him and in that sense left him to the 
creation of bis own world, then man surely 
would not be responsible. 

If we are to answer to Goel for that which 
h!J~s been granted unto us, whether it be rich 
or poor, one of the active questions that eve 
ery man tnust necessarily solve, stating it at 
tho outset of his earner, that he is forced to 
answer how best to ptit himself in a condi
tion to properly answer. I may say this 
morning that the thought that sl1ggests it
self to me is, that one of the first things 
which an individual should take into account 
before settling upon an occtipation he pro
poses to follow· in life, he proposes to answer 
to (.i-od for his being- and natural endowrnents, 
aod to answer to mau for the us0 he makes of 
that with which God has endowed him. I 
may possibly be asked by some one, If man 
proposes to answer to God, he must neces
sarily answer to man? To this I reply, 
There is an element in man that, may lead 
blm to sui,rg,est his service to his felJow man 
as being the just service of God for the fact 
of his having lived in the . world. llence in 
the selection of an occupation it seems to me 
that one o.f the beat methods by which man 
may wHness to God his desire to answer for 
the responsibility, is to secure, if he can, a 
position that will make him an active inte
gral portion of the great mass of workers in 
the world. He cannot take it into thought 
that he i5 a born genius, but he should so cul
tivate whatever God may have endowed him 
with by natural selection, that he may an
swer unto his fellow man until he finally lays 
down the weapons of his warfare in death, 
therefore he can answer unto God and to 
man; proving by his earnest servfoe 'oo the 
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good of his fellow ~that he loves God and 1 the character of his education?" I answer, 
proposes to ans wet· to his love in an honorable from time immemorial until now it has never 
service. been in the province of a teacher to give a 

It is a man's duty to study himself, to be- man success. It is not within the power of 
come acquainted with himself, to know the the teacher to confer the education. It lies 
powers that are within him, to know the with the student. The teacher may make 
extent to which his powers may reach; and every effort possible, but he never can supply 
while God has spread the evidences of his the inner and bet,ter elemunt which will give 
intelligence so widely that everything in the the student success. 
wide field is open to man for examination, Design, application, industry; these the 
every avenue for acquiring knowledge is teacher can never give the student. He may 
open for his occupation by reason of that exercise them, but it rests with the pupil to 
which God has put within him. He meant apply them. If he has them not by g-ift, he 
by this to indicate that the wide field was can attain them: but unless hi'_) is willing in 
open to man's research and for him to enter heart and in brain, the teacher may labor in 
in and occupy. For a man to become ac- vain. Application is one of the forces that 
qu_ainted with himself, he must become made the teacher; it is one of the elements 
acquainted with his fellow man, and if he that will make the scholar. Elihu Burritt 
knows what other men may do, he knows became the master of several languages. It 
what he may do; if he knows what other was necessary for him to labor day by day, 
men have done, he can say, What other men and while he was blowing the fire that heated 
have done, I can do. Whatever man may do the iron bis brain was at work accomplisb
that is legitimate for him to make an effort to ing the work of securing the languages. His 
accomplish, and while he is doing it, the book lay open on the forge at which his work 
only thing he must be careful about is, that was done. He was called the learned black
while a few only may become great, all may smith. 
become good. All there is within the human Poverty does not always put it out of reach 
domain is open to man's inquiry: it is for him to accomplish an education. Every child 
to say how to make the inquiry. If this mis- that will may have an opportunity to get 
sion has been imposed upon him by divine an education. I may pause for a moment 
will and command, then man has no choice; and ask what an education is. Is it 
but if there has been no divine intervention, the filling of the head with knowledge? 
the whole wide world is open to his choice, Oh, no! Is it the reaching out and getting 
and he may make it as he will, untci life, hap- everything within man's reach? No. Edu
piness, and success, approval of God, or to cation is the ability or trained faculty to 
degradation and final defeat and death. It acquire knowledge. It is called by some 
may not alone be found in religious circles. "applied knowledge." I agree with this in a 
There is nothing but what these elements sense. The accorr:plishing of that ability is 
enter into. to bring the faculties into such condition that 

It is said, "Every man is the architect of whatever a man sees he may understand; 
his own success." This being true, is it abso- what he reads he may comprehend. When 
lutely true, or only relatively true? It can- that is done he may go into any occupation. 
not be true in an absolute sense, for man is I understand, then, that that is what I 
largely responsible to God and his fellow man should mean by thA. use of the words, "one's 
for the development and use of that which is education." 
within him; and this is especially true in re- A brother once came to me and wanted me 
gard to his education. I am aware that it to help him obtain a situation. I asked him 
sometimes happens, and that this truism is what he could do, and he said, "I am a 
not always applicable, that men are con- learned incapable." A head full of knowl
trolled by that which is without, the cir- "' 'th 0 f l' at' . ld t euge w1 no p wer o app JC ion, cou no 
cumstances which cootrol them, and as a set himself to work at all. He made the 
consequence it has followed that the other mistake of drifting along, getting this and 
saying is approved, 

"There is a divinity that shapes our ends, that, until finally thrown upon his own re-
Rough hew them as we will." sources, without a proper study of himself, 

Still he may and must in a large degree he came into the active press of everyday 
control his circumstances, or choose the con- life unfinished. One thing that education 
ditions and circumstances by which he is to does: if successful it gives increased power 
be controlled; and in this he is the architect and broadens the mind and heart. The ig
of his own success. ·He is responsible for norant man is narrow, as a rule; not only 
that which may enter into hi.s life, and by narrow, but he is not in a condition to be 
that which he proposes or submits himself to brought i.n broad ways of thought and action. 
be surrounded by. One of the finest things He drifts along in grooves, and while he may 
that education provides a man with is the succeed in a sense, he does not reflect credit 
ability and power to surround himself with on that which the Maker has put within 
those things which tend to make him nobler him. 
and wiser. If he takes to himself that which There are two great enemies to education 
is degrading, he is responsible in a divine that are productive of failures; these 
sense unto the power of God. The student is enemies are, vacillation and hesitancy. 
responsible for the developing element in his We trust men who will act. We mean 
own education. I may be answered, "Does men who will act in the circumstances 
not the choice of the processes that he uses that surround them. These two enemies 
transcend the choice of the teacher he repre- have crippled some of the brightest minds 
>1ei:i,ts? Are they not reRponsihle to Mro for t,h!Jit. we h11we, ll<nd, I do not believe I ilh!!.ll l:le 
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outraging any principles of trust when I say 
that these two things have injured the suc
cess of some of the brightest minds that have 
been attendant upon this college. The pa
tient plodder who sticks to his work is 
the one who succeeds. No matter if he is 
less brilliant than his fellows, that pupil who 
presses patiently forward will be found at 
the front at the close of the year. The rea
son that he is there is because he has accom
plished a partial knowledge of these 
surroundings, and has worked to a design, 
and has never for a single instant permitted 
that design nor the way to reach it to leave 
him. 

The education of the heart goes on at the 
same time that the education of the mind is 
going on. It follows that it will be more 
complete when the other is finished; and by 
the education of the brain the education of 
the heart is going on, and after a time we 
have a properly trained man because his 
heart has taken the education at the same 
time that his head has. I am thankful we 
have been preaching a religion of the head 
and of the heart. Man being a man of crea
tion of heart and brain, we have to make a 
grand success in life. The choice of a pur
suit must depend on the man's knowledge of 
himself. Some people when they die expect 
to have nothing to do, only to sing and play. 
The choice of a pursuit depends largely upon 
the natural capabilities, and the desire to 
make them established, creates the desire to 
cultivate them. As a consequence, we have 
genius. But I have often found that men of 
genius have not accomplished as much as 
men of power. 

There are two questions that remain, I 
shall be brief upon them: Where is the room 
for the thinker and the worker, and in the 
language of one of the brightest minds that 
loved position, "There is room at the top." 
He who strives earnestly and reaches the top 
will find that there is plenty of room. Those 
who have a bad foundation, will be below 
him. Try then, students, all of you, to be 
qualified to occupy at the top. Never be 
satisfied with a smattering of knowledge of 
your chosen pursuit; keep steadily at it until 
you have reached an acquainta.ice with all 
that is within the domain. Fit and prepare 
yourselves by the accomplishment of labor 
and you will score a complete success. 

We are celebrating the success of Graceland 
College. We are in duty bound to give it our 
moral support. The whole community is inter
ested in it, while I as a man may be pleased that 
the student to graduate to-day forms a por
tion of my family and may reap the first 
benefits; nevertheless it reaches out into ev
ery branch of the community, and I am 
thankful the occasion is of that character, 
though it really finds its first developed plant 
in my family. I feel then that our obliga
tion to Graceland College, is to see to it that 
we by no means slacken our efforts to relieve 
it from everything that may hinder its 
progress, and thence to continue earnestly 
until we shall send from this little hamlet of 
ours individuals who may be justly found in 
the front ranks of men ofability and force in 
the great battls of life, beo;i!l.use they have 
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made a right choice, because they have been 
diligent in the occupation which they have 
chosen to follow. 

THE COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES. 

The services at the regular com
mencement exercises on Wednesday, 
the 15th, were opened with prayer. 
The addresses are given herewith. 
Vocal and instrumental musi.c also 
made up a portion of the program, an 
appreciative audience giving careful 
attention to every feature. Dr. J. H. 
Hansen, of Lamoni, dismissed the as
sembly, after which audience, faculty, 
and graduate were severally congratu
lated on the spirit and success of the 
occasion. 

The address of the graduate, Bro. 
Fred M. Smith, is as follows:

MISSION OF GRACELAND COLLEGE. 

"Resolved, that in the opinion of this con
ference, the time has arrived when it may be 
expedient to establish an institution of learn
ing under the control or influence of our 
church organization, and to this end there 
shall be a committee appointed (by the body) 
to receive proposals for a location and take 
such other preliminary measures as may be 
necessary; and said committee are empowered 
after receiving such proposals to make all nec
essary arrangements for the establishment of 
such institution." 

Thus run the words of the resolution passed 
on the 11th of April, 1890, at Lamoni, by the 
General Conference of the Reorganized 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, 
which sanctioned the establishment of Grace
land College. For years before this, large 
hearts had meditated this step, and broad
minded, liberal-thinking men had fondly 
dreamed of the time when active operations 
should begin for providing a place of learn
ing where their youths and the youths of 
others of their own faith could be educated 
as the world educates and yet be under influ
ences tending to propagate the principles of 
religion which they infuse into their chil
dren from infancy. We can only imagine the 
joy these men experienced when they realized 
that by the adoption of this resolution their 
long-cherished plans and hopes were soon to 
materialize. 

Time in his course measured the months 
and even years while the body of men called 
into existence as a committee by the resolu
tion were quietly, somewhat slowly, but nev
ertheless surely prosecuting the work before 
them. Lasting and imposing work, like the 
formation of the enduring, wonder-inspiring 
giant of the forest, is accomplished only after 
lapse of time. Father Time in his rounds in
spects critically and instigates needed 
chang·es, while his divisions of the year sea
son and solidify, and the tempest is defied. 
The work of the committee under the super
vision of the bearer of the sickle reached its 
first goal when the workmen's spades first 
disturbed the ground whereon to build; 
another when the corner stone with appro
priate ceremonies was lowered into place; 
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still another when the ball on the flagstaff 
was placed at its high elevation above the 
ground whereon stands the monument to 
their efforts. 

The liberality of the propagators of the in
stitution is nowhere more strikingly manifest 
than on the corner stone, which bears the 
somewhat paradoxical inscription, "Grace
land College, Nonsectarian; Erected 1895; 
Reorganized Church of Latter Day Saints." 

Here is the first college founded by a relig
ious people occupying a unique place in· the 
theological world bearing an inscription on 
its corner stone which boldly asserts, that 
though brought into existence by a religious 
body, yet the truths of science and learning 
would be promulgated and taught among its 
students unbiased by religious tenets; and that 
while every effort would be made to surround 
the atudent by moral influences tending to en
noble and elevate, yet in the classroom and 
chapel the principles and doctrines of no one 
religion would be taught,-that the object of 
the school should be to promulgate truth in 
all its forms and wherever found. Indeed, 
Latter Day Saints, the object of whose reli
gion might briefly be expressed in the words, 
"'l'each God and bis work, - truth,- and 
grant to man his agency," living up to these 
prillciples, could not well place any other in
scription on the corner stone of their college. 

In the interim of the breaking of the 
ground for building and the last finishing 
touches of the painter's brush the then ac
tively operative committee had rented suita
ble rooms, and on September 17, 1895, the 
first scholar registered as a Graceland stu
dent. Once, twice, thrice, and four times 
came the ambitious neophytes of Minerva's 
learning to schedule as students while Grace
land was in rented quarters; near five hun
dred times did Apollo in his duteous, daily 
journeyings cross the firmament in bis fiery 
chariot and look down upon the France Block 
as the temporary home of the school. Then 
came a gala day. The beautiful new building 
stood invitingly finished, opening its broad 
portals to the small but happy group of stu
dents. 'rhe dedication of our college marked 
an epoch in the lives of its founders; it was 
the consummation of long-cherished hopes. 
On that day in the chapel room, where were 
held the dedicatory exercises, were breathed 
stirring sentiments of patriotism and gener
ous words of encouragement by men sum
moned from various places to participate; 
while, typifying the spirit of the institution 
and designating the patriotism of the insti
tutors, directly above that paradoxical cor
ner stone, on a staff visible for miles in every 
direction, floated gracefully, beautifully that 
loved emblem of liberal freedom-our coun
try's honored flag. 

To-C.ay has another goal been reached in 
the history of Graceland, for to-day its first 
alumnus becomes such. True, but one; and 
while that one may miss the associations of 
classmates, and feel keenly the awful re
sponsibility of being at the same time head 
and foot of bis class, salutatorian and vale
dictorian as well as last, and constituting at 
once the whole regime of officers, having the 
responsibility of selecting colors, giving 
class yell, cla8s prophecy, class poem, and 
discharging the many duties generally de
volvent upon many; yet he feels proud that 
to him our institution gives its first degree. 

Thus ha•re we attempted briefly to outline 
events as Graceland's history has been shaped. 
Its history complete is found only in the his
tory of its students, faculty, and founders,
the value of its work can be ascertained only 
by noting the degree of success achieved by 
its alumai and children; much, then, re
mains for the future to tell. 

The principles of patriotism and liberal 
generosity so manifest at its inception and 
its subsequent growth have borne fruits 
most grand. At the staff wherefrom has 
floated many times the Stars and Stripes 
there was placed 'neath Old Glory, by lib
erty-loving students, a flag which represents 
a reople which is, with all the zealous patri
otism of our Revolutionary forefathers, now 
struggling for what our flag represents
liberty. One of the very boys who, in his 
sympathy, helped to make and hoist the flag 
he thought was the emblem of that people, 
now shoulders a musket in the army that is 
fighting to liberate the brave sons of devas
tated Cuba from Spanish tyranny, while five 
more of his college mates are marching 
'neath battle flag-s being carried against the 
arms of that odious oligarchy, Spain. Prob
ably no other college in the United States 
has furnished so many soldiers per hundred 
students. 

Graceland is not represented in the ranks 
of our nation's defenders only, but among the 
moral warriors who from the rostrum wage 
war on error; for it has had no less than four 
representative students who have taken upon 
them the responsibility of the priesthood 
among the people who founded the school, 
thus manifesting their intention to labor for 
the sake of humanity and the church. Two 
of the four are duly appointed missionaries. 

Short as has been the life of Graceland its 
students are found in many avocationa of life, 
filling places of trust and responsibility. 

Upon the lips of many lies the question, 
ever ready to be hurled at any active friend 
of Graceland, often in the acrid tone of 
acerbity, "What is the mission of Graceland?" 
and the active friend is lead thoughtfully to 
ask himself the question, "What is the mis

Twice, now, have the first birds of spring sion of Graceland?" Hundreds of colleges 
on their return from tropical climes found are scattered over our land-every State 
activity in the new home of our school. boasts an Athens. Has, then, our institu
Twice has old Boreas subjected this citadel tion a mission as distinctive as to justify 
of learning to sieges of bombardment by founding and maintaining it?" In seeking to 
storms of wintry blasts and masses of snow. fortify his position as a friend maoy reasons 
For the second time have we a succession of come to the self-questioned one why Grace
"rare June days" while the Graceland stu- ·i land should be-why it must continue to be. 
dent plods his steady way up College Hill The student in the world finds in his heart 
and the ungarnished road to knowledge. always a feeling of reverence and love for the 
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institution which has fostered him while 
journeying the weary way of knowledge. 
The alumnus of our public schools finds always 
within him a love for the community which 
supported the school he attended. The 
graduate of a State college feels always rev
erential love toward the State which fosters 
his Alma Mater. The student who has pur
sued a course of study in an institution under 
the care of a church cannot but feel this 
same love towards the church, even though 
not affiliated with it. Then should not Lat
ter Day Saints feel that interest in their 
young, should they not be as solicitous to 
gain and hold the love and good will of their 
young, that they will see to it that a place is 
provided and maintained where they can ac
quire an education and feel that they have 
been fostered in their efforts by the church 
of their choice? 

One still more important function yet has 
Graceland. Our ministers, sacrificing as 
they do, working hard and earnestly in the 
interests of the church and humanity, and 
receiving as they do barely living expenses 
for themselves and their families, are left 
often utterly powerless to aid their children 
in acquiring the benefits of a higher educa
tion. Often, indeed, even a common school 
education for their children is beyond their 
reach, and their young grow up under the 
buffetings of the world and are led from the 
church of their childhood and the paths of 
rectitude, because, aye, why? Has not, then, 
Graceland a mission no other school in exist
ence can perform? Is it not to become the 
refuge of ambitious young Latter Day Saints 
who are, because their fathers are arduously 
working for humanity, sacrificing home, and 
even family for the sake of the work of the 
church they represent, unable to attend the 
schools of the lands? What more. noble mis
sion for the church than to foster, by the 
means of Graceland, its indigent but ambi
tious and worthy young. 

Founded by magnanimous liberality, dedi
cated midst waves of patriotism, her students 
now fighting under and for the flag of free
dom and taking upon them the task of helv
ing mankind, inculcating into all who are 
connected with her the spirit of magna
nimity and liberalism, her mission seems to 
have been successfully entered in upon and 
uniquely marked out for the future. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

her blessed. She must be the pride and joy 
of the hundreds who, recognizing the unique
ness of her mission, will generously support 
her in her noble work. 

As I meditate thus over the short history 
of Graceland and the work accomplished in 
her short life, and think of the time yet be
fore us, my heart o'erflow~ with welling 
hopes for my Alma Mater; and could I be 
transported on the wings of prophetic 
vision past the obscurity that conceals from 
us the future, I cannot doubt that I would 
see, floating on the placid surface of the sea 
of education, a noble ship, plowing her ma
jestic way through the quiet waters, pro
pelled by the force of internal energy, 
controlled by loyal hands and noble minds; 
coming from her decks the hum of the 
throngs of busy, active young, on her mast 
perching the pearly bird of peace, calmly 
watching the waving of pennants of victorious 
old gold and loyal navy blue gently fluttering 
in the soft zephyrs of prosperity. 

An address by Mrs. M. F. L. Fitz
patrick, Professor of French and Ger
man:-

THE COLLEGE GRADUATE. 

Men are born free, but not intellectually 
equal. The faculties of every individual bear 
strengthening. Men do not see nor think 
alike; their senses are differently affected 
under the same circumstances. 

Progress in mind is a natural desire in hu
manity. 

Each individual gains from experience aud 
study, an additional knowledge, largely of 
the same kind as he· already possesses; and 
broadens in knowledge when other minds are 
made subservient to his own, and he is called 
upon to see and think as other~ see and think, 
or to compare the knowledge of others with 
his knowledge. Although one individual 
may never be exactly what another is, he 
may attain to the highest possible degree in 
a sphere all his own, the sphere outlined by 
the faculties with which he is naturally en
dowed; for every individual seems best fitted 
for some certain pursuit in life. 

Some of the great' attainments of the hu
man mind are:-

The cultivation of self-reliance and the 
reasoning faculties. 

The formation of right habits. 
Graceland may be a failure; it may be none The power of concentrating the mind upon 

will help sustain her. It might, left to itself, any special subject, which is a power of the 
like the sick, hunger-weakened pauper who highest value, and worthy any effort for its 
falls by the wayside and dies unbefriended attainment. This power alone goes far to 
and alone, sink into the oblivion of memory, mark the difference of intellectual greatness 
and be buried 'neath the debris of frustrated in the minds of men; for the perfection of 
hopes and shattered dreams of success. But the disciplined mind is not to be able on some 
no! It cannot be! Graceland cannot, must great contingency to rouse up its faculties 
not fail! That beautiful building on College and to draw out a giant strength, but to 
Hill empty, or tenanted by others than have it always ready to produce a given and 
Graceland students would be an indelible blot equal quantity of results in a given and 
on the history sheets of the people who equal time. Attention is the father of 
founded it. She is not a pauper; she is the memory. The profound thinker can hold his 
child of a people who will not desert her. attention on a subject, look through, around, 
Her support must be forthcoming. At her and beyond it. 
pinnacle must float still that glorious em- It further attains a clearer knowledge of 
blem. Behind her walls must be diffused still mental operations; the cultivation of the 
the principles that will send from her hun- judgment so as to be able to compare opin
dreds who will rise in their gratitude and call , ions, facts, and theories; the knowledge of 
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self; that is, to know what c>ne cannot do, as 
well as what one can do, and that there are 
others superior in knowledge and wisdom. 

The knowledge of human nature, which it 
is popularly believed can be studied only by 
moving or crowding among men, may be 
gained during college lifo; and if the student, 
at the time of his graduation, has not a deep 
insight into human nature, it is his fault or 
that of his instruction; finally to know 
honestly and usefully how to apply whatever 
knowledo.:e one may have acquired. 

A liberal education, especially a widely 
elective course of study, favors to discover 
to the student the proper bent of his inclina
tions, and it is evident the pathway to suc
cess is shortest when the bent of mind is 
discovered and followed from the beginning. 
There are few geniuses born into the world, 
and it is not so much the object of education 
to locate these geniuses as to enable ordinary 
minds to develop themselves for active and 
effective usefulness, and to develop to the ut
most their individual, innate talents. 

One may have a good mind and sound 
judgment, and yet never attain to distinction 
without severe application. One must, as a 
rule, labor for all the distinction one has, 
and nothing is worth possessing or offering 
to others which has coBt no effort to procure. 

Self-evident as it may seem, the admoni· 
tion to the student to devote himself to study, 
cannot be repeated too often or too em
phatically. It applies not alone to the last 
terms of college, but also to the first. The 
tempto;i.tion to enjoy collegiate liberty after 
the necessarily more rigorous training of 
lower schools, manifested first of all by neg
lect of study, is no doubt great with the 
young student; but there must be a limit to 
forbearance, for, in reality, collegiate liberty 
when properly interpreted is a very different 
affair. It is not the liberty to do nothing, 
but the liberty to study. In order to enjoy 
the full benefit of this liberty to study, the 
first condition is a love to study, the 
second, a willingness and adaptability to do 
independent work. 

The criticism is often made that graduates 
are impractical, and that persons trained 
from earliest youth to a certain work are 
better fitted for it than students who pursue 
that work after graduation. Formerly only 
a small per cent of graduates adopted some 
business pursuit: but this is true no longer, 
and every year a large per cent enter into 
business life. On comparing the college man 
with the noncoliege man, the fact is observed 
that the former bas decidedly the advantage. 
He has a quickness of perception that is lack
ing in the latter, and soon reaches, and being 
mentally superior, surpasses an uneducated 
man who has had a several years business 
start. Men who are successful without an 
education, could have become eminently so if 
they had added it to their already excellent 
qualities. It has been estimated that there 
are ten times as many prosperous educated 
business men to the same porportion of un
educated business men: and the average of 
their prosperity is high. 

At the present time no matter what his 
business may chance to be, the manufacturer 
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endeavors to thoroughly understand every 
detail and continually tries to improve his 
processes. For the accomplishment of his 
purpose he engages the services of men 
trained scientifically at a university, or in a 
school of research; in truth, men who are not 
so trained are now not at all employed by the 
leading manufacturers.' 

The growth of knowledge, the increased 
facilities for imparting the widely elective 
courses of study, and the almost general ac· 
knowledgment that all knowledge is equally 
honorable, has mitigated much of evil in the 
dead or decaying systems of the past. Art, 
science, and industry unite in a happy com
bination to ameliorate the race. 

I am sorry to admit that there are a few 
college graduates who have little of which to 
boast. These individuals are unfortunately 
of the number doomed to failure und0r any 
conditions. An educated person without en
ergy of application can truly never be suc
cessful. 

In this, the second century of our republic, 
the conditions for amassing wealth are based 
largely on ability and merit, which are most 
essential to financial success. The best op
portunities are open to men of the strongest 
intellect and ability. But success does not 
mean :iJor.e the accumulation of wealth, else 
we could set, the youth to labor early and 
grind out his existence at the shrine of Mam· 
mon. It means, however, to be able to deal 
with the most difficult questions of life, of 
country, and of state; it means the obtaining 
of the highest mental and moral develop
ment, the elevation of the individual and hu· 
manity, for which no education can be too 
broad or too deep consistent with thorough
ness; for the solving of the great questions 
with which we have to deal, such as the labor 
question and others of political or the applied 
sciences, enriches humanity far more than 
all the ignorance of the world though it be' 
combined with strength. 

Educating includes the making of good 
citizens. Every truly educated citizen re· 
gards it his duty to aid in the promotion of 
all that is good and true. It is the duty of a 
graduate to be a true citizen. Let him, 
therefore, unite the true with the beautiful 
and the good: let him represent a state not 
inert, but that of inertia. 

"Education has the duty to furnish the 
state and society with generation after gen
eration of well-trained young men permeated 
with 8ystematic knowledge, governed by 
high moral views, keeping alive the sacred 
torch of science and bearing it aloft through 
all the difficulties and perplexities of daily 
life." 

Parents, as a rule, labor to acquire weal th 
which their children are to inherit; but the 
greatest inheritance they can bestow upon 
them is as thorough an education as their 
abilities can command. 

All are not in the currents of improve
ment and culture, and in our progressive 
epoch, when the glorious light of intelligence 
sheds its brilliancy upon us, when all lands 
and all streams are open to investigation and 
research, when all winds and all terrestial 
phenomena are being· illuminated with the 
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radiance of science, when all the history 
of the past and these form the single and 
organized environment of every mind, it de
pends on each nation and each individual to 
say how much it or he will enter into the 
conscious enjoyment of this estate. There 
are, in this world, men and women who can
not read and who are incapable of performing 
any skilled labor whatever, who are the sur
vivals of long past ages of ignorance and in· 
experience, and who are only in the eddies of 
culture, as one author eloquently says, in the 
zone of .calms. Between the two extremes 
are we each and all, and I should be untrue 
to you if I did not implore each one before 
me to strive to be in the moving current as 
much as possible. We should be the heirs of 
the ages, and should not desire to be their 
prodigal sons. 
· A great philosopher once said that t.he 
spiritual life and the conquests of the earth 
are better than the ownership of the earth. 

Tennyson measured the conquest of the 
earth by the evident progress in the substi
tution of mechanical appliances for the hands 
and the arms of man; by the increase and 
perfection of industries, the progress of cul
ture, or the growth of the spiritual life evi
denced by the development and diffusion of 
literature, sculpture, painting, music, en
graving, hwdscape, and architecture, derived 
from the sights and sounds in the world of 
nature; by the origin and growth of lan
guage; the organization of families, society, 
and the government; the ever wider and 
deeper knowledge and explanation of the 
cosmos and man's relation to it termed sci
ence and philosophy; the more ideal concep· 
tion of the spirit world and the divine life 
within us, which are the inheritance of the 
present generation. 

The children of education and knowledge 
are especially the heirs of all the ages. They 
bear the stamp of intellectual kinship and 
upon them devolves the duty to uphold it. 
They should be ever the foremost in unselfish 
devotion, in zeal regardless of recompense, 
in love that springs from intellectual ma
ternity. 

Gradually as the years roll on the guardians 
of the past must surrender their trusteeships. 
To-day it is a Gladstone or a Dana who rests 
forever from his labors; to-morrow it is a 
great inventor or brilliant historian; the 
next day a daring explorer, or ,Perhaps a 
genius of art who lays aside his pencil or 
chisel which he cannot will to another. 
Anon the career of a generous patron of sci
ience is ended. 

"Now who of all human beings should have 
a true and ab-iding interest in the preserva
tion of these honored careers? Whose hearts 
should bleed when such men die, whose 
hearts should be glad when they are hon
ored, who in their unwritten wills gave and 
bequeathed to their children and heirs, to 
have and to hold so long as they live and to 
hand down with accrued interest and better-

Graduation does not mean the end of study, 
but the beginning. To the knowledge al· 
ready gained may the, alumnus add new 
knowledge in his ever upward career, till 
his name shall shine with luster amid the 
:bonored alumni of the world. 

Address of Prof. J. T. Pence, Act
ing President, Professor of Latin and 
Greek:-

INDIVIDUALISM VERSUS SOCIALISM. 

Living under the benign influence of a pro
gressive age, we are proud of our inheritance, 
proud that we are made the recipients of 
these benefactions, the cumulative wisdom of 
many centuries. Not boastful of our advan· 
tages, for I am constrained to believe that we 
have not yet reached that period when we 
can complacently remark, "And man was 
made a little lower than the angels." 

The responsibi.lity that attaches to us be
cause of our heritage must be highly appre
ciated. No contentment can come where 
there is a knowledge of duty not well per
formed, while it is imperative that that 
which is our birthright must be faithfully 
prest1rved. Not only must it be preserved, 
but must be cherished with usury in order 
that we may act in harmony with the 
Biblical injunction, "and with it bring five 
other talents." 

No one should be permitted to hide his 
talent under the guise of his indolence and 
profit from him who has been faithful to the 
trust imposed. The state exists for the indi
vidual and it performs its highest functions 
when he performs his duty to the state. In
dividualism has passed through a series of 
phases. At one t.ime it holds a prominent 
place in the minds of men, everything be
comes subservient to Hs demands; the public 
clamors for its advancement; the learned 
profession wisely or unwisely takes up the 
refrain; the people of whatever caste gladly 
respond to the spirit of the times, and thou
sands are devoting their attention to discuss
ing t.he ethics of individuaiity. At another 
time the discrepancy between individual 
minds bas been noticed as becoming too 
great. The haughtiness of the one imposes 
upon the good nature of the other. A dis
parity has arisen that d0manas adjudication. 

It is said by socialists that the higher duty 
of the state is to protect the weak against the 
strong; that the application oi ~he rules of 
in di via ualism is clestructi ve of the rules of 
the social compact; that the state is the 
higher power and must insinuate its work
ings into every avenue of thought and action. 
And thus through the long catalogue of 
events is seen the high and low barometric 
pressure applied to the actions of men. At a 
period like our own which of these diametric 
rules shall be observed? Shall it be the first, 
that combines that which is beneficial from a 
wise use of individual appiication, with that 
which is vicious from an unwise use of the 
same? or shall it be the second with like re-

men ts to their successors, all true knowledge, sults? Shall it be an irresponsibl'3 individu
all skill acquired with infinite pains, all the ality, or shall it be an intense socialism? 
harvest of human industries that have been Like most other questions regulating the 
raised upon the generous and fertile environ- conduct of human affairs, it depends very 
ment called earth?" ! largely upon its application. 
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Every new doctrine has some good princi--1 efforts. The individual is king, made so by 
ples.' They may be exceedingly meager, but being heir of the centuries, working to pro
it is very likely that a ray of truth will be mote the race, losing sight of personal aggran
extracted from a world of error. Even if I dizement, recognizing that he is but a factor 
they should be devoid of every intrinsic ex- , in the grand tragedy of social life. The lan
cellence, the expe-riments made and the vices I guag·e abov-e the portal of the Delphic oracle 
exposed will more than compensate for the has been the watchword, _Know thyself. The 
expenses incurred. So the extreme positions Greek g·od that sat within and spoke the fu
occupied by the individual and the state ture was the incarnation of the principle, 
respectively only operate to expose the vul- whose announcement was cut by sculptors 
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And I clung unto the present for the fullness that it 
closed, 

When I di pt into the foture far as bnman eye could see, 
Saw che vision of the world and the wonders that will 

be,,, 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

CHEERING news is received from Bro. 
John H. Lake, who of the work in his 
district has this to say:--

nerable characteristics of both, arid to affirm above the passage way to that mysterious Bro. F. M. Cooper has moved to Plano, and 
the seemingly 3,xiomatic truth that their santuary, Know thyself, and all the nations as soon as he gets things in shape he and I 
comtiined forces at'e indispensabie in the I have caught the spirit. For a thousand are to go to some place where they have been 
accomplishment of the highest ideal. ~!'here years it, slumbered, to be awak·ened on a new asking for help for some time. Bro. Henry 
is but little doubt that society is made better continent, put into active operation by the Southwick has been here [Sandwich, Illinois. 
by the freedom of pm·sonal action, by the combined forces of an accelerated ci viliza- -ED.] laboring among the saints, and has done 
adoption of those principles which are char- tion. The unveiling has been accompanied good, so reported. Brn. H. E. Moler and A. 
acterized and summed up in the personal with much heraldry, the turning of thoughts J. Keck have started with the tent in Vvest 
''ego." The prenatal influences acting as a upon seif has dissipated more superstition Pullman, and expect to use it in other places 
magnet upon the mind along with present than all else combined. The proper appre- iu the city. [Chicago.-ED.] Good reports 
environments that may operate in the same ciation of self is a virtue not to be disparaged. from the tent work at Geneva Lake, Wiscon
line-, will certainly produce greater efficiency I A knowledge of the inner consciousness cou- sin, by Brn. Wildermuth and Houghton; tent 
than if a rule of action <Nere followed directly pled with a desire to do the right should be full and numbers standing outside. So far as 
opposed to the lir;e of least eesistance. 1 the goal of all true manhood and true woman- I reported to me all are doing well in the 

The lines of human progress are certainly hood. The spirit of education that marks mission. 
_more rugged and various because of this the ag-e is one to be approved. It commends Bro. R. M. MaJoney, Dyke, Okla" 
intellectual abandon. Not all are measured virtue, it disparages vice; it accepts the true, homa, June 17:-
upon this Procrustean bed, and all feel the it rejects the false; it cherishes the good, it After spending four weeks at home and 
impulse of a natural law. Not all may grasp condemns the bad; it advocates the growth preparing farm and garden, I bade adieu to 
the geometric rules of Euclid nor sing the of individuality, yet cherishes the principle loved ones this morning and am off to the 
measures of Homer. It was t,be unbalanced / of the social compact, teaches that each indi- mission field. Prospects are good for the work 
Columbus who believed that the earth is vidual must depend upon self for his own pro- and I am feeling well myseH; health good. 
round, and the heretic Galileo believed in motion, yet be dependent upon others for its Oklahoma is booming with a good wheat bar
the principles of Copernicus. Prof. David highest accomplishment. While it is in ac- vest. We hope also for a good harvest in 
Swing has said that "intense passion is the cord with these abstract conceptions of right, the Lord's field. 
condition of man's success," and what is true and while in harmony with the early notion 
of individuals is kue o[ communities. of first principles, it has become modernized EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

In the long vista of the past, several peaks 
1 

to meet t~e exigency of the ti~nes. 
arise to mark the passion of nations. Sculp-1 The soma! state has been widely changed. BRO. J. W. WIGHT, our doughty war
ture arose in Greece, the Grecian mind lost ~qualit! has taken t~e place of a cr~shing rior, fresh from the field of forensic 
sight of every accomplishment except that rnequahty. All matcers are assumrng a disput.e with Rev. Clark Braden, of 
that was robed in al't. 'fhe Ionic intellect common level. All movements, whether of the Disciple Church, at Tabor, Fre-
was fruitful of resources, but strangely politics, education, ethics, science, or reli- C t I t · mont oun y, owa, pu man appear-
biased. T'he national mind was bound up in gion, have been observed working hand in 
the aesthetic; the physical and moral forces hand before the searchlight of advancing ance at the sanctum, on Saturday, 
of all were directefl to that end; they mount truth. What for the future shall be the June 18, smiling and happy. He bore 
upward, and on the summit we recognize the character of our institution, educational and some SC1'!Jrs, but the wounds were mi
form of Praxitiles. What but his genius other? Shall we observe the experiences nute, not big enough nor ugly enough to 
witb the wisdom of Phidias oould immortal- of the past, profit from them, or blindly steer h" l h' cause im to ose is temper or 
ize the little peninsula. for the maelstrom that is certain to come to 

himself in an unchristianlike way in the 
Rome waR proud of hei· statesmen, ::md al- I the unwary? No small f.actor is it to judge 

· what plan of campaign will succeed. conflict. It is clear that he managed to 
though statesmarrnhip were a snynonym for ' 

All must be given credit for patriotic keep his opponent busy, and., as a con-war, she proved well her claim. What na- · 
tion can point with equal pride to the con- moti.ves, and it is only a difference of means sequence, to lose his Christian temper; 
tinned success of an imperial soldiery? War to gain the same end. It is often suggested albeit the conduct of 'Ghese Disciple dis-

that · t,he Republic shall stand stolidly by, 
was her vocation and in it she conquered. . c " • • .• putants is more and more steadily 
'What other nation mm claim a Cam;,r? 'The carelvss al.,Ke whether the world moves for- . , _ . 

• - , + l'l d f t . a warod or back, but by example show the bene- showrng tnat whatever may be theu-per10a o, ora,ory ca e 01· mas er mui .. · · · I . . 
and Cice:-o was at the hehn. fits we enjoy under a republic. Under the treatment of others, 'Ghey do not care 

1 light of a brnader civilization, it would seem t t at thei· . "Mo mon" conte~'antN 
A third peak arises 8.nd we recoo·nize the . · 0 re · I c~ r ' "'''' "'• . . . . . "' _ . we should occupy a wider sphere, free our- . · . _. _ · 1 , _ 

rnstitutes 01 .Justrnia_ n. Far below the alt1-
1 

f 1,, . d .. f h as thev persist m callmg us, w1tn nue , . _ se ves rom se 11snness, an H ve or t e race, y , , __ _ 

tude attarned by these men cluster the for· "all are but parts of one stupendous whole courtesy. They seem to thau all 
Roman citizens, but '0heir position is ma1·ked whose bodv nature is, and God the soul." men are entitled to fair consideration, 
by their abiiities not b:v their dPsires. · " , f h · · · 

' • v Standrng upon t11e apex o the ages we can however strange t eir views may oe, 
Everv man would l:rnve been a Crnsar, every , . • . - . _ I see the benefits and tne d1sad vantages of the if they are consistei1 t in their adher-
man a Cicero or Justinian. Another age past. All the peaks have risen higher, there - , " -- , . 
produces a Luther. These aee but the peaks h b 1 1 1. t"l t- d ence to and support of them. Bro. as een a genera eve mg up, un 1 be e- . . . 
that ever and. anon arise to declare a martyr viations of the plane have become less Wight did not come home on h1s 
or mark a distorted civilization, when the marked. 'fhe g·reat dispM·ity between men shield as fathers used to charge their 
state is everything, the individual nothing. is becoming less, when wi'oh Tennyson we sons to do if defeated in battle, but 

It is the enthronement of the individual in 
h . h k can reflect, brought his shield the Word homo 

t is era, t at mar s the progress. The olive "When tbe centuries behind me like a fruitful laud ie- • ' ' 

branch is for who wins through his own posed, with him. 
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The appeal of the Bishopric in be
half of Graceland College fund should 
receive a hearty and prompt response 
from every one interested in the suc
cess of the work. The College was 
built by direction of the General Con -
ference, hence the burden of liquidat
ing the indebtedness assumed rests 
largely upon the financial arm, to 
whom is presented claims due from 
the church. The appeal ought not to 
be received with indifference, but de
serves a hearty and prompt response 
from the body. Let all bear a help
ing ha,nd and the indebtedness will 
soon be cancelled. Where there is a 
will there is a way. 

A late issue of the Aledo, Illinois, 
Rep·ublican contains a column article 
defensive of the faith, from the pen of 
Bro. M. T. Short. Many have been 
reached through their county papers 
by Bro. Short, who believes in the 
press as an arm for good in the work 
of the church militant. 

The Rev. John Fletcher, of Grand 
Valley, Ontario, has published an ar
ticle in the Dufferin Advertiser, of late 
date, in which he criticises <.;ertain 
features of the faith of the saints. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

people. Prospects were not flatter
ing. The pe0ple are liberal, but pre
fer shallow religious theories to truth. 
The saints are scattered, but the 
faithful among them hold fast to the 
truth. 

COLLEG AID. 

TEN CENT COJ,LECTION 'fHE SECOND 
SUNDAY IN .JULY, 1898. 

ALSO 

Subscription of One Dollar, to be Com
pleted by August 1. 

To THE SAINTS: -- In order to meet 
the college claims now pressing upon 
the church, each member of the church 
is asked to help in a collection for this 
purpose to the amount of ten (10) 
cents to be taken the second Sunday 
in July next. 

The amount is small, but if all will 
perform this small part it will be of 
great good to the body, and relieve 
the Bishopric of a burden which is 
greatly trying and annoying. Broth
ers and sisters.in every branch and dis
trict of the church, will you aid this 

Success to our cause in the Dominion TEN CENT COLLECTJON? 
has caused some adverse criticisms Do not hesitate and question as to 
upon the church, but such have whether it will be !=lnough to do much 
been met in the past and probably good; let us all see that it is done, and 
will be answered in future. The Duf- then count the result as the returns 
ferin Post, of the 2d, reports a late come in. 
conference of the saints and a sermon We ask that Bishop's agents, and 

dollar, he can give to the ten-cent 
collection. If possible give to both. 

In taking and reporting the ten-cent 
collection give name of branch and 
amount. 

In taking the dollar subscription, 
give name of subscriber and amount. 

Report these to the Bishop's agents 
in respective districts, or to E. L. 
Kelley, Bishop, Lamoni, Iowa. 

The last General Conference of the 
church at its regular business session 
held April 16, 1898, passed the follow
ing resolution:-

Whereas, the financial report of the Board 
of Trustees of Graceland College shows a 
large indebtedness, to the proper payment of 
which the cbm·ch is morally in honor bound; 
and believing that the church should use 
that department of its working forces which 
the law creates to be the financial agents for 
the accomplishment of its financial ends; 
therefore, be it 

Resolved, that the Bishopric be hereby au
thorized and instructed to devise and make 
such arrangements for the collection of means 
as may be adequate, and out of such means so 
collected, and such funds of the church as 
are not otherwise appropriated, liquidate 
the indebtedness, and provide for the further 
carrying out of the desires of the church 
heretofore expressed in conference enact
ments directing the establishment of an in
stitution of learning to be maintained by the 
church. 

This places a burden of no little 
care and weight upon the Bishopric, 
and the result of its undertaking in 
this department of financial work is 
of the highest importance to the 
church. by Bro. R. C. Evans. presidents of districts, and presidents 

Bro. Thomas F. Roe, of Utica, In- of branches, take charge of this in If you are a member, you are, or 
dian Territory, writes an urgent re- their respective places of work, adver- should be, equally interested in this 
quest for the missionaries in that field tise the collection in their meetings, work as any member of tbe Bish
to visit him. Brighamite elders have and arrange for taking the same. opric or the entire body. The under
been through that country and the A subscription of one dollar ($1.00) taking it is true, if to be accomplished 
people are stirred up and look to him each is also authorized to be taken in by a very few, is a mammoth one; but 
for an interpretation of the true faith. every branch and district of the if by the united membership of the 
Many are interested and good might church to be superintended by Bish- body it may· be quickly and success
be done. He promises a home to the op'sagents,andpresidentsofbranches. fully performed. 
visiting elder. He writes to come It is not a big sum, but if faithfully It will not comport with a godly 
prepared to meet a Campbellite min- carried out it will do the work and the walk or spirit for a single member of 
ister who, so far, defies all comers Bishopric will not have to call upon the body or church to say that he will 
and carries a theological chip con- you again for the college. If not fur- not do what he can and as soon as he 
stantly on his shoulder. nished we will be compelled to trouble can to aid in this work, for the good 

Bro. D. R. Jones, writing from you again. of the church demands action at once; 
Sheridan, Nevada, commends the la- Presidents of branches have an op- and, under such conditions, all should 
bors of Bro. J. Arthur Davis, and of portunity here to do an excellent work make some effort at least. 
Bro. R. W. Davis and wife, who "la- alongside of every other branch. Let The Bishopric to a degree has al
bored faithfully and traveled bun- us hear from you, brethren. The call ready felt the approaching financial 
dreds of miles over deserts and is within the reach of all; and we rely burden and feels that it may safely 
mountains, through heat and cold," upon each and every one of this great rely upon the saints individually to 
to establish the work; Sr. Davis also gospel family to give the help. If a I lift whatever part it is possible for 
doing good work among the young 1 member qr friend cannot give the one I him or her to do, and thus equalizing 
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the load by a united effort move it at 
once out of the way. 

In devising ways and means, there
fore, it has been our purpose to give 
every one a chance to perform a part, 
that no one may have to do another's 
work, but each his own; and having 
arranged the matter of collections so 
that it is possible for every one to act, 
we urge the faithfulness enjoined by 
the Master upon the church at Phila
delphia:-

"That no man take thy crown." 
Let each perform his or her own 

work, and neither wish nor permit 
another to perform it for him. 

One of the most stinging rebukes to 
the ancient Scribes and Pharisees 
came by reason of their lack in per
formance of duty, and a failure of ap
preciation of the burdens of their 
fellows. 

For they say, and do not. For they bind 
heavy burdens and grievous to be borne, and 
lay them on men's shoulders; but they them
selves will not move them with one of their 
fingers." 

Let this not truly be said in any 
sense of Christ's children. 

In this call the Bishopric has con
sidered the necessities, and asked as 
little as would perform the work. It 
is not out of the reach of a single 
person who will strive to help. 

May the Lord bless you in helping. 
Confidently in the one hope, 

E. L. KELLEY, 
G. H. HILLIARD, 

LAMONI, Iowa, June 18, 1898. 
Of the Bishopric. 

Mo1hsrs' Honrn Goltlmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

"Don't let your heart grow cold, and you may carry 
-cheerfulness and love with you into the teens of your 
-second century, if you can last so long.,, 

THE MOTHER'S DUTIES. 

IT IS surprising how few mothers appreciate 
the possibilities of combining the du ties and 
pleasures of motherhood in becoming a real 
"mother-nurse" to their children. The sight 
of a lit.tle girl at play with her dolls has a 
tendency to arouse some sentimental emotion 
in the breast of the average spectator. The 
little performer in the unconscious drama 
dresses and undresses her mimic babies, puts 
them to bed, and sings them to sleep with 
lullabies, and the whole is looked upon as a 
touching forecast of a maternal future. And 
yet, if the mother of dolls belonged to the 
leisured, conventional class, that sentimental 
spectator would be almost shocked to see her, 

THE SAINTS' 

grown to actual motherhood, performing 
with earnestness and regularity those same 
offices for her flesh-and-blood babies which 
she had once done in play for her waxen effi
gies. For in spite of a pretty generally re
ceived theory that the righteous concern of 
a woman is the cat'e of her children through 
all the stages of childgrowth, it is a remarka
ble fact that the average woman who can af
ford to hire the services of an efficient nurse, 
takes but little part in the daily life of her 
nursery, and altogether hands over to her 
nurse the duties she was once so happy to 
perform for her dolls. 

It is true, these women have found more 
amusing games to play at than this of live 
doll-tending, which entails patient service 
and self-sacrifice, and they deem their ma
ternal duty all fulfilled by some institution of 
state calls, exchanged at regular intervals 
between nursery and boudoir. Maternity 
with many of these becomes a mere pose, as
sumed out of deference to traditional ideals. 

Do we not know the smart afternoon caller, 
who stops short in the middle of her muffin 
and her gossip, and, assuming a madonna
like expression, ostentatiously makes for the 
door, explaining that this is her "children's 
hour," which she would not miss for the 
world? Her children's hoiir, indeed! Can 
she realize the immensity of the debt she has 
incurred towards these helpless human be
ings when she thinks to cancel it by one 
smalf daily hour. of personal service? 

I know of another mother, who, pursuing 
hard all day her own personal pleasure and 
profit, chooses to express her maternity by 
having her child brought into her bedroom 
of a morning, before she is up, and feeding it 
with a rich sweetmeat, or otherwise forbid
den delicacy. "I wish always to be assso
ciated in my child's mind with pleasure
giving sensations," explains this lady, 
strangely content to play tbe part of dessert 
in a banquet, where she could be the piece de 
resistance. It is not in this wise that the 
ideal mother conceives of her duties to her 
babies. 

I know again of another mother, whose 
home is as a temple she has raised to her 
children, with hei·self as high priest. Right 
on top of a hill stands the wide, low house, 
its courtyard, round which the rooms are 
buiit, open to the sky. The garden in which 
it stands slopes down the hillside, and at the 
bottom of the hill are woods and running 
water. To look around the many-windowed 
rooms is like turning the leaves of a glorious 
picture-book, for on every side is seen a 
beautiful bit of surrounding country. And 
here the mother lives with her little ones, 
bringing, perhaps, by her sweet presence and 
unconscious teaching, the inner life into har
mony with the beauty outside the walls. A 
woman of the highest culture and intel
lectual resources, it is her delight to share 
all the nursery tendance, and, white-aproned 
and bubbling over with mother-love, she ls 
to be found every morning, before the rest of 
the world is up, taking active part in the 
bathing and dressing of her little ones. Her 
nurses have learned to value her presence, 
which brings with it no atmosphere of fault-
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finding or majesty. They have unconsciously 
learned to look upon their work in all its de
tails from a higher plane -to realize the 
endless opportunities for good or for evil 
which arise in the children's daily life, and 
to discern the right moment and method of 
interference. And it is from the mother of 
the children that tbese things can best be 
learned; for, besides the extra love and for
bearance, she brings to the task of under
standing their often puzzling little natures, 
her thorough knowledge of them furnishing 
her with a key to the mystery of ways and 
moods. 

Most of the little ones bred in such an at
mosphere of "thinking love" have a better 
chance of attaining the rig·h'& moral develop
ment than the many children who are being 
"slapped into manners" by smart, white
capped, experienced nurses in nurseries re· 
mote from the mother's ear and eye. 

It may be argued that the woman of leisure 
has no right to devote herself exclusively to 
these motherly duties. She is a member of 
a community as well as a mother of children, 
and as such has duties to perform. But it is 
pretty generally conceded, that the more you 
do the more you find you can do, and the in
telligent mother will be able to manage her 
time so as to include other than home duties 
in many ways, and if something must be neg
lected, let it be the outside rather than the 
home duties. And the happiness of knowing 
that she must.be to her children as sunshine 
and the air they breathe-the deeper happi
ness of feeling that by her ceaseless care and 
watching she has done something towards 
helping forward the progress of mankind 
toward higher things will more than com
pensate for the present ceaseless round of 
duties in the nursery, and the duties will 
become pleasures when viewed from this 
standpoint.-'l'he Rome Queen. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

BRO. COLUMBUS SCOT'l', of Lamoni, Iowa, 
earnestly requests the faith and prayers of 
the Sisters' Prayer Union, that if it be the 
Lord's will he extend to him sufficient health 
and strength to enable him to magnify his 
calling. He has great confidence in the 
prayer of faith, and desires that, God may 
bless him with 11eeded wisdom as well as 
health. May it please God to hear and an
swer in mercy. 

hB11Br Dspartmem. 
OMAHA, Neb., June 11. 

Editors llerald:-On May 7 and 27 respect
ively we were called upon to conduct tho 
funeral services of Elder Elisha McEverts 
and Bro. Isaac Ashton, from the saints' 
chapel at Little Sioux, Iowa. They were 
pioneers of Western Iowa, with which history 
theirs must be inseparably interwoven. 

Both were members of the Little Sioux 
branch of the church, and each had and bore 
a strong testimony to the truth as revealed 
through the instrumentality of the Smith 
family. 
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It seemed a peculiar yet sad way to begin 
and end our short visit to our native town, 
after seventeen years' absence, by adminis
tering these last sad rites to two of the hardy 
pioneers who with my fa/oher helped to make 
the country habitable. Bro. McEverts was 
born at Montezuma, Pike County, Illinois, 
April 5, 1846, and in 1854, with his father's 
family, came to Harrison County, Iowa, 
where his remaining earthly probation was 
spent, excepting the years 1864 and 1865, 
which were devoted to his country's cause. 

He united with the church September 9, 
1877, and endeavored to magnify his calling 
as an elder by preaching from time to time 
as opportunity and circumstances permitted. 
He died of sublingual cancer, May 6, 1898, 
after eighteen monfos' patient suffering from 
that dread destroyer. A wife and nine chil
dren were left to mourn, but not without the 
consolation of the hope of a final reunion. 

Bro. Ashton was born July 4, 1811, in Hamp
shire County, Virginia. He united with the 
church at Nauvoo, in 1840. He came to the 
Little Sioux sometime about 1849, and settled 
at Ashton, near the present site of Onawa, 
Iowa, in 1852, being the first settler and first 
individual to turn a furrow in the territory 
that was afterward organized into Monona 
County. Often have I heard my father men
tion his name when relating incidents of 
early life on the Little Sioux, when their 
only associates were the half hostile red men, 
who grudgingly shared these then prolific 
hunting grounds with the "pale face." 

sought was given to our hearts' content, the 
gift of tongues being enjoyed by the writer, 
all present rejoicing under the power of the 
Spirit. The work up here is moving on 
slowly but surely. With love to all I am, 

lat,ed from frequent association with the 
saints, and are greatly opposed in their work 
for the Master. 

The following lines were suggested to my 
I mind as I stood on the shore and thought of 

Yours in the faith, I those I left behind years ago. If you have no 
I. N. ROBER'rS. I room for them, put them away:---

! I stood on tb.e sands as the tide was just leaving. 
"' D M J 3 And wished in my hean a fond message 'twould bear 
,_,,AST ENNIS ass. une · I · · · ,. ' : . , . Across the deep blue as I watched its breast heaving 

Editors Herald:-I have been puttrng 111 ant- Some words of endearment to friends dwelling there. 
tle labor for a week or two in this par~ of the 

0 watery expawrn why should you divide me 
district. I found Bro. George Robley busi.ly From those whom my heart yearns so oft to behold? 
engaged a.t Dennisport, holding up our beau- o, wings of the morning, how glad would I use thee; 
tiful standard in the saints' ob apel on my 2.r- 'ro my dear ones away my heart's message unfold! 

rival May 25. The noble band of sisters In fancy 1 hear in thy music sweet voices, 

I 
there had by their united effm-ts renova,t0d I Biend in harmony sweet the glad so.ng of my heart; 
the interior of the chapel and it was made My soul_ all enraDtnred awakes and r.cJ01ces 

' I As I lrngcr to catch the sweet strmns ere we part. 
very attractive, clean and homelike for the I . 
saints and fri.ends to meet in and worship Perhaps on yon shore some feet may he.strayrng, 

Some fond heart re-echoes the throbbing of mine; 
the Lord. 

Arrangements bad been made for its dedi· 
cation on tl:rn Sabbs~th following. Although 

And could I bnt hear what your soul's harp is playing, 
The chords would be perfect 'twixt my harp and thine. 

R. BULLARD. 

it bad been built nearly thirty years it had -~---·------~-

never· been dedicated to the Lord and his CASTLE ROOK, Wash., June 6. 
service. The next day after my arrival I \ Editors J-lemld:-Please say to the saints 
received a dispatch to attend the funeral 

1 
that my peI"mauent field address is Castle 

service of our aged sister, Mcintyre, of Bos- Rock, Washington. We arrived here May 
ton, to whom I had administered tte day 13 and at once commenced our work of get
previous and was impressed to say to her ting ready to begin the campaign with the 
daughter that the end was near. ·She only tent, meanwhile preaching a few times in and 
lacked a few days of being ninety-two years I around this point; but just as we were about 
of age. All her mental faculties were keen I ready to staPt to join Bro. Holt in Southern 
to the end; and her faith in the angel mes- Oregon, our boy-Charley-developed a (to 
sage, the divinity of the work, the calling us) very interesting case of the measles. Of 
and prophetic work of Josepc the Seer, and course that, as the coal miners would say, 

Bro. A5hton remained firm in the faith the divinity of the Book of Mormon, never "put a sprag i.n the wheel." Well~ the boy 
espoused at Nauvoo, but did not reunite with faltered. "Her end was peace." Funeral is all right and foe girl is enduring them just 
the church until a few years prior to his services at her daughter's, Mrs. Chick's, May I now. 
death, while living with his ~aught~r Sr. 27, where she lived up to her depa.dure. If all goes well we will be ready for our 
Herbs, at River Sioux.' Of nrne cb~ldren On my return to Dennispoi·t I sta,rted in to field work with the ter:.t in a week or so, 
born to him four rem~:n to i~ourn his de-1 assit.t George in the services which \';ere be- I Meanwhile calls come for preaching near this 
parturo. Previous to 111s. ~ea~n he. t?ld his ing held every night; g·ood audiences and place, and I am trying to fill them, so am not 
daughter to direct the othciatrng mrnister at I good attention. Saturday was used for the inactive. 
his funeral, to the family Bible, where on decoration of the chap81 for the special serv- I :find tbat the sEed sown here last year has 
two or three pages his nearly palsied hand ices on the Sabbath. The flowers were 

1 
been growing and only needs a little cultiva

had traced some brief incidents of his life, very nicely arranged, e,nd Old Glory, our tion. I baptized one at Lank schoolhouse on 
dwelling especially on his associations with beautiful star spangled banner in rich pro- the 29th of May, a Sr. Willard Johnson. 
the church and the trying scenes at Nauvoo, fusion draped the back and front of the Others are near. One young lady of about 
when Joseph was martyred and many led pl::;,tform, everything being in harmony with seventeen years of age gave her name for 
into following Brigham by reason of the de- the day (Memoria,l Sunday) ~.nd our free and baptism, but her father prevented her, alleg
ceptive voice, etc. His strong faith shines glorious gospel and also the dedica,tion of a ing· that she was not old ·enough. Vveli, the 
forth in this simple and meager narrative, in free pulpit. Bro. George led two noble wo- excuses !J,re many, but the :Master will put 
the conspicuous omission of individuaJ biog- nnen i· nto th<.e water~ of the 0"-ean to cornmemo- h ·· ·1· t J.. "t b 1 - .. - t, e responsltn l y w uere 1, e on gs. 
raphy for the more full recording of church rate the event, after he had preached the I suppose Bro. Holt is in 'ohe field by this 
incidents and expressions of faith therein. 1 . 

dedicatory sermon. The aay wil go down i.n time, as I receive a letter from him written 
He died May 26, 1898, at his daughter's home, the history of Dennispor1, a.s a pleass,n1; occa- from Oakland, the 29t,h, saying he would 

S. D. CONDI'l'. I 't' 1 ' " 'h ' ' L k" G-'l 0 th t 1 sion, i1s 1 ·ooon: on mucn or ,, e appearance 01 start ,or oo mg ass, regon, e nex 
-~----~---~-- conference, the chapel being weil filled. day. There has been considerable ratn here 

DE'rROI'l', Minn., June rn. I am at writing at the home of our ag·cd I since oue arrival, but it seems now to have 
Editors Herald:-Since leaving my home brother and Luther Sears and his no- 1 cleared up for the summer season. Prospects 

on the 28th of April I have been busy pro- I ble daughter Sr. Abbie M. Chace, who are for fruit are fine here. Gooseberries are 
claiming the gospel to the people. In some making my visit a pieasant occasion. I am many and cheap aod ~.re coming 
places preparations for war hin'dered me trying to tell. the gospel. story every night to into tho market. Well, this will please Bro. 
some. Have baptized seven since landing· in them and their neighbors. Holt, as he looks forward to the time when 
my mission. Many others are al.most per- The work in the district with few excep- we shall live on iJ,n exclusive diet of fruit. 
suaded, but hold back fo1• reasons best known tions is onward, and our army of young sai.nts However, he insists on classing beans wHh 
to themselves. I am feeHng quite well in is coming grandly forward in the confiict, this fruit and excluding onions and potatoes, 
the work, _and, as a whole, I believe the saints II i;,nd claiming the attention and admiration of i and this I think _hardly fair tre!J,tment for 
are feeling· good. those who love tl,e work. I'v'.fay steadfastness I our staple ar'0icics; ?Ind he can have a fore-

On May ao I was called in company with 'I of purpose imd spirhual power be g·rnnted I taste of Uwse joys now. Vlell we'll try to 
Bro. Henry Way to administer to Sr. Ochs- them. help him taste them. 
ner, who was ;ery low. The .Spirit. of our I The few saints in this ?lace need t~e s~m-1 Hopefully your brother, 
Master was with us and the blessrng· we I and prnyers of Goa's people, bemg iso- A. M. CHASE. 
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SAN JOSE, Cal., June 14. 
Editors 1-lerald:-I)eft Lamoni on May 17, 

stopped over night at St. Joseph. Next 
morning took train for the West and arrived 
at Salt Lake City on Saturday at noon. I 
went to Bro. Ethan Barrows', where I was 
royally received and cared for. I attended 
the Tabernacle sel'vice of the great Ameri
can apostate church. Three of its repre
sentatives spoke, occupying one hour and 
fifteen minutes. They all testified that they 
knew Joseph Smith was a prophet of God, 
and the last speaker knew that Brigham 
Young was his successor, and eulogized hi.m 
to the skies. He also testified that he loved 
his children and his wives (plural). Not a 
word of gospel from any of them; boast and 
bombast were their stock in trade. The mu
sic was grand, and the only attraction, and 
that accounts for the large attendance at 
their meetings. If the preaching that I 
heard was a fair sample, it is no wonder they 
are making so few proselytes. 

I reached San Francisco without accident 
or incident; found Bro. C. A. Parkin; he 
kindly gave me necessary information. 
From there I came to San Jose, and am mak
ing my headquarters with Bro. and Sr. J. 
B. Carmichael, 54 Colfax Street. He is the 
president of the branch here, and is alive in 
the work, and is helping me to get places to 
preach in, and assisting in the meetings, be
sides making my stay here very pleasant. I 
met Bro. and Sr. Daley here; I like him very 
much; he is wide-awake and full of push. 
We were called upon to officiate at a funeral 
of a man that was killed by a runaway team; 
he was not a member of any church, and his 
friends did not want him sent to a place of 
fiery flames, hence they invited us to preach 
his funeral sermon, knowing we would give 
him an opportunity after death to accept the 
gospel. 

All goes well; we have laid siege to this 
place. Bro. Daley has taken the west side 
of the city and I the east. We are having a 
good interest, preaching in private houses 
every week night except Wednesday and 
Saturday. Wednesday night is pra,yer meet
ing, and Saturday gener2tl shopping. We 
preach at the hall on Sunday. We 'Ghink if 
a persistent effort is made here, good will re
sult. w·e are not confined to the saints' 
houses for preaching, others have invited us 
to occupy their homes; and we have many 
invitations to call and talk with them. Gen-
erally speaking pl'ospects are good for 
work here. 

near future. Others are interested and may 
obey sometime. 

Good liberty has been granted, as a rule; 
and, although ample opportunity has been 
extended, the Brighamites have not seen fit 
to ms.ke a defense. The saints have treated 
us royally, and we shall ever remember their 
kindness with grateful hearts. They have 
abundantly sustained their part of the work. 

To the saints and friends who may not 
otherwise receive communication from me, I 
will say that you arc remembered just the 
same, and trust you will not forget that we 
need the assistance of your prayers. 

In bonds, 
D. W. WIGH~'. 

PLANO, Ill., June 16. 
Editors Herald:-We are feeling that God 

is with us in this district. Our conference, 
held June 10 to 12, was indeed enjoyable. 
Beginning with the district Religio conven
tion on Friday morning, through the Sunday 
school convention in the afternoon, and con
ference business sessions of Saturday morning 
and afternoon, the good Spirit of peace and 
unity prevailed, and encouraging interest in 
the various features of the work was mani
fested. The Sunday school convention ap
poin'&ed a committee, (Bro. J. M. Terry, Sr. 
Marie Clarke, and your servant,) to arrange 
for a two days' institute, which will probably 
be held at the next meeting. For this step 
we have long hoped, so we are pleased. 

Friday evening a program, instructive in 
Religio and Sunday school work, with some 
entertaining features beside, was rendered. 
We think a very profitable hour and a half 
was spent. 

Saturday afternoon, after business was 
finished, an hour was used in social service. 
Then came the softening 'influence of the 
Spirit that speaks peace to the soul and 
points the ways of God to man. Fervent 
prayers sent humble but eloquent pleas to 
the throne of grace. Living witnesses told 
in inspiring words of God's condescension to 
bless a single, lowly soul, and spoke of faith 
and knowledge in the gospel. Then, as if to 
make it more like the Pentecost of blessed 
memory, came through the beloved president 
of our mlssion the familiar but marvelous 
gift of tongues. After a pause the interpre
tation spoke words of encouragement and of 
admonition, and called to Brn. Elmer John
son, of Chicago, and David Anderson of 

I 
Mission, to enter in and occupy-the former 
as deacon, the latter as priest. Brother 

Crops are poor; fru!'G will be good wher- Elmer was ordained and promised higher 
ever it can be irriga,ted. Hay and grain are responsibilities; Brother David's ordination 
a failure; a hale of good hay will bring as was ordered. Saturds,y night the writer 
much as a horse. This is not overdrawn, occupied the stand. 
for it has to be shipped here from the east. 

Yours for the truth, 
E. KEELER. 

Sunday morning another good prayer and 
sacrament service was had. Sunday school 
proved that Mission branch is far from the 

----- rear of the procession in that line of work. 
PROVO, Uts,h, ,June 20. The order of the school was indeed com-

Editors Herald:-Bro. Parker and I closed j mend.able. Bro. J.M. Terry introduced him
a series of thirty-one sermons in this place self to the district conference by a sermon 
last evening, and intend to go wibh the tent., that must make us all desire to cultivate an 
to Nephi to-morrow. acquaintance with him in the pulpit. In the 

Bro. Parker baptized five yesterday, and I afternoon Bro. H. E. Moler also made his 
one more, at least, is intending· to obey in the 1 initial bow to our district assembly, and we 
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think all were pleased with our new mission
ary. Bro. F. M. Cooper was in an old field to 
him, but the way he laid down gospel truth 
and put the Pedobaptists in the jug was re
freshing- to those who know him well. His 
preaching was on Sunday night. Bro. Lake 
remains at Mission over next Sunday and 
preaches. 

Mission church, nine miles from any town 
of consequence, is a wonder in the matter of 
attracting crowds. ·Sunday night about five 
h.undred were in attendrince. Bro. Moler 
and I had been hunting for a fortnight for 
some one to whom to preach, hence it was re
freshing to face so many people. vVe two 
are associated to work with the district tent, 
and begin at once in Pullman, Chicag·o. 
Bro. Cooper moves his family from Chicago 
to Plano this week. There is probably other 
news from these parts, but I either don't 
know of it, or c:tn't think of it. 

Still in the faith, 
ADAM J, KECK. 

LAMONI, Iowa, June 24·. 
Editors Herctld:-A part of the thanks for 

the report of the Wight-Braden debate are 
due Bro. Charles Fry, as I copied some of his 
notes without change. In fact it was due to 
his most excellent report that I was per
mitted to daily prepare for debate and report 
to Herald as well. Yours, 

J. W. WIGH'I'. 

Confsran~s 

CHATHAM. 
Conference in Ridgetown, Ontario, June 

4 and 5; R. C. Evans president, G. Green 
and J. Shields assistants, R. Coburn secre
tary, S. Brown assistant. Branch reports: 
Wabash 39; 1 received, 1 removed by letter. 
Wallaceburg 54; 1 baptized. Blenheim 50; 1 
died. Buxton 19; 1 baptized. Longwood 21; 
1 died. Lindsley 51; 1 received by letter. 
Petrolea 59; no changes. 'I'ilbury 49; no 
changes. Chatham 89; 3 baptized, 1 died. 
Zone 54; 1 received by letter, l removed 
by letter. Battle Hill 23; 1 baptized, 5 
removed by letter. Ridgetown 7:3; 18 
baptized. Elders reporting: G. Green, A. 
Leverton baptized :3, J. Shields baptized 
12, S. Brown baptized 1, B. St. John baptized 
25, G. M. Shippy, J. A. Blackemore baptb;ed 
7, L. Annett. Priests: R. Burr, W'. H. 
Taylor baptized 1. J. Il. Tyrrell, Bishop's 
agent, reported: Receipts $765.25; paid out 
$556 61; balance $208.68. Audited and found 
correct. District treasurer, G. Hampshire, 
reported receipts $2:3.47; paid out $22.98; bal
ance 49 cents. Audited and found correct. 
A petition was presented from Petrolea 
branch, requesting conference to provide for 
the ordination of Bro. R. H. Huston; the 
matter was left in hands of missionary in 
charge and district president. Petition from 
Zone branch to divide the district was lost. 
Elder G. Green was sustained as district 
president, A. Leverton vice president, R. 
Coburn secretary, J. H. Tyrrell Bishop's 
agent, G. Hampshire district t,reasurer. Mo-. 
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tion to allow J. H. Tyrrell $:25 per annum 
was defeated. Preaching by J. Shields, S. 
Brown, R. C. Evans, A. Leverton. Collec
tions amounting to $18.36 turned over to 
Ridgetown branch. At Monday morning 
prayer and testimony meeting Bro. James 
Williamson was called to office of elder, and 
Bro. B. Schrader to office of priest, and both 
ordained; three were baptized and ten chil
dren blessed. Adjourned to Zone, October 1. 

NORTHEAST MISSOURI. 
Conference at Higbee, June 4 and 5; J. A. 

Tanner president, G. A. Tryon secretary. 
Reports read from High Priest R. M. Elvin; 
Elders J. A. Tanner, J. F. Petre, W. E. Sum
merfield, R. R. Jones, J. T. Williams, W. 
Vincent, W. J. Vaughan; Priests J. Walten
baugh, D. Edmunds, R. Thrutchley, J. I. 
Young, F. M. Burch, W. Chapman, W. Kelso, 
F. T. Mussel, G. 0. Adkins. 'l'eachers J. J. 
Jones, C. A. Brown, E. E. Petre, H. W. 
Gipson; Deacon T. E. Perry. Branches re
porting: Bevier 177, Higbee 114, Missouri 
River 29, Salt River 23, Pollock 18, Hunts
ville 16; Hannibal and Carrolton not report
ing. Bishop's agent, J. T. Williams, reports: 
On hand last report $17.76, receipts $120.65, 
disbursements $96, balance $42.41. Audited 
and found correct. District treasurer's re
port: On hand last report $21.15, receipts 
$8.41, disbursements $20.96, on hand $8.60. 
Bills allowed: to president $2.95, secretary 
$1.40. Election of officers resulted in choice 
of J. A. Tanner president, J. F. Petre vice 
president, G. A. Tryon secretary and treas
urer. Priest J. I. Young was allowed privi
lege of laboring in district as circumstances 
permit. Preaching by Elders R. M. Elvin, 
J. A. Tanner, W. Summerfield. Adjourned 
to Pollock, September 24, 25. 

FLORIDA. 
Conference convened with Calhoun branch, 

June 4; S. D. Allen presiding, B. L. Jernigan 
clerk. District treasurer received 65 cents; 
paid out 66 cents; due treasurer 1 cent. 
Bishop's agent's report: On hand February 
4, $48.50; received $46.50; total $95; audited 
and found correct. Branch reports: Calhoun 
64. Cold water 56; 1 died; 4 removed. Green
wood 30. Pleasantview 26. Edendale 18. 
Openhead 11, a new branch. Ministry re
porting: Elders E. Powell, D. E. Tucker, J. 
N. Hawkins, S. D. Allen; Priests V. S. Jer
nigan, J. P. Calhoun, C. Dixon; Teacher J. 
L. Rice. E. Powell elected district presi
dent, B. L. Jernigan sustained as secretary 
and treasurer. A vote of thanks was ex
tended to S. D. Allen, our retiring president, 
for his untiring efforts and usefulness. Con
ference adjourned to Cold water, Saturday 
nearest the full moon in September. 

8undau 8Bhool 1lsso~ia1ions. 

KEWANEE. 
Convention of district Sunday school asso

ciation convened June 3; Bro. A. Whitehouse 
in the chair, Sr. Lamb secretary. The usual 
business was done and short talks were g·iven 

SAINTS' HERALD. 

by Brn. Crabb, W. P. Terry, and Sr. Strange. 
Six Sunday schools reported; namely: Buf
falo Prairie, Kewanee, Millersburg, Canton, 
Rock Island, and Peoria Zion's Hupe. Next 
convention to convene two days before con
ference instead of one, and the secretary to 
correspond with Bro. T. A. :liiougas asking 
him to attend the same. The entertainment 
of next convention to be left in bands of the 
Sunday sehool where the convention is to 
convene, and that the school may confer 
with district superintendent if they so wish. 
Officers elected for ensuing year: Alma 
Whitehouse superintendent, W. E. LaRue 
assistant, Eva Holmes secretary, Minnie 
Terry treasurer,. The evening session was 
an entertainment under the auspices of the 
Rock Island Sunday school. Adjourned to 
Buffalo Prairie, September 1. 

WILLIAMS-BAYS DEBATE.-NO. 7. 
ELDER WILLIAMS' FlRS'l' SPEECH. 

It is with pleasure I essay the task before 
me. With the assurance and implicit trust 
in what I believe, I enter into the task of 
proving the proposition. 'rhe proposition 
is:-

"Is the Book of Mormon a true record, and 
are its inspirational teachings entitled to the 
belief and conficlence of all Christian people?" 

Because a thing is generally rejected does 
not argue it is false. To be generally ac
cepted does not prove it true. Jesus Christ 
said the truth would be espoused by the few 
and rejected by the many. Galileo was os
tracised and persecuted for advocating a 
truth. At the onset anything new seems to 
be peculiar. It is however due that you in
vestigate it carefully and prayerfully when 
first presented, so you can intelligently de
cide. 

Rev. John McCalman, of the Christian 
Church, said March 4, 1894, in a sermon: 
"The word of the Lord is divine communica
tion, teaching his children what to do under 
circumstances in which they find themselves 
at a given time and place. Sometimes we 
call it confidence. If to-day your hearts are 
open to receive divine communication, the 
word of the Lord will be present. You ask, 
How shall I know it is the word of God? 
.Joseph Smith published to the world at large 
that be had received a divine communica
tion. Now, what right have I to say that 
that communication was not a divine one?"
"Palmyra to Independence," p. 4. 

The wise. man, in Proverbs 18: 13 says, "He 
that answereth a matter before he heareth 
it, it is folly and shame unto him." 

What is the Book of Mormon? It claims 
to contain a record of three colonies that 
came from foe eastern continent to America. 
The Bible is a record of a people 01· peoples 
on tbe eastern continent. 'l'he Book of Mor
mon contains a history of a people who came 
from the tower of Babel, and of two other 
peoples who came from Palestine about 600 
years B. c. It is a brief record of other 
peoples than those referred to in the Bible. 

The first colony wrote a record which came 
into the hands of the second colony, and they 
made an abridgment of it, and it was hid up 
in the earth. Joseph Smith found this 
abridged record by direction of God and 
translated it by the power of God. 

We will look up the meaning of the proposi
tion. ''Record," according to Webster, means: 
''A register; an authentic or official copy of any 
writing, or account of any facts and proceed
ings, entered in a book for preservation; or 
the book containing such copy or account." 
The Book of Mormon claims to contain ac
counts and proceedings of a people who came 
to this continent. The word "true" means 
"Genuine; real; not counterfeit, adulterated, 
or false; not false or pretended." It is my 
purpose to prove the Book of Mormon such a 
record. In deciding· on a case a true judge 
decides as to the plausibil.ity of a thing bAing 
true. The audience to-night are the jurors, 
and should not decide till all the evidence is 
in. You should weigh the evidences care
fully as I present them. When I present 
testimony, a mere denial by Elder Bays does 
not prove the testimony untrue. This is not 
the proper way to prove a negative. He 
must show by evidence that the evidences I 
present are false, or prove that the evidence 
means something else than I claim it means. 
He must disprove what I present, or prove 
an alibi. 

Hedge's Logic gives the proper rule by 
which to try cases of moral reasoning: "We 
must consider each side of the question, and 
give our assent to that on which there ap· 
pears the greatest weight of evidence." 
"But in moral reasoning there i.s often a 
contrariety of evidence; and the degree of 
assurance, we feel in the conclusion, must 
depend on the degeee, on which the evidence 
on one side exceeds that on the other." 
Then you should decide on the preponder
ance of evidence. 

It is a mere begging of the question to re
ject evidences used in favor of the Book of 
Mormon that he would use to prove the 
truthfulness of the Bible. According· to the 
statement of the Christian minister he should 
not reject such evidence. The same argu
ment which is used to reject the Book of 
Mormon, he should be willing to have used 
against the Bible. I shall use internal, ex
ternal, and circumstantial evidence to prove 
the Book of Mormon a true record. Not all 
the statements in the Bible are accepted by 
some, and yet they claim that it is a true 
record. The history of Jonah and the whale 
is not accepted as true by some, and yet none 
such would reject the Bible because of this. 
Some even reject the record found in the 
Bible about the immaculate conception of 
Jesus Christ, and yet claim the Bible is a 
true record. 

2 Timothy 3: 16, 17, claims that all Scrip
ture given by inspiration of God is beneficial. 
Should I prove that the teachings contained 
in the Book of Mormon are in harmony with 
the character of God, it is worthy of your be
lief and confidence. 

There are several arguments removed from 
this debate from the position taken by Elder 
Bays in "Doctrines and Dogmas of Mormon-
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ism;" two of which are the "Spalding Story" 
as the origin of the book, and Sidney Rigdon 
as chief assistant of Joseph Smith in its 
existence. 

There are two books now published by the 
Christian Publishing House, of St. Louis, 
Missouri, one by Braden, the other by Bays; 
the one claims that the "Spalding Story" 
was the Book of Mormon, the other says that 
such a claim is false; yet both are used to 
down the Book of Mormon. Bays, in refer
ring to the "Spalding Romance," confessed 
the lamentable failure of those who had used 
such an argument against the Book of Mor
mon, and says, Do you use such an argument, 
it will let you down. The Christian Publish
ing House indorses this. 

Bays says Oliver Cowdery, and not Sidney 
Rigdon, assisted Joseph Smith in bringing 
into existenc~ the Book of Mormon. Braden 
says Sidney Rigdon assisted. The Christian 
Church was taken up with Braden's theory 
for a decade, but now abandons that and 
takes up with Bays' theory without it being 
proven. Bays does not provri that Sidney 
Rigdon did not assist Joseph Smith, yet the 
Christian ministry, without waiting for him 
to prove it, recommends his theory, and some 
say that Bays and his book are "children of 
Providence." 

You should be willing to accept of the same 
proof for the Book of Mormon as is used to 
prove the Bible true. Attacks of an infidel 
character should have no weight. The book 
claims to come from God. You should exam
ine its claims, trying it by the standard-the 
Bible. It claim's to contain a communication 
from God. These claims are proper claims. 
The object of the book is the next thing to 
examine. In the preface we find the follow
ing: "An abridgement taken from t.he Book 
of Ether: also, which is a record of the peo
ple of Jared; who were scattered at the time 
the Lord confounded the language of the 
people, when they were building a tower to 
get to heaven: which is to show unto the 
remnant of the house of Israel what great 
things the Lord hath done for their fathers; 
and that they may know the covenants of the 
Lord, that they are not cast off forever; 
and also to the convincing of the Jew and 
Gentile that Jesus is the Christ, the Eternal 
God, manifesting himself unto all nations." 
Here is the special object of the book; it is to 
prove that Jesus is the Christ, tpe immacu
late Son of God, born of the Virgrn Mary, 
and i.n this respect is in harmony with the 
Bible. Will my opponent deny this? Also, 
on pages 493, 494, I read:-

"And now behold, I would speak somewhat 
unto the remnant of this people who are 
spared, if it so be that God may give unto 
them my words, that they may know of the 
things of their fathers; yea, I speak unto 
you, ye remnant of the house of Israel; and 
these are the words which I speak, Know ye 
that ye are of the house of Israel. Know ye 
that ye must come unto repentance, or 
ye cannot be saved. Know ye that ye must 
lay down your weapons of war, and delight 
no more in the shedding of blood, and take 
them not again, save it be that God shall 
command you. Know ye that ye must come 
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to the knowledge of your fathers, and repent 
of all your sins and iniquities, and believe in 
Jesus Christ, that he is· the Son of God, and 
that he was slain by the Jews, and by the 
power of the Father he hath risen again, 
whereby he hath gained the victory over the 
grave; and also in him ls the sting of death 
swallowed up. And he bringeth to pass the 
resurrection of the dead, whereby man must 
b:i raised to stand before his judgment seat. 
And he hath brought to pass the redemption 
of the world, whereby he that is found guilt
less before him at the judgment day, hath it 
given unto him to dwell in the presence of 
God in his kingdom, to sing ceaseless praises 
with the choirs above, unto the Father, and 
unto the Son, and unto the Holy Ghost, 
which are one God, in the state of happiness 
which hath no end. Therefore repent, and 
be baptized in the name of Jesus, and lay 
hold upon the gospel of Christ, which shall 
be set before you, not only in this record, 
but also in the record which shall come unto 
the Gentiles from the Jews, which record 
shall come from the Gentiles unto you. For 
behold, this is written for the intent that ye 
may believe that; and if ye· may believe that, 
ye will believe this also; and if ye believe 
this, ye will know <Joncerning your fathers, 
and also the marvelous woi·ks which 
were wrought by the power of God among 
them; and ye will also know that ye are a 
remnant of the seed of Jacob; therefore ye 
are numbered among the people of the first 
covenant; and if it so be that ye believe in 
Christ, and are baptized, first with water, 
then with fire and with the Holy Ghost, 
following the example of our Savior accord
ing to that which he hath commanded us, it 
shall be well with you in the day of judg
ment. Amen." 

The object then is to establish the divinity 
of the Bible, and that Jesus is the Christ, 
the Redeemer of the world. 
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truth has not remained in the minority, 
whether it was a religious, moral, or scientific 
truth. Galileo is not in the minority now. 
The Book of Mormon has been going on since 
1830, and now only a few believe it-probably 
150,000 to 200,000. Christianity was in the 
minorit.y at first, but how long did it remain 
so? It soon arose supreme. What truth is 
in the Book of Mormon not contained in the 
word of God? In all the professed revela
tions believed in by Latter Day Saints there 
is, no new truth presented in so many words, 
or in essence. 

He referred to what a Christian minister 
said, and stopped where he did, so as to cre
ate the impression that you ought not to 
reject that which claims to be a revelation 
from God. I will show proof that the Book 
of Mormon is not a revelation from God. 

I am glad he has read in "Doctrine and 
Dogmas of Mormonism." I hope he will 
learn something from it. 

In Orson Pratt's works, pages 55 and 56, 
we find what Orson Pratt says about the 
Book of Mormon, and of you if you reject it: 
"If he (.foseph Smith) was sincere, then the 
Book of Mormon is a divine revelation, and 
this church must be 'the only true and liv
ing church of Christ upon the face of the 
whole earth,' and there is salvation in no 
other." Do you hear that? No salvation in 
any other! ·wmiams says now there is. 
Then you realize your condition. "All men 
among all nations, kindreds, tongues, and 
people, are req uii:-ed under the penalty of 
eternal damnatfon to believe, receive, and 
obey the Book of Mormon." All are re
quired to believe and obey the Book of Mor
mon or be under the penalty of eternal 
damnation. That's the position of Bro. 
Williams and Orson Pratt. Remember it is 
"everlasting damnation,'' a damnation you 
cannot get out of. 

I will now examine the proposition. "Is 
I now refer to the Jaredite colony. On the Book a true record?" The proposition 

pages 500 and 503 we have an account of does not contain the claim of divine origin. 
Jared and his brother with others coming I urged that this clause should be in the 
forth "from the great tower, at the tLne the proposition. In a letter from H. 0. Smith of 
Lord confounded the language of the people, December 24, 1897, we have this in reply to 
and swear in his wrath that they should be this request from me. "We will only affirm 
scattered upon all the face of the earth." The what the Book of Mormon claims for itself." 
language of these few remained the same; Elder J. R. Lambert in a letter dated Decem
and the Lord directed them until they came ber 20, 1897, says, "We will affirm the claims 
to "the land of promise, which was choice of the book." They would affirm nothing 
above all other lands which the Lord God more or nothing less for the book only that 
had preserved for a righteous people." it was a true record. If a true record, of 
These families came forth from the tower of what? of whom? Of what continent, coun
Babel, led by the hand of the Lord. J will try, islands[ Where? 
sustain this proposition by the Bible. In the Book of Mormon, page 4, paragraph 

ELDER BAYS' I<'IRST SPEECH. 14, we read of the river Laman running into 
So far as the argument of Bro. Williams as the Red Sea. I have examined Cram's and 

relating to the Book of Mormon, I might just Rand and McNaliy's Atlas of the latest date, 
as well take my seat and let him go on. He and I cannot find the River Laman. Such a 
has made a very nice speech, but what proof river cannot be found. It may be argued 
has he presented in favor of the propositioni' that they crossed the Red Sea to the west 
But I will follow him and see what he has side; but the r·c..c0r..'. Ge.;, s they went in a 
done. Has he been telling you something south southeast direction. What an idea! 
new? Any truth when new is in the mi- To have in that day such a modern idea as 
nority. Galileo when he advocated his south southeast. The idea of those people 
theory was in the minority, and the Span- ! talking about the south southeast direction, 
iards persecuted him. That's their way of I that is a point between southeast and south. 
doing. The Book of Mormon is in the mi- The mariner's compass never existed till the 
nority and will probably so remain. Every twelfth century. The Arabs about the 
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eighth century knew of North, South, East, 
and West, and intermediate points. We 
further read that they traveled and came to 
the sea Irreantum. Can you find it on the 
map? Joseph Smith knew there was a Red 
Sea and gave the name, but he gave this sea 
a funny name. He should have translated it 
in English. Joseph made that little record 
himself. 

On page 40, paragraph 28, we read that God 
commanded Nephi to build a ship, and then 
they all got into the ship and went to t,he 
promised land. It don't tell where that is, 
nor doesn't even tell what direction it is. 
The Book of Mormon may be a record of the 
Chinese Empire, Africa, or Central America, 
so far as the record itself shows. Bro. Wil
liams says they came forth from the tower of 
Babel. 

Bro. Williams is anxious for Bays to do 
something. Well, I will show him I will do 
something before this discussion closes. He 
says it is my duty to prove it is not true. 
He makes the claim that the Book of Mor
mon is a true record. He must prove it. 
The thing alleged in a charg·e against a per
son must be proven. He says I must prove 
the book not a true record. He is here to 
prove the proposition true; I will prove, or 
try to, that it is not a true record. This 
artful dodging has ceased. He must come 
down to business. 

A thing must be proven by the evidence, 
not by the pl'("Jponderance. When he pre
sents a witness and it is not material to the 
question at issue, I have only to deny it. 
When (,ne witness. says one thing and an
other another, we would judge by the pre
ponderance of evidence; then preponderance 
goes. But this question does not partake of 
that nature. 

He resJizes that there are weaknesses in 
the Book of Mormon, and is trying to hedge 
against them. We don't have to apologize 
for toe weaknesses in the Bi.ble. What has 
.fonah and the whale to do with the truth
fulness of tho Book of Mormon? There is no 
apology to offer for th<'I Bible; but Wllliams 
l:ias commenced to apologize alre-ady. 

Clark Braden took the position that the 
Book of Mormon was written from the 
"Spalding· Romance," and Bays has refuted 
that position, says Wiiliams. You should 
not allow this to have weight in the present 
argument. I believed I had something bet
ter to present. What. if it is Braden vs. 
Bays, what has that to do with t,he question? 
That does not, prove the Book of Mormon a 
true record. Tbis is mere subterfuge. Bays 
speaks on this subject fro'TI experience. 
Those who have taken this position in argu
ment against the Book of Mormon-that it 
was written from Spalding's Romance, l;iave 
gone down and will go down. 

blunder, tried to correct and left the blunder are the Lord's servants. I have never used 
there." Think of the Lord starting out and the expression, "Old Joe Smith." Venge
saying such a ridicul<?us thing! Hmv could ance all right under old law, but forbidden 
Lehi quote scores of times. Inspiration gave 1 under new. Serpents were not flying in 
these blunders. Did not quote those state- Moses' time, and Book of Mormon falsified in 
ments because they were wrong, but because saying so. Abinidi disg·uises himself and 
they were modern? Camp meeting expres- then says, "I, Abinidi." Coriantum cuts off 
sions of 1830. Whut did those Nephites know Shule's head. He then throws up his arms 
about them? Genesis 11: 9; language con- and dies. Moroni lies about exchange of 
founder. Book of Mormon says the Jaredites prisoners. Change of skins; Lamanites de
kept the language. 2 Kings 25 says some of based; became skillful; had synagogues. 
Zedekiah were killed; Book of Mormon says How can these things be reconciled? Fair 
one came over to America. The book says skin, changed; Nephite apostate becomes 
Christ was born at Jerusalem: Bible says in dark; changed by miracle from white to dark 
Bethlehem. The book says God is flesh; and vice versa; was done by the faith of the 
John says God is Spirit. So light that it did one baptizing. Nephites leave homes and 
not get dark on this continent when the sun wealth. This gives the book away. Jared
went down, and three days of darkness. ites leave home. Prosperous, then opposite. 
Without fall no children; Bihle says, "be Good, wicked; then good and wicked again; 
fruitful and multiply," Book of Mormon says then they get good and wicked again. Ten 
Christ crucified on the 4th of April. Bible changes from great good to great wickedness 
says 14th. Says men became angels. in short time. Priests of Noah steal twenty-

ELDER WIGHT"s FIFTH SPEECH. four women and in eighty years descendants 
I told you the paragraphs cited by him nearly as numerous as Nephites. Nephites 

were not to be found on the pages noted, and left their wealth in Jerusalem-traveled to 
he knows that be could not find them there Red Sea in three days. No river running 

when I went to him this morning. You will 
remember that I told you he could not find 
that long rigmarole of phrases which he read 
consecutively. He knows that it can't be 
found in the book that way. We believe 
there was a church on the American conti
nent before Christ, but will Mr. B. tell us 
where to find twelve in the American church 
prior to Christ? The Bible hints a condition 
of this kind. (Gen. 48; 49: Deut. 33; Ps. 85; 
Ezek. 37.) Jews of old apostatized. (Dan. 9: 
25, 26.) "Messiah" is found. He says we 
are to steal. The Lord to take as seemeth 
him good according to his will. Will Mr. 
Braden say it is the will of the Lord to steal? 
D. and C. 42: 23 says: "If he or she shall steal, 
he or she shall be delivered up to the laws of 
the land," But he can turn back to Exodus 
and read of the Israelites being told to bor-

into Red Sea. Raw meat made sweet. Ne
phi digs ore, builds ships all himself; yea, 
verily! Ship going backward. How did 
they know? The Nephites stdctly kept up 
the law, to which they knew they were dead. 
Joseph a descendant of Joseph in Egypt. 
What tribe of Indians did he come from? 
Quote Watts. Olive tree grows old in a life
time. Temple like Kirtland. Corrects mis
takes, then makes them again. Stares for 
one hour. Crowd smites Amulon and all say 
the same word. Smith was a great admirer 
of Mohammed and the Koran. Money dig
ging justified by tale of others. Smith did 
not know that Christian era was not reck
oned till 500 A. D., but NephHes fully up with 
the times; commenced counting first year 
after Christ was born. 

ELDER WIGH'l.''S SIX'!'H SPEECH . 

row the jewelry of the Egyptions and take it He says all from twenty-four women 
away with them! But of course that is not equalled the Nephit.es. It was the descend
stealing, because the Bible tells of it! Israel ants of :JJl the dissenters. He got his soul 
took Car:aan by force. Saints were to piir-- "harrowed up" the other night, but here in 
chase the land. 'l'hey did so and vvere driven Uncle Tom's Cabin Mrs. Stowe uses the same 
away by a mob. If this book (D. and C.) expression. He says the Book of Mormon 
teaches such things, why don't you people quotes from the New 'l'ranslation. Will he 
see the fruits of such teaching? Hold his submit five such to me? 
army "guiltless." Yes, for taking their own. Braden: "I will, if you will agree to hand 
Make propofals for peace; does not look ii 8 nm back manuscript." 
though there was to be revenge. But in the VVight: "I will make such agreement, 
"Christian System," pages 337-339, we have with our chairman hm·e as a witness." Mr. 
something about the Lord's army. (Read it.) Braden never insinuates. 0 no! Redeemed 
Does that teach revenge? Are we to be my soul "300B. c.," said Mr. Braden. Had he 
afraid of these people-the Christfo.ns-wait- searched the Bible as closely as he has the 
ing till their army becomes very great? The Book of Mormon he would have found-"the 
fact is, neither teaches it. He ridicules the Lord hath redeemed the soul of his servants." 
idea of Nephites talking of fiery flying ser- -Ps. 3-1: 22. Why, Mr. Braden, 1,000 B. c. ! 
pents, but he needs only to turn to Isaiah 14: Was it worse for a Nephite to make such 
29; 30: 6, to find the same statement. vVill statement 300 B. c. than for David to utter it 

WIGHT-BRADEN DEBATE.-NO. 4. he tell us it is worse for the Nephites to 1,000 B. c.? Psalms 71: 23: "My soul, which 
ELDER BRADEN'S FIF'l'H SPEECH. make the statement than for Isaiah? thou hast redeemed." Deuteronomy 8: 17: 

Head from Doctrine and Covenants con- ELDER BRADEN'S SIXTH SPEECH. "Fell upon my face." vVhy, Mr. Braden, 
cerning Aaronic priests; fullness of the gos- Church was not in the Old Testament here's your "fall down power." Daniel 10: 7-
pel; only church; avenge, curse, revenge, . times. Christ said, "I will build my 10: "Heard the voice of his words" while "in 
stealing, Oliver Cowdery to preach to Indians church." No gospel in Old Testament times. a deep sl.;ep." Why, if he found that in the 
and convert them. Zion means Stealing; will of the Lord to take when he , Book of Mormon it would be enough to con-

o( MonnQ11 2.3\J; 22; and pay <'.e seemeth him] good; ~/QI:\ I d.0nu1 J.t. If,,m\El h.ll:\!'e to reiiort to attao)rn gf 
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that kind, it only serves to show the strength and Covenants says bfahop is to be literal that no claim is made of the kind, but they 
of the book. Daniel 9: 24-26: "Unto the descendant. ·why does Mr. B. think all our are the ungrammatical expressions of the 
Messiah;" "Messiah be cut off." Here is his priests are to be? Book of Mormon contains writers. Moroni says if there be mistakes 
word that he said I could not find in the Old fullnes10, not 'i.s the fullness. Book of Mormon they are tho faults of men. The Church 
Testament. not alone new eovenant, but former command- History, vol. 1, p. 80, shows that Cowdery did 

No such changes ever took place in ments also. Jesus says be that believetb not preach to the Lamanites though Mr. Braden 
America. Well, Baldwin says they did. shall be damned; but, of cour&e that is all denies it. He was given power to convert 
(Head from it.) Which will you take, Mr. right because in the Bible, but all wrong be- them providing they receive it. The Doctrine 
Braden's assertion or the scientist's statement? cause in the Doctrine a,nd Covenants. H and Covenants plainly says that a high 
Here in Braden--Kelley debate Mr. Braden does not say they are to be eternally damned priest can act in the Bishop's office. He 
depended on the Spalding story. (Here gave in hell. p,:;;ul (1 Cor. 15) says there are three says if Book of Mormon is true Bible tells 
a history of it.) Now he g·oes back on it. glories. Every one to be rewarded according falsehoods in saying John was the first man 
Bays in his book says the Book of Mormon to deeds. The only true chmch. 'vVhy to baptize. I ask him where it says so. 
never so originated. Christian Church pub- doesn't he read the qualifying· clause "whh Book of Revelation says John was yet to 
lishes and recommends both books, notwith- which I, the Lord, am well pleased." Takes prophesy before kings and nations. Can he 
standing the contradiction! Braden says the the parable of Sec. 9d and tries to make it point to his history where he did so? 
Book of Mormon teaches human sacrifices. appear that we are t.o enter into a war of re- Ephraim could have come to America in 
I need only turn to Short's Americans of An- venge. Why did he not read where we were present century and then been in time to 
tiquity here, page 216, and find it verified. to purchase the land, and where we are "for- have had the stick of Joseph in his "hand." 
If he knew there were white people here in bidden to shed blood?" As the cursing, Nephite tewple not fully like Solomon's, as 
prehistoric times, why did he attack the Jesus pra'.3tically offers the same thought- the book will show. Says Book of Mormon 
book on that point? Says baptism unknown "whosesoever sins ye retain, thPy are re- fal$e as to division of year. From Bancroft, 
before Christ. Smith's Bible Dictionary, tained." Genesis 27: 29: "Cursed be every vol. 5, p. 62, we leanJ: "Resemblances have 
art. Baptism says not only koown, but prac- one who curseth thee." (See 12: 13: Num- been found between the calendar systems of 
ticed. bers 24: 9.) With such facts why will he Egypt and America." How he parades the 

ELUER BRADEN'S SEVENTH SPEECH. through the Doctrine and Covenants thus idea of Christos beiog known. Max Muller 
Am willing to leave the matter to the col- continue to stab the Bible with his infidel asks: "Why should there be any hesitation 

leg·e faculty as to the descendants of Noah. thrusts'? in pointing out in the Old Testament an 
I showed you that twenty-four women and as ELDER BRADEN'S EIGH'l'H SPEECH. Egyptian custom or a Grnek word?" (Bra-

h d ' d 11" N den, interrupting.) Wight: What's the mat-maoy men a aescen ants eq ua rng ~ e- Contrast the beautiful story of the cruci-
phites in eighty years. "Harrow up." I fixion in New Testament with the balderdash ter with him? He must have one of those 
showed that it was by authors hundreds of of Book of Mormon. Have you ever had a terrible fits! We'll need to call the doctor 
years apart. I criticised the use of Christos, bishop who was a literal descendant of in! I thought he'd have a fit before we got 
a Greek word, instead of Hebrew word Mes- Aaron? It is a question whether former through with him. He says Lehi quoted 
siah. I defy him to show tbat archmology commandments are joined to Book of Mormon from Shakespeare. Did Jesus quote from 
says these animals were domesticated. When in that· section. All who reject shall be Rig- Veda in that memorable prayer? 1,200 
they get ready to discuss Spalding story I damned. The only true church. It teaches B. c. the Bramins said: "O God have mercy, 
will be ready for them. to curse your enemies. New Covenant give me my daily bread." Or did Paul draw 

Never said anything about human sacri- claimed to be better than the old. Book of his inspiration from the Rame source when he 
fices among the Nephites. Can't find a Mormon and all connected therewith inspired. wrote about a third heaven? Infidels say 
statement of any writer within years of "Every whit;" "more p 9.rt;" olive tree: two that Christ quoted, You would hardly like 
Christ that hints baptism. Crucifixion of churches only. Lie low In the dust in the me to ridicule the Bible and say that Paul 
Christ-d::trkness three hours. In Amer-ica midst of the ocean. Liken means apply. and Jesus had quoted from the Rig Veda, 
they had a sky-splitting terrible-howling old "More histciry part." "It sufficeth me." would you? 
time. Had darkness three days and three "Have save it be one wife;" Vvhy didn't be But he finds a terrible mistake in the Book 
nights. Jesus crucified fourth day of April; say hs,ve one wife only? If my people sow of Mormon saying that Christ was born al; 

Bible says fourteenth. "I am Jesus Christ." filthiness. Weapons of peace-o-r-weapons Jerusalem, while the Bible says he was born 
What did those people know about ,Jesus of war for peace. Awful affliction to be swal- in Bethlehem. Well! Vllhy, I took up vVeb
Christ-the Anointed? Alpha and Omega. lowed up in joy. Being shielded from vital ster's School Dictionary to-day and the ,·ery 
\i\That did they know of Greek letters? parts of body--o··r--vHal parts of body being first definition given the word "at" is "mmr." 
Beautiful language of Jesus changed to shielded. They sleepeth and we have took How profound! The fact is that the real 
balderdash of. Rigdon. The idea! unuttera- 'Gheir wives. Garb of secrecy. Expounded strength of this book (Book of Mormon) is 
ble rot! People after Iosing their loved ones, all scripture in one. I don't know what that seen in the necessity of resorting to ridicule 
having a rep;ular hallelujah time of rejoic- means. Power to give Holy Ghost. Such to put it down. 
ing, Cyclone didn't touch the righteous. grammatical monstrosities and stuff doled out He still prates tbat Christ was not to come 
The groat mountain coming down on the by God to Joe Smith! Whole face of tho to earth after his ascension till his second 
cities, but didn't hurt the rightet>us-:_not one. land covered with dead. NumbcI" killed coming. Why, turn to Acts 8: 17 and An
Lamanit,cs in South America: Nephites in 2,000,000 besides wives anti children; 500,000 j anias says, "Jesus that appeared unto thee in 
New York. Pi·oposecl to march three thou- killed in civi.l vvar in four. years; bLJt here 

1 

the way as tlH'U earnest." 'iNhy continue to 
sand miles so as to have it out up here in ten millions killed in few months. Nephites ridicule tbe Book of Mormon for d_eclaring 
western New York, that they might hide up four yeD,rs in gathering together for war. only what the Bible so plainly states? Can't, 
record! Think of those fool Nephites send- Men, women, and children; just imagiLe the you see, my friends, his indirect stab at the 
ing to South America for LP.manites to come. babies fighting in the war! No wonder there Bible? Why not make an issue and stand by 
The latter brought their women and chil- were 80 many killed. They fit, 8,nd they fit, it, rather than this ridicule? It is not argu
dren. Babies armed themselves! and they and they fit! Coriantumr tuened up three ment. 
fought tUl few were left, and all to leave a hundred and fifty years afterwards among the 
record for Joe to find. Hant! stLJff! balder- people o[ Zarahem!a. I PASTORAL. 
dash! Do you think God would notice such EJ~DER WIGHT'S EIGH'l'H SPEECH. To Whom it May Concern:-At the Gen-
stuff? An insult to common sense, and yet If Braden would fit an cl fit :md fit in to er al Conference Bro. J. B. Roush was 
fullness of the gospel! I the Bible like he clo~s into the Book of Mor- appointed to labor in "Colorado, till Septem-

ELDER WIGHT'S SEVENTH SPEECH. mon he could make it look very ridiculous ber 1, then Eastern Iowa." W. A. Smith 
He asks what a literal decendant of Aaron indeed. He s:J,ys imagine inspiratlon put, wmi s,ppoi.nted to labor in Qoiorado, After 

l.s, I answered, hlood. des0eud.aut.. Dont''bi,e ting sucih 5J.Jly things t,here. 'I'ho f:;tct; is tho ii.ppHcat.ion few ~nch Ml &ppoint;mont 
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Bro. Roush, it was found by experience that 
bis peculiar condition of health would not 
permit him to labor in Iowa, with safety, if 
indeed he could labor there at all. In this 
conclusion Brn. Roush and Gillen fully con
cur. Bro. W. A. Smith being already in 
Iowa, we made an exchange by virtue of 
which W. A. Smith will labor in Iowa, and 
J. B. Roush in Colorado for the entire year. 

We present two reasons for this arran,;;e
ment: To secure the continued services of 
Bro. J. B. Roush to the church, as well as to 
prevent what, under the circumstances, 
would seem to be a rash and unnecessary ex
posure of life; and to save the expense of 
taking Bro. Smith into Colorado, and then 
returning him or some other one to supply 
the place of Bro. Roush next fall. So, under 
such peculiar circumstances, we have con
cluded to run our own risk and answer before 
our quorum and the General Conference if 
necessary. 

Your brethren in the cause of truth, 
J. W. GILLEN. 
J. R. LAMBERT. 

To the Scattered Saints of Kentucky, Ten
nessee, and Northern Alabama; Greeting:
Forasmuch as Elder M. M. Turpen has re
quested me to take the oversight of the work 
in the territory named above, and desiring to 
labor where work is most needed, I desire all 
the scattered members that feel an interest in 
the work (and certainly all should feel an in· 
terest) to correspond with me, and let me 
know of the needs, hopes, and prospects of 
the work in your several localities. 

Come, brethren and sisters, let us get 
acquainted and labor together in union. The 
cause 'is a glorious one, and its triumph will 
be a g·lorious one, and some will be crowned 
with honor and adorned with palms of vic
tory for aiding in the great conflict against 
the darkness and superstition of the age. 
Shall we be among them? Let us all answer 
Yes, and then show our earnestness in the 
work by rushing to the front. 

Remember, dear saints, "To him that 
knoweth to do good, and doeth it not, to him 
it is sin."-James 4: 17. It is good to pray 
for the redemption of Zion and her children; 
it is good also to work for it, but infinitely 
better to pray and work bot,h together. 

My address will be Sedalia, Graves County, 
Kentucky. In bonds, 

J.C. CLAPP. 

To the Missionaries in Texas, and Saints 
Throughout the State: - Having been ap
pointed to take charge of the work in Texas, 
I wish to announce that my address for the 
present will be Medina, Bandera County, 
Texas. I am desirous to work in harmony 
with my brethren, and keep in touch by cor
respondence with the saints throughout the 
entire State. 

Bro. I. P. Baggerly will labor for the 
present in Texas Central district. 

Bro. L. L. Wight in Taylor, Nolan, and 
adjoining counties. 

Bro. H. P. Curtis, whose health at present 
is very poor, may labor anywhere in \Vestern 

·Texas that he may think is best for his 
he[l.lth. 

THE ~AINTS' HERALD. 

Bro. A. J. Currie, Sr., who is not under 
conference appointment, but is a willing 
worker, will, by request, labor in Gonzales 
and Grimes counties. 

All district and branch officials, with all 
who have made a covenant to serve God, are 
requested to consider the great importance 
of the work, and the responsibility that rests 
upon each and every one to aid and assist in 
every way that the law has provided. I 
would be glad to hear from all who want 
preaching, and we will do all we can to visit 
you; but brethren, don't let us forget that it 
requ'ires some means to travel from place to 
place. May we all labor in peace and unity 
till the work is done. 

Please be prompt in reporting. Not later 
than the last d!by of June, September, Decem
ber, and March. 

Your brother, 
T. J. SHEPPARD. 

REUNION NOTICES. 
Reunion of Northeast and Northwest Kan

sas districts:-The annual reunion of the 
above-named districts will meet at Blue Rap
ids, Kansas, August 19, at three p. m., and 
will continue in session until and including 
Sunday, August 28. Those wishing tents 
should order them at once, as the firm fur
nishing them requires thirty days' notice of 
the number and size of tents needed before 
they can supply them. Tents 10x12 feet will 
cost $1. 75; 12x14 feet $2 for use during the 
entire reunion. Send cash with orders to 
Bro. William Landers, Lenora, Kansas. 
Fuller details will be published later. 

William Landers, Mrs. A. z, Smith, B. F. 
Lea, Committee Northwest Kansas district; 
l!~rank Lofty, W. S. Pender, Committee 
Northeast Kansas district. 

To the Saints of Southeastern Illinois 
District; Greeting:-Our reunion, of which a 
notice of time and place has already appeared 
in the Herald, (July 22d to 31, near Parrish, 
in Franklin County, Illinois,) bids fair to be 
the best one held in the district. Bro. I. N. 
White writes me he will be with us, and 
with others of the ministry, the reunion will 
be furnished with good speakers. Bro. John
son informs us we can get the use of the sol
diers' tents at seventy-five cents each; they 
are seven feet square, but can have two or 
three, if we want them, at the same money 
a larger one from the city would cost us. 
'fhese tents will be delivered on the ground 
for those who will write Andy Johnson, Par
rish, Illinois. Should any want a larger tent, 
write me at X:enia, Illinois, and I will try 
and get it for them. Bro. Dillen thinks his 
pasture, three quarters of a mile from the 
ground, will furnish pasture for the horses; 
good spring of water in it. Those coming on 
the train should write W. S. Miller, Parrish, 
in time for him to meet them at the train. 

J. D. STEAD. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
The conference and reunion of the South 

Missouri district will convene at Dixion 
Grcne, in the city of West Plains, l\/Hssouri, 

commencing Friday, July 29, to hold over to 
August 7. Come one, come all; bring your 
tents and have a spiritual feast. 

C. M. BoOTMAN, Dist. Pres. 

EUROPEAN MISSION. 
The annual conference of the above-named 

mission will convene at Birmingham, Eng
land, on Saturday, 30th July, at six o'clock 
p. m. sharp. Rule 7 states: "That the 
authorities of districts, branches not in the 
districts, and missions, send a report of 
the spiritual condition of the work in their 
respective fields to each conference; such re
ports to be in writing and duly signed by the 
president and secretary of such district or 
branch; said report to reach the secretary of 
the European conference not later than July 
20 in each year." Rule 8 states: "That all 
elders or priests laboring by appointment 
from these conferences, or not included in 
any organized district, report their labors to 
the annual conference. All reports must be 
submitted in writing, handed to the secre
tary, and be'read from the table." Elders 
from all parts of this field are earnestly in· 
vited to attend. (Rule 8.) 

HEMAN C. SMITH, 
President of the European Mission. 

Northeastern Texas and Chocktaw confer
ence will convene July 15, at ten a. m., at 
Shawnee branch, on Shawnee Prairie, Red 
River County, Texas. A beautiful grove to 
hold conference-a desirable place to camp 
and pasture for stock. The place of confer
ence is seven miles south of Texas and Pacific 
Railroad. Douglass is the station to get off. 
Bro. Thomas Pollard lives at said station; 
he will take ca.re of those coming and ·con
duct them to place of conference. Come one, 
come all; and if God blesses us with his 
Spirit we will have a happy time. May God 
bless us in this great latter-day work. Re
member July the 15th. We will have a few 
days' meeting after conference. 

E. A. ERWIN. 

DIED. 
DOBBS.-At Glen Easton, West Virginia, 

April 18, 1898, Bro. Amos Dobbs. Born in 
Washington County, Pennsylvania, May 10, 
1832; baptized November 2, 1865, by Elder 
Jam es Brown. 

DULL.-Mary C. Dull passed peacefully 
away at h.er home at Limerick, Ohio, May 
13, 1898. She was born October 4, 1845; mar
ried to David Dull, June, 1867; to them were 
born ten children, nine are living, who with 
husband, aged mother, six 'grandchildren, 
and many friends mourn. Sr. Dull united 
with the church September 21, 1884, and re
mained in the faith until removed by death. 
Funeral at residence; sermon by T. J. Beatty, 
to a large assembly of relatives and friends. 

DEWITT.-At Wheeler's Grove, Iowa, De
cember 18, 1897, Glen Carlis, son of Mr. and 
Sr. J. W. DeWitt, aged 2 years, l month, l 
day. Services held in Carson church, con
ducted by Elder D. Hougas; after which the 
little one was laid to rest in the Carson ceme
tery. 
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Royal makes the food pure, 
wholesome and delicious. 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK. 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Large Type Edi
tion. 

Cloth, leather backs and corners .. $1 00 
Seal Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 1 25 
Seal Grain Russia, gilt edges ..••. 1 50 

TOBACCO HABIT CURED, 
OB WO PAY. 

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively 
gu"rantees three boxes of ;•Quit-To-Bae" to perma· 
nently take away all desire for tobacco, or will 
promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent 
post paid anywhere for $1.50. No bad effects from 
nse of Quit-To-Bae. It is a great nerve tonic. Why 
not try it? It has G"ured hundreds; why not you? 
Remember, No ~1ure, No Pay, Address, B. F. 
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois. 

(). B. & Q. EXCURSIONS. 
National Saengerfest, Davenport, 

Iowa, July 28-31; one standard i 
fare plus $2.00 for round trip. I 
Date of sale July 27 and 28, final 
limit for return August 1. 

Trans-Mississippi Teachers' Association 
meeting, Omaha, Nebraska, June 28-30. 
One standard fare plus $2.00 for round trip. 
Date of sale June 26, 27, final limit July 5. 
On deposit of ticket and fifty cents with joint 
:agent return limit will be extended until 
August 31. 

National Republican League, Omaha, Ne
braska, July 13-15. Date of sale July 12, 
final limit for return July 22 one fare plus 
$2.00. 

Trans-Mississippi Turnfest, Omaha, June 
30 to July 3. Date of sale June 29, final limit 
July 8. 

North American Turner's Union Conven
tion, San Francisco, California, July 5. 
Date of sale June 28, 29, final limit August 
31. One standard first class fare for round 
trip. 

International Mining Congress, Salt Lake 
Ci.ty, Utah, July 6-"9. Date of sale July 2, 
Umit for return 20 days from date of sale. 

TRANS-MISSISSIPPI EXPOSITION. 

Omaha, Nebraska, June l to November 1, 
1898. For rates and dates apply to agent. 

Fourth of July excursion rates to any sta
tion within 200 miles, at one and one third 
fare; date of sale July 2, 3, and 4; good re
turning July 5. Minimum selling rate 50 
cents. 

Summer Race Meeting, St. Joe, Missouri, 
July 4-7. One and one third fare for round t 
trip. Selling date July 3-7; good returning 
July 8. _ c::::J ~ c==i 

THE SAINTS' HEHALD. 

A arning to Users of 
Alum Baking Powders@ 

CASES Of POISONING IN INDIANA .. 

The following appeared in the Logansport, Indiana, 
Times:-

Dr. Souder was summoned by 
telegraph last Sunday night to at
tend the family of Braden Harper, 
living southwest of Logansport. 
Four of the family were poisoned 
from eating dumplings. The 
father and one child, who had not 
partaken of the dumplings, were 
well, while the mother and three 
c11ildren were in a serious condi
tion. It is probable that had not 
vomiting ensued, emptying the 
stomach, the four would have 
died from the effects. It is sup
posed the poison was caused from 
the "baking powder used in making 
the dumplings. The wife probably 

added a larger amount than she 
usually did, which in the greater 
quantity proved a noxious poison, 
The baking powder used was 
branded the * * .,, "', manufac
tured by the * * * .,. This 
should be a warning in using 
cheap baking powders, which flood 
the country. People buy them be
cause they are cheap, and the mer
chant buys them because he can sell 
them for a profit. In many stores 
one can not purchase a standard 
brand. You have to purchase the 
cheap stuff or do without. \Ve are 
of the opinion thatmostoftheprize 
bakingpowders belongtothisciass. 

The highest authorities in chemical science pro
nounce alum injurious to health and a destroyer of 
digestion. 

Here is explicit evidence that it is a noxious poison. 
Alum baking powders likewise coagulate the blood 

rapidly, interfering with its ready course through the 
arteries and valves of the heart, predisposing to heart
failure. 

The laws of Minnesota and Wisconsin prohibit the 
sale of alum baking powders, unless they are branded 
as a warning to the public. 

By the laws of England it is a crime to put alum 
in bread in any form. 

fl10J[ The Royal Baking Powder Co. publish 
1-,i ~ the above facts because they are facts of 

great importance, and to say that while alum baking 
powders are sold cheap they have little strength, and 
are dear at half price, to say nothing of their effect upon 
the health, and the bitter taste they impart to the food. 

The Royal Baking Powder is far above question as 
regards its quality and healthfulness, because it is made 
of cream 0f tartar derived only from grapes. No other 
article has ever received such high praise for its quality. 

Consumers may use the Royal.with full assurance that ~ 

they not only get the worth of their money, but that they 
also get the best cream of tartar baking powder that 
can be had. 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK. 
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STATE SAVINGS BANK, OF LAMONI. 
Stockholders. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Geo. H. Hilliard. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 
G. W. Blair. 
Oscar Anderson. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 
Alice P. Dancer. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 

Officers. 
David Dancer, 

President. 
Wm. Anderson, 

Vice President. 
W. A. Hopkins, 

Cashier. 
Oscar Anderson, 

Assistant Cashier. 

Directors. 
W. A. Hopkins. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 

This bank will be ready for business on July 1, 
1898, and will do a general banking business at 
Lamoni, Iowa. Interest paid on time deposits 
according to the rules of the bank. Correspond
ence and patronage solicited. 

WHAT HAVE YOU to exchange as part 
payment on a well improved 80 acre farm 
two miles from Lamoni? Large build
ings-all painted-orchard. Yearly pay
ments on balance. Give full description 
and price of your property in first letter. 

D. F. Nicholson. 

AGENTS WANTED 
ln every town to sell two of the latest and best selling 
publications at popular prices; vi7- : "The :J,l:fe and 
Public Services o:f ''W:iUiam E. Gladstone," 
the most celebrated Orator and Statesman of Modern 
Times, and "Our War "\Vith !§pain." Both pub
lications are by celebrated and famous Authors. Sample 
Copies free. Send 25 cents for either one, or 50 cents for 
both to prepay the exoress char!(es. For full oart iculars 
&ddress NOHTH AMEHICAN PUBLISHING COM
PANY, 214-220 Clark, Street, Chicago, Illinois. 

HARDWARE. 
STOVES, TINWARE, BARB WlltE, :l'l'G. 

Special attention glwen to Bullders' Hardware. 
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnisheili 

LAMONI HARDWARE CO. 

'FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN. 
A house In Lamoni, Iowa, two Eqnares from the busi• 

:ness center. It has six room•, a hall, and three closets, 
and is conveniently arranged for 11 family of six or more I 
Is warm as a winter honae, and has good ventilation for 
summer. Well and cistern .. t the door, and apple, 
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the iwo lots, whicll. IM'l1 
tile corner 00: a llAook. Address, 

IL ll!! ••• COOPJ!l:& Leaomo !Qiw11, 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 

quickly ascertain' our opinion free whether_ an 
invention is probably patentable. Communrna~ 
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents .. 

Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive 
special notice, without charge, in the 

Sti~ntific Jlm¢rica1. 
A handsomely illustrated weekly. J_,argest cir~ 
culi.ttion of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a 
year; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers. 

MUNN & Co.s510roadway, New York 
Branch Office, 625 Jr St., Washington, D. C. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD 

Its Easy Writing 
If its a BHckensderier No. 5. 

The universal favorite with all classes of 
operators who desire a simple and speedy 
machine. 

More "Blicks" in use among Iowa and Ne· 
braska newspapers than all the rest of t~e $100 
machines together. The only Typewnter o.n 
the market doing hundred-dollar work that is 
sold at a popular price. 

Has 28 Keys, of 84 Characters and Letters; 
Portable, weighing but Sixv Pounds with case. 

Copies and Manifolds perfectly,-12 carbon 
copies being easily taken at one writing. 

Only one price-$35.00 net. On ten days-ap
proval to any responsible man in Iowa or Nebraska. 
Address, 

HARGER &. BUSH, 
Generai Agents, 

904=910 Main Street, DUBUQUE, IOWA. 

llW'M'tt' WWW :Siiii I au A. 

he taff of Life 
n er. 

Extreme care is necessary in purchasing baking 
powders to avoid those made from burnt alum, 
phosphatic or other harsh acids, of ·which there are 
innumerabJe brands in the market. 

Great efforts are made to foist these inferior 
powders upon consumers by the inducement of a 
lower price and by grossly false representations as 
to their ingredients and comparative value. 

Alum baking powders have been declared by 
the most competent authorities injurious to health. 
Therefore every precaution must be taken to keep 
them out of the food. They are sold under many 
names, and new brands are continually appearing. 

It is safe to avoid the use of any new or doubt
ful brand until you have had it analyzed. The 
purity of any powder sold at a lower price than 
Royal may be suspected. 

Royal is a pure cream of tartar baking powder 
and its exclusive use is the practical and positive 
safeguard against alum and the various adultera
tions found in other brands. It has been analyzed 
and recommended by the U. S. Government 
chemists, by the health officers of New York, 
Chicago, San Francisco, London, etc., and by 
eminent physicians and scientists generally, who 
give it the greatest praise for its marvelous purity 
and leavening strength. 

The Royal powder costs only a fair price per 
pound, and is cheaper and better at its price than 
any similar article in the world. 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK. www.LatterDayTruth.org
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MISFIT EMOTIONS. 

As A peaceful life becomes more and 
more a necessity, we gain wisdom as 
to the things which promote and the 
things which destroy it. At different 
times we conceive the trouble under 
different similes. Perhaps we may ac
count for a good share of the trouble 
by simply saying that our lives are 
dislocated and ineffective because of 
our applying the wrong emotions to 
the different occasions which meet us. 

We use scorn at the wrong time. 
Our mercifulness is often unwise and 
untimely. Severity is used when it is 
the last thing to be thought of. When 
it is all over, and too late, we see how 
our emotions and the events to which 
we applied them had no real relation in 
tr:uth. They are misfits. 

We are the disciples of a Master 
who has never wished he had acted 
differently, repenting neither of se
verity nor mercy, yet exercising both 
in relation to people toward whom no 
man had dared exercise them before. 
Joining scorn with the priest and 
mercy with the publican, no wonder 
men felt he was turning the world up· 
side down. The Gospel of Luke espe
cially is a history of the inversion of 
tradition:'l.l emotions. Yet no one has 
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ever seriously called in question the J life, a new position, the incurring of 
inevitable fitness of the feelings of an injury, tbe sudden revelation of 
Jesus in every event in which be sin in some one of whom we did not 
showed them. suspect it, the more bitter discovery 

When a day is over, and, as in most of some hitherto unprobed wickedness 
days, we are compelled to cast up its in ourselves, whatever it may be.
losses, we discover that perhaps the these are the things which make us 
larger part of them are due to feeling wonder how we ought to feel about 
the wrong emotion toward some oc- things. The hardened one callous to 
currence during the day. Common our help, the one whose integrity bas 
sense alone will not restore rightness, shown a rift, the man who throws 
though in all the operations of the himself as a dead weight upon charity, 
Spirit common sense is, of· course, the criminal, the outcast, the neighbor, 
presupposed. Right feelings cannot to feel for each in turn the right 
be attained by any mere shrewdness; emotion, this is a life·long question; 
the best that mere calculation can do for as we feel we act. In earlier days 
is to help us bide or show them. we do not look at things like these 
Their lore is in the love of God made with much refinement. As we go on 
known to us through Christ. H is toward character, every man who ap
nothing less than self-robbery to proaches us makes a difference in our
treat our fellow· men wrongly, to meet selves. 
their mistakes with condemnations Some suffer from too little feeling. 
too strong, or habitually to fail in It is the dull ache of coldness. Tfae 
delicate appreciation of their good- utter absence of a mood to match the 
ness through emotions which are ig- occasion which is bringing forth a 
norant and untrained. Right feelings 1 healthy excitement in others, to sit 
are all that can ever appropriate to us among people who are caught up out 
the good which is in our surroundings. of themselves by some unselfish inter-

Jesus saw at once what things to est, and to feel that we cannot get far 
make light of, and passes his insight enough away from self to share with 
on to whoever will have it. Perfectly them,-this is a bitter experience. 
incalculable is the misery stored up There seems to be upon some people 
in some souls which were designed to a malign and contradictory fate of 
be joyous and clear through just this never being in chi.me with anything 
magnetizing of the trifles of life. at the same time with others. The 
Spiritual growth may be traced in the right feeling comes too late when the 
increasing quickness of recoil which occasion to be appropriated is gone. 
we experience when we find that we We must go softly in the region of the 
have failed to cherish the right feeling temperaments, but we may warn every 
in a given instance. man of the necessity of "cultivating 

How often one finds himself grow- opposites," and not making his tern
ing more and more .serious through perament a god. Isolation may be 
the hours of the day over some trifle the mark of lofty minds, but is even 
which the quiet of the evening reveals more the mark of unhealthy minds. 
to him to have been an excellent but When one finds his antagonisms out· 
lost opportunity for amusement! stripping his sympathies, and attrib-

Every occasion makes a demand utes it all.to a badly arranged world, 
upon our feelings. Hourly we are let him get down on his knees and 
thrown into DQW relations, and to pray for a better mind. Never does a 
meet those occasions and fill those re- man stand more in need of the salva
lations in just the right spirit is to tion of Jesus than when he finds him
live nobly and beautifully. The self in this condition. Not to catch 
thoughtful are alwm,ys saying to them- all the greater r>elationships between 
selves, in the midst of the varieties of ourselves and our surroundings and 
life, "How ought I to feel in this mat- our neighbors, to say nothing of those 
ter?" The rising of some change in deeper and finer relationships con-
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stantly disclosed to the sympathetic, I something of truth in it. Let us take 
I 

is to lose our life. ·1 a little more time to see how we will 
Denying a fault doubles it. 
Envy shoots at others and wounds herself. 
Foolish fear doubles danger. The parable of the Prodigal Son, feel. Right moods or wrong moods 

or that part of it relating to the elder are what bring us peace or storm. 
brother, is a study in these misfit Right moods are the offspring only of 
emotions. All out of tune with what a heart held close to God. They 
was going on in the house that night, come rarely at the beginning of life. 
the elder brother sincerely thought As experience deepens, it leads into 
his emotion the right one, but he was them, and, when they come, power 
miserable with it. The right one was and control and character and happi
in him if he could only get at i1 ness come with them. Perhaps there 

God teaches us good things by our own 
hands. 

He has worked hard who has nothing to do. 
It costs more to revenge wrongs than to 

suffer them. 
Knavery is tbe worst trade. 
Learning makes a man fit company for 

himself. 
Modesty is a guard to virtue. 
Not to hear conscience is the way to si-

Not,hing wastes us like anger over is no moment in which a man feels 
the matter which deserves no such the peace of God enter his soul more 
distinction. The instant and instinc- definitely and powerfully than the mo
tive measuring of an affair, the know- :I ment in which, at great cost, he has 
ing just how much attention to give to led forth just the emotion to meet 
it and how soon to forget it, comes as I some vital and exacting occasion.
the teaching of Jesus.· There is such Trumbell in S. S. Times. · 
a thing, too, as using all our earnest-

lence it. 
One hour to-day is worth two to-morrow. 
Proud looks make foul work in fair faces. 
Quiet conscience is quiet sleep. 
Richest is he that wants least. 
Some fau1ts indulged are little thieves that 

let in greater ones. 
The boughs that bear most hang lowest. 
Upright walking is sure walking. 
Virtue and happiness are mother and 

daughter. ness in combating earnestness. A 
man with a touch of the negative in 
him will spend more force and waste 
more feeling over a trifling inaccuracy 
in scholarship or a defect in taste than 
he can get out of himself for any 
large and positive employment. It is 
a mark of spiritual sanity to know 
what things bulk large in life, and to 
be at your own disposal for them. 

How to deal with the weak so that 
they shall not become weaker is a 
continual problem. "Not to mistake 
weakness for badness, not to approach 
the crushed and disheartened with the 
stalwart treatment which belongs to 
the hardened and aggressive, is a 
learning, the lack of which confuses 
everything we do. And then there 
are those who remain spiritually poor 
in spite of great oppurtunities for no
bler living. These are the special 
trial of the Christian worker. Only 
with much suffering and forbearance 
can the Church keep the right attitude 
toward the outside world, which de
tects a false ring in the Church's 
word much more quickly than it will 
acknowledge a true one. If a man is 
not a Christian and refuses all your 
best efforts to make one, the alterna
tive for you is not anger, nor sour- I 
ness, nor enmity. The cause never. 
demands this. Deep regret answers 
sufficiently. Men cannot be driven 
into the kingdom, nor hated into it, 
nor shaken into it. · All such attitudes 
and efforts recoil upon us with misery, . 
and finally endanger our own faith be
cause they destroy ocir love. 

Let us take time, then, about choos
ing our emotions. This may seem a 
psychological error, but there is 

EXTRAORDINARY RUN OF A FREIGHT 
TRAIN. 

A few days ago the Pennsylvania Railroad 
turned over to the Chicago, Burlington and 
Quincy Railroad at Chicago a train load of 
government supplies bound for San Francisco. 
It was made up of ten freight box cars heavily 
loaded. The distance to Denver by this, the 
Short line, is 1,025 miles, and the run was 
made in 3H hours-an average of 2H miles 
per hour, including the many stops for coal, 
water and change of engines. This is the 
fastest time on record for so long a freight 
run. The Burlington not long ago broke the 
world's record for long distance running when 
a special passenger train ran the 1,025 miles 
in 1,047 minutes, but this freight run, with
out accident or delay of any kind, is con
sidered quite as important as the other and 
shows what can be accomplished on a well 
managed railroad. 

ALPHABET OF PROVERBS. 
A grain of prudence is worth a pound of 

craft. 
Boasters are cousins to liars. 

Wise men make more opportunities than 
they find. 

You never lose by doing a good act. 
Zeal without knowledge is fire without 

light.-Philadelphia Record. 

ADDRESSES. 

Mark H. Forscutt, No. 203 First Avenue, 
Nebraska City, Nebraska. 

J. A. Grant, 913 North Walnut Street, 
West Bay City, Michigan. 

J. s: Roth; No. 1011 Summer Street, Grin· 
nell, Iowa. 

R. M. Maloney; mission address, King· 
fisher, Oklahoma. 

J. C. Clapp, Sedalia, Graves Co., Kentucky 

COLORADO TOURS 
Is the title of a new book on Colorado, 
America's great health and pleasure resort. 
The book is beautifully illustrated and con
tains a valuable map of the State. A copy 
can be had without charge upon application 
to P. S. Eustis, Gen'l Pass'r Agt., C. B. & Q. 
R.R., Chicago, Ill. 3t 

School Furniture~? Supplies 
The "VICTOR" Folding Desks are especially adapted fo,r use, in 
.District and Parochial Schools. Our line is complete, mcluclm~ 
i;tationary Desks, Double Desks, Adjustable Desks, etc. 

GET OUR CATALOGUE AND PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING. 

Agents Wanted Everywhere, 

THOMAS KANE & CO., Racine, Wis. 

An ordinary family ironing can be clone on the "RACINE" 
Mangle in twenty minutes, withopt heat or fuel. 

NO FUEi... NO HEAT. NO SCORCHINC. 
Prices within the means of every family. Made in six styles and 
ten sizes, for Families, Hotels, etc. Every Mangle Cuaranteed. 

Send 2c stamp for new illustrated Catalogue, with prices. 
THE RACINE MAl\ICLE CO., Racine, Wis. 

RACINE CAS ENCINE 
Uses Gasoline, Natural Gas or Manufactured Gas. 

Fitted with both Hot Tube and Electric Battery. 
/ Are used for Pumping Water, Grinding Feed and 

all Farm Purposes; also Grain Elevators, Machine 
Shops, etc. The most Simple, Reliable and Econom· 
foal Gas Engine on the market. Send 2 cent stamp 
for catalogue and prices to 

RACINE HARDWARE CO., Racine, Wis~ 
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free. "-John 8: 31, 82. 

'Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none." 
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EDITOR. 
ASSISTANT EDITOR. 

CORRESPONDING EDITORS. 

LAMONI, foWA, JULY 6, 1898. 

AN ELOQUENT SPEECH. 

THE following is from a farewell ser
mon preached by Bro. T. W. Williams, 
at Council Bluffs, Iowa, June 12, on 
the occasion of bis going west, 
to his new field, as reported in the 
Nonpareil, of the 13th. It is an elo· 
quent and feeling tribute to both Bro. 
Williams and the Council Bluffs 
saiiits:-

"Reluctantly I appear before yo'U to deliver 
a closing effort after a five-years' sojourn in 
your midst. In leaving you there is, how
ever, the pleasant consciousness that progress 
marks our path way; and, though the ideal 
has not been fully realized, yet we have ex
perienced seasons of ecstacy and often the in· 
spiration of di vine congratulation has thrilled 
our beings. Many faces that i;;reeted us 
when Ji.est we appeared in your midst are not 
present to bid God-speed in departing. Be
cause of the crushing blight of hard times 
numbers have gone from us hoping to better 
their financial condition. Others there are 
whose bodieE lie in the 'city on the hill,' 
their spirits having 'gone on before.' The 
gray-haired matron and the venerable sire; 
budding manhQod, and the immortal tendrils 
of a day. We miss them, 0, so much! It, is 
gratifying as the years come and go, to ob
serve how easily the responsibilities of life 
are shifted from overtaxed ag-e to the shoul
ders of ambitious youth. And when I look 
into the faces of the ever-increasing army of 
young people, I have no fears for the future 
of God's marvelous work. 

COMPLIMENTS THE PRESS. 

"A source of gratification is the publicity 
given our work. Prejudice is passing away 
like the hoar-frost before the rising sun 
and where men once scoffed they now re· 
spect. The newspapers have been very 
courteous and considerate, and through their 
instrumentality, in no limited degree, have 
we been privileged to show the people our 
fidelity to God and loynlty to his Christ. 
Where hitherto the name Latter Day Saint 
was a synonym for polygamy and the kindred 
evils of the Brighamite deflection, we have 
lived to see our earnest toil show the strik

_ing difference between us, and that we are 
in no way responsible for those follies. 

"It is to be hoped th><t the i.njvnction of 
t):Hil '1.j:JP~tlo;i >viJl l><J "'wonJt<::w for.,,n>J 
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perfect.' It is our carnality that banishes 
God and severs friendship. It is true h u
manity which keeps God ever near and 
clasps hands across a continent and makes 
all men one. 

THE PROMISE OF THE FUTURE. 

"Be of good cheer.' Why? 
"Because this life is but the first act in the 

.drama of. existence. We are but preparing 
for another and the chance acquaintanceship, 
of the 'now' will be intensified in the real 
conception of the 'then.' 

"'Be of one mind; live in peace!' What a 
wonderful transformation, were this more 
than sentiment with us! Theoretical Chris
tianity! The poet's dream, the writer's para
dise, the toiler's haven! Thus far the 
practical is but the shadow. The primary 
object of Christianity is not to prepare us for 
a life with angels in an imaginary heaven, 
spending our time in enforced idleness, but 
to develop true manhood, purify womanhood; 
to transfer heaven to earth-make a paradise 
here. 

"Ever will I remember our life together; 
not only have the members of the church 
been good and kind, but the people of Coun
cil Bluffs, with true genuine western hospi
tality bave ever shown their big-heartedness. 

"Yes, 'the God of love and peace shall be 
with you,' and may 'the grace of the Lord 
Jesus Christ, and the love of God, and the 
communion of the Holy Ghost, be with you 
all. Amen.'" 

WILLIAM'S VISIT TO PALESTINE. 

BEIRUT, June 19.-In view of the approach
ing visit of Emperor William to Palestine, 
an aid-de-camp of the Sultan is examining 
and having repairs made upon all the ·roads 
in Syria and Palestine, and all the troops 
have been oresented with new uniforms. 

Berlin, Jun0 25.-The details of the journey 
of t.he German Emperor and Empress to 
Palestine are interesting. The party will 
number ninety persons, and no newspaper 
men will be officially permitted to accom
pany them. Their Majesties will spend six 
days in the Holy Land. They will land at 
Jaffa, where they will be received by a Turk
ish escort 100 strong. Besides, there will be 
present 12,000 Turkish troops, all in new 
uniforms. They will leave Jaffa on October 
26 for Jerusalem, pitching their tents for 
the first night beside the ruins of C:cesarea. 

They will arrive at Jerusalem October 29 
and will attend di vine services on the morn-

Book of Mormon, page 116. 
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on November 1. Then they will spend four 
days sightseeing at ·Jerusalem. 

.They will probably return by way of Naza
reth, whence they will visit the Sea of Gali
lee and Mount Tabor. They will go to Jaffa 
and thence to Beyrout. On November 10 
they will visit Damascus and the ruins of the 
Temple of Baal. They will return home
ward via Constantinople, whither they will 
be escorted by nine Turkish warships. 

Emperor William, the sensational 
and spectacular young man who rules 
upon the throne of Germany is mak
ing preparations to visit the Holy 
Land. Attended by a gaudy retinue 
of distinguished soldiers and civilians 
he will go to Palestine to inspect the 
ancient land with a view to locating 
sites made sacred by past association 
and tradition. The Sultan of Turkey, 
whom the Emperor has befriended to 
a degree in the late Greek and Cretan 
troubles, has purchased a plat of 
ground said to measure about three 
hundred yards square, just outside 
the city of Jerusalem, which he will 
present to the Emperor that the latter 
may found a monastery (?)at the city. 
The visit of the German ruler may 
serve to open the land more fully to 
Christian and Jewish occupation. The 
rule of the Ishmaelite must certainly 
be near its end. The German Em
peror has shown no scruples against 
taking a share of the Celestial Empire 
and will probably be willing to receive 
a good portion of the Sultan's empire 
when the powers make ready to divide 
it. We shall see. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

BRO. W. H. Kelley, Cleveland, Ohio, 
June 28:-

I came here to-day from Akron, where I 
held meetings Sunday and Monday last. 
There is a little band of saints there who 
seem to be getting along nicely, and by 
proper effort their numbers may be added to. 
It is cool and pleasant to-day. Crops are fine 
and fruit p1'ospects excellent. 

ing of the 30th in the Protestant church at EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

Bethlehem and in the afternoon on the IN answer to a question: The College 
Mount of Olives. The Church of the Re- belongs to the Church, not to private 
deemer at Jerusalem will be consecrated on · individuals. The receipts from 
October :n. Their Majesties will encamp 
the same night on the plain of Jericho, and scholars go into the College expense 
wm •r~sit t-40 Defl.d. Sea "'n<l. tl1e .Hi.ver Jord!!.i; 
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of China has issued an edict c~~- f Peace. The growth of liberty means 'fhe saints a,t Fagundus, Pennsyl
vania, are awaiting tbe coming of 
some of the ministry in that field; the 
meantime doing what they can to es
tablish truth. So writes Bro. G. H. 
Parker,- under date of J.une 25, who 
also report~ many blessings received 
because of efforts made for good. 

mantling that a university be estab- the downfall of unjust principles and 
lished in the city of Pekin, for the of those in whom they find expression 
education of the Chinese in western and life. Proclaim liberty not only 
civilization, arts, sciences, etc. Our throughout America, but throughout 
own people have ordered a college the world universal. 

Six have been added to the church 
at Tabor, Iowa, since the late discus
sion there; so writes Bro. S. Orton, 
late date. 

built. They will not permit the Bro. R. C. Evans is to meet a repre
heathen Chinaman, as- he is perhaps sentative of the Campbellite Church 
unjustly called, to excel them in this at Chatham, Ontario, in September 
good work. Let us all aid the Col- next, in public discussion. Each dis
lege fund as requested by the Bish- putant is to affirm the faith and gen-
opric. eral claims of his church. 

Bro. H. T. McClain, Coalgate, In
dian Territory, writes of the Erwin
Ohism debate, claiming victory for 
our cause. He is doing what he can 
to maintain the work locally. 

Emperor William, of Germany, in a The HERALD is indebted to Sr. 
recent address to his soldiers, stated Annie Allen, of Lamoni, for the 
that the army was the base or founda- stenographic report of Pres. Joseph 
tion of his throne. He also com- Smith's late baccalaureate sermon. 
mended the principle of "blind Bro. Criley, our Business Manager, 
obedience" to the soldier, for the per- requests tbat remittances be not sent 
fection of discipline and defense of by cash inclosure, unless sent by reg
Fatherland. Our glorious country, istered letter. Remit by money and 
established under the inspiration of express order or by registered letter. 

Bro. H. E. Brown, of Helena, Cali
fornia, writes of the efforts of the Ad· 
ventists at that point. He would like 
to see some of the traveling ministry 
at work among the Helena people. 

Letters are received from Sr. I. L. 
. Jones, Canton, Illinois, and Bro. J. 
E. Ritter, at San F'rancisco with the 
army enroute to the Philippine 
Islands. He commends many of his 
comrades for their moral character 
and interest in religious duty. He 
believes · the war will still further 

divine Providence, is based upon the 
principle of government by the people 
and for the people, and asks only that 
intelllgent, discriminating obedience 
be rendered by a free soldiery and a 
free people. It is because such senti
ments prevail that Americans and 
others have so far been invincible. 
Love of liberty has prompted the 

open the door for the preaching of American soldiery to place their lives 
the gospel, in the Orient. upon the altar to secure both their 

The Military Tract Press Associa- own freedom and the freedom of an 
tion held its twenty-first semiannual oppressed people. There is little 
meeting at Nauvoo, Hancock County, danger to any government whose citi
Illinois, June 10, 1898. The Editor of zens continue to be actuated by such 
the HERALD was honored by an invi- exalted principles. They approach 
tation to be present and address the the spirit of the empire of the Naza
association; but by reason of previous rene who, as Napoleon has said, 
engagements he could not attend. founded and rules an empire in love, 
However, after the meeting was over, not by force of arms. God will con
Friend Baumert, of the Independent, tinue to favor the peoples who con
Nauvoo, sent the editor a badge; a tend for liberty and enlightenment, 
piece of pretty pearl-colored ribbon, and their strength will continue in 
with a pictui·e of the Temple and a him. Emperor William's crown is in
description of it, and title of the asso- secure. Already the restlessness of 
ciation printed on it; a souvenir of the people of Germany:manifests that 
the meeting--had we been present. widespread dissatisfaction exists. 
We regretted somewhat that we were Love of country and love of a 
not able to be there, to renew some would-be absolute monarch are two 
old acquaintances and make some new diverse sentiments. Emperor Wil
ones among the editors. liam's throne represents the not divine 
The general mission board of the Pres- rule of kings, and of ambition under 

byterian Church, acting under instruc- sceptered sway, which must in time 
tions from its General Assembly, is be cast down to make room for the 
preparing to enter the Philippine heightening frame and spreading 
Islands, believing tha,t God in his branches of the tree of liberty. God 
providence has opened the way for and humanity-with all men free and 
Protestant Christianity and civiliza- equal-is the liberty that is enlighten
tion. I ing the world universal, preparatory 

It has been noted tha,t the Emperor to the reign of love of the Prince of 
~ 

A number of letters containing bank 
bills have been stolen, hence this 
request . 

•'Christianity is not a circumstance 
in life, it is the very life." 

The college article, the reports of 
debates, and other extra matter have 
crowded out a number of letters which 
will appear in our next issue. We 
now hope to have sufficient space at 
our disposal to meet all demands 
without delay. 

Moihsrs' Home ~ol1Imn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

"If any little word of mine 
May make a life the brighter, 

If any little song of mine 
M"y make the heart the lighter; 

God help me speak the little word, 
And take my bit of singing, 

And drop it in some lonely vale, 
To set the echoes ringing.,, 

CHOIRS. 
MY ideas of a church choir differ from some 
but if they will do others good, they are wel
come to my experience as leader and teacher 
for fifteen years. A few years ago I was 
member of a fine musical club. Our conduc
tor was a gentleman of European musical 
training. Concerts of superior music were 
given monthly in the finest theater of the 
city. The conductor stood with his back to 
the audience and facing the singers, who 
kept their eyes strictly on his finger, which 
was kept as much as possible from view of 
the audience. Certain slight movements of 
his hand or head meant differences in expres
sion to be obeyed instantly by all. Every 
selection was sung from memory. This club 
had its season patrons. Invitations were 
sent to lovers of music, and only those were 
admitted. An admission was charged, also 
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a small monthly fee was required of members. 
The gentlemen's concert suits were black, 
with white waistcoats, ties, and shirts. The 
lady club members wore cream nun's veiling, 
made Galatea style, loosely shirred below the 
neck, angel sleeves, a white cord g-irdle at 
waist, which slightly confined the straight 
cut robe. Corsets were not worn. 

We considered this quite an ideal club, be
cause every member had been admitted only 
after ·strict examination as to voice culture 
and character. Members voted upon the lat
ter, and if one black ball was found, the per
son was not accepted. We did not coincide 
with public leading, as we considered that 
diminishes the good effect. Every choir 
should so perfect themselves in expression, 
coloring, and "grammar" of music, while 
practicing under good leadership, that the 
master is not needed in public to guide, 
only to sing among tte others if he chooses; 
but not to lead by motion of any kind, or 
prominenc0, as it detracts from the object, 
which is to cause our minds to center on 
heavenly melody alone. 

How much better it would be if certain 
Latter Day Saint choirs would copy after the 
above rule. Outsiders would be attracted 
and perhaps unawares caught in tee heav
enly net of the gospel. We have been guilty 
of going to certain churches just to hear the 
music from trained singers. I noticed in two 
certain choirs a constant discord; and as I 
knew two of the members could not sing the 
scale, I wondered why Latter Day Saints 
should allow this unpleasant conglomeration 
of sound so i;rating on musical senses. We 
confess our tempers were ruffled enough 
while sitting in the congregation to wish we 
and our friends, we had brought for the first 
time, were somewhere else. Order is heav-· 
en's first law. 

We occasionally see choirs consisting of 
one third the number in the congregation. 
'fhis should not be in a small room. It is not 
necessary to have more than a quartet except 
in a large edifice. Do away with more than 
one person for each part, or at most have 
two. Do not ask every particular friend to 
join the choir, and do not be afraid of offend
ing by gently expelling a discordant voi<Je 
who has innocently or purposely gotten into 
the choir for honor or imagined help. 
Listen for your choicest voices in the branch, 
select a quartet from them, and a leader who 
will meet with you every week or two let 
them beat time with baton, or simply by a 
slight motion of hand. Learn from them 
where to shade your music, if they under
stand it; if they do not, let their way be paid 
if possible by the choir to learn from a mas
ter, if one is in your town. Music is a part 
of the service. R. L. R. M. 

8undau 8Bhool IlBpartmant. 
ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

March 30 was written by Bro. W. R. Arm
strong, of Manchester, England, but by some 
oversight was not a.ccredi ted to anyone. 

THE New South Wales district Sunday 
school association voted to ask the General 
Sunday School Association to make provi
sion for the appointment of "alternates" to 
take the place of absent delegates in district 
or general conventions. Such action, we be
lieve, would not be necessary because the 
anticipated action is often taken both in dis
tricts and in schools sending_ delegates to 
their respective conventions. True, there is 
no mention made of such action in either the 
church "Book of Rules" or the "Constitution 
and By-laws" of the General Sunday School 
Association. But it is a practice almost uni
versally accepted as proper, and ad visabie 
where there is important business to be 
transacted by the body of which they are to 
be a part. Appoint your delegates, and if 
there is any doubt that they can all attend 
the convention, appoint "alternates" who 
will take the place of absent delegates. The 
"alternates" stand in the order of their ap· 
pointment-the first appointed filling the 
fil'.'st vacancy. 

CLEANING TIME. 
Written for the Sunday school convention of the Clinton, 

Missouri, district, by Mina Perkins Kearney. 
SPRING is the general cleaning time of the 
year. Then nature, like a good housewife, 
dresses everything anew in clean, beautiful 
raimerit. She covers everything unsightly 
with lovely, living green. Everything old 
and wornout is brushed aside, and new shoots 
and vines take the place of dead ones, while 
the old ones which still have life, not want
ing to be cast aside, send forth new tendrils 
that they may still cling and grow side by 
side with the young vines, beautifying and 
enriching Mother Nature tbe whole year 
through. 

Yes, cleaning time has come, and we, as 
Sunday school workers, must realize this 
fact, and get the fogy notions in regard to 
this department of gospel work out of om· 
heads, and put forth new vines of energy, 
new tendrils of hope, if we de not wish to be 
cast aside like old rnbbish, along with other 
dead vines and branches. 

Come! awake! let us reason together and 
say with the poet, 

"Yes, clean yer house, an, clean yer shed, 
An' clean yer barn in cv'ry part; 

But brush the cobwebs from yer head, 
An' sweep the snowbank from yer heart. 

Yes, w'cn spring cleanin1 corn.es al'oun\ 
Bring forth the duster an' the broom, 

But rake yer fogy notions down, 
An' sweep yer dusty soul of gloom.,, 

Yes, rake out every idea or notion that 
Sunday school work is merely to be tolerated 
and pushed aside on every occasion, or when
ever an opportunity occurs; that it is simply 
a small auxiliary of the church that could 
easily be dispensed with and not much harm 
done. Let us, as a district, awaken to the (Send communications for this department to the Editor 

Address m1n~tes and notices of conventions~ etc., 
to" Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") ·1 fact that we must sweep out such thoughts 

from our minds, brush down the cobwebs 
"Inspirational Teaching" that that keep tangling up our ideas; get these 
the ~epartment in Heralr], of I cobwebs and old ideas out together. 

THE article 
appeared in 

"'Sweep ol' ideas out with dust, 
An' dress yer soul in newer style; 

Scrape fron1 yer min' its worn-out crust 
An' dump it in the rubbish pile. 

Sweep out the hates that burn an' •mart, 
Bring .in new loves serene an' pure; 

Aroun' the hearthstone of the heart 
Place modern styles of furniture." 
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The old church had no Sunday school; cer
tainly not, and neither did the church as re
organized, fot' many years; but what are the 
consequences of such neglect? Everywhere 
you will find evidences of it in the fact that 
those who should now be bearing the gospel 
banner bravely forth to battle are either 
marching with the enemy,-the world,-or 
have sunken into a state of chronic indiffer
ence, out of which nothing less than a twelve 
inch gospel gun tired close by their ears can 
arouse them; then, perhaps they might not 
know they were hit until they were blown 
into eternity and found out they were all out 
of harmony with the country there, and they 
would have to be pushed off in one corner un
til they were acclimated. 

Some fear the Sunday school workers will 
endeavor to crowd the church work out. 
This is mere nonsense. How could the Sun
day school get along without its parent, the 
church? Surely it is her-the church'~
duty to take the Sunday school by the hand 
and lead her along; watching over her as a 
parent over a child; not taking every oppor
tunity to crush the workers therein, by qui
etly pushing them to one side as if their work 
was of no importance whatever. 

"Clean out yer morril cub by-hole•, 
Sweep out the dirt, scrape off the •cum; 

1rris clean in' time for healthy sou1s 
Git up an dust, the spring hez come! 

Clean out the corners of the brain, 
Bear down with scrubbln' brue.h an' soap, 

An' c1nmp 01 1 Fear into the rain, 
An' dust a cozy chair for Hope." 

Be sure to dust it well in every corner and 
crevice and install her therein, that she may, 
by her bright aud encouraging glances and 
sunny smiles, impart new life to the seem
ingly dead vines and branches as well as to 
strengthen the new ones. 

Let those who in the past have felt their 
labor was not appreciated allow the smile of 
Hope to once more shine into their hearts, 
and turning their eyes heavenward begin 
once again to grow and flourish in the Sun
day school work. God needs your talents. 
They wer.e given by him for the good of his 
cause. Then do not allow them to waste 
away. 

Did it ever occur to you why those called 
to the Sunday school work should have a 
nature so sensitive and easily touched or 
crushed? Those in whose care God places 
the future of his little ones, must have their 
very souls in tune with that of the children. 
In some things they must remain children 
themselves; uot in mind or development but 
in tender, loving, childlike feeling and sim
plicity. 

Then you of the church militant, who, 
through the fiery furnace of affliction and 
hardships, have been made strong and firm 
so as to fittingly meet the rebuffs and blows 
of the world you have to boldly face, may 
you stand like sentinels guarding the pre
cio11s flock of our Master and kindly and. 
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tenderly watching over those who under 
your care and supervision, have charge of 
the lambs of the fold. 

Ye workers of the Clinton district, the 
cleaning time is here! Let us go at it with 
the vim and zeal that characterizes the mod
ern housewife. If there lingers an ounce or 
even a grain of prejudice in the minds of any 
against the advancement of the Sunday 
school work brush it out. If it sticks too 
tightly to be brushed or swept out, then take 
spiritual soap and water and scrub witb 
might and main until every speck is removed. 

''Clean out the brarn's deep rubbish hole, 
Soak ev'ry cranny great an~ t<illall, 

Au' in the front room of the soul 
Hang pootier pictures on tbe wall; 

Scrub up the winders pf the mind, 
Clean up, an' let the spring begin; 

Swing open wide tl:te dusty blind 
An' Jet the April sunshine in. 

HPlant flowers in the soul's front yard, 
Set new shade and blossom trees, 

An, let the soul once froze an' hard 
Sprout crocuses of new ideas. 

Yes, clean yer house an' clean yer shed 
An' clean yer barn in ev'ry part; 

But brush the cobwebs from yer head 
An' sweep the snowbank from yer heart ! 1

' 

-Sam Walter Foss. 

hB11er Ilepartmam. 
AR'l'HUR, Ont., June 4. 

Editors Herald:-I have purchased and read 
the two church histories recently from you: 
and love them so much. I now desire to 
know if there is a third one published. If 
there is, please send me one. 

My heart is made to melt to read of the 
Ct'Uel assassinations of our dear, beloved 
brethren. 0, how I long to see and meet 
them! What love the gospel brings for those 
we never saw! My spirit swells within me 
while I read Williard Richard's testimony of 
the death of the Martyr. O, may we be 
found as true to our Lord and keep the faith 
till celestial ground is ours! 

Yours in gospel love, 
GEORGE BUSCHLEN. 

DELLSLOW, w. Va ' June 19. 
Editors Herald:-This place is about six 

miles east of Morgantown in Monongahela 
County on "Decker's Creek,"near the Pennsyl
vania line, where once the Bickertonites had 
a branch of fourteen members; some of whom 
are still fiere, but many have fallen asleep. 
Among the survivors I find an aged sister, 
Mary Stimmel, at whose home I am stopping, 
sharing the friendship and hospitality of the 
family. She says: "I will keep any preachers 
but the Salt Lakers." My effort this after
noon in the schoolhouse made plain the dif
ference, etc. Intelligent men gave me the 
hand with congratulations and thanks for the 
explanation. 

I am quite a distance from where I was last 
Sunday. I met Bro. J. L. Goodrich in the 
County of Doddridge, and the pleasure of such 
an unexpected coming together was mutually 
enjoyed. He (ex)pounded the Scriptures in 
the morning and I in the afternoon. The at
tendance wits good, &nd the iKl~<ilX'est mrn!l!naHy 

THE SAINTS> IIERALD. 

warm, but for the fact that the preacher 
preached, and preached, and preached until 
it rained, and then he· seem Gd satisfied as 
though he had accomplished his purpose. 
Raining, like preaching, is quite enjoyable 
for awhile, but when it rains too long, not 
knowing when it is done, the good is changed 
to an evil. 

But, we had to part. I came this way, and 
he went that way, and thus we were separated. 
He is now probably in the Old Dominion, 
near Staunton, in Augusta County. Some
thing has caused it to rain to-day, interrupt
ing our services somewhat, and I begin to 
imagine Bro. Goodrich bas been at his old 
tricks again. However I believe him ''the 
right man in the right place." 

I heard the announcement here last even
ing, that "a Josephite" would preach in the 
schoolhouse, and one of those "ites" was heard 
here for the first time. I think a good open
ing is made here for the gospel. I learn since 
coming that Bro. Joseph Moxon, of Banning, 
Pennsy 1 vania, was seriously crushed in a coal 
mine. I hope and pray that he will soon re· 
cover from his injuries. He is well known, 
and of good report in this country. It was 
he who preached here more or less a year 
ago, and opened the way for "the present 
incumbent." 

D. L. SHINN. 

FORESTER, Mich., June 16. 
Editors Herald:-The Eastern Michigan 

conference convened with Fremont branch, 
June 11 and 12; E. C. Briggs in the chair; 
Elders J·. J. Cornish, J. A. Grant, William 
Davis, E. H. Durand, and William Dowker 
present. Business session passed off very 
pleasantly, the Spirit of the Master being 
present to comfort and cheer, bringing that, 
love and charity that ought always to be 
with the children of God. Our social meet-
ings were grand, and the teaching and gen
eral instruction of the president of the 
mission was grand and edifying. The preach
ing was good, the Spirit assisting each 
speaker. 

Nine were baptized on Sunday afternoon, 
Bro. J. J. Cornish officiating. In the confir
mation the Spirit was present to confirm and 
seal the young converts heirs and joint-heirs 
with Christ of the glorious inheritance he 
has promised to those that love him. So 
passed off a peaceful session without a jar. 

In gospel bonds, 
A. BARR. 

created interest by preaching occasionally. 
Bro. E. H. Ebert (deacon), also living near, 
has been at work, and being on grounds during 
tent meeting, rendered useful service. We 
move to Ness City this week. Bro. Pender 
is announced in Ness County paper to lecture 
on Thursday night to the teachers in attend
ance at the institute on "Prehistoric America 
and the Christ." 

Yours in the work, 
WILLIAM MANNERING. 

STEWARTSVILLE, Mo., June 19. 
Editors Herald:-We are always glad to 

hear from the various parts of the land. We 
have had one of the wettest seasons in the 
recollection of the oldest settlers. This is 
the 19th day of June, and not one half the 
corn planted yet; and that which is in is 
smothered with weeds. To-day is pleasant 
and looks as though we might have a change. 
There will be a large crop of hay if we can 
have weather suitable to harvest it. Wheat 
is damaged some by rain, even on high land, 
and very much on low land. I have been in 
this part for twenty-three years, and it is the 
worst season I have seen. There will be a 
large crop of fruit. Last year was very dry 
and hot; still we had fair crops. There is 
much old corn in the country, and because of 
the poor prospect for a crop this season, 
they are asking forty to forty-five cents per 
bushel, and quite a good deal selling at forty 
cents. This week corn shipped here from 
Nebraska sold for thirty-four and one half 
cents. With good weather from this on, as 
we hope we will have, we can yet raise a 
good crop of corn. If the farmers will use 
wisdom and not try to mud the corn in; but 
wait and let the ground be in a condition 
suitable to cultivat!), in the end you will 
make by it. I see some trying to plow when 
the poor horses can hardly go because of the 
mire. In temporal as well as spiritual things 
we should !et patience have perfect work. 

Well, Mr. Editors, you and others may 
think this article a new departure; it is, but 
as we like to hear from others in this line, 
possibly it may be all right. Because of the 
extreme wet weather our district tent is still 
under shelter. Brn. Dice, Head, and Faul 
have been at work getting out seats for the 
tent; they intend to make thirty, each ten 
feet long. They are made from good ma
terial and in workmanlike manner. All that 
are interested in this matter that have not 
as yet subscribed, can do so at once. The 
seats will cost, completed, about $1.25 each. 
They are made from the model presented by 

BAZINE, Kan., June 20. Bro. I. N. Roberts. I think Bro. Grant is 
Editors Herald:-We have just closed a the inventor. The seat is in two pieces only. 

successful tent meeting at Bazine, Ness The tent and seats can all be loaded into Ont 
County, Kansas. Bro. Ptinder began services wagon. Our committee will improve some 
June 2; the writer came to assist on the 14th. on the model; no objections to this. As soon 
Six persons were baptized yesterday, i.nd as the weather is such that it will be ad visa
that many more say they will obey the gos- ble to do tent work, Brn. Alfred and Ammon 
pel when we return a week from next ,Sun- White will take charge and labor in the dis
day to fill appnintment in the Methodist trict; there are lots of good openings. We 
church. hope to see our missionary in charge, Bro. 

Much of the country is sparsely settled H. 0. Smith, take a trip out in the district. 
and some have come nine, twelve, and fifteen I am aware that he has plenty to do in St. 
miles to attend the services. This is near Joseph; it is a large field. Still the local 
wh@:re Bro. L'L I,,,!111d (pde~t) live~1 'Ind h@ h!lJii! l 1:wethr@J"! the:I"@ ti!\n keep thlil bBll rnlUng gver 
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one Sunday at a time. Bra. D. E. Powell 
and A. W. Head, president and vice presi
dent of the district, will do what they can in 
the work, and the Bishop's agent is going to 
be on the lookout; he will see that the names 
of all the members in the district are on bis 
book. This is a very important matter, and 
we hope that &11 who have not as yet com
plied with the law of tithing will do so at 
once. The expenses to be met every month 
in this district are about one hundred dollars. 
We have four missionaries' families and sev
eral poor that are depending on the church 
for their support. Let me ask all to consider 
this, and if the agent does not call" on you, 
please send to him; and those of you that 
have in the past sent your tithes and offer
ings direct to the Bishop, please remember 
that the Bishop has an agent in the Far 
West district, and in order that this district 
may get proper credit for what its members 
do in this line, please send your tithes and 
offerings to the agent; he will give you re
ceipt for the same and see that you have 
proper credit, not only on the agent's book, 
but on the Bishop's books. Honor all men in 
their calling. 

Let us as members of this district put 
forth every effort to see that we are all doing 
our part, and that the work will not suffer 
because of our slothfulness. Though the 
prospect is now gloomy for a corn crop, let 
us do our duty and leave the rest in the 
hands of Him whom we serve, and it will be 
well with us. WM. LEWIS. 

BEACON, Iowa, June 20. 
Editors Herald:-The Sisters . Kramer tried 

hard to get a church here for me, but failed. 
Then Bra. Kramer and Luke procured the 
city hall for me and L began operations on 
the night of the 14th. Had a small crowd to 
begin with; last night about one third could 
not get in. But 0, how the Devil rages! 
The Baptist minister said at his meeting 
some time ago that the Devil was asleep 
here, and I believe it; for he had nothing to 
fear. But the second sermon I preached 
awakened him sure, and he raved because his 
dominion was disturbed. The M. E. minister 
warned some of his members not to go to 
hear me, etc. Another said his Bible didn't 
read as I read out of mine; but the next 
night he came up and said he was wrong; 
that both Bibles read alike. A woman 
jumped up and left in the middle of the meet
ing, saying that I preached damnable doctrine 
and ought not to be allowed to use a church 
anywhere; so you see the Old Harry has 
waked up mad because he was disturbed in 
his feathery nest. I will continue here until 
July 1, if I am not mobbed out by the right
eous Pharisees. 

Four have asked for baptism which will be 
attended to next Sunday, and there may be 
others by that time. I am glad that I am 
able to be about my Father's business again, 
for I am not contented unless I am; but my 
deafness is a great detriment to me, and I de
sire an interest in the prayers of all God's 
children that my hearing may be restored. 

In the fray for victory for King Immanuel, 
J. S. ROTH. 
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ARTHUR, Ont., June 10. 
Editors Herald:-Just one year ago the 

writer secured a school for preaching, two 
miles from Arthur, and work was begun by J. 
L. Mortimer who preached for several Sun
days, baptizing a few, the house being well 
filled by many honest hearers. In a couple 
of months Elder MacGregor came along and 
has done a wonderful work. He bas been 
with us probably three months off and on, 
having baptized about thirty. We have also 
had a short visit from Elder Tomlinson; he 
also baptized some and rendered much aid in 
general spirituality. We had a flying viGit 
from Eider R. C. Evans, and those who know 
him best love him most. His presence al
ways renders a coaxing desire to come up 
higher. We are always made to feel our 
weakness when a few hours in his presence, 
by the superior wisdom and the spirit that 
seems to surround him. Elder Shields also 
called to see us, and preached an excellent 
sermon, in his plausible manner. We were 
made to feel his earnest counsel by the sweet 
Spirit accompanying his exhortation. Oth
ers of the priesthood have visited us in the 
past year, all rendering able_ assistance to 
the furtherance of our Lord's work here. 

At the end of the year we are pleased to 
tell the saints that we have a large Sunday 
school organized, and a branch raised up of 
forty-nine members. Most all of them, say 
about forty, have been brought into the king
dom no doubt by the effect of all our labors; 
hence Paul may plant and Apollos water, but 
after all the Lord does the work. 
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the surrounding vicinity. We surely ought 
not to forget to mention the able assistance 
rendered by Elder MacGregor's wife, Mag
gie. Her counsel as a Sabbath school worker 
is to be esteemed as excellent. She has 
made many warm and lasting friends. We 
are once more left to control the affairs of 
the branch, feeiing very insignificant to per
form the duties of an officer over a bunch of 
sheep. 

Let us all pull together, saints; God is at 
the helm. My heart rejoices to hear of the 
spread of the gospel. The Lord wants a full, 
consecrated life; go heart, and hand, and 
pocket book to spread this work. The self
denying, liberal, broad-minded, generous
hearted will receive more of the earnest 
here, which assures us of a larger heritage 
there. If I have written with a spirit to 
teach, don't look upon me as a crank, for the 
Lord knows the motives we all have in view, 
and he sees as man does not. 

Your interested brother, 
GEO. BUSCHLEN. 

LAMONI, Iowa, June 29. 
Editors Herald:- I am trying to keep things 

moving in my part of the great harvest field 
the best I ci:.n; but, of course, we have the 
usual opposition and adversity to meet, and 
sometimes, it may be, the unusi<al both in 
amount and kind. But the confirmation of 
the truth, as it comes to u~ through the di
vine Spirit, and the bright and firm hope of 
triumph in the right, is indeed, the best part 
of our experience. 

None of us can do too much; the work is I am thankful to be able to state that I am 
intrusted to all, and the Lord divides the much better, physically, than I was one year 
work to each severally as he will; and the ago (and more especially five or six months 
work of the prophet, apostle, priest, or laity, ago}; but I find it a great struggle to be able 
is Equally estimated by the One who ap- to remain in the field a week or two at a time; 
poi::Jts. There should be no jealousy among and sometimes when uverburdened with 
the saints to aspire after another's work, for grave responsibilities and writing, it throws 
if we were fitted for our brother's or sister's my stomach and nerves into a bad condition. 
work we would have that work to do. Let In company with Bro. J. W. Wight, I 
us all do the little work we have to do, and started for the Mondamin debate, on the 8th 
do it well, and when the race is run we will of May, returning home on the 26th. Bro. T. 
be commended for doing well what little we W. Williams, our disputant, did well. Under 
had to do. Saints oft crave another's work, trying circumsti!.nces-things well calculated 
but sometimes forget to see the greater the to exasperate-he bore himself like a good 
work placed upon us the more will be ex- soldier for Christ. In my judgment, Elder 
pected. I have seen those who craved to Bays is very unfair, bitter, and inconsistent, 
preach, ar;d would not even do the little du- in his opposition. But notwithstanding what 
ties of attending to their own families. The Elder W. L. Mellinger has written and pub
man who expects t,o convert the world must lished in the Christian Index of June 1, I am 
begin at home and rule well his own family, sure we stood much better with the people at 
if he is permitted to live at home with them. the close of the debate than we did at the be
Aspiration and exaltation are seeds of apos- ginning, while Elder Bays, in my judgment, 
tasy, ruin, shame. Let us be diligent in did not stand so well; nor was I alone in this 
welldoing, and if we never rise to the posi- opinion, by any means. 
tions in life anticipated, let us remember A number of elders were in attendance at 
that the Lord does all things well, and that the debate, and on the two Sundays Bro. J. 
our strength and success lie solely with our F. Min tun provided places for them to preach 
own humility. If we are of a proud spirit, it (or most of them) which was evidently the 
is the most disgusting feature, to my mind, right thing. The first Sunday I spoke twice 
the human soul can possess. in Mondamin, the second twice in Little 

To those who have heard of the quick rise Sioux. 
of our branch, there were four more added On June 4 and 5 I attended the Nauvoo dis
on the 6th of June; two heads of families and trict conference in company with Bro. A. H. 
two promising young men; these make the Smith, at Keb, Iowa. We had a good, peace
forty-nine, and more are near the door. The ful session. The church was dedicated, Bro. 
late two-days' meeting at Garafraxa rendered A. H. Smith preaching the sermon, and Bro. 
spiritual strength to our branch as well as 1 James McKiernan offering the prayer. I 
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spoke on Saturday night, Sunday at 10: 45 
a. m., also on Tuesday ~ight. Bro. McKier
nan spoke on Sunday night, and Bro. A. H. 
Smith again on Monday and Wednesday 
nights. 

On the 11th and 12th of June we were in 
attendance at the Decatur district conference, 
held at Hiteman, Iowa. I spoke by request 
of the district president on Friday night and 
Sunday afternoon. Bro. A. H. Smith de
livered another dedicatory sermon at 11 a. m., 
and Bro. R. M. Elvin offered the dedicatory 
prayer, and preached on Sunday night. 

Our work becomes more and more impor
tant to us as we understand more about it. 
There is no room for bitterness and ambition. 
There is, however, a strong and growing de
mand for more knowledge, discernment, 
energy, courage, godly zeal, and last, but not 
least, love. Love for God a1Jd man. 

Last Saturday and Sunday Bro. Bell and I 
occupied at the Union schoolhouse, near 
Spring Valley, some twelve or fourteen 
miles from Davis City. We held services 
Saturday night and Sunday. Attendance 
not large (partly on account of the weather), 
but our meetings were good, and the interest 
fair. Bro. Bell has done a good work in this 
region of country and is well liked by the 
people. Our leading purpose was to investi
g·f,te the propriety of organizing a branch at 
Spring Valley, but after obtaining some 
knowledge of the situation it was decided to 
defer. 

Before Elder D. H. Bays commenced his 
debate at Mondamin, he and Bro. C. E. But
terworth had entered into a written agree
ment that the debate should be repeated at 
Defiance, Iowa, provided the missionary in 
charge would consent. I had an interview 
with Elder Bays concerning the matter, 
while at Mondamin, and we partially com
pleted the arrangements, leaving some mat
ters to be determined upon the acquirement 
of further information. I am now waiting 
for a reply to a letter which I sent to Elder 
Bays on the 23d inst., which will determine 
whether he can and will meet us again on 
the same propositions, and in the same order, 
which were debated at Mondamin. 

Your brother, 
J. R. LAMBER'l'. 

N. B.-By recent letters from the breth
ren at Hiteman, Iowa, I learn that Miss 
Emma Parsons of tbe Missionary Baptist 
Church, has been deli vedng some lectures 
on IV'.':ormonism, at that place. She failed to 
make any distinction between us and the 
Brighamites, and greatly misrepresented us 
on some points, so I am informed. Expect 
to go to Hiteman next week, if the Lord will, 
raise the tent, and defend the truth. 

J. R. L. 

DETROI'r, Texas, June 21. 
Editors Henild:-After leaving Lamoni for 

my field I stopped in Kansas City for a day or 
two, the guest of Bro. George Hitchcock, for

THE SAINTS' HERAI,D. 

Preached Sunday at the Armstrong branch, 
and felt so blessed of the Lord, but this was 
no wonder when I observed that the saints of 
this branch were united in the love of the 
gospel of Christ, more harmoniously than I 
had noticed in any branch of the church for 
a long time. 

Here I met our worthy brother; William 
Newton, and his wife, en route to their mis
sion in England; also Elder George Hicklin. 
I was strengthened to hear his testimony. I 
also met our young missionary, Bro. Parker. 
I do no~ re~ember the name of the modest 
young ptesiding elder of this branch, but be 
assured faat my meeting with the Armstrong 
branch was a feast to my soul. The day will 
b0 one long remembered by me. 

Feom there I proceeded to Baxter Springs, 
Kansas. I also stopped there near one week 
with Bro. Bald win, late of Southern Indiana, 
who came into the church, I believe my last 
year, in tha'G State. I preached in his house 
to his neighbors while there, and at Elder 
--'s house. 

From there I went by teain with Bro. 
Bald win to Galena; preached in the saints' 
church three times, then to Standley, thence 
to my field, where I have been busy preach
ing at Mid way and at the Mabry schoolhouse, 
and at this place. Have felt bless~d of the 
Lord all the time, for which I am thankful. 
There are some believing at all these places. 

I see nothing discouragi1Jg in this part of 
the Northeastern Texas district, but much 
to encourage. 'l'he conditions are much 
better than they were two years airo, and I 
urge the saints and local ministry to renew 
their diligence in the work and strive to hold 
the ground we thus occupy. 

Next week I start to the Central Texas dis
trict. Will not be back probably the balance 
of the year. I hope Brn. W. B. Toney and 
J. D. Erwin will keep the ball rolling in this 
part of the district. Bro. 'l'oney is expected to 
be here soon. 

I hereby extend thanks to the saints for 
their many tokens of love and esteem since I 
have been laboring among them; also to 
friends of the church. 

As ever, 
I. P. BAGGERLY. 

VIOLA, Iowa, June 24. 
Editors Heralcl:-Bro. W. B. Thomas 

kindly brought the district tent to this place, 
the 21st inst., and so far I have held three 
services. The first two were po::>rly attended 
for various reasons, but last night the attend
ance was all that co'uld be expected. The 
work was begun here by the White boys (as 
they are called) and by Bro. R. Etzenhouser. 
Only five members reside here at present, 
but we hope for more. The members are 
well respected, which makes the missionary 
feel happy and greatly encouraged for the 
success of the meetings. 

Dr. Potter, so far as I can see and learn, 
has done well under the circumstances. I 

mel'ly of Pawnee, Missouri. I was much hope he may continue and become a mighty 
pleased to find him in the enjoyment of our power for good. Bro. and Sr. John Newlin 
holy religion. I visited our oldtime neigh- are trying· to do all they can for the good of 
bor, Bro. James Anderson, and found him I the cause they love. If I can read human 
contending for the faith; had a pleasant visit. 1 nature aright, aided by the Spirit of the 

Master, the church will hear from Bro. John 
at no very distant day. Sr. Hart keeps the 
hotel, but at present is in deep water owing 
to the sickness of her husband. Sr. Pitkin, 
who is a sister of the wives of I. N. and Al
fred White, also lives here. With these 
noble saints back of the meetings with their 
influence and prayers we hope to do some 
good. 

I am alone now, but expect help soon, 
either from Bro. Hand or some other. Am 
expectin~ Bro. Hills up several times, as he 
only lives fifteen miles away, and I under
stand is at liberty in the evening and on Sun
days. 

To-day's Herald containing the minutes of 
the Eastern Iowa district leaves out some 
very important items which should appear, 
whether the fault of the secretary or typo I 
am unable to say-the recommendation of 
Bro. C. G. Dykes for ordination as a priest 
and denying the request of the apostolic 
branch for the ordination of Bro. J. W. 
Wilson to the office of an elder. The same 
minutes might have said that Bro. C. E. 
Hand presided at that conference. Our sec
retary is very busy on the farm, preparing to 
take the field, and in his hurry, I presume, 
overlooked these ite.ns. I only mention 
them to give honor to whom honor is due.·. 

Being so near the proposed new territory 
between the Des Moines and Eastern Iowa 
districts at this writing, it would be easier 
for me to visit any part of that territory now 
than at any other time. Therefore if there 
are any saints or friends in either Bremer, 
Blackhawk, Buchanan, Linn, or Johnson 
counties, who wish preaching or know of any 
opening where good could be done, I would 
be pleased to hear from them. I have not 
seen the necessity of writing a pastoral yet, 
nor could I well do so and give my perma
nent address, but will say this much. It is 
probable that Bro. Lambert will require a 
report from all the local force of the district 
next spring; therefore it will be necessary 
for each one to keep a strict record of all his 
ministerial labors. This applies to elders, 
priests, teachers, and deacons; and that our 
report may at least be much better than last 
year it will be necessary for each one to 
strive harder t,han ever before to do some
thing. Let the elders and priests, so far as 
they can without neglecting the branches too 
much, push out into new fields and get the 
work before the people. That will give the 
teachers and deacons a chance to labor more 
in the branches. 

It will.be well for the branches to encour
age these new beginners by their presence 
and prayers. Every one must have a begin
ning. If the branches encourage the begin
ners, they might become bright lights in the 
church. They will at least do much better 
than if criticised and ridiculed and otherwise 
discouraged. This work is the Lord's and 
the office of a teacher or deacon is as much of 
the Lord as the office of an apostle. 'fhose 
therefore who place discouragements in the 
way of these lesser officers are doing nothing 
less than fighting against God. Let us en
courage one another, then, and all work to-
gethei· for good. J. w. PETERSON. 
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INSPIRATIONS OF LIBERTY. 
"On songs of jubilee, 

Breat'1ed from the lips of suffering slaves set free, 
By breaking every Cuban's captive chain; 
By bidding Asia's isles rejoice again, 
By war for justice, liberty, and peace; 
Content when tyranny is crushed to cease, 
Thus with mine heel on thy proud neck, 0 Spain, 
'fhus will I raise the Maine." 

-Mr. Tudor, Iowa. 

CONCERNING the natives of the Philippines, 
the historian says we know something of the 
cruelties of the Spaniards in Cuba, but they 
are not to be compared to those in the Philip-
pines, where often the old inquisition 
methods are still employed. To use his 
words, "The coming of the United States 
forces must be to these poor people as if the 
heavens opened, and an angel of peace and 
mercy descended." He says that for centu-
ries they have been in a condition worse than 

THE 

outposts of human freedom into the last en· 
trenchments of the past." 

As the British view it: "Americans may 
not be acting like angels, but are obeying a 
wholesome and legitimate instinct in saying 
that they will not tolerate Armenian massa
cres or worse at their very doors." 

As the Germans view it, old Europe is now 
shaken to its foundation "by a new power,
no militarism, no huge fleet, yet a mighty 
element power." 

The American motto is: "For our cause, 
it is just." 

~'Nor is he far astray, who deems, 
That every hope which rises and grows broad, 

In the world,s heart by ordered impuhrn streams 
From the great heart of God." 

-James Russell Lowell. 
C? 

slavery, and yet have shown "a knowledge of BOSTON, Mass., June 23. 
the rights of man and a capacity to appreci- Editors Herald:-This writing finds me at 
ate the boon of freedom." home, about prepared to start for my new 

We are reminded of remarks made in a re- field of labor-California; and by the time 
cent discourse by Elder Joseph Luff, one of this reaches you I will likely be on my way, 
which was that the events now transpiring as I expect to start the 29th. 
prove the fulfillment of the prophecy: "It For over twenty-ti ve years I have been as
sball come to pass, after many days, slaves sociated with the church work in the East, 
shall rise up against their masters, who shall during which time a generation of young 
be marshaled and disciplined for war;" that saints has grown up, about all of whom I 
this revelation refers to the "downtrodden of have known from their childhood. Many of 
Cuba and the Philippines, as well as to the the older generation have passed away. V\Tith 
now liberated slaves of the South. about every Latter Day Saint family in New 

Also are recalled the earnest and soul-stir- England, and also Nova S.cotia, I have broken 
ring words of Elder I. N. White, who, just bread at their tables and slept in their 
previous to his departure for distant fields of "spare rooms." 
labor, related a vision which he had seen a It is with no ordinary feelings that one de
short time ago, and it was in regard to the t:whes himself from the association of the 
present and future conditions of the nations. best years of his life. It is not possible for 
The Almighty, he declared, was allowing any other people on this earth to know me as 
fear to seize the hearts of men, and the well as the saints of New England. We 
nations also; causing them to look with awe have fought the battle of life together, 
and wonder upon this nation; not that it is with foes without and sometimes within 
so very great and formidable, but he has de- and among ourselves. Doubtless there 
signed from the beginning that this republic are good, tl'.'ied, and ·true saints on other 
shall be dedicated to the loftiest principles of parts of this terrestrial ball; but better 
government; and that, as was shown to him, ones no dispensation of God ever had than 
it shall be a consecrated;land where, in his those whom I have here in my native land. 
own good time and according to his great It was of grand old New Eng·land that pri
purposes, will be built a holy city-Zion-the marily the poet, S. F. Smith, sang: 
pure in heart. This accords with the revela- My native country, thee-

. Land of the noble, free-
tion given to the elders who were corn- Thy name I love! 
manded to go to the West to carry the gospel, I love thy rocks and rills, 
that "the terror of the Lord also shall be Thy woods and templed hills, 
there, insomuch that the wicked will not My heart with rapture thrlll•, 

Like that above. 
come unto it, and it shall be called Zion." I b t' d · c l'f · d f . . . was ap 1ze in a.i orma an a ew 

On a previous occasw~ Elder White stated 1 months afterward started for the East to 
that the Lord was movrng upon the nations, 
and opening tl:ie way for the islands of the 
sea to be disenthralled, and when Cuba should 
be free he would be ready to go there and tell 
them that God had sent the angel mes
senger to proclaim to them tki message 
of life and salvation. 

President McKinley's reply to the recalled 
Brazilian minister,about to take leave for Por-
tugal, was pertinent when he referred to this 
republic as founded "on the immutable basis 
of union, justice, self-control and charity 
toward all." The reply of the courteous 
diplomat was also significant. He said: 
"My heart and sympathy will be with your 
noble people, and with the standard-bearer of 
republican America, who is advancing the 

make my parents a visit, then to return; but 
little did I think of the time that would 
elapse. I now go back not as a beardless 
boy, but a man "with blonde among the 
raven." I feel, however, a freeness going to 
the new field that helps one to break away 
from the older environment. 

~·r go devoted to his cause, 
And to hie will retiigned; 

His presence will supply the loss 
Of all I leave behind. 

His promise cb.eers the sinking: heart., 
And lights the darkest cell." 

Since I last wrote for your columns I have 
labored in interesting fields, principally 
Oswego County, New York, where in the 
early days of gospel work Elder James 
Blakeslee labored so successfully. Those 
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that remember him now though are few and 
aged. The work of restoring the "waste 
places" seems to apply to missionary fields as 
well as to particular spots called stakes. I 
have more than once followed in the wake of 
the early missionaries and recognized the 
hand of God in their work. 

At Vermillion live Brn. Geo. and Jay 
Whitehead, whose parents were members in 
earlier days and with whom I made my first 
ad vent there and was kindly cared for. The 
principal point of labor was at Palermo, 
some five miles away, where I had the use of 
the union church during my three visits. I 
found a class of people who had been praying 
for divine light and who had discernment 
enough to recognize it. when it came. The 
results are that sixteen were baptized, and 
prospects are bright for more to follow. or 
course the usual tactics used by Satan when 
his dominion is invaded were freoly indulged 
in, and while they are now and strange to 
the new ones just hearing first principles, 
they are old and stale to the soldiers of the 
cross, who like Paul, ''are not ig·norant of his 
devices." '.J~bere is a sort of a monotony to 
Satan's wiles in the main, for he is tbe same 
old "father of lies" wherever you deal with 
him, and can't seem to get out of that rut. 

He has, however, became quite adept in 
using men of the clerical cut to do work for 
him. Too bad these men will allow tbem
sel ves to descend to such level! 'fhe people 
in Oswego County who have obeyed the glad 
tidings are among the best citizens there. 

I preached also at Vermillion, in the home 
of Mr. Keller, and from there was invited to 
use the hotel hall by the kindness of the lady 
who owns it, while the local church across 
the street, which is supposed to be dedicated 
for the preaching of the gospel, was refused 
by the local preacher. 

At Pennellville I used the Universalist 
church and had interested audiences. An 
excellent field is now open in that part of the 
county, and I would like to have stayed and 
continued the work, but conference orders 
otherwise. 

Previous to going to the above places I 
called at Manchester and visited the Hill 
Cumorah, where that mighty battle between 
the Ancient Nephites and Lamanites was 
fought, ending in the destruction of the 
former. It is certainly an excellent place 
for such a purpose and shows generalship on 
the part of the Nephite leader, who was then 
on the defensive. The lack of proper infor
mation among the people now living around 
tbe hill concerning the history of the early 
days of tho li>.tter-day work there is lamenta
ble. Their principal source of knowledge or 
lack of knowledge is from Pomeroy Tucke1·, 
whose book is now about obsolete. During 
the past few years quite a pilgrimage from 
the people out west have been made there. 

I went from there to Palmyra, and called 
on Mr. Pliny Sexton, a banker, who has the 
first copy of the Nephite record that came 
from the bands of the printer. It is unbound 
and the leaves mostly uncut. It is the copy 
preserved by MiJ,jor Gilbert, and through 
him to Mr. Sexton. I heard of it through 
some of the Utah people that I met in Penn-
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428 HERALD. 

sylvania. I was anxious to talk with him gain 2. Greenville 50. Centerville 43; loss 
and inform him in regard to the heresies of 2. Allendale 92; loss 2. Davis City 82: gain 
Utahism. He treated me very cordially and 6. Leon 46; loss 2. Lone Rock 92. Lamoni 
expressed appreciation of my visit. He is a i 1,291; gain 42. Hiteman 55; loss 6. Net gain 
brainy and liberal-minded man that benefits I for the district 34-. Ministry reporting: A. 
one to converse with. He prizes the c·opy he H. Smith, of the Presidency: J. R. Lambert, 
has and when any doings relative to town af- of the Twelve; High Priests H. M. Elvin, A. 
fairs are on, be has it on exhibition. His I S. Cochran, H. A. Stebbins baptiz3d 2, J. S. 
father, who was of Quaker origin, lived Snively baptized 1; R. S. Salyards, of the 
around Palmyra and knew the Seer and bis Seventy, baptiz0d 1; Elders H. N. Snively 
family. Some fine day that section must be baptized 2, J. Wahlstrom, J. A. Gunsolley, 
treated to a proper rendering of the religion~ T. R. Allen, M. D. Lewis, G. W. Thorburn, 
movement that had its rise there and has J. Allen, J. W. Loach, T .. J. Bell baptized 4, 
since blessed so many of earth's children. his report came to hand too late to be read 

I would like very much to have the oppor- in conference. Priests A. B. Hanson, D. E. 
tunity to do such deligh t.ful work 'Nhen it Daniels, W. 'l'. Shakespeare, N. Lovell, J. 
pleases God to have it done. It is gratifying Wilkinson, M. Taylor, J. T. Williams, J. 
to feel that truth has nothing to fear or be Lovell; Teachers W. E. Evans, J. Richard
ashamed of, and that there is no place in son; Deacons J. T. Williams, J. J. Griffiths. 
heaven or on earth where it dare not go be- :E~lders' courts reported in the cases of G. W. 
cause of any weakness in itself. By and by Roberts, of the Allendale branch, B. F. Mel
the mists will clear away, light and truth vin, of the Wirt branch, and Johb Barrett, of 
dominate; for the "eternal years of God are the Lone Rock branch. The findings in each 
hers." So we can labor on with strong as- case were adopted, and the recommendations 
surance of its final success. were referred to each of their respective 

Sincerely, branches for final action. Bishop's agent, 
F. M. SHEEHY. David Dancer, reported: Balance on hand 

February 4, $38.02; received $369 98; paid out 

WESCOT~', Neb., June 22. 
Editors Herald:-I am in the field, doing 

$839.72; due agent, June 8, $431.72. The fol
lowing communication was also read:-

the best I can to advance the good cause. LAMONI, Iowa, June 8. 
Am glad to say that church interest is good in Bro. President of the Decatur District and 
these parts. I have visited a few new places conference assembled, Hiteman, Iowa; Dear 
recently, and hav.e found some that seem I Brethren: - You will notice by my report 
willing to hear the truth. All things con- that the Decatur district is in debt to me a 
sidered, I think the work is moving onward little over $400, which I have advanced for 
here. the support of elders' families and a few 

I note with pleasure the deep impressions others. There is a great deal of money due 
made by Brn. J. W. Gillen and D. M. Rudd other families. 
here tn their plain and powerful declaration I cannot advance any more for some time, 
of the truth. May the Lord bless them. and I am in hopes the district will be able to 
Those wishing our assistance, please address pay this indebtedness to me at an early date. 
me at \Vescott, Nebraska. Your colaborer, 

Yours in bonds, DAVID DANCER. 
C. W. PRE'l"l'YMAN. The secretary, in his report, stated that it 

had been reported to him that two members 
COLDWA'l'ER, Mich., June 20. of the Cainesville branch had joined other 

Editors Herald: - Yesterday morning I churches, whereupon a committee was ap
listened to one of those beautiful sermons pointed to investigate the matter. H. N. 
that you don't hear every day; it was so gen- Snively, J. A. Gunsolley, .fames Allen, com
tle and so clear, so high and so grand; yet it mittee. 'I'he committee appointed at last 
fell on the audience like a gentle rain. conference to acquaint the Lucas branch with 

After the sermon we went to the Cold water the status of B. V. Springer reported having 
River and in its clear and pure water your done its work. The district Sunday school 
humble servant baptized a promising young I association rPported. The committee ap
man and a beautiful young lady. The ser- pointed to solicit funds for the Bluff Park re
mon, and the baptism, and the confirmation, union reported no money received. The 
were made grar.d by the gentle presence of following resolutioa which was referred to 
the Spirit. 'l'he sermon was preached by this conference from February conference 
Bro. Leonard Scott. was adopted: '·Resolved, that officers of 

I have been kindly received by old neigh- branches whose labors are reported to their 

of the Decatur district, which was accepted 
by a standing vote of ten for a'nd eight 
against. It was then moved and seconded 
that the district be left in care of the mis
sionary in charge until next annual election 
of officers of the district. Carried. H. N. 
Snively was appointed a missionary in the 
district. On Sunday morning the new and 
substantial church building was dedicated; 
sermon by Patriarch A. H. Smith. A collec
tion was taken up to defray incidental 
expenses in connection with the dedication. 
Preaching by H. N. Snively, J. R. Lambert, 
and R. M. Elvin. A good time was had 
throughout the conference. Adjourned to 
Davis City some time in October, date to be 
given later in notice through the HERALD. 

LITTLE SIOUX. 
Conference met at Magnolia, Iowa, June 

11. Branches reporting: Union Center, 
Magnolia, Persia, Little Sioux, Missouri Val
ley, Logan, Woodbine. Ministerial reports: 
J. W. Wight, C. Derry, G. Montague, J. F. 
McDowell, J. F. Mintun, A. M. Fyrando, I<'. 
E. Cohrt, S. B. Kibler, F. Hansen, R. Far
mer, J. Emmerson, D. Maule, A. A. Baker, 
D. R. Chambers, Oscar Case, Hubert Case, 
B. L. Lewis, D. Lewis. Priests: E. Hall, R. 
A. Ballantyne, R. Chambers, W. T. Fallon, 
S. H. McDonald. Teachers: E. C. Out
house, C. M. Wilder, J. S. McDonald, A. 
Hight. Spiritual report of branches showed 
general improvement. Bishop's agent, A. 
M. Fyrando, reported: Due church March 1, 
$20. 73; receipts, $553.08; paid out, $478.93; 
due church, $94.88. Audited and found cor
rect. A communication from Galland's 
Grove district was read, requesting the co
operation of Little Sioux district in procur
ing the removal of the General Reunion to 
Galland's Grove district, providing a suitable 
place was obtained. By motion it was de
cided to grant r(quest of said district. The 
resignation of Bro. J. C. Crabb, as district 
president was called up; resignation ac
cepted, and vote of thanks extended for 
faithful services done. A. M. Fyrando was 
chosen district president, Sr. Lenna Strand 
secretary. A. M. Fyrando was sustained as 
Bishop's agent. Arrangements for two days' 
meetings were left with district president 
and missionary in charge. Tent work was 
placed in charge of missionary in charge and 
district president. Branch presidents were 
instructed to collect funds for tent expenses. 
One social service was held. Preaching by 
Hubert Case, G. H. Hilliard, and J. F. Mc
Dowell. Adjourned to Little Sioux at call of 
president. 

hors in every place that I have bcc;en. bl'anches, shall not hereafter be required to NORTHEASTERN KANSAS. 
S. V. BAILEY. report to conferences of this district, unless Conference convened June 4 and 5, at 

DECATUR. 
Conference held at Hiteman, Iowa, June 11 

and 12; R. IvL Elvin president, B. M. Ander
son secretary. Branch reports: Lucas 163; 
loss 3. Pleasanton 103; loss 1. Wirt 37; 

they have performed labor outside of their Scranton, Kansas; Phineas Cadwell presi
respective branches, provided that this ac- dent, J. Arthur Davis assistant, J. W. Burns 
tion shall not be so construed as to prevent clerk, W. C. Cather assistant, Branch re
branch presidents or other officers from re- ports: Topeka, Atchi~on, Fanning, Scran
porting the conditions of their branches." ton, Centrali.a. Ministry reporting: J. T. 
The rules of representation also having Davis, J. Arthur Davis, W. C. Cather, J. 
been referred to this conference was post- W. Hudgens, J. B. Jarvis, W. Menzies, A. 
ponea indefinitely. Bro. Elvin having been Cherry, H. Parker, J. Baillie, J. W. Burns, 
appointed to another field of labor by General J. Patterson, W. S. Pender, H. Green, W. 
Conference, resigned his office as president l Gurwell, A. L. Gurwell, C. E. Guinand, W. 
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H. Mannering, N. Johnston, N. S. Dunning
ton, J. Cairns. Bishop's agent, John Cairns, 
reported: On hand last report $43.35; received 
$107 .35; paid out $115; balance $35. 70. Au
dited and found correct. District treasurer, 
J. W. Burns, reported: On hands last report 
$12.29; expense, correspondence, 40 cents; 
leaving a balance $11.89. Total indebtedness 
$18.20; liabilities $6.31. Tent fund solicit
ing committee reported total collected $80.80. 
Tent purchasing committee reported the 
cost of tent $63. Phineas Cad well offered his 
resignation as district president; was not ac
cepted. The tent purchasing committee was 
authorized to purchase lights, seats, and 
such other articles as are necessary for the 
running of the tent. The missionary in 
charge is to have full control of the tent to 
be used in the Northeastern Kansas district. 
Resolved that this district sustain a·continued 
tent fund, for the purpose of sustaining tent 
work and its auxiliaries. The fund obtained 
to be gotten by donations, and collections 
from time to time in the branches. The 
same to be forwarded to the missionary in 
charge of tent, through the mediumship of 
John Cairns and Phineas Cadwell. W. C. 
Cadwell was chosen assistant president of 
district. The district officers were all sus
tained. The resolution passed by last con
ference to hold a reunion in this district was 
reconsidered, and the following was passed: 
Resolved that thi8 district hold a reunion at 
Centralia, and invite the North western dis
trict to meet with us. J. T. Davis, J. Arthur 
Davis, and W. 0. Cather were the speakers. 
Four were baptized during conference. Ad
journed to Fanning at call of president. 

MOBILE. 
Conference at Theodore, Alabama, June 4; 

W. L. Booker president, J. L. Booker secre
tary. Ministry reporting: Elders M. M. 
Turpen, W. L. Booker, F. P. Scarcliff, C. I. 
Carpenter, G. T. Chute, G. W. Sherman; 
Priest T. W. Smith; Teachers David Goff, 
D. W. Tillman, J. R. Powell, J. L. Booker. 
District treasurer reported: On hand 31 
cents; paid out 50 cents; due treasurer 19 
cents. Bishop's agent requested committee 
to audit books and accounts. Tent com
mittee reported $117.50collected and expended 
in purchase of tent and fixtures, including 
material for one hundred folding canvas 
seats. Report accepted and committee re
leased. M. M. Turpen, W. L. Booker, and 
F. P. Scarcliff were appointed a commit.tee 
to have charge and control of the use and 
disposition of the gospel tent according as 
wisdom may direct. Report received from 
Sunday school convention, which was read 
and placed on file. Reports were received 
from Perseverance, Theodore, Three Rivers, 
and Bluff Creek branches. Perseverance 
needed corrections and was referred back. 
Auditing committee reported that W. L. 
Booker, since his appointment as Bishop's 
agent up to the present date, has received 
$113.54 and has paid out $95, leaving a bal
ance of $18.54 on hand. Report accepted. 
Upon request of Bro. Scarcliff a court of 
elde1·s to adjust difficulties in his branch was 
appointed. The president was requested to 
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appoint two days' meetings in the branches 
and different localities in the district, and to 
name the dates and speakers. Officers 
elected: F. P. Scarcliff president, C. I. Car
penter assistant, J. L. Booker secretary and 
treasurer, W. L. Booker sustained as Bis'hop's 
agent. Collection of 67 cents taken for dis
trict treasury. Votes of thanks were tendered 
retiring officers for past services. Ad
journed to Bay Minette, Alabama, October 1, 
at ten a. m. 

ST. LOUIS. 
Conference convened in SJ. Louis, Mis

souri, June 18. R. T. Walters president, R. 
B. Trowbridge secretary pro tern. Branch 
reports: St. Louis 294; 4 baptized, 3 re
moved, 3 expelled, 2 died. Belleville 58; 3 
received by letter. Cheltenham 41; 2 bap
tized. Whearso 68. Ministry reports: El
ders J. S. Parrish, J. G. Smith, W. 0. 
Thomas, J. C. Hitchcock, R. Archibald, J.E. 
Betts, Sen., N. N. Cooke. Teachers: J. J. 
Billinsky, J. A. Swift. Priest G. F. Barra
clough. Report of district tent committee: 
Balance last report $1.01; collections $6.84; 
total $7 .85. Report accepted and committee 
continued. Hereafter branches of St. Louis 
district to be represented at district confer
ence by delegates. Bishop's agent's report: 
Balance $108.17; received since $242.82; paid 
out $300.80; due church $50.19. College fund 
of $6 paid to Bishop Kelley. Saints' Home 
fund: collection of Oak Hill Sunday school, 
$1.12; paid to Bishop Kelley. Audited and 
found correct. D.istrict officers to be elected 
for six months instead of a year. District 
officers: R. Archibald president; H. Roberts 
vice president, J. G. Smith secretary. Sun
day, preaching morning and evening by R. 
T. Walters; sacrament, prayer, and testi
mony in the afternoon .. Adjourned to Belle
ville, Illinois, September 24 at 2: 30 p. m. 

NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS. 
Conference convened at Mission, Illinois, 

June 11. Elder J. H. Lake president, dis
trict president F. M. Cooper his associate. 
Mission reported 128 members, Ladd 15, Wil
mington 65, Plano 198, Sandwich 81, West 
Pullman 35, Piper City 25, Chicago 132. H. 
South wick was elected district president, 
W. Vickery assistant, E. E. .Johnson secre
tary. F. M. Cooper offered his resignation 
as Bishop's agent, and W. Vickery was 
recommended as bis successor. The follow
ing brethren reported: High Priests J. M. 
Terry, W. Vickery, C. G. Lanphear; Seventy 
F. M. Cooper; Elders G. H. Henley, W. 
Strange, A. J. Keck, F. Earl, H. Southwick. 
Priest G. F. Howard. Bishop's agent re
ported: On hand last report $153.55; receipts 
$266.43; expenditures $403.26; on hand $16. 72. 
This was one of the most peaceful and spir
itual conferences held in the district for 
years. Adjourned to West Pullman second 
Saturday and Sunday in September. 

SOUTHERN WISCONSIN. 
Conference convened at East Delavan, 

June 4; J. H. Lake president, W. A. Mc
Dowell assistant, J. 0. Dutton secretary. 
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Branches reporting: Oregon, Janesville, 
and East Delavan. Ministry reporting: E. 
M. Wildermuth, C. H. Burr, W. A. Mc
Dowell, W. P. Robinson, .T. Blackbourn, J. 
T. Hackett, H. Southwick, 0. N. Dutton, C. 
C. Hoague; Priest L. Houghton; TRacher E'. 
M. Ball; Deacon J. 0. Dutton. Bishop's 
agent, C. C. Hoague, reported, and report 
audited. District treasurer, J. 0. Dutton, 
reported and referred to auditing committee. 
W. A. McDowell reelected president, W. P. 
Robinson vice pt'esident, C. C. Hoague sus
tained as Bishop's agent. J. 0. Dutton sec
retary and treasurer. All ot1icers elected 
for one year. Resolution in regard to the 
delegate system was laid on the table indefi
nitely. The gospel tent was placed in charge 
of E. M. Wildermuth, and he choose assist
ant. Sunday morning prayer and testimony 
service in charge of C. H. Burr and Peter 
Muceus. Preaching by E. M. Wildermuth, 
J. H. Lake, and W. A. McDowell. Sacra
ment and testimony meeting in charge of H. 
Southwick and W. P. Robinson. Three 
were baptized. Adjourned to Janesville 
branch, September 24 and 25. 

8undau 8clrnol llssociaiions. 
FREMONT. 

Convention met at Farm Creek, Iowa, June 
2. The district superintendent not being 
present, general superintendent, T. A. 
Hougas, presided. After appropriate open
ing exercises, "The General Association 
hand" was presented by T. A. Hougas. 
Paper, "Training work, superintendents and 
teachers," was read by Sr. Emma Hougas. 
E'ollowed by "Sunday school newspaper," 
now a permanent and interesting feature of 
our convention work, editrid by Bro. Roy 
Epperson and Srs. Anna Gaylord and Peria 
McClenahan. District superintendent J. 
Roberts, having arrived, gave a short talk. 
Morning social meeting in charge of D. 
Hougas and I. M. Smith. Short talks by 
Srs. Blanche Andrews, Emma Hougas, and 
Brn. T. A. Hougas, J. Itoberts, D, Hougas, I. 
M. Smith, and G. F. Skank. At ten a. m., 
teachers' meeting work was taken up and 
conducted by Bro. A. Badham. Paper, 
"Habits of work," written by Sr. M. E. Pace, 
read by Sr. Merle Gifford, followed by dis
cussion. Short talks on "Is it easier to form 
bad habits or good ones?" were made by 
Brn. J. Roberts, I. M. Smith, A. Badham, 
and T. A. Hougas. After opening exercises 
in afternoon, the subject of "Incentives" was 
taken up by J. Roberts, he making good use 
of blackboard for outlines; many good 
thoughts were gleaned. Reports of schools 
and superintendents were read. Normal 
work of superintendents and teachers was 
considered. Paper, "How to reach those 
who do not attend conventions,'' by Ethel 
Skank, was read and discussed. Treasury 
report was read. Secretary's bill of $1.10 
was allowed. J. Roberts' bill of $1.90 was 
allowed. Officers of district in consultation 
with General Superintendent were author
ized to prepare work for camp meeting, if 
one is held in the district this summer. Col-
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lectionof$1.84 taken. Paper, "Suggestions for 
improvements," was read by Ida L. Skank. 
Evening, temperance program: Prayer, Bro. 
H. Kemp. Temperance anthem by Merle Gif
ford, Emma Hougas, H. Gamet, and T. A. 
Hougas. Chalk talk, T. A. Hougas. Reci
tation, "Story of Lizzie," Merle Gifford. 
Song, "Speak Gently." Chart, "Straight 
gate and broad way" was presented, followed 
by male· quartet, "Two paths," by T. A. 
Hougas, J. Roberts, H. Gamet, and Alma 
Gaylord. Adjourned to Thursday evening 
preceding district conference. 

DECATUR. 
Convention of Decatur district Sunday 

school association convened at Hiteman, 
Iowa, June 9, at eight p. m. Oscar Ander
son assistant district superintendent in 
charge. The evening session was in charge 
of the Hiteman Sunday school. They gave a 
musical and literary entertainment. A pa
per on Religio work by J. A. Gunsolley was 
read by Oscar Anderson at this session. The 
following day three sessions were held for 
prayer, business, and institute work. The 
secretary being absent, Nephi Lovell was 
elected secretary pro tern. Superintendent 
W. B. Paul and Secretary W. A. Blair re
ported by letter. Ten Sunday schools re
ported; namely: Lamoni, Leon, Davis City, 
Lone Rock, Greenville, Hiteman, Allendale, 
Spring Valley, Andover, and Pleasanton. W. 
A. Blair secretary, and Israel A. Smith 
treasurer, being out of the dist.riot sent in 
their resignations, which were accepted, and 
C, France of Lamoni was elected secretary, 
and John Lovell of Davis City elected treas
urer. '.l.'he time and place for holding next 
convention was left to the district officers 
and the superintendent of the school where 
the convention will be held. They are also 
to provide for the program. By request cf 
the one in charge R. M. Elvin was asked to 
provide for· preaching services for the even
ing. He did so, J. R. Lambert was chocien, 
who addressed the audience. 

POTTAWATTAMIE. 
Association at Underwood, Iowa, June 11, 

12; Superintendent Julia E. Hansen in 
charge, Jennie E. Scott secretary. School 
reports: Council Bluffs, Crescent, Under
wood, Hazel Dell, Grand View, and Carson. 
Enrollment in the district 360. Reports of 
district officers, schools, and teachers were 
read and approved. Grand View Sunday 
school petitioned for privilege of joining the 
association, which was cheerfully granted. 
Sr. Emma E. Currie chosen district librarian. 
Hereafter we begin our reports vvith conven
tion and close Sunday preceding the follow
ing convention. Papers read on the following 
subjects: "Newspaper,'' by Council Bluffs 
Sunday school. "Duties of superintendents,'' 
by Paul Hanson. "How to keep the young 
man in the Sunday school," by Bro. Benson. 
"Primary work," by Emma Currie. "Duties 
of secretaries, by Jennie Scott. Literary en
tertainment in the evening, Sunday morv
ing Bro. T. W. Williams delivered his 
farewell sermon before going on mission to 

California. Adjourned to Carson, October 1, 
2, unless it conflicts with Woodbine reunion, 
if so the district officers are granted privi
lege of changing the time. 

LITTLE SIOUX. 
Sunday school convention met at Magnolia, 

Iowa, June 10. Officers present: D. R. 
Chambers superintendent, N. E. Ballantyne 
treasurer, and Lenna Strand secretary. 
Schools reporting: Woodbine, Missouri Val
ley, Logan, Little Sioux, Mondamin, Persia, 
Union Center, East Union Center, Pleas
ant Valley (Woodbine), and Magnolia. 
Bro. D. R. Chambers offered his resignation 
as district superintendent, which was ac
cepted, and Bt'O. J. F. Mintun was chosen to 
fill vacancy. Treasurer's report: On hand 
last report$1.06; received since $1.25; on hand 
$2.31. The committee on drawing up a form 
for summarized report of officers and teachers 
of schools reported. Their report was adopted 
and the secretary authorized to have the 
blanks published. Blackboard review by A.M. 
Fyrando. Paper: Is there a limitation to 
the progressive movement of Sunday school 
work? If so, Why? Alice Case. Subject 
for discussion: Can a Sunday school teacher 
be properly qualified without attendance 
upon convention work? The distl:'ict officers 
were appointed as program comrr.ittee. 
Spiritual condition of schools reported. 
Question box. Social service. Aajourned 
subject to call of program committee. 

CONVENTION NOTICES. 
Philadelphia district Sunday school asso

ciation will convene at Baldwin, Maryland, 
July 9 and 10; business session on the 9th at 
7: 30 p. m. E. B. HULT,, Sec. 

Mi&~Bllansous Il 

fend before he says anything about what I 
am afraid to defend. 

I referred to the Eastern Continent as the 
place they started from. I will show you 
where they came to. He refers to the river 
Laman and says it can't be found. Several 
places mentioned cannot be found. Some 
places where rivers have been are npw sand 
bars. Besides this, nations change the 
names of rivers. White men placed their 
own names upon places and rivers they dis
covered in America. Lehi was in a new 
country, and gave these places new names. 
United States history is false because we 
can't find rivers and seas by the same names 
as they were called by the Indians. R. G. 
Ingersoll decides upon the validity of the 
Bible in the same manner as Bays does the 
Book of Mormon. 

He says for them at that time to talk about 
south southeast does not make good non
sense. They were expressing facts. Could 
they not express a fact as to direction with-

' out a compass? Compass did not make 
south southeast. Directions already existing 
is why the compass was made. 

He says if I am charged with a crime it be
comes my duty to prove I am not guilty, 
without the question of a doubt. He said I 
could prove my whole case, and all he had to 
do was to say, "'Taint so." No judge or 
jury would ask that a case be proved beyond 
the shadow of a doubt. 

He thinks I am trying to apologize for 
weaknesses in the Book of Mormon. I spoke 
of how infidels tl'ied books that claimed to be 
sacreiJ, by trying to point out their weak
nesses. I am willing that Mormonism be 
tried by the Bible, and that the same rules 
used to ,.prove the Bible true be used to prove 
the Book of Mormon true. You see it makes 
some difference with some what is being 
tried. 

Yes, there is a calamity in the Christian 
Church, for if Bays is telling a truth, Braden 

WILLIAMS-BAYS DEBATE.-NO. 8. is telling· a falsehood. But it does not seem 
May 16.-ELDER WILLIAMS' SECOND SPEECH. to matter with the Christian Church. They 

He tried to infer that he had nothing to do. recommend both Bays and Braden with their 
He could have proven an alibi if my argu- different stories to down Mormonism, and 
ment 80 far was impregnable. Elder Bays say, "Sick 'em!" I would think it would be 
places himself against facts. Christian phi- more honorable to call off one of the dogs. 
losophy was not popular, and Jesus said it Pardon me, I will change the word "dogs" to 
would not be popular; he said "few there be "hounds." If one is telling a truth the other 
that find it." "Blessed are ye, when men shall is telling a lie, that is all. The Christians 
revile you, and persecute you, and shall say should indorse one or the other, and let go 
all manner of evil against you falsely, for my of the other one. 
sake." "Ye shall be hated of 3,ll men for Acts 17::22-28 shows that God would scat
my name's sake." (Matt. 7: 14; 5: 11; 10: 22.) ter the nations of men upon all the face of 

Did Galileo in one hundred years become the earth. This would include all the hab
popular? Yet he wonders why the Book of itabie part of the earth. The ob;ject of so 
Mormon in se:venty years has not become so. scattering the race was that they might feel 
No position ever taken by men has gained after God if haply they might find him. 
much more rapidly than did the Book of Genesis 11: 6-9 shows that at the tower of 
Mormon. In about fourteen years about two Babel the peoplii were scattered on all the 
hundred thousand persons accepted it. I face of the earth, their language being con
Those who professed to believe it and who founded. I referred to Jared and others 
did not brought a stigma upon it, or many 
more would believe it to-day. 

I read just what the Christian minister 
said and made no comment upon it. I am 
glad he has concluded garbled statements 
must cease, heartily giad of it. He had bet
ter wait till he finds what I am afraid to de-

coming to "the promised land." If God scat
tered the people at this time upon all the 
face of the earth, their sous must have come 
to this land, hence we conclude that some 
came to the Western Continent. To carry 
out the proper object those coming here 
would find God, and it would be in harmony 
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with truth and justice for a record to be 
kept, and it is in harmony with facts. I 
shall show by unquestioned testimony that a 
people came to this land. 

(Josiah Priest's work was introduced, but 
before anything was read an objection to the 
introduction of arch::eological evidence was 
urged by Elder Bays, and nearly au hour was 
used in arguing the question, during which 
argument Bro. Williams read from a letter 
of Bays' to him written while arrang·ing for 
the debate the following: "As to Rule 9, 
[as submitted by Williams to Bays] it is ren
dered superfluous and unnecessary, as my 
7th rule provides that 'either party may 
bring evidence from whatever source he may . 
deem proper,' etc." That means external 
and internal evidences, including arclw:ology. 
What can any reasonable, fair-minded man 
ask? Even after this was read Elder Bays 
held out against archaeology being intro
duced. But the chairman ruled in substance 

'as follows: "'.!:he Book of Mormon exists. 
It claims to be a record. A record of what? 
You will proceed, Mr. Williams."-J. F. M.) 

Josiah Priest in his book on American 
Antiquities presents a picture from a plate 
taken from Baron von Humboldt's volume of 
Researches in Mexico representing the flood 
and confusion of languages. On page 199 of 
this edition I read: "The tradition com
mences with an account of the deluge, as 
they had preserved it in books made of the 
buffalo and deerskin, on which account there 
is more certainty than if it had been pre
served by mere oral tradition, handed down 
from father to son. 'l'hey began by painting, 
or as we would say, by telling us that Noah, 
whom they call Tezpi, saved himself, with 
his wife, whom they call Xochiquetzal, on a 
raft, or canoe. Is not this the ark? 'I'he 
raft or canoe rested on or at tb e foot of a 
mountain, which they call Colhuacan. Is 
not this Ararat? The men born after this 
deluge were born dumb. Is not this the 
confusion of language at Babel?" Josephus, 
chapter 5, Book 1, says: "After this they 
were dispersed abroad, on account of their 
languages, and went out by colonies every
where; and each colony took possession of 
that land which they lighted upon, and unto 
which God led them .... There were some 
also who passed over the sea in ships.". The 
opposition must show how they came in pos
session of this information or accept the fact 
that they were descendants of those who 
came from the tower of Babel and had 
knowledge of the flood. The Book of Mor
mon says these people who first came to this 
continent came direct from the tower of 
Babel. How could the boy Joseph Smith 
know that the people who had formerly been 
upon this continent came from the tower of 
Babel? Book of Mormon also says they 
came to a land of many waters. Corning to 
the eastern part of Central America they 
would be presented with such a land. A 
land of islands and peninsulas, of lakes and 
rivers. 

Hon. Hubert H. Bancroft in Native Races 
of the Pacific States, volume 5, pages 10-16, 
says: "Noah's ark, says Ulloa, gave rise to 
a number of such constructions; and the ex-
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perience gained during· the patriarch's aim
less voyage emboldened his descendants to 
seek strange lands in the same manner. 
Driven to America and the neighboring 
islands by strong winds and currents, they 
. . . peopled the land. . . . Siguenza . . . 
conjectured that they "left Egypt [Babylon] 
for America shortly after the confusion of 
tongues .... Clavigero considers it proven 
by the native flood-myths and traditions of 
foreign origin that the Americans are de
scendants of Noah. He quotes the [Toltec] 
tradition of Votan, who is declared to have 
been closely connected with the Babel
builders." 

If you throw away the Book of Mormon, 
you do away wi.th the Bi.ble and archaeology 
also. 

There was evidence of the raiubow in the 
traditions of the ancient inhabitants of 
America. 

ELDER BAYS' SECOND SPEECH. 
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bel and came to Australia. Can he tell 
where they came from to the Society 
Islands? 

He reads Josephus, Book 1, chapter 5, that 
some passed over the sea in ships and inhab
ited some of the islands, and concludes the 
Book of Mormon is true. This is logic. 

Priest only refers to a tradition among· the 
American Indians of a ilooC., and he says if 
they came from tlJ.e tower of Babel we can 
account for their having this tradition. This 
does not prove the Book of Mormon a true 
record. This tradition says children were 
born dumb, and Priest says this was tho 
confusion oI tongues. It is but Priest's epec
ulation. Other learned men speculate dif
ferently. Some say they came out _of Asia 
by Behring Strait. I arn going to let tbese 
brethren proceed with such argument. I 
will not antlcipate them. 

He says fifty heads of families came from 
tower of Babel to Western Continent. Let 

Well, after the contest we will proceed. him show what language they used, and I 
While I bow gracefully to the ruling of the will show it is false. No evidence of the 
chair, yet I believe he ruled wrong. All I · Hebrew or Egyptian language being used. 
called the point of order for was to teach Let's see about Lehi changing names of 
these brethren a lesson, how to word their rivers and seas. He seemed to know about 
propositions after this. the Bed Sea two thousand years before 

I don't care anything about archmology. Christ. Mormon used the term Red Sea. 
Anyone acquainted with archmology knows There is no river flowing into the Red Sea 
there was _a civilization here, but educated from the east side; the streams are on the 
men differ as to who came here. west side, hence Book of Mormon is wrong. 

I don't think Jonah was any more uneasy There is not a stream on the east side that I 
in the whale's belly than Williams has been can find. Probably Williams will find it. 
to-night. We don't know from the history in Book of 

Williams says it is Braden vs. Bays, and Mormon where or how they went or in what 
for the Christian Church to call off one of direction. It don't claim that they came 
the dogs. I don't care which is called off. west or east. 

Acts 17: 22-28 says all nations were in all The Bible is the basis of argument. I 
the earth. I accept that. They were to feel have now answered all the affirmative argu
after God and find him. Conceded. Does it ments. Now I will introduce negative argu
follow that God has revealed his will to all ment. All the prophesies, Vvilliams will 
these nations? He tries to infer that all re- say, point to America. I will anticipate 
ceived a special revelation. This is only some of them. Genesis 48 refers to Jacob 
assumed. If to the ancient inhabitants of blessing Ephraim and Manasseh, and they 
Americ<t God revealed his will, it would by say it points to America; that they came 
the same argument prove that he had re- over the sea or wall spoken of in Genesis 4\J: 
vealed his will to ancient inhabitants of Aus- 22-26, where is recorded the blessing of their 
tralia, also of Africa. Does he argue that father Joseph. This they will say points to 
God will reveal his will, then he must find a America. Every time they read the Bible 
record; to prove his position correct, he they claim it points to America. Isaiah 29th 
must prove a record has been found claiming chapter also points to America, yet they 
tbat He did reveal his will in Australia and we.re afraid to put America in the proposi
Africa as well as here. tion. This claim for these prophesies is all 

I read lately of great stone heads being assumption. All the archaeological and 
found in Australia. Biblical evidences he will present are based. 

He assumes that Jared came to this land. upon his exegesis, and not upon any positive 
Find a statement that tbey came west, to statement. They will prove that mounds, 
America. Can't find that they came west, or etc., are found here, but will they prove who 
went in any other direction. He can't show put them here? Because ruins of cities are 
they came to America. He must show they found proving cities were built, they assume 
came to America to prove his contention. the Book of Mormon is true. They will have 

Book of Mormon says they went in a south to prove that the people who built these 
southeast direction and finally came to the cities came from Palestine. Tell us what 
promised land. That would take them to language was spoken and written. He will 
Australia. They would have to go north or have to prove that this continent was in
north west to reach America. It is all as- habited by that people, and that these same 
sumption that the Jaredites came to people built these mounds and cities in ruins. 
America. It is very true that people came You can't locate a sing·le city by the Book of 
here or were created here. He has not Mormon. Find a city built by those who 
proved that this has any relation to the came from the tower of Babel. He must find 
Book of Mormon. The same argument where they are by the .Book of Mormon. 
would prove that they left the tower of Ba- They have tried hard to locate it. They 
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have tried hard to locate the River Sidon, 
but they can't locate it. They can't locate 
one of these cities so you can recognize where 
it is. They have a committee who have for 
the past two years or more been preparing 
charts and maps to show how the people 
came here. They may have one here. 

1 suggest these Bible passages so you will 
have them in mind when he refers to them. 

He said I said he must prove his points be
yond the possibility of a doubt. The law 
says a claim must be proven beyond the pos
sibility of a reasonable donbt. 

SAINTS' 

of the tower of Babel, and its destruction."
Antiq uities of America, p. 33. 

He further says: "Still farther and more 
important evidence, however, renders the 
point conclusive that Southern Asia was the 
birthplace of this people, as we detect among 
them actual traditions of the flood, the build
ing· of Babel, and the death of Abel; and 
from their cosmogony, we think we trace 
farther traditions of the famine, and the 
destruction of the cities of the plain. These 
historical facts stamp their origin conclu
sively; as they are peculiar to those who 
have 'Once been resideu.ts of the country 

MA y 17 .-ELDER WILLIAMS' FIRS'!.' SPEEEH. where the transactions occurred." -'Ibid. 
Remember the affirmation I have made. I p. 41. 

have been adducing evidence to the Bancroft says: "They believed the rain
claims of the Book of Mormon by the bow was not only a passive aign that the 
Bible and archmology. I was locating earth would not be destroyed by a second 
the first colony that came tO this land. deluge, but an active instrument to prevent 
The ancient inhabitants had a tradi- the recurrence of such a catastrophe."-Na
tion that they came from the tower of Babel tive Races, vol. 5, p. 17. I also refer you to 
at the time of the confusion of languages, and "Short's Antiquities," p. 140, for additional 
they knew of the flood. John T. Short says, evidence. 
"According to tradition, Votan came from I now present evidences of what the iuspi
the East, from Valum Ohivim, by the way of rational teachings of this first colony re
Valum Votan, from across the sea, by divine I ceived. On pages 501, 502, prayer and 
command, to apportion the land of the new answer to prayer is taught; page 50:3 teaches 
continent to seven families which he brought that men must serve the Lord Jesus Christ, 
with him."-North Americans of Antiquity, and if doing so this will be a choice land, the 
pp. 203, 204. people being free from bonC.age. Repent-

Priest says, "There were fifteen heads or ance and forgiveness is taught on same page. 
chiefs of families which were permitted to On page 506 it is taught that Jesus Christ is 
speak the same language," who were the first the Redeemer of the world and that by be
settlers of this continent. It is also claimed lief in him men and women may become his 
by these archmological writers that tradition sons and daughters. On page 508 is tflught 
points to the fact that Votan was a grandson that "whatsoever thing persuadeth men to 
of Noah. John T. Short says: ''They say do good, is of me [God]; for good cometh of 
that Votan, the grandson of that respectable none, save it be of me. I am the same that 
old man that built the great ark to save him- leadeth men to all good." This agrees with 
self and family from the deluge, and one o[ 3 .John 1: 11. On page 519 polyg·amy is con
those who ur;dertook the building of that demned; pages 523, 524 present some of the 
lofty edifice which was to reach up to heaven, gospel principles, and general instruction in 
went by express command of the Lord to peo- which man should live. These t1·uths found 
pie that land."-North Americans of Antiq- in the Book of Mormon are in harmony with 
uity, p. 203. those found in the Bible, hence worthy of 

the belief and confidence of all who claim to 

choice land. Genesis 11: 8 says, "So the 
Lord scattered them abroad from thence 
upon the face of all the earth." Acts 17: 27 
says they were appointed to dwell on differ
ent parts of the earth, "that they should 
seek the Lord, if haply they might feel after 
him and find him." Notice, they should first 
feel aft,er him, then they should find. He 
must prove that the Australians felt after 
the Lord, before it is necessary for me to 
present a record that they found him. 

The proof I have presented must stand till 
it is disproved. I have shown by Josephus 
that from the tower of Babel after the confu
sion of tongues "they went out in colonies 
everywhere," and "some also who passed 
over the sea in ships." 

Josiah Priest, page 206, says the ancient 
inhabitants of this continent came from the 
tower of Babel after the confusion of lan
guages. Bancroft says the same thing. 
Now he must prove this evidence wrong, or 
it stands. 

He said there were stone heads in Aus
tralia. I would like the proof of it. 

He admitted that the ancient inhabitants 
of this continent either came here or were 
created here. If they were created here, he 
must show where they could have obtained 
the knowledge they had of the flood, etc. 

The language in which these wrote was 
such that "thEiy cannot be read." 

He says the Bible does not need sustaining 
by additional evidences. Why then so many 
books written in its defense, and so much 
preaching done? 

He says Joseph Smith wrote the Book of 
Mormon. He has not presented any proof. 
Let him present his proof. 

IIe thinks because he cannot find a river 
and sea mentioned in the Book of Mormon 
that that is proof the book is false. Let him 
find "Tahpanhes," Jer. 43: 8; and 44: 1; also 
"Noph," Jer. 44: l; "Bethshemesh," Jer. 43: 
13; and "Zephath," Judges 1: 17. Should he 
not fincl these, according to his argument, 
the Bible is false. Bible scholars are unde-He further says: "It is found in the his

tory of the Toltecs that this age and first 
world as they call it, lasted 1,716 years; that 
men were destroyed by tremendous rains and 
lightning from the sky, and even all the land 
without the exception of anything, and the 
highest mountains, were covered up and sub
mergE>d in water ... fifteen cubits [this 
perfectly agrees with Genesis 7: 20] ... and 
how, after men had multiplied, they erected 
a very high ... tower ... in order to take 
refuge in it, should the second world (age) be 
destroyed. Presently their languages were 
confused; and not able to understand each 
other, they went to different parts of the 
earth. The Toltocs, consisting of seven 
friends and their wives, who understood the 
same language, came to these parts: five h un
dred and twenty years after the flood."
Ibid. 238. 

be Christians. cided as to where the Israelites crossed, 

We deny that Joseph Smith could have 
heard of these things now found that were 
not even known to English speaking people 
then. 

Delafield says, "A tradition exists among 
the native Mexicans bearing close analogy to 
the Semitic account of the flood, the building 

What has 0. Pratt's works to do with this hence the Israelites did not cross the Red Sea. 
proposition? These things were not pub- Genesis 11: 1, 2 says they came to the land 
lishod till about 1851 while the church, ancl of Shinar wh0re the tower of Babel was built 
0. Pratt especially, was in a condition of from the east. Book of Mormon says "the 
apostasy and darkness. Lord commanded them that they should go 

He refers to south southeast again, and forth into the wilderness, yea, into that 
says the compass was not known till about quarter where there never had man been." 
the twelfth century. Tbe Encyclopedia Hence they must have gone west, as they 
Britannica says the compass was known 2634 came from the east. They came to the sea 
B. 0. 1 and that the Chinese had the compass that "divideth the lands" (p. 503), and they 
as early as the eleventh century B. o. Cham- prepared to cross "t,his great deep" (p. 505). 
bers' and Johnson's Encyclopedias confirm They "set forth into the sea," and "the wind 
these facts. did never cease to blow towards the promised 

He has admitted ancient civilizatiou. Now land," and "they were driven forth, three 
note the harmony between the witnesses I hundred and forty and four days upon the 
have used. Acts 17: 26 says God "hath made water; and they did land upon the shore of 
of one blood all nations of men for to dwell on the promised land." These boats did not 
all the face of the earth, and hath determined have sails, hence were driven by winds and 
the times before appointed, and the bounds of 

1 
currents. The account says, "The wind did 

their habitation." Josephus says "each never cease to blow towards the promised 
colony took possession of that land which land." Trade winds blow from the east to 
they lighted upon, and unto which God led the west continuously. Bancroft says they 
them." Book of Mormon says they were were "driven to America and the neighbor
"directed continually by the hand of the ing islands by winds and currents," and 
Lord" while they were traveling to the "they remained and peopled the land."-Na-
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.tive Races vol. 5. pp. 10-16. They landed land is the Atlantic Ocean. He is assuming 
north of the Isthmus the account claims. It the very thing he must prove. He quotes 
was "near the land which is called Desola- from the Book of Mormon as though it was 
tion by the Nephites,'' (B. of M. p. 512,); and true. He said it was improbable for Joseph 
they ''built a great city by the narrow neck of Smith to know about the currents and trade 
land, and preserved the land south ward for a winds. If we concede all this, we must accept 
wilderness." We can easily identify where everything he has said. But he must prove 
this place is, and he must find any other land the very thing he has as13umed. His theory 
that ag·rees with the description. Alma pp. I have forever overthrown. Joseph Smith 
267, 268 says: ''Bountiful" "bordered on the understood that the Atlantic Ocean was be
land which they call Desolation; it being so tween the two continents. Why did he not 
far northward, that it came into the land say the Atlantic Ocean instead of the "great 
which had been peopled, and been destroyed, deep?" J"oseph also understQod about the 
of whose bones we have spoken, which was "narrow neck of land," and could easily put 
discovered by the people of Zarahemla; it that in. Rider Haggard could picture out 
being the place of their first landing." things this way. If Joseph did not know 
"Thus the land on the north ward was called about the narrow neck, Oliver Cowdery could 
Desolation, and the land on the southward post him. He was a school teacher. Joseph 
was called Bountiful; it being the wildE:rness wrote this book, and Williams' whole beauti
which is filled with all manner of wild ani- ful theory vanishes like the fog before the sun. 
mals of every kind;" "there being a small Why did he not tell how they traveled? They 
neck of land between the land north ward, have had a committee working on this matter 
and the land southward." "It was only the for over two years, and they have got the 
distance of a day and a half's journey for a theory down fine. They have maps out now. 
Nephite, on the line Bountiful, and the land They may present one during this discussion. 
Desolation from the east to the west sea." 
Here is where is found the best antiquities of 
America. For further evidence as to where 
this "narrow pass" is, see Alma 22: 5; also 
30: 3. 

Now, he must take a position that my argu
ments are faulty, and prove they did not 
come the way I have proven they dia. To 
say, "Taint so," doesn't prove anything nor 
does it disprove anything. Both Bible and 
archceology prove what the Book of MormJn 
says is true. They traveled westward, and 
across the "great deep" by "currents and 
winds." 

ELDER BAYS' FIRST SPEECH. 

I will just notice a few points in what Bro. 
Williams has said. I will give him credit 
with presenting a nice theory, one that looks 
well on paper and on the map; but the prem
ise upon which hls argument is founded is 
assumed. That which be assumes is the 
main question. The archmological evidences 
he has presented I will not notice. 

Now, about that compass. Williams said 
I said that "the compass did not exist till the 
twelfth century." Bays said no such thing. 
The Chinese did not invent the compass till 
the eleventh century B. c., according to 
Encyclopedia Britannica; but that compass 
was mounted on a cart and hauled around. I 
said a compass in a box, with the present 
directions on it did not exist till the twelfth 
century after Christ. This one only had N. 
E. S. and W., with the collateral points. 
There were only eight points of the compass 
known in the eighth century. The polarity 

Ether, page 501, speaks about the "brother 
of Jared." He was a very important person, 
so important that he did not have a name; 
he touched the finger of God, wrote about 
Jesus years before he existed. The boats 
they made lay fiat like a fowl, should say 
"duck" or "loon." They were tight, tight 
like unto a dish. Pretty tight dish. Their 
length was the length of a tree, but that is 
uncertain how long they were. They were 
barges of some kind. The Lord forgot to 
put light in them. Then we find the phrase, 
"Whither shall we steer?" Think of their 
using the modern phrase "steer" in time of 
Babel. They did not have a rudder. Joseph 
knew they steered boats now, hence put that 
in. These barges were tight like a bottle 
corked up, so they had to make a hole in the 
top and a bole in the bottom. Jared's 
brother had a hobby for fresh air. Hole in 
the top being open and water coming in, pull 
out the plug in the bottom and let it out. 
This is not funny but ridiculous. Yes, iI water 
comes in, pull plug out in bottom to let it out; 
that's the kind of boat this was. If water 
was coming in stop hole up. Jared did so,
he stopped the hole. Then there was no 
light. Lord forgot to provide the boats with 
lig·ht, so when holes were plugged up there 
was no light. Then they were tu cross this 
great water, and could not have window in. 
Who ever heard of windows of glass way 
back there? Joseph Smith and Oliver Cow
dery manufactured all this. There were no 
windows in houses at the time of the tower of 
Babel. 

of the axis is the basis of the compass, and It says that these boats would go like a 
we don't know that the Chinese used that whale. Those who invented submarine 
basis. There was no compass fitted in a box boats should have consulted the Book of Mor
till the middle of the thirteenth century. S. mon. I think I shall report this matter. 
S. E. never came into existence till the Yes, they were to be brought up out of the 
twelfth century. sea, they were tight like a dish, and rode 

He said the language in which these people waters like a loon. Lord asked, What shall 
wrote no man could understand. I prepare you for light. The brother of 

If rivers did change their course they will Jared told the Lord what to do. He molted 
still run in the Red Sea. He did not attempt stones out of the rock and told the Lord to 
to explain this. touch them and they would shine and give 

:Ere i;iaid t.l:J.'i' "gi:sat. ;,;aa" ths.t div:i.d0th the light. Thi" wae ·0iearly ll).apµfa<>t.m:e.Q.. 
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When these boats were buried no water 
could hurt them. The wind did blow 
towards the promised land. They praised 
the Lord. I should think they would. This 
was manufactured out of whole cloth. No 
whale or sea monster could hurt them, and 
they finally landed on the shores of the pro•11-
ised land. You see it all vanishes like snow 
before the sun. Why? Because it is not 
true? 

Elder Williams must prc,ve they built 
barges. I deny it; no man could live in them 
without a continuous miracle. East wind 
was to drive them. This was a miracle. 
You must prove that the wind blows from 
the east across the Atlantic. If they sailed 
west they would land on the east side of 
America and not on the west side as they 
claim. He has not proven a single point. 

WIGHT-BRADEN DEBATE.-NO. 5. 
ELDER BRADEN'S NINTH SPEECH. 

The Chairman read the Jecision of Profes
sor Farnham that ''descendants" referred to 
Noah's priests. 

Braden: The force of the decision is that 
twenty-four priests took twenty-four wives 
and in' eighty years were nearly as numerous 
as Nepbites. 

Cowdery to preach to Lamanites; power to 
build church; none converted. John was 
first to bapt,ize. He was never to die, but he 
did. According to Book of Mormon no Ephra
imite ever came to America. Asked me to 
prove they had not t,he domestic horse. I 
am proving a negative. No Greek in Old 
Testament; none in early Bouk of Mormon 
times. When they (the Israelites) went out 
they (the Assyrians) were all dead men. 
There are 20,000 variations in New Testa
ment, not 20,000 mistakes. He tells about 
20,000 lies. Many of the grammatical blun
ders were proper in King James' time; but it 
is outrageous for a man to claim to be in
spired and use the blunders of three hundred 
years before. If they can't lift devils up to 
angels they drag ar:gels down to devils. If 
they can't raise their blasphemous frauds up 
to a level with the Bible, they drag the Bible 
to a level with their blasphemous frauds. 
Scratch a Mormon and you find an infidel. 
J've been doing that, and we have an infidel 
right here. Tho idea of claiming to have 
the Holy Ghost, and then attack the Scrip
tures with infidel thrusts. It ought to be 
stopped. There should be more respect for 
God's word. 

Jesus visited the Nephitcs; a flat contra
diction of the Bible. Rigdon's baptism 
formula. Blessing children. Now just see 
what I've done! Contrast with the simple, 
beautiful scripture account. Just think of 
angels coming down and weeping. Trying 
to eclipse the Bible. Feeding 5,000. Lord's 
supper not like Bible. Garments of whole 
multitude transfigured: words can't be ut
tered; fed on nothing; babies d.id a terrible 
lot of revelating which no one could write 
down. Three Nephi tes to Ii ve; did wonder
ful things; prisons could not hold them! 
They could play whaley-0, yes! 

Lamanites 11,ll became wbite--apostatized 
..,11a al) bellame bll',oio;, :r c:all youi:- atterii.ior; 
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to the simple narrative of the Bible, then 
this blasphemous rant. Feeding 5,000 on 
nothing brands the book as a fraud. 

ELDER WIGHT'S NIN'l'H SPEECH. 

You will notice that the Professor says the 
language is ambiguous. I take this oppor
tunity to publicly thank the Professor for his 
kindness. Max MiHler says they understood 
Greek then. Mr. Braden's assertion against 
Mr. Millier. Which will you take? We do 
not claim the Book of Mormon fully inspired; 
it does not so elaim. The American Bible 
Society said the 23,000 grammatical errors 
were in the Bible. Mr. Braden and them 
for it. We do not believe that the Bible con
tradiotions were in the oeiginal writings. 
We do not strike at the Bible, but at the 
translation. As to being an infidel, such an 
assertion as he made is beneath my notice 
further than to say I am not striking at the 
Bible. I showed you from passage after pas
sage that Christ came down after his ascen
sion. It will be time enough for him to 
quibble when be has successfully settled the 
coming down on the eastern continent as 
being witriw. 

He talks about it being preposterous that 
Jesus uttered words not lawful to be spoken, 
but let him turn to 2 Corinthians 12: 4 and 
he will find a like statement. He ridicules 
the Book of Mormon miracles. It is a little 
strange that people cannot believe that God 
would be able to do miracles on the western 
as well as on the eastern continent. We 
believe both, and are consistent. He believes 
one, and ridicules the other. The very 
thrusts he makes at the Book of Mormon are 
real thrusts at the Bible. 

There was to be a preparation made for 
Christ's second coming and he said he would 
send his angels to gather out his elect. Mr. 
Braden says no. Who is the one making the 
thrust here? and at whom is it being made? 
Says the Book of Mormon lies in saying tbi;i.t 
God is flesh, because Bible says he is Spirit. 
Hud he read the next paragraph he would 
have found: "Thou hast seen that I shall 
take upon me flesh and blood." Why did he 
not read all of it? Book of Mormon says 
that Moses was older than Abraham. Had 
he followed this up he would have found that 
the writer was pointing backwa1'd. (Beads 
it.) I leave it to you if that is not reading 
into tne book! Why read a part and leave 
out the explanation? The fact is, it is not 
the book he is attacking, but his construction 
that he is fighting nightly. Every people 
have a right to represent their own belief. 
In the assJrtion of my opponent he represents 
things as our belief which are foreign thereto. 
I have seen nothing so far to shake my faith, 
as the very nature of his attacks but serve to 
show the real strength of our position. He 
says Moroni told a lie about the exchange of 
prisoners. Had be but read verso 21 in con
nection with the ones he did read, he would 
have shown you no contradiction existing. 
He tells us that the Nephites s,nd Lamanites 
left their homes in South America, and came 
3,000 miles up to NewYorktofigbttoafinish 
in Western New York. The fact is, the war 
lasted some fifty-seven years-forty-seven of 
v.ctual hostility-aud. the Nephites were 
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gradually driven north till there were but 
about 230,000 instead of 2,000,000, as he says; 
and it was not all accomplished in a few 
months as he has asserted. 

Says no rivers running into Red Sea, and 
yet I take up this world's atlas and find four 
running in from the Arabian side. I place 
the book in the chairman's hands as an ex
hibit of evidence. They named tho river 
Laman in honor of Lehi's eldest son. I am 
not here to gain a reputation as a debater, 
but to make a reputation as a truthful minis
ter for Christ. I hold no pet theories, but 
represent what I believe to be the truth, 
which will save us in the end. 

ELDER BRADEN'S TENTH SPEECH. 

I asked him if anyone could trace his line
age back to Aaron. No one could tsll his 
lineage without God revealing it. Five hun
dred years before Lehi. Homer wrote his 
Greek poems, but the question is, What did 
those Nephites know of Christos, or the 
Greek language? He says: "I might" at
tack the Bible-a sly way of stabbing God's 
word. 

The Book of Mormon says they wrote on 
imperishable material; all connected with it 
inspired. Why did not the ignoramus, in 
1830, know that the blunders of the Bible 
were not Greek but English? Why didn't he 
give good English? Christ seen in vision, 
and his coming in person literally is an en
tirely different thing; no parallel. 

In America men were not only cast into 
fire, but filled with it. They had sky-rend
ing and earth-splitting miracles; anything to 
eclipse the Bible! 

Moriancume says Christ was incarnate. 
He never became so till he came in the flesh. 
He claims the privilege of interpreting his 
books. Not while I'm here, for I have them. 
Moroni said he would change prisoners, then 
said wouldn't-lied. It is a fact of geog
raphy that no river runs into the Red Sea. 
The Book of Mormon quoted the New Testa
ment. Had Christ and knew of Christ long 
before he came. Knew of slavery, masonry, 
etc. Had many prophets. Face like Moses; 
voice of thunder; silence of Christ; Samson 
nowhere in muscle. Helaman had a thou
sand pets. Hebrew children, Peter released, 
Sinai, Pentecost-all these Bible miracles 
beaten all ·hollow. One night as bright as 
day and a star seen. Crucifixion, earth
quakes, darkness, fires, mountains moved, 
lakes made, etc., etc.-Bible miracles child's 
play compared with it. Three Nephites still 
alive. Christ and apostles a silly farce; play 
only second fiddle. No wonder the Mormons 
drag the Bible down. Bigdon's ideas, lan
guage, rant, blunders, verbosity, and new 
words run all through the Book of Mormon. 
Two thousand errors corrected in the La
moni edi'Gion. The work is an exag-gerated 
monstrosity. They drag the Bible down into 
the mire, assail its teachings, miracles, etc., 
and all done by one who professes to be a 
successor of the twelve apostles and filled 
with the Holy Ghost. Why did God Al
mighty in 1830 use the obsolete, wornout 
words and brogue of 16ll, in all the revela
tions and books? 

ELDER WIGHT'S TEN.TH SPEECH. 

Smith did not use the language of 1611. 
Max MUiler says the l<?arned men could 
scarcely read the English of four hundred 
years previous. The "Caractors" from Book 
of Mormon plates were then exhibited, and 
the likeness between them and Old Hebrew, 
Egyptian, and Hieratic shown. Had Smith 
been perpetrating a fraud he would not have 
sent these characters to Professor Anthon
one of the most learned of modern linguists. 
We do not claim to have a bishop who is a 
literal descendant of Aaron. We have a 
high priest in the office of bishop. But bis 
very admission, that we could only know by 
revelation as to whether a man were literally 
descended, is all that we have claimed, and 
he has given his whole case away. 

It is simply a begging of the question for 
him to rail out that I am an infidel. Ac
knowledges that Smith got l Corinthians 10: 
24 all right in the Inspired Translation. 
How did this ignorant young man do it? In 
Luke 18: 7, 8 you will find "avenge." I do not 
wish to ridicule the Bible. I simply show 
you that did I pursue his tactics there would 
be found just as ridiculous things there as in 
the Book of Mormon. The thought is, that 
if I can believe the one along these lines, 
there is no rearnn that I should not the 
other. I am growing tired nf doing nothing, 
for five nights now there has been a sort of 
sparring match. He has been laboring to 
get me in the lead. Now I will accommo
date him; and I propose, figuratively, to hit 
him square between the eyes. [Laughter.] 
I don't wish you to understand that I mean a 
fistic encounter, for I am sure I can outrun 
him, so there is no danger in that way. 

In John 7: 16, 17, Jesus says we are to know 
of the doctrine if we do God's will. In 2 John 
1: 9, "Whosoever transgresseth." ... "He 
that abidetb in the doctrine of Christ," etc. 
Mr. B. has admitted that I made a point on 
the first proposition so far as Bibl0 compari
son is concerned. He also said tho man who 
debates church propositions with us is a fool, 
tberehy admitting the strength of our posi
tion. Then read Judges Armour and Sher
man's decision. These very able jurists, 
after listening to the evidence both pro and 
con, have decided in our favor. Then Mr. 
Smith was all right on the marriage ques
tion. And by that I mean be was a 
monoganist. Quoted sections 42 and 49, and 
the marriage section, and proceeded to tell 
what the Utah people had dcne in this mat
ter, when time was called. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Kentucky and Tennessee district confer

ence having been set to convene at Eagle 
Creek branch, July 9, at request of branch, 
they believing they would have finished their 
house by that time; but as they have failed 
they ask that it be put off until July 30. 
Though it is contrary to all rules of order, it 
has been thought best to allow the change 
this once; they having put a notice in the 
Ensign, and no doubt thinking it also ap
peared in Berald. 

A. J. MYERS, Sec, 
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PASTORAL. ,-~oo~- taken -~ff, some ~f my intended visits to 

Saints in Mobile District, Greeting. Dear 1 the branches will be prevented. F. P. 8. 
Brethren in Christ:-We have read with I SCRANTON, Miss., February 18. 

patriotic feelings the thrilling news from the ---
army and navy of Zion's land, our souls have To All Whom it May Concern:--! notice in 
been stirred within us; we have felt tha'~ Herald of June 22, our missionary in charge 
God was preparing the way, through giving has placed me in charge of the work in 
prestige and power to this nation unto the Florida, Georgia, North and South Carolina, 
removing of some of the disabilities couched and South Alabama; I will be glad to have 
in the language of the revelation given a few your assi8tance and cooperation in the work. 
years ago, "Ye cannot at present prosecute· This is a moving, pushing world. A great 
many missions in foreign lands," in that an and important work has been intrusted to 
American abroad should have that respect our care, and we will be held responsible for 
and protection that might well be secured to the way we care for that work Let us not 
the citizen of a brave and mighty nation. suffer the banner of King Immanuel to trail 

As we have enlisted in the glorious cause in the dust. The use of intoxicating fluids, 
of truth, let us be alert to the L!uties and re- dancing, falsifyiug, backbiting, and the use 
sponsibilities of the hour. The struggle that of tobacco are forbidden in the church and of 
is on for freedom-eternal life-is a great the Lord. Therefore, let no one think he 
one; fearful the array of opposing forces in can deceive the Lord. The book of books 
the unseen world, whilst that which may be says we shall give account for every silly 
opposing our interests in this world presents word we speak. 
a strong combination, and "the flesh is If one of our missionaries comes along and 
weak." Pray for inspiration, then with a assumes authority to announce meetings in 
realizing sense of the precious hope set be- organized branohes, who has not been ap
fore us-duties, labor, sacrifices-not always pointed to our field, and goes to preaching 
joyous, but sometimes to be made and per- without obtaining consent of the missionary 
formed with sadness, will yield the peaceful in charge, in compliance with the decision 
fruits of righteousness, having oil in our ves- of the Twelve, which says, "V',Te believe it to be 
sels we will be ready when the Savior comes. the duty of all missionaries who contemplate 

Let t.he elders, .Priests, teachers, all the going to other fields cf labor than their own 
helps with the faithful privates, knowing by to do missionary labor, to first obtain consent 
patient, earnest study of the books what God of the missionary or missionaries who are in 
expects them to do, stand in their places, and charge, if practicable, of the fields. where 
the Master's kindly providences will be over labor is desired to be performed. Also, 
all. Let especial attention be given to the should labor be done by missionaries where 
holding of monthly sacrament meetings; and they are compelled to pass through other 
it will be well at these meetings, and upon all fields than their own, in getting to and from 
possible occasions, to give something by way their respective 'fields of labor,' then in both 
of tithes and offerings. We are not a rich of the above cases all such labor should be re
people in this district, but as citizens of the ported to the one in charge of such field of 
kingdom we will find that an observance of labor." 
the laws thereof, both spiritual and tempo- And I might say also of presidents of dis
ral, will prepare the way for an increase in tricts and of branches, tell him he is taking 
every direction. The soldiers of the cross in authority unto himself he has no right to 
this district will show their faith by their take, and that you are under no obligations 
works; those who do not labor will be found to support him. (See minutes of General 
behind, and in their straggling condition Conference, 1898, page 108.) But rather sup
liable to capture by the enemy. port those whom the church has sent to labor 

"Priests visit the.members," etc. "Teach- among you. And a missionary who is not 
ers watch," etc. Deacons will find work to willing· to be governed by these rules-or 
do. All of the Lord's soldiers who are heads even an elder, priest, teacher, or deacon
of families should hold family pray_er one or proves himself unworthy of the support of 
more times a day; it will be pleasing to the good saints. 
Master and a source of strength if each mem- By your co(iperation you can be a great 
ber will pray in secret three times each day- help to the missionaries, and also to the work 
at morning, noon, and night. in general. My labors will be confined almost 

I will try to visit each branch in the dis- altogether to new fields, and the labors of 
trict one or more times before the convening Bro. C. I. Carpenter also, as I think. I wiil 
of next conference. Any assistance that I only take cognizance of those things where 
can render the presidents of the several the law and usages, and general interests of 
branches wUI be cheerfully given; do not the church are involved. (Doctrine and 
hesitate to write me if you need help. Covenants 120: 7.) Our missionary force is 
Brethren, you should see that persistent of- very small, and our field is large, and when 
fenders against the laws of the church are will we get over it if we devote all our time 
dealt with; dead branches are a hindrance to to organized branches and districts? When? 
the vine. Let us prepare our churches for 0 when? Let everyone realize they came 
future healthy growth. into the church for a purpose, and that that 

purpose was a good one, and then go to and 
F. P. SOARCLIFF, Pres. 1 b . h 11 h . a or wit a t e1r powers to accomplish 

P. S.-Since I wrote this address I have l good for the work. Think of it, three States 
learned that _this section of Mississip.~i h~s in our field with not a single.branch in th. e.m-. 
been quurantrned, and unless quarantrne is Let everyone do all they can for the work 

and it will prosper; and branches and dis
tricts be established where there are none. 

I have the pleasure of being your humble 
servant and colaborer, in bonds of love, 

D. E. TUCKER. 
Mn~ToN, Florida. 

In Herald of May 18, page 322, under head
ing, "Pastoral,'' should have read "in 
charge" in connection with the names and 
appointments of Brn. G. H. Godbey, L. R. 
Devore, J. L. Goodrich, R. Etzenhouser, W. 
W. Blanchard, and Holmes J. Davison. It 
was thought to have been sufficiently clearly 
expressed to be understood. 

These brethren are requested to take the 
immediate oversight of the mission work in 
their respective "fields of labor,'' and man
age it as wisely as possible. All the local 
ministry, branch and district officers are 
expected to cooperate with them to best ad
vantage, with a view of pressing the interest 
of the work in every plMe possible. General 
Conference appointees are not required to 
concern themselves, or allow themselves to 
be implicated in mischievous branch affairs. 
They can aid when necessary, but branches 
should take the responsibility of their own 
troubles so far as possible, and not shift upon 
some one else a burden that belongs to them, 
just because they do not want anything to do 
with them. 

When in branches, the general ministry 
should be put forward to preach. Give the 
people a chance to hear others. It will work 
well. It is a bad sign for anyone to get into 
a spirit of wanting to do all of the preaching, 
just because he has the advantage and can. 

Bro. Fred M. Smith belongs with the 
General Conference appointees to the East
ern mission. He is expected to reach this 
field of labor any way by the 1st of Septem
ber. Bro. Fred is the oldest living son of 
President Joseph Smith, and enters the army 
of active laborers to brave the issues of mfo
isterial life in presenting the gospel message, 
and so develop and gain experience along the 
lines that others do.· That is right. The 
only way to grow men of merit. The old 
Grecian teacher said, "There is no royal 
road to mathematics." A knowledge of these 
could only be attained by close application 
and studious industry. This is equally true 
with reference to the development of charac
ter. Personal merit, competency, and 
worthiness of trust must be brought out in 
the impartial school of experience, in meet
ing issues as they come. Traveling along 
similar line with others. We are glad to see 
the young men of the church possessing not 
only faith in the gospel message, but pluck 
and courage to go out and present it to the 
world in the face of O]Jposition. We welcome 
young Fred to a place among the Eastern 
workers, and promise an opportunity to do, 
and kind and sympathetic friends and asso
ciates, as well as occasionally a brisk opposi-
tion. W~I. H. KELLEY. 

CLEVELAND, Ohio, June 28, 

Will the brethren of the Southeastern mis
sion please refer all propositions for debate to 
roission~ries in charge; so that satisfactory 
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arrangements can be made, that will best 
serve the interest of the cause we love. 
Brethren, do not fall into a habit of challeng
ing everyone for a debate, but stand ready to 
defend the truth when necessary in tbe 
spirit of meekness, and I believe God will 
bless you. 

No preventing providence, I will meet with 
the brethren in the follow.ing places: Calhoun 
branch, near Jones, second Saturday and 
Sunday in July. Old Santa Rosa on third 
Saturday and Sunday. Coldwater, fourth 
Saturday and Sunday, in Florida. Fifth 
Saturday and Sunday at Flatrock, Alabama. 
Piease give notice. 

In gospel bonds, 
M. M. TURPEN, 

Missionary in charge. 
THEODORE, Ala., June 27. 

To Whom it May Concern:-My p<:irmanent 
address is Euclid, Arkansas. Will the min
istry laboring in Arkansas please report to 
me as requested by Bro. A. J. Moore. Let 
us labor together for the best good. 

J. W. JACKSON. 
EUCLID, Arkansas, June 29. 

RECEIVED FOR IDAHO TENT FUND. 
J. A. Condit, 
,J. E. Condit, 
G. W. Connyers, 
M. J. Durfee, 
Levi Wilson, 
S. J. Sparks, 

$1.00 
1 00 

.10 
1.00 
1.00 

W D. Fuller, 
0. Albertson, 
Pocatello contribu-

tion, 

1.00 
2.00 

5.00 
1.00 
2.00 

BAINTS' HERALD. 

that we may reasonably expect the blessing 
to follow? The world is groping in midnight 
darkness, because they do not, heed the condi
tions upon which the light may be obtained. 
We are all God's children, and we need not 
expect to be favored any farther than we 
comply with the conditions through which 
God has promised to favor his children. 

We ask ourselves why are we favored of 
God? and the answer comes: because we have 
obeyed the first steps of the gospel. Then, if 
we still to gain other favors, must it not be 
upon the same terms? The steps that made 
us sons indeed, were necessary for that par
ticular purpose; now, as sons and daughters 
in our Father's house, shall we not still be 
obedient to the rules that govern within? 

Would we not be foolish to expect our per
sonal sins to be pardoned by prayer only, 
when Christ has said: "He that hath my 
commandments and lceepeth them, he it is that 
loveth me, and he shall be loved of my Fa
ther"? Success lies in the obeying of God's 
commands. "Ile that follmveth me shall not 
walk in darkness." God does not change; 
what was his will one time, will al ways be. 

Saints, "put on the whole armor of God, 
that ye may be able to stand against the 
wiles of the devil." There is no other way 
to do it. As a part of that mystical body of 
Jesus Obrist, we each have our duty, one of 
those duties is to honor the law that relates 
to temporal things that we may receive tem
poral blessings. 

Alf Oakey, 
,James Jennings, 
EiLm Jennings, 
Jasper Jennings, 
:Martha J enuings, 
Jimmy Jennings, 
David Jennings, 
Jessie Jennings, 

.50 
5.00 
4 00 
1.00 
1.50 
1.0~ 

.25 

.15 

.10 

Wilma Erickson, 
Hichard Chatburn, 
Sr. Wilkes, 
M. Lade, 
E. L.Pilrn, 
P. M. Higgins, 
Malad branch, 
Nellie M. PralJ, 
F. Pierce, 

"Behold, now it is called to-day, (until t,he 
coming of the Son of Man,) and verily it is a 
day of sacrifice, and a day for the tithing of 

10:~~ my people; for he that is tithed shall not be 
burned."-D. C. 64: 5. This is to us direct; 

.50 

.30 
1.00 
1.00 

.10 

,J. E. Austin, 
J. G. l-Iall~m. 
LeHoy Leyland, 
Bro. and Sr. A. J. 
Le~land, 

E. Grimmett, 
M. 0. Larson, 
I. S. Larson, 
E. Anderison, 
J. W. Barrett, 
Anna Johnson, 
Ezra Pettit, 
A. S. JGhnson, 
Joan Carlson, 
Matilda Carlson, 
Carl Erickson, 
John Johnson, 
Mundy Johnson, 

2 00 
1.GO 
1.00 

5.50 
2.00 
:J.00 
2.00 
1.00 

.50 

.50 

.50 

.50 

.:.?5 

.25 

.25 

.50 

.50 
Johanna Carlson 1 .25 
Sr. B. F. Mahoney, 1.00 

G. Heaton and wife, 
Mrs. ,J. 111. Severance, 
Sister's Society, 

Sandy, Utah, 
P. l\1. Sterrett, 
II. B. Sterrett, 
Ann Sterrett, 
C. E. Sterrett, 
Ella Baird, 
Mrs Jas. Brown, 
A. L. Yingling, 
Susan M. White, 
H. Ferris, 
]1. A. Severing, 
E. Larsoni 
MaggiB McLanc, 
J-1. It Hanson, 
D. t:i. Linnell, 
Sr. Ida Stewart and 

sons, 

1.00 
.50 

2.00 
.50 
.50 

is pointed and plain; needs no comment. 
"What is a man profited, if he shall gain the 
whole world, and lose his own soul?"-Matt. 
16: 26. This shows that it is not the posses
sion of the things of the world that will profit 

.50 us in the salvation of our souls; therefore we 
·
50 ough~ to make the proper use of them, and 

.75 
not sacrifice service to God to gain them, and 
above all not to fail to make tho proper use 

.so of them in promoting the kingdom of God, 
·50 so that when we fail we may be received 
.50 • • 

2.00 
1.00 

.25 
3.00 
7.00 
1.00 

.50 

"into everlasting hab1tat10ns." (See Luke 

John Ohatbnrn, 1.00 $88.15 

16: 9.) We are to be "laborers together with 
God," to try to win as many as will believe 
the message of life offered to fallen man 
through the Messiah, and our service is to be 
such that those who are watching us will see 
that we are laboring with all our might to 
that end. 

of the world in the abstract. They do not 
see him as God gave hirn: A witness, leader, 
and commander. They admire the ideal 
character, but do not see tho necessity of fol
lowing him, and obeying his teachings as 
supreme. In the service of God we are to 
love him with all our heart; or which Li 
more forcible, with "all our might, mind, and 
strength." Now that means that to promote 
God's cause for the salvation of man, our 
supreme effort shall be put forth, first and 
last and all the time, using 1ill the means 
that we have at our command. For that rea
son the saints ought to attend all the meet
ings, all the time. Of course there are 
conditions which excuse us. I have heard 
people say: "Those people do not attend 
their own services," meaning saints, and they 
are thus an "offense" to others. It is writ
ten: "It must needs be that offenses come, 
but woe to them by whom they come." "To 
be a light to the world,'' means that we show 
ourselves in the full sense of the term, to be 
actively engaged means that we show our
selves in the full sense of the term, to be ac
tively eng:tged in the promulgation of the 
truth. In bonds, 

CHAS. A. PARKIN, 
Bishop's Agent. 

TWO-DAYS' MEETING. 
A two-days' meeting will be held at Gal

land's Grove, Iowa, commencing Friday even
ing, July 15, continuing over the Sunday 
following. Elders George Montague and R. 
Wight in charge. 

C. E. BUT'l'ERWORTI-I, Pres. 

DIED. 
DOWNARD.-Samuel Bruce Downard was 

born January 1, 1819, at Springfield, Ohio; 
died June 24, 1898, aged 79 years, 5 months, 
and 23 days. Came to Jackson County in 
l 839, and was married to Anna Wilber the 
same year; to this union were born seven 
children, five of whom survive. He was bap
tized September 7, 1885; and received many 
testimonies in healing, and during hfa last 
sickness called for the elders to administer, 
showing faith in God's word. Ho leaves an 
aged companion, children, grandchildren, 
great grandchildren, and many friends. 
Funeral sermon by James Moler in United 
Brethren chapel, Mount Carmel, to a large 
assembly; interment in saints' cemetery near 
Mount Carmel. 

ROUNDS.-William D., son of Bro. Oliver The tent will cost $'10 laid down in Idaho. 
'l'he balance will be used for tent expenses. 
If any have sent whose names do not appear, 
plca5e write me at Lamoni. 

J. W. WIGHT. 

BISHOP'S AGENTS' NOTICES. 
HAVE WE HEEDED? 

To the Saints of Northern California:-

If this work is of God, he will approve of A. and Sr. Abbie D . .Rounds, died at Newell, 
every effort we put forth for its advancement, Iowa, June 29, 1898, aged 14 years, 4 months, 
whether temporal or spiritual; so that God and 12 days. While at play on the 27th, 
and Christ will commend our course if we Willie ran against a pitchfork, forcing a tine 
use the "mammon of unrighteousness" so as about an inch into the upper part of his right 
to promote his cause in the way he has ap- foot causing lockjaw. Willie was baptized 
pointed; just as be will give the Holy Spirit into Christ at Ozark, Missouri, in June, 1893. 
to those who obey his ordinances adminis- Funeral services at the Congregational 

"Bring ye ALL the tithes into the storehouse, tered by his chosen servants. church by Elder C. E. Butterworth. The 
that there may be meat in mine house, and Some of the saints do not see the necessity church was beautifully decorated with fiow
PROVE ME NOW HEREWI'!.'H, saith the Lord of obeying the temporal law. They only see ers for the occasion. Bro. and Sr. Rounds 
of hosts, if I will not open you the windows faith. "Blindness in po.rt happened to are highly esteemed by all who know them, 
of heaven, and pour you out a blessing, that Israel." So some of latter-day Israel are and the people presented many tokens of 
there s.l:u•Jl not be room enough to receive it..'' blind i.n part, The Christian world al.so are love and sympathy in this thfl J::wm:- 0f t.h<>lY 

~cr~ve w0 1:i0c>-°\(o<~ tho ;i,)JOY"l con(Utlm:is, i!O i J:iHnd, t0!1ey ~"le Jo~u!'I ;i,i; the J:l.•:i!'le0ni,0.;: I ~tmtitSpr1, 
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Royal makes the food pure, 
wholesome and delicious. 

Absolutely Pino 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER co.j NEW YORK. 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Large Type Edi
tion. 

Cloth, leather backs and corners .. $1 00 
Seal Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Seal Grain Russia, gilt edges ..••. 1 50 

TOBACCO HABIT CURED, 
OR NO PAY. 

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively 
guarantees three boxes of HQuit·To·Bac" to perma· 
nently take away all desire for tobacco, or will 
promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent 
post paid anywhere for $1.50. No bad effects from 
noeofQuit·To-Bac. Itisagreat nerve tonic. Why 
not try it? It has cared hundreds; why not you! 
Remember, No (Jure, No Pay. Address, B. F. 
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois. 

C. B. & Q,. EXCURSIONS. 
National Saengerfest, Davenport, 

Iowa, July 28-31; one standard 
fare plus $2.00 for round trip. 
Date of sale July 27 and 28, final 
limit for return August 1. 

Trans-Mississippi Teachers' Association 
meeting, Omaha, Nebraska, June 28-30. 
One standard fare plus $2.00 for round trip. 
Date of sale June 26, 27, final limit July 5. 
On deposit of ticket and fifty cents with joint 
agent return limit will be extended until 
August 31. 

National Republican League, Omaha, Ne
braska, July 13-15. Date of sale July 12, · 
final limit for return July 22 one fare plus 
$2.00. 

Trans-Mississippi Turnfest, Omaha, June 
30 to July 3. Date of sale June 29, final limit 
July 8. 

North American Turner's Union Conven
tion, San Francisco, California, July 5. 
Date of sale June 28, 29, final limit August 
:n. One standard first class fare for round 
trip. 

International Mining Congress, Salt Lake 
City, Utah, July 6--9. Date of sale July 2, 
U.mit for return 20 days from date of. sale. 

TRANS· MISSISSIPPI EXPOSITION. 

Omaha, Nebraska, June 1 to November 1, 
1898. For rates and dates apply to agent. 

Fourth of July excursion rates to any sta
tion within 200 miles, at one and one third 
fare; date of sale July 2, 3, and 4; good re
turning July 5. Minimum selling rate 50 
cents. 

Summer Race Meeting, St. Joe, Missouri, 
July 4-7. One and one third fare for round I 
trip. Selling date July 3-7; good returning 
July 8. 

'l'HE SAINTS' HERALD. 

A arning to Users ·or 
Alum Baking Powders. 

CASES Of POISONING IN INDIANA .. 

The following appeared in the Logansport, Indiana, 
Times:-

Dr. Souder was summoned by 
telegraph last Sunday night to at
tend the family of Braden Harper, 
living southwest of Logansport. 
Four of the family were poisoned 
from eating dumplings. The 
father a11c1 one chilcl, who had not 
partaken of the dumplings, were 
well, while the mother and three 
childr~n were in a serious condi
tion. It is probable that had not 
vomiting ensued, emptying the 
stomach, the four would have 
died from the effects. It is sup
posed the poison was caused from 
the baking powder used in making 
the dumplings. The wife probably 

I added a larger amount than she 
usually did, which in the greater 
quantity proved a noxious poison. 
The baking powder used was 
branded the * * * *, manufac
tured by the * * * * This 
should be a warning in using 
cheap baking powders, which flood 
the country. People buy them be
cause they are cheap, and the mer
chant buys them becausehecansejl 
them for a profit. In many stores 
one can not purchase a standard 
brand. You have to purchase the 
cheap stuff or do without. \Ve are 
of the opinion thatmostoftheprize 
bakingpowders belongtothisclass. 

The highest authorities in chemical science pro
nounce alum injurious to health and a destroyer of 
digestion. 

Here is explicit evidence that it is a noxious poison. 
Alum baking powders likewise coagulate the blood 

rapidly, interfering with its ready course through the 
arteries and valves of the heart, predisposing to heart
failure. 

The laws of Minnesota and Wisconsin prohibit the 
sale of alum baking powders, unless they are branded 
as a warning to the public. 

By the laws of England it is a crime to put alum 
in bread in any form. 

NOT[ The Royal Baking Powder Co. publish 
e the above facts because they are facts of 

great importance, and to say that while alum baking 
powders are sold cheap they have little strength, and 
are dear at half price, to say nothing of their effect upon 
the health, and the bitter taste they impart to the food. 

The Royal Baking Powder is far above question as 
regards its quality and healthfulness, because it is made 
of cream of tartar derived only from grapes. No other 
article has ever received such high praise for its quality. 

Consumers may use the Royal with full assurance that 
they not only get the worth of their money, but that they 
also get the best cream of tartar baking powder that 
can be had. 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK. 
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STATE SAVINGS BH~K, OF LAMONI. 
Stockholders. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Geo. H. Hilliard. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 
G. W. Blair. 
Oscar Anderson. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 
Alice P. Dancer. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 

Officers. 
David Dancer. 

President. 
Wm. Anderson, 

Vice President. 
W. A. Hopkins, 

Cashier. 
Oscar Anderson, 

Assistant Cashier. 

Directors. 
W. A. Hopkins. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lncy L. Resseguie. 

This bank will be ready for business on July 1, 
1898, and will do a general banking business at 
Lamoni, Iowa. Interest paid on time deposits 
according to the rules of the bank. Correspond
ence and patronage solicited. 

LAMONI FARM FOR SALE. 
Eighty acres" with five room house, large 

barn, other outbuildings; abundance of water; 
young orchard. Located two miles from 
Graceland College, Lamoni, and one fourth 
mile from schoolhouse. Price, $\500 with 
one half cash; balance to suit purchaser. 

Address, MRS. MARGARET BAGLEY, 
Lamoni, Iowa. 

AGENTS WANTED 
lu every town to sell two of the latest and best selling 
publications at popular prices; viz.: "The I.it"e and 
Public Services o.f \'William E. Gladstone," 
the most celebrated Orator and Statesman of Modern 
Times, and "Our \Var "\Vitb. Spain." Both pub
lications are by celebrated and famous Authors. Sample 
Copies free. Send 25 cents for either one, or 50 cents for 
both to prepay t.he express charges. For fUll particulars 
address NORTH AMERICAN PUBLISHING COM
PANY, 214-220 Crnrk, Street, Chicago, Illinois. 

HARDWARE. 
STOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, :B'l'G. 

Special attention given to Builders' Hardware. 
Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates furnishe\t 

LAMONI HARDWARE CO. 

'FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN. 
A house in Lamoni1 Iowa, ·two •q 11ares from the bnsi· 

ness center. It bas six room•, a hall, and three closets, 
and Is conveniently arranged for a family of six or more I 
is warm as a winter house, and has good ventilation for 
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple, 
llherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which an 
t!H oorner of a block. Address, 

L JN". W. COOPER. Lamoni, Xow11. 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and descriptkm may 

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether. an 
invention is probably patentable9 Communica
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents. 

Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive 
special notice, without charge, in the 

Sti¢ntific Jlm~rican. 
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a 
year; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers. 

MUNN & Cll.3618roadway, New York 
Branch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD 

$10 GRAPHOPHONES. $10 
TALKING MACHINES! 

Greatest money maker ever offered. Any body can start 
in the show business. Make $10 to $20 a day giving e:x:

hibitions. LOUD ANO CLEAR ENOUGH to be heard in any Hall 
or Church anywhere. They're wonderful. Imagine a musical in
strumentthat will actually TALK TALK. That by simply 
winding it up like a clock you can play band 
music exactly as it was played by Sousa--cornet, trombones, drums 
and all. Sings songs, tells funny stories. Does'nt seem possible, 
does it? But it does even more than thc.t. You can sing or talk 
into it yourself and it will repeat, a moment atter,justwhatyou said. 
FOR HOME AMUSEMENT It has no equal. En-

' tirely new model. Just 
out. Very loud. Price EAGLE GRAPHOPHONE 
with two hearing tubes .,,---....---.,.,-,..-....,---..,---,
and concert horn, $10. Same outfit, with handsome oak carrying 

case, $12. Price of our BEST EXHIBITION flUSICAL OR TALKING RECORDS, 5oc each $5 a dozen. 
Ou:r $20 Big Show Outfit Includes our Eagle Graphophone, with carrying case, '.wo hearing 
-~-.,,.--....;;;....,---....,.--,... tubes, concert horn, record brush, 18 assorted records, music, songs and 
speeches (lasts two hours steady running), 200 big posters advertising exhibition, 200 admission tickets, all ~or 
$205 Sent C. 0. D., with privilege of examination, if desired. Complete· Record Catalogue free. Write for it. 

HARGER& BU.SH, Western Agts., 904=9110 Main St., Dubuque. fowa. 

in Dang r. 
Extreme care is necessary :in purchasing baking 

powders to avoid those made from burnt alum, 
phosphatic or other harsh acids, of which there are 
innumerable brands in the market. 

Great efforts are made to foist these inferior 
powders upon consumers by the induce1nent of a 
lower price and by grossly false representations as 
to their ingredients and comparative value. 

Alum baking powders have been declared by 
the most competent authorities injurious to health. 
Therefore every precaution must be taken to keep 
them out of the food. They are sold under many 
names, and new brands are continually appearing. 

It is safe to avoid the use of any new or doubt
ful brand until you have had it analyzed. The 
purity of any powder sold at a lower price than 
Royal may be suspected. 

Royal is a pure cream of tartar baking powder 
and its exclusive use is the practical and positive 
safeguard against alum and the various adultera
tions found in other brands. It has been analyzed 
and recommended by the U. S. Government 
chemists, by the health officers of New York,· 
Chicago, San Francisco, London, etc., and by 
eminent physicians and scientists generally, who 
give it the greatest praise for its marvelous purity 
and leavening strength. 

The Royal powder costs only a fair price per 
pound, and is cheaper and better at its price than 
any similar article in the world. 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK. 
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The Kinsman ...................... .438 corded and truths imagined and lay preac er, is a man o · e ers, a 
ORIGINAL J::'OETRY: sought for? Is it not also desirable rhetorician; as an investigator, he is a 
MoT1~;~~~W~l\IE.Coi::u~;,; ........ · .. · · "439 

that there should be a recognition of man of science. When he writes :in 
Select Reading f?r July Meetings of the lines that exist between science the capacity of a scientific observer, Daughters of Z10n ................... 439 d ". 

1 SUNDAY SCHOOL D~PARTMENT: ........ .440 and literature, science and religion, recorder, an reasoner, ms 1anguage, 
LETTER DEPARTMENT:················· .441 science and law, science and conduct? like his balance or his microscope, is CONFERENCE MINUTES: I 

Clinton ............................. .445 "Accumulated and established knowl- an instrument of precision. It says 
Eastern Michigan .................. 445 edge, which has been systematized "so"; not "about so." Northern Michigan .................. 445 
Southern Nebra,-ka .................. 445 and formulated with reference to the Religious men are afraid of science 

SUNDAY SCHOOL AssocrATIONs: discovery of general truths, or the very often, and in the pulpit tbey Southern Nebraska ................... 445 
MrscELLANEous DEPARTMENT: operation of general laws"-a defini· 1 sometimes condemn it, as if it were 

Wight-Braden Debate.-No. 6· · · · · · 445 tion of science in a lexicon of repute-

1 

the foe of all that is good. First they Williams-Bays Debate.-No. 9 ...... .447 
Change of Bishop's Agents .......... .450 becomes constantly more exact, more personify it; then they clothe it; then 
Dedication at Keb, Iowa.············ .450 comprehensive, more minute. The I they attack it. Yet they, neverthe-Pastoral,-R. E' zenhcuser ........... .451 
Reunion Notices ..................... .451 domain of scientific inquiry is enlarged; less, in many cases (happily not as 
Two-days' Meetings.·········· · · · · · .451 the methods improve; the instruments frequently as in the last generation) 

are more precise; the principles of in- forget that the domain of science is 
"THE BANKRUPTCY OF SCIENCE." vestigation are better understood; but wholly different from that of religion; 
Prof. D. c. G1LMAN, in "The Progress of the World." not the most learned man on the globe, the realm of knowledge is not the 

"THE bankruptcy of science" is a nor all the learned men combined, realm of faith. In the natural, if not 
phrase that has lately become current have any right to declare or promise in the moral sciences, if we know, we 
in French periodicals, and has already what science will be or will do. A know, we can prove, we can verify, 
crossed the ocean. It is a misleading scientific man may thus speak; but if we can test; if we do not know, we 
phrase, aod its circulation in this he does, he speaks for himself. His can search, we can investigate, we can 
country is not likely to do any good. promises and expectations are not hope, we can believe. We can have -
This metaphorical phrase- is obviously science. reason for our beliefs so satisfactory 
taken from the mercantile world. A Misapprehension respecting the na- and so almost certain that our lives 
bankrupt is one who cannot pay his ture of science has led to the opposi- and conduct may be governed thereby. 
debts, whose place of business is dis- tion of two classes of opponents- men Science in many cases depends on be
graced. But a merchant cannot fail of letters and religious men. Men of liefs. To give the strongest possible 
unless he owes something-unless he letters, defending, as they should, the example: we believe that the sun win 
has made promises that he cannot ful- worth of literature, are prone to speak rise to-morrow. All-$0ur experience 
fill. Science owes nothing; science has of science as if its pursuit was inglo- assures us that it will. But we do 
given no promises; science does not rious, if not degrading; as if 1.here not know that it will. We do not 
recklessly prophesy, and when it does was no "culture" in it; as if the men know that its existence is enduring. 
foretell, its anticipations are -based of scientific training were quite in- It must also be borne in mind that 
upon exact data, capable of verifica- ferior in their education to those who science is not morality. It does, in
tion-witness the planet Neptune and have had the classical discipline. In deed, reveal the evils that proceed 
the element argon. It should be colleges the scientific courses and from a violation of naturn's laws. Its 
noted here that in this discussion the the scientific degrees have not al- discoveries point out many allevia-
word science is restricted to mathe- ways, have not generally, been tions and some remedies for humal.ll 
matics, logic, and the knowledge of regarded as equal in rank to those of mislilry; but science must not be con
the phenomena of nature. It is often "the college proper." This, by the founded with ethics. It does not deal 
extended to law, economics, history, way, is in face of the acknowledged with conduct. Why should anybody, 
ethics, philology, and theology; but fact that many of the very best even in the arena of philosophical de
the tendency is more and more to writers of the day are found among bate, "make fun" of science? 
limit it to mathematical, physical, and scientific investigators. It is also should:anybody attack science as if :it 
natural science. It is this species of true that science is not belles-lettre.s. I were brewing mischief to the ide:'ks 
science that has been declared bank- A mathematical formula, a botanical and traditions upon which our civili
rupt. description, an acco;mt of physi~al \ zat~on is based? Scienc~ is harmless. 

Now, is it not possible that much of . experiments, a treatise on bacteria, 1 It ls beneficent. Every important ad.
the controversy would cease if a sharp I admits of no ornamentation; of no I vance brings in its train great good ·1;0 

distinction :is made between science I rhetoric; of no poetry. Its language I humanity. Consider a single region
and savants; between knowledge and 1 is cold, clear, precise, orderly. The I the domain of medicine and surgery-
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and think what good has come from in· alcoholics has found out, and the dif THE ALUM HEART. 
oculation, anesthesia, and antisepsis. ferent "cure" establishments for Many people are suffering from some form 
Look elsewhere for other benefits. drunkenness-and godsends they are, of heart disease who have no idea of the 

cause of it. Think of the intellectual emancipation too, to humanity-are to-day filled with Any disturbance of the digestive organs af-
which has followed in its train. Then men who have come to a realization of fects the heart's action, and therefore every 
be full of hope for humanity, for the changed conditions. The man of food which interferes with digestion is re
science is here to stay-science, the steady habits is the man of the hour, sponsible where there are troubles of this 

synonym for established truths in the and the drunkard realizes this. In the character. 
It has been discovered that the use of bak

natural world; science, the interpreter social world the same thing is true. ing powder made from burnt alum coagulates 
of the cosmos in which we dwell; The excessive indulgence of even a few the blood very rapidly, which interferes with 
science, the promoter of health and years ago would not be tolerated at its free flow through the arteries and valves 
comfort; science, not the foe, but the any dinner to-day. Society has be- of that organ. Formerly alum was used as a 
handmaid, of that true religion which come intolerant of the behavior which specific for children's croup, but owing to its 

tendency from the causes named to produce 
cometh down from above.-Excerpt by inevitably results from excessive in- heart failure, physicians no longer•employ it. 
Public Opinion, July 8, 1897. ' dulgence in drinking, and men realize In face of such facts and in view of the 
~ this. It is bad manners to-day to overwhelming testimony of scientists as to 

DRUNKENNESS IS DYING OUT. 
drink to excess. Good taste is spread- the poisonous character of this drug when 
ing, and moderation is necessarily used for food purposes, can there be any ex-

THE men and women interested in or cuse for the ignorance or unconcern which 
~ · · following.-Ladies' Home Journal. · k f h 

ganized temperance work in this coun- perrmts anyone to ta e rom t e grocer a 
. I package of alum baking powder, simply for 

try are on the whole, worthy people. the sake of saving a few cents in price? 
They are sincere, energetic, and well- LEARNED VERBIAGE. I It is a healthful sign that many states are 
meaning. But sometimes they lack THERE are people who seem to think limiting by law the sale of the alum baking 
that nicety and wisdom of judgment that a person who expresses himself powder. Very soon it will be prohibited in 
which is absolutely necessary in or· in lanauage above their comprehen- all states, or treated as a poison, as it should 

· d h h . . "' l d h h be. But for such laws, how are the alum pow-
ganized effort m or er t at t e surest s10n is more earne t an one w o uses ders to be known by consumers? 
success may be won. They some- simpler words. But the opposite is Where alum powders are not branded as 
times unfortunately, allow their zeal often true, some of the world's great- such, nor their sale prohibited by law, it is 
to run away with them. This ten- est men presenting their ideas in easily better to avoid the use of any new or doubt
dency was recently shown in one of comprehended language. Scientific ful brand until it has been analyzed. The 

purity of all powders may be suspected if 
their official statements, which be- men, ~erhaps 1:1ore than any others, they are sold at a price lower than the price 
wailed the startling growth of intern- use big soundmg words, yet what of the best s~andard brands. We know the 
perance in America during the year they describe is often untrue, and in Royal to be a first-class cream of tartar pow-
1897. Many good people, to whom the spite of their pretensions they know der, and if consumers insist upon having 
circular containing this statement is as little of some of the matters they that brand, they will be sure of a pure, 

healthful article. In view of a recently re· 
sent, will be prone to believe this as- appear to know a great deal about as ported case of poisoning of a whole family 
sertion. They have not the means at the most ignorant person on the earth. living near Logansport, Indiana, from the 
hand by which to verify such a state- The following by H. L. Hastings, use of alum powder, it behooves everyone to 
ment, and will be made uncomfortable of Boston, in his pamphlet entitled, use extraordinary care in purchasing their 
by it, whereas in reality, exactly the op- ''Atheism and Arithmetic," is on the supplies. We do not hesitate to recommend 

the Royal to all who are in doubt as to the 
posite is the ttuth. There has never subject of this article:- powder they have been using, as the United 
been a time in America when every ''Obscurity is not a certain indica- states Government tests placed that brand 
indication pointed so strongly to a tion of depth, for it is easier to see bot- at the head of all the tartrate powders. 

The American Monthly Review of Reviews 
has made a unique selection of poetical greet
ings and tributes from America to England. 
The Review promises to publish in its next 
number a group of similar greetings in verse 
from Englishmen to Americans. 

WAR EPOCHS IN EUROPE. 

decrease of intemperance as at pres- tom through twenty fathoms of clear 
ent. There has never been so little water, than in a wayside mud-puddle 
drinking as at present, and never six inches deep. Learned verbi
such a strong tendency toward mod- age conceals a vast amount of scien
eration in quarters where alcoholic tific ignorance. He who tells what he 
indulgence is general. This is a fact does not know in all the languages of 
impossible to controvert., because the Babel, is listened to with profound 
most careful figures bear out this respect, while the man who tells what 

I A survey of the powers of Europe shows 
hopeful statement. . he does know in language which peo- that from the beginning of the century to 

Drunkenness to-day is deemed dis- ple can understand, is hardly sup- the end of 1896 Turkey had experienced 
thirty-seven years of war and fifty-nine of 

reputable in the quarters where only posed to be worthy of notice. And peace; Spain comes next, with thirty-one 
a little while ago it was looked upon there are persons who accept without years .of war and sixty-five of peace; France, 

with twenty-seven years of war and sixty-
simply as a misfortune. Every line question the assertions of scientific nine of peace; Russia, twrnty-four years of 
of business shuts its doors absolutely . men, much in the spirit of the old war and seventy-two of peace; Italy, twenty

three years of war and seventy-three of peace; 
to the drunkard. It has no use for Scotch woman, who When asked if England, twenty-one years of war and seventy-
him Business competition has be- she could comprehend the minister five of peace;. Austria-Hungary, sev.enteen 

· . . . and seventy-mne; Germany ( exclus1 ye of 
come so keen that only the men of whom she had been pra1smg, replied, I Prussia), t~irteen.and eighty-three; Sweden, 
steadiest habits can find employment. , 'Comprehend him! I wouldna hae the ti;in and eighty-six; Portug:il, twelvi;i and 

eighty-four, and Denmark, nme and e1ghty-
This fact the habitual indulger in presumption!' "-Ex. . seven. 
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the tmth, and the truth shall make you free.''-John Bi 31, 32. 

"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wifei and concubines he shall have none,"-B. of M., page116. 
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was that while the Governor was ad- land, and the means adopted to per
dressing the citizens of Nauvoo in suade or force members to "get up 
peaceful assembly, organized scoun- into the valleys of the mountains" 
drels in premeditated and planned de- dis·rnpted households and separated 
fiance of law gathered at ·the jail and families; and it was but a few years 
murdered the two leaders whose obedi- until where once there had been flour-

LAMONI, IOWA, JULY 13, 1898. ence to the authority of the Governor 
and whose trust in his word and ex-

JUNE 27, 1844. ecutive clemency were so ruthlessly 
FIFTY-FOUR years ago to-day, June betrayed. 
27, between the hours of four and five This is a brief recital; but in it lies 
o'cloqk, Joseph and Hyrum Smith the possibilities which became facts, 
were shot to death, by a mob of men and have been facts ever since they 
in disguise, while confined in the jail occurred. The killing of Joseph and 
at Carthage, the county seat of Han- Hyrum Smith was intended by those 
cock County, Illinois; which confine- who did it to stop the progress of the 
ment they had voluntarily submitted church and break up the hold that the 
to at the suggestion of Thomas Ford, ministry and the faith had obtained 
Governor of the State of Illinois, upon upon the people at Nauvoo and abroad. 
his given pledge that no unlawful vio- To the saints themselves as individuals 
lence should be offered them, and that and as an association the death of 
they should have a fair and impartial these men was productive of peculiar 
trial before their peers upon the results. To all it was an astonish
charge of treason, which the Gov- ment and source of great grief. To 
ernor, and the men who made the some it was a crushing blow that 
charge must have known could not be clouded their lives, upset their faith, 
sustained against them. and destroyed their hopes. To some 

Several others had been arrested it opened new avenues into which 
upon a charge of riot in the city of their ambition prompted them to enter 
Nauvoo, based upon the official aJction and occupy; while with some it was a 
of the city council of Nauvoo, of which great grief, but was not destructive of 
city Joseph Smith was mayor at the faith in God nor the Angel's message. 
tjml'1, by which the office, press, and For a time aJt least it seemed that 
fixtures of a newspaper called the Ex- the object sought by lihe perpetrators 
positor were destroyed, upon the plea of the crime; i. e., the stopping of the 
that it was a nuisance prejudicial to onward sweep of the great work, had 
the peace and quiet of the city. All been accomplished. The causes of 
of those charged had appeared at the dissatisfaction with the rule of Presi
office of the justice who issued the dent Brigham Young, the introduction 
writs, and had given bail for their ap- of doctrines and practices not obtain
pearance at a time set by the court. ing before the presidents of the church 
Joseph and Hyrum had then been were taken away, the strife resulting 
served with process charging them from the contending of rival claimants 
with treason, and the Governor of the to the right to lead the people, the 
State, Thomas Ford, being at the heart-sickness of many because of the 
county seat, in an ostensible endeavor death of the .men and the disruption 
to pacify the troubles between the inevitably to follow, the disregard for 
anti-Mormons and the saints, advised law and the rights of men that marked 
the occupancy of the debtors' room at the course of some, all combined to 
the jail as a place of legal safety make the continued existence of the 
while he should go to Nauvoo and see church pro.blematical. The policy 
for himself whether the hne and cry of pursued by the church in Utah, calling 
treason, insubordination to the au- , from the States and Europe all who 
thority of the State, and evil intention would accept the new order of things, 
of the saints were true. The resnlt bX'oke up the bnuiche;;, a,11 over the 

ishing bands of believers busily striv
ing to spread the gospel news as it 
had been stated by the Angel, there 
were neglected altars and desecrated 
memories, hearts sore from wounds 
inflicted in the houses of friends; 
where once the sounds of pleading and 
exultant voices for Christ and his sal
vation were heard, silence reigned, or 
coarse and defiant flings at Gentile 
supremacy roused antagonisms never 
to be effaced. 

The family of Joseph and Hyrum, 
consisting of mother, three sisters 
and their children, brother and daugh
ters, and the wife and children of Jo
seph, could not accept the new rule 
and its resultant evils, as they saw 
them. Upon them fell the severity of 
the great loss they had sustained. 
The family of Hyrum went west with 
th@ crowd of emigrants; for them we 
do not write, though we doubt not 
their grief was as sincere and deep, 
their sadness as profound as those 
felt by those portions of the family 
who remained, either at Nauvoo, or 
scattered in the near region, where 
they sought places to live. But 
for those who so remained we 
can write, that the nightmare of a 
dread sorrow and grief seemed to 
paralyze, and make them despondent 
and fearful, doubting it may well be 
said, lest "God had forgotten the 
world." 

For many years the processes of 
withdrawing believers from the States 
and abroad, concentrating them in 
Utah, went on; until there was 
scarcely an organization left, so far 
as the one-time flourishing church 
was concerned. Here and there a 
scattered family or two kept alive the 
traditions of the elders; but many had 
cast off allegiance and were turned to 
the world again, or were dormantly 
waiting for what might take place. 

But, a few, believing in the perpe· 
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tuity of the institutions of the church, 
set about the work of reformation. 
Slowly, hes~tatingly, but faithfully 
the little band struggled on. Some 
had listened to this or that assumed 
leader, trying each by the "law and 
the testimony," and finding them one 
by one wanting; until by force of fail
ures without, and convictions within, 
they were driven to God and the word 
he had given to the church. Then, 
by that word and the light of the 
Spirit of truth cast upon the word, 
these steadfast hearts were led to the 
haven of safety, and the Reorganiza
tion was the result. It began in 1851 
among the few. It continued to 
grow and assumed new force when 
the stricken wife of the martyred 
prophet and her children with the 
three bereaved sisters joined their 
spiritual fortunes with the movement, 
since which time it has been gather
ing its thousands; until the Reorgan
ized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter 
Day Saints has become a menace to 
the false dogmas and practices which 
were so fatally destructive after that 
awful day, fifty-four years ago. 

But, a strange revolution has been 
going on elsewhere. The present 
head of the Utah Church has "coun
seled" the cessation of plural mar
riages, and by public manifesto 
certified to the world that the prac
tice has been abandoned. Hence, a 
host of missionaries has been scat
tered over the land, and relieved of 
the incubus of polygamy, they are 
taking back the anathema hurled at 
the Gentiles from 1856 to 1875, which 
delivered them up to the wrath of 
God and the destruction prophesied 
by themselves to fall on all who would 
not hear and flee to the "mountain of 
the Lord's house on the tops of the 
mountains;" and are innocently 
enough preaching the old-time doc
trine, using the epitome of faith pub
lished in 1842 by the Seer. Strange 
as it may seem to some, these men 
are listened to in their campaigning 
and are again making converts. Is 
it, as some of them affect to believe 
because the Lord is favoring .,them b; 
personal intervention in their behalf 
that they are now tolerated where 
once they were execrated? or is it be
cause.the Lord, true to his promise in 
Christ, does not withhold approval 
w he:re the gospel is preached, ~H) :p:iat-

~ . ' 
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ter by whom? We make no decision, I the events of that day of gloom and 
but suggest the question for thought. sad results now fifty-four years agone 

War with its always dread imports, come out of the distant corridors of 
the sheddrng of blood, the sweeping memory, fresh with import, may we 
charge Of death, the destruction of be pardoned the reflection that ''God 
property, the accumulation of debt to has not forgotten the world;" but his 
be paid by the taxing of the people, hand has been and still is extended, 
the famishing plagues of pestilence in wrath to smite the evil, and in love 
and desolation, is upon the nation. to succor and redeem the good. He 
No matter whether we may think it will not forget the decrees of his 
justifiable or otherwise, all must suffer divine knowledge and will, but will 
alike the consequences; only that here ''hasten his work in its time." 
and there a family may not lose of its It is significant that this rising in 
members directly in battle, or by dis- American wrath to smite the bolts of 
ease,-though others will. Does this tyranny and oppression from the 
war come within the pale of latter- grasp of a tyrannical and wicked gov
day events in the sense of being a part ernment, is armed and striking blows 
of the economy by which prophecy direct at one of the oldest and most 
is to be fulfilled, and the shedding implacable enemies that the institu
of the blood of Lovejoy, Joseph and tions of freedom in America have ever 
Hyrum Smith, and Lincoln, by assas- had. And, should the victory lie 
sin's hands, as a part of the price to finally on the side of the armies of 
be paid in the establishing of the the United States, H will be but one 
principles of human political freedom, more step taken in the grand march of 
the holocaust of death and flood of the destined conquering of truth over 
blood by which the unity of the nation error, right over wrong, liberty over 
was secured and slavery stricken from slavery, freedom over tyranny and 
the statute books of the States as a oppression. 
dire necessity, because it was an aw- We do not know how to picture 
fol .libel on the Declaration? And what might have occurred had Joseph 
will the carrying of the starry ban- and Hyrum Smith lived; but we are 
ner, typical of American liberty and prepared to say, that had those dog
free human institutions, into the do- mas and practices which were pro
main of Spanish rule and supremacy, claimed and obtained credence after 
and the consequent shedding of the their death been kept out of the 
blood of American patriots, be an church, and faithful leaders kept 
additional baptism of blood for the within the legitimate sphere of their 
tree of human rights and human lib- calling and their office, no such di
erty? Is there a probability, near or visions, contentions, and apostasies 
remote, that the spirit of prevision as occurred would have resulted; and 
and prophecy through which the seer there would be now a united people 
in 1832 predicted the war of the re- serving God in one hope, under undi
bellion, saw so far down the record of vided rule, and with an unbroken 
predestined events in human affairs faith, policy, and organization .. 
as to note that the sons and grand
sons of slaves borne from America 
and sold into lives of toil and degra
dation on Cuban soil under the still 
cruel regime of the ancient and des
potic state of the Inquisition, or 
seized, and.carried from native lands 
elsewhere to mingle with the slaves 
of Cuba, should in due time become 
imbued with the love of freedom and 
"rise up against their masters," who 
should be "marshaled and disciplined 
for war," and "thus," or in like man
ner, under the influences of like 
causes, "war be poured out upon all 
nations"? 

THE KINSMAN. 

THE Kinsman, a paper published at 
Salt Lake City, Utah, of which Rev. 
William R. Campbell, Presbyterian, 
is the editor, reached our table this 
week in its number for June 4. From 
it we clip the following:-

An employer of labor recently marked 
seven hundred dollars before giving it to his 
men. Within two weeks he found three hun
dred and forty-two dollars in the hands of 
the saloon-keepers. 

The menace to our jnstitutions growing out 
of Mormonism grows darker and more threat
ening. The North Carolina Presbyterian says 
that there are fifty more Mormon missiona
ries in the Sta1te than Presbyt\'lri!li!l rninieters 
all tolQ,, · · · 
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What of it? Does the Kinsman 
1
-;;nited effort will brina us success. 

think that because the Utah Church Bro. J. R. Lambert ';,ent to Hite
is so much younger than Presbyteri- man, Iowa, during the past week, to 
anism it should not occupy the terri- look after a public attack upon the 
tory of North Carolina, as a field for faith. 
propagandizing? There is a growing demand for min-

Curious, however, that it should so isterial labor in the region round 
disturb the time-worn creed dispens- about Lamoni. If the same is true of 
ers. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

A SISTER writing from Independence, 
Missouri, May 30:-

Everything looks green and glad and we 
are all well, excepting two or three of the 
Saints who are sorely afflicted, and they need 
our fervent prayers. Bro. Joseph Luff's ser
mon last evening for comprehensiveness, 
plainness, and especially for its grand and 
inspiring closing could hardly be excelled. 
His appeal to those present of the exceeding 
love and mercy of an omnipotent God as 
displayed in an infinite atonement w.as in
spiring. That was the subject, and its pre
sentation was past criticism. 

There was on the 27ch a very great out
burst from Kansas City's big heart for vic
tory; and what made it a most unique and 
imposing thing (it was a parade) wa,s the 
two-to.ned representation of thousands upon 
thousands of lighthearted, jubilant children 
and youth and dignified and distinguished 
citizens, including "the Giant Brigade of 
Uncle Sam's," all "yelling" for liberty, hu
manity, justice, fraternity, and, per se Dewey, 
for it was Dewey Day. That "ye editors'" 
united shadows may never grow less, we pray. 

Elder E. B. Morgan, Lucas, Iowa, 
late date:-

Bro. E. B. Morgan was the speaker for the 
4th of July celebration held at Lucas, Iowa. 
The saints' choir furnished very appropriate 
music for the occasion; in addition to this 
there were some excellent recitations ren
dered, and solos sung, and short speeches. 
The gathering was large, weather delight
ful, and a general good time had. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

BRO. EDMUND WILSEY, of Wathena, 
Kansas, writes of his desires to do 
good in the interests of the cause of 
truth. The gospel has strengthened 
his determinations for good, because 
of which he desires to continue with 
those who love the truth in the con
flict against error. 

The "Third Annual Catalogue" of 
Graceland College-for 1897-98, is 
being mailed to the traveling ministry 
and to branch presidents, with a view 
to presenting the advantages in an 
educational line through our college. 
The college management earnestly re
quest all to do what they can to se- I 
c;µ,re stqdents for GraGela,nd. A , 

other places in general, there is no 
lack of opportunity for local officials 
to preach the word. Wise workmen 
are in demand. 

Bro. S. Orton, of Tabor, Iowa, cor
rects a late statement c0ncerning a 
number baptized at that point since 
the late discussion. Two were bap
tized and many friends were made to 
the cause, who ask for copies of the 
standard books that they may read 
and get a correct understanding of 
the faith. 

'fhe HERALD readers will find new 
points of attack and defense of the 
faith as the :report of the Williams
Bays debate continues. The HERALD 
will continue to publish a comprehen
sive account of the proceedings until 
the report is completed. 

Oriuinal Po s1ru. 
INVOCATIOM. 

Thy ways are not the ways of man, 
For thou, 0 God, art all divine; 

0, could we reach thy perfect plan 
Our lives inaeed would be sublime! 

All love and truth would pave the way 
For coming of tbat perfect day. 

Thy precepts spring from 'ternal truths, 
Thy grace flows from celestial fount; 

'l'hy love is boundless in its growth, 
E'rom everlasting Zion's mount. 

0 truth, 0 grace, 0 love how free 
To man for all eternity! 

Stretch out thine arm to every land; 
Let all the nations hear thy voice; 

0 give them hearts to understand, 
And in thy goodness to rt?joice! 

What greater bounty couldst thou give 
Than let us in thy presence live? 

0 Lord give strength unto the weak: 
Reprove the hearts of proud and strong; 

Unto the wayward do thou speak 
And teach the right to those who're wrong. 

0 may thy love the world enfold, 
And everywhere thy mercies told! 

Belial's sinful haunts assail, 
Crush evil out from off the earth; 

May o'er the world thy strength prevail, 
And doubting souls beget new birth. 

Bring thou, 0 Lord, that perfect peace 
That only comes of sin's surcease! 

GEO. BARRE'I'T. 
LAMONI, Iowa1 June 91 1898, 
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MoUrnrs' Homa Gollfmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

SELECT READING FOR JULY MEETINGS OF 
DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 

A SELF;CTED LIST ore BOOKS. 

THERE is one member of the family whose 
needs in this line are apt to be overlooked
the mother. This need of hers is not the 
need of a cookbook, or a fashion magazine, 
but something that shall do for het· what her 
husband's professional paper does for tim
put her in communication and symp&thy with 
her kind, shall help her in her work of home
making, and cheer her by bringing news of 
what the best women of the world have done 
or are doing to make the home and the world 
better. 

Now as to books: "Of making many books 
there is no end,'' and we cannot attempt here a 
catalogue of those suitable for the household 
library. We shall only indicate classes, and 
name a few good books in each class. First 
stands the Bible, preeminently the hou5ehold 
book. vVe have before spoken so fully of its 
use iu the home, we will not dwell on it 
longer here. Around the Bible cluster many 
books which tell its story or explain it to the 
youthful reader; the best books of the kind 
we know are the "Youth'ti Bible Commen
tary" and "New Stories from an Old Book." 
Next to the Bible we place "Pilgrim's Prog
ress;" nor would we allow the children to 
grow up, as we did, in ignorance of Bunyan's 
other writings, especially his "Holy War." 
Every family should have an unabridged 
dictionary, a cyclopedia and an atlas. If you 
cannot compass the unabridged, the aca
demic or comprehensive dicGionary will do; 
if the many-volumed Appleton's, Johnson's, 
or Britannica are beyond your purse, the 
"Young Folk's Cyclopedia" will give much 
needed information. For common family use 
we do not insist on a large, universal atlas, a 
first-rate school atlas will answer your pur
pose, and that some of the children already 
have. Train them to use these three books 
-to look up in the dictionary every word of 
whose pronunciation or meaning they are 
not sure; in the cyclopedia, any unknown 
event or person mentioned in conversation or 
reading, and in the atlas places thus men
tioned concerning whose locality they are in 
doubt. They will thus fix an invaluable 
habit-the habit of referring to authorities 
for needed information. "One small head" 
can never carry all that modern life demands, 
we well know, but the needed knowledge is 
awaiting our time of need somewhere, if only 
we know where to look for it. The best 
legal adviser is not he who can quote law 
most glibly, but he who can tell you on the 
instant just where to turn for the law that 
applies to your particular case. There should 
be in every home some books on the care and 
training of children, as helps to the parent. 
In this class we can recommend "The Child, 
Its Nature and Relations," by Barones& Mar
enholtz-Bulow; Mrs. Mann's "Moral Culture 
of Infancy;" Jacob Abbott's "Gentle Meas
ures in Training tl:\e Young;" :Sushnell'fl 
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Christian Nurture;" Mrs. Livermore's "What I ley, Dean Stanley, Charles and Mary Lamb, I Folks." The latter is the course of the Chau
Shall We Do With Our Daughters?" Julia and a score o.f others whom we love. I tauqua Young Folk's Reading Union, for the 
V\Tard Howe's "Sex and Education," and Mm. Rhyme and rhythm have great attractions different years since it started, bound. In 
Jackson's "Bits of Talk About Home Ivfat- for children, and even very little ones appre- closing we can do no better service than rec
ter£," (H. H.) ciate poetic thoug-hts. Give them even in ommending this course of reading to all our 

There should be at least. one accurate but their early years real poetry, not doggerel. young folks, everywhere. You can learn all 
bright and entertaining book on each of the I remember a dear little girl who, when five about it by writing to D. Lothrop & Co., 
natural sciences closely connected with or six years old, would listen delightedly to Boston, Massachuse'tts.-Ohildlwod,- its Oare 
every-day life. Such books are growing so the reading of Tennyson. It is well for the and Culture. 
numerous, and each year is producing so children that true poets are so often child-
rnaay good ones, that my enumeration may lovers, and consequently that our language is 
seem useless or antiquated by the time it so full of genuine child poetry. Child ballads 
reaches my readers. However, I will ven- of the Cary sisters, "Child Life in Poetry" by 
ture to mention a few that I have found relia- Whittier, his "Snow Bound" and ''Bardoot 
ble, and the children have voted interesting: Boy,'' many of Longfellow's, Lucy Larcom's, 
"Four Feet, Wings and Fins,'' "Eyes Right,'' Aldrich's, Shelley's, Burns', Adelaide Proc
"Funny Folks in FurB and Feathers," "The tor's, Tennyson's, Cowper's, Bryant'8 and 
Fairy Land of Science,'' "Overhead," "The Southey's poems, Scott's "Lady of the Lake," 
Man Wonderful in the House Beautiful," and "Marmion," Macaulay's "Lays of An
"The Stomach and Its Servants;" Gray's cient Rome," Holmes' laughter-provoking 
"How Plants Grow" and "How Plants Be- rhymes, wht_n he "dared to be as funny as he 
have;" Hugh Miller's "My Schools and could," will at once delight the young people 
School-masters;" "Field, Wood and Meadow and cultivate a taste for good literature. 
Rambles,'' Wood's "Natural History," and Lei.rning poetry is an excellent thing for 
"Bible Animals." children to do. A little book, "Memory 

In the lines of the industries we have "A Gems,'' prepared by Superintendent Peaseley, 
Boy's Workshop," "The Cooking Club of Tu of the Cincinnati schools, is an excellent help 
Whit Hollow," Parton's "Captains of Indus- for such work. 
try,'' "How to Learn and Earn,'' "Anna Of travels, which teach in pleasant fashion 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

MARY LEWIS, of Aberaman branch, Wales, 
requests the faith and prayers of the Union 
that if it be the Lord's will she may be re
lieved of a depression of spirits, which is 
coming on her this last two years. 

Sr. Alice Craven requests the prayers of 
the saints in her behalf, that she may be 
healed; she has been afflicted for several 
years. 

Prayers in behalf of Bro. Norman are re
quested; that if it please God he will remove 
the affliction that is upon him, and spare him 
to his wife and family. 

PROGRAM FOR AUGUST MEETINGS OF 
DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 

Maria's Housekeepi.ng,'' and, w0 are g·lad to geography and history at once, there is a Opening hymn, No. 913. Prayer. Scrip
say, many others, as it indicates growth of great val'iety. "Shawl Straps," ''Zigzag ture reading, Psalms 37: 1-20. Study of select 
public sentiment in a good direction. Journeys," "Boy Travelers," "Wonders of reading in Home Column. Roll call. Busi-

In the line of histories, one good one, not the Yellow Stone," "The Hunting Cats of ness. Closing hymn, No. 192. Dismissal 
too long, is needed, of the foilowing nations Connorloa," "A Family Flight .Around prayer. 
at least, United States, Eogland, :B'rance, and Home,'' are all good. 
Germany. ''Higginson's Young Folk's His- Then the story books, food for the imagina
tory of America," and "Dickens' Child's His- tion which our little people crave. Preemi
tory of :!I:ngland" are model books. In nent among them stands Hans Christian 
biography, choose for your children's reading Andersen's books, and Whittier's "Child 
the lives of such men and women as you wish Life in Prose;" Dickens' "Little Folks," Haw-
them to imitate, instead of holding before thorne's ""Wonder Book," "Robinson Crusoe," 
them the lives of so-called great men who "The Tanglewood Tales," hold their place in 
may also be great scoundrels. We should the children's affections in spite of all ri
hesitate long about placing in the hands of vals. So numerous are the good story books 
our young folks, the "Life of Alexander the for children, there is never any need of their 
Great" or any other noted warrior. Shut- reading trashy or bad books. We shall not 
ting out all objectionable characters, the attempt to give a list of books, but will indi
:field of biography is still a very fruitful one; cate some authors whose writings are always 
so fruitful, that if we were required to con- pure, bright and interesting. Jacob Abbott, 
fine our reading in the family to any one Louise M. Alcott, the author of the Prudy 
field, that one would be biography. Care Books, Dinah Muloch Craik, "Pansy" (Mrs. 
should be exercised not on)y in choice of Alden), Mrs. Abby Morton Diaz, Mrs. A. D. 
subjects, but in the way they are treated. T. Whitney, Helen Hunt Jackson, Mrs. 
Choose, if possible, an author who knows Stowe, V'lilliam and Mary Howitt, Miss Mit
how to tell the truth about bis hero, not rep- ford, Mrs. Charles, Hawthorne, Mary Lowe 
resenting him as a demi-god, as Abbott does Dickinson, Mary D. Chellis; Julia McNair 
Napoleon, but who "extenuates naught, and Wright, Mrs. Zimmerman, Ella Farman, 
sets down naught in malice." If you wish to Sarah K. Bolt.on, Susan Coolidge, Miss War
purcbase but, one book iu this dep11,rtrnent .ner, E. E. Hale, Trowbridge, Carleton
you will probably find Parton's "People's but the list seems endless, and we must stop 
Book of Biography" to contain more of what though at the risk of omitting names that 
you wish than most others. Irving's "Life might well be included. Among miscella
of Washington" stands unrivaled. In his neous books we can heartily recommend 
other works, Irving opens most delightful "Dean Stanley with the Children;" Ruskin's 
paths for young feet to tread. No American "Sesame and Lilies,'' as well as everything 

8tlndau 8Ghool Dspar1man1. 
ELDER 'l'. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 

,Send communications for this department to the Editor 
Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 

to' 'Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

Dear Fellow Sunday School Workers:-In 
this kindly greeting, I have no especial worth 
of my own to plead, but only the worthiness 
of the work we are permitted to represent 
through the providence of the Father. Let 
us all try to feel that the cause of truth,"the 
whole of it, a part of which we are represent
ing, is the Master's, and that we are called 
to be coworkers together with him. Let us 
remember another thing, and that is, that 
the Lord has said that those who would help 
in his work must have a willing mind and 
a humble heart and spirits that are contrite. 

·rn all our work we should seek to under
stand principles of truth, and then let prin
ciples actuate us, and not preference. There 
only is the path of safety. The enemy will 
magnify in our sight, if we will allow it, the 
importance of preference and of personal 
prejudices, if we have them; and we must 
hence always "To the law and to the testi-

boy ever yet lived who would not delight in he writes; Amanda B. Harris' "Pleasant mony." 
the "Legend of Sleepy Hollow," nor a girl Authors for Young Folks;" "Stories of the 
who would not wander spellbound with Irv- March;" "A Young Woman's Notion;" "Be
ing through the "Alhambra." Everything having,'' by Shirley Dare; Miss Yonge's book 
he writes has a charm of its own, for both of "Golden Daeds," also her "Young Folk's 
old and young. Nor can we rest satisfied Histories;" "Morning Bells and Little Pil
without having our young people make the lows,'' by Frances Havergal; .Hughes' "Man
acq uaintanoe of Hawthorne, Prescott, Mot- liuess of Clu:Jst," mid the "Chautauqua Young 

What we need to bring into the work more 
than anything else, as it appears to your 
First Assistant Superintendent, is the living 
experiences of ourselves and others, and the 
living word. Nothing will give life more 
readily and abundantly to the children of 
saints, and nothing will inspire them more 
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with faith in the latter-day work, than the lat· 
ter-day work itself. Let us not be afraid of get
ting too much of it. Leave out. the peculiar 
features of this work, and what would it be 
to the most of us? We ought first to learn 
to live, and then we may be fitted better to 
tell others how to live. 

My humble prayer in the name of the Mas
ter is, that we may be able to make our work 
so practical that it will enter unconsciously, 
or consciously, into the lives of all those who 

. may come within the influences of the Sunday 
school work. 

J. A. GUNSOLLEY, 
First Asst. Supt. 

Editor Departrnent:~As General Sunday 
School Treasurer I am expected to introduce 
myself to the Sunday school workers by a 
"pastoral" through this department. 

It was with reluctance that I accepted the 
task of General Treasurer at our General 
Convention at Independence, Missouri; but 
felt that whatever duty the convention 
wished to place upon me, or impose on me, I 
was surely willing to accept and discharge to 
the best of my ability. 

The Sunday school cause I believe to be 
the right-hand adjunct to the preaching of 
the gospel by the general missionaries of the 
church, and can be properly classed first 
among the "organizations for good among 
my people,'' as the Lord has said in a latter
day revelation. 

I have always been interested in Sunday 
school work, and can point back to many 
good and noble principles learned there. 
These principles have had their effects upon 
my life-work-not performing some sudden 
transition; but in a gradual way prompting 
me to acts which were in harmony with jus
tice and right. Yet, human-like, I dld not 
always heed those promptings. 

While the duties of my office do not place 
me conspicuously before the Sunday school 
fraternity, still my heart is ever with the 
workers for the betterment of the condition 
of mankind here and hereafter. The Lord 
wants a people who are pure in heart be
cause they choose so to be, not because they 
cannot be anything else. 

Finances are a necessity even in the suc
cessful carrying on of Sunday school work, 
and this arm of the cause should not be al
lowed to become helpless from want of 
means. The publication of Sunday school 
literature costs as much as any other litera
ture; then see to it that the treasurer is 
supplied with money to pay for the publica
tions issued by and for the association. 

The Lord will bless all efforts put forth to 
spread and establish his gracious gospel 
among the sons of men. And one of the most 
successful means of establishing the truth is 
to teach the young. May the Lord guide his 
people that they may more effectually hasten 
the oncoming of the redemption of Zion, 
when we may realize what we are all praying 
for-Christ's reign on ear.th. 

Ever your brother in bonds, 
A. B. HANSON, 

Gen. S. S. Assn. Treas. 
LAMONI, Iowa, May 2, 1898. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

hBUBr Departmsm. 
TEMPLE, Ohio, July 1. 

Editors Herald:-Well, here we are in old 
Kirtland and in a position to appreciate 
somewhat the sentiment of Gray in his 
"Country Churchyard,'' and of those who 
once lived under conditions and surround
ings not altogether unlike those which we 
find· ourselves environed by at this present 
time and place,-when of them be wrot·e, 

11].,ar from the maddening crowd's ignoble strif.a 
Their sober senses never learned to stray; 

Along; the cool sequestered vale cl life 
They kept the even tenor of their way." 

And the translation from crowded, bust
ling, hustling, noisy rush and excitement of 
the great city of St. Louis to the quiet of 
this hamlet is as sudden and marked and 
strange as it is in some respects agreeable, 
pleasant, and we trust may prove profitable. 

Old associations, however, are hard to 
sever in those where the heart and affections 
have been cultivated by pleasant and agreea
ble fellowship and communion and bound by 
acts of love and affections in the mutual 
understanding of and work in the gospel of 
Jesus Christ. And the memory of that tear
ful parting in the great railroad station at 
St. Louis with the brethren and sisters three 
weeks ago last Wednesday noon will not soon 
nor easily be obliterated from memory. An
other tie also in our daughter Bessie whom 
we had to leave behind, still binds us to St. 
Louis. May God keep her in his great and 
perfect care, seems to be the largest wish of 
our heart at this time. We are glad to know 
that good and godly associations surround 
her, and that whatever sacrifices may have 
been had in our mission to St. Louis, God's 
hand has been over her and us for good. 

Swiftly we are whirled away over the 
plains of Illinois, Indiana, and Ohio. Two 
o'clock on the following morning finding us 
in Cleveland and a little later in Willoughby, 
our former home, where we found rest at my 
brother's. One week was spent there and at 
this place, and the family circle as well as 
son,ething else was "broke up" when, two 
weeks ago last night "Nellie" left us, and me 
for Providence, Rhode Island. We bear it, 
but don't gi·in over it excessively. 

Nature has dressed old Kirtland and her 
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introduced, where the sons and daughters of 
God come up to worship. Thus indeed, also 
l.s the old enemy of Job to afflict and torment 
the well-disposed and lawabiding, by or 
through the actions of those 'who so easily 
and quickly lend themselves to be used as 
agents to destroy instead of building up and 
~trengtbening the Church of God. 

Many visitors from many parts of the 
country come to Kirtland this time of the 
year to visit historic ground, interest in 
which we believe time will only serve to 
augment. The temple is white, clean, and a 

I beautiful place in which to speak, and in 
strong contrast so far as acoustics are con
cerned to the place in which we have been 
accustomed to speak. Fair congregations 
morning and evening greeted the writer last 
Sunday. Intelligent and well pleased and 
agreeably disappointed st.rangers from the 
city among the number. 

Bro. W. H. Kelley was at Akron, return
ing 'l'uesday. Bro. G. T. Griffiths bas been 
detained by the illness of his wife, who still 
remains very poorly. He expects however to 
go to Pittsburg soon I believe. Temple vis
itors every day, and a rush of them on Sun
days between the hours of our three services, 
give us something to talk about.and to do. 

Eight visiting parties last Sunday. Par
ties from Philadelphia and Washington, D. 
C., a Professor Wright and party from the 
latter place; Mrs. ex-President Garfield and 
son among the number also. Quite a party 
of saints from Cleveland came down on motor 
car· Sunday afternoon. Three young mem
bers of the Cleveland Sunday school were 
baptized in Chagrin River by Bro. Ed Gar
rett, and confirmed afterward in the temple. 

Our post office address for the present is 
Temple, Ohio. In bonds, 

M. H. BOND. 

COAL GATE, I. T., June 27. 
Editors Herald:-Tbe debate closed Satur

day night, the 25th, lasting twelve nights. 
J. W. Chism packed up his filth and left. 
He is shallow, mean, and tricky: will resort 
to anything to defeat his opponent. He said 
the second night that the Book of Mormon 
denied Jesus Christ being the Son of God. I 
exposed him and proved the stat(lment false. 
He arose and denied saying it. 

He claimed there never were but twelve hills most beautifully and the scenery charms 
the heart of the stranger. Bounteous harvests apostles; that Matthias never was an apostle. 

I read from his book written against the of gr~ins and fruits which should provoke 
t 't d a ous pra'se to •he All Methodists, in which he declared Matthias gra l .u e an _ gener ' · " .-

Giver are with us. The warm sunshine tern- an apostle. I heard nothing mor0 of the 
pered by lake breezes makes this in many apostles during the debate. 

d 'd al la 1· summer at least 80 'I'his effort against the Book of Mormon regar s an i e p ce u , 
far as ministration to the outward senses or was the weakest I ever heard. Hyde's book 
even the awakening of the finer emotions of is his main argument. He conducted bim-
tbe soul are concerned, self so badly they talked of egging him; but 

... And every prospect pleases the saints did all they could to put it down 
And only man is vile." and keep peace. He cares nothing for his 

Alas! that out of the bundle of wondrous J word. 
and divine possibilities with which God has This makes the fifth time he has been met 
endowed his creatme man, he should elect to by our people; A. J. Moore at Manchester, 
cultivate and enlarge upon the evil forces Texas, E. W. Nunley, I. N. White, and this 
and permit the good to lie dormant and so makes the second time I have met him. So 
often neglected. But so it is, and every- I far as I know he has lost in every debate with 
where the altar of God bas been erected and us; but still continues to fight us. 
the order of a true and acceptable worship I am holding meeting every night. One 
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joined the church last night, several more I 
hope will follow before long. I have been de
bating a great deal for the last five years in 
the South. I will rest now awhile and let 
Brn. W. B. Toney, A. J. Moore, and others 
do the debating. I am truly glad to be re
lieved of this part of the work because it is 
very unpleasant and hard work to meet 
shrewd, slick debaters; very taxing on the 
mind and body. 

There are so many calls for preaching now 
and it is much. easier to preach than to de
bate. I will freely yield the pal'Il to my co
laborers in the mission. But if any should 
deem it necessary to meet J. W. Chism I ad
vise them to enter the contest thoroughly 
equipped with books and patience. He is the 
most insulting man I ever met. The com
mon talk of the town is, "Erwin is a gentle· 
man, the other man a villain." 

In bonds, 
J. D. ERWIN. 

PROVO, Utah, June 11. 
Editors Heralcl:-I inclose a clipping from 

the Provo, Utah, Enquirer, semi-weekly, 
June 10. It also appeared in the daily. Per
haps you already bave it, but I thought you 
might not. I presume this settles the whole 
matter and we had just as well take our 
books and go home (?). Bro. Parker and I 
are here in tent work. Fair crowds and 
some interest. Expect to move south soon. 

In bonds, 
D. W. WIGHT. 

REMARKABLE PREDICTION. 
Lu ti us Gration in Hope of Zion says:
"The old time gospel with the gifts thereof 

are lost. False doctrines prevail in every 
church and in every land. All we can do is 
to exhort the people to be just, fear God and 
shun evil, and to pray, pray, pray. 

"Pr::tyer and purity may cause an angel to 
visit a deep and distressed soul. But I tell 
you that God will, in one hundred years have 
spoken again. He will restore the old church 
again. I see a little people led by a prophet 
and faithful elders. They are persecuted, 
burned and murdered, but in a little valley 
that lies on the shores of a great lake, they 
will grow and make a beautiful land, have a 
temple of magnificent splendor, and also 
possess the old priesthood with apostles, 
prophets, teachers, and deacons. From 
every nation will the true believers be gath
ered by speedy messengers, and then will 
God, the Almighty, speak to the disobedient 
nations with thunder, lightnings, and de
struction, such as never heard of in history." 

The book which contains the above can be 
found in the University Library in Basel 
City, Switzerland, Europe, printed in 1739. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

There seems to be a good-hearted lot of peo
ple here. I certainly feel at home with 
them. Sr. Davison is full of godly zeal 
for truth and right. May God abundantly 
bless her in her bereft condition. 

We went up to Helena and found Sr. Bene
dict and family and partook of their hospi
tality. We also met with Sr. Smith, a 
sister to Bro. J. C. Clapp, and Sr. Stranahan; 
all sound in the faith. As I looked over 
Helena and saw the great number of church 
spires towering towards the sky, I wondered 
if sometime there wouldn't be a true Latter -
Day Saint church there. The Lord is able 
to bring it about in his own time and way. 
We leave in the morning for Deer Lodge, 
feeling that we have loft matters better than 
we found them. In bonds, 

GOMER REESE. 

DRAIN, Oregon, ,June 25. 
Eclitors Herald:-I have just closed a four

nights' debate with a Mr. Badger, of this 
place, of the Campbellite persuasion, who 
bad been working to have this discussion for 
three years or more; and not liking to see 
people disappointed, especialiy when we can 
help it, concluded t,o grant them their wish, 
with the idea in mind that one favor of the 
kind would do them. They challenged us 
last year when we were in these parts. \Ne 
did not care to devote time to it then, but 
wrote up propositions, agreeing to discuss at 
some future time, providing they would get a 
man that all their church would sustain. 
This they seemed to have some trouble in 
doing, but finally all agreed to stand by this 
man Badger. Then they wanted to write the 
propositions for me to affirm, so I began to 
think after all that they did not want it, but 
in that I was mistaken, for Oil my return I 
found them more than willing, and that a 
report had been circulated that we were 
backing out; so I informed them that now 
was their time, and that I was the proper one 
to state what I believed, to which they finally 
agreed; I affirming present revelation, he 
affirming the signs spoken of in, Mark 16 and 
all gifts spoken of in l Corinthians 12 ceased 
with the Apostolic age. 

I don't think he will ever discuss the same 
proposit,ions again with an elder of this 
church. We agreed to continue it longer 
than the four nigh ts if we could agree on 
more propositions. I am inclined to think 
the agreement could bave been reached 
easier before the four nights than afterw.ard. 
I offered to affiem the laying on of hands, 
authority, peesent apostles, etc., but he did 
not think it would be profitable. 

He acted very fairly throughout, the most 
so of a~y man I have yet discussed with. He 
did not say "Mormon" or "Joseph Smith" 

EAST HELENA, Mont., June 25. once; he was a perfect gentleman. But he 

by the Spirit's presence it divides and cuts 
its path clearly. I remember hearing Bro. 
Burton and D. S. Mills say years ago, that in 
all discussions among men all we required 
was the Spirit, and a thorough knowledge of 
this work; and in the years that are past, 
bow many times I have realized such tu be 
the case. 

I don't feel to claim a great victory, but so 
far as we have heard from outside sources, 
the victory bas been admitted on the side of 
truth. I am satisfied I was able to present 
the truth in as plain a manner as I ever did; 

.so feel that my part was accomplished. But 
it is no picnic work, this discussing. Of tl>at 
I am fully assured. One end has been gained: 
our people here will not be harassed for a de
bate any more. 

How I wish this warfare was over and we 
could all live in peace! I am tired of this 
constant fighting, this opposing element that 
daily we are obliged to contend against from 
start to finish. Truly it is a day of battle. 

Well, I suppose Christ will come some
time, and then we will get a rest, until Satan 
is again let loose. I am glad he is not going 
to be loose long the next time, and that the 
rest is a good long one, one thousand years. 

In the morning I will join Bro. Chase, who 
is hard at work with the tent some fifteen 
miles south of here. My address will still be 
Looking Glass, Oregon. We will be pleased 
to hear from friends. 

H. L. HOLT. 

CENTERVILLE, w. Va., June 26. 
Editors Herald:-The work at this place 

has received quite an impetus through the 
labors of Bro. G. H. Godbey, who spent 
nearly four weeks with us, preaching and 
instructing the saints. The result was he 
baptized six noble-hearted souls. l!'our of 
the number are heads of families, one brother 
seventy years of age. Two of the number 
were members of the Missionary Baptist 
Church, but saw the sandy condition of their 
foundation when they heard the gospel in its 
fullness. There are others here who will 
come into the work in time, I think. It de
pends to ix great extent on how the saints de
port themselves. Saints, let us all heed the 
admonition to come up higher, to live a pure 
life, thereby adding to the glory of God and 
the building up of Zion in these the last days. 

Our district conference convenes in the 
saints' church here on the first Saturday and 
Sunday in August. Would like as many as 
can conveniently to attend. Come by boat or 
rail to Kenova, West Virginia, on the morn
ing of August 5, where you will be met by 
conveyance at about noon to bring you to the 
place of meeting. In bonds, 

W.R. ODELL. 

Ediiors Herald:--I came here with the dis- couldn't get through without asking for the LIBERTY, Wash., June 23. 
trict president, for the purpose of looking up usual sign, but thought he did it in such a Editors IIerald:-Since last writing I have 
some of the saints that I heard were located way that be could not be called a "sign- been engaged in plowing and sowing this 
here. I find Sr. Raymond still in the faith seeker," by telling the audience all that he new field; which I entered by choice, and 
and doing what she can to assist the cause'. knew about my sight, and then wanting to prompting of the guiding Comforter, over a 
I was granted the use of the Methodist church. know why I was not healed; but he will never 1 year ago. After much opposition and disre
The pastor Mr. Warren treated me very be so communicative or i11quisitive again, in I gard for the word of truth, I have at least 
kindly, for which I shall not forget him. I j public anyway, if I am not much mistaken. succeeded in interesting a few, and have or
think we have made a good impression. Truth indeed is 1:;harp, and when sharpened I ganized a union Sunday school with thirteen 
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scholars. Our literature was accepted, so 
both adults and children are imbibing the 
much-hated Latter Day Saints' doctrine. 
Our superintendent is a PrAsbyterian lady of 
a staunch character, very bright; but she 
wanted me to lead or open the school last 
Sunday by reading their creed, which I re
fused, reminding her that it was a union 
Sunday school. We are using the dance hall 
for school and services, but the saloon ele
ment put an extra lock on the door last Sun
day, so I expect to be barred out; but I was 
chosen director of this school district at the 
recent elAction so I suppose I will have a 
voice in the opening or shutting of the school
house. 

I have opened several new fields in a 
radius of twenty miles. I say this in hopes 
this letter may come under the notice of Brn. 
Holt and Chase. If they could drift around 
to this place and give regular battle it 
would greatly encourage the weary sktr
misher. I had an encounter with a Utah 
elder at Ellensburg recently. He, not know
ing who I was, said that Joseph Smith never 
had but one wife; that polygamy was added 
later, and that Brigham Young added many 
things that were not right, etc.; but when I 
told him I was a Josephite, he became very 
angry; said he had no use for Josephites, and 
that I was absolutely nothing, because I did 
not come right. He had committed himself, 
and now he was wroth. He called himself 
King, the Cherokee Indian healer. This in
scription was on his tent. He showed me his 
license, signed by the Utah authorities, and I 
was astonished, as I did not know they ad
vertized themselves as healers. We had a 
squabble over blood-atonement, Adam-God 
worship, etc. He said I was simply on the 
wrong side of the house, and. that they let us 
have the Kirtland temple in order to avoid 
paying taxes; they would get it in due time. 

Wishing all the ministry success and a 
spiritual growth throughout the church, I 
ask your prayers in behalf of self for spiritual 
guiding. Your brother, 

N. C. ENGE. 

BRUNER, Mo., June 22. 
Editors Herald:-Am now resting after a 

long walk, for anyone laboring in this dis
trict (Southern Mission) must be prepared to 
travel much on foot over stony road;,; and rug
ged hills with coat in one hand and Bible in 
the other, and in this way he gets sometimes 
to do much walking with very little preach
ing; for there is no network of railroad in 
this country. Still there are mail carriers, 
and if the preacher could spare fifty cents 
occasionally for fare to them, it would mean 
more preaching and less weary feet, and the 
work put in better condition. 

We anticipated above conditions before 
coming here, hence are not disappointed, on 
that line, but are on some other matters; as 
for instance, I have come in contact with 
some thirty or more families of saints in this 
central part of the district, and I believe I 
can truthfully say there are but about three 
or four of that number that take the Herald, 
and but very little other church literature. 
Am sorry to see such condition of things. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The effect of such sets people away in the 
background, and the growth spiritually must 
be very slow. 

We have tenderly approached some of 
them on the subject., but are answered rather 
abruptly that they are too poor, etc. While 
this is the fact in some cases, it is not in all 
by any means, but is rather their peculiar way 
of living. We shall still continue to cau· 
tiously approach them on this subject, as we 
are anxious for their welfare and progress. 

We have felt many times heretofore the 
need of those presiding high priests to feed 
the flock of God, but never so keenly as at 
present. May God so direct. We are hope-
ful. In bonds, 

J. A. DAVIS. 

ELLENBORO, Wis., June 24. 
Editors Herald;-In company with Bro. 

Peter Muceus I left home June 11, arriving 
at this place the same evening, and on the 
following day (Sunday) .began preaching in 
the Buckwheat Ridge church. 

This place is one of the scenes of my first 
year's missionary experience, having labored 
here in company with Bro .. J. W. Peterson 
five years ago last winter. At that time the 
name Latter Day Saint was a synonym for all 
that was bad. In company with Brn. F. A. 
Ball and Leonard Houghton I labored in this 
field last winter and this spring, and before 
leaving here last month two young ladies were 
baptized and I went away with a promise to 
return as soon as practicable; hence our pres
ence here now; and to-day we had the assur
ance that our labors are not in vain, for we 
were permitted to lead five more precious 
souls into the waters of baptism, all heads of 
families, one of them a man who has been for 
years a Primitive Methodist preacher, and 
who until quite recently has been very preju
diced and a bitter opponent of the faith, but 
as an honest man has laid it all aside, as the 
light of the gospel has shined upon him: and 
now he will earnestly support that which he 
once opposed. Next week we move on to 
other fields. In gospel bonds, 

CHAS. H. BURR 

LAKE GENEVA, Wis., June 22. 
Editors Hm·ald:-This lovely June morning 

finds myself and wife and our esteemed 
young brother, Leonard Houghton, associ
ated as gospel tent workers. We consider 
ourselves very fortunate in having such a 
lovely location, centrally and conveniently 
located, and so many good, kind friends who 
contribute to our welfare. And what pleases 
us best is, we are having a good hearing, and 
there are a score or more who are regular in 
their attendance, and who seem very much 
interested in the restored gospel. We have 
·a good, fair attendance each evening through 
the week and on Sunday evenings we have a 
regular overflow. So we feel glad to know 
that we are reaching a large number of the 
people of this city that we could reach in no 
other way than by a gospel tent. 

Hundreds and thousands of people from 
Chicago and other large cities come to this 
place as pleasure-seekers during the summer 
months, and we see quite a goodly number of 
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them at some of our meetings, so we are not 
only preaching to the citizens of Lake 
Geneva, but to the people of other cities as 
well. 

We hope by the aid of our dear Master to 
be able this summer to present the beautiful 
gospel of Christ to thousands who have never 
had the privilege of hearing the glad sound 
thereof. We feel hopeful and encouraged in 
the good work of the Lord, and trust that we 
may be able to do much good in spreading 
the gospel among the children of men. 

In bonds, 
ELI M. WILDERMU'l'H. 

MAPLE Hn,L, Iowa, July 5. 
Editors Herald:-Five years ago Bro. W. 

W. Pitkin asked me to come here to baptfae 
and confirm Mr. and Mrs. P. H. Atwood, t,wo 
of their neighbors. Bro. and Sr. Pitkin had 
taught them the gospel, including the story 
of the angel's message and the Book of Mor
mon. I held a few pl'.'eaching services, dur
ing my stay, the first saints' meeting held in 
the county. Bro. and Sr. Atwood have 
moved to Reinbeck, Iowa. Brethren of the 
Des Moines district, please call on thew. 

I came here ten days ago and held meet
ings in a schoolhouse. Sunday was a beau
tiful day and a goodly number met on the 
shores of Swan Lake and witnessed the bap
tism of Pearl and Jessie, eldest daughters of 
Bro. and Sr. Pitkin. The Holy Spirit was 
present to bless. All seemed deeply im
pressed, while words fittiog to the occasion 
were spoken. Although Bro. and Sr. Pitkin 
are the only saints in the county, they are 
making au effort to educate their children, 
neighbors, and friends in the gospel. 

Last month I met with the saints at Bemm, 
Auburn, Rolfe, and Curlew, finding them 
cheerful and hopeful. As a church we are 
gaining in numbers and influence in this 
district. 

Bro. J. R. Lambert requests me to assist 
Elder I. N. Roberts in tabernacle meetings 
in Minnesota a few weeks. I will join him 
at Minneapolis this week. 

As Bishop's agent for this, Galland's Grove 
(Iowa) district, I hope you will continue to 
remember the tithe and offering fund, not 
forgetting the Graceland College fund. Ad
dress me at Deloit, Crawford County, Iowa. 

C. ,J. HUNT. 

NEWELL, Iowa, June 28. 
Editors Herald:-The ministers and saints 

of the Galland's Grove district are still alive 
and energetic in the good work of preaching 
the gospel of Christ, by precept and example. 
However, I would not have your readers un
derstand by this that there is no room for 
improvement, or that we are all perfect; be
cause we hardly expect to reach that condi
tion until Christ shall "reign as King of 
kings, and Lord of lords." Nevertheless, so 
long as the majority are making a reasonable 
effort to improve and grow in grace, we take 
courage and press forward. We may not be 
advancing as rapidly as they are in other 
sections of the country but we are hopeful, 
knowing that our sufficiency is of the Lord. 

Baptisms are not numerous with us, though 
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444 THE SAINTS' HEHALD. 

three were baptized at our last district con- When we stop and consider long· enough to 
ference, and Bro. W. A. Carroll baptized understand what it is to be "laborers to
three last week; and others may have been· gether with God;" to stand between Christ 
baptized from whom we have not heard as and a dying world while we feed the people 
yet. the bread of life and nourish the Church of 

I have learned by letter that Brn. G. H. God, we must know that we should be pure 
Hilliard and Charles Darry were laboring ac- and holy. 
ceptably to the saints, and that Brn. C. J. We need the approval of God and the 
Hunt, George Montague, and W. A. Smith presence of the Holy Spirit to enable us to 
were doing all they could for the spread of rightly administer in word and ordinance. 
the truth. Local brethren are doi.ng quite Knowing that it. is our duty and privilege to 
well, all things <Jonsidered. preach the gospel, to baptize, confirm, bless, 

'fake coura"'e brethren and make and fill and administer to the sick, "what manner of 
all the 'apnofn~ments pos~ible. Branch offi-1 persons ought ye <to be in all holy conversa
cers should be on the watch to see that the tion and godliness?" How much we need one 
membership is properly fed with the bread I another's confidence as well as faith and 
of life, and every effort possible made to re- prayers. . 
claim the erring. When the sinner repents In conclus10n permit the writer to say: 

Our missionaries and local ministers desire and reforms, let all the 5aints rejoice and im-
part words of sympathy and encouragement and expect the cooperation of all saints 
and do works of love, that all may be helpers within the district. Will the saints kindly 
in the reform movement; for there is much notify the undersigned at Dow City, Iowa, of 
"joy in heaven, over one sinner that repent- the real demands for preaching that may ex
eth." "Wherefore lift up the hands which ist in your respective towns or neighbor
hang down,"and the feeble knees; and make hood:::? Is there a good opportunity for tent 
straight paths for your feet, lest that which work, and can the elders be provided for? 
is lame be turned out of the way; but let it A correspondence is solicited from all scat
ratber be healed. Follow peace with all tered saints living in any of the following 
men, and holiness, without which no man counties in the State of Iowa: Kossuth, Em
shall see the Lord."-Heb. J2: 12-l4. When met, Dickinson, Ooceola, O'Brien, Clay, Palo 

Alto, Humboldt, Pocahontas, Buena Vista, 
Cherokee, Ida, Sac, Calhoun, Webster, 
Green, Carroll, Crawford, Shelby, Audubon, 

the erring one cannot be reclaimed, and for
bearance ceases to be a virtue, let the law of 
God be righteously enforced without fear or 
favor, leaving the results with God. "Purge 
ye out the iniquity which is among you; 
sanctify yourselves before me," saith ·the 
Lord. (D. C. 43: 3.) 

and Guthrie. Hopefully yours, 
0. E. BUTTERWORTH, 

Submissionary in charge. 

The writer is of opinion that nowhere in GREENBUSH, Ont., July 5. 
the world among any other people does there Editors Herald: - The Chatham district 
exist such true and holy fellowship as among conference at Ridgetown, June 4.-G, will be 
the members of the Reorganized Church. If remembered as a peaceful and profitable 
there does, the writer has ne1'er been in a po- session by many. In the busines8 sessions 
sition to observe it. It is not strange, though the desire of all seemed that whatever was 
true, that when the gospel of Christ is be-· best calculated for the good of the work 
lieved, obeyed, and reduced to practice, it re- might obtain whether it met their indi
moves all bitterness from the soul and fills victual desires or not; and although there 
the heart with divine love. All political and was a little lively discussion between some of 
religious differences are so far me! ted down as foe brethren as to the di vision of the dis
to enable us to be one in Christ. How pleas- trict, the debate was carried on with the 
ant it is to take such a one by the hand and best of feeling toward one another. All 
feel that you have found "a friend in need" former district officers were sustained. The 
who "is a friend indeed." One who will prayer servica, Sunday morning, was enjoya
never betray you nor yours, nor your inter- ble and in a degree spiritual. The preaching 
ests, let come what may, so long as you are was considered good, and quite a number of 
both influenced by the same Spirit and are strangers attended in the afternoon and even
loyal and obedient to the same Lord. How ing. Preaching by Elders S. Brown, R. C. 
good it is to know that to such is given power Evans, Arthur Leverton, and John Shields. 
from God to resist and overcome every im- 'fhe Monday morLing prayer service was 
pure thought that may be suggested by either indeed a spiritual feast. 
the Devil or the flesh. Think of the glorious The address .to the ministry and members 
effect-no jealousy lurking in the heart, but hy our mission ·president, Elder R. C. Evans, 
a disposition to prefer our brethren to our- was indeed a "searcher of the hearts, and 
sel vee, no disposition to meddle in other men's trier of the reins," and delivered un:J.er the 
matters nor to spy out another's liberties; influence of the power that made one of old 
but being filled with love we let charity have bold, "to declare unto Jacob his transgres
her perfect work. Y!\/e think no evil, and by sion, and to Israel his sin." Afterward 
our godly example we "prevent a multitude tongues and interpretation were enjoyed, 
of sins." Let us one and all, obey the injunc- calling Priest James vVilliamson, (president 
tion of Paul when he said: Examine your- of the Ridgetown branch,) to the eldership, 
selves, whether ye be in the faith; prove your · and Bro. Benjamin Schreader to the office of 
own selves. Know ye not your own selves, priest; and warning, instruction, and promise 
how that Jesus Christ is in you, except ye be given to the saints. 
reprobates?"-2 Cor. 13: 5. Elder Evans having kindly consented to 

accompany "ye writer" in the gospel cart of 
"ancient date,'' (so poetically described by 
him in the late Glad Tidings) drawn by the 
mustang "Blind Billy," we arrived at Blen
heim that evening where Bro. R. C. delivered 
what was designated "a splendid gospel ser
mon." From there we went to Cedar 
Springs, where at the house of Bro. G. M. 
Shippy he presented the word of the better 
life to the saints and friends who assembled. 

Thursday we started for Chatham, but 
were met on our way by a messenger calling 
us to Buxford to administer to Sr. Irvit\g, of 
whom mention was made in the Herald about 
a year ago as having been instantly healed, 
and suddenly able to arise from what was by 
the doctor and all who saw her considered 
her deathbed-healed by the power of God 
through administration. Again she has re
ceived a blessing. To God be all praise. At 
Chatham that evening there w~s present 
Evangelist Ellmore, of Covington, Indiana, 
Field Editor of the Disciple paper, Gospd 
Echo, who has expressed his desire for some 
time past to meet Bro. R. C. in public dis
cussion. They met at Elder Tyrrell's office 
next morning, when ,Propositions were 
signed for discussion, involving the faiths of 
the respective principals; certificates of in
dorsement to be signed by the respective 
editors of the authorized church papers of 
each church, otherwise the d..ibate is to be 
cancelled. 

On the 17th, in answer to card from Elder 
J. Blackmore, I joined him at a school in Rom
ney township, six miles from Tilbury, where 
he had made a new opening, where I found a 
goodly number present. We held forth at 
the schoolhouse and at Staples (some eight 
miles apart) till Thursday, when Bro. Joseph 
was called to leave me. That evening I ap
pointed meetings in the schoolhouse for Sun
day at three and 7: 30 p. m. At eleven o'clock 
I went to th0 Methodist appointment at the 
school, but the Minister did not come. I was 
not asked to preach; a fellowship meeting 
was the order. At the close the leader in
vited all to go that afternoon to hear a Ger
man (some four miles away) who had been on 
a mission to Africa, although he was con
scious of our three p. m. meeting, He then 
said: "Bro. Graham will lead our prayer 
meeting here to-night." One of the trustees 
arose and said: "Thursday evening there was 
preaching appointed for here this evening 
and you know it; this is a got up affair; you 
can't have the school." However, he re
peated his appointment for prayer meeting 
and closed. 

At our three p. m. service I asked the trus
tee what I had better do. Was their pray'lr 
meeting a regular appointment? He said, 
"No! it was a get-up to shut us out;" that he 
had seen the other trustees; that it was our 
right and he would see it was carried out: 
and if the Methodist raised any disturbance 
the building would be closed on all. At 7:15 
p. m. the door was open: the Sisters Carloss 
and Glazier, of Tilbury branch, played and 
sang some of our hymns. By 7: 30 the build
ing was full of people. When we were sing
ing the second hymn the leader of the 
morning meeting and "Bro. Graham,'' and 
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their friends arranged themselves in front of 
the door, reminding me of the ones who 
would not enter the kingdom, and those who 
would go in they hindered. I spoke on "Sirs, 
what must I do to be saved?" with liberty 
and power. When it began to grow dusky 
in the room stones were thrown at me 
through the windows and bounded off the 
blackboard behind me. I had no fear of be
ing hit and was not. When our meeting 
closed the crowd filed out behind us, and the 
trustee locked the door, and the Methodists 
were parleying with him at the door as I 
drove away. Just as I paseed the Methodist 
crowd an egg was thrown while it was yet 
light; and missing my head broke on the 
horse's side. The people beini:r tired with 
our over two weeks meetings and busy with 
haying we left them for a week. 

More anon, 
JOHN SHIELDS. 

fionfBrBn~B JVIintltB8. 
CLINTON. 

Conference convened at Coal Hill chapel, 
Missouri, June 4; D. C. White president, 
Ella Miller clerk, E. W. Lloyd assistant. 
Ministry reports: Seventy: D. C. White, 
R. T. Walters; Elders: M. L. Sory, F. M. 
Sharrock, A. Lloyd, J. B. Gouldsmith, T. R. 
White, A. I. Roberts, S. C. Andes, W. H. 
Lowe, A. A. Goff, C. P. Welsh baptized 1, 
L. A. Quick, H. L. Kinning; Priests: J. A. 
Silvers, J. F. Mannering, W. H. Mannering 
baptized 4, A. C. Silvers; Teachers: M. M. 
Leaton, F. M. Williams. Branches report
ing: Lowry City 80; gain 5. Nevada 45; 
gain 1. El Dorado Springs 165; gain 
8. Veve 100; gain l. Rich Hill 141; 
gain 3. Deepwater 25. Lebanon 41; gain 2, 
loss 2. Tebo 38; gain 2. Walker 22. 
Wheatland 46; loss 1. Taborville 30; gain 7, 
loss 1. Scattered members 10; total number 
in district 806. D. C. White, Bishop's 
agent: collected since January, $238.42; paid 
out $218.23; on hand $20.19. He had also col
lected $26 for district tent top. D. C. White 
chosen another year as district president, 
Ella Miller as clerk. Preaching by M. L. 
Sory, I. N. WhHe, and D. C. White. The 
chapel was dedicated by I. N. White Sunday 
forenoon. Prayer meeting in charge of T. 
R. White and W. E. Hayden. Adjourned t.o 
Veve chapel, November 26. 

EASTERN li'IICHIGAN. 
Conference convened at East Fremont, 

June 11; E. C. Briggs president, assisted by 
A. Barr, V'!. Davis secretary, C. H. Durant 
assistant. Branch reports: Forester 29, St. 
Johns 45, Bay Port 97, Huron Center 73, 
Five Lakes 71, East Fremont 37, Applegate 
34, German 26, St. Gideon 41, Juniata 70, Cass 
River 45, Buel Center 58, Evergreen 112. 
Elders reports: A. Barr baptized 1, W. Da
vis baptized 6, W. Dowker, E. H. Durand 
baptized 1. Priests: Thomas Rawson, W. 
Fetting baptized 1, J. L. Sweet, 0. J. Haun 
baptized 1, P. W. Surbrook. Bishop's 
agent's report read, audite.d, and accepted: 

SAINTS' 

On hand last report $226.70; receipts, includ
ing amount on hand, $838.21; expenditures 
$731.62; amount on hand $107.08. A. Barr 
chosen president, W. Davis secretary, A. Barr 
Bishop's agent. w. Davis placed in charge 
of gospel tent for the season, assisted by E. 
H. Durand. A vote was taken, asking the 
president of each branch to raise what money 
they can for the purpose of assisting Elder J. 
J. Cornish in a lawsuit now pending in re
gard to the closing of schoolhouses against 
the Latter Day Saints. Nine were baptized 
on Sunday by J. J. Cornish. Adjourned to 
l!-,lint, October l. [Figures · in Bishop's 
agent's report are incorrect.-ED.] 

NORTH.l!lRN MICHIGAN. 
Conference at Coleman, June 25. E. C. 

Briggs president, J. J. Cornish associate, C. 
B. Joice clerk. Branch reports: Boyne City 
58. Kingsley 48; gain 5. Wilson 16. Cole
man 136; gain 6. Mikado (first report) 19. 
Alpena 46; loss 3. Reed City 29. Star 
(first report) 21. Gilmore 86; loss 2. South 
Boardman 95; gain 6. Chase 50. Central 
Lake 44; gain 24. Brinton 20; gain 1. Free
soil 138; gain 4. Kasson 40; gain 7. Valley 
88; loss 4. Beaverton 48. Alcona 22. Green
bush (first report) 27. Prescott (first report) 
18. Elders report: L. Phelps, J. J. Cornish 
baptized 18, D. Smith baptized 6, J. A. Grant 
baptized 2, J. A. Carpenter, J. J. Bailey bap
tized 2, W. D. Ellis, R. W. Hugill baptized 
5, J. S. Keir baptized 3, J. R. Beckley bap
tized 2, C. G. Lewis. Priests: R. W. Ken
yon baptized 2, J. Hartnell, F. S. Brackenbury 
baptized 1, J. Pennels, G. D. Washburn bap
tized 28, A. Burr, I. P. Titus, G. Morris, J. 
E. Hanson, J. Burtch. Teachers: C. Miller, 
H. J. Badder. Bishop's agent's report 
aud.ited and approved: Total receipts$831.58; 
disbursements $647.15; on hand $284.43. J. J. 
Cornish elected president, C. B. Joice secre
tary. Richland branch was· declared disor
ganized. Preaching by Elders E. C. Briggs, 
J. J. Cornish, J. A. Grant, David Smith. 
Eight were baptized. Adjourned to Whitte
more, October 15. 

SOUTHERN NEBRASKA. 
Conference met in Nebraska City, June 26, 

27; J. W. Waldsmith president, E. D. 
Briggs secretary. Preaching by Elders N. 
L. Mortimore, M. H. Forscutt, and w. M. 
Self. Reports received from president and 
secretary. Bishop's agent, J. '-lv. Wald
smith, reported: On hand and received 
$122.70, paid out $117.88, due church $4.82. 
Reports received from Elders J. W. Wald
smith, W. E. Peak, P. C. Peterson, T. J. 
Sheldon, C. H. Porter, W. M. Self, A. J. 
Meyers, J·. Thomson, and M. H. Forscutt; 
Priest R. O. Self. Reports of branches: 
Nebraska City 137; 3 received, 2 died. Pal
myra ;ci8. Officers elected for four months: 
President and Bishop's agent, J. W. Wald
smith; secretary, E. D. Briggs; assistant, 
M. H. Forscutt. Resolved that all branches 
and officials in the district be requested to 
make out full reports, closing on April 30, 
August 31, and December 31, for the confer
ences held respectfully in June, October, and 
February, and forward these reports as soon 
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as possible to the district secretary. This 
resolution was spread on the minutes as un
finished business. Adjourned to Palmyra 
branch, October 23 and 24. 

8tlndau 8Ghoo1 HssoGiations. 
SOUTHERN NEBRASKA. 

Sunday school association met in Nebraska 
City, June 24 and 25, holding four sessions. 
Reports were received from superintendent, 
secretary, and teeasurer, and delegates to 
General Convention. Seven schools reported 
324 enrolled. Schools reporting: Zion's 
Hope, Union Band, Prairie Flower, l!-,airbury, 
Gregsport Mission, Lone Tree of Fairfield, 
Blue Mound near Beatrice. The last three 
are newly organized schools, and joined the 
association at this convention. The enter
tainment on Friday evening was good, and 
our firnt Sunday school newspaper interest
ing. Next convention will be with Palmyra 
branch, October 21 and 22. 

MiscBllanBotls DapartmBnt 
WIGHT-BRADEN DEBATE.-NO. 6. 

ELDER BRADEN'S ELEVENTH SPEECH. 

We informed you that Max Muller said the 
English language had changed since the Au
thorized Version was made in 1611. The ques
tion arises: Why did Smith use an obsolete 
language? 

He showed you some characters last night 
to prove that Smith's characters were like 
the Egyptain; both lots were doctored
nothing like the Egyptian. Doctrines and 
Dogmas of Mormonism, p. 264: Here is a 
letter from a learned man to D. H. Bays, 
stating that none of Smith's characters were 
similar to the ancient languages. 

(Here Mr. Braden reviewed the great 
miracles of the Book of Mormon which we 
omit here as they have been given before.) 

I am accused of not meeting the issue. 
There is only one issue and that is, Was 
Smith inspired to give revelations-was he 
authorized to issue bills? If a man unauthor
ized by the government prints bills, they are 
frauds, even if they are identical with the 
genuine. If a man issues revelations, even 
though you can't distinguish them from the 
genuine word of God, they are frauds unless 
he can show he was authorized of God. 

I challenge and defy him to show there 
has been one sign in the history of their 
church. It is a fact that they have no signs, 
or they would show them. They know they 
can't do it. 

Book of Mormon page 439: Moroni wrote 
forty pages after the plates were full--wrote 
on nothing. Pag·e 409: 41: No bread nor 
wine brought, but a great multitude was 
fed-fed on nothing. P. 222: 21: Drove cat
tle a long ways. P. 482: 11, 12: The thought 
that a highly civilized Christian _people 
should change to such barbarous brutes in a 
few years is beyond common sense. P. 288: 
30-34: Waved the rent in the air. Rent 
means a hole. Now substitute hole: for rent 
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and we have it thus: "He tore a bole in bis 
garment, and wrote upon the oole, and then 
fastened the hole upon a pole, and waved it 
in the air. 

Pages21:10; 57:26; 186:61; 280:5; 238:8; 
376: 35; 430: 30; 466: 9, tells us that all who 
apostatized became dark-skinned, and when
ever they got converted they became white 
again. If there are any ladies in this audi
ence who are a little too dark or brunette I 
would ad vise you to get baptized by one of 
these Mormons and you will be made white. 
Page 460: 28. The biggest snake story you 
ever beard: hundreds of millions of cattle 
driven by snakes. 

Now we come to the worst thing in the 
Book of Mormon; the most blasphemous 
thing ever uttered by man. Pages 392, 393: 
Thrust their hands into his (Jesus') side. 
There were two thousand of them and it 
would take ten hours and twenty-five min
utes to perform the idiotic farce. If you can 
believe such stuff as that you are just right 
to become a Mormon. 

ELDER WIGHT'S ELEVENTH SPEECH. 

Polygamy. It is easy for him to get up 
and say he was prepared to prove it, but 
doing it is an entirely different thing. I 
read to this audience the statement of Judge 
Philips, on polygamy, that it was not a doc
trine of the church. Will you accept such 
evidence as this, or believe the testimony of 
Father Slander? 

ElJer Kelley charged with putting words 
into Judge Philips' mouth. Elder Kelley 
never did it; that was simply a quotation 
from Brigham Young, in which he perverted 
that part quoted from Doctrine and Cove
nants - capitalizing words that are not 
capitalized in that book. I have challenged 
the Utah people to meet me upon these 
issues of polygamy, Adam-God, etc., but so 
far they. have not dared to do it. 

Book of Mormon p. 387: 2-4: Christ cruci
fied on the 4th day of month. He said that 
was wrong because Christ was crucified on 
the 14th day. Why didn't he read the verse 
before-that qualifying clause "If there was 
no mistake made in the reckoning of our 
time"'? 

He asserted that in Missouri and Illinois 
ihe-saint~-dirst6a1:":.~Lrn through this de
bate you will notice he has been appealing 
to your prejudice in making such statements 
as "If you are ready to believe that, you are 
just right to become a Mormon." With all 
the accusations and trials, stealing was never 
proven against our people. 

Times and Seasons, vol. 5, p. 707. (Read 
Joseph's prophecy on the war.) If any other 
man had made such a prophecy, he would 
have been held up as a remarkable man. 
(Read prophecy of the Rebellion from "Pearl 
of Great Price.") This prophecy has been 
and is being fulfilled literally and completely. 

Mr. Braden admits that our bill is identi
cal with the genuine, but says Joseph Smith 
had no authority. I have shown you that 
before the seconil coming of Christ there is 
to be a preparation; angels are to be sent; a 
great and marvelous work to be accom
plished; the gospel to be preached in all 
the world. This great work is to be begun 
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just before Palestine is restored to its fer
tility. Joseph Smith is the only man who 
has claimed to receive authority from God to 
do this work; and if he did not receive such 
authority the prophecies of the Bible have 
failed; for we are told all this was to com
mence just before the restoration of Pales
tine. 

ELDER BRADEN'S TWELFTH SPEECH. 

Judge Philips' decision: The judge 
quotes Brigham Young as proving the 
Adam-God theory. If it proves it for Brig
ham Young, why does it not prove it when 
the same language is used in Doctrine and 
Covenants? 

Why do you bring in the revelation on the 
Rebellion when your church has never 
adopted it nor put it in with its revelations? 

Joseph Smith the only man to claim au
thority. Yes, he was the only one who had 
the cheek to make such a blasphemous claim. 

(Here Mr. Braden read a list of thirty 
questions, affirming that Joseph Smith 
taught and practiced polygamy; was a trans
gressor of the law, etc., etc. During the 
reading Elder Wight raised a point of order, 
saying it partook of the nature of alanderous 
stories, contrary to the rules. Chair decided 
that the questions should be read, but not in 
an argumentative way.) 

Polygamy. I caq give you evidence the 
door was purposely left open in Book of Mor
mon for polygamy. The Reorganized 
Church themselves coufessed it and after
ward renounced it. They also admitted for 
years that Joseph Smith gave the polyga
mous revelation; in fact, it was· so stated 
three times in the first number of the Saints' 
Herald. I can prove that Joseph Smith 
practiced polygamy. 

ELDER WIGHT'S TWELFTH SPEECH. 

I call your attention to the fact that all 
through this debate assertion has been made 
by Mr. Braden instead of furnishing the 
proof. I have asked him to read some of 
those things which he has asserted, but so 
far he has utterly failed to do so. I have 
given you my assertions when I have read to 
you from the standard works; and what has 
he done in reply? Simply made assertions. 
He has been continually demanding proof of 
aigns and miracles, and when I read to him 
from one of their own books-authority they 
could not reject-what diq he do? Simply 
ridiculed; said the healing was done by hyp
notism. He is striking at the very founda
tion of Christianity, for with the same 
reasoning away would go the miracles of the 
New Testament. To nearly all of his thirty 
questions I emphatically answer, No. If he 
wanted to make polygamy an issue in this 
debate, why didn't he bring it in sooner, 
rather than leave it until the last speech, 
which was evidently done for effect, as he 
knew I would not have all my evidence here 
nor have time to answer it in my closing 
speech? Times and Seasons. (Read Joseph 
and Hyrum's decision against polygamy.) 

In regard to the gifts and signs, we do 
have them in our church, and I could bring 
you living witnesses from this audience, men 
and women who live in your midst and 
whose veracity would not be questioned in 

any court, and if there is no objection I will 
introduce some of these witnesses to tell 
what they know. (Mr. Braden objected on 
the grounds of new evidence; objection sus
tained by the chair.) 

He ridicules the Book of Mormon in re
gard to the rent. It does not mean hole; it 
was all in the hole of his imagination. Time. 

In the closing speeches much of the time 
was spent in reviewing and in general talk, 
which could not be taken down connectedly 
by the scribe; but we present the above as 
some of the leading points. 

At the close of the debate the pastor pre
sented Mr. Braden 'with a beautiful wreath 
inscribed in letters of silver the word 
"Victory." Mr. Braden was showered with 
flowers, but coming as they did from a very 
few of the Christian members, the display of 
"victory" was indeed weak and partook of 
the nature of the boy's whistling in the 
graveyard to keep up his courage. After 
dismissal the "defeated" (?) one was the 
recipient of one small bouquet and in passing 
out the 1'1dy (a Congregationalist) said: "I 
sent you that bouquet and though it is not so 
large nor so beautiful as Mr. Braden received, 
it means just as much, and it went to the 
right place." This was the sentiment of 
most of the nonmembers. Good has been 
accomplished, prejudice allayed, and the 
world (this part at least) are learning that 
we have something substantial after all; for 
when Mr. Braden, who is represented as the 
champion opposer of the latter-day work, 
fails by honorable meavs to destroy our posi
tion, people learn that we have something 
worth investigating. We look for future 
growth, and while the work inaugurated in 
1830 is winning its wa~ in the world, it has 
received a new impetus in this region 
through the two debates which have lately 
been held at Tabor. 

(Durivg the discussion Elder Wight ex
hibited drawings of the Characters from the 
plates of the Book of Mormon, taken by Mar
tin Harris to Professor Anthon, side by side 
with "Old Hebrew" and "Egyptian" letters, 
in which remarkable resemblances were ap
parent.) 

QUESTIONS FOR MR. BRADEN TO ANSWER. 

1. Is it not a fact that the divinity of a per
son's work, who lays claim to a di vine mes
sage and calling, is properly attested by his 
teaching? 

2. If a man teaches the truth as reflected in 
the Scriptures, is that not evidence of a God
given mission, whether he at all times lives 
that truth personally or not? 

3. Did it make the calling of Pett:>r or Paul 
a manmade or spurious one when they disa
greed as to procedure, and Paul writing of it 
says, "I withstood him to the face, because 
he was to be blamed"? 

4. What is the correct conclusion to be 
drawn from the lessons of Biblical history 
touching the position of fighting a doctrine 
taught by a person on the ground that the 
people did not S1'9eak well of him? 

5. Is it not a fact that every servant of God 
was illy spoken of? 

6. Which of the prophets did the people 
speak well of in his time? 
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7. Did not the people condemn Jesus be
cause of his supposed low standing and poor 
relations, and did they not cast reflections at 
him because of his parents Joseph and Mary; 
and also Joses and James and Judas, his 
brethren? Was this not done? 

8. If it was wrong then to attack a servant 
of God from such a standpoint, is it not 
wrong to do so now? 

9. Is not the Bible rule for the attestation 
uf a claim professing to be of divine origin 
laid down to be, "Whosever transgresseth 
and abideth not in the coctrine of Christ, 
hath not God. He that abideth in the doc
trine of Christ, he hath both the Father and 
the Son"? 

10. Will Mr. Braden state whether he ac
cepts this as a correct rule or notl' 

11. Does he say the Devil can abide in the 
doctrine of Christ, and thus prove the teach
ing of the Bible false? 

12. If it was the command and the advice 
in the time of the apostles to attest the 
claims of a proposed messenger of Jehovah 
by comparing such claims with the word of 
God, is it not the true, honorable, and divine 
rule to-day? 

13. To follow the rule and course pursued 
by the enemies of the prophets, Jesus, and 
the apostles, of taking up the stories told 
about them by their professed friends and 
enemies, brought the rejection of God, over
throw and death, to those so using, will it 
not finally result in such fearful condition 
now? 

14. What principle of doctrine believed in 
and taught by Joseph Smith is contrary to 
the Bible? 

15. Will Mr. Braden cite a single chapter 
or paragraph in the Bible which is not in 
harmony with the gospel of Christ under the 
restoration through Joseph Smith-cite one 
that he is willing to stand by? 

16. Will Mr. Braden cite and read one 
paragraph or chapter of the writings of Jo
seph Smith which lays claim to divine in
spiration that is not in harmony with the 
doctrine of Jesus Christ as taught in the 
Bible? Let him point out one passage that 
he is willing to stand upon and abide by. 

17. If he cannot do this, then who is the 
false prophet, the beloved disciple of Jesus 
Christ, John, who says, "He that abideth in 
the doctrine of Christ, he hath both the Fa
ther and the Son," or Clark Braden, who 
says the Devil may abide in the doctrine of 
Christ? 

18. Is it not a fact that the visitation and 
work of God referred to in the Acts of the 
Apostles 15: 16, 17, bas never taken place un
less now begun by a restoration of foe gospel 
through Mr. Smith? 

19. If Mr. Braden says it has been, will he 
point out when, where, and what was the di
vine message or work? 

20. When has been fulfilled the restoration 
and establishment of God's work predicted in 
Isaiah 62: 10-12? 

21. Does Mr. Braden say this prophecy is 
to fail? If not, why does be claim that God 
ceased to speak to bis children in the first 
century and will not reveal himself now? 
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22. Will Mr. Braden tell this audience the 
time and place of the fulfillment of the 
prophecy of Ezekiel 37: 16-28? 

23. Will he point out wherein the intro· 
duction of the gospel by Joseph Smith fails 
to answer to the beginning of the work set 
forth in this prophecy of Ezekiel? 

24. If the prophecies touching the work of 
God in the last days are to fail, does it not 
prove the Bible unreliable? And if it does 
which is the true friend of the Bible, Mr. 
Braden, who claims they will not take place, 
or the people I represent who claim they 
will, and must, and that God is already work
ing to this end? 

25. Will Mr. Braden select and point out a 
chapter or paragraph in the Book of Mormon 
that is not in keeping with the doctrine of 
Christ as taught in the Bible? Let him 
point out one he is willing t,o rely upon as 
furnishing the contradiction. 

26. If he cannot do this, is not the te!Lching 
of the Book of Mormon in fact the word of 
God, although found in said book? 

27. Did not Jesus condemn the Jews for 
professing to believe in the Book, the Old 
Testament, l:iut condemning its teaching 
when presented by him? "He that is of God, 
heareth God's word." It doesn't make any 
difference where it is found, the question is, 
Is it the truth? 

28. If the doctrine and teaching of Joseph 
Smith who claimed a divine commission are 
in harmony with the Bible, does not this 
prove that he was a true prophet? And is it 
not the highest class of testimony that can be 
produced that his mission is what was 
claimed for it? 

29. ·would not a converse idea of this be 
from Urn standpoint of a nonbelief in the 
Bible as a record to guide? 

30. What is the standard of evidence by 
which we are to judge, if it is not the Bible? 

(Concluded.) 

WILLIAMS-BAYS DEBATE.-NO. 9. 
May 17.-ELDER WILLIAMS' SECOND SPEECH. 

He seems much concerned about windows. 
If the windows in the ark were solid wood, 
what earthly use would they be? What is a 
window for, but to give light? He says they 
could not have been of glass. Glass, accord
ing to Chambers' Encyclopedia, dates from 
the earliest history. If he affirms the win
dows were not of glass, let him prove what 
k\nd of windows they were. I will answer 
all contention about the barges to-morrow 
night. 

The Bible says they came to the land of 
Shinar from the east, and the Book of Mor
mon says they were commanded to go where 
never man had been towards the "great 
deep," hence they went west. 

I showed you they had a mariner's com
pass. Nowhere in the Book of Mormon does 
it say they had a compass. There are rivu
lets that flow into the Red Sea at times of 
the year and at times they do not. 

I will now present evidences concerning 
the second colony. Book of Mormon page 
11 says that Lehi, who was commanded to go 
out of Jerusalem in the first year of the reign 
of Zedekiah, was a descendant of Joseph, the 
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son of Jacob, the patriarch. Can you locate 
where the tribe of Joseph is? I shall prove 
the Book of Mormon by the Bible and con
firm that proof by arcbreology. Genesis 49: 
22-27 gives a history of Jacob blessing his 
son Joseph. "Branches" in the marginal 
reading is "daughters." They should run 
over the wall. This gives the apparent 
location. Jacob says the "God of thy father." 
the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. "The 
blessings of thy father have prevailed above 
the blessings of my progenitors," Abraham 
and Isaac. The blessing of Jacob's progeni
tors was all the land of Canaan; but this 
blessing was to be unto "the utmost bound 
of the everlasting hills." Seabound land; it 
can only be bounded in that sense. This 
blessing was to be on the head of Joseph. 

Deuteronomy 33: 13-17 records the blessing 
of Moses upon the tribe of Joseph, and says, 
"Blessed of the Lord be his land." Then Jo
seph bas a land. Upon this land they ce
ceive the things of heaven, God's revealments. 
Then Joseph's land was to be blessed with 
the "chief things of the ancient mountains" 
and "the precious things of the. lasting hills." 
Horns of unicorn (power) influence for prog
ress of national power. Push people to
gether to the ends - opposite points-· of 
earth, one of which points would be in 
America. 

Ezekiel 34: 6-13 spoken about 587 B. c. says 
that the flock of Israel (see verse 1) should 
be "scattered upon all the face of the earth." 
Then some must have come to America. 

.Teremiah 49: 30, 32, says that some were to 
flee from Hazor, which was in Canaan, and 
go to a wealthy nation. This was B. c. 600. 
The Book of Mormon claims that some came 
from Canaan about 597, six hundred years 
before Christ was born. The time of this 
prophecy was about the time that Lehi was 
told to flee to the promised land. This 
prophecy says, "Get you far off,'' Go to "a 
wealthy nation that dwelleth without care" 
"which have no gates nor bars." The land 
they were to flee to was to have camels and 
multitude of cattle. Nephi 5: 45 says: "We 
did find upon the land of promise, ... that 
there were beasts in the forests of every 
kind, both the cow, and the ox, and the ass, 
and the horse, and the g·oat, and the wild 
goat, and all manner of wild animals, which 
were for the use of men." 

Prof. A. Winchell says in Evolution p. 82: 
"We are in fact, acquainted with twenty
one species of horselike animals, and the 
genus of true horses has been traced down to 
the times preceding the present." 

F. V. Hayden, U. S. Surveys in Great 
Vvest, p. 44: "In the later fauna were the 
remains of a number of species of extinct 
camels, one of which was of the size of the 
Arabian camel, and a second about two thirds 
as large; also a smaller one, ... although 
no horses were known to exist on this conti
nent prior to its discovery by Europeans, yet 
Dr. Leidy has shown that before the age of 
man, this was emphatically the country of 
horses." 

Prof. Hayden in a report in 1873 says: 
"The skeleton, which I excavated with my 
own hands from the side of a bluff, adds con~ 
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siderable to our knowledge of this genus of 
horse." 

"Recent discoveries in the fossil beds of 
the Bad Lands of Nebraska prove that the 
horse originated in America. Professor 
Marsh, of Yale College, has identified the 
several preceding forms from which it was 
developed, rising, in the course of ages, from 
a creature not larger than a fox until, by suc
cessive steps, It developed into the true 
horse."-Atlantis pp. 54, 55. 

The argument was made that .Joseph Smith 
was a false prophet because he said that the 
hor~e was upon this continent previous to its 
being discovered by Columbus. This idea 
was contended against as late as 1877. How 
could Joseph Smith have put that in the 
book in 1830? How did Joseph Smith know 
of trade winds and currents? How did he 
know that there had been at least two civili
zations here? that a white people once in
habited this continent? 

ELDER BAYS' SECOND SPEECH. 
The windows that are spoken of in the 

Book of Mormon were such as through which 
light could penetrate, and that might get 
smashed. To say that such windows were in 
the ark is historically untrue. He has made 
this point as clear as mud. 

The Book of Mormon claims these people 
were of Egyptian origin. Egypt was not 
settled till long after that. Oliver Cowdery 
and Joseph Smith did not understand these 
facts. He asks how did Joseph Smith put 
the horse in the Book of Mormon. That's 
plain. He knew there were horses here 
now, and supposed they had always been and 
so put it in. He guessed at it. Did you 
notice that Williams did not read in the 
Book of Mormon about camels being here? 
Geologists claim that animals were carried 
here on floating ice. Camels here? Not like 
the camels we have now. The horse was the 
size of a fox. Not like our horse. 

Williams asks, "How did Joseph Smith 
locate cities here?" He did not locate any. 
Joseph happened to hit on horses being here. 
He supposed horses always had been here. 

Please to take the Bible and show from it 
where they located. It is as silent as the 
tomb. 

South southeast is a modern phrase. This 
was Joseph's blunder in putting that in the 
book. 

I will go over Genesis 49 carefully and 
show you that it is long since fulfilled. I 
will read it and show its application. I told 
you that every passage he would read from 
the Bible pointed to America. Joseph was a 
"fruitful bough." He was of the Abrahamic 
tree. His interpretation is that "over the 
wall" means over the sea. I will give you 
my interpretation: The word "branches" is 
more in harmony with the passage than 
"daughters." Abraham is tree, then the 
terms, bough, branch, tree are in harmony. 
"Wall" is a separation, a band or fence. To 
run over is to go to the other side. He said 
"archers" had sorely grieved him here. 
Let's see about that. There were no archers 
here when the Nephites came. They did 
come across one old man, but there were no 
archers. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Where was Jacob when he blessed Joseph? 
In Egypt. They had a desire to go b.ack to 
their home, to Canaan. Jacob prophesies 
that they will go back, but that Joseph's 
blessing would be greater than the other 
children's. Same branch out of which came 
the Shepherd, the stone of Israel. Blessings 
of heaven mentioned first and referred to as 
revelation. Will he tell us what the bless
ings of the deep are? "Blessings of the 
father." What has that to do with thii; ques
tion? Had prevailed above blessing of 
Abraham's and Isaac's, or extended further; 
that's all. Everlasting hills he says is Rocky 
Mountains. Prove they are the Rocky 
Mountains or your case fails. Blessings on 
head of Joseph? Ephraim, the head of 
Joseph, so it is generally interpreted. Jo
seph was dead. Patriarch said he should go 
back. I might stop right there and his case 
is proven false. But I have something. 
Joshua 17: 12-18 speaks of the greater por
tion to Ephraim and Manasseh, but I will 
read 16: l first: "And the lot of the chil
dren of Joseph fell from Jordan by Jericho, 
unto the water of Jericho on the east, to the 
wilderness that goeth up from Jericho 
throughout mount Bethel." 

"Yet the children of Manasseh could not 
drive out the inhabitants of those cities; but 
the Canaanites would dwell in that land. 
Yet it came to pass, when the children of 
Israel were waxen strong, that they put the 
Canaanites to tribute; but did not utterly 
drive t.hem out. And the children of Joseph 
spake unto Joshua, saying, Why hast thou 
given me but one lot and one portion to 
inherit, seeing I am a great people, forasmuch 
as the Lord hath blessed me hitherto:> And 
Joshua ansW:ered them, If thou be a great 
people, then get thee up to the.wood country, 
and cut down for thyself there in the land of 
the Perizzites and of the giants, if mount 
Ephraim be too narrow for thee. And the 
children of Joseph said, The hill is not 
enough for us: and all the Canaanites that 
dwell in the land of the valley have chariots 
of iron, both they who are of Beth-shean and 
her towns, and they who are of the valley of 
Jezreel. And Joshua spake unto the house 
of Joseph, even to Ephraim and to Manasseh, 
saying, Thou art a great people, and hast 
great power: thou shalt not have one lot 
only: but the mountain shall be thine; for it 
is a wood, and thou shalt cut it down: and 
the outgoings of it shall be thine: for thou 
shalt drive out the Canaanites, though they 
have iron chariots, and though they be 
strong."-Joshua 17: 12-18. 

Ephraim and' Manasseh went back to Ca
naan. Jacob blessed these sons to have one 
share, as Reuben and Simeon would each 
have a share. (See Genesis 48: 5.) The chil
dren of Manasseh were to have the land 
where the Canaanites dwelt. Their bow 
abode in strength, so they could not drive 
them out; that is, the enemies bow abode in 
strength. They were to go over into the 
hill country, over the wall, yet this hill 
countFy was not enough for them. Jacob 
promised these boys more than location 
about Jericho. The other part was wrenched 
out of the hands of the enemy. Some located 

in the south part of Judah. This interpreta· 
tion is more reasonable than to jump over 
the sea into America. No lands are described 
by the prophets than those known at the 
time when they prophesied. 

I turn to Ezekiel 37, but will let it rest till 
presented by affirmative. 

Ezekiel 34: 6-13, Williams claims, refers 
to America. Let's see about that. He wants 
to make it out that the house of Israel came 
to America, because they went into all the 
earth. Then they must be located in Aus
tralia, in India, China, Japan, and in the 
islands of the sea. If we do not find them in 
Australia's climate and these other places, 
then they might not have come to America. 
He is forcing the Scripture out of its true 
meaning to make this apply to America. It 
is simply a question of exegesis. He must give 
his exegesis to meet the demand. Lord was 
to search them and seek them out. In 
China and other places did he do. this? No 
he did not. ShPep were scattered. Nebu
chadnezzar had just taken the whole house 
of Israel and took them to Babylon. The 
Lord said he would feel after Israel in Baby
lon. 

May 18.-ELDER WILLIAMS' FIRST SPEECH. 

I shall answer some of the opposition in my 
affirmation. I have shown from the Bible, 
Book of Mormon, and archceology, that the 
people who came to America came from the 
tower of Babel. My opponent has not pre
sented a single evidence to negate this. ! 
have shown from the Book of Mormon that 
several families retained the same speech. 
Archreology admits this. He said he had 
proof; why does he not bring i.t to overthrow 
my argument? He won't try these things 
by facts. 

The Book of Mormon shows they came 
from the east to the west, because they were 
led to a place where never man had been; 
and the Bible shows that they came to Babel 
from the east. I show you by this map. (He 
then showed the prospective route the peo
ple traveled until they came to the "sea that 
divides the land,"-"the great deep.") 

The word "Atlantic" is not put in the 
book because Joseph Smith never wrote it. 
Bays said he knew that the Atlantic ocean 
lay between the eastern and western hemi
spheres. Now, if Joseph Smith had written 
the book, according to a previous argument 
of Bays he would have put in Atlantic Ocean, 
end besides he would have found some of 
Joseph's idioms; but he has not shown any. 
Then they crossed the "great deep." ·God 
caused a furious wind to blow continuously; 
that :was the trade winds. You will find 
that they blow from east to west from 3° 
north to 25° south latitude. They fol
lowed this course and landed near the 
"narrow neck of land that joins the land 
north to the land south." 

I have shown that about 600 B. c. the in
habitants of Hazor were to leave the land 
and dwell deep-secure. The land of Canaan 
was taken by Israelites; Hazor was the capi
tal of Canaan. They were to go to a wealthy 
nation. This could not have been fulfilled in 
Asia, for they had care, and gates, and bars. 
The inhabitants must have been warned to 
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flee out of the jurisdiction of Nebuchad
nezzar. All lands on the eastern continent 
were given to Nebuchadnezzar. He was the 
bead of gold referred to in Daniel 2: 37, 38. 
They were told to go and locate in a land of 
a wealthy nation that dwelleth without care, 
that their camels would be a booty, and their 
cattle a spoil. He must show that it applies 
somewhere else than in Canaan, for it could 
not be fulfilled, and somewhere else than on 
the western continent, for it could be ful
filled there. 

Ezekiel 34: 6, 12, 13 says that Israel was 
scattered over all the face of the earth, and 
hence must have come here. Bays makes 
fun uf this. It is Bays against the Bible. 
He admits of civilization in America. 

Genesis 49: 22-26 shows that Joseph's loca
tion was in America. Bays says it was in 
Canaan, but has presented no evidence that 
it could not be fulfilled in America. I will 
show that his interpretation does not apply. 
The archers had shot at him, but Joseph's 
bow "abode in strength," says the Bible. 
Bays says it was the bow of the enemies of 
Joseph that was to be strong. Bays against 
the Bible again. Bible says the blessings of 
Joseph's father prevailed above (exceeded) 
the blessings of his fathers, Abraham and 
Isaac, "unto the utmost bounds of the ever
lasting hills." This blessing was conferred 
upon the head of Joseph. The blessing of 
Abraham and Isaac was all of Canaan, but 
Joseph's blessing was to exceed this. Ac
cording to Bays' logic it would be illustrated 
thus: A father has one hundred and sixty 
acres o~ land and wills five acres of it to one 
of his sons and then says, "Your blessing has 
exceeded mine." Again: I have an apple, I 
give you a quarter of it, and then say you 
have more than I have. I have applied Bays' 
logic. Genesis 49 : l says these blessings 
were to be given to the tribes of Israel ''in 
the last days." The utmost bound is the 
farthest or opposite point, and following 
either latitude or longitude the farthest 
point of land from where Jacob was in Egypt 
is in America. Jacob understood this and 
God knew it. 

Deuteronomy 33 : 13-17 describes the land 
of Joseph, by speaking of the precious fruits, 
greater wealth, and the things preached on 
that land. Joseph's land was to have more 
of these precious things than the land of his 
brethren. This could not have been in the 
part of Canaan that Bays says Joseph pos
sessed. America has three zones bearing 
fruitage. This land was to abound in "chief 
things of the ancient mountains," such as 
coal, iron, etc., and "the precious things of 
the lasting hills." The Rocky Mountains 
are called even in our school readers, the , 
"lasting hills." I insist that he show his 
theory from facts, not by assumption. 1 Ne· 
phi 5: 45 says "we did find all manner of ore, 
both of gold, and of silver, and of copper." 
Here is another of Joseph's good guesses. 
Gold and silver were not found in any great 
abundance till 1848-49, and the Book of Mor
mon was published in 1830. In Book of Mor
mon page 115: 4 we find this: "Many of you 
have begun to search for gold, and for silver, 
aud. all m1M:iner of precious ores, in the which 
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this land . . doth abound most plentifuily." 
He might say that Oliver Cowdery knew 
this, but all the schoolbooks were against 
this at that time. How did Joseph guess on 
this so closely? Bays says Joseph's igno~ 

ranee does not make good nonsense; yet this 
wisdom is beyond that known by the learned 
men of his day. Such argument(?) as that is 
like Ingersoll uses against the Bible. It 
seems to be thought right to use any kind 
of argument against the Book of Mormon. 

The Book of Mormon claims that a colony 
left Palestine. Archaeology- proves that 
Israel was in America. John T. Short says 
that there were two civilizations upon this 
continent. "The Neolithic and Bronze ages 
preceded the Paleolithic at least in the 
Mississippi basin-not that the last inhabit
ants deteriorated and lost the higher arts 
which are well known to have been culti
vated upon the same soil occupied by them, 
but that they were preceded by a race pos
sessed of no inferior civilization, who were 
not their ancestors, but a distinct people 
with a capacity for progress," etc.-N. A. of 
Antiquity, p. 27. 

Bancroft says: "The differences pointed 
out prove just as conclusively that the edi
fices were not all erected and decorated by 
the same people, under the same laws and 
religious control, at the same epoch. "-Na 
tive Races, vol. 4, p. 359. 

Bald win says, as quoted from Brasseur de 
Bourbourg: "Among the edifices forgotten 
by time in the forests of Mexico and Centra 
America, we find architectural characteris 
tics so d~tferent from each other that it is as 
impossible to attribute them all to the same 
people as to believe they were all built at 
the same epoch."-Ancient America, 155, 
156. 

Bancroft argues in favor of the people on 
the American continent being of Jewish de
scent, as follows: "Its advocates, or at 
least those of them who have made original 
researches, are comparatively few; but the 
extent of their investigations and the multi
tude of parallelisms they adduce in support 
of their hypothesis, exceed by far anything 
we have yet encountered."-Native Races, 
vol. 5, pp. 77, 78. 

Mr. George Catlin says: "I believe with 
many others that the North American In
dians are a mixed people; that they have Jew
ish blood in their veins," etc. He offers 
twelve reasons why he thinks the American 
Indians are descendants from the Israelites 
in some way, as follows:-

1. They have their council or medicine 
houses, the Jews their sanctum sanctorum. 
2. They have high priests and their prophets 
like the Jews. 3. The women are not allowed 
to eat with the men, so it is with the Jews. 
4. They think every man's hand is against 
them; so do the Jews. 5. The Indians, like 
the Jews, in their marriages, buy their wives 
by giving presents. 6. They are strikingly 
similar in their wars and in peace-making. 
7. They are similar to t:Pe Jews in their 
treatment of the sick, burial of the dead, and 
mourning. 8. They resemble the Jews in 
their bathings and ablutions, at all seasons 
of the year, as a part of their religious ob-
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servances. 9. "The customs among wo!Ilen 
of absenting themselves during the lunar in
fluences is exactly consonant to the Mosaic 
law." 10. "After this season of separation, 
purification in running water and anointing, 
precisely in accordance with the Jewish com
mand, is required before she can enter the 
family lodge." 11. They have a feast re
sembling the Passover. 12. "Amongst the 
list of their· customs, however, we meet a 
number which had their origin, it would 
seem, in the Jewish ceremonial code." 

He further says: "It would seem quite 
improbable, and almost impossible, th:;.t two 
different peoples should have hit upon them 
alike, without some knowledge of each other. 
These, I consider, go farther than anything 
else, as evidence, and carry, in my mind, 
conclusive proof that these people are tinc
tured with Jewish blood."-Catlin's North 
American Indian, p. 232-235. 

D. Wyrick describes the stone found at 
Newark, Ohio, June 29, 1860, as follows: 
"Thib stone is in the shape and size repre
sented by the cuts, and has upon each of the 
four sides a Hebrew inscription in the He
brew character, which when translated 
reads: 'The King of the earth;' 'The word 
of the Lord;' 'The laws of Jehovah;' 'The 
Holy of Holies.'" 

He says "another stone was found on the 
1st of November, 1851,'' on which was found 
"an abridgement of the Ten Command
ments," and the word "Moses," assodated 
with the statement, "Who brought them out 
of the land of Egypt." 

These are facts, and facts are what we 
want, not quibbles. 

Some relics were found near Newark, OhiC', 
of which Rev. R. M. Miller said, that on one 
was contained in Hebrew, "May the Lord 
have mercy on an untimely birth;" on an
other, in Hebrew: "It is good to love the 
aged," and "The heart is deceitful," another 
on each of its four sides in Hebrew, "The 
Lord is king over all the earth;" "The 
sword of the Lord is thA law;" "The Holy of 
Holies;" "The Jew of life is the Lord awak
ening souls;" and on another was ''carved a 
figure of a man dressed in priestly robes, 
over the head the word 'Moses,' and on the 
back and edges were the Ten Command
ments." 

Of the letters on these relics G. R. Lederer 
wrote in May, 1861: "I reco1:;-nized all the 
letters except one (the ayin) though the 

, forms of many of them are different from 
those now in use." 

ELDER BAYS' FIRS'l' SPEECH. 

I told you it was not my purpose to follow 
Williams in archaeology. I have something 
more to do. I don't think that which he has 
used has any application to the proposition. 
What does buying wives have to do with 
this? What pertinency has that with the 
case? Nothing he has read is any more per
tinent to this case. 

I have given my exegesis of scripture 
quoted and he has given his; now you are to 
judge. He has not quoted any scripture that 
says the Book of Mormon is a true record or 
that,the people referred to in the book came 
11.s it says they did. I have something better 
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than to controvert the facts of arch<Bology. J Mormon don't teach polygamy yet polygamy 
However, some archceologists claim one I is the result of a false system of religion that 
thing aud others claim another thing. teaches present revelation. 

Williams gave quite a .Taredite exhibition Williams says the evidence he will present 
on the map. Israelites dwelt in Razor and is circumstantial, not positive. I submit 
were carried from thence to Assyria, about gracefully and quietly to the chairman's de-
124 years before Babylonish captivity, as cision in permitting Williams to bring in 
given evidence in 2 Kings chapters 15 and 25. archreology as evidence, yet it was because of 
Ezekiel 34: 6 says the people were scattered a curiosity to see what could be presented, 
on all the faee of the earth. He said I said and not because it was a just decision. Wil
t.his was impossible, but I said if it proves liams says he decided against me. I am glad 
they came to America it also proves they he did. He has now introduced his evidence 
went to China and Japan. He knows I said and must abide the results. Let us see what 
this. I told you all scripture he would use it proves. 
would point to America. Williams must establish the following 

Williams says that the "utmost bound" is facts:-
in America. Now the Book of Mormon says He must provfl that the colonists referred 
they traveled southeast, and should they go to in the Book of Mormon came to America. 
five thousand miles in that direction they He must prove they came west instead of 
would ll!Jnd in Australia. The mountains of north. 
Australia ar!'l "lasting hills" as well as the He must prove that these same colonists 
Rocky Mountains. This is a strange point built the cities the ruins of which we find 
to prove they came to America. The moun- here. 
tains of Canaan are rocky, and hence accord- He must prove that the language spoken 
iag to the logic of Williams, everlasting, as by those who lived here is the same as 
he says rocky means everlasting. And no described in the Book of Mormon. He must 
place could the term "lasting hills" more do this or fail to establish bis contention. 
consistently apply than to portions of Ca-
naan. 

Jacob was in Egypt when he blessed Jo
seph and did not say anything about gold. 
There is no gold in the question. He has 
been accusing me of using infidel argumeat 
and yet he poses as a Christian. Such accu
sations on an opponent as that is not Chris
tian deportment. 

I will submit my contention if he proves 
that the colonies came from the eastern con-
tinent, as the Book of Mormon claims, to this 
continent. 

I sub·nit some questions I want answered: 
In what language did the Jaredites keep 
their record, and on what material? In what 
language did the Nephite colony keep their 
record, and on what material? Answer these 
questions or I will touch on language any
how. 

Isaiah 29: 11, 12 says: "And the vision of 
all is become unto you as the words of a book 
that is sealed, which men deliver to one that 
is learned, saying, Read this, I pray thee: 
and he saith, I cannot, for it is sealed: And 
the book is delivered to one that is not 
learned, sayini:r, Read this, I pray thee: and 
he saith, I am not learned." Notice that the 
words were sent to a learned man. He will 
present Isaiah 29 very brief1y. He will say 
that Joseph Smith and Martin Harris, who 
were unlearned, took the word of the book to 
a learned man. 'I'his learned man will .say, 
"I cannot read it for it is sealed." He will 
then say that the book was delivered to ,Jo
seph Smith who was unlearned. Authors 
have written about the Book of Mormon and 
have called it the "sealed book." Martin 

CHANGE OF BISHOP'S AGENTS. 
NORTHERN WISCONSIN DISTRICT. 

The saints of Northern Wisconsin district 
of the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints will please take notice, 
that upon the recommendation of the district 
conference, Bro. Wm. Hutchinson of Ono, 
Wisconsin, has been appointed Bishop's agent 
in place of Bro. G. D. Hayes, former agent. 

Bro. Hutchinson is duly authorized to act 
as agent of the Reorganized Church in the 
Northern Wisconsin district, and perform all 
duties relating to agent of t,he Bishopric in 
and for the same. It is expected that Bro. 
Hutchinson will be able to travel through 
the district and present the law relating to 
tithes and offerings, and ·the sustaining of 
the gospel work, as provided in the law, and 
meet with the saints in their various branches 
from time to time as the interests of the 
work demand. 

We take pleasure also in acknowledging 
the faithfulness of the work of the former 
agent, Bro. D. G. Hayes, in behalf of the 
Bishopric and trust that he shall have a 
goodly reward for his fidelity in the same. 

We commend Bro. Hutchinson to the con
fidence and trust of all saints. 

NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS DISTRICT. 
The saints of Northeastern Illinois district 

of the Reorganized Church will please take 
notice, that upon the resignation of Bro. F. 
M. Cooper, Bishop's agent of said district, 
I have duly appointed Bro. Wentworth 
Vickery, of Plano, Illinois, as Bishop's agent 
in and for the same, who will perform all 
duties of agent, and is duly authorized to act 
in behalf of the Bishopric in collecting and 
receipting for church funds within the 
boundary of said district. 

We trust that the withdrawal of Bro. 
Cooper from this special work will but in
crease his ability to perform his regular min
isterial duties, and in behalf of the Bishopric, 
extend to him thanks for the special services 
rendered. in the financial work during the 
past year. 

We commend Bro. Vickery to the saints, 
and ask for him. their aid and cooperation in 
all the special duties of his office. Confi
dently awaiting the 'Griumph of Zion's cause, 
I am, Very respectfully, 

E. L. KELLEY, Presiding Bishop. 
Lurom, Iowa, July 8, 1898. 

If I show that they traveled from the tower 
of Babel east, I destroy his argument. Babel 
is in the northwest part of Persia. Encyclo
pedia Britannica says that Babel was a sub
urb of Babylon. The Book of Mormon does 
not say they traveled west; it says they 
traveled north ward. 'l'hen Williams has 
proven nothing in all his argument.s about 
their going west. Book of Mormon p. 502: 3 
says they "went down into the valley which 
was northward." Then they went from 
Babylon north ward, and the land with 
precious fruits aud things wa~ north ward. 
They came into the valley of Nimrod which 
was north ward of Babylon. Then it says 
that the brother of Jared was in a c-1-o-u-d 
and aaw the finger of God. How could he 
tell it was the finger of God, he being in a 
cloud and not able to see? Then ~hey trav
eled to the wilderness and to the cast end of 
the Black Sea, ::rnd built barges to go over 
tne sea, then it says they built another set, of 
boats. They built barges to cross the many 
waters, then the Lord brought them to the 
North Sea, and here they built the boat 
mentioned, and they crossed, and this would 
bring them up to Denmark instead of 
America, and there we leave them. So you 
see his beautiful theory falls down. 

Harris' statement is found in "Presidency DEDICATION AT KEB, IOWA. 

He says the Book of Mormon condemns 
polygamy: Yes it does; but if it had not 
been for the belief in present revelation 
there would have been no Book of Mormon, 
and if there had been no Book of Mormon 
there would have been no Mormonism, and if 
there had been no Mormonism there would 
iuwe been no polygam;y. While the Book of 

and Priesthood," p. 202. That is, it is called Nauvoo district conference was held at 
Harris' statement. This claims that Joseph Keb, Iowa, June 4 and 5; Elder F. M. Weld 
Smith transcribed some characters and Mar- presiding. Arrangements had been previ
tin Harris took them to Professor Anthon. ously made for the dedication of the neat and 
That is what Joseph Smith said Harris said. commodious chapel built by the saints and 
Martin Harris could not use such language to friends of Keb branch. 
explain his trip as is published of it; he was Sunday afternoon, June 5, was the time set 
an unlearned man, and be could not know apart for the dedicatory services. Introduc
that Anthon was a learned man, for he was tory hymn, "Lord of Hosts," to appropriate 
so uneducated he could not tell what anothe1· music composed for the occasion by Bro. J. 
knew. This 9laims that Harris said that Morgan, Jr., was sung by the choir. Prayer 
Anthon told. him that those characters that was . offered by Elder Joseph S. Snively. 
had been translated were correct. These Scripture lesson, Solomon's · dedicatory 
were words put into the mouth of Anthon. prayer, was read by Elder J. R. Lambert. 
It was a concocted story, manufactvred by l Dedication hymn, "While afflicted,, tossed, 
Jo3eph Smith, and I'll prove it, , driven," was rendered,, 
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Dedicatory sermon, giving an outline his
tory of the origin and development, the trials 
and triumphs of the work in general, was 
ably presented by Elder A. H. Smith, of La
moni, Iowa. 

The history of the branch and chapel 
building was presented by Elder James Mc
Kiernan:-

"To the Saints and Friends in Conference 
Assembled: The following is a brief but in
adequate outline of the history of the Keb 
branch of the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints, since the begin
ning of the work here. The branch was or
ganized with fourteen charter members, at 
eleven a. m., March 22, 1891, by Elder James 
McKiernan. In the afternoon of the same 
day the Sunday school was organized. The 
work was begun at the residence of Bro. R. 
D. Williams, in an 'upper room' fitted up for 
the purpose, and where meetings were con
ducted for some time afterward. 

"Keb was then a new milling town just 
springing into existence, to meet thEl de
mands of the Whitebreast Fuel Company. 
Most of the houses had been moved from 
Lucas, Iowa,-as had also most of the mem
bers,-and set down here in what had been 
the season before a cornfield. And except 
in the wagon tracks where now the streets 
are, and immediately around the houses 
where they had been trodden down, the old 
cornstalks were yet standing, and the mud so 
deep in the lately thawed furrows that one 
was in constant danger of miring down when
ever he stepped out of the house. After 
struggling along for three years and seven 
months-meeting in private houses or in 
the old schoolhouse, and then later in the 
new schoolhouse-they concluded at a meet
ing held October 8, 1894, to erect a chapel. 

"Mr. T. J. Phillips, President of White
breast Fuel Company, kindly donated the use 
or lease of the ground so long as the coal 
mine remained in operation. Willing hearts 
and ready hands went to work and by June 
20, 1897, the building was completed and bills 
paid. In this work friends and neighbors ex
tended a helping hand to the amount $40. 
The noble sisters rendered efficient aid by 
contributing $100. The system adopted by 
the branch to raise the funds needed was for 
each family to contribute one dollar per 
month until all necessary money was raised. 
This proved a successful method. 

"The cost of the building was $361.59, 
work donated $100, cash paid for work $21.60, 
for painting $25, papering $16, fence $10, 
church furniture $45. Total value of all to be 
dedicated to the Lord and turned over to the 
Bishop of the church $579.19. 

"In the beginning of the work Brethren 
John Jervis, James Richardson, and D. T. 
Williams kindly loaned the branch what 
means was needed to push the building to 
completion. They have been repaid in full 
for the money advanced except as to the last
ing debt of gratitude. That will ever remain 
to draw appropriate interest. "The branch 
now numbers 53 names, and of these 39 were 
baptized here or in the vicinity by mis
sionary work or local lal:ior. The Sunday 
@cbool has also l!l&de progress in a corre-

spending ratio, and is proving an effective 
arm for 'good for both old and young.'" 

After giving these items of branch history, 
and short extempore outline of the unwritten 
history, the dedicatory prayer was offered by 
Elder James McKiernan. The choir then 
rendered the anthem, "Praise ye the Lord," 
closing with the doxology by the whole con
gregation. 

Great commendation is due to Bro. J. Mor
gan for his original composition of music for 
the occasion, and for his unflagging zeal in 
training the choir for the important part 
they took in the ceremonies. Gratitude is 
also due the choir for their practice and 
effort to do well their part. With many ear
nest wishes and prayers for the continued 
progress and ultimate success of the branch, 
the dedication ended satisfactorily to all. 

PASTORAL. 
In view of the supervision of the work as

signed me by brother W. H. Kelley in Iierald 
of July 6, and the territory defined in Herald 
of May 18, as Kirtland district and eastward, 
it may be well to furnish my address. Ample 
on all points of procedure of both ministers 
and members has appeared in the several 
"pastorals" since conference. If the good 
counsel therein shall not be heeded, more 
might also be heedlessly passed by. The 
duty assigned me I will try to perform. May 
I have the hearty cooperation of all con
cerned. Let me hear from you as to necessi
ties, and especially where we may plant the 
work in new places. Address care of Box 28, 
Cleveland, Ohio. In bonds, 

R. ETZENHOUSER. 

REUNION NOTICES. 
Reunion of Massachusetts district will be 

held at Dennisport, August 8 to 15, both in
clusive. Tents will be rented at the same 
price, $2.50 and $3.25; orders for which should 
be sent to S. W. Ashton or John Smith, 
New Bedford, not later than July 28. No 
rates for travel have been secured, for rea
sons which will be given if called for. No 
restaurant will be used by the committee, 
but each one will be assisted in making his 
or her stay pleasant and profitable. It is 
said that no cottages are to be had, and tents 
should be secured early. 

Reunion Committee, 
Per order of chairman. 

TWO-DAYS' MEETINGS. 
A two days' meeting will be held at Boyne 

City, Michigan, July 16 and 17; all are in
vited to attend. Reduced rates on all roads 
for ten or more. R. W. HUGILL, Pres. 

Two-day meetings will be held in Southern 
Michigan and Northern Indiana district, be
ginning as follows: Grand Rapids, Michigan, 
July 23. Lansing, July 30. Marcellus, Au
gust 6. Coldwater, August 13. Halls Cor
ners, August 20. Jamestown, Indiana, 
August 27. Flint, September 3. South 
Scott, September 10. Clear Lake, Septem
ber 17. Knox, September 24. Hartford, 
Michigan, October l. 13uchanan, Michiga,n, 

October 8. Will the local committees please 
give the services timely publicity in county 
papers. Sunday echool institute work will 
supplement the meetings wherever practica
ble, on Fridays preceding services. All 
meetings will open at ten a. m. 

s. w. L. SCOT'I.', Pres. 

BORN. 
DILLON.-Near Lamoni, Iowa, May 11, 

1898, to Bro. C. W. and Sr. E. C. Dillon, a 
daughter, Elizabeth May. Blessed at home 
June 17, by Elders R. M. Elvin and T. J. Bell. 

ELEFSON.-At Woolstock, Iowa, June 3, 
1898, to Bro. Oliver and Sr. Amelia Elefson, 
a son. Blessed at Headgrove, June 30, by 
Elder E. B. Morgan and named Harvey Hob
son. 

w AINWRIGH'l'.-To Bro. William and Sr. 
Alice Wainwright was born a son, May 22, 
1897, and named George Oliver; under which 
name he was blessed in Chicago, Illinois, 
June 5, 1898, by Elders J. M. Terry, William 
Strange, J. Kier. The Lord acknowledged 
the pure offering-. 

SKANK.-To R. S. and Bell Skank, of Hen
derson, Iowa, January 9, 1898, a son; blessed 
June 5, by Elders H. Kemp and D. Hougas, 
and named Mervin Waylend. 

BROOKS.-At Arlington, Iowa, October 24, 
1893, to Bro. D. and Sr. S. Brooks, a; son. 
Blessed June 6, 1898, by M. G. Maudsley and 
J. R. Sutton, and named Claude Alfred. 
Also, a son, born at same place January 18, 
1897. Blessed by J. R. Sutton and M. G. 
Maudsley, and named Harry Leroy. 

DIED. 
HAR1'.-George B. Hart passed from this 

life June 30, 1898. He was born March 11, 
1837, in Tuscarawas County, Ohio; moved to 
Linn County, Iowa, in 1846, where he resided 
at the time of his death. Married Mary 
C. Welsc, of Fairview, Iowa, September 5, 
1859; his wife and three children are left to 
mourn a kind husband and father. He was a 
good and noble man, though he never united 
with the church. A short service was held 
at the house; Elder J. W. Peterson offered 
prayer and Elder C. E. Hand gave a short 
sermon. 

SLOA'l'.-NearWhittemore, Michigan, June 
1, 1898, Sr. Elizabeth, beloved wife of Bro. 
John Sloat. She was married in 1882; moved 
to Oscoda, Michigan, where they both heard 
and obeyed the gospel. Sr. Sloat was born 
August 22, 1864, in Sanilac Township, Sanilac 
County, Michigan; baptized May 27, 1888. 
A husband and eight children mourn. Fu
neral s13rmon by Elder David Smitn. 

BRONSON.-At Fillmore, Andrew County, 
Missouri, May 21, 1898, Ovando Bronson, 
aged 61 years, 5 months, 21 days. Bro. 
Bronson was baptized into the church No
vember 1, 1868, by Elder Gordon E. Deuel, 
and remained faithful to his covenant until 
called home. Funeral services at Gravel 
Wall Baptist church by Elder M. F. Go~vell. 

SMITH.-At Higbee, Missouri, June 4, 1898, 
Bro. Samuel Smith; born in England, Feb
ruary 28, 1844; married to Martha Wainright, 
at Duffield church, Devonshire, England, 
December 7. 1865; the fruit of this uni.on waf) 
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twelve childrnn, four of whom have gone on 
before. Bro. Smith was baptized September 
25, 1897, by Elder George Thorburn. The 
funeral service in charge of ¥1. E. Summer
field, and sermon by R. M. Elvin, in saints, 
chapel to a full house. 

Wayne County, Ohio; was baptized and con- I Theressa Crowley. Services by U. M. Kelley. 
firmed by Oliver Cowdery, at Independence, BRICKMAN. - Sr. Matilda J. Brickman, 
Missouri, November 20, 1831: and was or- I daughter of Bro. John and Sr. Catherine 
dii,ined at Haun's Mills, Caldwell Count.y, I Robertson, born December 23, 1848, died 
Missouri, November 5, 1837, by Hobert Rath-. April 21, 1898, at Versailles, Brown County, 
bun an high priest, from which time forward Illinois. Funeral by S. J. Salisbury. 

BURNISON.-At Leon, Iowa, June 11, 1898, 
Bro. Samuel Burnison, aged 86 years, 8 
months, and 4 days. He was born in Orange 
County, New York, October 7, 1811. Married 
January 30, 1832. His wife died August 25, 
1891. Enlisted in the Forty-third Ohio In
fantry, but the service destroyed his health. 
He was a Baptist, then for a few years an Ad
ventist, but became satisfied that the truth 
was with the Reorganized Church and was 
baptized by Bro. J. R. Lambert. He had a 
good name as a man of honor and honesty. 
Two years ago he married Sr. M. J. Graham, 
who faithfully cared for him during the re
mainder of his life. Services in Palestine 
chapel, the G. A. R. Post and others corning 
out from town and neighborhood. Sermon 
by Elder H. A. Stebbins assisted by Elder A. 
S. Coehran. The Post conducted services at 

he was an active minister oi the gospel until PRUDEN.-At Davenport, Nebraska, June 
the death of Joseph and Hyrum Smith by :30, 1898, Louis Myron, child of Bro. Lewis M. 
assassination, when he took up the study of and Sr. Stella M. Pruden, aged 1 year, 2 
medicine, and became a proficient practi- months, and 1 day. The little one was born 
tioner .... He was a man of more than or- and blessed at Lamoni. :b~uneral service at 
dinary intellectual ability, a strong reasoner, residence of Bro. J. A. Gunsolley, by Elder 
and a firm adherent to the truth." So far we R. M. Elvin; text Luke 18: 16. Interment in 
are indebted to the Glad Tidic;igs for not,iee of 
the death of Bro. Hiram Rathbun; to which 
is added, Bro. Rathbun united with the Re
organized Church as soon as he learned of its 
existence, uniting at Vassar, Michigan, Oc
tober 26, 1884. He was ordained an elder at 
Galien, Michigan, November a, 1884, by Brn. 
W. H. Kelley and G. A. Blakeslee; an high 
priest at Kirtland, Ohio, April 10, 1891, by 
order of conference. From his uniting with 
the Reorganized Church until his departure, 
he was a steadfast and active advocate and 

the grave. defender of the faith, in Southern Michigan 
KEMP.-At Elmoro, Colorado, May 7, 1898, and Northern Indiana, filling the office of 

Henry Leonard, son of James A. and Carrie president of the district. Of him it may be 
A. Kemp, aged 8 years, 4 months, and 6 days. safely written, "He was faithful unto death." 
He was a loving and affectionate child, and Ero. Rathbun was one of the little company 
loved to try to read the Bible, asking many of saints so cruelly attacked at Haun's Mill; 
questions, and begging his parents to pro- was a witness to and participator in that 
nounce the words he could not. It pleased massacre, being shot and wounded in the 
him to learn about Jesus and heaven, to knee by the mob; from which wound he was 
which his sweet spirit has now flown. a cripple for life. He was among those 

CAIRNS.-Amelia, daughter of George and driven out of Ja~k~on. Oo~n,ty in 1833-4, and 
Mary Chapman, born July 24, 1854, at finally .from t~e Staue rn 1838. He leaves 1'.r. 
Brandyworth, England; married Bro. John I E. uph:a1m David Rathbun, of St. Jos~ph, M1s
Oairns, December 25, 1870. Ten children sour1, Mrs. H. A. Fren.ch, of La~swg, Mrs. 
were the result of their union. She was hap- J. F. Peabody, of ~oytv1lle, an~ Hrr~m Rath
tized October 15 1880· died June 23 1898 at bun, Jr., of Lansrng, who with his second 
Scranton, Kans~s. A husband, f~ur s~ns, wife, Lovina 0. Waldo, survive h~m. His 
five daughters, and three brothers mourn. funeral ;vas conducted by Elder E. K. Evans, 
She proved true to her covenant with God, of Lan~rng, .who p:eache~ th~ .sermon,. an.d 
and bore a faithful test,imony to the latter- wrote tne obituary r.n Glaa Tidings. Of his 
day work. Funeral sermon by Elder :B'. death, Bro. Evans writes: "His last mo
Lofty. ment,s were very peaceful, his passing away 

TABOR.--1\fartin Dewey, infant son of Mr. seeming to be a mere transi ti.on from one 
state of existence to another." The end of a 
good man is a lesson to the living. 

Rose Hill cemetery. 
SANDERS.-At Killeen, Texas, December 

12, 1897, Bro. Franci.s Marion Sanders, in his 
50th year. Born in Monroe County, Missis
sippi, February 2, 1848; baptized at Elmwood, 
Texas, July 10, 1885, by Elder Heman 0. 
Smith. He was strong in the faith of the 
latter-day work. 

HARRis.-Sister Rachel Harris died at 
Yellowstone, Wisconsin, May 23, 1898. She 
was stricken with acute paralysis and died 
forty-eight hours afterwards. She was bap
tized at Blanchardville, Wisconsin, in 1864, 
by Zenas H. Gurley, Sen.; was a good Chris
tian and a gentle, loving mother. Her hus
band died thirty years before. Funeral 
sermon by Elder E. M. Wildermuth. 

BROWN.-At Whiterock, Michigan, June 
20, 1898, James Henry, son of Samuel and Har
riet Brown, aged 17 years and 3 months. 
Father, mother, brother, and four sisters 
mourn. Funeral from saints' church, sermon 
by Bro. Thomas Rawson. 

PROCTOR.-Sr. Rebecca Proctor passed from 
earth life to the mystic beyond, May 31, 1898, 
in Chicago, Illinois. Sr. Proctor was born 
in Sutton, England, March 31, 1859; was the 
daughter of Elder S. Butler, of Fontanelle, 
Iowa; married Mr. A. D. Proctor over 
twenty-one years ago, whom she leaves with 
four sons to suffer the loss of a wife and 
mother. She was laid to rest in beautiful 
"Hope" cemetery, nine miles from their 
homo, yet in Chicago. Funeral sermon by 
Elder J. M. Terry. 

Martin and Sr. Joanna Tabor, born March 2, 
1898; died June 6, 1898. Funeral sermon by 
Priest William Chapman at the saints' chapel, 
Higbee, Missouri. 

PUNTCH:ms.--Sister Phoeba Puntches died 
June 10, 1898, while passing through an 
operation at Brainard hospital. Was bap
tized Jauua,ry 1, 18\J3, at Cormorant, Minne
sota. Has been true and faithful to her 
covenant; died full in the faith,, Her re
mains wer3 brought to Dotroit, and laid to 
rest in Oak Grove cemetery. Funeral ser
mon b-y I. N. Hoberts. 

GIVENS. -At Huron Centre, Michigan, 
June 2, 1898, Bro. Peter Givens, born August 

DAVIS.-At Elliott, Missouri, June 20, 1898, 23, 1840, at Edinburg, Scotland; was a Brit
Sr. Ann Davis, aged 66 years, 11 months, and ish soldier for eleven years· came to Canada 
20 days. Sr. Davis was born June 28, 18:31, at and from there to Port Austin Michi<ran 
Angalse, Fl~ntsh~~.e, Wales;. ~~s ~aptized I about 1869; moved to Huron to~~ship, "an.cl 
July 2, 1876, at Br.,,1dwood, Ilhm,lb. "'he was settled on a farm, whore he has resided until 
the mother of thirteen children; five chil- his death. He was baptized July 20, 1890, 
dren and one adopted child mourn. Funeral by .Elder Andrew Barr, and leaves a wife and 
at Higbee. four daughters to mourn. F'uneral in the 

SATTERPIELD.-Wm. T. Satterfield, oldest saints' church, to a large audience; sermon 
son of Bro. W. M. and 5'r. R.. A. Satterfield, by Bro. Thomas Rawson. He sleeps to await 
born in Sarpy County, Nebraska; died June the resurrection of the just. 

CUNNINGHAM.-Sr. Inez Cunningham, of 
Ogden, Utah, was bnrn December 31, 1862; 
died May 28, 18fl8, aged 35 years, 4 months, 
and 28 days. Baptized in 1875. Husband, 

17, 1898, aged- 34 years, 9 months, '1 days. MAYMON.-At her home near Chestnut-
Death was caused by the effects of a fall from 
a windmill tower. Funeral conducted by H. 
W. Bel ville. 

three children, father, mother, brothers, and RICHARDSON.-Sr. Mary J. Richardson, 
sisters have lost one of earth's true ones. born October 9, 1845, at Jonesport, Maine; 
Funeral services by E. A. Davis. baptized April 15, 1878, by Elder J. 0. Foss; 

RA'l'HBUN.-"At, the home of his daughter, died at Jonesport, June 9, 1898. Funeral 
Mi's. H. A. French, Lansing, Michigan, M:ay services by U. M. Kelley. She was a faithful 
13, 1898, of concussion of the brain, the result saint, a loving wife and mother. 
of a fall a few days before, Elder Hiram Hath- CROWLEY.-At Addison, Maine, June 28, 
bun. _Deceased was bom April hi I 1898, Willm:d, eldest son of frvfog ,T, and 

ville, Indiana, April 4, 1898, Sr. Jane May
mon. Born in Blackburn, England, February 
25, 1822; was the mother of two sons and rour 
daughters; baptized in 1846; came to this 
country in 1846 or '47. On September 16, 
1878, was baptized into the Reorganized 
Church. Funeral sermon by Elder Geo. 
Jenkins. She lived a devoted Christian life; 
the elders always found a resting place at 
her home. A husband, son, and four d.augh' 
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Royal makes the food pure, 
wholesome and delicions, 

Absolutely Pure 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW VORKa 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1and2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jes us Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
$mith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment, growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
t>f the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, tho 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
irates the circumstances of his call
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume 2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners.. 2 00 
Full leather . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50 
Full leath3r, gilt edges.. • . . . . . . . . 3 00 

C. B. & Q. EXCURSIONS. 
National Saengerfest, Davenport, 

Iowa, July 28-31; one standard 
fare plus $2.00 for round trip. 
Date of sale July 27 and 28, final 
limit for return August l. 

National Republican League, Omaha, Ne-
braska, July 13-15. Date of sale July 12, 
:final limit for return July 22 one fare plus 
a.oo. . 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every "\Vednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
$LOO; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; 
sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., should be addressed to 
Frank Criley, Business Manager. Remittances 
should be made by post office or express orders, 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters. 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ......................•.... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..••. 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges . • • • • • . . . . . . . . 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth .....................••••.. $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia .......•••.. 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••. 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible .••••• ~ 00 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth .......................•.•. $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . • • • • 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible . . • • • . 2 00 

COMPENDIUM OF FAITH. 
Cloth ..............•....••.••... $0 7ii 
Leather. . . . . • • • • . . • . • • • • . • • • . . . 1 00 

The White Clover Song. 
Words by Jean Ingelow; music by 
Mrs. Audentia Anderson, of La
moni, Iowa. Both words and 
music are compositions of decided 
merit and taste. Price 50 cents; 
all proceeds to be devoted to 
Graceland College fund. 

Graceland .March, 
by I. W. Allender, of Lamoni, 
Iowa. An excellent musical com
position for the pianoforte; price 
50 cents. The proceeds from sale 
of this number to be used for the 
benefit of Graceland College. 

Baldwin's 
Ancient America. 

A standard work on American 
antiquities, recognized as able and 
reliable; in general use by minis
ters and students of American 
archreology. Illustrated; price 
$1.80. North American Turner's Union Conven

tion, San Francisco, California, July 5. 
Date of sale June 28. 29, final limit August G 
31. One standard first class fare for round erman 
trip. Book of .Mormon. 

TRANS-MISSISSIPPI EXPOSITION. I 
Omaha, Nebraska, June 1 to November 1, The German edition issu~d by the 

1898. For rates and dates apply to agent. Utah Church. Cloth; price $1. 25. 

TRACTS. 
TRACTS Order by numbers. 

1. The Nature of Man. Is he Pos
sessed of Immortality? Per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ......... $1 00 

2. Truth Made Manifest; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 ................. 1 00 

3. Voice of the Good Shepherd; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine 
of the Church, and Kirtland 
Temple Suit; per doz. 3 cts.; 100 lf; 

5. Questions and Answers (on First 
Principles of the Gospel); per 
dozen, 3 cents; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . 15 

6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall Adminis-
ter; per dozen, 15 cents; 100 ... 1 00 

'1. Who then Can be Saved; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . 30 

8. Fullness of the Atonement; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

9. Spirituali:om Viewed from a 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 .... : ...... 1 30 

10. The Narrow Way; per dozen, 10 
cents; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 

11. The Plan of Salvation; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 .......... 1 20 

12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ....... : ... 1 00 

13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexander Campbell to a Re
stored Primitive Christianity 
Examined; per doz., 15cts; 100, 1 00 

14. Reply to Orson Pratt; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ $1 00 

15. How to Enter the Kingdom; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100............. 30 

16. Polygamy: Was it an Original 
Tenet of the Church; per dozen, 
10 cents; 100 ................... 50 

18. Necessity for a Reorganization 
of the Church; per dozen. . . . . . 30 

19. A Statement and a Correction 
of It; per dozen................ 10 

20. The "One Body;" or the Church 
under the Apostleship and under 
theApostasy; per doz. 15c; 100, 1 00 

21. Truths by Three Witnesses, and 
Epitome of Faith; per dozen, 
3 cents; 100........ .. .. . .. .. .. 15 

22. Faith and Repentance; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100............ 50 

23. Baptism; per dozen, 10 cts.; 100 65 
24. The Kingdom of God; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100....... .. .. . .. .. .. . 30 
25. Laying on of Hands; per dozen, 

5 cents; 10-0.... .... .. .... .. .. .. 30 
27. The Sabbath Question; per 

dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ 1 00 
31. What is Truth? True Ortho

doxy? and an Evangelical 
Church? and Epitome of Faith; 
per dozen, 3 cents; 100......... 11'> 

41. The Gospel, and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen, 3 cents; 100 II) 

42. Rejection of the Church; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100..... . . . . . . 50 

43. One Wife or Many; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 .. : ................ l 00 

44. Crooked Paths; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

. 47. The Future State; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

Prophecy of the Rebellion; per 100 10 
TRACTS IN LARGE LOTS. 

Special prices on application for 
tracts in lots of 1000 or more. 

RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE. 
Cloth ........................... $0 4.0 
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STATE SAVINGS BANK, OF LAMONI. I 
Stockholders. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Geo. H. Hilliard. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 
G. W. Blair. 
Oscar Anderson. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 
Alice P. Dancer. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

Officers. 
David Dancer, 

President. 
Wm. Anderson, 

Vice President. 
W. A. Hopkins, 

Cashier. 
Oscar Anderson, 

•Assistant Cashier. 

Directors. 
David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 

W. A. Hopkins. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 

This bank does a general banking business at 
Lamoni, Iowa. Interest paid on time deposits 
according to the rules of the bank. Correspond
ence and patronage solicited. 

GRACELAND 
---·COLLEGE, 

LAMONI, !OW.A. 
Telephone 71. 

For catalogues or further information, 

Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE, 
Acting President, 

or R. S. SALYARDS, Secretary, 
LAMONI, row A. 

PATTIE; OR LEAVES FROM A LIFE. 

REDUCED from $1.15 to 75 cents. An 
excellent work for the home, also for 
young people's libraries and societies. 
Herald Publishing House, Lamoni, 
Iowa. 

TEACHERS' BIBLE. "The Self
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps, 
in good large print, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references; 
rrinted on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6l:x81, mailed post-
paid at, per copy, net ............ $2 00 

HESPERIS. The poetical works of 
Davi.;! H. Smith, youngest son of 
the Prophet, Joseph Smith. Gilt 
edges ........................... $1 50 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Its Easy\'Vriting 
If its a Blkkensaerfor No. 5. 

The universal favorite with all classes of 
operators who desire a simple and speedy 
machine. 

More "Blicks" in use among Iowa and Ne· 
braska newspapers than all the rest of the $100 
machines together. The only Typewriter on 
the market doing hundred-dollar work that is 
soid at a popular price. . 

Has 28 Keys, of 84 Characters and Letters; 
Portable, weighing but Six Pounds with case. 

Copies and Manifolds perfectly,-12 carbon 
copies being easily taken at one writing. 

Only one price-$35.00 net. On ten days ap
proval to any responsible man in Iowa or Nebraska. 
Address, 

HAR.GER & BUSH, 
General Agents, 

904=9rn Main .Street, DUBUQUE, IOWA. 

J.UANGLBS -FOR

FAMILY AND HOTEL USE. 
An ordinary family ironing can be done on the "RACINE" 

Mangle in twenty minutes, withont. heat or fuel. 
NO FUEL. NO HEAT. i\iO SCORCHINC. 

Prices within the means of every family. l\Iade in six styles and 
teu sizes, for Families, Hotels, etc. !Every Mangle Cuaranteed. 

Send 2c stamp for new illustrated Catalogue, with prices. 
THE RACINE MANCl..E CO., Racine, Wis. 

School Furniture~~ Supplies 
The "VICTOR" Folding Desks are especially adapted for use in 
District and Parochial Schools. Our line is complete, inc1ndin(\ 
,;tationary Desks, Double Desks, Adjustable Desks, etc. 

GET OUR CATALOGUE 'AND PRICES BEFORE PURCHASlNG. 

Agents Wanted Everywhere. 

THOMAS KANE & CO., Racine, Wis. 

RACINE CAS NCIN 
Uses Gasoline, Natural Gas or Manufactured Gas. 

FiUed with both Hot Tube and !Electric Battery. 
Are used for Pumping Water, Grinding Feed and 
all Farm Purposes; also Grain Elevators, l'.th1chine 
Shops, etc. The most Simple, Ueliable and Eeonom
iral Gas Engine on tile market. Send 2 cent stamp 
for catalogue and prices to 

RACINE HARDWARE CO., Racine, Wis.; 

STOVES, TINWARE, BARB WIRE, li'.J.'0. 
Special attention given to Builders' Hardware. 

Reliable goods and right prices. Estimates fumishe.i! 

LAMONI HARDWARE CO. 

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN. 
A house in Lamoni, Iowa, two >quares from the busi

ness center. It has six rooms, a hall, and three closets; 
imd is conveniently arranged for a faruil;v of six or more; 
Is warm as a winter house, and has good ventilation for 
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple, 
oil.erry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which al® 
Ike C4lmer of a. block. Address, 

L :N. W. COOPEE. Lilm<>nl. Iow11. 

Scriptural and Book 
subjects illustrated by means of finely painted 
pictures and charts furnished to order on 
muslin, canvas, or oilcloth. For particulars 
address Hulmes & Kress, 609 Main Street, 
Kansas City, Missouri. 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &.c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an 
invention is probably pntentable. Communica~ 
tions strictly confidential. I-Iandbook on Patents 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patentse 

Patents taken tlirough n-Iunn & Co. receive 
special notice, without charge, in the 

Sci~nnnc Jlm~ricani> 
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir~ 
culation of any scientific journal. 'Terms, $3 a 
year; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers. 

MUNN & C0. 36 rnroaaway, New York 
Branch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C. 

TOBACCO HABIT CURED, 
OR NO J?ii>.Y. 

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illin<>is, positively 
gnaranteei!:!. three boxes of HQuit~To~Bac" to perm.a .. 
nently take away all desire for tobacco, Or will 
promptly refund money paid for it. Three boxes sent 
post paid anywhere for $1.50. No ba.d effects from 
u•e of Q,uit·To-Bac. It is a great nerve tonic. Why 
not try it1 It has <oired hundreds; why not you? 
Remember, No €)nre, Xo Pay. Address, B. F. 
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois. 
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THE GREAT 

THE Rev. Myron 
was as follows:-

AGREEMENT. lined by people curious to see me do nation. "The heathen in his blind-
W. Reed's sermon it. It was easier to do it than to con- I ness bows down to wood and stone." 

In the thirty-third Psalm you will 
find this sentence: "He fashioneth 
their hearts alike." 

In an Illinois town of 1,200 people 
there were eightchurches; each church 
stood for an angle or corner of a be· 
lief. The 1,200 people as a rule be
lieved in God and were good to their 
neighbors, but on Sunday they could 
not assemble on their agreement. 
They assembled on their differences. 
In eight places they worshiped one 
God. It struck me as a curious thing 
in the way of waste, that eight men 
were employed to do what one could 
do. I remember my little wooden 
church. It was a box of a building 
made of wood. There was a long 
stove and much wandering stove-pipe. 
The stove-pipe meandered all over the 
place, and there was some wire. On 
the top of the building and astride the 
roof was a steeple as thin and sharp 
as a toothpick. It was a ridiculous 
little house. The pulpit had been im
ported from New England. A short 
man was lost in it like a teaspoon in a 
tumbler. When I suggested that we 
cut away and down about two thirds 
of that pulpit so as to give a man a 
chance, the older members of the 
church, male and female, were 
grieved. An orthodox Christian is 
never mad; he is "grieved." When in 
the old days Christians burned one 
another at the stake they were 
"grieved.~· Calvin was "grieved" when 
he assistQd at the burning of Servetus. 

vince her that it was unnecessary. I He does not need conversion in one 
chose the easier task. I lost a shoe point. He believes most heartily in 
in the enterprise. But her con- the Devil. That serpent-dragon that 
science was at rest and mine was, par- was here a while ago trailing along 
tially. the street made me think of an old-

GREAT WASTE OF ENERGY. fashioned protracted meeting. Five 
There is a great waste in this going times a day several millions of our 

off one side on differences. There brethren pray to one God- "God only 
are at least seven kinds of Baptists in is great." "Prayer is better than 
Indiana. There are nearly 400 differ- sleep." The Calvinist agrees with 
ent sects in L0ndon. There 753 sects the Mohammedan as to the main 
in Great Britain. No wonder "the thing. I do not think I would be seri
heathen in his blindness bows down ously out of place in a mosque. 
to wood and stone." He must be Never mind the side issues. There is 
much perplexed at the various kinds a great agreement, a sympathy in all 
of foreign missionary. I have been religions. Nearly all men can come 
mildly criticised for what I have together on the essential things. 
chosen to say of the foreign mission- THE GRAVE NOT THE END. 
ary. We have about eighty churches I believe in the continuity of life. 
here in Denver and about 1,000 China- I do not believe that life ends in any 
men. How many of them have we hole in a graveyard. I remember 
soundly converted? Reckon that up Glasgow and Boston "courts." They 
and tell me the prospect for the con- are streets that run in and end in a 
version of China. If we can do any- blank wall. Life is not that way. It is 
thing anywhere, Denver is the place. a prairie road. The longer you travel 
Let us try Denver before we try China. it the more it branches off; there 
Here there can be a circle of mission- is no end to it, but the ocean, and 
aries ten deep around every celestial. there are the stately ships. Of course 
We have every advantage. There will you come round again to the point of 
be no collection taken this morning for departure, but still alive and you 
foreign missions. There are savages know more. And again the prairie 
around here. But if I talk with an and the sea. Now I have read 
intelligent Chinaman I find that he books; I reckon I have read the best 
agrees with me as to a sense of depend- , that has been said on life and death. 
ence upon God and a sense of obliga- I have been very curious about the to
tion to some one, not himself. He is morrow of death. But I was three 
not lacking in love to God and his hundred miles north of Lake Superior 
neighbors. We can assemble on the at the funeral of a blanket Indian, a 
two essential things on which Jesus pagan, if you please. His people bu-
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ried him. It was as cheerful as one and man, especially man. That meet· j that tea and coffee are excellent food 
of our funerals. The father of the ing in that big barn in Western Texas I substitutes and are hence valuable 
man who was dead and myself lin- still goes on every Sunday. They i and satisfy a natural demand. 
gered at the grave. And he said: bury their differerces and unite on Within the last three or four years, 
"He is there," pointing down. But their agreement that "God is our Fa- Dr. Reichert, of Philadelphia, has 
he said, "The quiver is there, but the ther, and all we are brethren." I conducted a series of interesting in
arrow is shot. His ponemah [dream] ask@d him the name of this mixture. I vestigations upon this subject, whic)1 
has gone to the sky." Perhaps some I He called it "The Church of the Di- exhibit in very strong colors the er
doctor of divinity on Easter Sunday I vine Fragments." ror of this position,-a position the 
will improve on that. How did that' Forty times I have sat down and writer has always combated as being 
come to that poor savage? God tried to write a creed short, simple, irrational and inconsistent. Dr. 
knows how to tell his children the and true enough for the Broad way Reichert sums up his observations in 
things they need to know. He in- Temple association. I am not able. the follo.wing brief and comprehensive 
structs them as he instructs his birds. We have not a syllable of creed, con- sentence: "Caffein (the active prin
of passage. Very soon we will hear' stitution, or by-law. vVe are char- ciple of tea and coffee) acts as a 
them in the night encouraging one tertd; we have nin8 directors; we forced draft, supplying no energy in 
another. "The Gulf of Mexico was have a committee on music; we have itself, simply causing the fire to rage 
very well, but what is the matter with a committee on entertainment; we morci fi8rcely." 
the wild rice on Fox river?'' have an advisory board consisting of In other words, tea and coff8e do 

Columbus was akin to these people all who hold seats in this place. We not supply any needed agent or en
of the sky. He looked at crowded launched this ship in rough weather, I ergy to the body, but simply oouse 
Europe, and he knew there was a new but she is, after three years of hard I the body to waste more than tbe ordi
world somewhere. times, top of the waves. We are out I nary amount of energy and more 

Years ago I made the acquaintance of debt, except a small sum coming to energy than it would otherwise be 
and fast friendship of a man, the myself. likely to expend. OJ.e way in which 
mayor of his little city, the master of 1 believe I have liked the three this is accomplished by tea and coffee 
his lodge, the owner of a woolen mill years. I think I have talked sense as well as by tobacco, alcohol, and 
and the best farm in his county. But three fourths of the time. I have not opium is by benumbing the nerves 
the woolen mill went the way of all been nagged by my people. It is a which constitute the seat of the sense 
little woolen mills, and the farm nar- great relief to be rid of the second of fatigue. Tea and coffee, then, as 
rowed to a mortgage, and the family service. That and 'the weekly prayer well as alcohol, are simply deceiver~. 
increased. He took the household and meeting as usual' nearly killed me. They produce an artificial felicity 
the household goods and went to But I am not altogether idle. Between which is unearned, and which, as 
Texas, bought part of a county and January and January, 1897-1898, I at- shown by experiments of Dr. Edward 
built a Qiig barn. As I remember him tended ninety-three funerals. I do Smith, of England, many years ago, 
he was not a church man. He had the best I can with the poor and the is uniformly followed by an abnormal 
some fine faults. He played a violin, sick. I keep myself sufficiently de- degree of exhaustion and depression. 
and went to congress one term. He pressed. But I still :;;ubscribe to the -Dr. J. H. Kellogg in New York Voice. 
got the speaker's eye. He is six feet creed of our good friend, E. E. Hale 
four inches and has a voice like thun- of Boston and the world, "Look out 
der and a temper like lightning. He and not in; look up and not down; 
went to Texas and built the first barn look forward and not backward. Be 
in the region. Well, the neighbors ready to lend a hand, .and be not 
waited on him and said: "Let's kave afrai'd to di'e."-Denve"· Nie'vs, '1'eb''"'ar11 

WELLINGTON NEVJ!JR WORRIED. 
At Salamanca, having given an order that 

he knew would take some time to execute, 
Wellington lay down and slept, having in
structed his attendant to watch the execu-

' " _,_,' ' w lt tion of the movement with a glass and waken 
a singing meeting next Sunday in the 7, 1898. him when it was finished. Once, when in a 
barn." He put in slab and plank tighter place than he had ever been before-

- m seats and the neighborhood for ten being obliged to execute a movement with 
miles around assembied. He said AN OLD FALLACY EXPOSED. weak divisions in presence of an immeasura-
after they had sun a awhile "Might MANY years ago Dr. Hammond made bly superiar force-he wa: apparently so un-

b ' • • . concerned that the Spamsh General, Aiava, 
as well have a complete service. I a series of experunents for the pur- who was near him, said: "You seem quite at 
Brother Sutherland, lead us in prayer." II pose of determining the physiological . your ease, sir. Why, it is enough to put any 
Brother Sutherland had not prayed in . effects of tea and coffee, from the re- man in a fever!" To which Wellington re
pub,lic nor in private for thirty years. sults of which he drew the conclusion plie~: "I have done the best, according to 
He was known as a "bad man." But that these substances, together with my Judgment, that can be done, and there.-

. . fore I care not what the result may be." 
he said: "Sam, sing another hymn, alcohol, tobacco, and similar drugs, And this was the secret of the constant per-
and I will gather myself together and while they do not nourish the body fection of h.is powers-his physical strength, 
pray." They sang "Coronation," and . directly, are useful to nutrition by les- his mental vigor, his alertness of body and 
Brother Sutherland prayed. He did sening the demand for food substances mind generally. He lived absolutely without 

not dictate to the Almighty, but he proper. These experiments were for worry.-Ex. 

suggested improvements in that sec- a long time received as conclusive, 
tion of Texas, and then Sam preached and a whole generation of writers [ 
on tllte general subject of love to God upon food and dietetics have taught , 

~~~~~~~~~~ 

ADDRESSES. 

J.C. Crabb, Joy, Illinois. 
L. F. Johnson, Minneapolis, Kansas. 
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.''-John 8131, 32, 

"Hearken to the word of the Lord• for there shall not any man among you have save it he one wife: and concubines he shall have none."-B. of M., page116. 
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LAMONI, IOWA, JU.LY 20, 1898. 

STRATFORD-ON-AVON. 

NoT because we are a hero worshiper, 
nor because the ashes of the great or 

·the places that gave them birth are 
more sacred to us than the places 
honored by the presence of earth's 
humblest sons or daughters who acted 
their part in life's drama equally 
well, did we desire to visit Stratford
on-Avon. But believing as we do 
that visible nature in its varied as
pects has much to do with the formation 
of and impressiom; made on the mind, 
we had an earnest desire to look upon 
the sceJJ.eS that greeted the eyes of 
the immortal Shakespeare, and to 
contemplate the surroundings that 
contributed their part toward awaken
ing some of the grandest conceptions 
of human nature ever born in the 
intellect of man. It was then with 
eagerness that we accepted the invita
tion of Bro. Frank Swan, of North
field, near Birmingham, England, to 
accompany him to this peaceful little 
city on the banks of the far-famed 
river Avon. 

Early on the morning of June 3, in 
company with our host and his daugh
ter Nellie, we left the beautiful coun
try home of the Swans, and after a 
brisk walk of three miles. through the 
bracing morning air, cheered by in
spiring scenery which revealed new 
points of beauty at every turn, we 
arrived at the little railway station of 
Barnt Green. Thence for about 
twenty miles we passed swiftly 
through a panorama of beautiful 
scenery. The gently undulating hills 
rising1 like the billows of the deep, 
one above another, covered with a 
soft, green carpet, bedecked with 
daisies and buttercups, and crowned 
here and there with the wide-spread
ing shade tree, formed a picture of 
exquisite loveliness. And the bloom-

Lamoni, Iowa, July 20, 1898. 

ing hawthorne hedges mingling their 
fragrance with that of the wild hya
cinth regaled the olfactories with sen
sations of delight. We wondered 
how far in those days of slow locomo
tion the feet of the poet were wont to 
wander, and on how many of these 
scenes his eyes had rested. One 
pleasing feature was the frequent 
occurrence of fruit orchards, indicat
ing that this section is more highly 
favored than is England generally. 

Alighting at the little railway sta
tion, on the south side of the city and 
on the west. bank of the Avon, we 
took a hasty view of the surroundings, 
which were about the same in general 
features as tbe country through which 
we had been passing, with the gentle, 
peacefully-flowing river added. Not 
exactly our type of scenery, for we 
like the wild rushing stream dashing 
madly down the chasm of the rock
ribbed mountain towards the romantic 
valley stretching far away, until its 
sandy shores are kissed by the ebbing· 
tide. Yet the surroundings seemed 
to be indicative of peaceful calm, and 
we thought we could understand, as 
well as one not a poet could realize, 
how the great poet could rest in con
templative reverie on the banks of the 
placid river, and view the sublime 
beauty of the surrounding hills, while 
the different characters on life's great 
stage passed before him for contem
plation and review. 

We cannot minutely describe all we 
saw and heard, but will briefly men
tion the places visited. Shakespeare's 
birthplace is a humble but ancient 
looking cottage on Henly Street. 
There is nothing peculiarly striking 
about its external or internal appear
ance, its only feature of peculiar in
terest being its historical importance. 
The walls and window glass are cov
ered with names, but writing on them 
is now prohibited, and we contented 
ourselves by writing ours in the 
visitors' book. Among other names 
engraved in the front window glass of 
the birthroom were those of Carlyle 
and Sir Walter Scott. The old 
gentleman who showed us through 

No. 29. 

the apartments seemed to have a set 
speech, which he repeated in the same 
words and in the same tone to all 
comers. He seemed unwilling or un
able to impart any information outside 
the well-worn ·groove in which his 
mind was trained to run. We thought 
him a poor representative of the 
great diversified-minded Shakespeare. 
A phonograph would do as well, and 
be much more attractive. In the rear 
of the house is a beautiful garden, the 
trees and shrubs bearing the names 
of the characters in Shakespeare's 
plays. From the birthplace we took 
carriage and drove to the neighboring 
village of Shottery, to visit the ancient 
home of the Hathaways, where the 
great bard courted and married Ann 
Hathaway. The thatch-covered cot
tage, surrounded by trees, shrubbery, 
and flower garden, is still in good state 
of preservation. As we reached the 
garden gate we paused to hear the . 
feathered songsters warbling their 
notes in the neighboring foliage, and 
throught of how similar notes had 
greeted the ears of the poet, when he 
sang that rich tribute to the vocal 
powers of his sweetheart:-

Would ye be taught ye feathered throng, 
With love's sweet notes to frame your song? 
To pierce my heart with thrilling lay, 
Listen to my Ann Hathaway! 
She hath-a-way to sing so clear, 
Phoebus might, wm1dedng, stoop to hear; 
To melt the sad, make blithe the g·ay, 
To charm all hearts, Ann bath-a-way; 

She hath-a-way, 
Ann Hathaway. . 

To breathe delight, Ann hath-a-way. 

The old lady in charge of the cot
tage is a descendant of the Hatha
ways. She is eighty-seven years old, 
and has lived in this cottage eighty
one years. She showed us through 
the rooms and exhibited several old 
family relics. She was quite original 
in her manners, and seemed to have 
the tact to say just what the occasion 
required. It was quite a relief after 
having been treated to the stereo
typed method employed at the 
Shakespeare house. If you visit 
Stratford-on Avon do not fail to call 
at the cottage, for this lady is a true 
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representative of Ann Hathaway, and 
hath-a-way to make you feel at home. 

We sat on the old oak seat where 
Shakespeare is said to have done his 
courting, drank from the old well in 
the yard, and then returned to Strat
ford. 

Our next visit was at the Guildhall, 
where it is said Shakespeare. wit
nessed his first play on the stage, and 
where, no doubt, his brain was fired 
with the inspiration .that has since 
moved the world. In connection with 
this is the old Edward VI. school, 
where Shakespeare was educated. 
Here we were escorted by another 
parrot in human form, who out
phonographed the one at the birth
place. Thence to the "Collegiate 
Church of Holy Trinity," in the chan
cel of which lies, just within the altar 
rail, the ashes of Stratford's most il
lustrious citizen, and by his side rests 
the charming singer whom he carried 
away from the thatch-roofed cottage: 
There are many features of imposing 
grandeur in this old parish church; 
but what most interested us was the 
tomb, the baptismal font where he 
was christened, and the old Church 
Register containing the entries of his 
baptism in 1564, and his burial, April 
25, 1616. The old churchyard, -
thickly covered with monuments and 
tombstones, and shaded by immense 
trees, some of which were doubtless 
standing in Shakespeare's time,-is a 
place of restful beauty. The terrace 
on the east, rising from the water's 
edge, is particularly charming. It 
was here beneath these giant elms 
that Longfellow wrote:-
"Flow on, sweet river! like his verse, 

Who lies beneath this sculptured hearse; 
Nor wait beside the churehyard wall, 
For him who cannot hear thy call." 
A· four-mile ride in a small steam 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

poet's old friends; but it is now occu
pied as a tavern. Passing up Chapel 
Street, on the right hand side, you are 
soon under the overhanging stories of 
the quaint old house called "Ye Five 
Gables," which in Shakespeare's time 
was occupied by his friend Martin. 
A little farther up the street, and 
on the opposite side, in an antique
looking house adorned vdth carved 
timbers, Catherine Rogers, mother of 
John Harvard, founder of Harvard 
University, was born. The next place 
of note, on the right, is where Thomas 
Quincy, who married Judith Shakes
peare, the poet's youngest sister, 
lived. This house is much modern
ized, and shows no external traces of 
the long ago. Turning to the east on 
Bridge Street you are soon at the old 
stone bridge across the. Avon, built 
in the reign of Henry the VIII. 
by Hugh Clopton. Returning to 
Chapel Street, and turning to the 
west on Wood Street, you will find the 
handsome stone fountain and clock 
tower, presented to the town in 1887 
by George W. Childs, of Philadelphia. 
Just as the sable robes of night were 
"enveloping the distant hills, we ar
rived at the quiet village of Nor th -
field, and were soon welcomed at the 
old farmhouse, tired but well pleased 
with the day's experience. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

ADAM AND EVE. 

IN Genesis 1: 28 God said: "Be fruitful, 
and multiply and replenish the earth." In 
the Book cf Mormon page 58: 8 it is said: 
"Adam fell, that men might be." Did God 
command Adam to do something which be 
could not do unless be fell? 

Would be pleased to have the answer 
through the Herald, if you deem it of euffi
cient importance. I had this question asked 
me, and I was not able to answer it sa~is

factorily. 
yacht, plying on the surface of the It may be that we cannot answer 
Avon, was delightful. Then we re- this question to the satisfaction of 
surned our sight-seeing. The Memo- those who questioned the brother; but 
rial Theater is a grand structure; but it seems plain enough to us. 
as we were only looking for the an- l. The 'command referred to in 
tique, we did not enter. On the corner Genesis 1: 28, was given while Adam 
of Chapel Street and Chapel Lane, near and Eve were yet in the garden, and 
Guildhall, is the spot where the poet it is competent to believe that it was 
died; but only parts of the foundation intend>Jd to be obeyed while the celes
of the house in which he breathed his I tially married pair remained in the 
last now remain. Across the street garden. What happened? Eve was 
from the place whence he was carried deceived, ate of the fruit to eat of 
to his last resting place in the old I which had been forbidden to both. 
church is "The Falcon," which was The penalty for this disobedience was 
then, it is said, occupied by one of the i spiritual death, a banishment from 

the presence of God, and an enforced 
abstaining from the tree of life, to 
which both had access before the 
transgression. 'l1 he conclusion is in
evitable; Eve must pass under the rod 
of punishment and take the conse
quence-a banishment from the 
garden. 

The point now turns on the course 
to be pursued by Adam. Whether 
the fall, so called, was the result oE 
design on the part of the Creator, or 
whether it was only a matter fore
known as a thing that would occur, 
ought not really to be a subject of 
speculation; it, is far safer to take 
what did occur and accept it with its 
sequence, and leave speculation out 
of it. 

Adam must eat, or be separated 
from Eve; he to remain in the gar
den, she to go out. It is not out of 
the range of the possible to believe 
that Adam was aware of the result, 
and acted accordingly. Anyone can 
see that had the separati0n taken 
place, the one outside, the other in
side, the gate of association shut be
tween them and against both.,equa11y, 
there would have been no children 
born to them. The adversary knew 
this, but by his sophistry deceived the 
woman, hoping thus to frustrate di
vine design. If the pair were sepa
rated, then in that case the command 
to multiply and replenish would have 
been abortive, for they could not have 
kept it. In that case God would have 
given a command that they could not 
keep. 

But, Adam made acquainted with 
what Eve had done by her own con
fession and statement, with a knowl
edge of the situation, took of the fruit 
and accepted the consequences, which 
WEJre to go out of the garden with the 
woman whom God had given to be 
with him; thus losing his right t,o a 
dwelling in the garden, but gaining 
the conditions in which the command 
of God could be and was carried out 
by this celestially married pair. 

While the command was not re
peated in terms after the expulsion, 
so far as is fo11nd in the history, it 
was understood as being in force, 
both by God and the expelled persons. 
As proof read Genesis 2: 16; and 4: 
1, 2. 

A little scripture may help us to un
derstand the foregoing:-
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l!,or Adam was fir~tformed, then Eve. ~nd] have existed in the garden but would 
Adai;n was no~ deceived, but th~ woman ?erng be greatly increased out of the garden 
deceived was rn the transgress1on.-l Tim. 2: b f h f ll 
13, 14. y reason o t e a . 

This from the reasoning of Paul, It may be that man, the race as it 
the able representative of the New now exists, would not have been, had 
Testament times and its philosophy, both Adam and Eve remained in the 
warrants the conclusion that the act garden, for then their children would 
of Adam was the effect of a knowl- have been fewer, and the earth in its 
edge that a separation was imminent present condition would not have ex
and determined, or was caused by a isted either; but it is certain that with 
sudden suggestion of his Jove for the Eve out under the displeasure of God, 
woman and an impulse to eat as she an outcast from the Edenic stall, and 
had eaten and share whatever fate im- Adam in the garden surrounded by 
pended. We are inclined to the first the conditions obtaining there, there 
idea. could have been no increase neither in 

The passage in the Book of Mor- the garden nor out of it. Hence Paul, 
mon, cited, and which seems at a Eve, and Lehi are all correct in what 
casual reading to add to the difficulty, they said, as we understand it. 
is to us clear as explaining it. 

And now, behold, if Adam had not trans DR. DOW!E IN TROUBLE. 

gressed, he would not have fallen; but he OUR readers will remember Dr. John 
would have remained in the garden of Eden. 
... And they would have had no children; 
wherefore, they would have remained in a 
state of innocence, having no joy, for they 
knew no misery; doiag no good, for they 
knew no sin.-1 Nephi, 2: 8. 

Adam fell, that man might be; and men 
are, that they might have joy.-1 Nephi 2: 8. 

Alexander Dowie, who created a stir 
in Chicago a few years ago, by claim
ing to heal the sick by the imposition 
of bands, at the Dowie Institute of 
faith healing, and who still attracts 
large crowds to his "tabernacle." 
The following from the Chicago Tri
bune indicate that the Doctor is bav-Lehi wrote what is writt;en above, 

making his statement as his under
standing of what he read. We do ing trouble with· some of his former 

constituents:-
not suppose that what he had read 
was much plainer or more definite 
than the story we have of the creation; 
it was probably the same. 

In Genesis 4: 11, Holy Scriptures, 
there is a statement made by Eve, as 
follows:-

And Eve, his wife, heard all these things 
and was glad, saying, Were it not for our 
transgression, we never should have had 
seed, and never should have known good and 
evil, and the joy of our redemption, and the 
eternal life which God giveth unto all the 
obedient. 

This statement carries with it the 
impression that included both in the 
transgression. 'fhis was essentially 
true after the transgression and the 
consequent expulsion had occurred. 
But the transgression to be accom
panied with the having children, the 
knowing of good because they knew 
evil, and the joy of redemption would 
have been incomplete bad not Adam 
himself sinned. It will not do to say 
that the word "Adam" as used by Eve 
really means the race; for they were 
commanded to "multiply and replen
ish the earth" while in the garden and 
before the fall. And the language, 
''I will thy co:ncep· 
tion," 1J'.;i,;;i,t it wo1Jld 

Dr. John Alexander Dowie will be given a 
chance Monday morning before Judge Gard
ner to explain his method of repaying loans 
made by his patients. Five years ago Mrs. 
Ira Stafford and Orpha Black, now living at 
244 Chestnut Street, loaned Dowie $2,600 
which he promised to repay, they claim, in 
ninety days. The money is still alleged to 
be due and the plaintiffs, who no longer cling 
to Dowie's doctrine, say they are anxiously 
awaiting a settlement. 

A jury in Judge Garver's court yesterday 
gave Miss Orpha Black and Mrs. Mary C. 
Stafford a judgment verdict of $2,000 against 
John Alexander Dowie on account of money 
they said they loaned the latter in 1892 
when living at his house in Evanston as mem
bers of his church. Dowie said the money 
was a voluntary gift to the church and had 
never been considered by him as a loan. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

ELDER Thomas Bell, of the Decatur, 
Iowa, district, wrote from Hiteman, 
Iowa, July 11, as follows:-

We are getting along with our tent meet
ing here pretty well. Bro. Lambert com
menced his reply to a Mrs. Parsons & Co., 
and Mr. E. K. Williams of the Baptist order, 
last Tuesday night and four nights last week. 
Omitted yesterday; held three preaching 
services and to-night he continues his reply. 
The attendance has not been as large as it 
might have been, owing to temperance lee· 
ti:rre:rn, !l.PCl magi.;i A!\i:;terA §J:wwe, 1'Ud :no 
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small opposition in other ways; but after all 
we have had a pretty fair attendance. Some 
are very much interested here. We have 
concluded to stay over next Sunday, hoping 
the good Lord will continue to move on the 
hearts of this people. 

Bro. E. D. Smith, son of Uncle 
William B. Smith, wrote from Chetek, 
Wisconsin, July 6, as follows:-

To-night finds me in Bro. Hays' snug little 
room. I am just about to start on a little mis
sion on my own responsibility through Min
nesota and Dakota. Having no appointment 
from General Conference to fill, still I am 
anxious to be about my Father's business, and 
so I will take my chances for getting along, 
trusting in God to take care of me and my 
family. I intend to labor with my hands as 
well as preach the gospel everywhere I go, 
and at every opportunity. The Twin Lakes 
saints have kindly offered to look after my 
family a".ld see that they do not suffer for any
thing needful during my absence. May God 
bless and prosper them, is my prayer. 

Bro. W. S. Pender, Ness City, Kan
sas, July 11:-

Every one is now very busily engaged in 
harvest here, difficult to get a hearing ex
cept on Lord's day. They are paying two 
dollars a day for help in harvest. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

SR. B. A. KELLEY, of West Dennis, 
Massachusetts, writes for tracts to 
distribute among friends while Brn. 
Robley and Bullard are holding tent 
meetings near by. She wishes to aid 
the cause so far as in her power to do. 

We acknowledge receipt of the 
"Handy War Book," a compilation of 
"authentic information and statistics 
on the many subjects related to the 
present war," including maps, pic
tures of United States war vessels, 
etc.; by Lieut. E. Hannaford; pub
lished by Mast, Crowell, and Kirk
patrick, Springfield, Ohio; an excel
lent handbook for the student of the 
present and future of the absorbing 
conflict. 

Sample copies of the HERALD will 
be sent free to addresses furnished by 
the ministry. Please let us have ad
dresses of those baptized or others 
who do not take the HERALD. We 
desire to increase its circulation in 
the interest of the general work and 
"all whom it may concern." 

Brn. Joseph Luff and William Crick, 
of Independence, Missouri, spent Sun
day, the 17th, with the Lamoni saints, 
Bro. Luff occupying the pulpit at the 
morning service. They returned to 
Independence on Monday, the 18th 
inst, 
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Bro. J. W. Wight left Lamoni on 
Saturday, the 16th inst., for his field 
of labor-the Rocky Mountain mis
sion. 

The branch at Lamoni has con
tributed quite liberally in response to 
the call of the Bishopric for aid to 
the College fund. Returns are not 
all in, hence we are unable to state 
the amount received. The city was 
districted and active committees thor
oughly canvassed the entire territory. 
It is hoped that all the branches have 
responded liberally. 

Moih2rs' Homs Column. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

PROVO CITY, Utah. 
Dear Sisters:-In reading of the different 

blessings which have been obtained by the 
faith ar.d prayers of our ruany faithful sisters, 
I have been led to ask their prayer5 in my own 
behalf, that if it be God's will I may be 
healed of my sickness, that I may regain 
health and strength to use my limbs again. 
I have been suffering with rheumatism for 
seven years; but, this last year I have been 
much worse. I have to use crutches to move 
a~ound, and am only able to walk across the 
floor with their help. I have tried many 
different kinds of medicine, but have obtained 
no relief. I have given up all hope of regain
ing my health through man, and am putting 
my trust in God, that through my faith in 
God together with the prayers of the Prayer 
Union, I may receive that blessing. I am 
twenty years old, and have been a member of 
the church for five years, and my desire is to 
live faithful and humble to the end. 

It is very seldom I see a letter from Utah 
in the Herald, so it may interest some of our 
readers to hear a few words from our branch. 
We have no meeting house here, but we 
meet once every Sunday at Bro. Wannberg's. 
The last four weeks Brn. R. J. Parker and D. 
W. Wight have been here holding forth in 
the tent, and we have had many good meet
ings. It seems that in this part of Utah the 
people are more stiffnecked than anywhere 
else, and not yet prepared to receive the 
truth. We hope much good will result in 
the future. 

Since these two brethren came here we 
have had meetings at our house three times, 
which I have enjoye.d very much, as I am not 
able to go to any meetings. I have been ad
ministered to by the elders three different 
times and have been relieved from pain at 
the time, but have not been able to use my 
limbs any better. 

Dear sisters, pray for me that I may be 
fait,hful and patient under my affliction, and 
that I may be worthy of receiving my desired 
blessing from God. 

Please appoint a certain time to pray for 
me so we can pray with you, is the earnest 
request of your sister in Christ, 

ELLEN OLSON. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER .. 

SR. LIDA JETT writes from San Antonio, 
Texas, July 4: "I earnestly request your 
faith and prayers in behalf of my brother, 
Charles McRae, and my brother-in-law, Elder 
IL P. Curtis, both being seriously affected 
with lung trouble, that if it be the Lord's 
will to restore my brother to hcialth and that 
he might be led to obey the gospel, he being 
the maintemmce and comfort of our aged 
mother; and Bt·o. Curtis, if the Lord would 
heal him, he could do so much good in this 
great wicked city. I ask also to be remem
bered, that I migbt be relieved of weakness, 
and given strength to live faithful through 
all the trials I am called to endure. 

Sr. Agnes Shay, of Garden City, Kansas, de
sires the prayers of the Union that if it is the 
Lord's will she may be healed. She is greatly 
afflicted. The doctors do not seem to help 
her any, and there are no elders here and 
none ever call. 

Sr. Lizzie A. Brown, of New Albany, In
diana, requests the faith and prayers of the 
Prayer Union, that she may be relieved of a 
serious affliction of lagrippe and a complica
tion of other ailment,s, which have almost 
taken her strength. Also her father, James 
G. Scott, who has been laboring under a 
heavy form of lagrippe for six months and 
seems slow of recovering. 

Sr. Elsie Pringle, of Perry, Iowa, desires 
to be remembered by the Prayer Union. She 
is suffering from an injured spine, and desires 
so much to be healed, if 'God is willing. 

Sr. Ellen Olson, of Provo, Utah, earnestly 
requests the faith and prayers of the Prayer 
Unfon that it may please God to restore her 
to health and strength. She has long been a 
sufferer, but has strong faith in God's power 
to heal. 

SOUTH SEA ISLANDS. 
Sisters' offeriugs for Home Column, from April, 1897, 

to 1898. 

Mani 
Alite 
Tokopn 
Hoiti 
Tepioai 

TAENGA BRANCH. 
$0 30 Teoro $0 20 Tealri 

10 Tepogi 10 Teapehu 
20 'l'emuna :30 Karoariki 
10 Ragahua 1ll Tetara 
20 Riri 10 

Total, 
MARUTEA BRANCH. 

$0 20 
20 
30 
10 

$2 50 

Aided by others of various branches while gathered 

Alite 
Kapua 
l\.fore 
Hto 
Gan ta 
Tebivai 
'regaki 
Tcnpoo 

for the diving. 
$0 40 'fogi $0 20 Hiriata 

80 Fanumea 20 Toroaha 
10 Tahuri 60 Raia 
20 'l'ematahiaku 
40 'rina 
1G Tutekavaroa 
10 'reana 
40 Mahuru 

10 'l'iniatua 
10 Tera 
10 Erena 
90 Vaiari 
90 Tahunui 

$0 30 
70 
10 
60 

10 
40 
so 
10 

Tearevahine 20 Maui 20 Teoro 50 
Tekura 50 Tevahinernroua 10 Patetepa 10 
Tepuroku 10 'l'eata 30 Tepukea 10 
Vehi 10 Tenrarea 10 Tiui 30 
Tetara 20 Heiki 10 Ragahna 10 
Mahia 20 Marutake JO Pivai 10 
Punau 10 Tutamahine 10 

Total, $11 SO 

Tehuihni 
~rairaa 

Tepere 
Mere 
Mil:ti 
Tehina 
Temateu 
'reroro 

KIKEHAU BRANCH. 
$2 00 Teura $0 20 Teronru 

20 Tini 1 60 Tepea 
10 Tutohn 10 Tepure 
;JO Temateu 30 Tuata 
40 Tematai 
50 Tapehau 
20 Mahuru 
30 Vairaa 

20 Konea 
10 M:auava 
10 Teaua 
20 Taupea 

$0 50 
10 
40 

10 
30 
10 
20 

1 20 

Turere 
Bau 

$1 00 Tekouea 
10 Tepaparii 

$0 10 Tnata 
10 Tetapn 

$0 10 
10 

Total, $11 20 

KIKEHAU BRANCH. 
The following is for the Kikehau branch for the year 

from 1896 to JSn7. Did not get to conference 
last year~ and. was not repurted: 

Tehuihu! 60 Tini 50 Tehina 30 
Mere 
Te pure 
Tina 
Mahuru 
0-ahu 

10 Wairaa 
20 Tapea 
JO Manava 
10 Tagia 
10 

30 Buanaa 
10 Buahi 
20 Koneo 
10 Houru 

20 
20 
20 
20 

Total, $3 50 

Mataroro 
Boimata 
A rite 
Reiatua 

ARA'l'UA BRANCH. 
For this conference year. 

$0 20 Baata $0 60 Rorori 
40 Terera 20 Tarevati 
20 Tena 
30 Teahio 

40 Farra 
10 Terere 

$0 30 
20 
20 
10 

'rotal, $3 20 

Tematai 
Vehio 
rl'ahuri 
Teapai 
Tafai 

HAROIA BRANCH. 
$1 00 Faurae $0 10 'l'eata $0 10 

:JO Temataiu 10 'l'earevahine 10 
30 Teohu 10 Takohotu 10 
20 Puahi 20 Tutohu 10 

10 Marni 10 
Total, $2 ~o 

TAKAPOTO. 
Where the sisters from various branches were gathered 

for the d1vin.~. 
Matahlapo $1 60 Tafira $1 20 Meari $0 20 
Tevaha 40 Fainin1 60 Mataua 20 
Terora 
rrarava 
Gaknna 
Ahn 
Teuanui 
Puahi 
Tetope 
Temiri 
Taumea 
Temaruata 
Teeva 

60 Mareihan 
80 'l'ahu 
40 Ragipuni 
20 Tekohn 
70 Vaiaa 
60 Terika 

1 00 Heuagaro 
30 Pokiroa 
60 Hiriata 
10 Hio 
10 rreio 

20 Katuputehil'la 40 
20 Tiraha 10 
40 IIura 10 
30 'repogi 40 

40 Teaua 20 

60 Tena 90 
JO Tenaruata 30 

20 'l'aha 20 
50 Pnatua 20 
30 Teuka 40 

10 Hl)arei 10 

Total, $18 30 

MANIHI BRANCH. 
Tarava $1 80 Maui $0 60 Punau $0 50 
Pua 10 Haki 20 Tetope 1 00 
Temarutoke 20 rreraka 80 'l'ena 1 30 
Puahi 80 Teata 80 Teakai 40 
Haiava 70 Pokiroa 20 'l'eauini 10 
Huarei 30 Ruarahi 10 

Tu~, p~ 

MATAUHA BRANCH, TUPUAI. 

Tetnaotetn- Uraheiata $1 20 Taau $1 20 
earii $4 00 Tenrnna 1 40 Tetuamata·· 

Tehinateheu- Tahete 2 70 atau 90 

atua 80 Henatntara 70 Tetanopairaui 4 30 

Teuihara 50 
Total, $13 70 

M•ui 
·reapai 
Matana 
rrainau 
Tehuihni 
Iariri 
Maoe 

KAUKURA BRANCH. 
$1 40 Faimano $0 10 Reitere 

Total, 

2J Teremia 
10 Teumea 
10 Hiriata 
10 One 
10 Taflra 
10 Huita 

10 Iai.a 
10 Tetua 
10 Maria 

1 ,10 'l'earo 
10 Kaunukn 
10 Temahau 

MIAU BHANCH. 

$0 IO 
20 
10 
10 

20 

20 
20 

$5 20 

Teupoo $2 00 Fainau $0 40 Heitere 
10 Teura 

$0 20 
10 
20 
20 

Uau 10 Ave 
Unu 20 Ruarau 20 Korikori 

10 Taurna Paora 20 Tohuri 
Tiraha 10 

Teumere 
Mahia 
Repeta 

Alice 
M:atahira 
Hana 
Tebeura 
Tenmia 
Repeta 
Hina 

Total, $4 10 

ANAA BRANCH. 
$0 30 Terouru $0 40 Tutamahine $0 80 

JO Taefa 1 20 Tan!ua· 20 

10 
Total, $3 10 

TARONA BRANCH. 
$0 20 Marai $0 10 Tntamahine $0 30 

10 Tevava 10 Buioi 30 
1 40 Teroro 20 •rurou 10 

20 Tekeu 10 Manuia 40 
ao Rereao 40 Tiraha 20 
30 Teanini 20 Maukahi 10 
10 Hio 10 Vahinearii 10 
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Tuane 
Puahi 
Tapairu 

$0 50 Tutohua 
40 'l'earahi 
40 lVIahue 

$0 50 Tehapai $0 10 Teohu 
Tutohu 
Tiui 
Kone a 
Tohina 
r_ruarii 
Hau a 

$0 10 Tcfi11 
10 Earai 

$0 20 Pani $0 10 

10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 

There is much logic in the ideas enter
tained by some educators in ancient times, 
and in fact supported by many at the present, 
day, that the school which merely gives to 
us a physical and mental course of training, 
neglecting the spiritual part, is incomplete 
in its purpose, to say the least; but we know 
full well that the mistakes of the past in 
seeking to fasten this idea upon the minds of 
men, regardless of any virtue which they 
might see in it, rise up before us now as bar
riers in the way of advancing thought. How
ever, with this, ·as in most other things, the 
mistake bas been rather in the abuse and not 
in the use of that which our judgment tells 
us to be best. 

30 Teroromata 10 10 Teeva 
10 Tauepa 
10 Mahuru 
10 111 enunu 
10 'l'eura 

10 Tafai 10 10 Tmiatua 
10 Ema Emma 3 40 

Total, $12 10 10 Mataua 
10 Haata 

Tekura 
Kapuroro 
Tikamotu 
'remanatn 
ltuaragi 
Tahau 

HAO BRANCH. 
~2 00 Rata $0 90 Tepogi 

10 Mahiaragi 10 Papahau 
40 Monuia lC Takua 
20 Teua 10 Gana 
10 Tematagi 10 Temanea 
20 'l'eupoo Hl Alite 

Total, 

Tekarohi 
Pima to 
Matupuui 
Tekopu 

AMANU BRANCH. 
$0 20 Tefanako $0 10 Kuramea 

20 Hal<i 20 Tepuratu 
30 Tekura 3J Alite 
10 Tuporo 10 Temarakura 

Total, 
'1'IONA BRANCH. 

Pohee $1 oo Teuru $0 70 Hoaia 
20 "reroromata 70 Taane 

rrematai 
Vehia 

Total, 
RAIIWA BRANCH. 

!$0 10 Faurae $0 10 'l'eata 
30 Temataiu 

Tematsi 
Fakohotu 

90 '1'ahuri 
10 Teapai 
10 Tafai 

10 Tearevahine 
30 '1'eohu 
20 Puahi 

'l'utahu 

'l'enunu 
lliataua 
Mere 
Hina 

Tea ta 

10 Marae 

'rotal, 

MAKA'l'EA BRANCH. 
$0 20 '1'uarii $0 20 Puturua 

50 Reva 20 Taio 
IO Tnpui 20 Mihi 
40 Tearere 

'l'otal, 
20 

'l'AKAROA BRANCH. 
$0 GO Faumia $0 40 Konea 

ao 'l1aha. 40 l'uahi 

$0 40 
90 
10 
:JO 
10 
30 

$6 50 

$0 20 
30 

20 
10 

$2 30 

$0 70 

$3 30 

$0 10 
10 

Vahinerii 
Tehina 
Mataura (Tu-

10 Vahinearii 
10 rrcaroarii 
10 Uraa11 

Uaku 
puai) 1 oo Pu take 

Tehuputira Topatari 10 
Kuharn 10 

Total, 

10 Teroromata 
10 '1'etamatoa 
10 Koheke 
JO Tibc 
10 Kapua 
IO Tubiata 

$10 60 

8undau S~hool DevarhnBnt. 
ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor. 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

THE SUNDAY SCHOOL AS A NECESSARY 
EDUCATIONAL FACTOR. 

In our country of civil and religious free
dom, religion, if it is really what it purports 
to be,-a benefactor to the race, -should 
stand or fall, as it proves itself worthy or un
worthy of our acceptance and support. 

We must free ourselves from the opinions 
10 By Hussell Archibald, for the St. Louis district 
20 

convention. which seem to prevail almost universally, 
10 CHILDHOOD, as the springtime of life, is that religion is a mystery which only a 

$~ 
90 

that period above all others when seed sown favored few can understand and that it is the 
in the garden of the mind is most likely to duty of these few to compel the rest of man

$O 70 take root and grow. Early impressions are kind to do as tliey say, whether they wish to 
20 the most lasting, and for this reason we all or not. The difficulty with most people in 
10 look back upon child;.10od's days with fond their rBfusal to accept tbeeclaims of Cbris

$3 00 recollections, forgetting none of their pleas- tianity is not due to the fact that they pur-
ures. posely and deliberately turn their back upon 

$0 20 This natural truth has long since been dis~ that which they know to be for their best 
Kapu11 
'l'etope 
Hio 

50 Tena 40 (telahi) Teua 
60 covered and utilized by those who have had good, for men and women have not been so 
20 occasion to instruct others, heace we find constituted by the Divine Architect, but the 

Te au a 
Pun au 
Takiroa 

20 Terilrn 30 Vaiari 
40 Tumatai 10 Teara 
10 Marutake 20 Tarava 
10 Maui 30 lliatahiapo 

30 
10 children, just as soon as they are capable of real difficuHy, as we view it, is the neglect 
20 taking care of themselves between the home to which they have been subjected during 

Ruaragi 
Taio 

10 Ilinagare 10 Tutamahene 
30 and school, placed by their parents under the the years of childhood, until with an unde-
20 instructor's care. veloped mind in that direction, in manhood's 
20 

Tahuri 
Teuanui 
Ka peke 
Reiteri 
Teupoo 
Tekivai 
Ume 
Ave 
Karoarike 
Vehia 
Caumiku 

10 Tekeu 10 Kanariki 
20 (telahi) Taata 10 'l'elrne 
IO Terika 20 Tepogi 
20 Faumia 10 Hiriata 
10 Treremiu 10 Teurarea 
10 Teumare 10 Tiniatna 
10 'l'erava 10 Tumataio 
JO 'l'eauaa 10 Paata 
10 Matarora 10 Io1mata 
10 Taefa 10 Mahia 
10 Otare 10 Kahepe 
;w Teraro 10 Tetui Arii 

Total, 

ltoiti 
Matahiapo 
Togi 
Taitua 
Vaiari 
Raroua 
Terai 

HIKUARU, 
During the diving. 

$1 00 Tiuiatua $0 60 'l'eupoo 
2 10 Taha 1 50 Teuanui 
1 20 Tetara 30 H io 
2 00 Meari 40 'l'eau a 
1 60 Vehia 30 lliarama 

70 (telahi) 'l'eupoo 30 Teumia 
30 Ferako 30 Tuhagaia 

Erena 40 Teapehu 10 Temarama 
Teatavahine 10 Tetua 20 Tekeu 
Maria 
Hina 
Fa um ea 
Haiirai 

20 'l'uararea 20 Nuupure 
40 Tahunui 10 Patatepa 
30 Teata 30 Tekura 
10 

Total, 

20 Recognizing the true nature of man, that days, some are confronted with this great 
10 the body is but the house in which we dwell, question, and we look upon them as stupid 
10 and the disposition manifested upon the part or wicked because they cannot comprehend 
10 of the child in very early years to seek to dis- it. Men did not navigate upon the ocean un-
10 

cover the source of its origin, we must in til they had mastered the smaller streams 10 
20 
10 

candor admit that inasmuch as these ques- leading to it, and neither can they grasp the 
tionings arise in the child mind from a religion of Jesus Christ until they have trav

lO purely investigative and holy standpoint eled along the avenues in which he trod, 
10 
10 (before other motives which appear fo after- from childhood's days on. 

$!0 
90 

life have sprung into existence) t,hat there is As a nation we profess religion and stamp 
somewhere in nature a proper response to upon our coins the words "In God we Trust," 
be made to these inquiries. which of itself implies that there is a God 

$1 50 Under the present adjustment of matters whom we may safely trust. Let a child grow 
1 ~~ of education in our country church and st,ate up to manhood with no knowledge of matbe-

7t1 have been separated, and we believe wisely matics, and then simply because be stands 
50 too; but while our schools are by law re- before you in the physical stature of a man, 
60 strained from impressing upon the child propound to him a problem in square root, 
~~ mind any religious ideas, it only makes the employing the fundamental principles of 

30 more apparent the necessity for the estab- mathematics, and you would receive no an-
40 lisbment of another school as an educational swer. Solve the problem before his eyes 
10 factor to supplement, and complete the work that, he may see how it is done, and he will 
10 performed in our most estimable system of be no wiser when you conclude than when 

$21 70 public schools. This necessity has been rec- you began. He may repeat the answer, if 
TAKAROA. ognized, and the Sunday schools of to-day y:ou have told it to him, just like the phono-

From the sisters meeting during conference at 'l'akaroa. are the legitimate outgrowth of this demand, I graph would; but when that is done it has 
Taufaumaa $0 10 'l'aata $0 10 Tutarnahine $0 10 
Kapua 10 Otare 10 Matahiapo JO to supply an education which is not to be passed from him forever. If you ever teach 
Tepogi 10 Tafira 10 Teata 10 bad elsewhere. We seldom find beggars him mathematics you will have to treat him 
Puahi 10 Tetope lo Huaroi 10 living in costly mansions, nor can we with as a child, but i.n trying to do this you will 
'l'erike 10 Tarava 10 Karoariti 10 
Marutake JO Emma 

20 
Vaiari 

10 
propriety expect to find in this tenement of find him offended at your course, because he 

'l'aroura 10 Mahia 10 Taafa 10 clay, that has not only Divine workmanship j now thinks himself a man. This brings us 
'l'aega 10 Kapua 1 oo Tenini 10 upon it but costly human embellishments as to the condition of affairs which often exists 
Matarou 10 Tehaihio 10 Maui 20 well, an intelligent spirit that lives alone 

1 
in connection with Sunday school work, when 

Ue 50 Temehau 20 'l'ekahu 20 and is not in communion with its source; for l we find big, overgrown boys who think them-
Rota 20 Reitare 10 'l'ini 10 I 
Hate 20 Teone 20 Vehia 10 stagnant waters soon become putrid and in- selves too larg·e to attend Sunday school, and 
Tahare io Tapaeru 10 'l'euru 10 fectious. ~ . seem to labor under the impression that it is 
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a place for children only. The Savior 
seemed to be confronted with these questions, 
for he found it necessary upon one occasion 
to teach certain parties that except they 
humbled themselves and became as little 
children they could in no wise enter the 
kingdom of heaven. 

The science of phrenology teaches us that 
there are in the mind of man faculties or or
gans of intellect such as veneration, benevo
lence, and spirituality, and that they are a 
part of our being, as much so as the organs 
of language, calculation, music, size, color, 
etc.; hence we may reason from this condi
tion of affairs that the person who is properly 
educated must have all of those organs culti
vated and sustaining a proper relation to 
each other. If a person deaf and dumb is defi
cient in hearing and language, the sarrie logic 
brings us to the inevitable conclusion that 
those who are not religiously inclined are 
lacking in the other organs which we have 
mentioned. We would not think of neglect
ing the development of some of our mental 
powers, which are called into use every day, 
for we know full well their value. We can 
understand how the musician with a cultured 
mind and ear can perceive more beauty and 
harmony in the recital of a musical composi
tion than one who has had no development 
along those lines. And, while admitting this 
truth, how inconsistent it appears, when 
those who have cultivated the spiritual 
powers converse with one another upon the 
benefits derived therefrom, to bear some one 
who is altogether ignorant in the matter or 
totally lacking in those powers, sit in judg
ment upon them and tell them they are 
dreaming. We have only pity for those who 
do not see, whether the darkness which sur-" 
rounds them is due to a defect in their physi
cal organism or to the absence altogether of 
the sight of the eye. 

There are some people whose sense of ap
preciation is so dull that they can find more 
music in a base drum than the most cultured 
musician can bring forth from the finest piano 
ever constructed, for the simple reason that 
they can beat the drum, but can't play the 
piano, and it would take too long to learn 
how. So we find some who object to the Sun
day school and seem to think the street is a 
better place for them, because it requires less 
exertion to walk the streets tban it does to 
study a Sunday school lesson. 

Right here it seems we might fittingly re
late an incident which occurred in the life of 
the late Presidential candidate, Mr. Bryan. 
His father being an educated man knew full 
well the advantages of such a training, so 
after William had completed his course in 
the schools at home, he sent him to college 
in order to still further develop his faculties 
and fit him for a useful life. Like most boys 
at college, however, he wished to appear well 
dressed, and as he was still growing at the 
time, his feet had traveled several inches 
from the bottom of his trousers, and the rest 
of the. boys were having considerable sport 
with him over his appearance. Being- thus 
annoyed by his schoolmates, he wrote his 
father a letter, explaining the circumstances 
to him and requesting that he send him at' 
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once sufficient money to procure a pair of ! tober 1 of this year, by about one half of the 
trousers more in keeping with his size. In a membership, the other half not being willing 
few days there came a letter from his sire, to assist, as they live so far away from 
but greatly to William's disappointment it Papeete that they seldom go there. 
contained no money, and bis spirit drooped Our conference lasted six days, and at its 
within him as he thought of the ridicule of conclusion I was attacked again quite severely 
his companions which he would still be com- with neuralgia of the stomach and bowels, but 
pelled to endure. In that letter, after giving by the blessing of God through administration 
him many other excellent words of advice, and the careful, watchful nursing of Emma I 
his father said: "My son, as tbe school year got all right again, but was very weak; for 
is now about over, if you have no fault to find the pain was somewhat disagreeable and 
with your trousers, except as to length, they weakening. But we were soon able to move 
will do you the balance of the term, for you on our way again, so after being detained a 
will find in the end that men will judge you few days we left Takaroa in a boat for Kau
rather by the length of your head than the kura, stopped most all day at Takapoto, and 
length of your trousers. the day following got to Arutua, where we 

How many boys and girls are attending located in Elder Tapu's new house and just 
Sunday schools worried more over the ap- rested; and being recuperated, we came here. 
pearance of their dress than as to whether I preached this morning to a house full of 
or not they have mastered the lesson? If people, for many are gathered here from 
there are any such here, I hope they will other islands, to gather the cocoanuts and 
take the advice given to Mr. Bryan. dive for the pearl shells and pearls. 

When we speak of the Sunday school as a From here we will try to get to Manihi and 
necessary educational factor, we do so with perhaps some. of the further islands eastward, 
the thought in mind that it is being made a and work our way back to Papeete in June or 
means of education, and not simply a place July, and begin again the printing work, if 
where we meet from time to time, being able the Lord wills. 
to say we have attended fifty-two Sundays in We have not received any mail since the 
the year, without taking. into consideration February mail, so if letters are not answered 
how much wiser we are at the end of that our friends will please be patient with us; we 
time. Without some such institution as the will probably get some mail next month. 
Sunday school the higher nature in child- The Utah Church held its conference at, 
hood's days would receive but little educa- Takaroa also, and on the Sunday after their 
tion; hence, as a factor necessary to complete conference their young elder, David Neff, 
and perfect development of mind, the labor preached the "Adam-God" doctrine, so he 
performed by the Sunday school may prop- .told me, and that he delighted in it as a 
erly be termed a necessary part in our educa- beautiful doctrine. He also defended the ly
tion. ing doctrine, citing Abraham's story about 

If you have in the past neglected these his wife being his sister, and Peter denying 
faculties of mind which you possess, whether his Lord. It seems strange to me that they 
you are old or young in years, cultivate them, are so blinded; so far astray are they that 
and I assure you that you will then come to they excuse their evils, crimes, and sins, by 
know that the only reason why you could .not quoting the evils, crimes, and sins committed 
appreciate them before was because they had by those of old, which sins, evils, and crimes 
been of no service to you. are condemned by the word and law of God. 

heiter IlepartmBm. 
KA UKURA, May 1. 

Editors Herald:-Last evening we arrived 
here from Arutua, where we, Emma and I, 
had tarried a few days on our way from the 
conference at Takaroa. 

We had a very pleasant and peaceable con
ference, although we had some business to 
do which ordinarily might provoke some 
trouble, but the one thousand two hundred 
and ten saints which had gathered t,here 
were in good humor and not at all inclined to 
be quarrelsome. The one thousand two hun
dred and ten saints gathered at Takaroa in 
sixty-one boats, five vessels, and one steamer. 
Their feast, which lasted eleven days, only 
cost this year about three thousand dollars, 
for tbe one thousand two hundred and ten 
people, as against about fifteen thou>and dol
lars last year for nineteen days and five hun
dred and fifty-six people. 

Arrangements were made to pay the two 
thousand dollars French money which the 
church owes for the land. bought last Octo
ber. This debt will all be paid before Oc-

There were perhaps one hundred and fifty of 
them at their conference. 

The man is here now to take uur letters in 
a boat to Papeete, so we stop. Peace be with 
you all in Israel. JOSEPH F. BUR'rON. 

MILTON, Fla., June 14. 
Editors Herald:-In Herald of June 8 I see 

a letter from Sr. Annie Needham, wherein 
she relates a dream. As I read her letter 
the interpretation came to me. When I read 
her request to interpret it the Spirit seemed 
to say to me, "Write and give the interpreta
tion." 

I believe it was given as a warning to the 
church, as it refers to the resurrection of the 
dead: and that it means just this: that as in 
the dream the saints did not all arise, you 
asked the reason, the answer was 1 'None but 
the just come up in this resurrection;" even 
so it will be in the first resurrection, when 
Christ comes; not all those whose names are 
on the church records will be accounted meet 
for the first resurrection, but only those who 
have tried to keep the inhale lo.w. There is 
plenty of scripture to prove this. 

Saints should be exceedingly cnreful, as Sa
tan is ever seeking a chance to lead us astray. 
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My experience is that he tries hardest to 
drag down the Latter Day Saints, as he has 
troubled me more since I joined this church 
than ever before. 

The signs of the times show plainly that 
the time is near when God will execute ven
geance on the earth, and it is my prayer that 
the saints may all be found keeping the faith 
and not be punished for neglecl; of duty. 
Sometimes I see saints in the lii!;ht, frivo
lous, and wicked pleasures of the world. I 
can hear of some bei~g at the dance; of others 
using intoxicating liquors and tobacco, and 
seeking all that this world can give in the 
way of pleasure; while I seldom, if ever, see 
them at the prayer meeting or the Sunday 
school. Some indulge in the habits of lying, 
backbiting, and quarrnling, and sometimes 
fighting. To these the warning is given that 
unless they repent they shall be lost. To all 
such I would say, What did you join the 
church for? If you were not going to give 
up worldly lusts, why did you not stay in the 
world, and not be a hypocrite, and bring re
proach on the church of the living God? 
These same members are very angry if they 
hear the church accused of wickedness, yet 
they are the very ones who have caused such 
things to be said, or have given the world 
reason to think them by their unchristian 
conduct. Do you not know that God has in
trusted to us the work of making the name 
of Latter Day Saint honorable aJiong men 
and his church a thing of beauty? 

I am not an angel myself and I know that 
the best of us cannot be perfect; yet if we only 
try faithfully to keep his commandments, God 
will reward us, while there is no reward 
promised to those who will not try. Anyone 
is Hable to be tempted and get wrong some
times, but if you try to keep the law you will 
not go far astray, and God will forgive you 
and help you if you humble yourself and ask 
him. And if we try to remedy our own 
faults we will not have time to talk about 
othel's and find fault. 

We have a new denomination in this sec
tion of our country familiarly known as the 
United Freewill Baptists; but nothing is as 
good as oiir faith. Such systems as this do 
not injure us; they only cause people to see 
the difference between our church and all 
the others, and that is what I like as I have 
heard people say, "0 your church is just like 
all the rest." I am glad when they see that 
it is not like the rest, and the honest in heart 
will be gathered in. 

I see our people are talking of "coopera
tion" a great deal. I would like to see the 
time when Zion is built up and the pure in 
heart will be gathered there. That is what 
I understand by cooperation; and while I 
have no worldly goods to contribute, yet my 
sympathies are with you, and if I can help in 
any way I will gla.dly do so. 

It is my desire to do all I can for the church; 
but I ca.n never do half as much as it has done 
for me. I ask an interest in the prayers of 
all that I may have strength to endure to the 
end and that we may all have part in the first 
resurrection. 

Your sister, 

EMMA BAILEY. 
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ALBION, Idaho, June 16. 
Editors Herald:-Yes, you are, or. should 

be a herald of good news to the saints. 
When I think how constant you have been, 
since first I formed your acquaintance, I feel 
deeply pained that I have not the same sweet 
remembrance of my constancy in "moving 
forward." However, there wiH always come 
a time in a soldier's life when he will take a 
pleasure in the call, "forward," if he catches 
the inspiration of the music. The vital 
energy of the gospel wakes up every energy 
of the soul, when the bright "dayspring from 
G;1 C.igh" sends its radiancE' of heavenly light 
athwart our pathways if we truly obey from 
the heart the celestial call, of that low, sweet 
voice of love which bade the troubled wind 
and waves, "Peace, be still.'' How very 
much indeed does the yearning, hungering
soul long to catch the cadence of the music 
of that same sweet voice, that it too may rest 
in peace in that bosom of love. The "oil of 
gladness" which the soul so much craves, yet 
the source of its outflow seems to the carnal 
mind so bard to reach; a straight and narrow 
way indeed, yet so bright, cheerful, and so set 
with flowers of paradise, if we can set our 
affections on everything we see, to right or 
left, as we tread this precious way holding 
timidly to the "iron rod." Sweet indeed is 
the fruit of the "tree of life." 

What a sorrowful time some Christians 
seem to have ere they reach the first plateau, 
where they can get a nice glimpse out of the 
wilderness. Why are so many of Zion's chil
dren so dull of apprehension or understand
ing? Why so loth to set o'ur affections on 
heavenly things that the Lord may reflect 
heavenly light, and the fragrance from 
Eden's garden fill the senses? Truly, the 
garden was put eastward in Eden; di vine wis
dom is quickly seen in all the plan, as well 
as the path way to the tree of life. But the 
trouble is all with man. He is forever look
ing backward; he sees no beauty ahead, nor 
about him, for his mind and reveries are 
absorbed in what is in the rear; no special 
interest in what is ahead. What if he should 
forget himself in the interest in what lies 
ahead, take a pleasure in expectation, in an
ticipation of what will be unfolded to his 
vision when he reaches yonder tableland. 
Wonders are to be seen on every hand. The 
path way gets brighter, grows wider, grand
eur and beauties before undreamed of are 
everywhere. Heaven's panorama gleams 
above the eastern hills; by and by the golden 
gates of the paradise of the soul, prepared 
for .the prodigal's return, by a thoughtful 
Father's care. Says the prodigal, This is 
where I used to dwell; I remember it now so 
well; I was an immature child when I left 
this blissful home. Then he turns about, 
and with a smile and salute, Farewell old 
wilderness, I stay at home forever more! 

Well this is a very .sweet reverie, but I 
have for some days felt impressed to write a 
precious vision, so kindly granted me in an
swer to the earnest yearning of my soul. It 
will, I trust, encourage others to stop dream
iog so much of earthly baubles. It is said 
"Angel's visits are few and far between;" but 
I am now fully satisfied it is our fault; that 
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we shall receive as soon as we are willing to 
say from the heart, Thy will, 0 Lord, shall 
be my pleasure; and say, My Savior, thy 
will first, last, and always; I sanctify thee 
in my heart. Those who obey this "gospel of 
the kingdom," can get very close to that 
bosom of love, which soothes with heavenly 
sweetness, and fills the hungry soul. 

In 1884 I was ordained an elder, and since 
then I have felt with all the certainty of con
viction the responsibility I accepted; but 
there seemed Alps in the way. As one after 
another of my excuses were dissipated, and 
obstacle after another faded away, I finally 
concluded I could not play Jonah any longer, 
so I said, By thy grace, dear Lord, I will ac
cept the task assigned me twenty-eight years 
ago at the water's side by prophecy. I have 
just this to say, before all men, I simply want 
to fall short in nothing, to please the Lord, 
who has been so forbearing. 

On the :.:4th of April, as I was visiting from 
house to house in this valley, I prayed that 
the Lord would reveal himself more clearly 
to me. On the morning of the 25th, while I 
hy in bed thinking of the wonders which 
were thrilling my being, of what was to come 
forth among the people, for the upbuilding 
of Zion's cause, whether fully awake or not, I 
am not able to say. Apparently I was as 
much awake as ever when absorbed in deep 
thought, when all at once I became conscious 
I was resting on my elbows, looking slightly 
upward, at the right hand of the Lord, ex
tended just beyond my reach as I was reclin
ing. My first and only impression and which 
remained, while the hand remained was, The 
Lord's hand in welcome. I looked at it 
fondly, without a doubt as to the identity of 
the band; so fair, so beautiful, with a part 
of the wrist exposed, above which it faded to 
a sunbeam of light, brighter than normal 
daylight, but resembling sunlight in a room 
(a sunbeam). After watching the hand and 
thinking over the welcome, I looked down 
wrapt in thought, then looking up again it 
was still there; I thf'n watched it with the 
same thought as at first. The next sensation 
I felt was that I was resting so sweetly in the 
Savior's love, and lying so easy on the bed. 
I was not a stranger to this sensation, for at 
times for years I had experienced it, but not 
so fully. 

Often since then I have been wrapt up in 
the same heavenly fervor, by just calling on 
the name of the Lord, even while walking 
along, thinking of the heavenly past. I had 
often thought over the saying, "Whether in 
the body, or out of the body," etc. Here was 
an actual demonstration to me, in which at 
the time I felt as wide-awake as it were pos
sible to be; yet I did not have the conscious
ness of rising to the attitude I occupied or of 
resuming the normal in bed. The room 
seemed light as day, and when I felt con
scious it was time to arise; yet I almost 
feared to get up lest I lose the embrace of my 
Savior's love. 

Now, dear saints, especially the ministry, 
this I say, as a coworker with you and the 
Master for Zion's weal, by authority of the 
Comforter, we were intended and should be 
living object lessons, in all true fidelity and 
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godly zeal. Clothed with humility, full of 
love, with but one aim in life, to push the 
work of the Master along the whole front, 
overcoming evil with good. Uphold one 
another with the church; pleading earnestly 
before the Lord that he "come and rain 
righteousness upon ub"-among the gentiles, 
as a dew from t.he Lord. 

One of the tardy ones, but a lover of Zion's 
cause, CHAS. ALBERTSON. 

NEW CANTON, Ill., July 5. 
Editors Heralcl:-Perhaps some are won

dering what has become of the missionary 
force of this district again, as the question is 
often asked us, "Why don't you write the 
Herald so we can keep track of you?" 

Since the Keb conference we have been 
very busy looking after the work in Mt. 
Pleasant, Burlington, Fort Madison, Mon
trose, Pittsfield, Nebo, and New Canton. 
vVhile we have been very busy, we have done 
but little preaching, owing to other work fall
ing to our lot as district president. Surely 
Satan and his imps are busy this year. It 
has been our painful duty to appoint two 
elders' courts tbus far and more to follow; 
but the work must be protected against all 
imposition. 

Bro. E. A. Smith has been our traveling 
companion thus far, and is taking hold of the 
missionary work alright, and if he will con
tinue faithful will make a good worker as 
well as reasoner. It would be better if he· 
was with, some one that had more opportu
nit,y for preaching and less district work. I 
greatly feel the need of more opportunity in 
this line to develop as a speaker. It seems 
that my lot has been from the first to act as 
sort of a scavenger and look after those un
pleasant things. 

Bro. Snively is with us here, where we have 
held over Sunday last. Yesterday we cele
brated the nation's holiday fishing. Wednes
day eve will close our meetings, and owing to 
the busy times,sickness,and sickly climate, we 
go north to Keokuk and Carthage. While here 
we have all three been nearly down sick, and 
to-day the writer experienced a genuine case 
of chills and fever. This whole country has 
been so extremely wet all spring that crops 
are almost a fi.ilure, and it is now turning off 
~o bot and dry it is very unhealthy. 

While at Nebo we organized a branch with 
the following officers: W. A. Guthrie pre
siding elder, 'rimothy P. Johnson teacher, 
Marion L. Johnson deacon. A splendid spirit 
attended and we have reason to believe that 
if all will put forth a reasonable effort the 
work will prosper there. Bro. J. S. Snively 
held a series of meetings at Pittsfield, and, 
did all in bis power to revive the work, but 
all to no avail. With the exceptions of one 
or two nights hardly enough saints and out
siders came out to hold meetings. It seemed 
too bad too, when we take into consideration 
the good branch we once had there and the 
nice church building we now have. Owing 
to the surrounding conditions and the needed 
repairs on the church building that must be 
made in the near future or lose all, we think 
the best the Bishopric can do is to sell the 
house to the highest bidder. 
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We can sympathize with Sr. Carroll, and a 
very few others, who are willing to do all they 
can for the work and to warn their neigh
bors; but it seems the town people are past 
redemption. This seems to be the hardest 
year we ever experienced to get the people 
interested in the gospel. Their whole inter
est and attention is in the "war." 

If any of the saints desire preaching in 
their neighborhood please notify us and we 
will do all we can for you. Write to our 
home address, Lamoni, Iowa. 

Your brother in bonds, 

F. M. WELD. 

NEW HOPE, Va,, July 1. 
Editors Herald:-Since leaving Goose Creek 

I have made the following record: I arrived 
at Cabin Run on June 3 and preached twice 
at the house of Bro. C. G. Ruley. From 
there I went to Leeson's Run, on Sunday, 
where Bro. Chas. Ruley had made appoint
ments; and then on to the Taylor Church, on 
White Oak, to meet appointments in a kind 
of '"sermon-about" arrangement with Rev. 
Taylor, with whom Bro. D. L. Shinn once 
had a discussion. I awaited the coming of 
the brother and the congregation, but al
though written notices had been posted, but 
two persons came; one a Bro. Ralph Givens, 
the other his brother. So I made the follow
ing entry in my diary and went home with 
Bro. Ralph to his mother's about five miles, 
and preached there on Thursday night: 
'"June 6, 1898. Went to Taylor Church, about 
seven miles, to meet Rev. Taylor in a sort of 
'sermon-about' arrangement. Arrived at the 
residence of Mr. George Pritchard and his 
son-in-law, who together with the family, 
treated me nicely, gave me my supper and 
the keys to the church. Nobody came to 
hear and I wrote a note and left it on the 
stand with the keys and said, 'Good Bye.'" 

I then arranged meetings for Leeson's Run 
Sunday forenoon and afternoon. Bro. D. L. 
Shinn put in his appearance on Saturday, 
and I had the pleasure of again hearing that 
giant debater and most excellent preacher, 
from Matthew 24: 14. 

From there I came to Bro. Isaac Coffman's,, 
arriving June 16, and there being a dedica
tion service on Sunday by the Dunkards, it 
was decided to take it in and make announce
ments for grove meetings on Sundays. I 
attended both forenoon and afternoon. The 
dedicatory sermon by Elder Early was a very 
good effort in the main, he taking Solomon's 
temple as an example and pattern; and as it 
was to be "called of all nations a house of 
prayer," the-speaker said it must be for all 
nations to come and worship the God of, 
heaven in-of every color and every lan
guage, etc." I began to think there might 
be a chance for my poor persecuted brethren 
here to come to this "house of prayer" and 
worship according to the dictates of their 
consciences and the teaching of their Bible; 
but imagine my chagrin when, after the 
evening service, the bishop arose and stated 
that "This building is dedicated to the ex
clusive use of the Brethren [Dunkards]; but 
we will let others have the use of it on fu-

neral occasions, and that only." Isn't that a 
paradox? 

I held two services on Sunday in the grove, 
and one at night, in Bro. Isaac Coffman's 
house, and had two Utah elders in attend
ance at the last two; and they stayed all 
night here and we had quite a talk on our 
differences. They said they were not allowed 
to hold public discussion with us or others; 
they believed the doctrine of polygamy to be 
a holy principle, and would prove it to me. 
But after some little talk they said they 
would go after their books and come back 
and spend the day with us. They told me 
they had fifty missionaries in this State, and 
expected enough more to have two in each 
county. I expect to give some attention to 
their work, as they are making quite an 
opening in some places, and have fourteen 
members in Staunton; so they tell me. I 
told them, I expected to throw a few "bombs" 
into their fortifications, and as I am almost 
alone in the missionary field here, certainly 
fifty of them ought to be able to make good 
their defense. They only smiled and said 
they could not hold public discussions with
out consent from headquarters. 

I just received a letter from Dr. P. P. 
Stark, of Richmond, Virginia, which I in
close herewith. It will show where .I will 
likely labor for some time in the near future. 
I have just received the tract he refers to, 
and believe that with a few corrections, it 
will serve a good mission, and hope it may 
accomplish every expectation of the author. 

July 3. Have just closed my three services 
for the day. Oh, so hot! mercury 110. Not 
very many in attendance, but good attention. 

Yours truly, 
JEROME L. GOODRICH. 

RICHMOND, Va., June 28. 
Mr. J. L. Goodrich, New Hope, Virginia. 

Dear Brother:-Your postal was duly re
ceived, and I am very glad that you will be 
able to give some of your time to the work in 
this city and the country adjoining. I will 
endeavor to secure a hall here in which you 
will be enabled to hold services, and assist 
you in the work. My own time, since uniting 
with the church, has been devoted more 
towards preparing a suitable series of tracts 
for the work, than actual preaching; but as 
the work is nearly completed in that direc
tion, I hope to have it as a helpmeet in my 
subsequent labors in the cause. 

The little book will probably be completed 
within the next ten days and ready for dis
tribution; but it is sufficiently near comple
tion for me to send you an advanced proof 
sheet, with errors marked, which will be 
corrected before being issued to the public, 
and will give you an idea of the direction of 
my labors in preparing a suitable exposition 
of the cause for distribution in these parts. 

I both hope and pray that it shall be for 
the good of the gospel work in behalf of the 
people in this city and State. 

As soon as I can make arrangements for 
the hall I will write again, which may be 
within the next few days. 

Yours in the gospel work, 
P. P. STARK. 
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SOUTH YARMOUTH, Mass., July 8. 
Editors Rerald:-I wrote you in May from 

Fiskville, Rhode Island, where I was holding 
services in the saints' chapel. Bad weather 
and other causes prevented many from com
i~g out, but I trust some little good was done. 
This is a day of sacrifice, and there are two 
classes of people in the world and sometimes 
in the church: one class is willing to sacri
fice, and the other is willing that they should. 

On May 21 I went to Dennisport, on Cape 
Cod, a..id began a series of meetings in the 
church there. On Monday evening I was 
made glad by seeing Bro. Richard Bullard, 
who had come from Boston to tell the gospel 
story. We continued meetings through the 
week and on Sunday the writer baptized two. 
We continued meetings the next week. Bro. 
Bullard spent a few' days at East Dennis, · 
preaching to the saints and friends there, 
while the writer remained at Dennisport. 
On Tuesday, June 7, I went to South Orleans, 
Bro. Bullard having returned to Boston. 
Bro. Dean Linnell kindly looked after my 
tempocal welfare while there. I held a few 
cottage meetings, but the interest was not 
sufficient to warrant a long continuation of 
them; however, I am satisfied good was done. 
There are a few saints at South Orleans that 
joined the church some twenty or thirty 
years ago, but for years they have had no 
preaching and apparently have been forgot
ten. In fact I have been in the district some 
fourteen years and never knew of their ex
istence until two or three years ago, when I 
came across them by chance. It is one of the 
strange things in our methods of propaganda 
that we spend so much time and money to 
convert people, and then leave them to die a 
spiritual death, because we have no one to 
"feed my sheep." The cry is "open new 
places," and when they are "opened" and 
the people converted, what then? Why open 
more, and when those first opened ask for 
bread they are given a stone. Where does 
the fault lie? Principally with the people. 
As a church we do not pay for the support of 
the church one half, no, perhaps not one third 
as much as members of other churches, 11nd at 
the same time demand more of our ministry 
than any other church in the world. We 
pray God to send more laborers into the 
harvest field, and then hold on to our pockets 
with such a tight grip that those already in 
the field may have to leave, because they do 
not want to be counted "worse than an infi
del." 

While at Orleans the Methodist pastor, 
Rev. Mr. Thompson, invited me to preach 
for him and treated me with every considera
tion possible. It is certainly a pleasure to 
meet with such liberal-hearted men, and' to 
feel that freedom of speech and spirit in com
plying with the invitation thus extended. 

After preaching at the Methodist church 
in Orleans Bro. Lennell and the writer 
mounted our two-wheeled chariots and glided 
-no, that is not the word,-sizzeled through 
the sun, or under the sun, to Dennisport, 
where the writer preached at night. A day 
aud a night at East Dennis-back again to 
the "Port," the Wednesday night meeting 
very spiritual. After service the writer and 
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a number of the saints were invited to Sr. 
Etta Thompson's where a number had already 
assembled and in a few minutes Mr. John 
Thompson said that they had a little present 
to present to me, and thereupon brought in 
the present. Mr. Martin Thompson made a 
neat little speech and the writer responded 
as best he could. What was it? Oh! a new 
bicycle! "Martie" Thompson, a young mer
chant of Dennisport, made up his mind that 
I ought to have a new wheel, and the above 
was the result. I certainly appreciate the 
kindness of my many friends Mid trust that 
the gospel wheel may do its part towards 
spreading the truth. 

At the present writing Bro. Bullard and 
the writer are at South Yarmouth in the 
tent, preaching to good audiences, and trust 
that a permanent opening may be made. 

With confidence in God, and in Cape Cod, 
I am, Your brother, 

GEO. W. ROBLEY. 

TORON'l'O, Ont., July 9. 
Editon Fierald:-It is a pleasure on my 

part to contribute a few lines relative to 
church work in these parts. Success is re
ported all along the line, though nothing 
remarkable. We are contented to grow 
gradually, so as to be sound and healthy as a 
people. 

As yet the labors of the missionaries are 
confined to Western Ontario, very little ever 
having been done in other parts. We would 
gladly ~pread out were we in a position to do 
so. As it is, we have plenty to do, but hope 
to see our force increased and given more 
power and greater opportunities; then we 
shall hope to do more and make Canada one 
of the choicest missions. 

The district conference, convening with 
Vanessa branch, proved a blessing to all 
attending, the Spirit manifesting itself in 
several ways. Brn. Seaton and Dickhout 
were ordained elders, while Elder McGregor 
and myself were ordained seventies according 
to resolution of General Conference, the 
Spirit of the Master being enjoyed in the 
ordinations. The business sessions were 
pleasant and edifying, and on the whole it 
was a good conference. 

Provision was made fer two-days' open-air 
meeting at Kinglake, July 2 and 3, mission 
president in charge, which was also a sue" 
cess. l<~ive sermons were preached and well 
received. Good was unmistakably done. 
Three were baptized, while others mani
fested their willingness to soon follow in 
obedience. 

During the afternoon service on Sunday a 
big windstorm suddenly arose and raged 
fiercely on all sides, but Providence specially 
favored the spot where we were gathered to
gether. The sand was thrown up into the 
air and trees bent nearly to the ground, but 
where we stood there was little more than 
the ordinary rustle of the leaves. A couple 
of hymns were sung, after which Elder Evans 
resumed his discourse and all was quiet 
again. Thanks be to the Master for his 
kindly notice. Success to all. 

Your brother in bonds, 
FREDERICK GREGORY. 
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UNDERWOOD, Iowa, July 5. 
Editors Herald:-! left home for my field of 

labor May 21; came to Crescent, where I 
preached a few times with good interest. 
The saints were very kind, for which I thank 
them. Left there May 28 to attend the Pot
tawattamie district conference at Parish 
schoolhouse. There I met a number of the 
ministry - I. M. Smith, Henry Kemp, G. H. 
Hilliard, H. N. Hansen, and others, and got 
acquainted with a number of the saints. 
Went from there to Underwood; visited with 
the saints there, then back to Crescent 
where I have labored more or less since. 

On June 26 I baptized a noble young man, of 
whom I am proud. July 3 I again entered 
the water and baptized six more into the 
Church of Christ; so the good work goes on. 
Bro. P. M. Hansen and I will commence 
meetings at the Downsville schoolhouse this 
evening, July 5. Will continue over Sunday. 

If any in the Pottawattamie district are 
wanting preaching in their localities, please 
write me at Magnolia, or Crescent, Iowa, and 
we will try and accommodate them. Pray
ing for the welfare of Zion, 

Your brother in Christ, 
D.R. CHAMBERS. 

REED CI'l'Y, Mich., July 9. 
Editors Herald:-.Tust a few lines to inform 

you that almost everything is moving on 
nicely in Michigan. The ministry in this 
district are alive to the interests of the work, 
and the local officers (most of them) are also 
doing what they can to aid, and the gospel is 
spreading. Eleven were bapthed at Cole
man during our late conference, in the font. 
Several had been baptized previous to those 
eleven named, and we expect many will fol
low after. 

Brn. J. A. Grant, J. A. Carpenter, and J. 
R. Beckley are busy. Bro. G.D. Washburn 
is at present assisting us in the tent. He is 
ali V!'J to the work, and intends after this sum
mer to spend the most of his time in the min
istry. Our numbers are increasing, and 
our work is widening. I expect to be with 
the brethren in the tent at Cadillac over 
Sunday and for a few days, then on up to 
Boyne City for a week, and help with a two
days' meeting the 16th and 17th; then on up 
to the upper peninsula of Michigan to open 
up in new placils, etc. 

The weather is very dry here, but we have 
fair wheat, and fruits look fair, but will be 
inferior to other years unless we get rain 
soon. Still we have faith and hope. May 
the kind Master bless us all. 

Working for the advancement of the lat
ter-day gospel, I am still in the faith, 

J. J. CORNISH. 

FENTRESS, I. T., June 2G. 
Editors H~erald: - A few words to many 

saints in regard to coming to the Indian 
Territory. I have been ad vising many of 
the_m to move to Indian Territory, but I un
derstand all those leases are to be done away 
with. If this be the case, there will not be so 
good a chance for them to have homes here; 
and I will say to all who are making prepa-

J rations to come here to lease land, Just wait 
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a short time until I find out abcut the lease 
law. 

This is a fine country; there ia plenty of 
timber, plenty of prairie, water, land, and 
grass. The soil is very productive; the prin
cipal crop~ are corn, oats, wheat, and cotton; 
but the farmers go heaviest on corn and cot
ton. There are good chances for people to 
rent and make good Ii vings, aside from the 
leasing business; und I will say that all that 
will come can do well, if they will put forth 
an effort. 

I would like to have as many as will come 
down and look at the country this summer, 
and see the chances for making a good 
living. Your brother, 

J. N. PERKINS. 

MICHIGAN SENA'L'E, July 12. 
Editors Herald:-Under the caption "Col

lege Aid" in Herald of July 9, there is an 
urgent appeal to the saints and friends of 
education for the gift of a small amount, 
from each one, to aid in raising a sum suffi
cient to remove the indebtedness now retard
ing the good work of "Graceland College." 
As a member of the Bishopric, I wish to add 
my hearty endorsement to the appeal made. 
This is a work of progress and lasting influ
ence upon the church, and we hope that this 
request will strike a sympathetic chord in 
the heart of each of the thousands of saints 
and friends of "Graceland College" wherever 
they may be. The amounts asked for are 
small, but remember that it is the aggregate 
of these small amounts that will remove the 
cloud from the college and put that institu
tion in a position where it can and will bring 
honor to the church, and the grateful thanks 
of thousands of children who are striving for 
an education surrounded by influences which 
are pure and moral. Do not delay, but get 
your money ready now. 

In bonds, 
E. A. BLAKESLEE. 

MARION, Kansas, July 13. 
Editors Herald: - While at Hutchinson, 

Kansas, last Monday I met two elders repre
senting the church in the valleys of the 
mountains. I began making inquiries about 
their church, whether they thought it was 
of God. "Sure," they said; tj:iey had a testi
mony direct that it was so. I asked them 
how that could possibly be, seeing they once 
taught and practiced polygamy. 'fhey at 
once began to excuse themselves because of 
the court historian in David's time saying 
God gave David Saul's wives, and that Da
vid's acts were justified except in the case of 
Uriah the Hittite. I asked if they justified 
·their teachings and practices because of the 
record of David and Solomon. "Oh yes; the 
Bible says so." 

I asked what books they had for sale; tl::ey 
offered me a very cheap Voice of Warning at 
fifteen cents. I bought one; asked if they 
had anything more. "Yes, tbe Book of Mor
mon." I asked to see it, and when I turned 
to the place where a fallen, rebellious people 
tried to justify polygamy because of the 
things that were written concerning David, 
I could see the elders' faces harden. When I 
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turned over another page approving of the mute appeal? and will he not hasten 
Lamanites actions, for they had not forgotten toward it and move it to a place of 
the commandments of the Lord, that one man f t ? If · f h 1 
should have only one wife-as I tried to ham- I sa e Y_ · compassion or our e p-
mer this thought into their heads, r could less little ones moves us to deeds of 
feel it rebounding back, rejected, and I mercy, how much more will our God 
opened out on them, told them they were be moved upon when a struggling 
worse than a sectarian; for when you show a soul reaches out to its heavenly par
sectarian a matter as plain as tbat, lle ac- ent for strength to overcome the 
knowledges it. I said, "Don't shut up your 
mind like a clam shell against your own evi- power of the enemy. 
dence; acknowledge it like men." God hears and pities all our cries, 

I then attacked them on Brigham's taking He knoweth all our wants, 
out of the Covenants the marriage ceremony; And what we blindly ask of him, 
proyed it to them; crammed it down them, His love withholds or grants. 
that a man who makes a covenant and delib-
erately breaks it, as did every man who was 
married under the Joseph Smith marriage 
ceremony, and afterward entered polygamy, 
was unworthy of respect; and as John com
manded us to try the spirits, their testimony 
of receiving God's Spirit would not go far 
with me. 

By this time I had a larg·e crowd of listen
ers. I asked to preach for them, and did; 
but in the sermon I only represented the lat
ter-day work, its restoration, and the d.ivine 
mission of Joseph Smith. Several came to 
me afterward greatly interested. I told the 
young men that the prophet's lineage was 
not in Utah, and that where it was there was 
the church. J. A. ROBINSON. 

Oriqinal 1Ir1ic1Bs. 

Prayer is the mightiest of levers in 
the hands of the Christian for remov
ing difficulties. Prayer keeps the 
Christian's armor bright. Our great 
Exemplar commanded his disciples to 
pray for their brethren that their faith 
fail not. The Moslem arises from his 
slumbers to pray to Allah, saying it 
is better to pray than sleep. When 
blessings crown our pathway and 
brighten our prospects here, the 
source from which they proceed de
mands a return for those marks of 
his favor, our gratitude and affection 
is required. 

Thou shalt have no other gods before me. 

In the weakness of our humanity we 
PRAYER. sometimes lose sight of the hand that 

WE read in the sacred word that gave this, and our hearts become set 
Christ, the author of the Christian upon earthly things; we withhold 
faith, not only prayed to the Father that which the Lord requires. The 
in heaven, but that he taught his fol- things of this world get between us 
lowers to do so, and the giver, and in this way we be
and whatsoever ye shall ask in my name, that come separated from him. When this 
will I do, that the Father may b.e glorified in obtains there is but one way to get 
the Son. If ye shall ask anything in my back, by which to obtain the divine 
name I will do it.-John 14: 13, H. favor, and that is through prayer and Universalists teach that prayer does 

humility. 
not more affect the Almighty but that 
its effects are had directly on him that It is written in the sacred word, 
offers prayer. Now the Scriptures that one who fe:i,red God prayed for 
tell us in the second book of Kings three full weeks, during which time 
that one who was righteous before he ate no pleasant bread, and in the 
the Lord was sick unto death, and meantime a celestial being appeared 
that the Lord sent his servant Isaiah to him bearing a message from Jeho
to tell him to prepare for he was vah. It would seem that prayer 
called to die; it is further stated that moved God to send this messenger 

from tile courts of heaven for the on receiving this sentence he prayed 
asking that his days might be length- language of the angel proves it:-
ened and as l't 1·s wri'tten the prayers Fear not, Daniel: for from tbe first day , 

that thou didst set thy heart to under-
of the 1-'ighteous availeth much, so it stand, ... thy words were heard, and I am 
proved in this instance, for it moved come for thy words. 

the Lord to extend his life fifteen It has been affirmed that in process 
years. of time, when the power of the adver-

A little child wanders from its home, sary would increase, "if the saints 
and exposed to dangers has lost its did not keep pace with the develop
way; the father sees it with its little ments of that power they would be 
hands outstretched toward him ap- overcome." Since the Lord set his 
pealingly. Can that parent resist its . hand to hasten his work, we can see 
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the fulfillment of that prediction in the 
increase of crime in the world; can 
see and feel the influence of the rising 
power of the adversary in our own 
experiences, that a greater degree of 
watchfulness and prayerfulness is re
quired to meet the demand as the 
power of the enemy looms up around 
us. Who, then, in and of himself, 
can withstand it? Our only refuge 
then is in the power of Jehovah. Let 
us then do as the apostle said, pray 
without ceasing, that we may receive 
that degree of the presence, power of 
the Spirit that will conduct us in 
safety through the trials, perils, and 
whatever else lie before us, and 
qualify us to share in the joys of the 
redeemed. E. B. F. 

IMPORTANT BRIEFS. 

DURING the last few years a great 
deal of matter has been contributed 
to our leading papers on Discipleism, 
by various members of the priest
hood. This unselfish disposition on 
the part of the brethren to give others 
of their fellow ministers the benefit of 
their researches, of that which they 
have found useful to themselves, is 
admirable beyond question, But after 
all that has been written on this sub
ject, the usefulness of which I do not 
meditate to call in question, I am of 
the opinion that there still remains 
an important vacancy to be filled-if 
it is possible to fill it. 

That which has been published in 
the past consists largely in Disciple 
denunciations of all other churches, 
the exclusiveness of their claim to be 
the true church, and their claim to be 
''restorers." This with other matter 
which migh't come under minor head
ings, if the classification were to be 
extended, is very valuable indeed; 
but where are the quotations from en
cyclopedias, histories, and different 
reference books wherein Disciples are 
misrepresented or denounced? It is 
well known to our people that we are 
misrepresented in many old volumes 
which were standard works at one 
time, and Disciples are the very ones 
to use them against us when it suits 
their purpose. 

Now, how handy it would be if we 
could show that the same or similar 
works, which they use against us, 
are against them also. I do not 
know, but from the fact that those 
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people were very unpopular during 
the incipient stages of their existence, 
I am led to believe that if some old 
standard or reference books were to 
be examined there would be found in 
them considerable of the nature indi
cated. The old Encyclopedia Britan· 
nica misstates facts in reference to us. 
What does it say about them? Past 
editions of the American Encyclo
pedias have treated us unfairly. 
What has it said about Discipleism? 
These with numerous other reference 
books of various kinds might be ex
amined with good results by some of 
our brethren having access to them. 
Brethren in large cities like Chicago, 
St. Louis, New York, etc., where 
there are immense public libraries 
containing all such books, might avail 
themselves of this splendid oppor
tunity. If successful it would add a 
very large proportion to the supply 
already furnished, as a means to meet 
and refute the representatives of this 
fallible and humanly invented society. 
When examined in the light of such 
facts, Discipleism falls like a punc
tured balloon. 

Of course it is true that some mod
ern standard works have modified 
their attitude toward us, to a reasona
ble extent; but if we can prove that 
the same books, or the same class of 
books, used against us, are against 
them, it is far more sweeping and 
effectual. 

There appears in our church papers 
from time to time many important ex
tracts from books and other papers; 
some of them are very useful, and are 
clipped or copied by the writer for 
reference. The value of some, how
ever, is gr,eatly reduced by a failure 
on the part of the contributor to give 
the name and date of the publicatiions 
from which they were taken. A mere 
statement of the facts ill some cases is 
not enough. If I read in the Herald 
of Talmage, or any of the popular 
ministers acknowledging the corrupt
ness of their creeds, I want more than 
the authority of the Herald or one of 
our elders, in order to use it publicly. 
A few instances of this kind induces 
me to call attention to it. In so doing 
I trust I may not be understood as 
aspiring to do that which more prop
erly belongs to some one else. 

What about the Spanish-American 
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war? What, when, and where will 
the end be? These are questions 
which are bothering the world's 
greatest diplomats. The object for 
which the war was inaugurated may 
be farther off than many imagine. It 
has now been in progress for several 
weeks, and the Spaniards are not 
driven out of Cuba yet. Who knows 
but what some of the great European 
powers may be involved before it is 
over? If they should, I believe it 
would fulfill a prophecy I heard not 
two years ago. It is evident that the 
hand of Providence is working among 
the nations in bringing about his 
great purposes. I believe it is well 
for us to pray to God to intervene in 
these great international difficulties, 
that they may be regulated or ad
justed in such a manner as shall be in 
harmony with the prosperity of his 
work. All things are indeed in com
motion. The saints, I believe, are 
the most peaceful and contented of all 
people, as they see the links one by 
one forming in the great chain of 
events bringing them nearer to the 
great, grand, final climax of all things. 

Canadian newspapers and Canadian 
statesmen are in sympathy with the 
United States, and of the Anglo
American alliance talked of, they 
speak very approvingly. We are 
glad to see the friendly relations being 
cultivated between Great Britain, her 
dependencies, and the United States. 
There is no doubt that the stories of 
Spanish horrors in Cuba, as given in 
American papers, did not lose any
thing in those journals; but viewing 
things from an impartial standpoint, 
as we Canadian saints may, it appears 
very plausible that the grounds were 
sufficient to warrant a warlike action 
on the part of the States. 

ALVIN KNISLEY. 
SELKIRK, Ontario, May 26, 1898. 

8tlndau Sc110·01 Ilsso~iations. 
CONVENTION NOTICES. 

Eastern Iowa convention will me,et with 
Green Valley branch, seven miles from Ons
low, July 30, continuing over Sunday. All 
saints interested in Sunday school work are 
earnestly requested to attend. Any coming 
by train please send word to 0. Ii;. Green, 
Onslow, Iowa. No trains will be met at Onslow 
iinless word is received. This is our first 
convention separate from district conference, 
so all come and bring the spirit of love with 
you. Bring along your Winnowed Songs 
and Hymnals. Come early and stay all 
throug-h. ELLA J. GREEN, Supt. 
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MisGellanBotls DepartmBnt 
WILLIAMS-BAYS DEBATE.-NO. 10. 

May 18.-ELDER WILLIAMS' SECOND SPEECH. 

Elder Bays has misrepresented the Book of 
Mormon. He s2.ys the book says they went 
northward. It says "they went down into 
the valley which was northward." The val
ley was northward, not that they went north. 

He defied me a while ago to find which di
rection they went from the tower of Babel. 
Now he says he has found it. Let him have 
time and he will prove the proposition. The 
history says they went into the valley of 
Nimrod, and from thence the Lord led them 
to a land where nev.er man had been, which I 
have shown must have been west, as they 
came to Babylon from the east. 

He referred to how the word "crond" was 
spelled. It is spelled right in this edition I 
have. A man is poor off for argument to 
use anything like that. 

He said he had quoted scripture to prove 
his position'. I have &hown how ridiculous 
his application of scripture is. He said 
Hazor was carried down into Assyria into 
captivity. I insisted they went to America. 
He will have to prove his explanati.on. I 
have read passages from the Bible to prove 
my contention. 

He said I must prove they came to Aus
tralia in order to prove they came to 
America. What logic! 

He says that Book of Mormon is somewhat 
accountable for polygamy by saying if there 
had been no present revelation there would 
have been no Book of Mormon-no Book of 
Mormon, no Mormonism; and no Mormon
ism, no polygamy. I read from a letter that 
should be taken as good authority, as it was 
written by D. H, Bays. That letter says that 
the moral precepts and ethical teachings of 
the Book of Mormon are good. How could 
that which is good lead to such an evil? 

The Book of Mormon claims that the sec
ond colony was led by a man who had four sons. 

Montesinos says of the Peruvian civiliza
tion: "It was originated ... by a people led 
by four brothers, who settled in the valley of 
Cuzco .... The youngest of these brothers 
assumed supreme authority, and became the 
first of a long line of sovereigns. "-Ancient 
America, p. 264. 

The Book of Mormon claims that the peo
ple who came here were white people. This 
claim is sustained by archa:iology. 

Baldwin says: "The tradition of the na
tive Mexicans and Central .Americans de
scribed the first civilizers as 'bearded white 
men,' who 'came from the east in ships.'"
Ancient America, p. 173. 

Bancroft says: "There are numerous 
vague traditions of settlements or nations of 
white men, who lived apart from the other 
people of the country, and weriiJ possessed of 
advanced civilization."-Native Haces, vol. 5, 
page 24. 

Josiah Priest says: " ... traits of white 
nations in Georgia and Kentucky before 
Columbus' time and the traditions of the In
dians respecting them."-American Antiqui
ties, edition of 1838, p. 390. 
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Ignatius Donnelly says of tho Peruvians: 
"The native traditions said this city was 
built by bearded white men, who came there 
long before the time of the Incas, and estab· 
lished a settlement."-Atlantis, p. 393. 

He turned to Ezekiel, and went to read it, 
but forgot I had not read it, so he turned and 
read and commented on Isaiah 29. He did 

six inch holes running from top to bottom, 
and in this boat there are six holes in the top 
and six in the bottom. These are for the pur
pose of relieving the boat of any water should 
a wave dash over her. Now you can see the 
ignorance of the man when he makes fun of a 
boat with a hole in the top and a hole in the 
bottom. 

not remember that I had not read that. Somebody is floating like a loon now, in-
Ezekiel 37: 15-20 I now read. The stick of stead of the boats. 

Judah is the Bible, and yet there was to be 
another stick. Two separate writings: A 
history of Judah and his companions, and a 
history of Joseph and his companions. 
Where do you find the writings of the stick 
of Joseph? Joseph did not write after this 
word found in the Bible. Here are writings 
to be combined. Bays says they were then in 
Babylon, all the children of Israel; but Ezekiel 
says they shall no more be two nations after 
they are gathered in the day these two rec
ords come forth, and there shall be no more 
idols. Did not Judah defile himself with 
idols after they were brought out of Babylon? 
If they did not, the minor prophets made a 
mistake. The gathering spoken of here was 
not .to be till after the putting together of 
these two sticks. Psalms 85: 1-13, I read. 
God will speak peace to his people, Israel; 
glory shall be in our land, the land of Israel; 
"righteousness shall look down from heaven" 
-righteousness is found in the gospel (l~om. 
1: 16, 17), and the gospel will be applied to 
Israel to give them peace. "Truth shall 
spring out of the earth;" truth is God's word. 
(John 7: 17.) After this the land of Israel 
will yield her increase. 

I gave Johnson's Encyclopedia and others 
to show that compasses were in existence in 
the remote past and used by the Chinese; so 
that it is not strange if the term south-south
east was used. It does not claim that the 
words "south-south-east" were used in the 
Book of Mormon, but in telling the direction 
they want the idea represented that they 
went in that direction, and when it was 
translated into English the term south-south
east was used to express the idea. 

I have shown that the horse and camel 
were here. Bays says he guessed at that, 
and yet he was so ignorant he could not spell 
characters, but spelled it "caractors." 

Bays says they came here upon glaciers. 
Winchell's testimony is not in l:iarmony with 
Bays. Of course we can't go back on Elder 
Bays. 

ELDER BAYS' SECOND SPEECH. 

I wish you to notice this drawing on the 
blackboard. Bro. Williams, I am an old 
sailor. I know all about this. To compare 
this with Jared's boats is all tomfoolery. It 
shows he is hard up for argument. I have 
exploded his boat. It was a small Spanitih 
boat. That's the kind of victory Wllliams 
has been talking· about, and the kind of vic
tory he will always have. 

I refer to .Ezekiel :37, and will give you 
some dates. The two sticks are referred to. 
In the days of Rehoboam the ten tribes re
volted. They went into Samaria, 587 B. c. 
Now there were two kingdoms. Two tribes 
remained at Jerusalem under Rehoboam. 
]'rom this time those divisions were known 
as the house of Judah and the house of Israel, 
and were so known all through the .wars. 
The ten tribes represented Joseph, and the 
two tribes Judah. This occurred 970 B. c. 
and Israel was carried into Babylon 587 B. c. 
This was the exact condition at the time of 
this prophecy. I proved that Hazor went 
into captivity in Assyria, and there were 
sixty-eight years between the captivities. 
(The reader will notice that Elder Bays got 
confused and mixed in his dates.-J. F. M.) 
There were two separate captivities, one into 
Assyria, the otl:ler into Babylon. Ezekiel 
was one of the captives in Babylon when 
prophesying. He says, "Take thee one 
stick," and tells what to write upon it: "for 
Judah and his companions;" then "take an
other stick," and write upon it for Joseph 
and his companions. Williams says the stick 
of Judah is the Bible and the Book of Mor
mon is the stick of Joseph. God is going to 
put these two together, then Israel is to be 
gathered. I will show you differently, and 
use God's word to do it. I know you'll take 
that. The prophet says, Show us what thou 
meanest by these. We'll see whether he 
says anything about the Book of Mormon or 
the Bible either. 

Put them with Jud~h; that is, put Joseph 
Archa:iology claims that the center of civili- with Judah, who was then in captivity and 

zation was in Central America, just where going into captivity. Then God would bring 
the Book of Mormon said the Jaradites them back into their own land-in Israel, not 
landed. America. The two sticks represented Eph-

Bays makes report of Jared's boats having raim and Judah. I am sure you can see that 
a hole in the top and a hole in the bottom, as clear as you see that light. 
but I present to you the following from I will notice Isaiah 29. It was fulfilled 
Chamber's Encyclopedia, representing a life over there, on the eastern continent. This 
boat of the present day. (Drawing of boat C'hapter is staple in his theology. Kelley 
was presented here.) says Ariel is Jerusalem. No one will ques-

This is a cross section of a lifeboat, as found tion that. The woe is coming upon her. We 
represented in Chambers' Encyclopedia, vol. will read it Jerusalem instead of Ariel. It 
5, p. 116, revised edition published by Collier, will be unto me as Ariel. Can't compare 
New York, 1893. The deck Bis always above I Ariel with Ariel. They go back to Isaiah 
the water. D represent<' the ballast or cork, 118: 1 for the antecedent of "it" and say it 
Ea weight so that when the boat tips upon means the land shadowing with wings or 
its side it will right itself, and G represents America. This is Mormon theology. Jo-
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seph's translation of the Bible destroys this 
theory, hence he can't introduce this fine 
theory, for the Inspired Translation says 
Jerusalem. 

He says Psalms 85: 11 says "Truth shall 
spring out of the earth" or ground. He had 
reference to Isaiah 29: 4 where they were to 
"speak out of the ground." 

If the Latter Day Saints are right we are 
radically wrong. I will show that they are 
irretrievably wrong. I have shown the woe 
was against Jerusalem. Read Isaiah 29: 4-11. 
Israel first suffered the Assyrian captivity, 
then the Babylonian captivity, and t.hey be
came as a dream of a night vision. That is 
what became of all the nations that fought 
against Mount Zion. Has that prophecy 
been fulfilled here or elsewhere? If else
where, their theory falls to the ground. I 
read 2 Kings 1-8, 11-21, and show conclu
sively the Assyrian captivity. Jeremiah 
writes one hundred and twenty-four years 
after Isaiah prophesies. Jeremiah prophe
sies that Judah was carried away out of thE:l 
land. Jeremiah 52: 4-7. I show seven events 
in the history of Jerusalem that are like 
seven of the nine events spoken of in Isaiah 
29. (See Jer. 52: 12-14.) This shows a com
plete fulfillment of the prophecy. If this is 
right, then their fine theory vanishes like 
mist before the sun. I defy him to bring one 
single Bible proof that this prophecy applies 
to America. Not a history of the people of 
America. Book of Mormon does not claim 
to be a history of the two peoples claimed by 
these men. 

May 21.-ELDER WILLIAMS' FIRST SPEECH. 

I am pleased to renew the argument of 
previous evenings, and I ask you to follow 
me closely. Elder Bays in reading the Book 
of Mormon made fun of its verbiage, espe
cially in the use of the word "thereof" so fre
quently. Let us read from Ezekiel 43: 11: 
"And if they be ashamed of all that they 
have done, show them the form of the house, 
and the fashion thereof, and the goings out 
thereof, and the comings in thereof, and all the 
forms thereof, and all the ordinances thereof, 
and all the forms thereof, and all the laws 
thereof: and write it in their sight, that they 
may keep the whole form thereof, and all the 
ordinances thereof, and do them." He can't 
find a place in the Book of Mormon equal to 
this in the use of the word "thereof." Now 
if the use of the word thereof in the Book of 
Mormon so frequently affects the claims of it 
to divinity, will not the above passage affect 
the Bible similarly? He stated that Joseph 
Smith was the author of the Book of Mor
mon. You can't take one page and show the 
idioms of Joseph Smith throughout the page. 
Now <:Jhow this, or your statement remains 
unproven. 

In lNepbil:l it is said that the record 
that Nephi made was in '"the language of my 
father, which consists of the learning of the 
Jews, and the language of the Egyptians." 
This colony came out from Jerusalem about 
600 B. C. 

In Book of Mormon page 141 states that 
the records they had with them could he 
read by those who had "been taught in the 
language of the Egyptians." On page 500 
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paragraph 8 we read: "And now behold, we 
have written this record according to our 
knowledge in the characters, which are 
called among us the reformed Egyptian, be
ing handed down and altered by us, accord
ing to our manner of speech.'' 'rhis shows 
plainly that Mormon used in making the 
abridgement from which the Book of Mor
mon was translated-"Reformed J<Jgyptian" 
as "altered and changed." There is no 
claim that the characters on the plates were 
Egyptian. It says in the same paragraph that 
if it bad been written in Hebrew there would 
not have been such imperfectfons, but he says 
the H;:ibrew bad been altered also. There 
was no other people that knew the language 
in which it would be written, for for that 
reason God prepared a means of interpreta
tion. (Seep. 507.) Mormon used Reformed 
Egyptian because it was shorter. Had the 
plates been larger they might have used He
brew. In Mexico and Central America there 
are evidences that the ancient inhabitants 
used a phonetic system of writing. For evi
dence, Bald win says: "The ruins show that 
they bad the art of writing, and that, at the 
south, this art was more developed, more 
like a phonetic system of writing than that 
found in use among the Aztecs. "-Ancient 
America, p. 187. 

Delafield says: "Their buildings, particu
larly the sacred houses, were covered with 
hieroglyphics." - American Antiquities, p. 
60. Stephens in vol. 1: 107 corroborates this 
idea. 

On the changes of language, Max Miiller, 
one of the greatest authorities on language, 
says: "The meaning of words changes .im
perceptibly and irresistibly. Even where 
there is a literature, and a printed literature, 
like that of modern Europe, four or five 
centuries work such a change that few even 
of the most learned divines in England would 
find it easy to read and to una_erstand accu
rately a theological treatise written in Eng
land four hundred years ago. The same 
happened, and happened to a far greater ex
tent, in ancient languages. Nor was the 
sacred character, attributed to certain writ
tings, any safeguard."-Chips from a German 
Workshop, p. 130. 

Delafield says: "In tracing, then, the an
cestry of the Mexicans and Peruvians, by 
analogy in their hieroglyphic system, where 
shall we take them but to Egypt and to 
Southern Asia?"-Am. Ant. p. 47. 

Also; "One of the most interesting sources 
of comparison between Mexico, Peru, and 
Egypt, is to be found in an investigation of 
their hieroglyphic system. Each of these 
countries had a peculiar method of recording 
events by means of hieroglyphic signs, sculp
turing them on monuments and buildings, 
and portraying them on papyrus and ma
guey. "-Ibid., p. 42. 

"It is the opinion of the author that farther 
investigations and discoveries in deciphering 
Mexican hieroglyphic paintings wtll exhibit 
a close analogy to the Egyptian in the use of 
two Scriptural systems: the one for monu
mental inscription, the other for ordinary 
purposes of record and transmission of in
formation. We find the three species of 
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hieroglyphics common to Mexico and Egypt." 
-Ibid., p. 46. 

Baron "Humboldt mentions books of 
hieroglyphical writings found among the 
Panoea, on the river Ucayali."--Baid win's An. 
Am., p. 255. 

The Book of Mormon claims they bad writ
ings on plates of brass. This will be no doubt 
a bone of contention. In the writings of Job 
I find evidence that in ancient times they 
kept their records on durable substances: 
"Oh, that my words were now written! oh 
that they were printed in a book. That they 
were graven with an iron pen, and lead in 
the rock forever!"-Job 19: 23, 24. 

In Exodus 39: 30 we read: "And they made 
the plate of the holy crown of pure gold, and 
wrote upon it a writing, like to the engrav
ings of a signet, Holiness to the Lord." 

Hence we see that in Moses' time they 
wrote upon a plate of gold. In the Apocrypha 
1 Maccabees 14: 17-19 we have the following 
evidence of their writing upon plates of brass: 
"But when they heard that Simon his 
brother was made high priest in his place, 
and was possessed of all the country, and the 
cities therein: they wrote to him in tables of 
brass, to renew the friendship and alliance 
which they had made with Judas, and with 
Jonathan his brethren. And they ware read 
before the assembly in Jerusalem." In 
1 Kings 7: 30, 36, we have the following: 
"And every base had fou,r brazen wheels, and 
plates of brass .... For on the plates of the 
ledges thereof, and on the borders thereof, he 
graved cherubim, lions, and palm trees, ac
cording to the proportion of every one, and 
additions round about." Here is plain Bible 
evidence that they had plates of brass and 
used them to grave or write upon. The testi
mony of the Bible is above all his quibbles 
and denials. 

In the Century Magazine is an account of a 
palace being unearthed in which were tables 
of gold that had writings upon them. 

As recorded in John 10: 16 Je8us says: 
"And other sheep I have, which are not of 
this fold: them also I must hriug, and they 
shall hear my voice; and there shall be one 
fold, and one shepherd." And Matthew 
15: 24 records Jesu~ as saying, "I am not sent 
but unto the lost sheep of the house of Is
rael." This is evidence that Jesus was sent 
to no other people than the children of Is
rael; and as it is evident that Israel came to 
this land, we find evidence that Jesus came 
here after his resurrection. The Book of 
Mormon, p. 44:-l: 3, 4 records: "And behold, 
they saw a man descending out of heaven; 
and be was clothed in a white robe, and he 
came down and stood in the midst of them; 
and the eyes of the whole multitude were 
turned upon him, and they durst not open 
tbefr mouths, even one to another, and wist 
not what it meant, for they thought it was an 
angel that had appeared unto them. And it 
came to pass that he stretched forth his 
hand, and spake unto the people, saying, Be
hold I am Jesus Christ, whom the prophets 
testified shall come into the world, and be
hold I am the light and the life of the 
world." 

He gave: them power or authority to bap-
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tize and showed them the manner of bap
tism: "And the Lord said unto him [Nephi], 
I give unto you power that ye shall baptize 
this people, when I am again ascended into 
heaven. And again the Lord called others, 
and said unto them likewise; and he gave 
unto them power to baptize; and he said 
unto them, On this wise shall ye baptize; and 
there shall be no disputationb among you. 
Verily I say unto you, that whoso repenteth 
of his sins through your words, and desireth 
to be baptized in my name, on this wise shall 
ye baptize them: Behold, ye shall go down 
and stand in the water, and in my name ":hall 
ye baptize them. And now behold, these are 
the words which ye shall say, calling them 
by name, saying: Having authority given 
me of Jesus Christ, I baptize you in the name 
of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy 
Ghost. Amen. And then shall ye immerse 
them in tl:ie water, and come forth again out 
of the water. "-B. of M., p. 444: 8. 

He also further instructed them thus: 
"And again I say unto you, Ye must repent, 
and be b'1ptized in my name, and become as 
a little c'hild, or ye can in no wise inherit the 
kingdom of God. Verily, verily I say unto 
you, that this is my doctrine, and whoso build
eth upon this, buildeth upon my rock; and 
the gapes of hell shall not prevail against 
them. And whoso shall declare more or less 
than this, and establish it for my doctrine, 
the same cometh of evil," etc.-B. of M. p. 
445: 9. 

On page 116 we have instruction in regard 
to the marriage relationship. "Wherefore, 
my brethren, hear me, and hearken to the 
word of the Lord: For there shall not any 
man among you have save it be one wife; and 
concubines he shall have none: For I, the 
Lord God, delighteth in the chastity of 
women." 

On page 99 the moral precepts are recorded: 
"And, again, the Lord God hath commanded 
that men should not murder; that they should 
not lie; that they should not steal; that they 
should not take the name of the Lord their 
God in vain; that they should not envy; that 
they should not have malice; that they 
should not contend one with another; that 
they should not commit whoredorns; and that 
they should do none of these things; for 
whoso doeth them, shall perish; for none of 
these iniquities come of the Lord." 

Besides all this evidence of the pure teach
ings of tho Book of Morn::on, Bays says that 
the teachings of the book are all its friends 
claim for it. In fourteen years about two 
hundred thousand persons accepted this 
philosophy, which shows its advancement 
before the way of truth became evil spoken 
of because oJ' men of corrupt minds departing 
from the faith and teaching contrary to what 
they professed to believe, and what this book 
teaches. 

On page 31 a prophecy is recorded concern
ing the gathering of the Jews, i.s follows: 
"And it came to pass that I, Nephi, spake 
much unto them concerning these things; 
yea, I spake unto them concerning the res
toration of the Jews, in the latter days; and 
I did rehearse unto them the words of IBaiah, 
who spake concerning the restoration of the 
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Jews, or of the house of Israel; and after they 
were restored, they should no more be con
founded, neither should they be scattered 
again." Every time when they have been 
gathered hitherto they have been scattered, 
now they are gathered, there being one hun
dred thousand Jews in Palestine. 

Another prophecy is found on page 103: 
"And the blood of the saints shall cry from 
the ground against them," speaking of those 
who represent churches not built up unto the 
Lord, who "contend one against another,'' 
who "teach with their learning," and say "if 
they shall say there is a miracle wrought, by 
the hand of the Lord, believe it not; for this 
day he is not a God of miracles." How could 
Joseph Smith know that the blood of saints 
would be shed by the hands of people headed 
by religious teachers of this day in this en
lightened age, and in this free country? 

I now present to you a letter written 
January 13, 1898, to Frank M. Sheehy. Bays 
has a letter from the same writer publish\id 
in his book:-

"MT. VERNON, Jan. 13, 1898. 
"Mr. Frank ]}f. Sheehy; Dear Sir:-Your 

inquiry has not been answered by me sooner 
on account of stress of work. I had occasion 
to answer a similar inquiry to yours while in 
Jerusalem last year. While some of the 
characters bear a slight resemblance to Old 
Hebrew and Egyptian letters: viz., Lcharac
ters omitted for want of types.] 

"I remain, 
"Yours respectfully, 

''CHARLES E. MOLDENKE." 

I have also a letter from Chas. H. S. Davis 
and a book he has sent me. L;:;Plongeon 
says he has found Maya and Egyptian among 
the .characters used by the people on this 
continent. He says: "The ancient Maya hier
atic alphabet, discovered by me, is as near 
alike to the ancient hieratic alphabet of the 
Egyptians, as two alphabets can possibly be, 
forcing upon us the conclusion that the Mayas 
and the Egyptians either learned the art of 
writing from the same masters, or that the 
Egyptians learned it from the Mayas."-Sac 
cred Mysteries, p. 113. 

I now present you with a blackboard illus
tration of the similarity of the characters 
claimed to have been copied from the plates 
from which the Book of Mormon was trans
lated and some of the ancient languages, and 
especially the Old Hebrew and Egyptian. 
(Letters from the Egyptian, the Hieratic, 
from Moldenke, from Old Hebrew, and from 
the "Caractors" of the Book of Mormon were 
here presented in parallel columns, in which 
marked resemblances were manifest.) 

I will now examine the witnesses Elder 
Bays uses in his book on pp. 263-266, James 
B. Angell, Chas. H. S. Davis, and Charles E. 
Moldenke:-

Moldenke, in Bay's book, refers to "char-

contradicted what he says in his letter to 
Bays. 

Moldenke in his letter as published in 
Bays' book says: "In the second place 
though some signs remind one of those on the 
Mesa Inscription, yet none bear resemblance to 
Egyptian or Assyrian;" but in his letter to 
Frank M. Sheehy he copies five of the char
acters and says they "bear a slight resem
blance to Old Hebrew and Egyptian." This 
letter was written later than the one in Bays' 
book and is a contradiction of the other. 

James B. Angell say> in his letter in Bays' 
book: "A few letters or signs are noticeable 
which correspond more or less closely to the 
Aramaic, sometimes called Chaldee language: 
for examples, h, t, 1, b, n." 

Davis says: "I can positively assert that 
there is not a letter to l:>e found in the fac
simile [Bays said he sent the facsimile as cut 
out of "Presidency and Priesthood" to these 
men with others he procured at the Herald 
Office.-J. F. M. l submitted that can be found 
fn the alphabet of any Oriental language, par
ticularly of those you refer to: namely, 
Egyptian, Chaldaic, Assyrian, and Arabic." 

Here Davis contradicts Angell, and then 
Moldenke rejects the testimony of both and 
refers to the Mesa Inscription. 

Besides Moldenke says the Hebrews did not 
keep "records on plates of brass, or ever 
wrote on such plates," to which Angel agrees 
but he says "the Assyrians in the eighth century 
before Christ did;" while Davis says, "No rec
ord has ever shown that the Hebrew or any 
other Eastern nation kept their recMds upon 
plates or tablets of brass." Here is another 
contradiction between Bays' witnesses. 

I have here a certificate by Mary Yeamans 
and others which I will now introduce:-

"To Whom it May Concern:-We the under
signed hereby certify that during the reun
ion of the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints held at Wood
bine, Iowa, during the month of September, 
1897, the following conversation took place at 
the tent of Mr. Richard Yeamans:-

"Mrs. Mary Yeamans said: 'Bro. Bays, 
did you ever stand in the defense of the Book 
of Mormon and were defeated?' To which 
Elder Bays replied: 'No; I never was de
feated.' 

"Mr. Richard Yeamans said: 'How was 
this, Bro. Bays?' Bays: 'I believe it con
tains the true and everlasting gospel, and is 
just as divine as the Bible, but I never did 
accept t.he Inspired Translation.' 

Signed by, "R. W. YEAMANS, 
''MARY YEAMANS, 
"GEORGE GUNSOLLEY, 
''RU'l'H GUNSOLLEY. 

"The above was sworn to and subscribed 
before me by Richard Yea mans, Mary Yea
mans, G. H. Gunsolley, and Ruth Gunsolley 

"This 9th day of May, 1898. · 

acters put down at random by an ignorant "H. B. SORY, 
person, with no resemblance to anything, not [SEAL:] "Notary Public." 
even to shorthand,'' while in his letter to Elder Bays says he is an old sailor. He 
Frank M. Sheehy written since he wrote that 
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can demonstrate this by answering the fol
found in Bays' book, says there are five char· lowing questions I submit to him:-
acters that bear a slight resemblance to Old 1 · Will Elder Bays tell us the d.if!'e•:enne b0· 
Hebrew and Egyptil;l;n," Here Moldenke h!JJ!ll I a m?,in~a'l and!), mll;in ~Aef:lt? 
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Where will we find the halyards, and the 
jibs? 

How would he port the helm? What does 
he understand by reefing? vVhat part of the 
ship should the wind blow on to fill every 
sail? I do not say ho is not a sailor, but he 
can by answeriug these questions prove it to 
this audience. I will give him two minutes 
extra time to answer them in. 

I now present before you on the board the 
Phonetic English and ask how many of you 
can read this. (Characters in phonography.) 

How many of you can read that? Why? 
Because you are not familiar with that kind 
of English. That is phonetic Eoglisl:>. If it 
had been written in common English charac
ters, probably all of you could have read it. 

ELDER BAYS' FIRST SPEECH. 

Some questions have been submitted to me. 
I answer the first question. (This answer 
was substantially correct. J. F. M.) I could 
answer the rest, but I do not wish to use my 
time in that way. So you see his hole in the 
top and hole in the bottom don't pan out 
worth a cent. The affirmative knows the 
weak points in his argument and tries to 
give it support in this way. 

That statement that purpC'rts to come 
from Harris, I will show that he never made 
it. It is the testimony of Joseph Smith 
claiming that Martin Harris said so and so. 
Tullidge's History page 31. Kelley and oth
ers say it is Harris' statement, but Joseph 
says it is Harris' statement "as he gave it 
to mo." This kind of evidence would be re
jected in any court of justice. Anthon con
tradicts every word of it. Joseph Smith said 
what Harris said that Anthon said. "Presi
dency and Priesthood" page 204 records that 
Anthon said the characters were copied from 
a Mexican Calendar, and if there were any 
characters resembling any ancient letters 
they were Hebrew and not Egyptian. The 
Book of Mormon does not claim to be written 
in Hebrew or Greek, but in Egyptian. 1 Ne
phi 1: 1 says: "I make a record i.n the lan
guage of my father, which consists of the 
learning of the Jews, and the langiiage of the 
Egyptians." Notice it is the learning of the 
Jews, not language, but the language of 
the Egyptians. Lehi taught him these 
things. Then we find a claim made that it is 
written in "reformed Egyptian." I would 
like to know what reformed Egyptian is. It 
is Egyptian all the same. They talked He
brew, and wrO'te Egyptian. 

0. Pratt, Joseph Smith's apostle, one of the 
greatest apostles the church ever had, said 
the book was written in Egyjftian, but not a 
word about Hebrew. Williams shows some 
Hebrew or Greek characters or something 
else. He introduces a witness and then im
peaches him. Re introduced Moldenke to 
prove there was a slight resemblance in a 
few characters, then he impeaches him. If 
you have any respect for your ability as a 
debater don't do that, Bro. Williams. 
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and received the letters as they appear in my 
book, I did not let one man know I bad writ
ten to the other. I accompanied each cut 
sent with a copy of the letter as it appears in 
Doctrine and Dogmas of Mormonism p. 261 as 
follows:-

"Dear Sir:-I herewith enclose what pur
ports to be a facsimile of the characters 
found upon the gold plates from which it is 
claimed the Book of Mormon was translated. 
The advocates of Mormonism maintain that 
these characters are 'Egyptian, Chaldaic, 
Assyrian, and Arabic.' 

"So far as I am informed these characters 
have never been submitted to scholars of emi
nence for examination, and as the languages 
named fall within your province, including 
Egyptology and arch:ce6logy, your profes
sional opinion as to their genuineness will be 
of great value to the general reader in de
termining the exact truth with respect to 
this remarkable claim. I would also like 
your opinion upon the following questions; 
namely, 

"1. Did Heb1·ew scholars at any time either 
before or since Christ keep their records on 
tables or plates of brass? 

"2. If so, did they ever write in the Egyp
tian language? 

"3. Is there any evidence to show that the 
Pentateuch was ever written upon plates of 
brass? 

"4. Is there. any proof that the law of 
Moses, or even the Decalogue, was ever writ
ten in the Egyptian language." 

"D. H. BAYS." 

Pres. Jas. B. Angeli's letter says, "The 
document which you inclose raises a moral 
rather than a linguistic problem."· He says, 
"There are no Assyrian characters in it, and 
the impression made is that the document is 
fraudulent." Also, "There is no evidence 
whatever to show that the Penteteuch was 
ever written on plates of brass." Angell 
against Smith, also against Williams, as he 
is a party to the case. 

I now read Charles H. S. Davis, who stands 
as a scholar of the very ripest character:-

" Rev. D. H. Bays; Dear Sir:-I am familiar 
with Egyptian, Chaldaic, Assyrian, and 
Arabic, and have considerable acquaintance 
with all the oriental languages, and I can 
positively assert that there is not a letter to be 
found in the facsimile submitted that can be 
found in the alphabet of any Oriental lan
guage, particularly of those you refer to; 
namely, Egyptian, Chaldaic, Assyrian, and 
Arabic. 

"A careful study of the facsimile shows 
that they are characters put down at random 
by an ignorant person, with no resemblance 
to anything, not even shorthand. 

'rhe chamcters in "Presidency and Priest
hood" it is claimed were photographed from 
a paper in the hands of David Whitmer. 
Smith's Church History, vol. 1, p. 22, bas a 
cut of the same characters. I cut these char
acters out mid sent them to these gentlemen , 

"No record has ever shown that the He
brews, or any other eastern nation, kept their 
records upon plates, or tablets of brass, but 
thousands upon thousands of tablets of baked 
clay have been brought to light, antedating 
two or three thousand years, before the time 
of Moaes, while libraries of these baked clay 
tablets have been found like those at Tel el 
Amarna. 

"At the time the Old Testament was writ-
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ten, paper made from papyrus was in use, 
and as documents have been found in Egypt 
of the times of Moses, written on pariyrus, it 
is not unreasonable to suppose that we may 
find yet portions of the Old Testament. 

"The treasures of Egypt and Palestine aro 
only just being brought to light. Remarka
ble discoveries are yet to be made." 

''Respectfully, 
"CHAS. H. S. DAVIS, M. D., Ph.D." 

He says there is no resemblance to a pho
netic system, and that in it is not an Egyp
tian character. 

The Latter Day Saints claim that every 
plate was written in Egyptian characters. 
Orson Pratt, Martin Harris, and others say 
the language is Egyptian. Some claim they 
are altered Egyptian characters. Lehi 
wrote in Egyptian or else he wrote in noth
ing. We then come down a thousand years 
and then it is reformed Egyptian. It is not 
Assyrian, Chaldaic, Egyptian. I show you 
on this large chart the characters as found in 
Presidency and Priesthood, and iri Smith's 
history (here introduce a plate of the "Car
actors." J. F. M.). Joseph must have stum
bled onto something that would resemble 
something in all this. There is everything 
in it you can find anywhere. 

Chas. E. Moldenke and Davis are among 
the best Egyptologists. Moldenke makes 
annual tours to Egypt. He says he is not a 
Biblical scholar, but a linguist. 

I did not have enough of these copies of 
the characters, so I sent to the Herald Office 
and they kindly sent me some more. 

I now read Moldenke's letter:-

" JERUSALEM, Palestine, Dec. 27, 1896. 
"Rev. D. H. Bays; Dear Sir and Brother:

Your letter dated November 23 I have just 
received. I will try to answer your questions 
as far as I am able. I believe the plates of 
the Book of Mormon to be a fraud. 

"In the first place it is impossible to find 
in any old inscription, 'Egyptian, Arabic, 
Chaldaic, and Assyrian,' characters mixed. 
The simple idea of finding Egyptian and 
Arabic side by side is ridiculous and impossi
ble. 

"In the second place, though some signs 
remind one of those on the Mesa Inscription, 
yet none bear resemblance to Egyptian or 
Assyrian. 

"As far as I know there is no evidence 
that the Hebrews kept records on plates of 
brass, or ever wrote on such plates. About 
the prophecy contained in Isaiah 29: 1-14 I 
can venture no opinion, as I am not a Biblical 
scholar, and only concern myself about 
Egyptology. 

"Very truly yours, 
"CHARLES E. MOLDENKE." 

You notice he says "reminds" not resem
blance. He says the characters don't bear a 
resemblance to Old Hebrew or Egyptian. 
He says be concerns himself with Egypt
ology. I inquire if the Hebrews wrote on 
plates of brass .. No one would deny that 
other nations wrote on plates of brass. Wil
liams ingeniously or not very ingeniously 
tries to misunderstand the question and state· 
ment I made. 
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PASTORAL. 
Saints of Oklahoma, a word with you. In 

order to accomplish that for which the tent 
was purchased, we must open the work in 
cities. There are only two or three cities in 
the territory in which saints live. When 
holding services where there are no saints 
living we are compelled to have something 
to eat occftsionally, just as if saints were 
there to supply these needfuls. We have no 
individual fund from which to draw to sup
ply these things, so you can see at once 
that we must have funds from some source 
to meet these expenses, until friends are 
raised for the cause in the respective places 
where meetings are held. Who will assist? 

One of three things remains for us to do. 
1. Call on the saints to contribute to the 
tent fund. 2. Hold a seriAs of services and 
live on air and water. 3. E'old up the tent 
and lay it away. 

The first is laudable, the second impossible, 
and the third unprofitable; hence the only 
thing left is for you to come to our assistance 
at once. We do not expect to board at ho
tels. We have camp tent and outfit, and can 
prepare our own meals, and Bro. Davis is an 
excellent cook, with one exception, namely, 
he can't get a square meal with nothing but 
water to work on. 

We are unable to do much till some means 
are forthcoming, so we trust you will come 
to our relief at once. We hope each saint 
who reads this will feel that it means them. 
Don't delay, we need the means now. There 
are some names on the agent's book, who 
have failed to send in the amount promised 
on tent fund. This leaves a deficit and part 
of the committee had to advance said amount. 
We are hopeful for a good work to be done 
with the tent before the season closes. Send 
all moneys to Elder S. J. Hinkle, Stillwater, 
Oklahoma. Notice of Oklahoma reunion will 
appear later. In the work, 

W. S. MACHAE. 

To the Saints in Northeast and Northwest 
Kansas Districts:-The joint reunion of the 
above-named districts will btl held at Blue 
H,apids, K.ansas, August HJ to 28, as ah:eady 
provided for and advertised in church papers 
by committees regularly appointed by con
ferences in e'lch district. Respecting the 
reunion resolutions of the late conference of 
the Northeast Kansas district, at Scranton, 
we only deem it necesssary at present to state 
that they were irregular, illegal, and only 
calculated to c1·eato confusion. Pay no re
gard to nor be disconcerted by them in the 
least. "Be ye content." Come to the re
union with tranquility. 

Your brother, 
W. S. PENDER, 

Assistant Missionary in Charge. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Conference of Eastern Colorado district will 

convene i.n the saints' church at Conifer, Colo-
1 ado, August 20, at ten a. m. We are now 
under the delegate system, which provides 
that each branch is entitled to one delegate 
for every six members in the branch, or frac
tion thereof. Branch _reports and delegate 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

credentials as well as reports of the ministry 
should be sent to Charles E. Everett, 2925 W. 
16th Avenue, Denver, Colorado. Conifer is 
thirty-five miles southwest of Denver, and is 
not on any railroad, so those coming by train 
will please como to Morrison on Friday, the 
19th, where they will be met with teams. 
The train leaves Denver for Morrison at eight 
a. m., so please take notice that you may be 
able to make connections in Denver; also, 
notify Bro. James Kemp, Conifer, Colorado, 
of your coming, that proper arrangements 
can be made to meet you. Those coming 
with teams will come via Morrison, and take 
the South Turkey Creek road from Morrison, 
and anyone can then tell how to find Bro. 
Kemp's house. We hope for a good attend
ance and a spiritual conference. 

JORN B. ROUSH, Pres. 
CHARLES E. EVERE'l'T, Sec. 

Ohio district annual conference· at Vales 
Mills, August 27, at 9: 30. All should come 
to preaching service l!,riday night. All who 
wish conveyance from the stations inform 
Elder S. J. Jeffers, Arbaugh, Ohio; or Jasper 
Bowen, Vales Mills, Ohio. Presidents and 
secretaries see to it that your reports are 
prepared in due time on proper blanks, and 
sent to secretary, Sr. Hattie Riggs or James 
Moler, Vales Mills, Ohio, so as to reach there 
not later than the 26th. Officials and others 
who possibly can, are requested to' attend this 
session. Come praying for the Holy Spirit 
to be present to direct and cheer. 

JAMES MOLER, Pres. 

Philadelphia district conference will con
vene at Fifth and Huntingdon Streets, Phila-

or her stay pleasant and profitable. It is 
said that no cottages are to be had, and tents 
should be secured early. 

Reunion Committee, 
Per order of chairman. 

South west Missouri reunion will be held at 
Midway Park, near Joplin, Missouri, begin
r.ing August 26, and lasting ten days. 'J'he 
grounds are high and dry, with good shady 
grove. All the grounds are lighted by elec
tric light at night. Electric car line right 
through the park, connecting Joplin and 
Webb City together. Plenty of water for 
man and beast. Pasture for horses fifty 
cents per head for the whole time.. Straw on 
the grounds for tents and bedding. Every
body is invited to come and have a feast of 
good things. Tents for rent will cost as fol
lows: 7 by 9, $1.10; 9 by 12, $1.30; 12 by 14, 
$1.75, freight added. All wanting tents 
must send their orders to D. C. White, 
Blairstown, Missouri, by August 20. The 
rent of tents can be paid for at the reunion. 

D. c. WHITE, Sec. 

TWO-DAYS' MEETINGS. 
A two-days meeting will be held two miles 

west of Carsonville, Michigan, July 30 and 
31, with Black River branch. 

Also a two-days' meeting will be held near 
Deanville, Michigan, on August 6 and 7, with 
Maple Valley branch. 

Also a two-days' meeting will be held near 
Grindstone City, Michigan, on August 13 and 
14, with Huron Centre branch. 

Missionaries and local officers expected to 
attend. A. BARR, Pres. 

delphia, Pennsylvania, August 6 and 7. All MARRIED. 
elders, priests, teachers, and deacons are re- CAMPBELL-EPERSON.-At the residence 
quested to send a report of their labors in of the bride's parent, Council Bluffs, Iowa, 
writing to this conference; all letters should A .1 6 1898 B E tt c b 11 t s pri , , ro .. vere amp e o r. 
reac~ the secretary three . days before the Melissa Eperson. J". s. Strain officiating. 
opemng of conference. It IS .expected that I ELLISON-LJ<~MAS'J'ER.-At the residence 
one or more of the Twelve will be present. of Mrs. Myers, Council Bluffs, Iowa, Bro. 
Let all make an effort to attend, that we L h" Ell" f W db" · t s Ed E . . . . . e l 1son, o. oo ioe, o r. na . 
might all have a good spiritual time. L t f th" •t J s St · · · t , emas er, o 1s c1 y. . . rain m1n1s er. 

E. B. HULL, Sec. AMMENHAUSER-B"B:NTLEY.-ln Lamoni, 
2818 N. 11th Si,, PHILADELPHIA, Pennsylvania~ 

NOTICES. 
The church at Pleasant Hill branch, Gar

land, Alabama, having been completed, will 
he dedicated on the first Sunday in August. 
All are invited to attend these services, 
which will be in charge of Elder M. M. Tur
pen, missionary in charge. Come and bring 
the Spirit of the Master, that we may enjoy 
his blessings. J. G. VICKERY, Pres. 

REUNION NOTICES. 
CORRECTED. 

Reunion of Massachusetts district will be 
held at Dennisport, August 6 to 16, both in
clusive. Tents will be rented at the same 
price, $2.50 and $3.25; orders for which should 
be sent to S. W. Ashton or John Smith, 
New Bedford, not later thau July 28. No 
rates for travel have been secured, for rea
sons which will be given if called for. No 
restaurant will be used by the committee, 
but each one will be assisted in making his 

Iowa, on the evening of June 29, l 898, at the 
home of Bro. M!!.rcus and Sr. Eliza A. Shaw 
(formerly Bentley), their daughter, Sr. LUlie 
M. Bentley, was united in marriage to Mr. 
Gerhardt Ammenhauser, of Ottumwa, Iowa, 
Elder H. A. Stebbins officiating. The house 
was filled with friends present to witness the 
ceremony and to extend congratulations and 
good wishes to the bride and groom. 

DIED. 
SEVERY.-In Oakland, California, June 5, 

1898, James Benjamin, youngest son of F. A. 
and Lizzie Severy, aged 2 years and il 
months. We loved the little darling-. God 
took him. We are reconciled. "Thy will be 
done." 

CRoss.-At his home, Hannibal, Missouri, 
June 4, 1898, Bro. James Cross, aged 77 years, 
8 months, 15 days. Deceased was born in 
Perthshire, Scotland. United with the 
church in St. Louis, Missouri, November 3, 
1878; baptized by Elder William Anderson. 
He leaves three sons and grandchildren to 
mourn. 
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Royal makes the food pure, 
:wliolesome and delicious. 

Absolutely !Puro 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK. 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1and2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
$mith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment,growtrh, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and .. Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume 2 contin
ues th~ history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners. . 2 00 
Full leather . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50 
Full leath3r, gilt edges ........... 3 00 

C. B. & Q. EXCURSIONS. 
ational Saengerfest, Davenport, 
Iowa, July 28-31; one standard 
fare plus $2 00 for round trip. 
Date of sale July 27 and 28, final 
limit for return August 1. 

National Republican League, Omaha, Ne
braska, July Ul-15. Date of sale July 12, 
final limit for return July 22 one fare plus 
$2.00. 

North American Turner's Union Conven
tion, San Francisco, California, July 5. 
Date of sale June 28, 29, final limit August 
31. One standard first class fare for round 
trip. 

TRANS· MISSISSIPPI EXPOSITION. l 
Omaha, Nebraska, June 1 to November 1, 

1898. For ra1ie~ and dates apply to agent. 

THE SAINTS 1 HERALD. 

The Saints' Herald. 
( Establishecl 1860.) 

Published every 'Vedne.sday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
$1.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; 
sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in 
advance. 

The travelir>g ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., should be addressed to 
Frank Criley, Business Manager. Remittances 
should be made by post office or express orders, 
drafts on Chicago. or lastly by registered letters. 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lam@ni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ...................••..•... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges • . • • • • . . . . .. . . 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth .....................••••.. $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia ......•••••. 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••. 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ...... 2 00 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth ........................... :jl(} lil5 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . • • • . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..••• 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ..•••. 2 00 

COMPENDIUM OF FAITH. 
Cloth ...................•..••... $0 75 
Leather. . .....••....•.••.••.•.. 1 00 

LAND u 

---C L 
LAMONI, IOWA. 

Telephone 71. 

For catalogues or further information, 
Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE, 

Acting Presidern.t, 

or R. S. SALYARDS, Secretary, 
LAMONI, low A. 

TRACTS. 
TRACTS Order by numbers. 

1. The Na tu re of Man. Is he Pos
sessed of Immortality? Per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ......... $1 O@ 

2. Truth Made Manifest; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 ................. 1 00 

3. Voice of the Good Shepherd; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine 
of the Church, and Kirtland 
Temple Suit; per doz. 3 cts.; 100 15 

5. Questions and Answers (on First 
Principles of the Gospel); per 
dozen, 3 cents; 100............ 15 

6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall Adminis-
ter; per dozen, 15 cents; 100 ... 1 00 

7. Who then Can be Saved; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100. . . . .. . . .. .. 30 

8. Fullness of the Atonement; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

9. Spiritualism Viewed from a. 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 ........... 1 30 

10. The Narrow Way; per dozen, 10 
cents; 100.................... 50 

11. The Plan of Salvation; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 .......... 1 20 

12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexand&r Campbell to a Re
stored Primitive Christianity 
Examined; per doz., 15 cts; 100, 1 00 

'14. Reply to Orson Pratt; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ $1 00 

15. How to Enter the Kingdom; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100............. 30 

16. Polygamy: vVia.s it an Original 
Tenet of the Church; per dozen, 
10 cents; 100................... 50 

18. Necessity for a Reorganization 
of the Church; per dozen. . . . . . 30 

HI. A Statement and a Correcti0n 
of It; per dozen................ 10 

20. The "One Body;" or the Ohurch 
under the A p0strleshi p and under 
theApostasy; perdoz.15c; 100, 1 00 

21. 'l'ruths by Three Witnesses, and 
Epitome of Faith; per dozen, 
3 cents; 100.................... 15 

22. Faith and Repentance; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100..... ... .. . . 50 

23. Baptism; per doz@, 10 cts.; 100 65 
24. The Kingdom of God; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100....... . . .. . . . .. . .. 30 
25. Laying on of Hands; per dozen, 

5 cents; lOtl.................... 30 
27. The Sabbath Question; per 

dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ 1 00 
31. What is Trnth? True Ortho

doxy? and an EvangeJibal 
Church?~ and Epitome of Faith; 
per dozen, 3 cents; 100......... 15 

41. The Gospel, and Epitome of 
Fai·th; per dozen, 3 cents; 100 15 

42. Rejection of the Church; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100..... 50 

43. One Wife or Many; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 ................... .1 00 

44. Orook.ed Paths; per dozen, 15 
cents.; 100 ..................... 1 00 

47. Th.e,Future State; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

Prophecy of the Rebellion; per 100 10 
TRACTS IN LARGE LOTS. 

Specia.l prices on application for 
tracts in lots of 1000 or more. 

RULES OF ORDE~ AND DEBATE. 
Cloth ........................... $0 40 
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STATE SAVINGS BANK, OF LAMONI. 
Stockholders. Officers. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Geo. H. Hilliard. 
Frank Criley. 

David Dancer. 
President. 

Wm. Anderson. 
Vice President. 

.A. K. Anderson. W. A. Hopkins . 
G. W. Blair. Cashier. 
Oscar Anderson. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 
Alice P. Dancer. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

Oscar Anderson. 
Assistant Cashier. 

Directors. 
David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Frank Criley. 

W. A. Hopkins. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 

A. K. Anderson. 
This bank does a general banking business at 

Lamoni, Iowa. Interest paid on time deposits 
according to the rules of the bank. Correspond
ence and patronage soliciood. 

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN. 
A house in Lamoni, Iowa, two Equares from the bus\· 

ness center. It has 8ix rooms, a hall, and three closets, 
and is conveniently arranged for a family of six or.more; 
is warm as a winter house, and has good vent,Jat1on for 
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and _apple, 
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which are 
the corner of a block. Address. . 

I 
I. N. W. COOPER, Lamom, Iowa. 

TOBACCO HABIT CURED, 
OR NO PAY. 

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively 
guarantees three boxes of "Quit·To-Bac" to perma .. 
nently take away all desire for tobacco, or will 
promptly rAfund money paid for it. Three boxes sent 
post paid ,_nywhere for $1.50. No bad e:ll'ects f.rom 
use of Quit-To-Bae. It is a great nerve tonic. Why 
not try it? It has rnred hundreds; why not you? 
Remember, No (lure, No Pay. Address, B.F. 
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois. 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description ma-y 

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether. an 
invention is probably patentable. Communica. 
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents. 

Patents taken through :Munn & Co. receiv€ 
special notice, without charge, in the 

Sd¢1Uific Jlmcrican. 
A handsomely illustrated weekly. I)argest cir
culation of any scientific journal. 'rerms, $3 a 
year; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers. 

MUNN & C0. 3618roadway, New York 
Branch Office. 625 F St., Washington, D. C. 

LAMONI FARM FOR SALE. 
Eighty acres, with five room house, la!:'ge 

barn, other outbuildings; abundance of water; 
young orchard. Located two miles from 
Graceland College, Lamo.ui, and one fourth 
mile from schoolhouse. Price, $~,500 with 
one half cash; balance to suit purchaser. 

Address, MRS. MARGARET BAGLEY, 
Lamoni, Iowa. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

$10 GRAPHOPHONES .. $10 
T ALKINO MACHINES! 

Greatest money maker ever offered. Anybody can start 
in the show business. Make $10 to $20 a day giving ex

hibitions. LOUD ANO CLEAR ENOUGH to be heard in any Hall 
or Church anywhere. They're wonderful. Imagine a musical in~ 
stmmenUhatwill actually TALK TALK. That by simply 
wmdmg it up hke a clock you can play band 
music exactly as it was played by Sousa--cornet, trombones, drums 
and all. Sings songs, tells funny stories. Does•nt seem possible, 
does it? But it does even more thaii. that. You can sing or talk 
into it yourself and it will repeat, a moment after,justwhatyou said. 
FOR HOflE AflUSEflENT It has no equal. En-
-----~----~---- tirely new model. Just 
out. Very loud. Price EAGLE GRAPHOPHONE 
with two hearmg tubes .,,---~-,..,.-..,.--,----,.--.,.
and concert horn, $10e Same outfit, with handsome oak carrying 

case, $>2. Price of our BEST EXHIBITION flUSICAL OR TALKING RECORDS, 5oc each $5 a dozen. 
Our $20 Big Show Outfit Includes our Eagle Grapbophone, with carrying case, two hearing 
---.-..,,..---,..---.,--~ tubes, concert horn, record brush, 18 assorted records, music, songs and 
speeches (lasts two hours steady running), 200 big posters advertising exhibition, 200 admission tickets, all for 
$20e Sent C. 0. D., with privilege of examination, if desired. Complete-Record Catalogue free. Write for it. 

HARGER & BUSH, Western Agts., 904=9w 11.ain St., Dubuque. Iowa. 

.M"ANGLBS FAMIL~:o0:01EL USE. 
An ordinary family ironing can be done on the "RACINE" 

Mangle in twenty minutes, withont heat or fuel. 
NO FUEL. 1110 HEAT, NO SCORCHINC. 

Prices within the means of every family. l\Iade in six styles and 
ten sizes, for Families, Hotels, etc. Every Mangle Cuaranteed, 

Send 2c stamp for new illustrated Catalogue, with prices. 
THE RACINE MAlllCl..E CO., Racine, Wis. 

School Furniture~~ Supplies 
The "VICTOR" Folding Desks are especially adaptecl for use. in 
District and Parochial Schools. Our line is complete, mcludm~ 
;,ltationary Desks, Double Desks, Adjustable Desks, etc. 

GET OUR CATALOGUE AND PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING. 

Agents Wanted Everywhere. 

THOM.AS K.ANE & CO., Racine, Wis. 

RACINE CAS ENCINE 
Uses Gasoline, Natural Gas or l\Ianufactured Gas. 

Fitted with both Hot Tube and Electric Battery. 
Are used for Pumping >Yater, Grinding Feed and 
all Farm Purposes; also Grain Elevators, Machine 
Shops, etc. The most Simple, Reliable and Econom• 
ical Gas Engine on the market. Send 2 cent stamp 
for catalogue and prices to 

RACINE HARDWARE CO., Racine, Wis.; 

I 
is a quality some newspapers have lost sight of in these 
days of "yellow" journalism. They care little for truth 
and a great deal for temporary sensation. 
It is not so with THE CHICAGO RECORD. 
The success of THE RECORD rests upon its reliability. 
It prints 'the news--all the news-and tells the truth 
about it. 
It is the only American newspaper outside New York city 
that has its own exclusive dispatch boat service an,4 its 
own staff correspondents and artists at the front in both 
hemispheres. 
It is the best illustrated daily newspaper in the world. 
Its war news service is unapproachably the best. 
Says the Urbana (Ill.) Daily Courier: 

"We read the war news in the other papers, 
then we turn to THE CHICAGO RECO~D to 
see bow much of it is true." 

Sold by newsdealers everywhere and subscriptions received 
by all postmasters. Address THE CHICAGO RECORD, 181 
Madison street, Chicago. 
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It may be set down as a vital law j form~ of labor that satisfy these two 
that each part of our threefold nature needs; abundant air, and use of every 
should be used and developed, the muscle. 
body, the mind, and the heart. By all means first among all forms 

A strong and healthful body is the of exercise stands gardening, with its 
rock on which the nobler qualities sunshine and infinite variety of move
must stand. There have been bright ment. The care of lawns and trees 
minds and kindly hearts in feeble and crops is most delightful, and 
frames, but none that reached the nothing can be nobler than raising 
lofty stature of our birthright. For flowers for hospitals, or shut-in 
this reason Jesus gave much time to friends, or even to adorn one's home. 
healing illness, the body first and Flower culture is ideal work for 
then the soul; but his followers have women, who can indeed find exercise 
overlooked this mighty truth. They within the house, but who often lan
break the physical laws, and then guish for sunshine and pure air. 
wonder why they cannot keep the The Creator has made no mist~ke 
moral ones. In vain the glutton prays in forcing half our race to till the 
to be unselfish. In vain the bilious man soil, for no other calling tends so 

ATHLETICS AND HEAL TH. cries out for hope; and he whose strongly to develop every faculty. 
THE secret of health and long life nerves are serrate despairs at bis Farming, sometimes thought the work 
was sought for ages in some drug. strange fiendish temper. of blockheads, re::i,lly demands the 
Every pungent plant and poison min· But, vital as the body is, it will be highest culture. Its mastQr must 
eral was s"wallowed in the hope that shaken off in a few years, and our know the geology of his land, the 
it might ward off death. We have chief energy and zeal should not be chemistry of his soil and manures, 
learned at last the folly of this search, spent upon it. Philosophers agree the botany of his crops, and the ento
and we know that it has cost us that a mere athlete is little higher mology of the insects thsJt attack 
myriad lives. than an animal, while it should be our them. He should be a pomologist and 

Now come philosophers who say grand destiny to become moral and a farrier, a machinist and a meteor
ihat health lies in exercise. They intellectual beings, fit dwellers for the ologist; and with all he must take the 
tell us to run races, to leap hurdles, glorioµs life beyond. papers and study the markets of the 
and risk our bones at football. They Is there not work, worthy of chris· world. No other calling lies so near 
point to the ruddy cheeks and mighty tian men, that will develop mind and to nature's heart. The fields glow 
limbs of pugilists, and recommend heart, and give us also strong and with flowers, and the air flickers with 
their course of training. healthful bodies? strange insects; the rocks are daz-

Is it then true that we must box We may take it for granted as a zling with crystals, and curious with 
and wrestle and leap frog, fair sex first principle, that labor to be health- fossils; and nothing hides the great 
and all, if we will have good health? ful should be done amid pure air. j' arch of heaven, with its rolling storms 
If so our Maker must have blundered Abundant oxygen for warmth, to 1 and glorious s~nsets. If these do not 
in forcing the greater part of us to burn up refuse, and to nourish every 1 awaken the mmd to study, and the 
spend our lives in other forms of ex- portion of the system, is perhaps our soul to reverence and poetry, then 
ercise. He should have made plowing most vital need. Few will deny that nothing can. 
more like running races, and house- the lack of air, and the foul add dusty But how can the great multitude, 
hold work like fighting punch bags. quality of what we breathe in streets who are not farmers, and have not 

Alas, the secret of long life has not and houses, is a first cause of much even gardens, get healthfu'I w0rk? 
been given to the athletes; they are disease. First let those who ha.ve not gardens 
notorious for breaking down or dying And secondly, healthful labor strive to get them. There are few 
young. The noble chests of pugilists should employ every one of our many denizens of cities, and few slaves in 
do not shield them from comsumption, muscles. If a single one is neglected, factories, who cannot, if they so re· 
and if this is sometimes due to drink· /it shrinks and becomes feeble, and solve, live in the suburbs, where 
ing, still the fact remains that the tends to deform and weaken the homes are cheap and gardens possible. 
rowers and the racers, who are often whole body. Experiment however The bicycle has cut down the distance, 
moral men, are prone to heart disease. proves that a very little work each and @very day the trolley is reaching 

Let us go down to first principles, I day will keep them in health, and farther, and opening new fields. 
and see if we cannot learn what exer· I that we need not train and harden But what can northern people do 
cise is useful,. and why too much of it i them as many athletes do. when winter ends the gardening? 
prove.s fata,l. i Now there are a hundred sports and The writer has a shop, and spends a 
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little time each day in making chil- 1 erary club, music, and lectures, not j and our church bas pledged itself to 
dren's toys, or improvements to the less so. I pay one half the expenses incurred 
house; and there is a very small con- Nothing in this article is meant to 'for salary and transportation. 
servatory that gives some work. discourage regular gymnastic drill for "The salary to be allowed these 
'I'hese however do not afford fresh air, children and young people. Every teachers, besides their keep, will be 
and when there is no snow to shovel, child should be examined by an ex- only two hundred dollars. I am look
and the fireplace wood has all been pert, and weakness or deformity ing for some one who is interested 
split, he is sometimes reduced to cured by proper training. By far the enough in Africa to foot the other 
walking. most important thing is teaching half of the bill incident to the exten-

There are books that call walking them to stand erect, carrying the sion of this work. 
the best of exercises, but this can breast bone high off the lungs, so "My project also includes the estab
hardly be, for it exerts only the legs that they ruay freely breathe. Lively lishment of industrial schools in Li
and lower body, while the arms and play in the open air is of far greater beria. "-·N Y. Cor. Chicago Tribnne, 
chest are nearly idle. Besides it is , value than gymnastic drill, for well July 20. 
not useful labor, and becomes dull ' formed children. Even football ~ 
drudgery, unless it is taken for na· would have its uses if it were played JEWS IN THE UNITED STATES. 
ture study, or has some errand at the with kindly spirit. It is estimated that the Jews of the United 
end. Perhaps we may think of a dis- He who keeps clearly in mind the States number about 1,210,000, although that 
taut invalid to whom a cheering chat object of his life in this world will not may be s~mewhat in excess. Although in 

Or a fresh book WOllld be a boon. The f t H t d d common with the great mass of the popula-go ar as ray. e mus use an e . f -h . . , f , _ . I t10n they pre er t e c1 ties, tney are ounu 
best kind of walk is that taken with velop ~nd perfect all 1:1s powers, and I scattered in eve:·y section from Bangor to 
a friend or two, whiling the way with grow mto a noble berng, worthy of the Klondike, aad their synagogues, which 
pleasant talk, admiring sky and trees transalation into the perfect world, were a novelty a few decades ago, save in 
and birds; or if in the city, studying and even of becoming .the humble I plac'"s like New York, ~hiladelphia, Charles
the shops and people. Its value may friend of his Creator.-Frederic M. ton, Sa:annah, and Rcchmond, can be met 

be greatly increased also by keeping H th · H z 1 o z everyw ere. ea ' in ea tii u t·ure. Chicao-o recentiv witnessed the fifthieth 
a high chest, and breathing through anniver:ary of its ~ldest synagogue-the new 
the nose long draughts of air. AMERICAN SCHOOL SYSTEM IN edifice on Indian:'. Avenue, with its imp1·ess-

Many useless forms of exercise, AFRICA. ive ar.chitecture, tells the story of success· 
like walking, cycling, archery, tennis, BACKED by Cecil Rhodes and Earl ful growth. The new temples in Clevelaud, 
and golf, become useful and wholly Grey, members of the Board of Di- Little Rock, Kansas City, St. Louis, Detroit, 

are eloquent reminders of Western progress. 
admirable, when taken largely for the rectors of the British South Africa San Francisco vies with the Eastern coast-
pleasure of our friends. Company, Bishop Joseph U. Hartzell cities in the number of its synagogues. The 

Let us not forget the great principle of the Methodist Episcopal Church, President of the United States was present 
with which we started; that labor of whose diocese includes the continent at the recent corner-stone laying for the new 
the muscles is indeed vital, but that a of Africa, succeeded in obtaining ari Washington Temple, which will be worthy 

of the capital of our country. In New York. 
higher need is labor of the mind, and appropriation yesterday from the Philadelphia, Cincinnati, and Baltimore, the 
the exercise of faith and hope and Board of Missions, which will enable synagogues are in the broad places, and con
love. Let him who would lead a no· him to plant the public school system vey a favorable idea of American Israel. Ac
ble life consider carefully his daily of the United States in Africa. When cording to Rev. D,r. Carroll's statistics there 

round, and see that none of his God- seen about the matter, Bishop Hart- were, in 1897• 570 Jewish congregations in 
the United States, and 143,000 communicants 

given faculties lie wholly idle. zell said:- -the last term is misleading. As a rule, 
Clergymen and lawyers and physi- "lam commencing this work in the the father alone counts as a member of the 

cians, generally find exercise for little republic of Libfilria. Already, synagogue. Besides, in the smaller towns in 
mind and morals, but are apt to need under the fostering care of our church, which there are no regular synagoguei;:, there 
an hour or two of vigorous gardening, a college has been established at will be found many Jews, and these are not 

included in the estimate, while a large pro
or rowing or gymnasium work. Monrovia, in West Africa, which has portion of Jewish residents of the chief cities 
Salesmen and artisans get muscle la- one thousand scholars enrolled under may be unattached to any synagogue, mem
bor, but they should spend their lei- the control of a faculty of five. Pro- bership being voluntary, not compulsory.
sure time in study, and in doing I fessor A. P. Camphor, a black man From Frarik Leslie's Popitlcir Monthly for 

kindly deeds to relatives or neigh- educated in this country, is at the Ai,giist. 

bors. The busy housewife lacks pure I head of this institution. It is my ADDREssEs. 

air and mental work, and she should purpose to begin at the foundation, J. D. Erwin, Standley, Indian Territory. 
take walks or ride a wheel, and write establishing first the primary school, J. F. Mintun, Box A., Magnolia, Iowa. 
intellectual letters, or be active in a and in a short time I hope to have L. R. Devore, Graysville, Monroe County 

Ohio. 
literary society. two thousand pupils under the charge T . A. Hougas, Supt. Gen. S. S. Association, 

The life most lik>ely to dwarf the. of competent teachers sent from the Henderson, Iowa. 
being is that in factories, where the United States. P@ter Anderson, Stanberry, Missouri. 
holilrS aN long and the work only ''To assist me to carry out this idea W. R. Armstrong, secretary, 14 Council 

th t f f l I h b th · d t fi Street, H., Manchester, England. 
a o a ew muse es. ave een au onze o secure ve I Eld H c s 'th N 64~ s .,,, . er enry . m1 , o. 1 ou .. , 
For such laborers, a garden is of t"'achers from among the educatE;ld Spring street, Los Angeles, California. 

priceless value, and a social or lit· young colored people of the State, . Henry Kemp, Box 659, Shenandoah, Iowa. 
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TI-IE tIERAI~D. 
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeeds and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.''-John 8131, 32. 

"Hearken to the word of the Lordi for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wifei and concubines he shall have none.''-B, of M,, pageH6, 

Vol. 45. 

JOSEPH SMITH 
R. S. SALYARDS 
HEMAN c. SMITH, 
JOSEPH LUFF, 

EDITOR. 
ASSISTANT EDITOR. 

} CORRESPONDING EDITORS. 

LAMONI, IOWA, JULY 27, 1898. 

SALE OF COLLEGE LOTS IN 
GRACELAND. 

BISHOP G. H. HILLIARD reports the 

sale of five additional lots in Grace

land, to purchaser excellent in char

acter and influence. We are pleased 

to learn this; for the reason that it 

must, in reason, be followed by other 

sales to responsible owners; and will 
thus aid to hasten the accomplishment 

of the work assigned to the Bishopric. 

'rhere is scarcely an ineligible build

ing site in the whole Graceland plat. 

Purchasers are decidedly welcome; 

and if a sale means occupancy, a few 
good houses large enough to accom

modate a few student boarders, each, 

put up in the neighborhood of the 

College building and Campus, would 

be decidedly a good thing and a, very 

welcome addition to the beauty of the 

grounds, as' well as of use in the car

rying on of the school. 

REPORT OF JOINT COMMITTEE. 
DUTIES OF DEACON. 

THE following report of the commit

tee composed of the Presidency, the 

Twelve, and the Bishopric, upon the 

subject of the Duties of the Deacon, 

submitted at the session of conference 

held at Independence, Missouri, last 

April, will be the report of that com

mittee to the next session of confer

ence to be held at Lamoni, Iowa, 

according to the terms of resolution 

upon which the session adjourned. 

It will be understood that this re

port is not published as the final action 

of the church upon the subject named 
in the resolution referring it, but is 

the report of the action of the com

mittee, and published as their report 

to the conference when it shall con

vene, and is subject to approval or 

disapproval at such session; the ob
ject of publication being that the 

Lamoni, Iowa, July 27, 1898. 

subject matter of it may be taken 

cognizance of by all who may be in

terested in the subject, and may de

sire to take part in the discussion and 

action of conference upon it when it 

shall come up in its place before the 

conference, to be determined upon its 
merits:-

REPORT OF FIRST PRESIDENCY, TWELVE, 

AND BISHOPRIC, ON 1 'THE DUTIES 

OF A DEACON." 

The committee composed of the Presi
dency, the Twelve, and the Bishopric, to 
which the following resolution presented to 
the late session of conference held at Inde
pendence, Missouri, April 6--18, 1898, was 
referred for consideration and report, do so 
report, as follows:-

The resolution presented to conference 
was:-

"Be it resolved by this body, in conference 
assembled, that we concur in and hereby 
adopt the definition of the duties of a deacon 
as defined by President Joseph Smith in Her
ald of June 15, 1871, and No. 25, vol. 31, of 
Saints' Herald. C. F. CHURCH. 

"C. E. BLAIR." 

The resolution of the conference by which 
the matter was referred, is:-

"Resolved, that a committee, consisting of 
the First Presidency, the Twelve, and the 
Bishopric, be appointed, to whom this mat
ter he referred, with the request that they 
report as soon as practicable to the General 
Conference what in their judgment are the 
duties belonging to the office of deacon in the 
church." 

This committee met in the church at Inde· 
pendence, Missouri, April 19, 1898, at nine a. 
m., and proceeded to the duties assigned 
them. 

After a consultation of several hours the 
committee by a majority vote adopted the 
following as their judgment upon the matter 
submitted to them:-

«Resol ved, that we approve of the duties 
set forth in the article referred to as a rule 
of action to aid the Deacon in his labor, in 
addition to his duties as made plain in the 
law (D. C. 17: 11) as a standing minister to 
the church, under the direction of the proper 
officers placed over him in the law." 

The committee directed the Cloail'man and 

No. 30. 

branch must have a place of meeting. This 
place of meeting, if a public building-, hall, or 
meetinghouse, or church, must be in the 
actual possession of the association of church 
members worshiping there, at least during 
its occupancy while worshiping; anu if the 
property is owned by the church, some one 
must have constructive possession at all 
times. What particular officer of the church 
has precedence of right in this constructive 
possession? The right to carry' the keys; 
open the doors; conduct visitors, either those 
belonging or not belonging to the church; to 
see that the floors, doors, windows, pulpit or 
stand, seats, table or stand, lamps and other 
fixtures are clean and in good order; to open 
the doors at the hour of gathering for 
preaching, fellowship, prayer, or business 
meetings; to see that the lamps or candles 
are trimmed, lighted, and burning, in time 
for evening meetings; to see that the mem
bers coming in find seats; to keep watch over 
the saints during meetings, 1·epressing loud 
talking, whispering and laughing, reproving 
the thoughtless, and' rebuking the giddy; 
putting a prompt stop to rude, indecent, and 
boisterous acts, by which the propriety, so
lemnity, and peace of the meetings may be 
disturbed; to exercise kind and diligent 
supervision over the health and comfort of 
the saints while in meeting, by securing a 
proper ventilation of the room; to light and 
keep burning the fires by which the 
room is kept warm; to have charge of the 
treasury; to receive, disburse, and account 
for the contributions of the saints, intended 
for necessary and incidental expenses of the 
association of members; to keep, pi·eserve 
from damage, and account for all personal 
effects of the association; to visit the poor, 
ascertain their needs, and report the same to 
the church; and in fact, to perform any 
and all of those necessary duties by which 
the welfare of the saints is secured through 
a careful administration of the outward ordi
nances, a faithful employment of the talents 
entrusted to that man. It follows then of a 
necessity that the right, the duty of the per
forming these acts,-these unwritten but es
sential tl>ings of the law, devolve upon the 
office of deacon.'' 

JOSEPH SMI'.l'H, Chairman. 
J. W. WIGHT, Secretary. 

Secretary of the council to compile from the A VETERAN. 

said article in the Herald, referred to in the BRO. ODIN JACOBS, of Radcliff, Iowa, 
resolution before the conference, the duties 
named therein and incorporate them in the a member of the church during the 
report to be made of the action of the com- days of Joseph and Hyrum, now sev
mittee thereon. Those duties thus compiled enty-eight years of age, in company 
from said article as stated in paragraphs 32 with Bro. A. K. Anderson, called on 
and 36, ~it~ the preliminary explanation at 1 the Editor of the HERALD Jul 8. 
the begmmng of paragraph 32, are as fol- B J b . . f, Ill' y · 
lows:- ro. aco s was a citizen o m01s, 

"We have elsewhere written that every in the region of Newark, and Mission, 
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La Salle County, in which region 
George. A. Smith, W. 0. Clark, 
George P. Dykes, and some others 
did considerable missionary labor be
fore the the Martyr's death. At the 
death of Joseph and Hyrum Smith, 
there was quite a scattering, but a 
branch numbering some thirty held 
onto the faith, though quite undecided 
which way to go. Among these were 
Goodman Hougas, Ole Hayer, Yance 
Jacobs, Odin Jacobs, M. Madison, and 
others. These could not consent to 
the rule of President Young and the 
dogma of plural marriage, etc. In 
due course of time they were visited, 
:first by dreams and visions, which 
promised an era of gospel light, then 
by the leading missionaries of whom 
Bro. W. W. Blair, was one. He had 
been seen in vision, or dream by some, 
and when he went into their midst he 
was recognized as ''the man of God." 

The result was that the Hougases, 
Hayers, Jacobs, (Yance and Odin,) 
and many others received the faith 
anew and became members of the Re
organized Church and earnest sup
porters of the latter-day work. 

Goodman Hougas, Yance Jacobs, 
Ole Hayer, Oliver and Austin Hayer, 
M. Madison, and some others are 
gone; but Odin Jacobs yet stays to 
rejoice in the onward way of the work, 
waiting the gathering at the reaping 
time. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

JUDGING from the number of articles 
furnished the press by Bro. M. rr. 
Short, one is led to conclude that he 
is a sort of combination preacher, de
bater, and self-operating typewriter. 
At any rate he is a busy missionary 
and manages to stir up the residents 
along his line of march. One letter 
fr.om him brings to the Herald Office 
an order for tracts, three handbills 
(green, white, and terra cotta in hue) 
and two articles from his pen on the 
word "Morr110n," published in an 
Illinois paper, name not given. Bro. 
Short's larger handbill closes with 
this exhortation: "Ye judges, law
yers, doctors, divines, churchmen, 
merchants, mechanics, husbandmen, 
high, intermediate, low, black, and 
white, come early, nor heed the 
frowns and scoffs of the face of clay." 
Bro. Short's note is dated Aledo. Jlli
~ois, July 14. He says: . . ' . 

* 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

We began preaching here on the eve of the 
13th ult. We held forth a half dozen times 
on Sundays, and rested only the eve of the 
4th. A very great many have heard the gos
pel, and now the Teachers' Institute is in 
session here. Bro. Russell, and J. W. A. 
et al., have aided us. A barrister requested 
me to speak on Book of Mormon, and paid 
for dodgers, etc. Bro. Bean, of Joy, shoul
ders unsolicited and cheerfully one half ex
penses of running tent, etc. 

Bro. W. H. Walling, Springfield, 
South Dakota, July 15:-

I am having good success in getting open
ings. I have the I. 0. 0. F. hall here. The 
people turn out well; seem to be interested. 
Have had good liberty in preaching. My ad
dress will be Howard, Miner County, South 
Dakota. I need tracts of our faith, but money 
comes in slowly; can't send for any. Should 
you know of anyone who wants to advertise 
the work in that way he can forward tracts 
to me at Howard, South Dako!;a. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

BRO. GEORGE w. EDWARDS, of the 
branch at Philadelphia, writes en
couragingly of the progress of the 
church in the city of homes and of 
brotherly love. One was added by 
baptism, Bro. A. H. Parsons adminis
tering in the presence of a large con
course of people, at Camden, New 
Jersey, where some of the saints of 
Philadelphia branch reside. The sis
ter baptized proll!ises to be an addi
tion that will prove helpful. All were 
trying to advance the cause. 

J. L. Mize, living at Flomaton, Ala
bama, would like to have some of the 
elders of the Reorganized Church to 
call on him at his home; he desires to 
unite with the church. 

Elder William Newton, wife, and 
daughter, were at Brooklyn, New 
York, July 3, and Elder Newton ad
dressed the Saints there. They left 
for England, Bro. Newton's field of· 
labor, on the 9th in excellent spirits. 
So wrote Bro. Joseph Squire, Sr., of 
No. 227 McDougal Street, Brooklyn, 
July ll. 

Bro. E. W. Nunley was at Irving 
College, Tennessee, preaching the 
word, July 19, when he wrote that 
openings for preaching were numerous 
in that region. Brighamite elders 

at Eaton, Delaware County, Indiana, 
writes requesting that some of the 
ministry visit that locality and preach 
the word. She has not '•seen the 
face of a saint" for over four months 
and feels lonely in her isolation among 
the world. She requests that some of 
the household of faith write to her. 

Warm weather is hard on church 
attendance. This we note after a 
somewhat extended observation of its 
general effects. Its rising tempera
ture seems to have the paradoxical 
effect of lowering the spiritual tem
perature, for many become ''cold," for 
a time, and cease their former attend
ance and activity. Where branches 
are small, the absence of few or 
many, sometimes of but one, is keenly 
felt. It is not wise to neglect the 
assembling of ourselves together, 
which some neglect to their loss. 
The weather problem is a factor in 
church work. 

Mothsrs' Homs fioltlmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

"How they pale, 
Ancient myth, and song, and tale, 

In this wonder of our days, 
When the cruel rod of war 
Blossoms white with righteous law, 

And the wrath of man is praise?" 

COURAGE. 

Take courage, thou sorely afflicted, 
Bear patiently all of thy pain, 

l<~or after thy trials are over, 
Bright morn will dawn for thee again. 

We pray thee, dear Father, in heaven, 
Look down from thy high courts above, 

Send a messenger clothed with the power 
To fill her poor heart with thy love. 

Rend the darkness, we pray thee, a mo-
ment,-

Let a ray of thy light gladly through, 
To help our poor, suffering mother, 

And enable her thy will to do. 

May the trials, the cares, and the crosses, 
And the sickness that's broken her down, 

When she enters that city of glory, 
Be shining, bright gems in life's crown. 

J. H. 

STEW ARTS VILLE, Mo. 
had appeared on the scene, but van- As I pi~ked up the Herald, looking over the 
ished when questioned and asked to letters written by beloved brethren and sis
meet the issue. Bro. Nunley writes ters, my eyes rested on an article headed, 
interestingly of archaeological dis- "Why is it so?" As I read and reread I was 
coveries of pecuiiar caves in the vi- so much pleased to think that th~re was ?ne 

. . so true and noble and so fearless m speakmg 
cimty. I her mind to the dearly beloved sisters. We 

Mrs. May Brown, a sister residing . mothers need not l:)e asha01ed of bearing and 
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rearing our children. I am the mother of 
seven nice healthy children, and thank my 
heavenly Father that be has seen fit to en
trust them to my care. There is nothing 
more grand to my mind than bringing up 
families in the way they should go, that they 
may be fit to take the places of the faithful 
ones foat have with old age passed away to 
the paradise of God. 

Let us strive to become pure in heart, that 
we may keep the law of God. Though it may 
seem burdensome to us at the time, we know 
there is a crown of eternal life laid up for us 
at the end of the race. With the wisdom 
that God has given us, let us teach our chil
dren to be pure in hea.rt and mind; to walk in 
wisdom's ways with a zeal to do good; to 
Rhun the very appearance of evil; to keep 
the law ar,d colllmandments of God, because 
they love this work that we are all engaged 
in. Then when we are old we can praise the 
name of God, because be has given us chil
dren. How grand will be the reunion of 
families on the resurrection morn, to dwell 
with Christ on this earth a thousand bright 
years. SR. MARGARET. 

HOLLISTER, Cal., June 8. 
Dear Sistei· Walker:-I was quite surprised 

on reading Herald of May 25, to see my little 
attempt at poetry which found its way to 
your columns without my knowledge. While 
looking through the Harp for some hymns 
appropriate for our little Prayer Union, par
ticularly the opening hymn, I was wishing 
we had something especially for the Prayer 
Uaion, when the first few lines came into my 
mind, and as I went about my household du
ties the remainder was composed, and we 
sang it in our meeting to the tune of "Sweet 
the time, exceeding sweet,'' all being fa
miliar with that, though it is better with the 
tune "SpaniEh Chant," in the Hymnal (or 
any tune of eight lines that wm ·go it), on 
account of the length. 

Isn't our beloved church coming up higher 
just grandly? See the strong array of 
"helps" in all the various organizations for 
tho advancement of the membership. The 
Sunday school is assuming noble proportions; 
then the Religio, Daughters of Zion, and 
Prayer Union. How I long to live where we 
could meet with the saints in these different 
meetings; at present we have none of any 
kind-not even a Prayer Union, for most of 
the saints have moved away. I still try to 
devote the hour to sacred reading and prayer, 
as I ever have since its origin, though some
times I fail to do so; and try to teach my 
children, using the Quarterlies, but find it 
very hard to keep them interested. They 
like the Hope, and were pleased with Book 
of Mormon Stories. 

Once, when praying on this subject, the 
thought presented itself, that we do not at
tempt to educate them and ourselves at 
home, but we send them to school to compe
tent teachers-those who have studied and 
prepared themselves to teach, and with regu
larly organized classes and the companion
ship of other children to stimulate and 
increase the interest. Then why should we, 
~n this U}att!er of so gre&t import1_tn9e a~ tJ:ieir 
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spiritual education, try of ourselves, only to 
teach them? I do not mean that we should 
not do all we can, for I realize that they need 
to be instructed daily, every opportunity im
proved, and every little incident that can be 
taken advantage of without wearying them, 
should be used to impress on their minds 
so..ne lesson for good; but I mean that it is 
our duty, as much as we can, to place our
selves in a situation so that we can send them 
to Sunday school-and go with them; to con
sider this of vital importance in selecting a 
place of residence, to have our childrep 
where they can attend a good, live saints' 
Sunday school. If there is a chance to help 
organize and carry on one in our own vi
cinity, so much the better; but if not, go 
where there is one if possible. We have 
never allowed our children to attend the 
sectarian Sunday schools, where they are 
sure to get some wrong ideas of the plan of 
salvation, preferring to teach them the best 
we can at home, when there has been none of 
our own to attend. 

Ever praying for the welfare of Zion, to 
which we turn with longing eyes, though 
the ties that bind us to our native State are 
strong, Lovingly your sister, 

EMILY DAVIS. 

I'l' is not wise to lose faith in our ideals and 
think they cannot be realized in this work-a
day world, for no one can conceive an ideal 
too high of attainment. As in the block of 
marble slumbers the beautiful statue, waiting 
only the ski.llful hand of the sculptor, so 
within the very conception of a high ideal 
lies the evolution and ultimate perfection of 
the same, when the chisel and hammer of 
our thoughts and acts are applied to its de
signing day by day. The Creator designed a 
niche for each one of us to fill, and only when 
we live up to our highest and best do we ful
fill the end of our creation. 

CLARA LAMBER'!.' CLARK. 

HOW IS IT? 

Are you serving Christ, your master? 
Are you watching, day by day, 

That no trifling speech or action 
May cause you dissatisfaction, 

Or cause stumbling in the way? 

Do you pray for help from heaven, 
Strength for trembling heart? 

Don't you know that God has spoken? 
And his word he ne'er has broken

When you do your part! 

Are you not sometimes reliant 
O..i yourself for strength? 

Does the Holy Spirit leave you, 
And sore trials vex and grieve you, 

Showing you at length 

Your own weakness? 0, how futile 
To attempt to live, 

Saint of God, and then to follow 
Worldly ways; all such are hollow 

Mockeries, the world doth give. 

Strive to live the blessed gospel, 
The reward is great! 

Ollrs t~e precioys consolation 

Of a present revelation, 
But-the way is straight. 
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ELLA J. GREEN. 
ONSLOW, Iowa, April 30, 1898. 

8tlndau 8Bhool IlBDar1mBnt. 
ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor. 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to" Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

[THE article below from. the pen of Sr. Julia 
Hansen, Superintendent of the Pottawatta
mie, Iowa, district, is full of points well 
worth our most careful thought, The 
"needs" there mentioned, while observed in 
her district, are the same as are to a greater 
or less degree observed in every district of 
the church. We do have many, yes very 
many, "willing workers," but the growing 
work needs more. In fact, the supply has 
never been adequate to the needs, thus mak
ing the burden (if such you choose to call it) 
the heavier upon those who were willing to 
bear it. May we all be ready and always 
ready to do our part.-ED.] 

THE NEEDS OF THE DISTRICT. 
(From the Pottawattamie, Iowa. district convention.) 

IN looking at this subject I am reminded of 
Holmes's stirring lines:-
''God give us men! A time like this demands 

Great hearts, strong minde, true faith, and willing 
hands." 

And it seems in these words are summed 
up our needs. Give us "great hearts," hearts 
large enough to take in every child in the 
district, and never to be content to sit with 
folded hands until he is enrolled a member of 
the Sunday school; no matter how ragged 
and uncultured, or how elegant and refined 
he may be. 

Give us "strong minds," that are not afraid 
to stand by the right, and are not moved 
from our position, even though the winds of 
adversity beat hard against us, but are de
termined to breast the storm of opposition, 
let it come from whatsoever source it may, 
even though our deepest wounds are received 
from those who profess to be our friends. 

Give us "true faith." How much we all 
need this priceless gift. Faith in ourselves, 
faith in our fellow workers, faith in the 
little ones for whom we are laboring, faith 
'in the divine element which is placed in 
every human heart even though it sometimes 
seems to be entirely crushed out by evil; 
and most of all, unfaltering faith in him 
whom we are trying to serve; and, perhaps 
hardest of all, faith in those frow whom we 
feel that we have a right to expect aid and 
encouragement, but receive instead discour
agement. 

And last, give us "willing hands," for with
out these all the other gifts will avail us but 
little. Our greatest need is willing workers; 
those who are willing to teach and will make 
the preparation nE'cessary in order to do good 
work; those who are willing to visit the par
ents and try to persuade them to come and 
bring their children to Sunday school; those 
who wHl "in bonqr prefer one anotb.er," &t:ld 
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are ever ready to take the lowest position, l tates. Shall he leave the beauty and the 
leaving the higher ones for some one else; grandeur that he sees around him, to return 
those who are not afraid of being second to the old routine of work? Why should he? 
choice; those who will make a study of Sun- He would much rather stay awhile longer 
duy school work in all of its phases, and be where he is, but again the monastery bell 
prepared to push the work along more rap- speaks, repeating the same message, "Down, 
idly; those who will try as hard to make the Delmonico, down," and reluctantly he wends 
school interesting every Sunday as they do his way downward, enters his cell, and takes 
when some distinguished visitor is present; up his daily work. 
those who take for their motto "Thou God Why have I told this story, and what is the 
seest me" and constantly keep it in mind; application? The Sunday school is the mon
those who will do what the occasion requires, astery. We the monks who must work 
even thougb they must thereby sacrifice there. The mountain top is our quarterly 
some longed-for pleasure or time that they conferences; two-days' meetings, or reunions, 
would like to give to every-day work or self- where we all so much enjoy going, where we 
improvement. meet those whose mere presence thrills us, 

But we must learn that there is a more im- and the clasp of whose hands is an lnspira
portant work than even that; that the. Sun- tion; and we think, how much we should en
day school must never be neglected, but that joy being always in such society; but the bell 
Sunday after Sunday will always find us at of duty calls; "Down, down to your work in 
our post, unless hindered by circumstances the Sunday school." Shall we heed its call, 
beyond our control, and that we must be pre- or will we enjoy ourselve~ even though some 
pared. But we are so busy, we have not child may come to Sunday sehool, and find
always time to get our lessons; the crops must ing no one there to welcome him, resolves 
be tended, the kitchen floor scrubbed, that that next Sunday· he'll stay at home, or per
new dress or that "perfectly lovely" doily, or haps go fishing? Let us remember what is 
tidy that is "just too sweet for anything" said about "offending one of these little ones." 
must be finished, or the closing chapters of Not that none of us should attend these 
that interesting book read. Let us think a gatherings, but that the superintendent 
moment: When we stand before Him who should see to it that there is some one to take 
shall separate the sheep from the goats, charge of the Sunday school. Surely there 
which will give us the greater satisfaction, should be enough "willing bands" not to 
to know that our crops always brought the make this a burden to anyone; but by taking 
highest market price because of being care- turn in looking after the school, we need 
fully tended, our floor was always spotless, never miss a session. 
our stove rivaled a mirror, or seeing the But says some one, there are not enough 
children of our Sunday school numbered that come to make it worth while to try to 
among those on his right hand and hear him have Sunday school when there is a quarterly 
say to us, "Inasmuch as ye have done it unto conference or two days' meeting near. How 
one of the least of these my brethren, ye many are required to make it worth while? 
have done it unto me." We must not think If one child comes it is certainly worth while 
the time too valuable to be spent in working being there to show him that we are not in
for these little ones. consistent, urging him to attend regularly 

But there is one sacrifice that to many 
seems the hardest of all to make. Let me 
right here repeat a little story that I once 
heard. Down among the foothills of the 
Pyrenees Mountains stood a white stone 
monastery, where everv day the monks went 
through their round of work, repeating their 
prayers, counting their beads, and distribut
ing their alms. One of their number had 
often heard g-lowing descriptions of the 
beauty of the sunrise as seen from the moun
tain top, antl one morning while his brothers 
were still asleep, he climbed from the wiif
dow of his cell, determined to see for him
self. Slowly he made his way up the 
mountain side until he reached the top, and 
there beheld the wondrous scene, as the 
gates of the morning were opened, and the 
king of day came forth in his majesty. For
gotten was the toilsome journey, as, standing 
entranced, gazing on this marvelous display, 
he thought how glorious it would be to live 
there on the mountain, where every day he 
could have the privilege that he had to-day 
enjoyed;-but hark! deep down from the val
ley comes the sound of the monastery bell, 
calling the monks to prayer, and as he listens 
it seems to say, "Down, down, Delmonico, 
down. Down to your prayers and to your 
alms. c Down, Delmonico, down."_ He hesl· 

when we don't have school regularly; and be 
sure that he will never forget the time when 
he was the only one in the class, if we en
deavor to make that lesson the brightest one 
of the quarter; and he will in after years 
look back to that day as a sweet memory. 

We are so apt to overlook the little things, 
thinking them of little or no consequence, 
but it is watching for and taking ad vantage 
of the little things that makes the difference 
between success and failure, between a lively, 
interesting school, and one that is almost 
lifeless. 

Life is made up of little things, and the 
missing of one session of Sunday school may 
be the turning point in some child's career, 
leading him away from the school and its in
fluences. 

It is needful for us to go to the mountain 
top as often as we can, to receive the inspira
tion necessary to help us in our work, but let 
us beware bow we neglect the children of our 
school. 

We find some "willing hands" in every 
school in the district; but we need more, 
many more. The Sunday school is here to 
stay. At the General Convention it was 
s_tated repeatedly by the missionaries that 
where they found a good Sunday school, 
there was nearly always a live branch. 

The school and the church must go hand 
in hand, the school always looking up to its 
superior, and receiving aid and instruction 
from it; and the church not forgetting that 
the school is one of its most powerful allies. 

·when this condition is reached we shall 
see the schools more wide-awake, the church 
services more spiritual, and the cause of the 
Master making rapid strides. 

JULIA HANSEN. 

hB11Br Dapartmem. 
PIPE CREEK, Texas, July 11. 

Editors Herald:-Since the 1st of ,Tune I 
have hardly had time to raise my head, try
ing if possible to arouse the saints of South
west Texas. On my arrival at San Antonio 
I found the saints in the Oakwood and San 
Antonio branches trying very hard to take a 
quiet nap, but being constantly annoyed in 
their dreams by a consciousness of neglected 
duty toward God and the cause in which they 
have engaged. Their sleep is disturbed by 
muttering not lawful to be uttered. 

After visiting a few days and preaching 
from house to house, prescribing the best 
remedies known to the writer, to if possible 
counteract the effect of that poisonous drug 
administered to many honest souls by his 
Satanic Majesty, whose abode is in the midst 
of darkness and the shadows of spiritual 
death'. Some may ask, What is that dread
ful drug that produces such an effect? We 
answer, that the first dose is "Neglect of 
known duty" to God and the church on the 
part of branch officers, which throws the 
whole machine out of gear and out of work
ing order. Secondly, neglect on the part of 
heads of families whose duties are to pray in 
their homes with their families, vocally and 
in secret, and to set such examples in all 
things as are worthy of imitation. And 
when these things are neglected, the door 
stands open for the dark shadows of leth
argy, indifference, commingled with mur
murings and faultfindings, until many of the 
honest in heart are caught in the soothing 
arms of forgetfulness and are soon rocked to 
sleep, only to wake to find themselves sur
rounded by black wastes and blasted hopes. 

Passing on up in to the "hill country" of 
Western Texas, where the water is better and 
the heat not so intense as it is at this time of 
year in the city and vicinity of San Antonio, 
my first effort is at Pipe Creek, where a 
reasonably full house greeted me, giving the 
very b('Jst of attention and treatment. Then 
on to the west prong of the Medina to meet 
with the district conference to begin on the 
17th of June. On account of the absence of all 
the district officials no conference was had, 
but a ten days' meeting followed, which I 
think resulted in good. One young man bap
tized, many more express themselves almost 
persuaded. Visiting and preaching at sev
eral other points I find myself again at Pipe 
Creek and am made glad to meet a well be
haved and attentive congregation who bring 
their dinners on the ground, and beneath the 
spreading live oak we surround a table 
spread with all the good things necessary to 
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satisfy all present, and many more, had they 
been present. A day thus spent leaves good 
impressions and a desire to meet again, 
which will be one month hence, when the 
district conference will meet here, beginning 
on the evening of August 12 followed by a 
week's camp meeting, at which time we hope 
to meet a full representation from all the 
branches in the district. 

From now until that time I expect to labor 
in this mountain country and then pass on 
east into the vicinity of San Antonio, and 
then into the Texas Central district. 

Asking an especial interest in the prayers 
of the saints in all parts in behalf of the 
work in Texas, 

Yours in gospel bonds, 
T. J. SHEPPARD. 

FLOMATON, Ala., July 4. 
Editors Herald:-It is with pleasure that I 

have tried the Reorganized Church by the 
Bible and find it to agree with the teaching 
of the Bible exactly: and I am willing to risk 
my soul within its fold, and lot the outside 
world say what it pleases. And if any of the 
elders of the Reorganized Church should 
come this way, and find me worthy enough, I 
would like to unite with that body. I find 
people here in sympathy wit.h the Reorgan
ized Church of Latter Day Saints, but se
cretly, while others are bitter enemies. My 
address is Flomaton, Alabama, and if any of 
the elders come this way they will find them
selves welcome at my house. We are poor, 
but freehearted. As ever, 

J. L. MIZE. 

MAITLAND, Mo., July 18. 
Editors Herald:-I wrote to the Hera.la last 

from Rosendale, in March, having had quite 
an experience there with churches and trus
tees. One sermon in the Christian church 
and four in the Methodist was our beginning 
in Rosendale, and perhaps our ending, so far 
as preaching in the churches is concerned. 
Afterward I preached in a schoolhouse near 
town and four, heads of families, were bap
tized. 

In company with Bro. D. A. Hutchings I 
returned to Rosendale lately with our dis
trict tent, but never met with more preju
dice anywhere. The attendance was small, 
still we believe good influences were at work 
as well as bad, and hope for the future to 
bring forth some fruit. One man gave his 
name for baptism, but opposition from his 
family cansed him to reconsider. 

We set up our tent here last Thursday, the 
14th; everything is going along satisfac
torily; had a large audience last night; a 
number of the Ross Grove saints were pres
ent and encouraged us by their presence and 
assistance in singing. 

I am pleased to note the progress of the 
work in this immediate vicinity, especially 
in the Ross Grove branch. Several additions 
by baptism during the last year have 
strengthened this branch, and a church will 
be erected before cold weather comes again. 
A Sunday school has lately been organized, 
and for the present Mr. Wiliiam Rowlett 
kindly furnishes his unoccupied renters' 
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house for meeting purposes. Through the 
1 

We began meetings here on the night of 
influence of a certain sect, Squaw Creek the 8th inst., and so far have had a good 
schoolhouse was closed against us, but the hearing; we hope it may continue. We have 
work moves along, and has taken a new im- a beautiful location, and just >:1t present are 
petus. The saints are living fait,hful and well equipped, Bro. and Sr. Barker having 
future prospects are bright. loaned us a small tent to use in connection 

Bro. R. K. Ross has succeeded in arrang- with the district tent; which, with bedding 
ing a debate between Rev. Sham berger, of loaned by other saints and friends, enables us 
the Dunkard or Brethren Church, and I. N. to live with the tout. 
White, our missionary in charge, to come off The saints here have stood by, and nobly 
in September. The Dunkard church house, aided us in the work. Brn. G. II. Henley, 
about seven miles west of Maitland will likely Francis Earl, H. C. Morgan, R. N. Burwell, 
be the place of contest. May truth gloriously Theodore Grobske, and J. A. King, with 
triumph, and error be ingloriously routed their companions, have given us special aid 
wherever it is intrenched. and assistance, for which we feel truly grate-

Bro. Hutchings and myself are being well ful. Brn. L. F. Daniel and J. C. Haas, with 
fed and cared for and have need of nothing, their wives, have also given special assist
but money; it takes a little of that to operate ance. 
a tent. vVe have begun to rairn money to purchase 

I am still, brethren, sisters, and friends, a folding organ for tent use; we have written 
here and elsewhere, the saints in every part of this district, but 

Yours in the faith, have received no response as yet. The saints 
M. F. GOWELL. of the V'Jest Pullman branch have raised 

BOZEMAN, Mont., July 11. 
Editors Herald:-I have ;just returned from 

a trip through the Deer Lodge Valley. I 
find that the Utah elders are very active in 
the western part of the State in their glaring 
misrepresentations of facts, in regard to the 
latter-day work and some of its representa
tives. They have told it over there that 
when you (Pres. Joseph Smith) were in Utah 
you told your cousin that you knew you had 
no right to preside over the church, but that 
there was a living in it, and a little money, 
so that is the reason you stay with it. And 
again they tell it about the country among 
those that do not know the difference in the 
churches that the Reorganized Church prac
tices and believes in polygamy. The only 
difference they say is that the Reorganized 
Church is not so honest in the matter as they 
are; and many other stories of like character 
they circulate to try to injure and destroy 
the work. 

I don't think we can make our statements 
too strong for those fellows, from what I have 
seen of their works. From now on I intend 
to hunt them as I would so many hounds. 
They claim to have from forty-five to sixty 
elders laboring in this State. Ignorance and 
cheek are all the necessary qualifications to 
proselyte for Brighamism, and blind zeal 
without knowledge is all the inspiration nec-
essary. In bonds, 

GOMER REESE. 

CHICAGO, Ill., July 13. 
Editors Jlerald:-In company with Bro. A. 

J. Keck I begun tent work in West Pullman, 
June 18, where we held fifteen services. But 
as very little interest was manifested, we 
took the tent down on the 30th inst., and be
gan to look about for another location. Vve 
made some inquiry about Englewood, and 
had some thought of locating there for 
awhile, but by consultation with the saints in 
that part it was deemed impracticable at 
present. After much search we finally lo
cated in Gano, at the junction of One Hun
dred and Sixteenth Street, and Michigan 
Avenue. 

ten dollars for that purpose, which we think 
is a good beginning. Now if tte saints in 
the other branches will do as well, we will 
soon have an organ for the tent. How is it, 
ye saints of the Northeastern Illinois district? 
Can't you help us in this object? 

Sunday at 10: 30 a. m. we had preaching in 
the tent, aiter which we walked to the West 
Pullman hall, and were agreeable surprised 
to find our genial brother, F. M. Cooper, in 
the pulpit preaching one of his characteristic 
sermons. At 3: 15 p. m., we attended a 
spiritual sacramental service. At night Bro. 
Cooper preached for us in th6 tent. He and 
companion are now both with us. We t.hink 
he will remain till next Sunday. 

The work now, looks more encouraging 
than in the past. We hope and pray that it 
may continue so. Bro. Terry is battling 
away in the city, but we have not learned of 
just what success he is meeting with. We 
will continue here, as long as interest justi
fies. I expect to go home on a visit to my 
family about August l. 

Your brother, 
H. E. MOLER. 

MODALE, Iowa, July 16. 
Editors Herald: - Once more I approach 

you with information of my whereabouts and 
doings since last communication. 

While I had labored in this mission over four 
years as a missionary previous to my two years 
missionary work in Nebraska, yet I find such 
changes having occurred that makes tbe 
work partially new, and in some respects 
peculiarly new, there being phases of oppos
ing in fiuences which I have not hitherto met; 
but I am beginning· to understand the situa
tl.on so that I hope to see more effectual work 
done by the general a.nd local workers. One 
of the main hindrances so far this year has 
been affliction, either on the part of the mis
sionaries or their families. Another hin
drance that has been and is being feH, is a 
lack of feeling the responsibilities resting 
upon those who have in their possession a 
knowledge of the truth, and as a consequence 
not willing to make the necessary sacrifices 
that the work may move with that rapidity 
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it should in this the hastening time. Too 
many seem to conclude that the time to serve 
God is when they have all else done that re
lates to this life. However, I have seen 
some notable cases of the opposite, and the 
self-sacrificing spirit manifest is encouraging 
to the servants of the Almighty, and the ef
fects of such cannot but be made effectual for 
good in the heavenly Father's hands. 

I have received communications from a few 
local laborers proffering to assist in mission
ary work, to whom I say, The field is white 
for the harvest, feel free to enter into the 
service wherever openings can be made 
agreeable to local authorities. My anxiety 
for the advancement of the work is such as to 
cause me to urge all the local laborers who 
can to occupy, even though it may be in 
weakness. Don't wait for some one to find 
something for you to do, but seek, as you 
love God and appreciate his work, openings 
and enter into the service with the whole 
soul. Tell the gospel stm·y, and not be anxious 
to show up tho weaknesses found in other 
faiths. Preach repentance to this genera
tion, is the God-given duty. Seek to pre
pare your mind for the service to be 
rendered, by prayer and study, and let the 
peace of God rule in your hearts, being sub
ject in righteousness to all who are over you 
in the Lord, either local or general, and sus
tain them by your prayers that they may 
control God's work always in harmony with 
God's righteousness. 

Since the close of the Williams-Bays de
bate I have tried to furnish the items of it, 
and in the prepat·ation of which much time 
was spent, and while thus occupying the 
hours of the day I sought to occupy the even
ing time presenting the word. The tent 
work at Logan, Iowa, which occupied over 
two weeks, and which was entered upon by 
ad vice of former missionaries, resulted in 
good to the work in a general way. One was 
baptized who bids fair to become a ~ruly de
voted child of God. Began tent work where 
we now are, about six miles south west of 
Mondamin, last Friday week, and although 
the farmers are very busy, some plowing 
corn, some haying, and some harvesting, yet 
good audiences ranging from about fifty to 
three hundred greet us. As yet there has 
not been much open opposition, yet it is 
known that much prejudice exists. 

My colaborera have been somewhat hin
dered by affliction as well as myself,_ as above 
referred to. Bro. A. M. Fyrando's health is, 
however, some better, although his mother's 
health is poor. Bro. Hubert Case was de
tained for a time on account of his wife's 
health, but now is bearing his share of the 
burden and rejoicing in God. My companion 
has been sorely afflicted, and thus has added 
to my burdens, and was still afflicted when 
last heard from, but trusting that God will 
rule all things for good. I am trying to do 
the Master's will and to manifest as much 
cheerfulness as possible under these peculiar 
circumstances. Bro. Robert Cham be rs is 
rendering some assistance, and the prospects 
are, if studious and prayerful, that he will do 
a good work for the Lord. 

We continue here over next week with the 
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tent with bright prospects for a large at
tendance, and we trust an ingathering. 

Bro. Hubert Case will visit Blencoe and 
vicinity to look after the work and the pros
pects of tent work there. 

I urge the saints not to forget that the 
missionaries ofttimes have need of financial 
assistance, and each should remember them 
as they can, and by this means assist the 
work of God. 

Any in this mission who may desire labor 
will please so inform me at Magnolia, Iowa, 
and I will see sucb desires are satisfied as 
soon as possible. Many calls have already 
come, but of tbose which come to me I will 
make selection as I may be directed by the 
spirit of wisdom given me. 

My desire for the redemption of Zion in
creases daily, and my desire to do my part to 
hasten such conditions correspondingly in· 
creases, but it seems just in that proportion 
hindrances arise to try to thwart my desires. 

May God bless all who have so kindly re
membered me in the past, and while I may 
not be able to correspond with you all on ac
count of both postage and time, yet I oft
times affectionately remember you in prayer. 

Desiring to be remembered in your peti
tions to God, I am 

Your brother, 
J. F. MINTUN. 

ADEL, Iowa, July 15. 
Editors Herald:-! attended the Des Moines 

district conference held at Nevada, June 3, 
where I was left in charge of the district 
tent. I continued the services one week with 
good interest; baptized a gentleman aged 
eighty-one and a lady eighty-six years old. 

I then moved the tent to Perry, where I 
remained three weeks. We had good inter
est; at times 'i;he tent could not hold the peo
ple. Just as I was ready to leave for Adel, 
two gave their names for baptism, so I left ar
rangements for baptismal services next Sun
day, 

I have just set up the tent in Adel, the 
county seat of Dallas County, and held one 
service, which is the first Latter Day Saint 
work done in this city. We are hopeful. I 
have been ably assisted by Bro. J. W. Mor
gan, who is a faithful servant of the Lord 
and has left all to spread the latter-day gos
pel. He is a good, earnest preacher, and I 
hope it will not be long until the church will 
recognize his true worth and give him a mis
sion, that his family may receive some aid. 

The acts of kindness shown me by the noble 
and generous saints of Perry will ever be 
remembered by me. 

In gospel bonds, 
W. H. KEPHART. 

ONO, Wis., July 13. 
EditoJ's Rerald:-One week ago to-day I 

bade home and friends good-bye at East Dela
van, and boarding Nahum's chariot started 
for the northern part of the State, to assist 
in spreading the beautiful gospel, as restored 
by the hand of the angelic messenger. We 
are living in the evening of time when we 
can see the prophet utterances of over two 
thousand years ago having their fulfillment 

before our very eyes. And all the wisdom 
and learning of the world cannot overthrow 
the work of the Lord that was brought about 
through the instrumentality of the Choice 
Seer, ignorant and unlearned boy that he 
was. And while he has been looked upon by 
the world as an impostor and a fraud, and 
his name and character have been evil spoken 
of wherever civilization has gained a foot 
hold, the time will come when the life work, , 
and character of Joseph Smith will shine out 
to the world brighter than the noon-day sun. 
And the day i~ not far distant when it will 
be looked upon as honorable to be called a 
Latter Day Saint. And we shall be as a 
crown of glory in the hand of the Lord. So 
let us lift up our heads and rejoice as we see 
the hour of our redemption drawing nigh; 
and as we see the world groveling in the 
darkness amid the mists of superstition and 
priestcraft, and following their blind leaders 
who are teaching for doctrine the command
ments of men and laboring for the honor and 
glory of this world, let us look to God who is 
the giver of all that we have and enjoy in 
life, and return him thanks for the light of 
the restored gospel as it has been revealed to 
us in these the latter days. 

I am at present attending a series of grove 
meetings which is being held at this place. 
Fair crowds and good interest are the result 
so far. As a rule good liberty is enjoyed by 
those who present the word, carrying con
viction to the hearts of those who are hone&t. 
Meetings will continue the remainder of this 
week and over Sunday. 

F. A. BALL. 

SCRANTON, Pa., July 11. 
Editors Herald:-Over one year has passed 

since I left my native land, and I have no 
doubt but what my friends and brethren 
would like to learn how things are progress
ing in America. I would say that trade is 
very bad here and money very close, hence, I 
would advise the saints of Eogland ancl 
Wales to remain where they are providing 
they are doing moderately well financially. 

We are still busy in the Lord's work in the 
city of Scranton. We cannot report rapid 
progress, but have held our own during the 
past twelve months, and God has blessed our 
labor by adding four precious souls to his 
kingdom. There are quite a number of our 
people in this vicinity, some are feeling well 
spiritually, and are desirous that God's work 
shall prosper; others are lukewarm, careless, 
and indifferent; others have gone into bye 
and forbidden paths. Whether they will 
ever retrace their steps and again walk in 
the narrow path time alorie can say. 

In a large city like Scranton it seems to me 
that we should have a large branch, but the 
indifference of some and the bad conduct of 
others militates against our success. But 
nevertheless through it all we are succeeding 
fairly well. 

About a month ago Elder Willard J. Smith 
arrived in Scranton,and he at once commenced 
to work in earnest. He gave an excellent 
_discourse the first Sabbath morning in our 
hall which won at once the hearts of the 
saints. He has preached during the week 
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hights in Dunmore and Taylor. Will preach 
this week in Providence and Priceburg, 
making the hall the rallying point for Sab
baths. He is a most pleasing and forcible 
speaker. On the second Sunday after his ar
rival he delivered a lecture on "Mormonism, 
or the Inconsistencies of Brigham Young
ism." We had a number of placards printed 
and I took two days plMing them in the 
windows of the most prominent tradesmen 
of the town; and on the night of the lecture 
our large hall was crowded, and I can assure 
you that Bro. Smith did the subject justice. 
He spoke without a falter for two hours. 
The effort was grand, and the church was 
never brought more prominently before the 
citizens of Scranton. He has also written 
some telling letters in a weekly papet· called 
the Scrantonian, which I think will bear 
fruit in due season. · 

On the 4th of July our Sunday school held 
a picnic in the woods by Jacob's well. We 
had a grand time-bananas, peanuts, candies, 
ice cream, cakes, lemonade, ham sandwiches 
in abundance; and we thought we would em
ploy the preacher so we had him to cut up 
the hams. I would have been delighted if 
Sr. Smith could have seen her better half 
with his white apron before him, trying to 
satisfy the sixty-seven Scrantonians that were 
anxiously waiting for their sandwiches. 
However, he came out of the ordeal well. 
Bro. Smith calculates remarnrng three 
months with us. We hope the Lord will 
crown his efforts with success. I will not 
enter into any more particulars, as I presume 
Bro. Smith himself will write your pages 
ere long~ Ever praying for Zion's prosperity, 

Faithfully yours, 
A. N. BISHOP. 

BLAIRSTOWN, Mo., July 16. 
Editors Herald:-The work is progressing 

slowly through this section. People have 
been very busy in farming and the h;:iarings 
have been small. Bro. Rufus White, W. E. 
Haden, and C. P. Welsh have been laboring 
in this part of the district. Bro. White had 
to return home on account of some business. 
We held a ten-days' meeting at Calhoun in 
the gospel tent; good hearing. Last Sunday, 
July 10, I baptized two near this place. To
day we open with tent at Urich, Missouri, 
nine miles southwest of here. Mav continue 
two weeks. Urich is a new place for us. 
Shall go with tent to Deepwater. 

Yours in the gospel, 
D. C. WHITE. 

MANCHESTER, Eng., June 15. 
Editors Herald:-There has been much in 

your valuable columns lately on "coopera
tion," and a desire has come over me to let 
the saints know what we are doing in that 
direction. About two years ago a few of us 
Latter Day Saints got our heads together to 
form a church building fund, for the purpose 
of building meeting houses and to help the 
work in general; so we got a few pounds to
gether and started a "cooperati.ve store," to 
sell groceries, hardware, etc. We thought 
that about the best way we knew of to make 
money for the above object. Although not 
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all pract.ical grocers, still one or two of the 
committee have had a little to do with it 
years ago; but times have altered-since then. 

The president of the society is High Priest 
Joseph Dewsnup; secretary, Elder James 
Baty. We have for store& two large cellars, 
kindly loaned us by the president and bis 
estimal;J.le wife, Sr. Dewsnup. We formed 
certain rules to go by. One is that we al
ways pay ready money for our goods, and 
also to sell the best article; and now we have 
a valuable stock all paid for of course, and 
nearly thirty pounds in the bank. We take 
between eight and nine pounds-per week. 

The reader will say, "That is not much to 
build meetinghouses with;" but wait; re
member t'1at everything has a beginning, 
and the store is yet in its infancy; and take 
into consideration that we paid the end of 
last quarter, March 31, two shillings in the 
pound to the members, and it will be about 
the same the end of this quarter, in June. 
Our sale is to the members only; we send out 
their groceries by cart once a week. By and 
by we shall take a shop, which of course will 
be open all d&y. We shall then be able to 
pay a manager. At present we have no ex
penses, but expect the manager will more 
than pay for himself. 

There i~ a good number of saints here who 
do not seem to take much interest in church 
cc;operation (although good sound saints), but 
they will cooperate fast enough with outside 
stores. If we could only get the remainder 
of them to join us we would do much better. 
Why they don't help us in this undertaking 
is best known to themselves; but, I think we 
are doing remarkably well. We are not 
practical grocers, therefore we perhaps don't 
make up the stuff to look so nice (and I must 
confess looks go a long ways) as more experi~ 
enced grocers; but our stuff is good and 
clean, and by paying ready money and a good 
price we expect to get a good article. Now 
and then we get some inferior article, but 
when it is discovered we generally send it 
back. Our buyer is the president of the so
ciety, and although we cannot expect him to 
compete with more experienced buyers, for a 
novice he has done splendidly, just as he 
does in everything else he undertakes. 

What our people here are afraid of I don't 
know; whether they .think we shall break 
down or what, I don't know; but we don't in
tend to give up so long as health keeps good, 
and if that gives way we expect there will be 
somebody else to carry it on. We are in too 
prosperous a condition to give up; our motto 
is "onward." If the committee saw the least 
signs of going to the bad, they would stop 
buying in at once, sell the stock, and divide 
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would be, "What church or denomination do 
you belong to?" They would say in a mo
ment with all boldness, "I belong to the Re
organized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter 
Day Saints." Now that information what 
would it fetch? Most likely a dirty kick out 
of the door for their impudence. The name 
Latter Day Saint, of which we are so proud, 
is a snare to those outside the church. What 
we shall get from the outside world we shall 
have to work hard for. 

I am looking forward to the time when we 
shall not only build meetinghouses, but shall 
also get a saints' home, same as they have in 
America. The reader will think we expect 
to do a lot out of the stores. Well, it does 
seem rather big· talk, but there is many a 
large firm, even in this city, that started un
der less favorable circumstances. Why not 
we prosper? No one ever started with a 
purer motive than we. We did not embark 
in this undertaking with the object of getting 
rich in this world's goods, but to help the 
saints and the work in general; and knowing 
that our object is a pure one, we feel that the 
Lord will bless us. I believe the time has 
come that the .saints should begin to look 
after themselves, and not be so dependent 
upon others for labor. I believe God will al
ways help those who help themselves in 
right doing. I wish our people could only 
see the good they would do themselves by 
uniting together. Through hard work and 
perseverance of the committee the greatest 
difficulties have been overcome, and we are 
now in a splendid way for bettering our posi
tion, especially if all the saints in this city 
would take an interest in the stores and give 
us a helping hand. I wonder sometimes, 
after we are in a position to build a meeting
house and those saints who are now fighting 
shy of us, what will be their thoughts when 
they enter in for worship? I know what my 
thoughts would be; they would be something 
like this: Here is a building all our own and 
a few brethren and sisters struggled hard to 
get it together and I stood by and never as 
much as gave them an encouraging word, let 
alone helping them in any other way. It is 
hard when you come to think that some are 
so unwilling to help, for are we not one 
family of tlie fold of Christ? And we know 
the world, especially the so-called Christian 
world, are against us; therefore we ought the 
more to hang together in every good work: 
and we believe our cooperative store to be a 
good work. If I thought otherwise, I would 
have nothing to do with it; and I feel sure 
that is the feeling of the rema,inder of the 
committee. w. MADDOCK. 

the money. We should then be able to pay INDEPENDENCE, Mo., July :'.:O. 
twenty shillings in the pound. Editors Herald:-To-day finds me in St. 

It seems strange to me that the saints Louis; came here ten days ago, and have hold 
would rat.her patronize the shops or store- nine preaching meetings here and two at 
keepers outside than their own people, for Cheltenham. This great cHy with nearly 
are we not one family? And we read in God's six hundred thousand inhabitants, with not a 
wo~d that if any provide not for his own, hundredth part Latter Day Saints, makes 
especially for those of his own house, he hath our importance here almost like a "needle in 
denied the faith. If the saints went to these a haystack." However, it appears our cause 
store or bhopkeepers to ask them to subscribe is planted here to stay. The branch is grow
something towards building a meetinghouse, ing slowly but "steadily onward." Bro. 
the first thing they would likely ask them 1 Walters preceded me a few days, and tried 
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his hand at "city preaching," just long 
enough to comprehend why Jesus cried to 
the careless and unbelieving Jews: "0 Jeru
salem, Jerusalem, which killest the prophets, 
and stonest them that are sent unto thee; 
how often would I have gathered thy children 
together, ... and ye would not." 

Pleasure seeking and the love for the 
"almighty dollar," is the "stock in trade" 
with an exceeding large majority. Let a 
close observer "take a day off" and run over 
this vast city, and he will become discour
aged, if he has been entertaining an idea 
that the world was almost ready to be con
verted to Christ. Not a hundredth part are 
now nominal Christians. It is a puzzle to 
rne of, How are we to reach the people? It 
looks to me that if Christ will not come till 
all theGe people have heard the "angel's mes
sage," it will be a million years yet before 
that day can be ushered in, unless God opens 
up some new avenue for them to hear, which 
now I do not see. Christ in Matthew 24: 14 
8ays: "And this gospel of the kingdom shall 
be preached in all the world for a witness 
unto all nations; and then shall the end 
come." Had he said, "preached to every 
individual," instead of "all nations," we 
might at least put off Christ's second advent 
for another thousand or two years and then 
be upon safe grounds. Since we are all look
ing forward to that day with longing expecta
tions for a "joyful time," I am reminded that 
we must be individually concerned as to our 
standing and worth before God, to do that 
part of the work that is allotted to us, and 
leave all the consequences that may follow 
therefrom to him that bas called us and com
manded us to go forth and preach His gospel 
to ''every creature," so far as we can reach 
them. The "signs of the times" are of no 
little moment to those that are "in the light," 
in witness of the near approach of Christ's 
second advent. '.t'here are but the few that 
will be ready to meet him and receive the 
applaudit "Well done." It is not hard to see 
"evil seducers" have waxed "worse," and 
people are more ready to receive "another 
gospel" than that ldt by the humble Naza
rene. It requires considerable patience, to 
be "patient," and to have "compassion on the 
ignorant, and on them that ·are out of the 
way." Seeing that I am "compassed with 
infirmities" myself, I see the need of praying 
for "charity," the "pure love of God," which 
enables us to see the good that is in man, 
whether it be much or little. 

Bro. Walters and I leave St. Louis the 21st 
for Parrish, Illinois, where we expect to as
sist the saints in a reunion for ten days. I 
have completed the arrangements for a de
bate with the Dunkard brethren near Mound 
City, Missouri, commencing September 12, 
upon church propositions. Bro. H. 0. Smith, 
of St .. Joseph, is indorsed to do the debating 
on our side. Let the brethren take notice, 
and make all arrangements accordingly. I 
am glad to note that Bro. H. 0. will have to 
meet the champion debater of the Dunkard 
Church. He comes recommended as a 
scholar, debater, and a gentleman. I hope 
Bro. Smith will find him all this. The 
Dunkards have a large following in and near 
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Mound City, and the debate will prove ~f no 
little importance to us. Let Bro. Smith be 
remembered by the saints. We have, seem
ingly affected arrangements for another de
bate to be held in the near future, near 
Spickards, Missouri, with one Rev. Fry. 
There has been a world of "quibbling" in try
ing to get Rev.'Fry to agree upon proposi
t,ions, but we believe have at last come so 
near to his own terms that he will be com
pelled to accept my 'last of a few days ago. 
Brethren at Spicki.rds will be interested to 
hear of the "agreement." 

Good reports are coming from some parts 
of the fields, in the last few days. Bro. 
Keck has just closed a successful tent meet
ing at Hall well, Kansas; reports tent full and 
running over. Ammon White, our own son, 
though young in years, and experience too, 
so far as preaching is concerned, reports of 
being all alone with the tent at Cameron, but 
tent filled and many on the outside, and God 
was blessing him with liberty in presenting 
the word to the peopie. Bro. Alfred White 
was to join him in a few days. Bro. Pender 
and others of the ministry in Kansas are an
ticipating larger crowds when the grain har
vest is over. Bro. Sparling is ably holding 
the fort in tent meetings at Springfield; 
crowds not large but some interest. Brn. A. 
Haws and R. May, assisted by Bro. Arthur 
Allen and others of the local force, are work
ing up quite an interest in tent meetings ln 
Kansas City. They have manfully stemmed 
the tide of the "pleasure seeker," and in
duced the many to hear the glad message 
they so humbly bear. Other brethren in 
different parts of the field report the work as 
in fair condition. 

Let all be hopeful and cheer up, as the 
work is of God and he will care for it. 
Don't forget that ministers should be leaders 
in "good deeds" and always the first to keep 
their lives pure and in harmony with the 
written law of God. "Be ye pure that bear 
the vessels of the Lord,'' must be the watch
word to the minister that expects to labor 
successfully in the army of the Lord. "Ye 
are the light of the world,'' if you keep in 
unison with the angel's message. May the 
good work not suffer reproach by reason of 
unwise actions from any of the ministry, 
shall be our prayer. 

In gospel bonds, 
I. N. WHITE. 

MARION, Iowa, July 20. 
.Editors Fieralil:-Last evening about an 

hour before sundown a tornado struck this 
town and our district tent was completely 
wrecked. It :will be of no use whatever to 
the district, unless it might be sold for rib
bons, of which there are several hundred 
yards scattered around ne.ar where the tent 
stood. The storm came on with only about 
ten minutes warning and gave us no time to 
lower the side poles or to cut ropes. In fact, 
it did not look to be so bad a storm as it 
proved to be. Five years experience with 
tent work has taught me that a tent better 
be reasonably tight than too loose, and to 
lower the top without lowering the side poles 
is sure to tear it. So we had it in as good a 

condition as we could, except down and 
rolled up, and this we did not have time 
to do. 

Bro. David Thomas and I were both in the 
tent when it blew to pieces, and both got a 
thorough drenching with the rain. The 
poles, chairs, lamps, and other fixtures, ex
cept ropes and curtains, were not injured. 
We had an organ rented which was blown 
over and injured, but we repaired it this 
morning so that it is quite as good as new 
again. One would think from the knots in 
the ropes that the elves had surely been at 
work. Several ropes were twisted and tied 
into a knot almost as large as a man's head. 
We will probably store the poles and chairs 
at Bro. John Newlin'ii till such time as we 
can get a new top. Think perhaps we will 
have cloth enough left for side curtains. 

Our loss was small as the tent would not 
have lasted longer than this season. The 
action of the district conference in refusing 
to purchase a new top until next year was a 
wise move. We were to have moved the tent 
to-day to Wilton Junction but "the best laid 
plans of mice and men gang aft aglee." Our 
plans for the season having been broken into, 
I scarcely have my bearings yet, but will try 
and open up the work in new places. My 
address for a short time will be Viola, Linn 
County, Iowa. 

Our meetings here were quite successful. 
Some enemies were made friends, and some 
friends were made more friendly. None were 
baptized, but may be in the near future. 
Four were baptized at Viola and others await 
baptism. In bonds of peace, 

J. W. PETERSON. 

FOSTER, Iowa, July 20. 
Editors Herald:-Our tent meetings at 

Hiteman closed la5t Sunday night with the 
largest attendance we had been favored with 
from the beginning. We commenced on the 
6th inst. Held sixteen services in all, one of 
which was held in the church. The attend
ance was usually small, in the tent, but we 
had a goodly number of attendants outside. 

The leading purpose of these meetings was 
a defense of the faith and doctrine of the 
church against the unprovoked attacks of 
Miss Emma Parsons, and Rev. A. K. Wil
liams, pastor of the First Baptist Church, at 
Hiteman. Very few of the Baptists came 
out, excepting, possibly, at our last two 
meetings. Rev. Williams did not attend at 
all. On the 13th inst. I sent him a letter to 
which he replied on the 15th. I sent him a 
second communication on the 16th to which, 
as yet, I have received no reply. The cor
respondence is somewhat interesting, espe
cially as showing the peculiar attitude of 
Rev. Williams towards a discussion of the 
real issues existing between the two 
churches. I have written an article for pub
lication in the Monroe County News, pub
lished at Albia. Have not yet learned what 
its fate will be. We are in good shape, at 
present, and I am pleased to say that the 
'Hiteman branch is in much better condition 
than it was. I hope the saints have learned 
an iruportant lesson which will never be for
gotten. 
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We are to begin here to-night; were hin
dered by the rain last evening. I expect to 
return to Hiteman on Saturday, so as to be 
present at the Baptist church Sunday even
ing, and listen to the lecture of Rev. A. K. 
Williams, on the prophetic claims of Joseph 
Smith and "Mormonism." 

Yours for the conflict, 
J. R. LAMBERT. 

Oriqinal 1Ir1iclss. 
INDUSTRIAL ECONOMICS. 

THE system or method that will bring 
"the greatest good to the greatest 
number," ought to interest every Lat
ter Day Saint from prophet to lay 
member, provided it is practicable. 
It seems to me that if the tithing sys
tem in the church is to be sustained 
and properly adhered to by the mem
bership, that the condition or social 
relations that will bring to each toiler 
the just share of what he, by his own 
brain and hands produces, is the 
proper condition to obtain. Statistics 
tell us that the toilers' products in 
the United States amounts to about 
two thousand dollars per man and the 
average pay is but three hundred and 

· forty-six, leaving a balance of one 
thousand six hundred and fifty-four 
to go into the coffers of those that 
hardly lift a finger in its production. 

If those who recognize the law of 
tithing are blessed under the present 
unjust ·social conditions, how much 
more would they be blessed under a 
system that would bring to the "com
mon people"-toilers-a more equita
ble share of their honest efforts? 
Does the Golden Rule obtain amongst 
us in our industrial relations? If not, 
w by not? Is our love to God so 
strong that like the Pharisee we are 
looking Godward and thus looking 
above our neighbors' industrial and 
social needs? Perhaps we are like 
the priest, or Levite, and we pass on 
the other side, the wrong side, of our 
neighbors' needs and leave the toiler 
to the merciless thieves and cut
thoats of the present unjust social 
system. 

What can be done? What is the 
remedy? asks one. I would answer, 
Remove the cause. And what's the 
cause? you ask. Competition! And 
the remedy? The very opposite, co
operation. Rev. A. M. F'airbairn once 
said in the Contemporary Review in 
speaking of the churches:--
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They ought to be the weightiest preachers 
of economic doctrine, building on the princi
ples of Christian brotherhood and equity an 
ideal industrial society, where all should 
work and work be honored; where wealth 
without any schemes of violent and wrong
ful division should by the action of moral 
laws through moral men be so distributed as 
to create a State where poverty was unknown 
and charity wae unneeded. 

The reason, and the only reason, 
that I advocate the views herein ex
pressed, is that better industrial con
ditions may obtain, of, by· and for the 
people of the church rather than of, by, 
and for the individual, although he 
may belong to the church. We have 
separated ourselves from Babylon in 
spiritual things, but we still find our
selves clinging to Babylon's industrial 
conditions. Did God mean what he 
said in Doctrine and Covenants, page 
222: •'Every man seeking the inter
est of his neighbor, and doing all 
things with an eye single to the glory 
of God," or do we fail to apply his 
words? Why should we confine the 
word ''all" in the above text, to the 
spiritual and exclude its industrial 
and social meaning, when we are not 
willing to allow a partial meaning to 
the word ·'all" in the great commis
sion of Jesus Christ to his apostles? 

By a union of industrial forces in the 
church, why not save the hundred-fold, 
two thousand dollars annual per capita 
product, instead of less than twenty
fold, or three hundred forty-six 
dollars, the average wage for each in
dividual? Are there not men enough 
in the church to manage co(lperative 
industrial enterprises so as to save a 
portion, at least, of the one thousand 
six hundred and fifty-four dollars 
which goes into the pockets of bank
ers and capitalists who care for nei
ther God, man, or the Devil? Which 
had we better cater to, if either, the 
common people or the millionaire? 
Would it not advance the spiritual 
opportunities for doing good to man
kind if we could offer them better tern -
poral or industrial opportunities? 

One of the reasons for the present 
prestige that the Salvation Army is 
obtaining is that it offers to help men 
and women who toil under the wage
slavery system to find a better salva
tion for the products of their labor, 
along with the purported salvation of 
their souls. 

After years of study and research 
the best thing in the reform line that 
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I have been enabled to find is the 
labor exchange idea which is making 
rapid strides in all parts of the United 
States and also making some progress 
in other lands. It is the most peacea
ble and practical solution of the labor 
and some of the other reform ques
tions extant. 

The plan is to organize in any com
munity with the regular board of of
ficers and establish a headquarters, or 
storehouse, where the products of the 
farm, the mine, the shop, are de
posited in return for checks issued by 
the association. The checks can be 
passed the same as money for any of 
the products of the above-named in
dustries or exchanged for land or 
labor. 

When the checks return to the 
storehouse they are cancelled. Each 
due bill or check is worth its face value, 
as the amount it calls for is always 
backed up by the same value in 
products at the storehouse. An ex
change is kept up cont.inually between 
other branches so that goods needed 
by a local branch can always be ob
tained and excess of products can al
ways find a ready cash market, and 
thus unemployed labor can, if willing 
to work, always find employment with 
a full share of what it produces and 
sure pay. 

The saints should read the Septem· 
ber number of the Arenct, especially 
the article on the Labor Exchange by 
F. W. Cotton. The Book of Mormon 
indicates that the Nephites exchanged 
their products, although not with 
checks perhaps, and I am forced to 
the opinion that the primitive church 
must have had some other medium of 
exchange than Roman money if the 
same monetary and industrial condi
tions obtained among the nations of 
the earth in those days that exist 
in the world to-day, especia,lly in 
America. 

Would not an Exchange among the 
saints be a good thing. Need we wait 
for a commandment in everything be
fore we endeavor to "bring to pass 
much good." 

Write me for further information in 
regard to these matters. Always in
close a stamp for reply. Several 
have written me in reply to my ar· 
ticles, but failed to inclose a stamp. 

AR'l'HUR B. PIERCE. 

No. 36 Madison St., PROVIDENCE, R. I. 
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GonfBrBncB ]\IIimiiBS. 
NORTHERN MINNESOTA. 

Conference con vencd at vVadena, Minne
sota, Saturday, June 18, at two p. m., Pres. 
I. N. Roberts in the chair, G. L. Jones, sec
retary. Branch reports: Oak Lake 66, Au
dubon 45, Union 102, Minnrnpolis 53. Elders 
reports: E. A. Stedman, A. Vvhiting, VT. 
Barnhard, T. J. Martin, H. Way, M. 0. 
Erickson, and I. N. Roberts. Priests: W. 
W. McLeod and C. Pierce. W. W. McLeod, 
Bishop's agent, reported: Due church 
January 1, $:37.08; received to June rn, $172.50; 
paid out $220; dne agent $10.42. Report of 
reunion committee read and accepted. 1'he 
district president to appoint, speakers and ar
range program for services during reunion. 
On petition and motion it was voted that 
Bro. Royal S. Powers be ordained a priest. 
Elder T. J. Martin was sustained district 
president for ensuing year. Bro. G. L. Jones 
secrntary, and Bro. W. vV. McLeod as Bish
op's agent. Religious services commenced 
Saturday evening, June 18, and continued 
from day to day until Sunday evening, June 
26, the daily program being as follows: 
Prayer meeting at 9 a. m., preaching at 10:45 
a. m., 2: :30 and eight p. m. On Sunday af
ternoon Bro. Royal S. Powers of Union 
branch was ordained a priest by Elders I. N. 
Roberts and T. J. Martin. On Wednesday 
afternoon, June 22, a business meeting was 
called. Voted that next reunion be held at 
Detroit, Becker County. A committee of 
five was chosen to arrange for next reunion; 
namely, I. N. Roberts, H. Way, T. J. Martin, 
W. Nunn, and C. Pierce. The time of hold
ing reunion to be left to reunion committee. 
Next fall conference to be held in Maine, 
Ottertail County, near Elder W. Barnhard's, 
the time of holding conference to be left to 
district president. On Thursday afternoon, 
.Tune 2:3, Mrs. Mary Mills was baptized by 
Elder I. N. Roberts; confirmed same evening 
by Bishop E. L. Kelley and Elder I. N. Rob
erts. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

change any custom that has been in vogue for 
any length of time shall notify the district 
S(cretary at least one month previous to con
ference." Adjourned to meet at Wallsend, 
1899. 

SOUTH SEA ISLANDS MISSION. 
The saints assembled at Takaroa in confer

ence at eight a. m., April 6. After the usual 
opening exercises the following officers were 
chosen. As pre2iding officer, J. !i'. Burton; 
assistant, John Hawkins; secretary, D. M. 
PohemHi; assistants, Teuira, Tetuarere, and 
Turatahi. Deacons and ushers: Perapu, 
Roo, Teiva, Taina, Tetaku, Turoa, and Hiti
temanava. The minutes of last conference 
were read. 

The following officers reported: Hubert 
Case preached 86 times, baptized 24, con
firmed :3, ordained 18, and visited 1:3 islands 
in the Fakarava di vision. (Bro. Case left. 
Papeete for America January 26, 1888.) .J. F. 
Burton preached ;35 times, baptized 6, con
firmed 6, ordained :3, blessed 4 children, mar
ried 2 couples, and printed 12,150 of Te 
Orometiia (Tho Instructor); tho "Te Ravea no 
to Ora" (The Plan of Salvation); and "Hoe 
Paraparau raa ahiahi," or an evening's con
versation, containing altogether 115,200 
pages. Tehopei., president of the Tahitian 
division, preached 17 times, confirmed 5, had 
labored in Tahiti, Raiatea, and adjacent 
islands. John Hawkins, president of the 
Tubuai field of labor, preached 61 times, 
blessed 4 children, and ordained 1 person. 
Tapuni, missionary in Tubuai, preached 40 
times, ordained 2 persons. Tuteirihia, mis
sionary to Raiatea, preached many times, 
baptized 4. Taneterau, president of the 
Fakarava division, preached 23 times, bap
tized :3, confirmed 2, ordained 1, married 2 
couples, blessed :3 children in eight islands of 

among members without the need of elders' 
court 101 times, ringing the chapel bell 87 
times, led in prayer meetings 17 times, 
taught the law to the church 6 times, 
watched over or inspected the church :38 
times. Deacons' quorum: Preached 122 
times, rang the bell 264 times, trimmed tbe 
lamps and lighted them 212 times, prepared 
nicely the house of prayer 55 times, prepared 
the sacrarr:ent 66 times, taught in Sunday 
school class 70 timos,assisted in leading prayer 
meetings 3:3 times, assisted the teachers :33 
time8, prepared the grave 2 ti mes for burial, 
arranged the missionary house 1 time, secre
tary of Sabbat,b school 3 times. 

Two p. m. Received reports of officers not 
report.Gd in the quorums: Elder Herman 
Jansson preached 18 times, baptized 5, con
firmed 1, blessed 1 child, served on elders' 
courts 4 times, administered. to the sick 48 
times, and assisted at funerals twice. Elder 
Tetuaitevai, of Tupuai, had preached 32 
times, administered the sacrament 3 times, 
assisted to lead the prayer meetings 7 times, 
assisted once in blessing a child. Elder Tau
tua preached 15 times, baptiz,3d 1, adminis
tered to the sick once, and blessed olive oii 
once. Elder Mahana preached 50 times, as
sisted in prayer meetings 5 times, blessed 1 
child, administered to the sick 2 times, ad
ministered the sacrament once. Teacher 
Varoa preached 4 times, and traveled in Ta
hiti with Elder Petero Derrien. Elder 
'I'uahiva preached 46 times, assisted at 
sacrament once, and assisted in leading 
prayer meeting 5 times, led the Sabbath 
school 9 times. Elder Manriitera preached 
58 times, administered to 4 sick persons, 
blessed 1 chiid, assisted in preaching 7 times, 
assisted in sacrament twice. 

Elder Amoetua preached 70 times, fur
nished the sacrament 5 times. 

his field of labor. Maevatua, missionary in Report received from the Fourth Quorum 
Fakarava division, preached 39 times, bap- of Deacons: Preached 41 times, rang the 
tized :3, confirmed :3, and ordained :3. bell 398 times, lighted the lamps 36 times, 

Report from the committee appointed last prepared the house of prayer 44 times, pre
conference to buy tho land of Tarona (Sharon), pared the sacrament :34 times, led in Sunday 
at Papeete, was read as follows: By order of school 7 times, assisted in leading prayer 
the conference we met Narii Salmon and Ma- meetings 35 times, and as pall bearers 4 

NEW SOUTH WALES. puhi, and borrowed $2,000 French money times. 
Conference convened at Balmain, Sydney, from them-$1,000 from each; to be paid to Deacon Luko preached 5 times, and visited 

April 9 and 10; Bro. John Kaler president, them by October 1, 1898. With this money and encouraged the church 4 times, prepared 
W. J. Haworth secretary. Branches report- we purchased the land, and have obtained the house of prayer 6 times, rang the bell 15 
ing: Balmain, Tuncurry, Nambucca, Hamil- title to it. Metuaore, Pori, Pohemiti, and times, prepared the sacrament 6 times, as
ton, and Wal!send. Officers reporting: John Ioane Tamaiti, committee. sisted in leading prayer meetings 8 times. 
Kaler and G. R. Wells, seventies; .J. G. Dick- Reports frorrf the quorums were road as Deacon Varoa preached :30 times, rang the 
inson, H. Broad way, E. J. Haworth, R. Ellis, follows: Elders' quorum. Thero are 68 bell 21 times, prepared the sacrament 4 times, 
T. Gregory, A. Seaberg, elders. - Purvis, members of the quorum presen'"• have met 5 prepared the house of prayer 4 times, assisted 
C. A. Davis, W. C. Ballard, J. Jones, priests. times, have preached 2,621 times, assisted 25 the teacher :3 times, assisted the missionaries 
G. Lewis and J. Argent, teachers. vV .. J. times, bapti2:ed 70, confirmed 81, blessed 42 7 times. Elder Manaha preached 27 times, 
Haworth, W. H. Broadway, E. J. Ballard, children, ordained 8 persons, taught in ques- assisted in leading prayer meeetings 3 times. 
deacons. Bishop's agent's report adopted: tion schools 9:3 times, administered to the Tho following requests wore presented to 
Income £:38. 4s. Gd., expenditures £:36. :3s. lOd. sick 728 times, administered the sacrament the conference: Avatoru branch requested 
Delegates to General Conference: Brn. W. 111 times, served on elders' courts 74 times, the ordination of Marere as elder, and Taihi
N. Robinson and Russell Archibald, who were and married 15 couples, expelled Tepoai.tu. hia and A tahi as deacons. Niau branch the 
empowered to cast the full vote of district. Priests' quorum met 7 times, preached 516 ordination of Maopi to the office of pl'iest. 
Brn. W. H. Broadway and W. J. Haworth times, administered the sacrament 2 times, Tikahau branch the ordination of Mahurue 
were ordained elders from Hamilton and furnished the sacrament 74 times, visited and and Tera as elders, and Rere and Taomihau 
vVallsend branches respectively. Preaching encouraged the saints 115 times, led in Sab- as priests, and Hi ti Temanava as teacher. 
by Elders Broad way, Haworth, and Kaler. bath school 57 times, and assisted. in preach- Apataki the ordination of Toganaehau as 
A priesthood meeting was held, presided over ing the gospel 65 times. Teachers' quorum: elder. Makemo requested the ordination of 
by Bro. Kaler. A notice of motion from Wall- Preached 4:39 times, visited and encouraged Luko as elder. Raroia desired Ipu ordained 
send branch, "That any person wishing to ' the church 160 times, settled difficulties I an elder. These requests were granted; sev-
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eral other requests for ordination were re
fused. 

Thursday, 7th. Report of Fourth Quorum 
of Deacons read: They had received Nuiarai, 
Teiva, and Tebatuparua into their quorum. 
Third quorum of deacons reported: They 
had chosen Mahetau assistant president of 
the quorum, and Tuao secretary. Teachers' 
quorum reports having received Tugarue 
and Turia into the quorum. 

· A receipt for $359.38 from Mr. Peterson for 
the debt of the Evanelia, was read. 

Committee on printing press reported: 
Have printed 9,200 of 'Te Orometua, and 2,250 
of "Te Ravea no Te Ora" and 700 of "Hoe 
Paraparau raa ahihiai," being 115,200 pages 
in all, at a cost of $625.61 Chili money, or 
nearly $285 Ameriean money. 

'l'wo p. m. Report received from elders' 
court in the case of Elder Tepoaitu. Re
ported that they had found him guilty of 
adultery, as he had taken a woman as a wife 
without being married to her. Elders' court 
-Pori, Tapuni, and Tapu. Conference called 
for his license, and referred him to his branch 
for trial, with instruction that if he does not 
repent and get married or leave his compan
ion, that he shall be cut off from the church. 

D. M. Pohemiti was chosen by the confer
ence as secretary of the mission, and Turatahi 
was chosen as his assistant. 

Report of committee on the Bishop's 
agents' boo!i:s: Reported that they found on 
the books of Metuaore, as money on hand last 
report and received since $879.11, expended 
$769.31, balance on hand $109 80. 'l'he book 
of Hotu showed money on hand last report 
and received since $973.60, expended $802.38, 
on hand $171.22. Committee Pou, Araioiti, 
and Tuteirihia. Metuaore stateil that he 
had buried the funds of the church when he 
was to leave Papeete, and some one found it, 
and by that he had lost a little over $400. 
He was away from Tahiti nearly a year, dur
ing which time the money was discovered by 
others, and he thus lost it. 

The committee who purchased the land of 
Tarona at Papeete; ramely, Metuaore, Pohe
miti, Pori, and Ioane Tamaiti were ordered 
to sell the chapel at Papaoa to the French 
government for $500 French money (as they 
desired it for a schoolhouse), and they should 
use that money towards paying the debt on 
the land of Tarona. 

The president of Takaroa branch re
ported to conference that by the count of the 
French officials there were 1,210 saints gath
ered at the conference, and that they came 
in 61 boats, 5 schooners, and 1 steamer, and 
that there were 30 tables for the feast. 

In answer to questions the president of the 
conference made the following statements: 
In branches where there are not sufficient 
officers, the branches may choose suitable 
persons, and the president of the branch 
may ordain priest,s, teachers, or deacons, if 
such officers are needed for branch purposes; 
but such ordinations shall not take place un
til the matter ha~ been presented to the 
president of the division, or to the president 
of the mission, and his sanction obtained. 
And in no case shall a man be ordained an 
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elder except at the conferences, or by the 
president of the mission. 

All officers of the cl:urch who are living 
with companions unmarried, and who have 
not began arrangements to get married will 
give up their licenses, and the branches are 
cautioned against receiving any such as 
officers of the church. All officers who have 
began proceedings for marrying are ad vised 
to proceed quickly to straighten out their 
marriage relationship in harmouy with the 
law of the land and the law of God. And all 
members of the church who are living with 
companions unmarried are alsb to proceed at 
once to get married, or they will be in dan
ger of losing their· membership in the church. 

A report was read from Elders Hubert Case 
and Maevatua, and Teacher Tepiki-charg
ing Jmder Parepare with ill-treating the mis
sionaries. The matter was placed in the 
hands of the elder's court for investigation. 

Elder Tehopea was appointed president of 
the Tahitian division, excepting Tupuai 
and adjacent islands, and Raiatea and adja
cent islands; and Elder Taneterau president 
of the l!'akarava division, excepting Raroia 
and all the islands south and east of that 
island. 

The conference appointed the next confer
ence to meet at Avatoru, Rairoa, on April 6, 
1899, at eight a. m. 

Two p. m. Metuaore and Hotu were ap
pointed a committee to care for the land of 
Tarona, to arrange the buildings on it, etc. 
The committee on Tarona debt reported the 
balance due Narii and Mapuhi is $1,900 
l!'rench money. After some discussion upon 
the matter, the conference decided to pay 
the debt, as follows: Each household (of 
husband and wife) are to put into the hands 
of the traders of Narii and Mapuhi 120 kilos 
of bufa before the 1st of October, and that, 
with the money to be procured by ·the sale of 
the Papaoa chapel, will clear the debt. 

April 9, eight a. m. Report of printing 
press committee received. 'fhe mission 
needs 715 papers monthly, and 715 Sabbath 
school quarterlies to provide one of each to 
each household. These will cost $900 Chili 
money, which will require $1.20 from each 
household in the mission. Committee
'fufaunui, Temai, and Tetuatevai. Confer
ence received and adopted the recommenda
tion of the committee. 

Report of the elders'courtin the case of Elder 
Parepare. He was found guilty of ill-usillg 
and treating disrespectfully the missionaries. 
He was required to confess his fault alld re
pent, which he did; and by vote of conference 
was forgiven and restored to fellowship. 
Also report of the court of elders concerning 
Sister Teura who was guilty of adultery. She 
confessed to the conference, and asked for
giveness, which by vote was granted, as it 
was the first offense. 

At two p. m., after the usual opening exer
cises, the persons who had been recommended 
to the conference for ordination were or
dained by Elders John Hawkins, Herman 
Janssen, Tehopea, and Taneterau. After 
which the following appointments were read 
and sanctioned by vote of the conference: 
Elder Kehauri president of Rai.atea and ad-
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jacent islands, with Tuteirihia of Tikahau, 
and Varoa as missionaries. John Hawkins, 
president of the missionary work in Tubuai 
and adjacent islands; Marere with him. 
Tapuni, president of the missiom1ry work in 
Raroia and all the islands south and east of 
that island, with Elder Taia with him. 

Bishop's agent Metuaore, stated to the con
ference that he intended to restore the $425 
lost by him. Elder Ipu, of Raroia, asked for 
information of the $70 which the saints of 
Hikueru gave to H.otu to give to them to as
sist in finishing their chapel. l<Jlder Hotu 
said he had the money on hand and. weuld 
hand it over. 

The First Presidency, Patriarch, 'fwel ve, 
Seventies, Bishopric, High Priests, and all 
the officers and members of the church were 
sustained by vote. 

Monday, eight a. m. The question of pur
chasing the lot for the chapel at 'l'akaroa 
was presented, and a committee appointed to 
examine the title, and if it were perfect to 
buy the land in the name of Hotu (the Bish
op's agent), for the Heorganized Church of 
Jes us Christ of Latter Day Saints; committee 
are Hotu, Viriamu, and .Metuarro. 

A vote of thanks was then offered to all 
who had helped to make the conference so 
pleasant and profitable. Adjourned to meet 
at Avatoru, at eight a. m., April 6, 1899. 

Translated from the secretary's minutes by 
J. F. Burton. 

8tlndau 8~hool Associa1ions. 
PHILADELPHIA. 

Association conventd at Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania (instead of Baldwin, Maryland, 
as pr<eviously announced), July 9 and 10; H. 
H. Bacon superintendent, E. B. Hull secre
tary. Reports received from Philadelphia 
and Baldwin. Total enrollment ·Of district 
91. Treasurer reported cash on hand at last 
report $9.65, received $1.29, expended $4, bal
ance $6.94, which was divided equally be
tween Philadelphia and New York districts 
at the time when Philadelphia district was 
divided and New York district formed. Mo
tion prevailed to dispense> with the delegatl3 
system until the district grows larger. OfH
cers elected for ensuing term: 0. T. Christy 
superintendent, Henry Carr associate, E. B. 
Hull secretary and treasurer. Sunday morn
ing was devoted principally to short speeches 
by the members and friends, followed with a 
discourse on Sunday school work by Elder A. 
H. Parsons. Adjourned to first Saturday and 
Sunday in November, the place left to tho 
superintendent. 

MisGellaneotls Department. 
WILLLOIS-BAYS DEBATE.-NO. 11. 

ELDER WILLIAMS' SECOND SPEECH. 

He says I anticipated him because I knew 
the weakness of my claims. I knew the 
weakness of his claims and anticipi;,ted them. 

He refers to Harris' letter, and says he did 
not know ,the ancient languages and could 
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not express himself as he did. He only 
claims to represent what Anthon told him 
about the characters and translation. Harris 
did not know anything about Egyptology. 

I now refer to Anthon's letter as found in 
Howe's book. When did Anthon write this? 
E. D. Howe published what he claims Anthon 
wrote: He claims that Anthon said the 
paper delivered to him by "a plain appar
ently simple-hearted farmer," "was a singu
lar scroll," containing various alphabets, and, 
he says, "was evidently copied after the 
Mexican Calender given by Humboldt." 

Then again this plate does not represent 
that which is described by Anthon as pre
sented to him, because he says that "ended 
in a rude delineation of a circle," and you see 
this does not. We only contend for what the 
book claims, and it claims that the language 
of Lehi, "consists of the learning of the Jews 
and the language of the Egyptians." Bays 
says it was atill Egyptian. It was to them 
with its many changes time had wrought. 
The Hebrews in Christ's time could not read 
the Hebrew language written 600 years B. c. 

He refers to my impeaching my witness. 
It was his witness I impeached. He uses 
Moldenke in his book as a witness, and I have 
used a letter written by this man since, that 
impeaches the testimony it is claimed he 
gave then. Yes, I have impeached all his 
witnesses. They impeach one another. But 
why not bring the letters these men have 
written any instead of reading out of this 
book? And why did he in his letV1r to these 
men try to prejudice their minds by telling 
them that this is what the Mormons claim? 
Davis and Angell said the Hebrews did not 
write on plates of brass. The Bible and Mac
cabees vs. Davis aad Angeli. Then we have 
Moldenke vs. Bays' book, and then Moldenke 
says lt is, then he says it isn't. What think 
you of such witnesses who contradict one an
other and themselves? He feels chagrined 
that I got this evidence. Why did he say 
they were Mormon characters if he wanted 
to get an unprejudiced opinion? When he, 
Moldenke, says it was a moral question, he 
shows be was prejudiced. I notice in Mol
denke's letter that in the heading it is Rei;. 
Chas. E. Moldenke. 

Angell says the Assyrians kept records on 
plates of brass, and Davis said they did not, 
hence a contradiction. 

Oliver Cowdery, Martin Harris, and Joseph 
Smith predicate what they say about the 
characters upon what Anthon told Harris. 
They did not know any ancient language. It 
is proven now by the submitting of the fac
similes of the characters found upon the 
plates from which the Book of Mormon was 
translated that learned men can't read the 
book. 

Harris must have taken to Anthon differ
ent plates with characters, as Anthon refers 
to a different plate to what we now have a 
copy of. 

The plates do not claim to be Egyptian, but 
Reformed Egyptian as "altered by us." 

Lehi did not write these plates at Jerusa
lem, but Mormon and Moroni wrote them, 
and they were hid up by Moroni. 

I now give my recapitulation:-
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RECAPI'l'ULATION. 

"Is the Book of Mormon a true record and 
are its inspirational teachings entitled to the 
confidence and belief of all cbristian people?" 

The following proofs have been offered:
!. Elder Bays has conceded by pen and 

tongue that the Christian Church has been 
in error for a half century in urging the 
Spalding story theory of Book of Mormon 
origin. 

2. He has acknowledg·ed that in using said 
argument it would bring sure defeat, thus 
criminating the boastful defenders of said 
position; viz., Alexander Campbell once 
advocated the idea that Joseph Sn:iith was 
the author of the Book of Mormon, then 
changed his views to that of the Spalding 
Romance. After that theory had been used 
for years to overthrow Mormonism, it is now 
abandoned, and the Disciples have highly 
recommended Bays to go back to the original 
idea of Campbell. This is what is called 
"Restoration." 

3. If the Christian Church was wrong so 
many years, is it not highly probable that 
they are wrong now? 

4. The Christian people still continue to 
use Braden and his Spalding theory, and yet 
indorse Bays as a champion of their teach
ings when Bays asserts that the Spalding 
story. is untrue. See "Doctrines and Dog
mas of Mormonism," pp. 22, 23. 

5. I have shown that the Book of Mormon 
claims to have originated from the proper 
source-from God. 

6. It also contains a proper message. 
7. I have shown that the object of the book 

was to convince all men that Jesus is the 
Christ, the Son of the living God. (See title 
page, also Book of Mormon, p. 490.) 

8. Also to satisfy the de'lland that exists 
for answering the question, "Who were the 
ancient inhabitants of America?" I quoted 
from the Book of Ether, pp. 500-533, to show 
that a colony came from the tower of Babel; 
that they traveled in a direction where man 
had never been. I showed from Genesis 
11: 1, 2, that the t.ide of immigration before 
the tower of Babel was from the East, conse
quently the Jaredites traveled westward 
where no man bad been, towards the great 
sea (Atlantic Ocean) which divideth the 
lands;-that they came by winds and cur
rents to Central America. In support of 
this position I quoted Acts 10: 34, showing 
that God is no respecter of persons, but 
blesses alike all nations, also Acts 17: 22-28, 
where Paul says "God that made the world 
... hath made of one blood all nations of 
men for to dwell on all the face of the earth, 
and hath determined the times before ap
pointed, and the bounds of thei.r habitation: 
that they should seek the Lord, if haply they 
might feel after him, and find him. 

10. Genesis 11: 6-9 shows that from the 
tower of Babel the Lord scattered the people 
on all the face of the earth, thus confirming 
the Book of Mormon, page 501, which states 
that Jared and his friends came forth from 
the great tower at the time the Lord con
founded the language of the people. Jo
seph us, book I, chapter 5, page 40, confirms 
this statement, so also does Josiah Priest in 

American Antiquities of 1834, pages 199, 200, 
Ignatius Donnelly in Atlantis, pages 110, 
Bancroft in Native Races, volume 5, pages 
10-20, Albert Gallatin in Transactions of 
American Ethnological Society, volume 1, 
page 179, John T. Short's North American 
Antiquities, pages 203, 204, 238, and 140, and 
Delafield's Antiquities, pages 33, 41. All of 
these record traditions of the flood, the tower 
of Babel, the confusion of tongues, the salva
tion of some in the ark, the language of somq 
not confounded, the water extending fifteen 
cubits high, the sending forth of the dove, 
and thus show a common origin. This argu
ment Elder Bays has never tou<Jhed save to 
make fun of the boats they traveled in; and 
when I showed that their construction was 
in harmony with the developments of sci
ence to-day in the building of the best form 
of life-boats, Elder Bays' only answer was, 
"Bro. Williams, didn't you know that I was 
an old sailor?" 

12. I showed that the inspirational teach
ings of this colony were worthy the support 
of all men. They taught prayer to God, 
and answer to prayer (p. 501); service to 
Jesus Christ (p. 503); forgiveness by obeying 
gospel principles (p. 504); Jesus Christ as the 
Redeemer of the world (p. 506); that all irood 
comes from God (p. 508;) that polygamy is a 
crime and condemns it (p. 519); and the gos
pel principles (p. 509). 

12. I demonstrated that America was the 
land to which they came (Ether 3: 7, p. 512, 
with Alma 80: 3, p. 378; Ether 4: 7, p. 520 with 
Alma 13: 11, p. 267); which fully describes 
America and nowhere else,-it being a land 
northward and a land southward connected 
by a narrow neck of land which divideth the 
east and west seas. 

13. Then I showed the coming of the sec
ond and third colonies from Palestine, about 
600 years B. c.; that Lehi, father of first 
colony, was a descendant of Joseph of Egypt, 
and read from Bible where it is said that this 
is his land, quoting Genesis 49: 22-27 and 
Deuteronomy 33: 13-17; thus showing that 
Joseph received a superior blessing to Abra
ham, which could not be fulfilled while 
Joseph remained in Canaan; that his land 
should abound in "precious things of the 
lasting hills," and the Book of Mormon rec
ords the finding of gold plentifully (see p. 
115: 4); and with the chief things of the an
cient mountains, see the amount of coal, 
iron, etc., found in the ancient mountains, 
precious fruits, describing the productive
ness of the land of America; that Joseph's 
"branches" or daughters were to run over 
the wall to the uttermost bounds of the ever
lasting hills; that standing where Jacob 
stood, in Goshen, the "utmost bounds" would 
land one in America whether going by lati
tude or longitude. 

I quoted Ezekiel 34: 1-6 showing that the 
sheep of Israel were 1,;cattered over all the 
earth, and this is in harmony with what is 
claimed in the Book of Mormon-that some 
of Israel came to America. I then showed 
from Jeremiah 49 that Israel who inhabited 
Hazor went by command of God to a wealthy 
nation, and that they would secure "a spoil" 
of "cattle and camels." Bays merely denies. 
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I then showed from the Book of Mormon 
that about this time two colonies came to 
America and found the very things Jeremiah 
said they would find, and in their records 
they record many of the words of Jeremiah. 
Book of Mormon p. 43: 45 says that "beasts 
of eve.ry kind, the cow, the ox, the ass, the 
horse, and all manner of wild animals," while 
these facts were not known to the English 
speaking people through any publication in 
existence at the time of the publication of 
the Book of Mormon; yet in the last few 
years overwhelming confirmation has come. 
The enemies of the Book of Mormon hooted 
at the statement that horses were native 
here, yet now the leading arch::eologists con
cede that the Book of Mormon is correct 
upon this point. (See Prof. 0. C. Marsh's 
Address before the American Association for 
Advancement of Science at Nashville, Ten
nessee, August 30, 1877; Prof. Hayden U. S. 
Survey report for 1873; Am. Ency. Art. 
Horse; Winchell's Sketches of Creation p. 
356-57; Donnelly's Atlantis, pp. 54, 55; Desire 
Charney p. 330; and Prescott's Conquest of 
Peru, vol. 1, p. 147. 

Elder Bays made the following contentions: 
He took exceptions to my definition of Jo
seph's land, he locaHng it in Canaan, and that 
all the promises were there fulfilled. I 
showed the utter futi.lity of such an applica
tion, for it would be utterly impossible for 
Joseph's blessing to prevail above that of his 
progenitors and at the same time only share 
their lands: that it would be just as reasona
ble for a father possessing one hundred and 
sixty acres of land to deed five acres to his 
boy, telling him, "Now you have more land 
than I have." Genesis 49; and Deuteronomy 
33 were not fulfilled in Canaan, because; first, 
it was impossible; second, Joseph in Canaan 
was not blessed with all the precious things 
brought forth by the sun, nor the chief 
things of the ancient mountains, nor the 
precious things of the lasting hills. 

I have shown that the utmost bounds of 
the everlasting hills-the farthest point from 
Goshen where Jacob stood when bl.,ssing 
Joseph-would be in America whether he 
traveled by latitude or longitude. 

In quoting Ezekiel 37 I showed that two 
sticks, rolls, or parchments, were to be writ
ten upon; one for Joseph and the house of 
Israel bis companions, and the other for 
Judah and the house of Israel his compan
ions. 

Elder Bays said the sticks were the two 
kingdoms, but as Ezekiel says the sticks 
were to be written upon, this wrong applica
tion is apparent. These sticks were to be
come one, and when made one the two 
kingdoms were to become one; a thing never 
fulfilled in past ages, but is now being ful
filled since the Book of Mormon, being the 
stick of Joseph, and the Bible, the stick or 
writing of Judah, have become one. 

Psalms 85 shows that after a curse would 
rest upon Palestine, the salvation of God 
would come; that righteousness (the gospel, 
Romans 1: 16, 17) and peace (di vine confirma
tion) would kiss each other. And at that 
time truth (God's word, John 17: 17) would 
spring out of the earth and righteousness 
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would look down from heaven. Truth, God's 
word, did spring out of the earth in the 
coming forth of the Book of Mormon, and at 
the same time the gospel was restored by the 
hands of an angel. 'fhen, immediately fol
lowing, David's land, Israel's land (Canaan) 

. should yield her increase; and in 1853, four-
teen years after the coming forth of the 
Book of Mormon, according to best authori
ties, Palestine, which for nearly seventeen 
hundred years had been denied the former 
and latter rains, was blessed with copious 
showers. 

We have shown that the Nephites em
ployed a writing which consisted of a combi
nation of Egyptian and Hebrew altered from 
that in use when they came from Jerusalem 
600 B. c. On the plate published in Presi
dency and Priesthood I have located a 
number of characters which completely 
harmonize with the Egyptian, Old Hebrew, 
and Hieratic Egyptian, and quite a number 
which bear a striking resemblance. Elder 
Bays in rebuttal has brought in the testi
mony of the Rev. Charles E. Moldenke, Pro
fessor Angell, and Charles H. S. Davis; but I 
have shown contradictions and have im
peached their testimony. 

I have shown that the ancient Hebrews 
and Egyptians did write on tablets Gf brass 
and gold. (Job 19: 23-24; Exodus 39: 30; 
1 Maccabees 14: 48, 49; and l Kings 7: 30, 36.) 

I have given a number of extracts of the 
inspirational teachings showing the fulfill
ment of John 10: 16 that Christ came to this 
land, and that he reiterated his teaching de
clared to his disciples when at Jerusalem; 
that murder, lying, adultery, covetousness, 
and all kindred evils are denounced, espe
cially polygamy. (Moroni 7: 2; Jacob 2: 6; 
Nephi 5: 3-9; 2 Nephi 11: HJ.) 

I enumerated a number of prophecies, 
showing' their striking fulfillment. (2 Nephi 
12: 12, 13; 2 Nephi 12: 13.) 

I showed the striking similarity between 
Jared's barges and the lifeboats now exist
ing, and Elder Bays answers, "Ain't I a 
sailor?" 

Thus we have answered every contention 
of the opposition, while he has failed to dis
lodge us on one point; and we have fully es
tablished by prophecy and history-the Bible 
and arcb::eology-that the Book of Mormon 
is a true record; that Joseph Smith could not 
and did not write it; and that it contains in
spirational teachings and is entitled to the 
belief and confidence of all Christian people. 

Bays has been in error on the following:
'fruth never stands long in the minority. 
Clearly and unreservedly he wrote me that 

arch::eological proof would be admissible, but 
tried his best to have it ruled out; and then 
when the chairman ruled against him, im
pugned his motive, and finally said he was 
!{lad he had so ruled. 

He rejected the Book of Mormon because 
he could not find a river and lake mentioned 
in it, but utterly failed to find a number of 
places mentioned in the Bible. His argu
ment used to overthrow the Book of Mormon 
would also overthrow the Bible. Poor argu
ment. 

He defied me to find in the Book of Mor-
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mon the direction the Jat'edites traveled, 
then afterward said they traveled north
ward. He was certainly wrong one time or 
the other. 

He denied that the compass was in exist
ence prior to the twelfth century, then ad
mitted that the Chinese had it at least 2,000 
B. C. 

He made fun of windows in Jared's boats, 
denying the existence of glass then. I 
showed windows in Noah's ark which were 
for light, and showed that the manufacture 
of glass was of remote antiquity. 

He denied that any of Israel came to 
America, and in order to prove his point 
scoffed at the idea of Israel being scatterea 
over all the earth. Bays against Bible. 
(Ezek. 34: 6.) 

He affirmed that animals in America were 
not coexistent with men. Professor Win
chell and all scientists contradict him. 

He stated that there were great stone 
heads in-Australia, yet failed to produce the 
proof. 

He saic that Joseph Smith wrote the Book 
of Mormon, yet utterly failed to produce a 
single proof of the statement by comparison 
or otherwise. 

Elder Bays makes a few statements with
out bringing any evidence, then adds, "Don't 
you see, it's as clear as day!' I have an
swered Elder Williams' argument, and I'll 
proceed." 

He has the whole less than the part in re
ferring to Joseph's land. Illogical. 

He at one time has Joseph so densely ig
norant that he can't spell; then he has him 
wiser than his time. At one time he has the 
Book of Mormon to exceed the Bible in eth
ics and morals, then tries to infer that it is 
the foundation for polygamy. 

I thank you for your patient hearing. 

ELDER BAYS' SECOND SPEECH. 

Before I forget it I must refer to the affi
davit which has been read. That grew out 
of an incident which occurred when I was at 
Defiance delivering lectures. Mr. Yeamans 
asked me if I did not make such a statement 
as he says I did in the affidavit, and I said I 
did not, and I will now say it is false. It 
would be inconsistent for me to make such a 
statement as that and then be doing what I 
am doing against the book. That man Yea
mans don't know enough to pound sand. I 
know him. 

V'lilliams says it was no wonder they kicked 
me out of the church, when he had previously 
read from my letter of resignation. This is 
Williams vs. Williams. 

The moral tone of the Book of Mormon is 
good enough. 

He tried to show you contradiction of wit
nesses in my book. The witnesses were sepa
rated when I wrote to them, and I did not let 
one know that I had written to the other, 
and they have stated facts as they have un
derstood them. I will admit there is a little 
discrepancy existing in their let~ers, but 
they agree upon the major points while they 
may disagree upon some minor points, and 
this would be admitted as testimony in a case 
at law. 

.Elder Williams knows that the Book of 
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Mormon was written in tbe Egyptian lan
guage. It is then a question of scholarship, 
and places Joseph Smith as saying they were 
Egyptian characters, and the learned men as 
saying they are not. It i8 the learned men 
vs. Joseph Smith, and their testimony proves 
the Book of Mormon a fraud. 

I will now present my summary. 
J£lder Williams' method has been to pre

sent facts not in the controversy. He has 
shown that there was an advanced civiliza
tion in America. I agree with that. But he 
claims that this civilization came from two 
colonies, the Jaredites and Nephites; that 
the Jaredites came here 500 years after the 
flood, and the Nephite colony came 600 B. c. 
He ·tries to trace the Jaredites' travels to 
America by saying they traveled westward, 
but this is false, for the Book of Mormon says 
they traveled north ward, and does not say 
they changed their comse. Elder Williams 
has failed to trace them to America. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

America, hence he bas failed in the claim 
that the Nepbite came to America. 

No one denies the civilization that was 
once in America, but be has not proved it 
was the Jaredites or Nephites, and hence bas 
failed in proving the proposition. 

To illustrate. Supposing it was charged 
that Smith killed Jones, and it was claimed 
that he went from Chicago to San Francisco, 
but the detectives follow him and could not 
trace him as coming no nearer Sau Francisco 
than Mexico, this would not prove Smith 
guilty. Williams has not traced these colonies 
from Asia to America. All the evidence he 
has used is but circumstantial, and when 
nothing but circumstantial evidence is used 
every link must be complete. In the case of 
the one charged with murder I used in my 
illustrat.ion, if there is nothing but circum
stantial evidence used, the plaintiff must 
connect the defendant so there can be no 
trace of reasonable doubt but what he was 

He has not traced the Nephite colony to the man who at the time charged was 
America. These are but imaginary colonieB. at the place where crime was committed and 
He has not made connection between where traveled to where be was found. Has Wil
they were and America. The Bible proofs liams traced the two colonies from Asia to 
be has used I have shown have no relevancy. America so as to leave no reasonable doubt? 
I showed that Israel was carried away cap- If so, render the verdict in his favor, if he 
tive into Assyria and hence could not have has not, then decide against him. 
come from Jerusalem when it is claimed Lehi The Book of Mormon claims to be written 
came. in the Egyptian language. If it could be 

I have examined Ezekiel 37, and have proven that Harris submitted Egyptian char
shown that it docs not refer to the Bihle or acters to Anthon, the claims for the book are 
Book of Mormon. It refers to two nations, possibly correct; but three great Egyptolo
and a union of both nations under one gists have agreed that there were no Egyp
king. This is too plain to admit of contro- tian characters on the plates. Here, then, 
versy, hence the Book of Mormon is not a we have three learned men against tho three 
true record. This is the first time the Lat- witnesses to the Book of Mormon. Which 
tel' Day Saints have tried to prove the Book will you believe? 
of Mormon true without using Isaiah 29. If the Book of Mormon is true, it must 
Had he have used that be might have proven have been written in Egyptian; for it claims 
bis case. But then I have proved that it was to have been so written. Since it is proven 
fulfilled elsewhere than in America. This that it was not written in Egyptian, we con
prophecy was only teaching by object lessons. elude that the Book of Mormon is not a true 
That which refers to giving a letter to a record. The Book of Mormon is but a 
learned man when it is sealed and his saying, clumsy effort to deceive. The three wit
"I can't read a sealed book," bas roference to ness were deceived and Joseph Smith was 
tho handwriting of God which could not be placed in a position to glory in the fraud, 
known because of spiritual darkness; but the hence the book is not entitled to the belief 
unlearned man could not read it because of and confidence of all Christian people. 
being unlearned. This is what it means, and The facts are now before you. If he has 
nothing more, and could not refer to the proven this claim, accept of what Williams 
Book of Mormon. has presented to you, because Orson Pratt 

This that claims to be a statement of Mar- says that hell is open to receive such as do 
tin Harris in reference to a visit to Anthon not. If I have proven it a fraud reject it 
was made in 1841, and then not by Harris but and the system of religion associated with 
by Joseph Smith. Joseph Smith said that and built upon it. 
Harris said that Anthon said. This is not May 23.-ELDER BAYS' FIRST SPEECH. 
admissible as evidence 'because of lncompe- It is with pleasure indeed that I appear 
tency. Isaiah 2D had its fulfillment in Pales- before you to consider the question under 
tine, and bad no reference to America. consideration .. as read by the chairman, be-

He tried to connect by historical data the cause it is a question of moment, a question 
Jaredite colony of America by claiming they of importance. If it is true that the Bible 
traveled west; but I have shown that they contains all the revelations of God necessary 
went northward and went into Scandinavia for the government and salvation of his peo
or Iceland, or Greenland. ple in all ages of the world, we should know 

TheNephitecolonythatheclaimscameover it; if it does not, we should know that as well. 
here GOO B. c. could [not'?] be tho civilization The issue is clearly drawn. The proposi
that has been read about by Bro. Williams. tions reads, ''Does the Bible contain all the 
Some of the evidences prove that the civili- revelations of God's will necessary for the 
?.ation was as old as ancient Egypt. He has government and salvation of his people in all 
not tried to trace the travels of the Nephite ages of the world?" 
colony over lanrl and sea till they. landc;i('l in J My opponent, Elder Willi!up.s; genie~ the 

pro.position. I believe the Bible contains a 
rule of faith and government sufficient to 
save in all ages of the world. John 3: 16 
says, "God so loved the world, that he gave 
bis only begotten Son, that whosoever be
Hevetb [present tense you will notice] in him 
should not perish, but have everlasting life." 
What brought about the necessity for Christ 
to come to suffer and die? In the beautiful 
garden sin entered and death was entailed 
upon all the posterity of Adam. Romans 5: 
12 says, "And so death passed upon all men." 
Jesus came to undo the consequences of sin, 
and to prepare a way that who had departed 
from God might return. Man can be saved 
only through Jesus Christ. Romans 3: 23, 24, 
shows that man is saved "through the re
demption that is in Christ Jesus." Note the 
redemption this is, not will be in 2,000 years 
hence. At the time Paul wrote Jesus was 
the justifier of all who believed in him. If 
the way was complete to save men then, it 
will ·save men to-day. Romans 5: 1, 2.makes 
provisions for this, '"fherefore being justified 
bv faith, we huve peace with God through 
o~r Lord Jesus Christ." The same gospel 
will give peace to-day. "By whom we have 
access by faith into this grace." Same grace 
will save if obedient to the same gospel. 
Romans 5: 19 shows that through Adam man 
fell, and through Christ he will be redeemed. 

I will show that there has been five dis
pensations, four of which pointed to the com
ing of Christ as the Redeemer and Savior: 
1, Adamic; 2, Noacbian; 3, Abrabamic or 
Patriarchate; 4, Mosiac; 5, Christian. 

Four of the above pointed to Christ; the 
fifth was the fullness when he came. 

Hebrew 8: 6 says that Christ was "the 
mediator of a better covenant;" and Hebrews 
12: 2 says he was "the author and finisher of 
our faith." Bro. Williams must say that 
Christ is not the finisher of our faith if be 
denies the proposition. Would that faith 
save men then? If so, it will save men now. 

In the Adamic dispensation God com
menced directly with the first one who 
sinned, and pointed to Christ and the church 
as foreshadowed in Genesis 3: 15. The seed 
of woman is Christ, and the serpent repre
sents sin, Satan being the chief of all sinners. 
Christ bruised the bead of the serpent or sin. 
Cain represents the world, Abel represents 
Christ. 

Paul speaks of the Adamic age, Adam be
ing a type of Christ. (Rom. 5: 14.) 1 Co
rinthians 15: 45 shows "the last Adam, was 
made a quickening spirit;" this refers to 
Christ. Noah and the ark represent Christ 
and the Church. Noah built the ark. Christ 
built the Church. Noah's family were saved 
by temporal salvation; Christ saves the 
family of earth. (Heb. 11: 7; 1 Pet. 3: 2.) 
Family of Noah was saved in the ark; family 
of earth saved in the church. 

To Abraham God said: "In thee shall all 
families of the earth be blessed," (Gen. 12: 3); 
and in Genesis 22: 1-12 is given the history of 
the offering- of Isaac representing Christ. 
(See Heb. 11: 17.) Abraham represents God, 
being willing to give bis only son, and God 
so loved the world that he gave bis Son: 
Isaac was the type of Christ. 
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Galatians 4: 22--26 represents the free
woman and the bond-wom::tn, types of the 
Mosiac and Christian dispensations; the two 
covenants, the Jewish and Christian. Here 
are five dispensations clearly marked. 

God gave a covenant to his people when he 
called them out of Egypt. The new covenant 
was perfect, Christ being the High Priest 
and author. The new covenant has power to 
save in the kingdom of God. There was 
enough to save men then, and as God does 
not change, there is enough to save men now 
in the Bible. 

Melchisedec was a type of Christ. Jesus 
was a high priest. (Heb. 3: 1-3; 7: 1-3.) 

Melchisedec· was king of Salem, to whom 
Abraham paid tithes. When Jesus came, all 
to pay tithes to him. Jesus was the only 
Melchisedec priest back there. 

Moses was a type of Christ. He was called 
to redeem Israel, and give a law to govern 
them fore vu, or so long as necessary. The 
new covenant repealed that going before. 
Old covenant continued till Jesus came. The 
new covenant is to redeem tlte world from 
si;;:, and will continue as long as sin exists. 
Will God repeal the law of Christ? Dare my 
opponent take that position? He has no case 
unless he does. 

Moses was a lawgiver, redeemer, and 
mediator; so also was Christ. Acts 3: 22 
refers to Jesus as a great prophet, who should 
establish a perfect law and everlasting cove
nant. There are other types of Christ. The 
paschal lamb. (Ex. 3: 7 and 12: 21-27.) John 
calls Jesus the Lamb of God. 
May 23.-ELDER WILLJAJVIS' FIRS'l' SPEECH. 

I thought Bays was delivering a Latter 
Day Saint sermon. If the gospel law was 
gi.ven to justify and save, the same gospel 
law will save to-day. He refers to Hebrews 
12: 2. He must show that Christ is the fin
isher of om· faith. We believe He is. But 
the proposition says the Bible contains all 
that is necessary for salvation, and Bays has 
been referring to the gospel as all that is 
necessary. Elder Bays has been presuming 
upon your conceiving that the Bible and the 
gospel is the same. If we assume that the 
gospel is the Bible, there is an issue. What 
is the gospel? Is the Bible the gospel? Find 
some evidence of this, and produce it. The 
point where we differ must be clearly made. 
He argues that the divine law must continue. 
In regard to the general thoughts he has 
presented there is no controversy. He refers 
to Christ as the High Priest and author of 
our faith necessary to salvation, but what 
was before Christ coming in the flesh that 
saved men? The proposition reads, "Does 
the Bible contain all the revelations of God 
necessary to the government and salvation of 
man in all ages of the world?" Was Abra
ham saved by the Bible? Was Noah saved 
by the Bible? There is a clashing of the 
gospel as preached to-day with the Bible. 
The Bible contains all Noah had and others. 

He must show that the Bible was made by 
di vine appointment; he must prove that 
every revelation God ever gave to man is in 
the Bible, then show why all revelations are 
not in the Bible; and show that there is all 
in the Bible necessary to satisfy. 
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He must also show that God does not speak 
and that he has not spoken since 100 A. D. or 
thereabouts; for if God does speak, that 
which he says must either be necessary to 
the government or salvation of his people. 

He must show that God bas ravealed all 
that is necessary, and that it is contained in 
the Bible. If God did not intend to speak 
any more, he would have said so and it would 
be in the Bible. Where will you find it? 

The Bible does not claim to contain all of 
God's will to man. 

Ecclesiastes 3: 14, 15 says: "'I know that 
whatsoever God doeth he doetb forever." 
God established an avenue of revelation. He 
did it permanently. Bays can't cut the cable 
that is beneath heaven and earth. Revela
tion from God was in every ag·e of the world 
according to the Bible, Revelation was the 
principle God used to present to man what is 
in the Bible. 

Malachi 3: 6 says: "I am the Lord, I change 
not." Though man may change, God does 
not. The mariner on the spiritual sea looks 
to the polar star of light to know how to 
steer his bark. Hebrew 13: 8 says: "Jesus 
Christ, the same yesterday, to-day, and for
ever." Hebrew 1: 11, 12 says "They shall 
perish; but thou remainest; and they all 
shall wax old as doth a garment, and as a 
vesture shalt thou fold them up, and they 
shall be changed; but thoii art the same, and thy 
years shall not fai.l." James 1: 17 says: 
"Every good gift and every perfect gift is 
from above, and cometh down from the 
Father of lights, with whom is no variable-
ness, neither shadow of turning." Isaiah 
says God's word does not return to him void. 

Here then is proof that the gift of revela
tion was enjoyed by the people of God for 
four thousand years, and there is no evidence 
to prove that God will not reveal bis will 
now. God is true to his word. 

If Noah and Abraham had enough to save 
them, what need have we of more? Do we 
need more thau will save? If the Bible is 
enough, why the di visions that now exist 
among those who profess to believe the 
Bible? Why do not all see alike? 

Man must have the spirit of inspiration to 
understand that which is given by inspira
tion. For proof of this I read 1 Corinthians 
2: 11-13. He must either controvert my po
sition or conced0 it. I vvould rather he would 
concede. In the passage cited it is proYen 
that the things of God are revealEd by the 
Spirit of God. 

2 Timothy 3: 14, 15 says that Timothy from 
bis childhood had sufficient to make him 
wise unto sal vat.ion. Did he have the New 
Testament? If he had enough why the need 
of the New 'I'estament? There was not 
enough revealed for future generations. All 
truth is not in the Bible. According to the 
Bible, revelation was necessary. Noah bad 
revelation, but that was not enough for 
Abraham, and so the channel of revelation 
was kept open from Adam to John. 

Revelation was necessary in New Testa-
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The call from God came first, then ordina
tion. This shows that none should be 
ordained without an inspired call. Romans 
10: 13--15 confirms this position. The great 
query "How shall they preach_?" is answered. 
They cannot "except they be sent." 

John 12: 49, 50; 5: 30 shows the call of 
Jesus. He did not move out presumptuously 
-without instruction. Here the Great Son 
of God gives us an example in the incipiency 
of 'his work. Think you that we puny mor
tals should move with less light and direc
tion? Jesus said, "Of mine own self I can do 
nothing;" and yet he had the light of ages. 
The constitution provides for some one to 
execute the will of God and tells of the q uali
fications necessary. God must qualify them 
for the work. We have the law of this gov
ernment, but if we had no one to execute it, 
would the Constitution select men? The 
people formed the Con~titution, and this 
gives the people right to choose. God gives 
the spiritual constitution, and be chooses and 
gives authority to execute the same. 

Isaiah 56: 8 says man's w11ys are not analo
gous to God's ways. In the constitution we 
have God's ways outlined. Marriage is 
ordained of God, but does the Bible say who 
shall administer the rite? The Lord's Supper 
is a di vine ordinance, but where does the 
Bible say who shall administer it? The 
church Elder Bays claims to represent s11ys: 
"Where the Bible speaks we speak, and 
where the Bible is silent we are silent." 
The apostles were commissioned to baptize, 
but who bas that right to-day &ince it is 
claimed there are no apostles of Christ? 
Where did Alexander Campbell get authority 
to restore? And where is it made known in the 
Bible the duties of the officers of the church? 
The Bible makes provisions for the different 
officers to exist, but does not define their 
duties. Provision is made to settle difficul
ties in the church, but who bas the right to 
settle them? 

GROVE MEETINGS AND CON]'ERENCE. 
To the saints of Wisconsin and Southern 

Wisconsin district:-There will be grove and 
tent, meetings held in Bro. 0. N. Dutton's 
grove, five miles north of Janesville, Wiscon
sin, beginning September 17, and holding 
over two Sundays. The district conference 
will be held in connection with these meet
ings September 2-i and 25. Bro. H. A. Steb
bins and J. H. Lake will be with us. Come 
and bring your tent and bedding, and camp 
on the ground and enjoy the meetings. Bro. 
Dutton will furnish stabling and hay for 
teams. Those coming on the cars to Janes
ville drop a card in time to 0. N. Dutton, 
Box 693, Janesville, Wisconsin, so that he 
may meet you with team. We will try to 
rent a few tents, so as to have them on the 
ground. All reports should be sent to J. 0. 
Dutton, Janesville, Wisconsin. 

w. A. McDOWELL, Pres. 

ment times to call men to the ministry. (Jno. WATERPROOFING FOR TENT TOPS. 
1: 6; Luke 6: 1; Acts 20: 28; 1 Cor. 7: 17.) The To those working in tents. Receipt for 
last passage shows who were ordained ip. I preserving and making tent tops waterproof. 
:Sible times; "As the Lord hath called," , Take twelve pounds of beeswax, put it into 
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a large kettle and melt it over a very slow 
fire, then add one gallon of Japan and eight 

·gallons of turpentine. Then take a sieve and 
sift, three or four pounds of whiting into it, 
and if the tent is too iight colored, put in a 
little green, it will make it much better on 
the eyes for both speaker and. the congrega-
tion. M. G. MAUDSLEY. 

REUNION NOTICES. 
Here we are again. It's coming; look out 

for it and be ready. I mean the time for our 
Bluff Park reunion. I was forcibly r13minded 
yesterday that it was necessary for another 
notice to readers of the Herald, that, no pre
venting providence, the reunion will be held 
according to former notice, commencing on 
the 19th of August, to hold until the 4th of 
September inclusive. The committ.ee have 
been informed that a request will be made by 
the old settlers of Lee County, Iowa, to oc
cupy one day of the term in the meeting of 
the old settlers. It may be if such request is 
properly made, the time will be given. It 
will be remembered we will hold the ground 
over three Sundays, and one day of the two 
weeks might be well spent in meeting with 
the old settlers, and listening to their speeches 
and reminiscences. 

It is a little strange that some one should 
be so industrious in circulating the rumor 
that there is not agoi.ng to be any reunion in 
Bluff Park this year. There is no grounds 
for such a rumor. But to the contrary, the 
committee are assured of a grander time, a 
more numerously attended reunion on the 
beautiful grounds of Bluff Park than ever has 
been held there before. The districts near 
the place of meeting have responded to the 
request for aid to such an extent that the 
committee feel relieved, and hereby express 
our thanks to those who have so liberally re
sponded. We are sorry the Eastern Iowa 
and Des Moines districts liave given us the 
cold shake, liut we think their action was the 
result of a misunderstanding, and so let it 
rest, but earnestly invite our brethren of 
those two districts to come and unite with us 
in our service and worship, and spiritual com
munion, and ge1; acquainted and be converted. 
Don't forgot, J. S. Snively and Dan Tripp are 
committee on cottages and tents. If you 
want a cottage or tent write imrnecUately. 
Address to Montrose, :Lee County, Iowa. 
Money contributed. to aid in bearing expenses 
can be sent to address of A. H. Smith, secre
tary and treasurer of committee. A strong 
effort will be made to get rates; notice will 
be given in time. Don't forget the date, 19Lh 
of August to 11th of September, 1898. See? 

A. H. SMI'PH, Sec. of Com. 

Reunion of Northern and Central districts 
of California will convene at Livermore, Fri
day, September iJO. All who attend should 
procure rebate certificates, to be had of C. A. 
Parkin, 3010 Sixteenth Street. Please send 
stamp to return certificate. All elders in 
the two districts are expected to be present. 
Be sure to have your return certificates 
signed by agent when purchasing ticket, or 
they are no use. 

C. A. PARKIN. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Central Nebraska district conference will 

convene at Meadow Grove, Nebraska, Au
gust 6, at ton a. m. District Sunday school 
association same place on the 5th, at two p. m. 

LEVI GAMET, Sec. 

TWO-DAYS' MEETINGS. 
Two-days' meetings will be held in the fol

lowing branches: Theodore, second Satur
day and Sunday in August. Bay Minnette, 
third Saturday and Sunday in August. Per
severance branch, fourth Saturday and Sun
day in August. Three Rivers, first Saturday 
and Sunday in September. Bluff Creek, sec
ond Saturday and Sunday in September. As 
many of the missionaries as can make it con
venient will be present with us. I hope to 
attend all of these meetings. 

F. P. SCARCLIJJ'I<', Pres. 

BORN. 
RANGE.-At·Lehigh, Iowa, November 27, 

1894, to Mr. Adam and Sr. Lucy A. Range, a 
daughter, Edith May. At Eagle Grove, Iowa, 
March 30, 1896, a daughter, Mary Mable. 
Blessed at Head Grove, Iowa, June 29, 1898, 
by Elder E. B. Morgan. 

VANWHY.-At Priceburg, Pennsylvania, 
May 31, 1898, to Bro. Jefferson and Sr. E. L. 
Vanwhy, a daughter, Leah. Blessed June 
10, by Elder A. N. Bishop. 

HEDRICK.-At Fanning, Kansas, August 
9, 1897, to Bro. F. G. and Sr. Emma Hedrick, 
a son, Gilbert Raymond. Blessed May 29, 
1898, by Elder J. Arthur Davis. 

HOPKINS.-At Fanning, Kansas, October 
31, 1897, to Bro. R. and Sr. M. Hopkins, a 
son, David William. Blessed May 29, 1898, 
by Elders J. Arthur Davis and W. Gurwell. 

MILLER.-To Bro. N. and Sr. E. Miller, at 
Muchakinock, Iowa, January 21, 1898, a 
daughter, Margaret Ellen Sophia. Blessed 
at Oskaloosa, Iowa, J·une 19, by J. S. Roth 
and Nathaniel Miller. 

LUKE.-To Bro. and Sr. John Luke, March 
11, 1892, at Keb, Iowa, a son, Edwin. June 17, 
1895, at Beacon, Iowa, a daughter, Mary. 
Blessed at Beacon, June 26, 1898, by J. S. 
Roth and N. Miller. 

MARRIED. 
GARNJ<rn-VANI•'LEE'l'-i\ t the residence of 

the bride's parents, Sylvester I{. Garner and 
Cora B. Vanfleet were united in marriage 
June 19, 1898, by Elder Charles Baly. After 
the ceremony about one .hundred guests and 
relatives sat down to an elegant supper, 
which was spread in a spacious marquee 
erected for the occasion on the lawn. 'rhe 
tables fairly. groaned under the burden of 
good things, which everyone seemed to enjoy, 
whilst the air resounded with good wishes to 
the young couple, just starting on life's jour
ney. The tokens of good will were not con
fine([ to mere wishes either, as the many 
handsome presents testified. May they be 
spared many years to each other and may 
our heavenly Father prosper them on life's 
journey temporally as well as spiritually. 

DIED. 
RUBLE.-July 1, 1898, Bro. David Ruble, 

aged 80 years, 3 months, and 4 days. Funeral 

service conducted by Elder John Shields, as
sisted by Elder G. Green. Interment at 
Harwich. Ten years ago he had a fall, from 
the effects of which he has been confined to 
his bed; he was administered to several times 
and would be relieved of pain almost in
stantly. He died in hope of coming forth in 
the first resurrection. He leaves a loving 
and dutiful wife, children, and grandchildren 
to mourn. 

ANDERSON.-At Lamoni, Iowa, July 19, 
1898, of whooping cough, aggravated by 
teething troubles, Andrew Kenneth, child of 
Bro. Daniel and Sr. M. Annie Anderson, and 
grandchild of Bro. and Sr. A. K. Anderson 
and Bro. and Sr. John Scott, aged 1 year, 7 
months, and 1 day. He was a lovely boy, of 
sweet disposition. The funeral sermon was 
preached by Elder H. A. Stebbins, assisted 
by President JoReph Smith. 

KRAFT.-At Napa, California, May 13, 1898, 
Amanda May, wife of Mr. John Kraft, Jun., 
and daughter of Bro. and Sr. Babcock, all 
late residents of Nauvoo, Illinois. A child 
nineteen moJths old, husband, and parents 
mourn. Sister May was baptized at Mont
rose, Iowa, July, 1890. She died strong in the 
faith. 

DENT.-Elder John Dent died July 11, 1898, 
aged 77 years, 2 months, 27 days. Interment 
in Romney Township. Funeral services in 
charge of Elder G. Green, assisted by Elder 
John Shields. Was a member of the church 
a number of years, was president of Dentville 
branch. He loved the work and tried to ad
v11nce the cause by setting a worthy exam
ple. Wife, children, grandchildren, and 
great-grandchildren mourn. 

ADAMS. - At the home of his mother, 
West Bay City, Michigan, July 9, 1898, Bro. 
William Adams, aged 22 years, 11 months, 8 
days. Deceased was born in Manitoba, 
Canada. When but a child, with his parents 
he moved to Caseville, Michigan; in 1893 he 
came to West Bay City, where he remained 
up to time of his death. United with the 
church and died in th0 faith of the restored· 
gospel. Mother, two brothers, three sisters, 
and sister-in-law mourn. Funeral sermon by 
Elder J. A. Grant. Interment at Caseville. 

RICE.-At Adin, California; May 1, 1898, 
John Frisby, fifth child of Bro. Chas. W. and 
Sr. Emma Rice. He was born May 10, 1893; 
took sick April 25, of scarlet fever of which 
he died. No funeral services were held at 
the time of interment, on account of the con
tagion of the disease. Funeral sermon 
preached Sunday, July 3, to a large and at
tentive audience by Elder Alma C. Bar
more. 

BURLING'l'ON.-A't St. Joseph, Missouri, 
July 17, 1898, Ellen Effie, infant daughter of 
Bro. John and Sr. Mary Burlington. Little 
Ellen was born October 22, 1895, and was 
growing into a lovely, intelligent girl, but 
death seemed to have marked her as one of 
his victims. She overturned a pan of boiling 
water, scalding her arm from wrist to shoul
der, which caused pneumonia, from which 
she died. Funeral services in the saints' 
church; the little body laid away in Mount 
Mora cemetery. Sermon by Elder Hyrum 0. 
Smith. 
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Royal makes the food pure, 
wholesome and de!lclous. 

ROYAL BAK!~G POWDER co.~ NEW YORK. 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1and2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of Gooeral Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de-

. fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment, growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call
ing allltd ministry, the rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth boun.d ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners. . 2 00 
Full leather . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50 
Full leath3r, gilt edges ..••....... 3 00 

PATTIE; OR LEAVES FROM A LIFE. 
. 

REDUCED from $1.15 to 75 cents. An 
excellent work for the home, also for 
young people's libraries and societies. 
Herald Publishing House, Lamoni, 
Iowa. 

O. B. & Q. EXCURSIONS. 
National Saengerfest, Davenport, 

Iowa, July 28-31; one standard 
fare plus $2.00 for round trip. 
Date of sale July 27 and 28, final 
limit for return August 1. 

TRANS-MISSISSIPPI EXPOSITION. l 
Omaha, Nebraska, June 1 to November 1, 

1898. For rates and dates apply tO agent. 

'rHE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every ·w ednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscriptiou price $2.00 per year; six months 
$1.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents.; 
sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in I 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, mak~ s~les of church publica-1 
tions, and assist the pu blls'hlng department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters. subscriptions. remittances, I 
changes of adgreS<l, etc., should be addr'!'8sed to 
Frank Criley, Business Manager.. Remittances 
should be made by post office or express orders, 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters. 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class maiol. matter.) 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired 'rranslation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ....................•...... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..••. 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges • • • • • • . . . . . . . . 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

THE BOOK OF MORMON~ 
Cloth ...................•••.•••. $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia .......••••. 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges..... 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, fl.exible .••• ,. I 00 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth ........................•.. $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . • • • . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..••• 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ..•••• 2 00 

COMPENDIUM OF FAITH. 
Cloth - .....................••... $0 75 
Leather. . .....••....•.•...•.... 1 00 

RACELAND u 

---COL EGE, 
LAMONI, IOWA. 

Telephone n. 

For catalogues or further information, 
Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE, 

Acting President, 

or R. S. SALYARDS, Secretary, 
LAMONI, low A. 

TRACTS. 
TRACTS Order by numbers. 

1. The Nature of Man. Is he Pos
sessed of Immortality? Per 
dozen, 15 cBnts; 100 ......... $1 00 

2. Truth Made Manifest; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 ................. 1 00 

3. Voice of the Good Shepherd; per 
dozen 5 cents; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

4. Epitoi'ne of Faith and Doctrine 
of the Church, and Kirtland 
Temple Suit; per doz. 3 cts.; 100 15 

5. Questions and Answers (on First 
Principhis of the Gospel); per 
dozen, 3 cents; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . ll.'! 

6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall Adminis-
ter; per dozen, 15 cents; 100 ... 1 00 

7. Who then Can be Saved; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100............ 30 

8. Fullness of the Atonement; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

9. Spiritualism Viewed from a 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 ........... 1 30 

10. The Narrow Way; per dozen, 10 
cents; 100 ........... "......... 50 

11. The Plan of f3alvat10n; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 .......... 1 20 

12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexander Campbell to a Re
stored Primitive Christianity 
Examined; per doz., 15cts; 100, 1 (I() 

14. Reply to Orson Pratt; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ $1 00 

15. How to Enter the Kingdom; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100............. 30 

16. Polygamy: Was it an Original 
Tenet of the Church; per dozen, 
10 cents; 100................... 50 

18. Necessity for a Reorganization 
of the Choceh; per dozen. . . . . . 30 

19. A Statement and a Correction 
of It; per dozen................ 10 

20. The "One Body;" or the Church 
under the Apostleship and under 
theApostasy; per doz. 15c; 100, 1 00 

21. Truths by Three Witnesses, and 
Epitome of Faith; per dozen, 
3 cents; 100........ . . . . .. . . . .. 15 

22. Faith and Repentance; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100............ l>O 

23. Baptism; per dozen, 10 cts.; 100 61) 
24. The Kingdom of God; per dozen, 

5cents; 100 ................... 30 
25. Laying on of Hands; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100.................... 30 
27. The Sabbath Question; per 

dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ 1 00 
31. What is Truth? True Ortho

doxy? and an Evangelical 
Church? and Epitome of Faith; 
per dozen, 3 cents; 100......... 15 

41. The Gospel, and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen, 3 cents; 100 11\ 

42. Rejection of the Church; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100..... 50 

43. One Wife or Many; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 ................... 1 00 

44. Crooked Paths; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

47. The :F'utmre State; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 ... _ ................. 1 00 

Prophecy of the Rebellion; per 100 10 
TRACTS IN LARGE LOTS. 

Special prices on application for 
tracts in lots of 1000 or more. 

RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE. 
Cloth ........................... $'! 40 
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STATE SAVINGS BANK, OF LAMONI. 
Stockholders. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Geo. H. Hilliard. 
Frank Criley. 
.A. K. Anderson. 
G. W. Blair. 
Oscar Anderson. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 
Alice P. Dancer. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 

Otlicers. 
David Dancer. 

President. 
Wm. Anderwn, 

V iee President. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

Cashier. 
Oscar Anderson. 

.-1.ssi.s tan t Cashier. 

Directors. 
W. A. Hopkins. 
Ella D. W llitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 

This bank does a general banking business at 
Lamoni, Iowa. Interest paid on time deposits 
according to the rules of the bank. Correspond
ence and patronage solicited. 

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN. 
A house in Lamoni, Iowa, two eq uares from the bnsi 

ness center. It bas six rooms, a ha11, and three closets, 
and is COL1Veniently arranged for a family of six or more; 
i's warm as a winter house, and has good vent,lation for 
summer. Well nnd cistern at the door, and awle, 
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, whic!I are 
the corner of a block. Address. . 

I. N. W. COOPER, Lamoni, Iowa. 

TOBACCO HABIT CURED, 
OR NO PAY. 

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively 
guaraz;i.tees three boxes of 0Quit~To·Bac" to perma
nently take away all desire for tobacco, or will 
promptlyrqfnnd money paid for it. Three boxes sent 
post paid •~>ywhere for $1.50. No bad ell'ects from 
nseofQ';'it·To-Bac. Itisagreat nerve tonic. Why 
not try it? It has Mred hundreds; why not you? 
Remember, No «Jure, No Pay. Address B. F. 
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois. ' 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an 
invention is probably patentable. Communica. 
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents. 

Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive 
special notice, without charge, in the 

Scitntifie Jlm¢rican. 

ZION'S HOPE. 
A large, four-page :3unday school 
piaper for children; illustrated; ed
ited by Sr. M. Walker. 
Single copies, per year ........... $0 50 
In packages of four, five, or six to 

one address, per year, each. . . . . 40 
In packages of seven or more, each 35 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Its Easy Writing 
If its a Blickensaerfer No. 5. 

The universal favorite with all classes of 
operators who desire a simple and speedy 
machine. 

More "Blicks" in use among Iowa and Ne
braska newspapers than all the rest of the $100 
machines together. The only Typewriter on 
the market doing hundred-dollar work that is 
sold at a popular price. 

Has 28 Keys, of 84 Characters and Letters; 
Portable, weighing but Six Pounds with case. 

Copies and Manifolds perfectly,-rz carbon 
copies being easily taken at one writing. 

Only one price-$35.00 net. On ten days·ap
proval to any responsible man in Iowa or Nebraska. 
Add.ress, 

HARGER & BUSH, 
General Agents, 

904=9mo Main Street, DUBUQUE, IOWA. 

lliANGLBS -FOR.

FAMILY ANIJ HOTEL USE, 
An ordinary family ironing can be done on the "RACINE" 

Mangle in twent,y minutes, witbo"t. heat or fuel. 
NO FUEL. NO HEAT. NO SCORCHl!l!C. 

Prices within the means of every family. l\lade in six styles and 
ten sizes, for Pamili@s, Hotels, etc. Every Mangle Cuaranteed. 

Send 2c stamp for new illustrated Catalogue, with prices. 
THE RACINE MANC!..E CO., Racine, Wis. 

School Furniture~~ Supplies 
The "VICTOR" Folding Desks are especially adapted for use in 
District and Parochial Schools. Our line is complete, includin~ 
<:itationary Desks, Double Desks, Adjustable Desks, etc. 

GET OUR CATALOGUE AND PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING. 

Agents Wanted Everywhere" 

THOMAS KANE & CO., Racine, Wis. 
·-------------------- -·-----------

RACINE CAS ENCINE 
Uses Gasoline, Natural Gas or Manufactured Gas. 

Fitted with both I-lot Tube and Electric !Battery. 
Are used for Pumping Water, Grinding Feed and 
all Farm Purposes; also Grain Elevators, Machine 
Shops, etc. The most Simple, Reliable and Econom· 
lea! Gas Engine on the market. Send 2 cent stamp 
for catalogue and prices to 

RACINE HARDWARE CO., Racine, Wis.; 

Large 1V1aps Reduced! 
For Sunday School 
and Home Use ... 

Dispensing with the idea of procuring 
agents, I have concluded to furnish the large 
Book of Mormon maps (39x51 inches), fully 
described in former advertisement, direct to 
all at $1.50, express charges to be paid by the 
purchaser. Former price $2.50. An orna
ment to any home. Sunday schools and 
Religio, please take up collections, procure a 
map, and start a class in the Book of Mor
mon. Sr. (Mrs.) Ella J. Green, of Onslow, 
Iowa, wrote July 6, 1898:-

"Bro. G. F. Weston:-Received map all 
right and extend to you our thanks for favor 
shown in reduction of price. The map is for 
our Sunday school and all who have seen it 
are well pleased." Early orders solicited. 

G. F. WESTON. 
BUCHANAN, Berrien Co., Mich. 

TEACHERS' BIBLE. "Ttie Self
Pronourwi :1g Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bib'.c," with helps and maps, 
in good lfi,rge print, bourgeois 
type, w~ch marginal references; 
rrinted on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6tx8t, mailed post-
paid at, per copy, net ............ $2 00 

Scriptural and Book of Mormon 
si:bjects illustrated by means of finely painted 
p10tures and charts furnished to order on 
muslin, canvas, or oilcloth. For particulars 
address Hulmes & Kress 609 Main Street 
Kansas City, Missouri. ' ' 

MINISTRY AND BRANCH CARDS. 
Neat cards for ministers or 
branches, with name and address, 
or place of worship and hours of 
services on face, and Epitome or 
"What we Believe" on reverse side. 
An excellent aid. Two sizes: 
2tx4 inches, per 250 ............. $0 75 

" " per 1000 .............. 2 50 
3x5k " per 250 .............. 1 00 

" "' per 1000 ...... e •• ,, •••• S 50 

DANJ!SH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 
'C"dgivet og Forlagt af den Gjenor
ganiserede J esu Christi Kirke af 
Idste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, leather 
backs ............................ $0 '15 

NEW TESTAMENTS. King Jameliil' 
Translation. 

Brevier type, 18mo ...........•.•• $0 ~ 
Agate type, 32mo. (smaller) .•• , •• 
Pearl-agailte type, 3llno ...••••• , • • 0 
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NEW MOVEMENT IN HUMANITY. 

Lamoni, Iowa, August 3, 1898. No. 31. 

immediate hold of the mind of the / Th~ great business of our immedi· 
race, affecting the estimate of itself; I ate predecessors, that which will 
for the first direction. of intellectual J mark their time in history, was not to 
movements is quite as often away arouse sentiment or passion to high 
from as toward humanity. Other ob-1 uses, but rather to stimulate investi· 
jects control the imagination or con· gation, to increase knowledge, to in
science; something pertaining to God vent hypothesis, to get at the ·method 
or to the outer universe. of the universe. What age ever in· 

The return of the intellectual life to vaded to a like extent the known 
humanity as the object of its thought, realms of nature or challenged with a 
after its searchings after God or its like audacity the mystery of exist
wanderings in the outer universe, is ence? By the logic of events, there· 
always bailed with an enthusiasm fore, we are committed to the intellec
which cannot be misunderstood. The tual rather than to the emotional, or 
absence of the intellect at any time on I even to ~he purely systematic, method 
other business, leaving human sen ti- of accomplishing the tasks which have 
rnents to the sense of obligation fallen to us. Our predecessors have 
or to the play of the sympathies, ere- been trying to think out the problem 
ates a veritable homesickness in many of the physical world; they have left 

WILLIAM JEWET'l' TUCKER: We are minds. Here and there a solitary to us the endeavor to think out the 
now in the midst of one of those thinker seems to find supreme repose problems of the human world. The 
greater movements of humanity which 
I can best characterize by saying that 
it is a movement from liberty to unity. 
It is the result largely, I believe, of 
the intellectual advance of the last 

and content, at the furthest remove stream of the intellectual life along 
from all that is human, freedom from I which we are borne has broken-part 
its limitation, relief from its transitori-1 flowing through worn channels into 
ness; but the mood of most thinkers the physical world, part making new 
finds expression in the idea that "the I channels through which it may enter 

I 

generation bringing in new principles firelight on the hearthstone at home I into all the religions of the human 
and methods and another ruling idea. is more attractive than the brightest I world. 

Virtua,lly this movement from lib- star in the far off heavens." I And a fact which I wish to empha-
erty to unity has already brought us Now there is a return to-day of the I size is this: that the great construct
into the presence of a new humanity. intellectual life to humanity, as one I ive force which we are taking over 
The effect of such an inward move- of the chief objects of its interest; and I from the results of physical science 
ment is like that of the old migration not only this, but in its return it has I and which we are trying to apply to 
of races. Change of thought pro- brought with it a new working con- I the current problems of humanity, is 
duces new characteristics in a race ception of humanity. The growing , the sense of th~ organic, which, as 
like change of place. That which side of the social bond is not senti- I we transfar it to things human, 

'makes a new humanity is another ment, hardly sympathy, but intellec- /becomes the consciousness of a vital 
conception of it great enough to tual concern. It could not well have I unity. Man has found a new place 
change its aspect and to modify in been otherwise. Our inheritance for himself in the physical world, with 
some respects at least its condition. from the immediate past is not pas- new partnerships, alliances, affinities, 
Humanity is at any given time what sion, but method, mental processes, By the same method and under the 
the ruling conception of it is. Not the habit of critical and speculative same impulse he is now beginning to 
that the fact ever corresponds exactly thought. There have been epochs of discover and realize new relationships 
to the idea, but that the fact is always passion which have made history, but to himself, each man to every other 
other than it would be if the idea had it cannot be said the epoch from which man, the individual to the whole. It 
not come or had come in a different we are emerging has been in any is this sense of the organic, the in· 
form. The monotony of human exist· large sQnse an epoch of passion. It heritance of the last result of thought 
ence, the living and dying of the gen- I has included great wars, but not wars and now permeating all our thinking, 
erations, is thus broken at long animated by the depths of that pas- whi.ch is giving us the new conception 
intervals by th@ incoming of ideas di-1 sion which raged in the French revo· of humanity, which is virtually giving 
rectied toward and laying hold of the lution, which exultei in the American us a new humanity. It marks the 
developed mind of the race, reopening, I and English revolutions. These movement from liberty to unity.-Ex. 
it may be, the question of origin and I burned in their age and illuminated, 
destiny and changing the measure- I with the flame of liberty. No! our l HAS THE WORLD OUTGROWN TH€ 

ments and valuations of human life.

1 

direct inheritance is of a different CHURCH? 

I speak of the thought whic:h lays sort. I DR. GiroRGE R. WALLA CE preached 
I 
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last evening before a large audience I they are apt to see and to reveal great j had no definite expectation of immor
at the Pilgrim Congregational Church j truths. The great poets who am stud- I tality. Superstitious faith in a cer
on "Has the World Outgrown the 1 ied in this volume of five hundred 

1

. tain demonic energy takes the place 
Church?" He said: - pages are Homer, Virgil, Dante, of dependence upon God, and the fact 

"The shores of the ages have been Shakspeare, Milton, Goethe, Words- i that man is possessed by this demonic 
strewn with the wrecks of religious worth, Browning, and Tennyson. 

1 
energy excuses every passion, how

institutions. Instead of the stately The comparative study of these poets ' ever vicious. He is admitted to be 
temples of Horus, Osiris, and Ra, the from this particular point of view has one of the very greatest literary art
Egyptian sands present us only ruins. its own interest and value. The con- ists the world has seen, but it is 
The land where Homer and Hesiod clusion is that these chief poets of the Goethe of whom Tennyson speaks as-
wrote their immortal poems show us world, taken together, give harmoni- A glorious devil, large in heart and brain, 
the demolished altars of Zeus and the ous testimony to the being of God and Nor did love beauty only, or, if good, 

• r h' · Good only for its beauty. 
whole Olympic system. fhe Greek is personal relat10ns to man. A f ·w d th. h d d 't 
P h d 11 h A h H · · 

1 
· . 

1 1
. s or or swor , e regar e i 

art enon to- ay te s us t at t ene omer is m us way mtense y re 1- h' d . . t b th t th 
· d d w d" · h d f : · G d . h f 11 h'dd as is sacre m1ss1on o s ow a e lS ea . e ig m t e ust o ages g10us. o is t e sum o a l en ld . f 11 f b t d · . wor 1s u o eau y an meanmg, 
for the altars of Rome's Jupiter and causes. But in his view God and . . . . . 
J f h 1 f h 1.:- d' D ·1 h f d d because 1t is rnterfused and tbrobbmg uno, or t e a tars o t e ;::ican ma- ev1 are very muc con oun e . . . . 

· Od' d Th ·h f h z b f. t' b t w1th the life of God. His poetry was vmn m an or or t ose o t e eus as some sense o JUS ice u can . . 
. ' . . one Iona protest aaamst the bamsh-

gods of Drmd and Aztec, and find but hardly be said to have any conscience. f"'G d f "'b. . A d , ment o o rom ,1s universe. n 
fragments. Homers poems do not teach us so th 'fi 11 Ch . t' . . . . . I ye e was not speci ca y a ris mn 

"In that revolt agamst supernatu- much of div1mty as of humamty. B . d T h 
ra ism w ic ti s t e air to-day, men irg1 is t e ec o o omer, as r d h' f b l b 1. h' b 11 b · If v· ·i · h h f FI \ I poet. rownmg an ennvson ave 

think the Christian religion and Dante of Virgil, yet the echo may be ehc ipshe 1~ ame,. u\~n· Y e.~~use 
churches have reached the condition sweeter than the sound that awoke it. t eyh ~v~. rawn 1~ntor hetir w~r mgs 
of decay that precedes dissolution. But the religious conceptions of Virgil ~uc. 0th is ptecu mr f ig t · :otwn~ 
Some of our modern poets, echoing were far in advance of those of Homer. mg JS e poe ' not 0 na ure, u 0 

B d Sh 11 l · d h' I f t h ft t b th man; not of events, but of thoughts. yron an e ey, mve voice t is n ac , e o en seems o e e . . . 
d . 1 · · b t f Ch · t' 't Th t D t Love is for Brownmg the highest, isma pess1m1sm. prop e o r1s iam y. a an e . . 

"While the failure of the churches in the first if not also the greatest most potential conceptio~ man c~n 
t h th d 1. h Oh · t' t k v· .1 h' form. As he declares his creed m o reac e masses an accomp ls ris ian poem a es irgi as is 

''Paracelsus":many other of vheir objects is real guide is regarded as most significant. 
enough, yet the churches are not retro- In Dante not "ten silent centuries" "God, thou art love! I build my 

faith on that!" And it is in CB.rist gressing. In 1800 only7 percent of the only but all the centuries find a voice. 
that he sees the most effective revelapopulation of the United States were "The corruption of the will, the puri-

communicants. In 1880 this had in- fication of the will, the perfection of tion of God. Later in life, as Brown
creased to 20 per cent, and in 1890 to the will"-tbese are Dante's themes. ing became less a poet and more a 
21 per cent. There are more minis- "Will the world ever see a greater speculative philosopher, it appears 
ters and missionaries to-day than ever 1 poet than Shakspeare? It can only that his idea of sin gets confused with 
before. More money is invested in be by adding Dante's vision of God a certain pantheistic necessitarianism. 
churches; more money is given volun- and Wordsworth's vision of nature to Perhaps the most interesting chap
tarily for their support; more people Shakspeare's vision of humanity." ter in the book is the one on Tenny
voluntarily connect themselves with 1 Both Dante and Milton regard man son, as the poet of the divine order in 
churches. chiefly in his relations to an invisible the universe in spite of all the con· 

Th fusion incident to sin, and as distinc-" e world has outgrown some and spiritual world; but to Shakspeare 
churches. It has outgrown narrow the present world is m.an's arena, and tively a Christian poet. Although 
conceptions of religious truth. the future looms up as the dim and Tennyson, like Browning, had a mind 

wonderfully open to all the voices of 
Heresy trials, narrow doctrinal dis- shadowy, though most real, back- his time, its science, and its philoso-
sensions, and the insistence on cere- ground. , phy, the life-long, strenuous labor of 
monial observances as essential to "Who is the greatest German? bis genius finds the consummation of 
the salvation of men drive the masses There are two, and only two, who can visio,~ and of faith "At the Har?or 
from the churches which force such I compete for the honor-Luther and· fBar, t wfhere hi;,,1<?boked to see the pilot 
1. · · G h . ace o ace.-.L ri une. imitat10ns upon tbem."--Chicago Trib-. oet e." Yet this writer has only a 
une. qualified admiration for Goethe. 

The wonderful fighting of the first three 

WHAT THE POETS BELIEVE. 

THE GREAT POETS AND THEIR 

"Goethe was a man without con· days of July around Santiago is described by 
science; he was the instrument of a expert writers in the Review of" Reviews for 

August. Mr. Winston Churchill gives in de
merely literary emancipator, while he tail the clearest account yet published of the 

· reestablished so far as he could the destruction of Cervera's fleet. The sto,ry as 
THEOLOGY. . he tells it forms one of the most thrilling 

By Augustus H. Hopkins, D. D. Baptist Publication reign of pagam self-dependence and of chapters in the history of the American 
society. moral indifference." He was the poet navy. This _is followed by Mr. John A. 

I . . Church's review of the land engagements 
T is not claimed that the great poets I of pantheism, and of what might be I that ended in the capitulation of Satiago 

are intentional theologians. It is termed artistic selfishness. As he July 17. Both articles are brilliantly illus-
. trated from Hemment's photographs taken 

only assumed that being great seers had no defimte thought of God, so he immediately after the fighting. 
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TI-IE T HERAl-1D. 
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.''-John 81 31, 32, 

"Hearken to the word of the Lordi for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wifes and concubines he shall have none."-B. of M., page116. 
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LAMONI, Iow A, AUG. 3, 1898. 

ELDER JAMES WHITEHEAD. 

ELDER JAMES WHITEHEAD, better 
known as Father Whitehead, formerly 
private secretary to Joseph Smith the 
martyr, died at his residence, Lamoni, 
Iowa, on Wednesday, July 27, 1898, 
at nine o'clock p. m. His death re
sulted from no particular disease, but 
was simply a cessation of nature's 
forces. He fell asleep in Christ at a 
ripe old age. Of late his powers had 
been markedly waning, but he re
tained a fair degree of mental activity 
until the last. He had lain down to 
rest when the end came, which was 
hardly percept.ible, so easy was the 
close of mortal life, so quiet the tran
sition "':io the better state. 

Father Whitehead was born April 
12, 1813, in Preston, Lancashire, 
England. He embraced the gospel 
early in the history of the English 
mission of the church, being baptized 
October 18, 1837, at Preston, by Elder 
Heber C. Himball, of the Quorum of 
the Twelve, and one of the first mis
sionaries to Great Britain. He was 
confirmed by Elders Orson Hyde and 
Heber C. Kimball. He was shortly 
afterward ordained to the offices of 
teacher, priest, and elder; and as a 
high priest on April 6, 1841, at the 
first General Conference of the Eng
lish mission, at Manchester, England, 
by Elders H. C. Kimball, Brigham 
Young, and Willard Richards. He 
continued actively in the ministry in 
England, until his departure for 
America, at one time having charge 
of an important district conference. 
He also acted as secretary to Father 
Peter Melling, the first patriarch of 
the English mission. 

In the year 1842 he emigrated to 
America and landed at Nauvoo, Illi
nois, April 13. He was immediately 

Lamoni, Iowa, August 3, 1898. 

appointed to do clerical work in the 
general offices of the church, and on 
June 11, of that year was formally 
appointed private secretary to the 
Seer, and acted in that capacity until 
the death of the latter in 1844. In 
that official relationship he came into 
close touch with the Prophet, and was 
an eye witness to many leading events 
and incidents of his life both public 
and private. He cherished a deep 
and lasting friendship for the Seer 
and his brother Hyrum, of whom he 
spoke always in terms of high com
mendation. He remained in Nauvoo 
until the fall of 1847, after the exodus 
to the West, being appointed, with 
another, to take charge of records 
and other matters connected with the 
settlement of church business, of a 
public and private character (certain 
church records among them), which 
he turned over to the Twelve under 
Brigha;m Young, at Winter Quarters, 
now Omaha, Nebraska, in the fall of 
1847, when he returned to Illinois; 
taking up his residence at Alton, 
where he resided until the year 
1890, when he came to Lamoni, where 
he died. 

Though importuned to continue with 
the church under Brigham Young in 
its exodus to the West, he steadfastly 
declined all overtures from that body, 
which he then openJy declared to be 
heretical and a departure from the 
true faith, but which continued, even 
after his return to Illinois, to offer 
him positions of trust and emolument 
among them. 

He was present at Nauvoo, in 1843, 
when the Prophet Joseph Smith for
mally blessed and appointed his eldest 
son Joseph (the President of the Re
organized Church) to be his successor 
as President of the Church. Of that 
important event he ever bore a clear 

No. 31. 

the church through its publications. 
He united with the Reorganized 

Church on his original baptism, at 
Alton, Illinois, in September, 1865, 
and continued in the faith as from the 
beginning, maintaining his integrity 
to the end, which with him was a 
faithful triumph over earth scenes 
and conditions to rest and reward with 
the redeemed. 

He was married to Mrs. Jane Hin
dle,. then a widow, in January, 1836, 
and who preceded him in death at 
Alton, Illinois, August 11, 1886. A 
son and two daughters were born to 
them. One of their children, Mrs. 
Charles Beall, of Alton, with her two 
sons and six daughters, also Srs. 
Mamie and Annie Allen, and Mrs. 
Charles Barrows, of Lamoni, of his 
grandchildren, with a number of 
great - grandchildren, survive their 
union. On March 24, 1892, he was 
married to Sr. Ella Dudley, of La
moni, Iowa, who also survives him. 

He made his home in Lamoni since 
taking up his residence here in 1890. 
His ardent wish for the past two 
years has been that he might be per
mitted to depart in peace. He fre
quently said of Joseph and Hyrum, 
"I am going to them." "I shall meet 
them; thank God." 

He kept the faith through scenes of 
not ordinary trial. He was faithful 
as a witness to the trutb, and died 
full of years and of faith in God and 
in the great latter-day work. 

The funeral services were held at 
the saints' church on Friday, the 29th 
inst., Pres. Joseph Smith preaching 
the funeral sermon, Brn. A. H. Smith 
and E. L. Kelley, of the Presidency, 
assisting; interment in Rose Hill 
cemetery, Lamont. 

and faithful testimony, regarding him- NOTES FROM ENGLAND AND WALES. 

self as under special obligation to re- FoR some time we have not troubled 
count and bear witness to the incidents the HERALD to chronicle events from 
connected with that historic transac- this far·off land, because we knew 
tion. His published testimony, with that the center of interest was the 
other important items connected with General Conference and matters re
the history of the church in and ceiving consideration there; but we 
about Nauvoo, has been given to have not been idle. Early in April 
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we found ourself again among the 
kind-hearted saints of Leeds. Again 
t,hey received us generously ~md with 
apparent anxiety to learn their duty 
more perfectly. Clouds had not all 
disappeared from the spiritual hori
zon, but it was cheering to witness 
the floods of sunshine that occasion
ally burst through the rifts of clouds, 
making glad the heart with spiritual 
grace. Sometimes with commendable 
zeal and yet with mistaken wisdom 
we think that our voices should al
ways be heard in opposition to wrong, 
and this leads us to speak rashly, and 
the effect is not good. The silent 
forces are the most potent. The sun
shine makes no noise, and yet its 
warmth generates all the seeds whose 
growth clothes and adorns our earth 
in beautiful garments, and produces 
the luxurious fruits so profitable to 
us. The force of gravitation quietly 
preserves the equilibrium of all ani
mate and inanimate creation and holds 
in place the great system of worlds. 
Our divine Master did not strive nor 
cry, nor was his voice heard in the 
streets; and yet when he spoke to 
storm-tossed Galilee there was a great 
calm. So when amid the storms and 
tempests of life if we will allow him 
to. provide while we quietly, meekly 
perform our own duty, tb.ere will fol
low a calm, and our influence will be 
potent for good. 

The conference for Manchester dis
trict convened in Leeds on Satur
day before Easter and continued over 
the following Monday. It was quite 
well attended, and a profitable time 
was bad. We here met our colaborer, 
Bro. F. G. Pitt, and after a few days 
labor together we parted, we to go to 
South Wales, and he to make an 
effort at Fleetwood. At Lydney we 
found a, lively branch of s:;i,ints pre
sided over by Elder Ellis. Elder 
Thomas Griffiths, President of the 
Eastern Wales district, also resides 
thei·e, and hence the local branch has 
his cooperation. The brethren seemed 
very anxious to extend the work, but 
our efforts received but meager atten
tion from those without. 

We spent a short time at Cardiff, 
addressing a few at the home of Bro. 
Thomas Gould. Then a few days 
rest in the quiet retreat afforded by 
the home of Bro. E. R. Dewsnup, at 
the Mumbles, near Swansea. Our 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

next point was at Llanelly, where we 
again met with Bro. Pitt and with 
him participated with the brethren of 
Western Wales district in their con· 
ference. We remained a week enjoy
ing the efforts we made because of the 
support we had in the earnest desire 
to learn upon the part of the saints, 
though, as in other places, but few of 
the non-members cared to hear us. 
Elder Reese Jen kins presides over 
the district and Bro. John Edwards 
over the branch. We also met here 
for the first time Elder J. D. Jenkins, 
of the missionary force. We heard 
him, but as his preaching is in the 
Welsh tongue, we are not competent 
to judge of its merits. He appears to 
be a ready talker, and a good influence 
attended his presentation of the word. 
We felt grateful for the privilege 
granted us whereby we could all feel 
alike if we cannot talk alike. 

provement as we should. This pre-
vents our advancement in every way. 
When we develop so that our present 
boundaries are too narrow for our 
strength, we riwst reach out, for our 
influence will be irresistible. Then 
and not till then will our cherished 
hope of reaching the masses be 
realized. We are persuaded that less 
worry and anxiety about devising 
means and forming plans to reach the 
world, and more attention given to 
improvement and development, both 
in Europe and America, would bring 
us more rapidly towards the desired 
ultimatum. Brethren, do not con
demn this thought until you think of 
it carefully. 

Whitsuntide found us engaged with 
the brethren of Birmingham district, 
at Stafford. The business passed off' 
smoothly, and more than usual liberty 
was given in presenting the word, for 

The next Sunday after leaving which we feel profoundly grateful. 
Llanelly we spent with Bro. Dewsnup · Bro. Pitt left us here and the last we 
at Morriston. We were told that we heard from him he was at Plymouth, 
had the privilege of appearing before entertaining cheerful hopes of success. 
the largest audience that had assem- After a few days pleasantly spent with 
bled in Morriston chaipel fo:r some the saints at Stafford we spent a week in 
months, but we will not tell you how the country at the home of Bro. Frank 
many it took to compose that farge Swan, near Northfield. During our 
audience, nor that a part of it followed stay here we availed ourselves of the 
us from Llanelly. It sounds better privilege, much appreciated, of visit
to leave it right where it is. ing Stratford-on-Avon. Then a week 

In company with Bro. Pitt we re- in Birmingham, where we appreciated 
turned to Eastern Wales district and the kindness in which we were re
visited Aberaman, Pantagrag, and ceived and the eagerness with which 
Nantyglo branches. In each of these the saints heard our humble efforts, 
places we found a small but earnest though outside interest is not great 
band of saints. Elder Dan Davies here. Then a week in London, where 
is in charge at Aberaman, and Elder we found the saints doing fully as well 
Thomas Jones presides at Nantyglo. as we expected and in some respects 
A committee appointed by district better. Most of our days in London 
conference has declared the Panta- were spent in visiting places of inter
grag branch disorganized, but they est, though we were breaking the 
meet and hold their meetings under bread of life at night and on Sunday. 
direction of some one chosen on each We were kindly received at the Ameri
occasion, and will continue to do so can Embassy and. through their cour
pending a final settlement of the tesy were permitted to see the Queen's 
matter. We find some earnest spir- horses, carriages, harness, etc. It 
itual saints in Wales, but we see little was a fine and costly display, and we 
prospect of reaching the people with- enjoyed it, especially the horses. 
out to any great extent. However, Much of it seemed to us to be foolish 
some can see more in a prospect than extravagance, and not at all in keep
we can, and perhaps we do not see all ing with much that we had heard of 
there is. There is one kind o.f devel- the Queen's plain and humble taste; 
opment, however, that we can always but we forbear, as it is not our mission 
rpake, and that is the development of to cdticise where our influence is 
ourselves. It is possible, too, that in powerless to reform. Back to Bir
our anxiety to reach others we do not mingham for a few days, and on to 
give as much attention to self-im· Manchester:, in company with Bro. 
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Thomas Taylor. Here we find the J of humanity. A hopeful indication is 
work still gradually developing and seen in the following "general order" 
the leaven working. issued by the heads of the United 

We read the conference minutes, if States Army. Ten or twenty years 
not always with approval, with much ago such an order would have been 
interest; but we wondered why the regarded as strange if not incredible. 
conference, after m. aking a contri.bu- I To-day it is received with approval by 
tion to McKinley's waste basket, and the great masses of the people and by 
enthusing over the death of Miss the soldiery itself. No one should be 
Willard, did not strike a note of sym- discouraged in any work of true re· 
pa thy for the '•Grand Old Man," then form in the face of such practical re
dying at Hawarden Castle, who, in sults for good. Let ~hose who labor 
harmony with American doctrine, re· for the truth, even m the face of 
jected each title of nobility offered ~reat odds, remember that they labor 
him, living, and since dying plain Mr. m the best of causes, that worthy the 
Gladstone. Surely if it is proper for tru~st and mo~t c?nsecrated efforts of 
the church in its General Assembly to v;hich humamty is capable; ~hat all 
whoop and hurrah over international Imes of moral. prog_ress assist the 
issues, a man who though surrounded work of good m_ V:hich th~y are e~
by the pomp of royalty and nobility gage~; that God ism a?d will susta:n 
has made practical the simplicity of the ~1gh~; hence that it cannot fail. 
American policy is entitled to recog- It 18 with pleasure we produce the 
nition. ' order that follows. It is worthy the 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 
1.-IF a branch grants a letter of removal 

to one or more of its members, has the branch 
the right to reconsider and withdraw that 
letter after the party has been informed that 
the letter was granted? 

Ans.-Yes, if after the vote to grant 
the letter has been taken and before 
letter has been issued, good reasons 
are given for such reconsideration 
and withdrawal of letter. 

2.-Is there a law that compels a member 
asking for a letter of removal to unite with 
the nearest branch where in his judgment it 
would be more convenient to unite with one 
not the nearest? 

A. - We believe the last conference 
decided that members should unite 
with the branch the most convenient 

spirit of "the better humanity" in be
half of which the American people 
and its army and navy have chal
lenged the cause of the oppressed 
Cubans. We quote from the New 
York Voice of July 14, 1898:-

Ever since the war with Spain began, the 
Voice has been calling the attention of our 
military authorities to the strong reasons 
that exist, even from a strictly military point 
of view, for abolishing the army canteen. 
The article by General Howard, published in 
the Voice of April 28, and numerous other 
publications in these columns upon the same 
subject, have been forwarded to headquar
ters, and to many other military leaders, and 
to thousands of temperance workers through· 
out the country. The result is a long step in 
the right direction in the following order 
issued last week by Major-General Nelson A. 
Miles:-

for them to attend the meetings of. Adjutant-General's Office, 
General Orders, 1 Headquarters of the Army, 

(See page 124 of published minutes.) No. 87. Washington, July 2, 1898. 
The army is engaged in active service un

der climatic conditions which it has not be
fore experienced. 

3. If a promise is made, or prediction in 
the name of the Lord, or Spirit in a public 
assembly of the saints, and that which is 
spoken does not come to pass but is a com
plete failure, what stepa should be taken with 
the party or parties making the prediction? 

A.-They should come under the. 
rule found in Deuteronomy 18: 22. 
And further, should be kindly ad
monished of such failure, and re
quested to be careful lest; they fall 
into the power of evil spirits seeking 
the overthrow of their faith. 

MORAL PROGRESS. 

SIGNS of practical moral progress are 
encouraging to those who labor in the 
interests of truth to the emancipation 

In order that it may perform its most 
difficult and laborious duties with the least 
practicable loss from sickness, the utmost 
care consistent with prompt and efficient 
service must be exercised by all, especially 
by officers. 

THE HISTORY OF OTHER ARMIES HAS 

DEMONSTRATED THAT IN A HOT CLIMATE 

ABSTINENCE FROM THE USE OF INTOXICA· 

TING DRINK IS ESSENTIAL '1'0 CONTINUED 

HEALTH AND EFFICIENCY. 

Commanding officers of all grades and offi-
cers of the medical staff will carefully note the 
effect of the use of such light beverages-wines 
and beer-as are permitted to be sold at the 
post and camp exchanges, and the command· 
ers of all independent commands are enjoined 
to restrict, or to entirely prohibit, the sale of 
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such beverages, if the welfare of the troops 
or the interests of "tho service require such 
action. 

In this most important hour of the nation's 
history it is due the government from all 
those in its service that they should not only 
render the most earnest efforts for its honor 
and welfare, but that their full physical and 
intellectual force should b_e given to their 
public duties, uncontaminated by any indul
gences that shall dim, stultify, weaken, or 
impair their faculties and strength in any 
particular. 

OFFICERS OF EVERY GRADE, BY EXAM

PLE AS WELL AS BY AUTHORITY, WILL 

CONTRIBUTE TO THE ENFORCEMENT OF THE 

ORDER. 

By command of Major-General Miles, 
H. C. CORBIN, 

Ad;ju taut-General. 

THE DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 

''THE laws and instructions contained 
in the Book of Doctrine and Covenants 
(we refer to the 1835 edition) if put 
into practical operation will make of 
men but little below the nature of 
angels. So also is it true of that por
tion of the Book of Doctrine and Cov
enants which relates to the financial 
affairs of the people of God. The 
law of consecration and inheritance 
as outlined in this book, is calculated 
to purge every particle of selfishness 
and greed from the hearts of all who 
will willingly obey it."-Searchlight p. 
238. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

SR. EMELINE A., wife of Bro. R. M. 
Elvin, died at Lamoni, Iowa, on Tues
day, the 26th ult., after a protracted 
and painful illness covering a period 
of several years. Sr. Elvin was a 
devoted and faithful member of the 
church, in the interest of which she 
freely sacrificed that her husband 
might labor to advance its interests. 
Bro. Elvin and his family have the 
sincere sympathy of the saints in 
their sad bereavement. 

A grove meeting will be held one 
half mile east of Green schoolhouse, 
six miles southwest :of Lamoni, on 
Saturday and Sunday, August 6 :i,nd 
7. Services at 9:30 and 10:30 a. m. 
and. 2: 30 and.:8: 00 p. m. each Jay. 
All are invited. 

Elder C. A. Albertson, of Albion, 
Idaho, writes that he is endeavoring 
so to situate himself as to be able to 
give his entire time to ministerial 
work, to which he is devoted heart 
and soul. He finds congenial work in 
house to house visiting among the 
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people, preaching the -word publicly 
as opportunity offers. 

Prince Bismarck, the Iron Chancel
lor of the German Empire, died at his 
residence, Friedrichsruhe, Germany, 
on Saturday, July 30, at eleven p. m. 
With the passage of Bismarck from 
earbh life another historic figure of 
the past is removed, but few if any of 
-whom remain. He was of Jewish 
blood and adds another to the list of 
great men among that race destined 
to occupy an important station in the 
empires of the world. He was the 
creator of united Germany and the 
acknowledged leading diplomat in 
Europe during his days of office as the 
practical head of German state affairs. 
The passage of the old political leaders 
emphasizes the new political and 
social era upon which the world has 
entered. 

Mothsrs' HomB Column. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

"Holding none above Thee, 
Mind and strength and heart, 

I, my God, would love thee 
All for what thou art. 

As thy first and greatest 
Teach me this command, 

Aud what thou createst 
Make, in grace, to stand." 

PREl\ULLENNIAL THOUGHTS. 
HAVING read in a late issue of the Iferald an 
article by Sr. Ivy C. Lankford on Cooperation, 
I would like to contribute my little mite on 
this subject: as it is a pleasing thought to me 
that the time will come when the saints will 
all live as one family and possess all things in 
common; when there shall be no poor among 
us, but all shall be equal, as I believe that 
this is the way God wants his people to live. 
But as Zion is to be the pure in heart, and 
her people are to be a peculiar people, I 
think it will be necessary for us to leave off 
some of our pride and folly, as evinced by the 
wearing of costly raiment and jewelry; also 
the use of snuff, tobacco, coffee, and among a 
few of the saints, the use of intoxicating liq
uors. 

As God has commanded his people to come 
out of the world and be separate from them, 
and has spoken against the things mentioned 
above, and as this is to be a day of sacrifice 
a1d the tithing of his people, would it not be 
more consistent in us as a people to do as he 
has commanded? Some may say that these 
habits, after being once learned, are impossi
ble to quit; but I do not believe that the Lord 
requires anything of us that we cannot do, 
and I believe that he will help us if we will 
ask him in faith, nothing doubting, and make 
an honest effort to quit. Do not associate 
with those who will en'oice you to indulge in 
these habits. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

We sisters have another injurious habit, I 
which is like the world, and is caused by 
pride and vanity-I mean the wearing of cor
sets. God made the human form perfect, 
and it is not necessary to change it by the 
wearing of tight corsets. Some say that they 
do not look neat without corsets, but that is 
because of the present styles; we might 
make our dresses in such a manner that we 
will look neat without these things. At any 
rate we ought to make a strong effort to leave 
off the fashions and follies of the world and 
be a peculiar people. Read this quotation 
from the Book of Mormon, and see if we are 
not nearly like the people described therein: 
"Moreover the Lord saith, Because the 
daughters of Zion are haughty, and walk 
with stretched forth necks and wanton eyes, 
walking and mincing as they go, and making 
a tinkling with their feet [dancing]; there
fore the Lord will smite with a scab the 
crown of the head of the daughters [or sons] 
of Zion. ' .. In that day the Lord will take 
away the bravery of their tinkling orna
ments, and cauls [veilsl, and round tires like 
the moon [earrings], the chains and the 
bracelets, and the mufflers, and the bonnets, 
and the ornaments of their legs, and the 
head-bands, and the tablets, and the ear
ring-s, the rings, and the nose-jewels, the 
changeable suits of apparel, and the mantles, 
and the wimples, and the crisping-pins, the 
glasses, and the fine linen, and hoods, and 
t.he vails. And it shall come to pass, instead 
of sweet sn:ell, there shall be stink; and in
stead of a girdle, a rent; and instead of well 
set hair, baldness; and instead of a stom
acher, a girding of sackcloth; burning in
stead of beauty. Thy men shall fall by the 
sword, and thy mighty in the war. And her 
gates shall lament and mourn; and she shall 
be desolate, and shall sit upon the ground." 
-Page 80, verse 10. 

In tracing the history of God's dealing~ 
with man we find that when any people be
came lifted up in the pride of their hearts 
that they were rejected, and it is my daily 
prayer that we may not be overcome with 
pride and the vanities of this world and be 
rejected; but that we may be humble and be 
found worthy to stand. I feel, as I write, a 
consciousness of my own shortcomings. I am 
the weakest and most unworthy of all saints. 
Pray for me, dear saints, that I may be ena
bled to resist the wiles of the great adversary 
of man, and be found worthy to have a por
tion in the millennial reign. My prayers are 
always for the final triumph of truth. 

A SISTER. 
MILTON, Florida. 

SUBMISSION AND REST. 

The camel, at the close of day, 
Kneels down upon the sandy plain, 

To have his burden lifted off, 
And rest to gain. 

My soul, thou too should'st to thy knees, 
When daylight draweth to a close, 

And let thy Master lift the load 
And grant repose. 

Else how could'st thou to-morrow meet, 
With all to-morrow'e work to do, 

If thou thy burden all the night 
Dost carry through? 

The camel kneels at break of day 
To have his guide replace the load, 

Then rises up anew to take 
The desert road. 

So thou should'st kneel at morning's dawn, 
That God may give thee daily care, 

Assured that he no load too great 
Will make thee bear.-Selected. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

BRO. E. WILSEY, Wathena, Kansas, requests 
your prayers that he be healed of affliction 
and be also blessed in spirit. 

8lfndau 8~haol Daparlmant. 
ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co_, Iowa. 
,Send commnnications for this department to the Editor, 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

THE SUCCESSFUL TEACHER. 
BY ALICE C. SCHWARTZ-

For the convention of the Northern Nebraska 
district association. 

IN order to make a successful teacher we 
must have the aptness and the ability to gov
ern, and, as a rule, a love and desire for the 
work; yet in some instances great benefit has 
been derived from the efforts of teachers who 
considered the work a cross and only engaged 
in it because they felt it their duty. But to 
be a teacher among teachers, we must follow 
the instructions as given in James 1: 5, "If 
any of you lack wisdom, let him ask of God, 
that giveth to all men liberally, and upbraid
eth not; and it shall be given him." 

My paper will treat particularly upon the 
Intermediate and Primary grades. When 
you come 

BEFORE YOUR CLASS 
always be interesting, filled with enthusiasm 
and earnestness, not only in what you say, 
but in what you do. Encourage them to talk 
on subjects and ask qmistions, be one among 
them. If you criticise them, give them the 
same privilege in regard to yourself. Show 
them that you are only a number of years 
older and are trying to learn and grow better 
all the time. 

Make Psalms 19: 14 your constant prayer; 
"Let the words of my mouth, and the medita
tion of my heart, be acceptable in thy sight, 
O Lord, my strength and my redeemer." 

In every lesson be sure and find 
SOMETHING PRACTICAL 

for our daily lives. Encourage the pupils to 
tell what lessons they have learned, and pos
sibly you will have four or five suggestions 
that you can put into practice. Enlarge 
upon the lessons given in the Sunday school 
Quarterly as much as possible. Learn the 
names of the books in the Bible; take up 
prominent characters in the Old and New 
Testament; commit verses to memory, etc. 
Do not dwell too long on any one subject, so 

I 
your class will grow restless and uneasy. 
Have a variety of work, and be bright and 
entertaining. 
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Now comes the most important part of it, 
our life or our 

EXAMPLE 
before the pupil. We may be an eloquent 
talker, have superior methods of teaching, 
be able to quote readily from the Scriptures, 
but if our lives are tinged with hypocrisy, 
they will be more detrimental than beneficial. 
If you show the evil effects of the poisonous 
nicotine in tobacco, be careful that you are 
never seen puffing a cigar yourself, or if a 
lady, avoid all chances of your pupils seeing 
you conversing with a gentleman escort while 
he lightly puffs the smoke from a twenty-fl ve 
cent cigar in your face. Some people really 
abhor pipes, but tell you that they think it is 
all right to smoke good cigars. Have you 
ever thought what a close relationship they 
bear to each other? We think that in 1 
Corinthians 3: 17 is the best advice we can 
find in regard to this matter, which reads as 
follows: "If any man defile the temple of 
God, him shall God destroy; for the temple 
of God is holy, which temple ye are." 

If we suggest to our boys that playing base 
ball on Sunday is not the proper thing, they 
will readily say, "Well, it is only 

A PLEASANT PAS TIME; 
and don't you do anything for pleasure on 
Sunday?" What about carriage drives with a 
number of friends, or one special friend? 
You may discern a wide difference, but the 
boys are unable to do so. There is a differ
ence, of course; one is a pleasure for you, and 
the other for the boys. 

We may also impress upon our pupils the 
necessity of 

. ATTENDING THE REGULAR CHURCH SERV-
ICES, 

and strive to assist wherever there is an op
portunity. That is all very well,-but keep 
your pupils in ignorance if you miss the early 
meeting of the young people, where you are 
greatly needed, and also church services at 
night, in order that you may enjoy the de
lightful company of your lady or gentleman 
friend, as the case may be. Please let me 
read Isaiah 58: 13, 14: "If thou turn away 
thy foot from the sabbath, from doing thy 
pleasure on my holy day; and call the sabbath 
a delight, the holy of the Lord, honorable; 
and shalt honor him, not doing thine own 
ways, nor finding thine own pleasure, nor 
speaking thine own words; then shalt thou 
delight thyself in the Lord; and I will cause 
thee to ride upon the high places of the 
earth, and feed thee with the heritage of 
Jacob thy father: for the mouth of the Lord 
hath spoken it." 

We may show the 
EVIL EFFECTS OF CHEAP SHOWS 

and Sunday theaters, but is our example in 
strict accord with the instruction given, if 
we attend a theater on Tuesday evening, 
which gave its opening performance the Sun
day afternoon and evening previous? Read 
Romans 12: 2: "And be not conformed to 
this world: but be ye transformed by the re
newing of your mind, that ye may prove 
what is that good, and acceptable, and per
fect will of God." 1 John 2: 15: "Love not 
the world, neither the things that are in the 
world. If any man love the world, the love 
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of the Father is not in him." And 2 Corin
thians 6: 17: "Wherefore come out from 
among them; and be ye separate, saith the 
Lord, and touch not the unclean thing; and 
I will receive you." 

One of the most 
IMPORTANT LESSONS 

to instill into the minds of the little ones is 
that of unselfishness. How many of us esteem 
others better than ourselves? Do we court 
positions in the Sunday school or church 
council, that some one else could fill much 
better? 

One bless.ed thing in the Lord's work is, if 
we are really fitted for the position we need 
do no canvassing, for he has ways and means 
to install us in that office. We often wonder 
why there is so much discord in Sunday 
school and other places where the officehold
ers are what we call Christians. Are the 
positions filled with the proper persons? If 
so, are they doing their full duty to bring 
honor upon their God, and the place they oc
cupy? We .. cannot teach unselfishness unless 
we live it to the best of our ability. If 
you desire to know your true standing, as a 
Christian, get a report from some of your 
Sunday school pupils: generally they are 
strict and accurate judges. We may do our 
full duty while in Sunday school, but what 
about our life at home and abroad? You can
not keep it in strict confidence, and it would 
be wrong if you could. Read James 1: 27: 
"Pure religion and undefiled before God and 
the Father is this, to visit the fatherless and 
widows in their affliction, and to keep him
self unspotted from the world." And Micah 
6: 8: "What doth the Lord require of thee, 
but to do justly, and to love mercy, and to 
walk humbly with thy God?" 

As we study God's word we may think the 
really true Christian has a 

NARROW PATH 
to travel, but the sweet consolation comes to 
our souls, that it has been trodden before by 
our Savior, and he has sent his Holy Spirit 
to comfort, guide, and cheer us on the way: 
it is impossible to do it alone, but if we pray 
every day for strength and guidance, and· 
exert our utmost efforts to do the will of God, 
regardless of what the world may say, our 
lives will not have been spent in vain, and 
our pupils will say, "I have tried to heed the 
ad vice of my teacher and to follow her exam
ple, and she has led me in the right way; for 
she has endeavored to follow in the footsteps 
oi the Savior, the Great Teacher." 

PLYMOUTH, Eng., July. 
Editor& Herald:-Since my last letter I 

have visited Stafford, Leeds, Fleetwood, 
Bristol, Weston, Broadclyst, and Plymouth; 
also the following towns in Wales: Cardiff, 
Porth, Llanelly, Swansea, Neath, Aberaman, 
and Nantyglo. I was at Leeds during your 
General Conference. Our conference was 
fairly well attended, and the good Spirit pre
vailed. Here I found some kind-hearted 
saints and tarried with them a few days, and 
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would have remained longer but had appoint
ments out for a course of lectures at Fleet
wood, a very pretty little watering place. 
Bro. O. Owen is the only member there. 
Bro. Owen was formerly a resident of Bur
lington, Iowa, is pretty well along in years, 
but quite active and fully alive in the work. 
We had been corresponding with each other 
for some time relative to introducing the 
gospel in Fleetwood, and we took extra pains 
to have the meetings well advertised in the 
papers two or three weeks in advance. Bro. 
Owen also wrote a number of personal letters 
to friends and acquaJntances, and we both 
looked forward toward what we hoped would 
be a good gathering when our meetings com
menced. 

Judge our disappointment when Bro. Owen 
and I found our two selves the only ones 
present at the first meeting appointed for 
Sunday morning. In the afternoon five came 
and to these I preached, but with poor lib
erty. In the evening one man stepped in, 
remaineu a few minutes, and finding himself 
alone, left, though we urged him to wait a few 
moments longer in the hopes that others 
would come. But not a soul came. Poor 
Bro. Owen looked so discouraged. It almost 
made the dear old man ill. I cheered him 
up as best I could, and suggested that we do 
not worry, and to-morrow we would meet to
gether to determine what we had better do. 
I confess I felt like taking the next train; but 
after laying the matter before the Lord, I 
determined to make a still further effort. 
So when I met Bro. Owen the next morning, 
it was decided to have five hundred bills 
printed and distributed, and make another 
strong effort to get the people out. This 
was done, and. resulted in drawing out a nice 
little audience, to whom I spoke with good 
liberty, and retired feeling much encouraged. 
One young lady eame forward and thanked 
me for what she had received. We then 
continued each night with good interest by 
tho&e who attended, though they were few, 
less than a dozen. 

On Saturday it was decided to put out, a 
thousand more handbills, giving the subjects 
for Saturday and three services on Sunday. 
But that night not a soul came out. Sunday 
morning, however, we had a pretty fair audi
ence, among which was the stranger who 
stepped in on Sunday evening but would not 
stay, and who we afterwards learned was a 
Mormon hater, and having shown Bro. Owen 
the door and ordered him out when he had 
called to invite him out to our meetings. In 
the afternoon we had a few more out, and in 
the evening we had a good audience, the best 
of attention and interest, and I felt well. To 
our surprise our Mormon hater friend re
turned and was present at all three services, 
and appeared greatly interested, and in the 
evening he came forward and placed some 
money on the stand to help defray expenses. 
The daughter of the hotel keeper with whom 
we lodged expressed her gratitude several 
times for the information I had given her. 
An old gentleman likewise endorsed whq,t 
was said, and seemed anxious to hear more, 
A lady whom Bro. Owen had convinced cf 
the truth of our work expressed herself as 
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b0ing satisfied now, and would obey at the 
first opportunity. But she wanted to avoid 
family trouble, her husband being an op
poser. On the whole I believe good was 
done, though not as successful as we had 
hoped. But an opening was made, and we 
hope next time we shall do better. 

I mention this incident, as it helps to show 
how difficult it is to reach the people in this 
land. Nor is it to be wondered at when we 
conjlider the bad work done by many of those 
professing to be saints. It will require time 
to preach, as well as to live this evil down. 

Soon after this I joined Bro. Heman et 
Llanelly conference. And as we had been 
working apart since we came to this mission, 
it was decided that we should travel together 
through South Wales, and have the benefit 
of each other's company. The great coal 
strike was on in full force, which threw our 
brethren out of work, which was rather 
against us. But the saints were very kind 
and did what they could to make our visit 
successful, and I believe good was done; I 
know Bro. Heman preached some grand ser
mons; I was benefited anyway, and the saints 
were strengthened, and many of those out
side the fold instructed, for which they will, 
no doubt, have to render an account some 
day. 

While Bro. Smith visited Morriston I 
joined Bro. J. D. Jenkins and visited Neath. 
Here we found a few of the Utah church, who 
received us in their houses, and to whom we 
preached afternoon and evening with good 
liberty. They seemed to receive the word 
with gladness, and invited us to come again. 
I have hopes for this people if they are prop
erly looked after. I believe that they as well 
as others are best reached in the spirit of 
love. Throwing mud may be agreeable, 
sometimes, to the attacking party, but it sel
dom does much good to either side. 

We finished our trip through South Wales 
in time to attend the conference of Birming
ham district, which convened at Stafford, 
May 28. Oar conference passed off peace
fully. A few strangers attended; on Sanday 
evening, especially, we had a good audience, 
and Bro. Heman enjoyed g·ood liberty. Bro. 
Dyche's family, where I was provided 
for, are full of music, so I need not say that I 
was happy: and I hope we will be forgiven 
for not retiring early; just that once, as it 
was so hard to stop, and I was so hungry for 
a good sing. 

After conference we hardly knew where to 
go, no special demand for our labors being 
manifest. I rather felt drawn toward the 
south of England, where I had heard that 
there were a few scattered saints. It was a 
long way from Stafford, something over two 
hundred miles, but after canvassing the mat
ter between us, it was decided that 1 should 
go. I stopped at Weston-Super-Mare on my 
way south, a very pretty place by the sea, 
where wife had been making her home. Here 
I rested a few days, goiLg across to Cardiff to 
preach on Sanday at Bro. and Sr. Gould's 
house. Here I was called upon to preach the 
funeral sermon of Bro. Bevin's infant child, 
who was called home to the "better land," 
Saturd:i.y, June 4. On the following Thurs-
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day I again bade wife good-bye and started for 
Plymouth. 

Leaving the train at Exeter, I visited Bro. 
Tacker at Broadclyst. Bro. Tucker is pre
siding elder of a small branch, but it does 
not seem to manifest much life. I was in 
hopes that I should be able to do them some 
good, but Bro. Tucke.r was not willing for 
preaching service, on account of the prejudice 
of the people. The man who owns the land 
about Broadclyst and the parson are relatives, 
and they seem to be able to do pretty much 
as they please with the people religiously. 
At any rate I soon decided that I could not 
do much there under present existing cir
cumstances, so after a few hours' rest, I 
pushed on to Plymouth . .,, 

Here I found about a dozen members, who 
had been straggling for years to retain and 
develop the life planted within them. Some 
were nearly dead spiritually. Two or three 
sisters, however, had managed to keep up 
their weekly meetings. They received me 
gladly, and I soon had meetings under way, 

pain. Kindly remember us in prayer that 
God will make our work a success. 

In bonds, 
F. G. PIT'l'. 

P. 8.-I want to make a request of some of 
our dear children of the Sunday schools in 
America. Those who would like to assist 
the poor children here, kindly save up your 
Hnpes after you have read them, and when 
you have four or five on hand, wrap them up, 
put a stamp on them and address them to 
Miss Boynes, 6 Martin Street, Plymouth, 
England. Don't do this just once or twice, 
but keep it up all the year, and then Miss 
Boynes will write you a letter in the Hope 
and tell you some of the good you have done 
in this way. We want to give the children 
a paper every Sunday. If we get more than 
we need for the bchool in Piymouth, we will 
send them to some of the others who need 
them. Now try and let us see how many are 
willing to thus be little missionaries. 

UNCLE FRED. 

at first in a little 12x12 room, t'hen in a neat LAMONI, Iowa, July 26. 
hall, where we continue to hold forth every Editors Herald:-I herewith present an 
Sunday evening, still retaining our small article written by Elder Mellinger, who is 
room for Sunday afternoon and meetings the pastor of the Christian church at Mon
during the week. So few attended at first damin, and who acted as Elder Bays' moder
that it was really discouraging, only a very ator in the Bays and Williams debate. Also 
few of even the members turned out, but we my reply, which was sent to the Index, .on 
kept on. Our numbers gradually increasing, June 15. Having waited for a month and a 
till last Sunday night we had a congregation third without hearing a word from the Index, 
of thirty-eight, so I am told by those who I now offer the whole thing to the Saints' 
count)'ld. I was blessed with good liberty, Hei·ald as a necessary means of protection 
and all seemed interested and pleased, ex- against misrepresentation and lying. I also 
cept one old man who for a little while gave add the following certificate:-
assent to every point, by nodding his head, MONDAMIN, Iowa, July 16, 1898. 
till finally he seemed to see what the conclu- This is to certify that the following is a 
sion must be if he indorsed what was said, so verbatim copy of the closing paragraph of a 
he quickly grabbed his hat and left. letter written to me January I, 1898, by J. R. 

I also succeeded in organizing a Sunday Lambert. WILLIAM S'l'UART. 
school, and last night I had the pleasure of "I am in very poor health; but should I 
conducting five into the waters of baptism, sufficiently recover, could you find a com
nice appearing young people; three young fortable place for me to stay during the de-
men, almost men, aged about fifteen, and two bate? Your brother, 
young ladies, one about fourteen, the other "J. R. LAMBERT." 
about twenty. A number of others are at- "MONDAMIN DEBA'l'E. 
tending our meetings, and I believe will 

"The debate between D. H. Bays of the 
come in after they understand the gospel. 

Church of Chriat, and W. T. Williams, of the 
I am in hopes that this will be the beginning 

Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, 
of a good work in these parts. I am in hopes 

closed last night after a warm contest of 
that a branch will soon be formed, and that 

twelve nights. Four propositions were dis
men will be raised up to take care of the 
work. cussed. The two church propositions occu-

pied three nights each, Book of Mormon four 
I see by the last Herald that Bro. W. New- nights, and ''l'hat t1e Bible contains all of 

ton is to be in England this month, and we God's revealed word to man necessary for sal
have hopes that he will be able to look after vation,' etc., two nights. 
the work here and prevent it going back "Elder Williams was assisted by Apostles 
again. I have been here over four weeks and Lambert and Wright and a dozen other 
expect to remain about three weeks longer, L. D. s. preachers of more or less 
till the mission conference convenes at Bir- prominence. While the odds were against 
mingham, and will then return north to see us so far as numbers were concerned (16to1), 
Bro. Heman before he takes his bave. We yet the outcome of the debate was satisfac
regret his leaving, on account of the work; tory to our people. I was not an unbiased 
but it may be premature to attempt very listener and therefore not an able judge, but 
much here. If so it is better to go where can say positively that the 'outside,' with a 
more fruits will result from our labor. But very few exceptions if any, and as yet I have 
I still believe there is yet a big work to be heard of none, ciaim a decided victory for 
done here by some' one. ' Bro. Bays. 

Wife is here keeping house for me; her "The L. D. S. will undoubtedly, as usual, 
health, I am pleased to say, is better. She is claim an overwhelming victory through 
still weak, but is now able to walk without their papers; and it is certain that they 
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felt defeat, as tho following will show:
"(Copy of the original.) 
"To whom it may concern. This is to cer

tify that on the evening of May 5, '98 Elder 
D. H. Bays, of the Christian Church, and C. 
E. Butterworth, of the Recognized Church 
of Jesus Christ of L. D. S., agreed to the fol
lowing in the presence of a large audience of 
people; to wit: That Elder D. H. Bays will 
debate with any of the said recognized 
church at Defiance, Iowa, the propositions 
which were signed some time since by him
self and T. W. Williams to be discussed at 
Mondamin. Debate at Defiance to take place 
at a time mutually agreed upon by the dis
putants, who shall be subject to the same 
conditions and govenored by the same rules 
and standard of evidences as shall govern in 
tbe debate which is to govern in the debate 
which is to commence at Mondamin, Monday, 
May 9, '98. 

"The above agreement is to be subject to 
the approval or disapproval of Elder Joseph 
R. Lambert, of Lamoni, Iowa. 

"Dated at Defiance, Iowa, May 6, '98. 
"D. H. BAYS. 
"C. E. BU'l"l'ERWORTH. 

"The reader will notice that the above 
agreement was to be approved or disap
proved by Apostle Lambert, Elder Lam
bert, in order to satisfy himself whether 
it would be safe to accept the agree
ment or not, came to hear the debate 
held here. He evidently thought it un
safe, as toward the close of the discussion 
when the agreement was presented to him, 
he refused to meet Bro. Bays again on the 
same propositions, governed by the same 
rules. 

"Elder Williams kept telling the audience 
that they were satisfied with the debate. 
Well, I guess they were satisfied. Got all 
they wanted of it. So well satisfied that they 
do not care to try it again elsewhere for 
either people to hear. Does this not show 
that they really feel defeated? And yet 
watch what they say through their papers. 

"W. L. MELLINGER." 
-Christian Index for June 1, 1898. 

''MONDAMIN DEBATE." 
.Editor Index:-In your issue for June 1, ap

pears an article under the above caption, and 
over the signature of W. L. Mellinger, con
cerning the late debate between Elder Bays, 
of the Church of Christ, and Elder Williams, 
of the Latter Day Saints. Will you kindly 
permit me to correct some of the false state
ments contained in said article·. 

1. Elder Mellinger says:-
"Elder Williams was assisted by Apostles 

Lambert and Wright [Wight] and a dozen 
other L. D. S. preachers of more or less 
prominence." 

The latter part of this statement is entirely 
false. Elder Williams was assisted but little 
except by one man, and no one dictated to 
him what com·se he should pursue, but sim
ply offered suggestions and looked up some 
proof texts. But what is there in this 
charge, even if it were true? So far as we 
are concerned, the debate was not held for 
mastery, but, rather, to elicit truth and ex
pose error. Tha,t which a religious system 
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does not contain, can no more be drawn out 
from it than blood can be extracted from a 
turnip. 

2. Elder Mellinger says that "it is certain 
that they [the L. D. S.J felt defeat, as the fol
lowing will show." He then presents an 
article of agreement which was signed by D. 
H. Bays and C. E: Butterworth, at Defiance, 
Iowa, May 6, 1898, in which Elder Bays 
agrees to meet any representative man of 
the Latter Day Saints, in public debate, at 
Defiance, Iowa, on the same propositions 
which Elders Bays and Williams were about 
to d.iscuss at Mondamin. The last paragraph 
read~ as follows:-

"The above agreement is to be subject to 
the approval or disapproval of Elder Joseph 
R. Lambert, Lamoni, Iowa." 

Among other things Elder Mellinger pre
sents the following remarks:-

"Elder Lambert, in order to satisfy him
self whether it would be safe to accept the 
agreement or not, came to hear the debate 
held here. He evidently t,hougbt it unsafe, 
as toward the close of the discussion when 
the agreement was presented to him, he re
fused to meet Bro. Bays again on the same 
propositions, governed by the same rules." 

All this is presented as evidence that "it is 
certain" that the L. D. S. felt that they were 
defeated! Now, what are the facts in the 
case? 
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morializing their sleeping comrades I ad
dressed the boys in blue, and encountered no 
embarrassment, as our present national com
plications furnished good and sprightly sub
ject matter. Bro. James Moler made them 
also a very appropriate speech. The services 
were held in a Universalist church, to an 
overflowing crowd, and it seemed to me more 
like a Latter Day Saint meeting'; for Bro. 
James West, having charge of the servicei:t 
made all three in the stand Latter Day 
Saints. All seemed well pleased and the day 
passed away joyfully. 

On the 4th of June we left for Wheeling, 
West Virginia, where we spent three weeklil 
in making acquaintance with thirty or more 
newly made relatives. Before leaving for 
my district I baptized Bro. Kennedy's excel
lent wife, who was brought to the truth by 
the influence of her husband, who but a few 
months ago was brought to the truth. 

Bro. M. T. Short will well remember the 
seemingly profitless meetings he held in the 
Pythian Castle in the very heart of the city, 
and how we all labored under considerable 
expense for ten days only to preach to empty 
chairs, except on the first two nights. It 
was the results of these meetings, conducbed 
under discouragements, by which those two 
souls were brought to r.nd now rejoice in the 
truth, having a satisfaction for which they 
longed. The meeting, which was to con-

1. Elder Lambert expected and was pre- elude the series was on Sunday evening. 
pared to attend the debate before he knew Bro. Short requested the writer to fill the 
anything about said article of agreement, it appointment while he would fill the one in 
being received only one day before he started the church. In company with Bro. Ullom 
to the debate. we started, but on reaching the Castle found 

2. The article of agreement was not pre- no one to preach to. Vve waited until after 
sented to me at all, by Elder Bays or anyone eight o'clock, and still no one came, and con
else, at Mondamin, or any other place, except eluding there would be no meeting, began to 
that a copy of it was sent to me by Elder c. extinguish the lights, when we heard foot
E. Butterworth. I myself was the first steps which proved to be that of a young 
to call Elder Bays' attention to the agreement man looking for the "Mormon" meeting. 
entered into by him and Elder Butterworth. Thinking we could do better by talking to 
I went to his boarding place, and there, in him directly, we began to explain our faith, 
his own room, Elder J. F. Mintun being pres- giving him the assurance we were not of.the 
ent with me, (but Elder Mellinger not present,) Utah stripe; giving him some tracts and an 
we. talked over the agreement with a view to .Ensign, he giving us the promise to come to 
arranging for the debate. I did not refuse to our church three miles south. We started, 
meet him on the same propositions debated and true to his promise we found him at the 
at Mondamin, nor did I refuse to be governed church, and ever since he has been one who 
by the same rules. could always be seen in his seat. Thus we 

I approached Elder Bays the second time see brethren that we might try at times 
concerning this debate, at the close of the without any seeming effect for good, but in 
discussion, at Mondamin, but received no the meantime a good seed may be planted in 
satisfaction from him more than a statement some honest heart that will subsequently 
that he would see after awhile whether or I grow and mature unto obedience. 
not it would be practicable! I We feel we have been amply paid if the 

I am prepared to prove my statements to effects of those meetings go no further, but 
be true, but challenge the proof in support of I feel they will not yet stop, as he has exerted 
the statements made by Elder Mellinger. an influence for others who may yet take 

I hope, Mr. Editor, that you will be able to hold, and who can tell where it will end? 
see that justice demands the publication of Brethren, let us take courage and do what 
this reply; but should it be rejected, please little we can, under all circumstances, and 
return at my expense. resign all to God. 

Yours for truth and right, Our reunion will be held ~,t Conneautville, 
J. R. LAMBFmT. Pennsylvania, the latter part of September, 

LAMONI, Iowa, June 15, 1898. 
in Nature's green tabernacle. Further notice 
will be given in the Herald. Would like 

SHARON, Pa., July 16. Brn. W. H. Kcilley, R. Etzenhouser, and J . 
.Editors Herald:-About the last of May I I F. McDowell to be in attendance, if possible. 

left the district on a mission which is seldom An unusually good time is looked for, be
forgotten, for while the soldiers were me- cause of the natural loveliness of the location, 
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and above all with a branch which has ex
isted for nearly fifteen years without an 
elder's court, and as far as trouble is con
cerned, would not know there was a branch; 
while there are branches, I am sorry to say, 
that are better known by the constant trouble 
among them than by good works. 0 may 
God help us to avoid such notoriety. 

I inclose this letter from the editor of the 
Clmrch Advocate, in reply ·to some questions. 

Yours for truth, 
F. J. EBELING. 

HARRISBURG, Pa., July 8, 1898. 
Dear Sir:-I will reply to your questions in 

the order in which you have asked them. 
1. "vVhen, where, and by whom was your 

church founded?" 
Ans. We do not speak of "our church," 

nor of anyone having ';founded" it. We pro
fess to carry on the work of the apostles in 
building churches of God as founded by Jesus 
Christ. But in 1826-29 John Winebrenner 
and others began again the building of 
churches of God. So we call them. They 
are God's churches. 

2. "What are your distinctive teachings?" 
Ans. Apostolic Christianity as we under

stand it. Repentance, regeneration, conver
sion, justification, holiness of life, immersion, 
the Lord's supper, washing of the saints' feet, 
cooperation of churches under annual meet
ings called eldersbips. Presbyterial form of 
local church government, and no bishops. 

3. "Have you any apostolic organization?" 
Ans. We have regular church organiza

tions, with elders and deacons. Pastors are 
included as teaching elders. Teaching elders 
and one ruling elder for each teaching elder, 
elected as delegated by the ch!lrge, consti
tute the Annual Eldership covering a State, 
half a State, etc. 

4. "Do you accept members from other 
churches?" etc. 

Ans. We receive anyone who comes to us 
either with a credible profession of faith 
in Jesus, or a certificate of good stand
ing in an evangelical church. Baptism with 
us is not a condition of membership. While 
we teach immersion as the only scriptural 
baptism, we do not make it a condition of 
membership. Yours very truly, 

C. H. FORNIGY. 

LOOKING GLASS, Oregon, July 12. 
Editors l:lerald:-Considerable is being said 

about cooperation, with a view to bettering 
the condition of our people financially. That 
something of the kind is needed there can be 
no doubt, but just what that something is 
cannot be so easily determined. There is no 
doubt in my mind as to the advisability 
and absolut,e necessity of cooperation, but 
there is a doubt as to our wisdom to so oper
ate. Men have seen or dimly seen the ad
vantages arising from a proper cooperation, 
and have used their wisdom .time and time 
again, the result being sad failure. Such is 
written I think on every movement of the 
kind that time bas given opportunity for de
valopment. 

With such experiences before us what rea
son have we for supposing that we would be 
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successful? If the object is attainable the 
failure of others is due to a lack of wisdom or 
wrongdoing. Our success must then be 
based upon our supposed superior wisdom 
and integrity. The latter we trust we have. 
But does, a glance at our business ventures of 
the past justiiy us in the belief that we are 
greatly blessed with wisdom in a business 
sense? Let all who are anxious for a move of 
this kind think calmly of this, and save re
grets. 

In my judgment in order for a move of this 
kind to be successful, the wisdom of God i;nust 
be obtained. And that some such move is 
contemplated in the latter-day work, I am 
fully assured; but it is best to move with 
great care along these lines; in fact, to move 
only as we are directed. Mi8takes of this 
character are hard to be borne. 

But some will ask, "Are we not commanded 
to move out and not wait until commanded 
in all things?" Yes, not wait until com
manded in all things, which implies in so..ne 
things that we should wait and this contem
plated move is one. The conditions that ob
tain to·day demand it. ''If any man lack 
wisdom, let him ask of God." If a church 
lacks it, then as a church let us ask for it. 
Brethren, we need more God in the church 
and less man. 

Man's wisdom is good as far as it goes, but 
it does not reach far enough. It prompted 
to build a vessel, a college, and other things, 
that time proves to be mistakes. Time and 
our purses are too short to make many more 
such moves; but now, as they are made, the 
proper t,bing to do is for all to step forward 
and with a helping hand remove their effects. 
If an individual can ask and obtain wisdom 
respecting important moves in life work, so 
should the church; especially a church that 
professes to be and is led by revelation. 

As our Father directs in the spiritual af
fairs of the church, so will he in the temporal 
things. It is true we might, as has· been 
suggested, experiment along these lines. 
We have and are passing through a college 
experience just now that is not pleasant nor 
profitable; and the end is not yet. 

Daily I am made to see the absolute neces
sity of more divinity and less humanity in 
this work. 

In my judgment all important financial 
church movements should be under the con
trol and direction of the Bishopric, and it 
under the control and direction of the First 
Presidency and Twelve, and they move as 
directed by the Lord. Our people, unaided 
by wisdom from above, have no more busi
ness sagacity than other people, and some
times I fear not as much. God's people never 
were good financiers, only when they obeyed 
the law of tithing. Such is largely true of 
them to-day. No, brethren, if I had millions 
I would not put a cent into any such schemes 
as have been outlined in the 11erald, unless I 
wanted to lose it. Such should originate at 
the head. The plan for uniting this people 
financially has not been fully given, not much 
more than an intimation that such will be, 
and to rush into the matter blindly will 
surely result in loss and disappointment. In 
order for such to be successful, men of means 

must take hold of it, which they will not do, 
until the way is more clear. Of course mon
eyed men of the church could unite their 
capital and profit by it, as those of the world 
do, but would be obliged to follow the same 
lines that others do, which would result in 
their own exclusive profit. 

Another fact must be borne in mind, that 
the poor man's struggle is largely because he 
is obliged to pay enormous tribute to all the 
great monopolies, syndicates, and trusts, of 
the day; and they cannot be escaped to any 
considerable extent. Upon all the numerous 
articles of commerce they levy a tax, and we 
must pay it as long as we use them. 

It may be said that the move now being 
discussed is not a cfmrch act. In a sense it is 
not, but it is a move in the church., and if 
resting alone on man's wisdom, would meet 
the ~ame fate as others carried forward by 
their wisdom. If this is not a church move
ment, is it not time that the chiirch did move 
in these matters? I think so. 

Yours, desiring the prospel'ity and well-
being of Zion, HIRAM L. HOL'I.'. 

SWEETWATER, Texas, July 19. 
Editors Herald:-After doing some misaion 

work in company with Bro. Sheppard, in San 
Antonio, and in Bandera County, agreeable 
to arrangements with Bro. Sheppard, I 
started on the 5th inst. enroute to this coun
try to do mission work. On arriving at Bal
langer by railway, over three hundred miles 
travel, I found Bro. F. M. Oldham awaiting 
my arrival, although it was the hour of mid
night. He and his good wife, Sr. Oldham, 
had oome by wagon a distance of thirty-ft ve 
miles to take me to their home near Guion. 
Soon the following morning we were off for 
our destination, with good team and plenty 
of prairie dogs to cheer us on the way. Ar
riving about sunset we found the good 
daughter preparing refreshments. 

We commenced preaching the next day 
and after preaching six times we closed with 
the baptism of four as nice young people as 
can be found in Taylor County; three young 
men and one young lady, ages from sixteen 
to twenty-two. 

I shall go in a short time to Bro. J. G. Em
mons', near Abilene, and preach a week, then 
back to Guion. In both places several are 
investigating, and we have reason to believe 
they are near the kingdom. 

It is easy to preach where we find a few 
saints that have made a good record. If it 
were so everywhere our labors would be 
crowned with better success. I feel more 
confident of success to labor where we have 
never before been heard of than in a place 
where some one or more has made a bad rec-
ord. Yours for the truth, 

L. L. WIGHT. 

ADIN, Modoc Co., Cal. 
Editors Herald:-The writer reached his 

field of labor May 28 and entered upon active 
missionary life the following day, preach
ing to the San Francisco saints morning 
and evening. Have labored in Sonoma, 
Amador, and Placer counties since then. 
Have had the pleasure of meeting some of 
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the warmest-hearted saints out here that it 
has ever been my good fortune to meet, but 
here as elsewhere the church is "like unto a 
net that is cast into the sea." There is noth
ing, to my mind, so encouraging to a mis
sionary as to go into a place where the 
members of the church are living their reli
gion and showing by their every-day walk in 
life that they are worthy of the name of 
saint. 

While there are many things in California to 
discourage, yet there are so many things to en
courage us that we feel sure of the ultimate 
success of the work out here. The saints in
quire for Bro. R. J. Parker and speak very 
highly of his labors as well as the labor of 
many others. It fills my heart with joy to 
hear our ministry spoken of in such high 
terms by both those in and out of the church. 

I preached four times at a point ten miles 
west of Fulton, the nearest Latter Day 
Saints. Had splendid interest, but it was too 
dark for the people to venture out on the 
narrow mountain roads at night, so decided 
to wait until we could have a good moon be
fore commencing a protracted effort. Unless 
signs fail there will be quite an ing:a.thering 
there. In fact there were two ready for bap
tism, but there were good reasons for delay. 

After a stage ride of one hundred and 
twenty-seven miles over the mountains, occu
pying thirty hours of continuous misery, we 
had the pleasure of grasping the hand of 
Bro. A. C. Barmore with whom we will labor 
for the present at least. We expect to re
main in this part of California for sixty days 
or more. There are very few saints in this 
part of the State and we need the prayers of 
the saints that we may be directed in our 
labors. 

My permanent address is, No. 3010 Six
teenth Street, San Francisco, California. 

Yours in bonds, 
FRED. B. BLAIR. 

CARSON CITY, Nev., July 10. 
Editors Herald:-Please state to your read

ers that we arrived here without accident 
and are now anxious to get to work. Would 
be glad to correspond with or assist anyone 
of the local force within the State, or to hear 
of new openings, where we may erect our 
standard. 

Brethren, will you please advise me of the 
necessities of the mission, and greatly oblige, 

Yours in bonds, 
T. W. CHATBURN. 

GRINNELL, Iowa, July 16. 
Editors Herald:-On last Sunday I baptized 

Mrs. Nancy Wall. She belonged to the Sal
vation Army four years, and was counted one 
of their best members; but when she heard 
the gospel in its fullness, she was no longer 
satisfied where she was, but wanted me to 
baptize her. The Lord truly led her in a 
mysterious way to see the light. She is well 
versed in the Scriptures, and is teaching the 
truth to others, and will do a good work. 

I am told that a man is also about ready to 
obey here. Let the good work go on. 

In hope, 
J. S. ROTH. 
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ESCANABA, Mich., July 27. 
Editors Herald:-I came here yesterday, 

hoping to open· up the work in the upper 
peninsula of Michigan, and spend two or 
three months, and preach and baptize and es
tablish the work of the last days. 

I do not see why we cannot get people to 
believe the gospel here a9 well as in other 
places; although there are many Catholics 
here, who do not accept the gospel as readily 
as the Protestants do, as a rule, yet I believe 
we should open up in new places and get men 
and women in the work, and put in men to 
look after them as the Lord may direct, and 
thus spread the good news. 

If there are any who read this and know of 
any members or friends who may wish to 
hear, I would be glad to have their name 
and post office address, so I might visit them 
if on or near where I may be. I may be ad
dressed at Escanaba, Michigan, for the 
present. 

On my way up I stopped off at Boyne City; 
spent a week in and around there, taking 
part in their two-days' meetings,. and we en
joyed ourselves well. One more was bap
tized and the saints were encouraged and 
built up. 

Bro. C. G. Lewis who resides there, and 
who not having much on hand to do just 
now, came here with me. May we have the 
prayers of all that we may have success. 

J. J. CORNISH. 

ISACA, Texas, July 21. 
Editors I:lerald:-We had a very fine con

ference at Shawnee branch, Red River 
County; large attendance, good behavior. 
The saints are gaining prestige in Bed River 
County and Northeastern Texas; many open
ings for preaching. 

I am now on my way to Collin County, to 
open up the work, in company with Bro. R. 
T. Jones. I will begin meetings near Farm
erville, Texas, July 23. Will do all I can to 
plant the work in Collin County. We had 
Brn. Earl D. Bailey, J. W. Kent, J. W. Jack
son, and E. A. Erwin with us and assisted 
nicely in preaching during conference; one 
baptized. 

Bro. J. W. Kent is doing a good work in 
Bowie County, Texas, baptizing quite a num
ber recently. His labors should be highly 
appreciated. In bonds, 

J. D. ERWIN. 

INDEPENDENCE, Mo., July 12. 
Editors IIerald: - Souvenirs and sacrifices 

are uppermost in our thought at present. We 
have just said "good bye" to Mrs. E. Smith, 
of St. Marys, Canada, who, in company with a 
friend from K. C., came to see the L. D. S. 
church and Temple Lot. Mrs. Smith in
formed us on looking at "the President's 
picture," among others in the Ensign group, 
that she had been introduced to him while at 
a conference in her city, upon which occasion 
"ye editor" remarked that he was al ways 
highly pleased to make the acquaintance of 
"the Smiths," and that he felt al ways to give 
them ''a hearty handshake." 

We are related to the Smiths. That need 
not be generally known, as we have suffered 
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already too "hearty handshaking" with some 
of the hard-handed good saints. Of course 
the Smiths are all related, and there are 
thirty-two columns of them in New York's 
new directory alone, John Smith getting 
there one hundred and ninety-fl ve times. 

A short time ago Elder Jonathan Golden 
Kimball, a seventy, of Salt Lake City, with 
his wife and ten-year-old son, J. Golden Kim
ball, also made "the temple" as they called 
the saints' church, and the Temple Lot, a 
flying visit. Mr. Kimball was evidently 
much pleased to inform us that hE was a son 
of the late Heber C. Kimball, and we were 
impressed favorably by his courteous and 
gentlemanly appearance. Mrs. Kimball also, 
like all the lady visitors from that section of 
the country, gave evidence of refinement and 
good taste in plainness, yet beauty, of attire. 
The Brighamites always seem much pleased 
to receive any of our literature. 

A considerable proportion of our visitors 
hail from Salt Lake City or vicinity, except
ing of course in time of our conferences, and 
invariably they aver their intention of corn
ing again, sometime, to help build the tem
ple. '.rhey never think of departing without 
going across Electric Avenue to gather a few 
leaves, a twig, and a pebble or two, to carry 
home as souvenirs. The latter have nearly 
all disappeared from the "T. L." since the 
janitor of the star-special-police order has 
prohibited throwing of stones from the street 
onto or near the church premises, and hence 
other kinds of mementos are now in .,vogue. 
This collecting and dispensing of souvenirs 
may, in the future, judging from present in
dications, involve grave responsibilities; and 
sometimes even now demand a stern declara
tion of one's rights as the guardian of church 
property. 

A certain lady visitor on one occasion, after 
very pleasantly introducing terself and 
friend, seemed delighted at the thought of 
taking home with her a sprig of soft maple 
and a nice cluster of box elder pods, which 
she had gathered over in the Temple Lot, 
also one of the before mentioned little stones; 
but as the party entertained and entertaining 
became better acquainted, the subject of 
souvenirs presented itself more vividly, and 
the visitor could not banish it from her 
thoughts. Finally after a vigorous optical 
application to all parts of the church, could 
we not present her with "the key of the 
church," she said, or, at all hazards, the 
gilt-edged "Saints' Harp, on the organ 
yonder" as a souvenir to show Elder So-and
so when she should return home! ("So-and
so" wasn't his name, however.) "He would 
be so delighted!" and "0," she "nmst have 
one or the other!" 

We found just then we were in need of the 
services of a strategy board, and after the ex
ercise of much diplomacy we compromised 
by graciously presenting both the ladies with 
two, each, of our nice three-toned amateur 
conference concert cards, and a good sized 
package of literature. We have stacks of 
both on hand. We will be happy to supply 
all applicants for the same and elders' photo 
cards with epitome would be excellent as 
souvenirs for visitors. 
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As to the Utah elders, one feels better 
after their kindly visit not to have entered 
into an extended converse on church matters, 
for the reason that their determined method 
of adhering to well-proven falsities precludes 
all hope of convincing them of their wrong 
position. So silence on church topics, creeds, 
and historical facts proves always, so far as 
Utah Mormonism and the doctrine pro
claimed by us are concerned, to be golden. 
"True, 'tis pity; pity 'tis, 'tis true." 

One hardly knows how it is in other 
branches, but here there are so many avenues 
open for active and well-directed outlay of 
means that it requires tact, economy, and re
sources in order to meet all demands, and 
thus a duty be fulfilled. To pay one's tithing, 
or to give a freewill offering from time to 
time, is well-nigh imperative. Then, after 
necessary home expenditures, out of the not 
infrequent meager income, there is the bi
monthly oblation and the occasional mite for 
the poor fund, which perhaps a membership 
in the ''Willing Workers" or "Sisters Aid" 
or "Hawthorne" calls for a repetition of our 
kindly endeavor; and then again, come troop
ing along calls for "the Old Folks' Home'', 
"the College", our own "little church around 
the corner", the cute little "assessments" and 
"dues" and "fees" with a "district tent" fund 
under rush orders, and last, though not least, 
the modest appeal of the "Army Relief So
ciety" in behalf of Co. F., 3d Reg. Mo. Vol., 
advancing in the rear. 

A canvassing committee of two sisters, Mrs. 
M. Blatt and another, reported to the "Ex
ecutive" (at a meeting of ladies selected from 
all the churches here held recently in the 
vestry of the Presbyterian church) that they 
had raised about seven dollars, collected sev
eral bundles of soft linen, and had effected 
the making, by a few of "the sisters," of quite 
a large number of flannel bandages, received 
their hearty thanks and approval of work 
done. 

The following named, of our brethren, have 
gone forward: Sergeant Henry Blatt, Lawne 
Layton, James Hayward, Jerome Page (Ar
tificer), Thomas D. Hamilton, Foster Vickery, 
Frank Vickery, John Bozarth, Ezra Ferdon, 
Cedric Dickinson. 

Some of the sisters have expressed a will
ingness to continue the good work in behalf 
of the soldiers, wherever they may be locnted, 
whether in camp or at the front, and the 
Literary Exchange is also aiding by sending 
the boys good, wholesome reading matter, 
such as one may find in the Hero,ld, Ensign, 
and Autumn Leaves., To meet all these re
quirements means sacrifice no doubt; but we 
may be thankful that it has not fallen to our 
lot to be wholly unmindful of our obligations, 
or to be like the famous looker-on who 
boasted that he had belonged to the church 
all his life and it had "never cost him a cent!" 

"Something to manifest our love 
For man: this gives us power: 

Beyond all words, deeds prove our love 
To be life's noblest dower." 

T. ,T. W. 

PIPE CREEK, Texas, July 20. 
Editors Berald:-Bro. T. J. Sheppard is 

among us and is doing what he can to get the 
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work here on the move. The work has been 
at a standstill for the last twelve months un
til Bro. Sheppard arrived. We have had but 
very little preaching. I think Bro. Sheppard 
is the right man in the right place, and be
lieve new and stronger efforts will be put 
forth than ever before in these parts This 
is a large field, and our missionary force too 
few. 

Bro. Curtis is in very poor health. He has 
been able to do but little preaching for a 
long time. Our district conference will con
vene at Pipe Creek, Au,;:;ust 12. We expect 
Bro. I. P. Baggerly with us at that time. 

Your brother, 
FRANK HODGES. 

nonfBrence JVIintltBs. 
NORTHWESTERN KANSAS. 

Conference met at Elmira branch, May 28; 
L. F. Johnson presiding, Ella Landers clerk; 
Elders reporting: W. S. Pender, L. F. John
son, T. E. ,Thompson, J. F. McClure, Henry 
Hart, W. Landers, V. F. Rogers, J. S. Goble; 
Priest, W. Mannering. Branches reporting: 
R.ural Dale, Goshen, Blue Rapids, Elmira, 
Homestead, Solomon River. Blue Rapids 
branch sent invitation for next conference 
and reunion to meet with them. Elmira 
Sunday school decided to dispense with usual 
school hour on Sunday 29th; there not being 
business to occupy the afternoon, it was voted 
to have preaching service. ,Preaching by 
W. Mannering, J. F. McClure, W. S. Pender, 
and L. F. Johnson. There was a prayer and 
sacrament meeting with good interest. Ad
journed to time and place selected by Re
union Committee. 

8tlndau School lissociaiions. 
CLINTON. 

Sunday school convention held at Coal 
Hill, Missouri, June 3. Opening exercises by 
D. C. White,~ after which Ella Miller, super
intendent, took charge, Mina Kearney assist
ant, S. M. Andes secretary, S. M. Kearney 
assistan~. Eleven schools in d.istrict; East 
Nevada and Clinton are discontinued. At 
January conference Bro. Andes was chosen 
secretary, he served well; but owing to poor 
health and much business to attend to he re
signed, Sr. Phipps being elected. Schools 
generally report a good interest. Superin
tendent had previously sent a study of books 
of the Bible to the superintendent of each 
school. Examination at convention showed 
that the schools had done well in this study, 
Veve takiQg the lead. Schools reporting: 
Veve, 57, Rural Home 14, East Nevada 8, 
Walker 19, Wheatland 23, Coal Hill 62, Tem
ple 21, Rich Hill 38, Eldorado 20. A vote of 
thanks was extended superintendent for her 
work and interest in the schools. Questions 
discussed: 1. How to get children interested 
whose parents belong to the church but do 
not attend Sunday school. Opened by Mina 
Kearney, followed by Brn. McElwaine and 
Beebe. 2. Should rewards or prizes be given 

in Sunday school? Led by Sr. Phipps, fol
lowed by Bro. Welsh. Institute work led by 
Sr. Miller. A vote of thanks was extended 
Bro. Andes for his services. A collection 
was 'taken, which, added to what we had, re
imbursed Sr. Miller in full, leaving ten cents 
in treasury. Music led by D. C. White's 
daughter presiding at the organ, was very 
good. A paper of much interest, edited by 
Srs. Kearney and Ida Keck, with Bro. S. 
Andes was postponed till next convention for 
lack of time. An entertainment was held in 
the evening. Adjourned to Veve chapel, 
November 26. 

CONVENTION NOTICES. 
Northwest Kansas district Sunday school 

association will convene at Blue Rapids, Au
gust 24, the reunion committee have given 
the day to us; and there will be social service 
and business meeting. District officers are 
to be eleched. All schools in the district are 
requested to send reports, and all interested 
in this work are invited to come prepared to 
take part in exercises of the day. 

W. LANDERS, Supt. _____ .,_. ___ _ 

MiscBllansotls IlBpartment 
WILLIAMS-BAYS DEBATE.-NO. 12. 

May 23.-ELDER BAYS' SECOND SPEECH. 
Elder Williams said I preached a Latter 

Day Saint sermon, just because I preached 
the Bible. But they don't always preach the 
Bible. I have succeeded in showing that all 
dispensations point to a single dispensation
to a thing of importance. He admits that I 
am justified in claiming that Christ gave a 
perfect law, but he argues that the New Tes
tamerit rule is not sufficient to save. The 
New Testament provisions did save, and 
hence will save to-day. 

The paschal feast was a representation of 
the offering of Christ. Peter says Jesus was 
a lamb slain from the foundation of the 
world. He was slain on the 14th of the 
month in the evening. (See John 19: 14; 
Matt. 27: 46. The Jewish feast was kept all 
through the Mosaic dispensation, and till 
Christ came. They waved a sheaf as an 
offering to the Lord. This was a shadow of 
the substance. Christ lay in the tomb on 
Saturday, and rose on the 16th of the month. 
Then there was a feast of firstfruits. Jesus 
was the firstfruits of them that slept. The 
feast of Pentecost was fifty days from the 
firstfruit feast. Fifty days after the resur
rection thqHoly Ghost was sent. The death, 
burial, and resurrection with associated 
events had been shown in shadows. 

Romans 8: 1, 2 speaks of the law of sin which 
was the law of Moses, contrasted with the 
law of life. He makes this further contrast 
in Hebrews 8: 6; 7: 18, 19; 10: 1, 14. Law of 
Moses imperfect, law of life perfect, and 
makes all the comers thereunto perfect. 
Those who obey a perfect law will be made 
perfect. A new covenant was established 
through Christ; if the old had have been 
sufficient then there would have been no 
need of the new. He asks, How was Abra-
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ham saved? They had a gospel then. (Gal. 
3: 8.) The Israelites had the gospel preached 
to them (Heb. 4: 2), but it was not profitable, 
not being mixed with faith in them that 
heard it. What was that gospel? He would. 
say it was the same as Peter preached. 
They declare this. The Inspired Transla
tion says that there was a church in the days 
of Adam and that Adam was baptized into it. 
The gospel is good news. What was the 
gospel to Abraham? It was, "In thee and 
in thy seed shall all tJ;i.e kindreds of the ear~h 
be blessed." This covenant was renewed rn 
Isaac and Jacob. They had that gospel. To 
be blessed is good news. The patriarchal 
period pointed t.o Christ. Faith in God was 
accounted to Abraham for righteousness. 
He was saved by righteousness. The pros
pect of the coming Christ was good news to 
Abraham. Israel in bondage expected a 
Redeemer, because the fathers had said the 
land of Canaan should be theirs. When 
Moses went down they were looking for him. 

The reason Abraham, Noah, and Moses 
were saved was because they believed. Be
lieving God will save man in any age of the 
world. Noah believed God and was moved 
to obey him, and prepared an ark, through 
which means he was saved, and he became an 
heir of salvation. Moses believed God and 
was saved. The gospel was preached in 
Moses' time. Let us see how. They came 
to the Red Sea. Pharaoh repented that he 
had let them go, and followed them for the 
purpose of taking them back into Egypt. 
Moses said, "Stand still and see the sal vat10n 
of God." They were redeemed from bondage 
and death. Jesus was before them and after 
them; in the night like a pillar of fire, in the 
day as a cloud. They drank of that rock that 
followed them, and that rock was Christ. 
They were famishing for water in th~ wil
derness, and complained. They were thirsty, 
perishing. Moses said, See salvation. A 
great rock in the wilderness. He smote the 
rock and waters gushed out, and Israel was 
saved. The rock represents Christ. Israel
ites understood this was Christ. Moses said, 
"A prophet shall the Lord your God raise 
up." They were saved by obedience to God's 
law. 

Jeremiah 31: 31 presents a prophecy which 
had a fulfillment as shown in Hebrews 8: 6-9. 
This was the establishment of the Christ. 
Hebrews 1: 1, 2 says God had formerly spoken 
by prophets, but now he has spoken by his 
Son. This is the difference; no longer the 
law and prophets, but Christ. (See Ephe
sians 1:9, 10; l Peter 1:18-22.) Jesus came and 
established the covenant of life. When I 
preached for the Latter Day Saints I said 
Isaiah 24: 5 pointed to the g·ospel covenant. 
Matthew 24: 14 refers to the gospel of the 
kingdom, and Revelations 14: 6, 7 to the e~er
lasting gospel because of being an everlastrng 
kingdom. 

Bro. Williams will say an angel will come 
to the earth with the everlasting gospel. An 
angel is a messenger, but he will argue that 
the gospel is not perfect without something 
supplementing it. He may say he has btien 
sent to carry the everlasting gospel. Ever
lasting gospel will save men without any-
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thing supplementing it. In John 17: 16-21 
Jesus prays fo,· his disciples that they might 
be sanctified by the word. 

495 

have broken the everlasting covenant. This 
would necessitate a restoration. If a contract 
is broken. another will be drawn up. Have 
to have a~thoritati.ve witness to it. Matthew ELDER WILLIAMS' SECOND SPEECH. d b t 
24: 14 speaks of the gospel being restore , u 

Bays seems to be spending so much time at what is the gospel? 1Thessalonians1: 5 says 
the Red Sea. It reminds me of a story. A it is "not in word only"-not the Bible only 
man in offering prayer at the family altar -but in "power," etc. Revelation 14: 6, 7 
prayed very long, and in his prayer recounted says an angel, a heavenly messenger, was. to 
the incidents in the world's history from fly, where? "In the midst of heaven, havrng 
creation. He had a boy who got very tired the everlasting gospel to preach to them who 
during these long prayers. At one time dwell on the earth.'' Do angels hold meet
while prayer was being offered the boy went ings and do preaching on earth? The gospel 
to sleep. He was disturbed and wakening· was to be delivered to men to preach. Would 
found his father in his prayer referring to it not seem folly t.o bring something that was 
the circumstances which happened at t;he already here? No one can take up the Bible 
Red Sea. So he concluded he coulJ. again and find the gospel. 
resume his nap with safety and take another God is unchangeable. Hevelation al ways 
sleep before the father came to the conclu- has been. Ancients had enough for them, 
sion. How much has Bays offered, to prove but we must have the Spirit to understand it. 
that the Bible is sufficient to-day for the gov- Must have revelation to call men to admin
ernment and salvation of his people? They ister the word. Christ did nothing without 
did not have the Bible in the days of Moses. revelation. :Every constitution has men to 
If the Bible had existed before Christ and administer it. Those making the constitu
was sufficient then he might have made a tion must appoint those to iM:Iminister it. 
point. There is power in the gospel. Moses \JVhere in the Bible is contained the provi
had power with him, and when he said "see sion for marriage? 
the salvation," that power was exercised and Amos 3: 7 says, "Surely the Lord God do-
Israel was saved from the elements. eth nothing, but he revealeth his secrets to 

I have some questions concerning the his servants the prophets." The antitbesis 
Bible. Are all the revelations of God in the of this is, If God is doing something, he must 
Bible? Is the Bible a revelation from God? reveal himself to his servants the prophets. 
Does the stamp of divine approval rest upon Malachi 3: 6 says, "For I am the Lord, I 

the Bible? change not.,, Proverbs 29: 13 says, ''Where 
That ·there are grand truths in the Bible there is no vision, the people perish." 

does not exclude the acceptation of truths Matthew 16: 16-18 says that_ Jesus Christ is 
now revealed, nor preclude the possibility of the builder of the church. The fact that he 
God speaking now. God does nothing un- was the Christ was revealed to Peter, and 
necessarily. We have not what the Apostles John 17: 3 says that "This is life eternal, that 
had. We have not all Christ said. (See they might know thee the only true God, and 
John 21: 25.) Did he say foolish things? He Jesus Christ whom thou bast sent." John 
did not instruct ~nyone to write what he did I 7: 16, 17 tells us _how .we may k~ov:'. the ~~s
say. They had the Comforter to open up the pel by doing God's will. 1 Corrntmans 12. 3 
avenue of truth and bring to their recollec- tells bow we can know that Jesus is the Lord. 
tion ttlings past. The proposit.ion chains my Man to be saved must know that Jesus is the 
opponent hand and foot. We have not in the Christ, hence must have the Holy Ghost. 
Bible all the apost.les said. He said perfect This is another nail driven in a sure place. 
law will save all who are obedient to it. I Philippians 3: 15 says "if ye be otherwise 
acquiesce with that. Romans 1: 16 says the minded, God shall reveal even this unto you." 
gospel is the power of God unto salvation. Aots 2: 17, 18 records Peter as saying, "This 
He says Abraham had the gospel, but it was is that [Spirit of God] which was spoken" 
different from the one in the New Testament tha'u should be in the "last days;" and when 
times. Tliere is but one gospel. (Gal. 1: it was given "your sons ~.nd your daughters 
8-12.) Galatians 3: 8 says Abraham had the shall prophesy.'' Was this fulfilled wholly 
gospel. If Abraham had enough to save, on Pentecost? Did oid men go to sleep and 
why t):ie need of any more than he had? He dream dreams? It. was partially fulfilled in 
contends there were different gospels in that the same Spirit was enjoyed. Other 
different dispensations. I contend that there J parts were not fulfilled. Malachi 4: 5, 6 says 
was and is but one gospel. that Elijah the prophet is to come and turn 

He has not proved that all principles of the hearts of the fathers to the children, ete., 
truth and po1ver of God are in the King before that great and dreadful day of the 
James' Translation. Will mere abstract Lord. 

faith save? All must be adhered to. What Revelation 11: 1--12 speaks of two prophets 
attended the gospel in Abraham's, Noah's, to prophesy in Jerusalem. The New Testa
Moses', Christ's, and Paul's times? Present ment church enjoyed t.he Spirit of revelation. 
revelation. That is a nail in our argument Any man in any age of the world dissociated 
to be pulled up at his option. Hebrews 1: 1, from present revelation cannot know God, 
2 says God spake; he spake by his ~on. cannot be saved. When he can point to one 
Hebrews 2: 1-4 says that "God also [not man] passage that says the gospel is to be preached 
bearing wit.aess" to the great salvation. without present revelation, then he has made 

He refers to Jeremiah 31: 31 and says this a great point. 

great salvation was fulfilled in Hebrews 8=
6- May 24.-ELDER BAYS' FIRS'!' SPEECH. 

9, and l Peter 1: 18-20. h 
He also refers to Isaiah 24: 5. It says they We come this evening with some warmt 
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to contend with to discuss the issues. He bility of God. But that does not prove 
quotes Amos 3: 7 and argues from that that that the Bible does not contain sufficient for 
God always will reveal himself. The state- the government and salvation of God's people 
ment proves only that when God does some- in all ages of the world. 
thing be reveals himself. From Noah to He quotes 1 Corinthians 2: 9, 11 and argues 
Abraham there was not a word from God, that no one can understand the word of God 
neither was there from Malachi to Christ. without the Spirit, but be further argues 
When God bas anything to reveal be uses that the Spirit is received by the laying on 
prophets. of hands, then how can sinners understand 

He quotes Malachi 3: 6 and assumes that the word? How can you convert a sinner 
God always does the same thing, hence al- without he receives an understanding of the 
ways reveals himself. Jacob had become word? Such ideas are all folly, very weak. 
corrupt and since God had promised to save The brain is the intellectual force that en
them he uses this language, assuring them titles man to understand. The idea is that 
that he had not forgotten his promise to man cannot comprehend God, but the Spirit 
them. That's all that means. of God can; but the thi.ngs of God have been 

Has Elder Williams shown the scripture given so plain that a wayfaring .. man could 
that says when God will reveal bis will? He understand them. 
has not. He read Acts 2: 16-18 and asks He argues that revelation is necessary to 
whether it was all fulfilled. Peter does not call men into the ministry, and quotes l Cor
say it was all fulfilled. He says "This is inthians 7: 17. Read verse 14 and you will 
that" (Spirit) promised on Pentecost. No learn that that passage refers to the marital 
matter whetcer old men dreamed or not. relationship. 
That is not in the question. He asks me to John 12: 49; 5: 30have no bearing on the propo
show when the gospel was preached without sition. The primal thought is, God has a law. 
revelation. I will show that. He wants me to That God has called some of his ministry by 
show from the Bible the duties of the offi- direct revelation is not denied, but it is not 
cers of the church. The very name of the 
office asserts the duties attached: Evangel
ist to evangelize; pastor, to feed the flock; so 
also elder; Bishops, to oversee. He asks, 
"Does the stamp of di vine approval rest upon 
the Bible?" This is an argument against 
the Bible. I did not think he was an infidel. 
No, he is not an infidel, he is only a quibbler. 

He asks "Is the gospel the Bible?" That 
is not the question. The. question is, "Does 
the Bible contain the gospel?" The Bible 
contains good news, and that is what the 
gospel is. 

He has tried to define my duties, and says 
I must show that the Bible is from God. 
This is infidel tactics. Am I to establish 
the truth of the Bible? This is a mere dodge 
of the issue. 

He wants me to show the chapter and verse 
that says God does not reveal his will. That 
is the very thing he is affirming. This is 
dodge number three. It is strange logic to 
say the least. The Jews did not receive reve
lation for four hundred years, and yet when 
Christ came he did not say "Prove that God 
does not reveal himself." He gave proof of 
the revelations he came to deliver. Those 

the rule. Show where the Bible records 
such a rule; show such a rule, Bro. Williams, 
or yield. I will show that men did minister 
for God without being called by revelation. 
Aaron and his sons were called through 
Moses, but after that there was no more di
rect call. It was settled by law. No need of 
revelation under the law. 

In 2 Timothy 2: 1, 2 is a rule by which to 
call the ministry. Acts 20: 27 shows that 
Paul had declared the whole counsel of God, 
and it is all in the Bible. James says in 1: 
22, 25 that the perfect law of liberty had 
been given. In 2 Peter 1: 3 it says that God 
had given all things that pertain unto life 
and godliness. This was revealed in the 
gospel. He says there is not enough in the 
Bible for life and godliness, while Peter says 
there is. 

Romans ] : l 6, and 1 Thessalonians l: 5 have 
been referred to. There was no gospel than 
that taught in the New Testament. He 
says: "Where are the duties of the officers?" 
I refer him to apostolic authority. Presi
dency and Priesthood gives the class of 
officers in the church and defines their duties. 

ELDER WILLIAMS' FIRST SPEECH. 

who claim that revelations are given in this I will lump up the argument of the opposi
age should give us the same proof, but they tion. He says I am using infidel dodges. I 
can't do it, for there are lame, halt, etc., refer to the canonizing of the Bible. I did 
among them all over the land. not question the truths found in these books. 

He refers to Ecclesiastes 3: 14, 15 and lays I ask again, "Does the Bible contain all 
down as the basic idea that God always re- truth?" The Roman Catholics canonized the 
veals himself, and argues that God will do book of the Bible. The Bible contains a 
the same thing right along. He then quotes record of God's word. The word itself is dif
Malachi 3: 6 again. Does that mean that if he ferent from the record of it. The word oi 
gives a law he does not change? There were God existed before the Bible. We cannot de
laws given in the patriarchal and Mosaic stroy the word of God, nor bind it between 
ages, but was not the law changed in the two covers. He is dodging the issue en
Ohristiao dispensation? He then quotes tirely. He is assuming that which he should 
Hebrews 13: 8. Who qu-ostions that? But affirm: Is the canon of 8cripture full? The 
that does not prove that Christ must continue word "Bible" came into existence after the 
to reveal himself. He then refers to He- word of God was revealed. When canonizing 
brews 1: 11, 12. All that means is that God I the books now in the Bible they at first left 
don't change. James 1: 17 is only given to out Revelation, and Hebrews, and were 
establish one point and that is the immuta- wrangling a long time before they decided. 

Heb1·ews 11 :3 says the worlds were framed 
by the word of God, not by the Bible. The 
word of God is one thing, th!l Bible quite 
another thing. The Bible contains a record 
of God's word, and it also contains the words 
of men. 

The Bible does not contain all the apostles 
had. 1 Corinthians 5: 9 refers to an epistle 
of Paul's to the Corinthians not in the Bible. 
Colossians 4: 16 refers to an epistle to the 
Laodiceans which the Colossians were en
joined to read. Where is the epistle to the 
Ephesians spoken of in Ephesians 3: 3, and 
the epistle of Jude where he wrote about the 
common salvation? '.Phese are not in the 
Bible. Numerous books are mentioned in 
the Old Testament not in the Bible. 

Luke 16: 16 says the law and the prophets 
were until John, but the gospel includes 
prophets also, for John and Peter were 
prophets. We are referred to Revelation 
22: 18, 19 as an evidence against revelat,ions 
now. Does that passage refer to the Bible? 
The Book of Revelation was not in the Bible 
at first; then the revelation was written be
fore the General Epistles were written by 
John. 

Acts 20: 27 says that Paul declared the 
whole counsel of God, but if this be construed 
to mean that there should be nothing given 
after that, what becomes of Paul's epistles 
written after that? Paul had given all the 
counsel of God thus far, but God will add line 
upon line, precept upon precept, as the 
prophet says. James 1: 25, 27 could not refer 
to the Bible as the perfect law of liberty be
cause the Bible was not in existence. 

I now present something of authority. It 
is Bays' letter of resignation. In it he 
says:-

"There is no evidence that the books of 
the Bible were written by in~piration. I re
ject the claims of the divine inspiration of 
the Bible. The genealogies of Jesus in Mat
thew and Luke are contradictory. Both say 
that Jesus was the son of Joseph. I am 
forced to reject the miraculous conception." 

I do not question his honor in coming to 
these conclusions, but I question his opin
ion. How has he been able to change his 
mind without a revelation? or does he believe 
the aame now while trying to affirm this 
proposition? He says he receives that which 
seems to be the most reasonable, and claims 
that the immaculate conception is contrary 
to science, hence i.rgues that Jesus is not the 
spiritual Son of God, but argues that he had 
a natural father, and that because the natural 
mind cannot grasp the truths of God. Here 
is a contradiction of the statements found in 
the Bible. Who is to settle it? Also Bays 
speaks ag·ainst Bays. James 1: 5-8 promises 
wisdom to all who ask of God. Bays would 
say that this only referred to New Testa
ment times. If any ask in faith, wisdom is 
promised, in all ages of the world. 

Acts 17: 22-28 shows that all nations were 
created tha.t they might find God. Matthew 
11: 27 tells how one can find out God, and 
John 17: 3 says to know God is life eternal. 
No one can know except by revelation. 
Matthew 7: 7, 8 presents the broad promise 
that all who ask will receive, those who seek 
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will find, etc., and Acts 10: 34 evidences tha,t 
God is no respecter of persons, but will grant 
the hea,rt's desire in righteousness. Revela
tion 19: 10 says the testimony of Jesus is the 
spirit of prophecy. 1 Corinthians 12: 3 says 
tha,t no man can know that Jesus is the Lord 
but by the Holy Ghost. 

John 4: 26; 15: 26, 16: 13, 14 give evidence 
that Jesus promised to reveal himself. l 
Corinthians 14: 1-9 ad vises one to desire to 
prophesy. In Jeremiah 31: 10 God speaks of 
himself as a shepherd. A shepherd is con
stantly speaking to the flock, and the sheep 
know his voice, says Jesus in John 10. Eze
kiel 20: 33-36 says that the Lord will plead 
with his people when he gathers them back 
to the land of Israel. Isaiah 65: 24 speaks of 
a future time when "before they call I will 
answer." Thus these prophecies show con
tinued revelation. Ephesians 1: 9, 10 refers 
to the dispensation when all will be gathered 
in one even in Christ. 

Find one man that rejected present revela
tion and was saved. Find one man who be
lieved in present revelation and complied 
with it who was lost. In John 9: 29 is the 
history of a peopie in Christ's day who ar
gued, "We have enoug-h revelation; we have 
enough Bible." 

Is it consistent with the nature of God to 
give light to some and leave others in dark
ness? My opponent argues that if you want 
spiritual light all you need to do is to read 
what others received, and be filled. God is 
no respecter of persons, and has promised to 
give wisdom to any who would ask him, 
whether he be potentate or serf. God 
divideth his blessings to all. The most hum
ble person will receive light. Bays argues 
that if man lacks wisdom he could not receive. 
He has closed the padlock on Heaven's sun
light. He argues that sunlight was created 
for Peter and Paul, but now we must be sat
isfied by reading about what they enjoyed. 
He has not answered my questions about 
marriage, the Lord's supper, or the first day 
of the week. "Presidency and Priesthood" 
is not the Bible. 

ELDER BAYS' SECOND SPEECH. 

The first day is clearly set forth in the 
Bible as the Lord's day, My position is that 
the Bible is not plenarily inspired. The 
Bible does not claim for itself that it is di
vinely worded. No book io the Bible was 
written by inspiration. The Bible does not 
claim this. Parts of it were dictated by in
spiration, but the whole of it is not inspired. 

I have my views about the immaculate con
ception of Jesus. There is a discrepancy in 
the history, and this is proof against the 
plenary inspiration of the Bible. Matthew 
and Luke differ in their account, but both say 
he was the seed of Joseph. If he was of the 
seed of Joseph, he could not be the seed of 
David. I am not out of the fog yet upon this 
point. The brother should have a revelation 
and clear up this matter. If Williams has a 
revelation he should give it. I will thank 
him for it. Salvation does not depend upon 
that item. I believe that Jesus is the Son of 
God, whether the literal seed or not. Man 
cannot comprehend God. I cannot compre
hend God. Probably these people can do 
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some good that way. I have not said what I 
am ashamed of. I stand in good company. 
Some of the most learned of this age stand 
just where I do. 

I have showed that man was called to min
istry without revelation. 2 Timothy 2: I, 2, 
15, 21, says faithful men were to teach the 
gospel, rightly dividing tbe word of truth, 
and would be prepared unto every good work. 
2 Timothy 3: 16, 17 says all scripture is prof
itable. The work of the ministry is a part 
of the scriptural teaching. Titus 1: 5 in
structs to ordain elders in every church. 
The duty of an elder is to feed the flock. The 
elder's duty is defined by the Latter Day 
Saints in Doctrine and Covenants. If they 
are right, then an eider's duty is presented, 
and where is the need of revelation? How do 
Latter Day Saints choose by revelation? they 
make a motion, it is voted upon, and if car
ried they lay hands upon the person to ordain 
him. That is the way men are called in that 
church. Let Williams point to the revela
tions by which be was called, or close his 
lips. 

Here is one instance where a man was 
called to the ministry without revelation. 
Matthias was called without revelation. 
No revelation in the book. This is a fact. 
Acts 1: 22 shows the qualifications. They 
appointed two; that is, the apostles did, and 
voted. Did God choose? They gave their 
lots. No revelation. Matthias was called by 
votes just as Williams was called. It was 
just a matter of business, and it fell to the lot 
of Matthias. Here then is one instance 
where one was called without revelation. 
Acts 6: 2-5 speaks of the calling of seven men 
as deacons. They were filled with the Holy 
Ghost. Every minister was filled with the 
Spirit. Does it read that God will reveal 
who should be chosen? No. It says, "They 
chose seven." The church chose their own 
ministers. Phillp and Stephen were re
nowned ministers, and neither were called by 
revelation. I demand the revelation calling 
these men. John Mark, Titus, and others 
were ministers and they were not called by 
revelation. So you see his argument falls 
flat. He must show that a law exists for call
ing men by revelation. Some were called 
that way we admit, but no rule exists. It 
can't be shown. I have pulled the last nail 
driven by the little Mormon hammer; you 
heard them snap when they came out. 

The Christian system possesses power of 
self-perpetuation. The Mosaic did, the Chris
tian should. James says we have the perfect 
law of liberty, and Peter says we have a11 
things that pertain to life and godliness. 
Romans 1: 16 says the gospel is the power 
of God unto salvation. Remember what I 
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(Jer. 31: 31), but if it had been abrogated it 
could not be considered everlasting. He
brews 1: 1, 2 shows that the covenant was to 
continue in force. There was no need of a 
restoration by revelation. That which has 
been in continuous existence cannot be re
stored. The gospel covenant is perfect; it is 
God's word by which we are to be sanctified. 
John 17: 16, 17; Acts 20: 27 say the whole 
counsel of God had -baen given. That per
fect law contained all that pertained to life 
and godliness. (2 Pet. 1: 2-4.) 

It also contains authority to minister (2 
Tim. 2:3, 15, Titus 1:5.) Romans 1: 16 says 
the gospel is the power of God unto sal va
tion, and Mark 16: 16 says he that believeth 
and is baptized shall be saved. If there is no 
one authorized by the gospel to administer 
baptism, there is no benefit in baptism; but 
that authority is given in the gospel. There 
is no need of an angel. Matt. 24: 14 speaks 
of the gospel of the kingdom. The law was 
left to administer for the kingdom of God. 

There is no hint that Christ would write 
letters while absent, but he went on a jour
ney and left authority with his servants. 
The Bible contains all. 

To say that the adversary destroyed the 
kingdom of God would be to concede that 
God made a blunder in the days of Jesus 
Christ, and then waited two thousand years 
to correct it through Joseph Smith. Jesus 
said, "The g·ates of hell shall not prevail 
against it"; that it will not fall. Upon this 
rock we stand. We believe neither in the 
creeds of men nor in the absurdities on the
ology. 

ELDER WILLIAMS' SECOND SPEECH. 

The fox has not got ahead. He found too 
much to answer, and did that by sophistry. 
He says he is in the fog and has been in the 
fog. That's what I have been trying to show 
him all the way through this discussion; but 
because he is in the fog you people need not 
go in too. He is trying to lead you in the 
fog too. 

He did not present one passage to prove 
that the first day of the week is the Lord's 
day, which shows he could not. If the Bible 
does not .claim to be written by inspiration, 
there is no inspired book in the Bible. Is an 
uninspired book sufficient for the govern
ment and salvation of God's people? Who is 
to decide what is divine in the book? He 
has destroyed his own claims, for he says not 
one book claims to be inspired. He says "I'm 
in the fog, and the learned don't know that 
Jesus is the Son of God. All are in the fog!" 
Don't we need light upon this line? How 
can we trust in the Bible as being all-suffi
cient, when it does not tell us conclusively 

say. that Jesus is the Son of God? He has denied 
I have shown that God so loved the world belief in the immaculate conception, hence 

that he.gave his Son. (John 3: 16.) Church he denies that Jesus is the Son of God. We 
must have means of self-perpetuation. This believe that Jesus is the Son of God, that he 
is a present truth. If not, all other churches was conceived by the Holy Ghost. It is re
must have perished that existed before Jo- vealed to us by the Spirit of God. Bays 
seph Smith. stands upon this point with the infidels, Vol-

Galatians 1: 8, 9; Ephesiaus 1: 9, 10 refer to taire, Paine, and others. They all deny the 
what was established by Christ, which was immaculate conception. I think you now 
the everlasting gospel. (See Isa. 24; Matt. , understand me, as tu why I said he was using 
24; Rev. 14: 6.) This covenant was broken · infidel arguments. 
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He denies that man need be called by reve- j proves that those only should be ordained 
latl.on to the ministry, and cites 2 Timot,hy 2: I whom the Lord has called. God's ways are 
1, 2, but you will notice that Timothy was to not man's ways (Isa. 55: 8), hence God calls 
act as he had heard from a living apostle di- whom he wills to act for him. He said the 
rected by inspiration. Homans 10: 15 makes Constitution provided for those 1;o admi.nis
plain that Paul understood that a man could ter, but he failed to show who has authority 
not preach except he be sent. He says 1 to baptir.e or administer the Lord's Supper; 
Corint.hiaus 7: 17 refers to mar:lage;. then it I to organi:r~e the church or settle difficulties in 
proves that one can't get married without a the churcn. He argues that there are no 
revelation, and Bays must concede the neces-1 apostles of Christ, but does not show why. 
sity of revelation because we must g·et mar- I have p1·oven that God will continue to re-
ried; God has so ordained it. veal his will. He is no respecter of persons, 

I concede all that is said in 2 'rimothy 3: but all who send petitions to him will receive 
16, but I have proven that all scripture is not answer. He says, "Don't expect any answer; 
in the Bible, and this passage does not refer it would be foolish to expect an answer to a 
to the Bible. He uses Titus 1: 5 to serve his petition for wisdom." God thinks as much 
purpose, but what are the facts as found 
here? They are these: Titus had a right to 
ordain, when a living apostle had appointed. 
The elders of the Latter Day Saints' Church 
do not claim to give the Holy Ghost. God 
gives it. 

He says Matthias was not called of God. 
Let us see. The Apostles appointed two; 
they did not know which one God wanted. 
They pray for him to direct and by his direc
tion Matthi~.s was chosen. They would be 
guilty of sacrilege to appoint two, then vote 
upon them, without receiving direction from 
the Lord for which they had prayed. 

Acts 6: 2, 3 shows that inspired apostles 
were to ordain the seven selected. Not so in 
his church. He has presented no evidence 
that they were not called of God. He pulled 
up a tack and lost sight of the nail. 

He says you can't break au everlasting 
covenant, yet. Isaiah 24 says tl>at somebody 
had broken t,he everlasting covenant. Bible 
vs. Bays. 

2 Peter 1: 2-4 has no reference to the Bible. 
The Bible was canonized by an apostate 
church. He says that God blundered, and 
corrected it through Joseph Smith. Jesus 
says that the kingdom would be taken by the 
violent (Matt. 11: 12); and Amos 3: 7 says God 
will do nothing but he has a prophet. So 
after the kingdom was taken God would use 
a prophet to restore it. 

He said there was not a 1·evelation from 
Abraham to Moses, but you notice that when 
God proceeded to •lo something for Israel he 
revealed himself. From Malachi to Christ 
Israel was in an apostate condition. 

He says anybody would know the duties of 
officers by the name. Then the words Presi
dent of the United Stn,tes is enough and we 
can scratch out all in the Constitution per
taining to his duties, for it is superfluous. 
The Bible contains a record of the gospel. 

He says there are crlpples in the church, 
and if we will show power to heal then he 
will believe. It is his duty to show that God 
does not speak. He can't padlock God's 
mouth in that way. 

I will present my summary: The Bible 
does not contain all God has revealed. God 
is unchangeable: He continued to reveal him
self for four thousand years;' hence it is evi
dent he will now. Men must have the Spirit 
o[ God to understand the things of God. 
Men have been sent of God in the past to ad
minister for him, and l Corinthians 7: 17 

of Bays as Williams if equally honest. God 
looks down to disperse the fog, but Bays says 
that God will let them remain in t,he dark. 
God says (James 1: 5) he wm give to all men 
"liberally." Matthew 7: 7, 8, "He that ask
eth receiveth." He has not proven one point 
in favor of the proposition. 

I regret that you have a man to represent 
you who so misrepresents the Bible. The 
Bible is replete with promises of God's help. 

No man can know God of himself, yet it is 
life eternal to know him (John 17: 3); and 
he must be revealed to us if we know him 
(Matt. 11: 27); and the testimony of Jesus is 
the Spirit of prophecy. When you receive 
the testimony of Jesus you will know him. 

God will continue to reveal himself (Joel 
2:28, 29 and Acts 2:17, 18), even in the last 
days. 

If you should be invited to dinner, and it 
was announced that dinner was ready, and 
when you came in you would find nothing 
but crumbs and empty plates and the expla
nation given for this condition was that the 
dignitaries had eaten up the food, would you 
be satisfied? Bays says, Read what they had 
as found on the bill of fare, and be filled. 

I am thankful that any man can be filled 
from the table of the Lord, for he says, "Ask 
and ye shall receive, seek and ye shall find, 
knock and it shall be opened unto you." 

Which will you take, Bays or Christ? 
Will you still believe in a God of antiquity or 
in the God of to-day? Men can know him to
day. God is working-laboring to save the 
world, for their spiritual benefit; but all is 
done in harmony with his law. The Bible 
contains not all the truth of heaven; we have 
but a fraction of all scripture. 

Elder Bays has gone down on every poitl'b. 
He has not shown the divine approval of the 
canon of Scripture as contained in the Bible. 
He says he is now in the fog, and don't know 
whether Jesus was born of God or of Joseph. 
Peter said Jesus was the Son of God. What 
think_ you of such a man as this, or of a 
church that will send out such a man? Pray 
that God may show you more clearly the 
truth. 

Thank God t,he truth stands more brightly 
since the conflict, and is able to cope with all 
until it accomplishes its eternal destiny. 
May God graven it upon your hearts and 
burn it into your soul so you will not stay in 
the fog but come out into the sunlight of 
heaven. 

[Concluded. 

SHELTON REUNION. 
As per request I attended Shelton reunion 

or camp meeting; moreover, I wouldn't plead 
guilty to unbecoming instrusion for attending 
any published meeting where I was permitted 
to hold jurisdiction. 

The gathering, when compared to some of 
our big gatherings further east, was indeed 
meager, but being comprised of saints, some 
of whom were from the western wilds of Ne
braska, being deprived of weekly prayer 
meetings, to say nothing of branch meetings, 
district, and annual conferences, I was led to 
think such a gathering beneficial, therefore 
legitimate; for measures to spread the gospel 
into new localities, encourage and stimulate 
those in the fold to spiritual progress, is 
second to no other matter; and whatever 
may be done to hinder this work would be at
tributable to ignorance or impure motives, 
or so I believe. 

Years agone, the Southern Nebra8ka dis
trict decided to hold yearly camp meetings, 
but finding the success not commensurate 
with the consumption of time and money, 
wisely abandoned them. Christ told his dis
ciples if they, the people, would not hear 
them in one city to go to another; and if this 
was not tantamount to an injunction as to a 
proper utilization of time and money, I would 
like to be instructed as to its real purpose, in 
language adapted to the li'Ilitedness of my 
poor capacity. 

I do not wish the reader to think that I ad
vocate hasty abandonment of a field but par
tiBJly tried, because forsooth reports can't be 
made to the Herald of crowded houses, many 
baptisms, many near the kingdom, etc.; for I 
believe that no thought of abandonment 
should be entertained until every effort has 
been made and every available facility 
brought into requisition, and waiting a 
proper length of time for development of 
events of efforts put forth. Further, I in
cline to the opinion that leaving a field where 
labor has been performed, with no prospects 
of immediate results, and returning again 
after awhile may prove a proper policy. 

Many hasty baptisms are not always in evi
dence of a permanent success of the work, 
for it is quite possible that an elder may ac
complish more permanent good, for the 
church, in laboring in a locality for three 
months, with no baptisms, than another may 
accomplish in the same length of time with 
many baptisms. We are anxious for bap
tisms, for to that end we labor; but there is a 
needed preparation for this holy and God
revealed ordinance acquired by proper in
structions; hence Christ's injunction, "Go, 
and teach." And beside all this, the law 
provides that the church shall know some
thing of the condition of those desiring bap
tism; and recent developments induce me to 
suggest the necessity, as I before have done, 
of an observance of paragraphs 7, 18, Section 
17, Doctrine and Covenants, and by no means 
overlooking Sections 20 and 42, if it is thought 
the least pretext exists for its application. 
I further advise that no branch extend 
church privileges to any failing to give the 
needed evidence of church membership. 
And especially advise that none be invited or 
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permitted to preach unless the needed evi· 
dence is given of their having been ordained 
and recognized as church officials. The 
method of letters of removal, ordina
tions, and licenses were inaugurated for a 
purpose, and why should any treat them 
lightly or ignore them? Church. usages 
which are sanctioned are right, or wrong. If 
the former, they should not be ignored; if the 
latter, they should be observed until the body 
passing upon them have per request modified 
or changed them. 

I indorse the method of common consent, 
as I find it given in the Doctrine and Cove
nants. Its origin being traceable to the in
ception of the latter-day work; but I don't 
believe it proper or right to use it as the 
method of voting may obtain and be prose
cuted in the political arena, because I believe 
the ever-blessed gospel of Christ is given by 
God as a preventive to all savoring of decep· 
tion, hypocrisy, etc. And however intense 
present satisfaction may be, because of success 
through resorting to intrigue or deceptive 
measures, condemnation attending such God
forbidden, despicable work will be more in
tensified in the ultimate than were the 
satisfaction in the inception and completion 
of the diabolical work, or the thought of 
retributive justice has no foundation in fact.; 
in which event we might say with the masses 
who are staggering under a spiritual intoxi
cation as a result of a universal apostasy, "Let 
us eat and drink, for to-morrow we die." 
But while the love of God intensifies, which 
began to burn in our hearts as we began to 
cherish a love for the gospel, God's only 
method of salvation, we cannot thus join 
with the giddy multitude, but must be dili
gent in practically evincing a godly zeal, by 
and through which we may evidence a godly 
rectitude compatible with our profession. 
But should that love lessen and leave us, we 
should be as others who have left their first 
love. 

I would not have the reader think that 
Shelton, where the reunion was held, is alto
gether a new field; for this is not the case. 
Nevertheless it is comparatively a new field, 
and though its citizens did not crowd into our 
tent by the hundreds, there were a few at 
each preaching service, especially in the 
evenings, and on Sunday evening more than 
filled the tent. So the camp meeting may 
have done some good in giving a greater pub
licity to our faith. So may it be. 

Subsequent to adjournment of the camp 
meeting, which convened on May 31, closing 
on the night of June 5, the tent was pitched 
at Gibbon, where for five nights and one Sun
day I assisted Bro. W. E. Peak in preaching 
services. Sunday evening brought us a fair 
congregation, but at other times gatherings 
were small. Though our tent was in close 
proximity to the town, the citizens thereof 
seemed neither alarmed nor particularly in
terested. The pitching and removing the 
tent was work for three or four men with 
teams part of two days; so it was at Gibbon. 

There may be localities in which tent serv
ice may be done with good effect, but I am 
far from believing that the good effected in a 
general way is in any way commensurate with 
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the time and money consumed, purchasing to all the June conferences have not yet been 
and shipping the tent from place to place, received at this office. Some may have been 
etc., but the people love to have it so. sent and lost in transit, so I call attention to 

Being interrogated, I state, in my opinion, the lack of reports yet from the London (On
tbat systematized labor within fifty Pr a hun- tario), Kewanee, Nauvoo, Fremont, Galland's 
dred miles, visiting several points as often as I Grove, Spring River, Southern Michigan, 
manifest interest may justify, will in the ulti- Northern M:ichigan, Northern Minnesota, 
mate effect more good than confining labors Nodaway, Southwestern Texas, and Northern 
to one locality long enough to deliver forty Wisconsin districts for June, 1898. 
or fifty consecutive sermons, especially so if The reports from Northern California for 
there are places within ten or twelve miles March have not come, nor those from Central 
that know nothing of the gospel. I do not California for April. And there is lacking 
urge that branches are to be altogether de- the r!lports of Eastern and Western Maine and 
prived of the labors of General Conference Northern Nebraska for May, and of Southern 
appointees, but ministerial labor in branches, Missouri for March. Neither have the Ok
when required to meet an exigency, and go- lahoma reports for February been received, 
ing- skipping from branch to branch to escape nor those from Nevada for June and Novem-
the unpleasantness incident to the life of a ber, 1897. · 
traveling elder in the introduction of the From England and Wales are due many 
gospel into new localities, is a little different. reports of branches, the lack of which pre-

In the long ago I beard (on dit) that some vents correcting the General Records. 
inquiry was made as to what Caffall was do- I mention the above matters, and also ask 
ing so long in Colorado. Had this inquisitor, for speedy action by many clerks who have 
or those inquisitors, applied to the legitimate failed to answer my letters of inquiry con· 
source, I could have informed them. I was cerning deficient reports and imperfect items 
trying to turn something up where I had of birth, baptism, etc., of names given on re· 
been sent, and not altogether waiting for ports. Kindly come to my aid, please. 
something to turn up. I could have offered Your brother, 
a plausible pretext for abandoning the mis· H. A. S'i'EBBINS. 

sion, but felt it a grave matter to shake the LAMONI, Iowa, July 30, 1898. 31-2t 

dust off my feet against any place or people; 
yet believing it proper when led to do so, but 
not being thus prompted I tried again. To 

BLUFF PARK REUNION. 
AUGUS'l' 19 TO SEPTEMBER 5. 

be sure it is an easy matter to say, I am or No doubt all Latter Day Saints are some
was led by the Spirit; yet it is a grave and what interested in the town of Nauvoo and 
solemn claim. And the fact of God's law the landmarks of the old church. 
promising a requisite qualification to discern 
all these gifts, lest there be any professing 
and yet be not of God, serves as evidence as 
to the possibility of my being deceived, 
which fa0t involves a necessity for ability to 
discriminate between Satanic influence and 
the Spirit's impression. (46: 7, D. C.) 

0 yes! Those attending the Shelton camp 
meeting voted for another such gathering in 
1899; for though isolated as some are, they 
know that a sufficient number of votes will 
carry many measures, and then there's quite 
a difference in voting for something we don't 
want and something we do want. 

It was near the middle of May before I was 
at my post. This I know was a long time 
from the adjournment of the April Confer
ence; but then I was somewhat indisposed, 
or thought I was. I have done less minis
terial work during May, June, and thus far 
in July, than in the same months in several 
preceding years, attributable to inclement 
weather and the extra busy time with farm
ers; but however discouraging t.his may be, 
it is a prohibition that I could not prevent, 
holding ourselves in readiness for and labor
ing as diligently as we can, is all we mortals 
can do; and if disinclined to do this, should 
step down and out, that more ready hands 
and willing hearts may enter in, for God's 
contemplated purposes will not fail. 

In bonds, 
JAMES CAFF ALL. 

EusTrn, Nebraska, Jnly 19. 

Bluff Park is situated just across the river 
in the little town of Montrose, on the Iowa 
side, and command§ a grand view of the old 
historic city, and is becoming quite a sum
mer resort, recognized by all who have ever 
been there as one of the best natural summer 
resorts as to location, natural advantages, 
scenery, healthful climate, etc., in the United 
States. 

Good railroad facilities; three regular pas
senger trains each way daily, besides freight 
trains that carry passengers. Omnibus will 
meet each train, and you can be taken right 
upon the grounds for fifteen cents, trunks 
twenty-fl ve cents. 

The grounds are high and dry, over one 
hundred feet above the grand old Mississippi 
which flows along the foot pf the bluff, al
most within a stone's throw. Grounds are 
shaded with large forest trees of nature's 
planting. A large amphitheater built espe
cially for preaching service. A large board
ing house, also a lodging house, both in 
charire of Bro. Elmer Reed, where saints and 
friends can be accommodated with board 
and lodging, or either. Board $3 per week, 
lodging extra but reasonable; single meals 
twenty-five cents. There are also a number 
of nice cottages on the grounds that can be 
rented for reunion, all the way from $4 to $8, 
accommodating from four to twelve persons. 

For particulars write D. '.rripp or J. S. 
Snively, Montrose, Iowa, committee on cot
tages and tents. Those interested write 
early. 

CHURCH RECORDER'S NOTICE. Plenty of room for campers and teams. 
It is now July 30, and the branch reports J Hay and feed will be provided on the 
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grounds. Those desiring to board them
selves can do so cheaply. The merchants of 
Montrose will deliver anything you may wish 
right on the grounds. Ice, meat, and bread, 
fresh daily. 

Every effort will be put forth by the differ
ent committees to make the meetings a 
grand success. Able speakers will be pres
ent, and all can come with the expectation of 
having a spiritual foast. The SLrnday school 
and Zion's Religio will take their proper part 
in the program. One ds.y will be set aside 
for an outing, or to cross the river and visit 
the old historic town of Nauvoo. 

Everybody invited. Saints, let us make 
this reunion a grand success. Come one, 
come all; bring your wagons, your tents, and 
if you haven't a tent, write the committee 
early for one or for a cot,tage. Tents if 
wanted will be furnished as cheaply as possi
ble. Railroad rates have been applied for 
and will be announced later. Bro. E. A. and 
Sr. Clara Smith will represent the Herald 
Office, with mailing lists and full stock of 
books and other publications. 

BY ORDER OF COMMITTEE. 

REUNION NOTICES. 
OKLAHOMA REUNION. 

Oklahoma mission reunion will be held 
August 26 to September 5, in Mr. John 
Minium's grove, twelve miles due west of 
Edmond. The grove is located on the north
east quarter of section 34, township 14, range 
5 west. It is a beautiful grove, plenty of 
shade, good water, and ample room among 
the trees for camp tents and covered wag·ons. 
vVood for camp use will be furnished free, 
also straw for beds. Pasture for horses will 
be furnished at a reasonable rate, perhaps 
twenty-five cent,s per team during reunion. 
The committee will endeavor to make all 
arrangements for the comfort and enjoyment 
of all that come. This is a reunion for the 
people, the saints have pledged themselves 
to come, when they voted to have a reunion 
in 1898, so we look for a full attendance
that means all the saints in Oklahoma. 

Every Latter Day Saint will realize that 
we are debtors to the Lord for all we have, 
especially for the restored gospel, which will 
bring us to God and give us a place in his 
kingdom. So we request each one to do 
their pa.rt to make the reunion of 1898 a 
success by corning and getting others to come, 
that the work of the Lord may prosper. If 
yoii stay at home, others may also through 
your influence stay at home, so you diminish 
and hinder the good work which has been 
intrusted to us all. Corne, p1·aying that the 
God of Israel may be with us in power, in 
blessing his saints, and bringing others into 
the fold. 

Those desiring tents will please notify the 
committee at once, by addressing Elder W. 
S. Macrae, Kingfisher, Oklahoma, who will 
have charge of this part of the work. 

While we have not heard personally from 
Bro. A. J. Moore, we expect him to attend, 
as also all others of the ministry who can. 
2t R. M. MALONEY. 

Maysville, Missouri, reunion for 1898 be
gins August 26, and holds to September 5. 
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The grounds need no description to those 
who have been there before. They are beau
tiful and commodious enough to suit the most 
fastidious. The Chicago and Rock Island 
Rail way runs by the ground and will stop to 
let off and take on passengers at a platform 
near the grounds. The committee have ar
ranged for tents at the following prices: 10 x 
12 $1. 75, 12 x 14 $2; this includes the putting 
up of the tent and placing straw therein, and 
the tents will be already to move into by 
those renting them. Those desiring tents 
will write to Bro. C. P. Faul, Clarksdale, 
Missouri, inclosing the amount named above 
according to size, and trey will find the tents 
ready for them. Bro. I. N. White will be 
present, also Elders H. 0. Smith, Alfred 
White, and Ammon White, missionaries in 
the Far West district, and probably Brn. 
Andernon and Gowell of the Nodaway dis
trict, with others will be present. One large 
tent 40 x 60 and the district tents of the E:ar 
West and Nodaway districts will furnish am
ple room to accommodate all who may come. 
I<,urther particulars in regard to board of man 
and beast will be given later, also as to Sun
day school work, etc. 

H. 0. SMITH, Pres. 

WOODBINE REUNION. 
Woodbine annual reunion, September 16 to 

26. Rental of tents for session as follows: 
10 x 12 wall tent, $2.00; 12 x 14, $2.50; 14x16, 
$3.00; 14 x 21, $5.00. If those ordering want 
tent set up 25 cents on three smaller sizes, 
and 50 cents additional on the 14 x 21 size. 
In ordering, please specify set up or not set 
up. I want all orders by September 1, if pos
sible, to insure promptness of filling: Those 
ordering later must take their chances. A 
very large and profitable gathering expected 
from present outlook. 

Address all tent orders to 
S. B. KIBLER, 

Chairman Committee. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Conference of Wes tern Maine district will 

convene at Hancock, August 27 and 28. The 
priesthood are requested to report in writ
ing. Heports of branches are also requested. 
Corne up, brethren, and assist in making it a 
grand success. 

s. G. CUNNINGHAM, Pres. 
RALPH FARRELL, Sec. 

BOOK AG.ENT. 
I have this day been appointed book agent 

of Philadelphia branch. All rnem bers of the 
branch please take notice. With the hope of 
making it a success, I am yours for business, 

GEO. W. EDWARDS, 
2709 Reese Street, Philadelphia. 

August 25, 1898. 

SIMPLE REMEDIES. 
·I send these simple remedies for the bene

fit of the readers of the Herald, hoping some 
may be benefited thereby:-

WHEAT BRAN FOR DYSPEPSIA. 
Take one tablespoonful of bran, place in a 

teacup, and pour over one-half cup-or more 
if desired- boiling water. Let stand until 
cool enough, then drink, stirring~constantly. 

It should be taken as hot as possible and be
fore breakfast-as soon after arising as con
venient. A second cup during the day is 
good, if one feels the need. It can be eaten 
dry, if preferred. 

Where on~ does not use Graham flour he 
will find that to mix one-half cup of bran in 
a batch of bread is very beneficial, and should 
always be fresh to produce the best results. 

CORN MEAL FOR MALARIA. 
Take one-third cup of corn meal-yellow is 

preferable-pour the cup full of cold water, 
stir, let stand over night, and drink off the 
water the first thing in the morning·. Con
tinue this for three mornings, then skip 
three, beginning again on the fourth morn
ing. Alternate thus until you feel relieved. 
It has a better effect if one restricts the diet 
while taking. SISTER I. RUSSELL. 

DA vrsvrLLE, California, June 28. 

DIED. 
WHITEHEAD.-At Lamoni, Iowa, July 27, 

1898, Elder James Whitehead, formerly pri
vate secretary to Joseph Smith the Martyr. 
He was born April 12, 1813, at Preston, Eag
land; was baptized October 18, 1837; and 
came to Nauvoo, Illinois, in April, 1842. He 
united with the Reorganized Church in Sep
tember, 1865. Funeral sermon by Pres. Jo
seph Smith; i.riterment in Rose Hill cemetery, 
Lamoni, Iowa. For particulars see editorial 
columns. 

ELVIN.-Sr. Emeline A. Hartwell was born 
in Nauvoo, Illinois, October 4, 1845. She 
was among the first who united with the Re
organized Church in Western Iowa, being 
baptized by Elder J. H. Blakeslee, brother of 
Bishop G. A. Blakeslee, and subsequently re
newing her covenant in baptism by Elder E. 
C. Briggs. She was married to Elder R. M. 
Elvin, at Council Bluffs, Iowa, where her 
parents had settled at the hegira from Illi
nois, February 13, 1870. Died July 26, 1898. 
Six children have been born to them; three 
have been taken; three, Reuben, Mamie, 
(Mrs. John W. Luff, of Independence, Mis
souri,} and Vida, who, with their father 
mourn their loss. Sr. Elvin's borne has been 
at Lamoni since 1887. Here she has raised 
her children to man and womanhood. Here 
she with her husband made a home of refuge 
for her mother, Sr. Hartwell, aged 89 years, 
the day of her daughter's burial, and who 
has been a helpless invalid for the past 
thirty months. She was a great sufferer, and 
death was at the last' a relief from pain. She 
rests in peace, and will be sincerely and ten
derly mourned. 

WILSON.-Bro. Joseph W. Wilson was 
born December 29, 1835, in the State of 
Alabama. HE> died July 26, 1898, of paralysis 
and Bright's disease, after suffering eight; 
months. He joined the church in 1880, after 
which he ceased active membership in 
masonry. He was buried from his residence, 
44 South Fourth West Street, Salt Lake 
City, numerous friends being present both 
at the house and grave. Elder J. W. Wight 
made the opening prayer and a few remarks, 
and consigned his body to the tomb in 
Mt. Olivet cemetery by prayer. He passed 
peacefully away like one going to sleep. 
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Royal makes the food pure, 
wholesome and delicious, 

Absolutely Puro 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK~ 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes land 2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment,growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume l begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume 2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Josr,ph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners. . 2 00 
Full leather . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50 
Full leath3r, gilt edges.. • • . . . . . . . 3 00 

PATTIE; OR LEAVES FROM A LIFE. 

REDUCED from $1.15 to 75 cents. An 
excellent work for the home, also for 
young people's libraries and societies. 
Herald Publishing House, Lamoni, 
Iowa. 

O. B. & Q. EXCURSIONS. 
National Saengerfest, Davenport, 

Iowa, July 28-31; one standard 
fare plus $2.00 for round trip. 
Date of sale July 27 and 28, final 
limit for return August 1. 

TRANS-MISSISSIPPI EXPOSITION. I 
Omaha, Nebraska, June l to Novembe.r 1, 

1898. For rates and dates apply to agent. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every "\Vednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2. 00 per year; six months 
$1.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; 
sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., shouM be addressed to 
Frank Criley, Business Manager. Remittances 
should be made by post office or express orders, 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters. 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth .........•.•.......••..•... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges. . . • . l 75 
Morocco, gilt edges .............. 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth ...................•.••••.. $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . • • • • . l 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges..... 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible .••••• ,11 00 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS~ 
Cloth .......................••.. $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . • • • . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••• 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible . . • • • . 2 00 

COMPENDIUM OF FAITH. 
Cloth ..............•...•...•... $0 7~ 
Leather ....••••••...••••..••••. 1 00 

CRACEL.AND u 

---COLLEGE, 
LAMONI, IOWA. 

Telephone 71. 

For catalogues or further information, 
Address, PROF. J. T. PENCE, 

Acting President, 
or R. S. SALYARDS, Secretary, i 

LAMONI, low A. ' 

TRACTS. 
TRACTS Order by numbers. 

1. The Nature of Man. Is he Pos
sessed of Immortality? Per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ......... $1 00 

2. Truth Made Manifest; per dozen, . 
15 cents; 100 ................. ! 00 

3. Voice of the Good Shepherd; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine 
of the Church, and Kirtland 
Temple Suit; per doz. 3 cts.; 100 15 

!>. Questions and Answers (on First 
Principles of the Gospel); per 
dozen, 3 cents; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . HI 

l!I. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall Adminis-
ter; per dozen, 15 cents; 100 ... 1 00 

'1. Who then Can be Saved; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . 30 

S. Fullness of the Atonement; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

9. Spiritualism Viewed from m. 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 ........... 1 30 

10. The Narrow Way; per dozen, 10 
cents; 100.................... 50 

11. The Plan of Salvation; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 .......... 1 20 

12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexander Campbell to a Re
stored Primitive Christianity 
Examined; per doz., 15 cts; 100, 1 00 

14. Reply to Orson Pratt; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ $1 00 

15. How to Enter the Kingdom; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100............. 30 

16. Polygamy: Was it an Original 
Tenet of the Church; per dozen, 
10 cents; 100................... 50 

18. Necessity for a Reorganization 
of the Church; per dozen.. . . . . 30 

19. A Statement and a Correction 
of It; per dozen................ 10 

20. The "One Body;" or the Church 
under the Apostleship and under 
theApostasy; perdoz.15c; 100, 1 00 

21. Truths by Three Witnesses, and 
Epitome of Faith; per dozen, 
3 cents; 100........ . . . .. . .. .. . 15 

22. Faith and Repentance; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100............ 50 

23. Baptism; per dozen, 10 cts.; 100 65 
24. The Kingdom of God; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100....... .. . . . . . .. .. . 30 
25. Laying on of Hands; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100.................... 30 
27. The Sabbath Question; per 

dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ 1 00 
31. What is Truth? True Ortho

doxy? and an Evangelical 
Church? and Epitome of Faith; 
per dozen, 3 cents; 100......... Hi 

41. The Gospel, and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen, 3 cents; 100 15 

42. Rejection of the Church; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100..... 50 

43. One Wife or Many; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 .................. J 00 

44. Crooked Paths; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

47. The Future State; per dooen, 15 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

Prophecy of the Rebellion; per 100 10 
TRACTS IN LARGE LOTS. 

Special prices on application for 
tracts in lots of 1000 or more. 

RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE. 
Cloth ........................... ::?'.) 40 
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STATE SAVINGS BANK, Of LAMONI. 
Stockholders. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Geo. H. Hilliard. 
Frank Criley. 
.A. K. Anderson. 
G. W. Blair. 
Oscar Anderson. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 
Alice P. Dancer. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 

Officers. 
David Dancer. 

President. 
Wm. Anderson, 

Vice President. 
W. A. Hopkins . 

Cashier. 
Oscar Anderson .. 

Assistant Cashier. 

Directors. 
W. A. Hopkins. 
Ella D. W hitebead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 

This bank does a general banking business at 
Lamoni, Iowa. Interest paid on time deposits 
according to the rules of the bank. Correspond
ence and patronage solicited. 

'FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN. 
A house in Lamoni, Iowa, two equares from the bust· 

ness center. It bas eix roomE', a hall, and three closets, 
and is conveniently arranged for a family of si~ or.more; 
is warm as a winter house, and has good ventilation for 
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple, 
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which are 
the corner of a block. Address. 

. I. N. W. COOPER. Lamoni, Iowa. 

TOBACCO HABIT CURED, 
OR NO PAY. 

Bro. B. F. Ordway, of Peoria, Illinois, positively 
guarantees three boxes of "Quit-To-Bae" to perms, .. 
nently take away all desire for tobacco, or will 
promptly refund money paid forit. Three boxes sent 
post paid •. "1ywhere for $1.50. No bad effects from 
useofQnit·To-Bac. Itisagreat nerve tonic. Why 
not try it? It has cmed hundreds; why not you? 
Remember, No Cure, No Pay. Address, B. F. 
ORDWAY, Peoria, Illinois. 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &.c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 

quicldy ascertain our opinion free whether an 
invention is probably patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents .. 

Patents talrnn through Munn & Co. receive 
special notice, without charge, in the 

Sti¢ntific Jlmtri~an. 
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a 
year ; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers. 

MUNN & C0.3618roadway, New York 
Ilr&nch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

$10 GRAPHOPHONES. $10 
T ALKINO MACHINES I 

Greatest money maker ever offered. Anybody can start 
in the show business. Make $10 to $20 a day giving ex

hibitions. LOUD AND CLEAR ENOUGH to be heard in any Hall 
or Church anywhere. They're wonderful. Imagine a musical in
strm~ent.that"'.ill actually TALK TALK. That by simply 
wmdmg it up hke a clock you can play band 
music exactly· as it was played by Sousa~ -cornet, trombones, drums 
and all. Sings songs, tells funny stories. Does,nt seem possibie~ 
does it? But it does even more than that. You can sing or talk 
into it yourself and it will repe?..t, a moment after, just what you said. 
FOR HOI1E AI1USEI1ENT l!hasno equal. En-

tirely new model. Just 
o~t. Very loud. Price EAGLE GRAPHOPHONE 
with two hearmg tubes .,,....--_,,.-..,..,.-,..-.,....--.,---,
and concert horn, $~o. Same outfit, with handsome oak carrying 

case, $12. Price of our BEST EXHIBITION nUSICAL OR TALKING RECORDS, soc each $5 a dozen. 
Our $20 Big Show Outfit Includes our Eagle Graphophone, with carrying case, ~wo hearing 
-.......,,.-.....,..---,---......,.--..,- tubes, concert horn, record brush, 18 assorted records, music, songs and 
speeches (lasts two hours steady running), 200 big posters advertising exhibition, 200 admission tickets, all for 
$20. Sent C. 0. D., with privilege of examination, if desired. Complete· Record Catalogue free. Write for it. 

HARGER&. BU.SH, Western Agts., 904=9!!011.ain St., Dubuque. Iowa.. 

JMANGLBS -FOR

FAMILY AND HOTEL USE. 
An ordinary family ironing can be done on the "RACINE" 

Mangle in twenty minutes, witho,,t. heat or fuel. 
NO FUEL. NO HEAT. 1\10 SCORCHl!\IC. 

Prices within the means of every family. l\Iade in six styles anil. 
ten sizes, for llamilies, Hotels, etc. Every Mangle Cuaranteed. 

Send 2c stamp for new illustrated Catalogue, with prices. 
THE RACINE MAl\IC!..E CO., Racine, Wis. 

School Furniture~? Supplies 
The "VICTOR" Folding Desks are especially adapted for use. irr 
.District and Parochial Schools. Our line is complete, includm~ 
8tationary Desks, Double Desks, Adjustable Desks, etc. 

GET OUR CATALOGUE AND PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING. 

Agents Wanted Everywhere, 

THOMAS KANE & CO., Racine, Wis. 

RACIN CAS ENCINE 
Uses Gasoline, Natural Gas or lllanufactured Gas. 

Fitted with both Hot Tube and Electric Battery. 
Are used for Pumping Water, Grinding Feed and 
all Farm Purr,oses; also Grain Elevators, Machine 
Shops, etc. 'Ihe most Simple, Reliable and Econom· 
ical Gas Engine on the market. Send 2 cent stamp 
for catalogue and prices to 

RACINE HARDWARE CO., Racine, Wis.; 

Large Maps Reduced! Scriptural and Book of Mormon 
subjects illustrated by means of finely painted 
pictures and charts furnished to order Oill 

muslin, canvas, or oilcloth. For particulars 
address Hulmes & Kress, 609 Main Street 
Kansas City, Missouri. ' 

.For Sunday School 
and Home Use ... 

Dispensing with the idea of procuring 
agents, I have concluded to furnish the large 
Book of Mormon maps (39x51 inches), fully 
described in former advertisement, direct to 
all at $1.50, express charges to be paid by the 

MINISTRY AND BRANCH CARDS. 

I 
purchaser. · Former price $2.50. An orna
ment to any home. Sunday schools and 
Religio, please take up collections, procure a 

-------------------- · map, and start a class in the Book of Mor-

Neat cards for ministers or 
branches, with name and address, 
or place of worship and hours of 
servic.es on face, and Epitome or 
"What we Believe" on reverse side. 
An excellent aid. Two sizes: LAMONI FARM FOR SALE. 

Eighty acres, with five room house, large 
barn., other outbuildings; abundance of water; 
yoimg orchard. Located two miles from 
GraceJ>and College, Lamoni, and one fourth 
mile irom sehoolhouse. Price, $2,500 wl.>th 
one half cash; balance to suit purchaser. 

Address, MRS. MARGARET BAGLEY, 
Lamani, Iowa. 

mon. Sr. (Mrs.) Ella J. Green, of Onslow, 
Iowa, wrote July 6, 1898:-

"Bro. G. F. Weston:-Received map all 
right and extenq to you our thanks for favor 
shown in reduction of price. The map is for 
our Sunday school and all who have seen it 
are well pleased." Early orders solicited. 

G. F. WESTON. 
BUCHANAN, Berrien Co., Mich. 

TEAOHERi;' BIBLE. "The Self
Pronouncing t'lunday School Teach
~rs' Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bible," witfil help!il and maps, 
in gc0od large print, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references; 
printed 011 thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6tx!'lt, mailed post-
l'laid at, per copy, net ............ $2 00 

2tx4 inches, per 250 ............. $0 75i 
" " per 1000 .............. 2 50 

3x5l " per 250 ..•••.•..•.••. 1 0,0 
" 

14 per 1000 .............. B 50 

FIRE-BUGS! $200 REWARD. 
The premium payers of the State are maintaining 11. 

fund by popular subscription from which is offered a 
Reward of $200 

By the undersigned association, for the arrest and con
viction of any incendiary in any <>f the ass0ciated towRs. 

TO FIRE INSURANCE AGENTS. 
It is dangerous to place insurance on the goods o!' 

Tramp Merchants and irresponsib-le traders. Th<!Jir 
many ii.res and fire sales of merc~andise are heavy lm~ 
dens on the property and hu•iness interests of the State 

PH(JPERT'Y OWNERS FIRE ASSOCIATION. 
DEs Mourns, low A. 
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF DOGMA. 
Rev. D..1.vrn llfoYES, in the July Catholic World, New 

York. 

THE late archbishop of Canterbury, 
in an informal answer to the Pope's 
encyclical on unity, appealed to the 
primitive church against the modern 
articles of faith defined by the Catho
lic Church. The schismatic patriarch 
of Constantinople appealed likewise 
to the primitive church in his reply 
to the same encyclical. All these 
represent to themselves a fixed and 
immovable church, and seek to impress 
upon the minds of their followers the 
concept of such an one, exclusively 
corresponding to the ideal conceived 
by the Savior and constituting for us 
a standard of comparison in estimat
ing other claims. The church must 
never change, but preserve both its 
spirit and outward form down the 
ages and so on to the close of time. 
Every error is the shadow of a truth, 
and the thesis as it stands contains 
both truth and error, according to the 
principles of doctrinal development 
put forward by us. The primitive 
deposit of faith and form of church 
government fixed immutably by 
Christ and by the apostles, under the 
dictation of the Holy Spirit, must as
suredly remain untouched by the hand 

of man, and must possess the sam~ j worthy of God, being fruitful in every 
objective elements through all time. good work, increasing in the knowl-
But the truth planted in germ by 
Christ was to be developed by the 
Holy Ghost, not by strange accretions, 
but by unfolding of itself in its own 
unity. Its outward form would thus 
go on adapting itself to the increasing 
needs of successive generations. 
Thus generations seek for further and 
more explicit knowledge. What, 
then, is the meaning of Anglicans and 
others appealing to the primitive 
church? They do not comprehend 
thoroughly that the immutability of 
Christian truth and the identity of 
church government remain untouched 
by this evolution of dogma and this 
excercise of the divine power com
mitted to the church. 

The human mind is always seeking 
for truth, and its very nature demands 
that it shall advance in the practical 
and speculative knowledge of religious 
truth. What is to prevent reason 
from operating on the revealed data? 
Leaving the dogmas of the church 
aside for the moment, cannot the 
mind take the germ of the primitive 
deposit as so many primary truths 
and draw from them their conse
quences, place them in order, and 
create theological science? Scientific 
progress in religion would consist in 
this: that all which is contained in 
the sum of revealed truth should be 
known more distinctly and understood 
as far as possible; that the innumer
able questions which the human mind 
may ask, both as to the dogmas them
selves and their mutual relations, 
their consequences, and antecedents, 
the truths which they presuppose and 
those which they logically bring after 
them, should receive an elaborated 
answer; so that faith, which is simple 
and direct, which perceives its object 
in one synthetic concept, may become 
a grand sum of coherent truths, dis
playing more fully the inner 
working of the divine economy and 
opposing a stronger bulwark to the 
assaults of error. The Apostle Paul 
spoke of this subjective development 
of doctrine when he prayed for his 
brethren "that they might walk 

edge of God." The truths in them· 
selves never change. But, on the 
other band, it is evident that to deny 
to the mind the right to meditate upon 
the primitive deposit and to draw from 
that inexhaustible source the implicit 
truth contained therein is the same as 
denying to the human mind the exer
cise of its natural power of progress
ive thought. 

There is but one legitimate develop
ment of dogma, which consists in 
this: that the dogmas made known in 
a condensed and summary manner to 
the primitive church should, while 
immovable in themselves, be evolved 
under the directive assistance of the 
Holy Ghost and through natural 
means of information at the disposal 
of the church; so that the innumera
ble truths contained implicitly in this 
summary or sacred deposit should 
come to be known explicitly, and 
when need demands it authoritatively 
proposed to the belief of the people. 
Thus, the immaculate conception and 
the papal infallibility, and other defi
nitions of doctrine recently proposed 
to the faithful, were contained in the 
former explicit truths which consti
tuted the primitive deposit. To trans
port the early church forward through 
the ages and plant it, in its swaddling 
clothes, among us now, would be to 
contradict the natural and the posi
tive law of God; and, moreover, we 
should find that this violation of God's 
law would be punished by the human 
inadequacy of the church to maintain 
its position, as it should be able to do, 
on parallel lines with the advance of 
error. 

The church is not inspired. The 
directive assistance implies activity 
on the part of the teaching church in 
searching out religious truth. The 
use of reason and the study of the 
sacred deposit, the word of God as 
committed to writing, the sentences 
of the fathers, suggestions of the 
sciences throwing light upon the 
meaning of historical facts; every
thing, in fact, that can enlighten the 
mind of the church is brought into 
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requisition, so that it uses natural or mutilating the people, reduced I dor, Peru, Bolivia, Chile, Argentina, 
me'.:1ns to arrive at the truth, previou~ them to servitude, made them work I Banda-Oriental, Paraguay, Patagonia, 
to its solemn pronouncements. Thus. for him with saws and harrows and I Gautemala, Honduras, Nicaragua., 
everything develops naturally; for axes, and in brick kilns.-Herald and I San Salvador, Haiti, and numerous 
institutions, we have an example in Presbyter. islands pertaining to the American 
the episcopal authority; for logical continents, all the possessions in the 
development, in the subsequent and SPAIN'S LOSSO OF EMPIRE. Western Hemisphere, in fact, save 
more detailed conclusions on the na- ON his accession to the Spanish Porto Rico and Cuba, which already 
ture of Christ; for the psychological, throne in 1556, Philip II. found him- apparently are as good as lost. The 
in the gradual development of a self ruler of the greatest empire the future of Spanish Morocco, and of 
thought which bad been divinely in- world bad seen since Rome was at the the Philippine, Caroline, Sulu, La.
fused into the primitive deposit, zenith of its power. Its navies were drone and Canary groups has yet to 
emerging through extrinsic causes famous for their greatness and they be settled. -JWemphis Commercial. 
and more ample material.;; for judg- ruled the ocean, its armies were: 
ment. But the church used ordinary famous for their prowess, she swayed 
and human means to extract from the the destinies of Europe, had posses
deposit the implicit truths whfoh are sions in all the continents, and may 
contained in it, for the Holy Ghost be said to have owned the Americas, 
does not inspire the church, but sim- North and South. Samuel Johnson, 
ply gives to it its directive assistance. writing as recently as 1740, when 
These human means are the nat~ral I complaining of the poor people's hard
causes of.the development ofdoctr:n~; J ships, said:-
they are mstrumental causes, but it is Are there no regions yet unclaimed by Spain? 
established that the Holy Ghost is the Quick, let us rise, those happy lands explore, 
main efficient cause of this doctrinal And bear oppressions' insolence no more. 

progress, and it is upon this fonnda- The Spanish empire was the result 
tion that its infallible certainty re- of marriages, conquest, and discov
poses. This progress will go on to eries; its decline and fall may be 
the close of all earthly things. We ascribed to the ruthless character of 
are, as it were, ascending the slopes the Spanish people. When Columbus 
of Mount Tabor together with the discovered San Domingo, it had a 
favored apostles, and when we shall population of 2,000,000; in 1530, this 
have arrived at its summit we shall population had dwindled to 350,000. 
behold Obrist transfigured into all the Cortez in Mexico and Pizarro in Peru 
glory of bis godhead. But until that were ideal Spanish conquerors. 
term is reached we must be satisfied In the latter part of Philip's reign 
to make one step at a time.-Con- [he died in 1598] Spain lost all, or 
clensecljor Public Opinion. nearly all, of her dependencies in 

North Africa, and early in the next 
reign, Burgundy, Naples, Sicily, and 

A SLANDER EXPLODED. then Milan. In 1e09 the Netherlands 
INFIDELS have quoted with great glee were lost; in 1628, Malacca, Ceylon, 
where our Common Version says that Java, and other islands; in 1640, Por
David, when he conquered the chil- tugal; in 1648 all claims were re
dren of Ammon, "cut them with saws, nounced to Holland, Brabant and 
and with barrows of iron, and with parts of Flanders; in 1649 were lost 

PRINCIPLES OF THE DON'T WORRY CLUB. 
A band of about fifty members and friends 

of the Central D.m't Worry Circle gathered 
at the circle headquarters at 67 Irving place 
New York, last evening to hear Theodore F. 
Seward expound the principles and relate 
the history of the "don't worry" movement, 
of which he is the originator and promoter. 
During his remarks he said:-

" A large share of what we consider our 
troubles is imaginary an:J. much of the rest 
we magnify by imaginatiol'.l. Give up the 
idea that worrying is a necessity. Worrying 
is often mistaken for planning. It is the 
worst sort of hindrance to true planning. 
Forethought is not to be confused with 'fear
though t.' A void worry by realizing that it 
is as bad for the mind as poison is for the 
body, by resi$ting it every moment and cul
tivating a spirit of gratitude in its place, and 
by cultivating faith in a supreme overruling 
power and trusting life to its guidance. 

"Yet let us remember that a lifelong habit 
is not to be driven away with a say-so. It 
requires constant application. I have found 
that the prominence given the phrase 'don't 
worry' is helpful. We must cultivate a per
fect faith that God's plan is being perfectly 
unfolded." · 

After the address a gray-haired man who 
had been an attentive listener asked, in the 
case of a wife whose husband had gone to 
fight in Cuba, by what mental process she 
could free herself from worry for his safety. 
Mr. Seward parried the question and simply 
remarked: "It is a high attainment and 
must be cultivated."-Ex. 

axes." That, they say, "was how Maestricht, Hertogenbosch, Breda, THE HEAVENLY MEETING. 
the 'man after God's own heart' Bergen·op-Zoom, and many other Tell, oh! tell me, Book of visions, bright with 
treated his fellow men." But the fortresses in the Low Countries, in promise, sweet with prayer, 

Parallel passage sa.ys that hs "put h' h th t 'tl Shall I know the angel faces that are wait-w ic year e crown am y surren- ing, over there? 
them under saws, etc.," and "made dered supremacy on the seas to North- I Shall I find my children children? Will my 
them pass through the brick-kiln." ern Europe; in 1659 Rousillon and. gentle mother lay 
And the Revised Version has in the Cardague were ceded to France, mak- Her deair hand upon my forehead in the old, 
margin "to," instead of "under," and ing the Pyrenees the boundary be- earth-loving way? 

adds, with a slight change in the He- tween the two counties; in 1668 to Father, keep them as I loved them!-or, if 
brew text, ''made them to labor at." 1672, the last of Flanders was given changed to other guise, 

And now an eminent Biblical . . 1704 G'b lt 1 t· . May the Heavenly transformation dawn but 
up, m , 1 ra ar was os ' m · slowly on mine eyes. 

scholar assures us that many of the 1791, the Nootka Sound settlements; Let me take them to my bosom, once, upon 
most ancient manuscripts sustain this in 1794, San Domingo; in 1800, Loui- that shining shore, 
change ~n the .reading. The state- , sian~; in 1802, Trinidad; in 1819, As I s~w them when we parted, in the love-
ment evidently is, when properly un- Florida· from 1810-21 were lost ht days of yore.-
derstood that David instead of k·11· M .. ' V 1 C I b' E ' James Buckham in the August Ladies' Honlftt 

, , l mg exwo, enezue a, o om rn, cua- Journal. 
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeedi and ye shall know the truth, and the h'uth shall make you free.''-John 81 31, 32. 

"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife= and concubines he shall have none."-B. of M., pageU6. 
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} CORRESPONDING EDITORS. 

LAMONI, IowA, AuG. 10, 1898. 

"ONE TRUE SCRIPTURAL ORGANI
ZATION." 

WE find the following in the American 
Baptist Flag, for June 30, 1898:-

A brother said to us: "I joined the Bap
tist Church because I believed it was the best 
church." Pshaw! There is no "best" about 
the church matter. There is but one true, 
scriptural organization, and it would be ev
ery man's duty to belong to that whether he 
thought it best or not. 

From the editorial columns of the 
same paper we extract the following:-

Each Baptist church is complete in itself 
under Christ its head. There is no ecclesi-
astical organization under the sun which 
has the least authority over it. Its action 
cannot be set aside so far as its own body is 
concerned, by any other church or com bi na
tion of churches. It is in itself the body of 
Christ, and is just as complete as if there 
was no other body of believers on the face of 
the earth.-Baptist News. 

That has the ring of the true metal in it. 
It ought to be said so loud and so often that 
it would echo and reecho from hill and dale 
'till every advocate of centralization and con
ventional supremacy was made to hear it. 
Baptist churches are supreme, under Christ. 
"No other body of believers on the face of 
the earth" can have any sort of authority 
over Baptist 0hurches. Let all Baptist 
churches, everywhere, write that doctrine in 
their hearts, and stand by it at all times, and 
under all circumstances, and there will never 
be any danger of centralization. 

These statements, taken from a 
leading Baptist journal, would seem 
to warrant the conclusions, 

Lamoni, Iowa, August 10, 1898. 

quite strange to ordinary minds that 
other organizations can also be the 
"one true scriptural organization," at 
the same time, without unification and 
centralization. 

The larger portion of the people of 
the United States has refused cre
dence and sanction to the dogma of 
"squatter sovereignty," that the state 
was equal, or superior to the nation, 
and that whatever the state chose to 
enact as law, or do in its state ca
pacity must prevail over and above 
any authority of the federal govern
ment, and be left free from federal 
intervention; and it would seem to be 
quite an anomaly for such a principle 
to obtain in heavenly economics as 
would allow the application of the 
squatter sovereignty dogma to the 
acquisition of heavenly territor,y, and 
the right to enter into and take pos
session of the rights, privileges, and 
glories of celestial abodes upon the 
declaration that every body of believ
ers was entitled thereto without unity 
with the celestial government. 

As there can be no safe political 
government, either municipal or state, 
without a centralized form where de
cisions may be reached and contro
versies stop, and the executive assume 
the control in human affairs; so in the 
effort to reach home, rest, and heaven, 
there must be centralization in the 
church, more especially if it be the 
"church militant" preceding the 
church triumphant. 

True, the formula "under Christ" 
is used by our religious cotemporary 
from whom we quote; and the soph
istry of it captures the ears and 
stills the inquiry of many followers. 

1. That the aggregation of believ- But, to be "under Christ" is to be 
ers called Baptists of every kind con- subject to his word. His word in
stitute the one church. culcates unity, the harmony of 

2. That each and every separate separate existences havlng and ac
church called Baptist is that one lrnowledging a central head in a cor
church, also. porate existence, such as is suggested 

That is certainly not a plea for uni- by Paul when he wrote, "Now ye are 
fication, but is for separateness; for the body of Uhrist, and members in 
if an individual Baptist church or- particular. And God hath set some 
ganization "is complete in itself .

1 

in the church, first apostles, sec
under Christ," and is per se the "one, orndarily prophets." "But now hath 
true scriptural organization," it is , God set the members every one of 

No. 32. 

them in the body, as it hath pleased 
him."-1 Cor. 12: 27, 28, 18. 

If God is an unchangeable being, 
and it pleased him to set, place, ap
point, ordain, or fix certain members 
in the body, the church, as stated by 
Paul, then it must be that such mem
bers in the church would please him 
now. 

Our Baptist friends are forced by 
the logic of their claim to admit cer
tain other evangelical churches to be 
in the same condition as themselves; 
so that their statement might read, 
"Baptist" (M. E., Episcopal, Congre
gational, Presbyterian, and other 
evangelical) "churches are supreme, 
under Christ." At the same time, the 
body of believers making this state
ment will not admit that any other 
than the Baptist Church is the "one 
true, scriptural organization." Ac
cording to them we, and all other be
lievers in the Bible, Book of Mormon, 
and the principle of direct and pres
ent revelation, are heretics, and do 
not in any sense constitute any part 
of the Church of Christ. Why this 
paradox? 

"There is but one true scriptural 
organization, and it would be every 
man's duty to belong to tha,t [last italic 
ours.-Ed.] whether he thought it 
best or not." 

If there is but one, the deduction to 
be inferred from the reading of this 
statement would be, that the writer 
meant the Baptist Church. Which 
one? we may fitly ask; and why? 

Accepting the triteness of the say
ing "whether he thought it best or 
not," opens a field for thought, must 
a man accept the Baptist Church as 
the ''one true, scriptural organiza
tion," while those who make the claim 
for it also proclaim that no one of the 
many, nor all of them has or can 
have any supremacy, no central head, 
organization, or authority. And if it 
be a correct statement in itself, it can
not be confined in its sequence and 
application to the Baptist Church 
alone, but must with equal truth apply 
to all other churches and bodies of 
believers, Hence it follows that the 
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statement of the brother, to which I all places where formerly persecuted l nations who become principals in com
our Baptist editor wrote "Pshaw! and driven. mi ting wrong, or who fail to prevent 
There is no 'best' about this church Another object lesson from which oppression and injustice when respon
matter," is correct, and he followed our people derive satisfaction in that sible so to do. There is a day of 
the better rule of action and joined it furnishes added confirmation, has righteous retribution for all according 
the one church which he thought the been repeatedly presented to the to their deeds. President Buchanan's 
"best." 'Hie principle presented is American people in late years. We reply to representatives of the Mis-. 
that making examination of claims of refer to the numerous exhibitions of souri saints, "Gentlemen, your cause 
differing bodies of believers to be the mob violence in Ohio, Indiana, and is just, but I can do nothing for you," 
Church of Christ par excellence, and other northern States, in addition to brought its just recompense of re
in fact, this brother chose the Baptist. those that have occurred in the South, ward, and the nation was compelled 
The editor made light of this, stating and which have been accompanied by to make atonement. 
that "there is no 'best' about the such disgraceful manifestations of 
church matter." 'I'herefore all are brutality as to call fort.h serious pro- "GETTING BACK THE HOLY LAND." 
alike good, or alike bad; alike true, tests from press, people, and pulpit, 
or alike false. Conceding this, the as well as serious reflections by for
principle applied as it should be, puts eign newspapers, upon the adminis
all churches or a par, and the brother tration of law in this country. It was 
was right in choosing that one which mob violence that drove the early 
his judgment decided to be the better. saints from Ohio, Missouri, and Illi
Now apply the principle still wider, nois, aind caused the death of the 
and it is clear that there may be a martyrs, Joseph and Hyrum Smith. 
church which is the Church of Christ The subsequent history of and pro· 
in touch with his word and law, and tests against the same thing in the 
that is the one church into which every country are worth noting and remem
man should press. 'rhat may apply bering in connection with the early 
to us. But would our Baptist friends history of the church. It is not diffi· 
agree to that? cult to justly condemn and disprove 

---------- the positions of the old-time enemies 
of the saints. The nation itself has 

ADDED CONFIRMATIONS. 

A LATE article in the Washington 
Post, republished in the Chicago Tri
bime of June 26, entitled "Battles of 
the Civil War?" states that "in Mis
souri . . . as a matter of fact four 
hundred and seventeen engagements 
took place altogether:" that "Mis;;
souri witnessed much hard fighting" 
in the war. The article was based 
upon information furnished ''through 
the courtesy of Captain L. M. Kelley, 
... Deputy Commissioner of Pen
sions," at Washington. 

Joseph Smith declared that Mis
souri would be called upon to suffer 
the consequences of her terrible treat
ment of the efJ,rly saints. The record 
of her Civil War history proves that 
she was overrun by guerrillas and 

been compelled to exercise the force 
of its strong military arm to suppress 
those who persecuted and in many in
stances exterminated or put to death 
the early saints. The government it
self could not have survived a growth 
of such lawless and bloodthirsty ele
ments. They could not be tolerated 
and law and order survive. What the 
early Latter Day Saints resisted has 
repeatedly been resisted by not only 
a number of State governments, but 
by the national government itself. 
The nation has suffered the conse
quences of permitting such elements 
to flourish, and its suffering has vin
dicated our predecessors and has 
manifested the justness of their atti
tude in crying, though vainly, for 
redress. 

'I'HE Chicago Tribune, of August 1, is 
authority for the statement that fol
lows, under the heading quoted 
above:-

The Hebrews are now in possession of 
about sixty square miles of Palestine, or one 
per cent of the country, and have agricul
tural establishments at Ekson, Jaffa, and in 
Galilee. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

BRO. A. B. PURFURST wrote, in a re
cent letter from Los Angeles, Cali
fornia, of the Santa Monica reunion 
as follows: -

We had a blessed time, I am sure, and Brn. 
Sheehy, Williams, and H. C. Smith fed us 
properly with the spiritual food from on high 
and bore strong and faithful testimony for 
tha Lord's work. They have sown the good 
seed and the Lord will in his own good time 
bring home the harvest therefrom. 

Bro. T. W. Williams wrote thus, 
from Pomona, of the same meeting:-

Just returned from the Santa Monica reun
ion; several baptisms and general good will 
manifested. I go to San Bernardino to-mor
row. 

Bro. C. A. Parkin, San Francisco, 
California, July 31:-

Bro. F. M. Sheehy preached for us morn
ing and evening. We were very much 
pleased with his manner and logic. He 
places his subject in a conspicuous point of 
of light. We think him a clear, forcible 
speaker. 

July 30 and 31, of Bro. Bond's visit, 
Bro. Joseph Squires, Sr., wrote 
August 2:-

suffered much in the general warfare, The law of compensation embodies The saints of Brooklyn have once more 
caused by the desperate character of eternal principles. Both men and been strengthened and encouraged by the 

cheering words of Elder M. H. Bond. 
many of her citizens who, with some nations reap what they sow, and learn Bro. J. M. Terry, Chicago, Illinois, 
of their ancestors, were the relentless by the th1'nas they suffer Wrong i's o · August 4:-
persecutors of the Latter Day Saints wrong, no matter against whom it is The work here is beginning to move: the 
from 1831 to 1844. It is gratifying to perpetrated or permitted, and must saints are rallying and our meetings are 
kaow that a different condition now ever invite the consequences that are growing in interest and number. We have 
prevails, and that the present saints, sure to follow. Man is his bL·other's an excellent Sunday school, composed mostly 
many of them descendants of those keeper and the law of God written in I of strangers to t~e faith, but we do not intend 

' . . they shall remam so. We have an earnest 
formerly driven from or exterminated 1 Nature and ~n the st~tut~ .books_ 1m- and very intelligent band of young saints who 
in the State, are gladly welcomed in poses penalties upon md1v1duals and". stand nobly by us in the work. A spirit of 

* ~ 
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peace and unity prevails-we have not heard ] called forth an article from the pen of 
of a ~ingle jar among the members. How Bro. J. F. Mintun on "Factions among 
beautiful when the saints dwell together in . ,, . . 

courtesy which makes itself felt, even in the 
midst of mean surroundings. It distinguished 
Peter Cooper in his younger days, when busy 
with his glue-pot, as conspicuously as when 
he was a millionaire. Respect for superiors, 
courtesy to parents, teachers, and others 
older than themselves, is the first lesson in 
behaving children need to learn. Irrever
ence, pertness, are the besetting sins of young 
America, and nothing makes a child or young 
person more disagreeable. The dislike to 
having children visitors or children board
ers, is due, in large measure, to this cause. A 
nice child is the best companion in the world; 
but concerning a pert, forward, meddlesome 
one, most people feel as did the old lady who 
said, "I would rather have a thieving, pinch
ing monkey for a comfort." 

unity. Angels rejoice at such scenes. With Latter Day Sam ts, pubhshed m the 
strong hope for a speedy ingathering I am Sioux City Journal of August 2. Our 
ever yours in good spirits. representatives cannot always be pres-

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

BRO. HANS HANSEN,of Council Bluffs, 
Iowa, father of Bro. Dr. John H. Han
sen, of Lamoni, now eighty-seven 
years old, born in 1811, visited the 
Herald Office Wednesday, August 3, 
with his son, the doctor. He has 
lately been sick, but is able to get 
around quite well, sight and hearing 
fair for a man of his years. He heard 
the gospel in 1851 in his native 
country, Denmark, and joined there, 
under the administration of Pres. B. 
Young, emigrated to this country in 
1857, heard the claims of the Reor
ganized Church as presented by Bro. 
E. C. Briggs, about 1859-60, and 
united with that body soon after with 
his family. One son, Frederick, has 
filled a mission to England and Den
mark, and one, Dr. John H., was for 
some nine or ten years an active mis
sionary in the West and South. We 
were pleased to receive a call from this 
veteran in the Lord's work. 

The Milan, Illinois, News, of July 
28, publishes an article on "Preaching 
and Patriotism," by Elder M. T. 
Short, in which duty to God and to 
country are set forth, in plain terms, 
together with the general attitude of 
the Reorganized Church on said ques
tions. Bro. Short, formerly a soldier 
in the "late unpleasantness," now 
wields the pen, as mightier than the 
sword of steel, in the interests of 
truth. 

Immortality will come to him who 
is fit for it, and he who would be a 
great soul in future must be a great 
soul now.-Emerson. 

Sister Sarah A. M. Perkins, of Mi
kado, Misrnuri, sends us a lot of Clip
pings from the Christian Standard, in 
which R. B. Neal and others air their 
objections to the ·•Mormons" and 
"Mormonism." Some of them we 
have seen, but thank Sr. Perkins for 
them all. 

Pres. A. H. Smith left home on 
Thursday, the 4th inst. for an ex
tended tour in New England and 
other portions of the Eastern mission. 

Elders of the Utah Church laboring 

in the vicinity of. Sioux Oityi Iowa, 

ent to set forth the faith, but it can 
often be done through the press. 

Bishop E. L. Kelley left Lamoni 
for a trip to the Eastern States, on 
Saturday, the 6th inst. 

We notice that Bro. J.M. Terry bas 
services of the Reorganized Church 
advertised in the religious column of 
the Chicago Tribune. That's right, 
Bro. Terry. Advertising pays; and 
if anything ought to be pressed upon 
the attention of the public it is the 
great latter-day work. To all the 
brethren in position to imitate the ex
ample of our Chicago representative 
we would respectfully suggest, Go 
thou and do likewise. 

Mo1hsrs' Homa Column. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

~·I live for those who love me, 
For those who know me true, 

For the heaven that smiles above me, 
And awaits my spirit too; 

For tb.e cause that lacks as•istance, 
For the wrong that needs resistance, 
For the future in the distance, 

And the good that I can do." 

SELECT READING FOR AUGUST MEETINGS OF 
DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 

Nor does the evil decrease with increase of 
years. Only th~ other day a dear old friend, 
in discussing who should be invited to a re
ception at her house, said, "Please do not in
vite any college students, they are so 
self-conceited and pert, I cannot bear to have 
them about." Probably she had been unfor
tunate in her acquaintance with this class, 
but she expressed the feeling every well 
brought up person has toward forward, im
pertinent people. It would do our American 
boys and girls good to take lessons in respect 
for their elders from the Chinese and Japa
nese; indeed, there are few nations from 
whom Americans could not learn a lesson in 
this direction. Shirley Dare sayb: "Respect 
for one's father and mother, as well as to older 
people generally, is the first point in high 
breeding the world over .... If you, Clara, 
were a young princess or a countess, as you 
have so often wished to be, the first thing 
you would have to learn is respect for others. 
You would not be allowed to keep the easy 

BEHAVING. chair when your mother, the queen, or your 
"MANNERS makyth man," is an ancient aunt, the duchess, came into the room. No 
proverb. "Manners are lesser morals,,, is a matter how tired you were, nor how interest
more modern one, and both are true. Here ing a book you were reading, you would have 
is a truth deeper than either proverb ex- to rise, put aside what you were doing, and 
presses: True courtesy is but putting in wait quietly till your august relative told you 
practice the Golden Rule. The highest type to be seated. And if she wanted anything 
not only of manliness, but of good manners, is a yard away and you let her rise from 
Christ. "He pleased not himself." Next to her chair and wait on herself, you would 
him stands Paul, living up to his own probably be sent away in disgrace and kept 
directions, "In honor preferring one another, till you learned better manners. If you, 
let each esteem others better than himself,,, Harry, were his Royal Highness of Saxony, 
"seeking not his own, hut each the others' and were to marry a queen when old enough, 
good." you would have to improve on your present 

Those who consider courtesy but a shallow manners to a degree that would make you 
veneering, trace its origin to ·"court," and ac- sick of life for awhile. You would have to 
count courtesy to be the manners of a kingly learn to pay attention to other people before 
court, but the real significance of the word yourself, to be pleasant when you did not 
goes deeper; its root is "cour," heart, and feel like it, to wait on ladies and be polite 
true courtesy is manners proceeding from the to old men. If you showed temper to his 
kindly heart, not put on for outward seeming. majesty, your father, you would, in all proba
Good rr:anners are a constant letter of recom- bility, be ordered under arrest, like a com
mendation. Parents who allow children to mon soldier, to teach you to respect 
go out into the world with rude, boorish authority." 
manners, inflict upon them an irreparable Read Queen Victoria's "Memoirs of the 
wrong. Children should be trained to be- Prince Consort" and see how carefully Prince 
have at home every day, just as you wish Albert was trained in his childhood to strict 
them to in the most particular company they obedience, as well as respect for his teachers 
will ever meet. Put-on manners never stick; and elders. But do you say, "We free-born 
they must be ingrained. Boorishness carries I Americans do not wish to ape the servility of 
with it always a suspicion of coarse-grained- the old world?"oThere is no servility in true 
ness. Fine natures always have a sense of courtesy; the lack of training in it often 
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leads to servility which is nowhere more ob
servable than in the intercourse of ill-bred 
Americans with titled foreigners. The 
small, sweet courtesies of life are worthy of 
attention because they are the oil that makes 
the wheels of life run smoothly. Contrast a 
day spent in the company of persons who, 
from heedlessness or perverseness, are al
ways doing the wrong thing at the right 
time, with a day spent with those who always 
do the "nicest thing in the nicest way," and 
decide for yourself which is pleasanter. How 
much more smoothly the day passes in the 
family where, as they meet in the morning, 
tongue, lip, and eye, unite in cheerful good· 
morning, where each strives to be the help
ful friend of every other; when, as a favor is 
received, the heartfelt "thank you" springs 
naturally to the lips; in short, whE:re courtesy 
rules every word and action. 

There is deep meaning in many forms of 
courtesy: "Good-morning" is a little prayer 
for good for all to whom it is spoken. It is 
an abbreviation of the greeting we find in old 
English books, "God give you a good morn
ing;" and "Good-bye" has a kindred signifi
cance. The lifted hat, the uncovered head, 
is not simply a mark of deference, it is an ex
pression of trust; t.he head uncovered is the 
head unhelmeted-exposed to the ,blow we 
trust to your honor not to inflict. The hand 
ungloved is the hand ungauntleted, and shak
ing hands is a token of truce. 

Most rules of etiquette have their basis in 
reason. If you do not see it at once, search 
for it and give it to your children. You will 
find justice and kindness are the real founda
tions of good manners. Take those rules of 
etiquette whose infringement makes our 
young people so disagreeable. You must not 
slam doors or rush through the house like a 
whirlwind. Why? It annoys other people 
and endangers everything breakable in your 
route. Don't interrupt others when talking. 
Why? You annoy them, break up their con
versation, and perhaps make them forget 
what they wish to ~ay. Do not pass before 
another. Why? You are liable to cut off 
his view of something he wishes to see, per
haps the person with whom he is talking. 
Eat with your fork, because with a knife you 
are liable to cut your mouth. Do not ~peak 
with food in your mouth, because you are 
liable to choke; eat slowly and without noise, 
lest you spoil your neighbor's appetite by 
suggesting the pigsty and its occupants. 
Keep yourself to yourself lest your elbows, 
your fingers, your feet, or your knees, poke 
into other people. These seem little thiugs, 
but just such little things make the differ· 
ence between well-bred people and common
place. These little things can be taught by 
mothers; indeed, if they are not learned at 
home they are never learned perfectly. It is 
just as easy to teach a child to say, "I thank 
you for some bread,'' as "Give me some 
bread;" as easy, much ea~ier, to train chil
dren to courteous greeting of the household 
upon ordinary occasions than without this 
training to be polite to guests on extraordi
nary ones. A boy of ten taught to enter the 
parlor and bow to his mother's friend, will 
do it with ease and self possession when he is 
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twenty. For ease of manner is only polite-
ness practiced till it becomes second nature. 

Shirley Dare in "Behaving," a book every 
boy and girl should read, says: "School-girls 
are fond of showing uninteresting people a 
very cold shoulder of civility. I have seen a 
well,dressed girl of thirteen treat her 
mother's visitor to a pert 'How do'ye do, 
Mrs. Clay?' with a turned-up nose and a 
general air of disdain, while she fl.ounced 
about the room looking for something, that 
said in a way plainer than words, 'I don't see 
what people in rusty gowns have to live in 
this world for!' She had a very sensible 
mother who merely said, 'We will dispense 
with your company awhile, Gertrude,' and 
paid the poor visitor so much attention as to 
make her forget the rude girl's affront. Miss 
Gertrude came down when she was gone, 
eager for a chat, but her mother was iced 
dignity, and answered in the stiffest, short
est way; she gave thci girl a very small 
saucer of berries for tea; forgot entirely to 
take her to ride, and settled herself with a 
magazine to read, instead of being sociable 
for the evening; in short, snubbed her daugh
ter as thoroughly as Miss Gertrude was fond 
of snubbing people who did not happen to 
please her. 'Mam ma,' she said at last, with 
tears in her eyes, for you young ones are so 
hard and cruel to others, and very tender of 
your own feelings, 'what does make you treat 
me so?' Mamma took her tim'l to finish the 
paragraph that interested her, and said in a 
free3ing way, 'It's because I don't like your 
style.' Gertrude colored furiously, for, like 
most girls, she prided herself on being what 
English people call 'very good form;' that is, 
her manners and dress are after a nice model. 
Her mamma went on deliberately, 'My favor
ites are all people who would not, if they 
knew it, hurt the feelings of a washer-woman 
by any slight or hint that they wished her 
away~ and I do dislike the company of half
bred people whose manners are always wear

self better.' It was a severe lesson, but it 
vastly improved Gertrude, who, from an in
tolerable, pert creature, became a pleasant 
companion when she learned not to look peo
ple over from head to foot, to see if they were 
worth her civility."-Childhood: Its Co.re 
and Culttire. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

SR. MARGARET HICKS, of Deep Creek, Mon
tana, desires your faith and prayers in behalf 
of her husband who was hurt internally by a 
fall. 

Sr. Nettie I. Heavener, of Piper Ci.ty, 
Illinois, earnestly asks the faith and prayers 
of the Prayer Union in behalf of her father 
that he may be healed. The doctors say, 
"nothing can be done for him," but she adds 
"we know that tbere is a higher power than 
any earthly power, and in God we trust. 
Pray that he may be healed and that be may 
obey the gospel, and that his recovery may 
redound to the honor and glory of God." 

A sister earnestly desires the prayers of 
the Union that the Lord may open the way 
for her that her life and whole time may be 
spent with and for the people of God. She 
has been spoken to in prophecy, and desires, 
if the Lord has anything for her to do, that 
he will make her duty plain to her, and open 
the way. She is not seeking to do great 
things, but only to know the will of God, and 
her desire is to spend her life and time in 
this gospel. Pray that her faith and faith
fulness may be increased. 

8tlndau 8Bhool DBpartmBnt. 
ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
,Send communications for this department to the Editor. 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to" Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

ing to rags and letting ill-natu.re and THE time for the annual reunions of the 
rudeness peep through.' 'Why, Mammal to saints is even now here. Some of them are 
treat your own daughter so because I can't come and passed, others now in progress, 
endure that Mrs. Clay who always wears such while still others are being prepared for. 
dowdy bonnets and makes her own dresses so We trust no district superintendent will per
they never look nice, and who is always so mit any opportunity to do Sunday school 
particular to tell what bad nights she has, work at these reunions pass unoccupied. 
and says, "Gertrude's growing quite a girl," There can be no better place found to plant 
as if I was wearing short clothes and baby the Sunday school work and train up work
sashes!' This came out with a burst of indig- ers. Will you be there at your post of duty? 
nation. It will be necessary to make previous 

" 'It is very dfsagreeable to find one's own preparation for the work in order that the 
daughter such a badly bred child,' said that best results may accrue. This is the duty of 
terrible mother calmly. 'If Mrs. Clay does the superintendents of the districts inter
wear cotton velvet trimmings on her dress, ested in the reunion, unless there has been a 
and talk in a homely way, she knows bow special committee appointed to prepare for 
to be kind to others and how to treat the work. And even in that case he is not 
them, which is more than all your ad- entirely released. Do not wait for the offi
vantages have been able to teach you. I wish cers of the General Association to. plan your 
you to understand that every shabby, ill-look- work or to appoint you to see to it. They are 
ing creature in the world has just as good a willing to aid you in any way they can, but 
right and cause for attention as you, with cannot well attend to these matters alone. 
your style, as you are pleased to call it. And [ This is the work of the district officers. Let 
if you don't know that everybody is your the Sunday school work be represented at 
equal in right to civility, you have not every reunion of the saints in 1898. 
learned enough to allow you to appear 
abroad; I shall leave you at home and not ad- INSTITUTE work is being taken up by several 
mit you to company till you can carry your- , districts. The Northeastern Illinois district 
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and the Kewanee, Illinois, district have each 
arranged to hold an institute in September. 
Other districts are soon to follow. Drop in 
line if not already there and hold a two-days' 
institute about once in the year. It will im
prove your work perceptibly. 

ACTIVITY. 
(From the Kewanee, Illinois, district convention.) 

"Keep pushing! 'Tis wiser 
Than sitting aside, and sighing, 

And watching and waiting the tide. 
In life's earnest battle, 

They only prevail, 
Who daily march onward, 

And never say fail." 

IN this progressive age he who is ill-equipped 
for the battles of life should examine himself 
closely, and see what is wanting. The man 
who is burdened with an inactive mind is in 
a more alarming condition than the one who 
is physically lazy. 

We ofttimes speak of the great band of 
Christian workers as the army of the Lord. 
Have we any sleeping soldiers in this army? 
If so, it is high time to arise, and shake off 
the lethargy, with which the Evil One has 
covered us. The fate of those who have 
shirked duty in the great conflicts of the 
world has been instant death. What reward 
awaits the drone in God's army? "As we sow, 
so also shall we reap." The farmer who 
would sit idly by and watch his neighbor 
toiling to earn his daily bread and expect to 
enjoy the fruits of that neighbor's industry, 
would be consid.ered an indolent fellow in
deed. Will not God likewise judge the in
active ones in his husbandry? 

If we expect an inheritance in his celestial 
kingdom we must work to attain that reward. 
Hence, activity is life, to cease to act is to 
cease to live. We cannot conceive of any or
ganization attaining success without wise, 
earnest action. 

What a vast difference in the words "suc
cess" and "failure." What joy is derived 
from the one; what chagrin the other brings. 

Our organization is in the race, shall we 
succeed or fail? The result may be traced 
back to activity or otherwise. lG only takes 
a thought to confirm our belief in the fact 
that inactivity is one of the main strongholds 
that Satan has to bind in submission and 
bring to failure the works of the good. 

Jesus said: "My Father worked hitherto, 
and I work." Shall we as his children sup
pose to do otrerwise? No; for as we are sur
rounded by the wonderful works of God, let 
us partake of their divine influence, and put 
forth our efforts to bring about the result of 
a live organization, so that naught for the 
benefit of the organization will escape our at
tention. 

This appears the only true course to pur
sue. As we all look to the end with fond an
ticipation of success, joy, and victory, our 
realizations will become only complete 
through all being actively engaged in that 
which falls in our way as opportunities. To 
see the spirit of activity that was manifested 
at our late General Conference was soul-in
sp1rmg. Mere boys behind the sacred desk, 
telling the beautiful gospel story in a hold 
and fearless manner. 
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Sunday school workers, young and old, I branch officers. Is it not well to preach 
gathered at the early hour of eight o'clock "thus saith the Lord, Stand ye in the ways, 
in the morning to acquire new thoughts, and and see, and ask for the old paths, where is 
impart knowledge to the weaker ones. 

May God bless, uphold, and sustain all who 
are trying to work in his vineyard. Though 
at times the spirit weakens, and the trials of 
this life seem almost unbe3.rable, yet with 
the poet the faitMul can say, when his work 
is finished:-

"Here I Jay my burdens down, 
Change the crose into the crown.,, 

NELLIE EPPERLY. 

SAUBLE FALLS, Ont., July 28. 
Editors Herald:-The work in my field is 

still in a progressive state. Am at present 
laboring in new country, whera many never 
heard the name Latter Day Saint. Am about 
fifty miles from any branch and ten miles 
from any saint. 

Started here about four weeks ago, and 
have had big turnouts; not so many at pres
ent. Am also conducting meetings about 
four and a half miles from here, so that I am 
kept busy each evening. Am feeling bright 
in the work, though at times sadness has 
crept over me when I sell the stiff-neckedness 
and hard-heartedness of the people. How
ever, some are anxious to hear our gospel. I 
am, of course, living among strangers co.r: tinu
ally, and let me bear solemn testlmony that 
God has never yet let me go hungry or 
naked. 

After preaching the first night here, there 
were half a dozen people who were willing to 
throw open their houses for me to stay in. I 
came here taking no thought where I would 
stay, and took the stand, and am taking it, 
endeavoring not to take thought beforehand 
what I shall speak on, and truly God is true 
to his word. 

Am purposing to strike into an adjoining 
new field shortly, where they have a famine 
for hearing the word of God. In this mode 
of warfare I feel the need of a fellow mission
ary. Surely God made no mistake when he 
commanded his ministry to go two and two. 
I believe that greater good would be done if 
the church would stay by the word of the 
Lord and send her servants as God directs. 
Going in that mannner there is a greater 
concentration of power, a mutual encourage
ment to those servants struggling in the 
darkness of sectarian bigoted hatred. '!'here 
is moreover a stronger impression on the 
minds of the community where they preach. 
A great many saints find fault with our mis
sionaries because they love to hang around 
the branches, but if those saints would be in 
a missionary position, away from home and 
loved ones and then strike out in the fields of 
unbelief, wickedness, blind prejudice, and 
idolatry, they would feel for that servant. 
Let the church be not over-grasping in her 
endeavor to spread out the missionaries, but 
send them out as saith the law, and I believe 
we will see more new fields opened up, while 
branches will be left to the Cl!t"e of those men 
whom God designs to care for them; viz., the 

the good way, and walk therein." I am one 
for returning to the "old way" of sending out 
missionaries, and when we do what God com
mands he is bound to bless us, as his word 
says. Am sorry that the proposition of Bro. 
J. A. Grant regarding the sending of mis
sionaries two by two, did not receive greater 
recognition at our late General Conference. 
We shall live in hopes, however, of seeing a 
complete return to our Father's counsel. 

Yours in bonds, 
DANIEL MACGREGOR. 

BLENCOE, Iowa, Aug. 1. 
Editors Herald:-The tent services at Sandy 

Point were concluded a week ago yesterday, 
leaving a very favorable impression upon the 
majority of the residents towards the faith; 
two being baptized. On account of giving 
our reasons for observing the first day of the 
week as the day of worship, some of the Sev
enth-day Adventists became somewhat stirred 
up, but could give no reasons why our argu
ments did not justify us in so doing, and 
seemed to be converted to the idea that they 
could retain their faith better by being ab
sent. 

The United Brethren minister seemed to 
feel real badly because I answered the re
quest of one of the attendants at our service 
to explain the contradictions found in the 
New Testament concerning the account of 
the thieves and in connection therewith 
showed the superiority of the Inspired Trans
lation as a translation of the Bible. He 
charged me with exposing the contradictions 
in the Bible unnecessarily and by so doing 
made infidels, but three came to me and as
serted the explanations given had been of 
great benefit to them, in removing a stum
bling-block to their belief in God's word, one 
of whom expressed it before the minister to 
his discomfiture. He further urged that by 
accepting the "Joe Smith Bible," as he was 
pleased to call it, we were putting man's 
work instead of God's work; but I told him 
his mistake, for it was he who would !'ather 
trust in man's work, that which did not claim 
any inspiration about it so far as the transla
tion was concerned, instead of a translation 
that showed its superiority, and claimed to 
have been made assisted by the Lord's Spirit. 
He also claimed that I was exposing the 
"blunders found in God's word;" but I told 
him kindly that I had been showing that 
these blunders were not a part of God's word, 
but a part of the evidences that man alone 
had done the work; that while he was charg
ing God with making the blunders, I was 
showing the people that God made no blun
ders, and placing the charge cf blundering 
where it belongs, either with the transcrib
ers, translators, or publishers-with man. 

For the kindness of Bro. John Pratt, who 
bore the burden of caring for us, and Bro. A. 
Hite and Joseph Merchant, who brought the 
tent and assisted in erecting it, we are espe
cially indebted. Bro. Frank Case kindly 
brought us to this place, where we began 
services last Tuesday eve, with an attendance 
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of about forty, since which time there has 
been an attendance of from fifty to two hun
dred; have had at least one hundred out 
three different services. vVe remain here 
this week, expecting to leave the people gen
erally free from the prejudices of the past to 
a large extent, much of it being already re
moved. 

Brn. H. Case and R. Chambers are working 
into tent work excellently. Sr. Case has 
been rendering very acceptable service as or
ganist. Sr. Emma Hogue and her hospitable 
husband, who is not a member of any church, 
have borne the burden of caring for us while 
here. 

With faith in the ultimate triumph of 
God's work. 

Your brother and friend, 
J. F. MINTUN. 

GREENEVILLE, Conn., July 17. 
Editors Herald:-As the warm days of July 

are going by, the question comes to my mind, 
and has often come since joining the church, 
Is it displeasing to God for the saints to eat 
meat these summer days if they have an 
abundance of wheat, milk, butter, fruit, etc.? 
Doctrine and Covenants 86 says: "It is pleas
ing unto me that they [beasts and fowls] 
should not be used only in times of winter, or 
of cold, or famine.,, If it is pleasing that we 
abstain from the flesh of beasts and birds, 
would fish, oysters, etc., be idcluded as they 
are not mentioned in the connection? 

If one saint keeps all the commands and 
sayings of this sect.ion, and another saint 
keeps all, just the same, except that he eats 
meat at any and all times of the year, is the 
saint who so gratifies bis appetite entitled to 
the same blessings of wisdom and knowledge 
and the destroying angel passing by, etc., as 
the other? 

If God is pleased if we ~o abstain, would it 
be reasonable to say that he is displeased if 
we fail to abstain? 

If God is displeased by some act of ours 
that we might have avoided, is it sin to so 
displease him? 

If so doing things that we know God has 
said would be pleasing to him that we should 
not do them is sin, would the losing of the 
blessings that are to be received by those 
who observe to keep all the sayings, etc., be 
counted as a punishment to him who fails to 
keep these sayings? 

These questions come pretty close to the 
inner man, as we bad some nice steak for din
ner and I was a little afraid to partake of it. 
Yet I suppose I do many things displeasing 
to my beaver.ly Father, even more than eat
ing meat in summer; but Christ said "these 
ought ye to have done, and not to leave the 
other undone." 

There are seven saints here, all dwelling 
under one roof. We are striving to keep the 
law of the Lord, which is perfect, converting 
the soul. I removed to this place from 
Providence, Rhode Island, where I bad made 
my homfl for the past two years, being di
rected to this place through prophecy in 
answer to prayer. We have a little Sunday 
Achool here, of which your correspondent is 
the superintendent. We also have prayer 
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meetings on Sundays and Wednesdays. 
These are led by Bro. Arthur B. Phillips 
who recently moved to this place from Bos
ton. We -hope to be able to do some good 
among our neighbors, and we realize that we 
must live our religion. 

Your brother in Christ, 
F. G. WHIPPLE. 

KAITANGATA, New Zealand, July 4. 
Editors Herald:-We are still striving to 

keep in the faith. I feel to thank our Father 
for being so good to me to restore me to 
health and strength after the sad accident, 
hy which I had both legs broken and other 
injuries. I thought the end had come, but 
God in his mercy saw fit t,o restore me to be 
able to bear my testimony to bis wonderful 
work here again; for it is a wonder to the 
people to see me here, but God moves in a 
mysterious way. 

We bear our testimony to all we can of the 
gospel; it is the power of God to all who will 
believe. It is good to be a saint in latter 
days. We have opened our house to let the 
people hear the word of God, but it is slow 
work; we want to be in some ball. We can 
get a good hearing; the people will turn out 
to hear in a hall, but not in a private house. 
As soon as our ministry comes we can work 
for the Lord; we will share our home with 
them. It will take work to get at the people. 
Some of them now can see we have more of 
the word of God than they, and they tell me 
so; but there is a stumbling-block in the way 
of a living prophet. 

We have many friends here, and hope to 
see them come into the fold in time. It is 
better here than in New South Wales for the 
work, for the people are more inclined to 
spiritual matters. We work and pray till 
help comes. May God bless you all in the 
work of the Lord, and that help may soon 
come to us in this far-off land, we pray; and 
for all in the field. The harvest is ripe, the 
field great, and few in it; but we know the 
Master bas bis care over all. 

We many times have the Spirit of the Mas
ter with us when telling the gospel story. 
They can see the difference between us and 
the Salt Lake people. I see they have eight 
more of their elders in the north island. 
They have very few on this island, and they 
are the natives. We have not had any of 
them here yet, but expect to see them soon. 
Some are r:ot far from here. Would like' to 
see them come, for it would give me a chance 
to show the people the difference better; but 
we pray for them that the Lord may lead 
many of them to the fold. 

Your brother, in love, 
THOMAS DIXON. 

no glowing report to give. I find good ear• 
nest saints in every branch, judging by their 
works, and I find some that seem to be 
asleep. I find among outsiders some who 
listen to the truth and others who seem to 
have no desire for it; but I scatter the seed 
broadcast and leave the result with them and 
God. 

I confess that I fail to see the burning de
sire for the truth that some see. Many con
fess that we have the truth, but they stop 
there and put off obedience until "a more 
convenient season." It may be that the seed 
will some day spring up and bear fruit. It is 
written "In the morning sow thy seed, and 
in the evening withhold not thine band: for 
thou knowest not whether shall pro>iper 
either this or that, or whether both shall be 
alike good." 

Among other places I -visited Galland's 
Grove. There seemed to be an abiding faith 
in the saints. The old veterans are passing 
away, but the younger generation seem to be 
coming into line and taking up the burden of 
the work both in the church and the Sunday 
school, and a minister can almost always be 
sure of a large and attentive audience there. 
At Dow City I bad the pleasure of assisting 
Elder Benan Salisbury in a two-days' meet
ing there. The attendance was not as large 
as I had expected, but very attentive and, I 
believe, appreciative. A good many years 
ago it is said the above brother was taking 
one of our elders to preach in Calhoun 
County, Iowa. It was a cold wintry day, but 
be had a fine span of horses that he valued at 
five hundred dollars, and he said to the elder, 
''If you will make me as good a preacher as 
you are I will give you that span of horses." 
(He was not in the church then.) The elder 
replied, "I am not around making preachers; 
that is God's work." Bro. Salisbury is a 
very fair preacher to-day. I was not in
formed as to whether he gave the Lord that 
span of horses or not, but he is a very earnest 
and devoted man, and gives a good deal of 
his time to the ministry. When the Lord 
works who can hinder? 

On the 9th of this month I bad the pleas
ure of assisting Elder James Baker, of Dow 
City, in a ten-days' meeting at Benan, Carrol 
County, Iowa. Considering the fact that 
everybody was busy in the harvest fields 
during the week, we had fair attendance 
every night, and each Sunday we bad very 
large attendance from the various towns 
around. Some estimated the numbers at one 
thousand. It was in a beautiful grove be
longing to Bro. Salisbury. We bad beautiful 
weather and splendid attention, and leading 
minds of other churches expressed their sur
prise at the glorious truths presented, and 
wondered that they bad never seen those 

WOODBINE, Iowa, July 29. truths before. Bro. Baker was greatly 
Editors Herald:-It may be of· interest to blessed in his efforts to make plain the gospel 

know of the labors of the ministry, and as plan. He is bumble, studious, and diligent 
one of the servants of the church, I submit a in his research for truth, and has the confi
brief report. dence of all who know him. Bro. Whiting 

Since General Conference I have labored in lent a willing hand on the first Sunday. He 
Little Sioux and Galland's Grove districts, j loves the truth and does bis best to promote 
preaching as opportunity offered, sometimes 1· it. We closed on the night of the I.6th and 
to fair-sized and attentive audiences, and hope our labor was not in vain. We were 
sometimes to rather slim ones. But I have kindly treated by all the saints, but made 
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our home with Bro. and Sr. Ether Salisbury, 
who made us abundantly welcome to their 
home and comforts. I forgot to say I had the 
pleasure of a brief interview with Bro. 
George Hilliard, at Dow City. He was busy 
on the King's business. 

Yours for truth, 
CHARLES DERRY. 

PARISH, Ill., Aug. 2. 
Editors Herald:-Our reunion (in the South

eastern Illinois district) closed Sunday night 
with the largest attendance we had been 
favored with from the beginning. The at
tendance was not large during day services, 
but we had quite a large attendance at 
nights. The outsider became interestt:d at 
the beginning and the interest increased till 
the close. Only four were baptized, but a num
ber are believing the gospel and so expressed 
themselves. A mountain of prejudice must 
have been removed if we can judge by the 
kind and courteous treatment given our 
people. 

Elders I. N. White, of the Twelve, G. H. 
Hilliard, of the Bishopric, George Jenkins 
and R. T. Walters, of the Seventy, and out of 
our diBtrict-were with us and rendered us 
valuable assistance. Brn. Walters and Jen
kins have returned to their fields of labor, 
while Brn. Hilliard and White will visit a 
few of the branches before leaving the dis
trict. 

The writer moved over about ten miles to 
the east and commenced a meeting last night 
to a full house. After the sermon invitations 
were given the preacher to come to the 
neighboring schoolhouse and preach as long 
as we wanted. A Baptist preacher in attend
ance wants us to come to a grove where be 
has an arbor erected and fitted up for preach
ing, and occupy. We will remain at this 
place over Friday, then return to the saints' 
church on the reunion grounds Saturday 
evening, in company with W. R. Smith, and 
continue the meetings as long as there is in-
terest. Faithfully yours, 

J. D. STEAD. 

LEOTI, Kan., July 24. 
Editors Herald:-This writing finds me not 

able to walk, an affliction I have been 
bothered with for ruany years by spells. 
Still I rejoice so much in the good work of 
the Master. The Herald is my friend here, 
so far from saints. I am very poor, but don't 
see how I could get along without it. It is 
freighted with much good news. 

When I read what the brother had to say 
of our General Conference in regard to Old 
Glory, I wondered how he could feel as he 
did. Our church is to be of all nations, 
kindreds, and tongues, to become one people. 
All that are represented here are expected to 
come under the Stars and Stripes, the banner 
of liberty. I am glad she was unfurled there 
and then. It shows our love for God and lib
erty, our love for Christ so unbounded. 
Every church in the land can wave it. I am 
sure all nationalities were there, and their 
voices ascended to a throne of grace for lib
el"ty. I felt that the great battle now going 
on is to open the way for this gospel that we 

love so much to be preached to every nation 
and tongue. It is a preparation for us. And 
with the debates it is the same. A long time 
ago there appeared an article in the Herald, 
that they would not debate with Braden 
again. I prayed they would. I felt that he 
was an instrument in God's band to open the 
way for the honest in heart. So it is with 
all other debates. Press on brothers, God is 
at the helm. 

I will speak for all. I am sure you will say 
yes! that we do so much appreciate Sister 
Burton's letters. The only thing I miss is 
that there are not more of them; so with all 
the rest. Dear sisters that are poor, don't 
keep your children from church because they 
are not dressed finely, but do the best you 
can. There is plenty for all. Let those who 
have plenty lend a helping band to supply 
the wants of the needy. There is an abun
dance in some attics for all. I wish I could 
go, bu·t there are no saints here. I have 
never heard a saint preach since Bro. Joseph 
Smith, at Lamoni, most twelve years ago. I 
have never been able to pay their way here; 
none have come so far. I wrote to Bro. Gil
len to come this way to Denver. I suppose 
he had to i;'.{O the other way through his field 
or he surely would have come. He used to 
be at our place often while we went to the 
Thompson schoolhouse there (near Lamoni). 

Your sister, 
MRS. MARY E. TURNER. 

SAN JOSE, Cal., July 23. 
Editors Herald:-We have a nice little 

branch of over tbirty·fi ve members. The 
record shows more, but some hi.ve moved 
away. All seem to be very zealous for the 
cause of Zion, trying to do all they can. We 
have had Bro. E. E. Keeler with us, and he 
has done much good, strengthening and re
freshing our understanding. He tried very 
bard to get an interest among outsiders. 
They would come and hear for several times 
and seemed to be much interested, but just 
as soon as they began to see the polnt they 
stopped coming. 

This is a very difficult place to get an au
dience; the town is preachefl to death by the 
different sects. The four prominent corners 
of the streets are occupied by first one party 
and then another, with the Brigbamites as a 
side issue. After the rest all leave the infi
dels take the place. 

vVe were very sorry when Bro. Keeler left, 
but he felt as though he could not do more 
good here at present. In fact, he was writ
ing to a number of different places, but could 
get no encouragement to go; but we needed 
him here and I am sure there is none but 
what was benefited by his teaching. 

This is a bad year in California; fruit, and 
in fact all kinds of crops, are very light on 
account of the drought. Hay is twenty dol
lars per ton; the fruit is dropping off before 
it is half grown; the city water supply is 
failing, and many wells are dry. People are 
beginning to fear a water famine. It bas not 
rained like it used to for two years; that is, 
a sufficient amount. This year the ground 
was not wet down more than four or five 
inches. When the fruit fails everything is 

at a standstill. Thousands of men, women, 
and children depend entirely on fruit work 
fol' their living. The future looks very 
gloomy for them. But Oh! tho fruit grow
ers have oppressed them in their wages and 
have been so greedy of accumulating wealth, 
what else can they expect? 

Ever hoping and praying for the cause of 
Zion, JENNIE JACKSON. 

CENTER CHAIN, Minn., August 1. 
Editors Herald:-After almost three months 

away from borne I will try and inform you as 
to the work in this part of the Lord's vine
yard. On my way to this field of labor I 
stopped over Sunda,y at my old home, Eagle 
Grove, Iowa, May 8, where I preached morn
ing and ev'ening to quite a number with good 
attention; baptized one on the same date, 
blessed some children, and administered to 
the sick. This work was by request and 
permission of Bro. C. Scott, being in bis 
district. 

I left the saints there feeling well and 
hopeful in this great latter-day work, and on 
May 12 took train for Hills, Minnesota, ar
riving on the 13th, and found the saints 
striving to do their duties aa far as they 
could in the circumstances in which they are 
placed; no branch as yet, but hope there soon 
will be one. Continued labor in that county 
until July 13, in various places, ~vith small 
attendance as a rule, due perhaps to the 
busy time of year and the saints being mostly 
farmers, and all the balls and churches in 
town occupied, and especially so when it was 
realized we were there to hold meetings. 
We continued to hold meetings in school
houses and dwelling houses and tried to do 
the best we could according to the privileges 
we had. As a result of our labor three were 
baptized at Hills, one at Magnolia, and more 
seemed to be willing to obey in the near 
future, and did so express themselves to me. 
I hope the good Spirit may continue to 
strive with them until they may see the 
necessity of complying with the law that 
will make us free indeed. 

According to arrangements with Bro. John 
Taplin at Center Chain, I arrived here July 
18. This place is out ten miles from railroad 
towns. The people seem to manifest an in
terest in hearing the restored gospel. They 
seem to have quite a respect for our claims, 
Bro. Roberts having been here some years 
ago and left a lasting impression with the 
people. From present indications there will 
be work here for some time to come. People 
turn out week night's eve in harvest, some 
inquiring how soon I am going away. People 
of all denominational shades and colors at
tend our meetings. The farmers are rejoic
ing over an abundant harvest of all kinds of 
grain and I also hope they may have reason 
to rejoice over something more lasting befm e 
the year expires. 

In my labors I have felt that the Lord has 
been mindful of my weakness and has sup
plied the needs, to our joy and satisfaction. 
I shall try and struggle on, trusting in him 
who is a helper in time of need, and ever 
praying for the accomplishment of his work. 
The people have supplied me liberally with 
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means to travel from place to place. May tbe 
Lord reward them abundantly for their 
kindness. I remain a colaborer, 

ELI HAYER. 

Original IIrHGlB8. 
THE SLEEPING TIME AND MIDNIGHT 

CRY. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

to begin to go into effect at the time 
it was spoken, or as soon as the 
church began to go into apostasy; but 
it seems to me to relate entirely to 
the end, to have reference to Christ's 
coming, and is in answer to the ques
tion asked him (Matthew 24) as to 
what would be the sign of his coming, 
which was asked him privately on the 
mount; then follow all those st.ate-
ments in chapter 24 and continued in 
chapter 25, "Then," at that time when 
he comes, ''shall the kingdom of 

I HA VE been reading Bro. Hilliard's 
article, "The Sleeping Time and Mid
night Ory," and cannot understand or 
harmonize t[\e theory with the word; 

heaven"-no reference is here made to and as the word says, "Ask and ye 

with him in the work of creation, be
ing sinless and pure, proposed to 
come to this world, take upon him 
man's nature, and give himself a ran
som for man, and thereby satisfy the 
justice of God; that man might again 
be brought back into his presence 
God accepted Christ's offer; hence the 
statement that Christ was as a lamb 
slain from the foundation of the 
world. Justice now being satisfied, 
man was again innocent before God; 
Adam's sin not being imputed unto 
his offspring, although they partook 
of his fallen nature. shall receive," I do so; for ·wisdom, the world, but to his church-which 

not for controversy. That "man would be as described, like unto ten When man was in the garden of 
child," and "churnh in the wilderness," virgins. But the above parable does Eden, before he transgressed, he had 
doctrine, has always puzzled me. not trouble me, as I have it arranged access to the tree of life we are told, 

Now, I have understood the teach- so it suits me anyway; but not so and by this means his life was per
ing of this church to be that the king- with that "church in the wilderness" petuated. But when he yielded to 
dom of God and the church militant business. I see it rather dimly. temptation and fell, he was debarred 
are the same; and that Christ organ- Turn on the lig?~· . from this privilege, and was put out 
ized and brought into existence the Yours desirmg more hght, of the garden of Eden, from the tree 
church or kingdom in what is known, HIRAM L. Horn'. of life, and wa.s separated from God, 

h . . . . I DRAIN, Oregon, June 9, 1883. h b · 't lly dead thl's as t e ''meridian of time," and that that ence ecame spin ua ; 
church completely apostatized. Bro. ~ was the first death. 
Williams so argues in his recent- de- SANCTIFICATION. Then physical death followed as a 
bate, as do all t,he rest of us, that the I DESIRE to present a few thoughts natural consequence. Man having 
entire church left or departed from on the above subject, for the benefit yielded to temptation, and becoming 
the faith, and that as a consequence, of those who may desire to attain to subject to the adversary. and being 
God withdrew his Spirit and all au- this condition. The principal mean- cast out, where he was surrounded 
thority from it. Now, if God did take ing of the word "sanctify" is to "make with evil, and having the right to act 
all authority from it, there was no holy"; hence, sanctification is the act for himself, or bis agency given to 
church left, no church to go into the of sanctifying or making holy; the him; if he chose to do evil or wrong, 
wilderness. On the other hand, if he act of "consecrating," or of "setting and did do wrong, he would again be
did not take all authority from it, it apart" for a sacred purpose; conse- come sinful; and would need some 
continued, and could have gone into cration. This condition is certainly means provided to relieve him from 
the wilderness, and probably did; and very desirable, and if all could reach that condition. Christ knowing the 
all this talk about, restoring the priest- it we would have heaven on e~rth. condition that man was placed in, and 
hood is wind,~ and our claim for an And this evidently will be the final knowing what he would do, made pro
entire apostasy untrue; for what is condition when the children of men vision for this; and after satisfying 
the church but a body of people hav- reach the sphere that God designs the demands of justice, in the case of 
ing authority to act in t:1:ie name of the they should, and that Jesus taught original sin, gave a law by which man 
King? Take away that. right and his disciples to pray for: "Thy king- could be made free from actual sins 
there could be no church. If the dom come, thy will be done on earth, that he might commit. This law is 
"man child" is the priesthood-as as it is done in heaven." God being called the gospel; the power of God 
some claim-how could it be caught holy, he can desire nothing less than unto salvation to every one that be
up to heaven and the church remain to see all his children reach the same lieves and obeys it. 'l'his then be
to go into the wilderness or anywhere condition. And after man fell from comes the means by which mankind 
else? Or, if as the Inspired Transla- his sinless state, in the garden of may be made free from actual sin, 
tion says, it was the "Church of God, Eden, it was not in his power to re- and become holy, attain to a state of 
kingdom of God and bis Christ," gain it again of himself. He had sanctificajtion, and by this means pre
What was it that did all this? The violated the command of God; andjus- pared to again abide in the presence 
"woman," it says; and what is the tice being one of God's attributes, of God. This gospel of Jesus Christ 
woman? The "church," we are told; must be satisfied, or mercy could not being the only means provided by 
so we have the church bringing forth be extended to the creature. which man can be made holy, and it 
the church, which church brought God foreseeing that man would fall, I being given in the form of law, it is 
Christ, and then the idea that Christ had provided the necessary means for j called "The law of the spirit of life," 
brought the church. his redemption in the person of Jesus and is the means by which men are 

Another point in Bro. Hilliard's ap- Christ. Christ being with the Father I made free from sin. Hence Paul 
plication.of this parable is, he has it' before the world was, and being one! says:-
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For the law of the Spirit of life in Christ 
. Jesus hath made me free from the law of sin 
and death.-Romans 8: 2. 

It is called the truth:-
Thy righteousness is an everlasting right

eousness, and thy law ·is the truth.-Ps. 119: 142. 

The commandments of God are also 
called truth:-

Thou art near, 0 Lord; ;i.nd all thy com
mandments are truth.-Ps. 119: 151. 

This law of truth then is the means 
God has provided for the sanctification 
of his children. Hence Christ in pray
ing to his Father for his disciples, as 
recorded in John 17: 17 says, "Sanc
tify them through thy truth; thy word 
is truth." The only way this law 
could accomplish their sanctification 
would be by their living in harmony 
with its provisions. This to my 
mind precludes the idea that men are 
instantly sanctified by the operation 
of the Spirit of God upon them. By 
the Spirit they receive strength and 
grace to enable them to keep the law; 
and by the law they are sanctified; 
that is, by keeping the law. So far 
as we know God works by law. We 
see in nature all things that we can 
comprehend come into being, grow, 
develop, and become perfected, each in 
its sphere, by means of certain laws 
ordained for that purpose; and as 
man physically is no exception to this 
rule, we have no reason to think he is 
spiritually. We believe, therefore, 
that the law of the Spirit of life is as 
necessary for man's spiritual develop
ment and perfection as the natural 
law of life is for his natural develop
ment and perfection. This is made 
very plain in God's word to us. The 
Lord says of this earth:-

Therefore, it must needs be sanctified from 
all unrighteousness, that it may be prepared 
for the celestial glory; for after it hath filled 
the measure of its creation, it shall be 
crowned with glory, even with the presence 
of God the Father; that bodies who are of 
the celestial kingdom may possess it forever 
and ever; for, for this intent was it made and 
created; and for this intent are they sancti
fied through the law which I have given unto 
you, even the law of Christ, must inherit 
another kingdom, even that of a terrestrial 
kingdom, or that of a telestial kingdom. 
For he who is not able to abide the law of a 
celestial kingdom, cannot abide a celestial 
glory.-D. C. 85: 4, 5. 

From the above statement we learn 
that not only man must be sanctified, 
but also this earth on which we dwell, 
As the earth was made for the abode 
of man, we would naturally suppose 
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it would be suited to his condition of grieve the Spirit it will not abide with 
life. And when man fell by trans- us. 
gression, and brought the curse of When the Son of God took upon 
sin upon himself, the earth was also him man's nature he kept the law of 
cursed by sin being brought upon it. his Father. And that he might do 
And as the curse is to be removed this the Prophet Isaiah said:-
from man, and man to become sancti
fied by keeping God's law, so the 
earth is to be sanctified and prepared 
for the abode of man in his glorified 
condition. Now as we learn that man 
by the violation of God's law brought 
the curse upon the earth as well as 
upon himself, so we are told in God's 
word that by man keeping the law of 
God on the earth the land shall be-
come sanctified. 

In section 106, Doctrine and Cove
nants, where the Lord tells his people 
how they should observe the law of 
tithing, he then says:-

And I say unto you, if my people observe 
not this law, to keep it holy, and by this law 
sanctify the land of Zion unto me, that my stat
utes and my judgments may be kept thereon, 
that it may be most holy, behold, verily I 
say unto you, It shall not be a land of Zion 
unto you. 

We believe the time is at hand when 
the law as contained in this section 
should be kept; and by so ·doing we 
would be entitled to the fullness of 
God's blessing, as promised in his 
law; and until we do comply with it, 
we may not expect it. The only way 
we can attain to the condition desired 
is to do as Jesus said, "live by every 
word" '•that proceedeth from the 
mouth of God." And until the saints 
are willing to do this they need not 
expect what is promised the faithful 
children of God. We must not con
clude that obeying the first principles 
of the gospel is all that is required of 
us, but we must go on to perfection. 
And to enable us to· accomplish this 
work, we not only have the law given 
to us, but we have men called of God 
and set in the church to teach the law, 
and by this means perfect the saints. 
Those men called as teachers should 
endeavor to teach by example as well 
as precept; and if a man does not do 
this, he is not keeping faithfully his 
covenant. For every one that obeys 
the first principles of the gospel 
pledges himself in that act to do God's 
will. His will is revealed in his law, 

Butter and honey shall he eat, that he may 
know to refuse the evil, and choose the good. 
-Iaa. 7: 15. 

If it was necessary for the Son of 
God to live in a certain way, and eat 
certain kinds of food, that he might 
know to refuse the evil and choose the 
good, would it not be more necessary 
for man that has the weaknesses of 
an earthly father, as well as of a 
mother, transmitted to him, to eat 
certain kinds of food and live in 
the manner God has prescribed for 
him, that he may have this knowl
edge? And is it reasonable to sup
pose that man can accomplish the 
purpose that God intended, and have 
the wisdom and knowledge essential 
for the accomplishment of that work, 
if he does not live in harmony with 
the instruction God has given him? 
We think not. And this may account 
in part, at least, for the condition we 
find ourselves in at times when we 
need spiritual light and do not receive 
it. It is unreasonable to suppose 
that God would give a command in 
his law to set certain men apart to 
certain offices in his church, to per
form certain work, and then leave 
them without a proper understanding 
of the duties of those offices and the 
work to be performed, if they place 
themselves in proper condition to re
ceive the information. Hence it is as 
necessary to live as the Lord has 
told us, so that the wisdom and 
knowledge essential to the accom
plishment of this work may be re
ceived, as it is to obey the first 
principles of the gospel; for all that 
has been given of God to us is neces
sary to accomplish his purpose, else 
he would not have given it; and to 
claim that it is not binding on us to 
live by every word God has given, is 
to contradict him and become a law 
unto ourselves. The Lord says, 
"When you do what I say, then I am 
bound; but when you do not what I 
say, you have no promise." And in 
Doctrine and Covenants, 95: 3, the 

hence they promise to keep the law. L d . 
A d · d t d th" "t ·n b or says.-

n Ill or er O O . lS 1 WI , e nee- And I give unto you a commandment, that 
essary to have the aid of Gods Holy I ye shall forsake all evil and cleave unto all 
Spirit; and if by disobedience we good, that ye shall live by every word which 
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proceedeth forth out of the mouth of God; 
. . . and I will try you, and prove you here
with. 

All that had been given to the 
church prior to this time, August, 
1833, as well as what should be given 
afterwards must be observed; for he 
says, ye shall live by every word. 

In section 86: 3, the Lord says:
And all saints who remember to keep and 

do these sayings [given in this section], walk
ing in obedience to the commandments, shall 
receive health in their navel, and marrow to 
their bones, and shall find wisdom and great 
treasures of knowledge, even hidden treas
ures; and shall run and not be weary, and 
shall walk and not faint; and I, the Lord, 
give unto them a promise that the destroying 
angel shall pass by them, as the children of 
Israel, and not slay them. Amen. 

It appears very inconsistent to dis
regard the instruction given in this 
"word of wisdom" to keep the com
mandments and live as herein directed, 
and then, when sick, to call on the 
Lord to heal us, and ask him to give 
us wisdom and knowledge, when we 
have refused to live as he has told us 
in order to receive it. Consistency 
ought to be found among the people 
of God, if nowhere else. And yet we 
have had the painful experience of 
hearing it expressed in public and in 
private, "that we must not eat any 
other than wheat bread, if we kept 
the word of wisdom," when the plain 
reading is: "All grain is good for 
the food of man." I hope all may 
learn to be more consistent than to 
make such statements, and remember 
that it has been written that "my 
people perish for lack of knowledge." 
As the law of Christ is the means by 
which our sanctification is to be ac
complished and final salvation in the 
celestial kingdom secured, we should 
endeavor to understand and keep the 
whole law. It will require a strict 
self-denial of everything that is out 
of harmony with God's will. Our 
passions must be controlled, our ap
petites governed, our pride and vanity 
overcome, covetousness and greed 
laid aside, our love for God and his 
children increased, so that we may be 
willing and ready to impart of our 
earthly goods for the benefit of the 
worthy poor, and make every sacrifice 
required at our hands for the building 
up of Zion. For the Lord has said 
his church must be pure before him. 
In section 87: 8, it is written, "that I, 
the Lord, will contend with Zion and 
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plead with her strong ones, and 
chasten her, until she overcomes and 
is clean before me; for she shall not 
be removed out of her place. I, the 
Lord, have spoken it. Amen." And 
further on in section 102: 2:-

Behold, I say unto you, Were it not for the 
transgressions of my people, speaking con
cerning the church and not individuals, 
they might have been redeemed even now; 
but, behold, they have not learned to be 
obedient to the things which I require at 
their hands, but are full of all manner of evil, 
and do not impart of their substance, as be
cometh sai.1ts, to the poor and afflicted among 
them, and are not united according to the 
union required by the law of the celestial 
kingdom; and Zion cannot be built up unless 
it is by the principles of the law of the celes
tial kingdom, otherwise I cannot receive her 
unto myself; and my people must needs be 
chastened until they learn obedience, if it 
must needs be, by the things which they suf
fer. 

The same law is still in force, and 
applies to us with all the force it did 
to the church when the above was 
written. We read in section 122: 6:-

And further the Spirit saith unto you, that 
"with the Lord one day is as a thousand 
years, and a thousand years as a day;" there
fore, the law given to the church in section 
forty-two, over the meaning of some parts of 
which there has been so much controversy, 
is as if it were given to-day; and the bishop 
and his counselors, and the high council, and 
the bishop and his council, and the store
liouse and the temple and the salvation of my 
people, are the same to me now that they 
were in that day when I gave the revelation. 

And in section 42: 8:-
If thou lovest me, thou shalt serve me and 

keep all my commandments. And, behold, 
thou wilt remember the poor, and consecrate 
of thy properties for their support, that 
which thou hast to impart unto them, with a 
covenant and a deed which cannot be broken; 
and inasmuch as ye impart of your substance 
unto the poor, ye will do it unto me, and 
they shall be laid before the bishop of my 
church and his counselors, two of the elders, 
or high priests, such as he shall or has ap
pointed and set apart for that purpose. 

This law being renewed or con
firmed to us, and made binding, as in 
the day when it was given, seems to 
make our duty plain. As the revela
tion given in 1873, section 117: 11, 
says:-

It is not expedient in me that there shall 
be any stakes appointed until I command my 
people. When it shall be necessary I will 
command that they be established. Let my 
commandments to gather into the regions 
round about, and the counsel of the elders of 
my church guide in this matter until it shall 
be otherwise given of me. 

It is the duty of the saints to gather 
into the regions round about Zion (In-

dependence), and buy up land and es
tablish branches of the church, living 
in harmony with the law of Christ
the law of the celestial kingdom. 

Therefore, a commandment I give unto all 
the churches that they shall continue to 
gather together unto the places which I have 
appointed; nevertheless, as I have said unto 
you in a former commandment, let not your 
gathering be in haste, nor by flight; but let 
all things be prepared before you; and in 
order that all things be prepared before you, 
observe the commandments which I have 
given concerning these things, which saith, 
or teacheth, to purchase all the lands by 
money, which can be purchased for money, 
in the region round about the land which I 
have appointed to be the land of Zion, for the 
beginning of the gathering of my saints; all 
the land which can be purchased in Jackson 
County, and the counties round about, and 
leave the residue in mine hand. 

Now, verily I say unto you, Let all the 
churches gather together all their moneys; 
let these things be done in their time, be not 
in haste; and observe to have all things pre
pared before you. And let honorable men. be 
appointed, even wise men, and send them to 
purchase these lands; and every church in 
the eastern countries, when they are built 
up, if they will hearken unto this counsel, they 
may buy lands and gather together upon 
them, and in this way they may establish 
Zion.-D. C. 98: 9, 10. 

The law as given in the beginning 
being now in force, and as the Lord 
has said to the Reorganization, "Let 
my commandments to gather into the 
regions round about, and the counsel 
of the elders of my church guide in 
this matter, until it shall be otherwise 
given of me"; this makes it our duty 
clearly to gather into the regions 
round about; and any counsel to the 
contrary would be in opposition to 
this revelation. This instruction 
should now be faithfully carried out 
as fast as preparation could be made, 
and then live in harmony with the 
laws of equality, as taught in the 
books; and in this way overcome our 
selfishness, and show our love in a 
practical way, working for the good of 
all, for God is no respecter of persons. 

In section 38: 5, 6, we find the fol
lowing instructions:-

And again I say unto you, Let every man 
esteem his brother as himself: for what man 
among you having twelve sons, and is no 
respecter to them, and they serve him obedi
ently, and he saith unto the one, Be thou 
clothed in robes and sit thou here; and to 
the other, Be thou clothed in rags and sit 
thou there, and looketh upon his sons and 
saith, I am just. Behold this I have given 
unto you a parable, and it is even as I am: I 
say unto you, Be one; and if ye are not one, 
ye are not mine. 
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With this scripture before us, our 
duty to each other is plain. And it 
is clear to every one that observes the 
present condition. of the church, that 
the work of sanctification has not ex
tended very far yet. And while sel
fishness and speculation reigns, as it 
now does among brethren of the 
household of faith, we can make but 
little progress; and w.hile one brother 
is willing to receive two or three times 
as much as another for a living, or 
family support, it would seem that he 
had not comprehended the law. And 
if those that handle and disburse the 
church funds should permit this in
equality, how could they look upon 
themselves and say, "l am just?" 
Evidently God designs to treat all 
alike that serve him obediently. And 
those that act for God must act like 
him, or work on the same principle. It 
seems to me this is an absolute neces
sity, if we would come up to the 
standard set by him for us. And in 
section 114 we are told the means 
raised by the law of tithing shall not 
be used "for the purposes of self-ag
grandizement by anyone, be he whom
soever he may be." And if one man 
with a family of two or three grown 
children going to school a part of the 
time can get along on twenty-five dol
lars per month, and support his wife 
and children respectably, it should not 
take fifty or seventy-five dollars per 
month for another family the same 
size, living in the same locality, where 
living costs the same. And if such 
conditions exist, it is either aggran
dizement or wastefulness, and both 
are wrong and forbidden in God's law. 
And until equality in these things ob
tains, according to the needs of each 
respectively, we may not hope for the 
church to attain to that high condition 
God has designed. 

In section 77: 1 we read 
that you may be equal in the bands of 
heavenly things; yea, and earthly things 
also, for the obtaining of heavenly things; 
for if ye are not equal in earthly things, ye 
cannot be equal in obtaining heavenly things; 
for if you will that I give unto you a place in 
the celestial world, you must prepare your
selves by doing the things which I have 
commanded you and required of you. 

The celestial world, then, is only to 
be obtained by doing as commanded, 
and the command is, ''Be ye one," and 
"live by every word;" "if ye are not 
one, ye are not mine." Sanctification, 
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then, by keeping the law of Christ, is 
the only means by which the celestial 
kingdom can be obtained, individually 
or collectively; and we should profit 
by the history of the past. If the 
church did not "impart of their sub
stance, as becometh saints, to the 
poor and affi.icted among them" in 
1834, are we doing our duty in this 
regard now? I fear we are not. And 
if it is the duty of the saints to gather 
into the regions round about Zion, buy 
land with their moneys, and settle to
gether, forming settlements and 
branches, is it not time to begin that 
work in a systematic way, and call 
upon all saints to turn over all their 
surplus as "a beginning;" to buy 
lands, and settle the saints thereon, 
in the regions round about, and by 
this means sanctify the land by keep
ing the law on it? By keeping the 
whole law the people will be sanctified, 
Zion built up, the curse removed, and 
a people prepared for the coming of 
Christ in glory; for "when the Lord 
shall build up Zion, he shall appear 
in his glory." G. H. HILLIARD. 

LAMONI, Iowa, May 18, 1898. 

INFIDEL ARGUMENTS ANSWERED. 
NO. I. 

BY C. J. SPURLOCK. 

INFIDELS say that India, Greece, 
Persia, Africa, America, South Sea 
Islands, Egypt, Central America, 
Hindostan, China, and Mexico, have 
all had crucified Saviors. In this 
article I shall not take issue with infi
dels about these various nations be
lieving in a tradition of one or more 
Saviors having been crucified, for in 
this we agree; but the issue will be 
on the means by which such tradi
tions were obtained. 

The infidels claim of course that the 
belief that all these countries had 
crucified Saviors is based in false tra
dition, and reasoning from this hy
pothesis, claim that the Bible account 
of the Savior of the world being cru
cified in Palestine is also based upon 
presumption. Now the mere belief 
that these different countries, as men
tioned above, each had a crucified 
Savior, does not fully establish their 
claim. But when the evidence of 
these different countries relative to 
there having been a Savior crucified 
is summed up, it makes a very weighty 
argument, if not an irresistible one, 
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that there has been at some time and 
place one crucified Savior. 

Let the infidel tell us how it hap
pened that these different countries 
all have like or similar traditions, if 
there is no truth in those traditions. 
Do we not learn the history of Greece 
and Rome by getting a fragment of 
history here and there relative to 
their former greatness, and by putting 
these different fragments together, we 
have what both Christians and infidels 
acknowledge to be authentic histories 
of these countries? If I am properly 
informed, it was the lawyer Black
stone who said that the strongest evi
dence that could be made on anything 
was by different ones in different locali
ties, not previously conversing with 
each other, yet testifying to the same 
thing. Now this is just what the na
tions have done, testifying to the same 
thing; namely, that a Savior was cruci
fied. 

Fo:.:· one the writer is willing to be
lieve the Bible account of the cruci
fixion. But when we put it with the 
evidence on this point that is gleaned 
from those not having the Jewish 
Bible, it only confirms that evidence. 
It does not weaken the testimony; it 
shows that the knowledge of a cruci
fied Savior or Redeemer was at one 
time universal. And although some 
of those nations which entertain such 
belief were at the time of the dis
semination of such belief either par
tially or wholly heathen, yet they 
handed this story down from genera
tion to generation, till the present 
time. To prove that the Christians 
did not borrow the idea of the cruci
fixion from the heathen, as claimed by 
the infidel, but that the heathen 
learned it from the Christian, I shall 
refer to the Scripture:-

Having therefore obtained help of God, I 
continue unto this day, witnessing both to 
small and great, saying none other things 
than those which the prophets and Moses 
did say should come; that Christ should suf
fer, and that he should be the first that 
should rise from the dead.-Acts 26: 22, 23. 

And hath made of one blood all nations of 
men for to dwell on all the face of the earth, 
and hath determined the times before ap
pointed, and the bounds of their habitation; 
that they should seek the Lord, if haply they 
might feel after him, and find him.-Acts 17: 
26, 27. 

And Enoch also, the seventh from Adam, 
prophesied of these, saying, Behold, the 
Lord cometh with ten thousand of his saints. 
-Jude 1: 14. 
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--Moses ... esteemed the reproach of Christ] and received since last report $980.19; paid 
greater riches than the treasures of Egypt.- out $335; balance on hand $645.19. Received 
Hebrew 11: 24-2fi. for Graceland College, $1.75. Received for 

27. Last report 1,601 members, present 1,653. 
Baptisms 55, received by letter or certificate 
of baptism 21, removed by letters 20, deaths 
4, gain in membership 52. Preaching was in 
charge of Elders Compton, MacGregor, Evans, 
and Gregory. The prayer services were par
ticularly spfritual, calling H. Dickhout and 
T. R. Sea.ton to the eldership. These ordina
tions, with those of F. Gregory and D. Mac
Gregor to the office of Seventy were marked 
by the Spirit in liberty and revelation. Love 
and harmony existed almost without a jar. A 
resolution was passed, appointing a collec
tion to be taken up by the different branches, 
for the purpose of supplying a fund to furnish 
tracts, baptism and confirmation books, and 
blank licences for use of the missionaries in 
the field. 

Had ye believed Moses, ye would have be
lieved me; for he wrote of me.-John 5: 46. 

And did all drink the same spiritual drink; 
for they drank of that spiritual Rock that 
followed them; and that Rock was Christ.
I Cor. 10: 4. 

And beginning at Moses and all the proph
ets, he expounded unto them in all the Scrip
tures the things concerning himself.-Luke 
24: 27. 

By a careful perusal and proper 
consideration of the above scriptures, 
one may see that the ancient saints 
who lived thousands of years ago 
knew of Christ and the plan of salva
tion, and that they did not learn it 
from the heathen nations by which 
they were surrounded. -----------

Conf Bren~ B ]Vlintltes. 
SOUTHERN MICHIGAN AND NORTHERN 

INDIANA. 
Conference convened with Cold water 

branch, Michigan, June 4; S. W. L. Scott 
district president. E. C. Briggs chairman,· 
S. W. L. Scott to assist, L. Fay secretary. 
Branch reports: Galien 120; gain 2, loss 1. 
Knox 42. Marcellus 15. Buchanan 37; loss 
2. Grand Rapids 87; gain 7. Clear Lake 
153; gain 4, loss 2. Coldwater 123. Samuel 
Stroh, Bishop's agent, reports: Receipts 
$591.92: paid out $568.55; on hand last report 
$20. 76; on hand at present $44.13. Elders 
present: E. C. Briggs, S. W. L. Scott, S. V. 
Bailey, E. K. Evans, G. A. Smith, H. J. De
Vries, E. J. Goodenough, H. C. Bronson, B. 
Corless, R. Alcott, and W. Reynolds; by let
ter, W. J. Smith and E. H. Durand. Priests 
present: G. Corless, S. Stroh, G. F. Weston; 
by letter, F. Granger and J. Shook. Teacher, 
D. B. Teeters. S. W. L. Scott was retained 
as president of district, 0. H. Storey secre
tary. Adjourned to Galien on call of presi
dent. 

GALLAND'S GROVE. 
Conference convened at Deloit, Iowa, June 

4; C. E. Butterworth and J. M. Baker presi
dents, Nellie Rudd clerk. Branches report
ing: Benan 46; gain 1. Dow City 106; gain 
3, loss 3. Galland's Grove 299; no change. 
Salem 65; loss 2. Auburn 53; gain 5. Har
lan 71; loss 1. Pilot Rock 25; gain 2. Deloit 
161; gain 3, loss 3. Elders reporting: G. 
Montague, W. W. Whiting, D. Brewster, J. 
T. Turner baptized 1, B. Salisbury baptized 
1, R. Wight, VT. A. Carroll, J. Pett, C. J. 
Hunt baptized 2, J. Rudd, J. M. Baker bap
tized 3, C. E. Butterworth baptized 2, W. 
McKim baptized 1, A. R. Crippen. Priests: 
N. V. Sheldon baptized 2, I. McCord, J. 
Greenwood. Teachers: J. Myers, F. B. 
Shumate, G. A. Hoisington, T. F. Jones, J. 
O. Booth. Bishop's agent's report: On hand 

tent expenses $2.66. The district president 
was authorized to consult with the authorities 
of Little Sioux district in order to obtain 
their cooperation in regard to locating the 
reunion for 1899 in the Galland's Grove dis
trict. George Montague was ordained High 
Priest. Three were baptized. Preaching 
by W. W. Whiting, G. Montague, and C. 
Derry. Adjourned to Galland's Grove, Iowa, 
October 29, at ten a. m. 

NORTHEASTERN TEXAS AND CHOCKTA W. 
Conference convened at Shawnee branch, 

on Shawnee prairie, Texas, July 15. Presi
dent not being present, Bro. J. W. Jackson 
called to preside, J. D. Erwin assistant, E. A. 
Erwin secretary. Branch reports: Manches
ter 47; loss 10. Shawnee 51; first report 
since district organized. Standley 154; bap
tized 5. Wilburton and Coalgate not· re
ported. Ministry reports: Elders J. D. 
Erwin, J. W. Jackson, J. W. Kent, E. A. Er
win, E. D. Bailey, A. E. Elliott; Priests J. 
Brannan, J. R. McHenry, B. F. Pollard, W. 
Dalbey. Teachers: J. T. McClain, S. W. 
Goodman. No Bishop's agent's report. 
Clerks of branches to make out reports and 
have them in the hands of district clerk ten 
days befo~e each conference convenes; a fail
ure to do so will be sufficient cause for re
moval. The seventy,. elders, and priests to 
make their report to each conference. The 
president of this district is requested to visit 
each branch of the district and see that they 
are in good working order, and preach and 
teach. The Bishop's agoent to visit the 
branches and look after the tithing of the 
church. Preaching by J. W. Jackson, J. W. 
Kent, J. D. Erwin, E. D. Bailey, and E. A. 
Erwin. God greatly blessing us with his 
Spirit in power; we think there is a grand 
prospect for the spread of the gospel in this 
country. Adjourned to Wilburton branch, 
Indian Territory, October 15, at ten a. m. 

LONDON. 
Conference convened with Vanessa branch, 

Ontario, June 18-20. R. C. Evans R. C. 
Longhurst, and J. H. Taylor presidents, 
Maggie and Daniel MacGregor secretaries. 
Elders reporting: E. N. Compton, W. Fligg, 
G. Whitworth, T. A. Phillips, G. Virgin, A. 
W. Davis, W. Place, R. B. Howlett, G. Lind
say, S. W. Tomlinson, G. C. Tomlinson, R. 
C. Longhurst, J. McKenzie, J. H. Taylor, M. 
F. Derby, F. Gregory, D. MacGregor, S. 
Brown, R. C. Evans. Priests: E. Whit
worth, G. Buschlen, A. F. Sherman, A. Win
grove, H. Dickhout, T. R. Seaton, A. Knisley, 
A. Sinclair. Teacher, A. McMullin. Branch 
reports: London and St. Thomas returned 
for correction. St. Marys 52; loss 1. Arthur, 

8undau 8Ghool AssoGia1ions. 
CONVENTION NOTICES. 

Program of the Sunday school institute of 
Northeastern Illinois district Sunday school 
association to be held at West Pullman, Illi
nois, September 8 and 9. Principal in
structor, T. A. Hougas. 

Thursday, ten a. m., organization. Ad
dress: "The aim of the institute,'' A. J. Keck. 
Address of welcome, R. N. Burwell. Re
sponses, J. M. 'l'erry and H. E. Moler. A 
preview of t,he work to be done at this insti
tute, T. A. Hougas. Two p. m., Sunday 
school officers.-T. A. Hougas, superintend
ent. 1. Who should be chosen. 2. His 
duties and work. 3. Relation to his assistant. 
Assistant superintendent. Same as outlined 
above for superintendent. Secretary. l. Du
ties in school. (a) With records. (b) With class 
books. (c) Preparing and reading minutes. 
2. Duties out of school. Librarian, chorister, 
organist, and janitor. 3: 30 p. m., normal 
lesson: "What constitutes a Sunday school." 
-J. M. Terry. 1. People, who? 2. Officers, 
how selected? 3. Teachers, how prepared? 
4. Sunday school helps. .5. Order of exer
cises. 7: 30 p. m., paper: "Sunday school 
work-What it is and what are the results." 
-A. J. Keck. Normal lesson: "The profita
ble and unprofitable servant."-T. A. Hougas. 

Friday, nine a. m., Sunday school social 
meeting (45 minutes). R. N. Burwell and 
W. Vickery. 9: 50 a. m., "A model business 
meeting."-Miss Clara Clark. 10: 20 a. m., 
primary work. 1. Class drill, questions and 
cl'iticiems.-Mrs. Nathan Teal. 2. Use of 
Primary Quarterly.-T. A. Hougas. Eleven 
a. m., Intermediate work. 1. Paper, Marie 
Clark, followed by questions and criticisms. 
2. How to teach, classify, and promote.-T. 
A. Hougas. 3. Use of the quarterly and 
~ther helps.-T. A. Hougas. Two p. m., 
business district Religio association. 3: 30 p. 
m., business district Sunday school associa

organized November I, 49. Niagara Falls 52; tion. 7: 30 p. m., illustrated blackboard 
gain 2. Cameron 69. Walsingham Centre work.-T. A. Hougas, J.M. Terry, and A. J. 
38; loss 3. Cedar Valley 45; loss 1. Toronto Keck. Recapitulation, in charge of superin-
87; gain 17. McKillop ~8; gain 3. ~umber J tendent of institute, consisting of short talks 
Bay 19. Garafraxa 98, loss 1. Wmdham • from several. 
(now changed to Vanessa) 61; gain 2. Cor-
inth 39; loss 2. Usborne 24. Egremont 78; loss 
4. Proton 123; loss 3. Stratford 20. Branches 

Committee 1 
MARIE CLARK. 
J.M. TERRY. 
A. J. KECK. 
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HILL-PEAK DEBATE. 
Having been advised by Bro. James Caffall 

to write a report of the late debate held at 
College View, Nebraska, the Seventh-day 
Adventist headquarters "for seven States," 
I essay the task. Last fall arrangements 
were made for me to meet Elder W. B. Hill, 
of the above-named sect, in public debate at 
Lane schoolhouse, near Agnew, Nebraska. 
We met December ~7, and agreed to discuss 
the following propositions:-

1. "Is the Seventh-day Sabbath binding on 
Christians?" 

2. "Should Christians sacredly observe the 
first day of the week!'" 

3. "Is man wholly unconscious between 
death and the resurrection?" 

4. "Is the spirit or soul of man conscious 
between death and the resurrection?" 

5. "Are the doctrines of the Seventh-day 
Adventist Church in harmony with the 
teachings of Christ and his apostles?" 

6. "Are the doctrines of the Reorganized 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints 
in harmony with the teachings of Christ and 
his apostles?" 

Elder W. B. Hill affirmed the first, third, 
and fifth; I affirmed the second, fourth, and 
sixth; two sessions to be devoted to each 
proposition, unless the affirmative desired 
more time. 

Five sessions were devoted to the first two 
propositions, and during the first session of 
the third, Elder Hill twice made attempt to 
reply to arguments made during the investi
gation of the second proposition, but was 
ruled out of order both times. After the 
chairman had decided against him he seemed 
to be chagrined, and said that I was "afraid 
to have the subject examined;" that that was 
the reason he "called me to order." I in
formed him that I was not afraid to examine 
the subject at any time or place with him, 
but only insisted on him talking on the propo
sition under consideration. And as he had 
tried to lessen me, by inference, by saying I 
was afraid to have the arguments examined 
on the proposition that was closed, I chal
lenged him to meet me at College View and 
discuss the same propositions. 

We only succeeded in debating the first 
four, as it will be seem that they cover their 
pet hobbies. I was credibly informed that 
Elder Hill arranged with his members to 
stop the debate at tbe close of the fourth 
proposition, giving as his reason "that it 
would not do to debate the fifth here, as the 
people were not prepared to hear it." 

He told the audience that he accepted my 
invitation to go to College View, and greatly 
extolled the honor of their members, and 
told us we could have the church, a good 
audience, and would be treated as gentlemen. 

I desired to study the condition of things at 
headquarters and see the fruits of Adventism 
where it was produced, unmixed with other in
fluences. The arrangements were finally made. 
to meet May 3. As I only had five days to make 
arrangements and. reach College View after 
learning the time the debate was to begin, I 
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wrote Bro. F. A. Smith, at Lamoni, Iowa, to 
come and act as moderator for me if possible. 
I arrived at Lincoln, from Fairbury, Ne
braska, on the 2d., but heard nothing from 
Bro. Fred. During the night the Lord re
vealed to me the nature of the work I would 
have to do at College View, and that Elder 
W. B. Hill would be disgraced in the estima
tion of his own people. All doubts as to Bro. 
Fred's coming were banished, and I went 
forth confidently, trusting in the Master. 

At 5: 50 p. m., May 3, I took the street car 
for College View alone. On reaching the 
seat of Adventism I began to look around for 
some place to stop till the hour arrived to 
begin the debate. I inquired for a hotel and 
learned that there was none. Then a Mr. 
Lair invited me home with him for which I 
felt thankful. I found him a thorough Ad
ventist. I suppose the brethren understand 
from that the character of the man. It is 
true, some of their members are not thor
ough Adventists, and they are about like 
members of the common sectarian churches; 
but they seem out of place, and most of them 
act as if they feel they are so. May God pity 
such and open their eyes to see the truth. I 
was informed about William Miller being 
the angel spoken of in Revelation 14: 6 and 
10: 5, 6. It seems so strange that intelligent 
men will take such a position. If he is the 
angel spoken of, surely we can l>elieve him. 
And it must be remembered that William 
Miller denounced Mrs. Ellen G. White as a 
fanatic, and her doctrine as false. Why 
don't these people believe their angel? I be
lieve more of his teachings than they, yet I 
am satisfied he was a deceived and deluded 
man. 

I was also informed that debating was not 
profitable, just as though Isaiah 1: 17, 18 did 
not say, "Come let us reason together." (See 
also Acts 19: 8.) "Just get the love of God in 
a sinner's heart and he will be all right about 
doctrine." I saw at once he was as thor
oughly prepared to take the teaching of his 
file leaders, without question, as the most 
deluded Catholic. 

A little before eight p. m. I made my way 
to the schoolhouse where the debate was to 
be held. After groping my way up six 
flights of adark stairway I emerged into the 
light of the unfinished hall. The shingles, 
rough rafters, and dusty benches without 
backs, viewed by the light of four lamps with 
smoke-blackened chimneys, presented a weird 
sight that seemed well fitted to the spirit
less, gloomy religion of those poor people. 
Briefly viewing the situation, it was with joy 
that I was enabled to make out the form of 
Bro. F. A. Smith through the semi-darkness, 
he having just ardved. 

It became known why we were required to 
hold our debate in such a cold, gloomy, disa
greeable place. The dictators that rule the 
Adventists with all the rigor that priesthood 
delusion manifested during the dark ages 
had not authorized their noted debater to 
hold a discussion in College View. Bro. 
Hill had spent most of his life in Minnesota, 
and evidently did not know they were op
pressed by their rulers to the extent that 
they are, or else thought he was a man -of 
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more influence among them than he is when 
he told us during the first debate that we 
could have the church at College View, and 
would be "treated as gentlemen." Possibly 
the poor old man was as much surprised at 
this tyranny as I was, but he must bow his 
head in humble submission and, like the cur, 
lick the hands of him who kicked him; for 
he has chosen the "yoke of bondage" instead 
of the "liberty" given by Christ. (Gal. 5: 
1-4.) 

We soon had the preliminary arrangements 
completed, and Elder Hill cleared for action. 
He led off by turning loose some of his rapid 
fire guns, but soon his thirteen inch was 
throwing such mighty projectiles as, "In the 
day ye eat thereof thou shalt surely die." 
"The Devil said, 'Ye shall not surely die.'" 
"Bro. Peak is preaching as the Devil 
preached." "In the last days there shall be 
deceivers." "Watch out for them." "The 
'dead know not ani'Ything.'" "Bro. Peak is 
as capable of deceiving you as any man." 

Well, it is needless to say that his mighty 
shells, if they bursted at all, were so hr 
away that no damage was done. Some of the 
more honorable ones began to object to the 
debate being held in the schoolhouse, and 
_desired to have a committee appointed to 
"visit the church officials" to obtain the 
church. This idea was not received with 
favor. It was plain to see they did not want 
their members to hear only what their priest 
saw fit to tell them; play young robin; open 
your mouth and swallow what is given. 0 
shame, that such a manifestation of priest
craft should be seen in Nebraska. 

At last a committee was thus appointed. 
A few days later Bro. F. A. Smith and I were 
invited to "meet with the officers of the 
church." We met in a room in their splendid 
college building at the appointed hour. The 
building indeed is grand, but what shall I 
say of a school run by such narrow-minded, 
tyrannical men? They explained that if 
their "students attended the debate they 
could not get their lessons," etc. We asked 
if they could keep the students from attend
ing the church as well as from the school
house, and the answer was "Yes." President 
Johnson then asked several questions about 
the Inspired Translation, as if he was igno
rant of it. I told him I had one in my valise 
and would brini:r it to him, when he himself 
held up one. He accused us of keeping it in 
the background and trying to deceive the 
people about it. When I would answer his 
questions he would then argue that I was not 
answering correctly, till the president of the 
college and Elder Miller (be it said to their 
honor) disapproved his ungentlemanly course. 
I challenged him to meet me in public debate 
and test the merits of the translation. But 
oh, no! This was sufficient in his estimation 
to close the doors of their church against the 
debate; as much as to say, If you agree with 
us you can debate in our church; if not you 
must stay away. Where reigned a pope 
more narrow-minded? They promised us to 
present the matter to their congregation and 
let them decide by vote. I wonder how many 
of my readers believe they let their members 
vote on this question? I do not suppose there 
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is one who is acquainted with Adventism 
who so believes; but to those who are not, I 
will say that they never fulfilled their prom
ise. I was informed by several that nine out 
of ten of the members wanted the debate 
held in the church. But did they have their 
rec:i_uest granted? No, verily. That would 
have been too much like the "liberty" of 
Christ, and not enough like popery. This 
principle rules those poor deceived souls 
from Mrs. E. G. White down. An aged 
Catholic who attended the debate aptly re
marked that he "would just as well be ruled 
by a man as a woman." 

We spent four sessions on the first two 
propositions and at the close Elder W. B. 
Hill stated to the audience that as I believed 
in the Inspired Translation, he did not con
sider it profitable to continue the debate. 
He then asked for a vote on the question. 

Bro. F. A. Smith made a telling speech 
against thus closing the debate, and I told 
them if they thus closed the debate (as the 
congregation was almost entirely Adventist) 
I would consider and represent it as a com
plete ''backout." Some of the more liberal 
minded objected, and quite an argument fol
lowed. But when the vote was taken some 
of their preachers voted for closing; but the 
majority said go ahead. 2 Samuel 12: 13 was 
the verse objected to. The word "not" is 
placed in the sentence, showing that God 
"hath not put away thy [David's] sin;" which 
is correct, or else God would not have pun
ished him for his sin. (See following verses.) 
I had asked Elders Johnson and W. B. Hill 
if Mrs. E. G. White had seen any words in 
the Bible that should not be there, or any 
left out that should have been in. They 
both answered me: "No; the Bible is correct 
as it is," that is, the King James' Translatiou. 
I then read "Early Writings," of Mrs. White, 
page 64, the following: "Tuen I saw in rela
tion to the 'daily' (Dan. 8: 12) that the word 
'sacrifice' was supplied by man's wisdom, 
and does not belong to the text." 

This came like a clap of thunder from a 
clear sky. Joseph Smith saw that the word 
"not" belonged in the verse, and he had the 
honesty to place it there and meet a frowning 
world. Mrs. White saw that the word "sac
rifice" did not belong there, and failed to re
move it. I believe that if it had not been for 
this answer the debate would have been 
closed the fourth night. As it was, we had 
fourteen. But how the mighty has fallen. 
Elder Hill was sent by the State Conference 
to meet me last December. Rev. Butterball, 
a shorthand reporter, accompanied him to 
report the debate and have it published in 
book form, stating that Elder Hill was the 
best debater the church had. I did not feel 
able to do justice to the subject sufficiently to 
have it published. However, he endeavored 
to take it, but stated that "no man could take 
my speeches." When we closed the first de
bate, Bro. Butterball thought they had "one 
man that was a better debater than Bro. 
Hill." 

During the la~t discussion several of their 
ministers were present, and among them the 
president of their State Conference. He 
stated'in the post office in the presence of 
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several:, "I was so disgusted with Bro. Hill's 
argument that I hung my head in shame." 
Another minister: "Bro. Hill never proved a 
single point." Bro. De Waif, one of their 
leading members, and his son a talented 
young man that has just graduated in a medi
cal college in Lincoln, are my authority for 
the above statements. Similar ones have 
come to me from other sources. 

Ne]!:t to the last session an intelligent, hon
orable looking lady came to me, introduced 
herself, and as I took her by the hand and 
looked upon her honest face I realized that if 
she belonged to that church she, like many 
others, was above it. She stated that she 
was sorry she did not know when I began the 
last proposition, as she desired to hear it: 
that she attended but few sessions, and said: 
"The best class of our members as a rule has 
not attended, and you are not to blame for it 
either." I said "How is that?" I was an
swered, "We are disgusted with the un
gentlemanly way Bro. Hill has conducted 
himself." She requested reading matter, 
which has been granted. May God bless her. 
I believe she is seeking for truth. 

The professor of the high school said to 
Bro. Fred, "I was surprised and disgusted 
with the insulting talk of Bro. Hill, and was 
compelled to notice the absence of it on the 
other side. Our people are too narrow and 
selfish. I was raised an Adventist." 

At the close of the debate I left a challenge 
to meet any man they would endorse at any 
place in my mission, and this holds good for 
two years from last April. Elder~Hm stated 
that he did not think he would ever hold an
other debate. The leaders know they are 
wrong, hence their opposition to investiga
tion. Only hear one side, seems to be their 
motto. These people, as well as the Camp
bellites, must learn, if they have not already, 
that the doctrines of the Latter Day Saints 
are in vincible. Elder Popplewell, of Inde
pendence, Missouri, agreed to meet me again 
in public debate, and the propositions were 
agreed to; but I have never heard from him 
since. "Two shall put ten thousand to 
flight," so the field is being cleared, and soon 
none will have the courage to meet us. Give 
God the praise. His work will triumph. 
Error, like its father advocate, must skulk 
away into the corners and hide in the dark
ness and hold its deluded votaries together 
in ignorance by saying, "We take no stock in 
debates,'' lest their errors be exposed. 

I am still confident of Zion's success. 
W. E. PEAK. 

SHELTON, Nebraoka, June 3, 1898. 

PASTORAL. 
To the Saints of Australia, Greeting; Dear 

Brethren:-Another year mingled with its 
joys, cares, and sorrows has passed away; but 
not without a steady and permanent increase, 
both spiritual and _numerical. The General 
Conference in its wisdom has not seen fit or 
is not prepared to send us any assistance at 
present, and hence we must try and make the 
best of things as they are. The missionaries 
in New South Wales will continue to prose
cute the work in that field, aided by all the 
local assistance available, so lltS to get our 

work prominently before the people. Our 
ministerial force is very limited, and we will 
be required to centralize our work as much 
as possible, in order to save expense and hold 
the ground already gained. 

If the saints (though poor they may be) 
will only realize that the burden of this wor'k 
rests upon all, and will take hold with the 
general missionary force to extend the inter
ests of the work, by the use of such means as 
God places within their reach; there is no 
reason why the cause should not prosper 
much more rapidly than in the past. The 
Lord in his mercy has told us by revelation, 
and has shown some of us by visions, that 
there are many sheaves in this mission to be 
gathered in; and if they are not sought out 
and brought into the fold, the fault will be 
ours. 

The Lord has been very kind in giving us 
this information, and we must remember that 
"where much is given much is required." 
The work in New South Wales is in better 
working order than ever before; but in Vic
toria we are somewhat under a cloud at pres
ent; however, we hope for more prosperous 
times. Let us all go to with our might 
and help move this glorious work on to 
victory. 'The missionaries ask your faith 
and prayers on their behalf. 

C. A. BUTTERWORTH. 
GEELONG, Victoria. 

Saints of the Des Moines district:-Please 
take notice that Bro. W. H. Kephart is la
boring with the tent, and desires those who 
wish tent labor in their vicinities to so 
notify him at Lucas, Iowa. Be prompt. His 
tent labors so far have been quite successful. 
Elder J. W. Morgan assists him with accept-
ance. In bonds, 

C. SCOTT. 

CORRECTIONS IN BISHOP'S ANNUAL REPORT. 
The following errors have occurred in pub

lication of annual report, some through copy
ing, and others typographical, which are 
corrected as follows:-

1. Report of Massachusetts district; R. 
Bullard Bishop's agent. Albert Nickerson 
$23, Clara Nickerson $2, Leah Nickerson 
$28.95, should read Albert, Clara, and Leah 
Newcombe. 

2. Tena Vickers, North Scituate, Rhode 
Island, reported offering $2.50 should read of
fering 50 cents. 

3. Elder J. J. Cornish, Reed City, Michi
gan; is named by the auditing committee as 
not having reported individual receipts. 
Bro. Cornish is the Bishop's agent for North
ern Michigan district, and reported all re
ceipts as agent, having understood that he 
was not permitted to take offerings of the 
kind without entering them as agent. 

4. Report of Bishop's agent, W. W. Mc
Leod, Minnesota district. William Oakes 20 
cents should read $20. 

5. Southern Nebraska district, J. W. Wald
smith, agent. Sr. Anna Neilson, tithing 25 
cents should read $25. 

6. Elder T. J. Sheldon, individual report in 
connection with Bishop's report of former 
yea,r shows $10 too muGh. This $10 was paid 
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by Bishop in 1896 and entered in that report, 
but receivea too late by Bro. Sheldon for his 
report then, and he reported it and again 
counted in 1897. It is counted twice in indi
vidual reports, but does not affect the Bish
op's account in any way. 

7. Report published for 1896 and 1897. S. 
P. Hogus, Indian Territory, $23.60; should 
read S. P. Hogue. A. D. Elliott, Indian Ter
ritory, $62.30 should read A. E. Elliott. 

8. Northern Nebraska district, J. M. Stub
bart, agent. Sarah Agenstine should read 
Susannah Agenstine. 

9. W. R. Smith, Tunnell Hill, Illinois, in
dividual report, $23. Should read, Individu
als $8; from agents, $15. Total $23. 

10. Report Temple Lot Fund, by Sr. Mag
gie Batten, What Cheer, Iowa. Following 
names missed in report: Nathaniel Miller, 
$1, Evan J. Jones, $1, Parley Batten, $1, Dan
iel Batten, $1, Mary Batten, $1. 

11. Individual report, W. E. Peak. Amount 
reported as received from individuals $78.04, 
should read $51.04. Bro. Peak included in 
his report money received from the Bishop 
and agents, and some borrowed which was 
not separated. The error in amount simply 
occurs in published report, and is not reck
oned in account on Bishop's books. 

12. Pottawattamie district, J. J. Carlisle, 
agent. H. R. Lapworth $20 should read J. 
R. Lapworth. 

13. Nauvoo district, J. H. Lambert, agent. 
D. T. Williams should be credited with $2 
and W. E. Williams credited with $5. Omit
ted in report by agent in copying. 

14. Galland's Grove district, C. J. Hunt, 
agent. A. H. Rudd, Dow City, $4 instead of 
25 cents. Nellie Rudd 25 cents instead of 50 
cents. 

15. Names omitted in published report of 
Galland's Grove district, account College 
Funds: Mrs. M. Patchin, 25 cents; Mrs. 
Mary J. Newcom, $1; Mrs. Rebecca E. Miller, 
$1; Mrs. Mary Chatburn,50cents; Pearl Wood, 
50 cents; A. H. Snyder, 25 cents; William N. 
Booth, $1; Mrs. Mary E. Hunt, $5; T. N. 
Franklin, $1. Total $10.50. 

Respectfully submitted, 
E. L. KELLEY, Bishop. 

LAMONI, Iowa, August 4, 1898. 

KIRTLAND CONFERENCE AND REUNION. 
To the Saints of Kirtland District:-In 

consequence of Pittsburg district holding 
its conference on the same date for which 
ours is set, preventing some of the elders at
tending, we deem it expedient to hold Kirt
land district conference one week iater. 
Therefore, instead of September 3 and 4, we 
will meet with Akron branch September 10 
and 11. Full reports from each bl'anch clerk 
will be expected. All those unfamiliar with 
the city wishing to attend, will receive proper 
attention by writing to the president of the 
branch, Hugh Palmer, No. 105 McCoy Street, 
Akron, Ohio. This is one of our young and 
growing branches, and let all exert them
selves to encourage it by their presence. 

From the 16th to the 25th the district will 
hold its reunion at Conneaui.vilfe, Pennsyl
vania. The first two meetings will be held 
in the church. Preaching on Friday and 
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Saturday evenings. Will meet Saturday af
ternoon to effect all preliminaries. 

On Sunday morning, the 18th, at 10: 30 
a. m., about one mile and a half south of the 
church, will begin a week's meeting under 
nature's cooling shadows. The saints there 
are making ample provisions for all visiting 
saints and friends, and urge all to come and 
freely partake of their hospitality as well as 
to enjoy the spiritual blessings usually at
tending such gatherings. We have looked 
forward with bright anticipations to this re
union which will write the preface upon the 
pages of Kirtland district reunions. Write 
all communications to L. L. Holman, Con
neautville, Pennsylvania, and your needs will 
be promptly attended to. Be sure to come on 
the E. and P.road, and get off at Conneautville 
station. We are expecting Brn. W.H. Kelley 
and G. T.Griffiths, of the apostleship; R.Etzen
houser, L. R. Devore, L. W. Powell, J. F. 
McDowell, and J. T. Davis, of the Seventy; 
F. C. Smith, George Powell, and others of 
the eldership. M. H. Bond has gone east, 
whom we expected to be there. By letter we 
are informed of a movement to send Bishop 
Kelley and A.H. Smith this way. It may be 
asking too much, brethren, but if you can 
possibly arrange matters consistently with 
your errand about that time, do not forget 
us. J;~. J. EBELING, Pres. 

DISCUSSION. 
During last conference year Bro. M. M. 

Turpen and J. Padget agreed upon and 
signed the following propositions:-

1. Resolved that the Reorganized Church 
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints is the 
true church of God, and is in harmony in or
ganization, doctrine, and practice with the 
church established by Christ and his apostles 
eighteen hundred years ago. 

2. Resolved that the Church of Christ 
(known as the Christian Church) with which 
I, J. Padget am identified, is the church es
tablished by Christ and his apostles; and its 
teaching, faith, practice, and organization 
are in harmony with the teaching, faith, 
practice, and organization eighteen hundred 
years ago. 

3. Resolved that the Book of Mormon is of 
divine origin, and its teachings are entitled 
to the respect and belief of all Christian 
people. 

R. M. Elvin will stand for first and third 
propositions, and J. Padget for second propo
sition. Debate to be held at Pollock, Mis
souri, (D. V.) August 23. 
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Good railroad facilities; three regular pas
senger trains each way daily, besides freight 
trains that carry passengers. Omnibus will 
meet each train, and you can be taken right 
upon the grounds for fifteen cents, trunks 
twenty-fl ve cents. 

The grounds are high and dry, over one 
hundred feet above the grand old Mississippi 
which flows along the foot of the bluff, al
most within a stone's throw. Grounds are 
shaded with large forest trees of nature's 
planting. A large amphitheater built espe
cially for preaching service. A large board
ing house, also a lodging house, both in 
charge of Bro. Elmer Reed, where saints and 
friends can be accommodated with board 
and lodging, or either. Board $3 per week, 
lodging extra but reasonable; single meals 
twenty-five cents. There are also a number 
of nice cottages on the grounds that can be 
rented for reunion, all the way from $4 to $8, 
accommodating from four to twelve persons. 

For particulars write D. Tripp or J. S. 
Snively, Montrose, Iowa, committee on cot
tages and tents. Those interested write 
early. 

Plenty of room for campers and teams. 
Hay and feed will be provided on the 
grounds. Those desiring to board them
selves can do so cheaply. The merchants of 
Montrose will deliver anything you may wish 
right on the grounds. Ice, meat, and bread, 
fresh daily. 

Every effort will be put forth by the differ
ent committees to make the meetings a 
grand success. Able speakers will be pres
ent, and all can come with the expectation of 
having a spiritual feast. The Sunday school 
and Zion's Religio will take their proper part 
in the program. One day will be set aside 
for an outing, or to cross the river and visit 
the old historic town of Nauvoo. 

Everybody invited. Saints, let us make 
this reunion a grand success. Come one, 
come all; bring your wagons, your tents, and 
if you haven't a tent, write the committee 
early for one or for a cottage. Tents if 
wanted will be furnished as cheaply as possi
ble. Railroad rates have been applied for 
and will be announced later. Bro. E. A. and 
Sr. Clara Smith will represent the Herald 
Office, with mailing lists and full stock of 
books and other publications. 

BY ORDER OF COMMI'l'TEE. 

CHURCH RECORDER'S NOTICE. 
It is now July 30, and the branch reports 

to all the June conferences have not yet been 
received at this office. Some may have been 

BLUFF PARK REUNION. sent and lost in transit, so I call attention to 
AUGUS'l' 19 TO SEPTEMBER 5. the lack of reports yet from the London (On-

No doubt all Latter Day Saints are some- tario), Kewanee, Nauvoo, Fremont, Spring 
what interested in the town of Nauvoo and River, Southern Michigan, Northern Michi
the landmarks of the old church. gan, Northern Minnesota, Southwestern 

Bluff Park is situated just across the river Texas, and Northern Wisconsin districts for 
in the little town of Montrose, on the Iowa June, 1898. 
side, and commands a grand view of the old The reports from Northern California for 
historic city, and is becoming quite a sum- March have not come, nor those from Central 
mer resort, recognized by all who have ever California for April. And there is lacking 
been there as one of the best natural summer the reports of Eastern and Western Maine and 
resorts as to location, natural advantages, Northern Nebraska for May, and of Southern 
scenery, healthful climate, etc., in the United Missouri for March. Neither have the Ok
States. l lahoma reports for February been received, 
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nor those from Nevada for June and Novem
ber, 1897. 

From England and Wales are due many 
reports of branches, the lack of which pre
vents correcting the General Hecords. 

I mention the above matters, and also ask 
for speedy action by many clerks who have 
failed to answer my letters of inquiry con
cerning deficient reports and imperfect items 
of birth, baptism, etc., of names given on re
ports. Kindly come to my aid, please. 

Your brother, 
H. A. STEBBINS. 

LAMONI, .Iowa, July 30, 1898. 31-2t 

REUNION NOTICES. 
OKLAHOMA REUNION. 

Oklahoma mission reunion will be held 
Aug-uet 26 to September 5, in Mr. John 
Minium's grove, twelve miles due west of 
Edmond. The grove is located on the north
east quarter of section 34, township 14, range 
5 west. It is a beautiful grove, plenty of 
shade, good water, and ample room among 
the trees for camp tents and covered wagons. 
Wood for camp use will be furnished free, 
also straw for beds. Pasture for horses will 
be furnished at a reasonable rate, perhaps 
twenty-fl ve cents per team during reunion. 
The committee will endeavor to make all 
arrangements for the comfort and enjoyment 
of all that come. This is a reunion for the 
people, the saints have pledged themselves 
to come, when they voted to have a reunion 
in 1898, so we look for a full attendance
that means all the saints in Oklahoma. 

Every Latter Day Saint will realize that 
we are debtors to the Lord for all we have, 
especially for the restored gospel, which will 
bring us to God and give us a place in his 
kingdom. So we request each one to do 
their part to make the reunion of 1898 a 
success by coming and getting others to come, 
that the work of the Lord may prosper. If 
yoit stay at home, others may also through 
your influence stay at home, so you diminish 
and hinder the good work which has been 
intrusted to us all. Come, praying that the 
God of Israel may be with us in power, in 
blessing his saints, and bringing others into 
the fold. 

Those desiring tents will please notify the 
committee at once, by addressing Elder W. 
S. Macrae, Kingfisher, Oklahoma, who will 
have charge of this part of the work. 

While we have not heard personally from 
Bro. A. J. Moore, we expect him to attend, 
as also all others of the ministry who can. 
2t B. M. MALONEY. 

TWO~DAYS' MEETINGS. 
A Sunday school picnic and two-days' 

meeting wlll be held by the J!-,ork saints, at 
Fork, Mecosta County, Michigan, August 27 
and 28. All those coming on the F. and P. 
M. R. R. come to Chippewa Station, Friday, 
August 26, on the morning trains, and teams 
will be there to meet you. All are invited, 
especially the ministry. 

RUTH w ALRA'l'H, Clerk. 
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20 and 21. We hope that the saints will 
come from the different parts of the district 
and make the meeting a success. The mis
sionaries and local brethren are expected to 
be present. WM. DAVIS, Sec. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Nor th western Kansas district conference 

will convene August 20, at ten a. m., at Blue 
Hapids, Kansas. Ministry, please forward 
reports on time to Mrs. Ella Landers, Lenora, 
Kansas. L. F. JOHNSON, Pres. 

ELLA LANDERS, Sec. 

Conference of New York district will con
vene at Broad River branch, Connecticut, 
September 3 and 4. All elders, priests, 
teachers, and deacons are requested to send 
their reports in writing to the secretary at 
least three days before conference. The 
Sunday school convention of New York dis
trict will be held at same place. and date. 
Business session at 2: 30 p. m. Everybody 
requested to make a special effort to be pres
ent at the conference and Sunday school con-
vention. S. Gun.FOY, Sec. 

189 Schaeffer St., BROOKLYN, N. Y. 

Northeastern Illinois district conference 
will be held at West Pullman, Chicago, Sep
tember 10 and 11. Clerks of branches please 
have reports made out and approved by 
branch and sent to. Elmer E. Johnson, No. 
1972 Marshfield A venue, Chicago, in time to 
reach him by September 8, if possible. Come, 
brethren, and bring the good Spirit with you. 
We expect Brn. J. H. Lake, T. A. Hougas, 
and the missionary force of the district to be 
present. HENRY SOUTHWICK, Pres. 

Nevada conferenc0 will convene August 28, 
ten a .. m. at Fairview schoolhouse, near 
Sheridan, Nevada. It is greatly desired that 
all the local ministry be present, and a large 
representation be had from all parts of the 
district, that we mayefully organize for the 
fall and winter's campaign. We earnestly 
request all to attend. Come and bring the 
Spirit of the Master, that we may enjoy his 
blessings. By order of T. H. Hawkins, presi-
dent. T. w. CHATBURN, 

Missionary in Charge. 

Conference of Florida district will convene 
at Coldwater branch, September 24 and 25. 
All the saints are invited to attend. 

EDWARD POWELL, Pres. 

NOTICES. 
To Submissionaries in Charge:-Only one 

report received to date, August 2. All re
ports should -have been in by the 15th of 
July. I cannot report to the Presidency 
until I hear from you. The traveling minis
try should report to those in charge the 1st 
of July, October, January, and 15th of March. 
Be prompt, my brethren. 

G. T. GRIFFITHS. 
KIRTLAND, Ohio, August 2. 

SPECIAL NOTICE. 
To the Saints of the Southern Indiana Dis

There will be a two-days' meeting held in trict:-As per request of president of mission 
the tent at Minden City, Michigan, August and missionary in charge, there will be no 

conference of the above-named district on 
September 3, as per suggestion of district 
president; and whereas, the district officers' 
time expires by limitation September 4, we 
feel at that time we are relieved from any duty 
pertaining to the office of district president, 
hence abandon all claims as to time and 
place of holding said district conference. 

Your servant for Christ's sake, 
WILLIAM c. MARSHALL, Pres. 

BORN. 
EVANS.-To Bro. Francis A. and Sr. Eliza

beth Evans, at Bevier, Missouri, March 16, . 
1898, a son. Blessed July 17, by Elders J. A. 
Tanner and C. Perry, anil named Francis 
Alma. 

SHERMAN.-To Mr. George and Sr. Han
nah Sherman, July 19, 1898, at B~vier, Mis
souri, a daughter. Blessed at their home, 
because of affliction, July 24, by Elders J. A. 
Tanner, and F. A. Evans, and named Leona. 

HARDER.-Alfred Ammaron, son of Bro. 
Hiram A. and Sr. Dorcas E. Harder; born 
April 19, 1898, at Lamoni, Iowa; blessed July 
31, by Elders H. A. Stebbins and R. S. Sal
yards. 

MARRIED. 
GRIFFITHS-JONES.-At Hiteman, Iowa, 

August 4, 1898, at the residence of the bride, 
a widow with six little boys, Mr. George L. 
Griffiths and Sr. Patience Jones, both of 
Cedar Mines, Iowa, Elder M. D. Lewis offi
ciating. Quite a number of relatives and 
friends partook of an elegant supper, and be
stowed many presents and well wishes on the 
happy couple. May they be blessed with 
wisdom to raise the children in the fear of 
the Lord. 

DIED. 
ALLENDER. -At Lamoni, Iowa, July 3, 

1898, Besse C., eldest child of Mr. and Mrs. I. 
W. Allender. She was born at Burlington, 
Iowa, February 3, 1879, and removed with 
her father's family to Lamoni, February 3, 
1894. Funeral services were conducted by 
Elders Gunsolley, Criley, and F. M. Smith, at 
the L, D. S. church, and the remains were 
interred in Hose Hill cemetery. Besse was 
not a member of the church; but in the 
course of her long sickness she had learned 
to rely on the ordinance of laying on of hands 
for relief from her pains and nervous spells, 
and very frequently called upon the elders to 
administer to her. Just prior to her drnth 
she expressed a desire to be baptized; but 
owing to her weakness it was delayed until it 
was too late. But we do not mourn on that 
account, for the gospel plan is broad enough 
to provide for such cases, and we cannot 
doubt that Besse. is with the happy, accepted 
ones. By the death of this maiden her par
ents have lost a deeply loved child, her sister 
a bright one of the family, and her friends a 
gifted companion. 

HOLLIBAUGH.-On July 1, 1898, at the 
home of her daughter at Newcastle, Penn
sylvania, Sr. Margaret, wife of Bro. Jona
than Hollibaugh of Brinton, Michigan, 
branch. She was born April 4, 1836, at 
Brookfield, Ohio; baptized September 29, 
1889. She died having an abiding confidence 
in the work of God. 
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Royal makes the food pure, 
wholesome and delicious. 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK~ 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1 and 2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jes us Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment, growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume 2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... · $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners. . 2 00 
Full l~ather . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50 
Full leath3r, gilt edges ..•........ 3 00 

PATTIE; OR LEAVES FROM A LIFE. 

REDUCED from $1.15 to 75 cents. An 
excellent work for the home, also for 
young people's libraries and societies. 
Herald Publishing House, Lamoni, 
Iowa. 

C. B. & Q. EXCURSIONS. 

TRANS-MISSISSIPPI EXPOSITION. I 
Omaha, Nebraska, June 1 to November 1, 

1898. For rateil and dates apply to agent. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every '\Veil.nesday, at I~amoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 pe;r year; six months 
$1.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; 
sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., should be addressed to 
Frank Criley, Business Manager. Remitt1mces 
should be made by post office or express orders, 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters. 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ..........•......•.••...... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..••• 1 75 
Morocco gilt edges • • • • • • . . . . . • . . 2 25 
Moroceo: flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth ...................•••••••. $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . • . . • • • • • 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges.. .. . 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible .••• ' .. I 00 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth .......................•••. $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia ........•••• 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible . . • • . • 2 00 

COMPENDIUM OF FAITH. 
Cloth ..............•...•...•... $0 75 
Leather ..•..••••.... •'• ••.••••.. 1 00 

GRACELAND u 

---COLLEGE, 
LAMONI, IOWA. 

Telephone 71. 

For catalogues or further information, 
Address, PROF. J, T. PENCE, 

Acting President, 
or R. S. SALYARDS, Secretary, 

LAMONI, low A. 

----------= 
TR.ACTS. 

TRACTS Order by numbers. 
1. The Nature of Man. Is he Pos

sessed of Immortality? Per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ......... $1 00 

2. Truth Made Manifest; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 ................. 1 00 

S. Voice of the Good Shepherd; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine 
of the Church, and Kirtland 
Temple Suit; per doz. 3 cts.; 100 15 

5. Questions and Answers (on First 
Principles of the Gospel); per 
dozen, 3 cents; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . Hi 

6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall Adminis-
ter; per dozen, 15 cents; 100 ... 1 00 

7. Who then Can be Saved; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100............ 30 

8. Fullness of the Atonement; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

9. Spiritualism Viewed from a. 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 ........... 1 30 

10. The Narrow Way; per dozen, 10 
cents; 100.................... 50 

11. The Plan of Salvation; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 .......... 1 20 

12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexander Campbell to a Re
stored Primitive Christianity 
Examined; per doz., 15 cts; 100, l 00 

14. Reply to Orson Pratt; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ $1 00 

15. How to Enter the Kingdom; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100............. 30 

HJ. Polygamy: Was it an Original 
Tenet of the Church; per dozen, 
10 cents; 100................... 50 

18. Necessity for a Reorganization 
of the Church; per dozen. . . . . . SO 

19. A Statement and a Correction 
of It; per dozen................ 10 

20. The "One Body;" or the Church 
under the Apostleship and under 
the Apostasy; per doz. 15c; 100, 1 00 

21. Truths by Three Witnesses, and 
Epitome of Faith; per dozen, 
3 cents; 100........ . .. .. . . .. .. 11.1 

22. Faith and Repentance; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100 .. .. . . .. . .. . iO 

23. Baptism; per dozen, 10 cts.; 100 65 
24. The Kingdom of God; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100....... .. .. .. .. .. .. SO 
25. Laying on of Hands; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100.......... .... .. . ... 30 
27. The Sabbath Question; . per 

dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ 1 00 
31. What is Truth? True Ortho

doxy? and an Evangelical 
Church? and Epitome of Faith; 
per dozen, 3 cents; 100......... Ui 

41. The Gospel, and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen, 3 cents; 100 llS 

42. Rejection of the Church; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100..... 00 

43. One Wife or Many; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 ................... l 00 

44. Crooked Paths; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

47. The Future State; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

Prophecy of the Rebellion; per 100 10 
TRACTS IN LARGE LOTS. 

Special prices on application for 
tracts in lots of 1000 or more. 

RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE. 
Cloth .........•...........••.... $".) 40 
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STATE SAVINGS BANK, OF LAMONI. 
Stocl~holders. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Geo. H. Hilliard. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 
G. W. Blair. 
Oscar Anderson. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 
Alice P. Dancer. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 

Officers. 
David Dancer. 

President. 
Wm ... A_nderson, 

Vice President. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

Cashier. 
Oscar Anderson. 

Assistant Cashier. 

Directors. 
W. A. Hopkins. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 

This bank does a general banking business at 
Lamoni, Iowa. Interest paid on time deposits 
according to the rules of the bank. Correspond
ence and patronage solicited. 

. 
'FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN. 

.A. house in Lamoni, Iowa, two equares from the bust· 
ness center. It bas eix roome, a hall, and three closets, 
and is conveniently arrangtd for a family of six or more; 
is warm as a winter house, and has good vent:lation for 
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple, 
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which are 
the corner of a block. Address. 

I. N. W. COOPER, Lamoni, Iowa. 

BRO. B. F. ORDlVAY, of Peoria, Illi
nois, will send 3 boxes of ~uit to-Bae post 
paid anywhere for $1.50, and positively guar
antee it to cure your tobacco habit, or your money 
refunded. 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an 
invention is probably patentable. Communica. 
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents 
sent free. Oldest· agency for securing patents. 

sp~c~~'J,1°ti'ti~~~~~t~g~~~lfi~r:l~i~1 t~e Co. receive 

Scitntific Jlmtrican. 
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir-

~~}i,~tf0l~tf/ i!~Ktt0~~${.iflSo1~u~~~h n~:~d:~1~~s~ 
MUNN & C0.3616roadway, New York 

Branch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C. 

CERTIFICATES AND REPORTS. 
Branch statistical reports; per doz.$0 40 
Annual statistical reports; two for 05 
Certificates of baptism and member-

ship; per dozen. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 12 
Baptism and confirmation certifi

cate books, with stubs . . . . . . • . . • 25 
Certificates of removal; per dozen.. 12 
Marriage certificates; per dozen • • • 25 

JOSEPH THE SEER. His pro
phetic mission vindicated and the 
divine origin of the Book of Mor
mon defended and maintained. 
Paper ....•••••••••••.•••••••••. $0 35 
Cloth, limp...................... 50 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Its Easy Writing 
If its a Blickensderfer No. 5. 

The universal favorite with all classes of 
operators who desire a simple and speedy 
machine. 

More "Blicks" in use among Iowa and Ne
braska newspapers than all the rest of the $100 
machines together. The only Typewriter on 
the market doing hundred-dollar work that is 
sold at a popular price. 

Has 28 Keys, of 84 Characters and Letters; 
Portable, weighing but Six Pounds with case. 

Copies and Manifolds perfectly,-12 carbon 
copies being easily taken at one writing. 

Only one price-$35.00 net. On ten days-ap· 
proval to any responsible man in Iowa or Nebraska. 
Address, 

HARGER & BUSH, 
General Agents, 

904=9rn Main Street, DUBUQUE, IOWA • 

lVIANGLBS -FOR.

FAMILY ANO HOTEL USE. 
An ordinary family ironing can be done on the "RACINE" 

Mangle in twenty minutes, withm't. heat or fuel. 
NO FUEL. 1110 HEAT. NO SCORCHINC. 

Prices within the means of every family. Made in six styles and 
ten sizes, for Families, Hotels, etc. Every Mangle Guaranteed, 

Send 2c stamp for new illustrated Catalogue, with prices. 
THE RACINE MANCl..E CO., Racine, Wis. 

School Furniture~~ Supplies 
The "VICTOR" Foldin~ Desks are especially adapted for use in 
District and Parochiaf Schools. Our line is complete; includini> 
l:itationary Desks, Double Desks, Adjustable Desks, etc. 

GET OUR CATALOGUE AND PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING. 

Agents Wanted Everywhere" 

THOMAS KANE & CO., Racine, Wis. 

RACINE CAS ENCINE 
Uses Gasoline, Natural Gas or l\Ianufactnred Gas. 

Fitted with both Hot Tube and Electric Battery. 
Are used for Pumping Water, Grinding Feed and 
all Farm Purposes; also Grain Elevators, Machine 
Shops, etc. The most Simple, Reliable and Econom· 
ical Gas Engine on the market. Send 2 cent stamp 
for catalogue and prices to 

RACINE HAIUJWARE CO., Racine, WiSJ 

Large Maps Reduced! 
For Sunday School 
and Home Use ... 

Dispensing with the idea of procuring 
agents, I have concluded to furnish the large 
Book of Mormon maps (39x51 inches}, fully 
described in former advertisement, direct to 
all at $1.50, express charges to be paid by the 
purchaser. Former price $2.50. An orna
ment to any home. Sunday schools and 
Religio, please take up collections, procure a 
map, and start a class in the Book of Mor
mon. Sr. (Mrs.} Ella J. Green, of Onslow, 
Iowa, wrote July 6, 1898:-

"Bro. G. F. Weston:-Received map all 
right and extend to you our thanks for favor 
shown in reduction of price. The map is for 
our Sunday school and all who have seen it 
are well pleased." Early orders solicited. 

G. F. WESTON. 
BucHANAN, Berrien Co., :&'1ich. 

TEACHERS' BIBLE. "The Self· 
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps, 
in good large print, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references; 
rrinted on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6lx8i, maited post-
paid at, per copy, net .••••••••••. $2 00 

Scriptural and Book of M1frmon 
si;ibjects illustrated by means of finely painted 
pwtures and charts furnished to order on 
muslin, canvas, or oilcloth. For particulars 
address Hulmes & Kress, 609 Main Street 
Kansas City, Missouri. ' 

MINISTRY AND BRANCH CARDS. 
Neat cards for ministers o:r 
branches, with name and address, 
or place of worship and hours of 
services on face, and Epitome o:r 
"What we Believe" on reverse side. 
An excellent aid. Two sizes: 
2b4 inches, per 250 ............. $0 75 

" " per 1000 .............. 2 50 
3x5i " per 250 .............. 1 00 

" '
4 per 1000 .............. 8 50 

FIRE-BUGS! $200 REWARD. 
The premium payers of the State are maintaining a 

fund by popular subscription from which is offered a 
Reward of $200 

By the undersigned association, for the arrest and con
viction of any incendiary in any of the associated tow:as. 

TO FIRE INSURANCE AGENTS. 
It is dangerous to place insnrance on the goods of 

Tramp Merchants and irresponsible traders. Their 
many fires and fire sales of merchandise are heavy bur 
dens on the property and business interests of the State 

PROPERTY OWNERS FIRE ASSOCIATION. 
DES MOINES, IOWA. 
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SHUT OUT BY POPE'S EDICT. 

DECREE OF ''MA.TOR" EXCOMM;UNICA
TION OF ANTHONY KOZLOW~KI 

·UNIQUE IN THIS COUNTRY. 
ANTHONY KOZLOW AKI, former priest 
at St. Stanislaus Church, Chicago, 
may now regard himself as absolutely 
and finally cut off from the Roman 
Catholic Church. The edict of ex
communication against him has been 
read in all the Catholic churches of 
Illinois, and was read on Sunday to 
all Catholic congregations in the 
Nort'hern Indiana diocese, as it will 
be in the churches throughout the 
country. 

The reading of this pontifical fiat 
has aroused much interest in and out 
of the Roman Catholic Church. Th@ 
chief point of dissimilarity between 
this particular banishment and the 
many instances in which rebellious 
priests have been disfrocked, is the 
odium which in this case attaches to 
any member of the Catholic Church 
who ·in any way aids, countenances, 
or holds with Kozlowski communica
tion of any kind whatever. The per
son so doing is included in the bull of 
excommunication directed agruinst the 
ex-priest. U is said this is the first 
case in America of "major excom
munication .. " Kozlowski is now con
ducting an independent church at 

Lubeck Street and Hoyne A venue. j sec~~d is a decree in the name and by 
TEXT OF THE POPE'S EDICT. the authority of t,he Pope, excommu-

nicating 'by name,' by 'major excom
The edict of excommunication is as munication,' the psuedo . Bishop, 

follows:- Anthony Kozlowski. 
"Whereas, it has been made known "This excommunication is by the 

to the Holy See from undoubted docu- constitution 'Apostolicffi Sedis' re
ments that tfie priest, Anthony Koz- served to the Pope alone. It is the 
lowski, by origin a Pole, now being greatest, the severest punishment the 
in the archdiocese of Chicago, has church can inflict. It is the expulsion 
contumaciously rebelled against legit- from the exterior and interior mem
imate ecclesiastical authority, and, bership of the church, the complete 
moreover, calls himself Bishop of the withdrawal of all graces and privi
Catholic Independent Diocese of Chi-

1 

leges acquired by baptism, the sepa
cago, has published a letter which he ration from the livina bodv of Christ b • , 

calls a pastoral, in which he says that 1 and a thrusting back into the helpless 
he received Episcopal consecration state of unredeemed man. 
fro~ certain heretical Bishops in "By the present decree Anthony 
Swiizerland, Kozlowski, excommunicated by name 
"Ou~ Most H~ly Father, Pope Leo by the Pope by major excommunica

~III., l~ an audience of the 26t.h d~y t~on, is suspended ab officio et benefi
o April, 1898, ordered that m h:s c10; hence he cannot say mass nor 
name, by the pr~sent decree of thls administer nor receive the sacraments, 
sacre~ congregatwn de propaganda nor perform any other sacred function; 
fide, it should be declared that the neither can he exercise any ecclesias
pseudo Bishop Kozlowski has in- tical office, dignity, or benefice. If he 
curred 'Major Excommunication' re- should attempt to hear confessions 
served in the Roman constitution his absolution would be invalid. He 
'Apostolicre Sedis.' is excluded from all share in the pub-

"Moreover, bis Holiness commands lie prayers of the church. He cannot 
that this sentence of excommunication assist at mass or other ecclesiastical 
be published with proper instructions function. If he should die in that 
~ot ?nlJ'." by the ordinary of Chicago, state he should be deprived of Chris
m his d10cese, but also by each and I tian burial. 
every one of the ordinaries of the "All who aid and abet him in the 
United States of North America. 

''Given at Rome, from the Palace 
of the Sacred Congregation de Propa
ganda Fide, on the 2d day of May, 
1898. 

"M. CARD, LEDOCHOWSKI, Pref. 
''A. ARCHBP. LARISS, Sec." 
LETTER SENT TO THE CHURCHES. 

In connection with the promulga-
tion of the papal edic-t, the following 
letter was sent to the various churches 
in the diocese by the Archbishop:-

"Reverend and Dear Sir: By order 
of our Holy Father, the Pope, the in
closed documents are to be published 
in all the churches of the archdiocese 
of Chicago. On next Sunday, there
fore, you will have them read pub-
icly in your church at a,11 the masses. 

The first is a lett.er from the Cardinal 
Prefect of the Propaganda. ThGJ 

crime for which he has been excom
municated by name by the Sovereign 
Pontiff also incu.r major excommuni
cation and all its effects. The faith
ful under grave penalty are absolutely 
forbidden to have any intercourse or 
communication with him. You will 
please read the foregoing and make 
the whole matter perfectly clear and 
intelligible to all the people. I re
main, reverend and dear sir, your 
obedient ser~vant in Christo. 
"P. A. FEEl'iAN, Archbishop of Chi
cago." 

MAKES THE CONTRAST PLAIN. 
In the '•Elements of Eccl@siastical 

Law" the R,ev. S. B. Smith, D. D., 
says:-:-

"Major excommunication is called 
'anathema' when it is inflicted against 
heresy or with certain impressive 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

ceremonies; namely: when the Bishop J ''After all, I am amazed that the I tended an opportunity of this kind. 
pronounces it surrounded by twelve major excommunication should be re-1 TELLS OF THE CHICAGO TROUBLE. 

priests in sacred vestments and hold- I sorted to in this age. I would pub- "The troubles of the Polish Catho
ing in their hands lighted torches, licly burn this papal bull if it were lie in Chicago," continued the priest, 
which they then throw down and not that I might be accused of imitat- "grew out of the financial administra
tread under foot, meanwhile uttering ing Martin Luther and also indulging tion of the affairs of St. Hedwig's 
certain words of malediction." in child's play. Church, where at one time I was as-

The situation was stated thus yes· ASKS THE ARCHBISHOP'S RIGHT. sistant pastor. The congregation of 
terday by a priest of the church:- this church became dissatisfied with 

"I would like to ask any man what 
''There are various forms of ex . h A hb' h F h h d' the way in which the church was 

communication for various causes and rig t re isl odpl'bee anl as to tied- managed. They could get no account· 
d d 'ff t d' . Th d' tate to me. e 1 erate y separa e . f F th B 1 . th un er I eren con it10ns. e or I- lf f h R C th 

1
. mg rom a er arzyns n or e 

. . myse rom t e oman a o w . · h h nary form is called mmor excommu- Ch hf '3I Archbishop. It was demed t at t e 
. . Th' h . h d I urc our years ago. sent a no- . h' h d . ht t h mcat10n. is, t e most m1g ty an . h p F 

1 
. par1s 10ners a any rig o ave a 

severe, is called major excommunica- tree tdo t e opeN. obur years lav.e 'voice in the financial management of 
. I . t b bl' h d . passe away. ow e excommurn- t' h h Th" d h. t1on. t rs o e pu is e m every F h ? Wh I b d ne c urc . is cause a sc ism. 

C b 1. b h 11 C:· b 1. 1 cates me. or w at. en a Th t· 1.t d at o ic c urc to a vat o w peop e. bl' h d h" h h I d . d th t ·' e congrega ion sp i an money 
This is the first instance in this coun- esta is e t is. c urc a vise a was raised for the building of All 

h h d . h b h a church committee be sent to the Sa1'nts'. I mas selected to lead the try w ere sue an e ict as een t us A hb' b 'f bl " . re is iop to see i our trou es announced and where the disgrace of . seceders. The Poles in other cities 
have gone through the same trouble, 
but I have been the only one selected 
for excommunication. Why? Be
cause in establishing the Independent 
Polish Diocese of Chicago it was nec
essary to have a constitution. This 
constitution has been so satisfactory 
to many dissatisfied churches through· 
out the country that the independent 
church has been growing rapidly. 

the Offendl'na rn'iui'ster 1·s made publr"c 1

1 could not be settled. The committee 
0 

. • • ld d'f db Ah . I was msu te an rn orme y re -
It is the last resort, and only after b" h F b th th t d • h . is op ee an a e wan e co ave 
every other attempt to wm back the th" t d 'th tl Th 

· · t h b · 1 t . d ,, no mg o o w1 1em or me. e mutrnous pries as een vam y rie -· . . 
11 

d · f 
T .b A 9 · committee was practica y riven rom 

- n une, ug. · the house. We then decided that we 
~~~~~~~ 

PLANS TO SUE ARCHBISHOP. 

1 

bad better try and get along by our-
TEST OF CHURCH POWER. AMERICAN selves. We have done so pretty suc-

DECISION IN VIEW. cessfully. My parishioners here 

"l have taken steps to begin suit 
against Archbishop Feehan for heavy 
damages and to determine the power 
of the Roman Catholic Church in 
America to make me a pari;:i,b in so
ciety and put a blemish on my 120, -
000 parishioners here and elsewhere,'' 
said the Rev. Father Anthony Koz
lowski of All Saints' Polish Catholic 
Church yesterday, when asked how 
he looked upon the major excommuni
cation placed upon him by t.he Pope 
at. the recommendation of the Chicago 
Archbishop. ''The papal bull is a 
remnant of another age, when church 
and state went hand in hand. Then 
there was no ecclesiastical .or civil 
redress for the victim of one of these 
pronuciamentoes. It is different now 
and especially so in the United States. 
The fortunes and liberty of the hum
blest citizen cannot be attacked with 

number over 10,000, and in all my 
churches 120,000. 

"We have now four churches in 
Chicago, and churches at Thorp," Wis
consin; Ege, Indiana; Depew, New 
York; Buffalo, New York; South Chi
cago, and two churches iu New Bed
ford, Massachusetts. The movement 
is spreading all over the country. 

''The cardinal principle of our 

"The entire excommunication is 
illegal not only according to canonical 
but civil law. Canonical law says 
that when charges are brought against 
a priest he shall be regularly sum
moned before a jury where he must 
be allowed an advocate. Nothing of 
this kind was ever done with me. church is to retain the church prop
The o~ly notice I ever received. from erty in the hands of the church or
Archb1shop. Feehan was a notice to ganization. we refuse to surrender 
leave town m twenty-four hours. I 1 it to any Bishop or Archbishop. A 
then wondered and wonder now who committee of elders handles every 
this man is who has authority to or- cent, and in this way the priest's en
der a citizen out of tow.n after the tire time can be devoted to the spir
manner of a police justice. I refused itual advancement of his flock. The 
to recognize his authority then as to 
the material affairs of the church and 
I refuse to do so now. 

amount of church property controlled 
by Archbishop Feehan in Chicago 
amounts to over $100,000,000. We do 

"Moreover, canonical law says no- not believe that such power should be 
tice of the excommunication shall in the hands of one man."-Chicago 
come directly from the Pope to the J Tribime, Aug. 10. 
person excommunicated. I have re-
ceived no notice of this kind. Again, 

Any good live church that wants a good 
the excommunicated person must be live young married man with a small family, 
called three times by the supreme as a pastor, can be put in correspondence with 

religious opm10ns, and there is Pontiff before the bull against him is . one by addressing this office. He has been in 
another law which prohibits the boy- finally issued. This is to give the ac- ~he ministry seven years, and.has experience 

. . rn pastoral work. Can furmsh good refer-

impunity. The effect of this excom
munication, if carried out, would be 
to render· me a social outcast. The 
Constitution of this country says no 
man shall be attacked because of bis 

cott. The bull is a violation of the cused the opportumty of bemg re- ences. He can be had for $700 to $900 per 
laws of the United States and is an at- stored to the bosom of the church 4,f year. He has good education, and does 

· · · · 11 b b ld d · ft · good pastoral work. Any church desiring tempt to subvert civil to ecclesiastica e s ou so es1re a er expressmg a such a man can obtai,p him by addressing this 
authority. penitential spirit. I was never ex- office at once.-J.-Ex. 
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AI T HERALD@ 
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.''-John 8s 31, 32, 

"Hearken to the word of the Lords for there sha!l not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none.''-B, of M., page116. 

Vol. 45. 

JOSEPH SMITH 
H.. S. SALYARDS 
HEMAN c. SMI'l'H, 
JOSEPil LUFF, 

EDITOR. 
ASSISTANT EDITOR. 

} CORRESPONDING EDITORS. 

LAMONI, lowA, AUG. 17, 1898. 

THE TRUTH OF IT. 

SOMEWHEHE about 1867 the church 
in business and spiritual assembly, a 
solemn conclave, he1d by reason of 
the church usage and command of 
God, directed the branch of the 
church at Plano, to build a house of 
public worship, of sufficient capacity 
to hold the Annual Conferences of the 
church in. The branch, proceeding 
upon the instruction thus given, built 
a house 'l>hich was turned over to the 
Trustee, and upon which the Bishop 
was authorized to pay a small remain
ing indebtedness. 

About 1879 or 1880 the church de
cided that the time for the establish
ment of a business center at some 
other place than Plano, Illinois, had 
come and a committee was appointed 
to locate and build suitable buildings 
for the publishing department. That 
committee did its work and it was 
accepted by the church. 

About 1885 the building of an insti· 
tution of learning by the church began 

·to be agitated. It resulted some time 
latlilr, in a declaration of the church in 
conference to the effect that the church 
needed such an institution. A com
mittee was appointed to carry the will 
of the body into execution. No in
structions were given the committee; 
no directions as to how to build, nor 
what should be the size or cost of the 
building; the committee being left to 
its own discretion. That committee, 
sustained and renewed at successive 
sessions of the conferences, did the 
work assigned them, wisely, or other
wise, and reported their work and the 
resulting condition of affairs to the 
power appointing them. The church 
took cognizance of the work and the 
condition resulting, and authorized 
the Bishop, as Trustee of the finances 
of the church, to take measures to re-

Lamoni, Iowa, August 17, 1898. 

lieve Graceland College of its disa
bilities. 

We commend the reading of the ar
ticle by Observer, in this issue. The 
act of the committee in building the 
college was the act of the church; the 
committee being the agents for the 
church in" the work. They did the 
best they could under the circum -
stances attending the work intrusted 
to them; and we sincerely hope that 
while there may be those who, had 
th"1y been chosen as the committee, 
might have done better than was done, 
this will not be permitted to st,and in 
the way of now meet.lug the crisis as 
its necessities demand. The church 
should by all means pay out and set 
the institution free. 

ARMY SALOONS. 

IT appears that the ''army regulations" 
permit the establisment of a "can
teen," at any encampment of the army 
wherever the commandant may choose 
to have one. These canteens are no 
more, no less than liquor shops, 
where light drinks and intoxicating 
drinks are sold to the soldiers in 
camp. 

This is a most pernicious regula
tion, and one that offers an induce
ment for peculation on the part of the 
commandant, and an opportunity for 
the demoralization and physical ruin 
and degradation of the soldier. 

Sir Garnet Wolseley, not many years 
ago in charge of the British army, 
stated that seventy per cent of the de
moralization and crime in the British 
army was the direct, or indirect re
sult of the use of intoxicants. The 
same year the county commissioners 
of St. Louis County, Missouri, in a 
published report following an inquiry 
into the condition of the county, 
stated that two thirds of all the pau
perism and crime in the county were 
the result of the use of intoxicating 
drinks. 

Dr. Kane, the Arctic explorer, 
found that those men who best en
dured the hardships and perils of 
Arctic winters were those who did not 
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use intoxicants. Lieutenant Strain, 
who conducted the Darien exploration 
expedition many years ago, in report
ing his observation stated that the 
men who bore the tropical heat and 
the perils of jungle labor and fever 
the best were the men who drank no 
liquors. 

Why our army leaders should de
liberately ignore the lessons taught 
by the experiences of the past, and 
put the American soldier into the way 
of physical deterioration, disease, and 
death by placing canteens at the 
doors of the camp is a mystery, and a 
shame on American morals and army 
wisdom. 

Hundreds of mothers, and wives 
are dependent on the soldiers in the 
field for subsistence. This they will 
never get, if the enlisted man is to be 
followed by the saloon to gather in 
his monthly stipend. And, whether 
the soldier die shot to death by guns 
in the hands of hostile Spaniards, or 
be dosed to disease and physical wreck 
by the doses poured out to him over 
the "canteen" bar; the hardly earned 
taxes of the sober and industrious 
men and women of the nation will be 
called upon to pay the widow, and 
children the nation's stipend for pen
sions when the soldier is mustered 
out by death. There ought to be a 
strict clause in the pension laws to 
the effect that the soldier who should 
become addicted to the habits of 
drunkenness should forfeit his right 
to the government pension, and this 
forfeiture should be made to affect the 
widow and offspring should the death 
of the soldier be the direct, or indirect 
result of the drink habit, thus bind
ing the soldier by a moral obligation 
to keep sober. 

Joshua Levering, of Baltimore, 
Maryland, is getting measures on foot 
to secure a strong protest from the 
people to be brought to bear upon the 
army officers, including President Mc
Kinley, Commander in chief, to secure 
the abolishment of the army regula
tion permitting the "canteen" the 
army saloon. 

The movement is a good one and 
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ought to meet the support of all well 
wishers of the nation's welfare. 

Mr. Levering urges all '•churches, 
organizations and associations of every 
character which believe the canteen 
to be injurious to the •Boys in Blue' 
to pass resolutions setting forth that 
fact and petitioning the President for 
its removal from every camp and Sol
diers Home over which float the Stars 
and Stripes, emblem of protection and 
liberty, and to forward same to him 
by mail." 

TO MAKE SWEARING A MISDE-
MEANOR. 

PRESIDEN'l' RUDOLPH GUGGENHEIMER of 
the Municipal Council is preparing a city or
dinance intended to check the use of profane 
and indecent language in the streets and 
public places of the city. His ordinance will 
provide a heavy penalty, fine, or imprison
ment, or both, for any person swearing or 
using obscene language in public. The of
fense will be made a misdemeanor, for which 
the police can make arrests where they bear 
the swearing or upon complaint of any citi
zen. President Guggenhoimer said to-day 
that he would lay the matter before the mem
bers of the Municipal Assembly and llrge 
them to take such action as might be neces
sary to protect the public from the offenses 
against good mi>nners and morals. He says 
that if a majority of the members will sup
port him in the movement he will introduce 
the ordinance and prees it tu passagci. 

Movements like the foregoing de
serve notice because of the principles 
underlying them. Relig1on includes 
the observance of moral principle, 
and when such principle can be made 
the bases of municipal ordinances and 
the statute books record a moral code 
consistent with moral demands, we 
shall indeed have needed and potent 
cooperation in the great work of re
form and progress. Greater New 
York would be made greater by the 
passage and enforcement of such an 
ordinance. The passage of it would 
lead to other and further enactments 
for good. Does the world grow bet· 
ter or worse? The foregoing indi
cates that in some respects at least 
the record is being made for the bet
ter side. 

Every step forward means possi
bility of added and further progress. 
Man can only occupy safe and exalted 
ground through adherence to princi
ple. It is therefore necessary that 
not one or two, but the masses of the 
people be governed by uplifting prin
Qiples of right in all lines of human 

~ 

thought and effort. We hail with 
satisfaction every proper movement 
forward and upward. Let us 
strengthen the forces of right by 
strict indorsement, by careful per
sonal compliance with principle. Not 
policy, but truth; not selfish ends, but 
the welfare of the race should be the 
desires and motives actuating us. 
The true in heart will recognize and 
be glad in all that conserves the wel
fare of mankind. 

PEACE!! 

America, in the western continent. 
But, more has been gained by the 

United States than was first declared; 
for in the prosecu1iion of the war, in 
the effort to break the Spanish power 
to do the United States harm, Admiral 
Dewey attacked and destroyed the 
Spanish fleet under Admiral Montojo, 
at Manila, there has been left a burden 
on the government of the United 
States that will be difficult to carry 
or lay down. The honor and moral 
rectitude of the United States are by 
the act of Commodore Dewey, and 
sending of General Merritt with his 
army to the Philippines, pledged to 
the world to see to it that the contest 
with Spain shall result in making 
permanent peace between Spain and 
her colonies in those islands possible, 
and it wonld be an act of bad faith to
ward the Philippines and the other 
well-disposed occupants of tbe islands, 
and the world to arrange the final 
terms of peace on such a basis as to 
perpetuate the unchristian and cruel 
rule hitherto had over that people. 
Much as it may be said that the na-
tive population are ignorant, vicious, 
and uncivilized, whose fault is it if 
such is the state of the native and 

BY a protocol agreed upon and signed 
on the 12th of the present month, be
tween Secretary of State William R. 
Day, for the United States, and M. 
Jules Cambon, the Ambassador from 
France, for Spain, it has been ar
ranged tbat Spain shall give up all 
claim and title to Porto Rico, aban
don and withdraw her armies from 
Cuba and sJl the islands in the West 
Indies now belonging to Spain; that 
the United States shall have military 
possession and occupation of Manila, 
port, bay, and harbor. That there 
shall be appointed a committee of five 
on the part of the United States, and 
five on the part of Spain; to constitute 
a Commission, to meet in Paris, half-caste dwellers in those wonderful 
France, whose duty it shall be to take islands? 
the matter of a treaty of peace into Now that the forces destined of 
consideration and determine what God for the emancipation of the op
shall be the final terms of peace be- pressed and downtrodden of human
tween the two countries. ity, have been put in motion in places 

Hostilities are to cease, pending the outside the United States, there 
sitting of the commission. The Span- should be no backward step taken, no 
ish are to evacuate Cuba, Porto Rico, grave mistake made; either in Porto 
and all other Spanish possessions in Rico, which will become absolutely a 
the West Indies, the retiring armies part of the United States; in Cuba, 
to carry with them their movable which may become an independent 
arms and ammunition, leave their for- and sovereign republic or state as the 
tifications intact, and surrender abso- people may elect; in the Philippines, 
lutely the sovereignty of Spain in the which may become a troublesome 
western hemisphere. ward of the government, pending the 

The United States is to have Porto sending in of factors by which an edu
Rico by concession, also one of the cation in regard to the civil rights of 
Ladrone Islands, and is to assume man and political possibilities of a 
military control of Cuba, pending the people may be secured to the people 
establishment of a stable government to be governed either by themselves, 
by the inhabitants of that unhappy or the powers to which the peace 
island. commissioners of the two contracting 

By this it will be seen that the war parties to the final treaty shall deliver 
declared by the United States for the those islands. 
stopping of the misrule of Spain in In the meantime all the citizens of 
Cuba and the liberation of the Cubans, this great republic should be thank
has reached the point aimed at in such ful that the end has been reached by 
declaration; that is, the driving the so little loss of life and expenditure of 
Spanish out of the lands adjacent to J public treasure, 
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EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

BRO. W. H. KELLEY, Glenwood, 
Iowa, August 5: -

Bro. I. M. Smith has the tent up here, and 
circulars out for preaching to-night and on. 
Hot, but it rains; no frost hereabouts. Will 
go out to Macedonia n0xt week. 

Bro. J. S. Roth, Pekay, Iowa, Au
gust 9:-

The club foot man again; look out for him 
saints. He was at Pekay, Iowa, a short time 
ago with bis old story, and as usual some of 
the saints gave him money. But luckily this 
time he got only fifty cents. He ought to be 
arrested for false pretense and sent to board 
nt headquarters. I will close my meetings 
here to-night and go north. 
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spirit of the latter-day work is alive, pany in numerous other Baptists of 
active, vigorous in his efforts to abound prominence who have found flaws and 
in the good cause. These are stirring serious breaks in the so-called historic 
times, full of portentous meaning, yet chain of Baptist succession. Truth 
there seems to be a tendency, as there and facts come to light in spite of all 
has always been, on the part of some, opposing forces. Dr. Whitsitt may 
to fall into spiritual stupor or sleep. be got rid of, but bis researches 
There is danger in spiritual slumber- and testimony will stand in evidence 
ing, especially for saints, who are nevertheless. Admissions from ad
commanded to "watch" and "pray," herents to a cause, against its claims, 
and admonished against permitting are telling things. 
"that day"-the time of the end_:to The corn-fed philosopher is a 
overtake them as a thief in the night. homely man, but he says some good 
Brethren, sisters, ministry, and laity, things; among them the following: 
are any of us asleep, or getting drowsy? "It is odd, but true, that the man who 
How is it? speaks without thinking is the one 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. The struggle for supremacy in most apt to say what he thinks." 
A CARD from Bro. Joseph Luff, Inde- China is becoming fierce and intense. This is the old saying, "Think twice 
pendence, Missouri, August 3, an- Russia, emboldened by past successful before you speak," in new form. 
nounced that he would be on the move encroachments in the far East, has been Though old it is "not ·too old to 
east at 5: 15 p. m. of that date, enroute met with firm remonstrances by Great learn." 
for his eastern field. His address Britain, which assures China of sub- Pope Leo is prostrated by weak
would be Dennisport, Massachusetts, stantial and prompt support against ness, induced by the intense heat. 
for a few days. Bro. Luff is not fully Muscovite aggressions. The student The attendant physician has ordered 
established in health, but hopes to of prophecy and of other signs of the absolute rest, which includes suspen
improve as he goes into the work. end will watch the development of the sion of all audiences and official duties. 

Bro. Alexander H. Smith left La- Eastern question. The Pope was born March 2, 1810, 
moni for Dennisport and the East for It is said that blind men outnumber and crowned as head of the hierarchy 
a season's portion of the season. He blind women by two to one. Most of March 2, 1878. Sorrow and trouble 
will labor in the East as the way may the gentler sex doubtless believe the arising from his failure to prevent 
open in connection with the local au- statement. war between America and Spain, the 
thorities in charge. Bro. William H. A pound of phosphorus is said to latter the stronghold of Qatholicism, 
Kelley, now in the West, will supply be sufficient to tip 1,000,000 matches. are said to have cam.ed melancholy 
the place of Bro. Alexander at the Phosphorus is good in some matches, and declir:e. 
Bluff Park and Woodbine reunions, but has spoiled many others. It is a Bro. J. W. Wight may be addressed 
minus committee work at Bluff Park. good thing in its place, but is said to thus: Oare Carrier 12 Salt Lake City, 
The others of the committee will ar- have peculiar relationship to the Utah. 
range for his duties there. nether world and to the strife and evil Bro. Heman C. Smith, of the Twelve, 

Arrangements have been made for that there has its seat of government. and Bro. Ernest R. Dewsnup, from 
a debate with a Mr. Allison, of the There is but limited and specific use Swansea, South Wales, (formerly of 
Holiness people, seven miles west of for it in the domestic and social cir- Manchester, England,) arrived at La
Lamoni, beginning on Monday, cle. In its proper sphere it does lit- moni, on Monday, the 15th inst. Bro. 
August 15. The subjects include tle or no harm, but used elsewhere, Smith returns after an absence of a 
water baptism, the resurrection, lookout! year or more in the European mission. 
church organization, etc. Bro. Co- The strictly conservative element Bro.Dewsnup comes to America in the 
lumbus Scott is expected to represent among the Missionary Baptists-those in_terests of the college work, upon 
the Reorganized Church if well who cling to the long since exploded which he will enter with the beginning 
enough. He is rapidly improving in theory of Baptist succession, are on of the new college year in September, 
health. the war path after the scalp of Doctor as president and one of the resident 

In HERALD editorial of last issue, Whitsitt. The Arnerican Baptist Flag, professors of Graceland College. We 
for ''President Buchanan," read of August 4, contains repeated refer- are glad on behalf of the F{ERALD and 
"President Van Buren." Reference ences to the Whitsitt controversy. It the church to welcome these brethren; 
to the Civil War history caused the appears that the Doctor has proffered Bro. Smith to home and native land, 
slip, no doubt. his resignation as "President· of the and Bro. Dewsnup to a new home and 

Bro. David Smith sends us a clip- Southern Baptist Theological Semi- place among us, and in which we sin
ping from the Detroit Journal of July nary and Professor of Church His- cerely trust he will find blessing and 
19 which contains a valuable article tory." The Louisville Courier-Journal, comfort and success among the people 
on the prehistoric mounds of Mont- I says the Doctor resigned to escape a of God. Our prayer is that God may 
calm County, which we may be able bitter fight, which doubtless is cor- continue to bless the labors of these 
to publish later on. Thanks, Bro. s.1 rect. The Baptists may get rid of brethren for good, as in the past, to 

The man or woman who has the ' Doctor Whitsitt, but he has good com- 1 the progreiss of his work. 
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JVIothsrs' MomB Goltlmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

11Dwell more with 1nen, O Soul l und more with man. 
Add to the ties, the human tics that bind 
'l'hee closer, surer to thy fellow-kind. 

Muke great, deep, warm, pure friendship that must 
span 

This life and that fair other. Ah! this ban 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

all will get a prize if they go about it in the 
right direction. It is a duty devolving upon 

·every man and woman-and especially those 
in the church-who are seeking a companion 
in life, to seek one of their own affinity; one 
congenial to their every taste. And not only 
have a desire to please themselves, but also 
to please their heavenly Father. Ask hie 
counsel and ad vice. Although some of our 
earthly friends might laugh at us if we went 

Of distance and of pride, that make us blind, 
Blind to the Justin~ joys that others find,

Slow, all too slow, our bit of heaven to scan." 

"IS MARRIAGE A FAILURE~" 

• to them for ad vice upon the matter, but not 
so with our kind Father, who will give lib
erally and upbraid not. And if it is as a step 
in the <lark, or with our eyes blindfolded, it's 

THIS is a question of very great importance, 
and might be answered with both "No" and 
"Yes." Back to the morn of creation, when 
the sweet law of obedience prevailed, when 
the great waters were content to remain 
within their bounds, when the blue canopy of 
heaven had not been marred by angry clouds, 
when the earth was willing to yield her in
crease and man free from bin, when all that 
was made shone forth in its magnificence, 
grandeur, and splendor, fresh from the hands 
of the grr;at Creator, it was then that God 
saw it was "not good for man to be alone," 
and prepared him a helpmeet, bone of man's 
bone and flesh of bis flesh. This helpmeet 
was called "woman," afterwards "wife." 
Now the work is not only "good,'' but "very 
good." Further we read: "Therefore shall 
a man leave his father and his mother, and 
shall cleave unto his wife: and they shall be 
one iiesh" (Gen. 2: 24), showing that this union 
was not confined to Adam and Eve only, but to 
all who would be man and wife. Malachi (2: 15) 
speaking of this union, shows us that the 
Lord ordained it that a godly seed might be 
obtained. Paul gives us to understand that 
it is honorable, and acceptable of God (Heb. 
13: 4). And in Doctrine and Covenants 49: 3 
we read, "Marriage is ordained of God unto 
man; wherefore it is lawful that he should 
have one wife, and they twain shall be one 
flesh, and all this that the earth might 
answer the end of its creation; and that it 
migb t be filled with the measure of man, ac
cording to his creation before the world was." 

because we willfully close our eyes and ears 
against all light and warning. We have 
been favored in life if we have not seen the 
results of an uncongenial marriage; and 
as like causes produce like effects, we 
should take warning. Again, if it is "a piece 
of chance work," it is because courtship 
is such a marvelous scheme of deception, 
that it would be impossible for its results to 
go right, but is a mysterious uncertainty-a 
failure. But if all deceit would be avoided, 
and marriage be considered as an ordinance 
of divine law, then instead of it being a fail
ure, it would be what God intended it should, 
the great crowning sheaf of happiness and 
success. SIS'l'ER JESSIE. 

CANADA, June, 1898. 

BABY'S DAY. 

Up in the morning as bright as can be, 
Laughing and crowing with musical glee; 
Eyes brightly shining with mischief and fun, 
Showing us plainly her day has begun. 

Plays peek-a-boo as she gets on her clothes, 
In comes the kitty and off baby goes, 
Creeping so swiftly she catches his tail, 
Poor patient kitty gives never a wail. 

Pulls him and wools him in innocent glee, 
"Baby, dear baby, let poor kitty be!" 
Soon as she thinks he's had his sharA of woe, 
Stoops down to kiss him and then lets him 

go. 

Now she must hasten to help make the bed, 
"You are a bother,'' is what Mamma said. 
Hangs to my dress as I go for the broom, 
Then she assists me in sweeping the room. 

'l'here, she's caught sight of the half-open 
door, 

Soon she is out on the damp kitchen floor. 
There is the coal bucket, there is the girl, 
Out on the iioor goes the coal with a whirl. 

Dear naughty "paddies" that Mamma must 
"Whip, 

Eyes filled with tears and a quivering lip,
"Baby be good now," then turning away, 
"Wonder what will be the next prank to-,.. ,, 

uay. 

Thus we see that this di vine ordinance was 
given as the bond of social order; that purity 
and chastity which God delights in should be 
protected, without interfering with the de
sign for which man and woman were created. 
We cannot afford to allow that God would 
ordain anything to be a failure. Marriage
as ordained of God unto man-is all that is 
pure and holy; it is one of the most sacred 
ordinances of the great gospel law. Yet how 
often we hear, "0 marriage is a lottery," a 
"leap in the dark," a "grand piece of chance 
work;" and it's surprising how universally 
that is believed and acted upon. To lead 
each other to believe that they themselves 
are faultless seems to be the sole object of Dear me! Oh! dear, she bas now found the 
some of those contemplating matrimony. flour 
Disguised hypocrisy is their only charm. 'Round goes the sieve like a small water 
Thus deception goes on until it's too late, pow'r- . . 
when to our great disappointment we find Blacke~ed with coal, and with flour half 
that instead of a prize we have drawn a blank. ~hite, . . 

Now God did not intend that one should Baby s small face is a wonderful sight. 

draw a prize while ten or a hundred drew J Grandma is writing, now that is a treat: 
)Jla,nks; but he desires all to get prizes. And E;wiftly tney patter, those dear little feet, 

Peeps o'er the big book to read ev'ry word. 
If you had listened, you might then have 

heard:-

"Grandma's sweet baby, her darling and pet, 
(Don't, dear, you'll blot that, it isn't dry yet,) 
Can't find her equal in all the great south, 
(There goes that ink-stopper right in her 

mouth)." 

''Papa is coming, dear, run, baby, run; 
Watch from the window-0 isn't it fun!" 
"A kiss now for Papa," my own baby girl, 
Ouch," (she is giving his moustache a twirl). 

"Isn't she nice?" says proud Papa to me, 
"Pretty and sweet, aJ:Jd as smart as can be. 
(Pulling my whiskers-here, quit that, I say! 
Land sakes alive, Mamma, take her away)." 

Sleepy time comes, and our darling's wee arms 
Clasp 'round my l'leck, while a lullaby charms 
Down the white lid$ over the deep wells of 

blue, 
And the bright eyes are soon lost to my view. 

Though with relief do I see the brown head, 
Safe on the pillow, I kneel by the bed
Guard and protect her, and grant, Lord, I pray, 
She may have many a long baby day. 

MINA PERKINS KEARNEY. 
NEVADA, Mo., April 4, 1898. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

JOHN LEWIS, of Aberaman branch, Wales, 
requests the faith and prayers of the saints 
that if it be the Lord's will to strengthen his 
faith. He has been a member of the ccurch 
forty-nine years; and his hand has been 
withered the last six months. 

Bro. Dan Davies, of Aberaman branch, 
Wales, requests the faith and prayers of the 
Union, that if it be the Lord's will he may 
be healed of asthma, which he is troubled 
with for many years. 

8lfndau 8~hool Dsvar1msn1. 
ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor. 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

THE Sunday school work at the Nauvoo re
union will be under the direction of the First 
Assistant Superintendent of the General 
Association, Bro. J. A. Gunsolley. Work 
will be done every day as may be found prac
ticable, as has been the custom at re.unions 
in past years. There will be a special day, 
Saturday, August 27, morning and afternoon 
sessions. All should go fully prepared and 
willing to do whatever may be assigned them 
to do. While the "special day" will be of 
great interest, we hope to be able to make 
the work of all other days practical and in
teresting to every one. You should take 
with you to the reunion your Bibles, Quar
terlies, and Winnowed Songs. They will all 
be needed. The General Superintendent will 
also be there a part of the time, and will as
sist in the work. 

We apprehend that all the workings of a 
well regulated Sunday school, the blackboard, 
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and other helps to the work will be discussed 
and illustrated. All should attend. It is a 
duty you owe to yourself, to your school, and 
to your God to equip yourself for your part of 
this great work. 

Bro. Gunsolley is also President of the 
"Heligio" and will give this department of 
work the proper attention. 

We are in receipt of a copy of a circular 
letter sent out by Sr. Ella Miller, of Verdella, 
Missouri, to the various school officers of the 
Clinton, Missouri, district, of which she is 
superintendent. The letter is too lengthy 
for insertion here. But we would say that 
it is one that is calculated to awaken an in
terest in the Sunday school work jf there is 
a spark of life left in them upon which to 
work. Aside from instruction of a general 
nature there was a special piece of work as
signed. She formed an outline of the con
tents of the Bible and placed it in unique 
form upon a star design and requested the 
superintendent of each school to drill bis 
pupils a few moments each Sabbath at the 
close of Sunday school upon the outline. By 
this they would have committed the points 
to be taught-the number of books in the 
Bible, number of authors, time in compila
tion, character and contents of the books, 
and many other points. Then there was to 
be a test of the work done at each school 
at the forthcoming district convention, 
where the district superintendent would 
make a public examination in form of 
a general review. This woula show where 
the most careful work had been done. The 
matter was eminently successful, and doubt-
less much good will accrue from it. . 

If you are a district officer and. have not as 
yet done anything to stimulate more and 
better work among your schools, is it not 
time to think about it? There is always 
opportunity and plenty of talent to do the 
work if once developed and appli2d. Will 
you "bury" your "talent in a napkin?" or 
will you improve upon it? Which reward do 
you prefer? Think and act accordingly. 

The Northeastern and_ the Kewanee dls
tricts of Illinois have each arranged to hold 
a two-days' institute in the early part of Sep
tember. They are preparing an interesting 
program which will probably appear before 
this. All Sunday school people of the dis
tricts and as many others as can; should at
tend. The General Superintendent will be 
present at both to lend what aid he can. 
Hemember the time and places, West Pull
man, Illinois, September 1, 2; and Buffalo 
Prairie, Illinois, September 8, 9. 

SELECTIONS FROM MY NOTEBOOK. 
BY M. J. PHIPPS. 

WHILE looking over some scribbled 
thoughts in my notebook taken in the last 
two years, it occurred to me that some of 
them might be of intere.st to others, so will 
pass them around; and I know of no better 
medium than the department in the Herald. 

The General Sunday School Association 
was formed in April, 1891. We now have 
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schools in nearly every State, in foreign 
lands, and in the islands of the sea. 

Question Books were first used for primary 
classes, and Compendiums for Bible classes. 
Next were the Teachers' Helps, then the 
Gospel Quarterly. 

A school should k.eep a systematic record. 
It should be a complete history of the school. 

The secretal'y should make a complete rec
ord of every pupil-:-his age, deportment, 
scholarship, and att~ndance; also of all busi
ness transacted by the school. 

Children should be taught to give and to do 
it sys1;ematically. 

Commence getting a library as soon as 
possible; then add to it as you can and have 
need to. 

Teachers meetings are very important and 
necessary. All should attend them, whether 
teachers or not. 

A teacher should think much about his 
class and the lesson early in the week. He 
should know the following lesson and study 
carefully how he is going to teach it. [He 
should know the lesson more than a week 
ahead so that he can properly assign the fol
lowing lessqn and plan for future work.-ED] 

Study for something new to bring into each 
lesson. In your reading through the week 
have it in. mind to draw something from 
it that will help you in teaching the Sunday 
lesson, something that will make the lesson 
clearer. One good moral principle taught 
each week and well fixed in the mind will 
accomplish much in time. A true principle, 
whether from the Bible or elsewhere, is of 
great worth. Simple illustrations of the 
truths taught will make them more easily 
remembered. 

If you have a temperance lesson to teach, 
prepare yourself with an egg, a glass tumbler, 
and a vial of alcohol. Your class will not 
soon forget a lesson taught with these. If 
you do not know how to perform with them, 
ask your druggist to show you. I We would 
suggest that the writer give to the reader 
the experiment he has in mind to be per
formed.-ED.] 

Study variety. I have seen scholars inter
ested in this way whose attention it was 
almost impossible to gain in any other way. 

To secure prompt attendance: Let the 
teacher be prompt. Let the school open 
promptly. Talk to them about punctuality, 
good behavior, good lessons, good attention, 
etc. Let the pupil see that the teacher is 
interested in the work to be always there. 

WE have a number of articles without any 
signature attached or any outside informa
tion as to who wrote them or where they are 
from. It is not often that we like to use an 
article wit,hout knowing its origin. It 
might so happen that we would use some
thing that had once been published 
and not give proper credit. This is 
termed amongst editors "stealing," and we 
do not wish to be one who does not "give 
honor where honor belongs." Again, we 
wish to know whose opinions we are reading 
and something of the person's whereabouts. 
One in Canada might be successful in a cer
tain way of reaching the people. Place him 
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in the Runny South and he might utterly fail. 
Why? Because the environment is so differ
ent. Hence the necessity of knowing from 
whence an article comes. One more reason 
why we wish to know: We are trying· to get 
acquainted with our fellow workers in every 
part of the land. That is to learn who the 
workers are, what they are doing or can dn, 
and what they ought to do. We would like 
so much to meet all face to fa<!e, but this can· 
not be very soon, so must be content to get 
acquainted with you through the mail and 
through the reports of work done. 

If you have any b~ight, pithy short arti
cles, paragraphs or lines, send them in. Or 
if they are of some other description, send 
them anyway. We can make good use of 
them. If they are too long, we may be 
obliged to abridge them, but will try and not 
destroy the full meaning thereof. 

Many very good articles are read at nearly 
every convention. Why not send them in? 
If in doubt as to their merit, let the editor 
decide. 'l'hat is a part of his work. L0t us 
hear from you all. 

hBUer DapartmBm. 
LETTER FROM OBSERVER. 

MAGNOLIA, IOWA, July 29. 
Editors Herald:-It is some time since 

I inflicted upon your readers the task 
of reading an epistle fro!IJ my pen, 
and I am not sure the present one 
will afford any great pleasure. It is true I 
have no great troubles to complain of, and if 
I had I would keep them to myself, for it is 
not pleasant to read lugubrious reports, tell
ing of great sacrifices that one is making and 
the terrible difficultiE'.s being encountered by 
us, as though we were the only ones affiicted. 
The fact is, this is a day of sacrifice, and he 
who will submit without murmuring will be 
amply rewarded for patient endurance. 
God says, "Gather my saints together unto 
me, those that have made a covenant with 
me by sacrifice." 

Wben I embraced this work, I saw that I 
must sacrifice tbe friendship of many whom I 
held dear, and that what little honor had at
tached to my name must be lost. Many of 
the pleasures of life must be foregone. The 
prospect of wealth and fame would be blasted, 
and a life of labor and privation must be un
rewarded, so far as this life was concerne.d; 
and if old age with its feeble steps and failing 
sight was to be our lot, there was no prospect 
that it would be cheered with the comforts 
essential thereunto, except the pledge of him 
who said, "Seek ye first the kingdom of Goa, 
and his righteousness; and all these things 
shall be added unto you." And it required 
an abiding faith to make the promise om· 
own, and almost superhuman courage to ena
ble one to take up the burden and gird on the 
armor and then march to the great battle
field to encounter the foes of God and man 
and "fight the good fight of faith" until vic
tory rode triumphant on the banner of eter
nal truth. And I am not sure that I possess 
the needed faith, the enduring courage, and 
the Christlike patience to obtain the crown 
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that is laid up for those that endure to the 
end. Yet my trust is in God and his law is my 
delight. As Jacob said, "Few and evil have 
the days of my pilgrimage been," yet in 
those few days I have proved that God is 
faithful to his promise, in every hour of need, 
and th:>t his service affords greater pleasure, 
joy, and blessings than the world with all its 
glittering- show and dazzling promises can 
give, and by this token of his love I am still 
encouraged to hold on to the "rod of iron," 
and though my efforts are feeble, such as 
they are they will continue to be exerted in, 
and for the cause of eternal truth. 

I am glad to see the young men pushing to 
the front, and wielding the sword of truth: 
and I hope and trust it is not for love of ease 
from manual toil, nor for the little that the 
church treasury may afford, but from an ear
nest devoted zeal for God and truth; if the 
latter is the motive that impels to action, 
eternity alone can measure their joy and the 
greatness of the blessings they shall receive; 
but if unworthier motives actuate us in seek
ing to adorn ourselves with the sacred armor, 
then eternal shame and disgrace shall be 
ours. It is our duty to see how much we can 
do for the cause of truth, i.nd how little we 
cau do with from the church treasury. 

Some who are in the field to-day entered it 
when there was no church treasury to draw 
from, nor even the prospect of an old folks' 
home to go to when a life of arduous toil and 
privation has sapped their physical frame of 
its vigor. I see some of them in the quorums 
of the Presidency, and Twelve, and other 
quorums, and I dare guarantee they will 
never be found saying God had forsaken 
them; nor that he had ever proved unfaith
ful to his promise. The last piece of bread 
may have gone from the loaf, the last coal 
placed upon the fire, and the last cent from 
the purse; but their necessities have been 
supplied, and that from sources unexpected 
to them; and sometimes unknown; and this 
is one of the many evidences the writer has 
that God acknowledges this work as his own. 

One of the things needed to-day to make our 
labor a success is economy, individual and 
collective. Ministers need to practice it, 
families need to practice it, and the church I 
needs to practice it in all its departments. 
"Owe no man anything but love,'' is advice 
tLat is as necessary to the church to-day as 
it waE> in Paul's day, and cannot be ignored ei
ther by the individual or by the church with
out bringing failure and disgrace. The church 
is in debt, whether wisely brought into that 
condition or otherwise, this writer may not 
be a competent judge. It is enough, to know 
that it is in debt, :..nd we, the membership 
including a11 the officials of every grade, con
stitute the church, and it is our business to 
see that the body is free-the business of ev
ery member of the body. It is not wise to 
stop and cavil about how the body became 
enthralled, only as we may be led by proper 
iuquiry to be more watchful and avoid the 
evil hereafter. Our business to-day is to get 
out of debt. Debt is an incubus that fetters 
and cripples the body, depresses and discour
ages the heart, and the longer it remains the 
heavier it weighs, and must end in financial 
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ruin if not lifted; and may end in spiritual 
ruin. Of one thing the writer feels assured, 
that if the highest wisdom has not guided, 
the purest motives have prompted those who 
have been called to be our servants, in their 
action, the one desire has been to bring about 
the greatest good to the cause of truth. This 
is my firm belief, obtained from many years 
of acquaintance and association; yet I con
fess I fail to see the wis\iom of going beyond 
our known strength. I believe the proclama
tion of the g'ospel to the world should be the 
one object of the church, and my past experi
ence and observation as well as my acquaint
ance with God's word teaches me that the 
true qualification of his ministry must come 
by the power of his Spirit., which will always 
be supplied when we do our part. Do not 
understand me as despising or even ignoring 
education; I have always fcilt my lack of that 
great boon, and I realize the conditions of 
our age demand it; but I do think we might 
have commencl:d in a style more in keeping 
with our means. One of our large branches 
went b3yond their means in securing a house 
of worship, and they were wisely ad vised to 
the effect that "we should plan and work ac
cording to our means." That ad vice should 
govern in all things. But how much easier 
it is to give than to practice good advice! 
The fact remains that we are in debt, 
whether by our individual consent or not; 
and if we are sincere in declaring our faith 
that this is indeed the Ohui·ch of Ghrist, let us 
show our faith by,our works and try to make 
the church honorable and honored by doing 
all we can to lift the debt, that Zion may be 
enabled to lift her head, realizing she is free, 
that she may go forth on her divine mission, 
declaring the glad tidings of the gospel to ev
ery nation, that Christ may be justified in judg
ing them as nations, that the kingdom of God 
may be established upon all the earth. The 
gospel faith is the faith that works by love, 
and if we love the Church of Christ let· us in
dividually and collectively do all we can to 
set her free, and our sacrifices will be ap
proved of God, and great peace and blessing 
will come unto all Israel. 

Yours for the honor of God's kingdom, 
OBSERVER. 

PROVIDENCE, R. I., Aug. 5. 
Editors Herald:-We left; Kirtland, Ohio, 

the morning of July 27, arriving at Buffalo 

side of that line which seems to be quite per
ceptibly growing indistinct that separates 
us from Great Britain geographically. 

The following forenoon in company with 
Bro. George Sinclair, of St. Mary's, Ontario, 
we took the electric line down the river, past 
the rapids, whirlpool, etc., stopping at 
Brock's monument, down to the end of the 
line opposite Lewiston. Friday evening 
found us in New York, coming via bo:i,t from 
Albany. Sunday, met with Brooklyn saints; 
spoke for them afternoon and evening, with 
the Spirit's aid and power. Bro. ,Joseph 
Squire£!, who has long borne church burdens 
there and care of watching over the gospel 
interests in that city, still holding on, hop
ing for help and the dawn of brighter days. 
There are faithful saints still in Brooklyn, 
but they need help and encouragement. We 
were glad to see the temporal and spiritual 
prosperity of our young friend and brother, 
Ephraim Squires, and feel certain that God 
has endowed him with capabilities for church 
service. We were finely entertained by 
''Joe" and Ephraim, who gave us a fine time 
at Coney Island Saturday a[ternoon. Fish 
dinner, sea bathing, etc., and we've felt bet
ter we think ever since. 

A visit to Central Park and the Art 
Museum was enjoyed Monday, leaving 6: 30 
for Providence on the fine sound steamer 
Plymouth, a night of fog, with constant 
blowing of steamer's whistle to prevent colli
sion or accident; was sufficient also to prevent 
much sleep. The mists "rolled away," how
ever, in early morning, and the ride up Nar
ragansett Bay was finely enjoyed, 'l.nd as we 
neared Fox Point wharf we espied that "little 
woman" that I wrote you about in my last 
letter, accompanied by Florence and escort, 
waving handkerchiefs and welcomJ. 

Wednesday eve we met with a room full of 
saints in their new chapel, and were filled 
with comfort and joy at reception and re
union with friends of other days. Better 
than all, however, was the Spirit poured out, 
and the gospel gifts abounding, satisfying us 
that we were being led by our heavenly 
l!~ather, even as we had earnestly sought to 
be. To-morrow morning early we are to be 
off to Cape Cod and the reunion. Hoping for 
a profitable meeting, 

In bonds, 
M. H. BOND, 

in afternoon; took the electric car line for POMONA, Cal., July 11. 
Niagara Falls; met with saints in meeting Editors Herald:-I .fear that you already 
that evening at the house of Bro. and Sr. have ample on the Bays' encounter to suit 
Plato on the Canadian side, several from your limited space; and while I must compli
American side of the river coming over, hav- ment Bro. Mintun for the work done, yet no 
ing been apprised of our coming. A good brief long-hand synoptical report can fully do 
meeting was enjoyed, the Spirit being visibly justice to either disputant. I merely men
present, and we were glad to meet the faithful tion this that your readers may make full 
who have stood by the gospel work for years allowance in perusal. Had space and time 
in that place. Were kindly entertained and admitted, some points could have been en
cared for by Bro. and Sr. Plato. The sym- larged upon with safety to the church: but I 
patby manifested with ''Uncle Samuel" in forbear, and would not further mention it 
his present difficulty with Spain, by Her Maj- only there have been later developments 
esty's subjects also won our affections, un- which need attention. 
mistakable tokens of which abounded The St. Louis Christian Evangelist of June 
everywhere, and we were not able to detect 
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30 contains two communications, one from A. 
much difference in the air that we breathed M. Haggard, Secretary-of the Iowa Christian 
and which floated "Old Glory" upon either Convention, the other from Kelpie McDon-
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ald, of Persia, Iowa, (Bays' western head
quarters,) which are unjust, false, and full of 
spleen. I will note their contention later 
on. 

On the Book of Mormon proposition Elder 
Bays apparently rested his whole case on the 
tenability of his Egyptian language argu
ment. Anticipating this, I was specially 
prepared for him, and they are now evidenc
ing their complete chagrin by the usual cry 
of "fraud," "deception," etc. As you will 
observe in the farther progress of Bro. Min
tun's report, little was said ab.out the Book 
of Mormon characters until the last night. 
Knowing full well that my opponent expected 
to emulate Dewey in his last charge, I fore
stalled him by quoting his own witnesses, as 
used in his book, and, with other matter in 
hand, succeeded in fully impeaching them. 
Prior to the publication of his book Elder 
Bays apparently submitted a copy of the 
"caractors," photographed from the original 
document borne by Martin Harris to Pro
fessor Anthon and held in the possession of 
David Whitmer, to several leadin~ linguists, 
but for fear these "wise" ones might say 
something that would confirm the Book of 
Mormon, Elder Bays, to be fair (?), accom
panied the slip with the following letter of 
"explanation and inquiry," and sent them to 
James B. Angell, of the University of Michi
gan, at Ann Arbor; also to Charles H. S. 
Davis, M. D., Ph. D., of Meriden, Connecti
cut, and to the Rev. Dr. Charles E. Mol
denke, of New York. Here is the letter:-

"Dear Sir:-I herewith inclose what pur
ports to be a facsimile of the characters found 
upon the gold plates from which it is claimed 
the Book of Mormon was translated. The 
advocates of Mormonism maintain that these 
characters are 'Egyptian, Chaldaic, Assyrian, 
and Arabic.' 

"So far as I am informed, these characters 
have never been submitted to scholars of 
eminence for examinatlon; and as the lan
guages named fall within your province, in
cluding Egyptology and arch::eology, your 
professional opinion as to their genuineness 
will be of great value to the general reader, 
in determining the exact truth with respect 
to this remarkable claim. I would also like 
your opinion upon the following questions; 
namely:-

"1. Did Hebrew scholars at any time, 
either before or since Christ, keep their rec
ords on tablets or plates of brass? 

"2. lf so, did they ever write in the Egyp
tian language? 

"3. Is there any evidence to show that the 
Pentateuch was ever written upon such ulates 
of brass? 

"4. Is there any proof that the law of 
Moses, or even the decalogue, was ever writ
ten in the Egyptian language?" 

Elder Bays does not tell us how many more 
"authorities" he sent these to or how many 
more answers he received. It would not be 
policy, you know. 

Why should any fair-minded man have to 
resort to such prejudicial methods? Why 
should he preface his questions with a mis
statement of facts? Why not be fair and in
form these men exactly what the Book 
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claimed these characters were? In the Book 
of Mormon, First Nephi, chapter 1, page 1, 
Nephi says: "I make a record of my proceed
ings in my days; yea, I make a record in the lan
guage of my father, whicl>, consists of the learning 
of the Jews, and the langu(ige of the Egyptians." 

Here Nephi specifically states that the rec
ord or writing on plates was m~de in [I, 

language particularly their own, originating 
with his father, which language consisted 
not of the Egyptian alone, but said language 
comprised the "learning of the Jews, and 
the language of the Egyptians." It was 
neither distinctly Hebraic nor Egyptian; it 
comprised part of both. Again J\fosiah (chap. 
1 par. 4) speaking about Lehi the father of 
the colony, said: "He having been taught in 
the language of the Egyptians, therefore he 
could read these engravings, [those on La
ban's plates,] and teach them to his children, 
that thereby they could teach them to their 
children." 

Now in the Book of Mormon, chapter 4, 
page 500, Mormon says: "And now behold, 
we have written this record according to our 
knowledge, in the charcwters, WHICH ARE 
CALLED AMONG US THE REFORMED EGYP
'J'IAN, being handed down and altered by us, 
according to our manner of speech. And if 
our plates had been sufficiently large, we 
should have written in Hebrew; but the He
brew hath been altered by iis also; and if we 
could have written in Hebrew, behold, ye 
would have had no imperfection in our rec
ord. But the Lord knoweth the things 
which we have written, and also that NONE 
OTHER PEOPLE KNOWETH OUR LANGUAGE, 
therefore he hath prepared means for the 
interpretation thereof." 

Now, in the claims made for the language 
there is not one word about "Chaldaic, As
syrian and Arabic.» The ignorant New 
Yorkers, Joseph Smith and Martin Harris, 
had no way of telling what characters these 
were outside of the claims of the book itself. 
When Harris took the "caractors" to Anthon 
his answer upon an examination of the tran
script was as follows: Harris says: "I went 
to the city of New York and presented the 
characters which had been transcribed with 
the translation thereof, to Professor Anthon, 
a gentleman celebrated for his literary at
tainments. Professor Anthon stated that the 
translation was correct; more so than any he 
had before seen translated from the Egyp
tian; I then showed him those that were 
not translated, and· HE SAID they were Egyp
tian, Chaldaic, Assyrian, and Arabic and HE 
SAID that they were true characters." 

You will observe that there were two slips 
presented; the characters on one Anthon 
called Egyptian, those on the other be calls 
"Egyptian, Chaldaic, Assyrian, and Arabic." 
It was Anthon that made this claim, not the 
advocates of Mormonism, as Bays asserts. 
Joseph Smith and Orson Pratt were both ig
norant of Egyptian or any other of these 
languages at that time, and in their refer
ence to the matter quoted Professor Anthon, 
then an unquestioned authority as a linguist. 
Anthon is their witness as much as ours, for 
they quote a purported letter from him pub
lished by E. D. Howe, who was the legiti-
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mate father of that "Spalding Story," which 
Bays now denounces, and should Bays and 
his confederates succeed in showing that 
there was neither "Egyptian, Chaldaic, As
syrian, or Arabic" in the plate under exami
nation, they have but disclosed the ignorance 
of this worldly "wise" one whose wisdom 
Isaiah said "shall perish," and it only tends 
to confirm our position. Could the linguists 
of the age prove that the characters in ques
tion were distinctly Egyptian or any other 
known languge, they would overthrow the 
claims of the book, for Mormon said "none 
other people knoweth our language." Go on, 
Mr. Bays, and multiply the testimony of all 
the linguists of the age that these plates are 
not distinctly in harmony with any ancient 
or modern language. This is exactly what 
the Book claims for itself; for remember the 
Book of Mormon does not claim that these 
characters are Egyptian, but "Reformed 
Egyptian" and so far reformed that "none 
other people knoweth our language." 

If Joseph Smith had been the knave Alex
ander Campbell and his ilk have ever sought 
to make him appear, he would never have ar
ranged things as they were; he would have 
submitted genuine Egyptian characters and 
made the book so claim. If .A.nthon had been 
able to read the book, then, according to 
Isaiah, its divine claims were false. Now 
comes Bays, Davis, Moldenke, and Angell, 
and unwittingly confirm the very claim of 
the Book of Mormon in stating that Anthon 
did not read it and confessing that they can
not. The.only contention that we expect to 
make is that there is an Egyptian resem
blance with some of the characters. As evi
dence that Bays' letter worked on these 
men's prejudices note Angell's answer:-

"The document you inclose raises a moral 
rather than a linguistic problem." Why so:' 
If those were true characters, however moral 
or immoral use they be put to, they still re
main true. Suppose fifty years from now a 
man digging up the ruins of some over
whelmed city should come across a dime 
novel and because of its immoral tone should 
decide it was not written in the Eaglish lan
guage at all; or, to make a pertinent com
parison, supposing some Christian should go 
to Egypt and finding a slab containing 
hieroglyphics denouncing the Christian phi
losophy, would be thereupon repudiate the 
whole slab as spurious? Would it be con
sistent? 

He concludes with, "The impression made 
is that the document was fraudulent." But 
fraudulent in what respect'? In regard to its 
di vine claims or the characters? Angell 
says, "A few letters or signs are noticeable 
which CORRESPOND more or less closely to the 
Aramaic, sometimes called Chaldee language; 
for examples, h, g, t, 1, b, n."-Ibid. 263. 

But listen, gentle reader, while Chas. H. 
S. Davis testifies:-

"! can positively assert that there is not a 
letter to be found in the facsimile submitted that 
can be f oiind in the alphabet of ciny 0 riental 
language, particularly of those ymi refer: 
namely, Egyptian, Chaldaic, Assyrian, or 
Arabic. A careful study of the facsimile 
shows that they are characters put down at 
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random by an ignorant person with no re
semblance to anything." 

Which is correct, jurymen, Angell, Presi
dent of the University of Michigan, and his 
Professor of Orientsl language, or Chas. H. 
S. Davis, of the medical fraternity? With 
all due respect to these mea, we must noto a 
conflict; the witnesses have crossed them
selves, hence their testimony is unreliable. 

On question No. 1 Angell says that "there 
is no evidence that the Hebrews kept their 
records on plates or tablets of brass, BUT THE 
ASSYRIANS IN THE EIGHTH CENTURY DID." 
-Doctrines and Dogmas of Mormonism, p. 
263. 

Dr. Chas. H. S. Davis says: "No record 
has ever shown that the Hebrews, OR ANY 
OTHER EASTEHN NATION KEPT THEIH HEC
ORDS UPON PLATES OR 'l'ABLETS OF BRASS." 
-Ibid., 265. 

Here are two witnesses introduced by Bays 
to prove that our position on tablets of brass 
was a fraud, and these witnesses directly 
cross eac:h other. Do they not invalidate 
their own testimony? 

Let it be borne in mind that it is not 
claimed that the writing on brass or gold 
plates was extensive among the Hebrews, but 
there was one series of plates which through 
the death of Laban came into tho hands of 
Lehi and was by him preserved. But as to 
whether the Hebrews wrote on plates or tab
lets let their history speak for itself:-

Job 19: 23, 24 "Oh, that my words were now 
written! oh that they were printed in a book, 
That they were graven with an iron pen and 
lead in the rock forever." "And they made 
the plate of the holy crown of pure gold and 
wrote upon it a writing like to the engravings 
of a signet, Holiness to the Lord. "-Ex. 30: 30. 

In the Douay translation of the Bible in 1 
Maccabees 14: 48, 49 (Apocrypha): "And they 
commanded that this writing should be put in 
tablets of brass and that they should be set up 
within the compass of the sanctuary, in a 
conspicuous place, and that a copy thereof 
should be put in the treasury, that Simon 
and his sons may have it." 

Again, 1 Kings 7 : 30, 36: "Upon the 
ledges there was a base above and every base 
had four brazen wheels and plates of brass. 
... For on the plates of the ledges thereof, 
and on the borders thereof he graved cheru
bims, lions, and palm trees." 

After the destruction of Jerusalem, about 
A. D 70, Titus, the Roman, called at Antioch, 
and the people presented to him a petition 
against the Jews. Of this translation Jo
sephus says: "Whereupon the people of An
tioch, when they had failed of success in 
this their first request, made him a second, 
for they desired that he would order those 
tablets of bras~ to be removed on which the 
Jews' privileges were engraven."-Josephus 
vol. 6, p. 132. 

"The Century Magazine" for January, 
1894, contained an article from the pen .of 
Morris Jastrou, Jr., entitled, "Tbe Bible and 
the Assyrian Monuments." B. E. Botta in 
1842 commenced excavations at Mosul on the 
banks of the Tigris and "unearthed an As
syrian palace of vast dimensions. In the 
buildings thus brought to light there were 
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found tablets of gold, silver, copper, and an
timony, all covered with writing in the stmnge 
citneiform characters." 

Plato in the work ''Critias" says of the an
cients: "And when they had given judg
ment they wrote down their sentences on a 
golden tablet and deposited them as memo
rials. "-Atlantis, p. 20. 

Reader, what do you think of the reliability 
of Bays' witnesses in the light of the forego
ing? Both Angell and Davis deny that the 
Hebrews wrote on tablets. The Bible says 
they did; Josephus confirms it. Davis de
nies that any eastern nation ever did, while I 
have shown by Angell (Bays' other witness) 
and reliable finds that the Assyrians did. 

Again, Bays' other witness is Rev. Chas. 
E. Moldenke, D. D. He states in his letter 
to Bays: ''In the second place though some 
signs remind one of those on the Mesa In
scription, yet none bea1· a resemblance, to E1;1yp
tian 01· Assyrian." 

In a· letter dated Mt. Vernon, New York, 
Jan. 13, 1898, ana addressed to Bro. F. M. 
Sheehy, of Boston, Massachusetts, he says:-

Mr. Frank JY[. Sheehy,· Dea1· Sir:-Your in
quiry has not been answered by me sooner on 
account of stress of work. I had occasion to 
answer a similar inquiry to yours while in 
Jerusalem last year. While some of' the char
acters bear a very slight RESEMBLANCE to old 
Hebrew and Egypti1m letters; viz., [charac
ters omitted for lack of type.-Ed.J, still the 
whole page shows platnly the work of the 
forger and ignoramus. In fact sentences 
lettered in Arabic, Hebrew, Egyptian pro
miscuously would be sheer nonsense. All 
the characters of this 'Book of Mormon' are 
not even a clever invention but a barefaced 
and idiotic scribble. Returning to you the 
printed sheet, I remain, 

"Yours respectfully, 
''CHARLES MOLDENKE." 

In the rule of testimony when a witness 
makes two statements on a given point, each 
opposite to the other, he is impeached. With 
all due respect to Dr. Moldenke, his two state
ments will not blend. In his letter to Bays, 
Moldenke says: "None bear a resemblance 
to Egyptian or Assyrian." In his letter to 
Bro. Sheehy he picks out five characters 
which he says "bear a very slight resem
blance to old Hebrew and Egyptian letters." 
Your third witness, Elder BayR, has crossed 
himself. 

The point on which Bays places so much 
stress and on which Moldenke in both letters 

they do;-hence by the rule of evidence the 
testimony is worthless. 

We will consider the communications in 
the Christio.n Evangelist, both inspired by the 
doughty warrior Bays. Haggard says:-

"The Latter Day Saints (Mormons) num
ber 4,131 in Iowa according to the State cen
sus of 1895. Lamoni is their Jerusalem. 
They are especially bitter towards us. 1'his 
bitterness seems intensified since D. H. Bays 
left them and came to us. Bro. Bays' book 
'Doctrines and Dogmas of Mormonism,' has 
made him and us special targuts." 

Lamoni is no more our Jerusalem than Des 
Moines is the Mecca of the Disciples. We 
are not specially bitter towards them. In 
every debate that I have ever held their own 
members have confessed that I did not use as 
much spleen and bitterness as they expected. 
D. H. Bays did not leave the "Mormons" and 
go into the Disciple fold,-far from it. He 
roamed around for years, mixing up with 
Methodists, turning Baptist, and each time 
tiring with the ,,amount of "pastorage," he 
sought other fields, and anticipating a ready 
purchaser for his wares, he flops into this 
subjunctive fold. We concur that Bays' book 
has made him and the Disciples special tar
g-ets. Job said: "Oh, that mine adversary 
had written a book!'"and I now know why
Unless the Campbellite fraternity haul down 
this muddled banner we shall .not only riddle 
it throughout, but its singular characteristic~ 
will ever disclose their whereabouts and dis
tinctively weak points. 

He continues; "on May 9 he met their 
champion, T. W. Williams, at Mondamin, 
Iowa. I have reason to suppose it was 'a sad 
but glorious day' for the saints. (1 ) My first 
reason is this: Neither T. W. Williams nor 
one of his lieutenants has sent me a message 
-not even a word of exultation. After the 
Fremont County debate they added largely to 
my mail. Not so this time. Why this si
lence? Is it that si.lence which speaks louder 
than words?" 

The facts are T. W. Williams has been no 
more silent since the Mondamin d'"bate than 
after the Fremont County debate; and I call 
for the proof that T. W. Williams or any of his 
lieutenants ever added to A. M. Haggard's 
mail. The statement is not correct, but, like 
the ordinary Camphellite reports, it is com
posed of imaginary cloth. If "T. W. Wil
liams and his lieutenants" have frlt it a "sad 
but glorious day," and if their silence is so 
ominous and their defeat so crushing, why is 
it that the Saints' Herald and Zion's Ensign 

speaks; viz.; "sentences lettered in Arabic, are wasting so much time, money, and valua
Hebrew, Egyptian promiscuously would be ble space in proclalming that defeat to the 
sheer nonsense," counts for nothing when world? Special pains too are being taken by 
the real claims of the book are introduced. the reporters to do full justice to Elder Bays' 
Bays wrote these men that we claimed there arguments. I opine if these men will read 
were four languages represented on the cut. the Missouri Valley Times, an impartial ob
This iS not our claim at all! Moldenke says server, in its report of the debate, they will 
it would be absurd, and I presume he is not gloat so much. 
right: but when it becomes apparent that we He continues: "Here is my third reason: 
do not so claim, and that the Book of Mor- I recently met the Mondamin pastor and Bro. 
mon teaches the very opposite, what becomes D. H. Bays. They showed me some of the 
of Bays' position? Now the only point in I astounding trickery of the Mormon cham
Moldenke's letter is that relating to Egyp-1 pion. I find that I have given him and the 
tian and Hebraic resemblance, and in one he saints(?) altogether too much credit for hon
says they do not and in the other he says esty and sincerity. I supposed them deluded 
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but good men. It seems now that they are 
not deluded at all, but devilish. Here is 
what Mr. Williams did: he read from a let
ter written by a teacher of languages in one 
of America's great universities these words: 
'Le Plongeon, Donnelly, and other writers 
have found a good many resemblances be
tween the Maya and the Egyptian.' Now Prof. 
Chas. H. S. Davis wrote every word quoted 
above; but read his whole sentence as he 
wrote it. 'Le Plongeon, Donnelly, and other 
writers of strong imagination bave fqund a 
good many resemblances between the Maya 
and the Egyptian, but philologists have not 
as yet found any affinity whatever.'" 

Mr. McDonald gives his version of it thus: 
"Elder Williams, in order to meet the testi
mony of scholars concerning the characters of 
the Book of Mormon plates, undertook to 
prove that there existed a very strong affinity 
between the Reformed Egpytian of the Book 
of Mormon and the Maya, the language of 
Ancient America. With this end in view he 
read an extract from a letter he had just re
ceived from Chas. H. S. Davis, M. D., Ph. D., 
of Meriden, Connecticut, whose testimony is 
given in Doctrines and Dogmas of Mormon
ism. In heavy pencil. he underscored the 
exact words he wished to read omitting 
everything else which read thus: 'Le Plon
geon and Donnelly have found a good many 
resemblances between the Maya and the 
Egyptian.' This was exactly what he sought 
to prove, and what he must establish in order 
to make out a case. Just how well he suc
ceeded in this undertaking may be seen by 
what follows: 'L3 Plongeon, Donnelly, and 
other writers of strong imagination, hcwe 
found a good many resemblances between the 
Maya and the Epyptian, but philologists have 
not as yet found any affinity whatever.' Wil
liams reluctantly permitted a copy to be 
made of the letter and the above is an exact 
copy of the paragraph (underscored and all) 
from which he read the garbled extract first 
above quoted." 

I am convinced now that some men judge 
others guilty according to their own predi
lections. The purloiner is genernally the 
first to cry, Stop thief? Men are very apt to 
suspect others of the very things they them
selves are guilty. First, McDonald says I 
"undertook to prove that there existed a 
very strong affinity between the Reformed 
Egyptian of the Book of Mormon and the 
Maya." This is untrue, but before he goes 
very far he contradicts this for he says, " 'Le 
Plungeon and Donnelley have found a good 
many resembla:i:ices between the Maya and 
the Egyptian.' This was exactly what he 
[Williams] sought to prove and what he must 
establish to make out a case." Now, honor 
bright, Mr. McDonald, which was it? Was I 
trying to show an identity between the char
acters of the Book of Mormon and the Maya, 
or between the Maya and Egyptian, or was it 
between the Egyptian and the Book of Mor
mon charact.ers? McDonald misstates facts 
as regards the underscoring, and contradicts 
Haggard on what I said. 

Haggard gives this as my statement: "'Le 
Plongeon, Donnelly and other writers have 
found a good many resemblances between the 
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Maya and the Egyptian;'" while McDonald 
gives it: "'Le Plongeon and Donnelly have 
found a good many resemblances between the 
Maya and the Egyptian.'" Now, what did I 
say? These men don't agree. The facts are, 
neither is correct. 

Ever since I have been affirming the Book 
of Mormon claims I have had Go answer the 
negation that linguists had never yet found 
any resemblance between the Maya of 
America and the Egyptian. I had previ
ously asserted that Le Plongeon, Donnelly, 
and others had so discovered. Sometimes 
this point was controverted, and not having 
access to all these works I was unable to com
pletely confirm it. Anticipating Elder Bays' 
denial I wrote Mr. Davis, asking him several 
questions, one of which was whether any 
scholars claimed similarity between the 
Maya and the Egyptian. Mr. Davis' letter 
to me is as follows.-

MERIDEN, Conn., 10 May, 1898, 
"Mr. T. W. Williams; Dear Sir:-I send 

you to-day an article on the Egyptian lan
guage which will answer some of your ques
tions. The complete book of which I send a 
part is now out of print. The Maya language 
most resembles the Hittite, although no simi
larity has yet been found, Le Plongeon, 
Donnelly, and other writers of strong imagi
nations have found a good many resemblances 
between the Maya and the Egyptian, but 
philologists have not as yet found any affinity 
whatever. The Maya resembles the Hittite 
only in appearance and no other affinity has 
yet been found. "Respectfully, 

"CHAS. H. S. DAVIS." 

In the course of my Book of Mormon af
firmation I had occasion to refer to the re
semblance ae found between the aboriginal 
American languages and the Egyptian, and 
Bays questioned my authority. I did not 
read Davis' letter at all, but to silence his ob
jections and show even by his own witness 
that some had found a similarity I held the 
letter in my hand and said, I have here a 
letter from Prof. Chas. H. S. Davis in which 
he admits to me that Le Plongeon, Donnelly, 
and others have found a good many reeem
l:!lances between the Maya and the Egyptian, 
and Elder Bays or anybody else can examine 
the letter when t,hey please! I never wrote 
Davis about the plates of the Book of Mor
mon and their Egyptian resemblance, and 
there was nothing in the letter affecting that 
point. At the close of the service I told Bays 
he could have the letter the next day to copy; 
and to show how "reluctantly" (?) I "per
mitted a copy to made," early the next morn
ing I sent the letter down to Bays by Bro. J. 
R. Lambert. If I had intended fraud or had 
been guilty of deception think you I would 
have so willingly done this? This point in 
Davis' letter was brought in when I was gi v
ing arclimological proof that the aborigines 
of this continent understood a phonetic al
phabet closely analogous if not in many 
points identical with the Egyptian. The 
letter and the reference to it had nothing 
whatever to do with the Book of Mormon 
plates and their Egyptian character. Elder 
Bays knew this. It was not vital that I show 
a similarity between the Maya and the Egyp-
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tian; and yet said proof formed cumulative 
evidence on the whole proposition, and as it 
was denied by Bays I affirmed. But why 
make this point do service where never in
tended? Why misrepresent facts? Bays 
knew, and I knew, and every intelligent per
son in the audience knew Davis' position on 
the Book of Mormon, for it had been read 
and reread. Why did not Bays show up my 
duplicity (?) before the debate ended where 
I had a chance to reply? No, he must be 
Christlike (?) and sedulously use it when I 
had no chance to oppose. Of course this was 
done in return for the gratuitous copy given 
him! 'l'he night the discussion closed he 
announced a lecture for the following even
ing, stating that he would not deal with 
anything brought up in the discussion but 
would relate his reminiscences. I could not 
be present, but am informed he went over 
this whole ground. Which, pray reader, has 
been guilty of duplicity? Bays garbled Book 
of Mormon statements, misstated others, and 
deliberately perverted some; but its all right 
for a Christian(?) you know. 

Now let me ask the Rev. Mr. Haggard 
where, ever by tongue or pen, have you given 
the "Mormon champion" or the saints any 
credit for honesty and sincerity? I have 
read a number of references from this mari's 
pen in relation to our people, but never one 
word in our favor. This sounds rich: "I 
supposed them deluded but good men. It 
seems that they are not deluded at all, but 
devilish." So because one man goes wrong 
(?)all the saints are devilish! Not long since 
I had occasion to read a warning from this 
same man a1:rainst some bad men among their 
clergy. Is Haggard and all the "brother
hood" devilish because of it? Haggard's logic 
says yes. When the hypocritical Pharisees, 
could not answer Christ they said he had a 
devil, and when the modern pharisee cannot 
answer his servants they call them "devilish." 

Again he says: "I never believed it until 
recently, but Mormonism is made up of this 
kind of rot. Bays was raised from a boy 
among them. Just such discoveries of rot
tenness opened his eyes and brought him out 
from among them." 

If all the saints are "devilish" and "dis
honest" and "rot," then Bays was so too, and 
after spending nearly half a century in what 
Haggard calls "devilishness and rot" he ap
parently made a wonderful stride forward to 
now become a "child of Providence." If a 
child of Providence, it must have been God's 
will foe this renowned convert to fraternize 
with devilish and dishonest people and play 
the hypocrite with them in order that he 
may learn something to expose; or if honest, 
Haggard's statement is a reflection on the 
man's mentality in that it took him half a 
century to make the discovery. If Mr. Bays 
is satisfied with this Haggard-ly logic, then 
assuredly I am. But birds of a feather will 
flock together, and the laS"~ time I saw Elder 
Bays he was looking Haggard too. Not so 
fast yet, Mr. Haggard, you err in stating 
that just such discovery of rottenness opened 
Bays' eyes. The facts are that after being 
without a mission for several years Elder 
Bays applied to the Quorum of Twelve Apos-
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tles at St. Joseph, Missouri, in 1889, for a 
mission, and no appointment was given him! 
He was willing to continue preaching "rot," 
but the church said ''no." 

They also charge that I misapplied the 
Moldenke letter, but as I made precisely the 
same argument as I have in this article, I 
will let the reader judge. As soon as possi
ble I will submit for your consideration what 
I believe will be a complete overthrow of 
every argument made by Bays on this point. 
I think every contention raised by Bays can 
be successfully answered. We must get out 
a small work refuting his blundering and 
misleading assault. 

Fraternally, 
T. W. WILLIAMS; 

BLENCOE, Iowa, Aug. 8. 
Editors Herald:-The tent meetings closed 

here last night with an attendance of between 
three and four hundred; and we learn that 
the resident minister, who was conspicuous 
by his absence from all our services since we 
came here, closed his services last night 
sooner than usual because of his congregation 
leaving and coming to our services. Two 
will be baptized to-day, and several others 
persuaded; but it is not so they can obey to
day, but say they will in the near future. 
Since we have been here we have had an 
average of about seventy five in attendance, 
and the greatest interest on the part of the 
people generally I have experienced at any 
services held for several months. God's 
Spirit was manifest to a marked degree. 

We go to River Sioux, by urgent request 
from those acquainted with tre needs of the 
work there, to begin services to-morrow 
night. Mr. E. L. Hogue, though not a mem
ber of any church, has done as much to make 
the meetings a success as could possibly be 
done by one in like situation. My associates, 
Brn. Hubert Case and R. Chambers, with the 
assistance of Sr. Alice Case, have each ren
derfld their proportion of assistance. 

Prospects for a goodly ingathering- at this 
place, the brightest of any place I am ac
quainted with in the mission. 

With bright hope, and encouraging pros
pects for a grand work to be accomplished 
tMs year in this mission, I subscribe mys<:ilf, 

Your brother, 
J. F. MINTUN. 

BAKER, Kan., Aug. 7. 
Editors llerald:-Since conference my first 

effort was at Huston, a new place. Bad 
weather prevented some but good was done. 
I attended conference of Northeast Kansas 
district at Scranton, a very pleasant time, 
and four were baptized. 

Bro. Pender appointed Bro. Cather and I 
to labor with the tent. We commenced at 
Oakland, a suburb of Topeka. Prejudice, 
rain, and no singing ruled us out of a crowd, 
but we intend going back to the city of To~ 
peka later on. From this point we moved 
the tent to Atchison. '.rhe saints were as 
good as they could be to lend a helping hand, 
and a goodly number of outsiders came and 
we trust they heard sufficient to bring them 
to God in his time. 
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On the 25th of July I commenced a public 
debate with Elder M. H. Allred, of the Utah 
Church of Latter Day Saints, which lasted 
eight sessions of two hours each. It is out of 
the ordinary for them to debate. with our 
men, and I think it the better policy for them 
not to meet t-hem. I never felt better over a 
debate in my life. Without boasting I can 
say that I answered every objection brought 
against our claims by Mr. Allred and defeated 
him in a substantial way by the standard 
books and by all other evidences collected by 
different brethren in the church, which are 
strong enough to one though of the best 
talent they have in Utah. Mr. Allred is or 
was a prominent man in Wyoming politics 
and quite a fair talker, but I do hope they 
will have courage to continue to meet our 
men, as it is just the thing to draw the line 
between us and them, as one man expressed 
it after attending the debate that "every 
string had two ends to it." 

It would be useless to mention the argu
ments on either side, as we only used those 
familiar to the church; but we made our 
opponent defend Adam-God, blood atonement, 
and polygamy, much to his dislike. We dis
covered all his evidence, for this kind of 
doctrine came from Utah sources. 

Bro. Frank Lofty, of Osage City, acted as 
my moderator; and I will say, no better can 
be found. The outlook for good work is 
splendid in the mission; more places than 
men to fill. Yours for truth, 

J. AR'l'HUR DAVIS. 

NORMAN, 0. T., August 9. 
Editors Herald:-Since being in this field 

(Oklahoma) over four years I can say that the 
work has been opened in many new places. 
Brn. Montague, Heman C. and T. J. Smith, 
Macrae, Duncan, Hiokle, and others have la
bored faithfully. The result is we have good 
kind friends all over the mission, anxious in 
many places to hear more about the latter
day work. After they have heard a little 
they desire to be "more fully instructed in 
the way of truth;" but we hav;:i been in need 
of laborers and are still in need. Those who 
have been sent here by the conference have 
been compelled at different times to stop min
isterial work in order to provide for their 
families. 

ready to enter the fold have drifted away 
and, while they remain friendly they have 
become indifferent. 

Some of the saints have forgotten or rather 
wandered from the path of duty. And yet 
we believe if they could be visited once in 
two or three months there would be an up
ward move in Christian life. 'l'herefore, in 
the interest of the work in Oklahoma, we re
quest that our missionaries be sustained in the 
field and not be allowed or compelled to seek 
employment at low wages and thereby neg
lect the work of the Lord and the salvation 
of thos<:> seeking for the old paths. I am will
ing to sacrifice all that my strength will allow 
in order to preach the gospel of Chri.st, but, 
there is no requirement that I have found in 
the gospel for me to leave my family unpro
vided for and labor for the interest of others. 
Therefore, as the saints everywhere are anx
ious and delighted to have the elders come, 
saints don't forget that the elder is working 
for you and for your interest, (If not, what 
makes you g.lad to have him come?) and that 
he needs traveling expenses, postage, etc.; 
and that his family has to live the same as 
yours. And if you do not contribute, who 
will? Think of it; it will do you good. The 
gospel of Jesus Christ will not save us unless 
we obey. Parts of the gospel are to be ob
served before baptism, other parts or require
ments make their demands upon us after 
baptism. Each are equally necessary. 

Our mis~ion reunion will be held twelve 
miles west of Edmond, August 26 to Septem
ber 5. We desire to see the good work go 
on. Let us not be slow in our effort to make 
the reunion a success. The Lord will bless 
us according to our diligence and activity in 
his work. Our work can be left undone bet
ter than we can afford to leave the Lord's 
work undone; so let us rally to the work. 
Come to the reunion, saints of Oklahoma, and 
all others who can, and let us trust and pray 
that God will bless us, and that our meeting 
will be a glorious one, not only for the saints 
but for others who are lingering and almost 
persuaded. I am still in the work, have full 
confidence in the angel's message, and hope 
to labor on till the Master comes. 

Yours for cooperation, 
R. M. MALONEY. 

With the few scattering saints in Okla- GUY, 0. T., Aug. 4. 
homa (and they having come to a new coun- Editors Herald:-After reading Bro. J. N. 
try to find a home for themselves) it would Perkins' letter in July 20 Herald regarding 
be folly to expect them considering circum- leases in the Indian Territory, I thought of 
stances, to be able to financially support the writing of this country, but gave it up until 
needs of this mission. There have been Bro. Stephen Maloney read us a letter from 
many reports.sent in from this mission dur- Weir, Kansas, stating that one Bro. Thomas 
ing the past four years bearing testimony had lost his wife, another their babe, Bro. S. 
that Oklahoma was a good field, with encour- Bird their babe; some one sick in almost ev
aging prospects for the angel's message. ery house; when I felt it a duty to tell the 
Much labor has been done. It has been com- saints of this the healthiest country I ever 
menced, and we want it to go forward with a dwelt in, 011 a high prairie between two riv
steady move. The church cannot, and it ers that run over pure white sand. Not a 
surely does not, expect an elder to spend his swamp nor mud hole. Finest prairie lands 
time in the ministry and have his family to lease from fifteen to twenty-five cents per 
neglected for three, four, six, and nine acre for fifty miles down the river, Indian 
months without getting a dollar from the 1 allotment_s. 
church. We have therefore been compelled l But why· lease that when hundreds of 
to allow the calls for preaching to go unan- claims adjoining can be taken as homesteads, 
swered, till in places those who were about some better than sorqe of the Indian lands? 
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Plenty of timber, and good water by digging 
for it. A very good season, and crops ,are 
wonderful. 

I know something about new countries, 
having settled in California and in Kanoas. 
Land is being taken very fast. 

It would be well for those seeking homes 
to look here, eighty miles west and twenty 
north of Guthrie, Oklahoma; new railroad 
coming this way from El Reno has come 
twenty-five miles this year and is now fifty 
miles distant. In the one faith, . 

D. 8. ORA WLEY. 

Oriqinal 1Ir1iB1Bs, 
LATTER DAY EVENTS.-NO. I. 

BY ELDER JAMES COCKS. 

I HAVE read with interest various 
articles that have come through the 
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5. The calling of Joseph Smith, the 
present prophet, to lead the Reorgani
zation, in 1860. 

6. Important events will transpire 
in the church in 1905. 

In presenting the following I desire 
to state that my primary object is to 
bring it before those who are qualified 
to handle it. If it shall stand the 
test, the saints and seekers after truth 
get the benefits. 

We turn to the second chapter of 
Daniel and find the history of the 
world portrayed in the dream of Nebu
chadnezzar, more particularly the his· 
tory of the six centuries immediately 
following from about 606 B. c. All 
Bible students agree that the events 
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dream was given--the latter end of the 
fifth century. By a careful reading 
of Daniel seventh chapter, we get ad
ditional light on what will transpire 
before the God of heaven shall set up 
the kingdom that shall never be de
stroyed. Daniel is shown four very 
notable beasts, each one representing 
empire, as sh.own in the image. In 
the beast is reflected the character· 
istics of each of those empires. The 
lion represents the golden age; the 
bear, the silver; the leopard, the 
brass; and the terrible beast with ten 
horns, the iron and clay, Rome in 
its divisional state, with the ten king
doms developed. Daniel seems to 
have understood the first three, but 
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Herald, in reference to the work in 
which we are engaged, designated by 
Isaiah "a marvelous work and a won
der." I am satisfied if that work is 
now upon the earth, the principal 
events that have and will transpire in 
that work, are foreshadowed in the 
inspired scriptures; hence I make the 
following claims:-

1. The Jews were rejected for 1796 
years, commencing 34 A. D., ending 
1830. 

2. Joseph Smith organized the 
Church of Jesus Christ at the proper 
time in direct fulfillment of prophecy 
-in 1830. 

3. The death of Joseph Smith the 
latter-day prophet, and the apostasy 
from the work he established-1844. 

4. The signs in the heavens indicate 
that important events are about to 
transpire-1853. 
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portrayed in this wonderful image 
have been literally fulfilled; that 
Babylon, with Nebuchadnezzar as its 
king, represents the golden age; 
Medo-Persia, the silver; Grecia, the 
brass; and Rome, the iron and clay, 
which constitutes that part of the 
image-the legs, feet, and toes. The' 
toes are symbolical of the ten king
doms which shall (and did) arise out 
of the Roman Empire. 

And in the days of these kings shall the 
God of heaven set up a kingdom, which shall 
never be destroyed.-Dan. 2: 44. 

The interpretation closes with these 
emphatic words, "the dream is cer
tain, and the interpretation thereof 
sure." 

There is foreshadowed something 
the God of heaven is going to do after 
the rise and fall of these four notable 
empires, which was accomplished 
about one thousand years after the 

the fourth troubled him; hence he 
says:-

Then I would know the truth of the fourth 
beast, which was diverse from all the others, 
exceeding dreadful, whose teeth were of iron, 
and his nails of brass; which devoured, brake 
in pieces, and stamped the residue with his 
feet; and of the ten horns that were in his 
head, and of the other which came up, and 
before whom three fell; .even of that horn 
that had eyes, and a mouth that spake very 
great things, whose look was more stout than 
his fellows. I beheld, and the 8ame horn 
made war with the saints, and prevailed 
against them.-Dan. 7: 19-21. 

Again:-
Thus he said, the fourth beast shall be the 

fourth kingdom upon earth, which shall be 
diverse from all kingdoms, and shall devour 
the whole earth, and shall tread it down, and 
break it in pieces. And the ten horns of this 
kingdom are ten kings that shall arise: and 
another shall arise after them; and he shall 
be diverse from the first, and he shall subdue 
three kings. And he shall speak great 
words against the Most High, and shall wear 
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out the saints of the Most High, and think 
to change times [the divin0 order of events?] 
and laws: and they shall be given into his 
hand until a time and times and the dividing 
of time [three and a half times-1260 years]. 
-Dan. 7: 23-25. 

In the above we learn that Rome 
was not only to be broken up into ten 
divisional parts, but another kingdom 
would arise (spiritual kingdom) and 
be diverse from them all, and have 
strength sufficient to subdue three of 
them, which power it would exercise 
for a certain period of time, to wear 
out the saints. This time must 
elapse and the saints be persecuted 
before the time would have come for 
the God of heaven to set the kingdom 
that would never be destroyed, and 
for the saints to possess it. By a 
careful study of Daniel eighth and 
ninth chapters, we get additional links 
which when put together will form a 
harmonious whole. 

From the morning of creation down 
to the time of Christ, God bas been 
exhorting his people through prophet 
and seer to walk in certain lines, that 
they might obtain divine favor and 
mercy through Christ who would 
come in the meridian of time to re
deem them from a fallen and lost con
dition, authorizing sacrificial offerings 
symbolical of the great sacrifice on 
calvary's cross; yet their history 
shows us they were a stiff-necked 
people, hence had to pay the penalty 
of sin from time to time. 

THE SAINTS' HERAJ_,D, 

come for the saints to possess the 
kingdom. 

We turn to Daniel eighth chapter, 
and find the ground is again covered 
with additional details brought out, 
prefigured by the goat and ram. This 
is made plain to DanieL That which 
pertains to the times of the end he 
does not understand. It was not de
signed for him to understand. (See 
Dan. 12: 8.) 

It seems passing strange to me that 
so many professed Christians are loud 
in their praise of the harmony that 
exists in God's word, and especially 
in that part which indicates the rise 
and fall of these four notable empires, 
yet when they take up those prophetic 
lines and follow them to the times of 
the end, and announce the conclusion to 
the world and start a church, discord 
and confusion and untold misery are 
the result. Miller and others have 
made terrible mistakes in this regard, 
thus blasting hope and faith in God's 
word, and making infidels by the 
thousand. 

If God is the author of the prophe
cies contained in the Bible, and the 
history of events in the past prove 
that he is, then it follows that part of 
the prophecies which reach down to 
the times of the end, must have their 
application; and when understood, as 
designed by their author, peace, har
mony, faith, hope, and confidence in 
God's word will be the result. We 

Jesus Christ's mission was at least read:
twofold. While he came to suffer as 
a ransom for the sins of the world, he 
also came to set up his kingdom and 
authorize men to preach the gospel 
and usher in the new dispensation. 
This was not in fulfillment of Daniel 
2: 44, as some have supposed. The 
kingdom that shall never be destroyed 
is to be set up after Rome is divided; 
this was not accomplished until about 
five hundred years after Christ. 

It was necessary for the kingdom of 
heaven to be set up at this time. In 
that kingdom were those that are 
called the saints of the Most High. 
Those saints were to be persecuted 
when this perverse horn power should 
come into existence. He would pre
vail over them for a stated period of 
time. Then the God of heaven will 
make good his word in setting up the 
kingdom which shall never be de
stroyed. Then the time will have 

Then I heard one saint speaking, and an
other saint said unto that certain, saint which 
spake, How long shall be the vision concern
ing the daily sacrifice, and the transgression 
of desolation, to give both the sanctuary and 
the host to be trodden under foot? And he 
said unto me, Unto two thousand and three 
hundred days; then shall the sanctuary be 
cleansed. And it came to pass, when I, even 
I Daniel, had seen the vision, and sought for 
the meaning, then, behold, there stood before 
me as the appearance of a man. And I heard 
a man's voice between the banks of Ulai, 
which called, ,and said, Gabriel, make this 
man to understand the vision. So he came 
near where I s~ood: and when he came, I was 
afraid, and fell upon my face; but he said 
unto me, Understand, 0 son of man: for at 
the time of the end shall be the vision. Now 
as he was speaking with me, I was in a deep 
sleep on my face toward the ground: but he 
touched me, and set me upright. And he 
said, Behold, I will make thee know what 
shall be in the last end of the indignation: 
for at the time appointed the end shall be.
Dan. 8: 13-19. 

The fourteenth verse reads:-

And he said unto me, Unto two thousand 
and three hundred days; then shall the sanc
tuary be cleansed. 

And in the days of these kings shall the 
God of heaven set up a kingdom, which shall 
never be destroyed.-Dan 2: 44. 

It is evident there is a connection 
between this kingdom that God is to 
set up and the sanctuary that shall be 
cleansed. 

By ascertaining when the two thous
and three hundred days commenced, 
we can locate when this cleansing 
process takes place; and if at that 
time we discover the kingdom of 
heaven set up, it will be easy to un
derstand what this cleansing of the 
sanctuary means. 

We turn to Isaiah 29: 1-3 :-
Woe to Ariel, to Ariel, the city where 

David dwelt! Add ye year to year; let them 
kill sacrifices. Yet I will distress Ariel, and 
there shall be heaviness and sorrow: and it 
shall be unto me as Ariel. And I will camp 
against tbee round about, and will lay siege 
against thee with a mount, and I will raise 
forts against thee. 

The above is a prophecy that relates 
to the fall of Jerusalem. This is 
fully described by Jeremiah and oth
ers. Jerusalem was destroyed by 
Nebuchadnezzar, about 606 B. c. He 
takes the inhabitants to Babylon to 
remain in captivity for seventy years. 
It is while they are in captivity that 
Daniel makes frequent petitions to 
God in reference to his people and 
the sanctuary. In response to his 
prayers, God opens up to him in vi
sion the history of his people particu
larly down to the time of Christ, and 
then leaps centuries down the future 
to the times of the end. He says:-

Then I heard one saint speaking, and an
other saint said unto that certain saint which 
spake, How long shall be the vision concern
ing the daily sacrifice, and the transgression 
of desolation, to give both the sanctuary and 
the host to be trodden under foot? And he 
said unto me, Unto two thousand and three 
hundred days; then shall the sanctuary be 
cleansed.-Dan. 8: 13, 14. 

Daniel evidently did not fully un
derstand this, for in the following 
chapter we find him offering a most 
eloquent prayer, confessing his sins, 
and the sins of his people. Then the 
angel Gabriel comes to him and ex
plains a portion of the vision related 
in the previous chapter. He says:-

Yea, while I was speaking in prayer, even 
the man Gabriel, whom I had seen in the 
vision at the beginning, being caused to fly 
swiftly, touched me about the time of the 
evening oblation. And he informed me, and 
talked with me, and said, 0 Daniel, I am now 
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come forth to give thee skill and understand
ing.-Dan. IJ: 21, 22. 

Seventy weeks are determined upon thy 
people and upon thy holy city to finish the 
transgression, and to make an end of sins, 
and to make reconciliation for· iniquity, and 
to bring in everlasting righteousness, and to 
s6al [that part of the vision that refers to the 
times of the end, wllich was not for Daniel to 
understand] up the vision and prophecy, and 
to anoint the Most Holy [Christ]. Know 
therefore and understand, that from the go
ing forth of the commandment to restore z.nd 
to build Jerusalem, unto the Messiah the 
prince, shall be seven weeks, and threescore 
and two weeks: the sireet shall be built 
again, and the wall, even in troublous times. 
And after threescore and two weeks shall 
Messiah be cut off, but not for himself: and 
the people of the prince that shall come shall 
destroy the city and the sanctuary; and the 
end thereof shall be with a flood, and untp 
the end of the war desolations are deter
mined. And he [Christ] shall confirm the 
covenant with many for one week: And in 
the midst of the week he shall cause the sac
rifice [of the past 4,000 years] and the obla
tion to cease, and for the overspreading of 
abominations he shall make it desolate, even 
until the consummation, and that determined 
shall be poured upon the desolate.-Dan. 
9: 24-27. 

In the above we learn that a certain 
period of time is determined upon the 
Jewish people. By a careful study of 
other scripture, in connection with the 
above, we find that if they do not heed 
the command of God they will be re
jected as a nation or people, and that 
rejection will take effect at the end of 
the seventy weeks-the time that is de
termined upon them. 

The words time, times, months, 
weeks, and days, are found in Daniel 
and in the Revelation of St. John as 
donating periods of time. We are 
told by Professor Totten and other 
eminent scholars that the word "time" 
used in Scripture is a year of 360 
days, and when prophetically used, 
each day stands for a year. Hence a 
"time" is 360 years; a month 30 years; 
a week, 7 years; a day, 1 year. 
With the above interpretation the 
Scriptures agree. 

For I have laid upon thee the years of their 
iniquity, according to the number of the 
days, three hundred and ninety days: so 
shalt thou bear the iniquity of the house of 
Israel. And when thou hast accomplished 
them, lie again on thy right side, and thou 
shalt bear the iniquity of the house of Judah 
forty days; I have appointed thee each day 
for a year.-Ezekiel 4: 5, 6. 

Again:-
After the number of the days in which ye 

searched the land, even forty days, each day 
for a year, shall ye bear your iniquities, even 

'!TIE SAINTS' HERALD. 

forty years, and ye sl:all know my breach of 
promise.-Numbers 14: 34. 

"I have appointed thee each day for a 
year;" where the prophet was symbolically to 
bear the iniquity of Israel as many days as 
they had sinned years. In this usage we find 
authority for interpreting- days in prophecy 
as denoting years.-G.eorge Bush, Professor 
of Hebrew and Oriental Literature in New 
York City University. 

It is a singular fact that the great mass of 
interpreters in the English and American 
world have, for many years, been wont to 
understand the days designated in Daniel and 
the Apocalypse as the representatives or 
symbJls of years. I have found it difficult to 
trace the origin of this general, I might say 
almost universal custom. -Stuart's Hints, 
page 77. 

Now if we can ascertain when the 
seventy weeks commence, we shall 
not only learn when the Jewish pro
bation ends, the Most Holy anointed 
and cut off-crucified, but also when 
the "sanctuary shall be cleansed;" for 
the seventy weeks is a part of the 
2, 300 days, the length of the vision. 

Know therefore [said the angel Gabriel] 
and understand, that from the going forth of 
the commandment to restore and to build 
Jerusalem.-Dan. 9: 25. 
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was in the seventh year [of his reign] of the 
king. 

Again verse 21 :-
And I, even I Artaxerxes the king, do 

make a decree to all the treasurers which are 
beyond the river, that whatsoever Ezra the 
priest, the scribe of the law of the God of 
heaven, shall require of you, it be done 
speedily. 

Artaxerxes becomes king 464 B. c.; 
subtract the seven years of his reign, 
then you have 457 B. c., when 
the decree is issued, as a start
ing point for the seventy weeks, or 
490 years. Seven of the seventy 
weeks, or 49 years, are to be occupied 
in building Jerusalem, which was ac
complished 408 B. c. ••After three
score and two weeks" (62), or 434 
years, the Most Holy (Christ) is to be 
anointed, and cut off; 434 years from 
408 B. c. reaches the year 27 A. D. 
At this time John the Baptist comes 
as the forerunner of Jesus Christ, cry
ing, "Repent, for the kingdom of 
heaven is at hand." 

'l'his was not the work of chance, as 
some would have us believe. Ah! no; 
the God of heaven which commis-

'l'he city was then in ruins. Here sioned the angel Gabriel to make Dan
is the key: when the command is iel understand the vision six hundred 
given, then the seventy weeks com
mence. Allowing seven days for 
each week, seven times seventy would 
be 490 days; each day symbolical of a 
year, would make the time determined 
upon the Jewish people 490 years, 
dating from the time the command is 
given to restore and build Jerusalem. 

Where the above was given to Dan
iel, the children of Israel were under
going the seventy years of captivity; 
this ended when Cyrus overthrew 
Babylon, 536 B. c. Cyrus granted 
certain privileges, building of their 
temple, etc. Seventeen years later, 
the above grant was confirmed by 
Darius, 519 B. c. Sixty two years 
later, 457 B. c., Artaxerxes, the king, 
issues a decree, with permission to 
draw on the treasury, to restore and 
build Jerusalem. 

We turn to Ezra 7: 6-8:-

years before, hath also commissioned 
this man John to cry, "Repent, for the 
kingdom of heaven is at hand." 
John was raised up to close the old 
prophetic dispensation, and as the 
forerunner of Jesus Christ.to usher in 
the new. 

And it came to pass in those days that Je 
sus came from Nazareth of Galilee, and was 
baptized of John in Jordan. And straight
way coming up out of the water, he saw the 
heavens opened, and the Spirit like a dove 
descending upon him: And there came a voice 
from heaven, saying, Thou art my beloved 
Son, in whom I am well pleased.-Mark 1: 
9-11. 

After threescore and two weeks, 
the anointing of the Most Holy. How 
grand. Christ claimed he received 
this anointing. 

The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because 
he hath anointed me to preach the gospel to 
the poor; be hath sent me to heal the broken
hearted, to preach deliverance to the cap-

Tbis Ezra went up from Babylon; and he tives, and recovering of sight to the blind, to 
was a ready scribe in the law of Moses, which set at liberty them that are bruised, to preach 
the Lord God of Israel had given: and the the acceptable year of the Lord.-Luke 4: 18, rn. 
king granted him all his request, according (Italics mine.) · 
to the hand of the Lord his God upon him. Israel did not understand it. Sixty
And there went up some of the children of nine weeks 483 years of the seventy 
Israel, and of the priests, and the Levites, 
and the singers, and the porters, and the are accomplished. We now come to 
Nethinim, unto Jerusalem, in the seventh the last-or seventieth week. 
year of Artaxerxes the king. And he came And he shall confirm the covenant with 
to J erusalem1 in the fifth month [May], which i many for one week [7 years]: and in the 
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midst of the week he shall cause the sacri
fice and the oblation to cease.--Daa. 9: 27. 

God made a covenant with his peo
ple that Christ should come. When 
he was anointed, the covenant was 
confirmed with the rnany who received 
him, believed, and accepted his teach
ing. When he was crucified he caused 
"th9 sacrifice and oblation" of the 
past four thousand years, which was 
symbolical of this sacrifice, to cease. 

Thus ends the last week [7 years], 
which reaches down to the year 34 A. 

D.; the end of the seventy weeks or 
490 years, which were determined 
upon them. 

The great God has made good his 
word. Jes us Christ came as the prom
ised Messiah, and confirmed the cove-

-nan t he had made with their forefa-
1 hers. It was confirmed with many, but 
noti with the Jews as a people. They 
stumbled; they could not discern in 
the lowly Nazarene the one spoken of 
by the prophets. They cried, "Away 
with him; crucify him," etc. They 
rejected God, Christ, and the gospel. 
Christ knew that vvith his rejection 
their opportunity to obtain divine 
favor and mercy was gone. With his 
death upon the cross ended their pro
bation, until the times decreed upon 
them through Moses shall have fully 
expired. 'I'hey would become a hiss 
and a byword amongst all nations. 
Hence he wept over Jerusalem and 
said:--

Behold, your house is left unto you deso
late.-Matt. 23: :38. 

The length of the vision is 2, 300 
days, then shall the sanctuary be 
cleansed. 490 days [70 weeks] of the 
2,300 days were determined upon the 
Jews, which ended 34 A. D. · 

And the people of the prince [soldiers un
der Titus] that shall come shall destroy the 
city and the sanctuary.-Dan 9: 26. 

Josephus in his history, volume 6, 
book 5, gives a detailed account of 
the destruction of Jerusalem and of 
the temple, which was accomplished 
36 years after the rejection of the 
Jews, in the year 70 A. D., by Titus, 
the Roman prince. Thus far the vision 
proves to be true to the very letter. 
With the destruction of Jerusalem 526 
of the 2,300 days are accomplished. 
There stm remains 1,774 years, when 
the sanctuary shall be cleansed. As 
shown, the former part has been lit
erally fulfilled; the latter part will be 
just as literal. Add 1, 774 years to 70 

'J'I[E SAINTS' HERALD. 

A. D., you have the year 1844 for the they were persecuted? I answer, 
cleansing of the sanctuary. We are No! It was those that had accepted 
now living in the year of our Lord 1898, Jes us Christ, by submitting to the or
fifty-four years past the time for the dinances of his kingdom, hence called 
cleansmg of the sanctuary. Has it the saints of the Most High. Christ 
been cleansed? If so, how? Where set up his church according to the 
is it? Who has it? Can it be found? will of God. He claimed to do only 
And where is its application to me, what his heavenly Father had com
and the people of this nineteenth cen- mantled. Satan also knew this; hence 
tury? all his forces are brought to bear 

We turn to Isaiah and read:- against it. From its inception, the 
For as the rain cometh down, and the snow church was persecuted. Christ 

from heaven, and returneth not thit,her, but said:-
wateroth the earth, and maketh it bring And from the days of John the Baptist un
forth and bud, that it may give seed to the til now the kingdom of heaven sufl'eretli vio
sower, and bread to the eater: so shall my lence, and the violent take it by force.-Matt. 
word be that goeth forth out of my mouth: it 11 : 12. 

shall not return unto me void, but it shall ac- The violence culminated in a com-
complish that which I please, and it shall 
prosper in the thing whereto r sent it.-Isa. plete apostasy in the year 570 A. D. 
55: 10, 11. I" affirm that the apostasy was com-

By the above we are warranted in plete at date 570. It could :not be any 
believing that God's word will not be- other date and be in harmony with 
come of none effect. As shown, the other prophecies that are related to 
2,300 days end in 1844; the sanctuary it. But says the objector, "You can
has been cleansed, if God has :not not prove the apostasy was complete 
changed his mind in regard to it, in just that year. It may have been 
which we cannot admit. sooner or later; there is no certainty. 

Where is the sanctuary? Is it While we admit there has been an 
among the Jews? Does it concern apostasy, and. ample proof is found in 
them? I answer, No. That part of scripture that it would be brought 
the vision which directly concerned til1e about by virtue of man's opposition 
Jews ended 34 A. D. From that time to the will of God, yet we are lost in 
to this, they "have rejected Christ. a maze of uncertainty, so far as the 
The Messiah is the central figure of exact time is concerned." 
the vision. Then it follows that the We may be willing to admit that 
sanctuary will be found among a peo- 1,328 years is a long time back to find 
ple or church accepting and professing anything with any degree of cer
Christ. tainty, :nevertheless the necessity ex-

With the ushering in of the Chris- ists. If we wish to discover the 
tian dispensation, the Mosaic dispen- finger of God pointing out the way
sation ends, is done away in Christ, marks leading to the kingdom, which 
and nailed to the cross. Then it fol- we are c:::immanded first to seek (Matt. 
lows, that whatever God will in 6: 33 , we must search, and search 
future, so far as salvation is con- diligently until we find it. 
cerned, it will be in connection with Now what are the facts before us? 
his church or kingdom. J oh:n's mis- Daniel is shown the political changes 
sion was to cry repentance. Why? that would occur, down to the time of 
"The kingdom of heaven is at hand." the establishment of the R.oman Em
Christ said, "Seek ye first the king- pire. Gabriel personally makes Dan
dom." In the kingdom will be found iel understand what would be brought 
the Holy Spirit whose office is to lead about during the seventy weeks that 
and guide into all truth. Then if we Christ would come to establish his 
wish to discover the hand of God in work, and be cut off. He was also 
the accomplishment of his purposes, shown, prior to this, that Rome would 
it will be by virtue of our having be broken up into ten kingdoms, as 
found the kingdom. represented by the "toes and horns." 

The little horn that Daniel saw was (Historians tell us that out of the ter
to persecute the saints of the Most ritory of Western Rome, ten ki:ng
High, for ''a time, times, and half a doms were ultimately established, 
time." Three and a half times-1,260 1 between the third and fifth centuries.) 
years. Who are the saints of the l When the ten kingdoms were devel
Most High? Are they~ the Jews--- oped, another would come into exist-
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ence, different from them all, and 
would exercise power over them, and 
root up those that_ opposed him. It is 
claimed by scholars that the eleventh
horn power represents the Papacy, 
and she certainly fulfills Daniel's 
vision of this power. Her bloody his
tory proves her to be the great anti
Christ power that would make wa,r 
upon the saints. She was to perse
cute the saints until a time, and times, 
and the dividing of time. Three and 
a half times, or 1,260 years. The ob
jector may here say, "A time may 
mean one prophetic year, and times 
two prophetic years, but it is very in
definite." 

We turn to the Revelation of St. 
John, twelfth chapter. He is shown 
in vision the church going into the 
wilderness under the figure of a 
woman (whose members are called the 
saints of the Most High, which are to 
be persecuted by the above power). She 
is to stay in the wilderness a thousand 
two hundred and threescore days,1,260 
days, or a time, and times, and half a 
time. The above is sufficient to es
tablish the length of time the saints 
were to be persecuted, and the church 
to stay in the wilderness. By noting 
how the "woman is arrayed, we will 
be enabled to identify her when she 
shall make her appearance after her 
seclusion of 1,260 days. 

With the perverting of scripture in 
Paul's day, the roots of the ''little 
born" commenced to have life, which 
in a few centuries had become strong 
enough to command the kings of the 
earth. The Arian powers opposed 
the doctrine of the Catholics, espe
cially to that of the trinity. Those 
opposing powers were rooted up; the 
Heruli in 493, the Vandals in 534, the 
Ostrogoths in 538 A. D. (See Stu
dent's Gibbon, pp. 309-319.) 

This act fulfills to the very letter 
Daniel 7: 24, "And he shall subdue 
three kings." We are still thirty-two 
years from the date (570) of the apos
tasy, when "the abomination is set 
up." (Dan. 12: 11), and the woman 
goes into the wilderness. (Rev.12: 6.) 

I here insert clipping from sermon 
by Elder J. S. Roth, printed in 2/ion's 
Ensign, date misplaced:-

'fHE SAINTS' HERALD. 

licly declared he would make war on the God 
of the Christians, and about that time the 
church had lost all of its piety. The reli
gious world to-day almost universally admit 
that that was the full establishment of the 
apostasy. About that time the priest first 
forgave sins for money, and prayers were 
offered to the deceased saints. (See page 162, 
vol. 3 ) 

Surely Daniel 12: 11 is fulfilled; the 
abomination that maketh desolate is 
set up, as indicated above, about the 
year 570 A. D. We think this is suffi
cient to establish the date claimed for 
the apostasy. But let us look at it 
from another view. 

(To be continued.) 

ConfBrnnBB ]WimJ188. 
NODAWAY. 

Conference of Nodaway district convened 
with Sweet Home branch, Saturday, J·une 25, 
at eleven a. m. The house was called to or-
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Report audited and found correct. Secretary 
reported his labors and read branch reports 
as follows: Pleasn.nt Hill 114; l death. Lone 
Star 101; ba,ptized 3. Flat Rock 49; and rec
ommends the followin!l brethren for ordina
tion: Bro. J. A. Amerson as priest, Bro. C. 
T. Wadsworth, Jr., as teacher, and Bro. J. 
Bald win as deacon. The recommendations 
were approved and the brethrea, with Bro. 
J. R. Harper, of Pleasant Hill branch to the 
office of priest, were ordained on Sunday the 
31st by Eldora M. M. Turpen and C. I. Car
penter. Election of officers: M. K. Harp 
president, J. G. Vickrey vice president, J. E. 
Miller secretary. Bishop's agent and spir
itual authorities sustained. Preaching by 
M. K. Harp, M. M. Turpen, and C. I. Carpen
ter. A good crowd attended, the good Spirit 
was present, and every one seemed to enjoy 
themselves. Adjourned to Pleasant Hill, 
October 29. 

Stlndau 8Ghool Associations. 
EASTERN IOWA. 

District Sunday school association met in 
der .by Bro. John Hawle~. The district convention July 30 and 31, Ella J. Green in 
president and secretary berng absent, Brn. the chair. R~ports were received from 
Peter Ande'.·son and E. S. E'annon were superintendent, secretary, and treasurer. 
chosen president and secretary pro tom. I Three Sunday schools reported, namely: 
Short speecher, by Brn. Peter Anderson, John Clio ton, Fulton, Green Valley. The follow
Haw ley, D. A. Hut~hings, \V'. Powell, .M. F. ing otncers were ekct.ed for the ensuing year: 
Gowell, C:· C. Christenson. Bro. And:rson J.B. Sutton, superintendent; Florence Green, 
repoded rn behalf o~ the tent comrnatee. assistant; Liz7-ie Haller, secretary; Reuben 
Branen reports: . Bedrnon 41, Platt 80, Ross Groen, treasurer. Adjourned suhject to call 
Grove 42, Sweet Home 40. Report from dis- of district officers. · 
trict Sunday school a~sociat.ion noted an ad-
vancement in the work. A communication 
from Bro. R. K. Ross in regard to tithing, 
also asking the other branches to assist in the 
building of a church house in R0ss Grove 
branch, was presented to the conference. 
Bro. M. F. Gowell was elected district presi
dent, vV. B. Torrance secretary. The tent 
committ.ee was continued. Ordination of D. 
D. Hutchings to the ot1ice of priest was pro
vided for. Preaching by D. A. Hutchings 
and Peter Anderson. Sunday, ten a. m., 
Sunday school in charge of E. S. Fannon, dis
trict superintendent. Bro. D. D. Hutchings 
was ordained a priest by Peter Anderson and 
M. F. Gowell. The secretary was instructed 
to give Bro. Hutchings a priest's license. 
Prayer and teatimony meeting in the after
noon in charge of John Hawley and D. A. 
Hutchings. One child was blessed. Ad
journed to Avenue City, October I and 2. 

ALABAMA. 
Alabama district conference convened at 

Flat Rock, Alabama, July 30 and 31. Called 
to order by district president J. G. Vickrey. 
Bro. M. M. Turpen was requested by vote to 
preside, Bro. C. I. Carpenter assistant secre
tary. Ministry present and rer.-ortiug: Eld
ers M. M. Turpen, J. G. Vickrey, M. K. Harp 
baptized 3, C. I. Carpenter, C. T. Wads-

SUNDAY SCHOOL WORK AT BLUFF PARK 
REUNION. 

Let all Sunday school workers take notice 
that August 27 will be Sunday school day at 
the reunion, the committee having kindly 
granted us the forenoon and afternoon of that 
day, and as much extra time between meet
ings as can be arranged for by those in 
charge with consistency and profit. Bring 
your Bibles, Quarterlies, \Vinnowed Songs, 
note books, and whatever other books you 
have been in the habit of using in your work. 
We shall have a few sessions of Sunday school, 
a prayer meeting, and some institute work, 
if we succeed in carrying out our plans. All 
come and help make this feature of the re
union not the least profitable. 

,J, A. GUNSOLLEY, First Asst. Snpt. 

SUNDAY SCHOOL WORK AT MIDWAY PARK 
REUNION. 

Turn to Mosheim's Church Hietory and worth, Sr. Priests: J. E. Miller, W. D. 
there ycu will find he decl:1res that Gregory Clark. Teachers: J. A. Amerson, G. 0. 
was made Judge in place of God; and on page Sellers, G. E. Wiggins. Bishop's agent re-
159 he g.ives.us what happened in 568 A. D.

1 

ported: On hand last report$41.70; received 
He further goes on a,nd says Chosroes pub- since $36.20; paid out $35; on hand $42 90. 

We present below the program, in part, 
for September 1, at Southwest Missouri re
union. Let us have a good attendance. 
Bring Bibles, Quarterlies, Winnowed Songs, 
tablets, and pencils; humility and diligence 
with prayerful hearts, and learn all you may, 
and teach all you will, that will further this 
department of the Master's cause, q,nd merit 
his approval here and hereafter. With this 
(faith, prayer, and works) uppermost in our 
minds; good results may be accomplished. 

Program: Sunday school and Religio 
prayer meeting. Use and abuses, of black-
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board work. Mistakes in Sunday schools. 
"Home class," or Sunday school work. What 
can we do for our scholars between Sundays? 
Normal lesson, ''Sunday school teachers." 
The principles of education as applied to the 
Sunday school work. Practical . talk on 
"Don'ts." The Sunday School Thermometer. 
Recitation. 

Competent persons have been solicited to 
present the above subjects. Will have other 
work during the week for the "tots" and all 
who wish to participate. 

Your sister and colaborer, 
ELLA MILLER, in Charge. 

Box 11, VEHDELLA, Mo. 

MisGBllanBolf s Ilepar1ment 
BLUFF PARK REUNION. 

Reduced railway rates to the Bluff Park 
nrnnion, at Montrose, Iowa, August 19 to 
September 5. A rate of one and one third 
fare for the round trip will bE granted on 
condition that one hundred full fare tickets 
cooting over fifty cents each are purchased to 
Montt·oso in attendance at the meeting. The 
rate is granted over lines of the Western 
Passenger Association in the three States of 
Iowa, Missouri, and Illinois,-which lines 
practically include all lines of road. 

Directions: Buy a full fare single trip 
ticket to Montrose, or to the ;junction points 
enroute, and obtain a certifi.cate with every 
tick purchased. (Don't fail to get certifi
cate with each ticket.) Said certificates, be
ing si"gned and stamped by the reunion 
secretary and local railway agent at Mont
rose, entitle purchasers to return trip tickets 
at one third regular rates of fare. Tickets 
are good from the 16th to the 22d on the 
going trip, and up to and including Septem
ber 8, returning. 

A large attendance is expected. Come and 
have an enjoyable time. 

THE REUNION COMlVIITTEE. 

REUNION NOTICES. 
The Maysville Reunion committee wishes 

to further state to the saints that they have 
made arrangements for pasture for horses at 
eight cents per day for two horses, or four 
cents per day for a single horse, with plenty 
of water in the pastures, and the pastures 
are from three fourths to two miles from the 
grounds. Plenty of hay at the market price,. 
also corn will be on sale for those who do not 
wish to put their teams in pasture. Bro. 
Ben Dice expects to do the boarding act for 
the reunion, and also will have on sale every
thing in the eatable line, such as bread, pota
toes, cabbage, milk, and so forth. Thursday 
of the reunion will be children's day, and we 
will try to make it the big day of the meet
ing. The Religio will come in for its share 
of the exercises on Friday. Do not forget 
the date, August 26 to September 5, and 
come early and stay late. Rates if obtained 
will be announced later. 

IL 0. SMITH, Pres. Com. 
ST. J osEPII, Mo., Aug. 9. 

Those wanting tents for Oklahom:;i, reunion 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

can rent them as follows: 7x9 wall tents, 
$1.15; 91x12, $1.40; 12x14, $1.90. To the 
above stated sum must be added freight 
charges from Kansas City and return, at the 
rate of eighty-one cents per hundred weight. 
-Those desiring can purchase as follows: 7x9 
feet, eight ounce, $4. 75; ten_ ounce, $5.50; 
91x12 feet, eight ounce, $6.50; ten ounce, 
$7.50; 12xl4 feet, eight ounce, $8 50; ten 
ounce, $10.15. 'l'hose wanting to rent tents 
(or buy) notify me not later than .Aiiqiist 22, 
and they will b1;J in grove Friday, August 26. 

W. S. MACRAE. 
Box 334, KINGJ'ISlIEii, Oklahoma. 

REUNION RELIGIO-LITERARY DAY. 
Let the Beligians take notice that Satur

day, September 3, will be Beligio-Liter&ry 
day at the Sou th west Missouri; Maysville, 
Mis~ouri; and Park Bluff, Iowa, reunions. 
All come that can and help make this effort 
one that will tell for good to the cause of our 
society and to the cause of the church in 
general. Bring your Autmnn Leave8, Books 
of Mormon, and note books. Bro. J. O. 
Hitchcock will be in charge of the work at 
Southwest Missouri, Bro. Ammon White and 
Sr. Louise Palfrey at Maysville, and Bro. J. 
A. Gunsolley at Bluff Park. 

J. A. GUNSOLLEY, Pres. 

PASTORAL. 
To the brethren of Central Nebraska Dis· 

trict:-Elder Whiting and myself desire to la
bor among you in the interest of the work 
which we all love, and therefore request 
parties knowing of favorable openings to cor
respond with us relative to the same. 

As Bishop's agent I shall be glad to re
ceive your tithes and otierings, and account 
for them. And I take this opportunity of 
urging a due consideration of the financial 
needs of the work and the propriety of each 
one doing their part as God bas prospered 
them. You need not wait till I come to you, 
but may send post office money order, or ex
press order, or registered letter, or draft to 
my address, Clear Water, Nebraska, and my 
wife will receipt for all moneys received in 
my absence. 

Having been chosen president of the dis
trict it is my wish to vi.sit all the branches as 
soon as practicable, and in the meantime 
urge upon all branch officers the necessity of 
magnifying their office in the fear of God and 
with the love of humanity in their souls as a 
motive to action. Address as above. 

LEVI GAMET. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
The Kewanee district will hold a confor

ence at Buffalo Prairie, Illinois, September 
:1 and 4, 1898. A large delegation is looked 
for, and reports from each respective branch 
are desired. 

s. A. WHI'l'EHOUSE, Sec. 

The Eastern Maine district conference will 
convene on September 10 and 11 with the 
saints at South Addison. We are hoping to 
have Bro. Joseph Luff, of the Twelve, and 
Bishop Kelley and our district missionary, 'f. 

0. Kelley, with us, in addition to any local 
help that may come; and if the saints will 
come filled with the spirit of prayer as we 
ought, we feel assured the Lord will be with 
us by his SpirH and we may have a feast 
which shall encourage and strengthen us for 
future work. By order of 

E. C . .B'oss, Pres. 
A. s. KELLI~Y, Clerk. 

The Oklahoma district conference will be 
held at the saints' reunion near Edmond, be
ginning Saturday, August 27, at nine a. m. 

D. 8. ORA WLEY, Pres. 

TWO-DAYS' MEETINGS. 
'l'o the Saints in Southern Nebraska:-Ar

rangements have been made for a two-days' 
meeting to be held at the Lone Tree school
house, four miles north of Fairfield, Ne
braska, beginning at oh~ht p. m., Friday, 
September 2, 1898, and continuing over 
Sunday. On Saturday at eight p. m. a 
Sunday school. entertainment. All come that 
can and help us have a profitable time. 

W. E. PEAK. 
HOAG, Ncbmska, August 1:l, 1888. 

NO'.l'ICES. 
A debate will take place in Chatham, On

tario, between Bro. R. C. Evans, and Mr. 
William Elmore, of the Disciple faith, com
mencing on Monday evening, September 5, 
at eight o'clock; four half hours each night 
for six nights. Proposition: "Which is the 
Church of Christ?" J. H. TYRRELL. 

To the Saints of Chatham District.-1 will 
be at our October conference with a full line 
of books and ready to take subscriptions for 
11eralcl. I keep a supply of books, etc., at 
Chatham, Ontario, at my office. 

J. ll. TYRRELL, 
Bishop's agent for Chatham district. 

DIED. 
BROWN.-Elizabetb Brown of New Albany, 

Indiana, departed this life July 11, 1898, aged 
54 years and 11 months. Baptized May 22, 
1870, by Elder W. W. Blair near Scottsville. 
In her last moments of life she gave direc
tions or instructions to her two sons and the 
family. Father, mother, sister, brother, 
and two sons mourn. Funeral rnrvices by 
Elder M. R. Scott at the residence of de
ceased. Interment in Pleasant Ridge ceme
tery. 

LAMPKINS.-Near Lamoni, Iowa, August 
3, 1898, Bro. Edward D. Lampkins. B:e was 
born February 9, 1846, iu Marion County, 
Kentucky; baptized October 13, 1879, by 
Elder B. V. Springer. He was. a widower 
fourteen years, and leaves three sons, three 
daughters, and three sisters to mourn. Fu.
neral sermon by Elder Robt. M. Elvin from 
Alma 8: 71-75, assisted by Elder C. Scott. 
Interment in Rose Hill cemetery. 

RIGBY.-At Dunmore, Pennsylvania, July 
28, 1898, Thomas, infant son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Thomas Rigby, aged 3 months. Interment 
at Moscow cemetery. Services conducted by 
Elder A. N. Bishop, of Scranton, 
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Royal makes the food pure, 
wholesorqe and delk;ous. 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK~ 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF' LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1and2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jes us Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narratiYe, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment,growtl:,, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call
inD" and ministry, the rise of the 
ch~rch in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of JosE;ph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound . . . . . . . . ............ $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners .. 2 00 
Full leather . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50 
Full leatl13r, gilt edges ........... 3 00 

PATTIE; OR LEAVES FROM A LIFE. 
. 

REDUCED from $1.15 to 75 cents. An 
excellent work for the home, also for 
young people's libraries and societies. 
Herald Publishing House, Lamoni, 
Iowa. 

C. B. & Q. EXCURSIONS. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Bstablished 1860.) 

Publishecl every \Vednes;1ay, at r,amoni, 
Decatur ('onnty, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
$1.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cenks; 
sample copies free; $1.50 per yPar when paid in 
advance. 

'l'he travelin;; ministry, district. and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents &re requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make saks of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 

I 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions. ren1ittances, 
, change.s_ of address, etc., should be l!tddr~sE-ed to 

Frank Criley, Business lVIi:u1ageT. Rernntances 
should be made by post office or orders, 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by letters. 
Do not send checks. 

(Ente:n~d at post office, Lan1oni1 Iowa) as second· 
class mail matter.) 

DOCTR.TNE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth ........................ · · · $0 65 [ 
Morocco Grain Russia ............ 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 25 I 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ... · · · 2 00 I 

sub~e~~~iW!!~.a~e~dbyB~~~~s ~! fi~e~;l~~~tec] l 
pictures and charts furnished to order ou j 
muslin, canvas, or oilcloth. For particulan 
address Hulmes & Kress, 609 Main Street, I 
Kansas City, Missouri. j 

LAMONI FARM FOR SALE. 
Eighty acres, with five room house, large 

barn, other outbuilding~; abundance of water; 
young orchard. Located two miles from 
Graceland College, La,moui, aBd one fourth 
mile from schoolhouse. Price, $·~,500 with 
one half cash; balance to suit purchaser. 

Address, MRS. MARGARET BAGLEY, 
Lamoni, Iowa. 

I 

I 

FIRE-BUGS! $200 REWARD.-1 
The prcmiun1 payers of the State arc maintaining a I 

fund by popular subscription from which is offered a 

Reward of $200 
By the under.signed. ass~ciation, for the "rr.cst and con-1 

vict.ion of any lncend.rnry 1n any of tne associated tow as. 
TO FIRE INSURANCE AGE:'fi'S. 

It is danO'crous to place insurance on the goods of 
Tramp Mm:Chants and irresponsible tradns. ~ebcir 
many fires and :fire sales of merchandise are heavy bur 
dens on the property and business interests of the State 

PROPERTY OWNERS FIRE ASSOCIATION. 
DEs l\fornEs, Iow A. 

Large Maps Reduced! 
.For Sunday School 
and Home Use ... 

Dispensing with the idea of procuring 
agents, I have concluded to furnish the large 
Book of Mormon maps (39x51 inches), fully 
described in former advertisement, direct to 
all at $1.50, express charges to be paid by the 
purchaser. Former price $2.50. An orna
ment to any home. Sttnday schools and 
Religio, please take up collections, procure a 
map, and start a class in the Book of Mor
mon. Sr. \Mrs.) Ella J. Green, of Onslow, 
Iowa, wrote July 6, 1898:-

"Bro. G. F. Weston:-Received inap all 
right and extend to you our thanks for favor 
shown in reduction of price. The map is for 
our Sunday school and all who have seen it 
are well pleased." Early orders solicited. 

G. F. WESTON. 
BucHANAN, Berrien Co., Mich. 

TRANS-MISSISSIPPI EXPOSITION. I WATSON-BLAIR DEBATE. 
Omaha, Nebraska, June 1 to November 1, Paper .......................... $0 25 

1898. For rates and dates aprily to agent.· Cloth • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . 35 

TRACTS. 
TRACTS Order by numbers. 

1. Thd Nature of Man. Is he Pos
sessed of Immortality? Per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ......... $1 00 

2. Truth Made Manifest; per do.zen, 
15 cents; 100 ................. 1 00 

3. Voice ®f the Good ~hepherd; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine 
of the Church, and Kirtland 
Temple Suit; per doz. 3 cts.; 100 15 

~. Questions and Answers (on First 
Principles of the Gospel); per 
dozen, 3 cents; 100............ HI 

6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall Adminis-
ter; per dozen, 15 cents; 100 ... 1 00 

1. Who then Can be Saved; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100............ 30 

8. Fullness of the Atonement.; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

9. Spiritualism Viewed from a 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 ........... 1 30 

10. Tille Narrow Way; per dozen, 10 
cents; 100.................... 50 

11. The Plan of Salvation;. per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 .......... 1 20 

12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexander Campbell to a Re
stored Primitive Christianity 
Examined; per doz., 15cts; 100, 1 (}() 

14. Reply to Orson Pratt; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ... -......... $1 00 

15. How to Enter the Kingdom; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100............. 30 

16. Polygamy: Was it an Original 
Tenet of the Church; per dozen, 
10 cents; 100 . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 50 

18. NecPssity for a Reorganization 
of the Church; per dozen.. . . . . 30 

19. A Statement and a Correction 
of It; per dozen................ Hi 

20. The "One Dody;" or the Church 
under the Apostleship and under 
the Apostasy; per doz. 15c; 100, 1 00 

21. Truths by Three Witnesses, and 
Epitome of Faith; per dozen, 
3 cents; 100 .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. 15 

22. Faith and Repentance; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100. . .. .. .. . .. . i;o 

23. Baptism; per dozen, 10 cts.; 100 65 
24. The Kingdom of God; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100 ............ , . . . . . 30 
25. Laying on of Hands; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100.................... 30 
27. The Sabbath Question; per 

dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ 1 00 
31. What is '11ruth? True Ortho

doxy? and an Evangelical 
Church? and Epitome of Faith; 
per dozen, 3 cents; 100......... Hi 

41. The Gospel, and Epiilli>me of 
Faith; per dozen, 3 cent§; 100 1~ 

42. Rejection of the Church; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100..... 50 

43. One Wife or Many; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 ................... l 00 

44. Crooked Paths; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

47. The Future State; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

Prophecy of the Rebellion; pei' 100 10 
TRACTS IN J_,ARGE LOTS. 

Special prices on application for 
tracts in lots of 1000 Oi' more. 

RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE. 
Cloth .......•........••...•..... :IS!J 40 
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STATE SAVINGS BANK, OF LAMONI. 
Stockholders. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Geo. H. Hilliard. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 
G. W. Blair. 
Oscar Anderson. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 
Alice P. Dancer. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Auderson. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 

Officers. 
David Dancer, 

President. 
Wm. Anderson, 

Vice President. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

Cashier. 
Oscar Anderson, 

Assistant Cashier. 

Directors. 
W. A. Hopkins. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 

This bank does a general banking business at 
Lamoni, Iowa. Interest paid on time deposits 
according to the rules of the bank. Correspond
ence and patronage solicited. 

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN. 
A house in Lamoni, Io-vi.•a, two e:q_narea from the busi

ness center. It bas ~ix roome, a hall, and three closets, 
and is cot:.veniently arrangtd for a family of six or .more; 
is warm as a winter house, and has good vent,lat1on for 
summer. 'Vell and oistern at the doo1, and _apple, 
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which are 
. the corner of a block. Address, . 

"' I. N. W. COOPER, Lamom, Iowa. 

BRO. la. JF. ORl!)\VAY. of Pe•riu, llli· 
noisi will send 3 boxes of Quit .tt?·Bac post 
paid any\vhere for $1.50, and }lO§tt1-ve~y gna-:
antee it to cure your tobacco haoit, or your mon€y 
refunded. 

MARKS 
DESIGNS 

Cm•YRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sket~h _and ~escription ma:y 

quickly aSCQrtain our op1n10n free whether. an 
invention ifl probably ptltentabie. Commun1ca· 
tions strictly confidential. FLu1dbo9k on Patents 
sent free. Olclef-lt agency for secunng putents. 

Patents taken through l\iunn & Co. :receive 
special notice, without ch;irg-e, in the 

Sdtntifie Jlmtrican<> 
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir~ 
culation of any scientific journal. 1rerms, $3 a 
ymtr; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers. 

MUN~I & Co. 3 $rnroaaway, New York 
Hr~nch o~~'ice, G25 Ii~ St., '\Vash1ngton) D. C. 

CERTIFICATE~ AND REPORTS. 
Branch strati-stical reports; per do.z.$0 4() 
Annual statistical reports; two for 05 
Certificates of baptism and member-

ship; per dozen.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 12 
Baptism and confirmation certi:l:l

cate beoks, wirh stubs . . . • . . • • • • 25 
Certificates of removal; per dozen.. 12 
Marriage certificates; per dozen • • • 25 

JOSEPH THE SEER. His pro-
phetic r~ission vindica1Jed and the 
divin@ origin of the Book of Mor
mon defended and maintained. 
Paper ...........••. , .•••..••... $!0 ;il[, 
Cloth, limp. . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . • . . . • . 50 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

$10 GRAPHOPHONES. $10 
TALKING MACHINES I 

Greatest money maker ever offered. Anybody can start 
in the show business. Make $10 to $20 a day giving ex

hibitions. LOUD AND CLEAR_ ENOUG!i to be heard in any Hall 
or Church anywhere. They're wonderful. Imagine a musical in
strument.that "'.ill actually TALK TALK. That by simply 
windmg it up hke a clock you can play band 
music exactly as it was pl~ed by Sousa--cornet, trombo.nes, drums 
and all. Sings songs, tells funny stories. I)oes'nt seem possible, 
does it? But it does even more than that. You can sing or talk 
into it y01~rself and it will repeat, a moment after,justwhatyou said. 
POR HOME AMUSEMENT lthasno equal. En-

--- t1rely new model. Just 
-ot""tt-. ""'v.,...e-r)-' ""10-u:J"'"·-,,P'"'ri-ce......,E"'A,...G""' LE GRAPHOPHONE 
with two hcanng tubes .,,..--..,,..-,......,,__,.--....,---.,
and concert horn, $10. Same Gutfit, with handsome oak carrying 

case, $12. Price of our BEST EX!ilBITION I"IUSICAL OR TALKING RECOR0.5, 5oc each $5 a dozen. 
Our $20 Big Show Outfit Includes our Eagle Graphophone, with carrying case, two hearing 
-~-.,.,....--....,..-----~ tubes, concert horn, record brush, 18 assorted records, mmac, songs and 
speeches (lasts two hours steady running), 200 big posters advertising exhibition, 200 admission tickets, all for 
$20. Sent C. 0. D., with privilege of examination,if desired. Complete· Record Catalogue free. 'Vrite for it. 

HARGER & BU.SH, Western Agts., 904~9rn Main .St., Dubuque. Iowa. 

JtIANGLBS FAMIL~:0°:01EL USE. 
An ordinary fan1iiy ironing can be done on the ·~RACINE n 

Mangle in twenty minutes, withm,t. heat or fuel. 
NO FUEi... NO HEAT. NO SCORCHINC. 

Prices within the means of every family. Made in six styles and 
ten sizes, for Families, Hotels, etc. Every Mangle Guaranteed • 

Send 2c stamp !or new illustrated Catalogue, with prices. 
THE RA.CINE MANCl..E CO., Racine, Wis. 

School Furniture~? Supplies 
The "VICTOR" Folding Desks are espe.ciall.Y adapted fo.r use. in 
.District and Parochial Schools. Our lme 1s complete, rncludmr:; 
i:ltationary Desks, Double Desks, Adjustable Desks, etc. 

GET OUR CATALOGUE ANO PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING. 

Agents Wanted !Everywhere, 

Uses Gasd1ine, Nutural Gus or Manufactured Gas. 
Fitted with both Hot Tube and !Electric Battery. 

Are used for Pumping Water, Grinding Feed and 
all Farm Purposes; also Grain Elevators, l\Iachine 
Shops, etc. The most Simple, Relinl1le and Econom• 
ical Gas Engine on tho market. Send 2 cent stamp 
for catalogue and prices to 

RAC!.NE HARDWARE CO., Racine, Wis.: 

is a quality some newspapers have lost sight of in these 
day.s of "yellow" journalism. They care little for truth 
and a great deal for temporary sensation. 
It is not so with THE Cl'IICAGO RECORD. 
The success of THE RECORD rests upon its reliabili.t;y. 
It prints the new~--all the news-and telis the truth 
about it. 
It is the only American newspaper outside New York city 
that has its own exclusive dispatch boat service and its 
own staff correspondent~ and artists at the front in both 
hemispheres. 
It is the best illustrated daily newspaper in the world. 
Its war news service is unapproa~ably the best. 
Says the Urbana (Ill.) Daily Courier: 

"We read the war news in the other papers, 
then we turn to THE CHICAGO RECO~O to 
see how much of it is true." 

Soliil by newsdealers everywhere and ·subscriptions received 
by all postmasters. Address TPIE CHICAGO RECORD, 181 
Madison street, Chicago. 
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GERMANY'S PROTESTANT RULER 

WOULD EXTEND THE INFLU
ENCE OF THE POPE. 

INTENDS TO RECONCILE KING HUM· 
BERT AND THE HEAD OF 

CATHOLICISM. 
NEW YORK, Aug. 14.-According to 
reports which reach here from Europe 
Emperor William's coming visit to the 
Holy Land has an object which is 
more than the mere wish to visit the 
Holy Sepulcher. This is nothing less 
than the almost insuperable difficulty 
of uniting the hands of Leo XIII. with 
Humbert of Italy after their long 
separation because the King's father 
wrested Rome from the Papacy. 

The Kaiser's crusade in Jerusalem 
will only be made after a secret visit 
to Italy. This crusade is to be the 
first step in the extraordinary scheme 
of this extraordinary young Kaiser. 
Himself a Protestant, the idea that 
dominates him is that the whole hu
man race will be vastly benefited by 
the increased moral influence of the 
Papacy. 

The Emperor says he will not be con· 
tented until he has accomplished this 
herculean task. He explained bis ob· 
ject not long ago during a dinner in 
the officers' mess. In explaining to 
one of the officers of the mess after 
dinner the object of his trip to the 
Holy Land, the Emperor outlined bis 
plans as follows:-

' 'Man's activity is necessarily 
bounded by certain limits. The 

limits, however, are elastic, and I J bet~~en us the cardinal entered. 
have always held that the greater ::i, heartily into my plans. All Italy 
man's opportunities for having an in- knew that he was a saint. But he 
fl.uence with his fellow men and for was at the same time a man of great 
performing mighty deeds in the world, shrewdness and common sense, and 
the more should he labor to extend the he frankly admitted that there was a 
sphere of bis activity and make it en- great deal of injudiciousness in the 
compass events of striking moment. uncompromising attitude of Cardinal 

"For myself, it is my duty first of Rampolla and most of the others who 
all to watch over the national inter- surround the Pope. Cardinal San 
ests and to safeguard the honor of Felice was for conciliation. Many 
this great empire, whose destinies other members of the sacred college 
have been transmitted into my hands. of Cardinals-the body of men who 
But apart from that, and wit.bout any have in their hands the election of the 
prejudice to it, I feel that I have other Pope-were also for harmony between 
missions. There are other events in church and state, and my 'hopes ran 
which I can take a part, other hap- high. I conceived the idea that Car
penings wherein my influence may be dinal San Felice might be named the 
of the greatest good. next Pope, and to this end I worked. 

"The chief of these is the present "With his nomination the Popes 
unhappy position in which the head would have ceased to lay claim to the 
of the Roman Catholic Church finds temporal power, the Italian govern
himself in the Eternal City. That ment would lay aside its attitude of 
position is a consequence of the un· persecution toward the church, and 
fortunate war which the Vatican has both would be at liberty to dedicate 
felt obliged to wage against the Ital- their entire forces to other and nobler 
ian state. How to put an end to it the ends. 
keenest diplomats so far have not un- "But with the new year of 1897 Car
derstood. But that an end to it should dinal San Felice was borne to his 
come is quite clear to me. 

SPURRED ON BY THE WAR. 
"For years past I have dwelt in 

thought on the subject, but during 
recent events and precisely on the oc· 
casion of the Hispano-American war 
the matter has been brought home to 
me more deeply than ever. At mo
ments I have grown impatient an@!. ex
asperated at realizing that the one 
man who in certain cases could have 
the greatest influence as the arbiter of 
peace remains with his hands practic
ally tied, owing to this dull and ster· 
ile contest between Vatican and 

grave, the Pope delivered a few belli
cose speeches, and the Italian govern
ment redoubled its hostility. In spite 
of all that I did not desist from my 
purpose. Other events called for my 
individual energies, and for the mo
ment the Pope and Ki.ng were left to 
themselves. 

PURSUES HIS UNDERTAKING. 
"But the good that was to be done 

is still to do, and I am resolved to go 
on with my undertaking. The entire 
world will gain if I can bring about 
the rapprochement of Leo XIII. and 
Humbert I. No one will doubt the 

Quirinal. sincerity of my Protestant leanings. 
"The idea, as I say, has long been But it is precisely because I am a Prot

simmering in my mind, and I have al- estant that I have a clear and accurate 
ready tried my hand at practical ef· conception of the power and influence 
forts. Misfortune and ill success, of the Papacy. 
however, dogged my steps and made "At the present day two great evils 
me momentarily relinquish my proj- threaten humanity. They are social
ects. My hopes were oontered chiefly ism and atheism. Against each of 
on the cooperation of Cardinal San these the Pope is a bulwark. In 
Felice. My visit to Naples in 1806 fighting infidelity no aid should be 
was chiefly to see him. In the two negl~ted. 
long colloquies which there took place "Socialism is infidelity to the mem-
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arch or the state and atheism is in- i ties. I am going to do my utmost, kind ever issued againt an American. 
fidelity to God. I and more than this no man can do. I The dispute betw<en the Arch

' 'The Pope is the spiritual ruler of I feel for the moment that I have no bishop and the Polish priest is of four 
years' standing, though it culminated 

the largest communion on earth and I other concrete and practical mission less than two months ago. Father 
he is by far the most powerful au- I before me. To succeed in such an Kozlowski withdrew from the Roman 
thoritative of spiritual rulers. His I undertaking would be a climax and a Catholic priesthood because of doc
word is promptly and willingly obeyed rl crowning worthy of any man's life. trinal di~erences and. his entire 

· · . . 11 cono<reo-at10n followed him. The con-
by hundreds of millions of people [As I say'. I am gomg to ene:rget1ca Y / gregatkm numbered several thousand. 
spread throughout the globe. He can I attempt it. The church was reorganized shortly 
order and. direct the consciences of "The small preternatural voice ~n· aft~rward _under th.e name of All 
these multitudes. He can say: 'These I mistakably spurs me on, and I thmk Samts' Polish Catholic Church. 
are your religious tenets; those must no better augury of success could be According to the attorneys for Fa-
be your social sentiments,' and sud- desired. ~her Kozlowski, Stroeve~ and Rath-

. . " . oone, the followers of the mdependent 
denly he is obey~d. His p~wer, For this moment I can say no : congregation have increased until they 
therefore, for good is immeasuraole. more, and it does not behoove me to number 10,000 in Chicago and 120,000 

"Kings and Emperors are the di- be too explicit about my plans. They in the United States, in spite of the 
vinely ordained guardians of social are already laid, and my immediate fact that the major excommunication 
order and directors of social wellbe- actions will be a development of them. m~kes them equally guiHy with the 
ing, just as the leaders of religious Their result will be their justification, prTie_s~. . . . h fi 

1 · · , b h · "fi t· f his excommumcat10n is t e na 
bodies are the divinely ordained mod- and it will ~iso et e JUSt1, ~a ion o ban of the church, and, according to 
erators of conscience. But just as many acts m the past,, which may Father Kozlowski, if carried out it 
kings and emperors can have their have seemed strange and unaccount- will make him a social pariah. It 
beneficent influence in the religious able to my good Protestant subjects, denies all spiritual and temporal fel
order, so can spiritual guides help but which bad their motive and their lowship .both to the priest and his 
and Promote the Socl.al weal. · · · d · t 1. h t sympathizers. origm m a es1re o accomp is grea 

The suit is directed against Arch· 
"The Pope's range of power is the and enduring events. bishop Feehan because of a letter 

vastest of all, and consequently the "l am acquainted with both Leo alleged to have been written by him 
possibilities of the good be may do and Humbert. I know how esti- to Cardinal Ledochoski which, it is 
are the most far-reaching. I think it mable both of them are, and I feel it claimed, inspired the excommunica
imperative, therefore, that he be put is a most deplorable circumstance tion. Accordi.ng to Attorney Rath-

. . . bone, these act10ns on the part of the 
in a position to freely accomplish all that poht1~al embitterment should Archbishop and the Cardinal have 
the good of which he is capable. He make enemies of two men who per- r inflicted great damage on Father Koz
must be liberated from his self-im- sonally are worthy only of esteem and lowski. 
posed imprisonment in the Vatican. regard one for the other. "We are not inspired by malice in 
All the trammels that surround and , "But I shall not die until my ends beginni~g this sui~," ~ttorney Rath
harass him in his daily life must be I in this regard are attained. Death b~ne said. "We w1.sh simply to ~eter-

. . . . mine whether the rights of Americans 
r.emoved, so tb~t be will then be. at ~tberw1se woul~ find~ v?id rn my ex- in such cases protect them. We real-
hberty to fight uhe common enemies, 11stence, and I Leel w1thm me that I ize fully the importance of the issue, 
socialism and irreligion. And he will have not been born in vain. "-Chicago I and we are det~rmined to take the 
be in a position to make his voice I Tribune, Aug. 15. case t? the Umte~ States Supreme 
heard in the interests of peace when Court if necessary. 
nations ao to war without just motive 

1

1 
I! Mr. Rathbone declared that the so-

• b . • ' ' SUES THE ARCHBISHOP. . ciety known as the "American Pro-
and m the mterests.o~ hu.mamty, w~en I RESENT OF PAPAL BULL. j tective Association" bad nothing to do 
acts of cruelty or mJustice are bemg F A K tl with the suit 

. ATHER NTHONY OZLOWSKI, 1e · 
elsewhere committed. Chicago priest against whom a major According to Father Kozlowski, 

FEELS HIMSELF INSPIRED. I excommunication issued from the every effort was made by him to heal 
"I have meditated long and deeply I Vatican last June for the alleged the differences between himself and 

on this subject. The fact that it pre- l h~retical belief~ which c~used the the Archbishop. before they became 
occupies me so much convinces me I withdrawal of bunself and hJS churc.h, hopeless. All h1~ efforts, he declares, .. . . . . I the Lubeck Street Roman Catholic, were repulsed, his messengers to the 
thav I am mspire~ t?. take action. m from the jurisdiction of the Church of Archbishop's palace were sent away, 
the matter. It is like one of the , Rome, bas filed suit in the Cook I and it was found impossible, he says, 
voices that Socrates had about with 1

1

9.ounty Circuit Court ag'.l'inst Arch- . b? bring the church back into the 
him which whispers in my ears that 1 b1saop. Feehan an~ Cardmal Ledo?- I dwcese. , . 
it is my mission to :remedy the Pope's I howsk1, the head o ... the Congr~gat10 I Both Arcnb1shop Feehan ar:d Ohan-. . . I de Propaganda Fide, for $00,000 : cello:r Mooney are out of the city. At 
position and ope~ up the fiel~ for his damages, which the priest alleges I the Archbishop's palace it was said 
range of well domg. It da1ly urges have been inflicted by the papal bull. yesterday be was in Newark, N. J., 
me to act. I The suit, if it comes to trial, will be . for the summer. 

"Whether I shall succeed or not, it 
1

1 the first fo:rm~l l~gal. test of ?he right I G:eorge v'V_. Smith of Smith, Bl.air & 
is be. yond my power to foretell. of ~xcommum?at1on m Al?enca. The I Sm1tb who is attorney for Archbishop 

,. , • • • 1 maJOr bull directed agamst Father Feehan, declared .that he had heard 
~ndgmg fr?m the circumstances there J Kozlowski, and, incidentally, agamst' nothing of the suit and knew nothing 
1s every evidence that success should I of his alleged sympathizers, is I about it. He declined to discuss it.-
not be outside the bounds of possibili- ' also said to be the first edict of the I Aug 6. 
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall !I\ake you free.''-John 8131, 32. 

"Hearken tot he word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none.''-B. of M., page 116. 
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LAMONI, IOWA, AUG. 24, 1898. 

PRINCIPLES AND PROGRESS. 

THE methodical life of Pope Leo XIII. 
is credited with prolonging the career 
of the prelate beyond the ordinary 
age limit. "He has been the plainest 
of livers and for years has not varied 
from a routine." Gladstone and many 
others of eminence in public life have 
also been credited with the exercise 
of care and self-restraint in that re
spect, and which doubtless added 
years to their active and useful ca
reers. 

Men devoted to great interests have 
often overlooked the importance of 
self-discipline, self-abnegation in this 
and other respects. Strong, capable 
in some lines of great ability, they 
have been weak, vascillating, uncer
tain in other phases of character, 
hence have but partially succeeded, 
or have blended much of imperfection 
with their work, thus rendering it 
weak, faulty, far below what it might 
and ought to have been, because of 
failure to develop well rounded out 
characters, and thus lacking in strictly 
essential points. 

Men leave the impress of their char
acters upon their times, in their work. 
No prophet, priest, or king; no states
man, no one eminent in public life-
indeed no one at all, has lived without 
leaving behind him an influence for 
good or evil that has lived on beyond 
his passage from this worldly scene 
of action, leaving results for good or 
evil on church and state. The life of 
each has been for good in proportion 
to the degree of devotion and the 
amount of wisdom, care, and other 
principles of truth manifest in his 
public or private career. 

The life of the Master himself, ''the 
life and the light of men," was pre
eminent because in him was blended 
such a developed balance of qualities 

Lamoni, Iowa, August 24, 1898. 

and faculties that they found expres
sion in a well-ordered, discriminating, 
perfect obedience to Jaw, in all phases 
pertaining to physical, moral, and 
spiritual conduct and exa-mple. His 
attainment was not reached without 
thought, prayer, struggling against 
temptation and great opposition
against the imperfect humanity of the 
fleshly life and the surrounding oppo
sitions of men, devils, and wrong con
ditions; to all of which he was himself 
subject, and in all points tempted as 
are we. He rose above them, how
ever; he gave us the illustration of a 
perfect life; he bore witness to the 
truth in fact as well as in statement; 
thus signifying that those called to 
represent and follow should do like
wise. Indeed, there is no assurance 
of hope, no ground for expectation of 
attainment to the higher life only iri 
practice of principles necessary to 
personal and general progress. 

The opportunities that present them
selves in the routine and duty of our 
mortal life are the occasions, the 
privileges that open to us, and we 
should faithfully improve them. This 
is apparent in the history of human 
experience by which the law of de
velopment is illustrated all along the 
line of human affairs. Whenever 
principle has been obeyed, progress 
and permanent good have resulted; 
whenever disregarded, moral and gen
eral retrogression have been the sure 
penalties of such a course. 

Salvation does not consist in the 
proclamation and nominal acceptance 
even of true principles. It is a result 
of applied knowledge, of true princi
ples worked out in actuality in all de
partments of life - religious, civil, 
social, and family life. Every man or 
woman who has made the practical 
application of obedience to law has 
tested its power, its potency in devel
opment. The results have been 
prompt, sure, and satisfactory. On 
the other hand, failure to observe and 
do has also brought the sure re
ward in lack of development, failure 
to rise to occasions, and consequent 
loss of personal satisfaction and use-

No. 34. 

fulness, leaving the failing one open 
to the reception and rule of contrary 
forces, which assert their right, find 
place, and lower the whole caliber of 
the man. ''The way of the transgressor 
is hard;" hard on himself, hard upon all 
affected by his infraction of law, or by 
his failure to rise fully to the demands 
of an occasion, where he might have, 
had he been sufficiently interested and 
conditioned, stepped forward and oc
cupied high ground, the doing of 
which inspires to and makes possible 
other added and essential movements 
in progress. 

Attainment for which we seek, and 
necessary to personal and race 
emancipation, is realized through 
progressive stages. A long line of 
intermediate sl:iations must be passed 
in our progress. Each one repre
sents some way-point, some feature, 
some degree of attainment, some link 
in the chain, some principle essential 
to the complete entire economy lead
ing upward to God through light and 
truth. All must be heeded; no one in 
the system can be disregarded with 
any reasonable ground of safety. 
God himself has set the bounds and 
conditions in determining the times 
and means appointed along the path
way of progress. Christ has trodden 
it before us: faithfully, guardedly, 
lawfully, successfully. He loved 
rightness-trueness-with a perfect 
love. He recognized the wisdom and 
beneficence of God in all the condi
tions imposed. He sought not to es
cape, to avoid, or to belittle any. He 
did always those things that were 
just and true, hence did "always" 
those things that were "pleasing" to 
the Father. 

It is human to be careless, to desire 
freedom from restraint, to gratify 
appetites and desires. It is the 
human nature that wants its "own 
way," that seeks foror makes excuses 
in gratifying tastes that show out, 
that reveal the indwelling carnal na
ture; and the carnal nature is enmity 
against God; is at war against the 
will of God. 

The history of the world shows that 
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human weakness, human perversity, l the same old tactics to employ, and 
human inclinations, have been difficult I possibly, probably, a number of new 
to correct and control. It is safe to ones held in reserve for "these last 
say that when God himself undertakes days." Wily generals usually retain 
a work he employs every means, and reserve forces or tactics for pieces de 
the best means, to accomplish h;s pur- resistance. It is not necessary to 
poses;- that his perfect wisdom pro- assume that he still takes advantage 
vides for all contingencies, his infinite of and panders to "human" nature to 
character enabling him to foresee the accomplish his work within as well as 
end from the beginning. But not- without the fold. The facts of his
withstanding the long-continued and tory past and present show that he 
wearying efforts he has made with does. By partaking of "the divine 
Israel and with others in the ages of nature" we expel him and accomplish 
the past, in but few instances have the results for good. But that requires 
people responded with sufficient obe- determined effort, especially so if 
dience to then insure the degree of some are careless, indifferent, or op
success designed. Divine power and pose with their fleshly wills and 
foreknowledge are not impugned by desires. We are "to please God," not 
this statement. God has done his ourselves. 
part, wonderfully, perfectly; it is in In our work-the work of the 
man that the failure has been, through church-and in all lines of reform we 
failure to rise. 

To us "upon whom the ends of the 
world are come" has come a great op
portunity. Profiting by past experi
ences and having the opportunity of 
another dispensation of the immediate 
and special favor of God, we may be 
successful. Success cannot come, 
however, only by exercising strict 
conscientious care that in all phases 
of our personal and public careers we 
heed and do what shall bring us to 
personal and general conformity to 
principle. We cannot serve God and 
Mammon; we cannot have our own 
way and be useful; we cannot be vain, 
or trifling, or worldly, and be accepted 
of God. ·The Apostle Paul compre
hended the necessities of -such an occa
sion, of similar work in his 
dispensation, when he wrote and 
urged the "casting down of imagina
tions, and every high thing that ex
alteth itself against the knowledge of 
God, and bringing into captivity every 
thought to the obedience of Christ." 
'•For the weapons of our warfare are 
not carnal, but mighty through God to 
the pulling clown of strongholds." 
"Strongholds" are not always "some
where else"; they often are the stub
born natures; the vanities, and other 
bad things that afflict even the pro
fessed children of God. Israel of old 
had its share of such quantities in the 
various gradations of her society high 
and low, and it is safe to assume that 
such evils need to be guarded against 
and purged away, even in this day. 

The Devil is not yet dea,d, lie has 

"' 

find well defined, well organized op
position confronting and disputing 
the right to improvement. No move
ment designed to elevate the race 
finds an open, unopposed path before 
it. Evil and corrupt or ignorant 
forces stand ready to strike down or 
resist the onward march of right. 
Human welfare is plainly conditioned 
largely, primarily upon integrity and 
intelligence. Men may have intelli
gence, but not integrity, or vice versa; 
but integrity is evidently the more 
important, the first, the primary 
requisite. The man of integrity is 
promised 'reception of the divine in
telligence by growth, by obedience, 
through education and inspiration. 
The man of intelligence lacking in
tegrity is promised but little. 

The times demand strong men and 
women who will not be moved by 
flattery, by vanity, by promise, or 
place, or influence, to do what is in 
the least degree out of harmony with 
a high sense of principle. '11 here is 
need, we repeat, for such examples, 
such influences, in the religious, the 
social, and the general world. Jesus 
commanded men to be "without 
guile." The need of the hour is to 
speak "the truth in the heart," with
out guile, without hypocrisy, without 
the semblance of dissimulation- to 
maintain the truth in all things with
out regard to personal ambitions or 
fear of lack of influence of others in 
personal behalf. Will not God see 
and care for the welfare of such an 
one? W ~ tbJnk so, 'J:'o refuse, 

fail so to do, is simply equivalent to 
deserting the right, and one might 
just as well refuse obedience to the 
gospel in the beginning as decline 
compliance with principle afterward. 
There is no difference in the two, un
less the latter be worse than the 
former; for first obedience brings 
greater light, to sin against which 
brings greater condemnation, in har
mony with the law of proportion; 
and proportion is a· quantity in spir
itual as in mathematical problems. 

Consideration of what application 
has enabled Pope Leo to do has led to 
some of the foregoing reflections. 
The study of passing human life is 
study of passing realities of our own 
times, hence serves to fix the atten
tion upon the principles that have 
brought it success or failure. To 
read of things in the past, or even in 
the revelations to the present age, 
without realizing the necessity of ap
plying them, is hardly practical, and 
scarcely more than useless to anyone. 
.And if such concentration and direc
tion of personal energy be manifested 
by others having less light, less en
couragement, it is not presumption 
to conclude that they should, to say 
least, be equalled in good work by_ 
others more greatly favored. 

The human standard is indeed a low 
one. After several thousands of 
years of experiment with human 
institutions and human nature, con
sistency, necessity dems,nds the em
ployment of something better. The 
times emphasize the need of prepara
tion for the reign of right under the 
reign of the Christ, for whose coming 
the church has been commissioned to 
prepare herself, bobh by preaching 
the gospel to the world and by cleans
ing herself from every vestige of 
folly, and weakness. and lack of devo
tion to principle. 

He who is really in earnest is mak
ing a personal honest effort so to do. 
He who is not is proving his lack of 
interest and lack of principle. Gospel 
work is a great revealer of character. 
It makes manifest what men and 
women are in fact. God himself can
not render a judgment of reward con
trary to facts and character. He is 
pledged to grade individuals according 
to worthiness in the time to come. 
This fact furnishes substantial ground 
for the conclusion that right princi, 
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ples, right policies, and right condi· 
tions should always obtain now, and 
must finally prevail. Also that right 
men and women-true, faithful ones
should be chosen to execute them, 
notwithstanding men have failed at 
times, and may yet fail partly or 
completely. Success is sure when 
compliance with God's law is· com· 
plete. He is pledged to give us indi
vidual and associated success if we 
heed his counsel and thus labor to 
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which testified of the Christ. And vent, cripple, or destroy our work are 
yet, the manuscript of that Holy attacking the Holy Scriptures, as pub
Scriptures, correction and translation, lished by the Reorganized Church, 
lay in obscurity unpublished. Its ex- with all conceivable virulence, claim
istence had nothing to do with the ing that if that book can be proved not 
progress of the work. Its teaching, to be a genuine work, and the inspira
whatever it may have been, did not tion of it an error, or worse, a fraud, 
enter into the work of the missionary. then the whole work must go to 
It had no influence upon the outside pieces. No greater mistake has been 
"world; it was not known to those out- made by the opponents of the latter
side, and only rarely was there one in day work. The churches sought most 
the church who knew anything of it. to be affected by the strong attack 

promote the interests of truth under Nor has that version of the Bible had upon the Holy Scriptures, are not 
all conditions and circumstances. · anything to do with the existence or disturbed by such attack. The one 

I, the Lord, am bound when ye do what I 
say, but when ye do not what I say, ye have 
no promise.-D. C. 81:3. 

prosperity of the church in the valleys does not indorse the book, and the 
of Utah; for notwithstanding they other does not depend upon its 
hold Joseph Smith to have been a validity for its continued existence. 
prophet, and his work the work of Then what could be gained by the 

ASSAULT UPON THE HOLY SCRIP-
TURES. inspiration, they do not accept the fierce onslaught being made by some 

FOR fourteen years, frum April 6, Scriptures referred to, probably for classes of religionists, if it should be 
1830, to June 27, 1844, there was an the reason that they may not credit Jo- shown that Joseph Smith did not 
unprecedented movement in the reli- seph Smith's son with being honest in translate from the origim1J language, 
gious world. A new faith-revival of the work of publishing that Scriptures and did not correct by the spirit of 
the one faith-was promulgated, and in 1868. Or, it may be possible that revelation? We believe that he did 
its promoters organized a new church: the reason for refusing to accept may both, and that the Inspired Scriptm:e 
One of the foundation principles of lie in the existence of feelings of jeal- is a decided improvement on the Com
the new faith on which the church was ousy because the Reorganized Church mon Version. And while we do not 
based in its organic structure and in was the agent of publication, and not disparage the King James' Version, 
its development and occupation in the the Utah body under Presidents we believe that both the Bible and the 
field of controversy, was the doctrine Young, Taylor, or Woodruff. How- Holy Scriptures are given to us as 
of present and direct revelation. The ever, the book itself has not been a containing the word of God, and 
claim was made that as God did not factor in the progress or fate of the should be used conjointly. 
change in purpose, attributes, and church in the valleys. --
power, he would in his dealings with Further still, from the de3,th of J-o- TEACH AND GUARD THE CHILDREN. 

man act like himself. That, as he seph Smith until 1868, those members CHICAGO papers of the past week con
had revealed his will to man, he of the old church through whose tained two especially startling ac
would again do so; and that to those efforts the reorganization began, did counts of death caused by suicide and 
who believed on him he did. not have as an element of their work by murder, of a number of young 

Three years after the organization and its success that copy of the Scrip- women. Had we had abundant space 
of the church, its presiding officer tures, and yet, from its incipiency we would have been tempted to repub
stated that he had completed the until 1868 the Reorganization had re- lish the accounts, not for choice read
work set for him in the correcting and markable success. The missionary ing, but as a lesson and warning to 
translating of the Old and New Testa- work was actively carried on, thou- careless parents. Fortunately all do 
ment Scriptures; but that the work sands were won and received into not need such reminders, but some-
thus done by him was not to be given membership, and hundreds testified yes, many do-for many parents are 
then to the church, or the world; that to their acceptance in Christ through asleep to or ignorant of the terrible 
the manuscripts should be preserved the labors of the elders-all, all, with- dangers to which their children are 
in s'afety and in a due time they should out the Holy Scriptures, familiarly exposed, right in their own home cit-
be published. called the Inspired Version. ies or neighborhoods. _Children who 

For fourteen years the work of the No claim is made for it as the cen- are raised as they should be, are not 
ministry went on; hundreds of tral standard book of the church. The only taught and warned, but are care
preachers were sent out from the validity of the work of t.he church fully guarded against the evils that 
fast-filling ranks of the believers, and does not rest on that book. The allure and menace them. But many 
thousands of converts were baptized church existed and flourished from parents fail to realize the necessity 
into the new church; until, in 1844, 1830 to 1868 without it; and there is for careful supervision and protection 
when the leaders, Joseph and Hyrum no reason to suppose that the church of their children in this respect. Lit
Srnith, were killed by assassins, one would be hurt if the book should be erature written by compet6nt persons 
hundred and fifty thousand to two taken entirely from it; but would con- and especially with a view to warn 
hundred thousand souls bore witness' tinue right a-long just as it did before children and protect against all forms 
both to the zeal and fire of the mis- the book was published. , of corrupting associates and habits 
sionaries and to th0 Spirit o.f truth But those who have a desire to pre- j and temptations, should be placed 
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in the hands of and be read by chil
dren, in addition to the wise and 
careful personal instructions of par
ents. We speak plainly and definitely 
upon this questi6n of vice, of evil as
sociates, and general viciousness. 
The parent who does not guard hi.s 
children against such evils little real
izes the responsibilities, the sacred 
character of the trust reposed in him 
--the keeping and answering to God, 
besides to the child himself-of souls 
designed to be taught of and brought 
to God as pure enlightened men and 
women, preserved from the blighting, 
deadening influences of evil. Every 
parent should himself read the warn
ing and protective literature we have 
referred to, and seek to exercise care
ful watchfulness in his child's behalf. 
We trust it is not necessary to say 
much, but have felt the necessity of 
saying something. If we do not 
make it our business to look after our 
children, the Devil will take the mat
ter in hand. It is regrettable that he 
manifests more interest in the matter 
than many parents do. 

Much more might be said. A word 
ought to be sufficient. However, we 
may add a few more as passing events 
reveal the necessity for so doing. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

AccoRDING to a lengthy press item 
of the 14th inst., King Willia.m, of 
Germany, has declared his belief that 
he is "inspired" to bring about a rec
onciliation between King Humbert, of 
Italy, and Pope Leo. The new and 
peculiar departure of the Kaiser is 
worth noting and watching. How far 
his efforts may influence events is 
hard to determine from present condi
tions. Himself a Protestant, his atti
tude is an anomalous one. We give 
the press statement, our present cover 
article, herewith. It is scarcely nec
essary to state that our readers will 
not concur in some of the statements 
and con cl us ions of the young lord of 
Germany. However, some may see 
in them a possible strange and force
ful religio-political combination that 
may yet include Roman and Greek 
Catholic nations and even Protestant 
powers disposed to join the lead of 
Russia. 

Bro. W. H. Kelley, of the Twelve, 
accompanied by Sr. Kelley and their 
children, arrived ~t Lamoni, on the 
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17th inst., where they will locate, for 
the winter at least, perhaps perma
nently. We welcome them to the 
city of the saints and trust they may 
find the location pleasant and satisfac
tory. 

President Joseph Smith and Brn. 
William Anderson and E. A. Smith, 
each accompanied by his wife, also 
Bro. E. A. Stedman, left Lamoni dur
ing the past week for the Bluff Park 
reunion. Others too numerous for 
mention departed for the same point, 
some by train, many by the slower 
but health-promoting wagon route. 
A good time is anticipated. 

A card from Bro. J. J. Cornish an
nounces the sudden death of Elder 
Robert Davis, at East Tawas, Michi
gan. Particulars are riot given. Bro. 
Davis was aged in years, and also in 
the service, we understand. Bro. 
David Smith, twelve miles distant, 
would look after the funeral services. 
Peace to another of the veterans who 
has fallen asleep in Christ. 

Bro. W. W. Scott, mayor of La
moni, has issued a timely proclama
tion, suppressing the small boy in the 
practice of shooting with air g11ns, 
much in use of late. They ar.e dan
gerous both to citizens not using them 
and to the boys themselves. 

The discussion near Lamoni be
tween Elder Allison, of the ''Holiness" 
people, and Bro. C. Scott, is progress
ing very satisfactorily, at least so to 
our people. We have not heard from 
the other side, but learn that a 
friendly spirit has prevailed through
out. Limited space prevents a report 
or extended mention. However, the 
ground has been fairly well covered 
heretofore, in our columns. 

Bro. F. A. Smith was holding meet
ings on historic ground "winter quar
ters," near Omaha, in a tent, and 
having "a fair hearing"; recent letter. 

Bro. J. D. White will represent the 
Herald Office at the Joplin, Missouri 
reunion. He will be ready to transact 
all Herald Office business. 

Word from Plymouth, England, 
dated the 11th announces the arrival 
of Bro. William Newton and wife. 
They are zealously at work in the mis
sion, and meeting the usual experiences 
of missionary life. 

Bro. F. J. Pierce, writing from 
Blue Rapids, Kansas, reports the 
joint reu:qio:q of the Northea,st ~n.cl 

Northwest Kansas districts as having 
opened with favorable prospects. 
Bro. G. H. Hilliard was present. 
Good results are expected. 

Bro. W. H. Kelley, of the Twelve, 
and Bro. F. E. Cochran, of the Her
ald Office force, left during the week 
for the Bluff Park reunion. 

Mothsrs' Home Coltlmn, 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

"'From ceiled rooms, from silent books) 
From crowded car and town 1 

Dear Mother Earth, upon thy lap, 
We lay our tired heads down." 

TRUTHFUL THOUGHTS. 
Dear Reader:-Please pardon the writer's 

apparent egotism. Bear in mind that she is 
one of the isolated ones, and has but few 
church privileges, cons<quently has to live 
in and live over her own personal experience. 
She is often impressed to write the same, 
with the hope that it may benefit some one in 
like circumstarices. One of her weak points is 
the noticing and living in and living over un
pleasant things, dwelling on troubles instead 
of closing heart and soul against the tempter. 
Not always in the slough of despond, how
ever, it must be terrible to be there all the 
time. 0 God pity and help all such! She 
has been wading through a scene of darkness 
and comparative helplessness, aceompanied 
by a strong foreboding of greater helpless
ness-that is, the loss of the use of the right 
limbs. Her faith in medicine was too small 
to expect help from that source, so after five 
weeks' struggle wrote to Bro. J. Billings and 
wife, desiring them to exercise their faith in 
her behalf. But he being absent, delayed 
the work somewhat, but on his return they 
wrote immediately. All of the letter was 
good, but a few sentences were inspired, and 
they gave great happiness to the receiver. 
By this time the saints of the little branch 
had learned of her illness, consequently many 
heartfelt prayers went up to the throne of 
power, and a blessing came down. In a few 
days the burden was lifted from the mind, 
and the symptoms wore off as returning 
strength and activity pushed them off. Not 
very abundant yet, but enough to be thank
ful for and to help one to be useful. 

Her thoughts bad been i·ushing as follows: 
What will become of me? I cannot work 
much more; I cannot enjoy my favorite pas
time, writing; my ambition in various kinds 
of work, my interest in the welfare of others, 
and especially in the children with whom I am 
connected, all, all must cease. Where are 
all our hopes, our aspirations? One by one 
they have been shut, off and left in the past, 
leaving an impression similar to the wise 
man's "All is vanity and vexation of spirit." 
What has become of our most reliable kin
dred? They have gone over the river, the 
river of death. Others who are still on the 
@ii.rth pass on the other side, as if they had 
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no thought or wish to help. Thus we erring 
mortals are brought to more fully look to our 
Father in heaven for help. Then should not 
we rejoice in our failures, rejoice in our in
firmities, and praise God for the scourge that 
brought us closer to him? Chastisement is 
given to be borne, yet when it produces obe
dience the result is joyous. Thou, Father, art 
ahle and mighty to save. Thou art willing and 
able to forgive all our wrongdoings, to excuse 
all our mistakes, and cleanse us in the blood 
of thy dear son Jesus. Cleanse us from every 
thought that is unholy; unlike thee; unlike 
the teaching of thy word. May such thoughts 
never more besiege our• soul, causing it to 
languish and starve. We thank thee, O 
Father, that once more the rays of thy light 
illuminate our spirit and strengthen our 
body. Leave us not alone another moment, 
dear Lord, for we cannot walk alone without 
stumbling. We are perfect weakness, but 
thou art all mighty, strength and power; 
grant then that it may rest upon us more 
abundantly than ever before, and may we 
give thanks to thy holy name for the same. 
Yes, Lord, we do feel blessed of thee. We 
can enjoy our temporal blessings and feel to 
thank thee for the same. Our heart is filled 
with peace and love-with love to even those 
who have spoken falsely against us. We feel 
to look up and say, '•Father, forgive them, 
for they know not what they do." 

Henceforth grant us sufficient grace to 
overcome every temptation that is brought 
before us, and every one that lies in ambush 
waiting to overthrow us. May all the sick, 
all the aged and the infirm be blessed as we 
are, and more abundantly if it is for their 
good and thy glory. Jesus is our refuge; 
Jesus is our mediator; Jesus is our Savior; 
and he will save us to the uttermost. May 
we all awake in his likeness and behold his 
face in righteousness. SR. ALMIRA. 

TO ALL WHO ARE CALLED TO BE SAINTS. 

We oft r:esolve within our hearts 
To be so firm and true, 

That naught will turn us from the right, 
And every duty do. 

Too oft we deem ourselves no worse 
Than Brother This or That, 

Or harbor pride, and use for balm 
A saying trit~ and pat. 

"A follower of the Lowly One 
'Tis my desire to be,'' 

A follower! yes, so far behind, 
That him we cannot see! 

Between the Christ and us there looms 
A form both great and high, 

Dame Fashion, who by artful wiles, 
Allures and blinds each eye. 

And conscience-watchful monitor
Repeats its warning voice, 

Until, unheeded o'er and o'er, 
It leaves us to our choice. 

0 seek to keep the Christ in view, 
And not let intervene 

Attractive, luring, worldly things 
Our love from him to wean. 
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Our love all his, we then will seek 
To do his least command; 

And Satan foiled, no entrance find, 
When we united stand. 

ELLA J. GREEN. 
ONSL'JW, Iowa, April 18, 1898. 

ABBOTT SPUR, I. T. 
Dear Sisters:-Why is it there are so few 

letters in the Home Column? I enjoy read
ing them so much, and would much rather 
read the letters of others than to write, but 
we should all remember that God will not re
ward us for what others do. I am quite a 
new member of this work, but I know that 
God has blessed me in many ways, and each 
day my faith grows stronger, and I rejoice 
that God is ever near me and unchangeable. 
My husband is also a member. We have two 
little girls, and my desire is to raise them so 
that they may be bright and shining lights 
in God's kingdom, and that they may be the 
cause of others turning to him who has said, 
"Come unto me all ye that are weary and 
heavy laden, and I will give thee rest." 

I think that at home is where children 
should receive careful religious training, and 
that mothers should be careful and not do or 
sa.v anything that they would not like to 
have their little ones do, for they follow in 
our footsteps as they grow, and whatever we 
are they are sure to be. Then if we want our 
children to be noble men and women we must 
begin while they are young, though they may 
stray off as they grow older and seem almost 
lost to us, yet the home training will assert 
its inft uence and they will remember what 
their parents have taught them and be all we 
could wish them to be. 

Dear sainte, remember me and mine before 
the Lord, that we may have God's Spirit 
with us, that we may continue faithful to the 
end of life, and when called to depart, that 
we may hear that joyful greeting, "Well done, 
good and faithful servants, enter into the 
joys of the Lord." ' 

Yours in the faith, 
DALIA NOWLIN. 

PROGRAM FOR SEPTEMBER MEETINGS OF 
DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 

Opening hymn 137; Prayer; Scripture read
ing Proverbs 15; study select reading in Home 
Column; roll call; business; closing hymn 
566; dismissal prayer. 

8tlndau 8Bhool Ilauar1msnt. 
ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor. 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to" Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

WHY TEACH TEMPERANCE TO CHILDREN? 
OUR first thought in answer to this question 
is of the Yankee order. Why teach them 
anything? It seems to us that temperance 
is of so paramount importance that the ques
tion as to why we teach it had not occurred 
to our minds, and that if we teach anything, 
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as a natural consrq uence we would teach 
temperance. But upon reflection we discover 
that a multitudinous army of the human race 
and a proportion of that number professed 
christians are living lives remotely related 
to the cause of temperance. We do not be
lieve that all are aware of the awful results 
of intemperance and. dissipation, and are 
grossly ignorant of the evil effects of the 
habit. And as some worthy writer has said, 
"Ignorance gives a sort of eternity to preju
dice and a perpetuity to error,'' which we 
believe to be true; we see the necessity of 
education in this line. 

'1'0 EDUCATE A NATION 

we must begin with the children in the cra
dles. Training in childhood is tbe advance 
guard to after life. Of all the wise sayings 
of King Solomon he did not give utterance to 
a more veritable truth than when he said, 
"Train up the child in the way he should go, 
and wben he is old he will not depart from 
it." Upon tbe children bangs the destiny of 
the nation, and upoa their education depends 
the welfare of humanity and the upbuilding 
of God's church and kingdom. 

Joseph Parker has truly said, "No true 
manhood can be trained by merely intel
lectual process .... You must take hold of 
men by the heart if you would train it into 
strength and dignity and usefulness." The 
children's hearts are ours; we may do with 
them what we will. No one will deny the 
susceptibility of the child heart, and the 
older thry grow the less capable are they of 
receiving emotional impressions. If through 
their affections we show them the ways of 
truth and right doing, intellectual training 
will follow with the development of their 
reasoning faculties. Your erudite scholars 
and temperance lecturers may elucidate 
truths until their hair is white, and their 
bearers may believe every principle set 
forth, but unless they make some emotional 
impression or in some way reach the heart 
and arouse it to action, the soul of that man 
or woman will go on to perdition with all the 
knowledge they may have of hygiene and 
narcotics. Who ever heard of a drunkard or 
glutton reforming because he had fears con
cerning his health, or a user of tobacco admit 
that the use of tbe weed wa;; in any way 
injurious to him? No, if they ever reform, 
the heart, is reached, and the victim is 
ar9used to a sense of duty toward God. 

Does the potter allow his clay to become 
dry and set before he moulds it'.' Should we 
permit the habits to become fixed and then 
begin our molding? We take the plastic 
little hearts of the children and, as the potter 
does his clay, we begin to mold, and as we 
continue to toil and fashion the little souls to 
fit the model set above, we turn out men of 
stalwart character and principle, vigorous 
types of piety and steadfastness, who are not 
easily influenced by the cunning craftiness of 
men. When we undertake to mold the 
hearts of men whose character is already 
formed it is like molding in the hardened 
clay. Just as we begin to think of success it 
crumbles and all our hopes are shat~ered. 
Emerson says: "There never was a strong 
character that was not made strong by disci-
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pline;" and this discipline must be given in 
youth to make it effect.ual. 

With Garfield we feel that, "That man 
will be a benefactor to his race who shall 
teach us how to manage rightly the first 
years of a child's education." If we could but 
make the children feel that it is a disgrace 
to use any liquor containing alcohol in any 
degree whatever, or to use tobacco in any 
shape or form, or use profane language or be 
seen in company with any who indulge in 
such things, together with the fact that it is 
displeasing in the sight of God, we would ac
complish a grand and noble work. 

It is the duty of every parent when he 
brings a child into this sin-embittered world 
to prepare it to meet its battles and be fitted 
for a life beyond. Education, as Herbert 
Spencer teaches, should prepare them for self
preservat!on both direct and indirect, for 
parenthood and good citizenship as well as 
the miscellaneous refinements of life; and if 
they are taught self-preservation they must 
of necessity be schooled in temperance. 

Thia principle of temperance or moderation 
is one the mother begins teaching the child 
before it is twelve hours old by refusing to 
give it food every time the little red fist is 
put into the mouth, and it is continued in the 
refusal of too mucb. candy and sweetmeats, 
as well as guarding against burns and falls 
and all accidents imperiling the child's safety. 
It is true that most children learn that fire is 
hot by being burned, but where is the mother 
who does not seek to save the child the pain
ful experience? 

The child is also taught to avoid the ven
omous snake that crawls about the lawn and 
the bees that buzz among the flowers. Great 
pains are taken to teach of the sharp teeth 
of the one and the hidden sting of the other. 
At a very early age the difference between 
the bee and the butterfly is known, but bow 
few Oh! how few mothecs think of the dan
ger of tobacco and strong drink, of the late 
hours of dissipation, just as enticing and far 
more dangerous to the child turned loose in 
the whirlpool of society than the beautiful 
buzzing bee or the brilliant serpent to the 
toddling darling let o~t to play among the 
grass and flowers. We are taught that 
"wine ... biteth like a serpent and stingeth 
like an adder,'' but like it in one sense only; 
it causes the victim much pain and anguish 
of body, but how much greater is the anguish 
of the soul? 
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waited until war was declared and an attack 
made before mustering its forces and prepar
ing for war? It would be equally as wise as 
to sit idly by until the young begin entering 
into dissipation and frequenting saloons, and 
then begin teaching and preaching temper
ance. They must be forewarned that they 
may be forearmed. But as parents fail to do 
their work it necessitates some one else tak
ing it up. Very few children become ad
dicted to the use of either tobacco or strong 
drink, or have acquired serious habits of 
excess in any direction before old enough to 
enter the Sunday school. The Sunday school 
teacher is a sort of foster-mother to the child 
as far as moral training is concerned, and it 
is from her he must learn spiritual self-pres
ervation. It is in the Sundi.y school the 
child will learn of the destiny of the soul of 
the drunkard, the glutt,on, and those who8e 
lives are spent in excessive dissipation, as in 
the day school he will learn of the effects of 
these curses upon his physical being. But 
what about those whose Hfe is cast with that 
element who will not teach, neither will they 
send their children to day or Sunday school. 
Ah! this is a question puzzling many a noble 
worker and a problem we will of necessity 
leave for some other to solve. If we could 
only succeed in saving those who are born 
under favorable circumstances we ·would 
hasten the millennium and soon see the king
dom of God established on earth. If the use 
of alcoholic drink and opium were rooted out 
the subjugation of all others would be easily 
accomplished. 

The moral canker worm of intemperance 
which is gnawing at the very heart of every 
church, society, state, or nation will never be 
exterminated except by education and a 
united etfort on the part of all church socie
ties and state. All that is lacking is a unity 
of forces and a never-slacking earnestness of 
purpose for which there is no substitute. 
We also need to write on· our doors the say
ing wise and old, "Be bold," and teach the 
children to be bold in their defense of that 
which is right. The child who "dares to be 
a Daniel" has a great influence among his as
sociates: but alas! how futile have proven all 
attempts at unity. Parents fail to teach and 
sometimes when they teach they fail to prac
tice. The pulpits fail to proclaim as they 
should against it and legislation has proven 
less than a success. Hence the necessity of 
the Sunday school making a special effort. 
It is a noble cause, one in which every man 
or woman wearing the badge of Christianity 
should enter wholesouled-and contend for the 
right until the demon "Drink" is swept from 
the face of the .earth and every other dissipa
tion, be it ever so lenient; be subdued and the 
Spirit and love of God be implanted in its 
stead. To the persevering belongs the vie-

There is an old proverb that says, "Suffi
cient unto the day is the evil thereof;" and 
another, "Never cross a bridge until you 
come to it," that a great many well-meaning 
people ignorantly follow in the training of 
their children. 'l'hey fail to give the ad
monition of the Psalmist, when he said, 
"Hear thou, my son, and be wise. Be not tory. 
among winebibbers. The drunkard and the May we as bunday school workers heed 
glutton shall come to poverty." Neither do the admonition of the wise one, "Have no fel-
t hey teach them that they who tarry long at lowship with the unfruitful works of dark-
the wine cup are they tbtJ,t have redness of b t th th " d th t . . ness, u ra .. er reprove em, an see a 
eyes, woe, so.now, content10n~, babblrng·s, we "walk circumspectly, not as fools, but as 
a~d woundB without a cause. Oh! that they j wise," fit examples for the little ones placed 
might be taught to avoid all this and be filled d d' t' 

'th th s · 't .

1 

un er our irec ion. 
Wl e plrl · . . For the Fremont, Iowa, district convention, by Sr. T. 

What would we thrnk of a nation that A. Hougas. 

heUer DBpartmBm. 
SANDY, Utah, August 13. 

Editors lierald:-By request of members of 
their church I preached in the ward meeting 
house in Taylorville, Utah, last Wednesday 
and Thursday, to congregations approximat
ing two hundred. Am in hopes of its use in 
the future. "The successor" was the subject, 
and the forts "Louisa," "Roxy," "Zina," et al. 
were badly demolished by the thirteen inch 
shells thrown from their o:wn guns. The 
gunner, however, had not been trained in 
their ranks, but though shooting such heavy 
projectiles, did it in such a kindly way that we 
apparently parted the best of friends. It will 
be well enough for Elders McKiernan and 
Hansen to suppre~s that smile over the word 
"kindly,'' for the writer is even more strongly 
confirmed than last year that "first princi
ples and kindness" are the antidotes neces
sary for Utah's theological diseases. 

About thirty stayed till 11: 45 p. m., eight 
of whom tried to "corner" the preacher. 
The previous Sunday night Elder B. H. Rob
erts had urged them to come out and treat 
me kindly, for our people had treated him in 
that way in California. That's right, breth
ren and sisters, "cast thy bread upon the 
waterA." 

Both counselors were present, the second 
presiding at both services, and their choir 
did the singing. It was my first real fray 
since arriving, and was enjoyed, and espe
cially so because of their kindness to me and 
best of attention. Have an invitatiou to 
preach in Murray, if bishop will consent to 
my use of their church. It comes through 
one of their returned missiona,ries. 

In unusually poor health, but excellent 
spirits-no, sir; not port, Madeira, or any of 
that kind-the kind that should be cultivated. 

I remain, hopefully and in bonds, 
J. w. WIGHT. 

PITTSBURG, Pa., Aug. 9. 
Editors Herald;-June 13 I left home-place 

for the field, stopping in Central Iowa for a 
few days, calling at the homes of a few 
friends, my L. D. S. sister and an affiicted 
niece. Passing through Chicago I tarried 
over night with congenial Elder Terry at 
hospitable home of Bro. Frederick Pitt, Jr. 
By kindness of a Bro. Johnson we were privi
leged to visit a large office building, very 
fine, and the Masonic Temple, ascending to 
eighteenth story in one of its numerous "ven
tilators;" view from such an altitude was 
delightful; at noon hour our brother remem
bered the inside of the outer man. Thanks; 
for about that time there is usually an ad
monishing void. 

Well, old Pettsburg looks about as smoky 
as ever, but enlarging her borders rapidly, 
dotting hillsides, hilltops, and valleys with 
residences and business houses. Pittsburg's 
coal, iron, and steel industries are of world
wide reputation, and made famous by the in
exhaustive supply of these sources of wealth. 
Some of the largest mercantile establish
ments in the world are located here. I am 
glad to say that I ''arn a citizan of no mean 
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city." Pittsburg is noted for her generous
heartedness, her patriotism, and Christian 
philanthropy. Her street rail way system is 
up-to·date, cars running in all directions. 

Her parks are places of beauty, possessing 
attractive features. These ure Calhoun, 
Oakwood, Highland, and Schenley parks; all 
beautiful for situation, but the two latter are 
the larger ones and most charming. Band 
concerts are given at the two former ones 
each Sunday afternoon and evening, weather 
permitting. "Innes and his famous fifty" 
brass band was engaged for a week to give 
concerts twice a day at Schenley, at the cost 
of one thousand dollars per day, free to the 
public; these were furnished by the Pitts
burg "Consolidated Traction Company." 
Schenley park bas located on its border the 
Carnegie free library, museum, and music 
hall combined, at a cost of one million dol
lars, a gift to the city. Grand organ recitals 
are given to the public on Saturdays and 
Sundays during the cooler seasons of the 
year. 

Highland Park has a large zoological gar
den and buildings. Carnegie's steel works 
supplied the metal for our great battleships; 
that fact ought to cause Pittsburg to be still 
more famou&. 

Nowhere in civilization can Nature equal 
in beauty of natural surroundings this terri-

Apply your Book of Mormon statement: 
''They shall oppress the poor because of their 
fine sanctuaries." They ignore the poor! 

I am satisfied that there are honest souls 
here who would gladly receive God's way. 
May we be directed for their good. A great 
field abounds with opportunities and difficul
ties, and we all need help from the helper of 
the helpless. With pleading soul we call 
upon God for direction, to give us an under
standing of bow to reach some of these many 
people. We are doing what we see to do, and 
,1,s we see it. We require united effort; elders 
cannot do it all, anywhere. There are some 
good Latter Day Saints here, but there are 
ought· to be many more of them. We are not 
members of this church to live for self; Paul 
said: "No man liveth unto himself." If our 
interest is not boundless, it is not Christlike. 
May we be able to see clearly how to do God's 
work. Words fail to express the feeling of 
my soul as I write. I presume-

"There is a greater greatness than that which 
Sounds a clarion and builds monuments; 
Courage, oh, soul I In l!lighty deeds thy name 
May not be writ, but in the silences 
Tbou mayest help on the unfolding of God's plans. 
·The strongest forces: of the universe 
Move softly as the stars and suns." 

Trustingly, 
J. F. McDOWELL. 

tory; the general topography of the country SAN BERNARDINO, Cal., Aug. 9. 
is magnificent. Here are "the everlasting Editors Herald:-The Herald for the 3d 
hills," with their "precious things." Here inst. just received. I note Bro. J. R. Lam
are flowing rivers, babbling brooks, living bert's reply to the malicious and unwarranted 
springs; and we rieed no Moses to smite the strictures of our Christian-Infidels again. 
rock for water, for the yield of the sparkling Well, the Bible speaks of men making "lies 
stream is seen. their refuge." Elder Lambert states the 

The city has man,y churches, and elegant case correctly. They have also been treating 
residences. The L. D. S. tabernacle was set the readers of the Christian Evangelist with 
up July Hi, and services opened on the 17th. more of a worse kind, a canvass and correc
Bro. Devore arrived on the 19th, and meet- tion of wh.ich I have already mailed you. 
ings have been in progress since then, and Have attempted to have the Evangelist in
expect to continue for the season. Bro. Ul- sert "my side." They are silent as yet. 
lom is in care of tabernacle; it is in its third On June 23, in connection with my family, 
locality since first setting. We are looking I took passage at Council Bluffs on .the "iron 
for auditors, and expect to find them in the horse," which for some unwarranted reason 
"sweet by and by." The well have no need some have christened "Nahum's chariot." 
of a ptysician, but them that are sick; we are (There is nothing to show that Nahum ever 
looking for a community of the sick! saw the railroad in vision or otherwise, all 

Thousands of people are "drugged" by use the evidence being to the contrary.) We 
of prescriptions doled out by these numerous passed over the same road, beholding the 
"doctors of divinity," and it has created a varied scenery and change with intensified 
nausea for God's "remedy for sin." It is sur- interest, but sadness and expectancy reigned 
prising to observe the widespread indiffer- in brain and soul. It was a glance behind 
ence toward anything religious. The masses and a glimpse ahead. Behind were a host of 
are not wanted in these palatial church friends made doubly near by years of associa
buildings, and their clergy would not touch tion and common brotherhood. Thim there 
the nasty poor sinner! I notice in a letter crossed my mental vision the new land far 
from New York City to a religious journal away, all unexplored. Reluctantly one gives 
that·the Fourth Avenue Presbyterian Church up old friends for the new, notwithstanding 
people are desirous of removing to an uptown they prove as worthy as the old. 
district, but the pastor, Dr. J. R. Davies, is My wife and children were ''seasick" most 
in favor of going down town on East Side; of the way. We therefore made no stops. 
the church property can be sold for five hun- On the 9th I went to Santa Monica to attenfi 
dred thousand dollars, and he suggests the Southern California reunion; found Bro. 
building for two hundred thousand "and in- D. L. Harris with others busily making ar
vesting the remaining 'vhree hundred thou- rangements. The force was further aug
sand as a source of permanent support for mented by the ar-rival of Bru. F. M. Sht'ehy, 
the institution." This "is distasteful to a direct from Boston, R. R. Dana, William 
number of the older and more conservative Gibson, and A. Carmichael, and a number of 
members,'' and they are inclined to brand it I other equally earnest ones of the local minis
as a method of "soup-house Christianity." try. The reunion passed off pleasantly. One 

feature we must commend-no afternoon 
service. I have felt while attending the 
Woodbine, Thurman, and Bluff Park re
unions that we had too many services. The 
three preaching and prayer services with a 
liberal supply of Sunday school and Religio 
sandwiches is tiresome, and wears the people 
out before the reunion is half throug_h. Our 
afternoons were taken for general recreation 
and social intercourse. It gave general sat
isfaction. We were located on the beach, and 
we all went swimming or "sanding" It was 
lovely anyway. Frank, with his clown suit 
made by the good sisters on the Atlantic sea
board,-suitable there but a curiosity here, 
and the rest of us in modest apparel--in all 
a merry throng, at six o'clock in the morning 
defying Neptune and his magic power. I 
now want a "cottage by the sea." 

HThere is a pleasure ln the pathiess wooLh\ 
By the deep sea and music in its roar; 
I love not man the !em but nature more, 
From these our interviews in which I steal, 
From all I may be or have been before, 
To mingle with the universe and feel 
What I cannot express yet cannot all conceal. 
Roll on thou deep, aDd dr.rk biue ocean roll, 
Ten thousand fleets sweep over thee in vain.~, 

The preaching was by Brn. F. M. Sheehy, 
William Gibson, D. L. Harris, Charles Ealy, 
A. E. Jones, A. Carmichael, and the writer. 
The interest was sufficient to warrant the 
continuance of the meetings after reunion 
adjournment. Brn. Harris, Sheehy, and I 
remained. 

I now realize why Bro. Sheehy and I were 
sent to California. This is a hotbed for 
cranks, and I gather that it is the policy of 
the church, so far as practicable, to send 
men to their native element. The reunion 
had scarcely begun ere Buddha reincarnated 
appeared. Then we beard from Isaiah in the 
flesh; then Jesus Christ came forth in the 
person of an old man. At one meeting we 
had four of such specimens, and how they 
clustered around Frank! One old gentle
man, Dr. Kimball, wanted me to form a part
nership, giving the assurance that we could 
convert the world. He didn't want Fran~~ 
his jaws were too massive. Phrenologists 
take notice. 

The following Sunday Bro. Sheehy and I 
held forth in Los Angeles, Bro. Frank speak
ing in the morning and I at night; a small 
but select attendance. Brn. Harris and 
Sheehy took French leave in the evening, 
leaving me alone with my task, they hieing 
to the Brighamite hall. My remarks were 
correspondingly shortened and I arrived in 
time to hear that thread worn testimony, "I 
know this is the work of God." I was amazed 
at the contrast! The Brighamites had twice 
the attendance we bad, notwithstanding the 
advertisement of "two leading seventies from 
the East." I learn that in the last three 
years they have increased from comparatively 
nothing until they now number about one 
hundred and twenty ti ve members. A num
ber of these are gathered from om· fold. 
Something should be done to circumvent 
them in this. Oh, for pastors, who can de
vote their entire time and be supported as 
the missionary is! "Feed my sheep"; "feed 
my lambs," is as imperative now as ever. A 
man cannot do successful pastoral work in a 
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large city 'and be burdened with temporal 
cares as well. It will take ten times the 
labor and means to counteract the evil 
wrought that it would have required to pre
vent it. There is a good body of saints in 
Los Angeles, but they need encouragement 
and help. There is a flourishing branch here 
at San Bernardino. Have been holding meet
ings here for two weeks; large crowds and 
excellent attention. Spoke on the difference 
between Brighamism and the truth tbe last 
two nights. Four of their elders were pres
ent the first night, but had a call out of the 
city the next day. Will remain here as long 
as interest justifies. Do not expect to go 
into Central California for a time, .but trust 
that the saint~ there will give due support to 
the ministerial force already on the ground 
and i:eport their needs to me. 

"How do you like California?" 
Don't ask me, for I would not wound the 

native pride or disappoint you. Wait until I 
have been here a year. California now is a 
desert with an occasional oasis where water 
is obtainable. And oh, the beat! I never 
was so hot in my life. I have read that some 
men's sins go beforehand to judgment, but 
did not think that I would get to my destina
tion so soon. You easterners. crying out 
when the mercury reaches 90° and 95°. Yes
terday it was 113° here in the shade. If one 
was near the ooast the sea breeze would 
lar~ely modify this. A man in California 
should spend his summer in the mountains or 
on the coast with his family and the winter at 
home, providing the church is willing. Living 
i.s more expensive than in Iowa, at least this 
year. Fruit costs more tha,1 in Council 
Bluffs. Of course, if a man is on the ranch, 
be gets an abundance of excellent fruit, but 
what you get in the city at the ordinary fruit 
stand is of poor quality and high in price. 
Bro. Sheehy, denominated the "fine old 
man" by the ladies, has gone to 'Frisco. 
Bro. Henry Smith and wife started the same 
day for Washington. Bro. Smith hll.s 
worked faithfully in Los Angeles, but this 
enervating climate did not agree with him. 
In connection with Bro. Harris I expect to 

·do service in the tent this summer. My 
family are now at Pomona; will locate them 
ere long. My correspondents will address 
me at Pomona, Los Angeles County, Box 821, 
u n ti! further notice. 

Fraternally yours, 
1'. W. WILLIAMS. 

RICHMOND, Va., Aug. 5. 
Editors lierald:-I arrived in this city July 

15 and have been domiciled with Bro. P. P. 
Stark, a dentist, corner Second and Broad, 
who secured the Picket Camp Hall, a neat, 
commodious, carpeted, and well-furnished 
hall in the very heart of the city, and made 
announcements in the two leading daily 
papers, which he has continued for four con
SL Cutive weeks. Besides this handbills were 
distributed in various parts of the city. 
Meeting night arrived and the preachers 
were on hand and the janitor performed well 
bis duty. It probably will sound better not 
to continue the record of this appointed serv
ice further. Sunday night came; preachers 
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on band again and no complaint of janitor. 
Exetur silentio, whieb interpreted means, 
"Went away without speaking in tongues." 
The number attending at our future meet
ings might be definitely stated, but suffice it 
to say that we had an increase of from one to 
three after that, and we believe those at
tending were interested and hope seed was 
sown that may bring forth fruit in the future. 

We attended the "Mission" one night; only 
two were present besides 0urselves, the 
leader, Mrs. Glover, attributing the lack of 
an audience to the extreme warm weather. 
I do not think this city will bear the mes
sage; they seem to me like the Pl'esbyter
ian's mule-"established." The story runs 
thus: A poor Presbyterian and. a Universal
ist living neighbors, the one owning a mule, 
the other a horse, in order to do their heavy 
work spliced teams, and often when working 
talked religion. The Universalist generally 
got the best of the argument, and when the 
Presbyterian could no longer meet bis an
tagonist by argument, he would say, "You 
need not try to convert me, anyway, I am es
tablished." So one day the mule refused to go 
while they were in a great hurry, and the 
Presbyterian got much out of patience with 
the contrary animal, and used his"persuader" 
most un·mercifully; but to no purpose, only 
the" more he would the more the mule would 
not, when the Universalist said to him, 
"Brother, don't whip that mule any more, for 
I see he is like bis master-established." 

I went to Roxbury last week and find very 
little encouragement there for an ingather
ing. Made an appointment, however, at the 
home of Sr. Orr, and will administer the 
sacrament on Sunday, and bold services in 
the afternoon. Tbe saints there are firm in 
the faith, but anxious to get away where 
they can have the privilege of worship with
out being threatened by mobs and lawless 
citizens. This i~ where Bro. F. C. Smith 
and wife were driven away by threats and 
demonstrations, and now the little house 
where they then held their meetings is occu
pied by a Methodist preacher, and we were 
refused the further use of it on the plea that 
"I am afraid it will pull the scab off the old 
so.re, and maybe they will burn me out as 
they threatened to do if I let them [the saints] 
have it any more." May the Lord deal with 
them as he sees best. I will return to New 
Hope, Virginia, on the 10th inst., and labor 
in the regions near there for a time. 

JEROME L. GOODRICH. 

STIRRING TIMES IN CANADA. 
SAUBLE FALLS, Ont., Aug. 10. 

EdUors Hemld:-In my last I told of big 
interest here in Sauble. Since that time 
matters have gone from good to better-the 
crowds increasing, the preachers maddening, 
while eleven souls were baptized. The 
preachers found they could do nothing by se
cret.ly slandering us from house to house, so 
at last one, a Rev. Thompson, a Presbyterian, 
ventured to come to my meeting and at con
clnsion was in for debate. Seeing he was so 
brave I asked him if be was willing to meet 
an Elder R. C. Evans. "Yes, sir, or a bak
er's dozen like him!" was the reply. Accord-

ingly we wrote ont propositions affirming for 
respective churches; but at this the reverend 
gentleman's spiritual advisers made objec
tions, telling him he would be caught and 
wound right up, thereupon he declined sign
ing propositions. However, the preacher 
was not going to back down and out alto
gether, so be asked privilege to lecture night 
about with me, to which we gladly consented. 

Next morning we telegraphed for R. C. 
Evans, telling him of his reverence's appar
ent illness and by all means to hasten with a 
few pills that he might be brought to ail 
right. Accordingly Elder Evans came with 
the necessary accoutrements to begin scalp
ing operations at once. We attended his 
reverence's first abusive lecture, and surely 
it was an onslaught filled with usual sectarian 
arguments-Joseph Smith a bad man and 
Book of Mormon a bad book, with an added 
caution, "Look out for these men; they are 
after your wives and daughters." But our turn 
came last night with poor Mr. preacher out 
to bear his death knell. Elder Evans showed 
where be lied fr-0m the very encyclopedias 
quoted by his reverence; that the Spalding 
tale was silly, written in faet by "a crack
brained Presbyterian preacher," as shown by 
encyclopedia, and produced evidence to show 
that Presby~erians themselves were taking 
in polygamous converts in India. At this 
the preacher arose much confused, wishing 
to explain, but being sharply questioned by 
a voice and eyes that pierced him to the 
heart. The preacher at last caved in, ad
mitting that polygamy was practiced in their 
church in India; at this the congregation 
cheered, much to discomfiture of our oppo
nent. I have been to many meetings where 
discussion bas been in the past and have in
variably seen the truth triumph, but to wit
ness so spellbound an audience for over three 
hours with continued admissions by an oppo
nent preacher, I have never yet beard of nor 
seen the like before. 

The preacher admitted that John wrote bis 
three epistles and gospel after the. Book of 
Revelation was written; that infant baptism 
was unscriptural; and finally acknowledged 
that we were separate from the Utah Mor
mon Church, thus backing down from the 
cruel slanders heaped on us the night before. 
Crowds are attending the debate, including 
paper editors, preachers, etc. There was not 
standing room last night; even the windows 
were filled with anxious beads upon the out
side, and though the reply was over three 
hours, yet all stood or sat and listened with 
breathless attention. Sometimes the house 
would be brought down with roars of laugh
ter and immediately after the white ker
chiefs could be seen stealing from the pocket 
to do service to the moistened eye. Thank 
God for the truth and power that enables bis 
servants to control an audience spellbound 
while it waves them gently from the sublime 
towering summits of heavenly light to the 
merriment of a well-meaning story, then 
riveting home the facts from scripture and 
other sources, so much so that all honest 
minds see and distinguish truth from error, 
while he who blindly and willfully opposes is 
brought to shame and contempt! 
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Elder Evans expects to stay with me until 
the battle is over. We expect many bap-
tis ms. More anon. 

Yours in delight, 
DANIEL MACGREGOR. 

August 5.-In my last I was showing the 
starting and progression of the work here in 
this northern clime, leaiiing down to a debate 
between Rev. Thompson, Presbyterian, and 
Elder R. C. Evans. The results of that de
bate are g-ratifying indeed, for when Elder 
Evans had concluded his reply on Friday 
evening, after rapt attention for two hours, 
the congregation voted that Elder Evans had 
fully and satisfactorily replied to the stale 
slander and abuse heaped upon Joseph Smith, 
the Book of Mormon, and the church. But, 
our religious opponents were not to be 
stopped yet; seeing that Thompson was 
scalpeu so neatly and, moreover that be 
would not show up after his second night 
(though he promised to fight it out if it took 
all summer), they now had another man on 
deck, a Rev. Norton, to be imported from 
Owen Sound. 

After our Friday evening reply this man 
Norton was proffered for debate by his agent, 
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We suggested to his reverence the idea of 
putting on the spurs and tackling Yankee 
Bob Fitzsimmons. Maybe we shall read of 
another champion fight. 

We are feeling splendid in the work, hav
ing big crowds and rapt attention. Yester
day nine precious souls were led into the 
waters of baptism, while apparent appear
ances indicate many more in the near future. 
Bro. Evans leaves me to-morrow, about to 
prepare for his debate in Chatham, Ontario. 
His coming here bas been a Godsend, giving 
the work an impetus which was impossible 
by·your writer to perform. He tells me that 
since so many are apparently dead, I can do 
the burying all right. It must not be sup
posed that thESe are hasty baptisms; they are 
not, as they have been hearing the truth the 
past month, and at last witnessing the sad 
defeat of Rev. Thompson and the cowardice 
of Rev. McEwen, they are compelled to see 
that nothing can stand before this work; 
and well might they come to that conclusion. 
Twenty have been baptized in these quarters 
thus far, and so the work rolls on. 

Yours in bonds, 
DANIEL MACGREGOR. 

Rev. McEwen, of Baptist fame; but they did RIVER SIOUX, Iowa, Aug. 11. 
not want to debate with R. C; they picked on Editors Herald:·- I venture to visit your 
your writer as the man they wanted, but columns once more after my long silence. 
their desires were not to be gratified when a Le:wi ng California we were soon passing 
man of heavier caliber was on hand; it was through some less attractive portions of the 
victory they were after, not to find out who noble land of the free. We found that the 
bad the truth. Elder Evans exposed their beat of the desert in Southern Arizona and 
meanness and cowardice in wanting to debate New Mexico was far more intense than we 
with a person of about three years' preaching experienced while in the islands. We were 
experience and only twenty-three. This he soon in Northern Texas, where we enjoyed a 
showed up so·well that our opponents were surprise party not soon to be forgotten, at 
reluctantly willing to meet Elder Evans. the little town of Sherman, where Bro. 
Papers were drawn up and signed to the ef- Montague stepped on the train enroute to 
feet that debate was to start August 16, each Standley, Indian Territory, and while look
man affirming for his church, debate to take ing over the car to find a seat was surprised 
place in schoolhouse, the place of preaching at finding bis neck entwined in the arms of 
for all sects lo, these many years. his baby, who was shedding tears of joy, re-

And now we show trickery, cowardice, and gardless of the thoughts of our many spec
meanness; our opponents seeing they were tators. 
caught and forced into meeting Elder Evans We were soon at Standley, and made 
because of audience demanding "fair play," welcome in the home of Bro. Earl Bailey, and 
now pursued tactics to get out of discussion; shall not forget the kindness shown us while 
accordingly leading Baptist men who were there by these dear saints. Next we called 
ratepayer5 went to trustees and demanded at Webb City, Missouri, and again found 
the closing of school forthwith, and which some of the noble ones called sa'ints. Arriv
had to be complied with. This stopped the ing at Independence we found lodgment with 
debate, as there was no other hall in the Bro. and Sr. R. J. Parker during 'the confer
place. ence, which was a spiritual feast to us. V!e 

The whole country with the exception of a met many of the saints, and a part of our 
few pious religionists (?) see our opponents' dear ones, whom we had left for the "gos
cowardice, and truly it is doing them great pel's sake" when taking our departure for 
harm. We are being slandered through the the far-away islands of the sea. Arriving at 
press, a two and three column article just our home we felt to thank our Father in 
appearing from the editor, calling us every- 1 heaven for his loving watchcare over us. 
thing indecent, and stating that we should After an absence of more than three years 
be run out of the country. The pious Mc- and a half we have learned to appreciate home 
Ewen, like bis predecessor, who so inbu- as never before. Our little Cicely is now re
manely led mobs against the saints, is. busy covering from a severe cold and cough, caused 
from house to house, actually praying with by the change of climate. Am thankful to 
one family that the "people might close their say that Mrs. Case is now recovering some of 
doors" against us, that God would "curse" her lost strength, and we truly pray that she 
us, and "that the people might set the dogs may soon be fully restored. Our hearts were 
on us.'; Why, the ex-debater Thompson a made glad at the arrival of a sweet baby girl 
few days ago having met me on the road on June 16. 
threatened to jump out and horsewhip me. I have labored some in a temporal way to 
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get my family located, that I might be free 
to fill the office of my calling. I attended the 
Williams-Bays debate, also our conference at 
Magnolia. Have been busily engaged in the 
tent work with Brn. J. F. Mintun and Robert 
Chambers. The interest at Blencoe was ex
cellent; two were baptized by the writer and 
more are near the kingdom, three of whom 
intend to be baptized in a few weekB. My 
wife assisted nobly as organist during our 
two-weeks' stay there. We came here, put 
up the tent, and have preached twice to fair
sized audiences. 

\Ve were pleased to learn, by letters from 
Sr. Burton, Bro. Jansen, and some of the na
tives, that the work is moving forward in the 
islands mission. God speed the right every
where is my prayer. 

My permanent address is Moorhead, Iowa. 
Your brother, 

HUBER1' CAS:R. 

BAGWELL, Texas, Aug. 18. 
Editors .Herald:-I have just closed a meet

ing in this town, the first preaching ever 
done in the place. Considerable prejudicP, 
but I succeeded _in getting several out to hear. 
The Methodist started up a meeting in oppo
sition, but the seed is sown and God will see 
to the result. The town is stirred up. They 
have sent for one man to come and de
bate with us. Now they are threatening me 
with J. W. Chism. Well, bring along Chism 
or the Seventh-day Adventist or whatever 
man you choose. If our claims cannot stand 
the test let them go down; the sooner the 
better. 

I hear considerable talk about the I. P. 
Baggerly and Chism debate three miles 
south of this place. My opinion is that Bro. 
I. P. Baggerly is not the man for J. W. 
Chism, but hope I am mistaken and God will 
bless and take care of bis work and the de
bate will result in much goud. 

I will begin meeting to-night on Blossom 
Prairie. The people keep me busy all the 
time, and then there are many places I can't 
reach, but hope some one will in the near 
future. Let us all work and pray till the 
Savior comes. In bonds, 

J. D. ERWIN. 

SMI'l'HFIELD, Utah, Aug. 9. 
Editors Herald:-We r0ceived the tent for 

the Idaho district July 21 and were well 
pleased with it. Bro. Anthony and I began 
services in it at Pocatello, July 24, and con
tinued until August 3. The Gentile classes 
were somewhat shy of us in the start, but 
after we had come through the fire from the 
Mormon camp, and the beauties and moral 
benefits(?) of that twin relic had been some
what aired by both sides, the latter cla~s 

seemed the more shy. However, we were in
vited into their pulpit on visiting their meet· 
ing, and Bro. A. was allowed fifteen minutes to 
bear his testimony, after three of their num
ber had added to their usual te;,timonies some 
reasol'.is why "they knew,'' laying especial 
stress upon the healing of their sick, and citing 
some instances that they or their friends bad 
witnessed. But after Bro. Anthony had out
done them in this kind of testimony, I was 
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somewhat taken back by one of their leading 
lights explaining to me that such things 
were no evidence that the recipients were 
the accepted church. We were kindly cared 
for at Pocatello by Bro. Croshaw's family and 
Sr. Dodds. 

I have been occupying here with the tent 
since Sunday, anxiously awaiting the coming 
of Bro. Anthony or Bro. Davis or both. Ad
ditional credits to tent fund should be given 
as follows: L. M. Condit, $2; Addie Pettit, 
50c.; Benjamin Croshaw, $1; George Chaffee, 
$1. 

We hope to visit Bear Lake Valley with 
the tent soon. In bonds, 

S. D. CONDIT. 

WAKENDA, Mo., Aug. 9. 
Editors Herald:-! have not written to 

you for some time; not because I had noth
ing to say nor because I was doing nothing 
in the Master's cause. I have just closed a 
series of meetings across the Missouri River 
from here. Owing to a camp meeting eight 
miles away I did not have a very large con
gregation, but managed by the help of Bro. 
G. 0. Adkins to preach seven times, and 
once at Bro. George's house on this side of 
the river. I find the people very ignorant, 
in some houses not a Bible to be found, and 
the little boys swearing like Spaniards. I 
talked to several of the little profaners and 
they promised they would swear no more. I 
fear if saint and sinner go on the way I find 
them in my mission, till Jesus comes, he will 
find but little faith on the earth. If professed 
Latter Day Saints will not help the good 
cause, but instead of observing their duty, on 
Sunday harness up their teams and go visit
ing or fishing, gathering in the crops from 
the farm, they cannot expect the favor of 
God. That's the reason why that men's 
withered hands, and arms, and bodies are not 
healed. God does not love such people, there
fore he will not bless, but a cursing instead. 

Since General Conference I have preached 
in eight different places, doing the very best 
I knew how to get before the people the gos
pel of our salvation. I return home to-day, 
and will try some other place. 

Yours truly, 
J. c. Foss. 

LARIMORE, N. D., Aug. 10. 
Editors Herald:-Bro. Swenson and myself 

have been laboring together the past few 
weeks in Marshall County, South Dakota, 
and in Traill and Walsh counties, North 
Dakota; Bro. Swenson baptizing four in 
Madison and Bonesteel, and two in Walsh. 
We feel encouraged, the Lord blessing us in 
our labors. 

We met considerable opposition from two 
Presbyterian ministers, and it has taken con
siderable patient labor to disabuse tho peo
ple's minds of the false impressions left by 
these gentle shepherds (?). However, by the 
help of God we have accomplished a little, 
having baptized eleven in all during our· three 
visits covering a period of about nine weeks. 

One of them met me in a short debate last 
fall, which proved_ so unsatisfactory to their 
side that his brother minister, Rev. W. J. 
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Hall, of Park River, has signed articles for 
discussion next November; four propositions, 
covering the doctrine and organization of our 
respective churches. 

Bro. Swenson leaves to-day for Leeds and 
the Turtle Mountains. 

To those who are waiting for us we say, 
Brethren, be patient; we will visit you in 
due time. Yours hastily, 

WILLIAM SPARLING. 

HEARNE, Texas, Aug. 9. 
Editors Herald:-I reached Central Texas 

district July l, and labored during the month 
in the vicinity of Cook's Point. On the 29th 
I came to this place, in company with Bro. 
John Shirl and wife, by team, to attend the 
district conference. I met here for the first 
time Brn. E. Bates, Bishop's agent, and 
Frank Renfroe, and Frank Spicer; also Elder 
James Bryan, of Elkhart, Texas. There was 
quite a goodly number in attendance and a 
good time throughout. 

The preaching services were in the hands 
of a committee, a practice that I think·out of 
order. This is an essential part of a confer
ence, and the presiding officer ought to direct 
it, as the law provides-that "the elders shall 
conduct the meetings as they are led by the 
Holy Ghost." However, the preaching was 
good. 

This branch of the church is in pretty fair 
condition, I think. We conducted meetings 
here for one week after the conference, with 
fair attendance and some illforest. Bro. S. 
R. Hay is the presiding elder here, and has 
labored faithfully for the spread of the gos
pel all over this country. · Bro. W. S. Mc
Intosh is also (loing what he can to advance 
the work. 

I will go this week to F.tlls County with 
Bro. Mcintosh to hold a week's meeting near 
Marlin. I am due in Red River County the 
13th of September at the Mabry scLoolhouse, 
four miles from Clarksville, to hold a debate 
with Elder J_ W. Chism, of the Christian 
Church. I hope the saints living in reach 
will take notice and be there and assist by 
their faith and prayers. I have also com
municated with Elder T. J. Sheppard to be 
there to assist me. Many seem to be inter
ested in this debate. This has been on hand 
since last fall. Hope all those interested in 
the spread of truth will remember me, espe
cially at that time. 

In the conflict, 
I. P. BAGGERLY. 

TABOR, Iowa, Aug. Hi. 
Editors Herald:-The work in this mission 

is moving slowly this summer, not anything 
very excitable taking place. The heavy 
rains and washouts with overflows on most 
of the creeks in both the Pottawattamie and 
Fremont districts have had a tendency to 
discourage quite a number of the brethren 
and set them back in their work, so that 
when they could work, it caused them to be 
very busy. It seemed almost impossible to 
hold night meetings through the week, so we 
put in the time in visiting the saints and 
friends, with very good effect, preaching Sat
urday nights and Sundays; that is in country 

places; in towns of course we could do some 
better. But my colaborers, Brn. I. M. Smith, 
C. J. Carlson, D. R. Chambers, and Priest 
Hanson, with the local force of both districts, 
as we have good reason to believe, have done 
the very best they could; and we all hope to 
do better in the future as the nights get 
longer and the weather cooler. 

We now have our tent up in Glenwood, 
county seat of Mills, in charge of Elder I. M. 
Smith, aosisted <by C. J. Carlson, who are 
doing a good'work, as reported to us; good 
audiences and good attention, for which we 
feel grateful to our heavenly Father, more 
especially as the little band of faithful saints 
has struggled hard to establish the work in 
that town, under trying conditions, and op
posing influences hard to endure. I have 
been unfit for duty for the last ten days on 
account of sickness, "'but commenced on Sat
urday night the 13th inst. in Egypt school
house, also yesterday morning, and at night 
in Bartlett; had full houses with excellent at
tention. Shall move on to Glenwood from 
this place to release Bro. Smith, so he can 
attend the Bluff Park reunion, as requested 
by the committee. 

We want to work our tent in some other 
places this fall before the weather gets too 
cold. We have no difficulty in getting a 
hearing when the people can get out. 

I feel proud of my colaborers, and pray God 
to bless them in all their work, and to help 
them to work acceptably. We trust the 
work will move on in harmony with the di
vine will to victory. 

Yours in bonds, 
HENRY KlDMP. 

FENTRESS, I. T., Aug. 8. 
Editors Herald:-Dear saints; a few words 

to all who are coming or contemplate coming 
to the Indian Territory. There is a fine 
opening here for a mill, cotton gin and bur. 
H there are any of the saints who would like 
to come out and go our halfers in this ma· 
chinery, come at once, as the machinery that 
was here has chai;iged hands. 

There is a fine chance for some money to be 
used to a good advantage, say fifteen hundred 
or two thousand dollars. Come at once. 

Yours, 
PERKINS BROS. 

GARLAND, Ala., Aug. 10. 
Editors Herald:-As an item of news you 

may state to your readers that the saints' 
church of Pleasant Hill branch near Garland, 
Alabama, built at a total cost of about six 
hundred dollars, was dedicated on Sunday, 
August 7; Elder M. M. Turpen delivering 
an able discourse, followed by the dedicatory 
prayer by Elder C. I. Carpenter. Notwith
standing the rainy weather there were about 
two hundred persons in attendance and all 
seemed 1:o enjoy themselves. 

Yours in bonds, 
C. I. CARPENTER. 

DENTONIA, Kan., Aug. 1. 
Editors Herald:-The work in this part of 

the vineyard is moving slowly but surely. 
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To my mind we are getting a fair hold here. 
Prejudice is gradually melting away. I bap
tized two more noble souls yesterday, making 
five in this vicinity in the past month. 
Others are interested and, I believe, will 
unite with us in the near future. I have 
had good attendance at my meetings and 
good liberty in presenting the word. 

In bonds, 
L. F. JOHNSON. 

MINNEAPOLIS, Minn., August 15. 
Editors Herald::-I came to this city July 7 

and attended a branch business meeting in 
the evening, held by the saints in a hired 
hall in this worldly yet enterprising· city of 
two hundred and twenty-five thousand peo
ple. The following day a few of the breth
ren assisted Bro. I. N. Roberts in setting up 
the gospel tabernacle in the northern part of 
the city, and we began servic8s that evening 
holding fourteen meetings, then changed to 

Oriqinal 1lr1icles, 
LATTER DAY EVENTS.-NO. 2. 

BY ELDER JAMES COOKS. 

IF a party were to explore the Cata
combs of Egypt, or any of those sub
terranean places for the burial of the 
dead, and did not make the necessary 
provision for lights, etc., for their 
safe return, they would perish; in 
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Western Avenue, where we continued our 
efforts dosing last evening. Hundreds heard 
the gospel for the first time which resulted 
in removing much prejudice. Two or more 
expressed a desire to be baptized which God
given ordinance Bro. Roberts will attend to 
this week. 

Bro. R. is an energetic and fearless expo
nent of the gospel law, to both members and 
nonmembers. The saints were kind and hos
pitable, and I enjoyed my labors with them 
very much. 

Minneapolis has justly earned the reputa
tion of being the greatest and best wheat 
flouring city in the world. Elder Roberts 
and the writer availed ourselves of the oppor
tunity of visiting the "Pillsbury B" division 
to-day, which is king of the flour mills, mak
ing six thousand barrels daily. The total 
product of the twenty-two mills is sixty 
thousand barrels a day. The Mississippi 
River furnishes the propelling power for this 
line of industry. 
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Kennedy Henry, who showed us through 
the "B" mill is about fifty years of age and 
had been in the employ of this company for 
about twenty years. When asked if the 
machinery for that roller flouring mill in 
Jerusalem, Palestine, was shipped from Min
neapolis, he informed us that it was shipped 
from Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and that he 
spent two months in Jerusalem, about the 
year 1887, assisting in placing the machinery 
and setting the mill in order. He said the 
only mills in use previous to the introduction 
of the American mill were handmills opera
ted by women. Mr. Henry also assisted in 
the introduction of American mills into Bom
bay, India, during his trip to Asia. 

I will return to the Galland's Grove, Iowa, 
district this week. May the Lord bless his 
saints in every land, is the prayer of, 

Your colaborer, 
C. J. HUNT. 

darkness, yet the knowledge that wire. If there was a telephone at 
they have one end of the cord safe, the farthest end, and we send a mes
that 1,260 yards from that end there sage through, and get a reply, we 
is another which means life, light, know positively it is one and the 
and liberty, means safety to them. same. 

If John were to tal~e a circle or Whatever were the peculiarities of 
hoop of iron or wire, say 420 yards in the woman (church) when she went 
diameter, and make one cut, take the into the wilderness, will be the same 
two ends and stretch to a straight when she comes out. By an obedi
line, it would measure just 1,260 ence to her doctrines, the truth of her 
yards; we will suppose those yards claims can be verified or otherwise. 

TffRi!G>·HUIVORIEO 04 YS.'T/IE;/VS'H~L-4 71/&S'AIVC>VI>' 
'-,.'3ov y.r;:A-R'~ 
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despair they may cry out, There is are years. He fastens one end at 570 
no outlet, although quite near to A. D., and writes an account of the 
safety. But if they were to take a characteristics of the cut on that end; 
rope and measure off just 1,260 yards, anyone finding the nearest end, which 
make one end fast at the entrance, would be 68 years back, could make a 
provide themselves with lights, they careful study of this end, and finding 
might penetrate its intricate depths it was in harmony with the descrip
to the extreme end of their cord. tion of the other, would be warranted 
Their lights may go out, the interven- in coming to the conclusion that it 
ing space may be filled with Egyptian was one and the same piece of iron or 

The angel of Revelation 14: 6, 7 came 
to Joseph Smit.h and announced that 
the time was near at hand for the set
ting up of the church and kingdom, 
which was never to be destroyed. 
Under the direction of the heavenly 
messenger the church was organized 
according to the original pattern, 
April 6, 1830. All inspiratfon that 
emanates from God must harmonize, 
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so that if Moses, Daniel, Isaiah, John, 
Smith, or anyone else speaks by the 
power of the Holy Ghost, there will 
be harmony, irrespective of the differ
ent ages in which they lived as indi
viduals. 

I will briefly examine a prophecy 
given through Moses, nearly fifteen 
hundred years before Christ, to show 
that 570 A. D. is the date of the apos
tasy, and in 1830 the proper time for the 
fulfillment of the prophecies of Moses, 
Isaiah, Daniel, and John, in reference 
to this most Important event, the set
ting up of the Church of Jesus Christ 
-''at the times of the end." By a care
ful reading of Leviticus 26 we learn 
that God covenants with his people. 
If they will keep his commandments 
he will bless their families, flocks, and 
land; they would have to eat their old 
store to make room for the new. On 
the other hand, if they rebelled, he 
would chastise them ''seven times," 
and curse their land. Verses 28 and 
29 read:--

Then I will walk contrary unto you also in 
fury; and I [God], even I, will chastise you 
8even times for your sins. And ye ·shall eat 
the flesh of your sons, ana the flesh of your 
daughters shall ye eat. 

As already shown, a "time" is 
another word for a year of 360 days; 
when prophetically used, each day 
stands for a year. Seven times 360 
years is 2, 520 years. God will chas
tise them 2, 520 years. When this 
time shall have expired, he will extend 
to them the blessings they once en
joyed, and bless their land with its 
former and latter rains. For hun
dreds of years God had sent them 
prophet after prophet, giving them 
every chance to avoid the calamities 
which would surely come upon them. 
We turn to 2 Kings, 21st chapter, and 
find that Manasseh commits the sins 
that God will not pardon. Manasseh be
gins to reign 696 years B. c., at twelve 
years of age. In eight years he 
reaches his twentieth year, man's 
estate, when he sins most grievously. 
Subtract 8 years from 698, you have 
690 for a starting point of the 2, 520 
years of punishment. The following 
scripture shows conclusively that God 
would not pardon Manasseh's sins:-

Surely at the commandment of the Lord 
came this upon Judah, to remove them out of 
his sight, for the sins of Manasseh, according 
to all that he did: and also for the innocent 
blood that he shed; for he filled Jerusalem 
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with innocent blood; which the Lord would 
not pardon.-2 Kings 24: 3, 4. 

Again:-
Because they have forsaken me, and have 

burned incense unto other gods, that they 
might provoke me to anger with all the 
works of their hands; therefore my wrath 
shall be kindled against this place, and shall 
not be quenched.-2 Kings 22: 17. 

Again:-· 
So Manasseh made Judah and the inhab

itants of Jerusalem to err, and to do worse 
than the heathen, whom the Lord had de 
stroyed before the children of Israel. And 
the Lord spake to Manasseh, and to his peo
ple: but they would not hearken. Where
fore the Lord brought upon them the captains 
of the host of the king of Assyria, which took 
Manasseh among the thorns, and bound him 
with fetters, and carried him to Babylon.-2 
Chronicles 33: 9-11. 

Again:-
Anct I will cause them to be removed into 

all kingdoms of the earth, because of Manas
seh the son of Hezekiah king of Judah, for 
that which he did in Jerusalem. For who 
shall have pity upon thee, 0 Jerusalem? or 
who shall bemoan thee? or who shall go 
aside to ask how thou doest? Thou hast "for
saken me, saith the Lord, thou art gone 
backward: therefore will I stretch out my 
hand against thee and destroy thee; I am 
weary with repenting.-Jeremiah 15: 4-6. 

The history of those people, down 
to almost the present time, has been 
of untold want and misery. At the 
siege of Jerusalem they were reduced 
to such sore straits that they literally 
ate their offspring. Over eleven hun
dred thousand perished by the sword, 
famine, and disease. · 

This punishment takes effect i-µ 690 
B. c. Subtract 690 B. c. from 2,520 
years, and there remains 1830 years. 
When the year 1830 is reached, the 
time of their shame. and sorrow is 
ended. "Is it not yet a very little 
while, and Lebanon shall be turned 
into a fruitful field, and the fruitful 
field shall be esteemed as a forest?" 

How wondrous are the promises of 
God: In a little while now God is go
ing to bless the land of their beloved 
Palestine. Just twenty-three years 
after (1853) God has restored his 
kingdom, called by Isaiah a glorious 
work and a wonder .. The natives of 
that country were gladdened by the 
return of the early and latter rains. 
To-day she is a fruitful field, raising 
three and four crops a year. 

we cut the seven times of Moses in 
two by dividing of the fourth time, 
we have twice. A time (360 years), 
and times (720 years), and half a time 
(180 years), a total of 1,260 years. 
One half of the seven times of Moses 
(1,260 years), dating from 690 B. c., 
reaches to 570 A. D., the date of the 
apostasy, when the abomination is set 
up. The other half, 1,260 years, 
reaches from 570 A. D. down to 1830, 
when the Jews are restored to divine 
favor and mercy, and the kingdom of 
heaven is set up. Now is Daniel 2: 
44 fulfilled:-

And in the days of these kings shall the 
God of heaven set up a kingdom, which shall 
never be destroyed. 

Also Daniel 7: 18:-
But the saints of the Most High shall take 

the kingdom, and possess the kingdom for 
ever, even for ever and ever. 

And the kingdom is known to this 
the nineteenth century as the Church 
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, 
with Joseph Smith its prophet, seer, 
and revelator. Again the voice of 
revelation is heard, the blind are 
made to see, the deaf to hear, the 
lame to walk, the sick are healed, and 
the gospel is preached to the poor in 
all nations for a witness, before the 
end shall come. 

I stated in the former part of this 
article that if at the time when the 
sanctuary is to be cleansed we shall 
discover that the kingdom is set up, 
it would be easy to understand what 
this cleansing process means. We 
are commanded to seek first the king
dom; in that kingdom is the sanctuary 
of the Holy Spirit. As already shown 
the 2,300 days or years commenced 
457 B. c., fifth month, which is May. 
With the destruction of Jerusalem 70 
A. D., 526 of the 2,300 days are ac
complished. There still remain 1, 774 
years before the sanctuary shall be 
cleansed; add 1, 774 to 70, and you 
have the year 1844, when this is to 
take place. 

Now I turn to the revelations that 
God has given to his church. In 
Doctrine and Covenants, section 38, 
paragraph 4, given in January, nine 
months after its organization, we 
read:-

Moses is the only one besides Dan- And now I show unto you a mystery, a 
iel and John who uses the word thing which is had in secret chambers, to 
• •t' " h t' U D · l th l bring to pass even your destruction, in proc-

imes p~op e ica Y· ame ' ree l ess of time, and ye knew it not, but now I tell 
one half times; John, three one half it unto you, and ye are blessed, not because 
times; and Moses, seven times. If of your iniquity, neither your hearts of unbe-
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lief, for verlly some of you are guilty before 
me; but I will be merciful unto your weak
ness. Therefore, be ye strong from hence· 
forth; fear not for the kingdom is yours: and 
for your salvation. 

Again:-
And again I say unto you, that the enemy 

in the secret ch am be rs seeketh your lives. 
Ye hear of wars in far countries, and you say 
that there will sooa be great wars in far coun
tries, but ye know not the hearts of men in 
your own land. I tell you these things because 
of your prayers; wherefore, treasure up wis
dom in your bosoms, lest the wickedness of 
men reveal these things unto you, by their 
wickedness, in a manner that shall speak in 
your ears with a voice louder than that which 
shall shake the earth: but if ye are prepared, 
ye shall not fear. And that ye might escape 
the power of the enemy, and be gathered 
unto me a righteous people, without spot and 
blalI/eless: wherefore, for this cause I gave 
unto you the commandment, that ye should 
go to the Ohio; aad there I will give unto 
you my law.-Par. 6, 7. 

Satan, the avowed enemy of Christ 
and his work, and wbo has had uni
versal power through the "dark 
ages," has not retired vanquished 
with the restoring of the gospel. Oh 
no. He is like a lion seeking whom 
he may devour. He does not herald 
his approach with a mighty roar, but 
by the accomplishment of his deep 
and subtle purposes, it speaks louder 
than the loudest thunder. While the 
servants of God are doing their ut. 
most in presenting the gospel to the 
world,-crying repentance, calling at
tention to the conditions of the past, 
the apostasy of the virgin church, its 
restoring, etc., and of wars and ru
mors of wars, and the signs of the 
times, - they were not conscious of 
what was taking place in their midst. 
In the above the Lord says that some
thing is going to happen that shall 
speak in their ears with a voice louder 
than that which shall shake the earth. 
"But if ye are prepared ye shall not 
fear." Hence they are called to the 
Ohio to receive the law which will 
guard and keep them safe from the 
calamity which is to befall the church, 
evidently by virtue of the subtle influ
ence of Satan. 

One month later, February, 1831, 
we have this:-

Hearken, 0 ye elders of my church, who 
have assembled yourselves together, in my 
name, even Jesus Christ, the Son of the liv
ing God, the Savior of the world: inasmuch 
as they believe on my name and keep my 
commandments; again I say unto you, . 
Hearken and hear and obey the law which I 
shall give unto you; for verily I say, As ye 
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have assembled yourselves together accord
ing to the commandment wherewith I com
manded you, and are agreed as touching this 
one thing, and have asked the Father in my 
name, even so ye shall receive.-D. C. 42: 1. 

And now, behold, I speak unto the church. 
Thou shalt not kill; and he that kills shall 
not have forgivness in this world, nor the 
world to come. And again, I say, Thou shalt 
r;ot kill; but he that killeth shall die. Thou 
shalt not steal; and ho that stealeth and will 
not repent shall be caEt out. Thou shalt not 
lie; he that lieth and will not repent, shall be 
cast out. Thou shalt love thy wife with all 
thy heart, and shall cleave unto her and none 
else; and he that looketh upon a woman to 
lust after her, shall deny the faith, and shall 
not have the Spirit; and if he repents not, he 
shall be cast out. Thou shalt not commit 
adultery; and he that committeth adultery 
and repenteth not, shall be cast out; but he 
that committeth adultery, and repents with 
all his heart, and forsaketh it, and doeth it 
no more, thou shalt forgive; but if he doeth 
it again, he shall not be forgiven, but shall 
be cast out. Thou shalt not speak evil of 
thy neighbor, nor do him any harm. Thou 
knowest my laws concerning these things are 
given in my scriptures; he that sinneth and 
repenteth not, shall be cast out.--:-D. C. 42: 6, 7. 

Was this law kept? 
I insert clipping from Elder Jo

seph Luff's sermon, delivered at the 
saints' church, Independence, Mis
souri, printed in Zion's Ensign, Febru
ary 4, 1893, as in it is the thought we 
wish to express. 

Now let us look at two or three of the main 
features of it [the above revelation]. We 
read paragraph 5: "And again, the elders, 
priests, and teachers of this church shall 
teach the principles of my gospel which are 
in the Bible and the Book of Mormon, in the 
which is the fullness of the gospel; and they 
shall observe the covenants and church arti
cles to do them." 

Now stopping just for a moment to repeat 
the thought expressed already, if this was a 
part of a remedy to provide against the dan
ger that lay in the future or was to develop 
in the future, what was the nature of that 
danger against which the Lord said "the 
elders, priests, and teachers of this church 
shall teach the principles of my gospel which 
are in the Bible and Book of Mormon?" Did 
it not, I simply ask the passing, foreshadow 
the coming of a time when men in the 
church would cease to teach from the Bible 
or the Book of Mormon, and did that time 
ever come? '.Vere they not denounced as of 
less value than the ashes of a rye straw. 

And now behold, I speak unto the church. 
Thou shalt not kill; and he that kills shall 
not have forgiveness in this world, nor in the 
world to come. And again, I say, Thou shalt 
not kill. 

What does that mean? He said 
this law was given to them to provide 
against a terrible mystery that was to 
develop in secret chambers. What 
kind of a dir;;ea:;ie do you suppose that 
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was to be, that such an ingredient as 
this in the form of medicine had to be 
prescribed as a preventive? Did God 
by his foreknowledge understand that 
the time would come when men would 
kill? And he repeats the language, 
"Again I say" unto you, "Thou shalt 
not kill." "Thou shalt not steal, and 
he that stealeth, and will not repent 
shall be cast out." Stopping a mo
ment I ask you the question, Why 
was the Mosaic law added to the gos
pel anciently? You ean take my 
words that I uttered, quoting from 
Galatians awhile ago, "Because of 
transgression." The Lord foresaw 
the departure of Israel from the gos
pel law and made provision; and will 
you tell me that the uB.changeable 
God had any other thought when he 
introduced features of the Mosaic 
covenants, so far as many of these 
words were concerned, after the gos
pel law had been introduced? If such 
commandments as,· "Thou shalt not 
kill," "Thou shalt not steal," and so 
on, that were contained in the Mosaic 
law, were given them because of 
transgression of the gospel law, and 
then the gospel law, subsequent to 
that time, was introduced to the 
world, then comes a revelation to the 
church to come down to the Ohio and 
obtain what in itself, in part, proves 
to be a repetition of the Mosaic law; 
what was it again added for? Was it 
not that the Almighty foresaw the 
same kind of transgression, so far as 
character or principle was concerned, 
as he saw in disobedient Israel in 
early times. 

As we study the rise of the church 
in these the last days, we find that 
history repeats itself. The seeds of 
sin and corruption that defiled the 
sanctuary and brought about its de
struction with ancient Israel is found 
imbedded in latter-day Israel. While 
the enemy without was combined, he 
was also within sowing its deadly 
seeds of corruption. The hearts of 
the pure and faithful in the church 
were heavy-laden with grief and sor
row. Joseph, its prophetic head, once 
said, "'rhough we or an angel preach 
any other gospel than that which we, 
the First Presidency, have preached 
unto you, let him be accursed." The 
prophet knew the seeds of corruption 
were within the fold. He said when 
surrendering his person, "They were 
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led like lambs to the slaughter." At 
last the crash came. .T oseph and Hy
rum are slain. They have sealed their 
life work with their blood. They were 
assassinated June 27, 1844. The 
sanctuary or church was not destroyed 
by this act, as many thought, but it 
was cleansed, and God's word is vin
dicated. The 2,300 days commenced 
in the fifth (May) month, 457 B. c., 
2,300 full years from the fifth month; 
457 B. c. reaches to the month of May, 
1844, twenty-seven days later, the 
martyrs are slain. 

In 1839 Lucy Smith, mother of the 
martyrs, was deeply concerned about 
the safety of her son Joseph. The 
Lord told her he would have power 
over his enemies for five years. She 
says in her book, "Joseph Smith the 
Prophet," page 298:-

After the corpses were washed, and dressed 
in their burial clothes, we were allowed to 
see them. I had for a long time braced every 
nerve, roused every energy of my soul, and 
called upon God to strengthen me; but when 
I eutered the room, and saw my murdered 
sons extended both at once before my eyes, 
and heard the sobs and groans of my family, 
and the cries of "Father! Husband! Brothers!" 
from the lips of their wives, children, 
brothers, and sisters, it was too much;" I 
sank back, crying to the Lord, in the agony 
of my soul, "My God, my God, why hast thou 
forsaken this family!" A voice replied, ".l 
have taken them to myse~f, that they might have 
rest." 

"But if ye are prepared ye shall not 
fear," said the Lord in 1831, indicating 
a great calamity would fall upon the 
church, whether they were prepared 
or not. But if they were prepared 
they were not to fear, so far as the 
ultimate triumph of God's work was 
concerned. Why? Because this 
kingdom was never to be destroyed, 
and the saints are to possess it for
ever and ever. 

The church is the bride. In order 
that she may be properly adorned for 
the coming of the bridegroom, this 
cleansing was necessary. 

But, says the objector, "In what, 
sense was the church or sanctuary 
cleansed by the death of Joseph and 
Hyrum Smith?" I do not mean to in
fer that simply by the shedding of 
their blood was the church cleansed; 
but I do aftirm that the "date of their 
death, 18H, marks an epoch in the 
history of the church. Their death 
was the result (partly at least) of sins 
that were within the fold, which made 
it necessary to be cleansed. 
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That part of the v{sion which per
tains to the time of the end, Daniel 
was not given to understand; only the 
simple fact, "after 2.300 days the sanc
tuary shall be cleansed. Daniel was 
shown in detail the history of events 
down to the time of the destruction of 
Jerusalem, 70 A. D.; from that time 
the vision is closed up or sealed until 
the times of the end. Fourteen years 
before the date of cleansing, the king
dom of heaven is set up. Nine months 
after its setting up, the Lord tells 
them to come down "to the Ohio to 
receive (to all intents and purposes, 
the details of the latter end of Daniel's 
vision of 2,300 days) my law." 

With the death of Joseph and Hy
rum the church was cast into utter 
confusion. It was scarcely prepared 
for this sad blow. The pure, honest, 
and virtuous could only appeal to and 
trust their heavenly Father in this 
their time of need. Those that were 
susceptible to deceiving infiuences 
followed Brigham Young. That 
which was within the fold in embryo 
was developed in the valleys of Utah, 
and became the stench of the nine
teenth century. 

The church passed through bitter 
persecution. Still the great God was 
with the faithful, instilling faith and 
hope in their hearts. Finally, in 1853, 
the Reorganized Church had its be
ginning. Seven men were chosen as 
apostles, and one of them to represent 
the legal heir till he comes. It was in 
this year, 1853, that the early and lcJJt
ter rains were restored to Palestine, 
instilling hope and confidence in God's 
faithful saints. 

, The following statement, I cannot 
give verbatim, not having the matter 
before me. Some of the elders went 
to Joseph, the son of the Prophet, and 
told him that '·the Lord had revealed 
to them that he was to lead the 
church." Joseph replied that the 
Lord had not revealed it to him, and 
that he would not accept the leader
ship of the church until he had. 

It was just as necessary for the 
Lord to speak in Joseph's case as in 
any of the other prophets. "No man 
taketh this honor upon himself." 

Now I turn to the last vision of 
Daniel, to that part which was not for 
him to understand. But those who 
are wise at the time of the end. 

was upon the waters of the river, when he 
hel<,l up his right hand and his left hand unto 
heaven, and sware by him that liveth for
ever, that it shall be for a time, times,- and a 
half; and when he shall have accomplished 
to scatter the power of the holy people, all 
these things sbail be finished. And I heard, 
but I understood not: then said I, 0 my Lord, 
what shall be the end of these things? And 
he said, Go thy way, Daniel: for the words 
are closed up and sealed till the time of the 
end. Many shall be purified, and made 
white, and tried; but the wicked shall do 
wickedly: and none of the wicked shall un
derstand; but the wise shall understand. 
And from the time that the, daily sacrifice 
shall be taken away, and the abomination 
that maketh desolate set up, there shall be a 
thousand two hundred and ninety days (1290). 
-Daniel 12: 7-H. 

There is no doubt that Daniel is 
shown the terrible condition of God's 
people down to the times of the end. 
The three and half times (1260 years) 
elsewhere mentioned is sworn to here 
by a man holding both hands up. But 
Daniel does not understand. From 
the time that daily sacrifices shall be 
taken away (those sacrifices were done 
away at the end of the seventy weeks, 
when Christ was crucified), and the 
abomination that maketh desolate, 
there shall be a thousand two hundred 
and ninety days. 

As already shown the former day 
apostasy was complete in the year 
570 A. D., then this abomination was 
set up. Now add 1290 days or years, 
to 570 A. D., and we reach the year 
1860, when some important event is to 
happen in the history of God's work. 
What! Daniel does not know. J. W. 
Briggs supplies the missing link. He 
receives a revelation November 18, 
1851, saying that the seed of Joseph 
Smith should yet lead the church. 

April 6, 1860, Joseph, the son of 
;Joseph, unites with the church and 
becomes its prophetic head. Just one 
thousand two hundred and ninety 
days after the abomination is set up. 

I now draw to a close by calling at
tention to the last period of time men
tioned by the Prophet Daniel, to show 
that other important events are about 
to transpire in the church, the nature 
of which Daniel did not know, and 
possibly only when the events shall 
have transpired will we fully compre
hend its meaning. 

Blessed is he that wal,teth, and cometh to 
the thousand three hundred and five and 
thirty days [l,335]. But go thou thy way till 
the end be: for thou shalt rest, and stand in 

And I heard the man clobhed in linen, which , thy lot at the end of the days,-Dan. 12: 12, 13, 
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From the date of thlil apostasy, and 
the setting up of the abomination, 
570 A. D., add 1,335 to 570 and you 
reach the year 1905, when? Forty
fi ve years after the end of 1, 290 days. 

What is foreshadowed in the above? 
Will Daniel with others of the proph
ets visit the earth to share in the final 
triumph of God's work? When is the 
temple to be raised, and the sealed 
book to come forth? When will the 
saints gather in Zion? Will the gos
pel have then been preached in all the 
world for a witness? Are we near the 
end? What do the signs of the times 
indicate? Where are we prophetic
ally? 

Mark the date on the tablets of your 
memory; watch for the vindicating of 
God's word. The wise shall under
stand those days. 

Look out for 1905. 
BROOKLYN, N. Y., Jan., 1898. 

GonfBrBilBB ]Vlintl1B8. 
SHEFFIELD. 

The semiannual conference of Sheffield dis
trict convened at Clay Cross, July 9 and 10; 
J. Austin in charge, J. Roberts clerk. Min
istry present: 6 elders (including H. C. Smith 
of the Twelve, missionary in charge of Euro
pean mission), 3 priests, 2 deacons. Reports 
of branches, financial and spiritual. Reports 
of priesthood; two recommendations read 
from branches. .From Sheffield branch: Re
solved that Deacon Joseph Roberts be recom
mended to district conference for ordination 
to the office of elder; from Clay Cross branch, 
G. H. Holmes to office of priest. Resolved 
that the ordination of Deacon Joseph Roberts 
be referred to the president of the district 
and be authorized to provide for the ordina
tion when he becomes satisfied that the 
brother is 9alled of God. Resolved that the 
ordination of G. H. Holmes take same course 
as above. Vote of condolence passed in case 
of the late Bro. Henry Hoole. Resolution: 
Whereas it has pleased our heavenly Father, 
since our last assembling, to remove from our 
midst by death our beloved brother, Elder 
Henry Hoole; resolved that we hereby ex
press our sorrow at the loss we have suffered 
by his decease, and record our sympathy 
and condolence with his family thus so sadly 
bereaved; and also declare our confidence 
that he was worthy and prepared for the 
transition to the church triumphant. Re
solved that the secretary of distrfot be in
structed to prepare a copy of rules governing 
t,he district and send a copy to each branch, 
to be placed in the meeting rooms. Re
solved that we sustain all church authorities 
and missionaries in the European mission by 
our faith, prayers, and means. Resolved 
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benefits of the same, feel that he deserves an 
expression of our love and confidence in him 
for his faithful, upright conduct and deport
ment during his sojourn in this, and his serv
ices as a minister of the gospel of Christ 
commend him to our well wishes for his future 
welfare and that of the church whom he 
serves; and trust that inasmuch as it is ex
pected he is about to return shortly to 
America, that if it be the will of God we may 
have the pleasure and benefit of his services 
again sometime not far hence, we subscribe 
ourselves your fellow laborers the priesthood 
of the Sheffield district. Adjourned to meet 
in priesthood capacity. Speakers: Elders 
S. Platts and H. C. Smith. Sunday services: 
Morning 10: 30, in the Market Place, J. Aus
tin in charge, &peaker H. C. Smith. After
noon, fellowship meeting, S. Platts and C. 
C;:msins in charge, when a profitable time 
was spent. Evening, J. Austin in charge, 
preaching by H. C. Smith and J. Austin. 
Adjourned to meet at call of president, as to 
time and place. 

8tlndau School Associations. 
LONDON. 

Convention of above district Sunday school 
association met at Vanessa, Ontario, June 17; 
Elder G. C. Tomlinson, superintendent of as
sociation being unable to attena, the meeting 
was opened by Sr. Place, second assistant 
superintendent. By lier request a motion 
prevailed appointing Elder D. MacGregor to 
assist in presiding; Sr. M. MacGregor secre
tary, Sr. Platt organist. Reports were read 
from Cameron, Vanessa, St. Thomas, Niagara 
Falls, Selkirk, London, St. Mary's, Toronto, 
and Arthur Sunday schools. Reports were 
heard from the officers of district and super
intendents of schools, showing the lively 
interest taken by many in this part of the 
Lord's work. Elder R. C. Evans just arriv
ing, was called on to assist in presiding. 
Short speeches from the assembly were called 
for, which brought out many interesting 
points in Sunday school work. Quite a lively 
discussion took place over the question of 
how merits should be given to children of 
outsiders attending Sunday school, who did 
not have Book of Mormon and Doctrine and 
Covenants to study from, but had perfect les
sons so far as King James' translation of the 
Bil:>le went. A discussion was indulged in as 
to the propriety of presenting proofs from 
Book of Mormon and Doctrine and Covenants 
and Inspired 'l'ranslation of Bible in schools 
or classes largely made up of outside pupils 
or saints for whom th!'lse things were strong 
meat as yet. The evening session was occu
pied by a sermon from Elder :Mivans on Sun
day school work and the duty of parents to 
children, which was of an instructive, inter
esting, and amusing character. Thus closed 
a pleasant and profitable Sunday school con
vention. 

that whereas Bro. H. C. Smith having la- CONVENTION NOTICES. 
bored in the European mission for nearly I The Kewanee district Sunday school con
twel ve months, and we having shared in thei vention iJ>nd two days' in$titute will Qonvent;) 
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at Buffalo Prairie, Illinois, September 1 and 
2. All are invited to be present. T. A. Hou
gas main instructor. 

Thursday morning, 10: 00 a. m., "The aim 
of the institute,'' T. A. Hougas, General Su
perintendent; address of welcome, Superin
tendent Alma Whitehouse; responses, J. H. 
Lake and J. 0. Crabb; assignment of work. 

Thursday afternoon, 1: 45 p. m., Duties of 
officers: Superintendent, who should be cho
sen: his duties and work; his relation to his 
assistant. Assistant Superintendent, ditto. 
Secretary, duties in school; with records; 
with class books; preparing and reading 
minutes; duties out of school. Librarian, 
chorister, organist, janitor. 2: 30 p. m., Re
view work: why have reviews? where have, 
and how uften; the blackboard in the Sunday 
school; How conduct to benefit the primaries. 
3: 30 p. m., Blackboard work, T. A. Hougas. 

Thuesday evening, 7: 30 p. m., Music .. 8:00 
p. m., Normal lesson, T. A. Hougas. Music. 
8:30 p. m., Blackboard work, T. A. Hougas. 

Friday morning, 9: 30 a. m., Primary work: 
paper or class drill; use of Primary Quarterly. 
10: 00 a. m., Intermediate class work: paper 
or class drill, or both: how to teach, how to 
classify a ~chool, and how to promote: use of 
Quarterly, and other helps. 

Friday afternoon, 2: 00 p. m., Business, re
ports, etc.; Sunday school prayer and testi
mony meeting. 

Friday evening, Entertainment in charge 
of the Buffalo Prairie school. 

Ev A HOLMES, Dist. Sec. 

SOUTHERN MICHIGAN AND NORTHERN 
INDIANA. 

A Sunday school institute and entertain
ment consisting of three sessions was held at 
English ville, Michigan, in the saints' tent in· 
connection with the two-days' meeting at 
that place July 23 and 24. It was given by 
the Grand Rapids and Alpine schools com
bined, under the management of Bro. J. M. 
Baggerly and Srs. Edith West and Fern 
Griffith, committee on arrangements. An 
excellent program had been prepared and 
published, covering a variety of useful and 
beautiful topics, it being the most extensive 
of any .vet presented in our district. On ac
count of the absence of some of our speakers 
the program was somewhat limited in oxocu
tion. Of those absent were Sr. Belle Royce, 
of Baroda, C. B. IPish, of Lansing, J. A. 
Cavanaugh, superintendent Grand Rapids 
school, and Elder E. K. Evans, president 
Grand Rapids branch, whose absence was 
much regretted, but who could not .bo in 
attendance. Bro. J. M. Baggerly acted as 
chairman in the absence of Sr. J. H. 
Royce, who was announced to take charge. 
The principal subjects following were, "The 
Bible, the text book of the Sunday schools," 
by Sr. Lydia Snpry; '"rhe Sunday school 
worker's sixth sense, or common sense, by 
Bro. J. M. Baggerly; and, "Drawing in tne 
Sunday school," by Bro. G. F. Weston, the 
latter consisting of a chalk-talk illustration 
of the flood, and final burning of the earth, 
this being the subject of the lesson for the fol
lowing Sunday. Bro. Weston made up a 
beau,tiful large crayon drawing of Chocha,n-
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chub (a Central American ruiu) for the occa
sion, and presented it to the Grand Rapids 
branch for. their hall, first using it to illus
trate his talk on the Book of Mormon geog
raphy. The drawing was enlarged direct 
from Desire Charnay's work on American 
antiquity, from the city library of Grand 
Rapids. The entire choir did well and many 
speakers and singers deserve mention. The 
Grand Rapids Sunday school sang a beautiful 
chorus, and Bro. G. F. Weston gave an ad
dress on the map of ancient America, and 
repeated the illustration for the next Sunday 
school lesson, by drawing a picture with 
colored chalk on paper, before the audience. 
The entertainment, with some variations, 
was also presented at the saints' hall in 
Grand Itapids, on the Friday evening follow
ing, as a means to procure seats for the 
saints' tent at that place, the total receipts 
being about twelve dollars. The saints at 
Grand Hapids and vicinity are diligent and 
aggressive, with a view to improvement and 
culture, and it is gratifying to see the work 
taking advanced steps and striving to "come 
up higher." 

MisGellaneotls Ilepar1msnt 
PASTORAL. 

To the saints of Western Maine; Greet
ing:-

Nearly a year has passed since we first met 
you upon financial questions and needs. Al
though for the past few months our returns 
have been very small, we have attributed it 
to the tightness of money matters, and not to 
lack of education upon the "law of tithes and 
offerings." 

Our reason for addressing you now is sim
ply necessity. We told you one year ago 
that we were in debt to the amount of nearly 
two hundred dollars. This money was the 
arrears due dders' families in tbe district. 
That means that our elders were owing, for 
groceries, for rent, and fuel, for the services 
of the doctor and undertaker to that amount. 
What could be done? An empty treasury at 
Sedgwick, an empty treasury at Lamoni. 
Appeals, under those conditions, to the 
Bishop, could bring no returns. A brother 
gave his note for one hundred dollars. It 
was placed in the hands of the ministry and 
the tight place was passed. Fifteen months 
have passed and the note is due. Since that 
time as a district we have barely held our 
own with what aid the Bishop could give us. 
We have refrained from bringing this mat
ter before you, hoping me'1ns would come 
without a direct appeal; but it has not, so we 
lay the matter before you and ask it your im
mediate attention and assistance. Let every 
one whose spirit stirs him send what he can 
at once. One dollar from each one whose 
name is upon the Bishop's agent's books will 
pay this obligation and the ministry be free 
and the work not hindered. Then five cents 
per week from each saint will carry the dis
trict upon a cash basis. 

No doubt we have the truth of heaven, tbe 
grandest thing on earth. God has spoken; 
men are sent to declare the message. He 
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bas told them to "go in faith," to consider 
the lilies, the sparrows, and such. They go 
forth. Tbe church tells them each year 
what allowance will be made their families, 
and they leave them to its care. True, Goel 
migb t feed them from the heavenly store
house; but it is not so arranged. There is no 
greater or grander principle vdth which we 
have to do than delegated responsibility. 
We have voluntarily, throu,;rh gospel obedi
ence, taken this responsibility upon us, and 
at the solemn bar of eternity we must answer 
for its discharge. 
u.Brightly beams our Pather~s mercy, from his lighthouse 

evermore. 
But to us he gives the keeping of the lights along the 

shore." 

Send all money to Canton Point, and re
ceipts will be sent promptly. 

Your brother in Christ, 
W.W. BLANCHARD. 

WANTED. 
The name and address of all saints or non

members who resided in Nauvoo during the 
time that the church was located there. 
The name and address of any and all saints who 
united with the church prior to 1844. The 
name and address of al'.iyone who can give any 
information on the qi;estion of JosPph Smith 
succeeding bis father in the presidency of 
the church. The name and address of any 
and all who were deceived and oppressed in 
the dark days of Brighamite tyranny. 

Don't put it off, but at once send your ad
dress to me. If anyone knows of another 
who might not see this notice, please send 
me bis name and address. 

Address T. W. Williams, Box 82l, in care 
E. C. Cady, Pomona, Los Angeles County, 
California. 

The name and address of anyone who was 
associated with D. H. Bays while he was a 
member and minister of the church. Did 
yen ever see him administer to the sick? 
Did you ever hear him when he claimed to 
speak by the Spirit of God? Did you ever 
hear him bear his testimony to the divinity 
of this work? Do you know anything of his 
personal life and conduct? If so, then with
out fail send me your name and address. 

Address T. W. Williams, Box 821, in care E. 
C. Cady, Pomona, Los Angeles County, Cali
fornia. 

NOTICES. 
Decatur district; Greeting:-We your com

mittee appointed to raise money to aid in 
bearing expense of Bluff Park reunion of 
189S, beg leave to report that we collected 
$10.20 and turned the same over to William 
Anderson. Hespectfully, 

ROBT. M. ELVIN, 
Chairman of Com. 

LAMONI, Iowa, Aug. 19, 1898. 

REUNION NOTICES. 
Please make correction of my notice in the 

matter of "Religio" work in Maysville re
union. The afternoon and evening of Satur
day, September 3, will be devoted to that 
work instead of Friday, 

H. o. SMITH, Pres. 

On account of low rates to Trans-Missis
sippi Exposition at Omaha the Reunion 
Committee has made no provision for reduced 
transportation to Woodbine. Parties com
ing from a distance can purchase round trip 
tickets to Omake and save more than by any 
arrangements the committee is able to effect 
with the Western Passenger Association. 

We also wish to call attention to the fact 
that Mr. Butler will again have charge of 
the boarding hall on the reunion grounds, 
and will this year have a sleeping apartment 
with the boarding hall. Board and lodging 
furnished at reasonable rates. He will also 
keep a supply of pastry on sale. 

By order of committee, 
s. 0. DIGGLE, Sec. 

MASSACHUSETTS REUNION. 
In a quiet place down by the seaside the 

Massachusetts reunion is being held. Den
nisport, with its neat, white cottages, makes 
a quiet, restful picture. The green lawns 
are nicely kept, and an air of neatness seems 
to pervade the place. Saints from various 
parts of the district are here, and all seem to 
wear a. happy and contented look. The 
white tents gleam through the pine grove 
reminding one of the times of ancient Israel 
and the tabernacle, only the similarity would 
probably end with the word, as this one 
is simply white cluck. As I move across the 
space from the road to the tent I hear the 
earnest voice of a man pleading with the 
people to be reconciled to God. It is an apos
tle of Jesus Christ. 

We are highly favored this year in the 
number of officials present. Patriarch A. H. 
Smith, Bishop Kelley of the First Presi
dency, Apostle Joseph Luff, and Seventies, 
and elders, priests, teachers, and deacons, all 
working to make our gathering a success. 
The rain has hindered the people from com
ing out as much as they would otherwise 
have done, but the tent has been well filled 
most of the time. Five were baptized during 
the reunion and we trust will be an honor to 
the church. The officers selected for the re
union were as follows: A. H. Smith and E. 
L. Kelley presidency, G. W. Robley secre
tary, Richard Bullard and Ora Holmes chor
isters, Livina Ashton organist, F. 0. Coombs 
and G. W. Hobley press committee, Dean 
Linnell usher. 

Three meetings a day were held, two 
preaching meetings and a prayer service. 
The afternoon was devoted to recreation, for 
many of our people work io stores, shops, 
etc., and too many meetings make too bard 
work, so it was thought wise to give time for 
bathing in the i>fternoon. The preaching 
was excellent and the prayer services spir
itual. Happy faces, joyous hearts, good 
words, no growling, sunshine everywhere. 
What more could I say if I should fill your 
pages with matter? 
cess. 

The reunion was a suc
GEO. W. ROBLEY. 

BORN. 
LEWIS.-At Pekay, Iowa, April 12, 18~)8, to 

Mr. David and Sr. Jeanette Evans Lewis, a 
son, David Melbin; blessed August 6, by 
Elder J. S. Roth. 
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I TRACTS 
Royal makes the food pure, 

wholesome and delicious. 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER C0. 1 NEW YORK. 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAIN'fS. (Volumes 1 and 2 
n~w ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged· against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment, growth, and internal 
and external affairs antl. proo-ress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sE'etches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume l begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume 2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ... - . . _ ............. $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners .. 2 00 
Full leather .. - - .. - . - . • . . . . . . . . 2 50 
Full leath3r, gilt edges ...... - .... 3 00' 

(), B. & Q. EXCURSIONS. 

TRANS-MISSISSIPPI EXPOSITION. 

Omaha, Nebt'aska, June 1 to November J, 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every \Vednesday, at I1arnoni, 
Decatur Conuty, lowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six mouths 
$1-00: three months 50 cents: single copies 5 cents; 
s°;mple copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in 
aavance. 

'l'h.e traveling i;ninistry, district, and branch 
Pl'f'.s1.dents, and .Bishop's agents are requested to 
s?hc1t subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing departmerit. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. · 

Business letters. subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address. etc., shonld be addref'sed to 
Prank Criley, Business lv[annger. Iten1ittances 
sho\lld be m'.'de by post ofilce (Jr express orders, 
drafts on Chicago. or lastly by registered letters. 
Do not seI1d <;becks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ........................... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . l 2;') 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 75 
l\"0rocco, gilt edges .•..••........ 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth ..... - . _ ..... - ............. $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia ..... : ...... 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edg·es, flexible ...... 2 00 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. Large 
Type Edition. 

Cloth, leather backs and corners. _ $1 50 
Seal Grain Russia, gilt edges .... 2 00 

DOCTHTNE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth ............................ $0 65 

_Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . • . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges. . . . • 1 25 i 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ..•... 2 00 I 

t'HE TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mormon and the New Testa
ment. (Inspired Translation) 

. in large type; in one volume. 
Leather back and corners ........ $2 00 
Seal Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 2 50 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ....• 3 Ml 
Morocco, gilt edges . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 4 00 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Pocket-size edi
tion. 

Cloth ........................... $0 30 
Cloth sides, leather back . . . . . . . . . 50 

TEACHERS' BIBLE. "The Self-
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox
!ord Bible," with helps and maps, 
111 good large print, bourgeois 
ty_pe, with marginal references; 
rrmted on th~n paper flexible 
binding; size 6~x8}, ma'iled post-
paid at, per copy, net ............ $2 00 

1898. For rates &nil dates apply to agent. HULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE. 
G. A. R. National Encampment, Oincin- _ A manual of parliamentary practice for all 

nati, Ohio, September 5-10, 1898. Returning deliberati_ve assemblies of the Church of 
not later than September 13. An extension Jc3us Chnst of Latter Day Saints. Rules for 

f +· t'll 
0 

- ' " the government of general and district con-
0. "1me 1 cto.ber 2 can be obtained. Spe- ferences, branch business meetings, and 
mal G. A. R. tram leaves Chariton 4: 50 a. m., I other assemblies. Instructions concerning 
arriving Cincinnati same day at 9: 05 p. m. ge~e.ral, district, and branch records, the 
Round trip from Lamoni $14 05 ho:drng of elder's courts, etc., cloth bound; 

· · p·r1 ce 40 cents. 

TRACTS. 
Order by num bc'rS. 

l. The Nature of Man. Is he Pos
sessed of Immortality? Per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ......... $1 00 

2. Truth Made Manifest; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 ................. 1 00 

3. Voice of the Good Shepherd; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine 
of the Church, and Kirtland 
Temple Suit; per doz. 3 cts.; 100 Hi 

~. Questions and Answers (on First 
~rinciples of the Gospel); per 
aozen, 3 cents; 100............ Jr, 

6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Sb all Adminis-
ter; per dozen, 15 cents; 100 ... 1 00 

7. Who then Can· be Saved; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . 30 

8. Fullness of the Atonement; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ........ __ l 00 

9. Spiritualism Viewed from a 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 ........... 1 30 

10. The Narrow Way; per dozen, 10 
cents; 100 ........ _ .......... _ f"l{I 

U. The Plan of Salvation; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 .... _ ..... 1 20 

12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ....... ___ l (Ji(} 

13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexander Campbell to a Re
stored Primitive Christianity 
Examined; per doz., 15cts; 100, l 00 

14, Reply to Orson Pratt; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100_ ........... $1 00 

15. How to Enter the Eingdom; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

16. Polygamy: Was it an Original 
Tenet of the Church; per dozen, 
10 cents; 100 .................. 50 

18. Necessity for a Reorganization 
of the Church; per dozen .. _. _. 30 

19. A Statement and a Correction 
of It; per dozen................ 10 

20. The "One Body;" or the Clrnrch 
under the Apostleship and under 
theApostasy; per doz. 15c; 100, l 00 

21. Truths by Three Witnesses and 
Epitome of Faith; per d~zen, 
3 cents; 100 . .. . . .. . . .. .. . .. .. 15 

22. Faith and. Repentance; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100. _.......... 50 

23. Baptism; per dozen, 10 cts.; 100 65 
24. The Kingdom of God; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100 .............. : .. 30 
25. Laying on of Hands; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100 _.................. 30 
27. The Sabbath Question; per 

dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ 1 00 
31. What is Truth? True Ortho

doxy? al'ld an Evangelical 
Church? and Epitome of Faith; 
per dozen, 3 cents; 100......... l!J 

41. 'l'he Gospel, and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen, 3 cents; 100 

42. Rejection of t,he Church; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100..... .. .. .. 1)0 

43. One Wife or Many; per dozen, 
1fl cents; 100 ... _ ............ _ .1 00 

44. Crooked Paths; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 _. _ .................. 1 00 

47. 'rhe Future State; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 . _ .. _ ................ 1 00 

Prophecy of the RebE>llion; per 100 10 
TRACTS IN LARGE LOTS. 

Special priees on application for 
tracts in lots of 1000 or more. 

r RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE. 
Cloth ................... , ...... . $'.) 40 
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STATE SAVINGS BANK, Of LAMONI. 
Stockholders. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Geo. H. Hilliard. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 
G. W. Blair. 
Oscar Anderson. 
Ella D. Whiteliead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 
Alice P. Dancer. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 

Officers. 
David Dancer. 

President. 
Wm. Anderson. 

Vice Pre~ident. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

Cashier. 
Oscar Anderson. 

Assistant Cashier. 

Directors. 
W. A. Hopkins. 
Ella D. W hiceilead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 

This bank does a general banking business at 
Lamoni, Iowa. In_terest paid on time deposits 
according to the rules of the bank. Correspond
ence and patronage solicited. 

'FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN. 
A house i:a Lamoni, Iowa, two Equates from the busi -

.ness center. It bas ei-.x room!-!, a hal1, and three closets, 
and is co:.veniently arrangtd for a familz,of six or muri!; 
ls warm as a winter house, aLd has gooll venUation for 
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple, 
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which are 
the corner of a block. Address, 

I. N. W. COOPER, Lamoni, Iowa. 

I BBO. B. 1''. ORD\V A Y, of Pe--ria, Illi
nois, "'ill send 3 boxes of ~uit to-Bae post 
paid anywhere for $1.50, and posiUvely guar
antee it to cure your tobacco habit, or your money 
refunded. 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an 
invention is probabJy patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing f)atents .. 

Patents taken through Munn & Co .. receive 
special-notice, without charge, in tlle 

Scitntific .ff mtrican. 
A handsomely illustrated week.ly. Largest cir
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a. 
year ; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers. 

MUNN & Co.as1eroadway, New York 
Ilranch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Its Easy Writing 
If its a Blickensllerfer No. 5. 

The universal favorite with all classes of 
operators who desire a simple and speedy 
machine. 

More "Blicks" in use among Iowa and Ne
braska newspapers than all the rest of the $100 
machines together. The only Typewriter on 
the market doing hundred-dollar work that is 
soid at a popular price. 

Has 28 Keys, of 84 Characters and Letters; 
Portable, weighing but Six Pounds with case. 

Copies and Manifolds perfectly,-r2 carbon 
copies being easily taken at one writing. 

Only one price-$35.00 net. On ten days·ap
proval to any responsible man in Iowa or Nebraska. 
Address, 

HARGER & BUSH, 
General Agents, 

904=910 Main Street, DUBUQUE, IOWA. 

~~~-~iJR----lllllllllllBmll.m!EIDElil~--~---

lVANGLBS -FOR

FAM!LY ANIJ HOTEL USE. 
Au ordinary family ironing can be done on the "RACINE" 

Mangle in twenty minutes, withont. heat or fuel. 
1\10 FUEL. NO HEAT. NO SCORCHINC. 

Prices within the means of every family. l\fade in six styles and 
ten sizes, for Families, Hotels, etc. Every Mangle Cuaranteed, 

Send 2c stamp for new illustrated Catalogue, with prices. 
THE RACINE MANCLE CO., Racine, Wis. 

School Furniture~~ Supplies 
The "VICTOR" Folding Desks are especially adapted for use in 
District and Parochial Schools. Our line is complete, includin~ 
lltationary Desks, Double Desks, Adjustable Desks, etc. 

GET OUR CATALOGUE ANO PRICES BE'.FOR~ PURCHASING. 

Agents Wanted Everywhere. 

THOMAS KANE & CO., Racine, Wis. 

RACINE CAS ENCINE 
Uses Gasoline, Natural Gas or Manufactured Gas. 

Fitted with both Hot Tube and Electric Battery. 
Are used for Pumping Water, Grinding Feed and 
all Farm Purposes; also Grain Elevators, Machine 
Shops, etc. The most Simul~, Reliable and F.eonom
ical Gas Engine on the market. Send 2 cent stamp 
for ca talo;l,:e and pl'ices to 

RACINE HARDWARE CO., Racine, Wis• 

FIRE-BUGS! $200 REWARD. 
The premium payers of the State are maintaining a 

fund by popular •nbscription from which is offered a 

I Reward of $200 I 
--------------------- By the undersigned association, for the o,rrest and con- I 

viction of any inceBdiary in any o( the assvciated towas. I 

TH~ INSTRUC'."OR. A compen
dium of the faith and doctrines of 
the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints by 
Eltler G. T. Griffiths. ' 

CERTIFICATES AND REPORTS. 
Branch statistical reports; per doz.$0 40 
Annual statistical reports; two for 05 
Certificates 0f li>aptism and member-

ship; per dozen ........... - . . . . • 12 
Baptism and confirmation certifl· 

cate books, with stubs . . . . . . • . • • %5 
Certificates of removal; per dozen.. 12 
Marriage certiifoates; per dozen • • • 25 

JOSEPH THE SEER. His pro
phetic mission vindicated and the 
divine 01·igir;i of the Book of Mor
mon defelll.ded and maintained. 
Paper ......•...••• , •••.•••.•••. $() 35 
ClGillh, limp...................... 50 

TO FIRE INSURANCE AGEN'rs. 
It is dangerous to place insurance on the goods of 

Tramp Merchants and irreoponsible traders Tneir 
many fires and fire sales of merchandise are heavy bur 
dens on the property and buslnfSS interests of the State 

PROPER'l.'Y OWNERS FIRE ASSOCIATION. 
DES MOINES, IOWA. 

l'HE SAINTS' HYMNAL. The 
popular edition of words a.nd 
music, in general use. 

Paper covers ................•••. $0 3u 
Cloth and leather . . . . . . .. . . . . . . • . ~O 
Full leather ............•........ 1 00 
GHt ec1ges. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . • .. 1 21'1 
Flexible .....••........••..•..... 1 50 

THE SA T:-;TS' HY1IX AL. Word 
edition. 

Paper .......................... $0 15 
Cloth . . . . • . . • • • • • • . • • . . . . • . . . • • • 25 
Cloth . . .. . . . . . . .• . . •. •. . . .• . . .• . 35 

COMPENDIUM 0.ll' b,AITR. 
Cloth .......................... $0 n 
Leather. . .....•...........•. - . . 1 00 

Cloth .... , ........•••..•••..••.. $ 75 
Leather ........................... 1 00 
l!'l..,xible binding . . .. • • . . • . . • . • . . . 1 50 

THE SAINTS' HARP. Hymn Book 
-Words Only. 

Cloth ...................•..•.... $0 7i 
MorQcco Grain Russia, .... _ . . . . . . . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt lld.gea .••• 1 H 

ARCHAWLOGIOAL COMMITTEE 
REPORT. A manual of evidencas 
in support of Book of Mormon a.rch-
mology, with maps. Price ....... $0 50 

CERTIFICATES AND REPORTS. 
Branch statistical reports; per doz.$0 40 
Annual statistical reports; two for 05 
Certificates of baptism and member-

ship; per dozen.................. 12 
Baptism and confirmation certifi

cate books, with stubs . . . . . . . . . . 25 
Certificates of removal; per dozen.. 12 
Marriage certificates; per dozen • , • 25 
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THE I--IERALD. 
OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE REORGANIZED CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER DAY SAINTS. 

Vol. 45. Iowa, August 3 I, I 898. No. 35. 

CONTEN'l'S: I struggle for the mastery in China, but J wer~ ~-contemplated against British 

Em~~~~~~~tion ........................ 549 :With this rai.lroad completed England's I commercial supremacy prevented a 
Signs and Means of Moral Progress ... 550 I rnfiuence will have undoubtedly suf- I rupture. 
Colleg;e Courses of Study············ .551 J fered a severe backset. Henry Norman in reviewing the 

MO'l'HERS· HOME COL1JMN: . ' ' 
Select Reading for September Meet- Russia for many years has eagerly terms of this treaty, said: "The 

ings of Daughters of Zion.········· .552 desired an open winter port on the whole of northern China is virtually 
SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPAR'l'MEN'l': ' 

Sunday Sdool Teachers' Class Books.553 Pacific. Tb at port had to be in China. placed under Russian protection. 
LETTER DEPAR'l'MENT: · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .554 Japan, forced by the. ag£<ressiveness Russia is permitted to place in this 
ORIGINAL ARTICLES: _ ~ 

Are You Going to Help? .............. 557 of Russia, determined to be forehand territory such forces as she chooses, 
Infidel _Arguments Answered.-No. 2 .. ~59 and went to war with China. China and to raise and drill Chinese levies. 
There is Danger Ahead .............. o60 

CONFERENCE MrnuTEs: humbled, Japan demanded the cession She is allowed to develop the mineral 
Northern Nebraska.·········· · · · · · ~ti; of Corea and Port Arthur. Accession and, a fortiori, the agricultural re-
Kentucky and Tennessee ............. 06~ 
Northern WisconsiP .................. 562 to these demands would have seri- sources of the country. If Russia 
Nauvoo: .. :'."·.......... .. · · .. · .... 562 ously interfered with the plans of finds herself in dan aer of war in the 
West V1rgrnrn ....................... 562 ° 
Fremont ............................ 562 Russia to get an ice-free port and also far East- a phrase vague enough to 

~, , Southweste:n Texas················· -~ 0y that nation's ultimate hope of extend- cover any situation--she is permitted 
!::;VNDAY SCHOO,, ASSOCIATIONS .......... oG3 ' 
MrscELLANEous DEPARTMENT: ing the Siberian railway across China to fortify Port Arthur and Ta-Lien-

Pasto:al,---;:-J .. R. Lambert.··········· .563 to a point on the Japanese or Yellow Wan, besides the Bay of Kiao Chou, 
Reumon Notices ...................... 563 

CAUSE OF EASTERN TROUBLES. 

Sea. Russia threatened Japan and near Foo Chow, which is leased to 
compelled it to take a money indem- her. China binds herself never to 
nity instead of territory on the con ti- cede the strategical points to any 

STRUGGLE OF ELTROPEAR RATIONS nent. Russia then secured practical other power, and Russia shall not 
FOR DOMINATION IN ASIA IS control of Corea, besides compelling permit any foreign power to encroach 

FIERCE AND IRTENSE. China to cede Port Arthur. upon them. The railroads are all to 
ALMOST every student of affairs in Germany, envying the success of be built in Russian guage. 
Great Britain, and, in fact, of an Eu- these two nations in browbeating "A glance at the map will show that 
1·ope, has recognized that eventually i China, and aroused by the killing of when these railroads are completed 
Britain and Russia must come to- one or two German missionaries in Moscow will be connected by direct 
gethEr in a war which will settle, at the vicinity of Wei-Hai-Wei, landed and uninterrupted line of railway with 
least for a time, the domination of troops at Wei-Hai-Wei, and after mak- Port Arthur and Pekin. Nor is this 
either nation in the far East. Russian ' ing a naval demonstration secured a all. The Chinese imperial edict has 
papers published in St. Petersburg lease to that place and adjoining terri- finally authorized the building of the 
have repeatedly pointed out, probably tory for a number of years. great Chinese trunk railway from Pe
under official sanction, that the inter- The commercial competition of Ger- kin to Hankow, the principal port in 
ests of England and Russia were dia- many and France and Great Britain the Yangtse, in the heart of China. 
metrically opposed; that what was has been intense, and the policy of When this is done Russia will posi
good for Russia in its plans of devel· the two former cou.ntries has been to tively be able to send troops from any 
opment was bad for Britain, and that close all territory under their control part of Russia by rail, not only to the 
there could never be any lasting alli- against foreign commercial competi- capital of China, but to the middle of 
.ance between the two nations. 1 tion. Russia, not caring so much the great wl'.tterway, which forms the 

War is fat!JJ to commerce, and Eng- about the commercial advantages as main artery of the Chinese Empire. 
land in amassing wealth, has per- for exclusive Russian political domi- Lastly, by restoring the fortifications 
mitted Russia to gradually attain a nation, also shuts off all outside inter- and docks of Port Arthur, which were 
supremacy in the East. As long as this course in territory governed by the destroyed by the evacuating Japanese, 
supremacy was purely diplomatic Czar. Great Britain professed to Russia will possess an impregnable 
England's statesmen have remained care little for the advent of the other naval base in such position that no 
quiescent. But when Russia sets nations into the Chinese commercial European expedition could operate 
about to seize the richest province in tield, seeming to believe their trade against the capital defenses of China 
China with which England has en- arrangements would be fair to all. without her consent. Absolutely 
joyed a trade of £32,000,000 a year Recent developments have rapidly nothing is wanting to give Russia ab
and threatens to close the province to corrected this impression in England. solute control over the whole of China 
all other nations England must either It wal'l reportE:d in October, 1895, north of the Yangtse River. Such, 
make a stand or at once surrender her that Russia and China had completed I then, is the en?rm~:i~ prize that has 
position to a nation which is willing a convention. Its terms caused alarm fallen to Russian cuplomacy. 
to fight for it. The New Chwang rail- in England, but earnest protestation OBJECT OF NORMAN'S CRITICISM. 
way feature is oniy an incident in the on the part of Russia that no deiiigns object is to emphasize af!! forci-
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

bly as I can that while Russia is ad-1 who will be settled with their families gave them the strongest answer I 
vancing England is standing still. In- along the route of the future railway." could imagine, but their words were 
deed, we are going back; for, while. England now says the railroad be- true and came from their hearts." 
the Times described the rumored Rus- \tween Port Arthur and New Chwang, They were quieted by the distribu
sian-Chinese treaty in 1895 to be an I and New Chwang and Mukden shall tion of half rations, but ten days later 
audacious coup, and declared that I not be completed. Now comes the they were up again. Kohus, the 
Russia 'cannot possibly imagine that I question will Russia submit to ~nglish leader of the band, pressed his com-
the other greGLt powers having inter- dictation ?-Ex. pan ions to provide for themselves. 
ests in the far East can view with in-1 · "Let us fall," said be, "upon the 
difference an enterprise which would STRIKE UNDER THE PHARAOHS. stores of provisions and let the gov-
constitute a destruction of the exi5t· THE .deciphering of a papyrus in the ernor's men go and tell him what we 
ing balance of power almost unparal- Museum of Turin shows how the old have done." 
leled in its audactity,' it can only proverb that there is nothing new This was the advice of their agi
remark to-day in an article, which under the sun applies to strikes as to , tator. It would appear that his coun
unfortunately bears all the marks of many other things, says Pearson's 'sel. was acted upon as soon as it was 
official inspiration, that we shall not Weekly. · given. They forcibly entered the in
'i.n any degree improve our po-,ition Striking work is not a modern in- closure, but not the fortress, where 
by groaning over activities which we stitution by any means, and has no the provisions were kept. The 
are powerless to arrest.' connection with the march of civiliza- keeper of the stores, Amen Nextu, 

"l want to see an agreement be- tion, as is commonly supposed. This gave them something and contrived 
tween Russia and England under I papyrus, which is a sort of journal or to induce them to return to their 

I 
which the interests of each shall be I day book of the superintendent of the 
safeguarded. Otherwise, if this be Thebes necropolis, furnishes curious 
impossible, an intimation to Russia details of a workmen's riot, or trade 
that if she proceeds to help herself at dispute, which occurred in the ancient 
our expense she will have to stop us city in the reign of Rameses III. 
by force from helping ourself at her The workmen's quarter sent a depu
expense. For instance, an ice-free tation to the keeper of the books and 
port on the Pacific is one thing, and to several priests of the necropolis 
Mr. Balfour has officially expressed during the strike. The speaker of 
the willingness of the British govern- the deputation is reported as having 
ment to see it secured; but an impreg- said: 
nable naval base at the gates of Pekin ''Behold, we are face to face with 
giving to Russia the mastery of China famine. We have neither nourish
forever is a different on'l. A simple ment, nor oil, nor vestments; we have 
intimation of the above effect would no fish, we have no vegetables. We 
suffice." have already sent a petition to our 

Friedrich Schutz, who spent many sovereign lord, the Pharaoh, praying 
years in China and understands the him to give us these things, and now 
political situation there, said in a book we address the Governor in order 
which he published and which was that he might give us the wherewithal 
immediately prohibited in Russia:- to live." 

quarters. 
Eleven days later their movements 

began again. The commander of 
Thebes, passing by, found them 
seated on the ground holding a meet
ing behind the temple of Seti, at the 
northern end of the necropolis. Im
mediately they began to shout out: 
''Famine! Famine!" 

The commander then gave an order 
for fifty measures of wheat in the 
name of Pharaoh, "who has sworn an 
oath," said he, "that you will have 
food again." Most Ekely Pharaoh 
never heard of the event and never 
received the petition addressed to him 
a couple of months previously. 

Kohus, above referred to, was evi
dently the leader of the strikers, 
much as we have labor leaders now, 
and the man of the hour while the 

"This railway has Pekin for its This event took place on the first agitation lasted. 
goal. It will pass ea10tward of Muk- day of the month of Tibi (equal to 
den, since this town is a place of pil- our December 27), and from the facts 
grimag@ and may not be visited by gathered from the interesting docu
foreigners. In the North the line will ment it would appear that the men 
connect with the Vladivostok-Paraf- had struck work about two months 

When the Pope loses patience with 
Spain, what is to be expected of the 
rest of us?-Philadelphia Record. 

skaya Valley section of the Siberian previously. THE LITTLE QUEEN'S PICTURE. 
Railway, thus connecting one of the J Some weeks aft@r this they were Wilhelmina, who is to be crowned Queen of 

.'. . . ,,_ the Netherlands on September 6 next, has 
n:-ost, imp~rtan~ h~rbor~ of t~e Rus- .

1 

all m full rev~lt.. Three times ~~ey I personally sent to Mr. Bok, the editor of '1.'he 
sian frontier district with Chma. A emerged from uhe1r quarters, notw1th- . Ladies' Home Journal-himself a Hollander 
further branch will proceed to the standing the walls that surrounded by birth-one of her private portraits foir 

Liao-Tung peninsula and Port Arthur, them and the gates that shut them in. publication in the next number of his maga
and this branch will also be joined to "We will not return," cried they to zine. It is the last portrait which will be 
f' S' b · · 1 R · d th 1. t · . t f th taken of the little lady before her coronation, 
~e. 1 er.ian rai way. · · · ussia an e po we sen ~n pursm 0 em. and will be printed in connection with a spe-

Omna will guarantee the necessary "Go tell your chief what we tell you. · cially prepared sketch, showing the person
loans, tlhe line is to be managed by It is famine which speaks by our ality of the first Queen of Holland from every 
Russian officials and titwil-expired non- mouths." point ~f view. 

comissio~ed officers, ~nd the antip~thy I "To argue with ~he:U ~,as ~seless; The seed of sacrifice brings forth the frag-
of. the' Chme~e to foreign undertakrngs there .was gre11it .ag1t.at1on, writes the I rant fruit of love, and love always has in its 
vnll bl:l held m check by Don Cossacks, supermtendent m his day book. "I heart the seeds of new sacrifioe. 
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THE HERALD. 
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free."-John 8131, 32, 

"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall .not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none.''-B. of M., pageU6, 

Vol. 45. 

aiufs' 
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CO-OPERATION. 

WE notice that a brother in a letter 
published in a late HERALD uses an 
expression like tbis:-

No, brethren, if I had millions I would not 
put a cent into any such schemes as have 
been outlined in the Herald, unless I wanted 
to lose it. 

The letter department of the HER
ALD is a sort of people's forum in 
which opinions may be expressed 
quite freely; but we are not quite sure 
that the implied failure of those 
whose schemes may have been re
ferred to, to set before the readers of 
the HERALD a plan of cooperation of 
a nature to be commended, conveyed 
in this peculiar expression of the 
brother, is the best way to get at 
what is needed. It is quite easy to 
set aside an idea, or a half-elaborated 
plan by expressing a lack of confi
dence in it, but this would simply be 
making little or no progresio. To our 
way of thinking it would be better to 
let those peculiar things in these re
spective cooperative plans which one 
cannot indorse or sees to be useless 
or inadequate to secure the object de
sired, alone, only holding them in the 
mind as pointers to be avoided, and 
build up from them as things not 
liked and our own ideas the scheme 
that to us may be feasible. 

It hii,s been believed by some and is 
yet by others, that the Lord has, in 
the revelations touching the order of 
Enoch, given instruction sufficient to 
collect men and materials with which 
to organize societies for the purposes 
of uniting the pecuniary and labor 
forces of the church to the abasing of 
the rich and the raising the poor; that 
there should be no rich and no poor. 
But, notwithstanding what is written 
there are so many opinions held about 
what is revealed, and what is practi
cable, tl::\at wen do not §eem.wUli11g to 
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venture to ask acceptance of their 
plans under the law; and some, like 
our brother, if they had millions, 
would not venture a cent, beEeving as 
he appears to do, that -they would 
lose it. 

It is said that ''sacrifice brings forth 
the blessings of heaven;" and cer· 
tainly the abasement of the rich and 
the well to do must be in some sense 
in the nature of a sacrifice; as there 
can be no sacrifice, pecuniarily, in the 
poor man being made comfortable, or 
comparatively rich. 

Fifty to one hundred years ago 
there were much fewer obstacles in 
the way of cooperative associations 
where the occupation of land was the 
principal, or the secondary measure 
in the plans of operation, than there 
are now; and many of the for a long 
time successful societies started in the 
immediate devotion of quite large 
sums to the enterprises by those with 
whom they originated, one or more. 
Of late years, however, .one of the 
principal means from which these co
operative societies have been estab
lished has been from donations solicited 
from wealthy patrons and the larges
ses of many workingmen, who gave 
freely, though themselves gave no 
personal attention or other support to 
the movement. Some of these have 
already come to pieces, and none that 
we know of is as yet filling the re
quirements; all depending upon the 
guidance of able minds to whose di
rections, rule, and management the 
members all yielded. When the leader 
was the main benefactor and patron 
of the scheme, others who contributed 
little or nothing except membership, 
could afford to permit the benefactor 
to make and apply the rules to govern 
the dispensing of his own benefaction; 
but where the principal means may 
be the result of the sacrificial gather
ing from the members, it would appear 
to be natural that the society-that is, 
the whole membership~should not 
only make the rules, but apply them. 

The brother seems to be of the 
opinion that a work to be the work 
and be successful should be a church 

No. 35. 

work, under the auspices and direc
tion of the church authorities. Sec
tion 42 of Doctrine and Covenants, 
paragraph 10, seems to provide for a 
church work, but not for a coopera
tive labor movement, as we see it. 
Yet, if the Bishopric was put into 
possession of what is contemplated 
there and in sections 51: 4; 193: 5, 
very much of the shortage and com
plained-of poverty might be avoided. 
At least we think so. 

The charge to the people of the 
church when they left New York and 
went to the Ohio, was that they were 
to organize themselves according to 
the laws of man. This was in Feb
ruary, 1831, and can easily be under
stood as conferring the power or 
right to do what might be found nee· 
essary to insure the good of the peo
ple and their safety from distress or 
poverty, if done in accord with the 
laws of God and of man. 

We are not yet prepared to cease 
our inquiries, however much we may 
agree with the brother's idea that the 
people being the Lord's people, the 
work his, we ought to have directions 
from him how to do the work. Many 
are urging the necessity, and demand
ing in their way that the church shall 
move, but offering no suggestion as 
to how the movement shall originate, 
or what the details of the movement 
shall be. Count Tolstoi, of Russia, 
after a life of pleasure as a man of the 
world, suddenly turned philanthro
pist, and assuming the garb of a peas
ant began a sort of charitable work. 
This movement does not appear to 
have produced any very widely ex
tended change in the Russian realm; 
and his book, in which he set forth 
his "religion," based the whole fabric 
on the words, ''Resist not Evil." That 
he has done good, we do not doubt. 
No genuine reformer, honest at heart, 
has ever lived entirely in vain. The 
world gains a lesson from every at
tempt to mend the conditions of man, 
whether success or failure follows the 
venture. Edward Bellamy is dead, 
but his work ''Looking Backward" is 
a landmark for others to come to 
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guage their processes by. The Sal-1 clear analytical observation of condi-1 work done his cooperation-the em
vation Army and its rival, the Ameri- tions. In other words, the observer ployment of his sympathies and ener
can Volunteers, are both doing good; must (interpreting the phrases, ! gies. It is also true that attainment 
and if General Booth can but beg 
enough funds from the English 

. wealthy and aristocratic people, he 
will enlighten some dark places in 
Darkest England. The city of Bir
mingham with the help of Joseph 
Chamberlain, a cooperative institution 
in France, and another business one 
in America, are all helps teaching 
what may be done-if men will. 

'•Take heed how ye hear," and ''He 
that hath ears to hear, let him hear,") 
take heed how he sees, hea:cs of, or 
interprets the signs, facts, and condi
tions of the world about him. 

Now, where do we stand? 

, SIGNS AND MEANS OF MORAL 
PROGRESS. 

SOME are wont to declare and to in
sist that the world grows and will 
continue to grow worse and worse, in 
''these last days" of ''degeneracy" or 
of ''progress," as they are variously 
termed, according to the moral color 
of the glasses through which the 
spectator views the situation. It is 
evident that while in some respects 
the world or a portion of it is degen
erating, it is also true that under the 
providences of God who rules in the 
heavens above there are being di
rected the operations of forces great 
for good in the work of emancipating 
the race. 

To get a correct view and to obtain 
a comprehensive knowledge of the 
situation it is necessary to take cog
nizance of all the general forces
both of evil and of good-that are 
being exerted to influence humanity; 
so far as it is possible to see and con
sider them. Correct conclusions 
cannot be reached from a narrow con
sideration of the conditions and forces 
moving in the world; he who would 
see clearly and understand correctly 
must divest himself of defects in his 
moral vision and view the situation as 
it is-not as he may think it is or 
ought to be. Prejudice must not be 
permitted to distort the vision; partial 
blindness must be removed or cured if 
the whole field is to be impartially 
surveyed; previous miseducation, ob
stinate presumption, narrowness of 
mind or heart, must be overcome and 
not be suffered to influence the deci
sion reached; the field must be 
surveyed intelligently, carefully, sys
tematically, and a disposition be 
manifest to see and to accept the 
situllition just as it may appear from a 

~' 

No one can reach correct conclu
sions nor render a correct and just 
judgment upon individual conduct and 
action or upon other matters, whose 
mind is influenced by prejudice, dis
like, hatred, or similar quantities of 
mind and heart. It is necessary that 
the mind be free from malice, bigotry, 
fear, timidity, or other imperfect hu
man quantities in order to do :justice to 
any matter. Persons stand in the 
light of general and personal progress 
who allow themselves to be swayed 
by such blinding influences. It is 
essential to the progress of nations, 
communities, and individuals, that 
they rise above such unworthy quali
ties, if they would be free and know 
the spirit of freedom and justness in 
the boundless character of its scope. 

More people are held in intellectual, 
mora.l, and religious bondage because 
of miseducation and lack of breadth 
of mind and heart in the things named 
than are held in "human slavery." 
Much as we may boast of the present 
age of freedom, there yet remains 
very much to be don~ in behalf of 
humanity in this regard. Communi
ties, states, empires, remain in vari
ous forms of bondage, because false 
conditions are not recognized by the 
people, or if recognized, the disposi
tion to change does not exist because 
"men" to a degree "love darkness 
rather than light," because evil hab
its, imperfect conditions, or lack of 
sufficient energy or desire for good is 
allowed to rule. It is, in other words, 
impossible to elevate man-the race
or any individual in the great family 
of mankind, without the cooperation 
of the units that comprise society. 
We emphasize this thought as one 
demonstrated from practical human 
experience as correct in principle, 
that-no one can rise, however great 
the forces seeking to exert themselves 
in his behalf, without his own per
sonal, self-activity and cooperation. 
No man has ever attained to greatness 
for good, as no one has become 
potent for evil, without lendinl? to tl!~ 

for good is proportionate to interest 
and self-exertion: he who sows spar
ingly, must reap sparingly; he who 
would accomplish much for good must 
employ bis energies actively, con
stantly, earnestly. 

The Lord has recognized this ra
tional and s;cientific method of self
help and self-activity in the command 
given to Israel ancient and modern. 
The great commandment to love God 
with all the heart, is repeated in lat
ter days in these words:-

o ye that embark in the service of God, 
see that ye serve him with all your heart, 
might, mind, and streng·th, that ye may 
stand blameless before God at the last day, 
... behold, the field is white already to 
harvest, and lo, he that thrusteth in his sickle 
with his might, the same layeth up in store 
that he perish not, but bringeth salvation to 
his soul; and faith, hope, charity, .and love 
with an eye single to the glory of God, q uali
fies him for the work .... Ask and ye shall 
receive, etc.-D. C. 4: 1, 2. 

Here are couched in few words, in 
plain unmistakable language, a state
ment of the divine plan and the meth
ods necessary to be employed in order 
to build in harmony with the great 
Father and Ruler of the universe. 
The affections must first be set upon 
right things, must be awakened to a 
love of truth, of pure and correct 
principles, and must be kept there; 
for love of the truth is love of God, 
and no one loves God who does not 
love and act in harmony with the 
truth-that which is pure, true, and 
right in all things. For "this is the 
love of God that we keep his com
mandments;" hence Jesus Christ 
.said: ''Blessed are all the pure in 
heart, for they shall see God." 

Signs of moral and general progfess 
a,ppear upon the scene of human ac
tion in proportion to the discovery 
and application of truth. 'rhe world 
is largely ignorant of truth. This is 
a broad statement, but nevertheless a 
true one--the world is deeply steeped 
in ig·norance; for while great progress 
has been made in many portions of it, 
and indications favor the presumption 
that light is spreading abroad, it re
mains true that a very large portion 
of humanity-compared to the most 
enlightened nations of earth-remain 
far below where they might be and 
where it is necessary for them to be, 
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in order to see, to know, and to mani· love more, and ~better to applyT COLLEGE COURSES OF STUDY. "
0 

fest the benefits of freedom; we mean the principles of truth if our great FOR the information of many who de
civil, religious, and moral freedom. mission is to be accomplished. Fa- sire to know the various courses of 
And, in the communities of the most vorable surroundings have made pos- study offered to Graceland College 
enlightened peoples of earth the need sible our higher development. Forces students, the following statement is 
exists of great moral, political, and around, above, and within us are at made, in brief:-
religious reforms. Spanish South work to strengthen our hands for The courses include the classical 
and Central America and Mexico, good in t9e cause of truth-th_e higher course, ·which includes Latin and 
with their dense ignorance and super- or more particular phases of truth- Greek, Literature, History, Philoso
stitions, Catholic Russia, Maham- the spiritual economy, which includes phy, etc.; the normal course, including 
medan Turkey, and far-off India, are and is designed to perfect the intellec- Pedagogy, Psychology, Economics, 
not the only climes where millions tual and moral and general aspects of etc.: the Scientific, viz., Mathematics, 
need the application of better and life. Set to be the "light of the Natural Sciences, Modern Languages; 
nobler principles of temporal and world," we occupy a commanding po- Commercial Course: Shorthand, 
spiritual civilization. It is in free sition; one where we not only have Typewri·ting, Bookkeeping, Oommer
America, in modern Europe, and in privilege to receive and enjoy, but cial Law, Penmanship, Banking, 
other favored spots where the masses where we are placed under very strict Business Arithmetic. Also Schools 
are freer that there also remains and important responsibility to show of Elocution and Oratory, and of 
much to be seen and applied by the forth "the light," in all wisdom and Vocal and Instrumental Music. 
communities of man, if approximate prudence. Besides these branches of educa
or complete liberty is to be realized. Our work ought to be more widely tional work there is an excellent Pre-

These things are stated with a due seen and more generally known. It paratory Department for the teaching 
appreciation of what has been done is not where it ought to be; not where of arithmetic, grammar, and other 
and what is being done to advance the it might have been. A light raised branches essential to the higher edu
interests of humanity. It does not to an exalted position penetrates and cation. 
follow that because one points to gives forth its rays over a larger area; The Normal Department offers ex
higher possibilities that he fails or lowered, the extent of its power to cellent opportunity to teachers who 
lacks in appreciation of what already illuminate is circumscribed and limited would attain to excellence in their 
appears. Ability to rightly measure to narrower territory. When in the profession. 
present benefits ought, as a logical past and present God's people bave Catalogues and other information 
result, create the power of further in- _pushed forward his work by unity of furnished on application to the Presi
sight. Present conditions have been purpose in the right, the work has dent or Secretary of Graceland Col
attained not simply because the past progressed, light has been diffused lege, addressing them at Lamoni, 
was appreciated, but also becausf\ abroad, and souls been brought to and Iowa. 
men were not content to halt perma- developed in thefold. Unfaithfulness, 
nently at way stations of progress unwisdom, dissension, and other de- I EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

and to say, It is enough. Because structive influences peculiar to Satan BRO. RUDOLPH ETZENHOUSER, Tem
they rose above the level plain to and to human weakness have pro- I ple, Ohio, August 22:- · 
higher ground, they saw beyond and duced just opposite results and must Visitors at the temple vary from a few to 

f It · th h · d "h' d l ' · thir"tv or more per day. Yesterday four a ar. 1s e man w o sees, an ever m er trut.,1 whenever mamfest. Ut h.M . . . f th a ormon mrns10naries were o · e num-
seeing bends his energies to attain, Evil and hindrances always have ber, w. E. Partington and Andreas Peterson 
and is resolved to attain, who enters been and probably always will be. of Logan, Utah, enroute for Denmark; D. P. 
upon the higher conditions always They are, however, a means of oppor- ThomP.s, of Bloomington, Idaho; and J. R. 
open to everyone; it is the people who tunity of development· and he who Beavan, Tooele City, Utah; missionaries for 
labor to enter in who are to occupy resist~ and overcomes ~nd treads the two. years in Pennsylvania; and of the twen.ty 

. . reviewed by me at Emporium, Pennsylvania, 
the promised land. Had all been con- path of duty is made strong. He who ia the opera hall last winter. They took 
tent with past conditions they and overcomes not is a child, a weakling; sincere delight in viewing the old temple and 
their posterities would have failed to he who overcomes becomes strong-a in courtesies shown them. I managed to tell 
attain present conditions of good. man or a woman developed in strenO'th them, among other things, that it was the 
Had they not seen and understood and of mind and heart and as such is ""ac- more del~ght l;o show the1:1 through, as '!"e 

' were denied such courtesy rn Salt Lake City 
labored diligently to advance iri moral ceptable and useful to God in the in 1893 and our bi·ethren in common. The 
and general progress, the present 1 service for God and humanity. lattet· two were in the vestibuli.;i while I ex

with its future possibilities would not Let us strive to insure the progress plained "differences" to a party in main 
have been, and the world of man had of truth by the doing of our individual auditorium, the door being open. They may 
remained practically in youth if not in have thought it was hard. I could not spoil 

and general work. Light will spread a story for the sake of company, however. 
infancy; whereas much progress from us individually if we occupy The offerings of visitors yesterday were $7.15, 
toward manhood has been made. high ground where its rays rest upon one man giving a five dollar bill. Though 

The principles applying to ordi- and illuminate those in the line of its here but a few days, I can see the consistency 
nary political and educational devel- outgoings. This is comprehended in of a suitable representative being stationed 

here during the summer time. Much de-
opment are also applicable to us as a the admonition to "stand in holy pends on how we are represented here as 
people, We too need to improve, to places," well as elsewher13, and perhaps more than at 
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,most places. Bro. Lake spoke last eve. He 
departs this week. The weather is splendid. 
Kirtland scenery delightful. 

The following from one of the eld
ers breathes an excellent spirit. It 
will doubtless prove helpful in a gen
eral way:-

I wish to say now, and without any desire 
for catering for advancement, that I would 
like to get with the workers. A name on 
the records is of little credit unless it be "to 
Ii ve." In saying this I have no desire to re
flect any discredit on anyone, as I only desire 
in thought, word, and deed, to strive daily to 
honor Him who was gracious to me when I 
appeared rather indifferent or slothful. A 
combination of circumstances seemed to 
hedge up my ways. Before this time some 
of my family seemed averse to my entering 
freely into the free exercise and labor of love 
which an ordination to an eldership calls 
for. Since I have been alone I have had the 
care of temporal matt.ers, associated with 
several children at home, but when this year 
opened I concluded the way was sufficiently 
clear to arrange my affairs in life to give all 
my time (future) to retrieve as much as pos
sible lost time. While I do not claim lost 
time can actually be retrieved, the Lord has 
graciously promised me a lease of time to 
improve the talent he committed to me. 
This a8surance is very sweet indeed. I am 
fully satisfied that all who enter into cove
nant with the Lord should keep that cove
nant unspotted; but, while I fervently desired 
the priesthood, I did not fully realize it 
meant a total consecration of self to the Mas
ter's service, from love of the truth. To 
sense this even late, is better than to see the 
mistake too late. Most truly it is the "most 
satisfactory and gratifying" work which the 
heart of man can engage in because the Lord 
lovingly smiles bis warmest approval. We 
soon learn the felicity of the love of Christ, 
causing the "heart to swell wide as eternity." 
Earth was intended to be a "garden of Eden" 
to man, but how slow is man to reach after 
the knowledge of the Lord. Blessed day in
deed, when from the least to the greatest, 
we shall know him. "Life eternal" indeed. 

Bro. A. B. Pierce, Providence, 
Rhode Island, August 22:-

Elders R. Bullard, of Boston, Massachusetts, 
H. J. Davidson, of Nova Scotia, and F. 0. 
Coombs, of Plainville, Massachusetts, were 
present at last Wednesday evening social 
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day events. I have for some time been using 
a chart differing- some from the one given by 
the brother, but on the same subject. I find 
the same dates -and reach the same conclu
sions as to their significance and fulfillment, 
but there are some points I am not quite 
clear _on, and I will esteem it a favor if the 
brother will address a personal letter to me, 
giving his address that I may correspond 
with him upon this to me very interesting 
subject. ' 

Bro. James Cocks, Brooklyn, New 
York, Aug. 21:-

I notice in my article "Latter Day Events" 
No 1, in the Herald, you have styled me 
"Elder James Cocks." This is a mistake. I 
have been ordained a priest, however. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

THE HERALD does not publish min
utes of the various reunions, for ob
vious reasons. Brief general accounts 
in letter form answer the purpose 
better, beeause more readable. 

Word from Bro. C. P. Faul states 
that the Northern Missouri reunion 
at Maysville is opened, and with fine 
prospects for a successful session. 
Campers are present from Independ
ence, Kansas City, Fanning on the 
south and west, and from Grundy, 
Nodaway, and Holt Counties on the 
north and west. Many new faces 
indicate the widening and increasing 
interest. Brn. H.· 0. Smith and I. N. 
White are in charge, with Bro. C. P. 
Faul as secretary and Bro. J. T. Kin
naman chorister; Bro. L. F. Booker 
special watchman. Preachers so far 
announced, Brn. White, Smith, Kin
naman, Ammon White, D. A. Hutch
ings, and Alfred White. All having 
a good time. 

The war is still on and-"we have 
all for life enlisted in the army of the 
Lord." 

Mothsrs' HomB ~oltlmn. 

EDITED BY J!'RANOES. 

s(;lrvice this city. The latter brother went SELECT READING FOR SEPTEMBER MEETINGS 
to Little Compton, Rhode Island to remain OF DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 
over Sunday (yesterday). Eider M. H. Bond BEHAVING.-CONTINUED. 
preached two excellent sermons yesterday in LEST some of you should fail to read the 
the Providence Latter Day Saints" chapel. book, we give you another extract which is 
'l'ent meetings are to be started at Attleboro too good to miss. It is Miss Charity's de
this week, in charge of Elder George Robley, scription of a lady: "The truest ladies I ever 
aBsisted by Elders A. H. Smith, W. H,Kel- knew had two things so blended that one 
ley, F. 0. Coombs, C. A. Coombs, and possi- never knew which tobesurestof, theirsincer
bly others. One estimable lady was baptized ity or their kindness. I never saw a lady, 
11t Plainville, Massachusetts, of late. whether she was a girl or a grown woman, 

Bro. C. H. Burr, Williams Bay, who had not the faculty a wise writer calls 'a 
\Visconsin, August 23:- genius for loving.' It was born in them and 

I am highly pleased to see in Herald of Au-

1 

grew with them. It is not that kind of I
gc1st l7 an article accompanied by diagram don't-know-what-to-do-with-myself feeling, 
frJm t4e pen of ~rq .• fa!J.!es Cocks on latter· tl:\at rna~el'J girls throw their arms l,l;rouna 

their nearest friend ana smother her with 
kisses, that is feigning petty jealousies of 
others, and saying, 'I wish you could love 
me,' when one isn't in the mood for such stuil'. 
The most loving-hearted girls don't show 
their feelings, by any means. They do not 
love to kiss or parade affectiorr, but they are 
kind, oh~ so kind, to their last breath and 
drop of strength to those who need and de
serve their care. Kind with the kindness 
that makes one wish for others' happiness, so 
that mother looks into the mendingbasket to 
find that torn shirt-sleeve made whole, and 
the apron finished for baby; and father has 
the room quiet for a long evening when he 
wants to read the debates, or make calcula
tions; and Jennie finds her rain-spoiled dress 
sponged and ironed fresh in the closet; and 
Mrs. Brown, over the way, sees the children 
taken out of the house when she has a rack
ing headache; and the teacher knows who 
will run up the breadths and sew on the but
tons of the dress she is trying to make out of 
school hours. There is nothing too homely 
or distasteful for this sort of a girl to do, and 
she might take for her signature what I saw 
once in a kind letter of Elizab0th Stoddard's, 
the novelist, 'Yours to serve.' The kisses 
and the love-making may be shy enough with 
her, but the kindness is for everybody and 
runs very deep. Nothing draws on her sym
pathy so much as to need it most, to be with
out interest and attraction in any way." 

The best recipe for going through life in 
an exquisite way, with beautiful manners, is 
to feel that everybody, no matter how rich or 
how poor, needs all the kindness they can get 
from others in the world. The greatest praise 
written of Madame Recamier, the most beau
tiful woman and complete lady of her own or 
any other time was this: "Disgrace and 
misfortune had for Madame Recamier the 
same sort of attraction that favor and success 
usually have for vulgar souls." 

'.!'his is beautiful in theory, but how are we 
to put it into practice? you ask. 'VVell, com
mence at home to-morrow morning. Open 
the day with a benediction of good morning 
to each of the household; probably in your 
morning prayer by your bedside, you have 
asked God to give them a good day, now help 
him in answering your prayer. Greet them 
with a good morning as heartily and naturally 
as you would your stranger guest, and then 
set your wits to work to find how you may 
smooth the rough places and make it a good 
day for all. Johnny has a hot, quick temper; 
and it is fun to a1·ouse it, to see it flash up. 
Don't do it, his day will be none the bettor 
for such a beginning. Bessie always wakes 
up cros:,, it seems to be constitutional with 
her, and she cannot help it. Don't hector 
her, and so render the sweet morning hour 
discordant with her cries; amuse aad soothe 
her, or, better, let her alone till after break
fast, and she will come out of her cross fit as 
bright as a dollar. Go through the day in 
this manner with eyes open, not to see what 
advantage you can gain, but what kindness 
you can do, and, my word for it, by night you 
will have made one day's journey toward the 
l~,nd of gentle manners. 

''.But we wish to know how to help being 
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awkward; what to do with our hands and our 
feet; how to behave when we have company 
or when we go visiting," you say. Probably 
your awkwardness has its root in bashfulness 
and your morbid consciousness that every
body in the room is looking at you. In 
another chapter we give you Edward Everett 
Hale's recipe for curing this bashfulness, 
which is, "Not to think of yourself more 
highly than you ought to think," by imagin
ing· that everybody in the room is looking at 
you. Self-forgetfulness is the secret of easy 
manners. Doubtless we have all envied the 
graceful, easy carriage of some friend who 
seemed to know just what to do and how to 
do it; whose hands were never in his own 
way or anybody's else; who never stumbled 
when he walked or stammered when he 
talked. But how to be like him is the 
troublesome question. We try and try to do 
just as he does, but, the more we try the more 
awkward we grow. The trouble is, we try 
too hard; our trying is, to put on his mari
ners, rather than to form manners of our own. 
The t,rying defeats it,s object, for it keeps us 
thinking of ourselves and of the appearapce 
we are making, and this self-consciousness 
makes us appear awkward and bold. You 
know how difficult a thing it is to cro~s a 
room gracefully; it is because you think 
everybody in the room is looking at you. If 
something interests you very much, so much 
that you forget all about yourself, you cross 
the room without any embarrassment, and do 
it gracefully because naturally. Watch a 
group of little children at play. They get 
themselves into all sorts of shapes, you say. 
Perhaps they do, but their motions are never 
awkward. Childhood's motions are naturally 
graceful; awkwardness can arise only from 
their being perverted. 

But how can we help this perversion? 
Simply by checking every impulse to make 
an uncouth motion, or put yourself into an 
awkward position. Don't lounge or loll on 
two chairs, with your feet, perhaps, higher 
than your head, nor tilt one back against the 
wall, making a biped instead of a quadruped 
of it; don't go around with your hands stuffed 
in your pockets, at least not until you have 
taken a good look in the glass and noticed 
your resemblance to a trussed turkey; don't 
swagger nor strut, nor do any of those things 
that stamp you as an ill-bred boy. And you, 
Mary, be sure you stand squarely on your 
two feet, with your toes turned out, and walk 
firmly and freely, not "mincing as you go," 
like those dreadful women Isaiah tells about. 
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could see yourself as others see you, you would 
eschew chewing gum forever. 

How shall we behave on the street? Well, 
just behave the very best you know how; 
most of us know much better than we do. 
Do this for your mother's sake, if not for your 
own. If you are rude and ill-behaved, people 
tak.e note of it and say, ''Those children's 
mother never taught them manners." Proba
bly the truth is, that she has done all that 
she possibly could to teach you, giving you 
"line upon line, and precept upon precept," 
but as soon as you are on the street with your 
mates you forget all about it. You all wish 
to talk together, and walk four or five 
abreast, filli.ng up the sidewalk, never stop
ping to think you are thus forcing the ones 
you meet into the gutter. Two abreast is 
enough on most sidewalks. See to it that 
you do not take up space that does not belong, 
to you, or rush, en masse, to the post office 
because one o[ you has a letter to post and 
you all wish to go with her; you fill up the 
room and impede those who need to go there. 
Probably four out of ti ve of you have not the 
slightest business there, aa your fathers at
tend to the mails, but you go all the same, 
and sometimes make yourselves such a nui
sance the postmaster has to secure a village 
ordinance forbidding your congregating 
there. You do not mean any harm by it. 
0 no! It is sheer thoughtlessness, but it 
leads you to disregard the convenience and 
rights of others. Or you have a fashion of 
congregating at the depot, which has come 
about in the same way. Don't do it; it is 
even worse than congregating in the post 
office, and often leads to harm. Or you gig
gle and laugh and talk loudly of your own or 
others' private affairs, in public places. You 
boys rush through the streets like a fire 
engine, endangering everyone in your path; 
or you shout at your comrade across the 
street loud enough to wake all the babies in 
the neighborhood; or you play ball in public 
places, greatly to the terror of timid passers
by; or "steal rides" when, perhaps, the poor 
horses have all they can pull' without you; or, 
worse yet, you snowball passers-by or their 
horses, causing many a runaway and break
neck. Don't do any of these things unless 
you wish to disgrace your parents and pro
claim yourself ill-bred.-Ohildhood: Its Care 
and Culture. 

(To be continued.) 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

Be very careful you do not form the habit of SISTERS. E. GURWELL, of Fanning, Kans&s, 
settling down on one side, for if you do you desires your faith and prayers in behalf of 
will grow crooked and nobody can ever her son, who has been sorely afllicted for the 
straighten you. Don't affect fine lady airs, past three months. Pray that he may be 
and be afraid to run and jump out of doors; healed so that he may go to his mission, 
and don't, we beg of you, don't chew gum. which he desires to do. 
You know the old proverb about knowing A sister, not very strong, who has to de
enough to chew gum; don't put yourself in pend on her day's work for support, and of 
that category. We will not say anything late the way seems to be hedged up so she 
now about the unhealthfulness of. the prac- cannot get work, desires an interest in the 
tice, though we believe it is unhealthy, but i Prayer Union, that it may be made known to 
the awkwardness of it, the ridiculous appear-1 her what to do and where to go to make a 
ance you make with your jaws in p€lrpetual living, and to be of the most benefit to the 
motion like those of a sleepy cow-if only you church work. 
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8tlndau School DBpartmBnt. 
ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
\Send communications for this department to the Editor. 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

Teachers and Members of the Sunday Schools: 
-As the late General Convention honored 
me by choosing me to be one of the general 
staff of officers, I feel that I owe you an ex
pression of my attitude toward the work. 

While I do not feel so high in qualification 
that I can draw the office up to me, yet I 
shall endeavor by constant work anii study to 
bring myself up to the standard which the 
office demands. 

Dull indeed must be the mind that is not 
interested in the great Sunday school work. 
It is sometimes called a "nursery" for the 
young. It is a nursery in which the seeds of 
truth are planted in the minds of old and 
young, and under the fostering care of the 
school these tender plants of truth sink their 
roots in to the fertile soil of human intellect 
whilst their branches breathe in the holy at
mosphere of heavenly inspiration until the 
fruit appears to the glory of God and the 
blessing of man. 

Fellow workers, the future of the latter-day 
work depends largely upon the work of the 
Sunday school. The boy and gid of to-day is 
the man and woman of to-morrow. The seed 
planted, to-day is the goodly plant or the 
noxious weed of to-morrow. Teachers and 
parents, let us not drive the young where we 
have not yet gone, but let us lead them there. 
The wisdom and holiness of God is the mag
net which draws us toward him. As we par
take of the attributes of God and spiritual 
beauty is reflected from us, it will broaden 
our influence for good and insure our success 
in leading others God ward. Prayer, constant 
proyer, establishes that invisible wire over 
which the divine power is transmitted to 
man. 

As my work is chiefly on the Pacific Slope, 
I ask the cooperation of all workers there. 
Would be pleased to receive communica
tions from branch and district superintend
ents and others of the coast, in relation to 
their work, that we may all be in touch with 
the General Association. 

CHARLES E. CRUMLEY, 
Second Assistant Superintendent. 

No. 964 Court Circle, Los Angeles, California. 

SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHERS' CLASS BOOKS. 
WHAT use do you make of the teacher's 
class books? This is an all-important ques
tion. Much is to be gained by their proper 
use and but little to be gained by their im
proper use. If properly used they will Btimu
late the scholars to better work and better 
behavior; to more prompt attendance; will 
hold them in the Class when otherwise they 
would drop out. They will attract and win 
new scholars; they will stimulate the 
teacher to more thorough and complete 
preparation of the lesson; to a more regular 
and prompt attendance; and will add an in
terest to the work that is very desirable for 
the teacher to possess. 
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If improperly used-misused or neglected
they are of very little value. One cannot 
mark one Sunday and miss the next and get 
benefit from the record thus kept. One 
teacher cannot use one standard of marking 
and another teacher a different star:dard of 
marking and produce a set of class books 
from which the superintendent or secretary 
can make up a correct and fair report. A 
standard of marking should be adopted that 
will meet the wants of all and be understood 
by all, so that when reports are made of dif
ferent schools and placed in comparison they 
will be fair reports. And reports cannot be 
fair to all unless the same standard of grad
ing is' used by all the schools reporting. 
This standard can only be had by discussing 
the subject, thus obtaining a full and com
plete understanding of the "how" to grade 
and upon "what," to grade a scholar. Dis
cussion on the matter should be had in the 
teacher's meetings and in the distric;it con
ven tton. The district should arrive at an 
understanding of what should be taken into 
account in making up the class report-just 
how much is required for a full preparation 
of the lesson, how much to deduct from the 
deportment for inattentiveness, misconduct, 
etc. This done and the superintendents 
should see that. all the teachers of their 
schools have a full understanding of wha:t has 
been decided upon and gTade her pupils ac
cordingly, whether it exactly suits her own 
notions or not. What is needed. is a uniform 
basis upon which to grade all pupils of all 
schools in the district. 

But what use are we to make of these rec
ords? Aside from the many necessary re
ports to be made up from them, there are 
many various ways in which they can be of 
great service. From a properly kept se'~ of 
Glass books the superintendent can at any 
time learn who it is that is doing the good 
work and who it is that is neglecting their 
work, whether it be scholar or teacher; he 
can learn who is becoming indifferent and 
losing interest in the work, and can look 
after them properly and on time. When a 
correct set of reports are sent to the district 
officers and read at convention, it may be 
seen whocein your school is lacking; whether 
you are succeeding as well as your neighbor 
school, and i.f not you may be able to learn 
where the defect is and how to remedy it. 
Again you may have a poor teacher. If so, 
the class book will give you sufficient infor
mation to put you on your special guard, and 
possibly a clue to what the matter is, and of 
course an opportunity to improve t.he situa
tion. Many other benefits might be men
tioned, but it is not ~ecessary. 

We give below one of the many unique 
ways in which the "credit syst.em" or "mark
ing system" may be used. You will note 
that there is no prize or mark of honor that, 
all could not obtain if they would try. Some-
1;imes certain prizes or marks of honor are 
given in buch a way that it ts possible for but 
one individual ot' one class to win them. 
This we do not like, as a rule. But make the 
inducement of such a nature that any or all 
may win if they will. So it is with the Roll 
of Honor herewith presented. We also pre-
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sent the explanatory note that accompanied 
it. It.is the work of Bro. Joseph Roberts, 
superintendent of the Fremont, Iowa, district 
Sunday school association. Study it care
fully and see if there is not something good 
for the work in your district. 

TABOR, Iowa, May 1, 1898. 
To the Sunday Schools:-We herewith 

send you "Roll of Honor" for first quarter. 
Some of the teachers failing to report made 
it incomplete. The names of the pupils nei
ther absent nor tardy for the quarter (January, 
February, March) are placed on the roll. It 
also shows us who their teachers are. 

This roll will be issued at the close of each 
quarter, so piease fill out carefully your class 
book and be ready to report promptly. We 
suggest that each school provide a frame for 
these honor sheets and hang in a conspicuous 
part of .the room. We like to compare the 

First Quarter. 

teachers with their banner pupils throughout 
the district. 

Hints to workers:-
l. Too many of our pupils are absent. 

Where are they? 

2. It ll'.'atters not how large or small, young 
or old we are, it is honorable to attend Sunday 
school and go every Sabbath. 

3. Good attendance is indicative of good 
interest. 

4. Making our school o.ttractive and put
ting life into our work, makes greater inter
est and more regular attendance. 

5. Teachers of the Sunday school should 
think no more of being absent from the 

. school than though it were a day school. 

6. Systematic work is the only work that 
will last. Very truly, 

JOSEPH ROBERTS. 

Number One. 

• 
ROLL OP HONOR. 

PiT!l".U,§. TEACHER. 

Prim11.ries. P:r1imaries. 
Ward Hougas. Pearl McClenahan. 

Inter:m.ediates. Intermediates. 
Wayne Dewy. Fl?.ra Wa~~ing. 
Percy Dewy. 
Ethe Pearson. Ella Walling. 
Hoy Leeka. Emma Ross. 
Jay Leeka. H " 

Helen Wilcox. Clara W i!cox. 

Seniors. Seniors. 
Rachel Goode. Frank Goode. 
:Mariam Dundson. S. Orton. 
Edna McClenahan. Mabel Anderson. 
Alma Gaylord. Emma Hougas. 
G. F. Walling. A. B. Walling. 
Wm. Leeka. C. M. Hoberts. 
Mark Roberts. T. M. Roberts. 

Approved May 1st. 

hB11Br D epartmem. 
' 

SMITHFIELD, Utah, Aug. 17. 
Editors lierald:-I have been trying to do 

some tent work with Bro. S. D. Condit, but 
the weather is and has been so very warm, 
and being in the midst of harvest, but few 
come out to hear. In Pocatello the attend
ance was fairly good and I felt satisfied with 
our efforts; We had some opposition, but 
that helped µs out, giving a little spice and 
ginger to the occasion. 

At this place the people have not turned 
out much. Last Sunday night we had a 
good many to hear, but they didn't occupy 
the tent; that is, the majority were outside 
at the beginning. They made some talk, 
but there was a city officer who kept order. 

The talking fell to my lot that night, and 
if I thought it would not be boasting I would 
say I think I made a good close talk. Any
way, I was satisfied with my effort, whether 
others were or not. I asked one good old 
man at the close if I had been too hard on 
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Jos. ROBERTS, 

Fremont District Superintendent. 

the people. He said, "It was rather hard, 
and yet it may be true, I will have to reflect 
on it for a while." Quite a number seemed 
well pleased with the talk. I dont know 
when I felt better, and the spirit that pre~ 
vailed was just sublime. I believe all in the 
tent felt its power to a good degree. It was 
good to have the stranger grasp the hand 
and give the warm fraternal shake with a 
"God bless you wherever you go." It made 
us feel good, and when I say us, I mean Bro. 
S. D. Condi.t and myself. I think Bro. Con
dit spiked their guns when he was here last 
winter; at least there hasn't been one shot 
fired. 

This is the first time I have been near or 
under the shadow of the temple for three 
years, being now only six miles from Logan. 
I have for years studied the philosophy of 
this people and have tried to look at it from 
all quarters, and while there is much credit 
due them for their devotion to what they 
have been taught to believe is right, yet we 
believe mucb of that is decidedly wcong. I 
have wondered many times when we use the 
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apostle's ad vice, "Prove all things; bold fast I' Well, I will have to stop, lest you become 
that whlch is good," whether we were compe- surfeited with my notions. Being alone I 
tent to eliminate th:i,t which was not good I felt led out in that way, and have so written. 
without marring the good; or, in other We are going to move the tent to Logan 
words, so attack the false and permc10us as to-morrow, and there under the shadow of 
to make the contrast so clear that those who the temple we will sound the alarm and see 
have been schooled in Brighamism may see who will hear. · 
the truth, the pure and the good in all its 0, yes; Bro. S. D. Condit has gone and
grandeur and glory. I have had my own well, I will tell you how it was. There is a 
ideas for years as to how and the best way to good sister living in Logan who had one 
meet the issues here: others have differed daughter Ida, and the two did dwelf in love 
from me and do now. I presume some have and peace together, but Dana did talk much 
believed the only way to solve the problem with Ida and turned her head his way, be
was to preach the gospel to them and to ·be cause he wanted to have it so, and she 
kind to them. I certainly could nor would wanted to go that way; so on the 15th inst. I 
not oppose either, but the man who under- went there and said the talk that made them 
takes to make that alone the basis of his op- husband and wife. A goodly number of rela
eration, will fail; and yet he may be filled tives and friends were present, and I will say 
with love for man. Before a wrong can be it was a.most enjoyable time, and everything 
adjusted or one turn from it he must be led seemed suited to the occasion. All was 
to see that error, and I feel quite sure I could pleasantness and peace'. Bro. Dana doesn't 
demonstrate a greater degree of love for man expect a year's lay off because he has married 
in showing him his danger in holding fast a wife, but is moving right along in the good 
his error, than in any other way. If we can way. Blessings to them both. 
learn to approach the wrongdoer in the Yours in bonds, 
spirit of love, and can give him the assurance R. J. ANTHONY. 
that by leaving the bad and holding to the 
good we will be his friends and do him good, 
we can then have influence to show him the 
bett,er way. It is not easy to drive a man or 
reason with one who knows or thinks he 
does. 

I am aware that when you storm the 
citadel of tradition or false teaching of any 
class or kind you will be branded as an 
enemy and a destroyer, of long-cherished 
hopes and one who comes to tear down what 
it has taken the fathers years to build up. 
That has been the ci·y here for years: "The 
sons of .Joseph are trying to destroy his fa
ther's work;" when in fact they are to-day 
the greatest and grandest builders the world 
has ever known save Jesus Christ the 
anointed one. He too was judged a destroyer 
by all religious and social institutions. They 
hurled their anathemas at him as one who 
bad come not only to lay the ax at the root 
of their theology, but to destroy the nation; 
when in fact his heart was filled with love 
for the erring; and by his teaching and exam
ple he demonstrated his philosophy to be one 
of the great,est creative and constructive 
forces ever wroug-ht upon human affairs and 
systems, conserving all that was g·ood, and 
eliminating all that was bad. 

MALLARD, Iowa, Aug. 20. 
Editors Herald:-Last night we had a se

vere wind, rain, and hailstorm i~ these parts, 
which did considerable damage to grain and 
haystacks and blew corn down badly. The 
corn in some fields is entirely stripped of 
blades by the hail. I am glad to say that the 
district tent stood erect and came out with
out being damaged. 

Bro. W. A. Smith and the writer com
menced tent work at Curlew on the 14th ult. 
and from there moved to Mallard, where I 
expect to close services for the present, Sun
day evening. Bro. Smith's preaching took 
quite well, and Bro. W. W. Whiting did a 
good work here last winter, and some of the 
people have expressed themselves as disap
pointed because Bro. Whiting was not per
mitted to be here this summer. Bro. C. J. 
Hunt and Bro. E. Ford, president of the 
Union branch, and perhaps others, have all 
done good work here, and as a ::-esult I have 
been permitted to baptize seven since com
ing to this locality. This will increase the 
strength of the Union branch by the addi
tion of seven members, and as a result the 
saints are rejoicing, while they realize that 
the Lord has given the increase. 

While I may be counted harsh and unkind Bro. George Montague is busy at Auburn 
in my attack on the position here, I know my and vicinity. Brn. Charles Derry and J. M. 
heart and soul goes out in love, pity, and ten- Baker have been doing a good work. Bro. 
der compassion for all who are out of the C. J. Hunt has returned from his tour in 
way. If the thousands of good people could Minnesota and will commence tent work at 
see the dawn of a better day-who have been Lake City in a few days, and all who know 
blinded by priestcraft and false traditions-- ·him will be pleased to know he is again at 
how joyous the day would be. I sometimes work in the Galland'~ Grove district. We 
think we all lack that pure di vine love that had hoped to open up at Rockwell City this 
builds up, and while we stand square-toed fall, but owing to other important work 
(using the common phrase) on the law, we which demands the attention of the writer, 
forget that he who gave the law was filled we will, perhaps, not be able to do so. 
with love for man, and that he who teaches We hereby tender thanks to Bro. and 8r. 
the law can only expect it to be honored and John Wallace who so kindly agreed to care 
observed by those who have the true concep- for the elders if the tent came there. How
tion of love for God and man. '.'This is the I ever, their hospita.lity. ha~ long been enjoyed 
the love of God, that we keep his command- by the elders of this d1strwt. They have not 
ments." yet been baptized, but the Lord has said: 
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"Whoso receiveth you receiveth me, and the 
same will feed you, and clothe you, and give 
you money." 

We meet with some discouragements, but 
who does not? Nevertheless we take cour" 
age and press forward, feeling that this 
work is the Lord's and that he knows 
how to preserve and prosper his· own cause. 
No one can afford to be among the unwise 
virgins, therefore, 

'"Let us trim our lamps and keep them burning, 
And be ready when be says, 'Well done;' 

Lest we should die when we behold him, 
For h ls glory's brighter than the suu." 

CHARLES E. BUTTERWORTH. 

ELLENSBORO, Wis., Aug. 21. 
Editors Herald:-Myself and colaborer, 

Peter Muceus, arrived at this place and the 
pleasant and hospitable home of Bro. and Sr. 
Wrage, to-day. We left here about the last of 
June and wegt to Flora, from there to Bradt
ville, laboring in both places as long as the 
interest seemed to warrant. From Bradt
ville we went to Wyalusing, a small town on 
the Mississippi River where resides a lone 
but faithful saint, Bro. John Ingwersen. 

We found the brother ready to receive us 
and wide-awake to the interests of the work. 
He quickly secured the Baptist church for 
us, and we entered in and began to sound the 
latter-day message, and for a few services 
had quite a good attendance; but the t.dver
sary was up to his old tricks, secured a 
woman! for a helper, and the old cry, "False 
prophet!" "Wolf! wolf!" was soon sounded 
from one end of town to the other, and even 
to neighboring towns, and our audience be
gan to fall off. But we found some fearless 
friends, and one of them told them plainly 
the reason why they did not come o.ut to hear 
was because we told too much truth and they 
were afraid of it. 

Some are very much interested, and if they 
do not obey soon we shall be disappointed. 
We hope to go there again in the near 
future. In gospel bonds, 

CHAS. H. BURR. 

MOORHEAD, Iowa, Aug. 22. 
Editors Herald:-The tent work continued 

at River Sioux until Thursday, the 18th 
inst., during which time the greatest inter
est was shown that I have ever known at 
that place. One was baptized, and several 
left almost persuaded, with reconciliation's 
workings which we hope will be permanent, 
and much prejudice was removed. 

Came here on Friday, the 19th, to assist in 
a two-days' meeting which closed last night. 
Although the heat was oppressive both days, 
a large attendance was present. Six ser
mons were preached, one social service held, 
one session of Sunday school enjoyed, five 
baptized and confirmed, one child blessed, 
and seven administered to. The sermons 
were tinctured very much with plain words 
positively spoken, and the saints seemed to 
be strengthened. The tent will be taken to 
Smithland to-morrow to begin services the 
24th and contillue about tb1·ee weeks, if wis
dom indicates the nec<?ssity of continuing 
thus long. 

I preached the funeral sermon of William 
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Henderson, Saturday morning, at the home 
of his son Thomas. He had a longing to be 
baptized before he died, and asked for -the 
prayers of the saints. 

My joy is in the service of God. Arrange
ments have been nearly perfected for a dis
cussion of sixteen sessions between Elder H. 
A. Jenkins, of the Seventh-day Adventist 
Church, and myself, on three propositions, to 
be held at Elwood, Gosper County, Nebraska, 
beginning October 10. Elder Jenkins affirms 
that man is mortal and lies unconscious in 
the grave until the resurrection or last day, 
and that the seventh-day of the fourth com
mandment is the Sabbath of the Lord, and 
should be observed by all Christians in all 
ages of the world; and I affirm the church 
question. 

I hope to be able to introduce the restored 
gospel in that new place, and some interest 
is manifest in the coming discussion. 

Preparations for the coming reunion at 
Woodbine are nearly completed; notice of 
the Religio and Sunday school work to be 
given next week by a publication of the pro
gram. This reunion is looked forward to 
with high anticipations by all church work
ers in these parts. 

In gospel hope and joy, 
J. F. MINTUN. 

OSKALOOSA, Iowa, Aug. 22. 
Editors Herald:-I arrived here Saturday 

from Richland, Tama County, Iowa, w
0

here I 
had been sent by the missionary in charge to 
sit on a court of elders. Some mieunder
standing between brethren grew into a con
dition that materially interfeced with the 
social conditions that are so very essential to 
the peace and spiritual progress of each indi
vidual, to every branch, and the church as a 
whole. As the greater part of the trouble 
existed between those intrusted with the 
work there and those that hold equal rank in 
the priesthood, it gave the Devil a big lever
age, and if those conditions had continued 
party lines would have been drawn tighter 
and a greater alienation and spiritual death 
would have ensued as a natural result. 

The courts of the church are open to give 
redress to the humblest member within the 
pales of the church, and there is no excuse for 
either member or officer for standing back, 
refusing to take an active part-in refusing
to perform his or her duty because or with 
the chim that there are others that are sus
tained by the church that are unworthy, 
until there has b'.:len a reasonable effort made 
to bring such unworthy parties to justice by 
a legal process, even if all the claims made 
and objections offered are true. The law of 
the land makes it a fraud to conceal a fraud. 
It's a big mistake, and quite common, that 
members of the church and even officers are 
making, in expecting the church to drop 
men from active service with no better pre
text or cause for so severe a punishment than 
that some brother or sister has said that they 
are not worthy, or that they have some 
chronic dislike to them. If often occurs that 
tbe dislike has grown out of some official act 
that did not cater to their caprice, or official 
j :alousy with pent-up virus that finds vent 
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in slander and sometimes in utter falsehood. 
Some have wondered why the President of 
the church or of a mission has not received a 
revelation to silence such as are guilty of 
misdemeanors, forgetting that the law has 
made provisions that are more coml'Jatible to 
our best interest than. revelations through 
any individual could possibly be. ''In the 
mouth of two or three witnesses every word 
shall be established," is the prescribed rule. 

We will now return to give an account of 
our labors at Richland branch. Bro. J. W. 
Morgan, of Perry, Iowa, came by appoint
ment from Bro. J. R. Lambert. We pro
ceeded to hear the evidence and got through 
with one case and commenced the second. 
The defendant and plaintiff retired to them
selves and returned reconciled and stopped 
any further procedure, made confessions to 
each other. Then the parties to the first 
case made acknowledgments to each other, 
and then on the Sunday following, the 14th 
inst, they each of them made a public con
fession, which was very satisfactory to all, 
and a source of great joy. Much praying 
and fasting had been done, and the Lord 
heard the prayers of the faithful. We con
tinued meeting; Bro. J. W. Morgan did 
considerable amount of the preaching. 
Seven were baptized, and the saints seemed 
much strengthened and encouraged. This 
is the only case. that I recollect where the 
parties became reconciled during their trial. 

We called at Grinnell on our way to this 
place. Saw Bro. Frank Russell. His father 
and mother have been quite sick of late. 
We bad a very enjoyable time here yester
day; three meetings and Sunday school. The 
good Spirit was present. 

Bro. J. W. Morgan was called away on ac
count of his child being sick. . Bro. M's 
health is poor. He is a good man. 

E. B. MORGAN. 

LAMONI, Iowa, August 24. 
Editors- Herald:-The debate held some 

seven and three-fourths miles west of La
moni, Decatur County, Iowa, between Mr. J. 
S. Allison of the "Theocrats" and myself, is 
now an event of the past. It began Monday, 
August 15, and ended Saturday, the 20th, at 
ten p. m. Twelve sessions were held, and 
four propositions debated. Mr. Allison de
nied that baptism in water was any part of 
salvation's plan, or essential to salvation, 
also the resurrection of the body. I affirmed 
all three, also that the second coming of 
Christ to reign, resurrect, and judge the 
world of mankind, and reign in glory, is yet 
future; that he "shall change our vile bodies 
that they may be fashioned like unto his 
glorious body." 

Mr. Brewer, of Kirkeville, Missouri, was 
moderator for my opponent; Elder Joseph R. 
Lambert acted in that capacity for our side. 
It was not found necessary to choose a chair
man, so none was selected by them. 

Mr. Allison conducted himself quite gen
tlemanly throughout the debate, manfully 
avoiding that detestable course usually pur
sued by opponents of our elders in debate; 
namely, leaving the line of argument and in
dulging in story telling, misrepresentation, 

and attacking personal character, and intro
ducing into religious controversy, the lore of 
"Billingsgate." Am glad to be able to make 
this statement to the credit of Mr. Allison. 
He is my first opponent to maintain the dig
nity becoming a gentleman throughout the 
debate. 

The theory advocated by the '-Theocrats,'' 
called "Comeouters," "Free People,'' etc., is a 
mixture of Universalism, Spiritualism, Chris
tian Science, and Evolution of the Darwinian 
cast. With them the Bible gives no account 
of a physical creation; after Adam evolved. 
Genesis 2: 7 refers to his regeneration, the 
breath breathed into his nostrils was the re
generative spirit! 

Christ and the ancient ministry established 
an organized church, an ecclesiastical body, 
but about the time of the destruction of Jeru
salem, it ceased to exist as an ecclesiastical 
body-lost its visible organization, and was 
merged into or became the kingdom of God 
-of heaven. At the time Christ came in 
judgment, the world judged was the Jewish 
world, and the Roman army had the honor 
of executing the judgment rendered by the 
apostles, who were exalted to their thrones 
at Pentecost! 

But Mr. Allison failed to tell us when or 
how Gentiles were punished who were judged 
by Paul, Barnabas, Andronicus, Junia, 
Timotheus, Sylvanus, and other apostles of 
Christ. They have the Jewish polity to end 
at the destruction of Jerusalem, instead of at 
the coming of John Baptist to the cross, 
where the final deathblow was struck, as 
Jesus and Paul teach. (See Luke 16: 16; 
Matt. 5: 17, 18; Rom. 7: 1-4; Gal. 3: 22-25; 4: 
21-31; Eph. 2: 14, 15; Col. 2: 14; Heb. 9: 11.) 
The code of law was the life of the Jewish 
polity. When that was killed, "nailed to the 
cross,'' the polity in fact ceased to exist. 
Jewry after the cross, was but Roman prov
inces, governed by Roman governors and 
laws, except in their religion, and that from 
the Savior's crucifixion, was as dead as it is 
now. 

Baptism, as instituted by Christ after his 
resurrection, being for the purpose of re
deeming the Jews from under the law of 
Moses, or raising them out from under it, 
ceased also at the end of that Jewish polity, 
because, forsooth, it had _served its purpose! 
The world that then was, having ended at 
Jerusalem's destruction, since then we enter 
the kingdom, (not church,) by birth of the 
Spirit,-and, hence, are now in the world
then-to come-the eternal world, the world 
that never ends!! The New Jerusalem has 
already come down, and the regenerated now 
walk the golden streets! Like Spiritualists, 
Christian Scientists, and Swedenborgia!ls, 
the Theocrats have no further use for tbe 
mortal body after once shuffling it off, therefore 
there is no literal resurrection. According 
to the Theocratic theory Christ's second ad
vent, his appearing "the second time without 
sin unto salvation," is his coming into each 
soul that is conditioned to receive him spir
itually, and is reqenerated and redeemed by 
him, now! And so the wild theory runs on 
almost ad infinitum. Many of them pass 
through an imaginary hell or sort of purga-
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tory of torment in getting into the kingdom. 
They sail out into the broad field of heath

enism to find the origin of the principles of 
the plan of salvation, some of which are 
found there in a corrupted form, they little 
dreaming that theRe very ideas were once re
vealed by God to man in the earlier days of 
his existence, and have been handed down by 
tradition, from generation to generation, 
and thus their original purity lost, as is in
variably the case under such circumstances; 
and thus they, like the ordinary infidel, 
charge that Christianity is derived from 
what we call Paganism. 

But the foregoing is a sufficient outline of 
the theory to enable the Hemld readers to 
see the trend of this new movement in the 
world. It is so dres&ed up in the livery of 
God's word in a perverted sense that it is 
well calculated to lead astray the ignorant 
and those not well versed in the gospel ~s 
divinely inspired agents have revealed it. 
(Luke 4; Gall.) 

The people of the community where the 
debate was, treated us very kindly. And we 
feel very grateful to the saints of Lamoni 
and vicinity for the splendid rally they made 
for the cause of truth during the week of the 
debate. I was signally blessed both bodily 
and mentally during the debate, for which I 
feel truly grateful to the Father. 

Hopefully, 
C. SCOTT. 

GARLAND, Ala., Aug. 22. 
Editors 1-Jerald:-Since I last wrote you I 

have been busy laboring for the cause we 
love. Have been greeted with good congre
gations as a rule, and have been greatly 
blessed by the Spirit when declaring the 
word. I am satisfied that the spirit of wis
dom directed in my appointment to labor 
here, although I was willing tG have re
mained in my former field. 

I am very much encouraged to press on and 
with the faithful gain the prize at the end of 
the race. I desire the prayers of the saints 
that I may have wisdom given me to prop
erly conduct the work in this mission, so 
that when the call comes to gather that 
there may be many here to accept the call, 
and be gathered' with the faithful and re
ceive their inheritance. 

May wisdom. and peace be with all the 
faithful, is my prayer. 

In gospel bonds, 
M. M. TURPEN. 

v ALES MILLS, Ohio, Aug. 18. 
Editors Herald:-I am still in the faith and 

trying to do what I can to build up God's 
kingdom. I spent three weeks at Creola and 
preached nearly every night. What the har
vest will be the Lord of the harvest only 
knows. I had very good crowds and quite a 
good many sEiemed interested. I stopped the 
most of the time with Bro. A. B. Kirken
dall's family. They certainly are a fine 
family. If the church bad a few more like 
them I am sure it would not need to be 
ashamed of them; yet they have their faults 
as well as the rest of us. Bro. K. seems to 
think my biggest fault is eating roasting 
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ears, what Michigan people call green corn. 
I guess some of the Michigan people know 
how much of that I can get away with. 

The work seems to be advancing along the 
line most everywhere. There is quite a good 
deal of sickness around here now. An old 
sister by the name of Burns died this morn
ing, and a young sister, Chloe Trainer, died 
of typhoid fever. The weather is very warm 
and uncomfortable in this part. Conference 
convenes at Vales Mills in a week. We ex
pect a good time. 

Your brother, 
F. C. SMITH. 

GREGGVILLE', Ala., Aug. 6. 
Editors Herald: - Have just closed our 

quarterly conference at this branch of the 
church, Flat Rock, which we enjoyed greatly, 
many visiting saints with us, which made us 
think we were not forgotten in this part of 
the Lord's vineyard. Brn. M. M. Turpen, J. 
G. Vickery, C. I. Carpenter, and M. K. Harp 
were present. A peaceful spirit pervaded. 
Many felt strengthened by the timely advice 
by those brethren. There were three ordi
nations; priest, teacher, and deacon ordained 
under the bands of Brn. M. M. Turpen and 
C. I. Carpent•3r. 

The favors that we are receiving daily 
ought to encourage the saints of all branches; 
the Lord is still remembering his children, 
giving choice blessings, strengthening our 
bodies, minds, and with his hand of protection 
over us at all times if we would appre
ciate his blessings. Dear brethren and sis
ters, is not this a grand testimony that your 
faith, when being administered to by God's 
servants, brings strength to your afflicted, 
weakened body? .f\nd that too has brought 
peace of mind to many saints. 

Saints, remember us in all of your prayers, 
that we may keep.the faith and strive for a 
higher plane of life. Pray for those who 
were ordained that they may have a portion 
of the Holy Spirit to go with and protect 
them in their duties. 

As we all like all our new missionaries, we 
have not forgotten our first ones. Bro. J. D. 
Erwin can guess what our meeting was-a 
good one, much better than expected, as he 
knew how we were placed, without a house 
to accommodate the people, though we all 
enjoyed the sermons splendidly, those en
couraging words that poured from those 
brethren while with us. I hope they will re
member us in their prayers, and come again 
as their encouraging words were well appre-
ciated by all. SIS'l'ER s. 

GLENWOOD, Iowa, Aug. 15. 
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to help the m1ss10nary. I can only thank 
them; may God reward in due time. 

Haven't been able to do as much as I de
sired; but since tent has been brought into 
service perhaps more can be done. 

At Carson I met Hon. R. W. Briggs; he 
hasn't forgotten how to defend Saintism yet. 
He gave me some good thoughts on Revela
tion 14: 6, 7. 

Am at present with Bro. I. M. Smith. He 
becomes quite congenial as a person becomes 
acquainted with him. Have learned a great 
deal while listening to him the last week. 

In bonds, 
c. Jos. CARLSON. 

PORCUPINE, Wis., Aug. 4. 
Editors HerCtld:-I am striving to live ac

cording to the laws of Jesus Christ as near as 
the weaknesses of the flesh will enable me. 
God knows our weaknesses, but by his Spirit 
we can overcome them to a great extent. I 
find the greatest weakness of the flesh. is 
judging our brother or sister by our imagina
tions. We surmise that our brother or sis
ter has done wrong intentfonally, when we 
know nothing about it. 

In speaking of the human family we judge 
from outward appearance. I refer you to 
Matthew 7: ·1: "Judge not that ye be not 
judged." I would like to ask the saints what 
this means? 

I say brethren and sisters that we as mem
bers of the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ, we who profess so much and have 
taken the responsibility of saints in Christ, 
should so guard ourselves, and abstain from 
criticising other people, unless we know their 
deeds to be low and base. This not only 
hurts the person whom we insinuate against, 
but gives the world a chance to criticise our 
faith. If we were more united we could then 
instead of trying to crush our brother, lift 
him up and help sustain him. 

Brethren and sisters, let us all strive to 
overcome our every weakness. 

I am young in the faith, but love this gos
pel of latter days. 

Your brother, 
BERTIE L. WHITE. 

Original Il.rHcles, 
ARE YOU GOING TO HELP? 

MENTAL and spiritual advancement 
is always marked by a keen desire to 
obtain knowledge and instruction. It 
is absolutely impossible for individu
als or communities, acted upon by 
enlightening forces, to remain in a 
state of intellectual idleness and 

Editors Herald: -Tent work in the Fre
mont, Iowa, district began here the 7th inst.; 
so far attendance good. Since last letter nullity. Such stagnation must result have preached at Pacific Junction, Keystone 
branch, Henderson, Carson, Wheeler, Gle~- in decay, ruin, and ultimate extinc-
wood, Hastings, and North Grove school- tion. On the other hand, progression 
house. Hastings is a new opening, so I am widens the possibilities of develop
told. North Grove is also, with the excep- ment, the growth being in direct pro-
tion of a few sermons by local brethren. The t' · t th · t •t f th t' 
encouraging feature is that God has granted por wn ,o e rn ensi Y ? e mo ive 
light and liberty to dispense the word. power. Latter Day;~ Sam ts claim to 

I have found the saints to be kind-willing I be actuated by a power and influence 
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of a degree unknown to the external the growth of intellectuality within 
world, and, if so, they, above all oth- the church, though none deny the ex-

. ers, should be anxious to promote the cellence of the motive prompting such 
highest mental development and cul- movement. Whether prior procedure 
ture, thus establishing their posses- has been wise or unwise, timely or 
sion of the power claimect by its untimely, action has been taken, and 
visible results. In so doing they not stands in its concrete form as Grace
only provide the needed demonstra- land College. Its future is the main 
tion, but also open out vaster fields question at issue. 
in which the spiritual ego may attain It is within the power of the body 
to more symmetrical and beautiful of saints to say either "Die" or "L'lve" 
proportions, and hence be better fitted to that college. Death may be 
for communion with the Divine Per- brought about either by forcible de
sonality. To this end God has in- privation of vital powers or by the 
structed his people that, they should more lingering method of starvation, 
seek after the knowledge of things -- the latter possessing any virtue 
both in heaven, and in earth, and un- but that of charity. On the other 
der the earth. (D. C. section 85.) hand, the maintenance of life can only 

It follows that all who accept the be insured by careful nutrition of 
divine word as a practical guide, vital powers. Which is it to be? 

must, as the logical sequence,of that Death is the ultimate penalty of the 
acceptance, favor efforts to procure law, and should not be pronounced 
intellectual and spiritual growth save when every other remedy fails. 
within the church. And is it not the Now has every other remedy been 
purpose of true education to develop tried? Has that due support been 
and cultivate the human faculties that given to the college which would 
the possessors thereof may be placed 
in the most favorable condition for 
right living,-a living which shall har· 
monize body, mind, and spirit? Such 
an education is calculated to produce 
the best specimens of humanity, the 
nearest resemblance to the perfect 
manhood which God pronounced 
"very good." 

That the mental aspect of human 
training holds quite an important po
sition is evident from the constant 
injunctions of the Almighty and his 
servants. The Wise Man said:-

have strengthened it in the struggle 
against untoward environments? On 
the plea of disagreement with the 
primary and secondary actions taken, 
the starvation method has been al
lowed free play, and, as pointed out 
above, such a policy is one of death 
and destruction. 

Destructive criticism is ever popu
lar, because it is easy of application, 
but it often annihilates actual good, 
and still oftener potential good. Let 
those who disagree with the present 
educational policy confine themselves 

My son, if thou wilt receive my words, and to constructive criticism; let them 
hide my commandments with thee; so that' 
thou incline thine ear unto wisdom, and ap- formulate some better scheme, and 
ply thine heart to understanding; yea, if place it publicly before the body. If 
thou criest after knowledge, and liftest up they cannot do so, let them not refuse 
thy voice for understanding; if thou seekest to actively aid in the support of the 
her as silver, and searcheat for her as for hid institution. Possibly, methods may 
treasures: then shalt thou understand the 
fear of the Lord, and find the knowledge of require alteration, but do not stand 
God. passively by until they arrange them-

And again:-- ·selves to your satisfaction, but come, 
Wisdom is as good as an inheritance, yea work and help along till Time's impar

better too, and by it there is profit to them tial arbitration justifies the wisdom, 
that see the sun. For wisdom is a defense, or otherwise, of your opinions. Noth
and money is a defense; but the excellency of 
knowledge is that wisdom giveth life to them ing will ever be accomplished except 
that have it. with united action, and remember, 0 
· There can, then, be no dispute as to Saint, that inaction is potential oppo

the desirability of wisdom, knowl- sition-the uncharitable, the unchris· 
edge, education; but the methods of tianlike starvation method of killing. 
acquiring the same a.re open to criti- You cannot escape your share of 
cism. Accordingly some have ques- responsibility. 
tioned the legitimateness of the way The college is not a theological 
in which it has1llbeen sought to favor, school, has no intention of supplant-

ing the divine election and inspiration 
of the ministry, of imparting that 
doctrinal teaching which is supplied 
by the church and its spiritual ad
juncts; but does purpose to give to its 
students the strictest moral care and 
training, baJsed on the principles of 
the meek and lowly Jesus. Its re
solve to exclude all vice and impurity 
from its precincts is firmly estab
lished, and church members with 
others may rely upon obtaining for 
their sons and daughters that com
bination of secular and moral training 
which will tend to fit their offspring 
for fulfilling the loftiest functions of 
this life. 

Provided there be no startling in
feriority in the training offered, it is a 
DUTY, incumbent upon saints, to send, 
whenever possible, their children to 
the church college rather than to out
side institutions, the tendencies of 
which are always to allure and entice 
away from the pure and undefiled re
ligion of Jesus Christ. Fears for the 
educational welfare of Graceland stu
dents are unnecessary and superflu
ous, for the character of the instruction 
and courses given is such as will com
pare favorably with that of many 
larger and older established institu
tions. Dilatory and unprogressive 
students will be unsuccessful at any 
college, and no discredit can possibly 
attach itself to an institution on ac
count of the unsatisfactory nature of 
work done by such. Nevertheless, 
the church college attempts to handle 
even this class of scholar, and root 
out mischievous habits, subs ti tu ting 
therefor diligence and wisdom. 

Intellectual and moral environments 
are such as will tend to produce 
highly cultured Christian men and 
women, carefully trained in the inde
pendent use of the faculties with 
which God has endowed them, and of 
whom it may be said, as of Daniel and 
his companions, that they are, 

Children in whom was [is] no blemish, but 
well favored, and skillful in all wisdom, and 
cunning in all knowledge, and understanding 
science. And in all matters of wisdom and 
understanding, that the king inquired of 
them, he found them ten times better than 
all the magicians and astrologers [represent- -
ing the world's system of education] that 
were in all his realm. 

Let us give tbe college a fair chance 
of justifying its existence, and of ac
complishing for the church the good 
work which it is capable of doing. 

ERNEST R. DEWSNUP. 
LAMONI, Iowa, August 26, 1898. 
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INFIDEL ARGUMENTS ANSWERED. 

NO. 2. 
BY C. J. SPURLOCK. 

IN the book entitled, ''Cause and Cure 
of Infidelity," written by Rev. David 
Nelson, M. D., we find on page 13, the 
following statement relative to the 
cause of infidelity. 

Infidelity is caused from two causes acting 
conjointly. The primary or remote cause is 
man'8 depravity; ihe second or approximate 
cause is man's want of knowledge. 

Infidels would do well to consider 
this statement. In a lecture delivered 
by John R. Kelso, and published by 
the liberal and scientific publishing 
house, office of Truth Seeker, New 
York, on page 14, we find the follow
ing:-

Either science or religion is bound to be ut
terly false. If as science teaches the physi
cal forces eternal and inherent in nature 
produce all the phenomena in nature, then it 
is evident the gods do not produce any of 
them. 

Let the reader note the language, ''if 
as science teaches the physical forces 
in nature produce the phenomena in 
nature" and so on, you see this state
ment is base_d on the preposition "if'', 
which denotes doubt, and which shows 
conclusively that the infidel is in 
doubt as to whether the phenomena 
in nature was and is actually produced 
by the inherent forces of nature itself. 
So we see the infidel doubts science 
and doubts the Bible being true, thus 
showing that he is in a terrible pre
dicament_ indeed. We should do what 
we can to show him his error, and 
then if he persists in it, we should be 
sorry; but will have the satisfaction 
of having tried to show him the truth. 
On page 102 we find, ''I will prove the 
Bible represents the earth as a fiat 
body," and then quotes Isaiah:-

Thus saith God the Lord, he that created 
the heavens, and ~tretched them out; He that 
spread forth the eartb.-Isa. 42: 5. 

Does the saying that, he ''spread 
forth the earth" prove that it is fiat? 
It does not. A round body may be 
spread as well as a fiat one. He 
further claims the Bible to be false, 
because it claims there was light 
three days before the sun was created, 
it having been created on the fourth 
day. Now to say there could have 
been no other luminous body giving 
light to the earth prior to the creation 
of the sun is merely a presumption. 

On page 136 Kelso says:-
I propose to prove: first, that God was 
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once the tutelary divinity of the Hebrew na
tion .alone; second, that he has a body. 

Thus the infidel propose~ to prove 
God to be a respecter of nations, be
cause it appears that there was a time 
when he revealed his will only to the 
Hebrew nation. True, it appears 
that there was a time when the He-
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tains many such, as the best of Bible 
students admit. In the Sunday school 
teachers' edition of the King James 
version, we :find in the Bible Helps, 
page 11:-

We have no perfect manuscripts either of 
the Greek or Hebrew Scriptures, neither 
have we of any Greek or Latin classic author. 

brew nation alone received revelations On the contrary, there is no ancient book 
sacred or secular of which the text is not from God-that is as a nation; but more or less imperfect. In this respect the 

the reason for this was doubtless be- Hebrew Scriptures stand in the same posi
cause no other nation was in proper tion as all other writings of antiquity. 

condition to receive them. There are It is folly to say that the whole of 
instances, however, in very ancient the Bible is, untrue because errors 
times when individuals not of the have crept in in translating it. Mr. 
Jewish race received revelations; for Kelso quotes 2 Samuel 12: 11, and 
instance take the dreams of Pharaoh adds, ''and do you believe the infinite 
and Nebuchadnezzar. Besides, it is power that rules the universe ever 
true the gospel was preached in the made and executed so abominable a 
days of Abraham, and no doubt to all threat?" Surely it was a terrible 
nations. threat, if one should call it that; but 

The infidel says he can prove that it seems to the writer that David de
God has a body. Suppose he can, served great punishment. Terrible 
that does not disprove the divinity of diseases require terrible remedies. 
the Bible; but it would prove some of Let us see what heinous crime David 
the creeds of men to be false. To had committed. Why, he had Uriah 
prove the creeds of men to be false is killed to get his wife! "Whatsoever 
easy enough, an unlearned man can do a man soweth that shall he reap." 
that; but the philosophers combined So David was to reap the reward of 
cannot prove the Bible to be of human his folly, by having his wives taken 
origm. In Philippians 2: 6, it says, from him. 
speaking of Christ, that he was "in Kelso quotes Joshua 7: 24--26, where 
the form of God;" hence God evi- the Bible states that Israel stoned 
dently has a body. Kelso quotes Job Achor because he had "wrought folly 
2 : 10 and Micah 1: 12 to prove that in Israel." Truly this was a severe pun
God sends evil on men. Now it is ishment or penalty; but do not crimes 
quite evident to every candid reader deserve penalties attached according 
that the evil spoken of in this scrip- to the 'character 'Of the crime and the 
ture simply meant punishment at the circumstances connected with it? Is
hands of the Lord. Now punishment, rael was a hard-hearted and sti:ff
as infidels must admit, is a good necked people, and naturally required 
thing. When men break the laws of strict laws well executed. It certainly 
the land, should not just punishment is better that a few men perish when 
be meted out to them? Evidently it they willfully break the laws of God, 
should. In the book of Amos, fourth rather than let them live and a whole 
chapter, we are informed that God nation be destroyed by following the 
sent the rain on one city and caused bad example of the few. This is a di
it not to rain on another city. Now vine principle, and one that should not 
while this was the work of God, we be lost sigbt of in our Bible study. 
have no just cause to believe he did Does the infidel of to-day think more 
wrong by either sending or withhold- of the few (comparatively speaking) 
ing the rain, both were a blessing, yet lawbreakers in the United States than 
the people may have thought God he does of the whole nation? I think 
did evil in withholding the rain. So not. The Lord being infallible, 
with Job; though afflicted and bereft knows when and how to punish men; 
of both property and family, it proved but man is fallible and often makes 
to be a blessing to him. mistakes on this line. 

Mr. Kelso quotes Exodus 32: 14 to On page 144, Kelso says the Bible 
prove that God repents. Now this is teaches polygamy, and quotes 2 Sam
only a mistranslation in the King uel 12: 8 to prove it. In the quotation 
James version of the Bible. H con- J given, the Bible says the Lord had 
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given David his master's wives; but it 
does not say he should take two or 
more at once, as Kelso infers. 

On page 145, 2 Timothy 3: 16 is 
quoted, "All Scripture is given by 
inspiration of God," and so on. True, 
the Scriptures, when properly trans
lated, are ·given of God and are prof
itable for doctrine, correction, and 
instruction in righteousness; but the 
interpretations that are often placed 
on them are far from being inspired. 
Where the trouble lies is in a misap
plication of the Scriptures. Kelso 
quotes Ezekiel 14: 9: "And if the 
prophet be deceived when he hath 
spoken a thing, I the Lord have de
ceived that prophet." This is a mis
translation. Another translation, 
which was .. made by Joseph Smith, 
reads differently. Instead of contain
ing the words, "I the Lord have de
ceived that prophet," it reads thus: 
"I the Lord have not deceived that 
prophet." On page 155, Kelso says 
that Paul teaches that God makes 
certain ones believe a lie, and quotes 
2 Thessalonians 2: 11, 12 to prove it. 
It reads thus:-

And for this cause God shall send them 
strong delusion, that they should believe a 
lie; that they all might be damned who be
lieve not the truth, but had pleasure in 
unrighteousness. 

Now it is quite evident that man
kind has been warned over and over 
again that they would be deceived if 
they would not believe the truth, and 
if men will not believe the truth they 
must believe the opposite, which is a 
lie, but they do it with their own free 
wills. 

THERE IS DANGER AHEAD. 

"OH, LORD! thy people bless; 
Arm them with holiness." 

There has been brought most viv
idly before my mind this morning 
some of the dangers that threaten the 
peace and spiritual development of 
Zion in these last days, and of these 
things I feel impressed if not com
manded to write. 

I have set watchmen upon thy walls, 0 
Jerusalem, which shall never hold their 
peace day nor night: ye that make mention of 
the Lord, keep not silence.-Isaiah 62: 6. 

Son of man, I have made thee a watchman 
unto the house of Israel: therefore hear the 
word of my mouth, and give them warning 
from me.-Ezek. 3: 17. 

As a watchman in Zion I feel a 
measure or portion of the burden of 
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the word of the Lord, by reason of This is one of our young brothers 
what I sec that is evil in the sight of of the Church of Jesus Christ-a fol
the Lord. There came ringing lower of him who '•had not where to 
through the church a few years ago lay his head." 
this word, "Come up higher." As if There is the opposite to this picture 
by magic there was a sudden response in our church. Here comes the poor 
to this; a visible awakening to duty sister with her garments very plain 
and service was in many places ap- and inexpensive, somewhat faded, but 
parent. The hopes of many who had clean. Her hands hard and brown 
become in a measure despondent be- with labor, ungloved, but clasping 
cause of indifference and coldness in her well-worn "Saints' Harp," she 
many of the members, were bright- shyly takes a seat where some one of 
ened, and our beautiful work took on her own walk in life is sitting. A poor 
added beauty, because young and old brother comes with clothes almost 
renewed their diligence in Zion's threadbare, rather old fashioned, 
cause. much of them brushed away in trying 

A new impetus was given to Sab- to keep them respectable for meeting; 
bath school work. "Sons" and he sighs when he sees and feels the 
"Daughters of Zion" formed their difference between himself and his 
societies for mutual benefit, social well and fashionably dressed brother. 
purity, etc. Zion's Religio-Literary But he consoles himself somewhat 
Society came prominently to the front with the thought. that "God looketh 
in its work of religious thought and not on the outward appearance, but 
literary attainment. The '•Mothers' on the heart." Yet there is a breach, 
Home Column" was laden with some and it is felt by both; how can it be 
of the grandest gems of thought that closed or bridged? The poor man 
were ever published, whether pertain· cannot do it, and in many cases the 
ing to moral ethics, or for the cultiva- better dressed brother will not; so the 
tion of the finer faculties of the soul. breach widens, and who can tell what 
These departments of work in the the end will be? 
church are still in the van, and de- Now, Mr. Watchman, what are you 
mand the admiration and recognition going to say concerning these things? 
of us all. But there is coming with Why cannot men dress and act as they 
stealthy step in our ranks that which please under this perfect law of lib· 
has not only disturbed and overthrown erty? I will deliver my message to 
earthly kingdoms, but has time and you, and judge ye what I say, for I 
time again brought ruin and rejection give you that which is written:-
of God to his church below-the love The voice said, Cry. And he said, What 
of dress, pride, and fashion of this shall I cry? All flesh is grass, and all the 
world. goodliness thereof is as the flower of the 

Who is this I see coming to service 
wearing an up-to-date bonnet or hat, 
with plumes of costly feathers, ex
pensive ribbons, and lace, finishing 
the adornment for the head? 

That is a Latter Day Saint. 
Who is this I see coming in just as 

the service begins, with the rustle of 
silk, and yards of costly ribbop flut
tering by her side as she walks to her 
seat? 

A Daughter of Zion. 
And who is this by her side'with 

collar well up under the chin, acting 
as check rein, to keep the head erect 
-with clothing of latest cut and de
sign, with cuffs almost to the finger 
tips, and a prominent crease to the 
pants, gold cuff buttons, gold watch, 
gold chain, gold ring on finger, and 
diamond glittering in shirt-front? 

field; the grass withereth, the flower fadeth, 
because the Spirit of the Lord bloweth upon 
it: surely the people is grass.-Isaiah 40: 
6, 7. 

This is the outward man that must 
soon perish. However beautiful to 
the eye it may appear, time with its 
withering hand will change beauty 
and the freshness of youth to the 
wrinkles and feebleness of old age, 
even as the sun dries up and withers 
the grass and the flower of the field. 
Why, 0 why then, should so much 
valuable time and money be wasted in 
the adorning of the body by the 
saints, when we are requested to pre
sent to the Father our bodies as a liv
ing sacrifice? How can it be called a 
sacrifice when we are adorning it for 
our own gratification and for the ad
miration of those with whom we come 
in contact? How can our bodies be 
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word which I declare unto you, that many of I Holy Spirit for their guide, well pleasing to him when we ignore 
his word? 

Whose adorning, let it not be that outward 
adorning of plaiting the hair, and of wearing 
of gold, or of puttin!l on of apparel; but let it 
be the hidden man of the heart, in that 
which is not corruptible, even the ornament 
of a meek and quiet spirit, which is in the 
sight of God of great price. For after this 
manner in the old time the holy women also, 
who trusted in God, adorned themselves.-1 
Peter 3: 3-5., 

I will therefore that men pray everywhere, 
lifting- up holy bands, without wrath and 
doubting. In like manner also, that women 
adorn themselves in modest apparel, with 
sharnefacedness and sobriety; not with 
braided hair, or gold, or pearls, or costly 
array; but (which become th women profess
ing godliness) with good works. -1 Tim. 
2: 8-10. 

And again, thou shalt not be proud in thy 
heart; let all thy garments be plain, and 
their beauty the beauty of the work of 
thine own hands, and let all things be done 
in cleanliness before me.-D. C. 42: 12. 

Men of God, who bear the vessels of the 
Lord, be ye clean in your bodies and in your 
clothing; let your garments be of a sober 
character and free from excess of ornamen
tation. Avoid the use of tobacco and be not 
addicted to strong drink in any form, that 
your couusel to be temporate may ba ma,de 
effectual by your example.-D. C. 119: 3. 

But beware of pride; lest thou shouldst 
enter into temptation.-D. C. 21: 1. 

But beware of pride, lest ye become as the 
Nephites of old.-D. C. 38: 9. 

There has been a need of the Lord 
warning his people continually against 
this sin, which has brought his church 
in the past into all manner of abom
inations, as history declares. Let us 
once more refer to the New Testa
ment, and we have a warning from 
''the faithful and true witness." 

Because thou sayest, I am rich, and in
creased with goods, and have need of noth
ing: and knowest not that thou art wretched, 
and miserable, and poor, :md blind, and 
naked; I counsel thee to buy of me gold tried 
in tile fire, that thou mayest be rich; and 
white raiment, that thou mayest be clothed, 
and that the shame of thy nakedness do not 
appear; and anoint thine eyes with eyesalve, 
that thou mayest see.-Rev, 3: 17, 11:!. 

This word was to the saints of Lao
dicea, in Asia, showing what havoc 
pride and love of this world's goods 
had done for them. They had become 
lukewarm in spiritual things, and 
were rejected of God. We will now 
turn to the Book of Mormon, and 
hear what that faithful servant of God, 
Jacob, had to say to his brethren, as 
he delivered to them the word of the 
Lord. 

and have 
you have begun to search for gold, and for not been deceived." 
silver, and all manner of precious ores, in the 
which this land, which is a land of promise 
unto you, and to your seed, doth abound most 
plentifully. And the hand of providence 
hath smiled upon you most pleasingly, that 
you have obtained many riches; and because 
some of you have obtained more abundantly 
than that of your brethren, ye are lifted up 
in the pride of your hearts, and wear stiff 
necks, and high heads, because of the costli
ness of your apparel, and persecute your 
brethren, because ye suppose 'that ye are bet
ter than they. And now my brethren, do ye 
suppose that God justifitith you in this 
thing?, Behold I say unto you, Nay. But he 
condemneth you, and if ye persist in these 
t.hings, his judgments must speedily come 
unto you.--Jacob 2: 4, 5. 

I have selected but a few from the 
many admonitions and words of warn
ing given to God's people in the ages 
past, also given to us in this latter 
dispensation from the Lord through 
his servants the prophets, that they 
might break away from their idols and 
not be lifted up in pride and vanity, 
and divorce themselves from the 
Spirit of God, which always teaches 
humility and lowliness of heart before 
God and all men. 

There is a need to-day of this word; 
there is a need of a word of caution, 
when the pride of the flesh, and 
vanity, is taking hold of those who 
could be noble workers in the church, 
and are hindered through a lack of 
spiritual light and power. There is a 
need, a great need of more spiritual 
power among us; more of that deep 
humility which is always so accepta
ble to our heavenly Father, and with
out which this spiritual power cannot 
abide with us. When we consider the 
fact that we cannot get away from 
our responsibility to God and his law, 
how foolish of his children to seek to 
gratify the unlawful desires of the 
heart and go contrary to his divine 
will and commands, which must en
tail loss and hinder our progress in 
the divine life. 

Who will hear the cry, "Behold the 
Bridegroom cometh"? Who will be 
ready for his appearing? Who will 
lift up their heads and rejoice at his 
approach? Who will be accounted 
worthy to share in the peaceful reign 
of Jesus the Christ? The meek of the 
earth; the pure in heart; the humble 
and contrite in spirit. "Those who 
have followed the Lamb whitherso-

Then we must gather up strength 
against the day of our trial and test
against the time when everything that 
can be shaken will be shaken; and 
that alone will be able to stand which 
is founded upon the word of God. If 
we would have our prayer meetings 
seasons of spiritual powe~ and a time 
of feasting to the soul, let us come to
gether clothed with the garments of 
humility; and put pride, vanity, and 
show far from us. Let us be one, and 
not go to extremes that destroy the 
oneness that should characterize the 
family of God. Wound not the feel
ings of the poor of God's heritage. 
You who have been blessed of God 
with temporal things, do not remove 
yourselves so far from your poorer 
sister and brother, by your personal 
adornment, that they feel uncomfort
able by the contrast; but "let all thy 
garments be plain, and their beauty 
the beauty of the work of thine own 
hands." 

Let not the storehouse of the Lord 
suffer through your extravagance and 
love of finery. If you have robbed 
God in the past, by putting upon your 
body as adornment such things as the 
teachings of God prohibit, do it no 
more, so that when the time comes 
for the gathering together of God's 
people, you may be among those of 
whom the Psalmist writes: "Gather 
my saints together unto me; those 
who have made a covenant with me by 
sacrifice." 

Saints, let us awake to righteous-
ness. WATCHMAN. 

nonfBrBilGB JVlilllJ188. 
NORTHERN NEBRASKA. 

And now behold, my brethren, this is th'? f3Ver he goeth; who have taken the 

Conference of Northern Nebra;;ka dis
trict convened May 28, J. M. Stubbart in the 
chair, R. Brown secretary. Bishop's agent 
reported: Balance last report $f09. 73, re
ceived since $160.50, paid Bishop $264.00, on 
hand $6.23. Account audited and found cor
rect. Tent committee reported: Collected 
$67.50, balance still due $2.50; J. M. Stub
bart, Nelson Brown, F. A. Smith. Account 
of secretary for district: Record $2.50, and 
50 cents for stationery was accepted. 
Bt·anches: Omaha 253; 7 tiaptized, 2 re
cei vcd, net gain 8. Platte Valley 61; gain 3. 
Union; no change. Blair 28; gain 1. Elders 
reporting: J.M. Stubbart, F. A. Smith, N. 
Brown, James Caffall; Priests: H. W. Bel
ville, S. Wood. Bro. J, M. Stubbart was su~" 
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tained as Bishop's agent, Bro. Nelson Brown 
was elected district president, Bro. James 
Huff as district clerk. Preacbini(by H. W. 
Belville, F111.A. Smith, Samuel ·wood, and J. 
M. Stubbart. Adjourned to Fremont at call 
of district president. 

KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE. 
Conference was called to order by Bro. J. 

F. Henson, vice president of district, J. C. 
Clapp temporary chairman. Permanent or
ganization: J. F. Henson president, J. C. 
Clapp vice president, Miss Adah Roberts, 
secretary pro tern. Reports of elders: J. F. 
Henson baptized 2 in Illinois, J. C. Clapp, C. 
L. Snow baptized 1, H. W. Griffin, P. B. Sea
ton, J. H. Adair. Priests: R. Warren, 
Elias Cook, Bro. Haws. Teachers: Bro. 
Oliver, Bro. Caldwell, Bro. Ross. Deacon 
Harris reported. '.rhe ministry in this dis
trict not under conference appointment to 
labor in their res pee ti ve localities t\s circum
stances permit, under the direction of the 
district president. Branch reports: Eagle 
Creek 32. Farmington 83. Foundry 50. 
High Hill 56. Bishop's agent, D. W. Cook: 
Received $200.59, paid out $87.32, on hand 
$113.27. Communications were read from 
missionary in charge of Southeastern mis
sion, also from Bro. Theodore Gerber to 
Bishop E. L. Kelley concerning a small farm 
ai¢d house on Lookout Mountain, Tennessee. 
Bro. Gerber offers the house free to any elder 
who will come and occupy and preach as cir
cumstances permit. Bishop E. L. Kelley re
ferred the matter to missionary in charge of 
Tennessee. As there was no one present to 
accept Bro. Gerber's kind offer, the matter 
was laid over for future consideration. Sun
day morning, met for priesthood meeting; J. 
C. Clapp spoke on the subject of church gov
ernment, and answered questions in regard· 
to the duties of officers of the church. The 
spiritual authorities of the church were sus
tained in rigbteousness:-M. M. Turpen as 
missionary in charge of the Southeastern 
mission, J. F. Henson as president of district, 
A .• T. Myers as secretary, and D. W. Cook as 
Bishop's agent. A vote of thanks was ten· 
dered the saints and friends of Eagle Creek 
for their kindness in entertaining the visit
ors. Preaching by J. C. Clapp, C. L. Snow, 
and J . .B'. Henson. Adjourned to meet at 
High Hill, at the call of president of dis
trict. 

NORTHERN WISCONSIN. 
Conference at Valley Junction, Monroe 

County, Wisconsin, June 4 and 5; A. L. 
Whiteaker president, A. V. Closson secre
tary. Branch reports: Evergreen 86; 1 
died. .l!'rankfort 81; baptisms 0, by letter l. 
Reeds, no report. Ministry reporting: Eld
ers A. V. Closson baptized 6, A. L. White
aker baptized 1, E. D. C. Smith; Priests S. 
E. Livingston, F. Sanford baptized 2, J. B. 
Wildermuth baptized l; Teacher J. W. 
Hooker; Deacon 0. A. Vvarren. No report 
from Bishop's agent. .J. F. Warren of tent 
committee reported that he bad received and 
paid out $6.10, which leav0s amount due A. 
V. Closson on tent $5.70. The committee 
was contip.ued a,nd re~uested to raise the 
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balance before next conference. Resolved 
that Bro. W. Hutchinson be ordained an 
elder, and that he be recommended to the 
Bishop as bis agent for this district.. It was 
decided to hold a two-days' meeting at Val
ley Junction, time and speakers to be ap
pointed by the president; also that we 
consult with the authorities of the Southern 
district in regard to holding two-days' meet
ings at North Freedom, Sauk County, Wis
consin. Preaching by A. V. Closson, J. B. 
Wildermuth, and F. Hackett. Sacrament 
meeting in charge of Bro. A. L. Whiteaker. 
Bro. A. L. Whiteaker was sustained as presi
dent and A. V. Closson as clerk for one year. 
Adjourned t~ Twin Lakes, Chippewa County, 
Wisco~sin, November 26 and 27. 

NAUVOO. 
Conference convened at Keb, Iowa, June 

4; President F. M. Weld in the chair, R. 
Warnock secretary. Elders reporting: F. 
M. Weld, J. S. Snively, J. R. Evans, F. John
son, R. Warnock, W. T. Lambert, W .. E. 
Williams, and J. McKiernan; Priests G. P. 
Lambert and F. M. McDonald; all reporting 
in writing. G. P. Lambert, Bishop's agent, 
reported: On hand February 12, $18.90, re
ceived $291.47; paid out $258.75, on hand June 
1, $51.62. J. L. Wright, district treasurer, 
reported: On band last report $3.56, received 
since $8.25, paid out $3.80, balance on hand 
June 1, $8.01. Reports audited and found cor
rect. Branch reports: Keb 53, New Lon
don 44, Burlington 108, Rock Creek 68. The 
Keb branch recommended John Brennan for 
ordination to the office of an elder. J. R. 
Lambert stated that J. R. Evans was set 
apart by the General Conference to the office 
of high priest and referred to the presiding 
missionary for ordination. The religious 
services consisted of preaching on Saturday 
evening by J. R. Lambert. Prayer meeting 
Sunday morning in charge of F. M. Weld. 
J. R. Evans was ordained a high priest and 
John Brennan an elder at this meeting. 
Preaching in the forenoon by J. R. Lambert. 
Dedication of the Keb chapel in the after
noon, in charge of J. R. Lambert; A. H. 
Smith delivered the sermon, and J. Mc· 
Kiernan the dedicatory prayer. After this 
meeting four children were baptized by Elder 
John Brennan. Preaching in the evening by 
J. McKiernan. Adjourned to Rock Creek, 
Illinois, the first Saturday and Sunday in 
October, 1898. 

view no report. Officers of the district were 
sustained; G. H. Godbey president, B. Beall 
Bishop's agent, J. B. Russell secretary. 
Preaching by G. T. Griffiths, D. L. Shinn, 
and James Moler. A resolution of thanks 
was tendered Bro. G. T. Griffiths for past 
labors in the district, and the district request 
that the editors of the Herald and Ensign 
publish the resolution with the conference 
report. Adjourned to Mt. Zion branch, 
Goose Creek, the last Saturday and Sunday 
in August, 1899. Thus closed one of the best 
conferences ever held in the district. One 
was baptized during the session by Bro. G. H. 
Godbey. · 

RESOLUTION. 

Whereas, our late missionary in charge, 
B.ro. Gomer T. Griffiths, is among us for the 
last time, at least for some years to come; 
and whereas, the said brother by special acts 
of kindness, purity of life, faithfulness to 
duty, firm and self·sacrificing devotion to the 
cause we love has greatly endeared himself 
to us; we take this method to express our 
deep sorrow and regret that he is called 
away from us to labor elsewhere. Where
fore, resolved, that we, the members of West 
Virginia district in conference assembled, 
tender our brother a vote of thanks for his 
services in aiding us in the great work, and 
in setting our district in order under the in
fluence of the d!vine blessing with which he 
always seEmed inspired; that we thank him 
for the special interest and extraordinary ef
forts manifested and put forth in our behalf. 
That we do now in all confidence, commend 
him to God in prayer and to the saints where 
he goes, and to all others to whom those 
presents may come, as a man of God and a 
faithful servant of our Lord and Savior Jesus 
Christ. 

FREMONT. 
Conference with Henderson branch, Farm 

Creek, June 4 and 5; Bro. D. Hougas was 
chosen to preside, Bra. H. Kemp and G. H. 
Hilliard his associates. Reports from fol
lowing branches received: Henderson, Ham
burg, Riverton, Tabor, Glenwood, Thurman, 
and Shenandoah. Written reports from 
elders: W. C. Matthews, J". Comstock, H. 
Kemp baptized 4, G. Kemp, I. M. Smith bap· 
tized 1, W. Leeka, G. F. Walling, T. A. 
Hougas, J. C. Moore, W. W. Gaylord, W. 
Schick, J. V. Roberts, H. F. Durfey baptized 
1, S. Orton, A, Badham baptized l, D. Hou-
gas. Priests: F. Goode, L. C. Donaldson, C. 

WEST VIRGINIA. Fry, F. Becksted, G. F. Dungee, L. D. Fred-
Conference met with Wayne branch, in· erickson. Teachers: W. R. Calkins, E. S. 

Wayne County, August 6-8; Bro. G. T. Grif- Wilcox, G. F. Skank, C. M. Roberts, B. F. 
fiths chosen ·to preside, assisted by G. H. Knight. Deacons: E. F. Wilcox, W. F. 
Godbey, J. B. Russell secretary. Reports of Gard, S. S. Clark. J. V. Roberts and I. M. 
ministry: G. H. Godbey baptized 12, D. L. Smith were appointed to audit Bishop's 
Shinn, W. R. Odell, J. W. Trout, J. Carpen- agent's report, which was found correct. 
ter, and J. L. Williams. Visiting saints in- The tent committee reported they had taken 
vited to participate, among them Elder James steps to obtain side walls for the tent, and a 
Moler. Priests: B. Beall, J.M. Moore, and motion to accept the report and continue the 
J. Biggs. Bishop's agent, B. Beall: Re- committee prevailed. The following mis
ceived since last report $117.40, paid out sions were assigned: Plum Creek and 
$104.15, due church $13.25. Branch reports: vicinity: A. J. Davidson and L. D. Fred
Clarksburg 21, Cabin Run 27, Mt. Wayne 11., 1 e.rickson. Egypt., Bar. tlett and vicinity; S. 
Union Grove 23, Bellegrove 34, Harmony 22, Orton, F. Goode, G. Kemp. Stennett, Excel
Buffalo City 23, Mt, Zion 14, Wayne 37, Fair- sior and vicinity; G. Needham and A. 
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Badham. Glenwood and vicinity; G. W. 
Walling. Shenandoah and vicinity; J. V. 
Roberts, J. B. Ciine, W. W. Gaylord, and E. 
Wilcox. Sunnyside church, Ash grove, and 
Sycamore schoolhouse: H. F. Durfey and 
M. W. Gaylord. All local elders to labor as 
circumstances permit. The following officers 
were elected: D. Hougas president, T. A. 
and Emma Hougas secretaries. Bro. H. 
Kemp and his co-laborers were sustained, 
also Bro. Leeka as Bishop's agent. Preach
ing by Bro. C. Carlson at 7: 30 p. m. Regular 
Sunday school session at 9:30 a. m. Sunday 
morning. Preaching at 11 a. m. by Bro. G. 
H. Hilliard. Social service in charge of D. 
Hougas and H. Kemp at 2: 30 p. m., after 
which one was baptized. At 8 p. m. the one 
baptized was confirmed, after which Bro. I. 
M. Smith occupied the stand. Adjourned to 
Thurman, October 29. 

SOUTHWESTERN TEXAS. 
Conference at Pipe Creek schoolhouse, 

Bandera County, Texas, August 12 and 13; 
vice president 0. D.Johnson in the chair, W. 
H. Davenport clerk. Elder T. J. Sheppard 
to assist Bro. J ohnsnn. Priesthood report
ing: Elders T. J. Sheppard baptized 6, J. A. 
Currie, 0. D. Johnson, W. H. Davenport; 
Priests E. B. Bennett, .W. G. Willis; Teach
ers W. L, Clark, C. N. Powell. Branch re
ports: Medina City 42, Bandera 36, San 
Antonio 21, Oak Wood no report. Elder J. 
A. Currie elected president of district, Elder 
0. D. Johnson vice president, W. H. Daven
port secretar.v and -treasurer. Bro. L. L. 
Wight having resigned as Bishop's age..it, 
Elder 0. D. Johnson was recommended to 
Bishop E. L. Kelley for appointment. Aud
iting committee on Bishop's agent's books 
reported that there is due church $5.65. 
Preaching by Elder T. J. Sheppard. There 
will be a ten days' reunion held by this dis
trict, to begin Friday, September 23, at Jett 
crossing of Medina River, Bexar County. 
Adjourned to November 25, at saints' church, 
two miles east of Medina City, Bandera 
County. 

8undau 8Bhoal 1Isso~iations. 

CONVENTION NOTICES. 
St. Louis district Sunday school convention 

will convene at No. 2518 Elliott Avenue, St. 
Louis, Missouri, September 10 and 11. All 
are cordially invited to attend. 

GRACE ANDERSON, Sec. 

MisGBllaneotls DBpartment 
PASTORAL. 

IOWA AND MINNESOTA MISSION. 
Elder Heman C. Smith, of Lamoni, Iowa, 

has returned from the European mission; 
a.nd in harmony with the appointment given 
him last April, will now labor with me in 
this mission, including the temporary care 
of the Decatur district, unless the First 
Presidency shall order otherwise. Bro. 
SJ:Y4ith is in joint charge with myself, nee(l,s 
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no recommendation from me, as his efficiency 
and worthiness are well known. He may be 
consulted with reference to missionary work 
and the work of the Decatur district. 

J. R. LAMBERT, 
One of the Missionaries in Charge. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
As the time for holding Pittsburg district 

conference has not yet been decided upon, the 
statement made in the notice of Kirtland 
conference was an error. Our conference . -
will probahly be on the 8th and 9th of Octo-
ber. Particulars later on. 

c. Enw ARD MILLER, Pres. 

Those coming to Northeastern Illinois dis
trict conference from the south on the C. R. 
I. and P. will come to Blue Island and take 
Illinois Central to West Pullman. Those 
coming on C. and E. I. or Illinois Central 
(main line) will come to Kensington and take 
street car or Illinois Central suburban line 
to West Pullman. Those coming into Chi
cago will take either Illinois Central subur
ban or elevated south side and Calumet 
electric to West Pullman. 

FRANCIS EARL. 

Conference of Eastern Iowa dis.trict will 
convene at Clinton, Iowa, September 24, in 
Good Templar's hall, Fifth Avenue, between 
Second and Third Str0ets. We desire re
ports from all branches and from all dis
trict officers and commi'~tees. A conference 
resolution asks for a report from each elder, 
priest, teacher, and deacon in the district, to 
be in the hands of district secretary on or 
before first day of conference. To assist all 
such we permit all reports to be sent in care 
of D. L. Palsgrove, No. 111 Second Avenue, 
Clinton, Iowa. Let us all be prompt and sus
tain the action of conference with regard to 
reporting, and being servants of the body, let 
us serve well. 

J. W. PETERSON, Pres. 
J. R. SUT'l'ON, Sec. 

Independence, Missouri, district conference 
will convene in the saints' church, Independ
ence, Missouri, September 10, at ten a. ill. 
Come all who can. Election of district offic
ers will occur during this conference. 

R. MAY, Pres·. 
W. E. McKEI,VEY, Clerk. 

NOTICES. 
Zion's Relig·io-Literary Program for Sep

tember 3, Midway Park Reunion: 2: 30 p. 
m., opening exercises. 2: 40, object of our 
meeting; J. C. Hitchcock, St. Louis, Mis
souri. 2: 50, paper, "Benefits to be derived 
from organized effort in church affairs as 
compared with unorganized work;" John D. 
White, Clinton, Missouri. 3: 00, music. 
3: 10, paper, "To what extent should we con
sider ourselves our brother's keeper;" Miss 
Iva Keck, Lebeck, Missouri. 3: 20, paper, 
"What is the best way to improve our young 
people?" Mrs. Vina Goff, Eldorado Springs, 
Missouri. 3: 30, music, quartet. 3: 40, paper, 
"What the society wlll do for its rnewbers;" 
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Willis Kearney, Neyada, Missouri. 3: 50, 
paper, "What the society will do for the 
church;" Mrs. Willis Kearney, Nevada, Mis
souri. 4: 00, music. 4: 10, miscellaneous and 
dism"issal. 7: 00, opening exercises. 7: 10, 
paper, ''1'he relationship of our .vour;g people 
to the Sunday school, church, and home;" 
Mrs. D. Miller, Verdella, Missouri. 7: 25, 
organization and the Religio's work; J. C. 
Hitchcock. Program subject to change as 
the conditions ma.v warrant. 

Will the following named saints, whose 
names now appear as members of the Brook
lyn branch, or any who may be in possession 
of knowledge of the whereabout~ of the same 
kindly report to me the addresses of same, so 
as to enable us to properly adjust the record 
of God's people of the Brooklyn branch. 

Wake up, saints! ye whom this concerns, 
and report to me. Failure to report within 
thirty days from date will compel us to re
port all as scattered members: William Tay
lor, George Smith, William Harris, .. William 
Colbery, David Shepherd, Leslie Green, Wil
liam H. Satterler, Mary A. Mason, Iantha 
Still wagon, Herman Wirz, Adolph Wirz, 
Mark Watkins, Julia Watkins, Eliza Lock
wood, A. B. L. Gunn, Mary Ann Warren. 

Yours in bonds, 
EPHRAIM SQUIRE, 

Sec. Brooklyn branch. 

Sunday school workers who can come to 
Chicago are earnestly invited to attend the 
institute held in behalf of Sunday school 
work at West Pullman (a suburb of Chicago), 
Thursday and Friday, September 8 and 9. 
On arrival report to R. N. Burwell, 11,827 
Lowe Avenue, or George H. Henley, 12,020 
Parnell Avenuo, West Pullman. 

ADAM J. KECK. 

If there are any saints in Pierce or sur
rounding counties that would like a viait 
from me with the view of ministering in 
word and doctrine, they can so inform me, 
and I will try and respond to the best, of my 
ability. I expect now to be in this part 
the coming fall and winter. Address, 
Orting, Pierce County, Washington. 

HENRY C. SMITH. 

REUNION NOTICES. 
On account of low rates to Trans-Missis

sippi J<.Jxposition at Omaha the Reunion 
Committee has made no provision for reduced 
transportation to Woodbine. Parties com
ing from a distance can purchase round trip 
tickets to Omake and save more than by any 
arrangements the committee is able to effect 
with the Western Passenger Association. 

We also wish to call attention to the fact 
that Mr. Butler will again have charge of 
the boarding hall on the reunion grounds, 
and wm this year have a sleeping apartment 
with the boarding hall. Board and lodging 
furnished at reasonable rates. He will also 
keep a supply of pastry on sale. 

By order of committee, 
s. c. DIGGLE, Sec 
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BORN. 
MERCER.-July 25, 1888, at Sedalia, Mis

souri, to Mr. John W. and Sr. Bridget Rose 
Mercer, a son, named Ellis Wellingt,on; 
blessed by Elder Charles Peet. Same j)lace 
February 10, 1890, a daughter, named Esther 
Rose; blessed by Elder John G. Smith. 
August 5, 1892, at St. Louis, Mi~souri, a 
daughter, named Charlotte May; blessed at 
St. Louis, Missouri, by Elder M. H. Bond. 

WHI'l'NEY.-At. St. Louis, Missouri, Sep
tember 5, 1888, to Bro. William H. and Sr. 
Minnie L. Whitney, a son, named Edward 
Sylvester; blessed by Elder M. H. Bond. 

TRUMAN.-At Brooklyn, New York, May 
31, 1898, to Bro. Holly and Sr. Lizzie Truman, 
a daughter, named Adeline Marie; blessed 
July 31, by Elders M. H. Bond and George 
Potts. 

RANGE.-To Mr. Adam and Sr. Lucy Ann 
Range, at Eagle Grove, Iowa, December 26, 
1897, a daughter: namJd Vera; blessed May 
7, 1898, by Elder Eli Hayer. 

LEE'l'UN.-To Bro. Lars 0. and Sr. Isabel 
Leetun, Dayton Township, Wright County, 
Iowa, March27, 1898, a daught.er; named Tracy 
Jenet; blessed May 11, by Elder Eli Hayer. 

POKET'l'.-To Bro. Simon and Sr. Lizzie 
Pokett, Magnolia, Minnesota, June 26, 1896, 
a son; named Alva Sylvester; blessed July 
17, 1898, by Elder Eli Hayer. 

KEMP.-To Henry and Ella Kemp, of Thur
man, Iowa, May 12, 1898, a daughter; blessed 
June 19, by Elders Henry Kemp and M. W. 
Gaylord; named Gladys Irene. 

CRACROF'l'.-To Bro. B. L. and Sr. Emma 
Cracraft, May 15, 1898, in Poe Township, 
Ringgold County, Iowa, a daughter, named 
Gracie Mae. Blessed August 21, in Riley 
Township, Ringgold County, Iowa, by Elders 
Charles H. Jones, and G. Scott. 

COSTER.-To. Bro. and Sr. D. E. and R. E. 
Coster, of Bartlett, Iowa, July 16, 1897, a son; 
blessed June 26, 1898, by Elders Henry Kemp 
and Samuel Orton; named Clarence Hugen
ton. 

MARRIED. 
BLETT-WHEELER.-At Lansing, Michi

gan, July 30, 1898, by Elder H. Rathbun, Jr., 
Sr. -Bertha, daughter of Bro. 0. J. Wheeler, 
of Belding, Michigan, to Mr. Ernest Blett, 
of Belding. The wedding ceremony was a 
quiet affair, only the immediate relatives, of 
the contracting parties being present. Mr. 
Blett yielded obedience to the gospel on Mon
day, Aug·ust 1, and the twice happy couple 
left for Beldil'lg, their future home, amid the 
best wishes of their Lansing friends. 

DIED. 
MYl!ms.--At his home, near Savanna, Illi

nois, July :n, 1898, Hartson Myers. He was 
born February 3, 1833. A guod moral man, 
and a soldier in the civil war. Funeral at 
Chestnut Park schoolhouse; sermon by Elder 
J. H. Sutton. The G. A. R. Post, of Sa
vanna, had charge of the services, and ren
dered their usual rituals at the grave. 

HENDER.SON. - William Henderson died 
August 18, 1898, at the home of one of his 
sons, Denison, Iowa; interment at Moorhead, 
Iowa, services conducted by J. F. Mintun, 
assisted by Hubert Q~~e. B:e was born July 
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22, 1818; baptized about thirty years ago, but 
because of personal disaffection was severed 
from the church, yet always retained his 
faith in the principles of the gospel. He 
never denied the faith, but some days before 
his death desired to be baptized, and re
quested prayer. He leaves an aged wife, two 
sons, several grandchildren, and eight great
grandchildren. 

GREEN.-At St. Louis, Missouri, May 2, 
1898, Sr. Eliza Green. Was born at Bride
port, Dorsetshire, Eng land, about the year 
1848; was baptized in England by Heber C. 
Kimball; rebaptized into the Reorganized 
Church June 6, 1894, in St. Louis, by Elder 
Charles Jones. Funeral service conducted by 
Elder M. H. Bond. 

PONTIOUS.-At St. Louis, Missouri, May 
17, 1898, Jessie E. Pontious. Born at Elk
hart, Indiana, October 2, 1863. Funeral serv
ice conducted by Elder M. H. Bond. 

DuBIEZ.-At Amsterdam, Holland, Sr. 
Antje, wife of Bro. Joseph Dubiez. Faithful, 
meek, modest, affectionate, devoted to her 
husband, a veritable handmaid of the Lord 
has passed into rest. Baptized at Nebraska 
City, Nebraska, January 22, 1865, by Bro. J. 
Vanderwoude, and confirmed by Elder Jas. 
Thomson. She won and retained the love of 
the saints in that city, whose sympathies 
with her husband in his great loss are deep. 
Her memorial sermon was preached in Ne
braska City, by Elder Mark H. Forscutt, who 
esteemed her for. her excellencies of spirit 
and life work. 

PITCHER.-Bro. Loren Edwin Pitcher was 
born in Michigan, April 10, 1852, died in San 
Bernardino, California, July 4, 1898. He 
leaves a wife, one daughter, and four sons to 
mourn. He was baptized in 1897 by Bro. R. 
J. Parker, and was a devoted member until 
death. Funeral sermon by D. L. Harris. 

AHLQUIST.-Bro. Carl G. Ahlquist was 
born in Sweden, November 19, 1822, died 
June 29, 1898, at his home in Omaha, Ne
braska. Joined the old church in Sweden 
and the Reorganization in 1874 in Omaha, 
and remained a faithful member ever since; 
was ordained a priest December 26, 1875. His 
physical powers were waning for some time, 
and he often expressed himself as ready and 
willing to go. His spirit peacefully took its 
flight to the abode of the righteous. He 
leaves five boys and two girls to mourn. 
:wuneral sermon by F. A. Smith. He was es
corted to the cemetery by the tailors' union, 
of which he was a member. 

HEVENER.-Robert Hevener was born in 
Booneville, New York, October 13, 1835. 
Was united in marriage with Melvina Rog
ers, 1859, near Sandwich, Illinois. Was a 
resident of Ford County, Illinois, thirty 
years, and was universally known aa a kind 
father, a good husband, an honest citizen, 
and good neighbor. He served his country 
as a soldier for three years in the rebellion of 
1861. He died peacefully at his home in the 
township of Pella, Ford County, Illinois, 
August 14, 1898, aged 62 years, 10 months, 
and 1 day. He leaves, a wife, one son, and 
numerous relatives to mourn. Funeral serv
ices at his home, by Elder F. M. Cooper, by 
request of deceased. 

NEWBERRY.-At his home, near Argyle, 
Iowa, August 1, 1898, Abraham B. Newberry, 
in his eightieth year. Of him the history of 
Lee County says in part: "A fine repre
sentative of the pioneer element of the 
Hawkeye State, who came here at an early 
day and assisted in opening the way for a 
grand civilization. He has seen great 
changes in his time and his experience would 
fill a volume. He has contributed largely to 
~he growth and development of this section 
of country, and is regarded with that pecul
iar veneration and respect which is accorded 
the little band of pioneers who are now fast 
passing away. Mr. Newberry settled in Des 
Moines Township in 1838, where he has since 
resided. He was a native of Warwick, New 
York." On New Year's Day, 1842, he was 
married to Miss Eliza Duty, a native of New
bury, Vermont, who survives him. Of this 
union three children were born. After the 
troublous times that came at the death of Jo
seph Smith, and the false teaching that fol
lowed, he stood aloof from all organizations, 
but always had a home for the elders of the 
Reorganization, and many times helped 
them on their way with money or by team. 
Funeral services at Argyle union chapel, 
Elder James McKiernan delivering the ser
mon. Interment at Meek cemetery near 
Vincennes, Iowa. 

BEN'l'LEY.-Nancy M. Bentley, born in 
Suffolk, Long Island, February 26, 1810, bap
tized October 18, 1874; passed peacefully 
away August 17, 1898, aged 88 years, 5 
months, 11 days. Some years previous to 
her baptism she saw Bro. W. W. Blair in a 
vision, she being in a boat on a large body of 
water, when waves tossed and winds blew; 
he said be prayerful and faithful. After
ward seeing Bro. Blair she knew him at 
once, never before having met him. For 
sixteen years she stood alone in the work, 
none of her family belonging; but amidst all 
her aft:lictions she trusted in the Lord and 
was comforted by reading the church publi
cations. "A mother in Israel is gathered 
home." Funeral services from saints' chapel, 
Magnolia, Iowa, sermon by Alma M. Fy
rando. 

STREETER. - Elmira Lockling Streeter 
was born in Lyndon, Vermont, April 11, 1812; 
Married Morton Streeter April 23, 1847; 
united with the church in 1835; started for 
Utah in 1849, came to Council Bluffs in 
April, 1850, became convinced that Brig
ham Young had departed from the faith, she 
settled in Harrison County, Iowa; united 
with the Reorganization in 1861. Died sud
denly July 12, 1898. Services at home of P. 
R. Shupe, near Magnolia, Iowa, sermon by 
Alma M. Fyrando. 

VEDDEN.-At Waddington, California, Ina 
Estella Vedden. Deceased was born January 
9, 1883, at Rushford, Wisconsin; united with 
the church October 3, 1897; baptized by Elder 
S. B. Robinson. She died in hope of a glori
ous resurrection. A mother and one sister 
mourn. 

POWEL.-At Galena, Kansas, August 3, 
1898, Ethel Maria, aged 15 days, daughter of 
Bro. and Sr. J.C. Powel. Funeral services 
;;i.t the sai11ts' chapel by Elder T. S. Hayton. 
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R.11yal makes the food pure, 
wholesome an<I delicious. 

.Absolutely Puro 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER C0. 1 NEW YORK. 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OB' LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1 and 2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
~mith and Apostle . Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meetinf)' old and 
new objections urged ag~inst the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment, growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Bioaraphical 
sketches, illustrations, ~omplete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 beains with 
the birth of Joseph S~ith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume 2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners .. 2 00 
Full leather ................... 2 50 
Full leath3r, gilt edges ........... 3 00 

C. B. & Q. EXCURSIONS. 

TRANS-MISSISSIPPI EX;f'OSITION. 

Omaha, Nebraska, June I to November 1, 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every 'Vednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
$1.00; thre". months 50 c~nts: single copies 5 cents; 
sample copies free; $1.tiO per year when paid in 
advance. 

The travelirg ministry, district and branch 
pr,".s~dents, al_ld .Bishop's agents ar~ requested to 
"?'1c1t subscnpt1ons, make sales of church publica
tions. and assist the publishmg department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters: subscriptions, re1nittances, 
changes of address, etc .. should be addressed to 
Frank Criley. Business Jlilanager. Remitt>mces 
should be made by post oflice ·or expre;;s orders 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters'. 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

THE .HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ........................... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges .............. 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth ........................... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia ............ 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ...... 2 00 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. Large 
Type Edition. 

Cloth, leather backs and corners .. $1 50 
Seal Grain Russia, gilt edges .... 2 00 

DOCTR.TNE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth ........................... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia ............ 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ... ,. 1 2,5 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ..••.. 2 00 

l'HE TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mormon and the New Testa
ment. (Inspired Translation) 
in large type; in one volume; 

Leather back and corners ........ $2 00 
Se::i,l Grain Russia ............•••. 2 50 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges. .. • • 3 50 
Morecco, gilt edges . . . . . . . . . . • . • . 4 00 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Pocket-size edi
tion. 

Cloth ..................•.•...... $0 30 
Cloth sides, leather baek . . . • . . . . . 50 

TEACHERS' BIBLE. "The Self
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps 
in good large print, bourgeoi~ 
type, with marginal references· 
r~in~ed oi;. thin paper, fiexibl~ 
b1~dmg; s.ize 6tx8L mailed post-
pa1cl. at, per copy, net ............ $2 00 

1898. For rates and dates apply to agent. -RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE. 
G. A. R. National Encampment, Cincin- A manual of parliamentary practice for all 

nati, Ohio, September 5-10, 1898. Returning del:iberati.ve assemblies of the Church of 
~at later than September 13. An extension Jesus Christ of Latt@r Day Sairnts. Rules for Ft' t'll 

0 
b 

2 
. t'he government of general and distri.ct con-

o. ime 1 cto. er can be o.btamed. Spe- forences, bra:ich business meetrings; and 
ma~~· A. 1:'· t;arn l~aves Ohar1ton 4: 50 a. m., l 0th.er. asse~bl~es. Instructions concerning 
arr1vrng Crncrnnat1 same day at 9: 01> p. m. gene;al, d1~tT10t, and branch records, the 
Roull'd trip from Lamoni $14.05. he~tlmg of elde.i:'s e1;1m·ts, etc., cloth boun.d; 

pl.'l1ee 4® cents. 

TRACTS. 
TRACTS Order by numbers. 

1. The Nature of l\Ian. Is he Pos
sessed of Immortality? Per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ......... $1 00 

2. Truth Made Manifest; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 ................. 1 00 

3. Voice of the Good Shepherd; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . El{'.> 

4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine 
of the Church, and Kirtland 
Temple Suit; per doz. 3 cts.; 100 15 

5. Questions and Answers (on First 
Principles of the Gospel); per 
dozen, 3 cents; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . 1~' 

6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall Adminis-
ter; per dozen, 15 cents; 100 ... 1 Ot~ 

'l. Who then Can be Saved; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . 3C' 

8. Fullness of the Atonement; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00: 

9. Spiritualism Viewed from a. 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 ........... 1 30 

10. The Narrow Way; per dozen, 10 
cents; 100 .................... 51 

11. The Plan of Salvation; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 .......... 1 20 

12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 (){} 

13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexander Campbell to a Re
stored Pri111itive Christianity 
Examined; per doz., 15cts; 100, 1 00 

14. Reply to Orson Pratt; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ $1 00 

lfi. How to Enter the Kingdom; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

16. Polygamy: Was i<it an Original 
Tenet of the Church; per dozen, 
10 cents; 100 ................... 50 

18. Necessity for a Reorganization 
of the Church; per dozen.. . . . . 30 

19. A Statement and a Correction 
of It; per dozen................ 1(1 

20. The "One Body;" or the Church 
under the Apostleship and under 
theApostasy; per doz. 15c; 100, 1 O!JI 

21. Truths by Three Witnesses, and 
Epitome of Faith; per dozen, 
3 centts; 100........ . . . .. . . . . .. 15 

22. Faith and Repentance; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100 ........ :.. . !lt 

23. Baptism; per dozen, 10 cts.; 100 65 
24. 'l'he Kingdom of God; per dozen 

5 cents; 100 ................. ' 00 
25. Laying on of Hands; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100 . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . 30 
27. The Sabbath Question; per 

dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ 1 00 
31. What is Truth? True Ortho

doxy? and an Evangelical 
Church? and Epitome of Faith; 
per dozen, 3 cents; 100. . . . . . . . . HJ, 

41. The Gospel, and Euitome of 
Faith; per dozen, 3 cents; 100 ll'li 

42. Rejection of the Church; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100..... . . . . . . 50 

43. One Wife or Many; per dozen, 
15 cPnts; 100 .................. J 00 

44. Crooked Paths; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

47. The Future State; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

Prop1iecy of the Rebellion; per 100 10 
TRACTS IN LARGE LOTS. 

Special prices on application for 
tracts in lots of 1000 or more. 

THE HAPPIEST oomsTMAS. A 
b@ok for small cID.ildren. ©ioth ... $0 2n 
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STATE SAVINGS OF LAMONI. I 
Stockbnltlers. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Geo. H. Hilliard. 
Frank Criley. 

Officers. I 
David Dancer. 

President. 
Wm. Anderson. 

Yiee President. 
A. K. Anderson. W. A. Hopkins. 
G. W. Blair. Cashier. 

Oscar Anderson. Oscar Anderson. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 
Alice P. Dancer. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

Assistant Cashier. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 

Directors. 
W. A. Hopkins. 
Ella D. W hitebead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 

This bank does a general banking business at 
Lamoni, Iowa. Interest paid on time deposits 
according to the i:ules of the bank. Correspond
l!lnce and patronage solicited. 

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN. 
A house in J_,amoni, Iov:,:a 1 two ~qnares from the bnei 

ness ce11ter. It has !'.<1x room~, a hall, and three closets~ 
and is co~.venielltly arrnnz, d for a family of six or n1ure; 
ls warm as a "V\'inter house, a11d has good vent lation for 
summer. \'\'ell and ci&tern at the door, and apple, 
cherry, plnm, aud peach trees on the two lots, which are 
the corner of a blocl{. Adclrees, 

I. N. W. COOPER, Lamoni, Iowa. 

FIRE-BUGS! $200 REWARD. 
The premiun1 payers of the State are maintainina a 

fund by popular sn bscription from wh 1ch is offered a i:o 

Reward of $200 · 
By the undersigned association, for the arrest and con

viction of any incendiary in any of the associated towBs. 
TO Fillli: lNSURAXCE AGJDNTS. 

It is dangerous to place insurance on the goods of 
Tramp l\Ierchants and irresponsible traders. Their 
many fires and fire sales of merchandise are henvy bur 
dens on the property und business interests of the State 

PROPEH.'l'Y O\.VNERS FmE ASSOCIATION. 
DEs .n101NES, Io1vA. 

ARCH1EOLOGICAL COMMITTEE 
REPORT. A manual of evidences 
in support of Book of Morm01~ arch
reology, with maps. Price .. __ ... $0 

Anyone sending a slrntch and des·cription 
quiclrly ascertain our opinion free whether 
invention is probably patentable. Communiea. 
tions strictly contldenHal. Piandbook on Pntent;3 
sent free. Oldest agency for sccuri11g patents. 

Patents taken through l\'lunn & Co~ l'ece[v~ 
special notice, without charge, in tl!e 

Sci~tUific Jlm~rican" 
A hands0mely illustrated weekly. Lnr~est cir
culation of any scientific journal. 'l'errns, :~'.) u 
year; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdea;.E;:'''· 

MUNN & Co.ailrnroadway, New York 
Branch Office, 625 F St., \.'Va.shiugt:..m, D. C. 

50 

TH.E L. 

that Tai Tai 
FINER THAN EVER l The Latest Im-

proved Grapho· 
phone, the highest perfection of the inven· $ I o 
tor's skill. The most "\Vonderful invention 
of the age, now at a price within the 
reach of everyone. For home amusement, this 

PR.INCE OP ENTERT AHNERS 
will entertain a company by the hour. Well made 
and durable. "'Winds up like a clock, and so simple 
that a child can operate it. From $10 to .$20-a day 
made last fall by hundreds of its users by giving 

entertai'.1n:-ents. We g.uarantee the Improved Graphophone loud and dear enough 
'\ to be d1stmctly heard many hall or church anywhere. Plays all of Sousa's band 

pieces exa~tl.1 a"S rendered by that famous band-Drums Cornets Trombones and all. 
Recites. 'lell~ funny ~torie~. W_ill repeat your ow~ voice,' your friends~ voice, 
songs sung to 1t, or stones toid to xt. You can make your mvn Records easily and 
reprc:duce th;m at on~e as often as desired. Has been known to pay foritselfin a single 
evenmg. Pnce $10, mcludes Improved Eagle Graphophone, 1 Extra Loud .Aluminum 
Reproducer3 1 Concert Horn, Hearing Tubes for 2 persons. (If hearino- tubes for more 
than 2 persons are desired, we will furnish them at the rate of 50c f;;r each person.) 

Best Exhibition Records, (Musical or Talking) 50c each, or $5.00 a dozen. 0 0 
.SPECIAL PROPOSITION Write at once for circular telling how you can secure one ..::::;, C 
-------~------- of the above outfits, with 12 Records for the trifling sum of 
COUNTRY Should secure at once a sample of our new $20 Slot Machine. Selling like wildfire. Made 

of bronze. Very attractive. Operates automatically. Requires no attention whatever. 
DEALERS Can be placed on top of'show case or on a counter. About 10 inches high and 12 inches 

a long. Simply coins money for the dealer owning it. Price $20.00 net. Will sell on $1.00 
weekly installments to responsible dealers if desired. 

Complete New GraphOphone and Record Catalogues mailed free on applicat'ion. Address, 

Harger & Blish, Westem semng Agts. 904=9rn Main .St., Dubuque, Iowa. 

s 

IYIANGLES -F01'1.-

FllMILY AND HOTH USE. 
An ordinary fan11ly ironing can l)O done on the '.'HA CINE'~ 

Mangle in ~v.rcn1,y n1inutes, wHhoPt beat or fuel. 
NO FUEL. l\lO HEAT. NO SCORCHINC. 

Price~ wit~1in t~rn n_1qans of every fa1nily. l\lade in six styles llrrd 
ten sizes, for 1· am11Ies, Hotels, etc. Every Mangle Guaranteed, 

Send 2c stamp !or new illustrated Catalogue, with prices. 
THE RACINE MANCl!..E CO., Racine, Wis. 

L:::K:s G-nsoline, Natural Gus or :l\1anufactured Gas. 
Fitted '';'th both Hot Tube and Electric Battery. 

Arq_11:-;ed for Pumping \Vater, Grinding ll1eed and 
all Fann Purpose:-1; also Grain Elevators,.MaC'hine 
Shops, etc. The :most Simple, Uelinble and Econom_~ 
iral Ga-:; Engine on tl'.e inarket. Send 2 cent stamp 
for catalogue and prices to 

RACINE HJ'HWWARE CO., Racine, Wis.; 

"'nLb1• 8~.,.,'.c' Vt IC'£0R" Folding Desks are0uerSPf,.?_,ie~111.~ adapted for use in 
• v and Parochial Schools. . · .. ~ complete, iucludim~ 
<:ltationary Desks, Double Desks Adjustable Desks, etc. 

GET OUR CATALOGUE AND PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING. 

Agents Wanted 

Racine, Wis. 

These are the days cm which you can buy 
very low-rate round-trip Excursion Tickets to 
NEBRASKA and other points in the West, 
Northwest and Southwest, good for 2 I days. 
Stop on your way and see the GREAT TRANS· 
MiSSISSiPPl EXPOSITION AT OMAHA. 

s 
OCTm 
0 This road publishes an illustrated pamphlet 
describing Nebraska, and also one about the Omaha Exposition. You 
can get both without charge on application to the C. B. & Q- ticket 
agent or to P. S. EUSTIS, General Passenger Agent, C. B. & Q. R. R., 
Chicago, Ill. 

Co 
a prosperous cou 
bought for one years' 
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THE CZAR URGES EUROPE TO 

DISARM. 

EUROPE'S ENORMOUS ARMIES. 
Peace War 

Country. army. footing. 
Russia ........ ·. . . . . . . . 1, 7 43, 244 4, 943, 364 
Germany............... 607,308 5,098,180 
France.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 559,260 4, 788,812 
Great Britain.......... 220,199 637,863 
Italy.................... 216,235 2,127,320 
Austro-Hungary........ 277,192 1,709,811 
Turkey................. 228,574 1,061,862 
Spain . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 352,197 1,512,197 
Sweden and Norway. . . . 40,440 255,440 
Belgium............... 54,839 170,939 
Netherlands . . . . . . . . . . . 101,594 234,194 
Denmark . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27,720 117,136 
Switzerland............ 142,175 493,175 
Bulgaria. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32,642 226,342 
Servia.................. 65,452 271,170 
Roumania.............. 40,437 250,537 

St. Petersburg, Aug. 28.-By order 
of Em porer Nicholas, Count Muravieff, 
the Foreign Minister, on the 24th 
inst., handed to the foreign diplomats 
at St. Petersburg a note declaring 
that the maintenance of peace and the 
reduction of the excessive armaments 
now crushing all the nations is the 
ideal for which all governments ought 
to strive. 

The Czar considers the present mo
ment favorable for the inauguration 
of a movement looking toward this 
end, and invites the powers to take 
part in an international conference as 
a means of thus insuring real and last
ing peace and terminating the pro
gressive increase of armament. 

TEXT OF THE OFFICIAL NOTE. 

The text of the note follows:-

"The maintenance of general peace) same ---field. National culture, eco
and the possible reduction of the ex- nomic progress, and the production of 
cessive armaments which weigh upon 
all nations present themselves in ex
isting conditions to the whole world 
as an ideal toward which tbe endeav
ors of all governments should be 
directed. The humanitarian and mag
nanimous ideas of his Majesty the 
Emperor, my august master, have 
been won over to this view in the con· 
viction that this lofty aim is in con
formity with the most essential 
interests and legitimate views of all 
the powers; and the imperial govern· 
ment thinks the present moment 
would be favorable to seeking the 
means. 

"International discussion is the 
most effectual means of insuring all 
peoples benefit-a real durable peace; 
above all, putting an end to the pro
gressive dev_elopment of the present 
armaments. 

"In the course of the last twenty 
years the longing for general appease· 
ment has grown especially pronounced 
in the consciences of civilized nations; 
and the preservation of peace has 
been put forward as an object of in
ternational policy. It is in its name 
that great states have concluded 
among themselves powerful alliances. 

"It is the better to guarantee peace 
that they have developed in propor
tions hitherto unprecedented their 
military forces and still continue to 
increase them, without shrinking 
from any sacrifice. 

"Nevertheless all these efforts have 
not yet been able to bring about the 
beneficent result desired-pacification. 

PROSPERITY IS RETARDED. 

wealth are either paralyzed or checked 
in development. Moreover, in pro
portion as the armaments of each 
power increase, they less and less ful
fill the object the governments have 
set before themselves. 

"The economic crisis, due in great 
part to the system of armaments l'out
rance, and the continual danger which 
lies in this massing of war material, 
are transforming the armed peace of 
our days into a crushing burden which 
the peoples have more and more diffi· 
cul ty in bearing. 

WOULD LEAD TO WAR. 

"It appears evident that if this state 
of things were to be prolonged it 
would inevitably lead to the cataclysm 
it is declared to avert, and the horrors 
whereof make every thinking being 
shudder in advance. 

"To put an end to these incessant 
armaments and to seek the means of 
warding off the calamities which are 
threatening the whole world-such is 
the supreme duty to-day imposed upon 
all states. 

"Filled with this idea, his Majesty 
has been pleased to command me to 
propose to all the governments whose 
representatives are accredited to the 
imperial court, the assembling of .a 
conference which shall occupy itself 
with this grave problem. 

''This conference will be, by the 
help of God, the happy presage for 
the c~ntury which is about to open. 
It would converge into one powerful 
focus the"efforts of all states sincerely 
seeking to make the great conception 
of universal peace triumph over the 

"The financial charges following elements of trouble and discord, and 
the upward march strike at the root it would at the same time cement their 
of public prosperity. The intellectual agreement by a corporate consecration 
and physical strength of the nations, of the principles of equity and right, 
labor and capital, are mostly diverted whereon rest the security of states 
from their natural application and are and the welfare of peoples."- Chicago 
unproductively consumed. Hundreds Tribune. 
of millions are devoted to acquiring 
terrible engines of destruction, which, 

COST OF EUROPE'S ARMAMENT FOR 
though to-day regarded as the last ONE YEAR. 
work of science, are destined to-mor- GREAT BRITAIN. 

row to lose all their value in conse- Army (budget estimate 1898) ..... $102,849,371 
quence of some fresh discovery i1! the Navy (budget estimate 1898) ...... 111,113,099 
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RUSSIA. Evidently the Kaiser is disposed to j ~s i~ ac~ually what he state_s _it to be 
Army (expenditure 1898) ......... $222,448,670 await some more positive evidence of m his c1rcular-;-or, as so ;iv1dely sus-
Navy (expenditure 1898).......... 51,628,500 . the full significance of the proposition pected, somethmg more with the ~ost 

FRANCE. d th . h' h "t . l'k 1 important consequences concealed. 
Army and navy (appropriation an e m.anner m '; lC 1 is 1 e Y Suppose, for instance, the great 

1898) .......................... $119,614, 765 to be rec~i~.red ?Y o:ner gove_rnme~ts Trans-Siberian rail way were com-
GERMANY. before g1vmg it his unqualified m- pleted and in operation to Port Arthur, 

Aemy (budget appropriation 1898)$115, 765,342 dorsement, in spite of the report that as authorized by concessions already 
Navy (budget appropriation 1898) 14,024,221 be had contemplated putting forth obtained. fro!11 China, with branche.s: 

. ITALY. something of the same sort during his penetratu~g mto t~e heart o.f the Ch1-
Army (appropriation 1898) ....... $44.949,874 . . nese Empire, placmg the Kmgdom of 
Navy (appropriation 1898) ......... 19,323,183 propose.d visit to the Holy Land. T~e Corea in the Czar's grasp and giving 

AUSTRO-HUNGARY. I express10ns of approval from Austria him control of it, with the power to 
Army (appropriation 1898) ........ $50,463,072 are less equivocal, while those from P.our hundreds of thousand of Rus-
Navy (appropriation 1898)......... 5,249,454 government circles in Italy are sian tr~ops on the coast of Northeast

friendly as might be expected und@r ern Chma, woul~ the Cz~r now be so 
cos•r OF WARS IN MODERN TIMES. ' . h : zealous a champion of disarmament? 

a gove_ rnm_ e_nt which has fe.lt. t e cost With the prospect that, under the Civil war (U. S. ) ................ $6,190,000,000 l d 
Frnnco-Prussian war ........... 3,000,000,000 of mamtammg a strong mi itary an concessions he has already secured, 
Russo-Turkish war (1877) ....... I,800,000,000 naval force for years past a heavy he may be able to accomplish this a 
Austro-Prussian (1866) .......... 1,000,000,000 burden. few years hence, is it to be wondered 
Graeco-Turkish (1897).......... 2so,ooo,ooo The most emphatic note of dissent at that he should be willing to secure 
Mexican war (1847-'48).......... 200,000,000 so far heard comes from France a few years of peace? 
War of 1812..... .. . . . .. . .. .. . . 240,ooo,ooo [Th" . , . . . . f With some 1,600 miles of the Trans
Revolutionary war(l776-'83).... 350 000 000 I is IS tne more surprismg m view 0 Siberian railroad still unfinished, and 

' ' the intimate relations, amounting to a progressing at the rate of 400 miles a 
INTERESTING WAR s1'ATISTrcs. virtual alliance, known to exist be- year, it will require at least four 

In times of Peace the armies of tween the French and Ru~sian gov- years more for its completion. In the 
the world now cost each day .. $ 8,000,000 ernments. The tone of comment meantime it is reported that urgent 

The burning of Moscow cost Rus- measures are being taken to induce 
sia........................... 120,000,000 indicates that the memory of the aided (or subsidized) colonists to lo-

In less than 300 years Great Franco-Prussian war of 1870 and the cate along the eastern end of the road. 
Britain has spent in war ...... 6, 795,ooo,ooo loss of the provinces of Alsace and When the results towards which all 

It is estimated since the birth of Lorraine continue to ra,nkle in the these efforts seem to be directed-tbe 
Christ the number of men French mind, and that there can be ability promptly to transport a large 
killed in war is about ........ 4,000,000,000 military force to the far East and 

Battles in the world's history no votuntary engagement to keep there find supplies ready for its sup-
worthy of record number..... 1,521 the peace until that wrong-as the port-are achieved it can scarcely be 

French people regard it-has been suspected that the Czar would hesitate 
THE CZAR'S PROPOSITION. avenged. While French officials com- to engage with Johnny Bull for su-

WITH the single exception of the ques- ment upon the Czar's proposition in a premacy in a field which both are evi-
dently anxious to occupy. The Czar 

tions involved in the Spanish-Ameri- guarded manner, the criticism in un- is not prepared for such a struggle 
can war no subject has excited so keen official circles is more emphatic, going now, but with a railroad finished 
and widespread an interest in political even to the extent of denouncing it as across two continents, entirely within 
and governmental circles throughout the "first flagrant betrayal" of the Russian territory, he will be in a posi
Europe as the proposition of the Rus- alliance. tion to play his part in the partition 

of China and close the ''open door" to 
sian Czar, suggesting a general reduc- The large majority of those identi- its vast trade by annexation, later on 
tion of the military and naval fied with European governments, striking at British India and inciden
armaments of the leading powers. either officially or otherwise, who are tally taking in Turkey and the Oon
Coming as a distinct surprise to most making large profits or even comfort- stantinople door to the Mediterranean. 
of them, both in the time and the bl ,. . t f 1 t d' With a population of 130,000,000-

a e nvmgs ou 0 arge s an mg two and a half times greater than that; 
manner of its suggestion, as well as armies and the building of great fleets of Germany and three times greater 
the source from which it emanated, of expensive warships may naturally than France, Austria, or Great Britain 
public sentiment has been a little slow be expected to disapprove of the -Russia stands in 8, most favorable 
in taking form on the subJect or in Czar's proposition for reduced arma- position for setting an example to its 

men ts in time of peace. France is rivals by disarming. Even if it should 
finding a medium for its expression. willing to stand taxation to the point fail to do so-assuming that the Czar 

While there has been an almost· of absolute exhaustion in the hope I means what he says-the United 
unanimous disposition to credit the finally of being able to recover the . States can afford to second his propo
Czar with candor and sincerity in two provinces of Alsace and Lorraine, sition and wish him success in carrying 
making the proposition, there is a which it took from Germany when it into execution. We have nothing 

torn and weakened by internal wars, to lose by the disarmament of Euro
wide diversity of opinion, not to say and which France lost again in 1870. peans, and are not likely to be called 
absolute suspicion, in estimating the The demand now is for "revanche" upon to sacrifice any strength, either 
motives of his official advisors. With and "rectifictl,tion of the natural fron- · military or naval, by such a step, tak
few exceptions the tone of comment tier." ing int~ account our population and 
among English newspapers and poli-1 . The !11-otives of a~l parties to t.he extent of territory. It will do no 
t' . h b f f . dl h discussion arfil conspicuous and eas1ly harm to have a talk around the green 
icians . as een ° a rien Y c arac- , accounted for, originating in self-in- table, but may do much good and pos-

ter, while that of Germany has been terest. The question of paramount sibly reveal what the European pow« 
less so, when not openly skeptical. impqrtance is the object of the Czar. ers a.re driving at.-Ghicago Tribune. 
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TI-IE AI ' 
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth slil.all make you free.''-John 8131, 32, 

"Hearken to the word of the Lordi for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none.''-B. of M., pagetl6, 
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LAMONI, IOWA, SEPT. 7, 1898. 

THE LAW AND THE TESTIMONY. 

WHEN Isaiah wrote the precept so often 
quoted by the elders, we doubt if he 
ever imagined to what queer uses and 
odd ends the passage would be put:-

To. the law and the testimony: if they speak 
not according to this word there is no light 
in them. 

The Psalmist is authority for the 
idea that the "law of the Lord is per
fect; the testimony of the Lord··· is 
sure, making wise the simple." 

It is evident that the law of the 
Lord referred to is the statutes of the 
Lord's enactment. The gospel is 
rightly called the "law of the Lord." 
Law is a rule of conduct prescribed by 
legal authority. Municipal law is a 
rule of civil conduct prescribed by the 
highest authority in the land. The 
law of the Lord is a rule, or the rules 
of moral conduct, prescribed by the 
highest spiritual authority known to 
man. And it is legitimate to conclude 
that in giving law to govern moral 
conduct to man toward his fellows, he 
also gave a law by which man might 
shape his moral conduct toward God; 
and wherever the one prevails the 
other ought to be acknowledged and 
followed. 

Let us try an instance to see 
whether we can reach a just conclu
sion. 

Isaiah, writing for the benefit of 
the people who were not only in dan
ger of being misled but were putting 
themselves in the way of it, by seek
ing to the dead, or to departed spirits 
for light, gave them warning that it 
was better for them to seek unto God, 
and not "unto familiar spirits, and. 
unto wizards that peep and mutter." 
And it was in reference to this class 
of would-be prophets that he wrote 
the precept, "To the law and the tes
mony;" if they, these informing spir
its, did not spea~ ip. accordance to the 

Lamoni, Iowa, 8eptember 7, 1898. 

law, and the testimony of prophets 
and of the history of God's dealings 
with his people, it would be because 
the communicating spirits were dark
ened in understanding and counsel, and 
therefore, ignorant and incapable of 
giving correct information. (Isa. 8: 
16-20.) 

Paul in writing to the Corinthians 
left this on record:-

God hath set some in the church, first 
apostles, secondarily prophets." 

Some quote this as the law. But is 
it? 

Both John and Jesus preceded the 
apostles. Thel'e was quite a follow
ing raised up by the preaching of 
John and Jesus before the Twelve 
were chosen, Jes us going to John, the 
forerunner sent of God, to be baptized 
before entering upon his mission. He 
began preaching A. D. 27, Matthew 
4: 17. He called Simon and Andrew, 
James and John somewhere between 
27 and 31 A. D., Matthew in 31, and 
the calling of the apostles was not 
until 31 A. D., as recorded by Matthew,, 
10th chapter, where the names are 
given. 

Mark gives the coming of John in 
the ending of 26, the baptism of 
Jesus in 27, the putting of John in 
prison in 30, and the preaching of 
Jesus. in Galilee in the same year. 
Mark also gives the ordaining of the 
Twelve in 31. Mark 3: 14. 

Luke gives the coming of John in 
26, the baptism of Jesus in 27. Luke 
gives also the calling of the Twelve 
apostles thus:-

And when it was day he called unto him 
his disciples: and of them he chose twelve, 
whom a,lso he named apostles.-Luke 6: 13. 

This he places in 31. 
These are the testimonies of 

Matthew, Mark, and Luke. 
In 1827 Joseph Smith began preach

ing; soon after others joined with 
him. In 1830 there were some thirty 
or more disciples, but the Twelve was 
not yet chosen, though Joseph Smith 
and Oliver Cowdery were called 
apostles, but were ordained to be the 
first and second elders of the church. 

Preaching had been going on since 
the coming of John, disciples !lad 

No. 36. 

been made, and the church estab
lished by command. 

The work continued until in 1835, 
when on February 14 the Twelve 
were chosen, by command and ap· 
pointment, three of those chosen be
ing ordained that day. On the 15th 
six others were ordained, and on the 
21st, seven days after, one,· making 
ten. Two of the number chosen on 
February 14 were absent from Kirt
land, but· returned, one on April 25, 
the other the 26th, when they were 
ordained, making the Twelve. 

It will be observed that the church 
had been in existence from April 6, 
1830, to February 14, 1835, before the 
apostles were chosen, and the last of 
those chosen was not ordained until 
April 26, 1835. 

A strong parallel exists between 
this testimony and the calling of the 
apostles by Jesus. Four were called 
somewhere during the time between 
27 and the Twelve were not chosen 
and ordained until 31. 

In 1851, seven years after the death 
of Joseph and Hyrum Smith, and 
after the dispersion from Nauvoo· a 
work of revival was begun among 
some of the many legal members of 
the church who rightly argued that 
the defection of few or many by the 
introduction of false theories or false 
practices could not affect their right 
to membership, and individual au
thority. This work continued, preach
ing was begun, converts made, church 
extension and organization were car
ried on, until by the recognition of 
the Lord. and his command, a corps 
of seven apostles was chosen from 
among the disciples. One holding 
the highest priesthood office in the 
old church was from time to time 
chosen to preside; until by reason of 
necessity a presiding officer as con
templated in the law was chosen 
from among the disciples holding the 
priesthood. 

From that on the principle has 
been observed. 

The government of the church prior 
to the calling and ordaining the 
Twelve, was held and administered 
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by Jesus and those laboring with him 
in person. It is conceded that after 
the choosing of the Twelve, either 
Peter or .Tames was the acting pre
siding officer, James being the Lord's 
brother. 

In tracing the starting or initial 
points of history concerning the 
church, there is a striking similarity 
between the three efforts, at the three 
periods referred to. 

1. The church under the apostles 
was preceded by the forerunner, 
prophet, and baptizer John, the Bap
tist, then the Master, then ministers 
and disciples from whom the apostles 
were chosen. 

2. The Master appeared in vision, 
a forerunner, a prophet and a baptizer 
was sent out, ministers were chosen, 
disciples were baptized, a church es
tablished, then from the disciples the 
apostles were chosen and took the 
burden of missionary labor upon 
them, or rather carried on a work 
prescribed to them by the Lord who 
set them in the church. 

3. After a grievous falling away, 
the introduction of unwise procedure 
and evil and false doctrine, the scat
tering from the fold; the visions 
again are given, the Master's voice is 
heard, a gathering together of the 
disciples is had and by divine direc
tion apostles are chosen and "set in 
the church." Prophecies and proph
ets, revelations, visions, dreams pre· 
ceded in the work of each movement 
in its turn and in its time. 

GRACELAND COLLEGE OPENING. 

GRACELAND COLLEGE will open with 
its fall term on Wednesday, September 
14. A good attendance is hoped for 
that those who have labored in the 
interests of our educational work may 
receive substantial encouragement and 
the institution be aided in its pre
scribed work. President Dewsnup 
and others are bu'sily engaged pre
paring for the new year's general 
work with a view to advancing the en
tire interests of the school and the 
students who attend. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

It is hoped that every friend of the 
institution will give it the aid of a 
helping hand that its progress may be 
sure and steady and its work a suc
cess. 

It is the intention of the manage
ment to do all that lies in their power 
to make the college one of the best in 
the West. This can be done by sub
stantial encouragement from those in 
position to forward the interests of 
the college work. 

Lamoni offers excellent advantages 
to students who desire to be free from 
passing detrimental attractions that 
cause loss of time and opportunity to 
many students not so favorably lo
cated. The moral influences sur
rounding the student are such as to 
materially aid by contributing to 
proper mental, moral, and social de
velopment, each of which is a factor 
essential to success in all departments 
of life. 

Terms of tuition and board are 
reasonable. For particulars, cata
logues, including courses of study, 
etc., apply to the President or Secre
tary of Graceland College, addressing 
either at Lamoni, Iowa. 

Catalogues mailed free on applica
tion. 

CANADA ITEMS; CHURCH REVIVALS; 
ETC. 

BRO. JOHN SMITH, of New Bedford, 
Massachusetts, sends us the following 
clippings from the New Bedford Mer
cury of August 20:-

Considerable alarm has been recently ex
cited in certain parts of the province of On
tario, according to a New York Sun report, 
by the spread of Mormonism. The Latter Day 
Saints havE for some time carried on a very ac
tive propaganda in Western Ontario, and 
gained many converts. Special attention has 
been drawn to their success, owing to their hav
ing held open-air baptismal services,at which, 
regardless of the season, converts have been 
immersed in the lake. This is the only 
prClvince in which any sustained Mormon 
missionary effort has been made, or in which 
there are any organized churches. The head 
of the church_in Canada is EldJr R. C. Evans 
of London, Ontario, who is one of the twelve 
apostles constituting the governing body of 
the sect. There are about one hundred con-

says in the Church Economist: ''For three 
successive winters these special efforts have. 
been tried, and though strong, good men 
were behind them, they scarcely made an im
pression upon the religious life of the me
tropolis. Even Mr. Moody's visits are 
forgotten in less than a week. According to 
the returns of his recent manager, it cost 
about $7,000 to gather 33 people into our 
churches-over $200 apiece. More was spent 
in that week's campaign than the average 
church of this city spends in a year, and yet 
it hardly made a passing impression." 

From the foregoing it appears plain 
that prevailing theology with popu
lar revivalists are unable to make 
much impression upon the masses. 
Our brethren have complained of a 
growing indifference toward religious 
matters upon the part.of the people, 
but have succeeded in making a far 
different showing from the report 
made by the Church Economist. Pos
sibly the Economist and others may be 
obliged to confess that there is some
thing in the restored gospel taught by 
the Reorganized Church of Latter 
Day Sa!nts that has power to reach 
many of the people. It is certain that 
the demand for ministers to preach 
''the" word is greater than we as a 
church have been able to supply. Our 
ministry have not had the dollars nor 
the church buildings and accessories 
that have been placed at the disposal 
of Mr. Moody and his coworkers, but 
their work has been successful:never
theless. It will ~be well when the 
masses of the people get down to a 
close study of the causes and effects 
of present religious conditions in the 
world. Are we not trying to help 
them see the situation, and shall we 
not continue so to do? As for the 
professional "church economists" and 
"ecclesiastical statesmen" - when 
their creeds are found wanting they 
wipe their glasses anew and start out 
on some new theological tangent, 
which they follow they know not 
whither. We have been afraid, for 
some years past, that many of our 
religious societies and doctors of di
vinity so-called are religiously be
wildered. It is just possible that some, 
like the mistaken J '3WS, are teaching 

, gregations in the province, with a total mem-
The number of inquiries received bership of 2,500. Fifteen missionaries are at for doctrines and carrying out as poli-

and parties heard from justifies the work in Ontario. There is no paid ministry, cies "the doctrines" and learned spir
expectation that the list of new stu- the religious exercises being conducted, as itual ignorance "of men." Do they 
dents will be materially increased in ~mong Quakers, ?Y me.n who earn thei~ liv- not represent the spirit of Babylon 
addition to the expected attendance of mg on week days rn ordrnary worldly calhngs. which ''shall fall?" The facts seem to 

former students who have not com-I SpeakingofreligiousrevivalsinNewYork justify the conclusion. But if we tell 
pleted their courses of study. I the Rev. Dr, J. Balcolm Shaw of that city J them so will they hear us? No doubt 
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"the honest in heart" will both hear I life of the- Pharaohs and their people 
and uiaderstand, if we tell them so in into modern view. Of some features 
wisdom and with a right spirit. Let I of that department of his work a late 
us not attack them in harshness of press· i tern th us speaks. We quote 
spirit, but approach them in kindness from the Uhicago Tribune of August 
and in love. We cannot drive men 9:-
and women; we may and ought to ex- Ebers made several visits to Egypt after 
hort and teach all to come to Christ, first making the rounds of the museums of 
in spirit and in truth. Europe. During one of his visits he dis-

covered the papyrus E, afterward known as 
the papyrus Ebers, which he published in 

AN ENEMY TO "OSSIFICATION." 1875 in two large volurr:es. This famous hi-
ADOLPH SUTRO, the California mil- eratic papyrus and its transfation at once 

raised Ebers to a high place in the world of 
lionaire and philanthropist, died sud- learning. Although it contained mostly 
denly at San Francisco, August 8. medical information of a remote age it was 
Mr. Sutro was known generally in bis also unusually important on account of 
home community as "the people's the insight which it gave into the language 
friend," and because possessing char- and culture of the ancient Egyptians. 

Ebers also discovered the important in
acteristics which entitled him to that scription of the "Amero em Neb." 
designation, we mention him. A pas- His signal achievement in translating the 
sage from the press account of his hieratic papyrus may be better understood 
life is worthy of repetition, and we by quoting a short passage in his autobiogra
insert it here, in favor of the ideas it pby: "At this time I had no dictionary and 

no grammar for the hieroglyphic language 
emphasizes of interest in the welfare save Champollion. No Stern had treated 
of the masses of ~be people; also be- Coptic in a really scientific manner. For the 
cause worthy of imitation, and imi- hieratic there was no aid save my own indus
tated by far too few:- try and the lists I had myself compiled from 

That which made Mr. Sutro an unusual the scanty libts then at the disposal of the 
man was the combination of qualities rarely 
found in the same person. He had the 
money-making capacity in a high degree. 
But the exercise of that capacity did not 
produce in him that ossification to which 
rich men's hearts are so liable. He retained 
a warm, human interest in his fellow man, 
whether that man were millionaire or pau
per. He has been called the "Czar of the 
Scavengers" by those who considered his 
outspoken championship of demagogy, but 
there was surely much of the old Roman 
about the man. 

student. Lepsius had never devoted much 
time to them. Brugsch's demotic grammar 
had appeared but its use was rendered diffi
cult by the lack of conformity between the 
type and actual signs." 

BELIEVERS IN GOD. 

THE following concerning Bismarck's 
religious faith is worthy of passing 
note. Gladstone and Bismarck, two 
great factors in modern political his
tory, were celebrated for belief in the 
overruling providences of the Su
preme Ruler, Bismarck of Jewish 
origin and Gladstone doubtless of 
Anglo-Saxon-Ephraimitish origin:-
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crucified. But Bismarck himself had no 
misgivings as to his place among the believ
ers. Nor was his a deathbed repentance. 
He did not postpone his avowal of faith in 
the unseen until things seen were becoming 
dimly visible through the mi~ts of death. In 
.the supreme moment of his career, on the 
eve of the war which gave Prussia the head
ship of Germany, in the midst of the war 
that made Germany the master of Europe, he 
avowed with proud humility that to him all 
that was vital in this life sprang from his 
faith in the life to come.-From "The Great
ness of Bismarck," by W. T. Stead, in the 
American lYionthly Review of Reviews for Sep
tember. 

PROTESTANT BELLS CREATE EX-
CITEMENT. 

TURKS andoHebrews, as well as Christians, 
have been much excited by the sound of the 
three bells of the new Protestant church in 
Jerusalem. For several centuries the use of 
bells by the Christians in Palestine, or else
where within the Ottoman Empire, had been 
prohibited by the Great Turk, who has con
ceded it now, however, to his friend and ally, 
the evangelical German Kaiser. In the 
"Theatre de la Turque," published in 1688, it 
is said: "The Turks hate bells, as a symbol 
of Christianity, and do not permit even the 
Christians to use them. Only in a few remote 
mountain convents, or in lonely islands, where 
there are no resident Mohammedans, is the 
use of a bell tolerated."-Ex. 

l'l' would appear that the fundamental rule 
of the Prussian Order of the Black Eagle, 
which binds its knights in the most absolute 
mi.nner to "uphold the maintenance of .the 
true Christian religion, more particularly as 
far as the infidels are concerned," has been 
modified. It is otherwise impossible to un
derstand the action of Emperor William in 
conferring this, his chief order, upon the Sul
tan of Turkey and more recently upon the 
Emperor of China, both of which potentates 
are regarded by the State Lutheran Church 
of Prussia as infidels.-Ex. 

THE SECOND ZIONIST CONGRESS. 

We know nothing of the political 
faith of Mr. Sutro, nor do we care to 
judge any man by his mere political 
faith. He seems to have been an in
dependent genius and a firm friend to 
the common people-the poor among 
men, who need sympathy and encour
agement and substantial help. There 
is too much cold, heartless ossifica
tion (a hardening process) in the 
world. We need more warm-hearted
ness and fellow feeling. It helps 
wonderfully in uplifting humanity. 
Coldness is chilling and death-produc
ing; warmth is normal to life and is 
life-promoting. 

When he was in the heyday of his fame, in 
1887, he talked much to Sir W. B. Richmond 

WE obtained, just before going to 
about religion and prayer. "I remember," 
he said, "at fourteen thinking prayer need- press, the Chicago Tribune's special 

AN EGYPTOLOGIST DEAD. 

GEORGE M. EBERS, the celebrated 
German Egyptologist and scientist, 
died recently at Munich, Bavaria. 
His works on Egyptian a·rt and life 

have done much to bring the ancient 

less, for it struck me then that God knew report from the Second Zionist Con
better than I. I think much the same now, gress, now being held at Basle, Swit
except that the usefulness of prayer is in that zerland, and which we take pleasure in 
it implies submission to a stronger power. I presenting to the readers of the HER
am conscious of that power. which is neither 
arbitrary nor capricious. Of a future life I ALD. Every true son and daughter 
do not doubt. The present is too sad and of Israel will rejoice in what it brings 
incomplete to answer to our highest selves. to light; and many hitherto skeptical 
It is evidently a struggle, then only in vain will doubtless catch the inspiration of 
if it is to end here; ultimate perfection I be- the movement and press forward to 
lieve in. 

Nor was he in the least disposed to shrink give it zealous support. The friends 
from professing his faith before men. When of the movement, especially the sons 
Mr. Gladstone died, Lord Salisbury described and daughters of Zion represented in 
him in his eulogium in the House of Lords as the areat latter-day work, and who 
a "most eminent Christian." Follower~ of shar: in the destinies of Israel, have 
the meek and lowly Nazarene would possibly I . 
be slow to recognize the man of blood and hardly looked for such rapid and 
iron as a disciple of the Christ who was wonderful developments in its favor 
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as the report brings. In this connec
tion there comes an Associated Press 
cablegram which states, under date 
of London, September 2, that Eng
land and Germany have entered into 
an agreement under which "it is said 
that as a quid pro qiw [an equivalent] 
for Germany's support in Egypt, 
Great Britain will recognize Ger
manJ's claims to utilize Syria as an 
outlet for her surplus population." 
When it is remembered that much 
anti-Jewish prejudice-Anti-Semitism 
-prevails in Germany, and which has 
at times appeared in severe repressive 
acts and measures against the German 
.Jews, the statement appears in its full 
significance. Another London cable
gram of the 2d, to the New York Jour
nal and Chicago Tribitne, states 
concerning the Anglo-German treaty: 
"It provides that England will allow 
the emperor free swing in Asia Minor 

. to carry out all his colonizi;iJtion 
schemes, which he expects to force 
on the Sultan of Turkey during his 
forthcoming visit to Constantinople 
and Jerusalem." 

What there may be of truth in these 
press dispatches we may not know, 
but it is apparent that the Almighty 
is surely moving among the nations 
for. the gathering of his covenant peo
ple; and the "fullness" or culmination 
of Gentile developm.ent and suprem
acy, known as Gentile "times" seems 
very close at hand, if not already 
come in. Great events are upon us 
and upon the world, and we ma,y well 
ask ourselves. if we are prepared as a 
church, individually and collectively, 
to do our part in meeting the issue 
now so rapidly beiug forced to the 
front. We hope to give the Herald 
readers fuller reports of the Zionist 
congress in later issues. 

JEWS LOOKING TOWARD ZION. 

HOPE OF BEING ONCE MORE A NATION 

FOSTERED BY THE GOOD WILL 

OF KAISER AND SULTAN. 

CONGRESS HELD A'l' BASLE. 
[Special cable by Rabbi Stephen S. Wise to the New 

York Journal and the Chicago Tribune.] 

BASLE, September 3.-The one supreme fact 
developed by the second Zionist congress this 
week is that the just powers of F.urope have 
begun to show a friendly interest in this 
great movement to reestablish the Jewish 
people as an actual nation in Palestine, from 
whence they were led as captives by Titus 
seventy years after the beginning of ~be 
Christian era. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

It is a fact that the German Emperor is 
unofficially represented in the congress by a 
trusted representative, charged with the 
duty of reporting to him minutely the plans 
and purposes of the whole underts,ldng·. The 
Emperor has also allowed it to be known to 
the members of the congress that when he 
reaches the Holy Land he proposes to spend 
one night in the Jewish colony at Jaffa, the 
seaport of Jerusalem, founded through the 
munificence of Baron Edmund Hothschild. 

But the one man in tho whole world who 
has it in his power to reestablish Judea on 
her ancient soil with the cooperation of the 
great powers is the Sultan of Turkey. There 
is something thrillingly suggestive in the 
fact that in a reply to a message of congr.atu
lation sent by Dr. Theodore Herzl, President 
of the congress, to the Yildiz Kiosk, the 
corrimar;der of the faithful sent a telegram of 
hearty thanks and a most cordial message of 
good will. 

These two facts alone stand out clearly as 
signs of the unmistakable progress of Israel 
back to the scene of her ancient spiritual 
splendor. That this wor.k is not the fruit of 
idle dreaming is shown by the practical 
manner in which this second congress has 
promptly authorized the establishment of a 
bank with a preliminary capitallzation of 
$10,000,000, and that of this sum $1,000,000 
has already been subscribed without any 
definite plan being made known to the sub
scribers. 

LOOK FROM EAR'l'H'S ENDS TO ZION. 

Ninety-ti ve per cent. of the $1,000,000 was 
taken in individual subscriptions of $5, show
ing a total of not far from 100,000 subscribers. 
They are principally poor Jews, who are 
looking forward from the ends of the earth 
to Zionism and Zion. 

In addition to~ this the congress demon
strated that the enrolled number of Zionists 
has increased seven fold within a year; that 
the number of delt>gates has been doubled 
and that the Christian friends of the Zionists 
have multiplied in the same proportion. 
The congress itself was an extraordinary and 
powerfully representative body. The great 
area of faces, curiously. enough, would not 
suggest Judea to a man not familiar with the 
Jewish physiognomy of western Europe. The 
general type was neither Semitic nor Ori
ental, but rather Gr0)co-Slavonic, owing to 
the preponderance of the Russian delegates, 
representing a population of 5,000,000 d wel
lers in the unhappy provinces of Jewish 
Poland in Russia. 

Over the building flew for the first time 
what is to be the actual flag of restored 
Israel, the Biblical six-pointed shield of 
David in blue on a ground of white. This is 
the actual st1tndard of the rejuvenated nation. 
By a singularly welcome and poetic coinci
dence the American flag flying over the 
American Consulate a few feet away almost 
touched the folds of the flag of Israel, whose 
people it has sheltered and encouraged for so 
many years. 

EMINENT MEN PRESENT. 
In the rows of delegates on the platform 

were to be seen some of the most conspicu
ous men of the race of this generation, 

There were Dr. Nordan, the socialogist; Dr. 
Herzl, statesman and editor of the Vienna 
Neue :B~reie Presse; Dr. Dembo, the famous 
Russian scientist; Aaron Marcus, known to 
the Galicians as the Jewish Tolstoi; Profes
sor Mandelstamm, the eminent physician 
from Kiev; Dr. Gaster, Chief Rabbi of the 
Portuguese Jews of England; Bernard 
Lazare, the indominatable defender of Drey
fus in Paris; Rabbi Hulf, formerly of the 
Prussian Town of Memel, through whose 
hospitable doors long processions of Jewish 
exiles from Russia have gone to every part 
of the earth; Brainin of Berlin and Sokolof 
of Warsaw, both gifted Hebrew poets; a 
delegate from the Argentine Republic, who 
said be hoped that the Jewish settlers of 
Baron Hirsch's colony in Argentine might 
journey from this present Zion to the Zion of 
their fathers in Palestine; a brilliant Jewish 
advocate ofBialystock, who bas given up his 
profession for the sake of spreading the move
ment among his people; a gifted physician 
from Russian Poland, who has given 8,000 
precious volumes to Abarbanel Library at 
Jerusalem, accepting rare books at all times 
in place of fees, and thus enriching his al
ready precious gift . 

The congress had more than 400 members, 
nearly all of whom were important factors in 
the life of Jewry in their respective coun· 
tries. Practically every country in the 
world was represented. Indirect messages 
came from tens of thousands of Jews in 
distant countries, too poor to send delegates. 

TALK IN MANY TONGUES. 

Speeches were delivered in English, Ger· 
man, French, Hussian, Italian, Hebrew, 
Polish, Roumanian, and the twice pictur
esque accents of Judea, German, or Yiddish 
were heard of course. 

The great dramatic feature of the congress 
was Dr. Nordau's brilliant oration, in which 
he recounted the story of modern Jewish 
martyrdom throughout the civilized world, 
referring to Russia and Houmania as the 
classic lands of Jewish persecution, and 
dwelling upon England!" America, Holland, 
and Belg·iurn as the only countries free from 
the taint of anti-Semitism. 

He lamented the utter lack of solidarity 
within the Jewish ranks and said that, while 
the Jews of France with few exceptions 
seemed to shrink in the background before 
the terrible passion of to-day, it remained for 
a few heroic Christians to stand forth in de
fense of Dreyfus, the Jewish victim of injus
t,ice. No wonder, he added, that there was 
widespread suspicion that the Dreyfus cam
paign was being carried on by a syndicate of 
Jewish capitalists, for, although the charge 
was absolutely untrue, there was some ground 
for such inference from the cowardly silence 
of those Jews who should have been the first 
to stand forth in behalf of any poor wretch 
whose defense of Judaism had made him the 
object of such a persecution. 

He uttered, amid thunders of applause, the 
names of L';'.lla, Scheurerkestner, Laborie, 
Colonel Picq uart, and Minister Trarieux, 
and then, pointing to Berna.rd Lazare, he 
said;-
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"He alone has stood forth as a Jew in de
fense of a Jew." 

SHOU'l' ·FOR DREYFUS' DEFENDER. 

Whereupon the multitude leaped to its feet 
and cheered, and Lazare was lifted on the 
shoulders of the delegates and borne triumph
antly about. 

A remarkable incident of the congress was 
the unanimity with which the proposal to 
send a telegram of gratitude to the Czar for 
his proposals for disarmament of Europe 
were approved. The congress also resolved 
to ask the powers of Europe to couple with 
this beneficent scheme some measure that 
would restore the people of Israel to tht? land 
of their fathers. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The final session of the congress, which 
lasted for neady twenty-four hours, ended 
at dawn of Wednesday, and as Dr. Herzl with 
tear-dimmed eyes spoke the closing words: 
"The old wandering of Jews has come to an 
end and in its place let us begin the spiritual 
pilgrimage to Zion and hope that a new and 
better day has begun," the first ray of day
break shone prophetically upon his glorified 
face.--Uhicago Tribirne, Sept, 4, 1898. 

WILFORD WOODRUFF· DEAD. 

PRESS dispatches announce the death 
of Elder Wilford Woodruff, President 
of the Utah Church, at San Francisco, 
California, September 2, at 6: 40 a. m., 
where he had been sojourning for the 
benefit of his health. Elder Woodruff 

It is a fact not generally understood that 
the Jews have, to some extent, evasively suc
ceeded in establishing something like 75,000 
Jews in colonies and cities of Palestine, with 
the surprising result. that, on the soil of their 
ancestors, they have enthusiastically taken was born March 1, 1807, hence at 
up agriculture, an occupation which the death was in his ninety second year. 
world knows they have been compelled too He was baptized into the original 
long to eschew elsewhere. church of Latter Day Saints in Decem-

The Vionna commission was headed by Dr. ber, 1833, was afterwards ordained to 
Herzl. He presented an Exhaustive repor1; . . . . . 
prepared by Dr. Motzkin, who had studied var10us offices m the mm1stry, and on 
local conditions in Palestine on the availa- , April 26, 1839, wa.s ordained an apos
bility of the lanrl for Israelites in their an- tle in the quorum of the Twelve, at 
cient occupation of farming anrl herding, Far West, Missouri. He accompanied 
together with new industries. other members of his quorum on the 

TO BUILD FACTORIES IN PALES'l'INE. celebrated mission to England in 1841. 
ln this connection it is interesting to know He was an active minister and was 

that Baron Edmund Rothschild of Paris, who 
is known as the "Protect.or of the Colonies," closely identified with church interests 
has undertaken, quite aside from Zionism, to until the death of Joseph and Hyrum 
build a number of great factories in Jerusa- Smith in 1844 and the breaking up 
lem for the employment of Jews. This work and scattering of the church, 1844-47, 
is to be assisted and extended by a great Jew-

He supported the movements of ish colonial bank authorized by the congress. 
It was definitely determined by the con- Brigham Young and others in the 

g-rcss that no further infiltration of Jews into exodus to the West together with the 
Palestine will be sanctioned by Zionism until reorganization under President Young 
the Sultan himself has been won over and his at Winter. Quarters, which culminated 
official sanction has been secured for the 
work. lt was laid down as an absolute prin
ciple of the movement that the highest mu
tual toleration should be observed by the two 
great sections of the Jewish race who have 
some differences in their points of view re
specting the faith and practice of Judaism. 

During the congress there was a typical 
students' festkommers, where during the 
feasting the old psalms and songs of Zion 
wel'e sung in the old tongue. 

But the most striking of all was the Sab
bath morning service, where Jews from every 
quarter of the globe, Arabs, Egyptians, 
Greeks, Italians, Americans, Englishmen, 
French, Russians, Belgians, Syrians, South 
Africans, Germans, Portuguese, and other 
remnants of the scattered tribes stood to-
gether in the town synagogue and offered up 
once again the prayer of the Jewish prophets 
in the tongue of Jewish Prophets for the re
building of Zion of their fathers. 

Such a scene has not been witnessed since 
the destruction of Jerusalem. In those som-
ber, lofty strains there seemed to be combined 
the echo of all the Jewish Ghettos, where the 
chosen people have languished in degrada
tion and captivity for centuries. 

in the settlement in Utah. He suc-
ceeded Elder John Taylor, the suc
cessor of Brigham Young, as President 
of the. Utah Church, in 1889. What 
effect his death may have upon the 
church in the valleys of the mountains, 
remains to be seen, and therefore re
mains a matter for time to reveaL 
Heretofore the President of the quo
rum of the Twelve has been con
sidered and received as the successor 
to the Presidency of the Utah organi
zation. Should the rule be followed, 
the Presidency would devolve upon 
Elder Lorenzo Snow, now Presi
dent of the Twelve Apostles. Whether 
the form.er procedure will still be fol
lowed, will appear in due time. 

The counselors to Elder W oodru:ff, 
who with him composed the First 
Presidency, were Elders George Q. 
Cannon and Joseph F. Smith, both of 
whom survive him.. 
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EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

BRo. R. M. ELVIN, Pollock Mo., 
Sept. 1:-

We had nine two-hour sessions on the first 
proposition, and I forced five sessions on the 
second. It was a weak effort on the part of 
Padget. The Book of Mormon is now under 
discussion. At Hrst the people seemed afraid 
of tracts; now we do not have one third 
enough to meet demand. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

'rRuE conversion and spiritual char· 
acter are revealed or found to be lack
ing in the acts, not alone in the pro
fessions of men and women. Continued 
absences from preaching, social, and 
sacramental services are manifest evi 
dences of spiritual indifference-that 
the interest of the absentee is else
where than with the assemblings of 
the people of God. Some may love 
ease or pleasure better than the serv
ice of the Lord's house, some may 
remain away for other reasons; but 
habitual remaining away or but occa
sional attendance is a significant and 
sad confession in itself. It is true 
that in some instances regular church 
attendance is not possible with some, 
but such instances are rare. Those 
who neglect such "means of grace" 
must both realize, show, and in their 
lack of spirituality confess to their 
lack of interest in church work. Let 
us be alive and earnest in the cause 
of truth. There is both need and 
room for growth, and we may and 
ought to grow daily, surely, con
stantly, even though our growth be 
neither marked nor rapid. Natural 
growth is gradual, steady, sure pro· 
gression to perfection of each form of 
life in its sphere. Each has hi.s place, 
each is essential to the general 
economy. No one can afford to be 
careless concerning his own spiritual 
welfare; no one can be guiltless by 
setting an example of carelessness or 
indifference. It is bad enough for the 
world to be heedless of God. He has 
comm.anded his people to do and ex
pects of them better things. 

Bro. F. P. Scarcli:ff, president of 
the Mobile, Alabama, district, writes 
that he will remove from Scranton, 
Mississippi, his present loc~tion, to 
Mobile, to be in the center of his dis
trict. 

"The late man" to church if not a 
disturber of the peace, is a detractor 
from the attention of the congrega-
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tion. Be on time; it is as easy to be 
prompt as to be late. Laxity in meet
ing spiritual and other engagements 
indicates a want of character, a lack 
of tone and training somewhere. 
Spiritual-minded, devoted men and 
women mean business in their church 
work and get to services on time. 
They move and act from the abun
dance of grace as a moving force in 
heart and mind. 

Bro. J. F. Mintun requests the at
tention of Sunday school workers to 
the school program provided for the 
Woodbine reunion. See it in the mis
cellany. He reports good attendance 
at tent meetings at Smithland, Iowa, 
August 30. 

Sample copies of the HERALD, also 
catalogues of church publications, are 
forwarded free of charg0, to any ad
dress, upon request. Address such 
requests to the business manager. 

Matter intended for publication 
should not be addressed, ·•Saints' 
Herald," but to the editors, in all 
cases. Compliance with request to so 
address would favor us and often save 

TIU: SAIN'fS' HERALD. 

time in the service, and though aged 
and somewhat infirm, still presses 
forward in active work. 

The good sisters of the Lamoni Mite 
Society have presented the Saints' 
Home with a beautiful and brand new 
edition of the stars and stripes- Old 
Glory, which proudly fl.oats high in 
air from the Home flagstaff. It is an 
inspiring sight to behold the starry 
banner waving high in midair and it 
lends enchantment to the general 
good looks of the Home, its occu
pants, and of the good sisters who 
gave the gift of the flag; for good 
looking to start with, the sisters show 
an added sense of attraction in the 
consciousness of having done a wor
thy deed, though many others stand 
to thei:f"·'credit. The editors would 
have been pleased to have made men
tion of the gift some time ago, had 
they earlier been aware that the flag 
was a gift to the Home. 

The HERALD editorial rooms have 
been Cleaned, painted, and newly 
papered of late, much to the credit of 
the office and the comfort of its occu-

us time and labor. Please remember pants. Our enterprising business 
it. Persons having business dealings ·manager, aided by some of the office 
with the office should address the workers, moved by the spirit of reno
business manager. The editorial and vatfon, worked with a will, and the 
the business departments are separate improvements were made with little 
departments. cost. Our walls and ceilings, for-

A brother writes that he finds most merly broken and somewhat dismal, 
of the branch officers in his district to are now covered with neat and at
be without the Book of Mormon and tractive paper that makes the general 
Doctrine and Covenants, and is surroundings more cheerful and com
anxious to place them in their hands fortable. Floors have been painted, 
as soon as possible. It seems hardly curtains and other fixtures adjusted; 
necessary to state that no branch offi- and, altogether, if we do not present 
cer can successfully serve the people "a handsome appearance," we feel 
without a _knowledge of the word quite respectable. 
given to govern the church. If the "At White Lake, New York, Au
brethren have been unable to obtain gust 16, a man mistook his sixteen 
the church books the fault is not year old son for a deer, while hunt· 
theirs, though their power for good ing, and shot and killed him. A few 
has not been developed as it ought years ago another son was shot and 
to have been. "Knowledge" is killed in mistake for a bear." It 
power, and deprived of it anyone is might be well to send the remainder 
below the required standard in effect- of the family away, if any do remain, 
iveness. "Let every man learn his unless the father could be persuaded 
duty," commanded in a revelation to to sell his gun. Some folks never 
the church, seems to be the precedent know when to stop, it seems. Of 
to the admonition "Let every man do course innocent sports, indulged in 
his duty.'i. moderation, ?.re harmless; but it is to 

Bro. Nicholas Stamm writes from be hoped that this father will finally 
Richland Creek, Iowa, describing "draw the line somewhere.'' 
good work already mentioned in the Improvement of time, best use of 
letter of Bro. E. B. Morgan, last 1 the passing hours, presents itself as 
issue. Bro. Stamm has spent much j one of the admonitions of these busy, 

stirring times. There remains so 
much to be acquired and attained if 
we are to perform the work pertaining 
to our high destiny as a church that 
we cannot afford to ignore the ad
monition to "cease to be idle;" to 
"cast away your idle thoughts," etc., 
etc. The demands for service are 
pressing themselves upon us. 

Mothsrs' HomB Goltlmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

•· 'Not as I will I '-the sound grows sweet 
Each time my lips the words repeat. 
'Not as I will !'-the darkness feels 
More safo than light when His thought steals 
Like whispered voice to calm and biess 
All nnrest and all loneliness. 
'Not, as I wilJ,' because the one 
Who loved us first and best ha< gone 
Before us on the road, and •till 
For us must all his love fulfill-

'N ot as we will.',, 

HIS WILL. 
How LONG the summer morning had been
how intense the heat! From a cloudless sky 
the sun poured down bis direct rays into the 
bosom of the responsive earth. But while 
all inanimate nature sprang to his embrace, 
both man, beast, and fowl, as far as might 
be, shrank from it seeking shelter wherever 
to be found. 

A woman, slight and delicate in appear
ance was busily engaged in preparations for 
the noonday meal, and as she moved about it 
was plainly to be seen that discouragement 
and weariness were tugging-the one at her 
heart strings, the other at her frail body. 
Neither time nor place was to be found for 
rest. The laborers from the field would soon 
be there, and so she added more fuel to the 
fire and hastened her steps. 

"I am weary unto death," she murmured, 
"and if it is always to be like this I have no 
desire to liv0. I am willing to work, but 
this is more than either my body or spirit 
is equal to, and more than I believe God ever 
intEJnded to lay upon anyone;" and with a 
swift motion she placed her hands to her 
head, pressing her brow as though she 
would still thought and relieve the pressure 
upon her brain. 

For a few moments she stood there per
fectly still, unminjful of the heat-of the 
crowding cares and weariness; then suddenly 
her bowed head was lifted, and she listened 
intently as though some one was speaking 
just at her side, and in truth she heard these 
words:-

"Trust in the Lord and he will send 
Deliverance, whence yon least expect. 

Trust in him still arid do his will, 
That be may all thy ways direct." 

It was not with the natural ear that the 
weary woman heard them, but spirit may 
speak unto spirit, and tears of relief, if not of 
gladness, coursed down her pale cheeks as 
she realized that she was not forsaken neither 
left alone. 

In relating this incident afterwards to an 
intimate friend she said:-
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"But the one thought which seemed to im
press me most of all was conveyed to me in 
the word, "that". Sweet as was the promise 
of deliverance, and much needed as was the 
exhortation to trust in Him, there came to 
me as in a perfect flood of light the consci
ousness of God's inability to direct the way of 
that man or woman who was not doing his 
will. Overrule he might, but direct he could 
not. I can never convey in words the im
pression this thought brought with it, but its 
solemnity lingers with me like a strain of 
music on the chords of memory, and I pray 
God it may never be effaced." 

Is there a Christian fat,ller who does not 
desire to see bis child walking in paths of up
rightness and integrity. 0 how his heart 
longs for this, but how often has he no1 felt 
his utter powerlessness so long as with it, 
his wishe.s were rejected that his child might 
follow his own will. 

THE ISOLATED ONES. 

Day follows day to make the week, 
And weeks pass by; 

No saint a cheering word to speak, 
Not one is nigh. 

Blessed art thou if clean and bright 
Thy faith shines out; 

Then Satan cannot thee affright, 
Him thou canst rout. 

God's spirit be to thee so near, 
And fill thy cup; 

Yea, come thy lonely life to cheer, 
And with thee sup. 

Yet when ye meet and clasp the band 
Of those whom ties 

Of gospel truth hath made a band, 
Tears fill thy eyes. 

Those tears of joy! they truly show 
A pleasure deep, 

The isolated saint doth know, 
And mem'ry keep. 

When we, bound by these bands of clay, 
Rejoice to meet, 

Think of the joy on that sweet day, 
When we shall greet. 

No more the lonely hours, no more 
The parting hand. 

Then ye shall "count your suff'rings o'er." 
A happy band. 

ELLA J. GREEN. 
May 19, 1898. 

THE 8A1NTS' HERALD. 

woman conversant with the Bible, if we judge 
merely from a literary standpoint, will al
ways possess advantages over one who is not 
familiar therewith, even though the latter 
may have had many more literary advantages 
than the former. A close communion always 
has a tendency to make us like those with 
whom we commune, even as the face of 
Moses reflected the glory of God when he 
descended from the mount. 

Dspartmam. 
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be ruled out but have Equal privileges with 
others. Perhaps the "hot shot" we fired 'at 
Elder Wallace frightened him away, but we 
didn't mean to do so, and are sorry he ran. 
The editor of the Scraritonian has treated us 
with every courtesy, for which we feel very 
grateful indeed, as it is not often we meet 
with editors who so candidly stem the tide 
of popular prejudice as to give our side of 
the question prominence before their patrons. 

Of saints in Scranton, I have but words of 
praise and commendation, for many of them, 
especially for the young people, who have 
stood by tho work here, and so nobly and 

SCRANTON, Pa., Aug. 26. grandly rallied round our genial Bro. Bishop 
Editors Herald:-I have been in this city and "ye missionary" in their efforts to get 

for nearly three months, associated with Bro. the gospel before the people. Their untiring 
Bishop in the work, and believe at least energy and zeal have been manifested not 
some good has been done. The first Sunday only by contributions of means, but on every 
night here, a Rev. Dr. Bird essayed to en- Sunday, also in all the week-day meetings, 
lighten the. public mind on the subject of they were al ways there to help by virtue of 
Mormonism; Bro. Bishop attending the lee- their presence. With them largely lays the 
ture while I filled our appointment. His element of success of the work in Scranton, 
lecture consisted largely of a rehash of the as some of the older ones have grown very 
oft-exploded stories of "the Smith family;'' careless and indifferent in the great latter
and trying hard to make them responsible day work, and seem 10 exult in faultfinding 
for all the evils committed by the Brigham- and otherwise trying to cripple the work. 
ites,·and then roundly roasting the Mormons Growling with them seems to have become 
in general. Some things we thought needed chronic; and from the building of the Inde
puncturing a little, and therefore succeeded pendence church, the Gospel Boat, and Grace
in getting two letters in the Tribune, in land College down to the sending of "ye 
which we invited Dr. Bird to publicly dis- missionary" to the city of Scranton, all is 
cuss the issues between us; but since then wrong. No one right but their own dear 
have heard nothing of him. selves; and, doubtless, they would be very 

We have held meetings here twice every highly offended if one should try to make it 
Sunday, besides having a good Sunday school, appear that the combined wisdom of the 
and also doing work by way of preaching, church is equal to at least about half as much 
and otherwise offering words of encourage- as they know, and that they don't know more 
ment as best we could during the week in than about twice as much as the whole 
Taylor, Hyde Park, Providence, and Dun- church combined. And does it not seem 
more. strange to hear one say, "I love this great 

The Utah people have been trying to do a latter-day work,'' and yet notwithstanding 
work in this city, but to what extent they service is being held in close proximity to 
have succeeded we are not informed. We them every Sunday for months and months, 
have stood both on the defensive and aggres- yet they are always conspicuous by their ab
sive sides here, challenging the Utah Mormon sence, never once showing their faces in the 
elders to publicly investigate their and our place where the saints assemble for divine 
claims, but alas ! the predominating power service? And besides this, from apostles 
of the church in Utah has gagged the mouths down to local talent all is wrong, and a con
of their elders, and, I presume the latter are tinuous growling and faultfinding kept up 
glad of it; to debate with a Josephite would with regard to their work. "By their fruits 
doubtless cost them their license, hence they ye shall know them," were words uttered by 
have seemingly preferred to puddle along in the great Teacher; and Oh! how distressing 
their deceptive philosophy as best they can. to the missionary in his work and labor for 
Alas, how has the gold become dim! What Christ, while seeking for the fruits of right
a change a few years have wrought! The eousness among saints, to sometimes realize 
elders of the early church which these men indeed that it has been like one seeking to 

''CULTURED and refined" is a term often nsed, claim to represent, were ever willing, both in "gather grapes from thorns, or figs from 
but perhaps quite as often misapplied, for in public and in private, to investigate their re- thistles." I am of the opinion, in fact I am 
its broadest sense it will be found to apply to spective claims for the church; but now, fully convinced, that if the chronic growlers 
but few. with these Uiah propagandists,"debate is non- and wicked, drunken, professed saints in 

Matthew Arnold says: "The meaning of productive of good. I presume the statement Scranton were dealt with, and severed from 
'culture' is to know the best that has been is true if applying it to the Brighamite in- the church, as they should be, that those 
thought and said in the world. It is the stitution, and they know it, especially if de- who .. have been trying for the last year to re-
oriticism of literature upon life." bating with one of the Reorganization. deem the work here would be enabled to ac-

If this definition be a correct one (and we I have had six long articles published in complish the end sought and make a grand 
believe it is), then that person who by close the Scrantoriian, a Sunday paper, which we success. Bro. Bishop and his splendid family 
study and diligent application of the word of think have helped the people here, or ma11y are deserving of much credit for the success 
God to his or her life, has made himself ac- at least, to see the distinctive lines between attained in the work during the last year in 
quainted with its sublime truths, may justly , us and the Utah people; and the Utah elders this city; and the undaunted courage and in
be esteemed a cultured man or woman, for the I have graced the columns of tbe 8crantonian domitable persistency of the brethren and 
best which has been said or thought is con- but once with their inspired scroll in reply, sisters who have been pulling with him is 
tained therein. Hence it is that the man or though the editor told them they should not · worthy of great praise; and we hope they 
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may continue in every way possible, as they 
have in the past, to rally around the right 
and support the work. Bro. Bishop has given 
fully half of his time to active service in the 
work since I have been here, and I have 
found him to be a splendid man to labor 
with. Genial and happy as the sun in its 
course, and withal, well posted, and an able 
defender of the faith. It is indeed pleasant 
to labor with such men; ::tnd we hope in the 
near future that financial affairs may shape 
themselves in such a way as to release him 
entirely for constant labor in the missionary 
field. 

The young people's meeting, which is held 
during the week, has in it the elements of 
success; and will, if not hindered in its object 
and design, become a strong leverage in the 
near future in getting the gospel before the 
people. There are some excellent young 
saints here, who if continuing to exercise 
their talents in the right direction and faith
fully discharging their duties, are des tined 
to make their mark in the world, and to be 
felt as a power for good in the. work of God. 
Brn. Tallie Jones and William Hawkins as 
also Sr. Bessie Bishop are worthy of special 
mention in this regard. 

We also made a short visit to Plymouth, 
where we were royally entertained at the 
home of Mr. and Mrs. Isaacs, and Grandma 
Jones; the latter two belonging to the 
church, and hopee entertained of the former 
complying with the sweet angel's message 
further on. Grandma Jones is about eighty
two years of age, and has oelonged to the 
church for a great number of years; and 
while we listened to her testimony of experi
ence in the great latter-day work, in the 
manifestation of her faith and confidence in 

'THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

elders in their efforts to get the gospel of 
peace before the' honest-hearted ones by li v
ing lives which would commend the gospel 
plan to the honest seekers after truth. But 
while people belonging to the church are 
careless and indifferent regarding the means 
or work of grace, absenting themselves from 
tne meetings and actually bringing disgrace 
upon the. cause by virtue of a total disregard 
of the counsel of proper authorities repre
senting the church, thereby becoming a law 
unto themselves, and ar3 constantly finding 
fault with all that is done, neither doing 
right themselves, but hindering those who 
would do right, to my mind it can hardly be 
expected that great good may be accom
plished. The only way that I can see to 
remedy such an evil is to take down "the 
big knife" and prune the tree, that those who 
would do right be not hindered. Better are 
half-a-dozen saints trying honestly before 
God to live their religion than five hundred 
of the dog-in-the-manger kind; and while 
our mission is to std ve to seek and save the 
lost; to the wayward, careless, and indiffer
ent ones in Scranton, as elsewhere, we en
treat, beseech, and implore you to arise from 
the dusty maze of sensual gratification, self
righteousness, and disregard of duty, to a 
full and free determination to henceforth 
"base all your integrity of character upon 
the principles of right, and in doing this, 
never reckon the cost." 

That God may richly bestow the benedic
tions of his grace upon his true, loving, 
trusting children, here as elsewhere through
out the world, is my honest, earnest, humble 
prayer. Vory truly and sincerely, 

WILLARD J. SMI'l'H. 

this the sunset of her life, we felt indeed that LEHI, Utah, Aug. 25. 
"It is good to be a saint in latter days." Ed'itors Herald:-Three months ago yester-

I also had the privilege of spending two day Bro. D. W. ·wight and the writer arrived 
weeks in Palermo, New York, where some in these valleys. We are glad to report that 
excellent people have embraced the faith, our experience thus far has not been of a 
and where a splendid work may be effected if character to discourage, but has been more 
the proper amount of time and labor can be intere:sting than we had anticipated. 
expended there. Different places are open We have tried to utilize our time to the 
for the ministration of the word in that part best advantage, and although we have been 
of the field, and proper assistance-financial stormed out several times, and made several 
and otherwise-upon the part of the Palermo forty-mile moves in wagons, we have aver
saints, would be tendered to the missionary aged one sermon a day since we have been 
prosecuting the work there. Tnis was dem- in the State. 
onstrated by a generous giving of means to I Our first point was Provo, where we found 
help the writer during his short stay among some forty-five members. We held forth 
them. there about a month, with very fair interest. 

In conclusion permit me to say I have been and upon an urgent request by some of the 
properly and royally cared for since leaving Nephi saints went to that place, forty miles 
my home for this field of labor, the saints south from Provo. There are about twenty 
here anticipating my needs and amply pro- members at Nephi, but they have no officers, 
viding for the same. Brn. Isaac and Tallie hence no preaching only when the missiona
Jones, two splendid young men, thinking we ries happen around; they have their prayer 
needed additional wearing apparel, put their meeting and. Sunday school each week, and 
hands down into thefr pockets and finding most of them seem to be doing the best they 
the necessary wherewith there, they pur- can under their unfavorable circumstances. 
chased the "preacher" a nice suit of clothes, We preached there twenty-one times and 
besides otherwise contributing in a financial gave out a good many tracts on "Polygamy," 
way. May their shadows never grow less. "The necessity of a reorganization," etc.; 

We thus feel encouraged with the noble held one sacrament meeting and baptized 
effort being put forth by the good saints in one little girl. Some of the folks seemed to 
Scranton; and how glad would we be if all be quite stirred up over the meetings, and 
the saints in. the Wyoming Valley would some quite interested. 
only arise and supplement the work of the Our next point was Springville. Here we 

found five memberR. Only one attended our 
meetings very regularly however. This was 
Sr. Humphrey, at whose comfortable home 
the missionaries found a very pleasant shel
ter and a cordial invitation to come back any 
time, from herself, also from her husband 
and son, who do not belong to the cnurch. 
We preached eighteen times, and while our 
meetings were not largely attended, those 
that did come seemed to be quite interested. 
One la,dy heard us preach on "succession" 
and when we got through, came up, shook 
hands, and said: "That is the first sermon 
I ever heard preached by the Josephite peo~ 
ple, and it is what I have been wanting for 
years." She attended all services held after 
that, and we visited her several times. She 
had been a member of the Utah Church for 
twenty·six years, but the last few ''years had 
been studying the books, and had reached 
the conclusion that something was wrong; 
and after a thorough investigation was bap· 
tized last Monday, and I feel sure she will 
make a good faithful saint. 

While in Springville we visited the Brig
hamite church, or tabernacle aa they call it, 
and one of the speakers said: "I understand 
the Josephite outfit is here; I don't consider 
it worth while to go to hear them, for they 
have nothing to give us." He talked quite a 
bit about the Josephites, and as they an
nounced the closing hymn I arose and asked 
permission to ask a question, but the pious 
Bishop said: ''Not in the house." I said, it 
is just a simple question, but again the gen
tle voice was heard, "Not in the house." I 
suppose he wanted me to go out of doors to 
ask my question. All the time we had been 
holding meetings in the tent we gave them 
the privilege of asking questions, and offered 
to let them use the tent part of the time to 
present their side and show where we were 
wrong. If they had given me the privilege 
to ask a question, I wa~ going to call their 
attention to the fact that about three years 
ago some of their missionaries visited the 
Josephite church at Independence, Missouri, 
and heard something they took exception to, 
and requested the use of the church to pre
sent their side; their request was granted, 
and the people turned out en rnasse to hear 
what they had to say. Now would they be 
as liberal as we and let us use their taber
nacle and come and hear our side of the q ues
tion. I did not much expect to get the 
building, but thought we would be allowed 
to ask for it anyway. 

From there to Spani8h Fork, a town of 
some four thousand, but one Josephite living 
in town, and one about four miles west. We 
preached seven evenings on the differences 
between the churches and had a very good 
crowd, from fifty to one hundred, the seventh 
night one of the Utah elders named T. D. Ev
ans, said to be a lawyer, came to the front at 
the close of the service, and began to urge 
objections against our claims, and we told 
him he might use the tent the next night 
and present his objections so every one could 
hear them. He accepted the offer, and we 
announced him for the next evening; that 
brought out the crowd; I suppose there were 
four or five hundred in and around the tent 
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to hear him defe\l.t our claims. When he got 
through we announced a reply the following 
evening. So the following evening, the 
writer, accompanied by the good Spirit of the 
Master, spoke for an hour and a half, in reply 
to the objections urged against the Reorgani
zation, to an audience estimated at from six 
to eight hundred. Mr. Evans was on the 
stand with us taking notes, and when we got 
through we presented fi.ve propositions and 
asked if he or any of their elders would take 
up these questions in prope.r shape and de
bate them? We presented the propositions 
to Mr. Evans, but he left them on the seat 
and took his hat and books and never said 
good-bye, but got out of the back of the tent, 
and we have not seen or heard from him 
since. The independent element congratula
ted us and said there was but one side to this 
question and we bad that side. Bro. Wight 
continued the reply the following evening to 
a large crowd, but not near as many as the 
night before, as a storm cl.l,me up just about 
meeting time. The whole town seemed to be 
worked up over the meetings; they were de
bating on nearly every corner. Some are 
satisfied we have the truth, but want a little· 
time to study; some of the young folks said 
they were going to read the book for them
selves; that it looked like there was some
thing wrong that their elders would not meet 
us young men on those fair propositions. 

Bro. J. W. Wight came and gave them one 
of his forcible sermons, and gave opportunity 
for questions, and they kept him there till 
about eleven o'clock. I did not have the 
pleasure of hearing Bro. J. W., as I had to 
go to Pleasant Grove to fill his appointment. 
I am quite sure good will result from these 
meetings if the people are not neglected too 
long at that place. We closed there Sunday 
night with an audience of two or three hun
dred people and best of attention, having 
preached sixteen times. • 

Tent work is a success out here; don't see 
how we could reach the people in any other 
way. 

We started here last night, had about a 
hundred present I think. We expect Bro. J. 
W. to speek to-night, and have announced 
him, and I look for a large crowd. The Utah 
Church people have been very good to us in 
letting us have the use of their land to put 
our tent upon, and let us have lumber to 
make seats of free of charge. 

We are both well and feel encouraged in 
the work, but sometimes we have that pe
culiar feeling they call "homesick," which is 
enjoyed (?) I presume by all the missionaries 
that have to be gone from borne for so long a 
time. 

I don't like to talk about my neighbors, but 
in my short experience in life, I never saw a 
more irreligious class of people, who made 
any profession at all. I was talking with one 
of their elders last Sunday. He said: ''The 
people out here were not half as good as they 
were thirty years ago." He said the only 
test of membership now was your tithing re
ceipts, and you could cheat your brother, lie, 
steal, or get drunk; nothing was said about 
it. Of course I cannot vouch for the state
ment, but can give the man's name and ad-

THE SAIN'fS1 HERAI,D. 

dress, and he is an elder in the Utah Church. 
I heard different ones say, before I came 

out here, that they would send missionaries 
out as a kind of penalty for their conduct, 
but I did not believe it, but since coming 
here I find this is true and attested by those 
of the church as weil as those outside; that 
when a young man is in the habit of getting
drunk, and a little unmanageable, they send 
him on a mission for two or three years to 
reform him, and some of them come back 
when their time is up, and go to drinking' 
again. Of course I don't mean to say that all 
the men they send out are of that character, 
but some of them are. 

Very few of the young have any interest in 
church affairs; all they care about is dancing 
and shows of various kinds; seem to know 
but very little about the church books, and 
care less; a great many of the older ones 
seem to care but very little about the church. 
I have asked quite a number if they belong 
to the Brighamite Church, and they would 
say, "Well, I suppose so; I was baptized 
when eight years old, and have never been 
cut off that I know of." I think if all the 
careless ones were taken out their numbers 
would be reduced materially. 

Yours for the triumph of truth, 
R. J. PARKER. 

MON'rROSE, Iowa, Aug. 30. 
Editors Herald:-Oo July 16 I left home for 

the purpose of visiting relatives and friends 
for a few weeks about the old home in Western 
Iowa; reminded that one should not become 
so cosmopolitan as to forget that he owes 
something to relatives and early associates. 
I learned that an old uncle whom I had not 
seen for forty years had been borne to his 
grave. For near a score of years I have 
sought a convenient time and opportunity 
when I might visit him, but postponed. Now 
that he has gone to rest, I have some com
punctions that he was not treated just right. 
There is something in the ties of consan
guinity, and it is proper to be concerned in 
behalf of one's own, even if there are urgent 
duties lying in other directions. 

Out at the old homestead, an older brother 
lay sick, just recovering from a close call. 
A strong frame now subdued and reduced to 
feebleness, reviving in the mind afresh the 
decrees of fate, that sooner or later the most 
rubust must succumb to their call. Sugges
tion of "What is man?" What will it profit 
if he gain the whole world? Lessons by the 
way. 

What a rich and beautiful country this 
western world is! Enormous crops are grow
ing, corn, wheat, oats, etc., and fat cattle, 
and the "pig." Many changes have occurred 
in late years. Some rich have grown richer, 
some poor, poorer. The grasp for greed is 
prevalent, seemingly without a thought as to 
whether th@ hoardings shall be left to a 
"wise man or a fool." Some have fought 
hard to win financial success and failed, and 
now stand clemurely looking on, scorning 
fate. These lessons impress one, that "a 
man's life consisteth not in the abundance of 
that which he possesseth." After viewing 
the field over, I have no regrets that I made 
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the choice to try to put treasure where 
"thieves do not break through and steal," 
rather than enter the conflict and grab for 
worldly holdings tbat last but for a day, and 
may leave the possessor poor indeed-"in 
need of everything:" Time enables us to 
weigh and measure, and become confirmed in 
the feeling that the "pearl of great price" is 
worth all else. 

At Glenwood, where I attended school 
while in the teens, some remain who knew 
me then. 'l'he papers gave a very flattering 
notice of my visit. Many have watched the 
career of the boy that chose a strange faith 
to them, as to what would be the outcome. 
Some are more than suspicious that be may 
h~e made a wise choice after all. The cul
tivation of the graces and the restraint of 
appetite and passions leave their impress, as 
against the opposite course. Men of experi
ence are not blind, and cannot help admire 
that which turns out the best. Gospel im
press leaves its image to be scorned by none. 

Attracted to the little band of saints in 
Glenwood, I pref.cbed for them once with 
pleasure and seeming satisfaction to them. 
Met here also Bro. I. M. Smith, who was 
rushing the tent work. Just got started in 
that place, with indications of success. This 
is the home and business place of Bro. P. P. 
Kelley, an all-'round man, and though not a 
member, keeps a keen eye on what is going 
on in he church, and is not disinterested. 
While out at Bro. James M. Kelley's in Mace
donia, self find family spent a day and night 
at Carson with my old-time associate and fel
low yokesman, Bro. R. W. Briggs, and his 
reputed better half. For many years Bro. 
Briggs and I were laborers together, but 
there came a time when we entered di verg
ing roads; he went into the law business and 
politics, rose to distinction, was elected to 
the legislature, became Speaker of the _House, 
etc., enough of glory for any one poor mortal 
to grapple with, who started out in the hum
ble calling of a gospel minister. I traveled 
on in an even-tenor kind of way, satisfied 
that I was connected with the best thing 
there is, even if there was not worldly honor 
and emolument to be achieved by it. We had 
a pleasant visit and there are more surpris
ing things o'ccurring almost daily than to 
see Bro. Briggs to the forefront wielding the 
"sword of the Spirit" as of yore, in defense of 
the truth. Later on, I preached, morning 
and evening, in the saints' cozy little church 
at Carson, to a small audience, but consider
ing that there was present a professor, at
torney-at-law, an ex-Speaker of the House, 
banker, etc., not to mention the good saints 
present, concluded that the meetings in point 
of audience were a big success. Weather 
was hot. Morning service went well; at 
evening dragged, but the speaker sweat it 
through. We had time to visit at the home 
of Bro. Amazon Badham's while in the neigh
borhood, where we spent the day pleasantly. 
Here we met with Bro. Carlson, active in the 
ministerial field. For lack of time others 
were passed by whom it would have been a 
pleasure to have met. 

An understanding having been reached 
with the First Presidency that I was to pro-
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long my stay in the West and attend the 
Bluff Park, Maysville, and Woodbine reun
ions, I adjusted myself accordingly, and ac
companying my family to Lamoni, where 
they are to tarry for the present. Sunday 
morning, the 20th, found me at the Bluff 
Park r•eunion. The grounds are beautiful, 
difficult to excel; not a large number pre
sent, but all seeming·ly happy and wearing 
pleasant faces. Of the ministry in sight, 
were President Joseph Smith, James Mc
Kiernan, J. S. Snively, I. M. Smith, .B'. M. 
Weld, J. C .. Crabb, Eli Stedman, and others. 
Yesterday in company with President Smith, 
Bro. H. Dillon, and wife, with about forty 
others, I visited the historic city of Nauvoo 
for the first time. President Smith pointed 
out the chief places of interest. It is a beau
tiful place for a city, but desolate. One is 
almost made to thir1k of the owl and the bat. 
A weird loneliness broods over it. Rich, but 
under present surroundings, not desirable. 
At evening- we returned to camp with our 
mind crowded with thoughts about the past, 
the present, and the future. 

Brn. ·A.H. Smith, Joseph Lull', and E. L. 
Kelley are laboring in the extreme east of 
the Eastern "mission, and Bro. G. T. Griffiths 
is in the western'par'G with excellent associ
ates. With these aids the work will be 
cared for. The writer hopes to reach that 
field again in October. For the present di
rect to Lamoni, Iowa, or Temple, Ohio. 

Things are going well at the reunion. 
President Smith is in an unusual happy 
mood. Brn. Roth, J. R. and Daniel Lambert, 
and G. H. Hilliard have arrived upon the 
grounds also. Interest improves. 

In the faith, 
\1\TM. H. KELLEY. 

ARGENTINE, Kan., Aug. 26. 
Editors Herald:-Since last writing I have 

had quite a number of pleasant and refresh
ing showers from the presence of the Lord in 
my ministerial labors, to encourage me. God 
in his own way h::;.s opened doors for_ me at 
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you and you will be true friends." Just so 
with the gospel; when we tear a man's faith 
down he is offended and we lose our influence 
and fail to accomplish good; but when we 
preach the gospel in its fullness, we accom
plish good, and gather in the pure in heart, 
and build up the king·dom of God, and lay up 
reward for ourselves. 

Bro. A. Haws has run the district tent in 
the two Kansas Cities, in which I have as
sisted him, and feel that good was accom
plished, though we are not gathering the 
hundreds or scores, but the ones and twos, 
and are glad to know that we are making 
progress. Yours in bonds, 

F. C. WARNKY. 

MONROE CITY, Mo., Aug. 23. 
Editors Herald:-You will be glad to hear 

that the gospel is being proclaimed in this 
part of the land. I have been holding mee'o
ing here about eight months nearly every 
Sunday, doing my best to open the eyes of 
the blind to their eternal welfare. We hold 
our services at the house of Bro. Hollidough. 
Bro. Frank was baptized by the writer. Sr. 
Mary and Brn. Bent and Anthen were bap
tized in Nebraska, and Sr. Susan was also 
baptized by the writer; all noble, God-loving 
saints, al ways ready to do all they can for 
the advanceme'lt of the cause of truth and 
for the good of mankind. May God ever 
bless them. 

We now number seven saints here. We 
hope to be worthy. We have a good deal of 
the world to contend with, but by being 
prayerful and good-natured we can begin to 
see that truth will prevail. We hope so. 

We would like to have an elder call on and 
assist us here, for we are weak and desirous 
of doing some good. We are located about 
thirty miles west of Hannibal. Brethren, 
remember me in your prayers; the cause is 
true. May God bless you all. 

Your brother in the gospel, 
JAMES FOXALL. 

rain ceased, the clouds went away, the sun 
shone-all was bright. Of the reunion we 
have already written. August 21, preached 
at Fiskville, afternoon and evening, to good 
audiences. 

The 23d found me at Attleboro, where I met 
Bro. Bullard, who had already been hard at 
work putting up the tent. Rain prevented us 
from holding service that night, but next night 
we began, and the writer talked to a few. The 
audiences have been increasing, and last 
night the tent was packed. The saints from 
Plainville and Attleboro are assisting all 
they can, and doing- it cheerfully. "The 
Lord loveth the cheerful giver," whether it 
consists in money, attendance, musical abil
ity, prayer for success, or anything else. 

We were glad the second meeting we held 
by the presence of three members of th1; male 
quartet from the Providence branch-Breth
ren Pierce, Johnston, and Smith-who dis
pensed to the audience sweet strains on the 
oldest and by far the best musical instrument 
ever invented-the human voice. These 
brethren deserve praise for their energy and 
their manifest desire to do good with the 
talents God bas blessed them with. Come 
often, brethren. Bro. Bond brightened the 
doorway of our tent on Friday night, and 
gave us "meat in due season," and again on 
Sunday afternoon be was the speaker, but 
left for Providence after service. Bro. Orrin 
Coombs assists with his cornet in the services 
and makes the musical part of the meetings 
interesting. _, We trust some may obey. 
Hopefully, GEO. w. ROBLEY. 

TULLAHOMA, Tenn., Aug. 26. 
Edilors 1-lerald:-I am on my way to Tracy 

City. I have had splendid turnouts in War
ren County, as a rule; people are very much 
interested in the true gospel. Prospects 
good so far. Hope for good results. 

Wifo and I are as well as common. 
Yours in bonds. 

E. W. NUNLEY. 

Turner, where I have been preaching every A'l'TLFlEORO, Mass., Aug. 27. POLLOCK, Mo., Aug. 29. 
Sunday evening for several months in the Editors Heralll:-I wrote you from South Editors Herald:-The debate between Elder 
Baptist church. While I see no visible re- Yarmouth in July, where Bro. Bullard and R. M. Elvin and Elder Padget is progressing 
sults of my labors in the way of baptisms, I the writer were holding tent services. Bro. nicely. The fit"st proposition closed Satur
have accomplished two things; first, the en- Bullard was called away to preach a funeral day afternoon. It commenced on Tuesday 
tire community has learned what the doc- sermon, intending to return soon, so the writer night, the 23rd; after that we had two ses
trine of the Latter Day Saints is; secondly, was left alone. I tried to run the tent alone sions a day, making nine on first proposition. 
they are not only my personal friends, but for a week; but found it to be a dismal failure. Elder Padget in denying used a great deal 
have become friends of the church. On the 24th I preached by invitation in the of slang. His main weapons were J. D. Lee 

Brethren, it is profitable to obey the in- Methodist church in South Harwich, the pas- and David Whitmer's Address and a few 
struction of the Lord, when he says in sub- tor, Rev. Mr. Smith, doing all he could to selections from the Book of Covenants. A 
stance, to preach .the gospel and let other make things agreeable. number of the people were disgusted with 
churches with their beliefs alone. I was glad On Sunday eyening, not hearing anything his slang and threats of what he was going 
to read in the HERALD what Bro. J. W. from Bro. Bullard, I closed services, and on to do with Bro. Elvin, and went away in dis
Wight said, that first principles and kindness Monday took down the tent and moved it to gust. 
are the antidotes necessary for Utah's theo- Dennisport, where the reunion was to be held Bro. Elvin is holding his own, proving his 
logical diseases. I have long known that that in a week or two. I started on my friend, proposition by the word of God, and bas not 
js the Lord's medicine given into our hands the "wheel" (in this case a friend in need), at got scared once. 
to administer to the people everywhere. We three p. m. for Wareham, arriving at Sr. Bes- They commenced on the second proposition 
can never accomplish good by abusing people sie Sears'-weli, in time for supper. I was this morning, and Elder Padget is in the 
and insulting them in regard to their doc- made welcome and comfortable for the night lead in this proposition. Bro. Elvin is in the 
trine. An old deacon once remarked to a and started next morning for the city of God's lead with the argum8nt and in points of 
young minister, "If you g.o out and tear pe~-1 Provid'.'nce. Arrived at home safe,. aft~r a scr~pture. The _saints are hopeful and feel 
ple's houses down, they will fight you; but if hard ride. Sunday I preached at F1skv1lle. , satisfied of the outcome. More anon. 
we build them a better house and invite August 5, with family large and small, in a Yours for truth, 
them to come in and occupy, they will love ' rainstorm we started for the reunion. The W. E. SUMMERFIELD. 
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EAST LANSING, Mich., Aug. 29. 
Editors Herald:-It was with great pleasure 

and much profit that we read the articles by 
Elder Cocks on "Latter Day Events," pub
lished in the last two issues of the Herald: 
and we would like very much to see the same 
published in pamphlet form, as it would be 
so much handier to use, and would be a great 
help to the saints. 

Yours respectfully, 
CHAS. H. FISH. 

ELKPORT, Iowa, Sept. 2. 
Editors Herald:-Bro. J. R. Sutton and I 

held meetings at Nashville and Massillon 
last month with fair success; stirred up quite 
an opposition among the M. E's. at the latter 
place. Several were left believing, but popu
larity held them back. I like popul:i,rity 
myself, but I desire it hereafter. I want to 
be popular in heaven, and I am willing to 
labor for it here. I would rather be popular 
in heaven than popular here. 

Was home a couple of days this week, but 
could not bear to see these lovely evenings go 
by unoccupied. Commenced near here last 
night and expect to continue till about the 
17th, if the interest will permit. 

Several of the saints propose to have an 
outing at Guttenburg, on the Mississippi 
River, from September 17 to about the 22d, 
and I expect to do some preaching there in 
the evening, either in the hall or in the 
park. We extend an invitation to the saints 
and friends of Wisconsin to enjoy a profitable 
time with us. Bro. Burr, please take.notice 
and lend a helping hand. 

J. W. PETERSON. 

HOPEVILLE, Ont., Aug 31. 
Editors Herald:-In consequence of severe 

pains in my head I have been compelled to 
come home and rest, leaving a splendid inter
est in Sauble Falls, as heretofore stated. 
Many new interesting items connected with 
the progress of work in that region I could 
write, but for fear of intruding too often, for
bear. Turning out from one place to another 
seems to be the order of the day; we were 
first turned out of school, then out of Lowry's 
grove to be followed by an expulsion from 
the Jackson grove, and lastly Dr. Lowry, 
who practically owns Sauble Falls, gave 
orders to all tenants that none of the houses 
should be given me for preaching. 

Several determined to pay no heed to such 
an order, but seeing we could gain a point 
w.ith the honest in heart, we quietly retired 
to a private house outside the corporation, 
where the crowds followed for the truth. 
Mr. William Gerrie, foreman of the large 
mill, was somewhat annoyed and worried 
over the receival of such an order of expul
sion, and retidng to the back part of the 
mill yard one afternoon at three p. m. he was 
there enlightened, cheered, and confirmed 
by the presentation of a glorious vision of no 
uncertain character. While reclining, anx
iously thinking over the busy, stirring, per
secuting scenes peculiar to the introduction 
of this gospel, he was startled by the appear
ance of a heavenly light, accompanied with 
such a peculiar power, the which, says Bro. 

" 
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Gerrie, "I never before felt." While gazing 
upon it he heard a voice speak out in audible 
tori'es, "What is the matter?" At this he 
looked in the direction of the coming of the 
sound, thinking some of the workingmen was 
speaking; but seeing no man he continued 
his now pleasant meditation, while the celes
tial light continued its penetrating purifying 
rays. While thus wrapt up in heavenly en
trancement the stillness was again broken by 
that strange voice, this time with testimony 
that devils dare not deny. Hear what it 
said! "The Latter Day Saints are right!" 

Oh what feelings of eternal assurance must 
have filled the mind of our brother, who had 
just obeyed the gospel two days previous. 
And not only does this tend to banish doubt 
from the minds of many newborn saints but 
those partly believing in the work are con
firmed in that belief of this the "marvelous 
work and a wonder." 

Brethren of the ministry, cannot we as well 
as those of olden times declare with solemn 
truthful atlirmation, "The Lord works with 
us, confirming the word with signs following"? 
Newspapers far and near are slandering us 
bitterly; some avow the intention of sending 
for a big gun in Dakota to meet the issue in 
debate, saying that it will require a man who 
can talk two hundred words a minute. I 
hope R. C. won't get scared when reading of 
this. 

Eight more have been baptized since our 
last-twenty-eight all told. Remember the 
writer in prayer that I may speedily return 
to my field: I close by giving a quotation 
from the Port Elgin Times: "The ball rolls 
merrily along and people that have never 
went to church before are dead struck on the 
Saints." Yours in the faith, 

DANIEL MACGREGOR. 

TULARE, Cal., Aug. 12. 
Editors Herald:-Wo are pleased with the 

missionai-ies sent to this State, and espe
cially the one returned to this district
Thomas Daley. Bro. and Sr. Daley departed 
June 7 for San Jose. May his labors be as 
effectual elsewhere as they have been here; 
twenty were baptized and some new places 
opened. , 

At present we have sixty-six members scat
tered over four counties; Fresno, Kings, 
Kern, and Tulare; most of them active in the 
work. Our branch otlicers are deserving a 
great deal of credit for the activity and zeal 
they manifest. Heat, cold, nor distance pre
vents them from being at the post of duty, 
traveling by team each Sunday twenty and 
thirty miles after working hard all week. 
The weather is very hot, 98° to 112° in the 
shade, a dry ye:w, light crops, and but little 
fruit. 

An elder living here for some time and 
preaching in this vicinity, who was associa
ted with a former missionary here, has 
lately united with the Christian Church, the 
Christian minister giving him a letter of 
recommendation to preach in any Christian 
church as long as he used the Bible for his 
guide. The last sermon he preached to the 
saints was warning them to be faithful, that 
trials awaited them they knew not of. It is 
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a mystery that one can depart from the faith 
and preach another faith, so s9on after re
ceiving the miraculous manifestation that I 
know he has received. But I suppose it is an 
easier way to make a living. 

Bro. Daley held a debate with J. B. Crooks, 
an ex-lawyer and minister of the United 
Brethren Church, at Pixley. The discussion 
was to last twenty-eight nights, two hours 
each, half-hour speeches. l!-,our propositions 
were agreed upon: first, the Reorgani;1ed 
Church identical in faith, doctrine, and or
ganization as the one established by Christ; 
Daley to atlirm, Crooks to deny. Daley made 
the opening speech, Crooks attacking the 
Doctrine and Covenants in his first speech, 
and slandering Joseph Smith's character, 
stating that he would bring living witnesses 
on the stand to prove that he was a polyga
mist. The witnesses 'on finding they would 
be sworn, failed to make their appearance. 
He made the statement that the Book of Mor-· 
mon was copied from Solomon Spalding's ro
mance. Elder E. S. Burton, one of the 
moderators, read the affidavits and letters 
also the second chapter of the book, [Spal
ding's Romance?] and asked if he should read 
more. Judging from his looks it was more 
than he wanted to hear. After seven nights, 
using all the trickery a lawyer with the aid 
of His Satanic Majesty was capable of, backed 
out and would have nothing more to say, 
having mixed all the propositions together. 

Daley did well. The attendance was large; 
removing prejudice and causing some to in
vestigate. Since then two Utah elders came 
visiting from house to house, distributing· 
tracts, claiming the only difference between 
the two churches was that of authority. 

In striving to be good, let us not only be 
good, but be good for something. May the 
interest I have in this work never grow less, 

MARY A. TWADDLE. 

Oriqinal 1lr1icles. 
OLD GLORY AT GENERAL CON-

FERENCE. 

IN the May 11 number of Herald, page 
301, is an article from the pen of Bro. 
Holmes J. Davison, of Nova Scotia, 
written in criticism and protest against 
the action of the saints· at the late 
General Conference in giving promi
nence in the conference hall to the 
American fiag-"Old Glory"- and 
greeting it with such enthusiastic ap
plause; which, on account of the ex
cellent character and evident good 
intention of the writer, together with 
the kind of influence the article may 
have upon some minds, deserves 
notice. 

Surprising as it is that one of Bro. 
Davison's acumen and knowledge of 
the potential forces that enter into, 
effect, and shape latter-day events, 
should drift out in such a line of 
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thought, may only be another evi- facia evidence that the truth is on the J not in sufficient number to have pro
dence that even yet "There are other side of the question. However, tected at the time of the tragedy, had 
stranger things than fiction." It all men have their trials! ' they been so minded. 'I'he strength 
would be ungenerous to even surmise There was no call for the Canadian of the mob was too great for them to 
that Bro. Davison was envious, hence flag to occupy in the conference hall, have overcome it. 
his article simply discloses settled except it might have been as an orna- Again, '·Did the government re
convictions, the free expression of ment; for the Canadians living in the dress that crime?" No; but there is 
which the American flag stands as the United States are largely citizens, and something of a palliation in the fact 
greatest guara,ntee. revere· the stars and stripes, and that the "crime" was of that class 

The' 'stars and stripes" that adorned those who were not citizens were en- that renders it difficult, if not impos
the conference hall, and was so heartily tirely secure under the protecting sible, for the executors of the law to 
applauded on the occasion referred to, folds of the :flag and there was not the reach it, even if so inclined. Then 
is the people's :flag of this great com- least danger of a ''mine" exploding the doctrine of State's rights was in 
monwealth, treasured and loved by under the "Maine." Neither was vogue. The facts are, the excited 
every American heart as the wgis there a call for a "Chinese," "Span- and vindictive people were h;ito it, in 
that protects their Fberties, firesides, ish," nor any other :flag to aid in ex- defiance of law, as may be seen in 
their entire religious and social com- pressing sentiment, or protect, on that transactions of the present, seen in the 
pact. It was not forced upon them occasion, for all of merit found in work of "moonshiners," "whitecaps," 
by blind ambition and the hand of other governments was largely, if not burning of colored men at the stake, 
tyrants, but the people of the United altogether, represented in the stars taking prisoners from the jails and to 
States set it up of their own accord, and stripes, as well as the guarantee death, etc. 
as the emblem representing their of protection. What else could be Lamentable as that circumsta,nce is 
rights and national virtues; the palla- asked? to all right-thinking men, we have 
dium of their country. Why then True, the "United States govern- never been able to see that the gen
should it no'G be unfurled and placed ment" may not "protect the church" eral government was directly com
in conspicuous places and greeted in America any better or more mitted to it. 'rhe State government 
with acclamation in the sacred places heartily than the "Canadian govern- of Illinois, with its governor, was 
of their conclaves? Do thyself no ment" will ''protect the branches" in committed. But whether they plotted 

-harm, Bro. Davison, this flag is an that land, which if true we are with the enemy or were over-confi
existing protest against the feared heartily glad. In that case we see no dent and believed the men safe, is a 
uniting of church and state. It was reason why the "Canadian :flag" question not of easy settlement to 
this government that divorced them, should not be unfurled from every this day. It was mob violence that 
so there is no imminent danger of the high tower, church steeple, tent pole, did the work, and the la.ws of the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day or where else, where the gospel is country were disregarded and out
Saints, or any other church becoming being preached on Canadian soil, if it raged. 
a state church so long as the people does protect, even if the Queen's pie- But, "Was it not a United States 
retain their senses, and what that flag ture is emblazoned upon it, and thus President that said, Your cause is 
represents is cherished by them. give honor to that to which honor is just, but we can do nothing :for you?" 
Neither is there danger of "trammel- due, and that must be a very ungrate- Yes; but the President was blinded 
ing influences" of any and all govern- ful Canadian subject who would not by John C. Calhoun's State's rights 
men ts along these lines, for the whole feel it in his heart to place it there. vagaries which prevailed over masses 
spirit and genius of American institu- It is the flag of his country and no of men at the time, and those views 
tions is opposed to a union of church mean coi,mtry at that. Were the were never really settled until they 
and state. The torch of "Liberty en- writer preaching anywhere on Can- were fought out in the late Civil War 
lightening the world" stands at the adian domain, in hall, or tent, or between the North and the South, and 
haven of the sea and fairly represents church, and the government extended the fourteenth amendment was writ
the trend of the inspiration of the its protection, he would just be de- ten in the Constitution of the United 
chief government on Joseph's choice lighted to see the proud banner wav· States. Enough of perfidy and un
land. ing over him in testimony that the holy work was indulged in, however, 

Sympathy is extended over the good intention would be carried out. by guilty parties, whose name may 
pressure of feeling and chagrin ex- No, of course, "Christ" owes noth- have been "legion," yet difficult to 
perienced which led to the "hiding" ing to the "nations;" but they owe locate. That the government did not 
of the "Daily Ensign" in order that much to him, especially the United act in that matter according as men 
"Adventists might not laugh," inex- States, as we shall see. view the government's rights and duty 
plainable though it is, since it is so But, it is asked, "Was it not the to-day, is clear; but that it did not 
well known to the experienced, that government that permitted the mob act as people saw things then may be 
they are so prone to laugh from the to slaughter the prophet?" No; it putting it too strong. The doctri~e 
wrong corner of the mouth. We fail was the State of Illinois that was di- of State's rights as then interpreted 
to see the laughing point, however, rectly committed in that transaction; was mischievous and ruinous. 
for to the initiated, to see an Advent- and the soldiers employed were of the Whoever it was that objected to 
ists laugh in derision is nearly prima, State militia. Then the soldiers were the Queen's picture occupying con-
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spicuous places in the Dominion of dom from a vindictive and uncompro- teaches that God raised up ''wise 
Canada must have been extremely mising tyrant? Is it not proper for men" and inspired them to 13,y the 
captious, "straining at a gnat;" they the Church of Jesus Christ to encour- foundation of this government. Is 
may have been in mere jest, however, age such work? What is gospel work not what God inspires in the govern
for all Americans revere the amiable but the work of humanity, along lines ment as good as that which he in
Queen Victoria of the Britons for her that liberate, enlighten, elevate, and spires. in the church? What he 
own sake, to say nothing of her coun- save? inspires in a Jefferson is as sacred as 
try. The writer would just be de- It is said that ninety per cent of the that which was inspired in a prophet 
lighted to have a picture of the famed inhabitants of Cuba can neither read or seer at Sinai or Jerusalem. Can
Queen grace t_he walls of his home. nor write. But one religion is repre- not all Christians support them as 
But eloquently it is aske:l, "What sented, and that the most tyrannical welF Indeed, are they not these 
does the church offer to the govern- and nonprogressive. With the genius "self-evident" "truths" which lie at 
ment? Simply nothing; nothing." I of republican institutions represented the foundation of this great govern
What! nothing!! Are you sure? there, under the "stars and stripes," ment, loved and cherished by a free 

''0, sympathy; some may reply!" and there would be a veritable trans- and loyal people, and represented in 
Is sympathy nothing? Has not the formation among the inhabitants. their fiag, that are making crowned 
"government of the people, by the Free schools, toleration, and the heads uneasy because of Liberty's 
people, and for the people," a right rights of men would cause the land to tree prevailing in the earth? They 
to know what the people think of blossom as the rose, and all hearts be constitute a continuous protest against · 
its movements? "Sympathy" is a made to rejoice in the air of freedom. the theory that some men are born to 
powerful factor, and often means Withal, it would open the way for the I govern and to rule, without .even the 
much. Ask your wife if "sympathy preaching of the gospel, without consent of the governed, ~vh1le others 
means nothing." Had the conference which it never could be done. Cannot should be educated to lead, and the 
telegraphed to the President that the all saints encourage work of this rest to be kept in ignorance and made 
war with Spain was pusillanimous, kind, acting within their proper to follow and se:.:ve. The principles 
and that it would not support the sphere? Is it too much to say that of political liberty, the doctrine of 
government in such barbarous work, God is in the work of humanizing free schools, the privilege to read the 
it would soon have found out that the conditions in Cuba, in Porto Rico, the Bible, the right to select one's own 
want of "sympathy" meant something. Philippines, etc., in the liberty-loving religion, the separation ot church and 
But why:,the conference express itself inspiration that is sweeping over state, and universal education as sym
at all? For the good reason that the them, and the struggle 0f men to at- bolized in "Old Glory," are marching 
government of the United States be- tain better conditions? Nothing on in glory and triumph, causing the 
longs to the Latter Day Saints as well strange that Admiral Cervera, the older governments to attune them
as other people. It is owned by no noblest of Spaniards, was made to selves to the inspiration of the new, 
political party or sect. Latter Day say, in addressing Commodore Schley or fail and fall. Blessed are they 
Saints should not be ~unconcerned and and Captain "Bob" Evans: "I could who are moved with entreaty and are 
dumb constituents, but active sup- have gotten away; my orders to con- willing to make concessions. 
porters; so should express them- centrat.e fire on the Brooklyn were Another most justifiable reason for~ 
selves. carried out, but your ships have a putting the national flag in a con-

Sympathy and friendship may be- charmed life, sir." Aye, so did the spicuous place in the General Confer
come powerful factors. Just now the person of Washington, and the patri- ence hall may be seen in the fact that 
sympathy of Britain for the United ots of the revolution. Others have had there been no American fiag there 
States has something to do in stand- noted "the charmed life" associated had been no Church of Jesus Christ 
ing off war with otter nations, when with America's destiny, and Spaniards of Latter Day Saints, hence no Gen
Her Majesty's great war vessels are learning. eral Conference; for there was no 
match up along in number with those Thomas Jefferson wrote: "We hold other political soil in which it would 
known to be unfriendly or doubtful in these truths to be self-evident, that have been protected while it germi
the harbor of Mani.la. But Latter all men are created equal; that they nated and grew, but the rich soil of 
Day Saints can do more than extend are endowed by their Creator with political liberty and universal tolera
"sympathy;" they can aid with certain inalienable rights; that among tion. The saint.s who unfurled and 
muscle and means; and•he would be a these are life, liberty, and the pursuit applauded the fiag at the session of 
poor makeshift of a Latter Day Saint i of happiness." This was indorsed conference were largely citizens of 
who would refuse his government aid and incorporated in the declaration of the United States, and they love 
in any holy cause. They are taught principles at the beginning of the their flag and their country, and prize 
that, "Whatever is good and leads to government, as against the theory of the principles the flag represents. 
do good, is of God." Since the begin- the divine right of kings and a ruling '11hey know, too, what liberty cost; 
ning 0f the world before, has it been aristocracy. Through the clash of tha'0 it was wrenched from the hands 
known that a nation went to. war arms victory was given to the doc- of oppressors at a fabulous cost. 
purely for 'humanity's sake, to res- trine of "equal rights," that that is The very privileges enjoyed at that 
cue the perishing, give liberty to a the political boon of the race. It is conference were wrapped up in that 
people in a death st:r;uggle for free- 1 moving on. Our beautiful religion flag and God Almi~hty :put them 
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there. Why then should they not ap- nations. the emblem of freedom, tol- dicate to the Chief Executive its 
plaudit? What ingratitude had they eration, universal education, the sepa- sentiments toward a movement of this 
not. ration of church and state, etc.; and kind. It would have been improper 

Still more. A revered book says, God Almighty has lifted it up. Should not to have done so. Saints should 
page 66, large edition:- there be any place then in the United be interested in and ready to aid every 

And I will fortify this land against all States too sacred for th.at proud ban- movement that tends to good, the bet
other nations; and he that fighteth against ner to have a resting place, which has tering of the conditions of humanity 
Zion shall perish,, saith God; for he that been "lifted up by the power of God?" when opportunity offers. Small as a 
raiseth up a king against me shall perish. It represents all of honor, glory, and people as they are, they count, and 

God has made this land the land of success that has come to a nation of stand in the forefront as advocates of 
liberty by using the American armies; 
and by these he fortifies it ·•against 
all other nations." For there are to 
be no ''kings upon this land." How 
significant, when the old world is 
dotted with them. "No kings," hence 
no preferred aristocrats, gentlemen, 
grandees, and nobility to lie around, 

. sport, and eat up and destroy the hard 
earnings of the people with impunity, 
infringe upon the rights of others 
and lead into captivity, bondage, and 
serfdom. Maximillian tried the king 
business in Mexico, backed by Euro
pean influence; but it failed. He was 
ignominiously shot by an insulted and 
enraged people fol' the attempt. God 
has said there are to be no kings upon 
this land. The reason why there are 
none is because the American flag 
floats in the heavens in defense of the 
principles ''inspired" in the institu
tions of our country, and sustained by 
the American armies. 

Again:-
Thou beholdest that the Gentiles who have 

gone forth out of captivity, and have been 
lifted up by the power of God above all other 
nations upon the face of the land, which is 
ctoice above all other lands, which is the 
land the Lord God hath covenanted with thy 
father that his seed should have for the land 

freemen, and vouches for their future the broadest principles of freedom, tol~ 
safety. Would it not have been mean eration, and liberality, and the assert
ingratitude, and an insult to both God ers of the best means of progress, as 
and man not to have had it in their well as being the representatives of 
hearts to honor the flag and place it the ::nost beautiful system of religion 
where they did? It is easy to believe extant. Why then should they not 
that the rights enjoyed under the "Un- be heard and left free to express 
ion Jack" would not have been so com- themselves on all leading questions 
plete had it not have been for its clos6l involving their interests, whether in 
proximity to the great republic, where church or state? Unquestionably 
the battles of human rights were be- they are interested. To the writer, 
ing fought out against tyranny and then, the hand of God is so really in 
oppression. The liberty-loving leaven the government of the United States, 
of the new world has been a stay to and so easily traced; its destiny so 
the efforts of progress in the Domin- great, and mission so humane and 
ion government, as well as in other benevolent; its flag so significant, and 
lands. Almost within a generation means so much, and of the best, so 
the premier of England, the "grand truly a Godsend, that where it could 
old man," following the lead of the not occupy and be heartily applauded, 
liberating West, has transformed the especially in its own realm, h.e would 
Imperial government into a more com- not go. Was it a rag flaunted· by the 
plete representative form, and re- hand of tyrants, representing mis
lieved it of much of its former chief, tyranny, and oppression, he 
arbitrary right. She is so thoroughly would think differently. Honor the 
impregnated with republicanism at flag!! 

this day, that with a few changes Last but not le11st, "What right has 
made, the crown could be supplanted the stone kingdom, as a kingdom, to 
by a president's chair, and the people, sympathize between nations?" is pre
so far as the practical workings of the sented. The , 'stone kingdom" is the 
government are concerned, would one that is to "break in pieces and 
scarcely know the difference. Eng- consume all these kingdoms," repreof their inheritance.-B. of M., p. 22, para-

graph 120, large edition. land is progressive. She was too sented by the metallic image. If so, 
It is the people which constitute in shrewd not to extend liberal grants to it certainly ought to assert itself 

a large measure the government of her colonies that lay beside freedom's somewhere, in order to be effective. 
the United States who went forth home; but the vain uncompromising But is it a settled question as to what 
"out of captivity" (from the govern- and priest-ridden Spaniard never that kingdom really is, in its present 
men ts of Europe), and have been learned anything, and now he is reap- stage of development? Are you quite 
"lifted up by the power.of God above ing that which he has sown. He sure that the Church of Jesus Christ 
all other nations upon the face of the sowed to the wind, and is now reap- of Latter Day Saints, separately con
land." The secret of her success is ing the whirlwind. sidered, is that "stone kingdom"? If 
in her declaration of principles cover- But a farther and leading reason it is, at present rate of progress, how 
ing the rights of men, inspired of God why it was proper for the conference long will it take for it "to break in 
and woven into the foundation of the to send the telegram to the President pieces and consume all these king
government. She thus becomes a of the United States, lies in the fact doms"? Christ said, "My kingdom is 
haven of rest to. the oppressed, a that the government was about start- not of this world." The Church of 
shield to those struggling for liberty. ing out on its mission of destiny, to Jesus Christ has never "broken in 
This great commonwealth, powerful liberate the captives and set the pris- pieces" even a township government. 
and successful, is represented in her / oners free; to feed starving men, In a contest for mastery the church 
most complete and attractive aspect '1· women, and children, and save them has been prevaile<l against rather than 
by her beautiful flag unfurled high from misery and death. It was emi- prevailed. . She has gloriously, as
and lifted up above that of all other nently proper that the conference in- , sailed, criticised, and broken creeds, 
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swept aside dogmas, educated, re- f and effectively, loved and cherished by · the world and protected as by a shield 
fleeted light, preached the full gospel, a free and independent people, that are the great gospel message, and let all 
etc., and who is to say that she has sweeping over the nations as a new the world applaud and say, Amen! 
not been following in her legitimate inspiration, and "smiting the image" So saying, the writer will climb 
line? It seems to be assumed, not -the "divine right of kings" and an upon the fence, listen to the wind 
proven, that the church as constituted inherited aristocracy-liberating and blow and whirl, and make up his mind 
is that "stone kingdom." There are planting hope in the people, to be as to which side it is safe to climb 
grains 9f salt in the claim, no doubt; considered in the work of the "stone 
for that kingdom is finally to embrace kingdom" as well as the divine in the 
all of good. The assumption splen- church? Where floats the "stars and 
didly flatters Latter Day Saints' stripes" the gospel may go. Where 
vanity, but even they may have ·the flag cannot go, or its civilizing 
drawn too strongly on their imagina- and liberating influences be felt, there 
tion. It really looks that there is to is little or no place for gospel work. 
be added power and light in order to There is a breaking to pieces to ac
fill the picture in one's mind in regard company or precede. Where the in
to that kingdom. Christ's followers fluence of the state obtains there is 
dreamed constantly of "David's liberty, toleration, free schools, an 
throne," but he of something else. open Bible, and gospel privileges fos
May not Latter Day Saints have pre- tered and protected. In tl:::e divine 
sumed something (if the suggestion in economy, then, the church is not in
the criticism correctly represents dependent of the fostering care and 
them) as to the real work of the work of the state. So we say,-Go 
church in preparation? Is there a on Dewey, go on Schley, go on Samp
fixed view, the questioning of which son, go on Miles, go on Shafter, go 
is rank heresy? on the great God-ordained American 

Anyway, it is a good subject to Republic; "smite the image," if image 
think about. The Book of Covenants it is; break the yokes of tyrants and 
says:- let the people go free. Strike off the 

And from thence shall tbe gospel roll forth shackles from Cuba, Porto Rico, and 
· unto the ends of the earth, as tbe stone which the Philippines. Plant the prilfoiples 

is cut out of the mountain without hands 
shall roll forth.- 65 : 1. of liberty in all lands encircling the 

It does not say the church is that globe, where it has not obtained, 
"stone." If the church in essence "that this gospel of the kingdom" 
and all essential detail is the "stone may be "preached in all the world for 

kingdom," is there not a little am
biguity attaching when it is consid

a witness unto all nations," that the 
end may come. 

ered in the light of the United States Who knows but it is the inspired in 
being a political power of wonderful th•J church, and the inspired in the 
growth and strength, and of which state, with the needfuls added, that 
the inspired record says, that God will enter largely into the full consti
raised up "wise men" and inspired tution of that universal government 
them to ''lay the foundation" of this of promise that is to prevail on the 
government? If he inspired the lay- earth when the promised ruler comes 
ing of the foundation of this govern- to destroy utterly every vestige of 
ment, is he thereafter to set up a the metallic image? Why even then 

down on. WM. H. KELLEY. 
GLENWOOD, lowu, A ugnst 5. 

UonfBrnn~B ]VhnutBs. 
SPRING RIVER. 

Conference at Weir City, Kansas, June 4 
and 5; 0. P. Sutherland in the chair, assisted 
by F. C. Keck; T. S. Hayton secretary. 
Branches reported: Angola; Webb City, 
gain 2; Pleasant View, gain 3; Blend ville, 
gain 7; Weir City, and Columbus. Showing 
a net gain of 12 members. Written reports 
of labor received from one of the seventy, ten 
elders, one teacher, and one deacon, and sev
eral others of the ministry gav..J oral reports. 
The district secretary ad vised that branch 
clerks be particular in giving items from their 
branch records; to not abbreviate, but write 
all names in full, to keep duplicate or copy of 
all statistical reports and of all important 
correspondence, then errors can be more 
easily traced and corrected. Tbe Bishop's 
agent reported: Receipts $218.26; disburse
ments 197.39; balance $20.87. Conference 
granted petitions and ordered that Brn. B. N. 
Sims, David Love, and J. F. Grimes te or
dained to the office of elder. The chair and 
others spoke regarding the advisability of 
dividing Spring River district, ad vising all 
concerned to consider this matter for it will 
come before next district conference for fur
ther consideration, A motion prevailed that 
we request that the mission reunion be held 
in Spring River district at Midway Park, 
near Joplin, Missouri. Conference was well 
attended and an edifying, peaceful time was 
had. Adjourned· to Angola, Kansas, Octo
ber 29. 

8tlndau School IlssoGiations. 
CONVENTION NOTICES. 

"stone" to "smite" and destroy it? Is haul down the stars and stripes? It To the Sunday school workers who expect 
he divided? May it not be that the stood for the rights of men, repre- to attend the Woodbine reunion:-The com-

d t · f h · ht d l't' 1 t d th " lf 'd t t th" f th mittee have concluded on having at least six 
oc rme o uman ng s an po I ica sen e . e se · -ev1 en· ru o e sessions of Sunday school, using the last six 

liberty inspired in the Constitution of state, and protected Lhe "self evident lessons in the Quarterly for July, August, 
the government, one factor to be con- truths" of the church, and is thus and September. Sr. Dora Young will have 
sidered, after all, in the composition bathed in supernal glory by nations charge of the Primary Department; Bro. T. 
of the "stone kingdom" as a finale, blessed and redeemed. Float on, A. Hougas will be present to superintend the 

work in general. All who expect to be pres
that is to "break in pieces and con- then, thou beautiful star-decked blue- ent will come prepared on these lessons, es-
sume"? Is not the "inspired" in the ground, with streamers gay, - the pecia!ly those who are at present teachers, 
church, and the "inspired" in the red, white, and blue! Float on, thou and come expecting to take part in the work, 
state one, as effecting God's purposes chief of all earthly banners, that as the teachers will be selected after we as
and work? And is it not the "selfc taught the rn;Jtions freedom's boon and semble for the reunion. Many practical sub-

evl'dent" "truths" of Jefferson that 11'e filled the world with lio-ht and hope' jects will be treated upon in papers and short 
0 • talks, and exercises of a normal character. 

at the foundation of the government Float on, thou God-sent gift that The use of the large tent has been kindly 
which have wrought so wondrously , sowed the principles of freedom in I granted by the committee for all our exer· 
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cises, so that all can be conveniently accom
modated who wish to take part with us. 

Two sessions of the Religio will be held in 
connection with the reunion, in which papers 
from the general officials and exercises of a 
general character will occupy the time. 

Bring Bibles, quarterlies, by-laws, pro
grams, and Winnowed Songs; and with 
prayer in your hearts come to make these 
departments of the reunion spiritual and 
beneficial, and give evidence of the growth 
of these departments for good in the church. 

Committee, J. F. MIN'l'UN. 
DORA YOUNG. 
S. B. KIBLER. 

Sunday school association of Mobile dis
trict will meet in convention at Bay Minette, 
Alabama, Friday, September 30, at seven p. 
m. All reports sent by mail address to C. I. 
Carpenter, Bay Minette, immediately after 
Sep tern ber 25, so as to be sure to arrive in 
time. Every school should be represented, 
and all are invited. 

C. I.CARPENTER, Sup~ 

Convention of London, Ontario district, 
will meet in Stratford, Friday, October 9, 
one day before conference. A prayer meet
ing will be held at ten a. m., and business 
session at 2:30 p. m. A session will also be 
held in the evening. Secretaries and super
intendents are requested to each be sure to 
send a report. Come all and have a good 
time. Trains will be met on Thursday and 
Friday. G. c. TOMLINSON, Supt. 

MAGGIE MACGREGOR, Sec. 
HOPEYILLE, Ontario. 

Mi8GBllansous Dspar1mant 
BISHOP'S AGENTS NOTICE. 

To the Saints of Texas Qentral District:
Let us wake up to our duty and comply with 
the law of tithing and offering so that there 
may be means in chur~h to carry on the pro
pagating the gospel in all its needs and neces
sities, that this district may be self-support
ing. I call your attention to the fact that the 
Bishop demanded of us $10 per month to the 
support of H. P. Curtis, our missionary in 
Texas, whose home is at San Antonio. Re
mit your tithes and offerings to me at Du
rango, and I can forward same to him. 
Necessity demands this from us to keep the 
work rolling on while we have opportunity 
to work. It is our duty to render the Lord 
what is due, whether it is claimed or not, as 
we learn in Malachi 3: 7-9. Shall it be said 
of us: "Even from the day of your fathers ye 
are gone away from mine ordinances, and 
have not kept them;" and further, "Will a 
man rob God? Yet ye have robbed me. But 
ye say, Wherein have we robbed thee? In 
tithes and offerings. Ye are cursed with a 
curse: for ye have robbed me." 

The good Lord says: "Bring ye all the 
tithes into the storehouse, that there ~ay be 
meat in mine house, and prove me now here
with, saith the Lord of hosts, if I will not 
open you the windows of heaven, and pour 
you out blessing, tha,t there shall not be room 
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enough to receive it. And I will rebuke the 
devourer for your sakes.-Mal. 3: 10, 11. 

All along in the dif pensations of the gos
pel this principle of God's ordinances of the 
gospel has been taught, and God's word proved 
a blessing if we comply with it, if not cursing 
and disaster will surely follow. 

Now, dear saints, put on the whole armor of 
faith, and live by every word that proceeds 
out of God's mouth for us to obey, so when 
the change comes we can be accepted of him. 
Remember the instruction given on this law 
after one-tenth of the increase. All you have. 
is increase to begin with; after this all you 
make after the reasonable expenses paid in 
making, is increase, above that you had when 
you brought yourself under the law of tith
ing. Then we are required to make offering of 
our portion, the ·nine-tenths, and required to 
put in the storehouse of the Lord to be dis
bursed l;iy the Bishop or under his instruc
tions. So I call your attention to college fund 
notice. Please, brethf'en, make this suffi
ciently plain to the saints in its order, and 
in this little article add or take them as you 
see for the good. 

Your brother in Christ, 
E. BATES, Bishop's Agent. 

REUNION NOTICES. 
As the time is nearing for the Woodbine 

Reunion (September 16 to 26) the prospects for 
a large gathering brighten daily. Suitable 
,arrangements for feed, fuel, and all that is 
necessary for comfort and convenience at 
very reasonable rates will be provided for. 
Also our furniture dealer l>as a number of 
cots, bed springs, and bedsteads, that he will 
rent for twenty-five cents each for the term. 
Let us all come together praying for the 
Spirit of God to be with us to a greater de
gree than ever before, and that our reunion 
may be as a light set on a hill to all the sur
rounding country, saints revived, and sinners 
converted. S. B. KIBLER, 

Chairman Reunion Committee. 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN. 
At the last General Conference Bro. C. E. 

Hand was referred to the missionary in 
charge. 'This was done because of a matter 
of difficulty then pending between Bro. Hand 
and another brqther. This is to certify that 
the difficulty referred to has been fully and 
satisfactorily settled, and Bro. C. E. Hand is 
hereby requested and appointed to labor in 
the Eastern Iowa district. May the Master's 
rich blessings attend his labors is the prayer 
of the mission~ries in charge, 

J. R. LAMBER'l'. 
HEMAN 0. SMI'l'H. 

NOTICES. 
The following list of names, from the Pitts

burg, Pennsylvania, branch, are upon the 
scattered list of the aforesaid branch, and 
their address is unknown. No doubt some 
one will know the whereabouts of some of 
them; and if they do, no.tify me and they will 
greatly oblige, and do a good deed at the 
same time, possibly: Henrietta Robertson, 
J_,ulu Ann Warnock, Samuel Evans,~Ephr;i,im 

Evans, Sarah A. Smith, T. A. Lathrop, Doc
tor Moses Madison, Ida A. E. Udicir, Theo. 
Cummings, Aaron Morehead, Mary Eaton, 
Moses D. Lovey, Annie J. Farrell, Clara L. 
French. T. S. HADl!'IELD, 

Branch Clerk. 
No. 20 Lacock Street, Ar,LEGHENY CITY, Pa. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Conference of the Mobile district will meet 

at Bay Minette, Alabama, Saturday October 
1, at ten a. m. All branch reports to be sent 
by mail should be addre~sed to C. I. Carpen
ter, Bay Minette Baldwin County, Alabama, 
in time for the conference. Every branch 
should be represented, and all are invited to 
attend. F. P. SCARCLIFF, Pres. 

c. I. CARPENTER, Acting Sec. 

Northeastern Missouri district conference 
will c.onvene with Pollock branch, Septem
ber 24 and 25. Reports from all branches 
and priesthood are desired; forward to Bro. 
George Tryon, Huntsville, Mo. The Pollock 
saints are going to dedicate their church at 
this meeting; come all who can, and assist to 
make the conference a success. 

J. A. TANNER, PreR. 

Independence district conference will meet 
at Independence, Mo,, September 10 and 11. 
Come, saints, all that can; you are invited to 
take part with us in a splendid feast. Let 
every branch send a full report, and let every 
elder and priest report. This is the election 
of officers, and other important business will 
be transacted. Elder I. N. White expects to 
be present. R. MAY, Pres. 

Conference of Loudon district, Ontario, 
will meet with Stratford branch the second 
Saturday and Sunday of October. Secreta
ries are requested to have reports made out 
in good time and sent to me at Hopeville, or 
else in care of Mrs. George Lindsay, G. T. R. 
shops, Stratford. The local ministry are also 
requested to send reports of labor done. 
Trains will be met Thursday, Friday, and 
Saturday. We hope a good time will be had 
and that the attendance will be good. 

MAGGIE MACGREGOR, Sec. 
Ho1'EVILLE, Ontario. 

The saints of the Nodaway, Missouri, dis
trict, will please remember by t.heir prayers 
and presence, the conference which convenes 
at Avenue City, Saturday, October 1, at 
eleven a. m. M. F. GOWELL, Pres. 

The Eastern Michigan district conference 
will convene at Inint, Michigan, October l 
and 2, 1898. Branch secretaries pl0ase make 
full reports to'William Davis, district secre
tary, at Flint, Michigan. Missionaries and 
local officers all invited to attend. 

A. BARR, Pres. 

.DIED. 
w ALTENBAUGH.-At Higbee, Mo., Au

gust 20, 1898, Jacob Daniel, infant son of Bro. 
David and Sr. Lizzie Waltenbaugh, aged 6 
months and 7 days. Funeral in charge R. R. 
Jones; discourse by E;lder George Thorburn, 
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Royal makes the food pure, 
wholesome and delicious. 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER C0, 1 NEW YORK. 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST O:F' LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1and2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
R~organized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman 0. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historieal narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment, growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despenss,tion are in
serted, in connection with accounts 

·of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume 2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners. . 2 00 
Full leather . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50 
Full leath3r, gilt edges ........... 3 00 

0. B. & Q. EXCURSIONS. 

TRANS-MISSISSIPPI EX;E'OSITION. 

Omaha, Nebraska, June 1 to November 1, 

'THE SAINTS' JIEHALD. 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every 'Vednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
$1.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; 
sample copies free; $1. 50 per year when paid in 
advance. 

'The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscri-ptions, make iiales of church publica
tions. and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., should be addressed to 
Frank Criley. Business Manager. Remittances 
should be made by post ofticoe o'r express orders, 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters. 
Do not send checks. 

(Ent@red at post oft1ce, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Jos&ph 
Smith. 

Cloth ........................... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 75 

I 
Morocco, gilt edges ..••••........ 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 
1----
1 THE BOOK OF MORMON .. 

I 
Cloth ........................... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia ............ 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ...... 2 00 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. Large 
Type Edition. 

Cloth. leather backs and corners .. $1 50 
Seal Grain Russia, gilt edges ..... 2 00 

Di?o;~.T-~~ -~~~ .~~::~~-~~,~~ .. · .$0 651 
Morocco Gram Russia. . . . . . . . . . • . 1 00 : 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..•.• 1 25 j 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ..• • •. 2 00 

1 l'HE TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mormon and the New Testa
ment. (Inspired Translation) 
in large type; in one volume. 

Leather back and corners ........ $2 00 
Seal Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . 2 50 
Imitatfon Morocco, gilt edges. . • • • 3 50 
Morocco, gilt edges .........•.••• 4 00 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Pocket-size edi
tion. 

Cloth ...................•••..•.. $0 30 
Cloth sides, leather back . . • • • • . . . 50 

TEACHERS' BIBLE. "The Self
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps, 
in good large print, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references; 
rrinted on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6!x8:L mailed post-
paid at, per copy, net ............ $2 00 

1898. For rates and dates apply to agent. RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE. 
G. A. R. National Encampment, Cincin- A manual of parliamentary practice for an 

deliberative assemblies of the Church of 
nati, Ohio, September 5-10, 1898. Returning Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. Rules for 
not later than September 13. An extension the government of general and district con
of time till October 2 can be obtained. Spe- ferences, branch business meetings, and 
cial G. A. R. train leaves Chariton 4: 50 a. m., 

1 

other assemblies. Instructions concerning 
· · · · 05 general, district, and hr.an.ch rec01"ds, the 

arr1vrng _Crnclnnati sa~e day at 9: P· m. holding of elder's courts, etc., cloth bound; 
Rounrl trip from Lamoni $14.05. price 40 coots. 

_____________ §: 

TRACTS. 
TRACTS Order by numbers. 

1. Th~ Nature of Man. Is he Pos
sessed of Immortality? Per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ......... $1 00 

2. Truth Made Manifest; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 ................. 1 00 

3. Voice of the Good Shepherd; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine 
of the Church, and Kirtland 
Temple Suit; per doz. 3 cts.; 100 Hi 

I>. Questions and Answers (on First 
Principles of the Gospel); per 
dozen, 3 cents; 100............ 1t'i 

6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall Adminis-
ter; per dozen, 15 cents; 100 ... 1 00 

'I. Who then Can be Saved; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100.. . . . . . . . . . . 30 

8. Fullness of the Atonement; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

9. Spiritualism Viewed from a 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 ........... 1 30 

10. The Narrow Way; per dozen, 10 
cents; 100 .................... 50 

11. The Plan of Salvation; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 .......... 1 20 

12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexander Campbell to a Re
stored Primitive Christianity 
Examined; per doz., 15 cts; 100, 1 00 

14. Reply to Orson Pratt; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ $1 00 

15. How to Enter the Kingdom; per 
dozen, 5 ccn ts; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

16. Polygamy: Was it an Original 
Tenet of the Church; per dozen, 
10 cents; 100................... aO 

18. N cccssity for a Reorganization 
of the Church; per dozen...... 30 

19. A Statement and a Correction 
of It; per dozen .............. . 

20. The "One Body;" or the Church 
·undertheApostleship and under 
the Apostasy; pordoz. 15c; 100, 1 O@ 

21. Truths' by Three Witnesses, and 
Epitome of Faith; per dozen, 
3 cents; 100........ .. . . . . . . .. . 1[) 

22. Faith and Repentance; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100. .. . . . . . .. . . 1)0 

23. Bautism; per dozen, 10 cts.; 100 66 
24. The Kingdom of God; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100 .................. 30 
25. Laying on of Hands; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100 ........ , .. .. . . .. . . 30 
27. The Sabbath Question; per 

dozen, 15 cents; J.00 ............ 1 00 
31. What is Trnth? True Ortho

doxy? and an Evangelical 
Church? and Epitome of Faith; 
per dozen, 3 cents; 100. .. .. . . . . 15 

41. The Gospel, and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen, 3 cents; 100 U 

42. Rejection of the Church; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100..... 50 

43. One Wife or Many; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 ................... 1 00 

44. Crooked Paths; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

47. The Future State; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

Prophecy of the Rebellion; per 100 10 
TRACTS IN LARGE LOTS. 

Special prices on application for 
tracts in lots of 1000 or more. 

THE HAPPIEST CHRISTMAS. A 
book for small children. Cloth ... $0 20 
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STATE SAVINGS BANK, OF LAMONI. 
Stockholders. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Geo. H. Hilliard. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 
G. W. Blair. 
Oscar Anderson. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 
Alice P. Dancer. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 

Officers. 
David Dancer. 

President. 
Wm. Anderson, 

Vice President. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

Cashier. 
Oscar Anderson, 

Assistant Cashier. 

Directors. 
W. A. Hopkins. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 

This bank does a general banking business at 
Lamoni, Iowa. Interest paid on time deposits 
according to th~ rules of the bank. Correspond
ence and patronage solicited. 

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN. 
A house in Lamoni, Iowa, two 'qnares from the bust 

ness center. It bas r--ix roomi:i, a hall, nnd three closets, 
and is COL veniently arnrng.._ d for a family of six or more; 
is warm as a winter hou8e, and has good vent lation for 
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple, 
cherry, p.Jum, and peach trees on the two lots, which are 
the corner of a block. Address. 

I. N. W. COOPER, Lamoni, Iowa. 

BRO. B. J<'. ORD\V AV, of Peoria, Illi
nois, will send 3 boxes of Quit. to-Bae post 
paid anywhere for $1.50, and positively guar
antee it to cure your tobacco habit, or your money 
refunded. 

FIRE-BUGS! $200 REWARD. 
The premium payers of the State are maintaining a 

fund by popular subscription from which is offered a 

Reward of $200 
By the undersigned association, for the arrest and con

viction of any incendiary in any of the associated tow1rn. 
TO FIRE INSURANCE AGENTS. 

It is dangerous to place insurance on the goods of 
Tramp Merchants and irresponsible traders. Their 
many fires and fire sales of merchandise nre heavy bur 
dens on the property and business interests of the State 

PROPERTY OWNERS FIRE ASSOCIATION. 
DES MOINES, loWA. 

ARCH1EOLOGICAL COMMITTEE 
REPORT. A manual of evidences 
in support of Book of Mormon arch-
reology, with maps. Price ....... $0 50 

TRADE: MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an 
invention is probably pl\tentable. Communica
tions strictly confid9ntial. Handbook on Patents 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents. 

Patents taken through l\Iunn & Co. receiv€ 
special notice, without charge, in the 

Sdtntific Jf m¢rican. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Its Easy Writing 
If its a Blickensaerfer No. 5. 

The universal favorite with all classes of 
operators who desire a simple and speedy 
machine. 

More "Blicks" in use among Iowa and Ne
braska newspapers than all the rest of the $100 
machines together. The only Typewriter on 
the market doing hundred-dollar work that is 
sold at a popular price. 

Has 28 Keys, of 84 Characters and Letters; 
Portable, weighing but Six Pounds with case. 

Copies and Manifolds perfectly,-12 carbon 
copies being easily taken at one writing. 

Only one price-$35.00 net. On ·ten days ap
proval to any responsible man in Iowa or Nebraska. 
Address, 

HARGER & BUSH, 
General Agents, 

904"910 Main Street, DUBUQUE, IOWA. 

1\:IANGLES -FOR

!'AMILY AND HOTEL USE, 
An O!dinary fan1ily ironing can be done on the "RACINE" 

Mangle m twenty minutes, withont. heat or fuel. 
NO FUEL. NO HEAT. 1110 SCORCHINC. 

Prices within the means of every family. l\Iade in six styles and 
ten sizes, for Families, Hotels, etc. Every Mangle cuaranteed. 

Send 2c stamp for new illustrated Catalogue, with prices. 
THE RACH\IE MANCLE CO., Racine, Wis. 

School Furniture ¢"Y Supplies 
The "VICTOR" Folding Desks are espech1lly adapted for use in 
District and Parochial Schools. Our line is complete, includin~ 
iltationary Desks, Double Desks, Adjustable Desks, etc. 

GET OUR CATALOGUE AND PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING. 

Agents Wanted Every.where" 

THOMAS KANE & CO., Racine, Wis. 

RACINE CAS ENCINE 
Uses Gasoline, Natural Gas or Manufactured Gas. 

Fitted with both Hot Tube and Electric Battery. 
Are used for Pumping Water, Grinding Feed and 
all Farm Purnoses; also Grain Elevators, Machine 
Dhor1s, c-t::;. ':the r:.Jo~t Simple, Ueliable and Econom .. 
foal Gas Engine on the n:arket. Send 2 cent stamp 
for catalogue and prices to 

RACINE HARDWARE CO., Racine, Wis.; 

EXCURSIONS 
I 

SE PT 6 These are the days on which you can buy 
• very low-rate round-trip Excursion Tickets to 

SEPT. 20 NEBRASKA and other points in the West, I QC T 
4 

Northwest and Southwest, good for 21 days. I 11 Stop on your way and see the GREAT TRANS-

0 c T 18 MISSISSIPPI EXPOSITION AT OMAHA. 
• This road publishes an illustrated pamphlet 

describing Nebraska, and also one a!9out the Omaha Exposition. You 
can get both without charge on application to the C. B. & Q. ticket 
agent or to P. S. EUSTIS, General Passenger Agent, C. B. & Q. R. R., 
Chicago, Ill. 

Co and look for a New Home in Nebraska, 

I a prosperous country, where a farm can be 
bought for one years' rent of an eastern farm. 

~~~ 
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authorship of theJ\manuscript which j sta~~~- It is translated by the discov
he has unearthed it will be studied erer: "Their ,Yearning for freedom 
with interest as one of the oldest and from the oppressor is full; their long 
probably the most valuable specimen continued sins cry unto thee, 0 God." 
of early writing in existence. Whether or not the interpretation is 

The fragment is remarkably well accurate the sentiment is a proper one 
preserved and appears to be made to emanate from him who succeeded 
from the skin of some aquatic animal, in giving the Israelites their desired 
probably the hippopotamus or Nile- freedom. 
horse. It is a yellowish brown in The first five books of the Bible 
color, crinkled and dry with age. have always been known as "The Five 
The three drawings on it are done in Books of Moses." According to the 
black ink, and, as interpreted by the history of Josephus, the original 
discoverer, apparently refer to the la· manuscript of these, in the handwrit
bors of the enslaved Israelites in ing of Moses, was preserved in the 
Egypt. Temple at Jerusalem. The fragment 

The Bible story runs (Exodus 1, 11- in the possession of Dr. Brnesselbach 
14): "They (the Egyptians) set over was unearthed from the ruins of the 
them (the Israelites) taskmasters to ancient city, known in the Bible as 

WAS THIS STRANGE MANUSCRIPT afflict them with their burdens. And Lachish. The explorer explains the 
I 

WRITTEN BY MOSES? they built for Pharaoh store cities, transition by saying that when the 

MISCELLANEOUS DEP AR'l'MEN'l': 
Bluff Park RAunion .................. 595 
Reunion Notices ............ · ......... 596 

VERY REMARKABLE HEBREW AN· Pithom and Raamses. And the Egyp- temple and city of Jerusalem were de-
TIQUITIES JUST UNEARTHED tians made the children of Israel to strayed by the Romans (70 A. D.) 

IN PALESTINE. serve with rigor. And they made these and other treasures were buried 
coPIEs oF soLoMON's SEAL AND THE their lives bitter with hard bondage and later removed to the city of Lach-

MOST ANCIENT HEBREW COINS in mortar, and in brick, and in all man- ish, where many scholars had taken 
EVER FOUND. ner of service in the field." up their residence. The ruins of this 

BERLIN, Aug. 10.-For several years The first picture on the recovered city have only lately been unearthed. 
a German preacher from the town of manuscript shows a Jewish maiden Dr. F. J. Bliss, acting for the Pales
Walbroel has been at work, personally milking a cow, referring to the labors tine Exploration Fund of England, 
and through native agents, in collect- with flocks and herds. Above is a found it while digging in the Tel-el
ing ancient manuscripts and coins pack saddle with its two girths, a ref- Hesy, as the Arabs call it. He found 
from •>the excavations in Palestine. erence to the work of transport. that Tel-el·Hesy was indeed "a mound 
Th,e~preacher's name is Bruesselbach There is also an Egyptian eagle of many cities," no less than eight 
and he has just published a little drawn exactly as it is found on the existing there, each one being built 
monograph givin~ t~e results of his I Egyptian monuments. The second upon the ruins of its predecessor. It 
labors. The publlcat10n has attracted picture is that of two Israelites hold- was in a portion of the mound un
wide attention among archaiologists ing up a large winnowing frame, in touched by Dr. Bliss that Bruessel
and scientific men, for the reason that illustration of their labors in the state bach and his coworkers made their 
the discoveries which Bruesselbach granaries established by Joseph. discoveries. 
claims to have made and which seem The Semitic type of the two men is In his explanation of the Mosaic 
to be authenticated by the facts are characteristic and unmistakable. The manuscript the explorer calls special 
the most important made in many third picture is that of the foot of a attention to the forms of the letters 
years. The finds possess other than pyramid, or the base of a fortification used in the inscription upon the papy
scholarly interest, as they nearly all wall, a specimen of the labor of brick· rus. The first letter, called Aleph, 
relate to Bible history. making and building, in which the an ox, is really a drawing of the horns 

'I'he most important of the discover- captives were employed. Upon the of that animal. The second letter, 
ies related by Bruesselbach is that of column is perched a hawk, the hawk Beth, means a house. The third, 
a manuscript supposedly written by and eagle being sister symbols of up- Gimel, stands for camel, and so on, 
Moses himself. The margin bears per and lower Egypt. throughout the alphabet, there is a 
the name of Moses and the writing re- While the pictures are interesting, remarkable correspondence between 
lates to the subjects treated in the the most important part of the papy- the names and the objects. 
early books of the Bible which have rus is the inscription across the top. This discovery Bruesselbach thinks 
come down to us as the books of It is written in ancient script, hitherto may solve what has long been a puz
Moses. If the explorer can prove the unknown, but so primitive as to ap- zle to scholars. In all school geog
accuracy of his belief in the august proach very closely to the hieroglyphic raphies the origin of the alphabet has 
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b"een ascribed to the Phoonicians. peculiar shape of the letters and the j upon the matter, judgment may have 
Many modern scholars have been in- fact that they are interwoven with the ·to be suspended. This discovery is, 
clined to doubt this theory, for the design on the seal. The name of however, in line with other startling 
reason that the letters were not Solomon has been deciphered. If this finds of the past few years. 
sufficiently primitive. The inscrip- is the genuine seal of Solomon it also The unearthing at Nippur of in
tion just discovered, which is presuma- has on it "the ineffable name" of God scriptions which carry civilization 
bly the first specimen extant of early Jehovah, but Bruesselbach has not back to five or six thousand years B. · 

Hebrew writing, seems to bridge the been able to make this out to his own c., showing that the art of printing 
chasm hitherto existing between the satisfaction amid the various lines was known and practiced at that early 
hieroglyphics and conventional letters traced upon its surface. day, settles one of the objections 
of later times. Another coin brought to light is which has frequently been raised 

Dr. Bruesselbach says: The result evidently to be located about 175 B. c., against the possibility of Moses hav
of our investigation is that the manu- in the time of the king-priest, Jason. ing written any part of the Bible, the 
script, judging from all external and The inscription is in a peculiar dialect , natural doubt as to the use of writing 
internal evidence, is genuinely Mosiac. of Byro-Aramaic belonging to tha,t ' at that early date. 
If this be so the religious world is on period and is written from left to The discoveries of Dr. Bruesselbach 
the point of some startling discoveries, right, contrary to the Hebrew custom will certainly arouse widespread in
for where one manuscript has been in writing. The decipherment of the terest and awaken renewed entbusi
found there may be others and the inscription is "K. Jebason G. Is. Coin asm for the work of exploration in 
next one unearthed may contain some of the City," which has been trans- the Holy Land.-San Francisco Gall, 
portion of the Bible in this ancient II lated: "Jason, the high priest Aug. 14. 
script, thus supporting the tradition (Kohen Gedol) of Israel." . On the re- ========="" 
of the Mosiac authorship of the Pen- verse is a palm branch and a smoking 

LONDON, Sept. 3.-Sarcastic refer-tateuch, or parts of it at least. altar, illustrating the priestly function 
The Palestine Fund reports other of offering sacrifices in the temple. ences to the German Emperor's pil· 

interesting discoveries, among them a Strictly speaking, Jason is not a grimage to Jerusalem continue to 
coin of earlier date that any hereto- Biblical character, for he lived in the appear in the English press. Persons 

who make these comments are not fore known. The oldest Hebrew coin time just following the close of the 
discovered before this time bore date Biblical period, the accounts of which well informed. The Emperor is too 

clever to go to Syria without having a of 143 B. c., and Bruesselbach's party are very scanty. 
discovered a large bronze coin of Da- A seal ring, bearing the name of practical business policy, even if he 
vid's time. It shows the crown of Simeon, the Maccabee, who ruled invites two hundred Lutheran pastors 
David with a circlet of stars. The 143-135 B. c., was among the other to see the holy places with him. 

There has been a great increase in crown 'was said, according to story, to discoveries. The inscription is most 
be made of gold of the value of a tal- distinct of all, being the most. recent, German trade in Asia Minor during 
ent. The inscription about the coin and is therefore more easily read than his reign, and the Emperor himself is 

· now as influential as the Czar in the reads: "David, King of Jerusalem." the others. The letters are arranged 
councils of the Sultan. German trade On the reverse side is an eight-stringed around a seven-pointed star and run: 

harp with the inscription: "Fear ye, "Simeon, the High Priest." influence will be enlarged by the Em-
peror's pilgrimage, which is an"'thing repent ye, who are strong in the While Dr. Bruesselbach bas made .J" 

faith." no attempt to exploit bis discoveries but a quixotic adventure or a senti-
Scbolars and numismatists alike are he claims that there is no doubt of mental journey. 

exhibiting deep interest in this coin, their authenticity. At the same time 
which was struck off almost three he says that there is likely to be con- The new missionary paper entitled Signs of 

Progress in China, published, we believe, in 
thousand years ago and passed cur- troversy regarding the genuineness of London, gives some exceedingly interesting 
rent among the subjects of King Da- some of them and he therefore pro- information relating to the great change 
vid in Jerusalem. poses to place these and other manu- which is going on at the great centers in 

Another more notable discovery re- scripts, coins and ring, which he has China, such as Shanghai and Foo-Chow. 

Ported by Dr. Bruesselbach 1·s. that of d b f t t b l t Chinese merchants are educating their sons ug up, e ore compe en sc o ars o . E 1. h h 1 t f $S . . in ng 1s sc oo s a an expen8e o per 
the "Seal of Solomon." There is no settle, if possible, beyond a doubt, the month. The barrow gives way to the bicycle, 
story more clearly remembered by question of their accuracy. I and the sedan chair to the carriage and pair. 
those who have read the "Arabian The fact tl::.at he bas found a manu- . The anti-foot-binding movement and the Chi
Nights" than that of the mystic ring script purporting to come from the nese Ladie.s' ~cho~l also .indic~te the great 
by which the genii were summoned to hands of Moses, bearing his name and change whwh 18 gorng on rn Chrna.-Ex. 

the service of its possessor. Arabic that of Joshua (bis successor) on the 
ADDRESSES. 

and Hebrew literature is full of tbe margin, written in very primitive Elder F. G. Pitt; field address, No. 14 
legends of the wonders performed by characters on the most primitive ma- · Council St., Hulme, Manchester, England. 
the might of Solomon's Seal, made terial ever found, would seem to be J. W. Wight, care Carrier 12, Salt Lake 

through the wisdom of this wisest of important in itself. City, Utah. . . 
monarchs. I Li But there have been skillful forgeries t' w.INd. Robdinson, MS~c. Ge.!l. s. s. -4\SSOCla-

10n, n epen ence, issouri. 
The inscription is not so easy to read of such documents before now, and, Elder Henry c. Smith, No. 647 south 

as those on the coins because of the . until a number of experts have passed . Spring Street, Los Angeles, California. 
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeeds and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.''-Joh:n 8131, 32. 

"Hearken to the word of the Lordi for there shall :not any man among you have save it be one wifes and concubines he shall have :no:ne.''-B, of M., pageU6, 

Vol. 45. 

JOSEPH SMITH 
R. S. SALYARDS 
HEMAN c. SMITH, 
JosEPll LUFF, 

EDITOR. 
ASSISTANT EDITOR. 

} CORRESPONDING EDITORS. 

LAMONI, loWA, SEP'l'. 14, 1898. 

CAN THE AARONiC PRIESTHOOD 

Lamoni, Iowa, September 14, 1898. 

authority to baptize, administer the sacrament, 
or lay on hands.-D. C. 17: 11, latter clause 
of paragraph. 

The exception introduced by the 
word "but," clearly shows that the 
priest may administer the sacrament, 
but teacher or deacon may not. 

The elders or priests are to have a suffi
cient time to expound all things concerning 
the Church of Christ to their understanding, 

ADMINISTER'? previous to their partaking of the sacrament, 
THE author of the article on the sub- and being confirmed by the laying on of 
ject of administering the sacrament the hands of the elders.-D; C. 17: 18, the 
states that he does not seek or wish duty of members after baptism; etc. 

any controversy on the subject upon 
which he writes; yet states at the 
close of his note accompanying the 
article that he would be pleased to 
hear from him, or them who may 

In this both elders and priests are 
included in the duty, or privilege of 
administering the sacrament, but the 
laying on of hands is confined to· the 
elders. 

have, or think they have better light It is expedient that the church meet to-
gether often to partake of bread and wine in 

on the subject. We may not be of remembrance of tho Lord Jesus; and the 
either class; but suggest the follow- elder, or priest shall administer it.-D. c. 17: 22. 

ing:- The author states that "No possible 
1. The author knows, or ought to stretch of the English language could 

know, that the church has from the make 'administer' mean 'to bless,' and 
first in its practice understood that can only be understood as combining 
the priest had a right and the power the spiritual and temporal together, 
to administer the sacrament, including with the higher and lesser prieshood. 
the blessing of the emblems, both Administering makes it harmonious." 
bread and wine. He knows that this In paragraphs 10, 11, 18, and 22, the 
has been and is the practice of the word administer is used in reference 
Remganization. to the whole act; and in each the word 

2. In the discussion of the question, administer is used in stating the duty, 
Who may administer the sacrament? privilege, or power of the priest to so 
in conference, raised upon an edito- administer. And, as nothing is said 
rial in the HERALD in which it was as to who shall or shail not pass the 
assumed that the teacher and deacon emblems, the church has concluded 
might assist in administration by that to administer the sacrament in
passing the emblems, the conclusion eludes both the blessing and the pass
was reached that neither teacher nor ing of the emblems. 
deacon could officiate, and that admin- And, as sections 22 and 23 define 
istering the sacrament included both the manner of administering, both the 
the blessing and the passing the em- bread and the wine, and give the 
blems. It was further decided that fo:cmula; and state that "the elder or 
the priest could legally administer, by pri~st shall administer it," the sacra
virtue of his office. This is also ment, it would seem improper to con
known to the author of the article. elude that the priest could only pass 

The rule of law on which the church the emblems when not a word is said 
has based the practice of permitting about so passing them. It would 
the priest to administer the sacrament, seem to be equally improper to state 
is found as follows:- that the paragraphs referred to pro-

The priest's duty is to preach, teach, ex- vide that the elder alone has the right 
pound, exhort, and baptize, and administer to "administer;" that is, to bless 
the. sam:ament. '.. . In all t~ese dut~es the' when the command is that "the elder 
priest is to assist the elder if oceas10n re- . t h ll d · · t 't " l l 
quires.-D. c. 17: 10. or pnes s a a mm1s er l , c ear y 
- But neither teachers, nor deacons have meaning that either might do it, 

No. 37. 

Had the language been the elder 
"and" the priest shall administer it, 
then there might be room for the 
author's rendition. In each instance 
where both officers are mentioned in 
connection with the sacrament it is 
elders, or priests; elder, or priest. 

REQUESTS AND REFLECTIONS. 

WE REACH out the editorial pen to 
touch and to knight every minister in 
the field of gospel work, general or 
local, as a reporter for THE SAIN'.rs' 
HERALD. We mean by this formal 
act to more fully bring the HERALD'S 
interests to the notice of those who, 
out in the world and in the service, as 
scouts, sentinels, on guard, or on the 
field of battle, are active observers 
and participants in the campaign, the 
war now being waged in the interests 
of truth. We desire the cooperation 
not only of the ministerial force, but 
of all members of the body-all,. from 
generals down to the last recruit in 
the ranks. 

This is a busy, passing, changing 
world, and in the developments pecul
iar to the present conflict it is neces
sary that we gather up and analyze 
every principle, every measure, and 
every discovery or theory presented 
having a bearing upon moral, spir
itual, and general problems connected, 
immediately or remotely, with our 
work. We want not only to study the 
word pertaining to the first principles 
of the gospel; but this done, to study 
more deeply-into the philosophy, 
the spirit, the life of the spiritual 
economy. We must take broad and 
comprehensive views of the great 
work of God, endeavoring to discern 
the unity of action and the harmony of 
principle existing in the various 
forces he employs in the world of 
seen and unseen things, which are dis
cernible to those who cultivate the 
art of seeing. By seeing we mean 
more than the seeing with the natural 
eye; we mean the development of that 
spiritual-mental insight and percep
tion which gives penetration, fore
sight, comprehension, analysis, and 
classification - the wisdom, knowl-
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edge, and power to rightly divide and 
rightly conclude upon all questions 
presenting themselves for solution. 

The facts and conditions of our own 
times plainly reveal the character of 
the work to be done by us as a church. 
Problems of grave import, questions 
of deep and lasting significance are 
pressing themselves upon the atten
tion of the church and the world. 
Can they be ignored and the issues be 
met? Certainly not. What then is 
the logical course of action demanded 
of us as a people? Clearly this: That 
the imaginations, inventions, and de
vices of the world, of men and unseen 
powers, are to be sifted and analyzed 
with.a view to adopting whatever of 
good they contain and rejecting what
ever is erroneous, misleading, mysti
fying, and darkening. In this age of 
the world we are not surrounded so 
much by open physical opposition, 
but by deception and erroneous con
ceptions. It requires light and truth 
to cl~ar the way; the searchlights are 
to be turned on the sea of action, that 
those possessing the light of truth 
may assume an intelligent offensive 
or defensive attitude, as the case may 
require. 

Much is being uttered and published 
of interest and of value to us as "the 
children of the light." We use the 
definite term recorded in the word, 
for the reason that it signifies the 
position the saints of God are called 
to occupy. If we do not sufficiently 
understand the positions of men or 
organizations who oppose the truth to 
refute their theories, certainly we 
shall be "in the dark," and thus be 
disqualified to act clearly in our own 
behalf and in the interests of others 
who come to us for instruction and 
deliverance. We make claims to rep
resent and therefore to present the 
path of life to men and women without 
the light of life in the world. Such 
claim demands of us that it be made 
good by an intelligent comprehension 
of our work, that we be justified in 
the eyes of God and of men. We 
must show that the claims we make 
are justified by ability to clearly rep
resent and show forth their superi
ority, that they so be made apparent. 
Less than this will fail to justify an 
acceptance of our work. 

We kindly ask those whom we have 
formerly reque§1i@d to remeiµber thl;l Ii .. .. . 
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interests of the HERALD, that they 
keep an active outlook for and let us 
have the many good things that di
rectly or indirectly bear upon the 
great latter-day work. Our desire is 
to bring to the readers of the HERALD 

the best possible matter obtainable, 
that we all may be advanced in knowl
edge, in harmony with the philosophy 
of our work. We are aware that some 
do not need this formal invitation to 
write for or forward matter to us; but 
many do, and to them we make the 
statement. We are acting for the 
good of the body, and with that pur
pose in view have no hesitancy in 
thus placing the matter before all. 

Many of the brethren have gathered 
much excellent matter, which, placed 
before the church, would prove of 
great value to its workers. Some 
withhold through fear of not present
ing matter of value. It is a good plan 
not to presume too much on the in
formation of readers or hearers; and 
this can reasonably be taken as a 
course of action, for though some may 
be acquainted with matter presented, 
others are not; and good things bear 
repetition. Things are not known till 
fixed in the mind. Repetitio est mater 
studiorum. 

Another feature of this matter 
becomes apparent. In the many 
departments of knowledge having 
connection with our work, specialists 
are being developed. Men in their 
fields meet forms of opposition or 
phases of religious belief that are not 
met in others. Special study of such 
sµbjects is therefore made, resulting in 
the developme!lt and compilation of 
much valuable matter. With an ex
change of products all are benefited 
and the better qualified for the serv
ice. All are therefore armorers of one 
another, as iron sharpeneth iron. 
Men are also variously constituted or 
qualified; one is the close text 
preacher, another the philosopher or 
more speci"fically philosophical in 
style; another has a diverse method; 
but each blends with the other, and 
variety appears in the unity of spirit 
and diversity of work; thus truth is 
focused into various mental in
struments who develop its lights and 
shades and reveal it in proper per
spective. No one artist is able to 
make up all the picture. And it will 
;require some time yet-probl:l,bly a,11 

of eternity (if we may comprehend 
such term) to bring out all the 
strength, the symmetry, and the 
beauty of truth. For this reason we 
think it well to urge a free exchange 
or reciprocity of trade in good matter. 
It would advance our personal devel
opment and ten,d to promote the 
acquisition of knowledge by all con
cerned-the whole body. The pre
sumption would also be safe that 
greater dynamic force would thus be 
generated, and stored up, and used. 
And the use would not diminish but 
rather increase the supply of poten
tial, striking, forceful energy. 

In r.he ages of the past much of 
Nature's energies have remained po
tential but partly inert. 'rbey have 
been ready to do the bidding of man, 
the agent of providence, but though 
surrounded by them he remained for 
ages in ignorance of their existence, 
hence failed to obtain their benefits. 
In the developments of modern times, 
in these last days, "knowledge" has 
been increased. According to the 
statement of Daniel the prophet that 
"many shall run to and fro and knowl
edge shall be increased in the earth," 
something has touched. the nature 
and habits of man universal as by a 
common impulse, and the race has 
arisen in the spirit of discovery and 
application. Following the Dark Ages 
a revival of learning ensued, a love of 
liberty developed. A new continent 
was placed at the disposal of the race 
for the free unhampered exercise of 
its genius, and liberty to think and 
speak and act, under the divine over
shadowing but ever enlightening 
Spirit that is moving the world for 
good, is resulting in the beating back 
and dispelling of mists and darkness, 
and God is being revealed in princi
ple, in power, and in personality. 

Our civilization so far as good is the 
result of learning the principles essen
tial to or that are included in the 
character of God. Every truth in 
scientific teachillg that has been effect
ive for good in the arts, the sciences, 
mechanical, electrical, economical, and 
otherwise has blessed the race through 
study and application of the princi
ples and forces of Nature, the appoint
ments and powers ordained of God for 
the benefit of man. When we study 
God's works we learn of him; when 
w~ apply the :pri:nciples pertaining tQ 
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material science we are benefited and 
civilization is advanced. Our present 
attainments as a race are the result of 
the discovery and application of prin
ciples of law ordained of God, hence 
true science in material lines is one 
with the spiritual, in that it also with 
the spiritual reveals the ever present 
beneficent overruling one "who pre
sides in the midst of all things," ''God 
over all, blessed forevermore," and 
to whom belongs the ascription of 
praise and power and dominion; do
minion not only over the forces of 
nature, but whose love and wisdom 
should rule in the hearts and minds of 
men universally, that there may be 
harmony in all the works of God; that 
sin and death may give way to right
eousness and life. 

Men may deny the existence and 
revelations of God, but no one stands 
independent of or removed from him. 
The daily benefits, the forces that sus
tain and control the universe, show 
forth the majesty and power of his 
constant presence and superintend
ence. It is useless for anyone to 
deny the potent visible facts of God's 
existence and constant unwearying 
interest in the works of his hands. 
As the race studies his works it ad
vances in actual practical knowledge 
and is elevated in the life conditions 
of progressing civilization. It retro
grades toward barbarism as it turns 
from God and truth. The practical 
applications of electricity, so mark
edly developed and being extended in 
our own times, is but the application 
of force that is similar to the spiritual, 
and which man has been able to dis
cern, and apply, controlling, to a de
gree, its energies to do his bidding, 
hence to better the life conditions in 
many ways. The logic of all scien
tific teaching emphasizes the claim of 
the spiritual; viz.; That man occupy
ing in his true and natural sphere is 
in communion with God; that possess
ing by creation the attributes of mind 
which, purified and enlightened, are 
able to comprehend the character of 
God, spiritual, and moral, and general 
knowledge is strictly essential to his 
education, development and welfare; 
that his normal state is an exalted 
one. 

This, with much more, is practi
cally stated in Doctrine and Covenants 
section 90, paragra:ph 4. IP, that sec-
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tion we are informed concerning the 
nature and proper status of man; that 
his place is with God; that the way to 
him is the path of truth, the way, of 
knowledge and obedience. "Truth is 
knowledge of things, as they are, and 
as they were, and as they are to 
come;" a comprehensive definition in
deed; defined to us by him who is the 
Spirit of truth. The field of study 
and observation is certainly a broad 
one. 'l'here is also a proml.se that the 
Spirit of truth shall manifest "all 
things that are expedient" for the dis
ciple to know. 

Having indulged in these hastily 
penned reflections we repeat the re
quest that the brethren and sisters 
who are students of truth remember 
our efforts to place good matter be
fore the readers of the HERALD, for 
the common good. It is our work 
"to advance the cause which" we 
"have espoused; to the salvation of 
man, and to the glory of" God. (D. 
c. 77: 1.) 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

BISHOP E. L. KELLEY, Stonington, 
Maine, Septem her 5 :-

We are well and getting along fairly. Have 
held meetings every night and two to three 
times on Sunday since reaching- Maine. Al
exander was in demand in Providence and 
Boston and remained over for two Sundays, 
but will join us at Jonesport, Maine, on 
Wednesday next for conference. 

Bro. J. W. Wight in a letter dated 
Fairfield, Utah, September 1 :-

Boys have tent at Lehi and are raising the 
"natives." I tell you those "boys," R. J·. 
Parker and D. w. Wight, are men. Almost 
astonishing the success they have had this 
summer in tent work. They have baptized 
seven so far. I baptized six at Pleasant 
Grove last week. Two ladies wished to be, 
but husbands bitter. Have them stirred up 
here (old Camp Floyd). Am better physi
cally, and never felt better spiritually. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

PRESIDENT JOSEPH SMITH, Brn. W. 
H. Kelley, William Anderson, J. R. 
Lambert, and others too numerous for 
personal mention, returned from the 
Bluff Park reunion during the week 
of the 4th. 

Bro. W. E. Summerfield sends us a 
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out effect, save to show the futility of 
such work. We omit report because 
the matter has been reported, in effect, 
of late. 

Brn. Heman C. Smith and Thomas 
J. Bell, of the missionary force, 
opened up the work at Humeston, 
Iowa, on Satuday and Sunday the 4th 
and 5th ins ts., in one of the city 
churches. They were well received,. 
having fair-sized audiences, though 
attendance was lessened on Sunday 
evening by stormy weather. 

Bishop G. H. Hilliard arrived at 
Lamoni from the Bluff Park reunion 
on Wednesday, the 7th, intending to 
remain for a time in the interests of 
church and college work, but was 
suddenly called away by telegram on 
the 9th on account of the serious ill
ness of his eldest son, a resident of 
Southern Illinois. 

Bro. Frank Criley will be present 
at the Woodbine reunion with a full 
line of church publications on sale; 
also with mailing lists of the HERALD, 
Autumn Leaves, and other periodicals. 
Persons wishing to settle Herald Office 
accounts, to subscribe for publica
tions, or purchase supplies, will find 
Bro. Oriley prepared to supply their 
wants. 

Taking advantage of the absence of 
Bishop E. L. Kelley, employees of the 
Herald Office renovated, papered, and 
painted the Bishop's office, which 
heretofore has been badly in need of 
such attention. Some time ago the 
General Conference provided for bet
ter quarters for the Bishop's offices, 
but nothing had been done until, see
ing an opportunity to better condi
tions, the employees stepped in and 
acted as stated. 

The Empress of Austria was assas
sinated by an Anarchist at Geneva, 
Switzerland, on the 10th inst., while 
proceeding from her hotel to a steam -
boat dock. Universal sympathy is 
felt for the aged Emperor and the 
Austrian people. Her death will put 
a stop to the contemplated jubilee in 
November in commemoration of Em
peror Francis Joseph's accession, for 
which elaborate arrangements had 

report of the Elvin-Padget discussion been made. 
which was held recently at Pollock, "London, Sept. 10.-Instead of the 
Missouri, from which it appears that 

1 

century closing in universal peace, 
Bro. Elvin succeeded nicely on his with the nations joining in with the 
pro. positions, while Elde.r Padget's ef-1 Czar's pro.po.sitio. n. for disarmament, 
forts to damage the work were with- Euro:pe has not been for years so close 
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to the verge of general disaster. War, 
discord, death, and crime seem to have 
suddenly burst forth in all parts of 
the globe. The assassination of the 
Empress of Austria is liable to have 
a far-reaching effect, while the situa
. tions in Crete and Africa have assumed 
such critical aspects to-day that all 
manner of gloomy predictions are 
made. Taking up Austria's case first, 
the old Emperor, Franz .Joseph, is a 
broken-down man. His son was 
murdered in a criminal intrigue. His 
country is fast going to pieces, and 
now his wife is assassinated without 
reason. Several times the Emperor 
has been on the point of abdicating, 
and this last blow may be his end. 
Everywhere it has been said for years 
that he will be the last Emperor of 
Austria-Hungary, for at his death or 
retirement the federation would surely 
dissolve. What international compli· 
cations such dismemberment might 
cause no one can foretell. It un
doubtedly sooner or later would bring 
bloody strife between two or more 
greedy, avaricious powers, as well as 
internal discord between the various 
small countries forming the empire, 
who have never affiliated or welded 
their interests in common. Little 
Crete nearly involved Europe in hos
tilities last year, and now again is 
burning like an incendiary's torch. 
To-day the admirals of the powers 
sent an ultimatum to the Turkish 
Governor, giving but a few hours for 
disarmament of everybody on the 
island, including even the Turkish 
regulars. What may result from this 
is beyond even the most diplomatic 
guessing. It is simply a case of hop
ing for the best." 

Mothsrs' Homs Coltlmn. 
EDITED BY !!'RANCES. 

SELECT READING FOR OCTOBER MEETINGS 
OF DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 

BEHA VING.-CONTINUED. 

WHEN you attend a concert or church 
behave yourself. Don't wriggle and twist and 
fidget till the nervous woman back of you is 
all of a tremble, fearing you will fall to bits 
in her presence, and do not whisper or giggle 
or shufiie your feet, or hunch your neighbor. 
Only last Sunday night a very impressive 
sermon was almost ruined for me by a young 
man and maiden sitting behind me who kept 
up a running comment onEthe preacher, the 
choir, and the cou~re~a,.ti,on., All ~hese 
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things which you do thoughtlessly are in
fringements of the law of kindness, which is 
the keystone in the arch of true politeness. 

Whether on the street, at home, at school, 
anywhere, please do not talk slang. If you 
only knew where most of the uncouth expn1s
sions which have unaccountably become the 
fashion, originate, you would be very careful 
how you let them pass your lips. What an 
incongruity to think of a sweet, dainty young 
girl associating with stable boys and roughs, 
or frequenting saloons or other ill-smelling 
resorts; yet most slang originates in just such 
places, among just such people; by using it 
you arouse the suspicion that these are your 
chosen associates; that instead of being the 
well-taught, well-cared for children you are, 
you have been neglected and left to run wild. 
Often on the street we hear a well-dressed 
pretty-looking girl accost another with, 
"Hallo! Grace," to receive the response, 
"Hallo! Gertie,'' and at once we doubt the 
testimony which their fine clothes and pretty 
faces gave, that they were little ladies, and 
almost believe that the spirit of some rough, 
coarse man has taken possession of those 
dainty bodies. Sometimes we have heard 
that same Gracie accosted as "Tom," and 
Gertie answering to the call "Pete." 

My dear girls, if you only could know how 
these things jar on the ears of those who love 
you, and how they impress stranirers with a 
conviction that you are ill-bred, I am sure 
you would need no imploring of mine to make 
you "mend your manners" and your speech. 
No matter how fine your clothes may be, how 
ladylike your motions, how sweet your face, 
if the moment you open your lips, your 
"speech betrayeth you," either by the loud
ness of its tone, or by its slang, you will be 
accounted no lady by well- bred people. I 
would not have you "prim, precise, and 
prosy;" chatter nonsenoe to your heart's con
tent, but do it in good English, free from 
taint of the dram-shop or prize ring, and in 
sweet, clear tones. Worse even than slang 
is a cross, ill-natured tone of speech, for this 
shows fault of the heart, while that may pro
ceed from mere thoughtlessness. Bite your 
tongue every time you catch it saying hate
ful, ill-natured things. When you feel in
clined to say or tell anything bad about 
anyone, subject it to the test of these three 
questions: Is it true? Is it kind? Is it 
necessary to be told? And do not let it escape 
you unless you can answer "Yes" to all three. 

How shall we treat company? That de
pends in some measure upon whether it is 
your own company or your parents'. But 
whether the guests are your friends or your 
mother's friends, it is for you to give them 
cordial welcome and do what you can to make 
their stay pleasant. If a lady calls to see 
your mother, do not rush at once into the 
parlor to see who it is, to stare at her and 
perhaps annoy her by handliro.g her clothes 
and asking impertinent questions. Whether 
you shall go in at all or not depends upon 
how your mother has trained you. Stop and 
think whether she likes or does not like to 
have you come in to see her friends without 
being called. If she does, it is right for you 
io go at the proper time and in proper order, 

Do not rush in at once; two people are freer 
to talk by themselves than in presence of a 
third, so let your mother and her visitor have 
time to "break the ice" before you go in. 
Then see if you are in proper plight; do not 
mortify your mother by going in with hands 
and faces smeared with the mud with which 
you have just been making mud pies, or your 
clothes and hair rumpled with tumbling on 
the hay. Having made up your mind to go 
in, open the door wide enough to walk in re
spectably, not a mere crack through which 
you can just squeeze; walk through it, turn 
and shut it gently with your hand, not back
ing up against it or slamming it together. 
Go directly to your mother and stand by her 
quietly until she introduces you, if the visitor 
is a stranger, or if an old friend, till she ad
dresses you. Answer her cour·teous!y, and if 
she offers her hand, not without, shake hands 
with her, and then oit down and sit still. If 
she wishes to talk with you she is to make 
the first advance, and you are to meet her 
half way. If she and your mother prefer to 
continue their own conversation, all you 
have to do is to listen; it is the height of ill
manners to interrupt them by questions or by 
any other effort to bring yourself to their 
notice. Sometimes children who are too 
well trained to interrupt by talking, do so by 
drumming with their fingers upon the table, 
fidgeting around, or doing other things to 
attract attention. This is worse than speak
ing right out, it disturbs just as much, and is 
not so honest. Usually it rests with the 
elders to make the advance, but you children 
must meet them half way and bear your share 
of the conversation. Think of something 
beside "Yes ma'am" and "No ma'am" to 
answer; something that will lead on to talk. 

You propose giving a party for your young 
friends. How shall you do it? Think over 
who will enjoy themselves together and in
vite them. You can do this by word of 
mouth, or by invitations neatly written on a 
whole sheet of paper, with envelope to match. 
These may be sent by mail, but the nicer way 
is to deliver them personally. Invitations 
often bear the letters R. S. V. P., which 
means, "Answer if you please." Whether 
invitations bear these letters or not, thfly 
should always be answered with regrets if 
we cannot go. Look up all your amusements 
beforehand, and see that they are in good 
order-the swiog, croquet-set, the requisites 
for archery or lawn-tennis, if the party is an 
afternoon one, and all sorts of in-door games 
if it is in the evening. Then dress yourself, 
not in your very best, for a hostess should not 
be better dressed than the plainest of her 
guests, but in your second best, which should 
be pretty, bright, and becoming'. As guests 
come in, your mother and yourself should be 
near the door to receive them, saying some 
pleasant things to each and seeing that each 
has pleasant company to talk to, or some in
teresting thing to look at. After all have 
arrived, your mother can leave you if she 
chooses, or remain, as suits her, but you are 
to try your very best t.o make every one of 
your guests have the nicest time possible. 
There will always be some shy people who 
settle down in corners alone. Don't rush 
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up to them and say, "What are you sitting 
here for, all alone by .yourself?" and thus 
make them more conscious of thefr shyness. 
Contrive to bring to them some bright body 
who can talk and will lead them to talk, till 
they forget .their shyness. When the games 
commence, see to it that the ''other girls" 
and their brothers have places in the first 
set-those who would naturally be left out if 
you did not manage it. Let the favorites of 
"our set" wait, they can find plenty of amuse
ments. 

If there is music, take your share in it, even 
though you cannot play or sing as well as 
some others. You do this not to show off, 
but to make it easy and pleasant for others. 
If you refuse othors will do the same, and 
thus the pleasure of the company will be 
marred. Whether you are host or guest 
never wait to be teased into anything. Some 
young misses-their older brothers and sis
ters as well-think it is fine manners to re
fuse to play, sing, or do anything else for the 
entertainment of the company, expectiag to 
be coaxed into doing it. This is very bad man
ners, besides being dishonest. Nine times 
out of ten you mean to do and wish to do the 
thing rfquired, but think it will enhance 
your own importance to make people coax 
you to do it. You should have such a lesson 
as Benjamin Franklin had. One morning be
fore breakfast he was sent on an errand to a 
Quaker neighbor's a mile or two away, ar
riving there just as the family were sitting 
down to breakfast. "Will thee not take 
breakfast with us?" said the old gentleman. 
The long walk had made Benjamin raven
ously hungry, and the meal was very invit
ing, but he thought it was not quite the 
thing to accept the first time he was asked, 
so he said, "No, thank you, I don't, wish any,'' 
fully expecting to be asked again. But he 
was not; the family sat down to the table, 
and the sight of their eating made the 
hungry boy still hungrier, till he could stand 
it no longer, and said, "I believe I will have 
some breakfast with you." "No, thee will 
not," said the staunch old Quaker; "if thee 
wanted it thee should have said so when I 
asked thee." Franklin adds: "From that 
day to this I have never waited to be coaxed 
to do anything I was asked to do and wished 
to ao; I always eat breakfast when it is of
fered me." 

When the request to play or sing comes 
from your parents, it is worse than discourte
ous to refuse. They have expended much. 
money on your music lessons; the only proper 
return you can make is to respond cheerfully 
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cacy about "interfering." Do not you, for 
either cause, fail of doing your duty in this 
particular. A moment's thought will show 
you it is the kindly thing to do, and a little 
tact will enable you to do it in such a manner 
that it shall seem to do itself. If your guests 
pass into the dining-room for refreshments, 
you must also see that all are properly at
tended and properly served there.-Ohild
hood: Its Care and Oiilture. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUES'rS FOB. PRA Ylrn. 

I REQUEST the prayers of the .. sisters Prayer 
Union. I have been affiicted for three years 
with dropsy of the stomach, and at present I 
am hardly able to do my household work. I 
ask to be remembered in the prayers of tte 
sisters. MRS. MARY JANE ANDERSON. 

A sister whose husband is out of the fold 
desires the prayers of the Union, that he may 
be speedily brought to a knowledge of the 
truth and a place of safety within the fold. 

Stlndau 8~hool IlBpartmBnt. 
ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor. 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa."} 

KEEP this thought always in mind: Don't 
do things for to-day alone. Remember the 
influence you exert upon the scholars before 
you, lasts through eternity. 

From the St. Louis District Sunday School Newspaper. 

WHATEVER the young man lives for includes 
a future. The glutton and drunkard think of 
the immediate future, others look farGher 
ahead; but the longer the view into the fu
ture, the stronger the reaction on life, and 
the more elevating the influence. 

IN attending to little things it is impor
tant not to exaggerate them. It is true that 
one who attaches no importance to little 
things will never do great things; but it is 
just as certain that the man who exaggerates 
mole bills to mountains is not the man to re
move mountains. Moreover, a man who can
not become interested in a mole bill until he 
has exaggerated it to a mountain, cannot be 
profitably interested in it after it is exagger
ated. It is the man who attempts to strain 
out a gnat as if it were a camel, who is given 
to swallowing camels without noticing them. 

to their requests for music. , "Go to bed early on Saturday night, get up 
If your party is in the evening, it is your early on Sunday morning, and thou shalt be 

business as hostess to see that no g·irl goes a blessing to the Bible school of the church," 
come unattended. As the guests come in, exclaims an experienced Sunday school 
notice who came alone, and tell your brother worker. At first glance it might seem to 
and other boy friends who, during the even- have more conclusion than premises. Row
ing, are to arrange to go home with the des- ever, there is a good deal in the suggestion. 
ignated girls. Have this matter settled Many a teacher has often been unfitted for 
early. It is very uncomfortable for a girl to Sunday by a lack of Saturday night rest,
feel anxiety all the evening as to ho.w she is unfitted, not merely to enjoy passively, but 
to go home; far worse is it to run the gaunt- unfitted to do active, hearty, earnest, inspir
let at the door with the chance that no one 

1 

ing work in the Sunday school class. Bodily 
will offer to accompany her. Hostesses some- and mental conditions have so much to do 
times forget about these things, or feel a deli- with spiritual effects. 
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"THE spiritual state of a school will not raise 
higher than the spiritual state of its leaders. 
How necessary, then, that we should be de
votional men and women. 'Faith is the 
mainspring of our religion, while devption 
winds up the machinery and keeps it in 
motion.'" 

THE following is taken from the writing of 
Thomas M. Hammond, on "The Business End 
of a Sunday school":-

"Tbe Sunday school is an institution
recognized, reputable, and responsible. It 
bas a mission second to that of no institution 
on earth. It is, in a certain sense, a divine 
institution; yet it is manned by common, fal
lible mortals, and has a distinctly material 
side. It must have money and must have 
supplies, and must pay its bills all the while 
that its good work is going on; yes, in order 
that the good work may go on. Money is 
money, and bills are bille, and books are 
books, whether in the church, the school, or 
the saloon; and we must look after things as 
they are and as they occur. Business princi~ 
pies sensibly applied, enhance the success of 
a Sunday school just as much as of a great 
mercantile establishment; and neglect of 
business principles will bring dry rot and dis
aster just as quickly to one as to the other." 

"THE Secretary should not be selected upon 
the basis of the sole qualification of being a 
"nice boy," or of being "Deacon Johnson's 
daughter." There must be other items of 
fitness for the position. The secretary should 
be, and must be in a successful Sunday school: 
first, intelligent; second, active; third, al
ways prompt in attendance; and last and 
always, thoroughly conscientious in every 
detail of the work." 

THE following blackboard design was pre
sented by the General Superintendent at the 
Bluff Park reunion in reviewing the several 
successive lessons on "Turning from God." 

GOD. DEVIL. 

Explanation: This is God's balance. If 
the pan of "Good." be filled the pointer will 
turn toward "God." If the pan of "Evil," 
the pointer will turn toward "Devil." But 
if I should hide the pans and you saw the 
pointer moving toward "God" you would 
know that the pan of "Good" was bein,g 
filled. If it were moving the other way, you 
would know that the pan of "Evil" was be
ing filled. And, if I should hide the pointer, 
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and you should see the pan of "Good" being 
filled, you would know tJ;tat the pointer was 
moving toward "God." But if the pan of 
"Evil" was being filled you would know that 
the pointer was turning toward the "Devil." 
Hence it does not matter which one you see, 
you know how the other is moving. And so 
it was with the people of God in olden times 
and in our times as well. If you see a person 
doing good you know be is moving toward 
God; or if you see him moving toward God, 
you may know be is doing good. And, con
versely, if you see one doing evil, you know 
be is moving toward the evil one, or if you 
see him moving toward the evil one you 
know he is doing evil. To whom will you 
turn and move? 

.heUer Department. 
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all who have invited us, and especially the 
invitations to dinner; and we must take in all 
we can of the latter, as Bro. H. is very anx
ious for the people's welfare hereafter, and 
likes to give men as many such chances as he 
can to earn a reward. However, I think a 
great deal of good can be and is done by a 
certain degree of sociability with the people 
who come to hear. 

The Grand Army encampment convened in 
the grove here last week, and our gospel tent 
preachers were both invited to speak for 
them, which of course they did. A. M. could 
not satisfy himself without giving them quite 
a gospel sermon. Both were well received 
and appreciated, judging from the praise and 
applause received; and, too, they remembered 
them in a more substantial manner. 

Our camp now consists of one less than it 
did a week ago; A. M. is filling a call that 
came for preaching at Gravel Ford, about 

BANDON, Oregon, Aug. 27. thirty miles from here, he being preacher, 
Editors Herald:-I have not seen anything player, and singer in himself, it was con

in your columns for some time from our clud.ed that he with his "pet" (the little or
Wasbington and Oregon missionaries. We gan) would best fill the bill while the rest of 
are now about as far west as we can get us remain here to keep up the meetings. 
and still be in the Union. Bandon is some- The "rest" are Bro. Holt, Bro. Mallory, of 
what of a seaside resort, as many come here Washington, a music teacher who has been 
to enjoy the beach. I cannot say that I like traveling with us this summer for his health 
the place very mucl' as such a place, as the and helping with the singing, and Miss Giles, 
winds have been quite cool and strong since of Myrtle Point, is at present with us. Well, 
our coming here until the past few days; but we bear good news from A. M's district; be 
this being my first introduction to the great is preaching in an Ad vent tent that was al
" briny deep,'' I have enjoyed it immensely. ready set up for him, and having crowded 
The beach, boating, and scenery are all new tent and good attention, and thought that if 
to me, and this in connection with the good they continued to come he would about to
meeting we have been having have been a morrow night have to raise the tent and 
constant delight. build seats on the outside; and so the good 

Elders Holt and Chase came to this place work goes on. 
al most three weeks ago and set up the gospel But as we have gone from place to place 
tent and after considerable advertising this summer and have witnessed the large 
through the town were greeted with a full attentive congregations that come to hear the 
tent the first night, and they have continued gospel, many of whom will investigate, ask 
to come up to present time with the exception questions, and say, "It is the truth;" "'Tis 
of last Sunday, when the good Christians or Bible doctrine;" "I believe every word of it," 
churchgoing people made a little diversion. etc.; but when it comes to obeying it they 
They secured the largest church for their are not :>lways there. It makes me almost 
biggest gun to interest the people, but not- wish it was just a little easier aad more popu
withstanding all their efforts, while they kept lar for people to unite with us. It is surpris
many away on that day, the next night after ing to me to see bow much greater the 
his departure the people came back, most of prejudice and opposition is here than in the 
them, and so we still have a tent full of at ten- Central States. But this is due somewhat to 
tive, interested people. This we judge from the fact that the gospel has not been pre
the questions found in the question box each sented as widely here as farther east. Just 
night. think, only two mis.sionaries for Washington 

There are a great many men of an infidel and Oregon-two whole States! iVhen I see 
turn of mind in this place; and those who the calls come to them for preaching from all 
know Bro. H. can testify of his peculiar adap- over I cannot help wishing the time to come 
tability to interest this class of people; so in when the Lord can send more laborers into 
the congreg·ations each night we notice quite the vineyard. Some of those good faithful 
a number of this class. Last night the sub- workers we remember around Lamoni would 
ject was, "The moral man-what will be his be very acceptable anJ. be of great good 
doom?" The help of the Spirit was given to among these Oregon hills. I fancy, too, it 
a marked degree during this effort and the would be quite an experience to them. 
people were more than usually pleased. This Well, if it does seem to take more deter
was manifest in more ways than one, for just mination or true stamina to obey this mes
as we rose to sing the closing hymn we no- sag·e, I notice that as a rule it bas a more 
ticed one of the congregation very quietly lasting effect; for when we meet those iso
taking up a collection for our preacher. lated ones, many who have not heard a ser-

Considerable visiting has been done among mon for years still firm in the faith, it makes 
those of our congregation find the people are me think that God's way or planning of it 
of such a sociable, friendly disposition that it was best after all; for surely the gospel finds 
will keep us busy till time to leave to visit ! some of the best of the land. 

Well, may the time soon come when all the 
honest in heart will have the privilege of 
obeying this glorious message, is the prayer 
of, Your sister in Obrist. 

MRS. A. M. CHASE. 

EDMOND, Okla., Sept. 5. 
Editors Hernld:-The Oklahoma reunion 

closed last night after one of the most peace
ful, happy meetings I was ever permitted to 
attend. From the time the first campers ar
rived till the close, there was no visible dis
cord; no jealousy, anger, nor strife; but a 
happy, united effort on the part of all to 
make the reunion a success. 

The attendance was in fact better than bad 
been expected. The farmers being very 
busy, did not attend during week days, but 
good turnout at night. On Saturday nights 
and Sundays the tent would not bold the peo
ple. Last night there were nearly as many on 
the outside of tent as inside. The preaching 
bas been of a kind to win souls to Christ. 
Good liberty enjoyed by each speaker. 

It was decided to make the Oklahoma re
union a permanent meeting. Next one will 
be in October, 1899. Two were baptized; 
many who were not acquainted with us, and 
knew not the difference between the Reor
ganized Church of Latter Day Saints and the· 
so-called Latter Day Saints of Utah, have. 
now become friends to us, and favorable to 
the true gospel. 

We are encouraged, thankful, and rejoice· 
in the prospect for Oklahoma mission. The 
Lord is in the work and moving it on to vic
tory. The indebtedness on the tent was re
lieved, and the expense of reunion raised 
with a small surplus on hand. 

Next year we hope to see all the saints in 
the mission come to the reunion and enjoy 
the same good feast. 

We intend to pitch the tent next at Nor
man. 

District conference was held on Wednesday 
with Vice President S. J. Hinkle in charge. 
Everything passed off quietly and orderly. 

I go home for a few days then return to 
Norman to be with tent and labor with the 
trowel. My address for several weeks will 
be Norman, Oklahoma. 

Yours in the work, 
R. M. MALONEY. 

DELHI, Ont., Aug. 24. 
Editors Herald:-Our two-days' meetings at 

King Lake were a great help to the work. 
Three have been baptized, residents of King 
Lake, all heads of families. Elder S. Brown 
remained with me over a week, then went to 
i'lalsingbam Centre to build up the work, 
and I was left to fight the battle alone, and 
yet not alone, for our blessed Master stood by 
me in my effJrts to teach the way of life. 
One, Rev. Mr. Griffin, of the Methodist 
faith, undertook to injure the work by lec
turing three Sunday evenings against 

·the church and its organizers, claim
ing that our blessed prophet and bis assist
ants were bad men, and hence the church 
was bad, as an evil tree could not bring forth 
good fruit. We challenged him for a public 
debate, but be declined and said he was too 
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old. We asked him if his church would 
furnish a man to meet us. He said he did 
not think they had a man that would. We 
then gave notice to the people that we would 
reply to his lectures the following Tuesday 
evening and continue to follow him as long 
as he saw fit to abuse us. We replied in the 
grnve on Tuesday evening as announced. We 
turned on the light on the organizers of the 
reverend gentleman's church, they them
selves claiming to be evil trees and heirs of 
hell. 

Hear what the founder of his church has to 
say of himself: "This, then, I have learned 
in the ends of the earth, that I am fallen 
short of the glory of God: that my whole 
heart is altogether corrupted and abomina
ble, consequently my whole life, seeing that 
an evil tree cannot bring forth good fruit; 
that alienated from the life of God as I am, I 
am a child of wrath, an heir of hell."-Rich
ard Watson's History of John Wesley, pages 
46 and 56. 

He, Wesley, was also charged with high, 
unwarranted ecclesiastical authority, his con
duct towards a Miss Williams, of Georgia, 
was highly resented by her friends. 'l'hir
teen indictments for alleged offenses were 
found against him, but before the time of 
trial he fled to England, left under cover of 
his friends at night. (History of the United 
States by Wiley, published in 1830, New 
York.) I also showed his authority was from 
the Catholic Church, that they term the 
Mother of Harlots, as he, Wesley, was or
dained by the Archbishop of Canterbury, 
who received his authority directly or indi
rectly from the Pope. This did not fit very 
well upon his dear children, so some of them 
robbed a poor old turkey which was trying to 
bring forth some chickens for their preach
ers, and introduced them, shells and all, to 
me; but they were either poor marksmen or 
the power that quelled the storm protected 
me; for I never received a speck upon my 
person. Some small spots were left on a 
book I had open at the time; but this was the 
last I was molested, as I changed the lectures 
to Sunday afternoons at 2: 30. 
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lit the fire in the mill one Monday morning 
and went in to breakfast and while at break
fast the mills took fire, and both gristmill and 
sawmill and something like sixty thousand 
feet of lumber already cut and a quantity of 
logs and a hog pen, all went to ashes, with 
but a very small insurance. They say it has 
crippled him. Others who have spoken.evil 
of me here have been smitten, and many 
have come to the conclusion that it does not 
pay to fight this work or speak disrespect
fuily of God's servants; and as the poet has 
it, "They who fight against Zion will surely 
be smitten at last." 

The work of the Lord is onward here; two 
have been called to the ministry, Bro. 
Beemer, the good Samaritan spoken of in 
my last letter, to the otlice on an elder, and 
Bro. Isaac Pearson to the office of a priest. 
As far as we can jlldge, these brethren will 
prove a blessing to the body of Christ. I 
have notified and requested the presidents of 
the mission and district to effect an organiza
tion here. Asking the prayers of all who 
may read this letter, to remember us at the 
throne of gTace, and the work in this place, 
and with love to all, 

ELDERS. W. TOMLINSON. 

LAKE CITY, Cal., Aug. 31. 
· Editors lierald: - Perhaps some of your 

readers would like to know how God's work 
is prospering in this part of his vineyard. 
The purpose of this writing is to let you 
know, and in doing so the wri.ter will en
deavor to combine mercy and justice. 

Here as weli as in some other places it 
seems hard to secure concert of action among 
the saints. They do not appear to realize 
1;hat the maxim, "Unity of action is the hope 
of our cause,'' is applicable to gospel work. 
Its absence is the principal cause of the lack 
of success where such lack appears to exist. 
It was by it'the work succeeded so well in the 
way of accessions in the days of Joseph the 
Martyr. The ministry worked by deep, well
laid plans, and by so doing made every stroke 
count. The l<J.ity, too, were busy as bees, 
every one making himself a diligent worker 

I continued my lectures for four successive in the great hive. Such is not the case in 
Sundays with good crowds of people to hear. too many places now, for the ministry are 
Much good will no doubt result from those working at random and the members are do
lectures, as we showed the church was pure ing practically nothing. 
up to Joseph's death, taking Stenhouse and The local ministry are sometimes idle, also 
Beadle's, and other works to fJrove the same. waiting for something to turn up, instead of 
One Methodist lady was haptized after the trying to turu up something. The reason 
lecture and several have said to me, "Mr. that some do not work is more because they 
Tomlinson, those lectures have made ten have no system to work by than on account 
friends for you to one you had before they be- of indisposition to labor. Because of this 
gan." Several of the reverend gentleman's condition the work done is performed in a 
flock were disgusted at him and say they will single-handed manner. Everyone appears to 
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bracing existing opportunities, and causes 
them to fail in the discharge of the duties 
which lie nearest. By this I mean they fail 
to make use of their facilities and opportuni
ties, because they are not as good and great 
as they would like to have them. They are 
like people who are too proud to wear home
made jeans or flax clothing, but have not the 
means to purchase anything better. To all 
such I would repeat the following verse I 
learned at school:-

Ye who long for work of nobler mold 
Learn how liLtle things will aid; 

He who digs for precious gold 
Must needs use first an iron spade. 

This, also:-
Despise not the day of small things. 

All the above I say in the spirit of sympa
thy and regret, rather than that of fault
finding. 

There are two things of great strength 
which we have to encounter out here. They 
are indifference to the subject of religion, 
and religious prejudice. The latter is not 
worse than elsewhere, but the former obtains 
to a g·reater extent than anywhere I have 
been. Only well directed, constant efforts 
will tell under these circumstances. If our 
work is scattered and misystematic, and it 
appears to have been hitherto, we are com
pelled to neglect some places so long that the 
work expires. In the absence of the elder 
or elders it dies a natural death from indif
ference, or is assasinated by the prejudice of 
religious bigots. 

Notwithstanding the above there are some 
as fine saints here as were ever "born again," 
but we can easily see that Jesus told the 
truth when he said, "The kingdom of heaven 
is like unto a net that was cast into the sea 
and gathered of every kind." It is a sad fact 
to contemplate that any should enter the 
church as tadpoles and afterwards become 
frogs. Wonderful improvement(?), remarka
ble progress(?). 

Bro. F. B. Blair joined me the 16th ult. 
Both of us are of the opinion that we make a 
good team. We appear to pull together 
well. We have had an average ir;terest 
everywhere we have been. At Canby we 
baptized two and at Fort Bidwell three. At 
both of these places the interest was good. 
At the last named p1ace others had thfl dis
position to covenant with God, but Satan 
hindered. We expect to return there soon, 
when we hope to baptize others. 
' To the saints of this district I will say in 
conclubion: We are looking for 
will not admit of failure. 

In gospel bonds, 

success and 

A. C. BARMORE. 

give him no more support, neither go to hear be working along the line which his fancy SAN ANTONIO, Texas, Sept. 1. 
him; so again the Lord has caused the wrath dictates, instead of laboring by plans digested Editors Herald:-For three months I have 
of man to praise him. by common counsel and modified by mutual been pounding away with all my might, mind, 

In June last I went to a miller named Gri.f- interest. He seems to be consuming his zeal and strength in the Western Texas district 
fin to see if he would contribute something to upon himself and his own sentiments in a alone most of the time, resulting in the bap
the building of our church. He said he vain attempt to see his methods successful. tism of twelve, to this date, the condition of 
would sooner sign a petition to drive me out All such efforts scrape the skies and soar Bro. Curtis' health preventing him from ren
of the country. This was a pretended good among the stars, instead of taking effect upon dering any ministerial help whatever. The 
Baptist. He gave me quite a lot of abuse. earth where the beings live who are in need district feels the loes of his labors, as there is 
It went well with him until the 22d of July, I of the gospel. no other one to take his place. 
when he went to Niagara Falls on an excur- There is also a degree of pride among the This district is sadly in need of a man who 
sion and left the sons to run the mills. They membership which prevents them from em- ' could give his whole time. Bro. A. B. 
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M o ore, who did a good work in this part of 

1 
the books. It is unjust, it is unkind, it is in-

Texas some years ago, is a man well qualified consistent, especially for some of our own 
to labor among this people. He endeared rank and file to say our own church upholds 
himself to those outside as well as the saints, corrupt practices. Hence I ask, "Who are 
and I am confident that if those in authority the friends of truth?" In gospel bonds, 
could arrange to send him here to take the GOMER REESE. 
oversight of this district grand good would 
be the result. Tbe work absolutely demands 
that something of this kind should be done, 
as I will be obliged to labor in another dis
trict where the work demands my attention. 

I expect to be at Hearne, Robertson County, 
Texas, by the 15th of this present month, at 
which place I hope to receive the quarterly 
reports of all the brethren laboring in Texas 
under church appointment. Brethren please 
be prompt in sending them in. 

I would be pleased to hear from any in 
Central Texas, of the demand for preaching 
while my address is at Hearne. Brethren, 
please remember that it takes some money to 
travel on the trains in Texas, and if I don't 
visit all places where the work demands, it 
will be on account of the need of finances. 

May our heavenly Master lead and guide 
bis saints for the best good to the work in 
this field, as well as all others, is the prayer 
of, Yours in bonds, 

T. J. SHEPPARD. 

BOZEMAN, Mont., Aug. 25. 
Editors Herald:-Since writing my last, in 

which I referred to statements made by some 
of the Utah elders in the western part of the 
State where they had stated that the Reor
ganization believed and secretly practiced 
polygamy, some objections on their part have 
been made in a round-about way; and lo and 
hehold! some reorganized Latter Day Saint 
says "they have told the truth;" and for proof 
refers to the actions of some individual be has 
hettrd hasn't done just right, hence the church 
countenances it: Doesn't this sound just like 
the argument the Utah Mormons used in con
gress when the Edmunds bill was pending 
when they accused tbe government of po
lygamy because some of the senators' lives 
were not in keeping with moral principles? 

Is it just to charge a church or society as 
fostering or practicing corrupt principles be
cause some of its membership have dishonored 
their calling? If that is correct, every church 
and society in the land is guilty of upholding 
vile practices, and if this rule were applied 
and were true, there would be nothing good, 
or pure on earth or in heaven. This seems 
to me like silly twaddle, and should be be
neath the dignity of fair-minded people. 

I am ready to defend what I said, and the 
work I represent, and its founder. There is 
no evidence by which polygamy or its kin
dred evils can be saddled onto Joseph Smith 
or the church. I will either defend the work 
and its founder honestly and conscientiously 
or politely step down and let some one else 
do it. I am tired of hearing Lat,ter Day 
Saints intimate "that they know some
thing." Let us either prove our assertions 
or keep still. For my part I can make no 
compromise between the Reorganization and 
Brighamism. I am ready t.o receive t.hem 
with open arms when, like the Spaniards, 
they sue for peace on the terms laid down ia 

FLINT, Mich., Sept. 5. 
Editors Herald:-The Flint saints are all 

rejoicing in the goodness of God to us. We 
have been struggling on here for the last 
four years trying to spread the gospel, until 
we have fourteen in number without any 
authority among ourselves, and only now and 
then that an elder stops with us for a few 
days, But the way bas opened so that we 
are to entertain the Eastern district confer
ence October 1 and 2. There are only a few 
fami.lies of us, but I feel that the Lord is 
with us. We have procured a hall with all 
accommodations for that purpose. So we 
feel that "if the Lord be for us who can pre
vail against us?" The evil one is hard at 
wol'k, blinding the eyes of the people that 
they cannot see the truth. 

We have had the promise of the Eastern 
district tent, so we are all uniting our pray
ers in behalf of all who are honest at heart 
that when the truth is placed before them 
they may see and be desirous of obeying, that 
the Lord may have a people in this place who 
will rejoice in a knowledge of him. We in
vite all who read this, in any part of Michi
gan or elsewhere, to attend this conference. 
Flint is so situated that saints from all three 
districts can attend. We are looking for
ward for a goodly number and also that all 
who may come may bring a portion of God.'s 
Spirit with them, that it may be said it was 
the best conference ever known in the East
ern district. All t.rains from all directions 
will be met, and it is only three blocks to ibe 
ball. So come one, come all. Yours, 

SOPHIE COLLINS. 

CLEARWA'l'ER, Neb., Sept. 5. 
Editors Herald:-I have just returned from 

a tour into Brown and Keyapaha counties, 
in company with Elder W. W. Whiting, hav
ing visited and preached at Inman going and 
coming. We visited and preached at Mead
ville, holding seven services: Bro. W. bap
tized one, a Sr. Dixon, who bas been believing 
for a long time. 

We found a little band of noble saints who 
have been doing valiant service in defending 
the faith against the opposition, which has 
been very bitter in some instances. We are 
expecting to return after a few weeks. 

In gospel bonds, 
LEVI GAMET. 

ELLMORE-EVANS DEBATE. 
CHA'l'HAM, Ont., Sept. 9. 

Editors Herald:-Tbe much talked of dis
cussion between Elder R. C. Evans, and 
William Ellmore, of the Disciple faith, to 
commence September 5, 'is now in progress 
in this city. Last night ended the first 
proposition, which read, "Is tne church of 
which' I, R. C. Evans, am a member, the 
church of Christ and identical in faith, or-

ganization, teaching, ordinances, worship, 
and practice with the Church of Christ as it 
was left perfected by the Apostles?" 

Many of the saints living in the surround
ing country have been in attendance, and 
here and there they are to be seen and heard 
expressing their satisfaction in the fullness 
of the gospel and in the forcible way in which 
Bro. Evans met the attack of Mr. Ellmore. 

Mr. Ellmore has thus far shown himself to 
be an honorable man. Once or twice though 
he resorted to a little trickery, but this we 
attribute to his moderator, Mr. Keffer, who 
bas a well-earned reputation of mud sli>Jging-, 
using both abusive and obscene language. It 
appeared at first as if Ellmore was going to 
put up a good fight, and by that I mean 
nothing pugilistic; but a keen, snappy de
fense; but every time he advanced a 
point (for be got into affirming) Elder Evans 
got after him in such a way that Bro. Ell
more thought the safer way would be for him 
to avoid making reply, and so gave himself 
to the fulfillment of prophecy as it relates to 
Judah. 

Elder Evans made a masterly affirmative, 
which the negative failed to touch after bis 
first night. One of the "tricks" indulged in 
by Ellmore was t.o make it appear that be re
garded all the different denominations before 
him as Christians. 'fbis, as usual, was done 
to solicit sympathy. By the records of bis 
own church R. C. showed that they claimed 
that the Roman Catholic Church is the 
Mother of Harlots and that the Protestant 
churches are the daughters of that mother; 
that the churches were "an adulterous 
brood" and a "den of thieves;" that the Bap
tist Church is a relic of popery;" that Metho
dism is a '-'counterfeit religion, Christ was 
not the bead of it nor never would be;" that 
"Calvinism is the defeat of Christianity and 
a death-dealing system." This effectually 
checked Ellmore's soliciting sympathy. 

Touching the name of the church, after 
puttiag up nearly a half hour's speech on it 
being the "Church of Christ" and not the 
Church of Jesus Christ, Bro. Evans pressed 
him so strongly that he said it was the 
Church of Jesus Christ. The audience saw 
the point and gave him the laugh and a clap 
of the hands. Seeing what be bad done, he 
apologized by saying, "It was a slip of the 
tongue," which only made it worse. Elder 
Evans told him be hoped bis tongue would 
always slip if that was a necessity to him get
ting at the truth. 

To-night Ellmore is in the affirmativa for 
his church. Large crowds, good attention, 
clean debate;-wti're happy. 

More anon, 
F. GREGORY. 

A hair of the beard of tho Prophet has hieen 
presented to the Constantinople poorhouse by 
a lady of that city named Fatma Han um. A 
great procession of State officials and military 
accompanied the relic when the transfer was 
made. 

Professor Hamy estimates that the black 
race embraces about one tenth of the inhabi
tants of the globe, or 150,000,000 persons. 
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Original 1Ir1icles. 
CAN THE AARONIC PRIESTHOOD AD-

MINISTER THE SACRAMENT? 

EDITORS HERALD:-I respectfully ask 
for space in the Herald to give a few 
of my reasons for believing the 
Aaronic priesthood has no right or 
power to bless the emblems for sacra
mental purposes. I am not seeking 
controversy in your columns, do not 
wish any; but if the question should 
produce thought in them that think, 
and they, one or all, have better light 
and a clearer understanding of the law 
pertaining to this question, I shall be 
pleased to hear from them. Address, 
George Derry, Lamoni, Iowa. 

Question: Does the Aaronic priest
hood hold the right to bless the bread 
and wine for sacramental purposes? 

As we understand the general tenor 
and teaching of the law, he does not. 
We do well to consider. The law of 
God is based upon a perfect system, 
bounded and conditioned as the hu
man body. The office work of the 
different parts of the body are made 
to work in harmony with each other. 
The feet cannot take the place of the 
hands and yet remain in harmony, as 
intended by the Creator. So we go to 
the law _as we find it in the stand
ard books of the church, and we are 
told that the law of the Lord is per
fect. And that we may better under
stand it, the Lord has kindly given us 
a key, in one of the late revelations, 
by which we may safely arrive at a 
proper understanding of our duty. 
In paragraph 8, revelation 1894, it 
says:-

That part of the law which says: .... is 
to be understood by the revelation which 
went before, . and which follows after it 
in the book. 

So with a great part of the law 
given of God, it must be taken as a 
whole; no isolated passages will prove 
the ordinations and teachings of the 
gospel system. Jesus Christ said, 
He that believeth, and is baptized, 
shall be saved; but that does not 
point out the mode of baptism, nor 
who shall administer. Paul said, By 
grace ye are saved; and the Christian 
world clings to that for salvation. 
John the beloved writes, Whosoever 
believe th that Jes us Christ is come in 
the flesh is born of God. All these 
sayings are correct, yet not one or all 
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of them prove the divinity of the gos
pel ordinances; they do not point out 
who has authority to baptize, or 
how the grace or favor of God is ob
tained, or what kind of a confession is 
necessary to be born of God; in order 
to prove that, we must study the law 
in all its details. 

In the law books of the kingdom of 
which we are citizens, the bounds and 
conditions are well defined-both in
itiatory, governmental, and temporal. 
'rhe law defines the duties and privi
leges of both officers and mem be:rs, par
taking of both spiritual and temporal; 
and there is no part of the gospel sys
tem, or government of the church, but 
includes botht he spirit and the letter, 
and calls into operation the highest 
authority known to man,-namely the 
law of God. In order that his law 
may be taught and understood, he has 
delegated man with authority to act in 
his name and by his authority. The 
Melchisedec and the Aaronic priest
hood have been given their official du
ties-are bounded; and the conditions 
wherein their official acts can be rec
ognized and sanctioned by the great 
Lawgiver. The higher priesthood 
governs all the spiritual affairs of the 
church. The lesser, all the temporal. 
And after summing up and defining 
the different offices in the church, in 
section 53, Doctrine and Covenants, 
we find this very significant lan · 
guage:-

Therefore, let every man stand in his own 
office, and labor in his own calling. 

Why? That the system may be 
lcept perfect. Again in section 104:

Wherefore, now let every man learn his 
duty, and to act in'the oj]ice in which he is ap
pointed, in all diligence. 

Section 41 :-
Hearken, 0 ye elders of my church whom 

I have called; ... by the prayer of your 
faith ye shall receive my law, that ye may 
know how to govern my church, and have an 
things right before me. 

It seems every means were afforded 
by which the elders could be properly 
instructed in their official duties. 
There could be no church built and 
sustained unless the officers built ac
cording to the pattern given in the 
law. Civil law is of no binding force 
or value unless administered accord
ing to the letter of the law. The les
ser officers of the civil law honor and 
respect those holding higher author
ity, and the strong arm of the law 
sustains them. The .lesser officers 
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may be as good citizens; may be as 
well educated, and as well versed in 
law; but they lack legitimate au
thority to act as judges of the higher 
courts. The law of God is of no force 
or value unless administered according 
to the spirit and letter of the law; and 
no official in the church is at liberty 
to go outside the limits or bounds of 
God's appointment. And no official 
in the church that desires to be a co
worker with God can afford to change 
the bounds and conditions of his o.{fice, 
Any willfulchange destroys the con
tract,--annuls the conditions. The 
Lord has said he will not be mocked. 
Ye shall see that my law is kept. 
When ye do whatsoever I command 
you then I am bound; otherwise ye 
have no promise. 

There are two priesthoods; namely, 
the Melchisedec and Aaronic. Their 
official acts and duties are in some re
spects alike; but in others a marked 
difference; so with the apostle and the 
elder. 'I'he apostle is an elder; bu1i 
the elder is not, in the same sense, an 
apostle. 'l'he office work of an apos
tle is, in part,, to regulate all the 
affairs of the church; to set in order 
all the other officers in the church. 
He hold,;; the right of presidency, and 
has power and authority over all the 
offices in the church, to administer 
in spiritual things. The office of an 
elder, holding the same priesthood, is 
a standing minister of the church; 
having the watchcare of the member
ship. Although holding the Mel
chisedec priesthood, he cannot offici
ate as an apostle, even if invited 
through courtesy by apostolic au
thority. An invitation to perform 
some official act beyond the jurisdic
tion or bounds of his office, would not 
legalize his act, or make it valid. He 
could not legally act as au apostle, in 
the full sense of the term. 

The Aaronic priesthood bears a very 
similar relation to the Melchisedec 
priesthood. Their official acts and 
duties are in some respects ali.ke, but 
in others a marked difference exists. 
The higher can legally officiate in all 
the duties of the lesser; but the lesser 
is strictly confined and restricted in 
his official acts. In section 17: 10 
Doctrine and Covenants, the Aaronic 
priesthood is clearly defined as to his 
official duties in the church; namely, 
to ''preach, teach, expound, exhort, 
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and baptize, and administer the sacra
ment," because th is is strictly a 
church ordinance, and without the 
higher priesthood there could be no 
church. In paragraph 8, we have the 
duties of the apostle and elder defined 
in part. 

About May 15, 1829, Joseph Smith 
and 0. Cowdery received the Aaronic 
priesthood. About the same time, as 
seen in section 16, the Lord made 
known to them the necessity for call
ing twelve aposUes. In section 17 
there is defined the official duties of 
apostles, elders, priests, teachers, and 
deacons; and yet no church organ
ized. Joseph and Oliver both held the 
power and authority of the Aaronic 
priesthood, and for nearly one year 
preached and baptized; but no sacra
ment administered; and why, because 
they only had power to assist in ad
ministering, when there is an elder 
present in the church. And as yet 
no church existed-no Melchisedec 
priesthood had been given. The 
historian says, We now became anx
ious to have that promise realized to 
us, which the angel, that conferred 
upon us the Aaronic priesthood, had 
given us; viz., that provided we con
tinued faithfUl, we should also have 
the Melchisedec priesthood, which 
holds the authority of the laying on 
of hands for the gift of the Holy 
Ghost. On the 6th of April, 1830, we 
learn from the record the church was 
organized by the will and command
ment of God. Having called the 
brethren together, and stating the ob
ject of our meeting, to which they 
consented by unanimous vote, Joseph 
says, I then laid my hands upon Oliver 
Cowdery and ordained him an elder 
of the Church of Jesus Christ of Lat
ter Day Saints, after which he also 
ordained me to the office of an elder of 
said church. We then took bread, 
blessed it, and break it with them; also 
wine, blessed it, and drank it with them. 

Question: If the Aaronic priesthood 
bad authority to bless, why did they 
not exercise that authority before re
ceiving the Melchisedec priesthood? 
Because there was no elder present, 
as stated in the instructions, as given 
by commandment of God in section 
17, paragraph 10. The same rule ap
plies to the twelve chosen by Jesus 
Christ among the Nephites; they 
had no power to bless while holding 
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the Aaronic priesthood only. It them, the disciples, to break bread atid 
would seem the gospel dispensations give it unto the multitude. He also 
have been introduced to the world gave them wine to drink, and com
through the ministry of the Aaronic mantled that they should give it unto 
priesthood. John the Baptist did not the multitude. And to those men that 
presume to act outside the bounds formerly held the Aaronic priesthood, 
of his official calling. He preached and to whom he afterward gave power 
baptism for the remission of sins; told and authority that they should bless 
the people that one mightier than he both bread and wine, he further em
should confer greater blessings. phasizes and instructs, saying, And 
When Christ appeared to the Nephite<; this shall ye always observe to do, even 
on this continent, he called Nephi, as I have done, even as I have broken 
and afterward twelve others; gave bread ancl blessed it, and gave it unto 
them authority to preach and baptize. you. 
He was strict in giving the necessary And we say this very important com
instructions as to who were proper mand is as enduring as the gospel 
candidates for baptism; also the system; and no official in the church 
proper formula or words to use, and has any right to go outside or inside 
the proper mode of baptism. See of that boundary. Another impor
Book of Mormon, Nephi 5: 14-31, tant item connected with this sacred 
large ed. These twelve evidently ordinance was, than those men were 
held the Aaronic priesthood,-this authorized to bless and administer, 
fact is very plain. were commanded they should not suf-

It is said Jesus commanded his dis- fer any one knowingly to partake of 
ciples my flesh and blood unworthily. They 

'rhat they should bring forth some bread were to use all diligence to warn and 
and wine. And when the disciples had come properly instruct the candidates be
with bread and wine, he took of the bread, fore partaking of the sacrament, be
and brake it and blessed it; and he gave unto cause of the fearful consequerwes. 
the disciples, and commanded that they 
should eat. And when they had eaten, he (See Nephi 8 c.) And if of such im
commanded that they should give it unto the portance, that no one should partake 
multitude.-Nephi 8: 19-23, large ed. unworthily, it is of equal importance 

It will appear that these twelve, that the ordinance should be properly 
chosen by the Savior himself, only administered according to the pattern 
held the Aaronic priesthood. They and command of Jesus. He said unto 
had power and authority to preach, the twelve, Remember the words 
and baptize; but not to bless the bread which I have spoken. Behold, I have 
and wine. Verse 24 says:- given you the commandment. There-

Behold, there shall be one ordained among fore, keep my commandments. 
you, and to him will I give power that he The object in partaking of the sac-
shall break bread, and bless it, and give it 
unto the people of my church. And this rament, and properly administering 
shall ye always observe to do as I have done. it, is that we may witness unto God 
-V. 24, 25. (Read verses 24 to 30 inclusive.) that we are willing to take upon us 

He not only gave power to Nephi, the name of Christ, and always re
but l::ie gave power and authority to member him and keep his command
the twelve he had chosen. (See Ne- ments which he has given, that we 
phi 8: 51; also Book of Moroni chap- may always have his Spirit to be with 
ter 2.) The record informs us that he us. 
touched, with his hand, the "disci- To my mind the teachings and ex
ples, the twelve whom he had chosen," ample of Christ, in the three books 
one by one,·even until he had touched accepted by the church as their rule 
them all, and spake unto them as he and guide, are so plain that no one 
touched them; and the multitude need go astray. It is as plain as lan
heard not the words that he spake. guage can make it, that he holding 
But the disciples bear record that he the higher priesthood, having au
gave them power to give the Holy thority to administer in spiritual 
Ghost. Jesus afterward appeared to blessings, blessed both bread and 
them, and it came to pass that he wine, and gave it to the twelve he had 
brake bread again, and blessed it, and chosen holding the lesser priesthood, 
gave it to the disciples to eat; and having power and authority to ad
when they had eaten, he commanded minister in outward ordinances, and 
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to assist the apostle or elder when and if possible suggest to others what 
occasion requires. The fact that the I believe is the safest path to success. 
priest is restricted in his official duties I verily believe I am a citizen of the 
when there is an elder present is evi- kingdom of God, and section 85 of 
dence sufficient to show tl:iat the lesser Doctrine and Covenants makes it 
bas no legal right or power to bless plain to my mind, that unto every 
the emblems, and no possible stretch kingdom is given laws, and unto 
of the English language could make every law there is certain bounds and 
"administer" mean "to bless," and can conditions. All beings who abide not 
only be understood as combining the in those conditions, are not justified; and 
spiritual and temporal together, with if there was no other proof, that is 
the higher and lesser priesthood. sufficient. Therefore, let every man 
Administering makes it harmonious, act in bis own office, and labor in his 
and without a conflict, as a late reve- own calling, that the system may be-
lation says there is no conflict in the come perfect. GEORGE DERRY. 
law. LAMONI, July 15, 1897. 

Paragraph 8, section 17, Doctrine 
and Covenants, defines in part the 
duties of apostle or elder, as given by 
commandment of God, to take the 
lead of all meetings. 

"THE CHURCH IN THE WILDER-
NESS." 

BRO. H. L. HOLT wishes to know 
what is to be understood by the above 
expression. I will give in brief my 
opinion. The church in the wilder
ness is composed of that class of peo
ple who exist in the world who would 
have obeyed the gospel if the gospel 
had been presented to them, and it 
will include all such, up to the coming 
of Christ, as well as little children 
who die, and all others not being ac
countable unto God. 

Suffer the little children to come unto me, 
and forbid them not; for of such is the king
dom of God.-Mark 10: 14. 

And all that dwell upon the earth shall 
worship him [the beast], whose names are not 
written in the book of life.-Rev. 13: 8. 

The names of little children are 

If the church "fled into the wilder
ness," or was driven "into the wilder
ness," and is "fed" while in the 
wilderness, then in that case she must 
be looked upon (at least by the mind's 
eye) as the church while in the wil
derness, and not the ''mother of har
lots" as spoken of in Hevelation 17. 
For further proof see Doctrine and 
Covenants:-

And my vineyard has become corrupted 
every whit; and there is none which doeth 
good save it be a few; and they err in many 
instances, because of priestcrafts, all having 
corrupt minds.-32: 1. 

They have all gone astray, save it be a few, 
who are the humble followers of Christ; nev
ertheless, they are led that in many instances 
they do err, because they :we taug·ht by the 
precepts of men.-2 Nephi 12: 14, 1. e. 

The ''few" in both of the above 
texts, together with little children 
and the mentally disabled, constitute 
the "church in the wilderness." 

In this, the beginning of the rising up, and 
the coming forth of my church out of t.he 
wilderness.-D. C. G9: 3. 

"The rising up" signifies that there 
is something to rise, and the text 
shows that that which is to "rise" is 
the church; and yet this was said in 
March, 1829, before there was any 
priesthood or visible membership de
veloped, just as the child may exist 
before it comes to human view. And 
as the child could not come out until 
it first existed in, neither can the 
church come out (of the wilderness) 
unless it had existed in the wilder-

Paragraph 9 says they are to con
duct the meetings as led by the Holy 
Ghost, according to the command
ments and revelations of God. Sec
tion 46 says, It al ways has been 
given to the elders of my church from 
the beginning, and ever shall be, to 
conduct all meetings as they are di
rected and guided by the Holy Spirit. 
And we wish to be understood, that 
no elder or other official, when guided 
and directed by the Holy Spirit, will 
ever change one iota of the plain 
teaching and example of Christ; or 
willingly ignore one of the least of 
God's commandments. In 1832 it was 
said to Joseph Smith and six elders, 
And your minds in times past have 
been darkened because of unbelief, 
and because you have treated lightly 
the things you have received. And 
as before stated, if we take the gen
eral tenor of the law, there is not a 
line in the teaching and example of 
Christ to show that one holding the 
priest's office has the right to bless 
the emblems. If there be an elder 
present HE can legally bless and ad
minister, because he can perform any 
duties belonging to the priest; but if 
there is no elder present there is no 
church; and this is purely a church 
ordinance, ar.id the lesser cannot 
officiate because this ordinance is 
strictly confined to church members. 
My objee:;t in writing my views is not 
contention. I desire to be right, to be 
in harmony with the example and 
teaching of Christ; keep within the 
bounds or limits of my official duties, 

evidently written in the ''book of life," ness, as shown by further reference 
and will remain written there until to Doctrine and Covenants:-
erased because of their own trans
gression. John saw that the woman 
(church) "fled into the wilderness, 
where she had a place prepared of 
God, that they should feed her there 
a thousand and two hundred and 
three-score years." (Re·.r. 12: 5, I. T.) 
Wilderness- "State of affliction and 
desolateness," or destitute of priest
hood authority, or in an unseen state 
so far as man could behold. 

Thus saith the Lord unto you, with whom 
the priesthood hath continued through the 
lineage of your fathers, for ye are lawful 
heirs, according to the flesh, and have been 
hid from the world with Christ in God.-D. 
c. 84: 3. 

This being "hid from the world"
both as to the priesthood and the 
membership which would have existed 
had the priesthood been on the earth 
-is the church in ''the wilderness." 

The tares choke the wheat and drive the 
church into the wilderness.-D. C. 84: 1. 

That this church have I established and 
called forth out of the wilderness.-32: 2. 

As to the church existing without 
organization, see Matthew 11: 12, 
"And from the days of John the Bap
tist until now the kingdom of heaven 
[or church] suffereth violence," show
ing that the kingdom of heaven or 
church existed in John Baptist. 

In view of the above there is noth
ing standing in the way of our posi
tion, in that we hold that God has 
restored both the priesthood and the 
church. For if the church "fled into 
the wilderness," where she was "nour
ished from the face of tile serpent,"
or in other words where she was seen 
and nourished of God, and where she 
was neither seen of man nor of Satan, 
thus showing the need of God bring
ing her into view, which he has done 
by angel administration and Spirit 
visitation, acting like himself in bless-
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ing his people of his visible church 
as he did in the past,--who is there 
that has any just cause for com
plaints? I say, no one. And those 
who are willing to despise "wonder 
and ·perish," notwithstanding there 
will be a work worked in their day 
that they will not believe, ''though a 
man declare it unto them," I see no 
other show than they will have to 
take the consequences whether they 
will be satisfied therewith or not. If 
I have failed to comprehend the sub
ject in hand, or failed to set it forth 
to the comprehension of others, I 
stand ready and willing to be for-
given. J. c. CRABB. 

CANTON, Illinois. 

~ 
----~----------·~~-

THE JOSEPH SMITH INTERVIEW. 

THE following letter of Elder Robert 
J. Parker, missionary of the Reorgan
ized Church to Utah, and the reply 
thereto by Elder Joseph Luff, oflnde
pendence, Missouri, are sufficiently 
suggestive touching the false and ma· 
licious publication made by Messrs. 
Spencer and company under the title 
of "Copy of Interview" with "J osepb 
Smith, President of the Reorganized 
Church," as to forever settle the ques
tion of the unholy scheme entered into 
by these evidence manufacturers, and 
by permission of Elder Luff we give 
the correspondence to the public, that 
those who falsified the interview with 
Joseph Smith and those who seek to 
maintain the false and absurd publi
cation of the same by Mr. Spencer, 
et al., by misrepresenting the position 
of Elder Luff may be rebuked to
gether. 

INQUIRY OF ELDER ROBT .. J. PARKER. 
SPANISH FORK, Utah, Aug. 16, 1898. 

BRO. JOSEPH LUFF; 
Dear Bro.:-Since we have been laboring 

bere we bave had presented to us several 
times that interview held between four or 
five Utah elders and Bro. Joseph Smith in 
your presence. They say Bro. Joseph denied 
it, but you would not deny it. Would like to 
have a statement from you regarding the 
matter. Have bad pretty good crowds since 
coming here. Feeling quite well. 

Yours as ever, 

Address SPRINGVILLE, Utah. 
R. J. P ARKEH, 

REPLY OF ELDER LUFF. 
STONINGTON, Me., Sept. 4, 1898. 

ELDER BOBT. J. PARKER, Springville, Utah; 
Dear Bro.: - Upon my arrival here this 

morning, yours of the 16th of August was 
found awaiting me, having been forwarded 
from home. It finds me with somewhat im-
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proved healt.b, for which I feel thankful to 
God. 

Begarding the statement which you say is 
being ciroulat,ed there, to the effect that I 
would not deny the correctness of the report 
published in the Deseret News regarding the 
interview had in my house and in my pres
ence, between President Joseph Smith and 
Elder Spencer and three other elders of the 
Utah Church, I have only this to say and I 
pi1t it plo.inly: IT IS FALSE. I have denied its 
correctness more than fifty times, and many 
of the Utah elders whom I have met in vari
places know that I have denied it with em
phasis to them and pointed out some of its 
almost self-evident falsities. It is a garbled 
thing in some of its parts. It is disarranged 
as to the order of the real interview, and in 
other instances it states the very opposite of 
wbat President Smith said. When the thing 
was first shown to me I denounced it as a vi
cious misrepresentation of the interview and 
wrote to President Smith to that effect. I 
pointed out several of its bad features to dif
ferent parties. 

The statement afterwards published_ by 
President Smith relative to the interview is 
correct, and a copy of it can be had at Herald 
Office. Surely those people who account 
President Smith to be a knave will not pre
tend to believe him to be a fool; yet such he 
must needs be if in that interview he said 
what those elders published over their names, 
for it sets forth a direct contradiction of his 
public and private utt.erances and all his 
writings on the sub;jects involved, as can be 
easily discovered by reference to said writ
ings. If Elder Spencer intended to honestly 
represent President Smith, he ought to have 
pursued a different course from that which 
he followed. He pretended to have some 
questions down in writing and would ask one 
at a time, then begin vvriting when an answer 
was given, and, that too without hearing the 
answers in full. He never showed us a line 
be had written nor read a line of it in our 
heari.ag. As these men left my house door 
I turned to President Smith and said: "The 
next time you hear from that interview you 
will scarcely be able to identify it,'' and 
the sequel proved that I was correct. It was 
a scandalous piece of work and far beneath 
the dignity of men, to say nothing of elclers of 
a church, and you are perfectly at liberty to 
use this statement from me wherever and 
however and whenever you please, and to let 
everybody know that I brand the Deseret 
News' published report of said interview as 
an unprincipled thing and as bearing the in
dications that characterize the work of un
scrupulous men. 

Experience of several years among men 
who have been seeking to bolster up Utah 
Mormonism has confirmed me in the belief 
that I was slow to accept at first; viz., that it 
would require more than an ordinary lifetime 
to follow up and expose the malicious mis
representations of the Beorganization that 
have been created and peddled by advocates 
of the Utah Church philosophy. It may be 
possible that in Utah, Elder Spencer's word 
may be taken in preference to ours; but the 
all-seeing God of truth knows who are pub-

lishing the naked facts, and to him my testi
mony is committed, awaiting the judg·ment 
hour. Yours for truth, 

JOSEPH LUFF. 

Tbe attempt of these Utah elders 
under the leadership of Elder Spencer 
to find a way to meet the position of 
Pres. Joseph Smith by falsifying the 
same before the public, is so in har
mony with the spirit and work ex
hibited b.Y the sworn and unscrupulous 
enemies of Joseph Smith's father, 
that a person conversant with the 
methods of the two parties can hardly 
help believing that the same old spirit 
of falsifying and open slanderous ac
cusation which actuated the opposers 
of the Martyr during his fourteen 
years of public life which pursued 
him to his death, is the same one 
which imbues those who accept it as 
their pious duty to make a warfare 
against the public work and life of 
his son. It is the old story over 
again, of the professed followers of 
"Moses," rejecting and misrepresent
ing the very work that Moses said 
should be done. 

In other societies and in the open 
warfare against public men and their 
policies, the honorable and just rule 
is, to let the parties speak for them
selves, and if they deserve condemna
tion, let it be ''out of their own 
mouths," or acknowledged utterances; 
but in the instance of Joseph Smith 
the Martyr by his enemies, and in 
that of President Joseph Smith of the 
Reorganized Church by his enemies, 
all just and honorable means of op
position to their claims are ignored as 
useless, and the old crafty spirit that 
found entrance to its work in the 
garden of Eden through falsehood 
and deception, rears its head against 
these men, and attacks them; not for 
what they have said or done, either in 
public or private, but upon the ground 
of the perversions that these enemies 
have conjured up, and which the par
ties themselves did not say nor be
lieve. 

Such unholy, unmanly, and despica
ble methods need not deceive any 
honest, candid searcher after the 
truth, whether man or woman, if they 
will but stop and think. Joseph 
Smith is a free, independent, Ameri
can citizen, capable of stating for him
self what are his principles and faith, 
and is upon record both in his public 
discourses and his numerous publica-
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tions through the press; and the in- I draw their resolution, the consideration of 
famous position that some interviewer which had been defe!'red until 1898. An ap
ha 1 d ft neal from the Penygraig branch against its 
. s co'.11e a ?ng an a er a co_nversa- ~lleged illegal diso;ganization was presented. 

t10n with him has succeeded m more Resolved that the Penygraig branch appeal be 
properly representing him than he referred to a committee consisting of presi
could represent himself, is so absurd dents of Birmingham, Manchester, and Shef
and ridiculous that no person can be field districts, for the purpose of investigation, 
gulled by it, unless they have an un- and that they report to this conference. Elder 
holy alliaBce with the perverter of E. R. Dewsnup here presented the following: 

'"l'hat this conference emphatically disap
the truth, and greedily deceive them- proves of districts or branches within its ju-
selves in order to sustain a degenerate risdiction making recommer.dations for the· 
cause. 

'I'he only surprises in this dishon
orable attempt are in the fact that any 
person ever claiming any connection 
and belief with the Latter Day Saints, 
who have suffered and endured so 
much evil by reason of just such 
methods as employed by Spencer and 
Company, could be found stooping to 
the use of such weapons of Satan, and 
that any newspaper not given over to 
the destruction by foul and unscrupu
lous means of the ''marvelous work 
and a wonder" introduced into the 
world by Joseph Smith, could have 
been found to publish such absurd 
and ridiculous work. 

It is evident from the unfair and 
erroneous positions assumed by Spen
cer and Company that the accuser of 
the brethren is still trying to get in 
his work, and Elder Luff has done 
another good thing for the cause of 
truth by turning on the additional 
light. E. L. KELLEY. 

Sept. 5, 1898. 

nonfBrBnB B JVIinU1B8. 
EUROPEAN MISSION. 

Annual conference met in the saints' meet
ing-room, Priestly Road, Birmingham, July 
30; Elder H. C. Smith in the chair, W. R 
Armstrong secretary. The president stated 
that no provision was made in the rules for 
reports from missionaries, but as they were 
ex ojjfoio members of the conference, would be 
expected to report. Resolved that Elder F. 
G. Pitt assist the president of the conference. 
Resolved that Frank Edwards and Herbert 
Smith be appointed deacons of the confer
ence, and that C. E. Walton be chorister and 
organist. Resolved that Elder W. Roberts 
assist the secretary. Resolved that we have 
read as a matter of courtesy the reports or 
elders of London branch, now in the hands 
of the secretary. The Bishop's agent's re
port for England was presented, and by mo
tion referred to a committee to audit, 
consisting of Brn. F. Swan, E. R. Dewsnup, 
and W. Roberts. Resolved that the breth-

appointment of mis~ionaries unless such 
recommendation receive the indorsement of 
a mission conference or m1ss10nary in 
charge." Resolved that the further consider
ation of the above-named motion be made the 
special order of business on Monday morn
ing. Resolved that the conference take up 
and consider the question of the licenses of 
London branch. Resolved that the licenses 
recommended by London branch be indorsed. 
The chairman said that as the rules did not 
provide that London branch should send in its 
licenses to conference that the indorsement 
was of no effect. Resolved that it is the sense 
of this conference that the rules adopted last 
conference were intended to take the place 
of all previous rules. Resolved that we grant 
to the Sunday school association time from 
nine to 10:30 Monday morning." The Bish
op's agent's financial report from Eastern 
w·ales was presented, by request read, and 
by motion referred to the auditing commit
tee appointed on the Bishop's agent's report 
for England. 

Monday, August l. Resolved that the rul
ing of the chair in declaring missionaries 
members of the conference be recorded in the 
minutes. The motion referring to the ap
pointment of missionaries as stated in a 
proposition by Elder E. R. Dewsnup was now 
taken up, considered, and being put to the 
vote was lost. The following was then put 
and lost. ''Resolved that this conference 
emphatically disapproves of districts or 
branches within its jurisdiction making rec
ommendations to the general church authori
ties for the appointment of missionaries to 
labor in the European Mission unless such 
recommendation receive the indorsement of 
the mission conference." Two p. m. '1.'he 
following report of the committee on Bish
op's agent's reports presented, approved, and 
ordered spread upon the minutes: "V!e have 
examined the Bishop's agent's report for 
Eastern ·wales district and find that the 
credit balance of 12s. IHd. should be 12s. lHd., 
this amount being due to the agent. The 
calculations in other respects are correct. 
We have made the correction on the balance 
sheet. We have examined the Bishop's 
agent's report for England and find that the 
total in bis book was incorrect, and that 
there were items omitted on the balance 
sheet which were shown in the book. We 
have made the necessary additions and cor
rections, and find that the balance in hand is 
£83. 5s. 5d. instead of £81. 18s. 5d. a difference 

ren of Western Wales, movers of a resolution of 27s. ($6.48.) '.!.'he error is simply a clerical 
at our conference of 1897, containing a pro-1 one. vVe have had no vouchers or papers 
posed financial system, be allowed to with- . supplied us for_the items of expenditure, and 
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we are therefore unable to report as to the 
legitimacy of payments." Resolved that we 
tender our best thanks to Elder H. C. Smith 
of the apostles' quorum for his services dur
ing the time he has been in charge of the 
European mission, and hereby desire to place 
on record our high appreciation of the hon
orable and straightforward manner in which 
he has discharged his duties. Further, that 
we desire to place on record our appreciation 
and approval of the report sent by him to the 
conference in America, April, 1898, relating 
to the work in this country, and further, that 
in the opinion of this conference the time has 
come when the proper· authorities of the 
church should take under consideration the 
suggestions contained in that report and de
vise means whereby the missionary work in 
this country may be prosecuted by brethren 
from among the ministry in this country. 

Expressions of esteem and deep regard for 
Bro. H. C. Smith and his labors were made 
by a number of the ministry present. His 
straightforwarQ.ness, impartiality, and strict 
attention to duty were especially mentioned. 

In reply, Bro. Smith said: "It is always 
satisfactory to me when I receive the confi
dence and respect of my brethren, but I never 
depart from the line of my duty to obtain it, 
and I have never made any efforts to please 
anybody. When I go from this place I go 
having a better understanding and also with 
a higher appreciation of you. I was told by 
some one when I left America that I would 
find an Englishman a very hard man to han
dle. I told them I did not want to handle 
anybody, and do not wish anyone to be han
dled by me even if I could. I am satisfied 
that the brethren here are deeply concerned 
in regard to this work and its progress, and 
their love for it is as strong as that of the 
brethren in America. So far as my official 
action is concerned in regard to this mission, 
I go acting upon a basis that I can trust you, 
and shall be pleased to do so. I wish to call 
your attention to some particulars of that 
resolution, that is, that you think the time 
has come when the mission work here can be 
done by native elders; and I would say that 
it would be well to be ready with men to 
recommend when the time shall come-men 
that are willing to sacrifice home. I formally 
delegate this mission to Elder F. G. Pitt, and 
pray, and shall pray that God may be with 
him, and that his work will be more success
ful than mine. And now allow me to intro
duce to you Bro. Pitt, president of the 
European mission." 

Bro. Pitt, who was much affected said: 
"Brethren, in accepting this new position I 
do so feeling the weight of the responsibility 
of a position as I have never felt before. I 
have been called to act in positions before 
where I have felt the weight of responsi
bility, but never as I feel the weight of this 
responsibility. I ask you to sustain me with 
your prayers for the work's sake. I cannot 
expect to fill the place of my predecessor, but 
I can truthfully say that I will do the best I 
can. Remember when you see my weakness 
and failures that I was not appointed to this 
mission because) was seeking after it. I 
never sought it, and in this service I_am only 
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occupying because some one else has placed 
me here, and they must be responsible for 
that. My strongest desire is to see this work 
advance. We may differ in our methods, but 
I hope we will be honest in our differences. 
One thing I ask, that if you see anything you 
think is not right, please tell me about it. 
Don't talk about it; it injures the work. The 
work is above all personal ambition and 
thought. I ask you for the work's sake to 
sustain those placed in authority; not only 
the missionaries but those in the branches. 
I can assure you that to the best of my ability 
I shall labor for the interest of the work. I 
shall feel a loss as well as you in losing our 
Brother Smith here." 

Resolved that the full fares of Brn. Smith, 
Pitt, and Newton be paid from the last place 
they left. to attend conference. Resolved 
that when the conference adjourns it does so 
to meet at the place to be decided by the 
missionary i.1 charge. Resolved that we sus
tain the local and general authorities of the 
church. A vote of thanks was awarded the 
brethren and sisters of Birmingham branch, 
also Mr. and Mrs. Udall, for their hospitality 
to visiting brethren and sisters. Resolved 
that we sustain the secretaries and treasurer 
of tbe mirnion. Resolved that we tender our 
bes'G vote of thanks to the secretary of the 
missi0n for the indefatigable way in which 
he has performed his l'lborious duties during 
conference; also the assistant secretary. Re
solved that a vote of thanks be awarded Bro. 
T. Taylor for his services as Bishop's agent; 
also Bro. Gould of Ea~tern Wales. The fol
lowing· report of the committee on the Peny
graig appeal case was read and adopted: 
"From the documentary evidence presented, 
and from evidence of brethren examined by 
us, we gather that the committee appointed 
by the district conference of the Eastern dis
trict of Wales in reference to the Penygraig 
branch were appointed to investigate the 
affairs of that branch and report their labors 
to next conference of said district, and in our 
opinion the act of disorganization of the 
Penygraig branch is premature and the said 
branch remains an organization until action 
of the district, conference be had on the re
port of the committee they appointed. (Eld
ers C. H. Caton, J. Austin, and J. Dewsnup, 
Sen., committee.)" Resolved that Bro. Caf
fall's testimonial be fqrwarded, the cost of 
framing defrayed, and our thanks be tendered 
Bro. W. R. Armstrong for writing and illu
minating the same. Resolved that a letter 
of condolence be written and sent by the sec
retary to Sisters Hoole and Gell, of Sheffield, 
the wife and mother respectively of our late 
brother, Elder H. Hoole, who was instantly 
killed at his employment in Sheffield, 
January, Hl98. 

Sunday, July 31. The morning service 
was in charge of Elder F. G. Pitt, assisted by 
Elder W. R. Armstrong. Elder Pitt, the 
speaker, said he would have a familiar talk 
with those present upon the methods to pur· 
sue in order to spread our cause. The dis
course was delivered in plain Jang uage, which 
all bis hearers, mainly saints, understood. 
The afternoon testimony meeting was in 

)large of .Glde('.' W11li.am Newton, whose wife 
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and daughter were present. He was assisted 
by Elder T. Taylor. Testimonies were borne 
and the gifts of the Spirit were manifested to 
the joy and comfort of all present. The 
evening meeting was in charge of Bro. 
Smith, who was assisted by Bro. F. Swann. 
The former addressed a full house from 
Hebrews 13: 1-11. He showed what true 
progress is; that it is individual and within 
the body first, then without. We could make 
progress without adding to our numbers; 
God would attend to that if we did our part. 
Our mission was shown to be among the poor 
of the earth. (It bas ever been so in these 
islands.) He exhorted all to personal holi
ness, and showed that true merit only would 
be rewarded. He spoke scornfully of any 
ministry truckling with politicians or seek
ing to please the wealthy and "better 
classes"(?). The only better class God would 
recognize, and we could recognize, were those 
who kept his laws. 

The Manchester and Sheffield district Sun
day school association held its business ses
sion on Monday morning at 9: 25 a. m. Elder 
Pitt presided in the absence of Elder Mather. 
Eleven schools were reported, with a mem
bership of nearly 600 scholars. Officers were 
elected for the ensuing year, and reports 
read. The association are sorry to lose our 
esteemed brother, E. R. Dewsnup, who has 
been an active member of our association; 
and we unitedly pray that God's blessing may 
attend him while presiding at Graceland
not as an Englishman, but as a saint. 

POTTAWATTAMIE. 
Conference at Hazel Dell, August 27; J. P. 

Carlile presiding, J. A. Hansen secretary 
pro tern., Jennie Scott assistant. Statistical 
reports: Boomer 25. Council Bluffs 256; 1 
baptized, 1 received, 2 removed. Crescent 
City 135; 3 received, 4 removed. Hazel Dell 
68; 1 received. North Star 98; 3 received. 
vVheeler's Grove 85. Fontanelle, no report. 
Total gain in the district, 3 by baptism. 
Elders reporting: IL Kemp, H. N. Hansen, 
Joshua Carlile, D. Parish, S. C. Smith, R. 
McKenzie, D. R. Chambers, Isaac Carlisle, 
S. Butler. Priests: C. J. Carlson, C. C. Lar
son, P. M. Hansen, S. Underwood, P. Ras
mussen. Teacher P. W. Frederickson. 
Deacon H. Hansen. J.P. Carlisle, Bishop's 
agent, reported: On hand last report, $23.50; 
collected since, $225.95; total, $249.45. Sent 
to Bishop E. L. Kelley. $125; paid to min
istry, $95; paid to poor, $13; total, $233. Bal
ance on hand, $16.45. A balance of $5 left 
from collection for delegates' expenses to 
the General Conference was ordered paid to 
Bro. S. Butler, who. had been unable to go. 
A committee appointed last conference to 
audit the accounts of the Bishop's agent re
ported finding the same balance reported to 
this conference by the agent. On motion the 
following was adopted: Whereas, The Lord 
has said in his law to the church, The several 
elders composing this church of Christ are to 
meet in conference once in three months, or 
from time to time, as said conference shall 
direct or appoint, and as the law must be 
honored by those whose calling is to teach it, 
tl;\a& their labor~ may be effectual and w:ith 

the object in view-that a harmonious effort 
may be put forth by the ministry of God; be 
it resolved, that this conference remind the 
eldership of their duty to report to the dis
trict conferenee either in person or by letter, 
and the district president be requested to 
labor with the negligent, and that he be 
further req nested to report the heedless to 
their respective quorums, and if not enrolled 
to demand their license. On separate mo
tions the following were sustained: J. P. 
Carlile president and Bishop's agent, J. C. 
Jensen Secretary. Adjourned to meet at 
Carson, Iowa, November 26. 

OHIO. 
Conference at Vales Mills, August 27, 28, 

29. G. T. Griffiths and James Moler chosen 
to preside. A. W. Kriebel secretary pm. tem., 
H. E. Moler assistant. Ministry reports: 
High Priests: James Moler, S. J. Jeffers; 
of the Seventy: J. L. Goodrich, H. E. Mo
ler, Thomas Matthews; Elders F. C. Smith, 
A. W. Kriebel, V. M. Goodrich, A. B. Ervin; 
Priests Thomas W. Rhoades, Keith Hill, 
Hiram K. Smith, Charles Hunter, James 
Moore. Bishop's agent reported: Receipts 
$438.42; expenditures $427 .59; balance due 
church $10.93. Audited and found correct. 
Branch reports, Liberty, Bierly 28, Syra
cuse 29, Vinton 100, Highland 69, Byer 64, 
Milton 54, La Grange 55, Hocking Valley 74, 
Creola, Middletown, and Hemlock, no re
ports. James .Moler reelected district presi
dent, S. J. Jeffers associate, Hiram K. Smith 
elected clerk, S. J. Jeffers sustained as Bish
op's agent. A vote of thanks was tendered 
by the conference to Bro. G. T Griffiths, our 
retiring missionary, for his long, kind, im
partial, and efficient services in the district 
as missionary in charge. A vote of thanks 
also tend.ered Sr. O. H. Riggs for services as 
district clerk. Preaching by J. L. Goodrich, 
Prof. Weetbey, G. T. Griffiths, F. C. Smith, 
D. L. Shinn. Adjourned to meet at time and 
place the district officers shall designate. A 
peaceful, quiet conference. On Sunday hun
dreds came in from the surrounding country 
and almost every one seemed happy. 

NEVADA. 
Conference at Fairview, Carson Valley, 

August 28; T. R. Hawkins president and 
secretary. On motion T. W. Chatburn, mis
sionary in charge, was chosen president of 
conference. Branch reports: The clerk of 
the district stated there were errors in the 
branch records. He had the books in his 
possession correcting the same, consequently 
the branches could not make any report. The 
reports were laid over to next conference. 
Elders reports: T. W. Chatburn stated he · 
had preached but little since being in Nevada; 
trying to become acquainted with the saints 
and others; wanted conference to outline the 
route where the most good could be accom
plished. D.R. Jones and T. R. Hawkins re
ported, also Priest Robert Trimmer. Bishop's 
agent, D.R. Jones, reported funds on hand 
$14.30. Report of the tent committee: Only 
two being present, stated that there was but 
a small sum collected, and the amount of $30 
coHected by one of the <;:orµ,mittee (not pre(:!• 
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ent) was not available at present. After 
some discussion the matter was laid over to 
next conference. Some timely remarks were 
made by T. W. Chatburn. On motion, as 
Bro. Chatburn is to remain in Nevada mis
sion until 1899, that he act as district presi
dent until next district conference. T. R. 
Hawkins sustained as district clerk. After-
noon, sacrament and testimony; very enjoya
ble meeting. Preaching in the evening by 
T. W. Chatburn to a large and attentive 
audience. Adjourned to Diamond Valley, 
November 6, at eleven a. m. 

8undau 8Ghool AssoGiations. 
SOUTH SEA ISLANDS. 

According to adjournment of 1897 the Sun
day school association met at Takaroa, April 
3, 1898, at eight a. m. The following officers 
were chosen to preside over the convention: 
Tapu president, Louis Bellais and Pou (of 
Manihi) associates, 'l'euira secretary. Reports 
were received from the following Sunday 
schools: Kaukura, Arutua, Niau, Apataki, 
Makatea, Tikahau, Maratua, Rairoa, Ta
rona, Takaroa, Manihi, Takapoto, Anaa, 
Raroia, Mahu, Taahuaia, and Huahine,-tbe 
last three being on the island of Tubuai, also 
Taenga. Reports from Sr. Case, Tapu, and 
'l'euira were read and accepted. A portion 
of the Christmas offerings were then handed 
in, $44.40. Adjourned till Monday at eight 
a. m., at which hour the convention. was 
again assembled and business resumed. The 
minutes of the former meeting being read 
and received. Sr. Case's request to be re
leased from the office of superintendent of 
the association, because of her removal to 
America, was received, and the following 
officers for the association duly chosen: Tapu 
superintendent, Emma Bucton and Pou (of 
Manihi) associates, Teuira native secretary, 
Emma Burton foreign secretary. The con
vention then considered about the Sunday 
school lessons; motion prevailed to adopt the 
Gospel Quarterlies; and further, that those 
lessons be printed in book form with paper 
covers, embraping lessons for one year. And 
further, Resolved that seven hundred and 
fifteen such lesson books be printed in the 
Tahitian language, confining the lessons to 
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manner than those of a year ag,>, indicating 
progress here as well as elsewhere, the 
which we noted with pleasure. Those of 
Tarona, Papeete, having had a sample lesson 
from the "quarterlies," and been instructed 
by the miasionary in charge, in the method 
adopted by the Sunday school at Independ
ence, briefly illustrated a Gospel Quarterly 
school; which was well received. A number 
went through with their Christmas exer
cises. Several made selections from the "Oro
metua," among which was a part of Bro. 
Joseph's first epistle to the church, written 
in 1861; also the portion cf a letter written to 
the saints here by Bro. Luff, in a letter to 
Mr. Burton. This was had in both recita
tion and song. The Kaukura saints having 
adjusted it to music, they take great pleas
ure in singing it. Also sang several new 
pieces taught them during the year by Bro. 
and Sr. Case, and three by St·. Burton. The 
Tikahau saints sang two pieces from the 
Gospel Hymn Book in what they supposed to 
be English, assuming the English sounding 
voice. The natives sing from the mouth 
rather than from the throat. Both of these 
pieces-one of which was "Pull for the 
shore," were well rendered, and being some
thing new, was highly appreciated. They 
were indebted to a lady from New Zealand 
for their instruction and thorough drilling. 
But the most interesting of all- to us at 
least-was a class of five little children from 
Anaa. They first sang a song, then com
menced at the twenty-first verse of the third 
chapter of Luke, where is given the lineage 
of Christ, and recited simultaneously the bal
ance of the chapter without a moment's hesi
tation or ever once having to be prompted.' 
When the recitation was finished they struck 
off into a hymn in the next breath, sang it 
through, and each dropped down on one 
knee, bowed their heads, raised their clasped 
hands, and ·said the ·'Lord's prayer," and 
retired. 

I regret much to say there were only three 
small classes of children in all those exer
cises. The Mau Matutu-a kind of dialogue 
on scripture-occupied from two to three 
hours of each evening during the entire 
week. Christmas offerings for the year, $92. 

E. BUR'l'ON, Secretary. 

one page each of Autumn Leaves size. And MANCHESTER AND SHEFFIELD. 
also, Resolved that the Christmas offerings The Manchester and Sheffield district Sun-
be put in the hands of the printing committee day school association held its annual con
to defray the expense of printing said lesson vention in the saints' meeting room, Priestly 
books. The business of the convention hav- · Road, Birmingham. In the absence of Elder 
fog been completed, the meeting adjourned Mather (Supt.) Elder F. G. Pitt presided. A 
till eight a. m., Tuesday, April 5, which letter from Bro. Mather expla_ining his ab
would be the opening of the "Mahaua oa oa." sence was read. After the delegates' creden
Before the hour arrived, that spacious Niau tials were read it was resolved that all 
building was packed with people, young and Sunday school workers present should be 
old, in "gala" apparal. White predomi- allowed to have voice and vote in the assem
nated. Here and there a heavy crimson vel- bly. The secretary reported eleven schools 
vet, and a few shimmering satins-black, with a membership of 581. The number of 
scarlet and canary yellow. I was sorry to officers 60, classes 46, and teachers 45. The 
see those; ·the soft white lawn looked so much following schools were reported by their 
prettier and more becoming too. The exer- superintendents: Claycross, G. E. Holmes; 
cises filled the entire day. The classes were Farnworth, D. Hope; Hunslet Carr, E. H. 
large and numerous. The exercises were Tordoff; Leeds, G. T. Girdham; London, J. 
very interesting. A greater variety of sub- Worth; North Manchester, H. Greenwood; 
~ects, and executed, in a more entertaining I Northeast Manchester., f. Tappin; Sout!l 
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Manchester, S. F. Mather; Salford, John 
Taylor; Wigan, W. Hankin; Sheffield, 
Joseph Arber. The financial was now con
sidered and satisfactorily disposed of. A 
letter from Bro. Pitt suggesting· that our 
schools purchase copies of selections from 
Winnowed Songs, which could be had at a 
cheap rate. The matter was deferred. The 
election of officers for the ensuing year re
sulted in the following being returned: Elder 
S. F. Mather superintendent, W. R. Arm
strong secretary, Elder W. Robert assistant 
secretary, Elder C. H. Barton treasurer. 
The above meeting was adjourned for want 
of time, and will meet again on Saturday, 
October 1, 1898, in the North Manchester 
meeting room. All workers in Sunday schools 
are invited and will be duly notified. 

WM. R. ARMS'l'RONG. 

CONVENTION NOTICES. 
Northeast Missoul'i district association will 

convene at Pollock, Friday, September 23, 
at nine a. m. for prayer service, ten a. m. for 
business. Your secretary regrets that she 
cannot be present with you,_ for she has long 
anticipated this meeting at Pollock; but be
ing called to leave you and depart to another 
part of God's vineyard, I earnestly plead and 
ask all interested workers to be present, as 
this will be the first time the convention has 
been held there. It needs all workers to be 
aroused to a full sense of their duty to make 
it a success. Regretting indeed that I can
not be present with you, I now bid you the 
Northeast Missouri district assocation fare
well. May. the peace and blessings of the 
Master be with you always, and his Holy 
Spirit be present to comfort and cheer you 
shall ever be my prayer and desire. Please 
bring your notebooks, Winnowed Songs, and 
quarterlies, and especially the Spirit of the 
Master, and your efforts will be crowned with 
success. ALLIE THORBUN, Sec. 

-Pottawattamie convention will convene at 
Carson, Iowa, October I and 2, at two p. m. 
Everyone kindly invited. Each school in the 
district is requested to send delegates and 
also a complete report to this convention. 

JENNIE SCOTT' Sec. 

------·~---

MisBBllanaotls DBpartmant 
BLUFF PARK REUNION. 

The saints and friends began to assemble 
quite early on August 19, a number coming 
the night before. The camp was very busy, 
all hands trying to get settled for the 
session. A preliminary meeting was called 
at 7: 45 p. m., and Joseph Smith, J. R. Lam
bert, and W. H. Kelley were chosen presi
dents or directors of the meetings, F. M. 
·weld secretary, James McKiernan chorister, 
with privilege of choosing his assistants and 
organists. Brn. D. Tripp, R. Williams, A. 
S. Hall, L. Willey, and others were chosen 
special policemen; after which Joseph Smith 
gave one of his characteristic talks for about 
forty-fl ve minutes, to open the session. 

'.f!:te (lttendan(le was estimated a,s higb. a~ 
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800 to 1,000, many coming by team, some by [ port, and such teachers and deacons who 
boat, and others by rail. All present seemed 1 have done preaching out of their respective 
to enjoy themselves, being impressed with I branches please be sure and report it in 
the spirit of the gathering, expressing them- writing. The Sunday school convention is 
selves desirous of returning next year. expected to meet on Friday, September 30, 

The preaching was excellent, even above at the same place. Be sure and send all re
the average, and enjoyed by outsider as well ports and credentials to James Huff, Fre
as saints. The forty-two sermons were de- mont, Nebraska, in care of J.P. Ogard. 
livered by the following: Joseph Smith 11, NELSON BROWN, Pres. 
J·. R. Lambert 5, W. H, Kelley 5, G. H. Hil
liard 6, I. M. Smith 7, James McKiernan 1, 
J. S. Both 2, E. A. Stedman 1, J.C. Crabb 1, 
J. vV. Adams I, J. A. Gunsolley 1, C. E. 
Willey 1. 

'rhe following brethren gave good service 
in assisting the speakers and presiding over 
prayer meetings in which the Spirit of God 
was manifestly felt. Willi.am Anderson, J. 
S. Snively, .B'. M. Weld, E. B. Morgan, H. T. 
Pitt, William Lambert, E. A. Smith, E'. E. 
Cochran, and L. Willey. 

During the session nine precious souls were 
led into the waters of baptism, by Bm. Joseph 
Smith, J. S. Snively, E. B. Morgan, and J. S. 
Roth. 

The Sunday school in its several sessions 
under the management of Brn. Hougas and 
Gunsolley, while not as largely attended as 
we would like to have seen, were good and 
instructive; also the Religio in its sessions, 
which were excellent and demonstrated to all 
present its true worth as an auxiliary to the 
church in preparing the young for useful
ness. 

On W ednesdav, August 31, a business meet
ing was called, in which it was decided to 
hold a reunion again next year. A committee 
of three was appointed to locate the time and 
place, James McKiernan, William Anderson, 
and J. S. Snively. A vote of thanks was ex
tended to the retiring committee for their 
faithful service; especially should Brn. An
derson and Snively be commended. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Decatur district conference will convene at 

Davis City, Iowa, October 8, ten a. m. 
Branch officers will please take notice, and 
see that their respective branches are prop
erly reported. Branch and ministry reports 
forwarded to the secretary should reach him 
by 'l'hursday, October 6, at Lamoni, Iowa. 

B. M. ANDERSON, Sec. 
By order of Missionaries in Charge. 

Conference of Chatham district will con-
vene with Zone branch, October 1, at ten 
o'clock a. m. Officers of branches will please 
see that their branches are correctly re-
ported. GEORGE GREEN, Pres. 

RICHARD COBUI~N, Sec. 

Nauvoo district conference will convene at 
Rockcreek, October l and 2. Branch presi
dents, please see that your reports are in the 
hands of secretary, R. \Varnock, l!,armington, 
Iowa, or sent to me at Adrian, Hancock 
County, Illinois, care G. P. Lambert, early. 
Saints, let us all sacrifice sufficient tb attend 
the conference and do our duties and advance 
the cause to the best of our ability. 

F. M. W.ELD, Pres. 

The Far West district conference will be 
held on Saturday and Sunday, September 24 
and 25, with the Wakenda branch, in Ray 
County, Missouri. It would please us to see 
a good representation. 

DANIEL E. POWELL, Pres. 
CHARLES P. FAUL, Sec. 

REUNION NOTICES. 
To whom it may concern: The Rocky 

Mountain reunion will <ionvene in Ogden, 
Utah, in the Utah tent, lasting October 4 to 
11. A general invitation is hereby extended. 
Come prepa1·ed for a week's camping and 
spiritual enjoyment. Don't forget the date. 
On behalf of committee, J. W. WIGHT. 

Woodbine reunion, September 16 to 2fi. It 
is raining to-day, and now looks like the dust 
would be fully overcome. Grounds are in 
good condition, and arrangements are being 
made to accommodate all who come. Good 
board, also lodging, can be had with Mr. 
Butler on grounds, also at private houses up 
town at very reasonable rates. We look for 
a large gathering, and le'G us pray that it 
may be spiritual as well. 

S. B. KIBLER, Chairman. 

BORN. 
BROWN.-At Lenora, Kansas, October 15, 

1897, to Bro. and Sr. Horace E. Brown, a 
son; named Horace Erwin; blessed at Leon, 
Iowa, by Elder H. A. Stebbins, assisted by 
Elder J. 1\!I. Brown, the grandfather of the 
child. The mother passed away to rest some 
weeks ago. 

HORTON.-To Mr. Eugene and Sr. May 
Horton was born June 17, 1898, in Chicago, 

Northeen Nebraska district conference will Illinois, a darling little daughter, to whom 
convene Saturday, October 1, at Fremont, they gave the name of Viola Lillian. She 
Nebraska. Let all branches have their re- was blessed. at the saints' church in Chicago, 
ports ready (using the blanks furnished by August 21 by Elder J. M. Terry. Such are 
the church as per conference resolution), beautiful types of the kingdom of heaven. 
and with their credentials send them to the DEVRIES.-John B. A., son of Bro. John B. 
secretary b0fore the convening of conferenoe. and Sr. Ellie Devries, born at Oland, Harrison 
Branch clerks, please take notice; don't fail. 1 County, Missouri, October 18, 1896. Rhea 
It is desired to have a. full report of all labor l Adentha, born same place, June 17, 1898. 
done in the district, therefore all elders and Blessed August 28, 1898, by Elder H. N. 
priests are requested to send ii;i. a written re- E,lnively. 

DIED. 
AVERY.-Sr. Martha Avery, born in On

tario, Canada, May 12, 1832, died July 22, 
1898. She has been a resident of Nebraska 
for forty-one years, and leaves two boys and 
two girls to mourn. Her companion pre
ceded her twenty-eight years ago. Funeral 
at her home, ten miles west of Omaha; ser
mon by Elder F. A. Smith, in the presence of 
a very large concourse of friends. 

PRUYN.-At Davis City, Iowa, August 24, 
1898, Sidney A., son of Bro. Theodore and 
Sr. Marietta Pruyn, aged 19 years and 19 
days. It was a very brief illness. He was 
born in Black Creek, Wiscunsin .. His par
ents came to Decatur County when be was a 
babe. He is said to have been a noble
minded, conscientious young man, honest 
and just. He had not obeyed the gospel, 
though he believed it. Like many others he 
put off obedience, and the call hence came 
suddenly. The sermon was in Davis City 
chapel by Elder H. A. Stebbins. 

HARRIS.-At Andover, Missouri, August 
20, 1898, Sr. Susie E., wife of Bl'o. Charles 
Harris, aged 23 years, 4 months, and 1 day. 
Was a daughter of Bro. Edward Lampkins 
who died near Lamoni, on August 3, 1898, 
and she and her husband came from their 
home in Standley, Indian Territory, to see 
him, but arrived too late. She was taken ill 
a week later, and died at the home of Bro. 
Peter ·Harris. She leaves a little boy with 
his sorrowing father. She was buried at La
moni cemetery, the sermon by Bro. H. A. 
Stebbins, assisted by Bro. R. M. Elvin. Sr. 
Susie was baptized in 1893, and was a good 
daughter, wife, and mother. 

DAVIS.-Elder Robert Davis was born 
March 16, 1815, in Ireland. Was baptized 
March 18, 1869, at Lewisville Ontario; was 
ordained an elder July 24, 1869, by J. H. Lake. 
Bro. Davis on hearing the gospel believed 
it from the first, and walked forty miles to be 
baptized. Since his ordination, B1·0. Davis 
has been engaged nearly all of his time in the 
ministry, and has done much good among 
men. He passed through cloudy and dark 
days, but remained in the faith, and ever 
bore his testimony to the trutl:l'iulness of the 
restored gospel. His labors were chiefly in 
Canada and Michigan, where he has baptized 
over four hundred people into the church. 
Bro. Davis was only sick a few days when 
he passed peacefully away, and retained his 
right mind until his spirit left for the para
dise of God to wait the resurrection of the 
just. Funeral sermon by Elder David Smith. 

MILLER.-Clyde Allen, son of Bro. Robert 
and Sr. Rhoda J. Miller, was born April 24, 
1898, blessed June 5, by Elder F. J. Smith, 
and passed away in Cleveland, Ohio, August 
17. Funeral sermon by Elder E. H. Garrett. 

YOUNG.-Bro. G. J. Young, at Livermore, 
Alameda County, California, August 26, 1898, 
i.n the sixty-third year of his age. He leaves 
a wife and large family, of mostly grown up 
children to mourn their loss. He died in the 
faith and has gone to his rest to await the 
resurrection of the just. Funeral services at 
his home, where a large circle of friends as
sembled to bid farewell to the departed 
Services conducted by C. A. Parkin. 
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Royal makes the food pur .. , 

wholesome and delicious. 

Absolutely Pure 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK. 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1 and 2 

·now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Chnrch of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
~mith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 

• new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment,growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
ofthe circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners. . 2 00 
Full leather . . . . . . . . ........... 2 50 
Full leathJr, gilt edges ..•........ 3 00 

C. B. & Q. EXCURSIONS. 

TRANS-MISSISSIPPI EXPOSITION. 

Omaha, Nebraska, June 1 to November 1, 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every 'Vednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
$1.00; thre". months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; 
sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc .. should be addressed to 
Frank Criley, Business Manager. Remittances 
should be made by post office or express orders, 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters. 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by J osep·h 
Smith. 

Cloth ........................... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges. . . . . 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges .............. 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth ........................... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia ............ 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible.. . • . . 2 00 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. Large 
Type Edition. . 

Cloth, leather backs and corners .. $1 50 
Seal Grain Russia, gilt edges . . .. 2 00 

DOCTRTNE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth ........................... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia .........•.. 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ....• 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ..•.•. 2 00 

l'HE TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mormon and the New Testa
ment. (Inspired Translation) 
in large type; in one volume. 

Leather back and corners ........ $2 00 
Seal Grain Russia ............•••. 2 50 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..••• 3 50 
Morocco, gilt edges ........•.•••. 4 00 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Pocket-size edi
tion. 

Cloth ..................•••...... $0 30 
Cloth sides, leather back . . • • . . . . . 50 

TEACHERS' BIBLE. "The Self
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps, 
in good large print, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references; 
rrinted on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6}x8~, mailed post-
paid at, per copy, net ..••••.•••.. $2 00 

1898 .. For rates and dates apply to agent. RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE. 
G. A. R. National ]4lcampment, Cincin- A manual of parliamentary practice for all 

nati, Ohio, September 5-10, 1898. Returning deliberative assemblies of the Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. Rules for 

not later than September 13. An extension the government of general and district con-
of time till October 2 can be obtained. Spe- ferences, branch business meetings, and 
cial G. A. R. train leaves Chariton 4: 50 a. m., other assemblies. Instructions concerning 
arriving Cincinnati same day at 9: 05 p. m. J gene_ral, distric~, and branch records, the 
R d · f L . $l4 05 holdrng of elders courts, etc., cloth bound; 

oun trip rom amom . . price 40 cents. 

GRACELAND ... 
--COLLEGE., 

LAMONI, IOWA. 
Telephone 71. 

For catalogues or further information, 
Address, PROF. ERNEST R. DEWSNUP, 

President, 

or R. S. SALYARDS, Secretary, 
LAMONI, IOWA. 

THE INSTRUCTOR. A compen
dium of the faith and doctrines of 
the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints, by 
Elder G. T. Griffiths. 
Cloth ....•.......•••••••••..••.. $ 75 
Leather... . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • . • . • • . • 1 00 
Fl..ixible binding . • . • • • • . • . • • . • • . . 1 50 

JOSEPH THE SEER. His pro-
phetic mission vindicated and the 
divine origin of the Bo9k of Mor
mon defended and maintained. 
Paper ......•.•.•••.•.•...•••... $0 35 
Cloth, limp.. . • • • • • .. • • • . . . • • • • . . 50 

THE SAINTS' HYMN AL. The 
popular edition of words and 
music, in g-eneral use. 

Paper covers ..............•.•... $0 3{J 
Cloth and leather . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . . 50 
Full leather ............••..••••. 1 00 
Gilt edges. . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • 1 25 
Flexible •.•••••.•••.•••••..•.•••. · 1 l>O 

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL. Word 
edition. 

Paper ...•.•••.••••••.•.....•••. $0 15 
Cloth . • • • •• •• •• •• •• •• • . . . • . .• •• • 25 
Cloth . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . • • • • • • • 35 

CERTIFICATES AND REPORTS. 
Branch statistical reports; per doz.$0 40 
Annual statistical reports; two for 05 
Certificates of baptism and member-

ship; per dozen................. 12 
Baptism and confirmation certifi

cate books, with stubs . . . . . . • . . • 25 
Certificates of removal; per dozen.. 12 
Marriage certificates; per dozen... 25 

THE HAPPIEST CHRIST::'l1AS. A 
book for small children. Cloth ... $0 20 
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STATE SAVINGS BANK, Of LAMONI. 
Stockholders. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Geo. H. Hilliard. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 
G. W. Blair. 
Oscar Anderson. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 
Alice P. Dancer. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 

Officers. 
David Dancer. 

President. 
Wm. Anderson, 

Vice President. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

Cashier. 
Oscar Anderson. 

Assistant Cashier. 

Directors. 
W. A. Hopkins. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 

This bank does a general banking business at 
Lamoni, Iowa. Interest paid on time deposits 
according to the rules of the bank. Correspond
ence and patronage solicited. 

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN. 
A house in I,amonj, Iowa, two fqnares from the busi 

.ness center. H nus !'ix roomf", a hall, and three closets, 
and is co:.veniernly arrungt d for a family of six or mora; 
is warm as a winter house, irnd bas good vent lation for 
summer. Well and cietern at 1he door, and apple, 
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which are 
the corner of a block. Address, 

I. N. W: COOPER, Lamoni, Iowa. 

BRO. R. 1"'. OHJ)\\'AV, of Pe1ria, Illi· 
noi•, will senil :J boxes of (!nit to-Bae post 
paid anywhere for $! 50, and positively gua:
:~f1:~ctiJJ.o cure your tobacco ha01t, or your money 

FIRE-BUGS! $200 REWARD. 
The premium payers of the State are maintaining a 

fund by popular subscription from which is offered a 

Reward of $200 
By the undersigned association, for the arrest and con

viction of any incendiary in any of the aasJciated tow1'.s. 
TO FIRE INSURANCE AGENTS. 

It is dangerous to place insnrance on the goods of 
Tramp Merchants and irresponsible trad,"rB. Their 
many fires and fi·e sales of merchandise are heavy bur 
dens on the property and business interests of the State 

PROPERTY OWNERS FIRE ASSOCIATION. 
DEs MorNEs, low A. 

ARCHJEOLOGICAL COMMITTEE 
REPORT. A manual of evidences 
in support of Book of Mormon arch-
reology, with maps. Price ....... $0 50 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 

quickly ascertain our opiRion free whether an 
invention is probably patentable. Communica
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents. 

sp~c~11!itgti~:~~nt~g~~~t~r:~~i: t~e co. receivE 

Scitntific Jlmcrican. 
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir~ 
culation of any scientific journal.. Terms, $a a 
year; four months, $1. Sold by all news-deaJ.ers. 

MUNN & Co.as1Broadway, New York 
Branch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

achine that Talks Talk 
FINER THAN EVER! The Latest Im-

proved Grapho~ 
phone, the highest perfection of the inven~ $1 o 
tor's skill. The most wonderful invention 
of the age, now at a price within the 
reach of everyone. For home amusement, this 

PR.INCE OP ENTER.T AINERS 
will entertain a company by the hour. Well made 
and durable. '\.Vinds up like a clock, and so simple 
that a child can operate it. From $10 to $20 a day 
made last fall by hundreds of its users by giv~ng 

entertainments. We guarantee the Improved Graphophone loud and dear enotigh 
to be distlnct1y heard in any hall or church anywhere. Plays all of Sousa's band 
pieces exactl.1 as rendered by that famous band-Drums, Cornets, Trombones and alL 
Recites. 1ells funny stories. Will repeat your own voice, your friends 1 voice, 
songs sung to it, or stories told to it. You can make your own Records easily and 
reproduce them at once as often as desired. Has been known to pay for itself in a single 
evening. Price $10? includes Improved Eagle Graphophone, 1 Extra Loud Aluminum 
Reproducer, l Concert Horn, Hearing Tubes for 2 persons. (If hearing tubes for more 
than 2 persons are desired, we will furnish them at the rate of 50c for each person.) 

Best Exhibition Records, (Musical or Talking) 50c each, or $5.00 a dozen. 2 o 
SPECIAL PROPOSITION Writeatonceforcirculartellinghowyoucan secure one . C 

of the above outfits, with 12 Records for the trifling sum of 

CO
UNTD"' Should secure at once a sample of our new $20 Slot Machine. Selling like wildfire. Made 

H.'\,. I of bronze. Very attractive. Operates automatically. Requires no attention whatever. 
DEALEn i:!. Can be placed on top of show case or on a counter. About 10 inches high and 12 inches 

"'-J long. Simply coins money for the dealer owning it. Price $20.00 net. Will sell on.jll.00 
weekly installments to responsible dealers if desired. , 

Complete New Graphophone and Record Catalogues mailed free on application. Address, 

Harger & B!ish, Western Seiiing Agt.s. 904~9wMain St., Dubuque, Iowa. 

JMANGLBS -FOR

FJ\Ml!..Y AND HOTEL USE. 
An O!'<linar·y fan1ily ironing can be done on the "HA CINE 11 

Mangle rn twenty minutes, withont heat or fuel. 
NO FUEii... NO HEAT. NO SCQRCHINC. 

Price~ within the means of every family. l\Iade in six style:. and 
ten sizes, for Farnilies, Hotels, etc. Every Mangle Cuaranteeda 

Send 2c stamp for new illustrated Catalogue, with prices. 
THE RACINE MANCl..E c9., Racine, Wis. 

School Furniture~? Supplies 
The "VICTOR" Folding Desks are especially adapted for use in 
District .and Parochial Schools. Our line is complete, includin"l' 
ioltationary Desks, Double Desks, Adjustable Desks, etc. 

GET OUR CATALOGUE AND F'RIOES BEFORE PURCHASING. 

Agents Wanted Everywhere. 

THOMAS K..ANE & CO., Racine, Wis. 

RAC! E CAS E CINE 
Uses GasoUne, Natura! Gas or Manufactured Gas. 

<=itted with both I-lot Tube and Electric Battery. 
Arc used for Pumping Water, Grinding Feed and 
a 11 Farin Purt)oscs; also Grain Elevators1 Th'fachine 
Shops, etc. The most Simple, Reliable and Econom· 
icnl Gas F~ngi neon the market. Send 2 cent stamp 
for catalogue and prices to 

RACINE HARDWARE CO., Racine, Wis.; 

HO ESEEKERS' 
EXCURSIONS 
SEPT. 6 
SE-PTu 20 
OCT .. 4 
OCT. 1·a 

These are the days on which you can buy 
very low-rate round·trip Excursion Tickets to 
NEBRASKA and other points in the West, 
Northwest and Southwest, good for· 21 days. 
Stop on your way and see the GREAT TRANS
M i SSl SSl PPI EXPOSITION AT OMAHA. 
This road publishes an illustrated pamphlet 

describing Nebraska, and also one about the Omaha Exposition. You 
can get both without charge on application to the C. B. & Q. ticket 
agent or to P. S. EUSTIS, General Passenger Agent, C. B. & Q. R. R., 
Chicago, Iii. 

Co and look for a New Home in Nebraska, 
a prosperous country, where a farm can be 
bought for one years' rent of an eastern farm. 
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BISHOP JOYCE ON THE ORIENT. 

BISHOP JOYCE, the celebrated Mis
sionary Bishop of the M. E. Church, 
who has but recently returned from a 
two years tour in the Orient, has re
cently been interviewed on a subject 
of interest to many:-

"I sailed for the Orient two years 
ago, since which time I have been 
traveling and inspecting our mission 
work there. I have traveled exten
sively and saw much of interest while 
abroad. I traveled twice around my 
circuit which embraced Corea, Japan, 
and China, covering in all 22, 000 
miles; was on board of thirty-five dif
ferent ships, visited the domains of 
65,000,000 people and talked to the 
natives through fourteen different in
terpreters. Japan, my first scene of 
labor, is a beautiful land, resting on 
the earth's surface like a hammock, 
swung higher at either end and sweep
ing to a lower level in the centre. 
3 a pan, once so full of promise as a 
mission field, is now full of obstacles 
to the spread of the gospel. Not 
many years ago the spread of the gos
pel there became so marked as to stir 
up intense opposition on the part of 
.certain liberal schools of religion, and 
at once the entire monarchy was in a 
tumult of debate and speculation. 
'The Japanese are of liberal spirit and 
withal full of the mind of inquiry. 
'The cause of missions there is now 
gaining. We have 43,000 protestant 

Christians in Japan at present, an] Hai._there are three English daily 
under one conference. papers, all printed by English or 

"The Japan citizen is progressive- American presses. Oustorr.s of cen
much more so than the Chinaman or turies are beginning to crumble and 
Corean. He bas a quick eye, is fall before the advance of higher 
prompt to catch a new idea, and is the types of intelligence. Quite a senti
greatest imitater on earth. The Obi- ment is springing up, confined to the 
naman is also endowed with the fac- higher classes, in favor of abolishing 
ulty to reproduce anything in art, the barbarous cu>t'n1 oE binding the 
machinery, or fabrics. ·feet of the women. In Shang·Hai 

'·These orientals are shrewd in three rich Chinamen have endowed a 
business. When they find an im- female school, something unheard of 
porter making headway, introducing a in the celestial kingdom, for Buddhism 
line of goods, they get out an imita- takes no account of girls. They pro
tion and flood the field with it. This pose to teach the girls medicine, law, 
is a peculiarity hard to meet, and and other professions open to women 
English and American traders find it in the more advanced nations They 
a serious obstacle. boldly declare that the women of 

"In Shang-Hai I got a suit of China must be advanced to a plain 
clothes made to measure by a China- similar to western civilization. They 
man tailor, which fit as well and was insist the ·feet-binding must cease. 
as satisfactory every way as any suit This would be an innovation of the 
I ever had. Corea is a most interest- most startling nature. This move
ing country, and its proverbial preju- ment is receiving the indorsement of 
dice against foreigners is fast much of the best thought in China. 
disappearing. An American from th~ The official classes are beginning to 
south, named Holmes, is now the con- assume America-English dress. The 
tractor for building a railroad from system of education for th<ilse thou
Chemulpo to Seoul, Corea. A couple sands of years bas been by the 
of Americans from the Pacific slope memonitor method. Everything was 
have secured a concession or lease on memorized. Now a new order is set
twenty miles square of gold bearing ting in. The Viceroy of China de
territory in Corea and are introducing clares that Chinese young men must 
American-made machinery,and Ameri- be made practical like Americans, and 
can methods of mining. They have educated on practical lines, as in 
flattering prospects of great wealth. western countries. They al'.e now in
The Anglo·saxon is getting a foot- traducing the study of geography, 
hold also in China. Americans are mathematics, etc., and are teaching 
constructing a railroad connecting by maps, charts, anQ. other western 
Shanhaiguan, Tien-Tsin, Hankow, and schoolroom methods. In Pekin a na
Pekin. Twenty locomotives have tive of wealth bas founded a college 
been shipped to this road from the where all branches are to be taught 
Bald wins in Philadelphia. It is inter- on modem lines. There we have 55 
esting to note how a change of cus- missionary sociQties, Qmbracing every 
toms in these oriental lands gradually evangelical church in christendom. 
opens the way for enterprises born In these fields 2,700 missionaries find 
under entirely dissimilar civilizations. employment. In the empire are 
Our missionaries, tourists, and ::resi- 85, 000 Protestant Christians; 43, 000 
dent merchants are teaching the na- in Japan and 10,000 in Corea. The 
tives new and superior arts. One of M. E. Church alone has 22,000 in 
these is American sugar cane mills China, 5, 000 in Japan, 2, 100 in Corea. 
and evaporators, now used to some The M. E. Church has a university at 
extent in China, and destined to Pekin and one at Nankin with full 
greatly extend. In Seoul, we have a college courses including medicine 
college and some printing presses of a.nd theology, and one at Foo-Chow 
American make at work. In Sbang- in which both English and ChiRese 
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are taught. All these schools are age, the speaker said, this second I crease it as the end of the age draws 
crowded. Fully 25,000 young people coming to be an act of two scenes: near. The present supposed alliance 
in China attend our colleges and first, he wou_ld come for his saints, between France and Russia could not 
boarding schools.. In Japan we have then he would come with them. continue because the word of God 
colleges at Tokio and Magasoki. The Between these two scenes certain clearly taught that in the final crisis 
first germ of progress was planted in great events would be culminating on the former must keep its place in 
Japan when the American Navy, earth, with Palestine and Jerusalem touch with its old neighbors of the 
under Commodore Perry went there as their center. The Jews would be Roman Empire, to which Russia 
in 1853. In 1870 the first Protestant regathered there in some kind of a never belonged. The present strain 
Church was organized. Since then h between these two nations over the 

national capacity, perhaps under t e peace proposals of the Czar pointed 
the form of government has changed suzerainty· of the Sultan. In this in the direction of such a separation. 
from despotic monarchy to constitu- connection Dr. Gray spoke of the ef- On the other hand, it was more 
tional monarchy. Within twenty five forts of influential Hebrews now mak- than likely that Germany and Russia 
years railroads and telegraphs have ing in that direction under the name . would come more closely together to-
b · t d d J h . . . ' wards the end, as they were both out

een m ro uce . a pan as now a of Z10msm, as set forth fully m a side the pale of the old Roman Empire, 
compulsory common school system, cablegram to the Suriday Tribune yes- which everywhere in prophecy is rep· 
with ten months terms each year. terday from Basle by Rabbi. Stephen resented. as compact in the concluding 
She has twelve hundred newspapers, s. Wise. Soon after their regathering st~ugg!es of histo~·y _in this ag~. The 
300 of them being dailies. She has there the nations of Europe-i. e., the fnend_lme~s of Wilham an~ Nicholas 
136 national banks and 600 private nations representing the old Roman on this ~is~rm~mehnt. qdi:esti-;m was a · · I straw pomtmg m t at irect10n. 
banks, all run on _the A_me~ica~ plan. Empire-would combine against them Dr. Gray thought the latter might 
Japa~ has 2,600 higher mst1tut10n~ of j under the personal leadership of a be perfectl! sincere in his ov,erture 
learnmg. Under her present const1tu- great secular despot, identified as the on .the subJect, _but the tea?hmg of 
tional form of government, Japan has antiChrist in the Book of Daniel. He scripture, he said, showed .1t w~uld 
freedom of religious worship. "-Chat- would be destroyed by the coming of come to naught. The i;mllenmum 
t T" 0 would be brought about rn another 
anooga irnes or. Christ, and with him the whole gov- way. -Chicago Tribune. 

ernmental system he represented. 
DR. JAMES M. GRAY FINDS THE FU- This would be the time of the Conver- DEPENDS ON THE RICH Jl\lWS. 

TURE OF RUSSIA AND THE JEWS 
IN EZEKIEL. 

SAYS ZION WILL BE A NATION. 

THE proposal by the Czar of Russia 
of a peace conference to discuss a dis
armament of European nations, and 
coincident with it the recent develop
ments in the movement known as 
Zionism, aiming at a reassembling of 
the Jews in Palestine, afforded the 
theme for a sermon by the Rev. Jam es 
M. Gray, D. D., of Boston last even
ing at Moody's church. The speaker 
pointed out the relation of the prophe
cies recorded in the Bible to present 
political conditions and to probable 
future developments, concluding that 
according to the teachings of the 
prophets the Jews will be reestab
lished as anation, but that the Czar's 
plan will not become a reality. 

Many other preachers chose 
their topics the idea seb forth 
Nicholas II., Czar of Russia. 

for 
by 

Dr. Gray's subject was "Russia in 
Prophecy," and he gave an exposition 
of Ezekiel, 38 and 39, covering, as the 
speaker said, the future history in 
outline of the Empire of Russia. 

sion and deliverance of the Jews as Some of the Jewish rabbis in Americ~ are 
a nation so often spoken of in both opposed to the plan for colonizing the Jews 

of the world in Palestine and others are in 
Testaments. favor of it. The opponents of the plan have 

Now it is, according to Dr. Gray, little to say against it save that it is imprac-
ticable. Whether it is feasible or not de

tbat the Bible teaches that Russia pends entirely on the wishes of the rich Jews 

appears on the scene for the last time. 
As indicated, he said, in the chapters 
of Ezekiel referred to, after the other 
European powers have failed to pos
sess themselves of the key to the 
riches of the East, Russia seeks the 
prey for itself, but meets with a dis
astrous and lasting defeat through su· 
pernatural as well as natural agencies. 

of the world. Do they want Judea reestab
lished? If they do, all the firmans that the 
Sublime Porte can concoct between now and 
doomsday will not suffice to keep the Hebrew 
nation out of its ancient fatherland. 

A large share of the wealth of the world is 
in the hands of Jews, especially in Europe, 
and wealth means power and influence. The 
Jews are influential enough in the capitals of 
Europe, as landholders and capitalists, to 
bring about this Palestine colonization 
project if they want to do it. There is no 
doubt about that. TLey also have a vast in
fluence in America in any such a matter. Let 

IDENTIFIES RUSSIA AS "ROSH." it be known that the wealthy and philan
thropic members of the "chosen people" are 

Dr. Gray's identification of Russia willing and anxious to buy the land of their 

l·n the prophecy spoken of 1·s through fathers back, and there will be no lack of pow
erful Christian sentiment to aid the 

the fact it is mentioned by name as movement in the United States. This coun-
try has no love for the murderous Turk, and 

Rosh, especially in the Revised Ver- if nothing but the Sultan stands between the 
sion. Philologists, he said, see in scheme and its realization, American public 

. . sentiment can speedily crystallize into some 
Meschech and Tubal the great cities potent perBuasion at Constantinople. It all 
of Moscow and Tobolsk; Gomer turns on the rich Jews, who would have to 

t d f C · T h f th j back the scheme in order to mako it succes-s an s or runea; ogarma or e _ ful. 

Turkomans; while Gog is the name of There have already been experimental 
. . C . Jewish colonies established in the Holy Land, 

the highest peak m the aucasian and they have attained a degree of suc-
range. Even the military combina- cess that shows what can be accomplished 
. . . . . . d' with sufficient capital. The persecuted Jews 

t1on with Russia m that day is m l· of Europe must find some place to go, and 
cated, the preacher declared, as being Palestine is the logical and proper plaee for 

T · them. Almost every government in Europe 
Egypt and urkey. would be willing to solve the anti-Semitic 

Tile prophetic setting of the chap- It was indicated, he said, that Tur
ters was set forth. Jesus Christ was 

1 

key, under the fo. stering care of Rus
to reappear a second time on this sia, was likely to maintain its present 
earth at the close of the present. strength for awhile, and. even to in-

problem by helping to compel the Sultan to 
withdraw his obnoxious edict. It only re
mains for the Jewish capitalists to say the 
word and their nation can again be gathered 
together in its historic home.-Chicago Tri
bune, Sept. 14, 1898. 
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed1 and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.''-John 8131, 32. 

"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife1 and concubines he shall have none.''-B. of M., pageU6. 
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LAMONI, low A, SEPT. 21, 1898. 

GRACELAND COLLEGE AGAIN. 

THE duty of putting the College at 
Lamoni, and its claims for considera
tion before the readers of HERALD 
from time to time, is our only excuse 
for again referring to the subject. 

It was determined th.at an institu
tion of learning was needed, and that 
the time had come when the church 
could be justified in securing one; and 
hence the authorizing men chosen from 
the body to carry the measure into 
effect. 

The President of the church was 
one of the number so chosen and the 
Bishop was another; those chosen 
have with their successors been from 
time to time sustained by the voice of 
the conference and, so far as known, 
have performed the duty imposed by 
their appointment, conscientiously. 
It now remains for the church to con
tinue the work begun and put their 
institution upon a safe footing. 

Many colleges have struggled for 
recognition and usefulness through 
years of difficulty; few have been suc
cessful from the start; and it must be 
expected that ours may not be an ex
ception, and spring into prominence 
and greater usefulness at the first. 

We much regret to see a disposition 
on the part of some to withstand the 
claims of the college to the attention 
and support of the members of the 
church. Rumor is busy with objec
tions, which tend to retard the efforts 
authorized by the conference last 
spring to be made by the Bishopric, 
which ought not to be. 

We hope that better conditions will 
ensue and the hopes and wishes of 
the better disposed toward the col
lege will be permitted to prevail. It 
seems to be too bad that when a work 
is decided upon by the church in its 
conference assemblies, men a,r,e se-

Lamoni, Iowa, :September 21, 1898. No. 38. 

lected to carry the work into execu
tion and they undertake the task in 
good faith, that then men of the 
church, officers and delegates who 
were present at the time the matter 
was ordered and men designated, 
should allow themselves to throw dis
credit upon the acts of the body and 
present obstacles in the way of the 
work ordered and necessary to be 
done. We wonder when we hear of 
such things, whether the rule is ap 
plied, "As ye would that men 
should do unto you, do ye even so 
unto them." 

The church needs help, material 
help, from every available source; 
moral, religious, and financial. Pos
sibly the chief of these is that strong 
sustaining force that comes from 
mutual confidence and esteem, with
out which no body of men can proceed 
with safety and succeed in their un
dertakings. 

The men engaged in the college 
work were selected by the church in 
open meeting; they did not appoint 
themselves, nor in any way labor for 
their election, hence ought to be free 
from the suspicion, to say nothing of 
the charge of selfish interests and mo
tives, if anyone should choose to en
tertain such a thought, which we 
hope none does. 

-
PRESIDENT SNOW'S STATEMEf~T. 

SALT LAKE, Utah, Sept. 15.-Lorenzo Snow, 
the new President of the Mormon Church, 
gave the following st,atement to the Tribune 
to-day:-

"I believe in the revelation given to Joseph 
Smith, the prophet, on celestial marriages; 
that is, a maaiage for eternity, and that un
der certain conditions Latter Day Saints 
would be doing no moral or religious wrong 
in practicing plural marriages under divine 
sanction and religious regulations. But I do 
not think it would be right to break the laws 
of the land against that practice. Polygamy 
-that is, marrying plural wives-ceased 
among the Latter Day Saints on the issuance 
of President Woodruff's manifesto October 6, 
1890, and his inhibition will not be changed 
by me. 

''Polygamy does not exist in U Lah, either 
secretly or openly. It is forbidden by the 
church. There have been no polygamous 
marriages to my knowledge since the issu-

ance of the manifesto against them. There 
are men who married plural wives previous 
to that time who now care for them, and re
gard them sacredly as their wives for all 
eternity, being married to them with that 
contract. 

"They have respect for the law, yet con
sider it their duty to provide for them and 
for their children. But, polygamy, which 
has a different significance in law, has ceased 
entirely in this State, so far as Latter Day 
Saints are concerned. It will not be expected 
by any reasonable persons that the plural 
family relations existing when polygamous 
marriages ceased by action of law and the in
hibition of the church would be at once 
abolished." 

The choice of President Lorenzo 
Snow to succeed the venerable Wil
ford Woodruff in the Presidency of 
the Utah Mormon Church, is a con
tinuation of the precedent set by 
Pres. Brigham Young and his asso
ciates in the fall of 1847. Whether 
the precedent be correct or otherwise, 
the church in the valleys is committed 
to it. 

We present the statement published 
in the Chicago Tribune for September 
le, and if it correctly represents Pres. 
Lorenzo Snow, we may rightly in
quire whether the attitude thus as
sumed is calculated to incite his 
constituent church membero; to an 
honest obedience to the law] of the 
land. 

President Snow states that: -
Polygamy-that is. marrying' plural wives 

-ceased among the Latter Day Saints on the 
issuance of President Woodruff's manifesto 
October 6, 1890, and his inhibition will not be 
changed by me. 

This statement seems to make the 
religious act, or performance of the 
marriage rite by which polygamous 
marriages are consummated the act 
against which the United States laws 
prohibiting the practice of polygamy 
were enacted and enforced, when 
President Snow knows, as does every 
other well informed person in and out 
of the church, that the practice of 
men and women living and associating 
together as husband and wives by 
virtue of such polygamous marriage 
rite having been performed was what 
was intended to be prohibited by the 
United States lJ:1iws, llind against which 
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the laws were enforced by prosecu
tions in the courts. 

It was understood by the people, 
Jew and Gentile, in and out of Utah, 
that by the manifesto of President 
Woodruff and its subsequent accept
ance and adoption by the church in 
public assembly, the practice of po
lygamy was to be abandoned by the 
church; but President Snow's state
ment gives occasion for the thought 
that all that was affected by that mani
festo was the ceremony of marriage, not 
the practice of association and cohabi
tation after marriage. 

Again: President Snow must know 
as President Woodruff did, that the 
simple performance of a religious 
ceremony of marriage between man 
and woman with the view, intention, 
and purpose, that the parties to such 
marriage ceremony should assume 
marital relations and association in 
eternity after death, was not, and is 
not the thing intended to be inhibited 
by the law of the laud, the statues of 
the United States. If the rights, 
privileges, and associations of the 
marriage relation supposed to have 
been conferred by said supposed mar
riage for eternity to be enjoyed in 
eternity, had not been relegated to 
the earth sphere and the life of the 
flesh in the United States and under 
its laws for their practice and enjoy
ment, there would, most likely, never 
have been a Reorganized Church, nor 
a United States statutory enactment 
concerning plural marriage, or po
lygamy. Or, if such marriages had 
been confined within the provisions of 
the organic law given to the church 
in 1831, and em bodied in its solemn 
declaration of faith in 1835 and 1844, 
which provided for but one living 
companion in wedlock at a time for 
either man or woman, there would 
never have occurred such a spectacle 
of departure from the faith and con
sequent conflict between the law of 
the land and those who broke it, as 
the church in Utah bas furnished the 
people of the United States and the 
world. 

President Snow confidently states 
that ''polygamy does not exist in 
Utah, either secretly or openly." At 
the same time he asserts that there 
are men who married plural wives be
fore October 6, 1890, who care for 
those wives "as their wives for ;,lill 
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eternity,"-tbat being in effect the 
essence of their contract of marriage 
with them. Further, President Snow 
puts in as a sort of matter of course 
affair, this:-

It will not be expected by any reasonable 
persons that the plural family relations ex
isting when polygamous marriages ceased by 
action of law and the inhibition of the church 
would be at once abolished. 

If this purported statement of Presi
dent Snow is correct it places the suc
cessor of Presidents Young, Taylor, 
and Woodruff in a very unfortunate 
light. It presents him assuring the 
world that the practice of polygamy 
has ceased in Utah by action of law 
of the United States and by inhibition 
of the church; that is, the United 
States has enacted laws against the 
practice of polygamy and the church 
has by public edict and vote pro
hibited it, but that reasonable people 
are not to expect that said practice is 
abolished. 

The word "polygamous" is given 
as meaning,-"Inclined to polygamy; 
having a plurality of wives." Po
lygamy is, "A plurality of wives or 
husbands at the same time, or the 
having of such plurality; usually the 
condition of a man having more than 
one wife." 

Reasonable men outside of the 
Mormon Church in Utah, and out of 
it. had the right to expect that when 
that church had compelled the United 
States to enact special laws for the 
suppression of polygamous practices 
and the punishment of those continu
ing those practices, and the church 
had taken public cognizance of the 
existence of such laws, and had con
sented to such laws by church edict 
announcing prohibition of the prac
tices named in the law,-that then 
such practices should be abolished 
and at once abandoned. 

If there are men in Utah belonging 
to the Mormon Church who are main
taining the "plural family relations" 
which existed at the time the laws 
against polygamy were made and the 
church edict against it was issued, 
then polygamy does exist in Utah, 
"secretly or openly," or both. And, 
if it is known to President Snow that 
there are such men and he is informed 
who they are, then, notwithstanding 
his stat6lment that "there have been 

manifesto against them," those who 
read the statement will be justified in 
believing that it is intended to mis
lead, because that the very practice 
aimed at in the laws and edict referred 
to is continued in the Mormon Church 
and is covertly concealed and de
fended by its chief presiding officer. 

Pres. Lorenzo Snow is on record 
thus, having made the statement in 
January, 1886. We quote from a 
Utah publication:-

Though I go to prison, God will not 
change his Jaw of celestial marriage,. But 
the man, the people, the nation, that oppose 
and fight against this doctrine and the 
church of God will be overthrown.-Histori· 
cal Rl cord, vol. 5, 6, p. 144. 

A CELEBRATED CASE. 

IN a now famous case pending in the 
California courts, one of the lawyers 
is busy unearthing the precedents in 
United States courts upon the ques
tion of the laws governing extradition 
of persons charged with crime from 
one State to another for trial, or from 
the United States itself to foreign 
countries. 'l'he San Francisco Ex
aminer for September 5, sent us by 
Bro. F. M. Sheehy, has the fol
lowing:--

Attorney Frank McGowan, one of Mrs. Bot
kin's lawyers, is delving industriously in the 
law books seeking for precedents to aid in 
preventing extradition. He says he will 
look out for facts later-just now he wants 
law and lots of it. 

Some of the cases which have been resur
rected by Mr. McGowan make very interest~ 
ing reading. One of them relates to Joseph 
Smith, the Mormon prophet, who was forced 
to leave Missouri. Smith located in Illinois, 
and while he was a resident of that State a 
murder was attempted in Missouri. It was 
claimed that Smith was in a cons.piracy 
which had murder for its object, and an at
tempt was made to extradite him. The re
sult is quoted as follows:-

"The Circuit Court of the United States 
for the Illinois Circuit, in a decision made in 
1813, upon the case of .Joseph Smith, the 
Mormon Prophet, fully sustained the posi
tion that a Governor of a State in directing 
the surrender of a fugitive from justice, acts 
under the Constitution and laws of the United 
States; that to justify his interference the 
case must be brought by the proofs within 
the act of congress, and that if neither the 
indictment found nor the affidavits producEOd 
make out the necessary facts to authorize the 
removal, the 'misrecitals and ove1;state
ments in the requisition and warrant cannot 
be received as evidence to deprive a citizen 
of his liberty, and transport him to a foreign 
State for trial.' 

no polygamous marriages to my [his] "The Governor of Missouri, in his demand, 
knowledge since the iss'Qaince of the called Smith 'a fugitive from justice' and 
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stated that he 'has fled to the State of Illi-
1iois.' The Governor of Illinois, in respond
ing to the call, recites the same facts. But 
the court, in examining the affidavits on 
which the proceedings were founded, ascer
tained that Smith was ·not charged in the 
affidavits with being in the State of Missouri 
at the time the offense was committed, or 
with being a 'fugitive' from the justice of 
that State; but it appearing, on the contrary, 
that Smith was a citizen of the State of Illi
nois, and had not been absent from the State 
at the time of the offense, the demand of one 
Governor and the warrant of the other were 
alike disregarded as unauthorized, and Smith 
was discharged." 

LORENZO SNOW SUCCEEDS WILFORD 
WOODRUFF. 

LORENZO SNOW, formerly President 
of the Quorum of Twelve in the 
Utah Church, has succeeded Wilford 
Woodruff as President of that church. 
He is the third successor of Brigham 
Young, and assumes the Presidency 
at the advanced age of eighty-four, 
having been born April 3, 1814:-

Sait Lake, Utah, Sept. 13;-At a special 
meeting of the council of apostles, held this 
morning, Locenzo Snow was chosen President 
of the Church of Jesus Christ ~f Latter Day 
Saints, to fill the vacar:cy caused by the death 
of President Woodruff. 

THE Christian Index, published at Des 
Moines, Iowa, sent us by Bro. 0. J. 
Hunt, contains the following item in 
its issue for September 7:-

D. H Bays has been ordered by his physi
cian to go home (to Michigan) for two months 
absolute rest from all labor, mental and phys
ical. vV e are sorry to hear th is, but the 
Irwin church has voted bim a vacation and 
we hope he will return restored and ready 
to cont,inue his good work. 

THE Christian Index, of Des Moines, 
Iowa, advertises the following in its 
"want column":-

BAPTISMAL PANTS-Send number of shoes 
worn. ·v.le fill orders promptly. Tbey are 
warranted by one of the best rubber firms in 
the United States. 

It looks as if some folks would get 
wet if not very careful. Why not 
provide baptismal suits for candidates, 
to cover the entire body, hands and
face included, if the administrator is 
to be so carefully protected? Some 
persons seem very much afraid of 
coming in actual contact with water 
in the act of immersion, though claim
ing to believe in the ordinance of 
baptism; that it was taught and prac
ticed by the Savior and his apostles. 
Possibly the modern tendency to "do 
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away" with the principle of baptism, 
and the practice of the Campbellite 
Church of receiving converts from 
other churches, have something to do 
with the seeming aversion to water. 

THE following, from the Searchlight, 
published by the Hedrickite brethren, 
indicates that the publication of that 
paper will be suspended:-

SEARCHLIGHT MAY SUSPEND! 
The Searchlight will probably be discon

tinued after publishing-the next four num
bers. While our paper is smail in size, and 
apparently inexpensive, nevertheless it has 
at no time paid expenses. The monthly de
ficit has been cheerfully paid by devoted 
brethren, and to continue to ask them to bear 
the burden, is very repugnant to us. If all 
our expenses, as a church, were confined to 
tte paper, we would not feel like stopping its 
publication; but there are many expenses to 
meet, such as taxes and repairs on the Tem
ple Lot; the poor have to be cared for, and 
considerable is required for missionary pur
poses. All these different places for money, 
when added up, make quite a respectable to
tal, and a big load on the church, considering 
the fact that most of our people are poor, and 
those who did have means were drained al
most to the last dollar by the big expense in 
the Temple Lot litigation. Many have writ
ten us that they liked our paper, but were 
too poor to pay for it; some are in arrears for 
their subscription, but are, doubtless, too hard 
run to pay up. So it seems that in justice to 
those who have to bear the financial burdens 
of the church, we should discontinue publica
tion, and such will, doubtless, be the case 
unless we receive timely aid from some unex
pected quarter. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

BRO. ALEXANDER H. SMITH, writing 
from Stonington, Maine, September 
1:-

Yours of 25th August at hand. Glad to 
hear from you. Brn. Kelley and Luff are in 
Maine. I go there next week. Have ap
pointments here next Sunday. Go to-night 
to Attleboro to aid in tent work there. Brn. 
R. Bullard and George Robley are holding 
the fort there in tent work with fair audi
ences this week. 

Bro. J. J. Cornish wrote from 
Gulliver, Michigan, August 24:-

I am getting them terribly stirred up here, 
Bro. Joseph, and am feeling well in body and 
mind, spirit and soul. 

Bro. J.M. Terry, Chicago, writes:
The interest in our meetings increases, and 

our Sunday school is very prosperous, in 
numbers and spiritual interest. · I am feeling 
excellent in spirit and very hopeful of suc
cess. No baptisms yet, but a number seem
ingly near at hand. 

Sr. Ida A. Layton, of Independence, 
Mh'!souri, bas favored us with a report 
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of the late Maysville, Missouri, reun
ion, from which it appears that the 
sessions were well attended, interest
ing, and profitable from the beginning 
to the end. A number of the general 
ministry were present, also local of
ficials of the district. It was decided 
to again hold a reunion, in 1899, a 
committee being appointed to arrange 
therefor. Religio and Sunday school 
work was duly represented. The re
port closes with the following general 
statement:-

Large crowds were in attendance all 
through. The evening meetings were es
pecially well attended, the large tent not 
being large enough to hold the audience. 
'rhe grounds being so close to town, the citi
zens of Maysville availed themselves of the 
opportunity of hearing our strange doctrine. 
The preaching being both interesting and in
structive, much good must result therefrom. 
The district tent was converted into a board
ing house under the control of Benjamin 
Dice and family. Meals could be had by all 
who wi8hed. The De Kalb Democrat, printed 
at Maysville, devoted a column and a half to a 
very favorable mention of the camp meeting. 

Bro. A. Greek, Roseburg, Oregon:
! think we should live differently from 

those that are worldly. If we cannot give 
up the follies of the world, stay with them; 
but do not bring them into the church. 
"Either make the tree good, and his fruit 
good, or else make the tree corrupt, and his 
fruit corrupt: for the tree is known by his 
fruit." I cannot see why anyone should wish 
to come into the church until he is rrndy to 
forsake folly. It is as easy to give up tea, 
coffee, and tobacco as it is swearing; and it is 
a shame for one to pretend to give up all for 
Christ and then hold on to part of his "super
fluities of naughtiness." Yours, for a better 
life. 

Bro. J. 0. Clapp, Swan, Kentucky, 
September 11 :-

I have been quite busy of late,-preaching, 
expounding, and exhorting, but I find it very 
hard on me, 'as I have no means to get from 
place to place. I cannot walk much and cash 
is out of the question. Just got back from 
Tennessee to attend the conference here. 
Conference closed last night. Will get back 
to Tennessee as soon as I can. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

BY the kindness of Bro. Gilbert J. 
Waller, of Honolulu, the capital city 
of the latest acquired territory of the 
United States, we are permitted the 
perusal of a copy of the Pacific Com
mercial Advertiser, for Saturday, Au
gust 13, 1898. It contained the story 
of the flag raising on the 12th, when 
the flag of Hawaii was exchanged for 
"Old Glory," and the government of 
the Sandwich Islands became that of 
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the republic of the United States. 
We thank Bro. Waller for his 
thoughtful remembrance of us, and 
the account of the doings of that 
memorable day for the Hawaiian 
Islands seems to have an added im
pressiveness when read from a jour
nal printed on the spot where the 
stirring events took place. We trust 
that only good may come to the in
habitants of those islands oTrnr which 
King Kamekameha once ruled. 

Bro. Russell Archibald, of 2512 
Slattery Street, St. Louis, and now 
presiding over the branch at that 
place, secured a pretty fair presenta
tion of the church claims and faith in 
a late number of the Post-Dispatch, one 
of the leading journals of the city. In 
the main the article is fair, but in a 
few particulars there are mistakes 
which make Bro. Archibald to state 
what he did not, and of things which 
be could not know, and consequently 
would not state. He tried to get a 
correction in the paper, but they de
clined to publish, preferring their own 
"write up," so he was obliged to let it 
pass uncorrected. Bro. Russell is 
among our coming men, and is doing 
much to establish the cause in the city 
of St. Louis. 

We have recently had inquiries for 
church literature from Guatemala 
City, Central America, from a lady 
who addresses us as "Friends in 
Christ." The church is in position to 
act the part of a great friend to the 
world. May many be brought to 
Christ through her active efforts. 

Bro. A. D. Penrod, of Boise City, 
Idaho, desires to obtain addresses of 
saints residing in or near that city. 
He writes: "I would be pleased to 
see them, and perhaps I could be of 
some use in a way to the church." 

Elder B. H. Roberts, of Utah, was 
nominated for Congress at the Demo
cratic State convention held at Salt 
Lake City, September 14. He was 
formerly a candidate for United States 
senator when Senator Rawlins was 
chosen. It appears that some, to say 
the least, of the ecclesiastics of the 
Utah Church, still have political am
bitions and other worldly interests 
largely at heart; and are not inter
fered with, as was Moses Thatcher, 
in efforts to gratify their ambitions. 

"Idle rumors" are not al ways idle; 
they frequently ma11ifest a! vigorous 
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activity that results in the doing of 
much harm. It is well to beware of 
idle rumors, idle comments that run 
to the detriment of many an innocent 
and worthy person. Idle rumors like 
idleness are often "the parent of mis
chief," or the offspring of mischief 
makers. 

Bro. H. A. Stebbins left Lamoni on 
the 15th inst., going to Wisconsin to 
attend a e;onference of the Southern 
Wisconsin district. He may prolong 
his stay for a few weeks, and visit 
and labor at points in Wisconsin and 
Northern Illinois. 

Bro. W. H. Kelley returned from 
the Maysville reunion during the past 
week, departing soon after for West
ern Iowa and the Woodbine reunion. 

Bro. Frank Criley, of the Herald 
Office, left Lamoni on the 15th inst., 
going to the Woodbine reunion. He 
carries with him a good supply of 
church publications, also subscription 
lists of the various church periodicals 
for the accommodation of all who wish 
to purchase supplies, renew subscrip
tions, or' settle old accounts. 

Bro. J. W. Wight arrived home on 
the 13th inst. He returned to the 
Rocky Mountain mission, via the 
Woodbine reunion, on Monday, the 
19th. 

Pres. Joseph Smith went to Wood
bine, Iowa, on Tuesday, the 20th inst., 
to attend the Woodbine reunion. 

Press items pr,esent a dark picture 
of the crowned heads of Europe. The 
Czar is said to be taxed with an un
balanced mind. Vienna, the gayest 
capital, is in dire distress caused by 
the assassination of the Empress. 
The death of the Queen of Denmark 
is imminent and will put into mourn
ing the family of the Prince of Wales 
as well as the reigning houses of 
Greece, Russia, Sweden, and Den
mark; and the Spanish court will 
likely remain under depression for 
some time to come. 

HomB Coltlmn. 
EDI'l'ED BY FRANCES. 

"A loving heart carries with it, under every parallel of 
latitude. the warmth and light of the tropics, It plants 
its Eden in the wilderness and solitary place, and sows 
with flowers the gray desolation of rocks and mosses." 

gentle measures in the government of a family, 
therefore am not much in sympathy with the 
theory of t.he wise King in regard to the rod 
as a putent factor in affairs of this kind, for 
1 have learned from close observation that 
those parents who are the most rigid discip
linarians usually had the very worst children. 
They may appear very well at home, but just 
as soon as they escape from under the argus 
eyes of their parents their youthful natures 
seem to undergo a change, and there is a re· 
bound to the other extreme; therefore I pre
fer to rule by love, and teach the children to 
act naturally at all times. 

Parents should not notice all the little 
pranks of their children when there is no 
malice in their intent, or check their exu
berance of spirits: but you should be with 
eyes and ears ever on the alert for anything 
like deception or falsehood. 

Some parents are too ready to say '·No" to 
the rcq uest of their children for some inno
cent. and healthful amusement, through a 
fear that some harm may come to them. In 
that way they are driven into sly under
handed ways. A neighbor of mine had a 
gre:it fear of drowniag. One day she came 
to my hou8e, laboring under great excite
ment a!Jd agitation. She said to me, "Do you 
know that your boy and mine go in swim
ming?" 

I answered her that "my b,}y went swim
ming with my'consent. I thought it was 
necessary for him to learn to swim, which he 
could never do unles8 he went into the 
water." 

She looked appalled and said, "Well; I 
have forbidden R ibby going near the water, 
and I will punish him very severely if he 
goes again." 

But Robby did go again; and nearly every 
day he would leave school at the noon recess, 
and not being allowed a bathing suit, was pro
hibited from swimming with the other boys 
near town, so had to go off to some secluded 
spot by himself, where_ the danger was far 
greater. I think it was then that Robby 
took his first lessons in deceit and intrigue, 
as well as in swimming. 

Another case in point was of a man, al
though he made claims to being very re
ligious, had such an ungovernable temper 
that his family studied how best they could 
deceive him. In the morning if his daughter 
did not appear in the breakfast room on time 
he would rrnsh up stairs, and in anger and 
rudeness would enter her room without even 
knocking; but she would hear him coming, 
and would instantly kneel by her bedside as 
though engaged in her morning devotions. 
He, on seeing her thus, would go quietly 
down and say to his wife, "What a sweet, 
angelic Epirit Abbie ha,.;" but she, on speak
ing of it to her girl friends, would laugh at 
the way she had cheated her father. One 

RULE BY LOVE, NOT BY FEAR. can scarcely blame her for putting on the 
WILL you admit me to your circle this morn- livery of heaven to serve her own ends, when 
ing for a quiet chat on home topics? I know by so doing she averted a very unpleasant 
you are all striving to build up happy Chris- family jar. The happiness of many homes is 
tian homes for yourselves and loved ones, marred by the continual bickerings and dis
therefore will be willing to listen to any putes of its members, which parents should 
helpful suggestions on that point. I come, I never for a moment tolerate. Make home 
h0,wQver, a,s !Jin advocatti of very mild al'.10, th.e ~weetest spot on earth to your family 
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now, so that after the years have come and 
gone that have separated them from you and 
from each other, they will in a fond and 
grateful memory often turn back to review 
the peaceful scenes of their childhood. 

If there is anyone under your care who has 
any blemishes or peculiarity in their organi

·zation, see to it that they are not made the 
object of ridicule for the more fortunate ones. 
I have noticed that all such children are very 
sensitive to the fact; therefore we should 
strive to smooth the rough places for them 
and draw the silken cords of love and gentle
ness more closely about the111, that they may 
not feel that they have been" placed as a lonely 
mark to bear the sins of others. I once knew 
a very bright and lovable little miss, but one 
of an excitable temperament, whose life was 
made a burden to her by her brothers on ac
count of her ''freckles amd pug nose. The con
stant teasing brought on nervous prostration 
and St. Vitus' dance, which would huve been 
avoided had she been surrounded by a more 
quieting influence, and been spared that 
"crucial test of men ta! poise.,; 

One boy who was the possessor of a beauti
ful crown of golden hair that anyone might 
be proud to own, but by his companions was 
dubbed "Red Head," "Carrots," and other 
obnoxiou~ names, and was made the sport of 
the family; even his parents would sometimes 
smile at what they considered the harmless 
witticism of their children, and although the 
boy seldom resented their jokes be felt that 
he was within the grasp of a cruel and hope
less fate, till unable longer to bear it, he ran 
away from home. Then the parents marveled 
tha~ Providence had given them so wayward 
a son. 

Be very attentive to your housekeeping, 
making everything as cheerful and as attrac
tive as you can, not forgetting yourself that 
children are very sensitive of the personal 
appearance of the older members of the fam
ily. One little girl who often brought home 
her schoolmates to play with her, one day 
after two of them bad been there and gone, 
came and putting her arms around her 
mother, said, "Mamma, you always look so 
nice! Sarah and May's mother (naming- the 
girls that had just left) do not dress up after
noons as you do." 

Sisters, think you not that n;iother felt 
amply paid for the little trouble it had been 
to make herself presentable, especially since 
that dear girl bas gone to dwell with the 
angels? 

I know our people cannot all afford a mu
sical instrument in their homes, but to as many 
as can I would ad vise you to procure one, 
even at the sacrifice of something else. You 
will find that music will exert a subduing, 
refining influence over the young minds under 
your care, not to be attained in any other 
way; and it will give an air of happy cheer
fulness to an otherwise dull and cheerless 
home; and, too, it will often prevent boys 
from passing their evenings from home in 
questionable company. I am at least sure 
that my own boy was saved from such a course 
through his love for the family organ. There 
is such an alarming amount of evil in our 
midst, alluring our boys and leading them 
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down to ruin, that we should exert ourselves 
to keep them within the home circle. 

When my oldest child commenced her first 
term at school, home seemed very lonely all 
day without her; and as the hour for school 
to close drew nigh I would go out and stand 
at the gate and watch for her return. One 
day she met some friends who asked her to 
stay awhile; she answered, "No, I must not 
stay; for Mamma will be watching for me at 
the gate." But now dear Ella is watching 
for Mamma at the "Golden Gate." 

Sisters; what I especially wish to impress 
upon you is that you should· make the most 
of your family now that they are wit,h you, 
for the time will come all too eoon when 
the last fledgeling will have left the parent 
nest forever. Till then you cannot know 
the sad, lonely feeling that will come like 
a shadow, stealing over the heart, eclips
ing the sunshine and stilling life's music. 
A feeling that the summer of your life bas 
passed-its harvest ended. But many of you 
will live to witness other scenes in the 
drama of life, and what more beautiful for 
you than a serene and peaceful old age? 
placidly sitting and resting after your busy 
life, and surrounded by children and grand
children, and with your beautiful silvered 
hair that has bee.n bh'lached by the passing 
years, and the rays of a gloriously setting 
sun, illuminating your pathway to the other 
shore. I. B. STILLWAGON. 

EAST SAN JosE, Cal. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

Sister Eugenia Harvey, of Davis City, 
Iowa, earnestly requests your faith and pray
ers that God may be pleased to restore her 
sense of hearing if it is his righteous will. 

81Indau 8~hool Deuartnrnnt. 
ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor. 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to"Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

THE following article was read at the morn
ing session of the Sunday school day at the 
Bluff Park reunion, by Bro. J. A. Gunsolley, 
First Assistant Superintendent of the Gen
eral Sunday School Association. It should 
receive a careful reading by all, but especially 
by those who are careless concerning the 
teaching of their children and indifferent to 
the progress of the Sunday school work. 

THE SUNDAY SCHOOL AS A FACTOR IN 
CHARACTER BUILDING. 

REPU'rATION is what we are in the sight of 
men. Character is what we are in the sight 
of God. Character is the resultant of the 
forces represented in the acts of years. It 
is the building erected by the process of ac· 
ti vity going on as the days pass. It is 
moulded and fashioned from day to day, and 
from week to week, and from year to year. 
It is not a primary element, but a compound. 
Character cannot be affected by influences 
from without, as reputation may be destroyed, 
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but yields only to that which comes from 
within. 

Character is either good or bad; good if pro
duced by goodness, and bad if produced by 
badness. All goodness is godlike; all bad
ness is devilish. Good character, then, is 
godlike character, as God is good; and the 
perfection of character is the reflection of the 
image of God. 

A good reflector must receive the light
rays and send them back in such a way as to 
preserve their original relation to each 
other. To th us reflect, it must be polished 
to a high degree. This polish is received by 
coming in contact with that which is able to 
change and mould the substance to be made 
into a reflector. 

The gospel is the great burnisher by which 
we are polished and fitted to reflect the im
a.ge of God. Our Jives are wrought upon in 
proportion as we learn the principles of 
truth and put them into practice. So it is 
that one can rEflect the image of God only as 

·he is able to understand the principles by 
which he may act them out in his life. The 
Sunday school, then, it is my purpose to 
show, is one of the powerful agencies by 
which the principles of truth are dissemi
nated and brought into contact with the life 
of the individual, so that this polish is re
ceived; and be is fitted to reflect the perfect 
image of Christ. 

This work of polishing, or preparation, 
should begin early-in childhood. Then it 
is that the mind is susceptible of receiving 
impressions readily, and may be fashioned at 
will. In these tender years Satan hath no 
power to tempt him (Doctrine and Covenants 
28: 13), and be is left untrammeled by those 
hindrances to proper education which beset 
him in more mature years. Faithful and 
believing, full of trust, he receives instruc
tion as readily and naturally as food. It is 
food for bis mind, and the quality of mind 
developed depends largely upon the kind of 
nourishment given at this time, as surely as 
the quality of body depends upon wholesome 
food and exercise. 

The Lord bas clearly placed the responsi
bility upon the parents to teach the child the 
ways of righteousness. (Doctrine and Cove
nants 68: 4.) And if any fail to do this, and 
the child wanders from the path of rectitude 
and right, the sin is upon the bead of the 
parents. While we do not in any sense bold 
that the Sunday school does or should take 
the place of the parental instruction, we do 
hold that it is a potent agency in bringing 
about a better educ:i,tion in righteousness. 
This is true because it provides a systematic 
course of instruction in the fundamental 
truths of gospel teaching. How many parents 
are qualified to search out and classify the 
principles of the gospel and teach them so 
effectually as can be done by following the 
order presented in the Sunday school plan? 
I venture to say not everyone. 

There are not only many not qualified to 
do this, but there are many who do not seem 
to find time to do it, and hence leave this 
work, expecting the Sunday school to make 
provision therefor. It is not my purpose to 
argue whether this is right upon the part of 
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the parents, but to show that the Sunday 
school supplies a work just here that is 
thrust upon it. Then there are many chil
dren whose parents are not professors of 
Christ who find their way into the Sunday 
school; and there receive their first and only 
ideas about the truth of truths. 

The Sunday school has come to be an ad
junct of the church organized within and fos
tered by it. As such it is the nursery of the 
church in which the young plants are trained 
and nurtured. 

To grow into a godlike character one must 
not only know the right, but he must acquire 
the habit of doing the right. Absolute right 
can only be determined by the standard of 
truth-the gospel. The closer one's acquaint
ance with the standard the more readily can 
he conform to the standard. Hence, the 
study of the word of God begets this under
standing and facilitates conformity thereto. 
In the Sunday school is to be found a system
atic setting forth of the principles of truth as 
revealed not only in the Bible, but in the 
other sacred books as well. The require
ments are such that those who participate in 
its benefits are expected to become familiar 
with the truth. Not only so, but he is drilled 
into the habit of searching the word which 
contains the way of life. 

Then there are other habits acquired 
which are of great value, one of which is 
that of being active in those things which 
pertain to godliness. The spirit of giving to 
aid in the propagation of the truth is culti
vated. And I should like to know who has 
the promise of eternal life without giving 
both of time and means, if he have to give. 
The gospel does not promise salvation ex
cept to those who have earned it. It is only 
the idle and indolent who act as if they ex
pected to reap where they have not sown or 
to gather where they have not scattered. 
The Lord said emphatioally that "the idler 
shall not eat the bread nor wear the garments 
of the laborer." Hence it is that the Spirit 
which comes with an effort to know and do 
the right begets habits of giving and doing. 

Familiarity with the word of God serves as 
a mighty bulwark of resistance against the 
attac!rs of the enemy, whether it be in the 
way of outward and direct temptation or in 
the more subtile and dangerous form of de
ceptive spirit manifestations. He who is 
familiar with the word of God is able, ten to 
one, to resist when temptations come, as 
against the one who has not thus become ac
quainted with it. Every apostasy recorded 
in history is the result of departure from the 
written law of the Lord. For a character, 
therefore, to be strong it must be able to de
tJct the designs of Satan wherever manifest. 
The enemy seeks in various ways to lead cap
tive the hearts of men. To some he comes 
in the guise of temptation to do wrong. To 
others he comes as a sly, quiet, seducing 
spirit, apparently doing good in ,order that 
he may attract. Satan told Cain to make an 
offering unto the Lord, which in itself was a 
good thing to advise, but in bis advising he 
told Cain to offer that which was contrary to 
the commandments of the Lord, and thus 
brought him under condemnation, making of 
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him a servant of Satan instead of a servant 
of God. The test of one's service is not the 
profession he makes, but the character of his 
doings as compared to the commandments of 
the Lord. If one speak in the name of the 
Lord, and it come to pass, it is of the Lord, 
if he keep the commandments. Hence it is 
that those whose characters shall be suffi
cient to enable them to stand in the trying 
day, will be those who "walk in the com
mandments of the Lord blameless." 

The war of the righteous is one of conquest 
and not one of defense only. One who pos
sesses the true spirit of Christ will be found 
making an effort to warn his neighbor, and 
in this day of many churches and many "lo 
hens, and lo theres," one, in order that his 
warning may be received, must be able to 
give a reason for the hope that is within 
him. Any reason not based upon the word 
of God should be rejected. Here again, we 
see the place of the Sunday school as a factor 
in character-building. 

And what shall be said of the pure in heart? 
The Master said, "Blessed are the pure in 
heart, for they shall see God." God inhabits 
the celestial kingdom. Those who are to see 
him and dwell with him, must be fit subjects 
to inherit there. This kingdom is to be gov
erned by the celestial law~ The celestial law 
is the gospel of Christ. Can any be obedient 

build up his church among Israel, but Israel 
would not. "0 Jerusalem, Jerusalem! How 
oft would I have gathered you as a hen gath
ereth her chickens under her wings, and ye 
would not!" Unfaithfulness ! Modern Israel 
was called out from spiritual bondage, gath
ered to the borders of the promiseJ land, and 
told to go in and possess it, but they would 
not; and why? "Unfaithfulness!" And now 
after almost forty years wandering the Lord 
has said that in due time they shall be gath
ered again to the promised land, shall find 
favor with the people, that stakes shall be 
organized, and that the pur<> in heart shall 
possess the land', no more to be moved. Shall 
it be said by our children, "Our fathers were, 
unfaithful and would not?" Shall the echo 
of the future be, "unfaithfulness?" If it 
shall not be, it will be because we have be
come acquainted with his word, because we 
have taught our children to become ac
quainted with the word of the Lord, not only 
to say, but to do. And from this knowledge' 
of the word, and a diligent keeping of it, 
shall come characte1·s which alone can stand: 
in the trying day, fitted and qualified to abide1 
in the celestial kingdom. 

Ilapartment, 
to the law of Christ except they are familial.' GRACELAND COLJJEGE. 
with the principles of said law? :lion is the NEBRASKA CITY, Neb., Sept. 8'. 
pure in heart. How our hearts throb at the Editors Herald:-In your issue of the 7thi 
mention of that word Zion; the fondest hope inst., I am reminded that the "fall term of 
eart,hly cherished by our fathers; a consum- Graceland College" will commence on the 
mation portrayed by the pen of all the proph- 14th proximo. How deeply I am interested 
ets of all ages; the end toward which the in the perpetuity and progress of "om· college,'" 
people of God in every dispensation looked I have neither language to illustrate nor' 
with fond ~nticip~tion; the grand ultimatum I financial strength to demonstrate. It is, how
to accomplish which martyrs have bled and ever, because of this interest I now address; 
died, and even the Son of God himself left you. 
the courts of glory, came to earth and suf- So many have enquired of me orally and by 
fered the most cruel agonies incident to mor- letter, "What is your opinion of Graceland 
tality. And the Lord said, "In as much as College?" that I now ask a little space in 
parents have children in Zion or in any of your columns in which to answer this ques
her stakes which are organized, and teach / tion briefly, and suggest a thought or two. 
them not," etc., "the sin be upon the heads I write "briefly" for I am as conscious of my 
of the parents." inability to properly represent the college as 

'What means the spectacle we behold yonder I am of the fact that the use of your pages by 
across the river [Nauvoo]? What means the me, so far as it interdicts the better employ
little hamlet in Ohio where stands the only ment of them by abler and more acceptable 
house built to completion unto the Lord in writers than I, is a wrong for which I ask and. 
this latter dispensation, abandoned for many anticipate your pardon as Herald custodians, 
years, and now surrounded by but a handful exofficio. 
of saints? What means the little tract of To the question of my opinion. I assure 
land in Jackson County, Missouri, occupied my friends that a careful and in some re
only by a little frame structure called a spects, a critical examination of the history 
church? What means the possible forty of Graceland College, a review ,of the avowed 
thousand followers of the restored covenant policy of its official staff compared with the 
r.s against the two hundred thousand of fifty practical measures adopted, the sacrifices 
years ago? What means all these? Echo i made and the obligations assumed by them, 
answers, "unfaithfulness." They forgot God furnish every assurance that can reasonably 
and Satan led them captive and ttey were be asked that they are operating solely for 
"scattered and peeled." "Unfaithfulness!" the public good, and wit,hout any selfishness, 
This is not only the echo of the last days, but present or prospective, discernible in any of 
has come down through all time, and hence their movements in reference to the college. 
is the echo of the ages, from Adam and Cain. To show friendship for them personally is to 
Unfaithfulness! Israel came to the borders manifest friendliness towards the institution; 
of the "promised land" and the Lord told for their acts have been those of service in 
them to go in and possess it, but Israel would the cause of education. To befriend Grace
not, and why? "Uofaithfulness ! " Jesus land is to befriend an institution which pos
Christ came into the world and sought to sesses a potency for good now, one that, u-we 
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give it the support which is its due, and 
which is particularly and specifically tbe 
well merited due of the brave men who have 
thus far born8 their portion of the burden, 
and a large, too large proportion of our part 
of tbe burden also, as integral parts of the 
body corporate which appointed them to re
ceive, supervise, husband, and employ the 
resources with which it is our duty to supply 
them. 

The gentlemen and ladies whose proficiency 
in attainments and aptness to communicate 
the essentials of a basic and advanced educa
tion on modern and advanced lines, none 
have been disposed, or have manifested a 
disposition to question, are personally and 
professionally known to me, though not to 
my querents, and to indica.te my "opinion" 
of them I write:-

Had I children or grandchildren of suitable 
age, and possessing such acquirements as 
would entitle them to be enrolled among the 
students of a university, if I felt deeply soli
citous for their progress and for the develop
ment of their characters, morally, mentally, 
and physically, and for the harmonious 
blending of their complex natures into the 
beautiful whole of an approximately ideal 
manhood, I know of no other institution of 
learning in wb ich I could place them with 
equally confident expectation that the result 
would be favorable to my parental hopes. 
Not that I regard Graceland College as now 
perfect, but it possesses the element of pro
gressiveness in an eminent degree, and it is 
subject to tbe united voice of the ministry of 
G~. . 

The encouraging fact th~t its foundation is 
so broad as to be nonsectarian, proclaims the 
liberty that underlies the structure, and as it 
is virtually under the control of the Church 
of Christ, the free votes of whose liberty 
loving people will ever be its security, gives 
to it the status that a free American and a 
liberty-loving Englishman demands for his 
posterity, and yet surrounds it with such a 
guard of honor as the saint requires for the 
protection of his descendants from the de
structiveness of vice, and the fatalities of 
irresponsible error. Here and there are the 
few who assert the I in the glorious majesty 
of their individual cognition of right, who 
even in youth despise the fawnings of the 
sycophant who denies his own best concep
tions of the right and the true before men of 
place and power, that he may win their favor; 
but the ma.ny are very much what, tl>eir en
vironments aro. ]'or· the sake of the many it 
if of essential importance that only such sur
roundings as the Trustees and Directors of 
Gl"aceland College are honestly and earnestly 
striving to place argund that institution, 
form the outer bulwarks of defense for our 
posterity. 

Ancient Israel's blessings were to his chil
dren and to his children's children. Had I 
wealth at command, a portion of which I de
sired to invest for the benefit of my children
ocur children and our children's children-I 
can think of no better investment for them 
than that which would be -furnished by an in
alienable deed of trust in favor of Graceland Col
lege. Blessed are the po or in their children in 
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many places abroad, for thoughtful and provi-1 his way to England as a missionary and we 
dent bequeathments were there made by g-ifts found him to be one who was not afraid to 
to such institutions, by means of which the push the truth wherever possible. 
bright-eyed sons of impecunious parents have Since bidding him good bye at Liverpool, 
been clothed and educated, and have become we have not seen a Latter Day Saint. If 
the recognized leaders among the nations, there are any in this county we have not 
their wisdom and eloquence electrifying peo- been made aware of it. Prejudice reigns 
ples and their rulers, changing and elevating here with this money-making, liquor-drink
governments and their policies. Yet but for ing, and pleasure-seeking generation, and 
such deeds of trust, gifts, etc., these Moses' peopl0 generally refuse to listen to reason or 
and Joshuas might have lived and wrought truth; and while it is a country of churches, 
and died as did their fathers, unknown to people worship God with their lips and words 
fame, to all save their fellow workmen. while their hearts and actions are far from 

Let Graceland's debt be lifted, and let her him. However, we believe there are many 
light shine forth as the morning sun. honest-hearted souls who would gladly re-

Let those whom God hath blessed with ceive the light if once they understood it. 
more than an abundance for their descend- We have tried that our actions might speak 
ants, now step forth from the ranks, and in well for the truth, though our words may be 
the intensity of their love for God, lift Grace- rejected. Wiltshire furnished its quota to 
land high in honor; and when our children's the church in an early day, and we feel that 
children shall come forth with the well-mer- when the work can be established here again 
ited diploma in their hand, tLe good they do many true-hearted souls will be brought into 
shall reflect honor upon him who made possi- into it. May the Lord send laborers into this 
ble the doing. MARK H. FORSOUTT. region to call again the people to repentance. 

DEVIZES, England, Aug. 30. 
Editors Herald:-After a sojourn of six 

weeks in this land I essay the task of writing 
a few thoughts. It was near the end of June 
when I bade adieu to loved ones and the 
many kind saints at Tabor, Iowa, to visit 
parents, brothers, and sister from whom I 
had been separated almost since childhood. 

Chicago became my home for ten days, dur
ing which time I visited an aged aunt of the 
Christian Science faith, but my efforts to 
speak to her of the gospel truth were vain, 
as she was quite deaf and insisted on telling 
me of Christian Science. This one had one 
time received the truth with gladness and 
had sacrificed home and friends in this coun
try for a life with the people of God, but in 
Utah she discovered the awful deception and 
turned away in disappointment and sorrow, 
and as in her opinion there was nothing to 
which she could then look for hope, no God 
that she felt she could trust, she fell into the 
ranks of infidelity. Even there the belief in 
God could not be laid aside, but her soul kept 
reaching out for something she had not, and 
when Christian Science presented its claims 
it seemed to fill the void and was gladly re
ceived. As I thought of her experiences I 
called to mind others whose life had likewise 
been blasted and whose faith in God had been 
destroyed by the latter-day apostasy, and I 
began to realize the great responsibility 
which rests upon the ministers for Christ: 
they certainly should see to it that their ev
ery word and action tends to lead people to 
God. 

While in the city we had the pleasure of 
making the acquaintance of Bro. Terry and 
of spending the Sabbath with the saints. 
We were especially pleased with the lively 
interest taken by. the pupils of tbe Sunday 
school, whom we were told were mostly non
members. This speaks well for the workers 
there. 

On embarking on the Etruria, at New 
York, we were again pleased to make the ac
quaintance of Bro. William Newton and 
family of Kansas City. Bro. Newton was on 

As I look over the experience of my past 
life, how I was led away from my home to 
America when only thirteen years of age and 
now am permitted to return-not as I went, 
but laden with the precious gospel truth 
which rr.ay be the means of saving my rela
tives through my instrumentality I must say 

"God moves in a mysterious way 
His wonders to perform." 

And so the strange things of my life may 
be simply the fulfillment of God's designs. I 
desire that my life may be spent to the honor 
and glory of God. I rejoice to know that 
some of my teaching has been received and 
already shows signs of bearing fruit. Pray
ing that the truth may prosper in every land, 
I remain, Your brother in gospel bonds, 

CHARLES FRY. 

LUCAS, Iowa, Sept. 12. 
Editors Herald:-From Adel I returned to 

Perry and baptized six, all heads of families, 
and left others that I hope have obeyed before 
this. I stayed three weeks at Adel, wl:>ere I 
met with great opposition from the united 
clergy, who formed a conspiracy against me 
and each denomination sent out a representa
tive to warn the people not to come out to 
the tent. 

The Holiness preacher made a pretense of 
being sick and had strangers come to her 
house, so that she could instruct them re
garding the danger of Mormonism, which she 
claimed to do from the Book of Mormon, de
claring that it taught polygamy. I took two 
witnesses with me, went to her house, and 
asked to see the Book of Mormon that taught 
polygamy. She handed me a book against 
Utah Mormonism written by Mrs. Stowe. I 
then presented the Book of Mormon and read 
to her from page 116. I then asked her 
where she got her authority for preaching. 
She said she took it from the fact that Jesus 
told Mary to go tell his disciples that he had 
risen from the dead. She told in one of her 
discourses in the M. E. church that she was 
married to Christ and was not going to be di
vorced, and before the tent left Adel she, with 
her husband, loaded all their effects into a 
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wagon and loft four months' rent unpaid. 
This looks queer for the "Lamb's wife." 

I left a good interest in Adel on the part of 
some good people, who no doubt will obey in 
the near future. I then moved the tent to 
Youngstown, where I stayed two weeks. The 
congregations were not always large, but 
some were much interested and we hope will 
obey. 

I then took the tent near Grimes, in Polk 
County, where we bad good congregations 
considering that there were two thrashing 
machines at work in the neighborhood, and 
at the end of the first week the Campbellites 
started a series of meetings within one mile 
of the tent. We held the greater part of the 
people in spite of their unchristian act in try
ing to break up our meeting. The saints say 
much good work was done, and mountains of 
prejudice removed, and the way opened for a 
good work in the future. 

I will set up the tent near Milo this week, 
and commence services next Sunday. I have 
been alone all summer except at Perry, and 
one week at Adel, where I was assisted by 
Bro. J. W. Morgan, of Perry. 

I have come home for a weeks' rest, my 
eyes are quite sore and have annoyed me for 
the past month. 

Yours in the one faith, 
W. H. KEPHART. 

ISACA, Texas, Sept. 8. 
Editors Herald:-This leaves me well. 

Just closed a fine meeting at De Kalb, Texas. 
I have been laboring in company with J. 7V. 
Kent; find him a good worker, and a pleasant 
man to labor with. 

Our preaching at De Kalb stirred the peo
ple up. Lo and behold, they brought one of 
their best preachers out to demolish us. 
Yes be would debate, but after hearing us 
two sermons he declined the idea, refusing to 
sign propositions; but on the last night got up 
and howled about Joe Smith and raising the 
dead, making false statements about what we 
believed. 

We answered him and politely asked him 
to defend what he taught, but he refused. 
The next day we baptized two of his mem
bers, two fine people, honest souls bunting 
for truth, Freewill Baptists. Others will fol· 
low in process of time no doubt. Our meet
iag did much good. 

I found a fine man at Sylvan, Texas, belong
ing to the Utah Church, and succeeded in con
vincing him of his mistake, hence he accepts 
the better way. I will begin meeting at 
Sylvan, on the 10th inst., to hold one week, 
thence on to Standley, Indian Territory. I 
find the world ripe for the gospel in nearly 
every place. Bro. J. W. Kent will leave soon 
for home. In bonds, 

J; D. ERWIN. 
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I 
and also had good liberty in presenting the 
gospel before them. 

While in the upper part I found nearly all 
of the scattered members, and in every place 
where an opportunity offered I did some 
preaching. I put in five discourses at Acker's 
Mill, where there were about twelve 
houses and one shingle mill right in the 
woods, about three or four miles from Wet
more, and several miles from any other set
tlement. There were eight members there. 
I also administered the sacrament to them, 
blessed their children, etc., and left them 
feeling good in the work, and left others be
lieving who were not believers before. I 
beard Bro. Acker's name mentioned in con
nection with the work at different places, 
and all spoke well of him. He is not afraid 
to let the people know that he is a Latter 
Day Saint, neither is he afraid to let them 
know what Latter Day Saintism is, and all 
who spoke of him did so with respect. 

I visited Rapid River, where resides one 
member of the church, Bro. Ambrose Shippy. 
He got a hall, and we gave out meetings for 
Sunday afternoon and evening, but few came 
out to hear. There was a picnic there that 
day which hindered them from coming in the 
afternoon, and in the evening they were too 
tired. Bro. Shippy is well respected in bis 
village. 

I then went to Munising to see another 
saint, but the family had moved away. At 
Grand Marias I found five members. ·There 
did not seem to be a good opportunity for 
preaching, hence did no preaching there, but 
called the members together, administered the 
sacrament to them, blessed a child, had a 
little fellowship meeting, and did some talk, 
and encouraged them the best I could, and 
left for Gulliver, where there were four more 
members,-three sisters and one brother,
all alive in the work; the brother, a single 
man, the three sisters were married, and 
whose husbands were not members of the 
church; one was a member of the Pres
byterian faith, I preached a few sermons 
in their schoolhouse, visited and did fireside 
preaching, etc., and baptized the three men, 
and another man, and administered the sac
rament to them, blessed their children, and 
left them rejoicing in the work of the Lord. 
Those men are and move among the leading 
spirits of the place, and seem to have the re
spect of all. Those sisters took part in and 
with the few members of the Presbyterian 
Church, all along in the past, in hopes to 
gain their favor to the truth, which they 
\vere not afraid to present from time to time 
when proper opportunity offered; and by so 
doing they had hopes that when representa
tives of our faith would come they would all 
come out to hear the truth; but to their sur
prise, but few of them attended. Neverthe-
less, several others came, and there at"e 

PERE CHENEY, Mich., Sept. 9. others thinking well of the la'~ter-day work. 
Editors Herald:-Since last writing I have While at Gulliver I was informed that they 

been in the upper peninsula of Michigan. I wanted me to come to anot.her village near 
came down about a week ago and assisted the by, called Hunt Spur, and preach some, 
brethren a little in the tent at Mancelona, and thitt.I should write to a Mr. Cann. I did 
then came to this place where I had promised so, but on arriving there I was informed that 
for over a year past to do some preaching. I l it was a mistake and that they did not want 
commenced laBt night, and had a fair turnout to hear me at all. I said I would move on, 

that I did not have much time to stay, and 
if they did not want to bear our claims I 
would move on. They said that was the best 
thing I could do as I would not get a crowd 
anyway. 

All told, I visited·Ford River (by request, 
of the Bishop and my own desire to visit the 
upper peninsula), Escanaba, Rapid River, 
Munising, Wetmore, Grand Marias, and 
White Dale, etc., and all told I found twenty
three members of the church, and all seemed 
alive in the faith, and who. showed me their 
faith by their works, by (from one and an
other) paying in over forty dollars tithing. 

The upper part of Michigan is a pretty 
wild country, nearly all of the little places 
are mining and shingle and lumbering towns, 
with a few stores and many saloons. In many 
places the people are chiefly Catholics, and 
as a rule they are not so anxious to bear the 
gospel as in the lower part. Much of the 
land is rocky, and prairie-like, while there 
are at other places good farming land. Many 
places go down after the lumbering is done. 
When the pine is off the c1·eam of that kind 
of the land is gone, while other parts is hard
wood, and when the hardwood timber is gone, 
the land is good for farms. 

Dear brethren of the North Michigan dis
trict, do not forget that we have two more 
men in the ministry this year, and that, as 
usual, my daughter, at Reed. City, will re
ceipt you for all your tithes and offerings you 
send me there to my address. 

Very truly, 
J. J. CORNISH. 

SAN FRANCISCO, Cal., Sept. 7. 
Editors Herald:-We are still holding the 

fort here, and proclaim the "good news" to 
all whom we can induce to listen. Strangers 
are always present at our services, so we have 
the satisfaction of knowing that they have 
the opportunity of hearing the message. 

We had the pleasure of having young Bro. 
Blair with us not long since, and was much 
pleased with him and his preaching. Then 
came Bro. Sheehy to encourage and instruct 
us. We were much pleased with him also. 
So far we are quite proud of the missionaries 
sent us, and we are glad to shake their hand 
and call them brother. 

Our branch is in a good condition, and do
ing well. A good spirit generally prevails. 
And we all, as a rule, are s~rong in the faith, 
and anxious to help the cause along. I have 
never enjoyed more of the Spirit in present
ing the word than at present, and I think I 
can safely say the same for my brethren as
sociated with me. .Strangers are interested 
and saints satisfied. How grand this latter
day work is when viewed with the Spirit of 
inspiration, and what a lasting joy to us to 
feel that the Holy. Spirit is really with us in 
our efforts to present the word, and what a 
satisfaction to see the lovelight in the eyes 
of the hearers, certiiying that they too feel 
the same Spirit, bearing witness to the truth! 

We have found several church members 
among the soldiers stationed here; some of 
them are at all our services. We have Brn. 
North and Eads from Southern California, 
Bro. Kelley, son of W. H. Kelley, in the Iowa 
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regiment, and Richard .Kent, son of Elder 
Kent, in the Missouri regiment. I visited 
young Kent to-day, and Kelley last Sunday. 
We also had the pleasure of entertaining five 
young soldiers from Leon, a few nights since. 
Quite a number of Uncle Sam's boys are now 
hearing the gospel for the first time. Per
haps they will remember it when they reach 
home. 

We are not at all discouraged with the out
look for the cause here. Our faith is strong, 
and we think we can see better times ahead. 
Love to all. In bonds, 

GEO. S. LINCOLN. 

SCRANTON, Kan., Sept. 13. 
Editors Herald:-I would like to say a word 

in defense of this latter-day work, because I 
rejoice in it, knowing that in the gospel is 
the power of God unto salvation, both to Jew 
and Gentile. But how does this power come? 
may be asked (wisely) by the inquirer. We 
reply, by obedience to God's holy law. Should 
we all be obedient alike to this law? Yes, if 
we all desire to receive the same reward, be
cause Jesus said that one jot or tittle would 
not pass from the law, because what Goa 
doeth he doeth it forever, and we as follow
ers of Christ will have to walk as he did, and 
teach as he did-teach the law in its fullness. 
If we neglect a part, what have we then to 
boast ofr "Surely none of the men that came 
up out of Egypt, from twenty years old and 
upward, shall see the land which I sware 
unto Abraham, unto Isaac, and unto Jacob; 
because they have not wholly followed me: 
save Caleb the son of Jephunneh the Kene
zite, and Joshua the son of Nun: for they 
have wholly followed the Lord."-Numbers 
32: 11, 12. 

Then the promise is to him who wholly 
complies with the law; so we understand. Do 
we all comply? Do we, that are called saints, 
all speak the sa'me thing? "Let this mind 
be in you which was also in Christ." The 
mind that was in him was to do his Father's 
will. Are we all doing our Father's will? If 
so, we will have the same spirit, even the 
spirit of love, because God is love; and if we 
are his children, we must partake of the sub
stance in order to maintain in our bodies the 
soul-reviving news to teach the work in 
season as directed by the Spirit. 

I rejoice to see some trying to lift up the 
fallen ones, as there are many of them. We call 
for help because soon will come the midnight 
cry. Who is ready when the Lord shall 
come? Them that have wholly kept the 
law. I did rejoice to see a sister put forth an 
effort in the Herald of August 3, page 488, 
called, "The successful teacher." Yes, this 
is worth more than the price of the So.ints' 
Herald to me, and should be read in every 
Sunday school that belongs to the church. 

Let us be clean of all filthiness if we want 
to have the Spirit of God. We must be clean 
and honor God's law. Dear saints, there is 
too much done for pleasant pastime on the 
Lord's holy Sabbath day. "Remember the 
Sabbath day to keep it holy," is the com
mand of God to his people. (Isaiah 58: 13, 14.) 
Let us love not the world, neither the things 
thitt are in the world, nor the fashions of the 
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world; because if we do, "the love of the 
Father is not in us." Let us be the light to 
the world, and not the world a light to us. 
If we follow the ways of the world because we 
think them nice, then the world is a light to 
us, and we are guided by that light, and our 
light is no more shining as it should. I have 
lost what I thought my best friends because 
I rebuked them for not remembering the 
Sabbath day to keep it holy, when they 
would be indulging in worldly pleasures; but 
it was done openly; and we read that an open 
rebuke is better than secret love. (Proverbs 
27: 5.) I think this is a point. lacking in the 
church, to some extent at least, because 
when I asked some of the traveling elders 
concerning it they seemed to think it all 
right to have all common pleasure; that 
Moses' law was very strict. Yes, and so is 
God's law. Did not Moses teach God's law? 
Let us read section 59 of Doctrine and Cov
enants. Are we divided ou the Lord's day? 
Why, it is part of God's law. Let us keep all 
the parts and make the whole. 

And O! is that not also in its place of Bro. 
Watchman's, in a late Herald? Yes, dear 
saints, I fear it is. Let it be a warning voice 
to us all. Let us shake off the coals from our 
garments and arise in the strength of the 
Lord. Let us not think we know it all, and 
be so selfish, because we all should know a 
little, and when we compile all our littles 
and reason one with another according to the 
law, we see that we are learning and on our 
way to perfection. Let us not be proud as if 
we were big or great in the eyes of those that 
are weak in the faith, but let us be humble as 
little children that God may have a chance 
to exalt us, if exalted we may be, and then 
we can give God the praise; but if we exalt 
ourselves, we may be abased, and shame will 
surely follow. May God give us all wisdom, 
knowledge, and understanding.that wilt ena
ble us to live as becometh his children, is my 
prayer for all that have made a covenant 
with Christ. JAMES BAILLIE. 

POLLOCK, Mo., Sept. 12. 
Editors Herald:-I have just completed a 

careful reading of "Doctrines and Dogmas ol 
Mormonism." 

The first scripture that comes to mind 
reads: "If therefore the light that is in thee 
be darkness, how great is that darkness!" 
Add to this: ''For a dream cometh through 
the multitude of business; and a fool's voice 
is known by multitude of words." Without 
doubt, of a long time the author has been 
dreaming of fame, and the chief object of 
the publication of the book was. to obtain that 
desired fame and get gain. We remember 
his efforts to change the belief of the elders 
upon the question of the "Rock" of Matthew 
16: 18, and the boast, "I am the only man 
that dared to meet this issue in the church." 

Permit me to point out a few of the mis
takes of the book. Page 27, he says: "Nephi, 
with his two younger brothers, Jacob and Jo
seph, separated from their elder brethren, 
Laman, Lemuel, and Sam." Notice, in this 
Sam is associated with Laman, while the 
Book of Mormon informs us: "1,Vherefore, 
it came to pass that I, Nephi, did take my 
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family, and also Zoram and his family, and 
Saru, mine elder brother, and his family, and 
Jacob, and Joseph, my younger brethren, and 
also my sisters, and all those who would go 
with me."- 2 Nephi 4: 2. 

On page 75, the date of the death of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith is given: "in June, 1884," 
a mistake of forty years. Page 162, the res
ignation of Apostle Jason W. Briggs was 
presented "at a conference held at Independ
ence, Missouri." Mistaken again, as the res
ignation of Jason W. Briggs was received 
and acted upon at a General Conference, at 
Lamoni, Iowa. 

Page 183, in citing Isaiah 29: 9, it reads, 
''say yourselves," instead of ''stay yourselves." 
Page 185, he makes Isaiah 29: 19, to say, "The 
weak also shall increase their joy in the 
Lord." It should read: "The meek also shall 
increase their joy in the Lord." Page 153, 
makes Church History p. 65, read, "Hence 
Peter, James and John could have been or
dained by holding and exercising the power 
to direct." The word "been" is not in the 
History and changes the meaning of the origi
nal, and instead of making sense, it makes a 
jargon. 

Page 295, says: "Latter Day Saints argue 
that Philip, being a deacon at that time, was 
not authorized to perform the rite of the lay
ing on of hands." The Church of Latter Day 
Saints has never passed officially upon what 
office Philip held, therefore the above 
statement is both misleading and a misrepre
sentation of the church. This same misrep
resentation is repeated on page 296, where he 
states: "They (Latter Day Saints) maintain 
that Philjp had no authority to administer in 
this supposed ordinance, being at the time a 
deacon." 

Page 340, William Marks is made to say: 
"About the first of June, 1884." William 
Marks had been dead for a number of years 
prior to "June, 1884." Page 344, in fourth 
line the words "my servants" are omitted be
tween the words "justified" and "Abraham." 
On same page, thirteenth line, last word "in" 
is not in original. Page 345, second line, 
eighth word should read "were" and not 
"was." Same page, last line, the word "by" 
is omitted between the words "but" and "me." 
Page 346, fourth line, and third word, "what
ever," in the original reads "whatsoever." 
Same page sixth line the word "stand" in the 
original reads "remain;" and in the eighth 
line "eth" is added to the word "remain." 
Again on same page, paragraph 4, third word, 
"any" should read "a;" and in the fifth line, 
second word "is" should read "are;" and the 
last line of that page, the word "course,'' 
should read "force." 

Page 347, par. 6, fifteenth line and eighth 
word should read "unto," and not "into.',. 
Page 348, par. 8, twelfth line, fifth word, "is" 
not in qriginal; aud thirteenth line, first 
word, "death" should read "deaths." Pag& 
349, par. 12, third word, "promise," should 
read, "promises"; and in par. 13, fifth line 
and fourth word, "promise,'' should reacl 
"promises." Page 850, par. 14, eighth lin'i 
and sixth word "promise'' should read. 
"promises," par. 15, eight line, and eighth 
word, "unto," should read "to." Par. 16. 
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sixth line and second word "receive" should J The readers of the Herald have heard this II of useful knowledge are kept, such as his
have "th" added. Page 352, par. 20, ninth proposition threshed out so often that we tories, dictionaries, bibles, etc. 
word, "unto" should read "to." And in the deem it unnecess~,ry to go into detail, but Our dining room is of immense size, con
thirteenth line the word "you" should ap- think it sufficient to say that Mr. Ellmore taining about fourteen large tables, each 
pear between the words ''unto" and "my." · failed to support this claim t.o identity, but seating sixteen students. We have a place 

Page 353, par. 22, first line "Joseph" is did well with the poor material he had to for polishing our shoes, and a place for wash
omitted between the words "servant" a,nd make out his case with. In the main Mr. ing. This immense building cost some mil
" put." Par. 24, the word "if" omitted be- Ell more acted the part of a gentleman, but in lions of dollars. It has been in Vinton for 
tween the words "and" and "he" in fourth the last speech, when smarting under a sig- thirty-fl ve years. It covers forty acres in all, 
line. Again in the fifth line, the word "is" nal defeat, he misrepresented the Book of counting in the grounds which surround it,, 

omitted between the words "then" and ''he." Mormon (besides it being new matter), and The ground leading from the portico is kept 
Page 354, reads: ''Therefore he is justified." made a personal attack on R. C. He also re- in good shape and is covered with trees of 
It should read, "Therefore is he justified." ferred to a private conversation bad with \arge size and great height. Each student 
This transposition is found in the third line, Bro. Evans prior to the debate, making par- has a portion of the ground to keep clean. 
par. 25, in the eleventh line, the word "min- ticular mention of the fact that R. C. had Those who are competent are assigned to 
ister" should read "administer;" and in the predicted a dirty debate. This was done to this work. 
sixteenth line the fourth word, "unto" should show Bro. Evans a false prophet, as it had In regard to our clothing, we now furnish 
reat "to." been clean and gentlemanly all through. our own clothing if possibly able. We pay 

The mistakes,-twer;ty-six in number, from When it came to replying, Mr. Eilmore nothing for our lodging. We have our gradu-
page 344 to 354 inclusive,--are all found in appeared uneasy as Bro. Evans got after him ating classes every two years, which consists 
the purported revelation on polygamy, and by referring to the same conversation only of those who are in the twelfth grade. This 
my comparison was made with an 1891 Liver- more.fully. Richard had told Ellmore that school has fitted many blind students for the 
pool, England, Utah Mormon edition of Doc- be was surprised that he was going to have world, giving them an education which is 
trine and Covenants. as his moderator Mr. Keffer, and that if hard to surpass in any other college in the 

Page 389, par. 9, he has Joseph Smith .pre- Keffer had any influence over him he would land. 'There are some here who are totally 
senting and Byrum Smith reading the po- predict a dirty debate, judging from the blind, but who seem to be contented and en
lygamous revelation to the High Council, Au- three debates he had with Keffer previous to joy life as well as anybody. They are re
gust 12, 1844, or forty-six days after tbe death this; but the climax was reached when R. C. signed to what misfortune has given them. 
of Joseph and Hyrum Smit,h. Page 394, last told the audience that Ellmore had confessed There are some of the best musicians here 
paragraph, line fourteen and the seventh to him on the fourth night of this debate that that a person ever heard. In r0gard to time, 
word, "to" should read "unto;" while in the the Disciples had tried to persuade him to it is not like the common day scbool. Our 
next line the word "also" is omitted between throw dirt; but that he would not and that studies are divided into periods which con
the words "and" and "every." Keffer had no influence over him in this de- sist of forty minutes eaeh, commencing at 

My judgment is that two or more brethren bate. about half past nine and lasting until four in 
who are close observers and quick to detect The debate was largely attended through- the afternoon. 
mistakes in print should carefully examine out and all that we have seen, except Disci- I will now close my letter for this time. 
this book and compare every extract with the ples, are unanimous in saying that we had a Much more could be said of this immense 
originals, and give the eldership the benefit, big victory. As evidence of where the in- building, but I hope what little I have said 
for we will have to meet the adroit work of terest of the people centers we had good will be of much interest to those who read it; 
this foxy enemy. He imposes upon the unin- crowds at 9ur two services yesterday while therefore I say, if any of the saints have any 
formed by reason of his long association with the Disciples held forth in the hall (of de- children that are afflicted with blindness, and 
the church. The uninitiated and those of bate) to a congregation of twenty each time, they seem to have a talent for music or any 
limited experience do not fully realize the and that counting the preacters. other art, this is the place for them. 
value of the word: "'.rhey went out from us, October 17, I expect to meet Dr. Mason, Yours truly, 
but they were not for us: for if they had been of Toronto, on the sleep of the soul, and the BERTIE L. WHI'l'E. 
of us, they would no doubt have continued apostasy and restoration. R. C. will be with 
with us: but they went out, that they might me. Yours, 
be made manifest that they were not all of 
us." 

Some will come under the provision of the 
word: "And for this cause God shall send 
them strong delusion, that they should be
lieve a lie: that they all might be damned 
who believed not the truth, but had pleasure 
in unrighteousness." V'Je are living in the 
time when men shall arise who with fair 
words and winning speech will seek to "de
ceive the very elect." On duty, 

ROB'l'. M. ELVIN. 

LONDON, Ont., Sept. 12. 
Editors Herald:-At the close of the first 

proposition we sent particulars as briefly as 
we felt we could, now that the second propo
sition has closed we wish to record the fact 
and some few items of intereEt. 

TLe second proposition reads as follows: 
"Is the Church of which I, William Ellmore, 
am a. member, the Church of Christ and 
identical in faith, organization, teaching, or
dinances, worship, and practice, with the 
Church of Christ as it was left perfected by 
the apostles? " 

F. QREGORY. 

VIN'J'ON, Iowa, Sept. 11. 
Editors Herald:-I will try and wri.te a few 

lines about my school, as I thought some of' 
the saints would like to know about the col
lege for the blind and the way we read and 
write. 

This structure is four stories high. There 
is a south wing, main building, and north 
wing, which are partitioned off in rooms, 
offices, etc. On the fourth floor in the main 
building are rooms in which pianos are kept, 
in which the students practice. I d.o not 
know the exact number of piano rooms. Our 
chapel is in the main building; there we 
have our exercises every morning at ten 
minutes to nine, and also on Saturday even
ings our society is held there, and the closing 
coµcerts at the end of every term. \life have 
a very funny way of reading and writing. 
Our letters are raised let,ters, called points. 
We have two kinds of letters, the raised print . 
and the point. Our capital letters are of the 
same style. Our figures are raised also. We 
have our point libraries, in which all books 

COLDWATER, Mich., Sept. 13. 
Editors 1-Ierald:-We are in the midst of a 

series of two-days' meetings throughout the 
district-Grand Rapids, Cold water, Califor
nia, Jame~town, Flint, and South Scott have 
received their portion, and we trust, "in due 
season." At some points "rumors of war" 
against the speaker were heard and of a loud, 
but very dishonorable type. At Jamestown, 
"eggs" of ancient origin were talked of, and 
as to how the "Mormon" would adjust to such 
a sticky mixture. We told them, if our 
choice in the matter bore any weight, we 
would rather have them fresh and more of 
them. A deacon at that point was so vehe
ment he would ''shoot" us "down as quick as 
he would a Spaniard." So there, is a note as 
to progress made by some in Christian ci vili
zation. But large crowds attended the serv
ices and gospel "seed" scattered like 
November leaves. The spirit throughout 
is splendid, and many new investigators are 
pushing aside the old musty curtains of 
priestcraft, and endeavoring to get a "peep
o-day." 

Leaving Bro. Briggs to hold the situation 
at South Scott, we hastily drove to Cold-
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tionalists, Christians, and Catholic priests i them, and as one of them filled my lantern 
all have been here trying to get the people the Spirit rested upon me and these wol'ds 
out to church, but all failed to get above six were given to me: "This is just the way it 
or seven of those that were religiously in- will be with many of the saints, they will 
clined. I also found a Mr. Johnson with two think they have plenty of oil, but when the 
or three ladies trying hard to keep up Sunday cry is made, 'Behold the Bridegroom cometh, 
school. So I put on the harness and went to go ye forth to meet him,' they will find they 
work with them. Mr. Johnson is the super- have not enough." 

water to speak words at the funeral of Sr. 
Bal!, which occurred on Sunday, the 11th. 
We tried to relate the old story of New Tes
tament "hope,'' as best we could, with ease 
and interest to a large audience. 

War with Spain closes with a tapering 
finis. Will it be possible in adjusting over
tures of peace, that the United States will be
come entangled in the Kaleidoscopic meBhes 
of the "Eastern question?" One thing is 
very certain: Spain is one of the toes of the 
great metallic image and the "stone" has 
smitten it, with a view of knocking the old 
nail cf tyranny away, emphasizing the nine
teenth century principle, the divine right of 
the people, instead of the divine right of kings 
to rule. The very /neath of the kingdom of 
God, is human liberty, blown into the dark 
despotic lungs of the world by an "inspired 
Constitution," and it "shall never be de
stroyed,'' but "it shall stand forever." 

Our next metJting is with the Clear Lake 
saints, Saturday and Sunday, then on through 

"the district till our· conference convenes at 
Galien in October. "The laborers are few," 
but willing and aggressive, in line with mod
ern spirit. The work moves slowly but 
solidly. The major portion of saints are still 
"good,'' and chances for the beautiful inherit
ance first class. Hope the opportunities will 
broaden. 

Corn crop in these regions is large; in fact, 
the temporal blessings range abundantly 
through all kinds of the necessities of life. 
"Prosperity" in that line has come, but it 
comes from the wrong direction for big men 
to appropriate to themselves very much 
praise or credit. ''rwould have come to the 
humble farmer, if big- men were not on the 
face of the earth. 

Still hopefully, 
8. W. L. SOO'l"r. 

WILBER, Neb., Sept. 14. 
Editors IIerald:-Th).s section of country 

has been blessed with a few days of rainy 
weather, for which we all feel very grateful. 
This is the first bright day since the 8th inst. 
There are several cases of illness in our com
munity, some among the saints, but. none we 
trust of a serious nature. 

The writer was billed for services in the 
Graf schoolhouse for last Sunday, but the 
weather was too bad for us to make the con
nection. Next Saturday night and Sunday 
we are bHled for gospel work in the western 
part of Saline County. 

Your brother in Christ, 
C. H. POR'l'ER. 

ALDRIDGE, Mont., Sept. 2. 
Editors lierald:-I arrived here July 3, 

thinking to better my condition, and found 
that the work was going very slowly. The 
company had lost some contracts and had to 
stop about seventy-fl ve of their men. The 
superintendent told me if I could wait awhile 
he would put me on. I had to wait or start 
out on foot, as my money was all gone, so I 
made up my mind to stay, and went to work 
for the Lord. 

I was informed that it was a hard camp; 
the M. E's and Prnsbyterians, and Congrega-

intendent of the Sunday school and he put I asked God to show me what this dream 
me in charge of the Bible class. I suggested meant, and it was given.to me like this: "The 
that we should have a teacher, and meeting railroad track you were walking on is tho 
and Bible reading every Wednesday evening, straight and narrow road which leads unto 
which was adopted and we are. getting along life eter·nal, and the lantern you were hold
finely, and our Sunday school is increasing in ing in your hand is the Spirit of the living 
interest and number. God which is given unto you. 

After the Sunday school was closed last bear saints, I believe this is a warning to 
Sunday the superintendent asked me if I each one of us to live so before God that when 
would preach to them next Sunday. I told Christ shall come to make up his jewels we 
him that I would be very glad to have the may be found among them. 
opportunity if the people would turn out to Your sister, 
hear. "Well," said he, "could you preach CHRISTINA RASMUSSEN. 
for us this evening?" ''Yes, sir; I am at your 
service as long as we can get the people out 
to hear," I replied. The announcement was 
made for 7: 30 and we were all agreeably sur
prised to see the house full of attentive lis
teners. I never had better attention given 
me and the Lord was with me, and I have 
been informed that all were well pleased with 
the sermon, and that all the saloons in town 
but one closed Sunday and came out to hear 
me. I started to work here the 10th of last 
month. Pray for me. 

Yours in bonds, 
E. E. WILLIAMS. 

WESTON, Iowa, Sept. 13. 
Editors l'Iercild:-The district conference 

met with Hazel Dell branch here, the last 
Saturday and Sunday in August. We had a 
good conference and a time of rejoicing to
gether, which we hope the saints will long 
remember. On Sunday the meetings were 
held in a beautiful grove, as our church is 
too small to accommodate all who attended. 
The morning prayer meeting was truly a 
spiritual feast, and the hearts of the saints 
were made glad by the presence of God's 
Holy Spirit. The speakers were D. R. 
Chambers, C. J. Carlson, and S. Butler; they 
were all blessed in presenting the gospel. I 
feel thankful to God that he g·ave me a desire 
in my youthful days ·!;o obey the gospel. And 
as the years have passed, God has truly 
blessed me many times, and ·my faith gives 
strength and my hope grows brighter. I be
lieve the hastening time has come when God 
is preparing a people who will be ready to 
meet him. I feel impressed to tell you a 
dream which was given me a short time ago. 

I saw myself walking on a railroad track, 
with a bright lantern in my right hand. I 
had a certain distance to go, and I came to a 
house whera two women came out to meet me; 
they were much pleased to see me and bade 
me come in. I asked them if they had any 
oil in the house, and they said they had 
plenty. I told them that if they had some to 
spare I would like to have some, which they 
said I might. I told them I thought I had 
enoqgh to last till I reached the station, but 
I wanted to be sure and have plenty, so I 
would take smp.e. I entered the house with 

SMITHLAND, Iowa, Sept. 7. 
Editors Heralcl:-The following incident 

occurred while tent meetings were being held 
at River Sioux, Iowa, in August, of which I 
failed to make mention in my letter referring 
to my labors there; and believing it will be 
of some interest I now make mention of it. 

At the close of the evening session after I 
had preached with excellent liberty, the 
Spirit of God was associated in the singing 
of No. 80 Saints' Hymnal:-

How gentle God's command! 
How kind his precepts are! 

Come, cast your burdens on the Lord, 
And trust his constant, care." 

And the inspiration of this tune so affected 
Bro. John Dickie that over and over again 
did it occur to his mind until he slept, when 
he was given the following lines by dream, 
which upon awakening he immediately arose 
and wrote:-

"0, worthy is the Lamb l 
His righteonsnes.e proclaim; 

With one accord unit.e to pralse 
His ever blessed name. 

i'o, may he prove to us 
A source of strength divine; 

'11hat we in weal\:ness may rejoice, 
And worship at his shrine. 

"And when:Hfe't5~journey's through, 
0, may it well be said, 

That we in righteousness lrnve;wrought 
rrhrough Christ, our living Head.', 

The above lines can be sung to the tune 
"James." The brother said it was the first 
time he had any intimation that he was po
etic. 

The meetings here have been lmly fairly 
attended. Part of the time. a Seventh-day 
Advent camp meeting was in session about 
a half mile away; then came on the extreme 
heat, associated by a host of mosquitoes, 
which made it quite unpleasant; and, this 
week it is so cold that it is uncomfoetable, 
some wearing overcoats during the service. 
Those who attend seem to be much interested, 
a few having said they desired to serve the 
Lord. We continue here over Sunday. A 
more particular account of the services here 
I will give in iny next. 

Yours in the hope of eternal life, 
J. F. MINTUN~ 
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APPLEDORE, Ont., Sept. 13. 
Editors Herald:-The debate between Bro. 

R. C. Evans and William Elmore of the Dis
ciple faith, came to an end on Saturday 
evening. The chairman, Mr. Merrifield, of 
Chatham, felt it wise not to give his opinion 
to the public as to which of the two men had 
gained the victor's wreath; but the saints 
feel to rejoice that the work in which we are 
connected is in direct harmony with the 
teachings in the Bible, as shown by Elder 
Evans. The hall was well filled each night 
during the debate. 

We are expecting Elders Evans and 
·Gregory to visit the Lindsey branch next 
week. The prohibition question is drawing 
much interest just now. We expect Bro. 
Evans to deliver a temperance lecture at the 
·Chatham town hall next Tuesday evening. 
Every Latter Day Saint should take time 
:and cast his vote for prohibition on the 29th 
·of September, 1898; you may never have an
other opportunity to whip out one of Satan's 
great devices to destroy both body and soul 
of mankind. Many a true and noble charac
ter has been ruined by taking the first social 
glass. Then, dear saints, let us suppress the 
evil all we can while the day is ours. 

Our convention and conference commences 
the last day of September and continues first 
Saturday and Sunday in October. Hope we 
may have a spiritual time. 

M. M. GREEN. 

HOOTMAN, Mich., Sept. 6. 
Editors Herald:-It has been a long time 

since I have written a word for the Herald. 
It is a great task for me to write, and I keep 
putting it off from time to time. The work 
in this part of the vineyard is moving aleng 
nicely. I never have seen the time since I 
came into the church, twenty years ago, that 
there was such a call for preaching as there 
is at the present. The people everywhere 
seem to want to hear the gospel. There 
seems to be a famine in the land, not of bread 
or water, but of hearing the word of God. I 
am preaching every night, yet there are 
many places where they wish me to come 
and preach and I am not able to do so. In
deed, the field is white and ready to har
vest. We need many more ministers in this 
part to fill the many calls from every source. 
We have several missionaries in this mission 
and they are all noble men of God and doing 
all they can to advance the great cause, and 
yet there are many places where they are 
calling for us to come and we are not able to 
go. I pray that God will send more laborers 
into the field, and I also pray that God will 
help the laity to see and feel that they have 
a part to do in this great work, not in ad
ministering the word, but of their means to 
care for the families of the ministers while 
they spend their time. I believe when 
brethren and sisters pay their tithing and 
offerings, and sacrifice to help the spread of 
the gospel they will be rewarded equally with 
those who spend their time preaching the 
word. 

I often think of what sacrifices the minis
try make when they leave homes and families 
and go out to face the prejudice and persecu-
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tions of the world; not only that but the 
great sacrifices some elders make when they 
say, "We will devote our time to the minis
try," some leaving a salary of forty to sev
enty-five dollars a month when they enter 
the ministry their family gets maybe fifteen 
to thirty dollars; the sacrifice they make is 
from fifteen to forty dollars a month. I often 
wonder if the laity realize the fact. I know 
some do and are doing all they can; may God 
bless them, and he is. I often hear them say, 
"God has prospered me wonderfully since I 
began to pay my tithing," and I think one of 
the first things saints ought to be taught is 
their duty of tithing and offerings, because 
there seems to be an idea in the minds of 
people of the world, because we have no 
salaried ministry that the church moves 
along with the tide and the ministry live on 
wind. Every minister ought to teach the 
law of tithing and free will offering, that all 
saints might see the need, the great need, of 
living up to that law, that the great cause 
might move speedily along, for there is a 
great work: to be done and but a short time to 
do it. 

I baptized four a few days ago, all heads of 
families. The interest is good and many 
more are believing. I feel it will not be long 
before more will obey. 

We had quite a time here with the Ad
ventists. Three of their ministers came and 
put up a tent and remained nine weeks. We 
proposed to discuss the issues between us and 
them, but they would not agree to discuss at 
first, but the people told them they wanted a 
discussion. If their doctrine was right why 
not discuss it? Finally they agreed to meet 
us on the Sabbath question; but they never 
would agree on a time when to commence. 
Finally they pulled up their tent and went 
away. I think it did as much good for the 
cause as if they had discussed, for the people 
saw that they were afraid to meet us. 

Now we have a Dunkard preacher here. 
He is a little on the warpath, but he does not 
fight himself, but says he has a brother who 
is coming here soon; he will show the peo
ple who and what we are. But I am thank
ful that many are finding that out by investi
gating and obeying the truth. 

I am striving to advance the great cause as 
best I can, praying for wisdom and the Spirit 
of God to direct me in all things. Hoping 
that I with the rest of God's servants may be 
faithful unto the end. 

J. A. CARPENTER. 

Original 1Ir1icles. 
ELDERS, PASTE THIS IN YOUR 

BOOK OF MORMON. 

To OBTAIN the results found below, 
we first corrected in the present edi
tion of the Book of Mormon, the 328 
changes found in the Palmyra edition, 
from the original manuscript, as dis
covered by the committee appointed 
by the church for that purpose. 
These changes appear il?- Vol. 31, No. 

34 of the Herald. Next we corrected 
all errors and changes wherein there 
was any difference in words or punc
tuation between the Palmyra and the 
present edition. Then we compared 
this corrected Book of Mormon (which 
is now exactly like the original manu
script) with the Bible where the same 
matter appears in both. 

The italics in the Bible were added 
by the translators to make smooth 
reading. 

Our opponents' arguments against 
the claim of the book's antiquity ap
pear below. 

Punctuation is a matter of hi.dividu
ality. . 

It has become a recognized principle, that 
Punctuation is as much a matter of taste and 
judgment as of rigid rule.-Bigelow's Hand
book of Punctuation. 

Those who think everything in the Bible 
inspired of God, including its divisions into 
chapters, verses, and punctuation, should 
read the following and profit by it:-

"Of the four generally used points, only 
the period (.)dates earlier than the 15th cen
tury. The colon ( :) is said to have been first 
introduced about 1485; the comma(,) some 35 
years later, and the semicolon(;) about 1570." 

Not till the 10th century was the uncial 
character abandoned, and the cursive or 
running hand generally adopted; but it was 
felt necessary long before this time to have 
recourse to something like punctuation. This 
is indicated in some manuscripts by a point 
or a space, and in others by writing the text 
in short lines, according to the sense. The 
latter system, known as "stichometry" was 
introduced in the second half of the 5th cen
tury, while punctuation proper dates no 
farther back than the invention of printing 
(1438).-Bagster. 

From the above we conclude there 
were no punctuation points on the 
plates, therefore the punctuation was 
either inspired, copied from the King 
James version (which some of our op
ponents claims), or was independent, 
or partly so, from either. The manu
script committee in their report say:-

The punctuation is deficient in a large part 
of the Manuscript, yet there are pages where 
the punctuation is found and made at the time of 
writing without doubt. In other parts whole 
pages are punctuated with a pencil; and as 
the punctuation agrees with that in the Pal
myra edition, it was evidently made before 
the publication of that edition. 

Elder W. H. Kelley, a member of 
th~ committee who examined the orig
l.nal manuscript, says in a letter re
ferring to this matter in answer to an 
inquiry on the subject:-

It is my opinion that the printer did the 
larger part. The manuscript shows that the 
scribe did some of it. I do not think the 
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punctuation was upon the plates, neither was 
it inspired. I think it was the work of either 
the scribe or the printer. Most likely both, 
and the larger part by the latter. 

OUR OPPONENTS' ASSERTIONS. 

Braden and Kelley Debate, page 
159:-

The concoctors of the fraud told Gilbert, 
the printer, that the manuscript was the 
work of inspiration, and it must not be 
changed a particle. It had in it not a mai·k 
of punctuation, not a capital letter at the be
ginning of sentences, was badly spelled, and 
the grammar was atrocious. 

On page 160 he contradicts himself 
and says:-

The fabricators of the Book of Mormon 
have copied the obsolete words, the obsolete 
grammar, the violations of grammar, and the 

Word• 
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stead of "seninel' in the above. Here 
is another instance of the right differ
ence between Bible and Book of Mor-

one of them, with scarcely an exception, 
made verbatim from our modern English ver
sion [italics his] the King James' version of 
the Bible, made a little over 200 years ago.-
Ibid., p. 239. , mon. The italics are used to show 

the omission in Book of Mormon:--Just think of it! Those bishops, 200 years 
ago, translated from a Hebrew text that has 
been banded down to us from generation to-
generation, copied and recopied a thousand 
times over, perhaps; ancl their translation 
from such a Hebrew text is found to accord 
exactly, even to the minutest particulars, with a 
translation made by an angel directly from 
Egyptian plates 2,600 years old, less one single 
transcription, and that made by the inspired 
prophet Mormon.-Ibid., p. 244. 

The following are the results by 
careful comparison as stated above 
and give the facts. (See table.) 

Bible:-
But I say unto you, 

Swear not at all; nei
ther by heaven; for it 
is God's throne: nor 
by the earth; for it is 
his footstool: neither by 
Jerusalern; for it is the 
city of the great King. 
Neither shalt thou 
swear by thy head, 
because thou canst not 
make one hair white or 
black. 

Book of Mormon:
And again it is writ

ten, thou shalt not for-· 
swear thyself, but shalt. 
perform unto the Lord 
thine oaths. But ver
ily, verily I say unto. 
you, swear not at all; 
neither by heaven, for 
it is God's throne; ·~nor 
by the earth, for it is 
his footstool; neither 
shalt thou swear by the 
head, because thou 
canst not make one 
hair black or white. 

The following are a few specimens 
of the differences between the two. 

used in the Words used in the Italics added in Bi- 'l'otal number of differ-
Words added Difference in words Book of Mormon Book of Mormon ble; no correspond- Punctuation added ences between matter 

used to express the and and in the Bible and same 
same thought. omitted. similar to italics d fferent from ital- ing word used in omitted. matter in the Book of in the Bible. ics in the Bible. Book of Mormon. 

147 
BIBLE 

I 
B. OFM, 

691 1,941 

punctuation of King James' version . ... They 
are like the Chinaman that a lady employed 
to make some plates to fill out a set of china
ware. She bad but one plate to give him as 
a pattern and it was cracked and nicked. 
To her amazement and amusement when 
John brought to her the two dozen plates she 
had ordered, every one was cracked and 
nicked just as the plate she gave him. He 
copied everything, supposing it to be a part 
of the pattern. Just so the fabricators of the 
Book of Mormon have copied every crack 
and nick in King James' version. 

The Golden Bible:-
The words repeated from his [Christ's] 

Judean life have the disadvantage of an im
perfe;it human translation, being quoted 
verbatim from our present Eaglish version of 
the Bible.-Page 45. 

We find that the Lord Jesus, when he first 
appeared to the Nephies, ... after saying a 
few words (more than one half of which are 
selections from his various words as recorded 
in the four Gospels), began to repeat the ser
mon on the Mount, as recorded by Matthew 
in the 5th, 6th, and 7th chapters, and re
peated the entire sermon word for word. 
Then followed this, with about as much more 
material . filled in constantly with short 
phrases or whole sentences taken from otber 
portions of the Bible. When He came back 
the second time and addressed them at some 
length, he quotes verbatim nearly two whole 
chapters from the book of Isaiah, and closes 
up his speech with a repetition of the two 
last chapters of the book of Malachi.-Idid., 
p. 187. 

But why need we specify words, single 
word'l, or now and then an isolated passage, 
when there are sentences by the thousands, and 
whole chapters [italics his] whose very pres
ence in the Book of Mormon, in the form in 
which they are found, settles the question of 
the modern origin of the book beyond the 
possibility of dispu,te .. , . They are 13very 
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Braden says cracks are exactly the 
same. Lamb says quoted verbatim. 
Here are the facts. 

In the above, of course the third 
column is not added in the total. 
Where the words in italics, added by 
the King Jam es translators, are the 
same in the Book of Mormon, they are 
generally spme simple conjunction or 
a word where the choice for using 
a different one was limited, such as 
''is," ''in," ''he was," '•was any," 
"his," "and," "art," "am," etc.; but 
notice in the parallel passages below, 
the strong individualUy shown in the 
choice of words where the italics are 
used in the Bible and a change in the 
Book of Mormon of ~uch italicized 
words. 

When Christ came to this continent 
he adapted himself to the conditions 
here existing. 

For instance, in Je
rusalem he said:-

Verily I say unto 
thee, Thou shalt by no 
means come out thence, 
till thou bast paid the 
uttermost farthing. 

To the Nephites be 
preached:-

V erily, verily I say 
unto thee, thou shalt 
by no means come out 
thence, until thou hast 
paid the uttermost se
nine. 

Lamb says Christ preached the 
same sermon here as in Jerusalem, in 
fact verbatim, and says the Book of 
Mormon disgraces Christ by making 
him a :repeater. The facts are there 
are somewhere near 385 differences 
between the sermon on the Mount in 
Bible and in the Book of Mormon. 

How easy it would have been to 
have 1Dadf.:l Christ say "~farthin~" in-

Mormon. 

BIBLE 

I 
B. OFM. 

175 292 3 .. 528 

books, ~and prove the translations are 
from different sources, and from 
di.:(j'erent originals. 

NOTE.-The italics in the Bible quotations are the 
words supplied by the translators. Where italics are 
used in the Book of Mormon quotations, they show dif
ference between it and the Bible. This mark "*" shows 
an omission in Book of Mormon from same text in Bible. 
WHERE FOUND IN THE 

BIBLE. 

Thy pomp is brought 
down to the grave, and 
the noise of thy viols; 
the worm is spread un
der thee, and the worms 
cover thee.-Isa. 14: 11. 

And be made his 
grave with the wicked, 
and with the rich in bis 
death; because he had 
done no violence, nei
ther was any deceit in 
his mouth.-Isa. 53: 9. 

Blessed are the poor 
in spirit: for theirs is 
the kingdom of heaven. 
-Matt 5: 3. 

Blessed are they which 
are persecuted for 
righteousness' sake: for 
theirs is the kingdom 
of heaven.-Matt 5: 10. 

Ye are the salt of the 
earth: but if the salt 
have lost its savor, 
wherewith shall it be 
salted? it is thenceforth 
good for. nothing, but 
to be cast out, and to 
be trodden under foot 
of men.-Matt 5: 13. 

And if thy right eye 
offend thee, pluck it 
out, and cast it from 
thee: for it is profita
ble for thee that one of 
thy members should 
perish, and not that thy 
whole body should be 
cast into bell. And if 
thy right hand offend 
thee, cut it off, and cast 
it frorp. thee: for it i~ 

WHERE FOUND IN TllE 
BOOK OF MORMON. 

Thy pomp is brought 
down to the grave; '' 
the noise of thy viols 
is not heard: the worm 
is spread under thee, 
and the worms cover 
thee.-2 Nephi 10: 15. 

And he made his 
grave with the wicked, 
and with the rich in his 
death; because he bad 
done no evil, neither 
was auy deceit in his 
mouth.-Book of Mo
siah 8: 3. 

Yea, blessed are the 
poor in spirit which 
cometh unto me, for 
theirs is the kingdom 
of heaven. -Book of Ne
phi 5: 9. 

And blessed are all 
they which are perse
cuted, for rny narne's 
sake, for theirs is the 
kingdom of Heaven.
Book of Nephi 5: 9. 

Verily, verily I say imto 
you, I give unto yo·u to be 
the salt of the earth ; 
but if the salt shall lose 
its savor, wherewith 
shall the earth be salted? 
The salt shall be thence
forth good for nothing, 
but to be cast out, and 
to be trodden under 
foot of men.-Book of 
Nephi 5: 9. 

Not in the Book Mor" 
mon. 
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profitable for thee that 
one of thy members 
should perish, and not 
that thy whole body 
sbould be cast into hell. 
-Matt. 5: 28-30. 

Take heed that ye do 
not your alms before 
men, to be seen of them: 
otherwise ye have no 
reward of your Father 
which is in heaven. 
Therefore when thou 
doest thine alms, do 
not sound a trumpet 
before thee, as the hyp
ocrites do in the syna
gogues and in the 
streets, that they may 
have glory of men.
Matt. G: 1, 2. 

And when thou pray
est, thou shal: not be 
as the hypocrites are: 
for they love to pray 
standing in the syna
gogues and in the cor
ners of the streets, that 
they may be seen of 
men.-Matt. 6: 5. 

·wherefore, if God so 
clothe the gra.;s of the 
field, which to day is, 
and to morrow is cast 
into the oven, .1hail he 
not much more clothe 
you, 0 ye of little faith? 

And I will come near 
to you to judgment; 
and I will be a swift 
witness against the 
sorcerers, and against 
the adulterers, and 
against false swearers, 
and against those that 
oppress the hireling in 
his wages, the widow, 
and the fatherless, and 
that turn aside the 
stranger from his ri,qht, 
and fear not me, saith 
the Lord of hosts. -
Malachi 3: 5. 

Awake, awake, stand 
up, 0 .Jerusalem, which 
hast drunk at the hand 
of the Lord the cup of 
his fnry; thou hast 
drunken the dregs of 
the cup of trembling, 
a,,1ul wrung t!w1n, out. 
There is none to guide 
her among all the sons 
wlwrn she hath bronght 
forth; neither is there 
any that taketh her by 
the hand of all the sons 
that she hath brought 
up. These two thiugs 
are co1ne unto thee; 
who shall be sorry for 
thee' desolation, and 
destruction, and the 
famine, and the sword: 
by whom shall 1 com
fort thee? Thy sons 
have fainted, they lie 
at the head of all the 
streets, as a wild bull 
in a net: they are full 
of the fury of the Lord, 
the rebuke of thy God. 
Therefore hear now 
this, thou afllicted, and 
drunken, but not with 
wine: thus saith thy 
Lord the Lord, and thy 
God that pleadeth the 
cause of his people, Be
hold, I have taken out 
of thine hand the cup 
of trembling, even the 
dregs of the cup of my 
fury: thou shalt no 
more drink it again.-
1saiah 51: 17-22. 

0 house of .Jacob, 
come ye, and let us 
walk in the light of the 
Lord. 'l'herefore thou 
hast forsaken tby peo-

Verily, ?Jerily, Isay that 
I would that ye slwuld clo 
alms unto the pooi·; but 
take heed that ye do 
not your alms before 
men to be seen of them; 
otherwise ye have no 
reward of your ]'ather 
who is in heaven. 
'l'herefore, when ye shall 
do your alms, do not 
sound a trumpet before 
yo'U, as will hypocrites 
do in the synagogues, 
and in the streets, that 
tbey may have glory 
of men.-Book of Nephi 
5: 11. 

And when thou pray
est, thou shalt not do 
as the hypocrites % for 
they love to pray stand
ing in the synagogues, 
and in tbe corners of 
the streets, that they 
may be seen of men.
Book of Nephi 5 : 12. 

Wherefore, if God so 
clothe the grass of the 
field, which to day is, 
and to morrow is cast 
into tbe oven, even so 
will he clothe you, if ye 
are not of little faith.
Book of Nephi 6: 1. 

And I will come near 
to you to judgment; 
and I will be a swift 
witness against the 
sorcerers, and against 
the adulterers, and 
against false swearers, 
and against those that 
oppress the hireling in 
his wages, the widow, 
and the fatherless, and 
that turn aside the 
stranger, "' and fear not 
me, saith the Lord of 
hosts.-Book of Nephi 
11: 1. 

Awake, awake, stand 
np, 0 ,Jerusalem, which 
hast drunk at the band 
of the Lord the cup of 
his fury; thou hast 
drunken the dregs of 
the cup of trembling •· 
·wrung ·x- out: -x- and 
none to guide her 
among all the sons ·X· 

she hath brought forth; 
neither .,,. that taketh 
her by the hand, of all 
the sons ., sbe bath 
brought up. These two 
80n8 are come unto thee; 
who shall be sorry for 
thee: thy desolation ·x 
and destruction, and 
the famine ·X· and the 
sword: And by whom 
shall I comfort thee? 
'l'hy sons have fainted, 
save lhe8e two: they lie 
at the head of all the 
streets, as a wild bull 
in a net: they are full 
of the fury of the Lord, 
the rebuke of thy God. 
Therefore, hear now 
this, thou afflicted, and 
drunken, and not with 
wine: thus saith thy 
Lord, the Lord ,. and 
thy God ·x· pleadeth the 
cause of his people, be
hold, l have taken out 
of thine hand the cup 
of trembling,'* the dregs 
of the cup of my fury; 
thoL1 shalt no more 
drinl< it again.-2 Nephi 
5: 9. 

0 house of .Jacob, 
come ye "' and let us 
walk in the light of the 
Lord; yea, come, Jo,. ye 
have all gone. astray, every 
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ple tbe house of Jacob, 
because they be replen
ished from the east, 
and are soothsayers. 
like the Philistines, and 
they please themselves 
in the children of 
strangers. - Isaiah 2:. 
5, 6. 

And the mean mau 
boweth down, and the, 
great man humbleth 
himself: therefore for
give them not.-Isaiah 
2: 9. 

And he. said, Go, and 
tell this people, Hear 
ye indeed, but under
stand not; and see ye 
indeed, but perceive 
not.-Isaiah G: 9. 

Isaiah 2: 10-22. 
Isaiah 3: 9. 
Isaiah 3: 11. 
Isaiah 3: 18. 
Isaiah 3: 26. 
Isaiah 4: 5. 
Isaiah 5: 1. 
Isaiah 5: 8. 
Isaiah 5: 9. 
Isaiah 5: 28. 

one to his wickecl ways. 
'Therefore, 0 Lorcl, thou 
1iast forsaken thy peo
ple, the house of Jacob, 
because they be replen
ished from the east, and 
heai·ken 'unto soothsayers 
like the Philistines, and 
they please themselves 
in the children of 
strangers.-2 Nephi 8: 
4, 5. 

And the mean man 
boweth down, and the 
great man hnmbleth 
himself not: therefore 
forgive him not.-2 Ne
pbi 8: 5. 

And be said, go, and 
tell this people, hear ye 
indeed, but they under
stoocl not; and see ye in
deed, but they perceived 
not.-2 Nephi 9: 3. 

2 Nephi 8: 6-8. 

2 Nephi 8: 8-10. 
2 Nephi 8: 11. 

Isaiah 5: 2\J. 2 Nephi 8: 13-1\J. 

BRO. and SR. c. EDWARD MILLER, 
E. HARRY THOMAS. 

P1TTSEUHG, Penn., August 6, 1898. 

INFIDEL ARGUMENTS ANSWERED. 

persons be destroyed that a few 
righteous may be preserved, rather 
than for all to become wicked and all 
be destroyed together. While this is 
true of individuals, it is also true of 
nations. 

The Lord promised to Abraham 
that in him, and in his seed, should 
''all the nations of the earth be 
blessed." Christ was to be of the 
seed of Abraham, hence a righteous 
seed must necessarily be preserved. 
Had the Lord not kept this promise 
in mind, and taken proper steps to its 
fulfillment, the plan of salvation must 
have been frustrated; but the plan of 
salvation could not be frustrated, else 
God would cease to be God. Some 
seem to think that the Hebrews had a 
better chance of salvation than the 
other nations; but when we consider 
that the gospel had been preached to 
the Gentiles and they refused it, we 
may see that they brought all the 
trouble on themselves by rejecting the 
truth. 

NO. 3. 
To prove that they rejected the gos

BY C. J. SPURLOCK. 
IN:F'IDELS say God was unjust in caus- pel I refer to Galatians:--

The Scripture, foreseeing that God would 
ing or permitting the children of justify the heathen through faith, preached 
Israel to drive out and destroy other before the gospel unto Abraham.-Gal. 3: s. 
nations in the land of Palestine, that "God justified the heathen through 
they might have room to dwell. That faith"- significant expression, Who 
God did help the children of Israel were the heathen referred to but those 
with their wars, in the heathen na- in Palestine, who in four hundred 
tions by which they were surrounded, years were driven out of the land by 
is quite evident; so let us carefully reason of their rejecting the gospel 
consider whether he was justified in and becoming ripe in iniquity? The 
so doing. I surely think that if we Lord said to Abraham, thy seed shall 
will carefully consider this matter, sojourn in a strange land four hun
the infidel will not censure the Al- dred years, "for the iniquity of the 
mighty for doing as he did; but that Amorites is not yet full." (Gen. 15:16.) 
they can see infinite justice in his 'l'he Amorites were the wicked people, 
acts. dwelling at the time in the land of 

In the first place, let us consider Palestine, and who would be ripe in 
the fact that the earth was made for iniquity in four hundred years; so 
the righteous. Matthew tells us the much so, that the Lord could not 
meek shall inherit the earth. The justly longer endure their abomina
natural tendency of society is down- tions. 
ward. One bad man or woman in Having found that the nations 
a community is detrimental to the ad· driven out of the land were wicked in 
vancement of good society in that the extreme, we shall now examine the 
community. - This being true of one character of their wickedness, to see to 
bad person, it is also true of a whole what special sins they were addicted. 
nation or several nations combined. It appears from reading their history 

Although but few infidels read the in the Bible, that their marriage laws 
Bible extensively, I believe most of were corrupt, and when this one law 
them are conversant with the fact is violated for hundreds of years, in
that the heathen nations, who dwelt fidels must admit that the nations so 
in Palestine at the time of its invasion doing would be in a miserable cond.i
by Jos.hua, were ripe in iniquity. Evi· 1 tion.. For example take the worst 
dentlyH is better that several wicked class of and them 
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in a colony to themselves, and let \and one-half millions of people,-in-1 
them remain even for two hundred eluding men, women and children,-

1 
years, and imagine if you can what I but when they arrived in Palestine, 
would be their condition? But this is I behold only two of that vast multitude 
a sad picture; let us turn from it and had made the entire journey. Joshua 
consider another sin characteristic of and Caleb were the only persons left 
these nations. It was that of spiritu- of the original number; so we see 
alism under another name. This that while God loves and cares for his 
clearly is one of the evils for which people, he cannot look on sin with the 
they were driven out of the land. least degree of allowance, even among 

When thou art come unto the land which the Hebrew nations. Thus it was 
the Lord thy God giveth thee, thou shalt not that the young and more righteous of 
learn to do after the abominations of those the Hebrews were rightly and justly 
nations. There shall not be found among 

permitted to drive out the more you anyone that maketh his son or his 
daughter to pass thruugh the fire, or that wicked nations in the promised land, 
useth divination, or an observer of times, or that they might have room to serve 
an enchanter, or a w'itch, or a charmer, or a God, that truth might finally prevail 
consulter with familiar spirits, or a wizard, among all nations. 
or a necromancer. For all that do these 
things are an abomination unto the Lord; 
and beoause of these abominations the Lord 
thy God doth drive them out before thee.
Deut. 18: 9-12. 

Now we see that they had witches, 
and consulted with familiar spirits. 
This is what spiritualists do to-day. 

A man also or woman that hath a familiar 
spirit, or that is a wi~ard, shall surely be put 
to death; they shall stone them with stones; 
their blood shall be upon them.-Lev. 20:27. 
(See Deut. 13: 13.) 

Also see first Samuel, twenty-eighth 
chapter, where Saul sought after a 
woman who had a familiar spirit. 

Now these scriptural citations, with 
others that might be given, reveal 
something of the terrible condition 

· into which these heathen nations had 
fallen, and show what would be the 
inevitable and natural result of plac
ing a righteous nation among them, 
and allowing them to remain together 
for centuries. The Hebrew nation 
could not serve God acceptably in 
Egypt while they were sorely op
pressed, hence it was but natural and 
right for the Lord to take them out 
of Egypt and place them in their own 
land, even though the wicked nations 
occupying there were destroyed to 
accorriplish this righteous purpose in 
God. Hence we read in Psalms:--

Thou hast brought a vine out of Egypt; 
thou hast cast out the heathen, and planted 
it. Thou preparedst room before it, and did 
cause it to take deep root, and filled the land. 
-Psalms 80: 8, 9. 

Since we have seen the heathen na
tions were driven out, and the reason 
of their expulsion, let us be fair, and 
see if some of the Hebrews themselves 
were not destroyed for their wicked
ness also. It is said that Moses 
started from with about two 

May 28, 1898. 

EASTERN COLORADO. 
Conference at Conifer, Colorado, with 

Rocky Mountain branch, at ten a. m. August 
20; J. B. Roush presiding, associate J. W. 
Gillen, 0. E. Everett secretary. Branch re
ports: Denver 132; gain 5. Rocky Moun
tain 34; loss 1. Laird 37. Eustis 47; gain 6. 
New Windsor 21. Cedar 21. Highland 20; 
gain 2. Coal Creek (disorganized) 9. Cotton
wood (no report) 63. Total 384; net gain 12. 
Ministry reporting: Apostle J. W. Gillen; 
Elders J. B. Roush, 0. B. Thomas, E. F. 
Shupe, A. Kent, James Kemp, G. E. McCon
ley, Jas. Houston. Priest M. F. Ralston. 
Bishop's agent's report: On hand February 
15 $12.65; receipts $216.85; expenditures $207; 
cash on hand $22.50. Report audited and en
dorsed. A committee was appointed to ar
range for the organization of a district 
Sunday school association at next district 
conference. The district secretary was au
thorized to call upon the different branches 
of the district for necessary funds to repair 
the church building at Conifer, Colorado. C. 
E. Everett, Bishop's agent, chairman, Elders 
J. W. Gillen and Ja'lles Kemp were appointed 
as a committee to see that the repairs were 
made as soon as possible. All officers of the 
district were sustained for the ensuing six 
months: J. B. Roush president, E. F. Shupe 
vice president, C. E. Everett secreta1·y. 
Motion to sustain the Bishop's agen~, carried. 
Speakers during conference: Apostle James 
Vv. Gillen, Elders J. B. Roush, A. Kent, and 
G. E. McConley. A vote of thanks was ex
tended to the saints and friends for entertain
ment during conference. Adjourned to 
Denver, the third Saturday and Sunday in 
February, 1899. Brn .. J.B. Roush and A. Kent 
held services for one week after conference, 
baptizing one. 

"It is estimated that since the beginning 
of the historical era 13,000,000 persons have 
perished in earthqui1kes.'' 
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8tlndau 8~hool 1lssoGia1ions. 
CONVENTION NOTICES. 

Northern Nebraska district Sunday school 
association will convene at Fremont, Ne
braska, September 30, at two p. m. All are 
invited. H. W. Br<::LVILLE, Supt. 

EMMA 0GARD, Sec. 

Des Moines district Sunday school associa
tion will meet, at Clear Creek schoolhouse, 
near Baxter, September :30, ai; ten a. m. The 
morning session will be devoted to regular 
business; the afternoon to the discussion of 
the following question: Can tbe Sunday 
schools of this district be successfully graded; 
if so, how'? if not, why? Opened by Brn. E. 
B. Morgan, Fred Chandler, Marcus Cook, W. 
W. Owens, W. 0. Hidy, J. S. Roth, Srs. Mat
tie Hughes, Martha Young, Sr. Martin (of 
Perry), W. H. Kephart, Allan McCoy, and 
C. Scott. The evening program will consist 
of recitations, dialogues, etc. Please let each 
Sunday school be sure and send report, also 
a delegate if possible. 

MRS. E'l'~'A SPRINGER, Supt. 

Convention of Nauvoo district Sunday 
school association will convene September 
30, at Rockcreek, Illinois. Secretaries of 
schools please send reports to Sr. Marjorie 
Wright, 1,00! South T0nth Street, Burling-
ton, Iowa. JOHN BRENNAN, Supt. 

The Sunday school association of Chatham 
district will convene with the Zone branch 
on Friday, September 30, at two p. m., the 
day before our fall conference. Superintend
ents and secretaries are requested to send a 
correct report of their Sabbath schools to the 
cpnvention. The district superintendents 
have prepared a program, which we trust 
will be instructive and interesting. Come 
one and all and learn more of Sabbath school 
work. G. M. SHIPPY, Supt. 

MARY M. Gl~EEN, Sec. 

Convention of Decatul' district will convene 
at Davis City, Iowa, October 7. Prayer meet
ing at 9: 30 a. m.; business session at eleven. 
Ir:lst.itute work: 2: lli p. m. Du ties of district 
officers. W. B. Paul. 2: 4ii, Duties of Sunday 
school .officers and teachers, G. W. Blair. 
3: 15, How to organize and conduct a Religio, 
J. A. Gunsol1ey, preaident. 7: 30, The Sun
day school as a factor in character building, 
J. A. Gunsolley, First Assistant Superinte11d
ent General Association. 8: 00, The Religio 
-relation to the home, the Sunday school, 
and the church-what it will do for its mem
bers, the home, the Sunday school, the com
munity, and the church, F. E. Cochran. 
Special attention is called to this "instit\lte 
work." If you are interested in Sunday 
school work and have not learned all, come; 
if otherwise, come and impart. To be igno
rant of Religio work is to be ignorant of one 
of the most active and energetic church 
"auxiliaries." W. B. PAUL, Supt. 
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Mi8BBllanBotls Depar1nrnnt 
A REQUEST. 

If this attracts the notice of Dr. Chase 
Taylor, the colored brother who was or
dained to the office of priest at Lamoni, a few 
years ago, I would be pleased to have him 
correspond with me, its to his whereabouts, 
and what he is now doing for the work. If 
any of the saints who read this can give me 
any of the ~bove information I will be very 
thankful. F. M. WELD. 

LAMONI, Iowa. 

TWO-DAYS' MEETINGS. 
There will be a two-days' meeting, or last

ing from the evening of the 7th to the 10th 
of October, in Grovehill branch, to be held in 
Oran Center schoolhouse. Those coming on 
the train will be met at Ifairbank and also 
Oelwein. Come saints, let us have a good, 
profitable time in the work of the Lord. 

There will be a two-days' meeting held in 
Osterdock, Iowa, branch, October 15 and 16. 
Will the saints of the district, especially of 
the northern counties, please take notice. 
Come, and let us have a good spiritual time. 
Saints coming by way of train will be met on 
Friday and Saturday at Elkport. 

J. W. PE'l'ERSON, Pres. 
J. R. SU'l'TON, Clerk. 

BRIEF REMINISCENCE OF BRO. ISAAC 
ASHTON. 

Isaac Ashton was b.Jrn in Hampshire 
County, Virginia, July 4, 1811. He united 
wjth the United Brethren Church when he 
was about twenty years of age, with which 
church he remained until the year 1840, when 
he heard and obeyed the gospel at Nauvoo, 
Illinois, where he lived till the death of 
Joseph and Hyrum Smith. He said before 
his death and made record of the following, 
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Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ. I knew 
the sound and came back into the fold, since 
which time I have tried to live so that when 
my time comes to depart this life, I might be 
ready to go in peace, praying God, ever to be 
with me." 

He made his home for several years before 
bis death, which occurred in May, of which 
occurrence Bro. Dana Condit made mention 
in a letter to the Herald, he preaching the 
funeral discourse in the saints' chapel at 
Little Sioux, Iowa, near which place he was 
laid to rest to await the resurrection day. 

J. F. MIN'l'UN. 
SMITHLAND, Iowa, Sept. 7, 1898. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Des Moines district conference convenes 

with the saints of Clear Creek, Jasper County, 
some eight miles southwest of Rhodes, eight 
miles south of Collins, and five miles west of 
Baxter, October 1 and 2, commencing Satur
day at ten a. m. Those coming by train from 
the east come to Rhodes, on the Chicago, 
Milwaukee, and St. Paul R. R., and inquire 
for William C. Nirk; those from the north 
come to Slater, on the above road and to 
Rhodes; likewise those from the west. Those 
from the south and southwest, take the Chi
cago, Great Western R.R., and go to Baxter; 
inquire for William Owens, and Columbus 
Barbee. Conveyances will meet conference 
visitors at these points. Do not forget the 
Sunday school convention on Friday, Septem
ber 30, at ten a. m. Let the young people 
come en masse. All holding priesthood, have 
your reports written and on hand in time. 
Branch statistical reports should be promptly 
on hand, without fail. It is quite probable 
that Elder H. C. Smith, one of the mission
aries in charge, will be with us, also other 
m1ss10naries. Come oae and all, praying 
that the Lord be with us to magnify and ex-
tend his work. C. SCOTT, 

By order District President. 

Northeast Texas and Choctaw district con
ference will convene at Wilburton, Choctaw 
Nation., Saturday, October 15. Please re
member the date. Let us. have a good attend
ance and a profitable meeting will be the 
result. ELLIS SHORT, Pres. 

Massachusetts district conference will con
vene at Fall River, Massachusetts, October 
8, at 2: 30 p. m. Let all statistical and priest
hood reports be in my bands by October 1, 
at latest. Address, corner Greenwood and 
Fowler Streets, Dorchester, Massachusetts. 

M. C. FISHER, Clerk. 

DIED. 
0LSEN.-At Angola, Kansas, August 24, 

1898, Sr. Ellen Olsen, about 80 years old. 
She was ready to depart, and had always 
tried to serve the Lord. She leaves one son 
and five grandchildren. Funeral services in 
charge of W. France and R. H. Davis. 

RusSEL.-At Davisville, California, Au
gust 6, 1898, Luella 0. Russel. She was laid 
to rest to await the resurrection of the just, 
at Dublin, California. Funeral conducted by 
C. A. Parkin at the grave, where about forty 
or fifty friends came to pay the last tribute 
to the dear one. "Blessed are the dead who 
die in the Lord." 

STAWPERT.-Sr. Sarah Stawpert passed 
peacefully away at her home, the home of 
her son, Chicago, Illinois, August 23, 1898, at 
the age of 67 years. She was born in Man
chester, England, and passed through the 
"western experience," going- thence in 1849. 
Her husband, George Stawpert, preceded her 
to the spirit state fifteen years. She leaves 
two sons and two daug-hters, the sons only 
being present-the daughters living on the 
extreme coasts could not come. She suffered 
much, yet patiently. When the fatal hour 
came, peace rested upon her, and her oft re
peated prayer was answered that she might 
pass to the "rest in Christ promised." Fu
neral in charge of F. M. Pitt, sermon by J.M. 
Terry. 

as found in his daughter's family Bible, writ- Pittsburg district conference will be held 
ten by his own hand a few days before his at Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, October 22 and 
deatb:- 23, at the Hall, 67 Fourth Avenue. W. H. 

"Joseph (Smith) prophesied some eight Kelly is expected to be in attendance. TASE.-Mary A. Tase was born in Nottawa 
months before his death, that at no very dis- C. ED. MILLER, Pres. Township, St .• Toseph County, Michigan, 
taut day the church would be all broken up March 11, 1837. November 4, 1862, she mar-
and scattered. In a few days after his death St. Louis district conference will convene ried Walcott H. Lawrence, who died in 1888. 
S. Rigdon came and claimed guardianship of at Belleville, St. Clair County, Illinois, Sep- To them were born four children, two of 
the church until young Joseph came to ma- tember 24, at 2: 30 p. m. All are invited. whom, G. H. Lawrence of Florence, and Mrs. 
ture age to take his place at the head of the J G S 8 Gertrude Brook of Ann Arbor, survive them. . . MITH, ec. 
church. In a few days Brigham Young ap- Died of paralysis August 23, 1898, being 
pea.red on the stand and claimed himself head Northern Michigan district conferenc~ will sixty-one years, five months, and twelve days 
of the church as president of the Twelve, and convene October 15, at Whittemore, Iosco old. She had been an invalid for several 
said 'They could never put a head over the County, Michigan. We hope to have full re- years and was a great sufferer. She lived a 
Twelve,' and here occurred the transforma- ports .from all branches and officers. All quiet Christian life and died in full evidence 
tion. Brigham was stamping the floor and come who can; as on former occasions we ex- of the faith. The funeral was held Thursday 
pounding the desk with his fist, then his pect to have an "enjoyable time. from the residence in Florence. 
voice raised to the highest key, and all at J. J. CORNISH. TRAINER.-Sr. Chloe Trainer was born 
once his voice and bis countenance changed near Vales Mills, Ohio, May 31, 1883; died 
to that of Joseph Smith, which caused some Conference of Northern Minnesota district August 18, 1898. She united with the church 
to say that the mantle had fallen upon Brother for the fall of 1898, will ,be held in Maine, January 29, 1898, and has lived a faithful life 
Brigham, and here the scattering began, the Otter Tail County, at the schoolhouse near since, and bore a strong testimony. She was 
different leaders drawing as many after them Elder William Barnhard's on Saturday and much older in actions than in years, and was 
as would follow. But some stood still to see Sunday, October 15 and 16. The railroad loved by all who knew her. Many sad hearts 
the salvation of God. I drew off and settled I station nearest to Elder Barnhard's is Under- followed her body to its last resting place .. · 
in Monona County, Iowa, where I lived for wood, on the road from Wadena to Fergus Funeral services at Vales Mills chapel, by 
many years, until I heard the sound of the l!-.alls. All are cordially invited to attend. Elder S. J. Jeffers, assisted by Elders H. E. 
gospel as t?<ught by the eld()\8 s()nt out by th()\ Q-. :(".;.JONES, §ec. - Moler and f. C. Smith,, · 
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Royal makes the food pure, 
wholesome and delicious. 

Absolutely Puro 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK. 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1and2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment,growth, and internal 
a.nd external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call
ing and ministry, the :rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bc;mnd ..................... $1 !'.10 
Cloth, leather backs and corners. . 2 00 
Full leather . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50 
Full leath3r, gilt edges ...•....... 3 00 

C. B. & Q. EXCURSIONS. 

TRANS-MISSISSIPPI EXPOSITION. 

Omaha, Nebraska, June 1 to November 1, 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every 'Vednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
$1.00; three months 50 cents; siBgle copies 5 cents; 
sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in 
advance. · . 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
.presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
~olicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., should be addressed to 
Frank Criley, Business Manager. Remittunces 
should be made by post office or express orders, 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters. 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

·rHE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ...... -.................... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges. . . . . 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges ..•••......... 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth .......... · ................. $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia ........ · .... 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edg·es, flexible ...... 2 00 

THE BOOK OF MORM:ON. Large 
Type Edition. 

Cloth, leather backs and corners .. $1 50 
Seal Grain Ru;;sia, gilt edges . . . . 2 00 

DOCTRTNE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth ........................... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia ............ 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible . . . . . . 2 00 

t'HE TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mormon and the New Testa
ment. (Inspired Translation) 
in large type; in one volume. 

Leather back and corners ........ $2 00 
Seal Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 2 50 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges. . . • • 3 50 
Morocco, gilt edges .............. 4 00 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Pocket-size edi
tion. 

Cloth ..................••..•.... $0 30 
Cloth sides, leather back . . . . • . . . . 50 

TEACHERS' BIBLE. "The Self
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps, 
in good large print, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references; 
printed on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6!-x8~, mailed post-
paid at, pe:r copy, net ............ $2 00 

1898. For rates and dates apply to agent. .RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE. 
G. A. R. National Encampment, Cincin- A manual of parliamentary practice for all 

nati, Ohio, September 5-10, 1898. Returning deliberative assemblies of the Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. Rules for 

not later than September 13. An extension the government of general and district con
of time till October 2 can be obtained. Spe- ferences, branch business meetings, and 
cial G .. A. R. train leaves Chariton 4: 50 a. m., 

1 

other asse!Ilbl~es. Instructions concerning 
arriving Cincinnati same day at 9: 05 p. m. general, d1str1c~, and branch records, the 
R d t · f L . $l4 ru: holdrng of elders courts, etc., cloth bound; 

oun rip rom amon1 .vv. price 40 cents. 

CRACELAND u 

---COLLECE, 
LAMONI, IOWA. 

Telephone 71. 

For catalogues or further information, 
Address, PROF. ERNEST R. DEWSNUP, 

President, 
or R. S. SALYARDS, Secretary, 

LAMONI, Iow A. 

THE INSTRUCTOR. A compen
dium of the faith and doctrines of 
the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints, by 
Elder G. T. Griffiths. 
Cloth ................... · ....•... $ 71'.1 
Leather. . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • . • . • . . . . • 1 00 
Fluxible binding . . . . • . • . • . . • . • • . . 1 50 

JOSEPH THE SEER. His pro
phetic mission vindicated and the 
divine origin of the Book of Mor
mon defended and maintained. 
Paper .....•.••••••.•.•.....••.. $0 35 
Cloth, limp.. . . • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . • . 50 

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL. The 
popular edition of words and 
music, in general use. 

Paper covers ................•... $0 3(1 
Cloth and leather . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . 50 
Full leather . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . 1 00 
Gilt edges .•••••......•....•.•.•• 1 25 
Flexible • • • • • • • . • • • . • • • • • . . • • • • • . 1 50 

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL. Word 
edition. 

Paper ......••.••••.........•... $0 15 
Cloth . . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . . . ... . . • • . 25 
Cloth ....•• IP 0 0 •• 0 Cl • ...... e •••• 0. • 35 

CERTIFICATES AND REPORTS. 
Branch statistical reports; per doz.$0 40 
Annual statistical :reports; two fO'l' 05 
Certificates of baptism a.nd member-

ship; per dozen................. 12 
Baptism and confirmation certUl.

cate books, with stubs . . . . . . . . . • 25 
Certificates of removal; per dozen.. 12 
Marriage certificates; per dozen • • • 25 

THE HAPPIEST CHRISTMAS. A 
book for small children. Cloth ... $0 20 
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THE 

Its Easy Writing 
If its a Blickensaerfer No. 5. 

The universal favorite with all classes of 
operators who desire a simple and speedy 
machine. 

More "Blicks" in use among Iowa and Ne· 
braska newspapers than all the rest of the $100 
machines together. The only Typewriter on 
the market doing hundred-dollar work that is 
sold at a popular price. 

Has 28 Keys, of 84 Characters and Letters; 
Portable, weighing but Six Pounds with case. 

Copies and Manifolds perfectly,-12 carbon 
copies being easily taken at one writing. 

Only one price-$35.00 net. On ten days ap
proval to any responsible man in Iowa or Nebraska. 
Address, 

HARGER & Bustt, 
General Agents, 

904=;no Main Street, DUBUQUE, IOWA. 

SAINTS' HEHALD. 

r t 

:MANGLES -FOR.

FAMILY AND HOTEL USE. 
An ordinary family ironing can be done on the "RACINE" 

Mangle in twenty minutes, withont, heat or fueL 
NO FUEi... 1110 HEAT, NO SCORCHINC. 

Prices within the means of every family. l\Iade in siX styles and 
ten sizes, for llamilies, Hotels, etc. Every Mangle Cuaranteed, 

Send 2c stamp for new illustrated Catalogue, with prices. 
THE RACINE MA!\ICl..E CO., Racine, Wis. 

School Furniture~? Supplies 
The "VICTOR" Folding Desks are especially adapted for use in 
.District and Parochial Schools. Our line is complete, includin~ 
dtationary Desks, Double Desks, Adjustable Desks, etc. 

GET OUR CATALOGUE ANO F'RIOES BEFORE PURCHASING. 

Agents Wanted Everywhere" 

THOMAS KANE & CO., Racine, Wis. 

RACINE CAS ENCINE 
Uses Gasoliue, Natural Gas or Manufactured Gas. 

Fitted with both Hot Tube and Electric Battery. 
Are used for. Pumping Water, Grinding Feed and 
all Farm Purposes; >Llso Gr>Lin Eleva tors, Machine 
Shops, etc. The most Simple, Reliab!Q and Econom
ical Gas F:ngine on the market. Send 2 cent stamp 
for ca tulogue and prices to 

RACINE HARDWARE CO., Racine, Wis.; 

I 
HO ESEEKERS' 
EXCURSIONS 
SE PT 6 These are the days on which you can buy 

• very low-rate round-trip Excursion Tickets to 
SEPTe 20 NEBRASKA and other points in the West, 

0 CT 
Northwest and Southwest, good for 2 I days. 

11 4 Stop on your way and see the GREAT TRANS-

0 c T . 18 MISSISSIPPI EXPOSITION AT OMAHA. 
• This road publishes an illustrated pamphlet 

describing Nebraska, and also one about the Omaha Exposition. You 
can get both without charge on application to the C. B. & Q. ticket 
agent or to P. S. EUSTIS, General Passenger Agent, C. B. & Q. R. R., 
Chicago, Ill. 

Co and look for a New Home in Nebraska, 
a prosperous country, where a farm can be 
beught for one years' rent of an eastern farm. 

I STATE SAVINGS BANK, OF LAMONI. 
Stockholders. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Geo. H. Hilliard. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 
G. W. Blair. 
Oscar Anderson. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 
Alice P. Dancer. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 

Officers. 
David Dancer, 

President. 
Wm. Anderson, 

Vice President. 
W. A. Hopkins, 

Cashier. 
Oscar Anderson, 

Assistant Cashier. 

Directors. 
W. A. Hopkins. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 

This hank does a general banking business at 
Lamoni, Iowa. Interest paid on time deposits 
according to the rules of the bank. Correspond
ence and patronage solicited. 

'FOR SALE AT A BARGA!~. 
A house in Lamoni, Iowa, two equares from the busi• 

aess center. It bas eix room8, a hall, and three closets, 
8.nd is co.u veniently arranged for a family of si~ or more; 
is warm as a winter house, and has good vent;lation for 
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple, 
cherry, plum, and peach trees <>n the two lots, which are 
the corner of a block. Address, 

- I. N. W. C"OOPER, Lamoni, Iowa. 

BRO. B. 1<'. OUD\VAY, of Pccria, Illi
nois, will send 3 boxes of ~uit te-Bae post 
paid anywhere for $1.50, and JIOSitively guar
antee it to cure your tobacco habit, or your money 
refunded. 

FIRE-BUGS! $200 REWARD. 
The premium payers of the State are maintaining a 

fund by popular subscription from which is offered a 
Reward of $200 

By the undersigned association, for the arrest and COl'l· 
viction of any incendiary in any of the associated towl'ls, 

TO FIRE INSURANCE AGENTS. 
It is dangerous to place insurance on the goods of 

Tramp Merchants and irresponsible traders. Their 
many fires and fire sales of merchandise are heavy bur 
dens on the property and business interests of the State 

PROPER'l'Y OWNERS FIRE ASSOCIATION. 
DEs MornEs, low A. 

WANTED.-Copy of JOURNAL OF Drs
COURSES. State price and condition copy is 

in, etc. c. EDWARD MILLER, 

280 Rebecca St., Allegheny, Pa. 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
qti}~Ji~n;s~~~r~Gf gi::~~1~i~iid f~:~c~g~\~~~=~ 
invention is probably patentable. Commun1ca4 

tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents6 

Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive 
special notice, without charge, in the 

Scitntific Jlmtrican. 
A handsomely illustra1oed weekly. J,argest cir
culation of any scientifl.e journal. Terrp_s, $3 .a 
year; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealer;;. 

MUNN & Co.as1eroadway, New York 
B<"anch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C. 
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THE T 1-IERAI~D. 
OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE REORGANIZED CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER DAY SAINTS. 

Vol. 45. Lamoni, Iowa, September 28, 1898. No. 39. 

strong and wealthy like other nations, J NEW PRIESTS WANTED. 

our first duty should be the encourage- HOW WAR AFFECTS 'l'HE CHURCH. 
CONTENTS: 

EDITORIAL: 
A Searchlight Criticism.-No. 1 ...... 613 
Canada to Vote on Prohibition ....... 616 

ORIGINAL POETRY: 
"Esto Perpetua" ..................... 618 

ment and employment of men of gen- WASHINGTON, D. c., Sept. 19.-Under 
ius ~nd ta~ent." . . the instructions given the peace com-

W1th this commendable end m view, missioners bv the President the Catho
the Emperor commands that if any lie Church i; Cuba, Puerto Rico, and 
one of his subjects shallwrite a useful the Philippine islands is to be allowed 
book or invent a new design in machin- to look after itself. Its interests, 
ery or produce any useful work in art from the point of ·,riew of our govern
or science he shall be honored and re- ment, are not involved in the terms of 

MOTHERS' HOME COLUMN ............... 618 
LETTER DEPARTMENT .................. 619 
ORIGINAL ARTICLES: 

Origin of the Seventh· Day Adventist 
Church .... , ...................... 623 

That Defiance Debate ................ 624 
Is This Gospel? ...................... 626 

CONFERENCE MINUTES: 
Kirtland ............................. 627 
Northeastern Illinois ................. 627 

SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATIONS: ......... 628 
warded, "in order to serve as an en~ peace. 
couragement and exhortation to others 
of similar genius and talent." In case 
such persons have sufficient ability to 

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT: 
Woodbine Reunion ................. 628 
Reunion Notices ..................... 628 

become officials the Emperor agrees 
THE CHINESE FORWARD MOVEMENT. to appoint them to posts or grant 
THE consular reports from China con- them "decorations or fine raiment," 
tinue to bring to the State Department while they wi.11 also be allowed to en
new and strange stories of the awak- joy the fruits of their labor by being 
ening in the Celestial Empire-stories "presented with papers empowering 
so strange and so in conflict with the them to be the sole manufacturers 
proverbial characteristics of the peo- and sellers within a certain limit of 
ple that they almost challenge belief. time." The Emperor also offers lucra
T,hese reports consist of translations tive rewards ''to such as have adminis
of imperial decrees. One decree au- trative talents and the necessary funds 
thorizes the promulgation of the either to build schools or begin irri
Christian religion and orders the lo- gation works for the benefit of agri
cal authorities to protect the mission- culture, or build rifle factories or 
aries. Another declares for the cannon foundries, all of which will be 
freedom of the press and orders the of great benefit to the population of 
newspapers to "print the truth con- the empire at large." The decree 
cerning all the daily happenings of closes with a command to the Tsung 
the empire," whether they are credita- li Yamen "to draw up the regulations 
ble to the government or not. which shall govern the various mat-

Still anotl1er decree relates to the ters noted within this edict and report 
proposed enactment of copyright and at once to us." 
patent laws and rewards for the de- The world will note with surprise as 
velopment of the material and other well as interest the signs of the for
resources of the empire. The text of ward movement in China after its long 
this decree is of striking interest when sleep of centuries, but will be inclined 
compared with the immemorial policy to ask, first, if it is all true, and, 
of the Chinese rulers. It assumes, in second, if true, will the Emperor be 
what may be called its preamble, that able to infuse his subjects with the 
China is full of resources and that same spirit of reform which seems .to 
"men of intellect and brilliant talent, have inspired him? The rapidity 
capable of learning and doing a,ny- with which he is making suggestions 
thing they please, are not lacking, and issuing reform decrees may be 
but their movements have hitherto I explained by the proverbial enth~si
boon hampered by old prejudices, asmaand aggressiveness of fresh con
which have formed a bar to thinking verts, but it will be a far different 
out and introducing to practical use matter for him to infuse his slow-go
new inventions." The decree then ing subjects with the same spirit. 
a.nnounces that, as "we have entered An~ y~t _this iiil what must be done. in 

. Chma if its government does not wish 
U_POn the h1~hroad toward~ the educa- to see it divided up among the Euro-
t1on and enlightenment of the masses, pean powers as Africa has been.- Chi
for tha purpose of making our empire cago Tribune, Sept. 21. 

When any portion of Spanish terri· 
tory is annexed to the United States 
all citizens, whether clergy or layman, 
will be subject to the laws that now 
stand upon the statute books, just as 
they are in the several states and 
territories at present, and no special 
legislation will be enacted for their 
benefit. The Catholic Church in the 
new colonies will be allowed the same 
liberties that are allowed in Chicago, 
where it has churches, schools, mon
asteries, nunneries, and all sorts of 
benevolent institutions. It will be 
permitted to have the same establish
ments in the newly acquired territory 
and will be allowed to conduct them 
in the same way. 

Religious subsidies are not recog
nized by the Constitution of the 
United States, and therefore the an
nual allowance which has been paid 
to the church from the government 
treasury in the Spanish provinces will 
be discontinued, and all of its property 
which is not used for ecclesiastical 
purposes will be taxed just as it is in 
the United States. 

There is a perfectly harmonious 
understanding between President 
McKinley, Cardinal Gibbons, and 
other members of tl::e Catholic hier
archy in this country. They appreci
ate the situation, they understand 
public sentiment, and they approve 
the President's course in eliminating 
religious questions from the peace ne
gotiations. They realize also the 
enormous difference in intelligence 
aud in the moral and physical condi
tions between the members of the 
Catholic Church in this country and 
in the Spanish colonies, and it is 
understood that the authorities at 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Rome will in trust the necessary re- treme old age is reached. At 85 years j and given no attention to them, then 
forms to American prelates. no fewer than 25,135 of our 100,000 they have been laboring under the 

The ecclesiastical jurisdiction of Jews will be still living, while the idea that these are outside matters. 
Cardinal Gibbons will be extended survivors of the English band will be They have not exerted their influence 
with the territory of the United a meager 5,566. for good, and any ill-feeling existing 
States. A commission of American Besides the curious reversal of the among the people against Christians 
bishops will shortly be sent to Cuba usual proportion of males and females, has easily led to trouble. 
and Puerto Rico for the _purpose of there is another unique feature in the "It is not strange, then, that mis
making an investigation into the con- Jewish statistics. The general experi- sionary troubles are occurring more 
dition of the church in those islands ence is that the average duration of and more often. The high authori
and recommending to the holy father life is higher with the female than ties of all the provinces are now spe
what is necessary to be done to meet with the male. The opposite is the cially commanded that whenever 
the changed conditions. Undoubtedly case with the Jews. Of the 25,135 missionary cases occur they must 
the first thing they will recom- Jewish survivors at the age of 85 , particularly instruct the local officers 
mend will be the recall of the Spanish there will be 16,225 men and only ' to act in good earnest to give proper 
priests and monks and the substitu- 8, 910 women-a percentage of 64.60 protection, and whenever mission
tion of progressive and intelligent males and 35.40 females. The Eng- aries wish to call upon the local offi
Americans in their places. This can- lish experience shows that at that age cials these must .not of their own free 
not be done suddenly. It will be the 59. 90 per cent of the survivals will be will and accord cut off or decline to 
work of months. Such a religious females and 40.10, males. - London have communication with them. Such 
organization as will be found in Ouba; II Daily Mail. intercourse will lead to mutual trust, 
Puerto Rico, and the Philippines could good faith, and confidence. The na-
not exist under our Constitution and tive Christians will then not cause 
l d 't · b l' d th t 't '11 b CHINA WILL PROTECT OUR MISSION-aws, an I IS e ieve a l WI e ARI ES trouble and the people will be admon-
easier to educate the people than the y S -17 ' M' . t C ished that they must not for trifling 

. th d t th d't' NEW ORK, ept. .- IlllS er on-pnes oo o e new con 1 10ns.- . . reasons create disturbances. 
Ch . R d s t 20 ger at Pekmg transmits to the State 

icago ecor , ep. . . . ''I th t f dd · · department the mterpretation of an n e even o a su en upnsmg 
important decree issued by the Em- among the people, if the officials of 

DWELL LONG ON THE EARTH. peror. The importance of this decree the place deal with the matter on an 
PROBABLY few persons outside statis- is found in the fact that the Emperor impartial and equitable basis, it will 
tical circles are aware of the fact that emphasizes the treaty provisions not be a matter of difficulty to prevent 
the Jews are considerably longer lived authorizing the pr0 mulgation of the a calamity before it has actually 
than any other civilized race. Christian religion and forcibly reiter- broken out. 

Of 100,000 Hebrews born on the ates his instructions to the authorities "The Tartar Generals, Viceroys, 
same day there will be 50,684 males in the various provinces to see to it siind Governors, therefore, must 
and 49,316 females. that proper protection is accorded to strenuously instruct the officers under 

At the end of the first year the 100- missionaries, and enjoins on local their respective jurisdictions that as 
000 Jewish infants will have estab- officers to receive missionaries when occasion arises they are to satisfac
lished in a most remarkable way their they ordinarily call upon them. torily and carefully devise a plan of 
superiority in point of ·vitality, for Such an order, coming from the ac~~on in the premise~. . . 
only 8,091 will have died, as compared Emperor, has never before been pro- As to the cases ~till remammg u~
with 14,192 in the English experience mulgated. It will serve a good pur-1 settled, let such .actwn be taken as is 
and 16, 706 Americans. pose for missionaries will now be necessary to brmg them to a settle-

Striking as this difference is, it will able 'to make representations direct to ment without loss of time and as in 
h ffi · l · h · 1 future will prevent missionary trou-be found to be practically maintained t e o cia s concern.mg t e1r wor {or 

· d'ffi l · d · bl d bles again occurring. throughout the later stages of life. their i cu ties an time, t:cou e, an 
·11 h b b d A "Should there be any lack of en-At the end of five years only 13,844 expense WI t ere y e save . c- . . . 

Jewish children out of the 100,000 will tion must be taken without loss of time ergy shown m takmg precautionary 
have died, while out of a similar num- to bring all unsettled cases to a termi- ~easures to preve~t trouble, the de-

b f E 1. h h'ld 24 5~9 ·11 nation and any lack of energy in this hnquent officials will be severely pun-er o ng IS c I ren , t WI · , I - h d · d · h h l 
have jo~ned the great majority, and respect by the local authorities is _ is e m accor anc~ wit t e new ru es 
A,merica will still keep her bad pre- promised effective punishment. The framed and s~bmitted. to us by the 
·· · · h 26 9l2 1 decree says. Yamen of Foreign Affairs. The Tar-emrnence wit . ange s. .- . 

. ' . . . tar Generals, Vweroys, and Govern-
Makmg a leap to middle-age, the "In a word, the local authorities 1 .11 t b 11 d · h . . ors a so w1 no e a owe m sue 

deaths at 50 years of age will have have not been able to show their re- cases to shift the responsibility im· 
been 26,519 Jews, as compared with spectful indebtedness to us and carry. d th 1 ,, . . . . pose on em upon any one e se. - . 
49,079 Enghsh; and at the age of 65 out the specific mjunctions which we 01 . 

1
, 'b . . . 1iicago ri une. 

the mortality returns will stand at have solemnly enjoined upon them; 
37,442 and 66,110, respectively. I and whenever cases have arisen in- "Wh t t,, ·a '-·' h d "" • . • • • a we wan , sa1 a .cvLO amme an, .1s 

But the full force of the comparison . volvmg Christians and non-Chris- not merely education, but character, and tha.t 
is hardly seen until the point of ex- tians, if they have not been careless I we have not got." 
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THE AINTS' I-IERALD. 
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.''-John 8131, 32. 

"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none.''-B. of M., page116. 
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LAMONI, low A, SEPT. 28, 1898. 

A SEARCHLIGHT CRITICISM.-NO. I. 

IT is well enough for those who may 
choose to criticise the work of the 
Reorganization, and we of that body 
should profit by all just criticism. It 
is in this disposition that. we call at
tention to something which our neigh
bors, the "Church of Christ" (the 
Hedrickite, or Independence, Mis
souri, branch), present to their mem
bers, and incidentally of course to 
everybody else, in their organ, the 
Searchlight. We present the article in 
full from pages 213, 214, Searchlight 
for April, 1898:-

The following letter, written from a town 
in Michigan, by a gentleman who prefers to 
have his communication sig-ned "Enquirer," 
deserves an answer and will be treated ac
cordingly. 

JOHN HALDEMAN, ESQ., 
Independence, Mo. 

January 30. 

Dear Sir:-There is now several questions 
in my mind that I would like some one to an
swer from the New Testament. 

(1.) How is it that the Church of Christ, 
and the· Reorganized Church ·of Latter Day 
Saints both claim to be the true Church of 
Christ, both springing out of the church or
ganized in 1830. By what infallible rule, 
sign, or authority can the looker on tell 
which, if either, is the true Church of Christ, 
as he left it with his apostles; the Reorgan
ized Church claims the signs following the 
believer, so does the Church of Christ in 
Zion: How shall we know the true from the 
false? 

(2.) If Christ "set in the church, first apos
tles, second prophets," etc., then by what 
authority does the said church change it 
thus: first, prophet, seer and revelator; sec
ond, apostles, etc. There were prophets and 
prophetesses in the church in Paul's time, 
but I do not understand that they were the 
head of the church, besides the New Testa· 
ment claims that Ch~ist is the head of the 
church, and first officer next to him is the 
apostles; and in Paul's time it appears that 
all the apostles were prophets, seere and 
revelators, more or less. 
· Will you kindly give the above subjects 
justice, tq tl:ie IJ,e§t of your a]Jility, in the col-

Lamoni, Iowa, September 28, 1898. 

umns of the Searchlight, and you will confer a 
favor on me. I do not wish a controversy, 
but only the pure light; ·hence my questions. 
... One more question: Do you hold that 
the signs should follow those that believe, a>i 
recorded in Mark, or do you hold that none 
but the elders should lay on hands for the 
healing of the sick. The result of the Tem
ple Lot suit has set me to thinking in and on 
many things. Awaiting your reply, I am, 

Yours truly, 
ENQUIRER. 

"Eaquirer" wants to know what rule, sign, 
or authority can be employed by the looker 
on, to tell which, if either, is the true Church 
of Christ. The infallibility of the rule some
times depends upon the willingness of the 
person to accept the principles upon which 
the rule is based. It might be possible for us 
to bring forward proofs which, to our mind, 
would be infallible, but which, to the mind 
of "Enquirer," would appear of little impor
tance. We will say this, however, that we 
know of no better rule to determine the 
soundness of the claims of any church, than 
that given by the prophet, where he says 
"To the law and the testimony, and if they 
speak not according to these, it is because 
there is no lig-ht in them." As far as "signs 
following" is concerned, they prove, nor dis
prove nothing as to which one of the factions 
is the true Church of Christ, for it is a fact 
that Brighamite, Josephite, Whitmerite, 
Hedrickite, and every other "ite" that are 
believers in the Book of Mormon, have the 
"signs following" in a more or less degree. 

In the second part of his letter, he asks, 
"If Christ set in the church first apostles, sec
ond prophets, etc., then by what authority 
does the said churches change it thus: first, 
prophet, seer and revelator; second, apostles, etc. 
We wish to say in reply to this that the 
Church of Christ, from the present day back 
to the year 1830, cannot be justly charged 
with having made the arrangement indicated 
in this letter. Joseph Smith and Oliver 
Cowdery were the two men called out the day 
the church was organized on April 6, 1830, 
to be its first elders; these men both claimed 
to be apostles, so tho criticism of "Enquirer," 
as far as the Church of Christ is concerned, 
is unwarranted; however, not 90 much may 
be said of the Reorganized church: it is true 
that they have reversed the order, as indi
ca~ecl in the New Testament, and instead of 
having apostles first in the affairs of the 
church they have substituted a quorum 
called their First Presidency, and to make 
the matter worse, there is not one of this first 
presidency who claims to be an apostle. Thus 
we see they differ materially from the or
ganization of the apostolic church, in this 
manner: in. the days of Peter, Jamee, and 
John, we find their first presidency was com
posed of men from out lhe quorum of" the Twelve, 
and ;yet it i~ in no manner gertain that 1jl:iil1! 

No. 39. 

first presidency of the apostolic church, pos · 
sessed any powers superior to the quorum of 
the Twelve; in fact it is reasonable to sup
pose that they simply held and exercised 
delegated authority, and acted as a sort of 
subcommittee of the remainder of the 
Twelve, in order to expedite business and 
centralize efforts. Now the Reorganization 
has a first presidency, but instead of being 
composed of apostles, it is made up of elders 
in the Reorganization. 

Your last question whether we hold that 
the signs should follow those who believe, we 
will answer that we certainly do believe that 
the sign should follow the believer in Christ. 
The last instruction in the New Testament 
concerning the administration to the sick is 
found in the fifth chapter of James, thir
teenth to fifteenth verses inclusive, where 
definite instructions are given, and there we 
find that it is the elders of the church who are 
to do the anointing with oil and who also are 
to pray over the sick; as the8e are ·the only 
definite instructions we have regarding the 
manner of administrations, we deem it safe to 
strictly conform to the regulations there pro
vided. 

''We wish to say in reply to this 
that the Church of Christ, from the 
present day back to the year 1830, 
cannot be justly charged with having 
made the arrangement indicated in 
this letter." 

The "Church of Christ" is on rec
ord in the Searchlight as having 
indorsed the Book of Commandments, 
or the revelations of Joseph Smith 
until February, 1834, and the organi
zation of the church April 6, 1830. 
So that in quoting from the revela
tions given to Joseph Smith and oth
ers for the purpose of instituting and 
establishing the church and its gov
ernmental guidance and direction, our 
neighbors must accept these revela
tions as well as we. 

On February 17, 1834, there was an 
assembly of twenty-four high priests 
of the church at Kirtland, Ohio, for 
the purpose of organizing a high 
council of the Church of Christ. This 
is history and not revelation; but in 
the minutes of the organization as 
given in the Book of Covenants and 
history, Joseph Smith, Jr., Sidney 
Rigdon, and Frederick G. Williams 

·were acknowledged presidents, by the 
voice of the council. There were 
forty-three of th~ m@mbership pres0 
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ent and voting in the name of the I ~ile and, u~1to J~w; _ye~, e:en twelve; and the J ~pril, 1~60, consisted of two from the 
church. I t:rnlve aha,'.! b,, my drnc1ples, and t~ey shall high priests and an apostle. At the 

The statement is made that the I t,,,ke upon "hem my name.-D. ?· 16· fi. death of William Marks another was 
. . , . All through the revelatwn the men ' 

council was appomted oy revelat10n; t b h f . chosen and ordained a high priest and 
h . . . o e c osen at some uture time were . 

t at is, that_ it was the result of a 11 d . 
1 

t a· . . h h set apart to act as counselor leavmg 
. 10 • • • ca e twe. ve, o istmgms t em . ' 

reve "'t10n previously given. f h 
1 

it as before. After the death of Pres. 
J . ~ rom ot er apost es. 

oseph Smith and some ouhers A d . h W. W. Blair who was an apostle 
h d I . . comma,n ment was given to t e ' 

reac e ridependence, Missouri, l: h A .
1 6 1830 

~h . when chosen to the Presidency, two 
A ·1 24 1832 d h 2r: h 11 d c rnrc on pri ' ' ~ us.- . . pn , , an on t e ;:it ca e a were pomted out by revelation to act 

l ·1 f h h h h' h Behold, there shall be a record kept among genera counci o t e c urc at w ic as counselors, thus filling up the quo· 
you, and in it thou shalt be called a seer, a ~ 

he was acknowledged as the President translator, a pr-ophet, an apostle of Jesus rum, one of whom was an apostle, and 
of the high priesthood, to which office Christ, an elder of the church through the chosen from the acting Quorum of 
he had been ordained at Amherst, will of God the Father, and the grace of your the Twelve, and one an acting high 
Ohio, January 25 the same year. The Lord Jesus Christ.-D. c. l9: 1. priest and bishop; as near a counter· 
Bishop, Edward Partridge, on behalf Again:- part of the First Presidency after 
of the church, then gave him the right And thou shalt not command him who is at 1830 as need be, only one of whom 
h d ff 11 h . thy head, and at the head of the church.-D. 

an o e ows ip. seems to have been an apostle; and 
I M 

o. 27: 2. 
n arch previous to this a revela- The one referred to in this and the certainly our Searchlight friend would 

tion was given calling Frederick G. quotation from section 19 is Joseph hardly say that such First Presidency 
Williams to be a counselor to Joseph Smith. was chosen from the Twelve as a 
Smith, to whom the keys (authority) From all this it is not hard to dis· "subcommittee." 
"which belong to the presidency of cover thfl,t whatever the "Church of Paul, who wrote the epistle to the 
the high priesti:Jood" attaches. 'rhis Christ" posing in the Searchlight may Corinthians, from which the writer of 
revelation further states that F. G. be, the Church of Christ that was or· the letter to the Searchlight quotes, 
Williams was called to be an high ganized in 1830 had a leader who was and upon which he based his question 
priest, nothing said about being an ceJlled an elder, an apostle, a prophet, for answer, wrote also to the Ephe· 
apostle. a translator, a seer, and had been sians, and referring to the organic 

In the revelation on priesthood recognized as the President of the structure of the church in its official 
given September 22, 23, 1832, occurs high priesthood, and with his coun- makeup, states:-
the following:- selors, Sidney Rigdon and Frederick And he gave some, apostles; and some, 

And as I said unto mine apostles, even so I G. Vvilliams, constituted the Presi· prophets; and some, evangelists; and some, 
say unto you; for you are mine apostles, ·even pastors and teachers; for the perfecting of the 
God's high priests: ye ar-e they whom my dency, or First Presidency. saints, for the work of the ministry, for the 
Father hath given me; ye are my friends.- That this body held only delegated edifying of the body of Christ, etc.-Eph. 4: 
D. c. 83: 10. authority in the church is true. So 11, 12. · 

This was given to Joseph Smith, is it true of the apostolic quorum In this there is no priority, no spe· 
Jr., and six elde1s, and was the "word chosen by the Savior, not one of them, cific giving of one more prominence 
of the Lord concerning his church." nor all of them held any other kind of than another, but arguing the unity 
And the seven men called elders were authority. Nor has any other kind of of the whole from Christ the head to 
also called apostles and high priests. authority ever been claimed by any the remotest and weakest member. 

Neither Joseph Smith nor Oliver intelligent elder since the world has It is in this sense that the Reorgan· 
Cowdery belonged to the Twelve stood. But, the "subcommittee" (a ized Church understands the other 
when the Presidency was organized, new word for the presidency of Peter, portion, found in 1 Corinthians 12: 28. 
were never enrolled in the Quorum of James, and John) held concurrent This is apparent from the language, 
Twelve, and were known to be the jurisdiction, and James at least de- "Are all apostles? are allprophets?" 
first or presiding elders of the church. cided questions authoritatively that etc. 
The Searchlight states that they claimed stood intact, without the concurrence Besides this: From the language of 
to be apostles. The history shows of the Tw.elve as a body. one revelation already quoted, it ap-
that these two were called apostles, It is clear that this Presidency was pears that the Lord called certain eld· 
just as much as it does that they were in fact in the Church of Christ organ. ers "apostles and God's high priests." 
called out to be the first and second ized 1830, long before the Twelve It may be properly stated, we think, 
elder of the Church of Christ; so that Apostles were chosen. that the three leading quorums which 
though not reckoned in the apostolic Joseph Smith was called an apostle, are named in section 104, which the 
quorum of 'Twelve they were recog· but held no place in the Quorum of Searchlight does not accept, but which 
nized to be apostles, and were•called Twelve. Neither Sidney Rigdon nor the Reorganization does, all come 
elders. Frederick G. Williams was in the within the pale of that statement, 

In the revelation of June, 1829, in quorum, and we are not aware that ''Ye are God's high priests;" and in 
which the calling of the Twelve is re- either was called an apostle, yet both the sense of being those who are sent 
ferred to, the men so to be called and occupied places in the Presidency. are apostles, though not of the Quo
chosen were called disciples:- So far as the Presiderrny of the rum of Twelve, as much so as Joseph 

And now, behold, there are others who are Reorganized Church is concerned, its and Hyrum Smith, David Whitmer, 
called to declare my gospel, both unto Gen· First Presidency after organized i.n Oliver Cowdery, Martin Harris, Fred· .,. 
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erick G. Williams, Sidney Rigdon, or l matters in the church under their until he had chosei1 these twelve that 
any and all who were called apostles administration. The Presidency, he called them apostles; they were 
in the c~urch from 183~ to 1834, the co.mposed of three, who are presiding I called disciples only. Se:enty were 
date which the Searchlight for the hiO'h priests are also apostles and in called, as stated by Luke m A. D. 32, 

0 ' ' 
' '.Church of Christ" ha~ fixed as the matters of grave import to the church, a~d the language used indicates that 
time when Joseph Smith became a coming within their administration, either others had been called ~efore 
fallen prophet. hold a similar jurisdiction to the that, or the Twelve were considered 

The Reorganizatio~ . acce~ts t~e Twelve and Seventy, so that in case as were the Seventy. 
gov~rnmental propos1t10n g. iven . m of serious disagreements, or malad- After these things the Lord appointed 

t 104 h 11 h h other seventy also, and sent them two and 
sec ion . '. paragr~p. • m w IC. ministration by either quorum, the two before his face into every city and place, 
the. necessiti.es growmg out of orgam- safeguards of the church are provided whither he himself would come.-Luke 10: 1. 

zat10n and mcrease of numbers and for in the fact that the other two It seems to have been left to the im-
consequent responsibilities are recog
nized and provided for; following:-

Of necessity, there are presidents, or pre
siding offices, growing out of, or appointed 
of, or from among those who are ordained to 
the several offices in these two priesthcods. 
Of the Melchisedec priesthood, three presid
ing high priests, chosen by the body, ap
pointed and ordained to that office, and 
upheld by the confidence, faith, and prayer 
of the church, form a quorum of the presi
deney of the church. The twelve traveling 
counselors are called to be the twelve apos
tles, or special witnesses of the name of 
Christ, in all the world; thus differing from 
othet· officers in the church in the duties of 
their calling. And they form a quorum 
equal in authority and power to the three 
presidents previously mentioned. The sev
enty are also called to preach the gospel, and 
to be especial witnesses unto the Gentiles and 
in all the world-thus differing from other 
officers in the church in the d tities of their 
calling; and they form a quorum equal in 
authority to that of the twelve especial 
witnesses, or apostles, just named. And 
every decision made by either of these 
quorums must be by the unanimous voice 
of the same; that is, every member in each 
quorum must be agreed to its decisions, 
in order to make their decisions of the same 
power or validity one with the other. (A 
majority ~nay form a quorum, when circum
stances render it impossible to be otherwise.) 
Unless this is the case, their decisions are 
not entitled to the same blessings which the 
decisions of a quorum of three presidents 
were anciently, who were ordained after the 
order of Melchisedec, and were righteous and 
holy men. The decisions of these quorums, 
or either of them, are to be made in all right
eousness, in holiness and lowliness of heart, 
meekness and long-suffering, and in faith 
and virtue and knowledge; temperance, 
patience, godliness, brotherly kindness, and 
charity, because the promise is, if these things 
abound in them, they shall not be unfruit
ful in the knowledge of the Lord. And in 
case that any decision of these quorums is 
made in unrighteousness, it may be brought 
before a general assembly of the several quo
rums which constitute the spiritual authori
ties of the church, otherwise there can be no 
appeal from their decision.-D. C. 104: 11. 

According to this, the Twelve and 
Seventy are two bands of especial 
witnesses, or apostles, holding con
current jurisdiction in regard to 

quorums may decide in opposition and 
overrule the one. In case the Presi
dent or Presidency should become 
ambitious to rule, or become the vic
tim of self-importance and self-delu
sion, or the prey to designing, 
evil-minded men, or seducing and 
evil spirits, and should present reve
lations to the church to foster his own 
subtle and ambitious designs, the 
Twelve and the Seventy, ,acting in 
their own right, could at once check 
the evil effort and save the people 
from priestly deception and tyranny. 
And such remedial action could origi
nate with either quorum. In a similar 
way the Twelve or Seventy would be 
subject to the action of the other two 
quorums. And as a final measure of 
public safety the decisions made by 
these several quorums may be called 
in question by and before a general 
assembly of all the quorums. No 
church constitution that we have had 
access to the study of provides such 
certain safeguards a.gainst im position 
and deception from its ruling officers 
as are found in the organic laws of 
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter 
Day Saints, as instituted by command 
of God in 1830, and fostered by the 
Divine Care until the rules for its suc
cessful government were fully given. 

It has been supposed by some that 
the words of Paul as quoted by the 
writer of the letter to which the 
Searchlight replies, "first, apostles,". 
are to be taken as indicating that the 
apostles as a quorum were the first 
officers set in the church organization 
in point of time, and before any others 
were called or chosen. If that was 
the law then Jesus was hardly within 
the rule, for John preceded him 
preaching and baptizing; Jesus him
self engaged in preaching and calling 
his disciples went about with them 
some time before he called and or
dained the Twelve, and it was not 

mediate successors of Jesus in the di
rection of affairs, to organize churches 
and to call and ordain elders and dea
cons and bishops, yet these seemed to 
be necessary. 

A similar omission seems to have 
occurred in 1830. Joseph Smith be~ 
gan his mission in 1827. He was with 
Oliver Cowdery ordained first to the 
Aaronic authority, then began preach
ing and baptizing; afterward he and 
Oliver were ordained to the Melchise
dec priesthood as elders, and were 
called apostles, but were not put into 
the Twelve. Hence apostles were not 
set in the church until there was a 
church to set them in, notwithstand
ing they were provided for in the law. 

Prophets preceded the primitive 
church; witness, the angel to Mary 
and Elizabeth; the prophecy of the 
high pries'G concerning John; the mis
sion of the prophet, .John the Baptist; 
the prophecy of Simeon, and the bap
tism and mission of Jes us for some time 
before the apostles were called and 
set in the church. · 'l'hose called and 
sent out to preach were not set in the 
church as an official quorum, yet ex~ 
isted and did their work just the same. 

The apostles were not 1io be of the 
first and final importance in the 
church, and the very chapter of Paul's 
letter from which quotation is made 
contains admonitions against presum -
ing to hold one more essential than 
another. The one cannot say to any 
other, "The body does not need you;" 
all were then essential; prophets, 
teachers, and the speaking in tongues, 
miracles, etc., all essential and not 
one to be preferred before another. 

The Reorganized Church has not 
set a seer, prophet, or revelator as of 
supreme importance and rule in and 
over the church to the belittling or 
exclusion of the Twelve, Seventy, or 
any other of the officers which the 
government of the church makes ne<; .. 
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essary. No such thought or disposi- i tickets being taken. There were three win-1 United States if asimilar question were to be 
tion has ever been manifested in the i ners, and the results were announced as fol- voted on here. 
governmental affairs of the church. lows: No. 840, the soul of James Velasquez Canada has been agitating the question of 
N ff t h b d l has been delivered from purgatory and has prohibition ever since the confederation. In 

0 e or_ as een ma e to P ace one arrived in paradise; Nos. 41 and 762, the 1873 the Legislature of Ontario petitioned 
man, or one quorum in the supremacy, souls of Mme. Calderon and the old widow, the Dominion Parliament to submit just such 
one over the other in any absoluteness Mme. FranCisco de Parras, have been deliv- a measure as the people of the Dominion are 
of rule. And each officer, and each ered from purgatory and have entered into about to vote on. No action was taken, how
quorum of officers has always regarded paradise. ever, and the next step was to call a conven
th l f h L · The next drawing will take place at the tion at Montreal. The people of Ontario 

e aw O t e ord to be the rule to Church of St. Savior on January 1 next, and declared in favor of prohibition in that prov
be observed, and has always been the winning numbers will release four mar- ince by 60,000 majority. 
ready to answer to the church, the tyred souls from purgatory with free right of In 1878 the Mackeuzie government passed 

' people, for the proper performance of entry into paradise.-New York Siin. through Parliament the Canadian temper-
duties performed by them in pursu- ance act, better known as the Scott act, 

f h h CANADA TO VOTE ON PROHI- which permitted cities and counties, by a 
ance o t e aut ority derived from the maJ'ority vote, to prohibit the retail sale of 

l h b BITION. peop e as t e ody of Christ, the liquors within their boundaries. Within 

h 
TORONTO, Ontario, Sept. 18.-For the first c urch. seven years the law was in force in every 
time in the history of the world the people of 

Mr. Granville Hedrick, the first and 
leading officer in the "Church of 
Christ" at its organization somewhere 
along the fifties, was an elder in the 
old church, as we understand it, and 
was ordained to be the presiding offi
cer of that body, "the Church of 
Christ," by Elder John E. Page, one 
of the Quorum of Twelve 8Jt the 
death of Joseph and Hyrum Smith. 
Elder Page was a successful minister 
in 1837 and presided at a conference 
June 10 of that year, at Portland, 
Upper Canada. He was called to the 
Quorum of Twelve by revelation Jnly 
8, 1838; and was ordained by Brigham 
Young and H. 0. Kimball, December 
19, 1838, at the same time that John 
Taylor was. Whatever of divinity 
there may have been in the calling of 
Elder John E. Page and his ordination 
to the office as one of the Twelve 
inured through a revelation after Feb
ruary, 1834, and ordination in the 
church still intact from its organiza
tion in 1830, done in 1838. This man, 
we suppose, though we have not the 
data at hand to refer to, was the one 
whose authority endowed Granville 
Hedrick with the office of President 
of the "Church of Christ," when he 
was elected, July 19, 1863. 

(Continued.) 

THE following, of possible interest, is 
republished for "what it may be 
worth." If true it is in line with the sale 
of indulgences and other mercenary 
practices to "get gain," by working 
upon the fears and superstitions of 
people subject to such fanaticism:-

SOUL LOTTERY IN MEXICO. 

A soul lottery was held recently at Puebla
de-Los-Angeles, Mexico. The affair was 
held under the superintendence of the local 
~lergy anq ~l;J;'Qu,eeg w.uch iqt(i)rest, many 

county of Prince Ed ward !'>land, in five sixths 
an entire country are to vote on the question of New Brunswick, three fifths of Nova 
of suppressing the liquor t,raffic. On Sep- Scotia, one fourth of Quebec, nearly half of 
tember 29 the people of Canada, from Nova Ontario, and in some parts of Manitoba, and 
Scotia to British Columbia, are to take part in 1888 the act, had been adopted in fifty-eight 
in a plebiscite on the question of prohibiting countiEs and five cities, by an aggregate ma
the manufacture of all malt and spirituous jority of 50,000 votes. The Scott act was im
liquor in the Dominion. Nearly every prov- perfectly enforced, however, and soon became 
ince in Canada has already voted to suppress a dead letter. 
the iiquor traffic at plebiscites which have 
been taken in years past, but all these previ
ous plebiscites have been merely provincial. 

Ontario, Manitoba, Prince Edward Island, 
and Nova Scotia have cast 266,498 votes in 
favor of prohibition, to 133,580 against-a 
majority of 132,918. These votes were cast 
at separate plebiscites on purely provincial 
measures. The vote on September 29 will be 
for the entire Dominion on the question of 
national prohibition, and the America.n peo
ple will watch it with keen interest. 

Quebec and Bt"itish Columbia are the only 
provinces about which there is any doubt, 
and these are not included in the general 
claim of the prohibitionists. It is believed 
the majority for prohibition in the other 
provinces will more than overbalance a pro
hibition loss in these two. 

At the last session of the Dominion Parlia
ment the Hon. Sidney Fisher, Minister of 
Agriculture and a lifelong temperance 
worker, introdqced in the House of Commons 
a bill for submitting this question to the 
people:-

"Are you in favor of the passing of an act 
prohibiting the importation, manufacture, or 
sale of spirits, wine; ale, beer, cider, and all 
other alcoholic liquors for use as beverages?" 

This is the question which the people of 
Canada will vote on September 29. The bill 
provides that all entitled to vote for a mem
ber of the House of Commons under the fran
chise act of 18\J8 shall be entitled to vote at 
the plebiscite. The franchise act of 1898 
adopts the entire franchise lists of all the 
provinces for Dominion purposes, so that the 
DJminion vote on the 29th will be as 
near an expression of the Dominion's view on 
prohibition as it is possible to obtain. 

The campaign is being carried on so quietly 

PARLIAMENT FOR PROHIBITION. 

The Canadian Parliament then adopted a 
more comprehensive liquor license law, l:>ut 
the Judicial committee of the Privy Council 
decided that the power to regulate the retail 
sale of liquor belonged with the provincial 
Legislatures. In 1884 the House of Com
mons adopted a resolution that the right 
remedy for intemper'1nce was a total prohibi
tion, ar.d declared its readiness to promote 
such legislation as soon as public opinion 
would sustain it. 

Parliament did not meddle with prohibi
tion for six years after that. In 1890, how
ever, strong pressure induced the Dominion 
government to submit a motion for total sup
pression of the liquor traffic, but the motion 
was defeated in the House. Instead, a com
mission was appointed to inquire into the 
effect of the sale of liquor on all interests in 
the Dominion. The commission submitted a 
voluminous report., declaring that the buying 
and selling of liquor could hardly be said of 
itself to produce injurious effects, but that 
what evils did arirn came from the misuse of 
the article. The commission also reported 
that nowhere could it discover that prohibit
ive laws,.when enacted, had been effective. 
A license system was recommended instead. 

'The plebiecite which is about to be held is 
the keeping of a pledge of Sir Wilfrid 
Laurier, then leader of the opposition, which 
was made on condition of the election of his 
party. It did not commit the party to pro
hibition, but was a promise to give the people 
of Canada as a whole a chance to express 
their views on the prohibition of the making 
and sale of liquor. It was adopted as a part 
of the reform party's policy at the Liberal 
convention at Ottawa. 

that little regardillg it has reached the eyes REASONS OF 'l'HE OPPOSI'l'ION. 

or ears of the Americans across the border. The anti-prohibition people have confined 
Temperance agitation in Canada is so old their arguments against prohibition almost 
that the interest stirred up in the Dominion exclusively to hand bills and camgaign lit
i~ ~ ~rea;t <l\liiii ies6 tl:lii;q i,t would ]:)e in tl\e , erature, A,. specin:ien Qf tb,€) literat1.1r~ ~§ t\l!;l 

"1 
I! 
~· 
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following "ten reasons," which a few days 
ago were scattered broadcast over the City 
of Toronto by the hotel and restaurant men:-

"1. Because I value personal liberty. 
"2. Because prohibition would necessitate 

the raising of .nearly $9,000,000 annually by 
direct taxation. 

"3. Because the debt of the country would 
be increased by from $15,000,000 to $25,000,000 
to compensate those whose business would be 
ruined. 

"4. Because it would throw thousands of 
men out of work and place them on the al
ready overcrowded labor market. 

''5 Because prohibition has proved a fail
ure wherever and whenever tried, and leads 
to dives and secret drinking-for example, 
the Scott act. · 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

politicians, as such, are to a large de
gree untrustworthy. Men under the 
influences of partisanship are scarcely 
capable of rendering an unbiased, im
partial opinion on public questions; 
and, as facts have shown, are quite 
apt to hedge against if they do not 
openly sacrifice public interests where 
party welfare is at stake. 

Prohibition, according to impartial, 
competent authorities of public note, 
both in Canada and in the United 
States, does very largely prohibit the 
operations of the liquor traffic. Crimi
nal prosecutions have lessened largely 

"6. Because prohibition would create ill- in the State of Iowa under the opera
feeling and breed informers, spies, and per- tion of a prohibitory law, according jurers. 

Our people should not be indiffer
ent to any movement based upon prin
ciples of truth and right. They are 
''called" and ''chosen" to sustain the 
rigbt, wherever found, and recognize 
its principles, wherever seen, as part 
of the great system of reform which 
God himself has set in operation to 
redeem the world from evil. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

BRo. E. A.· STEDMAN, Magnolia, 
Minn., Sept. 16:-

I am now holding meetings here every 
night with fair congregation for a place of 
this size. Am to hold over Sunday, and 
longer if deemed profitable. Shall try and 
go to Rock Rapids when I come here again. 
Am feeling well in the work, and the gocd 
Spirit is with me. 

''7. Because prohibition would ruinously to the testimony of court judges on 
affect many other lines of trade and lead to the bench. Were the results of pro
wholesale smuggling. hibitory enactments such as to cause 

"8. Because it would be class legislation an increase in the use of intoxicants, EDITORIAL ITEMS. 
and would lead to further restrictions on per-
sonal liberty. as claimed by supporters of the li- THE Sa.n Francisco Gall for Septem· 

''9. Because it would r<>quire an army of cense system we should hear no ber 11 contains an interesting ac
officials if an attempt were made to enforce more outcries from the liquor dealers count of the life of Wilford Woodruff, 
it, and even then it could not be enforced. against prohibitory enactments. I the d~ceased President of the Utah 

"10. Because. experience has shown that it C h 
is the worst method of dealing with intern- The "reasons of the opposition," Church. In the column of " hurc 
p 2 rance, and that it induces the weak and which appear in the foregoing article Notices" of the same paper we are 
vicioua to use drugs and other dangerous under the various paragraphs num- pleased to find a standing anounce
stimulants."-Ohicago Tribime, Sept. 19. bered 1-10, amount to nothing. The ment of the "Reorganized Church," 

The foregoing shows that the good fallacy of such reasoning, if such No. 320 Post Street. Brn. Parkin, 
people of Canada, our sister neighbor it may be called, is apparent. It is Lincoln, and others of the local staff 
across the line, are awake, to a large evident, as in all pleas in support of are doing good work for the cause, as 
extent at least, upon an important wrong, that the positions of the op- are all who strive to maintain the 
question of moral reform, and are re- position are untenable. Personal lib- work in the various branches of the 
solved if possible to suppress the erty, as defined in the interpretations church. It does one good to see 
liquor traffic. The specta0le of an en- of liquor men, is restrained and con- earnest steady efforts to keep the 
tire nation aroused, as are the people trolled by every legal enactment for truth before the people. The church 
of Canada, is imposing, and deserves the suppression and punishment of will be built up wherever there is suf
more than passing note. It illus- crime. All the legal prohibitions, ficient effort made to maintain its in
trates the force and power of public "Thou shalt not kill," etc., are checks terests. We have but to labor, and in 
opinion under our modern methods of or restraints upon so-called personal a right way, to win success. 
popular public discussion, and under liberty. It is the criminal offender Lorenzo Snow, recently appointed 
which it is possible for "the people" against the public good who wants to as President of the Utah Church, has 
to assert and maintain their sover- be free to do as he pleases. The plea nominated George Q. Cannon and 
eignty in all matters pertaining to the for the public revenues would justify Joseph F. Smith as his counselors in 
common weal. the legalizing of all forms of crime, in the First Presidency. Messrs. Can· 

The American people will watch effect, "for revenue." Men in crimi- non and Smith were also counselors 
the result of this uprising with noun- nal business, of course, ought not to to the late President Woodruff. 
certain interest; and if the Canadian be thrown out, etc., etc., and so with Recent advices report that the Em· 
people rise to the occasion and pass the list of so-called objections. peror of China has yielded the scepter 
a national prohibitory law, as we be- We hope the Canadian people will to the Dowager Empress, who, dis
lieve they will, will be given due rise to the occasion, and that their ex- pleased with the liberal tendencies of 
credit for their excellent example. ample will be followed by the enact- the Emperor, has recalled Li Hung 

Many politicians in the United ment of a national prohibitory law in Chang, the aged statesman, under 
States, as well as in Canada, have as- the United States. No doubt "our whose regime Russian influence main
serted and continue to assert that pro- people" will stand for the right, as in tained ascendancy to the detriment of 
hibition is against "personal liberty," the past, on the question, as at Plano, British interests. London advices of 
at the same time declaring that ''pro- Illinois; Lamoni, Iowa; and Independ- the 24th report that the British Asiatic 
hibition does not prohibit." Both ence, Missouri; where their vote has Squadron has been ordered to make a 
propositions can scarcely be true, I always been given in support of pro- demonstration against the presentgov
in the absolute at least. However, hibition. ernment and its movements, at Pekin~. 
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The Sunday Telegram, Providence, Magnolia, Minnesota, Initiator, Sept. 
Rhode Island, for September 18, con- 23. 
tains a lengthy statement of faith of Under the heading, "Latter Day 
the Utah Church from the pen of some Sam ts at Bromley," the East End 
of its elders, a number of whom are News, of London, England, for Sep
said to be proselyting in New Eng- tember 10, contains a friendly state
land, under the presidency of Elder ment of an address delivered in the 
John M. Whitaker. Portraits or cuts saints' hall at that point by Bro. F. G. 
of said elders also accompany said Pitt. The effort of Bro. Pitt both dis
article; and a :report of a semi-annual tinguished between the original faith 
conference of "the New England mis- and the Utah Church and set forth the 
sion" appears in another part of the lflading features of the faith as deliv
paper. It is probable that there is ered to the saints in ancient and 
more to the report than to the mission modern times. 'rhis friendly notice 
work being done. We have found in with others ought to aid the c;:1,use 
a number of instances that such was in Great Britain. 'l'ime and work 
the case. The Brighamite elders fail will place the work in a favorable 
to include spiritual marriage and light with the British as well as 
other objectionable dogmas, in their American public. The work of God 
statements of faith, though when was established to be a light to the 
pressed to the issue admit belief of people. Truth must prevail; it can
most or all the tenets taught ~nd prac- not forever be suppressed. The force 
ticed under the regime of Brigham within it is stronger than that of 
Young and others. error. Courage and faith and good 

Sr. Mary Anderson, Franklin, Ne- work will bring the victory. 
braska, writes requesting that some Bishop E. L. Kelley, who while en-
of the ministry labor at that point. route home was obliged to go to Jack-

Bro. Arthur Allen, 2210 Wabash sonville, Florida, on account of the 
Avenue, Kansas City, Missouri, de- serious illness of his eldest son Win
sires to purchase bound or unbound fred B. Kelley, is still in the South, 
volumes of the SAINTS' HERALD from but expects to return as soon as his 
1860 to 1874. He desires correspond- son is able to endure the trip. Bro. 
ence with those having said volumes, Winfred Kelley is a private in one of 
any or all of them to sell. the Iowa regiments stationed at Jack-

Bro. J. M. Hooker made correction sonville and among those who con
of impressions made by Brighamite tracted fever while in camp. 
elders at Spokane, Washington, The late tornado rund tidal wave in 
through an article written by him the French and British West Indies 
which appeared in the Chronicle. pub- caused the death of 300 persons and 
lished at that point. Sr. Hooker, rendered 20,000 homeless, besides do
writing of the work there, states that ing an immense amount of other 
it needs the help of some of the trav- damage to the islands and general 
eling ministry. Other church organi- property. And now Vesuvius, the 
zations are active in propagating their historic volcano, has renewed activity 
mixed and conflicting theories, and and threatens the destruction of the 

·· which. as usual, are accepted by many surrounding country if not of the city 
of the people-for wa.nt of something of Naples itself. The ls,rgest of the 
better on the part of some; or from \lava streams is 750 feet wide and about 
lack of inclination to look carefully 50 feet high. It advances like a huge 
into the questions involved, on the I· serpent at the rate of eleven feet an 
part of others. hour. Three streams are advancing 

Rev. E. A. Stedman will preach at and threaten the villages of Veterana, 
the church Sunday morning at 10: 30 and Crocella and the town of Pesina, 
and in the evening at 7: 30. Come and the latter having a population of 13,
hear him. His sermons are argu- 000. The la.tter is the site of the 
mentative and logical in reasoning ancient Herculaneum. 
power. While many may not believe Bro. J. S. Snively, of the Nauvoo 
in his doctrine, yet they must ac- district missionary force, is ill at his 
knowledge that if all men would live home near L-a,moni, hence is at pres. 
up to his ethical teaching the world ! ent unable to respond to calls for 
would be happier and better off.-! labor. 

Oriuinal Po s1ru. 
"ESTO PERPETUA." 

BY H. S. SALISBURY. 

Fair Graceland College, sunlight crowned, 
My heart goes out to thee! 

I love thy halls, they speak to me 
Of light and liberty. 

The precious light our Savior brought, 
The light, divine, the martyrs sought 

To save from anarchy 
By struggles hard and danger fraught, 

The truth which makes us free. 

Through distance vast, from out the past, 
Comes down the war cry, grand, 

or heroes struggling to the last 
Against.Apollyon's band; 

Striving to vindicate the right, 
Upheld by God's own hand, 

Which crowns our race with strength and 
might 

And culture and refinement bright, 
In this enlightened land. 

Through all my dreams, our College seems, 
A living monument; 

Where those who heed may always read 
Of how the battle went 

On Restoration's bloody field, 
How bigotry was forced to yield, 

At tower ~ad battlement; 
And error, foul, so long concealed 

To judgment swift was sent. 

Fair Graceland, may you ever live, 
Upheld by Christian men! 

Whose countless sacr.ifices give 
Your children strength to win. 

Immortal crowns; while from thy bounds 
Flow out those living streams 

Which fill the deserts with delight, 
And gladden Zion's city bright, 

The goal of all our dreams. 
CARTHAGE, Ill., Dec. 26, 1897. 

Mothsrs' HomB Coltrmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

uAa sea-birds ride upon the waves, 
So floats my soul on grace; 

Nor other resting-place ehe craves 
1n wide, world-weary space. 

A deep illimitable sea 
Of sunlit azure, running free, 

Rocks underneath her placid breast, 
With soft, pacific swell, 

Up bearing her in perfect rest; 
She knows that all is well!" 

BUNYAN, in some of his writings, gives ex
pression to this thought, "Let thy hell.rt be 
without words rather than thy words without 
heart." There is a subtle alchemy in human 
nature which almost invariably enables us to 
detect the hollow and insincere. Hence it is 
that often the pressure of a hand or the 
falling tear when the lips are silent convey 
to the heart in trouble more of sympathy and 
comfort than the most eloquently bpoken 
words. From words without heart in time of 
trouble, the very soul recoils as from the pain 
of a freshly opened wound, and shrinks as if 
begging to be left alone with its own dead. 

' ., 
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FARO, Kaukura Island, May 23, 1898. 
Dear Readers of the Oolumn:-I bad in· 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

After meeting nearly every one present came 
forward with a ten-cent piece, and yet not all 
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tended giving you a full account of our trip ten-cent pieces; some gave fifty cents and 
to conference, but it will be so far in the past some as Ligh as one dollar, and a good round 
befo1·e the writing could get to you, and Jo- ' sum was realized. The sisters are very faith
seph having already sent a brief outline of ful about bringing their money; sometimes 
events, I will forbear entering into details. when they cannot be present themselves, 
I expected to be very lonesome, but my mo- they send their little money. 

drenched with salt water and fresh water by 
turns. It puzzles me to know how they keep 
from sliding overboard, especially when 
asleep. The rail is only about three inches 
high, and the house a foot above deck. And 
the lee rail is usually level with the water, if 
not altogether under, for these people c·arry 
a very large sail on their boats, also a topsail 
and two jibs. men ts were so thoroughly occupied with diffi- After conference was over, Joseph devoted 

cult work that I had no time to be lonesome. one day to instructing a portion of the 
Still had there been a sister companion in brethren more perfectly in the science of 
the work the task would not have been so navigation, showing them how to get their 
difficult, and the time would have passed more latitude at noon. The next day I devoted to 
pleasantly. Perhaps some may desire to wringing flannels from bot water and laying 
know what this work was. It is that of bal- them across him to relieve him from that 

(To be continued.) 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

To ALL SAINTS:-You are earnestly re
quested to pray and fast October 9, in behalf 
of our esteemed and affiicted sister, Elizabeth 
Vawter, of Scandia, Kansas, with the hope 
that by so doing the disease that is preying 
upon her person may be rebuked and the ef
fects thereof removed forever. The Prayer 
Union is especially requested to make this 
matter a subject of prayer. May God bless 
our efforts by healing the faithful sick. 

ancing the sisters' books. Every branch 
has a "prayer union," sistets' meeting they 
call it. All have their secretary and treas
urer. The names of different ones and at 
different times are put on the book, together 
with the money they give during the year, 
and all bring them to conference; it is the 
duty of the missionary's wife to see that the 
money received corresponds with that speci
fied in the books. Their writing is peculiar as 
well as the language, and until one becomes 
accustomed to it, it is difficult to read. Still 
all that could soon be disposed of were it not 
that the names must be copied to send to 
America. All the ten cent pieces each one 
has given picked out, added up and put op
posite their names; and also the Christmas 
offerings, together with their names. I only 
attended a portion of two sessions of confer
ence; I could not understand what was being 
done or said. There was no one there to jot 
off two or three words now and then in Eng
lish as was the case last year, so I kept at my 
books during the sessions, since there was 
little or no opportunity between sessions. 
Our room was so small and so many of the 
brethren had business with Joseph, that the 
room was kept full and some one always out
side the door waiting their turn for admit
tance. 

The sisters' meeting on Thursday during 
conference was I think the roost spiritual tes
timony meeting I have attended since I came 
to the islands, notwithstanding the fant that 
it was opened to the tune of "Old Dan 
Tucker." I will say right here that this 
people are entirely free from the prejudice 
that American Christians sometimes feel in 
regard to tunes on account of evil associa
tions. They know nothing about that. I have 
never heard of natives dancing· or having a 
dance anywhere, except upon such occasions 
as a national fete1 and then it is to the beat 
of the drum. The high-toned French people 
give a ball about once a year, to which they 
invite their guests; but for some reason 
the natives have never imitated them. Prob
ably because the climate is too warm and the 
people too fleshy to enjoy hopping- about a 
room four or five hours at a time. 

But to return; our meeting was in a good· 
sized house void of partitions, clean new 
matting was spread on the floor, and all ex
cept Bro. Janssen and I sat on the floor. The 
sisters desired me to lead the meeting, and 
Bro. Janasen was there to interpret. The 
house was well filled, and several were out on 
the porch clustering about each doorway. 

terrible pain that seized him again, and suc
ceeded in breaking it up. On Fdday a little 
fleet of eight boats, large sail boats, left for 
home. All were to halt at Takapoto, after 
which they would scatter to their various 
destinations. Joseph was not at all well, but, 
we must needs go with the crowd, and the 
crowd would not wait longer, since provi
sions were all gone. For my own part I was 
nearly starved; had been living on hard 
bread mostly for three days, and no appetite 
to eat even that. A famine al ways follows 
these feasts. Had it not been that Bro. 
Janssen was with us we should have fared 
worse, for there was no place to cook in any
where near the house where we were. This 
was our first experience in boating since we 
came to the islands. There were eighteen 
on the boat we were on-Tapu's, and fifty on 
one of the brethren's. The sea was very 
rough. There had been a strong wind all the 
week of conference, but we were going with 
both wiad and sea, so we went smoother than 
we otherwise would have done. At Taka
poto the fleet anchored. When the anchor 
is thrown out from one of those boats, a man 
jumps overboard and goes down immediately 
after it and hooks it on a knot of rock or 
some rough place in the. coral reef. These 
coral reefs do not consist of the soft, white, 
spray-like coral, like the specimens taken 
home. When the boats were made fast our 
captain and one of the chief men on board 
made ready and started ashore; one of them 
had some mail matter to carry. Both the 
swell on the reef and the men were too heavy 
for the small canoe they carried, so they just 

By request, 
BETSY .BONNER. 

PROGRAM FOR OCTOBER MEETINGS OF 
DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 

Opening hymn, 154. Prayer. Spripture 
reading, Matthew 6. Study, Select Reading 
in Home Column. Roll call. Business. Clos
ing hymn, 566. Dismissal prayer. 

Report of Sisters' Aid Society, of Galland's 
Grove, Iowa, for the year 1897: We have met 
twenty-eight times, with an attendance of 
nineteen members, averaging about eleven 
each meeting, with an average of two visit
ors. We have made four quilts and sent to 
the "Home,'' have helped those that were in 
need, and have received $37.50 for work done 
during the year. We have also set apart one 
hour each day we met for scripture reading, 
prayer, and testimony, and we feel that we 
have been blessed in so doing. 

ELLEN CRANDELL, President. 
MARTHA BLACK, Secretary. 

dropped overboard and walked ashore, keep- FOSS'rON, Minn., Sept. 17. 
ing head and shoulders above water and EdUors Herald:-The work in Minnesota 
holding the mail above their heads. is still gaining slowly. Our reunion at 

We stayed there five hours, all of which V\Tadena was one of great spiritual good to 
time the brethren were busy swimming stuff the saints. I never was in better prayer 
off to their boat. I saw one man come down meetings than we bad there. Every case of 
to the water with as many cocoanuts thrown sickness was healed at once and great and 
over his shoulder as he could stagger under good testimonies followed. The preaching 
-they have a way of fastening them together. was good and much prejudice was removed 
When he got in deep water he let them drop from the outsiders. One was baptized. 
from his shoulder and as be swam pushed and Since the reunion I learn there are some 
pulled them along with him to his boat. The I inquiring when we will come again. The 
sun was sinking low when we left for Arutua. assistance rendered by Brn. Kelley and 
There was just room below deck to spread Smith was of great good to saints and others. 
out our bedding and lie down. Joseph and I After the reunion I went back to Audubon 
were the only ones below. The fumes were to rest up a little and arrange for the cam
not pleasant, and I was too sick to move paign in the city of Minneapolis. On the 7th 
about much, but managed by keeping per- of July, in company with our worthy young 
fectly still--"to hold my own." There were sister, Miss Fidella Hawley, went to the 
frequent rain squalls during the night, and city. On the 8th the work began by a good 
the women and children on deck were sermon from our worthy brother, C. J .. Hunt, 
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of Doloit, ·Iowa. We continued the meetings 
in the cHy until August 20, when we closed. 
Many of the people showed their apprecia
tion of our efforts by requesting our return. 
1.Ve estimated that about two thousand peo
ple had been in attendance during our meet
ings. Prejudice is a thing of the past with 
the greater part of those who attended our 
meetings. 

Bro. C. J. Hunt is a good worker and made 
many friends, who will be glad to see him 
come again. The tie of companionship 
formed between this brother and the writer 
will ever be remembered until the hand that 
now writes is still forever. The service of 
our sister Fidella Hawley, who so kindly pre
sided at the organ, will be remembered by 
the saints of the city, also by the writer. It 
was a sacrifice upon her part to leave her 
home for uearly seven weeks and devote her 
time free of charge to help on this great work 
of God. 

During the time we were moving the tent 
in the city from one place to another the 
writer overdone himself and brought back 
the heart trouble that caused him much un
pleasantness during the remainder of the 
meetings, but was always ready for duty. In 
five weeks' time I was reduced from two hun
dred and thirty-six to one hundred and ninety
six pounds. However, I received through 
faith and prayer the promise that I should 
be healed, hence the affliction was borne with 
patience, until September 4, when the saints 
of Audubon and Detroit met in fasting and 
prayer to God in my behalf. After prayers 
to the number of nine had been offered Brn. 
Martin, Way, and Ericson administered to 
me, and I was healed at once, praise the 
Lord. 0, such a good meeting! The Spirit 
was manifest in power with the promise that 
my days should be extended fifteen years. 
Our hearts rejoiced. The Spirit further ad
monished the saints to faithfulness and to ab
stain from worldly pleasures. May God help 
all to heed and live for the blessings prom
ised, is my humble prayer. More anon. 

I. N. ROBER'l'S. 

HILLS, Minn., Sept, 13. 
Editors Herald:-I came to this part of my 

mission last Tuesday and preached the fu
neral sermon of Bro. Charles H. Marshall on 

, Thursday, the 8th, be having died on the 6th, 
of dropsy of the heart. The services were 
held at bis home with a goodly attendance 
the house being full with many on the out
Ride. I found prejudice very strong, with a 
desire by some to cut us as short as they 
could. I spoke about thirty minutes from 
John 14: 1--3, and those that were the most 
prFjudieed against us admitted that my re
marks were fine, and were well pleased with 
the sermon. I am satisfied that some good 
was done, and shall try and hold a series of 
meeti.ngs there soon if I can secure some place 
to speak in. The funeral was held in Lu
verne, where Bro. Marshall lived. It is a 
nice city of about twenty-fl ve hundred inhabit
ants on the Worthington and Sioux Falls 
Railroad. 

I am now at Bro. 0. H. Midgorden's and 
held services at Hills last Sunday night, 
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and also in a schoolhouse about a mile from 
town in the forenoon. I find that we cannot 
do much in the country places yet, because 
the farmers are so busy with their fall work 
and will not come out at night while working 
so hard during the day. And I do not feel 
like blaming them, for I presume that I would 
do the same, were I in their place. 

The most of my labor so far this year has 
been in Dodge and Goodhue counties. Have 
had large congregations at some plac_es and 
have been able to hold them; while at other 
places they have been small, but seem to 
have been interested in what was said. But 
I find a growing indifference about religious 
matters in the minds of the people, and it 
seems hard to make any impression upon 
them, and have felt at times when speaking 
that it was like pouring water on a duck's 
back, it would not even ruffle the feathers. 
But I feel assured that good has been dor:e; 
seed bas been sown that will in time germi
nate and grow, and bring forth fruit to the 
glory of God. The prophet has said, "In the 
morning sow thy seed, and in the evening 
withhold not thine hand; for thou knowest 
not whether shall prosper, either this or that, 
or whether they both shall be alike good." 
It has been with this in mind that I have la
bored this year; some one will reap in due 
time if they faint not. 

I know that there has been much to occupy 
the public mind this year. The war with 
Spain, its object and its results has stirred the 
minds of the people to their very depths, and 
they have been made to rejoice because of 
the greatness of our republic, this Yankee 
nation. As for myself I am not surprised at 
the results of the war, for what a Yankee can
not do is not worth trying to do. They have 
never lost a war yet, and will not as long as 
they fight from just principles. Had Spain 
known as much about us as a nation as we 
know, they would never have gone to war 
with us. I read a short time since about a 
Yankee going to a foreign country and it 
pleased him so well that single banded he 
captured a large section of it, brought it over 
the water and annexed it to this country. 
Now if one could do that, what cannot two 
hundred thousand do. I am not surprised at 
the result of the war. But I am glad that 
peace has come, and hope that it will con
tinue. 

I expect to work my way from here to St. 

MADISON, s. Dak., Sept. 13. 
Editors Herald:-Thinking perhaps some of 

the readers of the Herald would like to know 
of my whereabouts, will say that Madison 
will be my address for the next sixty days, 
care of W. W. Cole. I am in the vicinity 
where Bro. Swen Swenson baptized some in 
June. Last Sunday I preached to a crowded 
house, mostly adults and strangers to the 
work; during the hour it seemed like the win
dows of heaven opened and God let his blessed 
Spirit into the bosom of every one present. 
Words cannot express the joy there was 
manifested; strong men gave way to the in
fluence of the blessed Spirit of the Master, 
and could not keep back the tears of joy. Bro. 
Howery who drove fifteen miles to attend the 
meeting said he was well paid for his trip 
and would come again next Sunday. Others 
said it was the first time they ever heard the 
gospel; some said, "Who could keep from 
shedding tears in such a meeting as that;" 
another said, "I will have to stay away from 
the meeti.ngs or else get baptized, it is the 
truth-no one can get around that." I feel 
encouraged in the work. I expect Bro. 
Swenson here before long, and then by his 
help and the help of God expect to reap a 
goodly harvest. The saints and friends are 
learning quite a number of hymns from the 
Saints' Hymnal, so are making preparation 
for a good time when Bro. Swenson comes. 
Ever praying for the Spirit of the Master to 
abide with his saints, I am your brother in 
the gospel of Christ, w. H. w ALLING. 

CARSON CITY, Nev., Sept. 15. 
Editors Herald:-I have just read Bro. W. 

H. Kelley's "Old Glory" article Herald page 
575, the reading of which every saint will 
testify to its inspiration; and I wish you to 
say for me, "Them's my sentiments"-and 
they are pinned on my headboard. 

Bro. W. H. here's our hand, and I am sure 
you're off the fence, and we hope you will do 
no climbing now. 
· A brother in bonds, 

T.W.C. 

DALLAS, Or., Sept. 12. 
Editors Herald;-On August 10 we-Bro. 

Peter, where I am to occupy the Methodist 
church, Sunday, October 2, with the under
standing that I am to preach the gospel, but 
not doctrine; must not tell anyone that I am 
a Mormon-only preach the gospel. Well, I. 
shall try and conform to the requirements, 
and let the people judge whether or not I 
have preached doctrine. I have never tried 
as yet to r>reach the gospel without preaching 
doctrine, and may fail; but will try it just to 
see how it can be done. I find the saints here 
a good, warm-hearted people, with a desire 
to aid in the spread of the truth, and they 
put these desires into practice. Would that 
all would do the same. I am feeling well in 
the work, and desire to continue. 

Holt and I-commenced services at Bandon, 
Oregon; but I believe my wife has told you of 
the work there, and also that I took a scout
ing expedition to Gravel Ford to hold a 
week's service. Well, the liberty, audience, 
and interest there were all fine, and many were 
the invitations to "come back again." From 
here I went back to Myrtle Puint, on Tues
day, August 30, to meet the folks there, 
preaching on Tuesday and Bro. Holt on 
Wednesday eve. 

On Thursday, September 1, we were taken, 
baggage and all, to Minord 's Mill, near Dora P. 
0., where we commenced services the same 
night, preaching here until the 9th, preaching 
thirteen sermons in all and baptizing two
Srs. Roxana M. Minard and Laura Mayse 
(both of excellent character) and leaving 
many warm friends and several near-very 
near-to the fold. 

For truth and right, 
E. A. STEDMAN. 

As all things must have an end and other 
calls were pressing, the morning of the 9th 
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found us packing up for a move to this place, 
moving via wagon to Roseburg and from 
thence to this place by rail; where we landed 
last eve at about 4: 30. The evening of the 
6th a Rev. Schofield, of the Congregational 
faith, announced that he would preach at 
the Dora schoolhouse at 11: 30 and would en
deavor to show by examining some scriptures 
used at the tent and also other texts that 
baptism was not t\ecessary to salvation. Bro. 
H. proffered him the use of the tent the next 
evening, but he declined upon the plea that 
as he had to work hard for a Ii ving days
splitting shakes, etc.,-he could not be ready 
for the task as soon as that. Some of the 
friends of the work were very anxious that 
one of us should stay and hear his effort and 
reply if necessary. We .did not see how it 
could be done; there were forty-ft ve miles 
over the mountains to be made, and our train 
left Roseburg at 7: 30 on Monday morning, 
and we thought we liad an appointment out 
for preaching at Lookingglass (ten miles on 
our side of Roseburg) for Sunday. Finally, 
as we were packing up a young man by the 
name of Jobn Porter volunteered to take a 
couple of saddle horses and take me out to 
Lookingglass Sunday night, a ride of thirty
two miles over the mountains. Well, it was 
so decided and I stayed behind to guard and 
to bring off the rear in good order, promis
ing to join the "command" sometime Sun
day night or Monday morning, at 
Lookingglass, in time to start for Roseburg 
to catch that 7: 30 a. m. train. Well, Sunday 
11: 30 came as usual, and we were at the 
schoolhouse and listened to a display of 
"Irish" in an attack on "Mormonism" in gen
eral and Joseph Smith in particular that 
lasted about an hour, and then followed about 
as long an attempt to show that "born of 
water" did not mean water at all. The 
schoolhouse being a public one, I did not go 
through the formula of asking permission of 
the directors, except one privately (by the 
way, the Rev. S-- was one of the directors), 
but as soon as the benediction was pronounced 
(care was taken that no opportunity was 
given me before) I announced preaching "in 
just five minutes." Of course there was a 
buzz, but I told the Rev. S-- that I was 
simply using my rights as an American citi
zen, and invited him to stay. He refused to 
do this, but as he was going out some of the 
neighbors got between hi.m and the door and 
shamed him into staying. However, the 
most of his "flock" left the field, but I still 
had an audience that nearly filled the school
house. I apologized for keeping them longer 
without dinner, but told them of my journey 
ahead and then took up the subject. I did not 
pay very much attention to his tirade against 
the church, except to show the falsity of one 
or two assertions, and then devoted my time 
to "baptism for the remission of sins." Well, 
I feel that the gospel still stands, and some 
are nearer obedience than before this episode. 

After a lunch with Srs. Minard and Mayse 
and Mrs. Krantz and families, I bade them 
good-bye and at 3: 25 p. m. was off for Look
ingglass. We stopped at Mr. James Lard's, 
where we received a hearty welcome and 
supper (both hearty), and then on up the 
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dark canyon and over the mountain, reacbing 
L. G. at one o'clock Monday morning. We 
got to bed as quickly as we could, but at 2: 30 
the order came to "turn out," and a little 
after three we were enroute for Roseburg. 
0, yes! while at Minard's mill we received a 
challenge to discuss the Sabbath question 
with a Rev. F. Bunch, of Gravel Ford, and 
this will necessitate our return to that place 
sometime before long. 

Our work at Myrtle Point resulted in the 
baptism of one, a Sr. Sloan. Our week's 
work at Gravel Ford was in the tent owned 
by the S. D. Adventists, who treated us roy
ally, but who can't agree with us on the 
questions of the Sabbath or the nature of· 
man. Well, as I am to go back there to help 
examine the question of the Sabbath with 
them ere long, I pray that some of them may 
be led to see the light. 

As ever, hopeful in the work, 
Your brother in Christ, 

A. M. CHASE. 

DALLAS, Oregon, Sept. 15. 
Editors Herald:-At last writing I was at 

Drain; had just closed the debate with Elder 
Badger, who told some of his people at Fall 
City that he came out ahead. A man that 
heard me in Fall City some years ago said he 
did not believe him, and that he would go to 
the expense of fetching me to .Fall City and 
let him do so there, he might be forced to 
try and make his assertion good. 

Our time has been well occupied this sum
mer so far, in tent work. Have held meet
ings at Cottage Grove, Drain, Roseburg, 
Lookingglass, Dora, Myrtle Point, Kitchen 
Creek, Bandon, Minard's Mills, and now have 
the tent up here. Came here day before 
yesterday; commenced last night; about fifty 
out. 

Bro. C. and I have found it necessary, in 
order to fill the many calls to separate at 
times, and then we find it impossible to fill 
all requests, all openings. After we got 
started at Bandon an opportunity occurred to 
hold meetings in an Advent tent at Gravelly 
Ford. so Bro. Chase and the "little organ" 
took advantage of that, leaving Sr. C., Sr. 
Giles, Bro. Mallery, and the writer to hold 
the fort at Bandon. Bro. Mallery took sick, 
which left the burden of the singing on Sr. 
C., but she proved equal to the emergency. 
And that was not the only emergency that 
arose while at that place; every night at the 
close of our meeting people would come up 
and ask her to go and visit tliem, and then 
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more than could be seated, our tent seating 
about one hundred and fifty. Questions were 
and in our query box every night, the infidels 
putting in some pretty hard ones; a number 
relating to Joseph Smith, as follows: "In 
what way do you differ from the Mormons 
calling themselves saints, such ae Smith and 
Brigham Young·?" "What do you think of 
Joseph Smith's revelations?" "In what re
spect was Joseph Smith like Jesus Christ?" 
These I read, but deferred answering until 
further on, took them up, and made them the 
basis of my talk the last two nights. I felt 
well, and so did the audience, as is usually 
the case when the speaker does. I· was a Ii t
tle afraid when I brought Jos'lph forward 
and showed his connection with the work 
that the sentiment that had been so decid
edly with us would change; but change or no. 
change, I was not going to leave until I had 
presented all. I was so pleased to see un
mistakable evidence in the hearty handshake 
and such expressions, "I was much pleased 
to hear you this evening on that subject;" 
"That talk this evening removed a whole lot 
of prejudice from me;" "Say, I am willing to 
admit I have learned something this even
ing." They convinced me that the tide was 
still flowing our way. 

I noticed an old man pushing his way 
through the crowd up to the stand. On 
getting near me he put out bis hand, gave 
mine a hearty shake, and said: "Elder, I 
know a whole lot. about what you were saying 
this evening." There are so many of those 
knowing ones that I was just a little suspi
cious of him, but his handshake convinced 
me that he did know, so I said, "Yes,-well, I 
am glad of it;" conveying the idea that of 
course he knew I told facts. "Yes, sir," he 
said, "I can testify to the greater part of 
what you said. I was raised in those parts 
and know of what I am speaking." I could 
see and feel that it had weight with those 
standing around, and felt in my soul to thank 
God that he has raised up witnesses to speak 
in behalf of his servant. I have spoken 
many times in behalf of that man, but don't 
now call to mind a time when I was not 
blessed in doing so. I rarely ever leave a 
place without presenting that phase of the 
work. The last two nights I sold sixteen 
copies of the Voice of Warning. Three 
would have been baptized, but were disap
pointed in not gett.ing to the place appointed. 
A number were almost persuaded, but wanted 
a little more time to study ovar the matter, 
and will I think be ready when we return. 

she would want me, in Bro. Chase's absence, The morning we left, when the tents were 
to go along and keep the dogs off. Paul says partly down, some of the citizen's came to me 
to "beware" of them, and everybody knows and wanted to know if I was obliged to go 
that I don't like to visit. Well, that woe is that day, I told them no. An appointment 
past, for Bro. Chase is with us now. was out at Myrtle Point for that night, but I 

One result, I notice, arises from having a knew Bro. C. would fill it. '.rhey then told 
woman along: we have much more visiting me that they wanted me to remain and lec
to do; but I don't find it hard when Bro. C. ture that evening on labor and capital and 
is along, as all I have to do is to take my that they would get the "Armory Hall," bear 
place at the table and do service there. We all expense, and help me besides, to which I 
agree well; he likes to talk, and I like to consented. 
hear him, so harmony prevails aad the work It is said by many that Bro. Chase preached 
moves on. l the funeral sermon of Adventism at Gravelly 

We held twenty-one meetings there, the Ford, but if so the resurrection has come, for 
tent beiog full most of the time and at times I they sent him a challenge to discuss the Sab-
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bath with them, which he will do. We take 
all such as that in. We came from there to 
Minard's Mill, of which Bro. C. has written. 
All goes well. 

I am a little amused at the report that 
comes from California. Not a little disap
pointment seems to be felt by those eastern 
lights. Well, it is said, "It is an ill wind 
that blows no one some good." Judging from 
present reports, California will not be trou
bled in the future by those hunting good 
climate, cheap fruit, and a pleasant place to 
live, but California will live just the same. 
If the elders of California have made a mis
take in the past, in worshiping too much and 
in not devoting a part of their own and the. 
people's time during our gatherings to fun 
and frolic, it has not yet been found out: and do 
you know when I hear people telling how bad 
they felt on leaving home, friends, and dear 
familiar scenes, etc., I wonder why they left 
home. But we will live and learn, to do for 
the best I hope. 

My address for a time will be Dallas, Ore
gon, and as usual we are always glad to hear 
from saints and friends. Will try and re
spond to all calls for preaching when not too 
expensive. We intend to labor in the Wil
lamette until the latter part of October; will 
then go into Eastern Washington or Eastern 
Oregon for the winter. We have not decided 
which; it depends on how the way opens. 
There is work that should he done in both 
places. We are desirous of doing all we can, 
and trust that God will direct. 

Yours in the work, 
HIRAM L. HOLT. 

NEOSHO, Mo., Sept. 19. 
Editors Rerald:-Since our reunion at Mid

way, Bro. George Beebe and myself have 
been associated together. So far we have re
joiced in our work because the Lord has 
recognized our efforts. We opened up the 
work at Dayton and left a regular appoint
ment· for Bro. Graves to fill on the fourth Sun
day. His neighbors are -all anxious to hear 
him preach. Bro. and Sr. Graves are saints 
of the true stripe. They gave us a hearty 
welcome and all the encouragement possible. 
I believe we will see the fruit of the labor 
done in the due time of the Lord. The peo
ple were prejudiced. But last night the house 
was nearly full; and we gave them a good 
sermon, because it was all truth, seasoned 
with the Spirit of God. 

Last Saturday we went out near Indian 
Springs to fill our regular appointment. We 
were greeted with a full house. A Baptist 
minister had been trying to hold meetings 
there during the week, but only a very few 
came out to hear him. He made an appoint
ment right over my Sunday night appoint
ment; and of course the people expected to 
see a conflict and the whole neighborhood 
turned out to see how it would terminate. 
The schoolhouse was crowded. Some were 
standing, and children were lying around on 
the floor, and on the .outside people were 
crowded around every window and the door 
was blockaded. I convinced tll.e Baptist min
ister by kindness that the appointment was 
mine. At any rate he told me to go ahead. 
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I used my chart and tried the Reformers and 
Joseph Smith for heresy. We came out all 
right. The Baptist minister made a few 
statements at the conclusion of my remarks 
and said he could prove that Joseph Smith 
was a bad man and that we were Mormons. 
I accepted his proposition for discussion. 
Then he began to take to the background. 
Said he wasn't a debater, but would get a 
man to meet me. I told him to furnish a rep
resentative man. At the conclusion we at
tempted to draw up propositions. He wouldn't 
stand the test. Broke and ran out of the 
schoolhouse, leaving his overcoat in bis rush. 
This makes two preachers we have scared 
out. Wonder who the next one will be? 
We have the good will of the people and 
many are interested. 

Bro. Beebe gave them an excellent sermon 
yesterday afternoon. The Lord was in it, 
and we all rejoiced. The people were amazed 
to hear our views on the "probationary 
state." I thank Bro. Pement for that book 
of his; it is grand. We will soon be on our 
road to Barry County. 

May God bless his servants and all the 
saints. Ever praying for Zion's success I 
remain, 

Your brother in Christ, 
A. M. BAKER. 

BROOKLYN, N. Y., Sept. 20. 
Editm·s Hemld:-Our district conference 

convened on the 3d and 4th of September, at 
Broad River, Connecticut. Although the 
weather was extremely warm, the saints from 
Brooklyn like good soldiers of the cross, were 
not to be daunted by the unfavored weather. 
'our business was done fairly well, consider
ing all things. Some were a little disap
pointed because none of the traveling 
ministry were present, but the writer was 
quite consoled in the thought that the Lord 
would be present, because we were g-oing ,to 
attend to our duty. We felt that we were in 
harmony with the revelation of 1894, para
graph 7. The local ministers were present 
and responded when called upon to preach 
the word·. 

The saints of Broad River did their part 
well in providing for the ten::poral wants of 
the visiting saints. There was one whose 
name should not bJ forgotten though, not a 
member of the church, who had prepared a 
place for six persons to sleep. That was 
Mr. Canfield, who lives near the <Jhurch. 
There were others not of the church who 
were ready to render what aid they could to 
make everyone comfortable. So we may 
safely say that the conference was a success. 

There are some prospects of t,he work wid
ening out in Norwalk in the future. We can
not say much of the city here, as city work is 
well known to all of the ministry. So I have 
no need to mention it. We are still in the 
faith, and hope for bt:tter days. 

In gospel bonds, 
JOSEPH SQUIRE. 

FAIRFIELD, Nebr., Sept. 16 .. 
Editors Herald:-Two years ago next Octo

ber I held a debate in Panama, Nebraska, 
with Rev. T. H. Popplewell, of Independence, 

Missouri. During his last speech on the 
proposition "Does the Bible teach thatJoseph 
Smith was a true prophet?" realizing that he 
had not accomplished his undertaking, 
he desired and contended for two more 
sessions. There were ten sessions more 
ag-reed on and I refused to grant more time 
on the proposition than was agreed to. This 
seemed to annoy him very much, so he made 
some very uncomplimentary remarks, in
sinuating that I was a coward, and stating 
what he would do anyhow, and then chal
lenged me to debate the question again. I 
told them I only considered it "~he whine of 
defeat" and refused to grant his request of 
more time. 

The next evening I informed the audience 
that I did not seek debates, neither did I en
joy them, but that when I found a man that 
was so anxious for discussion as my opponent, 
I was determined to satisfy him; and told 
him I would accept his challenge and affirm 
"that Joseph Smith was a true prophet if he 
would affirm the same Church proposition 
that he was to affirm in this debate and that 
we would hold the discuss.ion in Bennett." 
He reluctantly accepted. It was plain to see 
that he was not so anxious for a debate as he 
was the night before. 

At the close of the debate we talked the 
matter over and the understanding was that 
when he was prepared to enter into an ex
amination of the questions, he was to let me 
know. It is hardly necessary for me to say 
that I never expected to hear from him, for 
all the fight was out of him before the ten 
st'ssions were over. We had agreed on 
twelve sessions, and the second evening he 
fairly raved to have fourteen, but before it 
was over, he humbly requested me to drop 
two. I told him I would if he would make 
the statement publicly that it was done at his 
request. This he readily agreed to. 

Not having heard from him, about the mid
dle of last June, I wrote him a letter, asking 
when he would be ready to meet me at Ben
nett according to agreement. 

'l'his is his reply:-

INDEPENDENCE, Mo., June 24, 1898. 
W. E. PEAK, Shelton, Nebraska. 

Dear Sir:-I am ready now, to meet you 
anywhere on earth in debate. But the peo
ple at Bennett, Nebraska, I suppose, know 
what they want and need. If they want a de
bate, I can serve them most any time. 

Our people like many others, are tired of 
the blatant brazenness of Mormonism seeking 
notoriety at their expense. 

Respectfully, 
THOMAS H. POPPLEWELL. 

He was perfectly satisfied for i1s to obtain 
"notoriety at" their "expense" at Panama 
before the debate, but it seems that he has 
had a change to come over him since. 

I replied to him as follows:

FAIRFIELD, Neb., July 2, 1898. 
REV. T. H. POPPLEWELL, 

Independence, Missouri. 
Dear Sir:-Your letter of the 24th ult. re

ceived to-day. It has all the ear marks of 
Campbellism. What a similarity exists in 
this brood hatched by Campbell, Scott, and 
Stone. Have you forgotten your braggadocia 
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talk at Panama? You say, that if the people 
"at Bennet want a debate, 1 can serve them 
most any time." Am I to understand from 
this that you will not meet me at Bennett 
unless the citizens hire you? 

How many at Panama w;;i.nted me to meet 
you in debate before your emissaries chal
lenged me? The first I knew of the affair 
they came with your written propositions. 
Have you realized your inability to meet the 
issue? I realize that "our people" are "tired" 
of debating with the Latter Day Saints. But 
please state why you challenged me to de
bate with you again, if you were "tired." 
Did you do it for a bluff? Or did you "tire" 
after making the display of your bravery? 
I have waited nearly two years for you to 
write, and state when you would be ready to 
carry out your agreement. 

I was to affirm that "Joseph Smith was a 
true prophet" for six evenings, and you were 
to affirm your church proposition for the 
same number of evenings. How will August 
14 suit you? If you can come on the above 
date, let me know at once, and send proposi
tions and rules signed. 

Please come to time and write business, 
for your egotistical bluff will not carry you 
through. Yours for truth, 

w. E. PEAK. 

I have patiently waited for a reply, but to 
the present time have received nothing. 

I am feeling well and hope to be found at 
my post of duty till the Master says it is 
enough. Your brother in Christ, 

W. E. PEAK. 

Oriqinal 1Ir1icles, 
ORIGIN OF THE SEVENTH-DAY AD-

VENTIST CHURCH. 

EVER and anon questions are asked 
about the origin of the Adventist 
Church. Believing the following cor
respondence and notes would be of 
interest to your many readers, I sub
mit them. 

On April 10, 1895, I addressed the 
following queries to the Review and 
Herald, Battle Creek, Michigan, and 
Signs of the Times, Oakland, California, 
which are the leading Adventist 
papers:-

1. What church was William Miller, the 
leader of the Milleri tes, a member of, before 
beginning his distinctive work? Was he an 
ordained minister? 

2. Were Elder James White '1nd Mrs. 
Ellen G. White members of the William 
Miller movement? and were tbey present in 
1843-44 when so many gathered, believing 
Christ would come on the days set by Mr. 
Miller? 

The Review and Herald editor, Uriah 
Smith, makes the following reply:-

William Miller was a member of the Bap
tist Church before he commenced his work 
of publishing and expounding the prophecies. 
He was not then an ordained minister. 
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Mrs. E. G. White was a member of the 
Methodist Church before she entered the 
Advent movement, and Elder James White 
was a member of the Christian Church. 
They took part in the movements of 1843-44, 
but I do not know what you mean by the lan
guage, "when so many gathered, believing 
that Christ would come on the day set by 
Mr. Miller;" for there was no general gath
ering on that day, but the churches of course 
helcl religious services, each in its own lo
cality. 

Mr. W. N. Glenn, of the Signs of the 
Times, kindly replied to the same ques-
tions:- -

1. William Mi.ller was a member of the 
Baptist Church, of Low Hampton, New York, 
and was licensed to preach in 1833. I believe 
he was not an orclained minister. 

2. Eider James White was a member of the 
Disciple Church, and Mrs. Whit.e (then Ellen 
G. Harmon) was a member of the Methodist 
Church. They were both interested in the 
movement conducted by Mr. Miller. Mrs. 
White never did any public labor or writing 
until after that movement was past. Elder 
White did some preaching in connection with 
that work, being then but a young man. 

Not being fully satisfied with the 
questions already submitted to Elder 
Uriah Smith, I sent two more, April 
15, 1895:-

1. Was William Miller, of the Millerite 
Church, formerly a member of the Baptist 
Church, founded by Roger Williams in 
America, in 1638, or the church founded by 
Menno Simon, of Holland, in 1536? 

2. What year was tlie Seventh-day Ad vent
ist Church organized? 

Under date of April 17, 1895, the 
following reply was received:-

1. William Mil~er was a Baptist of the 
Roger Williams stripe, and not a Mennonite. 

2. The Seventh-day Adventist Church be
gan in 1845, but was not regularly organized; 
that is, no special church organization was 
started among them, until the year 1857, 
when what we call church order was estab
lished among us. This at first related to in
dividual churches only, but has since been 
extended to State Conferences, General Con
ference, Tract Societies, Sabbath Schools, 
and lastly to the International Religious 
Liberty Association. 

Of legal organizations we have Publishing 
Associations, Educatioual SociRties, Health 
Institutes, and General Conference Associa
tion. 

From the Adventist Camp Meeting 
Journal, Sparta, Wisconsin. .June, 
1898, under the caption of "A Brief 
Sketch of Their Origin, Progress, and 
Position," we extract the following 
from page 3:-

SEVENTH-DAY SABBATH. 

But how did the observance of the seventh 
day become a cardinal feature of their faith 
and practice? The primary causes of this 
change were the following: Late in the au
tumn of 1844, the time of which we have been 
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speaking, Mrs. Rachel D. Preston, a Seventh
day Baptist, removed from the State of New 
York, to Washington, New Hampshire, 
where there was a flourishing company of 
Adventists. All parties were zealous to give 
and receive new light, and a mutual ex
change of views took place; she adopting 
their views of the soon coming of the Savior; 
and they, by faith seeing the ark containing 
the ten commandments in the temple in 
heaven, as a part of their views of prophecy, 
were all ready to accept her views of the 
binding obligation of the Sabbath of 
the decalogue, and to begin its observ
ance. Thus the doctrine of the observ
ance of the seventh day, and the doctrine 
of the soon coming of Christ, came together; 
and those in whom these views were united, 
thus became Seventh-day Adventists. The 
first church of Seventh-day Adventists was 
thus developed in Washington, New Hamp
shire, in the last three months of 1844. 

DATE OF SEVEN'l'H-DAY ADVENTISTS. 

These views of the sanctuary modified and 
enlarged their views of prophecy to a great 
extent; but their doctrines did not become 
sufficiently formulated to begin to constitute 
a settled system of belief till the following 
year, or 1845; which may therefore be set 
down as the year in which the Seventh-day 
Adventist denomination began-. The work 
commenced in great feebleness; its promot
ers being few in numbers, and without means 
or influence, learning or position, to give 
them a standing before the world. 'l'hey 
were ohliged to labor with their own hands 
to procure means with which to meet the 
first small outlay necessary for the work. 

GROWTH OF THE WORK. 

These few statements sufficiently set forth 
the origin of this people, and one of their 
views of prophecy which is fundamental to 
their position. The growth of their work 
has come about in the ordinary way; that is, 
those who became interested. that these 
views should be set before the people, have 
gone forth tu present them publicly, and 
these have everywhere found adherents to 
accept the views and espouse the cause. 

On page 4 we read:-
This people hold that their specific work is 

symbolized by the third message of Revela
tion 14: 9-13; the whole advent movement of 
the present generation, being brought to 
view in this and the two preceding proclama
tions, the prophecy of which begins with 
verse G. 

Before receiving a copy of the Jour
nal, questions had been submitted to 
the Signs of the Times, to which the 
'3ditor, M. 0. Wilcox, answers in a 
letter, July 11, 1898:-

In reply to your question, I would say in 
brief that William Miller and his associates 
gave the first part of the message of Revela
tion 14: 6, 7. The whole of it in its fullaess 
is not yet given, and will not· be until the 
gospel work closes. 

The first church of Seventh-day Adventists, 
was, I believe, in Washington, New Hamp
shire, in 1844. Fi·om that time forward the 
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Sabbath began to come in among them more 
and more. 

Here we have the statements of the 
Adventists on their church origin. 
Wonderful! This proud and aggres
sive church claims to be proclaiming 
the angel's message of Revelation 14: 
6, 7, which reads:-

And I saw another angel fly in the midst of 
heaven, having the everlasting gospel to 
preach unto them that dwell on the earth, 
and to every nation, and kindred, and 
tongue, and people, saying with a loud voice, 
Fear God, &nd give glory to him; for the 
hour of his judgment is come: and worship 
him that made heaven, and earth, and the 
sea, and the fountains of waters. 

Query: Did the angel who was in
trusted with "the everlasting gospel" 
message really appear to Mr. Miller, 
or did Mrs. White or Mrs. Preston 
steal a marcb. on the old veteran? 
Will some Sabbatarian or soul-sleeper 
please explain how the angel in trusted 
the precious message to the prime 
movers of Adventism when the heav
enly messenger did not appear to 
them? The facts are, neither God, 
Christ, nor their angels directed them 
in their "movement." 

The first principles which the so
ciety held so dear were taught by Mr. 

. Miller, and thousands of earnest peo
ple believed his doctrine of the "set 
time" of the coming of Christ in 
1843-44, placing their all into the 
hands of their instructors (?) that the 
world might be warned before the be
fore-mentioned years should close. 

Alas! the Savior did not come, but 
to their happy relief Mrs. Rachel D. 
Preston, a Seventh-day Baptist, came 
from the great Empire State, not from 
heaven, to Washington, New Hamp
shire, where she found a company of 
Adventists or Saviorless Millerites, 
and introduced the Sabbath of the 
decalogue. From that time they be
gan to observe Saturday as their day 
of rest and worship. 
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of the Church of Jes us Christ of Lat
ter Day Saints (a missionary in the 
Eastern States in 1832-34), on the 
subjects of the second coming of 
Jesus Christ, the resurrection from 
the dead, the millennial reign on the 
ea.rth. Mr. Miller would not accept 
the true gospel, preferring a "cun
ningly devised fable" instead. 

Kind reader, the heavenly messen
ger of Revelation 14: e, 7 has deliv
ered his message of truth to earth. 
That angel appeared to Joseph Smith, 
restoring the everlasting gospel. 
The church of the true and living God 
was organized April 6, 1830, and the 
heaven-born truths are being pre
sented to a restless world by the Re· 
organized Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter Day Saints, which church is 
the only true church in succession 
from 1830. 

To all seekers after the ''old paths, 
where is the good way," we ask you 
to make a careful, impartial, and 
prayerful investigation of the angel's 
message, and you will find sweet rest 
to your troubled souls. 

C. J. HuN'r. 
DELOIT, Iowa, Aug. 22, 1898. 

ment reached me at Lamoni, Iowa, on 
the evening of the 7th of May, just 
the day before I started for the Mon
damin debate. 

One day, while at Mondamin, Bro. 
J. F. Mintun and I called on Elder 
Bays, in his own room, in order to talk 
over the prospective debate, at Defi
ance. I myself was the first to call 
his attention to the article of agree
ment. I then and there informed 
Elder Bays that I would honor the 
agreement so far as the propositions 
were concerned, also the nine rules 
which governed at Mondamin, pro
vided that three of them were slightly 
amended so as to give us more time 
on the church propositions and the 
Book of Mormon, and to avoid mis
understanding, unpleasantness, and 
waste of time, during the debate. 

On the matter of time, it was agreed 
that I should find out whether our 
people and friends, at Defiance, would 
be willing to bear the burden of so 
lengthy a discussion, and Elder Bays 
to make like inquiry of his people and 
friends. In a few day<> I received a 
letter from Defiance, stating that so 
far as our people were concerned, 
they would stand their part of the 

THAT DEFIANCE DEBATE. burden, even if there were eighteen 
JusT previous to the Bays and Williams sessions. No objections were offered 
debate, held at Mondamin, Iowa, last by Elder Bays to the other proposed 
May, Elder Bays delivered a series of amendments; but it was agreed that I 
lectures on so-called "Mormonism," should write him, in due time, which 
at Defiance, Iowa. I also did, as follows:-

On May 6, the following article of LAMONI, Iowa, June 23, 1898. 
agreement was duly signed:- Elder D. H. Bays, 

To Whom It l.Y.'.'.ay Concern: This is to cer- Persia, Iowa. 
tify that on the evening of May the 5th, 1898, Dear Sir:-I have just got around to the 
Elder D. H. Bays, of the Christian Church, p)rospective debate at Defiance. Hope we 
and C. E. Butterworth, of the Reorganized can get along with but little correspondence 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, as I am overwhelmed with work. 
agreed to the following in the presence of a Bro. Butterworth thinks that the middle 
large audience of people; to-wit: That Elder or latter part of October will be the best 
D. H. Bays will debate with any representa- time to commence the debate. If you agree to 
tive of the said Reorganized Church, at De- this, we can sel,ect the exact date. 
fiance, Iowa, the propositions which were As I told you at Mondamin, our peopl11 will 
signed some time since, by himself and Elder stand their part of the burden, even to 

"Come now, and let us reason to- T. W. Williams, and to be discussed at Mon- eighteen sessions, if necessary. But as you 
gether" on the above account, and I damin, Iowa. Debate at Defiance is to take will see by my revision of rule 4, I only ask 
you will find that the Seventh-day place at a time·mutL1ally agreed upon by the for sixteen sessions. 
Adventist Church grew out of the disp~t~nts, who shall be subject to the same On a separate sheet I inclose rules 2, 4, and 

• • • 1 cond1t10ns, and governed by the same rules 
corrupt doctrmes and dismal failure and standard of evidence as shall govern in 6, revised. I trust they will meet with your 
inaugurated by William Miller & Co. the debate which is to commence at Mon- ready approval. The other rules of the 

Mondamin debate to be left as they are with 
Our Adventist friends may tell us damin, Iowa, May 9, '98. . the exception of time and place of holding 

that •'the dead know not anything,·" The above agreement 1s to be subject to th d" . t . . e lSCUSSlOn, e c. 

but we say there are some living who the approval or disapp;oval of Elder Joseph I will not consent to any change in the 
R. Lambert, of Lamom, Iowa. d' f th 't' th d · declare that Mr. Miller lost confidence D B wor ing o e propos1 ions, nor e or er m 

in his first (?) love, the Baptist · H. AYS. which they are to be debated. 

D d t D 
CfiHARLE

1
S E. BUTTERWORTH. I This covers the ground, I believe, and if 

Church, while listening to the mas- ate a e ance, owa, May 6, 1898. you consent to it, we can put the proposition~ 
terly discourses of Elder Jared Carter A copy of the above article of agree- and rules in shape to be signed, and I will in-
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troduce you to your opponent as soon as I 
have secured him. 

Yours truly, 
J. R. LAMBER'L'. 

The proposed amendments to rules 
were as follows:-

Rule 2. Substituting the word 
"matter" with the word "evidence," 
thus making it to read: "But in the 
closing speeches no new evidence shall 
be introduced except by the mutual 
consent of the disputants." 

Rule 4 asks for •'four sessions of 
two hours each," on the church 
propositions, instead of three; and six 
sessions on the Book of Mormon 
proposition, instead of fonr, thus 
making sixteen sessions in all, (two 
to the fourth proposition,) instead of 
twelve as had at Mondamin. But, it 
should be borne in mind, the original 
rule as agreed upon between Williams 
and Bays, and the only one they could 
possibly have in view at the time the 
above article of agreement was 
signed, required .fifteen sessions. The 
time was reduced to twelve, by mutual 
consent, because of an urgent demand 
of the people of Mondamin and vi
cinity, and it was not done until the 
very day on which the debate com
menced. 

Rule 6, as originally agreed upon, 
reads as follows:-

The King James' translation of the Bible 
shall be the standard of authority; but either 
disputant may bring evidence from whatever 
source he may deem proper within the rules 
adopted to govern the discussion. 

Notwithstanding the wording of the 
above. rule, and Elder Bays' express 
statement to Elder Williams, by let
ter, that under the wording of this 
rule American archmology could be 
admitted on the Book of Mormon 
proposition, it is a fact, which Elder 
Bays will hardly dare to deny, that 
just as soon as Elder Williams intro
duced this kind of evidence, Elder 
Bays stoutly objected to its use! But 
after the consumption of much valua
ble time, the point was decided 
against him. So, to avoid this un
pleasantry, and loss of time, I asked 
for the following addition as an 
amendment:-

This rule to be so construed as to admit of 
the use of American archrnology on proposi
tion No. 3. 

On July 23, I received a reply to my 
letter from which I extract the follow-
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interested in the proposed discussion, and 
they are unanimous in declaring they will 
consent to no change in either propositions 
or rules from those governing in the Monda
min debate-that if there is a discussion 
here [at Defiance] the signed agreement 
must be adhered to by the parties concerned. 

This letter, of course, was signed 
by D. H. Bays. 

The reader will please note the fol
lowing points:-

1. The article of agreement pro
vides for the "approval or disap
proval" of the missionary in charge. 

2. The missionary in charge, under 
date of June 23, specifically stated 
that he would consent to no change in 
the propositions. He asked for no 
new rule, nor that any one or more of 
the rules, governing at Mondamin, 
should be expunged. 

3. That those people at Defiance, 
(Elder Bays' people,) instructed or not 
instructed, by Elder Bays, as the case 
may be, refuse to allow their cham
pion to debate with the Latter Day 
Saints, at Defiance, if the proposed 
amendments are allowed. That is, 
they are opposed ( !) to more time on 
the propositions-sixteen sessions in
stead of fifteen, or as they would put 
it, instead of twelve. Why this oppo
sition? 

4. They are opposed to changing 
the word "matter" to "evidence," 
though at Mondamin, Elder Bays ad· 
mitted that the word evidence would 
avoid misunderstanding, and that it 
would be fair to both sides. 

5. They intend to try to rule out 
American archmology on the Book of 
Mormon proposition, at Defiance, with 
some hope of success, or else they ob
ject to the pr0posed amendment to 
rule 6, because it would <?,Ut off from 
them the blessed privilege of another 
wrangle and waste of time! Which is 
it? If Elder Bays and his people, one 
or both, as the case may be, wish to 
beg off on such grounds as these, they 
are welcome to it, so far as I am con
cerned. 

But if there should be a lingering 
doubt in the mind of any reader as to 
the correctness of my conclusions, let 
him be patient, and give close atten
tion to what is yet to follow. 

Under date of August 4, I wrote 
Elder Bays that I would consent to 
the following on rule 2:-

But in the closing speeches no new evidence 
ing:- or argument shall be introduced, except by 

T have laid the matter before tlwse directly . the mqtual consent of the disputants. , . , 
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lf you object to the introduction of Ameri
can antiquities on the Book of Mormon ques· 
tion, will you debate it with the Bible alone 
as the standard of evidence'? Will you agree 
to sixteen sessions? If not, will you agree to 
fifteen? 

At Persia, Iowa, August 12, 1898, I 
received the following reply to my 
offers:-

The people there [at Defiance] are willing 
to stand by the written agreement, but will 
not consent to any changes. The sentiment 
is, "Let him stand by the article of agree
ment or back squarely out." 

Our correspondence has beeti volu
minous, but the above furnishes the 
substance of the situation, and dis
closes the true character of Elder 
Bays' opposition. He was well aware 
from what I said to him at Mondamin, 
and what I wrote him on June 23, 
that I would insist upon a better un
derstanding of some of the rules, 
which would, of course, necessitate a 
slight revision; so, he cunningly re
fuses to accede to any changes what
ever, and then tries to make 1t out 
that I have backed "squarely out." 
But the truth is, as he well knows, 
that I have backed out from nothing. 

A few more quotations from my last 
letter, dated September 9, will suf
fice:-

I ask for sixteen sessions, instead of twelve, 
because it is better for the causE\ of truth, and· 
much worse for the cause of eri·or, without 
ar.y regard to whether you or us have the 
truth. I have simply asked that rule 2 be so 
amended as to avoid misunderstanding and 
consequent wrangling, in the midst of the 
debate. I have even consented to make it 
read so as to grant all that you contended for 
at Mondamin, and still you object! On rule 
fi, I-simply ask that thet·e be a perfect under
standing, bafore the debate begius, as to 
whether or not, American autiquities shall 
be permitted as evidence. I stated plainly, 
as you know, that we would debat0 it with 
the Bible alone as the standard of evidence 
if you objected to the use of American an
tiquities. To all this you object, hiding 
behind the miserable subterfuge that the 
people of Defiance (your people) object to such 
wording of the rules as will lead to a better 
understanding, thereby removing the occa
sion for wrangle, ill feeling, and waste of 
time! If I regarded the holding of a debate 
with you at Defiance, as essential to the suc
cess and perpetuity of the cause of truth, I 
might well afford to accede to your unjust 
demands; but I do not so regard it. 

My proposed amendments, as you certainly 
know, are just as fair for you as they are for 
us. I challenge you to show wherein they 
are unjust or unfair. And in the absence of 
such showing, or even the attempt, up to 
date, I am fully justified in the statements of 
my last letter to which you so vigorously 
ob~ect, ' 
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You now concede that you meant to compel I mandments from his youth up, he 
me to answer "yes," or "no," to that article "went away sorrowful" because of his 
of agreement; no more nor no less. This be- t . 
ing true, you ought not to object to a dose of grea possess10ns. 
your own medicine. Your position is that Agrf:leing with this text from Mat
there must be no change in the wording of thew, we find another in Luke 10: 25-
any of the rules which governed at Mon- 47. This time it is a lawyer that 
damin. In a former letter I asked you what . · . 
about "rule 1" which provides that the de- stands u~ and tempts the Lord with 
bate be held at Mondamin, beginning on May the quest10n, 
9. Up to date, you have been silent as the Master, what shall I do to inherit eternal 
grave about it. Do you want this rule to life? He said unto hini, What is written in 
govern at Defiance, without any change in the law? how readest thou? And he answer
the wording? Please answer "yes," or "no," ing said, Thou shalt love the Lord thy God 
I am not particular which. . . . with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and 

Please do not neglect to take at least one with all thy strength, and with all thy mind; 
dose of the medicine you have prescribed for and thy neighbor as thyself. And he said 
me. The article of agreement requires tbat unto him, Thou hast answered right: this 
the debate be held at Defiance, but the word- do, and thou shalt live. 

ing of rule 1 requires that it be held at Mon- Again, in Luke 12: 15 Jesus says:-
damin, in May, 1898! And in your last you 
say that you have repeatedly declared "that 
no changes of any character, whatever; will be 
made." The italics are yours. 

Having learned that many of these 
men, who profess to be Christians, do 
not hesitate to misrepresent and fal
sify, through their papers, and from 
the rostrum, I have thus taken pains 
to submit some facts ''to a candid 
world." J. R. LAMBERT. 

LA110N1, Iowa, Septem her 21, 1898. 

IS THIS GOSPEL? 

Beware of covetousness: for a man's life 
consisteth not in the abundance of the things 
which he possesseth. 

This teaching is followed by the 
parable of the rich man who con
cluded to tear down bis barns and 
build greater in order to bestow his 
fruits, and emphasizes the lesson 
taught in the parable of the good 
Samaritan, which exemplifies the 
commandment, "Thou shalt love thy 
neighbor as thyself." 

proof that God recognized 
their work. 

Turn to Acts 4: 31-37:-

them and 

And when they had prayed, the place was 
shaken where they were assembled together; 
and they were all filled with the Holy Ghost, 
and they spake the word of God with bold
ness. And the multitude pf them that be
lieved were of one heart and of one soul: 
neither said any of them that aught of the 
things which he possessed was his own; but 
they had all things common. 

''Oh," says the objector, ''that has 
been tried, and failed time after time." 
We ask, When? Where? Where has 
a people that were of one heart and 
soul tried the "all things common" 
principle, and failed? We are an
swered, ''Where will you find such a 
people?" We reply, In apostolic days 
the gospel of Christ made just such a 
people: in the words of another, 
"Men were converted clear down to 
their pockets." Being filled with the 
Holy Ghost, the carnality was purged 
out of the minds of men, and they 
were filled with the love of God and 
of their fellow men. Ifas that same 
old Pentecost gospel been restored? 
We have so claimed. Such was the 
fruit then of obedience to the gospel 
law; what of the fruits to-day? 

A friend remarked. in conversation 
a few days since, that cooperation 
could not be carried out until the mil-

The principle of cooperation is be
AND, behold, one came and said unto him, ing discussed through the Herald, and 
Good Master, what good thing shall I do, men seem to be taxing their brains to 
that I may have eternal life? And he said devise a plan whereby cooperation can 
unto him, Why callest thou me good? there besuccessfullycarriedon. Thethougbi; 
is none good but one, that is God: but if thou h lennium. I made answer, "Those peo-
wilt enter into life, keep the commandments. occurs t at it would be as well for us 
He saith unto him, Whichi' Je"us said, Thou as a church to consider well the plan ple were not living in the millennium, 
shalt do no murder, Thou shalt not commit that God has appointed. As we but simply humbled themselves to 
adultery, Thou shalt not steal, Thou shalt preach the gospel to the world we that extent that they were ready to 
not bear false witness, Honor thy father and emphasize the thought that God has live on an equality with each other." 
t.hy mother: and, Thou shalt love thy neigh- . d h "But,,, remarked the objector, "that 
bor as thyself. The young man saith unto appomte t e gospel law, and- point . 
him, All these things have I kept from my to the practice of the apostles as an order only obtained for a short time 
youth up: what lack I yet? Jesus said unto example for us and all that may. come and then we hear no more about it." 
him, If thou wilt be perfect, g·o and sell that after us. With power the elders Granted. But was it right? Let 
thou hast, and give to the poor, and thou of this church have ·marshaled the the text we have quoted from the Acts 
shalt have treasure in heaven: and come and . f b answer:--
follow me.--Matt. rn: lG--21. witness o t e books that the law was 

f t d f tl d t d t And with great power gave the apostles To the mind of the writer some very per ec an per ec y a ap e o save witness of the resurrection of the Lord Jesus: 
· t t t th t ht · th men to the uttermost, both here and impor an - ru s are aug in · e and great grace was upon them all. 
above text. The first one we notice hereafter; and have urged implicit Yes, I can well believe the testi-
is the implicit obedience to the com- obedience thereto as a means of sal- mony given here, and obedience to 
mandments required as a condition for vation; quoting the apostle, Romans the same gospel ought to bring the 
entering into life. Again, when the l: 16, that the gospel is the power of same results to-day. Suppose such 
individual claimed to have been thus God to save them that believe. Now results should obtain to-day. There 
obedient, the Lord required the proof, let us see if cooperation is a part of would no longer be any ground for 
and struck right at the root of a that law. the statement that no difference ex
grasping, avaricious nature, requiring I think it will be conceded that isted between the saints and the 
a practical illustration of the com- what the apostles practiced after world; and what a testimony it would 
mandment, "'I'hou shr:i,lt love thy their endowment with power from on bear to this unbelieving generation. 
neighbor as thyself;" and the sequel high was among the things Jesus We claim to "preach the gospel as a 
shows that the young man had de- commanded. (Matthew 28:20.) The 'l witness." If the saints were living to 
c~ived himself, a~d notwithstanding 

1 
~ower attending the work an~ teach- ~he requirements of law as received 

his boast of havmg kept the com- l mg~of _the apostles at that,.t1me was m our own day, there would not be 
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those class distinctions that are some- I fore let my servant Edward Partridge, and 

times found among them, whereby 
the feelings of h11mble ones are 
wounded and seeds of ill feeling sown 
that rankle and disturb for years. 

So far I have written from a Bible 

those whom he has chosen, in whom I am 
well pleased, appoint unto this people their 
portion, every man equal according to their 
families, according to their circumstances, 
and their wants and needs; and let my serv
ant Edward Partridge, when he shall ap

standpoint, and now I want to call point a man his portion, give unto him a 
attention to some statements of reve- writing that shall secure unto him his por

tion, that he shall hold it, even this right 
lation given in our own day:-

Wherefore, hear my voice and follow me, 
and you shall be a free people, and ye shall 
have no laws but my laws, when I come, for I 
am your lawgiver, and what can stay my 
hand? But verily I say unto you, Teach one 
another according to the office wherewith I 
have appointed you, and let every man es
teem his brother as himself, and practice 
virtue and holiness before me. And again 
I say unto you, Let every man esteem his 
brother as himself: for what man among you 
having twelve sons, and is no respecter to 
them, and they serve him obediently, and he 
saith unto the one, Be thou clothed in robes 
and sit thou here; and to the other, Be thou 

and this inheritance in the church, until he 
transgresses and is not accounted worthy by 
the voice of the church, according to the 
laws and covenants of the church, to belong 
to the church; and if he shall transgress, and 
is not accounted worthy to belong to the 
church, he shall not have power to clairu 
that portion which he has consecrated unto 
the Bishop for the poor and the needy of my 
church; tller<0fore he shall not retain the gift, 
but shall only have claim on that portion that 
is deeded unto him. And thus all things 
shall be made sure according to the laws of 
the land.-Par. 1. 

Again, in paragraph 4, the Lord 
clothed in rags and sit thou there, and look- says:-
eth upon his sons and saith, I am just. Be- And thus I grant unto this people a privi
hold, this I have given unto you a parable, lege of organizing themselves according to 
and it is even as I am: I say unto you, Be one; my laws. 
and if ya are not one, ye are not mine.-D. Again in parag,·aph 5 we read:-
C. 38: 5, 6. 

Behold this shall be an example unto my 
In the light of this quotation, are servant Edward Partridge, in other places, 

we the people of God? We have in all churches. And whoso is found a faith
claimed to obey_ the same gospel that ful, a just, and a wise steward, shall enter 
the ancients obeyed, but are we one? into the joy of his Lord, and shall inherit 

Consulting t~e three standard books eternal life. 
of the church, we take up the Book of We learn by this that the Lord gave 
Mormon, and on pages 478, 479 we the church in 1831 the privilege of 
find that the people on this continent organizing according to his laws, also 
practiced the principle of all things gave directions how to so organize, 
common for the space of two hundred and by whom it should be done; also 
year.s. tells the Bishop of that. time that this 

And now in this two hundred and first instruction should be an example in 
year, there began to be among them those other places, and in all churches. 
who were lifted up in pride, such as the The question is, Is the instruction 
wearing of costly apparel, and all manner of 
fine pearls, and of the fine things of the given in this revelation applicable to 
world. And from that time forth they did the Bishop and the church now, or has 
have their goods and their substance no more the privilege that God gave the 
common among them, and they began to be church in 1831 been withdrawn? If 
divided into classes and they began to build we answer (as we claim) that we are 
up churches unto themselves, to get gain, still the people of God, and possess 
and began to deny the true church of 
Christ.-Nephi 1: 7. the same rights of priesthood that 

Reading the entire chapter, no one were then enjoyed, it follows, logic
can fail to be impressed with the ally, that we have a plan of coopera. 
blessed condition that the people of tion given of God, directed by his 
God attained· to while they remained word, and in obedience to which we 
of one heart and one soul. may confidently expect to succeed, if 

I now call your attention to a reve- , orga~ized with.his sanction an~ by men 
lation in Doctrine and Covenants, sec- of his choosrng and apporntment. 
tion 51 :- This to me is gospel. It it is not, will 

Hearken unto me, saith the Lord your God, some one tell me where I am wrong? 
and I will speak unto my servant Edward The writer, after an experience of 
Partridge, and give unto him directions; for seventeen years in trying to live the 
it must needs be that he receive directions principles of all things common, or how to organize this people, for it must needs 
be that they are organized according to my 
laws, if otherwise, they will be cut off; where-

cooperation, has come to the conclu
sion thi:J,t he wants no more of man,-
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made institutions in this line of gospel 
work, than in any other. But when
ever the saints of God shall move for
ward to occupy a higher plane of life 
for the love of God and fellow men, I 
hope to be with them, heart and soul. 
Praying that these few lines may 
stimulate thought, and be a help to a 
higher life, I am your brother in hope 
of eternal life, 

GEORGE MONTAGUE. 

nonf Bf Bil CB ]Vlinti1B8. 
KIRTLAND. 

Conference met with Akron branch, Sep
tember 10 and 11; F. J. Ebeling and G. T. 
Griffiths in charge, W. J. Bald win secretary. 
E. Garrett assistant. Ministry reports: R. 
Etzenhouser, F. J. Ebeling, L. W. Powell, F. 
Steffe, E. Garrett, G. T. Griffiths, John T. 
Davis, J. F. McDowell, Richard Baldwin, 
Eben Miller, Hugh Palmer, C. E. Warner. 
Bishop's agent reported: Total receipts 
$203.91; expenditures $203.91. Statistical re
ports: Sharon 34. Conneautville 26. Blake 
Mills 77; received 2. Kirtland 96; by bap
tism 1, received 7. Cleveland42; by baptism 
3. Akron 31; by baptism 8. Washington
ville, Toledo, and Youngstown, no reports. 
F. J. Ebeling sustained president of district, 
George Powell associate, W. J. Bald win sec
retary, L. W. Powell Bishop's agent. Re
solved, that the resolution respecting 
ordinations passed at Sharon, March 19, by 
this district be rescinded. The following 
brethren were ordained: Richard Baldwin, 
elder; W. J. Baldwin, priest; Thomas M. 
Ryhal, teacher; Isaac True, priest; Charles 
Dalburg, priest; Frank Spriggle, teacher; 
Thoma.s Jenkins, deacon. Preaching by El
ders F. C. Smith, L. W. Powell, John T. 
Davis, J. F. McDowell. Resolution of appre
ciation approved by conference: Whereas 
our brother, G. T. Griffiths, has labored 
among us for several years, and by his faith
ful discharge of duty, his counsel and right
eous concern for the welfare of God's people 
in this mission he has won our respect and 
warm esteem for him as a servant of God; 
therefore we do hereby extend to him our 
hearty thanks for services rendered, and 
pray our heavenly Fat.her's blessings may at
tend his labors in other fields whither he has 
been sent by the church, and bespeak that. 
success of which we believe him to be 
worthy. Adjourned to Kirtland, Ohio, the 
first Saturday and Sunday in March, 1899. 

NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS. 
Conference of above district convened at 

West Pull man, Illinois, September 10; Elder 
J. H. Lake elected president, Henry South
wick assistant, Elmer E. Johnson secretary. 
Following brethren reported: Henry South
wick, W. Vickery, J. M. Terry, F. M. Cooper, 
H. E. Moler, C. G. Lanphear, A. J. Keck, J. 
Midgorden, Francis Earl, G. H. Henley, G. 
H. Graves, and D. A. Anderson. Plano re
ported 193 members; !H;> change frO!Il. last re· 
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port. Wilmington 67; 2 baptized. Chicago 
] :32; 1 baptized, 1 by certificate, l removed, 1 
died, 1 ordained. Sandwich 82; 1 baptized. 
Piper City 25; no change. Mission 127; 1 re
moved, 1 ordained. West Pullman :36; l by 
certificate. Ladd 16; 1 baptized. Bishop's 
agent reported cash on hand $25.88; but also 
reported that he owed elders' families fot• 
September $95.00, leaving $69.12 to be raised 
before this.debt can be paid. Bro. H. South
wick was sustained as president, W. Vickery 
as vice president, Elmer E. Johnson as sec
retary, and W. Vickery as Bishop's agent un
til next conference. Adjourned to Mission, 
Illinois, second Saturday and Sunday in June, 
1899. 

--------------

8undau Sehool n.sso~iations. 

CONVENTION NOTICES. 
The Sunday school convention of Northern 

Michigan district will convene at Whitte
more, October 14. A full report and repre
sentation of schools desired. 

C. B. JOICE, Sec. 

~AisBsllaneous Department 
WOODBINE REUNION. 

The following, from Pres. Joseph Smith, 
was received after the HERALD forms had 
been made up. It is inserted in the HERALD 
miscellany to avoid "holding over" another 
week:-

WOODBINE, Iowa, Sept. 24. 
I reached the reunion camp on Wednesday, 

the 21st, at the nooning hour, and found the 
usual exercises in full swing. 

The organization was effected on Friday 
the day of assembling, and Brn. W. H. Kelley 
and Charles Derry were in charge of the 
opiritual affairs of the camp, to be joined 
by me when I came. The program for 
each day bad been carefully arranged and 
as carefully carried out. The preachers 
selected for each recurring service promptly 
responded, and the light of love and life in 
the gospel of the Son of Peace was with all. 

A secretary had been appointed, and ushers, 
chorister, and other necessary official assist
ants provided for. 

Bro. Thomas A. Hougas, with bis corps of 
efficient Sunday school workers was at the 
front and bad pornession of the afternoon of 
my arrival, and so far have done excellent 
service for the cause. 

It is said that the preaching has been ex
cellent, the moral tone of the speakers ele
vated, and the teaching spiritual, enlivening, 
cheering, and encouraging. 

The College and its needs have been faith
fully and plainly presented with good effect. 
A better understanding has been had and 
much encouragement given of ultimate suc
cess. 

There are some hundred and forty tents al
ready pitched in the c3,mp, with a Htream of 
n3w arrivals every hour; so that a larger 
c1mp will be on the ground, it is thought, 
tnan last year. 

'.T,'he i;i,ttendance a!t! the preaching service'! 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

is large; the best of attention and good order 
prevailing. The attendance at the prayer 
and Sunday school service is good and great 
interest manifested 

Quite a number of baptisms has already 
taken place, the scenes at which have been 
impressive. 

The congregation on the first Sunday was 
large, but a much larger one is expected to
morrow, when a crowd that will tax the ca
pacity of tent and outer circle it is thought 
will be present. 

The faces of some of the pioneers and old 
time stand-bys are missed; whitened locks 
and spectacled eyes and bent forms mark the 
fiigh t of years and show the nearing end of 
others constant attendants at the yearly meet. 
But an increasing host of younger men and 
new accessions to the faith are filling the 
ranks with noble men and women "prepared 
for Zion's war." New voices are heard, new 
faces seen at each recurring session, until it 
is easy to see that "God is marshaling his 
army." 

The saints present are from many sections, 
and come from all points of the compass; and 
as they bear testimony to what the Lord's 
work is and of their interest in it, hearts are 
filled with gladness, the Spirit responds, and 
the eyes overflow with love for humanity and 
of God. 

Brn. Pearsall, of Galland's Grove, and S. B. 
Kibler, are in charge of the song service, 
which is exceptionally good this session. 

To-day, Saturday, the business session will 
be held, with what result is not yet known. 
One thing, however, is quite certain: the 
camp at W_oodbine is fo so far the best loca
tion at which the gathering has been had; 
whether it will stay here or go elsewhere, 
there has been a larger percentage of outside 
hearers attending the meetings and services 
than at any point where the reunion has been 
held in the West. It is easier of access, and 
the people surrounding the village and dwell
ing in it can more readily be present, it is to 
be presumed. 

The weather has been almost perfect, and 
the peace and order of the camp excellent. 

Bro. W. A. Carroll, with an able corps of 
brethren police has kept the best of order. 

Yours, 
JOSEPH SMI'l'H. 

REUNION NOTICE. 
The saints of Southern Indiana district 

will hold a reunion with Byrneville branch 
beginning October 14. Come one, come 
all, and let us have a good time. 

By authority of Byrneville branch, 
G. JENKINS. 

teen sermons in twelve days, also, which no 
doubt helped largely to bring on himself the 
spell of sickness which soon after prostrated 
him. Won't God reward such noble sacri
fice? we believe he will. Now saints, one 
and all, we are aware that if we shall stand 
approved in the day of judgment we must 
put forth extraordinary efforts in this life to 
please the great Judge, for there will be no 
other opportunity in the great beyond. So 
let us express our gratitude to God, and to 
the saints of Newport branch also, by a gen
eral turnout and attendance at this confer
ence. And surely if we do so, and go there 
praying for the blessing of divine approval, 
we will never regret the little time and 
means required to make the round trip. We 
hope and also pray that conditions may be 
favorable for the presence of Apostle Gomer 
T. Griffiths, missionary in charge of Pacific 
Slope mission. Elders D. L. Harris, T. W. 
Williams, and A. Carmichael, with others of 
the local ministry may be relied upon for 
their presence. Elder Carmichael, district 
president, wished me to urge a full attendance. 
Reports from all official members, including 
branch clerks and district clerk will be ex
pected. The conference to last three days. 

R.R. DANA, 
Assistant District President. 

Northeastern Kansas district will convene 
in conference October 29 and :30, at Fanning, 
Doniphan County, Kansas. We hope to have 
a large attendance and a full report of the 
branches and the ministry. Come one and 
all and bring the Spirit with you and enjoy a 
refreshing time from the Lord. 

PHINEAS CADWELL, Pres. 
WM. c. CADWELL, Assistant. 
JAMES w. BURNS, Clerk. 

NOTICES. 
To Whom it may Concern:-I have this day 

placed Elder Albert Haws in charge of the 
fifteen counties that lie in the extreme south
east part of Missouri. This embraces all the 
counties east of the South Missouri district, 
and all south of St. Louis district. Those 
wishing Bro. Haws' services, address him at 
Acorn Ridge, Stoddard County, Missouri. 

I. N. WHITE, 

Gen. Missionary in Charge. 

MARRIED. 
BELL-SNIVELY.-At high noon, S~ptem

ber 21, 1898, at the home of Bro. and Sr. J. S. 
Snively, in Harrison County, Missouri, six 
and one half miles southwest of Lamoni, 
their second daughter, Sr. Nellie M. Snively 
was united in marriage to Bro. Jason B. Bell, 
an enterprising young farmer, of Pawnee, 
Harrison County, Missouri, Elder William 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. Anderson officiating. The relatives and 
Southern California annual district confer- friends then partook of one of those inviting 

ence will convene on Friday, October 21, in and palatable dinners that Sr. J. S. Snively 
the new church one mile east of Garden knows so well how to get up. The young 
Grove. This commodious building was ! bride has the qualities to make a mcdel wife, 
erected by the noble efforts of the saints of and one who indeed may be a helpmate to her 
Newport branch last winter; they making wot·thy young husband. Some useful as well 
special sacrifice for its accomplishment. as valuable presents were presented to the 
Elder Joseph Luff worked from early dawn young couple, with best wishes of all for a 
till twilight ten full days and preached fQm;- su,ccessful voyai;re on tl:!e sei;i, of :watrii:non¥. 
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Royal makes the food pure, 
wholesome and delicious. 

Absolutely Pure 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK. 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1and2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment,growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume l begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume2 .contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners. . 2 00 
Full leather . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50 
Full leath:ir, gilt edges ...•....... 3 00 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 
Udgivet og Forlagt af den Gjenor
ganiserede J esu Christi Kirke af 
Idste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, leather 
bac.ks . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... $0 75 

C. B. & Q. EXCURSIONS. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every 'Vednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; ·six months 
$1.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents: 
sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances. 
changes of address, etc., should be addressed to 
Frank Criley, Business Manager. Remittunces 
should be made by post office or express orders, 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters. 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ........................... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . i 2;) 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 7;) 
Morocco, gilt edges ...• - - ........ 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth ...................... - .... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia ............ l 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ...... 2 00 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. Large 
- Type Edition. 
Cloth, leather backs and corners .. $1 50 
Seal Grain Russia, gilt edges .... 2 00 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth .......................•... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . • . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..•.• 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ..•... 2 00 

fHE TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mormon and the New Testa
ment. (Inspired Translation) 
in large type; in one volume. 

Leather back and corners ........ $2 00 
Seal Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 2 50 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ...•• 3 50 
Morocco, gilt edges ....... - ..•••. 4 00 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Pocket-size edi
tion. 

Cloth ............ _ .. - .••••...... $0 30 
Cloth sides, leather back . . . . • • • . . 50 

TEACHERS' BIBLE. "The Self
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps, 
in good large print, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references; 
printed on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6tx8~, mailed post-
paid at, per copy, net ...•••.•••.. $2 00 

RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE. 
A manual of parliamentary practice for all 

deli bera ti ve assemblies of the Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. Rules for 
the government of general and district con
ferences, branch business meetings, and 

TRANS-MISSISSIPPI EXPOSITION. other assemblies. Instructions concerning 
Omaha Nebraska June 1 to November j I gene_ral, district, and branch records, the 

' ' ' J holdrng of elder's courts, etc., cloth bound; 
1898. For rates and dates apply to agent. price 40 cents. 

I CRACELAND .. 
--COLLEGE, 

LAMONI, IOWA. 
Telephone 71. 

For catalogues or further information, 
Address, PROF. ERNEST R. DEWSNUP, 

President, 
or R. S. SALYARDS, Secretary, 

LAMONI, IOWA. 

THE INSTRUCTOR. A compen
dium of the faith and doctrines of 
the Reorganized Church of Jesus. 
Christ of Latter Day Saints, by 
Elder G. T. Griffiths. 
Cloth .............••............ $ 75 
Leather ..........•..•••••..•.•... 1 00 
ln..,xible binding . . . • • • • . • . . • . • .. . 1 50 

JOSEPH THE SEER. His pro-
phetic mission vindicated and the 
divine origin of the Book of Mor
mon defended and maintained. 
Paper ......•••••••..••.•.•••... $0 35 
Cloth, limp. - • • • • • • • • • • . . . . • . • . . . 50 

THE SAINTS' HYMN AL. The 
popular edition of words and 
music, in general use. 

Paper covers ................•... $0 3() 
Cloth and leather . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . 50 
Full leather . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . 1 00 
Gilt edges ..••••......•..•.•.•.•. 1 115 
Flexible •.•••••.•••••.•••..••.••. 1 1>0 

THE SAINTS' HYMN AL. Word 
edition. 

Paper .....•••.•••••.....•..•.•. $0 15 
Cloth . . • • •• •• • • • . •• • • • . . . • . •• • • • 25 
Cloth ... o • 11@ o e o 11 e., e e o o o e t • ~ e o o ., .. ., 35 

CERTIFICATES AND REPORTS. 
Bra.nch statistical reports; per doz.$0 40 
Annual statistical reports; two for 05 
Certificates of baptism and member-

ship; per dozen................. 12 
Baptism and confirmation certifi

cate books, with stubs . . . . . . . . . • 25 
Certificates of removal; per dozen.. 12 
Marriage certificates; per dozen . • . ¥5 

THE HAPPIEST CHRISTMAS. A 
book for small children. Cloth .... $0 20 
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achine that Talks Talk 
FINER THAN EVER.! The Latest Im-

proved Grapho-
phone, the highest perfection of the inven- $ I o 
toes skill. 1.'he most wonderful invention 
of the age, now at a price within the 
reach of everyone. For home amusement, this 

PRINCE OF ENTERTAINERS 
will entertain a company by tbe hour. Well made 
and durable. Winds up like a clock, and so simple 
that a child can operate it. From $10 to $20 a day 
made last fall by hundreds of its users by giving 

entertainments. We guarantee the Improved Graphophone loud and clear enough 
\. to be distinctly heard in any hall or church anywhere. Plays all of Sousa's band 

pieces exactly as rendered by that famous band-Drums, Cornets, Trombones and all. 
Recites. 1ells funny stories. Will repeat your own voice, your friends' voice, 
songs sung to it, or stories told to it. You can make your own Records easily and 
reproduce them at once as often as desired. Has been known to pay for itselfin a single 
evening. Price $10·, includes Improved Eagle Graphophone, 1 Extra Loud Aluminum 
Reproducer, l Concert Horn, Hearing Tubes for 2 persons, (If hearing tubes for more 
than 2 persons are desired, we will furnish them at the rate of 50c for each person.) 

Best Exhibition Records, (Musical or Talking) 50c each, or $5.00 a dozen. no 
.SPECIAL PROPOSITION Writeatonceforcircu.lartellinghowyoucan.s~cure one rt!:. C 

of the above outfits, with 12 Records for the tr1flmg sum of 

COUNTny Should secure at once a sample of our new $20 Slot Machine, Selling like wildfire. Made 
. 1l"\ of bronze. Very attractive. Operates automatically. Requires no attention whatever. 

DEALEnS Can be placed on top of show case or on a counter. About 10 inches high and 12 inches 
"'- long. Simply coins money for the dealer owning it. Price $20.00 net. Will sell on $1.00 

weekly installments to responsible dealers if desired. -~ 
Complete New Graphophone and Record Catalogues mailed free on application. Address, --

Harger&. Blish, Western SeUing Agts. 904=9wMain St., Dubuque: Iowa. 

NCANGLBS -FOR

fl\MILY AND HOTEL USE. 
An ordinary family ironing can be done on the "RACINE" 

Mangle in twenty minutes, withont, heti.t or fuel. 
NO FUEii... 1110 HEAT. NO SCORCH!NC. 

Prices within the means of every family. Made in six styles and 
ten sizes, for Families, Hotels, etc. Every Mangle Cuaranteed. 

Send 2c stamp for new illustrated Catalogue, with prices. 
THE RACINE MANCL.E CO., Racine, Wis. 

School Furniture~? Supplies 
T. he "VICTOR" Folding Desks are especially adapted for use in 
District and Parochial Schools. Our line is complete, includin~ 
dtationary Desks, Double Desks, Adjustable Desks, etc. 

GET OUR CATALOGUE AND PRICES BEFORE PURCHASING. 

Agents Wanted Everywhere. 

THOMAS KANE & CO., Racine, Wis. 

RACINE.CAS ENCINE 
Uses Gasoline, Natural Gas or Manufactured Gas. 

Fitted with both. Hot Tube and Electric Battery. 
Are used for Pumping 'Vater1 Grinding Feed and 
all Farrn Purposes; also Grain Elevators, Machine 
Shops, etc. The most Simple, Reliable and .Econom· 
irnl Gas Engine on the nnirket. Send 2 cent stamp 
for catalogue and prices to 

RACINE HARDWARE CO., Racine, Wis.; 

HO ESEEKERS' 
EXCURSIONS 
SEPTa 6 
SEPT.20 
OCTm 4 
OCT. 18 

These are the days on which you can buy 
very low-rate round-trip Excursion Tickets to 
NEBRASKA and other points in the West, 
Northwest and Southwest, good for 21 days. 
Stop on your way and see the GREAT TRANS
M I SSl SSl PPi EXPOSITION AT OMAHA. 
This road publishes an illustrated pamphlet 

describing Nebraska, and also one about the Omaha Exposition. You 
can get both without charge on application to the C. B. & Q. ticket 
agent or to P. S. EUSTIS, General Passenger Agent, C. B. & Q. R. R., 
Chicago, ill. 

Co and look for a New Home in Nebraska, 
a prosperous country, where a farm can be 
bought for one years' rent of an eastern farm. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK, OF LAMONI. 
Stockholders. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Geo. H. Hilliard. 
Frank Criley. 
iL K. Anderson. 
G. W. Blair. 
Oscar Anderson. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 
Alice P. Dancer. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

David Dancer. 
'>Vm. Anderson. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 

Officers. 
David Dancer, 

President. 
Wm. Anderson, 

Vice President. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

Cashier. 
Oscar Anderson, 

Assistant Cashier. 

Directors. 
W. A. Hopkins. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 

This bank does a general banking business at 
Lamoni, Iowa. Interest paid on time deposits 
according to the rules of the bank. Correspond
ence and patronage solicited. 

'FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN. 
A house in Lamoni, Iowa, two •qnares from the bus!• 

aess center. It bas six rooms, a hall, and three closets, 
and is coLveniently arrangl',d for a family of six or,morei 
is warm as a winter house, and has good ventJat10n for 
summer. Well and cistern at the door, and apple, 
cherry, plum, and peach trees on the two lots, which are 
the corner of a block. Address, 

I. N. W. COOPER, Lamoni, Iowa. 

BRO. B. JI<'. OUD \VAY. of Peoria, Illi
noi·s, will send :J boxes of Quit to-Bae post 
paid anywhere for $1.50, and positively guar
antee it to cure your tobacco haoit, or your money 
refunded. 

FIRE-BUGS! $200 REWARD. 
The premium payers of the State are maintaining a 

fund by popular subscription from which is offered a 
Reward of $200 

By the undersigned association, for the arrest and con
viction of any incendiary in any of the associated tOW>lS, 

TO FIRE INSURANCE AGENTS. 
It is dal)gerous to place insurance on the goods of 

Tramp Merchants and irresponsible traders. Their 
many fires. and fire sales of merchandise are heavy bur 
dens on the property and business interests of the State 

PROPERTY OWNERS FIRE ASSOCIATION. 
DES ~IoINES, IOWA. 

WANTED.-Copy of JOURNAL OF DIS
COURSES. State price and condition copy is 
in, etc. c. Enw ARD MILLER, 

280 Rebecca St., Allegheny, Pa. 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 

qaickly ascertain our opinion free whether an 
invention is probably patentable. Communica~ 
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents. 
sp~c~1~tti~:~~~t~~~~~1~,r~~fxi1 t~e Co. receive 

Sdtntific Jlmtrican. 
A handsomely illustrated weekly. J,argest cir-

~!~~tf0f6~f ~~~Jie~~$f.ifiSo1~ub~!h n;;~ a 
MUNN & Cu.ssrnroadway, New ork 

l'lruucb. Office, 625 F St., W..OO!IJgton, D. C. 
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HALF A CENTURY OF SCIENCE. 

THERE appears in the current Atlantic 
Monthly a comprehensive and timely 
article by W. J. McGee on "Fifty 
Years of American Science." The 
article is particularly appropriate on 
account of the fact that on the 20th of 
the present September the American 
Association for the Advancement of 
Science will celebrate its semi-centen
nial anniversary in Boston. That 
meeting will be a jubilee of American 
science, and even a cursory view of 
the amazing changes wrought in that 
half century should be enough to 
make the whole nation pause in thank
ful admiration. 

Science has had a better chance in 
free America than in any other land 
under the sun, and here is. where it 
has worked its greatest marvels and 
taken its longest strides. Men and 
women scarcely beyond the prime of 
life can still look back over the whole 
period of the revolutionary changes 
in question. Some of those who at· 
tended the first meeting of the Ameri
can Association for the Advancement 
of Science traveled to Philadelphia in 
stage coaches or in the saddle, pored 
over their books by tallow dips, wore 
clothes spun and woven by their wives, 
and knew no practical means for com
municating thought faster than by 
postchaise. All believed in the eter
nal fixity of animal and plant species, 
aind probably none bad dreamed of 
doubting that each species bad been 

separately created in its present form. j the pioneer of modern science. In
Man was still a thing apart, too sa- deed, the association soon to celebrate 
cred to have his origin investigated by its semi centennial was first organized 
scientific methods. Fifty years ago in 1840 as the American Society of 
the population of the United States Geologists. The broadening of 
was hardly ::nore than 20 millions; thought that came from the study of 
now it is 72 millions. Then our the rocks helped to create aggressive 
wealth was less than 7,000 million thinkers. Then came Joule, Helm
dollars; now it is 80,000 millions. boltz, Grove, and Faraday, tbe four 
At the beginning of 1848 there were masters of physical science, whose 
5,200 miles of railway in the United combined efforts established the:law 
States; now there are 200,000-almost of the conservation of energy-the 
as much as in all the rest of the world law that force could be manipulated 
put together. Most of the mails were but never destroyed or created. Half 
still carried by coaches and postboys. a century earlier chemistry bad estab
Tbe telegraph was little more than a lisbed the law of the indestructibility 
toy, and the telephone, electric car, 1 of matter. Here were two great uni
bicycle, and typewriter were un- versal laws, making a foundation for 
dreamed of. Steel was regularly im- rational thought. By timely chance 
ported from Sheffield and iron from Darwin came along at this time with 
Norway. The steamship was still an bis great work expounding'. the law of 
experiment and the slow and uncer- the uniformity of nature as applied to 
tain navigation of the great lakes was organic species, and, with Huxley and 
the highest luxury of inland travel. Tyndall to do the fighting, the joint 
Chicago boasted a population of forces of these cognate discoveries 
25, 000. Settlers still avoided the "quickly consummated the' most 
great fertile plains west of the Mis- sweeping intellectual revolution in 
souri, where 10 million buffalo grazed, history." 
and the region was still mapped as These great intellectual changes 
''the great American desert." The have proved the basis of similarzj ma
Rocky Mountain region was a mytbi- terial revolutions. These abstract 
cal land and California was ten times scientific truths and the others that 
more remote in thought and interest 
than the Philippines are to-day. 

Against this background the 
changed conditions of the present 
stand out, luminous and marvelous. 
The progress of the nation in the half 
century is beyond parallel. Not only 
has the national wealth increased ten
foldc but the subjugation of nature bas 
gone on at a still greater rate, and 
the diffusion of intelligence has again 
surpaE.sed that. The whole world 
has moved as never before, but the 
United States has outdistanced all 
other countries, and the agency back 
of nearly all this advancement has 
been the scientific spirit. ks Mr. 
McGee says, ''fully half the progress 
of the world during the last fifty 
years has been wrought through the 
unprecedented energy of American 
enterprise and genius, guided by 
American science." 

Geology may well be regarded as 

have come in an unbroken series since 
gave the inestimable benefit of right 
thinking, and in this freest of all na
tions the thinking has blossomed out 
into a marvelous variety of inventions 
and laborsaving machines. Mr. Mc
G(;}e tells of the harvester and steam 
thresher, but he does not make enough 
of the improvements in agricultural 
machinery. If the crops now raised 
on American soil had to be harvested 
by the methods in practice; in:tbe '40s 
the work would certainly cost 1,000 
millions of dollars more than it now 
costs. 

Think of the improvement in rail
road tracks and bridges, cars and lo
comotives, cheapening transportation. 
Think of the improvements in steam. 
ships, now built of steel to hold fifty 
of the proudest cargoes of 1848. 
Think of the facilities for making 
steam and for transmitting power, so 
that a unit of power is now sold as a 
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pound of sugar was a half century tricity will be created without steam I line of development of the popular pictorial 
ago. Think of the myriad uses to and will undoubtedly usurp the whleo . and literary features which have character
which electricity has been put in re- domain of locomotion and manufac ized it heretofore. At the same time, various 

- novelties will be introduced. The tone and 
cent years, including the telegraph ture. The recent discovery of the X policy· will be more than ever distinctively 
and telephone. Remember the drudg· ray opens new fields in photography American, in the new, broad "imperialistic" 
ery from which women are set free by and at the same time casts a new light sense. 

the invention of the sewing machine, far into the limitless darkness of what 
the steam loom, the steam dairy, and we have been wont to regard as the A very interesting article on "Nervous 
a dozen other items of similar sweep- unknowable and impossible. It is Epidemics," by Dr. Seton, appears in the 
ing effect. But it is impossible to certain that science and invention Catholic World ]}fogazine for October. It goes 

a long way in accounting for the distressing 
enumerate even the most important of have not yet approached anywh0 re · '° phenomena witnessed in some of the out-
these material results of science in near their limits, and no nation bas breaks of religiou6 fanaticism which have 
America. a deeper faith in the future of these troubled the souls of men in the religious 

Mr. McGee names the following as things than the American. In the last , history of the world. Dr. Seton enumerates 
the six greatest scientific leaps of the half century America contributed ' and e.xplains a series ~f such outbreaks from 

fift ea Th d . f th f 11 h lf f ll th ld' . _ the time of the Egyptians down to the camp-
y y rs: e Iscovery o e per- u y one a o a e wor s scien meeting craze of our own day, giving inter-

sistence of motion, the invention of tific advancement. In the next half esting accounts of the flagellating mania, the 
the spectroscope, the control of elec- century America will furnish a still dancing mania, a mania known as Tarantism, 
tricity, the discovery of the periodic greater proportion of the mechanical and another called Les Convulsionnciires de St. 
law arranging all substances into a and scientific triumphs that make the Medarr1. The psychological facts of the arti-

'f · d' t th · I b ·11· h . . f h cle are of peculiar value. um orm series accor mg o eir most ri iant c aracteristic o t e age 
atoms, the recognition of the law of I in which we live.-Chicago Tribune; 
evolution, and the culture ~lassifica- Sept. 4, Christianity among the Chinese is spread-
tion of mankind. This last is an ing with wonderful rapidity. The mission-

aries of the , various denominations report 
important result of the study of an- THE MIDWAY! THE MIDWAY! great accessions to their ranks. "If the 
thropology, or the science of the bu- Like the World's Fair, the Omaha Expo- present interest continues," writes one, 
man races, in which America has sition has its Midway Plaisance-wild, riot- "there is no reason to doubt that each mis
surpassed all other nations. All classi- ous, unique, possibly wicked. There the sion may soon be able to report its converts 
fication is now based on force, not meek-eyed camels carry human burdens at a by the thousands." 

quarter a ride; there are the Streets of Cairo; The movement among the Roman Catholic 
form. The uniformity of nature and there are the Streets of All Nations, with a priests of France in leaving the church has 
the indestructibility of energy are the band playing the identical tune heard at the begun in Italy. The Methodist Church at 
basic thoughts on which a whole new Columbian Midway. Naples has received into its communion a 
life has been built up since the com- Catholic priest. Another was recently con-
ing of Helmholtz, Darwin, and their The American Monthly Review of Reviews verted at a service in a Methodist Church in 
brave company. Well may Mr. Mc- for October gives special attention to the de- Rome. In Florence, within a few months, 

velopments of tl:ie past mun th in interna- four Catholic priests have left the church, 
Gee grow eloquent over the "modern tional politics and to the lessons of the and it is stated that a paper in that city has 
miracle wrought by scientific work." Spanish-American war. The editor, in the published an appeal from 450 priests praying 

What the next half century will re- department of "The Prog-ress of the World," that some way might be opened for them to 
veal in the way of new scientific truths dbcusses the attitude of the Spanish people earn a living otherwise than in the priest-

and new labor-saving machinery can ~~7!:~n p~:~::~;d~t~~n~nt:l:n~:~hreel~:~;: ho~~~ religious dissent movement, known as 
scarcely be imagined. In astronomy proposition for disarmament, the Dreyfus the "Rascol," which in Russia has estranged 
there will doubtless be important im- case in France, England's reopening of the millions from the orthodox state church, is 
provements in telescopic instruments, Soudan, and other serious problems con- proving contagious in neighboring lands also. 
though it will need something revolu- fronting the European powers. Important Notwithstanding the progress which Chris-

contributed articles review President Mc- tianity has made ih Japan, the custom of 
tionary to equal the record of the Kinley's course in the conduct of the war to a bowing to the Empe1;or's portrait continues, 
spectroscope in the last half century· successful close and the deficiencies in our and the missionaries generally, as a matter 
In chemistry there is still room for administrative machinery revealed by the of policy, advise the Christians to submit to 
much work in getting a more definite fatal delays and breakdowns in the medical the custom, while they may not believe in it. 
knowledge of the primary atoms, of and subsistence departments of army man- It seems that the Supreme Court of Rhode 

h' h 11 tt · . d I agement. Island was entirely unanimous in its decision 
W IC. a ma. er IS compose · n I in two cases recently before it which involved 
physics there IS every reason to ex- Beg-inning with the next (November) num-1 the right of Christian Scientists as practi-
pect further inventions for the subju- ber, Frank Leslie's Popular Monthly will be. tioners to heal diseases without lawful 
gation of nature scarcely less startling changed in form and dress. Its price will be license, certificate, and authority, and not 
than those of the past. For instance reduced to ten cents per copy, one dollar per duly registered according to law. The court 

'd tl th f, annum. Mrs. Frank Leslie, whose associa- ruled that the words "practice of medicine" we are ev1 en y now on e verge o . . k . p l · 
• L • t10n with Fran Leslie's opu ar Monthly has must be construed as applyrng to the prac-

revolut10nary changes by the 11urnmg been the chief factor in its success and fame, tice of [medicine as ordinarily understood, 
of liquid air to commercial uses. now resumes direct editorial control of the . and that the acts of the defendants did not 
There is every reason to believe that magazine, after three years' rest and sojourn constitute a violation of the law. The Chris
the next fifty years will witness the abroad. _T

1

his con~enial w~rk will occupy tian Scientists were accordingly discharged. 
d t f f l th t .11 Mrs. Leslie s exclusive attention Under her The names, with lists of services, of 287 

a ven ° some new ue a Wl su- , skilled and sympathetic guidance, the different Christian Science churches in the 
persede coal, and of some new power changes inaugurated in the long-time favor- United States are given in the Christian 
that will supersede steam. Elec- itie illustrated family magazine will be in the Science Journal. 
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeeds and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.''-John 8131, 32, 

"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none.''-B. of M., page116, 

Vol. 45. 

JOSEPH SMITH 
R. S. SALYARDS 
HEMAN c. SMITH, 
JOSEPH LUFF, 

EDITOR. 
ASSISTANT EDITOR. 

} CORRESPONDING EDITORS. 

LAMONI, loWA, OCT. 5, 1898. 

A SEARCHLIGHT CRITICISM.-NO. 2. 

IN the Truth-Teller, the organ of the 
"Church of Christ," published at Wil
mington, Illinois, in the number for 
October, 1864, Vol. 1, No. 4, page 62, 
this occurs:-

It is nowhere said in the Truth-Teller how 
many persons were present at the conference 
when Bro. Hedrick was elected as President 
of the church. Bro. Hedrick was elected 
President July 19, 1863. 

In No. 1, Vol. 1, page 6 of the same 
journal there appears the following, 
appended to a revelation said to have 
been given August 16, 1863, to the 
"Church of Christ, (of Latter Day 
Saints,) through Granville Hedrick, 
President of the church":-

Given in conference, held by the church in 
Livingston County, Illinois, in the presence 
of fifteen members, including the quorum of 
four apostles. And we, as apostles of the 
church, bear witness of the truth of this 
revelation as being given by the power of the 
Holy Spirit, whereunto we set our names. 

JOHN E. PAGE. 
DAVID JUDY. 
ADNA 0. HALDEMAN. 
JEDEDIAH OWEN. 

A. c. HALDEMAN, Clerk. 

Whatever else the action of the 
thirteen or seventeen members of the 
"Church of Christ" by whom Gran
ville Hedrick was elected President in 
Livingston County, Illinois, or near 
there, wherever it did occur, July_l9, 
1863, may prove, it demonstrates that 
that particular body of saints under 
the influence of the spirit that actua
ted Mr. Hedrick himself set a · 'Presi
dency" in that church of which Mr. 
Hedrick was the head. Nor was this 
action cancelled afterward, when on 
the date of August 16, 1863, following, 
the four apostles in that church, John 
E. Page at their head, set their names 
to an indorsement to a revelation 
given to that church through Gran
ville Hedrick, "fresident of the ch;urch." 

Lamoni, Iowa, October 5, 1898. 

Italics are ours. (See Truth- Teller, 
Vol. 1, No. 1, p. 5.) 

It does not appear that Mr. Hed
rick, as "President" of the "Church 
of Christ" (elected as we believe by 
less than twenty of the scattered mem
bers of the old church) was merely a 
"subcommittee" chosen from among 
or of the quorum of apostles, having 
no jurisdiction different than that at
taching to the quorum itself, but was 
acting as the head presiding officer 
and gave revelation as such. Nor 
does it appear that Mr. Hedrick was 
an apostle, or claimed to be one. He 
was certainly not one by ordination 
as an officer in the original church; 
neither was David Judy, Adna C. Hal
deman, nor Jedediah Owen. It does 
appear, however, that in Vol. 1. No. 
1, pp. 26 and 27, of the same journal, 
the articles governing the structural 
organization of the church as found in 
the Book of Covenants used by the 
Reorganization are given; and these 
include the quorum of the "First 
Presidency," of which the Searchlight 
says in regard to the Reorganiza
tion:-

However, not so much may be said of the 
Reorganized Church: it is true that they 

No. 40. 

apostles, "God's high priests," in the 
sense both the Twelve and the Sev
enty are apostles in priesthood, but 
all differing in the especial duties in 
office; and further, we have the word 
of the Lord which says that an "apos
tle is an elder;" so that if the state
ment of the Searchlight were true that 
the Presidency of the Reorganization 
is composed of elders, it is still a valid 
organization. Section 3, in the first 
Doctrine and Covenants, 104 in the 
Lamoni edition, provides that "an 
elder has a right to officiate in his 
stead when the high priest is not 
present." (Sec. 3 (104), par. 6.) And 
that the Presidency are to be "three 
presiding high priests." (Sec. 3 (104), 
par. 11.) Put the two together with 
the rule that declares an apostle to be 
an "elder," and we have a threefold 
cord not easily broken. 

Further, it appears that the "Church 
of Christ" had some sort of existence 
from 1853, for Vol. 1, No. 5, p. 65, of 
the Truth-Teller, has a statement to 
the effect that in 1853 the first edition 
of the Book of Doctrine and Cove
nants, the Bible, and the Book of 
Mormon were received by the "Church 
of Christ" as the standards of faith. 

have reversed the order, as indicated in the We quote:
New Testament, and instead of having apos-
tles first in the affairs of the church they This is true which took place in A. D. 1853, 
have substituted a quorum called their First which was adopted by a resolution in that 

year and held to until A. D. 1863. Presidency, and to make the matter worse 
there is not one of this first presidency who It is stated that the change of posi-
claims to be an apostle. tion was the result of a revelation, the 

The Reorganized Church from the one we have heretofore in this article 
first organization of its Presidency referred to as given to the "Church of 
ha.shad one recognized apostle in it, Christ," (of Latter Day Saints,) 
with the exception of the interval be- through Granville Hedrick, President 
tween April, 1896, and April, 1897, of the church. 
when the vacancy occasioned by the We think it pretty clearly appears 
death of Pres. W. W. Blair was filled that the Searchlight should review its 
by the choice and election of Alexan- positions as we have quoted from its 
der H. Smith, who bad been for many, columns, for the "Church of Christ" 
years an acting apostle with his quo- (the Hedrickite brethren) by the ac
rum, and for the few years prior to tion of its representatives indorsed 
his being chosen into the Presidency the action of the church of 1830 to 
had presided over the quorum as its February, 1834,' together with its 
president. So much for the correct- Book of Covenants and church articles, 
ness of the Searchlight, as to the facts. and this includes the Presidency of 
But it should have been known to the' Joseph Smith, Sidney Rigdon, and 
Searchlight that the Presidency, in the Frederick G. Williams, agreeing with 
sem;;e of being called q,nd sent are the revelations which were publicly 
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indorsed by Mr. Granville Hedrick 
under him, and given prior to Feb· 
ruary, 1834; and including the one 
given April 6, 1830, in which Joseph 
Smith was to be called a seer, a trans
lator, a prophet, an apostle. 

It appears further, that in Vol. 1, 
No. 2, pp. 26, 27, under the head of 
"The Governed Elect their Govern
ors," the Truth-Teller for August, 
1864, quotes from the revelation on 
priesthood, Doctrine and Covenants, 
section 3, paragraph 31 (104). This 
number was published one year and 
one month after the date of the reve
lation through Granville Hedrick, 
August 16, 1863, which was indorsed 
by John E. Page, David Judy, Adna 
C. Haldeman, and Jedidiah Owen, as 
apostles, before quoted. 

The peculiarity of this publication 
is that the history of Joseph Smith 
shows that in the afternoon of March 
28, 1835, the Twelve met in council 
and had a time of general confession, 
and as the time of their separation to 
distant :fields was near, they asked 
forgiveness of those they had wounded 
in feelings, and asked for a revela
tion to •'enlarge our hearts, comfort 
us in adversity, and brighten our 
hopes amidst the power of darkness." 
This was signed by Orson Hyde and 
William E. McLellin, clerks; and di· 
rected to President Joseph Smith, Jr., 
Kirtland, Ohio. The minutes of his
tory state: "In compliance with the 
above request, I inquired of the Lord, 
and received answer." 

Then follows the revelation on 
priesthood, beginning: "1. There are, 
in the church two priesthoods." Sec
tion 3 in the :first edition D. C., 104 in 
Lamoni edition. 

If, so far as the "Church of Cl::rist" 
is concerned, there was a sort of gen
eral association and temporary organi
zation from 1853 to 1863, when Mr. 
Granville Hedrick was elected "Presi
dent of the church," a.nd four apostles 
were elected, chosen, or ordained, it 
would seem that the Searchlight has 
made a mistake in its reply to "En
quirer," quoted by us at the head of 
this article. 

The church in 1830 had an officer of 
whom a record was to be kept, in 
which he was to be called "a seer, a 
translator, a prophet, an apostle of 
.J" esus Christ, an elder of the church," 
tb.e calling Qf the Twelve Apo~t1e~ .. «: 
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took place some four or five years 
after this. 

The ''Church of Christ" had an of
ficer or officers in it from 1853 to 1863, 
one of whom must have been a 
"prophet" and a "revelator," if not a 
seer; for in August, 1863, he then be
ing "President of the church," elected 
July 19, previously, gives a revelation 
in which there is a very marked 
prophecy. And on April 24, 1864, the 
same man then acting as "President 
of the church," having been elected 
July 19 the year before, in which 
there is another marked prophecy, 
from which we quote:-· 

Hear, now, 0 ye people of my cburch
take counsel together that you may escape 
the awful calamity of war and famine which 
shall fall upon this people of the Northern 
States, beginning in the year 1871, at which 
time the sword shall fall heavily upon the 
people, and famine shall quickly follow, and 
thus shall the sword continue to be drawn, 
and by bloodshed shall this nation war and 
contend until they are overthrown and their 
liberties taken away from them, which shall 
terminate in the year 1878, and thus anarchy 
and destruction shall reign throughout the 
dominions of the wicked, while you, the peo
ple of my church, shall be assembled and 
grow up into a peaceable multitude, where I 
the Lord your God, will raise up a strong and 
mighty people, who~e delight it shall be not 
to shed blood, but will trust in God and live 
in peace-for I the Lord will protect them. 

It is now thirty-four years since this 
prophecy was published; twenty-seven 
years since the calamity of war and 
famine was to begin, and twenty years 
since it was to culminate. There has 
been no war in the United States 

. north or south since the surrender of 
General Lee to General Grant in 1865, 
and none in which the United States 
bas been engaged until the declaration 
of war against Spain, except some In
dian fighting on the borders. Was 
the prophecy of the Lord? And did 
the character of the prophet uttering 
it continue good as a prophet after its 
utterance, if it was a false prophecy? 

Of the occasions on which the reve
lations of August 16, 1863, and April 
24, 1864, were said to have been re
ceived, the Truth-Teller, Vol. 1, No. 2, 
p. 31, has the following:-

the.se ever memorable occasions when the 
God of Israel, in answer to fasting and 
prayer, filled the house where they were 
assembled with his spirit, which made every 
soul present rejoice in the God of their salva
tion. Brethren, it never will be forgotten 
by those who were thus favored with the 
privilege of being present when God again 
spoke to hi8 church throug-h the means he 
had ordained. 

The names and addresses of a num
ber of those present are given:

There were some present, August 16, 1863, 
that were not April 24, 1864. The number 
in all was about seventeen-all of. this State, 
as follows: ZBbulon Adams, Atlanta, Logan 
County, bas been a high priest in the church 
for about thirty years; Dennis Burns, Clin
ton, Dewitt County, came into the church 
over thirty years ago; John E. Page, DeKalb, 
DeKalb County, bas been one of the Quorum 
of the Twelve for about twenty-five years; 
David Judy, Mackinaw Town, Tazewell 
County; and Jedidiah Owen, Lacon, Marshall 
County, have been elders in the church for 
about thirty years, and both of them were 
driven from Missouri at the time of the ex
pulsion of the saints from that State. (They 
are going back again.) C. E. Reynolds, New 
Rutland, LaSalle County, came into the 
church in the city of New York about 
twenty-eight years ago; Granville Hedrick, 
Washburn, Woodford County, has been an 
elder in the church for about twenty-two, or 
twenty-four years; G. W. Gifford, Oak Dale, 
Livingston County, was baptized about three 
years ago; James Bradley and J. W. Frazy, 
Oak Dale, Livingston County, became mem
bers of the church about four years since. 
William Eaton and wife, Adaline, Long 
Point, Livingston County-Bro. Eaton bas 
been a member for about twenty years; Sis
ter Eaton was baptized about seven years 
ago. J. H. Hedrick and his wife Ann, 
Washburn, Woodford County, came into the 
church about eight years ago; Ann M. Hess, 
Decatur, Macon County, has been for over 
twenty years a member of the church; Nancy 
Bradley, Oak Daie, Livingston Coumy, whom 
God has honored to be the mother of seven 
members of his king·dom, has boen a member 
herself for about twenty-seven years. 

Of this number whose names and 
their connection with the church are 
so carefully stated in the Truth-Teller, 
Adams, Burns, Page, Judy, Owen, 
and possibly Granville Hedrick, ap
pear to have been members before 
1834: Reynolds, Mr. Eaton, Mrs. Hess, 
and Mrs. Bradley, after 1834 and be
fore 1844; and Gifford, Bradley, 
Frazy, Mrs. Eaton, J. H. Hedrick and 

The awful scourge that awaits this nation 
-how, when, and where you can flee to es- wife Ann, baptized after 1844; six of 
cape it, is plainly shown. Remember this, their members before the fall of Jo
that these revelations were given through seph Smith, according to Mr. Hedrick, 
him whom the church in General Conferonce all the rest after that event and five 
selected by vote, and was. ordained president, of them baptized after 1844 'counting 
prophet, seer, and revelator of the church by ' 
members of the Quorum of the Twelve.

1 
the date of 1863 the date of the first 

t\,bout i:ieveo,teen pereone were presi;i.µt ot! revelation a& the basis of computatio~ 
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of times as given by Mr. Haldeman. 
Allowing the ordination of Granville 
Hedrick as an elder to have been 
twenty-four years prior to 1863, and 
it would place it as having occurred 
in 1839; if twenty-two years it would 
make it 1841; the first date five,years 
after the alleged fall of Joseph Smith, 
the second seven years after; is any
one prepared to say which is correct? 
But it does not matter: e.itber puts 
the ordination of Granville Hedrick 
as elder after the alleged fall of the 
Prophet and President Joseph Smith. 

The article in the Truth-Teller, from 
which we have quoted as above, 
states that Mr. Hedrick, the one 
through whom the revelation written 
of was received, was "ordained presi
dent, prophet, seer, and revelator of the 
church by members of the Quorum of 
the 'rwel ve." 

The name of no one is given as an 
apostle except that of John E. Page, 
and he was, as the Truth-Teller states, 
for twenty·five years one of the Quo
rum of the Twelve; this puts the date 
of his ordination in 1838, four years 
after the fall of Joseph Smith, and 
legitimatizes the apostleship of Mr. 
Page during all the time of bis con
nection, four years with Joseph 

. Smith, about two years with Presi-
dent Young, a portion of time with 
King Strang, a number of years with
out connection with any organization, 
and lastly during some months with 
President Hedrick. 

It would, therefore, appear that 
the Searchlight has made a mistake 
when it states that the "Church of 
Christ, from the present day back to 
the year 1830, cannot be justly 
charged with having made the ar
rangement indicated in this letter;" 
referring, of course, to the letter of 
"Enquirer." Will the Searchlight tell 
its readers who did make that arrange· 
ment in 1863, when the apostles set a 
president, prophet, seer, and revelator in 
the ''Church of Christ," by a vote of 
the people? and the word "vote" is 
italicised in the Truth-Teller. 

The name of Adna C. Haldeman 
does not appear in the article from 
which we quote as among those who 
were present on the occasions referred 
to, though bis name is signed to the 
indorsement found on page 6, Vol. 1, 
No. 1, as one of "the quorum of four 
apostles." · 
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The name of Gran ville Hedrick does 
not appear as an apostle, but as an 
elder; and if the Reorganized Church 
has only elders in its Presidency, was 
the ''Church of Christ" more fortunate 
in 1863? Nor does it appear that Mr. 
Hedrick was a high priest, but Zebu
lon Adams was, and John E. Page 
was an apostle, ostensibly a high 
priest. The revelation, as quoted on 
page 27 of Truth-Teller for August, 
1864, provides for ''three presiding 
high priests," and "wherefore it must 
needs be that one be appointed of the 
high priesthood, and be shall be called 
president of the high priesthood of 
the church." Was Mr. Hedrick a 
high priest? 

In the same revelation from which 
the Truth-Teller quoted, as we have 
given above, the following is found:-

And again, the duty of the president of the 
office of the.high priesthood is to preside over 
the whole church, and to be like unto Moses. 
Behold, here is wisdom, yea, to be a seer, 
a revelator, a trahslator, and a prophet; hav
ing all the gifts of God which he bestows upon 
the head of the church.-D. C. 3: 42 (104). 

In March, 1833, which is prior to the 
date set by Mr. Hedrick for the fall of 
Joseph Smith, is a revelation, in 
which, referring to Joseph Smith, the 
Lord said:-
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God of Israel, in answer to fasting and prayer, 
filled the house where they were assembled, 
which made every soul present rejoice in the 
God of their salvation. Brethren, it never 
will be forgotten by those who were favored 
with the privilege of being present when God 
again spoke to his church tl::rough the means 
he had ordained. 

Joseph Smith, Oliver Cowdery, 
Frederick G. Williams, Sidney Rig
don were pointed out by revelation 
for their work; those revelations are 
published, and received the indorse
ment of the ''Church of Christ," Gran
ville Hedrick included; but it does not 
appear that Mr. Hedrick was pointed 
out by revelation to any of the call
ings to which he was ordained, or if 
there were such revelations they have 
not been published so that the church, 
and the branches of it, could have ac
cess to them. Nor is the date when 
Mr. Hedrick was ordained published, 
that we have yet seen or beard; nor is 
there any published notice on record 
when the branches of the church 
would meet and vote on the election 
of a president, in agreement with the 
Truth· Teller of August, 1864, page 27. 
"In the election of the first president, 
the branches composing the church 
vote for and elect the president who 
presides over the whole church," and 

You shall from henceforth preside over the be cites Doctrine and Covenants, sec
affairs of the chu,.ch and the school; and tion 2, paragraph 16. 
from time to time, as shall be manifest by the The revelation of April 24, was in-
Comforter, receive revelations to unfold the dorsed by John E. Page in a letter 
mysterieis of the kingdom, and set in order 
the churches .... And this shall be your dated May 5, 1864, and published in 
business and mission in all your lives to pre- Vol. 1, No. 1, p. 4, of the Truth-Teller. 
side in council and set in order all the affairs 'l'he prophecy therein given which 
of this church and kingdom.-D. C. 85: 5 (87). fixed the year 1871 as the time when 

And in paragraph six, Frederick G. "the awful calamity of war and fam
Williams and Sidney Rigdon are ine" was to fall on tb,e people of the 
named as "counselors" to Joseph Northern States, the year 1878 as the 
Smith. That this constituted what year when the overthrow of the na
was called the First Presidency is tion and the taking away of their 
seen by consulting sections 83 and 84, liberties should be terminated, failed 
in one of which it is commanded that utterly. Its failure marks the 
a house should be built ''for the work prophecy as one that neither God, 
of the presidency," May, 1833. Christ, nor the Holy Spirit dictated, 

The Reorganized Church seems to hence Mr. Hedrick spoke and wrote 
have followed closely the revelations presumptuously, and as the thing 
given to the church through Joseph spoken did not come to pass, the peo
Smith, while yet the "Church of ple are warranted in accepting the 
Christ" concedes and claims he was in. scriptural statement:-
favor with God, prior to February, That is the thing which the Lord hath not 
1834. spoken, but the prophet hath spoken it pre-

The Truth-Teller places the two sumptuously: thou shalt not be afraid of him. 

revelations from President Granville -Deut. 18: 22. 

Hedrick, August 16, 1863, and April As the organ of the "Church of 
24, 1864, together in importance. Christ," the Truth-Teller character-

About seventeen persons were present on ized the occasions when the two reve
these ever memorable Occasions, When the lations Were :received ;;1,S memorable 
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ones, making no distinctions ~to I The noon interval seemed to be a 
them, or the spirit by which they long one; and by the time the hour of 
were given, the conclusion seems to 2: 30 p. m. came there was an almost 
be inevitable that the spirit which jmmense crowd on the grounds. An 
actuated Granville Hedrick, August overflow meeting in charge of Brn. G. 
16, 1863, was the same by which he H. Hilliard and Hyrum 0. Smith, the 
spoke and wrote April 24, 1864, eight first the speaker, took part of the 
months after; and as the evidence is crowd, while the tent was again filled, 
clear that the last-named was not with the fringe of listeners as at the 
dictated by the Lord, nor his Spirit,· morning hour, and a moving, stirring 
it may safely be taken that neither mass of people, coming, going, walk
was the first. It would seem to follow ing, talking, and restlessly changing 
then that neither the ''vote" of the here and there, round and round like 
people, nor his ordination to be "presi- sightseers at a fair. There was no 
dent," "prophet," "seer," and "reve- place for them to sit, and they cared 
lator," "by members of the Quorum of too little for the preaching to stand 
the Twelve," made his revelation of still long enough to hear beyond a 

over sixty dollars. A collection in 
the evening of Saturday amounting to 
thirty-one dollars, paid up the deficit 
and left some money in liands of the 
committee for next year. 

The choice of a place at which to 
hold the meeting in 1899 fell in favor 
of Woodbine, by quite a large ma
jority of the votes taken. , The same 
committee, Brn. S. B. Kibler, P. C. 
Kemmish, Fred.Oviatt, S. C. Diggle, 
L. D. Swain, and Alma Fyrando, 
who served this year, was chosen for 
next reunion. The committee will re
port as to time of meeting in due time. 

GRACELAND COLLEGE AT THE 
REUNION. God, or his prophecy true. sentence or two, and then round and 

(Concluded.) round like cattle in a "mill." THERE was a direct agitation of the 
college, its purpose, situation, and 
needs, ati the Woodbine reunion, Bro. 
George H. Hiiliard presenting the 
matter to the assembly in pursu,;:mce 
of the duty imposed by the action of 
the last April Conference. His expo
sition was plain and forcible. 

THE WOODBINE REUNION. 

PRESIDENT .JOSEPH SMITH wrote from 
the Woodbine reunion grounds, Sep
tember 26, as follows:-

The Reunion at Woodbine for 1898 
closed last night at 9: 15, with one of 
the best audiences we have ever had 
in the West. The sermon was by 
Bro. J. W. Wight, on the latter-day 
work and the fulfillment of prophecy. 
He was much helped, and the sermon 
was more than good. 

The Sunday school and Religio, 
under the pushing management of 
Bro. Thomas A. Hougas, who is de
serving of much commendation, were 
represented in a session held after the 
afternoon preaching service on Satur
day and a baptism at its close, which 
took till nearly sundown, but the little 
folks did splendidly. The Sunday 
school work seemed to be something 
of a success. 

Sunday morning exercises began by 
a baptism at eight o'clock at which 
four were baptized, all grown, one a 
resident of Boone, Iowa, whose wife 
has been a member for several years. 
Two of the others were men and one a 
woman. At nine o'clock the prayer 
service in charge of Brn. F. Criley, of 
Lamoni, and G. M. Scott, of Little 
Sioux, Iowa, was much enjoyed by 
all. President Joseph Smith preach
ing the morning sermon at 10: 45, 
with a tent full of people and a fringe 
of others standing at the outside of 
the tent around the circle of tent 
posts; it must have been that fifteen 
hundred were listening to what the 
preacher said; a ~ospel the~e. 

Bro. W. H. Kelley acquitted himself 
well, though I mistrust he has not 
faced such an audience in a while. 
The crowd was too great and his 
voice grew husky and broke a little 
before he got through; }t was a good 
effort. Bro. Hilliard kept his hearers 
to the end in full interest; and I am 
told made a specially happy effort. 

In the evening, Bro. Wight was es
pecially blessed in his effort, and 
made an excellent impression upon 
all. 

Bro. Hilliard's effort wiiJs seconded 
by President Joseph Smith, who set 
the facts of the situation and owner
ship of the college, grounds, and all 
that appertains to them, and the Her
ald Office, directly before the people. 

Bro. Kelley has not been in the We have always thought that the 
West for many years and his efforts better way to get what was needful to 
were well received and were well spo- the carrying on of any work among 
ken of. the saints was to make a direct state-

Altogether it was one of the best ment and appeal. We have believed 
and most effective reunions ever held that Latter Day Saints were so con· 
by the church. There were not so stituted by educat,ion and belief that 
many baptisms as at some others, but if the needs of any specific work were 
there were many more hearers than set before them they would cheerfully 
at any other; the attendance of those respond, regarding all that they can 
not of the church from the town and do as a pleasurable duty rather than 
surrounding country, however, was a burden. If there shall be a failure 
much larger than hitherto. in this college affair it will be a new 

It is said that between four hundred and very disagreeable revelation to 
and six hundred persons took dinner us, or a rude awakening from our 
at the boarding tent on Sunday, so confidence in the people of God. 
great was the crowd. There was quite an awakening of in-

Everything passed off pleasantly, terest in regard to the college enter
with one or two exceptions. One of prise, and many expressed themselves 
the policemen had an unfortunate dis- as realizing the benefit and importance 
pute with a man about the placing of of the work. Some considerable 
his team which resulted in the police- means was raised and placed in the 
man knocking him down. There was hands of the treasurer, and promises 
some excitement; some threats were made to look into the affair and help 
made, but no disturbance followed. to the extent of ability. This is all 

At the business meeting on Satur- that is needed, all that could be ex
day afternoon from the report of the pected of any. 
committee it appeared that the cost I We are at a loss to see how any one 
of holding the reuriion was somethiµg a member of the church_ can now go 
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back upon the action of the body, and 
oppose an active effort to meet the 
difficulty and pay off the debt, clear 
the institution, and make a fund for 
the purpose of running it until the 
good students shall be gathered in 
sufficient numbers to meet all de
mands. 'rhere is little or no doubt 
that the burden once lifted, the way 
can be and will be opened for a rea
sonable carrying on of the work for 
which the college was designed, on 
such basis as must be approved by all. 

The splendid spirit in which the 
efforts in behalf of Graceland were 
received comforted and cheered those 
on whom much of the burden is rest
ing; and we sincerely hope that from 
thence it will radiate everywhere 
whither the attendants at that most 
interesting reunion may go. We 
would like to enjoin it on everyone 
who was at the reunion to aid the 
college effort by every means in their 
power. 

There are three effective ways by 
which the saints, or others their 
friends can help the good work. 

1st. By purchasing a lot or lots in 
Graceland. By so doing they can aid 
without absolute giving, or much ma
terial loss, if any, if the lots are never 
sold by them. And it is possible that 
,the future may teem with such pros
perity for our country and town that 
there will be a chance to sell with 
gain. Second: By direct donations. 
There ought to be fifteen hundred, or 
two thousand members who will do
nate ten dollars each for the relief of 
the college needs, and putting things 
on an upward course. Third: By 
sending students to the college. 

There are somewhere about nine 
thousand families in the church. 
There ought to be among these nine 
thousand families, two hundred 
young inen and women anxious to 
secure an education such as may be 
obtained in Graceland. Send them 
in. 

There is a fourth way; and that is 
by the purchase of scholarships by 
those who may not have children or 
other dependents to send, but who 
may desire to see some other mem
ber's child advanced. Buy a scholar
ship, and pick some bright-minded 
young man or woman and send the 
scholar in. 

Of course we hope that some one or 
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more who may be able and willing 
will see it practicnible to endow the 
college with a stable fund as a reserve 
force guaranteeing success. 

Do not be discouraged because we 
are persistent. 

DEPARTING FROM OLD LANDMARKS. 

THE following from The Home Messen
ger for April, 1898, a monthly journal 
published in behalf of the congrega
tion worshiping at King's Heath Bap· 
tist Chapel, Birmingham., England, 
speaks for itself. 

That the Baptist Church after so 
long and so strenuously contending 
for immersion should practically aban
don it for the purpose of gaining ac· 
cessions, is but one of the strange 
revolutions taking place in the reli
gious world, indicating a disposition 
to sacrifice principle for the sake of 
popular favor and financial support. 

While this spirit is so prevaient in 
the churches let the saints be on their 
guard Jest they compromise the inter
ests of truth for political, religious, 
or social favor. We can afford to in
vite the consequences of doing right 
and adhering to principle whatever 
those consequences may be:-·' 

OPENING SERVICES IN THE NEW 
CHAPEL. 

-
This month we have the pleasing fact to 

announce that arrangements have been made 
for opening our new place of worship. On 
the following page full particulars are given 
of the services. It will be seen that the Rev. 
Samuel Vincent, President of the Baptist 
Union; Rev. J. G. Greenhough, M. A., an 
Ex-President of the Union; Principal Hen
derson, and Professor Medley, will ·occupy 
the pulpit, so that we are being well served 
by the leading men of our denomination. 
For six years we have been looking forward 
to, and working for, the day when we should 
have an enlarged building, and now our long 
period of waiting is nearlt'at an end. Will 
the members of the church and congregation 
keep the days free from other engagements, 
and make the services widely known. We 
give a cordial.invitation to those friends who 
are not united with any other Christian 
church to make their spiritual home with us. 
The following is the basis of our Christian 
fellowship, and it will be seen that it is broad 
enough to include all who sincerely love the 
Lord Jesus Christ, and trust in him for sal
vation:-

1. We agree that a Christian Church is a 
Community of persons, who, believing in the 
Lord Jesus Christ as the Son of God and the 
Savior of man, have consecrated themselves 
to his service, and are daily striving to obey 
him in all things. The fundamental princi
ples of our Church policy are-

( a) Spiritual life manifested by Repentance 
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toward God and Faith toward our Lord Jesus 
Christ. 

(b) Fellowship with other believers, with 
equal privileges and responsibilities. In 
order that we may be mutually helpful in do• 
ing the will of Christ, and promoting his 
kingdom on earth, we meet togj'lther in his 
name for instruction, fellowship, and prayer, 
and by the ministry of the word, and the ob· 
servance of Christian ordinances, we testify 
to the world our faith and hope in him. We 
profess our unity on the basis of our common 
hope in Christ, leaving to each other freedom 
of judgment on the question of baptism and 
every other matter not essential to salvation. 
We recognize that our particular modes of 
confession and orders of administration are 
not binding on the consciences of all men. 
Without loss to its inward principle, the 
Church.of Christ may take different outward 
forms and assume varied adaptations; hence 
we desire t,o affirm the spiritual unity in 
Christ of all believers, notwithstanding di
versities of worship and discipline. 
ii.- ... and we agree that the following 

shall be the constitution of the Church-
( a) That this shall be an open membership 

church, i. e., it shall receive into its fellow
ship, on application by them and by vote of 
the church, members of other evangelical 
churches who shall be transferred from and 
recommended by the church of which they 
have previously been members. 

(c) That the scriptural method of baptism; 
viz., the baptism of believers by immersion, 
shall be recommended to and urged upon all 
persons who for the first time are candidates 
for church membership, but that we accept 
as members those who for reasons satisfa°'" 
tory to the church wish to join it, but do not 
desire to submit to the ordinance of baptism. 

(e) That this church shall be open in its 
communion, i. e., that members of other 
evangelical churches, and any who love the 
Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity, shall be 
heartily welcome to the ordinance of the 
Lord's supper. 

THE celebrated Dreyfus case in 
France, which has for months at
tracted world-wide attention, has 
assumed a very serious if not a critical 
aspect. A Paris dispatch to the New 
York World and Chicago Tribune, 
dated the 27th, contains the following 
statements:-

Paris, Sept. 27.-The letter of the Minister 
of Justice to the magistrates throughout 
France about the attack on the army is a 
warning of the coming struggle here between 
the Jesuits who rule the army and the Ultra
montanes and Radicals who wish to reap 
political power. 

General Zurlinden left the Cabinet because 
he represented the Jesuits a'ld especially the 
Alsatian party. Indeed, it is noticeable how 
many names in the Dreyfus case are Alsatian 
and almost German. 

If the Jesuits win the day and Dreyfus is 
not released, it is quite on the cards that 
General Zurlinden may turn out another 
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Boulanger, and that France will have a mili
tary dictatorship. 

The Pope is aiding the Jesuits in the old 
historic struggle for temporal power. 

Paris is quiet, but uneasy underneath the 
surface, and there may be an explosion any 
time. 

The reader, acquainted with the 
policy and doings of the Papacy and 
the temper and history of the French 
people, will recognize the significance 
of the foregoing statements. They 
are worthy of note and of thought 
among the many religio-political and 
general ''signs of the times." They 
are noted as useful to the observer 
and student of latter-day develop
ments. 

EGYPTIAN-AMERICAN SIGNS. 

TiIE following, addressed to and de
clined by the Omah.a World-Herald, is 
sent us by Bro. F. A. Smith, who 
states that, "Bro .. John Weston works 
on the ground at the Exposition and 
made inquiry and found they had the 
signs all right." We suppose the 
signs are secret signs, and mysterious 
words or characters:-

Editor World-Herald:-The following para
graph occurs in your issue of August 6:-

"GLIMPSES OF THE MIDWAY. 

"TIE THAT BINDS THE RED MAN TO THE 
EGYPTIAN. 

"Egyptologists may find food for refiect,ion 
in the fact that the Egyptians in the streets 
of Cairo and a number of Indians at the Ex
position have discovered that they belong to 
the same secret organization. The Egyp
tians claim that they learned the signs and 
words of the orders in far-away Egypt, while 
the red.men knew the unwritten words, but 
were never in Egypt." 

Egyptologists may not be prepared to ex
plain this tis between the red man and the 
Egyptian, but there are statements made by 
revelation which have awaited many years 
this incident of the Exposition to give an 
added proof of the inspiration of the Book of 
Mormon. 

1. It teaches that 2,500 years ago descend
ants of Joseph, like him, learned in all the 
knowledge of the ·Egyptians, migrated from 
Jerusalem and settled in the land now 
known as America. 

2. These Hebrews retained their knowl
edge oE the Egyptian and made use of its 
characters upon both sacred and historical 
plates, from which the Book of Mormon was 
finally translated. It is stated, however, 
that the true Egyptian became corrupted by 
use and was known among them as "Re
formed Egyptian." 

3. One or more powerful societies were 
known among them, the principal being 
called "Gadianton," and this at times was 
more potent than either civil or sacred law. 

4. Because of their final great wickedness 
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they were cursed, becoming dark skinned; in 
fact, we know them as the American Indians. 

5. While the Egyptians continued their 
secret society from an unknown past to the 
present day, and members of it are visiting 
the Trans-Mississippi Exposition, the He
brews carried the secret knowledge of the 
same secret order across the Pacific and in
stituted it upon American soil, which corning 
down through these aboriginees was acquired 
by the red men of to-day, some of whom also 
appeared at the exposition and recognized 
the mystic signs of their ancient brother
hood. 

Though not recognized by the saints as one 
of their number, the writer has of late been 
interested in the multiplying proofs of the 
genuineness of Joseph Smith's claims; and I 
am convinced that we, like the Jews of old, 
must build up a sepulcher to the prophet our 
fathers have slain; otherwise our case may 
be worse in judgment than that of the Utah 
apostasy. W. K. LAY. 

COLUMBUS, Nebraska. 

IN BEHALF OF GRACELAND. 

A NEW plan has been devised by 
which it is believed the problem of 
operating Graceland College may be 
permanently solved, and in harmony 
with which Bro. E. R. Dewsnup, presi
dent of the college, is sending out let
ters soliciting donations to the college 
fund. The plan has been suggested 
by friends of and workers in behalf of 
the college movement. 

The method proposed is to secure a 
faculty to be compensated strictly on 
the "ministerial basis"-the mere cost 
of living, the same upon which the 
families of the ministry are supported. 
It is proposed that if sixty to seventy
five persons will subscribe twenty-five 
dollars annually for five years, the 
college, operated upon a strictly eco
nomic basis, as stated, can be suc· 
cessfully carried through the present 
time of difficulty, because of the pro· 
posed reduction in cost of running ex
penses. 

We mention the plan as worthy of 
support, and bespeak for the effort 
being made a willing response. Of 
course it will be understood that final 
action will rest with the college 
Board, but if the plan proposed can 
be developed by sufficient subscrip
tions to insure its execution, the Board 
will be aided to that extent in its ef
forts and may adopt the plan, or make 
the subscriptions a basis of or aid to 
another or better, if a better plan is de
vised by the Board. Bro. E. R. Dews
nup, the president of the college 
faculty, himself left a lucrative posi-

tion in England, and has come into 
the college work on the ministerial 
basis. It is believed that a complete 
faculty can be secured on said basis; 
that such an arrangement would be !olJ 

legitimate and proper one, and such 
as would more fully commend the col
lege to the support of the saints. 

It is also believed by friends of the 
movement that those contributing or 
subscribing the amounts named should 
have the privilege of applying said 
amounts toward the education of 
worthy young people unable to pay 
the full amount of tuition. 

Who can and will respond to the 
effort to help the college? The build
ing must be paid for and should and 
will be operated-at least so we think. 
Why not step forward and make its 
success an assured one from this time 
on? 

Lamoni saints and friends are doing 
their part. They have subscribed 
liberally to the list named. If others 
will do likewise the college work can 
take a new and we trust a permanent 
departure for steady and growing suc
cess. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

THE Ladies' Aid Society, of Wood
bine, Iowa, composed of sisters and 
friends, donated, through Bro. Frank 
Criley, a sum of money to furnish a 
room at the Saints' Home. Said 
room has been carpeted and furnished 
with neat bedstead and dresser, and 
pictures adorn the walls. The fur
nishings make the room neat and 
attractive in appearance. They add 
to the comfort of occupants and re
flect credit upon the generous donors. 
Thanks, good sisters, on behalf of the 
Home. 

President Joseph Smith and Brn. 
W. H. Kelley and Frank Criley ar
rived home from the Woodbine re
union during the early part of the 
past week. All report th•0mselves 
well pleased with the spirit and results 
of the meeting. 

Bishop E. L. Kelley is still de
tained at Jacksonville, Florida. Cor
respondence forwarded to him while 
in the East, in Maine and Massachu
setts, has been returned to Lamoni, 
necessitating reforwardi:ug. Corre
spondents will receive attention as 
rapidly as possible; this we are re
quested to state. 
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Bro. J. N. Perkins, Fentress, In
dian Territory, wrote September 27. 
He had just baptized a prom1smg 
young Ureek Indian, for whom he or
dered a large type copy of the Book 
of Mormon. 

Bro. J. S. Snively, who has been ill 
at home, is now much improved and 
is slowly recovering. 

A sister, apparently isolated from 
church privileges, asks if she would 
be doing right to seek healing of in
firmities at the hands of professed 
faith healers. We have no confidence 
either in the pretensions or powers of 
so called faith healers; and think the 
so-called cures have entailed more 
harm than the disease, in many cases. 
Mushroom faiths and systems are 
springing up as rank as noxious 
weeds in these degenerate times; 
some the inventions of men, some of 
even lower origin; and while we have 
charity for all, we have no confidence 
in them as ''systems of faith." God 
"doth not walk in crooked paths." 
His blessings are to be found in the 
legitimate channels ordained of him. 
While we do not deny that some who 
know not the truth have received 
blessh1gs of healing in answer to 
prayer, it has been because of their 
faith in God. Professed religious 
faith healers are, in our opinion, re
ligious quacks, and should no more 
be run after than the mediums and 
spooks of spiritism which Israel an
cient and modern has been admon
ished to avoid. Much of the beliefs 
and practices of so-called ''Theoso
phy," "faith healing," and •·Christian 
Science" (?) are but new developments 
in spiritualism arid deception. Many 
rush with the passing crowd into such 
"new" movements which assume the 
garb of religious movements, but 
when the rush and excitement are 
over are worse off and more bewil
dered than ever-farther from God, 
and with less faith in true religion. 
The power and truth of God only will 
bring healing to body or mind. It is 
the gospel that is to redeem the race. 
It is the power of God unto salvation 
-moral, spiritual, and physical, and 
temporal salvation. The leaves of 
the tree of life are for the healing of 
the nations. "Faith in God" will 
bring the b.lessings tQ the obedient, l 
both here and hereafter-faith in the 
God who spoke and organized the 
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church in former and in latter times, I AH, the minds of literary :we~lth which the 
and who placed gifts and powers in present day has brought w1thm the reach of 
the h · h ffi · t t t the mot<t modest income! Why should we 

C urc su Clen. 0 m~e every ever yield to loneliness when we may enter 
demand, every necessity of his people. into unrestricted communion with the noblest 
''All power," ''in heaven and in earth," of the earth? The Psalmist has said, "Com
is given unto Jesus Christ, and by him mune with thine own heart and be still." To 
is administered through his consti- do this is a good thing, but there is holier 
tuted church and authorized ministry. communion than this within our grasp. 

Saints, angels, yes even the Father and the 
(See Doctrine and Covenants Sec. 46, son may through that book of books, the 
etc.) His word contains his admoni- Bible, be communed with, and there we will 
tions and promises for help, from find just that comfort, admonition, direction, 
physical and other ills. w.e commend and strength which we can nowhere else ob
to the sister the exercise of faith in tain. Philip Hamerton has said, "When I 

open a noble volume I say to myself, 'now the 
the promises of the Lord as revealed only Crceaus that I envy is he who is reading 
in his word both in ancient and in a better book than this.'" Let us remember 
modern times, If the elders are not that amid all the literary wealth of the day 
accessible because of distance, God is preeminently stands the word of God, and it 

is now accessible to the humblest and poor
near to all who put their trust in him. est. "While some books," says Henry Ward 
The throne of grace may be reached Beecher, "like steps are left behind us, by 
by every faithful petitioner. the very help which they yield us, and serve 

Lowell very aptly styled supersti- only our childhood or early life, some others 
tion as "the deformed child of faith." go with us in mute fidelity to the end of life, 

Peking, Sept. 27.-An imperial edict a recreation for fatigue, ~n instruction for 
our sober hours, and solace for our sickness 

issued to-day practically rescinds the or sorrow. Except the great outdoors, noth
recent reformatory edicts, and orders ing which has so much life of its own, gives 
that Chang-Yen-Hwan, the former so much life to us. A house without books is 
member of the Chinese Foreign oft.ice like a room without windows. No man has a 
and opponent of Li Hung Chang, be right to bring up his children without sur-

rounding them with books if he has the 
confined until further notice. The means to buy them. A library is not a luxury, 
edict, however, absolves him from but one of the necessaries of life. A book is 
complicity in the alleged plot to as- better for weariness than sleep; better for 
sassinate the Emperor. cheerfulness than wine; it is often a better 

The Queen of Denmark, , 'the physician than the doctor, a better preacher 
than the minister, a better sanctuary than a 

Mother-in-law of Europe," is dead. drowsy church." 
Bro. G. H. Hilliard, of the Bishop-

ric, arrived at Lamoni from Woodbine 
and adjacent points on Monday, the 
3d inst. 

Peking advices of the 1st and 2d 
insts. report that the Emperor of 
China has been assassinated; that 
during the recent festival of the moon 
foreigners were subjected to indigni
ties. British and Russian consulates 
are being protected by their armed 
forces. Events seem to foreshadow 
serious disturbances and changes in 
the country. 

Subscriptions to the SAINTS' HER
ALD are always in order; price $1.50. 

Mothsrs' Home Boltlmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

"The seas of God unbounded roll; 
Their shores no eye can trace. 

Unfathomed, underneath my soul, 
They lie, those Deeps of Grace. 

And whether 1 am weak or st.rang, 
Grace still is broad and deep and long, 

Upbearing not of self is this! 
Of self it lies outside! 

Grace buoys me on its clear abyss, 
On to God's Glory-tide." 

ARRIVING at Arutua it presented a very neat 
and pretty appeara.nce. As we wended our 
way up from the shore, everything was clean 
and tidy looking. The ground is completely 
shaded with cocoanut trees, and yet no co
coanut shells or bits of niau are to be seen 
anywhere. Prominent among the dwelling 
places in this cocoanut grove was Tapu's 
pretty new cottage with its fancy trimmings, 
broad porch and clean swept yards. This 
house was built to receive ''Bro. Joseph" in; 
but in his absence Joseph "the less,"-e ta'na 
vahine-entered in and enjoyed what had 
been prepared for another. And I doubt if 
even Bro. Joseph could have been treated 
more kindly than we were, seeing every
thing was done for us that was in their power 
to do to make us comfortable and happy. 
And the children, too, exerted themselves to 
gather shells for me. Our meetings were 
spiritual feasts comparatively, being blessed 
with tongues, interpretation, and prophecy. 

The brethren and sisters, just getting home 
from their diving period and also from con
ference, took a holiday off the three weeks 
we remained there, embracing the opportu
nity for instruction. This was well pleasing 
to the Orometua, and he talked almost inces
santly. Still it was a rest from what the 
previous months and the conference had been. 
From Arutura we came in a boat to Panau, 
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arrived on a Saturday afternoon. Almost the 
entire inhabitants of that place were pre
pared to go on Monday across the lake to 
Faro to the buia "rahui," and were very de
sirous that we should go also and make our 
visit with them at that place. Raving a de
sire to go to the rahui to see and learn what 
could be learned, and also to be with the 
Kaukura saints for awhile, we gladly ac
cepted their invitation, though we remained 
in Panau with a few of the saints till the lat
ter part of the week. Thus giving them an 
opportunity to get a niau house built for us. 
How like a little green bower it was before 
the niau began to turn brown; and for situa
tion it was planted in the most shady spot 
on the margin of the lake. Besides the co· 
coanut trees there is a large green tree with 
broad spreading branches in front of the 
house, just a little to one side, so as not to 
intercept the view of the lake we have from 
the open door, and the many white-winged 
boats coming and going. 

This portion of Kaukura island, lies in 
horseshoe shape at the far end of the lake 
from Panau,-the principal settlement-and 
was at one time' the chief town. It was 
greatly devastated at the time of the hurri· 
cane in 1878, and there has not been any city 
-as they call it-here since. The people 
gather to make bufa when the rabui is open, 
but cannot land here at any other time with
out a permit from the governor. We are 
told that we are the first white missionaries 
ever here. We are well cared for, both here 
and at Panau. The people are equally as 
kind and generous as those at Arutura, and 
there are more of them. I am aware that 
some have been generous beyond their means, 
and yet are sorrowing because they cannot do 
more. This is a hard year for many. Shell 
is so scarce and price so low that some of the 
traders won't sell at all. It will be all "the 
saints can do to pay the debts that are bind· 
ing upon them this year. True, a valuahle 
pearl is found by them occasionally, but like 
other good things of this world, they do not 
seem to find their way where they are most 
needed or would be the most wisely used. 

I have wished some evenings since coming 
here that our friends and loved ones in 
America could look over the waters and see 
us and our surroundings. They would see a 
pleasant looking group in the open air. We 
two in chairs back to the house and immedi
ately in front of us, native saints-men, 
women and children-sitting on niau mats 
thrown on the ground, forming tbemsel ves 
into three sides of a square. At a little dis
tance in front of us lie the placid waters of 
the lake, bathed in the silvery light of the 
moon, which was casting upon the sand all 
about us various patterns of leaves and 
branches, as though to beguile us into the 
thought that we were resting our feet on a 
rich Brussels carpet. And when the moon 
failed to appear, a lantern was hung in the 
big tree, and a brush fire lighted at a little 
distance to one side, that caet its lurid glare 
about the grounds. The saints always gath· 
ered thus for prayer at about seven o'clock in 
the evening, and remained till nine spending 
the time in singing and profitable talk. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

While here we have received our February 
mail. It is scarcely needful to say how 
hungry we were for mail. Will go to Panau 
in a day or so, where another month's mail is 
awaiting us. 

Panau, June 7.-We have been at this place 
near two weeks waiting an opportunity to go 
to Papeete. Rave learned the sad news of 
war at home, though the. tidings came not 
from America but by way of New Zealand. 
We are in great suspense, not having heard 
a word since May 10. Time is beginning to 
hang heavily upon us until we shall get to 
Papeete. We pray that the Father may 
comfort the sorrowing ones who have seen 
their ioved ones go forth in behalf of their 
country. Such going forth may be glorious 
when viewed from a distance. Brave women 
may say, "Go, and God bless you;" but when 
the shades of night gather about, and the 
loved ones are not found in their place in the 
family group, then comes the heartaches and 
the silent tears, shed for those who have gone 
forth. May the Lord so nerve them with 
strength, courage, and zeal for their country 
that they may not consider hardship or 
danger, but duty only. 

('robe continued.) 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

To ALL SAINTS:-You are earnestly requested 
to fast and pray, October 9, in behalf of our 
son ·and young brother, Calvin Dickey, who 
is low with consumption, that the disease 
may be rebuked and removed forever. The 
Prayer Union is especially requested to make 
this matter a subject of prayer. May God 
bless our efforts by healing the faithful sick. 

. Your sister in the faith, 
MARY E. DICKEY. 

A lonely, heartbroken sister in West Vir· 
ginia asks you to pray that the trouble in her 
family may be removed; that her husband 
may be brought to repent, and that the even
ing of the day she was baptized may be a 
type of the evening of her life-peaceful and 
sweet-with her husband and children 
around her. 

hB11Br IlBpartmem. 
GLOUCESTER, Eng.' Sept. 12. 

Editors Hemld:-It is with pleasure I write 
a few lines, feeling thankful to God that I am 
one of the number who has been brought out 
of darkness into the glorious light and lib
erty of the gospel of Christ. I am thankful 
for the many blessings I have received, and for 
the sustaining grace that has been given me. 
My testimony 'to-day is the same as old Paul's. 
By the grace of God I am what I am. It 
should rejoice some to learn that I, who onco 
was a bitter opposer to this latter-day work, 
am now one who is trying to uplift the ban
ner of King Immanuel. Should this meet 
the eye of Bro. A. N. Bishop, he will be glad 
to kuow that what he and others have 
planted here in Lydney, the God of Israel 
has watered with his richest blessings. 

I thought some would like to learn how the 
gospel wins its way in England, for this 

reason I write. It rejoices me to inform you 
that we have added four to our number in 
the year 1898; since January, 1897, our con
verts have numbered about 15, which means 
that we have gained more than all the 
churches of men put together. This is a 
sure sign to me that this work is the Lord's 
and his power is causing it to prosper in ful
fillment of that which was spoken by the 
Prophet Daniel, where he said, the kingdom 
of God should stand forever. 

I am glad to learn through your valuable 
columns that our late president, R. C. Smith 
and. also Bro. E. R. Dewsnup, have reached 
their destination safely. 

A striking incident which bas occurred 
here, is that those who are not members of 
the church have begun to call for the serv
ants of God to administer unto their sick 
ones, as had before been made known unto us 
by the voice of the Spirit. Ttis has occurred 
twice, and I will relate the one incident for 
the benefit of the elders of Israel. One day 
in the month of July, feeling very tired and 
almost worn out with my day's toil, I re· 
turned home feeling so tired that I thought 
I would not attend the meeting which was 
appointed for that night. However the 
scene was changed, for about half past six a 
telegram arrived, saying I was wanted to go 
to Witcombe, a little ·village about twenty· 
five miles distant. I at once went and con
sulted Elder Thomas Griffiths, who as usual 
readily volunteered to come along. We took 
train from Lydney to Gloucester, and on our 
arrival we found we had five miles to walk. 
We inquired for a cycle house, and upon find· 
ing one secured two cycles and pursued our 
way. Arriving at the end of our journey, we 
found the doctor present, and we learned 
that it was a last resource that the elders 
were called, for the poor sick woman was 
nigh unto death. According· to her request 
we administered unto her, calling upvn our 
heavenly Father in so_lemn prayer. We 
were not blessed with any very marvelous 
outpouring of the Roly Spirit at the time; 
but as the result God blessed the ordinance 
which he set in his house, for three days 
later the woman was able to write a letter; 
and she and many others are living testi
monies to the gospel of Christ being the 
power of God unto salvation. Rave com·age 
ye elders and go forward with the work of 
your God, for he will cause it to prosper in 
your day and generation. 

We are expecting Bro. F. G. Pitt will visit 
us ere long, and by the help of the God who 
led Israel safely into the promised land do we 
mean to pull down the church wbicb is of 
the Devil and establish the righteousness of 
King Jesus upon the earth, and in this man· 
ner bring about that day which must come to 
pass when the knowledge of our God will 
cover the earth even as the waters cover the 
mighty deep. 

I don't want to intrude too much on your 
valuable space, as I feel there are better 
qualified men than I am to write letters to 
the Herald; but ere I close I want to ask all 
those brethren and sisters who are known to 
me, and also those who are not known, to 
pray that the Lord's own work will indeed 
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prosper and grow in this England of ours, 
and where the· branches of the saints are now 
few and very far between. May our all-wise 
parent hasten the day when every man in 
every place shall meet a brother and friend. 

Your brother and colaborer in the Savior's 
cause, . HENRY ELLIS. 

ANACONDA, Mont., Sept. 24. 
Editors Herald:-! am still busy in Western 

Montana. The work in this part of the State 
is in good shape; the saints in this part are a 
noble people and are trying to preach by ex
example, and are honored and respected. 
That is as it should be. 

There are a few of the Utah elders in this 
part, but they are doing us no harm as all the 
people know the difference between them and 
us. My meetings are well attended, with 
some interest, and a few are casting their lot 
with us. 

I have some fine openings here and it keeps 
me busy to fill my appointments, as they are 
so far apart. I have made many friends since 
I have been laboring here, and so far have 
kept the confidence of the saints. 

I once thought it looked hard to be watched 
by the saints as well as those out of the 
church, but my mind has changed; for if we 
are what we profess to be-ministers for the 
Master-we will bear watching; and my ex
perience has taught me that if an elder loses 
his prestige among the saints it is through 
his own folly; for we should be true in our 
walk and conversation and honest with the 
Master. 

I have just been reading a letter from Bro. 
T. J. Sheppard. It brought to my mind the 
time when he and I roamed over the Bandera 
Mountains as ministers together and of the 
kindness I received from the saints and 
friends in Texas. So far as I am concerned I 
can say I feel a peace and security in this 
latter-day work that comes to me stronger as 
time passes by. May the Lord help us all to 
do right. In bonds, 

A. B. MOORE. 

DENVER, Colo.' Sept. 26. 
Editors Herald:-With this I send you a 

copy of the Denver Republican containing an 
article from me in the form of a synopsis of a 
sermon. I have secured the insertion of a 
nurn ber of articles in the city papers by writ
ing a short synopsis for the Monday morning 
issue. 

One was baptized here last week, Bro. 
Evan T. Johnson, of Chicago, who has been 
in the city for the past four weeks in the 
hope of improving his health. 

By letter from Bro. J. W. Gillen I learn he 
was to baptize five or more at Antonito, 
Colorado, the 24th inst.; so the work moves 
slowly but surely. 

I [,ave been trying very hard to get a dis
cussion with the Utah elders who are operat
ing in the city, but they positively refuse to 
discuss. If I cannot get them to come out 
and meet the issues between us squarely, I 
shall try to make the differences between the 
two churches known through the press. 

J.B. ROUSH. 
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BLAIRSTOWN, Mo., Sept. 25. 
Editors Herald:-When I last wrote you 

Elder Pernent and myself were holding tent 
meetings at Creighton, Missouri. We had a 
good hearing and quite a lively interest. 
Two were baptized: Walter Coleman, a 
bright, young man, and E. M. Hudson, for
merly a steward in the Evangelical Church 
known as the Albrights. Bro. Hudson is 
made of the material that by rubbing will 
brighten. 

On August 23 we started by team for the 
Midway Park reunion, Bro. Phil Pement 
joining us at Peter Creek; the weather was 
warm and the trip very hard on man and 
beast. We arrived on the grounds about 
midnight on the 26th. 0. P. Sutherland and 
F. C. Keck had arranged the tents and ev
erything in good shape to have a pleasant 
and peaceful time. The attendance was not 
large, but all seemed to enjoy themselves. 
The preaching was clear and pointed; prayer 
and testimony meetings were spiritual and 
full of thought. Some of those of the minis
try that were present, as I now call to 
memory, were Henry Sparling, Philemon 
Pement, F. C. Keck, 0. P. Sutherland, M. L. 
Sory, W. H. Smart, A. M. Baker, George 
Bebee, W. E. Haden, A. C. Silvers, and John 
D. White. Nine were baptized and among 
the number Mrs. Stone, wife of the son of ex
Governor Stone, of Missouri. We did not 
agree to hold another mission reunion but 
decided in favor of district reunions. 

On our return Bro. Pement preached one 
evening at Nashville, John D. White and 
myself one night each at Verdella, in the 
Methodist church. House was full and gave 
the best of attention. Verdella is a small 
village where Bro. and Sr. Dr. E. F. Miller 
live. We shall long remember their kind
ness and good attention given to our needs. 
Life is made pleasant to be with such warm
hearted saints. We only wish we could have 
spent a few weeks~ there to have preached 
the gospel to that people. 

On the night of September 7 we held serv
ices at Walker, Missouri. From there I was 
called home on account of sickness. My 
wife came near dying with a congestive 
chill. She is now up again, but about ten 
days ago I took down with bilious fever, also 
Bro. Philemun Pement with the same. This 
is why we have been unable to fill all of our 
appointments, but.shall by the help of God 
soon be out in the field again. 

I trust that all the saints in the Clinton 
district will remember their tithes and offer
ings. The work needs support. Do not hold 
back that which belongs to the Lord. 

Yours in gospel bonds, 
D. C. WHITE. 

MAGNOLIA, Minn., Sept. 26. 
Editors Hm·ald:-I ·closed a series of meet

ings here last night with a full house and 
good interest. I began with about forty, and 
closed last night as above stated, and feel 
well over the result. I spoke about one hour 
and a half last night, and took them at short 
range and rapid fire, and never had better 
attention given in all my experience. Per
haps the secret of it was that I had a ''Yan-

&37 

kee gun" with the Lord working it, and of 
course good results must follow. 

The Populist nominee for Governor of the 
State was present with his wifo, as also the 
best citizens of the place and surrounding 
country. He told me after meeting that if I 
would come back after cold weather sets in 
he would see that a good place was secured 
for preaching, and would do all he could to 
make it a success, and also said, "We will 
make a lot of converts, too." So I am to 
come back. 

I go from here to St. Peter to begin meet
ings in the M. E. church with the promise of 
another one as long as we want it. I learn 
also that two Utah men are near there and 
are having some success, and shall look after 
them, and if they will not meet the issue will 
make war upon them anyway. I never had 
better liberty in speaking than of late, and 
feel to rejoice in the Lord my Savior. The 
work is onward in the State and the outcome 
will be well. For truth and right, 

E. A. STEDMAN. 

---, Tenn., Sept. 24. 
Editors Herald:-Some one has said, "The 

world is full of changes and fools are fond of 
them." While this could not apply to alt the 
changes we see in society, it has a most sig
nificant application to a case that has lately 
come under my notice. 

It will be rernem bered that about two years 
ago Elder C. L. Snow was shot at and other
wise maltreated in Hardin County, Tennes
see. The crime for which he was so ill treated 
was preaching the restored gospel and con
tending for the gifts and blessings of the 
same. But now in the very same locality the 
people are running wild over a "divine 
healer" in the person of a negro by the name 
of Jarrett. This sable gentleman has his 
circulars out all over t.he countey and every
body is invited to come and get "free sal va
tion." At the head of his cfrculae in large 
letters is the following inscription:-

"Dr. Jarrett, Colored faith Doctor;" then 
in smaller letters: "In God I trust, you will 
all come and see my performance and work. 
Free salvation for all. Corne oue, come all 
and call on me." At the bottom of the notice 
is printed, "Call on or address Dr. James 
Jarrett, Lexington, Tennessee." 

I talked with some who had visited this 
divine(?) or_ apostolic(!) healer and learned 
that bis mode of administering divine aid to 
the afflicted was to suspend the Bible from a 
cord in the center of his apartment (I sup
pose he has no other use for the Bible) and if 
the patient is a Christian he or she stands 
under the Bible and then the man of divine 
power takes a towel and rubs it over the 
Bible and over the patient, and then folds up 
the towel and instructs the patient to hide 
the towel and not to let anyone see it, so the 
charm will not be broken. If the sick is not 
a Christian he or she stands to one side of 
the Bible, otherwise the performance is just 
the same. 

On the doctor's circular is the testimony of 
three that state they have been helped by 
his performance, but the patients that I saw 
that had sought the gentleman's aid were 
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nursing their aches and pains just as though 
Dr. Jarrett had never been in the country. 

Now is it not strange that a people claim
ing to be Christians could mob and even 
shoot at a respectable man for preaching 
Christ and bis gospel and then run wild over 
a colored humbug that knows no more about 
the gospel than the Devil knows about ice. 
It is a repetition of the old story; once a 
thief was chosen in preference to the Christ. 
And now an ignorant negro is chosen in pref
erence to him that gave his life to heal and 
save the race. 

Perhaps the Lord in his great mercy will 
wink at such ignorance. 

J.C. CLAPP. 

ELIZA, Ill., Sept. 18. 
Editors Herald:-It is with pleasure I write 

of the condition of the work in the Kewanee 
district. We met with the Buffalo Prairie 
branch in conference, September 3. The 
business was done very nicely. Reports 
were received from a number of the brethren. 

Reports were not very flattering. In trav
eling over the district I do not find the work 
in very good condition. Many are cold and 
indifferent, while others are striving to do 
their duty. The officers in some parts are 
not doing their duty, thus lettiog the work 
go down spiritually, and the flock goes unfed. 

The conference appointed a grove meeting 
to be held near Dahinda. The speakers were 
Brn. J. S. Patterson, F. A. Russel, D. C. 
Smith, and the writer if circumstances per
mit. 

Our little boy, Orval, fell off a bicycle and 
broke bis arm and dislocated his elbow yes
terday. We got it back to place and he is 
doing very well. I hope to be able to start 
for Dahinda by Friday, the 23d. I went seven 
miles from home to-day and preached in a 
new place. Had a nice crowd and good at
tention. 

I have many calls for preaching, but as I 
do not labor under appointment and have to 
labor for the support of my family, many 
calls have to go unanswered. I am striving 
to do what I can. 

Yours in gospel bonds, 
J. W. ADAMS. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

hope to do a good work here in the near 
future. 

The reverend gentlemen of other churches 
are being aroused; some talk of debate. So 
goes the good work. We need more laborers 
in these parts. We want to organize other 
branches this conference year, as we have 
sufficient numbers at other places for organi
zations. 

I want to visit the saints in Faulkner 
County, in the last of Nm·ember; also other 
points of interest. In bonds, 

J. W. JACKSON. 

FAGUNDUS, Pa., Sept. 25. 
Editors Herald:-We are so situated that 

we do not have a chance to go to church, as 
the nearest one is about forty-five miles dis
tant. I can say I am glad I obeyed the gos
pel, and feel thankful to my heavenly Father 
for the many blessings bestowed, although it 
is sometimes hard to live just as I should; 
yet I try in my weak way to live each day 
better than the day before. 

I can truly say there is not a day goes past 
in which I cannot see that God has his watch
care over me, and in some cases I can see his 
guiding band in my daily works; for which I 
feel thankful. Sometimes I ask for blessings 
that I do not get, and when they do not 
come I think it is not the Lord's will that I 
should have them, or else I have not lived 
worthy of them. And I can as truly say that 
I have asked for things that have been 
granted in the next twenty-four hours. 

I wish, if there be any saints at Sharon, or 
Greenville, Mercer County, Pennsylvania, 
they would please write or send me their ad
dresses, as I wish to write them for some in
formation about that part of the country; or 
if there is a branch nearer here than the 
above-named places, will 8ome brother or 
sister please let me know? Address as above. 

Pray for us that we may prove faithful to 
the end. Your brother, 

GEO. H. PARKER. 

INDEPENDENCE, Mo., Sapt. 21'.l. 
Editors Herald:-Of late I have been won

derfully blessed in presenting the words of 
everlasting life to the people. Last Sunday 
Elder Henry Resch, of Holden, and myself 

VENICE, Ark., Sept. 27. rode about twenty miles into the country, 
Editors Herald:-I am now at this place, and I spoke twice to the few that came out, 

seeing after the work of the church. We with good liberty. Bro. Henry and the 
have about twenty saints here at present. girls did the singing. The men were so busy 
Some of them came from Independence, and putting in wheat that I could not hold even
Lees Summit, Missouri, and some from Illi- ing meetings through the week, so we drove 
nois; but most of them are from Standley, back to Holden on Sunday evening in time 
Indian Territory. They have come to get for me to speak the third time that day. 
employment at Bro. Ellis Short's wholesale On Monday morning as I came into the 
yellow pine lumber planing and saw mills. room for my morning meal Bro. Henry asked 
This plant was begun about one year ago; me if I wanted to go into the water that day. 
now considerable business is being carried on. I answered, "If it's necessary." "Well, my 

We have a neat church building, which son's wife wants to be baptized to-day." So 
was erected at the expense of Bro. Short. we went about two miles to the water, and I 
We aim to organize a branch shortly. We verily felt the power of the lofty one present. 
already have a Sunday school in operath>n. I spoke again on Monday evening and con-

Bro. Short has done a great deal for the 1 firmed Sister May, assisted by President 
church in the South, in building houses of · Resch. The branch at Holden could be a 
worship, by his preaching, and aiding with rose among thorns if all would live as the 
his means in many ways. An interest is be- law requires. In the faith, 
ing aroused in the regions round about, so we J. C. Foss. 

I 

JASPER, Minn., Sept. 28. 
Editors Herald: - Since reading the last 

issue of the Herald, and the article on the 
first page, "Graceland College Again,'' I 
have thought' how President Joseph and 
those associated with him mu~t feel to re
ceive letters and complaints from saints for 
the step taken by the General Conference 
when the college building was first. contem
plated. As I understand it, there was no 
"snap shot" policy used in conference to start 
the erection of the college, but all was with 
deliberation; and now that the college is es
tablished and struggling for a firm footing, 
it seems to me the poorest kind of policy for 
some to discourage the work. Instead, all 
should put their shoulders to the wheel and 
push, and parents who are members of the 
church having children whom they can af
ford to send to college, should support the 
college to the extent of sending them to 
Graceland, I believe, even if they may have 
college privileges nearer by. No one need go 
beyond the limits of their vision to find many 
examples of neglected education, and why it 
is that there are any who will enter com
plaints regarding the college is more than I 
can see. 

I do not want to be one of those who-like 
our deluded brothers in the valley of the 
West-blindly "obey counsel," but wish to 
know the why and wherefore of everything, 
and look into all matters intelligently; but it 
seems to me that this is a question that has 
but one side and that every saint should 
point with pride to Graceland College, and 
do all in his power to make its foundation 
sure and its running a success. 

I have thought of a plan for the relief of 
the indebtedness of the college. We all can 
do a little, and if this little is given in small 
amounts, covering a whole year, it will in 
the end amount to a large sum of money. 

Are there not one thousand members of the 
church who, aside from their tithing, will 
give one dollar a month during the next year 
so that at the close of this century our col
lege will then be on a firm footing? I for 
one will pledge this, God being my help.er. 

This will require very little, if any, self
denial, as it is less than three cents a day, 
and who is there who will not be willing to 
do this much? 

We say we love this work. Is there not 
one thousand members who will demonstrate 
it in a financial way for the benefit of those 
who shall come after us, and make it possible 
for Graceland to become a solid institution of 
learning? 

If this meets with the approval of the col
lege board, let all who will, between now and 
January 1, 1899, send in their names and 
pledge the one dollar a month during next 
year. Yours for higher education, 

AR'l'HUR H. ADAMS. 

HOWELL, Mich., Sept. 21. 
Editors Herald:-Tbe work in West Marion 

is at a standstill; we have had no preaching 
for a long time. We are sometimes made 
to wonder where we really belong, as the 
president of no district has ever visited us. 
They tell us we belong to the Southern dis-
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trict, but, as a sister says, it looks as if we 
were switched off on a sidetrack and forgot
ten. Still there is one thing we do know: 
we belong to God and are not forgotten by 
him. That assurance makes me able to say 
I am glad I obeyed the Lord's commands and 
stepped out on his promises when I did, for I 
feel that if I had waited awhile lon~er I 
might never have known the peace which 
passeth understanding. It helps me to freely 
forgive all who have deeply wronged or in
jured me, though to forget is not so easy; for 
I know full reparation, must be made for all 
wrongs, if not in this world in the great 
beyond. 

At times, when the way has seemed so deso
late and dreary I have almost doubted the 
goodness of God; then the thought would 
come that those he loves he chastens and I 
believe he allows us to see the falseness and 
frailty of humanity that we may learn to de
pend upon nothing or upon no one but God 
himself. When the heart is full of sorrow 
and so longs for peace and happiness, oh! 
how sweet it would be to rest in the arms of 
Christ and know we were free from all pain 
and sorrow. For it seems as if, 

Only o'er rocks, go my weary footsteps, 
Ever dark elands obscure my sky; 

Till in my blindness I can but wonder 
If naught but thorns in my pathway lie. 

Your sister in the faith, 
A. J, DALEY. 

PLANO, Ill., Sept. 29. 
Editors Herald:-Bro. E. Wildermuth and 

I came here yesterday from: Janesville, Wis
consin, where we had attended the grove 
meetings and conference of the Southern 
Wisconsin district. The conference passed 
off pleasantly; two were called and ordained 
to the office of elder, one to the office of 
priest, and one to the office of deacon; -one 
was baptized. The weather was fine; the 
preaching was good; the world's people 
turned out fairly well to the night meetings 
and a goodly number of the saints of the dis
trict were in attendance. Some came and 
tented on the camp grounds in a beautiful 
grove and nicely situated on gently rising 
ground, granting a pleasant view of Rock 
Prairie, and the county buildings, and of 
Janesville in the distance. 

From the opening to the closing of the 
meetings, for nine days, the sessions were 
peaceful, and not a word of unpleasantness 
was heard; the Spirit of the Lord was en
joyed, and words of comfort and encourage
ment were given to the saints. Bro. H. A. 
Stebbins and others gave the saints words of 
instruction which if heeded will do good to 
all the saints, old and young. Bro. 0. N. 
Dutton and family were the only saints liv
ing near, but they were all that could be 
asked for of any one fli.mily. Bro. Dutton is 
one of the noble men of earth, and Sr. Dutton 
presided over the home and made all wel
come, as a noble saint and mother would do; 
and the chidren helped in every way possi
ble to make the meetings a success; all felt 
cheerful. They are what I call good, noble 
young saints, not proud, as if in a sense they 
thought they were better than others, but 
they manifested a spirit of kindness. 

There is a band of noble saints in Wiscon
sin, and if they will keep humble there will 
be many more added to their number. A 
number of young men are entering the min
istry who, if they keep humble, will help to 
thresh the nations that the wheat may be 
gathered out. Bro. W. A. McDowell seems 
to be managing them nicely, and he needs to 
be proud. of them in the sense of caring for 
them as a wise presiding officer, and having 
charge of that part of the mission. Hope all 
may do well in the great latter-day work 
which has been committed to our. trust. And 
all will have_ to give an account how we have 
occupied when the Master shall come. 

Will close for this time, lest I be criticised, 
as I hear of some others, they are trying to 
tell it all. 

Mr. Editors, will you please allow me to re
fer to a short note I saw in the last Herald, 
written by T. W. C. that all the saints would 
testify that W. H. K. was inspired when he 
wrote his piece in Herald, page 575. Yes, 
they might admit he was inspired; but, From 
what source? would be their right to in
quire. "Beloved, believe not every spirit, 
but try the spirits." "To the law and to the 
testimony: if they speak not according to 
this word, it is because there is no light in 
them." And he may be off the fence; but he 
may be on the wrong side; and, "over the 
fence is out." , 

Yours, as ever, for the truth, 
J. H. LAKE. 

FT. BIDWELL, Cal., Sept. 19. 
Ed'itors Herald:-We have just returned 

from Lake Anne, where two noble young 
ladies were buried beneath the rolling waves. 
This makes nine baptisms here and the end 
is not yet. We hope to see enough come in 
to form a good branch. There are no finer 
people under the skies than there are here. 

We would like to meet the saints at the re
union, but beli!'lve that it would be sacrificing 
the work to do so. 

Yours in bonds, 
FRED B. BLAIR. 

LAMONI, Iowa, Sept. 24. 
Editors Rerald:-I just wish to say to you 

that I think yo:i have presumed too much in 
your supposed right, to forestall and misrep
resent me in giving my simple reasons for re
fusing to believe the absurd dogma that the 
priest has the right to bless the emblems for 
sacramental uses. You tried to burlesque 
the idea that I did not want controversy, by 
quoting only part of my statement. Fortu
nately, those that read the article saw that it 
was in the columns of the Herald that I did 
not wish to enter as a controversialist. I 
simply wished to exchange friendly views on 
this subJect in a friendly spirit, without 
malice, guile, or hypocrisy. 

You ask in your editorial, "Can the Aaronic 
priesthood administer?" And those that 
read the article know that is not the question. 
Every one capable of judging for himself 
knows that the priest can and does adminis
ter every time he officiates in the priest's 
0ffice. You say I ought to know that the 
church from the first in its practice under-

stood that the priest had the power to ad· 
minister the sacrament, including the 
blessing of the emblems. Never, since my 
first acquaintance with the church in 1849 
till the time I came to this country did I ever 
see it practiced, or hear it t:aught. 

Furthermore, you say I know that this has 
been and is the practice of the Reorganized 
Church. To this I reply that I had not the 
slightest idea that such was the belief and 
practice of the Reorganized Church till some
time in the spring of 1897, when Bro. J. A. 
G., as president of Lamoni branch, called 
upon Priest Robert White to bless the em
blems. It was so revolting to my feelings 
that I could scarcely refrain from protesting 
against such an innovation. But there had 
been some talk about ordaining Bro. W. an 
elder. I then called upon Bro. J. A. G. for 
his authority to call for the priest to bless 
the emblems. He referred me to section 
17: 22, Doctrine and Covenants, and to the 
leading men of the church; hence my ques
tion to the editor of the He'l'ald over one year 
ago. The answer I got was simply, Yes. I 
did not know, nor did I ever see it practiced 
till as before stated. 

Let us compare notes and try to find who 
is in harmony with the command of God in 
section 17: 10. The priest's duty is to ad· 
minister the sacrament and to take the lead 
of meetings when there is no elder present. 
But when there is an elder present he is only 
to preach, etc.; equivalent to saying that he 
must not administer the sacrament unless 
there be no elder present, for the very same 
reason that Christ told the 'l'welve among 
the Nephites that there should be one or
dained to the Melchisedec priesthood, as that 
gives them the right and power to bless. These 
men had been administering the bread and 
wine that Jesus blessed. He had told them 
it was necessary to observe that ordinance, 
and that they should be able to administer 
properly, "Behold, there shall be one or
dained;" and finally, all of them received the 
Melchisedec priesthood with power to bless. 

Paragraph 10 shows that in all the duties 
enumerated the priest is an assistant when 
occasion requires; and we are free to state 
as our u.nderstanding of the law of God 
there can be no sac'J'ament administered only in 
accord with the instruction given in the 
Book of Mormon and the former command, 
"not only to say but to do according to that 
which is written." Without the Melchisedec 
Priesthood the sacrament is a farce; for the 
law says it is through the ordinances of the 
gospel the power of godliness is manifest; 
and without the ordinances of the gospel and 
the authority of the priesthood it is not mani
fest to men in the flesh. 

Now, what is the claim of the leading quo
rums of the church, and the decision of the 
conference? Why, that the priest has the 
power to bless and administer the sacrament 
from beginning to end, independently of the 
elders; simply because paragraph 22 says 
"the elder, or priest shall administer." 
Their decision is based upon two letters, o-r; 
and it entirely ignores the office God hath 
placed in the church, and which makes it the 
duty of the elder to preside to confirm and to 
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bless; and they have said by voice and vote, 
"The priest will answer our purpose bet
ter,'' and have treated lightly the pat
tern and example of the Lawg-iver as 
taught in the Book of Mormon. They 
have refused to respect the office and the 
officer holding the keys of all the spir
itual blessings of the church; and designed 
of God for helps, governments, for the work 
of the ministry and the perfecting of the 
saints. So, they have as quorums and con
ference rejected the word of the Lord and 
what wisdom is in them. 

There is not a shadow of evidence pre
sented to show that the reasons I offered 
were incorrect; not one ray of light from 
those that were to see that the law of God is 
kept. Yours very respectfully, 

GEORGE DERRY. 

F'l'. BIDWELL, Cal., Sept. 22. 
Editors Herald:-Bro. F. B. Blair and I are 

having great success here. We have bap
tized twelve so far. Others are very near, so 
the end is not yet. We would like to intro
duce the Herctld among the people here, so 
please send us as many sample copies as you 
can afford to. In bonds, 

A. C. BARMORE. 

NORMAN, Ok., Sept. 29. 
Editors Herald:-After the Oklahoma re

union I went home for a few days; preached 
a few times there to good attentive congrega
tions, made·an address at the celebration of 
the "opening of the strip" on the 16th, 
worked on the farm, put up feed, hauled in 
pumpkins, and once more "Miss Topsy," the 
gentle gospel pony, was carrying me away 
from loved ones at home enroute to Norman, 
where I hoped to join the tent workers and 
during the progress of the meeting mingle 
my efforts with the "knights of the trowel." 

But, during my experience in the minisGry 
for more than five years now I have often 
longed and wished for opportunity to attend 
some other fellow's meeting where I could 
contrast his method with my own and also 
that of my brethren and see the secret, if 
any, of their success-their seeming success. 

The opportunity has come. Reverend Cul
pepper, a noted evangelist from "Georgia," 
is here with a bi.g canvas house large enough 
to cover over two thousand five hundred peo
ple, and has an average attendance each 
night of twelve and fifteen hundred peo
ple. The "contrast" is plain to be seen. 
His method is not like ours-his inducements 
to get people in the church are in nowise the 
same; and yet I say with all respect to all 
concerned, if some of this man's sermons 
could be preached in our General Conferences 
by some of our brethren they would surely 
move the cause of Zion. His ad vice and in
structions as to how to live, how to treat our 
neighbor, our family, wife, husband, parents, 
children, and our friends of other churches, 
has not been excelled by anyone I ever heard. 
The manner of life "in Christ Jesus" has 
been so beautifully portrayed, so urgently 
and earnestly and kindly dei;nanded, that I 
have listened with regret that the same has 
not been urged more by my own brethren. 

We criticise such methods as arE'. used by 
this evangelist in getting people into the (his) 
church, and they ought to be criticised, for I 
have not heard any explanation about doc
trine, about the teaching of Chri,·t, about the 
apostolic faith, about what officers should be 
in the church now; whether we should have 
prophets in the church or not; whether the 
signs spoken of in Mark 16, Acts 19, l Corin
thians 12, should "follow the believer" in this 
age or not. All his efforts have been to get 
people to "forsake sin;" to "live godly and· 
Christlike;" to "be good," etc. 

Now, I do not charge my brethren with 
being wholly neglectful in this line; yet I 
have noticed hundreds of times when our eld
ers come among a band of saints that they 
occupy the stand, preach a sermon on bap
tism, laying on of hands, apostasy, restora
tion of the gospel, the mission of Joseph 
Smith, the antiquities of America or of the 
gospel, or some theme like the organization 
of the church, insisting that W3'should have 
living apostles and prophets in the church 
to-day; do not all the saints believe that? 
"Why yes, but we want them to understand 
it better." I say amen! but let us not be 
moral cowards by going into a branch and 
with the spiritual discernment that we are 
entitled to comprehend the needs of a Christ
like life among the saints, then get into the 
stand and preach on some of the above topics 
with a desire to keep the good will of the 
wayward, and have their praise and compli
ments for having preached a "good sermon;" 
when in fact there were those in the congre
gation who were corrupting themselves with 
evil habits, evil communications, strife, and 
ill will toward their brethren, breaking the 
spiritual law of Christ in many ways; but you 
didn't want to say anything about it for fear 
you would hurt their feelings. It is easier to 
cater to the ways of the world, and be "men 
pleasers" than (judging from a human stand
point) to Ii ve a life in Christ and fulfill the 
"royal law." 

The membership of the church would surely 
not be so careless in their duties as saints if 
the elders would live nearer to God and 
preach more about the duty of Christians, the 
duty of saints. Part of the mission of the 
Holy Ghost is to "reprove the world of sin 
and of unrighteousness;" and as messeng-ers 
of Christ and for Christ we have the right (and 
it is our duty) to reprove the world of sin in all 
its forms, wherever and whenever we may find 
it. The manner of doing it is the only ques
tion. 

Brethren, I hope to improve until I shall 
be able to satisfy myself and the Lord as one 
of his ministers, as his representative in life, 
theory and pizactice. May I receive the sus
taining grace of God and your faith and 
prayers. In gospel bonds, 

R. M. MALONEY. 

meeting on last Sunday; many were affected 
to tears, including some not of the church. 
Will continue till over next Sunday. Am 
rather expecting A. J. Keck to join me here. 

H. E. MOLER. 

Original KrticlBs. 
IS IT THE STONE KINGDOM? 

ARE you quite sure that the Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints, separately con
sidered, is that "stone kingdom"? 

The above question appeared in a 
very patriotic article, where the glory 
and beauty of our nation, which is 
symbolized by "Old Glory," were pre
sented in the most graphic manner, 
which was published in a recent Her
ald. We admired the manner in which 
the fact that God exercised a control
ing influence in the rise and progress 
of our country was presented. This 
demonstrates the truthfulness of the 
statement that God "hath made of one 
blood all nations of men for to dwell 
on all the face of the earth, and hath 
determined the times before appointed, 
and the bounds of their habitations." 

This being an enunciation of the un
derlying principle of the rise and fall 
of nations, we are hardly justified in 
concluding that the nation that Old 
Glory floats so majestically over is the 
only one that God has had anything 
to do with. 

In looking over the history of the' 
nations of the past we find that in 
many respects they have all had the 
same experiences. In the beginning 
they· were to quite an extent on an 
equality. A broad territory uninhab
ited lay before them, inviting the en
ergetic poor to enter, with the 
promise that by industry they could 
become comparatively independent. 
Under such conditions "wise men" 
have always made their appearance to 
guide the ship of state, and soon a 
young nation was seen forging her 
way to 'Ghe front and surpassing the 
older ones in statesmanship, soldiery, 
and human liberty. But watch its 
progress. Soon its territory becomes 
thickly populated, and the wealth and 
power begins to settle into the hands 
of a few. The few become the aris-

PrPER CI'l'Y, Ill., Sept. 29. tocracy, and as their condition is very 
Editors Herald: - Began meetings at the unfavorable to progression, their time 

Heav~ner schoolhouse, nea: here, o? the and mental powers are soon devoted 
17th rnst., and have contrnued until the ' t th t k f k · th · 
present, with increasing interest; good at- 0 . e .as 0 eepmg ~ masses in 
tendance and good attention. Quite a few subJect10n, thus developmg selfish, 
seem interested. We had a splendid social tyrannical dispositions in themselves, 
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and robbing the oppressed of all op
portunities of advancement. A glance 
at the system of ''castes" of Egypt 
and India, and the "feudal system" of 
the Middle Ages will clearly illustrate 
the position. 

During the progressive days of 
Rome they made wonderful advance
ment in jurisprudence, till the unini
tiated is surprised to find so many of 
our laws simply copies. There were 
"wise men" raised up among them, 
but they were not sufficient to prevent 
the wealth and power finally settling 
into the hands of the few. And what 
reasons have we for believing that the 
wise men of our nation can or will be 
able to prevent the same thing? In 
fact, we see signs of its baneful influ
ence already. There are but few in· 
dustries that can be successfully 
engaged in by men with a small 
amount of capital. What chance for 
success would a man with a few thou
sand dollars have in the "oil business" 
in the East, or in the "packing busi
ness" in the West? This only illus
trates every industry in the United 
States. The wealth is fast going into 
the hands of the few, and they are so 
hedging up the way that the masses 
are compelled to depend on th.em for 
a living. Already they are saying to 
their dependents, "Vote as we say, or 
we will starve your children." I was 
somewhat surprised in '96 to hear a 
railroad engineer say that "The com
pany furnished him newspapers and 
campaign literature," and that he was 
not at liberty to express his views on 
politics; but thanks to the Australian 
ballot, he could vote as he pleased. 
This is too notorious to need proof 
here. 

Our nation with all its grandeur and 
excellency does not, cannot prevent 
the growth of this noxious weed which 
gives man the power to tyrannize over 
his fellow man, thus robbing the 
masses of this "self-evident" truth 
that cannot result in anything but dis
aster. Yes, Bro. Kelley, this imper
fection, this lack needs ''breaking," 
as well as the rest of human inven
tio.ns and schemes that contain only 
"grains of salt," and are insufficient 
to bring mankind to the proper condi
tion. The question is asked:-

If he inspired the laying of the foundation 
of this government, is he thereafter to ~et up 
a "ston<:1" to "t>mite" and!destroy it? 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The question is in such form as to 
convey the idea that he would not; but 
before we thus answer let us consider 
a few facts. When God led the Isra
elites from Egyptian bondage he came 

Down also upon mount Sinai, and spakest 
with them from heaven, and gavest them 
right judgments, and tri•e laws, good statutes 
and commandments.-Neh. 9: 13. 

After this was done, Moses said:-
Behold, I have taught you statutes and 

judgments, even as the Lord my God com
manded me, that ye should do so in the land 
whither ye go to possess it.-Deut. 4: 5. 

I do not suppose that it will be ar
gued that the political system given 
by the Almighty through the ''wise 
man," Moses, was to be eternal in its 
character. If so what will become of 
the "inspired" political system of the 
United States? 

We can readily admit that God did 
the best for the Israelites that could 
have been done under the circum
stances; and the same may be said 
for the United States. But to argue 
that one is to be eternal, or is to 
"stand forever," because God directed 
in its formation, would be assuming 
too much. The preponderance of 
evide~ce would be in favor of the 
former. 

And from thence shall the gospel roll forth 
unto the ends of the earth, as the stone which 
is cut out of the mountain without hands 
shall roll forth.-D. C. 65: l. 

Many knew of the statement in 
Daniel 2: 34 of the ''stone" rolling 
forth, gaining strength and size as it 
went, "breaking in pieces" all that re
mained in its path "till it became a 
great mountain and filled the whole 
earth," but few knew what was sym
bolized by this stone. Daniel gives 
us to understand that it would be a 
''kingdom" set up by ''the God of 
heaven," '.'which would never be de
stroyed," "but would stand forever." 

'rhis much was comprehended by 
all: that it was to represent something 
in the last days that was to go forth 
through and finally fill the earth. 
The revelation quoted says, in har
mony with this understood fact, "the 
gospel" was to go forth ''as" (in the 
same manner) that the stone cut out 
of the mountain without hands shall 
roll forth. There is undoubtedly a 
difference between the ''gospel" and 
that which is to "roll forth," symbol
ized by the "stone." But is it the 
United· States? As the gospel must 
be preached before the chti,rch can be 
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built up,. of necessity it must go forth 
first. The glorious principles of the 
"kingdom" that "the God of heaven" 
has ''set up" are proclaimed in their 
pristine beauty, and which include all 
that is grand and good in the "founda
tion" of our government (which our 
patriotic brother so greatly admires
and by the way he seems to see more 
than I do), but a great deal more
enough to remove all the evils in so
ciety and prevent them from ever 
germinating again. This will attract 
all truth and justice-loving people, so 
they will enlist under the folds of its 
elevating banner, causing the church 
or kingdom to "roll forth" after, or 
to follow the preaching of the gospel 
in "all the world." 

The Church of Jesus Christ has never 
"broken in pieces" even a township govern
ment. 

Possibly not. But remember it is 
yet young. But, by the way, what 
kingdom has the United States 
"broken in pieces?" And it is much 
older. We do not understand that 
the . church is ever to "break in 
pieces" any government by carnal 
force, but by teaching the citizens the 
more perfect way, giving them a 
higher conception of right and justice, 
till of their own accord they will move 
harmoniously together and form a 
more perfect system. The principles 
of this perfect system are included in 
and are a part of the '•gospel of the 
kingdom." 

Is not the "inspired" in the church, ana 
the "inspired" in the State one, as affecting 
God's purposes and work? 

To answer this question correctly 
we should consider the degrees of 
''inspiration" that are manifested by 
men at different times, as well as the 
object God had in view by giving the 
inspiration. 

Nebuchadnezzar was surely in
spired when he saw the wonderful 
scene in his remarkable dream, as 
were Pharaoh and many others; yet 
this inspiration was very limited, and 
the knowledge given thereby very 
meager. When Moses gave the 
"law" to Israel it came to him by in
spiration; yet it was an "imperfect" 
system, and was destined to be super
seded by a superior one. The supe
rior included all of the good in the 
:first, and a great deal more, without 
its imperfections. 

There w;:ts a; great deal of good a(l-
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complished by the "Mosaic law," and 
so there is by the government of the 
United States; but as the first was 
superseded or swallowed up by the 
second, so will it be with the latter; 
each serving its purpose "to bring us 
to Christ," the more perfect way. 

And is it not the "self-evident" "truths" 
of Jefferson that lie at the foundation of the 
government which have wrought so won
drously and effectively, loved and cherished 
by a free and independent people, that are 
sweeping over the nations as a new inspira
tion, and "smiting the imag-e"-the "divine 
right of kings" and an inherited aristocracy
liberatitJg and planting hope in the people, 
to be considered in the work of the "stone 
kingdom" as well as the divine in the church? 

From the above it seems that the 
"smiting" is to be done by moral in
fluences, produced by the wonderful 
success of our nation, demonstrating 
to humanity that we have the most 
perfect system of government on 
earth. 

Then follows:-
Go on Dewey, go on Schley, go on Samp

son, go on Miles, go on Shafter, go on the 
great God-ordained American republic; 
"smite the image,'' if image it is; break the 
yokes of tyrants and let the people go free. 

This is a beautiful sentence, but it 
leaves one in a quandary as to its 
meaning. It sounds too warlike. 
Dewey, Schley, and Shafter did not 
smite with a "new inspiration;" but 
with the old carnal weapons greatly 
improved. It almost leaves the im
pression that the brother bas already 
"climbed upon the fence" and slid off 
on both sides. 

By carefully reading Daniel 2: 34--
44, it will be seen that the kingdom 
that does the smiting will "fill the 
whole earth" and ''stand forever." 
This surely exceeds the hopes of most 
people of the United States. Yet I 
was reading the other day of a patriot 
who, when expatiating of the need of 
a great navy, said: "We will soon 
have thirty-five thousand miles of sea
coast to defend." 

Daniel saw the "Son of man" come 
in the "clouds of heaven." 

And there was given him dominion, and 
glory, and a kingdom, that all people, na
tions, and languages, should serve him: his 
dominion is an everlasting dominion, which 
shall not pass away, and his kingdom that 
which shall not be destroyed.-Daniel 7: 14. 

I belifve we can safely conclude 
that the "stone" represents the church 
or kingdom of God. 

W. E. PEAK. 
]'AIRFrnL:p, N;ebra~k111 Rel't·. 16, 1898, 

'fHI~ SAINTS' HERALD. 

A LITTLE LAD'S ANSWER. 

Our little lad came in one day 
With dusty shoes and tired feet; 

His playtime had been hard and long, 
Out in the summe1"s noontide heat. 

"I'm glad I'm home!" he cried, and hung 
His torn straw hat up in the hall, 

While in the corner by the door 
He put away his bat and ball. 

"I wonder why,'' his auntie said, 
"This little lad always comes here, 

When there are many other homes 
As nice as this and quite as near?" 

He stood a moment deep in thought, 
Then, with a love light in his eye, 

He pointed where his mother sat, 
And said: "She lives here; that is why." 

With beaming face the mother heard; 
Her mother heart was very glad, 

A true, sweet answer he had given, 
That thoughtful, loving little lad. 

And well I know that hosts of lads 
Are just as loving, true, and dear; 

That they would answer as he did: 
"'Tis home, for mother's living here.'' 

-Christian Advocate. 

GonfBrBncB ]WintltBS. 
FLORIDA. 

The saints met, a& per appointment, with 
Coldwater branch, September 24, at three 
o'clock. A letter from Bro. E. Powell states 
that he cannot he present. By motion Bro. 
M. M. Turpen was elected president and S. 
D. Allen secretary pro tem. Bro. Turpen 
made an address which was instructive. Eld
ers reporting: M. M. Turpen, S. D. Allen; 
Priests: J. P. Calhoun, Claiborne Dixon; 
Teacher J. B .. Eddins. A call was made for 
branch reports. Openhead reported at last 
report 11, gain by letter 1, marriages 1. No 
other branches reported. S. D. Allen, Bish
op's agent, reported: On hand last report, 
June 4, $55; received since $40; paid out $65; 
balance due church $30. S. D. Allen also re
ported as treasurer of tent committee: Re
ceived and on hand $14. On request from 
Bro. C. Dixon from Pleasantview branch re
questing help from this conference to settle a 
difficulty, Bro. Calhoun motioned to grant 
the request. Bro. F. West amended by add
ing the names of Elders M. M. Turpen and S. 
D. Allen as an elders' court to go to them and 
serve them. Amendment and motion car
ried. Request was made by S. D. Allen that 
an elders' court be ordered by this conference 
to settle some district difficulties. Seven p. 
m., preaching by M. M. Turpen. Committee 
on Bishop's agent's accounts reported they 
have audited and fourid the same correct. 
The request of S. D. Allen was taken up. 
Bro. L. F. West made motion that the re
quest be granted, and moved that the matter 
be left with missionary in charge to get eld
ers in district or elsewhere as wisdom directs 
to sit in the matter as an elders' court, if nee-

essary. Motion carried. Sunday morning 
prayer meeting in charge of Brn. C. Dixon 
and J. P. Calhoun. Preaching forenoon and 
afternoon by M. M. Turpen. As this was 
election day it threw the church affairs into 
confusion, and a smaller attendance and less 
reports were the consequence. Adjourned to 
Old Santa Rosa, the last Saturday and Sun
day in November, 1898. 

EASTERN MAINE. 
Conference convened at Sou th Addison, 

September 10. Bro. Joseph Luff chosen to 
preside over conference. A. S. Kelley clerk. 
Elders reporting: T. C. Kelley, E. C. Foss; 
Priests: J. N. Ames, U. M. Kelley. Bishop's 
agent reported: Amount received since last 
conference $122 64; amount paid out $111.50; 
balance on hand $11.14. Report referred to 
auditing committee, which after examination 
was reported correct. Agent for tract fund 
reported: Received in all $2.18; paid out 
$2.05; leaving on hand 13 cents. Report ac
cepted and agent continued. Bro. U. M. 
Kelley requested to be released from the care 
of the sale of tent and belongings; request 
granted. Ellis Bryant, Joel Wilson, and 
Leeman Woodward were appointed a com
mittee to dispose of district tent and belong
ings to the best possible ad vantage, accord
ing to their judgment. Moved and carried 
that we rescind the move to appoint an agent 
in the branches for the collection of funds for 
missionary traveling expenses. Resolved 
that all members of the church in this dis
trict, not enrolled in branches, be requested 
to unite with the branch most convenient to 
their residences, and that the district presi
dent and clerk be authorized to issue letters 
of removal to all members in good standing 
who have been members of now disorganized 
branches. The Bishop's agent and district 
clerk were both sustained. Bro. T. C. Kelley 
was sustained as district president. Preach
ing by E. L. Kelley, Joseph Luff, and Alex
ander H. Smith, which was very instructive. 
Adjourned to meet at Jonesport; the time to 
be left with the missionary in charge and the 
district president. 

OKLAHOMA. 
Oklahoma district conference met in John 

Minium's grove, August 31; vice president 
S. J. Hinkle in charge, assisted by A. J. 
Moore. The saints enjoyed a quiet, peaceful 
prayer meeting; Bro. Button, who had been 
baptized the evening before, was confirmed 
by Elders C. R. Duncan and A. J. Moore. At 
10: 30 the order of meeting was changed to 
business. No reports from Oklahoma, Still
water, nor Oak Grove branches; report from 
Canadian Central branch was referred back 
for correction. Moved and carried that all 
scattered saints living in Oklahoma district 
should join the branch nearest or most con
venient to them. The tent committeti gave 
a verbal report. The following elders re
ported: A. J. Moore, C. R. Duncan, W. S. 
Macrae, R. M. Maloney, D. S. Crawley, S. J. 
Hinkle, and W. M. Aylor; each gave or sent 
remarks of encouragement and of willingness 
to aid the advancement of the latter-day 
work. Priest Thomas N. Berry sent repor~ 
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that he was willing to aid the work by 
preaching and also financially. Afternoon 
session. Bro. Macrae furnished itemized 
report of receipts and expenditures of 
tent work from June 18 to August 3: 
Amount received $39 60; expended $29. 77; on 
hand $9.83. Moved that the awount on hand 
be used to pay off indebtedness on tent work. 
Remarks by W. S. Macrae, Sr. Mattie 
Hughes, R. M. Maloney, and C.R. Duncan. 
A substitute was offered, that the chair ap
point a committee to solicit means to pay off 
indebtedness on tent. After some discussion 
the substitute was carried. Chair appointed 
Brn. H. B. Hart and George M. Hiles on 
committee. $4.75 was raised in the m0eting. 
Moved and carried that Bro. Duncan be paid 
$1.50, which will settle the account with him. 
By motion, Bro. Hinkle was requested to 
make further effort to collect that which has 
been subscribed on the tent fund, and that it 
be used to pay off indebtedness on the tent; 
and if no indebtedness, it be used as tent 
fund. Adjourned to meet wi.th Canadian 
Central branch, November 19 and 20. This 
ended the session of conference. ·The busi
ness passed off good naturedly, and all seemed 
determined to aid in moving the work for
ward. 

FAR WEST. 
Conference convened with Wakenda 

branch, Saturday, September 24; David E. 
Powell president, A. W. Head vice president, 
Charles P. Faul secretary. Branch reports: 
Pleasant Grove, DeKalb, Kingston, and 
Delano, no change. Wakenda 59; loss 6. 
St. Joseph 398; gain 12. Stewartsville re
ferred back to the branch for correction. 
No reports received from German Stewarts
ville, Mt. Hope, and Edgerton Junction 
branches. Ministry reports: Elders D. E. 
Powell baptized 5, A. W. Head, R. L. Ware, 
J. N. Cato, L. L. Babbitt, Alma Booker bap
tized 2, C. P. Faul. Priest H. T. Curtis. 
Teachers: E. Cravens, W. MUligan, G. W. 
Best. Deacon L. F. Ferguson. Election of 
officers: William Lewis president, D. E. 
Powell vice president, C. P. Faul secretary; 
William Lewis was sustained as Bishop's 
agent. Preaching by A. W. Head, D. E. 
Powell, and L. L. Babbitt. Social meeting 
in charge of A. W. Head and Alma Booker. 
Adjourned to St. Joseph, Missouri, Decem
ber 10 and 11. 

8tlndau School Ilssociaiions. 
KEWANEE. 

Convention of Kewanee district Sunday 
school association, September 2, at Buffalo 
Prairie, lllinois. Alma Whitehouse in the 
chair, Eva Holmes secretary. Opened by 
singing and prayer by Bro. Dale Holmes. 
After the transaction of business, Bro. T. A. 
Hougas gave a short talk on Sunday school 
work. Reports were listened to from the su
perintendents present from the different 
schools. Those heard from were Brn. W. P. 
Terry, J. W. Bean, and Oscar Harter. The 
resignation of Bro. W. E. LaRue as district 
eissist~nt superiqt~i:!d,ent was read and ac-
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cepted. W. P. Terry was elected to that 
office. The district having no librarian, Sr. 
Nellie Epperly was elected to fill that office. 
It was decided that when the convention ad
journed it did so to meet a day previous and 
at the same place as the district conference, 
also that the whole day be spent in Sund.ay 
school work, beginning at ten o'clock. The 
officers, superintendent and assistant, to take 
charge of the work at the convention. The 
Religio was spoken of by Bro. Alma White
house urging the Religio work to be taken 
up by the young in the district. Sr. Ida 
Jones' name was offered for prayers. Au in
teresting entertainment was held in the even
ing, under the auspices of the Buffalo Prairie 
Sunday school. 

ST. LOUIS. 
St. Louis district Sunday school association 

held its regular semiannual convention Sep
tember 10 and 11, in St. Louis, Missouri, 
convening at 2: 30 p. m. for business. Or
ganization was effected and the business 
transacted with dispatch. In the evening 
Sr. J. C. Hitchcock interested us with nor
mal work for awhile. The balance of the ev
ening was given over to the Religio, which 
was ably represented by Brn. Hitchcock and 
Trowbridge. Suoday evening a specially 
prepared program, consisting of songs, ora
tion, recitation, and the reading of our news
paper, the Sunday School Advocate, was well 
rendered. There was a good spirit present 
and all the workers seemed to be anxious to 
learn and to do what they could for the ad
vancement of the work. 

NOTICE TO ALL LOVERS OF MUSIC. 
We, the committee on Sunday school song 

book again appeal to you for your assistance, 
and also if there are any poets in the church, 
now is your time to show your ability. We 
ask your assistance by sending us words espe
cially for Sunday school songs. Contributions 
of both words and music will be gratefully 
received, and we will correct if necessary er
rors in composition by request. Send all 
contribution to Prof. John L. Morgans, Keb, 
Iowa. Your brother in Christ, 

W. J. RICHARDS, 
Secretary of Committee. 

NOTICES. 
'l'o the Sunday school workers of the 

Northwest Kansas district, greeting:-Hav
ing been chosen to act as district Sunday 
school superintendent for the ensuing year, I 
wish to say that I am heartily in favor of the 
Sunday school. I believe Christ's injunction 
to Peter, ''Feed my lambs," can be nicely 
carried out in Sunday school work. The 
seeds of gospel truth can be implanted in the 
minds of the young and youths that will be 
of lasting benefit, and bring them eternal life 
in the kingdom of God. I earnestly desire 
your cooperation in this work. Let us labor 
together to the end tbat some advancement 
shall be made in this noble cause throughout 
the district. Sr. Ella Landers, assistant su
perintendent, or I, shall endeavor to meet 
with each schoo~ sometime during the year, 
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Praying that our heavenly Father will bless 
each school, and the work in general, I re
main yours in the interest of Sunday school 
work. 
L. F. JOHNSON, District Superintendent, 

Minneapolis, Kausas. 
SR. ELLA LANDERS, Ass't Superintendent, 

Lenora, Kansas. 

CONVENTION NOTICES. 
Southern Michigan Sunday school associa

tion will meet at Galien, Michigan, October 
14, at 9: 30 a. m. Reports having been read 
and approved by the respective schools should 
be sent to secretary G. F. Weston, of Bu
chanan. A full attendance of active workers 
is desired. 

MRS. J. H. ROYCE, Supt. 
BARODA, Michigan. 

MiscBllanBotls Departnrnnt. 
SOUTHERN WISCONSIN REUNION. 

Beginning on Saturday, September 17, and 
closing on Sunday night the 25th, a reunion 
camp meeting was held near Janesville, Wis
consin, on the farm and near the house of 
Bro. 0. N. Dutt'.Jn. There were saints gath
ered from Janesville, Madison, Beloit, Evans
ville, East Delavan, Johnstown, and other 
points in Southern Wisconsin. The meet
ings were in charge of Elder W. A. McDowell, 
district president, assisted by Elder J. H. 
Lake, missionary in charge. 

Each day a prayer meeting was held, last· 
ing from nine to eleven o'clock or later. 
They were all of a very devotional character, 
and each one a favored occasion by the bless
ing of God's Spirit in the way of peace, joy, 
iostruction, and as sources of strength in 
various ways. Also the gifts of prophecy, 
revelation, tongues, and interpretation were 
several times manifest. 

There were twenty-one sermons preached, 
seven by Bro. J. H. Lake, eight by 
Bro. H. A. Stebbins, three by Bro. 
W. A. McDowell, two by Bro. C. H. Burr, 
and one by Bro. E. M. Wildermuth. 
The brethren who assisted and also had 
charge of the prayer meetings, besides the 
above were Brn. 0. N. Dutton, W. P. Robin
son, J. T. Hackett, J. B. Wildermuth, Peter 
Muceus, Leonard Houghton, and Frank San
ford. 

The subjects preached upon were Faith, 
Repentance, Baptism, Laying on of Hands, 
Resurrection, Future State, Restoration of 
the Gospel, Corning of Christ, Signs of the 
Times, Millennial Reign, Tithing, etc. The 
size of the congregations increased each day, 
until on Saturday evening and Sunday the 
tent was crowded, and many sitting or stand
ing about the edge of it. Excellent liberty 
in the Spirit was enjoyed by the speakers, 
and a good interest was manifested among 
the listeners. The best of order was had in 
the camp all the time. A large number 
were located and provided for in the home of 
Bro. and Sr. 0. N. Dutton, whose hospitality 
was boundless, and in the camp all was like
wise free to those who wished to partake. 
A,nd, a,s tl:J,e sa,ti1 ts <;'1!JJ;le for ~ fea,st of hea,y •. 
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enly things, there was no pleasure seeking, 
but nearly a full attendance at every meet
ing, business or household duties only keep
ing any away. 

On Saturday, 24th, the district conference 
transacted business, also through Bro. Lake, 
by the Spirit, were called Brn. Peter Muceus 
and J. B. Wildermuth from the priest's office 
to the eldership, also Bro. H. D. Stevens as a 
priest and Bro. Oliver McDowell as a deacon. 
They were ordained on Sunday, the 25th, by 
Elders Lake, Stebbins, McDowell, and Burr. 

The Janesville Gazette published very ex
cellent accounts of the meetings, giving space 
for a statement of the subject treated upon in 
each sermon. The saints separated with 
regret at having to part, but taking with 
them much joy and comfort because of the 
season of refreshing and of divine blessing. 
The weather was also perfect throughout the 
time. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Conference of Sout,b Missouri district will 

convene at Springfield, Missouri, Saturday, 
Novttnber 5, at nine a. m. Come all who 
can and have a good time. By order of dis
trict president. 

JOHN AR'l'HUR DA VIS. 
J.B. GRAHAM, Clerk. 

Quarterly conference of Little Sioux dis
trict will meet at Little Sioux, Iowtt, first 
Saturday and Sunday in November-5 and 6. 
Come and bring the Spirit with you. 

A. M. FYRANDO, Pres. 
LENNA STRAND, Sec. 

Southern Michigan district conference con
venes with the saints of Galien, October 15 
and 16 at ten a. m. Full reports, statistical 
and missionary, are desired. Written re
ports. should be addressed to 0. H. Story, 
district secretary, Galien, Michigan, by Oc
tober 14, and promptly on band. A large at
tendance is desired and expected. It is 
probable Bishop E. L. Kelley will be with us. 

S. W. L. SCO'l''l', Pres. 
0. H. STORY, Sec. 

Northeastern Texas and Chocktaw district 
conference will meet at \Alilburton, Indian 
Territory, October 15, at ten a. m. All 
branch reports to be sent to E;, A. Erwin, 
Manchester, Texas, not later than tl>e 10th 

.of said mont,h. We wish all branches in the 
district to be represented. All saints that 
can, please attend. Officers to be elected, 
with other business to be attended to. Come 
one, come all. Let us pray for the Lord to 
bless the conference. E. A. ERWIN, Sec. 

NOTICES. 
To the ministry of Northeast Missouri dis

trict:-Immediately upon reading this, please 
send me your report for the quarter ending 
September 30. Let the saints inform me of 
the necessity of work in their vicinity. 

R. M. ELVIN. 
PJLLOCK, J\Uesouri. 

Will the ministry in Kentucky and Ten
l'lessee district be ))ind, enough to furnish ID\l 
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with an itemized report of their labors by the 
first of October. I am expected to make a 
report to the missionary in charge, so he can 
report the whole mission to the proper au
tbori ties. Those who diil not report last 
July will please include in their report all 
their labors since the last annual conference. 
Now, brethren, please see to this promptly, 
and let us work systematically. 

J. 0. CLAPP. 
SEDALIA, Kentucky. 

by Elder S. J. Jeffers, assisted by Elder F. C. 
Smith. 

DOWNARD.-At Lamoni, Iowa, August 26, 
1898, Sr. Himcy E. Downard, aged 42 years, 
6 months, and 15 days. She was born in In
diana in 1856, married Bro. Joseph Downard 
in 1876, and united with the church in 1894, 
being baptized at Leon, Iowa. She was the 
mother of three children, and two little girls 
are left with the father. She had been in 
very poor health for some time and latterly 
suffered much. The sermon was preached 

BORN. by Elder H. A. Stebbins, assisted by Elder 
V'IILCOX.-To Bro. Franklin and Sr. Mae Lewis Gaulter. 

Wilcox, June 26, 1898, a son, named Eber CALDERWOOD.-At Sacramento, California, 
Franklin; blessed September 4, by Elders July 31, 1898, George E., son of Mr. and Mrs. 
James V. Roberts a:nd W. W. Gaylord. J. F. Calderwood. He was born December 

BURCH.-Near Pollock, Missouri, July 30, 27, 1882, and united with the church April 
1898, to Bro. F. M. and Sr. S. E. Burch, a 21, 1895. A father, mother, and two older 
daughter, named Eula May. Blessed August brothers remain. Funeral conducted by El-
24, by Elders W. E. Summerfield and R. M. der George Daley; interment in the city 
Elvin. cemetery. George E. was a jewel that was 

PETRE.-Near Pollock, Missouri, June 22, hard to part with, and had he lived and dedi-
1898, to Bro. J. F. and Sr. Emma C. Petre, a cated bis talents to God's service would ha'rn 
son, named Heman Oval. Blessed August not only been a blessing to those near to him 
24, by Elders Robe!'t M. Elvin and W. E. but to mankind in general. He died strong in 
Summerfield. faith and has gone to rest in the paradise of 

MOREHEAD.-Frankie Morehead, born Feb- God. 
ruary 18, 1889; blessed April 8, 1898, by TOLBERT.-Sarah Tolbert died September 
Elders J. R. Sutton and M. G. Maudsley. 4, 1898, at the home of her son, near Well-

PETRE.-Near Pollock, Missouri, August ston, Ohio; born June 6, 1820; baptized June 
8, 1898, to Bro. E. E. and Sr. Dora Petre, a 6, 1897, at Weldon, Ohio. Although she suf
son; named Edmond; blessed September 11, fered untold pain for the past six months 
1898; by Elders R. M. Elvin and John F. with that dread destroyer, cancer, yet she 
Petre. was true to her covenant, rich in faith, and 

MOORE.-Near Pollock, Missouri, August full of hope of a resurrection with the just. 
13, 1898, to Bro. Milo G. and Sr. Almancie Of her kindred she was alone in the faith. 
Moore, a son, named Willard Stephen; Many relatives and friends mourn her loss. 
blessed September 16, by Elders Robert M. Funeral sermou by V. M. Goodrich, at the 
Elvin and W. E. Summerfield. residence of her son. 

MARRIED. BROLLIAR.-At Wilber, Nebraska, Sep-

s N GILL SPIE M Ch Al . tember 10, 1898, Samuel Floyd, son of Bro. AXTO - E .- r. auncey VID 
Samuel and Sr. Florence Brolliar, aged 1 Saxton to Sr. Mary A. Gillespie, at the home 
month and 28 days. Funeral service at the of the bride's parents in Kirtland, Ohio, Sep-
bome of the family, conducted by Elder C. tember 14, 1898, Elder L. W. Powell officiat-

. T 1 t th · f H. Porter. mg. here was a very p easan ga errng o 
DICKENS.-Sister Martha A. Dickens died relatives of the bride and groom, and a few 

friends. Sr. Mary is a daughter of Bro. John May 27, 1894. She was born in South Caro-

G 'll · Aft t k' f t lina August 31, 1832; was baptized July 7, i espie. er par a rng o a sump uous 
supper, the party separated, the bride and 1878, by Elder D. H. Bays, at Stockdale, '\Vil

son County, Texas. groom going to their beautiful home in 
Willoughby, Ohio, where they will reside. HOMMES.-Claud L. G. Hommes died July 

28, 1897, aged 5 years and 8 months. Perry 
May peace abide in their home. 

H. Hommes, born April 20, 1898; died July SHAW - QUINTANCE.-Mr. c. Shaw, of 
18, 1898, aged 3 months. K. S. HOMMES. 

Dresden, Ontario, was married to Miss Beat- cmco, California. 
rice Quintance, of Chatham, Ontario, on Sep- BALL.-Sr. Elizabeth, familiarly known as 
tember 14, 1898, in the city of Chatham. Betsy Ball, was born in Western, New York, 
They will reside in Dre~den, Ontario. July 24, 1815. She was a resident of the State 

DIED. of Michigan thirty-nine years. Was identi-
BURNS.-Sr. Margaret P. Burns was born fied with the M. E. Church until her accept

May 12, 1820; died August 18, 1898; was bap- ance of the gospel; baptized by Elder E. C. 
tized near Vales Mills, Ohio, August, 1885. Briggs, July 24, 1876. During her sickness, 
Has lived a consistent life, although suffering she would look out of the window, and when 
great affi.iction; for years being confined to asked, "Who are you looking for, Grandma?" 
her bed; for three years past her life just She replied, "I am looking for Jesus; why I 
wearing away, till there was scarcely any- don't see where the Lord can be." Who can 
thing left of her, yet she was conscious to the say the Lord was not a familiar friend to the 
last and seemed happy to think the end was dear old sister, whose life was full of good
so near. Her husband died near a year ago, ness? She died September 9, 1898, aged 83 
and she bas wanted to go, but was willing to . years, 1 mnnth, 15 days. Funeral sermon by 
wait God's good pleasure, never murmuring Elder S. W. L. Scott, an overflowing house 
nor complaining. Two sons and four daugb- beard the remarks with interest. "Blessed 
ters remain. Funeral services at the ho\ise are the dead who die in the Lord." 
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Royal makes the food pure, 
wholesome and delicious. 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER C0. 1 NEW YORK. 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Vol urn es 1 and 2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jes us Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
E)mith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment,growth, and internal 
11.nd external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensaticm are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches,, illustrations, complete 
1.ndexes, sidenotes for ready refer
®nce, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners. . 2 00 
Full leather ................... 2 50 
Full leath3r, gilt edges.. • • . . . . . . . 3 00 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 
Udgivet og Forlagt af den Gjenor
ganiserede J esu Christi Kirke af 
Idste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, leather 
backs ................. , ....... $0 75 

C. B. & Q. EXCURSIONS. 

THE SAINTS' IIEUALD. 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860,c) 

Published every \Vednes<lay, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
$1.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents: 
sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., should be addressed to 
Frank Criley. Business Manager. Remittances 
should be made by post office or express orders, 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters. 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

rHE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ........................... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges . . • • • • . . . . . . . . 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth ........................... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia ............ 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges. . . . . 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ....•. 2 00 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. Large 
Type Edition. 

Cloth, leather backs and corners .. $1 50 
Seal Grain Russia, gilt edges ..... 2 00 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth ................... ,' ...•... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia ........•.•. 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..••• 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ..••.. 2 00 

'l'HE TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mormon and the New Testa
ment. (Inspired Translatiol!!.) 
in large type; in one volume. 

Leather back and corners ........ $2 00 
Seal Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 2 50 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges. • • • • 3 50 
Morocco, gilt edges ..........•••. 4 00 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Pocket-size edi
tion. 

Clot·h ............•.....••••••... $0 30 
Cloth sides, leather back . . • • • • • • . 50 

TEACHERS' BIBLE. "The Self
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps, 
in good large print, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references; 
printed on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6tx81, mailed post-
paid at, per copy, net ............ $2 00 

RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE. 
A manual of parliamentary practice for all 

deliberative assemblies of the Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. Rules for 
the government of general and district con
ferences, branch business meetings, and 

TRANS-MISSISSIPPI EXPOSITION. 

1 

other assemblies. Instructions concerning 
Omaha Nebraska June 1 to November 1 gene_ral, district, and bmnch records, the 

' ' ' holding of elder's courts, etc., cloth bound; 
1898. For rates and dates apply to agent. price 40 cents. 

CRACELAND ED 

--COLLEGE, 
I.AMON/, IOWA. 

Telephone "It. 

For catalogues or further information, 

Address, PROF. ERNEST R. DEWSNUP, 
President, 

or R. S. SALYARDS, Secretary, 
LAMONI, Iow A. 

THE INSTRUCTOR. A compen
dium of the faith and doctrines of 
the Reorganized Church of Jes us 
Christ of Latter Day Saints, by 
Elder G. T. Griffiths. 
Cloth ................•.••...•... $ 71> 
Leather. . . . . . . . . . • • • . . • • • • . • . . . . . 1 00 
Jn,,xible binding . . . . • • • . • . . • . • • . . l 50 

JOSEPH THE SEER. His pro
phetic mission vindicated and the 
divine origin of the Book of Mor
mon defended and maintained. 
Paper ,, .....•••••••.....•.•.•••. $0 35 
Cloth, limp ............. ;........ 50 

THE SAINTS' HYMN AL. The 
popular edition of words and 
music, in general use. 

Paper covers ..............•••••. $0 3'1) 
Cloth and leather . . . . . . . • • . . . • . • • 50 
Full leather . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . • • . 1 00 
Gilt edges .•.•••......•....•.•••• 1 25 
Flexible • . • • • • • . • • . • • • • • • . . • • • • • • 1 50 

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL. Word 
edition. 

Paper ....••••.••••.••...•..•••. $0 15 
Cloth . . • • •• •• • • • • • • •• • . . . • . • • •• . 25 
Cloth • o • e o o e 0 e ., o e • o o o o o e • o e e • • • • 35 

CERTIFICATES AND REPORTS. 
Branch statistical reports; per doz.$0 40 
Annual statistical reports; two for 05 
Certificates of baptism and.member-

ship; per dozen.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Baptism and confirmation cer•ili

cate books, with stubs . . . . . . . . . • 25 
Certificates of removal; per dozen.. 12 
Marriage certificates; per dozen • • • 25 

THE HAPPIEST CHRISTMAS. A 
book for small children. Cloth ... $0 20 
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THE SAINTS' HARP. Hymn Book 
-Words Only .. 

Cloth ........................... 30 7l'i 
Morocco Grain Russia ............ 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edge1 . • • . 1 26 

SONGS OF ZION. By Elder T. W. 
Smith. Paper cov0rs, 0ach ...... $0 o;. 

EION'S HOPE. 
A large, four-page Sunday school 
paper for children; illustrated; ed
ited by Sr. M. Walker. 
Single copies, per year ........... $0 50 
In packages of four, five, or six to 

one address, per year, each..... 40 
in packages of seven or more, each 35 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 
!;dgivet og Forlagt af den Gjenor
ganiserede Jesu Christi Kirke af 
Idste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, leather 
backs ........................... $0 75 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

WHAT IS MAN ? By Elder J. R. 
Lambert. Man's nature and des
tiny. The spfrit or soul; is it im
mortal ? Does it survive the 
death of the body in a conscious 
state ? The views of mortal-soul
ists examined and refuted; second 
edition. 
Paper covers .................... $ 35 
Cloth . . . . . . . . . . .• .. .. .• .. . . •. .. . 50 

OJJJECTIONS TO THE BOOK OF 
MORMON AND BOOK OF DOC
TRINE ANB COVENANTS AN
SWERED AND REFUTED. By 
Elder J. R. Lambert. 
Paper covers ...........•....•.•. $0 21> 
Cloth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . .. 40 

A VOICE OF W ARNil\G AND 
INSTRUCTION TO ALL PEO
PLE. An introduction to the faith 
and doctrine of the Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints. 
Paper covers, 10 cents; per dozen,$! 00 
Cloth, limp...................... 20 

te t FMjrW > 

Its Easy Writing 
If its a Blickensaerfer No. 5. 

The universal favorite with all classes of 
operators who desire a simple and speedy 
machine. 

More "Blicks" in use among Iowa and Ne· 
braska newspapers than all the rest of t~e $100 
machines together. The only Typewriter on 
the market doing hundred·dollar work that is 
:,Jld at a popular price. 

Has 28 Keys, of 84 Characters and Letters; 
Portable, weighing but Six Pounds with case. 

Copies and Manifolds perfectly,-12 carbon 
copies being easily taken at one writing. 

Only one price-$35.00 net. On ten days-ap
proval to any responsible man in Iowa or Nebraska. 
Address, · 

HARGER & BUSH, 
General Agents, 

904=9rn Main Street, DUBUQUE, IOWA. 

· EXCURSIONS 

I 
SE PT 6 These are the days on which you can buy 

• very low-rate rounq-trip Excursion Tickets to 
SEPT. 20 NEBRASKA and other points in the West, 

Northwest and Southwest,_ good for 21 days. 
0 CT m 4 Stop on your way and see the ·GREAT TRANS-

i OCT. 18 MISSISSIPPI EXPOSITION AT OMAHA. 
= This road publishes an illustrated pamphlet 

describing Nebraska, and also one about the Omaha Exposition. You 

I 
can get both without charge on application to the C. B. & Q. ticket 
agent or to P. S. EUSTIS, General Passenger Agent, C. B. & Q. R.R., 
Chicago, Ill. 

Co and look for a New Home in Nebraska, 
a prosperous country, where a farm can be 
bought for one years' rent of an eastern farm. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK, OF LAMONI. 
Stockholders. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Geo. H. Hilliard. 
Frank Criley. 
.. t. K. Anderson. 
G. W. Blair. 
Oscar Anderson. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 
Alice P. Dancer. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson, 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 

·officers. 
David Dancer, 

President. 
Wm. Anderson, 

Vice President. 
W. A. Hopkins, 

Cashier. 
Oscar Anderson, 

Assistant Cashier. 

Directors. 
W. A. Hopkins. 
Ella D. Whitooead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 

This bank does a general banking business at 
Lamoni, Iowa. Interest paid on time deposits 
according to the rules of the bank. Correspond
ence and patronage solicited. 

LAMONI REAL ESTATE 
I own 13 Acres, set to fruit, with House 

and Well; within 72' mile of L. D.S. Church 
and School. Al~o a good 80 Acl'e Fal'tn, 
close to town. Will sell very cheap. Cash or 
time. If you want to buy, write to 

D. F. NICHOLSON, Lamoni, Iowa. 

BRO. B. I<'. ORD\V A Y, of Peoria, Illi
nois, will send 3 boxes of ~uit to-Bae post 
paid anywhere for $150, and positively gnar
antee it to cure your tobacco haoit, or your money 
refunded. 

AROHJEOLOGIOAL COMMITTEE 
REPORT. A manual of evidences 
in support of Book of Mormon arch-
reology, with maps. Price ....... $0 50 

FIRE-BUGS! $200 REWARD. 
The premium payers of the State are maintaining a 

fund by popular subscription from which is offered a 

Reward of $200 
By the undersigned association, for the arrest and con

viction of any incendiary in any of the associated towns. 
TO FIRE INSURANCE AGEN'l'S. 

It is dangerous to place insurance on the goods of 
Tramp Merchants and irresponsible traders. Their 
many fires and fire sales of merchandise are heavy bur 
dens on the property and business interests of the State 

PROPERTY OWNERS FIRE ASSOCIATION. 
DEs MornEs, low A. 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an 
invention is probably patentn.ble. Communica
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents. 

sp~c~~1~~ti~~~~~t~g~~~lfi1iir~~¥~ t~e co. receive 

Sti¢ntific Jlmtrlcan. 
A handsomely illustrated weekly. J,argest cir-

~!!1a~tlol~~i ~~Kihc~~$f.ifiSo\~ub~!h n~!~1cf :a}~~a~ 
MUNN & Co.3s1eroadway, NIW York 

Branch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. G. 
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THE HERALD. 
OFFICIAL PUBL..KlATION OJ.I' THE REORGANIZED CHUB.OH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER DAY SAINTS. 

Vol. 45. Lamoni, Iowa, October 12, 1898. No. 41. 
CONTENTS: 

EDITORIAL: 
Truth Rises to Light ................. 645 
The So-Called Revelation and the •rwo 

r·- Zions .............................. 646 
MOTHERS' HOME COLUMN ............... 648 

Notice to Chairmen of Daughters of 
Zion Locals ........................ 649 
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J~w~ out of the empire it ought to be] The leading centers of trade and intel~ 
w1llmg to allow Palestine to be thrown ligence give lar~e majorities against 
open to them, so that they may go ilhem, only one small city, Brantford, 
there instead of having to find new giving a majority in their favor. 
homes across the Atlantic. If Russia The Province of Quebec gives 40,000 
and the other powers wer.e to insist on majority against prohibition, Mon
the sale of Palestine by Turkey, the treal City 2,000, and Quebec City over 
Sultan would probably yield. He will 6,000. Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, 
be the more willing to do so because Prince Edward Island, Manitoba, and 
his treasury is bankrupt and the reve- British Columbia favor prohibition, 
nues of Palestine are insignificant. but the vote recorded there was small. 
The loss of territory would be disa- The total vote all over the Dominion 
greeable, but money reconciles one to is not likely to show more than 12,000 
many disagreeable things. majority for prohibition. 

Members of the Catholic and Greek SAYS THERE WILL BE NOlLEGIS-
churches, the Lutherans of Germany LATION. 
and Scandinavia, and the Protestants There can be no legislation by the 
of England and the United States federal government on prohibition 
would rather see the Holy Land occu- lines. In fact, it is not likely that 
pied by Jews than by Turks. And as even the extreme wing of the Prohibi
Palestine has been badly governed by tion party will make any attempt to 

THE JEWS AND THE HOLY LAND. the Turks, the European powers have a measure introduced in Parlia-
THE statement is made that: "A ought not to object to the establish- ment. The more moderate leaders of 
strong desire prevails now among the ment there of a Jewish government, the temperance movement frankly ad
Jews of every civilized country for under which the country would be re- mit that they are sorely disappointed 
the rebuilding of Jerusalem, the ac- populated and become as pro::luctive over the result. In the wealthiest 
quirement of Palestine by purchase as it was centuries ago. It may be, and most populous counties, where in 
from the Turkish government, and for however, that one or more of the 1894 they rolled up big majorities, 
the colonization of the ancient Holy powers-France, for instance-have they this time have either suffered de
Land by the •eternal wanderer.' They designs on the Holy Land themselves. feat or won by only a few votes. 
consider this idea as the best and most In that event its sale at this time by The Laurier government is relieved 
logical method of settling the Semitic Turkey would not suit their plans. / from a most embarrassing position, 
question that is nowadays vexing Still, if the Jews are as much set on and politicians, both reformers and 
Europe and worrying Israel through- the purchase of Palestine as is re- conservatives, are now satisfied that 
out the world." ported, they should make the attempt. for long years to come prohibition is 

This is "important if true." For if It will not take them long to find out no longer a force to be dreaded. The 
a strong desire of that kind prevails if there are insurmountable obstacles. temperance people made the fight of 
there is no apparent reason why it -Ch'kJago Tribune. their lives. Clergymen all over the 
should not be gratified. The Jews Dominion held nightly meetings in 
control a great deal of the capital of churches and halls, and a regiment of 

CANADA'S FIGHT FOR PROHIBITION the world. They are singularly gen- professional organizers were at work 
WILL CONTINUE. 

erous in the support of any cause in all the provinces. Yet, despite 
which appeals to them. Further- OPINIONS OF PUBLIC MEN. this tremendous clerical pressure, the 

[Spe<Jial to the Chicago Tribune by the Hon. E. King 

1 

d · t 11' f th l more, partly because of the great Dodds.) sense an m e igence o e peop e 
wealth of many of their members, TORONTO, Ont., Sept. 30.-The result asserted itself, and the result is the 
they have influence at European of the vote on the plebiscite through- I obliteration of the prohibition ques
courts. Anti-Semitic sentiments may out the Dominion is a staggering blow tion as a political factor to be dealt 
prevail among ignorant or bigoted to the prohibitionistil. They have with by the leaders of either party. 
lower or middle classes, but rulers do I lost ground tremendously in Ontario, The years of anti-prohibition labor on 
not share them. the.banner province. the platform and through the press 

The only possible exception is in In 1894, when prohibition was sub- have been well r:ewarded. 
the case of the Russian government, mitted in Ontario alone, they polled CLEAliit MAJORITY FOR PROHIBITION. 
which, either sharing popular preju- 180,000, as against 108,000. This time j Ottawa, Ont., Sept. 30.-Sufficient 
dices or bowing to them, has in the I their majority is not likely to exceed I returns of the prohibition plebiscite 
past treated its Jewish subjects most 10,000. The province they boasted· have come in to make it practically 
harshly. If it wishes to see all the I they would win by 100,000 majority. I certain-and the liquor dealers admit 
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it-that the rural. vote in Ontario and I '•The best light shows that intoxi- ] the dollars and his share of them. 
the sweeping prohibition successes in I eating liquors as beverages are nei- People can't buy flour the use of 
the far western and far eastern prov- ! ther needful nor beneficial, but which will strengthen their teeth, for 
inces have carried prohibition in the I always harmfUl and perilous. This the reason that that kind of flour is 
Dominion at large by 20,000 majority, lj vote gives emphasis to the idea that not made any more. The family den
more or less. Later returns may re- 'what is physiologically wrong is tist is now as much of a factor in life 
duce it to 15,000 or increase it 30,000. j morally wrong, and that what is mor- as the purchase of shoes for the 

Quebec is the only province of all ally wrong can never be politically family, and frequently gets more of 
Canada that has given a majority I right.' the earnings of a head of a family 
against prohibition, and it is a heavy I "One Chicago paper claims that if than is required to provide shoes for 
one-40,872. The other provinces so I Canada should exact a prohibition them, for good teeth are a rarity. If 
far return the following majorities j law, it will be but partially enforced, people knew it they can make up a 
unofficially for prohibition: Ontario, and a return will be made to license. great deal of what is thrown away in 
14,220; Nova Scotia, 17,679; New When it is said that because a law , the making of flour by eating the 
Brunswick, 12,540; Prince Edward aO'ainst vice and crime is but partially 'skins of potatoes. I would advise 
Island, 6,186; Manitoba, 8,000; Brit- e~forced it should be abrogated we everyone to 8at the skins of baked po
ish Columbia, 220; Northwest Terri- are saying to lawbreakers, •Keep up tatoes especially. The skins of 
tory, 5,000. violations of the law and you will boiled potatoes do not contain much 

In ministerial circles to-day it wa3 soon compel the enactment of the of the phosphates, for they are dis
said the plebiscite had received a kind of laws you want.' In spite of solved in the water in which the pota
knockout blow, the adverse majority I glaring violations to the laws against toes are boiled, but in baked potat_oes 
in Quebec alone, to say nothing of the I ()'ambling in Chic~go, we do not find they are nearly all saved. I don't 
large cities in Ontario, making it un- ;eputable people or newspapers ad- know that it is esthetic to eat potato 
reasonable to e:ffect the government vacating their repeal and the legai- skins, though I am satisfied it is bene
to force any federal law destroying izing of gambling hells. "-Chicago ficial to the teeth to do so."- Washing-
the liquor interests. Tribune, October 3. ton Star. 

Various public men are outspoken ~ 

against a prohibition law and say the EPIGRAMS BY DR. FRANK CRANE. 

government is not likely to press such BAD FLOUR HELPS DENTISTS. DR. FRANK CRANE preached at 
a measure. "IT is said that the invention of the Trinity Methodist Episcopal Church 

The Prohibition party will insist on new processes for making flour has yesterday on "Simon of Cyrene; or, 
the voice of the majority being done more for the average dentist Compulsory Crosses." Following are 
obeyed, and are not likely to be in a than all things else combined," ex- epigrammatic extracts from the ser· 
mood to submit to complete neglect. plained a dentist to a Star reporter, mon:-
If they cannot have prohibition they "and there is a great deal of founda- "The touch of a famous man brings 
will aim at something not far removed tion for the statement. The miller fame." 
from it. The fate of the ministry has found that he must make a flour "How delicately balanced is the hu
may be decided by the struggle. In- that will please the eye rather than man heart! How slight a push can 
deed, party considerations had more satisf~ the stomach. To. get his flour tip it into the abyss of woe!" 
to do than anything else with the a~ white and fine ~s possible be h~s to "Every strange blotch we see in the 
queer twist the vote took in the large discard the covermgs of the gram of web of events is also in the divine pat-
centers of population in Ontario. wheat, thus removing the phosphates. I tern." 

It is the phosphate~ that give strength "There is one word which contains 
PROHIBITION VOTE IN CANADA. to th~ te.eth, an~ with them out of the the essence of religion, philosophy, 

THE Rev. Duncan C. Milner spoke flour it is not m any way wonderful and experience-it is, •Wait.'" 
last evening at Armour Mission on that people's teeth wear out and de- "Indifference is the satanic phase of· 
"The Meaning of the Vote on Prohi· cay. The miller knows this better selfishness; it was the Gadarene dev
bition in Canada." He said, in part:- than the people who eat his flour, but ils who.cr~ed; 'I:et us alone!'" 

''This vote as an expression of pub- he has found that they will not buy ','C,hristiamty is a most meddlesome 
. . · rehg1on." 

lie sentiment is a recognition that in ii.our that is not white. Should he "The secret of a happy life consists 
the minds of many of the best and use the darker portions of the wheat I in knowing how to accept inevitable 
most intelligent people the most irn- he could not produce a white flour, . responsibility as a privilege." 
portant social and political question and so he makes what is demanded "No one can e:;;cape his cross. If 
of the day is the control and suppres- regardless of the consequences and h~ ta~es it up willi?g.ly it ennobles 

. . . . . ' him; if he flees from it it pursues and 
sion of the liquor traffic. It indicates m domg so he is Just pourmg money crushes him." 
clearer vision as to the abominations into the pockets of dentists, though "Nothing is so irritating as the op
of a traffic in the bodies and souls of he may be suiting the esthetic tastes . portunity to be noble and self-sacrifi
men, and a prevision of the coming of the present day. The miller knows cing when we want to be selfish and 
d h h 1. , d t ffi . . th " h . th . the b comfortable." ay. w .en ~ e icen.se ra c m m- a" ~ is rowm~ ~way .. one- "We spend our lives striving for 
toxicatmg liquors will be on the level I producmg and nourishmg qualities of what would ruin us; what would en
of the slave trade and other outlawed the wheat, but the miller, like nearly noble us God must thrust in our face." 
barbarities. every one else in this world, is out for -Ex. 
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed1 and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.''-John 81311 32, 

"Hearken to the word of the Lordi for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none.''-B. of M., pagell6. 
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LAMONI, loWA, OCT. 12, 1898. 

TRUTH RISES TO LIGHT. 

IT sometimes happens that the law of 
compensation in its operations acts 
like the fabled 'mills of the gods, 
which "grind slowly, but ... grind 
exceeding fine." 

Some time ago we received a letter 
from Bro. C. A. Albertson, Albion, 
Idaho, to the effect that a Utah elder 
by the name of Hyrum S. Lewis, a 
resident at Albion, and a returned 
missionary, had stated that while 
traveling in Idaho, he stopped at a 
house where a Mr. Thaddeu~ Cutler, 
son of Alpheus Cutler, showed him 
a printed copy of the plural mar
riage revelation published long be
fore 1852. 

We wrote to Cedar, Oklahoma, the 
home of Bro. Thaddeus Cutler, asking 
for the facts; the statement of Mr. 
Lewis having been made at a meeting, 
according to Bro. Albertson's letter. 
In due time the letter given below 
was sent us, and forwarded by us to 
Bro. Albertson for use and return. 
He returned it to us in a letter dated 
August 15, which we also publish in 
this connection. 

What possible object Eider H. S. 
Lewis had in making the statement 

. attributed to him we cannot see; un
less it might be that he thought no 
one was present at the meeting who 
would call the statement in question, 
and that unquestioned it would serve 
the purpose of bolstering up the claim 
that the revelation, so called, was the 
production of Joseph Smith. "Be 
sure your sin will find you out." 

We knew Alpheus Cutler when he 
was one of the Temple Committee at 
Nauvoo, and later while he lived. at 
Manti, or Fisher's Grove, now Shen
andoah, Iowa. We knew Thaddeus 
Cutler, son of Alpbe'\ts, both at Manti 
and at Nauvoo, where he . .for a ti.me 

Lamoni, Iowa, October 12, 1898. 

presided over the Olive branch of the 
church, about 1864 and '65. E. B. 
Webb, who wrote the letter given be
low, is a son-in-law of Bro. Thaddeus 
Cutler, which will account for the 
fact that Bro. Cutler was living at his 
house at the time of his death. E. B. 
Webb has lived in Utah, years ago, 
and is acquainted with some of the 
methods employed by the fraternity 
there. The elders may rely on his 
statement being substantially correct. 

We were intimate with Bro. Thad
deus Cutler, had frequent and long 
conversations with him about the 
church, and are quite certain that if 
he bad any such document in his pos
session he would have produced it for 
our information; for he despised ly
ing, or the evasion of the truth. 

ONEIDA, Oklahoma, March 27, '98. 
Bro. Joseph Srnith:-Your letter to T. Cut

ler, January 30, was forwarded to me from 
Cedar P. 0. Father Cutler is dead. He was 
living with me at the time of his death. H. 
S. Lewis and some other Utah preachers came 
through there. I attended their meeting 
for cause. They let us strictly alone. I in
vited them home with me, and there is where 
Father Cutler, Lewis, and myself held quite 
a discussion. Father Cutler had no copy of 
the so-called revelation on celestial, or plural 
marriage, nor ever told him, Lewis, that he 
had. I was present all the time he was there. 
Mr. H. S. Lewis fabricated that story out of 
whole cloth. Father Cutler never affiliated 
with the Brighamite faction after 1847; but 
died strong in the faith of the latter-day mes
sage. 

I will bring this epistle to a close by sub
scribing myself, 

Yours in hope of rest in the resurrection, 
E. B. WEBB . 

P. S.-1 received a letter from Bro. Cul
bertson at the same time, which I shall not 
answer. 

ALBION, Idaho, August 15, 1898. 
BRO. JOSJ!JPH SMITH, 

Lamoni, Iowa. 
I have deferred long enough 

to send the statement of Bro. Cutler, as to 
that plural marriage relic. I enclose it in 
this. 

I have been visiting among the people 
nearly all this spring from house to house, 
and talking to from one to a dozen at a time, 
besides holding meetings as I could get op
portunity. They are more talkative at home, 
than elsewhere. 

To my mind there is quite an under cur· 
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rent of sentiment away from existing condi
tions and teachings, which can be discerned 
only by home chats. 

There are many in that church though 
who would be of no use to the real gospel 
cause, unless their trena of thought could be 
entirely diverted from the present course. 
Nothing but worldly success, "temple build
ing," "sealing for eternity," "propagating 
eternal lives in eternity"-a conglomerate 
mass of sophistry irrelevant to the gospel, 
or at best secondary in consideration, but 
head and shoulders above everything human 
and divine with them. It seems a great pity 
to surfeit the minds of the young people with 
such trash in the name of religion. 

Satan has exhausted his store of logic to 
allure the mind and keep it occupied to no 
profit, or at least it seems so. Yet there are 
a goodly number who concede so much, it is 
hard to tell what holds them in line with 
such self-contradictions. One brother lately 
in one of our papers said he wished "the 
struggle was over;" but I am just getting 
nicely interested. The struggle must come 
closer and more earnestly, and to all who 
labor in humility and love for the truth's 
sake, overcoming evil with good, it must 
grow more intensely interesting. The eter
nal fiat is, Truth shall conquer error and evil. 
It means everlasting shame to stand as a neu
tral. If we properly sense the situation, or 
the battle for which we volunteered, as soon 
as we are "mustered in" by obedience, we 
pledge eternal, unswerving fidelity to the 
cause of truth and right; so purification of 
~elf is the armor, or uniform, and should shine 
as a beacon light, wherever our feet shall 
tread. But, how slowly is the "morning 
star" rising in the hearts of the children, 
"called to be saints." 

"Come up higher," indeed, seems not so 
fully comprehended, yet is plain as English 
·words can be. So many are absent, or unfit 
for duty: sin-sickness rai:res everywhere, yet 
all were expected to be "effectives." 

Paul bemoaned, because many "walked as 
enemies of the cross," whose "belly" was 
their "god." "The world, the flesh and the 
Devil," are as potent to-day as ever. 

"The helmet of salvation, and the sword of 
the Spirit" can only be effectual when used 
by clean hands nerved by a pure heart. 

There is one sweet thought; the saints will 
wake up as the judgments of heaven become 
more severely felt. It is too bad that the "in
habitants" will be so slow to learn "righteous
ness." 

I have been over the main part of this 
County, and it has been a profitable school to 
me too. I came home on the 13th from 
Marion to act as "master of ceremonies" at 
the marriage of a daughter of mine. But 
now, I wish I could have seen things as 
clearly thirty years ago, or from childhood 
rather. The best results are obt11,inable by 
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cultivation and training, and there is 
schooling like the spirit of the gospel. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The people in your father's day certainly 
clid walk by sight, and saw things through a 
glass very darkly too, I think. 

no 1 and self-assertive, had not the cour
age to present the wretched and worse 
than impious document before the 
people whom he had deceived and be
trayed until he and his fellow con
spirators had gotten their followers 
beyond the pales of civilization where 
they were practically obliged to "do" 

I want to be chosen of the Lord, and my 
prayer to God is that "Israel may be saved." 

Yours fraternally forever, 
CHARLES ALBER'l'SON. 

THE SO-CALLED REVELATION AND as "told" to do. No doubt the people 
THE TWO ZIONS. under any.other circumstances would 

THE Denver Republican for September have risen up against the proclama· 
26 contains a half-column summary of tion of such monstrous principles as 
a sermon delivered by Bro. J. B.

1 

the so.called revelation contained. 
Roush, of Denver, in which the lines The more the matter is examined 
of distinction between the Reorgani- the more apparent becomes the low 
zation and the Utah Church are and base designs of Brigham Young 
clearly drawn. Bro. Roush shows and his fellow conspirators. It has 
up the manifest origin of the revela- well been said by a prominent eastern 
tion on polygamy, presented by Brig- editor that "Brigham Young has 
ham Young on August; 29, 1852, and prostituted a religion." This verdict 
called by Brighamites the revelation is being and will continue to be ren
of July 12, 1843. It is passing strange dered by the American public; and 
that Joseph Smith, who had always not only by the American people, but 
been prompt in presenting revelations by the world at large. The crime 
to the church and giving them wide- perpetrated (for crime and terrible 
spread publicity, failed to present the crime it was and is) was perpetrated 
so-called revelation of July 12, 1843, not only against the church and, in a 
to the church during his lifetime; or, persom1J sense against Joseph Smith, 
if, as asserted by the Brigha,m1tes, he by laying upon him the reputation of 
presented it to the High Council of introducing such wicked principles;
Nauvoo, it is strange that he did not it was also a crime perpetrated against 
cause it to be presented to the gen- God and humanity. Those, therefore, 
eral church, to each quorum and to who were and are parties to the crime, 
the general body, as he had invaria- to the perpetuation of it by advocating 
bly done with other revelations re- it as a principle of the faith taught by 
ceived as law and direction to the the church under the presidency of 
body. Joseph Smith the Martyr, need not 

Was he afraid so to do? Was there longer entertain the hope that the 
anything in the document of such a wickedness and falsity thereof will 
nature as to cause him to doubt the . not be fully exposed. The Lord has 
propriety of its teachings, or to fear said that "abomination shall not 
that it might not be well received I reign;" that wickedness and the secret 
or not received at all by the peo- acts of men should "be revealed." His 
ple? Joseph Smith was a man of purposes change not, and his forceful 
well-known courage; one who had power is being exercised to the vin
borne his share of trial, suffering, dication of his cause, that it may be 
and hardships all along the iines made glorious in the eyes of all na
of the church's vicissitudes; who tions, that the truth-loving among 
feared not to face great danger and them may come to the truth and sal
possible death, and who finally went vation that shall flow out of Zion-the 
to Carthage knowing that death pure in heart; not the so-called coun
would probably be the outcome of his terpart, the so-called Zion built upon 
own and his brother Hyrum's incar- the foundations of apostasy and po
ceration under the guard of the Illi- lygamy in the mountains and valleys 
nois militia. of Utah. 

The facts in the case look bad for Already are seen the forces of dis-
the assertions of Brighamites inter- integration and final death in the 
ested in fastening the responsibility church of the wilderness-the apos
for the delectable dogma upon the tasy that was "sent away" because of 
name and reputation of Joseph Smith. I the re be. llious spirit of its .leaders and 
Even Brigham Young, bold, 

1 
many of its people. It has come to 

* 

pass that the world is having the true 
and the false under the name of Zion. 
The record of the true is consistent 
teaching, for the pure gospel and pure 
morality and true lines of administra
tion in succession prescribed in the 
revelations given to the church in the 
days of the Seer- of the martyred Jo
seph and Hyrum, whom all true saints 
love and esteem, and whose memory 
they would shield and protect from 
cruel and undeserved and wicked mis
representation and disgrace-are be
ing held up by the Reorganized Church 
as an ensign to the people. The Zion 
being built up by the Reorganized 
Ohurch will shine forth clearly in 
comparison with the error and dark
ness of Utahism, and the glory of the 
Lord will be seen upon and revealed 
through her; for the set time to favor 
her has come. 

The record of the Reorganized 
Church is known and is becoming 
more widely known to the world. Its 
teachings have compelled respect, and 
commend it to the honest in heart. 
The record of the "Brighamite" 
Church is one of darkness, evil, de
parture-apostasy, both against the 
law of God and the law of the land. 
Like apostate Israel of old, the civil 
power has been obliged to put its 
strong hand upon her in punishment. 
She canno'J consist,ently proclaim her
self a light to and a teacher of the 
modern world, against the law and 
morality of which she has been a 
transgressor; not at least until she 
"repents" and "confesses" and "for
sakes" her ''sins," her false position. 

The outcome of the present conflict 
will be well for the truth. Crushed 
to earth it has risen again and will 
continue to rise until its light pene
trates and dispels the last vestige of 
darkness and death-producing philoso
phies that oppose or would evade its 
searching and purifying rays. 

Both material and spiritual science 
teach that darkness produces disease 
and death, while light removes and 
dissipates them. So has it been, so 
must it ever be. Upon these lines the 
battle has been and must ever be 
fought; and those who do battle in the 
cause of light and truth will ever 
realize the superior force and power 
attending the service rendered, in con
tradistinction ;to the weakness of their 
opponents, 
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The wrong is to fail, ·the right to 
prevail under the reign of forces oper
ated by him ''who presides in the 
midst of all things." '•For the word 
of God is quick, and powerful, and 
sharper than any two-edged sword, 
piercing even to the dividing asunder 
of soul and spirit, and of the joints 
and marrow, and is a discerner of the 
thoughts and intents of the heart. 
Neither is there any creature [nor any
thing] that is not manifest in his sight: 
but all things are naked and open 
unto the eyes of him with whom we 
have to do." 

Watch the developments of our 
own times concerning the true and 
the false in the latter-day work. 
Mark the steady progress and rising 
inlluence of truth, and note the lower
ing and lessening influences of error 
and departure from God. 

The so-called revelation on celestial 
marriage and other monstrosities and 
evils peculiar to the great latter-day 
apostasy will become universally 
known as such, and as such find and 
retain their proper legitimate place in 
the ''blackness of darkness forever." 
The truth, on the other hand, will 
shine forth gloriously, and the re
deemed of the Lord flow to and walk 
in the light of the true Zion. 

THE following item of news is from 
the Trenton, Grundy County, Mis
souri, Republican, of September 29:--

The Mormons or Latter Day Saints have 
sent three very able elders into this neigh
borhood to expound the Scriptures as was 
taught by Joe Smith. These people tave a 
beautiful little church building here, where 
they are stoutly defending their creed and 
faith against all comers and goers. They 
have just closed a two-days' debate with Rev. 
Fry, of the Holiness faith, against Rev. 
Chatburn of the saints. The g~neral verdict 
was that Rev. Fry was outclassed. Elder 
Chatburn is a young, intellectual giant of 
Nebraska, and chaplain of the Nebraska 
State Senate. He is well educated and a fine 
speaker. The meeting still continues, aided 
by Elders vVhite and Snively, who are pro
claiming their peculiar doctrine with more 
than ordinary ability. Their hearers, how
ever, are loth to believe that Joe Smith was 
any more an inspired prophet than was Joe 
Bowers, of Pike. DUSTY RHODES. 

Due credit is given for the friendly 
or fair side of this notice. However, 
the correspondent, like many others, 
has failed to discriminate between the 
truth with the force accompanying it 
and the men representing it. It is 

'l'HE SAINTS' HEHAI.iD. 

possible, too, that Mother Grundy 
may be stalking abroad, even in 
Grundy County, hence that some 
folks need to wake up, brush them
selves free from antiquated dusty 
accumulations and other accessories 
said to accompany or to light upon 
the confirmed Missourian, and catch 
up with progressive people, in their 
notions of things. Dust and other 
things that ligr.t down upon one are 
hindrances to progress if permitted to 
remain. They should be brushed off, 
both by physical and mental activity. 
From the substance of this corre
spondent's statements we judge there 
are none upon the brethren named. 

THE Conservative, published at Ne
braska City, Nebraska, contains the 
following note in its issue for Septem
ber 22:-

A Mormon publishing house in Lamoni, 
Iowa, which sends a weekly paper to the Ne
braska City Public Library, uses leaves from 
the English Bible as mailing wrappers. We 
fear that we do not quite see their point. 

For the information of the Conserva
tive and all whom it may concern or 
interest, the point is stated in brief: 
The publishing department of the 
Reorganized Church of Latter Day 
Saints prints and binds various books 
and periodicals, among them the 
English Bible. Like other publishers 
they at times use waste or spoiled 
sheets for wrappers. However, if the 
Conservative people ·will examine the 
publications .sent out by the Herald 
Office, they will find an abundance of 
Bible in the columns, inside the mail
ing wrappers. 

THE House of Bishops, of the Protes
tant Episcopal Church, which is to 
meet in triennial session, at Washing
ton, D. C., October 4, will discuss 
some questions of importance to that 
church, according to the statement 
that follows from a Washington press 
dispatch:-

The convention is to last three weeks and 
some of the questions to come before t.he body 
will be of national as well as theological im
port. The proposed amendment on the canon 
of marriage and divorce will be one. 

The question of changing the name of the 
church, which came up in a convention in 
Chicago over twenty-fl ve ye:crs ago, will be 
again agitated. On account of the factions 
that exist in the church the Angelican and 
evangelican parties, it is expected, will create 
no end of discussion and perhaps dissension 
among the delegates. 
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OF the late Dr. John Hall, of New 
York, it was said at the late memorial 
service held in the Fifth Avenue Pres
byterian Church: "Reality was the 
keynote of his character. His was a 
combination of faculties, large and 
strong, which gave him the uncom
mon greatness of common sense." It 
was said of Lincoln that, "In him 
common sense blossomed into fame." 
"Reality" and "common sense" are 
diverse from mere profession and 
simulation. They suggest the lines 
of Longfellow:-

"Let us then be what we are 
And speak what we think, 
And.in all things keep 
Ourselves loyal to truth," etc. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

BRO. J.M. TERRY, wrote from Chi
cago, September 16:-

Church matters are moving smoothly so 
far, not a friction in the movements. We 
had an excellent meeting Wednesday night, 
when we spoke to over thirty in the parlor of 
a Presbyterian lady where we were invited 
to hold a meeting. Good attention aud fine 
liberty were enjoyed. The lady had attended 
a oottage prayer meeting we had held in 
Father Culver's house near by. We open a 
new mission next Sunday on south side at 
3411 Cottage Grove Avenue. This is for the 
general good of the cause we love so much, 
and for which I am happy to labor and sacri
fice. I feel excellent in the work and the 
spirit within urges me onward and upward 
to greater achievements and higher ground. 
Bro. H. E. Moler is here; goes to Piper City 
to-morrow. Bro. Stebbins is expected to
day; goes to Janesville, Wisconsin, to-mor
row. Had peaceful conference and profitable 
institute at West Pullman. Bro. Lake is at 
Janesville; is feeling quite well in body and 
spirit. Was here and preached Tuesday 
night. Saints quite well, save Bro. and Sr. 
Gillet, who are both sick. 

Sister M. E. Bunyard and R. A. 
Anthony will welcome an elder of the 
one faith at Cook, Louisiana. She 
writes:-

I have a nice little country home with my 
brother. I know he would treat an elder 
very kindly, for so he did the Utah Mormons. 
He just read their books enough to become 
interested. I request the faith and prayers 
of the Sisters' Prayer Union, if it is 
God's holy will that I may get my little 
boy back. I have the promise that I 
will get him if I live faithful, and pray for 
me that I may be humble and faithful and 
that God will enable me to raise my children 
up in the love and service of the Lord. The 
nearest railroad station is Grandcane,or Mans
field, on that route; Logansport on the other 
railroad. We are well known at either place. 
You are not likely to have any trouble in find
ing us. We live half way on the Logan and 
Mansfield dirt road. 
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EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

BRO. F. J. PIERCE, Centralia, Kan
sas, sends us a clipping from a local 
paper, which contains a defense of 
the faith and a plea for toleration, in 
religious and general lines of thought 
and action. This effort to enlighten 
and educate the public mind is made 
in good spirit and ought to have a 
good effect. 

At the monthly business meeting of 
the Lamoni branch held on Tuesday, 
the 4th inst., a resolution was adopt>d 
expressing the sentiment of the meet
ing that rates of board for college 
students or members of the faculty 
should not exceed $2.50 per week, in
cluding cost of room, fuel, and light. 
Those who contemplate attending 
college, also those desiring to send 
students, will see in this action a dis
position to make prices for board as 
low as possiblGJ. It is the prevailing 
sentiment of the people of Lamoni to 
make the incidental expenses of stu
dents as low as possible, with a view 
to eucourage and to help all students 
interested in obtaining an education. 
Every possible advantage is being of
fered to those who mean to avail 
themselves of the privileges afforded 
by the college and the general influ
ences of the community for good. 

Bishop E. L. Kelley arrived home 
from Jacksonville, Florida, on Thurs· 
day, the 6th inst. He left his son 
Winfred in the care of his second son 
Edmond, slowly improving and on the 
road to recovery, and who will be 
brought home as soon as able to 
travfll. 

Bro. G. H. Hilliard arrived at head-
quarters on Monday, the 3d inst., com
ing in from Western Iowa, where he 
has been laboring of late. 

Bro. E. A. Blakeslee, of the Bish-
opric, reached Lamoni from Michigan 
on Thursday, the 6th inst. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

sacrament unless there be an elder 
present." It was erroneously given 
"no" elder for "an elder." 

Bishop Kelley was called by tele
gram to Hastings, Iowa, on Monday, 
the 10th inst., by reason of the CJ.ea th 
of one of his nephews, a son of John 
S. Kelley. 

Pres. Joseph Smith and Bro. W. H. 
Kelley left Lamoni on the 8th inst., to 
dedicate a church in Grundy County, 
we und~rstand, in Far West district. 

The Emperor of Germany, accom
panied by a brilliant suite -and a 
numerous retinue will start for Jeru
salem and other points in Palest:ne 
on the 13th inst. 

Homa Coltlmn, 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

"One language held his heart and Hp, 
Straight onward to his gOal he trod, 

And proved the highest stateemanship 
Obedience to the voice of God." 

Torohia saw in his dream a man coming to
wards him, and said, "l want you to go in 
your boat and take the Governor to Papeete," 
to which he readily consented. So when he 
saw Putoa and Pori coming toward him in a 
little canoe, he knew their errand before 
they spoke. Torohia is quite an elderly man,. 
and his wife is more aged than himself. 

She was at work aeross a ereek from where 
he was, when the brethren reached him. 
Seeing them talking, she threw herself in 
the creek and swam across to learn what the 
news was, thinking nothing of wearing her 
wet clothes till they dried. ''Yes," said she, 
"you go and take the Orometua to Papeete, 
and I will stay and make bufa." 

We left Panau with its kind-hearted people 
on Thursday morning, .June rn, accompanied 
by Putoa, wife, and child; Alfred Sanford, 
wife, and child; Taihia and wife, besides 
Torohia and boy. According to the law of 
these islands we were compelled to first go to 
Rairoa, where Torohia could sign papers as 
captain of his boat, since another man had 
been captain the la~t time she was entered at 
Papeete. Rairoa was some :lifty miles out of 
our way. The sea was very rough, that is a 
heavy swell a,nd not wind enough to keep the 
boat steady. She knocked about badly, roll
ing and dipping the end of the main boom 
and sail well under water; in consequence I 
was sick all day. The swell and occasional 

"IN the name of au you hope to know," wrote breezes were nearly aft, so we got along so as to 
Philiips Brooks, "cling close to wha·t you make the lower point of Rairoa before dark. 
know already. Make much of it, live up .to Then as we hauled around and got in the lee 
it, count it ver~ pre?io~~· hold it fast in the I of the land, a nice little breeze sprang up and 
bosom of a lovmg life. Ah, how much to hauled a little 80 as to be on our quarter, and 
one who knows the truth of Christ's gospel is we ran along fine all night. Got to the first 
embraced in these words! The mind cannot pass, "Tiputa," early in the morning. Had 
grasp in the smallest degree at a glance, the wind continued as it was the day before, 
neither after much thought and earnest re- we could not have entered. The tide was 
flection will :the heights and depths of this running out in a manner that no one can 
knowledge be revealed. Paul enumerated imagine excBpt those who see it. The boat 
many things which he declared should have crept along pretty close to the reef, where 
no power to separate him from the love of the tide was the most slack; but there was 
God in Christ Jesus; what then should ever very little wind. We had one more little jut 
be allowed to separate us from the blessed or point of reef to pass, then the men were 
knowledge of the divinity of Christ and the going to jump overboard with a line, climb 
truth of bis gospel? Let us then cling to on the reef and tow her the rest of the way 
this knowledge; "make much of it, live up to against the tide. Just opposite that point 
it, count it very precious, and bold it fast in the tide was eddying strongly. As we en
the bosom of a loving life." Why should we tered the eddy pool the wind dropped away 
stumble through regarding too closely the altogether, and we were turned around and 
step8 of any man or woman, and thus not tak- borne out again. The men were plying a big 
ing sufficient thought for our own? "Who long oar vigorously, to keep her off the reef. 
art thou,'' 0 man, "that judgest another I remarked to Mr. Bur·ton, "How necessary 
man's servant? to his own master he standeth it is to have a long heavy oar with them." 
or falleth." "The world is hungry for God, He said, "That oar came floating down to-

Bro. David Dancer, of Lamoni, was and is dying for the want of the spirit of wards the boat yesterday morning, from no-
taken seriously ill on Monday, the truth and love." body knows where, and got close by the boat 

3d inst., at his home, and has since just as we started, and the men picked it up." 
been confined to his bed. His con- PAPEETE, July 11.-Back to the missionary We stayed out about an hour, and thinking 
dition is critical, but hopes are en- house again. Well, glad and thankful. After the tide was a little more slack, tried again, 

wa1l.~7 several weeks for a chance to come there being a little more breeze. We got to 
tertained for his recovery. Late re- t'1e same place, were turned about, and were to Papeeta in a vessel, we were obliged to 1. 

ports show improvement in his abandon the thought and make up our minds borne out again. This time we stayed out 
condition. to undertake the voyage in a boat. So the till ten o'clock, then tried again and rounded 

Bro. George Derry requests a cor- I bretn::-en set themselves to see what boat the point, when two of the men sprang into 
rection in his ]ate letter to the I could be got-all were busy and using their the sea and towed her inside. We recog
HERALD-last issue. I th fourth boate,. Since Tetuarere's could not go, Jo- nized a Father's guiding hand again. Had 

. . . n, e I seph suggested getting Torohia's. Putoa we remained out ten minutes longer we could 
paragraph, nm th hne, it. snould read, [said he would go across the lake the next not have got in till after- night, for a heavy 
"that he must not administer the morning and see this brother. That night I wind and rain squall was already coming 
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across the lake, driving right towards the 
pass. 

Seeing that the village was entirely de
serted, we knew that the government 0fficial 
must be in at the rabui. We ruade a start 
to cross the lake, but the wind was becoming 
so fierce we put back to the deserted village 
again, where there was one boat load of peo
ple and hogs, on their way to Tikabau. They 
had stopped there to catch some fish and 
cook themselves a meal on the shore. The 
canoe was just coming in with the fish, so 
they shared them with our crew-those oth
ers were saints too-and all hands cooked 
their meal ashore. We sat on the porches of 
some of the empty houses so as to be out of 
the rain. It ceased to rain towards night, 
and the boat started off for Tikahau, but we 
remained. The natives slept ashore; Joseph 
and I in the boat. 

Next morning being Saturday, we got un
der way and started across the lake; beat 
all day against a strong head wine:! and high, 
short sea. The natives had not had anything 
to eat since their breakfast, and were getting 
very hungry; so about four o'clock when we 
perceived that we could not reach our desti
nation, they watched out for a place to an
chor near the shore, where the boat could be 
sheltered from the force of the wind, and 
soon came to anchor. Presently they 
rounded to; one man took the little anchor 
in his hands and sprang overboard and 
hooked it into a rock, and while he and an
other one were warping in and mooring the 
boat, Putoa's wife, Tetua, got .a big knife, 
gathered her skirts about her, and plunged 
into the sea, scrambled up on a shelf of rocks 
and hunted clams. They are not at all like 
our Nova Scotia clams. She would dig them 
off the rocks, pry open the large heavy shells, 
and take out the clam-which resembled two 
large oysters on each end of a piece of black 
and white crimply tape about two fingers 
long. These she strung on her fingers till 
she could hold no more. One of the men 
was out on the rocks spearing fish. His wife 
-a young woman-let herself drop into the 
sea, swam to the rocks, and with dripping, 
clinging clothes went fishing with him. Al
fred's wife gathered her skirts about her, 
stepped cautiously from the bows of the boat 
onto the rocks, tied a bundle of clothes on 
her head, set her little girl astride of her 
shoulder, and with one hand holding her 
clothes and another carrying a large bundle, 
and the child clinging to the one on her head, 
she waded ashore, where they made a fire, 
cooked their supper, built a camp, and slept 
all night, and breakfasted in the morning. 
Alfred and the captain and Joseph and I re
mained on the boat. 

We got t.o the "rahui" about noon on Sun
day, where nlne of our Papeete and Tiona 
people were. We were very kindly received. 
Attended the afternoon prayer m8eting, and 
Joseph preached in the evening. There was 
another rahui six miles beyond, where the 
Avatoru branch was. They heard of our ar
rival among· the people, and the whole branch 
left their work on Monday and walked the 
six miles and back again to greet us, have a 
few hours' visit, and invite us to their rahui. 
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As the weather was still cloudy and windy, 
we accepted the invitation, and went with 
the boat or. Monday afternoon and stayed till 
Wednesday. Joseph preached at seven in the 
morning, then we hurried off as soon as pos-. 
sible, for during meeting the clouds had bro
ken away, wind hauled fair, and the sun 
shone out beautifully. Had a fine run up the 
lake over twenty miles. 

Got to "A vatoru pass" about three p. m. 
A few people were at the village, who had 
been notified of our coming, and had a house 
all prepared, and a good soft bed ready. But 
we had lain on the ground and on the floor so 
long, I did not feel at home at all on a soft 
bed. During these visits I had become ac
customed to the boat and was not seasick any 
more, also to being paddled about over the 
clear waters in the canoes, and enjoyed it 
keenly, feeling about ten years younger than 
a month before, and spent most of the time 
about the shore hunting shells. The pink 
topped shells, of which that shore abounded, 
looked so pretty when seen among the 
broken coral of various colors when not by 
the sea, it was a pleasure to seek them. The 
saints also-men, women, and children-fur
nished me with quite a quantity besides 
those I gathered. While at the rahui, I took 
one of the sisters and started out to scale the 
broad, dark, rocky reef, not the ledge th3.t 
the sea breaks on, but those high above that 
which separate the ocean from the lake 
where the land i.s not. I imagined t,here 
were some beautiful large shells lying on the 
other side if I could only get there, and so 
wended my way around, between and over 
those sharp pointed rocks-taking care not 
to stumble-till I reached the ocean shore. 
But the shells were not there. The rocks 
were too sharp for the native sister's feet, 
and she remained waiting my return. 

On Thursday afternoon the weather looked 
more promising again, the morning had 
been very stormy, and as we could not re
plenish with food again when that which we 
had was gone, we resolved to sail at once for 
Papeete, a distance of two hundred miles. 
The sea was nice while in the lee of the land, 
nor did we feel the full force of the wind, 
though the captain had reefed the sail and 
taken in one jib. About dusk we cleared the 
laud, and had a rough night. At daylight 
Makatia was seen away behind on the 
weather quarter, and the high lands of Pa
peete were plainly seen in the afternoon. 
The reef was not shaken out of the sail dur
ing the day, neither the following night. 
At about twelve in the night they thought 
they were getting too near the land and 
stood off again about two hours. Then the 
sea became smooth and the wind dropped 
away, so we did not get in the harbor till 
midday on Saturday. And though we en
joyed our visit well everywhere, the saints 
remembered that we could not live on good 
wishes in Papeete, had provided the more 
substantial aid. 

We are glad to get home again and settle 
down to more steady work, and feel much re
cruited in health. Mr. Burton has only had 
one slight attack of neuralgia, if such it is, 
since conference. The prayers of the saints 
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have prevailed, we hope. Please forgive 
this lengthy letter, and retaliate one and all; 
in like manner. SISTER EMMA. 

P. S.-The ocean is at least five feet lower 
this year than last. 

NOTICE TO CHAIRMEN OF DAUGHTERS 
OF ZION LOCALS. 

It is earnestly requested that the present 
chairman of each local organization of 
Daughters of Zion send her name and ad
dress to Mrs. H. H. Robiuson, Box 437, Inde
pendence, Jackson County, Missouri, who 
has lately been appointed Corresponding 
Secretary of Ad vising Committee, our 
worthy and competent sister, Audentia 
Anderson, who has served so long, having 
resigned for want of more time needed for 
the work attached to this office. While we 
reluctantly lose her as Corresponding Secre
tary, her heart is in the work and we still 
have her valuable assistance as one of our 
Advisory Committee. Sisters, please give 
this request your immediate attention, as we 
wish a new list of the names of all chairmen 
of locals for aid in our work. 

MRS. M. E. HULMES, 
Chairman Advisory Committee. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

Dear Sisters of the Prayer Union:-I realize 
there is a power in prayer when we come 
united before the Lord, for this reason I ask 
you to remember me that my health and 
strength may be restored. 

M. C. PEARCE. 

Sundau 8Ghool DBpartmBnt. 
ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send commnnications for this department to the Editor. 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

INTERMEDIATE WORK. 
IT IS a little difficult for grown people to 
adapt themselves to the point of view from 
which children perceive things. Then, 
again, one may understand children out of 
school, yet scarcely know how to apply their 
knowledge in class work until several experi
ences have given them their cue. 

MUST BE ACQUAINTED. 
I find a teacher must be thoroughly ac

quainted, first, with those he is to teach; 
and second, with the matter he intends to 
bring before them. He needs to be prepared 
for the unexpected, which is always happen
ing, where children are concerned. We are 
obliged to study them out of school to know 
what will interest them in school. Frcebel, 
the great educator of child character, says: 
"If you wish to discover what will interest 
a child in its work, watch it at its play." I 
presume it is on the same principle that gov
erns instinct in animals, a reaching out after 
that which will satisfy its natural cravings. 
He says each act is significant to the intelli
gent student of character,none being too small 
to engage his at tent.ion as to what prompted it. 
Then, too, by observing what the child lays 
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hold of in satisfaction of its desire, we will 
know what especially appeals to it, and how to 
arrange our instruction accordingly. No fact, 
however true of itself, is of benefit to an in
dividual unless that individual can under
stand and receive and know how to apply it. 
As all education is for the purpose of devel
oping the innate character, by drawing out 
the inner man, and in making external truth 
his, we must first know what position he 
holds toward the outside world, whether he 
is near or far away from it. We all see truth 
from different standpoints, and our percep
tions are modified by our natural qualities or 
disposition. Consequently, a teacher cannot 
make even a successful beginning until he 
has studied the material he has to work 
with. No two people are exactly alike. Be
cause of this, what would appeal to one would 
make but little impression upon another. 
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and the remaining pages to brief notes from 
the information obtained by means of these 
slips. The maps need not be drawn all at 
one time, but I believe would be more enjoyed 
if the different towns or kingdoms were 
added as they appeared in the various lessons, 
and not before. For instance, Egypt would 
not be drawn on the map until the Children 
of Israel went down into that country, and as 
far as we can place them now, the towns and 
cities mentioned as lying along their route, 

'could be inserted. This could be made more 
interesting where there were boys and girls 
in one class, for the girls would naturally be 
mo1·e interested in learning· of the home life 
and all that pertained to it, while to the boys 
could be given all that related to the country, 
government, architecture, and kindred sub
jects. 

QUESTIONS IN THE QUARTERLY. 
M:UTUAL CONFIDENCE. In any event, the questions on the lesson 

It is our ambition, of course, to teach all should not be asked in just the form they ap
truth; but we find it necessary to work to pear in the Quarterlies, for in that case the 
that end by various proce~ses. The sympathy children could learn them ''by heart," to for
and tact horn of good fellowship will usually get them by the next Sunday. Sometime 
give us an insight into the different disposi- the lesson could be told in story form, begin
tions with which we will come in contact in ning with the teacher, each member of the 
the relation of teacher and pupil, and when class· adding some incident as it came his 
mutual confidence is established, the longest turn, the teacher finally concluding it. In 
step toward education bas been taken. this case, the teacher should see that all the 

KNOW 'l'HE BIBLE. main points are brought in. It mig·ht be 
The pupils should be encouraged. in every well to educate the children in what com

way possible to prepare their lessons thor- prised the "main points," for they are apt to 
oughly at home, using not only the Quarter- overlook them, otherwise, or give all the 
lies, but their Bibles as well; and when a same value. Teach to hunt for them, occa
point of dispute is raised, .it should be de- I sionally calling upon the .~lass to write out 
cided by reference to the Bible and not the what appears to each one LO be the central 
Quarterly. The children should be trained I thought or thought.~. H~ve them compare 
to turn to the various books or parts of the the events of that time with what are tran
Scriptures without hesitation, and each mem- spiring in this; also draw parallels or point 
ber of the class, when in Sunday school, out the difference between the customs and 
should have his Bible open to the lesson text general conditions of eighteen hundred years 
during class work. In the Teacher's Class ago and those of to-day. Where points of 
Book, there is provision made for the proper principle or rules of conduct are brought up 
credits being given pupils for preparing their by the lesson, they may be given something 
lessons during the week, for memorizing the of a personal application, or a sm<tll parable 
Golden Text, and for good behavior. Every may be used to illustrate them. The idea 
teacher should explain to his class the value throughout being to bring the remote past 
of obtaining these credits, and try to have down to a live present, and put the subject 
his class become the Banner Class. The and the child upon the same plane. 
proper kind of ambition is commendable, and, 
as a rule, is quite an incentive toward good 
work. 

A PLAN FOR FU'l'UliE WORK. 
I have outlined a plan for the next quarter 

which I intend to try at least. Beside en
deavoring to encourage my class to prepare 
their lessons thoroughly out of school, I 
mean to give each one some special matter 
to hunt up, such as, the character of tbe peo
ple under diEcussi<m; their home life; dress; 
features; habits; form of irnvernment; style 
of architecture; temples and modes of wor
ship; condition of the surrounding country; 
and all those details which will tend to im-

AM:OUNT OF WORK. 
A fact illustrated is a fact preserved, 

whether it be by personal application, black
board work, or charts. In picturing any
thing, use only the most simple ideas, and 
materials familiar to children. It should be 
more our aim to pr0perly reach a child and 
get even one point firmly fixed in his mind, 
than to crowd a number, none of which will 
be remembered or be of any use to the re
ceiver of them. A child has the right t.o de
mand that what he receives in his mind shall 
be worth something, and not only valuable in 
the abstract, but of value to himself. 

CAUTION. 
press the children with the reality of the It is hardly necessary to say a teacher 
people about whom they are studying; and should never make a child conscious of a 
by becoming acquainted with their everyday weakness or seeming dullness in class work. 
lives, feel the distance between them materi- Thero are com para ti vely few who follow the 
ally shortened. I would like also to have teacher readily at first. 
each pupil provide himself or herself with a I POSITION OF CLASS. 

BLANK BOOK, If possible, the class should be arranged so 
the first page or two to be devoted to maps, , it could not see what was going on in other 

classes, otherwise it will take too active in· 
terest in affairs not its own. 

I hope these few suggestions may prove of 
benefit. MARIE CLARK. 

[For the Northeastern Illinois district Sungay School 
Institute, at West Pnll"1an, Illinois.] 

MANSFIELD, Mass.' Sept. 29. 
Edito1·s Herald:-The renewal of ministerial 

labors in former fields and among the scenes 
of our first labors or efforts in that direction 
has been one of pleasure to us, and we trust 
of profit to the old and new fri~nds to the 
gospel cause that greet us in our travel in 
the Massachusetts district. We have 
preached so far in Providence, our former 
home, Attleboro, and Plainville:; going the 
10th of present month to Fall River. Was 
with the church there over two Sundays, 
visiting in company with Bro. John Smith, 
of New Bedford, in the afternoon of the second 
Sunday, speaking that and upon the follow
ing evenings in New Bedford. 

Our visit to Fall River and New Bedford 
was made a very pleasant one by the hospi
tality and kindness of Brn. Ashton, Dr. Gil
bert, and John Smith, at whose homes we 
were made welcome and nicely entertained. 
Returning from Fall River Wednesday even
ing of last week we met with the saints in 
Providence in social service, a large attend
ance and good meeting, a thing not uncom
mon in Providence. Friday evening we 
spoke in Auburn, a suburb of the city. Sun
day morning, in company with Bro. George 
Gates, we went to Fiskville, about twelve 
miles distant, where a little company of 
saints had erected a chapel about two years 
ago, principally through the leadership and 
effort of Bro. Geo. Robley, who has baptized 
some excellent people there, and whose work 
is to be commended as of an abiding charac
ter, as we believe; and this people and mis
sion need attending to by live, energetic, 
capable ministers, as indeed is very apparent 
in other places as well. Splendid social 
meeting and excellent liberty in proclaiming 
the word, with strong and urgent pleas for 
help and return, Sunday evening, back to 
Providence to fill appointment, in their 
chapel. 

Monday evening, through arrangement 
with the d.istrict president, Bro. Bullard, we 
came here to Mansfield to assist Bro. Robley 
in an attempt to introduce the work. A 
storeroom, rather poorly equipped, in a one
sided place of a disinterested or preoccupied 
community has resuUed in what seems to be 
so near a failure as to lead us to conclude that 
we have either struck the wrong time or the 
wrong place. We are, ho-wever nicely cared 
for at the home of Bro. and Sr. Abercrombie, 
who, expecting to soon move from this place, 
were desirous that a warning should be given 
at least of the gospel and its restoration; a 
worthy and concientious motive and princi
ple; and if the good sought fails to accrue to 
this people, the responsibility may not lie 
with them nor the missionary, who once in a 
while is forced by his experiences into sym-
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pathy with old Father Noah and his family. 
It's a beautiful thing, however, to be able to 
know of your whereabouts, even if you find 
yourselves outside of the crowd. 

I find in Bro. Robley a congenial companion 
and a good preacher. Our visit bas been 
pleasant and we are sure not sJtogether 
with out profit. Some have been warned. 

Big parade and celebration of A. 0. U. W. 
order to-day and night, and that beats any 
gospel conception or interest which the 
mao;ses possess. 

We expect to speak in Boston Sunday, go
ing to Brockton the week following, and Sat· 
urday, the 8th, to the district conference at 
Fall River. Brn. Luff and Alexander Smith 
are in Nova Scotia and Maine. I expect to 
see Bro_. Smith at our conference, but am not 
certain of his presence. 

Labor, instruction, warning, wise counsel 
needed, and to be heeded, in many places 
where the work has been· permitted to lan
guish and decay. Care and caution in build
ing or reconstructing,-whether as to men's 
notions, or the law. 

I am happy to meet the old friends and the 
new that have been made in my absencR, and 
have been welcomed cordially enough every
where, if that is all that is necessary to give 
one peace of mind. A present consciousness 
always with you that you are in the place 
and doing the work which heavenly wisdom 
orders, constitutes, however, the supreme 
satisfaction. Matters unexpected may com
pel our return west for a short time, in 
November. 

The change for the better in the health of 
Sister Bond since leaving St. Louis will re
sult in her remaining in Providence for this 
winter at least. My health is some>vhat im
proved and am happy in the evidences of 
God's goodness toward his children, and in 
the possession of the "peace" promised 
through a knowledge of the truth and saving 
power and grace of the gospel restored. 

M. H. BOND. 

BARNES, Kan., Sept. 29. 
Editors Herald:-Elder D. Collins, of Secor, 

Illinois, took down the Campbellite flag at 
Greenleaf, Kansas, at the close of the discus
sion there September 23. The ceremony, in 
part was: "Mr. Pender bas bad decidedly 
the advantage in this discussion. I suppose 
he understands all the dead languages; can 
read Greek and Hebrew; writes shorthand, 
etc., etc.!" 

It is true Mr. Pender bad decidedly the ad
vantage in the discussion, as he had only 
truth to assert and maintain, while his oppo
nent assailed truth and tried in vain to 
bolster up error. And into what straits it 
led him; into what confusion, into-what con
tradictory positions, into what abortive ef
forts to malign the man of God who gave the 
world the Book of Mormon; into what shame 
and humiliation, when it clearly appeared 
that all the immorality brought up in the 
debate was located, not in the Book of Mor
mon nor in its translator, but in Mr. Collins 
himself! He was repeatedly caught in mis
reading the Book of Mormon. He would 
sometimes read eorrectly and then grossly 
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misrepresent. To illustrate: He read from With thoughtful and unprejudiced minds 
page 199, Book of Mormon: "Now this man they needed no correction. 
[Koribor] went over to the land of Jersbon If the Book of Mormon is fraudulent and 
also, to preach these things among the peo- Joseph Smith imposed it upon the world, as 
ple of Ammon, ... but behold, they were claimed by the opposition, it is a matter of 
more wise than many of the Nephites; for regret that the gentlemen who undertake to 
they took him and bound him. and carried prove this feel themselves, as a rule, com" 
bi..n before Ammon, who was a high priest pelled to resort to all kinds of subterfuge, 
over that people." Mr. Collins declared trickery, and dishonorable and dishonest 
they had bound him because he would not methods. Is it possible the truth must be 
accept Mormonism! Yet the context shows bolstered up by such shameless methods? If 
he was bound and tried for cr~minality, and the truth in this controversy is lodged with 
not on account of what he believed. A part our opponents, it has for once fallen into un
of the account states: "Now, -there was no fortunate bands. 
law against a man's belief: for it was strict.ly "A certain man went down from Jerusalem 
contrary to the commands of God that there to Jericho and fell among thieves." Inno
sbould be a law which should bring men on cence betrayed; but by whom, as concerns 
to unrqual grounds. If a man desired to this contention? I find the Book of Mormon 
serve God it was his privilege; but if he did and the revelations and authentic statements 
not believe in him, there was no law to pun- of Joseph Smith condemn everything of a 
ish him." dishonorable or unjustifiable kind, while 

The above is a sample of his misrepresenta- they enjoin unswerving integrity and the 
tions of the teachings of the Book of Mor- highest virtues. They create within heart 
mon. and brain an aspiration to be the noblest of 

During the debate he assured the people the noble; the bravest of the brave; the 
he would not stoop so low as Braden had I kindest of the kind; of patriots, the most pa
done. Yet, on Sunday night, the debate haY- triotic; of the generous, the most generous of 
ing closed on Friday night, he lectured on them all. While the controversy con
the origin of the Book of Mormon and repro- tinues to be thus waged; "while virtue is 
duced the "Spalding story," and Braden was lovely and vice is bateful,"-"sink or swim, 
his chief witness! live or die, survive or perish," let my voice 

During discussion of the Book of Mormon and my pen be used in vindication of the 
proposition, the Inspired Translation of the Bo?k of ~ormon and in defense. of the repu
Scriptures was assailed. This was objected tation of 1ts translator. Let lyrng tongues be 
to, objection overruled by the chair, and de- justly and witheringly rebuked, both he that 
cision of the chair was sustained by majority maketh a lie and he that peddleth it abroad. 
vote of those present. r then challenged Let confusion come upon both alike, and let 
Collins to put in one session of two hours their heritage be that of shame and remorse; 
with me in examining the Inspired Transla.- let the voice of scandal be no longer heard in 
tion, and I would affirm it to be superior to the land; let.the "refugeofli~s".bedestro!ed, 
either King James' Translation or Revised 0 Lord, nor let thy servants voices be stilled 
Version. Then, he suddenly remembered until the earth is filled with the knowledge 
that he had come to Greenleaf for a different of thy truth! 
purpose. I then announced that on Saturday 
night, the evening following the close of the 
debate, I woµld lecture on the Inspired 
Translation, and invited Collins to use half 
of the time. He did not accept the invita
tion, end during the balance of the debate he 
was suspiciously quiet about the Inspired 
Translation. 

When his own church was under examina
tion, he wished to examine the apostles of 
the Latter Day Saints; wished to know 
whether they have "signs," etc. No matter 
what question was up for consideration, he 
was never ready for that, the business of the 
hour. 

At, the close of his "black-sheep," "stolen· 
peepstone," "Solomon Spalding story," lec
ture Sun@y night, I asked for three minutes 
in which to address the people. 'This be 
would not grant until he ascertained that I 
only wished to announce a reply the evening 
following, though I bad invited him to use 
half of the time of my lecture on the Inspired 
Translation the night before! 

Only about half as many people were pres
ent on Monday night to hear the reply, as 
listened to Mr. Collins on Sunday evening. 
Sufficient numbers were present, however, to 
enable us to correct his stale and silly fabri
cations in the community. 

Ten sessions of two hours each were held, 
the first fl ve being devoted to the considera
tion of Book of Mormon, the last five to an 
examination of the Christian Church. Two 
sessions were held daily; one beginning at 
two p. m., the other at 7: 30 p. m. The inter
est was good throughout the debate, though 
the attendance was not large. Average at
tendance at evening sessions about two hun
dred and fifty; day sessions less than one 
hundred. 

I wo:1s called to Baker by telegram, to dis
cuss the Sabbath hobby with our Adventist 
friends. We held three sessions on the Sev
enth-day questions, with Mr. Bagby, an inex
perienced minister.· He felt competent to 
meet us on the Sabbath issue, and assured us 
he would secure a minister to debate church 
propositions wit,h us. As the discussion of 
the Seventh-day question progressed, it be
came very apparent that Mr. Bagby had new 
matter and new issues to meet, and that to 
him the whole question assumed a new phase 
which he was not prepartd to meet. The 
minister he had sent for came at last and oc
eupied the negative the last night, of the 
debate, on the first.-day question. He used 
most of his time in an effort to revive the 
seventh-day theory, rather ihan to answer 
few but incontrovertible evidences of a first-
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day rest under the Christian system. But 
would he discuss church propositions? Not 
he. Upon a multitude of pretexts and flimsy 
excuses, Babylon, all along the line, when 
we ask to examine the texture of her theo
logical fabric, politely and coyly answers, 
"Excuse me, please;" and, like the young 
man who received a similar reply from his 
"sweetheart," when he asked for het· hand 
in marriage, we "gracefully" submit. 

our way to London, where we arrived late in 
the afternoon. 

cellent liberty in preaching, also in answer
ing questions, and we are able in this way to 
reach hundreds where we would not reach 

Bro. Editor, I am glad I am a Latter Day 
Saint. And as the battle is on, and the fight 
becomes thicker and hotter, I am happier in 
the thought. w. s. PENDER. 

LONDON, Eng., Sept. 19. 
Editors Herald:-I believe it is only just 

that the church should be informed from time 
to time as to the work of its ministers; and 
knowing too how anxious some of our mem
bers are in America to receive news of the 
progress of the work in this country, it seems 
to me a duty to keep them informed, of the 
leading events at least, of my mission here. 

I left Plymouth where I last wrote you, 
July 28, to attend the mission conference at 
Birmingham. Here I had the pleasure of 
meeting Bro. and Srs. Newton, and it was in
deed a pleasure to shake hands with those so 
lately from our native land. We also enjoyed 
meeting Bro. Heman Smith and other breth
ren, from different parts. The conference 
passed off peacefully. The good Spirit was 
present; the'gifts of prophecy and tongues 
were manifest, giving words of comfort and 
cheer. Then came the hour of parting. 
Wife went to Bristol, Bro. Newton to Ply
mouth, Bro. Smith, after a year's absence, 
back to his loved ones at home. For his 
sake we felt glad, but for ourselves we felt 
sorry that he could not have remained with 
us. 

I had consented to remain in Birmingham 
to preach the following night, but as no one 
came to the meeting but the president and 
the two deacons, I was sorry I had not gone 
with the others; for there came over me such 
a feeling of bitter loneliness that was hard to 
shake off. There seemed to be no immedi
ate demands for .my services anywhere. I 
hardly knew what to do or where to go, and 
then it seemed as though all the powers of 
darkness combined in an effort to dishearten 
and discourage. Overcoming these feelings 
as best I could, my first visit was to Wol ver
hampton, where I had heard the Brighamites 
were meeting with some success, and at 
which place we had a few members. The 
way did not seem to open up to favor opera
tions there at the time, but we left instruc
tions with the brethren how to proceed, and 
as soon as an opportunity offered for opening 
the work there to let us know, and we would 
try and take advantage of it. 

For some time I bad felt drawn towards 
London. So joining my wife at Bristol, to 
which place I had a return ticket, we pro
ceeded on to London, taking advantage of an 
excursion to Windsor, this affording us a 
cheap rate, as well as giving us an oppor
tunity of viewing the Queen's home. After 
about three hours at the palace we were on 

Wishing to avoid burdening the saints, our 
next task was to find a lodging house. We one in our hall. 
had been recommended to the neighborhood I did not expect the people would give such 
of Regent's Park, as it was necessary that close attention as they do, but thought they 
wife should find as clean and healthy a loca- would most likely stand but for a few mo
tion as possible; but we soon dis'.lovered that meats and move on and others take their 
the rates were too high for our limited means, places. And it is very disagreeable to try to 
so we boarded a street car and soon found talk to a traveling congregation. Some
ourselves in a pretty part on the extreme times a little opposition develops, but noth
north, known as Kentish Town. Here we ing serious. Sometimes four or five will be 
continued our search up one street, down an- asking questions at the same time, but this 
other, till wife's strength was about ex- only makes the meetings all the more inter
hausted. All the time something kept esting and the crowds all the larger. One 
whispering, "You see now God has not sent night a drunken fellow kept interfering. I 
you here, or he would have prepared the way tried in every way to quiet him, but without 
before you." "Could he not very easily di- success. Finally he was by my side talking 
reet your steps to the right place?" "Were about as fast as myself. All I could do was 
you not told that the angels would go before to raise my voice and drown his. For a time 
you?" "What is the use of you trying to do it was a test of lung power. I had good lib
anything in this country anyway?" "Can erty, and my disturbing companion soon sub
you not see how everything works against sided and we have not been disturbed by that 
you?" etc., etc. At last, however, we found 
a place, not to suit us, but which would an
swer till we had time to look further and 
take in the situation. The next morning I 
received the comforting influence of the Holy 
Spirit assuring me that I was not forsaken 
and that all would be well. I said to wife, 
"It is all right, Ma; I have made no mistake 
in coming to London. 

I met with the saints at their hall on Sun
day and was kindly received. They were not 
only willing; but appeared pleased to have my 
assistance. I found some willing workers, 
fully alive to the interest of the work. Some 
of the members, however, have given way to a 
spirit of coldness and indifference, absent
ing themselves from meetings. The few, 
however, did what they could to advertise 
the meetings and arouse an interest. To my 
astonishment they had ten thousand bills 
print.id, which they scattered far and wide. 
I began to calculate the results. Each bill 
it seemed to me, ought to be read by at, least 
five persons; then supposing only half of 
those came who read the bills we should have 
a crowd of about twenty five thousand people; 
and whatever could we do with the crowd? 
But the brethren did not appear at all con
cerned, but scattered the bills rather reck
lessly. Well, time proved that there was no 
cause for alarm, as less than half a dozen ap
pear to have been brought out by this effort. 
It is the old story: People will not come to 
hear. 

Seeing that something must be done in 
order to reach the people, it was finally de
cided to try street preaching. Some of the 
brethren here have done eonsideooble of this 
kind of work, and they agreed to break me 
in. Up to this time I had only preached a 
few times on the street; once in company 
with Bro. E. Dewsnup, and at another time 
in Wales. It has always been very distaste
ful to me? I was willing to overcome my 
own feelings and try almost anything in order 
to reach the people, and decided to give this 
method a fair trial. I am very glad I did, 
for thus far it has proven a success. People 
will stand from one to two hours at a time 
and listen very attentively. I have had ex-

element since. 
Generally some of the members of other 

churches will interrupt us with questions, and 
at times so earnest are they that it is difficult 
to tear ourselves away, even though we con
tinue till after eleven o'clock, and sometimes 
tm nearly midnight. 

Of course we cannot say how many will 
JOin the church, but I do know that every 
night numbers bear testimony to the truth 
of what is told them. Some have said it is 
just what they have been looking for for 
years. But, in this work we need lots of lit
erature; we need tracts by the thousands. 
We gather up all the Heralds and Ensigns 
and tracts we can find, and then we do not 
have half enough. We even give them 
the children's paper, the Hope. This kind of 
work is very trying on the vocal organs, es
pecially when continuing every night. I 
hope my voice will not give out, but I am 
very hoarse. I certainly was never more 
blessed with liberty in preaching, so I cannot 
help believing that good is being done. 
Questions on the Book of Mormon, Joseph 
Smith, Brighamism, etc., help us in bringing 
out these subjects all the more clearly. 

I had a delightful experience yesterday. 
Chancing to see an account in a paper of the 
excitement the "Mormons" were creating in 
Tunbridge Wells, about thirty-five miles 
from London, I decided to visit that place; 
so early Sunday morning, accompanied by 
Bro. Howell, we boarded an excursion train, 
which landed us a little late to attend morn
ing service; but we met the local preacher 
who had been opposing the Brighamites and 
from him learned about the true situation. 
We learned that some uf the people were in
clined to use mob violence, and if it had not 
been for the police the missionaries would 
have been rather roughly handled, as it 
seems some people had begun to believe their 
doctrine. 

Believing it to be our duty to show these 
people what kind of a system they were enter· 
ing, I stated my errand and was promised an 
introduction to those who would gather on 
'the grounds in the afternoon. A message 
was sent to the Mormon headquarters for 
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them to be present, but the message returned 
was that they were out of town. The news 
soon spread that a stranger from London was 
going to answer the Mormons, and a large 
crowd gathered--several hundred. I told 
the people that the best way to oppose error 
was with truth; that mob violence was bad 
as well as unnecessary, and that people did 
not generally learn much about any people 
by depending upon what was said about them 
by their enemies; that the very best way to 
defeat the Mormons was with their own 
weapons. All that I wished to present were 
extracts from sermons delivered by their 
own ministers, in order that they might 
know what the real inward workings of that 
system were. After reading to them what 
Brigham Young had taught on Adam-God 
worship, blood atonement, and polygamy, I 
read to them from the Book of Mormon and 
Doctrine and Covenants, and showed how 
they had departed from the original faith of 
the church; that Brigham Young, not Joseph 
Smith, was responsible for polygamy. I also 
read extracts from court decisions, and was 
able to draw the line between the faith of the 
Reorganization and the Brighamites quite 
clearly. Some of the people seemed a little 
surprised to hear this new phase of Mormon
ism, but showed us every consideration and 
kindness, one gentleman inviting us home 
with him to tea, which courtesy we accepted. 

In response to our announcement that we 
would preach in the evening another large 
company assembled, and the deepest interest 
was manifest on all sides. Some were heard 
to say that they believed "every word of it." 
I told them in brief what the principles of 
the gospel were; that Christ was our leader; 
that this was the restoration the prophets re
ferred to, to precede the coming of Christ; 
and that the latter-day apostasy which 
caused "the way of truth to be evil spoken 
of" was only the fulfillment of prophecy. I 
gave out all the tracts I had. I never saw 
people so anxious in my life; I could have 
di8tributed several hundred if I had had 
them, so many had to be turned away disap
pointed. 

Well, I need not say I am feeling happy. 
The way seems to be opening. This is the 
best reception I have had yet, and I believe 
a good work can be done here a little later 
on. In other places as well I hear that inter
est is awakening. I am aware that it will 
not all be clear sailing; as the work opens up 
we may expect the enemy to rage, and we 
may expect to have to meet new methocJs of 
attack as old ones are overcome. But we have 
nothing to fear. If we only keep humble and 
retain the Holy Spirit, the truth must pre
vail. 

At best, however, we may expect our prog
ress to be slow, compared to what we might 
expect in some countries. People in England 
move slowly. They do not arrive at con
clusions in a hurry; and there is very much 
prejudice to be overcome. But we are still 
hopeful, and hail every indication of progress 
with joy. Friends, kindly send us reading 
matter for free distribution. Some who can
not preach can perhaps furnish us with tracts. 
We thank those who have sent us the En-

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 653 

signs, but we want more, send us all you can, l prayer to know concerning certain points of 
but do not neglect the posta_ge, as we cannot doctrine that I had been listening to of late, 
afford to pay even that, and they double the concerning baptism, and for what purpose 
postage when it is not prepaid. In case I (see Acts 2: 38, 22: 16); also who held the au
may not be here when you send, address thority to administer in that and other 
them in care of "Thomas Bt·adshaw, 48 Rep- sacred ordinances (Heb. 5: 4); also concern
ton St., Limehouse, London, England." ing the gift of the Holy Ghost with the nine 

We are now in comfortable lodgings, not gifts of the gospel-who were entitled to it 
far from the saints' hall. Weather has been and them, and upon what conditions; also by 
very warm and dry. Wife is able to be about what means imparted. 
and is busy making up fancy articles for sale When I plead with my heavenly Father to 
to assist in paying our way, but she is weak know concerning the order and organization 
and cannot seem to gain strength. Kindly of bis church; would he in Avery age or dis-
remember us. In bonds, pensation when he bad a church on earth 

F. G. PI'l''l'. endow or prepare it for the same, with living 

CORTLAND, Ill., Oct. 1. 
Editors Herald:-Beloved Herald, and all 

saints who may desire to hear from one who 
bas for many years had a name among the 
saints of latter days; a name that the writer 
has ever been proud of. And he knows of no 
better way to celebrate his birthday anni
versary than by writing a few lines for the 
encouragement of those of like precious 
faith; not that day (October A. D., 1821,) 
wheo h0 first saw the light of day; but .his 
birth of the water, when first he legally en
tered into the domain or kingdom of King 
Immanuel; viz., October 1, A. D. 1843, when 
be yielded obedience to the angel's message, 
the true gospel of Christ. 

Think you, dear reader, that fifty-five years 
is not enough 'time for aman to know whether 
Jesus told the truth or not when he said, "If 
any man will do his will he shall know." 
Dear saints, fifty-five years has not been long 
enough for the writer to regret the step he 
then took. Had he united with some populai· 
church through selfish motives or otherwise, 
he might have given less heed to the words 
of Jesus above referred to. Indeed, he did 
only a short time prior (in April of the same 
year) to his entering the true fold of Christ 
unite with one of the most popular religious 
bodies in St. Joseph County, Michigan, the 
close-communion Baptist Church; but it was 
not for popularity or any selfish motives that 
caused him to so unite. And certainly it 
was through no such motives that caused 
him to leave that society and cast his lot 
with that sect (like as in Paul's day-see 
Acts 28: 22) that is everywhere spoken evil 
of; which he did fifty-five years ago this day, 
and to which covenant then made he has ever 
endeavored to prove true. 

As fresh in his mind or memory to-day, 
dear reader, is the circumstance that occurred 
on the evening before his offering himself 
for baptism as it was when he stood on the 
brink of old St. Joseph River, Michigan, 
prior to his receiving the water's birth, when 
in harmony with the covenant he had made 
with the elder, that he would make it a sub
ject of earnest, devout prayer to that God 
whom be then believed, that he, as he does 
now most assuredly know, would listen to the 
prayers of his children when seeking him for 
light in the line of their duty; that I would 
do this before I slept. Think you that I 
shall ever forget the testimony I received 
that evening when on my knees, before re· 
tiring to rest, engaged in earnest, humble 

apostles, prophets, evangelists, seventies, 
elders, bishops, pastors, teachers, and dea
cons as he did his church nearly two thou
sand years ago? For we can find all the 
above-named officers in that church, (if not 
in the order above-named.) 

Let me say, dear saints, that while present
ing· my plea on that occasion there was such 
an array of scripture presented to my mind, 
supportive of every point of doctrine that I 
was seeking to obtain light upon, tbat I dare 
not refuse obedience to the gospel. There 
was no book presented before me, for my eyes 
were closed; but so plain and distinct were 
the Scriptures placed before me that I could 
almost read them. The abcve manifestation 
or testimony, dear Herald, call it what you 
will, has many times stood before me to sus
tain and encourage when darkness, trials, 
and doubts arose in my path, as many times 
they have. Not that I can ever doubt the 
truths of the gospel as taught by the elders 
of the Reorganized Church; for to doubt 
them it appears I never can. But I some
times fear my acceptance with my Savior, 
and that through the weakness of the flesh 
and the disagreeable things I have to contend 
against that I may be overcome and fail to 
win the prize-eternal life. 

But, dear saints, as the writer has many 
times, both orally and by pen, borne his tes
timony to the truths of the gospel as taught 
in the Bible and the Book of Mormon, I know 
as I know that I live, as I know that Jesus 
lives, as I know he has many times answered 
my prayers, as I know that he heard and 
answered the prayer of a young man offered 
unto him fifty-five years ago last evening as 
herein recorded, and as I know that I have 
many times enjoyed his Spirit, that the gos
pel we have embraced is true and of his right 
hand planting; that the angel of Revelation 
14: 6, 7, planted the first gospel seed in this 
dispensation, some seventy years ago or 
more, that in the planting of said gospel seed 
was fulfilled the prophecy or vision of the 
angel (or angels) and the young man, as re-

- corded in Zechariah 2. Yea, and I also know 
that if we abide by all the conditions of said 
gospel and endure faithfully to the end, we 
shall rid our skirts of the blood of all men, 
and reap the reward of eternal life in the 
celestial kingdom of God; that kingdom typi· 
fied by yon bright and shining orb of day 
that eclipses, nay, obliterates the light of the 
moon, the queen of night. No odds where in 
the midst of the heavens she may chance to 
be, or those bright and dazzling gems of 
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night (the stars) that illuminate the same. 
When the celestial orb of day is shining we 
behold no moon or stars. This being so, will 
not the glory of the celestial kingdom (that 
glory that the gospel offers to all who will 
faithfully abide by all the conditions of the 
same) as effectually obliterate the glory of 
the terrestrial or the telestial kingdoms, as 
does the light of day, those of the night? 

God's prophet and seer of this dispensation 
has told us that the glory of the telestial 
kingdom, the lesser glory of the three-let 
me quote: "And thus we saw in the heav
enly vision, the glory of the telestial which 
surpasses all understanding; and no man 
knows it except him to whom God has re
vealed it."-D. C. 76: 7. This being so, what 
must be the glory for which saints are striv
ing? That we may all strive lawfully and 
successfully and win the prize, is the prayer 
of Your brother in the Lord, 

W. R. CALHOON. 

WALLACEBURG, Ont., Oct. 1. 

Editors Herald:-It is with feelings of re
morse that I write, as the work is apparently 
moving along very slowly here; but we have 
hopes, and trust that in the near future it 
will opea up and a great work be done; for 
it has been given us through prophecy, "if" 
we w@re "faithful." So we have a good foun
dation for our hopes. It only remains with 
my brothers and sisters in Christ here, my
self included, whether or not it will progress. 
We have every reason to believe and to con
firm our faith in God, that if we do our part 
and live up to his commandments according 
to the light he has given us, he is always 
willing to do his part, and to pour out upon 
us such blessings as he may deem suitable 
for us; for when we look around and see the 
wonderful works he is causing to transpire in 
fulfillment of prophecies delivered hundreds 
of years ago, we can sum it all up and justly 
conclude that God is truly as he has said-an 
unchangeable being; the same yesterday, to
day, and forever. 

Bro. Frederick Gregory has been laboring 
here for over a week since the -debate in 
Chatham; and I am pleased to say that he de
livered a series of very profitable sermons, on 
the fall and rise of the church; and although 
some of the services were not very well at
tended, we as saints feel doubly paid for his 
stay with us, as his discourses were very edi
fying, and I feel that much light has been 
given us through his preaching. Re left us 
September 29 to attend the Chatham district 
conference which will be held with the Zone 
branch. 

I feel that a greater work could be done if 
the mission presidents could consistently ex
change elders of districts, even if they could 
only change one at a time; not because I 
think one is better than another, but differ
ent men have different ways of presenting 
their ideas, and therefore those who would 
not be enlightened by one might be by an
other, as it takes different kinds of bait to 
catch different kinds of fish. 

Yours for success, 
WALTER L. BENNETT. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD: 

_CENTRALIA, Kan., Oct. 2. 
Editors Herald:-It is with joy that I essay 

to write you in tho interest of the true gos
pel of Jesus Christ. Brn. W. S. Pender and 
W. H. Mannering held a series of tent meet
ings in our town recently, and we believe 
good was done in removing prejudice. Bro. 
Pender made friends whilst here, and every 
house was canvassed, so that the people were 
left without excuse so far as invitations to 
attend meetings were concerned. 

The Congregational and Methodist minis
ters were out. The first made his exit as 
suddenly as he had made his appearance. 
The latter remained to converse after meet
ing, and next day entertained Bro. Pender at 
his house, Re also volunteered to try to get 
the use of his church that Bro. Pender 
might lecture upon the Book of Mormon 
when he returned again. 

No sooner had the elders gone out of sight 
than a very unfair statement appeared in our· 
neighboring papers, to which your writer 
sent in a reply, the best be could, and which 
was published the following week. It was 
no easy task to get the editor to publish it. 
Finally, after Bro. McDougal laid it to him 
awhile, he reluctaJ:1tly consented to insert it. 
This was new work to me, therefore I never 
before realized how hard it is for our elders 
sometimes to get a hearing through the 
medium of the secular press of the day. 
After the article came out I thanked the 
editor kindly, and asked him if I could again 
write explanatory of our faith and practices. 
"0 no," was the rer>ly, "I have lost enough 
already by publishing the other." I won
dered what had he to lose by giving the peo
ple the truth. 

There is seemingly rottenness, trickery, 
and deception in the works of men every
where. God forbid that the saints should 
ever get so low as to sacrifice principle in 
order to please men and to get gain. I see 
daily the necessity of a closer application of 
the divine edict, "Except your righteousness 
shall exceed the righteousness of the scribes 
and Pharisees, ye shall in no case enter into 
the kiagdom of heaven." May the sincere 
and upright in heart be gathered out of 
Babylon, and a righteous people be prepared 
for King Immanuel, the Prince of Peace 
and the Son of Righteousness, when he shall 
appear. FRANK J. PIERCE. 

Hickory County, and spoke six times. On 
the 28th I returned to Collins and found Brn. 
Silvers and Sory holding forth to a fair 
crowd. I spoke one night there, then the 
next day came home and found all well at 
home. 

I was permitted to baptize two in Hickory 
County, the fruits of others' labors, however. 
The only thing that we need in this part of 
the country is more "good" elders to spread 
the gospel, and the church would increase in 
membership and knowledge. 

Your brother in Christ, 
J.B. GOULDSMITH. 

GRINNELL, Iowa, Oct. 4. 
Editors Berald:-I closed a very interest

ing meeting in the city hall of New London 
on the 24th. Bro. Charles Willey baptized 
one and I baptized three. Others wanted to 
obey, but were hindered. The local brethren, 
Lawrence Willey, and Geo. McComas as
sisted me nobly in opening and closing the 
meetings. Bro. Charles Willey, from Clark 
County, was with me and assisted me som'?. 
Bro. Lawrence Willey's wife, Sr. Tillie, is a 
great help to the New London branch; for 
she is a splendid singer and a good young 
saint. I believe a great deal of prejudice 
was removed, and many friends made to the 
cause of Christ. 

I preached about twenty-one sermons while 
there, then I assisted Brn. Weld and Evans 
at West Burlington; spoke four times to 
large congregations. I believe some are in
terested there. Then I went to Burlington 
and tied the matrimonial knot for a couple. 
I then came home on the 29th, intending to 
go to the Baxter conference on the 30th, but 
when I got home I found my son George of 
Co. K, 50th Iowa, home on a furlough from 
Jacksonville, Florida, very sick with typhoid 
fever. Re has been in bed two weeks now 
and no signs of improvement yet, but rather 
getting worse; so I will not be able to fil1 my 
appointments till he gets better. 

So please have patience, dear saints, I will 
come as soon as I can. I am willing to do 
all I am able to do. May God bless his work 
and all the true laborers. 

In hopes, I remain, 
J. S. ROTH. 

SUMNER, Ok., Sept. 30. 
Editors Herald:-It may be in order for me 

FILLEY, Mo., Oct. 1. to give a brief account of myself and my work. 
Editors Berald:-Inasmuch as it has been If any have wondered why I have failed to be 

some time since I have burdened your pages at places appointed, or to respond to letters 
with anything, I thought no doubt some of writtell me, I will say by way of explanation 
your readers are wondering what had be- that my health has been too poor to do so. 
come of me. ·so lest they should thlnk I had On September 5 I was attacked with a very 
hung my harp on the willows, will say severti hemorrhage of the lungs, and for sev
that on the 17th of September I left home eral days following it was a doubtful question 
and went to Sacville, where I have an ap- with my friends whether I would recover, 
pointment; but when I arrived I found Clark but through "the prayer of faith and the use 
Braden, and a Mr. Jamison of the freethink- of that which wisdom directs," I am on the 
ers, on the ground, ready for a discussion of way to health again, and at present am out of 
twelve nights, commencing on the 19th of serious danger I think. 
September. So I had the privilege of hearing I hope to be at my post again in a few days. 
Mr. Jamison lecture three times. "The Bro. and Sr. S. J. Hinkle kindly cared for me 
Christian clergy are dangerous to the liber-1 during my sickness. 
ties of the American people,'' was his subject. In gospel bonds, 

On Monday I went over to Wheatland, C.R. DUNCAN. 
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NEW LONDON, Iowa, Oct. 1. 
Editors Herald:-We are a band of saints 

that are badly scattered, and the most of us 
are farmers, though we hold our regular ap
pointments-prayer meetings on Wednesday 
nights, Sunday school at three o'clock, and 
preaching at four, with good attendance. 

We have the houM full when the weather 
is fair. In our Sunday school we have a 
membership of fifty-four. We have as many 
as eighty in attendance when the weather is 
good; and the work is progressing slowly, 
but surely. 

Bro. J. S. Roth has been with us the last 
month, up to September 24, and preached 
twenty-one discourses; two at Union school
house, nineteen in New London at the city 
hall, with large congregations. And it was 
not in vain. He baptized five in this branch; 
two at Montrose while at the reunion and 
three here, and Bro. C. E. Willey baptized 
one here, while Bro. Roth's meetings were 
going on, making six baptized in all. 

Bro. Roth has made many friends here, 
both in the branch and among outsiders, 
though everything was not pleasing to the 
Advents, who were holding meetings in the 
city park. One of their members said that after 
Bro. Roth's meetings commenced in the hall 
the most they had in their tabernacle was 
twenty-three, and next to the last sermon 
Bro. Roth preached the Advent preacher 
was in to hear him and took notes, and after 
the meeting was dismissed he announced 
that he would review that sermon in the 
future, but could not say when. Bro. Roth 
told him when he was going away and wanted 
him to reviflw it before he left, but the pious 
man, to avoid any more on Bro. Roth's side, 
announced his review for the Tuesday after 
he had left. But Bro. J. R. Evans was with 
us when Tuesday night came, and tbe saints 
turned out to hear him; and Bro. Evans, L. 
Willey, and myself were there with tablet 
and took notes for two hours, and had the 
pleasure of hearing him acknowledge most 
all of Bro. Roth's sermon, though he took 
some exceptions to the gospel law and the 
Sabbath; and as we have no controversy on 
the Sabbath, and as the people had both 
sides of the question, we considered that he 
did us no hurt, as there was lots of talk to 
prove nothing; and it was so remarked by 
many of the congregation. If we could have 
Bro. Roth back here soon I feel sure there 
would be great good done here. 

Yours for the advancement of truth, 
G. W. MCCOMAS. 

AUBURN, Iowa, Oct. 3. 
Editors Herald:-I came to this place on 

the 30th ult., and yesterday had the pleasure 
of baptizing three sisters into Christ. The 
Spirit was with me in administering the rite, 
and also at the confirmation services. One of 
these sisters comes from the Seventh-day 
Adventists, and two from the Christian 
Church, so called. Elder C. J. Hunt, with 
others, was instrumental in the hands of God 
in converting these sisters to the truth. Bro. 
C. Scott's work on the Christian Sabbath 
helped our Advent sister to see the true light 
on that question. The Christian deportment 
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and good work of Sr. Addie Rounds, of 
Newell, Iowa, had its effect for good. If all 
members of the church were as active in cir
culating printed matter as she, many more 
might be converted to the truth. 

These baptisms furnish another evidence 
that tent work properly conducted is not a 
failure. Hopefuily yours, 

C. E. BUTTERWORTH. 

Original ArUclss, 
THE 2,300 DAYS. 

IN the opinion of the writer, William 
Miller and all others who have 
adopted his mode of reckoning with 
regard to the beginning of the 2, 300 
days of Daniel eighth chapter, and 
also in connecting them with the 70 
weeks of ~hapter 9: 24_:27, have made 
a mistake. There is no connection be
tween the two periods. That the 70 
weeks were "cut off" of the 2,300 
days or years is merely assumed, 
there being nothing in Daniel or any 
other part of the Bible, so far as I am 
aware, to prove it. That the 70 weeks 
commenced with the restoration of 
the Jews, after the Babylonian cap· 
tivity, and ended with the introduc· 
tion of the gospel dispensation is. 
evident; but to say that the 2,300 days 
commenced with the same date, 457 
B. c., is, I think, unwarranted. In 
Daniel 8: 1 we read:-

In the third year of the reign of king Bel
shazzar a vision appeared unto me, even unto 
me Daniel, after [according to] that which 
appeared unto me at the first. 

The vision of chapter eight then 
relates to and was in some respects 
an expansion of that which he had 
seen before, and did not relate to that 
which was revealed later concerning 
the Jews. 

In Daniel seventh chapter we are 
told that '•Daniel had a dream and 
visions" concerning "four great 
beasts" representing, as we under
stand, Babylon, Persia, Greece, and 
Rome, pagan and papal, its persecut
ing the saints, its division and fall. 
In chapter eight the second, third, and 
fourth beasts are again brought to 
view. Concerning the third beast 
(the Greek or Macedonian kingdom) 
Daniel says: -

Therefore the he goat waxed very great: 
and when he was strong, the great horn [first 
king] was broken; and for it came up four 
notable ones toward the four winds of heaven. 
-Dan. 8: 8; see verses 21, 22. 

And concerning the fourth beast he 
says:-
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And out of one of them [the four kingdoms] 
came forth a little horn [Rome] which waxed 
exceeding great, toward the south, and 
toward the east, and toward the pleasant 
land [Canaan]. And it waxed great, even to 
the host of heaven [the saints]; and it cast 
down some of the host and of the stars [chief 
ministers, Rev. 12: l] to the ground, and 
stamped upon them. Yea, he magnified him
self even to the prince of the host [Christ, v. 
25], and by him [Rome] the daily sacrifice 
was taken away, and the place of his [Christ's] 
sanctuary was cast down. And a host was 
given him against the daily sacrifice by rea
son of transgression, and it cast down the 
truth to the ground; and it practised, and 
prospered.-Dan. 8: 9-12. 

When applied in the right place I 
think the facts here related become 
plain. That Christ is the Prince of 
princes will hardly be denied; that 
the truth is the gospel, must be ad
mitted (see John 1: 17 and 1 Pet. 1: 
22-25); that the host is his people
his saints, and the church the sanc
tuary, including, evidently, their final 
inheritance, I think may be proven by 
reference to Hebrews 8: 2; 1 Cor
inthians 3: 16; 2 Corinthians 6: 16; 
Romans 12: 1, and 4: 13. 

The daily sacrifices ceased and the 
sanctuary was taken away when the 
apostasy was complete. Concerning 
this Daniel says in 12: 11 :-

And from the time that the daily sacrifice 
shall be taken away, and the abomination 
that maketh desolate set up. 

Now if you can fix the date of these 
two events, which undoubtedly are 
closely connected, you may find the 
date for the commencement of the 
2,300 years. That the apostasy was 
complete towards the latter part of the 
sixth century, and that the "mother 
of harlots" obtained full sway over the 
nations soon after, or along in the 
fore part of the seventh century after 
Christ, may be acceded. Adding to 
this the 2, 300 years, would bring us 
down into the last century of the ex
istence of this earth in its mortal 
state. 

The sanctuary to be cleansed is the 
one that was defiled. The Bible pre
sents an account of the temporary 
triumphs and defeats of God's work 
in the earth; but a final, permanent, 
and complete triumph will come. 
Then shall the sanctuary be cleansed, 
and every vestige of sin and its re
sults be removed from the earth and 
its inhabitants. 

When Gabriel came to make Daniel 
understand the vision concerning the 
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2, 300 days and the cleansing of the 
sanctuary, he says, "at the time [not 
'times'] of the end shall be the vision" 
(v. 17). Again:-

! will make thee know what shall be in the 
last end of the indignation: for at the time 
appointed the end shall be.-Dan. 8: 19. 

With reference to the last end of 
the indignation at the time of the end, 
we read:-

And when the thousand years are expired, 
Satan shall be loosed out of his prison, and 
shall go out to deceive the nations which are 
in the four quarters of the earth, Gog and 
Magog, to gather them together to battle: 
the number of whom is as the sand of the 
sea. And they went up on the breadth of 
the earth, and compassed the camp of the 
saints about, and the beloved city: and fire 
came down from God out of heaven, and de
voured them.-Rev. 20: 7-10. 

In verse three this ''time of the 
end" is called "a Ii ttle season." The 
following from the Book of Mormon 
relates to the same event:-

And when the time cometh that evil fruit 
shall again come into my vineyard, then will 
I cause the good and the bad to be gathered: 
and the good will I preserve unto myself; 
and the bad will I cast away into its own 
place. And then cometh the season and the 
end; and my vineyard will I cause to be 
burned with fire.-Book of Jacob 3: 28. 

Again:-
And again, verily, verily I say unto you, 

that when the thousand years are ended, and 
men again begin to deny their God, then will 
I spare the earth but for a little season; and 
the end shall come, and the heaven and the 
earth shall be consumed, and pass away, and 
there shall be a new heaven and a new earth. 
-D. and C. 28: 6. 

And when he [Satan] is loosed again, he 
shall only reign for a little season, and then 
cometh the end of the earth; and he that 
liveth in righteousness, shall be changed in 
the twinkling of an eye; anfl the earth shall 
pass away so as by fire.-D. and C. 43: 7. 

To my mind the foregoing quota
tions seem to bring out the following 
successive events: 1. The rise and 
fall of the Macedonian kingdom. 2. 
The rise and fall of the Roman power. 
3. The first coming of Christ and the 
establishing of the church. 4. The 
apostasy, and the triumph of abomi
nation that maketh desolate. 5. The 
period of the 2, 300 days or years, the 
events of which are not mentioned in 
Daniel eighth chapter; but, coming 
down to the beginning of that period, 
DaJniel is told ''shut thou up the vi
sion, for it shall be for many days" 
(verse 26). 6. The "time of the end," 
or "little season." 7. The final cleans
ing of the sanctuary. 

Then shall Christ deliver up the 
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kingdom to God (1 Cor. 15: 24), the 
earth and her worthy inhabitants 
undergo the final change - put on 
their celestial garment--and enter the 
place that Christ went to prepare 
among the celestial worlds (John 14:2 
and D. and C. 95: 3). 

And thus, so far as the sanctified of 
this earth are concerned, will be ful
filled the saying, ''Thou hast taken 
Zion into thine own bosom from all 
eternity to all eternity." 

ELD.ER A. 

THE WAY TO PRONOUNCE THEM. 

THE Columbia and Century Cyclope
dias are the authorities for the pro
nunciation of the following words, 
often used in "defending the Book of 
Mormon from an archreological stand
point. 

KEY ·ro 
a-mate, fate. 
a-mat, fat. 
a-far, calm. 
a-care, fair. 
<:-meat, feet. 
e-met, bed. 
e-her, stir. 
i-pine. 
r-pin. 

ACCEN'.l.'S: 

0-note. 
o-move, smooth. 
a-similar to e in her. 
11-pure. 
u-bud. 
Cl-full, push. 
ii-plume. 
ch-chill. 

x or j before a vowel pronounced like h. 
It is well to keep the following in

structions in mind when pronouncing 
Spanish words: a is pronounced ah; c 
before e and i, as th in think, else
where k; d, th as in though; e, as a 
in fate; g, before e and i, as h; else
where as in English, but gue and gui 
are pronounced gay and gee; his not 
sounded; i, as ee in feel; j as h in 
horse; 11 as li in million; n as ni in 
minion; o as o in go unless otherwise 
directed; qu as k; r with a long roll; 
oo as in fool; y as ee in feel; z as th 
in think. Each letter has it full 
sound. Spanish words ending in con
sonants are usually accented on the 
last syllable, except plurals of adjec
tives; words ending in vowels are ac
cented on the next to the last syllable; 
where the accent is otherwise it is in
dicated. 

Aguadas, a-gwa1das. 
Algonquins, al-gon1 kwl:nz. 
Alvarado', Pedro de, al-vab-rah1d0. 
Antequera, an-ti:t-ka1 ra. 
Anahuac, a-na-wakt. 
Arequipa, a-ri:t-ke1 pa. 
Atacama, a-tak1a-ma. 
Balize, ba-leez'. 
Biart, Lucien, b!l-ar1 • 

Biarmian, biar'mi-an. 
Bogota, bo-go-ta1• 

1 Born end of fifteenth century in Spain. 

Bo-liv'i-a, bo-lee've-a. 
Brasseur de Bourbourg 2 , br1i-ser' dll b6r-

bor1. 
Brazil, bra-zeel'. 
Buenos Ayres, bo1 nus i:t1riz. 
Cabrera, Dr., ka-bri:t1ra. 
Cacique•, ka-sek'. 
Caho, ki:Vho. 
Campeachy, kam-pa'chl!. 
Casas Grandes4, ka'sas gran1des. 
Calchaquis, kal-cba-kt:z1 • 

Castillo, Bernardo Diaz del, cas-teel'yo. 
Cerro, ser'ro. 
Chavin de Huanta, wan1 ta. 
Chaldaic, kal-d!!1 ik. 
Chol, kol. 
Cheops, ke'ops. 
Chichen Itza, cht:-chan' et'za. 
Chiapa, che-a'pa. 
Chiriq ui, cht:-re-kt:'. 
Chiquimula, che-ke-mO'la. 
Chiquitos, che-ke'tos. 
Chuq uisaca, cho-ke-sa lka. 
Cholula5 , ch0-l01Ja. 
Clavigero, clah-vee-hi:ty1-r0. 
Cogolludo, kO-gOl-yo'dO. 
Colima, k0-Hl1 ma. 
Copan, ko-pant. 
Cor-dil'lt:r-as, kor-del-ya' -rits. 
Cordova, kor'do-va. 
Cortez, kor-tas1 • 

Cozumel, k0-zoo-mal1. 
Costa Rica, kos'ta ree'ka. 
Cuba, cu 1ba, koo 1ba. 
Culiocan, ko-le-a-kan 1. 

Cura Carillo, ka-rel 1yo. 
Cuzco, koos lko. 
Darien, Gulf of, da-re-en 1 • 

Dupaix, du-paith 1• 

De Solis,% so 1lt:s. 
De Soto, da so 1to. 
Dias, Bernal, de 1as, ber-nall. 
Don Juan Torres, don hoolan tor Ires. 
Don Quixote, dOn ke-hO 1te. 
Ecuador, ek-wa-dOrl. 
Fuentes, fwenltes. 
Gallatin 6 , gal/a-tin. 
Gemelli Carrari, kar-ratra. 
Gila River, he1 la. 
Grijalva; grt:-nal1 va. 
Guatemala, gaw'te-ma1la. 
Herrera7 , er-ray'rah. 
Honduras, hon-doo'ras. 
Huamango, wa-man'gO. 
Huanuco, wa1no-k0. 
Huaraz, wa-raz'. 
Huayna Capac, we'na ka-pak'. 
Inca, fog'-ka. 
Iroquois, fr-o-kwoyt. 
Iturbide, t:-tor-b!l1di:t. 
Ixtlilxochi tl, isst-leel-sot-cheetle'. 
Jalisco, ha-tes'kO. 
Jomard, Monsieur, ho'marth mO-sieu. 
Kabah, kNba. 
Labuan, 1a-bo-an1 • 

Landa•, lan1dah. 

2 Works first published in 1S52. 
3 A petty king of ancient Mexico. 
4 great house; house; home. 
5 Cortes found in it 20.000 houses indicating a popula

tion of from 50,000 to 100,000. and as many more in the 
suburbs, also 400 temples.-Col. Enc. 

6 Wrote in 1845 of Central America and Me,.ico. 
7 Spanish historian. 
8 Writings published in 1864. 
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Las Cassas, !as kas 1sas. 
Lima, le 'ma. 
Llama, yahlmah. 
Manco, manlkO. 
Manco Capac, kah-pack /, 
Mani, malo1l. 
Maya, ma 1ya, or mi 1oz. 
Maya pan, mI-ya-pan 1. 

Merida, mer 1e-dil. 
Miguel, mil-gel 1

• 

Mitla, mllt 1la. 
Montejo, mon-tay 1b0. 
Montesinos, mon-te-see 1nos. 
Montezuma, mon-teh-su 1ma. 
Mojos, mOlhOz. 
Muyscas, m6-es1kfts. 
Nadaillac, Marquis de, nfi,-da-yak1 • 

Nahuas, na-was. 
Nahant, na-haotl. 
Nicarauga, nik'a-ra / gwa. 
Olmecs, 01-meks'. 
PaleIJque, pfi-Hln'kay. 
Palacio, pah-lah1 the-o. 
Papantla, pfi-pant'lfi. 
Paraguay, pa-ra-gwa'. 
Pizarro, pe-tbar1 ro. 
Papyrus, pa-pl1rlis. 
Pinson, pt\n-tbOn'. 
Popul Vuh, p0-p011 vu. 
Quiches, kB'cbas. 
Quirigua, kB-rt\-gwll'. 
Quito, kll'W. 
Quipu, kB'po. 
Quivas, k<:l'vas. 
Quetzalcoatl, ket-sal-kwatl1. 
Quichua, keech-wah. 
Rafinesque, Prof., ra-f!l-nesk 1• 

Santa Cruz, san 1ta krooth. 
Santa Maria, san 1 ta ma-ree la. 
Santiago, san-te-a-go, (St. ,Jago.) 
San Juan, san bo-an I, 
San Joaquin, san ho· a-keen 1• 

San Jose, san boo-sa 1• 

San Salvador, san sal-va-dOr '. 
San Diego, san de-a 1go. 
Tabasco, ta-bits 1k0. 
Tampico, tam-pee 1ko. 
Teocallis, te 10-kal 1lis. 
Tetlepanquetzal, tet-lay-pan-ket-sal 1

• 

Tehuantepec, ta wfin-ta-pek 1• 

Teotibuacan, ta-0-tt\-wa-kan 1
• 

Titicaca Lake, tit-e-ka lkft. 
Timuquan, tim-o-kwau 1an. 
Tlascalans, Wis'ku.-Janz. 
Tlaloc, tlfi-!Ok'. 
Tumuli, tll1mt1-li. 
Tullia, tul'i-a. 
UtatlaIJ, o-tiit-lftn'. 
Uxmal, oosh 1mahl. 
Valentine, Prof., val/en-Un. 
Vasques, Father Francis, vas 1kayth. 
Veregua, va-ra 1gwa. 
Von Tschudi, choo 1de. 
Votan, vO-tan 1• 

Vera Cruz, va 1rfi krooth. 
Waldec9 , val 1dek. 
Washita Mts., wOsh 11-taw 1• 

Xibalba, hi-bal-bil. 
Xochicalco, bO-cht\-kal 1kO. 
Ximenez, hee-may lnayth. 
Xochitl, soh-cheetl 1• 

Yucatan, yoolkfi-tan 1
• 

9 Works first published in 1837. 
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Yo-sem lf-te, yO-sem li-te. 
Zumarrago, tho-mar 1ra-ga. 

C. ED. MILLER. 

IS THERE A NECESSITY FOR THAT 

WHICH IS TAUGHT? 

THAT which is said by the servants of 
God, either in writing or otherwise, is 
certainly necessary, as we need to be 
instructed in that which has been 
taught, in order that our labors may 
be blessed with success. Sentiment 
alone should not be our rule of action; 
because by following our feelings we 
may transgress the law. Neither 
should we be controlled in our actions 
by conscience only, because conscience 
is dependent upon our education, and 
if our education be faulty, our con
science will be proportionally imper
fect. 

Now that which should be our 
rule, the only safe rule, is the 
law; for it is given that we may 
be instructed in the things necessary 
for our perfection. And if we do ac
cording to that, after having been in
structed, we shall then act in harmony 
with our conscience also. It is highly 
necessary too that the one who teaches 
the law, should himself be a doer of 
the law, otherwise he will not be con
scientious in what he does; and al
though he may not feel the sting of 
conscience, be cannot hope for that 
reason to escape the penalty of vio
lated law. The only thing that will 
free us is a careful observance of the 
law; this too will give us influence 
among those whom we are teaching 
as well as produce that feeling of love 
and joy which comes to those who 
thus come in harmony with the Law
giver. On the other hand, those who 
reject the teaching of the law become 
haters of the law, and haters of the 
Lawgiver as well, and also of those 
appointed to execute the law; there
fore out of harmony with the entire 
body, and ought not in reason to ex
pect to receive benefits promised to 
true members of the body; especially 
as the law is upon all, not only the 
members, but the officers from the 
highest to the lowest; otherwise a 
perfect government would be impos
sible·. 

The officers are appointed to teach 
and execute the law, and there is ne
cessity for unity between those teach
ing and those taught; because the law 
is perfect in all its parts and seeks to 
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benefit each one in his varied circum
stances and conditions. Inasmuch as 
teaching and ministration are neces
sary for perfection, unity, and power, 
the officers need to be most perfect, 
because they need more power. It is 
therefore necessary that the officers 
practice their own teaching first, so 
they may be in condition to teach 
others. '•Example is better than pre
cept," is a true proverb. It is not 
merely teaching that influences people 
most, but it is the good example set 
in doing in harmony with the teach
ing; and it is those that receive the 
blessing of God. 

The commandments of God are to 
be obeyed, not believed only. Bap
tism is a commandment ordained by 
the counsel of God and necessary to 
be observed, and in obedience to 
which there is a blessing attached. 
Laying on of hands is likewise a com
mandment of God, and like every 
other commandment of God is neces
sary and should be obeyed. Those 
who refuse baptism reject the counsel 
of God as much in these days as in 
the days of John the Baptist. Tith
ing is also a commandment of God; 
those who reject this likewise reject 
God's counsel. That which gives 
force and power to God's servants in 
influencing the people to be baptized 
is the fact that they themselves have 
been baptized; that which will most 
influence people in obeying the law of 
tithing is that those who teach it like
wise will observe it. 

Tobacco is "not good for the body," 
neither "for the belly," and is not 
good for man. So says the counsel of 
God; those who despise God's counsel 
are transgressors. He says its use is 
not good; therefore it must be wicked, 
and all wickedness is a sin. Sin is 
the transgression of law, and those 
who transgress the law are in opposi
tion to the Lawgiver. Therefore it 
is impossible for such to be i.n perfect 
accord with either God or his serv
ants. It is evident that tobacco is not 
good by its first effects upon man's 
constitution, making him too ill to 
stand upon his feet; it robs the stom-
9,ch of the saliva so necessary for the 
digestion of food, resulting many 
times in chronic diseases of the body, 
often attributed to other causes, when 
the true cause of distress is the use of 
tobacco. The~waste of money is also 
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a sin, many spending the last shilling and truly represents his character 1 sumed in this article to be a correct 
for the weed, and not a penny to spend and will, was referred to by the one. The Spirit enables us to under
to advance the work of God; and not prophet. Why? Because nothing stand the things of God. 
a crust of bread in the house; and the else will do. No other thing under But there is a spirit in man: and the in
little ones with their little feet most the heavens, known to the writer, spiration of the Almighty giveth them 
go bare, in order that the tobacco will fill the bill, and may safely be as- understanding.-Job 32: 8. 

fiend may be satisfied; even though it sociated with the written word, or the :B'oi· what man knoweth the things of a 

h L man, save the spirit of man which is in him? bring cold and disease and they be ''statutes of t e ord's enactment," as 
even so the things of God knoweth no man, 

made to suffer. And is it not a little a perfect guide and standard of evi- but the Spirit of God.-l Cor. 2: ll. 
inconsistent under such circumstances dence. The Spirit teaches and brings to 
to call for the elders to administer to Sight is one, but we have two eyes our remembrance the things of God. 
them when they continue in the sin with which to see; hearing is one, 
that has brought the disease upon but we have two ears with which to 
them. hear; handling is one, but we have 

Let us then heed the counsel of two hands with which to handle; 
God, not only say, but do according walking is one, but we have two feet 
to that which is written. with which to walk; breathing is one, 

J. D. JENKINS. but we have two lungs with which to 
Wales, 1898. 

"THE TESTIMONY." WHAT IS IT? 

FOR us poor, finite mortals there is 
nothing better than free and full in
vestigation. Let us turn on the light, 
without fear, no matter how much it 
may require us to modify, change, or 
renounce our positions. 

First, it is important that we should 
understand each other; and right here 
is where much of the difficulty fre
quently lies. The writer does not 
deny that records made by men of the 
dealings of God with his people, an
ciently and modernly, are testimony, 
and as such is important as collateral 
proof; but he does deny the safety 
and propriety of using church his
tory which has not been accepted by 
the body, as a standard of final ap
peal to the people of God. In all 
gospel work it sometimes becomes 
necessary to make a final appeal with 
a view to settling all controversy. 
In all such cases we need more than 
the "testimonies of. Matthew, Mark, 
and Luke," Joseph Smith, or Oliver 
Cowdery. Nothing less than the testi
mony of God will do. 

breathe. So, the law of God is one, 
but is composed of two parts, the 
word, and the Spirit. The prophet 
says, ''If they speak not according to 
this word," not these words, "it is be
cause there is no light in them." 

In Psalms 19: 7, we have the fol· 
lowing:-

The law of the Lord is perfect, converting 
the soul: the testimony of the Lord is sure, 
makivg wise the simple. 

The word without the Spirit could 
never convert the soul; hence we con
clude that the inspired writer refers, 
first, to the law as a whole, and, sec
ond, to that particular and important 
part of a complete and perfect whole 
which renders "wise the simple." 
Notice, it is the Lord's law, and the 
Lord's testimony, and nothing less 
than these can accomplish the work. 
Surely, it is the Spirit which makes 
wise the simple, and qualifies the 
illiterate and poor, as well as the 
learned and rich, to stand together on 
the great gospel platform, having 
'•fellowship one with another," so 
that ''the blood of Jesus Christ his 
Son cleanseth us [them] from all 
sin." The -law of God by which we 
are converted and saved is one, but 

To the law and to the testimony: if they 
speak not according to this word, it is be- composed of two parts; that is, it is a 
cause there is no light in them.-Isaiah 8:20. double standard. "If this be treason, 

The prophet refers to the standard make the most of it." 
of final appeal which, like many other God's word is truth (John 17: 17), 
things, is one; but for the sake of and the Spirit is designated "the 
convenience and emphasis, it is be- Spirit of truth" (John 14: 17); so, as 
lieved, is divided into two parts. It the body is dead without the spirit, 
should be borne in mind that the (the spirit of man,) the word, too, is a 
prophet makes the testimony just as lifeless thing when dissociated from 
valid, and authoritative, and binding this life-giving power. "It is the 
as the law. We therefore consist- Spirit that quickeneth." 
ently conclude that nothing less than [ The office work of the Holy Spirit, 
the testimony which comes from God, it is believed, proves the position as-

But the Comforter, which is the Holy 
Ghost; whom the Father will send in my 
name, he shall teach you all things, and 
bring all things to your remembrance, what
soever I have said unto you.-John 14: 26. 

The Spirit guides us into all truth; 
truly represents God and Christ to 
our own souls; shows us things to 
come; glorifies Christ:-

Howbeit when he, the Spirit of truth, is 
come, he will guide you into all truth: for he 
shall not speak of himself; but whatsoever 
he shall hear, that shall he speak; and he 
will shew you things to come. He shall 
glorify me; for he shall receive of mine, and 
shall shew it unto you. All things that the 
"Father hath are mine: therefore said I, that 
he shall take of mine, and shall shew it unto 
you.-John 16: 13-15. 

The Spirit testifies of Christ; bears 
witness that we are the children of 
God, through obedience to the gospel, 
and is a leader, or guide, to all the 
faithful children of God. 

But when he the Comforter is come, whom 
I will send unto you from the Father, even 
the Spirit of truth, which proceedeth from 
the Father, be shall testify of me.-John 
15: 26. 

But ye shall receive power, after that the 
Holy Ghost is come upon you: and ye shall 
be witnesses unto me both in Jerusalem, and 
in all Judea, and in Samarfa, and unto the 
uttermost part of the earth.-Acts 1: 8. 

And we are his witnesses of these things; 
and so is also the Holy Ghost, whom God 
hath given to them that obey him.-Acts 
5:32. 

And I fell at his feet to worship him. And 
he said unto me, See thou do it not: I am thy 
fellow servant, and of thy brethren that have 
the testimony of Jesus: worship God: for the 
testimony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy. 
-Revelation 19: 10. 

The Spirit itself beareth witness with our 
spirit, that we are the children of God.-Ro
mans 8: 16. 

For as many as are led by the Spirit of 
God, they are the.sons of God.-Romans 8: 14. 

And at that day when I shall come in my 
glory, shall the parable be fulfilled which I 
spake concerning the ten virgins; for they 
that are wise and have received the truth, 
and have taken the Holy Spirit for their 
guide, and have not beel:l deceived, verily I 
say unto you, They shall not be hewn down 
and cast into the fire, but shall abide the 
day, and the earth shall be given unto them 
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for an inheritance; and they shall multiply 
and wax strong, and their children shall 
grow up without sin unto salvation, for the 
Lord shall be in their midst, and his glory 
shali be upon them, and he will be their King 
and their lawgiver.-Docfrine and Covenants 
45: 10, latter part of the paragraph. 

The above evidences abundantly 
prove that the testimony of God comes 
to us through the Holy Ghost, and 
that it, in connection with the written 
word, was designed of God for our 
guide and standard of appeal. God, in 
his revealed character, word, and 
Spirit, is the only true and safe 
standard for his people. 

J. R. LAMBERT. 

ConfsranBB )\UntltBs. 
EASTERN IOWA. 

Conference met with Apostolic branch, 
Clinton, Iowa, September 24 and 25; J. W. 
Peterson, district president, in the chair; J. 
R. Sutton, secretary. Branches reporting: 
l!,ulton 49. Oaterdock 30; gain 3. Green Val
ley 48. Powersville 17; gain 1. Apostolic 
61; loss 1. Ministry reporting: J. W. Pe
terson, J. R. Sutton, C. E. Hand, J. Heide, 
and B. F. Miller of the elders; D. L. Pals
grove, D. Dierks, C. S. Shippy, J. W. Wilson, 
and F. H. Horne of the priests. John Heide, 
Bishop's agent, reported: On hand May 31 
and received since $261.74; expended $110; 
on hand September 20, $151. 74. R;iport ac
cepted. Committee on boundary line re
ported, that they had corresponded with the 
committee of Des Moines district, and that 
no definite point had yet been ascertained. 
Report received and committee continued. 
District officers sustained: J. W. Peterson 
president; J. R. Sutton vice president; J. R. 
Sutton secretary; W. B. Thomas district 
treasurer for tent fund. Preaching by Eld
ers Peterson, Smith, Hills, and Hand. Ad
journed to Brush Creek branch subject to the 
call of the President. 

DES MOINES. 
Des Moines conference convened with Clear 

Creek branch, in Jasper County, October I; 
presiding officers, W. C. Nirk and Columbus 
Scott; secretaries, H. A. McCoy and S. Arm
strong. Branches reporting: Des Moines, 
Des Moines Valley, Oskaloosa, Boonsboro, 
What Cheer, and Richland. Elders report
ing: C. Scott, E. B. Morgan baptized 9, J. S. 
Roth baptized 7, J. W. Morgan baptized I, 
W. C. Nirk, N. Stamm, W. H. Kephart bap
tized 8. Priests: C. B. Brown, John Barnes, 
V. W. Gunsolley, H. A. McCoy, J. F. Miller, 
G. M. Jamison baptized 2. Teacher A. Freel. 
Deacon J. S. Young. A communication from 
Bro. Sutton, regarding the boundary line be
tween Eastern Iowa.and Des Moines districts 
was referred to a committee, who recom
mended that tbe proposal of the committee 
of Eastern Iowa district be adopted, which 
was done. Th.e Bishop's agent reported: Re
ceived $280; expended $260; on hand $20. 
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Audited and found correct. Bro.V.Boatwright 
of Perry branch, was recommended to con
ference for ordination to the office of a priest; 
adopted and his ordination provided for. El
der J. W. Morgan was appointed to labor as 
a missionary in the district. The following 
preamble and resolution was unanimously 
adopted: We the saints of Des Moines dis
trict being informed that Elder E. B. Mor
gan is about to cease his labors as an elder in 
the church in our district, do hereby express 
our hearty regrets at his departure from 
among us; and whereas our brother bas en
deared himself to us as a brother in Christ, 
and as a faithful laborer in the vineyard of 
the Lord; and whereas, we do regret the loss 
of his labor among us for the cause of Christ; 
therefore, be it resolved that as he retires 
from our midst our confidence goes with him, 
and carries our esteem with him, and our 
prayer for his welfare and continued faithful
ness in the gospel work to the end. Brn. C. 
Scott, J. W. Morgan, and W. C. Nirk were 
appointed a committee to report at the next 
conference in regard to the legality of a cer
tain rebaptism. Preaching by C. Scott and 
W. C. Nirk. Adjourned to Runnells, the 
Saturday nearest the full moon in February, 
1899, at ten a. m. 

MOBILE. 
Conference at Bay Minette, Alabama, Oc

tober 1. President F. P. Scarcliff presiding, 
C. I. Carpenter acting secretary. Elders re
porting: M. M. Turpen, F. P. Scarclitl', W. 
J. Booker, G. T. Chute, C. I. Carpenter, and 
W. L. Booker by letter. Bishop's agent re
ported: On hand last report $18.54; received 
since $21.40; paid out $25; balance on hand 
$14.. 94. Secretary and treasurer reported: 
Received 81, paid out 60, on hand 21. Tent 
committee reported and were continued. 
Elders' court appointed at last conference re
ported labors incompleted and were con
tinued. District president reported having 
convened a court at Three Rivers, details of 
which were reported to the branch. Branch 
reports were read from Bluff Creek, Three 
Rivers, Bay Minette, and Pascagoula; last 
named was referred back for correction. Re
port from Theodore came too late for read
ing. District president, vice president, and 
Bishop's agent were sustained. C. I. Car
penter elected secretary and treasurer. 
Preaching by F. P. Scarcliff and M. M. Tur
pen. Adjourned to Saturday and Sunday 
before the full moon in February, at Three 
Rivers. 

NEW YORK. 
Semiannual conference of New York dis

trict was held in the saints' church at Broad 
River, Connecticut, September 3 and 4 
President J. Squire in the chair, A. E. Stone 
associate, S. Guilfoy clerk. Statistical re
ports: Brooklyn 115; baptized 5, removed I. 
Broad River 28; baptized 4. Report~ were 
received and read from Elders J. Squire, A. 
E. Stone, G. Potts, G. Burnham, W. Clark, 
W. S. Rushton; Priests J. Cocks, W. Hobson, 
S. Guilfoy; Teachers G. Box, H. Buttery, 
E. Squire; Deacons J. Cable, W. Clark. 
Bishop's agent, T. Lester, reported: Re-
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ceived $92.42; paid out $66.40; on hand 
$26.02. Graceland College fund : Re
ceived from Brooklyn branch $8.60, Broad 
River branch $3.40; total $12. Auditing 
committee reported accounts correct. Dis
trict treasurer reported: On hand last con
ference $6.33, collections $6 05; total $12.38. 
Paid out $419; on hand $8.19. Report ac
cepted as read. Local business of district 
was transacted, and Sunday meetings pro
vided for as follows: Preaching 13ervices 
morning and evening. Sacrament and 
prayer service at 2: 30 p. m. District officers 
elected were: Elder J. Squire president, S. 
Guilfoy secretary and treasurer. Adjourned 
to Brooklyn, New York, date and time to be 
selected by district president. 

NORTHEAST MISSOURI. 
Conference at Pollock, Missouri, September 

24 and 25. President J. A. Tanner in the 
chair, assisted by J. T. Petre, G. A. Tryon 
secretary, F. T. Mussel assistant. Branch 
reports: Bevier 179, Pollock 18, Salt River 
23, Higbee 117. Ministerial reports: Elder~ 

J. A. Tanner, J. I<'. Pc1tre1 R. M. Elvin, W. 
Summerfield, R.R. Jones, W. Vincent, J. T. 
Williams, G. Thorburn, W. Vaughn. 
Priests: W. Kelso, F. M. Burch, R. Thrutch
ley, J. Waltenbaugh, G. 0. Atkins, F. T. 
Mussel, W. Chapman. Teacher E. E. Petre. 
Bishop's agent, J. T. Williams, reported: 
Received since last conference, $83 90; on 
hand last report, $42 41; disbursements, $89.10; 
on hand, $37.21. District treasurer reported: 
On hand June 2, $8.60; receipts, $6.36; ex
penditurEs, $4.35; balance on hand, $10.61. 
Expense bills from district president $5, and 
secretary $3.47, were allowed. The neat 
chapel erected by the saints of Pollock 
branch was dedicated to the Lord, Sunday 
morning. Dedicatory services were in 
charge of Hig·h Priest Robert M. Elvin. A 
good and interested attendance was present, 
and the Spirit of God was with Bro. Elvin, 
giving good instruction. Adjourned to 
Bevier, Sunday and Monday before full moon 
in February, 1899. 

ST. LOUIS. 
Conference convened in Belleville, Illinois, 

September 24, vice-president Henry Roberts 
in the chair, John G. Smith secretary. Cre
dential committee report was approved, and 
on motion other brethren present were in
vited to take part in the conference. Elder 
Joseph E. Betts, Sen., was then elected to 
preside over the sessions of this conference. 
Branch reports: St. Louis 304; 9 baptized, 
4 received by letter, 2 received by vote, 4 ex
pelled, 1 died, and 1 ordained a high priest. 
Cheltenham 41. Belleville 58. Whearso 68. 
Oak Hill and St. Clair branches failed to re
port. Reports were read from Elders R. 
Archibald, R. T. Walters, J. C. Hitchcock, 
W. 0. Thomas, Wm. Jaques, N. N. Cooke; 
Priest J. G. Cole; and Teacher J. J. Billin
sky. Bishop's agent's report of September 
23, 1898; J. G. Smith, agent. Last report, 
June 18, 1898, balance due the church, $50.19; 
tithes and offerings received since, $57.35; 
total, $107.54; paid out during the quarter, 
$108.00; balance due the agent, 46 cents. Re-
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port of donations to Lamoni Callege Fund: 
Received to date and paid Bishop E. L. Kel
ley to date, $65.70. Auditors' report: We 
have examined said reports of Bishop's agent 
and find figures correct and agree with book. 
Signed by T. J. Elliott, R. B. Trowbridge, 
J. C. Hitchcock. Bro. Russell Archibald 
having removed to Tyler, Texas, tendered 
by letter his resignation as district president, 
which was accepted. Bro. J. C. Hitchcock 
was ElJected to serve as district presi
dent the remainder of this term. Re
solved, that we bold a reunion in this 
district next summer or fall, and that 
Brn. J. C. HitchcoC'k, G . .F'. Barraclough, 
W. Jaques, and W. 0. Thomas be a commit
tee on reunion, work it up, and take it in 
charge. Sunday sessions: preaehing by 
Elders J. C. Hitchcock and Henry Roberts. 
Afternoon, sacrament and testim,>ny. Ad
journed to meet in St. Louis, Missouri, De
cember 17 and 18, at seven o'clock p. m. 

---- --------
8tlndau School AssoGiations. 

NORTHEAST MISSOURI. 
District Sunday school association met at 

Pollock, Missouri, September 23; Louise 
Palfrey superintendent. Letter of resigna
tion was read from Sr. Thorburn, whlcb was 
accepted and vote of thanks tendered her. 
Geo. A. Tryon was chosen secretary till next 
convention. Reports were read from .Bevier, 
Huntsville, and Pollock schools. The motion 
deferred at last convention: That all nomi
nations be made at convention prior to elec
tion of officers was again deferred to next 
convention. Sunday school newspaper was 
read by Sr. Palfrey and Bro. Tanner; it was 
very interesting and instructive. On account 
of vacancies, Bro. John F. Petre was chosen 
as editor of Pollock school and Sr. Mary A. 
Richards as editor of Higbee school, and as 
general editor. Expense bill'l were allowed: 
of Superintendent $3 90 and programs $1.35. 
Saturday evening a musical and literary en
tertainment was given. The next place of 
meeting is decided Bevier, Saturday before 
district conference. 

FAR WEST. 
Sunday School Association of Far West 

district met at Wnkenda (Louella), Missouri, 
September 23, C. P. Faul superintendent. Sr. 
Simmons to represent Mount Pleasant school 
in absence of the delegates. The superin
tendent to arrange the .program for next con
vention, anri send to the church papers for 
publication. The following questions were 
asked:· Is the district satisfied with the 
present Quai·terlies, that they are properly 
instructing the young? Answer, Yes. Is it 
generally understood that t,he Religio is con
nected with the Sunday school? Answer, No. 
A long and profitable discussion was held 
over the above questions by the convention. 
A short talk by Brn. J. N. Cato and David 
Powell, was very interesting to those pres
ent, and also gave much light on Sunday 
school work. 7: 30 p. m. the superintendent 
gave a blackboard exercise, after which time 
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was taken up by asking and answering q ues
tions. The following recitations were spo
ken: Hello Folkses, by Gladys Cato. 
Fifty-four, by Ella Cato. The Martyred 
Mother, by Belle Cato. Caleb's Courtship, 
by Fayette Booker. Adjourned to Friday 
before next conference, at St. Joseph, Mis
souri. 

CONVENTION NOTICES. 
Convention of Philadelphia district Sun

day school associ.ation wilf convene Novem
ber 5 and 5 at Fifth and Huntingdon Streets, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Business ses
sion on the 5th, at six p. w., followed with an 
entertainment, consisting of vocal and 
instrumental music, recitations, dialogues, 
etc., a treat for those will attend. 

0. T. CHRISTY, Supt. 
E. B. HULL, Sec. 

The Sunday school convention of Northeast 
Kansas district will convene at Fanning-, Oc
tober 28. Please send in a full report upon 
the !:>lanks, also a good representation is ex-
pected. F. J. PIERCE, Sec. 

--~-..,._..,.._,,_ ___ _ 

Mis~Bllaneotl8 IlBpartmant. 
TO PROSPECTIVE STUDENTS OF GRACELAND 

COLLEGE. 
The I'umor having reached the people of 

Lamoni, Iowa, who are interested in seeing 
Graceland College succeed, that the report 
had gone abroad that those who intended 
keeping college students in Lamoni had· 
raised the price of board and lodging, the 
Lamoni branch of the Latter Day Saints 
wished to counteract this so far as possible. 
At its October business meeting the follow
ing resolution was passed, and the branch 
clerk authorized to endeavor to give it as 
much publicity as practicable in such papers 
as will reach those likely to be affected by 
this report respecting the price of board:-

"Resol ved, that it be the sentiment of this 
body that no more than $2.50 should be 
charged per week for board and room for col
lege students and faculty." 

WM. ANDERSON, Pres. 
A. B. HANSON, Clerk. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Galland's Grove district will convene in 

conference at the saints' chapel, Galland 's 
Grove, Iowa, ~saturday, October 29, at ten 
o'clock. A cordial invitation is extended to 
all. CHARLES E. BUTTERWORTH, 

J.M. BAKER, Presidents. 

NOTICES. 
Absentees whose addresses are desired by 

Mark H. Forscutt, 203 First Avenue, Ne
braska City, Nebraska: Jas. K. Anderson, 
Edwin and Margaret Beals, Annie Cooper, 
Harmon D. Foot, Charles, John, Mary J., 
and Caroline Headland, Annie jensen, Mary 
J. Loe, William Marquette, Anna E. Miston, 
Chris P. Nielson, David Rees, Jennie Smith, 
George and Sarah Clark, John L., Ann, and 
Edith G. Tempest. In addition to the above
named, there are several who are known to 
have lived in the vicinity of other branches 
for several years, and yet do not apply for 
letters of removal. Saints, this is not as it 
should be. General Conference bas decided 
that members should be connected with the 
branches nearest or most convenient to them. 
lf others can furnish addresses desired, they 
are requested to do so. Every sheep should 
be in some fold, guarded and fed by the Mas
ter's shepherds. If you cannot come to your 
own fold, join some other. 

Yours for the Master's sake, 
M. H. FORSCUTT. 

MARRIED. 
RAYER-BOWER.-At Burlington, Iowa, on 

September 28, 1898, by Elder J. S. Roth, at 
the residence of the bride's parents, Mr. 
Leonard Rayer and Miss Luella Bower. The 
presents were fine and numerous. 

·DIED. 
HARRIS.-At Scranton, Pennsylvania, Sep

tember 15, 1898, Teacher William P. Harris, 
aged 70 years. Born in Merthyr Tyd vil, 
Wales. He has been a faithful member of 
the church for many years, and kept the 
faith to his latter day. Funeral services 
conducted at his residence by Elder A. N. 
Bishop. The sermon was in the saints' hall. 
Our brother was held in high esteem by his 
neighbors and friends, which was testified to 
by the large concourse of people that followed 
his remains to their last resting place. 

WHITE.-Hyrum White died August 28, 
1898, aged 45 years. The funeral took place 
at the parish church, Woolastone, according 
to the rules of the Church of England. Was 
born at Forest Green, May 3, 1853; baptized 
November 5, 1887. Our brother has gone to 
rest, and we who mourn his departure rest 
assured that be lived a consistent life accord
ing to the light and knowledge which be re
ceived, and be will be amongst that number 
who will come forth in the resurrection of 
the holy just. He leaves a wife and seven 
children, the youngest six months old, to 
mourn the loss of a faithful husband and a 
loving father. 

HOGABOOM. - At the Sisters' Hospital, 
Grand Island, Nebraska, September 25, 1898, 

The Montana district conference will con- Sr. Elizabeth, wife of Elder Isaac Hogaboom. 
vene at Reese Creek the last Saturday in Oc- She was born in Pottsville, Pennsylvania, 
tober, 1898. We would like to see the March 14, 1827; n::arried Bro. Hogaboom 
district well represented. All branches will January 12, 1854; in April, 1879, was baptized 
please forward reports in due time. Bro. J. at Galland's Grove, Iowa. To them were 
W. Wight, presidont of the mission, will be born seven children, sixteen grandchildren, 
in attendance. Come brethren, let us have a i and nine great-grandchildren. She lived a 
good time. l faithful and consistent life; was taken with 

JOHN E. REESE, Pres. paralysis in 1894, and became a constant 
GOMER REESE, Sec. though patient sufferer till released by death. 
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R.oya·I makes the food pure, 
wholesome and delicious, 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORKa 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1and2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
&mith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the· 
latter~day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment,growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this clespensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume 2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners. . 2 00 
FtJll leather . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50 
Full leath3r, gilt edges.. • . . . . . • . . 3 00 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 
Udgivet og Forlagt a.f den Gjenor
ganiserede J esu Christi Kirke af 
Idste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, leather 
backs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... $0 75 

C. B. & Q. EXCURSIONS. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every 1Vednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
$1.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; 
sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 

I 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., should be addressed to 
Frank Criley, Business Manager. Remittances 
should be made by post office or· express orders, 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters. 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In~ 
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ........................... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges ..•••......... 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth .......................•... $0 65 
Morocqo Grain Russia ............ 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ....•. 2 00 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. Large 
Type Edition. 

Cloth, leather backs and corners .. $1 50 
Seal Grain Russia, gilt edges . . . . 2 00 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth .................•.....•... $0 65 
Morocco·Grain Russia.. . . . . . . • • • . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..••• 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible . • • . • . 2 00 

l'HE TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mormon and the New Testa
ment. (Inspired Translation) 
in large type; in one volume. 

Leather back and corners ...•.... $2 00 
Seal Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . 2 50 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..••• 3 50 
Morocco, gilt edges ........•••••• 4 00 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Pocket-size edi
tion. 

Cloth ....•.......•....•• , • , • , ••. $0 30 
Cloth sides, leather back . . • • • • • . . 50 

TEACHERS' BIBLE. "The Self
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps, 
in good large print, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references; 
printed on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6tx8z, mailed post-
paid at, per copy, net ............ $2 00 

RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE. 
A manual of parliamentary practice for all 

deliberative assemblies of the Church of 
Jes us Christ of Latter Day Saints. Rules for 
the government of general and district con
ferences, branch business meetings, and 

TRANS-MISSISSIPPI EXPOSITION. other assemblies. Instructions concerning 
Omaha, Nebraska, June 1 to November J, I gene_ral, distric~, and branch records, th~ 

18""' F t d d t 1 t t holdrng of elders courts, etc., cloth bound, 
;,o. or ra es an a es app y o agen . price 40 cents. 

GRACELAND mm 

---COLLEGE, 
LAMONI, IOWA. 

Telephone 'U. 

For catalogues or further information, 

Address, PROF. ERNEST R. DEWSNUP, 
President, 

or R. S. SALYARDS, Secretary, 
LAMONI, IOWA. 

THE INSTRUCTOR. A compen
diiam of the faith and doctrines of 
the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints, by 
Elder G. T. Griffiths. 
Cloth ..............•........••.. $ 75 
Leather. . . • . . . . . . • • • •.• • • • . . • . • . . • 1 00 
1!~1..,xible binding .. .. • • • . • . .. . • .. . 1 50 

JOSEPH THE SEER. His pro
phetic mission vindicated and the 
divine origin of the Book of Mor
mon defended and maintained. 
Paper .......................... $0 35 
Cloth, limp.. • • • • .. • • • . . . . • . . . . . . 50 

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL. The 
popular edition of words and 
music, in general use. 

Paper covers ................••.. $0 3u 
Cloth and leather .......•••.• , . • • M 
Full leather ....•.....•.••...• , • • 1 00 
Gilt edges .••••••..•..•.••.•.•••• 1 21'> 
Flexible .•••••••••••.. • •• , .••• , • • • 1 l>O 

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL. Word 
edition. 

Paper ....•.••..••••......•.•••. io 15 
Cloth ........................ ,, . • . . 25 
Cloth .....• s • ........... , e •••••• e 85 

CERTIFICATES AND REPORTS. 
Branch statistical reports; per doz.$0 40 
Annual statistical reports; two for 05 
Certificates of baptism and member-

ship; per dozen.... . . . . . . . . . • . . . 12 
Baptism and confirmation certifi

cate books, with stubs . . . . . . . . . . 25 
Certificates of removal; per dozen.. 12 
Marriage certificates; per dozen • • • 25 

THE HAPPIEST CHRISTMAS. A 
book for small children. Cloth ... $0 20 
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THE SAINTS' HARP. Hymn Book 
-Words Only. 

Cloth ........................... $0 71> 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . • . • . l 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edgea .•.. 1 2i 

SONGS OF ZION. Bv Elder T. W. 
Smith. Paper eOV('rS. f'ach ...... $0 O'. 

EION'S HOPE. 
A large, four-page Sunday school 
paper for children; illustrated; ed
ited by Sr. M. Walker. 
Single copies, per year ....••..... $0 50 
In packages of four, five, or six to 

one address, per year, each. . . . . 40 
In packages of seven or more, each 35 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og· Husandagt. 
'C'dgivet og Forlagt af den Gjenor
ganiserede Jesu Christi Kirke af 
Idste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, leather 
backs ........................... $0 75 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

I WHAT IS MAN? By Elder J. R. 
Lambert. Man's nature and des
tiny. The spirit or soul; is it im
mortal? Does it survive the 
death of the body in a conscious 
state ? The views of mortal-soul
ists examined and refuted; second 
edition. 
Paper covers ..•..•..••.••....... $ 35 
Cloth . . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. •. •. . . .. . . . 50 

OBJECTIONS TO THE BOOK OJ!' 
l\IOHlVION AND BOOK 0.E' DOC
TRINE AND COVENANTS AN
SWERED AND REFUTED. By 
Elder J. R. Lambert. 
Paper oove:rs ..............•.•.•. $0 26 
Cloth . . •. •. • . •• • . • • •. •. .• . • •• . . . 40 

A VOICE OF W ARNIKG AND 
INS'rRUCTION TO ALL PEO
PLE. An introduction to the faith 
and doctrine of the Church of Jeims 
Christ of Latter Day Saints. 
Paper covers, 10 cents; per dozen,$1 00 
Cloth, limp .. ,................... 20 

achine that Talks Talk 
FINER THAN EVER! The Latest Im-

proved Grapho-
phone, the highest perfection of the inven- $ Io 
tor's skill. The most wonderful invention 
of the age, now at a price within the 
reach of everyone. For home amusement, this 

PRINCE OF ENTERTAINERS 
will entertain a company by the hour. Well made 
and durable. Winds up like a clock, and so simple 
that a child can operate it. From $10 to $20 a day 
made last fall by hundreds of its ;isers by giving 

entertainments. We guarantee the Improved Graphophone loud and clear enough 
to be distinctly heard in any hall or church anywhere. Plays all of Sousa's band 
pieces exact~J as rendered by that famous band-Drums, Cornets, Trombones and all. 
Recites. '}.ells funny stories. Will repeat your own voice, your friends• voice, 
songs sung to it, or stories told to it. You can make your own Records easily and 
reproduce them at once as often as desired. Has been known to pay for itself in a single 
evening. Price $10, includes Improved Eagle Graphophone, 1 Extra Loud Aluminum 
Reproducer, I Concert Horn, Hearing Tubes for 2 persons. (If hearing tubes for more 
than 2 persons are desired, we will furnish them at the rate of 50c for ~ach person.) 

Best Exhibition Records, (Musical or Talking) 50c each, or $5.00 a dozen. 20 
SPECIAL PROPOSITION Writeatonceforcircu.lartellinghowyoucan.s~cure one C 
------~~~---- of the above outfits, with 12 Records forthetriflmgsumof 

COUNTny Should secure at once a sample of our new $20 Slot Machine. Selling like wildfire. Made 
Jri\. of bronze. Very attractive. Operates automatically. Requires no attention whatever. 

OPAL En"'- Can be placed on top of show case or on a counter. About 10 inches high and 12 inches 
...., "'-.::- long. Simply coins money for the dealer owning it. Price $20.00 net. Will sell on $1.00 

weekly installments to responsible dealers if desired. ·• 
Complete New Graphophone and Record Catalogues mailed free on application. Address, -

Harger & Blish, Western semng Agts. 904=9rnMain St., Dubuque, Iowa. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK, OF LAMONI. 
Stockholders. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Geo. H. Hilliard. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 
G. W. Blair. 
Oscar Anderson. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 
Alice P. Dancer. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 

Officers. 
David Dancer. 

President. 
Wm. Anderson, 

Vice President. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

Cashier. 
Oscar Anderson. 

Assistant Cashier. 

Directors. 
W. A. Hopkins. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 

This bank does a general banking business at 
Lamoni, Iowa. Interest paid on time deposits 
according to the rules of the bank. Correspond
ence and patronage solicited. 

LAMONI REAL ESTATE 
--

I own 13 A ores, set to fruit. with House 
and Well; within }<:; mile of L. D. S. Church 
and School. Alm a good 80 Aci·e Farm, 
close to town. Will sell very cheap. Cash or 
time. If you want to buy, write to 

D. F. NICHOLSON, Lamoni, Iowa. 

BRO. B. 1''. ORD \VAY, of Peoria, Illi-
nois, will send 3 boxes of ~uit to-Bae post 
paid anywhere for $1.50, and positively guar-
antee it to cure your tobacco hallit, or your money 
refunded. 

ARCHlEOLOGIOAL COMMITTEE 
REPORT. A manual of evidences 
in support of Book of Mormon arch
reology, with maps. Price ..•.... $0 50 

FIRE-BUGS! $200 REWARD. 
I 'l'he premium payers of the State are maintaining a 

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ i fundhypop~umb~riptionfromwh~h~o~~da i Reward of $200 

HO ESEEKERS' 
EXCURSIONS 

These are the days on which you can buy 
very low-rate round-trip Excursion Tickets to 
NEBRASKA and other p-oints in the West, 
Northwest and Southwest, good for 21 days. 
Stop on your way and :see the GREAT TRANS· 
MISSISSIPPI EXPOSITION AT OMAHA. 

SEPT. 6 
SEPT.20 
OCT .. 4 
OCT. 18 This road publishes an illustrated pamphlet 
describing Nebraska, and also one about the Omaha Exposition. You 
can get both without charge on application to the C. B. & Q. ticket 
agent or to P. S. EUSTIS,· General Passenger Agent, C. B. & Q. R. R., 
Chicago, Ill. 

Co and look for a New Home in Nebraska, 
a prosperous country, where a farm can be 
bought for one years' rent of an eastern farm. 

1 By the undersigned association, for the arrest and conq I viction of any incendiary in any of the associated towHs. 

I 
TO FIRE INSURANCE AGENTS. 

It is dangerous to place insnranee on the goods of 
Tramp Merchants and irresponsible traders. Their 

I many fires and fire sales of merchandise are heavy bur 
1 

dens on the property and business interests of the State I PROPER'l'Y OWNERS FIRE ASSOCIATION. I D" M"""' ,,.~ 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and descriPtion may 

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an 
invention is probably patentable. Commun.icaw 
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents 
sent free. Oldest a~ency for securing patentso 
sp~~~11!!'~ti~:~;~t6ori~~'fi~r~~¥~ t~e co. receive 

Scitntific Jlm~rican. 
A handsomely illustrated weekly, J,argest cir
culation of any scientific journal. Terrµs~ $3 a 
year; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers. 

MUNN & C0.3618roadway, New York 
Branch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C. 
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THE "UPLIFT OF LIFE." 

GIFT OF VISION MAKES THE DIFFER
ENCE BETWEEN REAL LIFE AND 

MERE EXISTENCE. 

REV. T. ARTHUR FREY filled the pul
pit at the first Congregational church. 

His subject was "The Uplift of 
Life," and l::e found his text in Deu
teronomy 34:21: "And Moses went 
up from the plains of Moab and unto 
the top of Pisgah, and the Lord 
showed him all the land of Gilead, 
unto Dan." He said:-

Here is the supreme moment in the 
life of Moses, reached after forty 
years of effort. While the multitude 
of Israelites in the valley below can 
see only the barren and sterile wastes, 
through which they have been jour
neying, he alone, above them on the 
mountain, sees the fertile valley of a 
great river, with its fields and vine
yards, with its battlemented cities 
and great wealth. Yet there must 
have been a tinge of sadness in the 
heart of Moses as he looked over the 
fair land and knew that though he 
had been through the trials and strug
gles to reach that point, yet the at
tainment of them must belong to 
~tbers. 

Moses went down from that moun
tain to :find a grave in the valley be
low. 

MOSES' DREAMS FULFILLED. 
Under the leadership of Joshua, the 

Israelites press!id on. They captured 
the battlemented cities, drove out 

the inhabita~ts. Their achievements J GIFT OF VISION. 
caught up with the dreams of Moses, I We must not think this visional 
the visions which he saw from the 1 power is wholly supernatural-beyond 
summit of Pisgah. the reach of you or me. God is more 

Study the history of the Jewish na- prodigal of his gifts than that. To 
tion and it becomes evident that in the bramble in the forest the giant 
this visional power lay their strength. oak must seem supernatural. Homer, 
Scrutinize the records of that nation Milton, Dante, or Browning must 
with the utmost care, study every seem invested with supernatural pow
point in their history and you will be ers to him who can write only dog
unable to discover any great painting, gerel. But the prophets of Israel had 
any great architectural achievements, their schools, in which this faculty 
as with the Egyptians; any great dis- was cultivated. They did not acquire 
covery in military tactics, as with the it without work. It was not a natural 
Romans; any enormous development gift. 
of comme:tce, as with the Venetians, Wh~re the common mind sees only 

the lid of the tea kettle is lifting up, 
the visional mind of a Watts perceives 
the steam engine. Where the com
mon mind only notes a swaying chan
delier, the visional mind of old 
Galileo in the cathedral at Pisa, con
ceived the pendulum, in its regular 
beat measuring out the years of the 
ages. Where the common mind sees 
in a yellow primrose only a yellow . 
flower, in the visional mind of a 
Wordsworth the meanest flower can 
arouse thoughts as infinite as the uni
verse of God. 

or any of the achievements in science 
and intelligence that have made the 
Anglo-Saxon r,!liCe preeminent in the 
world to-day. They had none of 
these things that have constituted 
greatness in other nations; their 
greatness came from the possession 
of this visional power. 

VISION OF THE REDEEMER. 

Other nations had the traditions of 
the fall of man, but only this little 
nation had the vision that a Redeemer 
should come, and that the seed of 
woman would crush the head of the 
serpent. 

Abraham had the. vision that from 
him should come a nation that would 
be as a light to all other nations. 
Joseph saw a vision that out of Egypt 
should be led a great nation. In the 
burning words of Isaiah and in the 
glowing sentences of Jeremiah we are 
told that with the loss of this power 
trouble fell upon the nation. As the 
visional faculty waned, the nation was 
.shackled and in captivity; when the 
faculty was bright the nation rose in 
power and splendor. As one of their 
prophets expressed it: "When there 
is no vision, the people perish." 

With all other nations the golden 
age has been ever in the past. The 
Israelites looked forward to a golden 
age in the future. The others looked 
back to a materialistic past. The 
Israelites had ever before them a vi
siona.l future better than anything in 
the past. Nothing made the nation 
so grand as its visional element. 

SPIRIT BEHIND MATTER. 

The visional mind sees the spirit 
back of the matter. It has organs 
which lay hold of the features of the 
unseen world as the carnal eyes per
ceive color and form. We may say in 
this material age, the visional eye can 
see what the Lick telescope, the most 
powerful microscope, the laboratory 
of Liebig cannot bring to vision-it 
can look into the deep things of God. 

We notice that when Moses stood 
on top of Pisgah and saw the prom
ised land stretching out before him, 
like the very thought of God, the 
children of Israel did not immediately 

. occupy this land. It was years be
fore this was completed. Vision 
always out.runs attainment. Our prog
ress is always this way, a reaching 
out of a vision, and then the bringing 
up of the rest to it. We go ahead 
in thought and afterward catch up 
with our accomplishment. Browning 
said:-
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THE SAINTS' HEHALD. 

Ab, but a man's reach should exceed bis percentage of those who hold to the I ent to the attempts to Romanize the 
grasp. doctrine is small and growing smaller ·Church of England. It is claimed 

Or what's heaven for? every day. The following from last that the large majority of the mem-
MERE EXISTENCE AND REAL LIFE. week's Congregationalist will tend to bership is opposed to the efforts of 

On this great worid the dumb brute corroborate what has repeatedly ap- the Confraternity an.dallied societies, 
merely looks out. Man alone ,of all pear.ed in our columns on this subject: such as the Holy Cross and the Ri~u
the creatures of God, dares to look up "Those who have accepted the doc- alistic Sisterhoods, but can accomplish 
-the brute lives, man aspires. trine of the eternal punishment of the nothing because the Bishops thwart 

Our , ~reatest danger is that we wicked have usually done so because their endeavors or wishes. There is 
catch up with our visions. That was they have understood Jesus Christ to unquestionably a decided tendency 
the trouble with the Pharisee in the declare that doctrine to be true. among the clergy of the Church of 
temple. His attainment had over- Those who deny that doctrine have England toward the Roman Church. 
taken his narrow vision of spiritual usually tried to show that the words The other denominations of Chris
progress. He was spiritually dead, of Christ on that subject have some , tians in Great Britain ha~e formed a 
while the Publican, standing upon a other than their natural and obvious ' federation to oppose this sacerdotal
lower plane, looked up and beyond meaning. But a more logical method ism and endeavor to Romanize the 
into the perfection which he hoped to is that of deciding the question of Christian people of Great Britain. 
attain, and he was filled with lig~t. doctrine independently of Christ's The membership of the churches of 
He who sees no pea~ above on which teaching and thus showing that if he this alliance is now larger than that 
to climb is lost. It is not our duty to was as well informed concerning the of the Church of England, and that 
be satisfied, but our privilege to be I future world as intelligent men now majority bids fair to increase steadily. 
foreyer unsatisfied. I are he could not have taught that The prospect is that in a few yearrs 

TOO LOW AN AIM. fut~re punishment is eternal. This the Episcopal Church will cearse to ?e 
The reason there is so little in many method appears to be growing in the Established Church of Great Brit

of our lives is tbat our actual has been favor. We think it is the most con- ain.-Christian Intelligencer. 
allowed to overtake our possible. We vincing form of argument yet ad-
have aimed too low. Never let your vanced against a doom which many 
vision fly too low; that makes a medio- Christians cannot bring themselves to 
ere minister, a poor machinist, an un- believe has ever been or ever will be 

. worthy lawyer; it makes a domestic authoritatively pronounced against 
out of a wife. any one." Is our serious neighbor 

What we do simply measures our becoming sportive and ironical, or 
strength and opportunities. What we is it really vouchsafing a crumb of 
aspire to do measures the utmost comfort for those who cannot believe 
boundary of our souls. Many a vis- that any of their departed friends are 
ional, aspiring soul has wrested vie- suffering eternal torture? It certainly 
tory out of a defeat. An oyster, it is shows that the able editor of the prin
said, makes a pearl out of a wound. cipal organ of the Congregational 

How can I get perfect vision with denomination is in pursuit of some 
the blind sight and the wandering way out of a beliefin a doctrine which 
lights? Perfect vision comes alone in will in the near future be abandoned 
the serene sight of God. Plato said by all intelligent Christians.-Boston 
that in heaven there was a perfect Transcript. 
archetype of everything that is on 
earth. Jesus Christ has come down 

CONFUUIANISM. 
Dr. Arthur Smith, who writes about Con-

fucianism, says:-
"Judging from a background of twenty-five 

years' acquaintance with China, one may pass 
through four stages in bis estimate of Confu
cianism. Coming to it from the atmosphere 
of a study of comparative religion, he is pre
pared to find it the best system ever devised 
by the mind of man for solving the problemi! 
of the race. He reveres the sages and is 
anxious to conserve all that is good in their 
teaching. After some years of experience he 
becomes alive to cavernous depths of sorrow 
and misery for which Confucianism has no 
hope and no sympathy. The hollowness of its 
higbsounding but empty verbiage grates upon 
his ear, and he is weary of suspicion and 1nsin
cerity masquerading in the garments of an
tiquity. What, after all, is the essential 

to earth from God, and in him there 
is a perfect archetype for us. We 
find a pattern for every inspiration in 
this carpenter of Nazareth.-Denver 
Republican, Sept. 26. 

difference between the Orient and the Occi
dent? In the former, where things are as 

ABANDONING THE REFORMATION ? bad as they can be, they get worse; in the 
IS THAT SO? Occident they slowly tend to an improve-

DOCTRINE OF "EVERLASTING FU· 
TURE PUNISHMENT" DISAP

PEARING. 

IT is said that there are 1, 700 clergy- ment. Confucianism bas within it no furth~r 
men of the Church of England who energy for the evolution of good, but it is a 

. powerful conserving influence. China is in a 
are members of the Confrater~1ty of far sounder condition morally than was the 

. the Blessed sa:crament, orgamzed to I Roman Empire in the time of Obrist. I be
destroy the work of the refor- . lieve that China is sounder morally than 
mation. They are allies of the Mohammedan Turkey, or the polyglot, meta-
ch h Of Rome and in belief and physical India. But, great as has been its 

urc ' · · · · ' It · d d · · · l d work, Confuciamsm is inero. is ea . IT has been for many years now con- practice agree w1th that body (me u - Sooner or later it must give way to some-· 
tended in these"columns that the trend ing confession to priests). Many ef- thing stronger, wiser, aud better."-Tribune 
of sentiment in what are known ais forts have been made to prevent these. Book Review. 
eyangelical churches is ever strongly clergymen from continuing their Rom-
in the direction of the full and com- ish practices in the churches of the 
plete relinquishment of the obnoxious Church of England, but with only 
doctrine of everlasting future punish-I small success. The Bishop~ o~ the 
ment. It is well understood that the . State Church are apparently mdrffer-

Carlyle, Goethe, and Sir Walter Scott 
placed the Bibl.e above all •other books as an 
inspirer of the intellect and ereator of a lofty 
and brilliant ~style. 
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THE T HERALD. 
"if ye continue in my word, then are ·ye my discipies indeedi and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.''-John 8131, 32, 

"Hearken to 1he word of the Lordi for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wlfei and concubines he shall have none.''-B. of M., page1t6. 

Vol. 45. 

JOSEPH SMITH 
R. S. SALYARDS 
HEMAN 0. SMITH, 
JOSEPH LUFF, 

EDITOR. 
ASSISTANT EDITOR. 

} CORRESPONDING EDITORS, 

LAMONI, low A, OCT. 19, 1898. 

CHURCH DEDICATION. 

AT the request of the officers of the 
Mount Hope branch of the church, 
located in the vicinity of Spickards, 
Grundy County, Missouri, about forty 
miles southeast of Lamoni, which re
quest was supplemented by Brn. Al
fred White and Frank J. Chatburn, 
missionaries laboring in the district; 
the editor, accompanied by Elder W. 
H. Kelley, visited the branch Satur
day and Sunday, Ocl:iober 8 and 9, to 
be present and take part in the dedi
cation of a neat little church building 
erected during the last year since Au_, 
gust, 1897. 

Notice had:,been extensively given 
and preparation made for dedication 
services at eleven o'clock, on the 9th. 
Saturday the weather was fine, but 
the skies were clouded Sunday morn -
ing, and rain began falling quite 
early. This was unexpected and re
sulted in keeping those not belonging 
to the church away entirely and with 
them some few of the members, so 
that when the hour arrived there were 
but few comparatively present. It 
was decided, however, upon consulta
tion to go forward with the program. 

After opening song service Bro. Al
fred White led in prayer, which was 
spiritual, fervent, and comforting. 
The sermon· was by the editor of 
HERALD, whose subject was: When 
the church is dedicated to the serv
ice of God, what shall be the charac
ter of the doctrines preached from its 
pulpii? 

The. answer to this question was 
given as extensively as the time per
mitted; The Doctrines of the Lord 
Jesus Christ as found in the New 
Testament, and as restored by divine 
revelation by angelic administration 
in these last days. The editor was 
blessed with a good degree of liberty, 

Lamoni, Iowa, October 19, 1898. 

the congregation was appreciative 
and received the effort well. 

The dedicatory prayer was offered 
by Bro. W. H. Kelley, who had charge 
of the service, and was feeling and 
full of humble trust and supplication. 

The Mount Hope branch numbers 

No. 42. 

union and usefulness to the cause. 
Bro. Kelley and the editor were the 

guests of Bro. J. W. McVay and 
family during their stay, were made 
very welcome and royally entertained. 
by them. 

about thirty-five members. These AT CARTHAGE. 

with some little help from their BY note from Bro. M. T. Short, we 
friends have built the church, efforts learn that he was to preach in the 
having been made to shut them out of courthouse at Carthage, the county 
the schoolhouses, against which they seat of Hancock County, Illinois, the 
did not care to contend-thinking it place where the Martyrs Joseph and 
wiser to build than to contend. The Hyrum were killed, on Saturday the 
branch is in charge of Bro. M. F. 8th, and after, until notice was given. 
Beebe president, E. Morrison priest, The reception of the printed hand
W. A. Coffey teacher, C. M. Morrison bill, recalled to memory an effort the 
deacon. editor made in that same courthouse 

The building is about 22x32, and now many years ago, and how, stand
cost about $450.00, and is neably fin- ing in that court room in which Jo
ished inside and out; and is now set seph and Hyrum Smith had been 
apart for the uses of worship and edu- arraigned, and whence they went to 
cation, with a sentiment prevailing the prison from whose doors they 
for the motto, "A Free Pulpit and an were to be taken in death, we told 
Open Bible." the story of the Book of Mormon, 

The church is located acroso; the and the cross, and the restoration 
road south from the home of Bro. M. by angelic visitation, the heart grew 
F. Beebe, some three miles west of sad and the eye moist with the rec
the town of Spickards, already made ollection of the cruel treatment ac
famous by a discussion between Elder corded those men, and, the sadness 
H. C. Bronson and Elder Padgett, of feeling was chastened by the 
some years ago, and more recently by thought of exultation that where the 
a debate between Elder F. J. Chat- fathers bad stood arrayed for trial 
burn and Elder Fry, heretofore no- and to answer for their lives, the son 
ticed in the HERALD. of one of them was permitted to pre-

Brn. White and Chatburn have been sent and openly defend the doctrines 
holding meetings for some, time in the which were a potent cause of the 
church, and have been making a good prejudice that doomed the fathers to 
impressi5m. One was baptized Sun- die. It was also suggested then by 
day by Bro. Chatburn; others had that occasion, as by this in which Bro. 
been before of late. The brethren Short will stand in that room, that 
were to make an effort in Spickards, successors to the dwellers at Car
on Tuesday evening, the 11th, to con- thage when that awful murder was 
tinue longer if conditions were favora- done would gladly and honorably wipe 
ble. the blood-stains from that jail floor 

Brn. T. W. Chatburn, J. M. Terry, and the statement of that painful 
H. N. Snively, and other brethren scene from the record of the county
who have labored in that region about if it could be done. We are thankful 
Spickards, and in the Mount Hope, that, seemingly, the bigotry and hurt
neighborhood, will be pleased to learn ful superstition of those times are 
that their labors were appreciated and passed away, we hope never to re
conducive to the result shown in the turn. 
building of the little church. May,, The good behavior of the saints in 
the good Spirit be with them all, heal Hancock County under the banner 
their infirmities, and increase their . borne by the Reorganized Church has 
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been one of the potent factors in 
bringing about this result of obtaining 
a hearing in Carthage. 

May good results follow, is our 
prayer. 

WANT PLYMOUTH CHURCH LIBERAL. 

CREED MUST BE BROADER. 

THE Rev. Dr. Frank W. Gunsaulus and the 
Rev. Artemas J. Haynes announced jointly 
in Plymouth Congregational Church yester
day the new, simplified creed upon which 
they are willing to accept the offer of the 
dual pastorate of the South Side sanctuary. 
The letters embracing their views will be 
acted upon at a meeting of the congregation 
on Wednesday night. From all appearances 
the action will be favorable to the pastors. 

The new idea looks to a broadening and 
liberalizing of the church and the establish
ment of a purely ethical basis, doing away 
with theological dogmas and formal creeds. 
There will be a creed, but it will spring from 
the heart and represent the religion of real 
life. The only test demanded will be a be
lief in the broad ethical teachi'ngs of Christ. 

These proposals were foremost among the 
conditions under which Dr. Gunsaulus said 
he was willing to renew his active work in 
the church, and which the church is expected 
to concede him. 

His labors will be confined to preaching at 
the Sunday mornin~ service, leaving the 
other duties of the church to devolve upon 
the Rev. Mr. Haynes. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

the highest and broadest ideals of Christian 
life we know, I am ready with what I have 
of voice and vision, of courage and faith, to 
again enter the dear old Plymouth pulpit. 

WANTS CHURCH LESS EXCLUSIVE, 
"But I must make my exact meaning clear, 

and therefore, I add:-
"Fourthly, and especially, I must be per

mitted to invite men into visible relationship 
with the kingdom of Christ upon the teri:ns 
which Jesus insisted upon. The church's 
aim is not so much to gather and organize 
men and women of like theological opinions 
as to gather and organize men and women of 
like aspirations and purposes toward the 
faith and moral glory of Christ. I have no 
new gospel to utter; and, for myself, objec
tion to our statement of belief; but I have 
new faith in the simplicities of the old gospel. 
I believe more in its right and power to mar
shal all forms and forces of Christlike man
hood and womanhood under a common banner. 
It is my conviction that I have no right to 
put between Christ's church and any soul 
tests for belief or demands upon conscience 
which my master did not promulgate at the 
first as essential to his ideal of manhood or 
necessary for the upbuilding of his kingdom. 
I am convinced that the first necessity for 
my laboring effectively at Plymouth Church, 
indeed the absolute requirement made by my 
heart and conscience, is the simplifying and 
strengthening of the articles of faith upon 
which the church sets up her banner and in
vites men and women to unite with her in 
the common task and hope of making this a 
better world. I would make our statement 

LETTERS READ TO THE PEOPLE. less. theological and more religious. I would 
The letters were read in the morning by insist upon the orthodoxy which Christ had 

Orrin B. Taft chairman of the committee I in mind when he said: 'Not every one that 
appointed to e~tend the call to the two cler- saith "Lord, Lord," shall enter into the king
gymen. dom of heaven: but he that doeth the will of 

In his letter addressed "To the Committee my father which is in heaven.' A true sor
row that one has been wrong, an honest turn
ing from wrong to right, desire to be like 
the master, trust in him as one who has the 
right to guide and rule our lives, willingness 
to take his spirit and put it into all our life 
and labor-these are the fundamental and 

Represehting the Members and Congrega
tion of Plymouth Church," Dr. Gunsaulus, 
after thanking the church for the confidence 
expressed in its invitation, set forth the con
ditions under which he would consent to 
preach from Plymouth pulpit each Sunday 
morning of the coming year, exclusive of the ethical ideals I would emphasize; and I would 
vacation beginning Oct. 16, 1898. substitute theS'e for theological statements. 

The first condition specified was that he MORE RELIGION, LESS THEOLOGY. 
must have as an assistant a man of first-class "I would have Plymouth Church open a 
ability as preacher and administrator, pref- door large enough to admit a man as relig
erably the Rev. Artemas J. Haynes, with iously great as Abraham Lincoln, however 
whom he expressed himself as being in en- small he might be theologically. I am not 
tire accord. fearful of the consequences of this letting 

The second stipulation was that at the be- down of the bars. I would make the invita
ginning of the year's work there must be a tion and method of entrance into the church 
guarantee of a sum of money large enough to as wide &.nd _inclusive as her founder made 
carry on the broad work of the church. The them. In a word, I would ·,nake the Chris
letter then proceeds:- tian Church as Christian as Christ himself. 

"Thirdly, it must be understood that my 'nay and night I am joyfully laboring with 
service as a preacher in Plymouth Church men for the enlarg0ment of the reign of 
shall in no way interfere with the discharge Jesus on earth whose lives are the eloquent 
of my duties as President of the Armour In- confession of his essential lordship over 
stitute of Technology. If Plymouth Church them, but they are not in the visible church. 
feels, as I feel, that the hour has come in the If I reach any heaven of God, I expect to 
history of American Evangelical Christen- gladly greet and be greeted by them. Why 
dom, for a large advance movement conceived must we postpone the cordial acknowledge
in the deeper faith to which all recent think- ment until after we die? Shadowy and arbi
ing and devotion have brought the human trary lines will vanish then in the white 
mind, and to be forwarded in hllirmony with 

1 
light of essentials. I believe that now the 

-X· 

church ought to be hospitable at least to all 
the energies and aspects of practical Christ
likeness. It ought to be the home, training 
school, and armory unto all who would form 
or reform the world from wrong to right. It 
ought also to be the moral hospital, admit
ting learned spiritual surgeons and skillful 
religious physicians, but admitting them 
only because there are many sick and weak 
and wounded who need their help to the 
sound health they thus :seek. 

"The only line of division which is funda
mental runs so deep and high that, on the 
one side, are those who feel in them no re
sponse to the moral divineness of Jesus of 
Galilee and who do not want to be like him, 
and, on the other side, are those who do feel 
the moral divineness of Jesus of Galilee and 
who do want to be like him. According to 
that line I would labor and pray. I would 
make the church as exclusive and as inclusive 
as the spirit of Christ. I believe it ought to 
have :i.s large and firm a gateway on earth 
as it will have in heaven. I frankly say, I 
would make the portal here roomy enough 
to admit all goodness. 

"Faithfully and affectionately yours, 
"FRANK W. GUNSAULUS." 

POSITION OF 'l'HE REV. MR. HAYNES. 
The letter of the Rev. Mr. Haynes was 

brief, saying he would be pleased to work 
with Dr. Gunsarilus under the conditions the 
latter had set forth and would do so in case 
those suggestions met with the hearty ap
proval of the church. It was in part as fol
lows:-

"This, plainly, must be a church of Christ; 
guided by his mind and impelled by his spirit. 
We should have no other conditions of mem
bership, or fellowship, tban those which 
Jesus established. Those conditions were re
ligious rather than theological; ethical rather 
than metaphysical; moral rather than dog
matic. We should emphasize the same con· 
ditions to-day, and no others. I firmly be
lieve this would be the first step of a return 
to the simplicity and beautiful effectiveness 
of that early Christian fellowship." 

Following the reading of the letters the 
Rev. Mr. Haynes delivered a sermon on 
"What Shall Be the Conditions of Church 
Fellowship?" His address was a plea for a 
return to what he termed the beautiful sim
plicity of Christ's way of receiving mankind. 

COMMENTS OF DR. H. W. THOMAS. 
Dr. Gunsaulus, asked for an interview 

after church, said his letter gave full ex
pression of his views. The Congressional 
church is individual, each body being able 
and authorized to act for itself independent 
of dictation from other sister churches. 

The Rev. Dr. H. W. Thomas, pastor of 
People's Church, said of the movement in 
Plymouth Church: "It is suggestive of the 
te!idency of the times in religious thought. 
The effort has been to hold men to the think
ing of the past. The whole movement of the 
world is in the direction of life. I think the 
pastor of Plymouth Church for years has 
seen the difficulty of getting men to believe 
the old theology, .and felt the injustice of 
keeping men out because they can't believe 
it. There has got to be more independence 
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in religious thinking; a larger acceptance of I work of the evangelical churches, vided? If so, will his kingdom stand? 
the larger faith and hope."-Chicago Tribune, were largely failures· that somethino- Will he change in order to conform 
October 10, 18f!8. . ' . . 0 

Several points may be stated, in must be done to rnfuse new life i.nto to the lines being laid down by popu-
connection with the foregoing. Dr. the churches; that new and radical lar religious movements? Is he "the 
Gunsaulus, an experienced Christian departures in church life and work author and finisher of our faith?" or 
minister, brought up and educated in were necessary. does it remain for the modern theo
the theology of the times, states, in Much as all true progress is to be logians to correct the system of faith 
effect, that the old theology, the appreciated, the Rev. Frank Gun- once taught by the Christ, by sever
system of the so-called evangelical saulus has not discriminated closely, ing therefrom what in their judgment 
churches, has largely been errone- it seems, in his interpretation of the is defective and permitting to remain 
ous and ineffective; that the creeds present religious movemen~ and spirit what suits theirfancies? If so, would 
have been wrong. There is there- of the age. The trend seems to be in one be censurable for entertaining the 
fore need for a change, a departure the direction of a wide rebound from conviction that the time may come 
from old beaten paths, a facing about, foundation principles. While it is when men may see fit to cast aside all 
a new line of march. true that the creeds of Calvinistic the principles of Christianity and even 

The basis of the new departure is and other bodies were erroneous, the the Christ himself and substitute 
outlined in the statement: "The hour tide of popular disapproval has been therefor an entirely new conception? 
has come in the history of American setting and continues to run in the These queries naturally present 
Evangelical Christendom, for a large direction of the other extreme; and themselves to the observing student 
advance movement conceived in the with the casting away of human of the past and present. He is led to 
deeper faith to which all recent think- creeds, the disposition to depart from inquire whether truth be eternal or 
ing and devotion have brought the Bible foundations largely exists and transient; whether Deity in his re
human mind," etc. No direct in- growsstronger. Theso-called"higher vealments builds upon temporary or 
struction, such as was received by the criticism," much of it at least, would permanent foundations; whether the 
apostolic ministry, is claimed by the antedate the Mosaic cosmogony with system of faith that brought an Enoch, 
Reverend Gunsaulus; he is moving fragmentary, Babylonian and other the Christ himself in his human na
with the popular conceptions and so-called myth-legends, would make ture, a Peter, a John, and a Paul into 
spirit of the times. In harmony with them the basis of the Jewish cos- touch with God and to final salvation 
that conception he "must be per- mogony and take from Moses the au- and perfection, will not do likewise 
mitted to invite men into visible rela- thorship of the Pentateuch, likewise for all the human family; whether it 
tionship with the kingdom of Christ from the prophets much of their work brought salvation because containing 
upon the terms which Jesus insisted and utterances. The ethical teach- essential principles of truth, inco:c
upon." He has '•no new gospel to ings of Jes us Christ would be sepa- porated into the system because true 
utter," but has "new faith in the sim- rated from his doctrinal principles and strictly necessary to the develop
plicities of the old gospel." and be made into a system of faith. ment of a perfect character and a per-

That the old creeds were stiff, Indeed the drift, the tendency, of the feet life. Is it true or false that in 
rigid, formal, lifeless, and erroneous, tirues is to exalt a few of the moral the gospel of Jesus Christ the right
no one acquainted with them and with and ethical teachings of the Bible and eousness (rightness) of God is "re
the teachings of the word will deny, to disregard its doctrinal require- vealed"-brought to light, made plain, 
That the general drift of public re- ments. Christ as an ethical teacher and accessible to mankind? Will 
ligious sentiment has been in the di- is exalted; as teacher of theological departure from or ignoring of any 
rection of nearness to God, will be principles he is "despised and re- doctrinal principle taught by the 
denied by ail who have observed the jected of men." The drift seems to Christ result in a system of faith 

"· general trend of the Christianized be toward a refined, ethical paganism. ''more religious" and ''less theo
world; and this with due regard to The same questions that the repre· logical"? It may be less theological 
whatever lines of development have sentatives of the latter-day message -that is, there may be less of the 
been correct. Not long ago we pub- have been urging upon the world re- science of Godliness in such a system; 
lished the statement of a popular Chi- main to be considered and answered but, is that what is wanted? 
cago clergyman that, over three by the religious world-those profess- The new departure may be "the 
millions of people in the State of ing faith in God; viz.: If Uhrist was first step.of a return to the simplicity 
Illinois were practically disinterested and is a Teacher sent of God, how is and beautiful effectiveness of that 
in the subject of Christianity and had it possible to draw a line of distinc- early Christian fellowship," but we 
no connection with the churches tion between his ethical and his theo- seriously doubt it. To be considerate 
about them. Another popular re- logical or doctrinal teachings? How as well as candid, the many steps 
ligious worker, the secretary of an in- can men be consistent who accept his taken in the dark by modern theo
fiuential religious organization, which precepts that inculcate love for God logians do not, in their actual results, 
held its annual session at Battle Creek, and fellow-man, with deeds of charity, justify the hope nor the opinion that 
Michigan, stated at that meeting, in .. but who reject his commands to do I they are coming nearer to the primi
effect, ~h~t the Young People's Society 1

1

. and te.ac~ in harmony with the great tive. gospel sy~tem instituted by the 
of Christian Endeavor, the W. 0. T. comm1ss1on of Mark 16, Matthew 28, I Christ and his apostles. Church 
U., the Y. M. C. A., and the general and other precepts. Is Christ di- teaching, sectarianism, and religious 
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and moral conditions, do not justify law-that instituted and given of God. 
such expectations or opinions. The How much more then the need of 
tendency is, as stated, to remove close adherence to what God has or· 
from ancient foundations-to cast dained and spoken to the world 
adrift without chart, compass, or rud- through his Son, "by whom also he 
der in the popular tendency to follow made the worlds"? 
changing, developing public opinion. It is not denied that men need to 

The question naturally arises, Has develop in and broaden their views in 
God, whose "Fatherhood" has been all true lines of development. It is 
much and widely proclaimed in a denied, however, that human develop
nominal sense, has God, the Crea- ment can exceed the wisdom of God. 
ator, left men and women no sure, Such a position is both illogical and 
no definite, no clear instructions upon absurd. It needs no argument to es
such grave and important questions tablish its erroneousness. It is not 
as those pertaining to the present and· denied that modern developments in 
the future life? Has he left it to hu- general should exceed those of the 
man invention, to human experience, past. It should not be forgotten, 
to develop in the wisdom that is hu- however, that while God and those 
man what shall be done, what shall enlightened of him are developing and 
be the principles of action to attain are to exceed by reason of the ex
the divine? He did not so do in the periences of the past, in moral 
past, but gave "in the beginning" a growth, in mechanic arts and utilities, 
rational, a consistent, a scientific ex· in science and general civilization, 
pression of his Fatherhood, his love, God stands preeminently above and 
for his children; and continued so to superior to humanity; that his truth 
do in the dispensations of the past. is eternal-that truth is always truth. 
Such is the God of the Bible, such True human advancement consists of 
the Father of humanity; such the approximating to the standards of 
manifestation of his eternal power truth. Every movement out of har
and Godhead, such the revelation of mony therewith is but temporary and 
his will through Jesus Christ, the unsubstantial. Truth only is eternal, 
light and the life of men, in whom is hence to build in accordance with it is 
hidden "all the treasures of wisdom essential to permanency. 
and know ledge." Every 'principle of truth is limited 

God, our Father, the Father of the to certain bounds and conditions. No 
world, is not revealed as experiment, one principle of the divine economy 
ing in devising methods of dealing can ignore or override any other; nor 
with humanity. It is not denied that can one be removed without imperiling 
he has tried men, has through oppor- the whole. All so-called "broadness" 
tunity given them the privilege of of spirit or policy must be tested by 
measuring themselves by his stand- the breadth and limitations of the 
ards. It is denied, however, that he truth itself. 
has left it to human wisdom to develop There is no "largeness" in any sys
a system of faith, to outline a rule tern of faith and hope out of harmony 
of religious conduct for humanity. with the Ruler of the universe. Man 
We do not read that man was per· is finite, God is infinite. The limita
mitted to change the natural order in tions of man are the confines of his 
the physical world, that he was ever circumscribed position in bis indi
qualified to substitute a different vidual, narrow world. The broadness 
order in the natural, physical world of the philosophy of truth is repre
about him. The same divine arrange- sented in the spacious avenues of the 
ment instituted of God continues, so universe, the paths of which are defi
far as unaffected by the sin of man; nite, immovable, and unchangeable. 
the same seasons come and go, the It is upon the word of God therefore 
same fruitage and sequences appear that the hope of humanity must be 
in the various kingdoms of the world based if that hope would reach within 
of sense and sight. Even of them the the vail and be as an anchor to the 
promise is made of higher things, of , soul, "sure and steadfast." "There
perfection of each in its sphere, but fore not leaving the principles of the 
the enjoyment of such only through doctrine of Christ, let us go ou unto 
obedience to the :revealed, the spiritual 1 perfection. "-Heb. 6: 1, I. T. 

EXPLANATORY, ABOUT WHO SHALL 
ADMINISTER. 

IN writing about the priest adminis
tering the sacrament in the same issue 
of HERALD in which Bro. George 
Derry's article on the same subject 
appeared, we had no intention to fore
stall the effect which his quotations 
and the arguments based upon them 
might be intended to have on the 
readers of the HERALD. All we in
tended was that what light or under
standing we had on the subject might 
be seen at the same time as his article 
asking for the light that others might 
have. 

If we presumed upon our privilege 
as editor in writing as we did, we hope 
that the fact that we publish his letter 
bearing on the subject and what we 
wrote, without comment, will be con
sidered as sufficient reparation for our 
error. See his letter in HERALD for 
October 5. 

THE clipping, referred to in Bro. 
George Edwards' letter, and taken 
from the Philadelphia Ledger of re
cent date, is given herewith:-

A MORMON MINISTER. 
ADDRESS BY A SON OF JOSEPH SMITH. 

Rev. Alexander H. Smith, son of Joseph 
Smith, commonly called the "Mormon 
prophet," delivered an address to the congre
gation of the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ in Huntingdon Hall, Fifth and Hunt
ingdon streets, last night. 

Mr. Smith took as his text these words of 
Matthew: "Beware of false prophets, which 
come to you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly 
they are ravening- wolves." He said, in part: 
"My dear brethren, it iB our good fortune to 
live in the glorious and enlightened nine
teenth century, and yet, would you believe it, 
there are some persons living about us who, 
despite all their worldly wisdom, do not be
lieve the most important and fundamental 
truths of religion? There are many who 
laugh at the idea of prophets existing nowa
days, claiming that since the time when 
Christ came upon this earth there have been 
no prophets, Christ himself having revealed 
to us all that was necessary for our salvation. 
And yet in the Scriptures, in which they all 
believe, it is written: "Surely the Lord God 
will do nothing, but he revealeth his secret 
unto his servants, the prophets." And if 
God does not speak to us now, as he did in 
the days of Moses, through the mouths of 
chosen prophets, why is it that we are warned 
to "beware of false prophets?" The Scrip
tures does not say beware of all prophets, 
but beware of false prophets, implying that 
there are true prophets and that they are to 
be believed." 

He then went on to speak of the organiza
tion, trials, and final triumph of the church 
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which was instituted by Joseph Smith, and 
the prophecies he had uttered, concluding 
with these words of Scripture: "When a 
prophet prophesies in the name of the Lord 
and the thing cometh to pass know that I, 
the Lord, have spoken. 

BRETHREN are at work in California, 
as witness the following from the 
Livermore Herald for October 8:--

The meetings in the tent during the week 
held by the Latter Day Saints have been of 
an interesting cbaraciter, as shown by the 
large attendance on the part of the towns
people. The singing, led by Mrs. Weldon, of 
San Jose, is no insignificant feature. Elders 
Sheehy and Daley are the principal speakers. 
The prayer service, from nine until the noon 
hour, ib also well attended. Thursday after
noon was occupied by the Ladies' Society, 
known as the Daughters of Zion-something 
after the plan of the W. C. T. U. Friday 
was a sess.on devoted to Sunday school work; 
addresses by several, including the ladies. 
To-day will be a business session. Preaching 
Sunday next at eleven a. m., 2: 30, and 7: 30. 
A number are expected to-day to stay over 
Sunday. Elder Parkin, of San Francisco, 
presiding elder of the Northern California 
district, came to-day. 

NEW TRACT ON SUCCESSION. 

BRO. HEMAN C. SMITH, of the Twelve, 
has been appointed to write a pam
phlet on the subject of succession, in 
reply to the works issued by Elders 
B. H. Roberts and C. W. Penrose, of 
the Utah Church. The pamphlet will 
be published for the church by the 
Board of Publication. It will be is
sned first in the columns of the HER
ALD, after which it will be stereotyped 
and issued in tract form. Further 
particulars and prices later. 

BRO. ALBERT T. DA VIS, Co. H. 
Eleventh U. S. Infantry, stationed at 
Aguadilla, Porto Rico, writes for 
tracts and other publications to dis
tribute among the people. He writes, 
under date of September 27 :-

This is a good place to introduce the pure 
gospel, as there is only one Catholic church 
here, and the people generally do not seem 
to take much stock in it. The people's 
minds have not been spoiled by many differ
ent doctrines. Some good elder that could 
preach and teach in the Spanish language 
could, I think, do an immense amount of 
good. Wishing and praying for the welfare 
of Zion, and asking for an interest in your 
prayers, I am as ever, your brother in gospel 
bonds. 

It is gratifying to see brethren 
who have enlisted and gone to distant 
lands in the service of their country 
remember the church and its work. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

We trust that with the downfall of 
Spanish rule and the superstitions 
that accompanied it there may come 
both political and religious liberty to 
the peoples freed from the yoke of 
despotism. Bro. Davis is endeavor
ing to plant the seed of truth in Porto 
Rico. May it be sown there and 
everywhere throughout the world 
that liberty and light indeed may be 
proclaimed to all who sit in darkness. 
The function of light is to shine, to 
penetrate, to illuminate, to dispel 
darkness and evil; to bring life and 
joy to those under the baneful oppres
sion of error. It ought to be so 
widely radiated that no one be left to 
grope in blindness and superstition. 

OUR readers will remember Rector 
Ahlwardt, the anti-Semitic leader of 
Germany, who urged the passage of 
anti-Jewish legislation in Germany, 
and also visited America in the inter
est of his fanatical crusade. The tide 
has set so strongly in favor of the 
Jew that Ahlwardt's occupation seems 
to be gone:-

Rector Ahlwardt, the Jewbaiter, has come 
to grief financially. His cigar store in Ber
lin has been closed by the Sheriff for nonpay
ment of rent. The saloons run by his son-in
law in his name were sold out some time ago. 
He intends to start in business again at 
Friedeberg, the chief town of the district 
that elected him to the Reichstag.-Ex. 
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safely, and Sunday we had a blessed time. 
At prayer service Sunday and also Monday 
morning, there was a feast of fat things from 
the Lord. I was blessed in speaking to the 
saints in reviewing the Roberts and Penrose 
pamphlets. Two Utah elders present. I did 
not know it till about a minute before I got 
up to speak. Held my audience two hours, 
or some said two and a half. Outsiders and 
saints very attentive. I had wonderful lib
erty. Was edified and entertained myself. 
I eould see more than I could tell. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

THE brethren of the Massachusetts 
district in their late conference made 
a very favorable impression on the 
local press; at least so we judge from 
a column account of the proceedings 
published in the Fall River Herald for 
October 10. The attendance of Pres. A. 
H. Smith, Bro. M. H. Bond, and others 
is noted with favorable comment upon 
their sermons. The position of the Re· 
organized Church in contradistinction 
to the organization in Utah is clearly 
and forcefully stated. Brn. Smith, 
Gilbert,· Bullard, Coombs, Nickerson, 
and others of the New England min· 
istry also receive due mention. 

Bro. Winfred B. Kelley, accompa
nied by his brother, Bro. E. L. 
Kelley, Jr., returned home, to La
moni, on Thursday, the 13th, from 
Jacksonville, Florida, ill from the 
effects of fever, and emaciated. He 
is slowly gaining strength. Bro. 
Alma McCallum, a musician with one 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. of the Miss0uri regiments, also re-
Goon for Chicago. Bro. J. M. Terry turned on the same day. These, with 
writes October 8:- Bro. W. S. Blair and Bro. Joseph 

We are struggling on with prospects of a Smith, son of Pres. A. H. Smith, who 
bright nature before us, and even now ac- returned a short time ago, include all 
complishing something for the cause. On 
Wednesday night between seven and eight the Lamoni brethren returned on fur-
p. m., Bro. George H. Graves and 1 baptized loughs to date. 
three in the lake; he two and I one; one an Arrivals during the past week in
old colored lady of good spirit and under- elude Bishop Kelley, from Hastings, 
standing. Saints are usually hopeful and Iowa, and Bro. G. H. Hilliard; from 
earnest in the cause, and the best feature is, D 
they are united: Independence, Missouri. epartures: 

Bro. E. A. Blakeslee to Galien, Michi· 
Of the work, Bro. Alexander H. gan, and Bro. w. H. Kelley, to Chi-

Smith wrote from Fall River, Massa- cago, Pittsburg, and the Eastern 
chusetts, October 11:- mission. 

While at Jonesport I helped Bro. T. c. •·For the pleasure of the clerical 
Kelley organize a Zion's Religio-Literary, guests a large smoking-room has 
and Sr. Walker writes that it is increasing been erected next the church. Much 
in numbers and interest. Two baptized sociability will be promoted thereby, 
there lately, more who express faith in the although smoking-rooms are not al
work who may soon come. I held meeting together common at religious gather
in Philadelphia and Brooklyn. Good spiritual ings. The delegates are in the best 
times. Came here last Friday. Saturday of spirits and good stories are not 
conference convened. First session a bit wanting out of session. A smoker 
cloudy, same spirit manife~t which has will be given at Rauchers' by the 
troubled the saints here for years; was here Washington churchmen to their 
five years ago when I was here before, a guests. "-Washington report of late 
spirit of division, but we got along with it] Episcopal convention, October 5. 
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Mothsrs' HomB ~oltlmn, 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

"Some books are edifices to stand as they are built; 
some are hewn stones ready to form a· part of future edi
fices; some are quarries from which stones are to be 
split for shaping and after use." 

SELECT READING FOR NOVEMBER MEETINGS 
OF DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 

BERA VING. -CONCLUDED. 

SAINTS' HERALD. 

care very much. lJnless you do choose, you 
give your friends the trouble of choosing for 
you; it is not only polite but kind to save 
them this trouble by making a choice, even 
if you do not really care which you do. 

When your friends show you nice or beau
tiful things, do not be afraid to express your 
appreciation of them. lest you should be 
thought not to be used to nice thing-s at home. 
I have known young people, and older ones, 
too, make themselves very disag1·eeable in 
this way; their friend takes them to a pic
ture gallery filled with paintings much finer 
than they have ever before seen, but lest this 
fact should be suspected they say, "Yes, they 
are quite pretty, but you ought to see Mr. 
Brown's collection." Your friend takes you 
to ride round the very pleasant Western vil
lage where she lives, and pointing to a favor
ite view, says, ''Is it not pretty?" ''You have 
never seen New Haven, I presume,'' you re
spond, and the light dies out of your friend's 
happy face immediately. 

ANOTHER thing: thoughtless girls often ac
cept kindly courtesies from gentlemen in a 
matter-of-course way, or even as though they 
were conferring a favor by accepting them. 
This is neither polite nor right. The obli
gation is on your side, though your courteous 
attendant asks it as a favor, when he goes 
half a mile out of his way to see you safe 
home; you should acknowledge it by a hearty 
"thank you," when you bid him good nigl;it, 
and don't forget this "thank you,"-we like 
the form much better than the impersonal A friend of mine lives in Washington and 
"thanks"-when receiving any courtesy, as often has occasion to show the sights of this 
well as any favor. Indeed, your manner of most beautiful of American cities to acquaint
receiving, quite as much as your manner of ances visiting it for the first time. She l;as 
doing, a favor, decides whether you are re- to do this so often that it becomes monoto
ally courteous. nous, and I expressed wonder how she could 

It has been truly said that treatment of in- do it with such a good grace. She replied: 
feriors is the real test of true courtesy. If "If people only appreciate the beuutiful 
you always remember to treat them with things they see, I enjoy it; but if people act 
"real gospel manners," as a Quaker friend of as if nothing was quite as good as they ex
mine expresses it, we may be sure you have pected, and try to impress me with the feel
the genuine article, not a thin veneering of ing they have seen much finer things at 
good manners. home, I feel like telling them to go home, 

If you are visiting at other homes be as and stay there." 
pleasant and entertaining as you can, and While visiting, make as little trouble and 
make as little trouble as possible. Conform work as possible; if there is no chambermaid, 
to the regulations of the house. Before re- take care of your own room, and be sure it is 
tiring, inquii·e the breakfast hour, and be well taken care of. It is very annoying to a 
sure to be ready at least five minutes before hostess to see her parlor chamber, which she 
the time, so there shall be no danger of keep- always keeps in "apple-pie order," in a lit
ing the family waiting. We have known ·tered, untidy condition. Do not strew your 
thoughtless guests throw the whole day out things around over bureaus and chairs, but 
of time, and tune also, by lack of punctuality. keep them put away nicely in your trunk or 
The breakfast bell rings and they are not the drawers assigned you. Do not bring un
ready; five minutes pass; ten minutes, and necessary muss or dirt into your room. If 
the whole family waits. Father and brother you have been to the woods for mosses or wild 
are impatient to go to business; perhaps they flowers, do not bring them to your room to 
need to take their train, which does not w:J,it arrange. Do that out-of-doors, or on the 
for any one; the children are in danger of be- porch where the muss you are sure to make 
ing late to school; breakfast grows cold and can be easily swept up. If you have been 
cook cross, all because you did not rise early walking or riding in the dust, brush or shake 
·enough, or dawdled arour_,d instead of dress- off as much of it as you can before entering 
ing, after you were up. Be on time always; the house. Amanda was visiting where the 
not to be punctual is to steal some one's time. blue room was assigned her, all its appoint
Show that you appreciate the efforts made to men ts dainty and delicate in color. She 
entertain you. If an excursion is planned for came in from a long ride over a dusty road, 
your benefit, go to it pleasantly, even if you and did not so much as take off her duster 
would prefer to curl up on the sofa and read down-stairs, but went straight to her room; 
a story book. If things do not turn out so there she took both it and her dress off and 
pleasantly as was planned, make the best of shook them vigorously. The dust rose in 
it; your hosts feel tbe disappointment more. clouds and settled all over everything, trans
than you can. Accept the courtesies ten-1 forming the blue into a gray. After seeing 
dered you in the hearty, kindly spirit they this I could not feel that Amanda was quite 
are offered. If you are asked to choose be- the lady I wished her to be. If you have 
tween a ride and a walk, between visiting a l been out in the rain, be surf\ to put your gos
picture gallery or spending the afternoon st~mer and umbrella where they will do no 
with a friend, between going a fishing or a ' hurt, and clean your muddy overshoes before 
boat ride, choose, and say which you do pre- bringing them into the house. 
fer, instead of simpering, "I'm not particu- Do not scatter your things about the house, 
lar,'' or ''I don't care," when really you do leaving your gloves on the piano, your hat on 

the porch where you sat down when you 
came in from riding. And when you return 
home take all your belongings with you, not 
leaving your nightdress under the pillow, 
your rubbers in th.e wardrobe., your brushes 
on the bureau. It is said of a lady who trav
els extensively, that she has sown her belong
ings from ocean to ocean. This does not 
matter so much when stopping at hotels, for 
then you, alone, are the sufferer; you lose 
your things and the chambermaid appropri
ates them. But at your friends' house the 
bother does not end with your loss, nor is any 
one the gainer; they do not wish to keep 
them, so must be to the trouble, and perhaps 
the expense, of returning them to you. 

If you are a visitor in the city where you 
go about in street cars, always have your fare 
ready to pay the conductor, and do no~ wait 
to have your hostess pay it for you. It is 
never nice to put ourselves under money ob
ligations to our friends. Often they insist on 
paying such litt,le things; if they do, allow 
t,hem to do so, but look out next time that 
you have the pleasure of paying for the party. 
Of course I do not mean that you should keep 
a debit and credit account with your friends, 
hut I do wish you to cultivate a generous, in
dependent spirit. 

Before you go, thank your hostess for her 
kindness to you; it is a pleasant thing to give 
her some little token of your appreciation of 
her efforts to .make your stay plea1Jant. It 
need not be anything expensive; indeed, 
some pretty piece of your own handiwork is 
better. Do not forget to thank the servants 
for what they have done for you; if with your 
thanks goes a bright tie, a handkerchief or 
some other little thing they will prize, so 
much the better. I am almost ashamed to 
tell you that you must keep sacred any family 
secrets that have become known to you d ur
ing your stay, because every one knows that 
to divulge them is a sad breach of courtesy; 
but young people are thoughtless, and, from 
very thoughtlessness, often repeat things 
heard in one family circle that ought never 
to be told in another. For the came cause 
they are often guilty of "taking off" the pe
culiarities of their hosts, thus violating the 
oldest law of courtesy in the world. 'rhis is 
a sad return for kindness, and something you 
should never stoop to do. More trouble has 
been made by Miss Gad-a-bout's tale-telling 
than she can ever undo. We do not wish our 
young people ever to incur her guilt. 

American arrangements for traveling are 
so admirable that children and young ladies 
can safely travel alone; if it is necessary for 
you to do so, you need have no hesitation 
about doing it. But in traveling, even more 
than at a friend's house, it is necessary that 
you behave yourself discreetly. Keep your
self .to yourself. Do not strike up acquaint
ances, nor enter into conversation with 
anybody. If you wish any information, ask 
the conductor for it; he knows, and it is his 
place to tell you. He will do it pleasantly, it 
you ask him courteously. If anyone tries to 
open conversation with you, discourage it po
litely but dec.idedly. If he asks where you 
come from, where you are going, or any other 
personal question, do not give him the infor-
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mation; he has no right to know. You need I to my field of labor, after having visited the 
not be rude about this; your wits are bright longest with wife and little ones of any visit 
enough to frame an evasive answer which is at home in the twenty years of my married 
not discourteous. You will not appropriate life; and, under the circumstances, I but 
an entire seat to yourself and your bundles added to her burden of care and labor. If 
when the car is crowded, nor keep your win- any of those who think the missionary and 
dow open to the annoyance of your neighbors, his family are having "a good time," in the 
nor trouble the conductor with useless ques- sense of having an easy time, will relieve us 
tions, nor do any other thing that shows you of our obligation to God to preach the gospel 
are thinking more of yourself than of others. and will take our place in the field for life, 
You will not munch candy or peanuts from come on, enlist, and we will retire, go to 
morning till night, nor strew your luncheon work, and joyfully pay our tithing that the 
over the seat, to the detriment of the next gospel may spread abroad to gladden the 
dress that occupies it. If there are two of hearts and revive the hopes, brighten the 
you together you will have a better time than prospects and 8pirits of those longing for the 
if you are alone, but you will also be in more ·joy of saints and the salvation of God. It is 
danger of doing unmannerly things. You the consciousness of God's approval that 
will be tempted to do the things we have strengthens and stays the hearts of the hon
warned you against, besides others you could est missionary and wife while duty separates 
not do alone. You will be liable to forget them during the greater part of their united 
where you are, and talk and laugh loudly, to life. God keeps record of the sacrifice made; 

. publish your own and your neighbor's private and the wife of the missionary is a laborer 
affairs. You think the noise of the cars pre- for God with him. Let her not despair; 
vents people from hearing you, but when you God's eye is over her for good and a reward 
are saying the must uacharitable thing about of good and eternal glory. Her double re
your Jleighbor, or the very thing you least sponsibility fulfilled in the absence of hus
wish others to hear, the cars stop unheeded band and father entitles her to the greater 
by you, and every word you say is heard. meed of honor, when and where it will be 

Traveling affords many opportunities for justly measured to her. 
doing kindly things. You can give up your I was with Brn. E. B. Morgan and W. H. 
seat by the window to your companion who Kephart in a series of tent meetings near 
has never passed over that road before; you Milo, Warren County, September 17 to 25, 
can rest that tired mother by amusing her and was blessed in dispensing the word. 
baby and keeping it quiet; you <Jan give your While there we called the saints together, 
shady-side seat to that old lady, who will on Saturday, the 24th, at 2: 30, and consid
prize it more than you can, or yield your ered the propriety of organizing them into a 
camp stool on deck to that old gentleman, branch. After consulting the saints and the 
who is not so well able to stand as you are. missionaries, and offering such instruction as 

Have we answered all your questions about we were led to, and by recommendation, Brn. 
behaving? There are very many other things Robert W. Bare and Samuel Burgess were 
we might tell you, but instead we will direct chosen unanimously, the former to be or
you where to go for an infallible recipe. dained to the office of priest, the latter a 
Study the thirteenth chapter of Second Co- deacon. Sr. Mina Van Syoc, Milo, Iowa, was 
rinthians; gauge yourself by its precepts, and chosen secretary. On Sunday, the 25th, the 
whether you are at home or abroad, at school brethren selected above-named, were or
or in church, on the street, the railroad car, dained, C. Scott being spokesman in ordain
or the steamboat, we will insure your having ing Bro. Bare, Bro. E. B. Morgan in the 
real gospel manners, and finer manners than ordination of Bro. Burgess. The Spirit of 
these no one can have.-Ohildhood: Its Oare the Lord was with us in the ordinations. 
and Culture. 

hBUer Departmem. 
Eighteen members identified themselves 
with the branch, and by vote the name given 
to the organization is, "Concord." The 
brethren ordained were chosen officers of the 
branch. 
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Bro. Morgan and I preached once each, at 
evening, then came on, arriving in time 
for the Sunday school convention held on 
Friday; September 30. 

The conference held at Clear Creek was well 
att.ended, a larger proportion than usual be
ing young' saints. This was encouraging, 
and they were deeply interested and enjoyed 
the services. The spirit of saintly love and 
kindness prevailed during all the sessions. 
At the opening session for business some 
forty minutes were occupied in social and de
votional worship, which unified the minds 
and hearts of saints, better preparing all for 
the business to be done, and greatly facili
tated its dispatch. Many present thought it 
to have been the best conference held in the 
district for a long time. At the Sunday af
ternoon social service, three prayers were 
offered, many verses sung, two children 
blessed, and thirty-six testimonies were 
borne; a heavenly place in Christ, indeed . 

But, dear saints, the calls for the preaching 
of the word are so numerous throughout the 
district, many of them by those outside, and, 
the laborers so few! It mars our joy to con
template this matter. And Bro. E. B. Mor
gan thinks. to retire from the field, and no 
one to take his place; also some difficulties 
exist in the district. that must be adjusted or 
the work will suffer loss. We were disap
pointed to a degree in not meeting Bro. H. C. 
Smith at conference, but no doubt others were 
being blessed with his labors. 

Our next conference will be held with the 
Runnells branch, February next, 1899, on the 
Saturday and Sunday nearest the full moon. 
Bro. George Shimel, though not permitted 
to be pre;;ent at conference, is fervently re
membered for his faithful work done in this 
region during the last year. Come again, 
Bro. Shimel. More anon, 

C. SCOTT. 

PEDRO, Ohio, Oct. 5. 
·Editors Herald:-On my way home from our 

district conference I baptized an invalid lady, 
the wife of our worthy brother and railroad 
agent at Union Furnace, S. B. Kriebel. Brn. 
Griffiths, F. C. Smith, H. E. Moler, S. J. Jef
fers, J. L. Goodrich, T. W. Matthews, and 
others were present at the baptism. We 
left her rejoicing. 

On the 23d of September I went to La
RHODES, Iowa, Oct 5. 

Editors Herald:-Owing to aftliction of a 
nervous and dyspeptic type, I was under 
the necessity of retiring from ·the active field 
of labor on June 18. From then till Septem
ber 16 I was at home wrestling with nervous 
depression and fears and frequent discourage
ments, till the 15th of August, when our de
bate held near Lamoni, Iowa, with Mr. 
Allison began. I went into the discussion 
with some misgivings on account of physical 
condition. Many others feared for me as to 
personal results, bu-t to the surprise of my
self and others I grew even stronger as the 
contest progressed. A slow but gradual im
provement has attended to this time. -

Monday, September 26, closed our efforts grange and on the 24th at 2: 15 p. m. I bap
at Concord, and the next morning bright and tized Charles G. Williams, and at 7: 45 p. m., 
early, in company with Bro. Morgan and in the presence of a large assembly of people, 
Bro. and Sr. Willard Thomas, we left Bro. I said the words that made him and Sr. Mag
William Griffin's for the conference to be gie Smith one, and in about thirty minutes 
held near this place, October 1 and 2. Bro. afterward they started to their home near 
Kephart remained with the saints at Con- Hanging Rock, where Bro. W. had a house 
cord, to labor in vicinities adjacent, rather ready with the necessary implements for 
than attend conference. By the~ kindness of housekeeping. May peace and happiness be 
Bro. and Sr. Thomas, of Centre Junction, theirs to enjoy. 

I preached three times at Lone Rock, Mis
souri, and twice at Davis City, in August and 
September, and on September 17 I returned 

Jones County, Iowa, who were on their way I preached each evening wliile I remained 
home from the Bluff Park reunion, by way of at Lagrange, warning sinners and trying to 
Lamoni, Van Wert, Milo, and our district encourage saints. While there I ordained 
conference, traveling by "hack," I was con- Bro. A. Fugitt to the office of deacon. While 
veyed to this place, free of charge, which I was at Lagrange our worthy young brother, 
was appreciated greatly, in these days when James Haggarty, who went forward at the 
the elder must study economy, or be "as-1 call of our country, returned home on a thirty 
signed." days' furlough, hale and hearty and still in 

We stopped at Runnels on the way and I the faith of the great latter-day work. 
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On the 29th of September I came here, 
where there are fifteen or twenty saints. 
They are not organized, but the greater part 
of them are doing fairly well, although they 
have had but very little preaching in the last 
four years. I have preached s~ven times 
since coming here, and to-day I baptized four 
into the fold. There are some new openings 
in the district, but as we have but very little 
help, either missionary or local, we cannot 
reach many of them, as it occupies all my 
time looking after the work in the branches 
and among the scattered sheep. I go home 
on the 7th for a few days, then on to Perry 
and Hocking Counties, where there is work 
awaiting me, some of which is not of an 
agreeable nature. 

0, how I long to see the time come when 
the saints will all be righteous, virtuous, and 
pure! Seeing the signs of the end appearing 
it seems so strange that so many are so care
less. May . the great God by some means 
arouse us to a keen sense of the situation. 

Kindly yours, hoping and desiring to hold 
on to the rod of iron, JAMES MOLER. 

Permanent address, Limerick, Ohio. 

ALBION, Idaho, August 23. 
Dear Herald:-To instruct unto edification 

in righteousness and give needed information 
should occupy the minds of .all who write for 
thee. The trumpet should give no uncertain 
sound. Your destiny is to herald good news 
to all people; a signal of danger to thought
less or willful sons and daughters of men. 
How careful we saints should be that the 
thoughts you scatter broadcast be the 
leaven of love and truth. If before clothing 
our thoughts as words for you to carry to the 
four winds of heaven we would in secret ask 
earnestly for the guidance of the Spirit of 
truth, much trat is written would not be, and 
who can estimate the value of what would be? 

"Where goest thou?" Sin is a vast wilder
ness with broad roads and lonely trails. 
There are popular sins as well as solitary 
vices. Multitudes indulge in sins which 
popularity gives license to walk in broad 
ways. Because the masses wander in the 
wilderness of sin, the way of life and peace
the "high way of holiness"-is considered a 
very "nl\rrow way." Each of us for ourselves 
must answer the question. "Rely upon the 
things written." We are not crowned ex
cept we "strive lawfully." To saints it is 
wrttten, "The Spirit giveth light to every 
man that cometh into the world; and the 
Spirit enlighteneth every man through the 
world, that hearkeneth to the voice of the 
Spirit."-D. C. 83:7. 

Speculation is a field for research in which 
the carnal mind is ever exploring, yet ever 
afloat on a shoreless sea. To those walking 
in the. "way of holiness" there is a sense of 
security for the future, a condition of peace 
and restfulness which nothing but the gospel 
brings each day to us. It was intended we 
should know for a positive certainty when we 
get out of the wilderness of sin into the "true 
light" and on the "high way." The true 
light "shineth more and more unto the per
fect day." We should learn the truth of 
thes0 things and "chase darkness from 
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among" us. We are children being led by a 
loving Father's band. As our day so shall 
our light be. So we do not need to speculate 
on the future, neither do we feei like doing 
so if fully walking in the "true light." This 
is bright millennial peace. Will not the 
Spirit reveal to us the blessed condition of all 
creation in that day, beyond any doubts or 
fears, and grant us the same sweet rest and 
"assurance forever"? 

The millennial reign is a model republic, a 
government by "common consent." My 
brother's interest as my own. I am "my 
brother's keep1Jr." Celestial law in practical, 
everyday affairs of life. "Zion cannot be 
built up unless it is by the principles of the 
law of the celestial kingdom," etc. "When 
the Lord shall build up Zion, be shali appear· 
in his glory." All victory is brought to pass 
through obedience and the "prayer of faith." 

Have we not volunteered in the army of 
the Lord? Are we "wedded" to the Lord? 
Do we love what be loves, and do we avoid 
every appearance of evil? How many "effect
ives" in the army of the Lord? Are we wait
ing for the Lord to modify, or shall we "line 
up" with him? "Be ye clean, that bear the 
vessels of the Lord." Are any of the Lord's 
commands too high for us to obey? If so, 
will our children be stronger than we? 

Trials and temptations are strong, say 
some. Those are the battles we volunteered 
to fight. Soldiers who stand firm are heroes; 
cowards fise or yield the field; traitors sur
render in this struggle. The Master never 
led his army to the foe except for a trial of 
strength. To test our fidelity to truth and 
right was temptation devised through the 
alluring of the world, the flesh, and the Devil. 

All the promises are to those who "over
come." Shall we wear the victor's crown or 
endure the shame of defeat? Who among this 
mighty army was ever tried beyond his con
scious power to resist? "Resist the devil, 
and he will flee from you." Never do I expect 
to offer the least excuse for any side-step 
from the ''narrow way" of my journey. There 
was a time when I was somewhat indifferent 
or not fully roused to sense the duty of a 
soldier, but it should be a constant pleasure 
to do the will of him we list to obey; and 
those who li&t to obey his majesty-to roam 
in the wilderness of sin-appear to be more 
interested than those who list to obey their 
only true, undeviating Friend. Our wounds 
and bruises are the result of unfaithfulness in 
"line of duty." He who was wounded in the 
house of bis friends is sorely wounded to-day 
among that same careless, heedless people, 
bis "friends." In all my references to our 
people let none feel unduly sensitive, as I 
feel that each soul feels and knows its own 
status with the Lord for itself, and I aim to 
examine myself. I expect to account for the 
deeds done in the body. If anyone feels to 
censure me, I will endeavor to look at myself 
through his glasses, and compare both views 
and profit by tbe lesson, from friend or foe. 
I am in for "the war," and by the grace and 
favor of the Lord I want to win and be of 
service in the "vineyard." I desire to walk 
up in the strellgth and light of the Lord and 
do faithfully, cheerfully, and lovingly, all the 

pleasure of the Lord, for the joy that is set 
before me. 

Every calli.ng bas its shadow and sunshine, 
but I learned by experience in the past when 
clouds or the mists of night obscure my way to 
quietly and patiently wait their lifting; and 
in this fight against the ''prince of darkness," 
when my way is obscured I shall endeavor to 
reach out both hands and heart to Him who 
is able to lead me through the mists and fogs, 
though they be horrors of darkness. There 
is always a divine purpose in this, too, and 
sunshine seems brighter after darkness has 
passed away. Many of the sweetest seasons 
of communion with God succeed this tran
sient gloom if we do lovingly, patiently abide 
in faithfulness. Nothing ever comes to those 
who love the truth of God but what is for 
their advancement and growth in the knowl
edge of the Lord. This should ever rest with 
us as a blessed assurance, that we should 
never lose a chance to step up, "come up 
higher." 

Since this year came in I have visited about 
two hundred and fifty homes in this county, 
and often spent from one to two hours at a 
place talking over the "things of the king
dom,'' profitably to myself spiritually, if not 
to others; but time will tell if I did good. If 
I made any enemies I have not as yet learned 
it. In humility and love I desire to do all 
my work that my testimony shall stand in my 
favor when I meet these dear people at the 
judgment bar of the great King. I never 
loved war, even when I served our starry 
banner in the campaigns of the old fifteenth 
A. 0. from the time it was organized till dis
banded in 1865. I never felt a wave of malice 
towards the "boys in gray." I was rather 
young then to feel aught of the real spirit of 
war, except to "hold the fort" at all hazard. 

The more I see of this war against that 
fallen "son of the morning" the more in
tensely interesting it is. If we win, and win 
we must if we "yield not to temptation" and 
abide in the "true vine," we need not worry 
over "what shall the harvest be." To keep 
on the "high way of life" is perfect liberty in 
life, as well as on "yonder shore." It is good 
to be a "saint of latter days." 

We do not feel like hiding from the pres
ence of the_ Lord, neither the question, 
''Where goest thou?" Strange indeed that 
the sons of God should "seek deep to bide 
their counsel from the Lord." I bear people 
say .if it were not for the future they would 
have a grand time of fun and frolic here. 
Religious restraint, fear of punishment may 
be good to save society from suicide, but life 
on that plane I neither envy nor desire. 
Love is the only factor which beautifies, 
purifies, and sanctifies. Duty drops below 
par when love steps to the front and assumes 
her sway. The "bond of the covenant" is 
love. To understand the nature of the cove
nant we have entered into and abide there 
brings the elixir of life. Are we waiting and 
working for the consolation of Israel? Sup
pose we all join hands and hearts for Zion's 
weal and see how soon the Lord will open up 
the storehouse of bis treasures for her res-
toration. Loyally, your brother, 

CHARLES ALBER'l'SON. 
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PENNSBOROUGH, ·w. Va., Oct. 6. 
Editors Herald:-I joined Bro. D. L. Shinn 

on the 14th of August, at Henderson, Mason 
County, West Virginia, a new opening, 
where he had been preaching for some time. 
I never saw a greater interest and as little 
prejudice anywhere. We baptized one there 
and went thence to Wayne County, where 
Bro. Shinn preached a funeral sermon and 
baptized two, on the 25th of September. 

From there we came to Goose Creek and 
began on the 26th, holding over until Octo
ber 2, and then came to this place. Bro. 
Shinn has gone home for a few days' rest and 
will join me on the 8th, at Cabin Run, where 
he will baptize one on Sunday. The work is 
onward in the West Virginia district. The 
trouble seems to be that the harvest is too 
large for the amount of laborers. I herewith 
send an order for a bundle of Heralds and 
such other literature as is suitable for a new 
place, to John Robbins, Henderson P. 0., 
Mason County, West Virginia, for distribu
tion. There is the greatest interest there I 
ever in a new place. 

I am enjoying the hospitalities of old Bro. 
and Sr. Leason to-day. Bro. Leason.has been 
blind for three years and confined to his 
home, but is strong in the faith. 

Your brother in bonds, 
G. H. GODBEY. 

SAUBLE FALLS, Ont' Oct. 5. 
Editors Jlerald:-The Lord is still blessing 

us in this part of the vineyard. The spirit 
of investigation is rife everywhere. Some go 
at it honestly, others dishonestly. As a re
sult of honest investigation twelve more have 
been baptized, nearly all heads of families. 

The trustees of Oliphant school have given 
me orders to preach only one night a week, 
and that on a week night. Some of the rate 
payers have made a kick and demand a meet
ing called, so to-night rate payers have a 
meeting. A howling time is expected. Let 
them do what they will, it will only result 
for good to Zion's cause. 

Yours in bonds, 
DANIEL MACGREGOR. 

FT. WORTH, Texas, Sept. 2. 
Editors Herald:-The inclosed is copy of 

article which appeared in Herald. It is off 
balance ten years. 690-94=596, instead of 
606, as the brother has it. Please call atten
tion to the error. Yours truly, 

J. E. NICOLL. 

FT. WORTH, Texas, Sept. 3. 
Editors Herald:-On looking over inclosed 

chart again I find there is another discrep
ancy of one year, as follows: 408 A. D. plus 
434 would bring us to 26 A. D., instead of 27 
A. D. as shown. Yours truly, 

J. E. NICOLL. 

BROOKLYN, N. Y., Oct. 4. 
Editors Herald:-The error No. 1, pointed 

out l;>y Bro. J. E. Nicoll, is correct. In the 
first space at left corner of chart, between 
the parallel lines, the figures 94 appear. It 
should be 84. The date 606 B. c. is as in
tended. By subtracting 606 from 690, would 
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leave 84 years between the dates 690 B. c. and 
606 B. c., which I find correct on my large 
chart. I have made the mistake in copying. 

The error No. 2, pointed out, is not one in 
fact, though apparent. If the brother had 
noted carefully the reading on "cleansing of 
the sanctuary,'' he would have understood 
the apparent error. The date for the com
mencement of the 2,300 days and the seventy 
weeks is one and the same; viz , 457 B. c., 
fifth month (May), when the command is 
given to restore and build Jerusalem, etc. 
Then it follows-434 full years (62 weeks) 
from the fifth month 408 B. c. reaches the 
year 27 A. D. and 34 A. D., the end of the sev· 
enty weeks. 

"Know therefore and understand, that from 
the going forth of the commandment to re· 
store and build" Jerusalem, unto the Messiah 
the Prince, shall be seven weeks, and three· 
score and two weeks."-Dan. 9: 25. Or, in 
other words, 69 weeks-483 years from 457 B. 
c., fifth month, reaches 27 A. D. 

William Miller evidently made the same 
mistake, when he set the year 1843 for the 
cleansing of the sanctuary and the coming of 
Christ. Two thousand three hundred days
or years from 457 B. c. reaches the year 1843 
A. D. To their sorrow and disappointment 
they realized they had made a mistake in 
reckoning time. They now claim that by 
thi.s mistake of Mr. Miller he fulfilled Reve
lation 10: 10, "And I took the little book out 
of the angel's hand, and ate it up; and it was 
in my mouth sweet as honey; and as soon as 
I had eaten it, my belly was bitter." They 
were satisfied that Christ had not changed 
his mind so far as coming to his people was 
concerned, hence the mistake if any was on 
their part. They make the discovery that 
they should have reckoned from the fifth 
month 457 B. c., which reaches the year 
1844, when the sanctuary was cleansed, but 
not in the way and manner they expected; 
hence they ate up the "little book" the sec
ond time with like results. 

I thank Bro. J. E. Nicoll for calling atten· 
tion to those points. Yours in bonds, 

JAMES COCKS. 

BELOIT, Kan., Sept. 28. 
Editors Herald-A few days ago our minds 

were saddened by news of the death of our 
beloved branch president, Elder Abraham 
Sears. After months of suffering he passed 
peacefully away the morning of September 
17. For him death had no sting. He wanted 
to go quickly, and would ask his dear com
panion how long she thought it would be 
now. 

He died in the hope of a glorious resurrec· 
tion, and his faith and works have been such 
that we feel assured his reward will be great. 
Faithful in the discharge of every duty, his 
faith in the latter-day gospel never grew 
less, but the light of a righteous life ever 
shone round about him, a guiding star to 
those younger and weaker in the faith. 

He lived fifteen miles from the branch, yet 
as long a~ health would permit he and his 
faithful wife met with us in our prayer meet
ing-s. We shall miss his counsel and fatherly 
care. 
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He leaves a wife and four children-two 
sons and two daughters. They will miss him 
from his accustomed place in the home, yet 
they can comfort each other with the words 
written by Paul to the Thessalonian saints, 
1 Thessalonians 4: 14-17. 

Blessed thought! How comforting to the 
sorrowing soul! It was Bro. Sears' request 
that Elder Kent preach bis funeral sermon 
in the church near his home. 

There is a vacant place in our branch now, 
And a vacant place in the home; 

There's a dear loved face we shall never see more 
While o'er this sad world we roam. 

Father and friend, how we miss you
Miss your counsel and care; 

Yet we trust that we shall meet you 
By the river of life so fair. 

"When the heavens and earth are shaken; 
When ali things shall be restored;

When the trump of God shall waken 
Those that sleep in Cbri•t the Lord." 

Your sister in the gospel, 
NETTIE C. JOH. 

LAMONI, Iowa, Oct. 12. 
Editors Herald:-After all it is not ease and 

thoughtless pleasure after a picnic style for 
every one attending reunions. There are the 
gravity of responsibility and burden for some 
one or more, and work for many. It is a 
kind of outdoor school. All classes are repre
sented; the aged, middle-aged, and youth, 
each seeking comfort, relaxation, a better 
understanding of the right ways of life, edifi
cation, and pleasure, according as experi· 
ence and power of appreciation have fitted 
them to recognize the importance of life and 
the full value of things with which they are 
surrounded. For it is true that one may be 
literally engulfed with things of greatest 
moment, but if they are not appreciated and 
properly sensed, their influence is lost and 
there is no growth. 

Some enter fully into the services of every 
kind, from which they draw constant com
fort and satisfaction, never tiring from morn 
till night, while others pine for frequent va
cations, relaxations, open-air exercises, the 
pleasure of sight-seeing and frequent rest; so 
that it becomes a study in order to determine 
the proper course for the present sometimes, 
so that all interests may be properly con
served and complaint staid, as all are equally 
entitled to respect and consideration, the 
doctrine of individual rights and common 
consent obtaining at reunions as elsewhere. 
Diversity of age and experience, and those 
accustomed to regular service at home and 
are well fed, with those isolated and who are 
longing to hear the word preached and to 
meet in social communion with saints, call for 
the exercise and application of a large degree 
of wisdom in order that every want may be 
met and the rigct thing be done at the right 
time at reunions. 

Religion consisting of education, enlight
enment, and expansion of both head and con· 
science, with conformity to duty, in order to 
keep the individual in right lines of thought 
and travel, and a proper relationship with 
God and neighbor, there is a wide field to 
occupy in theory, doctrine, and exhortation, 
in order to reach desired conditions, the as-
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similation and unification of saints in the one 
body with a view to a healthy growth. Out 
of diversity of life and opinions the gos
pel is to bring unity and oneness. As one 
starting to learn music, every touch of the 
keys of the keyboard is a help in attaining 
proficiency, so is every gathering of saints, 
in social communion, the study of principle 
and doctrine reflecting upon the good of the 
past and present a help in attaining perfec
tion of character and desired usefulness. 
There is no standstill in the line of usefulness 
and progress. Activity and a looking for
ward are demanded everywhere. There is 
no achievement in looking backward or pin
ing over mistakes. Enthroned hope, cour
age, and perseverance are great factors in 
attaining success in any department of life. 
The moodily despondent never achieYes any
thing. Everything in the line of attainment 
cannot be reduced to a classified system of 
constant labor and accumulations along finan
cial lines in money getting. Gold is good in 
its place and handy to have; but it does not 
develop mind and soul, neither adorn one 
with saints' robes. There must be time for 
relaxation, change, association, thought, 
education, expansion in order to healthy 
growth; and the time so devoted is not 
squandered time. So we find a place for ev
ery commendable work; day scfiools, Sabbath 
schools, Religios, music training, the com
plete work of the church, conferences, reun
ions, as means of proper education, discipline, 
edification, expansion, and growth. Then 
people will congregate together at whatever 
cost. Wisdom cries, ''Invite them to a clean 
and attractive place, with healthy surround
ings, where they will grow brighter and 
better by contact and association." David 
found a "time for everything." 

The writer enjoyed the Bluff Park reunion. 
Saints esteem each other more from their 
experience there. The ministry know and 
prize each other better, as well. It was suc
cessful and contentment should reign. 

Ere this reunion closed, September 1, the 
writer was on the way to Maysville, Mis
souri, reunion, as both reunions were to close 
on the same day. He joined the excursion 
party of about seventy cheerful faces that 
left Montrose by boat in the morning for 
Burlington, Iowa, where they arrived at not 
far from one p. m. The day was warm and 
bright, scenery attractive, associations pleas
ant, and all went well-a ride upon the great 
Mississippi. Left alone at Burlington, after 
an all-night's ride, Wednesday morning, the 
2d found him at the objective point. Brn. H. 
O. Smith and Ammon White met him with 
private conveyance at the depot and in about 
ten minutes thereafter the camp of the saints 
was reached. Some fifty tents and a num
ber of covered wagons were nestled in the 
shady grove, a commodious eating depart
ment attached, -and a well of water bandy by. 
Prayer service was in progress in the large 
tent pitched on an elevated and convenient 
place near by. 

At 10: 30 Bro. Frank Cbatburn discoursed 
in a very logical and entertaining manner 
before a large and appreciative audience. 
Brn. I. N. White and H. 0. Smith were in 
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direct charge of the services and they ac
quitted themselves well; the whole assembly 
supporting them throughout. Other promi
nent participators in making the reunion a 
success were J. T. Kinnaman, D. A. Hutch
ings, Peter Anderson, -Alfred White, M. F. 
Gowell, Arthur Allen, Jobu C. Foss, John 
Davis, B. Dice, J. Constance, and others 
whose names were not secured, not to men
tion the long list of sisters. The Maysville 
reunion saints have no other thought but to 
make their cause a success; and stranger 
things have happened than for the "World's 
Reunion" to be yet held at Maysville. En
thusiastic interest was manifest in all the 
services by men and women. 

The song service was excellent. The 
melody of saints' voices mingled with instru
mental music 5Wept out from the big tent 
upon the mellow air most charmingly. The 
audiences were large and attentive. Preach
ing was up to a good standard and the prayer 
services participated in with fervor. The 
meetings were the talk of the town, and a 
fine impression seemed to be made. The 
Sabbath school was in direct charge of C. P. 
Faul, and the Religio work in charge of Am
mc>n White and Sr. Louise Palfrey. Bro. 
Ammon's effort was good. Sister Palfrey's 
literary deliverance given in favor of Religio 
work, object, etc., was full of meat, ending in 
a striking exhortation to the hearers that 
whatever duty led to do to "Dewey it well." 
The writer is largely indebted to Bro. and 
Sr. Taylor for care while there, though oth
ers were just as kind with opportunity to 
manifest it. They are old citizens of that 
country and stand well with their neighbors. 

Considering that this great gathering of 
saints was only about ten miles from where 
Joseph Smith and companions were beset by 
mobs, arrested, and tried for their lives at an 
early day, just because they were saints, it 
shows that the world is marching on and 
that God's decrees are not likely to fail. Let 
the great gospel work go on. 

From a casual view the conclusion was 
reached that the Maysville section of country 
is a good one to live in. The soil is good, 
timber plentiful, stone, water in abundance, 
and a desirable climate with fruit of every 
kind grown in northern climates, and the in
habitants very much as other folks. The 
Maysville reunion presents an interesting 
chapter in the writer's experience. 

WM. H. KELLEY. 

BAY MINETTE1 Ala., Oct. 7. 
Editors Herald:-Since last writing to you 

I have held a number of meetings in Alabama 
and Florida, and am happy to report that my 
labors have not been in vain; for the Lord 
bas blessed my labors to both saints and sin
ners. Seven have obeyed the ordinance of 
baptism at my bands, and reports coming to 
me from other laborers in the mission show 
additions by baptism. 

Improvements are being made all along the 
line and we as a mission hope to be able to 
keep along with those of the saints who are 
daily trying to advance. 

In gospel bonds, 
M. M. TURPEN. 

PHILADELPHIA, Pa.' Oct. 4. 
Editors Herald:-The saints of Philadel

phia enjoyed a Sunday long to be remem
bered, on the 2d inst. Bro. Alexander H. 
Smith was with us and preached the evening 
sermon. He also assisted Brn. Parsons and 
Stone in blessing four children, two males 
and two females-something very unusual. 
Bro. Smith also preached on his office and 
calling on Monday night at the residence 
of Bro. Christy and offered much for the edi
fication of the saints. He goes from here to 
Brooklyn. 

The inclosed clipping taken from the Pub
lic Ledger in reference to his Sunday evening 
exborta tion. Yours in bonds, 

GEORGE EDWARDS. 

PLYMOUTH, Eng., Sept. 28. 
Editors Herald:- We arrived in England 

all right on the 17th of July, 1898. I visited 
the saints in London and labored for them 
until the last of the month. I baptized one 
while there. We then attended the confer
ence at Birmingham, conferred with our be
loved brethren, Heman C. Smith and F. G. 
Pitt, and came to this place on the 2d of 
August. I have been preaching about four 
times per week; not many attending the 
meetings, although there are some that are 
near the kingdom who I think will be a great 
help to the work. One man and his wife and 
family have been members of the Cbrista
delpbians for a number of years, have with
drawn from them. They are doing their best 
to get him back, but be states that he will 
never meet with them any more. He has 
been one of their main speakers; he seems to 
have the Bible by heart, and has been at
tending my meetings, and he says he cannot 
join anything else. I have him reading 
Orson Pratt's Works, the Book of Mormon, 
etc. He is telling bis friends all about our 
work, so I am in hopes. 

I visited Exeter week before last, and went 
and saw Mr. William Jarman, the ex-Mor
mon priest from Salt Lake City, who did so 
much harm when I was here ten years ago, 
at Broadclyst. I asked bim what he was go
ing to do about it to set me right before the 
people there, as I wanted, him to make a 
patch equal to the wound. He seemed to be 
very humble and talked very fair, and said 
he was very sorry he was not more careful, 
and he wrote the letter, that I had printed, 
and I inclose a copy or two to you. I am in 
hopes we will be able to use it to good ad
vantage among the people in this country, 
where he bas done us so much injury in all 
parts of the country. 

Your brother in bonds, 
WILLIAM NEWTON. 

Copy of letter from Mr. William Jarman to 
Elder William Newton, Missionary from 
America:-

EXCELSIOR VILLA, Elmside Park, I 
Mount Pleasant, Exeter, Sept. 17, 1898. f 

To the Inhobitants of Broadclyst, Devon. 
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN:- Some years 

ago, while lecturing in the north of England, 
I learned that Mormons were preaching and 
proselyting at Broadclyst. Believing they 
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were the Utah Brighamite Mormons, I sent fully hid. that will from me. At the Hite
tracts exposing them, which were dis- man conference, not from choice or of my 
tributed throughout the parish. This I own volition, but under the force of neces
should not have done had I known that the sity, I tendered my resignation as president 
preacher was Mr. William Newton, of the of the Decatur district, which was accepted. 
Reorganized Church of Latter Day Saints, I did so notwithstanding it had been satis
commonly called "Josephites." All who factorily manifested to me that it was thEI 
have my book "Hell upon Earth," will find Lord's will that I should fill that position. 
on page 24 and page 181, that while opposing My conviction was that those having the ap
and exposing the Utah Murderers and Biga- pointing power desired me to labor else
mists, I spare the "Josephites," who are good, where. 
law-abiding citizens, and despise the Utah I write thus by way of explanation for those 
abominations as much as I do. who think I did wrong in resigning, as also, 

I wish it clearly understood that the Reor- for those who chide me and find fault with me 
ganized Church, which Mr. Newton repre- for doing as I did. I desire to work peace
sents, is as free of the crimes and fully and in harmony with the servants of 
immoralities of the Utah Mormons which I God to the uplifting of the standard of truth, 
depict in my books, tracts, and lectures, as is but shall not hesitate to perform duty even 
the Church of England, or any Nonconform- if in so doing it should bring down upon my 
ist church. WILLIAM JARMAN, head ill will and opposition. 

Ex-Mormon Priest, 
from Salt Lake City, Utah, America. 

BROOKLYN, N. Y., Oct. 7. 
Editors Rerald:-We, the saints of Brook

lyn, were very agreeably surprised by the 
appearance of our brother and Patriarch, 
Alexander H. Smith, who on the evening of 
his arrival and the one following delivered 
to us a discourse that was highly appreciated 
by all. The saints were once more strength
ened and edified by his cheering words of ex
hortation. He left on the 6th inst. for the 
Fall River conference. 

May God bless all his people. 
Your brother in Christ, 

JOSEPH SQUIRE, Sen. 

LAMONI, Iowa, Oct. 11. 
Editm·s Herald:-Have not appeared in your 

"letter department" for a long time; not that 
I have been idle in the work, nor yet indif
ferent to its success; but opportunity and con
ditions have not been favorable for writing up 
events. 

During last w"inter, in addition to what 
preaching I was permitted to do, I had the 
active oversight of the Decatur district. The 
month of March was spent in auditing the 
Herald Office plant, and the Bishop's books 
and aceounts. Two weeks of April were spent 
in attending the General Conference, and the 
rest of the month in clerical work. I spent 
most of May in visiting- and preaching in the 
branches, making my t'arewellofficial call, and 
regret that I was not permitted to visit all. 
While it was my misfortune to incur the ill 
will of a few, there hangs fresh upon the 
walls of memory the hig·hly-prized pictures 
of cheerful words and acts of kindness of the 
many warm-hearted saints who so cheerfully 
aided in the struggle for the gospel. 

The latter part of May and the first part 
of June was spent in my new field. Would 
state here, that when my name was read 
with the other appointees at the General 
Conference, I was surprised. In my applica
tion for permission to do missionary service 
for the church I set forth the peculiar cir
cumstances and conditions that I thought 
were sufficient reasons to allow me to remain 
in my former field. If it was God's will 
that I should be transferred, he has care-

Perhaps it may be comforting and encour
aging to Bro. T. W. Chatburn to hear that 
the undersigned can preach "half as well as 
he can, in the old Northeastern Missouri dis
trict." 

To the saints in my new field, I wish to say 
that I am nowise responsible for being a mis
sionary in that district, and will only promise 
to be faithful in seeking to advance the gos
pel truths for the salvation of those who will 
hear the angel's message, according to my 
ability, asking the cooperation and aid of all 
lovers of truth. 

Although I have been acquainted with 
trials and misfortunes all my life, there came 
to me July 26, in the loss of my wife, that 
which overshadowed all past experience. I 
do not murmur, complain, nor find fault with 
Him who do_eth all things well; neither could 
I wish her back to longer endure the suffer
ing; for I feel assured that she was amply 
prepared for the rest prepared for the pure 
and the good, and with the soon-coming Lord 
my dear one shall return to wear the crown 
of eternal life, and bear the palm of victory. 
The"integrity (lf my love will be manifest by 
my fidelity to her memory. 

August 22 was the saddest home-leaving I 
ever made. The next evening I commenced 
a public discussion with Joab Padget, a min
ister of the Christian Church, at Pollock, 
Sullivan County, Missouri. We held twenty 
sessions on the three propositions, and we 
gained friends; continued meetings until the 
time of hoiding Sunday school convention 
and conference. 

New experience was had by many of the 
saints in their efforts to be at the conference; 
not a jar or complaint that I am aware of. 
The people crowded the house and seemed 
surprised and pleased with the service, es
pecially the sweet singing of the songs of 
Zion. Kept up meetings another week, one 
entered the waters of baptism, and although 
very frail I learn has been convalescent since 
the day of her immersion. 

Bro. William E. Summerfield cheerfully 
and kindly assisted me in all labor while at 
Pollock, and I left him in that vicinity doing 
service for the Master. The long vigil dur- · 
ing the hot weather, with a reaction, has to 
a degree impaired my hoalth. I desire to be 
able to say truthfully with the gospel hero: 
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"Who shall separate us from the love of 
Christ? shall tribulation, or distress, or per
secution, or famine, or nakedness, or peril, or 
sword? As it is written, For thy sake we are 
killed all the day long; we are accounted as 
sheep for the slaughter. Nay, in all these 
things we are more than conquerors through 
him that loved us. For I am persuaded, that 
neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor prin
cipalities, nor powers, nor things present, 
nor things to come, nor height, nor depth, 
nor any other creature, shall be able to 
separate us from the love of God, which is in 
Christ Jesus our Lord." The above is one of 
the most impressive expressions of confidence 
that I know of, and to me the gospel was 
never more precious, and the incentive to 
abide its requirements greater than at the 
present. Sad, but hopeful, 

ROBT. M. ELVIN. 

SOMERVILLE, Victoria, Aus. 
Editors Herald:-! have kept silent for 

some considerable time, not because of a lack 
·of interest in the work or of desire for its 
progress; but nothing startling or out of the 
usual line "of warfare has occurred; and be
sides I notice the Herald is overcrowded with 
more valuable and instructive matter than I 
am able to produce. 

I am pleased to inform you that the mis
sion, as a whole, is making an effort to hold 
the ground formerly gained, and make as 
much advancement as it is possible for the 
few, who are now in the field, to do. The 
field is large, and we have many things of a 
discouraging nature to contend with that are 
not found in other fields. The habits and 
customs of the people are much similar to 
those of the English mission, of which you 
are pretty well informed by the brethren 
there. In this country hall rent is high, 
schoolhouses are difficult to obtain, preju
dice runs high, and one has au up-hill task 
to gain an entrance among the people and 
get a hearing. It's an endless warfare, but 
a sure signal of victory in the end, which 
gives marvelous courage and comfort to the 
standard-bearer of the restored gospel. And 
although the world may forsake and despise, 
we are assured, like those of old, that "there 
is a God in heaven that revealeth secrets" 
and has spoken "peace to his people, and to 
his saints." In this we feel to rejoice, know
ing in whom our confidence is reposed. 

We were in hopes that some assistance 
would be sent us from home last year, bui; as 
none came, we are now of the opinion that 
the Lord will raise up from our midst some 
to assist in the propagation of our ca.use, 
which would be very acceptable. Some are 
ready now, if the way were only a little more 
clear for the support of their families. The 
ways of the Lord are not always our ways; 
but I am satisfied that if we observe all his 
instructions the cause of truth will shine 
forth in power and triumph over all its foes. 

This Colony suffered greatly last year, 
from drouth, and the cattle are dying now in 
great numbers, in some parts, from eating 
the young grass; but at presE:nt there is a 
splendid outlook for all kinds of produce. We 
are still with you in the trials and triumphs 
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of life, and hope to "hold the beginning of 
our confidence steadfast unto the end," that 
when the saints gather home to Zion we also 
may come with songs of everlasting joy. 

War, it seems, is inevitable; but a strange 
burden from my heart seemed to roll away 
when I heard of the declaration of peace. 
How we long for the great Sabbatic day when 
peace shall cover the earth as the watArs 
cover the mighty deep! Lord hasten it, we 
pray. Yours in the gospel, 

C. A. BUTTERWOR'l'H. 

GORDON, Ala., Oct. 11. 
Editors Herald:-Am just recovering from 

wounds received from a gunshot on night of 
the 1st from some one in ambush, near the 
roadside, while I and Bro. Vickrey were re
turning home from meeting; and from quite 
a severe spell of sore eyes; both together 
quite trying on the nerves. We were four 
miles from home when the shooting took 
place. Were each in a separate buggy. 
When home, on examination, it was found 
that fifty-five shot had struck me, though 
small, one that fired only. Glad I had as 
good and kind a brother with me as Bro. 
Vickrey. Right arm suffered worst; thir
teen shot struck my elbow. Be some days be-
fore I am well. D. E. TUCKER. 

CARTHAGE, Ill., Oct. 8. 
Editors Herald:-! attended Rock Creek 

conference the 1st and 2d inst., and tarried 
over a few days to preach in the evenings. 
The session was harmonious and the services 
well attended. I preached also in the Adrian 
Christian chapel to a large, at ten ti ve audi
ence, twice, ~nd felt fairly well. I will re
turn soon to the Kewanee district which is 
my fidd proper. 

Bro. Frank Russell, of Grinnell, Iowa, and 
your humble servant have done much tent 
work recently in several places in the dis
trict. The local ministry and saints aided 
us freely in these endeavors. 

I am stopping temporarily with Don Salis
bury, who lives here now so that his sons 
and daughters can have the advantage of 
the college here as also access to the public 
schools. Roads are dry and weather fine. 
Your cousin and myself called on and visited 
with Judge Hamilton. While be was a young 
man hB was enrolled as one of the Carthage 
Grays. He thought the guard at the jail 
was easily overcome, for Captain Smith was 
in league with the mob and had only six 
men on duty when the fatal double tragedy 
occurred. He heard the volley that killed 
your uncle and saw your father fall. Hyrum 
lay dead on his back and this curious young 
spectator straightened out his limbs and 
folded his arms. They were taken to his 
father's hotel, where two rude boxes were 
improvised, in which they were taken to 
Nauvoo the day after the unhappy fatality. 
Mr. Hamilton, Senior, furnished and drove 
one team and the saints the other. He did 
not sanction the act, but thought there was 
some cause for the rash deed in that society 
was unsettled and there was much outlawry 
that was abroad, etc., etc. He appeared 
frank, open, and pleasant. Yours truly, 

M. T. SHOR'l'. 
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Original 1Irticles, 
THE STONE KINGDOM. 

THE article written by William H. 
Kelley, entitled "Old Glory at General 
Conference,'' published in Herald of 
September 7, has e;aused considerable 
thought among many of the elders. 

To my mind, no loyal American 
citizen with the blood of patriots 
coursing through his veins, can con
sistently object to the "Stars and 
Stripes" floating in the halls of Gen
eral Conference. There is a certain 
majestic beauty about the old flag 
that inspires every soul and thrills 
every being who loves country and 
liberty. We see not the flag only, but 
as Henry Ward Beecher said, "the 
nation itself;" hence, the putting up 
of the flag, '·the cheering,'' "the reso
lution," and "the telegram," were all 
right. 

We do not enter objections with 
reference to the flag. The statements 
made concerning the "stone kingdom" 
is what we shall endeavor to examine. 
Is it possible that the elders of the 
Church of Jesus Christ have been in 
ignorance upon this particular point 
for nearly seventy years? Is it possi
ble that a people claiming inspiration 
from the archives of heaven have 
been inspired to teach the nations of 
the world that the kingdom of God is 
that ";tone kingdom," which will 
eventually break in pieces and con
sume all these other kingdoms and 
powers? Certainly God inspired 
them to so teach. To believe other
wise would be making our elders 
guilty of transgressing one of the 
commandments of God, contained in 
Doctrine and Covenants, to the effect 
that if the elders have not the Spirit, 
they '•shall not teach." 

Now I do not like to imitate the ex
amples of our religious neighbors 
in the Salt Land too closely. The 
Lord (?) told them once that po
lygamy was a heaven-ordained prin
ciple; but finally the Lord told 
them to take in their "signboard." 
Now it may be necessary for us to 
take in our "signboard" and recant, if 
the United States represents the 
''stone kingdom." 

Let us examine that stone, which 
became a great mountain and filled 
the whole earth:-

Thou sawest till that a stone was cut out 

without hands, which smote the imag-e upon 
bis feet that were of iron and clay, and brake 
them to pieces.-Daniel 2: 34. 

The United States government was 
not cut out without hands, hence it 
cannot be that stone. We see the 
hands of the noble Washington, John 
Hancock, Patrick Henry, Paul RevG<e, 
etc., wielding the sword in the interest 
of our liberty and our country. No 
doubt God was with them. But in 
the organization of this government 
they did not have the material neces
sary with which to organize a king
dom, which would stand forever. The 
kingdom of God is the only kingdom 
that will stand forever. The authority 
of God bad not yet been committed to 
the earth, therefore men could not 
pass through a spiritual birth. Thus 
this government had its conception in 
the hands of human flesh, unborn 
spiritually; not cleansed and purified 
by obedience to the gospel. This gov
ernment is being carried on to-day 
with the same kind of material with 
which it was organized. Corruption 
is in high and low places. Talk about 
such an institution standing forever. 
The ''signs of the times" indicate that 
this nation as well as all others is on 
the verge of moral, social, and politi
cal ruin. Pick up any daily news
paper,· and every page is covered with 
the accounts of murders, suicides, and. 
crimes of every conceivable character. 
The rich are getting richer, paupers 
are getting more numerous. People 
are crying for bread and only receive 
a stone. These are some of the con
ditions existing under the folds of the 
old flag- "the beautiful star-decked 
blue ground, with streamers gay-the 
red, white, and blue." 

These thoughts are right in har
mony with those advanced by the Pal
myra Seer:-

And my vineyard has become corrupted 
every whit; and there is none which doetb good 
save it be a few; and they err in many in
stances, because of priestcrafts, all having 
corrupt minds.-D. C. 32: 1. 

Notwithstanding this corruption the 
old flag still guarantees to men the 
right to worship God according to 
the dictates of conscience; therefore 
every man should salute it and feel 
patriotic. 

We notice in verse 44, of this sec
ond chapter of Daniel, that the ''God 
of heaven" "shall" "set up a king· 
dom, which shall never be destroyed." 
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This kingdom is to be established 
by the great Jehovah, not by mnn. 
Now the question arises, How does 
the Lord work? He does all things 
through the instrumentality of a 
prophet:-

Surely the Lord God will do nothing, but 
he revealeth his secret unto his servants the 
prophets.-Amos 3: 7. 

The most conspicuous person who 
figured in the organization of this 
government was the "immortal Wash
ington." His mission was not a 
prophetic one; he never made such a 
claim; therefore we will have to 
search elsewhere for the stone king
dom. The Book of Mormon plainly 
declares that no king shall rule in this 
land. Hence the effort on the part of 
some to make us believe that the 
United States is the stone kingdom is 
in contradistinction to the Book of 
Mormon. A republic cannot be a,,, 

kingdom. Jesus Christ will be the 
only King who will reign upon this 
land. This will be after this gov
ernment has been relegated to the 
archives of the past. 

Compare the laws and the constitu
tion of this government with the 
gospel of the kingdom-what a con
trast? Christ teaches all things 
common-the highest condition of 
socialism. This republic teaches 
"the survival of the fittest;" "to the 
victor belongs the spoils." 

Men with money can rob justice. 
Our judges and legislative bodies can 
be bribed. Certainly such an institu
tion does not have a very close rela
tionship to the gospel-only as a 
protector of our rights. 

There is more than a few grains of 
salt in the claim that this "stone" rep
resents the kingdom of God. It is 
salt from beginning to end. The 
Savior said: "Ye are the salt of the 
earth." 

My opinion is that the kingdom of 
God has broken in pieces more than 
une township government. Through 
the preaching of the gospel, in the 
time of Noah the nations of the world 
were brought down and consumed. 
In those exciting times we do not see 
where the Lord used a Dewey, a 
Schley, a Sampson, or a Shafter; but 
through the preaching of the word 
and their rejection of it the judgments 
of God rested upon them. 

How about Sodom and Gomorrah? 
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The Lord destroyed those cities by 
his Almighty power, by raining fire 
and brimstone upon them. Next comes 
the capture of Jericho. The Lord di
rects this siege, and chooses old Gen
eral Joshua to engineer the business. 
The individual chosen for this work 
was a man of God-a prophet. 

The Lord doesn't need a "gatling 
gun" or ''dynamite mines" for the ac
complishment of his work. Christ 
told Peter to put up the sword when 
he became indignant and smote off the 
high priest's ear. 

'.flhe power of God is supreme. 
When Christ was crucified, notice how 
this power operated. It shook the 
very folt:mdation of this world. Cities 
were sunk and thousands of lives lost,; 
the earth quaked and trembled. The 
books teach that we will bav·e another 
experience similar to this, only of a 
more serious character, when Obrist 
comes in power and glory._ It will be 
worse than a ''mine explosion." Then 
we will see the nations, governments, 
principalities, and powers, crumble 
to the earth- shattered and blasted. 

I understand. this "breaking in 
pieces" of the different nations will 
occur in close proximity. It certainly 
will not take half a century to break 
off the toes of that metallic image. 
This Jittle confii.ct between Spain and 
the United States cannot be construed 
to mean that the ''stone kingdom" 
has "whacked off" one of the toes al
ready. Spain bas not been extermi
nated; her government still exists. 
The little "toe" has only been slightly 
wounded. 

Because this nation whipped Spain 
is no evidence that we can subdue the 
whole world combined. That is what 
we will have to do, if Uncle Sam is 
the ''stone." 

Now if we have to wait till the 
"Stars and Stripes" float majestically 
in the blue ethereal skies over every 
nation before this gospel of the king
dom can be preached to every crea· 
ture, we might just as well cease 
operations and give up in despair. 
'fo my mind it is not necessary to 
think about such a conquest for the 
promulgation and establishment of 
this angel's message. The gospel 
has made rapid progress in the do
minions of old England, and one of 
the missionaries writes from far-away 
Australia that England's flag extends 
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the protecting hand to him and the 
church fully as well as did America. 

Dear reader, the stone kingdom car
ries with it the power to destroy and 
grind into powder. 

Please read the parable of the vine
yard recorded in Luke 20 : 9-18. I 
will only quote the 17th and 18th 
verses:-

And he beht'ld them and said, What is this 
then that is written, The stone which the 
builders rejected, the same is become the 
head of the corner? Whosoever shall fall 
upon that stone shall be broken: but on whom
soever it shall fall, it will grind him to 
powder. 

Christ is referred to here as the 
stone. This stone :is the head. of the 
corner. Surely the kingdom of God 
looks more like the "stone kingdom" 
than anything else. Turning to 
Matthew 16: 18, we are informed that 
Christ built bis church (kingdom) 
upon the rock. This kingdom is 
stone from base to summit. Again 
the Savior advances another impor
tant thought along this line, found in 
the parable concerning the wise man 
who builds his structure upon a rock. 
Then when the winds and storms 
come the building stands. It cannot 
be prevailed against. 

We find that the Jews fell upon 
Christ (the stone) and they were bro
ken. They were scattered in all the 
world. The sword was not the only 
instrument used in bringing about this 
condition; the judgments of God 
rested upon them as a nation, hence 
they were brolcen. 

But the time is coming when the 
Gentile nations will meet death in as 
violent a form as did the Jews. The 
time will be when the ''times of the 
Gentiles" will be fulfilled. These 
people are not accepting the gospel 
much more readily than did the Jews. 
While they cannot crucify the Christ 
in person, they are murdering and 
crucifying the pbilos0pby he taught. 
As nations the Gentiles are rejecting 
the Messiah. Then when Christ makes 
his glorious appearance, he (the stone) 
will fall upon them and they will be 
ground into powder. Then it will be 
wise for Dewey and Shafter to put up 
their ''guns." 

We say to the "stone kingdom" 
•'roll on and fill the whole earth." 
Send forth the God-sent messengers, 
to the ends of the earth. Lift up the 
gospel banner, bathed in the supernal 
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glory of God, to the benighted crea
tures of men. Say unto them, "Re
pent, for the kingdom of God is at 
hand." It will smite, break in pieces, 
and consume, until wickedness is 
erased from our land and righteous
ness reigns supreme. 

So saying I climb down off the 
fence. In bonds, 

A. M. "BAKER. 
ExETER, Mo, September 28. 

GonfBrBn~a ]\iimf1B8. 
NORTHERN NEBRASKA. 

Conference convened October 1, 10: 30 a.m., 
at Fremont, Nebraska; Nelson Brown, presi
dent, in the chair, D. M. Dudd secretary 
pro tern. Elders reporting: Jarries Caffall, 
James Huff, S. F. Cushman, B. L. Lewis, E. 
H. Bowlson, G. M. L. Whitman, N. Brown, 
F. A. Smith baptized 1, D. M. Rudd, J. M. 
Stubbart, G. W. Galley baptized 4, H. J. 
Hudson. Priests: Samuel Wood baptized 3, 
H. W. Bel ville, Ira Lewis. Branches report
ing: Columbus gain 4; Omaha gain 3; 
Union; Platte Valley gain 4; Lake Shore 
gain 6. Bishop's agent, J. M. Stubbart, re
ported: On hand last report $6.23; received 
$35; paid out $32 50; due the church $8. 73. A 
collection was taken for the benefit of Grace
land College and $1.95 was received. The 
committee on the case of C. D. Stevens re
ported that they considered he had right to 
an appeal; report adopted and Elders James 
Huff and Nelson Brown appoi.nted a court to 
hear the case on appeal. Preaching by D. 
M. Rudd, ]'. A. Smith, James Caffall, and G. 
M. L. Whitman. Adjourned to Omaha, at 
10: 30 a. m., the last Saturday in January, 
1899. 

SOUTHERN WISCONSIN. 
Conference met with Janesville branch, 

September 24 and 25. At 8: 30 the saints en
joyed a prayer and testimony meeting. Or
der of meeting was changed to business; Bro. 
J .. H. Lake chosen to preside, assisted by 
Bro. W. A. McDowell, J. O. Dutton ·clerk. 
Branch reports: Oregon, Flora Fountain, 
Wheatville, Janesville, and East Dalavan. 
Elders reporting: W. A. McDowell, C. H. 
Burr, E. M. Wildermuth, C. C. Hoague, F. 
M. Ball, J. T. Hackett, W. P. Robinson. 
Priests: P. Muceus, J. B. Wildermuth, L. 
Houghton, and F. Sanford. Deacon J. 0. 
Dutton. Bishop's agent's report: Received 
since last conference $162.30; paid out $95; on 
hand $67.30. Treasurer's report: Received 
$14.87; paid out $13; on hand $1.87. Both 
reports referred to auditing committee and 
reported correct. Gospel tent report of E. 
M. Wildermuth read and adopted. Resolved 
that the district president and vice president 
be authorized to take such steps as may be 
necessary to find out the cost of a new top 
for the district tent and report to next con
ference. Preaching by Elders J. H. Lake, 
H. A. Stebbins, W. A. McDowell, C. H. Burr, 
and E. M, Wildermuth. Adjourned to Sat-
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urday and Sunday nearest the full moon in 
June, 1899, unless thought necessary by the 
president and vice president to meet sooner; 
place also left to their discretion. 

KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE. 
Conference met with High. Hill branch, 

September 10; J. F. Henson president, A. J. 
Myers secretary. Branch reports: Haley's 
Creek, loss l; Eagle Creek, gain l; Foundry 
Hill, no change; High Hill, no change. 
Elders' reports: J. C. Clapp, C. L. Snow, 
W. H. Griffin, J. F. Henson, P. B. Seaton, D. 
W. Cook, J. H. Adair, S. Reed. Priests: W. 
C. Haws, R. N. Warren, W. F. Haines. 
TeacherJ. A. Caldwell. Resolved that we as a 
body in conference capacity grant the change 
desired by the Farmington branch, and here
after it shall be known as the Sedalia branch. 
Resolved that this conference make provi
sion for the ordination of Bro. Zena Reed of 
Haley's Creek, to office of priest. Resolved 
that we recommend that each branch shall 
institute a finance system, and elect compe
tent officers to superintend the same, for the 
purpose of meeting incidental expenses. .Re
solved that district clerk be instructed to 
notify all branch presidents in district to call 
a meeting and formulate a system and elect 
officers to attend the same. Preaching by C. 
L. Snow, J. C. Clapp, and W. H. Griffin. 
Prayer meeting in charge of J. F. Henson. 
Adjourned to New Bethel, Saturday before 
second Sunday in February, 1899. 

8undau 8~hool Asso~iations. 
NAUVOO. 

Convention of Nauvoo district called to or
der by assistant superintendent G. P. Lam
bert. Reports of schools read and adopted; 
one was returned for correction. After the 
reports of officers present, the following reso· 
lution was adopted: Resolved that as the 
association has tried to get a better under
standing of its financial standing, and passed 
the following resolution at its last session: 
"That th'e secretary notify the treasurer to 
have her books, together with her report, at 
next meeting," in order that they might be 
audited and a better understanding had; and 

ried out composed mostly of selections ren
dered by scholars of Rock Creek Sunday 
school. A declamation, "Absalom," by Miss 
Carrie Stephenson. An instrumental piece 
by Arthur Lambert. Declamation by Miss 
Maud Pitt. A little artist, Dimple Lambert, 
was heard but not seeen, for by mistake she 
went behind the pulpit. E3eay by Miss Anna 
Lambert. "Popular Education of United 
States," by Professor H. S. Salisbury. Short 
speeches by Elders J. R. Evans and M. T. 
Short. Adjourned to same place as next dis
trict conference. 

CONVENTION NOTICES. 
Program for Sunday school convention to 

be held at Little Sioux, Iowa, November 4. 
Two p. m., song No. 40. Prayer by George 
Shearer. Song No. 68. Opening address by 
district superintendent. Business of conven· 
tion. Question box. Song No. 72. Seven 
p. m., song No. 67. Invocation. Song by 
Little Sioux Sunday school. Normal work 
by district superintendent and others. 1. 
What is a teacher? 2, Why am I a teacher? 
Song by Little Sioux Sunday school. Normal 
work. Reviews: 1. In class. 2. General. 
Closing service. 

Sunday school association of Southern Ne
braska district will convene Saturday, Octo
ber 22, with Palmyra branch, at ten o'clock. 
Superintendents, please see that a foll report 
of your schools is forwarded to E. D. Briggs, 
Nebraska City, Nebraska. All are invited 
with delegates to attend the convention. 

W. M. SELF, Supt. 

Fremont, Iowa, district Sunday school con
vention convenes with Thurman school Octo
ber 27 and 28, followed by the district 
conference. JOSEPH ROBERTS, Supt. 

Little Sioux district Sunday school conven
tion will meet at Little Sioux, Iowa, Novem
ber 4. Let us have reports from every 
school. J. F. MINTUN, Supt. 

LENNA STRAND, Sec. 

MisBBllaneotls Dep_arlmBnt 
as this has been utterly ignored by our treas- BUSINESS INTERESTS OF IMPORTANCE TO 
urer; therefore, be it resolved, that the THE SAINTS. 
treasurer be requested to resign and hand Once more we feel the necessity of placing 
her books and the money now on hand to the before the readers of the Herald that the 
secretary, to act in the office until next ses- wants of the church are daily increasing and 
sion, which will be the regular election of all to meet all these wants it is necessary for us 
officers. Suggestions were made by F. M. as a church to be fully organized and disci
Weld with regard to getting Sunday school plined to meet these wants as they appear 
workers out in the morning of our conven- and supply them: and to do this it becomes 
tion so we might transact business and have every one to be actively alive to the interest 
the 'afternoon for exercises that will benefit of the work in all its departments, and each 
us as Sunday school workers. As the after- one to do their part that the work as a whole 
noon attendance was very small, it was de- may move forward and occupy higher ground, 
cided to dispense with the class drills except as we as a church have been invited to come 
that of the senior, which was conducted by up higher. And when any part of the ma
James McKiernan, followed by short talks by I chinery fails to work the whole is hindered. 
those present. Many useful and instructive The work that we are engaged in is increas
thoughts were given with regard to faithful- ing daily, and with the increase comes added 
ness and our appreciation of Sunday schools. responsibility to each department, and we 
A very delightful evening program was car- , are apt to get so interested in the part we are 
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doing that we forget that we should keep in 
touch with all departments and ever lend a 
helping hand to the good of all. If we do 
not do this our interest is liable to grow self
ish and others be hindered by reason of this. 

REDUCED PRICES, CASH PAYMENTS, ETC. 

As our special business is to look after the 
Publishing Department of this great work we 
are engaged in, we will present some things 
that should interest all. We have made a 
special effort to reduce the price of church 
publications that they might come within the 
reach of all. We desire to reduce the price 
still lower, but there are hindering causes 
that lie only in the hands of the members of 
the church, and we will try and show you 
some of them. First and most important is 
Prompt Cash Payment for all books and pa
pers purchased at the Herald Office. Now if 
this is done, it enables us to purchase to bet
ter advantage and save three per cent a month 
on our stock, and enables us to keep up our 
credit before the world; and this is an impor
tant feature to a 1;;uccessful business of any 
kind. Now this is one of the features of our 
business that we are very much criticised 
upon, as no one likes to pay for anything be
fore they get it. Now this may be all right 
in some places, but is it all right in the 
church where each member is a stockholder? 
Arid when asked for cash in advance it is 
merely furnishing your part of the stock to 
run the. business. And, I don't know any 
business where you get your returns any 
quicker than in this. 

Now as to the He1·ald being one dollar and 
fifty cents ($1.50) a year when paid in advance 
and two dollars ($2.00) if not paid until the 
end of the year: If we can save three per 
cent a month by reason of having the money to 
do it, it is easy to see that $1.50 is worth 
more to the Herald Office in advance than 
$2.00 would be at the end of the year, when 
we have to borrow money at six and seven 
per cent to carry the stockholders from year 
to year. We would request each subscriber 
of the Herald to examine the label on your 
next Herald and see how much of the unpaid 
capital stock you have failed to put up, and 
send it in at once, and unload your responsi
bility, and see how much better you will feel. 
There are yet over twenty thousand dollars 
due the office on old subscriptions. If each 
one will pay his or her part it will soon put 
the office in such shape that we will be able 
to furt.her reduce the price of our publica
tions and procure such machinery as will 
enable us to produce the papers and tracts at 
a much less cost than we are able to do at 
present, by reason of not having the means to 
purchase modern machinery, which we are 
badly in need of. Those therefore who have 
subscribed for the Herald at $1.50 will be 
charged at the rate of $2.00 if subscriptions 
are not paid by the end of the year. 

HERALD OFFICE BRANCH AGENTS. 

Book agents. The branches can help the 
office considerably by complying more gen
erally with our former request, and appoint
ing a good reliable party, either brother or 
sister, as agent for the branch, through 
whom t_hey should order all church publica
tions, .both papers and books, also Sunday 
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school supplies. It would lessen our labor here 
very much and the church would be at far 
less expense by reason of the many bills and 
statements we are compelled to send out. For 
instance, at one time this last year we sent 
out about two thousand bills and received re
turns on about fifty. The balance are yet to 
be heard from, and I am now engaged in 
sendiug out about fifty bills a day. And, this 
is quite an expense to. the church, and in my 
judgment an unnecessary expense. 

CHURCH AND NON-CHURCH PUBLICATIONS. 

One other thing I find it necessary to men
tion: In some of our mission fields the Her
ald Publishing House is almost unknown and 
unheard of, and lately I received a letter 
from a brother who had been in the church 
for three years and did not know that he 
could buy a Book of Mormon, and did not 
know there was such a book as the Do.ctrine 
and Covenants, and the only way he found 
out was in his search for Sunday school s11p
plies advertised by the Herald Office. He 
said in his letter that the missionaries there 
were very zealous of Sunday scb.ool work 
(and we commend that) and they had looked 
all over their supposed church paper-the 
Ensign-that they had been taking for years, 
and could find no such papers nor books ad
vertised, and they never heard of any other 
paper except Zion's Ensign, and supposed 
the Ensign was published by the Church. 
And some of our late missionaries that have 
gone out to represent this latter-day work 
find in some missions the Ensign in almost 
every home, and for weeks at a time cannot 
find a Saints' Herold, but do find saints al
most ignorant in regard to the church books 
and papers. The Saints' Herald is published 
in the interests of the church and is the offi
cial publication of the church and as such 
should be read by all the membership of the 
church. Zion's Ensign is a private enter
prise, the profits from which go into private 
hands. The Ensign does not and is not 
authorized to represent the church in any 
way. Now some one is responsible for this 
condition of neglect to push the interests of 
church publications, and must have neg
lected at least a part of his duty, and by rea
son of this the church suffers. If the word 
of the Lord is worth anything to us as a peo
ple, and we believe it is the all-important 
feature of this grand work, we should heed 
the admonition to return to the books even 
the new covenant and make them the word 
of our counsel, and the saints must have and 
read church books in order to do so. 
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reason of their laboring continually for the 
church. We believe that with a little effo11t 
on the part of each member the subscriptions 
could be raised to that number. We believe 
that almost every one now taking the rierald 
could with a little effort get one new sub
scriber before Christmas, who would take it 
and pay one dollar and fifty cents in advance, 
and by so doiag help the church as well as 
help educate themselves to occupy higher 
ground and be better able to defend the work 
we have espoused. 

TRACTS AND TRACT FUNDS. 

Much has been said about tracts and the 
great work they are doing in the missionary 
field. This is testified to by all the laborers 
in the field. We quote you a statement in 
a letter from Bro. F. G. Pitt, missionary in 
Eagland, which you will find published in 
the Herald of October 12 which all may profit 
by reading, The statement is as follows: 
"Of course we cannot say how many will join 
the church, but I do know that every night 
numbers bear testimony to the truth of what 
is told them. Some have said it is just what 
they have been looking for for years. But, 
in this work we need lots of literature; we 
need tracts by the thousand. We gather up 
all the Heralds and Ensigns and tracts we 
can find, and then we do not have half 
enough. We even give them the children's 
paper, the Hope." 

Now when we can find such zealous workers 
as this we should be very willing to .throw in 
our part to supply them with the tracts they 
need. We have sent out upwards of three 
hundred thousand (300,000) tracts since last 
General Conference, and that is but a mite of 
what it ought to have been if a better and 
more united effort was made to do ~o. It 
costs considerable money to do all this, and 
some one has to put up the cash. Neither 
the church nor Herald Publishing House is 
able to do so without the aid of the members. 
A bout one year ago we appealed to the mem
bers through the Herald for the tract fund 
and received about eight dollars, returns not 
enough to pay postage for a couple of days. 
But the saints in Canada, by reason of that 
appeal, started a fund in each district, called 
a tract and missionary-supply fund, in which 
they took up a penny collection once a month, 
and out of that fund they supply their mis
sionaries with Baptismal Certificate books, 
and tracts; and they are distributing more 
tracts to the square mile in their field than 
any other missionary field in the church, and 
that too from a fund that would not other-

Now we believe that this co·ndition of wise reach the church treasury. 
things can be improved upon by a little work AMOUNTS DUE us. 
on the part of those that go out to represent Now the office is in need of funds to meet 
this work, and that the people of the church its engagements, and we as a church should 
should be rightly edueated concerning these all be interested in keeping up the credit of 
things. It can only be done by placing before our Church Publishing House. And we can 
them the books and papers published by the do so.by meeting our obligations to the office 
church, and they are issued at a price that for books and papers, and as it is near the 
comes withi.n the reach of all, and this we close of the year let each one see to it that 
are constantly laboring hard to do, and we his account is closed up by the first of the 
ask the assistance of all to unitedly help the year. The year just closinl! has been pros
work along. We have now a little less than perous in many respects, and we should see 
5,000 subscribers to the Herald and the num- that we assist to make the work of the Lord 
ber should be from 9,000 to 10,000 paying J prosperous as far as lies in our power to do. 
subscribers besides those who get it free by We as a people should understand that the 
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Lord's business must be done on business 
principles, so we appeal to all the faithful 
to step forward and come to our relief and 
help us maJrn a success of the publishing 
house. 

Address all orders for books, tracts, and 
general publications, also all remittances to 
the undersigned. 

Yours for success, 
FRANK CRILEY, 

Business Manager of Publishing Depart
ment, Reorganized Church of Latter Day 
Saints. 

LA 1110Nr, Iowa, October 15, 1898. 

APPOINTME.NT OF BISHOP'S AGENT. 
To the Saints of the Southwestern Texas 

district of the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints:-

Please take notice that Bro. 0. B. John
son, of Bandera, Texas, has been duly ap
pointed Bishop's agent in and for the district 
of Southwestern Texas, in place of Bro. L. L. 
Wight, resigned. We hope and trust that 
the saints of the Southwestern Texas district 
will give prompt and ready aid and coopera
tion to Bro. Johnson in his work as Bishop's 
agent so that the work of the same may be 
aided, and move forward in a manner that 
will reflect credit to the district and give 
holy reward to the saints who strive to move 
the same. 

The Bishopric is thankful and gratified 
with the aid and cooperation given it in the 
work of Bro. L. L. Wight, and we trust that 
his ministerial work may now be more 8UC

cessful, aided by the assistance of Bro. John
son in his work in the field. 

If all will make an effort at once to aid in 
the finances of the district great good will 
be done and"' blessings will accrue to those 
who so help. Let it not be asked "Who has 
sent up an offering of some kind to the 
agent?" but let the inquiry be, "Who has not 
done so of all the brethren in the district ? " 
May the Lord help those who move forward 
with faith in his cause. 

In behalf of the Bishopric, 
E. L. KELLEY, 

Presiding Bishop. 

DEDICATION. 
Some three years ago the gospel was 

planted near Pollock, Sullivan County, Mis
souri. The first to enter the fold was Bro. 
John F. Petre, and at the time of his con
firmation he was ordained to the office of 
priest, and at once he began to diligently 
teach and preach the principles of saving 
truth. A few being gathered in, a branch 
was organized. 

The people of that locality thought to put 
a stop to the spread of the work by locking 
places of worship against the saints; but the 
seven families of saints, with some aid from 
friends, built a house of worship in the town 
of Pollock. The house is 28 x 40 feet, with 
an alcove for the pulpit. The material cost 
$344; all the work was donated. It is a neat 
and comfortable place of worship, and the 
only church house in town. During the ses
sion of conference, September 25, at eleven 
a. m., the dedication was had, the house was 

THE SAINTS' HEHALD. 

filled to its full capacity. The service was in 
charge of Elder J. A. Tanner, district presi
dent; music in charge of Prof. William J. 
Richards. The following program wa;; exe
cuted without a jar. Harp 775 was sung; 
prayer by Elder J. A. Tanner; anthem by the 
choir; reading of 85 and E'6 Psalms; Harp 772 
was sung; sermon by Elder Robert M. Elvin; 
Harp 770 was sung; the dedicatory prayer 
was made by Elder R. M. Elvin; doxology by 
the choir; and the benediction by Elder J. A. 
Tanner. 

Many of the saints testified to the presence 
of the Holy Spirit during the dedicat,iou, and 
all the people seemed well pleased. Another 
open Bible and free pulpit for the truth. 

ROBT. M. ELVIN. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Southern Nebraska conference will convene 

with Palmyra branch, October 23 and 24. 
The following resolution will be considered: 
Resolved that all branches and officials in the 
district be requested to make out full reports, 
closing on April 30, August 31, and Decem
ber 31, for the conferences held respectively 
in June, October, and February, and forward 
these reports as soon as possible to the dis
trict secretary. Send all reports to this con
ference to E. D. Briggs, Nebraska City. We 
hope that as many a~ can will attend.· We 
expect Apostle James Caffall, our missionary 
in charge, to be present. 

J. w. WALDSMITH, Pres. 
E. D. BRIGGS, Sec. 

The conference of the Fremont, Iowa, dis
trict will convene at Thurman, Iowa, Satur
day, October 29, 1898, The district Sunday 
school convention will convene the 'Thursday 
evening previous at the same place. It is 
desired and expected there will be a full at
tendance at both conference and convention. 
Please remember to send all reports to me a~ 
Thurman, Iowa, in care of William Leeka, 
and not to my home address. Send them so 
they will arrive there not later than Thursday. 
Remember the time and place and come and 
enjoy a season of spiritual refreshment. 

In bonds, . 
T. A. HOUGAS, Sec. 

NOTICES. 
To Whom it may Concern:-This is to no

tify those interested that Bro. Charles Al
bertson is hereby authorized to labor in 
Idaho; such appointment to hold good until 
the Twelve may take action or the one in 
charge finds it necessary to revoke. 

Respectfully, 
J. W. WIGHT, 

Missionary in Charge. 

DIED. 
MARSHALL.-At Luverne, Minnesota, Sep

tember 6, 1898, Bro. Charles H. Marshall, 
aged 44 years. Bro. Marshall was born June 
14, 1854, at Jersey City, New Jersey; was 
baptized August 18, 1893, at Lincoln, Ne
braska, by Elder Bald win. Funeral sermon 
at the house by Elder E. A. Stedm.an. 

MUNRO.-In Brunswick, Georgia, Septem
ber 28, 1898, Bro. George L., oldest son of C. 
L. and Carrie G. Munro, of Brockton, Massa
chusetts. He was born at St. John, New 
Brunswick, April 17, 1879; was baptized in 
Boston by Bro. F. Steffe. One year ago he 
ruptured his lung by overriding a bicycle. 
He went to Georgia two weeks ago with his 
aunt. 

SEAGROVES.-Sr. Panella A. Seagroves, 
was born in Renseelaer County, New York, 
January 9, 1816; died at her home in Bee
town, Wisconsin, May 26, 1898. Funeral 
services in the M. E. church; sermon by 
Leonard Houghton. Remains laid to rest in 
Burns cemetery. 

SEARS,-At his home, near Buel, Kansas, 
September 1'1, 1898, Elder Abraham Sears, 
aged 57 years, 11 months, and 6 days. Was 
born in Cowles County, Illinois; baptized at 
Weepiog Water, Nebraska, July 5, 1863; or
dained an elder, February, 1878, in Holt 
County, Missouri. He died firm in the faith 
of the gospel, and the hope of a glorious res
urrection. Blessed are the dead who die in 
the Lord. 

SEAGROVES.-Bro. John M. Segroves was 
born in Tennessee, August 19, 1820; died at 
bis home in Beetown, Grant County, Wiscon
sin, October 1, 1898. Funeral services in M. 
E. church; sermon by Leonard Houghton. 
Remains laid to rest in Burns cemetery. 

GRIGSBY.-At Edwardsville, Illinois, Au
gust 31, 1898, Sr. Ada Grigsby, aged 32 
years, 4 months, and 7 days. Baptized May 
1, 1898, at St. Louis, Missouri. Sister 
Grigsby was a noble saint, and was loved by 
all who knew. After she had suffered for 
months she passed away peaoefully; she bore 
her trials with patience and died with strong 
faith in the gospel, bearing a faithful testi
mony to the end of life. She left a husband 
and three children. Funeral sermon by 
Elder R. T. Walters. 

WARDEL.-Hazel Wardel was born Janu
ary 29, 1895, died August 14, 1898. Little 
Hazel was a lovely child; a father's hope; a 
mother's idol, and dearly loved by brothers 
and sisters. She sat at breakfast Tuesday 
morning, soon after complained of sickness, 
and at 7: 30 p. m. the following Saturday the 
"grim monster" had left his mark upon the 
icy cheek and brow, and the pallid lipR were 
forever voiceless to the pleading cry of a 
mother's riven heart. Such is the story of 
a life! Unaccountable are the ways of fate. 
That the family thus bereft was well es
teemed was seen in the large concourse that 
followed the remains to the cemetery and 
listened to the theme-"Suffer little chil
dren to come unto me."-as presented by 
Elder J. W. Wight. Bishop Goff and two 
other elders of the Utah Church offered con
solatory remarks at the conclusion of the 
sermon, and "little Hazel" was laid away in 
mother earth to await a glorious coming 
forth in the morning of the first resurrection. 

HART.-In San Francisco, California\ Sep
tember 15, 1898, Mr. Noah Har't, a native of 
Hertford, England, and a son of ,Elder Wil
liam Hart, of Oakland, California, aged 40 
years, '2 months, and 5 days. Funeral serv
ice by Elder J. B. Price. 
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Roya-I makes the food pure, 
wholesome and delicious. 

Absolutely Pure 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER C0. 1 NEW YORK. 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1and2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Hernan C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment,growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume2 contin
ues the history up to Juhe 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners. . 2 00 
Full leather . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 561 
Full leath::ir, gilt edges.. . • . . . • . . . S 00 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 
Udgivet og Forlagt af den Gjenor
ganiserede J esu Christi Kirke af 
Idste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, leather 
backs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. " ..... $0 75 

C. B. & Q, EXCURSIONS. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every \Veclnesday, at J,amoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
$1.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; 
sai;nple copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church pu blica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., should be addressed to 
Frank Criley, Business Manager. Remittunces 
should be made by post office or express orders, 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters. 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ........................... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 2f> 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .... _ 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges ...••......... 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth ........................... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia ............ 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible .....• 2 00 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. Large 
Type Edition. 

Cloth, leather backs and corners .. $1 50 
Seal Grain Russia, gilt edges ..... 2 00 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth .... , ..................•... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . • • . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..•.• 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible . . • • • . 2 00 

t'HE TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mormon and the New Testa
ment. (Inspired Translation) 
in large type; in one volume. 

Leather back and corners ........ $2 00 
Seal Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . 2 50 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..••• 3 50 
Morocco, gilt edges . . . . . . . . . . . • • • 4 00 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Pocket-size edi
tion. 

Cloth .................••••••.••. $0 30 
Cloth sides, leather back . . • • • • • . . 50 

TEACHERS' BIBLE. "The Self
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' ;Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps, 
in good large print, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references; 
printed on thin paper, :A.exible 
binding; size 6tx8!, mailed post-
paid at, per copy, net ..••••.•••.. $2 00 

RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE. 
A mamml of parliamentary practice for all 

deliberative assemblies of the Church of 
Jesus Cl!trist of Latter DJ}y Saints. Rules for 
the government of gett"m-aJ. and disllrict con
ferences, branch business meetings, and 

TRANS-MISSISSIPPI EXPOSITION. other assemblies. Instruotimis conoerning 
Omaha Nebraska June 1 to November 1 I gene:aJ., district, and branch records, the 

' ' ' holdmg of elder's courts, etc., cl~h bound; 
1895. For rates and dates apply to agent. pri.Ce 4{) cents. 

GRACELAND .. 
---COLLECE, 

LAMONI, IOWA. 
Telephone U. 

For catalogues or further information, 
Address, PROF. ERNEST R. DEWSNUP, 

President, 
or R. S. SALYARDS, Secretary, 

LAMONI, row A. 

THE INSTRUCTOR. A compen
dium of the faith and doctrines of 
the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints, by 
Elder G. T. Griffiths. 
Cloth .............•.••••••...... $ 75 
Leather... . . . . . . . • • • • . • • • • . • . . • . . 1 00 
Fl.,xible binding . . . • • • .. • . . • . • • . . l 50 

JOSEPH THE SEER. His pro
phetic mission vindicated and the 
divine origin of the Book of Mor
mon defended and maintained. 
Paper ....•••••••••.•.•••.••••.. $0 35 
Cloth, limp. • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . 50 

THE SAINTS' HYMN AL. The 
popular edition of words and 
music, in general use. 

Paper covers .................... $0 3(J 
Cloth and leather . . . . . . . • . • • • • • • . 50 
Full leather . . . . . . . . . . • . • • .. • • • • • l 00 
Gilt edges. • • • • • • . . . . • • . • • . • . • • • • l 25 
Flexible . . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . . • • • • • . l 50 

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL. Word 
edition. 

Paper .•••••••••••••••••.•...••. 30 15 
Cloth . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . • . • • • • . 25 
Cloth ....•• e........... . . . . . . . . . 35 

CERTIFICATES AND REPORTS. 
Branch statistical repo.rts; per doz.$0 40 
A:anual statistical reports; two for or. 
Certificates of baptism ant!!. member-

ship; per dozen................. 12 
Baptism and confirmation certUl.

eate books, with stubs . . . . . . . . . • 21'> 
Certificates of removal; per d@zen.. 12 
Marriage certificates; per aozen •• • 25 

THE HAPPIEST CHRI1'TMAS. A 
book for sm-a.11 children. Cio~ ... $() 29 
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THE SAINTS' HARP. Hymn Book 
-Words Only. 

Cloth ........................... $0 71> 
Morocco Grain Russia.. . . . . . . . • • . l 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges • • • • l 21) 

SONGS OF ZTO~. Bv ElderT. W. 
Smith. Paper ('O\'<'l'S, P~wh ...... $0 I)~. 

EION'S HOPE. 
A large, four-page Sunday school 
paper for children; illustrated; ed
ited by Sr. M. Walker. 
Single copies, per year ........... $0 50 
In packages of four, five, or six to 

one address, per year, each..... 40 
!n packages of seven or more, each 35 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 
'Cdgivet og Forlagt af den Gjenor
ganiserede Jesu Christi Kirke af 
Idste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, leather 
backs .......••••................ $0 75 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

WHAT IS MAN 'l By Elder J. R. 
Lambert. Man's nature and des
tiny. The spirit or soul; is it im
mortal ? Does it survive the 
death of the body in a conscious 
state 'l The views of mortal-soul
ists examined and refuted; second 
edition. 
Paper covers .••••••••••••••.•... $ 35 
Cloth . . •• . . . . . • .• •. •• • • . • • . •• . . . 50 

OiUECTlONS TO THE BOOK OF 
:\iOHiVlON AND BOOK 01!, DOC
TRINE AND COVENANTS AN
SWERED AND REFUTED. By 
Elder J. R. Lambert. 
Paper covers ...•••••••..•••.•••. •o 26 
Cloth . . • • • • . • • • • • • • •• •• • • • • •• • • • 40 

A VOICE OF WARNING AND 
INSTRUCTION TO ALL PEO
PLE. An introduction to the faith 
and doctrine of the Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints. 
Paper covers, 10 cents; per dozen,$1 00 
Cloth, limp. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 

Its Easy Writing 
If its a Blickens<terier No. 5. 

The universal favorite with all classes of 
operators who desire a simple and speedy 
machine. 

More "Blicks" in use among Iowa and Ne· 
braska newspapers than all the rest of t~e $100 
machines together. The only Typewriter op 
the market doing hundred-dollar work that ts 
sJiJ at a popular price. 

Has 28 Keys, of 84 Characters and Letters; 
Portable, weighing but Six Pounds with case. 

Copies and Manifolds . perfectly ,-12 carbon 
copies being easily taken at one writing. 

Only one price-$35.00 net. On ten days·ap
proval to any responsible man in Iowa or Nebraska . 

. Address, ' 
HARGER &. BUSH, 

General Agents, 
904=9rn Main Street, DUBUQUE, IOWA. 

HO ESEEKERS' 
EXCURSIONS I SE PT 6 These are the days on which you can buy 

• very low-rate round-trip Excursion Tickets to 
SEPT 20 NEBRASKA and other points in the West, 

• Northwest and Southwest, good for 21 days. 
QC T., 4 Stop on your way and see the GREAT TRANS-

0 c T . 18 MISSISSIPPI EXPOSITION AT OMAHA. 
• This road publishes an illustrated pamphlet 

describing Nebraska, and also one about the Omaha Exposition. You 
can get both without charge on application to the C. B. & Q. ticket 
agent or to P. S. EUSTIS, General Passenger Agent, C. B. & Q. R. R., 
Chicago, Ill. 

Co and look for a New Home in Nebraska, 
a prosperous country, where a farm can be 
bought for one years' rent of an eastern farm. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK, OF LAMONI. 
Stockholders. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Geo. H. Hilliard. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 
G. W. Blair. 
Oscar Anderson. 
IJ:lla D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 
Alice P. Dancer. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 

Officers. 
David Dancer. 

President. 
Wm. Anderson, 

Vice President. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

Cashier. 
Oscar Anderson. 

Assistant Cashier. 

Directors. 
W. A. Hopkins. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 

This bank does a general banking . business at 
Lamoni. Iowa. Interest paid on time deposits 
according to the rules of the bank. Correspond
ence and patronage solicited. 

LAMONI REAL ESTATE 
I own 13 Acres, set to fruit, with House 

and Well; within Yz mile of L. D. S. Church 
and School. Also a good 80 Acre Farm, 
close to town. Will sell very cheap. Cash or 
time. If you want to buy, write to 

D. F. NICHOLSON, Lamoni, Iowa. 

I BRO. B. l!'. ORD\VA V. of Peoria, Illi-1 
nois, will send 3 boxes of ~Uit· to-Bae post 
paid anywhere for $1.50, and positively gnar
antee it to cure your tobacco habit, or your money 
refunded. 

ARCHJEOLOGICAL COMMITTEE 
REPORT. A manual of evidences 
in support of Book of Mormon arch-
reology, with maps. Price ....... $0 50 

FIRE-BUGS! $200 REWARD. 
The premium payers of the State are maintaining a 

I fund by popular snbscription from which is offered a 

Reward of $200 
By the undersigned association, for the arrest and con

viction of any incendiary in any of the associated towHs. 
TO FIRE INSURANCE AGENTS. 

It is dangerous to place insurance on the goods of 
•rramp Merchants and irresponsible traders. Their 
many fires and fire sales of merchandise are heavy bur 
dens ou the property and bnsiness interests of the State 

PROPERTY OWNERS FIRE ASSOCIATION. 
DES MOINES, IOWA. 
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HERi~LD. 
OFFICIAL PUBLICATION OF THE REORGANIZED CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER DAY SAINTS. 

Vol. 45, Lamoni, Iowa, October 26\ 1898. No. 43. 

EDITORIAL: CON'I'ENTS; with Bishop Doane that the Christian / ch~;~h shall solemnize the marriage 
David Dancer ....................... 677 marriage consists in the union of one I of either party to a divorce during the 
Information Asked.················· 677 man with one woman until the union lifetime of the other party. 
Herald Office Needs .................. 679 
An Exchange ........................ 679 is severed by death, and the mar- The joint commission entitled to act 
The Church History.················ .679 riage law of the church should not upon these sections are Bishop Doane 
Episcopal Church Matters ............ 679 
Church History ................... , .. 680 permit the marriage of a I?erson sepa- of Albany, Bishop Dudley of Ken-

MO'L'HERS' HOME COLUMN··············· .680 rated by divorce so long ~s the former tucky, Bishop McLaren of Chicago, 
SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPARTMENT: w 

Sunday School Libraries ............. 681 partner be living, whether such per- Bishop Burgess of Quincy, Bishop 
Christmas Offerings.·· ...... ·· .. '!' .. · .682 son be innocent or e"Uilty. Paret of Maryland, Bishop Potter of 

LET'l'ER DEPARTMENT: ~ 
Mason-Gregory Debate .............. 683 Powerful factions and influences New York, the Rev. Eugene A. Hoff-

TRUE SuccEssroN IN CHURCH PRESI- are ranged on both sides of the con- man, the Rev. James S. Stone of Chi-
DENCY .......... , ................. , .... 685 

ORIGINAL ARTICLES: troversy. The fight is now on a cago, the Rev. Charles A. L. Richards, 
"Preach the Word"················· .688 l'outrance. It is not possible for the tbe Rev. Hall Harrison,· the Rev. F. 

CONFERENCE MINUTES: 
Central Nebraska ................... 689 church to continue to leave this an P. Davenport, the Rev. J. H. Eccles-
Decatur. · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .690 open question. It must be settled ton, the Rev. William Huntington, the Nodaway ............................. 690 

SUNDAY SCHOOL AssocrATIONS: once for all at this session. The re- Rev. W. H. Lightner, Edward C. 
Nodaway ...... ·· ...... · .... ···· ...... 690 sult will be awaited everywhere with I Bradford, B. F. Swayne, Charles G. 
Decatur .............................. 690 

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT: the keenest interest; in certain quar- Saunders, John A. Beall, Frank H. 
Church History, Vol. 3. · · · · · · · · · · · · · .691 ters with fear and trembling.-New Miller, and W. S. Ladley. 
Idaho Tent ........................... 691 
Utah Tent .......................... 691 York Herald. In the House of Deputies the ques-
Business Interests of Importance to tion as to whether the subject of mar-

the Saints ........................ 691 
j CHURCH ACTION ON MARRIAGE. riage and divorce should be discussed 

PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CHURCH WASHINGTON, D. c., Oct. 10.-[spe- in secret session caused a spirited de-
ON DIVORCE. cial.]-Discussion upon divorce and bate. The Rev. F. P. Davenport, of 

A SUBJECT of vast interest, both spir- marriage occupied both the houses of Tennessee, moved that when the dis
itually and physically, is that which the Episcopal convention to-day at cussion should come up the house 
now occupies the attention of the tri- morning and afternoon sessions. As should exclude all but members. The 
ennial session in Washington of the the revision of the constitution is in Rev. R. W. R. Taylor of Los Angeles 
Protestant Episcopal Church of North progress the canons relating to mar-1 voted against this. 
America--Shall divorce be sanctioned riages will be reconstructed. The Dr. Roberts of New Hampshire in
by the church? followina sections in canon 34 were quired: "Are the secretaries to be 

It is a subject which has always recomm:nded by the House of Bish- removed? Are all clergy and,. laity 
been more or less on the carpet, but ops:- and women to be shut out because we 
tucked away in a convenient corner, Section 1. No minister shall sol- discuss marriage and divorce? Surely 
where no overzealous clerical or lay 1 emnize a marriage the parties to which nothing worse can be said than has 
delegate would be apt to stumble over are within the degrees of consan- already been said on the subject. 
i.t. Developments of the last few guinity and affinity defined in the There is a difference between purity 
years, however, in what is called "our eighteenth chapter of the Book of and prudery. Are the women of a 
best society" have undoubtedly been Leviticus. congregation asked to retire when the 
instrumental in dragging this obstacle Section 2. First-It shall be the I seventh commandment is read in our 
into such a prominent position that duties of the ministers to. admonish service? This. subject has been dis
the church is now obliged either to the people from time to ti.me that the c~ssed before m our general conven
jump over it or remove it altogether church discountenances clandestine t1on. It came up in 1868 and again in 
from its path. marriage. Second-No minister shall 1877. In the debates upon this sub-

The church, like the society it rep· solemnize the marriage of any person ject not a word fell from the lips of 
resents, is a house divided against it- who is a minor under the law of the the speakers that could not have been 
self on the subject. The "jump place of the marriage, unless the par- listened to ~y a pure woman." 
over" party follows Bishop Potter·s ent or the guardian of such minor is The subJect was referred to the 
views, that divorce is permissible on present or shall have given written House of Bishops to act upon. At 
statutory grounds only, and that the consent to the marriage, or is perma- the .e~d of the afternoon session their 
innocent or nonoffending party should nently resident in a foreign country. decision was not reached .... - Chi
be permitted to marry again, and be- Third-No minister shall solemnize a cago Tribune, Oct. 11, 1898, 
lieves in retaining the church canon marriage except in the presence of at 
now standing to that effeci:i. least two witnesses being personally 

The radical party would do away acquainted with the parties. 
with divorce completely, believing Section 3. No minister of this 

TO WIDEN CHURCH LIMITS. 

WASHINGTON, D. C., October 13.
The Chicago-J.,ambeth declaration 
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THl'J SAINTS' HERALD. 

was a term frequently used in the i point a committee consisting of one J gracefully accepted by Dr. Hunting
House of Deputies of the Episcopal \ Bishop, one Presbyter, and one lay- · ton that as near an approach to ap
Church at this morning's session. Its l man to draw up an amendment to the plause as is permitted in the house 
purport wa.s to promote fraternal 

1 
constitution of the United States em- was indulged in. 

feelings with other denominational [ powering Congress to pass a uniform Dr. Huntington provides for any 
churches. I marriage and divorce law, which shall Bishop of the church taking under his 

Supplementary to this leavening I be effective in all the States and Ter- spiritual oversight any congregation 
spirit that has been growing in the I ritories. The resolution was referred of Christian people not in communion 
great body of the Episcopal Church to the committee on the subj~ct. . . . of the church which accepts the apos
the amendment of article 10 of the In the discussion of the canon of tles' creed and whose minister, having 
constitution proposed by the Rev. Dr. marriage and divorce Bishop Potter I received Episcopal ordination, ap· 
Huntington, of Grace Church, New urged that the canon proposed by the 

1 

proved by the church, shall agree to 
York, has been again proposed at this majority of the commission was too use in public worship in his congrega
convention. extreme and ill-advised legislation, ! tion siuch form or directory as the 

It first took the form of a resolution and would keep people out of the 'i Bishop sets forth and authorizes . 
. in the convention at Baltimore six church and place a stigma upon many Dr. Faude's amendment stipulated 

years ago, and is designed as a pro- innocent members. It could not help I that provision may be made for the 
viso to admit to public worship any being post facto, in moral effect at temporary use of other forms and di
minister or congregation which ac- least, and it would be null and void rectories of worship by congregations 
cepts the "Apostles' Creed and the because the great majority of the not already in unison with this church, 
Nicene Creed, and those ministers I clergy cannot and will not observe it. who are willing to accept the spiritual 
having received ]}piscopal ordination J Bishop Seymour suggest~d that the oversight of the Bishop of the diocese. 
who shall covenant as may be pre- majority canon be _amended so as not _ The amendment, if adopted by the 
scribed by canon to use in public to apply to parties to a divorce the Bishops, will go to the dioceses for 
worship such form of directory as the cause arising before marriage. Bishop action, and must be passed by the 
Bishop shall set forth and au'Ghorize." Doane was willing to accept this next general conventiou before it be-

DR. STONE OF CHICAGO FOR MORE amendment. Bishop Potter took the comes operative. 
UNITY. amendment, incorporating it so that it The House of Bishops, by a vote of 

Dr. Stone of Chicago joined in the read: "No minister of this church 31 to 24, rejected propositions bearing 
debate, expressing a hope for more shall solemnize the marriage of either on the subject. of remarriage of di
unity in the church, but did not see par·ty to a divorce who has a husband vorced persons designed to take the 
that the resolution would promote it, or wife living, if such husband or wife place of those now in existence. The 
and does not favor the admission into be put away for any ca.use arising after present' canons on the subject there
the church of congregations that did marriage." fore remain in force.-GhiCago Tribune, 
not subscribe to the prescribed form Bishop McLaren of Chicago offered Oct. 18, 1898. 
of worship in the pray~r book. an amendment to do away with any 

The Rev. Dr. Leffingwell of Knox- I discipline for the innocent party in 
ville, Illinois, made a strong argu- ' the case of adultery who was married 
ment in behalf of increasing the by some other clergyman than one of 
universality of the prayer book. He the Episcopal Church. Other amend
wanted to see the words, "Protestant ments were offered, but no action was 
Episcopal" eliminated from the title taken on the completed canon. Dr. 
page, so every Christian in the coun- Battershaw of Albany moved in the 
try could read it as his own. He House of Deputies that a deputation 
would sooner see outsiders come to from the church be appointed to at
the prayer book before they come to tend the next General Synod of the 
the church door. Canadian church.-Ghicago Tribune, 

Dr. Faude of Minnesota spoke e11,r- October 14, 18,98. 
nestly for D. Huntington's amend-
ment. 

In the discussion :New England 
clergymen took the broadest possible 
ground. Dr. Parks of Boston said:-

DIVORCE CANON STANDS. 

BISHOPS REJECT PROPOSED LEGISLA-

TION ON REMARRIAGE. 

WASHINGTON, D. 0., Oct. 17.-[Spe
cial.J-Dr. Hunt.ington of New York 
whose amendment to the constitution 

ECONOMY OF ITALIAN POOR. 
Marvelous economy is practiced by the 

poor of Italy in looking after the wants of the 
inner man. Coffee grounds from the wealthy 
man's kitchen are dried and resold to the 
poor. In a similar w<J.y oil is twice and 
sometimes three times used, the drippings 
after eacb successive frying being gathered 
from the pan and sold to the poor. 

The Rc:iv. E. R. Fullerton, who has been ap
pointed United States Consul at Nagasaki, 
.Japan, is a Methodist missionary. 

Professor Agar Baet, a disting·uished theo
logian of the English Wesleyan Methodist 
Church, recently wrnte a book in which it 
was asserted that the souls of the wicked are 
annihilated at death. His church has made 
him promise not to teach or preach the doc-
trine. 

' 'We have come to a pe1·iod in the 
United.States history when traditions 
of the past will no longer help us. 
We are dealing with islands, conti
nents, and provinces." 

An unusual sensation was created 
by Mr. Frank Spittle, a young lawyer 
of Oregon, who presented to the 
House of Deputies a resolution to ap-

created more exciting debate in the ! "Why don't you take steps to have this 

lower h?use of th~ general Episcop~l I ?1an >~ho has ~raduced .~our character pun~ 
conventwn than it has known tlus I 1shed. He hab unquesi;10nably accused you . . I falsely." "I know it," said Senator Sorghum, 
sess10n.' saw the :neasure passed to- thoughtfully. "But Pm afraid that by mak· 
day with a proviso offered by Dr. ing a fuss about things that ain't so I may 
Faude, of Minneapolis, which was so. stir up a lot that are."-Ex. 
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THE HE ALD. 
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you Iree.''-John 8131, 32. 

"Hearken to the word of the Lordi for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife1 and concubines he shall have none."-B. of M., page116, 

Vol. 45. 

JOSEPH SMITH 
R. S. SALYARDS 
HEMAN c. SMITH, 
JOSEPH LUFF, 

EDITOR. 
ASSISTANT EDITOR. 

} CORRESPONDING EDITORS. 

LAMONI, loWA, OCT. 26, 1898. 

DAVID DANCER. 

ON October 23, at 7: 15 in the evening, 
as the saints and citizens of Lamoni 
were gathering for the evening wor· 
ship in the chapel, Bro. David Dancer, 
one of the strongest and best of the 
pioneers who located and settled La
moni, breathed his life out gently, 
and now lies with closed eyes and 
hands folded in the sleep of death, 
waiting the coming of those who will 
bear his frame to the resting place of 
the dead. 

Our brother was born .nearly sev -
enty-two years ago, in Oneida County, 
New York, whence his parents re
moved to Will County, Illinois, while 
he was quite young. 

He was raised . a farmer, and soon 
after attaining his manhood, turned 
his attention to the raising, care of, 
feeding, and buying and selling of 
stock, which continued to be his busi
ness to the time of departure. 

When the church decided t0 attempt 
changing its business location, Bro. 
Dancer was one of the men chosen to 
visit the different localities thought to 
be eligible for such purpose. 

The committee consisted of I. L. 
Rogers, W. W. Blair, David Dancer, 
E. Banta, and C. A. Beebe. Of these 
now sleep Brn. Banta, Blair, and 
Dancer; Brn. Rogers and Beebe re~ 
main. 

Whatever may be written of such 
a man, the noblest and best is that he 
was helpful to his fellow men, had 
decided views as to his duty to God 
and men, and acted in accordance 
with them. 

He was a man of striking character
istics, made many friends and some 
enemies. He was loyal to the church, 
to his political convictions, his family, 
and his friends. He was, as a man of 
his tendericte~ i~ H~ble tQ l>ei ~t:renu-

Lamoni, Iowa, October 26, 1898. 

ous almost to harshness in dealing 
with men regarding the things of this 
world in business affairs, but kept his 
word to the letter of his promises, both 
to friends and enemies, but was true to 
his convictions of what was just. 
With him to be just was first; to be 
generous second, if conditions justified. 

The community at Lamoni will miss 
him, as he was a public benefactor, 
being favorable to whatever would 
enhance the real good of the town and 
county. 

The church will miss him, for he 
was a faithful-and tireless worker in his 
way for its improvement and advance
ment, giving freely to its public en
terprises, when need required. When 
the HERALD enterprise was started, 
Bro. I. L. Rogers was its stay; when 
it was growing and needed help, Bro. 
Dancer came to its aid, and more than 
once in connection with Bro. Banta, 
did he steady its fortunes by his 
financial strength. When the time 
came to build a place of worship at 
Lamoni, it was Bro. Dancer who stood 
by the effort and gave it aid liberally. 
W.hen the time came for the HOME to 
be made, he gave it. a place to stand. 
So all along· the line of our labors at 
Lamoni, the quiet unostentatious help 
of Bro. Dancer has been felt; and we 
can well write of him, he judged pro
fessions of men's faith by the things 
they did, results being more to him 
than profession or promise. 

Few men could have been taken 
from the community who would be 
more certainly missed than Bro. David 
Dancer. 

INFORMATION ASKED. 

A REQUEST for information concern
ing the action of the church with re
gard to the college has been made; in 
answer to which the following is 
given:-

On page 264 of HERALD for April 
26, 1890, in the minutes of the confer
ence held at Lamoni, April, 1890, the 
following resolution will be found:-

Resolved, That in the opinion of this con
ference, the time has arrived when it may be 
expedient to eeital!Ush an institution of learn-

No. 43. 

ing under the control or influence of our 
church organization, and to this end there 
shall be a committee appointed (by the body) 
to receive proposals for a location and take 
such other preliminary measures as may be 
necessary; and said committee are empowered 
after receiving such proposals to make all 
necessary arrangements for the establish
ment of such institution. 

This resolution was presented on 
Friday, the 11th of April, the fifth 
day of the session, and was debated 
at some length and adopted. 

After its adoption the names of the 
following brethren were presented by 
nomination from which the committee 
was chosen: E. L. Kelley, J. H. 
Wells, Robert Winning, I. L. Rogers, 
David Dancer, Daniel Hougas, J. A. 
Robinson, Sr. Marietta Walker, Bro. 
Alfred White, F. G. Pitt, and G. A. 
Blakeslee. Upon these being put to 
the vote the result was: G. A. Blakes
lee received 104, I. L. Rogers 102, E. 
L. Kelley 98, David Dancer 93, Robert 
Winning 78, F. G. Pitt 62, J. A. Rob
inson 60, M. Walker 52, Daniel Hou
gas 28, Alfred White 17, J. H. Wells 14. 

The first seven having received the 
highest number of votes, respectively, 
were declared chosen. This made G. 
A. Blakeslee, I. L. Rogers, E. L. 
Kelley, David Dancer, Robert Win
ning, F. G. Pitt, and J. A. Robinson 
the committee, to which was given 
the duty of securing proposals for a 
location for an institution of learning; 
and after such proposals were re
ceived the same committee was em
powered to proceed and ''make all 
necessary arrangements for the estab
lishment of such institution." 

From this it will be seen that the 
movement originated in open confer
ence by regular motion and vote, and 
so far as the church could authorize 
any work it did the establishment of a 
college, or an institution of learning. 
That a building was contemplated is 
seen by the reference for proposals 
for a location. All other measures 
were made the duty of the committee. 

The death of Bishop Blakeslee 
caused a vacancy in the committee, 
and at the conference of April, 1891 
(April :l-3), Jo~eJ?b. Smith was ap-
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pointed to fill such vacancy, the con- notice given of its progress, made the architect and the proposition of 
ference seeming to recognize the preparation for the actual entering the committee at the outset. The re
existence of the effort and the com- upon the educational part of the work. mainder of the report gives amounts 
mittee. The conference of 1896 convened at about as follows: For improving 

There was no call for the yea and Kirtland, Ohio. On Thursday, the grounds, surveying, purchasing trees, 
nay vote at the session for 1890, and ·9th, reports from both the Board of and setting them $1,260.63. Land 
in 1891 the only question on which Trustees and the Board of Directors bought by the committee, $2,600.00; 
such a vote was asked was one on the were presented. The report of the land donated, $4,000.00. Furniture 
releasing Presidency from editorial Trustees, including receipts of $11,- $805.43. Heating plant, $1,550.00. 
responsibility. 150.39 and expenditure of $10,912.39; These items, aggregating $29,-

At the session of April, 1893, at balance on hand $238.00, was adopted, 231.43, represents the property called 
Lamoni, on April 11, the question of and the places of E. L. Kelley, Daniel Graceland College belonging to the 
the college was spoken of, the names Anderson, and Robert Winning whose church, when the debt incurred by 
of the committee were read, and a time expired, were filled by the choice the committee, iess the amount of 
meeting arranged to be held that of E. L. Kelley, Frank Criley, and land sold, and to be sold before the 
evening. Daniel Anderson. The report of the deal closes, is paid. 

At the session of 1894 Brn. I. L. Directors sh~wed that the school had The grounds were beautifully laid 
Rogers and David Dancer resigned run since the previous September 16, out, streets graded, and grass seed 
and Brn. Ellis Short and E. A. and gave tabulated statement of the sown on them, and trees planted, in 
Blakeslee were chosen to fill the va- Treasurer of the college fund. This variety, along the sides; a walk run
cancies. "report was received, approved, and ning from the town to the doors of 

The college committee made a re- ordered published." Three Directors, the building; conveniences, including 
port to the conference of April, 1895, Joseph Smith, J. F. Burton, and 0. well, cistern, and outhouses. 
held at Independence, Missouri. This H. Riggs, were chosen to replace 'fhe other items of the report rep
report will be found on pages 23, 24, Joseph Smith, W.W. Blair, and E. A. resent the expenditures incurred in 
published minutes. This report gave Blakeslee, whose terms expired by the process of building and the occu-

limitation. a statement of the donation of forty pation of it for the purposes designed 
acres of land; twenty acres by Sr. The Board of Trustees made a fi- in its erection, and are none of them 
M. Walker, six and one third by nancial report to the conference at extravagant,.and do not show a dollar 
Sr. M. Wickes, and thirteen and Lamoni, held April, 1897, in which lodging in the committee's hands un
two thirds by Bro. W. A. Hopkins; the receipts and expenditures on ac- accounted for. 
and the purchase of twenty-six count of building and running ex- The conference accepted the report, 
acres from W. A. Hopkins, making penses for the current year were and provided for a single board to be 
i;;ixty-six acres devoted to the project. given. This report will be found on chosen at next session of conference, 
The report, also, stated that there page 36 of published minutes. Notice to be consummated upon the resigna
were about $6,000, subscribed in was given in the report that th~ tion of the incumbent members of 
money, and work, which with the lots terms of Joseph Smith and William both boards at the time such confer
laid off for sale, it was thought would Anderson expired at the Slilssion. ence shall convene. 
enable the committee to secure a start Report was read on the 12th and on Brn. J. R. Lambert and D. F. Lam
for suitable buildings. _ the 15th Joseph Smith and William bert resigned as members of the 

At this same session Brn. J. A. Anderson were reelected to succeed Board of Directors, which resigna
Robinson and F. G. Pitt resigned and themselves as trustees. tions were accepted by conference. 
Daniel Anderson and William Ander- The Board of Directors also made On the 15th, Ellis Short and G. H. 
son were chosen to fill the vacancies. reporti which was read on the 14th, Hilliard were chosen to fill the vacan-

At the same session of conference found on page 51 of published min- cies in the Board of Trustees caused 
the subject of the appointment of a utes. Attention was called to the by the expiration of the terms of Brn. 
Board of Directors to manage the edu- expiration of the terms of Alexander Short and E. A. Blakeslee; "by a 
cational affairs of the college was H. Smith, J. R. Smith, and D. F. rising vote." 
agitated, and it was ordered by reso- Lambert; and as in the case of the On the same day, vacancies in the 
lution that nine be chosen. This was Trustees the vacancies so made were Board of Directors caused by the 
on April 11, and on the 13th, eighteen filled by nomination and vote on the resignations of Brn. J. F. Burton, J. 
different men were nominated from 15th; D. F. Lambert, I. W. Allender, R. Lambert, and D. F. Lambert, and 
whom Joseph Smith, E. L. Kelley, W. and J. R. Lambert were elected. the expiration of the terms of P. P. 
W. Blair, A. H. Smith, J. H. Hansen, The Board of Trustees made a full Kelley, J. H. Hansen, and E. L. 
D. F. Lambert, E. A. Blakeslee, J. R. report on April 14, 1898, to the con- Kelley, were filled by the choosing of 
Smith, and P. P. Kelley were the ference at Independence, Missouri, J. H. HaBsen, P. P. Kelley, E. L. 
nine chosen. showing the financial condition to Kelley, R. S. Salyards, William An-

From this it will be seen that the date.-Conference Minutes, p. 125. derson, and G. H. Hilliard. 
church in its collective business ca- By consulting that report it will be Upon this and previous actions of 
pacity not only took active cogni- seen that the building itself cost $19,-1 conference the resolution authoriz
.zance of the building, but upon the l 015.37, not quite twice the e$tiqiate of ~ng the Bishopric to assum,e tl:te task; 

~ 
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of raising the means and liquidating 
the debt was based; and in pursuance 
of which calls are now being made by 
both the Bishopric and the Faculty. 

The question whether the church 
authorjzed the building of Graceland 
College, or the committee acted with
out such authority, is certainly shown 
by the foregoing recital of wha~ has 
been done by the church. And if it 
should be said that there was no vote 
by "yea and nay," or what is called 
vote by delegates, upon this colle'ge 
building, it must be answered that at 
every conference for many years past 
the greater part of the business. im
portant, or merely· routine, has been 
done without the call, or need for the 
delegate vote; and if the failure to 
call such vote should be held to in
validate the church action on college 
affairs, then no legitimate business 
has been done for the several years 
the delegate system has been used, 
except the adoption of the system it
self, the places at which conferences 
should be held, and a few cases of 
matters of grave importance upon 
which delay has been had for the pur
pose. 

It will be seen that all the business 
done was in open conference, by the 
representatives of the church, in
cluding the delegates chosen by the 
different districts and branches. And, 
it does not detract from the validity 
and value of the actions that many of 
the ''ex officio" members were, also, 
delegates properly chosen and certi
fied to by district and branch organi
zations. 

HERALD OFFICE NEEDS. 

THE Bishop, who is ex officio, Presi
dent of the Board of Publication, and 
Bro. Frank Criley, who is Business 
Manager, are anxious to have the 
present year close up with a long step 
forward in the finances of the office. 
They desire to make preparation for 
issuing the third volume of Church 
History by securing additional orders 
and sales for the second volume. 
Cheaper or more desirable and valu
able literature is not available to the 
readers of the HERALD. Note the 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

cation of the third volume of Church History. 
But not that the Herald Office should run in 
debt to get it out when the second volume is 
not yet paid for. The third volume is needed 
badly. It will be specially interesting, but 
the office must get out of debt on the second 
volume first. 

AN EXCHANGE. 

THE Nauvoo Independent, which we 
have been privileged to receive in ex
change for these many years, appears 
with a splendid souvenir pumber in 
opening issue for the beginning of its 
twenty-sixth year of newspaper life. 

This souvenir number contains a 
brief statement of the nam.es of the 
different newspapers and journals 
published at Nauvoo from 1839 to 
date, with the dates and periods of 
time covered by their publication, and 
the names of publishers and editors 
and different changes occurring in 
their ownership. It is very interest
ing to read, as well as instructive. 

The Independent is of the opinion 
that the city where it is printed, 
though unfortunate in the earlier 
years of its occupation, and the long, 
hideous nightmare of its transition, 
has now reached the limit of the 
downward trend and is destined 
henceforward to rise and grow with 
the general growth of the country. 

The souvenir number reflects great 
credit on the publishers and is a 
"thing of beauty" in the printer's 
arts. We wish it the heartiest suc
cess in its further usefulness as a 
joµrnal for the people of the historic 
city. 

THE CHURCH HISTORY. 

THE Herald Office must have the 
money invested in the second volume 
of Church History before it can afford 
to publish the third volume. Look in 
your library; if you have not the sec
ond volume of the history you are 
delaying the third. Look at your 
neighbor's library. Has he the first 
volume? Has be the second? Urge 
him to help by securing these. The 
office cannot afford to run the church 
into debt to publish unless the people 
want the books. 

following, and other references to the EPISCOPAL c.HURCH M.ATTERS. 

third volume and you will see what is Two matters of ~nterest ':111 be. found 
desired:- in our cover articles, which give re-

THIRD VOLUME CHURCH HISTORY. j ports from the late General Conven-
The Gener&.l Conference ordered the publi- tion of the Protestant Episcop;;i,l 
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Church, held at Washington, D. C. 
They are the proposed legislation and 
final action on marriage and divorce 
and the action providing for congre
gations from other churches being 
received into the fellowship of the 
Episcopal Church. 

Concerning the item last named. the 
report states as follows:-

Dr. Huntington provides for any bishop of 
the church taking under his spiritual over
sight any cong-regation of Christian people 
not in communion of the church which ac
cepts the apostles' creed and whose minister, 
having received Episcopal ordination, ap
proved by the church, shall agree to use in 
public worship in his congregation such form 
or directory as the Bishop sets forth and 
authorizes. 

It will be remembered that when 
Dr. C. A. Briggs of the Presbyterian 
Church was tried for heresy and dealt 
with by the General Assembly of said 
church, he identified himself with the 
Episcopal Church and accepted erdi
nation into its ministerial ranks. 
Whether any of the laity in sympathy 
with Dr. Briggs followed him into the 
Episcopal body, we are unable to 
state. Other aspects of possible cases 
present themselves however: Granted 
that congregations of people, consti
tuted as such by the official acts of 
other ministers, come into the Epis
copal Church, why should such be 
accepted and be required to be under 
the tutelage of an Episcopal ministry 
if already possessing the standing of 
disciples of Christ? If the authority 
that admitted them to Christian fel
lowship without rebaptism is good, 
what more can the Episcopal Church 
do for them? why invite or encourage 
their coming to the Protestant Epis
copal Church? Why require that any 
minister accept Episcopal ordination 
if his former official acts are acknowl
edged? And if this new phase of 
church expansion policy is to go on, 
where will it end? Already the 
Christians and some of the Baptists, 
if not others, are accepting converts 
from other churches, without rebap
tism, practically indorsing the acts of 
other churchmen as authoritative, 
yet encouraging separation from 
former church fellowship. Such 
policy continued, which church, if 
any, will finally absorb all others? 
What the ground for hope of unity in 
such movements-where the consist
ency of ~them? Is the claim of the 
E.pisco:pal Church to apostolic succes-
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sion now to be compromised or aban
doned? 

CHURCH HISTORY. 

Do YOU want the third volume of 
Church History? If you do, show it 
by sending in your order for the sec
ond volune at once. One dollar and 
a half will help you to this work and 
help defray the expenses of the work 
on the third volume. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

BRO. G. H. HILLIARD came to Lamoni 
on the 17th remaining in the iqterest 
of church business until the 21st, 
when he went to St. Joseph enroute 
to points in Nebraska. 

Bro. Frank Criley, our Business 
Manager, requests us to state that 
one thousand subscriptions at $1. 50 
each will be necessary before the 
third volume of Church History is 
issued. It is the desire of the man
agement to go ahead with the publica
tion just as soon as sufficient response 
is received to financially justify so 
doing. 

Please remember what we wrote 
about shortening obituary notices. 
We shall be obliged to shorten, or 
omit altogether; too much space is 
being taken up by notices unneces
sarily long. 

A report of the Northern California 
reunion, held at Livermore, that State, 
October 1-9, is sent us by Sr. M. A. 
Twaddle, se.cretary. Church work 
was represented in general-preach
ing, social, Sunday school, and Religio 
departments; much good accomplished 
among saints and outsiders; two bap
tized. 
Bro.~Reuben C. Elvin of the Herald 

Office force was married on· the 19th 
inst. to Sr. Nellie N. Epperly, of Mil
lersburg, Illinois, Bro. R. M. Elvin, 
father of the groom performing the 
ceremony. The HERALD, including 
its entire force, extends congratula
tions and good wishes. 

Bro. David Hurbaugh, secretary of 
the Southern Indiana reunion, writes 
an account of its sessions, from which 
it appears that the gathering was a 
profitable one throughout. One was 
baptized; all present were edified and 
built up in the faith. Adjourned to 
meet again in '99. Our space is so 
limited that we ceased publishing 
reunion minut~~ §O:r.pe tiµ:ie ago, 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Sr. Betsey Bonner, Belleville, Kan
sas, writes that saints there hold 
regular services, though unaided by 
anyone holding office in the ministry. 
They are b_lessed in striving to do 
what they can. She thinks all ought 
to be energetic workers. 

Bro. F. T. Haynes, Aurora, Illi
nois, writes a good letter giving ac
count of his efforts with those of 
others of the saints in trying to set the 
truth before the people. He finds 
the churchmen not greatly disposed 
to listen to the plain requirements of 
the word taught by the Master, but 
rather in love with their own peculiar 
religious notions. 

Sr. Alice Simpson, of Orchardville, 
Illinois, writes urging that some of 
the ministry respond to the demand 
for preaching there. She asks prayer 
in behalf of herself and family. 

Bro. James Moler, of Ohio, writes: 
"The brother referred to, whom I 
baptized and joined in marriage with 
Maggie Smith, whose name appears 
as Charles G. Williams, is not Wil
liams, but Charles Gwilliams." 

The work on Succession in the 
Presidency of the Church, now run
ning in the HERALD, will appear until 
completed, after which it will be made 
up in tract form. Price will be an
nounced in due time. 

Mothsrs' Homa Gollimn, 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

HOur common mother rests and singf!, 
Like Ruth, among her garnered sheaves; 

Her lup i.s full of goodly things, 
Her brow is bright with autumn leaves." 

Dear Readers of the Home Column:-It is the 
eye and attention of you who.each week scan 
this part of our loved Herald that I wish to 
draw. The eye and attention once gained, I 
hope the Spirit of God will make known to 
you the very great need of aid that you in 
some way are able to give. Thoughtfully con
sider the title of this space devoted particu
larly to the interests of the home-Mothers' 
Home-Column. Homes of our children 
have been benefited by the excellent counsel 
and sensible advice given us in regard to the 
training of children in manners and morals, 
and many other ways. Where the mother 
bas been helped .in her work, the advice so 
applied as to work good, the fruit or reward 
of her labor will show in the lives of her 
sons and daughters. But while mothers are 
encouraged in improving themselves, so that 
the improvement will or may show in the 
lives of their children, the task or rather 
labor of in~truqting the child maJ' l:!e a~sisteq 

by another method than solely through the 
word of mouth teaching by the mother, and 
that is by simple stories, teaching lessons 
plain enough to be applied to your little ones' 
daily life. It is natural for a child to love 
stories, and I believe there is no surer way of 
impressing truths upon the mind of a"child 
than in this way. 

I look back to the years of my own child
hood, aui,l as far as my memory can carry me 
(almost to babyhood itself), I remember the 
great desire (I was about to say appetite) I 
had for a story. I was one fortunate enough 
to have a father with a talent for story-tell
ing, 11.nd whether it were a Bible story, or a 
fairy stc>ry, or a story of every-day life, there 
was always a lesson taug.ht, and I feel that as 
long as I retain my memory I will retain 
many of tl>ose little childish stories. 

Not every mother or father has this talent, 
and in order to supply something for the 
children of such parents, the church has 
undertaken to provide something to be used 
as a teacher by story-telling. Most of the 
mothers are familiar with the little paper 
issued by the church, called Zion's Hope. 
Three pages of this child's paper are devoted 
to children who are able to read for them
selves; one 'page is used for little ones who 
love storiee, but are not old enough to read 
for tbemsel ves. One small page for the most 
impressionable minds in the world! 

You, dear reader of mature years, have 
your Herald and Ensign to keep you familiar 
with the prosperity of the gospel work. The 
youth of the church have Autumn Leaves for 
their portion, and all these pretty well sup
plied with original articles and letters. I 
know you would not be satisfied with less 
than the cream. Well, now I wish you would 
gather up a few Hopes and look over the 
fourth page, how many of the stories there 
are signed by a name, and bow many are 
marked as selections? We as a people often 
take pride in the thought that we have the 
cream of the gospel truth, and yet our chil
dren's young and tender minds are forced to 
accept lessons from the pens of people who 
have riot the truth as we know it. 

I believe there are hundreds of our church 
people who could supply some little incidents 
of child life, and yet while I have had charg.e 
of this page for over five years, I could al
most count on my two hands the number of 
contributors to this small space for the wee 
ones. 

This <shows just about the amount of inter
est taken; but I hope a brighter day will soon 
dawn. There are a few devoted ones who de
serve praise, but they know their reward is 
surti, and they need no mention and expect 
none, publicly. Do not be afraid of oversup
plying us with material for this page. Let 
us try, and never a fear but what we will 
succeed. 

Mothers, fathers, brothers, sisters, uncles, 
aunts, and cousins, will you not respond to 
this call? Let us have some testimonies 
fr.om some who have helped~in this line of 
work, it may do good-it may ·encourage 
others to try. That God may bless us all in 
every good work is the fervent prayer of 
your friend and sister, 

ONs:i:.ow, lowa, Sept. 29, 1898. ELLA J. GRElJj~. 
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Dear Sister Frances:-This morning the 
October number of the Autumn Leaves came 
to hand, and I have been reading it for a great 
part of the day. It is a rich number in the 
best thought of noble minds; and as I realize 
that it is all to help our young people to 
grow, and become strong in those principles 
pleasing to God-righteousness and truth
the thought came to me, how much more this 
church realizes the responsibility of the 
young committed to its care than do any of 
the denominations known to me. Not that 
those others do not have plenty of moral 
teaching, but it seems to be all on general 
terms. No others so enter into the private 
and individual life of young boys and g-irls, 
and not only seek to correct the outward act 
and deportment, but to direct the inward 
secret thought into channels of purity and 
truth. And all this not from fear of flaming 
torment hereafter, but because it is right, 
and the only way to peace on earth and joy 
in heaven. I laid down Zion's Hope not long 
ago with the thankful thought that our 
precious little ones never have been fright
ened from its pages by threats of that fiery 
hell that used to be pictured in all its awful 
horrors to my infant mind. How much bet
ter that they are learning to love the good, 
and their little mil'lds. led into right think
ing and action because it is good, leaving the 
future to its own awards of good or evil? 

There is another thing that claims ad mi
ration for our literatur.e, which I miss in 
every other. I refer to the true democracy of 
the gospel, wherein all whose lives are gov
erned by its laws and principles are placed 
on the same level. There the wealthy with 
their presumed superiority, because of edu
cational and social ad vantages over the poor, 
learn that if their lives are governed by 
those principles exemplified in the life of 
Christ, have no superiority or ad vantage 
over the hard-handed sons and daughters of 
toil, whose lives are likewise patterned after 
the same example. And that wealth with all 
that it bestows are but added responsibili
ties to those who possess them as stewards. for 
Christ. They who learn this, whether rich 
or poor, have learned the great lesson of life 
which Christ came expressly to make known: 
One is your Father, all ye are brethren. A 
lesson which we look for in vain in the popu
lar literature of the day, but which beams 
like a beacon light where the truth of Christ 
is taught. There is no education that can 
broaden and quicken thought like that 
which the Holy Spirit gives. How it de
velops and brings into action natural and 
latent talents of good, thus uplifting and en
nobling the humblest of his followers, and 
bestowing the truest refinement to manners 
that are ruled by the love of Christ. 

I thank God for our church litei·ature, for 
the good it is doing for our own, and for the 
power it must exert in the world, if only as a 
protest against the overwhelming tide of 
evil. 

I cannot speak from personal knowledge of 
the Home Column, for it has been a long, 
long time since I have seen it. Indeed, it is 
by favor only that I am permitted to read 
the Autumn Leaves and Zion's Hope, and I 
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thought I must write if only to make known 
how I appreciate them. Eleven years ago 
there were a few true mother hearts who saw 
and felt the need of something that should 
come between the Hope and the Herald; and 
by their united prayers and efforts, with toil 
of mind and body, our beautiful little maga
zine was launched on the world. Can we for
get what prayers were offered for its success? 
wha~ earnest work and thought were given 
to it only the few know. And now as I look 
over the bright little volume before me, I be
gin to realize that it was not all in vain, 
though the instruments of its being did seem 
so feeble. And, Sister Frances, I would like 
to say to you, that though Providence has re
moved from your side most of those old-time 
helpers, who essayed to hold up your hands, 
I am glad to think that the divine aid still 
continues with you; and my prayer still is 
that it may continue with you, and to per
petuate the work after you are gone. You 
and I know that none of us, be our abilities 
what they may, are essential to the perpetua
tion of God's truth. This lesson was long 
ago borne in upon my mind, and I only feel 
thankful that I was permitted to be one of 
the pioneers in that work, and am glad that 
abler ones have carried it on to success when 
I was forced by circumstances to lay it down. 

God bless you. 
ELEANOR. 

NEVADA, Mo. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

THE sisters of the Prayer Union are asked 
to remember the mother of Bro. Roy New
kirk, that she may have the opportunity of 
hearing the gospel preached and be led to 
accept the same. Mention is made elsewhere 
in the Home Column of her; please read. 

8lfndau School DBuarlmBnt 
ELDER. T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor. 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

SUNDAY SCHOOL LIBRARIES. 
THE object of any library is to place books 
within reach of those wishing to use them. 
Books on every subject may be obtained in 
abundance, oftentimes at little cost. But the 
question with us is not altogether how many 
books, and how cheap can we fill our library 
shelves, but, Of what nature shall be the 
books we place in our Sunday school libra
ries, and how can we make the wisest selee
tion. What shall be our aim as we say, Put 
this book in the hands of our children, it will 
do them good,-reject that book, it will harm 
him? 

WHO SHALL CHOOSE? 

From our experience with reading, we that 
are older must choose the best that we know 
so that those whom we may try to lead in. 
right directions shall not have to wade 
through the worst to be able to decide what 
is best. 

HABITS. 

Habits formed in reading are not for a lit-
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tle season, but for a lifetime. If we elect to 
read only that which elevates, the whole 
character will be raised to a higher plane; 
contrary election producing contrary effect. 

OUR AIM. 

Our effort in this Sunday school library 
movement, is to raise the standard of our 
young people's reading. We desire that 
their habits shall tend to bring t,hem up 
higher. Not simply to make them ac
quainted with what good literature is, but 
by placing in their hands the books that we 
know to be good, cause to be developed in 
them a real taste for the true, the beautiful, 
and ennobling in literature. We may know 
what we ought to read and from a sense of 
duty read what our judgment tells us is best; 
yet if we have not taste for it, much of the 
good to be attained is lost. 

IN'.L'EREST 

in any undertaking because of love for it ac
complishes the whole object sought. Let 
us be careful, then, from earliest childhood 
to make a careful selection of the company 
we are anxious that the children shall assoc 
ciate with, whether it be his book-companion 
or otherwise. 

A CHANGE OF TASTE. 

With children, whose tastes for reading are 
p&rtially or almost wholly formed we cannot 
say, You must not read that book, it is not 
good. In the average child such remark 
would only be an incentive to read the book. 
Our aim with such who are reading what we 
in our mature judgment might condemn, 
should be to use untiring zeal in trying to 
familiarize them with something that is 
better than they have been reading; and in 
that way they may be taught to take pleasure 
in good l;JOoks. 

PLEASURE. 

That in which we take pleasure, unavoida
bly will result in the shaping and molding of 
our character. And how anxious we are, 
that ou1· boys and girls shall stand unparal
leled in purity and in knowledge; for I be
lieve such is our right and privilege, if we 
make good use of that which we have. 

To you, Sunday school workers, it has 
seemed to me wisdom to try and outline for 
you iilome of the work that is expected to be 
done by the librarian, some of the responsi
bilities that devolve upon this officer, and 
too, some of the resulting responsibilities 
that rest upon you, as workers in the Sunday 
school; for I believe that no work rests 
wholly upon one person in the position of 
officer. 

A DEMAND. 

Those actively engaged in the work, in 
their visits to the different schools and in 
letters asking advice as to what books to put 
in their libraries, saw that some one to look 
after the interests of this department would 
satisfy a growing demand and open a field to 
advance the interests of our young people. 
So, in the appointment of an officer, the 
object sought was that some one should have 
this particular feature uf Sunday school work 
at heart, and be on the watch for good books, 
or for new ideas relative to furnishing the 
best reading for our boys and girls, to advise 
librarians as to the selection of good litera-
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ture, and to gather together whatever ma
terials may serve to throw light on the 
gospel, or any evidence that may tend to es
tablish the truth of the Book of Mormon. 

AN ERRONEOUS IDEA. 
An idea seems to prevail, judging from the 

tone of some of the letters I have received, 
that no work of selecting books for Sunday 
school libraries now rests upon anyone ex
cept the librarian. The idea is hardly a 
correct one. 

My idea is something like this: Wher
ever possible, to have the local schools ap
point a standing library committee, whose 
duties shall be of similar nature to those of 
the librarian, that they may be constantly 
watching for the best literature. 

Let the essential qualifications of one on 
this committee be that he is himself inter
ested in reading; that he is interested in 
what is choice in reading matter; and that he 
realizes that much can be accomplished by 
good literature training. 

SELECTING BOOKS. 
Let us remember a few general points in 

selecting books. We do not want simply 
that which does no harm, not simply that 
which pleases, not simply that which does a 
little good, but we are seeking that which 
tends to open new fields of thought, and 
which will draw out and develop the very 
grandest faculties of our minds. 

I, as Librarian, am not able to read all 
books. You, as workers, may read many, 
many books. Then, when something ap
peals to you as elevating, treasure it, and let 
us know about it. In making up a list of 
books that may serve as a guide for the dif
ferent schools to use in selecting, I have 
written to many of the workers to give me a 
list of books that their judgment has told 
them were good and pure, and have been 
pleased with the responses that I have 
received and the lists of books that have been 
sent me. 

I wish I knew more of you, but by means of 
this paper, I make a general request, that 
you may all become interested; that you 
who are older as well as you who are younger 
may become more careful readers; that our 
knowledge may be utilized to the good of our 
young people. 

I believe that a wide field is before us. 
LOCAL LIBRARIANS. 
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CHRISTMAS OFFERINGS. 
IT is hoped that the Sunday school work
ers and scholars will not overlook the im
portance of the Christmas Offerings. A 
growth in the Sunday school should also be 
seen in the amount of offerings sent in. 
Means are needed to aid the work, and we 
respectfully urge the claims of the Christ
mas Offering fund upon the attention of all 
schools. 

Let us do better this year than ever be
fore. Send all remittances with names to 
the Herald Office, as heretofore. The names 
with amounts of offerings .will be published 
in the blue Hope. 

CASTLE ROCK, Wash., Oct. 11. 
Editors Herald:-The gospel tent of the 

field is now furled and packed away for the 
winter, after a successful campaign of about 
four months, which is considered pretty good 
time for this climate; and we are just getting 
our first introduction to the Washington rain 
we have heard so much about, and I don't 
doubt that it is all it is said to be, for it does 
seem to me it can rain the easiest, and with 
the least preparation, and keep it up the 
longest, of any place I ever struck. But all 
you have to do is to provide yourself with an 
umbrella, mackintosh, and rubbers, and you 
may be out in it all day with very little dis
comfort, as it is warm and no wind with it, 
and in this place we have no mud to contend 
with, as the soil is very sandy. 

This is our stopping place for the winter. 
We have a small three-room house rented for 
one dollar per month, and with a little 
second-hand furniture purchased coming 
through Portland, we are quite comfortably 
settled for the winter. After all, content
ment in life is more than half the battle 
fought. 

This is a very busy little place; it has four 
trains a day. Its streets and dwellings are 
lit up by electricity; it has four sawmills 
running, which give plenty of work for all. 

The last Sunday before leaving Oregon, 
the gospel tent still standing at Dallas, A. 
M. was called to Independence on business. 
Business? Yes, and very important business, 
too. It was a wedding. Our esteemed 

One thought further: Let me urge upon 
brother, Bro. Jasperson, of that place, had 

you the most careful selection of your local li-
• •

1 
concluded to "take unto himself a wife" and 

brarians. Not anyone w1,l do for the office, t· t f t + 1 d d t b th · bl · , . . na or unaue a y prove o e e am1a e 
but some one whooe acquarntance with the d 1. h d 8 J · w d 11 1 t f . . an accomp 1s e r. en me en a , a e o 
readi?g matter he handles is far from meager.

1 

Wisconsin. Br». I. N. Roberts will remem-
Let it be some one, too, who knows what b h h . f h' t h h . . . er er, ass e is one o is conver s, e av-
boys and girls enJoy, and who takes mterest . b t' · d h 1 W 11 · · d' . . h . rng ap ize er severa years ago. e , 
rn encouragmg rea mg rn rig t directions. h f d · 1 d . t e ceremony was per orme ma so emn an 

I am anx10us that we should progress, and b fitt• th b t · h f h . · e rng manner e es w1s es o t ose 
that our advancement be steadily upward, ' 

d th t f 1 . k' h present tendered the happy couple, the songs 
an a we may ee rn wor mg t at our f z· b . · · d · b b h b 'd 

· · t d th t th S . . f G . o ion sung, erng Jome rn y ot r1 e cause is JUS an a e pir1t o od is . . . 
d . t' and groom, and the dchcacies and luxuries of 

1rec mg. 1 k f · h · 
I ld . t• . h 

8 
d the tab e parta ·en o wit an added rehsh 

wou enJOY mee rng wit you, un ay d h · bl · l · · h . . un er t e soc1a e, congema sp1 r1 t t at was 
school workers, and hear your omnions, but t d h' h 1 h Id ·1 . . . . . ' presen an w ic a ways s ou prevai 
it is impossible; but I pray God that his 'th b th d · t · Ch · t w 11 
Spirit may direct you. w1 r~ ren a1:1 sis ers m r1s . e , 

we considered the whole a success, even to MAMIE A. ALLEN. 
For the Sunday school work at the late reunion at 

Woodbine, Iowa. 
the clo8ing scene, which was enacted between 
Bro. Jasperson and A. M., the former placing 

an X in the hand of the latter. Well, we de· 
parted, wishing thell'.'. many happy years in 
their comfortable and handsome abode, and 
that their lives might continue to be so occu
pied therein, that they might gain an abun
dant entrance to those glorious mansions we 
all hope to Clbtain. 

Well, the last week was spent by our elders 
in preaching to the people of this place even
ings and cutting wood in the timber through 
the day. By so doing I am provided with my 
winter's supply of wood, for which I am duly 
grateful. Last Sunday morning our worthy 
brother, Bro. Lobesene came as previously 
agreed upon and took them by team across 
the river to preach to the people at the Lank 
schoolhouse. There are a few saints in this 
locality. Three of the saints of this place, Srs. 
Crun:, Aphleman, Davis, and myself also went 
over and were well paid for the effort by hear
ing two excellent sermons delivered to good 
and attentive congregations. We then drove 
back home, leaving the elders to continue 
the meetings this week. We hear they still 
have a house full last night. Well, we look 
for good results, as there are some near the 
kingdom there. May the Spirit of the Mas
ter attend this work generally. 

Your sister in Christ, 
MRS. A. M. CHASE. 

SAN ANTONIO·, Texas, Oct. 2. 
Editm·s Herald:-We are at work, doing the 

best we can under existing circumstances. 
We are poor and have no house for worship, 
but go from house to house; have prayer 
meeting every Sabbath evening, preaching 
often as the circumstances admit. 

Bro. T. J. Sheppard has been with us; was 
at the reunion; held ten days' services with 
good attendance and good spiritual meetings, 
and as fine sermons as I ever listened to. He 
baptized six members into the San Antonio 
branch, which now has a membership of 
thirty-five. There were fourteen additions 
while Bro. Sheppard was with us. 

Yours in bonds, 
I. E. TUCKER. 

CONNEAUT Township, Pa., Oct. 20. 
Editors Herald:-Elders Griffiths and Craig 

were in attendance at the dedication of the 
saints' chapel about four miles from Glen
easton, West Virginia, on Sunday, 16th inst. 
Dedicatory service was held at eleven o'clock 
a. m. Elder Tary, of Wheeling, presided, 
and offered opening prayer; Elder Griffiths 
uffered the dedicatory prayer, a well-worded 
and spiritual one. He preached in afternoon. 
Audiences large and attentive throughout 
the day; singers from Wheeling branch 
furnished special music for the occasion. 

The chapel is 30x40 ft., ceiling proportion
ately high; neatly finished, and good pews 
for seating; platform and aisles nicely car
peted; room well lighted; a belfry and bell 
adorn front gable; in all a credit to the saints 
of that locality. Elders Griffiths and Craig 
were to divide the present week in having 
preaching services at the chapel. Came here 
18th, for a series of meetings. 

Respectfully, 
J. F. MCDOWELL. 
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RENO, Nev., Oct. 12. 
Editors Herald:-Proselyting in this part 

of the country, so far as our faith is con
cerned, is very scattering indeed. I have 
done the best I could, but I am a long ways 
from being satisfied; I cannot do sufficient to 
arouse any considerable interest. One man, 
in a Brigbamite-poisoned district as Nevada, 
is like a needle in a haystack. I find some 
saints who we.re converted to the man who 
brought the gospel to them, instead of to the 
gospel, and subsequent conversions when in 
the church are the most difficult to effect. 
Others have starved to death, a very preva
lent disease, brought on by a dearth for 
preaching and presiding officers over the 
flock, as provided for in the revelations. It 
is suicidal to establish branches i.nd then 
leave them to "starve out." It occurs to me 
this would be a profitable question for dis
cussion in the "High Priest's Quorum." 

Then there are a few saints who are very 
warm and congenial to the investigator, and 
as soon as he is baptized the cold side is 
turned towards him and he is soon frozen 
out. This, too, I think is largely due to a 
dearth of proper food administered by the 
proper ones. 

I finished a week of services at the Truckee 
schoolhouse last week. This week I am 
preaching in the Congregational church in 
Reno to very small crowds. We shall try 
and do our part and leave it in the bands of 
God for the increase. 

We like this.mission for its wilderness, and 
to be fully in harmony have, with the aid of 
Bro. Gault, captured us a wild pony from the 
"range" of his mountain fastness. Will try 
and get him well broke and turn him in for 
"tithing" when we leave the mission. E. L. 
get your "hackarnore" and "spurs" ready. 

Uncle John, "To the law and to the testi
mony," referred only to those who "peep and 
mutter." W. H. K. neither peeped nor mut
tered, but spoke out clearly, as a man who 
had the courage of bis convictions. 

Our conference convenes on the 6th of 
November. Would it be possible for you 
to be with us, Bro. Griffiths? 

In bonds, 
T. \V. CHATBURN. 

CLARKSVILLE, Texas, Oct. 14. 
Editors Herald:-I have belonged to this 

grand and glorious work for four years last 
August; have done very little good for the 

. cause yet-and be that to my shame; but can 
testify to its truth and divinity. The closer 
I try to live to God the more glorious it be
comes to me. 

My wife and I were converted through the 
preaching of Bro. J. D. Erwin, at Douglass, 
Texas. She had belonged to the Baptists for 
sixteen years, and I to the Carnpbellites for 
fifteen years. We are now living in the 
neighborhood of Mabry schoolhouse. Our 
son and ourselves are the only saints in this 
neighborhood, but I think there will be more 
soon. 

About one year ago Bro. I. P. Baggerly 
held a meeting here. He has preached a few 
times since, consequently there· are some in
vestigating our claims. Of course it is easy 
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to guess what the result will be. "But hold I pound being, composed of spirit and body, 
on there,'' says the Devil, "that is all a hobby the body goes to the grave, the spirit returns 
and a delusion." So off he sends for his vice- to God who gave it." 
consul, J. W. Chism, to kill out Mormonism; Bro. Gregory is a young man, and this is 
so the time was set for debate on the 13th of his first debate; but he is a clear-brained, 
September; but it failed to come off by some close, logical reasoner. Most of the time he 
crook or turn of his Satanic Majesty, so they was calm and keen, wading through the 
have set the time again for December 5, I doctor's tangled webb with ease. Bro. 
think, without conferring with Bro. Bag- Gregory admitted the body was mortal, but 
gerly anything about it. They also say that pressed the doctor to follow the spirit "to 
Bro. Baggerly will not meet Chism. God wl:,o gave it," and prove it mortal. This· 

I also see a letter in the Herald from Bro. the doctor failed to do, and Bro. Gregory's 
J. D. E., wherein he states that Bro. Ba~- work in the negative was over. He put up a 
gerly is not the man to me-et Chism. The splendid alibi in the form of preexistence and 
people here all want Bro. B., say they don't probation after death. 
want anyone else, so I think he is the man. In the doctor's closing speech be said Bro. 
God is just as able to defend his cause Gregory was a master at the work, and he 
through Bro. B. as anyone else, and I believe had never met his equal on the debating 
is just as willing. It will take a meek and platform. The doctor's moderator called 
humble spirit to do any good here. ·All him to order five times. I acted as Bro. 
there will be to do will be to present the Gregory's moderator, and did what I could 
truth in a mild form. Chism will do more to make the debate a profitable one. 
harm here among bis own people than he The next three nights "our church" will 
will good. be on trial. Will report next week. 

I had a little experience with them Yours in the conflict, 
in September. One Trimble was hold- R. C. EVANS. 
ing a big meeting, I had been attending, 
and he kept throwing dirt and talking 
about the Mormon Bible; so on Friday 
night I asked him to let me give in my 
testimony the next night. He said I could; 
so after he had talked about an hour and a 
half he announced my request and sat down. 
I got up, the first time in my life to try to 
talk to a large congregation; but I told them 
I was raised in the Campbellite Church, how 
long I had belonged to it, and why I was now 
a Latter Day Saint. When I sat down he 
got up and would ask me a question. Before 
I could answer he would ask another, or go 
to vilifying me, until one old gentleman 
told him to hush and let me answor his ques
tions. But he did not heed him. Well, I 
will not try to tell what he did say, but when 
he got through he bad about killed all the 
good be had done all the week, and some of 
the old men were so mad they just pulled for 
borne to keep from jumping onto him. 

Your brother in Christ, 
G. L. RATHBUN. 

MASON-GREGORY DEBATE. 

TORON'.l'O, Ont., Oct. 20. 
Last Monday night Dr. Mason of Toronto, 

Christadelphian, and Elder Fred Gregory of 
St. Marys, Latter Day Saint, met in the 
saints' church, this city, according to previ
ous arrangement, to discuss two propositions. 
The first three nights have been devoted to 
the first proposition, which reads as follows: 
"Resolved that the Old and New Testaments 
teach that man is mortal, and has no con
scious existence between death and the res-
urrection." DR. MASON, aff. 

ELDER GREGORY, neg. 
The doctor informed us that he "had been 

debating thirty years;" but if he ever was a 
bright one at· the business, a great change 
has come over him. In his first speech he 
showed signs of nervousness, and made such 
fatal admissions that I whispered to Bro. 
Gregory, "Your man is whipped already." 
Here is a sample: "I admit man is a corn-

PIPER CITY, Ill., Oct. 17. 
Editors Herald:-I joined Bro. Moler here 

two weeks ago; we have continued meetings 
most of the time until the present. Interest 
was still good when we closed last night. A 
number are "near and yet so far" from the 
kingdom. Bro. Moler went to Sherburnville 
to-day; called there to administer to Bro. 
Colon Dickey who is very low with consump
tion. Bro. Moler will probably preach some 
while there; it is a new point. I will remain 
in this part of the district awhile and en
deavor to effect some new openings. Bad 
weather prevents me from filling an appoint
ment at Forman schoolhouse, six miles west 
of here (Sr. Heavener's) to-night. The saints 
here bear such a reputation with the world 
that it makes it a pleasure to preach. 

Your brother, 
ADAM J. KECK. 

SOUTH BOARDMAN, Mich., Oct. 5. 
Editors Herald:-It has been a long time 

since anything has been written from this 
branch to the outside world, we have not 
been entirely dead, but it has been a struggle 
for life, though we still live and in hope. 

We are trying to finish up our church and 
get it seated and comfortable for winter: we 
want to say to the brothers and sisters every
where, we need some help, and we presume 
you have been taxed, and perhaps not a little, 
in like calls in the past. It has been so with 
us, but we have always responded as liber
ally as "we were able; now we feel to give all 
an opportunity to return the compliment. A 
very small trifle from each one would help us 
out wonderfully, and aid in a good cause. 
Anyone who may feel disposed to help, be it 
ever so small, it will be thankfully received 
by Sr. Mary Hanson, president, or Sr. Fran
ces Graves, treasurer, of the Ladies' Mite 
Society of South Boardman, Michigan, who 
will apply it as above, and God will bless you 
for the same. By the society, 

SR. JENNIE HAS'l'INGS, Sec. 
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MARION, Iowa, Oct. H. 
.Editors Herald:-The Methodist conference 

of Northern Iowa held in Marion the past 
week, closed yesterday. There was good at
tendance, some good speaking, and eight 
elders and one deacon called by the M. E. 
Church and ordained by the authority of the 
Bishop and five elders, who laid their hands 
upon them and conferred upon them the 
authority of the church. There are many 
earnest, honest souls among them, with some 
of whom we had nice visits. Sr. Cator enter
tained one of their ministers and his wife, 
and one stayed at our house part of the time. 
They said they had a better underst,anding 
of the Latter Day Saints' belief and a better 
opinion of them than ever before. 

One of the special features of the confer· 
ence was the lecture by Bishop Jobn H. Vin
cent, D. D., L. L. D.; subject, "To-morrow." 
Bro. J. W. Peterson and myself had the 
pleasure of hearing it, which is, in part, as 
follows:-

A casket was handed to a king, and as he 
opened it his boy prince, looking eagerly on, 
saw nothing but two or three peachstones, 
some plumstones, cherry pits, and some other 
seeds. "Who has insulted thee thus?" the 
young prince exclaimed, "Those are of no 
value." "They are for me," said the king, 
"I see in them fruits and foliage, and they 
shall be planted to-morrow." The king 
planted them, and the prince in future years 
praised the king for his foresight. We must 
look into the future and make preparation 
for it. The destiny of the race does not end 
at the grave, and it behooves wise men to 
plan wisely for the future. I have great 
faith in the future. See how the world has 
advanced in the sciences in the past fifty 
years! I sometimes fancy I would like one of 
my venerable ancestors to ride with me on 
one of the present palace trains with their 
magnificent sleeping cars, fine dining cars, -
and their cattle-Oh! smoking cars. But 
what are these compared with to-morrow? I 
never read Looking Backward without wish
ing I had chosen my occupation later ir: life; 
Mr. Bellamy's description of a rcom soar
ranged that if one is restless he has but to 
press a button and soft, sweet music fills the 
air aud lulls one to sleep. Think of the 
pneumatic tube by which a man in Paris will 
return to New York for dinner! Inventions 
of the past only index the future. It is a sad 
thing to think of death as we contemplate 
the possibilities of the future. 

I look forward to the church of to-morrow 
with a great deal of interest, not in the dim 
future, for I expect to reside here on the 
earth for countless ages when the New Jeru
salem, the city of God, comeS" down from 
heaven t,o the earth and the tabernacle of 
God is with men. Some may not want to 
stay here then, but for me, I will be satisfied 
to remain after the ushering in of a new 
heaven and a new earth. 

The church of the future will be a church 
militant and its mission will be to wage war 
against evil. The church of the future will 
be a church of revision in doctrine and polity. 
The Bible was not produced in heaven and 
handed down as a whole, but was written by 
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men here on earth under the inspiration of 
the Spirit. The sun is not without spots, 
and these have their ad vantages; so with the 
Bible, it will be revised again and again, but 
will be more precious in a thousand years 
than now. We have the Book, and we must 
recognize the possibilities of human errors. 
I would not throw away an old daguerreo
type of a friend, but would prize a recent 
picture more; but I prefer the original to 
either. The church of the future will place 
great emphasis on a personal Christ; to-mor
row will not be ecclesiastical but it will be 
Christ. He experienced· our infirmities; we 
will magnify his humanity, and then his 
divinity will have more power for us. More 
lives of Jesus have been written during the 
past twenty-ti ve years than of any other ten 
persons of history. The church of the future 
will put emphasis on the original factor, 
Home. We have leagues, clubs, organiza
tions, etc., etc., and are apt .to neglect the 
home. The true Christian home is the 
model of the universe. My father believed 
in authority, and when he said: "My son, 
meet me on the barn floor, to-morrow morn
ing at half past six." I used to be lost in the 
thoroughness of his effectiveness. Once my 
mother pleaded with my father to forgive me 
that once, and he yielded, and mother took 
me in the bedroom and told me that was the 
way God forgave his children for Jesus' sake. 
Is home to be lost in the club and the secret 
societie3 and the children to be let run and 
learn those things from irresponsible parties 
when the parents ought to be the ones to in
struct in those things that tend to promote 
happiness? The church of the future will 
demand a qualified minister-one that is en
dowed with the true dignity. I don't believe 
in a church built with a place for the choir 
back of the pulpit where there may be some 
person who is an unbeliever who because of 
his good voice is employed by the church to 
sing. He may by the expression of unbelief 
on his face kill the effect of all the minister 
may say. So also may some of the ladies by 
some silly laugh or peculiar make-up attract 
the attention of the audience from the 
thought being presented. Put your choir to 
one side on a level with the congregation, 
and avoid such things. We ought to believe 
and recognize the sanctity of our churches 
and maintain a spirit of reverence in God's 
house. And in the church of the future, in 
the prayer meetings, there will be a change, 
where the Scriptures will be used more. 
The church of the future will be all
inclusive, the center of all movements where 
man will be lifted up and great ideas will be 
advocated, and leave men to decide, while 
Christ will -be the center of all our efforts; 
n0t just work for the denomination only, for 
creeds are but human interpretation of Scrip
ture; but for Christ and humanity. 

The church of to-morrow will concentrate on 
humanity. I respect a servant girl that hon
estly toils for her living and the church of 
the future will have more interest in all the 
classes and conditions of humanity. Not ex
ternal union, for that tends to stagnation; 
but unity of spirit, unity in the great work 
about the Father's business. Every minister 

should live in a town five years, and if every 
church in that town is not better, then there 
is a failure somewhere. Many people hold 
a thought that rests in the brain as a name, 
but Christ lives for all and died for all. I 
see in the distance a great church spire, Go 
on Presbyterians, build higher and higher! 
And again, a Congregationalist's building I 
see. We give you some of our members; 
may they be a blessing to you. There also 
is the Baptists' tower of strength, built not 
in the water, but on the rock of ages. Go on, 
old church, go on, do all the good you can! 
There also is the Episcopal church; narrow 
doors and windows select, building for eter
nity. Go on, build away! And there is the 
stately tower of Methodism. It trembles; 
shall it fall? No; it is spiritual power. And 
there in the distance I see a small steeple. I 
cannot say by what name they call it, but it 
may be they have more righteousness, and 
the Spirit of God, than all the rest. And as 
I turn I see the great Roman Catholic 
Church. I shall keep my eyes on you. 
There are some things I am afnid of, but we 
realize, as an American once said, it will be 
watched and no harm shall come. 

The time will come when God, the great 
Master-builder will put great arches from 
tower to tower and all shall become a part of 
the temple of our God. ·· 

L. E. HILLS. 

AUDUBON, Minn., Oct. 16. 
.Editors Hemld:-We have, in our little 

branch, indeed had much to encourage us, 
and I often wonder how people can live with
out the gospel, the Comforter, and the heav
enly Father, to go to in the dark hour of 
trial; and I feel to strive more earnestly to 
live in such a manner that he will be pleased 
to hear me when I call upon him. 

One dear sister in our branch was very low. 
Doctors told her she could not live long, and 
when I stood by her bedside I felt that she 
was indeed very near unto death. She had 
called for Elders I. N. Roberts and H. Way 
to administer to her, and as she took me by 
the hand and said, "I want you all to pray 
for me," I felt that God would hear and 
answer our prayers in her behalf; and before 
Bro. Roberts had finished the first prayer 
every one in the room felt the power of the 
Holy Spirit, and after she was administered 
to she received a grand blessing, and was 
healed, to the joy of all present. 

When Bro. Roberts returned from holding 
meetings in the city of Minneapoli.s he was so 
badly broken down in health that people 
shook their heads and said, "I am afraid 
Bro. Roberts' work is about over." But he 
had that faith that could not nor would not 
be shaken, and according to promise was 
healed instantly, after being administered to 
by the elders; and now people look and won
der, for he is his old, natural self and is 
gaining in flesh again. We all rejoice to 
know that the Lord will bless, and that these 
signs do follow them that believe. 

We have a neat little building erected here 
in Audubon and hope to be 11<ble in the near 
future to have it dedicated to the Lord, free 
from all indebtedness; and I for one feel that 
inasmuch as we stand united in this glorious 
work the Lord will recognize and bless the 
sacrifices all have made in this direction; so 
let us not weary in welldoing, but press on, 
and through faith we will conquer and re
ceive a crown of life in the end. I ask an 
interest in the prayers of all saints. 

Your sister in Christ, 
L. M. HAWLEY. 
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True Succession 
. 
In 

PREFACE. 

THE only apology needed for the appearance of this work 
is, that we have been attacked, and it is both a privilege 
and a duty to respond. Some have thought the church 
was too slow and should have replied long ago. But had 
we rushed into print when the work of Mr. Roberts first 
appeared, we would have don~ so unadvisedly. We did not 
know whether he was authorized to write or not; nor did 
we know whether the church he represented would indorse 
his positions; hence no one was appointed to reply; though 
it was not lost sight of, and several of the elders upon 
their own responsibility were carefully collecting material 
for use in such reply. Now that the representatives of the 
church in Utah, both in Europe and America, have made 
it their chief $eapon of attack and defense, we think the 
opportune time has come, for they are thus pledged to its 
support. Further, we have the direct testimony of Mr. 
Roberts that the First Presidency in Utah indorsed his 
work. The book was copyrighted in February, 1894. 

In the latter part of the year 1895 Mr. Roberts, together 
with Moses Thatcher, fell under the displeasure of church 
authorities for his political actions; while under the ban of 
disapproval he was interviewed, and the interview pub
lished in the Salt Lake Tribune for October 14, 1895. The 
following is an extract from the interview:-

STATEMENT BY ROBERTS. 
CLAIMS THAT HE CONFRONTS A GRAVE CRISIS. 

The following authorized statement by 13. H. Roberts, in the 
form of an interview, was given out at the Democratic State 
headquarters last evening. 

Being asked for his views upon the present political situation, 
Mr. Roberts said:-

"! have al ways regarded myself as properly respectful and 
attentive to church authority. In my labors in the church, 
whether in missionary or literary affairs. I have always con
sulted with the presidency when communication was possible; 
and their wishes have been respectfully followed. All the 
manuscripts of tracts and books of which I am the author, that 
have been written in advocacy or defense of the Mormon faith, 
have been invariably submitted to their personal inspection or 
to the inspection of committees appointed by them." 

This, then, fixes the Tesponsibility of an indorsement 
upon the Presidency; and in meeting the issues discussed 
by Mr. Roberts in ''Succession in the Presidency of the 
Church," we are not simply rn'eeting Mr. Roberts alone, 
but we are meeting the authorized positions of the church 
in Utah upon the issues involved. 

In addition to this Mr. Roberts is one of the seven Presi
dents of Seventy, a leading minister, a popular lecturer, 
and an author of no mean repute among his fellows, being 
the author of the "Life of John Taylor," "Outlines of 
Ecclesiastical History," "The Gospel,'Z and other publi
cations. 

Having then located our contestants and estimated the 
strength of their position, we advance to the examination 
confident of the final triumph of the right wherever found; 
and send forth this little book with a humble prayer that 
the erring may learn wisdom and the darkened mind 
receive light. We wish here to gratefully acknowledge 
the assistance rendered us by valuable suggestions given 
us by several. 

With much confidence we submit the issues involved to 
the careful investigation of an indulgent, but discerning 
public. 

THE AUTHOR. 

Church Presidency .. 
CHAPTER I. 

MR. ROBERTS introduces his treatise by quoting what 
purports to be language of Brigham Young used on 
August 8, 1844, as follows:-

All that want to draw away a party from tlw Olturch aftm· tltem, 
let them do it if they can, but tltey will not prospm'. 

He assumes that this language is prophetic, then pro
ceed:::; to show its fulfillment by citing the failure of the 
movements under Rigdon, William Smith, J. J. Strang, 
a~d others. In each of these cases he repeats this pur
ported prediction as a climax to his argument. As Mr. 
Roberts has given this purported statement so much 
prominence, we will give it a brief consideration. 

First, there is nothing peculiarly significant in the 
statement. It is but a sentiment which any person who 
had accepted the latter-day work would feel safe in 
expressing, and one which was generally held and 
doubtless frequently expressed at the time, and one which 
would have received the unqualified indorsement of Rigdon, 
Strang, and every other claimant to the Presidency of the 
church; a sentiment too which we most heartily agree to, 
for we most assuredly believe that no man or men will 
prosper in leading away a party from the church. But the 
questions were then and are now, Where was or is the 
church? Who represented or represents it? Instead of 
meeting these questions squarely and fairly, Mr. Roberts 
assumes the very point at issue by supposing that the 
party led by Brigham Young and his colleagues was and is 
the accepted church. This is illogical, and contrary to all 
rules of evidence, subjecting its author to. an unenviable 
position as a controversialist. 

In the second place, if we concede that the statement 
referred to was a prophetic one, the evidence of its cor
rectness is not complete so long as there are two flourish
ing organizations contending for recognition; and Mr. 
Roberts admits that he cannot point to a fulfillment of his 
pet prediction as applied to the Reorganization. He 
says:-

Now that we draw to the close of our consideration of the 
claims of this "Reorganized church," we cannot point to its 
destruction as we have done in the case of Sidney Rigdon's 
church, William Smith's church,· and .Tames J. Strang's 
church; for the Reorganized church still exists. But its doom 
is written as distinctly as that of the other false churches that 
we have seen crumble to pieces into shnpeless heaps of ruin. It 
is only a question of time with regard to its failure. MENE, 
MENE, TEKEL, is written upon its walls-God hath numbered 
thy kingdom·-weighed in the balances-found wanting!-Suc
cession, by Roberts, page 99. 

Mr. Roberts forms his conclusion in advance of the evi 
dence to support it, and then utters a prediction of his 
own upon the fulfillment of which depends the correctness 
of his basic prediction, a very unfortunate and unsafe 
thing to do. Were we, like he, to beg the question by 
assuming, in advance of the evidence, that the Reorganiza
tion is accepted of God, we could cite in confirmation the 
failure of Rigdon, Smith, and Strang, with as much con
sistency as does he. We could also bolster up our conclu
sion by predicting the downfall of the church in Utah with 
just as much flourish and with at least as much prospect 
of success. We hope, however, that if driven to such 
straits we will have the honesty to withdraw from the 
controversy. 

If this purported statement of Brigham Young's is a 
true prediction, who can now tell whether it will be ful-
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filled in the destruction and dismemberment of the organi
zation of the church in Utah or that of the Reorganization? 

In the third place, the evidence that Brigham Young 
made this statement at the time and place claimed, is not 
very clear. Mr. Roberts quotes it from the Millennial 
Star, volume 25, page 216, a publication issued about 1863, 
nearly twenty years after the event. The account of the 
meeting published soon afterward, in Tirnes and Seasons 
for September 2, 1844, does not contain these words or 
anything of like purport. Had such a sentiment been 
expressed and understood to have been prophetic in its 
character, it is but reasonable to suppose that some notice 
of it would have been included in the published account. 
(See Times and Seasons, Vol. 5, pp. 637, 638.) 

So much then for this so-called prediction which is 
brought forward with so great a flourish of trumpets to 
form the basic thought of Mr. Roberts' great effort. Sum
marized, it amounts to this: (a) The statement if made is 
irrelevent and of no force. (b) It lacks evidence of com
plete fulfillment. (c) The evidence that such a statement 
was made is very questionable. If Mr. Roberts has not 
endeavored to make a mountain out of a molehill, who ever 
did? It was the custom then for these several factions to 
prophesy against each other, and if there was either evi
dence or argument in it, we could quote more remarkable 
predictions from Rigdon and others against the Brigham
ites. We have no inclination to defend either the claims 
or the acts of Rigdon and some others referred to by Mr. 
Roberts; but in the interest of common justice, and in 
behalf of historic truth, we feel called upon to notice some 
of Mr. Roberts' blunders and misrepresentations. 

For the most of Mr. Roberts' assertions regarding Mr. 
Rigdon and what Joseph the Prophet said of him, he cites 
no authority, and for the remainder cites hearsay, or pub
lications issued many years afterward. He quotes largely 
from the "History of Joseph Smith" as contained in the 
JYlillenn£al Star, volume 25. How came these events, trans
piring after the death of Joseph Smith, to be made a part 
of his history? Who wrote them as such, and by what 
authority? 

One of the most unkind things said of Mr. Rigdon by 
Mr. Roberts is the following:-

Moreover, it was known that he was in sympathy and even in 
communication with some of the avowed enemies of .Joseph, 
among others with that arch traitor, John. C. Bennett, who was 
plotting the overthrow of both Joseph and the church.-Rob
erts, page 2. 

That Mr. Rigdon was suspected of this is true, but that 
he was f,;nown to be guilty, is very doubtful. On the con
trary, he was exonerated. The supposed correspondence 
and conspiracy between him and Governor Carlin, John C. 
Bennett, and others, was fully investigated at the October 
conference of 1843; and at the conclusion of the examina
tion, as the published minutei'l of the conference have it:-

President Joseph Smith arose and satisfactorily explained to 
the congregation the supposed treacherous correspond·ence with 
Ex-Governor Carlin, which wholly removed suspicion from 
Elder Sidney Rigdon, and from every other person.-Tiines and 
Seasons, Vol. 4, p. 330. 

That Mr. Rigdou's conduct in some respects was blam
able, we do not doubt; but how could Mr. Roberts assert 
that it was lcnown that he was guilty of an offense of which 
the record says that suspicion was wholly removed from 
him to the satisfaction of the assembled church? Yet Mr. 
Roberts in his "Preface" explains the incentive that has 
prompted him in this work as follows:-

My desire to preserve from error those not acquainted with 
the order of the priesthood' of God, and the facts of church 

history in the g·reat dispensation of the last days, has been the 
incentive which prompted me to write it. 

To misrepresent the facts of history is not the proper 
way to preserve from error those who are ignorant on the 
subject; and to falsely heap odium upon a man who is not 
here to defend himself, no matter what his failings may 
have been, is detestable. But it has been the policy of 
Brigham Young and his fellows, since 1844, to vilify, 
slander, and abuse every one who refused to indorse their 
measures. These tendencies to misrepresent the facts of 
history and to heap opprobrium upon opponents are pain" 
fully apparent in the work of Mr. Roberts now under 
consideration. We may have occasion to frequently invite 
attention to these tendencies, though we should not do so 
only in the interest of truth and justice. 

After other reflections upon the character of Mr. Rig
don, Mr. Roberts introduces the meeting of August 8, 
1844, which was called by Mr. Rig~on, but which, 
according to the record, was largely under the dicta
tion of some members of t.he Quorum of Twelve with 
Brigham Young at their head. To the eveµts of this 
meeting we wish to pay some attention, for it is important 
to know just what the church did in that critical 
emergency. 

One peculiar feature of the meeting as reported by 
eyewitnesses needs close attention from the fact that Mr. 
Roberts and others have relied upon it as strong evidence 
that God had chosen Brigham Young to lead the people. 
It is asserted that on that occasion Brigham Young spoke 
with the voice of Joseph Smith and in personal appearance 
looked like him, which convinced the people that the 
mantle of Joseph had fallen upon him. Upon this point 
Mr. Roberts introduces three witnesses, as follows:-

George Q. Cannon, who was present on that occasion, says:
If Joseph had risen from the dead and again spoken in their 

hearing, the effect could not have been more startling than it 
was to many present at that meeting; it was the -voice of 
Joseph himself; and not only was it the voice of .Joseph which 
was heard, but it seemed in the eyes of the people as if it were 
the very person of Joseph which stood before them. A more 
wonderful and miraculous event than was wrought that day in 
the presence of that congregation we never heard of. 

In the journal of Elder Wm. C. Staines, of that date, the fol
lowrng statement is recorded: 

Brigham Young said-"I will tell you who your leaders or 
guardians will be. The Twelve-I at their head!' 'l'his was 
with a voice like the voice of the prophet Joseph. I thought it 
was he, and so did thousands who heard it. This was very 
satisfactory to the peopl~, ttnd a vote was taken to sustain the 
Twelve in their office, which, with a few dissenting voices, was 
passed.'' 

President Wilford ·woodruff, describing the event, says: 
When Brigham Young arose and commenced speaking, as 

has been said, if I had not seen him with my own eyes, there is 
no one that could have convinced me that it was not Joseph 
Smith; and anyone can testify to this who was acquainted with 
these two men.-Roberts, pp. 5-7. 

Upon this but little comment is needed. If the testi
mony of the witnesses'' be true, it furnishes no evidence 
that God had chosen Brigham Young. In the history of 
God's dealings with men there is not found evidence that 
he causes one to change his individuality for that of 
another, or to imitate another so as to deceive his people 
into the belief that it is the one imitated. By the influ
ence of his Spirit he enables men to develop and more fully 
equips them for usefulness in his service, but never causes 
them to deceive the people by appearing to be what they 
are not. Only hypocrites are guilty of this species of 
fraud. To make God the author of it is to make him a 
party to a hypocritical transaction of which no honest man 
would be guilty. Had God chosen Brigham Young he 
would have prese'nted Brigham Young before the people 
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clothed with authority and power to lead his people, but 
he would not have fraudulently passed him off as Joseph 
Smith. That instance if true would brand the movement 
as a deceptive one. 

This kind of a trick was tried as early as the days of 
Moses. In a revelation given through Joseph Smith, in 
June, 1830, and now published in the Inspired Translation 
of the Scriptures, it is recorded:-

And now, when Moses had said these words, Satan cried with 
a loud voice, and went upon the earth, and commanded, saying, 
I am the Only Begotten, worship me.-l;'ar. 12. , 

Paul gives us some light upon this sort of work. He 
says:-

For such are false apostles, deceitful workers, transforming 
themselves into the apostles of Christ. And no marvel; for 
Satan himself is transformed into an angel of light. Therefore 
it is no great thing if his ministers also be transformed as the 
ministers of righteousness; whose end shall be according to 
their works.-2 Cor. 11: 13-15. 

If the reader will carefully examine the above passages 
he will not be at a loss to determine by what power it is 
probable that Brigham Young could so transform himself 
that "it seemed in the eyes of the people as if it were the 
very person of Joseph which stood before them;" especially 
so when nothing of this nature can be found in the deal
ings of God. Mr. Young himself may have been deceived, 
but whether he was ignorant or conscious of the part he 
was playing, we cannot be ignorant in regard to the 
authorship of this deceptive transformation policy. 

The counterpart of this transaction can be found in mod
ern spiritualism, where a medium or a spirit assumes a 
familiar form and voice. This clew may enable us to 
account for some of the dark and mysterious things con
nected with the people who accepted, as from God, the 
peculiar phenomenon exhibited at Nauvoo on August 8, 
1844. It was an opportune time for the spirit of darkness 
to step in, and was improved to the sorrow and disap
pointment of many. Oh, that he who had the influence to 
lead had possessed the discernment and strength of Moses 
to have said, "Depart hence, Satan ! " 

Just what did transpire at that importan.t meeting it is 
very hard to determine, for the accounts are quite conflict
ing. It is quite clear that the meeting was called by Elder 
Sidney Rigdon for the purpose of presenting his claims, 
but it appears that Brigham Young took the active over
sight of it, if he did not entirely monopolize it. By the 
account published at the time it does not appear that 
Elder Rigdon was permitted to address the meeting. 
Brigham Young "called the audience to order" and "ar
ranged the several quorums." Prayer was offered by 
Elder Phelps. Elder Young then spoke, followed by 
Elders Lyman, Phelps, and Pratt; then Elder Young 
closed and during his remarks presented certain motions. 
Elder Rigdon is not mentioned as a participant except in 
his refusal to have his name presented to the assembly 
when the voting was had. See T£ines and Seasons, Vol. 5, 
pp. 637, 638. Yet Mr. Roberts states:-

The next day was the one appointed by Sidney Rigdon for 
the church to assemble and choose a "Guardian." The 
attendance was large, as intense interest had been awakened 
upon the subject to be considered. Sidney Rigdon addressed 
the assembly, setting forth his claim to the "Guardianship" of 
the church. He had full opportunity to present his case, and 
for an hour and a half spoke without interruption; but despite 
his reputation as an orator, he failedY to convince the saints 
that he was sent of God.-Roberts, p. 5. 

After this discussion the published account states: 
"Counsellor Rigdon refused to have his name voted for as 
a spokesman or guardian." In harmony with this Mr. 
Roberts explains in a footnote on page 10, as follows:-

The quorums had been arranged to vote separately and in 
their order, but when Elder Young put the question on accept
ing the Twelve to preside over the church, the question was 
put to all the quorums and the whole congregation at once. 
And since the vote to sustain the Twelve was unanimous, there 
was no need of putting the question on the acceptance of 
Sidney Rigdon either to the quorums or the people.-The facts 
in the text are quoted from the history of the prophet Joseph, 
Jriill. Star, Vol. XXV., p. 264. 

Yet Mr. Roberts makes President Woodruff to contra
dict this by quoting him as follows:-

Nearly all the quorum of the Twelve were on missions in the 
eastern States when the terrible tragedy at Carthage took place; 
and we did not hear of it for some time afterwards. vVe 
returned to Nauvoo. It has been repeated to you here tonight 
what was done in the conference in Nauvoo. I do not know 
whether there is anyone present here tonight but myself who 
was at that conference-there are but few living who were 
present on that occasion. Brigham stepped forth as a leader of 
Israel, as has been said here tonight by Brother Roberts, and 
Sidney Rigdon also tried to get the presidency; but when his 
name was put to a vote before the conference of the Latter-day 
Saints, and they were asked if they wanted him as their guar
dian, to guide them in the Celestial Kingdom, Brigham said: 
"All who do, raise your right hand," and I did not see a hand 
raised in his favor in that congregation.-Roberts, p. 119. 

Now let us inquire what did that assembly vote for? It 
is important to know. The record as published in Times 
and Seasons gives it as follows: " 'All in favor of support
ing the Twelve in their calling, (every quorum, man and 
woman,) signify it by the uplifted hand;' and the vote was 
unanimous, no hand being raised in the negative." No 
wonder it was unanimous. No Latter Day Saint would 
refuse to support them in their calling. Very likely Elder 
Rigdon voted for that. In doing so no one was committed 
to the subsequent policy of the Twelve. But Mr. Roberts, 
on the authority of the Millennial Star published nearly 
twenty years later, gives the resolution as follows:-

"Do the Church want and is it their only desire to sustain 
the Twelve as the First Presidency of this people? ..... If 
th.e Church want the Twelve to stand as the head, the First 
Presidency of the Church, and at the head of this king
dom in all the world, stand next to .Joseph, walk up into their 
calling, and hold the keys of this kingdom-every man, every 
woman, every quornm is now put in order, and you are now the 
sole controllers of it-all that are in favor of this in all the con
gregation of the Sttints, manifest it by holding up the right 
hand. (There was a universal vote.) If there are any of the 
contrary mind-every man and every woman who does not 
want the 'l'welve to preside, lift up your hands in like manner. 
(No ha.nds up.) '!'his supersedes the other question, and trying 
it by quorums.-Roberts, pages 9, 10. 

The reader I think will concede that the account pub
lished at the time is the more likely to be correct, and 
hence the church was not at that time committed to sus
taining the Twelve as a First Presidency. If then Mr 
Rigdon did as Mr. Roberts states be did in the following 
quotation, the reason is quite clear:-

It may be interesting to the reader to know that Sidney Rig
don himself outwardly seemed to acquiesce in the decision of 
the church with regard to himself. The Sunday following the 
meeting above described he addressed the saints for a long 
time, "blessed them in the name of the Lord; telling them 
emphatically that he was with the Twelve. He wished to 
know the mind of the church in relation to his returning to 
Pittsburg, they said, "go in peace."-Roberts, page 12. 

And if Elder William Marks and others, who afterwards 
opposed the Twelve, acquiesced at the time, it can be easily 
explained. But. more of this resolution, its interpretation, 
and effects when we come to treat directly the claims of 
Brigham Young and his colleagues. We have followed 
Mr. Roberts in his comments regarding the movement 
under Rigdon, not because we have any sympathy with the 
claims of Elder Rigdon, but for the purpose of correcting 
certain misrepresentations because of the influence they 
might have upon the discussion of the question of Succes
sion, which is the leading issue between us. 

('l'o be con tinned.) 
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Oriuinal 1lr1iclss. 
"PREACH THE WORD." 

] that touches the heart and melts it 
into tenderness like the character, the 
love, and meekness of Jes us Christ. 

I CHARGE thee therefore before God, and the 
Lord Jesus Christ, who shall judge the quick 
and the dead at his appearing and bis king
dom; preach the word; be instant in season, 
out of season; reprove, rebuke, exhort with 
all longsuffering and doctrine. For the time 
will come when they will not endure sound 
doctrine; but after their own lusts shall they 
heap to themselves teachers, having itching 
ears; and they shall turn away their ears 
from the truth, and shall be turned unto 
fables.-2 Timothy 4: 1-4. 

Although this instruction was given 
to a servant of God many centuries 
ago, I believe the advice is just as 
good for God's servants riow as it ever 
was, and I am of the opinion that 
much injury is done the cause of 
Christ by zealous men reaching out 
too far and trying to exhibit skill in 
handling deep and controverted sub
jects. I have noticed that the most 
successful elders are those who keep 
Christ most prominently before the 
people. The great question is, "What 
shall I do to be saved?" and as Christ 
is the only Savior and his gospel the 
only means by which he has cove
nanted to save man, we are always 
safe in preaching Christ and his gos
pel. But when we wander off into 
the heads and horns and times and 
half times, we are only speculating, 
and the very best we can offer in this 
line is only guesswork, and the time and 
talent we use in this line of preaching 
could be much better spent !n preach
ing ''the word." 

It is true we find an occasional one 
captivated by such preaching, but I 
believe as a rule they are few and un
stable compared with those who are 
converted by the preaching of the 
word. And more especially is this 
true of introducing the gospel into 
new places. The people should be 
taught the principles of the gospel be
fore we get into the deep and intri
cate subjects that some of us are wont 
to deal with. It is like feeding a babe 
on strong meat, or like teaching a 
young pupil the higher branches of 
mathematics before he understands 
the simple rules of multiplication or 
division. 

Strong meat belongeth to them that are of 
full age, even those who by reason of use 
have their senses exercised to discern both 
good and evil.-Hebrews 5: 14. 

In my experience there is nothing 

I recollect attending a meeting 
many years ago and an intelligent 
(l-erman who was a seeker after truth 
attended. The elder took for his 
theme (which was his first effort in 
that place), "The mission of Joseph 
Smith." The discourse was a good 
one, I thought, and at the close of the 
meeting I asked my Teutonic friend 
how he liked it. His answer was, 
"They have borne my Lord away, 
and I know not where they have laid 
him." 

I insisted on the seeker coming 
again in the evening that he might 
bear something that would do him 
good. He came, and the elder took 
for his subject, "The divine origin of 
the Book of Mormon." That was 
quite enough. The gentleman said 
he wanted to learn what to do to be 
saved. 

I recollect on one occasion I had 
been preaching in a little town of 
Northern California and quite a little 
stir was caused among the people. 
The tenth night the subject was, 
···The mission of Joseph Smith," and 
it happened that that nigilt some 
ladies who were the elite of the towri 
came for the first time, and at the 
close of the meeting they opened a 
perfect cyclone of indignation, and 
told me if the Lord would forgive 
them for coming that night they 
would never be guilty of coming 
again. Perhaps if they had heard 
the previous sermons they would not 
have been so indignant. They seemed 
to think that we knew nothing but 
Joseph Smith and the Book of Mor
mon. 

The wise man says there is a time 
to everything, and there are times 
when it is actually necessary to preach 
on the Book of Mormon and defend 
the mission of Joseph Smith, but I do 
not believe that that time is before 
the people have been taught the first 
principles o.fthe gospel. But "preach 
the word" is al ways in season. 

Some have taught that no person was 
eligible to membership in the Latter 
Day Saints Church who did not believe 
in Joseph Smith and the Book of 
Mormon. I was asked quite recently 
if this was the case and I answered 
most emphatically, "No! Believ~ in 

Jes us Christ and the gospel, and you 
shall be saved, is the doctrine of the 
church as I understand it." . 

I can point to more than one locality 
where the work has been killed and 
our influence for good has been de
stroyed by this unwise preaching of 
Joseph Smith and the Book of Mor
mon before the people learned that 
we had anything else to offer them .. 

About one year ago in company 
with Bishop Kelley I attended a 
meeting of the Christian ministry at 
Lebanon, Missouri, and wh<;Jn oppor
tunity was offered our side to give a 
reason for our hope and Bro. Kelley 
took the stand and in a clear and mas
terly manner showed that our hope 
was in Jes us Christ and his gospel, 
the large audience was almost electri
fied, and listened with marked atten
tion; and I am well convinced that his 
success was the result of his holding 
up Christ as the Savior of man; or, in 
other words, he preached ''the 
word." 

The next day some one put a ques
tion in the query box something like 
this: ''Why is the Book of Mormon 
believed or placed on a par with the 
Bible?" (These are not the words, 
but I think the sentiment of the ques
tion.) Mr. McGarvey, the learned 
chairman, was courteous enough to 
invite Elder Kelley to the stand to 
answer the question, which he did in 
such a Clear and forcible manner that 
I have no doubt many wished the 
question had never been asked. So I 
think we need not be in haste to delve 
into those subjects. God will give us 
plenty of opportunities to defend 
those things. Let us ''preach the 
word." 

We have often rebuked the spirit of 
man-worship that we have seen crop
ping out in the old church, and we 
should be wise and not subject our
selves to the same accusation. 

Who then is Paul, and who is Apollos, but 
ministers by whom ye believed, even as the 
Lord gave to every man? I have planted, 
Appollos watered; ~but God gave the in
crease.-1 Cor. 3: 5, 6. 

Paul in his letter to the Romans 
says:-

The word is nigh thee, even in thy mouth, 
and in thy heart: that is, the word of faith, 
which we preach; that if thou shalt confess· 
with thy mouth the Lord Jesus, and shalt 
believe in thine heart that God hath raised 
him from the dead, thou shalt be saved. For 
with the heart man believeth unto righteous-
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ness; and with the mouth confession is made 
unto salvation.-Romans 10: 8-10. 

Another thing I think is by no 
means profitable in our work, and 
that is a fondness for debate. Many 
times ambitious young elders are so 
anxious to measure theological swords 
with somebody that they will chal
lenge anybody to meet them, and 
sometimes I hear of zealous members 
offering to "furnish a man." Now it 
is perfectly proper for us to meet our 
opponents under proper conditions, 
yet I think it is in very bad taste for 
us to challenge every time anyon~ 

says something we do not believe, and 
I know of cases where some of our 
would-be valiant men have been in
gloriously defeated, and of course the 
work has suffered in consequence. I 
have been approached of late with re
quests to hold debates here and there 
and all ardund, just because some one 
has agreed to ''furnish a man," I 
want it distinctly understood that I 

~ am not subject to such calls, neither 
indeed will be. We cannot afford to 
accommodate every street theologian 
who is seeking notoriety by debating 
with them. We should "preach the 
word." There are times when debat
ing is proper, but let those who are 
the accepted defenders of the faith de
cide when such times are, and judge 
whether any good is likely to accrue to 
the cause of Christ. I believe too much 
debating makes men arrogant and 
combative and to a certain degree 
deprives them of that meekness that 
should always be found in the fol
lowers of Jes us Christ. 

It is true that some have been 
brought into the church by debates, 
but I believe as a rule that such are 
always wanting debates. If they are 
born of discussion they must be fed 
on discussion to be kept alive. 

The gospel of Jes us Christ is ag
gressive enough, and if we contend 
earnestly for it we will have all the 
controversy we need without hunting 
men down and challenging them. It 
is quite a fad now to hunt up the 
Brighamite elders and be continually 
challenging them, although they tell 
us they are forbidden to debate with 
us. I believe it decidedly wrong to 
be hounding after them as long as 
they are going about their own busi
ness and not bothering us. They look 
upon this method as persecutioP, aPd 
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so report it to headquarters, and it 
makes against our missionaries in the 
"salt land." 

In the Herald for August 24 is a let
ter from Apostle J. W. Wight. You 
see that Elder Wight was favored 
with a good hearing. Elder B. H. 
Roberts had advised the people to 
treat Elder Wight kindly, for our 
people had treated him kindly in Cali
fornia. But I doubt not if the Cali
fornians had treated him as their 
elders are sometimes treated in other 
places, Elder Roberts would have 
given no such advice. But I do not 
wonder at California being ahead in 
all good works. 

There is another practice that I 
think at least is a waste of time; that 
is picking away at other denomina
tions and trying to expose and criti
cise their errors. I once heard a 
young elder spend a whole hour tell
ing his congregation what this one 
and that one believed, and trying to 
show that such belief was not accord· 
ing to the Bible, and after his meet
ing was over an intelligent gentleman 
said, "Well, the young man has told 

·us much of what other people believe. 
Why did he not tell us what he be
lieves, if he believes anything?" 0 
how much better it would have been 
for him to have preached the word. 
Elder J. R. Lambert said last spring 
in Lamoni that he heard a man say he 
had lived on the errors and wrongs of 
others until he was about starved to 
death. A man would never starve if 
he had plenty of the bread of life. 

It is true that th,is picking and find
ing fault with other people suits some 
people, and they will go farther, per
haps, to hear a sermon of that kind 
than they would to hear a good gos
pel sermon. But the elder who pan
ders to that disposition is only the 
cat's-paw for them, for he is doing 
only what they would do if they could, 
and if that class are brought into the 
church by such methods they bring 
the spirit of fight into the church with 
them, and in my judgment they make 
rather poor saints. 

I have noticed in my travels of late, 
localities where once the preacher 
was greeted with. large congregations, 
but now the benches are comparatively 
empty, and on inquiring into the cause 
l have l:::>een told th~t SQllle ~Ider 
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killed the work by abusing other de
nominations. 

I lately heard from good authority 
that an elder while mocking and mim
icking a Methodist preacher actually 
fell out of the stand and made a most 
ridiculous exhibition of himself be
fore a good congregation, and it com
pletely killed the work in that 
locality. If the elder had preached 
"the word," no doubt he would have 
left an opening for his successor. 

Another mistake, I think, is parad
ing the beast with so many heads and 
horns, and figuring on the times and 
half times. I believe that if all that 
has been written and all the sermons 
that have been preached on that sub
ject were gathered together it would 
make one of the most unique volumes 
ever printed, and would surpass all 
others in contradictions and far. 
fetched arguments, yet nearly all 
writers on those subjects start out 
with the statement that "the wise 
shall underc; tand." I verily believe if 
God had intended that his n;iinistry 
should use those things in defending· 
the angel's message he would have 
disrobed them of so much ambiguity 
and doubt. 

The other day I got a letter from a 
gentleman in Kentucky who is investi
gating our work, asking an explana
tion of Daniel; the 1,290 days; the 
1,260 days; the horned beast; the 
sanctuary, etc., etc. I have answered 
this gentleman that I do not believe 
there is a man·Iiving who can explain 
Daniel without subjecting his work to 
severe criticism, and that our gospel 
is not dependent on an interpretation 
of Daniel. I have never read any
thing yet but what was founded on 
conjecture to a very great degree. 
There is no warrant for calling the 
"days" "years." This has to be as
sumed, and anyone reasoning from 
false premises will al ways reach false 
conclusions. Then 

"Let us preach the word, 
And holy be beside; 

Souls won to Christ 
Full many a sin shall hide."-Hesperis. 

J.C. CLAPP. 

ConfBrBnGB ]WinutBs. 
CENTRAL NEBRASKA. 

Conference convened at Meadow Grove, 
August 6; W. M. Rumel in the chair, L. 
Gamet seqretary. :aranches reporting: Deer, 
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Creek, Round Park, Shelton, Clearwater. 
Elders reporting: W.W. Whiting, L. Gamet, 
Robert Oehring, C. W. Prettyman, D. W. 
Shirk, I. B. Williams, W. M. Rumel. 
Priests: J. H. Jackson, E. Downey, C. N. 
Hutchins. L. Gamet, Bishop's agent, re
ported: On hand and receh:ed $180.30; paid 
out $155.55; on hand $24.75. The name of 
Deer Creek branch was changed to that of 
Meadow Grove. J. H. Jackson was ordained 
an elder. W. M. R~mel was released as dis
trict president per his request, and Levi 
Gamet was chosen till next conference. 
L. Gamet was released as district secre
tary, and W. M. Rumel was chosen. By 
motion Bro. Gamet was recommended to the 
missionary in charge to receive an appoint
ment as a traveling elder in the district. 
Preaching by W. W. Whiting and W. M. 
Rumel. Adjourned to Inman sometime in 
February, 1899; time to be given by the 
president. 

DECATUR. 
Conference convened at Davis City, Iowa, 

Saturday, Octnber 8. Meeting called to or
der by Joseph R. Lambert, missionary in 
charge. Prayer by Bro. Elvin. Bro. Lam
bert made a few remarks, stating that since 
the district had been left in his care Bro. 
Heman C. Smith had arrived in this mission 
as associate in charge. Whereupon Heman 
q, Smith ·was, by motion, associated with 
J. R. Lambert to preside. B. M. Anderson, 
secretary; Bro. A. B. Hanson assistant sec
retary during conference. Bro. J. A. Gun
solley was. permitted to makea slight change 
in his report to last conference. Branch 
reports: ·Allendale 93; gain 1. Lucas 163. 
Hiteman report irregular; referred to mis
sionaries in charge to have corrected. Green
ville 50. Lamoni 1,318; gain 27. Davis City 
83; gain 1. Wirt 36; loss 1. Leon 46; loss I. 
Lone Rock 94; gain 2. Bro. Elvin called at
tention to the fact that Lucas branch had 
taken no action in the B. V. Springer case. 
This matter was referred to the missionaries 
in charge. Reports from followi..ig officials: 
J. R. Lambert, Heman C. Smith, R. M. Elvin, 
William Anderson, J. S. Snively, John Davis, 
R. S. Salyards, Price McPeek, J. T. Ford, J. 
A. Gunsolley, T. J. Bell, H. N. Snively, 
Frank Criley, J. L. Richey, J. D. Bennett, 
J. M. Brown, Joseph Boswell, Horace Bart
lett, F. E. Cochran, W. T. Shakespeare, A. 
B. Hanson, John Harp, S. D. Shippy, Joseph 
Bogue. Report was received from the dis
trict Sunday school association, showing 
progress. Committee of inquiry in case of 
certain members of Cainsville branch re
pqrted work not completed: committee con
tinued. Report from committee on expenses 
for Bluff Park reunion: $10.20 received; same 
turned over to William Anderson. Moved 
and carried that a priest's license be issued 
by this conference to Courtland Blakesley. 
Inquiry was made as to whether authorities 
had taken any steps to carry out the recom
mendation of the court and conference in the 
case of Lone Rock branch versits Henry Wil
gus. No action had been taken. It was 
moved and carried that the officers of Lone 
Rock branqh be instructeq to QOU1municate 
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with Bro. Wilgus, and endeavor to effect a I ing." E. S. Fannon, "Children's troubles." 
settlement of the difficulty with which he Bro. Gowell volunteered a talk on the Sun
was connected; this according to instruction day school and Religio as organizations for 
of district oonference, and report to next good in the church. Adjourned to meet at 
conference. Moved and carried that Decatur 7: 30 p. m. on the day preceding next district 
district continue under the missionaries in conference, and at the same place. 
charge until next conference. Preaching 
by John Davis, Joseph R. Lambert, and He
man C. Smith. A good spirit prevailed; con
ference enjoyed by all. A vote of thanks 
was tendered the saints and friends of Davis 
City for entertaining and caring for visiting 
members. Adjourned to meet at Lamoni, 
Iowa, upon call of missionaries in charge. 

NODAWAY. 
Conference of Nodaway, Missouri, district 

convened with Rising Hope branch, October 
l and 2. District president, M. F. Gowell, in 
the chair; W. B. Torrance secretary. Min
istry reporting: Peter Anderson, M. F. 
Gowell, C. C. Nelson, E. S. Fannon, W. Pow
ell, D. A. Hutchings, R. M. Jeffries, R. F. 
Hill, A. Hailey, W. B. Torrance baptized 2, 
D. D. Hutchings. Branches reporting: Bed
ison 38; loss 3. Platt 83; gain 3, baptized 2. 
Sweet Home 38; loss 2. Rising Hope 18; loss 
7. Report of tent committee was followed by 
a motion that the committee be continued, to 
give an itemized report next conference. 
Moved and carried that the district secretary 
be authorized to notify presidents of the dif
ferent branches concerning their appoint
ment as a committee to solicit means for tent. 
Bro. E. S. Fannon was elected as district 
president; W. B. Torrance secretary. Re
port of Sunday school convention to confer
ence, noting an increase of zeal and interest, 
was read and approved. Preaching by W. B. 
Torrance, Peter Anderson, and M. F. Gowell. 
Prayer and testimony meeting in charge of 
Brn. Gowell and Jeffries,, which was a time 
of rejoicing in the Spirit. Adjourned to Bedi
son, Saturday and Sunday before the full 
moon in January, 1899. 

8tlndau 8Bhool AssoGiations. 
NODAWAY. 

Convention of Nodaway district Sunday 
school association met September 30: at Ave
nue City, with Rising Hope school; E. S. 
Fannon in the chair, W. B. Torrance secre
tary. Moved that the evening be devoted to 
short speeches; also that the superintendent 
and secretary lead out in the speeches. The 
following responded: E. S. Fannon, W. B. 
Torrance, Hans Froyd, C. C. Nelson, Arthur 
Hailey, R. F. Hill, R. M. Jeffries, J. B. Nel
son, and Sisters Annie Ivie and Katie Knud
son. October 1, nine a. m. Reports of local 
officers: Superintendent, W. B. Torrance, 
and Hans Froyd; assistant superintendent, J. 
B. Nelson; teachers: C. C. Nelson, E. S. 
Fannon, and Annie Ivie. Moved that the 
district superintendent, associated with the 
superintendents of the different schools, act 
as program committee. Speeches especially 
prepared: W. B. Torrance, "The Spirit of 
the Sunday school work;" R. M. Jeffries, 
"The object and benefits of a teachers' meet· 

DECATUR. 
c6nvention convened at Davis City, Iowa, 

October 7, at ten a. m. Prayer and testimony 
meeting in charge of Brn. Joo. Lovell and G. 
W. Blair. At eleven o'clock business session 
in charge of superintendent, W. B. Paul. 
Schools reporting 8, not reporting 4. An in
vitation was extended to the officers of the 
General Association to hold their holiday 
institute at Lamoni. It was voted that our 
ne:l}t convention be held at the same place 
and just previous to the next district confer
ence. In the afternoon institute work was 
taken up at 2: 15, in charge of Brn. G. W. 
Blair and W. B. Paul for the Sunday school, 
and J. A. Gunsolley for the Religio. The 
evening program consisted of a paper by Bro. 
J. A. Gunsolley on the Sunday school as a 
factor in character building; followed by F. 
E. Cochran, subject, The Religiq,-relation 
to the home, the Sunday school, and the 
church-what it will do for its members, the 
home, the Sunday school, the community, 
and the church. The attendance was fair 
and a good spirit prevailed, resulting in a 
general good time for all. 

W. B. PA UL, Supt. 

CONVENTION NOTICES. 
Massachusetts association will convene in 

Providence, Rhode Island, Saints' church, 
Bellevu,e Avenue, November 12, at 7: 30 p. m., 
sharp. Let every school in district send in 
report one week in advance of convention. 

ORA v. HOLMES, Sec. 
No. 123 Sutton Street., PROVIDENCE; R. I. 

Mi&BBllaneotls IlepartmBnt 
CONFERENCE NOTICES. 

Nevada conference will convence with Dia
mond Valley branch, California, November 
6. Brethren, the work season is now over; 
can we not therefore have all the saints attend 
this conference? Let every branch be repre
sented and the reports in the hands of the 
secretary. T. W. CHATBURN, President, 

Carson City, Nevada. 
T. R. HAWKINS, Secretary, 

Dayton, Nevada. 

Southeastern Illinois district conference 
convenes at Springerton, Illinois, Saturday, 
before the third Sunday in November, 1898, 
at ten o'clock. We would like to see the dis· 
trict well represented. All branches will 
please forward reports in due time to I. A. 
Morris, president, or J. D. Stead, clerk. 
Come brethren and sisters, let us have a 
good time. 

JOHN F. THOMAS, Vice Pres. 

Conference of Nor th western Kansas dis
trkit wiH convene with Idylwild (Goshen) 
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branch, Kansas, November 19, ten a. m. 
Send branch and ministry reports to Ella 
M. Landers, Lenora, Kansas. Some matters 
of importance will be presented to the con
ference for consideration and action; it is 
therefore desired that as many of the minis
try attend as can, also of the membership. 
Come, one and all, and enjoy the divine grac~ 
that our heavenly Father may be pleased to 
bestow upon his people assembled. 

L. F. JOHNSON, Pres. 
ELLA M. LANDERS, Sec. 

Clinton district conference will convene at 
Veve chapel, near Walker, Missouri, Novem
ber 26 and 27. Sunday school convention the 
day previous. All reports sent after Novem
ber 20 should be sent to Walker, in care of 
G. M. Shearer. 

D. C. WHITE, Pres. 
ELLA MILLER, Sec. 

CHURCH HISTORY, VOL. 3. 
We want a list of subscribers in every 

branch of the church for the Church History, 
and will arrange with a good live brother or 
sister in each branch to get such list, if they 
will write for terms and give us their names, 
and state that they want to work. Let us 
hear from you at once. Address, 

F. CRILEY, 
Business Mgr., Lamoni, Iowa. 

IDAHO TENT. 
FINANCIAL REPORT-DUPLICATE. 

RECEIVED. 
S. M. Condit ...... ,. .............. $ 2 00 
Addie Petit....................... 50 
Benj. Croshaw..................... 1 00 
J. W. Wight ...................... 17 60 
Geo. Chaffee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
Emma Barrett . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 
Montpelier branch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 00 
Due S. D. Condit.................. 1 01 
Jasper Jennings ..... . 1 65 

$28 26 

EXPENDED. 
Fare to Pocatello ................. $ 1 75 
Moving 11nd setting up tent........ 1 00 
Lamp and bracket (Rochester) . . . . 2 90 
Flag 50c, postage 50c, box 25c ... : . l 25 
Moving tent $1, lumber rent $1.... 2 00 
Fare to Smithfield . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 75 
Freight . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . .. .. . . . .. . . 2 81 
Oil 50c, flue 15c, crayon 5c . . . . . . . . 70 
R. J. Anthony 30c, bed 25c........ 55 
Land rent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 50 
Seats............................. 2 25 
Moving to Montpelier............. 7 50 
Freight to Blackfoot.............. 2 30 

UTAH TENT. 

$28 26 

s. D. CONDIT. 

FINANCIAL REPORT-DUPLICATE. 
RECEIPTS. 

On hand . .. . .. . . . ................ $16 45 
Provo branch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
Bro. Coleman . . . . . . . . . . . . ... , . . . 1 00 
Sr. Anderson .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . 5 00 
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Mrs. Burston ..... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
Sr. Sterrett....................... 1 00 
Sr. Gaddy........................ 1 00 
Sr. Jensen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 
Sr. Richins . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
Sr. Woodhead ....... : .. . .. . . .. .. . 1 00 
Bro. Woodhead................... 30 
Bro. Rad mall .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. 1 00 
br. Chase......................... 25 
Bro. Albertson.................... 25 
Bro. L. Condit.................... 1 00 

Total ......................... $31 80 

EXPENDED. 
Tracts ........................... $ 3 15 
Hand bills . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 50 
Lamp flues and oil . . .. .. . . . .. .. . . . 3 30 
Expended tent to Eureka . . . . . . . . . 3 45 
Car fare . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 20 
Rings and snaps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75 
Railroad fare . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 00 
Expenses to Ogden................ 5 45 
On hand .. .a. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 00 

$31 80 

R. J. PARKER. 
D. W. WIGHT. 

BUSINESS INTERESTS OF IMPORTANCE TO 
THE SAINTS. 

Once more we feel the necessity of placing 
before the readers of the Herald that the 
wants of the church are daily increasing and 
to meet all these wants it is necessary for us 
as a church to be fully organized and disci
plined to meet these wants as they appear 
and supply them: and to do this it becomes 
every one to be actively alive to the interest 
of the work in all its departments, and each 
one to. do their part that the work as a whole 
may move forward and occupy higher ground, 
as we as a church have been invited to come 
up higher. And when any part of the ma
chinery fails to work the whole is hindered. 
The work that we are engaged in is increas
ing daily, and with the increase comes added 
responsibility to each department, and we 
are apt to get so interested in the part we are 
doing that we forget that we should keep in 
touch with all departments and ever lend a 
helping hand to the good of all. If we do 
not do this our interest is liable to grow self
ish and others be hindered by reason of this. 

REDUCED PRICES, CASH PAYMENTS, ETC. 
As our special business is to look after the 

Publishing Department of this great work we 
are engaged in, we will present some things 
that should interest all. We have made a 
special effort to reduce the price of church 
publications that they might come within the 
reach of all. We desire to reduce the price 
still lower, but there are hindering causes 
that lie only in the hands of the members of 
the church, and we will try and show you 
some of them. First and most important is 
Prompt Cash Payment for all books and pa
pers purchased at the Herald Office. Now if 
this is done, it enables us to purchase to bet
ter ad vantage and save three per cent a month 
on our stock, and enables us to keep up our 

I credit before the world; and this is an impor
tau,t feature to a 8U,ccessfui qusiness of an¥ 
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kind. Now this is one of the features of our 
business that .we are very much criticised 
upon, as no one likes to pay for anything be
fore they get it. Now this may be all right 
in some places, but is it all right in the 
church where each member is a stockholder? 
A11d when asked for cash in advance it is 
merely furnishing your part of the stock to 
run the business. And, I don't know any 
business whore you get your returns any 
quicker than in this. 

Now as to the Herald being one dollar and 
fifty cents ($1.50) a year when paid in advance 
and two dollars ($2.00) if not paid until the 
end of the year: If we can save thre() per 
cent a month by reason of having the money to 
do it, it is easy to see that $1.50 is worth 
more to the Herald Office in advance than 
$2.00 would be at the end of the year, when 
we have to borrow money at six and seven 
per cent to carry the stockholders from year 
to year. We would request each subscriber 
of the Herald to examine the label on your 
next Herald and see how much of the unpaid 
capital stock you have failed to put up, and 
send it in at once, and unload your responsi
bility, and see how much better you will feel. 
There are yet over twenty thousand dollars 
due the office on old subscriptions. If each 
one will pay his or her part it will soon put 
the office in such shape that we will be able 
to furt.her reduce the price of our publica
tions and procure such machinery as will 
enable us to produce the papers and tracts at 
a much less cost than we are able to do at 
present, by reason of not having the means to 
purchase modern machinery, which we are 
badly in need of. Those therefore who have 
subscribed for the Herald at $1.50 will be 
charged at the rate of $2.00 if subscriptions 
are not paid by the end of the year. 

HERALD OFFICE BRANCH AGENTS. 
Book agents. The branches can help the 

office considerably by complying more gen
erally with our former request, and a'ppoint
ing a good reliable party, either brother or 
sister, as agent for the branch, through 
whom they should order all church publica
tions, both papers and books, also Sunday 
school supplies. It would lessen our labor here 
very much and the ch.urch would be at far 
less expense by reason of the many bills and 
statements we are.compelled to send out. For 
instance, at one time this last year we sent 
out about two thousand bills and received re
turns on about fifty. The balance are yet to 
be heard from, and I am now engaged in 
sending out about fifty bills a day. And, this 
is quite an expense to the church, and in my 
judgment an unnecessary expense. 

CHURCH AND NON-CHURCH PUBLICA'l'IONS. 

One other thing I find it necessary to men
tion: In some of our mission fields the Her
ald Publishing House is almost unknown and 
unheard of, and lately I received ·a letter 
from a brother who had been in the church 
for three years and did not know that he 
could buy a Book of Mormon, and did not 
know there was such a book as the Doctrine 
and Covenants, and the only way he found 
out was in his search for Sunday school sup
plies advertised by the Herald Office. He 
sa;id in b,is letter tha;t the missiona;ries there 
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were very zealous of Sunday school work 
(and we commend that) and they had looked 
all over their supposed church paper-the 
Ensign-that they had been taking for years, 
and could find no such papers nor books ad
vertised, and they never heard of any other 
paper except Zion's Ensign, and supposed 
the Ensign was published by the Church. 
And some of our late missionaries that have 
gone out to represent this latter-day work 
find in some missions the Ensign in almost 
every home, and for weeks at a time cannot 
find a Saints' Herold, but do find saints al
most ignorant in regard to the church books 
and papers. The Saints' Herald is published 
in the interests of the church and is the offi
cial publication of the church and as such 
should be read by all the membership of the 
church. Zion's Ensign is a private enter
prise, the profits from which go into private 
hands. The Ensign does not and is n9t 
authorized to represent the church in any 
way. Now some one is responsible for this 
condition of neglect to push the inter.ests of 
church publications, and must have neg
lected at least a part of his duty, and by rea
son of this the church suffers. If the word 
of the Lord is worth anything to us as a peo
ple, and we believe it is the all-important 
feature of this grand work, we should heed 
the admonition to return to the books even 
the new covenant and make them the word 
of our counsel, and the saints must have and 
read church books in order to do so. 

Now we believe that this condition of 
things can be improved upon by a little work 
on the pa-rt of those that go out to represent 
this work, and that the people of the church 
should be rightly educated concerning these 
things. It can only be done by placing before 
them the books and papers published by the 
church, and they are issued at a price that 
comes within the reach of all, and this we 
are constantly laboring hard to do, and we 
ask the assistance of all to unitedly help the 
work along. We have now a little less than 
5,000 subscribers to the Herald and the num
ber should be from 9,000 to 10,000 paying 
subscribers besides those who get it free by 
reason of their laboring continually for the 
church. We believe that with a little effort 
on the part of each member ~he subscriptions 
could be raised to that number. We believe 
that almost every one now taking the Herald 
could with a little effort get one new sub
scriber before Christmas, who would take it 
and pay one dollar and fifty cents in advance, 
and by so doing help the church as well as 
help educate themselves to occupy higher 
ground and be better able to defend the work 
we have espoused. 

TRACTS AND TRACT FUNDS. 

Much has been said about tracts and the 
great work they are doing in the missionary 
field. This is testified to by all the laborers 
in the field. We quote you a statement in 
a letter from Bro. F. G. Pitt, missionary in 
England, which you will find published in 
the Herald of October 12 which all may profit 
by reading. The statement is as follows: 
''Of course we cannot say how many will join 
the church, but I do know that every 'night 
µuiµbers Qel!ir testimony tQ tl:le truth of wh11it 
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is told them. Some have said it is just what 
they have been looking for for years. But, 
in this work we need lots of literature; we 
need tracts by the thousand. We gather up 
all the Heralds and Ensigns and tracts we 
can find, and then we do not have half 
enough. We even give them the children's 
paper, the Hope." 

Now when we can find such zealous workers 
as this we should be very willing to throw in 
our part to supply them with the tracts they 
need. We have sent out upwards of three 
hundred thousand. (300,000) tracts since last 
General Conference, and that is but a mite of 
what it ought to have been if a better and 
more united effort was made to do so. It 
costs considerable money to do all this, and 
some one has to put up the cash. Neither 
the church nor Herald Publishing Rouse is 
able to do so without the aid of the members. 
A bout one year ago we appealed to the mem
bers through the Herald for the tract fund 
and received about eight dollars;"returns not 
enough to pay postage for a couple of days. 
But the saints in Canada, by reason of that 
appeal, started a fund in each district, called 
a tract and missionary-supply fund, in which 

_they took up a penny collection once a month, 
and out of that fund they supply their mis
sionaries with Baptismal Certificate books, 
and tracts; and they are distributing more 
tracts to the square mile in their field than 
any other missionary field in the church, and 
tha.t too from a fund that would not other
wise reach the church treasury. 

AMOUNTS DUE US. 
Now the office is i.n need of funds to meet 

its engagements, and we as a church should 
all be interested in keeping up the credit of 
our Church Publishing House. And we can 
do so by meeting our obligations to the office 
for books and papers, and as it is near the 
close of the year let each one see to it that 
his account is closed up by the first of the 
year. Th_e year just closing- has been pros-

-perous in many respects, and we should see 
that we assist to make the work of the Lord 
prosperous' as far as lies in our power to do. 
We as a people should understand that the 
Lord's business must be done on business 
principles, so we appeal to all the faithful 
to step forward a_nd come to our relief and 
help us make a success of the publishing 
house. 

Address all orders for books, tracts, and 
general publications, also all remittances to 
the undersigned. 

Yours for success, 
FRANK CRILEY, 

Business Manager of Publishing Depart
ment, Reorganized Church of Latter Day 
Saints. 

LUlONI, Iowa, October 15, 1898. 

MARRIED. 
PARKS-MILLS.-At the home of the 

bride's mother, Garden Grove, Orange 
County, California, October 9, 1898, Mr. 
Hyrum L. Parks and Sr. Mary A. Mills, 
daughter of the never forgotten veteran, 
Elder D. S. Mills; Elder A. Carmichael offi
ciating. May peace ever abide with them. 

E:f.VIN-EPPERLY.-At hi~h noon, Qcto-

ber 19, 1898, at the home of the bride's par
ents, Millersburg, Illinois, Bro. R•cuben C. 
Elvin of the Herald Office force and Sr 
Nellie N. Epperly were united in the holy 
bands of marriage, Elder R. M. Elvin offici
ating. There was present a happy company 
of relatives and friends, who did ample jus
tice to the viands; not forgetting the young 
couple, in their testimonials, with many 
articles of usefulness. At their home at 
Lamoni, Iowa, at four p. m., Thursday, Octo
ber 20, a reception and dinner was tendered 
the newly wedded couple. 

MONROE-YARRINGTON.-At the home of 
Bro. and Sr. H. A. Stebbins, Lamoni, Iowa, 
on the evening of October 12, 1898, Bro. Isaac 
A. Monroe and Sr. Ida U. Yarrington were 
united in marriage, Bro. Stebbins officiating 
in the ceremony. 

DIED. 
CARTER.-Edward Carter was born in Lam

ber head green,. England, October 8, 1823; de
parted this life October 7, 1898, at Kewanee, 
Illinois. He came to Kewanee, October 10, 
1864, where he has since resided: was bap
tized April 29, 1867, at Kewanee. Funeral 
at saints' chureh, sermon by Elder Alma 
Whitehouse to a large congreg·ation. 

THOMAS.-At Samaria, Idaho, September 
11, 1898, Sr. Elizabeth, wife of Bro. Owen 
Thomas, at the ripe old age of 76 years. 
Born in Dolgellan, Wales, in 1822; baptized 
in the year 1851; emigrated to the States in 
1865, and to Utah the following year, and 
soon thereafter settled in Idaho; united with 
the Reorganization in the year 1885. Mor
gan Jones officiated at the funeral in accord
ance with a request of the deceased while 
living. 

WILKINS.-At the home of her son, Wil
liam Pender, on Cherry Creek, Kansas, Sep
tember 24, i898, Sr. Isabella Wilkins; born 
December 25, 1812; baptized July 21, 1872, by 
F. C. Warnky, at Columbus. Funeral in 
charge. of W. S. Ta,ylor, assisted by T. S. 
Hayton; sermon by J. A. Davis, to a large 
gathering of friends, the speaker being 
blessed with good liberty. She was the 
grandmother of Elder William S. Pender. 

JACKSON.-Virgie Irene, daughter and 
only child of Bro. Andrew L. Jaclson and 
his wife Blanche. She was born June 24, 
1897, bringing joy and gladness to parent 
hearts; when death came, September 16, 189~, 
it was a sad blow to many. She was bl~ssed 
by Elders C. J. Runt and John Rawley. Fu
neral services at Galland's Grove chapel by 
Elder J. F. Mintun. 

ST. CLAIR. - At Roseville, California, 
August 26, 1898, Sr. Nellie St. Clair; bap
tized at Plano, Illinois, in 1869, by Elder A. 
M. Wilsey. Her husband and one son thir
teen years of age survive her. Memorial 
sermon by Elder F. M. Sheehy at Sacra
mento, California, September 4, 1898. 

SWEM .. -Near Dean, Missouri, October 13, 
1898, Sister Lucy Swem, aged 63 years, 6 
months, 6 days. Born April 7, 1835, in Jef
ferson County, Ohio. Sister Swem died firm 
in the faith. According to her request 
funeral sermon was at her home by Priest 
Arthur Hailey. She leaves huel:iand, one 
dau~hter, two son(;. 
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Royal makes the food pure, 
wholesome and delicious, 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER C0. 1 N!::W YORK. 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1 and 2 
now ready.) Pro);ided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion t0 truth, and as ·a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishrnent,growth, and internal 
e.nd external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
11ketches, illustra,tions, complete 
l.ndexes, sidenotcs for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume 2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
11<nd Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound .... , .. , ............. $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners. . 2 00 
Full leather , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50 
Full leath:ir, gilt edges ........... 3 00 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 
Udgivet og.Forlagt af den Gjenor
ganiserede Jesu Christi Kirke af 
Idste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, leather 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The Saints• Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every 'Vednesday, at J,amoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
l!il.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; 
sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., should be addressed to 
Frank Criley, Business Manager. Remittances 
should be mar!e by post office or express orders, 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters. 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ........................... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding ......... 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges ..•.••........ 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth ........................... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia ............ 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ...... 2 00 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. Large 
Type Edition. 

Cloth, leather backs and corners .. $1 50 
Seal Grain Russia, gilt ed/:{es . . .. 2 00 

DOCTRTNE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth ........................... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia ........•... 1 00 
Imitation· Morocco, gilt edges ..••• 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible . . . . . . 2 00 

t'HE TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mormon and the New Testa
ment. (Inspired Translation) 
in large type; in one volume. 

Leather back and corners ........ $2 00 
Seal Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 2 50 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 3 50 
Morocco, gilt edges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 00 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Pocket-size edi
tion. 

Cloth ..................••••..... $0 30 
Cloth sides, leather back . . . . • • . . . 50 

TEACHERS' BIBLE. "The Self
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps, 

I in good large print, bourgeois 

I
i type, with mai·ginal references; 
. rrinted on thin paper, flexible 

backs ........ , ....... , . $0 

I 
binding; size 6,tx8~, mailed post-

75 ~p_a_i_d_a_t_,_P_e_r_c_o_p_y_,_n_e_t_._·_·_·_·_··_·_·_·_·_·$_2~0-0 
O. B. & Q. EXCURSIONS. 

I H.ULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE. 
A manual of parliamentary practice for all 

I deliberative assemblies of the Church of 

I 
Jews Christ of Latter Day Saints. Rules for 
the government of general and district con
ferences, branch business meetings, and 

TRANS·MIS.SISSIPPI EXPOSITION. ! other asse~bl~es. Instr;ctions. con.cerning 
Omaha Nebraska, June 1 to November 1 gene_ral, d1str10t, and b.anch records, th;e. 

1 0 
' ' holdrng of eider's courts, etc., cloth bouno.; 

.8,,8. For rates and dates apply to agent. price 40 cents. 

I GRACELAND 
---COLLEGE, 

LAMONI, IOWJI. 
Telephone 71. 

For catalogues or further information, 
Address, PROF. ERNEST R. DEWSNUP, 

President, 
or R. S. SALYARDS, Secretary, 

LAMONI, IOWA. 

THE INSTRUCTOR. A compen-
dium of the faith and doctrines of 
the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints, by 
Elder G. T. Griffiths. 
Cloth ................•..•....... $ 75 
Leather ..........•.•••••••.•....• 1 00 
Fl~xible binding . . . . • . . . • . . • . • • . . 1 5(1 

I JOSEPH THE SEER. His pro-

1 

phetic mission vindicated and the 
divine origin of the Book of Mor-

i 
mon defended and maintained. 
Paper ......•••••.....•........ $0 ~5 
Cloth, limp...................... 50 

THE SAINTS' HYMN AL. ThG 
popular edition of words and 
music, in general use. 

Paper covers ................•... $0 3(J 
Cloth and leather.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1>0 
Full leather . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . 1 00 
Gilt edges. . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . 1 21:ll 
Flexible . . . • • • • . . . • . • • . • • . . . . • . . . 1 50 

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL. Word 
edition. 

Paper ·'~· ....••..•............... $0 15 
Cloth . . • • •• • • • . •. • . •• . . . . . . . . . . . 25 
Cloth . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . • • . • • • 35 

CERTIFICATES AND REPORTS. 
Branch statistical reports; per doz.$0 40 
Annual statistical reports; two for 05 
Certificates of baptism and member-

ship; per dozen .. "· . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Baptism and confirmation certifi

cate books, with stubs . . . . . . . . . • 25 
Certificates of removal; per dozen.. 12 
Marriage certificates; per dozen .. . 25 

THE HAPPIEST CHRISTMAS. A 
book for small children. Cloth ... $0 2G 
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THE SAINTS' HARP. Hymn Book 
-Words Only. 

Cloth ........................... $0 71l 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edge!!! .••. l 2!'1 

SONGS OF ZION. By Elder T. W. 
Smith. I> a pee ('OVNS, Pile h ...... $0 I);; 

EION'S HOPE. 
A large, four-page Sunday l!!chool 
paper for children; illustrated; ed
ited by Sr. M. Walker. 
Single copies, per year ........... $0 50 
In packages of four, five, or six to 

one address, per year, each. . . . . 40 
In packages of seven or more, each 35 

DANISH HY.M.N BOOK. 
SalmelJog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 
"C'dgivet og Forlagt af den Gjenor
ganiserede J esu Christi Kirke af 
Idste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, leather 
backs .. ~ & •• 0 0 .. 0 e ~ •••••• a •••••••• $0 75 

THE SAINTS' HEHALD. 

WHAT IS MAN ? By Elder J. R. 
Lambert. Man's nature a,nd des
tiny. 'fhe spirit or soul; is it im
mortal ? Does it survive the 
death of the body in a conscious 
state ? The views of mortal-soul
ists examined and refuted; second 
edition. 
Paper covers ..••....•........... $ 35 
Cloth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 

OBJECTIONS TO THE BOOE. OF 
MORMON AND BOOK O.E' DOC
TRINE AND COVENANTS AN-· 
SWERED AND REFUTED. By 
Elder J. R. Lambert. 
Paper covers .................... $0 25 
Cloth ......•...•...••••.•. , . • . . • 40 

A VOICE 01!, W ARNIJ\G AND 
INSTRUCTION TO ALL .PEO
PLE. An introduction to the faith 
and doctrine of the Church of Jes us 
Christ of Latter Day Saints. 
Paper covers, 10 cents; per dozen,$1 00 
Cloth, limp. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 

----------------------

achine that Talks Talk 
FINER THAN EVER I The Lat,est Im-

proved Grapho-
phcne, the highest perfection of the inven- $ Io 
tor's skill. 1.he most wonderful invention 
of the age, now at a price within the 
reach of everyone, For home amusement, this 

PRINCE OF ENTERTAINERS 
will entertain a company by the hour. '\Vell made 
and durable. Winds up like a clock, and so simple 
that a child can operate it. From $10 to $20 a day 
made last fall by hundreds of its users by giving 

entertainments. We guarantee the Improved Graphophone loud and dear enough 
\. to be distinctly heard in any hall or church anywhere. Plays all of Sousa's band 

Pieces exacr' i as rendered by that famous band-Drums, Cornets, Trombones and all. 
Recites. '\ells funny stories. Will repeat your own voice, your friends» voice, 
songs sung to it, or stories told to it. You can make your own Records easily and 
reproduce them at once as often as desired. Has been known to pay for itselfin a single 
evening. Price $10, includes ImprovEd Eagle Graphophone, 1 Extra Loud .Aluminum 
Reproducer, 1 Concert Horn, Hearing Tubes for 2 persons. (If hearing tub.es for mqre 
than 2 persons are desired, we wiil furnish them at the rate of 50c for_,each person.) 

Best Exhibition Records, (Musical or Talking) 50c each, or $5.00 a dozen. 20 
SPECIAL PROPOSITION Writeatonceforcircu.lartellinghowyoucan_s~cure one C 

_ . ·-- oftheabove outfits, with 12 Recordsforthetnfhngsumof 
r«'>UNTny Should secure at once a sample of our new $20 Slot Machine. Selling like wildfire. Made .,.,.,v 1 .1 Jl."<i.. of bronze. Very attractive. Operates automatically. Requires no attention whatever. 

DE LEO Can he placed on top of show case or on a counter. About 10 inches high and 12 inches 
A ..._5 Jong. Simply coins money for the dealer owning it. Price $20.00 net. Will sell on $1.00 

weeklv installments to responsible dealers if desired. ',, 
COmplete New GraphOphone and Record Catalogues mailed free on application. Address, 

Harger&. Blish, Western Seiling Agts. 904=9wMain St., Dul:mque; Iowa. 

iiWEsW~ i EXCURSIONS I 
I SE PT• 6 ~e:~s~o:~;at:hero~~~~tr~~ ~:~~~si~~u T~caknet:~~ Gt 
I SEPT- 20 ~NEBRASKA and other points in the West, • I Northwest and Southwest, "good for 2 ! days. I 
I QC T., 4 Stop on your way and see the GREAT TRANS· 

OCT. 18 ~~i~Sr1o~~l=:~li!~:~~ 1 ~1 1~~-a~~ ~~~~~I~~ i 
describing Nebraska, and also one about the Omaha Exposition. You I 
can get both without charge on application to the C. B. & Q. ticket 
agent or to P. S. EUSTIS, General Passenger Agent, C. B. & Q. R. R., 

Chicago, Ill. I 
Co and look for a New Home in Nebraska, 

a prosperous country, where a farm can be 
bought for one years' rent of an eastern farm. I 

.................................................... 

STATE SAVINGS BANK, OF LAMONI. 
Stockholders. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Geo. H. Hilliard. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 
G. W. Blair. 
Oscar Anderson. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 
A lice P. Dancer. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 

Officers. 
David Dancer. 

President. 
Wm. Anderson, 

Vice President. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

Cashier. 
Oscar Anderson, 

Assistant Cashier. 

Directors. 
W. A. Hopkins. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 

This bank does a general banking business at 
Lamoni, Iowa. Interest paid on time deposits 
according to the rules of the bank. Correspond
ence and patronage solicited. 

MONI REAL ESTATE 
I own 13 A ores, set to fruit. with House 

and Well; within% mile of L. D.S. Church 
and School. Also a good 80 Acre Farm, 
close to town. Will sell very cheap. Cash or 
time. If you want to buy, write to 

D. F. NICHOLSON, Lamoni, Iowa. 

BRO. .B. Jli'. o:nn \VAY, of Peoria, Illi
nois, will send 8 boxes of Quit- to-Bae post 
paid anywhere for $1.50, and positive.iy guar
antee it to cure your tvbacco habit, or )OUr money 
refunded. 

I 
ARCHJEOLOGICAL COMMITTEE 

REPORT. A manual of evidences 
in support of Book of Mormon arch-

1 reology, with maps. Price ..•.... $0 50 

FIRE-BUGS! $200 REWARD. 
The preminm payers of the State are maintaining a 

fund by popular subscription from which is offered a 

Reward of $200 
By the undersigned association, for the arrest and con· 

viction of any incendiary in any of the associated towas. 
TO FIRE INSURA"NCE AGENTS. 

It. is dangerous to place insurance on the goods of 
•rramp Merchants and irresponsible traders. Their 
many fires and fire sales of merchandise are heavy bur 
dens on the prnperty and business interests of the State 

PROPEHTY OWNERS FIRE ASSOCIATION. 
DES MOINES, IOWA. 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and deseription may 

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether. an 
invention is probably patentable. Commun1ca .. 
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents. 

sp~c~~~~gti~~~;11t~~~~~ii1ir~~i: t~e Oo. receive 

Scitntific Jlmtrican. 
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir-

~:~~t!ol~~/ ~~~tit0~~$f.ifi$o{dub~~i n~!~:a1~~s~ 
MUNN & C0.3610roadway, New York 

Branch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C • 
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T HERALD. 
OFFICIAL Pum.ICATION OF' THE !mORGANIZED CHURCH OF J'ESUS CHRIST OF LA.T"rER DAY SAL~TS. 

Vol. 45. Lamoni, Iowa, November 2, 1898. No. 44. 

CONTENTS: heard. One man said: "It is too J diss.at·i;faction coming only from 
EDITORIAL: 

Poiygamy Still Practiced in Utah .... 693 good an opportunity to miss a scrap; those that were hit. No sooner had 
That Pond.··· .. ············· ... ·· ... 695 let's have it out." Another said: "You he uttered the words than the Rev. 
The Work at Mondamin ............. 695 ld d , . h h C W ;n·11· · · f d MOTHERS' HOME COLUMN ................ 696 wou. a vocate aoctrrnes t at ave _;. . vv l rnms sprang to .tns .eet an 

SUND~.Y Scm~oL DEPAR~M_ENT: . been dropped by the common people gave utterance to the words quoted 
M1st.akes rn Sundav bcnool .......... 697 , f ~f · · · h b 

·, · Christmas Offerings .................. 698 l -or n ty years, and it is t11ne t ey a ove. 
LETTER DEPARTMENT ................... 698 were beina dropped by the churches." The moderator then announced that 
TRUE SUCCESSION IN CHURCH PRESI- Th follo~r'ng es 1 t' n 'g d b he hoped the discussion would not DENCY ................................. 701 . ,e 1 r 0 u 10 Sl ne y 
ORIGINAL ARTICLES: Rev. David Reddick, Rev. Joshua "provoke" any personalities, and said 

The Woman Clothed "\Vith the Sun .. 704 . 
The 2,300 Days ....................... 706 Gravett, Rev. T. L. Steele, committee he would cut the Gordian knot by de· 

CONFERENCE M;IN1;JTES: on resolutions, had been offered and ciding that the resolution had been 
Southern Michigan aod Northern In- d 'l h bl 

diana ............................... 706 cause at t e trou e:- sent back to the committee and that 
Nauvoo.............. . . . . . ......... 70fl 
Birmingham .......................... 706 
Eastern Michigan ................... , 707 
Massachusetts...... . ................ 707 
Northern Michigan ................. 707 
Chatham ............................. 707 
Pittsburg, ........................... 707 
North west Kansas .................. 707 

.SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATIONS: 
Southern Michigan and Northern In-

diana .............................. 708 
North west Kansas .................... 708 

.MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT: 
Fourth Quorum of Elders ............ 708 

"PROMULGATING HERESIES.'' 

PROMULGATING HERESIES. all discussion upon it was ended. 
We beg to deplore the fact that After adjournment the members 

some of our preachers are departing assembled in little groups both in the 
from the true faith and that they are building and outside, and discussed 
maintaining doctrines and heresies as I what attitude they would take when 
follows: the resolution again comes up. Those 

THAT THE DEATH OF CHRIST IS opposed to its adoption were eager for 
NOT ESSENTIAL TO SALVATION. the fray and some lively times will 

THAT THE WORK OF THE HOLY ' ·~. a . ~ ~ 
SPIRIT IN REGENERATION IS NOT be had when iu is a,,.am p~e.,,ented. 
ESSENTIAL TO SALVATION. The First Baptist church of Louis-

THAT REPENTANCE AFTER DEATH ville, Colorado, was admitted into the 
IS POSSIBLE AND THAT ALL MAN- conference and the right hand of fel-

THE following, a partial report of "the KIND WILL BE SAVED. lowship extended its delegates by the 
Rocky Mountain Baptist Associa- We recommend to the s ppo t of · u r moderator. Committee on enroll-
iion's" session, which was held in the Lord the w.ork of the Anti-s~loon ment reported 129 delegates. 
Capital Hill Baptist church, is taken league, ~o which Rev. ~fr. He1sl~r, The committee on state of religion 
from the Rocky 1Vlovntain News, of Den- the e:ffim~nt sta~e an~ city superm- reported, rejoicing in the progress 
ver, Colorado, :issue for October 13, tendent, is devotmg his effor~s. made in church work during the past 
1898. It shows something of the gen- No sooner had _the res?lut10n been year, stating that such progress 
eral drift of religious opinions:- db Re Dav d Reddick tha m r~a Y . v. 1

. • . • n -~- J gives evidence of the fact "'l'hat there 
The afternoon session was opened t10n~ for its adopt10n, its reJect10n, 1,1,s are many Christians whose hearts are 

with prayer and Bible reading by Rev. t~blmg, came f~om all parts of the I wrapped up in the work: that there 
A. B. Carson. Dr. Vosburgh de- little sactuary like a shower of Mau- has been subst,antial growth in many 
livered an address and was followed b 11 t It d'ffi F t t 11 I ~er u e s.. . .was i cu~~ 0 e 

1 
individual hearts; that the Spirit of 

by Rev. W. E. De Ulaybrook, the col- Just where md1v1dual members stood J God is with our methods of work, 
ored divine, whose discourse was upon the report. A. match would that the report shows certain ele
scholarly. All this, and more, had have set them all off like a flame and ments of weakness: selfishness in 
moved along in the litble church of then their position. might have been our appreciation of the motives of the 
Galilee without attracting especial better defined. As it was each seemed church, and lagging finances." 
note. Yet that something was in the determined to stand by his convic- I 

0 
_ ,~ ~ ~ 

wind which could not have failed de- tions to the bitter end if possible. I 
tection from a blind man. Faces were Order was finally restored and a mo- I BISHOPS LOSE POWER. 
Hushed unusually so for men:of God, tion to refer the resolution back to the I WORK OF EPISCOPAL COUNCIL. 
whisperings were going on in all committee with instructions to be WASHINGTON, D. 0., Oct. 2l'l.-The 
parts where champions of the ex- more specific in their charges of triennial convention of the Protestant 
pected battle had taken the~r stations I heresy as well as of those guilty of Episcopal Church, which terminated 
of vantage. At 4: 30 p. m. n came. J preaching it, prevailed. this evening, has been notable in 

No sooner had smoke of the first Even then it was with difficulty many respects and particularly for 
gun died awa,y than members were that the gentlemen of the cloth were the development of a democratic sen.
bobbing up from all parts of the house restrained from waging war upon the timent and tendency in a denomina
interposing objections or demanding originators of the fossil ideas set I tion which has been patronized by 
the passage of a certain point. The I forth in the document. Rev. Mr. the wealth and aristocracy of the 
speaker pounded away on the table [ Reddick thought the resolution should country more than any other. 
with his clenched fist, but the preach. , be adopted without any specific The high church, or ritualistic ele
~rs persisted in their entreaties to be charges, and said something about ment, was not nearly so strong in 
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THE SAINTS' I:!J~RALD. 

Washington as in the convention of ture and a very important one in ex· I general principles in both wood and metal 

1895 in Milwaukee, and whatever tending the protecting arm of the i working. 

h h b d . . ' "I am led to believe that manual training 
c anges ave een ma em the canons .

1 

church over mdependent congrega· b .1 . b , . t • d tl k, . . . . . y en argrng a oy s rn eres.s an ou oo , 
have been directed toward congrega- 1 t10ns, whwh, while not entirely or- not only helps him more surely to find his 
~ional government rather than extend-1 th~~ox, are ':'illing to acce?t the right.vocation, but also tends to make that 
mg the powers of the house of spiritual oversight of an Episcopal vocation one of nobleness and worth. And not 
bishops. It is asserted that when- bishop. This action was intended to only are these young fellows occupied, but 

d h · h . h they are also successful. As students teach-ever a test was ma e t e bis ops meet several specific cases, but t e . 1. t h't t . ' 1 . . . ers, JOUrna is s, arc i ec s, engineers, e ec-
always backed down m favor of the amendment of the const1tut1on was tricians, draughtsmen, physicians, and 
house of deputies. made broad enough to cover a11 reli- lawyers they are steadily making their way 

The deputies developed a decided I gious congregations that are attracted to the front., which is encouraging to those ol 

disposition to direct the affairs of the I to the creed and form of worship with us who believe in learning by doing." 

RELIGIOUS DIVISIONS IN EUROPE. 
church as soon as the convention as- the hope that they may gradually ac
sembled, and while they have treated cept the tenets which they now re-

. h · h . . . h : There has been no religious census i11 
the bis ops wit proper respect and spect and ultimately umte wit · the France since 1872. All religions are equal. 
deference they have nevertheless as- episcopal denomination. This is before the law, and the Roman Catholics, 
serted their rights with a determina- called "the church unity amendment," Protestants, and Jews have allowances from 
tion that has never before been and some of its advocates are so san- the public treasury in proportion to their' 
shown. guine as to consider it the first step numbers as follows: Roman Catholics, 41,-

126,923, francs; Protestant, 1,495, 100 francs; While the convention has been nota- toward the union of all protestant de-
1 

Jews, 206,530 francs. According to the latest 
ble for what it has not done, it has nominations. census of Russia, the religious division in 
taken action upon several important J Some years ago, after a long strug- 1892 was as follows: Orthodox Greek Catho
topics. The proposition to change gle, the episcopal church asserted its lies, 73,000,000; United Church and Armeni
the name to "the American church,'' right to establish missions in Roman ans, 55,000; Roman Catholics, 8,300,000; 

Protestants, 2,950,000: Jews, :3,000,000; Mo· which has been urged by the ritual- Catholic countries; a bishop for Brazil 
istic element, was killed by ridicule and another for Mexico were ap-
and a good deal of humor directed pointed, and now the work is to be 
against the exclusive and aristocratic extended in Cuba and Puerto Rico. 
element in the convention. The In taking this action to convert Roman 
proposition to elect a primate was re- Catholics to Protestantism, the Epis
ceived with no greater favor, al- copal Church separates itself entirely 
though it led to a modification of the from the mother church and unites 
constitution, so as to provide for an with other Protestant denominations. 
important change in the internal The proposed canon on marriage 
structure of the church by permitting and divorce, which has been so ear
the consolidation of several dioceses nestly advocated, was loaded down 
into a province under the head of a with so many amendments as to 
senior bishop. These provinces will defeat its purpose, and was recom
correspond to the archdioceses of mitted for report at the next conven
Great Britain, and the senior bishop tion. The bishops were disposed to 
of a province will occupy a position accept the proposition as reported 

hammedans, 2,600,000; Pagans, 26,000. 

The leading features of the Amm·icam 
:M~onthly Review of Reviews for November are: 
the editorial comment on the State and Con
gressional campaigns (illustrated}; an illus
trated account of the work of the "Y. M. 
C. A." in connection with the army and navy 
during the war with Spain, by Albert Shaw; 
an article on "The Newspaper Correspon
dents in the War," with numerous portraits; 
Mr. Creelman's own story of his Santiago 
adventures; "Ouida's" "Impeachment of 
Modern Italy," with Signor Vecchia's reply; 
"The Nicaragua Canal in the Light of Pres· 
ent Politics," by Prof. L. M. Keasbey; and 
"The Nicaragua Canal and Our Commercia~ 
Interests," by Dr. Emory R. Johnson. 

analogous to that of an archbishop in from the committee, which has been If a child in Switzerland does not attend 
the Episcopal and Catholic Church. considering the subject for the last school on a particular day the parent gets a 

notice from the public authority that he is 
The purpose of this provincial sys- three years, but the laymen and many fined so many francs; the second day the fiM 

tern is . to promote the efficiency of of the clergy in the house of deputies is increased, and by the third day the amount 
church government by the establish- were not willing to deny the right of becomes a serious one. In case of sickness 
ment of a higher system of ecclesias- marriage to innocent parties who had the pupil is excused, but if there be any sus
tical courts. At present diocesan courts secured divorces on scriptural grounds. picion of shamming a doctor is sent. If the 

suspicion proves to be well founded the par-
are supreme and are constantly render- -Special Dispatch to Chicago Record. ent is required to pay the cost of the doctor's 
ing judgments that conflict in identical visit.-Ex. 

cases. The new amendment to the MANUAL TRAINING'S TEACHINGS. I · 
constitution proposes a provincial "Manual training teaches no specific trades, . The d?ctri~e of et~rnal punish~en~ is dis-
court with powers to review and a but aims to give a knowledge of the princi- cussed m this weeks Congregationalist, and 

ples underlying all trades," explains a writer the edi~or states t~a.t "the more. lo~ical. 
final court of appeals on questions of . the November Ladies' Home Journal. method is that of decidmg the quest10n mde-
doctrine, faith, and worship. The ~~iterally it means hand training. It penciently of Christ's teaching about it, and 
new judicial system is very much .like teaches the young men the principles and thus sh~wing that if he was as wel.l informed 

. . concernmg the future world as mtelhgent 
that of the United States. practice of carpentry, pattern makrng, wood . men now are, he could not have taught that 

The efforts of certain Anglomaniacs carving, blacksmithing, vise work, and ma- future punishment ~s et.ernal. This met~od 
" · t 1 1 t' 'th th chine construction, and it does it more thor· appears to be gro":m~ m favor. We thmk 
&0 promo e c oser re a 10ns Wl e . . h ·. . · 'bl it is the most con.vmcmg form of argument oughly and m far less time t an 1t 1s poss1 e . h' h Church of England WQre not treated . . . yet advanced against a doom w rn many . I to do it m the manufactories themselves. Christians cannot bring themselves to believe 
zer1ously. The models are not finished articles, but are has been or ever will be authoratively pro-

The convention made a new depar- . simply practice pieces intended to embody nounced against anyone." 
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THE HERALD. 
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed& and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.''-John 8131, 32. 
"Hearken to the word of the Lordi for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife1 and concubines he shall have none.''-B, of M., page1t6, 

Vol. 45. 

JOSEPH SMITH 
R. S. 8.A.LYARDS 
HEMAN C. SMITH, 
JOSEPH LUFF, 

EDITOR. 
ASSISTANT EDITOR. 

CORRESPONDING EDITORS. 

LAMONI, IowA, Nov. 2, 1898. 

POLYGAMY STILL PRACTICED IN 
UTAH. 

WHEN in Utah we were convinced by 
certain indications that polygamy 
was being practiced. We could not 
determine that plural marriages were 
being performed. That would be a 
difficult thing to d.o if it were so, as 
all such rites are performed in the 
Temple, to which the public does not 
have access; but that some of those 
having plural wives when the mani
festo was issued were still living with 
them as wives, was plainly apparent. 
However; this was veheruently denied, 
and we were severely censured for 
doubting their good faith. That they 
intended that the United States Gov
ernment and the public should 
understand that they had entirely 

·abandoned this practice is evident 
from the following sworn statements 

. reproduced in the Semi-Weekly Salt 
Lake Tribune of October 14, 1898:-

WHAT THE CHURCH LEADERS 

PROMISED. 

Lamoni, Iowa, November 2, 1898. 

Snow and Lund were subjected to a "ieareh
ing cross-examination by United States At
torney C. S. Varian, with respect to the 
exact meaning of President Woodruff's mani
festo suspending polygamy, and particularly 
with respect to whether or not the manifesto 
referred to polygamous re1atioas already 
formed, with the same force that it referred 
to and controlled the entering into of polyga
mous relations thereafter. 

As the witnesses were all under oath, and 
the examination was a most thorough one, 
the following extraots from the testimony as 
given by the gentlemen at that time, upon 
the scope of the manifesto and its real mean
ing, will be read with interest. The mani
festo was issued the year before. 

The Government was represented upon the 
hearing by United States Attorney Varian 
and Joseph L. Rawlins; the Receiver by 
John A. Marshall and the church by Frank
lin S. Richards, W. H. Dickson, and Le 
Grand Young. 

PRESIDENT WOODRUFF'S TESTIMONY. 

By C. S. Varian-Q. Did you intend to 
coafine this declaration (the manifesto) solely 
to the forming of new relations by entering 
into new marriages? A. I don't know that 
I understand the question. 

Q. Did you intend to confine your declara
tion and advice to the church solely to the 
question of forming new marriages, without 
reference to those that were existing-plural 
marriages? A. The intention of the proc
lamation was to obey the law myself-all laws 
of the land, on that subject, and expecting 
the church would do the same. 

Q. Let me read the language, and you will 
understand me perhaps better: "Inasmuch 
as laws have been enacted by Congress for-· 
bidding plural marriages, I hereby declare," 

THEY STATE, UNDER OATH, THAT 'l'HE MANI- etc.; did you intend by that general state-
FESTO WAS MEANT TO STOP UNLAW- meat of int,ention to make the application to 

FUL OOHABITA'l'ION AS WELL AS existing conditions where the plural mar-
POLYGAMOUS MARRIAGES. rlages already existed? A. Yes, sir. 

After the seizure by the United States Gov- Q. As to living in the state of plural mar-
ernment of the real estat,e and personal prop- riage? A. Yes, sir; that is, to the obey
erty belonging to the Mormon church in 1891, ing of the law. 
Judge C. F. Loofbourow of this city was ap- Q. In the concluding portion of your 
pointed Master in Chancery by the Supreme statement you say: "I now publicly declare 
Court of the Territory to take testimony and that my ad vice to the Latter-day Saints is to 
report as to the most advantageous disposi- refrain from contracting ariy marriage for
tion of the money then in the hands of bidden by the law of the land." Do you 
Receiver Henry W. Lawrence. At the hear- understand that that language was to be ex
ing, which was l;leld before Master Loof- panded and to include the further statement 
bourow on October 19 and 20, 1891, a number of living or associating in plural marriage 
of prominent church officials testified with by those already in the status? A. Yes, 
respect to the sources from which the fund sir; I intended the proclamation to cover the 
had been derived, as well as the disposition ground-to keep the laws-to obey the law 
which had theretofore been made of it. myself and expected the people to obey the 
Among the witnesses who testified at this law. 
hearing were Presidents Wilford Woodruff, (By Dickson, of Counsel for the Church)
George Q. Cannon and Joseph F. Smith, r Q. Your attention was called to the fact that 
Apostles Lorenzo Snow and A. H. Lund and nothing was said in that manifesto about the 
others. During the .examination Presidents dissolution of existing polygamous relations. 
Woodruff, Cannoµ l'tnll Smith, aµd A-rostles I want to ask you, Presidel)t Woodruff, 

No. 44. 

whether in your advice to the church offi
cials, and the people of the church, you have 
advised them that your intention was, and 
that the requirement of the church was, that 
the polygamous relations already formed be
fore that should not be continued; that is, 
there should be no association with plural 
wives; in other words, that unlawful cohabi
tation as it is named and spoken of should 
also stop, as well as future polygamous 
marriages? A. Yes, sir, that has been the 
intention. 

Q. And that has been your views and ex
planation of it? A. Yes, sir, that has been 
my view. 

APOSTLE (NOW PRESIDENT) LORENZO 

SNOW'S TESTIMONY. 

Q. Do you believe that the association in 
plural marriage by those who are already in 
it is forbidden by this manifesto? A. Well, 
I cannot say what was in the mind of Presi
dent Woodruff when he issued that manifesto 
touching that matter, but I believe from the 
general scope of the manifesto that it cer· 
tainly embraced the plural marriage, be
cause it is clearly an intention, as indicated 
in that manifesto of President Woodruff, 
that the law should be observed touching 
matters in relation to plural marriage. 

Q. You mean now the law of the land? 
A. Yes, sir. 

Q. Do you understand now that the mani
festo conveys that prohibition-the prohibi
tion against the association in plural 
marriage between those who have already 
entered into it at the time the manifesto was 
given as well as a prohibition against the 
contracting of future plural marriage rela
tions? A. Well, I do; I thought I had 
explained that; perhaps I might be unhappy 
in my expression, but, as I said, the intention 
and scope of that manifesto was expressing 
President Woodruff's mind, in regard to 
himself and every member of the church, 
and that was, that the law should be observed 
in all matters concerning plural marriage, 
embracing the present condition of those 
that had previously entered into marriage. 
Is that a plain answer? 

APOSTLE LUND'S EVIDENCE. 

Q. How is it as to the people who have al
ready formed those relations; is it right for 
them to continue to associate in plural mar
riage wHh their wives? A. The manifesto 
does not expressly state it, but the president 
of the church has said it was not. 

Q. Was that the first time you understand 
that it was included? A. I understood his 
advice for the church from the presidency 
was to obey the law of the land. 
PRESIDENT JOSEPH F. SMITH'S TESTIMONY. 

Franklin S. Richards-Do you understand 
that the manifesto applies to cohabitation of 
men and women in plural marriage where it 
had already existed? A. I cannot say 
whether it does or n,o~, 
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Q. It does not in terms say so, does it? A. 
No. I think, however, the effect of it is so; I 
I don't see how the effect of it can be other
wise. 

We thought then that the fruits of 
the practice would not permit them to 
conceal the true status of things al
ways, and we were not deceived. Not 
only is it conceded, but the practice 
is now defended as we shall show. 

The following extract from Presi
dent Snow's statement as published 
in HERALD for September 21, current 
volume, plainly indicates that polyga
mous relations did continue after the 
manifesto was issued and accepted; 
and he brands anyone who expected 
them to cease as being unreasonable:--

It will not be expected by aay reasonable 
persons that the plural family relations exist
ing when polygamous marriages ceased by 
action of law and the inhibition of the church 
would be at once abolished. 

Now comes the Semi- Weekly En
qidrer of October 14, 1898, published 
at Provo, Utah, and owned and con
trolled by a company composed of 
members of the Utah Church, in 
which John Henry Smith, of the 
Twelve, is prominent, and says edi
torially:-

The old issues of Utah are again up for dis
cussion this campaign, however much the 
majority of the citizens would like to see 
them left out of politics entirely. With 
their discussion, <Jomes, of course, class 
alignment, to a great extent, as in the old 
days. This is very much to be regretted, but 
if the non-Mormons, through their churches 
and their leading organ, insist on bringing 
the old issues to the front, the Mormons will 
have to meet them on their own ground. 

So far as polygamy is concerned, the pledge 
of the Latter Day Saints, in their manifesto 
and in the petition for amnesty, has been 
fully and faithfully kept. There has been an 
entire suspension of polygamous marriages. 
That was as far as the church could go, for 
it could not dissolve the marriages that bad 
already been contracted, before it was be
lieved that there was any civil law against 
thA practice, and while the revelation on 
plural marriage was still in force. The ad
vice of the church was and has al ways been 
for those who had entered polygamy to take 
care of their families. Should its advice have 
been otherwise, it could not have been heeded, 
for a greater power than the church tried for 
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through the suffrage of the people. They 
may be citizens of the highest type, outside 
of this peculiar offending, and be men whom 
the people respect, but if they are named for 
civil office, they must be denounced. To us 
it seems very unfair, and an agitation along 
lines of that kind will only result in much 
bitterness, and will not relieve the situation 
in the least. 

There is not another of the social problems 
of this country that is solving itself so thor
oughly and rapidly as the polygamy question 
of this State. When another generation 
shall have passed away, with the manifesto 
as completely observed as at present, the po
lygamy question will have solved itself. 
Could only as much be said of the negro ques
tion in the South, for instance, what a happy 
future would be before that section of our 
country. Another decade, and a child born 
in polygamy in Utah, by t'be parents who en
tered it with the sanction of their church, 
would be rare, indeed. Those who intend to 
make Utah their home would willingly abide 
what wrongs n;iay come from the system so 
diffused in Utah than the wrongs of the old 
strife. But it may be that opponents of po
lygamy will persist in keeping the iss11e to 
the front, and thus make prominent to their 
own injury, as well as to the injury of the 
State, political questions that had better be 
dead. 

When polygamists of Utah accepted 
amnesty at the hands of the govern
ment they should have accepted in 
good faith the provisions and condi
tions attae&hed, and as they were not 
granted pardon except upon condi
tions of their keeping the law, they 
should cheerfully abide the conditions 
of disfranchisement they were in be
fore the amnesty was granted until 
they fully comply with the conditions 
so specifically stated. It is unrea
sonable to expect to reap the full 
benefit of the pardon now if it takes a 
decade to comply. 

At the risk of being thought too 
lengthy we will here insert the two 
Amnesty Proclamations, that our 
readers may see that they do not ap
ply to those now living in polygamy, 
hence such are still unpardoned crimi
nals, and subject to prosecution. We 
quote them as published in Salt Lake 
Tribune, of October 14, 1898:-
PRESIDENT HARRISON'S PROCLAMATION. 

years in Utah to break up the family relation- Washington, D. C., Jan. 4, 1893. 
ships that had been contracted contrary to Whereas, Congress, by a statute approved 
law, and failed. Men were sent to the Peni- March 22, 1882, and by statutes in further
tentiary by the scores, some time and again, ance and amendment thereto, defined the 
and yet they would not violate their sacred crimes of bigamy, polygamy and unlawful 
pledges to their plural wives. cohabitation in the Territories and other 

After all that hardship, they are now to be places within the exclusive jurisdiction of 
put to the test in politics, it seems, and if the United States and prescribed penalty for 
they are living with their plural wives, and 

1 

such crimes, and whereas, on or about the 
respecting them as wives, they are to be de" 6th day of October, 1890, the Church of 
nounced as men unworthy of civil trµst Latter-day Saints, con;nuonly known as the * . 

"Mormon Church,'' through its president, 
issued a manifesto proclaiming the purposer:i 
of said church no longer to sanction the 
practice of polygamous marriages and calling 
upon all members and adherents of said 
church to obey the laws of the United States 
in reference to said subject matter; and 
whereas, it is represented that since the 
date of said declaration the members 
and adherents of said church generally 
obeyed said laws and abstained from 
plural marriages and polygamous cohabi
tation; and whereas, by a petition dated 
December 19, 1891, the officials of said 
church, pledging the membership thereof 
to the faithful obeyance of the laws 
against plural marriages and unlawful co
habitation, applied to me to grant amnesty 
for past offenses against said laws, which 
request a very large number of influential 
non-Mormons, resident of Territories, also 
strongly urged, and whereas, the Utah Com
missioners in their report bearing date of 
September 15, 1892, recommended that said 
petition be granted, and said amnesty pro
claimed under the proper conditions as to 
the future observance of the law with a view 
to the encouragement of those now disposed 
to become law-abiding citizens; and whereas, 
during the past two years such amnesty has 
been granted individual applfoants in a very 
large number of cases, conditioned upon THE 
FAITHFUL OBSERVANCE OF THE 
LAWS OF THE UNITED ST ATES 
AGAINST UNLAWFUL COHABITA
TION, and there are now pending many 
more such applications; now, therefore, I, 
Benjamin Harrison, President of the United 
States, by virtue of the powers in me vested, 
do hereby declare and grant full amnesty and 
pardon to all persons liable to the penalties 
of said act, by reason of unlawful cohabita
tion under the color of polygamous or plural 
marriage, who since November 1, 1890, 
HAVE ABSTAINED FROM SUCH UN
LAWFUL COHABITATION, but upon the 
express condition that they shall in future 
faithfully obey the laws of the United States, 
hereinbefore named, and not otherwise. 
Those .who shall fail to avail themselves of 
the clemency hereby offered will be vigor-
ously prosecuted. BENJAMIN HARRISON. 

By the President: 
JOHN w. FOSTER, Secretary of State. 

PRESIDENT CLEVELAND'S PROCLAMATION. 

On September 25, 1894, President Cleve
land issued the following proclamation: 

Whereas, Congress, by a statute approved 
March 22, 1882, and by statutes in further
ance and amendment thereof, defined the 
crimes of bigamy, polygamy, and unlawful 
cohabitation in the Territories and other 
places within the exclusive jurisdiction of the 
the United States and prescribed the penalty 
for such crimes, and 

Whereas, on or about the 6th day of Octo
ber, 1890, the Church of the Latter-day 
Saints, commonly known as the Mormon 
Church, through its president, issued a 
manifesto proclaiming the purpo8es of said 
church no longer to sanction the practice of 
polygamous marriages, and calling upon all 
members and adherents of said church to 
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obey said laws of the United States in refer
ence to said subject matter; and 

Whereas, on the 4th day of January, A. D., 
1893, Benjamin Harrison, then President of 
the United States, did declare and grant full 
pardon and amnesty to certain offenders 
under said acts upon condition of future obe
dience to their requirements, as is fully set 
forth in said proclamation of amnesty and 
pardon, and 

Whereas, upon the evidence now furnished 
me I am satisfied the members and adherents 
of said church generally abstain from plural 
marriages and polygamous cohabitation and 
are now living in obedience to the laws, and 
the time has now arrived when the interests 
of public justice and morality will be pro
moted by the granting of amnesty and par
don to all such offenders as complied with 
the condition of said proclamation including 
such of said offenders as have been convicted 
under the provisions of said act; 

Now, therefore, I, Grover Cleveland, Presi
dent of the United States, by virtue of the 
powers in me vested, do hereby declare and 
grant a full amnesty and pardon to all per
sons who have in violation of said acts com
mitted either of the offenses of polygamy, 
adultery, or unlawful cohabitation, under the 
color of polygamous or plural marriage, or 
who, having been convicted of violation of 
said act, are now suffering deprivation of 
civil rights, in consequence of the same, ex
cepting such persons as have not complied 
with the conditions contained in said execu
tive proclamation of January 4, 1E'93. 

GROVER CLEVELAND. 
By the President: 

WALTER Q. GRESHAM, 

Secretary of State. 

It may be interesting in this con
nection to know that at the late con
ference in Salt Lake City, Rudger 
Clawson was chosen an apostle of the 
Quorum of Twelve to fill a vacancy 
occasioned by the promotion of Lo
renzo Snow to the First Presidency. 
Mr. Clawson was the first person 
arrested and convicted of "polygamy 
and unlawful cohabitation" under the 
provisions of the Edmund's act. At 
the time of his selection as an 
apostle he is reported to have re
ferred to that experience as fol
lows: "I have been placed behind 
prison bars for the testimony of Jes us, 
and that was a Vflry trying situation." 
(Salt Lake Tribune, Oct. 11, 1898.) 
It seems then that in the opinion of 
this new-made apostle polygamy and 
unlawful cohabitation are the testi
mony of Jesus. It begins to look like 
the Utah people were determined to 
carry out the sentiment of Elder F. 
D. Richards, editorially expressed .in 
March, 1855, as follows:-

WHAT SHALL BE DONE WITH U'l'AH?

Shall :Polygamy be tolerated in Utah? This 
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question is daily assuming importance in the 
halls of the United States Congress, It be
ing a matter with which its members have 
no right to interfere, the more they meddle 
with it, the more huge they will .find its di
mensions.-Millennial Star, Vol. 17, p. 169. 

It remains to be seen whether the 
civil authorities will submit to such 
trifling, or whether they will execute 
the warning of President Harrison;, 
viz.: "Those who shall fail to avail 
themselves of the clemency hereby 
offered will be vigorously prose
cuted." 

ONE of the causes for a weakness in 
the receipts to the church treasury is 
to be discovered in the fact that quite 
a number of the churches or meeting
houses, have been in process of 
building during the past two years; 
and as a consequence saints in those 
places where they have been laboring 
and striving to build such houses of 
worship have used the moneys they 
could spare in that direction, which 
must have shortened to some consid
erable extent the amounts paid from 
there into the church fund. 

The Bishop's reports show an ac
counting for all moneys received by 
him, and the auditing committees 
have certified .that they found ac
counts to be correct. 

A careful examination will show 
that no moneys were paid by the 
Bishop to the college fund, or the ex
penses incurred by the committee; 
hence the reports and the auditing 
committee's certificate corroborate 
the Bishop's statement made last 
spring at Independence that he had 
not used a dollar of the tithing fund 
for the college. 

Those who have been thinking and 
suggesting that the Bishop has been 
so using the tithing ought to be will
ing to credit the honesty of the audit
ing committee and exonerate the 
Bishop from suspicion. 

Please turn to the reports of 1897 
and 1898 and examine them. 

THAT POND. 

IN the prosecution of building the 
Home at Lamoni, and the improve
ment of the farm lands attached to 
it, it was found needful to provide 
water for farm and stock purposes. 
To do this it was decided to make a 
pond. Several of the brethren do
nated labor with teams and scrapers, 
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and some others were hired. This 
help, with the labor of the teams be
longing to the Home, made the pond 
at an outlay of some$50.37, in money; 
which competent judges will say was 
by no means an extravagant outlay 
for the benefit gained. Those who 
may have been told that the said 
pond cost $400 to $500, please take 
notice. 

The donated labor is estimated at 
$25.00, which gives a total of $75.37 
as the cost of the pond. The money 
was paid from the Home fund, and 
not from the general tithing fund. 
See items in published report. 

THE WORK AT MONDAMIN. 

THE following extract from a letter 
from Elder A. M. Fyrando, president 
of Little Sioux district, to Elder J. R. 
Lambert, is very significant when we 
consider that Mondamin is the place 
of the late discussion between Elder 
T. W. Williams on our behalf, and 
Elder D. H. Bays:~ 

I thought to send you a word respecting 
Mondamin, as you might wish to know. 
Some time ago the saints purchased .·the 
school building, fitted it up nicely, costing in 
all with lot about five hundred dollars. They 
also have new organ all paid but about seven
teen dollars, and that in sight. The Chris
tians imported a fifteen dollar a week 
preacher for a month's meeting. After two 
weeks, he left, without a convert, and told 
the members they were "a funny lot," and 
like "bumps on a log," because he could not 
enthuse them in social service. All our 
preaching in the new church has been well 
attended. Last night church filled. Yes
terday three adults were baptized; Samuel. 
Johnson and wife and Sylvia Johnson, all 
highly-respected, old settlers. We believe 
God is aiding: in Mondamin and elsewhere. 

This is especially significant just at 
this juncture, as Elder Bays has been 
boasting of late that we dare not re
peat the Mondamin debate elsewhere. 
If the philosophy is true that the same 
cause produces the same effect, we can 
afford to repeat surely. 

THE Literary Digest for October 1, 
1898, contains a description of "an 
ethical Sunday school" now in opera
tion in St. Louis, from which we 
make an extract:-

A Sunday school that does not mention re
ligion to the children until they are about to 
be graduated from the school, that defers its 
teaching of the idea of God until the children 
are fifteen or sixteen, and that introduces 
the subject then by a discussion of Santa 
Claus, queen Mal:), in "A Midsummer Night's 
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Dt·eam," and other like characters, must have 
the attraction of novelty to most Sunday school 
workers. Such a school is in actual opera
tion in St. Louis, in connection with the 
Ethical Society of that city. Mr. W. L. 
Sheldon, the lecturer of the society, outlines, 
in the September and October numbers of 
Ethical Addresses, the school's plan of work. 
The foundation of the school is a short "cate
chism" or responsive exercise .... 

The "Life of Jesus" is introduced to the 
mind of the scholar when he reaches the age 
of eleven or twelve. The supernatural side 
of the life of Jes us is "left for the mature 
mind to grapple with." The "miracle side" 
is passed over or omitted. "'i.7Ve tell it," says 
Mr. Sheldon, "as a life, a beautiful and noble 
life." 

We shall try to publish a fuller ac
count of this ethical Sunday school, 
later. We venture to inquire, Would 
the teachings of the spiritual side les
sen the force of the ethical teachings 
of Jes us? We note, also, that in this 
so-called ethical school the ''Path of 
Virtue" of the Buddhists, the Koran 
of the Mohammedans, and a transla
tion of the writings of Confucius, are 
introduced with the Bible. To what 
is "the world" drifting? 

THE Chicago Tribune, late date, pub
lishes the following:-

The Rev. Bruce Brown, pastor of West 
Side Christian Church, preached last night 
on "The Conflict of the Centuries." He said 
in part:-

"Contending for the mastery of the minds 
of men are three great forces. Romanism, 
Protestantism, and infidelity. It is not mine 
to say which is right and which i@ wrong. 
If infidelity is to win it must tell us how we 
can conquer sin. If Romanism is to be the 
victor it must be able to prove its teachings 
from the Scriptures. If Protestantism is to 
conquer it must return to the unity and sim
plicity of the apostolic church." 

Will Protestantism return to the 
unity and simplicity of the apostolic 
church? Are there any indications 
whatever of such return? 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

BRO. U. W. GREENE, missionary by 
appointment to the Sandwich Islands, 
writing from Boston, Massachusetts, 
October 25, says:-

I leave to-morrow at 9: 30 a. m.; will reach 
San Francisco Monday morning. Will rest, 
then. continue my journey. Since deciding 
to go on alone. I have received several re
markable manifestations of divine approval, 
and I am enjoying an unusual degree of the 
Holy Spirit. I feel like singing all the time, 
"Praise God from whom all blessings flow." 

Bro. Chas. A. Parkin, writing from 
San ]'ranci~co1 October ;,22, :Jeport1il 
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that the work is moving onward in 
that city. He says:-

We are fighting to make the best showing 
possible, financially and spiritually. We 
have challenged the Brighamites to meet us 
in public debate through the San Francisco 
daily papers. Bro. Sheehy is "a whole 
team." I would like to spend all my time in 
the field, but cannot do so yet. But I am do
ing all I can. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

A LETTER from Bro. M. D. Lewis, of 
Hiteman, Iowa, recounts an effort 
made against our faith at Hiteman by 
one Clark Braden, who presented the 
customary challenges and appeared in 
the usual role-that of assuming to 
represent the citizens in his attack. 
It is said that he was imported by 
local religionists. 

Bro. M. H. Bond requests his cor
respondents to note his address, now 
No. 103 Chapin Avenue, Providence, 
Rhode Island. Being called west
ward for a short time he expects to 
be at Brooklyn, over Sunday, the 
30th, at Kirtland Sunday, November 
6, and at St. Louis, Sunday, the 13th. 

What do the brethren think of the 
statements made by a minister, before 
the Rocky Mountain Baptist Associa
tion, "That the death of Christ is not 
essential to salvation;" "That the 
work of the Holy Spirit in regenera
tion is not essential to salvation"? 
Some two weeks ago the probability of 
so-called progressive religionists de
nying the mission and personality of 
Christ himself was stated, based upon 
observations of the growing tendency 
to drift from and to disregard the 
teachings of our Lord. We were 
hardly prepared for such an early ex
ample of the kind from a professed 
minister of Christianity. To what is 
the modern religious world drifting? 
Is society to depart from present 
found_ations and moorings almost or 
altogether? 

Sr. Anna Nielsen writes of a visit 
to the Nebraska City branch by two 
Brighamite missionaries sent there to 
establish a branch of the Brighamite 
Church. They were treated kindly 
by our people, and were given some 
facts to think about. 

Sr. R. Y. McKee, Watsonville, 
California, desires the address of Bro. 
Walter Scott, of the Santa Cruz 
branch. 

Mr. !\,. B. Nea], of Kentucky, has 

been quite busy within the last year 
writing and lecturing against the Mor
mons, and including the Reorganized 
Oh urch in the general term '•Mor
mons." His efforts have resulted in 
turning some attention our way, as 
we are written to, making inquiry of 
our faith and our books; stating that 
they secured our office address from 
R. B. Neal's "anti-Mormon" tract. 
God will make the wrath of man to 
praise him. And we may so far thank 
Elder R. B. Neal, as aiding us to make 
converts. 

Mothsrs' HomB Coltlnm. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

"Hun if you like, but try to keep your breath, 
Work Hire a man, but don't be worked to death, 
And with new notions, let me change the rule, 
Don't strike the iron till it's slightly cool." 

DEAH SISTERS:-Like many others I love to 
read the Home Column. Its editorials, se
lections, and letters must prove a benefit to 
any mother who will read with proper dili
gence and prayer, and endeavor to heed its 
wise counsels. What an experience meeting 
we might have.through this column if we but 
availed ourselves of its advantages!* 

For one, I fe_el to especially thank Sister 
Frances for the selections from "Childhood; 
Its Care and Culture." Many of the sisters, 
no doubt, would be glad to own the book, but 
like myself are unable to buy it at the pres
ent time, so we are glad indeed to have the 
opportunity of reading it in the Home Col
umn. What an excellent article that was on 
"Behaving." Respect for parents and older 
people is a virtue too frequently wanting in 
the young people of to-day. Surely th,e chil
dren of the saints should be better taught; 
but with precept must also go example. I 
have somewhere read that a rude woman is a 
curse to her children unto the third and 
fourth generations, because her lack of con
sideration for the rights of others would be 
indelibly stamped upon thern. How careful 
then both fathers and mothers should be of 
their manners at home before the children. 

I was especially impressed by the reading 
of Bro. Hilliard's article on "Sanctification," 
in: the Herald for August 10, and I hope that 
not the sisters only, but the brethren as well, 
will carefully and wisely read it again and set 
about heeding its instructions. 

The Word of Wisdom, which applies to our 
food, is too often disregarded by the saints, 

*We felt as we read this sentence the fnll force of Sr. 
Ida's words, and we said: The present is the time. 
Why wait to do this good work until the reaper shall 
have gathered her who eo much needs tbis encourage
ment home, and, perhaps, in various ways have deprived 
you of the ability to gather up the strancls of thought 
which now you might so successfully weavA together fnr 
the benefit of yourself us well nA others! "The mill will 
never grind" with the drops of thought which have been 
swept hy the current of tnne into the ocean of eternity. 
Our Column is not what it might be--not what it ought 
to be-and we have sometimes wondered if the members 
of any other church were so remiss in snotaiuing tl\ei~ 
literary deii11rtm,en,ts.-lJiu, · 
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and as a consequence parents injure them
selves both physically and mentally, and 
their children suffer with them, not only in 
inheriting the weakness and diseases of the 
parents, but in aggravating these conditions 
by thfl very same unwise course which pro
duced them first in the parent .. 

Sisters, cannot w J be more faithful in this 
also? Are we unwilling to live "by every 
word?" Are not the blessings of health, wis
dom, great knowledge-even hidden treas
ures, and the passing by of the destroying 
angel, sufficient to induce us to give up 
injurious habits? Think on these things. 
Are we mothers teaching our children by 
both pn cept and example what is proper to 
use and.what should always be av_oided, be
cause God had so directed? Will our chil
dren grow up to be doers of the word or 
hearers only? In childhood is the time to 
teach them. 

And then in regard to tithing. Do we 
faithfully pay our own and teach our chil
dren to do the same, or are they allowed to 
do as they choose? paying little or nothing 
to the Lord, and spending their money on 
trifles and the mere pleasures of the world. 
Is it not wiser to require them while they 
are still under age and consequently under 
our control, to pay their tithing as fast as 
they earn anything for themselves? Even 
very little children like to earn money for 
themselves, and can be easily taught to lay 
by the tenth and send it to the Bishop or his 
agent; and thus in the early years of their 
lives form the habit of that obedience which 
brings its sure reward. "When ye do what I 
say, then I am bound; but when ye do not 
what I say, you have no promise." Are we 
diligently teaching these things to our chil
dren, that they may become established in the 
faith once delivered to the saints? If we are 
not, whose fault is it if they remain ignorant 
of the requirements of the gospel or become 
indifferent and are numbered among those 
who have no oil in their lamps when our 
Savior shall come again? 

And then what about gathering to Zion 
according to the commandments and revela
tions? I have always wondered why the 
saints bad not more generally gone to the 
"regions round about," instead of remaining 
scattered. Has not the Lord commanded? 
Why do we not obey? No use to say the way 
is not open. The Lord says, ''If they hear ken 
to this counsel they may buy lands and 
gather together upon them, and in this way 
establish Zion." "Hearken to this counsel." 
Ab, that's it! We have not hearkened to 
this counsel; we have just gone in our own 
ways, and some of our children have never 
even joined the church, and others have 
dropped out by the way. Are we teaching 
our children to pray: "Lord, when it is thy 
will, let us go to Zion?" Do we pray that 
way ourselves? Mothers in latter-day Israel, 
let us "hearken to this counsel;" let us 
gather our little ones around us and tell 
them God's plans for us; let us teach them 
to pray for these things. 

It seems to me that if· the saints would 
heed Bro. Hilliard's call to duty as they 
ought, there would at once begin a movement 
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Zionward. The prayers of the saints and 
their little ones would arise as an incense be
fore the Lord; wise men would soon be found 
to direct the affairs of each and every branch; 
property would soon be sold and land in the 
"regions round about" be purchased, and the 
saints set.tled thereon; isolated saints would 
soon find an opportunity to sell out what 
they have, and their faces would soon be 
Zion ward. No use to say, "we can't sell out, 
we are tiea. here;" or "we might not be able 
to make a living there." "Hearken unto 
this counsel." The Lord never yet gave a 
command that he did not also~ prov!de a way 
in which it could be obeyed. Are we willing
to "live by every word,"-by this word? 

Sisters, I feel moved to say, Let us begin 
now in secret, and with our children to pray 
for this gathering. Brethren, presidents of 
branches, what are you doing to forward this 
movement? Let us one and all "heed this 
counsel,'' and the way will open soon for our 
obedience. "Not in baste, nor by flight; but 
let all things be prepared before you." What 
are you doing towards "preparing" these 
things? SISTER IDA. 

RIVERSIDE, Cal., Aug. 21. 
Sister Frances:-I have thought for some 

time that I would write a few lines to the sis
ters. Perhaps I might encourage some poor 
souls to keep on praying for strength to be 
given to the poor, weak, decaying body. I 
can say I have been wonderfully blessed. I 
feel that the Prayer Union bas been praying 
for me. I have been very ill for a good 
while; but I am much better the past month, 
thanks to the dear Father above, that he has 
heard prayers in my behalf. I feel to praise 
his holy name for bis loving kindness to me. 
Although I feel that I am not always as 
faithful as I ought to be, but the Lord knows 
the hearts of all his children. I am striving 
to keep his words, l:>ut come short of it some
times. The nearer we can come to keeping 
his laws the more we are blessed. Oh how 
many times I r.ave been suffering. The 
poor body is weak. I would look to God for 
strength to help me to bear all things with 
patience. I have received such a peaceful 
frame of mind; the clouds were all removed, 
and sweet sleep would come so refreshing 
that I could rise from my bed and make my
self a little useful. I do miss the sweet com
munion of the saints. It is not so that I can 
go to hear their sermons, but I can read 
them. ·Thanks to the dear brethren for 
those grand words that we can read. I do 
not know how I could get along without 
them. I heard 'indirectly that a brother 
called at my house, but I was not at home, 
also a certain elder. I have distributed the 
papers to different parties; I hope they will 
be the rµeans of doing some good. There is 
a good deal of prejudice here, plenty of 
Christians, many churches, but few real 
saints. It is my heart's desire to do some 
good while I live-say some words that may 
help some poor sorrowing soul to have more 
faith in our heavenly Father. We are living 
in the day of perilous times. Death and de
struction are in the world. Oh, that we 
might live by every word that bas been given 
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us, then we have the promises that our 
Father will take care of us. 

Dear Sisters, you have my prayers every 
day, that you may be blessed of God in your 
work, and that he will hear our petitions. 
How I would like to meet with you and hear 
your testimonies, but I must be content as it 
is. I need your prayers so much, that I may 
be kept in that straight way and have health 
to the poor decaying body. 

Your sister, 
H. B. GILBERT. 

HERE is a beautiful truth, a soul-cheering 
thought for the meek of t,his earth, who suf
fer and grow strong in silence while the ten
drils of their faith, loosened from many 
earthly supports, cling closer to God and his 
truth. "It is the lives, like the stars which 
simply pour down on us the calm light of 
their bright and faithful being, up to which 
we look and out of which we gather the deep· 
est calm and courage. No man nor woman 
of the humblest sort can really be strong, 
gentle, pure, and good without somebody be
ipg helped and comforted by the very exist· 
ence of that goodness." 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

MRS. WILLIAM KENNIOUTT, Copeland, Mis· 
souri, asks you to pray God to bless her 
little grandson, that the disease be removed 
from his body. 

PROGRAM FOR NOVEMBER MEETINGS OF 
DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 

Opening 
Psalms 22. 
Column. 
hymn, 224. 

hymn, 196. Scripture reading; 
Study, Select Reading in Home 

Roll Call. Business. Closing 
Dismissal prayer. 

8tlndau 8~hool DapartmBnt. 
ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor. 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

MISTAKES IN SUNDAY SCHOOL. 
Read at Midway Park Reunion. 

BEFORE taking up the subject of mistakes in 
Sunday school we will touch on one of the 
most impot"tant mistakes outside of the 
school, in regard to Sunday school work. 
This is lack of interest taken by those who 
should be its most earnest and staunch sup
porters. 

CHILDREN NEGLECTED. 
Does it not seem strange that those who in 

all other ways are so anxious for the advance
ment of the Master's cause, should fail in 
zeal and become careless and neglectful when 
it comes to sowing the gospel seed in the 
fruitful hearts and minds of God's little ones? 
We would beg all such to remember that 
Christ himself was not unmindful of the 
lambs of the fold, but he has said, "Suffer 
the little children to come unto me." How 
can they do so if they are not taught the way 
to come? 
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A PARENT'S MISTAKE. 
It is a mistake for parents who belong to 

the church not to attend Sunday school 
themselves, or send their children, or if 
they do, allow them to be so irregular that 
it becomes a detriment to both pupil and 
school. And here let me mention another 
mistake often made by parents: Children 
are often made to attend too many services 
on Sunday. If you send them to Sunday 
school you cannot expect them to sit quietly 
through morning, afternoon, and evening 
services too. The child will get tired of it 
and you will soon have to drive hi:..n to church 
to get him to go at all. 

TARDINESS. 
It is a mistake of the superintendent not to 

take up the school promptly on time, even if 
no one is present but himself, as it gives the 
pupil a chance to say, "It does· not matter if 
I am a little late. They never begin on time 
anyway." 

HUMILITY. 
It is a mistake for the superintendent not 

to go before the Lord in humble prayer for 
his school before he leaves home Sunday 
morning, and to pray for it through the week 
also. 

STUDY. 
Another mistake is not to study methods, 

give your school a variety, something new 
every other Sunday or as often as you can 
find something new· and attractive. Enlist 
the assistance of your coll\borer, the assistant 
superintendent. (By the way, too many as
sistants are mere figureheads, not supposed 
to be made use of, just ornamental, that's all.) 
Do not maku this mistake. Enlist his or her 
services, that you may have the liberty to 
visit other schools, to study other superin
tendents' methods of conducting the lessons. 

COUNSEL. 
Do not always run your Sunday school re

gardless of anyone else's opinions. You can 
be mistaken in this also. Many a new 
thought, idea, and plan may be obtained from 
the teachers in your scb ool. Ask their opin
ion~ on different questions or methods; i:;-ive 
them a chance to grow and develop their 
talents too. 

CHRUCH LITERATURE. 
Don't allow other church literature to su

persede that of your own church. If you 
cannot have your own use the Bible, get help 
from other sources if you wish, but use the 
Bible and your own quarterlies-if possible
as the foundation. 

COLLECTIONS. 
It is a mistake not to take up a collection 

every Sunday. Some of our people get the 
idea in their heads that this, gospel work 
should run along as smoothly as a sled down 
a toboggan slide without anything to "grease 
the track." This is a great mistake and the 
saints should be educated out of it,, 

SOCIABILITY. 
The superintendent should be sociable, es

pecially with members of his own school, also 
with strangers and new pupils. Sometimes 
the superintendent and school are not socia
ble enough with new comers and they, think
ing they are not welcome, do not return to 
your school again. 
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ORDER. "Let us then be np and doing 
With a heart for any fate, 

StiH achieving, still pursuing, 
Learn to labor and to wait." 

MINA PERKINS KEARNEY. 

CHRISTMAS OFFERINGS. 

One grave mistake in Sunday school work 
is lack of order in the school. Though much 
good is often accomplished where the order 
ot the school is not the best, yet there can 
be no doubt that much more is accomplished 
where the law of order reigns. Children 
should be taught that "the house of God is IT is hoped that the Sunday school work
the house of order." ers and scholars wilt not overlook the im

portance of the Christmas Offerings. A 
growth in the Sunday school should also be 
seen in the amount of offerings sent in. 
Means are needed to aid the work, and we 
respectfully urge the ciaims of the Christ
mas Offering fund upon the attention of all 
schools. 

PARTIALI'l'Y. 
Teachers, do not allow yourselves to make 

t.he mistake of being a little partial and pay
ing the most attention to the best dressed or 
brig·h test child in the class. It is often the 
case that the humblest one in the class will 
do the most credit to your teaching in the 
years to come, and as a rule they will most 
appreciate your kindness now. 

"As the teacher is, so is the school," and 
if the teachers take especial pains to make 
welcome the poor and humble class of chil
dren, the other pupils will not be so apt to 
make slighting remarks, wounding the feel
ings of those who have not as fine clothes as 
they. If all parents would do as did one 
good sister in the church, the teachers would 
have no difficulty in this line. Two sister 
saints with their little daughters were at
tending some gathering of the saints, confer
ence or two·days' meeting, I have forgotten 
which it was. One of the sisters was more 
abundantly blessed with this world's goods 
than the other. On Sunday morning they 
dressed their little gids in white dresses, the 
more wealthy mother's child h;wing a beau
tiful new sash. As she met the other little 
girl she said, proudly, "Yoii have got no sash!" 
''Neither have you to-day," quietly replied 
her mother, and unfastening the pretty rib· 
bon and taking it off, she put it away, and 
the child did Itot wear it during the meet
ings. 

MINOR OR UNIMPORTANT TOPICS 
should never be allowed a place in the Sun
day school during the lesson hour. Neither 
should the Bible class take up so much time 
in trivial discussion as to tire out the smaller 
classes. This is so often-yes, too frequently 
-the case in nearly every school. 

THE REVIEW 
should be conducted so as to interest the 
little ones. If they get interested and give 
bright, intelligent answers, the older ones 
cannot help being interested also. 

I visited one large Sunday school (not an L. 
D. S., I am glad to say) where the entire re
view was conducted by the pastor and not one 
word was addressed to the tittle ones of whom 
there were numerous classes. I felt so sorry 
for them and I ·reit that pastor made a great 
mistake in not doing his duty by the little 
folks and that he, at least, did not under
stand the missien of the Sunday school. 

Although we ma\{e mistakes in our own 
schools we feel that other churches often 
make more than we do; and if we as saints 
shoiild do, strive to live up to the best light 
given us, we ought to lead the world in 
Sunday school work. 

Let us then strive to profit by the mistakes 
made by ourselves and others; taking Longfel
low's words as though they were meant for us 
and say-

Let us do better this year than ever be
fore. Send all remittances with names to 
the Herald Office, as heretofore. The names 
with amounts of offerings will be published 
in the blue Hope. 

EDGEWOOD, Iowa, October 20. 
Editors Herald:-! am at work and trying 

to keep things moving. Our conference at 
Clinton, September 24 and 25, was fairly well 
attended. The saints that came up from 
Rock Island and Davenport added greatly to 
our numbers and also the spirituality of the 
conference. Bro. W. A. Smith, our new 
missionary, was present and rendered valu
able service. A very peaceable conference 
was held. If I remember right only one vote 
was carried in the negative, and that a vote 
to adjourn. The next conference is to meet 
at Arlington during the light of the moon in 
February, 1899. The first Saturday nearest 
before the full moon. 

After conference I went to Viola and among 
other efforts I replied to the M. E. minister 
on baptism. Attended the two-days' meeting 
near Fairbanks and held a few meetings 
there. Rain prevented a large attendance. 
On Thursday, the 13th, by invitation I deliv
ered a lecture in the opera hall in Arlington 
on the Sabbath question and arrived here in 
time for the two-days' meeting the 15th and 
16th inst. 

I hear that two Utah elders are at work 
around Waterloo and Cedar Falls. I will be 
headed that way in a day or two and then 
on to Powersville and Arlington. 

J. W. PETERSON. 

MANCHESTER, Eng., Oct. 9. 
Editors Herald:-I have read in Herald, 

page 620, "T. W. C's" glorification of Bro. 
W. Kelley's "Old Glory" article, which I 
have also read in Herald, page 575, without 
being able to "testify to its inspiration." 
And I wish you to say for me, "Them's not 
my sentiments," and therefore "they are 
[not] pinned on my headboard." 

By birth I am an Englishman, and a native 
of no mean city, but I trust that I am first of 
all a Latter Day Saint, and consequently be
lieve that in the Church of Christ there 
ought not to be either Jew or Gentile, bond 
or free, male or female, Yankee or Britioher, 
Spaniard or Cuban, but we ought to be all 
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one in Christ Jesus our Lord, confessing like 
St. Paul's worthies that we with them are 
"strangers and pilgrims on the earth." 

"For they that say such things make it 
manifest that they are seeking after a coun
try of their own. And if indeed they had 
been mindful of that country from which 
they went out, they would have had oppor
tunity to return. But now they desire a bet
ter country, that is, a heavenly: wherefore 
God is not ashamed of them, to be called 
their God: for he hath prepared for them a 
city."-Heb. 11: 14-16, R. V. 

I bow in homage to the blood-stained ban
ner of the crm;s, representative of a peculiar 
people, zealous of" good works. But if I am 
compelled to march under any other banner, I 
prefer that it shall be the Union Jack of Old 
England. And in this matter I believe that 
I am truly representing the sentiments of 
hundreds of Latter Day Saints on this side of 
the great waters. 

Yours in the one faith, 
JOSEPH DEWSNUP, Sen. 

WILBURTON, I. T., Oct. 18. 
Editors Hernld:-Our conference at Wil

burton, passed off nicely. We had Brn. E. 
Short, E. A. Erwin, Russell, and J. W. Jack
son with us. The saints have built a house 
unto the Lord to worship in, and quite a 
branch has been gathered here. I am COIJ;

tinuing the preaching every night. Will go 
from here to Cove, Arkansas, to hold a meet
ing. 

I have had fine meetings in Texas this 
year. The work is onward in this district. 
We were sorry to lose the labors of Dr. W. 
B. Toney. 

I was sorry to hear of Bro. Tucker's perse
cution in Alabama, but such things ,are good 
for us sometimes. All is for the best if we 
do right. In bonds, 

J. D. ERWIN. 

RUNNELLS, Iowa, Oct. 22. 
Editors Herald:-On Thursday, October 6, 

the saints at Clear Creek, Jasper County, 
Iowa, were convened by the president of the 
Des Moines district of the Reorganized 
Church, and C. Scott, subrnissionary in 
charge, in said district, Bro. E. B. Morgan, 
of the missionary force, being present. The 
propriety of organizing a branch was consid
ered. An expression of those present showed 
them to be favorable to the move. Bro. E. 
B. Morgan was chosen to preside. After due 
deliberation, High Priest W. C. Nkk was 
chosen to be president of the branch, which 
accorded with the views of Bro. Morgan and 
myself. 

Brn. John Hidy and Walter Pitcher were 
chosen for teachers, W. W. Owens for 
priest, Bro. James Veach for deacon, and 
Sr. Lizzie Owens, Baxter, Jasper County, 
to be secretary; all by recommendation, 
motion, and vote, unanimous in almost 
every point, 

The meeting was held at the house of Bro. 
James Veach, and was peaceful and harmoni
ous throughout, and the Spirit of the Lord 
wi:ts present to enlighten, cheer, and guide. 
We did not forget to inform them about rec-
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ords, statistical blank reports, books, tracts, 
and our church organ, the Saints' Herald, 
and supplies in general, to be had at the Her
ald Publishing House, at Lamoni, Iowa. 

On Sunday, October 9, at 2: 30 p. m., at a 
service held at the schoolhouse, District No. 
3, in Independence Township, Jasper 
County, I, by request, presiding, the breth
ren above-named were ordained according to 
previous selection, under the hands of W. C. 
Nirk, E. B. Morgan, and the writer, Brn. W. 
W. Owens and James Veach being ordained 
by C. Scott, assisted by the brethren; Bro. 
Walter Pitcher, by Elder Morgan, assisted 
by Elders Nirk and Scott; and Bro. John 
Hidy, ordained by Elder W. C. Nirk, assisted 
by Elders E. 'B. Morgan and C. Scott. These 
brethren were then chosen to be officers of 
the branch, and the Clear Creek branch of 
the Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter Day Saints was declared organized. 
Bro. and Sr. Hickman, baptized the day 
previous, were confirmed, and the sacrament 
was administered. 

I should not have forgotten to have men
tioned in my previous letter to the Herald, 
when giving account of the organization of 
the Concord branch, that Bro. W. H. Kap
hart assisted in the ordination of Brn. R. W. 
Bare and Samuel Burgess. Nor must I for
get now to note that the Clear Creek Sunday 
school exists, and has been progressing 
nicely for some months under the superin
tendency of Bro. W. W. Owens, whose post 
office address is Baxter, Jasper County, Iowa. 
Clear Creek branch will consist of some 
thirty-three to thirty-five members when the 
scattered remnants of the now disorganized 
Edenville branch become identified with it, 
as they expect to. 

Rainy weather and mud have interfered 
with the work of the missionary in this part 
of the moral vineyard to a greater or lesser 
degree-generally greater-for the last two 
or three weeks; and it is very remarkable 
how fearful and terrified the people are when 
a few 0louds appear or a few claps of thunder 
are heard, and the lightnings flash around! 
They will sometimes get hurriedly out of the 
meeting8 and rush for their homes, as though 
more safe there than elsewhere! Why is 
this? It was not so twenty-five years ago, 
They fulfill prophecy right in their own 
presence. (See Doctrine and Covenants, 85: 
25.) But the di vine testimony must ring 
forth. God has declared it. 

The times seem rife with signs, and one of 
the growing signs is the unjust, unlawful 
concentration of power in the hands of the 
few, in both state and church. The leading 
churches, some of them, are liable to be rent 
asunder or to suffer great loss of numbers at 
any time. The Holiness movement is grow
ing, is spreading among them. Some of the 
leaders in the denominations desire the 
Holiness Alliance to keep silence on the sub
ject. But the Holiness refuse to submit to 
this much longer; and rather than be so 
closely bound, and not allowed to advocate 
their belief, and to shout, they propose to 
walk out from under the domination. This 
I learn from one of the liberty advocates who 
resides in Oskaloosa, Iowa. Also, the Epis-
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copal clergy are engaged in an effort in Great 
Britain-more than a thousand of them-to 
subvert the foundation of the great sixteenth
century Reformation, and to lead their. pas
torates back under the bonds of rigorous 
Romanism. Is it possible that the "deadly 
wound" once inflicted upon one of the heads 
of John's beast is yet to be "healed"? And 
is this move by those clergy but a supple
mental one to the effort of King William, of 
Germany, to restore the temporal power of 
Pius XIII.? And are all these moves to
gether an effort by the powers combined to 
prop up the monarchical power that is get
ting ready to tumble because of intrinsic de
cay? That great masterly work done by the 
British people-laity and clergy-during the 
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, in the 
interests of religious liberty, and culminat
ing in the complete abrogation of Roman 
Catholic domination over the souls of so 
many, in 1534, A. D., and so splendidly main
tained till the present;-is it all to be now 
reversed-admitted to have been wrong? 
~'Backward, turn backward, O Time, in your flight;" 
Make us your slaves agaiu, just for-it stops in our 

throat-the sight. 

But, thank God, the results of that memo
rable movement will not attend the episco
pacy in its wild return to Egypt! Perhaps 
when enchained in galling fetters again it 
will be an object lesson to other Protestant 
bodies who think a plunge into bondage 
again might be enj:>yed (?) for a change! 

Speaking of object lessons, that was one 
presented a few days ago in Utah, when, on 
the death of President Wilford Woodruff, of 
the Utah Brighamite Church, eleven of their 
Quorum of the Twelve met in private con
clave, and, without consulting the body of 
the people concerned, by their eleven voices, 
aided by the voice of two other individuals 
only, and without any regard whatever to the 
law that should have been consulted in such 
cases, proceeded to place in office for the 
whole people a president. Having placed 
the incumbent in the office, in harmony with 
unlawful precedent, they proceeded to con
firm the act and the incumbent; and later 
the duped followers will be required, per force 
of dread of living oracles of assumed power, 
to quietly, and without question or dissent, 
submit! 

Alas for the personal liberty and re
sponsibility of man, if the tide of the "sign" 
of the times does not change! Who will 
stand sponsor for him at the final decision? 
"0, our party leaders understand the ques
tions involved; we need give ourselves noun
easiness; the leaders will have all things 
right." Yes, "The leaders of my people," 
says God, "caiise them to err." "Common 
consent" by coercion may go to Utah, bµt 
not in Iowa; and until God revises his organic 
law of the church, confessing he was mis
taken, and tells us, the First Presidency and 
the Twelve will have enlarged powers and do 
most of the work of the c)lurch, where the 
law now provides that others with them shall 
d'o such work, we shall ever be on our watch
tower for infringements on the privileges of 
the people. And to our Utah religionists we 
can say that we have somewhat to glory in, on 
this behalf, in the Reorganized Church .• 
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God and his law are supreme here, and the 
common consent is willingly given, when, 
and after the purpose for which it is sought, 
has been by the members considered. So let 
it continue. 

For liberty and right, 
C. SCOTT. 

AUDUBON, Minn., Oct. 20. 
Editors Herald:-On Saturday, the 17th of 

September I got a chance, as I thought, to 
go through to Bermidji, but failed, as the 
train only ran as far as Solway. Arrived 
there at 4: 30 p. m., being then fifteen miles 
from Bermidji, the place I was going to; so 
I left my grips with a gentleman, and off I 
went for Bermidji, and Oh, such walking! I 
kept on the railroad track, and, it being new, 
you may judge what a walk I had. 'Tis a 
sandy country, covered with a dense forest of 
pine timber, without any settlers on the 
road. I was alone and saw no living being; 
could hear only the owls hooting in the dark
ness of the night, which made mo feel very 
lonesome indeed. But on I went, tired and 
weary, arriving at Mr. Porter Nye's at nine 
o'clock at night. 

Just before reaching Mr. Nye's place I called 
at a house to inquire how much farther I 
would have to go. The answer came back in 
the darkness from a lady, "I know you, Mr. 
Roberts, you can't fool me!" Well, I was 
somewhat surprised to think my voice was 
recognized, but I am thankful the surpr~se 
was a happy one, for it came from a friend 
who attended our reunion at Wadena last 
spring, the lady being the daughter-in-law of 
Mr. and Sr. Nye. She kindly led the way 
for a few hundred yards, and I was at the 
end of my journey. Tired, thirsty, and hun
gry, is only putting it mildly; but it was not 
long until my appetitewas satisfied by eating 
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to give them one good sermon of near two 
hours' duration. All seemed pleased with 
my effort. A traveling man asked me how I 
got my pay for preaching, and when I ex
plained to him, he said, "Well, you are the 
kind of preacher I can help," and handed me 
a big dollar, which came in very good play, I 
being a little short of funds. 

I found the saints at Bermidji all well and 
firm in the faith. I visited with them, and 
on the first Sunday in October administered 
the sacrament, after which we had a good 
prayer and testimony meeting. I would 
bave stayed longer with them, but our con
ference was to convene on the 15th and 16th 
of October, so I had to leave them. My 
prayer is that God will bless' them. The 
time will soon come when we can organize a 
branch there. I have just returned from our 
conference, and a good one it was. The Lord 
was with us in power, making every heart 
rejoice. Saturday morning's prayer meeting 
will long be remembered by all. Every 
member present took part. The preaching 
was good, and all went home praising God 
for his blessings. We are on a firmer basis 
up here than ever before. The saints, most 
of them, are trying hard to do their duty; of 
course there are a few who are out of line 
and seem to like the pleasures of this world 
more than God. 

We are having a very wet time here now. 
I was going to begin a series of meetings in 
Detroit City this week, but the inclement 
weather is agatnst me. So I will take a little 
rest and then off to the city of Minneapolis 
for· awhile. 

Ever, praying and laboring for the redemp
tion of Zion, I am still in the faith. 

More anon. 
I. N. ROBERTS. 

a good supper of the different kinds of vege- CLEVELAND, Ohio, Oct. 21. 
tables raised on Mr. Nye's farm. Editors Herald:-Saturday evening, the 

On Sunday, the 18th, when I arose from 15th inst., found me at Galien, Michigan. 
bed I was so sore and had taken such a cold Senator E. A. Blakeslee met me at the train 
that I felt quite used up. At three p. m. I and I was soon at home with his mother and 
spoke to a fair crowd at the Carr school- sister at the Blakeslee residence. Later we 
house, and continued the meetings on each joined the meeting at the hall and listened to 
night with increased interest, resulting a very logical and convincing discourse by 
in baptizing three. Others felt the need Bro. Adam Smith, of Clear Lake, Indiana. 
of doing likewise, but had not the courage to The meeting was called by the Southern 
step out of the world and enter the ranks of Michigan and Northern Indiana district con
tho army of the Lord. On Monday, the 19th, ference. Brn. E. C. Briggs and L. W. Scott 
I got horse and buggy and went after my were in direct charge, George F. Weston sec
grips. On ar-riving at Solway I ask some ret.ary, and Sr. White organist. 
gentlemen if I could get some hay for my Judging from a casual view, the district 
horse. A young-like man said yes, and called was fairly represented. There were mem
a man to put my horse out and care for it. I hers from Coldwater, Clear Lake, Grand 
soon observed that I had struck a saloon, Rapids, Hartford, Marcellus, and other 
hence I made some excuse to walk around places nearer by at least. There were too 
the new town, and soon learned that the many to enumerate by name. A splendid 
place was about all saloons; so I went back feeling breathed out from the conference as
and we were soon on the topic of religion. sembly. 
Well, to make a long story short, I never was It had been many years since the writer 
treated more manly than there. I had a fine had the pleasure of meeting with the saints 
dinner and horse fe1, all gratia, but he never of this district, yet there are none who knew 
once asked me into the saloon. him better. Their reception was most cordial, 

I will now go back a little; while laying· more like an ovation than a mere friendly 
over at Fosston I tried to secure a church to greeting. It is "sweet like honey in the 
speak in,·but soon found I could not get one, honey comb" to live in the esteem and confi
so the hotel man kindly gave me the use of dence of devoted defenders of the faith. 
the sitting room in the hotel. So I was able , Precious to commune with zealous saints. 

The very air seemed to bloom with heartfelt 
greeting and glad refrain as we talked and 
sang of the saints' hope. The meetings were 
orderly and spiritual; so Michigan, as in the 
past, is in the line of progr'lss and duty, 
ready to maintain the right at any cost. 
May she grow stronger as the days go by. 

WM. H. KELLEY. 

MONTEREY, Cal., O<lt. 17. 
Editors Herald:-I am not idle, but find 

plenty to do. Last Sunday I was called to 
San Jose to preach the funeral sermon of Sr. 
Jennie Jackson, which was largely attended, 
for she was a brilliant woman, loved and re
spected by all that knew her, and was one of 
those who turned "many to righteousne~s," 
and shall be "as the stars forever and ever." 
(Dan. 12: 3.) 

I came here by the way of Santa Cruz, 
stayed with the better half one day, then 
came here. I have spoken nearly every 
night, but mostly in private houses, one 
night in the K. of P. hall. Two noble souls 
were added to the fold yesterday, and more 
are near the kingdom. I met here Bro. Wal
ter Scott, in whom I find a congenial coia
borer, one who is ready and willing to make 
any sacrifice for the Master's cause. He is 
doing a great deal of house-to-house preach
ing, and the two baptized are the fruits of his 
labor. These make eight baptized here. 
More·anon. In bonds, 

E. KEELER. 

SHERBURNVILLE, Ill., Oct. 24. 
EdUors Herald:-Bro. A. J. Keck and I 

were called here the fore part of last week to 
administer to Bro. Calvin Dickey who was 
afflicted witb consumption. He realized his 
condition, and desired to trust in the Lord; 
but it evidently was not the will of the Lord 
to heal him, for he passed peacefully away 
on the 20th inst. The funeral was conducted 
in the presence of a large assembly of rela
tives and friends, and we believe there was a 
good impression made on the minds of many 
who were present. 

We begin meetings to-night in a private 
house, and hope to accomplish~ something, as 
there are some here who seem to be looking 
for more truth and greater light. We held 
an interesting series of meetings at the Hev
ener schoolhouse, near PipPr City, where 
quite a few seem interested in the work. 
The.re are also a number of saints there, who 
seem to be a credit to the work; they seemed 
much encouraged and strengthened by our 
efforts. , 

We made a new opening at the Foreman 
schoolhouse, Livingston County, but had 
only held three meetings when we were 
called here. We will tarry till we see what 
can be done, and then perhaps may return to 
Ford and Livingston counties. 

We are feeling encouraged in the work. 
H. E. MOLER. 

LONDON, Ont., Oct. 25. 
Editors Herald:-According to promise I 

send you a few lines regarding the last three 
nights of the "Mason-Gregory debate." 
Elder Gregory affirmed "that the Church of 
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Christ, as described in the New Testament the close I referred to it in a way that did 
Scriptures, went into complete apostasy, and the truth or Elder Gregory no harm. The 
remained so until the present century, when doctor took my hand after my little speech 
the true order of church government, doc- and said: "Well, Elder, my talk was a little 
trine, gifts, and blessings, was restored by dirty; but I could not help it." I replied as 
God through the instrumentality of Joseph soothingly as possible by saying: "0 no, 
Smith." Doctor; I presume you can't help it; its a way 

Elder Gr8gory presented a splendid argu- some folks have!" Elder Gregory won the 
ment for the affirmative. He showed: 1, respect of all, and we think great good will 
the church described in the New Testament; result from the debate. 
2, how that church went into apostasy; 3, Last Sunday I addressed a priesthood meet
the condition of the apostate church; 4, the ing, presided over prayer meeting, preached 
restoration. at eleven a. m., gave an address on Book of 

Our young brother was wonderfully Mormon in Sunday school at 3: 30 p. m., 
blessed in presenting the truth of the angel's preached at 7: 00 p. m., after which by request 
message. The Doctor admitted the apostasy I baptized and confirmed one and assisted to 
and spent but little of his time on the af- ordain one teacher and one deacon. Thus 
firmative argument; but from the first took closed my labors in Toronto. 
up Ford, Beadle, Lee, and Dickins0n, with a Elder Gregory will leave Thursday, he go-
little of Law and Foster thrown in. I hap- ing farther east; I west, to Blenheim. 
pened to haye my written criticisms on all There is a white field ready to harvest in 
these works, on the platform, and our brother that city. Methinks with wisdom and pru
used them with effect. The Doctor's talk in dence, the gathering there will greatly in-
the main was slander and tattle. He said crease. Yours in haste, 
that you said, that I said, that the other fel- R. c. EVANS. 
low said, that it had been reported by a 
stranger, whose story contradicts itself, that 
"Joe Smith" was awful. Why sir, that fel
low, Joe Smith, was such a vile wretch that 
from "reliable" "first citizens" witnesses it is 
proven that he was guilty of marrying sev
eral women aftm· he was dead and ·buried. 
Now then! 

At times the Doctor's language was so 
coarse and disgusting that women hid their 
faces·, while a few left the church. His mod
erator refused to serve for more than one 
night. By request of the Doctor I acted as 
chairman five of the six nights. Some 
thought I should have called the Doctor down. 
for his vile talk, but I let him go it, and at 

DETROIT, Minn., Oct. 19. 
Editors Herald:-On Thursday, the 13th, 

Bro. and Sr. McLeod drove up for the pur
pose of Bro. McLeod attending conference. 
After a pleasant visit Sr. M. went home, and 
taking my team, accompanied by my chil
dren, we drove over to Bro. Keith's, where 
we unloaded, sending horses home, and Bro. 
McLeod and myself staying with Bro. K's 
family over night. On Friday we were on 
the road; the air was cold, a white frost cov
ered the ground; but we were comfortable, 
and with talk and song passed the time till 
noon, when we camped and fed both man and 
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beast. The journey was resumed after din
ner and at four p. m. we reached the home of 
Bro. Martin, in the town of Maine, thirty
five miles from our starting point. Here we 
received a saint's welcome. Bro. and Sr. 
Martin and two older children are my chil
dren in the gospel, and they always have a 
warm corner for their father and the saints. 

We went to bed early, but about four a. m. 
I heard a peculiar noise, and then Sr. Martin 
says: "Bro~ Martin, come quick; Ed is 
dead!" I ran downstairs as quick as I could 
and found the brother in a fit, struggling for 
breath, his eyes fixed, and no power of speech 
or motion. The others soon came down and 
we worked over him, and I administered to 
him, and in about three-quarters of an hour 
he came to himself and we all rejoiced at his 
recovery. 

At 10: 30 we met for prayer meeting, which 
was much enjoyed, the Spirit of God being 
felt by all. The business of the conference 
passed off pleasantly; good advice was given 
by Bro. Roberts. The Bishop's agent's re
port showed that the saints were striving to 
keep the law of tithing. Some additions by 
baptism showed that the elders were still 
active. The preaching services were well 
attended and the speakers enjoyed good lib
erty-were helped by the Spirit. 

Our thanks are due to Brn. Barnhard and 
Powers and their families for their efforts to 
make the meeting a success, and that visit
hig saints should be cared for. All the saints 
are noted for their hospitality, but the breth
ren mentioned live near the place of meeting 
and the burden fell on them. We drove 
home in a rainstorm, but suffered no incon
venience. The result of the conference we 
feel will be good. Your brother, 

T. J. MARTIN. 

True Succession 
& 

In Church Presidency .. 
CHAPTER 2. 

MR. ROBERTS next introduces the work of William 
Smith, the brother of the prophet; and, true to the dispo
sition manifested by him throughout his treatise, com
mences with a slanderous statement, for which he cites no 
proof. It is as follows:-

Following the attempt of Sidney Rigdon to become the 
"Guardian of the Church," we will consider the efforts of 
William Smith, brother to the prophet Joseph, to become its 
President. He was a member of the quorum of the Twelve 
at the death of the prophet, though for some time his conduct 
had been such as to bring him into disrepute among the Saints. 
He was of a turbulent, ungovernable disposition; a man of 
fierce, passions and violent temper. When the saints were 
driven from Missouri, in 1838, and his brother Joseph cast into 
prison, such was his vindictiveness against the prophet that at 
a general ,conference of the church held near Quincy, Illinois, 
May 4th, 1839, he was suspended from fellowship; but W[l,S 

afterwards restored, mainly through the pleadings of that 
same brother against whom he railed with such bitterness of 
speech.-Roberts, p. 15. 

He who seeks thus to prejudice a case against an oppo
nent before the investigation begins, manifests an unbe
coming spirit of bitterness or a conscious weakness; and 
when he afterwards assumes the role of a witness, as Mr. 
Roberts does in relating a personal interview with William 
Smith, we must consider and treat him as a prejudiced 

witness. The minutes of the conference of May 4, 1839, 
have this entry:-

Resolved 9th: That Elders Orson Hyde and William Smith 
be allowed the privilege of appearing personally before the next 
General Conference of the church, to give an account of their 
conduct; and that in the meantime they both be suspended 
from exercising the functions of their office.-Millennial Star, 
Vol. 17, p. 204. 

So when Mr. Roberts asserts that William Smith was 
suspended from fellowship, he misstates the case, and 
when he assumes to give the cause for this action he goes 
outside the record. By what authority these statements 
are made, we are left to conjecture. 

In the History of Joseph Smith, under date of May 25, 
1839, occurs the following:-

This day I met the Twelve in council. The case of Brother 
William Smith came up for investigation and was disposed of. 
-JWill. Star, Vol. 17, p. 232. 

Not a word about Joseph Smith pleading for him; nor 
are we informed how the case was disposed of. He was no 
doubt either vindicated or forgiven, as we find in the 
October conference minutes of the same year, the fol
lowing:-

Orson Hyde to stand in his former office, and William Smith 
to be continued in his standing.-1'imes and Seasons, Vol. 1, 
p. 30. 

What a fruitful imagination Mr. Roberts has! 
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In the very next sentence after the one quoted above Mr. 
Roberts says:-

Shortly after the martyrdom of his brothers, Joseph and 
Hyrum, William was ordained to the office of patriarch to the 
church, to succeed Hyrum Smith, who held that ofiice at the 
time of his death. 

Rather an unfit man for Patriarch, if Mr. Roberts repre
sents him fairly. But to add to this absurdity, Mr. 
Roberts, on page 18, returns to the attack, and says:-

·wmiam Smith, however, did not command much of a follow
ing in this first attempt to make himself a leader. His 
profligate life was too notorious in Nauvoo to make it possible 
for him to wield much influence even as a schismatic. 

Is this the character of men that Mr. Young and his 
associates placed in responsible positions? It was they 
who ordained William Smith a patriarch. At or near the 
time of this ordination, when John Taylor, of the Twelve, 
was "Editor and Proprietor," the Times ancl Seasons had 
this to say editorially of William Smith:-

Father Smith, the first Patriarch, and Hyrum, his successor, 
conferred many blessings upon the saints that made their 
hearts glad. But they, in the wisdom of God, have been called 
away, and ·William, the son and brother, succeeds them. How 
ma,ny, now will say, I wish I had my patriarchal blessing? 
This has been the lamentation of many since the death of 
Joseph and Hyrum. William is the last of the family, and 
truly inherits the blood and spirit of his father's house, as well 
as priesthood and the patriarchal office from his father and 
brother, legally, and by hereditary descent.-l'imes and Seasons, 
Vol. 6, p. 905. 

Is this the way that disreputable and profligate charac
ters are recommended by the church which Mr. Roberts 
represents? 

In assuming to trace the career of William Smith, Mr. 
Roberts claims that after becoming estranged from the 
Twelve he set up claims to the Presidency in his own 
right, then became associated with James J. Strang, and-

After his failure in Nauvoo, and in ·Wisconsin in connection 
·with Mr. Strang, we next hear of Williltm Smith in the winter 
and spring of 1850, visiting those who had been members of 
the church in Illinois and Kentucky, t,eaching "lineal priest
hood as applied to the Presidency of the church." That is, 
he taught that his brother Joseph's eldest son had a right by 
virtue of lineage to succeed to the Presidency of the church; 
but also taught in connection with this that it was his right 
as the only surviving brother of the former President, uncle 
and natural guardian of the "seed" of Joseph the prophet, to 
stand, in the interirn, as president pro tem of the church.
Roberts, p. 23. 

The inference conveyed in this language is that William 
Smith did not teach "lineal priesthood as applied to the 
Presidency of the church" until the winter of 1850. But 
to make it clearer that Mr. Roberts does so affirm we 
quote a positive assertion found on page 65:-

Not until 1850 did he begin to proclaim the right of "young 
.Joseph" to be the President of the church; and then not by 
any virtue of appointment from his father, but by right of 
lineage; and with this movement on his part originates the 
claims of Mr. Smith to the Presidency. 

That this statement is false appears from the following 
extract from a letter written from St. Louis, Missouri, 
November 22, 1845, by James Kay, and published in the 
Millennfol Star for May 1, 1846:-

Doubtless you will have heard of ·William Smith's apostasy. 
He is endeavoring to "make a raise" in this city. After he left 
Nauvoo he weut to Galena, when he published a "proclama
tion" to the church, calling upon th?m to renounce the Twelve 
as an unauthorized, tyrannical, abominable, bloodthirsty set of 
scoundrels. I suppose you have his pamphlet. I did think 
to send one the day he landed here, but felt inclined to hear 
and see his course a little while. Reports were daily coming 
from east to west of ·William's. unmanly conduct; sorry I was to 
hear them, they seemed so well authenticated. He contends 
the church is disorganized, having no head; that the 'Pwelve 
are not, nor ever were, ordained to be head of the church; that 
.Joseph's priesthood was to be conferred on his posterity to all 
future generations, and that young Joseph is the only legal suc
cessor to the presidency of this church, etc. G. J. Adams is 

William's right hand man, and comes out as little Joseph's 
spokesman; they intend holding a conference here this week 
and organizing the church on the old original pian, according 
to the Book of Doctrine and Covenants, Book of Mormon, and 
New Testament. Discussions are to take place between the 
Rigdonites and Josephites on the claims of each to the "Mor
mon Throne." 'l'wo high priests have been disfel.lowshiped, 
one seventy, and a numb.er of other officers and members from 
this branch I suppose will join the Smith party.-Vo!. 7, p. 134. 

Here then is William Smith preaching lineal priesthood 
and the right of "young Joseph" to the Presidency, as 
eatly at least as the next month after action was taken 
against him by that faction of the church remaining at 
Nauvoo. 

It was on the 6th of October, 1845, that the conference 
failed to sustain William Smith as one of the Twelve, and 
as :Patriarch (Times and Seasons, Vol. 6, pp. 1008, 1009), 
and he was soon after expelled from their fellowship. 
What then becomes of Mr. Roberts' statement just preced
ing the one last above quoted, which is as follows? 

Had any idea prevailed at Nauvoo that "young Joseph" was 
to succeed to the Presidency of the church_, this man, his 
uncle, would have known it; and would have strengthened his 
own claims at that time to the right of leadership, by proclaim
ing himself, as he did afterwards, in 1850, the natural guardian 
of the one who had been anointed and ordained to succeed to 
the office of President. But this he did not do. On the con
trary, he claimed the place for himself by virtue of being the 
brother of the prophet. When he failed to secure the position 
of leadership for himself, he followed the leadership of James 
J. Strang instead of sµpporting the claims of "young Joseph." 

Certainly he would have known it; he did know it, and 
immediately proclaimed it. Nothing but ignorance of his
tory, or a willful desire to deceive, would lead a man to 
blunder as Mr. Roberts has blundered in the above. In 
either case, is he the proper man to "preserve from error 
those not acquainted with . . . the facts of church 
history"? 

We do not appear as an apologist for Elder William 
Smith. We neither approve nor deny much that is said 
of him by Mr. Roberts and his associates; but enough has 
been said to show that neither he nor anyone else could 
consistently be condemned by the inaccurate evidence and 
false statements of Mr. Roberts. 

In regard to Mr. Roberts' labored effort to convict Lucy 
Smith, the mother of the prophet, and others, of indorsing 
the claims of William Smith, we have but little to say. 
Mr. Roberts relies solely upon extracts from the private 
journal of John Taylor to sustain his allegation. We have 
not access to Mr. Taylor's journal, so cannot give this tes
timony a thorough examination; but after a careful 
examination of Mr. Roberts' work we cannot accept as 
conclusive his presentation of the evidence. 

Again, it seems strange that if this is true no evidence is 
brought, except from this one private source. And again, 
if we admit it all to be true, what is there in it? Suppose 
that Lucy Smith et al. did indorse the claims of Elder 
William Smith, it does not prove that they had heard no 
other claims. Besides, as we have shown, William Smith's 
position then (June, 1845,) or soon after, was that of lineal 
priesthood. Mr. Roberts could have spared himself the 
mortification of "quoting" "this good and noble woman," 
for he has accomplished nothing by it. 

CHAPTER 3. 
IN his third chapter Mr. Roberts introduces Lyman 

Wight and George Miller, as follows:-
It can scarcely be said that either Lyman Wight or Bishop 

George Miller sought to lead the church; but they were guilty 
of insubordination to the constituted authorities and lead [led] 
away parties with them, and illustrate the truth of President 
Young's prediction about the failure of such persons, hence we 
consider their course.-Roberts, p. 26. 
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Here Mr. Roberts makes his characteristic mistake of 
assuming the point at issue by concluding that the authori
ties whom Elder Wight and Bishop Miller opposed were 
properly in authority. With the same reckless assumption 
he continues:-

Lyman Wight was a strong, bold man; fixed in his friend
ship for the prophet Joseph, and true to him under many try
ing circumstances; but withal rather difficult to control, and 
after the death of Joseph soon manifested a disposition of in
subordination to authority.-Ibid. 

What caused this "strong, bold man," this man "diffi
cult to control," to be fixed in his friendship and true to 
the prophet Joseph? Such characters are not controlled 
by fear or easily moved by influences. There is but one 
solution; viz.: Lyman Wight fully and sincerely indorsed 
the doctrine preached and the policy pursued by Joseph 
Smith. If then Mr. Roberts' estimate of the man is cor
rect, it follows that if these so-called "constituted authori
ties" had been preaching the doctrine and following the 
policy which he had so ardently espoused, Lyman Wight 
would have been fixed in his friendship and true to them. 

Mr. Roberts continues:-
As far back as February, 1844, he had expressed a desire to 

go to Texas, and after the death of the prophet seemed deter
mined that the church should be removed there. For some 
time a number of persons had worked under his and Bishop 
George Miller's direction in the pineries of Wisconsin, getting 
out lumber for the Temple. In ·the latter part of August, 1844, 
President Young desired him to return to the pineries and con
tinue his labors; but he refused and expressed a determination 
to carry out his own views, and be the controller of his own 
conduct regardless of the counsel of the presiding quorum. 
He therefore went to Texas instead of to Wisconsin, taking a 
small company of saints with him and settling in Texas, not 
far from the p'resent site of Anstin.--Roberts, p. 26. 

So far as the issues between us are concerned, it does 
not make a particle of difference whether 'Lyman Wight 
went to Texas or to Wisconsin; but to show the utter unre
liability of this champion of "the order of the priesthood 
of God and facts of church history," we will quote briefly 
from the journal of Lyman Wight, now before us. It is 
true that he and Bishop George Miller had been directing 
a company in getting out lumber in the pineries in Wis
consin, but he returned to Nauvoo about April 20, 1844, 
and at the time of the death of Joseph and Hyrum Smith 
he was with others of the Twelve in the Eastern States. 
He again returned to Nauvoo, arriving August 6, 1844. 
In his journal under date of March 17, 1845, is this 
entry:-

From the 6th day of Augnst, 1844, until the 28th, I was mak
ing preparation to start on the mission appointed unto me 
previous to my going to the city of Washington. Accordingly, 
on the 28th of August, I left Nauvoo accompanied by one hun
dred and sixty-four persons on board the steamer General 
Brooke, and landed at Prairie La Cross [Wisconsin], up the 
Mississippi River four hundred and fifty miles above Nauvoo, 
on the first day of September, 1844. From that time until the 
present we have been engaged in cutting wood, laboring in the 
pinery, andat various kinds of business to procure a living. 

So he did go to the pineries just when Mr. Roberts says 
he refused to go; not by request of Elder Young, but to 
fulfill a mission previously given him. 

If Mr. Roberts disputes the above we are ready to fur
nish names of men who were in this expedition, some of 

-whom are communicants of the church which Mr. Roberts 
represents. 

Again, Mr. Roberts says:-
For his insubordination Lyman Wight was excommunicated 

from the church, the action being taken in Salt Lake City, 
1848. The company of saints that followed him were soon scat
tered as sheep that have wandered from the fold and the care 
of the shepherd; but some few of them finally found their way 
back into the church. Lyman Wight lived in obscurity in 
Texas, unknown by the world, unhonored, without a following, 
and died outside the church of Christ, with which he had suf-

fered so much during the persecutions it passed through in 
Missouri.-Roberts, pp. 26, 27. 

As we have said of others, so we say of Elder Wight, 
we do not appear as his apologist. That he erred in some 
things, is conceded. But to more fully get the measure of 
Mr. Roberts, let us compare a few facts with the above 
statement: Elder Wight retained a considerable follow
ing until his death. In the spring of 1858 he started to 
move with this body to the northern States, when death 
overtook him, on March 31, of that year, at San Antonio, 
Texas. After his death the company continued their jour
ney, still maintaining an organization; and though their 
numbers were diminished from time to time, the organiza
tion was not entirely extinct until it was absorbed by the 
Reorganization; when the most of its members, true to the 
teachings of Elder Wight on lineal priesthood, accepted 
the presidency of Joseph Smith, the son of the prophet. 
Some few left Lyman Wight's following at different times 
and went to Utah, but a part of them have returned and 
are now members of the Reorganization. Two of the pos
terity of Lyman Wight now occupy positions in the Quo
rum of Twelve; two in the quorums of Seventy; several 
hold other offices; besides others of his followers hold re
sponsible' positions in the Reorganization. 

At the time of Lyman Wight's death the Galveston 
News, then the leading paper in Texas, had this to say 
editorially of him and his following:-

W e believe we have omitted to notice the death of :Mr. Lyman 
Wight, who for some thirteen years past has been th<; leader of 
a small and independent Mormon settlement in Texas. As far 
as we have been able to learn, these Mormons have proved 
themselves to be most excellent citizens of our State, and we 
are no doubt greatly indebted to the deceased leader for the 
orderly conduct, sobriety, industry, and enterprise of his 
colony. Mr. "Wight first carrie to 'J'exas in November, 1845, and 
has been with his colony on onr extreme frontier ever since, 
moving still farther west as settlements formed around him, 
thus always being the pioneer of advancing civili7'ation, afford
ing protection against the Indians. He has been the first t.o 
settle five new counties, and prepare the way for others. He 
has at different times built three extensive saw and g-rist 
mills, etc. • 

How is this for living in obscurity, unknown to the 
world and unhonored and without a following? So far as 
his dying outside the church is concerned, that is begging 
the question again. Was it the church that expelled him? 

Where would this guardian of historic facts lead us if we 
were blind enough to follow? 

Mr. Roberts' strictures on Bishop Miller are without 
material point, and the eloquent effusion with which he 
closes the chapter is only interesting on general principles. 
The application is farfetched. 

It might be well, however, in this connection, to give 
Bishop Miller's version of why he separated from what 
Mr. Roberts is pleased to call the church. In June, 1849, 
Bishop Miller and Richard Hewett, then in Texas, each 
wrote a letter of inquiry to J. J. Strang, both writing on 
the same sheet of paper. (It is now before us.) Elder 
Hewett writes:-

Now I want to know what your mind is about men having 
the priesthood having more wives than one. The principle is 
taught amongst all that I have been with. Some have from 2 
to 10 or 20, and some have none. If it is consistent· I want you 
to let me know when you write to me, and I want yon to write 
as soon as you get this so Brother Miller and myself will know 
what to do. You mnst excuse me for asking so much, but you 
must bear with me, as I con fess I am ignorant. Bro. Miller 
says their whoring will send them all to hell. You can see 
Brother Hyrum's epistle to me on that subject in the Times and 
Seasons, 15th March, 1844, if I don't mistake. I don't find snch 
things in the Book of Covenants, nor in the Book of Mormon, 
nor in the writings of the apostles, and I don't want to be 
deceived nor flattered any more. 

Bishop Miller's statement, as given by Elder Hewett, is 
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not elegant but very expressive, and gives us an idea of 
why he left Mr. Roberts' so-called church. The strong 
presumption is that when he penned these words Mr.. 
Hewitt had not heard of the so-called revelation on 
polygamy, and if not, Bishop Miller, who writes on the 
same paper with Mr. Hewitt, certainly had not. It is 
rather an honor than a disgrace to be expelled from some 
churches, and if Bishop Miller was right, this is one of 
them. For an extract from Bishop Miller's letter here 
referred to, see Church History, Vol. 2, pp. 793, 794. 

Mr. Strang wrote two of their number, respectfully 
inviting a public investigation. They penciled a reply 
upon the same sheet of paper and returned it. In that 
reply they scarcely maintained the dignity of gentlemen, 
to say nothing of apostles of Jesus Christ. That paper is 
now before us and reads as follows:-

PHILADELPHIA, August 30, 1846. 
Messrs. J. Taylm· and Orson Hyde:-

Knowing from your public proceedings, as well as otherwise, 
that you and others appointed with you, claim the right and 
are attempting to use the power of dictating all the affairs of 
the Church of Jesus Christ in all the world, not under the 
direction of the First Presidency thereof, but independently, I 
suggest to you the propriety of your publicly showing by what 
means you are authori7.ed to act as leaders of said church, and 
offer to publicly discuss that question with you in this city or 
any other proper place that will suit your convenience. Your 
answer to this left at the house of Jacob Gibson, N. E. corner 
of Third and Dock St., near the Post Office, will receive imme-

CHAPTER·4. 
WE make these chapters to correspond in number with 

those of Mr. RQberts' for the sake of more ready reference, 
hence some will be very short. In his fourth chapter he 
treats of the work of J. J. Strang; but there is nothing in 
it to demand especial attention from us. This much can 
be said for Elder Strang-that he possessed the courage of 
his convictions and was both willing and anxious to dis
cuss the issues between members of the Twelve who 
indorsed Brigham Young, and himself. And as these were 
living issues of the time, and as Mr. Roberts admits "he 
succeeded in deceiving many," it occurs to us that they 
should have been willing to have canvassed these points 
and thus protected those who were being deceived. 
Instead of this they adopted that craven, cowardly policy 
which they have followed ever since, of refusing to meet 
their opponents in honorable controversy, while boasting 
loudly of their own pretensions and seeking to slander 
their competitors. 

diate attention. Most respectfully, 

Original 1lr1iclss. 
THE WOMAN CLOTHED WITH THE 

SUN. 

AND there appeared a great wonder in 
heaven; a woman clothed with the sun, and 
the moon under her feet, and upon her head 
a crown of twelve stars.-Rev. 12: 1. 

This woman was pained to be deliv
ered of something. And there was 
another power there that sought the 
destruction of the woman and her 
child, and when the child was caught 
away to God and his throne, he sought 
the destruction of the woman. 

And the woman fled into the wilderness, 
where she hath a place prepared of God, that 
they should feed her there a thousand two 
hundred and three score days.-Rev. 12: 6. 

And to the woman were given two wings of 
a great eagle, that she might fly into the wil
derness, into her place, where she is nour
ished ... from the face of the serpent. -
Rev. 1: 14. 

And the dragon being defeated in 
destroying her, made war with the 
remnant of her seed. 

I call especial attention to the rem
nant, for we sha11 see that the dragon 
was successful in deceiving a large 
portion of those that once had. been 
her adherents, by innovations of doc
trine of the true woman or church, 
not destroying at once the true wor-

JAMES J. STRANG. 

Sir:-After Lucifer was cut off and thrust down to hell, we 
have no knowledge that God condescended to investigate the 
subject or right of authority with him. Your case has been 
disposed of by the authorities of the church. Being satisfied 
with our own power and calling, we have no disposition to ask 
from whence yours came. Respectfully, 

ORSON HYDE. 
JOHN TAYLOR. 

With this we dismiss Mr. Roberts' work, so far as it 
relates to J. J. Strang, with merely the suggestion, that 
after Elders Hyde and Taylor had thus declined to meet 
him while living, it is unmanly for Mr. Roberts, while rep
resenting the same organization, to attack him when dead. 

I ship, but by degrees introduced pagan 
worship, until the beautiful gospel 
that the first woman that was clothed 
with the sun brought to the earth was 
all thrown away, and they had an
other form of worship and church or
ganization very different from the 
first; but this adverse power suc
ceeded in deceiving the people, and 
we find in Revelation 17: 1-5 another 
woman that has no resemblance to the 
first one, but is arrayed in purple and 
scarlet color and decked with gold and 
precious stones and pearls, having a 
golden cup in her hand full of ab9mi
nations and filthiness of her fornica
tion, and upon her forehead was a 
name written, "Mystery, Babylon the 
Great, the Mother of Harlots and 
Abominations of the Earth." And 
this woman was "drunken with the 
blood of the saints, and with the blood 
of the martyrs of Jes us." 

Now we come to the parting of the 
ways. Nearly all of the so-called 
Christian world say this is the same 
woman of Revelation 12 that flew into 
the wilderness, because this last one 
was found in the wilderness. The first 
was from heaven and the last from the 
earth, and is composed of many of the 
people that were once of the first 

(To be continued.) 

church, but had been deceived by 
false teachers, as spoken of by Paul, 
where he says:-

For I know this, after my departing shall 
grievous wolves enter in among you, not 
sparing the .flock. And of your own selves 
shall men arise, speaking perverse things, to 
draw away disciples after them.-Acts 20: 29, 
30. 

This was literally fulfilled in the 
woman found in the wilderness. Now 
if we will follow this woman on down 
the stream of time we will find her lo
cated on the seven hills of Roree, and 
still spreading her pernicious doc
trines over the whole world. And is 
this the woman that God is going to 
bring out of the wilderness of sin, as 
some would have it? Is not this Mys
tery Baby Ion that Christ will destroy 
when he comes again (Revelation 18: 
1-7), where she sits a queen, and says 
I am no widow and shall see no sor
row? Surely this is not the woman 
that fled into the wilderness with the 
wings of a great eagle, to a place 
prepared of God for her, but is truly 
the Mother of Harlots; and if a mother 
then she has daughters, and may 
have sons. If the woman represents 
the church, which it certainly does, 
then this mother's children must be 
churches, and would partake more or 
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less of the characteristics of their 
!JlOther. And what do we find? a lit
eral fulfillment of the prophecy of 
Revelation 17, and who can say that 
she will ever come out of the wilder
ness and become the bride, the Lamb's 
wife, after defiling herself with the 
kings of the earth, and bringing 
forth so many illegitimate children, 
and says that she is no widow, and 
shall never see sorrow. 

Now let us turn on the searchlight 
of truth and look for the woman that 
fled into the wilderness, where she 
had a place prepared of God, where 
she should remain twelve hundred 
and sixty years in a literal wilderness, 
out from the habifation of man. To 
find when she will come out we will 
have to know when she went in, and 
our only way is to do as the Irishman 
did about the gopher hole, when asked 
what the gopher did with the dirt 
from the hole. He said that he be
gan at the other end of the hole. We 
must either begin where history tells 
us the Papacy succeeded in over
throwing the last vestige of the true 
church, or where we find it coming 
out of the wilderness. 

Mosheim tells us that the Papacy had 
full control of the whole world in 570 
A. D.; then this added to 1,260 would 
bring us to 1830, when the woman, or 
church, should come out of the wilder
ness. And what is our evidence that 
she has come out? The Bible tells us 
she must remain in the wilderness a 
specific time, and when that time is 
fulfilled we must look for her appear
ance again. We will now turn to the 
la,er revelations of God to his chil
dren, and we find in Doctrine and 
Covenants:-

And to none else will I grant this power, 
to receive this same testimony, among this 
generation, in this, the beginning of the ris
ing up, and the coming forth of my church 
out of the wilderness; clear as the moon and 
fair as the sun, and terrible as an army with 
banners.-D. c. 4: 3. 

Now we see that God is doing just 
what he said he would do, and in his 
own way, for his ways are not man's 
ways. If we will take notice, there was 
a remnant of the seed of the woman 
that went into the wilderness that the 
great whore or apostate church made 
war with. These are those that had 
the testimony of Jesus, and their seed 
were to continue on the earth until 
th~ church came out again, for we 
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find it cropping out all along the 1,260 
years in the martyrs and Reformers. 
And when America was discovered, 
the seed of the heavenly woman came 
to this country to get away from the 
persecution of the old mothe~ and her 
daughters, to a land where they could 
worship God according to their own 
consciences, in harmony with Revela
tion 12: 6, where God had a place pre
pared for her. And in proof of this 
country being the place, we refer you 
to Doctrine and Covenants:-

And for this purpose have I established 
the Constitution of this land, by the hands of 
wise men whom I raised up unto this very 
purpose, and redeemed the land by the shed
ding of blood.-D. C. 98: 10. 

And in further proof of this being 
the land where the church was to 
come out of the wilderness, we cite:-

Therefore, thus saith the Lord unto you, 
with whom the priesthood hath continued 
through the lineage of your fathers; for ye 
are lawful heirs, according to the flesh, and 
have been hid from the world with Christ in 
God: therefore your life and the priesthood 
hath remained, and must needs remain, 
through you and .your lineage, until the res
toration of all things spoken by the mouth 
of all the holy prophets since the world be
gan.-D. C. 84: 3. 

This with the testimony of living 
witnesses that the church has come 
out of the wilderness we see in the 
State of New York a church coming 
out of the literal wilderness by the 
hands of a young man that makes no 
pretensions to learning or having any 
of the qualifications of a church 
builder, but comes with a message 
from God delivered to him by the 
hand of an angel in fulfillment of 
Revelation 14: 6, when John saw an
other angel flying through the midst 
of heaven having the everlasting gos
pel. 'l'his angel delivered to this 
young man authority and knowledge 
to bring forth out of the wilderness 
the church that had fled there 1,260 
years before. Count back from this 
time it will take us to 570, when the 
woman flew into the wilderness. If 
the church of 1830 is not the true one, 
where is it, for the time is past for its 
appearance. The ancient church was 
clothed with the sun, typical of the 
glory of God; and the moon under her 
feet, typical of the law of Moses; and 
upon her head a crown of twelve 
stars, typical queen of the twelve 
apostles, and authority to administer 
in the church of God. Here we have 
the pattern, of the woman. that fled 
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into the wilderness, and if the church 
that the young man brings out of the 
wilderness is just like it in every par
ticular, why not accept it as the one 
that was to come in God's appointed 
time? 

We invite the world to compare the 
work brought forth by Joseph Smith 
with the word of God, and if it is in 
harmony with what has been spoken 
by the prophets of old, to accept it; 
and if they find any objections to it to 
let us hear from them, for we stand 
ready to defend it against all comers. 
As we have shown that a great 
calamity befell the ancient church, 
that it fell away, and there was only 
a remnant left that bad the testimony 
of Jes us, will not history repeat itself 
in the latter church? We find that 
history, true to itself, bas been re
peated, for after the coming forth of 
the church out of the wilderness she 
:flourished for about fourteen years, 
when her prophet was slain by wicked 
men, and internal strife ensued, and 
the question of who should be leader 
of the church; and while there were 
many who sought to be leaders, there 
was one more successful than any of 
the others in getting a following, and 
that was one Brigham Young. And 
here we want to show that this man 
fulfilled the prophecy of Paul in the 
second chapter of second Thessaloni
ans where he sat in the temple of God 
declaring that he was God, and ex
alteth himself above all that is called 
God. This falling away was to be 
just before the coming of Christ, for 
Paul admonished the saints not to be 
troubled, for as that the day of Christ 
was at hand, for there must come a 
falling away first. We ask the world, 
was this the falling away when 
the church first went into apostasy? 
We answer that it could not have been, 
for the man of sin spoken of is called 
the son of perdition, which the Pope 
of Rome could not have been, for to 
become a son of perdition he must 
have received the Holy Ghost and 
have sinned against it, or he could 
not become a son of perdition, and 
this we are not willing to admit; and 
that the Pope ever sat in the temple 
of God we deny, for God never recog
nized St. Peters at Rome as his tem
ple any more than Christ recognized 
the Pharisees as bis people; but 
in the cil/i::>e Qf Brigham youn~1 
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he did sit in the temple of God, a 
temple that had been built by the 
command of God, and in that temple 
he. fulfilled the prediction of Paul to 
the letter; and more than that, in it 
instituted the infamous endowment 
and plural wife system, for which 
God rejected it and them, and they 
fled into the valleys of the mountains, 
or the salt land of Jeremiah 17: 6, 
and as history continues to repeat 
itself, we find a remnant left as in the 
former church, that had the testimony 
of Jesus, that would not follow this 
brood to the mountains, but held fast 
to the rod of iron until the legal heir 
or proper seed should come, but re
mained faithful, and were blessed of 
God, and told by the Spirit to wait 
until he should come, which they did, 
continuing faithful in prayer until 
Joseph,. the oldest son of the mar
tyred prophet came forward by di
rect command of God and took his 
place at the head of the church; and 
we present to you the c.hurch that 
came out of the wilderness in direct 
fulfillment of the prophecies of the 
Bible, and say to you that God has 
set his hand again the second time to 
recover the remnant of his people. 
Look, ye ends of the world, for this 
is God's work and not man's. 

In hope of eternal life, 
E. KEELER. 

THE 2,300 DAYS. 

NoT intending to mix in with the 
brethren, but merely to draw the at
tention of Elder A. to his final sum
ming up: If the 2,300 days or years 
did not commence until the first Uni
versal Bishop or Pope of Rome was 
chosen, which, as I understand the 
brother, was the time when "the 
abomination that maketh desolate 
(was) set up," which transpired about 
or in the year 570 A. D., then if the 
1,000 years' millennium and the little 
season do not commence until Zion 
shall be redeemed and Jesus come to 
reign, we have now left but 972 years 
to spread the 1,000 years and little 
season out upon. 
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fionfBfBilGB ]VIintltBS. 
SOUTHERN MICHIGAN AND NORTHERN 

INDIANA. 
Conference at Galien, Michigan, October 

15. Elder E. C. Briggs, chosen to preside, 
S. W. L. Scott to assist, G. F. Weston secre
tary pro tern., J. W. Kiefer assistant. Branch 
reports: Clear Lake 154; gain 1. Coldwater 
123. Hartford 39; gain 2. B,uchanan 37. 
Galien 122; gain 1. Grand Rapids 90; gain 
3. Coldwater, Grand Rapids, and Buchanan 
only had sent credentials, and after discus
sion the rules on delegate voting were sus
pended. Samuel Stroh, Bishop's agent, 
reported: Received $489.27: on hand last 
report $44.13; paid out $343.49; on hand Octo
ber 11, $189.91. Audited and found correct. 
Ministry reports: Elders E. C. Briggs bap
tized 2, E. A. Blakeslee, S. W. L. Scott bap
tized 3, G. A. Smith, R. Alcott, H. A. 
Richardson, H.J. De Vries, J. Most. Priests: 
F. Granger, S. Stroh, J. Shook, J. W. Kiefer, 
S. Bruce, G. F. Weston. Deacon J. Shook. 
Sunday morning •social meeting in charge of 
E. C. Briggs and E. A. Blakeslee. Former 
officers all continued. Memorial resolutions 
adopted. "Whereas in the providence of 
the allwise God, our brother, Hyrum Rath
bun, Sen., has been called by the messenger 
of death to scenes beyond the mystic vale; 
Resolved that as an expression of condolence 
to the family and friends of the deceased, 
and as a tribute of respect to our worthy 
brother's memory and his work fo the vine
yard of the Master, that we regret the visita
tion of the messenger which called him from 
our midst, and afflicted so sorely the hearts 
of his family, yet feel resigned to the hope 
that as he occupied well, under trying and 
adverse circumstances, he has gone to that 
rest in the paradise of God, to await the 
glorious resurrection which shall reatore him 
to the company and association of the faith
ful in Christ. Resolved that his patience 
and energy in the latter-day work, under the 
trying hours of his lingering sickness, em
phasize his fidelity and sincerity to the cause 
for which he endured. Resolved that in his 
death we lose a bright mind, a faithful 
brother, and a willing worker in the cause of 
truth. Resolved that we condole with the 
bereaved in their loss and ours, deeply felt, 
and commend Lhem to the care of him who 
doeth all things well." Delegates to Gen
eral Conference were elected with power to 
cast entire vote of district in case a General 
Conference is calied next spring. Clear 
Lake, Indiana, place for next conference. 
Bro. C. Green ordained to office of deacon. 
Preaching by, Elders G. A. Smith, W. H. 
Kelley, and S. W. L. Scott. 

Respectfully, your brother, NAUVOO. 
WILLIAM HAWKINS. Conference with Rock Creek branch, Illi-

Voms, Mo., Oct. 15, isgs. nois, October 1 and 2; F. M. Weld in the 
---+-+-- chair, assisted by J. R. Evans, R. Warnock 

About 750,000 Africans are in Protestant secretary, H. S. Salisbury assistant. Elders 
churches and 140,000 children in Protestant (reports: F. M. Weld, J. R. Evans, J. S. 
schools. It is stated that there is good rea-1 S · 1 H T P'tt D T · J s R th w 
son to believe that Christianity will continue Ill ve. Y~ · · 1 ' • • ripp, · · o ' · 
to spread in Africa at a much more rapid rate E. W1lhams, J. McKiernan, R. Warnock, W. 
than ever before. T. Lambert, J. Brennan, J. H. Lambert. 

Priests: G. P. Lambert, D. T. Williams, J. 
Jervis. Teacher D. T. Reese. Deacon C. E. 
Burk. G. P. Lambert, Bishop's agent, re
ported: On hand last report $51.62; received 
since $139.37; paid out $91.11; on hand Sep
tember 29, $99.88. J. L. Wright, district 
treasurer, reported: On hand last report 
$8.01; received since $10.01; paid out $15.46; 
on hand September 30, $2.56. Auditing com
mittee reported accounts correct. Branch 
reports: Rock Creek 69, Pilot Grove 45, 
Burlington llO, Keb 60, Montrose 93, New 
London 52, Vincennes 19, Farmington 73, 
Keokuk returned for correction, New Canton 
failed to report. The following was pre
sented and adopted: Resolved that secre
taries of branches be required to send their' 
branch reports to the secretary of the district 
ten days previous to the convening of district 
conference, and that he compare said reports 
with previous reports, so that in case of dis
crepancy appearing the district secretary 
can return such report for correction and get 
it back in time to present it corrected to the 
district conference. Be it further resolved 
that the various branches of the district be 
requested to hold their business meetings so 
that secretaries can send their reports as 
above directed, and that delegates to confer
ence be elected at the same time and creden
tials be sent to district secretary, in order 
that he make up a list of the delegates with 
the number of votes to which each branch is 
entitled, and to otherwise arrange so as to 
facilitate the work of the credential com
mittee. President of district was instructed 
to provide for ordination of Lawrence Willey 
to office of elder as soon as possible. Confer
ence ordered the ordination of G. P. Lambert 
to office of elder, and H. S. Salisbury to office 
of priest. These ordinations were accom
plished at the Sunday morning prayer meet
ing. Preaching by J. R. Evans, M. T. 
Short, and J. McKiernan. Adjourned to 
Montrose, Iowa, the third Saturday in Feb
ruary, 1899, at 10: 30 a. m. 

BIRMINGHAM. 
Annual conference at Stafford, May 27-29. 

C. H. Caton in charge, C. Walton secretary. 
Apostle H. C. Smith and High Priest F. G. 
Pitt were appointed vice presidents of con
ference, with full voice and vote. Birming
ham Priestly Road 129; baptized 1. 
Birmingham Summerfield 28; baptized 2, 
died 1. Stafford 27; gain 1. Leicester 30; 
baptized 6, gain· by letter 2. Resolved that 
the present reports be accepted, and that the 
secretaries of the several branches be. in
st!"ucted to furnish the district secretary 
with the items provided for in Book of 
Rules, section 174 (B) as soon as practicable, 
and hereafter we require reports to confer
ence to contain these items. Reports of 
elders by letter, and of elders in person were 
then heard, also priests in person. Financial 
account showed a balance in hand of 16s. 2d. 
Spiritual reports of branches were heard and 
approved-two by letter and two in person, 
by president and delegate. Recommenda
tions for ordination of W. Munslow, teacher; 
H. Smith, deacon; A. J. Norton, priest, to 
be :provided for. Election of officers for the 
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ensuing year: C. H. Caton president, J. R. 
Greenwood vice president, C. Walton secre
tary, C. H. Caton treasurer. Adjourned to 
Summerfield branch, Birmingham, Whit 
Saturday, Sunday, and Monday, 1899. Preach
ing by Elders F. G. Pitt and Heman C. Smith. 
Testimony and prayer service in charge of 
Elder C. H. Caton, assisted by Elders J. R. 
Greenwood and J.E. Meredith. 

EASTERN MICHIGAN. 
Conference at Flint, October l; Andrew 

Barr in the chair, assisted by J. J. Bailey, 
W. Davis clerk. Elders reporting: J. S. 
Keir, A. Barr baptized 1, W. Dowker bap
tized 1, E. H. Durand, W. Davis baptized 8, 
J. J. Bailey. Priests: 0. J. Haun baptized 
1, W. Fetting, J. L. Sweet, Thomas Rawson. 
Branch reports: Pigeon River 30, Forester 
29, Buel Center 56, Huron Center 73, Black 
River 30, Bayport 95, East Fremont 39, Ap
plegate 34, St. Johns 42, Cass River 49. 
Bishop's agent's report: Total receipts in
cluding amount on hand, $418.17; total ex
penditures $296.60; on hand October 1, 
$121.57. Audited and found correct. St. 
Clair saints petitioned conference that they 
be organized into a branch; the district 
president was requested to confer with mis
sionary in charge concerning the petition. 
Present district officers were sustained. A. 
Barr, J. L. Sweet, 0. J. Haun, E. C. Briggs, 
Sophia Collins, W. Davis, J. S. Keir, E. H. 
Durand, were appointed delegates to the next 
General Conference. Preaching by J. S. 
Keir, A. Barr, E. J. Goodenough, J. J. Cor
nish, J. A. Grant. Adjourned to Black River 
branch, Saturday nearest the full moon in 
June, 1899. 

MASSACHUSETTS. 
Conference convened at Fall River, Massa

chusetts, October 8; Alex. Hale Smith and 
R. Bullard formed the presidency, M. C. 
Fisher clerk. Ministerial reports: M. H. 
Bond, G. W. Robley, J. Smith, R. Bullard, 
F. 0. Coombs, J. B. Pierce, G. S. Yarring
ton, T. Whiting, W. Bradbury, C. A. 
Coombs, N. R. Nickerson, J. Gilbert, G. H. 
Gates, A. B. Pierce, C. L. Munro, H.F. Ar
nold. Statistical reports: Little Compton 
14, New Benford 22, Brockton 27, Cranston 
35, Dennisport 54, Plainville 96, Fall River 
127, Baston 159, Providence 229, North Ply
mouth 26. Recommendation from Plain
ville was presented, asking that John 
Marchington be ordained teacher; from Fall 
River that John Heap be ordained teacher; 
also from New Bedford that John P. Spin
nett be ordained priest; all of which were re
ferred to a committee of all the elders 
present, who reported later thus: that John 
P. Spinnett and John Marchington be or
dained as asked; that the ordination of John 
Heap be referred to a committee composed of 
president of Fall River branch, president of 
district, and missionary in charge, they to 
confer with Bro. Heap, and the ordination to 
be attended to as wisdom directs. A petition 
was read from some of the Fall River saints, 
asking that a new branch be formed in North 
Tiverton, Rhode Island, which was referred 
to missionaries in charge. A petition was pre-
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sented from J. L. Edwards, asking that a 
new bearing be granted in the case of "Ed
wards vs. McKenna," which was referred to a 
committee of elders, who afterwards reported 
unfavorable for a new hearing, and was ac
cepted by the conference. In case of a Gen
eral Conference in 1899 the district president 
was empowered to appoint delegates. Dis
trict and general church authorities were 
sustained. District president was empowered 
to call or appoint two-day meetings between 
conferences. Preaching by A. H. Smith and 
M. H. Bond. Next conference at Providence, 
Rhode Island, last Saturday in. April, 1899. 

NORTHERN MICHIGAN. 
Conference convened at Whittemore, Octo

ber 15; Elder J. H. Peters chosen to preside, 
J. J. Cornis4 associate, C. B. Joice clerk. 
Branch reports: Mikado 19. Coleman 140; 
gain 4. Whittemore 36; loss 4. Boyne City 
59; gain 1. Kingsley 49; gain]. Brinton 20. 
Reed City 31; gain 1. Star 21. Freesoil 
145; gain 7. Gilmore 89; gain 1. Alcona 22. 
Inland 56; loss 3. Valley 89; gain I. Chase 
50. South Boardman 95. Prescott 22. Cen
tral Lake 69; gain 25. Elders reports. R. 
W. Hugil, J. A. ,Carpenter baptized 4, D. 
Smith baptized 7, J. J, Cornish baptized 13, 
J. H. Peters, W. D. Ellis baptized 2, J. A. 
Grant, J. R. Beckley. Priests: I!'. S. Brack
enbury 1, J. Davis 1, J. E. Hanson, Abram 
Burr 4, G. D. Washburn 4, J·ohn Pennells 4, 
I. P. Titus, G. Morris. Bishop's agent's re
port: On band last report $290.43; received 
since $429.52; total disbursements $507.81; on 
band $172.14. J. J. Cornish sustained as dis
trict president and Bishop's agent, C. B. Joice 
secretary. Voted that Amos Berve and John 
Schuer be ordained elders. E, H. Goodwin 
was ordained priest. Preaching by J. H. 
Peters, J. J. Cornish, J. A. Carpenter, J. A. 
Grant, J. R. Beckley, D. Smith, and J. 
Burch. Four were baptized. Adjourned to 
Freesoil, in June, 1899; day to be fixed by 
a istrict president. 

CHATHAM. 
Conference with Zone branch, October l; 

R. C. Evans, G. Green, and A. Leverton 
presidents, R. Coburn, and J. Shields secre
taries. Branches reporting: Zone 58, Linds
ley 51, Chatham 89, Wabash 41, Petrolea 59, 
Battlebill 23, Blenheim 48, Ridgetown 80, 
Wallaceburg 55, Buxton 19, Dentville 32, 
Tilbury 49. Elders reporting: G. Green, L. 
Annett, G. M. Shippy, B. Blackemore bap
tized 5, J. Shields baptized 4, J. A. Blacke
more, A. Leverton baptized 3, B. St. John 
baptized 4, S. Brown, R. Coburn; Priests: 
W. H. Taylor baptized 2, R.H. Houston, B. 
Schrader. Bishop's agent, J. H. Tyrrell, 
reported: On band last report $208.68; re
ceived since $252. 70; paid out $199.58; on 
hand September 30 $261. 79, of this amount 
$67 are in notes. District treasurer, G. 
Hampshire, reported: Balance on band last 
report 49 cents; paid out 45 cents., on hand 4 
cents. Audited and found correct. Resolved 
that a collection be taken up at this confer
ence, and one in each branch on the first 
Sunday in November for the benefit of the 
missionary force in the district; the propeeds 
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to be turned over to district secretary to 
purchase tracts for the missionaries. The 
district president to be paid his expenses of 
$4.57; also district secretary of $1. 76. G. 
Green was sustained as president, A. Lever
ton vice president, G. Hampshire treasurer, 
J. H. Tyrrell Bishop's agent, and R. Coburn 
secretary. At Sunday morning prayer and 
social service the Spirit of the Lord was 
present to comfort and bless his people; five 
brethren were called and four ordained. 
Preaching by G. M. Shippy, S. Brown, R. C. 
Evans, and F. Gregory. Collection for the 
tract fund $13.16; for district fund $8.31. One 
baptized. Prayer and testimony meeting 
Monday morning. Letter of ·condolence 
tendered Sr. J. Bent, Sen., on the death of 
her husband. Adjourned to Lindsley branch 
the second Saturday in June, 1899. 

PITTSBURG. 
Conference October 22, in Saints' hall, 

Pittsburg: Bro. G. T. Griffiths presiding, as
sisted by W. H. Kelley and C. E. Miller, 'E. 
E. Omohundro and E. H. Thomas secretaries. 
Branch reports: Pittsburg 180; removals 9, 
expulsions 2. Wheeling 148; died 2. Fay
ette City 49; gain 19. Banning 22; gain 2. 
Bishop's agent's report: Total receipts 
$480.77; expenditures $415.28; on hand $65.49. 
Ministry reporting: J. F. McDowell, L. R. 
Devore, C. E. Miller, G. W. Hull, L. D. 
Ullum, J. Maxon, W. E. Rush, T. Gaskill. 
L. R. Devore was elected president of dis
trict and James Craig vice president. L. D. 
Ullom was sustained as Bishop's agent. Vote 
of thanks was tendered Bro. C. E. Miller for 
past services as district president. Preach
ing by Elders W. H. Kelley and John T. 
Davis. The social service was a comforting 
one for the saints, the gifts being manifested, 
and each one seemed pleased that tliey bad 
attended the conference. Adjourned to 
Wheeling, West Virginia, second Saturday 
and Sunday in March, 1899. 

NORTHWEST KANSAS. 
Conference convened August 20, at Blue 

Rapids; L. F. Johnson in charge, assisted by 
G. H. Hilliard, W. H. Mannering secretary 
pro tern. Elders reporting: W. S. Pender 
baptized 8, L. F. Johnson baptized 5, A. Kent 
baptized 1, J. F. McClure, J. S. Goble, V. F. 
Rogers, T. E. Thompson, S. V. Pratt, W. 
Landers, H. Hart; Priest W. H. Mannering 
baptized 8. Branches reporting: Blue Rap
ids 80, Solomon River 15, Elmira 55, Rural 
Dale 34, Scandia 17. On recommendation of 
district president Twin Creek branch was 
declared disorganized. L. F. Johnson was 
reelected president for ensuing year, Ella 
Landers secretary, V. F. Rogers assistant to 
district president. Bishop's agent, Arthur 
Smith, reported for quarter ending August 
20: Cash on hand $2.25; received $56.30; 
paid out $4'1; cash on band $11.55. Adjourned 
to Idylwild branch, November 19 and 20. 

Duty seems to be a hard master; but when 
cheerfully obeyed the labors and sacrifices 
required become pleasurable employment 
and the frl.iits thereof sweet. 
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8tlndau 8uhool Ilssouiations. 
SOUTHERN MICHIGAN AND NORTHERN 

INDIANA. 
Convention at Galien, Michigan, October 

14; called to order by Elder S. W. L. Scott, 
assistant superintendent, G. F. Weston sec
retary. Sr. J. H . .Royce, superintendent, 
having arrived, was invited to the chair. 
School reports: Cold water 62, Grand Rapids 
41, Flint 50, Buchanan 30, Hartford 42, Al
pine and English ville 23, Knox 32, Galien 41, 
Clear Lake 74, Anderson 22. No reports 
from New Troy and South Scott schools. 
Bro. G. A. Smith and Sr. J. H. Royce re
ported on local institute work in the district. 
Sr. Mary Corless spoke on "The preparation 
of the lesson"-much interesting thought 
brought out by gemiral discussion. Elder 
Scott spoke on "The Process of Teaching 
and its Objects." Bro. E. A. Blakeslee 
spoke on "Reviews." The following resolu
tion was adopted: "Inasmuch as opportunity 
is offered for a Sunday school department to 
be opened through the Glad Tidings, Re
solved that it is the sense of this convention 
that the Southern Michigan Association co
operate with and through the superintendent, 
Sr. Royce, and contribute such matter as will 
in that department represent the progress of 
said association." A collection of $1.51 was 
taken, and on motion 50 cents paid for secre
tary's bill, and the balance deposited in dis
trict treasury. Treasurer report<:id $1.13 
received and on hand for district superin
tendent traveling fund. Received on former 
collection for credential blanks $1 and paid 
out for same. An interesting entertainment 
was given in the evening in charge of Elder 
Scott. Committee on credentials presented 
57 names for delegates to the next General 
Conference, should there be one in the spring. 
These were duly elected with power to cast 
the entire vote of the district. Adjourned 
to call of superintendent. 

NORTHWEST KANSAS. 
Convention of the above district met at 

Blue Rapids, August 24; assistant superin
tendent C. D. Carson in charge. Schools 
reporting: Blue Rapids, enrollment 34; 
ldylwild 37; Minneapolis 11: Beloit 31; Gay
lord 30. L. F. Johnson was chosen superin
tendent, Ella Landers assistant superintend
ent and secretary. Nettie Joh treasurer. A 
lively interest was shown in discussion of 
topics on Sunday school work. Mr. Jones, a 
Baptist minister, commended remarks of 
others, wished the good work Godspeed, 

MisGellaneolf s Department 
NOTICES. 

I hereby certify and give notice to all 
whom it may concern, that at the triannual 
conference of the Des Moines district of the 
Reorganized Church held near Baxter, Iowa, 
October 1 and 2, 1898, Elder John W. Mor
gan, a regularly ordained minister of said 
g:jlurch1 and, residing 11t1?err;y, Dallas Count¥, 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Iowa, was by unanimous vote of said confer
ence appointed to labor in said district as a 
missionary. C. SCOTT, 

Sub-missionary in Charge in said Des 
Moines district. 

FOURTH QUORUM OF ELDERS. 
All members who have not sent me their 

address since making any change of same, 
please do so, as I want to issue a circular let
ter soon to each member. I have only ad
dresses that I am sure are correct, and I want 
to send a complete list with the names and 
addresses to all members of the quorum. 

J. W. GILBERT, 
Villa Park, Colorado. 

BORN. 
BIRDSELL.-To Bro. W. H. and Sr. V. E. 

Birdsell, a daughter; blessed September 18, 
1898, by Elders E. Keeler and Walter Scott. 
Lloyd E. was blessed by Elders W. Scott and 
E. Keeler. Stanly R., born February 21, 
1897, blessed by Elders E. Keeler and W. 
Scott. 

STRILEY.-At Clinton, Iowa, June 24, 1898 
to Emery and Sr. Amy Striley, a son, named 
Fredric Henry; blessed by Elders C. E. Hand 
and J. W. Peterson, September 25. 

ROOSEN.-To Charles S. and Mary A. 
Roosen, April 29, 1898, a son, named Earl 
Francis; blessed October 9, by Elders George 
Harrington and R. May. 

MARRIED. 
WICKES-WICKES.-At Davis City, Iowa, 

on Sunday noon, October 23, 1898, Mr. 
Charles A. Wickes and Sister Minnie A. 
Wickes were united in marriage; ceremony 
by Elder H. A. Stebbins. 

DIED. 
DANCER.-David Dancer was born in Deer

field, Oneida County, New York, February 
20, 1827, being the youngest of eleven children 
born to William and Phebe Dancer, four of 
whom died in childhood and seven came to 
maturity. Of the remaining five sons and 
two daughters all are now gone except the 
sister Esther, who resides with her niece, Sr. 
Jessie Smith, the daughter of George Dancer. 
Another niece, Sr. Alice Dancer, is matron 
of the Saints' Home. Bro. Dancer's parents 
removed from New York to Northern Illinois 
in 1837, when David was ten years old, and 
there he grew to manhood, laboring dili
gently and laying the foundation for the suc
cess that finally came to him in temporal 
affairs. On March 16, 1851, at the age of 
twenty-fo~r years, he was united in marriage 
to Miss Rosalia H. Harvey, in the town of 
Wilton, Will County, Illinois. In 1852 and 
1856 were born to them two daughters, but 
both died under three years of age. Also 
one son, Albert P., born in 1861, died in 1881, 
but two sons, Eugene H. and Walter H. 
survive their father. Sr. Rosalia died Au
gust 28, 1894, and on November 20, 1895, he 
married Sr. Anna, daughter of Bro. and Sr. 
A. K. Anderson. ·Twochildren born to them 
are left as comforts to the wife now so sud
denly bereft. Bro. Dancer united with the 
church May 10, 1868, being baptized by Bro. 
])a.vid H. S!Jlith,. Qf hie ow.n free will he at 

once came forward and, in a time of much 
need, aided the cause by giving several thou
sand dollars to the work. Even before he 
became a member he advanced a large sum 
towards publishing the Holy Scriptures. His 
business sagacity attracted the attention of 
Bishop I. L. Rogers, who desired him to ac
cept office as one of his counselors, but he 
did not wish to be prominent, and declined 
until April, 1873, when he was ordained as an 
Elder and Bishop's counselor. In this work 
he served until his resignation in 1882. He 
had previously been ordained a High Priest 
in 1879. 

In 1870 he became a stockholder and direc
tor in the United Order of Enoch, and 
assisted in purchasing lands in Decatur 
County, Iowa, as a nucleus for the settling 
of ·saints who might wish to locate westward, 
in the regions round about. In 1872 he was 
chosen a member of the Board of Publica
tion, and by virtue of this office, and as one 
of the Bishopric, he became one of the com
mittee provided for by the articles of incor
poration to locate a business headquarters 
for the church, and said locating board, being 
directed by the conference of April, 1876, to 
proceed and select such central place of busi
ness, he faithfully acted therein until a place 
was purchased and the removal was made to 
Lamoni in 1881. He brought his family to 
Decatur County in March, 1877. 

In 1890, at the reorganization of the High 
Council of the church, he was chosen as one 
of said body and acted when need required. 
As a man and an officer of the church he wil
lingly and cheerfully performed whatever he 
believed to be his duty, and many of his 
deeds were sucih as only men of his influence, 
generous character, and me:rns can do. And 
all that he did was without dieplay, for he 
made no effort to do things to gain either 
favor or applause. 

He was a man of active temperament, al
ways moving and always doing, within 
seasonable hours, for he was very regular in 
his habits. And he was never absent from 
home at night or over night, either far or 
near, unless urgent business or church affairs 
made it very necessary. On Sunday night, 
October 2, 1898, he was taken with paralysis, 
which made him speechless and all the right 
side of his body helpless. From that time 
every effort to speak was in vain, and he con
tinued to decline during the three weeks 
ending Sunday evening, October 23, when 
his spirit departed, he having about noon be
come unconscious of everything around him. 
His age was 71 years, 8 months, and 3 days. 

The funeral sermon was preached by Pres. 
Joseph Smith, assisted by Elders A. S. 
Cochran and H. A. Stebbins, one offering the 
opening and the other the closing prayer. 
El~er William Anderson had charge of the 
services, which were held at the house ac
cording to Bro. Dancer's previously expressed 
wish, aud he was laid to rest by the side of 
his wife, and son, and sister Elizabeth. Eld
ers Heman C. Smith, E. L. Kelley, H. A. 
Stebbins, A. S. Cochran, R. M. Elvin, F. M. 
Weld, R. S. Salyards, and Frank Criley acted 
as bearers. Bishop E. L. Kelley pronounced 
the be14ediQtion at the ~rave, 
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Roya·! makes the food pure, 
wholesome and delicious. 

Absolutely Puro 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER C0. 1 NEW YORKo 

HISTORY OF 'l'HE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST O:B, LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1and2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jes us Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment,growth, and internal 
smd external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
ehurch in 1830, and until the close 
ef the year 1835. Volume2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
end Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners. . 2 00 
Full leather . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50 
Full leath::ir, gilt edges.. • • . . . . • . . S 00 

DANISH HYMN BOOK. 
Salmebog Til Kirke-og Husandagt. 
Udgivet og Forlagt af den Gjenor
ganiserede Jesu Christi Kirke a.f 
Idste-Dages Hellige. Cloth, leather 
backs . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ....... $0 75 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every 'Wednesday, at I.,itmoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
$1.00; three months 50 cents: single copies 5 cents· 
sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid id 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. ·· 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., should be addressed to 
Frank Criley, Business Manager. Remit.titnces 
should be made by post office or express orders, 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters. 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post oftice, Lamoni, Iowa as second-
class mail matter.) · ' 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ........................... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gHt edges ..... 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges .............. 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth .......................•... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . • . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ..•• ,. 2 00 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. Large 
Type Edition. 

Cloth, leather backs and corners .. $1 50 
Seal Grain Russia, gilt edges . . . . . 2 00 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth .......................•... $0 6f> 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . • • • • 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••• 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ..•••. 2 00 

t'HE TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mormon and the New Testa
ment. (Inspired Translation) 
in large type; in one volume. 

Leather back and corners ..•..... $2 00 
Seal Grain Russia ...........•••.. 2 f'>O 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 3 59 
Morocco, gilt edges ..........•••• 4 00 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Pocket-size edi
tion. 

Cloth .................•••••••••. $0 30 
Cloth sides, leather back . • • • • • • • . 50 

TEACHERS' BIBLE. "The Self
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same as the ''Ox
~ord Bible," with h~lps and maps, 
m good large prmt, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references· 
printed on thin paper, flexibl~ 
bi~ding; size 6!xS!, mailed post-
paid at, per copy, net ............ $2 00 

0. B. & Q. EXCURSIONS. RULES OF ORDER ANf> D.EBATE. 
A manual of parliamentary practice for all 

deliberative assemblies of the Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. Rules for 
the government of general and district con
ferences, branch business meetings, and 

TRANS-MISSISSIPPI EXPOSITION. other assemblies. Instructions concerning 
Omaha, Nebraska, June 1 to November J, I gene.ral, distric~, and branch records, the 

ll.898. For rates and dates apply to agent ho~dmg of elders courts, etc., cloth bound; 
· price 40 cents. 

TRACTS. 
TRACTS Order by numbers. 

1. The Nature of Man. Is he Pos
sessed of Immortality? Per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ......... $1 00 

2. Truth Made Manifest; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 ................. 1 00 

3. Voice of the Good Shepherd; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine 
of the Church, and Kirtland 
Temple Suit; per doz. 3 cts.; 100 Hi 

5. Questions and Answers (on First 
Principles of the Gospel); per 
dozen, 3 cents; 100............ H\ 

6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall Adminis-
ter; per dozen, 15 cents; 100 ... 1 00 

'l. Who then Can be Saved; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100. . . . . . . . . . . . 30 

8. Fullness of the Atonement; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

9. Spiritualism Viewed from a 
Scriptural Standpoint; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 ........... 1 30 

10. The Narrow Way; per dozen, 10 
cents; 100.................... 50 

11. The Plan of Salvation; per 
dozen, 20 cents; 100 .......... 1 20 

12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 

13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 
Alexander Campbell to a Re
stored Primitive Christianity 
Examined; per doz., 15cts; 100, 1 00 

14. Reply to Orson Pratt; per 
do,zen, 15 cents; 100 ............ $1 00 

15. How to Enter the Kingdom; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100............. 30 

16. Polygamy: Was it an Original 
Tenet of the Church; per dozen, 
10 cents; 100 ................... 50 

18. Necessity for a Reorganization 
of the Church; per dozen.. . . . . 30 

19. A Statement and a Correction 
of It; per dozen................ 11> 

20. The "One Body;" or the Church 
under the Apostleship and under 
the.Apostasy; perdoz.15c; 100, 1 oo, 

21. Truths by Three Witnesses, and 
Epitome of Faith; per dozen, 
3 cents; 100........ . .. . . . . . .. . 15 

22. Faith and Repentance; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100............ Ii@ 

23. Baptism; per dozen, 10 cts.; 100 65 
24. The Kingdom of God; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100....... .. .. . . . . .. .. 30 
25. Laying on of Hands; per dozen 

5 cents; 100 ................... '. 30 
27. The Sabbath Question; per 

dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ 1 00 
31. What is Truth? True Ortho

doxy? and an Evangelical 
Church? and Epitome of Faith; 
per dozen, 3 cents; 100......... 16 

41. The Gospel, and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen, 3 cents; 100 16 

42. Rejection of the Church; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100..... .. .. .. Ml 

43. One Wife or Many; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 ............... ; ... l 00 

44. Crooked Paths; per dozen, HI 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

47. The ]'uture State; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

Prophecy of the Rebellion; per 100 '10 
TRACTS IN LARGE LOTS. 

Special prices on application for 
tracts in lots of 1000 or more. 

THE HA?PIEST CHRISTMAS. A 
book for small child.ren. Ctoth ... $0 20 
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CRACELANDu .. 
.....-....-- Co LECE, 

LAMONI, IOWA. 
Telephone 71. 

For catalogues or further information, 

~llddress, PROF. ERNEST R. DEWSNUP, 
President, 

or R. S. SALYARDS, Secretary, 
LAMONI, Iow A. 

THE INSTRUCTOR. A compen-· 
dium oi the faith and doctrines of 
the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints, by 
Elder G. T. Griffiths. 
Cloth .............••.••.••..•... $ 7fi 
Leather ...........••••••••.•....• 1 00 
Fl.,xible binding . . . • • .. .. . .. . • .. . 1 tlO 

JOSEPH THE SEER. His pro
phetic mission vindicated and the 
divine origin of the Book of Mor
mon defended and maintained. 
Paper ......•.•••............... $0 35 
Cloth, limp...................... 50 

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL. The 
popular editioia of words and 
music, in general use. 

Paper cove.rs ................•... $0 3(J 
Cloth and leather . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 
Full leather . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
Gilt edges ....................... 1 25 
Flexible . . . • . • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 1 50 

THE SAINTS' HYMNAI.. Word 
edition. 

Paper ... .- ..••..•............... $0 15 
Cloth . . • • •. •• . . • • . . • . . ... . • . . . • . . 25 
Cloth . . • • •• •• • . •• •• •• . . . . . • • • •• . 35 

CERTIFICATES AND REPORTS. 
Branch statistical :reports; per doz. $0 40 
Annual statistical reports; two for 05 
Certificates of baptism and member-

ship; per dozen.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
Baptism and confirmation certlfl.· 

cate books, with stubs . . . . . . . . . • 25 
Certificates of removal; per dozen.. 12 
Marriage certificates; per dozen . . . 2~ 

SONGS OF ZION. By Elder T. W. 
Smith. Paper covers, each ...... $0 05 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

I The White Clover Song. 
I Words by Jean Ingelow; music by 
i Mrs. Audentia Anderson, of La-
l moni, Iowa. Both words and 
1 music are comp@sitions of decided 

merit and taste. Price 50 cents; 
all proceeds to be devoted to 
Graceland College fund. 

i 
i 

I !.-.~~~~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
lj Graceland rlarch, 

by I. W. Allender, of Lamoni, 
Iowa. An excellent musical com
position for the pianoforte; price 
50 cents. The proceeds from sale 
of this number to be used for the 
benefit of Graceland College. 

Baldwin's 
Ancient Americao 

A standard work on American 
antiquities, recognized as able and 
reliable; in general use by minis
ters and students of American 
archreology. Illustrated; price 
$1.80. 

German 
Book of M.ormon. 

The German edition issued by the 
Utah Church. Cloth; price$1.25. 

EION'S HOPE. 
A large, four-page Sunday school 
paper for children; illustrated; ed-
it.ed by Sr._ M. Walker. I 
Smgle copies, per yoor .....•..... $0 M 
In packages of four, five, or six to 

one address, per year, each..... 40 
1n packages of seven or more, each 35 

WHAT IS MAN? By Elder J. R. 
Lambert. Man's natu:re a.nd des
tiny. The spirit or soul; is it im
mortal ? Does it survive the 
death of the body in a conscious 
state ? The views of mortal-soul
ists examined and :refuted; second 
edition. 
Paper covers ..••.•••••.•••..• · .. $ 35 
Cloth ....••.. _.. •• • • • • •• • • • • • • • • . 50 

THE SAINTS' HARP. Hymn Book 
-Words Only. 

Cloth .................••.•...... eo 7~ 
Morocco Grain Russia .......••••. 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edgillll!I - • • • • 1 Zill 

MINISTRY AND BRANCH CARDS. 
Neat cards for ministers or 
branches, with name and address, 
or place of worship and hours of 
sel'vices on face, and Epitome or 
"What we Believe" on reverse side. 
An excellent aid. Two sizes: 
2tx4 inches, per 250 ............. $0 75 

" " per 1000 .............. 2 50 
3x5t " per 250 .............. 1 00 

" " per 1000 .............. 3 50 

PRESIDENCY A ND PRIEST
HOOD. Th@ Apostasy, Reforma
tion, and Restoration. By Elder 
William H. Kelley. Cloth ........ $1 25 

STATE SAVINGS BANK, Of u~mm. 
Stockholders. _ Officers . 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Geo. H. Hilliard. 
Frank Criley. 

David Dancer. 
President. 

Wm. Anderson, 
Vice President, 

W. A. Hopkins, 
Cashier. 

A. K. Anderson. 
G. W. Blair. 
Oscar Anderson. 
!J:ila D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 
Alice P. Dancer. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

Oscar Anderson, 
Assistant Cashier. 

Directors. 
David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Frank Criley. 

W. A. Hopkins. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 

A. K. Anderson. 
This bank does a general banking business at 

Lamoni, Iowa. - Interest paid on time deposits 
according to the rules of the bank. Correspond
ence and patronage solicited. 

LAMONI REAL ESTATE 
--

I own 13 Acres, set to fruit, with House 
and Well; within X{ mile of L. D.S. Church 
and School. Al•o a good 80 Acre Farm, 
close to town. Will sell very cheap. _Cash or 
time. If you want to buy, write to 

D, F. NICHOLSON, Lamoni, Iowa. 
' m-:~~ im:i:ll1i~reli~ ~ 

B.RO. B. I!'. Ol!UHVA Y, of Peoria, Illi-
nois, will send 3 boxes of Quit· to-Bae post 
paid anywhere for $1.50, and positiveJy guar-
antee it to cure your tobacco haoit, or your money 
refunded. 

ARCHJEOLOGICAL COMMITTEE 
REPORT. A manual of evidences 
in support of Book of Mormon arch
reology, with maps. Price ..•.... $0 50 

Furniture Business For Sale, 
AT LAMONI, IOWA.. 

This is the only business of the kind in Lamoni, Iowa, 
and was established in 1885. lt consists of a clean stock 
of New Furniture snd Undertaking; Goods, Carpets, 
Shades. Picture Mouldings, etc. 'rhe stock will invoice 
about $5000. 

The building is large and well located, twn stories and 
a basement, fitted with elevator, and was built in 1893 
especially for the business; will either seil or rent the 
building to suit the purchaser of the stock. This is a 
rare opportumty, as it, is one of the best paying busi
nesses in Lamoni. Good reason for selling, and any 
further particulars cheerfully given by correspondence. 

Address the owner, 
W. A. HOPKINS, 

In care of State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Lamoni, Iowa. 

TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 

COPYRIGHTS &c. 
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 

quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an 
invention is probably patentable. Communiea
tions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patents 
sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents. 

Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive 
special notice, without cbarge, in the 

Scitntific Jlm~rican. 
A handsomely illustrated weekly. J_Jargest cir
culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a 
year ; four months, $1. Sold by all newsdealers. 

MUNN & Co.asrnroadway, New York 
Branch Office, &25 F St., Washington, D. C. 
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CHICAGO'S FIGHT ON VICE. 

SPEECHES OF REFORMERS. 

WE, the undersigned, do volunteer our 
loyal support in the war declared against 
vice and crime in the city of Chicago and 
solemnly pledge our time, money, and, if 
necessary, life itself to defending our flag, 
protecting our homes, and to defend our 
imperial city from lawlessness and dens of 
infamy which do now curse it.-Crusade 
pledge of the Young People's Christian 
Temperance Union. 

There is no question whatever that the 
authorities of the city of Chicago are hand 
in glove with the plug-uglies of crime. I 
would not dare to tell all that I know and 
that I believe to be true. This question is 
the question of the hour. I beli~ve the 
most important thing on the face of the 
earth is the redemption of the city of Chi
cago. If we cannot save Chicago we 
cannot save the country. Can it be 
done? Yes.-The Rev. J. Q. A. Henry. 

The anti-vice crusade, begun by the 
Young People's Christian Temperance 
Union, and headed by the Rev. J. Q. A. 
Henry, was given a new impetus in a 
mass-meeting held in Central Music Hall 
yesterday afternoon, when 3,000 persons 
heard an arraignment of city officials, and 
disclosures of the existence of local plague 
spots, and contributed nearly one thou
sand dollars to a fund to carry on the 
work of purification. Many also signed 
pledges of general support. 

It is planned to hold another large meet
ing next Sunday, of which announcement 
will be made later, and to bring about a 
consolidation of forces among all the or
ganizations of .Christian young people, in
cluding the Young People's Society of 
Christian Endeavor, the Baptist Young 
People's Union, the Epworth League, and 
similar societies, to aid in carrying on the 
work of securing the enforcement of law 
in Chicago and ridding the city of vice, so 
far as possible. 

The speakers at the Central Music Hall J 1ems of the dives, but we have secured 
meeting were the Rev. Drs. Frank Crane, evidence that we trust will result in the 
J. Q. A. Henry, and P. S. Henson, Jailer indictment or prosecution of sixty of these 
John Whitman, and Mrs. Charlton Ed- saloonkeepers who have been keeping 
holm. The Rev. Dr. A. C. Hirst presided; their places open all night. We have had 
Bishop Samuel Fallows offered the open- reported to us about forty houses and 
ing invocation. twenty-one hotels in the city of Chicago 

The audience was made up largely of in the down-town district that are devoted 
men, and though the movement is in the absolutely and solely to improper pur
hands of the young people, the majority poses. We have found places in the city 
of those present were of middle age. where criminal and impure literature is 
Many gray haired men and women were sold. We have found places where girls 
there. The occasion was marked by en- are being bought and sold, where pur
thusiasm, the speakers being frequently -chases are being made of the souls of 
interrupted by outbursts of applause, as those boys and girls. We have informa
they held out the hope that by united tion at hand to reach more than 100 
effort on the part of ·earnest men and saloons, known as dives in the localities 
women Chicago may be redeemed from its where they are to be found, that have 
evils and made morally a cleaner and bet- been reported to us.'' 
ter city. 

CITY OFFICIALS ARE BLAMED. 

Dr. Frank Crane and the Rev. J. Q. A. 
Henry both declared the officials of Chicago 
are hand in glove with the forces of evil, 
saying the right-minded people of the city 
had neglected their political duties and 
allowed the thug element to elect the 
officials, and that the officials were com
pelled to administer affairs to the satisfac
tion of those who had elected them. No 
definite charges were made against any 
official in person, but Dr. Henry said evi
dence had been secured which he hoped 
would result in the indictment or prosecu
tion of sixty saloonkeepers for keeping 
open all night, and that he had received 
complaints against many more saloons 
and other places of evil resort. 

Dr. Hirst introduced Dr. Henry as the 
Roosevelt of· the movement of moral 
Rough Riders in Chicago, who should lead 
his forces to victory under the banner, 
"Down with the Dives," with which, he 
said, the same leader had conducted a suc
cessful crusade against vice in San Fran
cisco. 

Dr. Henry, slight, wiry, nervous, and 
vigorous in his address, was listened to 
with close attention throughout, and was 
frequently applauded. 

DR. HENRY'S ADDRESS. 

"I am to speak to you,'' he said, "on 
the general topic of 'Down with the Dive" 
and by a dive I mean any immoral resort. 
It does not matter what may be the par
ticular character of the crime or infamy 
that is carried on in any of these dens, 
they ought to be suppressed. 

"It is worth while to remember that all 
these dens and criminal places in the city 
of Chicago are intimately, if not vitally 
and organically, connected with the 6,000 
licensed dramshops. These are the cen
ters of the scenes of violence and blood
shed and criminality which curse Chicago 
to-day. 

"Something already has been done. 
The dives for the time being have ceased 
to be as bold and brazen and defiant as 
they were. The agitation through the 
press for the last ten days has been whole
some. But this is just the beginning of 
the crusade. 

"It is difficult to deal with these prob-

WELL-TO-DO MEN INVOLVED, 

"There is scarcely a resident street of 
Chicago that has not its gaming house or 
other place of crime. I tell you there is a 
fight all along the line, and any man who 
wants to do anything in the interest of 
virtue and does not do so is responsible 
for this condition of things. Evil and 
criminal and vicious elements have been 
back of this thing in the past and had de
termined to run things in the future. Let 
it run a little further and we will be re
solved into original chaos and confusion. 
Only lawlessness and anarchy will remain. 

''The authorities of the city of Chicago 
are hand and glove with the plug uglies of 
this phase of crime. I would not dare to 
tell all I know or that I believe to be true 
concerning the relation of these public of
ficials with these dens of crime. 

"We have a tab on some of the more re
spectable class of men, a good many of 
them well-to-do business men of the city 
of Chicago, and we purpose to brand every 
reputable man in the city of Chicago who 
has a wife and children at home and who 
is visiting places he should not. We want 
the community to know it. 

''Out of these sixty men against whom 
we have secured evidence of keeping all
night saloons, three are Aldermen for the 
city of Chicago, men .who have sworn to 
defend and enforce the law and to pre
serve the purity of the laws and keep 
order in the city or Chicago. 

"I do not say that the Mayor or that 
any one man is responsible for it. I say 
the people who have the administration of. 
public affairs, who are put there by these 
dive-keep@rs and scoundrels and thugs, 
are compelled to execute their will, and 
will continue to execute their will until 
the righteous wrath of this community 
will be so manifest that they know they 
dare not do it longer. 

"The respectable people are largely re
sponsible, the society people, the rich peo
ple, the good people; yes, and some of 
them, I am told, are church people. Let 
judgment begin at the altar. If the 600 or 
700 pulpits in Chicago, without fear or 
favor, would support this crusade all hell 
would tremble. And if the minister in 
any of these pulpits has not the moral 
courage to do it, he ought to get out. 
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"What is t'he matter with the church in.! on "Enforcement of Law." The speaker I to terrify one single heart by law. \Ve 
the city of Chicago? We are handicapped I said in part:-

1

1 expect men will break out in crime as. 
by ~ea~on of om: ·associatio.1: w~th sin, a_nd "We al ways have a tendency when we · lon15 as the_ir heart~ are evil. We hire the 
a wrnkrng: at ?rime and. b11nkrng at vice i g~t ~og~ther to. degenen~te into a mutual police officials to fight tha~ element, and 
and _sharing m tl_:ie spoils, the profit of aamiration society. Tlus crusade may 

1 
th(t have gone to t~e. bad with. the ~nemy. 

profligacy and bribery and bloodshed. I be successful. I have my doubts. You I · But. the enemy is ;n confusioi;, for God 
s_uppose the~e are so;ne people who ~fo not have tackled a nice job. [Laughter.] is. helpmg us. ~n. spi~e of the rnsolenc~, 
h~e that. 'I hat don t mak~ ~ partic~e of And before we get through with it there I of the absolute cmch th.at the enemy is 
difference to me. I am willmg to die to are. a good many times when your souls I supposed to have on. you1 if w_e can get the 
tell the truth. will be tried-whether the o·amblers are young people orgamzed m this country we 

"Do you imagine, you respectable peo- tried or not. [Laughter.] 
0 

shall cre~te a ~ave of public sentiment, 
ple wh~ stay ~w.ay frorr_i t~e. pills, t~at "We have our churches open on Sun- and public sentii:1en~ al~me has be~n a?le 
ro~ues and crnmnals are 0 om0 to give da . Those fellows in the other camp are ~o ov.erturn the mst:tutions of corr.uption 
Chicago a. cle~i;i governmen.t? Yo:i a~e I ru~ning full blast every day in the ,veek. m t~is ~ountry: It is. ~·n. opportumt! for 
badly d.ece1ved if you do. Th ts qu~stion is They are organized constantly. They pa~riotism. If Americ_a is ~ver destrnyed 
a ques~1on of the h?ur, and I believe the don't take summer vacations. We have a it is not to be by a foreign foe, but by the 
most _important thu_ig on _the ~ac_e ~f th.e crusade once in a while and after the en- , by}he rot~:i1me_s~ at home: . . . 
earth is the ~eden_iption of the ~ity of C_hi- thusiasm dies down we quit. They don't I , There b a vast army of cnmrnals nere. 
cago. I don~ behe~e~hat,the redemption quit. 'rhey are organized in the constitu-; '.,-o ot;.t and ri;e~t then:-. You can only do 
<;>f Lo~don 01 o~ Pans or <;>f New York tion and framework of our municipal gov- it with lovm0 • hearts and consecrated 
from vice and crime can begm to compare ernment · hands. Here is a vast army of scarlet 
with the importance of the redemption of , , " . . . . _ women that must be overcome. You must 
Chicago. Chicago is in the heart of this 9:1: goveri:m:nt is ,devised :speci~ll.Y go out and bring them to Christ, upon 
great nation. God Almighty has planted to give th~ cnmmal classe_s the co_ntrol. whose feet rained the harlot's tears. You 
it in the midst of that great Miss,ssippi Val- !'hey have .it now; they al ways have hi:d cannot do this with your swords and 
ley uµon which the future destiny of this it, an~ as far.a~ 1 c~n se:i the!. always will staves; you can only do it by purifying 
country and the destiny of the world is have It,_ and f~n ~he"e reasons· ~he first your own hearts and going out with the 
dependent. Therefore we Chicago people ~ea.son i~ the mdifference, of the large ma- Holy Ghost in your hearts. 'rhat is the 
ought to come together and clean house. JOnty of the people. rhey are decent kind of patriotism you want.'' 
It has been a good while since these stables people an~ love law, or~er, and d.ecency. Jailer John "Whitman read a paper on 
were swept and the odor is terrible. If Th~y don t want the dives sendmg out. "Juvenile Criminals," in which he took 
you don't believe it go down into these their. advo?a~es through all ~he streets of the ground more effort should be made to 
places. Do you think it is delightful work? the city rum:ng and deba:uc~i;1g th_em, but prevent crime by caring properly for chil
It is most effective. ~he trouble ~s ~hey are mdifferent ab~mt dren and preventing them from growing 

"Can we put down vice? Can we close it." They prmcipally a'.l w:ant to get rich. up to lives of crime through the influence 
these places? Can we better Chicago? Now, u~on that mdifference of ~he of evil surroundings. 
The law provides that the saloons shall be ~eneral publ_ic coi:ie~ the next fact, which Mrs. Charlton Edholm said that in the 
closed at midnight and on Sunday; that is t~at our ~i~y officials are el:ct~d by the crusade efforts should be made to rescue 
no music shall be had in these halls: that national poh~ical party orgam.zations. As women from lives of shame. 
there shall be no play, no exhibition, no long as t~at is the cas~ they wil~ be e_le~ted "Since I have been in this work of res
performance, and no singing in these by the dives of. th~ ?ity. This cnrr:mal cue," she said, "I have talked with thou
places; that no evil-doer shall be found e~ement makes its livmg out ~f the vwla- sands of these precious girls; I have talked 
hanging around these saloons, and that twi~ of law, Lco~sequently is compact, with hundreds of policemen. I have found 
nobody shall make merchandise of woman- easily welded LOgeth:r, and perfectly un- out that these girls are not in the life of 
hood and man hood and girlhood. I say, der th~ control . of its leaders, who ca.n shame because there is an organized sys
unless these laws can be enforced popular ~hrow its .vote either way .. Therefore, it tern of vice in America. It is because of 
government is a fraud and a sham. If we is t~e b_usir:ess ~f eyery natwnal party or- the traffic in drinking. That is what 
cannot save the cities we cannot save the ga~izatwn 111 this city to keep hold of tha;t makes the demand for girls." 
nation. If we cannot save Chicago we easily con~rolled. eler:rnnt. The Repubh- Miss Eva 1\1. Shontz said: "Chicago is 
cannot save the country. Can it be done? can ?0mmitt~e of Chicalolo and the Demo- going to lead the American public onward 
Yes. We are not asking for the closing cratic committee of C~ica~o are ?anded and upward to victory against the worst 
up of the 6,000 saloons. We do claim that togeth_er and are hand 111 "'love with the slavery that the world has ever seen. I 
there is reason for believing that this gamb_lm~ folks and the saloonkeepers and thank God that the press of the city of 
hydra-headed monster shall be driven the divekeepe_rs. Chicago is championing this movement 
back within the confines of reasonable and "And that is not because they are such royally and grandly. I believe that God 
righteous law." bad. men; simply because_it is~ matter of is going to bless this crusade and lead us 

Dr. Henry then said the young people bus;ness. That ele:nen~ is easily swayed. on and on in his righteous cause." 
were ready and that there was enough While they are holdmg it they say to you: Dr. P. S. Henson was called on, but said 
consecration and enthusias;m. What was 'Good people, O, be loyal to your party. it was so ~ate he would wait and speak 
wanted was organization. He proposed Never go back on the <;>ld p_arty,' and if next Sunday afternoon. "I haven't a 
making every young people's society, con- they can keep yo_u from JUmp111g the fence doubt of victory," saia he. "I believe the 
nected with any church, a nucleus for and then hold this ~otten element compact day is not far distant when our city, re
work. He then asked for all volunte_ers they have. the election. deemed, regenerated, and disenthralled, 
in the audience to sign the pledge card, "That is the element that has always shall be the glory of the whole land." 
but not unless they meant all it said. elected the ?fficials of the city of Chicago. Dr. Henry then asked for a showing of 

The speaker said the work cost money Now, there is no more reason for the pres- the bands of those who thought another 
and its continuance must depend on the ence of these abominable districts which meeting should be held next week. 
support it received. His own time and ... are springing up every day on the South I Nearly every one present raised his hand. 
what means he could spare, he said, were Side than for burn~ng down the t<;>wn, and __ 
15iven, and he was aware spies were wa~ch· th~y could ~ot be if we had officials that · Bishop Fallows of St. Paul's Reformed 
111g the crusaders and the. work might paid attent10n to the enforcement of the Episcopal Church preached last evening 
prove dangerous. A collection was taken la';';. . . on "The Crusade Against Vice." He said 
and nearly $1,000 secured. They send out their pohce o!ficers, ~ot in part:-

ADDRESS BY DR. l!'RANK CitANE. to ~nforce the law but to ~upervise the vw- "That vice is rampant in our city no one 
lat10n of the law. That is what ~hey ~ant with his eyes open can deny. Evidence 

Dr. Hirst, in announcing the purpose of to do. We elect th:m to ?ght with crime .. has accumulated to prove that both State 
the meeting, said there were already fore- They compound with crime .. yYe elect and municipal laws are flagrantly disre
gleams of the triumph of the crusade ~nd them to make war upon t~e crrmm:;il _ele- garded in the conduct of saloons, in the· 
he congratulat~d the work~rs on havmg ment; they are at peace with the cr1mmal menacing influences of disorderly houses, 
as a leader Dr. Henry, w:th -:rhom the I el~i,nent. . . . and the prevalence of various forms of 
speak~r had been e~gaged ma like i;iove- You never can abolish ~he bagmo and o-amb1ing. Great numbers of young girls 
ment m San Francisco. He then mtro- the saloon and the gamblmg hell. We '"' · 
duced the Rev. Dr. Frank Crane to speak don't expect to; and neitlrer do we expect (Continued on page three of Cover.) 
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeedi and ye shall know the b:'uth, and the truth shall make you free.''-John 8131, 32. 

"Hearken to the word of the Lords for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wifei and concubines he shall have none.''-B. of M., pagell6, 
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ized to take such steps to remove the cloud 
of title to real estate in Independence, Mis
souri, as may be deemed wise and proper by 
them." 

Upon the authority thus granted 
and in pursuance of the duty thlis im· 
posed the Bishopric proceeded, insti
tuted suit within the statutory time 
after the Church of Christ had taken 

TEMPLE LOT SUIT. 
THERE have been some rather dis- actual possession of the lot by fenc

ing it. paraging remarks made concerning 
the prosecution of the Temple Lot 
suit, the cost of such prosecution, and 
the failure to gain the end sought. 
It may be of interest to all, and a pos
sible reproof to those who have been 
trying to fix the blame of disaster on 

During the prosecution of the suit 
and pending the final action of the 
courts, at the April session of 1894, at 
Lamoni (the 17th), the following was 
introduced, adopted, and became the 
order of the conference:-

Whereas, in the pro~ecution of the Temple 
somebody, to learn the few facts upon Lot suit, questions and settlement of title 
which the Bishop proceeded in prose- and property interests are likely to further 
outing the suit, and help to find who, arise requiring attention, therefore be it 
if anybody, was in fault. Resolved, that the Bishopric be authorized 

and instructed to look after the same, if found 
It had been pretty generally be- necessary, and to take such steps as shall be 

lieved that the Reorganized Church, deemed necessary for the good of the body 
as the successor of the church of 1830, and in justice to all part.ies concerned. 
1833, and 1838, was justly entitled to This was designed, evidently, to 
the piece of land in Independence, empower the Bishopric to attend to 
Missouri, known as "The Temple such matters involving the interests 
Lot." of the church by reason of the Tem-

Itwasknown thataninvestigation by ple Lot suit and see that the church 
Bishop G. A. Blakeslee had resulted in secured its rig his and that no one was 
thediscoveryoftheheirsofOliverOow- injured in so doing. 
dery and Edward Partridge, and the The result of the suit is well known; 
purchase of a piece of the Temple Lot the church failed to get the decree 
lying west of that portion claimed and for possession of the lot, and has met 
occupied by the Church of Christ the loss occasioned by the costs at-
(called commonly, Hedrickites). tending the suit. 

It was also known that about 1882 The subject of the Temple Lot 
the brethren of the Church of Christ again came up on April 14, at theses
had fenced the lot which they held, sion for 1896, at Kirtland, when the 
thereby assuming actual possession, following was adopted:-

Re~olved, that the First Presidency and 
and that if the Reorganized Church Bishop be appointed a committee to pro-
had any title the statute of limitations tect the interest of the church in the Inde
was running against such title, and pendence Temple Lot property. 

that unless it was intended to abandon The Presidency was consulted by 
any and all claims entirely, suit for J the Bishopric o~ all measures adopted 
possession must be begun without and steps taken m regard to the Temple 
further delay. Lot, and the effort to secure the p1aue, 

The subject was brought up at the both before the death of Bishop G. A. 
conference of 1891, held at Kirtland, Blakeslee and th@reafter. The Presi
Ohio, on the fourth day of the session, dent was present at all the important 
and the foregoing information elici- consultations with attorneys, and at 
tated. There was a general exchange the trials both before the Missouri 
of ideas on the subject and the follow-· ·court, at Kansas City, and the court 
ing formulated and presented:- of appeals, at St. Louis; and is satis
. Resolved, "That the Bishopric be author- fled that all was done that could have 

No. 45. 

been done to secure a fair presentation 
to the courts of the claims of the 
church to the property in question. 
That we failed because the church did 
not begin soon enough, was not the 
fault of the Bishopric. Some blame 
may possibly attach to the Presidency 
for not urging procedure long before, 
but the Bishopric proceeded as soon 
as authorized to do so; and for the 
failure to succeed and the cost of that 
failure in money, the church as a 
whole is responsible, one as much as 
the other. 

The church gained eve:ry point con
tended for but the possession of the 
land. 

AN ELOQUENT PASSAGE. 

THE following eloquent passages are 
from an address of the Primate of 
the Church of England, upon the oc
casion of a late visit to Canterbury 
Cathedral, sent us by some one in a 
slip from the Yorkshire Post for Oc
tober 12, 1898. It will be found to be 
interesting from the subjects spoken 
upon, Invocation of Saints and 
Prayers for the Dead:-

Let it be granted that those who pray to 
the saints, if they be properly instructed, do 
not worship them but only ask for their aid, 
just as we may ask a living man to give us 
his prayers, yet the passage from asking an 
invisible being to help us is so dangerously 
near to putting such a being in a divine posi
tion that our church dare not and will not 
run the risk. There is nothing like such 
prayers in the Bible, and the Church of Eng
land will not permit them to her members; 
and for these reasons, and for other reasons 
like these, the Church of England has swept 
away all worship except the worship of God 
himself. No worship is allowed even to th!'l 
Mother of our Lord, the Blessed Virgin; no 
worship is allowed to any apostles, no invo
cation to any saints, and in order to guard 
against all breaches and temptations to 
breaches of this rule even the appearance of 
such worship is forbidden. It is allowed to a 
man to adore Christ present in the sacrament 
if he believes him to be there present, but it 
is not allowed to anyone to use any other ex
ternal mark of adoration except that of kneel·· 
ing to receive the consecrated elements. The 
priest is not allowed to elevate the elements 
before the people lest perchance they should 
be tempted to worship those elements and 
not only Christ himself-a temptation of 
which the well-known case of Mr. Bennett 
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~hows-that man may easily be liable. The I we can hardly believe them as yet fit for 
worship of the saints prevailed in the church heaven. They are not sanctified, they have 
for many centuries, but the church has a not that holiness without which no man can 
right to learn by experience, anrt experience see the Lord. We have no right to invent 
has shown that the. practice is dangerous, accounts of the way by which they may be 
and that our church is therefore justified in purified. We know that they will be changed 
returning to the usages of the apostles and when the Lord comes, but the nature, the 
of the apostolic ages, when such practices manner, and the process of that change is 
were unknown. not made known. To pray for the dead is 

The one thing that can be said for such 
worship of those good and holy men who have 
passed away from this present life is that it 
seems to give reality to the belief in the com
munion of saints, living and departed. 
It seems to substitute a whole kingdom of 
living and loving fellow members of tbe 
church behind the veil for the darkness 
which now seems to stand before us while we 
think of those who have departed this life. 
The other world seems easier to believ:e in 
when it is not only peopled with those who 
have gone there from among us-with aj'los
tles, with martyrs, with leaders of the faith, 
with boly men and women who have exem· 
plified in their lives on earth their faith in the 
reality of heaven-but also the thought that 
all these are able to hear us s"nd know what 
is happening to us, and possibly may be able 
to help us, if by no other means, at any rate 
by their prayers. This seems to make that 
other world s0 much more real, and the doc
trine of the communion of saints so much 
more living, that no man can wonder at the 
strong attraction which has made, and still 
makes, some Christians long to join in ap
parently so beautiful a form of Christian de
votion. But the basis of all this, after all, 
is not knowledge, but imagination. God's 
revelation bas made known to us that this 
other world exists, but it has not pleased 
God to reveal its secrets in the fullness that 
we long for. We know that our loved ones 
are there, and that they are there in the 
bands of a tender Father and loving Savior. 
But we are told no more, and we have no 
right to lift the veil which he has not lifted. 
All prayers to any but God himself in the 
three persons of the Trinity, and all invoca
tions addressed to those who are passed away 
from this present life, are alike condemned 
by the Church of England, and are not al
lowed to her members. 

not forbidden by the New Testament, and 
it is not forbidden by the Church of England, 
and our ecclesiastical courts accordingly 
h'.ave so decided it. 

HERALD OFFICE NEEDS. 

THE Bishop, who is ex officio, Presi· 
·dent of the ,Board of Publication, and 

Bro. Frank Criley, who is Business 
Manager, are anxious to have the 
present year close up with a long step 
forward in the finances of the office. 
They desire to make preparation for 
issuing the third volume of Church 
History by securing additional orders 
and sales for the second volume. 
Cheaper or more desirable and valu
able literature is not available to the 
readers of the HERALD. Note the 
following, and other references to the 
third volume and you will see what is 
desired:-

THIRD VOLUME CHURCH HISTORY. 

The Gener11.l Conference ordered the publi
cation of the third volume of Church History. 
But not that the Herald Office should run in 
debt to get it out when the second volume is 
not yet paid for. The third volume is needed 
badly. It will be specially interesting, but 
the office must get out of debt on the second 
volume first. 

HERALD AND ENSIGN. 

THE late apparent controversy in HER
ALD and Ensign about the official char
acter of the one and the private 
enterprise . of the other, was not a 
matter of the seeking of the HERALD 
editors. We have studiously endea
vored to mind our own business in 
our own way, and leave the brethren 
of the Ensign to do theirs in their 

But to pass on. There is, of course, a very 
great difference between praying to the de
parted and praying for them. They are in 
.God's hands, but it is possible that he may 
allow our prayers to help them; and we can
not point out any evil that is likely to come 
from such prayers, provided only that we do way. 
not allow ourselves to be led into adopting The Ensign originated in a design 
dreams and fictions concerning their condi- to aid the work in the Missouri dis· 
tion. We do not know, we cannot know, for tricts. No thought was entertained 
God bas not told us, what is happening to to make it the rival of the HERALD at 
them in that other world, imd we ha,ve no the time it was started. Rivalry, 
right to set up inventions of our own and 
adapt our worship to such inventions. What however, resulted; possibly with no 
they may need in order to be fitted for the final blame attaching to anybody; and in 
ea trance into perfect happiness we cannot tell. some places the Ensign displaced the 
We are told that there will be at the last day HERALD. 
some whose work will be burned, but who vV h d"t t k t 
nevertheless will themselves be saved, and . e. av~, as e 1 ors, a en no par 
we sewmen die who;seem to be forgiven, but m this rivalry. We respected the 
nevertheless are so full of imperfections that J right of the brethren to push their en· 
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terprise; believed that the intent was 
to do good work for the Master; and 
concede that many have been helped 
to the good way by the Ensign. We 
cheerfully concede this, without in 
any wise contrasting the claims of the 
two papers, overpraising the one or 
disparaging the other. 

It will be seen by the notice given 
by Brn. E. L. Kelley and Frank 
Criley, of the Board of Publication, 
that they on behalf of the Board have 
carried the instruction of the confer
ence into effect; and that it will re
main for the conference to ratify 
their act, or leave the Ensign still a 
personal enterprise. We should dis
like to see the usefulness of either 
journal broken; and trust that under 
the changed auspices good work may 
be done by both. 

We cannot forbear suggesting, 
however, that the HERALD is the 
property of the church, has always 
been, and likely ever will be until its 
publication is abandoned, if that 
should ever be done, and being such 
property of the church, every member 
of the church should feel that he has 
a direct and personal interest in its 
success, and should aid it in every 
way he can. If anyone gets the no
tion that the HERALD and the office 
and plant belong to Brn. Joseph and 
Salyards, its editors, or the Bishop, or 
the Board of Publication, and for that 
reason he has no personal interest in 
the church paper, such person makes 
a mistake, and should correct himself 
at once. 

BRO. RICHARD BULLARD, of Arling
ton Heights, Boston, has a two and a 
quarter columns presentation and de
fense of the faith in the Brockton 
'limes, published at Brockton, Massa
chusetts, for October 29, present year. 
Bro. Bullard covers the ground of our 
belief and the difference between the 
Reorganized Church and the Utah 
Church pretty thoroughly, and in 
rather strong terms. Of Bro. Bul
lard's effort the "Town Talk,'' editorial 
column, has this:-

There is little distinction in the mind of 
the public generally between the Church of 
the Latter Day Saints and the Mormon 
Church. The article in to-day's issue of the 
Times, written by Elder Bullard, ought to 
prevent people confounding the two 
churches. They are radically different in 
their beliefs and practices. 
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THE Herald Office must have the 
money invested in the second volume 
of Church History before it can afford 
to publish the third volume. Look in 
your library; if you have not the sec
ond volume of the history you are 
delaying the third. Look at your 
neighbor's library. Has he the first 
volume? Has he the second? Urge 
him to help by securing these. The 
office cannot afford to run the church 
into debt to publish unless the people 
want the books. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

Goon news from the South: Bro. J. 
G. Vickrey, of Garland, Alabama, 
writes us under date of November 1:-

Brn. Turpen and Tucker are here. We 
had a good conference; nineteen baptized on 
Sunday. The district is in better condition 
than ever before. 

Bro. Amos M. Chase, writing to a 
brother in Lamoni, says:-

Our health is good. We are very busy, and 
consequently quite happy. My family is at 
Castle Rock, Washington, and the children 
are attending the winter term of school there. 
Baptized three at Roslyn last week. 

Bro. C. R. Duncan, Lebeck, Mis
souri, October 31:-

Please note in Herald that my home ad
dress is now Neosho, Newton County, Mis
souri. I am gaining rapidly in health again 
and will be in my field for active duty in a 
few days. 

Bro. I. M. Smith, writing from 
Hamburg, Iowa, the 3d inst., says:

I am preaching every evening here at 
Hamburg, and expect to continue for the 
next ten days if all goes well. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

SOMETIME last winter. Bro. John 
Avondet sent us a half gallon of pure 
olive oil; but it reached the office in 
our absence and the object of its being 
sent was overlooked. Bro. Avondet 
keeps the oil on sale, and he wished, 
after the oil was received and tested, 
if found satisfactory, that mention of 
its being received should be made in 
HERALD, and its receipt thus ac
knowledged. The oil was excellent. 
It was used by quite a number, and 
gave good satisfaction to all. and is 
hereby cordially indorsed. We regret 
that the word concerning it miscar
ried; but such is sometimes the fate 
of human affairs. Bro. John Avon
det's address is, 1315 California Street, 
Omaha. Nebraska. 
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The immediate family and relatives 
of President Joseph Smith took occa
sion to celebrate his sixty-sixth birth
day on Sunday, November 6, by 
providing a general surprise for him 
in the form of a family gathering and 
dinner. Wife, sons, daughters, sons-
in-law, daughter-in-law, brother, 
sisters-in-law, grandsons, grand-
daughters, nieces, nephews. etc., the 
juvenile portion in goodl.v number, re
paired to "Liberty Hall/' the family 
residence and hearthstone, where 
all joined in the spirit of kinship and 
good cheer in a gathering that meant 
an expression of loving good will. 
We are sure that all the saints will 
join in the sentiment voiced by the 
children and ot.her relatives of Presi
dent Smith-that he may reach the 
fourscore and ten, with more added if 
God will, to crown his life of useful
ness to the church and to his fellow
man world-wide. 

Our cover article, relating the ef
forts of reformers to cleanse Chicago 
from vice and other evils is presented 
as an object lesson concerning some" 
of the signs of the times. It is neces
sary to know of conditions as they are 
in order to comprehend the situation 
with a view to understanding what 
could and should be done religiously 
or morally for the general good. The 
reading may not please, as do some 
items; but will certainly instruct and 
help the student of moral and reli
gious problems. We should be edu
cated as well as pleased. 

Pres. A. H. Smith returned from 
tbe Eastern mission during the past 
week, after an extended absence along 
the Atlantic coast, and in New 
England. 

Bishop I. L. Rogers, accompanied 
by one of his sons-in-law, a Mr. Wal
lace, visited Lamoni, remaining over 
from the 31st to the 2d. 

Bro. J. C. Foss reports labor done at 
Rich Hill, Missouri, where he opened 
up the work some ten years ago. 
Saints doing fairly well, with room 
for improvement, as at other points. 

We have received from the Bible 
Institute Colportage Association a 
copy of '•Moody's Anecdotes," a paper 
bo'lrnd book of about one h.undred 
pages. It illustrates quite fairly the 
methods employed by Mr. Moody in 
bis efforts to do good. 

EDITED BY FRANCES. 

TRIFLES. 
"rhey are such little simpie things to do: 

To sweep a room, to bake a loaf of bread, 
Kiss a hurt finger, tie a baby shoe, 
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To mend a crying school-boy's broken sled. 

"Such litt.le simple things; but they above 
Who on our little world attendant wait, 

And joyful wait, note only if through love 
The deed be done, to count the work as great." 

"DEEP calleth unto deep," are sublime 
words of inspiration, which apply to the 
depths of the soul not less than to those un
fathomed depths over ·which wash the 
mighty waves of the restless ocean. The 
words which have power to reach the heart 
when its depths are stirred, its fountains 
broken up, and over which the billows of sor
row are dashing, must come from the heart 
which has bled and suffered, and where the 
tempest of grief has swept as a mighty storm 
upon the ocean. But the storm and grief 
must have passed-the heart must be resting 
in the quiet of his "peace, be still," before 
the mind can concentrate its powers, and 
bring· forth the stores of experience accumu
lated in suffering, to pour as balm into the 
bleeding heart of another. 

RICH HILL, Mo. 
Dear Mothers of the Home Column:-Having 

for some time been interested in the reading 
and instructions that I have received through 
your columns I have felt impressed with a 
desire to write. Although I realize that 
there are many who are more competent 
than I am, yet I feel that God lays a duty 
upon each one of us, whether young or old, 
and he expects us to do those duties, and he 
will al ways give us the needed grace and 
strength at the time when we feel the weak
est. I am young in years, and have not the 
experience of older heads, but I feel that I 
am one of the mothers of Zion, and if I live 
faithful that I will ere long have to take the 
place of some older one, for I realize the time 
is at hand when the older soldiers of the 
cross are laying tl;teir burdens down and going 
to their reward, and that we young-er ones 
must be preparing ourselves to fill the 
vacancies. 

I feel that there are many good instruc
tions in the Home Column to help us to so 
live and raise our families that we may be 
useful in the kingdom of our God. I have 
two precious little boys that God has in
trusted to my care, and I am desirous of 
raising them up in a manner that will be 
pleasing to the Lord; but 0, dear sisters, 
how very, very weak and unable I feel to do 
this. We cannot look around us in any di
rection but we see evil of every description, 
and without the aid of God's Holy Spirit we 
will not be able to raise our little ones aright; 
but my humble prayers are that God will ' 
grant his children the proper desires and 
love for this work to do only that which will 
be for the upbuilding of his cause here on 
the earth. I h1He the greatest desire to do 
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something, but I feel my inability so greatly 
at times that I don't feel able to do anything, 
and my hands seem to be tied with the re-

. sponsibility of my family, and at present my 
health seems to be failing me, and I feel dis
couraged in trying to do anything outside of 
my daily duties as a wife and mother; but I 
am going to try to do all I can to help roll on 
this marvelous work, for I can say of a truth 
that I know it is of God, and I want to watch 
and pray lest I enter into temptation, and if 
I can just keep my thoughts from t,he perish
ing objects of earth and centee them on 
heavenly things, I feel that God will bless 
me even in the little things that I may be 
able to accomplish by his help. 

My husband is an elder and the president 
of this branch, and all my folks belong to the 
church, so I have no opposition on that line 
to contend with. The greatest fault that I 
find with myself is impatience. I have not 
the needed patience with my little ones. I 
try to have it, but I find many times I am not 
as patient with them as God is with me. I 
humbly ask the sisters' prayers in my behalf, 
that I may become more patient, as I am try
ing- each day of my life to come up higher 
and live more faithful, for I am desirous of 
doing everything within my power to help 
roll on this work. I want t,o see it prosper, 
but I can see that the saints are becoming 
somewhat sleepy spiritually, and I long to 
see them awake from their slumbers and 
arise in the strength of the Lord. I know 
that God has many rich blessings in store for 
his people, and it lies with us whether we re
ceive them or not. But there is one thing, 
we must heed his. laws, commandments, and 
admonitions to "come up higher," if we ex
pect his blessings. 

Your sister in the gospel covenant, 
MRS. NELLIE SHARROCK. 

LAMONI. 
Dear Sisters: - How often I have been 

prompted to writs I could not tell, but the 
desire to add my views to the numbers al
ready given, has been great. I have come to 
the conclusion that no matter who shall criti
cise, I at least have done my part. Only 
those of us who have young families can 
realize what a help these letters are in the 
Home Column. A cheering word now and 
then helps us along and gives us new energy 
to try again. I have four little ones to care 

. for, and only God alone knows how I desire 
to train and teach them those things that 
will make noble men and women of them. 

What a vast meaning that word "train" 
has; there is no end to it. I often think what 
an undertaking it is to feed and clothe both 
soul and body-one without the other makes 
the training- incomplete. I heard a woman 
say once while in conversation with her, that 
as soon as her children could walk they were 
no more bother to her. How sorry I felt 
for that mother. Yes; just as soon as they 
could walk the street was their playground 
and their home. Sad indeed it is to see so 
many sweet little lambs brought into the 
world to share the same fate. 

I believe when we have them we should 
take care of them and :not allow ,,them from 
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our sight unless we are sure they are in good 
company. I do not believe in allowing chil
dren to run around; but I do believe that 
home is their place, or about home, where 
Mother can see that all is well. I have al
ways taught my boys to tell me what other 
boys have said to them, and when they have 
done so it has helped me to show them that 
the boys who would talk bad things were no 
company for them. I do not believe in keeping 
children in ignorance concerning things of a 
delicate nature. Who can tell them better 
than Mother can? J have seen mother's 
shocked because their children would say 
some things in their presence which they 
had heard from other children, and at once 
would be told to hush. I am willing to try 
the other way and talk to my boys and girls, 
and then when others speak to them of these 
things they can tell them that "Mother tells 
me those things and you don't need to." 

I have been astonished at the small amount 
of interest taken in children by their parents, 
especially in religious matters. So long as 
they go to Sunday school it is all right. 
With me that is not satisfactory; I must see 
to that matter myself, and thus help the Sun
day school teacher to make her work a suc
cess. And I believe, too, that until parents 
take more interest in. their children's reli
gious teaching that the Sunday school will 
not be what it otherwise would. Let us see 
that our boys and girls kl'low their lessons be
fore going to Sunday school, and when they 
are let them act as children should. Why 
should children be allowed to act up in Sun
day school any more than in day school? I 
don't believe it is right, and when mine do 
not act as they should, I want to know it. 

I think as a rule children are too leniently 
dealt with in these latter days, and a little 
of the old fashioned strictness would not go 
amiss; at least it would teach them not to 
think of walking- out with a beau or a girl be
fore they can speak plainly. To me it is too 
horrible to think about. Mothers, see to 
your girls and boys, and let them think they 
are children, and not men and women. Half 
your troubles would be at an end and you 
would have children to comfort you. I have 
noticed too the oft repeated expression, when 
alluding to children, of the "kids." Parents; 
did you ever stop to think when you used 
that word that you not only bring your child 
to the level of the animal, but yourself as 
well. I don't think I will single myself out 
as a goat yet, but will wait until the Master 
comes and let him do that. I have beard our 
Sunday school teachers use it also, and it has 
made me feel badly, for it did not sound the 
right thing. I.could not use it, and will not 
allow my boys to. May God help us all to 
right the wrongs and come out conquerors in 
the end. Your sister, 

L. W. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR.PRAYER. 

SR. M. J, RYERSON requests that her daugh
ter, Mrs. Charles Perkins, be remembered 
by the Prayer Union, that she be relieved of 
that dreadful disease, lung trouble. 

I am requested by Sr. Alice Mitchel, of 

Plymouth, England, to ask fasting and 
prayers of all saints, November 17, for her 
daughter, Charlotte Mitchel, if it shall please 
God to restore her to her rightomind, and to 
her parents, she being their only child. 

Your brother in bonds, 
WILLIAM NEWTON. 

8undau 8Bhoo1 IlBpartmBnt. 
ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor. 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to HEditors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

THE third annual session of the Interstate 
Sunday School Institute vvill convene at In
dependence, Missouri, December 26, 1898, and 
continue four days. Zion's Religio-Literary 
Society will occupy with us again, and we 
earnestly urge all Sunday school and Religio 
workers to make it a point to attend. 

These meetings are designed to meet a long 
felt want on the part of all workers. They 
discuss the practical problems that arise in 
the course of our work. And the experiences 
of the many workers there assembled, to
gether with the advice of those of known ex· 
perience in the many lines of Sunday school 
and Religio work, may help you to solve your 
problems and overcome your obstacles. And 
when we say all workers should attend, we 
mean it in the fullest sense of the word. The 
work will be made to reach the beginner, and 
at the same time strengthen those of more 
experience. These sessions of institute work 
are not simply a series of meetings for the 
reading of a few written essays, but rather 
for the working out of what may arise when 
the various subjects are introduced. It is a 
series of meetings in which the audience does 
as much of the work as the instructor. You 
have the opportunity to present your though ts 
and to ask questions. To hear the thoughts 
of others and to comment on them. All un
der the direction of experienced leaders. In 
short, we try to get to the bottom on all ques
tions and dispose of them if we can. 

There will be work for the teacher-senior, 
primary, or intermediate. How to do your 
work in the class; how to overcome difficul
ties; and how to prepare for the work. There 
will be work especially for the Sunday school 
officer. How to manage the Sunday school; 
to build it up; to select and develop teachers; 
to increase its u~efulness; in fact how to meet 
the many emergencies that are sure to arise. 
There will be work for the district officer. 
In this will be discussed the "how" of many 
phases of the work. There are schools to 
visit; others to organize; and still others to 
keep going after they are organized. And 
what about the convention, the institute, the 
circular letters, the general development of 
the work. The Religio will handle its work 
in detail in much the same way. 

All these things and many others will 
be considered. Come. It will be to your in
terest, to the interest of your district and to 
your school. Is a duty you owe to yourself 
and to the work to equip yourself for the work 
that you are doing or ought, perhaps, to be 
doing. And from our experience with these 
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institutes we believe there is no better op
portunity for fitting yourself for your work 
than in these meetings. 

It is set at a time when the railroad com: 
panies grant reduced rates, and when public 
schools are closed, and when many lines of 
business are taking a holiday. This with the 
fact that the saints of Independence have in
vited us to come, and have very kindly of
fered to entertain us while there free. The 
expense of attending is thus reduced to a 
minimum. 

Begin now to prepare to attend. Look for 
the program in two or three weeks. 

INTERMEDIATE CLASS WORK. 
By Sr. R. W. Briggs, Jor the Pottawattamie district 

convention. 

THE first and highest qualification for teach
ing an intermediate class is to have a thor
oughly equipped teacher. A teacher must 
be taught herself before any really good re
sults can be reasonably hoped for. "Study 
to show :thyself approved,'' is no less applica
ble to the Sunday school teacher than to the 
actual ministry; and here lies the most diffi
cult problem in· the whole scheme of Sunday 
school work. 

PREPARATION. 
How shall such preparration be secured? 

The increasing demands of social life, and 
the never-ending duties of domestic employ
ment seem to leave absolutely no time for 
such preparation, and yet it cannot, be safely 
neglected. 

AGE OF IMPRESSIONS. 
The age and mental condition of the inter

mediate student is such that faulty impres
sions are so easily formed, incorrect ideas so 
readily imbibed that the conscientious 
teacher feels oppressed with the weighty 
importance of sowing the good seed of truth, 
and making the first impressions not only 
lasting but truthful and valuable. 

SPECIAL PREPARATION. 
After making the best gtineral preparation 

for class instruction, the teacher should care
fully examine the particular lesson assigned 
for the Sunday. Nor should this examina
tion be deferred till the preceding Saturday 
night. On meeting the class the teacher's 
first effort should be to secure the personal 
attention of each member of the class. 

A VARIETY OF METHODS 
must be employed for this purpose. Their 
attention may be called to something that 
occurred, or something that was said in con
nection with the previous lesson, or by some 
incidental inquiry respecting home interests; 
possibly the end may be best gained by refer
ring to something quite outside the ordinary 
routine work of class recitation. 

CONDI'l'IONS. 
Much depends on the condition of the class 

at the time of recitation. Some children are 
always ready, always attentive; while others 
are always nervous, restless, and continually 
thinking of something quite remote from the 
lesson leaves and Testament before them. 
The well-being of the class, and the harmony 
and good order of the entire school, requires 
the attention and earnest interest of each 
individual class. 
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NONE TO BE NEGLEC'l'ED. 
While it is much pleasanter and far easier 

to teach the attentive and interested ones, 
others must not be neglected. The rough 
diamond, or hidden gem is as likely to be 
found in a village Sunday school as anywhere 
else in this strange world of ours. No mat
ter how listless or apparently dull a student 
may be, t!;iere is some point in his mental 
make-up that can be reached by the faithful 
and patient teacher. Frequently it will be 
found necessary to shape the questions and 
present the topics wholly independent of the 
routine method laid down in the Quarterlies. 

SIZE OF CLASSES. 
Classes of this grade should be small, not 

over six or eight, if other conditions are 
favorable. Mischief and inattention is said 
to be contagious, and for this reason large 
classes should be avoided. What is true of 
the student is in a much larger degree true 
of the teacher. Her attention should be 
wholly und_ivided. 

A BEAUTIFUL HAT, 
or a stylish dress over in the other pew 
should be wholly unobserved by the teacher 
who expects to do acceptable work in the 
Sunday school. 

REVIEWING. 
In presenting the lesson for that particular 

day, it will be found profitable to give a brief 
review of the leading points in the lesson of 
the preceding Sunday, and then point out the 
connection between those facts and the lesson 
in hand. It will be found highly useful to 
draw illustrations from. familiar subjects out
side the regular lesson, to enforce and sim
plify the matter intended to be taught; first, 
what are the facts contained in the text'? 
Second, what are the moral and intellectual 
truths intended to be conveyed by them? 
The child should be early 

TAUGHT TO DISTINGUISH 
between historical facts, and those revealed 
through inspiration. Moses gave the details 
of the wars and conflicts between the Israel
ites and the idolatrous nations around them; 
he also gave the spiritual law, as delivered 
on Mount Sinai, direct from heaven. Both 
are important and should be taught; but the 
degree of importance to be attached to each 
IS Immense. One deals with the cruelty and 
barbarity of men; the other with the loving 
kindness of God. The space between these 
two departments of Bible study cannot be too 
early, or too strongly urged upon the atten
tion of the Sunday school student. 

RICHMOND, Mo., Oct. 13. 
Editors Hemld:-As it has been a long time 

since I wrote to the Herald, I will state that 
I am living in Richmond, the home of David 
Whitmer. I don't think the Whitmerites 
have a church here, at least I haven't 
heard of any. I hear the Whitmers well 
spoken of, and have had some dealings with 
nephews of David. 

I have charge of Dr. M. C. Jacob's harness 
store, and also about eighteen or twenty 
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buildings he rents. This is a great coal 
mining county, and any of the saints who are 
miners can do well in this vicinity, as rents 
are reasonable and wages good. A man who 
can do all kinds of building work could do 
well here. I could give some one work 
enough in this line to pay house rent. But 
wouldn't want anyone unless honest and a 
model saint. I am trying to live honorably 
and uprightly, so my life won't be a reproach 
to the church. 

This town has abOtJt as many allurements 
to ensnare the young as any place. If any of 
the saints live in this vicinity I would be 
glad to meet them. I miss church services 
very much. I expect to take tha Herald 
after the 1st of the new yef,r, as I want to 
pay for it in advance. I would rather not 
take it than be a delinquent subscriber, as I 
know it takes money to run a paper. 

Wishing the .Herald success, I remain, 
Your brother in Christ, 

WM. C. CUMMINGS. 

PAPEE'l'E, Tahiti, Sept. 8. 
Editors Berald:-We are quite busy lately, 

getting out our Sabbath school book; using for 
our guide and assistant some of the 1894 Gos
pel Quarterlies; but we are not able to get our 
book out exactly after the pattern, as we are 
short of necessary printers' material to do so. 
But we have found out that whoever did the 
labor at first in getting together the material 
and arranging it in all those lessons in the 
Gospel Quo,rterlies did far more work than is 
generally supposed, for very valuable infor
mation is collected and presented in the ve1·y 
best manner possible for condensation, con
ciseness, and clearness. 

They have aided us materially in getting 
out our book; in fact, I have largely copied 
from them, and hope that before long we 
will have sufficient printers' material to 
translate and print the Quarterlies as they are 
printed at home and used with you. 

At present we follow the example of our 
patient, toiling, and worthy predecessors, 
and make our lessons largely questions and 
answers. Bro. T. W. Smith had in his Sun
day school book printed here five hundred 
and fifty-four questions and answers. Bro. 
and Sr. Devore had over one thousand ques
tions and answers in their books, which were 
not printed but written; and Sr. Case copied 
very many of these for use in the schools. 

To copy about one hundred and seventy-five 
pages of questions and answers of large, 
letter-size paper was a very slow and tedious 
process; and now as we have the press of our 
own, the church wanted them, or others, 
printed. Quite a number wanted T. W. 
Smith's book reprinted, and possibly it may 
be done after a little revision. But the 
church generally wanted a book something 
after the Quarterlies at home; so we are busy 
at work upon them, and at present over half 
of the les3ons are printed and will be bound 
in paper covers and distributed to every 
branch in the mission. We have the "golden 
text," the simultaneous reading of the lesson 
of the day by the school, superintendent 
reading one verse, the school another and so 
on to the end; also the "memory verse." It 
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is simply wonderful, the patience Sr. Devore 
must have exercised in her labor of love in 
arranging those lessons and getting them 
translated and written. And many a weary 
hour Sr. Case has passed copying those les
sons into the books of the natives. 

We still are of the opinion that a mis
sionary or two should come and help us take 
care of and help the nearly two thousand 
church members mattered over many islands. 
To be a good singer or a teacher of singing, 
would be a good qualification in a missionary 
for this place. While visiting among the 
islands after conference, I was called upon to 
preach on Monday morning at eight o'clock. 
I had been conversing during the.morning on 
gospel topics and felt very well as I stepped 
up before the branch and asked them to sing 
the opening hymn. They all stood up very 
reverently and sang their hymn to t.he tune 
of "Old Dan Tucker." By the time the 
brother who had been requested to open by 
prayer had said amen, I had regained my 
proper equilibrium, and therefore requested 
them to sing again, as is usual. This time 
they sang a hymn to an old sailor's chanting 
song. The first opportunity after this, I 
took myself to task for allowiug myself to be 
the least bit ruffled by that singing. They 
worshiped as reverently and as solemnly in 
singing those hymns as I might have done 
in singing, "Broad is the road that leads to 
death," to old "Windom." And they never 
were sailor boys in a forecastle singing to 
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these people music or singing from. Those 
faithful brethren who compiled it drew from 
the world's storehouse and compiled and ar
ranged the very best collection of hymns and 
tunes on earth. Bro. and Sr. Case t.aught 
the saints here a number of beautiful tunes, 
which they sing occasionally. And to my 
ear, the one that faithful Bro. Devore trans
lated and taught them is the best one they 
sing: "E farerei ia'na." It is beautiful, and 
shows that if they bad an inst~uctor they 
could learn these holier and more .exalting 
hymns as readily as the jingle-jangle of street-
corner singing. 

We are printing occasionally some of the 
nice hymns Bro. and Sr. Case translated and 
taught the natives, and tl:ie saints are much 
pleased when they get the Te Orometua to 
see one of Alite's hymns in it. 

We get lonesome sometimes to see Cali
fornia and its faithful bands of saints. No 
better saints are on earth than are found in 
the mountains, hills, and valleys of bright 
California, and the band of faithful missiona
ries on the Pacific slope have been most won
drously blessed of God. So also will those be 
who now are the servants of that God who 
loves the faithful child; and who, after the 
toils of life are ended, will crown with eternal 
life and glory all his faithful ones. 

May peace be with you and all the Israel of 
God. JOSEPH F. BURTON. 

APPLEDORE, Ont., Oct. 21. 
that abor;:~~:~~! ~~:c~~~' ~:hg:~~riu!ko again), Editors Herald:-We had the pleasure of 

Aud fell in the fire and burnt to a junk." attending the Sunday school convention and 

ning branch, Joseph Moxon president, were 
represented by a number, showing an in
creasing interest in that part of the district. 

Bro. C. Ed Miller resigned the presidency 
of the district, being so closely confined to 
business that he could not attend to it. Brn. 
L. R. Devore and James Craig were chosen 
instead. Bro. Miller continues president of 
the Pittsburg branch and is stirring and 
capable. It would be a great help to the 
branch, however, was there some one resi

. dent there who could give more time to the 
recurring demands of the work. Bro. L. D. 
Ullom was sustained as Bishop's agent. 

Pittsburg saints are aspiring to and are 
very anxious to secure a church building of 
their own. This is a very laudable ambition, 
and they are certainly entitled to sympathy 
and aid in this movement. It costs ~hem 
three hundred dollars a year for the hall now 
in use, and since occupying it they have paid 
out over fifteen thousand dollars for rent. 
They seek a change. May they succeed. 
They should not lose interest in other im
portant things, however, in order to reach it. 
When ready to begin, they should receive 
sympathy in the right way from all who can 
afford it. 

Bro. James Craig, it is stated, has ar
ranged his business 'so as to give his time to 
the ministry tl:iis winter-a good acquisition. 
Judging from what is in sight there is a 
promising future for the work in Western 
Pennsylvania. Hopefully, 

WILLIAM H. KELLEY. 

But they heard some boys singing it I sup- conference. The business part of the ses- COUNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa, Oct. 22. 
pose, liked it, learned it, and now sing it sions passed off very peacefully; the preach- Editors Herald:-Reports from conference 
with all the reverence possible; and although ing was good and well attended; the prayer workers in Nebraska and the Dakotas from 
I have to listen to it quite often in our meet- and testimony meeting on Sabbath morning the adjournment of the conference of '98, 
ings, I have never by wink or word disturbed was a spiritual, feast, five spoke and one sang ending September 30, are meager, attribut
their liking for their jinglini:;, foolish tune in the gift of tongues and all interpretations able to inclement weather, extra busy time of 
to their song. And why jingling and fool- were given. Valuable instructions and warn- farmers, interest evinced in the war, with 
ish? I shall not enter into metaphysical ings were given under the Spirit's power. the anticipation of getting off to the great 
reasoning to show a sufficient reason, even if Those called by God and ordained are one exposition at Omaha. For these and other 
I could. But it seems to me that there is an elder, three priests, and two teachers. One reasons, the injunction; viz., "Seek not the 
eternal fitness about things in God's kingdom marriage took place on Sunday during the world, but seek first to build up the kingdom 
between the spiritual and bodily things of conference at the home of the bride, the con- of God and to establish its righteousness," 
man and hia mind-his nature. But is there tracting parties being Bro. George Vickery, etc., is put to one side; and one is led to con
any fitness in music, in singing? Or does all of Plano, Illinois, and Sr. Emma A. Blakely, sider the moral condition as referred to in 
or every kind tend to reverence in our houses of Zone, Elder R. C. Evans officiating. Three the inception of the latter-day dispensation, 
of worship? I can only answer now for one, were baptized. Adjourned to meet with the "They seek not the Lord to establish his 
and therefore say, that of all powers and Lindsley branch next June. righteousness, but every one walketh in his 
privileges of man on earth there are few if Your sister, own way, and after the image of hisowngod, 
any of them which equals in tloeness and in MARY M. GREEN. whose image is in the likeness of the world, 
the exquisiteness of nicety tte beauty of and whose substance is that of an idol which 
harmony, of accord, and of music, in accord TEMPLE, Ohio, Oct. 28. waxeth old and shall perish in Babylon, even 
with its surroundings which dwells within Editors Herald: -The conference held at Babylon the great, which shall fall." 
the bosom of him who is attaining unto an Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, last Saturday and The prospects for ingathering in p'lrts of 
accord with the music of the heavenly Sunday was a success. Unity characterized the Nebraska where I have labored, are not flat
spberes. business transactions, and an excellent spirit tering. The brethren in the Dakotas are 

I do not understand music; I do not know preva\led throughout the session. The rep- sanguine. May their anticipations be real
the science of harmony and chords; but my, resentative attendance was not large, but the ized. They appear to be working zealously. 
perceptions were ooce quickened so that I ball was well filled with attentive listeners As to the spiritual progrees, it is not what it 
heard heavenly music and singing that at the preaching and prayer services. The should be, which I believe to be attributable 
melted the soul within me in an adorati,on Sunday prayer service was spiritual and in- to the laxity in the advocacy and enforce
and reverence towards God and Jesus Christ teresting, zealous devotion being manifest by ment of given and accepted law. To halt in 
which I never before knew, and it as far sur- the saints. Brn. John T. Davis and Gomer its administration because of probable or 
passed our singing here as the sun in his glory T. Griffiths, of the general ministry, were possible effects would, as I believe, be a mi.s
surpasses the dim star in the skies. present. Brn. L. R. Devore and J. Frank · erable mistake, if not tantamount to a belief, 

These people can be taught to be excellent McDowell, laborers in this field, were en- that God saw the necessity for just such a 
singers, and they love to sing; and I think gaged at other points. The Fayette City method of adjudication as he has revealed; 
the Saints' Harmony is the book to teach . branch, Geo. Hull president, and the Ban- but as we know better as to the effects flow-
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ing from its enforcement, than the Lord, we 
know when to. enforce, and when not to en· 
force. Vvhither are we drifting? 

It seems to me we have ~eard enough in 
the advocacy of leniency, mercy, going slow, 
etc., and that it is high time we began to 
practically demonstrate the fact of being 
godlike in the advocacy and enforcement of 
God-given and accepted law. 

How could we have attained a citizenship 
in Christ's Church unless we bad obeyed the 
method of adoption as God's word reflects? 
We could not. We accepted it in its entirety 
and praised God for its revealment. How 
then shall we retain our citizenship unless 
we evince the same faith and confidence in 
that which God has given for our govern
ment subsequent to our adoption? If God's 
law is perfect, how can we err in practically 
observing it? Will some one inform me? I 
am free to confess the anxiety and studious
ness in order to carry out the injunction, 
"Ye [elders] shall see that my law is kept" 
is a sufficient strain upon my poor ability 
without halting to consider what the effect 
of,, a practical observance of his law may be. 
I think him abundantly able to take care of 
results attendant upon ad vacating and en· 
forcing his law. If he does not, I am sure I 
can't. 

Being approached as to the propriety of an 
elder believing and giving publicity to the 
belief that it was wrong to cut anyone off 
from the church, I have this to say, If any
one of the church so believes and so affirms, 
I would think him mafit to be a member, 
much less an official iti the church. I believe 
if the advocacy and enforcement of Christ's 
law will set the church to tottering, the 
quicker she totters and falls the better. But 
I have no such fear. I had rather believe 
Christ's teachings which run thusly, "The 
kingdom of God shall be taken from you, and 
given to a nation bringing forth the fruits 
thereof. And whosoever shall fall on this 
stone [kingdom] shall be broken: but on 
whomsoever it shall fall, it will grind him to 
powder." 

I cannot promise the church the same ac
tivity and close attention to duty in the 
future as I have sought to evince in the past; 
but as the thought of inactivity is distress-

. ing, I think I may say, I will do what my 
physical strength and limited mental power 
will permit. In gospel bonds, 

JAMES CAFF ALL. 
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ordination be attended to; neither being pres- j have averaged over thirty-eight attendants 
ent, as they reside in the opposite part of the from the beginning. Since August there 
district. These brethren are faithful men I have been families of saints of four at a time, 
and capable of doing much good, Nine were moving in, until the missionary in charge, 
baptized, and the same number were baptized Bro. Jackson, decided it wise to organize a 
at the last June conference. Nine were also branch. Vve have been holding preaching 
baptized at the June conference in the East- services all spring and summer, Bro. Ellis 
ern Michigan district, besides others at other Short speaking to us two or three times a 
times. month, Bro. Jackson off and on all summer, 

This year has been a strange one in many Brn. Earl Bailey, J. D. Erwin, Babcock, for· 
ways; in some localities the people se,emed merly of Montrose, Iowa, A. Z. Rudd, Toney, 
unwilling to hear the true gospel, but seem and J. A. Robinson preaching fol' us at times. 
willing to take with anything else no matter While Bro. Robinson was here in the sum
how shallow; while other~ 'in other places mer we had a sacrament meeting. About 
were willing to accept the truth. It has six weeks ago we organized a prayer meeting 
been a strange one for the farmers as well. for every Wednesday evening, and last Sun· 
In July we had a bad frost, which cut down day was the time appointed for the organiza
corn and potatoes here and there all over the tion of the branch. It was agreed that the 
State, while others had in late potatoes just saints would fast and pray for a blessing and 
coming up, when the frost came; but we also that inspired direction might be given to 
had an early frost this fall which injured the those in charge of the organization. To our 
crops badly; in some localities whole fields surprise Bro. J. A. Robinson walked into our 
were entirely destroyed. And now for the midst at the morning service. The after· 
last two or three weeks, when potatoes noon service was appointed for the organiza
should be dug, we have had Pains more or less tion of the branch. Bro. J. A. Robinson was 
nearly every day, which have hindered many called to the chair, Bro. Arthur Gillen secre
from taking care of the potato crop; and yes- tary. The chair calling upon the missionary 
terday there fell about six inches of snow; in charge to nominate, if the Lord had shown 
but we expect it to go off, and that we will him who should preside. Bro. Jackson had 
have a few fine days yet. If we do, hundreds made the matter a subject of prayer, and 
and thousands of bushels of potatoes will be stated that the one presented to him as the 
dug; if not we will suffer loss. Still on the best leader for the work at the present time 
other hand we had good crops of grain, fruit, was Bro. A. Z. Rudd, formerly of Lee's Sum
etc. In short, out of all, the saints are cheer- mil; and Independence. Several testified to 
ful and hopeful. And we are in the faith in the choice of the nomination, there being 
Michigan and striving to do our duty before three elders in the limits of the branch. 
God as hts law directs. Bro. Rudd was chosen; Bro. Hogue was the 

Very truly yours, choice for priest; Bro. Joseph Bed well was 
J. J. CORNISH. elected teacher; Jesse Hogue deacon; Bro. 

COVE, Ark., Oct. 26. 
Editors Herald:-Eight years ago Bro. J. 

D. Erwin preached a few sermons near here, 
and since that time until last winter we know 
of no more work being done. Some time in 
February or March of the present year Bro. 
Short built us, at his own expense, a nice lit
tle churchhouse. It is nicely seated, he also 
giving the land on which the church stands. 
We have a bell, an organ, nice lights, a good 
stove; so are fixed for unpleasant weather. 

Last winter Brn. E. Short, Earl Bailey, J . 
W. Jackson, and A. L .. Newton did some 
preaching. We moved here on May I. 
There were four members of the church, our 
family making eight in all. We tried to join 
the Union Sunday school held in the school-

Gillen sustained as secretary; Bro. J. D. 
Bomer chorister; so the branch officers were 
all chosen unanimously. Perfect order and 
harmony prevailed. 

The chair gave each instructions as to the 
work required of each and the officers who 
were not chosen were to assist those who 
were elected as though they had been pushed 
to the front; the members were urged to sus
tain those they had chosen, by their faith and 
prayers, and by their presence; and if all did 
tbis we would be abundantly blessed. 

REED CITY, Mich., Oct. 27. house, but they would have none of us. 

The branch starts out with a membership 
of forty-eight. The instruction received 
both from the missionary in charge and the 
chair was of a spiritual and instructive order, 
the chair outlining all the work in the 
branch, setting in order as provided in the 
law the finances of the branch. 

Editors Herald:-Our fall conference is While they were Union they didn't want 
over. It was one grand, gootl one, especially Latter Day Saints in the Union. They didn't 
so was the meeting on Monday morning. It tell us quite plainly, but they had to do so 
was held at Whitt.emore, Iosco County, near much consulting, etc., that we finally took 
where many were enabled to attend who the hint. I then urged a school of our own, 
never before had the privilege. We enjoyed if only a few-a straight out and out Latter 
ourselves well, and went away strengthened Day Saints' school with all our own litera
and built up in the faith. Many expressed ture, and we organized. After a few weeks 
a desire to do more in the work than hi th- some wanted us to turn our school over to the 
erto, both financially and spiritually. Union and meet at our building, but after we 

Bro. E. A. Good win was called and ordained consulted we thought best to remain straight 
to the office of priest, and Brn. John Schreur Latter Day Saints, then we could run our 
and Amos Berve, one a teacher, the other a affairs as we thought best. 
priest, were previously called to the office of l Bro. A. L. Newton was elected superin· 
elder and voted at the conference that their tendent and we have been doing nicely. We 

We feel thankful for such a peaceful and 
instructive 'time. We start out with a 
branch whose instruction and work are in 
the front rank among the branches of the 
church. 

On Sunday night Bro. J. A. Robinson 
spoke to us. There was a crowded house. 
He was blessed with the Spirit of God. Bro. 
E. Short spoke on Monday and Tuesday. 
Bro. Erwin will continue the meetings the 
rest o{ the week. We desire the prayers of 
the saints that we may live in harmony and 
do a work for the Lord in this place. 

Yours in gospel bonds, 
JENNIE H. NEWTO~. 
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IRVING, Minn., Oct. 31. 

Editors Herald:-! have just closed a series 
of meetings at Manannah, a small place about 
ten miles from here, and have never left a 
place with a better feeling towards our faith 
than there. I preached twelve times in two 
weeks, and as the people took me by the 
band after the close of the services, some 
said, "O, I wish you could stay and preach to 
us all the time!" "Why can't you stay here?" 
"When will you come back again?" "Be 
sure to come and see us when you come 
again;" and many more such expresslons. I 
could see them wiping their eyes while I was 
speaking, and that the truth was falling 
upon good ground. And it will surely bring 
forth fruit. 

But while all this is true, Satan has not 
been idle by any means and has stirred up 
the minds of some against me, and I expect 
to meet violent opposition and that too from 
the hireling priest of the people. My meet
ings were held in a union church, built by 
the Methodist and Christian people; and the 
Christian-Campbellite went among his mem
bers and told them not to go and hear me, and 
did all he could to hindee my work. He told 
them to run me out; that the sooner they did 
it the better; and if they could not get me 
out any other way to "freeze" out. This may 
be good advice, but it did not work with the 
people. It calls to mind the cry of the priests 
in the Clays of the Master. It was then: 
"Crucify him! crucify him!" Now it is 
changed just a little and is, "Run him out!" 
"Run him out!" "and if you cannot get him 
out any other way freeze him out! Freeze 
him out!" Both come from the "hireling 
priest" and from the same source-from "be
neath." 

One of the elders of the Christian chuech 
said he would as soon go to hear the Devil as 
to hear me; and I am just as willing that 
he shou!CI, for everyone has a right to "shout 
for own canaidate." So let him shout. An
other one of the members, a warm friend of 
mine, said concerning their preacher and 
myself, that I was as much above him (the 
Campbel!ite) as heaven was above hell; a 
great difference, I admit; but that was the 
way she felt about it; this because of his ac
tions. He would not come to hear me, but 
took that cowardly way to injure me and my 
work. I sent word to him that if he thought 
I should be run out, he had better come and 
do it himself; that if he would let me know 
when he was coming I would be on hand so 
be would have no trouble in finding me; but 
I have not heard from him, so do not know 
what he will do. But I know one thing: tlrat 
I am too old to run, and shall stand by the 
gun as long as I have any powder left; and I 
have lots in store yet, and more on the way. 

I believe I never felt better spiritually 
than now and for some time past. The work 
is onward here and is sure to prevail. This 
is still a busy time of the year, finishing up 
the fall work and preparing for winter; but 
am under promise to come back as soon as I 
can after winter sets in, and hold meetings 
again; and I feel assured that some will obey. 

For the truth's sake, 
E. ABBOTT STEDMAN. 
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MARLIN, Texas, Oct. 28. 
Editors Herald:-I left home near Elkhaet 

Texas, on the 20th inst. and eode hor.'leback 
sixteen miles to Long Lake, where I left my 
hoese in pasture and took the train in a flood 
of cold rain for Reagan, Falls County, Texas, 
near which is Grange hall, in which I met 
the bret,hren of Texas Central district as
sembled in conference, and had the most en
joyable time I ever experienced with the 
saints of God. The prayer meeting was a 
real fe~st. 

The writer pres,ched on Saturday evening; 
Bro. A. J. Moore on Sunday, on Danli'el's in
terpretation of the king's dream, illustrated 
by chart. It was appreciated by all who saw 
and heard. Bro. S. R. Hay, Sunday after
noon, peeached a stirdng discourse on the 
divinity of the mission of Joseph Smith; and 
the evening sermon by I. P. Baggerly on the 
restoration was clear, forcible, logical, and 
irrefutable, and for three nights succeeding 
that subject was continued by our brother, 
peoving from the word of truth, the neces
sity for this great restoratioa, this prepara
tion to meet the Son of God at his coming. 

This morning I parted with Bro. Baggerly, 
as he goes to meet a Christian preacher. in 
debate, in Red River County; and myself.to 
continue my labors in this county. Thus we 
have to part too soon, but the enjoyment of 
this conference will not soon be forgotten by 
those participating in it. 

The outlook here is encouraging. The 
saints, faithful, and earnest, give hope of a 
bright future for this Philadelphia branch. 

Youe brother, 
JAMES W. BRYAN. 

BROOKLYN, N. Y., Nov. 2. 
Ed'itors Herald:-Since August 1 my minis

terial work has been done within the limits 
of the Massachusetts district, coming to this 
place last Friday. Our conference at Fall 
River was a good deal of a success, Pres. Al
exander Smith being present and giving us a 
fine exposition of the differences existing be
tween us and the people in Utah. The at
tendance was large, and local ministerial 
representation first rate, and the unity of 
feeling, notwithstanding a Ht.tle ruffling of 
the waters, was, as it seemed to us, and con
sidering the experiences of the past, quite 
satisfactory. To be at peace with God and in 
fellowship and harmony with the Holy Spirit, 
from an individual standpoint, tends to good 
nature and to minimize troubles of a general 
character; aml while not necessarily blinding 
as to the evil necessarily to be aeen and 
dealt with, it nevertheless softens asperities, 
prevents exaggeration of our neighbor's 
fault, or the tendency to become oblivious to 
our own. 

The Sunday following confeeence met with 
saints in Providence, preaching morning and 
evening. The Saturday following this went 
to Plainville, where I met Patriarch Alex
ander Smith, who -was there upon the errand 
and duty which his office and calling imposes. 
Bro. Smith leaving for Providence in the 
moening, I spoke morning and evening in 
the saints' chapel with good liberty and fail' 
audienceb; a sadness and depression caused 

by the death of the father of Bro. Charles 
Coombs on Saturday, the day of our arrival, 
howevee, and as a matter of course affecting 
us all. I was sorry to have missed a meeting 
wit.h Bro. U. W. Greene, our missionary to 
the Sandwich Islands, and who was to have 
had charge of the funeral service; but the 
matter of a change of residence in Providence 
befoee leaving last week made our presence 
there a necessity. After a week of pleasant
ness in housecleaning and moving, Friday 
eve found our hand again upon the mis
sionary grip and the spoken good-bye again 
to loved ones; we left for Stonington and 
New York via Sound Steamer, arriving at 
Brv. Squires' at eight a. m. Preached to 
the saints and strangees morning and even
ing, Sunday, and.again last night. 

The near approach of election day and the 
war being waged between the "ins" and the 
"outs" absorb public attention at the present 
time. In company with Bro. Ephraim 
Squire we went over to New York to attend 
a Republican mass meeting; were fortunate 
enough to get a good seat and place of hear
ing, by waiting an hour on the outside before 
the doors weee open to the vast crowd that 
surged and jammed it.s way into the great 
building. 

I should not have taken so much trouble or 
interest in the fight with Croker and Tam
many Hall patriots or New York State poli
tics as I did, but I was anxious to hear men 
whose names have become household words. 
We had the privileg-e, and I may say pleasure, 
of listening to Chauncy Depew, General 
Woodford, Col. Theodore Roosevelt, and 
other notables; but the most dignified, states
manlike, and patriotic address of the evening 
was, to my mind, mad~ by the able young 
Governoe of New York, Frank S. Black. If 
I were able to judge the character of a man 
by a 8ingle speech, I should say that Mr. 
Black was not destined to permanent political 
retirement; and if not mistaken in this esti
mate I believe him to be better than any po- '" 
litical party I now have any knowledge of; 
and why Colonel Roosevelt was substituted 
for his renomination, is not clear to my mind. 
Roosevelt, however, has a pretty goud record 
for honesty and courage of conviction, and is, 
generally speaking, better than his political 
associates; and the sagacity if not the honor 
of his party, with the aid of the wretched his
tory of Tammany and patriots of Croker's 
kind, will in all probability be vindicated in 
next Tuesday's election. 

The interests of Utah Moemonism are be
ing looked after all ovee the East by their 
missionary force, a house to house canvass 
being deemed the potent means of proselyt
ing, rathee more than by a public exposition 
of their doctrines; and as a matter of safety 
and precaution from curious questioners 
who may be anxi.ous to kno\V or have the peo
ple know the whole of their belief, history, 
and practice. 

I am very glad the church is going to get 
after Elders Roberts and Penrose, in a 
pamphlet. Sometimes I am made to feel 
indignant at their subterfuges and cowardice, 
and at other times, am almost led to think, 
by results so far observable, that :rroselytes 
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are, according to value, a costly thing for 
them, and not seriously damaging to us; nev
ertheless, they are, without doubt, mischief-. 
brewers; they preach good principles -
doctrinal tracts that have to be accepted in 
the letter at least, by every soul who treads 
the way into the kingdom of God. How far 
they go, and at what point the beguiled soul . 
is switched off and sidetracked into the 
greatest and most subtile apostasy known in 
history, is another, and altogether different 
thing. 

but still enough of disagreeable hints of fail
ure and decay to make one the evidences 
which we have of being better "clothed 
upon"-a delightful study and a supreme sat
isfaction, prospectively speaking. 

aid. Bro. Renfro also attended. This 
brother is very zealous in the cause and is 
doing good service for Christ. 

Bro. S. R. Hay, of Hearne, president of the 
Texas Central branch and pioneer of this 
part of the field, was in attendance and de
livered a fine discourse on the divine calling 
of Joseph Smith. Bro. Moore also delivered 
a good discourse; indeed, the preaching of 
the entire session was good. 

In bonds, 
M. H. BOND. 

DETROIT, Texas, Nov. 1. 

It does seem though, after all, tbat they 
should be followed up,-made to draw the 
line and come out into the open, and defend 
in honorable way their rights to a most 
sacred title, which we believe alld feel confi
dent we are able to prove is an assumption, 
and only needs an exposition of their record, 
made in their own handwriting, to forever 
disannul in the honest and intelligent mind 
the idea of heavenly authority or indorse
ment of their history or their claims. A 
large force of their missionari~s, some fifty or 
sixty, have sailed for Europe within the past 
two weeks. 

Editors Herald:-I have just reached this 
place from Central Texas, where I have been 
laboring the most of the year .. The interest 
throughout that region in our church is only 
moderate. There have been some gains by 
baptism so far this year. Prominent among 
the number I note the names of W. P. Frank
lin, who is known to many of the saints in 
Texas and to the ministry who have labored 
here. He lives in the city of Bryan; also 
Aaron Norcross, who has assisted the minis
try for the last twenty years. Bro. H. C. 
Smith and others will remember both these 
men. They now have the privilege of ex
tending their usefulness. 

There is a sister in this branch (Phila
delphia) that has recently been converted 
from the Baptist Church, named Sarah E. 
Standper, who received the gift of tongues. 
The brethren remembered some of the words 
and a Jew in Marlin said it was the Hebrew 
tongue. I took down the words and on the 
way t;o this place I stopped at the city of 
Waco, and inquired for the best Jewish 
scholar in the city. I was directed to Mr. 
Sam Sanger, who received me very cour
teously. I presently made known my busi
ness. He translated one sentence; saia it 
was genuine Hebrew. I send you the sen
tence as he gave it to me, but kindly ask you 
to preserve for me. I have not time to write 
in full in regard to this wonderful transac
tion, but I felt so glad the Lord was remem
bering us in Texas. 

We leave to-morrow morning for Ohio, ex
pecting to remain in Kirtland over Sunday, 
and the Sunday followi.ng to be in St. Louis. 
Am feeling some better as to bodily health, 

We just closed a conference near Marlin, 
Texas; had a fair representation of the min
istry of the district. During the conference 
two of the brethren were ordained to the 
office of elder. Elder A. J. Moore, of Beaver, 
Texas, was with us and rendered valuable I. P. BAGGERLY. 

True Succession 
m 

In 
CHAPTER 5. 

MR. ROBERTS devotes this chapter to what he terms the 
history of the Reorganization. Though there are some 
inaccuracies in his statements we will not here pause to 
follow him minutely, as the facts of history wiH come out 
in the investigation of the issues. However, there are a 
few points which may demand a consideration as we pass 
along. 

On page 42 of his work Mr. Roberts makes the following 
statement:-

This alleged revelation was given on the 20th of March, 1853, 
and at the April conference following an organization was 
effected on the above indicated plan. After a long discussion, 
about whose priesthood was the highest- in the course of 
which a great deal of ill-feeling was manifested-finally the 
controversy ended in favor of Mr. Briggs, and he was called to 
preside at the conference. 

The above is misleading in this: it indicates that the 
decision was that Elder Briggs held the highest priest
hood. The facts were as follows: They were commanded 
to choose seven to form a majority of the Quorum of 
Twelve, and the instruction provided that the senior of the 
seven should preside, or stand as the representative, not 
by virtue of the priesthood which he had formerly held, 
but by virtue of his apostleship then conferred. He did 
not hold a higher priesthood than the other six, but by 
virtue of being chosen he was the senior among them. 

There was doubtless much misunderstanding and some 
confusion and feeling manifested, but the final conclusion 
was in harmony with the law; for as the Twelve were the 
highest in authority present, it was proper that their 
senior or president should preside or stand as the chief 
representative until higher authority came. 

Some may inquire, Why do you then object to the 
Twelve presiding at Nauvoo after the death of Joseph 

Church Presidency .. 
Smith? The cases were different. In the one under con· 
sideration none of the First Presidency were present; at 
Nauvoo there was one of that quorum among them. 
Again, we do not object to the Twelve presiding at Nau
voo, or elsewhere, under proper circumstances; but when 
they do so preside it should be in their own calling, and not 
by assuming, as they did at Nauvoo, to be the First Presi
dency. In saying this we do not wish to be understood as 
advocating the right of Sidney Rigdon to preside at 
Nauvoo. The truth is that neither Rigdon nor the 
majority of the Twelve were content to preside in his or 
their calling, but each aspired to honors and position not 
guaranteed by the law. 

On page 44 Mr. Roberts makes the following sarcastic, 
but characteristically contemptible statement:-

M:eantime Joseph Smith who, according- to his own auto
biography, had failed as storekeeper, railroad con tractor, in 
the study of law, in farming, :tnd while keeping soul and body 
together by labor and from his fees as justice of the peace, was 
confronted with the question of his connection with his 
"father's work;" and in the winter of 1859, resolved to put 
himself in communication with the "reorganized church." 

For confirmation of this statement he refers us to the 
autobiography of J9seph Smith in the "Life of Joseph the 
Prophet," by Tullidge, pp. 743-773. While it is true that 
Joseph Smith was not very successful in some of these 
enterprises, anyone who will take the trouble to read the 
reference will see that Mr. Roberts has overdrawn the 
picture for the evident purpose of casting a slur. 

In consideration of this effort to reflect upon Joseph 
Smith we will here quote a statement from the Utah peo
ple regarding Joseph Smith and the Smith family, from one 
of their own works published a few years before the time 
referred to by Mr. Roberts. The following is from the 
"Illustrated Route from Liverpool to Salt Lake Valley." 
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Frederick Piercy, by arrangement with S. W. Richards, 
made a trip from Liverpool to Salt Lake in 1853-54 to 
make sketches for this work. ·It was edited by James 
Linforth and published at Liverpool, by F. D. Richards, in 
1855. Mr. Piercy visited Nauvoo enroute, and among 
other things says:-

While in Nauvoo I lodged at the Nauvoo Mansion, formerly 
the residence of Joseph Smith, and now occupied by his 
mother, his widow, and her family. I could not fail to regard 
the old lady with great interest. Oonsiderino· her ao-e and 
afflictions, she, at that time, retained her faculti~s to a re7narka
ble degree. She spoke very freely of her sons, and, with tears 
111 her eyes, and every other symptom of earnestness, vindi
c~t.ed their reputations for virtue and truth. During my two 
visits I was able to take her portrait, and the portraits of two of 
h:r grandsons also. 'l'hat of Joseph, the eldest son, was done on 
his 21st birth-day. He was born about 2 o'clock in the morn
ing of the 6th of November, 1832, at Kirtland, Ohio. He is a 
young man of a most excellent disposition and considerable 
intelligence. One prominent trait in his character is his affec
tion for his mother. I particularly noticed tha this conduct 
towards her was always most respectful and attentive. The 
other portrait is of David, the youngest son, who was born five 
months after the assassination of his father. He was born about 
9 o'clock in the morning of the 17th of November, 1844. He is 
of a.mild, studious disposition, and is passionately fond of draw
ing, se.eming to be never so happy as when he has a pencil and 
paper 111 his hand. The other two boys whom I saw, were very 
fine, strong, llealthy fellows, and as it may be interesting to 
many, I will say, that during some conversations which I had 
with persons in the neighborhood, I found that the whole 
family had obtained a most excellent reputation for integrity 
and industry.-Pages 63-66. 

Considering the amount of prejudice at Nauvoo against 
the Smith family and the church, this is a good showing. 
But Mr. Roberts must sneer. It is a manifestation of his .. 
nature or education. 

On pages 46 and 47 Mr. Roberts quotes some detached 
extracts from President Smith's speech of acceptance of 
April 6, 1860, and especially criticises these words, as 
extracted therefrom:-

I pledge myself to prornulgate no doctrine tltat shall not be 
approved by you, or the code of good morals. 

Mr. Roberts' criticism is based upon the thought that a 
prophet should not be governed except by revelation to 
himself, and should not be bound by the voice of the body. 
He evidently has overlooked the fact that God himself does 
not force upon the church an edict without consent of the 
church. In the revelation of 1841 he names the men who 
should fill the leading offices in the church, and then 
adds:-

And a commandment (give unto you that you should fill all 
these offices and approve of those names which I have men
tioned, or else disapprove of them, at my general conference 
etc.-D. O. 107: 46. · ' 

According to this, God himself would not force upon the 
church that which it did not approve; but Mr. Roberts' 
ideal prophet would have no regard to church approval. 
He has perhaps overlooked the further fact that according 
to Orson Hyde, Joseph the Seer had established a rule that 
revelations were to be approved by the quorums ere they 
were promulgated. 

Mr. Hyde says:-
'l'here is a way by which all revelations purporting to be from 

God through any man can be tested. Brother Joseph gave us 
the plan, says he, when all the quorums are assembled and 
organi~~cd in order, let the revelation be presented to the quo
rums, if 1t pass ope let it go to another, and if. it pass that, to 
another, and so on until it has passed all the quorums; and if it 
:pass t~e whole with_ou~ running against a snag, you may know 
1t is of God_. . Bu_t if it runs against a snag, then says he, it 
wants enqmrrng 111to: you must see to it. It is known to some 
who are present that there is a quorum organized where revela
tions can be teste_d._ Brother Joseph said; let no revelation go 
to the people unt1l 1t has been tested here.--Times and Seasons 
Vol. 5, pp. 649, 650. ' 

Mr. Roberts also fails to notice the positive assertion of 
President Smith as follows:-

I have come in obedience to a power not my own, and shall 
be dictated by the power that sent me. 

This indicates that he would not submit to any power 
other than the one that sent him, though he, as President 
of the church, would not pronwlgate any doctrine until 
approved. 

Mr. Roberts should not overlook the further fact that 
Mr. Smith when he made the pledge complained of was 
acquainted with the views of those with whom he was to 
associate, as appears from these words found in his· 
speech:-

I have my peculiar notions in regard to revelations, but am 
happy to say that they accord with those I am to associate with, 
at least with those of them with whom I have conversed. 

Again, it is evident from the following words connected 
with the statement complained of, "or the code of good 
niorals," that he had in his mind the fact that many of this 
people had been deceived by leaders who had stealthily 
introduced polygamy and other immoral practices; and he 
wished to assure them that they had nothing of this nature 
to fear from him. He has been true to that assurance. 

Further, the son of the Prophet knew that after the 
death of his father several of those who had assumed the 
se.lf-imposed task of leading the church had taught doc
trines and practices which the code of good morals con
demns; and he, feeling the necessity of putting a moral 
safeguard into the pledge which he felt called upon to make 
in accepting the position offered to him at Amboy, deliber
ately stated his determination not to teach, promulgate, or 
attempt to fasten upon the tenets of the church, dogmas, 
teaching, or practices which would not be approved by a 
righteous people, or could not be approved upon the appli
cation to them of the requirements of the "code of good 
morals." 

When it is understood that the Bible, the Book of Mor
mon, and the revelations in the Book of Doctrine and 
Covenants, were the acknowledged basis of the faith of the 
church in the martyred Joseph's time, and the accepted 
som·ce from which the code of good morals for the church, 
including the church in Utah and the Reorganization is 
derived, the statement made by the son of the Martyr on 
that April day in 1860 to the people to whom he was sent by 
the voice of the Spirit, was a strong, not a weak pledge; 
was a safe, and not a compromising statement; one which 
reflected honor and not disgrace upon the name of his father; 
and a statement and pledge which all good, all decent
minded citizens of the world, and all Latter Day Saints of 
every shade of belief ought to accept in good faith and give 
"young Joseph" credit for being strong enouglf to make it. 

Mr. Roberts then seeks to draw a contrast between this 
position of President Smith's and that assigned to his 
father in the following:-
W~erefore, meaning the church, thou shalt give heed unto 

all his words, and commandments, which he shall give unto 
you, as he receiveth them, walking in all holiness before me; 
for his word ye shall receive, as if from mine own mouth in all 
patience and faith; for by doing these things, the gates ~f hell 
shall not prevail against you; yea, and the I.ord God will dis
perse the powers of darkness from before you, and cause the 
heavens to shake for your good, and his name's glory.-Doc
trine and Covenants 19: 2. 

The reader will observe that the church was to receive· 
his words as he received them from God, "walking in all 
holhiess" before him; but according to the rule quoted 
above, the church was guaranteed the right to be satisfied 
that he had so received them, and they were not to be 
promulgated until approved. 

Brigham Young's words, quoted in this connection, by 
Mr. Roberts, only reveal the boastful spirit of the man. 
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Mr. Roberts closes this chapter with the following 
peculiar paragraph:-

We have now followed the history of the "Reorganized 
church" as far as it is necessary. It only remains to remark 
that it is a stream formed by the confluence of two other 
streams; one of which, represented by Mr. Gurley and his fol
lowing, flows from Strangism; and the other, represented by 
Mr. Briggs and his following, flows from the church organized 
by William Smith. We leave it for .Josephites to inform us on 
what principle of philosophy two corrupt, apostate streams 
by uniting, make a pure one! 

This conclusion is evidently based upon the supposition 
that when parties come out of one organization to affiliate 
with another, the one they leave becomes a part of the one 
to which they adhere. 

How profound! According to this philosophy the 
church organized by Joseph Smith and others from 1830 to 
1835, was a stream formed by the confluence of several 
other streams issuing from the several sectarian churches. 

It may be said that the parties composing the former 
organization renounced their allegiance to other churches; 
but so did the parties composing the Reorganization. 
Emphatic as were the memorable words of the personage 
who addressed Joseph Smith, when he was told that he 
"must join none of them, for .they were all wrong, and 
... their creeds were an abomination," they are no more 
emphatic than the words of revelation to Zenos H. Gur
ley:-

Rise up, cast off all that claim to be prophets, and go forth 
and preach the gospel, and say that God will raise up a prophet 
to complete his work. 

The following resolution, adopted June 13, 1852, has no 
uncertain sound:-

Resolved, That this Conference regard the pretentions of BriO'
ham Young, .Tames .T. Strang, .Tames Collen Brewster, and vVfi
liam Smith and .Joseph Wood's joint claims to the leadership of 
the Church of .Jesus Christ of Latter Da.y Saints, as an assump
tion of power, in violation of the law of God; and consequently 
we disclaim all connection and ·fellowship with them:-Tlw 
J1Iessenger, Vol. 2, p. 9. 

What' a wonderful acquisition this man Roberts will 
make to the United States Congress, if he succeeds in get
ting there. He can inform his illustrious colleagues that 
this government is a stream formed by the confluence of 
several corrupt streams which flow from all the despotic 
and priest-ridden monarchies of Europe. And we are 
called upon to reply to such profound philosophy. Lest 
such heights make us dizzy, we will just come down and 
simply inform Mr. Roberts that neither now nor at any 
time in the past has the Reorganization been composed of 
Strangites and William Smithites. Though some who 
were once associated with them have united with us, this 
is also true as regards members coming from the Brigham
ites and from every other society in the country, while 
many have come to us from the world. 

CHAPTER 6. 

MR. ROBERTS begins his criticism in this chapter by 
quoting the testimony of Lyman Wight as published in 
some publications of the Reorganized Church, as follows:-

In the private journal of Lyman Wight, .... this is found: 
"Su·nday, December 8th, 1850, bore testimony that .Joseph 
Smith appointed those of his own posterity to be his succes
sor." 

And in a letter he wrote in July, 1855, from Medina river, 
Texas, to the Northern Islander, a Strangite pa.per, Brother 
"Wight said: Now Mr. Editor, if you had been present when 
Joseph called on me shortly after we came oiit of jail, [Liberty 
jail, Missouri.-Ed.J to lay hands with him on the head of a 
youth, and heard him cry aloud, "you are my successor when 
I depart." and heard the blessings poured on his head,-! say 
had you heard all this, and seen the tears streaming from his 
eyes-you would not have been led [into following Strang] by 
blind fanaticism, or a zeal without knowledge.-Roberts, p. 50. 

Upon this Mr. Roberts comments as follows:--
Of this testimony it is to be said, first on the entry in Mr. 

Wight's journal, that it is too general in its character to be of 
much service in supporting the claims of "young Joseph." 
We are not certain that he refers to him at all. Then if 
Lyman Wight knew in 1850 that .Joseph the prophet haa 
blessed his son .Tpseph to be his successor, as prophet and 
president of the church, lVIr. Wight knew it in 1844; and is it 
not strange that he did not speak of it and advocate it when 
the question of a successor was warmly discussed. in Nauvoo, 
during the autumn of 1844'1 vVhy is it that we have nothing 
from him on the subject earlier than 1850'? And this silence 
on the part of Mr. vVight is the more significant when it is 
remembered that he was a bold, fearless man. It cannot be 
said in truth, that Brigham Young's influence was so masterly 
as to .awe him into silence. As a matter of fact he violently 
opposed Brigham Young in some of his measures, and at last 
rebelled against him; but nothing is said by him until 1850, 
about the appointment of any of the prophet's posterity to suc
ceed to the presidency of the church.-Ibid. pp. 50, 51. 

It would be difficult for anyone to make more blunders 
in the same space than Mr. Roberts has made in the above 
comment. If he is so obtuse after all that has been pub
lished as to fail to understand who is referred to in Elder 
Wight's journal, he might read the following from a manu
script of Elder Wight's now in our possession, dated 
December, 1851, and published in Church History, Vol. 2, 
p. 791:-

The fifties assembled should have called on all the authori
ties of the church down to the lay-members from all the face of 
the earth, as much as wa.s convenient, and after having taken 
sweet counsel together, in prayer and supplication before God, 
acknowledged our sins and transgressions which had ctrnsed 
our head to be ta.ken from our midst; and then have called on 
young .Joseph, and held him up before the congregation of 
Israel to take his father's place in the flesh. 

Elder Wight was not at Nauvoo in 1844, as we have 
seen, after the death of Joseph Smith, except from August 
6 to August 28. Certainly Elder Wight knew as much 
of this blessing in 1844 as he did in 1850; and if, as Mr. 
Roberts asserts, he "violently opposed Brigham Young in 
some of his measures," may not this have been one of the 
points of disagreement? If not, what did they disagree 
about? 

But Mr. Roberts says, and repeats it, that Lyman Wight 
said nothing pn the subject of Joseph's posterity succeed
ing him until. 1850. Again Mr. Roberts is wrong. In the 
Gospel Herald, Strang' s organ, published at Voree, Wis
consin, in its issue for August 31, 1848, is the following 
comment:-

Lyman Wight seems to cherish the idea that is ignorantly 
held out by some others, that Joseph, the prophet's son, will 
yet come up a.nd take his father's original place in the church 
as the prophet to the church; whereas there is not one sin1.de 
word in all the book of Doctrine and Covenants to warrant the 
idea..-Prophetic Controversy, No. 2, p. 17. 

Mr. Roberts has a theory that the claims of Joseph 
Smith to the Presidency originated with the movement of 
William Smith in 1850 (see p. 18), and seems determined to 
make everything bend to the support of that theory; hence 
he asserts in positive terms, both of William Smith and 
Lyman Wight, that they did not teach lineal priesthood as 
applied to the Presidency until 1850. We have exploded 
this theory by showing that William Smith is on record on 
that subject as early as November, 1845; and we have now 
shown that Lyman Wight was criticised as early as 
August, 1848, for teaching that Joseph Smith's posterity 
would succeed him; and he must have been teaching this 
theory some time prior to this date, for news did not travel 
rapidly in those days from the frontiers of Texas to 
Wisconsin. 

We present the fact that these two members of the Quo
rum of the Twelve preached this so soon after their differ
ence with the quorum, as strong presumptive evidence 
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that this was one of the points upon which the difference 
arose. It must be remembered that neither William 
Smith nor Lyman Wight at that time had control of a 
press by which to preserve on record their views, and we 
are dependent upon statements of their opponents. The 
Times and Seasons, controlled by the Twelve and published 
in Nauvoo, Illinois, carefully avoids stating what the issues 
were. 

It leaks out, however, through the Millennial Star, pub
lished in England, in the case of William Smith, and 
through the Gospel Herald, published in Wisconsin, in the 
case of Lyman Wight, that at least one of their conten
tions was that the posterity of Joseph Smith should suc
ceed to the Presidency. Here then are two of the Quorum 
of the Twelve opposing the usurpations of their quorum 
from the beginning. 

Nor were they alone in this. The above quotation 
states:-

I,yman Wight seems. to cherish the idea that is ignorantly 
held out by some otllers, etc. 

We are not told who those some others were nor how 
many there were of them, but it is evident that the foeling 
that "young Joseph" was appointed to some special posi
tion was quite strong, even among Elder Strang's follow
ers, notwithstanding the adverse comment above quoted; 
for at their General Conference held in Voree, Wisconsin, 
April, 1849, the following resolution was presented and 
passed unanimously:-

That we give our prayers daily for Joseph, the son of Joseph, 
that he may be raised up of God to fill the station to which he 
has been called by prophecy.-Gospel Herald, Vol. 4, p. 16. 

These evidences leave Mr. Roberts in a very unenviable 
position as an exponent of '.'the facts of church history;" 
and his theory that "the claims of Mr. Smith to the Presi
dency" originated with.the movement of 1850 is pitiably at 
fault. Will Mr. Roberts, like an honest man, abandon 
that theory, and confess his error? 

He next seeks to impeach the testimony of Lyman 
Wight by referring to a statement that Lyman Wight was 
said to have taught that "young Joseph" was blessed by 
his father while in Liberty jail, Missouri, and comparing 

that with the statement quoted above that he blessed kim 
shortly after he came out of jail. This he claims is a dis
crepancy in time and place. It is only necessary in this con
nection to say that the evidence shows that Joseph Smith, 
the Prophet, blessed his son Joseph both in Liberty jail and 
after he came oilt, and Lyman Wight was with him both in 
jail and after his escape and arrival in Illinois; hence both 
statements may have been correct. 

As evidence that two blessings were given, or rather the 
same blessing pronounced at two different t-imes and 
places, corresponding with the statements of Elder Wight, 
read the following from the pen of President Smith, pub
lished in October, 1868:-

In Liberty jail the promise and blessing of a life of usefulness 
to the cause of truth was pronounced upon our head, by lips 
tainted by dungeon damps, and by the Spirit confirmed 
through attesting witnesses. 

This blessing has by some been called an ordination, from 
the usual predilection to confound names and terms. 

The blessing which marked Moses as the deliverer from 
Egyptian bondage, was not that which .Jethro pronounced upon 
his head. 

Subsequent to our baptism in 1843, upon two occasions was 
the same blessing confirmed by Joseph Smith, once in the 
council room in the brick store on the banks of the Mississippi, 
of which we have not a doubt there are witnesses who would 
confirm the present testimony; once, in the last interview 
.Joseph Smith held with his family before he ieft Nauvoo to his 
death. A public attestation of the same blessing was made 
from the stand in the grove in Nauvoo, some time prior to the 
murder in Oarthage.-True Latter Day Saints' Herald, Vol. 14, p. 
105. 

In the light of these facts these quibbles of Mr. Roberts 
amount to contemptible pettifoggery. After making 
another unsupported, slanderous statement, Mr. Roberts 
seeks to throw discredit upon the testimony published in 
the Northern Islander, in 1855, by affirming that this is not 
corroborated by Caleb Baldwin and Alexander McRae who 
were in the jail at the time, and who have left nothing on 
record regarding the occurrence. In answer we ask, If 
the statement published in 1855 was untrue, why did not 
Alexander McRae (who we believe was then living) contra
dict it? His silence was a tacit acknowledgement of its 
correctness. 

('11
0 be continued.) 

Oriutnal 1lrticlss. 
THE GATES OF HELL 

James Cardinal Gibbons, Archbishop 
of Batimore, in a work entitled, "Th!il 
Faith of our Fathers." He says:-

UPON this rock I will build my church; and 
the gates of hell shall not prevail against it. 
-Matt. 16: 18. 

We have positive evidence from the scrip
tures that the church cannot err in her 
_teachings. Our blessed Lord, in constituting 
St. Peter Prince of his Apostles, says to him: 

vation of his:church from error ba false, then Jesµs 
Christ is not God, since God cannot lie. He 
is not even a prophet since he predicted 
falsehood. Nay, 4e is an impostor, and all 
Christianity is a miserable failure and a huge 
deception, since it rests on a false prophet. 
But if Jesus predicted the truth when he de
clared that the gates of hell should not pre
vail against this church-and who dare deny 
i t?-then the church never has and never could have 
fallen from the tridh; then the Catholic Church 
is infallible.-Pages 86, 87. 

These are the words our Savior 
once addressed to Peter; but what he 
really meant by the statement seems 
to be differently understood by reli
gious teachers now, and is applied by 
some in a way which is far from right. 

If the claims of the Roman Catholic 
Church are correct, then all other 
churches are wrong. But if our in
terpretation of the text is the true 
one, then we are right, and the res
toration of the gospel in 1830 was a 
necessity, and all the religious world 
is in error. 

We will present the teachings of 
the Catholic Church, as set forth by 

"Thou art Peter, and upon this rock I will 
build my church, and the gates of hell shall 
not prevail against it." Christ~ makes here a sol
emn prediction that no error shall ever invade his church; 
and if she ever foll into error, the gates of 
hell have certainly prevailed ·against her. 
The Reformers 'of the sixteenth century af
firm that the church did fall into error; that 
the gates of hell did prevail against her; 
that from the sixth to the sixteenth century 
she was a sink of iniquity. The Book of 
Homilies of the Church of England says that 
the church "lay buried in damnable idolatry 
for eight hundred years or more." The per
sonal veracity of our Savior and of the Re
formers is here at issue, for our Lord makes 
a statement which they contradict. Who is 
to be believed, Jes us or the Reformers? If 
the prediction of our Savior about the preser-

We have placed certain words in 
italics, to call the special attention of 
the reader to the false rendering of 
the words of Jesus, and the misapply
ing of the text. In the quotation our 
Savior does not make ''a solemn pre
diction that no error shall ever invade 
his church;" neither does be predict 
"the preservation of his church from 
error;" he simply says, "the gates of 
bell shall not prevail against it;" and 
we propose in this article to show 
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what he really meant. But before 
proceeding we will give one more 
quotation from the Archbishop, to set 
forth more fully his claims, and the 
false position of the Catholic Church. 

"Thou art Peter; and on this rock I will 
build my church, and the gates of hell shall 
not prevail against it." "I, the supreme 
architect of the universe," says our Savior, 
"will establish a church whwh is to 7,ast till the end of 
time. I will lay the foundation of this church 
so deep and strong on the rock of truth that 
the winds and storms of error shall never prevail 
against it. Thou, 0 Peter, shalt be the founda
tion of. this church. It shall never fall; because 
thou shalt never be shaken; because thou 
shalt rest on me, the rock of truth." The 
church of which Peter is the foundation, is 
declared to be impregnable, that is, proof 
against error.-The Faith of our Fathers, pp. 
150, 151. 

Again, the italics are ours, to call 
attention to the false claims of Ca
tholicism. Christ did not say that 
the church would last till the end of 
time. He did not say ·that error 
should never prevail against it. He 
did not say it should never fall! He 
simply said, "the gates of hell shall 
not prevail against it," and we are 
ready to prove that they did not. We 
are also ready to prove that the world 
and sin did pr~vail against it, and 
that Jesus and the prophets knew 
they would. 

The gospel of Jesus Christ was to 
be preached to every creature, living 
and dead. His commission was not 
only ••to preach the gospel to the 
poor," but also "to preach deliver
ance to the captives," and "to set at 
liberty them that are bruised" (Luke 
4: 18). When Jesus had nearly fin
ished his work on earth, he said to 
his disciples:-

Verily, verily, I say unto you, The hour is 
coming, and now is, when the dead shall hear 
the voice of the Son of God: and they that 
hear shall live .... Marvel not at this: for 
the hour is coming, in the which all that are 
in the graves shall hear his voice, and shall 
come forth; they that have done good, unto 
the resurrection of life; and they that have 
done evil, unto the resurrection of damna
tion.-John 5: 25-29. 

From the above it is clear that the 
mission of Christ was to extend to 
•'all men," and that the time had ar
rived when he must go and. preach 
the gospel to the dead- those who 
were in their graves; whose spirits 
were in paradise; and also to those 
whose spirits were held captive by 
Satan in the infernal regions. And 
Jesus here declares that they all shall 
come forth. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Peter throws more light on the sub
ject, saying:-

Christ also hath once suffered for sins, the 
just for the unjust, that he might bring us to 
God, being put to death in the flesh, but quick
ened by the Spirit; by which also .he went 
and preached unto the spirits in prison [the 
spirits of dead men held as captives in hell]; 
which sometime were disobedient, when once 
the long-suffering of God waited in the days 
of Noah, while the ark was a preparing, 
wherein few, that is, eight souls were saved. 
-1 Peter 3: 18-20. 

According to this statement, Christ, 
after he was put to death, went and 
preached the gospel to •'the spirits in 
prison," who had been disobedient to 
the gospel in the days of Noah, who 
had preached to them while they 
were alive on the earth, during the 
time he was building the ark. But as 
they had rejected the gospel, while 
they were in the flesh, and had died 
sinners, Satan took their. spirits and 
locked them up in the prison-even in 
hell, and there they remained until 
the death of Christ. 

It is pretty generally accepted by 
Christians that Christ went to the 
prison. •'The apostles' creed," ac
cepted by nearly all, says, "He de
scended into hell." Heaven has 
gates, the New Jerusalem has 
gates, and hell has gates; and in 
the gospel work of Jesus Christ, 
and his mission to the dead, even 
the gates of hell were not to pre
vail against or hinder it. He was to 
carry it beyond them, and into the 
dark corners and center of hell, that 
all confined there might hear his voice 
and come forth. 

If we could accept the Book of Nico
demus, in the Apocryphal New Testa
ment, we would find quite a pretty 
story of the conquest of Christ in 
hell. As Satan and his angels knew 
him, they feared his coming, realiz
ing what his approach must mean, 
the prince of hell commanded:-

Shut the brass gates of cruelty, and make 
them fast with iron bars, and fight courage
ously, lest we be taken captives. 

They fortified themselves as best 
they could to prevent his entrance, 
but it was useless. 

When Christ approached those gates 
a voice was heard, saying:-

Lift up your heads, 0 ye gates; and be ye 
lifted up, ye everlasting doors; and the King 
of glory shall come in. Who is this King of 
glory? The Lord strong and mighty, the 
Lord mighty in battle. Lift up your heads, 
0 ye gates; even lift them up, ye everlasting 
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doors; and the King of glory shall come in. 
Who is this King of glory? The Lord of 
hosts, he is the King of glory.-Psalm 24: 
7-10. 

And then at his command the gates 
flew open and Christ entered in and 
performed his work; and afterward, 
"when he ascended upon high, he led 
captivity, captive," or as the margin 
reads, "a multitude of captives" 
(Eph. 4: 8). Who were those cap
tives? The spirits in prison, confined 
in hell. And the gates of hell were 
opened, never again to be closed 
against the ministers of Christ, who 
go clothed with his authority, because 
he holds "the keys of hell and death" 
(Rev. 2: 18). He had taken them 
from the enemy. He had conquered 
all. He had carried the doctrines of 
the church into the confines of hell, 
and the gates of hell had not prevailed 
against it. Christ's statement had 
proven true. But in that statement 
he never meant that the world would 
not prevail against the church; for, 
alas, he knew it would. He knew 
that a time of darkness was coming 
on the earth! He knew the gospel 
would be taken away! He knew the 
priesthood would be lost to men! He 
knew the church would be destroyed! 
He knew his "Spirit would not al
ways strive with men"! but that they 
would be left alone in darkness, .ig
norance, and superstition. 

He bad said through his prophet, 
Isaiah, that he would make the earth 
empty; and make it waste; "and it 
shall be as with the people, so with 
the priest." They would all be in the 
same condition. "The land shall be 
utterly emptied, and utterly spoiled." 
Emptied of the gospel and spoiled for 
hearing it. 

The earth also is defiled under the inhabit
ants thereof; because they have transgressed 
the laws, changed the ordinance, broken the ev
erlasting covenant. Therefore hath the curse 
devoured the earth, and they that dwell 
therein are desolate.-Isa. 24: 5, 6. 

This was accomplished since the 
."everlasting covenant" was made 
during Christ's life in the flesh. God 
had said through his prophet,Amos:-

I will send a famine in the land, not a famine 
of bread, nor a thirst for water, but of hear
ing the words of the Lord: and they shall wander 
from sea to sea, and from the north even to 
the east, they shall run to and fro to seek the 
word of the Lord, and shall not find it.-Amos 
8: 11, 12. 

They would seek it everywhere, 
but it would not be found, because it 
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would not be on the earth. This was by force, by overpowering it; which 
accomplished during and since the meant that God would withdraw his 
Dark Ages-since Christ was on the power from it and leave it subject to 
earth. the powers of evil, and they would 

Jesus sent his angel to tell John overcome it. The violent did not take 
many things concerning the church. it in the days of our Savior. It had 
In Revelation, chapters 12 and 13, he not been taken at the day of Pente
tells of an evil power that was to cost. It had not yet been taken in 
arise. the year 96, when the messages of 

And it was given unto him to make war Revelation were given to the diffei'.'ent 
with the saints, and overcome them: and power branches of the church. So, as our 
was given him over all kindreds, and tongues, Savior's words must be fulfilled, we 
and nations. And all that dwell upon the 
earth shall worship him.-Rev. 13: 7, 8. must look for their fulfillment after 

This Satanic power was to over- that; and when we see the terrible con
come the saints and compel everybody dition of things in the Dark Ages, we 
to serve him or be slain. This was realize that the sad change had come. 
done since the days of Christ, and he How it had been taken by force, the 
knew it would be. This evil power blood of the saints and martyrs may 
controlled all; "small and great, rich sometime tell. . These statements of 
and poor, free and bond."-Verse 16. Christ have been fulfilled. 
And after all this, John declares:- It seems strange that so eminent a 

And I saw another angel fly in the midst man as the Archbishop should under
of heaven, having the everlasting gospel to stand the words of our Savior so. dif
preach unto them that dwell on the earth, and ferently from us. When we think we 
to every nation, and kindred, and tongue, can see what we believe to be the 
and people.-Rev. 14: 6. 

After all people had departed from truth so clearly, it surprises us that 
God; after the gospel had been lost; such learned men as he should inter
after the priesthood had been taken pret God's words in such a different 
away; after the church had disap- way. May the time soon come when 
peared-John saw an angel bringing all the honest in heart may see and 
the gospel back, to preach to every understand the truth. 
soul on the earth. GEO. S. LINCOLN. 

The world and Satan had prevailed 
against the church, and it was neces
sary now for God to restore it again. 

All this has taken place since our 
Savior died; and he knew it would, 
and sent his angel to show it unto 
John. 

I Jesus have sent mine angel to testify unto 
you these things.-Rev. 22: 16. 

All these arguments are in har
mony with the statements of Christ, 
but out of harmony with the Arch
bishop. Which are we to believe, 
James Cardinal Gibbons, or Jesus 
Christ and the prophets? 

What did Jesus mean when he said, 
"From the days of John the Baptist 
until now the kingdom of heaven suf
fereth violence, and the violent take 
it by force"?--Matt. 11: 12. 

The kingdom of heaven was the 
church, and Jesus here says, "The 
violent take it by force." Then he 
could not have meant that it was to 
continue till the end of time. It suf
fered violence in his day, from Satanic 
influences- and he here predicts that 
that violence would continue until the 
violent would take~!'possession of it-

nonfBfBll~B ]\IIilltitBS. 
EASTERN WALES. 

Conference at Cardiff, October 15; F. G. 
Pitt president, T. Jones and L. Bishop secre
taries. Minutes of last conference read, and 
amended so aH to include report of Cardiff 
branch. Reports of district president and 
missionary in charge read. Branch reports: 
Nantymoel 12, Penygraig 31, Lydney 31, Nan
tyglo 10, Aberaman 31, Cardiff 6. Elders re
ported: L. Bishop, J. Roper, T. Jones, J. 
Jones, E. Morgan, J. G. Jenkins, J. 0. Evans, 
T. Gould, H. Ellis. Priests: J. Salathiel, 
E. Lewis, F. Bevan. Teachers: J. Mann, C. 
Kelsey. District treasurer has on hand £1. 
3s. 9td.; this with the Bishop's a1<en t's report 
was referred to an auditing committee and 
reported correct. Report of committee ap
pointAd by last conference to investigate cer
tain wrongs in the recent Penygraig branch, 
they were vested with power to act on reso
lution, in regard to the disorganization of 
said branch; their report was adopted and all 
that it pertains, by motion: the above branch 
remains disorganized: this preamble and 
resolution was adopted. Whereas, some 
members of Penygraig branch deny the 
statement contained in district president's 
report concerning a protest sent to Bro. H. C. 
Smith respecting Bro. A. N. Bishop's appoint
ment as missionary to Wales; Resolved, that 
president of district inquire into the matter 

and report to next conference. A preamble 
and resolution was adopted thus: that we 
hereby express our desire that the branches 
known as Nantymoel and Aberaman, be con
nected with Western Wales district, and we 
hereby petition the missionary to bring about 
the changes herein stated at his earliest con
venience. Bro. D. Morris made confession 
and asked forgiveness; granted. This confer
ence disapproves of action of brethren of 
Penygraig branch who were instrumental in 
causing a portion of said branch to under
mine the whole district, and ignoring the 
officials thereof, by protesting against the re
turn of Bro. A. N. Bishop as a missionary, and 
and causing their protest to be sent to General 
Conference, after our district conference vot
ing in favor of his return, March 5, 1898. Mo
tion prevailEd. The following resolution 
prevailed: That this district does not sus
tain Bro. J. D. Jenkins as a missionary in the 
district. Former district officials reelected: 
T. S. Griffiths president, T. Gould vice presi
dent, T. Jones secretary, H. Ellis treasurer; 
F. G. Pitt, missionary in charge, was sus
tained. Sunday meeting in charge of Elder 
Pitt, time occupied in ten minute speeches 
by Elders Grfffiths, Roper, Priest Fry, Elders 
T. Jones, J. Jones, F. G. Pitt. Social service 
in the afternoon. Bro. Alfred Trenchard 
was confirmed. Bro. J. Salathiel made a 
confession and desired to be forgiven, which 
was granted; but his license was retained. 
Vote of thanks was tendered Brn. Griffiths 
and Gould for traveling the district on their 
own expense. Evening preaching by Elder 
Pitt. One member of the recent Penygraig 
branch gave notice that he would appeal from 
decision of this conference in disorganization 
of said branch. Adjourned to Nantyglo, sub
ject to call of president: 

NORTHEASTERN TEXAS AND OHOCKTA W. 
Conference October 15, at Wilburton, In

dian Territory'; Ellis Short in the chair, E. 
A. Erwin secretary. Branch reports: Man
chester 49; baptized 2. Shawnee 61, baptized 
10. Wilburton 16; received 2. Coalgate and 
Standley, not reported. Ministry reports: J. 
D. Erwin, J. W. Jackson, Ellis Short, J. W. 
Kent, E. A. Erwin, Peter Adamson, H. L. 
Dalbey, A. L. Newton, B. F. Pollard. Ellis 
Short, Bishop's agent, reported: On hand 
$27.40; received $1,819.25; paid out $1,638.45; 
balance on hand $208.20. The south boundary 
line of Northeastern Texas and Chocktaw 
district was extended to the north boundary 
line of Central district, so as to include all 
territory not included by the two distripts 
heretofore. E. D. Bailey president for next 
year, P. Adamson assistant, E. A. Erwin sec
retary. Preaching by J. W. Jackson, J. D. 
Erwin, and Ellis Short. Adjourned to Cove, 
Arkansas, at call of president, sometime in 
February,, 1899. 

Summer is gone on swallows' wings, 
And earth has buried all her flowers; 
No more the lark, the linnet sings, 
But Silence sits in faded bowers. 
There is a shadow on the plain, 
Of Winter, ere he comes-again.-Hood, 
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8undau 8Ghool Hsso~iaiions. 
GALLAND'S GROVE. 

Association at Galland's Grove, October 28 
and 29; assistant superintendent R. Wight in 
chair, F. B. Shumate secretary. Good talks 
on "Aim of the Convention" were given by 
R. Wight and J. F. Mintun. School reports: 
Dow City, Galland's Grove, Harlan, Benan, 
and Deloit, showiog good attendance. Salem 
school reported no sessioos held, because of 
building being repaired. Officers reporting: 
R. Wight, J. 0. Booth, W. D. Bullard. Dis
cussion on review work and use of blackboard 
by F. B. Shumate, J. F. Mintun, W. D. Bul
lard, .C. E. Butterworth, C. J. Hunt, and 
Dora Young. "Duties of Officers" dis<mssed 
by W. D. Bullard, J. F. Mintun, J. Pearsall, 
and Dora Young. Primary class drill, Dora 
Young teacher; Intermediate class drill, Sr. 
F. R. Schaffer teacher. A Sunday school 
newspaper was read by Dora and Cora Young. 
Bill of $1.25, expense of publishing program 
bills, was ordered paid; also $1.10, traveling 
expenses of J. F. Mintun; but as Galland's 
Grove school had not remitted its assess
ment, $2 was paid instead. Resolution, that 
program committee consisting of district 
presidency and three selected by them, make 
out their report and place it in the bands of 
district secretary at least four weeks previ
ous to the time of convention, and that the 
secretary be authorized to have 100 to 150 
programs published and distributed among 
the schools through the local seci·etaries, 
was adopted. Dora Young was elected dis
trict librarian to fill vacancy. Adjourned to 
Dow City day previous to conference. 

I 
CONVENTION NOTICES. 

North western Kansas association will con
! vene November 18, at '1: 30 p. m., at Idylwild 

(Goshen), Kansas. A report from each school 
is desired. Please send t.hem to L. F. John
son, Idylwild, Clay County, Kansas. 

L. F. JOHNSON, Supt. 
ELLA M. LANDERS, Sec. 

Mis~sllanBolis IlBpartmBnt. 
ANNOUNCEMENT. 

'ro the Patrons and Friends of the Ens1:gn, 
and all Saints:-

On November 7, 1898, the entire plant of 
Zion's Ensign, at Independence, Missouri, 
including building and business, was trans
ferred by deed to the uudersigned, and 
is now held for the use and sole owner
ship of the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints; subject to 
the sanction and ratification of the remain
ing members of the committee appointed by 
the General Conference to take under advise
ment the purchase of the property, and 
finally the action of the body, the church. 

To the natrons of the Ensign especially, we 
will state that in the event of the committee 
as a whole, or the church, adjudging the 
transfer to the church at the present time 
inadvisable, then the undersigned will con
tinue the ownership of the property and pub
lication of the paper, sparing l'.IO pains or 
time, which may be in their power to give to 
it, to make the Ensign a power for good in pub
lishing the glad~ome message of the gospel, 
preparing the way of Zion and the Messiah's 
glorious reign. 

The committee appointed by the General 
CHATHAM. Conference of the church has had a general 

The convention of above district met at agreed understanding as to the action it 
Zone, on Friday, September 30. Bro. G. M. would take in the matter for some time, but 
Shippy, superintendent of district, and Elder until the present the way has not been open 
R. C. Evans were chosen as presiding officers. to effect the" transfer without involving the 
Mary M. Green secretary. Reports from the church further financially, which it deemed 
superintendents of Wabash, Zone, and Linds- unwise to do. 
ley Sabbath schools was read with interest. At the present time, by the death of Elder 
Reports from the following schools were also David Dancer, the committee bas lost one of 
read: Petrolca, Wabash, Blenheim, Linds- its members; another, Elder Joseph Luff, is 
ley, Pdnce Albert, Pine Grove, Chatham, in bis official work in Nova Scotia; and the 
and Buxton. Two school reports did not other, Elder Frederick B. Blair, likewise en
reach the secretary in time to he read. The gaged in California. This necessitated ac
reports show an improvement during the tion by the undersigned in an individual 
past term. '!.'he evening session was devoted capacity, which we took, leaving our associ
to short speeches interspersed with music ates perfect freedom of action and expression 
and readings, the following taking part: in the arrangement, and without compromis
Brn. R. C. Evans, J. Shields, F. Gregory, Sr. ing in any way the church in its action. 
Jessie A. Hackett, Bro. Coburn, Sr. E. A. We congratulate the church in that it has 
Blakely, Ero. G. M. Shippy, Sr. M. M. Green, obtained a place in its work where it may, 
Brn. S. Bwwn, A. Leverton, A. Kleinstiver, without embarrassment, at least have an op
D. Campbell. Some thoughts which were portunity of sending forth its paper mission
presented were very edifying. The following aries as the ordained eldersbip, under its 
officers wera su-.,tained and elected: Elder G. immediate supervision, and prosecute so fully 
Shippy, Cedar Springs, Ontario, superin- as it may judge wise, the work committed to 
tendent; Sr. Jessie Hackett, Buxton, Ontario, it of carrying the gospel proclamation to 
assistant superintendent; Bro. G. A. McFad- every "nation, and kindred, and tongue, and 
den, Fletcher, Ontario, treasurer; Sr. Mary people." 
M. Green, Appledore, Ontario, secretary. Under the oversight of the body the church 
Your officers will be pleased to hear from the l papers may circulate and each fill its sphere 
different schools at any time. The conven-1 of good with a;; perfect harmony as may be 
tion adjourned to meet with Lindsley branch possible between the chief missiona·r·ies sent 
the Friday prior to the June conference, 1899, out, and there will be found for each, more 

room than they can properly fill, so long as 
its columns are freighted with the "bread of 
life," dispensed in the spirit of forbearance 
and love to the stranger as well as the church. 

The Saints' Herald at Lamoni, Iowa, does 
not by t.bis move lose in any regard its place 
as the official organ of the church, nor is it pos
sible for the Ensign to fill. the Herald's place 
in an instructive capacity to the saints aod 
the great thinkers of the age. The Ensign 
will fill its own place; and we shall be truly 
glad to see both journals made so important 
bv their laden pages of the Christ life that 
no family of saints or friends can afford to 
deny itself of either. 

Elder William H. Garrett is continued as 
editor of the Ensign, and we bespeak for him 
in his work the aid and cooperation of the 
eldership and saints everywhere. 

Articles in the Ensign will not necessarily 
reflect the views of the church, but the 
views of the several writers; and where by 
reason of the many contributions the editor 
is compelled to make a selection for use, it 
may not be that always the finest and best 
shall be chosen, but rather, such as shall con
tain the food, or truth, in the judgment of 
those in charge, most essential at the time 
to the reader. 

Without selfish or personal interest in any 
sense whatever, but in the love of the truth 
and promotion of harmony and legitimate 
competition and earnest labor in the kingdom 
of Christ, we submit our action, and remain, 

Very respectfully, 
E. L. KELLEY. 
FRANK CRILEY. 

LAMONI, Iowa, Nov. 7, 1898. 

APPOINTMENT OF BISHOP'S AGENTS. 
DECATUR DISTRICT, IOWA. 

To the Saints of the Decatur District of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ of Lat
ter Day Saints:-

It becomes my duty to call attention to the 
great loss to the district of our greatly es
teemed and worthy brother, David Dancer, 
Bishop's agent in and for said district, he 
having passed quietly over on the other side 
Sunday evening-, October 23. Although Bro. 
Dancer lived and died in full hope of a goodly 
reward, yet for bis constant labors here the 
loss is more readily brought home to us, and 
we" mourn the loss. The past ten years he 
has served in the work of Bishop's agent for 
the Decatur district, in addition to his gen
eral church work, filling the position wisely 
and well. May we all imitate bis life of in
dustry and sacrifice for the truth. 

By the advice of the missionaries in 
charge, Elders Joseph R. Lambert and 
Heman C. Smith, I have appointed Elder 
,Frank M. Weld, of Lamoni, Iowa, Bishop's 
agent in and for the Decatur district of said 
church, and duly authorized him to act for 
the bishopric in and for the said district in 
all matters pertaining to said agency. 

Bro. Weld will give his entire time and at
tention to financial arid ministerial work in 
the district, aad visit all parts of the district 
in the in.te.rest of the church in temporal 
matters. He should have the faithful and 
bea:rty cooperation of every •member in the 
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district, and each should make an effort to 
fulfill the entire law including that touching 
temporalities in the church, that he may be 
blessed and rewarded by the Master for faith
ful service. 

There should be no member of the'church 
in the Decatur district (except those abso
lutely dependent) who does not have his or 
her name upon the Bishop's agent's book, or 
in the general church account, kept by the 
Bishop. It is impossible for us to be accepted 
as children of our heavenly Father when.we 
fail to comply with his law, The law in this, 
so far as the record stands, is as certain and 
needful as any other part of the gospel, and 
if we believe the teaching of the Savior, it is 
equal to any other part, so far asj bringing 
perfection in life to the individual. Cer
tainly Jesus, without equivocation, enjoined 
this as a duty in his instruction, and his 
words were never idle. 

For the church to receive the blessings 
promised under the law it must (comparatively 
at least as a whole) keep the law. Let us all 
move forward earnestly in the performance 
of this part as any other, that it may be pos
sible for us to receive the special providences 
God has provided for such as serve him in 
perfectness. 

We trust that Decatur district, in which is 
at present located the seat of the First Prebi
dency of the church, may be first in diligence 
before the Master in good works. "This is a 
faithful saying, and these things I will that 
thou affirm constantly, that they which have 
believed in God might be careful to maintain 
good works. These things are good and 
profitable unto men."-Paul (Titus 3:8.) 

Please remember address of Frank M. 
Weld is Lamoni, Iowa. 

DISTRICT OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA OF 
THE REORGANIZED CHURCH, 

Upon notice and resolutions of the Southern 
California district, recommending Bro. Al
bert Carmichael, president of the said dis
trict, as Bishop's agent in .and for said 
district, this is to give notice that Bro. A. 
Carmichael is appointed Bishop's agent of 
the Southern California district. Bro. 
Charles Ealy, former ag-ent, by reason of his 
pressing duties in business in Los Angeles 
has been unable to travel over said district, 
and hence the action of the conference in the 
matter. 

Bro. Ealy has been, during his term in of
fice, an efficient and active agent in the work 
as far as his circumstances would permit, and 
the Bishopric feel obligated to him for his 
valuable and faithful services, and we trust 
that in his present situation he may be of 
great use and benefit tot.Pe cause of the Mas
ter. 

We are glad also to be able to recommend 
Bro. Albert Carmichael as a worthy work
man, and one who should have the active aid 
and cooperation of each and every member in 
his work. We trust that all saints mav move 
forward in courageous labor in the Southern 
California district, remembering that diffi
culties and discouraging circumstances must 
be overcome, not yielded to, if we attain suc
cess in gospel work as well as any other. 
Let those who have a disposition to murmur, 
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as did the children of Israel in the wilderness, 
be left without encouragement to return to 
the "flesh pots of Egypt," or "Babylon" for 
that matter, and may it be truly said of every 
one, "He has performed his full duty." 

Address Albert Carmichael, Garden Grove, 
California. 

In behalf of the Bishopric, 
E. L. KELLEY, 

Presiding Bishop. 
LAMONI, Iowa, Nov. 7, 1898. 

BISHOP'S AGENT'S NOTICE. 
To the Saints of Eastern Michigan district: 

-After the 10th of November instant, please 
address me at Applegate, Sanilac County, 
Michigan, remitting all moneys by express 
money orders, or post office money orders, 
and oblige, Yours very truly, 

ANDREW BARR, Bishop's Agent. 

To the Saints in Utah:-A word with you 
financially. I am required by the Bishop to 
pay out $16.50 per month for family allow
ance, balance to go to him direct. We are 
behind on the allowance. . Elders are going 
home to work to keep the wolf from the door, 
and it looks as though others will need to! 
Can you afford it? But fifty cents or one 
dollar from you in tithing will help us, and 
be accepted of the Lord. Shall the elders 
and their families make all the sacrifice'? To 
be plain with you, the very last crust in the 
house has had the blessing of God asked 
upon it! What a spectacle of faith! And to 
be still plainer, such is not an individual 
case! I -speak thus plainly that you may 
know the actual state of affairs. We have 
kept four missionaries in Utah this year, so 
that the church at large is paying much more 
than you in the support of families. 

Address me Fairfield, Utah, and it will be 
forwarded me. Elder D. W. Wight is 
authorized to receive tithing-address him 
at Provo, Utah. I hope to be in Utah by 
first of year. 

J. W. WIGHT, Bishop's Agent. 

CHURCH HISTORY, VOL. 3. 
We want a list of subscribers in every 

branch of the church for the Church History, 
and will arrange with a good live brother or 
sister in each branch to get such list, if they 
will write for terms and give us their names, 
and state that they want to work. Let us 
hear from you at once. Address, 

F. CRILEY, 
Business Mgr., Lamoni, Iowa. 

CHANGE OF FIELD. 
In consequence of a special emergency, by 

virtue of which Bishop E. L. Kelley has ap
pointed Elder F. M. Weld his agent for De
catur district, we hereby give notice that 
Elder Weld's field of labor has, by us, been 
changed from Nauvoo district to Decatur dis
trict. Bro. Weld will, however, retain the 
supervi8ion of missionary labor in the Nau
voo district until other arrangements are 
made. 

Elder J. S. Roth has also, by us, been in
structed to labor in Nauvoo district until 
further direction. 

Trusting that God's blessing may be upon 
the labors of these, as well all others of the 
brethren who labor for Zion's weal, we are 
their brethren in'Christ, 

J. R. LAMBERT. 
HEMAN- C. SMITH. 

LAMONI, Iowa, Nov. 4. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Pottawattamie conference conv:enes at Car

son, Iowa, November 25, at 10:30 o'clock. 
Please send all reports, as well as credentials 
for delegates, as early as November 21, to 
J. Charles Jensen, 102 Broadway, Council 
Bluffs, Iowa. 

Conference of Eastern Maine district will 
convene at Jonesport, December 3, at ten 
o'clock. Come all who can. Remember the 
hour as well as the day. 

T. c. KELLEY, Pres. 

Western Maine conference will convene at 
the saints' chapel, Stonington, Saturday, No
vember 26, at two o'clock. A cordial invita
tion is extended to all. 

s. G. CUNNINGHAM, Pres. 

DIED. 
GREEN.-At Jeffersonville, Illinois, Octo

ber 15, 1898, at eight o'clock, passed away 
one of the oldest and best known citizens of 
the country, Bro. T. P. Green, aged 87 years, 
1 month, and 6 days. He was born in Ten
nessee; was married to Miss Sarah Rosson, 
January 6, 1831; to them were born twelve 
children, ten witl;i his aged companion are 
left to mourn. He j,oined the Latter Day 
Saints in the days of the martyred prophet, 
about the year 1840; was ordained an elder 
about the same time. He stood firm all 
through the dark and cloudy days of the 
church. All the factions, such as Young, 
Strang, Rigdon, and others, sent their dele
gates to him, but he would show them their 
error as he saw it. When he received some 
of the Saints' Heralds, he said the truth has 
come at last. The writer was present and 
heard him bear testimony to the Reorganiza
tion before he had read a single word. It 
was always a pleasure for him to talk of his 
religion, as long as he knew anything. His 
home was the home of the elders. So has gone 
one of the oldest saints, to avvait the resur
rection of the just •. 

RIGGINS. - Toy Asbery Riggins, son of 
Sr. Mary Vanderbur, died October 8, 1898, 
in Springfield, Missouri. He would have 
been 21 years old January 1, -1899. Funeral 
sermon by Elder J. C. Chrestensen. 

ALLDREDGE.-At Owego, Iowa, Septem
ber, 14, 1898, Maggie L., daughter of Bro .. 
and Sr. B. D. and S. E. Alldredge, aged 5 
years and 2 days. She was buried from the 
Christian church at Sloan, Elder Clemmer, of 
the Christian faith delivering the discourse. 

HOLDSWORTH.-At St. Louis, Missouri, 
September 21, 1898, Sr. Hannah Holdsworth; 
born at Bristol, England, October 14, 1830; 
united with the church in 1864. The large 
attendance at the funeral bespoke the high 
esteem in which she was held by those who 
knew her. Services by J. C. Hitchcock. 
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Roya·I makes the fond pure, 
wholesome and delicious. 

THE i SAINTS' HERALD. 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every \Veclnesday, at I.amoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
$1.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents· 
sample copies free; $1.M per year when paid id 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are reqnested to 
solicit snbscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the pnblishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
chan,ges of address, etc .. should be addressed to 
Frank Criley, Business l\'Ianager. Remittances 
should be made by post office or express orders, 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters. 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa. as second-
class mail matter.) · 

TRACTS. 
TRAC'fS Order by numbers. 

1. Tha Nature of Man. Is he Pos
sessed of Immortality? Per 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ......... $1 00 

2. Truth Made Manifest; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 ................. 1 00 

3. Voice of the Good Shepherd; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100 . . . . . . . . . . . ~O 

4. Epitome of Faith and Doctrine 
of the Church, and Kirtland 
Temple Suit; per doz. 3 cts.; 100 Hl 

Ii. Questions and Answers (on First 
Principles of .the Gospel); per 
dozen, 3 cents; 100............ HI 

6. The "One Baptism;" its Mode, 
Subjects, Prerequisites, and 
Design, and Who Shall Adminis-

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK. 

'·rHE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

ter; per dozen, 15 cents; 100 ... 1 0{1 
'1. Who then Can be Saved; per 

dozen, 5 cents; 100............ 30 
8. Fullness of the Atonement; per 

dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 
9. Spiritualism Viewed from a 

Scriptural Standpoint; per (Continued from page two of Cover.) 
------· 
and women are to be found in places 
where liquors are sold, and in other ques
tionable haunts, to allure men to dissipa
tion. These open dens of vice ought to be 
closed in the interests of common decency. 
The crusade must be waged against every I 
defiant keeper of a saloon. It must be 
waged against unlawful gambling. There 
must be a union of the adherents of all re
ligious faiths and political beliefs and of 
all lovers of good government. With this 
it will succeed.'' 

"Should the church interfere with per-
11onal liberty?" was the topic Of the even
ing sermon preached at Memorial Baptist I 
church by the Rev. L. A. Crandall, who 
said in part:-

"A notorious violator of law is reported 
to have declared that he belongs to a 
ehurch which does not interfere with his 
personal liberty. If this is true, then so 
much the worse for the church. It is a 
iihame and a disgrace for any church to 
allow known enemies of society to remain 
unrebuked in its membership. 

"What conception do these men have of 
liberty? Evidently that it is freedom to 
carry out their desires without regard to 
the effect upon society. The thief would 
have liberty to steal, the gambler to de
bauch manhood, the boodler to defraud the 
municipality, the saloonkeeper to turn men 
into beasts and take the bread out of the 
mouths of little children. The only liberty 
which the State gives must be found 
within its laws. 

"The will of God is the law of the church. 
')'he indifference of a church to the sins of 
its members brings it into deserved re
proach. It is the hu'linpss of the church 
to interfere with the p,'rsonal liberty of 
wrongdoers, both within and without eccle
siastical bodies. The church is here to 
build the kingdom of God on earth and 
can never accomplish its mission without 
antagonizing those who use liberty as a 
?loak for license." -C!ticago Tribnne, Oct. 3. 

THE INSTRUCTOR. A compen-
dium of the faith and doctrines of 
the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints, by 
Elder G. T. Griffiths. 
Cloth . . . • • . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • . . • • • .• '1~ 
Leather .......................... l 00 
Fl .. xible b!.ndina" .. . • .. .. • • . • • • • . . 1 50 

Cloth ........................... $1 00 
Sheep or library bil!!.ding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges . • • • • • . . . . . . . . 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth ........................... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia ........•... 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible.. • • • • 2 00 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. Large 
Type Edition. 

Cloth, leather backs and corners .. $1 50 
Seal Grain Russia, gilt edges ...... 2 00 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth ........................... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..•.• 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ..•... 2 00 

l'HE TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mormon and the New Testa
ment. (Inspired Translation) 
in large type; in one volume. 

Leather back and corners ........ $2 00 
Seal GraiF1 Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 2 50 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edgea. . . . • 3 50 
Morocco, gilt edges ....•....••••• 4 00 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Pocket-size edi
tion. 

Cloth ...................••.•.•.. $0 30 
Cloth sides, leather back . . • • • • . . . 50 

TEACHERS' BIBLE. "The Self
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same as thl\l "Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps, 
in good large print, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references; 
printed on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6tx8~, mailed post-
paid at, per eopy, net ........••.. $2 00 

RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE. 

dozen, 20 cents; 100 ........... 1 3€1 
10. The Narrow Way; per dozen, 10 

cents; 100.................... 5@ 
11. The Plan of Salvation; per 

dozen, 20 cents; 100 .......... 1 20 
12. The Bible vs. Polygamy; per 

dozen, 15 cents; 100 .......... 1 00 
13. Discipleism, or the Claims of 

Alexander Campbell to a Re
stored Primitive Christianity 
Examined; per doz., 15 cts; 100, 1 00 

14. Reply to Orson Pratt; par 
dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ $1 00 

15. How to Enter the Kingdom; per 
dozen, 5 cents; 100............. 30 

16. Polygamy: Was it an Original 
Tenet of the Church; per dozen, 
10 cents; 100................... 50 

18. Necessity for a Reorganization 
of the Church; per dozen.. . . . . 30 

19. A Statement and a Correction 
of It; per dozen.. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . Ha 

20. The "One Body;" or the Cliurch 
under the Apostleship and under 
theApostasy; perdoz.15c; 100, 1 001 

21. Truths by Three Witnesses, and 
Epitome of Faith; per dozen, 
3 cents; 100........ .. . .. .. .. .. 1~ 

22. Faith and Repentance; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100.. .. . .. .. . .. 50 

23. Baptism; per dozen, 10 cts.; 100 6l\ 
24. The Kingdom of God; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100 ............ , .. .. . 30 
25. Laying on of Hands; per dozen, 

5 cents; 100.................... 30 
27. The Sabbath Question; per 

dozen, 15 cents; 100 ............ 1 00 
31. What is Truth? True Ortho

doxy? and an Evangelical 
Church? and Epitome of Faith; 
per dozen, 3 cents; 100......... lC 

· 41. The Gospel, and Epitome of 
Faith; per dozen, 3 cents; 100 

42. Rejection of the Church; per 
dozen, 10 cents; 100..... . . . . . . 50 

43. One Wife or Many; per dozen, 
15 cents; 100 ................... 1 00 

44. Crooked Paths; per dozen, 15 
cents; 100 ..................... 1 00 

47. The Future State; per dozen, 15 
A manual of parliamentary practice for all c t 100 1 "" 

deliberative assemblies of the Church of en s; · .. ·" · · · · · · .. · · .... · """ 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. Rules for Prophecy of the Rebellion; per 100 10 
the government of general and district con- TRACTS IN LARGE LOTS. 
ferences, branch business meetings, and Special prices on application for 

I 
other assemblies. Instructions concerning tracts in lots of 1000 or more 
general, district, and branch records, the I · 
ho~ding of elder's courts, etc., cloth bound; THE HAPPIEST CHRISTMAS. A 
pr10e 40 cents. book for small children. Cloth ... $0 20 
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CRACELANDuu 
--COLLEGE, 

LAMONI, IOWA. 
Telephone 71. 

For catalogues or further information, 
Address, PROF. ERNEST R. DEWSNUP, 

President, 
or R. S. SALYARDS, Secretary, 

LAMONI, low A. 

THE SAINTS' HYMNAL. Word 
edition. 

Paper .••••••••••••••.••.••.•••. $0 15 
Cloth ...••.••..• " .............. o • 25 
Cloth . . . . . . • • . . • . . • • • . . . . . . . . • . . 86 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

EION'S HOPE. 
A large, four-page Sunday l!lchool 
paper for children; illustrated; ed
ited by Sr. M. Walker. 
Single copies, per year .•••••••... $0 l'.10 
In packages of four, five, or six to 

one address, per year, each..... 40 
In packages of seven or more, each 35 

WHAT IS MAN? By Elder J. R. 
Lambert. Man's nature and· des
tiny. The spirit or soul; is it im
mortal ? Does it survive the 
death of the body in a conscious 
state? The views of mortal-soul
ists examined and refuted; second 
edition. 
Paper covers .••..•.•••••••••••.. $ 35 
Cloth . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . .. • • . . . 50 

THE SAINTS' HARP. Hymn Book 
-Words Only. 

Cloth ...........................• 0 n 
Morocco Grain Russia ..........•. 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt odgeai . • • • 1 H 

MINISTRY AND BRANCH CARDS. 
Neat cards for ministers or 
branches, with name and address, 
or place of worship and hours of 
services on face, and Epitome or 
"What we Believe" on reverse side. 
An excellent aid. Two sizes: 
2!x4 inches, per 250 .••••••••••.. $0 75 

" " per 1000 .............. 2 50 
3x5k · " per 250 .............. 1 00 

" " per 1000 .••••••••••••• 3 50 

PRESIDENCY AND PRIEST
HOOD. The Apostasy, Reforma
tion, and Restoration. By Elder 
William H. Kelley. Cloth ........ $1 25 

The Affairs 
of Europe 

are faithfully portrayed in the original and 
exclusive cable dispatches which THE CHI

CAGO RECORD prints daily from the leading 
capitals of the old world. This magnificent 

special service is in process of being greatly 
extended so as to include every important 
city in Europe; and it is supplemented by 
the full regular cable service of The Asso
ciated Press. 

The Chicago Record, alone of all American 
newspapers outside New York city, 
now prints original and exclusive 
cable dispatches daily from 
the leading capitals of Europe. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK, OF LAMONI. 
Stockholders. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Geo. H. Hilliard. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 
G. W. Blair. 
Oscar Anderson. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 
Alice P. Dancer. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 

Officers. 
David Dancer. 

Preside111t. 
Wm. Anderson, 

Vice President. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

Cashier. 
Oscar Anderson, 

Assistant Cashier. 

Directors. 
W. A. Hopkins. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 

This bank does a general banking business at 
Lamoni, Iowa. Interest paid on time deposits 
according to the rules of the bank. Correspond
ence and patronage solicited. 

LAMONI REAL ESTATE 
I own 13 Acres, set to fruit, with House 

and Well; within 72' mile of L. D.S. Church 
and School. Also a good 80 Acre Farm, 
close to town. Will sell very cheap. Cash or 
time. If you want to buy, write to 
D. F. NICHOLSON, Lamoni, Iowa. 

I BRO. B. F. ORD\VAY. of Peoria, Illi
nois, will send 3 boxes of Quit· to-Bae post 
paid anywhere for $1.50, and positively guar
antee it to cure your tobacco haoit, or your money 
refunded. 

ARCH1EOLOGICAL COMMITTEE 
REPORT. A manual of evidences 
in support of Book of Mormon arch
eology, ·with maps. Price ••••... $0 50 

Furniture Business For Sale, 
AT LAMONI, IOWA. 

This is the only business of the kind in Lamoni, Iowa, 
and was established in 1885. It consists of a clean stock 
of New Furniture and Undertaking Goods, Carpets, 
Shades, Picture Mouldings, etc. The stock will invoice 
about $5000. 

The building is large and well located, two stories and 
a basement, fitted with elevator, and was built in 1893 
especially for the business; will either sell or rent the 
building to suit the purchaser of the stock. This is a 
rare opportumty, as it is one of the best paying busi
nesses in Lamoni. Good reason for selling, and any 
further particulars cheerfully given by correspondence. 

Address the owner, 
W. A. HOPKINS, 

In care of State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Lamoni, Iowa. 
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Supplement to THE SAINTS' HERALD, 
LAMONI, IowA, November 16, 1898. 

SUCCESS 
HAT 

WHEN UNITED. 
ILL YOU DO? 

To THE SAINTS AND FRIENDS OF THE CAUSE OF TRUTH; 

GREETING:-

In the fact of our having been appointed a Finance 
Committee by the 'l'rustees of Graceland College; and 
the further facts set forth herein, is to be found our 
apology for again appearing before you as we do at this 
time. That the church has an Institution of learning is 
plainly evident from information set forth in the IIeralrl 
for October 26, 1898, furnished in response to a number 
of inquiries for the same. That this institution of 
ours is in need of substantial support and encourage
ment as indicated in the several appeals appearing in 
the late issues of the Herald is also true. These needs 
more specifically stated and in part repeated are the fol
lowing:-

First. It needs the nndivided moral support of every 
member of the church. While the College cannot be 
run on sympathy and good wishes, it is nevertheless 
true that it must merit and obtain these before it can 
receive of the more material support. In this connec
tion this suggestion is offered: Let overyone who has 
not felt fully satisfied with reference to the College 
movement, either as to its being right or wrong, pre
mature or otherwise, make it a matter of study and 
prayer. First investigate its claims, object, promises, 
etc.; then see if such a work is not in perfect hm·mony 
with the word of God, though not commanded, remem
bering that if not out of harmony it is justified; then 
honestly ask God to direct you in the course you shall 
pursue in relation to it; carry out honestly your convic
tions, praying God you may do no wrong, and God will 
bless you in your effort. This is certainly no more than 
every true saint should do, as, doubtless, many have 
already done. 

Second. It needs students. The principal reason 
why so many calls have been made for financial support 
is because the enrollment of students is small. Many 
children of saints go away to colleges, farther away and 
more expensive than Graceland; some because they 
want to attend a school which has prestige and reputa
tion. Of course that is something; but if all who could 
dose would come to Graceland, she would soon. possess 
reputation and prestige to be envied by our foremost 
colleges of the land. Loyalty to our own institution 
will give it a place among colleges to be proud of, and 
at the same time relieve the present financial embar
rassment to a large degree. 

Third. It needs immediate financial aid to enable it 
to tide over the critical season and place it upon a firm 
footing. The present debt, if it had to be paid by one 
or two, is large; but if all who could would help, it 
would soon be lifted, and thus put the church in a bet
ter condition to meet a wicked and frowning world with 
a firmer and bolder front than at any time in her 
history. 

Fourth. The college needs apparatus, laboratories, a 
better library, a collection of relics and curios, etc. 

Some of the brethren when traveling about, by making 
the needs of the college known in this regard, especially 
as regards books and relics, could gather many such as 
would be of great value to the work. 

We have a college site, as regards beauty and health· 
fulness of surroundings, surpassed by but few; and as 
regards morality and sobriety of association, equaled by 
none; and if the immediate needs referred to above, and 
perhaps others, could be supplied, in a few years 01· 

decades we could challenge the admiration of the world 
in the excellence of our institution. 
R~ferring to the object of the College we wish to say 

that it is not to educate for the ministry, as some have 
supposed, but to educate for life; while it is hoped that 
our ministry may be educated as a result of our college 
effort. Does anyone doubt but that an educated man 
is more competent than he would have been uneducated'? 
or that even those of our missionaries who are 
unlearned and have made phenomenal success would 
have been even more successful if educated, other char
acteristics remaining as they are? It is only fitting 
and right that our young men and young women should 
be qualified to compete with the most learned of our 
time in the various callings and professions. We need 
learned school teachers, learned mechanics, learned 
bankers, learned merchants, learned farmers, learned 
mothers of future generations, quite as much as learned 
preachers; and preachers will never be more than a 
small minority of the people. 

Who then can be educated at Graceland? Every 
young man and woman who desires it. What! Yes, 
missionaries' children and all; if all will unite and labor 
as we can. "To be learned is good, if they hearken unto 
the counsels of God." (2 Nephi 6: 12.) They should 
not only be educated then, but under proper influences 
so that they may be led to "hearken unto the counsels 
of God." Does anyone doubt that the missionaries' chil
dren should be educated? Why should they not be? 
Would anything short of this be fair? The Lord said in 
1887, "Let him that laboreth in the ministry and him 
that toileth in the affairs of the men of business and of 
work labor together with God for the accomplishment of 
the work in trusted to all." (D. C, 119: 8.) 

Those who toil "in the affairs of the men of business 
and of work" are to aid in maintaining an institution so 
that the children of the missionaries may be educated, 
without money, under wholesome, moral influences, so 
that they may not forget to "hearken to the counsels of 
God," and thus all be placed upon an equality in this 
regard. And this can be, ought to be, and will be done. 
Are we willing each to do our part? is the question. 

Of course the best way to contribute to. the support of . 
the College is to send us students. There are doubtless 
more than enough children of the saints attending col
lege somewhere every year to maintain Graceland, if 
they could but be enrolled here. But the following 
plans and propositions are submitted by which it is 
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hoped present necessities may be met, and the institu
tion permanently established. 

Estimating the average number of paying students at 
fifty, which is quite conservative, paying $30 per year 
tuition, the income wo.uld be $1,500. The lowest esti
mate of running expenses, with faculty on a reasonable 
ministerial allowance, of which more will be said later, 
is $2,500. This leaves a deficit of $1,000 in running 
expenses each year. If fifty subscribers can be secured 
who will guarantee $25.00 per year for five years, this 
deficit will be met and leave a small balance as an emer
gency fund. Those subscribing to this fund are privi
leged to send a scholar for five years at any futnre time, 
tuition paid by said subscription. Nearly forty per 
cent of these subscribers have been secured already from 
citizens of Lamoni. 

Another plan is to sell scholarships for a full collegiate 
course, four years, for $90 cash, $22.50 per year. There 
are probably some who having money in hand would 
prefer the payment of such an amount at once rather 
than be troubled with five years' subscription; while 
again some not having so much ready money, but hav
ing a regular income, would prefer the former. 

There are about four hundred branches in the church. 
Suppose each branch should by some special effort raise 
ten dollars, some would do more, and some less, but this 
is a low average; this would give us the neat little in
come of $4,000, which if repeated once a year, would 
leave in a short time but a small portion of the debt 
remaining, with what sales of lots could be made. And 
every branch could do this and no one individual feel 
the burden to any appreciable extent. 

For instance, the $25 (£5 5s.) yearly subscription, in 
branches or societies consisting of fifty members, would 
be 50c (2s. ld.) per year for each member, or less than 
5c (2~d.) per month, less than He (ld.) per week, 1 4-5 
mills (i\d.) per day. Or the individual subscriptions of 
$25 amounts to $2.08/i (8s. 9d.) per month, 52 1-12c (2s. 
2!,d.) per week, 7 5-12c (31d.) per day. 

Branch Presidents, District Presidents, Sunday 
School Superintendents, Presidents of Religios, Mite 
Societies, Aid Sisters, and Missionaries are urged to 
call the attention of their respective societies to this 
matter and set it before them in the proper light and 
spirit. It is in reality only a little thing when dis
tributed, while it appears quite large in the aggregate. 

One Religio Society and one Mite Society took a five
year subscription, and many others might do so. Then 
there are Daughters of Zion, Mite Societies, Aid Socie
ties, and Sunday Schools, which could do likewise. And 
again in some communities, two or more inCiividuals 
could join in taking subscriptions, where one did· not 
feel able to raise the whole amount-form clubs. 

In order that the matter may not be delayed, and 
that a beginning may be made, and uniform action 
result, the above mentioned societies and branches are 
requested to make an especial effort on Christmas this 
year, by giving a dinner, supper, social, entertainment, 
or something of the kind, proceeds to be devoted to the 
running expenses of the College, and forward same by 
January 10, 1899, to Frank Criley, Lamoni, Iowa. 

Brethren and sisters as officials above mentioned, 
please do not allow this appeal to pass unnoticed. If 
you cannot give this matter your individual attention, 
will you not appoint some active brother or sister to 
take the lead in getting it started? 

Another matter we wish to mention is, that any who 
are not able to subscribe to the $25 subscription, but 

feel that they can aid in smaller yearly amounts, can 
have the privilege of doing so by writing the committee, 
stating how much you can promise to pay each year. 
Then there are many who can give various amounts, 
now, or at some stated time, who could not promise 
yearly amounts. To these we say, send in your offer
ing, whatever it may be, and you will receive credit for 
same. 

The names of all who aid by $25 subscriptions, indi
viduals or societies, by subscriptions of lesser yearly 
amounts, or by donations of proceeds of dinners, enter
tainments, etc., or smaller individual contributions, 
will be published in the Herald, unless requested not to 
do so. And remember all this money is to be used to 
meet the running expenses by paying tuition of worthy 
young people who are not able. to pay their way. Each 
individual or society taking a $25 subscription has the 
right upon payment of said amount, to send one student 
five years at any ti.me when the same is paid; and those 
taking a four year scholarship may send the one student 
four years. The authorities of the college will select 
those who are to receive the benefit of the smaller con
tributions. ·If any society shall give amounting to $30 
they may send a student for one year. 

Another plan for aiding the College is to purchase one 
or more of the beautiful lots in Graceland Addition, and 
thus secure a nice home for yourself, or for your son 
or daughter. Prices have been reduced and they are 
reasonable. 

Did some one say or think, we are asking too much? 
Suppose we got more than running expenses, let us see 
what would be done with the surplus. Of course the 
payment of our debt and stopping of interest would be 
the most sensible thing to do first. But what then? 
Well, we would pay the board and buy the books for the 
sori or daughter of some of our worthy missionaries; or 
it might be of some worthy poor. Would anyone object 
to that? Certainly not. And then as has already been 
said we need better facilities, in the way of library and 
apparatus. Our beautiful building would be even more 
beautiful if the painting were finished, and more com
fortable if shades could be supplied for the windows to 
screen teachers and students from the direct rays of the 
sun. We must advertise too, if we expect to secure any 
considerable patronage. All this costs money. So 
there need be no alarm sounded about "too much." 

In conclusion, what we promised to say more about 
"ministerial basis" is this. Most of the members of the 
faculty have consented to work on this basis, esteeming 
themselves no more worthy than their brethren of the 
missionary force: And it is the intention of the man
agement to put the entire faculty upon the same basis 
so soon and as rapidly as possible. This we feel sure is 
a feature which m~st commend itself to the approval of 
everyone, inasmuch as every department of the Lord's 
work can be successfully carried only by the principle 
of sacrifice; and it is not right that a few should do 
most of the sacrificing and many do nothing at all, or 
else how shall the rewards be distributed, for it must be 
in proportion to "works." 

Dear Saints, we recommend to you a good and noble 
cause, arid commend you to God, "who giveth to all 
men liberally and upbraideth not." 

Address all correspondence and send all remittances 
to Frank Criley, Business Manager Herald Publishing 
House, Lamoni, Iowa. 

BY ORDER OF COMMITTEE. 
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EMPEROR WILLIAM'S JERUSALEM 
TRIP. 

BEYROOT, Syria, Nov. 8-Emperor 
William is much displeased over sev
eral jarring incidents of bis trip to 
Jerusalem. 

The reply of the Vatican to bis no
tification of rights acquired by him at 
Mount Zion is considered extremely 
curt, while on all important occasions 
the French Consul General attended 
in order to assert France's guardian
ship of holy places. 

Moreover, it appears that the Sul
tan practically took forceful posses
sion of the land be presented to 
Emperor William, the owner objecting 
to sell ecclesiastical property. 

The authorities here tried to clear 
the harbor of all shipping yesterday 
in view of the arrival of the German 
Majesties, but the steamers of the 
Messageries Maritimos, the French 
steamship company, refused to leave. 

PALESTINE PUTS ON PAINT FOR 
WILHELM. 

The Sultan has ordered a thorough 
renovation and cleaning up of every 
town and village in Pn.lestine which 
will be visited by the Emperor Wil
liam, and the indiscriminate "Zeal of 
the Turkish officials has led to curious 
results. Entirely new roads have 
been laid down all the way from Jaffa. 

to Jerusalem, and from Jerusalem to] TURIGSH HOSTILITY TO THE ZION-
the Dead Sea. This is all well, but IST MOVEMENT. 
historical buildings have been not It is said that the Turkish authorities 
only cleaned, but also improved and in Palestine have received strict or
decora.ted up to date in a manner ders from Constantinople to see to it 
which will make pilgrims cry aloud, that no real estate in Palestine shall 
for ·even the "holy places" have not pass into the hands of Jews, even if 
been spared, the mot d'ordre being to they are Turkish subjects, and that in 
modernize everything. The histor- consequence of this order all transac
ical house of Simon the Tanner, tions in landed property in the name of 
where St. Peter lived, has been the colonies projected by Barons 
painted bright blue throughout, and Rothschild and Hirsch and the Israel
the .floors have been laid with colored ite alliance have been stopped. This 
tiles, while the building is now in- harsh measure is connected with the 
closed in a gaudy paling. The superb Zionist movement and the resolutions 
iron screen over the Dome of ihe of the two congresses at Basle, at 
Rock, which dates from the days of which it was proclaimed that the Jews 
the Crusaders, has been covered all would once again constitute a nation 
over with yellow paint. This sort of and a state; and make Palestine their 
thing has been going on everywhere, future home. As the establishment 
and people who visited Jerusalem a of a .Jewish bank, with a large capital, 
year ago will scarcely recognize the was announced at the same time, the 
placejf they go there again.-London Sultan regards his Province of Pales
Truth. tine as a better asset now than it has 

ever been. Not only is the selling of 
KAISER AS A COMMERCIAL TRAV- land in Palestine to Jews prohibited, 

ELER. 
According to rumor the Kaiser has 

assured the Sultan of his protection, 
and guaranteed the integrity of the 
Turkish Empire. This guaranty ap
parently does not cover Crete, whence 
the Turkish garrison is being bundled 
without ceremony in British war
ships, nor does it operate against 
Germany, which is to obtain the ces
sion of the Port of Haifa, in Pales
tine, and other territory on the Syrian 
coast, besides the Island of Rhodes. 
Furthermore, Germany is to obtain 
the right to plant colonies in Tripoli, 
while exceptional industrial and com
mercial privileges are to be granted 
to Germans throughout the Turkish 
dominions, and the German railway 
from Broussa, in Anatolia, is to be 
extended through Asia Minor and 
Mesopotamia to the Persian Gulf. 

If the rumor of the Kaiser's deal 
with the Sultan should prove true, 
Wilhelm's journey would have been 
marvelous in its results, and his im
perial Majesty would be entitled to be 
regarded not merely as the most illus
trious of modern pilgrims, but as the 
greatest of commercial travelers.
Philadelphia Record. 

but impediments are placed in the 
way of Jews of different nationalities 
who may wish tovisitPalestineastrav
elers. This touches the treaty rights 
of Jewish subjects of various Chris
tian countries. It is, for instance, 
forbidden to Jews to proceed from 
Jaffa to Jerusalem, or to other places 
in Palestine, unless a non-Jewish 
resident of Jaffa guarantees that the 
visitors in question will leave Pales
tine again within thirty days of their 
arrival. Such guarantees must be 
paid for and will in many cases open 
a way to corruption and blackmailing. 
The European powers of course will 
protest in behalf of their respective 
subjects, but the Sultan cares little 
for protests unless they are backed 
by force.-New York Post. 

JERUSALEM TO BE A GREAT RAIL
ROAD JUNCTION. 

Within three years a man will be 
able to get into the train at Ostend 
and travel straight through to Port 
Arthur. In five years a person will 
be able to travel in a railway carriage 
from the Cape to Alexandria. There 
is yet a third great world line from 
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HGhoss from GraGeland. Constantinople via Palestine, Persia, I such action, it being contrary to the j 
India_, and Burmah to Hongkong. I rights inhering in the bishopric as an I 
The importance of these three great order; that no limitation could be ----------------

I 

CoNDUC"rED BY GRACELAND COLLEGE. 

lines of communication cannot be suf- placed upon a bishop except after the VIV AT ~RACELA_ND ! Grac~land's C?l· 
:fic;ontly dwe'• upon· 1·t can ce ta1"nly •. · . . umn maims an maugural Dow to its 

i~ · . 
1

" • . r . I presentat10n of charges affectrng his r ~ . '? · . not be exaggerated. W1th the S1be- . eadero;. G~a.c~lana . For tile bene 
. .

1 
h h" . d moral character or ep1scopal conduct. fit of the ummtmted we may state that 

rian rat way we ave not mg w o . . . G l d · 11 . th 11 . . In tlus view they were supported by race an is a co ege, no, o e co ege, 
now; with regard to the other two T which bears upon its portals the IJroud 

a few ministers of the North. he this is to be noted-they both of them inscription of "Reorganized Church 
meet in Palestine. Palestine is the opponents of slavery took the posi- of Jes us Christ of Latter Day Saints." 
great center the meeting of the roads. tion that the bishopric in the Met ho- Ah! I know. now. It is th~t Lamoni 

' . d" E · i Ch h ffi college over m Iowa. No, sir! Grace-
·whoever holds Palestme commands 1st p1scopa, urc was an o ce, land is no more a Lamoni college, be· 
the great lines of corrnuunication, not not an order, as in the Roman Catho- cause it is located in that town, than 
only by land, but also by sea. -Fort· lie and Episcopal Churches, and that General Conference, convened at the 
nightly Re1;iew. therefore a bishop could be dealt with same place, is a conference of LamonL 
~ as any other officeholder might be. Well, what is it? The CHURCH co1.-

REUNION OF METHODIST CHURCHES. This view prevailed and the career of LEGE, to be sure-the property ot 
every branch, of every member, in the 

Bishop Andrew as a bishop in the church. The church college! Why, THE invitation of the Rock River Con
ference to Bishop Galloway of the 
Methodist Episcopal Church South to 
address the conference is an event of 
much importance as well as interest. 
Bishops of the Southern Methodist 
Church have been invited on a few oc-
casions to address conferences of the 
Methodist Episcopal Church in the 
North as an act of courtesy when the 
Bishop happened to be in the city 
where the conference was in session, 
but the action of the Rock River Con· 

. ference is the first formal invitation 
of the kind extended by a conference 
of the Methodist Episcopal Church to 
a bishop of the Methodist Hpiscopal 
Church South. This is an act of fra
ternity that by many may be con· 
strued as a prophecy of the organic 
reunion of the two churches. Its in-

Methodist Episcopal Church prac- I thought it was a non-religious insti· 
tically closed. Two years later the tution. You labor under a great mis .. 
Methodist Episcopal Church South I ~ak.e, my friend, for Graceland is pre· 
was oro-anized and Bishop Andrew I eminently RELIGIOUS.. Its stu?ents 

0 
• t , . , are persuaded to cul t1 vate habits of 

became o~e of its firsu oishop;,. integrity, morality, and righteous. 
The act10n of the General Confer- ness, based upon an acquaintance with 

ence of 1844 in declaring the bishop- the precepts and practices of the 
ric an office instead of an order is Meek and Lowly One. Yes, but you 
considered by many to have been an 
epoch-marking event in preventing a 
dangerous centralization of ecclesias
tical power in the Methodist Episco· 
pal Church. The Methodist Episco· 
pal Church South, on the contrary, 
recognized the bishopric as an order, 
and now that the animosities growing 
out of the war have subsided its position 
becomes the chief obstacle to a reun-

do not teach the church doctrine 
there, for it is proclaimed to be non· 
sectarian. That is correct, sir. WelL 
then, why should I send my boy or 
girl to Graceland, hundreds of miles 
away, rather than to -- college 
which is located in the next countv? 
You should send your son or daugvh
ter because the moral and religious 
atmosphere of Graceland is purer, 
more conducive to the development of 
minds infused with the spirit and 

ion of the churches. It is a common sense of the divine, as manifested in 
personal conduct and in .nature. In it 

remark in Methodist circles that there your offspring will be shielded from 
fiuence may be increased rather than must be a few funerals before there those corrupting and pernicious infiu
diminished by the inability of the can be union. That is in a measure ences to which they are necessarily 
bishop to be present, after having ac- true, but there must be something exposed in any other college, even 
cepted the invitation, because of the I more than funerals, and that some- though the latter be located within 

half a mile of your home. That is 
presence of yeliow fever in the city 1 thing is not so certain to take place as good, certainly, but since the college 
where he has his home. are funerals. Either the Methodist is a Latter Day Saint institution, why 

The Methodist Episcopal Church Episcopal Church or the Methodist do you not teach doctrine? For this rea
South was organized in 1846. It Episcopal Church South must change son: The specific inculcation of doctrine 

is not requisite; our students ranging in 
separated from the Methodist Epis- its view as to the character of the bish- age from sixteen years to thirty, have al-
copal Church on the question of \ opric. The North favors reunion; ready been grounded in the principles of 
slavery. At the General Conference the South favors fraternity. But the our religion, so far, as least, as these 

I 
students are church members,-and, as 

of the Methodist Episcopal Church North is not so strongly in favor of the Latter Day Saints Church is the popu-
beld in 1844 Bishop Andrew, whose [ reunion as to surrender its position in lar church here, there is no temptation to 
wife held a number of slaves, which ! regard to the bishopric, and spokes- deviate from pre-established ways. The 

regular services of the church are ex
under the law of Georgia, where she I men for the Southern Church declare tended by such attractive aids as the Re-
lived, she could not set free, was re· that they never will accept the North- ligio, teachers' meetings (Sunday school), 
quested to refrain from exercising the ern:view. It is evident, therefore, choir practice, Daughters of Zion, and 

many other occasional aids, heid on week
duties of his episcopal office until he that some years must pass and a new days. The college endeavors to instill the 
had ceased to be constructively a . generation come into power in the desirability and moral necessity of church 
slaveholder by his wife disposing of South before reunion can take place. attendance, combined with purity and 

holiness of conduct. In its unique envi-
ber slaves. This request raised a Then some event may pave the way ronments, that is the 1inum necessa.rium. 
tremendous storm. The mini.sters for it, as the simple request made to Gracelan·d numb~rs members of the minis
from the South claimed that the Gen- Bis. hop Andrew brought about the I try :;tmong both its faculty and studei;ts, 

but 1t does not profess to be a theological 
eral Conference had no right to take separation.-Ohicago Tribune. . scnool. 
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.''-John 81311 32, 
"Hearken to the word of the Lordi for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wlfei and concubines he shall have none."-B. of M., page116, 

Vol. 45. 

JOSEPH SMITH 
R. s. SAL y AcRDS 
HEMAN C. SMITH, 
JOSEPH LUFF, 

EDITOR. 
ASSISTANT EDITOR. 

} CORRESPONDING EDITORS, 

LAMONI, IOWA, Nov. 16, 1898. 

THE EVANELIA. 

Lamoni, Iowa, November 16, 1898. 

cerned; though it is probable that his 
letter was received after the thing 
was done. 

The Bishop did not ''squander" the 
money "raised by the mites" of the 
sisters and other "workers," nor mis
use the trust. He acted upon the re
quest of those interested, after the 
fund had grown large enough as it 
was supposed, and upon advice such 
as he was justified in asking for and 
taking. 

Had the policy of the Bishop been 
pursued it is probable that the little 
Gospel ship would now be poking her 
nose into the different harbors among 
the Islands, carrying as cargo, ''glad 
tidings of great joy," instead of lying 
on the sandy bottom o1 the Pacific 
Sea, a victim of mistaken faith as we 
believe. 

As a boat devoted to the carrying of 
the gospel news, we all had a right to 
ask the Lord of earth and ocean to 

No. 46. 

GOOD WORDS FROM THE SOUTH· 
LAND. 

WE have received the Sunday Gazette, 
published at Denison, Texas, for Oc
tober 23, from which we clip the fol
lowing editorial pithy defense of our 
work. Under the head of "An Igno
rant Critic," the editor says:-

A man named D. F. Fuller has taken it 
into his bead to enlighten the readers of the 
Garland News regarding "Mormonism," but 
he is sadly deficient as to the facts. He has 
evidently drawn his inspiration from back 
number encyclopedias. He resurrects the 
old fake about Joe Smith stealing Solomon 
Spalding's fiction, known as The Manuscript 
Found, and palming it off on his credulous 
followers as an inspired" translation of an an· 
cient record now known as The Book of Mor· 
mon. Mr. Fuller says:-

"Solomon Spalding was wedded to the mar
velous, whether it were historv, romance, or 
else. In 1812 he wrote this book and while 
arranging for its publication 'the manuscript 
was lost in a printing office in Pittsburg, 
while under the hands of the printer's devil, 
Sidney Rigdon.' Rigdon became Joseph 
Smith's associate in 1829, and beyond a doubt 

spare the Evanelia from the waves, this was proven the real origin and history 
the tornadoes, and the various acci- of the book. It pretends to give a history of 

From the counsels with these men I dents to which seagoing vessels are America up to the fifth century of our era, to 
the Bishop set about his task, and the I subject, and expect him to give her account for the lost tribes of Israel, the 
Evanelia was the result. I years of service in her destined call- American Indians, etc., and that Christ came 

to this continent and preached the gospel. It 

THE fund for the building, or pur
chase of a Gospel Boat, did not orig
inate with the Bishopric; but was an 
effort made by some of the sisters and 
other workers through the Home Col
umn. The fund when raised was put 
into the Bishop's hands, and he di
rected to visit San Francisco, Cali
fornia, and purchase or have built a 
boat suitable for the use of the mis
sionaries. The Bishop sought coun
sel among our seagoing brethren and 
by their introduction had the privi
lege of consulting other seafaring 
men in regard to the sort of boat best 
calculated for the service in the 
Islands. 

Shipbuilding is expensive, only the ing. But when we turned her into the also contains very clumsy references to Oal-
best of material being used, and channels of traffic and trade, to fetch vinism, Methodism, Universalism, and Mil
skilled workers employed; neverthe- and carry to and from commercial lenarianism." 
less the Evanelia cost no more than marts the things that men barter and The Spalding manuscript was not lost in 
was proper for the sort of boat she sell, we put her also at the mercy of 1812, and it was in the Spalding family until 

some time after the publication of the Book 
was. wind and wave, subject to all the acci- of Mormon. 

The story of Bro. Joseph F. Bur- I dents of vessels engaged in such busi- In 1885 the Solomon Spalding manuscript 

ton's cruise in the little Gospel Boat II ness, and bad not the right to ask, or was recovered, and it bears no resemblance 
has been told; so, alas, has the story to expect the Lord to keep her from whatever to tbe Book of Mol'mon. The 

h 1 original is now in the library in Oberlin Ool-of her loss. With these, however, it such fates as appen to vesse s so em-
lege, Ohio, where anyone can inspect it. Its 

is necessary that it be told now, that I ployed. authenticity is beyond question, and the 
the Bishop was from the first opposed This is written without impugning better informed no longer claim it as the 
to the turning of the little craft into the motives of anyone, or a desire to source of Smith's "inspiration." Rigdon did 
an Island trading or trafficking boat. cast censure or blame on any; and, not meet Smith until after the Book of Mor
He refused his consent to such meas- , while it is not intended to cast blame mon was published. Fuller also charges 

that Smith introduced the doctrine of po
ure, and the President of the church ·on the brethren of the church at the lygamy in the church, having received a 
knows that the Bishop wrote specific- Islands; we think it to be quite un- , revelation to that effect. This has never 
ally to the brethren not to put the kind and against facts for some of the been proven, and bis wife says he never pub
Evanelia into trade, and suggested friends of the Master round about us lished such a revelation and never counte-

nanced the practice. It was Brigham Youngthat if it was so done there would be to be casting implied blame upon the 
who claimed to receive the revelation, and it 

danger of her loss. Bishop, because of the expense in- was after the Mormons went to Utah. There 
Whether this instruction reached curred in the building of the Evanelia has been a good deal of lying done regarding 

the Islands before the decision to and her subsequent loss. The Bishop I the Mormo_ns. Joe Smith was the undoubt~d 
make a trader of the boat, or after the is not justly blamable for the cost of" author of tne Boo~ of. Mormon and h~ die-

. . . tated the whole of it without a manuscript or 
mistake was made, does not affect the the boat, nor m anywise responsible written notes of any kind; of this there is 
case, so far as the Bishop is con- for its loss. ample proof. 
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"OLD GLORY." ARTICLES FOR HERALD. 

THERE has been quite enough of lau- ARTICLES written for the HERALD 
dation of the flag, and counter protest and sent to the editors cannot always 
in the HERALD, and we shall call a be inserted on receipt. When some 
halt and mark it as "an episode special topic is being discussed and 
closed," using a trite political saying has awakened a general interest, it is 
of the day. necessary to give place to the various 

There are some answers to Bro. W. views presented by writers, that a 
H. Kelley's question asked at the comprehensive statement of different 
close of his article on the flag, which phases of questions may be had, upon 
may hold the boards for insertion for which to base conclusions. At such 
awhile; but these are not in essence times other matter-and possibly of 
relative to the flag-flying incident at equal or greater merit-is held for the 
last spring conference. "Let us have time being, but is inserted in due time. 
peace." Good articles upon subjects not re

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 
Do YOU think it lawful to administer the 
sacrament to children ten to twelve years of 
age who have never been baptized? 

Paul was of the opinion that there 
were some things which were "law
ful" but not "expedient." The sacra
ment, the bread and the wine, are for 
baptized believers, those who are 
capable of discerning the Lord's body. 
No others are contemplateil in the in
structions in either the New Testa-
ment, or the Doctrine and Covenants, 
We have no authority for the giving 
of the emblems to children who have 

quiring pressing attention will keep 
until an opportune time. It is no dis
credit to such an article to await its 
proper time. 'l'he editors seek to ex
ercise the best wisdom they have, 
making use of such matter as is suit
able and available, and from a gen
eral discretionary survey of the field. 
Give us good carefully written arti
cles and we ,will do the best we pos
sibly can with them. We are also 
free to state that we have some mat
ter on hand that lacks sufficient merit 
to secure insertion, hence the ''sur
vival of the fittest"-of the good-is a 
result. The presentation of good 
matter is invited. 

for twenty-five dollars to be devoted 
to the furnishing a room in the Satnts' 
Home. It was placed in the Bishop's 
hands to be used for the purpose in
dicated. 

A number of the lots in Graceland 
have been sold, and negotiations are 
pending for the sale of others. 

MORE HEAT THAN LIGHT. 

ONLY the love of truth can make a dispute 
profitable. The man who enters into an ar
gument solely to get the better of his oppo
nent is in no condition either to profit or to 
be profited. He is neither a teacher nor a 
pupil, but an artillerym<>n bombarding his 
neighbor's castle just to see him run up the 
white flag. No man is fit to enter into a de
bate who would not rather get at the truth 
than win a victory.--Trumb-ull. 

HOLIDAY GIFT BOOKS. 

THE Herald Office presents, on the 
fourth pa.ge of the HERALD cover, a 
list of publications suita,ble for holi
day presents, for the consideration of 
patrons who would remember relatives 
or friends with useful and substantial 
tokens of regard. A gift of any of the 
publications advertised would be ap
propriate to almost anyone, and such 
as would prove useful in and worthy 
of constant use. The list includes 
the best of our publications, all, or 

not yet reached the age to obey, or 
unbaptized persons, either children 
or adults, who have reached such age. 

If therefore, the statements in the 
law which make it lawful to adminis
ter the sacrament to specified persons, 
or those specifically named, make it 
unlawful to permit others not so 
named iio partake; it is unlawful. 

PATTIE; OR LEAVES FROM A LIFE. most all of them at least. The reader 
A STORY from real life; for young I is referred to the catalogue for others 
people; reduced from $1.15 to 75 cts. that may be desired. 

We are of the opinion that the ad
ministration to such persons as those 
described in the question is not pro
vided for, and for that reason, it 
ought not to be done. 

We have, however, seen the bread 
and wine given to children under the 
age of obedience, and have not been 
aware of any harm resulting. It is 
not, however, the custom of the 
church, the nature of the ordinance 
being such as calls fo·r the exercise of 
faith, and an intelligent belief in 
Christ, to make it effective to the ob
ject designed in its institution. 

THE Methodist Episcopal Church 
bishops ask for and propose to raise 
$20,000,000 before January 1, 1901, as 
a Twentieth-Century Thank-offering. 

We hope they may succeed. We 
would be pleased to raise the hun
dredth part of that sum as a college 
relief fund. 

Are the children of this world wiser 
than the children of the kingdom? - It 
appears that they were in the time 
of Jes us; have they lost the prestige 
for the time that now is? 

There was a fine gathering at the 
Saints' Home on the evening of Fri
day, November 4, under the auspices 
of the Religio. The object in view 
was the furnishing a parlor room in 

AUTOBIOGFV\.PHY OF ELDER JOSEPH the Home. Twenty-four dollars re
LUFF. sulted to the band of workers, to aid 

INTERESTING, entertaining, instruct- them in their work. 
ive. A life-history of special interest 
to young men. Reduced from $1.00 Sr. Bettie Haws, of Ogden, Utah, 
to 75 cts. Address orders to Frank! sent to President Joseph Smith last 
Criley, Lamoni1 Iowa, ~ week, a Wells, Fargo Express check 

* 

Those who desire orders filled 
promptly, - especially where special 
orders in bindings are desired, with 
names engrossed, etc., etc., -would 
do well to order in time to insure 
prompt forwarding to destinations. 

Branch book agents and others act· 
ing in cooperation with church pub
lishing interests are requested to call 
especial attention to our holiday list. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

BY advices from Bro. Morgan D. 
Lewis, November 6, we learn that the 
attack of Rev. Clark Braden, upon 
the faith and the saints at Hiteman, 
Iowa, did not affect the branch. On 
the contr::iJry, if any harm was done by 
Braden's effort it was the Baptist 
church, which employed him, that 
suffered. Bro. Lewis closes his letter 
thus:-

This is my first experience in hearing 
"Mormoniem exposed," as "I, Clark Braden" 
terms it. And if his remarks can have any 
];!Garing on any unprejudiced mind, I fail to 
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see it. There is no Christian act in him to Bro. Hitchcock wrote in good spirit 
try and brighten the intellect of anyone; nor and in good form throughout. We are 
yet any effort to show any of that Christlike 
spirit to lift up the fallen one. May God be indebted to Bro. S. V. Bailey for an 
merciful to him, is the prayer and well wishes opportunity to read both articles. 
of your humble servant. A clipping from the Springfield, 

Bro. W. H. Smart, of Fairland, Missouri, Tribune, recent date, an 
Indian Territory, writes the Bishop in' article from Bro. Henry Sparling, 
a late letter:- shows clearly that our interests in 

Baptized two Lamanites and four Camp- Southern and Central Missouri are 
bellites. being cared for when opportunity 

Bro. C. Scott, Des Moines, Iowa, offers. 
November 7:- Bro. J. R. Evans, of the Nauvoo 

I go to Madison County to-morrow, having district called at Lamoni during the 
closed a series of eleven meetings here last 
night with full house. past week, in consultation concerning 

Bro. T. J. Sheldon wrote from general work. 
Friend, Nebraska, November 8:- Bro. William Crick, of the Ensign, 

I baptize one to day. Am now at Friend; was at Lamoni. and made us a call 
I expect to start home after dinner. during the week of the 4th, of which 

His home is at McCool Junction, we failed to make mention in our last 
Nebraska. issue. 

We are in receipt of an excellent A letter from Bro. Edward Miller, 
private letter from Bro. William Rob- of Cleveland, informs us that Kirtland 
erts, of Leeds, England, giving a de· has taken another step forward, that 
tailed and interesting account of a Providence seems to favor her- reju
visit to Sheffield, Clay Cross, Leices- venation. Some time ago an electric 
ter, and Stafford, and of some minis- street railway from Cleveland was 

. terial work at these places. Bro. run to Willoughby, two miles west, 
Roberts is one of our prom1srng and which was to reach Kirtland and 
young men, of which there are sev- , go on to Painesville and other towns. 
eral in England. We are always glad I Now comes the word from Bro. Miller 
to hear of their success, and we pray that natural gas has been found and 
for their spiritual development. 1:'h.e I is now piped into the residences of 
letter breathes an excellent sp1r1t I o.ur people. and others there; a good 
throughout. Among other good well having been bored which gives 
things he writes:- out a pressure of sixty-eight pounds. 

I enjoyed the confErence [mission confer- I We trust other forces for good will be 
ence at Birmingham] very much, and I de- . . 
rived great spiritual benefit from it which I directed toward the revival and re-
still enjoy, and I am happier in the work building of the old town. We do not 
to-day th;;.n ever. I realize day by day as I believe in "booms," but simply wish 
rrrow older and my knowledge of things it with other places worthy of it, a 
increase~, that .the_ m;st important aim ~nd steady, reliable growth. Success to 
purpose rn my hfe is "o effect my sal vat10n; 11 th t trul 7 rn th<> d f 
and as my spiritual knowledge and strength a, ·a'. Y ~once s ~ goo O 

increases temporal things have less interest the old city and its people. 
for me, and tbe blessed hope I have in the Olive oil should be kept in a cool 
gospel stands out clearer and brighter, and and dark place, to keep it fresh and 
my whole life seems to become more and 
more enveloped in it. sweet,, Wrap the bottle with blue or 

Those who have felt the leadings of dark paper if exposed to light. KE~ep 
the Holy Spirit will not fail to dis- in a cellar or other cool place, and it 
cover the effects of its operation on will not become rancid. 
the mind of this young man. Our Business Manager desires us 

As cold waters to a thirsty soul, so is good to state that he has received a num-

Mothsrs' HomB ColtJmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

"Still we love the evil cause, 
And of the just effect complain; 

We tread npon life's broken laws, 
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And murmur at onr self-inflicted pain." 

CORSET WEARING. 
Dear Sisters:-! would like to present a few 

though ts with the hope of arousing some 
careless, thoughtless ones among the saints 
to a sense of the dangers attendant with the 
habit of corset wearing. I am often reminded 
of Israel of old when I look around and see 
some of the sisters imitating the fashions of 
the people of the world, just as though they 
had no higher rule to live by than the world
lings desire to be like other people, forgetting 
that God's people were al ways a peculiar peo
ple and governed by better laws than the peo
ple of the world. 

We may read any authority on hygiene and 
find that corsets are not healthy to wear; 
and God in his divine wisdom has given to 
his people a law, which if heeded will cause 
them to leave off corsets. He says, "Thou 
shalt not be proud in thine heart; let all thy 
garments be plain." 

Some say that corsets do not injure one if 
not worn so as to be too tight, but who is to be 
the judge of this matter? yourself or some 
disinterested person? Of course it supplies 
one thing which is necessary; but then look 
at the evils attending the habit, and reflect 
awhile. Can you afford it? A corset, though 
it may be ever so loose, hinders more or less 
the free motions of the lungs, thus cutting 
short the supply of fresh air which is neces
sary to keep the blood pure; it also hinders 
to some extent the circulation of the blood. 
Now, "the blood is the life of the flesh," and 
it is necessary that it be perfectly pure in 
order that the body may be healthy. Health 
is necessary to enable us to do all the work 
for God that we can. The blood in its circu
lation is carried to the lungs, where impuri
ties are cast off, and it is built up by plenty 
of oxygen and otlier elements which the air 
contains. Don't you see that anything which 
hinders its free circulation, and the free move
ment of the lungs, will have a tendency to 
prevent this purification, and if persisted in 
will bring about various forms of disease 
caused by impure blood? And you are sin
ning against God in this, as you are decreas
ing your capacity for work, and shortening 
your days: when you might by observing hy
giene live to a ripe old age and do a vast 
amount of good in the world, and earn an ex
ceeding great reward. news from a far country. ber of requests for bundles of HER

ALDS to be used for distribution with Tight lacing causes displacement of the in
ternal organs and various forms of female a view to extending the circulation of EDITORIAL ITEMS. complaints. The liver and stomach are forced 

BRo. J. 0. HITCHCOCK, of St. Louis, 
secured insertion of an article in the 
Student Life, a publication issued by 
students of Washington University, 
St. Louis, in which the faith of the 
Reorganized Church is stated, and er
+ors iu a former article corrected. 

the paper. He desires that all who downward, and given about half enough room 
can aid in the circulation of the HER- for their work, and then we wonder why we 
ALD and of general church literature have dyspepsia and liver complaint. We 
will do what lies in their power in j bring all these disea~es ~n o~rselves and ~is-
th t r O d f th B k f please God-for what. 'Io tickle our vamty 

a me. r . ers or e 00 0 and gratify pride, asd to look as well as or a 
Mormon have rncreased of late to a little better than some one else. Does it pay'? 
degree that is gratifying. Sister, when you are a hopeless invalid and 
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your usefulness destroyed, what prcfit will it 1 your children are all healthy, can you risk l 
be to you to remember that you once had a their health and happiness by making them I 
form like a doll? Will these thoughts com- wear corsets and stunting the development , 

we would have the satisfaction of knowing 
that we had done our duty. Ever praying 
for the advancement of humanity, I am, 

fort you in death and save your soul from pun
ishment? Does it not look a little like selling 
your birthright for a few messes of pottage? 
Health and usefulness are our birthright 
given to us by the all-wise Creator: along 
comes Satan and promises a fair form and 
beauty if we will only give him our health 
and usefulness. Now we have the power to 
accept or reject as we choose. Shall we 
choose wisdom's path and secure vigorous 
health, long life, and usefulness, in both 
physical and mental work, and the reward of 
eternal life'in the celestial kingdom? or shall 
we let vanity and the other works of the flesh 
prevail over our better nature and receive as 
a reward a few years of-shall I say happi
ness? Nay, it is not lasting happiness which 
will cause no development, either physically 
or mentally, and will cause the remaining 
years of life to be spent in misery, and cause 
us as a reward that spiritual death that is 
promised to all who yield to the desires of 
the flesh. The choice is yours; which will 
you take? It is really alarming to witness 
the extent of this habit; it is doing as much 
evil as alcohol and tobacco. 

Children, both male and female, are made 
to wear corsets in some of our cities at the 
young and tender age of six years: and in the 
country as soon as a girl is ten or eleven years 
old she is crowded into corsets, arid that often 
against her will, by the very pernon who 
should be most eager for her daughter's 
physical and mental health to be perfect. 
Thus t.he little body is deprived of that per
fect dE:Jvelopment that is so necessary to 
health. As a result we have a generation of 
weak-minded and feeble women; and these 
women are to be the mothers of the next 
generation, and they will have all the infirmi
ties inherited from a puny, sickly mother to 
contend against, in addition to all the allure
ments offered by Satan to sin. And these 
mothers will crowd their daughters, and sons 
too, perhaps, into corsets, thus adding imper
fect development to the inherited weakness 
of the mother; and in a few generations the 
human species will have vanished from the 
eal"th and Satan and his angels will look up 
and rejoice to see the destruction they have 
wrought by pandering to female vanity. 

Do not say Christ will come before that 
time and put a stop to the evil, for Christ 
will never come until there is a people pre
pared to meet him. And just suppose that 
he did come, would you dare to look him in 
the face and call him your Lord, when you 
had sinned against him by destroying your 
usefulness? 

oi their bodies? Remember the tiny, help-
less infant that came to you as pure as one of 
God's angels, and it is your duty to care for 
it in such a manner as to secure for it a sound 
physical and moral developmont, that it may 
be enabled to combat successfully with the 
evils of the world. That trusting little heart 
depends on mother for everything; it~ is as 
wax in your hands. You can make of it a 
useful citizen, or a helpless invalid, or a be
ing as evil as one of Satan's imps. Can you 
risk all these things for the sake of a little 
pride and vanity? 

One of the main causes of trouble is this 
desire of pareuis to push their children 
ahead; try to make grown people of them 
when they are really children. As soon as 
a girl gets up a little size she is put in cor
sets to "get her in some shape" as they say, 
forgetting that when she is old enough she 
will have the shape of a woman anyway. I 
say let our girls be taught to consider them
selves as children, and let their clothing be 
loose and comfortable until they are eighteen 
or twenty years old, then let them dress as 
young ladies; but do not allow .them to wear 
corsets. The corset waist ls an excellent 
substitute for a corset, as it makes the dress 
fit smoothly without changing the natural 
shape. But if girls are allowed to purchase 
these,waists themselves they will get them 
too small, and thus do themselves g1;eat in
jury. Teach your daughters to have confi
dence in Mother and be governed by Mother's 
ad vice, and see to it that, Mother is worthy of 
this confidence too. When she gets old 
enough to dress as a young lady take her 
measure and buy a waist to fit her comfort
ably, and see that she wears it just as you buy 
it, and much of the evil will be done away. 
Teach her from childhood to value her 
health above all earthly things. Teach her 
that the mind and body are so intimately 
connected that any injuiry to the body is sure 
to be ,followed by an injury to the mind. 
That it is a sign of mental weakness to desire 
a small, pinched, doll-like w:i.ist; and above 
all things teach her to rely on Godin mo
ments of doubt and perplexity, and you will 
have little to fear for her safety and happi
ness. It would be well for you as a mother 
to leave off these dangerous corsets and wear 
the corset waist as a substitute; they are 
more healthful, and cheaper, and one looks 
Just, as neat with them. Or perhaps some 
one else can give us some better ideas on the 
subject of dress reform. I am not very well 
posted on this subject, and would like to re-

You young ladies, pause and think before 
ceive information from anyone whose knowl
edge of it is greater than mine. That 
something must be done to remove this evil 
is certain; and where is a better p-Iace to be
gin than at home.? We as a people are try
ing to live above the vanities of the world; 
and I for one would be glad to see the time 
whefl the sisters will come bravely out and 
lay off every injurious habit, regardless of 
what the world says. We would not lose in
fluence by H; but people would have greater 
raspect for our claims. Even if t!ley did not, 

you consent to th us destroy your heal th and 
happiness. Ou you depends a g1·eat work. 
You have need of health to enable you to do 
that work. You are young; your life is all 
before you; you may do a grander and nobler 
work than has ever been accomplished by 
human strength yet. Can you afford to miss 
your chance of earning a great reward? You 
mothers, can you run the risk of giving birth 
to a lot of puny, weak-minded children; or if 

SISTER MARY. 

:hBHBr D Bpar1msm. 
Ji'T. BIDWELL, Cal., Nov. 1. 

Editors Herald:-On July 27 Bro. Barmore 
and I left Adin for this place, expecting to 
return there in about thirty days. We first 
stopped at Canby, and ufter preaching six 
sermons Bro. Barmore led Stewart Losey 
and his aged mother into the waters of bap
tism. The Spirit was present in power, both 
at the water and in the confirmation meeting. 

We next preached four times at Alturas, 
but the conditions forbade an extended effort. 
However, some bec:i.me interested and we 
left a Book of Mormon with a lady there who 
was anxious to read it. If we 'bad twenty-five 
copies of the Book of Mormon we could find 
employment for; all of them, as the people 
in this section will read; but the lack of 
means hinders us from furnishing them the 
literature that we can see they need. Bro. 
Joehnk, of Sacramento, sent us a large sup
ply of tracts, and I am sure that they did 
great good. We need a tract fund in the 
Northern California district, as the people 
g·enerally are ignorant of our faith but will
ing to learn. 

We held a few meetings at Lake City, at 
which place the writer was relieved of his 
satchel of books. It was a serious loss, but 
convinced me that God could enable a man to 
preach as well out of a borrowed Bible as out 
of his own. We have been here for over two 
months, but during that time have preached 
considerably in adjacent territory. We have 
baptized fifteen and there are many more 
very near obedience. 

The Baptists have been considerably wor
ried over the people going astray(?) and one 
of their preachers, when cornered in an ar
gument by Bro. Barmore, threatened to as
sault him with his fists, but was prevented 
by other parties. Next Monday Bro. Bar
more begins a debate with the Baptists to 
continue eight nights; in which·they affirm 
that their church was established by Christ 
and has never lost its succession nor identity, 
while Bro. Barmore affirms that the church 
established by Joseph Smith is the church of 
Jesus Obrist. We pray for good results, 
realizing our own weakness, but that the 
work is indeed the Lord's and that he is 
abundaut.ly able to care for it. 

A part of our experience here has been 
such as to give us great encouragement 
and added testimony that the work is of God. 
The most bitter opposer we had here, a 
former Baptist preacher, is now a warm 
friend. He has a daughter living· at Nauvoo 
and wrote her iuquiring about our people. 
She answered him that some of the best peo
ple in that vicinity were members of the Re
organized Church and as far as their lives 
were concerned were certainly true Chris
tians. He made a public apology, reciting 
thest' facts, and the next day four were bap
tized. Words cannot express our joy and 
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satisfaction, and it was hours after retiring 
before sleep came to us. Who would have 
thought that the influence of saints in lllinois 
would be felt here in California, thousands of 
miles away. How plainly and elcquently it 
teaches us the lesson that each day of our 
lives should be a sermon, and that our light 
should shine so brightly that those on the 
outside of the fold, seeing its radiance, would 
be attracted to make a covenant with God in 
his own appointed way. This gospel is the 
grandest thing ever intrust<id to man, but we 
must live it to ever be_ benefited by our ac
ceptance of it .. There are sacrifices connectEd 
with it 'tis true, but how insignificant our 
trials are when compared with the saints of 
the days of Christ and the early apostles, or 
even of those who established this latter-day 
work. Let each one ask himself, "What 
shall it profit a man, if he shall gain the 
whole world, and lose his own soul?" and then 
make a new resolution to serve God better 
than. in the past. May God help us one and 
all to heed the admonition to come up higher, 
and I am sure that we will have the satisfac
tion of seeing the work advance with rapid 
strides. Yours in bonds, 

FRED B. BLAIR. 

PORCUPINE, Wis., Nov. 4. 
Editors Herald:-After the summer's cam

paign in tent work and the reunion near 
Janesville was over, I started for Grant 
County; spent about two weeks there, which 
seemed to be both profitable and enjoyable. 
There are about sixty-eight saints in Grant 
County scattered from one end of it to the 
other. It is therefore very difficult to get 
them together to hold a union meeting. 
There are many good kind saints among them 
who are still holding to what they heard and 
received several years ago; but as there is 
little opportunity for them to attend prayer 
meetings or even preaching service, their 
growth in the preparation for eternal life is 
very slow. 

I visited several homes of the saints and 
held a very pleasant visit with each. While 
talking with them one could seem to see the 
little spark of hope and faith that had been 
smouldering within them for months grow 
into a blaze. Oh the need of good faithful 
men for branch and district workers! No 
wonder the Savior gave the command three 
times, "Feed my sheep,'' "Feed my lambs," 
and that Peter should earnestly exhort "the 
elders which are among you,'' in meekness, 
kindness, and with a love for God's children, 
"Feed the flock of God which is among you 
.... not by constraint, but willingly; not 
for filthy lucre [praise of men], but of a ready 
mind .... And when the chief Shepherd 
shall appear, ye shall receive a er.own of glory 
that fadeth not away."-1 Peter 5: 1-4. What 
use is it for men to go into the world and 
preach the gospel, convert men and women, 
and then leave them to perish for want of the 
bread of life? I for one hope the day may 
soon dawn when there shall be as many noble 
devoted men in the ranks of local workers as 
in the field; for I see the need of them on 
every hand. Why is it we see, week after 
week, such encouraging reports through the 
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Ensign and Herald, from Chicago, St. Joseph, l two of ~hem were to the effect that we only 
Lamoni, Independence, and other places? I discuss six days, which did not sui_t me at all; 
do not say those places have gained the de- so I rewrote what we had already agreed 
gree of progress it is possible for them to do; upon with a little addition to make matters 
but suppose every branch in the church had more plain. 
devot8d, prayerful men in it who were ful- The_ first read "agreement first,'' as we 
filling the law of the Lord, how soon the com- have agreed to be governed by ''Hedge's 
mand "come up higher" would be fulfilled. Rules of Logic," it is our understanding in 
Greater power of the Spirit would be -felt Rule l that each proposition or part thereof 
throughout the church and the ranks of the shall be discussed in the order as they ap
missionary force would be filled at twice the pear and the time alfotted, and any departure 
rate they are now being filled, and not only from such will not be permissible. Tb e sixt:t 
filled, but sustained. agreement read, "In the discussion of these 

In the mind of the writer there is not any questions the Bible sh'all be the standard of 
more important nor honorable place in the evidence, but all standard histories, church 
church than that of a local worker. Let the books, and other writings which would be 
saints encourage and honor them, be they accepted as evidence in the courts of any land 
whomsoever they may be. "Pray ye there- may be used for what they are worth." 
fore the Lord of the harvest, that he will send He said the latter part of that was unfair, 
forth laborers into his harvest." I came to that the other was all right; so I offered to 
Northern Wisconsin about three weeks ago; drop the latter clause of the sixth if he would 
found a very pleasant lot of saints here in Por- meet me. But he says, "Read them again," 
cu pine. Bro. A. V. Closson will soon have his and when I did he objected to the first, al
new house completed and also one for his though I have his letter, which says that 
father. Bro. V. White, from Lamoni, has Hedge's rules cover that part. He said if I 
been engaged during the summer doing the meant by that that when we were discussing 
carpenter work, assisted by Bro. A. V. They one proposition he could not bring in the 
have done a good job. Sr. White has also other, it would not suit him. I told him I 
been here and is doing a fine work in the meant all my words implied. I agreed to 
Sunday school and aiding in the music and meet him on the three pr.opositions simply 
singing for meetings. because he would not do any better. I prom-

I have been preaching at Hay Creek the ised I would take lots of time; I told him I 
past week; had good attendance most of the would give him all the chances on Smith he 
time. A few seemed interested. Have· also wanted in the first proposition, and all he 
visited Ono, Wisconsin. wanted on the second,-on the Book of Mor-

Your brother in bonds, mon; but he would not take it. In fact, he 
LEONARD HOUGHTON. dare not take a fair proposition and fair rules 

SPRINGFIELD, Mo., Nov. 8. 
Editors Herald:-W e are not dead yet, 

though we do not often write. Our district 
conference just closed and most of the saints 
have returned home. We had a very enjoya
ble time. There were not many branches 
represented, owing to the close time; but if a 
person would listen to these politicians they 
would make him believe that prosperity 
struck us two years ago; but judging from 
the tone of some of - the letters in Herald, 
not many of the elders have felt it yet. 

Inclosed you will find a clipping taken 
from the Springfield Tribune written by the 
writer in answer to a footnote to an article on 
"Utah Mormonism." The writer of the note 
tried to leave the impression that we and 
Utah were the same, and that it was only a 
matter of time when the two churches would 
be one. I visited the editor, whom I found 
to be quite frank and willing to give me an 
answer. The office of Carlin's Baptist Mis
sionary is the same as the Tribune, and Rev. 
Carlin and we talked upon our debate which 
was to take place at Plew, Lawrence County, 
but I failed entirely to get him to promise to 
meet me. 

He claims that when we signed proposi
tiom; we agreed upon the rules to govern us, 
but he knows better; for when I asked him 
to now agree on rules he said there was no 
room on his paper. He had some rules there 
which his Baptist church and he had fixed 
up, which I would not agree to, and he after
ward sent me four more rules to sign, and 

and meet us; and for my part I think such a 
man should be beneath our notice. And I 
will say for those having any trouble with 
such, Don't sign anything they ask, but in
sist upon fair rules, and a man that is not 
willing to meet you on fair propositions and 
fair rules should be ignored. 

The work here is growing despite the fact 
of Carlin's article on "Mormonism,'' which 
he prints every week in this town. Our hall 
was crowded Sunday night wit,h many stand
ing. Bro. Spurlock will remain with us a 
few nights and hold meetings. I trust we 
shall have interest. 

I wish the saints not to forget that the 
Bishop's agent's _book is balanced up for 
the present year on the last of December. 
Don't forget. In bonds, 

HENRY SPARLING. 

VALLEY JUNCTION, Wis., Nov. 4. 
Editors Herald:-Elder J. B. Wildermuth 

and myself arrived here a day or two ago and 
concluded to remain over Sunday, so have 
noticed through the local paper that we will 
preach in the saints' chapel Saturday even
ing and twice on Sunday. I tell the saints I 
am proud of their nice little church, and that 
they too may well be proud of it. It is 
through the untiring labors and push of 
Elder A. L. Whiteaker and his hefpers, 
who have stood faithfully by him, that this 
work has been brought almost to completion, 
and when it is done it will add largely to the 
appearance of the pleasant little village. 
Those not members of our church have con-
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·trlbuted quite considerably, which shows 
that prejudice does not run so high here as 
in some other places. 

I am sure that quite a good deal of the 
prejudice we meet in the world is owing 
largely to the misconduct of those who pro
fess to be saints but who do not live up to the 
law of Christ. I feel proud of the name of 
"saints" and it grieves me to find those who 
bring reproach upon that fair name. The 
Master said, "Blessed are th.e pure in heart, 
for they shall see God." Then, dear saints, 
we must all be pure in heart, otherwise we 
cannot inherit the kingdom of heaven or 
dwell among the righteous in Zion-the pure 
in heart. 

We expect to push on to the Northern part 
of the State the first of next week and will 
probably remain there the greater part of 
the winter. I am still striving with all my 
might to spread the gospel of Christ among 
the people. May the Lord bless and prosper 
his people. In gospel bonds, 

ELI M. WILDERMUTH. 

LADD, Ill., Nov. 7. 
Editors Herald:-On yesterday I had the 

honor of baptizing Bro. John Fitchpatrick, 
who was born in Ireland in 1812. This 
brother helped to guard Joseph Smith and 
his brother Hyrum from Nauvoo to Carthage, 
Illinois, where they met with death as the 
result of their testifying to the truth of the 
latter-day dispensation. 

Bro. F. heard Joseph and others preach 
back in those times in which it took courage 
to stand for the right, and during all the 
years intervening from that time to this the 
impressions received at time touching the 
truth •have stuck to him and have finally 
ripened into obedience. 

On October 23 last I baptized two brethren 
and one sister in the Mississippi River near 
Cordova, Illinois. They live in Clinton, 
Iowa, and will be members of the Clinton 
branch. 

Closed a series of meetings here on last ev
ening with a fair turnout.. The branch is 
small, but in it are some good workers. 
Hoping for the best I remain as ever, 

In the one faith, 
J.C. CRABB. 

THE SAIN'fS' HERALD. 

LOWBANKS, Ont., Nov. 3. 
Editors Herald:-After over two years' ab

sence in the Chatham diskict I am returned 
to the London district and have labored 
about two weeks in this part. Our first 
effort to preach here again was greeted with 
a full house, but it is a busy time with far
mers-this being a country place-storing 
fruit, plowing, etc. The continued attend
ance has been quite good on Sundays and fair 
to small week evenings. 

On Sunday evening last I baptized a fine 
young man and expect to baptize two or 
three others before leaving this part. On 
Monday, October 31, Bro. Hiram McDonald 
and I were at Port Maitland and secured the 
use of a schoolhouse that was closed against 
me after holding three meetings there four 
years ago. Our first meeting will be there 
to-night. Port Maitland is about eight miles 
from LowbatJks branch and four miles from 
Bro. Hiram McDonald's home. 

To any of the saints wishing my post office 
address I would say that if addressed to me 
in care of Elder M. F. Darby, Selkirk, On· 
tario, it will be forwarded to where I may be. 

Your brother, 
JOHN SHIELDS. 

will think twice before he debates with Lat" 
ter Day Saint elders again. Results are one 
was baptized and we hope more to follow. 

Elder Gregory gave us a fine discourse on 
the difference between Utah Mormonism and 
our own Reorgan.ization, to show the people 
that we have no connection with the former 
whatever. I love this glorious work; so does 
my wife. To try by our small efforts to put 
the gospel before the people is all we live for. 

Your brother, 
PHILIP J. WELLS. 

A SCRAP FROM ELDER I. N. WHITE'S DIARY. 
"Wednesday, March 2, 1898: At home; 

wrote letters; went to prayer meeting at 
night. Our meeting was dry, yet instructive. 
I spoke, lecturing the saints for their care
lessness, and for their grumbling, and for 
not heeding the revelations given to the 
church-the Word of Wisdom, etc. I felt 
cut over my own remarks, but certainly they 
were sent of God. They were smarting on 
many of the saints. When dismissed a num
ber spoke to me and acknowledged the truth
fulness of the remarks and seemed to be glad 
to meet me. Bro. Harrington wanted me to 
preach Sunday at eleven a. m. All night at 
home. 

TORONTO, Ont., Nov. 4· "Thursday, March 3. Up at six. Last night 
Editors Herald:-We had a debate here in 

our church last week, which lasted six 
nights, between Elder F. Gregory, and Dr. 
Wallace Mason, of the Christadelphian re
ligion, on the immortality of the soul; for 
the last three nigh ts on the prophetic mis
sion of Joseph Smith. Our good-sized hall 
was packed full, and I am happy to say that 
though the doctor did his best to turn the 
Bible and our gospel inside out; he was ably 
defeated by Elder Gregory. I have never 
heard such a grand subject discussed before. 
The doctor boasted that he has debated for 
thirty-five years and never had been spoken 
to like it before. One night he used harsh 
expressions and I must strongly say, many 
untruths, to try and convince the people that 
we were Utah Mormons. It was not very 
elevating for us to sit and listen to such 
speeches, but nearly all his big pompous 
statements concerning our people he quoted 
from J. D. Lee and Beadle's works. He also 
took the trouble to write to the United States 

I dreamed and awoke, slept and dreamed 
again, of telling my dream to an elder and 
that he would scarcely heed it. My dream 
was: I stood by an aged M. E. minister, who 
was of note among his people; considered a 
'good man' by them. He seemed to be 
eighty-fl ve years old and was breathing his 
last. I said, 'Well I will go with him to the 
spirit land;' and I did go. There was more 
of an interval between the time of leaving 
the body and getting to the spirit land than 
I expected. However, I got ther~ and saw 
lots of people of differ<Jnt churches, that I 
knew. Saw many of the saints and knew 
them. This M. E. preacher was wonderfully 
disappointed. He had thought that when 
dying and going to heaven he would have 
nothing but enjoyment-playing upon the 
gr.Iden harps, etc. But, alas! it was not hap
piness to him-as he died so was he there. 
He had not obeyed the gospel in this life and 
could not enjoy its equivalent in the other 
life. He grumbled and complained so much 

SHERBURNVILLE, Ill., Nov. 7. to learn more of our people so that he could k over his disappointments that I too him to 
Editors Herald:-We had just commenced expose us when the time came, but if some of task for it. 1 told him there was some 

meetings here when Bro. Moler was calle.d the saints and the people in general were to pleasure at least to him in the change-he 
home by the serious illness of his little girl. read the "Church History" or the "Life of did not have to die again; he could go on to 
I continued alone until his return last Thurs- Lucy Smith" they would find that Governor a greater degree of perfection and earn his 
day. His child is fairly on the way to re- Ford, whom he professed to quote, was an reward, as he had never done that while in 
covery, but now my eldest is reported quite enemy to the .saints, or he would not have earth life. God had to be honest and just 
sick and news from home is anxiously left the martyrs, Joseph and Hyrum, to the with him and could only give to him accord
awaited. Such is the missionary's life. small mercies of the mob at Carthag·e jail illg to his works. I saw many-yes many-

We are continuing services in Bro. Dick- while he drove away. of the saints there who had not been valiant 
ey's house with quite a good hearing. Since Never shall I and others forget the able in their testimony, and they had lost the re-
coming here we have rescued one who was manner in which Elder Gregory defended the ward they might have gotten; but all re-
"drifting" and turned him into the fold. We truth, which shone out the more it was pol- ceived a reward according to their works. 
think the undercurrent of di vine providence ished. He was assisted by Elder R. C, Ev- It was wonderful indeed. I saw many won
is bringing others our way. A little back-1 ans. I with others thou~·ht Dr. Mason was derful things and then went back to earth 
alley opposition is manifested, a few mild lies unfair in debate because he would not give again. I awoke and marveled and said in my 
are being told of us and the faith. We ex- 1 chapter, book, and verse of his false state- heart, 'Is this not a warning to God's peo-
p~ct to continue over next Sunday. I men ts till he was made to do so by our able ple?' Surely it is.,, 

Hopefully, your brother, chairman, R. C. Evans. I. N. WHITE. 
ADAM J. KECK. I I think that by the way he was defeated he I lNnEPENDENcE, Mo., Nov. 11, 1898. 
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MUSCATINE, Iowa, Nov. 10. 
Editors Herald:-I was at home and at

tended Woodbine reunion, and felt blessed 
there; but had to go to my field of labor be
fore it closed. I started on the evening of 
September 23, accompanied to the train by 
my loving companion and children and a 
number of saint8, going to Clinton, Iowa, to 
attend quarterly conference of Eastern Iowa 
district arriving there in the morning. As I 
stepped from the car there was our beloved 
brother Palsgrove, to meet me, and we ac
companied him to his home, where Sr. Pals
grove had the morning meal prepared. And, 
lo and behold, we found our old friends, Bro. 
and Sr. C. G. Dykes from Muscatine, Iowa, 
formerly from Persia, Iowa, there. And 
then I felt at home indeed. After a few 
words we made ready for the meetings, and 
went to the hall. There we met Bro. J. W. 
Peterson, our district president, and Bro. J. 
N. Sutton assistant president, and many oth
ers from different parts of the district. A 
united feeling pervaded the entire session; 
not a harsh word during the meeting. We 
were permitted to speak to them in the after
noon and Sunday evening; felt blessed. 

On Monday morning took the early boat 
for Muscatine, accompanied by Bro. and Sr. 
C. G. Dykes and Srs. Johnston and Jennie 
Leland from Rock Island, and Sr. Hatton 
from Davenport. And that boat ride put me 
in mind of my Eastern mission two years 
ago. We changed boats at Davenport, and 
went With Sr. Hatton to her borne, where 
she prepared dinner, and we enjoyed the 
same. Had a short visit; took the four p. m. 
boat. On to Muscatine in company with Bro. 
and Sr. Dykes; arrived there about eight p. 
m., when Bro. DykE-s' hired man met us, and 
took us six miles north of the city to his 
home, where all the elders have a welcome 
home that come that way. 

THE 8AlNT8' HERALD. 

According to previous arrangements the 
other two judges came. But, dear breth
ren and sisters, I did not forget to invite our 
loving Father to be with me in Spirit. Then 
I was brought before this council, and was 
permitted to speak for myself, or for the 
work of God. And I felt happy for the 
privilege to defend the gospel of the meek 
and lowly Christ. I told them the simple 
story, or the message that the angel brought 
to e~rth, and what the Book of Mormon is 
and what it claims to be. Our loving Father 
was with me by his Spirit, and I was blessed 
in defending this work. They sat as though 
they were confounded, and at one time when 
I looked upon all their faces there were tears 
in their eyes, and my heart was full of joy, 
and I could tell them the simple story by the 
aid of the Spirit. 

At the close of the evening meeting they 
stated to the audience that I could have the 
church for this week anyway, and then I an
nounced meetings. I believe these people 
are good, honest souls, and HI am permitted 
to continue here I think that we can con
vince them of the truth. Remember me to 
our heavenly Father, that I' may not be left 
alone. 

Last night at the close of the meeting a 
lady came up to me and shook me by the 
hand, and said "Bro. Smith, I am glad I am 
here, for I never heard of that doctrine be· 
fore." 

So let us be valiant soldiers in the army of 
the Lord and endure to the end; we will 
meet by and by, where we will part no more. 

W. A. SMITH. 

SPRINGFIELD, Mo., Nov. 10. 
Editors Herald:-Our district confere~ce 

convened here last Saturday and Sunday 
and was one of peace and love from first 
to last. We were disappointed, how

l have been holding meetings in this ever, in not seeing Elder John A. Davis, 
neighborhood for several weeks, but not our good old standby and district presi
much interest, because of busy times. dent, present; and, in fact, not a soul 

At present (am holding meetings in this from the southeastern part of the dis
city, in the church owned by the people trict. No wonder there has been some talk 
called the Church of God. I was holding of dividing the district. Bruner branch fur
meetings north of the city a short time ago, nished us a good representation, and among 
and one of the leading members of the them Bro. C. H. Merrett, a priest whom I 
"Church of God" attended twice, and he told had not met for over twenty years, h.i having 
me that he thought that I could get their made his home with us one or two years 
church to preach in. So last Sunday Bro. near where Lamoni now stands. He ii; still 
Dykes and I attended their morning meeting firm in the faith and looks but a very little 
to lay the matter before the people. When older, which may be accounted for, however, 
we arrived they had received a postal from as he has since taken unto himself a most 
their minister, that he could not be with noble companion. 
them that day, so they invited me to talk for Elder C. J. Spurlock was in attendance 
them. With pleasure I accepted the invita- and is now holding a serie~ of meetings in 
tion, and was blessed in so doing. At the our hall, where good attention is paid to his 
close of the sermon I made my wants known sound gospel sermons. Elder Sparling is 
in regard to getting their church to hold holding the fort here against much ques
a series of meetings in, and they said that tionable opposition. It is hoped that our 
they would talk the matter over before they elders will not condescend or stoop so low as 
could give me an answer. They invited me to abuse other denominations directly or in
to preach in the evening, and then they directly, from the pulpit or otherwise, as 
would let me know. I thanked them for the some abuse us. 
invitation, and one of the leading men in- The work in Springfield is moving slowly, 
vited me to go home and take dinner with but we hope surely. Two were added by 
him; after dinner two of the leading men I baptism on the 8th, and others have given 
would meet us at his place and they would their names for next Sunday. There are 
try me, or examine our faith. some rumors to the effect that Elder W. R. 
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Pickering and family will move awP.y from 
Springfield in the near future. This would 
almost. prove to be a death blow to our 
branch, as he has been its stay and staff as 
well as president for years, and we hope they 
may change their minds and remain with us, 
as they have a very high standing in society 
as well as in the church proper. As for us, 
we like this city quite well; considerable im· 
provement is going on this year, and more 
so since our new railroad outl2t direct to 
Kansas City is completed. 

In gospel bonds, 
J.C. CHRESTENSEN. 

SAN ANTONIO, Texas, Nov. 6. 
Editors Herald:-I arrived in San Antonio 

October 24, and to my surprise I learned that 
Bro. H.P. Curtis had passed on to his reward. 
Kind hands had borne him to the cemetery 
on the 20th. I visited the cemetery with 
his wife and mother-in-law, and while there 
I breathed a silent prayer to the good Lord 
that the work he had done in this district 
might bring forth many honest souls in the 
kingdom of God. 

I find many honest saints in this city. 
They have passed through many trials, and 
some of them have been ''tried as by fire," 
and I believe in time they will shine in the 
kingdom of God. 

We need help in the Southwestern mission. 
Bro. Toney, for reasons best known to him
self, stopped traveling and preaching the 1st 
of July. Bro. Curtis is with us no more on 
earth. Bro. Duncan is in very poor health, 
yet, he is still traveling and preaching, and 
doing all the good he can, while all the rest 
of the brethren are doing gospel work and 
doing well; yet we need more laborers. 

The district conference in Texas Central 
district was well attended and a peaceful 
spirit prevailed. We are now looking for
ward to the 25th, when the Southwest dis
trict conference will be held at Medina 
church. We trust the saints will take notice 
and come with a cheerful heart and that our 
prayers may be heard of our heavenly Fa
ther, that we may rejoice in his love. 

Your brother, 
A. J. MOORE. 

BOZEMAN, Mont., Nov. 5. 
Editors Herald:-Our district conference is 

past, and was one of the best held in the dis
trict for several years. Bro. Wight is with 
us and is cheering the saints by his earnest 
preaching. 

There were six of the Utah elders in at
tendance at our conference. Bro. Wight 
discoursed on the successor. Of course they 
thought him unkind and unfair, but really, I 
think he was very fair and kind to them. 
They utterly refused to discuss the proposi
tion, stating that they were forbidden to dis
cuss with us, but said that next Sunday nig·ht 
they would state their position. They seem 
to look upon our attacks on their position as 
persecution. 

I don't understand how they expect to ex
plain their way out of the mists. They say 
t.hey have taken an oath not to preach po· 
lygamy, and still say they believe it is of 
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732 THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

God. But Mr. Penrose did admit recently, formly in all sessions the Spirit and its peace 
in the presence of Brn. Wight, Davies, and so constantly attended. As the one reunion 
myself, that there was a possibility that it held in the Ohio district, at Limerick, was 
was not of God; that it was an open question. similar, would it be too much to assume that 

I believe Montana a far better field for gos- j the Lora was pleased with such efforts. 
pel work than Utah. Shall they be repeated? 

In bonds, On September 28 I resumed again where 
GOMER REESE. Robley and Smith still hold the record as 

GRAND VALLEY, Pa., Nov. 8. 
Editors Herald:-Vvith the constantly re

ported condition of crowded columns it is 
easy for some of us to refrain from writing. 
If we desist we may be adjudged remiss in 
that, and perhaps as to other labor. 

Since leaving my home on May 21 I have 
been steadily at work; first in Ottawa County, 
Ohio, where, through the instrumentality of 
Bro. Peter Peterson, from Canada, the work 
was first planted and by the efforts of several 
since eighteen saints anxiously awa.it the day 
and condition for organization. F. C. Smith 
has labored there effectively; is held in high 
esteem. 

Next it fell to my lot to second the excel
lent efforts of George W. Robley and I. M. 
Smith in Warren County, Pennsylvania, 
which I did from June 25 to August. 4, speak
ing at five different points and baptizing ti ve, 
who were ready before my arrival. From 
this inviting field I was called to attendance 
at the temple, Kirtland, Ohio, showing visit
ors through and telling them the gospel 
story as opportunity afforded. Here let me 
say, that having reported receipts there at 
seven dollars and fifteen cents on one Sunday, 
the whole time I was there averaged about 
one dollar per day; earlier than what is 
called the "outing season" and later as well 
receipts would be less. 

A week at Akron with the struggling band 
there as well as the conference was enjoyed. 
At the conference, and Conneautville reunion 
Brn. Davis and McDowell's hi,bors were valua
ble and appreciated by all. With Bro. Mc
Dowell I must say I do not remember 
attending any series of services where so uni-

preachers and men of first class reputation. 
Lesser preacher though I be, I am al ways 
glad to follow men of clean lives and proper 
example. The baptism of two more at Goss
ville on last Sunday, one the direct result of 
R. and S's labors makes the sum total herea
bouts twenty-one. Having· reported the 
names of the first five at the t.ime, Brn. R. 
and S. may be pleased to know the last two 
are Brn. Iva Thomas and John Vanguilder. 
Bro. Thomas' wife, an excellent lady, is 
among earnest investigators considering the 
matter. 

I had the good fortune to deliver twenty
one discourses in the Whiteoak Methodist 
church, south of Excelsior Union, and hold 
the Record against Robley and Smith; but as 
they had not been there, the situation may 
be reversed some day. I was entertained at 
more than twenty family circles, and the 
friends of the cause still on the increase; but 
James Kelley, Joseph Reed, and others per
sist in being dry-land saints. 

At Grand Valley no place available at pres
ent without expense. McGraw and Fagundus 
I have yet to revisit. The saints and friends 
there anxiously await more preaching. 

Whether Cuba, Old Glory, or what was 
done at General Conference was responsible 
for it or not, two of the brethren got to tele
g1mphing that there was or might be giants 
in the land up in New York. I tried to re
spond, put in three weeks of suspense, three 
dollars and sixty-•dx cents of expense, and 
about one hundred miles of travel, about half 
of it on foot through mud and dashing rains, 
to keep in touch by wire al)d mail. How 
happy I would have been had the giants said 
first off they would not appear. Not craving 

debate I dislike to do so much to get ready 
and then get so disappointed. Send for that 
brother brandishing his sword recently in 
Missouri, brethren, please, or send the giants 
there. 

At Middletown, Ohio, Rev. Kuhlman, a 
Lutheran minister, assailed Dowieism and 
faith cure, but in his effort relegated all di
vine healing to the past. 'rhe Siqnal, of 
Middletown, with laudatory headlines pub
lished the effort. "A Christian-Scientist" 
replied. Sr. Edith Wren, a young lady, 
thought, and rightly too, the reverend gen
tleman should be corrected and instructed. 
She pitched the is;,ue on such a plane and in 
such manner as to win the admiration of any 
fair-minded thinker. She made splendid ar
guments of her own, turned those advanced 
by the gentleman on him, spiked his gun 
with the Greek he got off, and in the fifth 
issue was last on the field of controversy and 
monarch of all there was to survey. May 
many others· equip themselves and do battle 
when needful. 

I hope witJ:. Bro. J.C. Clapp in bis late ex
cellent article, that the "time" "speculation" 
will some day be relegated to the past. 
Chronology is somewhat elastic; the unin
telligible of some parts of Daniel and Revela
tion more so. While all scripture may be 
profitable for doctrine, reproof, correction, 
instruction, etc., it may be a latel' time when 
some of it will be so. The Savior once said, 
"It is not for you to know the times or the 
seasons." The angel who appeared to the 
Seer while referring to coming fulfillment 
of scripture left those out. The revelations 
through the seer and his successor also do 
not deal with them. The present President 
has ad vised leaving the "hoofa and horns" 
"alone" lest some one get "hooked." Why 
not just teach what can be made clear with 
undisputable evidence? The time question, 
t-i·m-e will surely work out and bring all 
events with it in their time. At work hope" 
fully. In bonds, 

R. ETZENHOUSER. 

True SL1ccession In Church Presidency m 

CHAPTER 6.-Continued. 

Mr. Roberts' next attack is in the following language:

(2) 11fr. Smith further claims that he was c11lled to be President of 
the chitrdt throuph !tis father by rei·elation in 1841. 

The revelation referred to was given the Hlth of January, 
1841. The passage in it supposed to sustain the claim of 
appointment of "young Joseph" to be the President of the 
church is the following: 

And now I say unto you. as pertaining to my boarding house 
which I have commanded you to build for the boarding of 
strangers, let it be built unto my name, and let my name be 
named upon it., and let my serv<tnt Joseph, and his house have 
place therein, from generatioi1 to generation; for this anointing 
have I pnt upon his head, tlrnt his blessing shall also be put 
upon the he<td of his posterity after him, and as I said unto 
Abraham concerning the kindreds of the earth,- even so I say 
unto my servant Joseph, in thee <tnd in thy seed shall the 
kindred of the earth be blessed. 'rherefore let my servant 
.Joseph and his seed after him have place in that house, from 
generation to generation, for ever and for ever, saith the Lord. 

'fhis is not difficult to comprehend as it stands thus in the 
Doctrin<" and Covenants unmarred. It is simply this: a com
mandment was given to build the Nauvoo House, a t<tvern, for 
the boarding and lodging of strangers. Joseph Smith and· his 

family were also 1,o have a home therein; for he was com
manded to put stock in the house, and as a matter of fact did 
put considerable stock into it; and his family after him, from 
generation to generation. was to have that inheritance in the 
house. It was to be theirs because the prophet .Joseph bad 
purchased the stock which secured to him, and his posterity 
after him, the rig·bt of a home within it. The passage does not 
in any manner refer to succession in the Presidency of the 
church. What it does refer to is clearly seen in the com
_mencement of the paragraph-"And now I say unto you, as 
pertaining to my boarding house, which I have commanded you to 
build for the boardin,q of stranpers, etc." 'rhat is the subject of 
the passage, not the priesthood. nor the succession of the 
prophet .Joseph's son to his father's position as President of the 
church. How absurd the argument that because a man's 
posterity are to inhedt his stock in a hotel, or succeed to the 
right of living in it as a return for having paid a large sum 
towards the construction of it, that therefore we must conclude 
that it means, too, that a man's posterity or at least the "head" 
of it-the eldest son-must also inherit the father's priest
·hood and calling as President of the church!-Roberts, pp. 
53, 54. 

Suppose we admit that the subject of this passage is the 
Nauvoo House, and that a special provision was made 
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that Joseph Smith and his family were to have place 
therein from generation to generation; then the inquiry 
is pertinent, Why was this provision made? If we under
stand Mr. Roberts, his position is that it was because 
Joseph Smith held stock in the house and the Lord was 
providing that his posterity should succeed to his property 
rights. This was provided for by the laws of the land, 
and why should the Lord interfere in such a matter? The 
law of the land would also protect the property rights of 
the heirs of every other stockholder in that institution. If 
this is all he intended to do, why did he make a specialty 
of the family of Joseph Smith? Were _their property 
rights more in jeopardy than the rights of hundreds of 
others? There must have been some special reason why 
his family should have a place in that house. That reason 
will become clear by quoting the remainder of the para
graph from which Mr. Roberts quotes but a part. Mr. 
Roberts' quotation ends at a comma. Commencing at the 
beginning of the sentence which he breaks and continuing 
it reads:--

Therefore, let my servant Joseph, and his seed after him, 
have place in that house, from generation to generation. forever 
and ever, saith the r~ord, and let the name of that house be 
called the Nauvoo House; and let it be a delightful habitation 
for man, and a resting place for the weary traveler, that he 
may contemplate t.he glory of Zion, and the glory of this the 
corner stone thereof; that he may receive also the counsel from 
those whom I have se-t to be as plants of renown,-and as watch
men upon her >Val!s.-D. C. 107: 18. 

Here we have the purpose of the house described as 
being a resting place for the "weary traveler, that he may 
contemplate the glory of Zion, and the glory of this the 
corner stone thereof; that he may, receive also the counsel frorn 
those whom I have set to be as plamts of renown, and as watch
men itpon her walls." This being the purpose of the house, 
does it not follow that those whom God decreed should 
remain in the house, notwithstanding their property rights 
were no better than others, were "set to be as plants of 
renown and as watchmen" upon the walls of Zion? Some 
one may ask, Could they not "be as plants of renown, and 
as watchmen" without being in the Presidency? In a 
general sense they might be; but this indicates that their 
counsel was to be in a special manner sought by the inves
tigator. Why should they be thus specially pointed out 
and located where their counsel could be had unless their 
position was to be a special one? Had Nauvoo been built 
up according to the command of God this provision would 
doubtless now be in force. 

r,et us now return to that part of the quotation fur
nished us by Mr. Roberts: "Let my servant Joseph, and 
his house have place therein, from generation to genera
tion." Why? Because they have property rights? Their 
rights in this respect are just as good, but no better than 
others. Let the Lord tell us why: "for this anointing 
have I put upon his head, that his blessing shall also be 
put upon the head of his posterity after him." Then to 
remain in the house was not the blessing, but they were 
to remain in the house because of the conditions attaching 
to the blessing. What blessing were the posterity to 
have? Joseph's blessing. What was his blessing? The 
Lord gave a commandment on the very day the church 
was organized, April 6, 1830, and gave instruction that a 
record should be kept and that Joseph in that record 
should "be called a seer, a translator, a prophet, and an 
apostle of Jes us Christ," etc. (D. C. 19: 1.) -

Again, the duty of the president of the office of the high 
priesthood is to preside over the whole church, and to be like 
unto Moses. Behold, here is wisdom, yea, to be a seer, a reve
lator, a translator, and a prophet; having all the_ gifts of God 
which he bestows upon the head of the church.-D. C. 104: 42. 

Here then is the blessing given to Joseph to occupy in 
this position, and to discharge these duties and responsi
bilities. But some one objects that this js not called a 
''blessing;" but is it not a blessing? However, to silence 
this caviling we refer the reader to the blessing of Joseph 
Smith as pronounced by his father on the occasion of the 
ordination of the High Council, February 19, 1834. Joseph 
in his history says:-

"My father .Joseph then laid his hands upon my head and 
said, 'Joseph, I lay my hands upon thy head and pronounce the 
blessings of thy progenitors upon thee, that thou mayest hold 
the· keys of the mysteries of the kingdom of heaven, until the 
coming of the Lord; amen.' "-Church History, Vol. 1, p. 433; 
Times and Seasons, Vol. 6, pp. 994, 995. 

Here the doctrine of lineal descent is recognized for the 
right to "hold the keys of the mysteries of the kingdom of 
heaven" belonged to Joseph's progenitors, and descended 
to him. Now mark you, ''Ms blessing shall also be put upon 
the head of his posterity after him." So we have it clearly 
defined that the blessing of Joseph's progenitors was con
ferred on Joseph that he might "hold the keys of the 
mysteries of the kingdom of heaven;" and this blessing 
was to deseend unto his posterity. Now what position in 
the church does this blessing guarantee? Hear what the 
Lord said to Frederick G. Williams in March, 1832:-

Hearken to the calling wherewith you are called, even to be 
a high priest in my church, and a counselor unto my servant, 
.Joseph Smith, Jr., unto whom I have g·iven the keys of the 
kingdom, which belongeth always unto 

0

the presidency of the 
high priest,hood; etc.-D. C. 80: 1. 

The question as to whether this special blessing always 
comes to the eldest son is not an issue between us and the 
people oE Utah, hence it is idle to discuss it here. We 
agree that it was bestowed upon Joseph Smith the Martyr, 
and the above shows clearly that it should be in his 
posterity. 

Summarizing the points in the paragraph under exam
ination we get the following:-

1. The boarding house is the subject under consid
eration. 

2. Joseph Smith's family was to have place in that house 
from generation to generation, forever and ever. 

3. The reason for this is that they were to inherit their 
father's blessing. 

4. That blessing entitles them to hold the keys of the 
mysteries of the kingdom of heaven. 

5. These keys belong always unto the presidency of the 
high priesthood. 

6. Hence the presidency should be in Joseph's posterity. 

We grant that all these hereditary rights are contingent 
upon efficiency and worthiness, and a man or family may 
be removed from his or their place for transgression 
or unfaithfulness. But these disabilities must be proved, 
not assumed, in order to deprive one of his rights under 
the law. 

Again, when it is considered that this revelation com
pares the blessing of Joseph Smith with that of Abraham, 
and affirms that in Joseph Smith and his seed "shall the 
kindred of the earth be blessed," how poor and mean 
appears the idea of Mr. Roberts and his echo, C. W. Pen
rose, that 
it has not the remotest application to Priesthood, or Presi
dency, or succession in_ anything-, bnt the right of Joseph the 
Prophet and his posterity to have place in that house.---Priest
hood and Presidency, by Penrose, p. 15. 

Mr. Roberts resumes, as follows:-
(3) j}Ir. Srnith clairns that he was called through liis father to be 

Pi·esident of the ch1trch by a formal -anointing in rt cmmcil at "Nau
voo, in 18ft4. 
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In support of this claim .Tosephites quote only the testimony 
of Mr. James '71-'hitehead, who resides at Lamoni, Iowa, and 
who is said to have been one of the secretaries of Joseph the 
prophet. It is said of him rather than by him, that for the 
past twenty and more years he has 

'l'estified publicly that he personally knew that Joseph the 
seer, in the presence of a number of th,e minist,ry, in Nauvoo, 
anointed and set apa.rt his son Joseph to be his successor in the 
prophetic office and Presidency of the church, and that soon 
after the seer announced publicly from the stand, on a Sunday, 
that his son Joseph would be his successor.-Roberts, p. 55. 

When Mr. Roberts penned the words, "Josephites quote 
only the testimony of Mr. James Whitehead," etc., he evi
dently had forgotten that which he quotes on next page 
from the pen of Joseph Smith, as follows:- · 

Of this alleged anointing in 1844, when Mr. Smith was a lad 
twelve years of age, he himself can only say: 

Before the death of my father and uncle Hyrum, I was 
blessed by the first, in the presence of quite a number of then 
prominent Elders in the Church, this blessing being confirmed 
just prior to the tragedy at Carthage. 

Upon this statement Mr. Roberts comments as follows:
This is the only personal statement of his that I have ever 

seen in all the writings of the Josephites in regard to his ordi
nation and blessing by his father, and it appears that he has no 
recollection of the nature of this "blessing;" if he was anointed 
and blessed to be the future prophet and President of the 
church, he evidently has no recollection of it, etc. 

This is not the fault of "the writings of the Josephites," 
but the fault of Mr. Roberts' information. We have 
already quoted in these pages another and fuller statement 
from the pen of President Smith published as early as 
1868, (see p. 40). If we are to be held responsible for what 
Mr. Roberts has not seen, our case is indeed a hopeless 
one. In regard to the testimony of James Whitehead and 
Emma Smith, Mr. Roberts states:-

I would have more respect for this evidence if, instead of 
being the alleged statements of these several parties, it had 
been the very statements themselves-the statements of Mr. 
Whitehead and of Emma Smith, instead of a report of what 
they said by some .Tosephit,e writer. So far as Mr. George J. 
Adams is concerned he must very soon have forgotten his ela
tion at finding ont who the true successor of the prophet was; 
for he aftPrwards became a follower of Mr. Strang, and the very 
man who crowned him "king" at Beaver Island.-Roberts, p. 56. 

These statements were published during the lifetime and 
with the knowledge of James Whitehead and Emma Smith, 
and received their tacit approval by not being corrected 
by them. However, we will here present the following 
direct statement of Elder Whitehead, given under oath in 
the Temple Lot suit:-

1 recollect a meeting that was held in the winter of 1843, at 
Nauvoo, Illinois, prior to .Joseph Smith's death, at which the 
appointment was made by him, Joseph Smith, of his successor. 
His son Joseph was selected as his successor. Joseph Smith 
did the talking. There were present Joseph and Hyrum 
Smith, John Taylor, and some others who also spoke on the 
subject; there were twenty-five I suppose at the meeting. At 
that meeting Joseph Smith,'the present presiding officer of the 
complainant church, was selected by his father as his succes
sor, He was orciained and anointed at that meeting. Hyrum 
Smith, the Patriarch, anointed him, and Joseph his father 
blessed him and ordained him, and Newell K. Whitney poured 
the oil on his head, and he was set apart to be his father's suc
cessor in office, holding all the pO'Wers that his father .held. I 
cannot tell all the persons that were present, there was a good 
many there. John Taylor and Willard Richards, they were 
two of the "Twelve," Ebene7.er Robinson was present, and 
George J. Adams, Alpheus Cutler, and Reynolds Cahoon. I 
cannot tell them all; I was there too.-Plaintiff's Abstract, 
p. 28. 

Shall we now have more respect from Mr. Roberts? 
George J. Adams may have lost confidence in this appoint
ment afterward; we do not know. But he did not forget 
"his elation at finding out who the true successor of the 
prophet was" so readily as Mr. Roberts would have us 
believe; for, according to the letter of James Kay, from 
which we have quoted (see p. 18), he was with William 

Smith at St. Louis, in November, i845, advocating the 
right of young Joseph to the presidency. Emma Smith 
and James Whitehead agree that G. J. Adams was present 
at this anointing. We present the fact that Mr. Adams 
advocated the right of succession in young Joseph imme
diately after, as a strong corroborative circumstance. 

In confirmation of the testimony of James Whitehead 
and in refutation of Mr. Roberts' statement that "Joseph
ites quote only the testimony of Mr. James Whitehead," we 
cite the testimony of John H. Carter, of near Provo, Utah, 
taken in the Temple Lot suit, at Salt Lake, Utah, March 
14, 1892. After relating that this took place when he was 
present, at a Sunday service held in the Bowery near the 
Temple, at Nauvoo, not long before Joseph was killed, he 
says:-

Joseph Smith came on the stand leading his son, young 
Joseph, and they sat him down on a bench at the prophet's 
right hand, and Joseph got up and began to preach and talk to 
the people, and- the question he said was asked by somebody, 
"If Joseph Smith should be killed or die, who would be his 
successor?" And he turned around and said, pointing to ·his 
son, "'l'here is the successor," and he went on and said "My 
work is pretty nearly done," ,and that is about all he said in 
regard to his son. He said in answer to a question that was 
asked as to who should be his successor in case he should be 
killed or die, and he pointed to his son, young Joseph, who was 
sitting there at his side, and said he; "'l'here is your leader."
Plaintiff's Abstract, pp. 180, 181. 

Upon this point the testimony of Mr. Whitehead and 
Mr. Carter agrees; and they corroborate the statement of 
President Smith published in 1868. (See p. 40.) Is it 
stupidity or dishonesty that causes Mr. Roberts to flounder 
so? 

Mr. Roberts seeks to throw discredit upon the testimony 
of Charles Derry, D. S. Mills, Lucy Smith (mother of the 
prophet), George Miller, Louis Gaulter, Harriet E. Gaul
ter, Arthur Milliken, and A. B. Moore; but as in neither 
case does he introduce evidence in rebuttal or to impeach, 
we shall not follow him in his immaterial struggle. The 
testimony of the witnesses must stand until it is proved 
false or they are impeached. These witnesses are known 
by reputation, and some of them personally to many of our 
readers. They need no certificate of character. 

We will however briefly notice the comment of Mr. 
Roberts on Bishop Miller's testimony. He says:-

If Bishop Miller had any testimony of any weight that Mr. 
Smith, the son of the prophet, had been appointed to succeed 
to the position of prophet and President of the church, will 
those who rely on his statements explain how it is that with 
such testimony in his possession he ran off after other leaders'/ 
First following ]\fr. Lyman Wight to Texas, and after quarrel
ling with him joining Mr. Strang in Michigan. Bishop Miller, 
like Lyman ·wight, lost his honor, he was neither lrne to the 
church of Christ led by the Twelve after the martyrdom of the 
prophet Joseph, nor true to Mr. Wight, nor "young Joseph." 
He became a restless man after his apostasy, unstable as water. 
There is nothing either in the nature of his testimony or the 
character of the man after his apostasy which gives any influ
ence to his statement.-Roberts, p. 61. 

To say that the above insinuations are mean and despica
ble is to put the case mildly. Not one word of testimony 
that he and Mr. Wight quarreled; that either of them lost 
their honor; that the church which he rejected was the 
Church of Christ; that he was untrue to Mr. Wight or 
young Joseph; that he became a restless man; that he 
apostatized; that he was unstable as water. All this is 
flaunted before us without proof with a recklessness that 
betrays that its author is conscious that his success 
depends on his blinding the eyes of the people to the real 
issue. In contrast with this, let us quote what the Lord 
said of George Miller in 1841 :-

Let no man despise my servant George, for he shall honor 
me.-D. C. 107: 8. 
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The issue then is between the Lord and Roberts. We let 
it rest there. 

As for the explanation asked for by Mr. Roberts, Bishop 
Miller probably went to Lyman Wight because Lyman 
Wight taught lineal priesthood, and afterwards to J. J. 
Strang because of the resolution passed by the Strangite 
conference in 1849. (See p. 39.) 

Elder Roberts in his work page 66 quotes Brigham Young 
as stating (see Times and Seasons, Vol. 5, p. 683) that Joseph 
Smith ordained his brother Hyrum to succeed him. This 
claim made in October, 1844, by Elder Brigham Young, 
would, if true, destroy the prophetic character of Joseph 
Smith; for, as Elder Young informs us, Hyrum fell a mar
tyr before Joseph did; hence if he was so ordained, it was 
a failure, and certainly God did not prompt it. We cannot 
accept this upon the unsupported statement of Elder 
Young. 

The words quoted by Mr. Roberts from Tullidge do not 
convey the idea that Joseph ordained Hyrum to be his suc
cessor. 

Mr. Roberts presents another division of the subject in 
these words:-

Having disposed of Mr. Smith's claim to the right of the 
Presidency of the church so far as it is based upon an appoint
ment through his father, let us now take up his second claim, 
viz: 

The position is his by lineage-his birth-right. 
There are two otiices and only two, in the church which 

descend by lineage from father to son: the otiice of patriarch 
and that of bishop.-Roberts, pp. 66, 67. 

We do not object to the application of the law of lineage 
to the offices of Patriarch and Bishop. We believe, .as a 
general rule, that what belongs to the father belongs to 
his posterity if competent, available, and worthy. Recog
nizing, however, that the son's right to his father's 
position is contingent upon these conditions, and that God 
alone is a competent judge of ability and worthiness, we 
hold that no man should be ordained to any office without 
a call from God. We believe, however, that, under favor
able conditions, all other things being equal, God recog
nizes this principle in his selections. What we object to 
in Mr. Roberts' theory is the limiting of the application of 
this law to the two offices he mentions. This we believe to 
be erroneous. 

We have already shown that Joseph Smith, the Martyr, 
held the keys of the kingdom by virtue of his having 
received the blessings of his progenitors, and that this 
blessing was to descend to his posterity after him. We 
now proceed to show that this law has a general applica
tion. 

A revelation was received through Joseph Smith the 
prophet on December 6, 1832, which is addressed to the 
Priesthood without distinction as follows:-

Verily thus saith the Lord unto you, my servants, etc.-D. C. 
84: 1. 

In this revelation is found the following paragraph:
'I'herefore, thus saith the r~ord unto you, wit.h whom the 

priesthood hath continued through the lineage of your fathers, 
for ye are lawful heirs, according to the fiesh, and have been 
hid from tl~c world with Christ in God: therefore your life and 
the priesthood hath remained, and must needs remain, through 
you and your lineage, until the restoration of all things spoken 
by the mouths of all the holy prophets since the world began.
D. C. 84: 3. 

Here the law of lineage is specifically and clearly taught 
as applied to those holding the priesthood, and it is 
expressly declared that those who held the priesthood in 
1832 did so in harmony with the rights of lineage. It is 
natural for some men in the heat of argument to inad
vertently strain a point for the sake of a specific applica-

tion, and if overzealous individuals have made this mistake 
with this passage we decline to be bound by such argu
ment. We concede, and believe, that this passage does 
not have an exclusive application to Joseph Smith and his 
posterity, but that it is general in its application. We 
contend, however, that while Joseph Smith and his pos
terity are not the only ones referred to, they should not be 
excluded from the application of this general rule. 

It is asserted, however, that this language treats only of 
the priesthood, and not to offices in the priesthood. It 
would be difficult for Mr. Roberts and his fellows to estab
lish his exception in the case of the Patriarch upon this 
reasonmg. However, we have shown clearly that Joseph, 
the Martyr, held his position in the priesthood by virtue of 
his having obtained the blessings of his progenitors, and 
that that blessing was to descend to his posterity. We 
believe that other families are subject to the same rule, 
contingent upon the same conditions and restrictions. 
Science has proclaimed a reason for this provision, not 
considered in former years, which demonstrates its beauty 
and consistency. The theory of prenatal influences, which 
provides that the child before birth is influenced in dispo
sition and traits of character by its parentage, is now 
adopted by the best minds of the age. It follows then that 
if a man is thoroughly imbued with the spirit of his call
ing, and earnestly and zealously engaged in the execution 
of the duties of that office, the child born to him under 
these conditions is likely to possess pre-eminently the quali
ties neccessary to succeed in the position filled by the 
father;, more especially is this true when the mother is 
also thoroughly in sympathy with the father's work; 
hence the wisdom of removing the family from their place 
when the father fails to occupy properly, as declared in the 
following warning:-

And now verily I say unto Joseph Smith, .Tr., you have not 
kept the commandments, and must needs stand rebuked before 
the Lord. Your family must needs repent and forsake some 
things, and give more earnest heed unto your sayings, or be 
removed out of their place. What I say nnto one I say unto 
all: Pray always, lest that wicked one have power in you, and 
remove you out of your place. 

My servant Newel K. Whitney, also a bishop of my church, 
hath need to be chastened, and set in order his family, and see 
that they are more diligent and concerned at home, and pray 
always, or they shall be removed out of their place.-D. C. 90: 
8, 9. 

According to this, not only the Smith family and the 
Whitney family had a place in the church, but all were in 
the same condition, their place depending upon their faith
fulness. 

The effect of prenatal influences will naturally be more 
marked and positive where the parent's work is of an 
inspired spiritual character, than where it is merely of a 
physical or unaided mental character. 

It is conceded that God can use any man, who is willing, 
for the accomplishment of his purposes; but we urge that 
in providing a law or rule of succession he would evidently 
choose that law or rule most likely to produce the best 
results. 

For some cause the church in Utah has found it advisa
ble to practically follow this rule in many of the leading 
offices in their organization. As a result they have in the 
Presidency, Joseph F. Smith to succeed his father, Hyrum; 
as presiding Patriarch, John Smith, to succeed his father; 
in the Quorum of the Twelve, Brigham, the son of Brig
ham Young; John Henry, the son of George A. Smith; 
Heber J., the son of Jedediah Grant; Francis M., the son 
of Amasa Lyman; John W., the son of John Taylor; and 
A. 0. Woodruff, son of Wilford Woodruff. The late 
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Abram Cannon, of the same quorum, was, we believe, the 
son of George Q. Cannon. What then but the ambition of 
Brigham Young and his successors, real and prospective, 
has prompted this people to contend so strenuously 
against the application of the law of lineage to the Presi
dency of the church? 

Mr. Roberts concludes his argument under this head as 
follows:-

As a conclusion to my argument against the claim of Mr. 
Smith, that the position of President of the church is his by 
right of lineage, I quote the words of his illustrious fathP-r. In 
a discourse delivered on the 27th of August, 1843, having for 
his text the seventh chapter of Hebrews, and explaining the 
phrase in the third verse-"without father, without mother, 
without descent," etc., he said: 

The Melchisedek priesthood holds the right from the eternal 
God, and.not by descent from father and mothm'; and that priest
hood is eternal as God himself, having neither beginning of 
days nor end of life. 

In the face of this how can Mr. Smith claim any right, by 
virtue of lineage, to the Melchisedek priesthood, much less to 
the highest office in that priesthood? His claim is denied by 
that very father from whom he claims to have received it by 
inheritance. It occnrs to me here to ask a question: If the 
office of President of the church does descend by lineage from 
the fathers, through the line of the eldest sons, how is it that 
the "law" did not operate on the other side of the prophet 
Joseph as well ~ts on this side of him'! If that "hi,w" had 
operated so-and there is no good reason why it should not so 
operate, if indeed it be the "law" of the priesthood-it would 
have left out not only the present Mr. Smith but even the 
prophet Joseph himself. For in that event it would have come 
first to Joseph Smith, the father of the prophet, who was a 
noble, righteous man; and then after his death to his eldest 
living soo, Hyrum Smith, than whom there has been no more 
righteous man among all the sons of God who have lived in 
this generation; and from him it would have passed dn to his 
eldest son, thus leaving ont the prophet Joseph altogether, as 
well as Mr. Smith.-Roberts, pp. 71, 72. 

For this purported quotation from Joseph Smith, upon 
which Mr. Roberts bases his argument, he cites us to the 
History of Joseph Smith, JJfillennial Star, Vol. 22, p. 55. 
This was published about the year 1860, twenty-six years 
after .Jhe death of Joseph Smith, and when we consider 
that the genuineness of some publications issued by the 
Utah Church in those times is. doubted, we can attach but 
little importance to such testimony. As an instance of 
this unreliability we cite the resolution of August 8, 1844, 
as quoted by Mr. Roberts from Jlfillennial Star, Vol. 25, 
compared with the resolution published in the Times ancl 
Seasons. (Seep. 13.) 

Besides this Mr. Roberts places a strained construction 

:==================~=== ·~ 
on the words of Joseph Smith as quoted. Without lengthy 
comment we simply submit that the views of Joseph Smith 
on this passage were doubtless in harmony with the ren
dering by himself found in the Inspired Translation, as 
follows:--

For this Melchiseclec was ordained a priest after the order 
of the Son of God, which order was without father, without 
mother, without descent, having neither beginning of days, nor 
end of life. And all those Who are ordained unto this priest
hood are made like unto the Son of God, a,birling a priest 
continually.-Hebrews 7: 3. 

This makes the order of the priesthood without father, or 
mother, or descent, and has no reference to rights of suc
cession to offices in that order. So if Joseph Smith did use 
the language attributed to him by Mr. Roberts, he evi
dently intended to take the position that the or-cler originated 
with God, and not by descent, etc. Any other construction 
would place him in opposition to his own rendering of the 
passage. 

As for the question which it occurred to Mr. Roberts to 
ask, all we have to say is this: We have explained and 
maintained that, though God honors the principle of lineal 
descent both in priesthood and presidency, yet as God is 
the sole judge of fitness and availability, none should be 
elevated to office except by revelation from God. Just 
why the Lord did not restore this family to the position to 
which they were entitled because of the blessings of their 
progenitors a generation or more sooner than he did, is not 
to our knowledge revealed. The same is true regarding 
the Lord's reason for passing by Hyrum Smith. It is, 
however, idle to discuss these questions, for Mr. Roberts 
and his indorsers concede that the Lord did choose Joseph 
Smith; and the issue is: What provision did the Lord 
make for succession after him? · 

That Joseph understood that his posterity was to suc
ceed him in his work is evident from the following extract 
from a letter written to John C. Calhoun, January 2, 
1844:-

"While I have powers of body and mind; while water runs and 
grass grows, while virtue is lovely and vice httteful; and while 
a stone points out a sacred spot where tt fragment of American 
liberty once was; I or my posterity will plead the cause of 
injured innocence, until Missouri makes atonement for all her 
sins-or siuks disgraced, degrnded imd damned to hell-'where 
the worm dieth not and the fire is not quenched.'-Ti'ines and 
Seasons, Vol. 5, p. 305. 

(To be continued.) 

Oriuinal llrtiGlss. 
stands when properly considered it 
will be found not nearly so dangerous 
as it appears. 

ing circumstances in this the eleventh· 
hour dispensation. 

It is true, as has been quoted, 
OLD GLORY. 

IT appears to me that Bro. William 
H. Kelley has ventured pretty close 
to a hornet's nest with no friendly 
hand stretched out to assist him. The 
question propounded by Bro. Kelley 
appears to have been the point of 
irritation:-

Those who have written appear to 
me to have taken a very radical view 
in opposition. I have learned to be· 
lieve that in God there is no change; 
that in him there is no variableness, 
neither shadow of turning, and that 
bis course is one eternal round. This 
being his recorded character, both an
cient and modern, and having full 
confidence in its truth, I believ.e that 
the same mode in which be has con
ducted his business in the past will 
also be his in the preparation for and 
carrying out of his purposes, with 
such additions as he has foretold by 
his prophets and fitted to the attend-

Surely the Lord God will do nothing, but 
he revealeth his secret unto his servants the 
prophets. 

This has been his mode in the ages 
past among his people Israel. And 
before their time there was a line of 
prophets, or men in whom the priest
hood dwelt that may be traced from 
Adam down to Abraham. Through 
those lines the Lord did bis work in 
the past ages, so far as warning the 
nations of punishment to come and of 
their finsJl destruction, and calling 
them to repentance. In some in
staJnces punishments and destructions 
have been meted out exclusively by 
the power of God through the excr-

Are you quite sure that the Church of 
Latter Day Saints separately considered is that 
"stone kingdom"? 

I have emphasized the words "sepa· 
rately considered," as they appear not 
to have been considered by those who 
have thus far written. Perhaps that 
question might have been put at not 
quite so acute an angle; but as it 
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cise of th.e el~~ent~ of fire and flood / And ... I beheld many multEudes of the I moral agency which God gave them, 
and other means known to himself I Gentiles upon the land of promise. · · · And and each will be held accountable for 

t ,, tl , 1 , ' 1 · .. I, Nephi, beheld that the Gentiles who h" . . th d f . d t o llers par y ov e_emenuary power h a f th f 1. "t ''d h bl 1s own sm m e ay o JU gmen . " , . a . gone or out o cap.1v1 y, a1 um e 
and partly by the use of otner nations. themselves before the Lord; and the power All, then, that was done up to and 
And sometimes by the military power of the Lord was with them,- and I beheld that embracing the organization of this 
of other nations favored by him spe- their mother Gentiles were gathered to- government was done under the in
cially for that purpose. getber upon tbe waters, and upon the land spiring influence of the Spirit of God 

For one thousand two hundred and also, to battle against them; and I beheld . M d" d 

sixty years at least the lir:e was bro
ken entirely, until the Lord ag::ioin 
united that line by raising up Joseph 
Smith as a prophet, seer, and reve
lator of the latter-day dispensation, 
for the purpose of raising up a people 
fitted to receive his Son; and also to 
invite mankind to become' citizens of 
his kingdom and to prepare them
selves for the time when his Son shall 
come to reign as King; and v,lso to 
warn the nations of impending danger. 
The Lord, however, knowing before
time the conditions which would exist 
during the Dark Ages, made known 
to some of Israel's prophets some of 
his purposes in regard to this land, 
that should transpire prior to and pre
paratory for this uniting process. 

Among the chief things foretold 
nearly two thousand five hundred 
years ago in regard to this prepara
tion is the following in reference to 
this land of ours:-

And ... the angel spake unto me again, 
saying, Look! ... And I looked and beheld 
a man among the Gentiles, who was sepa
rated from the seed of my brethren by the 
many waters; and I beheld the Spirit of God, 
that it came down and wrought upon the 
man; and he went forth upon the many wa,
ters, even unto the seed of my brethren, who 
were in the promised ls,nd. [This was ful
filled by Columbus in 1492.] And ... I be
held the Spirit of God, that it wrought upon 
other Gentiles; and they went forth out of 
captivity, upon the many waters.-] Nephi 3. 

This was fulfilled by the Pilgrim 
Fathers; and both these classes were 
wrought upon by the Spirit of God, 
inspired, if you please, to move and 
act as they did; but neither class 
recognized themselves as prophets; 
nevertheless, I have no doubt that 

that the power of God was with th~m; and movmg upon men. , any men 1 
also that the wrath of God was upon all those and have done wrong, ooth before and 
that were gai.hered together against t!:>em to since the organization, but the pur
battle. And I, Nephi, beheld .that the Gen- I poses of God have not and cannot be 
tiles that had gone out of captivity, were I set aside and the Constitution of this 
delivered by the power of God, out of the I d ' f d" · · · d b d 
hands of all other nations: And I beheld the an was 0 ivme ongm an ase 
Spirit of the Lord, that it was upon the Gen- upon true principle. 
tiles; and they did prosper, and obtain the Do these brethren think that in the 
land for their inheritance.-! Nephi 3. 

These prophetic utterances bring 
us down from the days of Columbus 
to the close of the American Revolu
tio:o and show that for three hundred 
years the Spirit of God had been ex
ercising his power in their behalf and 
had brought them through their trial 
with George Washington as their 
leader; and although he made no 
prophetic claim, the Spirit of God 
had moved upon his spirit., inspiring 
him with a conquering power for the 
right, and that too by the use of 
sword and gun. 'I1hey were now in a 
condition to organize and establish a 
government for themselves, based 
upon the principles of liberty for 
which they fought. 

migrations to this land and the estab
lishment of this government the Lord 
had no other object in view than a 
child has in setting up his tenpins and 
when he gets tired knocks them down 
just for the fun of seeing them fall? 
Anyone reading the articles published 
might easily conjecture that that was 
all. 

I understand the matter differently. 
My mind, from all that I have learned 
from the word written in the books 
given for our instruction and learn· 
ing, leads me to believe that there has 
been a grand design in all the opera
tions of the Spirit of God upon men, 
from the days of Columbus to the 
present; and which will continue in 
the future until Jesus the Christ shall 
come, and outside of, but preparatory 

said of those intrusted with the power for the establishment of and future 
of organization:-

We will now see what the Lord has 

I established the Cons'"itution of this land, 
by the hands of wise men whom I raised up 
unto thi,'I very purpose, and redeemed the land 
by t,he shedding of blood.-D. C. 98: 10. 

It appears from. the above that the 
Lord made use for swords and guns 
in the time of the Revolution and 
caused them to be used with good ef
fect. And the purpose the Lord had 
for the choice of these wise men was 
that 
the laws and Constitution of the people 
which I have suffered to be established, and 
shoiita be maintained for the rights and pro
tection of all flesh, according to just and 

in their communications under the holy pl'ii;wiples, that every man may act in 

building up of Christ's kingdom under 
the gospel; and has all been done and 
will be done to prepare the way for 
the progress and final triumph of the 
work we as a church are now engaged 
in. As we have seen, all wa~ done 
under the operations of the Spirit, 
and they did prosper and obtain this 
land for their inheritance, which was 
not fully accomplished until after the 
war of 1812. And during the prog
ress of this work of the Spirit I am 
inclined to belieye that the Spirit also 
operated upon the minds of those who 
produced our national ensign, "Old 
Glory;" which is now bowed to and 
respected by all the nations of earth. 

Spirit's influence they uttered ,many 
strange and; to their hearers, new 
truths; especially so with Columbus 
during the years of trials he endured 
before the accomplishment of his 

doctrine, and pt•inciple pertaining to futurity, 
according to the moral agency which I have 
given unto them, that every man may be ac
countable for his own sins in the day of judg
ment. Therefore it is not right that any man 
should be in bondage one to another.-D. C. 

hopes. 98: 10. 

And the following has been fulfill- 1 The above reasons ought to be con
ing by the coming of those peoples 1 sidered sound socialism, and it was 
from the lands across the many wa- the Lord's doing. If men have gone 
ters ever since, wrong, they have done;:So under the 

There are now a few questions I 
would like the brethren to ponder in 
their minds:-

1. As the Spirit of God has, so far 
as we have progressed, been the mov
ing power, do you not feel that his 
power also moved upon those who 
agitateddthe question of slavery, and 
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that he also lent his aid unto its utter 
overthrow by the use of gatling guns 
and other war material, thus remov
ing from the land one of the worst 
enemies to the principles of true lib
erty as em bodied in the gospel? 

2. Do not your hearts go out to the 
thought that the Spirit of God moved 
upon the spirits of the leading minds 
of France and England and gave as
sistance in the use of the sword and 
gun to the breaking down of the can
nibal propensities of the South Sea 
Islanders preparatory for and in its 
time bringing about under the influ
ence of the restored gospel such 
scenes as we read of in Sr. Burton's 
letters, which preparation also may 
be applied to the progrei;;s of the 
truth in Australia? 

3. Is there not in the war with 
Spain the evidence that the same 
power has been at work and assisting 
our armies and navies in breaking off 
and bursting the shackles of Jesuit
ism from the shoulders of ten million 
or more slaves froDJ. the oppressions 
of that body of so-called Christians, 
and making it possible to implant 
among them by this government the 
principles of liberty, opening up their 
minds to a future reception of the 
glorious light of truth-the sword and 
gun having been the weapons used? 

4. And also are not the signs of the 
times a.nd moving events, coupled 
with the presence of warships and 
big guns, pointing to the time when 
the ignorance and superstitious blind
ness of the hundreds of millions of 
China, Turkey, and India shall be 
broken up, and the time soon come 
when it shall be possible to carry the 
truth to the ends of the earth pre
paring those peoples for the time 
when the great and eternal Father 
shall present to his glorified Soll' the 
heathen for his inheritance? 

Among the chief instruments that 
will be used to bring about the open
ing steps for their exaltation will be, 
in my opinion, the swords and gatling 
guns of what is known as civilized 
peoples, the United States doing her 
full part. It is also true that God 
will also use, as he has in the past, 
and as is specially foretold shall be 
used in the day of preparation, all 
the powers of the elements, from the 
lightning's flash to the desolating 
i;icourge, for the pur:po&e Qf c!ea:p.ing' 
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up the earth that it may be put in 
proper condition for the reception of 
the lost tribes of Israel, when they 
shall come to Zion upon a visit, while 
on their way from the North Country 
to their own land, which was given to 
their fathers for an everlasting pos
session; and also for the time when 
Enoch's city, or its inhabitants, shall 
come to Zion and the greetings prom
ised between them shall transpire:-

And there shall be mine abode, and it 
shall be Zion, which shall come forth out of 
all the creations which I have made, and for 
the space of a thousand years shall the earth 
rest.-Gen. 7: 72, I. T. 

We will now turn back a little and 
find out what the chances are for the 
people of this nation:-

Nevertheless thou beholdest that the Gen
tiles who have gone forth out of ca,ptivity, 
and have been lifted up by the power of God 
above all the nations upon the face of the 
la,nd, whi.ch is choice a,bove all other lands, 
which is the land tha,t. the Lord God hath 
covenanted with thy father, that his seed 
should have, for the land of their inherit
ance, will not utterly destroy the mixture of 
thy seed, which are among thy brethren; 
neither will he suffer that the Gentiles shall 
destroy the seed of thy brethren .... 

Behold, saith the Lamb of God, after I 
have visited the remnant of the house of 
Israel, and this remant ('f whom I speak, is 
the seed of thy father; wherefore, after I 
have visited them in judgment, and smitten 
them by the band of the Gentiles [with sword 
and gun]; and after the Gentiles do stumble 
exceedingly, bec!J.use of the most plain a,nd 
precious pa,rts of the gospel of the Lamb 
which has been kept back, by that abomina,
ble church, which is the mother of harlots, 
sa,ith the Lamb, I will be merciful unto the 
Gentiles in that day, insomuch that I will 
bring forth unto them in mine own power, 
mirch of my gospel, which shall be plain and 
precious, saith the Lamb .... And blessed 
are they who shall seek to bring forth my 
Zion at that day, for they shall have the gift and 
the power of the Holy Ghost. . . . 

And it shall come to pass, that if the Gen
tiles shall hearken unto the Lamb of God in 
that day that he shall manifest himself unto 
them in word, and also in power, in very deed, 
unto the taking awa,y of their stumbling
blocks, and harden not their hearts against 
the Lamb of God, they shall be numbered 
among the seed of thy father; yea, they shall 
be numbered among the house of Israel; and 
they shall be a blessed people upon the prom
ised land forever; they shall be no more 
brought down into captivity; and the house 
of Israel shall no more be confounded.-1 
Nephi 3. 

But if the Gentiles will repent and return 
unto me, saith the Father, behold, they shall 
be numbered among my people, 0 house of 
Israel; and I will not suffer my people, who 
are of the house of Israel, to go through 
among them, and tread them dowu, saith the 
father.-Boo~ of Nephi 8: ~. 

But behold, this land, saith God, shall be a , 
la,nd of thine inheritance; and the Gentiles 
sha,11 be blessed upon the land. And this 
la,nd shall be a land of liberty unto the Gen
tiles: and there shall be no kings upon the 
la,nd, who shall raise up unto the Gentiles. 
And I will fortify this land against all other 
nations; and he that fighteth against Zion, 
shall perish, saith God .... For I the Lord, 
the King of heaven, will be their king; and I 
will be a light unto them forever, that hear 
my words. Wherefore, for this cause, that rny 
covenants rnay be fiilfilled, which I ba,ve made 
unto the children of men, that I will do unto 
them while they are in the flesh, I must 
needs destroy the secret works of da,rkness, 
and of murders, and of abominations; where
fore, he that fighteth against Zion both Jew 
and Gentile, both bond and free, both male 
and female, shall perish: for they are they 
who are the whore of all the earth: for they 
who are not for me, are against me, saith our 
God .... Wherefore, my beloved brethren, 
thus saith our God: I will afflict thy seed by 
the hand of the Gentiles, nevertheless, I will 
soften the hearts of the Gentiles, that they 
shall be like unto a, father to them; where
fore, the Gentiles shall be blessed and num
bered among the house of Isruel. Wherefore, 
I will consecrate this land unto thy S8ed, 
and they who shall be numbered among thy 
seed, forever, for the land of their inheritance. 
-2 Nephi 7: 2. 

From the foregoing quotations it 
appears to me the chances are good 
for us who are designated Gentiles 
upon this land. Of course there are 
conditions which must be lived by 
those who shall be found worthy of 
an inheritance here forever, for the 
Lord, as we have seen above, reserves 
the right and must needs destroy the 
secret works of darkness and of mur
ders and of abominations, and of 
course all those who persist in follow
ing such works and will not repent 
must perish. 

And now please do not get scared 
at what may follow. From the fore
going I conclude that the time of 
preparation for the spiritual or gospel 
portion of the latter-day dispensation 
commenced tangible work with Co
lumbus. That when the proper time 
had arrived for the setting up of the 
government of the United States, God 
established the Constitution of this 
land based upon the eternal principles 
of the second great commandment, 
"Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thy
self." And again, when the set time 
had come the 6th day of" April, in the 
year of our Lord 1830, the Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints 
was organized upon this goodly land 
under the protecting wing of the first, 
having a$ its constitutional principle, 
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"Thou shalt love the Lord thy God 
with all thy heart, might, mind, and 
strength;" and combining with it the 
constitutional principle of the first or
ganization; thus becoming one as the 
body and tbe spirit united are one, 
just as Jesus said the second com
mandment was like unto the :first. 

The Spirit of God is the indwelling 
life principle of the second organiza
tion while that same Spirit moves 
upon the first organization, and that 
organization having now arrived to 
National ·stature, has commenced its 
work of breaking down in the world 
the fungus growth of the past ages, 
preparing for the cleansing and up
lifting work of the second, and thus 
united in their labors are as one body, 
and in this sense the constitutional 
principle of both having been brought 
into force upon this land, by the power 
of God, to my mind it is clear that the 
question asked by Bro. Kelley is a 
very pertinent one. Notwithstanding 
there are many in both the nation 
and the church who are not fill
ing the demand of the royal com
mands em bodied in the two leading 
principles upon which both are based, 
each individual is using the moral 
agency which God has given him, and 
will be held accountable each for his 
own sins before the bar of God. 

Under these considerations I can 
then with a good will reiterate the 
thought expressed by Bro. Kelley, 
"Go on Dewey, go on Schley, go on 
Sampson, go on Miles, go on Shaf
ter; go on thou great God-ordained 
American Republic; 'smite the image,' 
if image it is; break the yokes of ty
rants, and let the people go free." 
And make it possible to elevate them 
by the heaven-given perfect law of 
liberty to a citizenship in the kingdom 
of God, that they may be entitled to 
an inheritance upon the land blessed 
above all other lands forever. God 
will attend t0 the outcome. I am, 

Your brother for the uplifting of 
humanity into the light of God. 

WILLIAM HAWKINS. 
VoRIS, Mo., Oct. 29, 1898. 

Deacon Pewser-"Don't see you at church 
of late, Mr. Noddle." Noddle-"No; the 
fact is it costs me so much for tickets to so
cials and entertainments that I've made up 
my mind I'll have to save my soul in some 
other way if I want to keep my body alive a 
few year~ longer."-Boston Transcript. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

ConfBrBnGB ]VlintltBs. 
GALLAND'S GROVE. 

Conference at Galland's Grove, Iowa, Octo
ber 28; Presidents C. E. Butterworth and J. 
M. Baker presiding, J. F. Mintun secretary 
pro tern. Branches reporting: Salem 66. 
Dow City 105; loss 1. Harlan 71. Benan 48; 
gain 2. Deloit 165; gain 4. Union 76; gain 
14. Auburn 60; gain 7. Galland's Grove 
300; gain 1. Elders reporting: W. A. Car
roll, C. E. Butterworth, H. M. Daniel, J. M. 
Baker, J. Pett, G. Montague, C. J. Hunt, R. 
Wight, B. Salisbury, W. D. Bullard, D. 
Brewster, C. Derry, A. Jackson; Priests F. 
B. Shumate, A. H. Rudd; Teachers: T. F. 
Jones, L. Butterworth. Bishop's agent, C. 
J. Hunt, Deloit, Iowa, reported: On hand 
last report $645.19; received $676. 97; paid out 
$1.212.10; balance on hand $110.06. On 
hand and received for tent expense fund 46 
cents. Elder H. M. Daniel was appointed to 
act as missionary in the district, beginning 
December 1, 1898. Preaching l:>y C. J. Hunt, 
J. F. Mintun, G. Montague, H. M. Daniel. 
Adjourned to Dow City, Iowa, February 25, 
1899, at ten a. m. 

NORTHERN MINNESOTA. 
Conference at Maine, October 15. Called 

to order by President T. J. Martin, H. Way, 
secretary pro tern. Branch reports: Oak 
Lake 64; Union 100; Audubon 52. Elders 
reports: I. N. Roberts, C. J. Hunt, H. Way, 
A. Whiting, T. J. Martin, W. Barnhard. 
Priests: W. W. McLeod, R. Powers, C. 
Pierce, F. Y. Barnes; Teacher F. B. Shar
man. Bishop's agent, W. W. McLeod, re
ported: On hand January 1, $37.08; received 
$262.45; paid out $250.50; on hand $49.03. 
Bills receivable $155. Remarks on duties of 
officers and members by Elders Martin, Rob
erts, and Way. Preaching by Elders I. N. 
Roberts, T. J. Martin, and A. Whiting. 
Prayer meeting in charge of Elder W. Barn
hard and Priest W.W. McLeod. Adjourned 
to D3troit, Minnesota, the first Saturday and 
Sunday of the reunion meeting; date to be 
fixed by reunion committee. 

NORTHEASTERN KANSAS. 
Conference at Fanning, October 29; I. N. 

White chosen to preside, J. W. Burns clerk. 
Ministry reporting: I. N. White, W. S. 
Pender, J. A. Davis, P. Cadwell, J.B. Jarvis, 
A. L. Gurwell, C. E. Guinand, W. Hopkins, 
H. Parker, W. Gurwell, J. Baillie, H. Green, 
J. McDougal, J. D. Price, L. G. Gurwell, G. 
Gaither, H. Thomas, N. S. Dunnington, N. 
Johnston, S. Davis, H. Boston, J. W. Burns, 
W. C. Blunt. Reports from Centralia, Fan
ning, and Scranton branches. Tent fund 
soliciting committee discharged. All resolu
tions and motions pertaining to raising means 
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Request from Centralia branch that Frank 
J. Pierce be ordained a priest was granted, 
and conference to arrange for ordination. 
The clerk of district to raise the sum due 
from this district to Northwest Kansas dis
trict of this year's reunion, less freight on 
tent from Blue Rapids to Topeka, in the 
same manner he raised expenses on last 
year's reunion. That we bear the expenses 
of district president from branch to branch, 
provided he will travel through the district 
at least once a year, preaching and building 
up the work. F. Lofty chosen president, J. 
W. Burns clerk. Preaching by W. S. Pen
der and I. N. White. Frank J. Pierce was 
ordained a priest and Isaac E. McGalliard a 
deacon. Adjourned to Netawaka, Saturday 
nearest the full moon in February, 1899. 

8tlndau 8Ghool Il.&&oBiations. 
FREMONT. 

Association met at Thurman, Iowa, Octo
ber 27; J. Roberts superintendent. Thursday 
evening the time was devoted to a model 
Sunday school; the lesson for October 16 be
ing used. Friday morning; reports of schools 
and superintendents were read. Following 
this was a discussion of teachers' reports, 
which was very instructive. Next an im
promptu discussion, led by Emma Hougas, 
"Previewing the work." Institute work by J. 
Roberts was interesting and profitable. 
Officers: (1) Who they should be; (2) Duties 
and work; (3) Relation to each other, dis
cussed. Discussion, "Why a district libra
rian," which led to the election of Blanche 
Andrews as district librarian. Classification 
and promotion, Emma Hougas instructor. 
By motion the librarian was authorizc:;d to 
confer with the superintendent, and if ad visa
ble to collect church literature and send to 
England. Evening program, consisting of 
recitations and a lecture on temperance, in
terspersed with vocal and orchestral music. 

CONVENTION NOTICES. 
Clinton, Missouri, district association will 

convene at Veve chapel, November 25. Rou
tine business and election of officers. An in-
structive program, with a concert recitation 
of golden texts from November 2 to 20 in
clusive. The school reporting the largest 
number learning all, according to average 
attendance, will occupy first place on "Roll 
of Honor." Sunday school prayer meeting 
at nine a. m. All are invited. 

ELLA MILLER, Supt. 
MINA PERKINS KEARNEY, Asst. 

Mi&GBllanBolI& DBpartmBnt. 
for carrying on tent work rescinded. Report BISHOP'S AGENT'S NOTICE. 
of district treasurer: Balance last report I wish to remind the saints of Minnesota 
$11.89; received 85 cents; paid out $12.17; that my post office address is now and has 
liabilities $5. 76. Bishop's agent, John been for some time, lock box 7, Cormorant, 
Cairns, reported: Balance last report $35. 70; I Becker County, Minnesota. I know as a rule 
received $70.15; paid out $107.90; balance due the saints are poor; I also know a small 
agent $2.05. Audited and fo1Jnd gorregt, amQµ~t frqm, eac4 oµe is only compl~ing with, 
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the law as it is written in the books. We cannot 
afford to let our names pass along as a blank, 
and have nothing to our credit on record. 
The Lord approved of the widow's offering; 
he will also approve of our offering the same 
as he did hers. 

Now, dear rmints, let us contribute as the 
Lord has blessed us, much or little. The 
same is needed to pay expenses of the elders' 
families, that the work may not be hindered. 
We cannot afford to be drones these times; 
we want to be coworkers in bringing honest 
souls to the knowledge of the truth. The re
port to the Bishop of our stewardship is 
drawing near, December 31. The saints did 
nobly last year, which was proof that a sacri
fice on their part was made which is all on 
the books. Remember we are to be judged 
out of books. To branches I cannot visit, an 
opportunity will be given for small amounts 
to be handod in to the presidents of branches, 
taking nameand amount given by each mem
ber, that all may be properly recorded. 
Please call attention to members not taking 
the Herald, and you will also become co
workers in this. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

And if circumstances permit and the Lord 
wills, I will try to do my duty, and if possible 
visit each branch in the district ono or more 
times before our next quarterly conference; 
and any assistance that I can render the 
presidents of the several branches will be 
cheerfully given, if you will but write me 
and make your wants known. And if so be 
that I cannot come or go myself, I will (by 
his consent) send my worthy assistant, Elder 
C. J. Spurlock, who is well known, and needs 
no recommendation. 

And now I make a request, namely, that 
every elder or priest in the district, that can 
and will give their time to the ministry, out
side of branches in the district, that they 
report to me at once, stating what you will 
and can do to advance the progress of the 
South Missouri district, that she may be 
brought up on higher ground. And may the 
Lord prompt you io act at once is the prayer 
of your humble servant. Address me at 911 
East Dale Street, Springfield, Missouri. 

J.C. CHRESTENSEN, 
District President. 

report only those not likely to be enrolled in 
any branch. Please do all that you can, in 
qrder that ali names may be upon the Gen
eral Record, and that when names and items 
are called for they can be found, otherwise 
there is trouble and delay, perhaps not even 
the year of baptism to be found, nor who 
officiated. 

Your brother for order and completeness, 
H. A. S'l'EBBINS, 

General Church Recorder. 
LAMONI, Iowa, November 11. 

NOTICES. 
To the Saints in the Eastern Mission:-By 

reason of some added responsibility, I will 
not be able to reach points intended in the 
mission as early and promptly as outlined, 
and notice served; but will do so as soon as 
practicable. The sooner the more satisfac-
tory. WM. H. KELLEY. 

TEMPLE, Ohio, Nov. 8. 

DR. DOWIE. 
Dr. John Alexander Dowie began faith 

As ever for the truth, 
w. 'vV. McLEOD, Bishop's Agent. REUNION AND CONFERENCE BAPTISMS. 

healing in Australia years ago; thence, he 
came to California and various parts of North 

Owing to the fact that at nearly all the America, finally locating in Chicago, where 
reunions, grove or camp meetings, confer- he is building a church in many respects 

PASTORAL. ences, etc., some persons are baptized who do simulating the Church of Jesus Christ. From 
To the Saints in South Missouri District, not soon unite with any branch, and some those saints who have conversed with him at 

Greeting; Dear Brethren and Colaborers in never do; therefore the secretaries of all any time I desire some accurate written in
the one Faith of our Lord Jesus Christ:- such general meetings should make a com- formation as follows:-
Having enlisted in the glorious cause of plete record of such baptisms, or by agree- 1. When and where did you talk with him? 
truth, let us bear in mind that there is a ment with them, it may be done by the 2. Who heard the conversation (give name 
wonderful responsibility resting upon us as ministry who officiate in baptizing and con- and present address of one or two witnesses). 
ministers of Christ. And in view of the firming such members. Then a copy should 3. What points of doctrine, organization, 
fearful array of opposing forces, both seen be sent to the General Church Recorder for ' and practice were canvassed; and about what 
and unseen in this world and from beneath, entry on the general books of the church, was said on each side? If you cannot give all 
it stands us in hand to vrntch as well as pray; and that such names and complete items may these details, give such information as you 
and as the flesh is weak and the opposing be known when sought for entry upon so::ne can. We wish to place Dr. Dowie's work in 
interests strong, we are in need of great branch record. its true light. ADAM J. KECK, 
wisdom and inspiration from on high that I mention here that no copy of names and Plano, Illinois. 
we may yield the peaceful fruits of right- items of those baptized at Woodbine reunions 
eousness, and ever be willing to labor and to of 1897 and 1898 have been received. Am in
make all needful sacrifice for the advance- formed that in 1898 Em: J. W. Wight, C. E. 
ment of truth and the salvation of souls. Butterworth, W. A. Smith, and D.R. Cham
Every officer and head of a family in the dis- bers did the baptizing, and I hope they will 
trict should study all good books, and by all send me complete accounts. 
means the Bible, Book of Mormon, and Doc- Also only partial accounts have been re
tdne and Covenants, thereby becoming ceived of those baptized at the Fremont, 
steadfast and immovable as well as strong Montrose, and other reunions, and it would 
defenders of the truth; proof against Brig- be of interest, to the cause if the ministry 
ham ism, Hedrickism, or any other ism, hav- who officiated would send in a copy of the 
ing tho books and church papers-Herald, stubs of their baptism certificate books. 
Auturmi Leaves, and Ensifjn-in your homes, At district conferences baptisms also occur 
you will be able to keep pace with the work, that are not reported from any branch; and 
and ever be able to give a reason of your the attention of all presidents, secretaries, 
hope. If not ·able to secure all the books at and the ministry officiating, is again called 
once, buy one at a time; if not able to take to the need of the desired record being made 
the papers by th.e year, take them six or at all reunions, grove meetings, tent meet-. 
three months, as they are all reasonable in ings, conferences, etc. 
price now. In the past I have urged the local and trav-

Let the presiding elders of branches look eling ministry to report all baptisms that 
after these matters, and see that the laws they know will not be placed upon some 
are kept. Let the priests visit the house of branch record, and I have offered to send 
each member once a month if possible, in- blanks for this use. Some have applied and 
structing them to pray vocally and in se- faithfully reported, but many have not done 
cret, and to keep within the bounds of the Ro. There is no need of their reporting bap
law. Let the teachers see that· there is no tis ms in a branch, for in that way some mem
iniquity in the church, in which duties the bers are placed twice on record, having to 
deacon can assist, and attend to such other be removed from the record of scattering 
duties as the law directs. I members to that of some branch. Therefore 

PRAYER UNION SUBJECTS. 
MEMORY VERSES FOR NOVEMBER. 

Thursday, Nov. 3.-The church, its rdnis
ters and membership. That righteousness, 
love, and zeal in the work and spread of the 
gospel may increase and to this end the saints 
with one heart and mind bring their tithes 
and offerings into the Lord's storehouse. 
That God will continue to reveal his mind to 
his servants in the direction of the affairs of 
the church. 

Memory Verses.-Deut. 8. 
Thursday, Nov. 10.-0ur families. Prayer 

for the members of our families by name, and 
for the families of each other and those of the 
ministry. For the youth of the church in 
general. 

Memory Verses.-Deut. 6: 5-25. 
Thursday, Nov. 17.-Missions and Sunday 

school work, and the church publications. 
Also for the poor, the sick, and afflicted. 

Memory Verses.-Matt. 6: 1-4. 
Thursday, Nov. 24.-Zion, our country, its 

welfare and prosperity, and its speedy puri
fication by the reception of truth. That the 
scattered remnants may be gathered in, and 
the kingdom of Christ be established. 

Memory Verses.-Ether 6: 1-10, 1. ed. 
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BakingPowd 
Made from pure 
cream of tartru.-. 

Safeguards the food 
against alum. 

Alum baking powders are the greatest 
menacers to health of the presenfday. 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER oo.~ NEW YORK. 

.HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1 and 2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman 0. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
iatter-day work. It contains impor
tant, documents connected with the 
establishment,growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in-
11erted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
i&ketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer-
11mce, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth l'lf Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
«if the year 1835. Volume 2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the· assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 !)O 
Cloth, leather backs and corners. . 2 00 
l!'ull leather . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50 
Full leath3r, gilt edges ..•........ 3 00 

WHAT IS MAN? By Elder J. R. 
Lambert. Man's nature and des
tiny. The spirit or soul; is it im
mortal? Does it survive the 
death of the body in a conscious. 
state ? The views of mortal-soul
ists examined and ref1.1tedi second 
edition. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every 'Vednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per yea:r; six months 
$1.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; 
sample copies free; $1.50 p11r year when paid in 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the· 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., should be addressed to 
Frank Criley, Business llfanager. Remittances 

! should be made by post officE> or express orders. 
I drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters: 

Do not send checks. 

I 
(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second

class mail matter.) 

' rHE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ........................... $1 00 
Sheep or library bincling . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges .............. 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

1 THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth ........................... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia ............. 1 00 
Imitation 111oroceo, giit edges ..... 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ...... 2 00 

Furniture Business For Sale, 
AT LAMONI, H.IW A 

This i~ th~ only bnsinE>SB of the klnd in Lamoni, Iowa? 
and was c•tabli"hed rn 1885 It consists of a clean stock 
of New Furniture t:nd Unc.lertsking Goods, Carpets~ 
Sbadei:<. Picture .Moulding8, ~~t.c. ~i'he stock will invoice 
ahout $50011. 

rrbe buildirg is large and we11 located, tw0 stories and 
a bnl'.'ement, fn.t.ed with elevator, and was built in 1893 
cspeciaily for the bnsinesa; will cit.her Seil or rent the 
bnilcting to enit the pnrchaser 0f the stock. 'l.'his is I! 
rar1.:- opporiu111ty, as it, is one of the beet paying busi~ 
nesse"' in J_..•1m•rni. Good reut<on for selling~ and any 
further 1rnrt1cuhtrs cheerfully given by correspondence. 

Address t.he owner, 
W. A. HOPKINS, 

In care of State Saving8 Bauk of Lamoni~ .Lamoni, Iowa. 

FOR SALE. 
A nice home of 20 acres, within three

fourt,hs mile of Lamoni L D. S. church 
and public school. Five-room house, out
buildings, orchard, grove, and two wells. 
A quick bai·gain for some one. 
D. F. NICHOLSON, Lamoni, Iowa. 

J!Hi.O B. ll~. ORl!HV A Y, or Penria, Illi· 
noii:<, v. ill send 3 hoxcs of Quit tia• .. Hae post 
paid anywhere for $1.50, and posit:ive.ty guar
antee it to cure your tobacco haoit, or your money 
refunded. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK, OF LAMONI. 

I 
Stockholdm·s. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 

. Geo. H. Hilliard. 

Officers. 
David Dancer, 

Presidel!it. 
Wm. Anderson, 

Vice President. I Frank Criley. 
------------------- A. K. And.erson. 

G. W. Blair. 
Oscar .Anderson. 

W. A. Hopkins, 
Cashier. 

Type Edition. 
Oscar Anderson, 

Assistant Cashller. 
j 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. Large 

Cloth, le~ther b~cks ,i;-nd corners .. $1 50 
Seal Grain Russia, gi.t edges .... 2 00 I 

DOC'fR.INE AND COVENANTS. j 

Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 
Alice P. Dancer. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

Directors. 

Cloth ........................... $0 65 , 
David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 

W. A. Hopkins. 
Ella W bitebead .. 
Lucy Resseguie. Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . • . 1 00 I 

Imitation 1".forocco, gilt ~dges ..•.. 1 25 j 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible . .. .. . 2 00 

1 
This bank does a general banking busines• at 

Lamoni, Iowa. Interest paid on time depositfii 

t'HE TWO RECORDS. The Book I' according to thl'> rules of the bank. Correspood· 

1 

_e_noo~_an_d~p-at_r_o_n_a_ge~so_l_ic-it_e_d_.~~~~~~~-
of Mo.rmon and the New Testa
ment. (Inspired Translati611) 
in large type; in one volume. 

Leather back and corners ........ $2 00 
Seal Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . • .. . 2 50 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ...•• 3 oO I 
Morocco, gilt edges .........••••• 4 00 

~~~~~~~~~~~!-~~~~~~~~~~~ NEW TESTAl-iEN'I'S. Inspired 
Translation. Pocket-size edi-

Clot~i~~ .......................... $0 30 I 80 !:!~0~ !!?~rt::!t~~{amoni, 
Cloth sides, leather back ..•• , • . . . 50 I Iowa. Fifteen acres broken; some timber, 

and balance pasture. Nice building spot. 
Terms, one half cash, and balance in five to 
ten years at 6t per cent. TEACHERS' BIBLE. "The Self-

Pronouncing Sunday School Teaoh
ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps, 
in good large print, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references; 
printed on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6tx8~, mailed post-
paid at, per copy, net ............ $2 00 

RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE. 

For further particulars address, 
A. M. HAZELTON, Lamoni, Iowa. 

JOSEPH THE SEER. His pro-
phetic mission vindicated and the 
divine origin of the Book of Mor
mon defended and maintained. 
Paper ....•••••••••.•.•.•.•••... $0 3!'1 
Cloth, limp. . • • • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • . 00 

Paper covers ••••....••.••.•.•... $ 
Cloth ....•.....•..•.••...•..••.. 

35 A manual of parliamentary practice for all 
50 deliberative assemblies of the Church of 

------------------- Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. Rules for 

The doings and not-doings of the "Late 
Convention of the Protestant Episcopal Con
vention," its anomalous position on divorce, 
its helplessness to enforce its action-even if 
it had acted-are told by G. M. P. Bowns in a 
timely anicle in the Catholic World 21fagazine 
for November. 

THE SAINTS' HARP. Hymn Book the government of general and district oon-
-W ords Only. ferences, brai;rch business . meetings, l!'nd 

Cl h _ . other assemblies. Instruct10ns concernmg 
ot · · · · · · ; · · · · · · · · · · • ; · • • • • · · · *.O '151 general, district, and branch records, the 

Morocco Grain Russia.· · • • • • • · • • • · 1 00 holding of elder's courts etc cloth bound· 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges -•••. 1 116 price 40 cents. ' ., ' 
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HO LIDA GIFTS. 
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS. 

Church History, Vols. 1 and 2. 
Prices ............ $1.50, $2.00, and $2.50 

New Testament, 
Inspired Translation, in Large Type for 
Aged People ............. $1.00 and $1.25 

Book of Mormon, 
Large Type Edition ...... $1.50 and $2.00 
The Same, Small Type Edition, 65 cts., 
$1.00, $1.25; Flexible $2.00. 

Doctrine and Covenants, 
Late Revised Edition, 65 cts., $1.00, 
$1.25; Flexible $2.00. 

Holy Scriptures, 
Inspired Translation, $1.00, $1.25, $1.75; 
Flexible binding $3. 75. 

Self-Pronouncing Teachers' 
Bible, 

King James' Translation, .•........ $2.00 
Excellent edition, with choice and mod· 
ern "helps" to study. 

Afterglow, 
Choice Selected Poems, Elegantly bound, 
Illuminated Cover ..... $1.50, $1. 75, $2.00 

Pattie; or Leaves from a Life. 
Reduced from ............ $1.15 to 75 cts. 

Autobiography of Elder 
Joseph Luff. 

A Book for Young and Old. Reduced 
from .................... $1.00 to 75 cts. 

The Saints' Hymnal. 
The popular book in General Use in Song 
Service Throughout the Church. Prices 
in Fine Flexible Binding, gilt edges, 
with name of owner inscribed on outer 
cover ......... : ..... •'• ...... ,,. .... $1.50 
Leather binding ...............•... 1.00 
Half Leather. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . • . 50 

The Instructor. 
Doctrinal Evidences compiled from the 
three Standard Books and from History 
and prominent theological writers. 
Prices .................. 75 cts. and $1.00 
Fine Flexible binding . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 50 

Compendium of Faith and 
Doctrines. 

Compiled from the three Standard Books; 
also other historical and general matter 
useful to Bible Students. Prices 75 cts. 
and $1.00. 

Book of Mormon Archaeology. 
Archa:iological Committee's Report. A 
Student's Affirmative and Defensive 
Manual of Book of Mormon Archa:iolog
ical Evidences. Special prices, for Holi· 
day Season only: 30 cts.; reduced from 
50 cts. 

The Saints' Herald; 
Official Publication of the Reorganized 
Church. All church news and other gen
eral matter of interest to students of the 
signs of the times; including the growth 
of the great latter-day work; develop
ments in the religious world; the prog
ress and leading movements of the 
world of special interest to students of 
latter·da.y events. Price, per year, $1. 50 

Autumn Leaves. 
A Magazine for Young People. Pub· 
lished Monthly; $1.00 per year in ad
vance. Departments: General Articles; 
Zion's Religio Arena.; Current History; 
Daughters of Zion; Young Daughters of 
Zion. A popular and instructive publica.· 
ti on; valuable in any Home Circle. 

For General Publications, 
including Sunday School Supplies and 
Juvenile Books, see Uata.logue, mailed on 
appl~cation. 

Address Orders Including Remittances ·to 

C:RILE"Y,, 
Business Manager, Herald Publishing House, 

Decatur County, ____ _. LAMONI, IO"'W'" A. 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 
OFFICIAL Pum..ICATIO.N OF THiil REORGANIZED CHURCH OF JBSUS CHRIST OF LA'l'TRR DAY SAINTS. 

VoL 45. Lamoni, Iowa., November 23, 1898. No. 47. 
CONTENTS: 

EDITORIAL: 
L~t the Light Shioe, of Course ....... 741 
Somfl ModPrn R,..Ji!l'inus Methods ..... 743 

MOTHERS' HOME COLUMN: 
s.,lt-·ct R,.-ading for D,<lAmher Meet-

in!l'' of D~ught.•r;; of Zion .......... 744 
LETTER DEPARTMENT ..•.......•........ 745 
TRUE .... UCCESSION IN CHURCH PRESI· 

DENCY .•.............•.•••.•.•...•.... 74!! 
0RHHNAL .\ RTICT~Es: 

L'tt.t•r·D~.v Ev•'ntR .................. 754 

ti~n. of ~~ c~nts ~ach towards mai~· J fooli;h and small when compared with 
tammg its imperial throne; Italy is the $30,000,000 a year which the Sul· 
tifth on the list, with 9 cents; Sweden tan is credited with spending. This 
sixth, with 8; then come Russia. with sum, by th.e way, is more than ten 
a modest 7 cents for the' •Great White times as much as his official income; a 
Czar;" Germany, with 6! cents for fact from which some idea may may 
its almighty Emperor; and the United be gleaned of the vastness of his pri
Kingdom, with an individual 4! cents. vate fortune. This monarch contrives 

CON!i'ERENCE MINUTES: 
Montana ............................ 751 
Snut.h Missouri ...................... 7C.4 
Alabama ............................ 7f>fi 
N·,vada .............................. 7fi5 

SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATIONS: 
Philad ... lpbia ... "' .................. 7f>5 
Mancb,.stn and Sh· ffi ·Id ............ 755 

MISCELLANEOUS !JEPAR'l'MENT: 

Between the cheapest of sovereigns to spend twice his own weight in 
and the dAarest of Presidents there is sovereigns every day. For pocket 
a great gulf. Two cents from each money he allows himself three hun
Frencbman would meet the yearly dred-weight of sovereigns a week, and 
cost of three Presidents, and each the same amount for delicacies for his 
Swiss with the same mod'::lst coin acres of tables. Four and a half hun. 

Bh'1rnp'8 A!!Pnl.'s Not,iC•· .............. 7C.fi 
Boundary Li nA. .. .................. 75f> 
Program for D '<lf'mher MPet.ings of 

Dau!l'htPrsf'fZion ................. 756 
Information Waawd ................ 7,Jti 

WHAT ROYAL TY COSTS EUROPE. 

THOSE who rail against royalty as a 
useless and costly luxury will find 
food fur reflection in the fact that the 

could secure the services of twenty 
Presidents. 

Victoria is thus the cheapest of all 
European sovereigns if a tax were 
levied on the United Kingdom alone; 
if, however, it be distributed over the 
whl•le of her empire the tax would 
amount to half a cent for each of her 

rulers of Europe are a burden on subjects. 
their subjects to the extent of from As Victoria is the least costly of 
four and two-thirds cents to 52i cents monarchs she is also among the poor
a head, an impost at which even the est. Her total income available for 
most thrifty can scarcely grumble. private use is not much more than 

The thrones of Europe require ev- $1.000,000 a year, or $115 an hour-a 
ery year for their maintenance a sum revenue less than some of her subjects 
of $30.000,000, or three times the an- enjoy. 
nual income of the richest man in the Her entire private fortune is, 
world. EvAn this stupendous sum, roughly, $10,000.000 -a capital which, 
says Tit-Bits. could be comfortably converted into sovereigns. might be 
packed in three large trunks; al- stowed away in a trunk six feet long 
though the constituent sovereigns and three feet in height and width. 
would form a pathway of gold nearly Compared with these modest sums 
a yard wide, on which the Kings and the Czar's income and fortune are 
Queens of Europe could walk in alike stupendous. His private for
stately procession from Charing tune. including his mines, forests, and 
Cross to St. Paul's. his 1.000.000 acres. may safely be es-

In view of this display of gold, i.t timated at $150.000.000. and his total 
certainly seems scarcely credible that yearly revenue at $12,500 000, or 
it only represents a yearly contribu- about $24 a minute. 
tion of 7i cents for each subject The Emperor of Austria is "passing 
throughout Europe. rich" on $7 500 000 a year. His daily 

As might, perhaps, be expected, the allowance is $20.550. or a pile of sov
Sultan is the costliest of monarchs, ereigns tbree and a half times as high 
but even in bis case a contribution of as himself. 
52i cents from every subject would William. the German Emperor, has 
furnish his annual exchequer. $2.500 OuO a year less than his im-

The Kings of Belgium and Greece perial brother of Austria. hut even 
rank next to the Sultan in costliness, this limited allowance admits of an 
but at a great interval. Ten cents a I expe11diture every two days of as 
year is all the claim they make on 1 many sovereigns as a strong man 
each subject's loyal generosity. II could carry to his palace at Potsdam. 

Austria ranks next, with a contribu· All these incomes, however, look 

dred-weigbt of sovereigns vanish 
every week in presents, and the same 
weight of gold is required to clothe 
the many beauties of his harem. 
Compared with this lavish expendi
ture, it is really wonderful how the 
poor man contrives to clothe himself 
on a paltry $7,500 a week, to which 
he rigidly limits his tailors.-New 
York Herald. 

CHICAGO SERMONS. 

"THE Church's Future" was the 
theme on which Dr. P. S. Henson 
preached at the First Baptist Church 
in the morning. He said:-

"The early church, guided with God
given power, shook Jerusalem like an 
earthquake, and swept through the 
world like a cyclone. After a little 
while, making an incestuous alliance 
with the state, it fell into a degener· 
acy, and there closed about it the pall 
of the dark ages. 

"Awakened by the trumpet blast of 
the Reformation, it sprang forward 
on a new career of prosperity and 
power, and all the glories of our mod
ern Christian civilization tell of its 
triumphs in the later centuries. But 
that it has come to a crisis in its his· 
tory is only too painfully palpable. 

"lt is constantly proclaimed that 
the church is losing its grip on the 
masses by reason of its lack of a. 
spirit of humanitarian helpfulness, 
and on the cla&ses by reason of. its 
obstinate adherence to medieval dog
matics. And the churches, to rid 
themselves of reproach, are frantic· 
ally rushing into institutional meth
ods, establishing soup kitchens. 
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kindergartens, cooking schools, gym- J not essential, then why necessary at 
nasia, and even dancing classes, to all? RGhoBs from GraGBland. 

CONDUO'I'ED BY GRACELAND COLLEGE. 
meet the manifold needs of the "One million three hundred thou-
masses, while others, to propitiate sand members of the Christian Church W.E trust that ourrP-aders gave care
the classes who hate dogmatics, are in America have given assent to the ful attention to the appeal, "Success 
hewing away at the creeds, and are creed, •I believe with all my heart when United," in the last issue. The 
even taking down the sides of the that Jesus is the Christ, the son of movement originated with the Faculty 
house, to make their sanctuary as the living God, and accept him as my of the College, and afterwards re
broad as all outdoors, hoping thus to Savior,' but they must show by conse- ceived the fervent approval of the 
save the church from utter wreck and crated lives the sincerity of their con- Boards of Directors and Trustees. 
ruin. fession of faith. In the contest I The latter Board appointed a repre-

"When the disciples of o·ld, who between faith and infidelity the sentative committee to take the mat· 
had been baffled in the case of a devil struggle is greatest around the ter in hand, and place it officially 
possessed, had asked our Lord why . claims of Christ to be divine. In the before the $aints and those interested. 
they could not cast the demon out, he j discussion between denominations the In their deliberations, the committee 
replied that 'this kind cometh not authority of Christ is the final appeal. felt the approving influence of the 
forth but by prayer and fasting.' Around him we can rally and reunite." Holy Spirit, and hence have confi
And so to-day, when the church is deuce in bringing the appeal before 
baffled by the distempers of a devil-. The Rev. Bruce Brown at the West every saint in the church. The con
possessed world, what is needed is not Side Christian Church preached in the stitution of this committee is as fol
so much new methods, or a new kind evening on "The Making and Makers I lows:-
of gospel, but a consecrated church of Creeds." He said:- J Frank Criley, Chairman. · 
that lets go of the world and lays hold "When one of the great political . (Board of Trustees.) 

G d " · k · f Wilham Anderson. upon o . parties ma es an 1ssue o any ques- (Boards of Directors and Trustees.) 

At the Union Christian Church in 
the evening the Rev. J. H. 0. Smith's 
prelude to his sermon was as fol
lows:-

tion the other feels duty bound to Sr. Ruth L Smith. f · 
take the other side. If either party Sr. Viola Blair. (College Faculty.) 

k d 1 t' · · t l tf J. A. Gunsolley. 
ma es a ec ara wn Ill 1 s P a orm E. R. Dawsnup. (President of College.) 
the other will oppose it. This has 

The Committee wish the College to 
ever been the history of the church 
and has been the cause of innumera- be placed in such a position that it 

"The time has come when the whole b bl t d t th · · ble divisions and strife. Truth that may e a e 0 e uca e e rismg gen-
creed question must be opened up, 
not for the theological gymnastic ex
ercise, but to find a practical basis 
upon which Christians can unite to 
evangelize the world. This is made 
imperative not because of protest by 
those calling themselves liberal, but 
by the rising tide of faith within the 
church. It is life protesting aga.inst 
arrested development._ 

"Opinion is mental conviction of 
the truth of some statement founded 

ought always to unite its adherents eration within the church, and throw 
has been broken into fragments and open welcome portals to those that 
mixed with error, and good people could advantage by higher education 
have been divided into warring fac- but are at present prevented by finan
tions. Every creed contains much cial hindrances. 
truth, but no creed, made by man, Is there a single ·one of our readers 
embraces all the truth of his relation that can do a:iything but heartily ap
to God and to his fellow men. The prove of the aims of Graceland? Can 
church of the living God ought to be you refuse to follow the example of 
big enough for men to think in it. sacrifice so cheerfully set by several 
To anchor the church to a man who has of College Faculty? Even if you 

have no children, think of the benefit 
been dead three hundred years is like 
an attempt to go riding with a horse 
tied to a post. The grandest men you may confer upon the children of 

concensus of opinion of their authors. that have ever lived have been the our faithful missionaries and others 
Faith is the belief of reliable testi- b · th' l 1 

on a low degree of probable evidence. 
The creeds of Christendom are the 

makers of creeds, but not one has been Y answermg is appea generous Y· 
mony .. There may be.evidence with- able to bridge the centuries and build Let every church member, every 
out faith, but no 'faith without a theological system that meets the I officer, local or general, help forward 
evidence. The resurrection of Christ . . . . . . f f H . changmg confhcts of the passmg these noble a11ns! If you cannot oay 
is a question o act. e either rose . . . ~ 

f h d d h d
'd Wh j years. With love for all let us meet down your year's subscr1pt10n at once, 

rom t e ea or e I not. at · 
h d

.d b t h' d h d - on the common ground of accepted send in your name and forward the 
e i e ween is eat an resur- . . 

. . . . truth, forgettmg the controversies of money as soon as you are able. If it 
rect10n is a matter of opm10n. What th t d 1 b f th b tt t 
Ch · h h h d e pas • an a or or e e · ermen suits your convenience to pay your r1st was, w at e taug t, an com- f ,, '". T, 'b 11T. 14 

d 
. o man. - .__,,iicago ri une, .LvOV. • b · · · · 11 d man ed are quest10ns of fact and not su script10n m msta ments, .o so. 

opinion. It will not meet the de:nands . Let us have a long list of subscrib-
of the time for a church to claim lib- I INDIA'S GREAT VARIETY OF PLANTS. ers' names in the Herald, by January 
erality because its members are not India has perhaps a greater variety of 10. Now do not forget, communicate 
required to subscribe to the creed. plants thaa any other country in the world, 'th B C ·1 . h If 

. . . . having 15,000 native species, while the flora l WI ro. rl ey rig t away. you 
That IS an admission that the creed ~s of the entire continent of Europe embraces require further information, the com-
not essential at a vital point, but if only about 10,000. mittee will gladly furnish the same. 
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THE HERALD. 
"If ye continue i:n my word, then are ye my disciples indeedi and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.''-John 8131, 32. 

"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wifes and concubines he shall have none.''-B. of M., pagell6. 

Vol. 45. 

JOSEPH S.MITH 
R. 8. SALYAHDS 
HEMAN c. SMITH, 
JOSEPH LUFF, 

EDITOR. 
ASSISTANT EDITOH. 

} CouHESPONDING EDITORS. 

LAMONI, IowA, Nov. 23, 1898. 

LET THE LIGHT SHINE, OF 
COURSE. 

To the law and to the testimony; if they speak 
not according to this word, it is bacause there 
is no light in them.-Isa. 8: 20. 

In the foregoing text there is a spe
cific instruction referring to what 
might possibly result from an appeal 
to familiar spirits, wizards, or those 
that peep and that mutter. The in
struction is evidently this; if the thing 
spok€n, directed, or advised by reve
lation obtained from an appeal to such 
sources is not in accord with the law 
and the testimony, such revelation 
should not be followed, or be ob
served.· 

The terms "if they speak not ac
cording to this word," show that the 
law and the testimony are both in
cluded to make one, the word by 
which the test is to be made. It shows 
further that the law and the testimony 
will agree. 

The testimony obtained under and 
by observance of law, will in no wise 
contradict or contravene and take the 
place of the law. 

There should be a clear distinction 
between the law and the teachers of 
the law, the teacher and the thing 
taught. The teacher is not the law, 
nor indeed can be made the law. In 
like manner, and for similar reasons, 
a distinction should be made between 
the testimony and the witness who 
bears the testimony. 

John, in his fifteenth chapter re
lates the teaching of Jes us like this:-

But when the Comforter is come, whom I 
will send unto you from the Father, even the 
Spirit of truth, which proceedeth from the 
Father, he shall testify of me: and ye also 
shall bear witness, because ye have been 
with me from the beginning.-John -15: 26, 27. 

The first definition of the word tes
timony is:-

A solemn deQl?ir~tiQJ:l or ~ffirQJ.a;tioµ i:µade 

Lamoni, Iowa, November 23, 1898. 

for the purpose of establishing or proving 
some fact. 

The fourth is:-
Witness; evidence; proof of some fact. 
The definition of the word Witness, 

noun:-
1. Attestation of a fact or event; testimony. 
2. That which furnishes evidence or proof. 
4. One who testifies in a cause. 
Of the verb transitive:--
!. To see or know by personal presence; to 

have direct cognizance of. 
2. To give testimony to; to testify of some

thing; to attest. 
Of the verb intransitive:-

1. To bear testimony; to give evidence; to 
testify. 

We have been thus careful to give 
the meaning of the words testimony 
and witness; because that in the two 
verses quoted above from John, the 
words ''testify" and ''bear witness" 
are used, as meaning much the same 
thing: in the one case, the Spirit 
should testify; in the other, the disci
ples were to bear witness. 

In the controversy between Jesus 
and the Pharisees, recited in the 
eighth chapter of John; Jesus makes 
declaration: "It is also written in 
your law, that the testimony of two 
men is true. I am one that bear wit
ness of myself, and the Father that 
sent me beareth witness of me.-Vs. 
17, 18. 

We italicize the words "one" and 
"Father." Jesus himself was one 
witness, the Father was another; so 
he had cited the law of those who 
were contending against him which 
provided that the testimony of two 
men, agreeing one with the other, was 
true. He had furnished the two wit
nesses; but neither of the two wit
nesses was the testimony; that which 
the two testified, bore witness of, was 
the testimony. In the case in point 
and upon which the contest occurred 
was the affirmation, the att.estation 
made by Jes us in the twelfth verse:-

I am the light of the world: he that fol
loweth me shall not walk in darkness, but 
shall have the light of life. 

Upon this the Pharisees sought to 
confound him by saying:-

Thou bearest record of thyself; thy record 
is not true. 

JeslJs; met th.is by ~~atin¥ thl:ljt he 

No. 47. 

was not alone, that the Father was 
with him; that their law provided for 
two witnesses whose testimony should 
be taken as true. He had appealed to 
the law and the testimony; the law pro
viding for the witnesses, the testi
mony given by himself that he was 
"the light of the world," and the tes
timony of the Father agreeing with 
his own. In this case neither the 
Father nor Jesus is called the testi
mony, or the law. 

In Acts 2: 40 there occurs this say
ing:-

And with many other words did he testify 
and exho~t, saying-, Save yourselves from 
this untoward generation. 

That which Peter had so far testi
fied to those referred to•'in the verse 
quote:l is found by reading from the 
14th verse to tlle 39th inclusive; and 
may very properly be called the Testi
mony of St. Peter, on Pentecost Day. 

Peter was with the others of the 
disciples when the Holy Spirit was 
given, and was thus a competent wit
ness to what took place, and could 
safely testify. And he boldly called 
the attention to what he proposed to 
bear witness to, thus:-

Ye men of Judea, and all ye that dwell at 
Jerusalem, be this known UJJtO you, and 
hearken unto my words.-Acts 2: 14. 

Then follows his discourse, sup
posed by some to be the first gospel 
sermon ever preached. This dis
course is his, Peter's testimony, his 
affirmation, his attestation in regard 
to what the Lord had done, the 
prophecies of the past, the message 
of Jesus, the work of the Spirit, the 
promise of salvation, and the com
mand authorized by the Spirit, ''Be 
baptized . . . and ye shall receive the 
gift of the Holy Ghost." (See Acts 
2: 38, 3.9.) 

Here we have a series of things tes
tified to by the apostle, of which he 
was witness, he bears witness, gives 
testimony; but neither himself nor the 
Spirit by which he spoke was the tes
timony. When we seek for the law 
on baptism we go to the words of the 
Savior, as for instance, Matthew 28: 
19, 20; Mark 16 : 16, 18; and other 
places where ~T~§u,i;s by word and e:x-
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ample enjoined b~,ptism; but when we I overcometb the world, and that Jesus 
seek for the testimony we go to such I came by water and blood and was 
passages of scripture as this one from I Jes us Christ, the Spirit bearing wit
Acts 2, and Acts 8, and Acts 19, John 1 ness to the fact. 
3, and such others as show the apos-1 John further testifies that 
tles <:ut their work, and the record that Thei'e are three that bear record in heaven, 
they made. the Father, the Word, and the Holy Ghost: 

In the story told in Exodus occurs and these three are one. And there are 
the command to make an ark; and in three that bear wit.nees in earth, the spirit, 

and the water, and the blood: and these 
verse 16 the following direction is three agree in one. If we receive the wit-
g·iven:

And thou shah put into the ark the testi
mony whlch I sht'1ll give thee. 

And in chapter 34, verse 29, we 
learn what that testimony was:-

Aud H came to pass, when Moses came 
down from Mount Sinai with the two tables 
of testimony in l\foses' hand, when he came 
down from the mount, that Moses wist not 
that tho skin of his face shone while he 
talked with him. 

In chapter 40, verse 20, it is stated 
that the testimony (the two tables) 
was put into the ark; and in verse 21 
that. the a.rk was taken i.nto the taber-
nacle and covered. 

Here we have the establishing of a 
covenant, or the giving of commands 
and it is called by the Lord the testi
mony, but the witness of the transac
tion and who records it was not the 
testimony, nei.ther was the Spirit by 
which the face of Moses was made to 
shine, nor the Lord who gave the 
comma:nds. 'l'he testimony. was put 
into the but not the witnesses, 
nor the Spirit. 

If for any reason we should seek to 
discover what might have been the 
law of which so much has been 
spoken and written, called the Ten 
CommsJndments, we should not ask 
information of Moses, or the Spirit as 
being the law, but we would search 
the testimony given by Moses through 
the Spirit, and would then be in a 
condition to know, having kept the 
direction and gone to the law and the 
testimony. 

A clear distinction between the wit
ness who testified and the subject 
matter of the testimony given, is seen 
in 1 John 5: 5:-

ness of men, the witness of God is greater: 
for this is the witness of God which he hath 
testified of his Son. 

In support of this testimony of 1 
John 5: 5-9, citation is made in the 
margin to Matthew 3: 17. In this 
passage it is stated that when Jesus 
was baptized the Spirit of God at
tended the rite, and in confirmation of 
the act, a voice testified, saying, 

This is my beloved Son in whom I am well 
pleased. 

Here the voice is the testifier; the 
testimony was that Jesus baptized by 
John was the Son of God, and that 
God was pleased with him as his Son. 

No one would think to call the voice 
the testimony, nor yet the dove; it 
was an evidence to the sight, but the 
words spoken was tbe thing testified. 

In the relation by Matthew of the 
occurrence when Jesus desiring to 
test the nature of the testimony wh_ich 
his disciples had received, asked them 
concerning the opinions held by the 
men around them as to who we was, 
thus:-

Whom do men say that I, the Son of man, 
am? 

To this various answers were given 
showing tha,t men did not recognize 
who he was. But in reply to the 
question put directly to the disciples 
themselves, "whom say ye that I am?" 
Peter, answering for himself and the 
others of the Twelve, said:-

Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living 
God. 

Jesus, knowing whence the evi
dence came by which Peter was able 
to make so direct and so positive an 
affirmation, made this characteristic 
reply to Peter's statement:-

Blessed art thou, Simon Bar-jona: for flesh 
and blood bath not revealed it unto thee, but 
my Father which is in heaven. 

In this occurrence the Father is 

Who is he that overcometh the world, but 
he tbat belkveth that Jestrn is the Son of 
God? This is he that came by water and 
blood, oven Jesus Christ; not by water only, 
but by water and blood. And it is tho Spirit 
that boa>.·oth witness, because tbe Spirit is given as the testimony-bearing one; 
truth.-1 John 5: 5, 6. and the testimony was, that "Jes us" 

Here it is the 'Spirit that testifies; was "the Christ, the Son of the living 
the s'ubject matter testified of, or God." 
borne witness is that he that be- The Father was 
lieveth is Son of God, neither was ~ esus? 

* 

not the testimony, 
]30th were actors 

in the scene; the one an active minis
ter about the Father's business; the 
other the great source of light bearing 
witness to the other, his character, 
identity, and work. 

This is in direct harmony with what 
Jesus himself stated as found in John 
7: 17:-

If any man will do his will, he shall know 
of the doctrine. 

And it is also in accord with what 
Jesus said as recorded by Matthew, in 
11: 27:-

All things are delivered unto me of my Fa
ther: and no man knowet.h the Son, but the 
Father; neither knoweth a,ny man the Fa
ther, save the Son, and he to whomsoever 
the Son will reveal him. 

Further than this, Jesus discoursing 
regarding himself and his mission, 
has this to say: -

If I bear witness of myself, my witness is 
not true. There is another that beareth 
witness of me; and I know that the witness 
which he witnesseth of me is true .... But 
I have greater witness than that of John: for 
the works which the Father hath given me 
to finish, the same works that I do, bear wit
ness of me, that the Father jlath sent me. 
And the Father himself, which hath sent me, 
hath borne witness of me.-John 5: 31, 32, 36. 

In all these passages the word 
"witness" is used in the sense of testi
mony, but the thing testified of was 
that Jesus had been sent by the Fa
ther. 

From these, and many other pas
sages in the Testament which might 
be cited, we conclude that it was in
tended by divine authority that the 
Father, the Son, and the Holy Spidt, 
were to be witnesses who should at 
times and under conditions deter
mined by divine wisdom, bear witness 
and give to the disciple, the believer, 
the obedient saint and inquirer after 
salvation, testimony which should 
fully establish him in the faitl;i,,, hav
ing received such convincing evidences 
that he knows whereof he a.ffirms. 

But, from none of these do we 
gather that the Father, Jesus the 
Son, or the Spirit is the testimony re
ferred to in the command "To the 
law and to the testimony." 

In these last days there are many 
who are seeking "unto them that have 
fa,miliar spirits, and unto wizards [and 
witches] that peep and ttat mutter;" 
to learn of things unseen and un
known, both of the past and of the 
future. If any such as these are to 
be found among the saints; then the 
warning given by Isaiah may be ap-
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plicable. For saints should seek unto 
the Lord for knowledge of those things 
needful for them to know, and in the 
conduct of their affairs should seek 
to become acquainted with the law, 
which according to the revelation of 
God to us, has been given, and in 
which there is a fullness; and by 
obedience to the commands of t,he 
gospel receive the testimonies which 
God, the Father, Jesus Christ, the 
Son, and the Holy Ghost have been 
authorized to be the witness bearing 
messengers of; and find in these their 
safety here and final salvation and re
ception into glory hereafter. 

SOME MODERN RELIGIOUS METHODS. 

Is IT religious indifference upon the 
part of the masses and for which they 
are solely to blame, or is it a lack of 
spiritual truth and power in the mod
ern churches that obliges or compels 
resort to use of special attractions to 
draw congregations? The student of 
modern theological methods and ten -
dencies will note that something is 
peculiar in the general situation, as he 
gives thought to the varied evolutions 
now being performed, not only in 
creed making, but also in the general 
weekly social and religious programs 
of popular churches. 

We present the following for the 
information and benefit of all inter
ested. What does it mean? Is it in
correct to conclude that men and 
women can be saved only by love of 
and adherence to truth--"the truth" 
as revealed in Jesus Christ, and that 
"whatsoever is more or less" than the 
truth cometh of evil and vanity and is 
but human experiment? We think so. 
But the reader will draw his own con
clusions from these lessons in modern 
religious movements:-

The Rev. John L. Scudder, pastor of the 
Tabernacle and First Congregational Church 
in Jersey City, who has started a dancing 
class in connection with his church work, 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

"There is no place for the poor to go to 
dance but to the public halls. What harm 
can there be in their dancing beneath the 
eyes of their pastor and the deacons of the 
church? While I believe that dancing is 
perfectly proper in its place, there are three 
limitations I would place upon it. 

"The first limitation relates to time. 
Young people should observe proper hours. 
There is a time to dance, and in my judg
ment it is not later than eleven o'clock at 
night. 

"The second limitation concerns the man
ner of dancing. A man should hold his part
ner at a respectful distance, using his arms 
to steady and guide. her, and the woman 
should see that these instructions ar·e ad
hered to by the man. When dancing degen
erates into peripatetic hugging it becomes 
disgraceful. ' 

"The third limitation is to be careful 
where and with. whom you dance. Confine 
amusement. as much as possible to the home 
circle and personal acquaintances."-N. Y. 
Oor. Tribune, Oct. 6. 

The clergymen of Jersey City are divided 
upon the question of church dancing classes 
as a means of furthering Christian work. 
The subject was discussed in four churches 
yesterday. 

In St. John's Episcopal Church and in the 
Tabernacle which is a Congregational 
church, the dancing class was upheld and 
invitations were given to the members of 
the congregations to join the classes. The 
Rev. Elmer Forbes, curate of St. John's, an
nounced that the St. John's dancing class 
would begin its fall work in November. The 
Rev. J. L. Scudder in the Tabernacle said:-

"We shall have dancing at the parish re
ception to morrow. Those who approve of 
dancing may attend: those who are opposed 
to it are at liberty to stay away if they so 
desire." 

The other side of the question was taken 
up by the Rev. Walter Thompson at the 
Westminster Presbyterian Church and by 
the Rev. Walter J. Swaffield at the Summit· 
Avenue Baptist Church yesterday. Mr. 
Swaffield said:-

"The 'church dancing class,' the title used 
is sufficient to preclude any reference to it as 
a factor in Christian practice. I look upon 
the modern church dancing school as one of 
the Devil's missions of amu~ement and the 
gilded saloon as another."-N. Y. Oor. Trib
une, Oct. 17. 

has done so not only as 11 means of keeping Grace Methodist Episcopal Church, Locust 
the young people away from other worldly and La Salle avenue, inaugurated last nigh,t 
amusements, but because he believes dancing the wide-open church policy, which is to be 
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td be held on December 1, will be made up 
of German airs and melodies. It is the pur
pose of the church management to make the 
series of concerts as national as possible, so 
that each concert will be advertised ahead as 
Scandinavian, Slav, French, etc., according 
to the arrangements which are to be pub
lished shortly.-Ohicago Tribune, Nov. 18. 

IF we are to judge from local news
paper notice, the Peak-Anderson de
bate at Brownville, Nebraska, was a 
peculiar affair. 

Bro. A. L. Lightfoot, sends us from 
Auburn, Nebraska, clippings from the 
Granger for November 4 and 11, and 
from the Herald, for November 11, 
copied from Brownville Sun;· the lat
ter of which we insert; with thanks 
to Bro. Lightfoot for all:-

The debate between Elders Peak. and An
derson is said to have been the most thrilling 
thing of the kind that has happened in 
Brownville since Robert Lindsey and Wil
liam Davies held a large audience spellbound 
with their matchless eloquence as they dis
cussed the momentous question, "Resolved, 
that old bachelors should be taxed to support 
old maids," before the Brownville literary 
society, back in '94. 

The religious debate closed Thursday even
ing, a large crowd listening to the closing 
arguments by Elders Peak and Anderson. 
The debate has been quite interesting, each 
gentleman holding up his side of the argu
ment to the best of his ability, but unpreju
diced observers are inclined to think Brother 
Anderson bit off a little more than he could 
conveniently chew when he tackled Brother 
Peak. This is not saying Brother Peak had 
the best side to talk on, at all. But after all, 
what good was accomplished? Did either 
brother make any converts to the cause he 
represented? Were any souls drawn nearer 
to Christ? Dill anyone resolve to lead a bet
ter life as a result of the debate? On the 
contrary, hasn't there been considerable bit
terness and ill feeling engendered between 
members of the rival denominations? On 
the whole, isn't a preacher in mighty poor 
business when he engages in a "religious" 
debate? If we were the Devil, we'd encour
a.,.e them. At the close of the debate, Elder 
P~ak challenged any minister of the Chris
tfan Church to a debate on the same proposi
tion, anywhere in Southeastern Nebraska 
any time between now and April I, 1900, and 
Elder Anderson accepted the challenge. 

under certain conditions, is perfectly proper. the leading feature of its activities this win- RECENT events indicate an increased 
Mr. Scudder when seen to-day regarding the ter, by giving the first of a series of semi- interest in our work and a wider dis-
dancing class, said:- monthly free popular concerts. More than 

''We have biblical authority for dancing. eight hundred persone present listened to a semination of gospel principles in 
Dancing is all right within certain limita- program of Irish national airs and Irish folk Hawaii, judging from passing events. 
tions. In the crowded section of the city, songs and ballads, interspersed with choruses For instance the Honolulu Diocesan 
where the young people are cooped up in from Beethoven, Liszt, and Schubert. '.I'he Magazine for October, 1898, contained 
tenements, the desire to dance is as great as cfburcht_ chNoir thwaCsh~upplecme1n1 ted bfy Mpup~ls an article written ~by "a, Hawaiii:i,n 
among the wealthy, who can entertain their rom ne ~ or icago o ege o us1c.

1 

. •, . 
friends and h9lg re9eptio1;1s ~I! foeir ()W!'.J W. Bentley Hilton was director and organist. member" of the Episcopal Church, m 
b0Ii:1e1;1, . The program for the 1,1e.i;:t el,ltertai1;1ruent, which ~ttep.tiop, Wl1S called to the 
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peculiar creed of that church on the 
question of the Godhead, the writer 
stating that certain inconsistencies 
had been pointed out by a member of 
the Reorganized Church. To that the 
Bishop replied, in learned but drastic 
language. Bro. Edward Ingham, of 
Honolulu, replied to the Bishop -
Bishop Willis-at length and with ex
cellent effect, in the Honolulu Inde
pendent, of October 31. Bro. Ingham 
succeeded in putting the Bishop to 
rout and also stated the contrasts be
tween the Reorganized Church and 
the Utah organization. We would be 
pleased to publish both articles en
tire, did space permit. Bro. Ingham, 
in his argument, presented the follow
ing (Articles Nos. 1 and 4 respect
ively) of the Articles of Religion of 
the Church of England, in contrast to 
one another. 

Article I. There is but one living and true 
God, everlasting, without body, parts, or 
passions; ... and in the unity of this God
head there be three Persons, of one substrtnce, 
power, and eternity; the Father, the Son, 
and the Holy Ghost. 

Article 4. Christ did truly rise again from 
death, and took again his body, with flesh, 
bones, and all things appertaining to the per
fection of man's nature; wherewith Ile ascended 
into Heaven, and there sitteth, until he return 
to judge all men at the last day. 

The Honolulu Bulletin of the 29th 
ult., contains an account of a party of 
eight Brighamite missionaries who 
left Vancouver for Hawaii in charge 
of J. D. Young, a descendant of Brig
ham Young, with a view to proselyt
ing in Hawaii. Active opposition 
tends to bring truth to light. We 
have no fears as to results. Brn. 
Waller, Greene, and Ingham with oth
er.s of the brethren will doubtless ren
der a good account for the church. 
"Truth endureth and is always 
strong." 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

BRO. U. W. GREENE: wrote from the 
"steamer City of Rio de Janeiro," San 
Francisco, November 10, as follows:-

! leave at one o'clock for Honoluiu. Am 
well and happy; never felt more of the 
Spirit's presence in my life. Shall earnestly 
labor that my efforts may be approved of God 
and man. 

We .are glad to know that Bro. 
Greene enters upon the work as
signed him in his new field with such 
manifest evidence of approval con
cerning his appointment; such is en
courngiug, both to him !Jiud for the 
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cause. We trust his labors with the '1

1 

ever, indicates that he is probably 
work of others who have labored or with Bro. Waller at present writing. 
yet labor in Hawaii may result in I Bro. Waller has been very prosperous 
more permanently planting the work II this past year, and feels somewhat 
in the islands, from whence its influ- encouraged over the situation. 
ence may be felt in other lands for -·--------
good. Much is being said by the 
churches about new mission fields in 
our newly-acquired territories. We 
have occupied in the Hawaiian Islands 
for some years and will doubtless be 
able to reach other possessions in 
due time. The Catholic and Protes· 
tant missionaries if first on the 
ground may aid in preparing the way. 

HomB Goltlmn. 
EDITED BY F'RANCES. 

"Who writes in verse that should have writ In prose, 
ls lil<e a traveler walking on his toes I 
Happy the rhymster who iu time has found 
'l'he heels he lifts were made to to11ch the ground." 

Certainly much has been done by I SELECT READING FOR DECEMBER MEETINGS 
those people as civilizing and moral · OF DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 
forces in educational and religious I DOMES'l'IC ECONOMY. 

work. Hawaii is a way station be- DOMESTIC economy, both in its broader and 
in its more restricted sense, is a fitting house

tween the United States, Japan, hold study. The word economy in its very 
China, and other portions of the derivation points to the home as its center, 
Orient. May the planting of the coming as it does fr.:im Greek words meaning 
truth there prove helpful to the ex- the manairing of a household. A vital truth 
tension of the work to other lands- is here indicated, that all true economy, in 

business or in government, must have its cen
"to give light to them who sit in dark- ter in the home. Unless there be wise man-
ness and in the sha.dow of death, to agement here, training in correct principles 
guide" their "feet into the way of I and methods, there will be mismanagement 
peace." everywhere. Webster's first definition of 

economy is, "The management of domestic 
affairs; the regulation and governn:rent of 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. household matters, especially as they concern 
BISHOP E. L. KELLEY returned from expense and disbursement." 

Chicago on the 17th inst., after an ab- The first lesson to be le:i.rned in managing 
sence of several days in the interest American homes is, that true economy is 

honorable. Many people seem to be ashamed 
of church work. to be thought economical; it is because they 

P. P. Kelley, Esq., of Glenwood, confound the two things, economy and parsi
Iowa, was at Lamoni for a few days many. Economy avoids all waste and ex
during the past week in conliection travagance, applying money to the best 

possible ad vantage, and thus becomes what with legal business and attendance at 
· Dean Swift aptly terms it, ''Parent to liberty 

a session of the Colle~e Board of ~ and ease." Parsimony involves meanness of 
Di:cectors. spirit and a sordid mode of living, and is a 

A clear statement of the position of vice. Between the two stands frugality, lean
the Reorganization with an indication I ing to one or the other, according to its 

f ·ir t d 'f d •t · actuating motive. Home life should train 
O Wl mgness 0 . e en 1 ' appears m children to a wise economy, as far removed 
the Denver Evening Post of the 8th from niggardliness as from extravagance. 

inst., from the pen of Bro. J. B. Have method in economy; aimless, spas
Roush, and sent us by him. The modic saving is no good, either in itself 
article was called out by public efforts or in its results. Some people's idea of 
of the Utah elders making claims to I economy never goes ?eyond saving a few 
b a Ch h f L tt D s . t I cents here and there, without any regard to 

e ie urc 0 a er a;! am ~· how it is saved, or what principles are in-
Our Denver folks are makrng their valved or sacrificed in the saving. This is a 
status and ours known to the general penny wise, pound foolish policy, and "the 
public. Lines of just and necessary penny soul never comes to twopence." Never 
distinction are beinO' drawn acd noted sacrifice the more precious things-time, 

th ld f 
0th f t th health, temper, strength-in attempting to e wor over or e cause o ru . , . 

' . . save tne less precious, money. For money 
News from the .Sandwich Isles, via can be replaced, but these once gone are lost 

Bro. G. J. Vi7aller, of Honolulu, is forever. It is very poor economy to save 
good. Bro. W a1ler was getting anx· money by doing work beyond your strength 
iqus to see Bro. U. VV. Greene, in the which you can afford to hire done; in some 

cases such eaving d0generates into extrava
island, but at the date of his writing, gance and selfishness. I know two sisters 
November 2, Bro. Greene had not ar- similarly situated in life, but getting different 
rived. :t{ote from Bro. Greene1 QOW· degreee of good oµt of it beqau~e of their dif· 
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younger sister's economy leads her to do grained in their natures; to seem, grows to SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 
ferent convictions upon this point. The I lie. False estimates of value become in- J PRAYER UNION. 

everything she can possibly do herself, thus be more important than to be. Truth and 1 SISTER SNIDER, of Baker, Kansas, requests 
saving money which would otherwise be paid honesty are second, in their estimation, your faith and prayers in her behalf, that 
out for help. She. also economizes o? books to keeping up an appearance. Never be her hearing may be restored if it be the 
and pape.rs, borrowrng them of her neighbors ashamed or afraid to say, "I cannot afford it," Lord's will. 
on th~ plea that she cannot afford to buy or and to live within your income. As Spurgeon Sr. M. A. Christy, Akron, Iowa, desires 
subscribe f~r them. Here her econ?my ends. says, "Living within your income is the es- your earnest prayers that if it be God's will 
Her house is ~ore elaborately furnished: and sence of honesty." Accustom your children to restore her to health she may be able to 
she and her ch1ld_ren n;iuch more expensively -from their earliest years to this honesty; to do t,he work that he said by his Spirit she 
dressed than the1~ neighbors on whom she I feel that there is no disgrace in being should do when coming from the South to 
depends for readrng matter. But to have poor, but much in being in debt; that the North, as she has done, which fulfill~ 
them so she works early and late, far beyond the "borrower is servant to the lender." that part of the prophecy. 
her s~rength. Being overwor.ked, sbe. is Never allow them nor yours~lf to consider 
chromcally nerv?us and fretful: is often src.k debt as only an inconvenience; it is a calamity, -
enou~h to req Ulre the ~octor s care, and is and such you should train them to consider Tl 011or D op artmDfli>. 
growing old before her time. As she never it. There is an old motto, "Better to go sup- ilo Q O • 0 lbu 

has t~me to read or study, her c~ildren are perles~ to bed than to rise in debt." We are 
growrng away ~rom her a~d tu~mng to stran- not sure it is not a good one for our bedcham- INDEPENDENCE, Mo., Nov. 15. 
gers for congemal compamonship. But-ahe bers. "A man who earns a dollar and spends Editors Herald:-The debate I now have 
saves a hundred dollars a year in servants' ninety-nine cents is rich, while he who earns going on with Rev. C. W. Sewell, in the 
wages, and boasts or her economy, never a dollar and spends one hundred and one Gospel Advocate, printed at Nashville, Ten
dreaming it.is extravagant parsimony, as you cents is poor." That is, the one is on the nessee, is creating no little stir among that 
and I know it to be. road to wealth, the other, to poverty. Hence, class of Disciples. Our second proposition 

Her sister has altogether different views of livinl)' within one's income is an important. commenced in that paptr J-une 16, but for 
life. Her income is not as large as the lesson to be taught in domestic economy. some reason the debate ended all on a sud
other's but she hires more work done, justify- This lesson is not one of mere dollars and den. I waited about six weeks for it to reap
ing this course by the twofold argument that cents, it reaches deeper and develops power pear, but waited in vain. At length I wrote 
her time is of more value to her family when to resist present gratification for the sake of Mr. Sewell to ascertain the reasons why, 
spent in doing things which no one but a future gain. Those who learn this lesson and he forwarded my letter to the editor of 
mother can do; that t,hose she hires need the can always afford to be generous, for they the Advocate, and he wrote Mr. Sewell, say
money more than she does, and the kindest always have a fund in store to draw upon. ing: ''You tJan inform Mr. White we are not 
thing is to let them earn it. Her sister con- It also develops an independent spirit, for trying to crowd him out, but that we felt all 
siders all money spent in hiring labor, wasted; there is no true independence until we can along that we had better material to put in 
and that spent in making a show, clear gain; say, ,"I owe no man anything but love." This the Gospel Advocate than his articles. His 
but she reverses this opinion. Her children independence in spirit leads to independence articles are so full of error and sophistry 
are al ways neatly dressed, but so plainly that in purse. If we spend less than we earn we that our readers take little interest in them." 
their cousins quite look down upon them; but are accumulating, hc)wever slowly, and mak- I had asked them in my inquiry if they in
this they do not mind, for they know that ing provision for future need. Any class of tended to crowd me out till they had more 
their home, plainly furnished as it is, is much persons living from hand to mouth must be a fully paved the way for my articles by preju
happier and brighter than the more elegant dependent, hence, an inferior class. Under dicing the minds of the readers of the Advo
residence of their cousins; and, best of all, such circumstances it is very hard to prevent cate against what they pleased to call 
their mother is not a fretful invalid, but their the development of a servile spi;it. Mormonism, as I see they have introduced a 
companion and friend. A familiar story illustrates how the posses- series of articles on "Mormonism,'' written 

Economy of time and strength is more im- sion of money tends to an independent spirit. by Rev. R. B. Neal, right away after discon
portant than economy of money. To secure A Scotch pastor living on a very insufficient tinning the debate. There was scarcely 
this, work must be systematized. and chi!- salary, was accustomed each Saturday night an issue of the Advocate but what con
dren trained to do it in the very best way and to borrow a five-pound note of a wealt.hy par- tained an article on "Mormonism" by some 
with the least expenditure of force. This is ishioner, and return it Monday morning. one of their writers from the time they 
no easy lesson to learn; many wise men have Noting the fact that the identical note bor- dropped the debate to the time it commenced 
failed to learn it, and because of this failure rowed was alw2,ys re1;urned, t,he gentleman's again. This, no doubt, was done to help Mr. 
have sacrificed a higher good to a lower. curiosity was aroused, and he asked an- ex- Sewell out by preJudicing the minds of the 
Albert Barnes thought he was economizing planation. "Ab, mon," replied his pastor, readers against my rejoinders. I cannot see 
time by writing most of his "Notes" before "dinna ye ken I can hit harder knocks at it in any other light. 
breakfast, but the last years of his life were your rich folk's sins when I have money in I took the liberty to remind the editor 
spent in blindness, resulting from thus using my wallet; and ha'in noon o' my own, I maun through Mr. Sewell, that the cause I had the 
his eyes in insufficient light. borrow some." If borrowed money has such honor of defending needed no such unfair 

Perhaps no one thing more seriously an- an effect, money earned and saved, safely in- measures by my editors to sustain and bolster 
tagonizes true domestic economy than the vested where it adds to the comfort of the it up; but that, on the other hand, my editor 
struggle in many families to keep up appear- household, must exert a beneficent influence had spoken in high and eulogizing terms of 
ances. "I must live and dress as well as my upon development of character. To a work- both disputants and of the tact and ability 
neighbors," is the bane of many households. ing man a store of savings is not only a barri-1 that accompanied both ?f their artic~es, 
It leads to igrioble striving to appear richer cade against want, enabling him, when work which was the very opposite to that whrch 
than we are, and results in scrimping and fails, to live without suffering till better was indulged In by the editor of the Gospel 
saving to make a great ilhow. It is peculiarly times; it also gives him a standing among .Advocate. Last week's issue (November 10) 
an American vice, and one that free-born men and a self-respect that helps to tide him contains my second on the third proposition; 
Americans should be ashamed of. It leads to over all shoals and quicksands. The very to-wit: "In order to a New Testament church, 
all sorts of shoddy and sham, eats all genu- endeavor to g·ain a firmer position in the \ like that organiz<0d by Chri~t au~ _his apos
lneness out of family life, and undermines the world has an innate dignity iu it which tends~ tles, there must be, necessarily, living apos
very foundations of no~le character. It is to make a man stronge'r and better. All this J tles in it." The next column following my 
hardly possible for _children brought up in I re~cts upon h~usehold life, and helps the I article is an article :rom ,~he edi~or's pen _on, 
such homes to grow rnto sturdy honesty and ch1ldren grow rnto stronger men and women., "Whatare we to believe? In this th? editor 
integrity, for the family life is but an acted I -Childhood; Its Care and Culture. says: "The man who accepts Joe Smith as a 
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true prophet, from God is a Mormon in heart; 
if he is true to the teachings of Smith and 
practices in harmony therewith, because 
Smith so authorizes, he is a Mormon in life 
and practice." Mr. Smith taught explicit 
faith in God and Christ; he taught faith, re
pentance, and baptism for the remission of 
sins (Acts 2: 36-38); taught the laying on of 
hands for the gift of the Holy Spirit (Acts 8: 
12-17; 19: 1-6); taught that man should 
"have but one wife: and concubines he shall 
have none." (Book of Mormon, p. 116.) He 
taught that in order to have a church like 
that organized by Christ and his apostles it 
must have living apostles, prophets, and 
teachers in it, and should enjoy the gifts of 
the Spirit, etc. (1 Cor. 12: 28.) Therefore, 
if a man is true to the foregoing teachings it 
will make him a Mormon, if this editor's 
logic is worth anything. Therefore, Christ, 
Peter, and Paul were all Mormons. 

Now, I ask what would a man be, if he 
taught the very opposite of what I have 
shown that Mr. Smith, Christ, and Paul and 
Peter taught? Mr. Campbell "authorized" 
the elders of his so-called Church of Obrist 
to preach against the laying on of hands for 
the reception of the Holy Spirit; to preach 
against apostles and prophets and gifts of the 
Spirit being in the Church of Christ. There
fore, if a man is "true to the teachings of 
Campbell and practices in harmony there
with because Campbell so authorized, [as no 
such authorization ever came from Christ, 
Paul, or Peter,] he is a Campbellite in life 
and practice." No amount of logic will ena
ble the editor of the Gospel Advocate to escape 
this conclusion. I would rather be called a 
Mormon and be in harmony with the teach
ings of Jesus Christ than be called a Camp
bellite and be an opposer to what Christ 
taught. 

The editor was still unwilling to let my 
article go to the public without further air
ing Mormonism, hence another article fol
lows his in which this last writer advertises 
a coming tract: "The Stick of Ephraim vs. 
the Bible of the Western Continent; or The 
Manuscript Found vs. the Book of Mormon." 
He says: "This is what may be called 
'mighty interesing reading.' The writer, 
like Dewey at Manila, 'smothers the guns' of 
the enemy .... Such plain statements of the 
truth as the tract bears about Mormonism 
should be circulated everywhere. The peo
ple should have light. A diligent use of such 
rapid-fire guns as this tract will accomplish 
what all the great twelve-inch and thirteen
inch breech-loading rifl3s have failed to do." 
(Italics mine.) "The author will soon be able 
to say to civilization, in the immortal words 
of Bill Anthony: 'I have to report that the 
ship is blown up and is sinking,'" So you 
see, brethren, it is either "sink or swim," as 
the campaign is on with this disciple of 
Campbell with bis "rapid-fire gun" to do 
what the "twelve" and "thirteen-inch breech
loading" Alexander Campbell, Clark Braden, 
D. H. Bays, et al., "have failed to do"!! How 
the mighty have fallen! We say to "our 
boys" to "keep in the ditch"-"steady boys" 
-keep your powder dry, and this "rapid
fire gun's" basswood bullets will fall at your 
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feet as harmless as the barking of a little 
poodle dog. 

It is good to know we have the truth
happy thought! 

There is still a third article in this same 
issue of the Gospel Advocate, Somebody sign
ing his name "X," is puzzled over this 
"Mormon debate," and asks the editor, "Is 
there any more difference between Mormon 
apostles and those of the New Testament 
than between your elders and those of the 
New Testament?" The editor answers: 
"The only elders I advocate are New Testa
ment elders, are ordained and approved in 
the New Testament. They differ nothing 
whatever from New Testament elders." Does 
this editor expect to al ways be able to blind
fold his questioners while an open Bible lies 
before them? Paul called together the elders 
of the church, and said unto them: "Take 
heed therefore unto yourselves, and to all the 
flock, over the which the Holy Ghost hath 
made you overseers, to feed the church of 
God,'' etc.-Acts 20: 17, 28. Doesn't this 
editor know that he has not an elder in all 
his church that was called by the Holy 
Ghost? The Bible speaks in definite terms 
as to how the Holy Ghost calls elders. It 
says: "As they ministered to the Lord, and 
fasted, the Holy Ghost said, Separate me 
Barnabas and Saul for the work whereunto I 
have called them."-Acts 13: 2. Paul speak
ing in 1Corinthians7: 7, 17: "But every man 
hath his proper gift of God, one after this 
manner, and another after that .... But as 
God hath distributed to every man, as the 
Lord hath caUed every one, so let him walk. 
And so ordain I in all churches." As to 
church work, this meets every emergency in 
life; everything is done "decently and in or
der." If men "having then gifts differing"' 
(Rom. '12: 4-8), they are called of God by the 
Holy Ghost to that special work and ordained 
(if called to be an elder) by imposition of 
hands, and sent forth by the Holy Spirit to 
do the work of an elder, etc. (Acts 13: 3, 4.) 

-·.~ 

editor apply this answer to the elders of his 
church, and he has answered his questioner 
.on that part of his question truthfully. Mr. 
"X" wants to know why James 5: 14, 15, can
not apply now, and have the "prayer of faith" 
"save the sick." This seems to perplex this 
editor and he closes his answer to Mr. "X,'' 
thus: "The asking such questions shows a 
man does not understand what the New 
Testament apostle or elder was." 

I am glad to know that my debate with 
Mr. Sewell upon some of these vital points is 
reaching into many nooks and corners where 
we cannot expect to reach by our traveling 
elders. Before entering into this debate I 
had a written contract (by letter) from the 
editors of the Gospel Advocate, that the de
bate would be printed in the Advocate, and"
then put into book-pamphlet form. I am 
now glad to say that work is now under way 
and two thousand pamphlets will be out by 
January 1. I have one thousand to my share 
and will be able to sell them for fifteen cents, 
or eight for one dollar. 

Hoping and praying that God will give me 
health and ability to push this work forward, 
both by pen and voice, I am, 

Yours, believing in the triumph of this 
gospel truth, I. N. WHITE. 

LEXINGTON, Tenn., Nov. 14. 
Editors Herald:-I have just had a little 

experience that calls the mind back to the 
days of the inquisition; but I am still alive, 
and have got the banner of Christ flapping in 
the breeze. I had an appointment at a cer
tain schoolhouse, and when Bro. Miles Little 
(who by the way is one of the trustees of the 
house) and I arrived at the house we were 
met by ten or a dozen armed men, led by one 
Mr. George Gurley, who by the way is a son 
of a Presbyterian preacher, and told that we 
could not go in the house. Th-ey told me if I 
undertook to enter they would kill me; and 
for me to leave the country "as soon as God 
would let me." I told them I would not go 
into the house, but as for leaving the country 
I woula go }iist when 1 got ready, and not a day 
soone1·. They said I should not preach in any 
house in the county, and warned me again to 
leave immediately. I again told them that I 
would preach as long as I could stand up; 
that I was not afraid of them, I was there in 
the discharge of my duty, and was going to 
stay with it. 

These brave(?) men were angry on account 

The Christ.ian Evangelist for May 28, 1896, 
lies before me, and in the question column it 
has this to say on calling to office: ( 1) 
"What is the scriptural way of appointing 
elders and deacons of a congregation of disci
ples?" Ans. "They should be selected by 
the church at a special meeting called for 
that purpose, in ariy way that will secure a 
fair expression of the choice of the members. 
It is usual to appoint a committee of discreet 
brethren a week or two before the election to of several of the people having been baptized 
present names for the different offices," etc. a week or two ago, and at that time they 
I could have but little objection to the work posted a notice for us to leave the country; 
of these "discreet brethren" in making a but on this occasion they had pos.ted a notice 
"choice,'' were they governed by the "spirit at the schoolhouse and fastened it to a tree 
of revelation;" but this they wholly ignore, with cartridge shells, and then came them
hence their choice for elders is wholly selves, I suppose, to see the effect it would 
human, not recognizing God as the source of have. I am expecting every time I step out 
all calls and that by the Holy Ghost, as seen to hear the report of a gun or pistol; so I 
in above scriptural precedents. Therefore, wish to say to all, if I am shot in the back, 
the editor's answer is unscriptural and an at- don't take it as an evidence of cowardice, for 
tempt to mislead his questioner. that is the side these gentlemen(?) generally 

He answers in regard to the "Mormon attack. 
apostles": "The Mormon apostles differ as Bro. Sam Mayo predicted many years ago 
much from the New Testament apostles as that I would have to suffer martyrdom for 

·false pretenders differ from divinely-inspired this work, so if this is the time and place for 
apostles of the Lord Jesus Christ." Let the i the fulfillment of the prophecy, I s-ay let it 
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lieved in the doctrine of polygamy they went I ers within. tho fold more numerously? Can 
back on them, and are very bitter toward we expect to awaken an interest in the 
them. Many people seem to believe that work while we are asleep ourselves? Will 
Utah Mormons and the Reorganized Church our work show to the world its beaut.y and 
are the same, because we are called Latter truthfulness as long as we permit it to drag 

come. One of the braves had a big hard wood 
club in his hand and a pistol in his pocket, 
another drew out a knife and flourished it; 
but I don't know that he intended to do any
thing worse than cut his tobacco with it. I 
got the epitome of our faith before them, and 
showed them what they were fighting 
against; and as they were all Christians (?) 
it may do them some good; but still they did 
not revoke the command for me to. leave the 
country. I don't want anyone to think that 
I am seeking the glory of martyrdom; but I 
am going to stay right here and preach longer 
and louder than ever. 

J.C. CLAPP. 

SPRING VALLEY, Minn., Nov. 15. 
Editors Herald:-Bro. Eli Hayer arrived in 

Spring Valley, October 4: brought with him 
the graces of the gospel of the saints. That 
evening we had music, song, prayer, and fire
side preaching, and all seemed to enjoy his 
visit here. Next morning we visited the 
pancake preachers of Spring Valley, to get 
the use of their churches at times, but were 
quietly informerl that they had plenty of 
preachers for all the yellow legged chickens 
in the city. Distributed some tracts and 
talking enough to let the people know that 
an elder was among us. October 8 took train' 
for Rushford, distributing tracts by the way; 
hall rent too high. From there to Newburg; 
had the privilege of the town hall, preached 
four times, had a tilt with a Lutheran 
preacher. May have knocked off some of the 
stars and bars of Lutherism by the argument 
that God and not Luther is our guide. Came 
home after an absence of several weeks, look
ing as if he had not been fooling away his 
time. 

A letter from his wife stated that she was 
building sidewalk, little at a time, in front of 
their residence. With this news from home 
the elder turned his face northward, in the 
direction of Chatfield, Fillmore, Root River 
Valley, where Bro. W. H. Kelley in years 
gone by voiced the love of peace in conjunc
tion with Father E. C. Briggs in my boyhood 
days. Elder Hayer has a home most, any
where in Fillmore County. When he came 
he did not know that he could stay over 
night. Fraternally yours, 

C. H. CROSBY. 

IRVING COLLEGE, Tenn., Nov. 12. 
Editors Herald:-! am still trying to ad

vance the good cause in this section, though 
we have lots of opposition to meet; every one 
most is bound by a creed of some kind; no 
matter how wicked they are. Yet there are 
none among them who seem to be interested 
in the truth as it is in the gospel. The 
Brighamites have been in this section for 
about four years; have been at nearly every 
house and left some of their tracts. They 
never leave anything upon the marriage sub
ject until they get the people to join them, 
and then th0y wait for some time before they 
leave anything upon that subject. I visited 
one family that had belonged to them for 
nearly four years before they left any book or 
tract upon the subject of polygamy; and 
when said family found out that they be-

Day Saints. so slowly on? 
By the grace of God I am determined to Some of us may hide behind the fact of the 

continue until the battle is over. I am scarcity of workers (elders) in the field, when 
blessed very much in these days; I know God if we look around for the reason, we mHy well 
is in this work; I feel stronger than ever in blush with shame. With purse strings tied 
life. I have preached at fifteen places since in hard knots, and crowded down so tightly 
I came to Tennessee, to good turnouts and into the pocket, how can it be otherwise? We 
had good attention. There are many places who are isolated would be very glad to hear 

.open for preaching in this section. I have the gospel more frequently, but under exist
not made application for a single place that I ing circumstances, we cannot. 
have been refused. I mean to go to South Remove the blocks from beneath the 
Pittsburg soon; there is a branch there; it wheels ii.nd the chariot wiil roll smoothly 
will be a treat to us,'wife and I, to meet with along, and isolation will cease; branches will 
a branch of the church in meeting, as we spring up and grow, and the world will see 
have not had such a privilege since we left that tho church is alive, for it w'tll move; its 
Texas. We have met but two members in influence will be felt, and souls will be 
the state of Tennessee. brougLt into the kingdom. May God awaken 

I must tell you that we have in this section his people, is the prayer of your humble 
an organization called the Ku Klux; they brother, 8. D. SPORE. 
have whipped three persons of late near 
where we are, two men and a negress. They 
claimed that these persons were not doing 
right, in that they were not making a liveli
hood by their industry. A number of men 
have baen hung by these mobs at night.· 
This beats Texas, for there as a rule the 
men hung by mobs are negroes, and such as 
tnsult white ladies; but here all that I have 
heard of being bung are white men. The 
Devil is still raging in the hearts of the peo-
ple. Yours in bonds, 

E. W. NUNLEY. 

LENOX, Mich., Nov. 10. 
Editors Herald:-I have been reading some 

of the letters from isolated members of our 
good and true church, and I find that there 
are others like us, seemingly alone amidst 
those who look in scorn upon the few who 
dare to do right in the face of many ob
stacles. I am proud to be able to help hold 
up the banner of truth, though the battle 
rages fiercely around us, and the shells are 
falling thick and fast. I term them shells, 
for they present, the appearance of being 
filled with something, but when probed are 
found to contain nothing but wind, proving 
to me that they are shells indeed. 

For many years there were but two in our 
town who had hearri and accepted the gospel 

PACIFIC GROVE, Cal., Nov. 8. 
Editors Herald:-You have been bringing 

us tidings from afar, of how the gosp_el wins 
its way. Now we can say it is winning some 
to its way here. We have been made glad 
this summer by having more elders come to 
this first capita,! of the golden State, Mon
terey, and preach the word, Elder Daly 
came and preached and baptized five, and 
left others believing. Then came Elder 
Scott, and soon Elder Keeler, and they are 
preaching all around this side of the bay at 
old and new Monterey and Pacific Grove. 
Have just returned from a meeting where 
Bro. Keeler held forth grandly; he bas bap
tized one and left Bro. Scott five, so we feel 
encouraged indeed. We rejoice that there 
are others investigating, and we hope soon 
to see the fulfillment of the promise of many 
more obeying. We were four members here, 
one new one went away; some oLhers talk of 
going, but we bope for more to come in, and 
have a branch here, near where the famous 
Juniperro first planted the Catholic faHh, if 
not in the old town. The winter rains have 
begun, and nature is wakening with joy, put
ting on her green robes. So do we rejoice in 
the gospel. In the faith, 

HULDA BLACKLEACH. 

in its fulness, Bro. and Sr. Howison. There CLEAR LAKE, Ind., Oct. 30. 
are now four of uo; my wife and I were added Editors H.erald;-On July 23 I loft home 
to the number on December 12, last. Since for Grand Rapids, Michiga_n; to attend grove 
we have been added it seems to be a bard meeting at EnglishvHle. Were made to feel 
matter to get enough preaching to go around. at home on meeting Bro. Bronson and some 
I sometimes wonder how it would seem if I sisters whom we knew. Meeting at ten a. m., 
could be where I could hear a sermon or two Bro. Bronson in the stand; at two p. m. Bro. 
each Sunday, and have a chance to attend a Briggs occupied with encourag·ement; at 
weekly prayer meeting. I hear from some seven p. m., Bro. Baggerly in the stand. On 
of the saints who are so situated, that the the 24th, at ten a. m., Bro. Briggs again; at 
weekly prayer meeting generally proves to be two p. m., your writer tried to talk. Ia the 
a weakly prayer meeting· indeed. evening Bro. Leonard Sc0tt cheered us with 

Why is it? Why do those who have the one of hia eloquent sermons. On Monday 
privilege of attending meetings regu- we moved back to the city, after spending 
larly become so careless or indifferent? Who two days very pleasantly. In the evening 
but themselve~ are the losers? With the I Bro. Bronson occupied in the hall in the city. 
argus eyes of the world upon them, is it any Tuesday eve your writer made another at
wonder that we as a church do not draw oth- tempt to talk to the saints. Thursday found 
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us on our way to Chester, where Bro. I. M. 
Smith and others had labored. We occupied 
three times in the Congreg·ational church. 
On Tuesday .on our way to Lansing, where 
we were entertained by Bro. and Sr. Kelley. 
On Wednesday we visited the Statehouse 
and Industrial school. Next we attend the 
Hall's Corners meeting; then Jamestown, 
Indiana; then Flint, all in company with 
Bro. Scott. Next comes South Scott, Indi
ana. When we got there we found Bro. 
Scott had been called to Cold water to preach 
funeral. Bro. Briggs came in time for even
ing meeting, and did some excellent. preach
ing; old time ring to it. 

At Clear.Lake had one of the best meetings 
in all the two day's series thus far attended. 
September 28, started for Cold water to meet 
Bro. F. Granger; on Thursday to go to Hart
ford, and on Friday, in company with Bro. 
Granger started for Hartford, arriving there 
on the afternoon of October 1. Two o'clock 
found Bro. Granger in the stand (in a nice 
little hall situated on a beautiful lot, all paid 
for and given to the Lord) talking to the 
saints of Hartford. Seven p. m. your writer 
occupied. The morning of the 2d found Brn. 
Briggs and Scott in the stand conducting 
dedicatory services. Two were baptized by 
Bro. Scott. 

Tuesday found us on our way for Hopper
town, where one of my brothers has live.d for 
twenty-eight years. We visited and did 
some fireside preaching. Had the promise 
of a church to commence meeting on the 
Iv.j"onday following, when the pastor concluded 
we could not have t,be church. While there 
we found one old-time elder,, bis name is 
Lewis Muetze; bis license is dated in 1840; 
signed by Joseph Smith and Willard Rich
ards. He r( quests the saints to send him 
papers, Heralds, and tracts; his address is 
Hoppertown, Allegan County, Michigan. 

Now we start for conference at Galien. 
Stayed one night near Bangor: next night at 
Hartford, then on to conference by way of 
Benton Harbor. It was raining and we were 
in an orien buggy, and I think fourteen miles 
from Dr. U"yce's; but we moved on alot;g- the 
bank of Lake Michigan, on the east shore, 
the wind blowing from north west very hard. 
After some chilling we found the doctor's 
home, and a welcome such only as Latter 
Day Sain ts can give. 

Next moruing Dr. Royce was immersed by 
Bro. Granger in a little lake near his home; 
his son was baptized with him. The services 
seemed unusually impressive-so grand. His 
companion was fille'd with joy at the confir
mation of husband and son. 

The conference was good; we were enter
tained by Brn. White and Clark. Arrived at 
Cold water, Oetober 19, and home the 20th. 
On the 26th baptized the husband of the sick 
sister, John S. Allshouse. 

We are not dirnouraged with the outlook 
in this district. The conference was excel
lent, and we believe good resolutions were 
made. After awhile the mists will clear 
away, and all rt-joice in the truth. Our faith 
is strong, and we believe better times are 
near at hand. Yours for the truth, 

G. A. SMITH. 

1'1IE SAINTS' HERAiJ}. 

SULPHUR CITY, Ark., Nov. 10. 
Editors Herald:-By request of brethren 

and friends near this place, I am here to 
counteract if possible the misrepresentations 
of Utah Mormon elders now canvassing this 
country. They have refused to meet me in 
public debate. I have delivered a lecture 
showing the difference between the apostasy 
of Brigham Young and the true church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. They 
deny that any children have been born to 
plural wives since the manifesto was passed, 
and offer $50 per head for all proven to be 
such. Here is a chance brethren to make a 
stake. 'l'hey also circul>tte the report that 
Bro. W. B. Toney of Indian Territory, has 
joined them. Their style is to make a bold 
appearance, but when confronted by us they 
puppy down, till it looks like it is a shame to 
say any more to them. We have a good in
terest here. I wish I had some tracts on 
their crookedness to distribute among the 
people. I will remain here for some time, 
preaching at nights. 

T. J. SHEPPARD. 

NEBRASKA CITY, Neb., Nov. 10. 
Editors He1·ald:-Last Sabbath \Vas a beau

tiful day, and at the close of morning service 
nearly all the audience went to the river to 
witness the baptism of seven persons, Elder 
J. W. Waldsmith baptizing them all. They 
were confirmed at the sacrament meeting by 
Elders J. W. WaldsrLith, Mark H. Forscutt, 
and W. M. Self. One girl of ten years and a 
man past fifty years got up after confirmation 
and spoke sh0wing the Spirit of the Lord had 
attended the baptism of water, so they could 
bear testimony at once to the work of God. 
In the evening Elder Forscutt preached to a 
good sized audience in our church. 

October 23, we had a visit at our Sabbath 
school and preaching services by two Brig
hami te missionaries, who had arrived the 
18th, to establish that church in this city, if 
they could get a place to preach in. 

Elder G. H. Hilliard preached bere two 
evenings; Th ursdl.iy evening he had among bis 
fair sized audience the two Utah missionaries 
and our Congregational minister of this city. 
The sermon was m';re than ordinary: in 
p:iwer and plainness it could not be changed 
by any; the Spirit surely accompanied the 
words expressed by Eder Hilliard. 

The Utah preachers must have left, as we 
have not seen them around here any more. 
Got to the wrong place, I suppose. 

Elder James Caffal p'reacbed in our church 
three sermons, full of light and instructions: 
but there were hardly any out to hear him. 
The highest number present was 25, the low.
est 22, and yet the weather was nice and 
moonlight. I felt somewhat sad to see the 
few, and was wondering when was the most 
opportune time to reach the people with the 
gospel meEsage, as there was al ways some
thing going on to keep them away on week 
nights, so they would not come to hear, no 
matter who preached. My desire has ever 
been to use my time, talents, and means for the 
support of this work, and let theaters, danc
ing halls, and all worldly amusements take 
care of themselves; for such places I have 

not a cent, nor a desire to go. It is a mystery 
to me how the so-called saints can attend such 
places, and spend their means, and make a 
lavish display of style and neglect the serv
ices of God, and never show up five cents for 
its support. What reward will they get in 
the day of account? I am afraid their lot 
will be disappointment, as they will then see 
that having their names on the church books 
did not give them any inheritance or eternal 
life. Because they did not do any work that 
should merit any glorious prize hereafter, as 
they had patronized tobacco and cigar shops, 
all kinds of worldly amusements, and let the 
church go, and paid no heed to God's serv
ants' warnings to keep away from such 
places, but fit and prepare themselves daily 
for the coming of the Lord, who shall reward 
every one according to his works. Whatso
ever we sow, that shall we also reap. So it 
behooves me to see what I sow, that I may 
not reap the whirl wind when I had the 
chance to reap eternal life and glory, and be 
with Jesus and his saints eternally. 

My desire is that I may be able to keep my 
gospel covenant faithful to the end of my 
life. ANNA NIELSEN. 

WILLIAMSDALE, N. S., Nov. 9. 
Editors Herald.-It is but natural that the 

minds of some may be turned to our part of 
the "harvest field" just now, for several rea
sons; and to those who may be wondering 
how the work is prospering, would say that 
so far as work is concerned, there is no trou
ble about that; favorable results are the 
scarcity that bother us. 

On arriving home from Rhode Island and 
Massachusetts about the 20th of September I 
I found matters progressing favorably under 
the efforts of Elder S. 0. Foss, who returned 
to Maine about the 20t,h of October. As I 
travel over the points occupied by him while 
here I find a good record, and it is gratify
ing to note that a good work has been done; 
and many friends, both in and out of the 
church, attest to the appreciation of his la
bor and will welcome him back again in the 
spring. At Digby on my way home I was 
jrJined by Bro. Luff, who accompanied me 
home, where we held one meeting then pro
ceeded to Hants County, where we held our
conference in South Rawdon, which was a 
very enjoyable occasion; Elder Luff d0ing· 
the preaching, which was very highly appre
ciated. 

After the following Sunday we returned to 
Lockbartville, and at my house cont.inued a 
week, holding meetings and endeavoring to 
awaken in our neighbors an interest in this 
work. The indications though were not of 
the flattering kind, although we are not 
without hope as to good results. 

The next point of operation was Delhaven 
and Blomidon-the Sumpter of Nova Scotia. 
Here it was that Elder Burton fired the first 
shot for the Reorganzation in this country. 
Here is where the most severe opposition 
has been manifest, to which F. M. Sheehy and 
others can testify. We cannot say what the 
result will be, but Elders Luff and Foss had 
fair audiences and good interest. About two 
weeks of meetings were held there; then 
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Bro. Foss left for Maine and Bro. Luff and 
myself crossed the bay to Cumberland County, 
where we have been at work some three 
weeks, in Williamsdale and River Philip 
Center, where we &re now, performing the 
carpenter act by day and "Carpenter's Son" 
act in the evenings, and on Sunday. Bro. 
Ripley, ·at whose home we are staying, is 
building a new house upon which is an op
portunity for physical exe1·cise. Elder Luff's 
health bas not been very good, nevertheless 
be has succeeded in doing about all the 
preaching. I'm afraid my preaching record 
for the past month will show "whitewash;" 
but I presume there are times when silence 
is golden and a man will get rewarded for 

holding his tongue. It fa so voted by the 
people, and this time I am with the ma
jority. 

Church of Jesus Christ, but the feeling·s and 
sentiments aroused as heard along the line 
is good evidence why it should not. I do not 
wish to be misunderstood in this matter, as 
some are inclined that way. I would protest 
just as energetically were it the Union Jack 
or lilritish Ensign, instead of "Old Glory." 
Believe me, I have great regard and venera
tion for the stars and stripes, and God forbid 
that I should seek to diminish aught from its 
rightful luster. No, indeed! In her proper 
and legitimate place, "long may she wave." 

We are glad to report an increased ear
nestness all along the lines among the saints, 
notably among the younger ones. May the 
kind Father bless and strengthen those who 
are making efforts in the right direction and 
help others to do likewise. 

One word with regard to the "Old Glory" 
;..natter: I have not replied; neither shall I 
reply to Elder Kelley, as I see no necessity 
for it. With all deference to the worthy 
brother I freely confess that I have not seen 
one scintillation of evidence why any national 
flag should be hoisted to wave over the 

Hoping and praying for the welfare of 
Zion I am, Your brother, 

H. J. DAVISON. 

rue Succession 
B 

In 
CHAPTER 6.--Concluded. 

Mr. Roberts proceeds as follows:-
'l'he third claim made in behalf of Mr. Smith is: 
He was called to the position of President of tlw church by "reveta

tion'' to himself. 
Of this it is not necessary to say very much. It could only be 

important if sustained by the other two claims, viz: that he 
was appointed by his father to succeed to the otllce of Presi
dent of the church; and secondly, that the office is his by line
age. Since these two claims have been disproven, it renders 
his third claim of no effect.-Roberts, pp. 72, 73. 

Certainly Mr. Roberts is getting reckless! Does he 
intend to concede that an appointment from Joseph the 
Seer and the claim of lineage are of such vital importance 
·that where they are wanting a revelation would be insuffi
cient? It seems incredible that Mr. Roberts would give 
his case away by such a concession; yet this is just what he 
says: The claim that he was called by revelation "could 
only be important if sustained by the othei· two." 

Mr. Roberts concedes more than we claim. vVe hold that 
if he had never been appointed by his father, and if there 
had been no such doctrine announced as lineal priesthood, 
a call from God by revelation would have been important. 
The first prophet and President of the church was called 
by revelation through himself, and that too when the doc
trine of lineal descent was unknown, and when he had no 
immediate predecessor to appoint him, as the following 
will show:-

Beholcl, there shall be a record kept a.mong you, and in it 
thou shalt be called a seer, a trnnslator, a prophet, an apostle of 
.Tesus Christ, an elder of the church through the will of God 
the li'[cther, and the 1nace of your Lord .Jesus Christ; being 
inspired of the Holy Ghost. to la.y the foundation thereof, and 
to build it up unto the ~most holy faith; which church was 
orga.nized and esLa.blished, in the year of your Lord eighteen 
hundred and thirty, in the fourth month, and on the sixth day 
of the month, which is called April.-D. C. 19: 1. 

However, we may have misunderstood Mr. Roberts. 
He may mean that unless Mr. Smith was appointed by his 
father, or that it was his right by lineage, his claim to be a 
revelator would not be valid, and hence his revelations 
would be of "no effect." If he concedes so much, we thank 
him. We shall have need for this concession when consid
ering the claims of Brigham Young. 

He then refers to the manifestations received by Presi
dent Smith, and adds:-

These are all the "revelations" spoken of by Mr. Smith in his 
autobiography, or quoted by his supporters, hence these must 
be the "revelations" to himself by which he was called to be 
President of the church! .lust where the "call" can be found 
in them is the thing which the writer of these pttges cannot 
see: and he challenges anybody else to point it out.-Roberts, 
p. 74. 

Church Presiqency .. 
We accept this challenge and in evidence produce a reve

lation to President Smith quoted by Mr. Roberts from 
Joseph Smith's autobiography as follows:-

The Saints reorgtwizing ttt Zarahemla and other places, is the 
only organized portion of the Church a.ccepted by me. I have 
given them my spirit, and will continue to do so while they 
remain humble and faithful.-Roberts, pp. 73, '7'!. 

Here is a definite and specific acknowledgement of the 
Reorganization forming at Zarahemla and elsewhere. Now 
it only remains to show what was the position on this 
point of the people thus strongly indorsed, and Mr. Rob
erts' challenge is met. It will be remembered that this 
manifestation to President Smith came in 1859. 

Elder Jason Briggs claimed that as early as November 
18, 1851, he received a revelation containing this state
ment:-

In mine own due time will I call upon the seed of .Joseph 
Smith, and will bring one forth, and he shall be mighty and 
strong, and he shall preside over the high priesthood of my 
church, etc.-1'lie Jl[essenger, Vol. 2, p. 1. 

Elder Z. H. Gurley, Sen., claims that in 1852 a manifes
tation came to him as follows:-

The successor of Joseph Smith is Joseph Sinith, the son of 
Joseph Smith, the prophet; it is his right by lineage, saith the 
Lord your God.-Ib.id., p. 9. 

Upon this and like information these men and others 
proceeded to renounce all other leaders and to teach that 
the right of presidency was vested in Joseph Smith, the 
son of the prophet. If Mr. Roberts cannot see that the 
indorsement of the Reorganiz:i,tion received by President 
Smith in 1859 carried with it the position occupied by the 
Reorganization on the subject of Presidency, the reader 
can. 

Again, the indorsement of this position was not confined 
to these two men, for in June, 1852, the body adopted, 
among other resolutions, the following:-

Resol ved, that the successor of .Joseph Smith, Junior, as the 
Presiding High Priest in the Melchiseclcc priesthood, must of 
necessity be o-f the seed of Joseph Smith, .Junior, in fulfillment 
of the law and promises of God.-1'lie 11fessenger, Vol. 2, p. 9. 

Mr. Roberts' next statement is as follows:-
It should be observed here, perhaps, that "revelations" to a 

man personally, that he is called to be President of the church, 
even when clear and definite, do not constHute him the Presi
dent. Something else is necessary. As observed elsewhere, 
not only must a man be called of God, but he must be .accepted 
by the church-"chosen by the body, appointed and ordained 
to that oflice, and upheld by the confidence, faith, and prayer 
of the church."-Roberts, p. 74. 

T0'this we agree, and shall insist in all our controversy 
that we cannot accept as President of the church any man 
not filling these requirements. Of course, Mr. Roberts 
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denies in this connection that President Smith was 
accepted and chosen by the true church; and that he was 
appointed and ordained by proper authority. But his 
denial is scarcely worth the space required to notice it. 

However, is it consistent for Mr. Roberts to insist upon 
these requirements in the case of Mr. Smith while he 
defends the claims of Messrs. Young, Taylor, Woodruff, 
and Snow to the Presidency, none of whom was ever 
ordained by anyone to the office of President of the church? 
Or, if they were, we have seen no record of it; nor have 
we been able to get any information on this point from the 
authorities of the Utah Church. Some time ago we made 
an effort to obtain data upon this and other points, but the 
result was very unsatisfactory. 

That the reader may know just what our effort was, and 
how treated, we here give the correspondence. 

The following letter which explains its own purpose, was 
addressed to Elder F. D. Richards, their Church Recorder 
and Historian:-

LAMONI, Iowa, October 2, 1896. 
F. D. RICHARDS, 

Dea1· SiP:-I believe you are Church Recorder, and so write 
you for historical information. vVill you favor me by stating 
what the approximate or exact numerical strength of the 
church was at the time of the death of Joseph and Hyl·um 
Smith. . 

I desire this simply to get at correct historical data. 
Respectfully, 

HE.VIAN 0. SMITH. 

To this we received the following reply:-

SALT LAKE CITY, Utah, Oct. 12, 1896. 
MR. HEMAN 0. SMITH, l1amoni, Iowa. 

Dea?' Sfr:-In reply to yours of the 2d inst. as to the numer
ical strength of the church at the time of the death of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 

The nearest we can approximate the number was about 
· 26,000 to 27,000 souls. Respectfully, 

F. D. RICHARDS. 

To this we replied as follows:-

LAMONI, Iowa, Oct. 17, 1896. 
F. D. RICHARDS, 

Dea?' Si1·:.-Yours of October 12, 1896, is at hand, stating the 
approximate numerical strength of the church at the death of 
,Joseph and Hyrum Smith to have been "about 26,000 to 27,000 
souls." 

I am surprised at the number being given so small by you. 
How do you explain the statements of Joseph Smith on this 
point? In a historical sketch written by him and published by 
I. Daniel Rupp in 1844 he writes: "'.rhere are no correct data 
by which the exact number of members composing this now 
extensive, and still extending. Church of Jesus Obrist of I,atter 
Day Saints can be known. Should it be supposed at 150,000 it 
might still be short of the truth."-History of Religious 
Denominations, p. 409. 

In his reply to Henry Clay, ]1,fay 13, 1844, he writes: "Why, 
Great God! to transport 200,000 people through a vast prairie; 
over the Rocky Mountains, to Oregon, a distance of nearly two 
thousand miles, would cost more than foup millions!"-Times 
and Seasons, Vol. 5, p. 547. 

These two statements would closely agree if we include in 
the latter sttttement dependents who were not members, but 
there is a very wide e1ifference between your estimate and his. 

I do not quote these statements by way of argument against 
your figures, but to get your exph1nation of the difference. 
Upon what basis did you make your estimate? Have you the 
record of names kept at the time? I want to get at the truth of 
the matter for the sakE- of historical accuracy. 

I would like to ask another favor of you; namely: to inform 
me when, when, and by wlwmwere Brigham Young, .T ohn Taylor, 
and Wilford ·woodruff ordained Presidents of the High Priest
hood, or Presidents of the church, if so ordained'? 

Or if it is the position of your people that they needed no 
other ordination than that to the Apostleship, will you please 
so state. 

I am engaged in writing history and do not wish to misrepre-
sent you. Respectfully, 

HEMAN 0. SMITH. 

Awaiting until November 19, and receiving no reply to 
our inquiries, we wrote Mr. Richards as follows:-

LAMONI, Iowa, Nov. 19, 1896. 
F. D. RICHARDS, 

Dea?' Sir:-On October 17, I wrote you in reply to yours of 
October 12. I am very anxious to receive answer to inquiries 
made. If you have not received it please let me know and I 
will send you a copy. 

I am, respectfully, 
HEMAN C. SMITH. 

Still receiving no reply, we awaited until December 16, 
when we mailed him a copy of our letter of October 17, 
together with the following note, registering them:

LAMONI, Iowa, Dec. 16, 1896. 
F. D. RICHARDS, 

Dear Sfr:-On October 17 I wrote you in answer to yours of 
October 12, and made some further inquiries. vVaiting until 
November 19, and receiving no reply I wrote inquiring if you 
received it. Still I have no reply. 

I now inclose a copy of my letter of October 17, as you may 
not have received the original. vVill you please give it your 
early attention, as I am anxious to get the information sought. 

I inclose stamp for reply. 
In bonds, 

HEMAN 0. SMITH. 

In due course of mail we received the "Registry Return 
Receipt," signed "F. D. Richards, per John Jaques;" but 
up to date, November 15, 1898, no answer has been re
ceived. 

When two of their own representatives, J. H. Stout and 
U. G. Miller, made the same inquiry they wtire just as 
unsuccessful, as the following will show:-

" 'vVill you please answer the following through the News: 
'Who ordained President Brigham Young to the office of Presi
dent of the Church, and also the date of the organization 'I The 
Reorganb:ed ministers are making the statement that he never 
was ordained, and that the people never made the claim that 
he was. No doubt it will be of use to others of the elders as 
well as ourselves.' 

"For the information of those who send the inquiry, we will 
state that the event referred to is <:'arefully recorded in church 
history, and has been published frequently. President Brig
ham Young was installed as the President of the Church, in the 
quorum of the I<'irst Presidency, by the Council of the Apostles, 
on December 5, 1847. Not a ceremony necessary to the perform
ance of that solemn duty was omitted-everything was done in 
perfect order, and by the united voice of the Twelve. President 
Young had been President of the Church in his position as Presi
dent of the presiding quorum, (,he Twelve Apostles, for more than 
three years previous to the date given, or ever since the martyr
dom of the Prophet Joseph. When, on the date mentioned, 
President Young had been duly installed as the chief in the First 
Presidency, he selected Heber 0. Kimball and Willard Richards 
as first and second counselors respectively, and they were also 
duly set apart, being sustained by the unanimous vote of the 
Twelve. In their case, as with President Young, no ceremony 
was omitted. "-D11ily Desepet News, October 5, 1896. 

Comment is useless; but we still insist upon answers to 
these inquiries, and until they are received we shall main
tain that the gentlemen named, to whom we now add the 
name of Mr. Snow, were not at any time ordained to the 
·office of President of the church; and hence according to 
Mr. Roberts' position stated above, iwere not properly con
stituted Presidents of the church. 

Again, Brigham Young ad.mits by the strongest kind of 
inference that he was not ordained to the office of Presi
dent of the church. He says:-

vVho ordained me to be First President of this Church Oil 
earth'? I answer, it is the choice of this people, and that is 
sufficient.-Millennial Star, Vol. 16, p. 442. 

But Mr. Roberts says it is not sufficient, but that he 
should be ordained. In this Mr. Roberts is right; but how 
can he sustain Mr. Young who is wrong? 

With ·President Smith the case was different. He was 
ordained by what he considered proper authority; a record 
of that ordination has been made and published, and is 
open for investigation. We are prepared to defend the 
authority by which the ordination was performed, when 
legitimately questioned, but in this connection we pass it 
by for the reason that Mr. Roberts' objection to the apos-
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tolic authority exercised upon that occasion is based upon 
his own-affirmation. Hear him:-

N ow, I affirm that among all those seven men who were 
"called" to form the majority of the quorum of the twelve, in 
the "Reorganization" not one of them held the apostleship; 
that they could not give what they did not possesss; that there
fore neither the seven men called to be apostles, in April, 1853, 
received the a,postleship, nor any whom they subseqnently 
ordained.-Roberts, p. 77. 

The only answer that this deserves is a counter affirma
tion; but we may consider the question of authority more 
fully in another part of our investigation. • 

Mr. Roberts makes a labored effort to show that what
ever authority may have been possessed by Zenos H. 
Gurley and William Marks prior to the death of Joseph 
Smith, they lost by indorsing the claims of J. J. Strang 
and others. But this is only an assumption. We have 
the same right to assume that all who followed Brigham 
Young thereby lost their authority. 

Proceeding upon the basis of his affirmation that those 
claiming apostolic authority in the Reorganization did not 
possess it, Mr. Roberts seeks to show a contrast between 
this organization and the one effected in 1830 by endeavor
ing to show that Joseph Smith, Oliver Cowdery, and others 
acted in the last-named organization by virtue of apostolic 
authority. Any position, no matter how sound, could 
apparently be overthrown if the objector is allowed his 
own affirmation as a basis from which to argue; but it 
takes a great amount of assurance and impudence for a 
man to offer his own assertion as basic evidence. 

The next thing in Mr. Roberts' argument which we deem 
necessary to notice in this connection is the following:-

J osephi tes lay mnch stress upon the f.ollowing passage in one 
of the revelations: 

I say unto you that ye have received a commandment for a 
law unto my chnrch through him whom I have appointed unto 
you to receive commandments and revelations from my hand. 
And this ye shall know assuredly, that there is none other 
appointed unto you to receive commandments and revelations 
until he be taken, if he abide in me. But verily, verily, I say 
unto you, that none else shall be appointed unto this gift 
except it be through him, for if it be taken from him, he shltll 
not have power, e-xcept tci appoint another in his stead; and 
this shall be a law unto you, that ye receive not the teachings 
of any that shall come before you as revelations and command
ments; and this I give unto you that you may not be deceived, 
that you may know that they are not of me. For verily I say 
unto you, that he that is ordained of me, shall come in at the 
gate and be ordained, as I have told you before, to teach those 
revelations which you have received, and shall receive through 
him whom I have appointed. 

Josephites insist that this revelation provides that the suc
cessor of the prophet Joseph must be appointed by him.-Rob
erts, pp. 82, 83. 

This is quite a fair statement for Mr. Roberts to make, 
yet a more careful man would have stated our position 
more accurately by saying, that we insist that this revela
tion recognizes the authority of the prophet Joseph to 
appoint his successor, and that if he did so appoint, the 
appointment is valid. 

After relating some of the circumstances under which 
the above revelation was given, none of which would in 
anywise change the import of the language, or modify its 
meaning, Mr. Roberts proceeds to give his understanding 
of this passage, in the following language:- · 

The information thus given officially to the church was cal
culated to preserve the saints from following- unauthorized 
"law-givers." 'rhrough it they learned that Joseph, if he 
remained faithful, would be the law-giver to Israel: if he trans
gressed he should retain sufficient of the power of revehition to 
designate whom the Lord would have to succeed him; and in 
that or any other event the man who becomes President must 
come in at the gate and be ordained as described in one of the 
laws of the church previously given. There was surely no need 
after this that .any should be deceived. But to argue from 
what is set down in this revelation that the only possible way 
for a successor "in any event,'' to be appointed to the church 

was th~ough Joseph Smith the prophet, is clearly an error; for 
the-only provision made in this revelation for him to appoint 
his successor is in the event of his own transgression; and I 
affirm that Joseph Smith was faithful to God and the church 
up to the day of his death.-Roberts, p. 84. 

We cannot avoid being amused at Mr. Roberts' propen
sity for settling a question with his characteristic "I 
affirm." It reminds us of a comment made by one of his 
church associates, but political opponents, to the effect 
that Mr. Roberts never appeared before the public without 
saying by his manner, "I ain B. If. Roberts." However, 
our chief objection is to the following:-

The only provision made in this revelation for him to appoint 
his successor is in the event of his own transgression. 

We do not so comprehend the language. The words, 
"Verily, verily I say unto you, that none else shall be 
appointed unto this gift except it be through him," admit 
of no modifications or exceptions. The words following: 
"for if it be taken from him he shall not have power, 
except to appoint another in his stead," etc., simply con
vey the impression that this right, vested in him by virtue 
of his office, he would retain, even in case of transgression, 
to avoid confusion and uncertainty. To take the position, 
as Mr. Roberts does, that Joseph Smith was not authorized 
to appoint his successor except in the event of his trans
gression, is to make the authority to appoint contingent 
upon transgression. 

We can readily see the possibility and even advisability, 
for this specific purpose, of a man retaining a part of his 
authority, already bestowed, after transgression; but the 
idea that God would bestow authority not before held, 
upon a transgressor, which would be denied him if faithful, 
is absurd. We have long been taught that God bestows 
authority, honor, and power as a reward for faithfulness; 
but it remained for this illustrious guardian of the "order 
of the priesthood of God, and the facts of church history," 
to inform us that God reserves certain authority for the 
transgressor alone. 

What to us seems very peculiar is that notwithstanding 
Mr. Roberts' claim that Joseph Smith had no authority to 
appoint his successor except in the event of his transgres
sion, and notwithstanding he affirms that Josep'.i did prove 
faithful, yet he asserts, on the authority of Brigham 
Young, that Joseph did appoint his brother Hyrum to suc
ceed him. (See Roberts' book, page 66.) 

Certainly God would provide for succession and the per
petuity of his work in case of Joseph's death, as much so 
as in case of his transgression. 

We are impressed to close this chapter with these words 
of Mr. Roberts, which we commend:-

Can it be that God, with whom all things are as present, had 
not foreseen this fate which overtook his servants Joseph and 
Hyrum, and failed to provide for such an emergency? 0, 
charge not the Lord with such lack of wisdom, or his church 
with such imperfe0tion in its organization !-R.oberts, p. 85. 

CHAPTER 7. 
THOUGH what was done in the case of Sydney Rigdon at 

Nauvoo is not of special importance to this discussion, we 
wish briefly to note the discrepancy in Mr. Roberts' own 
account, and also his clash with his own witnesses. On 
page 88 of his book Mr. Roberts states of Mr. Rigdon:-

He squght to be appointed Guardian of the church, but was 
unanimously rejected by the assembled quoruPJs of priesthood 
and the saints ttt Nauvoo. 

This agrees with the statement of Elder Woodruff (see 
p. 13), .but unfortunately it conflicts with Mr. Roberts' own 
statement that no vote was taken on Rigdon's claims. 
(See p. 12.) This is Roberts versi1s Roberts. At one time 
he agrees with the record as published in Times and Sea-
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sons (see p. 12), and at the other time with' Wilford Wood
ruff. It will not do; no man can agree with the record 
and with Woodruff too. 

In regard to the vote on the sustaining of the Twelve, he 
is in just as bad as a muddle. He states that the vote 
was uuam:inons (see p. 12), and quotes the Millennial Star 
to the same effect (see pp. 13, 14); but he had previously 
quoted from the journal of William C. Staines, that the 
''vote was taken to sustain the Twelve in their office, 
which w1:th a few dissenting vofres, was passed. (See p. 10.) 

Do not forget, reader, that this man Roberts is a zealous 
defender of the ''facts of church history." 

Mr. Roberts enters into a long dissertation to show that 
the Twelve were next in authority after the First Presi
dency, and hence should preside in their absence, and that 
the death of Joseph and Hyrum Smith did not disorganize 
the church. Vve agree that the Twelve are next in au
thority to the First Presidency. We have no objection to 
their presiding at any proper time and place, providing 
they do so in their own office and calling. We object not 
to their doing, but to their manner of doing, and to what 
they did, as will appear before the close of this in vestiga
tion. Nor do we claim that the church was disorganized 
by the death of Joseph and Hyrum Smith. The church, 
we claim, was rejected because of its own acts of trans
gression, and its failure to comply with the commands of 
God. 

But Mr. Roberts in speaking of the church asserts:
There is nothing in all that God has revealed to indicate that 

he ever contemplated its disorganizat,ion; but on the contrary, 
there is every encouragement to believe that it will go on from 
grace to grace, rrorn faith to faith, from one victory to ltnother 
until, like the little stone uf Daniel's vision, it shall become a 
great mountain and fill the whole earth.-Roberts, p. 89. 

Mr. Roberts may possibly make some play upon the 
word "contemplated," but the careful reader cannot 
fail to see that God warned the saints that there was dan
ger of the church being rejected by him if they did not per
form the work appointed. In a,revelation given January 
19, 1841, this warning was given in specific and plain lan
guage, as follows:-

And again, verily I say unto you, Let all my saints come 
from afar; and send ye swift messengers, yea, chosen messen
gers, and say unto them, Come ye, with all your gold, and .Your 
silver, and your precious stones, and with all yonr antiquit.ies; 
and wit.h all who have knowledge of antiquities, that will 
come may come, ltnd bring the box tree, and the fir tree, 
and the pine tree, together with all the precious trees of 
the earth; and with iron, with copper, and with brass, and 
with zinc, and with all your pl'ecious things of the earth, and 
build a house to my 1rnme, for the Most High to dwell therein; 
for there is not tt place found on earth that he may come and 
restore again tlrnt which was lost unto yon, or, which he hath 
taken away, even the fullness of the priesthood; for a bap
tismal font there is not upon the earth; that they, my saints, 
may be bftptized for those who are dead; for this ordinance 
belongeth to my house, and Cltnnot be acceptable to me, only 
in the days of your poverty, wherein ye are not able to build a 
house unto me. But I comma.nd you, all ye my saints, to build 
a house unto m-e; and I grant utHo you a snfiicient time to 
build a honse unto me, and dnring this time your baptisms 
shall be acceptable unto me. 

But, behold, at the end of this appointment, your bttptisms 
for yonr dead shall not be acceptable unto me; and if you do 
not these things at the end of the appointment, ye shall be 
rejected as a church with yonr dead, saith the J,ord your God. 
~D. C. 107: 10, 11. 

There was then a possibility of the church being 
rejected, and the conditions under which it would be 
rejected are plainly set forth. None can misunderstand 
this. It forcibly teaches that a sufficient time would be 
granted to build a temple at Nauvoo, and that if it was not 
built at the end of that time the church would be rejected. 
The pertinent inquiry then is, Was the temple built? 

On page 102 Mr. Roberts says:-

The Temple was completed. 
But Mr. Penrose admits that it was not completed, and 

argues that a completion was not necessary. He says:-
Now it is a matter of history that notwithstanding the oppo· 

sition of the enemies of the Chnrch, the murder of the Prophet 
and Patriarch, the threatenings and plots and ragings of mobo
crats, and the scantiness of means for the great work before 
them, the Saints went to with their might ltnd built that house 
according to the commandment of th-e Lord and the pattern 
revealed to Joseph Smith, which with all the keys and au
thority and power of the Holy Priesthood he had given to the 
'l'welve, and that it was so far completed before the exodus 
from that city that it was dedicated to the Lord, and baptisms 
for the dead were performed in the sacred font. and washings, 
anointings, endowments and other ordinances were solernni£ed 
therein, both for the living and for the dead. 

But, it is objected by the "Reorglcnizers" that the Temple 
was not fully "completed," and Brigham Young is quoted tts 
saying ttfter his arrival in Utah, that the Saints ~vould attempt 
to build a Temple, and that "'l'his has been attempted several 
times, bnt we have never yet had the privilege of completing 
and enjoying one." Our very technical and disputations oppo
nents are never tired of repettting in this connection the words 
"complete" and "completed." But a careful examination of 
the word of the Lord fails to discover those words or anything 
equivalent to them. 'l'he Lord told his people to build a house 
to him; they did build and use it for the purposes he designed. 
'l'hey were not permitted to remain and enjoy it. '!'here were, 
probably, some additions which would have been made to 
"complete" the edifice in the full sense of the term, if the 
builders had remained to enjoy it .... 

It is snrprising that sane people, however bia.sed and preju
diced, could ent.ertain the notion that the just and merciful 
J1'ather and the tender and loving Christ would reject the peo
ple who had toiled so faithfully to obey the commandment 
given them to build a Temple, because, before they could per
fectly finish the structure after building it, in consequence of 
the inroad made npon them by their enemies they were com· 
pelled to forsake all their possessions for the Gospel's sake!
Penrose, pp. 6, 7, 8. 

The evidence shows that Mr. Penrose is right, and Mr. 
Roberts wrong, so far as the facts are concerned regard
ing the completion of the temple. 

On June 26, 1897, President Joseph Smith made a state
ment on this subject from which we quote the following:-

! knew of the work being done on the temple at that place 
from the time it began until the builcling was burned in 1848 
It was not finished. 'l'he basement was fitted for occupation, 
ttnd the baptismal font was ready for use. The auditorium on 
the first fioor was completed sufiiciently to be sealed and occu
pied for assembly pnrposes. The stairway on the south side 
w11s completed for use. The auditorium on second floor, 
the stairway on north side, nor any other portion of the 
building except those above-named were completed; though 
the smtdl rooms above the second floor auditorium were used 
by President Young and the resident church trnthorities for 
various purposes.-Church History, Vol. 2, p. 5Gil. 

Patriarch A. H. Smith also made a statement on July 
2, 1897, a part of which is as follows:-

"The offices in t.he corner to the left of main entrance on the 
ground floor were finished, bnt not furnished. The anditorium 
or main meetini.r room was temporarily finished; the seats and 
pulpit were only temporary. 

"The upper auditorium: the plastering was not done, the 
floor was only the rough boards, intended only for the lining, 
was laid, and from this floor upward the stairs, except in the 
tower, or circular main st:tirs, were also temporary; the upper 
floor which w1ts to have been divided into numerous rooms was 
laid, and partitioned. off with cotton factory cloth, and used for 
some purposes before the saints were driven away .... 

"To my knowledge the temple never was finished, and those 
who have been led to believe it WltS, have been deceived. I 
make this statement freely for the benefit of the present and 
future generations. "-Church History, Vol. 2, pp. 564, 565. 

Elder Brigham Young is reported to have used the fol
lowing language in St. George Temple, January 1, 1877:-

Joseph located the site for the Temple Block in Jackson 
County, Missonri, and pointed out the southeast corner of the 
tern ple in the yea.r 1831; also laid the corner stone for a tern ple 
in Far 'West, Caldwell County, Missouri. 'l'hese temples were 
not built. We built one in Nauvoo. I could pick out several 
before me now that were there when it was built, and know 
just how much was finished and what was done. It is true we 
left brethren there with instructions to finish it, and they got 
it nearly completed before it was burned; but the saints did 
not enjoy it. Now we have a temple which will ttll be finished, 
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in a few days, and of which there is enough completed to com
mence work therein, which has not been done since the days of 
Adam, that we have ttt1y knowledge of.-Journal of Discourses, 
Vol. 18, p. 304. 

These testimonies are sufficient to show that Mr. Roberts 
was in error about the temple at Nauvoo being completed. 
According to the first two statements it lacked very much 
of being complete; and though Mr. Young is not definite 
as to just what was done, he expresses the thought as late 
as January, 1877, that from the days of Adam until then 
there had not been a temple sufllciently finished to com
mence work in. 

However, Mr. Penrose raises the point that the word 
"complete" or its equivalent is not found in the revelation, 
and argues that if they built the house they had complied 
with the requirements whether they .finished it or not. 'vVe 
give Mr. Penrose credit for having discovered this ingen
ious method of defense. It certainly was never thought of 
in early times, by the people to whom the revelation was 
given. 

The leading meh of the church understood it otherwise 
and were somewhat exercised over the urgent need of com
pleting the temple speedily. In December, 1841, not quite a 
year after the date of this revelation, an epistle was pub
lished signed by Brigham Young, Heber 0. Kimball, Orson 
Pratt, William Smith, Lyman Wight, Wilford Woodruff, 
John Taylor, George A. Smith, and Willard Richards, 
which begins with these words:-

The building of the Temple of the Lord, in the city of Nau
voo, is occupying the first place in the exertions nnd prnyers of 
mnny of the saints nt the present time, knowing ns they dci, 
thnt, if this building is not completed, speedily, "we sllall be 
1·ejected rts a church with our- dead," for the Lord our God hnth 
spoken it.-Times and Seasons, Yol. 3, p. 625. 

On October 1, 1842, when Joseph Smith was editor, the 
Times and Seasons published an editorial under the caption 
of "The Temple" which commences with these words:-

If there is nny subject in which the saints of the Most High 
nre interested more than nnother, it is in the completion of thnt 
edifice, etc.-Tiines ancl Seasons, Vol.'3, p. 937. 

In the same article occurs the following:--
The word of the Lord is build my house, ·and until that com

mnnd is fulfilled we stand responsible to the great Jehovah for 
the fulfillment of it, nnd if not done in due time we may have 
to share the sttme fate tha.t we have heretofore done in Missouri. 
-Times ancl Seasons, Vol. 3, p. 939. 

These statements serve to show how this revelation was 
understood by Joseph Smith and the Twelve. We present 
them as clear and reliable proof that, 

1. The idea of church rejection did not originate with 
the Reorganization. 

2. The authorities of the church at the time were con
scious that they were required to c01nplete the temple, and 
understood the dread consequences of a failure. 

The templ·e not being completed, the church stood reJected, 
and neither the false statement of Mr. Roberts nor the 
specious pleading of Mr. Penrose will avail to cover this 
serious result from the research of the honest investigator. 

Mr. Penrose, however, falls back upon that part of the 
revelation of 1841 which says:-

Verily, verily I say unto you, thnt when I give a command
ment to any of the sons of men, to do '1 work unto my name, 
and those sons of men go with all their might, nnd with all 
they have, to perform that work, nnd cettse not their diligence, 
nnd their enemies come upon them, ttnd hinder them perform
ing thnt work; behold, it behooveth me to require that work no 
more at the httnds of those sons of men, but to nccept of their· 
offeriugs; and the iniquHy and transgression of my holy lnws 
nnd commandments, I will visit upon the heads of those who 
hindered my work, unto the third and fourth generation, so 
long ns they repent not, nnd hate me, saith the Lord God. 
Therefore, for this cnuse have I nccepted t,he offerings of those 
whom I commnnded to build up a city and a house unto my 
pame, in Jacksoµ Qounty, Missoµri, and were hi11dered by theji; 

enemies, snith the Lord your God; nnd I will answer judgment, 
wrath and indignation, wailing and nnguish, nnd gnashing of 
teeth, upon their heads, unto the third and fourth generation, 
so long as they repent not, and hnte me, :'laif.h the -Lord your 
God.--D. C. 107: 15. 

This, it will be seen, has a special application to the 
work which was to have been done in Jackson County, 
Missouri. It may also have a general application, and we 
believe it does; but it will be observed that a release from 
obligations is based upon their going "with all thei'r nii_ght" 
and ceasing not"their diligence." '.11hat the saints at Nauvoo 
failed to do this may not generally be known; but that 
they cannot avail themselves of the provision made, for 
release from obligations enjoined, is evident from the fol
lowing words in the revelation itself:-

I g1·ant unto you a sufficient time to biiilcl a lwiise imto me. 

If the Lord, according to this promise, did grant unto 
them sufficient time, and t'hey failed to accomplish the work 
within that time, then it is evident that they did not use 
due diligence, and hence must accept the consequences 
of rejection, and of the same fate they shared in Missouri. 
This latter consequence is too terribly true to be denied, 
and happy is he who will accept the first-named conse
quence and take proper steps to restore himself to the 
favor of God. 

William Smith and Lyman Wight, two of the signers of 
the above letter, recognized the consequences; viz., of dis
organization, which they, in 1841, were apprehensive of. 
As proof in the case of William Smith we cite the letter of 
James Kay, written in November, 1845. (Seep. 18.) 

In 1851, Lyman Wight wrote:-
"The church mostly went from there [Kirtlnnd, Ohio] to 

Missouri, where they commenced another house from which 
they were driven to the Stnte of Illinois, where we were com
mtrndea to build a house or temple to the Most High God. \Ve 
were to hnve a sufficient time to build thnt house, during which 
time our bnptisms for our dead should be ncceptable- in the 
river. If we did not build within this time we were to be 
rejected tts 11 church, we and our de1td together. Both the tem
ple nnd baptizing went ve1·y leisurely. till the temple was some
where in building the second story, when Bro . .Joseph from the 
stand announced the nlnrming declaration that bantism for our 
dead wns no longer ncceptnble in the river. As ·much to sny 
the time for building the temple had pnssed by, and both we 
and our dend were rejected together .... 

"The church now stands rejected together with their dead. 
The church being rejected now stands a.lieuated from her God 
in every sense of the word."--Church History, Yo!. 2, p. 700. 

What but blind ambition to rule prevented others of the 
signers from recognizing the consequence so apparent? 

Again, Parley P. Pratt, though not one of the signers, 
recognized that the church had been disorganized and that 
a reorganization was necessary. Elder Pratt relates that 
as he was returning to Nauvoo after the death of Joseph 
and Hyrum, while "weighed down as it were unto death," 
he cried unto the Lord for direction, asking these two 
questions:-

Shall I tell them to fly to the wilderness and deserts? Or, 
shall I tell them to stay at home and take care of themselves, 
and continue to build the temple? 

The answer was as follows:-
"I,ift up your head and rejoice; for bt~hold! it is well wit.h 

my servants Joseph and Hyrum. M.y servant Joseph still holds 
the keys of my kingdom in this dispensation, ltlld he Strn!l St<tnd 
in due time on the enrth, iu the flesh, and fulfill that t.o which 
he is appointed. Go and say unto my people in Nauvoo, that 
they shall continue to pursue their daily duties and take care of 
themselves, nnd miike no movement in cburch government to 
reorgttnize or niter anything until the return of the remainder 
of the quorum of the 'l'welve. But exhort them that they con
tinue to build the House of the Lord which I have commanded 
them to build in Nnuvoo."-Autobiogrnphy of Parley P. Prntt, 
p. 371. 

This recognizes the necessity of a reorgcwiization, whicl.\ 
cairries with it tP,e reco~nition of {), disqrf/anizati'.on, 
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We regret to notice that Mr. Roberts in quoting the 
above revelation omits the prefix "re" and makes it to read 
"organize." (See his book, p. 94.) 

the Twelve had authority to go into Nauvoo and regulate 
or not. We agree that their mission was in all the world 
and that no part of the world was exempt from their juris
diction; but there was no part of the world where they 
might become a law unto themselves. Wherever they 
might be they were required to act in harmony with the 
law of God and in accordance with the duty of their calling, 
or their acts would not be valid. The issue between us 
depends upon what they did, not upon where they did it. 

It will be observed that Elder Pratt claims thiS to be 
from God. If so, God recognized the necessity of a Reor
ganization. Further, the answer to the above questions is 
clear that the people were to remain in Nauvoo and con
tinue to build the temple, instead of flying to the "wilder
ness and deserts." 

It is not necessary in this connection to ·discuss whether (To be continued.) 

Oriqinal Articles. 
LATTER-DAY EVENTS. 

IN regard to finding out the events to 
take place in our day or in the future, 
I have no fault to find, on condition 
that proofs be given which can be de
fended. We see in the Wllliams
Bays, in White-Braden, and in other 
debates, that our interpretations of 
the gospel have to be proven beyond 
the shadow of a doubt before we claim 
victory. In Herald of August 17 and 
. 24, Bro. James Cocks has presented a 
few thoughts on events which he con
siders past, and a reflection of a some
thing to occur in 1905. He takes the 
year 690 B. c. as the starting time to 
begin the fulfillment, and ending in 
1830. Of the seven times of chastise
ment, indicated by Moses(Leviticus 26), 
there are a number of threats given 
there as God's punishment to the Isra
elites if they failed to keep bis cove
nants,-such as making them few in 
number, and not going to fight their 
battles for them; if disobedient, their 
enemies should have power over them. 

Then I will walk contrary unto you also in 
fury; and I, even I, will chastise you seven 
times for your sins. And ye shall eat the 
flesh of your sons, and the flesh of your 
daughters shall ye eat.-Lev. 26: 28, 29. 

I cannot see the right to fix the year 
"690 B. c. as the right place to com
mence the reckoning of the fulfillment 
of the prophetic reckoning 2,520 years 
or seven times. A few quotations will 
convince that we cannot defend 690 
B. c. 'as the start of Israel's chastise
ment or threats in Leviticus, chapter 
26. 

But as for you, your carcasses, they shall fall 
in this .wilderness. And your children shall 
wander in the wilderness forty years, and 
bear your whoredoms, until your carcasses. be 
wasted in the wilderness.-Num. 14: 32, 33. 

See also Numbers chapter 16, where 
250 men were destroyed who burnt in
cense, also 14, 700 who were killed by 
i4e ph1~ue; ~qg th(} many battle~ of 

I the kings. They were slain before 
their enemies several times - those 
times that they failed in keeping the 
commandments. These quotations 
have a tendency to fulfill the above 
mentioned times of chastisement. See 
one other instance in 2 Kings 6: 29:-

So we boiled my son, and did eat him, 
etc. 

Another point which I claim, with 
my present understanding, is not de
fendable. Bro. J. C. says the com
plete cleansing time of the sanctuary, 

thou shalt rest, and stand in thy lot at the 
end of the days.-Dan. 12: 13. 

We must be careful in our doings, 
so as not to be found lying, like .Dr. 
Talmage, Miller, and various writers 
to the Christian He1;ald, who have 
named the year of the end so many 
times without authority, by those pre
tended prophetic reckonings. But let 
us pray God to reveal to us by the 
sure word through his prophet, and 
all will be well. 

Yours in Zion's cause, 

(as stated in Daniel 8: 14: "And he NANTYGLo, Wales • 
THOMAS JONES. 

said unto me, Unto two thousand 
and three hundred days; then shall 
the sanctuary be cleansed,") or what 
is termed 2,300 years prophetically. 

Now I say "sanctuary" meant, in 

GonfBrBnGB ]\IIimJtBs. 
MONTANA. 

Conference at Reese Creek, October 29; J. 
Daniel, the holy place, or a set ap· W. Wight was chosen to preside, J.E. Reese 
pointed place, known as the place in to assist, G. Reese secretary. The meeting 
the tabernacle or temple of the Jews, was devoted to prayer and testimony; the 
where they performed some of the Spirit of the Lord was present, and a good 

M · · d D · I h d time was had. Ministry reported: J. W. 
osa1c comman ments. ame ear w· ht J E o G o J H w 11 . . ig , . . .1.•eese, . neese, . . e s, 

a sam.t saymg:- I J. Bamber; Priest J. Pritchard. Gallatin, 
To give both the sanctuary and the host to Deer Lodge, and Victor branches reported. 

be trodden under foot.-V. 13. Presidency of district was empowered to ap-
Sanctuary therefore could not be point local ministers. J. E. Reese, Bishop's 

the saints, because it mentions the agent, reported: On hand January 1, $52.50; 
host being trodden under foot; received since $183; paid out $244; balance 

el the h t f I 1 And one due agent $8.50. Report referred to a com-
nam y,h' os 0 srae · mittee and found correct. J. E. Reese was 
other t mg to be observed is, if the sustained as district president, G. Reese vice 
cleansing process began 457 years B. president and secretary. District presidency 
c. at Jerusalem, it ought and must was empowered to appoint delegates to Gen
end there, or show the reason for that eral Conference, should there be a General 
process, jumping to Zion in l844; be- Conference held next spring. The authori-

ties of the church were sustained in right
fore the Jews or the sanctuary there eousness. Preaching by J. w. Wight. The 
is cleansed, it cannot be cleansed be· spirit of peace and harmony reigned through
fore it is built; and I am of the belief out the conference; all were strengthened. 
that Zion is not yet perfect, purified, Time and place of next conference left with 
nor cleansed;. and it seems that it re- the distric~ presidency. 

mains with us yet, individually, by the 
help of God to cleanse this church 
ourselves by being observers of the 
full and complete law of the Lord that 
is perfect, to the converting of the 
soul. Daniel may come to share in 
the final triumph of God's work, but I 
see nothing in Daniel to warrant his 
appearing. It reads:-

:§ut fifO thou th;y way tiU the end be: for 

SOUTH MISSOURI. 
Conference convened November 5 and 6·, 

with Springfield branch; H. Sparling chosen 
to preside, J. C. Chrestensen clerk pro tern. 
Elders reporting: J. A. Davis, H. Sparling, 
C. J. Spurlock, J. B. Graham, J. C. Chres
tensen; Priests: C. H. Merrett, S. N. Gray; 
Teacher A. J. Fletcher; Deacon J. T. Davis. 
Branches reporting: Pomona 43; gain 3. 
Bruner 49; gain 1. West Plains 63; gain 1. 
No branch reports shall be· accepted :tieri;i· 
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after unless properly made out, and on blanks 
provided by the church for that purpose. 
Financial secretary's report read and tabled 
for furtl;ier investigation. District clerk was 
instructed to notify Bro. J.P. Benson to ap
pear at next conference to give reason why 
he should not be cut off from the church for 
apostasy. C. H. Merrett's ordination to 
office of an elder was referred to missionary 
in charge and district president. Request 
by Elder J. A. Davis that conference appoint 
a president for Ozark branch (the branch 
president having moved away) was discussed 
and left to district president to act as wis
dom directed. District officers ulected: J. 
C. Chrestensen president, C. J. Spurlock 
vice president, S. N. Gray, Jr., secretary and 
treasurer. Preaching by Elders C. J. Spur
lock, J. C. Chrestensen, and H. Sparling. 
One child was blessed; and thus ended a 
peaceful and enjoyable conference. Ad
journed to Bruner Saturday and Sunday be
fore full moon in February 1899, at ten a. m. 

ALABAMA. 
Conference with Pleasanthill branch, Octo

ber 29; M. M. Turpen presiding, D. F. Parker 
secretary pro tem. Ministry reporting: Eld
ers M. M. Turpen baptized 6, D. E. Tucker, 
M. K. Harp baptized 1, J. G. Vickrey, W. S. 
McPherson, F. Vickrey; Priests W. D. 
Clark, J. R. Harper, W. A. Odom, J. M. 
Patrick; Teachers G. 0. Sellers, G. E. Wig
gins: Deacon J. B. Parker. Bishop's agent 
reported: On hand last report $42.90; re
Cf'ived $13.25; paid out $30; on hand $26.15. 
Audited and found correct. Branch reports: 
Flatrock 52, Pleasanthill 130, Lonestar 123. 
Hereafter district officers to be elected for 
one year. Election of officers: M. K. Harp 
president, W. S. McPherson vice president, 
D. T. Parker secretary. Bishop's agent and 
spiritual authorities sustained. A good 
crowd attended, the good Spirit was present, 
and all seemed to enjoy themselves. Preach
ing by M. M. Turpen, M. K. Harp, and D. E. 
Tucker. Adjourned to Lonestar branch, 
Saturday before the full moon in February, 
1899. 

NEVADA. 
Conference at Diamond Valley schoolhouse, 

California, November 6; T. W. Chatburn 
president, T. R. Hawkins secretary. The 
president in his opening address stated very 
forcibly the condition of the district, as he 
foJ.rnd it in his travels; not a branch fully or· 
ganized or holding regular meetings; a state 
of complete indifference prevailing, and rec
ommended that some steps be taken to better 
the condition. Dayton and Diamond Valley 
_branches reported no change; no reports from 
other branches. Tent committee reported 
$30 collected, and by order of Bishop's agent 
paid to R. W. Davis, to be refunded by agent 
on demand. Committee continued, with in
structions to continue collections, that a tent 
may be procured by spring. Present officers 
sustained until next conference. Report of 
Fairview Sunday school, Bro. George Vallem 
superintendent, was received, read, and or
dered spread on ·the minutes. Preaching by 
T. W. Chatburn. Adjourned to meet at call 
pf president; time and place selected by b.im. 

THE SAIN'l'S' HERALD. 

8tlndau 8Gl10ol 1lssoBia1ions, -
PHILADELPHIA. 

Convention at Fifth and Huntingdon 
Streets, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, No;vem
ber 5 and 6. Superintendent 0. T. Christy in 
the chair, E. B. Hull secretary. Treasurer 
reported on hand at last report $3.47; collec
tions $2.40; expenditures $2; balance $3.87. 
The following officers were elected: Super
intendent 0. T. Christy, assistant G. Edwards, 
secretary and treasurer E. B. Hull. W. H. 
Kelley and T. C. Kelley were appointed dele
gates to next General Convention, should 
there be one in the spring. An entertain
ment followed the buRiness meeting, which 
was a credit to those participating, and 
enjoyed by all. On Suµday G. Edwards 
reviewed the Sunday school, followed by 11 

short talk on the Book of Mormon by E. B. 
Hull, and an object lesson to the children 
(with charts) by Elder A. H. Parsons; also, 
in the evening he discoursed on Sunday 
school work, an instructive lesson. Ad
journed to first Saturday in May, 1899, place 
left to district superintendent. · 

MANCHESTER AND SHEFFIELD. 
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MisBBllanBotls IlBparlmBnt. 
BISHOP'S AGENT'S NOTICE. 

To tbe Brethren and Sisters throughout 
the two Dakotas, Greeting:-The time has 
come when I feel it my duty to again address 
you upon the subject of tithing. The time 
of the year to lay by our produce and pro
vide for our temporal r;ecessities is in the 
fall, and it is a good time to remember 
the Lord's treasury. (1.) Because we can 
only give when we have it. (2.) We have 
practically only one pay day in a year, and 
that is at this time. 

Dear saints, would it not be well to remember 
our duty? the need is urgent; let us not be so 
inconsistent as to discharge all our indebted
ness to our fellow men and neglect our duty 
to God. I shall be happy to receipt for any 
amount, small or great; do not be deterred 
from sending because you cannot pay all at 
once_, but put forth an effort and make a com
mencement. Where there is a willing heart 
and mind, God will bless and open up the 
way. We should make this a subject of 
prayer. Our heavenly Father has invited us 
"In all things by prayer and supplication to 
make our requests known unto God." 

As a body we have been blessed of the Lord 
the past season. We are called upon to sac
rifice, and the greater the sacrifice in patient 
continuance to the end, the greater our eter
nal reward. General Conference has kindly 
favored us with three missionaries; they are 
toiling as best they can in so large a field. 
Let us all labor diligently in our separate ca
pacities, that we may all rejoice together 
when the final harvest of souls is gathered· 
into the garner of the Lord. 

Yours in brotherly love, 
THOMAS LEITCH, 

CLIFFORD, North Dakota. 
Bishop's Agent. 

BOUNDARY LINE. 
DES MOINES AND EASTERN row A DISTRICTS. 

The following resolution was pa~sed at last 
General Conference, a record of which is 
found on page 124 of minutes of General Con
ference for 1898:-

"To the General Conference of the Reor
ganized Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day 
Saints:-At the last conference of the East
ern Iowa district, the following preambles 
and resolution was ordered to be presented to 
your honorable body, asking you to grant the 
request herein contained:-

" 'Whereas, there are certain branches 
whose membership and territory are partly 
in the Des Moines and partly in the Eastern 
Iowa districts; and 

Meeting in North Manchester October 1; 
Elder Mather presided, assisted by Elder H. 
Greenwood. Schools represented: Farn
worth, by D. Hope and J. Harper; Wigan, 
by W. Hankin; Hunslett Carr, by E. Tordoff; 
Manchester, by W. Towers, J. Foden, and T. 
Coux; Salford, by J. Taylor; North Manches
ter, by T. Mills; Sheffield, by Sr. A. Austin. 
Letters were read from J. Arber and W. 
Roberts, Explaining .their absence. All 
workers present were (ranted voice and vote. 
It was resolved that we do not use "Win
nowed Songs," but wait until the church pub
lishes its own school tune book. The question 
of establishing a branch of Zion's Religio
Literary Society in England was discussed; 
it was finally res_olved to defer the matter, as 
no one appeared to have time to devote to it. 
All are fully occupied with Sabbath school 
and branch work. The financial question 
was next considered, when it was resolved 
that all schools pay a levy of three shillings 
(72 cents) per annum, except where they are 
too poor to pay, when if the superintendent 
se•es fit he may cancel the amount. Resolved 
that we hold annual gatherings at Whitsun
tide in future, the first to be held May 20 and 
21, 1899; a committee to be formed to make 
arrangements for location, preaching, exer
cises, lessons, singing, etc., and that this 
gathering with God's help shall be a success. 
Notice of final arrangements will be given, 
and all Sabbath school workers in England 
are called upon to cooperate in the move
ment. "'Whereas, there seems to be some misun

derstanding with re8pect to some parts of the 
The web of human life is spun with tremu- boundary lines; therefore, 

lous fears and misgivings interwoven with af- "'We ask the permission of the General 
fection, charity and resignation. Conference to so alter the boundary lines that 

Like the sunlight which fills the air all said branches may be either entirely in the 
around us, and enters wherever there is an · Des Moines or Eastern Iowa districts.'" 
opening, so d.oes the presence of God fill the In harmony with the above, both districts 
whole universe, and enters @very hea.rt t!iat appointed a committee to confer with each 
opens tQ regeiye hill\, 9tber QQncernin~ the U\~tter, Pes Moinl;s 
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district also suggested the following line and 
division of territory:-

"Beginning at the northeast corner of But
ler County, thence south to 'l.'ama, thence 
east to the northeast corner of Benton, thence 
south to the north line of Washington, thence 
east along the south line of Johnson County 
to the old boundary line." 

Eastern Iowa Committee thinking the 
proposed line too crooked, suggested that the 
line be run south from the northeast corner 
of Tama County to Keokuk County, thence 
east along the southern line of Iowa and 
Johnson counties to the old boundary line. 

The latte1' suggestion was referred to a 
committee of Des Moines district, and the 
following recommended: "That the pro
posal of the committee of the Eastern Iowa 
dist,rict be adopted," which was done. 

So the matter of boundary line is finally 
agreed upon, which would include the follow
ing counties in Eastern Iowa district: Bremer, 
Blackhawk, Benton, Iowa, Johnson, Linn, 
Buchanan, Fayette, Glayton, Delaware, Jones, 
Cedar, Muscatine, Scott, Clinton, Ja'Ckson, 
and Dubuque; seventeen in all. And the 
following in Des Moines district: Butler, 
Franklin, Wright, Hamilton, Story, Boone, 
Dallas, Madison, Polk, Warren, Marion, 
Mahaska, Keokuk, Washington, Poweshiek, 
Jasper, Marshall, Tama, Grundy, and Har
din; twenty in all. 

There are a few counties yet lying north of 
both districts that are in unorganized terri
tory. According to the petition from Des 
Moines district we expect General Confer
onc0 will extend both districts to Minnesota 
line and establish the boundary between 
them. Respectfully, 

C. SCOTT, of Des Moines 
District Committee. 

J. w. PETERSON, of Eastern 
Iowa Committee. 

PROGRAM FOR DECEMBER MEETINGS •rOF 
DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 

Opening hymn 600. Scripture reading, 
James fourth chapter. Study select reading 
in Home Column. Roll call. Closing hymn 
208. Dismissal prayer. 

INFORMATION WANTED. 
Anyone knowing the whereabouts of Bro. 

John N. Sanders, is requested to communi
cate with the undersigned, at Blythedale, 
Missouri. Wilen last heard from he was 
twenty miles from Rocky Bar, Idaho, work
ing for a Mr. Crane, of Salt Lake City, Utah, 
on repairs on a gold mill. 

SAMUEL SANDERS, 
Blythedale, Missouri. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
. Far West district conference will convene 

with St. Joseph branch, December 10 and 11. 
Will the several branch clerks please see that 
their reports reach the secretary of the dis
trict not later than Thursday, December 8, 
also branch delegate credentials, so that 
there will be no time lost when we convene 
Sa,turday morning. 

. WILLIAM LEWIS, PrEJ,s. 
Q;g~:g~]ll§ P. rA1JL1 f:?eq, 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

BORN. PHILLIPS.-0,1 October 15, 1898, Bro. 
CABLE.-At Broad River, Norwalk, Con- Charles W. Phillips, of Brockton, Massa

necticut, July 24, 1898, a son was born to Bro. chusetts. He was born June 12, 1852; bap
Julius E. and Sr. Blanche Cable, namel;l Er- tized April, 1885. He was a man of sterling 
win Leman Cable. Blessed by ElJ.er A. E. 

1 

qualities of char~cter. He leaves two daugh
Stone, September 11. ters, a saintly mother, and a sorrowing fa
. WILLEY.-At New London, Iowa, August 'Gl:rnr. Funeral at his home, 725 Pleasant 

6, 1897, to Bro. and Sr. Noran Willey, a Street; services by Elder R. Bullard. 
daughter, and na'I!ed Laura M11.y. Blessed DICKEY.-At the home of his parents, 
on September 24, 1898, by J. S. Rott. Sherburnville, Illinois, Octob3r 20, 1898, Cal-

ANDERSON-At New London, Iowa, April vin Dickey. He was born May 10, 1875; bap-
2. 1898, to Mr. A. and Sr. May Anderson, a tized September 22, 1898. Funeral services 
daughter, and named Erma. Blessed by J. at the Christian church in charge of Elder A. 
S. Roth, on the 13th of S.ip\ember. J. Keck; sermon by Elder H. E. Moler. 

TRUS'l'LE. -Archie Ray, born November JACKSON.-At San Jose, California, Octo-
28, 1889, in Independence township, .Jasper ber 7, 1898, Sr. Jennie Jackson. She united 
Connty, Iowa; blessed October 2, 1898, by with the church in January, 1894, was an 
Elders .T. W. Morgan and C. Scott. Hazel honored member, and in the hands of God 
Marie, born August 25, 1895, near Baxter, caused many to see the beauties of the re
Iowa; blessed October 2, 1898, in Independ- stored gospel. Funeral services by Elder E. 
ence township, Jasper County, Iowa, by Keeler, at her home. 
Elders C. Scott and J. W. Morgan. 

WILSON.-August 7, 1898, a son, named 
Joseph, burn to Bro. and Sr. W. and E. Wil
son, at Pekay, Iowa; blessed September 11, 
by Elders E. B. Morgan and Nathaniel 
Miller. 

KECK.-At Plano, Illinois, September 4, 
1898, Bro. Adam and Sr. Agnes Keck wel
comed a son. October 2 he was blessed by 
Elders John H. Lake and F. M. Cooper, and 
named Frederick BurJette. "Of such is 
the kingdom of heaven;" may he remain so. 

ASAY.-To Dr. J. E. and Bertha Asay, of 
Rock Island, Illinois, a son; blessed October 
24., 1898, by Elder J. R. Sutton, and named 
Joseph Gerald. 

ARMSTRONG.-Elmer Virgil, born to Bro. 
S. anJ Sr. C. Armstr;,eng, August 28, 1898, at 
Des Moines, Iowa, a son. Blessed N ovem
ber 6, by Elders C. Scott and M. H Cook. 

DIED. 
SLOVER.-Rutha Slover died November 20, 

1897, aged 1 year, 6 months, 4 days. Funeral 
services in the saints' chapel; sermon by 
Elder F. M. Slover, assisted by J. F. Henson. 

GREEN.-Bessie Lelia, daughter of Levi P. 
and Lottie Green, born in Wayne County, 
Illinois; died October 4, 1898, aged 9 years, 1 
i:nonth, 19 days. Funeral sermon in saints' 
church by F. M. Slover, assisted by Elder 
Isaac A. Morris. 

BURROUGHS.-AtZenith, Illinois, Janqary 
15, 1898, Sr. Mattie E. Burroughs, aged 32 
years, 11 months, 15 days. Baptized in 1885. 
She left a husband and seven children. Fu
neral sermon at the saints' chapel by Elder 
F. M. Slover. 

BEZRO.-Melissa J. Bezro, born November 
30, 1869, in Wayne County, Illinois, aged 27 
years, 9 months, 6 days; died September 6, 
1897, leaving a husband. Funeral sermon by 
F. M. Slover at the saints' chapel, assisted 
by Elder J. F. Henson . 

PARKER.-In New Buda Township, Deca
tur County, Iowa, October 18, 1898, Mr .. John 
A. Parker, aged nearly forty-nine years. He 
was found dead in the road, where he had lain 
all night. He largely believed in the gospel 
of Christ, but not succeeding in overcoming 
certain disabilities, he failed 'to yield o bedi
ence. Sr. Parker is thus· suddenly beref~ . 
fµneral ~er!llOU by Elder H . .A. Stebbins .. 

VREDENBURG.-At Soldier Valley, Iowa, 
Nimrod, son of Bro. and Sr. W. H. Vreden
burg. Born September 9, 1876; died October 
10, 1898; baptized October 11, 1889. Has 
lived a consistent life, althoug]l suffering 
great affliction. Funeral sermon at parents' 
home by Elffer J. C. Crabb. 

ALDRICH.-Hannah K. Aldrich died Octo-
ber 31, 1898, aged 85 years, 10 months, 4 days. 
Born in Whitefield, New Hampshire; mar
ried to William Aldrich in 1833; in 1835 both 
united with the church; in 1836 moved to 
Ohio, and subsequently to Missouri; in 1817 
came to Wisconsin, which has since been her 
home. Sr. Aldrich was hig·hly esteemed by 
all who knew her; al ways spoken of as a 
woman of sterling worth. Funeral services 
by Elder W. A. McDowell and C. H. Burr. 

HOUGAS.-Martha Hougas, wife of Daniel 
Hougas, died October 13, 1898, at her home 
in Minnesota, aged 34 years, 4 months, 2 days. 
Interment at Mission, Illinois. Funeral ser
mon in the saints' chapel, by Elder E. M. 
Wildermuth, assisted by Priest David A. 
Anderson. Her husband is son of Elder 
Thomas Hougas. 

DALLEY.-Elder Job Dalley departed this 
life October 1, 1898, aged 64 years. Funeral 
services conducted by Elder Joseph Dewsnup, 
Sen. Was baptized January 6, 1888. Was 
al ways an active worker in the' branch. 

SANDALL.-Bro. Thomas Sandall was born 
July 9, 1818; died October 2!, 1898, at Layton, 
Utah; baptized in 1871 by Elder E. C. Brand. 
Funeral conducted by Elders R. J. Anthony 
and E. A. Davis. 

CALKINS. - At .Arkansas City, Kansas, 
Elder James W. Calkins, October 24, 1898. 
He was a member of the Riverton, Iowa, 
branch. His wife is very sick; her recovery 
is doubtful. 

LUFF.-Mabel Garbutt, infant daughter 
of Bro. and Sr. John Luff, died at Independ
ence, Missouri, November 3, aged 19 months 
and 3 days. Funeral services at residence in 
charge of Elder I. N. White. 

CUNNINGHAM. - Chloe Nichols, wife of 
James Cunningham, ag-ed 39 years and 10 
days, passed away October 20, 1898. She was 
baptized at Norton Creek, Province of Que-. 
bee; died fi·rm in the faith, leaving husband, 

. !Jind two little one~'. 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 
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Baking Powder 
Made from pure 
cream of tartar. 

Safeguards the food 
against alum. 

Alum bak:im! powders are the greatest 
menacers to health of the present day. 

ROYAL BAKING POWDEH CO., NEW YORK. 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1and2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of .T esus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment, growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
\hey were given. Biographical 
uketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
'he birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
ehurch in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume 2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
1;nd Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners. . 2 00 
Full leather . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50 
Full leath:ir, gilt edges ..•........ 3 00 

WHAT IS MAN? By Elder J. R. 
Lambert. Man's nature and des
tiny. The spirit or soul; is it im
mortal ? Does it survive the 
death of the body in a conscious 
state? The views of mortal-soul
ists examined and refuted; second 
edition. 
Paper covers .••••••••••••••••••. $ 35 
Cloth . . • . . . . . . . •• .• •• •• • . . . . • . . • 50 

THE SAINTS' HARP. Hymn Book 
-Words Only. 

Cloth .................•••••••... $0 71> 
Morocco Grain Russia. . • • • • • • • • • • l 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edgea -• • • • 1 16 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every 'Vednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
$1.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; 
sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., should be addressed to 
Frank Criley. Business Manager. Remittances 
should be made by post office or express orders, 
drafts on Chicago. or lastly by registered let Lers. 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

·rHE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth .......•..•........••...... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ...•. 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges ••••••........ 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth ....................••.••.. $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . • • • . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..•.. 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ...••• 2 00 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. Large 
Type Edition. 

Cloth, leather backs and corners .. $1 50 
Seal Grain Russia. gilt edges .... 2 00 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth ........................... $0 65 I 
Morocco Grain Russia ........•••. 1 00 I 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..••• 1 25 j 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ..•••. 2 00 
~~~~~~~~~~~~-! 

t'HE TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mormon and the New Testa
ment. (Inspired Translation) 
in large type; in one volume. 

Leather back and corners ....•... $2 00 
Seal Grain Russia ...........••••. 2 50 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••• 3 50 
Morocco, gilt edges .....•.•••••• 4 00 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Pocket-size edi
tion. 

Cloth .........••......•••••••••. $0 30 
Cloth sides, leather back . • • • • • • . . 50 

TEACHERS' BIBLE. "The Self
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps, 
in good large print, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references; 
rrinted on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6h8~, mailed post-
paid at, per copy, net ...••..••.•. $2 00 

RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE. 
A manual of parliamentary practice for all 

deliberative assemblies of the Church of 
Jeau8 Christ of Latter Day Saints. .H.ulei:! for 
the government of general and district con
ferences, branch business meetings, and 
other assemblies. Instructions concernin~ 

I 
general, district, and branch records, t.he 
holding of elder's courts, etc., cloth bound; 
price 40 cents. 

Furniture Business For Sale, 
AT LAMONI, IOWA 

This is the only busrnees of the kind m Lamoni, Iowa, 
ar;d was established Ill 1885 lt consists of a clean stock 
of New Furniture •nd Undertaking Goods, Carpets, 
Shades. Picture Mouldings, etc. '!'Ile stock wili invoice 
abou r. $5000. 

The bnil<ling is lnrge and well located, twci stories and 
a basem<'nt, fitr.ed with e:evator, and was bu1it in 1893 
especially for the business; wiil eiLher se1l or rent the 
bnildrng to suit the purchaser of the stock. 'l'his is a 
rare opponunity, as it is one of the best paying bnsi-· 
ne~se~ in L'imoui. Good reai:;on f'or selling, and any 
further part1culars cheerfully g-iven by correspondence. 

Address the owner, 
W. A. HOPKINS, 

In care of State Savings Bank of LQmoni, Lamoni, Iowa, 

FOR SALE. 
A nice borne of 20 acres, wiLhin three

fourths mile of. Lamoni L. D. S. church 
and public school. Five-room house, out
buildingR, orchard, grove, and two wells. 
A quick hariniin for some one. 
D. F. NICHOLSON, Lamoni, Iowa. 

I B.ltO II:. J<'. OJtD\\'AY. of Pe·ria, Illi
no,_, will •end 3 boxes of ~nit t<>-Bac post 
paid anywhere for $1 50, and posi.Hvely guar
antee it to cure your tobacco hauit, or your money 
rt-•fnn<led 

Sl ATE SAVINGS BANK, Of LAMONI. 
Stock holders. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Ueo. H. Hilliard. 
Frank Criley. 
a. K. Anderson. 
G. W. Blair. 
Oscar Anderson. 
ffilla D. Whitehead. 
f,ucy L. Resseguie. 
Alice P. Dancer. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. AndPrson. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 

Officers. 
David Dancer. 

Presideni. 
Wm. Anderson. 

Vice Presiden&. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

Cashier. 
Oscar Anderson. 

Assistant Cashier. 

Directors. 
W. A. Hopkins. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 

This bank does a general banking business at 
Lamoni, Iowa. Interest paid on time deposits 
according to the rules of the bank. Correspond· 
ence and patronage solicited. 

FARM FOR SALE. 
80 Acres, four miles north-east of Lamoni, 

Iowa. Fifteen acres broken; sorne timber, 
and balance pasture. Nice building spot. 
Terms, one balf cash, and balance in five tg 
ten years at 6i per cent. 

For further particulars address, 
A. M. HAZELTON, Lamoni, Iowa. 

IMPERIALISM 
and other national questions of vast impor
tance are now before the American people. 
Public Opinion is the only journal in the 
United States that gives all sides of all ques
tions. The fall elections are almost upon us 
and they will be unusually interesting this 
year as an index of the attitude of the coun
try toward the present administration and 
its policies. Public Opinion reports the ac
tion of all' State conventions, and gives press 
comment on all elections. In addition to thil!I 
the departments of Foreign Affairs, Social 
QuPstions, Science, Letters and Art, and 
Business and Finance give a weekly digest of 
the bc·st current contributions on these sub
jcect,~. The subscription price is $2.50 a year, 
$1.25 for aix months. We have made a 
;;p•::cial rate for trial subscriptions of 25 cents 
for tbree months. Sample copies and card111 
for mailing coins sent on Tf'quPst. 

THE PUBLIC OPINION CO., 
13 Astor Place, N. Y. 
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OLID Y GIFT • 
SPECIAL ,l\TTRACTIONS® 

Church History, Vols. 1 and 2. 
Prices ...•.•...... $1. 50, $2. 00, and $2. 50 

New Testament, 
Inspired Translation, in Large Type for 
Aged People ............. $1.00 and $1.25 

Book of Mormon, 
Large Type Edition ...... $1.50 and $2.00 
The Same, Small Type Edition, 65 cts., 
$1.00, $1.25; Flexible $2.00. 

Doctrine and Covenants, 
Late Revised Edition, 65 cts., $1.00, 
$1.25; Flexible $2.00. 

Holy Scriptures, 
Inspired Translation, $1.00, $1.25, $1. 75i 
Flexible binding $3. 75. 

Self-Pronouncing Teachers" 
Bible, 

King James' Translation, ••••••••.. $2.00 
Excellent edition, with choice and mod· 
ern "helps" to study. 

Afterglow, 
Choice Selected Poems, Elegantly bound, 
Illuminated Cover ..... $1.50, $1.75, $2.00 

Pattie; or Leaves from a Life. 
Reduced from ...•••.•.•.. $1.15 to 75 cts. 

Autobiography of Elder 
Joseph Luff. 

A Book for Young and Old. Reduced 
from .................... $1.00 to 75 cts. 

The Saints' Hymnal. 
The popular book in General Use in Song 
Service Throughout the Church. Prices 
in Fine Flexible Binding, gilt edges, 
with name of owner inscribed on outer 
cover ....... · ...................... $1. 50 
Leather binding ................... 1.00 
Half Leather ..... ,................ .50 

The Instructor. 
Doctrinal Evidences compiled from the 
three Standard Books and from. History 
and prominent theological writers. 
Prices .................. 75 cts. and $1.00 
Fine Flexible binding ............. 1.50 

Compendium of Faith and 
Doctrines. 

Compiled from the three Standard Books; 
also other historical and general matter 
useful to Bible Students. Prices 75 cts. 
and $1.00. 

Book of Mormon Archreology. 
Archreological Committee's Report. A 
Student's Affirmative and Defensive 
Manual of Book of Mormon Archreolog
ical Evidences. Special prices, for Holi· 
day Season only: 30 cts.; reduced from 
50 cts. 

The Saints' H-~rald; 
Official Publication of the Reorganized 
Church. AU church news and other gen· 
eral matter of interest to students of the 
signs of the times; including the growth 
of the great latter-day work; develop
ments in the religious world; the prog
ress and leading movements of the 
world of special interest to students of 
latter-day events. Price, per year, $1.50 

Autumn Leaves. 
A M3igazine for Young People. Pub
lished Monthly; $1.00 per year in ad
vance. Departments: General Articles; 
Zion's Religio Arena; Current History; 
Daughters of Zion; Young Daughters of 
Zion. A popular and instructive pu.blica.· 
tion; valuable in any Home Circle. 

For General Publications, 
including Sunday School Supplies and 
Juvenile Books, see Catalogue, mailed on 
appl!cation. 

Address Orders Including Remittances to 

C::RILE"Y Ji 

Business Manager, Herald Publishing House, 
Decatur County, ____ _.. LAMONI, IO"W'" .A.. 
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HOW TO POSTPONE OLD AGE. 

ANATOMICAL experiment and investi
gation show that the chief character
istics of old age are the deposits of 
earthy matter of a gelatinous, fibrin
ous character in the human system. 
Carbonate and phosphate of lime, 
mixed with other salts of a calcareous 
nature, have been found to furnish 
the greater part of these earthy de
posits, As observation shows, man 
begins in a gelatinous condition; he 
ends in an osseous or bony one-soft 
in infancy, hard in old age. By 
gradual change in the long space of 
years the ossification comes on; but, 
after middle life is passed, a more 
marked developmen~ of the ossific 
character takes place. · Of course, 
these earthy deposits-which affect all 
the physical organs-naturally inter
fere with their functions. Partial 
ossification of the hear~ produces the 
imperfect circulation of the blood 
which affects the aged. When the 
arteries are clogged with calcareous 
matter, there is interference with cir
culation, upon which nutrition de
pends. Without nutrition there is no 
repair of the body. None of :these 
things interfere with nutrition and 
circulation in earlier years. The repa
ration of the physical system, as 
everyone ought to know, depends on 
this fine balance. In fact,:the::whole 
change is merely a slow, steady accu
mulation of calcareous deposits in the 
system. . . . When these become ex
cessive and resist expulsion, they 
cause the stiffness and dryness.of old 
age. Entire blockage of theJunctions 
of the body is then a ~mere matter of 
time. The refuse matter deposited 

by the blood in its constant passage J mix;d with distilled water helps to 
through the system stops the delicate retard tbe approach of senility. By 
a,nd exquisite machinery which we call its affinity for oxygen the :fibrinous 
life. This is death. It has been and gelatinous deposits previously 
proved by analysis that human blood alluded to are checked, and their ex
contains compounds of lime, magne- pulsion from the system hastened. 
sia, and iron. In the blood itself are To sum up: Avoid all foods rich in 
thus contained the, earth salts. In the earth soils, use much fruit, es
early life they are thrown off. Age pecially juicy, uncooked apples, and 
has not the power to do it. take daily two or three tumblerfuls of 

Hence, as blood is produced by as- distilled water with about ten or fif
similation of the food we eat, to this teen drops of diluted phosphoric acid 
food we must look for the earthy ac- in each glassful. Thus will our days 
cumulations which in time block up be prolonged, old age delayed, and 
the system and bring on old age. . . . health insured.-Dr. W. Kinnear, in 
Almost everything we eat contains 'I'he Humanitarian. 
more or less of these elements for de- ~ 
stroying life, by means of calcareous THE THREE WISE MEN. 

salts deposited by the all-nourishing SIGNIFICANCE OF THEIR PRESENCE IN 

blood. Careful selection, however, BETHLEHEM AT THE TIME OF 
can enable us to avoid the worst of CHRIST'S BIRTH. 
them. Earth salts abound in the "IN the appearance of those men (the 
cereals, and bread itself, though seem- / three wise men) in Bethlehem at the 
ingly the most innocent of edibles, time of the birth of Jesus, there was 
greatly assists in the deposition of something singularly significant," 
calcareous matter in our bodies. Ni- writes Rev. Amory H. Bradford, D. 
trogenous food abounds in this ele- D., of "The First Christmas Present," 
ment. H~nce a diet made up of fruit in the December Ladies' Horne Journal. 
principally is best for people advanc- "They represented the long aspira
ing in years, for the reason that, being tion and hunger of the nations. Some
deficient in nitrogen, the ossi:fic de- thing more than curiosity caused their 
posits so much to be dreaded are more journey. The Messianic expectation 
likely to be suspended. J¥1oderate had pervaded the East and probably 
eaters have in all cases a much better had much to do with their presence. 
chance for long life than those ad- The immediate occasion of their visit 
dieted to excesses of the table. may have been the wish to pay rever
Fruits, fish, poultry, young mutton, ence to earthly Royalty, but more 
and veal contain less of the earthy probably it was inspired by what has 
salts than other articles of food, and been beautifully called 'the desire of 
are therefore best for people entering all nations.' The ideals of the past 
the vale of years. Beef and old had failed, and spiritual and prophetic 
mutton usually are overcharged with souls among many peoples were look
salts, and should be avoided; a diet ing for some new and better faith. 
containing a minimum amount of The East, as well as the West, was 
earthy particles is most suitable to without any rational religion, but the 
retard old age, by preserving the sys- lives of men were as dreary and their 
tern from functional blockages. . . . hearts as hungry as ever. The an
The daily use of distilled water is, cient faith spasmodically revived, then 
after middle life, one of the most im- flickered, and then died away. It was 
portant means of preventing secre- the end of the old and the beginning 
tions and the derangement of health. of a new dispensation in other lands 
As to diluted phosphoric acid, it is than Judea. The longing for some 
one of the most powerful influences new and brighter light on human life's 
known to science for shielding the mystery was intense and universal. 
human system from the, _inconven- The melancholy of 'the seekers after 
iences of old age. Daily use of it God,' like Epictitus and Marcus Aure-
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lius, was typical of a long-continued I 
and widely prevailing sadness which 
was mixed with a dim yet prophetic 
anticipation. The wise men came out 
of nations from which in later times 
many were to do homage to Jesus as 
King in the realm of t,he Spirit. They 
were the precursors of the untold 
millions who were to find in him 'the 
desire of all nations,' as was prophe
sied by the prophet: •And I will shake 
all nations, and the desire of all na
tions shall come.' " 

SIGNS OF THE TIMES. 

BRUSSELS, Nov. 24.-Prince Louis 
Napoleon and a number of the most 
prominent leaders of the Bonapartist 
movement in France are here in con
sultation with Prince Victor Napo
leon, who resign.ed all claims to the 
throne of France in favor of his 
youngest brother. Many secret con-

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

"Uneasy lies the head that wears a crown." 
London, Nov. 23.-Several local 

newspapers publish almost identical 

RchoBs from GracBland. 
CONDUCTED BY GRACELAND COLLEGE. 

stories of the desperate and deliberate How MANY are going to reply to the 
attempt to wreck the Czar's train on appeal this week? How many branches 
his last journey from Copenhagen to are going to have a concert, entertain· 
St. Petersburg. The miscreants piled ment, or dinner in aid of Graceland? 
a massive barricade at a point on the How many people find fault without 
East Prussian railroad where the track occasion for the same? Do you? Yet 
passes over a small, rather low bridge. some are found complaining that tithes 
The wreck would have been complete, and offerings are used for the college 
but the watchman discovered and re- fund, notwithstanding the fact that at 
moved the obstacles in the nick of last conference, and recently, the Bish
time. opric declared thai; not a dollar of those 

King Carlos, of Portugal, is in dan- funds had been appropriated to the 
ger of losing his crown or his colo- college. "Thou shalt not bear false 
nial possessions. witness against thy neighbor." Let 

Don Carlos, the Spanish pretender, us hear no more of these fictitious 
is said to be well equipped and ready rumors. 
for war. Graceland is vigorously prosecuting 

'1.'rouble between Norway and Swe- II her mission. Propects are encourag-
den seems imminent. ing. Prospective students in January, 

from Dakota, California, Kentucky, 

sultations have been held, principally DIC.T!ONARY OF HIEROGLYPHICS. 
and Alabama. Now Pennsylvani<:., 
Ohio, and Michigan, how many stu
dents are you going to send? Which 
is going to head the winter list of stu
dents, Missouri or Illinois? 

upon the subject of raising funds for FOUR of the great German universi
the cause. ties are now at work on the prepara-

Nearly all the participants are tion of an actual dictionary of the 
confident that the time is rapidly ap- hieroglyphic languages of the ancient 
proaching when the French govern- Egyptians. The hope is entertained 
merit can be overthrown by a coup. that printing may begin in 1909. The 

Graceland. is making a name for 
thoroughness of work; she is aiming 
at a hign standard. The commercial 
course keeps developing. Collegiate, 
Normal and other departments are 
flourishing. It is rumored that a 
philosophical course will be intro
duced next session. 

It is reported that the conspirators meaning of a vast number of words 
have obtained a loan from Pads bank- bas to be found from comparison of 
ers, operating through Geneva agents, texts containing the words sought. 
to the amount of $5,000,000. By a system of ex@luoiion a probable 

Prince Louis. will start back to St. meaning may be reached for each 
Petersburg at once to resume his mili- word. Professor Mills resumes duties on 
tary duties as a Colonel in the Russian 
army. 

Rome, Nov. 24.-The anti-anarchist 
conference was opened this afternoon 
in the Corisini Palace by Vice Ad
miral Canevaro, Minister of Foreign 
Affairs. All the European nations 
were represented. 

In an address of welcome to the 
delegates on behalf of King Humbert 
Admiral Canevaro said he recognized 
the difficulties before the conference, 
but the universal recognition of the 
necessity for common action against I 
the Anarchists presaged a happy . 
issue. Admiral Canevaro was elected 
President. 

It is expected that the conference 
will be prolonged until Christmas. 

King Humbert, ofitaly, "has largely . 
invested in English consols and has 
much real property in America as 
security against revolution." Even 
monarchs themselves are reading the 
writing upon the wall. 

January 3, 1899. Musical Depart· 
OLDEST SINGING MASTER IN THE WORLD. ment, take notice! The Elocution 
The oldest singing master in the world is 

Manuel Garcia, who, at the ripe age of 94, 
still gives lessons in the art. 

Department is going to favor us with 
a public rehearsal, Thursday evening, 
November 25, in the college chapel. 
Quite an array of talent is anticipated. 

TARRING AND FEATHERING ONCE LEGAL. The morning chapel exercises are 
"Tarring and feathering was once a legal 

Consl.dered quite interesting by many·, 
punishment for theft. It is said to be found 
in the statutes of both England and France they have a.good effect upon the stu-
about the time of the Crusades." dents. 

THE STILL HOUR. 
0 Master, let me walk with thee 
In lowly paths of service free; 
Tell me tliy secret: help me bear 
The strain of toil, the fret of care; 
Help me the slow of heart to move 
By some clear, winning word of love; 
Teach me the wayward feet to stay, 
And guide them in the homeward way. 

Gladden. 

Several Graceland students are tak
ing quite an active part in church 
work. 

Bro. Seigfried, of Illinois lately pre
sented the College with several inter
esting geological and Indian mound 
specimens. 

Who are going to help us build up a mu
seum of Lamanite relics, wherein American 
archm<Jlogy can be practically studied? Send 
on your discoveries, also appropriate maps, 
charts, pictures, and photographs; always 

Patient, hopeful waiting is hard work when men~ion location and time of discove~y. V!f e 
it is the only work possible to us in an emer- re~uu:e BOOKS ~ND MAG~ZINES! deah~g w1th 

· · · · · · · th I scientific, classical, ph1losophical, literary 
gency. But patient wa1trng is lil its time e and historical matters. If you will send us 
highest duty of a faithful soul. books on American archmology, we will place 

H. Clay Trumbull. . them along with our Museum. 
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THE AI T BERALD. 
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.''-John 8131, 32. 

"Hearken to the word of the Lordi for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wifes and concubines he shall have none.''-B. of M., pageUG, 

Vol. 45. 

JOSEPH SMITH 
R. S. SALYARDS 
HEMAN C. SMITH, 
JOSEPH LUFF, 

EDITOR. 
ASSISTANT EDITOR. 

CORRESPONDING EDITORS. 

LAMONI, IowA, Nov. 30, 1898. 

CRITICISM. 

UNDER this bead, Bro. D. F. Lam
bert, of the Independent Patriot, of 
Lamoni, bas a fine editorial upon the 
subject of just and unjust criticism. 

All public men, all movers upon the 
many-sided ~bases of human action, 
are subjects of criticism. And those 
things in which men employ their 
time, talents, and strength are made 
the subjects upon which the critics 
exercise their powers. 

No honorable man who makes bis 
action conform to bis own convictions 
of right should fear intelligent criti
cism; indeed, he should not fear criti
cism of any sort; but the passing of 
an intelligent opinion upon himself or 
his methods should be listened to by 
him, and if found to be just upon an 
examination he should profit by the 
opinion expressed. 

However, it is too often the case 
that much of the criticism which is 
passed upon men who by reason of 
their positions in the public eye are 
subjects to be criticised, is not of the 
kind to be called intelligent; therefore 
it cannot be just. Such criticism is 
hurtful, is difficult to endure; and no 
matter how strong in his conception 
of his own sense of right and purity 
of motive the man may be, he cannot 
help but feel keenly the sharpness of 
the critic's tongue or pen. 

The ordinary citizen feels himself 
to be qualified to sit in judgment on 
the most of the wide range of human 
affairs which engage men's attention 
and to pass sound opinions regarding 
the conduct of them, whether the fel
low citizen criticised be high or low, 
in the public or the private walks of 
life. 

The editor of the Patriot takes good 
ground against improper criticism, 
and suggests whE1it ::i,l! must concede, 

Lamoni, Iowa, November 30, 1898. No. 48. 

that criticism to be of value and ef
fective, must not be made except upon 
a knowledge of the thing, man or 
measure, to be criticised. 

We commend the excerpt from the 
Patriot for November 17, which we 
give below, to the reading of the 
thoughtful patron of the HERALD, 

with the suggestion that the closing 
paragraph be read slowly, carefully, 
with a view to the self-examination 
referred to in it. 

The Patriot is sorry to have the sad thought 
impressed again and again, that there is a 
disposition anywhere to discourage criticism. 
Instead it should be heartily and earnestly 
encouraged. The safety, defense, and spread 
of truth; the development of characters of 
eternally enduring material; the love of jus
tice and right in their most enlightened 
form, are the natural outgrowth and product 
of just criticism. A people that persists in 
critically and justly examining all things 
with which they are connected, bo.th men 
and principles, may be expected to stand for 
the right, and hence always resist the wrong; 
but a people who can be persuaded to closo 
their eye.>, cease to justly criticise either men 
or principles, or both, is in a favorable con
dition to be misled by ambitious and unright
eous men. Such a condition it is the duty of 
all to avoid; 

But criticism to be valuable must be just. 
The carping croaker is a pest to any commu
nity. The very evils at which he strikes are 
agg-ravated by his own injustice. 

But such unjust criticism can never be 
avoided by an equally unjust wholesale con
demnation of all criticism. Such a course 
aggravates and spreads the disease, the cure 
of which it essays to perform. If hammering 
the tree laden.with ripened seed, is a g-ood 
way to prevent the spread of such seed, then 
continually hammering and scolding tattlers, 
backbiters, and critics g-enerally, without any 
distinction as to the kind of criticism, is a 
good way to stop such work. 

He who is strong- in the consciousness that 
he is right, usually has neither need nor dis
position to cry out against criticism, nor any 
fear of its consequences; henc.e such outcry 
only serves to create the fear, in the minds 
of those intelligent persons previously free 
therefrom, that probably there is something 
that needs to be guarded from a close exami
nation. 

Just criticism cannot be made witheut 
knowledge. Hence, he who desires to criti
cise justly and in no other way, will find upon 
a careful examination of himself as a rule, 
that the number of the things he criticises 
will be materially, and in the cases of many 
strikingly, reduced, l!ind the character of the 

criticism touching others radically changed; 
all of which tends to the betterment of the 
critic, and the improvement of the conditions 
to which his attention is given. Criticism, 
therefore, properly indulged, will condemn 
that species of condemnation not based upon 
proper information, just as much as it will 
condemn the failure to condemn that which 
is proven wrong- by competent and material 
evidence. It will lead to more careful re
sea-rc h, to fuller information, to nicer dis
crimina tion, to a greater and keener love for 
the right. It will make better men, better 
women, better citizens. Indeed, it is the up
lifter of the race, the purifier of the world; 
and the brightest and most cnnsoling hope 
held before all the race, is that at last, j us
tice will be done to all, that is, just criticism 
or judgment, will be passed upon all. 

GLENDENNING, "'WHERE ART 
THOU?" 

THE following is an extract from a 
clipping from the Adams County, 
Iowa, Argus, for November 17, 1898, 
sent us by Bro. W. E. Messenger, 
M.D.:-

The Adams and Union counties Christian 
convention, which convened with the Church 
of Christ at Cromwell Novemb:or 9 and 10, 
was one of unusual interest. The Church of 
Christ in Adams and Union counties numbers 
over 1,100. A majority of the churches were 
represented at the convention and the build
ing was comfortably seated at each session. 
Great interest was manifested at both days' 
session. The first afternoon was occupied by 
the C. W. B. M. ladies, who gave a lively 
m1ss10nary program. Mrs. Ella Huffman, of 
Prescott, was to have g-iven the leading ad
dress, but was not able to be present. At 
7: 30 p. m. of the 9th, W. B. Crewdson, of 
Corning, preached to a full house on "The 
·worthiness of the Christian Calling;" text, 
Ephesians 4: 1. At the close of this impress
ive service the Rev. Mr. Glendenning, of the 
Advent Christian Church, was given the 
hand of fellowship and received into the 
Church of Christ. Elder Caudle, of Glen
wood, was present and delivered a very able 
sermon. It was based on three questions: 
1. "Where art thou?" (addressed to Adam); 
2. "Where is tby brother?" (to Cain); 
3. "Where is he that is born King of the 
Jews?" (the question of the wise men.) 
Thursday afternoon was given up to the Bible 
school and endeavor sessions. An interesting 
feature of the endeavor session was an ad
dress by Elder J. F. Snider, of Creston. This 
address dealt with the origin of the Endeavor 
movement and its power to unite the youth· 
ful hosts who rally under the banner of the 
cross. 

The HEEAJ..P _ _rea.ders will remem· 
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ber that this Rev. Mr. Glendenning [the divine Spirit, and that spiritual 
bas held three public discussions with and general opportunities be im
Bro. 0. B. Thomas and one with Bro. proved. As the impress of the 
Joseph R. Lambert. In addition to earthly is constant, we seem to re
this the missionaries in charge of Iowa quire as constant or more constant 
have now under advisement a propo- impression of tbe divine, if we are to 
sition from Mr. Glendenning in which grow into an apprehension and ap
he offers to affirm in public discussion preciation of higher things. For this 
"that the Advent Christian Church is reason no doubt, among others, the 
the Church of Christ." regular spiritual services of the Lord's 

Under these circumstances we think house have been provided and his 
the subject of Elder Caudle following children admonished to neglect not 
the reception of Mr. Glendenning into their assembling together unto him. 
the Church of Christ was very appro- It is in the house of God that the 
priate: "Where art thou?" peaceable things of the kingdom are 

OPPORTUNITIES AND MORAL 
AGENCY. 

THANKSGIVING Day services were 
held in the safots' church, Lamoni, on 
Thursday, the 24th inst., in harmony 
with the spirit of the occasion and in 
accordance with the proclamation of 
the President and the Governor of 
the ·state. Bro. Heman C. Smith 
preached the sermon, which was in
structive and timely. 

The attendance was fair, but in the 
judgment of the writer not what it 
should have been; we think a larger 
nu!Iiber, all who could reasonably at
tend, shuuld have been present and 
received the benefit 0f the opportunity 
to hear, to think upon and realize the 
benefits of the service. There is a 
''spirit of the occasion" that accompa
nies every good observance, of which 
all may receive and profit from. 
Those whose calling is unto life 
should partake of all educational 
privileges. Neglected, spiritual op
portunities are to a degree lost sight 
of and inspiration leading to higher 
and added attainment is to an extent 
unrealized or insufficiently appre
hended. Men and women and chil
dren are influenced largely by the 
conditions of this world's affairs. In 
addition to the earthly tendencies re
ce1ved through the transmission of 
mortal life, all are largely influenced 
and circumscribed by the low condi
tions of this world's affairs. Its demands 
and habits tend to keep the mind upon 
the passing things of time and sense, 
and which left to freely absorb the at
tention, would effectually hinder the 
development of the spiritual nature. 
It is therefore manifestly in the wis
dom of our heavenly Father that he 
has_m?Jde provision fg:r the impress of 

* . 

more especially presented, impressed, 
and, realized for the gene:cal good. 
All things have been done or pro
vided in the wisdom of him whose 
work is to perfect humanity. We 
think it well therefore not to fail to 
avail ourselves of the means of devel
opment in which we shall find "more 
abundant" life and nearer approach to 
the divine character and presence of 
the Father and the Son. 

In this connection appears another 
phase of the matter in contemplation; 
viz.: The children should also be 
brought to the regular and special 
services observed by the church. 
'rhey should be brought to understand 
and appreciate the events and the 
spirit of each occasion that prompts 
the people of God or the nation to 
commemorate the leading features of 
our spiritual and general economy. 
The children of Zion are to be drawn 
to and become in fact ''the children of 
the light," not the children of the 
world. If left untaught, unguided, 
undirected, uncontrolled, uninfluenced 
by their natural and spiritual guardi
ans, contrary and illegitimate influ
ences will operate to teach, to guide, 
to direct, to control, to influence and 
hold sway-to bring them into bond
age to the darkness and folly of the 
spirit of the world. 

What the church fails to do, what 
parents neglect, is seen and known by 
him "who reigns in the hearts of the 
children of disobedience;" and indif
ference to or positive dislike of all 
necessary restraining and educational 
influences connected with the spiritual 
life, is often the result, as all too many 
parents and observers know. 

We have felt, to some degree at 
least, the spirit of our annual Thanks
f§lving Day, a:nd have thought it well 

to present these general thoughts. 
'I'he theme is not elaborated. What 
it suggests is far-reaching; we .leave 
the fuller contemplation to those to 
whom a suggestion should be suffi
cient to awaken and deepen. thought; 
to the spiritual-minded, who welcome 
every thought or intimation of good. 
Suet study and seek to comprehend 
all phases of questions that apply or 
may apply to themselves, their chil
dren, or humanity in general. They 
are but partial students who hear 
only what others say. Independent 
individual personal thought should be 
given to all presentations or ques
tions, that individual knowledge and 
discrimination be cultivated. 

Finally, all advancement of the 
church, the race, of any, seems to be 
conditioned upon ability and willing
ness to know and apply the means by 
which development and progress are 
promised, realized, and maintained. 
The spiritual and secular history of 
all peoples teaches and emphasizes the 
truth that self-help, self-apprehension 
and personal doing comprise the only 
pathway and guarantee of success. 
God places before us means and op
portunities and sets in motion and 
controls that which is beneficial to 
man; but it is a law of being that man 
must learn to discern and use through 
personal and general effort that which 
is essential to the attainment and 
preservation of his liberty-liberty 
from spiritual, moral, or other evils. 

All development is from within and 
grows out of personal power to ab
sorb, to make our own, and to act 
upon principles of truth, Though 
God provides, man must be respon
sive to receive and make use of the 
good within his reach. All human 
experience demonstrates the truth 
that liberty and progress are condi
tioned upon an intelligent use of per
sonal and collective moral agency. 
For that reason, no doubt, the law of 
"common consent"-the voice of the 
people-has been included and made 
prominent in the statute law revealed 
to the church. 

We need to study and to apply the 
principles of truth, as a church, and 
as a nation. We are also under obli
gation to teach them to our children. 
Let us not neglect our opportunities, 
our mission, our responsibilities to 
God 1,1,nd man. When we do our best1 
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God is pledged to give us success. 
Upon such conditions we are made 
heirs of his promises and power. 
There is so much to learn and so 
much to be done that we cannot afford 
to neglect any reasonable opportu
nity, even though it involve some sac
rifice. 

GOOD NEWS FROM WESTE.RN IOWA. 

WE are in receipt of a letter from 
Bro. J. F. Mintun written from Mon· 
damin, Iowa, November 22, giving an 
encouraging account of the condition 
of the work, and the prospects of a 
branch organization at that place soon. 
He and Bro. I. M. Smith were there 
when he wrote, having full houses and 
good interest. He inclosed the fol
lowing clipping from a recent issue of 
the Harrison County News, published 
at Missouri Valley, Iowa, from the 
pen of Mr. Linus Bassett, an attorney 
and an old resident of Little Sioux, 
Iowa. As Mr. Bassett is not of our 
faith it will give the HERALD readers 
an idea of how the effect of Elder D. 
H. Bays' work is viewed from with· 
out:-

Since the debut of the Rev. D. H. Bays and 
his attack on the L. D. S. Church, the saints 
have rallied around their sacred standard 
and, firm in the faith, have been strength
ened in every quarter. Their church never 
thrived better here, its membership increas
ing and the church strong and active. They 
have fitted up and painted thelr church 
building, purchased a building at Mondamin, 
and have an active membership. It would be 
a good thing for the uhurch if the Rev. D. H. 
Eays was sent around every few years. 

THE San Francisco Call, of November 
7, published a special page report of 
interviews with leading churchmen on 
the subject of "the greatest problem 
of the church," in which we find the 
following from the pen of Bro. C. A. 
Parkin. We are pleased to note both 
the statement and the disposition to 
recognize the Reorganized Church 
and permit it to speak for itself in
stead of being misrepresented by 
those ignorant of or opposed to its 
faith:-

C. A. PARKIN, REORGANIZED CHURCH 

OF JESUS CHRIST. 

The greatest problem of the church is how 
to make people see Christ as he is, and real
ize the benefits that are to come to them for 
rendering complete obedience to the di vine 
law as presented through him. 

"God gave his only begotten Son, that 
wll.osoever !Jt;iHevet~ QJ:!. µi~ shoulq \llil 
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saved." He gave his Son to be a "witness,'' 
"leader," and "commander." The great 
problem is to teach people to recoi;nize him 
"as he is." Paul said: "Beware, lest any 
man spoil you through philosophy and vain 
deceit after the traditions of men ... and 
not after Christ." 

The philosophy of men will not do as a 
means of pleasing God. God recognizes his 
own doctrine and not the doctrines of men. 

·"In vain do they worship me, teaching for 
doctrine the commandments of men." Notice, 
it is "vain" worship, invalid, void, without 
effect. 

So many people admire Christ as a moral
ist and do not heed his teachings in regard 
to aoctrine, when that is the all-important 
thing. "I know that m~ Father's command
ments are life everlasting." "If any man 
will do his will he shall know of the doc
trine." God gave his Son to be a "witness," 
and he told Pilate that he came into the 
world to "bear witness to the truth." To the 
Jews he said: "If ye continue in my word ye 
shall know the truth." ''He that rejecteth 
me and recei veth not my words, hath one 
that judgeth him; the word that I have spo
ken ... shall judge him in the last day." 
Peter gives us the key to understand scrip
ture by, "No prophecy of the scripture is of 
any private interpretation." This is impor
tant. "He that believeth on me, as the 
scriptures hat,h said." How have they 
"said?" Why, that he is to be believed as a 
"witness," followed as a "leader," and obeyed 
as a "commander." "If any man will be my 
disciple let him take up his cross and follow 
me." 

We all want the best in this world, but it 
is not within our reach, but it is in the next, 
by accepting Christ as God gave him to the 
world. The great problem then is to so pre
sent Christ to men that they may recognize 
that it is to their best and eternal interest to 
be his disciples "in deed." 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

BRO. F. c. KECK, Blendsville, Mis
souri, November 11:-

I have had unusual liberty in preaching 
and fine interest in all the places where I 
have been. I preached one hundred and four 
sermons in last quarter, so you can see I have 
not been idle. I have enJoyed the peaceful 
influence of the Spirit as I never have before. 
The wo;k is onward in the Spring River dis
trict. I am having large congregations to 
Listen to the restored gospel. 

Bro. Henry Huston, Forest, On
tario, November 19:-' 

I herewith renew .my subscription for the 
Saints' Herald, for we cannot do without it. 
It is more than eight years· since we were 
baptized and we have taken the Hm·ald ever 
since, excepting one year-the year in which 
we lost our house by fire. We live twenty
five miles from a branch, Petrolea branch 
being the one nearest us. It is not often we 
have the pleasure of meeting with the 
branch; it is seldom too that we have an 
elder with us. There are six of us here and 
y;re weet frequently ~n(J, try to learn Goel'!\! 
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will and get encouragement to press onward 
toward the prize. We rejoice to hear of 
those who are being brought into the fold. 
We love to read the letters in the Herald, es
pecially from the brothers and sisters whom 
we know. 

Bro. D. W. Wight, Provo, Utah, 
November 2:-

Baptized five yesterday. 

Bro. G. J. Waller wrote from Hono
lulu, November 17, closing his letter 
with this item of interest:-

Bro. James Kelley (5lst Iowa), is here at 
present; was at our services yesterday; says 
he enjoyed them and was surprised with some 
of the natives. He was also out to dinner and 
to-day Mrs. Waller is driving him around and 
showing him the views in and around Hono
lulu. His mother and other relatives will no 
doubt be.pleased to hear this. He saw Bro. 
Greene in San Francisco; we expect him 
Wednesday, this week. 

Bro. Waller has published the Book 
of Mormon in Hawaiian. Particulars 
next week. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

SR. ELLA F. RICH, now employed in 
Bliss Business Institute, Rome, New 
York, :!s instructor in shorthand and 
typewriting, has been secured as in
structor in those studies in Graceland 
College, to begin with the winter 
term, January 2 next. Miss Rich is a 
competent instructor in every respect, 
and students wishing to take up the 
branches named will have first-class 
opportunities so to do. She teaches 
the Pitman-Dement system of ste
nography, recognized as one of if not 
the most genera.Uy approved systems 
in the country, With Prof. J. A. 
Gunsolley and Miss Rich on the teach
ing staff the commercial department 
of Graceland offers inviting facilities 
to commercial students. 

Elders in that part of the field are 
requested to call on Bro. Eber Haw
ley, at San Pasqual, San Diego 
County, California. Bro. Hawley is 
isolated from a branch, in an Advent· 
ist neighborhood, He thinks a hear
ing would be given the elders. 

Mr. John Farley, accompanied by 
his brother James, engaged in the 
copper mines, at Bisbee, Arizona, vis· 
ited Lamoni and was baptized into the 
church on Thanksgiving Day. The 
brethren return to the west and carry 
the £pirit of the gospel with them, 

Bro. G. W. Edwards, of Philadel
phia, writes hopefully of the outlook 
locally, judging from the number of 
active YQlJn~ :pepJ.?le who a.re taking 
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up the work. He commends a num· the brethren, the peace of the com· 
ber by name, for their efforts in the munity, and as a needed lesson to the 
Religio and the Sunday school cause. parties themselves, we trust that jus· 

For the past week Lamoni with tice, though seemingly harsh, may be 
much of the middle western region of administered to each one. 
country ha.s been clothe.d in a garb of I ,Bro. J. W. Smith, pr~sident of 
snow and ice. Early m the week a i 8•1elton branch, Nebraska, mforms us 
storm of snow and sleet encased the 1 

lL. der date of November 22, that he 
surfaceoftheground-includingbuild- has recently baptized five at that 
ings, trees, and shrubbery-in a heavy place. This makes fourteen additions 
coating of ice; clear as crystal, chaste to this young branch in less than a 
as purity itself; sparkling like dia· year. There is urgent demand there 
monds and other precious gems as the for labor and the saints of Shelton 
rays of sun and moon brought out the branch are ready to render assistance 
various colors of ruby, sapphire, am'::l· as they may be able. We trust that 
thyst, and emerald. The garb of some of the missionary force may be 
·whiteness and crystal emitting scin· able to occupy there soon, as the time 
tillations of light and beauty as beams seems opportune. 
of sun or moon brought out its pris- Bro. Edward C. Bell, son of Elder 
matic colors, suggested the city of T. J. Bell of the missionary force, and 
God, the New Jerusalem, the place of who for some years past has been 
the redeemed of the Lord-the beauty stenographer to Bishop Kelley, left 
of her adornments, the light and gran· Lamoni on the 26th for St Louis, 
deur of her people, in whom God's where he has accepted a similar posi· 
Spirit shall dwell in fullness to glorify tion in a railroad office. May success 
and illuminate, as described by the attend him. 
Seer of Patmos. It is written of that Bishop E. L. Kelley went to Car· 
holy city that "there shall in no wise son, Iowa, during the week to attend 
enter into it anything that defileth, conference of the Pottawattamie dis· 
... but they which are written in the trict, the 25th and 26th. 
Lamb's book of life." Though the Some letters and other matter al-

Trne Succession in Church Presidency. 
THIS is a book just issued by the Board of 
Publication of the Rtiorganized Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, from the 
pen of Elder Heman C. Smith, Church His
torian. It i.s a complete answer to and refu
tation of Elder B. H. Roberts on "Succession 
in the Presidency of the Church," and to 
Elder C. W. Penrose on "Priesthood and 
Presidency." It follows Mr. Roberts closely 
and points out his false statements, misrepre
sentations, historical inaccuracies, illogical 
arguments, and untenable interpretations; 
while answering Mr. Penrose directly and 
incidentally. 

It also takes into account the offieial acts 
and teachings of Brigham Young and his as
sociates from June, 1844, to the present, 
showing conclusively that they departed 
from the faith, and taught immorality and 
criminality. 

The work of the Reorganization is also 
presented from an affirmative standpoint, 
and her standing as the acknowledged 
Church of Jesus Christ is clearly maintained 
and the authority of her priesthood and 
presidency convincingly defended and con-
clusively established. , 

There has long been a demand for this 
work, in consequence of the Utah mission
'lries having used the book of Mr. Roberts, 
wherever their ministry have operated. This 
book in the hands of all who desire the truth 
will be effectual against the influence of their 
sophistry. 

It will n:ake a book of about 160 pages and 
will be sold at the lowest possi bie price, as we 
are more interested in the circulation of the 
work than in the profit derived from its sale. 

Bound in neat pa.per covers. 35 cents each. 
Address, FRANK CRILEY, 

Business Manager, 
LAMONI, DECATUR Co., IOWA. 

forces of Nature fall heavily upon ready in type are held over till next Church Histmy, Volumes I and 2, 
earth in storm and cold, yet they bring week because of unexpected demands BY PRESIDENT JOSEPH sMITH, 

blessings of health and good manifold, upon our space-report of Graceland .A.ND .A.PosTLE TIEMAN c. sMITH. 

and f m h 'ch w m I · f H' THIS work is the most authentic and complete ro w i e ay earn o im College subscriptions, etc. history of the church ever published. No effort 
who smiles upon our earth, though Bro. A. B. Pierce, of Attleboro, has been spared to obtain information from every 
storm clouds hover about it, and dis- Massachusetts, writes that several reliable source, and the information thus obtained 

S . at 't 1 I th d has been impartially presented. It is therefore ip es l s g oom. n e severer an local brethren comprisin!i a vocal 
~ indispensable, not only to the membership of the 

dreaded aspects of trial incident to quartet are giving concerts for the church, but to all interested in obtaining reliable 
earth-life we meet experiences that benefit of Graceland College. Their information concerning the thrilling events pre-

sh Id Se e t d 1 · t" ceding and leading to the organization as well as ou rv o eve op apprecia ·10n efforts to aid the college work are the history of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter 
of the good God gives us here, and to commendable. Day Saints, which has attracted the attention of 

rejoice in hope of the greater bless- Bro. E. R. Dewsnup, of Graceland the world. · 
. f th f t l'f M z· . These two volumes cover a period of time in· mgs o e u ure i e. ay 10n m College, visited St. Joseph and Inde-

~ eluding the events we have mention up to the 
due time be arrayed in the purity and pendence, Missouri, from the 25th to death of the martyrs, Joseph and Hyrum Smith, 
beauty suggested by the adornment in the 28th, visiting the branches in June 27, 1844. These volumes contain a compila
which Nature has recently enrobed those cities in the interests of Grace- tion of important and official documents never be-

fore published in so concise a form, many of 
her. It is "the pure in heart" Who land. which have been so rare and difficult to obtain 
are ''blessed" to ''see God." May the South Dakota is the first State in that the public has not had access to them. 

1 t ht b h . k · N t It is contemplated to publish a third volume by· essons aug Y is wor s rn a ure the United States to adopt the initia· the same authors, containing the important and 
be seen and recognized, as in the mes· tive and referendum, which it did at critical events transpiring after the death of 
sage of his written word, and from all the late election, "Under the pro· Joseph and Hyrum Smith, so soon as the sale of 

· · f th 1 'f 1 · volumes 1 and 2 will justify. This will be the may we learn to know God and out of v1s10ns 0 e new aw 1 any aw lS most interesting of all because it will contain the 
that knowledge to imitate the divine passed by the Legislature objectiona· history of events from which issues arose that 

~ ble to the people, a petition may be have resulted in rival organizations among Latter 
character revealed in our Lord Day Saints. It will trace so clearly the causes 

. circulated and if five per cent of the leading to the great apostasy represented in 
By recent letters from Bro. J. C. voters sign it the act must be sub- Utah, that all who read can locate the responsi· 

h 1 'fi · bility for the result with unerring accuracy. 
Clapp, we learn that the mob, four- mitted to t e peop e for rat1 cation You cannot afford to do without this work, so 

before l't i's spread on the statutes " if these volumes, or either of them, are not in teen in number, which recently waited · · The annual report of the Secretary . your library, send us your order for volumes 1 
d th t d h · lf d B and 2 at once. You could not make a more profita-u pon an rea ene imse an ro. of the Interior shows that the Indians ble present to a friend. · 

Little, near Lexington, Tennessee, . have made substantial progress dur- Price, $1.50, $2.00, and $2.50 per volume. 

I Address orders to FRANK CRILEY, 
have been indicted. For the safety of, ing the year. L..i,Mom, D~ca'rlJR co., IowA. 
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.Mo1hsrs' HomB Goltlmn, 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

"Help me love my neighbor 
As thou lovedst me; 

Help me share his labor 
In thy sympathy. 

Let thy Spirit only 
All my footsteps bend 

To the faint and lonely, 
For thy sake, a friend." 

BAZINE, Kan. 
Dear Sisters:-It is some time since I wrote 

to the Home Column, and as I sat meditating 
and comparing past with present, I was 
greatly impressed to drop a few lines, hoping 
they may encourage some isolated one. We 
were isolated and alone, for nineteen years 
without the companionship of saints, and be
ing forty miles from our branch we ofttimes 
became discouraged. But we have prayed 
earnestly that our neighbors might hear and 
have the privilege of obeying the gospel. 

About June 27, Bro. Pender put in an ap
pearance with the gospel tent, at Bazine. 
He held services one week, when Bro. Man
ne.ring came to assist him. Services contin
ued two weeks longer. They then removed 
the tent to Ness City. Bro. Pender left an 
appointment for every two weeks as long as 
he remained in this part of the country. He 
was assisted a few times by Brn. Mannering 
and Lund. The result was the baptizing of 
seventeen persons, which makes our hearts 
rejoice with praise and thanksgiving to our 
Father above. But withal our hearts are 
made sad; and the tear comes unbidden, for 
last Sunday we parted with Bro. Pender. 

We meet next Sunday to organize a Sun
day school and prayer meeting; but Bro. Pen
der will not be there to cheer us by his kind 
words of wisdom and cheer. He is greatly re
spected and loved by many here. He baptized 
some that were convinced about four years 
ago by the preaching of Bro. Brown. There 
are others believing who have not obeyed. 
May the Spirit of the Master attend Bro. 
Pender in his mission of love. We patiently 
wait the return of Bro. Mannering. Pray 
for us, as I fear there are severe trials for 
some here that have lately obeyed. My pen 
is too feeble to express the great joy and 
thanksgiving which we feel. May God bless 
and comfort his children, especially the iso
lated ones is my prayer. 

Your sister, 
CLARA M. EBERT. 

P. S.-August 25. Our school was organ
ized last Sunday; the prospect is good. 

GIVE M~ THE BABY. 

Give me the baby to hold, my dear
To hold and bug and to love and kiss; 

Ab, he will come to me, never a fear-
Come to the nest of a breast like this, 

As warm for him as bis face with cheer. 
Give me the baby to hold, my dear. 

Trustfully yield him to my caress; 
"Bother," you say. What! A bother to 

me? 
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To fill up my soul with such happiness 
As the love of a baby that laughs to be 

Snuggled away where my heart can hear! 
Give me the baby to hold, my dear. 

Ah, but his bands are grimed, you say, 
And would soil my laces and clutch my 

hair. 
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81Indau SGhool IlBpar1mBnt. 
ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR, 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor. 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

Well, what would pleasure me more, I pray, INTERSTATE INSTITUTE. 
Than the touch and the tug of the wee THIRD annual session interstate institute of 

hands there- Sunday school and Religio work, at Inde-
Tbe wee ·hands there, and the warm face pendence, Missouri, December 26, 27, 28, 29, 

here? 1898. 
Give me the baby to hold, my dear. MONDAY.· 

Give me the baby? 0, won't you see? 
Somewhere out where the green of the 

lawn 
Is turning to gray, and the maple tree 

Is weeping its leaves of gold upon 
A little mound, with its dead rose near, 
Give me the baby to hold, my dear. 

-James Whitcomb Riley. 

THE MAN IN HIS HOME. 
THE seclusion of a borne gives to a man a 
certain freedom and attendant privileges 
which no other place in the world affords, 
and it is right that it should. But it is not 
right that this freedom and those privileges 
should be abused to the dlsad vantage of the 
wife. Too many men seem to have the idea 
thaG they can drop into constant disconsolate 
and churlish moods at home with their 
wives, which in any other place and by any 
other person would not be tolerated. It is 
when a man is within the walls of his home 
that. he is himself. Then it is that he should 
be at his best. When a man gives the h<>st 
that is within him to those closest to him, 
his home will be the ideal place tba·~ 
wishes it to be. No man has a right to exi; 
from his wife what he on his part does tw 

give her. If he wants her sympathy he must, 
give her his consideration. If a man lacks 
the element of consideration he should culti
vate it, and cultivate it not for the benefit of 
his friends but for those in and of bis home. 
Consideration should begin at home; not in 
the homes of friends, as it so often does-and 
ends there, too. The atmosphere which a 
man creates in his home by example becomes 
the rule by which his children live. The 
husband an(\ father strikes the keynote for 
right or wrong living.-Ladies' Home Jour
nal. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

ERIC JOHNSON, Chicago, asks: ''Will you 
kindly request the Prayer Union to remem
ber my son in their prayers, that if it is the 
Lord's will, he may be raised up from the 
bed of affiiction on which be has been lying 
so long. 

PROGRAM FOR DECEMBER MEETINGS OF 
DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 

Opening hymn 600. Scripture reading, 
James fourth chapter. Study select reading 
in Home Column. Roll call. Closing hymn 
208. Dismissal prayer. 

9 :30 a. m. prayer meeting; in charge of J. 
A'°Gunsolley and J. F. Mintun. 

10: 45 a. m. Retrospective and Prospective; 
addresses. 1. On behalf of the Sunday 
school, Superintendent T. A. Hougas. 2. Ou 
behalf of the Religio; Editor Louise Palfrey. 

11 :30 a. m. Assignment of Future Work; 
Superintendent of Sunday schools, and Presi
dent Religio. 

RELIGIO WORK. 
2 :30 p. m. Elements of Success; J. C. 

Hitchcock, secretary. 1. Zeal-punctuality
devotion. 2. Good officers and committees. 
3. Keep in harmony with the general so
ciety. 4. Necessity for having Autumn 
Leaves. 5. Extremes to be avoided. (a) Too 
much lightness. (b) Too much heaviness. 
Why some societies fail and others succeed. 

3 :15 p. m. Looking forward; J. F. Min tun. 
1. Review Book of Mormon or take up 
Church History. 2. Supplyiag histories to 
poor societies, should it be adopted? 3. Com
mission and charter. Do benefits justify 
their continuance? 4. Social purity. Should 
it be a feature of our work? To what ex
tent? Plan. 

4: 00 p. m. Prayer Meetings; Ammon 
: White, Vice Pretiident. 1. Object, 2. Pro

grams, 3. Method, General discussion. 
4: 30 p. m. Adjournment. 
7:30 p. m. Business in Church Affairs; 

Russell Archibald, Treasurer. 1. Business 
meetings, branch and district. 2. All meet
ings, promptness and regularity. 3. Method, 
records and reports. 4. Finances, honesty, 
meeting obligations, promises. 5. Religio 
finances, initiation fees, dues, assessments, 
socials, entertainments, etc. General discus
sion of paper and subject. 

8: 15 p. m. How to Organize; J. A. Gun
solley, President. Locals:-1. Preliminary. 
(a) Awaken interest. How? (b) Meeting
who calls? who presides? how to proceed 
and what to do." 2. Permanent. (a) Selec
tion of officers. (b) Arrange for regular 
meetings, literature, etc. District.-1. Pre
liminary. (a) Talk up interest. (b) Arrange 
meeting, where, when, and what to do. 2. 
Permanent. (a) Selection of officers. (b) 
Other arrangements. 

9: 30 p. m. Adjournment. 
TUESDAY. 

9: 00 a. m. How to Conduct a Religio Ses
sion; Etta M. Hitchcock. 1. Book of Mor
mon and archreology lesson-model. 2. Music 
and literature. (a) How much. (b) At open
ing, closing, or interspersed. 3. Map talk5-
method of conducting. 4. Preparation of the 
lesson, when, how, etc. Free discussion of 
model and methods requested. 
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10: 30 a. m. committees, duties and work; 
Louise Palfrey, editor. 1. Program. 2. 
Lookout. 3. Social. 4. Relief. 5. Good lit
erature-collection and distribution, English 
mission. 6. Other committees. 

11: 30 a. m. Question Box. J. A. Gun
solley. 

11: 59 a. m. Adjournm·ent. 

SUNDAY SCHOOL WORK. 

2: 30 p. m. The Sunday school; T. A. Hou
gas. I. Of what does it consist? (a) People. 
Who? (b) Officers. How selected. (c) 
Teachers. How prepared. (d) Sunday school 
helps. (e) Order of exercises. 2. Its mis
sion. (a) To instruct the children and oth
ers of the church. (b) To instruct the 
children and others not of the church. (c) A 
centralizing power. {d) To fill a long felt 
want. 

3: 30 p. m. Officers of the Sunday School; 
W. N. Robinson. Superintendent. 1. How 
may he build up the school? 2. How may he 
maintain a good interest in the work? 3. 
How can he prevent the usual "warm weather
collapse?" 4. His attitude toward his as
sistant. Secretary. I. Wb11t must the sec
retary do during the sessson? 2. How can he 
prevent the reports becoming "dry" or 
"monotonous"? 3. Work for the secretary 
outside the Sunday school room and hour. 
4. The requisites of a good secretary. Li
brarian.-!. Qualifications. 2. Work. (a) At 
Sunday school. (b) Elsewhere. Other offi
cers named. 

4: 30 p. m. Adjournment. 

7: 30 p. m. Object Lessons. T. A. Hougas. 
1. Benefits thereof. 2. Time and place for 
them. 3. Examples. 

8: 15 p. m. Blackboard Work; J. F. Min
tun. 1. In class. 2. In review. 3. Illus
trated work. 

9: 00 p. m. Use of cards, pictures, etc., in 
class work; Louise Palfrey. 

9: 30 p. m. Adjournment. 
WEDNESDAY. 

9: 00 a. m. Primary Class Recitation; Lou
ise Palfrey. 1. Criticisms and questions on 
class work. 2. General discussion on primary 
work. 

10: 00 a. m. Intermediate Class Recitation; 
Mrs. Carrie Ballinger. 1. Questions and 
criticisms on class work. 2. General discus
sion on intermediate work. 

10:50a. m. Model Superintendent's Review; 
J. F. Mintun. 

11: 10 a. m. Classification; T. A. Hougas. 
1. Basis. (a) Age. (b) Ability. (c) Num
ber. 2. Object. (a) convenience. {b) Ne
cessity. (c) Renders t$aching possible. 3. 
Results. (a) Order. (b) Discipline. (c) In
creased attendance. 

2: 30 p. m. District Conventions and Insti
tutes; W. N. Robinson. Conventione.-1. 
When to hold them. 2. Length of session. 
3. Have we time for "entertainments" at our 
diatrict conventions? 4. Nature of the work 
to be done. 5. Who should prepare the pro
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tun. 1. What to seek. 2. Whom to reject. 
3. Whom to receive. 4. Other points, ques
tions and discussion. 

7: 30 p. m. Normal Lesson; T. A. Hougas. 

8: 30 p. m. Sunday School Discipline; J. 
A. Gunsolley. 1. Necessity for law, system, 
and order. (a) In nature. {b) In civil af
fairs. (c) In social affairs. (d) In public day 
school. (e) In church, obedience the founda
tion principle. {f) In Sunday school, submis
sion to established order-punctuality, and 
performance of duty. 2. How to secure good 
discipline. (a) Teach by precept. a. To 
comply with all the regulations of the school. 
b. To make necessary preparation. (b) 
Teach by example. (c) Insist on obedience 
to general regulations, etc. 3. 'fo what ex
tent may discipline be enforced? 

9: 30 p. m. Adjournment. 

THURSDAY. 

9: 00 a. m. Teaching; T. A. Hougas. l. 
Objects. (a) {b) -- (c) -- {d) 
--. 2. Process. (a) -- {b) -- (c) 
--{d)--. 

10: 00 a. m. Teachers' Meetings; J. F. Min
tun. 1. Necessities. (a) To prepare the les· 
son. {b) To study methods. (c) Unity. 2. 
How conducted, when and how often. 3. 
Can they be made a success in country 
schools? How? 4. Benefits accruing from 
them. (a) --_(b} -- (c) -- {d) 

11: 00 a. m. The Credit System in the Sun
day school. J. A. Gunsolley. 1. Merits of 
the present system. 2. Demerits of the pres
ent system. 3. Abuses of the system. 4. 
What would be better? 

12: 00 m. Adjournment. 
2: 30 p. m. Special Day Exercises: W. N. 

Robinson. 1. Christmas, Easter, Children's 
Day, etc. 2. Benefits thereof. 3. Plans for 
conducting them. 4. Character and length 
of the program. 5. "Drawbacks.'' 

3: 30 p. m. What a District Superintendent 
Can Do to Benefit the Work in His District; 
T. A. Hougas. 1. Personal visits. 2. Cor
respondence-personal letters, circular let
ters, etc. 3. Plan for work at conventions, 
institutes, etc. 4. Assist, encourage, advise, 
instruct, cheer, pray, etc. 5. Special work. 

7: 30 p .. m. Sunday School Newspaper; 
Editors, J. A. Gunsolley and Sr. Abbie Hor
ton. Questions and general discussion on 
paper and subjects treated. Resume of the 
work done at the institute; the officers. Rec
ommendations as to future work; the Gen
eral Superintendent. Business. Short ad
dresses. Benediction. 

Sir Robert Ball, the eminent astronomer' 
told an audience the other night that anyone 
who took the trouble to lie on his back on 
the ground and gaze at a clear night sky 
would, as his eyes become accustomed to the 
heavens, soon perceive numbers of shooting 
stars. 

grams? Institutes: -1. Wherein do they "I see that the scientists have given up the 
differ from conventions? 2. Frequency and theory that the interior of the earth is a mol
length of sessions. 3. Aim and character of 

1 

ten mass." "Is that so? Somebody must 
the work. have told the scientists that that theory 

3: 45 p. m. Selecting Teachers; J. F. Min- agreed with the Bible."-Cleveland Leader. 

LYDNEY, Eng., Nov. 9. 
Editors Herald:-Since last writing you 

our district conference has convened in Car
diff, Wales, of which no doubt you ·have re
ceived items ere this. I was among the num
ber who were privileged to be present and 
can assure you it was a good spiritual feast 
for all. Our worthy mission president was 
in charge, Bro. Pitt, and in the 2: 30 prayer 
and testimony meeting a brother was con
firmed who has been an elder in the Utah 
Church. For the benefit of your Brigham
ite friends it gives me pleasure to inform you 
that six more of their number are now con
vinced that the Reorganization is the ac
cepted Church of God, and they are now ready 
to be immersed in Jordan's stream. Outsid
ers are also investigating and I believe a good 
work will be done in the city of Cardiff. 
Bro. Pitt continues his labors there and we 
have every confidence that through his.min
istrations the marvelous work and a wonder 
will flourish. 

The work of our God is making sure prog
ress in England, and if the saints will 
hearken diligently to the law of God I verily 
believe the time will soon come when there 
will no longer be use for many of the sec
tarian places of worship which are now so 
plentiful here. ' 

The Lydney branch has not increased in 
number of late, but the faithful few are com
ing up to a higher standard, and although 
we don't get many outsi.ders into our assem
blies, we give them food for thought, and no 
doubt they talk about us. Trusting that the 
day is near at hand when more branches will 
be added to the great vine in this district, 
and that the Lord will call more laborers 
into the vineyard I remain as ever, 

Your brother in Zion's cause, 
H. ELLIS. 

"Ohl 'tis pleasant- 'tis reviving 
To our hearts to. hear each day, 

Joyful news from far arriving, 
How the gospel wins its way." 

PAPEETE, Tahiti, Oct. 11. 
Editors 1Ierald:-Our Gospel Quarterlies are 

finished, and the binder is putting them in 
paper covers. In them there are twenty les
sons which have been arranged from the 
Quarterlies of 1894, and five which I have ar
ranged upon the subject of the two covenants. 

We will now resume our work on Te Oro
metua (The Teacher). 

On the 18th inst. we expect to leave here 
for a two months' visit to Anaa, as some time 
has elapsed since a white missionary visited 
that island. 

Elder Grouard was the first missionary of 
our church who visited them. He went there 
early in 1845 and reported about four thou· 
sand inhabitants on that island. There are 
about six hundred there now, and many of 
them are Catholic. 

By lett'!rs from our missionaries, Elders 
Kehauri and Tuteirihia, we learn that they 
have baptized twenty or more persons in 
Raiatea and Huahine, and have organized a 
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branch at the village of Opoa, in Raia tea, and 
are building a chapel on a piece of land that 
one of the new converts has given to the 
church for that purpose. 

A young women in Rairoa who was a leper, 
was ordered out of the village by the govern
ment officials. She was to live separate from 
all her relatives and friends until death 
should release her bright spirit from the 
body, so afflicted with that dreadful and 
loathsome disease. She is a member of the 
church. The saints sympathized with her, 
and the branch appointed a day of fasting and 
prayer, and the blessed Jesus who said ages 
ago to the leper, "Be thou clean," also 
cleansed this woman of her leprosy, and 
caused much joy to her and all the saints. 
Praise God from whom all our healings 
come. 

I was very much blessed and aided by the 
, Holy Spirit on Sunday in preaching to the 
saints here. They said to me, •'You made us 
feel very happy, and very sorry; for you 
showed us plainly the glory of all who are 
saved, and you also showed us that we are 
not living as we ought to to receive that 
glory." 

Who is coming to help us? 
Peace be with all the Israel of God. 

JOSEPH F. BURTON. 

GREENVILLE, Conn., Nov. 17. 
Editors Herald:-I wrote you last from At

tleboro, Massachusetts, in September. Our 
tent services at the above place, I believe, 
resulted in good to the work, although no 
baptisms can be reported. By the way, bap
tisms are the exception and not the rule in 
our beautiful eastern country. Of cour~e I 
do not mean that none are being baptized, 
because at Boston, Plainville, Providence, 
and other branches the local authorities have 
done some baptizing, and the work looks 
bright for a steady increase in the future if 
all do their duty. 

From Attleboro we went to West Mansfield 
and began to preach in the tent, but after 
holding four services we obtained the Union 
church and began services there, the change 
from tent to church being necessary on ac
count of cold weather. We continued preach
ing until September 18, then went to Mansfield 
to see about opening the work. Bro. Bullard 
remained at Mansfield to make arrangements, 
and I went to Providence. Sunday afternoon 
I preached at West Mansfield and at Mansfield 
at night. 

I ought to mention the kindness of the 
good brethren at West Mansfield, as they 
did all in their power for our comfort, and in 
fact everywhere we went the saints were 
good. May the Lord bless them all. Bro. 
Bond joined the writer at Mansfield and we 
preached, mostly to ourselves however. 

Sunday, October 2, found me at Fiskville, 
Rhode Island, in afternoon and at Providence 
in the evening. Saturday, the 8th, went to 
Fall River to attend the district conference, 
accounts of which you have had already. 
The 14th found me in Boston, where I met 
the district president and spent a few hours 
in looking over the wonders of the Mechan
ic's Fair (complimentary tickets). Attended 
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the prayer meeting at Arlington in the even
ing and had the pleasure of meeting Bro. 
Greene, 01ir missionary to Uncle Sam's new 
possession. Went to Haverhill next day and 
began meetings there, but interest not being 
good, did not stay long. There is a time, I 
presume, to reach every place, and God 
knows the time and the place. There is one 
thing I am always sure of: whenever I go to 
Haverhill-or perhaps I ought to say two 
things-one is a welcome from the saints and 
the other is not so welcome; namely, a cold. 
The one I got while there_ last, sticketh closer 
than a brother, and I have -it yet. 

This writing finds me on "Zion's Rill,'' 
from whose lofty height I view the surround
ing country, not quite monarch of all I sur
vey; in fact my possessions at the present 
time are confined to a Congregationalist 
church known as the Long Society, about 
two miles from Norwich, Connecticut. I 
have an audience, fair in quantity, good in 
quality, and interested withal. I am sojourn
ing with saints, the only ones in this end of 
the State, and three families live in the same 
house. I can eat breakfast with one, dinner 
with another, and suppor with another. Bro. 
.Arthur Phillips is assisting me in the serv
ices at the church. I do not know what the 
result will be, but am hopeful. 

Yesterday afternoon Bro. Phillips and the 
writer attended the two-hundredth anni
versary of the Congregationalist society at 
Preston City. Oratorical eloquence, a 
crowded church, beautiful songs, a written 
prayer (somehow that written prayer seems 
to stick by me-not that I remember the 
words or the sentiment, but the fact of its 
being written), old age, youth and beauty, 
flowers and music; yes, it was nice, espe
cially the singing-but then that prayer. 

Well, good day, 
GEO. W. ROBLEY. 

763 
every opposing power and be strengthened 
with might in the inner man to do the Mas
ter's will. 

Our conference held with the saints of the 
Thurman branch, also Sunday school conven
tion, commencing October 27 and ending the 
30th, was a joyous time. The business was 
done in the unity of the Spirit. Preio.ching 
under the power of God and in much assur
ance, by Bishop Hilliard and I. M. Smith. 
Bro. Smith went out to Hamburg to dispense 
the word of life. He is the right man in the 
right place, laboring where the wisdom of 
the Spirit may dictate, to the best of his 
ability, and satisfactorily to all, both mem
bers an-d nonmembers. I stayed with Bro. 
Hilliard, assisting him at Plum Hollow, Mc
Paul, and in the Tabor branch during the 
following week. On Saturday, November 4, 
he went to.Shenandoah, where he put in five 
more of his rousing, practical sermons with 
telling effect. All were stirred up to a sense 
of duty. Re passed on to the Nodaway dis
trict, and the writer to Riverton and Ham
burg, in the interest of the work. Shall 
tarry here over Sunday, and on Monday, the 
16th inst., go to Bartlett to meet Bro. I. M. 
Smith, where we anticipate holding a series 
of meetings. 

We pray that the blessing of the Master 
may attend the labors of all his ministering 
servants to the salvation of many souls. 

Yours in the faith, 
HENRY KEMP. 

BROWNVILLE, Neb., Nov. 21. 
Editors Herald:-Arrangements were made 

for me to meet Rev. J. Anderson, of the
"Christian Church,'' at Brown ville, Ne
braska, October 24, in public debate, to ex· 
amine the following propositions:-

''Is the Reorganized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints in harmony with 
the teachings of Christ and his apostles in 

SHENANDOAH, Iowa, Nov. 12. faith, doctrine, organization, and practice?" 
Editors Herald:-We were at the reunion W. E. Peak, affirmative; J. Anderson, nega

at Woodbine five days; all seemed to enjoy tive. 
themselves hugely; preaching was excellent; "Is the Church of Christ, commonly known 
prayer meeting·s good; Sunday school work as the Christian Church, in harmony with 
hard to be excelled. We visited a short time the teaching of Christ and his apostles, in 
with the dear saints of the Galland's Grove faith, doctrine, organization, and practice?" 
branch; preached four times; some of those J. Anderson, affirmative; W. E. Peak, nega· 
old-time warriors and soldiers of the cross tive. 
are still strong in the faith and pressing to- We began according to agreement and de
ward -the mark of their high calling as best voted six sessions to each proposition. The 
they know. interest was good and the attendance large 

Spent one week with the saints at Cres- from the beginning. I felt well in present
cent, and had excellent liberty in breaking ing and c!lefending our positions. It was 
the bread of life to the saints and friends, readily perceived. that we had but few sym
and -rejoiced with them as in days of yore. , pathizers or friends in the audience at first, 
They seem to be alive to the interests of the but we gained from the start, till at the close 
work. of the twelve sessions it was clearly demon-

From there we passed on to Council Bluffs strated that far the majority of that vast 
and put in two Sundays and one week, crowd was in our favor. This was shown 
preaching and visiting the saints of that during some parleying which took place 
branch, some of whom we learned to love after the closing speeches, when I challenged 
and greatly respect over thirty years ago, any minister of their church to meet me in 
when with them we struggled together to debate on the same propositions anywhere in 
hold the banner of King Immanuel. We felt my mission. In a reply to this the members 
satisfied with the effort put forth. We were · of the Christian Church cheered their man, 
gladly received, kindly treated, and sent on and my reply brought cheers from the other 
our way rejoicing. May God bless the dear side of the house. This was kept up till all 
ones there and help them to triumph over seemingly cheered one side or the other. 
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Rev. Anderson is not posted, neither is he 
a debater; but he had a good supply of comic 
stories and by contorted features and hideous 
grins he succeeded in amusing-especially 
the boys-for awhile. But intelligent think
ing people soon tired of such apish actions, 
as the following from the Gi·anger, a county 
paper will show:-

greatly built up in the "most holy faith," I fied, known as the Reorganized Church of 
while the writer sees another evidence to Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints, is the 
·prove the truthfulness of the statement, "No ' Church of Jesus Christ and came into exist-

"The debate is still on, the last session of 
the twelve to close Thursday. As wt said 
last week, the gentlemen are both able men 
and good talkers, but we cannot add, fair in 
their arguments; or, rather, we will say that 
one of them is unfair. Elder Anderson, who 
represents the Christian people i.n debate, is 
a man possibly fifty years old, and is· a fluent 
and rapid talker, and has up to this ti.me of 
writing met his opponent only with ridicule 
and comic faces calculated to shift the drift 
and serious thought of his audience from any 
special biblical point his opponent had made. 
Although not in sympathy with Elder Peak's 
religious views, we can say this in his favor, 
that what to him must have been a trying or
deal, his deportment has been that of a Chris
tian gentleman throughout it all. He is a 
young man not t::> exceed thirty-two or three 
years with a finely shaped head [here the 
words are blotted for three or four lines as it 
is at the bottom of the column] shall say 
nothing of the religious views of either. We 
believe that every man has aright to his own 
doctrine, whether it seems right or wrong to 
us." 

The following appeared in the Brown
ville Sim, from the editor, and was copied in 
the Nemaha County Herald: "The religious 
debate closed Thursday evening, a large 
crowd listening to the closing arguments by 
Elders Peak and Anderson. The debate has 
been quite interesting, each gentleman hold
ing up his side of the argument to the best 
of his ability, but unprejudiced observers are 
inclined to think that Brother Anderson bit 
off a little .more than he could conveniently 
chew when he tackled Brother Peak. This 
is not saying Brother Peak had the best side 
to talk on, at all. But after all, what good 
was accomplished? Did either brother make 
any converts to the cause he represented? 
Were any souls drawn nearer 'w Christ? 
Did anyone resolve to lead a better life as a 
result of the debate? On the contrary, 
hasn't there been considerable bitterness and 

weapon that is formed against thee shall 
prosper." I was hoarse w ten I began the 
discussion, having been preaching- in a tent. 
While it bothered me some, I was enabled 
to go through all right, but concluded I had 
better go home and rest for a few days. I 
left on the 5th inst. and returned on the 17th 
and began a series of meetings. When the 
editor was requested to announce my return 
he did so in the following notice:--

"Elder W. E. Peak, the nice little preacher 
who made many friends while here, left for 
his home in Netawaka, Kansas. He will 
return November 17, and commence a series 
of meetings in the Latter Day Saints' church 
here. His appointments for Saturday even
ing and Sunday will be filled by Elder Cush
man." 

My meeting·s, since my return, have been 
better attended than before, and by some 
who never attended before. The M. E. min
isttr's wife attended my meeting last night 
and heartily indorsed my sermon on "The 
work of the Holy Spirit in the church." I do 
not desire from this that the brethren should 
conclude that I am apostatizing. For I as
sure you I presented our views straight. 
The few saints here are striving to keep the 
light of truth ehining, in a commendable 
way. May God bless their efforts and his 
work in every clime. 

Yours in gospel bonds, 
W. E. PEAK. 

F'l.'. BIDWELL, Cal., Nov. 16. 
Editors Herald:-Bro. F. B. Blair and I 

came to this place August l!. \/'>Te held a 
series of between forty and fifty meetings and 
baptized fifteen. Since then one of us, most 
of the time Bro. Blair, has preached on Sat
urday and Sunday evenings, the other being 
engaged in Warner Valley, Oregon, assisted 
by the former during the week. We have 
also held a prayer meeting here every Thurs .. 
day night. The valley ment;ioned is only 
twenty-three miles from here but is in an
other State. Nevertheless, we occupied at 
two points therein. Brn. Holt and Chase 
cannot any more say there are only two mis
sionaries i.n that State. 

Just before we came here we held a few 
ill-feelings engendered between members of meetings at Lake City, California, a little 
the rival denominations? On the whole, town near by. While there the Baptists 
isn't a preacher in mighty poor business asked me if I would meet their favorite 
when he engages in a 'religious' debate? ff preacher, one Elder Simmons, in debate. I 
I were the Devil, we'd encourage them. At consented. Propositions were also presented 
the close of the debate, Eider Peak chal- which I accepted, but when their preacher 
lenged any minister of the Christian Church was consulted he i;;uggested other proposi~ 
to a debate on the same propositions, any- tions and wanted the debate held here. I 
where in Southeastern Nebraska, any time agreed to his desire in regard to place, also 
between now and April 1, l!JOO, and Elder to his propositions, which are as follows:-
Anderson accepted the challenge." 1. The church with which I stand identi-

The challenge to Elder Anderson direct fied, known as the Landmark Bapt.ist 
was to meet in Auburn, Nebraska, in Decem- Church, is the church organized by Jesus 
ber; but he could not do this for several Christ, and has never lost its identity or suc
reasons. As to the good the debate has done cession: and its preachers are scripturally 
I am satisfied it has been quite a help to us. qualified admlnistratOl'S of the ordinances of 
We made a host of friends and our positions the Lord's house to the exclusion of all others. 
are better unilerstood and much prejudice is [ T. J. Simmons, afi'., A. C. Barmore, neg. 
removed. The saints were edified and 2. The church with which I stand identi-

ence through one of the Lord's prophets, Jo
seph Smith. A. C. Barmore, aff., T. J. 
Simmons, neg. 

The propositions as given above are not ex
actly as he wrote them, for I had to correct 
the wording. We ag-reed upon eight even.ing 
sessions, four for each proposition, each ses
sion to consist of four alternate half-hour 
speeches. The reader can easily see that I 
was limited as to time. 

The discussion began the evening of the 
7th inst., and closed the evening of the 14th. 
Instead of identifying his church with the 
church of the New Testament, my opponent 
started out with the assumption that the 
church Christ organized has been perpetu
ated, and then merely asserted repeatedly 
that the Landmark Baptist Church is that 
church. Anyone can easily see that my 
proposition requires that I show first that 
the church I represent is identical with the 
church of the first century, and second that 
Joseph Smith was inspired of God to give it 
or1grn. He objected to the way I started out 
on my affirmflti ve, claiming that Joseph 
Smith's prophetic mission was the only ques
tion at issue. Our chairman ruled in my 
favor, but he didn't regard the decision. On 
the second night he stated, "He is trying to 
conceal his prophet." Notwithstanding this 
he never tried to answer but two of my argu
ments on the second part of my proposition. 
He objected to my application of the parable 
of Matthew 20: 1-16 upon the plea that the 
hours were too long, but failed to sustain his 
position. He put off his answer to my argu
ment on Revelation 14: 6, 7 until his last 
speech. His effort in trying to meet it in
volved new matter and the chairman ruled 
him out of order. I consented to its introduc
tion if he would let me answer, which he 
would not do. 

Elder Simmons is not a debater, but does 
tolerably well as a quibbler. He relies upon 
rant, born bast, and misrepresentation instead 
of sound argument. He has like every other 
man his class, and would do fairly well 
among the people who inhabit the back
woods of Missouri, Indiana, Arkansas, or 
Tennessee, and succeeds elsewhere just to the 
extent that class of people is represented in 
his audience. The discussion will be re
peated at Lake City but they object to more 
than four evenings for both questions. The 
time is, I think, too short; but I suppose I'll 
have to agree to it. 

Bro. B. and I are expecting the arrival of 
Bro. T. W. Chatburn any time. All• goes 
well. In bonds, 

ALMA C. BARMORE. 

Said the leaves upon the branches, 
One sunny autumn day; 

"We've finished all our work, and now 
We can no longer stay; 

So our gowns of red and yellow, 
And our cloaks of sober brown 

Must be worn, before the frost comes 
And we go rustling- down. 

Marqaret .E. Sangster. 
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rue Succession In 
CHAPTER 8. 

MR. ROBERTS opens his eighth chapter as follows:-
LET us now proceed. to the proof that Joseph Smith, the 

prophet, did not take the keys of authority with him from the 
church, when he fell a martyr to the truth, but that said keys 
of authority remained with the church, more especially with 
the quorum of the Twelve. 

On March 8th, 1833, the I.;ord said to Joseph Smith: 
Verily, I say unto you, the keys of this kingdom shall never 

be taken from you, while thou art in the world, neither in the 
world to come; nevertheless, through you shall the oracles be 
given unto another; yea, even to the church! 

Joseph and Hyrum, then, did not take with them the 
"oracles" of God necessary to rnake the church efficient in 
accomplishing the work that God designed it to perform. 
Though the keys given to the prophet were never to be taken 
from him, either in this world or that which is to come
though·for ever he is to stand as the President of the great dis
pensation of the fullness of times-yet the keys of authority and 
power committed to his hands may be given to another, "even 
to the church," not to his posterity, mark you. 

This revelation makes it easy to believe that. there was inspi
ration in the declaration of Brigham Young, uttered when he 
heard for the first time of the martyrdom of Joseph and 
Hyrum. He was at Peterboro, N. H., when the sad intelligence 
reached him:-

The first thing that I thought of was whether Joseph had 
taken the keys of the kingdom with him from the earth. 
Brother Orson Pratt sat on my left, we were both leaning back 
in our chairs. Bringing my hand down on my knee, I said, the 
keys of tlie kingdom a?'e right hen ioith the ehureh.-Roberts, pp. 
93, 94. 

Why Mr. Roberts should be anxious to prove the nega
tive of that which we have not affirmed, we do not know; 
but we have not affirmed that Joseph took the keys of 
authority with him from the church. 

Mr. Roberts' explanation of the above quotation is not 
very clear, but he evidently confounds the words "keys" 
and "oracles," making them to have the same meaning. 
This is evidently erroneous. We give the definitions of 
the two words as defined by Webster:-

Key:-
1. An instrument by means of which the bolt of a lock is shot 

or drawn; usually, a removable metal instrument fitted to the 
mechanism of a particular lock and operated by turning in its 
place. 

2. An instrument which is turned like a key in fastening or 
adjusting any mechanism; as, a watch key; a bed key, etc. 

3. 'rhat part of an instrument or machine which serves as 
the means of operating it; as, a telegraph key; the keys of a 
pianoforte, or of a typewriter. 

4. A position or condition which affords entrance, control. or 
possession, etc.; as, the key of a line of defense; the key of a 
country; the key of a political situation. Hence, that which 
serves to unlock, open, discover, or solve something unknown 
or difficult; as, the key to a riddle; the key to a problem. 

Those who are accustomed to reason have got the true key of 
books. Locke. 

Who keeps the keys of all the creeds. · Tennyson. 
5. That part of a mechanism which serves to lock up, make 

fast, or adjust to position. 

Power of the keys (Eccl.), the authority claimed by the min
istry in some Christian churches to administer the discipline of 
the church, and to grant or withhold its privileges;-so called 
from the declaration of Christ, "I will give unto thee the keys 
of the kingdom of heaven." 1Watt. xvi. 19. 

Oracle:-
1. The answer of a god, or some person reputed to be a god, 

to an inquiry respecting some affair or future event, as the suc
cess of an enterprise or battle. 

vVhatso'er she saith, for oracles must stand. Drayton. 
2. Hence: The deity who was supposed to give the answer; 

also, the place where it was given. 
The oracles are dumb; 
No voice or hideous hum 

Runs through the arched roof in words deceiving. Milton. 
3. The communications, revelations, or messages delivered 

by God to the prophets; also, the entire sacred Scriptures-
usually in the plural. · 

Church Presidency .. 
The first principles of the oracles of God. Heb. v. 12. 

4. (Jewish Antiq.) The sanctuary, or Most Holy place in the 
temple; also, the temple itself. 1 Kings vi. 19. 

Siloa's brook, that fiow'd 
Fast by the m·acle of God. Milton. 

5. One who communicates a divine command; an angel; a 
prophet. 

God hath now sent his Jiving oracle 
Into the world to teach his final will. Milton. 

6. Any person reputed uncommonly wise; one whose deci
sions are regarded as of great authority; as, it literary oracle. 
"Oracles of mode." Tennyson. 

'rhe country rectors ... thought him an oracle on points of 
learning. Macaiilay. 

7. A wise sentence or decision of great authority. 

A careful inspection will convince the reader that no 
amount of straining will under any circumstances give 
them an equivalent meaning. A key is an instrument by 
which a person unlocks, while an oracle is that which is 
obtained by the unlocking; or in some cases may be 
applied to the person who uses the key. The above pas
sage being figurative, the "keys" evidently represent the 
authority, while the "oracles" mean the revelations of 
God received by him who holds the keys, and is to be 
understood in the same sense as the following:-

I give unto you my servant .Joseph, to be a presiding elder 
over all my church, to be a translator, a revelator, a seer, and 
prophet. I give unto him for counselors my servant Sidney 
I~igdon and my servant William Law, that these may consti
tute a quorum and first presidency, to receive the oracles for 
the whole church.-Doc. and Cov. 107:39. 

The evident meaning, then, of the passage in question is 
that Joseph held the authority to receive revelation and 
that through him the revelations thus received were to be 
given to the church. However, if we grant that the word 
"oracles" in this passage is to be applied to the persons 
who deliver the revelations of God to the people, then it 
follows from the language, ''through you shall the oracles be 
given to another; yea, even unto the chiirch," that Joseph 
Smith was to appoint his successor and through him his 
successor was to be presented to the church, thus sustain
ing our contention that Joseph Smith was to appoint his 
successor. 

Further, if we were to admit Mr. Roberts' claim, illog
ical and untenable as it is, that "oracles" and "keys" are 
synonymous, and that the word "oracles" in this revela
tion refers to the keys of authority delivered to the 
Twelve, still the issue between us is not settled; for that 
part of the paragraph which Mr. Roberts does not quote 
administers a solemn warning unto those who "receive the 
oracles of God." It reads as follows:-

And all they who receive the oracles of God, let them beware 
how they hold them, lest they are accounted as a light thing, 
and are brought under condemnation thereby; and stumble and 
fall, when the storms descend, and the winds blow, and the 
rains descend, and beat upon their house.-Doc. and Cov. 87: 2. 

Then, whatever the "oracles" may be, God's· approval of 
those receiving them depends upon how they hold them. 
So that in any event, and upon the basis of any interpreta
tion, the issue still rests upon what was done, and lww i't was 
done. We propose to hold these gentlemen to this issue 
and to demand that they answer for their acts. 

Mr. Roberts next introduces the revelation of P. P. 
Pratt, which we have noticed on page 75; but there is 
nothing in it to help his case. As we have shown, there 
are two points in it that are against the people he repre
sents; viz.: the necessity of reorganization, and the dis
couragement plainly given to fleeing into the wilderness 
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and desert., The only comfort he can possibly get out of 
it is that the Twelve are recognized, and the reorganiza
tion was to be postponed until they returned. This we do 
not object to. We think they should have been respected 
and their proper authority recognized, and that it would 
have been decidedly improper to take any steps towards a 
reorganization before their return; but this does not carry 
with it the approval of what they did after their return. 

After some immaterial wanderings Mr. Roberts ap
proaches the point as follows:-

It now remains for me to prove that the prophet Joseph did 
give the "oracles to another"-and that they remained with 
the church. 

On the 7th of August, 1844, at a meeting of the 'l'welve Apos
tles, high council of the Nauvoo stake, and high priests, held 
in the Seventies' Hall. in a speech following one made by Sid
ney Rigdon, Brigham Young, speaking of the Twelve, said: 

Joseph conferred upon our heads all the keys and powers 
belonging to the apostleship which he himself held before he 
was taken away, and no man or set of men can get between 
Joseph and the Twelve in this world or the world to come. 
How often has Joseph said to the 'l'welve, "I have laid the 
foundation and you must build thereon, for upon your shoul
ders the kingdom rests." 

Upon this statement of Brigham Young, quoted from 
the doubtful authority of Millennial Star, volume 25, and 
supposedly supported by the testimony of others, Mr. 
Roberts bases his case that Joseph Smith conferred all the 
keys held by himself upon the Twelve. If such an occur
rence ever transpired it is impossible to determine by the 
testimony of the witnesses just what Joseph did say on the 
occasion. Evidently they do n:ot remember, as no two of 
them give the same words, and where any one of them 
speaks twice he fails to reproduce the same language. 

That the reader may compare them we reproduce such 
of them as we have at hand. We have one above from 
Brigham Young; here is another:-

Joseph told the Twelve, the year before he died, "there is 
not one key or power to be bestowed on this church to lead the 
people into the celestial gate but I have given you, showecl you, 
and talked it over to you; the kingdom is set up, and you have 
the perfect pattern, and you can go and build up the kingdom, 
and go in at the celestial gate, taking your train with you."
Millennial Star, Vol. 10, p. 115. 

Parley P. Pratt renders it as follows:-
"I know not why; but for some reason I am constrained to 

hasten my preparations, and to confer upon the Twelve all the 
ordinances, keys, covenants, endowments, and sealing ordi
nances of the priesthood, and so set before them a pattern in 
all things pertaining to the sanctuary and the .endowment 
therein."-JYiillennial Sta1·, Vol. 5, p. 151. 

Orson Hyde's version is as follows:-
Brother .Joseph said some time before he was murdered, "If I 

am taken away, upon you, the Twelve, will rest the responsi
bility of leading this people, and do not be bluffed off by any 
man. Go forward in the path of your duty though you walk 
into death. If you will be bold and maintain yortr gronnd the 
great God will sustain you."-Times and Seasons, Vol. 5, p. 650. 

Wilford Woodruff has spoken of this several times, but 
not using the same language twice. Here are some of his 
statements:-

Or has the Prophet Joseph found Elder Rigdon in his coun
cils when he organized the quorum of the Twelve, a few 
months before his death, to prepare them for the endowment? 
And when they received their endowment, and actually 
received the keys of the kingdom of God, and oracles of God, 
keys of revelation, and the pattern of heavenly things; and 
thus addressing the Twelve, exclaimed, "Upon your shoulders 
the kingdom rests, and you must round up your shoulders, and 
hear it; for I have had to do it until now. But now the respon
sibility rests upon you. It mattereth not what becomes of 
me.''-Times and Seasons, Vol. 5, p. 698. 

This was in 1844, but the language was not strong 
enough to answer the purpose in 1892, so Mr. Woodruff 
,gives it as follows:-

! remember the last speech that he ever gave us before his 
death. It was before we started upon our mission to the East. 
He stood upon his feet some three hours. The room was filled as 

with consuming fire, his face was as clear as amber, and he was 
clothed upon by the power of God. He laid before us our duty. 
He laid before us the fullness of this great work of God; and in 
his remarks to us he said: "I have-had sealed upon my head 
every key, every power, every principle of life and salvation 
that God has ever given to any man who ever lived upon the 
face of the earth. And these principles and this Priesthood 
and power belong to this great and last dispensation which the 
God of Heaven has set His hand to establish in the earth." 
"Now," said he addressing the Twelve, "I have sealed upon 
your heads every key, every power, and every principle which 
the Lord has sealed upon my head." Continuing, he said, "I 
have lived so long-up to the present time-I have been in the 
midst of this people, and in the great work and labor of redemp
tion. I have desired to live to see this Temple [at Nauvoo] 
built. But I shall never live to see it completed; but you will." 
... [If he said this the prophecy failed. Not one of the then 
Twelve lived to see it completed.-H. C. S.] 

After addressing us in this manner he said: "I tell you the 
burden of this kingdom now rests upon your shoulders; you have 
got to bear it off in all the world, and if you don't do it you 
will be damned."-Roberts, pp. ll8, 119. 

In April, 1898, Mr. Woodruff is reported as quoting 
Joseph Smith, as follows:~ 

You Apostles of the I.amb of God have been chosen to carry 
out the purposes of the I~ord upon the earth. Now, I have 
received, as the Prophet, Seer and Revelator, standing at the 
head of this dispensation, every key, every ordinance, every 
principle and every Priesthood that belongs to the last dispensa
tion and fulness of times. And I have sealed all these things 
upon your heads. Now, you Apostles, if you do not rise up 
and bear off this kingom, as I have given it to you, you will be 
damned.-Penrose, p. 23. 

Examine these several statements carefully, and one 
thing will be very evident; viz., that we are not sure that 
we have the words of Joseph Smith, for the language is 
not given twice alike. If we have his words, tell us in 
which statement they are, that we may consider it. 
Another point we notice; that is, that the further we get 
from the time spoken of the stronger is the language used. 
This looks suspicious, manifesting as it does a disposition 
upon the part of the witnesses to exaggerate, which grew 
upon them with time. Brigham Young first speaks of 
that which was bestowed being the keys of the "apostle
ship." Later he mentions it as the keys to lead into the 
celestial gate. 

Elder Pratt says nothing of keys or leadership. 
Elder Hyde is a little more modest than Brigham; he 

does not say a word about keys, but simply that the 
responsibility to lead was upon them. 

In 1844 Elder Woodruff speaks freely of keys in his pre
lude, but does not quote Joseph as using the word, but 
simply that the responsibility of the kingdom rests upon 
the shoulders of the Twelve. 

None of these testimonies is inconsistent with our posi
tion. But when this growing tendency to exaggerate 
manifested itself in 1892, how was it? Then it was made 
to appear that Joseph bestowed upon the Twelve every 
key, power, and principle which he (Joseph) had held. 
Yet this is too indefinite for the purpose, in 1898, and 
hence it is stated that every key, ordinance, principle, and 
priesthood belonging to the last dispensation, and which 
Joseph Smith held as Prophet, Seer, and Revelator, was 
bestowed upon the Twelve. This story has not lost any
thing; but if any man can tell what Joseph Smith said 
upon that occasion, let him come forward with it and we 
will give it respectful consideration. 

In the meantime we will concede the probability that 
Joseph Smith told the Twelve that the responsibility of 
the work would rest upon them, and that by the legitimate 
exercise of the authority vested in them the people could 
be led into the celestial gates; but if so it would not justify 
them in assuming to act outside the duty of their calling 
as defined in the law. 

Further, if in addition to the duty of the Twelve, as 
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defined in the law, Joseph bestowed upon them as a quorum 
all the priesthood, power, and authority of the First :Presi
dency, what need had they for a First Presidency? And 
what advantage was gained to the church by the forming 
of a First Presidency in 1847, and upon three different 
occasions since? 

Mr. Roberts then introduces a statement from William 
Marks to the effect that he had been convinced that "the 
Twelve were the proper persons to lead the church." Sup
pose he did so state. He may have been mistaken. 
Again, his indorsement of their being the proper ones was 
not an indorsement of their subsequent acts as leaders. 

We do not affirm that Elder William Marks never erred; 
according to the prediction made of him by Joseph Smith, 
published by the Utah people themselves, the enemy was 
seemingly to gain some advantage over him, but he was 
finally to overcome because the hand of the Lord would be 
on his behalf. Here is the passage:-

! would just say to brother Marks, that I saw in a vision 
while on the road, that whereas he was closely pursued by an 
innumerable concourse of enemies, and as they pressed upon 
him hard, as if they were a])out to devour him, and had seem
ingly obtained some degree of advantage over him, but about 
this time a chariot of fire came, and near the place, even the 
Angel of the Lord put forth his hand unto brother Marks, and 
said unto him, "Thou art my son, come here," and immediately 
he was caught up in the chariot, and rode away triumphantly 
out of their midst. And again the Lord said, I will raise thee 
up for a blessing unto many people. Now the particulars of 
this whole matter cannot be written at this time, but the vision 
was evidently given to me that I might know that the hand of 
the Lord would be on his behalf.-.iYiillennial Star, Vol. 16, p. 
131. . 

Will our opponents explain from their standpoint in 
what way God raised up William Marks to become "a 

·blessing unto many people"? 
Mr. Roberts exclaims as a climax:-
Since the church has never been disorganized, any organiza

tion claiming to be .the "Reorganized church of .T esus Christ of 
Latter-day Saints" is a counterfeit, and writes fraud in the 
very title of it.-Roberts, p. 99. 

To this we simply reply by a counter assertion, for 
which we have laid the foundation, and say: "Since the 
church has" "been disorganized, any Latter Day Saint 
organization" not "claiming to be the 'Reorganized Church 
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints' is a counterfeit, and 
writes fraud in the very title of it." 

CHAPTER 9. 

MR. ROBERTS opens his ninth chapter with the following 
declaration:-

THERE is yet another line of evidence to be adduced in 
support of the great truth that the church has never been 
disorganized in this dispensation, and therefore has never stood 
in need of a "reorganization." That evidence is based upon 
the favor and blessing of God which has followed the church of 
Christ led by the Twelve Apostles from Nauvoo, and their suc
cessors in the leadership of the church.-Roberts, p. 100. 

This opens the real issue, and most cheerfully do we meet 
it. By way of preliminary, however, we suggest that Mr. 
Roberts is unfortunate in having to represent a people on 
this issue who have conceded the necessity of a reorganiza
tion. This we have already shown from the purported 
revelation of Parley P. Pratt. (Seep. 75.) 

In addition to that we present a statement from a Gen
eral Epistle of the Quorum of Twelve, written at Winter 
Quarters, Omaha Nation, December 23, 1847, and signed 
by Brigham Young, President, and Willard Richards, 
Clerk, as follows:-

Since the murder of President Joseph Smith, many false 
prophets and false teachers have arisen, and tried to dece.ive 
many, during which time we have mostly tarried with the body 
of the Church, or been seeking a new location, leaving those 
prophets and teachers to run their race undisturbed, who have 

died natural deaths, or committed suicides; and we now, hav
ing it in contemplation soon to reorganize the Church accord
ing to the original pattern, with a First Presidency and 
Patriarch, feel that it will be the privilege of the Twelve, ere 
long, to spread abroad among the nations, not to hinder the 
gathering, but to preach the gospel, and push the people, the 
honest in heart, together from the four quarters of the earth.
Millennial Star, Vol: 10, p. 86. 

Mr. Roberts tries to dispose of this by asserting that it 
was the First Presidency that was to be reorganized, and 
not the church. 

We can afford to leave this with simply placing the exact 
language upon record. The language cannot possibly be 
distorted to make the reorganization apply to the First 
Presidency alone; but it is clear and explicit, "reorganfae 
the Clmrch according to the original pattern, with a First 
Presidency and Patriarch." 

Again, according to Mr. Roberts' own interpretation 
how can he escape connecting the Patriarch with the First 
Presidency, instead of limiting it to the Presidency? 

But that we may not seem to· misrepresent Mr. Roberts 
we append his comment, that the readers may see him and 
his methods in their true light:-

.Tosephites try to make it appear from a statement in the gen
eral epistle of the Twelve issued in 1847, to the effect that they 
were about to "reorgani;r,e" the church with a President and 
two counselors, that. President Brigham Young and his associ
ates considered the church disorganized, (see discourse by 
Alexander H. Smith, The Saints' Heralcl supplement of June 
24th, 1893.) But it will be observed tha~ the reorganization 
contemplated in the epistle of the 'rwelve is limited to reor
ganizing the First Presidency, the only quorum that was disor
ganized.-I<'ootnote, p. 100. 

We are now ready to consider in their order Mr. Rob
erts' specifications in support of his theory that God's 
favor and blessing have followed the church which he rep
resents. He says:-

The first thing to be considered as indicating the favor of 
God which attended the church under the Presidency of the 
Twelve Apostles, is the fact that the church was held together 
through that trying period immectiately following the martyr
dom of the prophets .Joseph and Hyrum. 

If this were true it would not be sufficient proof of God's 
approval, as many corrupt organizations are held together 
under trying circumstances. But let us inquire how much 
trnth there is in the assertion that the church was held 
together. We do not know just how many held to that 
organization, but they cannot claim more than their 
Church Historian and Recorder, Mr. Richards', estimate 
of the entire number of the church at the -time, less the 
thousands who followed Rigdon, Strang, William Smith, 
and others. He says:-

The nearest we can approximate the number was about 
26,000 to 27,000 souls. 

(See his letter, p. 59.) 
In making his estimate Mr. Richards would add to the 

number they had with them a fair estimate for those who 
followed other leaders; so their number must have been 
several thousand less than the above figures. To be 
exceedingly liberal we will say they had twenty thousand. 
What proportion was that of the whole? Joseph Smith's 
estimate in 1844 was 150,000. (See answer to Richards, 
p. 60.) 

Wilford Woodruff, in April, 1845, reported the number 
of.saints in America alone to be above one hundred thoiisand. 
This estimate would not be far from Joseph Smith's, who 
included the whole church. The following is the report of 
Mr. Woodruff:-

Elder Wilford Woodruff then rose to represent his confer
ence, to which he had pledged himself at an early part of the 
day. He said that he represented about twenty-eight states of 
the American Union, above one hundred thousand saints, a 
quorum of twelve apostles, the various quorums in the stakes 
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of Zion, fifteen quorums of the seventies, a conference with two 
temples of the Lord, one long ago completed, and one· fast has
tening to its completiou.-J1fillennial Star, Vol. 5, pp. 170, 171. 

So they held together about two fifteenths of the entire 
church. And we are asked to accept this as an evidence 
of God's favor! 

His next reason for adopting his conclusion he gives in 
the following:-

Thus trusted by the saints the Twelve went on building upon 
the foundation laid by the prophet Joseph. They took steps to 
push the building up of Nauvoo, but their chief interest and 
their most strenuous efforts centered in completing the Temple 
and Nauvoo House.-Roberts, p. 101. 

In all this they failed, neither building Nauvoo, nor the 
Temple, nor the Nauvoo House to completion, as we have 
shown. Surely this is not an evidence of God's favor. 

After making the assertion regarding the temple, which 
we have before noticed, Mr. Roberts continues:-

This accomplished, and mobocracy again raising its horrid 
front, to plague the church, the 'l'welve turned their faces 
towards the west; for they remembered that Joseph himself had 
prophesied that the saints would yet be driven to the Rocky 
Mountains, and there become a mighty people. - Roberts, 
p. 102. 

In connection with this he explains in a footnote as fol
lows:-

Under date of August 6th, 1842, Joseph writes in his history: 
"l prophesied that the saints would continue to suffer much 
affliction, and would be driven to the Rocky Mountains, many 
would apostati:r,e, ot,hers would be put to death by our perse
cutors, or lose their lives in consequence of exposure or disease, 
and some of you will live to go and assist in making settle
ments and bnild cities, and see them become a mighty people 
in the midst of the Rocky Mountains." 

Mr. Roberts gives us no citation to aid us in finding a 
record of this purported revelation. For years they have 
been referring to such a prediction, but those using it 
either did not know or would not tell where it could be 
found. We have repeatedly asked that they produce it, 
but the only version of that prophecy that we have seen is 
found in the Biography of Anson Call published in the 
"History of Northern Utah and Southern Idaho," Vol. 
2, by Tullidge. It is a little lengthy, but as so much has 
been said about this purported prediction we quote it in 
full as given by Mr. Call, an accredited minister of the 
church which Mr. Roberts represents. The Historian 
says:-

On the 14th of Jnly, 1843, with quite a number of his breth
ren, he crossed the Mississippi River to the town of Montrose, 
to be present at the installment of the masonic lodge of t.he 
"Rising Sun." A block school house had been prepared with 
shade in front, under which was a barrel of ice water. Judge 
George Adams was the highest masonic authority in the state 
of Illinois and had been sent there to organize this lodge. He, 
Hyrum Smith and J. C. Bennett, being high Masons, went into 
the house to perform some ceremonies which the others were 
not entitled to witness. These, including Joseph Smith re
mained under the bowery. Joseph, as he was tasting the cold 
water, warned the brethren not to be too.free with it. With 
the tumbler still in his hand he prophesied that the Saints 
would.yet go to the Rocky Mountains; and, said he, this water 
tastes much lilrn that of the crystal streams that are running 
from the snow capped mountains. We will let Mr. Call 
describe this prophetic scene: "l had before seen him in a 
vision and now saw while he was talking his countenance 
change to white; not the deadly white of a bloodless face, but a 
living brilliant white. He seemed absorbed in gazing at some
thing at a great distance and §aid I am gazing upon the valleys 
of those mountains." This was followed by a vivid description 
of the scenery of these mountains as I have since become 
acquainted with it. Pointing to Shadrach Roundy and others, 
he said, "There are some men here who shall do a great work 
in that land." Pointing to me he said, "There is.Anson, he 
shall go and shall assist in building cities from one end of the 
conn try to the other, and you," rather extending the idea to all 
those he had spoken of, "shall perform as great a work as has 
been done by man, so that the nations of the earth shall be 
astonished and many of them will be gathered in that land and 
assist in building cities and temples, and Israel shall be made 
to rejoice." 

''It is impossible to represent in words this scene which is 

still vivid in my mind, of the grandenr of Joseph's appearance, 
his beautiful descriptions of this land, and his wonderful pro
phetic utterances as they emanated from the glorious inspira
tions that overshadowed him. There was a force and power 
in his exclamations of which the following is but a faint echo. 
'Oh the beauty of those snow capped mountains. The cool 
refreshing streams that are running down through those moun
tain gorges." Then gazing in another direction, as if there 
was a change and locality: "Oh the scenes that this people 
will pass through! 'l'he dead that will lay between here and 
there." Then, turning in another direction as if the scene 
had again changed; "Oh the apostasy that will take phtce 
before my brethren reach that land!" But he continued, "The 
priesthood shall prevail over all its enemies, triumph over the 
devil and be established upon the earth never more to be 
thrown down." He then charged us with great force and 
power, to be faithful in those things that had been and should 
be committed to onr charge, with the promise of all the bless
ings that the priesthood could bestow. "Remember these 
things and treasure them np, Amen. "-Biographical Supple
ment, pp. 271, 272. 

It will be observed that the date given by Mr. Roberts 
and that given in this sketch do not agree, but evidently 
the same prediction is referred to. There is not a material 
point in this prediction that conflicts with our position. 
We concede that they went to the Rocky Mountains and 
did a great work in that land; that Mr. Roundy and Mr. 
Call assisted in that work; that the nations of the earth 
were astonished, and from the nations of the earth men 
gathered there to assist; and we have urged and do urge 
that there was a great apostasy before they reached that 
land. We believe that the priesthood will prevail over its 
enemies and triumph over the Devil; and that Joseph's 
exhortation to be faithful was timely and appropriate. 
The fulfillment of this prediction, if prediction it was, is 
to the credit of the Prophet, but no credit attaches to 
those who fulfilled the prophecy; for there is not a word in 
it to indicate that God had any more to do with their going 
to the Rocky Mountains, or with the work they did there, 
than he had with the apostasy that took place before they 
reached there. 

Further, whether Joseph Smith predicted that they 
would go or not, it is evident that he did not approve of 
their going, or at least had not appointed that the church 
should locate in the West, for on June 23, 1844, four days 
before his death he wrote his wife:-

1 do not know where I shall go or what I shall do, but shall if 
possible endeavor to get to the city of Washington.-Church 
History, Vol. 2, p. 770. 

According to the purported revelation through Parley 
P. Pratt, God's instruction was for them not to fly to the 
wilderness and desert, but to stay in Nauvoo. (Seep. 75.) 
Evidence can be produced in abundance that it was the 
intention of the leaders after the death of Joseph to remain 
and build up Nauvoo; but one statement from Elder 
Parley P. Pratt will be sufficient for the purpose of this 
work. In an epistle addressed "To the Saints in the 
Eastern States,'' and dated July 20, 1846, over two years 
aft,er the death of the Prophet, Elder Pratt writes:-

Yes, my friends, think it not strange, rf before ten years roll 
round, Nauvoo is the largest and most wealthy city in America, 
diffusing wealth, com fort, peace and knowledge through all 
parts of the West, and more or less to the whole wor.ld. 

Think it not strange if a million of industrious Saints are 
congregated in that and the neighbouring cities, all acting in 
union, with one heart and mind, while every market in the 
world is supplied more or less with the productions of their 
skill and industry. 

Think it not strange if kings, princes, nobles and great men 
come there. with' their rich presents in the name of the J,ord, 
and to his sanctuary to seek knowledge, and to receive endow
ment and salvation, for themselves and their dead.-J1fillennial 
Star, Vol. 6, p. 92. · 

Had it been decreed before Joseph's death that the body 
of the church should be removed to a location in the Rocky 
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Mountains, would Mr. Pratt have written thus, more than 
two years afterward? 

Certainly not. Then we cannot accept the fact of their 
being "driven to the Rocky Mountains," even though 
Joseph predicted it, as an evidence of God's approval. 
They had been warned through the Prophet that if they 
did not build the temple in due time they might share the 
same fate that had befallen them in Missouri (seep. 72); 
and now when the truth of that warning has been realized 
we are asked to accept it as an evidence of God's approval. 
Strange philosophy! 

then the word "mountains" means kingdoms, and the plain, 
simple, and we believe correct rendering of the passage 
would be that God would establish his kingdom among the 
kingdoms of the world. 

. In support of his interpretation of the above prophecy 
Mr. Roberts introduces the following:-

But if Mr. Roberts insists on interpreting the word 
"mountains" in the passage to mean literal mountains, to 
be consistent he should interpret "mountain" to be literal 
and have God raising a mountain of earth and stone upon 
the top of the Rocky Mountains. Perhaps we can assist 
Mr. Roberts a little here. We suggest that a more con
sistent interpretation than his would be to apply the word 
"mountain" to those piles of rock which the Mormons 
erectea on the Rocky Mountains to push down on the 
United States army as it passed. Isaiah, too, long centuries before this time, had declared that 

it ~hould come to pass 
In the last days, that the mountain of the Lord's house shall 

be established in the top of the mountains, and shall be exalted 
above the hills; and all nations shall flow unto it.-Roberts, p. 
102. 

But, seriously, this passage does not in its main features 
apply to the American Continent. The verse preceding 
the one which Mr. Roberts quotes reads:-

Mr. Roberts is careful not to comment much upon this 
passage; but to make it apply as his context indicates he 
must give it a strained interpretation. He must make the 
word "mountain" to mean the church or kingdom of God; 
but its plural "mountains" to mean literal elevations of the 
earth's surface. If the word "mountain" means ldngdoin 

The word that Isaiah the son of Amoz saw concerning Judah 
and J erusalem.-Isaiah 2: 1. 

MisGBllansous Ileparfment. 
PASTORAL. 

To the Saints in Nauvoo District, Greet
ing:-! presume all have seen by the Herald 
ere this my appointment to labor in the De
catur distl'ict; also, of the notice that I would 
still retain charge of the Nauvoo district un
til further arrangements could be made. 
While I have not been in the district in per
son the last three weeks or more, I have been 
keeping a close watch and doing considerable 
corresponding and assisting in several places. 
I hope the saints will still try to do all they 
can to forward the work, and when anything 
takes place I should know of, write me at 
Lamoni, and it wiil be forwarded to me. 

As was announced, Bro. Roth will do what 
he can in the district until permanent ar
rangements are mad~. Thus far he has been 
confined at home, owing to the sickness of his 
son, we are informed, but hope may soon be 
with you. 

Bro. Snively has recovered sufficiently to 
again be in the field, began his work at Du
mas, Missouri, thence Saint Francisville, and 
will probably, if his health will permit, work 
the south end of the district, and then on up 
north to our district conference. 

Bro. Evans, you understand, is located at 
Burlington, as the objective point; but, for 
the good of the work, necessity has caused us 
to draw on the patience of the Burlington 
saints, and send him down to New Canton, 
and meet a couple pf_ Brighamite elders in 
discussion, unless they yet fly the track after 
they have agreed to meet us in public debate. 
Will inform you later. 

A word to the local brethren: Let me urge 
you to do all in your power to spread this 
great cause; you know the district is large, 
laborers few, and lots of work to be done. 
Many calls for preaching that can't be filled 
as one would like. Don't think you can't do 

Well may Mr. Roberts exclaim in the language of Bishop 
Warburton, 

Orthodoxy, my lord, is my doxy; and heterodoxy is some 
other man's doxy!·-Roberts, p. 75. 

anything; go in faith, with a humble prayer 
in your heart, and if you have been living 
right, and the necessity demands, God will 
make you strong. Any desiring preaching in 
their neighborhood, address me here, stating 
the conditions, why they ask, etc., and we 
will do the best we can for you with the help 
at hand. 

I hope and trust the saints won't forget to 
aid the missionaries, from time to time as 
they visit them, with the necessary clothing, 
means to get from place, etc. Be wise in 
this matter, and not because one is not as 
good a preacher as another, or you don't like 
him as well, withhold your means and give 
to the one you like best. Remember they 
are all God's servants, and doing his work in 
their own individual way. We all have our 
faults. 

If all goes well, I will be at our conference 
at Mentrose, Iowa, the third Saturday and 
Sunday in February. I hope to meet a large 
representation of saints there. Come out, 
saints; I want to meet you all and clasp hands 
once more, as this will probably end my 
charge of the district. Let us come together 
prepared with the Spirit of God in our hearts, 
and I am sure we will have a good time. 

As ever your brother in bonds, 
F. M. WELD. 

NOTICES. 
To saints of Northern and Eastern Michi

gan Districts; Dear Brethren: Inasmuch as 
you are aware that about two years ago we 
were shut out of a certain schoolhouse in 
Michigan, and that suit was entered against 
said school district; and whereas the judge 
of Circuit Court claimed he had no jurisdic
tion in said case, but at the same time 
claimed that in his opinion the majority in 
any school district had a right to exclude any 
denomination they wished, etc. Believing 
this to be unjust, we thought wise to make 
an appeal to the supreme Court of the sta,te 

('l'o be continued.) 

for a hearing in the case, and our action was 
sustained by the conference in each district, 
and you also voted to assist in carrying it 
out, by raising the necessary means for that 
purpose. 

Now, dear brethren, we have gone as far as 
we can, and have properly placed it before 
the courts, and have expended about $50, and 
now ask that you make up and send that 
amount to J. J. Cornish, Reed City, Michi
gan, between now and the 20th of December, 
each branch doing its part, which is not 
much for each branch, and we think we will 
not need to make another call. Should any 
more be sent than needed, it will be credited 
to you by your Bishop's agent. 

J. J. CORNISH, Pres. 
c. B. JOICE, Sec. 

TWO-DAYS' MEETINGS. 
Two-days' meeting will be held in the 

saints' chapel, Galland's Grove, Iowa, Satur
day and Sunday, December 17 and 18, com
mencing on Saturday at eleven a. m., in 
charge of Elders Charles Derry and C. E. 
Butterworth. A cordial invitation is ex
tended to all. 

c. E. BUTTERWORTH, Dlst. Pres. 

BORN. 
ANDERSON.-George Edmond, son of Bro. 

H. S. and Sr. Lily Anderson, born at Elston, 
Ringgold County, Iowa, September 12, 1898. 
Blessed at Elston, Iowa, October 30, by Elders 
H. N. Snively and C. J. Anderson. 

BROWN.-At Lamoni, Iowa, June 21, 1898, 
to Bro. George V. and Sr. Victoria Brown, a 
daughter, named LaJune Frances. Blessed 
October 30, by Elders Robt. M. Elvin and E. 
R. Dewsnup. 

GoODE.-Born to Joseph and Carrie Goode, 
of Tabor, Iowa, August 26, a daughter. 
Blessed November 4, by Elders George H. 
Hilliard and Henry l{emp, and n;J.mec,l Ruby 
Alleta,. 
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LIST OF RECEIPTS - GRACELAND COLLEGE. 
LIST OF RECEIPTS, CONSISTING OF 10 CENT OFFERINGS, $1 OFFERINGS, GENERAL SUBSCRIPTIONS 

AND REAL ESTATE SAf..ES FOR BENEFIT OF GRACELAND COLLEGE SINCE APRIL 1, 1898. 

This does not include donations for running expenses of 
college under charge of special committee. 

In all cases where there appears a mistake in amount or 
name herein, please notify the undersigned at once and 
oblige. 

We are thankful to the saints and friends for the aid fur
nished and readiness with which so many have given to aid 
this institution of learning. When we consider the bless
ing this is to be t.o the young men and women who need a 
higher and better education than can be had in the public 
schools, nor well attained in other institutions under such 
safeguards as may be in Graceland College in a moral and 
spiritual way, it is a question if there is anything else where 
persons may do more real good to humanity and the church 
by giving to it a part of their means than this new college 
now in its first years, a time when all institutions of the 
kind are in need of friends and aid. 

A goodly list of names are here presented, but the name 
of every member and friend should be enrolled upon the 
record, either in helping in the 10 cent offering fund or the 
$1 and upward subscription. 

Look over the subscription list and if your name is not on 
this please send it in at once. Do not be mislead with the 
thought that but few in the church will be tenefited by this 
college. If but one fiftieth part or less of the young men 
and women of the church should receive culture and train
ing here, their work and association among others will dis-

seminate in a great degree its blessings to all. The selfish 
spirit that is manifest sometimes touching a work like this 
is like the spirit of selfishness when found elsewhere from 
the wrong source. 

The doctrine affirmed by the apostle concerning the work
ings of the church development that, where "one member 
be honored, all the members rejoice with it,'' has no finer ap
plication than in the general diffusion of knowledge through 
educational influences. By a faithful and united effort in an 
educational way much wisdom will come to the entire body, 
and this is our great work. The wise man truly said, "Wis
dom is the principal thing; therefore get wisdom: and with 
all thy getting get understanding." 

Let us hear from you and send your help in whatever way 
you may select. 

1st, Subscription, $1 and upwards. 
2d, Purchase of a lot, $100 to $200. 
3q, Purchase of scholarship to aid some pooe boy or girl 

whom you may greatly bless by paying tuition or taking 
scholarship, $10 to $100. 

Let us hear from you in time for .January published list, 
1899. Very respectfully submitted, 

E. L. KELLEY, 
G. H. HILLIARD, 
E. A. BLAKESLEE, 

LuwN1, Iowa, Nov. 24, 1898. Committee. 

TEN CIJ]NT OFFERINGS Woodbine ............... 1 00 New Bedford .................... 310 InmanEvanelia S. S ........ 1 00 Minnesota 
FURNISHED BY Union Center ........... 8 60 Brockton.......................... 40 Meadow Grove ................. 1 25 R. C. Moody..................... 10 

BRANCHES. Magnolia .................. 2 EO Michigan. New Jersey. Washington. 
California. Little Sionx..... .. . . .10 Oil Boyne City....................... 80 Hornerstown..................... 30 N. C. Enge....................... 40 

Oakland .................. 4 55 Mo'ldamin Sunday school J 10 Central Lake .................... 1 45 New York. California. 
Perris.................... 60 Defiance Sunday school.. 2 40 Kingsley ........................... 2 86 East Aurora..................... 10 Mrs M. Lightowler .......... 50 
San Francisco ............ 2 35 Logan ..................... 2 50 Hersey .............................. 1 00 Stanards........................... 30 8arahAshman........... ...... 50 
Santa Cruz. .. .... .... .. . 85 New London ............ l 011 Galien ............................. 10 35 Brooklyn .......................... 1 00 H. B Root and wife......... 20 
Linden . . . . . . .. .. .... •. . 10 Centerville................ 73 Carsonville ...................... I 00 North Dakota. ,J. H. Brown....... .... ......... 50 
Calistoga.............. .. lll Dow City ................ 2 60 Evergreen ........................ 1 00 Star of Hope ................. .-.. 2 00 Massachusetts. 
Dos Polos ................ 2 35 Hazel Dell ................ 3 75 Mancelona ....................... 25 Ohio. D. F. Coombs................... 20 
Lookout.................. 10 North Star ............... 3 75 South Boardman ............... 3 30 Syracuse........................... 20 Nebraska. 
Quartz............... .. 70 Fontanelle .............. 1 20 Coleman ........................ 1 65 Liberty ............................. 1 00 J.E. Butts for another...... 20 
8anta Marie .....•........ 1 20 Galland's Grove ...... : ... 2~ 2ti Gaylord ............................ 2 00 Graysville ........................ 50 J. L. Detrick ..................... 75 
San Bernardino .......... 1 95 Panama Ladies' Aid So- Dutton.............................. 20 Cleveland........................ 20 Maine. 
San 'Jose ................ 2 25 cietv .............. ~ ..... 5 00 Anderson.......................... 56 Vales Mills ....................... 1 25 G. W. Eaton..................... JO 
,Ttfi'eraon ................. 1 70 Canton ................... 2 05 Wassen Branch Burdick- Hemlock ............................ 1 40 'I'homas Eaton.................. 10 
Los Angeles .........•.... 10 25 Underwood............... 50 ville ............................. 1 00 Creola ............................... 1 50 Ada Eaton........................ 10 
Sacramento ............... 6 40 Clinton Apostolic ........ 1 80 South Arm........................ 50 Sinking Springs................ 60 H. R. Eaton...................... JO 
Wes~ Berkeley ........... 1 35 Wheeler's Grove ............ 3 00 Flint ............................... 1 20 Toledo............................. 28 Chas. Eaton .............. '........ JO 
Garden Grove ............ 1 35 Fallon ................... 1 5(\ Buchannan ....................... 1 00 Kirtland ........................... 2 70 A. C. Dunham................. 10 
Alameda .................... 1 00, Union branch S. S ........ 1 00 Coldwater ........................ 3 87 Akron .............................. 2 J5 A.O. Candage.................. 10 

Colorado. Crescent ................. 3 10 Maple Valley.................... 90 Middleton ........................ 1 IO' A Friend........................... 25 
Denver ......... : .......... 4 50 Wirt .. ·: ................. 1 45 Ca.Jkinsville. S. S ............ 1 00 Ontario. Geo. Carter...................... 10 
Rocky Mountam ......... 1 00 Greenville ................ 1 10 Mmnesota. Battle Hill........................ s2 U. W. Greene................... 10 
Niwot.- ................... · 25 Tabor ............................... 3 60 Minnetonka Mills............. 20 Chatham ............... : .......... 1 55 Alabama. 
An tom to................. 50 Union ............................... l 25 Minneapolis..................... 70 Blenheim .......................... 1 25 A. J. Vickery.................... 40 
Highland ................. l 90 F'armington ...................... 1 00 Pipestone.......................... 20 Proton ............................. 2 55 Estell Vickery................ JO 
Laird ..... : ............. 1 05 Hardinl! ........................... 1 80 Chatfield........................... 10 Ridgetown ........................ 1 00 Mrs. M. H. Vickery........... 10 

Hawaiian Islands. What Cheer ...................... 1 00 Virginia........................... 30 Oregon. Oregon. 
Honolulu ................. 15 60 i\Iarion............ .................. 70 Oak Lake .......................... 3 40 Heppner........................... 2o Mrs. E. Weise ......... ......... 35 

Idaho. I Council Bluffs .................. 3 85 Un•on ............................. 4 70 Turner.............................. 20 Polly A. Morris................. 50 
Malta........ . . . . ... . .... 90 ~oonesboro....................... 70 Audubon ..... :···:···;· ... : ........ 2 05 Sweet Home..................... 20 Per M. F. Gowell............... 65 
Rocky Bar................ 20 Carson .............................. J 70 Mississ1pp1. Drain................................ 70 Unknown......................... JO 
Alb10n .... ··:· . ._ ..•..•... 5 00 Lamoni ............................. 41 ~4 ~luff Cr~ek ..................... 1 70 Pennsylvania. New 8outh Wales, Australia. 

Il1mo1s. Pleasanton ....................... 1 10 Three Riv. rs:··· .. ···: .......... 3 70 Phila., ,John Zimmerman .. 3 85 Hamilton, H. Broadway .... J 00 
.Alton .. . .. . . . ... . .. .. . . . . 35 Head Grove Sunday school 1 5<1 Missouri. Grand Valley..... .. ... ......... 75 . Iowa. 
Beardstown ............. 1 lii Deloit ............................... 6 55 Deepwater........................ 30 Rhode Island Jennie Stephenson............ 10 
Piper City.,., ...•...•.... 6 20 Davis City ........................ l 2ii Lone Rock ........................ 1 15 Little Compton ......... :...... 7o Carl Stephenson............... JO 
Buffalo Prame .......... 3 25 Rolfe ................................ 1 80 Platte .............................. 1 00 Providence ....................... 4 00 Clarence Stephenson........ 10 
Pilot Grove ............. 2 50 Mal.'le Hill........................ 55 ~weet H_ome..................... 90 South Dakota. Russ~ll Stephenson........... 10 
Carthage.. . . . .• .. . . . • . . . . 10 Blame.............................. 10 St. Louis .......................... 5 39 Olivet ............................ 1 10 Maurice Stephenson......... 10 
La Harpe..................... 50 Hambur!(h ....................... 95 Holden ............................. 1 65 Utah. .-1.bbie Rounds ............ ..... 40 
Plano .........•.....•..... 3 00 Rowersville ..................... 1 30 Clarksdale ........................ 1 00 Ogden .............................. 1 10 8r. C. G. Dykes................ 30 
Chicago . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. 50 Independence................... 20 Lebeck ............................. 1 05 Union Fort ........................ 2 so Mabel Dykes.................... 10 
Centralia., ................ J UO Keokuk ............................ 1 50 Taylorsville ..................... 1 00 Pleasant Grove ................. 2 00 Lavina Dykes................... 10 
Tunnel Hlll. ..•.......... I HO Kansas. Sisters Schell City............ 50 Provo ............................... 2 80 Agnes Kirkwood............... 50 

~~~;io~re·e·~:::::::::: : : ·: ~ ~S ~:~~~~·:.::::::::::::::::::::::::::: J is ~~~i~~~~ici·:.:::::::::::::::::::::: } ~~ ~aWt~k~"cii;;:::::::::::::::::: ~ ~~ H. Ben .... ?.~~~~~.:~'.~"......... 50 
Sorento........... . . . .. .. 40 Indian Creek .................... 1 50 Nevada............................. 90 Virginia Sr. Haws.......................... 50 
~avannah.. .... .. .. .. .. 80 Wellsfone ........................ 10 Tabo ................................. 1 10 Roxbury ................ :.......... 10 Harriet R. Tupper............ IO 
Sandwich................. . 85 Scranton .......................... 2 00 Breckenridge.................... 75 H.ew Hope ........................ 1 2o John C. 'fupper................. 10 
Belleville ..... , ........... 17u Netawaka ........................ 2 65 Lester ............................. 20 Washington. Harry Tupper ................... 10 

Indiana. , Island.............................. JU Indepen~ance .................. 12 95 Spokane ........................... 3 3o Rho.do Cooper ....... :.......... 10 
Clear ~ake school. ....... 1 3U Hural Dale ....................... 1 10 Blendsville ....................... 3 80 :Seattle.............................. lO Ben3. Taylor and wife....... 20 
Plamv1lle._ ... . ,. .... 1 90 Armstrong ........................ 2 O? St· Joseph ....................... 9 16 Roslyn ............................. 1 70 '~rs. J_obn Cooper............. JO 

. Indian Terntory. Goshen ............................ 1 92 Webl> City ........................ 4 OU Fairhaven ........................ 1 00 Cynthia Coombs................ 10 
Wilburton ................ 1 80 Pleasant View .................. 1 40 Montana. Castle Rock ...................... 1 JO Fanny Wooley.................. 10 

Iowa. A ~chisor;i ......................... 1 10 Anaconda......................... 60 Wisconsin. Charlotte Cooper.............. 10 
K_eb ...................... 2 10 Mmersv1lle ....................... 50 Nebraska. Zanesville ....................... 2 55 Etta Cooper..................... 10 
Pilot Rock ............... 1 40 F~nni~~ ........................... 2 86 Ains~orth ....... ~................ 20 Oregon .............................. 2 9o Mrs. Harriet Tupper......... 50 
Coalville......... . . . . . . . 3 00 ~' ier City ....... ·:·· .............. 1 40 Harrisburg........................ 20 East Delavan .................... 2 00 Etta Cooper ..................... 25 
Des Momes .............. 2 711 Mame. Wilber............................. 80 S S Mrs. Jennie Page............ 15 
Des Moines Valley ....... 1 50 Augusta .......................... 10 Colon: ............................... 15 C.ATTER~D. AINTS. PERSONAL CONTRIBU-
Shenandoah ............. 4 15 Dixfield Center Sunday Beatric~ ........................... 20 · Illrno1s. TIONS $l l!'UND 
Per"ia........... ... .. . . . . . 901 sch• ol ........................... 1 25 bpring View ..................... 1 10 Lizzie Smith..................... 10 1 ' • 
Thurman ................. 6 OU lndian River ..................... 1 60 Columhus ........................ 2 50 Jennie Wilson.................. IO Alabama. 
Magnolia.... . .. . . . . . . . . 20 .Maryland. Fairbury........................... 75 Annie Wilson.................... JO Samuel Page and family.... 50 
Moorhead . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 60 Bank................................ 40 Clearwater ........................ 1 55 Jessie Wilson................... 10 W. B. Booker................... 45 
Grove Hill. ............... 2 15 :Massachusetts. · Nebraska City .................. 3 45 MaryWilson................... 10 G. F. Chute ...................... 1 05 
Audubon.................. 50/Plymouth .......................... 1 60 Eustis Sunday school ........ 1 65 James Wilson................... 10 Arkansas. 
IJ:t1rll;ll·· ••. ,,,, •• ,.,, ••••. 1 90, Bost01,. ....... , ......... , .......... 5 90 Platte Valley .......... ,. .. , ..... l 10 Robert Wilso11 ....... ,.......... lO E. L.· Benso"! ............... ,... ~I? 
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California. Edward Turner........... 24 John McFarlane .............. 1 00 Samne!Shakespeare ......... 1 00 E. C. Outhouse ................. 1 00 
Ella Ferris ........................ I 00 Albe!!. Hall ... .... .... .. . 12 Noah N. Cooke ............... 1 00 Hannah Shakespeare ........ 1 00 W. D. Conyers .................. 1 00 
Mary Ferris ..................... 1 00 R. W. Smith...... . . . . . . 12 Wm and Mary May......... 20 Sr. Strauss .................... 1 011 Bro and Sr.E.G.Montague. 1 00 
'l'. W. Davis ................... l 00 New South Wales Australia Geo. C. Marwick............... 10 E. Sparks ......................... 1 00 Bro.and Sr.DormanLewis .. 2 00 
Mary Ja.ne Davis .............. I 00 E B d . ' · Joseph E Betts, Sr .......... 2 00 R. S. Salyards ................. I 00 Bessie Lewis .................... I OU 
Elizabeth R. Davis............ 50 ~r. ·N r:13a way······· · · 12 James Wild ...................... 1 00 Eisert A. Smith ................ 1 00 Sr. J. F. McDowell ............ 1 00 
Sr. Green .......................... · 10 S roM: B 

1
aker. · · · · · · · .. · · 12 Mary Ann Wild ................. 1 00 Clara A. Smith ................. 1 00 W.W. Beal, Jr ................. I 00 

Sr. Milgate ..................•.... 1 10 r. ·warnr .... · ·· ···· · 12 Mary Slinger ..................... 1 00 Pres Joseph Smith ........... 1 00 C. S. Shippy ..................... 1 00 
Bro. Williams................... 60 Sr. Aj pebster .. ·· ·· ·· ···· 12 Wm. Jaques ..................... 2 00 Ada R. Smith .............•.... 1 00 Bro. and l>r. C. Derry ....... 1 00 
Sr. Ronat........... ............... 10 ~roB · R 0 tJer · · · · · · .. · · · 12 Indiana. Israel A .Smith ................. 1 00 M. A. Ellison .................... l 00 
G. W. Harlow................... 10 r. J. pep ·:·· · ··· ···· ··· 12 0. H. Story ....................... 1 oo Hale W. Smith .................. 1 00 J. A. Swan........................ 10 
l<'red Williams •.................. IO Bro. · urvis ...... ···· 12 Jennie 'tory ..................... 1 (JO LucyY. Smith ................. 1 00 Burt McKim ..................... I 00 
C. C. Joehnk .................... 1 10 Wilham Rogers .... ······ 12 D O. Stites ....................... 1 oo Norman W. Smith ............ 1 00 Wm. R Johnson ............... 1 00 
Sr. Calderwood.................. 25 Sr. F. Rogers.············ 12 Abigal Stites ..................... 1 00 Mark. N. Smith ................ 1 00 Edwin Baker ................... l 00 
Sr. Twaddle...................... 75 Sr. M. Rogers···· · · · · · · · · 12 Cornelius Persinger .......... 1 oo Bert Teale ....................... 1 00 Wm. and Laura Noakes ... 25 
Geo. Daly and wife ........... 2 20 Thomas Frost .... ········ 12 Indian Territory.· Elizabeth Tyrrell .............. 1 00 Jeddie Mand M. Franklin.10 00 

N
A SJis. tWer

1
.x.o .. m .. ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·· .. ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.• 

1
1 

0
o
0
o ~~: .:{: t~~~~~~::::::: ·.::: 12 Mrs. M. 0. Hill. ................ 1 00 Letha Tilton .................... 1 00 Geo Salisbury ................. I 10 

12 Iowa. Itska Vandervlugt ............ 1 00 HeraldSalisbury .............. ~ 16 
Bettie Harris .................... 1 00 Sr. E. Davis.············· 12 Levi Atkinson and family. 5 00 James Whitehead ............. 1 00 R. Laytham ..................... 1 00 
Minnie Harris ................... 1 00 Bro. P. Davis .. ··········· 12 James Allen ...................•. 1 oo Ella Whitehead ................. 1 00 James Atkinson................ 50 
Ella Harris ....................... 1 00 Sr. S. Clark········ .. ···· 12 Sr. James Allen ............... J 00 Stella Wight .................... 1 00 Lilly L"ytham .......... 1 00 
Emma Aldridge................ 50 William Clark .. ··· · · · ·· · 12 Mamie Allen ..................... 1 oo John Wahlstrom ............... 1 00 Fanny Chapman......... ~5 
E. Motchman.: .................. 1 00 Sr. William Foster .... ··· 12 B. M. Anderrnn ................ ·1 00 .Edward Willetts .............. 1 00 M. Spanswick......... .. :J5 
Bro. Thornton .................. l 00 Sr. M. Bramstone .. ·· · · ·· 12 Audentia Anderson ........... 1 00 Edward D. Willets ............ 1 00 B:loise Chapman . .. . . . . . 10 
Sr. Rowan ....................... I 00 Sr. F. Bram stone.····.... 12 Andrew Andereon ............ 1 oo Robert White ................... 1 00 Joseph Seddon ........... 1 00 
Geo Wixom .................... 1 00 Sr. E. Morley .... ···· 12 Nellie Anderson ............... 1 00 Sr. Robert White .............. I 00 Daniel Weaver ........... 1 00 
N. Paulson ....................... 1 00 Sr.-. Hannah.. 12 Anna Anderson ................. 1 oo Mrs. E. E. Wiley ............... 1 00 Mrs. D. Weaver ........... 1 00 
M. Paulson ...................... I 00 Sr. Branston · · 2 40 A. K. Anderson ................ 1 oo Mr. and Mrs. E D.M'Kean.. 20 W.R. Davison ........... 1 00 
Nancy Grimes .................. I 00 Sr. R. Wallace.··········· 24 Enger Anderson ............... 1 00 John Wahlstrom ............... 1 00 A.H. Adams ............. 1 00 
Will Poole ........................ 1 00 C. A. Davis .... ········ · · 12 Wm. Andersen ................. 1 00 C. A. Beebe ...................... 10 00 Millie Davison .......... l 00 
Clara Nutting .................. 1 llO Sr. C. Davis···· ... ······· 12 Sr. Wm. Anderson ............ 1 oo J B. KOlipal .................... I 00 l\lary Palmer............. JO 
John and Bertha Swenson .. 2 00 Sr. Ann Williums .... ···· 12 Dan Anderson .................. t 00 Frank Case ....................... 110 J. F. Green .............. 1 00 
John M. Hange ................. 1 oo Sr. E. Cox .... ············ 12 David A. Anderson ............ l oo Ann• M. Nirk................... 30 Emmu Greenwood ....... 1 00 
Wm. ]'uller ...................... 1 00 Bro. Wm. Stanford. · ·· · · ~~Oscar Anderson ................ 5 00 R. W. Briggs ..................... 1 00 David Ettleman .......... 1 00 
Thos Isum ........................ 1 00 John Jones.·············· 

12 
J.E. Anderson ................ 1 00 Mrs. Fenn ....................... 1 00 W. l\L Gaylord.: .......... 1 00 

Eva Carmichael. ............... 1 00 Sr Kate Jones .. ······· ·· Sr. J.E. Anderson ............ 1 00 R. Farmer. .......•............... < 00 Sarah Hill• .............. 1 00 
Rosanna Morss .................. 1 00 James Jones .. ··· · · .. · · · 12 I. W. Allender ................... l 00 W. T. Fallon ..................... 1 00 Alice Greenwood ......... 1 00 
Sr A. Stivers .................... 5 00 ~r. J. Jones .... ·········· 12 C. E. Blair ....................... 1 oo R. Chatburn ..................... 1 00 M W. Green ............ 1 00 
John Driver ...................... J 00 ro. E. Pickering.······· 12 Dorothea Blair .................. 1 oo Mrs. S. E Bouton ............ 1 10 L. D. Frederickson ...... 1 00 
Sr. Emily Culp ................. 1 JO Sr. D. Bateson···.··· ... ·· 12 W. S. Blair ....................... 1@00 Mrs. M. A. Bouton ............ 1 10 R. B. Leeka ............... 1 00 
Sr. Margaret Brown .......... I 00 Bro. H. Barnes .. · ···· .. . 12 Bessie Blair ..................... 1 oo Margaret Skidmore .......... 1 00 Madison Leeka ........... 1 00 
Sr. Morganstern ............... I 00 Sr. Reed .. ·· · .. ···· · .. ·.. 12 G. W. Blair ...................... 1 00 Josephine Ford ................. 1 00 .Jay Leeka ................ 1 00 
Sr. J. A. Anthony ............. I 00 Mr. Armstrcmg. · · · · · ·· ·· · 12 Jeanette Blair .................. 1 00 Edmund Ford ................... 1 00 Loren" Leeka.. .. . . . . . . 1 00 
C. A. Parkin ..................... 1 00 Sr. G. Inrie · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · 12 Elizabeth Blair: ................ 1 oo C.L.and S.A.Carmichael ... 2 00 Sadie Leeka .............. 1 00 
Sr. C. F. Rehwald ............. 1 00 Geo. Hatch .. ··........... 12 A.G. Bailey ..................... 1 00 W. H. Wilcox ................. 1 00 Mrs R. S. Leeka ......... 5 00 
Benj. Matson .................. 1 00 Sr. J. Hatch.· .. · .. ······· 12 Sr. S. V. Bailey ................. 1 oO A. F. Lincoln.................... 50 \Vtlliam Leeka ........... 25 00 
Mrs. Charlotte Cooper ...... 1 oo!Bro. Francis Whaler.····· 12 W. D. Bradiey .................. 1 oo Geo Ford......................... 50 Norn E. Ettleman ....... 1 00 
Mrs. Rhoda Cooper ........... 1 00 James Thompson.······· 24 Bessie Braby .. .' .................. 1 oo John Troud, Sr ................. 2 50 Bro. and Sr. E. H. Morti-
Mrs. Young ....................... 1 00· ~r. ~ane Thompson····.. 24 Geo. V Brown .................. 1 oo D. and J.E. King ............. 2 00 mer............. . . . .. .. 50 
Sr. Maggie Pankey ............ 1 00 r .. hzabeth Birt. 12 Emma Bri!!gs ................... 1 00 A. D. King ........................ 1 00 W. Comstock........ . . .. 50 
Stephen Penfold ............... 1 00 J!!mtly. Birt.··· · · · ·· ·· ·· · 12 Chas. Bradfield ................ 1 00 Mrs. Ruby Cummings....... 25 James Comstock........ 1 00 
F. W. Burton .................... l 00 Eva Blrt .... · ... · ··· · .. · · · 12 Mrs. A. E. Cobb ............... 1 00 A. S. Cochran and family .. 1 25 Sr. M. Comstock ......... 1 00 
Wm. Schade ..................... 1 oO ~r. EEBDrk~r .. ··· · ··· ···· 12 I. N. W. Cooper ............... 1 00 John F. Garner ................. 1 00 Fannie Howard.......... 20 
Geo. Sparks ...................... 2 00 , ro. av.is .... ······· · · 12 Frank Criley ..................... 1 00 ]'rank Novinger ............... 1 00 J.E. Anderson .......... 2 00 
A. Carmichael.. ................ 1 oo ~r. r·;•ms .... ···• ····. 12 Emma Criley .................. 1 00 'l'hos. Rawles .................... 1 00 Bro. and Sr. R. A. Ballan-
Sr. Annie Reynolds ........... 1 00 Sr s· Reed..... 12 Della Criley ..................... 1 00 RachelL. Goode ............... l 00 tyne ................... 2 00 
Geo. Clark ........................ 1 00 Sr. E. Reed .... ··· ···· ··. 12 Dud R. Dudley ................. 1 00 Geo. Kemp ...................... 1 00 Bro. and Sr. Omandagus 
Sr. Milam .......................... 1 00 r. · eed .. · · · · · · · ···· ·· 12 Olara Dudley ................•... I 00 F'rank L. Goode ................ 1 00 Ballantyne ............. 2 00 
Maxwell Carmichael ......... 1 00 Sr. Ellen Reed.··········· 12 David Dancer, Sr. ............. 1 oo C. ]'.Goode ..................... 1 00 Sarah K Dobson..... 1 00 
Sr. Maggie Carmichael.. .... 1 00 H. Broadway. ·· · · · ... · 12 David Dancer, Jr .............. 1 00 Lucy Rhode..................... 25 Jacob Worley............ 50 
Sr. Annie Burton .............. 1 00 ~h~· BriJ.'dB'ay ·d ·· ···· ·· 12 Anna Dancer .................... 1 00 G. W. Rogers ................... 1 00 Ethel McKim.. .. . . . . . . . 50 
J.B. Price ........................ 1 00 1 tam · Idoa way.... 12 Howard Dancer ................. 1 00 A.H. Rudd ....................... 1 00 J. T. Newcom............ 50 

~;:v:~~·'F:·M:ii~~i:::::::·.:::: ~ gg Julia A. Condi~~:~· ........ 1 10 W;. ~i ~~Ii:~si~~s~;;:::::::::: i g3 ~~r~h !Ji!'a":e:::::::::::::::::::·: i gg ~~~a~:~g~:::.:::: :: 1 gg 
Emma Rowland ................ 1 oo Mrs. S. M. Condit .... ···· 10 Stella Danielson ............. 1 00 E. J. He.ywood .................. 1 00 Mary J. Newcom ......... 1 00 
John Cockerton and wife .. 1 00 Mrs. C. Dodds .. ········ · 1 10 Chris Danielson ............... 1 00 Chas. Derry and wife ........ l OU E. B. Edson.... . ....... 1 00 
Sr Julian ......................... 1 00 H. R. Evans .... ·········· 3 55 Sr. Chris. Danielson ......... 1 00 Mrs. J.B. Swain ............... 1 00

1

N. H. Brogdon .......... 1 00 
Annie Vernon .................. 1 00 Illinois. Alma Ellison ................... 1 00 Hartshorn ........................ 1 00 Roy McKim .............. 1 00 
J. W. Vernon ................... 1 00 William Wilson .......... 1 10 Sr. Alm.a Ellison ............... 1 00 C. J. Anderson .................. 1 00 N. H. Hayes .............. 1 00 
Henry Rowland ................ l 00 Jennie Wilson .......... 1 10 Mrs. B. D. Fleet ............... l 00 Anna 0. And.erson ............ 1 00 C. Hayes ................ 1 UO 
Richard Ferris .................. I 00 Mrs. Bert. Russell ........ 2 00 Wm. FranQe .................... 1 00 Mary Ann Lewis ............... 1 00 F. M. Sheldon .......... 1 00 
Ellen Ferris .................... 1 00 James Houston ......... 1 10 Mary France ..................... 1 00 E. C Bell ........................ I 00 Amanda Sheldon ......... 1 00 
Lizzie Lieman .................. 1 00 Eliza H. Crowson ........ I 00 Lewis Fowler ............. : ...... 1 00 Helen Leeper.................... 50 James 0 Sheldon ....... 1 00 
Mrs. H. E. Hawe• ............. 2 20 T. E. Harmon ............ 1 00 Elizabeth Graham ............ 1 00 Lars Lethrurn .................. 1 OC Martha Sheldon .......... 1 00 
Minnie Ebinger ............... 5 00 S. J Butleit ............. I 00 L.A. Greenwood .............. 1 00 Oliver Hayer. ................... I 00 Joseph 0. Sheldon ....... 1 00 
Agnes Smith ..................... I 00 M. R. Shoemaker ......... t 00 E. B. Gaylord .................. 1 00 Frank H Criley................ 50 N. V. Sheldon ............ 1 00 
Sr. Ebinger ....................... 1 00 Henry Sugar .............. 1 00 Roxanna Gaylord ............. 1 00 ~lice Criley..................... 50 Ada S'ieldon ............. 1 00 
Sr. >'mith .......................... 1 00 C. D. Cranford ............ 1 00 Willard B. Gaylord ........... I 00 E'llma Criley, .Jr............. 50 Emma Vansicle .......... 1 00 
SophiaSlotterbeck ............ 1 00 J. W. Bean .............. 1 00 Bertha A. Greer ............... 1 00 Helen E. Criley................. 50 Joseph Goode and wife .. l 00 
Elizabeth Schnell .............. I 00 W. Holmes ............ 1 00 J. H. Hansen .................... 1 00 Wm. Bradley ..................• 1 00 Anna Kemp. .. ... . .. .... 50 
Richard Wilton Journey ... 1 00 D.S. Holmes ............. 1 00 A. B. Hanson .................... 1 00 May Mather .........•........... I 00 Mary E. Pace ............. 1 00 
Sr. Johnson.................... 25 Almeda Holmes .......... 1 00 Sr. A. B. Hanson ............ 1 00 Sr. S. V. Bailey ................. 1 00 ]'. G. Dungee ............. 1 00 
Richard Ferris .................. 10 00 Dale S. Holmes .......... I 00 Hans Hayer ...................... 1 00 A Friend .......................... 1 00 Calvin Fletcher ........... 1 00 

C·•lorado. Chas. and Flor. Holmes .. 1 00 Sarah Hayer .................... 1 00 Robe1t Ballantyne ............ I 00 Sr. Newton............... 50 
William Ackleson ........ 1 00 Elizobet.h Minters ...... 1 00 Carrie A. Hayer ............... 1 00 Marinda Ballantyne .......... l 00 William Gaylord... ..... 50 
David Crow ............... 1 10 George P. Lambert ..... 1 00 Ella Hayer ....................... 1 00 Anna Moldrnp .................. 1 00 Nellie Hall. ............ 1 00 
C. E. and M. E. Everett .. 5 00 A. Wells .................. 1 00 Mary and Pearl Hatcher .... 1 OJ Sr. W. Hudson.................. 25 Alva Hall. ................ 1 00 
George Kennedy and fam. 1 00 [)on C. Salisbury ........ 1 00 Mary Hiatt ................•...... 1 00 Geo. V. Brown ....•............. 1 00 Mre. Emma Hall ......... 1 00 
Mary Warren ............ 1 00 Herbert S. Salisbury ......... 1 00 Sr. Wm. Hougas ............... 1 00 Stella Wight ..................... I 00 J. H Bullard ............ 1 00 
Colorado donation . ..... 211 Mrs Emma Salisbury ....... 1 00 W. A. Hopkins ................ 1 00 Geo. Barrett and wife....... 70 A Friend ................ 1 00 
Sadie E. Wolfe ........... 1 00 Mary Salisbury ............... 1 00 Libbie Hopkins ................. 1 00 Eliza Wi!(ht ..................... 10 Hobert Park .............. 1 00 

FOREIGN COUNTRIES. Don C. Salisbury, Jr ......... 1 CO ,John Hougas .................... 1 00 Geo. Juergens.................. 25 Perlina Park ............. 1 00 
Zena Salisbury .................. 1 00 Sr. John Hougas ..........•... 1 00 O. Salisbury.................... 25 M L. Peuce .............. 1 00 

England. Marshall Grotts ................ 1 Oil Sr. E. A. Hopkins ............. 1 00 Benan Salisbury ............... 1 00 Joseph Knox ............. 1 00 
Owen Owen .............. 1 11 Thos. A. Hougas .............. 1 00 Adam Jrssiman ................ 1 00 T. W. Lewis..................... 05 Mary Chambers.......... 25 
Will Eccleston ........... 1 01 Millie Hayer .................... l 00 Daniel Jones .................... 1 00 LoraDucket ...................... 1 10 Robert Woodcock ........ 1 00 
Henry Grenwood ......... 1 22 Chas. Hayer ..................... 1 00 E. L. Kelley ..................... 1 00 Byre Kendall.................... JO John Young ............. 1 00 
(1) A Sister ............. 1 22 Nathan Teale ................... I OU C. B. Kelley ..................... 1 00 Ellen Ducket .................•.. 1 00 Alfred Jackson ........... 1 00 
(2) A Sister ............... 1 22 W. E. Williamson ............ 1 00 Richard Lambert ............. 1 00 Bertha Salisbury.............. 10 Sophia Roundy .......... 1 00 
Addie Hughes ... . .. . .... 61 Sallie 0 Williamson ........ 1 Oll Maud Lambert .................. 1 CO A. W. Whiting .................. 1 00 Gideon Hawley .......... 1 00 
John Bailey.............. 51 Mamie E. Williamson ...... l 00 Ida Marks ........................ 1 00 Aloma White .................... 1 00 Nellie H. Martin ........ 1 00 
Thomas Mills .......•.... 49 Lorenzo Hayer and family 5 Oo JosephMather .................. 100 Nephi Loyell. ................... 100 Willard Hawley .......... 1 00 
T. Branhill.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . 49 Andrew Hayer .................. 1 00 May Ma1her ..................... 1 00 Myrtle Ballantyne ............ I OU Chloe Hawley ............ 1 00 
T. Batv...... .. . . . . . . . . . .. 36 A.H. Anderson ................ 1 00 WillJ. Mather .................. 1 00 Fannie Ballantyne ............ 1 00 Wm. Pett. ............... 1 00 
E. A. Heath ......... _ . .. 24 John Midgorden ............... 1 00 Alta Mather ..................... 1 00 Jane Ballantyne ............... 1 00 Lehi Clothier ............ 1 00 
Mabel Paxton............ 24 Martha E. Anderson ......... 1 00 Anna Moldrnp .................. 1 00 Sr. James Ballantyne ......• 1 00 Sarah Pett....... . ..... 1 00 
Edith Paxt.on..... ... . ... 12 Mary E. Anderson ............ 1 00 F. W. Newcomb ............•.. 1 00 Bro.and Sr.G.E.Erickson .. 2 00 Samuel I. Pett ......•... 1 00 
Bro. and Sr. Jas. Towers. 61 Phoebe Allen ................... 1 00 D. F. Nicholson ................ 1 00 Sr. Anna Eads ................. 1 00 F'anny L. Pett ............ 1 00 
Henry Greenwood ....... 1 Oi Mary Weld ....................... 1 00 Minnie Nicholson ....•.......• 1 00 Bro and Sr.A.C.Hoffman .. 2 00 Ichabod McCord ......... 1 00 
James Hall .............. 1 01 Mrs. Maud Whitney......... 10 Harriett S. Rider .............. 1 00 Sarah Thompson .............. 1 Oil Nellie McCord ............ 1 00 
Thomae Mills .......... 1 01 R. W. Smith ..................... I 00 Sr. R.R. Hesseguie ........... 1 00 Bro.and Sr.'.!.'. O. Arand ... 2 00 Reuben Green ............ 1 00 
John Smith ............. 1 01 Mrs. E. Sartwell ............... 1 on Jessie Reese ..................... 1 CO Alice Case ........................ 1 00 Susie Green ............. 1 00 
W. H. Greenwood ........ 1 Cl John W. Crawford ............ 1 00 Belle Reese .....................• 1 00 Fannie Montague ............. 1 00 M. NL Kelsall ........... 1 00 
John Bailey.............. 51 Joseph E. Betts ................ 2 00 P. S. Sils~y ...................... 1 00 Frank Adams ................... 1 00 0. E. Green .............. 1 00 
I. W. Fox................ 49 .James Wild ....................... 2 00 Hannah M. Staggers ......... 1 00 Alpha .\dams ........•........... l 00 Willard 'l'homas .......... 1 00 
James ,Jolley............. 49 Wm. Jaques ..................... 2 00 Sarah Scott ....................... 1 00 Robert Dunlap .................. 1 00 John Weir ................ 1 00 
;roseph Dewsmw ..... ,. .. 24 Martha Barracloµ§h ......... 1 00 John ScoH····•"···• ..... , .. ,., •. 1 00 MarJi: Jense~ .....•. ,. ••. , • ., .. ,. ~ 00 Jame~ Jol\nson., ....... , 1 OQ 
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Louisa Myatt ............ 1 00 Peter Mi1lrn and wife ..... 2 oolLyman Kheasner .............. 1 00 North Dakota. Washington. 
Daniel T. Wiiliams ...... 1 00 Samuel Stroh ............ 1 00 Rasmus Lorenson ............. 1 oil Thos. Lei'ch ..................... 1 00 Florence Wolfenden ...... 1 Oo 
John Brennan ........... 1 00 Alta Stroh ................ 1 00 J. F. Petre ........................ 1 00 Wm. Leitch ...................... 1 00 Chas. Lobesien .......... l Oo 
David T. Reese .......... 1 00 William Reynolds ....... 1 UO Sister 'Williams ................. l 00 Wm. Sparling .................. I 00 H. Hansen ............... 1 Oo 
Obas. E. Burke .......... 1 OU A. E. Corless ............. I 00 Marion and Mary E Ho!- Swen t.wenson .................. 1 00 J W. Holmes ............. 1 Oo 
John Jervis ............ : i 00 Phebe Corless ........... 1 00 landsworth ................... I 00 A C.'Crane ..................... 1 00 Sr. Mary Holmes .......... I Oo 
Dan C. Dunielson .... .... 1 10 Lore1,zo Fay..... . . . . . . 25 Ivan Hichards } W. D. Thompson ............... I 00 Wit<consin 
Etta Hunt ................ 1 00 Charles Schumaker ...... 1 00 Sr. Wise ............ 2 00 Hattie Wilson .................. I 00 Mrs. Emma L. Pike." ...... 1 oo 
Charle• J. Hnnt .......... I 00 R:dward Whaley .......... l 00 ~r. Tomi nson Azle Nel·on ..................... l 00 Carl w Lanae 1 ~O 
Rebecca E Miller....... 1 00 Braf'ford C.>rless ...... 1 Oo Sr. \I. A. Dennis ............... 1 10 G. W. Day ........................ 1 00 j. B. R;>bins-on~: '.: : . : : : : 1 00 
Margaret Hunt .......... 1 00 Vina Willard............. 5~ A Sist~r ........................... 1 00 N. E..Anderson ................. l 00 Mary Hoague ............ 1 oo 
Bernice McKim ......... 1 00 Gr,,ce Wi!lxrd ......... ., 2o J l:L Stratton................... lU . Ohio. Mary L. Dutton.......... 50 
Gilley E. Cooper ...... 1 011 B<•lle Willard...... .. ... 25 W O. Hands ..................... 1 00 Mrs S. J. Riblet.. ............. 1 IC ___ _ 
'!'. C. Do1>son ............. 1 Oil lludlev Lock............. 50 \!rs Isaac Hussell............ 10 Catha~ineDuffey ............... 1 00 Total,. .......... $1,572 43 
Maria Dobson ........... 1 00 Srnrr Corless ............. 1 00 Lou Russell...................... 10 C. E. Carpender ................. l 00 
J. M. B·tirnr .............. 1 00 Mary Corlees ............. 1 00 C. Lloyd .......................... 1 00 S. ,J .1 effers ...................... I 00 
F. R. Schafer ............ 1 00 Aun Lock................ 5t> Louis Ahrens .................... 1 00 Caroline J. Shearer ........... 1 00 
Albert Crandall .......... 1 00 Frank: Granger ........... 1 00 "'Ophia Owens................... 10 '3r. C. A. Lucas ................. 1 00 
Nellie Crandall .......... 1 00 Hattie Wimer ............ 1 00 John G ;,lmith .................. 1 00 Names per Edith Wren ... 6 O~ 

GENERAL SUBSCRIP
TIONS 'fO GHACE

LAND COLLEGE. 
J. L. Butterworth ....... I Oil Chase Ladies' Aid Soc'y .. 1 Oil Elizabeth Smirh ............... 1 00 ,J, W. Rhoads .................... I 00 
EdnaBtlt.terworth ........ 1 00 V1ct.oria Armstrong ..... 1 00 John Molyneaux ............... 1 00 ,James Spaun .................... 1 00 Arthur Allen, Mo ...... $100 00 
,J. R. Rudd ............... 1 00 W. D. Ellis and wife ..... 3 00 James E Christianson ..... 1 00 James Moler ................... l 00 Frank Cr1ley, Iowa.... 25 00 
J. M. Spence ............. 1 00 B. o. Sanuders and wife.. 10 .John C. Hitchcock ............ 1 00 Anna E. t>paun ............... 1 00 Wm. Anderson, Iowa .. 100 00 
H. N. Hansen ........... 1 VO George W. Saunders..... JU Samuel H Burgess ............ 5 OU Anna F'. Knight ............... 1 00 0. H. liiggs, M. D., 0 .. 100 00 
Agnes Hansen ............ J OIJ B'lorence M. Saunders... 10 Eveline Bnrgess ............... 2 00 A!Yinglingandfamily ...... 4 10 ~1. H. Bond, Mo., .... 100 00 
C. C. Larsen ............. 1 00 rJharles H. Fish.......... 25 Harold Burgess ................. 1 Oil Abe Morgan .................... 1 10 Wi! iam Leeka, Iowa ... 100 00 
J. A. Yochem ............ 1 00 Minr.esota. A•thur Burg· ss ........ : ........ 1 00 Bert Brockway ................. 1 00 James Aikinson, Iowa, 50 00 
S. W. Underwood ........ l 0'1 F. B Sherman ............ 1 10 B'lorence l:lurgess .............. 1 00 Carrie Smith ..................... 1 00 E. L. Kelley, Iowa..... 50 00 
Fre-l Hansen ............. 1 Oil Chari''" Keit.l:t.,.... .. .. 1 00 John ,J. Billinsky .............. 1 oo Joel Allen ........ .............. 50 W M. Aylor, Okla • 25 00 
A. Kla,,pmg .............. 1 00 Henrv Hann11 ............ 1 on Samuel A Burgess............ 50 llary Allen...................... 50 I. N. Roberts. Minn .... 25 00 
W. C. Scott ............... 1 00 Mrs. H··nry Hanna ....... 1 00 Geo. Elliott...................... 55 Rachel Matthews .............. J 00 J.C. Foes, Mo ......... 25 00 
Thomas Scr,tt ........... l O!i W. J. R. Herring ........ 1 10 Jacob F. Gall.................... 30 Oklahoma. D. F. i'<icholson, Iowa, 2:, UO 
William McK•m .......... 1 00 Oscar E. and Nellie l\L Urania Evans.................... 25 Mollie Breeze .................... 1 00 Muy E. Everett., Colo .. 10 00 
Brn. and Sr. J.P. Carlile. 5 00 Prall . . . . .. . . . . .... Ii Oil John L. Kuhnert............... 25 Sr. H. E. Williams ............ 1 00 H. A. Krah!, Mo,....... 10 00 
M. F. B>1xter. 1 110 'I'. ,J. Martin......... . .. 1 00 Martha King..................... 50 Ontario. Nancy Swan, Ill.... . . 10 00 
l\fr~. Eila B;J.xter . ....... 1 Oil G. L J.ines . ............. 1 00 Bessie Bond..................... 25 Levi Annett .................... 1 00 Henry Sparling, Mo ... 10 00 
Mrs. Angeliua Cnaffa .... 1 Oli l\.nrlrew Tabbutt ........ 1 00 Wm. Endicott.................. 26 Charles Jack ..................... 1 00 Sr. R. May. Mo ......... 10 00 
Henry Hanson .......... 1 00 Phebe Tabbut 50 '!'hos J. Elliott................ 25 Oregon. Frank Lim pus. Neb.... 5 00 
JoohnaCarlile ............ 1 00 Sr. S. Nye ............. 1 Oil Alice Anderson................ 15 C. I. Metzger ..................... 1 00 Henry Kemp, Mn....... 5 00 
Drayt< n A. Hoicomh ..... 1 00 Charles McLe1,nd ....... 1 Oil R .>!.Trowbridge ............. 1 10 Sr. C. A. Minor ................. 1 00 Anna Nielso>:i, Neb.... 5 00 
Nancy J. Miller .......... 1 00 W.W. McLeod ............ 1 00 :11artbaCrowley................ 10 <;e!estineltush .................. 1 00 Ebenezer Miller, Ohio.. 5 00 
David S. Miller .......... J 00 rthur H. Adams ......... 1 10 Belna S. \', ittstock............ 10 H. H. Jasperson ............... 1 00 James Caffail, Iowa.... 5 00 
Chauncey S. Holcomb .... 1 Oil A. J. F,,lkcr .............. 1 ou Julius Whittstock............. JO z. P. Thompson ................ 1 00 8r. E.G. Hodge, Neb... 5 00 
Anna Ramby ............ l UIJ W. C. Griflh ............ 1 GO Martha E. Peat................. Jo R. M. Thompson ............... 1 OOrRalph G. Smith, Mo... 3 00 
Mary Ihwley ............. I 00 fhttie E. Griffin ......... I 00 'l'homasina Peache... ........ 10 Pbrebe Sk>dmore ............... 1 00 Bro. and Sr. 'l'b.ompson, 
AdeJ1 Hawley ............ 1 00 Joshua C. Nunn.. .. .... 1 00 Sr. - Horton .................. 1 00 Hannah Tracey ................. 1 Ou Kansas ............. . 
Carl Hawley ............. 1 (), E.rt P. Hemotock ......... 1 00 Montana. Pennsylvania. D. M. Rudd, low~ .... .. 
Jedediah M. Franklin ... l 00 Lizzw H· mstock ........ 1 00 Edward Burrows ............... 1 00 Sr. Deste Kerney .............. 1 OO Em~alme Wolsey, Neb. 
J<'red Shoemate ........... 1 00 ~Iei~r.\' Way . ._, ............ 1 ?O :>fary H. Rnymond ............ 1 1,0 John Stone. Sr ................. 1 Ou W. ~-Macrae, Okla ... .. 
Mattie Clothier ......... 1 Oil "'" S. M. Tap!m .. ·:.. 30 )~rs. M. Sm~rt ................. 1 (,0 ,John Stone, Jr .................. 1 00 R. M. Mal.oney, Okla .. . 
John Pett ................ 1 00 . l\lhssouri. Emma Deldrne................. 50 Ethnn Wilson ................... 1 00 C. J. Sµutlock, Mo .... . 
Oliver J. Pett...... 1 oo ,J. A: :i:obrnsm:_i .......... 1 00 Jame~1 l\IL Emmons ........... I 00 H. H. Carr ....................... 1 00 W. H. Soule, Mo ...... .. 

Kansas. M"i;pa1et .W1llrnms ...... 1 10 Verim.le ,Emmons ............ 1 00 [,.Conner ....................... 1 00 W. ~Ia;toews, Mo .... .. 
Sisters' Sewing Society .. 1 On ,T. F. W:lltams ............ 1 JO ", r. Anp Evans .................. 1 ur1 Henry Carr ...................... l OO Mari: 0 liawl~y, Iowa. 
Wi1iiam Gurwell ......... 1 Oil Rosa Cochran ............ 1 111 l'l:n. E,vans...................... 50 Bro. and Sr. Parsons ......... 2 Oil Nellie M. Martu1. Iowa. 
W. FL Spurgeon .......... 1 00 M. A C~>chran ............ 110 ,Jacob .~efferson ................ 1 00 Harry Mann ..................... l OO ~arv Clements, Mo .. .. 
Frank Pierce ............. 1 00 Snrab, Cochran ... ,........ JO Dora Sefferson .................. 1 00 A. D. Angus ..................... 1 00 >Ir. H. R. M11Js._Mo ... .. 
John Cauns ............. 1 uo ~mnic Co{hra.l).......... 10 Harry M>;son .................... 1 00 A.Copland ........................ 1 00 Sr. Anna Hawkms, Cal. 

Maine. • nrmrne Cochran... .. . 10 \Tary Whitney.................. 50 John Zimmerman and fam. 7 00 Lee Hawk1us, Cai ..... . 
Olive Murray ............ 1 00 E. C. p,•tro ............... 1 00 H:mma E. Whitney ............ 1 00 RI I R >se Pooler, Cal ..... . 

2 00 
I 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 
1 00 

50 
2 51) 
2 ;O 
5 00 
5 00 

50 
25 
25 

Cynthia Farrell ........... 1 OtJ M. Petre.... . .... . 1 00 !<;ffie Adams Benedict ........ 1 00 H B 10~e sland. Bro. and Sr. Roy C. Da-
Sarah l\llvri'ton ........... 1 10 D.1ra Petre........... 1 00 Sr. Smith.......................... 75 Ruth_ A.B urlmgame .......... 2 ro vis, Cal.... .. .. . . .. .. . 5 00 
Lucy A. Norton .......... 1 JO Jane P<'tre. ... . .. ... . .. . JO Sr. Stranchan................... 75 uthie urlu:igame........... lO Bro. and Sr. Peter Dorn, 
Bro. and Sr. J. Walker... 20 Addie }foyward.... .. ... 10 Mary H. Raymond ............ 2 00 Blanche Burlmgame......... 10 Cal.... .. . . . . . .. .. . 1 00 
Julia A. 'fhomas ......... 2 00 J<>rnt>h Hayward......... 10 Nebraska. Ailan Frazer ..................... 1 00 Bro. and Sr. C. W. Haw-

Maryland. Grant. Mnr .... .. .... .. 10 ,J. W. Wa,]dsmith .............. 2 17 Wm. Bradbury .................. l 00 kins, Cal ............ . 
Laura I. Cook ........... l oo Cirnrles P. Faul. ......... 1 00 J. P. Larson .................... 2 00 Ml!'. BGreidtsmfan ................... 1 00 Walter Paf(e, Cal. ..... . 

Masrncbusetts. Levi Cheney ............. 2 00 Bro. and Sr.LE. Webster 2 00 < • 0 r; ol ..................... 1 00 M. T. Short, Ill ....... . 
Idella Staples ............. l 00 Walt,<0r Lloyd ........... 1 00 David Graf ....................... 1 00 Ellen ~ndolf .................. 1 00 Charles ll:. Butterworth 
Geneva Staples and f ..... l Oil M.-1 Pearrnn ....... , ...... 1 00 Adaline Graf .................... 1 00 Mabel ondolf .................. 1 00 Adelia Clark, Mass .... . 
Lot.tie R. Wilcox......... 80 Sr. G. W. Bost ............ 1 llO Sr. R. E. B'arley .............. 1 00 South Dakota. Mrs. M. C. Pearce. R. I. 
Willi•m 'falb<>t ........... 1 00 David Blair .............. 1 00 H. E. B'arley ..................... 1 00 Sarah E. Bower .............. 1 00 Rachel Leeka, Iowa ... . 
John Smith .............. 1 00 YlaggieBlair .................... 1 00 0. Anderson..................... 90 Ylrs. l\11. LaChapelle ........... 1 00 Charles H. Burr, Wis .. . 
Julia Glover .............. 1 00 Hobert Winning ............... 20 00 A Emley .......................... 1 00 Texas Fred M. Smith, Iowa .. . 
Nathan C. Eldridge ...... 1 00 Harry Pierce .................... 1 00 ~I,rs. Edward Rannie ........ 1 00 Wm. Ballantyne . ." ............ 1 00 John Houe:as, Iowa .. .. 
John Gil',ert ....... .. . 1 00 Albert Pearson ................. 1 00 ;\ m Hume! ..................... 1 00 Richard Ferris ....... .. 
M. H. Bond ............. 1 OIJ Sr. ,J. Tildon .................... 1 00 .John Holland .................. 1 oo Utah. Ann Wehster, Aus ... . 
Loi• Grah"m ............. 1 00 A Br .. ther ....................... 1 00 Claus Storejohn ................ 1 Oil Mary A._ Waterman ........... 1 00 Bro.Matthews. per Mrs. 
Arthur L Crocker ........ 1 Oil ,John Burlington ............... 1 00 Obas. Hipp ...................... 1 00 J. D. Wils<m ..................... 1 00 Riggs, Ohio ......... . 
Ruth l\L Sheehy .......... 2 00 '<r. T.awrenson ................. 1 00 .Jennie Barrett .................. I 00 A. P. Larson ..................... 1 50 Joun Scott., Iowa ..... .. 
Florence E Sanford ...... 2 tJO C. E. Hubo.cker ................. 1 00 ITerman'!'hole .................. 1 10 Mrs. M. C. Larson ............. 1 00 Sr. C. ,J. Newton. Cal. .. 
Corinna Cole ........... 1 Oil :lfi1·naHubacker ............... 1 on Geo. Button .................... 1 oo Ida L Larson ................... 1 00 William Nunn, Minn .. . 
Clara McPhee .......... 1 Of/ Joseph Burr .................... 1 00 G. W. Godfrey and family 80 S. D. Condit ..................... 1 00 saac Carli!:• Jr ....... . 
H. D Slmµson ............ 1 on Sr .• Joseph Burr ............... 1 00 :VCrs. Maggie Orr ............... 1 on Logan Rehg10................... 50 A Sister, Mich ....... . 
M C. F1"her ............. 1 on Sr. J. C. G"rdner .............. 1 00 Ralph Brown.................... 50 Ada Prev ........................... 1 00 D CT. White, Mo ...... .. 

19 
31 

10 00 
5 00 

50 
5 oo 

50 OIJ 
1 00 

01 
2 00 
5 00 
2 50 

1 00 
5 oo 

25 00 
2 00 
1 50 
1 00 
5 00 

E. H. Fi•her ............. 1 OP ,John Lawrenson ............... 1 00 Abbie E. Brown .............. , 50 Ada Kelley ...................... 1 00 A BMt..her, Council 
David Rayner ........... 1 00 H. C. Jslei • ...................... loo Wm. II. Brrwn ................. 1 oo .James Toombs .................. 1 00 Bluffs, Iowa ... .. . 100 00 
Lioh New'combe .......... 1 Oil G ,J. Whitehead ............... 1 00 Wm R. Brown ................. 1 00 Ann 'l'oombs ..................... 1 00 -John Davis, Mo........ 10 00 
Richard Bullard .......... 1 00 n. J. Krahl ...................... 1 00 Hester J. t.;rown ............... 1 00 ,Jane Chase ....................... 1 00 .Eila D. Whitehead, Io .. 18 75 
AihHrt.a Newcombe Lake 1 00 Grace KrahL ................... 1 00 Annie Everett ................ 5 UO .Jane D. Cooper ................ 1 00 ----
0. H. L·ike .............. 1 00 H. D. Ennis ..................... l 00 Sr. Ola Anderson .............. 1 00 H.B. Sterrett .................. 1 00 Total ............ $1,089 26 
Sr.Jarvis ................ 76 C Archibald ..................... 1 OU Nevada. Etta Sterrett .................... 1 00 (N t 

11 
fth b h b 

Michigan. fl. Taddikiu .................... 1 oo 'frs. J. Goult .................... 1 oo .John Hendrickson ............ 1 00 o a o ea ove as een 
Mrs. J. H. Rov~e and rnn 1 00 .John Gardner ................... 1 00 Wm. Riddlar .................... 3 oo Jens C. Jenson and wife ... 2 00 paid, but all are good and it 
Jacob Kaplinger ......... 1 15 Bro Christianson.............. 50 (1) A F•fond .................... 1 00 Mrs. P.A. Sterrett ........... 1 00 will be in due time.) 
Ella Bai ed ............... l 10 Willis Campbell and fam .. 3 00 (2) A ]'riend ..................... 1 00 Mrs _P. :,terrett ................. 1 02 
Volney T. Glrdden ........ 1 oo John A. Hobinson ............ 1 00 (3) A B'riend..................... 50 Nettie . 0 ?dhead............. Oo LOTS SOLD IN INTEREST 
Cyru• Thurston .......... 5 00 8r. Henry Kemp ............... 1 00 New Jersey. P M. H.ig~ms .................... 1 10 
O. J. Wheeler............ 75 Geo. E. Harrington ........... l 00 Miss Mary Stephens ......... 1 00 Vera Higgms .................... 10 OF COLLEGE, GRACE-
Mrs. A. 'l'anuer ........... l 00 II. R. l\l!ills ....................... 1 00 M . - Walk~r......................... lu LAND ADDITION, 
J. J. Cormeh ............ I 011 Milton Bailey ................... 1 00 . New J exico. Ida _Davis .. _....................... JO M NI I , 
M. ,J. Cornish ........... 1 oo Ellis Short.. ..................... 1 oo W. F. Seward ................... 1 00 David Davis..................... 10 LA 0 , OWA. 
J. J. Cornish and family. 70 Rll:s Rhort, Jr .................. I 00 New York. Sr. A Sodaburg............... 10 ToGilbertE.Erickson$200 00 
Sr. Lunie Seaton ........ 2 00 Mrs Ellis Short ............... 1 OD Elder Geo. Potts ............... I 00 Sr. L. Bar~ows ................. 1 10 Ole Amundson. . .... 166 fi6% 
C. E. Pearson ........... 1 JO ,J. ;1 Thomns .................. 1 00 Harriet Lester .................. 1 00 Rr. -Robrns 0 n .... .. .... 2? SylvesterJ. Bartlett ... 100 00 
AnnaMcKiernan ......... l 10 Ralph G. Smith ................ 1 00 Edw»'rdMoore ................. 1 00 Sr. -B.oothman.... .... .. 2° Lillie A. Schafer ....... 100 00 
Chns. H . .B'ish and wife ... 2 00 W 0 Skinner ................. 1 00 Alma E Brown ................ 2 00 Sr. -Ward ............... 1 10 F. R. Schafer .......... 200 00 
John Lant.hers ........... 1 00 Rr. Minerva Wight............ 50 Ephraim Squire ................. 1 PO Virginia. Abel H. Rudd ......... JOO 00 
~orrest Bachelder·: ...... 1 Oil ~eo. M. Hawley ............... 1 00 Agnes Lester.................... 25

1

0. E. Cleveland ............ 1 00 'rhos. F. Jones ......... 166 66% 
;,lamuel W. Kilpatrick .. l 00 S. A. Snodgrass .............. 1 00 Mary Pope....................... 15 Isaac Coffman ........... 1 OU Ichabod McCord ....... 200 00 
Curtis C. Lamhkin ....... 1 00 Harry Murphy and wife .... 2 00 .James Elliott................... 25 Maggie S. Coffman ....... J 00 S. C. Diggle ........... 166 66% 
Byrne Lambkin .......... 1 00 Ole Madison and wife ........ 2 00 I Celia Squire...................... 25 Annie E. Hill.. . .. . . .. .. 1 00 
].l'red s. Brackenbury ..... 1 00 E. S. B'annon and wife ...... 2 00 Mary More........................ 50< Sa!Iluel Wyne ... ,. .•.•• 1 00 Total .......... $1,400 OO 
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. 
Baking Powder 

Made from pure 
cream of tartar. 

Safeguards the food 
against alum. 

Alum baking powders are the greatest 
menacers to health of the present day. 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK. 

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1 and 2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jes us Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by . President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrativ!J, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment,growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
111ketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
tnce, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume 2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
•nd Hyrum Smith. 
Oloth bound ...........•......... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners. . 2 00 
J'ull leather ..............•.... 2 50 
Full leath3r, gilt edges.. • • . . . . • • . S 00 

WHAT IS MAN ? By Elder J. R. 
Lambert. Man's nature and des
tiny. The spirit or soul; is it im
mortal? Does it survive the 
death of the body in a conscious 
1tate ? The views of mortal-soul
ists examined and refuted; second 
edition. 
Pa per covers •••• • ••••••••••••••• $ 35 
Cloth • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 50 

THE SAINTS' HARP. Hymn Book 
-Words Only. 

Cloth ...........•..••••••••••••. $0 15 
Morocco Grain Russia. . • • • • • • • • • • l 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt odgu • • • • 1 U 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The Sa:ints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every ·wednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
$1.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; 
sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., should be addressed to 
Frank Criley, Business Manager. Remittances 
should be made by post office or express orders, 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters. 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth .......•••••...••••••.••.•. $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . • • . l 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges. . • • . 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges • • • • • • . . • . • • . . 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth ...................•••••••. $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia ....•••••••. l 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... l 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ...... 2 00 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. Large 
Type Edition. 

Cloth, leather backs and corners .. $1 50 
Seal Grain Russia, gilt edges . .. • . . 2 00 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth .................•••••••••. $0 61'» 
Morocco Grain Russia ....•..••••• 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges.. • • • 1 21> 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible . • • • • • 2 00 

t'HE TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mormon and the New Testa.
men t. (Inspired Translation) 
in large type; in one volume. 

Leather back and eorners ..••••.. $2 00 
Seal Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • 2 50 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges .•••• B M> 
Morocco, gilt edges ...••.•••••••• 4 00 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Pocket-size edi
tion. 

Cloth ......••••••••.••••••••••.• $0 30 
Cloth sides, leather back . • • • • • • • . 50 

STATE SAVINGS BANK, OF LAMONI. 
Stockholders. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Geo. H. Hilliard. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 
G. W. Blair. 
Oscar Anderson. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 
Alice P. Dancer. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

David Pancer. 
Wm. Anderson, 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 

Officers. 
David Dancer, 

President. 
Wm. Anderson, 

Vice President. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

Cashier. 
Oscar Anderson, 

Assistant Cashier.· 

Directors. 
W. A. Hopkins. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 

This ·bank does a general banking business at 
Lamoni,· Iowa. Interest paid on time depositli 
according to the rules of the bank. Correspond· 
ence and patronage solicited. 

I Furniture Business Por Sale, 
I AT LAMONI IOWA ·, 

This is the oniy basmess of tho kind in Lamoni;Iowa, 
and was establiehed m 1885. lt consists of a clean· stock 
of New Furniture and Undertaking Goods, Carpets, 
Shades. Picture Mouldings, etc. 'l'he stock will inv(>ice 
about $5000. 

The building is large and well located, twG stories and 
a basement, fitted with elevator, and was built in 1898 
especially for the business; will either sell or rent the 
bnildmg to E>uit the purchaser of the stock. This is a 
rare oppor1un1ty, as it is one of the best paying bnsl
nesse'"I in L>i.moni. Good reaEion for selling, and any 
further particulars cheerfully given by correspondence. 

Address the owner, 
W. A. HOPKINS, 

In care of State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Lamoni, Iowa. 

BRO. B. J.<'. ORDlVAY, of Pw•ria, Illi
nois, will send 3 boxes of ~nit t@-Bac post 
paid anywhere for $1.50, and positively guar
antee it to cure your tobacco hnoit, or your money· 
refunded. 

TEACHERS' BIBLE. "The Self-
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps, 
in good large print, bourgeois 
t.ype, with marginal references; 
printed on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6!x81, mailed post-
paid at, per copy, net ............ $2 00 

The Lamoni Real 
Estate Exchange. 

THE undersigned brethren, realizing the 
necessity of an organization for the pur
pose of assisting those who wish to 

j~ 
locate in Southern Iowa, and more es
pecially in Lamoni and immediate vicin
ity; and in making such location they 
can do it in such a manner as to insure 
satisfaction to themselves, as to the 
character of the property obtained and 
the terms or prices upon which they 
purchase; hava decided to form 

The Lamoni 
Real Estate Exchange, 

j~ 
and will list only such farms and town 
property as in their judgment purchas
ers may with safety and satisfaction to 
themselves invest their means in with-
out finding when too late that they have 
done so to their great disadvantage 
financially. 

The object of the Exchange is not to materially 
benefit themselves financially, but to assist their 
brethren in the transaction of necessary business 
in thus locating. And they will also take charge of 
property here belonging to non-residents; renting 
the same; collecting rents; make remittances; 
procure insurance; pay taxes; and transact other 
business in a manner that will be satisfactory; 
and only make such charges as they would be 
willing to pay if they were getting such work 
done for themselves. 

One of their number will be. located at the 
county seat, and can see to the paying of taxes 
and examine titles to property, recording of 
deeds, and any business that can only be done 
there. Those having property to sell or exchange 
will find it to their advantage to list with this 
Exchange. Correspondence solicited. 

Officers: Members: 
WM. ANDERSON, Pres. 
.ASA s. COCHRAN, Vice Pres. 
FRANK CRILEY, Treas. 
F. M. WELD, Sec. 

FRANK CRILEY. 
FM. WELD. 
WM. ANDERSON, 
ASA S. COCHRAN, 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

HO LID GIFT • 
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS. 

Church History, Vols. 1 and 2. 
Prices ..... , ...... $1. 50, $2. 00, and $2. 50 

New Testament, 
Inspired Translation, in Large Type for 
Aged People ............. $1.00 and $1.25 

Book of Mormon, 
Large Type Edition ...... $1.50 and $2.00 
The Same, Small Type Edition, 65 cts., 
$1.00, $1.25; Flexible $2.00. 

Doctrine and Covenants, 
Late Revised Edition, 65 cts., $1.00, 
$1.25; Flexible $2.00. 

Holy Scriptures, 
Inspired Translation, $1.00, $1.25, $1. 75; 
Flexible binding $3. 75. 

Self-Pronouncing Teachers' 
Bible, 

King James' Translation, .•.•.• , ... $2.00 
Excellent edition, with choice and mod· 
ern "helps" to study. 

Afterglow, 
Choice Selected Poems, Elegantly bound, 
Illuminated Cover ..... $1. 50, $1. 75, $2. 00 

Pattie; or Leaves from a Life. 
Reduced from ...•........ $1.15 to 75 cts. 

Autobiography of Elder 
Joseph Luff. 

A Book for Young and Old. Reduced 
from .................... $1.00 to 75 cts. 

The Saints' Hymnal. 
The popular book in General Use in Song 
Service Throughout the Church. Prices 
in Fine Flexible Binding, gilt edges, 
with name of owner inscribed on outer 
cover ............................. $1. 50 
Leather binding ................... 1.00 
Half Leather. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 

The Instructor. 
Doctrinal Evidences compiled from the 
three Standard Books and from History 
and prominent theological writers. 
Prices .................. 75 cts. and $1.00 
Fine Flexible binding . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 50 

Compendium of Faith and 
Doctrines. 

Compiled from the three Standard Books; 
also other historical and general matter 
useful to Bible Students. Prices 75 cts. 
and $1.00. 

Book of IVIormon Archreology. 
Archrnological Committee's Report. A 
Student's Affirmative and Defensive 
Manual of Book of Mormon Archrnolog
ical Evidences. Special prices, for Holi
day Season only: . 30 cts.; reduced from 
50 cts. 

The Saints' Herald; 
Official Publication of the Reorganized 
Church. All church news and other gen
eral matter of interest to students· of the 
signs of the times; including the growth 
of the great latter·day work; develop
ments in the religious world; the prog
ress and leading movements of the 
world of special interest to students of 
latter-day events. Price, per year, $1.50 

Autumn Leaves. 
A Magazine for Young People. Pub
lished Monthly; $1.00 per year in ad
vance. Departments: General Articles; 
Zion's Religio Arena; Current History; 
Daughters of Zion; Young Daughters of 
Zion. A popular and instructive publica
tion; valuable in any Home Circle. 

For General Publications, 
including Sunday School Supplies and 
Juvenile Books, see Catalogue, mailed on 
appl!cation. 

Address Orders Including Remittances to 

O:RILE"'Y" 
Business Manager, Herald Publishing House, 

Decatur County, ____ _. . L.A.:lMrONI, IO"'W" A. 
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THE AI TS' HERALD. 
VoL 45. Lamoni, Iowa, December 7, 1898. No. 49. 

EDITORIAL: CONTENTS: j is no doubt that in Chicago more . public recognition of that idea; the 
Is Remonstrance Available? .......... 773 largely, as in all large cities to a less neglect of worship is the sure road to 
Boouk of Mormon in Hawaiian Lan- extent, and in many hundreds of religious indifference and final athe-

g age .............................. 774 
Success in Utah ...................... 774 smaller places, which take their form ism, that is to say, to anarchy and 

~.g::::~c~~~~ i~;1!.~~~E;.:,i:,; .... · .... 776 from the great centers, tl:::ere is a di- barbarism. No nation can stand long 
Ea~ertainments at District Conven- minished attendance upon public serv- which forgets God, and he will be for-

twns · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 777 ices. There is in our nature as men gotten if we do not worship him. LETTER DEPARTMENT ................... 777 
TRUE succEssrnN IN CHURCH PRESI· an inextinguishable hunger for God, Worship does not consist in talking 

0g;;~~:iiNcE' Ni:i:N'u~iis:· · · .. · · ...... · · .. · 781 but its intensity varies at different about it, but in doing it. It is the re-
Fremoat ............................. 787 times. At present there is a tidal vi val of true reverence alone which 

SuN~~~~e;~0~~i1A~~oci;._~;0N;i: · · · · · · · · ·787 wave of indifference inundating the will reanimate the religious instincts 
Massachu~etts ....................... 787 country, which is in part grounded in of our people and cause them again to 

Mrs~~~L~~~PWsPa~:Af!~~~~~n of La- irreligion, and in part in dislike of respond to that hunger for God which 
moni. ............................. 787 phases of religious belief, which have is a part of their nature, and dormant 

Bis~op'~ Agent's Notice.············· 787 dominated the minds of millions in now only for a season. 
Dedwat10n. . . . . . . . .................. 788 

NEEDS OF CHURCH AND PEOPLE. 

VOICED in the pulpit and pondered in 
the pew, the question most promi
nently before the Chicago religious 
community during the last month has 
been, in some form, "ls the church 
failing to reach the people, and, if 
so, what needs to be done anew that 
the church may become the great ele
vating force in the community which 
of r!ght it should be?" 

Seeking to this question a compre
hensive answer, which should present 
both the problem and its solution un
der the various sidelights which varia
tions of creed or method might shed, 
the Tribune has asked of representa
tive ministers of the great Christian 
denominations their conceptions of 
the present greatest needs of th9 
church and of the ways in which those 
needs can be most amply met and 
made a means of growth rather than 
a chance of waning. The statements 
which follow, it will be observed, all 
agree in one point-that the power of 
the church among the people is to-day 
greater, broader, more vitai th.an ever 
before. 

THE QUESTION. 

"ls the churchUailing to reach and 
to hold the people, and if so what 
needs to be done anew that the church 
may become the great elevating force 
in the community which of right~-it 
should be? Are new creeds needed 
or desirable?" 

The Rt. Rev. William E. McLaren, 
Episcopal Bishop of Chicago: There 

this country in the past, and which in 
the present have lost or are losing 
their hold. The prevailing indiffer
ence is much more largely due to the 
decline of these systems than to any 
widespread positive rejection of the 
religion of Jesus Christ. Their deca
dence is not the defeat of Christianity, 
but, on the contrary, the token of a 
better day. 

The perpetuation of the policy of 
separatism, wbich is the opprobrium of 
Protestantism, is not likely to bring in 
a better state of religion among the 
people. The idea that any man bas a 
right to make a church is repealed 
when any individual undertakes to 
make it over again. That is not the 
road to better, but to worse condi
tions. The bottom trouble is that the 
world will not take stock in a house 
that is so sadly divided against itself. 

The Christian forces must b.o visibly 
one if the world is to believe, and this 
is the solemn declaration of the foun
der of the church himself. Present 
divisions invite defeat, and you have, 
only to go to the smaller towns ·all 
over this continent to discover that 
the invitation is accepted. 

What we must come to is the divine 
idea of community, homage, and 
praise to the Infinite One, the Su
preme Majesty, the great God, as a 
means of honoring him, attesting our 
faith and fortifying our wills in the 
ways of virtue, and honor, and obedi
ence. The G0d idea is at the root of 
civilization, social science, family life, 
and is the conservator of all that makes 
life worth living. Worship is the 

The Rt. Rev. Samuel Fallows, 
Episcopal (Reformed) Bishop of the 
West and Northwest: The church 
must not be confounded with Chris
tianity. The latter is infinitely grander 
and larger than the former. The 
spirit of Christianity is not only not 
confined to the church, but may be 
dormant within it, while it may move 
in the hearts of men outside the 
church inclosure and the church con
fession. It may live and does live in 
organizations, in institutions, in move
ments full of good to mankind which 
are not distinctively carried forward 
under any church ffigis. 

The church itself (putting a part for 
the whole as to name) may be disloyal 
to the spirit of Christianity, and those 
who do not even bear the Christian 
name may transcend in their influence 
and activity the church membership 
in promoting Christian objects. The 
Earl of Shaftesbury had to carry the 
factory act, so important to the wel
fare of English children, against the 
apathy and determined opposition of 
the 1£nglish Church. 

In other great reforms the church, 
as a body, has been derelict. Out
siders have had to bear the standard 
and sound the war cry. It was so in 
the slavery contest. The church is 
not united to-day in the temperance 
reform. But the truth I wish to affirm 
is this, that the Christian religion is 
leavening society, however unfaithful 
the church may be. It is the hand of 
Jesus Christ that is writing elevating 
laws upon our statute books, rearing 
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H~hoB8 from ~raGeland. hospitals and asylums, building plainly reveal an unselfish interest. J 

schools and reformatories. It is his So long as the people have a suspi- j 
I 00NDU01'ED BY GRACELAND COLLEGE. voice which is lifted up in the cry of cion that we are more interested in 

the oppressed, in the passionate de- making converts to our denomina- CONTRIBUTIONS to our Archreological 
mand of the poor for their rights in tional beliefs than we are in building Museum have been received from 
the earth he has created, of the la- the kingdom of God, so long will they Elder R. M. Elvin, and Sr. Nellie 
borer for his just share in the profits 1 fight shy of the church. So long as Elvin, to whom the thanks of Grace
of his toil. the church contents itself with open- land are due. Who will be the next 

And always from the church some ing its doors and inviting men to to help along this collection? 
one comes to incarnate the spirit of come in, so long will great masses re- Our President paid a visit to Inde
the divine human Christ, and marshal main outside. The people must be pendence and St. Joe immediately 
those within and without for the con- sought if they do not seek the church. after Thanksgiving. As a repre
test for the rights of men. Always This is the work of the whole church- seutative of Graceland, he received 
will be found earnest ministers of his not of the pastor only. 'I'he seeming . a hearty welcome. Independence 
who are trying to bring the church into indifference of the rank and file of the ' showed its practical sympathy by 
vital relationship with the people, and church to those outside robs the sending him back with several names 
the people into the church. They church of power. Somehow a per- for the Subscription List. St. Joe has 
are striving for the coming of the sonal relation, a relation of mutual helped some already, and, along with 
kingdom, of which the church is only confidence and friendship, must be es- Independence, intends to help more. 
a portion, and yet its most important ! tablished between the church and the Do you love the work, do you appreci
portion. It is to be its preserving Ii people. This relation, in its initial ate the efforts of the traveling minis
salt. It is to be its undimmed and stages at least, must be formed in the try, do you believe in purity? Then 
ever glorious light. homes of the people. Every city send along your subscriptions. Re-

church should have at least two pas- member! each $25 subscription (for 
The Rev. Dr. L. A. Crandall, Me- tors- one to preach and the other to five years) carries a five-year scholar

morial Baptist Church: All will agree meet the people in their homes. ship with it, at your disposal. Look 
that the Church of Jesus Christ ought 5. Christian churches of all denomi- out next week for the first install
to exert a larger influence upon the nations in this city should form a fed- ment of the subscription list! 
people, but all do not agree upon the eration for the purpose of districting We are pleased to announce the in
methods to be used in gaining this territory, securing systematic visita· clusion of Sr. Ella F. Rich, now of the 
larger influence. I am not vain tion of nonchurchgoing families, con- Bliss Business Institute, R.ome, New 
enough to assume the task of declar- sultation concerning the serious York, amongst our faculty. Sr. Rich 
ing who is right and who is wrong problems which confront the church, intends to commence duties with the 
among those who differ thus radically, and a larger measure of cooperative opening of the Winter Term, January 
but will content myself with a few effort.-Ghicago Tribune, November 6. 3. This addition to the faculty will 
suggestions:- make our Stenography and Typewrit-

1. Stress of life is much greater "God offers men the best happiness, and ing Department equal in quality of 
than it used to be. This is especially this implies that he does not approve of all work to any in the West. 
true in our cities. Vast numbers of happiness; handsfullofdirtmustbeemptied There is still room for students in 
people have no time for rest except before they can be filled with jewels." Graceland. Send your sons and 

"God's goodness is not manifest so much by 
on Sunday, and prefer spending that daughters along, come yourselves if his once offering us his love as by his insist-
day with their families or in the parks ent offer of a love that is daily scorned." you have leisure. Send for cata-
to attendance upon church services. "An unread Bible is an unanswered let- logues, and special announcements, 
The man who is anxious that the ter." and see what we offer to one and all. 
church should reach a larger number "God's is a father's, not a king 8 heart: the If you know of any likely students, 

f ·11 d king offers pardon once, the father offers o people w1 o well to help those whom you cannot reach, send along pardon repeatedly and earnestly." 
who are trying to secure a Saturday "The richest of all prizes is the cheapest; their names and addresses to Presi-
half· holiday for wage w;orkers. it is God's love and help." dent Dewsnup, and the college will 

2. This is an intensely practical age, "No creedmakers have ever been able to write them. 
and the people have little patience fence in God's smile." The Athenian Literary Society had 

h h "There are three steps into the kingdom: . . . 
wit fine spun t eories. The great Turn, try, trust." I a pleasant and mterestmg time at 
truths of Christianity must be shown "The crown of lo.ve is self-sacrifice." . their last meeting. New members 
in their application to present condi- "We respect the feelings of every one are being added all the while, and 
tions, and the teaching of Jesus must more than the feelings of the invisible spirit progress is the order of the day. 
be related to daily conduct and of God ever beside us." 
choices. "Men doubt what, to say the least, may be 

the truth, and they trust their destiny to 
3. The church must pattern more what they know is a lie." 

closely after her Lord and seek ~o "There is always plenty of time to do 
promote the welfare of the whole right." 
man, body as well as soul. "To love is to serve." 

4. The attitude of the church to- I "It is not those who do the most for us, but 

h 
those for whom we do the most that we love 

wards the people must be sue as to best."-Dr. Frank Crane. 

Winter 
term 
commences 
January 3, 1899. 

PRESIDENCY AND PRIEST
HOOD. The Apostasy, Reforma
tion, and Restoration. By Elder 
William H. Kelley. Cloth ........ $1 21) 
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"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeedi and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.''-John 8131, 32. 

"Hearken to the word of the Lordi for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have none.''-B. of M., pagell6. 
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LAMONI, low A, DEC. 7, 1898. 

IS REMONSTRANCE AVAILABLE'? 

WHEN the effort was being made to 
secure statehood for Utah, such prom
ises and protestations of sincerity and 
good faith on the part of the Mormon 
Church regarding plural marriages 
were made as induced the friends of 
the church not Mormons, and the out
side barbarian as well, to believe that 
the dogma of plural, or polygamous 
marriage and the practice of it had 
been honestly abandoned by the 
church, through the advice and active 
efforts of its leading. officers. Presi· 
dent Woodruff's manifesto issued in 
September, 1890, was interpreted by 
the leading orators of the church to 
mean that both the contracting of 
plural marriages by ceremony and the 
living together by such as had been 
previously married in polygamy, were 
to be abandoned. 

The United States Courts so took 
the meaning of the church action. 
Politicians of all parties so understood 
and so construed the manifesto. Anti
polygaroous believers in the doctrines 
and practices of the church before 
the death of Joseph and Hyrum Smith 
were fain to accept that understanding 
of President Woodruff's action and the 
vote of the church on the manifesto, 
and s;w a ray of hope for long erring 
brethren, and rejoiced that at last the 
opposition they had been making to 
the introduction and continuance of 

.. the doctrines they belie·rnd to be evil, 
and knew to be contrary to the com
mands of God given to the church, 
had found a measure of success and a 
possible stopping place. Alas! for 
man's uncertainty; alas! for failing 
hope. 

The following from the Chicago 
Record for November 22, expresses 
what a host of wellwishers for the 
good of Ut~h will re~ret to see in the 

Lamoni, Iowa, December 7, 1898. 

public prints, and much more regret 
to know is true, if it proves to be a 
fact. 

THE SPECTER OF POLYGAMY. 

The country learns with chagrin that or:e 
of the newly elected members of congress 
from Utah is charged with being a polyga
mist, the husband of three wives. The man 
is Bdgham H. Roberts, and the question has 
been raised as to whether he ought not to be 
excluded from the house by the .najority of 
that body. The possibility of Utah being 
represented in Washington by men of many 
wives was one of the things sought to be 
guarded against i.n admitting· that territory 
as a state. 

'fhe content.ion of Congressman-elect Rob
erts and his friends is that the enabling act 
of congress simply prohibited future polyga
mol:is, or plural, marriages, and that he was 
possessed of all his wives before Utah was 
admitted and before the enabling act was 
passed. 'I'hough this point may be well 
taken, the spectacle of a man of many wives 
sitting in the national legislat.ure at Wash
ington will be anything but desirable. Utah 
bas played a sorry prank on the n&tion. 

What will the Congress of the 
United States do? Will the members 
of that august assembly of national 
lawmakers which so long sought for 
a way to relieve the nation of ·the evil 
practices of citizens under the Terri
torial laws'of Utah, passing stringent 
enactments by which hundreds of law
breakers, such as Mr. Roberts is 
charged with being in the paragraph 
we take from the Record, were ar
rested, tried, fined, imprisoned, and 
finally disfranchised, now suffer one 
of them who has persistently defied 
the public sentiment which made laws 
against the practice of polygamy pos
sible, to take his seat among the 
honorable and honored men who in 
Congress represent the American 
people? Will they? 

In an interview published in the 
Chicago Tribune for November 23, Mr. 
Roberts is stated to have expressed 
himself thus:-

No. 49. 

their Represent~tives in the American Con
gress in the enabling act, went no further 
than this: 'That perfect tolerance of rE'li
gious sentiment shall be secured, provided 
that polygamous or plural marriages are for
ever prohibited.' Thus the demand went so 
far as to prohibit future polygamous mar
riages, but no further." 

It seems hardly possible that a man 
of Mr. Roberts' general ability should 
so manifestly misunderstand or mis
construe the deman.d made by the 
American people. Does not Mr. Rob
erts know, and know full well, that 
the thing aimed at by Congress in 
the Edmunds-Tucker law, and every 
other enactment passed in regard to 
the domestic relation of the people in 
Utah, was the practice of polygamy, 
not the mere ceremony of marriage 
performed in a temple or tabernacle, 
but the cohabiting and living together 
as hitsband and wives, upon the doing 
of which so many of Utah's leading 
men were arrested and punished? It 
seems to us that the dignity and self
respect of t,he members of Congress 
who helped to pass what Mr. Roberts 
calls the "enabling act," would de
mand in unmistakable terms that no 
man who thus mistakes the situation 
and his duty as an honest citizen of 
the Republic should be permitted to 
sit in the halls of legislation to help 
make laws while he himself has no 
respect for law when applied to him. 

Were we in Utah we should cer
tainly have remonstrated against the 
choice of such a man to represent the 
-State; and when such a man was cho
sen we should remonstrate against his 
title to rep resent the people, the 
whole people, whether such remon
strance would be of any avail or not. 

In a census taken some years ago 
the statistics show that the "Joseph
ites" had some eight hundred commu
nicants. And as these eight hundred 
of Utah's citizens are uncompromis-

Salt Lake City, Utah, Sunday.-Brighar.n 
H. Roberts, Representative-elect from Utah, ingly anti-polygamous, Mr. Roberts, 
in an interview on the question of polygamy, nor any other man who may be living 
said: "The settlement of that question, in the practice of plural marriage, or 
after years of strif~ and_ hearta~he, left upon polygamy, will represent them in 
men moral obl:gatwns rrom which no decree' Con ress or elsewhere. Hence, these 
of the church could release them and no act .. g f h h th b h th 
of the State absolve them. The demand of c1t1zens,, ew t oug ey e, ave e 
tl:le ;\ll:!ericM peoJ)!e~ &~ e'.Kpressed tl:lrqugh ri~ht to remonstraite a.gainst the seat• 
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ing of a polygamist in the halls of 1 these books as left by Joseph and 
Congress. Hyrum Smith as a heritage of teach-

The press and public men of the ing and knowledge condemn both 
Utah Church took it in high dudgeon dogma and practice; and that the peo· 
that the people outside of the Terri- ple of whom Mr. Roberts is one, pro· 
tory, and the press, should feel and fess to be the true believers in those 
express any doubt of the honest in- books and the teachings of Joseph 
tentions and sincerity of the church in I Smith; and for these reasons these 
the endeavors of its members, with believers called Josephites, whom the 
others, to get statehood, for Utah, HERALD represents have the indis· 
and the HERALD shared in that doubt putable right to protest against any 
and consequent censure. possible legalizing of the obnoxious 

In conversation with Rev. Iliff, of dogma and practice, though it rr.;ay be 
the M. E. Church in Utah, whom the covertly done by sending Brigham H. 
editor met on a railway train shortly Roberts, a polyl'?amist to Congress. 
after the manifesto had been issued 
and endorsed, he expressed the senti
ment that he thought that the profes
sions of abandonment of polygamy by 
the church in Utah were sincere, and 
that it was intended to mean the aban
donment of the practice, as well as the 
abstaining from the performing of the 
ceremony in temple or endowment 
house. He seemed to think that the 
men making the protestations of good 
faith really meant to conform to the 
general sentiment of the people of the 
Union in and out of Utah, and to a,n
swer the expectations to which the 
manifesto and its subsequent endorse
ment gave rise at home and abroad. 
It now appears that such confidence 
in the good faith of Utah was mis
placed, and such expectatfons formed 
only to be disappointed. · 

If, as has been frequently stated by 
Utah men, there has not been more 
than two per cent of the men of the 
Utah Church who practiced polygamy, 
and that there are not now more than 
that ratio in its practice, it is passing 
strange that the other ninety·eigh t 
per cent should stand idly by and let 
one of the guifty two per cent be cho
sen to represent them in Congress; 
and stranger still, that this same 
ninety·eight per cent should actively 
engage in electing such an one. 

But what is that to the HERALD? 

BOOK OF MORMON IN HAWAIIAN 
LANGUAGE. 

WE have received from Bro. G. J. 
Waller, of Honolulu, Hawaii, a copy of 
the Book of Mormon in the Hawaiian 
language, the result of three years' 
labor and care of Bro. Waller. The 
translating of the work up to and in
cluding the first three chapters of the 
Book of Alma was done by Bro. J. 
.M. Poepoe. The remainder by a 
Hawaiian named G. M. Kameakua. 

Under date of November 9, Bro. 
Waller wrote:-

An edition of the Book of Mormon was 
issued by the Utah Church (G. Q Cannon 
being the translator) about the year 1852, but 
that has now run out, and we ought to be 
able to find a ready sale for the five hundred 
copies we are now issuing, amongst the nu
merous Hi~waiian members of the Utab. 
Church, unless they refuse to buy as seems 
to have been the case with the Book of Doc
trine and Covenants which we published a 
few years ago. 

Well, I am thankful that the wor~ is ·fin
ished. I hope that if not now the time will 
soon come when the Hawaiians will appreci
ate what has been done for them. I felt it 
was the duty of the church to provide them 
with the translation of this Book in their 
own tongue, so that they might have an op
portunity of reading the record of the Ne
phites themselves; and I hope and look for 
an extension of the work as a result; and if 
the Master approves and accepts of it I shall 
feel amply re.warded for what I have done in 

may be asked. It is this. The HER- connection with it. 

ALD represents some half a hundred All that I feel that I need say in connec
thousand believers in the principles of t'.on w_ith my labors in getting. out this edi'-
Mormonism so called as the hon, rn the work of translat10n and other 

. ' . ' same matters is that I have noticed that the same 
are found m the Bible, Book pf Mor- power that was made manifest in opposition 
mon, and Book of Doctrine and Cove- I to this work when it was first started, was 
nan ts (the revelations of God to the active here, trying to discourage and delay; 
church), and these know that these while on the other hand the wisdom and 
books in their teachings give no legal power of the Lord were plainly shown forth 

in meeting· emergencies and providing a 
sanction to the da,gma, or the practice translator when otherwise it seemecl it would 

phn·a;I t~r polygaimyi impm1stbl.0 to b~v~ 9om· 

pleted the work, at any rate for a very long 
time. 

From a recent letter from Bro. Kelley I 
learn that Elder Greene will soon be here. I 
am thankful for this, and hope his and our 
labors together may be productive of good. 

With kind regards, etc. 
Referring to the foregoing letter; it 

is not likely that the same objection 
to this issue of the Buke a Moramona, 
will be made by our Utah coreligion~ 
ists that they make to our edition of 
the Doctrine and Covenants. The 
Book of Mormon used by the Utah 
Church and our own are alike, unless 
a change has been made by them in 
the last few years, which is not 
likely; but there is a very wide and 
significant difference between their 
Book of Covenants and ours, such 
change and difference in these books 
dating from the fall of 1876, when 
President Brigham Young caused 
Section 111, the Article on Marriage, 
to be taken out and the so-called reve
lation on celestial marriage to be put 
into the book, together with a lot of 
other things, sayings of President 
Joseph Smith, B. Young, etc. All 
other editions of the Book of Cove
nants issued by the Utah Church and 
the Reorganized Church, from the 
first edition in 1835, 1845 down to 
1869, and until 1876, were alike. 

The zeal anil successful labors of 
Bro. Waller and his helpers are de
serving of all praise. 

The Book sent us is a large, fine 
edition in excellent print. 

SUCCESS IN UTAH. 

THE following extract is from the 
Semi- Weekly Enquirer, of November 
29, published at Provo, Utah. The 
Enquirer, though not a religious paper, 
is edited by and under the manage
ment of members of the Utah Church; 
and hence this friendly notice' of the 
labor and success of Elder Wight is 
appreciated; the more so on account 
of a disposition manifested by many 
in that country to ignore or riciicule 
the work of our brethren. We are 
pleased to hear of the success of our 
young brother; and hereby extend our 
thanks to the Enquirer for this re
spectful notice:-

Elder D. W. Wight, of the Josephite 
Church, reports seven baptisms during the 
last week, mainly in the small wards north 
and west of Provo. He says that there are 
two or three other candidate&, but they will 
:probaiolr uot be re~d~ u1:1tt!: ~t\1 rf?turn~ 11!S 
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is going into another county. Mr. Wight 
has been laboring alone for the past month, 
and has preached thirty-two sermons in that 
time. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

BRO. WILLIAM H. . KELLEY writes 
from Coldwater, Michigan, November 
26, that he is making his first visit 
there for ten years. He reports him
self as feeling quite well, but says 
Bro. Gomer T. Griffiths was sick at 
last account. Bro. Kelley _says:-

Tbat is right; knock Roberts out. Go on 
and be happy. 

Under date of November 22, Bro. J. 
C. Clapp writes from Chesterfield, 
Tennessee:-

! have seen your last chapters on B. H. 
Roberts, and you are just driving center 
every shot. It is just what I knew ought to 
be done and could be done if the right man 
took it in hand. 

Bro. Henry C. Smith, writing from 
Orting, Washington, November 16:-

The saints here-seven all told-I believe 
are doing all they can for the work, in their 
patronage in the literary, temporal offerings 
and consecrations, as well as faithful deport
ment and prayers; and we bespeak for them 
in sentiments of love and highest esteem a 
useful future to the extent of their ability. 
And I am pleased to say they have the good 
will and esteem of t.he people living here; 
and quite a goodly number not of the faith, 
throuirh their influence, contribute to the 
good of the work by supplying our personal 
wants in house rent, money, and life's neces
saries; in fact, every one is friendly to us, 
and are not slow in showing their respect 
from the truck wagon, the counter, and even 
the post master in giving us a lock box; and 
while we feel grateful for such favors, yet we 
are led sometimes in our cogitatioris, to ask, 
"Isn't your path way strewn with too many 
:flowers to be the same one which your Master 
trod?" There are about one hundred and 
fifty veteran soldiers located at this point, 
supported by the government, and some of 
them attend our services and seem quite in
terested. Brn. Enge, John Davis, J. C. 
Clapp, have the honor of opening up the 
work here. Brn. H. L. Holt and A. M. 
Chase are strengthening the cords that lead 
heavenward. Bro. Chase made us a short 
call of late and preached five times for u8, 
leaving a good impression; and that l.ittle 
portable organ that he carries with him, to
gether with the musical proclivities of its 
possessor, does much to interest the people. 
Bro. Amos is progressing finely in clerical 
accomplishments, and through humility and 
faithfulness will make a useful advocate for 
the Master. Brn. Holt and Enge made us a 
flying call; leaving with us words of comfort 
and good cheer. Bro. Holt is diligent in hi;;i 
services for the church notwithstanding hi!il 
affliction, and beloved by all who know hill'.), 

Bro. M. R. Scott, Jr., Correct, 
~ovember 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Please state that I am quite poorly, having 
wrestled with congestion of the lungs. I 
took a severe cold while holding forth at 
Cross Plains, Indiana. I hope, however, to 
be all right soon, and then will strive to 
answer some of the many calls for preaching. 
Let this serve as an answer to the many who 
have written me in relation to the work. 

Bro. John Avondet, of Omaha, Ne
braska, 1315 California St., has oil to 
sell in either half gallon or gallon 
lots. It is of the same quality as 
sent us last winter. Those who live 
in proximity to Omaha, could easily 
arrange to get it by some one going 
into the city to trade. Parties who 
send for it to be carried by express 
can do so and have express charges 
added. The oil is worth $4. 00 per 
gallon, $2.00 per half gallon. If sent 
by express Bro. A vondet will p?.y 
one-half the charges. He writes:-

I feel well for my age. The good Lord is 
kind to me to support me in this glorious 
work that I love, and I hope to be able to be 
faithful unto the end of my life. 

Bro. J. D. Stead, writing from 
Southern Illinois, says:-

1 have baptiztd six since last writing to the 
Herald. Our conference was a good one. I 
feel well, feel hopeful, and can see signs of 
improvement in some of the branches. 

Elder F. C. Wa:cnky, Argentine, 
Kansas, November 25:-

I am making nice progress here preaching 
the gospel; have opened quite a number of 
new places, as well as here in Argentine. 
Am well received and many are investiga
ting. To-morrow I go again to Holliday, ten 
miles west, where I preach four times a 
month. 'l'here I a;n always royally enter
tained and pi•ovided for. I have seven regu
lar appointments per month, and preach 
some week evenings a~ opportunity presents. 

Elder W. B. Toney, Kennady, In
dian Territory, November 25:-

Please state through your colums, to the 
members of the ''Reorganization," that the 
"Salt Lake Elders" who told Elder T. J. 
Sheppard I had joined that church told a 
"bare-faced falsehood" of the first water, and 
oblige me. 

Bro. E. W. Nunley, South Pitts
burg, Tennessee, December 1:-

I am here; aim to commence meeting to
night. We are atopping with Bro. Jacob 
Gross. He is a good elder; 

0

has a nice family. 
There are about ten members in town, and 
several belong to the branch who live quite 
away from here. Aim to be at Sequachee 
City soon. · 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

BRo. T. W. W+LLIAMS' address is No, 
718 San Julian St., Los Angeles, Cal\" 

He writes quite 
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The Dynamite Criiiser, published 
at Leon, Iowa. county seat of Decatur 
County, devotes over three columns 
of space of its issue of the 30th to a 
writeup of Graceland College. The 
article sets forth the character and 
general benetits of the institution and 
commends it to the patronage of the 
general public. Thanks for good 
words. 

Brn. William Anderson, Frank Cri
ley, Frank M. Weld, and Asa S. 
Cochran, have formed a Real Estate 
company, at Lamoni, for the purpose 
of aiding those saints who may desire 
to learn of locations in the regions 
round about, and to give reliable in
formation regarding Lamoni, the 
lands about it and the conditions at
tending. Write them for particulars. 

Some one has sent us copies of 
Leaves of Healing and "I Will," publi
cations issued by "the Rev. John Alex 
Dowie, of Chicago, General Overseer 
of the Christian Catholic Church." 
Thanks for the issues. 

Sr. Addie Robinson writes that she 
and her husband, the only saints 
there, would be pleased to have elders 
call at Atkinson, Illinois. They de
sire that the truth be presented to 
friends and neighbors. 

Sr. R. L. Goreham, of Jamaica, 
Iowa, ten miles west of Perry, extends 
an invitation to Bro. C. Scott, J. S. 
Roth, or some other of the traveling 
ministry, to labor there. She will 
pay carfare and furnish a home. She 
desires to aid the work of which she 
writes in earnest spirit. 

Our cover matter this week, with 
its statements of prominent Chicago 
ministers, furnishes much food for 
thought. The ministry and the stu
dious among the laity will note and 
analyze the matter given. Study and 
thought are essential to comprehen
sion of conditions. We understand it 
to be the privilege and duty of the 
church in general to know, to be "in 
the light," concerning the general de
velopments of the times. It requires 
"work" t9 keep up with the rapidly 
moving current of events in which is 
shown forth the signs of "the end;" 
but the faithful intelligent disciple is 
eager and earnest in his interest in 
the cause. It is by development that 
anyone is qualified for large:r anq 
capable service, 'l}he Lord µses mert 

t"helr ~e';'er~l 
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abilities. "Talents" increase by use, 
but decay or lessen if buried in nap· 
kins. Growth is the order of nature. 
"Life" is a significant and frequent 
word in holy writ. Spiritual life no 
less than mortal life suggests and de
mands activity; and, one live man is 
worth many more than a hundred 
dormant, half-dead, or practically 
dead ones. Activity is essential to 
life. Stagnation, as sin, conduces to 
death. 

Some one sends us a copy of the 
Chicago Chronicle, of November 18, 
which contains a report of a sermon 
by Rev. Minot J. Savage, pastor of 
"the Church of the Messiah," New 
York, who says the Bible is not the 
word of God. While the statement is 
qualified by references to· historical 
and other inaccuracies, the trend of 
the sermon, as reported, is like many 
others, now popular, in that it tends 
to cause unbelief in the sacred record. 
While the reaction now taking place 
largely grows out of opposition to the 
former "orthojox" idea that "every 
word of the book is inspired," the re -
action has gone and is going to the 
other extreme, and doubt and unbe
lief follow as legitimate results. The 
issues between the popular churches 
and the so-called "freethinkers" are 
narrowing, and it seems more than 
likely that they will grow narrower, 
if they do not altogether disappear. 
The importance of the great latter-day 
work looms up as faith lessens in the 
world. 

A press dispatch states that a com
mittee of the National Live Stock 
Association, which is soon to meet in 
Denver, Colorado, is arranging if 
possible to enliven the convention by 
a "Gran Corrida"-a bull fight; that 
said committee is considering the 
proposition, and if fifty thousand 
people can be accommodated on the 
grounds will import men and women 
bull fighters from Mexico for the 
occasion. We mention this as one of 
the indications of the times. The world 
moves; Babylon also moves - to its 
fall. With the growth of so-called Lib
eralism there is also a growth of much 
that is pure (or impure) heathenism. 
The trend is in some respects back
ward toward the spirit of callous 
love of sport that disgraced and de
graded and finally ove:rtt1rued ancient 
pagan Rome. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Bro. E. Maxwell, formerly of Ap
plegate, now of Central Lake, Michi
gan, writes stating that some of the 
elders could do a good work in that 
region. The people knew the Strang
ites, but he desires that they learn the 
true faith of the church. He thinks 
they would hear and that much good 
might be done in a general sense for 
the church. Brn. David Smith and J. 
J. Cornish had preached some and the 
people would be glad to see them 
again. 

Bro. E. W. Nunley writes from In
crease, Tennessee, the 26th ult. His 
late letter which read, "none are in
terested," should have read ''some are 
interested." He is preachhg to at
tentive hearers and looks for an in
crease in membership. 

"Places Mormonism in its true 
light" is the title given by the editor 
of the Janesville, Wisconsin, Gazette to 
an article written by Bro. C. H. Burr, 
and which was published in the issue 
of that paper for November 26. Bro. 
Burr set forth the leading points of 
interest in good form. 

"Emperor Francis Joseph, of Aus 
tria. upon the fiftieth anniversary of 
his accession, issued an order to the 
army thanking the soldiers for loyalty 
and fearless valor during his reign, 
declaring that he would ever look 
upon the army as the shield and pro
tector of the throne and fatherland." 

Subscribe for the SAINTS' HERALD 
for 1899. 

Mothsrs' HomB Col1Imn, 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

"Pre•s on !-the tl'iumph shall be won 
Ohommon rights aLd • qual laws, 

'rhe glorious dream of Harririgton, 
Aud Sidney's good old cause: 

Blessing the cotter and the crown, 
Sweetening W<.1rn Labor's bitter cup; 

And, plucking not the higbest down, 
Lifting the lowest, up." 

EMERSON said: "What is excellent, as God 
lives, is permanent. . . . Each man is a 
hero and oracle to somebody, and to that 
person whatever he says Las an enhanced 
value." If this be true, how ought the 
thought to stimulate us to uaceasing effort, 
that what we do and say should be worthy of 
having iofluence upon the life of aaother. 
y,,s; might we not even aspire to making our 
influence excellent, that it might be perma
nent? This can only be done by sitting at 
the faet and learning o( him who "spake as 
never man spake." 

MAPLETON, Iowa. 
Dear Sisters:-Tbe Home Column bas been 

such a help to me; the Ensign and Autumn 
Leaves, the Hope and Primary Quarterly are 
treasures to me by the help they give in 
teaching the children. I live far from a 
branch of the church. I regret very much 
that I cannot take the children to Sunday 
school, but do the best I can teaching at 
home. I am trying to instruct my little ones 
so they will be ready for baptism when old 
enough. R::iy was eight in June; he often 
says he wants to be baptized, and I am anx
ious he should if he understands well enough. 
I think he does, but do not want him bap
tized unless he does. I have tried to teach 
him. Have neglected other work when I 
could not do both, thinking it was the most 
importa·nt to instruct my children so they 
would be ready for baptism. I try to take an 
hour each day to read the church papers and 
Bible. To-day, I was singing hymns, Dora 
and Maud were sitting on my lap, and Mau
rice was standing by my knee. 

Pray for me that I may set a good example 
before them. It is hard for me to always 
speak in a kind and pleasant voice; I fail so 
often, and I know it does the children harm 
by hearing them speak in the same tone of 
voice to each other. I shall never be satis
fied until I can speak kindly at all times, but 
sometimes fear that will never be. I try to 
excuse myself at times with the thought, If I 
could go to church and Sunday school I would 
do better. Then I think, If I am not faithful 
now I would not be anyway, so strive still 
harder to do right. I feel that I will be 
greatly blessed if I am faithful. To-day 
while singing No. 703 in Saints' Harp, when 
I came to the words, 

"Cheer up, brother, there's a blessing 
\Vaiting for thee; never fearj 

Foes forgiving, sins confessing, 
Trust in God and persevere,,, 

the Spirit came upon me and caused my eyes 
to fill with tears, and I felt so happy and at 
peace. And I have felt the same many times 
while reading the church papers, or Bible, or 
singing hymns. Now I have confessed a 
great fault, that I haven't enough patience. 
RtJmember me in your prayers, for I need 
them. 

When Roy was about four years old, he was 
playing in another room, I thought I heard 
him swear. I was surprised, as I had never 
heard him use such language. I a8ked him 
what he had said. At first he did not want 
to tell. He wanted me to tell him; but in a 
little while he told me, and it was what I 
thought he said. I talked to him and told 
him how wroag it was to use God's name in 
such a way. He seemed sorry. In a day or 
two after th&t, he was playing by the sicie of 
the house and I heard him say ·the same 
words again. I asked him if he was not sorry. 
He said, No. I never thought it did any good 
to whip children for swearing. I hardly 
knew what to do. Tears came to my f'yes, for 
I could not endure to have him use the dear 
Lord's name in such a manner. In a little 
while I said, "Let us go and pray about it." 
We went into the bedroom and I prayed. 
When I was through, Roy looked like he was 
ready to cry, and sa.id be was sorry. I ha.ve 
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never heard him swear since. I have often 
gone where he was playing, when he would 
not know I was there, to hear if he did swear 
when out at play, and have asked others if 
they ever heard him swear, but they have 
always said they n&ver had. I try to teach 
them not to use slang, it is so common, and I 
dislike it almost as much as swearing. 

Your sister in the gospel, 
MRS. MOLLIE LUKECART. 

8lfndau 8Bhool Department. 
ELDER T. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor. 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to" Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

ENTERTAINMENTS AT DISTRICT CONVEN-
TIONS. 

THE question of whether or not it is wise to 
hold entertainments as a part of our district 
conventions occupies the minds of many dis
trict officers and workers. And it is worthy 
of careful consideration. For to discard en
tirely the feature of entertainment would be 
a hasty and possibly a rash act. And to 
adopt and continue the giving of entertain
ments as a part of the district convention 
would be Equally as serious a mistake iI not a 
fatal blunder. 

There are points both for and against it. 
In favor of it there are amongst others these 
points: _(I) It is encouraging to children and 
to older ones, and keeps them under the influ
ences of home and the gospel. (2) Children 
and youth will have amusement. If you 
do not furnish it, the world will. Which 
shall it be? (3) You can often draw persons 
into the Sunday school by entertaining them 
that otherwise would not enter. Some of 
these may stay with you and learn to love 
something better. 

Against it are these: (1) It occupies time 
that is very much needed by the workers to 
study what will improve their work. Time 
is precious when persons have left home and 
business to attend convention and confer
ence. Too precious to spend in being en
tertained. This had better be done at 
home. We go to these meetings to im
}'rove others and to be improved. The time 
spent in entertainment is largely lost to both 
these purposes. (2) With the entertainment 
ever before them, the children (and older 
ones too, sometimes) get the impression that 
these meetings are for amusement only or 
chiefly. Not only these district gatherings, 
but all the Sunday school work. 

In the foregoing remarks we refer to meet
ings that are purely for entertainment. In 
many places they have, as a part of the pro
gram, papers on useful subjects bearing on 
Sunday school work. Also blackboard exer
cises, chart work, etc. This, to some extent, 
removes the objection of a waste of time, and 
serves to instruct; and, if rightly managed, 
becomes profitable. 

In disposing of this question we must use 
considerable wisdom. If the entertainment 
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on Friday morning for convention, let your HOW TO GET CHILDREN TO MEMORIZE 
entertainment be given on Thursday evening. SCRIPTURE. 
This will supply both the demand for an en- Give out a word such as "love," "faith," 
tertainment and for convention time. "life," and the class finds and learns a verse 

We do not, as an officer of the General Sun- that contains the word. 
day School Association, encourage the giving Again, give the initial letter of every word 
of entertainments as a part of the program in a verse selected. Tell them what book it 
for a district convention. However, there is in. They will attend to this with a good 
may be circumstances under which it would degree of interest, and will remember the 
be perfectly proper and wise. And, too, they verse. 
may be managed so as to make them profit- PLAN FOR A TEACHER'S MEETING. 
able. They may be held on the evening Study of lesson, thirty minutes. 
previous to the opening of the convention Study of how to teach the lesson, fifteen 
with good results. minutes. 

VVhat is for the greatest good of the cause Study of some scientific work on teaching, 
is what we should aim for at all times. Ancl I fif · i teen mrnu tes. 
whatever this is let us discover, then do it. 

GOOD SUBJECTS FOR DISCUSSION AT 
May God give us wisdom in all our work . 

. THE GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT. INSTI1cUTES. 

THE following are selections from the Gal
land's Grove, Iowa, district Sunday school 
newspaper, edited by Sr. Dora Young:-

Every progressive teacher is searching for 
helps to aid him in the work. Do you read 
well the Sunday school columns of the Herald? 
Did you read caref.ully the article in issue of 
October 12, on Intermediate Work, from Sr. 
Marie Clark of Chicago? And what is more 
important, did you try to apply any of those 
plans in your next Sunday's work. Many of 
us complain we haven,'t the means to buy 
books on methods of teaching, and if this be 
the case we should prize most highly the 
columns of the Herald. Let us encourage 
our editor of that column by reading well the 
matter contained therein. 

SCHEMES. 
HOW DO YOU TEACH CHILDREN 'l'O USE 

THE BIBLE? 
Have both teachers and scholars hold up 

their Bibles. Compliment classes in which 
everyone bas a Bible. Request them to open 
their Bibles as near the middle as possible, 
and ask them what they find. They will gen
erally open to Pdalms. Ask a few questions 
about Psalms, such as: Who wrote Pcialms? 
Who was D<tvid? What beautiful PBalm do 
you know that David wrote? Read or repeat 
the 23d Psalm. What letters are placed over 
the Psalm which stand for 23? Who can 
write 23 in Roman numerals on the board? 
Can the class tell me how XXUI represent 
23':' What does X stand for? If X means 10, 
XX would stand for what number? Now we 
will count on the III's and the XXUI's com
pleta means 23. This is sufficiently long for 
one exercise. 

For another exercise abk them to open to 
the New Testament. Again, turn to the first 
book of the Bible. What is it? What does 
Genesis means'? What is the first verse in 
the Bibler What is the last verse in the 
Bible? Class, tell how to write the abbrevia
tion for Genesis, the 3d chapter, the first 5 
verses. Capital Gen.; period, figure 3, colon, 
figure 1, dash, figure 5, period. (Gen. 3: 1-5). 
A weekly drill of this kind soon gives a 
familiarity to the Bible. 

HOW TO GET NON-CHURCHGOING PARENTS 

1. What of doctrine should be taught to 
children. 

2. What qualities should characterize a 
primary teacher. 

3. Ways of interesting the home in the 
work. 

4. Promotion-How shall it be done. 
5. How I study my lesson. 
6. How to teach prayer. 
7. Reception of new scholars. 
8. When crime and bloodshed enter into a 

lesson, is it wise to go in to detail? 
9. Memorizing scripture. 

10. Suggestions for opening exercises. 
The world's Sunday school convention met 

in London, July 12, 1898, with an enrollment 
of over 2,500 delegates. One of the ever to 
be remembered features of this convention 
was a concert one afternoon by 5,000 junior 
Sunday school children, under the direction 
of the London Sunday school choir. After 
these had sung, 4,000 of the senior children 
took their places and rendered more ad
vanced music, but no better in execution 
than that of the little ones. 

:hBUBr Departm~m. 

CLITHERALL, Minn., Nov. 16. 
Editors llerald:-I write to correct a mis

take which is found in the Herald, which 
might be brought up against you in such 
a way as to show that the Herald was not to 
be trusted. 

A month or more agp there was printed in 
the Herald a letter from Elij •h Webb, of 
Oklahoma, stating that Uncle Thaddeus Cut
ler was living with him at the time of his 
death; which is a mistake. Uncle Thaddeus 
was no doubt living there at the time that 
Utah elder was there; but for a year or two 
before his death he had been living with his 
son, Erastus Cutler, in Summerfield, Marshall 
County, Kansas. The account of his death, 
also of the death of his wife, will be found in 
Herald for May 11, 1898. 

feature has won a place in your convention, INTERESTED. 

Erastus Cutler is a cousin of my husband, 
and his wife is my cousin, and our oldest son 
was at Summerfield when Uncle Thaddeus 
died, and assisted in caring- for him in his 
last sickness. 

better to not drop it at once, even though you Have little concerts once or twice a year. 
wish to in the course of time. If you meet j The parents come to hear their children. 

If you wish further proof write to Mrs. M. 
J, Cutler, of Summerfield, who is the only 
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Latter Day Saint in the family, unless others 
have joined the church la,tely. 

Yours for tho truth, 
EMMA L. ANDERSON. 

P. S.-The Cutlerites have always told that 
when Alpheus Cutler first saw that polygam
ous revelation, as given out by Brigham 
Young, he told the people that revelation 
was no more like the revelation to Joseph 
Smith upon the subkct of marriage than 
black was like white. E. L. A. 

COLFAX, Iowa, Nov. 16. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

I now begin to realize the life of a mis
sionary in actual service continuously, and to 
realize the necessity of duty out on picket, 
and that there must be no sleeping soldiers, 
and no laying down the implements of our 
warfare, and to use them enough to keep 
rust off the sword of the Spirit. In mis
sionary work one does not dare to get away 
from go~pel moorings, for the power that 
will wreck the now wriggling ship of sec
tarianism, tossed to and fro and carried 
about by every wind of doctrine, with its 
anchorage of uncertainty dangling around 
the tendrils of spiritualism - "Satanic 
power," that power that now shakes her 
from foremast to stem, is God's power, "the 
gospel," and the word of the gospel is the 
word of the Spirit. 

So, my colaborers in the ministry, let us 
not be caught and entangled in the flapping 
sails of the old stranded wreck, lest the same 
sword that sent the doomed vessel to ruin 
pierce the body of our spirit, letting Hs life
blood ooze out in staips upon the Lamb's book 
of life, that will testify in heaven's court 
to our folly. So I hope to live spiritually by 
every word that proceedeth out of the mouth 
of God, latter-day revelations included, in the 
standard books of the church. So when I 
stand before the people of this generation, 
with whom I have associated, I, like Paul, 
can take them to record both in this world 
and the world to come that I am pure from 
the blood of all men of lny association be
cause I have not shunned to declare the 

Editors Herald:-The glorious work moves 
on and on, as the time and tide that waits 
for no man. And as God's servants faith and 
repentance cry, like the powGr that moves 
the waters of the mighty ocean, so hts power 
-the gospel-movEs the hearts of honest 
men and women to heed the warning of God's 
word, leaving on the shores of fleeting time 
the debris of a misspent life. And in the 
crisis of the transition take voyage in the 
liftiboat of God's kingdom to sail successfully 
over the shoals and breakers of lifo's stormy 
way, to anchor at last in the great haven of 
eternal and blissful rest. How glorious the 
work that embraces the destiny of man. 
How magnificent the glory that awaits him, 
and how powerful the omnipotent hand that 
created man ana the place of his rest, as also 
the means to obtain it. And how miserable 
and intense the suffering, how long and dis
mal the days of sorrow and remorse that 
awaits the soul of him that knows not God, 

whole council of God. because of not having obeyed the gospel of 
the Lord Jesus Christ. The understanding On the 13th, at Adell, I baptized one hon
of man-natural, carnal, and unborn-at the est soul thoroughly converted to the doctrine 
best cannot comprehend these very important upon a careful investigation of our claims, 
and stupendous questions, save only the who now rejoices and will be a help to the 
means employed to accomplish his salvation; cause, being able upon her continued study, 
so to the extent that this provision requires by the help of the good Spirit, to defend the 
and demands the understanding, man is per- cause; her name is Anna Beam. She is the 
mitted to see that intelligent obedience may fruit of our tent effort there last July, and 
be rendered in the accomplishment of his her husband will be the next to follow soon, 
salvation. But the knowledge of preroga- I believe. And now tho Adell saints a part 
tives and bl'essings of citizenship in God's of Perry branch have a fair show. On tte 
kingdom, and the enjoyment of them, are to 16t,h of October last, by order of district con
the saints in tasting of the heavenly gifts and ference, I ordained Bro. Boatwright, who 
the good word of God and of the power of the now as priest takes the lead of their meet
world to come,- being made partakers of the ings just organized, imparting advice and 
Holy Ghost, which things the eyes of wicked spir•itual food to eager and willing to receive 
and disobedient cannot see, neither their saints. In my effort just closed there, on the 
heartd rejoice, because of perception. (1 Cor. 13Lh, he preached his first sermon, a credit 
2: 8.) to the cause and source of joy to the saints; 

'l'he faculty of saints for tasting of the and will, if humble, be a good preacher yet. 
power of the world to come is increased and So as a branch we are in pretty good health, 
developed by making applicable to their spiritually, allowing its president to say it; 
lives in their endeavor to conform to the and our rule is and bas been to baptize no 
rules of righteousacss all things that ma.y as one unless they have our position thoroughly 
the result of never cea.sing and persistent explained to their comprehension, for to 
prayerful study of God's word be revealed by keep b,1ck any of the claims un"til after the 
the lii:;ht of the him who shrdl teach you all union with us, is to take advantage of them, 
things. So in this the reign of the latter-day which is not right. 
glory. Sons and daughters of God's redeem· Elders, priests, and teachers, put the books 
ing grace are rejoicing· to witness the birth 1 ·before the people; don't fear if you sav Book 
of new creatu~es in Cbrist Jesus, aod to hear of Mormon or Joseph Smith that some one 
the voice of the Spirit in tPstimon,y of the I will not come into the church; honest ones 
angel's message. R: })ice, 0 ye saints of I will, and dishonest ones will not, and better 
latter days, in visions and blessings restored; I settle H b:ofore and save tt'ouble, for if per
and pray for me that the infusion of the Holy sons wi.11 not believe those things before they 
Spirit, as my abiding comforter, I may not come in, the chances are they will not after
grieve away out of my fieahly temple. wards. Some, however, with all our cautfon, 

have been baptized in our branch who said 
they never heard of the Book of Mormon 
until they heard it in ridicule by an evil dis
posed person; and now say it turned them 
against us and om· claims, and they will not 
attend our meetings, neither our Sisters' 
Prayer Union; our Literary Society was ad
vised tu leave it out of their study by the 
same one that was afraid to say Joseph Smith 
or the Book of Mormon to them, who now 
have denied the claims of them (Jo5eph Smith 
and the Book of Mormon). But the book has 
been retained in the class, notwithsta.nding 
the ad vice t,> discard it on account of out
siders. The book stays, and so do the out
siders, and so do all the saints that by the 
book were converted; and since their coming 
into the church last April, their love has in
creased for it, and they now re:Jite whole 
chapters of both the Book of Mormon and 
Doctrine and Covenants. Sr. Martin, form
erly Hawley, has done by her talent in the 
use of these books what would have required 
a great deal of preaching without their use, 
that puts it mildly. If any of the elders can 
visit this class, and see the way it wins the 
admiration of the visitors not of the church, 
if they have any fear, it will surely depart 
and go to where it belongs. 

I am now at Colfax. A few good saints live 
here, that are doing what they can. There 
are some here who united with the church in 
'47. Bro. and Sr. Batty, who now are stand
ing as the giant oak, never shaken by the 
storms of dissolution. I am in the harness 
to help pull the load; not for a mere show. 
So God give strength to all thy saints, and 
courage give them too. In gospel bonds, 

J. W. MORGAN. 

ANGOLA, Kan.' NOV. 28. 
Editors Herald:-I left home about the first 

of November, for this place, where I have 
been laboring in connection with Bro. James 
Davis. We have been preaching in several 
schoolhouses in the region round about. 
Most of the time our crowds have been small, 
excepting Sunday night. At present we are 
laboring at the Mccannon schoolhouse. 
This is the most favorable prospect we have 
struck. 

Since coming here Bro. William France 
has departed for the spirit land. He passed 
away very sudde,nly November 23. Many 
came out to the funeral service, which was 
held in the Methodist church, where we dis
coursed to them on the future condition. 
Bro. France had the esteem and respect of 
the neighborhood. Kind hands laid his 
mortal remains to rest in the village ceme
tery, to await a glorious resurrection. Life 
is fleeting; time is passing-how necessary it 
is to improv11 the golden moments as they ap
pear before us. 

This leaves me rejoicing in the gospel of 
God's dear Son. The Spirit's presence sends 
cheer and comfort to my soul when standing 
to declare the wcrd, or when performing the 
various duties devolving upon an elder. May 
God bless the ministry everywhere, that we 
may have the favor and recognition of 
heaven. Yours for the right, 

A. M.-BAKER. 
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ANACORTES, Wash., Nov. 24. 
Editors Herald: - Thanksgiving evening, 

and the third in rotation that I have not 
been permitted to be at home with my 
family; yet my lines have always fallen where 
there was no lack of good cheer and plenty to 
eat; so I am still thankful. 

Since writing you we have taken a trip 
from our base-Castle Rock-into the regions 
of Roslyn (where three were baptized), Ort
ing, Tacoma, Seattle, and Bay View; all in 
tbe State of Washington. To-night finds me 
turned homeward with about four hours to 
put in here waiting for the boat. Bro. Holt 
and I left Castle Rock for Roslyn, October 
18, I believe. At Roslyn we found about a 
score of saints, who made us welcome and 
with whom we passed a very pleasant week, 
closing our stay there by celebrating the 
nuptials of Bro. J. P. Hanson and Sr. Donna 
Holmes; Bro. Holt tying the knot. This 
seemed to be a union that was fitting in 
every sense, and with our hearty good wishes 
we bade the wedding party adieu and started 
for other fields; Bro. Holt going to join Bro. 
Enge in an effort near Ellensburg, while we 
paid the saints at Orting a visit. Here we 
were welcomed by our old friends Henry C. 
Smith and wife, of Lamoni. I find that they 
are doing a good work and it is a pleasure to 
labor where the work has been recommended 
by such workmen. 

A pleasant and profitable four days are 
spent here, five sermons preached, and we go 
on to Tacoma, where for a week or nine days 
we are very busy, preaching and looking up 
the saints. Here we were privileged to meet 
another of our Lamoni families, Bro. and Sr. 
Sherman Wightman. They are also "liv.ing 
epistles'' of the gospel, and their neighbors 
do not fail to "read" them. Here, after much 
search, we found about a dozen saints, to 
whom, with a limited number of outsiders, we 
endeavored to "break the bread of life,'' and 
felt that the Master gave his blessing in so 
doing. There are noble saints here, who 
were very lonely; but we succeeded in get
ting them together, and in our meetings at 
South Tacoma, and also on Eleventh and N. 
streets, we feel that they are better ac
quainted with each other, and that life will 
not need to be quite so lonely hereafter. 

From here we went to Seattle, where we are 
met by Bro. Holt, Bro. Enge going on to 
Fair Haven. We spent a few days looking 
up the saints, and finding that there was 
sufficient and the right kind of material, at 
our Sunday meeting (which began at eleven 
a. m. and lasted until nine p. m.) we organ
ized them into a branch with Bro. George E. 
Ward president, Bro. J. H. Reynolds teacher, 
and Sr. Florence Wolfioden as secretary. 
Bro. Reynolds was ordained teacher at our 
evening service. This branch will probably 
number about twelve or fifteen at first. May 
it increase until it lightens the entire city. 

Monday evening we take the steamer for 
Anacortes, where we are unloaded about five 
o'clock Tuesday morning. Here we take a 
rowboat for Bay View, eight and one-half 
miles distant across Padilla Bay. Here we 
receive a hearty welcome from the few saints 
living there and from various friends who 
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had listened to the preaching by Bro. Holt 
last year, and in former visits of one or more 
I believe. Here we secured the use of a store' 
building, the owner of the hall that was 
spoken for by the saints and contracted for 
verbally having yielded to bis spiritual ad
viser and decided not to let us preach in his 
building, even though he had given us his 
word that we might have the use of it for a 
small rent. But I suppose, as the Book of 
Mormon says, he thoug·ht it no harm to "lie 
a little" that we might be prevented from 
preaching in Bay View; and borrowing a 
lamp and benches from the city hall we com
mence the services the same night. Friday 
Bro. H. is called to join Bro. Enge at Fair 
Haven, and so, Saturday, I am left alone once 
more "in my glory;" but not for long, for 
Sunday evening we are agreeably surprised 
by meeting Bro. Graham, formerly from 
Nova Scotia, but now of Avon, Washington. 
He is a priest, and rendered me good help. 
Well, when Bro. H. left the people seemed to 
think that the attraction was gone, and for a 
few nights our attendance was slim. Those 
who did come seemed to be very much inter
ested, and our audience gradually increased 
until it was, at our last meetings, almost as 
large as when Bro. Holt was there. We had 
a fair degree of liberty in presenting the 
word, and feel that good was done. 

By card received from Bro, Holt I was in
formed that he would be in Seattle yesterday; 
I expect to see him in Castle Rock Friday or 
Saturday next. We expect to spend a day or 
two at home and then to the work in Eastern 
Oregon for the balance of the winter. Our 
health and that of our family is good, and we 
are trying to "occupy" till we are called to 
other fields, or until he shall come whose 
coming we wait. May the work go on in tri-
umph. Your colaborer, 

. A. M. CHASE. 
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ernment report, it says concerning that 
country: "In a population of about 19,000,000 
there were 8,727,519 persons having no occu
pation and 91,227 professional beggars, of 
whom 51,948 were females. There were 43,-
328 priests and 28,54\l nuns; and in this popu
lation of only 19,000,000 there were absolutely 
6, 104,470, or nearly one third of the whole 
population who could neither write nor read. 

.See Bardeker's Spain, 1898, pag-e 26." No 
wonder "Uncle Sam" had such an easy vic
tory. 

Another rather serious matter that is agi
tating the people over here is the loss of 
trade. Germany has been and is still in 
sharp competition with England, and now 
America is stepping in. It has nearly ruined 
the tin trade here in Wales, but I fear with 
little benefit to anyone in America except 
the manufacturer, as the workmen simply 
have to go to America instead of working 
here. They are willin·g to work cheap, and 
by combining as the manufacturers do, by 
means of the tariff, they are able, so' we are 
told over here, to clear ever one dollar per box 
above the cost of manufacture. The city of 

·Glasgow recently advertised for bids on one 
thousand tons of iron pipes for its water 
works. An American firm's bid was £675 
less than the Glasgow firw of contractors. It 
was then decided to readvertise. This they 
did, and published the first bids, and al
though the Glasgow firm made a big drop 
from their first bid, the Philadelphia firm 
was still under them, and it is thought will 
receive the contract. The reason assigned 
for the Americans being able to underbid 
the English is that the Americans are able to 
get twenty-five per cent more labor from their 
wo·rlcmen." How do these facts strike those 
who favor a high tariff because of competi
tion with pauper wages in Europe? I notice 
in to-day's paper too that American coal is 
corning into sharp competition with the 

CARDIFF, Wales, Nov. 17. Welsh. But perhaps you would rather hear 
Editors Herald:-Enirl,!;!nd is aow becoming news on other lines. 

thoroughly aroused over the agitation on I have been in Cardiff about six weeks and 
"ritualism in the churches." It rnems that have been laboring in connection with the 
the Church of England is fast drifting back local brethren in this city most of that time. 
to Romau Catholicism and the people are For some time the branch here has only num
beginning to realize what is before them, if bered six members, composed of ·two families; 
something is not done. Lecturers, religious but these by upright lives have laid a foun
and political, are giving the,warning cry and dation for a good work. My work has been 
endeavoring to arouse the people to action, largely among the Brighamites. The first 
and the daily papers are full of it. Ex-Priest to join us was one of their local elders, a man 
Slattery is over here from America, telling full of zeal, who had been quite a worker 
what he knows about the Rornish Church, among them, but who is now doing all in his 
and he talks plain. I attended his lecture. power to point out their error. Seven more 
The hall was crowded and the Catholic ele- were baptized last Saturday, and on last 
ment was out in force. Several times the Monday Elder Gould had the pleasure of 
speaker was interrupted and it looked at one leading two more into the "watery grave," 
time as though there would be a riot. When making ten in all, nine of whom had been 
the police, whom he had paid to preserve members of the Utah church; two of them 
order, refused to act, he jumped off the plat- officers. Some of these people were very firm 
form and rushed into the crowd, and in a few against us at first, and it looked as though 
minutes the noisy element were on the out- nothing could turn them; but where we 
side. A large mob gathered outside the failed the Spirit of God stepped in and by 
hall, which the police with difficulty dis- vision, and dream, and in the gift of tongues 
persed. and prophecy, every opposing element was 

An editorial ln the South Wales Daily , overcome and these souls saved. To God be
News calls attention to the condition of some I' longs all the praise. But O! isn't.it good to 
of those countries where Roman Catholicism work when the Holy Sp'frit works with us; 
holds sway. Quoting from a Spanish gov- or, as Bro. Hilliard puts it, "when we take 
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God into partnership with us!" I am con
vinced more and more every day that if this 
latter-day work is to succeed it can only do so 
by God's power accompanying it. The 
preacher, no matter how powerful he may be, 
amounts to nothing, so far as saving souls, 
without the help of God's Spirit. Then may 
God help his servants to be humble and 
faithful and not be overcome by either pros
perity or adversity. Though the clouds may 
be thick around us and the powers of dark
ness manifest on every hand, yet I firmly be
lieve that prosperity is just ahead, and final 
victory certain to those who will endure. 
But we need to constantly beware of pride 
and vain ambition. 

Of late I notice what seems to me an un
necessary display of official titles in connec
tion with the names of some of our ministry. 
It may be all right, but to some of us it loo:rs 
like a tendency in the wrong direction. Do 
we honor a man more merely because he is 
an apostle, a high priest, or a seventy? God 
says all_his servants are "equally honorable" 
in his sight, and we should gladly give all 
honor to God. It is good deeds, not position, 
that merit our esteem. Let us beware of the 
"leaven" of this world. 

"Rumors of war" continue to agitate the 
people. Sometimes it looks very serious. 
There is no telling what a day may bring 
forth. Surely "all things" are "in commo
tion," and the Lord is working to bring to 
pass his great work, according to his word. 
The intimations of the Spirit seem to point 
to a great 'yVOrk in this land in time not very 
far distant. In the meantime God's children 
need to grow and develop in all that is pure 
and Godlike, and be broadminded as well as 
full of love, so that the honest may be 
brought in from all classes and conditions. 
Some don't like the term •'classes," but 
classes there are here, whether we want to 
admit it or not. The gospel, however, should 
make us all one. 

The good Spirit is still manifesting its 
power in the Manchester district. Word 
comes that Bro. Dewsnup has lately baptized 
twelve near Leeds. This is cheering to us 
all, and especially to the busy workers of 
that district. May others be infused with 
like z0al. 

I expect to remain in these parts till the 
end of next month. Weatter unsettled; 
plenty of rain; no frost yet. 

Still hopeful, 
F. G. PITT. 
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and honor of the child of Bro. and Sr. Seg
man. At two o'clock, found a full house for 
prayer and testimony. It seemed to me that 
if any one present did not belong to the 
church before the meeting closed he ought to 
offer himself for baptism, for such testi
monies ought to set people to thinking. No 
doubt they did. The Lord spoke to us in 
an unknown tongue, the Spirit also giving 
the interpretation. The writer spoke in the 
evening to a full house. I continued preach
ing Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday even
ings, assisted by Eider R. T. Walters, and 
left for Eldorado Springs to hold a series of 
meetings there. 

I have given away one hundred I-Ieraldsand 
a goodly number of Ensigns, and have done 
some collecting for the silent preacher. The 
saints are poor, but are dividing aud paying 
up their dues. 

I have been wonderfully blessed by the 
Spirit of the Master in setting forth the 
truth. May God bless his people. 

Yours truly, 
J. c. Foss. 

TEMPLE, Mich., Nov. 26. 
Editors Herald:-! have just returned from 

Boyne City, where, in company with Bro. J. 
A. Grant, we dedicated the saints' church 
building. We had , a fair turnout and a 
goodly degree of the Spirit to aid. The 
building was purchased by -the brethren, 
from the Methodist people, about three years 
ago; a payment made; so much with interest 
to be paid each year for five years until all 
would be paid; with the privilege of paying 
more each year, and oftener; thus stopping 
interest and the sooner paying the debt_ So 
all went at it, the majority with a will, and 
in three years they have paid for it and have 
the deed, which is on record and will imme
diately be forwarded to the Bishop. 

The church building is fair siz3d and com
fortable. They purchased it with organ, 
bell, seats, furniture, etc.; the cost, all told, 
about five hundred cfollars. This they have 
paid, besides paying their tithes and offer
ing equal to the other branches of propor
tionate number, and more than many who 
have not been paying for churches. 

Elder R. W. Hugill, formerly of Five 
Lakes, who moved to Boyne City and has 
been with the branch almost from the first, 
has been of great benefit to the saints in that 
branch; also to the scattered ones near by. 
Bro. Hugill has endeavored to do wdl bis 

attended to the ordination of Bro. John 
Schrelir according to arrangement of our last 
conference. We were wonderfully blessed by 
the Spirit in the ordination, and in fact in all 
the meetiogs on Saturday evening and Sun
day. Bro. John is a good man, much blessed 
by the Spirit, and capable of doing much 
good. The branch at Freesoil is in fair con
dition, under the presidency of Bro. Jacob 
Kaplinger, the priest, teacher, and deacon 
also doing their part. 

The work with few exceptions is moving 
on nicely, although it seems that all the 
branches (and especially some) are in need of 
more missionary help. I believe it would be 
wise for the missionaries in this diskict for 
the winter to spend the most of their time 
among the brauches, and as-ist tbe local t'ffi~ 
cers in building up and streogthening the 
members, as they are in need of such help. 
Sometimes we get too many new openings, 
arid the members, especially the young, are 
neglected. 

Kind regards to all. 
J. J. CORNISH. 

MOUND CITY, Mo., Nov. 27. 
Editors Hernld: - I wa,s bapt\z,'d into this 

church in 1876 by Elder \Villiam Powell, of 
Sweet Home, Missouri, and am thankful t.bat 
the angel's message was sent this way. Eid
ers Bays, Jason W. Briggs, and B. V. 
Springer were among the first to bring the 
message this way; and it grieves my spirit 
to think of such men falling away from the 
faith of which they bore such faithful testi
mony; ~ut as I have seen, felt, and tasted of 
the bleasings of God since I have been in his 
church, I cannot think of turning therefrom. 
D2ar brethren and sisters, where would I go 
to find anything better to prepare me for the 
foture reward that is awaiting us? Then, 
knowing as we do, let us ever strive to keep 
the faith. 

The Ross Grove branch, of which I am a 
member, has had its ups and downs like 
many other branches. Sometimes we flour
ish, and sometimes almost perish; but I feel 
to thank God that we are getting along very 
well at present. 

\Ve have built us a house to worship in; 
sizs 26xil6, which will be dedicated on the 
second Sunday in December, 1898, by Pres. 
Joseph Smith, if no hindrance occurs. Will 
notify you if any change is made. 

R. K. Ross. 

part as president of the branch. He en-joys NEOLA, Iowa, Dec. 1. 
VEVE, Mo., Nov. 30. the Spirit of the Master, and is respected by Editors Herald:-At present writing I am 

Editors Berald:-I have been in the the brethren and men of the world. at Neola, Iowa, trying to preach the gospel 
Clinton district since October 15; and last I left the saints at Boyne City rejoicing in to the inhabi.tants of this small city. Bro. 
Friday the Sabbath school convention met the work, with 'Bro. J. A. Grant to deliver a Isaac Carlile has hired the city hall, and 
here. It is grand to know and see how the few more discourses, I to come to this place there we are holding forth. It was not built 
saints are advancing in the training of the to confirm two baptized by Bro. A. Burr, and for preaching, but as we have fully one hun
little Jambs, thereby preparing them to en- do a little more preaching, etc. Te::nple is a dred "outsiders" for an audience, and the 
ter the kingdom of God. 8r. Ella Miller was new place opened up by Elder J. R. Beckley I best of attention, we can well afford to put up 
in. the chair. She acted well her part. last winter, while working here with his with some inconveniences for the gospel's 

Conference convened on Saturday, the lov- team, loggi::ig and lumbering. There is no sake. What the outcome may be I can't tell, 
ing Spirit dwelling in the brethren, moving church building of any kind; the schoolhouse but so far I have felt very much encouraged 
in transacting the business. On· saturday is open to all, except on t,he evenings of over the interest manifosted. 
evening Bro. D. C. White gave us a splendid I school days, and several are favorable to the Tbe Pottawatt.amie district conference was 
sermon. At eleven Bro. F. C. Keck delivered gospel. held at Carson last Saturday and Sunday, and 
a funeral discourse to a full house, in respect I About two weeks ago I was at Frflesoil and I was fairly good. All seemed cheerful and 
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hopeful. I bave found tbis mission-Potta
watGamie and Fremont districts-a pleasant 
field for labor. Am very busy now, and shall 
expect to be, if the Lord wills, till the farm
ers begin work in the spring. Missionaries 
can't do much here during the farming sea
son, but during the fall and winter months 
opportunities for preaching the word are so 
numerous that we can't meet half the de
mands. Our missionary force is not large, 
but all seem to be willing and desirous of do
ing all the good possible. 

Th9re is much to learn, much to overcome, 
and much to do, before we can receive many 
of the most precious blessings that our heav· 
enly Father bas promised his saints. The 
Lord is ready and willing to giv0, but his 
saints are not prepared to receive and use for 
the glory of God, and hence the richer bless
ings of the kingdom must be withheld till we 
"come up higher." May the Lord hasten 
his work in his own due time. 

Yours in the field, 
ISAAC M. SMITH. 

GARDEN GROVE, Cal., Nov. 22. 
Editors Herald: - Your issue containing 

circular appeal for the college just rncei ved. 
If there is a Latter Day Saint who has enter
tained any prejudice concerning the college, 
they should be swept away by the magnani
mous spirit and liberal policy outlined by 
committee. The position taken is what I 
bave hoped and prayed for since last spring. 
It miist not /'ail of success. Success to Grace-
land! All well. Ever yours, 

T. w. WIL;LIAMS. 

MAGNOLIA, Iowa, Nov. 30. 
Editors Herald:-I believe that if we could 

all see facts in their true light with refer
ence to Graceland College we would work to
gether and easily "lift the burden." What 
we lack most hi "push" and "system." That 
the college should be of practical value to 
our young people, none can truthfully deny; 
that as honest men and women we can repu
diate a debt, is incompatible and wrong. 
Talking of mistakes made in ''expense of 
building" is crying ''over spilled milk" and 
our only way out is pay out. Shall we, like 
some, do all the grunting at the small end of 
the log, or sweat if needs be, to find satisfac
tion in the end? We believe the church to 
be the "body of Christ;" shall we thus dis-

. honor Christ's body? If through a mis-
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take you injure your body or contract disease, 
do you say, "Well, I'll just suffer and die, 
because it's through mistake"? No, you 
seek healing, perhaps the more. 

I confess that the greatest grumblers, so 
far as I have observed, are the lovers of the 
dollar, and the best able to pay. Some have 
said to us, "Preachers' boys are tough" and 
"saints not all they should be" in Lamoni. 
If true, too bad; but it argues naught against 
the enterprise; it does not pay the debt, and 
best of all, if your sons and daughters want 
education and religious development, where 
are the opportunities as good as there? And, 
if they want the evils, they can get them 
anywhere on earth; and, too, it sounds like 
arguments of some outside the church
"Don't want to join because you have such 
and such in your church;" forgetting what 
thry have outside for associates. 

But now as to what can be done: On Tues
day evening, November 29, the Magnolia 
branch gave an oyster and general supper. Ico 
cream, popcorn balls, etc., were sold, netting 
us $35.32 for "Graceland." All entered in 
heartily, shoulder: to shoulder. The people 
received value for their cash and were 
highly pleased. The supper answered two 
purposes: First, saints all contributed a 
little and enjoyed "a good thing;" second, 
about one half of amount received was from 
"outsiders." The latter were heard to say, 
"It's fine;" "When will they have another?" 
"Our people do not succeed, as yours do, in 
a supper, because they go in to see how 
much they can make, while you see how 
well you can please." Anything wrong 
about helping to "enlarge our borders" that 
way? No; not when they come willingly 
and go away happy. So we hope to see this, 
or something else observed, by all branches 
and give to Graceland success, and also to 
obsei·ve our whole duty, to do it. 

In bonds, 
ALMA M. FYRANDO. 

GREENLAND, Col., Nov. 21. 
Editors Herald:-Myself and wife united 

with the church at Little Sioux, Iowa, in 
1894. Since then four of our children have 
been baptized. We removed in March, 1889, 
to Elizabeth, Colorado. Had. a very pleasant 
trip, with the exception of a few stormy days. 

This is a very fine country, about forty-five 
miles southeast of Denver. The principal 
features are stock raising and dairying. 
Wheat, oats, and potatoes can be raised with 
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good success without irrigation. We have 
united with the branch at Denver. Have not 
been able to attend church services on 
account of distance. 

Bro. J. B. Roush, of Denver, was here the 
latter part of J u!y; preached several inter
esting sermons with good interest. Should 
any elders be passing we would be glad to 
have them call and preach. No trouble in 
securing a place to preach. 

We are striving to do all we can for the 
good of the church. Pray for us. 

In bonds, 
J. R. CHESLEY. 

BOYNE, Mich., Nov. 29. 
Editors lierald:-The Boyne City branch 

has completed paying for its church building, 
pdce three hundred dollars, in three years
two years ahead of the contract. Bro. J. J. 
Cornish preached the dedicatory sermon and 
Elder J. A. Grant breathed the dedicatory 
prayer. I might say that both efforts were 
grand successes, being made very effective by 
a goodly portion of the Holy Spirit. 

Bro. Grant has also occupied the stand 
four times while hero, with telling tffect we 
think. The infidel, the Christian, the saint, 
and th"l sinner, I believe were all made to 
feel the force of the Scriptures mingled with 
the Holy Spirit. May these noble defenders 
of the cause of Christ Ii ve many years in the 
work they are enlisted in. 

The Boyne branch is in a fairly good con
dition, with fifty-eight members-not all live 
ones though; one presiding elder, one priest, 
one deacon, and one visiting elder. I think 
the desire of the larger part is to "come up 
higher," while some are careless and indiffer
ent to the COVAnant made with God. It 
really looks as if a good many people do not 
realize what they have done when they made 
that covenant. Hardly a so-called saint 
would think of breaking a contract with his 
fellow man, yet I fear so many, many forget 
the contract (covenant) made with the great 
God at the water's edge in the morning of 
their life in the kingdom of God. Working 
and praying for the cause of Zion, I remain, 

Yours in bonds. 
C. G. LEWIS. 

"A good deed is never lost. He who sows 
courtesy reaps friendship, and he who plants 
a kindness gathers love. 'Whatsoever a man 
so we th that shall he also reap.'" 

True Succession " In Church Presidency .. 
CHAPTER 9.-Concluded. 

MR. ROBERTS next with great flourish points out how 
that people were led in the face of difficulties across'. the 
plains to the Rocky Mountains; the forming of colonies in 
Utah, Idaho, Arizona, Wyoming, and Colorado; the estab
lishing of stakes of Zion; relief societies; improvement 
associations; Sunday schools; etc. 

Though he has doubtless overdrawn the picture and 
painted its leading features in more brilliant hues than the 
facts would justify, we will not follow him, for all this is 

immaterial in establishing his claim that God's favor has 
followed that people, unless it is shown that the works 
cited were performed either by the direction or the 
approval of God. 

Mr. Roberts next comes forward with the following:

Among the first acts of the Twelve after the marLyrdom of 
Joseph and Hyrum was one to great,Jy increase the numbers of 
the seventies-the quorums of the priesthood which more espe
cially constitute the foreig·n ministry of the church. At the 
October conference in 1844 the quorums of seventies were 
increased from two to ten. Since that time the seventies have 
been increased, until now they number one hundred and seven 
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quorums, comprising a body of seven thousand men, whose 
special calling it is to preach the gospel abroad. .Tosephites 
complain against the church for thus increasing the number of 
quorums of seventy; and mark it down as a violation of the 
order of the church, and quote as proof the followin" from the 
Doctrine and Covenants: · " 

And these seven presidents are to choose other seven ties 
besides the first seventy, to whom they belong, and are to pre: 
side over them; and also other seventy, until seven times 
sevent,y, if the labor in the vineyard of necessity requires it. 

'rhis they say limits the number of quorums to seven, and 
therefore no more than seven ought to be chosen. The prophet 
Joseph, however, when the first quorums of seventy were being 
organized said: 

if the first Seventy are all em ployed, and there is a call for 
more laborers, it will be the duty of tbe seven Presidents of the 
first Seventy to call and ordain other seventy and send them 
forth to labor in the vineyard, until if needs be, they set apart 
seven times seventy, and even until there are one hundred and 
forty and four thousand thus set apart for the ministry.-Rob· 
erts, 105, 106. 

Yes, the Twelve did at that time increase the number of 
seventies, not only to ten, but to eleven full quorums, and 
about forty of the twelfth quorum. (See Tirnes and Sea
sons, Vol. 5, p. 696.) And truly it was the Twelve that did 
it. The law providing that the Seven Presidents of Sev· 
enty should choose was ignored, as the following extracts 
from the minutes of the conference will show:-

Elder G. A. Smith moved that all in the elders' quorum 
under the age of thirty-five should be ordained into the seven· 
ties, if they are in good standing, and worthy, and will accept 
it. The motion was seconded and carried unanimously.-Times 
and Sensons, Vol. 5, p. 695. 

He [Brigham Young] also selected a number more to go into 
the seventies, after which the remainder of tbe morning was 
spent in calling out the several quorums of seventies, and giv
ing charges to the several presidents.-Times and Seasons, Vol. 
5, p. 696. 

This indiscriminate ordaining of men without regard to 
the law or a calling from God is one of the things we com· 
plain of. 

One thing is certain; there is no provision in the law 
for more than seven quorums of seventy. If Joseph Smith 
did say what Mr. Roberts quotes him as saying, his 
unsupported word is not law; especially when he is out of 
harmony with the law. Again, there have been so many 
things written into his history since his death that we are 
slow to believe him guilty of writing that not warranted 
in the law, until we have more proof than can be found in 
doubtful publications. 

Mr. Roberts quotes this purported statement of Joseph 
Smith from the Millennial Star, volume 15, which was 
published in 1853. This is especially suspicious when we 
consider that nine years before its publication they had 
transcended the bounds of the law in an irregular and 
indiscriminate way; and something of this kind was 
needed to bolster up their past acts. 

Then, while we do not accept Joseph Smith's word in 
preference to the law, we refuse, upon such testimony, to 
place the responsibility of this departure at his door. 

Mr. Roberts proceeds to enumerate the countries where 
they have done missionary work and the periodicals and 
books they have published, all of which could have been 
done without God's approval, hence it is irrelevant: 

After an introduction on the necessity for and the great 
benefit of the doctrine of baptism for the dead, Mr. Roberts 
gives us a tabulated statement of the number receiving 
this ordinance in the temples of St. George, Logan, Manti, 
and Salt Lake, as an evidence of the great work done by 
the people of Utah; but in addition to this he gives a 
statement of the number of "Ordinations to the priesthood 
for the dead;" "Endowments for the dead;" "Sealings 
(husbands and wives) for the dead;" "Sealings (children to 
parents) for the dead;" none of which is contemplated in 

the law of God; nor does Mr. Roberts attempt to show any 
justification for these additions. 

Baptism for the dead is only legal and acceptable when 
performed either in Zion, or her stakes, or in Jerusalem, 
and in a house dedicated to and accepted by God, as the 
following will show:-

For, verily I say nnto you, that after you have had sufficient 
~ime .to build a bouse to me, wherein the ordinance of baptiz
rng lor the dead belongetb, and for which the same was insti
~nted from before the fouude1tion of the world, your baptisms 
for your dead cannot be acceptable unto me;. for therein are the 
keys of the holy priesthood ordained, that you nrny receive 
honor and glory. Aud after this time, your baptisms for the 
dead, by those who are scattered abroad, are not acceptable 
unto me, saith the Lord; for it is ordained that in Zion, and in 
her stakes, and in Jerusalem, those places which I have 
itppointed for refuge, shall be the places for your baptisms for 
your dead. 

And again, verily I say unto you, How shall your washings be 
acceptable nnto me, except ye perform them in a house which 
you have built to my name Y For, for this cause I commanded 
Moses that he should build a tabernacle, that they should bettr 
it with them in the wilderness, and to build a house in the land 
of promise, that those ordinances might be revealed which had 
been hid from before the world was; therefore, verily I sa:y 
unto you, that your anointings, and your washings, and your 
baptisms for the dead, and your solemn assemblies, and your 
memorials for yonr sacrifices, by the sons of Levi, and ·for 
your oracles in your most holy places, wherein you receive con
ver"satfons, and your statutes and judgments, for the beginning 
of the revelations and foundation of Zion, and for the glory, 
honor, and endowment of all her municipals, are ordained by 
the ordinance of my holy house, which my people are always 
commanded to build unto my holy name.-Doc. and Cov, 107: 
11, 12. 

Therefore, before introducing this line of evidence Mr. 
Robert.s should have laid the foundation for it by showing 
that St. George, Logan, Manti, and Salt Lake City were in 
Zion, or her stakes, or in Jerusalem. This he has made no 
attempt to do, and we might leave it here, as it has not 
properly come before us, hence is not entitled to consider· 
ation. However, we will make a few references which will 
aid the reader in getting at the true status of their tem
ples and temple building, of which they boast so much. 

The clause in the above quotation concerning the house 
of God "which my people are always commanded to build," 
is interpreted to mean a standing commandment, always 
in force, to build a house unto the Lord. Mr. Penrose 
says of this:-

That was a commandment which the Lord says is always 
given to his people.-Penrose, p. 5. 

The Lord says no such thing. There is a difference 
between a cornmandment "alwa.ys given," and the words of 
the book "always cornmanded." "Always commanded," 
evidently means that they are not authorized to build 
without a command. That it is to be so understood is evi
dent from the fact that in each case a separate 'and dis· 
tinct command was given regarding the building of the 
temples at Kirtland, Independence, and Nauvoo. The 
circumstances attendant and instruction attending the 
attempted temple building at• Far West are also very plain 
upon this point, as the following extracts will show:-

The same day, August 5th, the Presidency, High Council, 
and all the authorities of the Church in Missouri, assembled in 
council at Far West, and unanimously resolved to go on mod
erately and build a house unto the name of the Lord in Far 
West, as they had means, and appointed Edward Partridge 
treasurer, to receive all the donations and subscriptions for the 
erection of the House of the Lord; Isaac Morley to be his sec
retary.-1Willennial Stet?', Vol. 16, p. 54. 

Here was an attempt to build a temple without revela
tion. How did it terminate? Read the following:-

Also voted unanimously, that it is the opinion of this council. 
that there is sufficient room in this country, for the churches 
to cont,inue gathering from abroad; also tbat the building of 
the House of the Lord be postponed, till the Lord sh11ll reveal 
it to be his will to be commenced.-J1fillennial Star, Vol. 16, p. 89. 
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Mr. Andrew Jenson, a voluminous writer of the Utah 
Church, says of this:-

When .Joseph arrived there he counseled that the building of 
that house should be postponed until the Lord should reveal it 
to be his will to have it commenced.-Historical Record, Vol. 
7, p. 434. 

In the above we see the counsel of Joseph Smith on 
temple building, which plainly controverts the erroneous 
idea that a commandment to build is given in perpetuity, 
justifying the building at any time without special direc
tion. Compare wit~1 this the utterances of Brigham Young 
on February 14, 1853, when the ground was consecrated 
for the temple in Salt Lake City:-

Some might query whether a revelation had been given to 
build a house to the Lord, but he is a wicked and slothful serv
ant who doeth nothing but what his l.1ord commandeth, when 
he knoweth his master's will. I know a 'remple is needed, and 
so do you; and when we know a thing, why do we need a reve
lation to compel us to do that thing? If the JJord and all the 
people w,ant. a revelation, I can give one concerning this 
Temple. 

In a few days I shall be able to give a plan of the Temple on 
paper, and then if all heaven, or any good man on the earth 
will suggest any improvements, we will receive and adopt 
them.-;-Malennial Star, Vol. 15, p. 391. 

Brigham Young not only proceeded then without revela
tion, but boastfully and blasphemously notified the Lord 
that if he wished a revelation Brigham could give one. 
Brigham was first to give his plan, and then if heaven or 
any good man would suggest any improvements they were 
to be adopted. And we are asked to accept such work as 
an evidence of the "favor and blessing of God" upon a peo
ple, and to believe that the house builded under such cir
cumstances is the temple of the Most High. 

Nor are we given any assurance that the edifices called 
temples at St. George, Manti, and Logan are built by any 
better authority. 

To-day the title to the Kirtland Temple, the only one 
now standing in the world which was built by the com
mand of God, is in the Reorganization, and we hold our
selves in readiness to build, or assist to build, any other 
house when directed to do so by the command of God; but 
our souls revolt at the thought of accepting as God's house 
a building the plan of which was devised by Brigham 
Young and announced to the church in such boastful and 
disrespectful language. We can scarcely conceal .our in
dignation at the impudence that asks us to accept works 
done in such places as evidence of the "favor and blessing 
of God." 

Mr. Roberts next seeks to make a point by claiming that 
the people of God were to be persecuted, and quoting 
passages of scripture to that effect, and then adding:-'--

Since the death of the prophet Joseph, the same Powers 
which pursued him and the work he established have contin

.ued their hostilities against the Church of Jesus Christ of Lat
ter-day Saints. It is the elders of that church, not the elders of 
the Reorganized church, who have been hunted by mobs, and 
beaten for no other crime than calling men to repentance. It 
is the blood of the elders of the Church of Jesus Christ of Lat
ter-day Saints, not; of the "Reorganized church," which today 
unavenged crimsons the soil of the states of Georgia, Tennessee 
and Mississippi. 

It is the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, not the 
"Reorganized church" which h.as been constantly assailed, 
despoiled of its property, its members driven into exile, hun
dreds thrust into prison, whole communities terrorized-and a]l 
this throngh the administrators of the government acting 
under a mistaken zeal created by the persistent misrepresenta
_tions of sectarian priests and religious bigots-some of our 
"friends" of high standing in the "Reorganization" joining in 
the hue and cry against the saints of God and aiding in the 
work of misrepresentation.-Roberts p. 111. 

This is partly true and partly untrue. More than once 
has the writer of these lines faced lawless mobs; several of 
his brethren have done the same. We "have been hunted 
by mobs, and beaten for no other erime than eallin2' men 

to repentance." But, thank God, the opposition we have 
met, like that which was encountered by our fathers in the 
days of the martyr Joseph, has been lavjless opposition. 
We have not been convicted of crime by courts of justice; 
nor are the leading offices of the Reorganization filled by 
ex-convicts from the penitentiary. If there is any glory in 
a cri"minal record, Mr. Roberts and his associates are wel
come to it; but we prefer the sentiment of the apostle 
Peter:-

For it is better, if the will of God be so, that ye suffer for 
well doing, than for evil doing.-! Peter 3: 17. 

That since the early days of persecution we have gained 
some favor where we are best known, is true; but we have 
done so in harmony with and in fulfillment of the following 
promise of the Lord given in 1834:~-

And let all my·people who dwell in the regions round about, 
be very faithful, and prayerful, and humble before me, and 
reveal not the things which I have revealed unto them, until it 
is wisdom in me that they should be revealed. 'rtllk not j udg
ment, neither boast of faith, nor of mighty works; but carefully 
gather together, as much in one region as can be consistently 
with the feelings of the people: and, behold, I will give unto 
yon favor and grace in their eyes, tha,t yon may rest in peace 
and safety, while you are saying unto the peop!e, IDxecute judg
ment and justice for us according to law, and redress us of our 
wrongs.-D. C. 102: 7. 

The Reorganization has by action of the body, as well as 
through its committees and representatives, favored 
wholesome legislation against the crimes of polygamy and 
unlawful cohabitation; but we challenge the proof that we 
have aided "in the work of misrepresentation." 

Having now followed Mr. Roberts to the close of his 
attack, and considered every material point, we submit 
our answer to the careful consideration of the reader, and 
pay our respects to Mr. Penrose, after which we will treat 
the subject from a more direct standpoint. 

CHAPTER 10. 

Now COMES Mr. Charles W. Penrose with his. "Priest
hood and Presidency;" but our reply to·him will be brief, 
as in replying to Mr. Roberts, and in incidental mention of 
Mr. Penrose's work, we have considered the most of his 
material points. 

Mr. Penrose, like Mr. Roberts, whom he apes, generally 
contents himself in assertions for which he offers no proof. 
We have in these pages so frequently called attention to 
this method that it is only necessary here to ask the reader 
to carefully discriminate between that which is asserted 
and that for which proof is offered. We shall therefore 
not reply to many of his unsupported assertions. Here is 
one, however, which we wish to notice. Speaking of the 
Reorganization he says:-

Its leading spirits are chiefly persons who have been excom
municated from the Church of Christ for apostasy and other 
offenses.-Penrose, p. 3. 

We suppose that by the "Church of Christ" Mr. Penrose 
means the church he represents; but, like Mr. Roberts, he 
assumes without proof that it is the Church of Christ. 

If, with this explanation, his assertion is true, according 
to Mr. Roberts' philosophy (see p. 34) the Reorganization 
is a stream flowing chiefly from the church in Utah, and 
partaking of its nature and characteristics. Of what then 
can Mr. Penrose complain? However, his assertion is not 
true. Of the fifteen composing the First Presidency and the 
Quorum of Twelve Apostles, but one was ever connected 
with the church in Utah; and he was never expelled for 
any criminal offenses, if indeed he was ever expelled at all. 
Just how many Mr. Penrose would include as leading spir
its, we do not know; but an examination will disclose, we 
think, about the same proportion; viz., that no more than 
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one in fifteen, in the other quorums, have communed with 
the church Mr. Penrose represents. We challenge the 
proof that any of these few were ever legally expelled or 
ever regularly charged with criminal conduct; or that any 
action was ever taken against them by this so-called 
Church of Christ prior to their having united with the 
Reorganization. 

Mr. Roberts has us all Strangites and William Smith
ites, and Mr. Penrose has us all Brighamites; and yet they 
have the audacity to say that we are not persecuted! 

The testimony of Mr. Woodruff, as quoted by Mr. Pen
rose, on page 23 of his pamphlet, is faulty, and would not 
be accepted in a court of justice. He says:-

Joseph Smith never ordained his son Joseph, never blessed 
him nor set him apart to lead this church and kingdom on the 
face of the ettrth. When he or any other man says he did, they 
state that which is false before high heaven. 

Mr. Woodruff could not possibly know what he here 
affirms. To suppose that he did is to suppose that he was 
constantly with Joseph Smith, and especially so at the 
times and places where it is claimed that the blessing was 
pronounced. At the time Joseph Smith was in Liberty 
Jail Mr. Woodruff was not there, nor was he in the State 
of Missouri at all during the perilous times of 1837 and 
1838, according to Brighamite publications. Further, he 
was not always present in Nauvoo, and hence could not 
know whereof he affirms. We feel a profound sympathy 
for Mr. Woodruff, and we are sorry that Mr: Penrose has 
had so little respect for this old man in his dotage as to 
drag him before the public by quoting his childish utter
ances. 

Mr. Penrose says:-
In the true church there are order and discipline under com

petent authority; in the "Josephite" society t.!iere are disorder, 
confusion and continual content,ion, which Christ says is of the 
devil (III Nephi xi: 29).-Penrose, p. 29. 

In this connection allow us to produce two statements 
from leading men in the Utah Church, and we could pro
duce much more of the same sort. 

Here is what B. H. Roberts says of Governor Wells:
"VVhen the sow that has been washed returns to her wallow-

ing in the mire, we smile at it. 
"When the dog turns to his vomit, we sicken at it. 
"When the bird fouls its own nest, we are filled with disgust. 
"But when a man-and that man a Governor of a State-dis-

credits the marriage system which gave him birth, stamps the 
brand of dishonor on his own parents, and assumes an attitude 
that. carried to its legitimate conclusions, would put his own 
sisters beyond the pale of the law and mark them as outcasts, 
then there is no comparison thitt can express one's contempt 
and disgust for such a craven. 

"I knew Gov. Wells's father-. An honorable man he was, pos
sessed of broad views and statesmanlike qualities. When I 
think of this noble character, I can only wonder that he begot 
so unworthy and craven a son."-SaltLakeSerni-Weekly Tribune, 
Nov. 8, 1898. 

And here is Wells on Roberts:-
Aside from the trouble his election wonld create, a man 

whose character is marked by every act that may define a 
demagogue_ and who seems to be in constant need of a guardbtn 
to keep him in his party and in his church, is scarcely worthy 
the suffrage of his people.-Ibid. 

Until Mr. Penrose can point to something among us 
approximating to this, he should cease to draw compari
sons and to boast of pacific conditions. The above are 
only fair specimens of many of the kind that have attended 
their career from 1844 until the present. 

As all material points in the body of Mr. Penrose's work 
are answered in the foregoing pages, we leave it; but we 
wish to give brief notice to his appendix, which purports 
to contain an account of an interview that S. G. Spencer et 
al. had with President Joseph Smith at Independence, Mis
souri, March 18, 1896. On page 33 Mr. Penrose makes Mr. 
Spencer to say:-

All the foregoing questions were formnlated and written, 
with space left for answers, before we called on Joseph Smith; 
and the answers, although in one or two instances necessarily 
abbreviated (when they were long, and insufficient space had 
been left), are word for word as answered, finally, by him. 

On page 35 he makes Spencer et al. to say:-
vVe declare in words of soberness, knowing full well that no 

"liar" shall inherit the kingdom of God, that the answers are 
complete to the questions asked in said interview, entirely free 
from any misleading feature. 

There is something wrong here. These answers cannot 
be both "abbreviated" and "complete." 

In Mr. Penrose's closing remarks he says:-
'l'he unbiased reader will perceive that Mr. Smith does not 

make any specific denial or refutation of the statements fur
nished to the News by the four Elders who conversed with him. 
-Penrose, p. 36. 

Had Mr. Penrose given President Smith's version of 
that interview, the unbiased reader would see quite differ
ently. We here give his statement that the "unbiased" 
reader may compare:-

STATEIVIENT OF INTERVIEW. 

"BRO. J.M. STUBBART, 
"Octavia, Nebraska. 

"I1AMONI, Iowa, May 19, 1896. 

"Yours of 15th received. In reply, Messrs. S. G. Spencer. E. 
S. Hart, A. G. Young, and W. E. Criddle, were at Bro. Joseph 
Luff's honse, and Mr. Spencer did the talking. He asked me 
several questions; the form of which I do not remember. If he 
had them writt,en, I did not see them; but he certainly has not 
given the answers as I gave them. He had asked me for an 
interview, and I granted it. He brought the others with him 
at his own motion, and without consulting me. I ha<:l no 
thought he would misrepresent me. If he had ,the questions 
numbered and set.down, I did not see them; nor were his min
utes of what I said submitted to me for correction. I hoped 
that neither he, nor either of them, would go away and lie 
about me. 

"l. Do you claim to be a prophet of God? 
"Ans.--I claim to occupy the position and oflice my father 

did. 
''2. Did your father ordain you to be a prophet to lead the 

church? 
"A.-Not in the sense of installing me in the leadership, for 

he was living and occupying. But in the sense of conferring 
on me by his blessing and the laying on of his hands whatever 
appertained to me as his son and his successor, he did, using 
the word 'ordain' to mean blessing, conferring !tnd confirming 
upon me whatever he held that could descend to me as his son 
by right of lineage. He did this in J,iberty Jail; in Missouri; 
and again at Nauvoo, some time before his death, after I was 
baptized, in the Brick Store and in the presence of witnesses, 
of whom James VVhitehead, now of Lamoni, was one. VVhether 
he used the word 'ordain' I do not know. He again laid hands 
upon me and blE'ssed me to the same blessing, just before he 
left Nauvoo for Carthage, in the north room of the Mansion, at 
which time a number were present. Whether this may be 
considered an ordination or not; it was a setting apart by bless
ing; and I have so considered it. 

"3. You say a voice told you to join the Reorganized Church. 
Is it not possible that the voice was from a seducing spirit-a 
transformed devil-instead of from God 'I 

"'fo this question, though I believe the latter part respecting 
a transformed devil has been added since, I replied in sub
stance:-

" "fhat is not a fair question, Elder Spencer, and is asked 
with a view to make capital out of a possible answer. I went 
to God, earnestly asking for direction, as my father did. 'l'he 
conditions were similar; and I believed that if there was a man 
on earth who had the right to believe that God would deal 
fairly with him. I was that man. I believe that now. I asked 
in sincerity, "VVhere shall I go?" And I was told as plainly as 
I can hear you speak to-day, to "join the Reorganized Church." 
I am not prepared to admit, in any sense, that I was deceived; 
or that the voice was that of a seducing or evii spirit. I am 
not prepared to say or to believe that God would either deceive 
me or suffer any evil or lying spirit to deceive me. 'l'o admit 
that would be to throw doubt on every manifestation said to 
have been received during the rise of the church. It would 
subject the statements of Joseph Smith, David Whitmer, and 
others who said they saw angels, and heard them, to grave dis
credit. No, sir; I do not admit that there was, or could have 
been, any deception or deceiving spirit in the case.' 

"Mr. Spencer tried in several ways to get me to admit that 
it might have been a deception; but I did not at any time make 
such admission. He has given in two lines '\Vhat I did not say; 
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except that I told him I 'heard a voice.' That much is true. 
I would not and did not say that it could be, or was deceptive. 
I fully believed it to be true and from God, in answer to my 
prayer. 

.''.He asked me if I claimed to be an apostle, and I told him 
'Yes;' that as my fat,her and 0. Cowdery were apostles, after 
the ordination that made them the first and second elders of the 
church in 1830, so was I an apostle. . 

"4. Who ordained you? (The word 'apostle' was not used in 
this question at that time.) 

"A.-William Marks, who was president of the High Council 
at Nauvoo, and president of the stake at Father's death; Wil-, 
liam Blair, and Zen as H .. Gurley. Elder Gurley was a seventy 
in Father's lifetime. Elder Blair had been baptized by my 
Uncle William, who was one of the 'l'welve at Father's death; 
these men ordained me to be an hig-h priest; I was then chosen 
to be president of the church, and -set apart to the office. 

"I furthermore told him that neither Marks nor Gurley had 
ever been divested of the authority they held in Father's time. 

"5. Did they hold the office of apostle"? 
"A.-Marks was not an ttpostle, in the sense of being- one of 

the 'l'welve; B.lair and Gurley had been chosen to the apos-
tleship. · 

"6. If not, how could he give something he never had? 
"A.-Anyone holding the Melchisedec priesthood, could, at 

the command of God, ordain to any office in the church; and 
could in case the necessity required it, perform any duty that 
the apostle might under the same conditions. It is provided 
for in the revelation on priesthood, section 104, of our book. 
Don't know what section in vours. 

"7. Question and answer about correct. 
"8. H:tve you ever seen an angel or heavenly personage? 
"A. -I have seen personages that I believe to have been 

angels. I then cited to some instances, among them the one 
referred to; but not in reference to 'g-etting- a doctor.' It was in 
regard to my administe?·ing to those who belng sick employed a 
doctor. I had about concluded not to do so; when I received 
the visitation referred to. I believed it to be a messenger sent 
by the good powers above, to show me my duty. It had no 
more reference to my sending for a doctor than it had to 
whether I should hire a horse, or buy a dog. I would not say 
whether this was an angel, as the word 'angel' is sometimes 
used; but it was certainly a messenger, and not a human per
sonage, such as a living man in the flesh, like you ·<1nd me. 
'!'his was in substance the answer I gave in my talk on the sub
ject. I referred him to the men who appeared to Abram as he 
sat in his tent at the close of the day. 

"!l. I think in this question Spencer used the words 'prac
ticed polygamy.' To this I replied as stated, adding, 'She 
always denied it; not only to me but to others.' 

"10. Did she, Emma Smith, ever deny to you that he ever 
had the revelation on spiritual marriag-e'I 

"A.-She said that so far as her kno\vledge went he never had 
that revel<ttion. That she believed that he did not have it, or 
give it to the church. '!'hat she never saw it, never heard it 
read, never burned it, or had it burned, and never had anything 
to do with it whatever. Personally, I do not believe that he 
did give such revelation; though I do not know. 

"11 and 12. '!'here was nothing- s:1id about the practice of 
polygamy in the millennium. 'l'he question had reference to 
the 'resurrectfon;' and I replied that I knew nothing about the 
laws that would g-overn in the resurrection. '!'hat I accepted 
what .Jesus said that in the resurrection there was neither mar
rying nor g1vrng- in marriage. That I knew of no authentic 
tettching- that defined what the conditions there would be in 
detail; but that personally I was contented to a.ccept the condi
tions of the la.ws ordained of God to g-overn there when I got 
there. That I had Jost one wife and had another, and that I 
was not troubled about whether I should have one, both, or 
none at all over on the other side. The revelation referred to 
by Bro. Luff was that in answer to prayer upon the question of 
plural marriage, or ]Jolygamy, I was.commanded to 'have noth
ing- to do with it, only to oppose it.' And I stated that I had 
kept. the commandment to the best of my ability. 

"13. Do you believe that you will assist us in building this 
temple-the one to be built here in Independence? 

"(Here Bro. I.,uff sugg-ested, 'Had you not better ask whether 
you will assist us? We claim to be the church in succession.') 

"There was no question whether I thought we would unite 
with the organized church in Uta.h; except in the idea of as
sisting to build the temple in Independence. 

"l replied: 'As to the question of who will build or assist to 
build the temple here (at Independence), I have no opinion to 
express. I am quite willing that the people indicated by God 
as his people shall build it. If I and my brethren with me 
shall be thought worthy of building, or even assisting to build 
it, all rig-ht; I shall be satisfied for the will of God to prevail in 
the matl',er.' 

"14. The question of authority in Utah came up, but I do not 
believe the question was in the form of number 14. I think it 
was simply, 'Do you believe the church in Utah has anthority 
to administer in the ordinances?' 

"I replied; that we of the Reorganized Church had always 
held that there were those in the church that went to Utah and 
af-liliated with that body who held priesthood derived from the 
church in Father's time. That undoubtedly there were some 
there still who had not forfeited thefr priesthood by transgres
sion, and had the right to act for Christ; but that this did not 
attach to them as a body; only as individuals. 

"Elder Spencer here interjected, 'President ·woodruff, for 
instance?' 

"I continued: 'Excuse me; I do not care to answer the 
question as to the individmtls by name. Each case must be 
determined by the conditions when the questions as to indi
viduals may arise for consideration; if such contingency 
occurs.' 

"16. 'Do you say [I think the word "hold" was nsed] tha.t 
you have authority to administer in the ordinances of the gos
pel?' 

"A.--Yes sir. I fully believe that I have such authority. 
And the evidences of the Lord's acceptance and indorsement of 
my ministry during the last thirty years are quite numerous. 
I then related some of them. 

"17. In reply to the question of who would lead the Reorgan
ized Church in case of my death, I told Mr. Spencer; that t.he 
care of the church would devolve upon the Twelve as a quo
rum, until my successor was pointed out by revelation. That 
the same rights that I held as the son of my father would 
descend to my sons. But that the calling of anyone de
pended on wortltiness, as well as lineage, or birthright. 'l'hat 
the question of the succession of a son to what his father held 
would turn on the question of worth, other things being equal. 
But that the Lord by his Spirit would determine the call. 

"18. I h:tve no recollection of any such question as No. 18; 
certainly, not in that form. It was evidently a forcing of the 
text referring to the turning of the hearts of the fathers to the 
sons, and of the sons to the fathers, etc., and the delay rPferred 
to was in reference to the baptism for the dettd, etc. I had 
nothing to say why the J,ord had not given a permissive com
mand since the stoppage in such ministration mentioned in the 
revelation of 1841; and I so told Mr. Spencer. 

"HJ. Mr. Spencer's question about endowments and baptisms 
for the dead was answered by me in this way: 'l know of noth
ing in the books, nor published teachings of Joseph Smith and 
his fellow ministers teaching or authorizing endowments. Nor 
do I know whether any endowments were given in Nauvoo dur
ing my father's lifetime.' I knew of none, I did know that 
there were some baptisms for the dead in the rivm· at Nauvoo 
for I s<tw them performed. I did not tP!I him that there were 
endowments, for I knew of none. My answer as he gives it 
makes me to say there were endowments as well as baptisms 
for the dead; which is not true. 

"20. Have you ever inhabited the Nauvoo House? 
"A.-I have not lived in the house as a residence.· My step

father finished a part of it, and my mother lived there with 
him for several years, and died in it in April, 1879. I cannot 
say what my posterity m:1y do. Personally, I do not expect to 
live in the Nauvoo House, in its present condition and owner
ship. It, is now occupied and owned by the widow and son of 
my stepfather, Lewis Bidamon. My stepfather tore down a 
part of the building and built up :tnother. 

"22. I do not think this question was framed in this way. I 
think the question was fixed up ttfter the men left me. The 
question was, 'If what is promised, that is, a residence in the 
Nauvoo House, has failed to be fu!Dlled, might it not be possi
ble that any other promise made in the same revelation may 
fail also?' 

"To this I replied: 'Yes, it is possible that any promise made 
to man may fail so far tLS he is personally concerned; for the 
reason that all the promises of God to man are conditional, and 
worthiness or unworthiness htts much to do with such things. 
But I am not aware that the loss of any priesthood right I may 
have been entitled to as the son of the prophet is involved in 
the loss of a residence in the Nauvoo House.' 

''23. 'l'here was no question asked me in regard to my father 
leaving the keys with me. The question was, 'Did not your 
father take the keys of his priesthood with him; as the revela
tion says they shall not be taken from him 'I' I answered that 
the revelation stated that the keys of this kiugdom should not 
be taken from him, neither here, nor in the world to come. 
That unless he transgressed, what was his and what accrued to 
him because of his faithful work, should be continued his. 
But that this did not affect the fact of his place being made 
vacant, nor the rig-ht of myself, or another to occupy, if God so 
willed it. And that the oracles wAre to be given through him 
to the church. That men, whether apostles or prophets, were 
not oracles in the sense of the term used in the revelations. 
That the oracles there named were the commandments of God 
contained in the books, or the books themselves for that mat· 
ter; and the revelations of God to the church. That the reve
lations and commandments of God were given to.the church as 
a whole, and not to the 'l'welve alone; and that was one of our 
reason~ for th,e coqrse we had taken. '!'nat, in our judgment, 
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those oracles had been treated as a light thing, and condemna
tion had resulted, as the revelation stated. 

"Mr. Spencer then asked me whether the apostles were not 
the leading quorum after the Presidency, as the Savior said, 
'first, apostles,' etc. 

"To this I answered, 'Yes.' I then added: 'I have always 
held that, had the Twe/Jve, as a quorum, taken the lead at the 
death of Father and Uncle Hyrum, and carried on the work 
righteously, and in accordance with the gospel as given to 
.Joseph Smith by the angel, continuing in their places as mis
sionaries to the world, until the Lord had revealed, or called on 
the one he chose to lead, or become president in its time, there 
would never have occurred such a scene (1f apostasy as took 
place. Nor would there have been a doctrine so evil introduced 
as we believed had been forced upon the church. 'l'hat the 
Twelve, <ts a quorum, should have taken such steps as guarded 
the church from imposition, until such time as the one chosen 
of God to lead had been called, as that quorum was next in 
authority; but that the 'l'welve in authority of decision was 
only one of three, which were equal, as the section on priest
hood clearly stated-the Presidency, the Twelve, the Seventy.' 
(See Sec. 104.) 

"It was in this connection that I said the Twelve were the 
proper ones to lead after F:tther's death; and I qualified it as I 
here have sta,ted. I did not, at any time nor in any way indorse 
the idea, nor the fact that the right to lead the church, at the 
death of Joseph and Hyrum Smith, devolved unqualifiedly on 
the Twelve; though Bro. Luff stated after they were gone that 
Spencer would so report me. 

"I know of no revelation to me on the relation to married 
people, as asked of in question 12, other than the ones referred 
to by me in my biography, in which I was told that po
lygamy was not of God. And I stated to Mr. Spencer, that as 
I had asked the Lord which church I should join; so had I 
asked in regard to polygamy, and had been as clearly and posi
tively told that polygamy was not of God. I recollect of no 
other revelation. If Bro. Luff referred to any other I know 
nothing of what it was he referred to. 

"This interview lasted from about 9 a. m. to nearly half past 
11. Mr. Spencer was the talker; the rest scarcely joining in 
the chat. 'l'he talk was long and apparently friendly. I made 
no statements and took no positions that were either untrue in 
themselves, or if understood were damaging. That Mr. Spen
cer and his men mtty distort and twist what I did say appears 
to be possible. Mr. Spencer expressed the hope that there 
might be a unit.y of the two, 'you and us,' as he expressed it. 
To this both Bro. Luff and -I expressed assent, if it could be done 
on the lines laid down of the Lord in the works of the church
his word and his will. 

"I do not take the position that both the Utah Church and 
the Reorganized Church are baptizing into the same body of 
Christ. I took no such grounds with Mr. Spencer. Both Bro. 
Luff and I gave them to understand that we claimed to be the 
church in si1ccession. That we had nothing to conceal; and 
were willing what we httd done to be investigated. 

"l believe the 'set time' referred to, mrnnot be properly 
applied to the practice of endowments and baptisms for the 
dead. I know of no endowments being practiced in Father's 
time. 'rhere were baptisms for the dead for awhile in the river 
until stopped, as referred to in section 107, revelation of 1841. I 
am satisfied that the endowments practiced in Utah were not 
had in Father's time; they may have been in Nauvoo after he 
died; though personally I know of none then. 

"I never lived in the 'Nauvoo House.' I did live in the Nau
voo Mansion. It would be possible to build the Nauvoo House, 
and me live in it yet if God so ordered it to be done. 

"l did not say the leadership vested in the apostles; I did say 
that had they remained in their places, and iniquity kept out 
of the church, the great confusion and wrong that resulted 
would not have been possible. The conversation on the leader
ship question was quite long; and some of the answers as sent 
by you are not only not full, but are absolutely incorrect; as in 
question 23, which has three in one; and the answer to one, 
·Yes,' referring to the keys being taken by Father, etc., is 
right; but wrong to each of the others. My answers were full, 
and phtin; at the same time, guarded from incorrectness, espe
cially so in regard to the priesthood and lineal right. They 
have cooked both questions and answers. 

"You are at liberty to withstand Elder Criddle or any of 
them, all over Kansas, so far as I am concerned. Bro. J. R. 
Lambert is in charge and will give help if needed. But they 
will not meet you. Those men are not at liberty to use or mis
use an interview with me which Mr. Spencer said was for their 
own private benefit. Besides this, the elders are not bound by 
any absurd answer of mine tq baffling questions, contrary to the 
books of the chnrch, yours in bonds, 

~ 'J OSE)PH 8MITlf." 

The foregoing, in connection with Mr. Spencer's version, 
is published in tvact fop:m, and cn.n be QOttiihiecl ~t the Her· 
11>1.d ~!\qt, La~ot411 · 
"' . ' • ,.·,, .I 

The following letter from the pen of Elder Joseph Luff, 
who was present at the interview, is important:

STONINGTON, Me., Sept. 4, 1898. 
ELDER ROBT. J. PARKER, Springville, Utah; 

Dear Bro.:-Upon my arrival here this morning, yours of the 
16th of August was found awaiting me, having been forwarded 
from home. It finds me with somewhat improved health, for 
which I feel thankful to God. · 

Regarding the statement which you say is being circulated 
there, to the effect that I would not deny the correctness of the 
report published in the Deseret News regarding the intervie'il'. 
'had in my house and in my presence, between President Joseph 
Smith and Elder Spencer and three other elders of the Utah 
Church, I have only this to say and I put it plainly: IT rs FALSE. 
I have denied its correctness more than fifty times, and many of 
the Utah elders whom I have met in various places know that 
I have denied· it with emphasis to them and pointed out some 
of its almost self-evident falsities. It is a garbled thing in 
some of its parts. It is disarranged as to the order of the real 
interview, and in other insta.nces it states the verv opposite of 
what President Smith said. When the thing was first shown to 
me I denounced it as a vicious misrepresentation of the inter
view and wrote to President Smith to that effect. I pointed 
out several of its bad features to different parties. · 

The statement afterwards published by President Smith rela
tive to the interview is correct, and a copy of it can be had at 
Herald Office. Surely those people who account President 
Smith to be a knave will not pretend to believe him to be a fool; 
yet such he must needs be if in that interview he said what those 
elders published over their names, for it sets forth a direct con
tradiction of bis public and private utterances and all his writ
ings on the subjects involved, as can be easily discovered by 
reference to said writings. If Elder Spencer intended to hon
estly represtnt President Smith, he ought to have pursued a 
different course from that which he followed. He pretended 
to have some questions down in writing and would ask one at a 
time, then begin writing when an answer was given, and, that 
too without hearing the answers in full. He never sl:owed us a 
line he had written nor read a line of it in our hearing. As 
these men left my house door I turned to President Smith and 
said: '"rhe next time you hear from that interview you will 
scarcely be able to identify it," and the sequel proved that I 
was correct. It was a scandalous piece of work and far beneath 
the dignity of men, to say nothing of elders of a church, and you 
are perfectly at libert.y to use this statement from me wherever 
and however and whenever you please, and to let everybody 
know that I brand the Deseret News' published report of said 
interview as an unprincipled thing and as bearing the indica
tions that characterize the work of unscrupulous men. 

Experience of several years among men who have been seek
ing to bolster up Utah Mormonism has confirmed me in the 
belief that I was slow to accept. at first; viz., that it would 
require more than an ordinary lifetime to follow up and expose 
the malicious misrepresentations of the Reorganization that 
have been created and peddled by advocates of the Utah 
Church philosophy. It may be possible that in Utah, Elder 
Spencer's word may be taken in preference to ours; but the 
all-seeing God of truth knows who are publishing the naked 
facts, and to him my testimony is committed, awaiting the 
judgment hour. Yours for truth, 

JOSEPH LUFF. 
-Saints' Herald, Sept. 14, 1898. 

In the Deseret News for October 15, 1898, Mr. Spencer 
seeks to find a conflict between President Smith and Elder 
Luff, by quoting President Smith as stating, 

Mr. Smith says, (Sliints' Herald, July 29, 1896) "The ques
tions were not written in my presence, nor did I see them if 
written; neither were the answers shown me, nor written in 
my presence to my knowledge." 

He then quotes Elder Luff as writing the following:
"He pretended to have some questions down in writing and 

would ask one at a time, then begin writing when an ans.wer 
was given, and, that, too, without hearing the answer in full!" 

To make out his case of conflict Mr. Spencer construes 
President Smith's words, as given above, to mean that 
President Smith did not remember that Spencer wrote in 
his presence, while Elder Luff admits that he did write. 
It will be observed that President Smith does not say 
whether he did or did not write, but he states that the 
answers given if!; the interview were not written in his presence to 
his knowledge, 

We le~ve the$e statement!> without further comment tha,t 
Hthe unbiased reader" may read and compar@1 .. · · ·" 

. b~ ltl:li:!thHi~~,~ 
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FREMONT. 
Conference with Thurman, Iowa, branch,. 

Saturday, October 29; D. Hougas president, 
Emma Hougas secretary, Pearl McClenahan 
assistant. Reports read from Glen wood, 
Henderson, Thurman, Tabor, Riverton, 
Hamburgh, Keystone, and Shenandoah 
branches. Written reports read from Elders 
S. Orton, G. F. Walling, G. W. Needham, J. 
V. Roberts, N. L. Mortimore, J. Comstock, 
T. A. Hougas, H. Kemp, I. M. Smith, H. F. 
Durfey, A. Bad barn, Wm. Leeka, G. Kemp, D. 
Hougas, J. B. Cline, W. W. Gaylord; Priests 
F. Goode, R. S. Hillyer, L. C. D.maldson, C. 
J. Carlson, F. Becksted, A. J. Dctvidson, L. 
D. Frederickson, F. G. Dungee, J. Vinnerd, 
C. Fry: Teachers F. B. Knight, G. F. Skank, 
C. M. Roberts, S. Dike, E S. Wilcox; Dea
cons C. C. Case, W. F. Garde, S. S. Clark, 
E. F. Wilcox. A summary of above reports 
showed the following results: 28 elders and 
priests report 252 sermons preached, 3 bap
tisms, 8 children blessed, 103 administrations 
to sick, and one deacon reports three ser
mons. Mission reports were re.ceived from 
G. W. Walling, S. Orton, G. Kemp, G. W. 
Needham, J. C. Moore. Bishop's agent, W. 
Leeka, reported: Received $1,928.32; paid out 
$1,852 00; balance on hand $76.32. G. H. 
Hilliard and I. M. Smith, auditing commit
tee, found report correct. Tent committee 
reported having completed the new tent and 
selling the old on<o; but have failed to collect 
all the money for the old tent. Received $51.52; 
expended $67. 75; due committee $16.23. 
Committee requested conference to give in
structions concerning the old tent matter, 
and also about lifting remainder of indebted
ness. The chair was authorized to appoint 
one of each branch a committee to solicit 
means to liquidate the debt. A letter from 
Hamburg brar,ch recommended the follow
ing ordinations: F. Becksted, elder; C. C. 
Case, priest; W. Gard, teacher; L. White, 
deacon. Referred to district president and 
missionary in charge. Missions assigned: 
Egypt, Bartlett, and vicinity, to S. Orton 
and George Kemp. Stennett, Excelsior, and 
vicinity, to George Needham and A. Bad
ham. Glenwood and vicinity to G. W. Wall
ing. Shenandoah and vicinity, to J. V. 
Roberts, J.B. Cline, W.W. Gaylord, and E. 
S. Wilcox. MacPaul and vicinity, J. C. 
Moore. H. F. Durfey to labor , as circum
stances permit with Bro. M. W. Gaylord. 
L. D. Frederickson and A. J. Davidson to 
seek and open up new places. Report of 
committee appointed in February to investi
gate the case of Bro. J. B. Heide, who re
quested that his elder's license be returned to 
him was then read, as follows: We your 
committee appointed to report on the advisa
bility of restoring the elder's license of Bro. 
J. B. Heide report as follows: We are in 
possession of no evidence that warrants us in 
the belief that he has made proper effort to 
make restitution to parties whom he has 
wronged, and that he has not in a proper 
manner shown toward the church a, i;renuine 
repent!li!;l~\'i WV91l?;S GO~!llitte(.l; W@ . 
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fore recommend that his license be not 
restored till said wrongs be made right so 
far as lies within his power. A. Badham 
and H. F. Durfey, committee. Report re
ceived and committee discharged. Officers: 
D. Hougas president, T. A. and Emma 
Hougas secretaries, Wm. Leeka Bishop's 
ageQt; missionaries Henry Kemp, Isaac M. 
Smith, and C. J. Carlson sustained. Preach
ing by G. H. Hilliard and Isaac M. Smith. 
Sunday school <Jonvened at 9: 45 a. m. Sun
day. Adjourned to Shenandoah, Iowa, last 
Saturday before the full moon in February 
next. 

SOUTHEASTERN ILLINOIS. 
Conference at Springerton, November 19 

and 20. I. A. Morris chosen to preside, J. F. 
Thomas to assist, J. D. Stead clerk. Elders 
reporting: J. F. Thomas, I. A. Morris bap
tized 5, M. R. Brown, H. \Valker, F. M. 
Slover, W. R. Smith baptized 1, S. D. Goos
tree, J. D. Stead baptized 6. Priests: B. H. 
Taylor, A. H. Johnson, P. G. McMahan. 
Teachers: J. E. Bozarth. Branches report
iug: Brush Creek 292; loss 2. Springerton 
117; loss 7. Parish 87; gain 9. Kibby, Dry 
Ford, and Tunnel Hill not reporting. Bish
op's agent's report: Received $201.35; paid 
out $201.35. R0port received. District offi-· 
cers elected: I. A. Morris president, H. 
Walker vice president, J. D. Stead clerk. 
Preaching by J. l!'. Thomas, F. M. Slover, 
and J. D. Stead. Adjourned to Brush Creek, 
White County, Saturday nearest full moon in 
June, 1899, at ten a. m. ---------·----

8tlndau School llsso~iations. 
MASSACHUSETTS. 

Convened in Providence, Rhode Island, 
November 12; F. 0. Coombs presiding, Ora 
V. Holmes secretary. Treasurer's report 
read: On hand $46.52. Audited and found 
correct. Pro'{idence school to be allowed to 
take up their regular collection on the follow
i~g day for the chapel fund. Suggestion of
fered by R. Bullard that Sunday school work 
be revived in Brockton as soon as possible. 
Superintendent and assistant to act as a com
mittee in reebtablishing Woodville school, 
appointing members from the Provid8nce 
school to labor there. This convention to 
take action in establishing the Sunday school 
newspaper in the district, and make it per
manent. Susie Gilbert to serve as editor, 
with power to choose assistant.. The name to 
be "The Massachusetts District Gem." Offi
cers for the ensuing year: M. C. Fisher su
perintendent, W. A. Sinclair assistant, Ora 
V. Holmes secretary and treasurer. Next 
convention will meet second Saturday and 
Sunday in May, at Plainville. Sunday morn
ing, prayer and social service in charge of 
F. 0. Coombs and R. Bullard. Forenoon, 
model Sunday school. Afternoon and even
ing, class drills and program. District offi
cers were empowered to appoint such dele
gates as may attend General Association, if 
called together April next. The retiring SU• 

perintendent, F. O. Coombs, received a unaai•. 
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year. We are pleased to note the progress 
the young people are making in Sunday 
school work. This convention is conceded 
by all to be one of the best since the associa
tion was organized. 

Mi8GBllarrnotls IlBpartment 
THE REAL ESTATE ASSOCIATION OF 

LAMONI. 
Notice is hereby given that the name of 

the association formed by brethren, ad ver
tised in last issue of the Herald as "The 
Lamoni Real Estate Exchange," has been 
changed from that name to "THE REAL 
ESTATE ASSOCIATION OF LAMONI." 

The change in name is made because the 
former name is claimed by other parties. 

However, the new title better expresses 
the purposes of the REAL ESTATE ASSOCIA· 
TION, which is an association formed for the 
common good, for the proper conduct of. real 
estate transactions and incidental business; 
such as insurance, taxes, rents, sales, etc., 
etc., for the good of all concerned. 

WILLIAM ANDERSON, Pres. 
F. M. WELD, Sec. 

LAMONI, Iowa, Dec. 3, 1898. 

BISHOP'S AGENT'S NOTICE. 
To the Brethren aad Sisters in Decatur 

District, Greeting: - As I have been ap
pointed Bishop's agent for this district, as 
as you have all seen by the Herald ere this, I 
feel it my duty to address you upon the sub
ject of tithes and offerings. The time of 
year for casting up accounts and settling of 
bills being upon us, that we may start out 
the new year '99 with a fresh start," we trust 
none will forget their indebtedness to their 
heavenly Father. Surely we all owe him a 
greater debt than it is possible to owe man. 
Would it not be wise to pay him in proportion 
with men at least? If you are owing a neigh
bor or even several, wouldn't it be treating 
our Father more nearly as we would like to 
be treated or have others treat us, if we 
would divide our means. and pay him some 
too? Can we hope to pay any of our indebt
edness unless he blesses and prosper~ us to 
whatever degree he may see fit? All is his, 
and we are his stewards. Will we be wise 
and just ones? Some may say they can't pay 
all, without crippling themselves.· Pay what 
you can, if only a few cents, and many are 
giving their notes for the balance, realizing 
it to be as much a debt as any. There is no 
need of me telling you the bishopric has 
decided the proper way to count tithing is 
first to pay one tenth of all you are worth, 
then oce tenth of your increase annually, as 
you have heard this time and again, through 
the pages of the Herald and from the pulpit. 

By our way of thinking, there are but few 
who have no tithing to pay. 

If you think you do not come under the 
law of tithing, having no tithing to pay, re
member all come under the freewill offering 
clause. 

All saints surely feel the special need of 
meami to meet the immediate demands upon 
U1e gl:n:m:iu, ll!UQ ~ !;\!H'~ ¥19 ~(;!@(!\ tq "ri• ¥91:\ 
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to do your duty, especially when we are re
warded only for what we do, and not for what 
we would like to do. I believe there are 
many that would pay some if they could only 
pay enough that it would be worth while to 
bother the Bishop or bis agent. Now saints, 
don't hesitate on this accoun·t. I will be 
pleased to receipt any amount, and God 
knows your heart, circumstances, and all, 
and will reward your mite as well as the rich 
man his hundreds. 

What God wants is for us to be honest to 
the covenant we have made to keep his com
mandments. I hope ere long- to find every 
member';; name in the district recorded on 
my books. 

Address all communications to me at La
moni, Iowa. May God bless and prosper you 
spiritually and temporally, is the prayer of 
your brother, 

F. M. V\'ELD, Bishop'cl Agent. 

DEDICATION. 
The saints' neat chapel at Mondamin, Iowa, 

·was dedicated on Sunday, November 20, at 
eleven a. m. The building was crowded. 
Elder Alma M. Fyrando in charge, sermon 
by Elder Isaac M. Smith, dedicatorial prayer 
by Elder J. F. Mintun. Siogillg in charge of 
Bro. S. B. Kibler. Many saints from "re
gions round about" had come to rejoice with 
the brave little band of workers in Monda
min, who, struggling against odd8, purchased 
a building, moved, repaired, and made it in
viting at $500.55 expense, all paid with $18.20 
on hand to be applied on an organ. A col
lection of $19 05 was taken up. The saints 

·from local points then repaired to G. A. R. 
ball, to enjoy luncheon, and again met in 
church at two p. m. for social service. The 
Spirit gave encouragement for future good to 
saints there, w-ith suggestions of branch or
ganization in the near future. With present 
surroundings and encouraginir features, we 
look for great good to Mondamin and vi-
cinity. ALMA M. FYRANDO. 

NOTICES. 
To the Saints in South Wales, Greeting:

Pursuant to a resolution prtssed at the late 
district conference of the Eastern district of 
Wales, rcquesting the missionary in charge 
to provide for the transfer of three branches; 
namely,. Aberaman, Penygraig, and Nanty
moul, from the Eastern to the Western dis
trict. 

Also, in answer to a request from the West
ern district that I should so define the line 
between the two eistricts, that the three 
.branches above named shall _be within the 
limits of the Western district. The following 
is presented, which we hope will meet the 
approval of all concerned. 

The dividing line bet;ween the Eastern and 
Western districts of Wales shall be a line 
running directly north from Cardiff to the 
county line of Mon'Iloutb, and then continu
ing north along the west county line of Mon
mouth to the county of Brecknock, ending 
for the present, or until otherwise provided, 
at the intersection of the three county lines; 
namely, .Glamorgan, Monmouth, and Breck-

' i:lock5hi;e, Q;i,rdifi' tg r~rn:rnia 1!1 the Eastern 
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district. Officers and members of the above 
named branches will note the chang·e and re
port accordingly. 

Respectfully submitted, 
F. G. PITT. 

President of European Mission. 

I have the following books for sale, as good 
as new: Rollin's Ancient History, two vol
umes in ono, bound in leather $2.25, cost $'1. 
Maclaine's Mosheim's two volumes, cloth 
$2 25, cost $4. Eusebius, $1, cost $2. A con
densed History of the World, 650 pages, by 
Lardner, 75 cts. Drummond's Natural Law 
in the Spiritual World, 75 cts. History of 
Utah by Bari0roft, in Morocco, $2, cost $4. 
Evidences of Christianity, 576 pages, by 
Soame Jenyns, Esq, 60 cts. Giekie's Life of 
Christ, 812 pages, 75 cents. Anyone wishing 
the above books send to Pickering, Missouri, 
to J. L. GUNSOLLEY. 

BORN. 
HOWES. - At Providence, Rhode Island, 

August 1, 1898, to Mr. Irviog and Rosalie M. 
Howes, a daughter, and named Marguerite 
Helen. Blessed by Elders M. H. Bond and 
George Smith. 

ANDERSON.-At Elston, Iowa, September 
13, 1898, to Bro. Joseph A. and Sr. Liza J. 
Anderson, a daughter. Bl%sed by Elder 
Hugh N. Snively, and named Hazel Matilda. 

MARRIED. 
ESGAR-WELLS.-At the residence of the 

bride's parents, Bozeman, Montana, Wednes
day evening, November 9, 1898, Bro. Robert 
M. Ee.gar and Sr. Lena Wells, both of Galra
ti.n County, Montana; Elders Gomer Reese 
and J. W. Wight officiating. The love and 
respect of relatives and a host of friends were 
manifest in the large number of presents re
ceived. They are now located in their neat 
little cottage on Mendenhall Street, Boze
man. 

POWELL-BABBITT.-At the home of the 
bride's parent~, Stewartsville, Missou]'i, 
November 20, 1898, Thomas J. Powell and 
Liddia Babbitt, were united in marriage, 
Elder John Davis officiating. 

TROWBRIDGE-BOND.-In saints' chapel, 
St. Louis, Missouri, November 23, 1898, at 
seven p. m., Sr. Bessie M. Bond to Bro. 
Richard B. Trowbridge; the father of the 
bride, Elder M. H. Bond, officiating at the 
marriage ceremony. The chapel was filled 
with saints and friends; the presents numer
ous and valuable. A wedding supper was 
given by Bro. and Sr. Hitchcock, at their 
home, at No. 2,507 Slattery Street, after 
which the happy newly wedded left on train 
for Parsons, Kansas, for a brief tour and 
visit. The young people start out with good 
wishes from a host of friends, and with good 
gospel prospect. 

DIED. 
ZENOR.-Eveline, daughter of T. B. and S. 

Zenor, died at Niobrara, Nebraska, October 
30, 1898; aged 16 yearA, 10 months, 18 days. 

GARNER.-Henry Garner was born June 
13, 1827, in Davidson County, North Caro
lina; moved to Adams County, Illinois, in 
1835; un!ted witl;:\ tl;:\e Qh\\rQh in 1840; ~moved 

to what is now Council Bluffs in 1846; was 
united in maeriage to Anne Mahoney, Feb
ruary 16, 1851: died at Mondamin, Harrison 
County, Iowa, November 8, 1898. Fourteen 
children were born to them, twelve of whom 
remain. Be united with the Reorganized 
Church in 1871; was ordained an elder in 
1872. Was as active as cooditions allowed. 
Had a liberal heart to gospel work in a finan
cial way: an open house to all who would 
partake. Strong in the faith, he rejoiced to 
meet the "change," confident of a glorious 
resurrection. His favorite expression in ex
hortation was: "Prepare to live, and then 
you'll be prepared to die." Funeral service 
at the home, largely attended. s,wen sons
in-law acted as pall bearers. Sermon by 
Elder Alma M. Fyrando, assisted by Elder J. 
F. Mintun. Iaterment in Magnolia ceme
t.ery. 

JONES.-At his home, October 25, 1898, 
Lewis Jones, son of Daniel and Mary Jones. 
Born at Abercania, Wales, January 4, 1836; 
married Mrs. Ellen Curtis, of Pniladelphia, 
March 7, 1872. He joined the church in 
Wales at the age of fourteen years, and was 
strong in the faith. Leaves a wife and two 
children. Funeral sermon by Elder G. W. 
Needham. 

REED -At home, near Chesterfhild, Ten
nessee, October 16, 1898, Sarah Ann Reed. 
Born June 9, 1847; baptiz·'ld March 9, 1884. 
She was true to her covenant~ rich in faith, 
and full of hope of a resurrection with the 
just. She w:ill be missed by all the traveling 
elders of this mission, she was so kind to 
them. Was the mother of twelve children; 
leaves a husband and nine children. Short 
service at the cemetery by Mr. Jackson of 
the Methodist faith. 

BOREN.-At Council Bluff.>, Iowa, October 
10, 1898, William Boren. Born in 1866. 
Funeral sermon by Elder H. Kemp, in the 
saints' church at Crescent. Interment in 
Crescent cemetery. Wife and three children, 
and father and mother mourn. 

HISER.-At the home of his son-in-law, 
Lessie English, in Blendsville, Missouri, 
November H, 1898, Bro. G. A. Hiser. He 
was born in Stark County, Ohio, January 31, 
1826; was married November 17, 18±6, to Miss 
Mary Frank; five children were born to 
them. Losing his companion, he was mar
ried again November 17, 1862, to Mrs. Caro
line Ban ts, who survives him. Two children 
born to them. At the age of 22 he joined 
the Lutheran Church; then tried the Evan
gelical Church; leaving that he united with 
the Methodists; not satisfied there, be joined 
the Reorganized Church of Latter Day 
Saints, in March, 1893. He lived a consist
ent, faithful member ever since. He was the 
priest of Blendsville branch. He left a wife 
and two daughters and many friends to 
mourn. He was loved by all who knew him. 
The saints will long remember the testimo
nies he bore in regard to the angel's message. 
From the word we believe his spirit is in 
paradise ·at rest. A large concourse of 
friends met at the saints' chapel to pay the 
last tribute of respect to the deceased. Fu
neral sermon by Elder f. Q. Keok1 assisted, 
by T. S. Haytov., 
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ingPowder 
Made from pure 
cream of tartar. 

Safeguards the food 
against alum. 

Alum baking powders are the greatest 
menacers to health of the present day. 

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK. 

HISTORY 01•-, THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1 and 2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by Pr0sident Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Hernan C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment, growth, and internal 
11.nd external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
ierted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
11ketches, illustrations, complete 
lndexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
ehurch in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume 2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
end Hyrum Smith. 
Oloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners. . 2 00 
Full leather . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50 
:Full leathJr, gilt edges. . . . . . . . . . . 3 00 

WHAT IS MAN? By Elder J. R. 
Lambert. Man's nature and des
tiny. The spirit or soul; is it im
mortal ? Does it survive the 
death of the body in a conscious 
11tate ? The views of mortal-soul
ists examined and refuted; second 
edition. 
Paper covers .•••••••••••••••.••. $ 35 
Cloth • . . . • . . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • 50 

THE SAINTS' HARP. Hymn Book 
-Words Only. 

Cloth ........... , .....•••••••... eo 71 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . • . • . . • • . l 00 
Imitation Morocco, lilt edgu . • • • 1 II 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every 'Vednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
'1.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; 
sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., should. be addressed to 
Frank Criley, Business Manager. Remittances 
should be made by post office or expreRs orders, 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters. 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ..........•................ $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 2a 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges .............. 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth ........................... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia ............ 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ...... 2 00 

DOCTRTNE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth ........................... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..•.• 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ...••. 2 00 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Pocket-size edi
tion. 

Cloth ..................••.•..... $0 30 
Cloth sides, leather back . • • • • • . . . 50 

WANTED. 
A clerkship in the State of Missouri or 

Iowa, in either a Clothing or Furniture and 
Undertaking Establishment; or would buy a 
half interest in a three or four thomand (3 or 
4) dollar Furniture and Undertaking busi
ness, doing a good trade, and in alive town 
with some L. D. S. furnishing a good recom 
mend. I have about 21 years experience in 
parts of these and other lines. . . . 

Address Herald Office, wr1t10g "Furm
ture" in lower left hand corner, with en 
closed stamp for forwarding. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK, OF LAMONI. 
Stockholders. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Geo. H. Hilliard. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 
G. W. Blair. 
Oscar Anderson. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 
Alice P. Dancer. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 

Officers. 
David Dancer. 

President 
Wm. Anderson. 

Vice President 
W. A. Hopkins. 

Cashiei 
Oscar Anderson. 

Assistant Cashie1 

Directors. 
W. A. Hopkins. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 

This bank does a general banking business 1>1 
Lamoni, Iowa. Interest paid on time deposit1 
according to the rules of the bank. Correspond 
ence and patronage solicited. 

Purnitu.re ~Business For Sale, 
AT,t.AMONI·IOWA 

This is the oniy bas mess of the kind in Lamoni; Iowa, 
and was established rn 1885 lt consists of a clean· stock 
of New Furniture and Undertaking Goods, Carpets, 
Shades. Picture Mouldings, etc. 'rhe stock will invoice 
about $5000. ' 

The building is large and well located, twn stories and 
a basement,, fitced with elevator, and was buiit in 1893 
especially for the business; will either sell or rent the 
bnildrng to suit the purchaser of the stock. This is a 
rare opportnmty, as it is one of the best paying bnsi
nesse~ in L'.1.moni. Good reaBon for selling, and any 
further particulars cheerfully given by correspondel\ce. 

Address the owner, 
. W. A. HOPKINS, 

In care of State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Lamoni, Iowa. 

FOR SALE. 
A nice borne of 20 acres, within three

fourths mile of Lamoni L. D. S. church 
and public school. Five-room house, out
buildings, orchard, grove, and two wells. 
A quick bari:rain for some one. 
D. F. NICHOLSON, Lamoni, Iowa. 

BRO. B. F. ORD\VA Y. of Peoria, Illi
nois, will send 3 boxes of ~111.it to-Rae post 
paid anywhere for $1.50, and J>OSitively guar
antee it. to cure your tobacco haoit, or y9ur money 
refunded. 

TEACHERS' BIBLE. "The Self
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps, 
in good large print, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references; 
rrinted on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6} x81, mailed post-
paid at, per copy, net ............ $2 00 

RBal Rs1a1e RssoGialion 
... Of Lamoni... 

THE undersigned brethren, realizing the 
necessity of an organization for the pur

- pose of assisting those who wish to 

j~ 
locate in Southern Iowa, and more es
pecially in Lamoni and immediate vicin
ity; and in making sucb location they 
can do it in such a manner as to insure 
satisfaction to themselves, as to the 
character of the property obtained and 
the terms or prices upon which they 
purchase; have decided to form the 

The Real Estate Association 
of Lamoni, _____ ..... 

~~ and will list only such farms and town 
i property as in their judgment purchas-

e..! ers may with safety and satisfaction to 
themselves invest their means in with
out finding when too late that they have 
done so to their great disadvantage 
financially. 

The object of the Association is not to materially 
benefit themselves financially, but to assist their 
bretbren in the transaction of necessary business 
in thus locating. And they will also take charge of 
property here belonging to non-residents; renting 
tbe same; collecting rents; make remittances; 
procure insurance; pay taxes; and transact other 
business in a manner that will be satisfactory, 
and only make such charges as they would be 
willing to pay if they were getting such work 
done for themselves. 

One of their number will be located at the 
county seat, and can see to the paying of taxes 
and examine titles to property, recording of 
deeds, and any business that can only be done 
there. Those having property to sell or exchange 
will find it to their advantage to list with thi 
Association. Correspondence solicited. 

Officers: Members: 
WM. ANDERSON, Pres. FRANK CRILEY. 
ASA 8. Coc°HilA2"1", Vice Pres. F. M. WELD. 
FRANK CRILEY, Treas. WM. ANDERSON. 
F. M. WELD, Sec. ASA s. COCHRAN. 
~Address all mail to The Real Estate Associa 

tion of Lamoni Lamoni, Decatur Co. Iowa. 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

HOLID GIFT 
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS. 

Church History, Vols. l and 2. 
Prices .....•...... $1.50, $2.00, and $2.50 

New Testament, 
Inspfred Translation, in Large Type for 
Aged People .........••.. $1.00 and $1.25 

Book of Mormon, 
Large Type Edition ...... $USO and $2.00 
The Same, Small Type Edition, 65 cts., 
$1.00, $1.25; Flexible $2.00. 

Doctrine and Covenants, 
Late Revised Edition, 65 cts., $1.00, 
$1.25; Flexible $2.00. 

Holy Scriptures, 
Inspired Translation, $1.00, $1.25, $1. 75i 
Flexible binding $3. 75. 

Self-Pronouncing Teachers" 
Bible, 

King James' Translation, ...•..•... $2.00 
Excellent edition, with choice and mod· 
ern "helps" to study. 

.Afterglow, 
Choice Selected Poems, Elegantly bound, 
Illuminated Cover ..... $1.50, $1.75, $2.00 

Pattie; or Leaves from a Life. 
Reduced from .....•...... $1.15 to 75 cts. 

Autobiography of Elder 
Joseph Luff. 

A Book for Young and Old. Reduced 
from .................... $1.00 to 75 cts. 

The Saints' Hymnal. 
The popular book in General Use in Song 
Service Throughout the Church. Prices 
in Fine Flexible Binding, gilt edges, 
with name of owner inscribed on outer 
cover ............................. $1. 50 
Leather binding ................... 1.00 
Half Leather. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 

The Instructor. ~ 
Doctrinal Evidences compiled from the 
three Standard Books and from History 
and prominent theological writers. 
Prices .................. 75 cts. and $1.00 
Fine Flexible binding ............. 1.50 

Compendium of Faith and 
Doctrines. 

Compiled from the three Standard Books; 
also other historical and general matter 
useful to Bible Students. Prices 75 cts. 
and $1.00. 

Book of Mormon Archreology. 
Archreological Committee's Report. A 
Student's Affirmative and Defensive 
Manual of Book of Mormon Arcbreolog· 
ical Evidences. Special prices, for Holi· 
day Season only: 30 cts.; reduced from 
50 cts. 

The Saints' Herald; 
Official Publication of the Reorganized 
Church. All church news and other gen· 
eral matter of interest to students of the 
signs of the times; includ"ing the growth 
of the great latter-day work; develop· 
ments in the religious world; the prog· 
ress and leading movements of the 
world of special interest to students of 
latter-day events. Price, per year, $1.50 

Autumn Leaves. 
A Magazine for Young People. Pub
lished Monthly; $1.00 per year in ad
vance. Departments: General Articles; 
Zion's Religio Arena; Current History; 
Daughters of Zion; Young Daughters of 
Zion. A popular and instructive publica· 
tion; valuable in any Home Circle. 

For General Publications, 
including Sunday School Supplies and 
Juvenile Books, see Catalogue, mailed on 
appl!cation. 

Address Orders Including Remittances to 

O:RILE-Y,, 
Business Manager, Herald Publishing House, 

Decatur County, ____ _ LAMONI, IO"'W'" A. 
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EDITORIAL: CONTENTS: j indiscriminately among rich and poor 
Searchlight on Book of Covenants neighborhoods, exactly as the public 

is translating into human life the love 
of God. 

Ag11;~n · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 789 schools have as capable teachers and 
Hawauan News ...................... 789 
Pope Leo in Moving Pictures ........ 789 as fine schools where the slum chil- The Rev. Dr. Howard A. Johnston: 
An Aged Witness.·················· .790 dren go as they have in Hyde Park. 
Edmunds on Roberts ................. 790 In answer to the question, "Do you 

see that the church is failing to reach 
the people?" I would say yes and no. 
At the beginning of this century the 
church membership in this country 
was one in thirteen of the population; 
now it is one in four of the population, 
notwithstanding the marvelous growth 
of the population. 

Boxing Class as a Church Adjunct ... 790 
College Contributions ................ 790 

MOTHERS' HOME COLUMN: 
Origin of the Kindergarten.-No. 1 ... 792 

SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPARTMENT .......... 793 
LETTER DEPARTMENT ....... , ..•........ 794 
TRUE SUCCESSION IN CHURCH PRESI-
~~DENCY .......... , ...........•..... , .... 798 
CONFERENCE MINUTES: 

Oklahoma ........................... 803 
SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSOCIATIONS: 

Clinton .............................. 803 
Chatham ............................. 803 

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT: 
Graceland Subscription List .......... 803 
Graceland College List of Contributors 803 
Half-fare Railroad Permits ........... 803 
Bishop's Agent's Notice ............. 803 
Appeal. .............................. 803 

NEEDS OF CHURCH AND PEOPLE. 

(Concluded.) 
THE Rev. Dr. Frank Crane, Trinity 
Methodist Church: As to "the needs 
of the church," that is a broad ques
tion, and, broadly answered, I should 
say that its needs are twofold: first, a 
true insight as to the purpose of re
ligion, and, second, an organization 
upon a different economic or financial 
basis. 

1. Religion in a nutshell, is to be 
preached more as a divine power to 
transform men on this earth than as a 
divine "scheme" to transport men to 
another world. 

2. So long as the church depends 
upon any one class it cannot prosper. 
To-day it is supported by the well
to-do. As a consequence churches 
follow the prosperous class, deserting 
the crowded down-town districts and 
the regions settled by the poorer 
classes and. going after its supporters 
into the wealthy suburbs. There is 
only one remedy for this. It is to 
adopt the scriptural plan of tithing as 
a financial basis, placing a tithing 
vow in the form of admission into its 
membership. That is one part of the 
remedy. The other part is to aban
don the "neighborhood" church idea, 
whereby a wealthy community has a 
fine service and a poor community a 
wretched one, and adopt the ''demo
cratic" idea, placing fine church build
ings and able workers and prea,~ 

I consider "missions" among the 
poor a fraud. Of course they are bet
ter than nothing, but the basal idea of 
them is wicked, for the church with 
the best it has to offer ought to be 
among the poor as among the rich. 
There is no avenue to this but the 
tithing system, which places all on an 
equality. 

The Rev. J. H. 0. Smith, Union 
Christian Church: Christianity is a 
system of right personal relations. It 
reconciles men to God and brings 
about peace between men. The early 
Christian church was the grave of 
strife between classes, and the rich 
and poor, the Greek and barbarian, 
met together in sincerest love for God 
and men. 

Every association must have a con
stitution expressing the faith of those 
in the organization, and we might ex
pect Christ to give the church a creed, 
since it exists by his authority. When 
the apostle said, "Thou art the Christ, 
the Son of the living God,'' Christ 
said he would build his church upon 
this confession and the gates of the 
unseen should not prevail against it. 
Paul said: ''Believe on the Lord Jes us 
Christ and you shall be saved." 

Faith in a personal Savior, the Son 
of God, was all that was required, but 
this included all that was necessary to 
salvation. It was not so much a ques
tion what as in whom the convert be-

"ls there anything more the church 
can do to reach the people?" Yes, 
and there always has been since the 
time of Christ. Never yet has the 
church done its full duty. 

"Has the church gone away from 
religion?" Yes and no. The church 
is imperfect. Members of the church 
are largely selfish indifference, un
fruitful. Thousands who have taken 
the name of Christ are unconcerned 
about the salvation of other souls 
than their own. In so far it may be 
said a church has the name to live, 
but is dead. In spite of this element 
of failure, the church bas evidence of 
a true religious life. Never was the 
spirit of missions so vigorous as now, 
at home and abroad. We need broad 
lines of comparison. Compare the 
church of a century ago with the 
church of to-day. The larger influ
ence of the church immediately ap
pears. 

There is one test which to my mind 
is final, after all the church's failures 
have been 'confessed-that is the fact 
that the ideal character in the Chris
tian community is nearer to the char
acter of Christ than ever before. A 

lieved. A theory of the atonement is century ago churches were begun 
of less importance than the fact of with lotteries. Eighty years ago the 
Christ's suffering for the world. ministers al ways had the best liquor 

The church is coming nearer Christ offered to them in the homes of the 
than at any time since the glory of the people. · Forty years ago the Chris
first centuries of its history, when tian was not discounted because he 
pure. I suggest a new study of the I was a slaveholder. Forty years ago 
New Testament, a return to the sim- a statesman's private life was not al
ple faith, the life of love taught by lowed to affect his public career, but 
Christ. In the struggle to live in the witness Parnell and Breckinridge to 
fierce, continued business battle men prove the higher demands of the peo
have no time for philosophical specu· ple. The man who may command 
lations. The church more and more the highest regard of. his fellowmen 
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THE SAINTS' HEHALD. 

HGhoes from GraGeland. to-day must be nearer the ideal Christ for the redemption of society through I 
has given than he was ever required American Christianity doubtless will . 

CONDUCTED BY GRACELAND COLLEGE. to be in the past. This fs the final . occur, for to outgrow a creed or form 
test. And who will deny that these has never been and never can be the MORE additions to our Museum! 
influences which mark the movement outgrowing of the gospel. James Farley, of Arizona, has kindly 
to the higher levels center in the My own contribution to the current contributed several interesting speci
Church of Christ, and radiate from discussion is a substitution not of mens which will be labeled and 
that center? 'I'he church never meant ethics for theology, but of a change placed, under name of donor, in the 
as much to the community as it does in emphasis. I believe in American collection. 
to-day, and it will go on, slowly per- Christianity and long for a church Requests to be placed on the sub
haps, yet steadily, to continue to gain that answers to every human aspira- scription list of the appeal, "Success 
in power for good. tion after betterment--an every-day When United," are coming in all the 

church of humanity in the name of time. One brother from Washington 
the Highest. : writes, this last week, to be placed 

The Rev. Dr. A. J. Canfield, St. 
Paul's Universalist Church: Adapta
tion to environment is a prime neces· 
sity of all living organisms. Conti
nuity of life can be secured only by 
constant changes and variations. 
Christianity, the highest ideal of indi
vidual and social life is subject to the 
same necessity. Hence it has from 
the beginning shown extraordinary 
adaptability to the varying needs and 
experiences of mankind. Transcend
ing the limits of race and clime and 
the scenes of its origin, it claims to 
be the sufficient and final instructor of 
the religious sentiment in every quar
ter of the globe. Consequently its 
verbal statements and methods of ad
ministration have perpetually changed 
in order to meet the multiplying re
quirements of the growing minds and 
hearts of men. 

Nations at different times have need 
of different forms of government. So 
with the church or churches. Forms 
of administration and even credal 
statements may without ignominy 
adapt themselves to local circum
stances and environment. Indeed 
they must do so or cease to be effect
ive factors of real life. As a rule, 
each Christian nation has its national 
church. Here in the United States an 

For the five points of Calvinism I down for three subscriptions; another 
would substitute five points of com- brother, a young man, wishes to be 
mon sense, formulated thus: 1. The enrolled forthwith for a dollar a 
universal fatherhood of God. 2. The month as long as ever the college re
brotherhood vf mankind. 3. 'l1he re- quires it. 

demption of society through the vica- Have you noticed the first batch of 
rious character and office of love. 4. names in this week's Subscription 
The leadership of Christ. And, 5, List. Watch that list every week and 
the final triumph of good over evil, see it grow! Are you not going to 
brought about by the faith that works follow the noble examples already set, 
righteousness in this present world as and have your name engraved on the 
a fitting preliminary to whatever the Roll of Honor? 
future hath ''of marvel or surprise." 
- Chicago Tribune, November 6. 

REAL LESSON OF CHRISTMAS. 

The public rehearsal of the Elocu
tionary Department was a great sue- · 
cess. All taking part _performed 
their tasks exceedingly well, and 
secured merited applause. The col
lege chapel was full to overflowing. 

"Too often in our Christmas religious ob
servances is this thought almost entirely lost 
sight of, or not sufficiently emphasized," 
writes Edward Bok in the December Ladies' 
Home Joi1rnal. "There can be no love for 
God which is unattended with love for man. 
The final test of a Christian life is not the 
worship of God, but always the love of man 
for man. If the message of Him whose birth 
we celebrate at Christmas teaches us one 
thing above all others, it is not that we shall 
try to do for Him as a person, but that we 
shall seek to do for one another. That is 
knowing Jesus and clearly understan<Ung. 
Him. And wherever this true conception of 
His life and teaching is reached, there we 
find men and women thrilled with the passion 
for giving. The little child wakes on Christ
mas morning with its heart full to overfiow

official ecclesiasticism is properly pro- ing with gladness, and by every gift in 

Lamoni intends to give a Graceland 
scholarship ,to one of its rising gen
eration, and to this end a stereopticon 
lecture will be given at the saints' 
church on the evening of December 
24; subject, Passion of Christ and the 
Acts of the Apostles. A small charge 
for admission will be made, and each 
one attending will be entitled to cast 
one vote, the only restrictions being 
that no vote must be cast for one al
ready a student of Graceland, and 
that th~ preference is to be given to 
one unable to meet all the costs of 

hibited by the fundamental law of the stocking, or beside cradle or bed, is taught tuition. 
1 d h · t" f bl t anew the old, old lesson of love. Husband 
an ' yet t e asp1ra wns 0 our a es and wife, brother and sister, lover and sweet- New students entered Graceland 

thinkers are in the direction of some heart, friend .and friend, as they receive.their last week. Quite an addition to the 
f t 1 Cf' r that gifts are remrnded once more that love is not . . . . 

sort o an agreemen a ?n,,, me~ .

1 

a dream, but a reality-and a. reality which I enrollment is anticipated for the wm-
shall embody the AmerICan polity on grows mor~ vital, more prec101'.s a~d mo~e . ter term. 
't · "t 1 'd It · f lt b t a endm·ing with the years. The sick, rn chair 
1 s sp1n ua Sl e. is e Y no or in bed, as they open. their Chris~mas Our '99 graduating class seem to 
few among us that dogmas and meth- packages are almost recoac1led to loneliness b t d'l . d ·n no 

· · · · and pain. The friendless, the poor, the out- e s ea 1 Y progressmg, an Wl 
ads .of rel.ig10us mstruc_twn .based on cast, the waifs on the streets; those who have doubt give us a brilliant display at 
medieval ideas concernmg God and sinned and seem shut out from God ~nd from t J , t 

d h · l · t man all begin to feel strange thrills of hope nex une s commencemen . man an t e soma orO'amsm are a ' . · h t k · . 
. . . "' and renewed a:sp1rat10i;i as t ey are a en up It is rumored that a bequest will be least mcons1stent with a governmental and enfolded rn the richness and fulness of . d b 

· l"t h · t c depe ds upon the Divine love as it comes to them through made to the college of a fun to e pol y w ose ex1s en e n t' Ch · t D . · 
faith in natural manhood and demo- , ~~~:nis10k"~o~n~t~~~~:t~~s inrl~sm~~gh:~t appr~priated for work m practical 
cratic ideals. and noblest sense; in its truest conception; chemistry. 

knowing it in that spirit from which we de, J 
3 A new birth of genuine enthusiasm rive the surest happiness." Winter term commences anuary . 
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THE AI I-IE ALD. 
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeedi and .ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free."-John 8131, .U. 

"Hearken to the word of the Lord: for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wife1 and concubines he shall have none.''-B. of M., pageUG. 
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ASSISTAN'f EDITOR. 

} CORRESPONDING EDITORS. 

LAMONI, loWA, DEC. 14, 1898. 

SEARCHLIGHT ON BOOK OF COVE-

NANTS AGAIN. 

WE had supposed that when tbe 
Searchlight, the organ of our fellow 
churchmen of the Church of Christ 
(Hedrickites), had stated their positfon 
as accepting and believing the Book 
of Doctrine and Covenants comprising 
the revelations given through Joseph 
Smith the prophet up to February, 
1834, such statement could be relied 
on, and that in our intercourse after 
such declaration of belief we could 
confidently reason on the things of 
our belief with an understanding of 
how these men stood. 

It would now appear from what we 
quote below from the Searchlight, for 
November, 1898, that we are not at 
liberty to say that these men of the 
Church of Christ accept any part of 
the Book of Covenants as the word of 
God. For if the "right of inspection 
and revision," is to be exercised by 
them, then what they accept to-day 
they may inspect, and revise to-
morrow. 

THE BOOK OF COVENANTS AGAIN. 

Lamoni, Iowa, December 14, 1898. 

the 1835 edition in so far as it suits 
our notions; but if not, we shall in
spect an·d revise it, rejecting what 
don't suit us. Where does the 
"Church of Christ" stand? 

HAWAIIAN NEWS. 

BRO. G. J. WALLER, sends us a copy 
of the Pacifi,c Commercial-Advertiser, 
for November 12, from which we 
quote the editorial below. 

The Hawaiian Gazette Company has just 
completed the publication of several hundred 
volumes of the Book of Mormon which has 
been translated into the Hawaiian language 
by the representatives of the Reorganized 
Church of Latter Day Saints. It may be a 
revelation to some to learn that these people 
do not affiliate with the church of Utah, but 
cling to the original doctrines and tenets of 
the church as believed and practiced under 
,Joseph Smith, through whose instrumen
tality, it i.s claimed, the Book of Mormon was 
first offered to the world. 

The representations made in this book are 
considered extravagant by some but it is 
found that there are still others who accord 
to it the same reverence as to the more gen
erally accepted word of God found in the 
Bible. 

The Book of Mormon claims to give a brief 
history of a people who came by divine com
mand and direction to the land of America 
when the confusion of tongues took place, and 
who flourished~ there for about 1,500 years, 
but who were afterwards, about 600 years be
fore Christ, destroyed for their wickedness. 
They were, according to this history, suc
ceeded by another people belongiag to the 
house of Israel, chiefly descendants of the 
tribe of Joseph, whose progenitors were also 
led under divine guidance to their ''land of 

There seems to have been some misunder- promise" from Jerusalem about 600 years B. 
standing regarding our position on the Book C. In their history, which is continued 
of Doctrine and Covenants. We have here- down to about A. D. 420, an account is given 
tofore stated that we accepted the 1835 of their rise to a mighty and highly civilized 
edition of the Book of Doctrine and Cove- nation and of their subsequent downfall; and 
nants; we still accept the book, but not, per- the present condition of the American In
hap2, in a manner that some think. We dian, who are said to be a remnant of that 
accept it as a book, just as we accept the people, is accounted for. The object of the 
King James' Version of the Bible. We know book, as stated in the preface, is to convince 
there are errors in the Bible; yet as a whole, ''Jew and Gentile that Jesus is the Christ, 
we think it contains the word of God. , the Eternal God, manifesting himself unto all 

The 1835 edition contains some things that] nations." 
we do not endorse, yet taken as a book, we It was ta be offered first to the Gentile and 
think it contains the best collection that can p,fterwards to the Jew, and by uniting its tes
be found of genuine revelations of Goa to the timony with the Bible is to be instrumental 
church. Not that we endorse every line and in bringing about the restoration of scattered 
every sentence it contains, bnt we think Israel to the lands of their inheritance. 
there is a general harmony between the most It may be surprising to many to hear that 
of its sections which would justify us in ac-, the Book of Mormon is not responsible for 
cepting them, yet we ever reserve the right the introduction of polygamy, but condemns 
of inspection and revision if necessary. it and all such practices in the strongest pos-

Tbis seems to say, Yes, we accept sible terme, 

No. 50. 

This will get the Book of Mormon, 
and with it our work, in a measure be
fore the people of the late territorial 
addition to the United States. 

Bro. Waller also sent us a copy of 
the same paper for November 11, in 
which a certain Dr. Bishop seriously 
deplores that about one-half of the 
Hawaiians have become Mormon or 
Catholic, these two churches having 
outstripped the Protestant denomina
tions in securing converts. But the 
editor accounts for such gains of the 
two churches by the spirit in which 
they have proselyted. 

POPE LEO IN MOVING PICTURES. 
POPE LEO XIII. has posed before a moving 
picture machine. In pictures now he may be 
seen to walk, bow, take off his hat, smile, 
drive in his landau through the alleys of the 
Vatican gardens, and give, with his right 
hand raised, the apostolic benediction. 

To the faithful that apostolic benediction 
reproduced in pictures will have the same 
effect as if it were conferred directly, per
sonally. The camera was blessed. 

In Baltimore on Tuesday, in Washington 
on Wednesday, before Cardinal Gibbons, the 
Apostolic Delegate; Mgr. Martinelli; Dr. 
Garrigan, rector of the University of 
America; the rector of the Georgetown Uni
versity, and many other dignitaries of the 
Roman Catholic Church, the moving pictures 
are to be shown. 

They are to be displayed on these two occa
sions before they are displayed elsewhere. 
They may not be displayed elsewhere if they 
are considered adversely there. The exhibi
tions are to be absolutely under the control 
of the church in America. 

The foregoing is from New York 
correspondence published in the Chi
cago Tribune of November 25. It may 
be as stated that '•to the faithful that 
apostolic benediction reproduced in 
pictures will have the same effect as 
if it were conferred directly, person
ally;" and that "the. camera was 
blessed." Aside from the theological 
questions involved, some might find 
psychological queries arising in the 
mind,-whether a moving picture 
could have the same effect as a per
sonal presence, etc., etc., though the 
phonograph has been suggested as a 
substitute for a living agent in the 
pulpit and elsewhere,-and even 
though it be claimed that the effect in 
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the personal sense is more imaginary 
th~n real. To some the proposed ex
hibition, in connection with the sale 
of indulgences under Catholic rule, 
might also suggest strongly the idea 
of "for revenue only;" while to an
other the camera business might 
appear as a kind of "proxy" arrange
ment. The Brigbamites of Utah are 
credited with belief and practice lead
ing to the conclusion that the proxy 
feature is considered important by 
them. If the picture movement is in
dorsed, the Catholics may share with 
them in the proxy idea. 

AN AGED WITNESS. 

ON the 2d inst. we called upon and 
had an interview with Mother Hart
well, who resides with her son-in-law, 
Elder R. M. Elvin, in Lamoni, Iowa. 
Mother Hartwell is now in the nine
tieth year of her age. She united 
with the church in 1837; the next year 
went to Far West, Missouri, and 
shared in the perils of the exodus 
from Missouri in 1839; after which 
she resided in Nauvoo until after the 
death of the_ prophet. She was ac
quainted with the prophet during the 
last six years of his life and relates 
many interesting incidents of church 
history. Mother Hartwell has arrived 
at the waiting time of life, and now 
with patience, unwavering faith, and 
earnest desire she awaits the invitation 
to "come up higher." 

EDMUNDS ON ROBERTS. 

Ex-SENATOR GEORGE F. EDMUNDS, 
who was the author of the act of con
gress, by which it was sought to put 
a stop to the practice of polygamy in 
Utah, is credited in the press of the 
country with the following opinion:-

He said that when Utah was admitted as a 
State it was with an understanding that this 
practice of polygamy would cease, and the re
turn of a polygamist to the House, would, in 
his opinion, warrant the House in taking no
tice of it. Mr. Edmunds declared that were 
he a member, he would vote to expel him. 

''Under the Constitution of the United 
States,'' Mr. Edmunds continued, "the House 
bas the right to pass upon the qualifications 
of a member. That is, whether be is a resi
dent of the State from which he was elected, 
is of the required age, and t,he question of the 
number of votes received. Beyond this it 
cannot act, but there is a provision which 
states that by a two-thirds vote of its mem
bers the House, after a member is sworn in, 
jias 11;uthority to expel him upon grounds that 
i;ni~]:).t )?~ gcm~trued as justifiable. Beyond 

~f 
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the question of polygamy, Mr. Roberts' claim 
for a seat is admittred to rest on solid 
ground." 

In Mr. Edmunds' opinion, it would be a 
serious mistake to allow the matter to go un
noticed; as it is not only a moral, but also a 
national problem. The difficulty that now 
presents itself, as seen by Mr. Edmunds, is 
that Utah, having become a State, the Fed
eral statutes relating to polygamy in that 
section become inoperative. Congress could 
only charge breach of faith agair.st the 
State, Mr. Edmunds said, but he failed to see 
how it could take any further action. 

W.E.A. 
-S. L. Tribune. 

BOXING CLASS AS A CHURCH 
ADJUNCT. 

NEW YORK correspondence to the 
Chicago Tribune of December 2:-

A boxing class has been started in connec
tion with the Institute of St. John's Episco
pal Church, Jersey City, of which the Rev. 
Dr. E L. Stoddard is the rector. It is an
nounced in St. John's Bulletin to meet every 
Friday night. Ten cents will be charged for 
each lesson. 

The class will be instructed by John L. 
Kirk of this city. Mr. Kirk isaskilled boxer 
and a brother-in-law of the Rev. E. S. 
Forbes, vicar of the parish, under whose 
personal direction the institute baa been 
placed. 

Mr. Forbes believes in young men learning 
how to use their fists, even though the oc
casion may never arise when they will be 
obliged to put their knowledge into practice. 
He does not believe that taking boxing les
sons will inspire a love for prize fighting. He 
will permit no public exhibitions by members 
of the class. The Rev. E. L, Stoddard has 
decided views on the boxing question. 

"It is not worse than dancing," he said to a 
reporter, "and I see no reason why the young 
men in the church should not have an oppor
tunity to learn how to use their fists. 

"I 'Je.lieve that it makes a fellow more 
manly to !eel that he can use his fists if he is 
forced to it." 

We submit the foregoing to our 
readers in further evidence of the 
"broad" views now being entertained 
by some clergymen(!), though we 
have read something in the word to 
the effect that ''broad" is a certain 
way that leads in a wrong direction. 
Breadth or broadness, we believe, 
has both its proper and improper 
meaning and application. However, 
according to the item given herewith, 
the Rev. Stoddard seems to have 
original ideas about "going on to per
fection." It may be that "Dr." Stod
dard is more interested in drawing 
the crowd than in converting them to 
the gospel. But possibly we are not 
as "progri;issive" 11s he is represented 
~o qe. · · · · · · · -.. · 

COLLEGE CONTRIBUTIONS, 

BRO. J. w. WIGHT, writing from 
Deer Lodge, Montana, forwards a 
goodly subscription to college fund 
and makes a practical business mat
ter of this as any other work. What 
he with the other brethren mentioned 
have done, all may, and we will have 
the college question settled. We give 
his letter:-

DEER LODGE, Mont., Dec. 5. 
Bro. E. L. Xelley:-While conversing over 

college matters this morning we concluded 
that the per capita debt of church members 
is 60 cents, which would make a total of $24,-
000; and Bro. Christofferson, Bro. Moore, and 
I concluded we would pay our debts. To that 
amount I have added the amount of your call 
($1.10) to my wife's and mine, and ten cents 
to Leslie; as the other children are not 
members I send ten cents each. Would be 
glad to send a dollar for each if I could. 

In bonds, 
J. W. WIGHT. 

THE following letter was received 
recently by our Business Manager, 
and we gladly comply with the re
quest, and thank Mr. Sa:-rny for the 
courtesy offered to our elders. We 
hope they will make a note of this 
and avail themselves of the privilege 
so courteously extended:-

Benjamin Cluff, Jr., President; A. Saxey, 
Librarian. 

President's Office, 
Brigham Young Academy, 

PROVO CITY, Utah, Dec. 5, 1898. 
MR. FRANK CRILEY; 

Dear Sir:-We would like a copy of the 
~'Saints' Herald" to keep in this library. A 
number of religious journals have kindly con
tributed their papers. I thought you would 
be pleased to do so also. 

Any of your elders who may wish to con
sult this lib;:-ary, I should be pl.ea~ed (as I 
have) to extend them the courtesy. 

Respectfully, 
A. SAXEY. 

IN the Chicago Sunday Inter-Ocea.n, 
of December 4, we find the following 
in the "Sabbath ·Services" column, 
and with good bold-type heading:-

LATTER DAY SAINTS. 
No. 1267 North Halsted Street; preaching 

at 7: 30 p. m. by the Rev. J.M. Terry, pastor. 
Lang Mission; No. 3411 Cottage Grove 

Avenue. 
Preaching at 10: 45 a. m. and .7: 30 p. m. 

Union service at 3: 15 p. m. 
Zion Mission; No. 1802 Armour Avenue, 

the Rev. George H. Graves, pastor. Preach
ing at 7: 30 p. m. 

No. 120~5 Union Avenue; F. J. D. Earl, 
pastor. Preaching at 11 a. m. and 7: 30 p. m, 

~:ro. Terrl and his associ;;i,te~ an~ 
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evidently operating under the open
house policy. That is right; the peo
ple of Chicago and other cities where 
the church is rep1esented should know 
where to find us. Bro. Graves, we 
note, is reaching out in behalf of bis 
colored brethren. Would that we 
were in position to establish missions 
among the many nationalities in Chi
cago. It seems to us that an excellent 
way to reach foreigners is to convert 
them in America :,;:here we are prac
tically unhindered in the field of 
operations, and send them to foreign 
countries as missionaries, when condi
tions permit and it is found advisable. 
No need. to wait io cross the seas to 
convert the foreigner, with millions 
in the groups of foreigners located in 
free America. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

IN a letter from Bro. P. P. Stark, 
Richmond, Virginia, December 1, he 
wrote:-

I cannot say that I am discouraged, as the 
Lord is the best judge of who and how many 
souls should be gathered. For with my lim
ited observation I am of the opinion that too 
great eagerness to add numbers to the church 
has resulted in the prostitution of almost all 
faiths, our own not excepted. Yet I look 
forward to a greater separation and purifica
tion both in and out of our church, and hope 
and try and believe that the time is very 
near for the fulfillment of the promises which 
have been made. May the Lord prosper and 
hasten the work and its completion, and may 
you receive a reward which shall fully satisfy 
you for all the labors and trials through 
which you have passed. 

We baptized Bro. Starke a year ago 
December 1, in the historic James 
River; felt much blessed of the Spirit 
in administering the rites to him; and 
it gives us much pleasure to learn of 
bis spiritual welfare. He is a prac
ticing dentist, and expected from the 
indications that he would meet with 
much opposition, and possibly perse
cution. But, to his surprise, and his 
pleasure as well, he has met with 
nothing worse than the withdrawal of 
some from his company and patron
age, in a professional way, there 
having been no violence, abuse, or 
injustice against his rights. For this 
Bro. Stark feels grateful that the 
Lord has not perrr:;itted him to so suf
fer. We ought to feel to praise God 
that the day of persecution in many 
places is passing; and rejoice when 
free; though in other places we may 
P,aye to suffer., 
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Bro. Samuel Weldon, Encina.l, Cali- December 1, which contains a balf-
fornia, November 27:- column article friendly to the Reor-

To any of the ministry passing through or ganized Church, under the caption of 
near Fletcher, Fulton County, Indiana: If "Mormonism Defined." The article 
convenient please call on Mr. and Mrs. Geo. is the result of a former article writ
Hollonback, as they are favorable to the 
work. 

Bro. J. W. Loach, Hiteman, Iowa, 
December 10:-

Will you please request the prayers of the 
saints through the Berald in behalf of Bro. 
John Orr, who met with a very serious acci
dent. A piece of roof in the mines fell on 
him, and dislocated his back and broke his 
left leg. 

Bro. F. G. Pitt wrote from Canton, 
Cardiff, Wales, the 30th ult., as fol-
lows:-

We are moving along quietly here. New 
members appear fully alive and seem pleased 
with their association in the Reorganization. 
Some of the Brighamites are very bitter 
towards them. 

Bro. U. W. Greene has arrived at 
Honolulu, Hawaii, and enters upo_n 
the labors of his new field in good 
spirits. He wrote, November 29, as 
follows:-

Arrived here the morning of 17th, paying 
my customary tribute to Neptune all the way. 
This is a delightful part of theeartb, surpass
ing even Zion in climatic conditions. Tem
perature averages from 70 to 80 daily. 
Rather warm for a down easter. Will be-

ten by Bro. C. H. Burr, mentioned in 
a late HERALD. 'l'he writer speaks 
in high terms of our people in the 
Badger State. 

Pres. Joseph Smith went to Mound 
City, Missouri, on the 9th inst., to dedi
cate a chapel erected by the Ross 
Grove branch. He expected to return 
by the 12th or 13th. 

Bro. D. C. White, of the Clinton 
Missouri district, visited Lamoni of 
late, during which he made the edi· 
tors a pleasant call. Bro. White re
ports things moving in bis portion of 
the field, with good prospects for gen
eral growth. 

Some one has sent us a copy of the 
Boston Globe for November 27. It 
contains an article on "China's Jews," 
an account of a synagogue in Kae
Fung-Foo, the origin of which is a 
mystery; also a sermon by "Rev. 
Mary T. Whitney before the National 
Scientific Family Culture Institute on 
the Religion of the Future, whose 

come used to it in time. Bro. Waller is a Temple will be Home, whose Altar 
companionable, spiritual laborer, ably as
sisted by Bro. Ingham in his efforts. They 
with Bro. Poepoe as branch priest and inter
preter are doing well. I hope to second their 
efforts and merit the Master's ble~sing while 
here. 

A letter from Bro. Waller, dated 
November 29, reads as follows:-

will be the Fireside." Mrs. Whitney 
says some good things, but like many 
others, dazed and lost in the results 
of the apostasy, runs after some spe
cial practical features of mortal life, 
and loses sight of the divine economy 
revealed in the word of God to govern 

Elder U. W. Greene arrived here on the man here and to qualify him for the 
Rio de Janeiro on Thursday, the 17th, and future life. 
we like him and bis preaching very much. 
We started the Sunday following his arrival Bro. E. R. Dewsnup went to Coun-
to hold an English service in the evening at cil Bluffs, Iowa, and Omaha, Ne
which he preached, and although the number braska, to remain over Sunday, the 
present was not large, yet we feel encouraged 11th, in the interests of Graceland 
and have no doubt but that we shall now be 
able to create an interest in our work among 
the English-speaking population. We send 
for tracts for use in our efforts. 

College and its work. 
The man who "lives up," who casts 

aside or prostitutes his moral nature, 
finds it a bard task to "live down" the 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. reputation his folly makes for him. 
WE learn that Bro. G. T. Griffiths ''The way of the transgressor is hard" 
has been sick with appendicitis since -hard on himself and on .the commu
November 20, but though still confined nity. It seems to be easier for hu· 
to his bed December 6, the date of ad- manity to be careless and do wrong 
vices, was some better. Correspond- than to be self-restrained and walk 
cnts will please take notice that he uprightly, tendencies and inclinations 
will answer all communications as seemingly being downward rather 
soon as possible. He expects to leave than upward. However, right ways 
for the Pacific Slope mission as soon are primarily normal ways, and pro
as able. · I mote happiness and general good; 

Bro. W. A. McDowell sends us the while transgressions ip,evitably bring 
Del:wan, Wisconsin, l!Jnter_prise, 9f dire consequep.c~~' i'Whatsoeve:r ~ 

' • ' ' ,. < ~. 
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man soweth that shall he also reap." 
One may scatter or waste in a day 
wbat may require years to regather, 
if indeed he can regather the lost. 

One would think, judging from 
some theological and moral theories 
now being exploited from so-called 
liberal pulpits, that the doctrine of 
Jesus Christ as taught by him and his 
apostles was lacking in some essential 
features, or weighted down by unnec
essary requirements. If there is any 
principle of good taught by the mod
ern theologian that is not taught in 
the system revealed through Jesus 
Christ, it has not yet been made mani
fest. The tendency of the times is to 
select a few moral or general princi
ples to the exclusion of others also 
important in the comprehensive 
economy of God. Men are finite-lim· 
ited, while God is infinite. They fail 
to discern even the things of time in a 
comprehensive sense, while he sees 
the end from the beginning. ••Known 
unto God are all bis works from the 
begin_ning of the world." '•Who hath 
directed the Spirit of the Lord, or 
being his counselor hath taught him? 
With whom took he counsel, and who 
instructed him, and taught him in the 
path of judgment, and taught him 
knowledge, and showed to him the 
way of understanding?" (Acts 15: 18; 
Isa. 40: 13, 14.) 

Authentic reports have reached 
Washington to the effect that Aguin
aldo, the Philippine insurgent leader, 
has denounced the Catholic religion 
in an open pro::lamation to his follow· 
ers, and has espoused the cause of the 
Protestants. The Filipinos have re
ceived some good from the Roman 
Catholic religion, but also much of 
evil under the blighting influences of 
the Spanish and monkish system. 
The exchange to Protestantism means 
a better order of things religiously 
and in general. 

The address of the Matron of the 
Saints' Home is Miss Alice Dancer, 
Lamoni, Iowa; this in response to re
quest therefor. 

Sr. J ermie M. Leland, of Peca
tonica, Illinois, who has accepted a 
position as stenographer in the Bish
op's office, reached Lamoni on Satur
day the 10th inst. 

After being set in type we some
times hold birth and death notices 
a,nd other maitte:r that can be held, to 
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insert matter of special interest re
quiring prompt attention. The HER
ALD patrons will hardly complain 
because of this. We endeavor to do 
our best for our readers. 

Bro. R. Etzenhouser, laboring at 
McGraw, Pennsylvania, sends in a 
substantial donatfon to Graceland Col
lege; contributions of friends of the 
cause at that place, only part of whom 
are saints. 

It is not yet too late for Herald Of
fice patrons to be supplied with gift 
books and other attractions advertised 
in our holiday list; see last page of 
HERALD. 

-----------
Mothars' Home Gol1Jmn. 

EDITED BY FRANCES. 

"The •tream is brightest at its spring, 
And blood is not ltke wme; 

Nor honored less than be who heirs 
Is be who founds a line." 

THERE are thoughts which nevrr grow ola, 
but which like the fragrance from the rose, 
distil afresh the sweet perfume of faith and 
hope every time we open the mind to their 
reception. "The glory of Christ,'' said Pro
fessor Swing, "was not that he knew much, 
but that he loved much." Dean Stanley 
said, "You never get to the end of Christ's 
words. They are the freshest things to-day 
in this "'old world; the fullest of life and 
power. There is something in them always 
behind. They pass into proverbs, they pass 
into laws, they pass into doctrines, they pass 
into consolations; but they never pass away, 
and after all the use that is made of them, 
they are still not exhausted." 

ORIGIN OF THE KINDERGARTEN.-NO. 1. 
WHEREVER prattling voices of little children 
are heard, some one is certain to pronounce 
the magic word "kindergarten," which is the 
signal for numberless questions and criticisms 
on the part of the intereeted parents of the 
wee ones, more especially from mothers, and 
it is to them that I i.ppeal for a larger inter· 
est in the true kindergarten,· knowing full 
well that whatsoever of thought, belief, and 
energy is required to secure the best training 
for children must needs come from the 
mothers, however busy they be. 

Many mo~bers have a vague idea of the 
kindergarten as a place where children play 
and have a good time, while they learn pretty 
songs with pretty motions, and, as it is fre
quently expressed, "fritter the hours away." 
This prevalent opinion is easily traced to two 
causes; one, the tendency of parents to absent 
themselves from the kindergarten except on 
special festival (1ccasions, as Christmas, May 
Day, etc., when the very nature of the case 
demands that the greater portion of the 
work shall be omitted and only the more gen
eral phase of it be presented, because visitors 
u,surp the s:pa9e ne9essary for the regular 

work. Another cause is the tendency on the 
part of kindergartners to present the hap
piest phase of the training, which certainly 
show2 forth in the songs and games to the 
greatest advantage. However, to appreciate 
the value of any cause, we must know the 
character and work of its author, so I ask you 
to glance at the life of the founder of the kin· 
dergarten movement, Fredrich Froebel. 

The month of April, 1782, brought to many 
a German home across the sea the blessing of 
a baby boy, but one home in particular is in
teresting to us, because in it was cradled the 
babe whose possibilities developed into great 
powers for the uplifting of the .human race 
through its children. 

Left motherless at the age of nine months, 
the little Friedrich Froebe! early learned the 
loneliness of a life without companionship, 
for bis father was pa~tor of a church which 
demanded bis entire attention and service, so 
that he soon forgot the b ungry little cbild
soul in his own home, leaving Lim to the care 
of the busy housemaid until be provided for 
him by introducing a stepmother, whose 
hardness of heart repelled the child day by 
day, and be turned to that larger mother, 
Nature, and came into the inheritance of his 
own, where everything became fraught with 
a wonderful meaning to him-the odor of 
flowers, the singing of birds, the bumming of 
bees, the rippling of brooks, as well as peb
bles, crystals, and grains of sand, glowed 
with strange interpretations, which bis ever 
ready imagination furnished; and the perfect 
harmonies of beauty and use, which his older 
brother led him to observe in nature, served 
to explain and clear away impressions of the 
discords of humanity which he saw as he ac
companied bis father on parochial visits. It 
was the memory of such a childhood hovering 
over his later life that impelled Froebe! to 
plead for the introduction of the element of 
joy into the education of children, and be 
bids us utilize the desire for play by molding 
tho child through bis play. 

After .an unhappy childhood as well as an 
unsatisfactory youth, be at last met a director 
of a Normal School who offered him a posi
tion as an assistant teacher; and when for the 
first time he stood before a class of thirty or 
more boys he felt that he had found his voca
tion, and from henceforth devoted himself to 
the solving of educat10nal problems. Wher
ever he labored be was constantly confronted 
with the necessity for uprooting false ideas 
from the minds of bis pupils, until be was at 
last led to formulate the belief that every 
stage of development depends for its per!Pc
tion upon the perfection of the stage which 
precedes it; and in the endeavor to find the 
stage wber,e he could begin to educate with
out uprooting, he was led back into the realm 
of childhood, until he stood with reverence 
by the side of the MOTHER, at the cradle of 
the child, where power is as yet possibility, 
and from this point he sent forth the bugle 
call for education from the beginning of life, 
summoning women to his aid in establishing 
the kindergarten movement. 

This then is the common ground upon 
which mothers and the founder of the kinder
garteq meet; a revereut love for Uttle chi!· 
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'dren and a desire to unfold their possibilities. 
He was the first to fully realize the power 

and extent of the mother influence, and the 
first to seek to awaken the latent mother 
love in every woman who followed the voca
tion of teaching, setting the example in his 
own school in truly abiding by the spirit of 
his motto: "Come, let us live with the chil
dren." 

His close study of the law of growth in the 
natural world made him stand firmly for 
similar application of the law of development 
for humanity; therefore the kindergarten 
stands for natural unfolding of individual 
possibilities, and natural adjusting of indi
vidual relationships, as the standard of high
est development; in other words a kindergar
ten is simply a beautiful collection of human 
plants, carefully watched and tended by a 
loving gardener who desires that each plant 
may produce the best of which it is capable, 
and to that end provides the necessary condi
tions. 

(To be continned.) 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

QUARTZ, Cal., Dec. 1. 
]]ear Sisters of the Prayer Union:-Will you 

kindly pray for a sister, myoelf, who has for 
many years been a great sufferer from head· 
ache caused by chronic nasal catarrh. I have 
tried about every known remedy, but none 
afford even relief. The nerves of my eyes are 
so badly affected as to hinder my reading. I 
am a great lover of Bible study, and of our 
church literature, but I am denied the privi
lege of reading for the instruction of myself 
and also of my children. Will you dear sis
ters by your united petitions ask God to heal 
me, if it be according to his holy will, that I 
may be brought into ways of usefulness and 
the glory and honor shall be his. 

Your sister in the one faith, 
MRS. L. S. DE SALLIER. 

A sister and family writes: "In behalf of 
our father and husband we, as a family, de
sire and earnestly request the united faith 
and prayers that, God willing, he may be re
stored to health again." 

Sundau 8Bhool Deuariment. 
ELDERT. A, HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor. 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to "Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

WHAT are you doing? This is a question we 
do not expect you to answer to us, but to 
yourselves. Long winter evenings are now 
upon us. How do you pass them? Is it in 
idle talk? Is it in reading the continued 
story ia the county newspaper? Is it in some 
game? Do you have time to prepare your 
Sunday school lesson? One teacher that we 
knew, would spend from one to two hours 
several evenings in the week at the erok
inole board, and go before her class on Sun
day morning with no preparation on her 
lesson. A superintendent would read the 
papers fifteen hours in the week, but could 
not possibly find time to get his Sunday 
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school lesson till he got to the church Sun
day morning. It requires but a single 
thought to explain, in your mind, where the 
fattl t lay in these cases. If you are in the 
habit of not having your lesson, look into the 
facts in the case, and see where your trouble 
is. The best way is to set a certain hour of a 
certain day of the week to begin the lesson, 
and then keep it as certainly as you do your 
hours for meals. Regularity and system are 
helpers that have no equals in study. 

Districts, take notice. If you have not 
elected a district librarian, you .should do so 
at your next district convention. This of 
course will be for the remainder of the year, 
which will end with your last district con
vention before April I, no matter when such 
meeting may be. The Constitution and By· 
laws require that "all elections of officers for 
the distrjct shall take place at the last meet
ing of the district prior to April 1. All dis
tricts have not made this corre,ction, but 
should do so as soon as convenient. 
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It will be remembered that this will not be a 
meeting for the reading of a series of essays, 
although it is probable that there will be a 
few; but rather a series of discussions upon 
the various subjects mentioned in the pro
gram, in ·which every one is permitted to 
participate. Those who have been privi
leged to attend one of these meetings have 
expressed their great appreciation of the 
privileges of exchanging thoughts with their 
fellow workers from the many parts of the 
field. The general officers of both the Sun
day School Association and the Religio and 
also many others of the prominent and able 
workers of the two organizations will be 
present, and will help to make the occasion 
one of true worth to those who are so fortu
nate as to be able to attend. You will par
don us for calling your attention to the fact 
thi;.t at that season all railroads grant re
duced rates, usually one and one-third for the 
round trip, and the brethren at Independence 
will care for us free, thus reducing expenses 
to a minimum. We feel confident that much 
good will be done to the workers, and we 
want as many as possible to get the benefit 

Sr. Dora Young has recently been elected of it. 
Ii brarian of Galland's Grove, Iowa, district 
Sunday school association, and is setting 
about her work in a resolute and practical 
way. She contemplates recommending that 
each school purchase, "as a starter," three 
books as soon as they have the means at 
hand. One is to be selected' to benefit the 
teachers, and will be either a work on didac
tics or a Bible Dictionary. Another will be 
for the youth of the school, and a third for 
the primaries. The plan is certainly a prac
tical one, and if proper selections are made, 
and we think they will be, each school that 
abides the recommendation will have the 
nucleus of a good Sunday school library. 

Sr. Blanche Andrews has recently ac
cepted the same position in Fremont, Iowa, 
district and sets about her work with a cir
cular letter. In the letter she inquires the 
condition and extent of the existing library, 
of what it is composed, the use that is now 
being made of it, and various other item·s of 
interest. This is to get an accurate idea of 
the material now on hand, and something of 
the esteem in, which the Sunday school 
library is h.eld in the various schools of the 
district. This is, we presume, preparatory 
to further work in extending the usefulness 
of tho libraries now in the schools, and im
proving them or establishing new ones where 
none exist. 

As the library work is entirely new in 
many places, and as the office of district li· 
brarian did not exist till April of this year, 
the district librarians must work under the 
disadvantage of a new work. We would 
therefore suggest that more of them furnish 
us with a few thoughts as to how they are 
setting about their work. It will be of great 
benefit to many. Librarians, please take 
notice, and let us hear from you. 

Have you carefully read the Institute pro
gram? And did you note that there are 
many of the most important topics in the 
management of both the Sunday school and 
Religio to be discussed during. the session? 

For the Southeast Nebraska district convention. 
THE Sunday school holds an important place 
in church work. It does not take the place 
of home training. God designed the home to 
be the first and best agency in the moral and 
religious training of young children. The 
Sunday school is only a help, and I account it 
a great help. The Sunday echool is 

A DEPARTMENT OF CHURCH WORK 

and should be recognized as such everywhere. 
If the older people need the watchcare of a 
pastor or shepherd, do not also those who are 
growing up need to be taught and guarded as 
well? And if we would have our girls and 
boy& respectful to the church and in the 
house of God, should they not have some such 
place to be trained? By ob3ervation we can 
learn the wide difference between the child 
who has this opportunity to attend Sunday 
school and the one who never enters a Sun
day school room. Be it understood that the 
Sunday school does not take the place of the 
church, but is a help thereto .... 

Our great free American country boasts of 
how much is raised yearly to send the 

GOSPEL TO THE HEATHEN 

when we might say that in our own dooryard 
are people as ignorant of the gospel as the 
unconverted savage, simply from the fact 
that they do not study the Bible. Then how 
can we better teach them the truths of the 
gospel than to bring them into our Sunday 
schools? And by our own presence there 
each Sabbath show to the world, the church, 
and the Lord that we believe the Scriptures 
should be studied. There are some whom I 
have heard say it is better to stay at home on 
Sunday morning after they have sent the lit

' tle ones to the Sunday school and that they 
were well enough satisfied to settle back in a 
comfortable rocker and read a i:ousing ser
mon from the Ensiqn. I wonder how much 
glory or reward they will receive for such an 
effort! We are glad, 0 so glad, to have them 
send their little ones, but our hearts would be 
made more glad if these same ones would 
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themselves come. The Sunday school of to· 
day should be composed of the parents first, 
then the children. 

And now a word to the Sunrlay school 
teachers. It is as much your place to sow 
the srnds of truth as it is any other set of 
officers. Your work may seem to be little
instructing children. But it is the way to 
begin, the proper time to sow the seed. 

''SOME FELL ON GOOD SOIL." 
Where are we most likely to find the good soil 

in which to sow the seeds of truth? If there 
is anywhere soil to bring forth one hundred 
fold, it is in the Sunday school and in the 
children, where it has not been contaminated 
with evil. Be patient. Do the little things 
well, and God will own and bless the efforts. 
And if this Sunday school work seems little, 
remember God works that way. By and by 
we will see these children and young people 
occupying positions of great responsibility 
among men, because we did our duty towards 
them when they were young. And if at any 
time we feel that this work is bard, and that 
we are not making the strokes count as we 
would like, remember the story of the old 
Scotch lady; some one sympathized with her 
because shEJ had to scrub the rough floors in 
a large house, she said, "Dinna fret. We'll 
get it done. We're a working together, Him 
and me." If we can only work patiently 
with Him, results are sure to follow which 
will make our hearts "to burn within us by 
the way." MRS. E. D. BRIGGS. 

NEBRASKA C1TY, Nebraska. 

JONESPORT, Maine, Dec. 5. 
Editors Herald:-This will post you as to 

my recent movements and present where· 
abouts. 

On the evening of August 3, after a long 
delay at home, caused by physical debility, I 
started out to try and fill the mission assigned 
me. My railroad ticket called for a ride to 
Boston, Massachusetts. On the way I spent 
half a dozen hours visiting my sister (Sr. 
Thomas Hattey) in Chim1,go, and a day and 
night visiting my mother, (Sr. E. Devine) 
and another sister (Mrs. Thomas Smellie), .in 
Toronto; arriving in Boston on Sunday morn· 
lng, just too late to secure train passage to 
Dennisport, where the reunion was under way. 
I started on a search for the home of some of 
the saints. By good fortune I met Bro. 
Bowere, who escorted me to the hall where 
many bad gathered for service and where I 
was welcomed and invited to preach. Feel
ing too bad, physically, to attempt any men· 
tal effort, I declined, and was escorted to the 
home of Bro. Bowers, where several hours 
of rest and a little sleep patched me up, so 
that I made an attempt to occupy the stand 
at the evening hour. With the Lord's help 
I succeeded. 

Next morning Dennisport was reached and 
I found myself among as happy a lot of saints 
as one would expect to meet. The reunion 
was pr0gressing finely and Patriarch A. H. 
Smith was up to his ears in the joy that was 
attendant. He had arrived the day before, 
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and our gladness in meeting was r~iprocal. I he received a telegram, calling for his return 
Others have written you regarding the re- to Lamoni, Iowa, and he left the same day. 

union, and I will not recanvass their ground. 
The Lord blessed both preachers and hear
ers and good ws,s done. We had sea bathing 
nearly every day between meeting hours. 
Bishop E. L. Kelley arrived in a couple of 
days, and what with the Presidency, Patri· 
arch, Bishop, apostles, seventies, elders, and 
such a retinue of brethren and sisters as be· 
long in those parts, spending part of their 
time in religious exercises and part in volun
tary and involuntary immersions in the surf, 
it was an exceptionally delightful time, and 
the writer enjoyed it hugely; it was all too 
short, and camp was finally broken amid re
grets on that account. The Dennisport peo· 
ple, regardless of religious affiliation, treated 
us nobly, and we will long remember them. 

Three meetings were held in the chapel 
after the close of the reunion; then Brn. 
Smith, Kelley, and self left, the former for 

Happily for all, the form of our smiling 
Patriarch materialized at our morning serv
ice, and it was a case of "enter Smith and 
exit Kelley," and the people "smiled amid 
their tears." To me it was a case of more 
tears than smiles, for Bro. Alex. H. was not 
impressed Nova Scotiaward, and I bad to 
take my chances alone. 

From Addison to Indian River, and thence 
back to Jonesport, I had the pleasure of his 
company, and of hearing him blow the gos
pel horn at each of those places; and last, but 
not funniest, of havir,g him oversee me as I 
followed the receding tide and dug a couple 
of bushels, or less, of clams to. flavor the 
chowder with which Sr. Eliza Walker re· 
galed us. Alex likes chowder all right, and 
I don't blame him, for that was good enough 
for a king or a patriarch either. I don't bEJ
lieve that the dish which was set before Abra-

Boston direct, and the two latter to call at ham's holy guests could have tasted better. 
Brockton and Plymouth on the way there. Time would fail me to tell of the Kel!Pys and 
Filling out this programme we again met in Smiths of Indian R\ ver, and the Walkers 
Boston, where Sunday was spent. and Mansfields and Nortons and otbers, of 

On the following Thursday, leaving tLe the Jonesport region, and equally hospitable 
Patriarch to fill the appointments in Provi- ones all around E<>otern Maine; who, through 
dence and other points and to join us later, tbefr generous hospitality subdued want, 
the Bishop and I started by ateamel' for La- , quenched the violence of cold, stopped the 
moine, to attend the Western Maine district mouths of hungry elders, turned to flight the 
conference. Arriving there we found a gatb· forebodings of sufferiag, and did many other 
ering of saints that surprised us, and with good thing·s, such as t,he Bible tells of, as did 
whom we spent a couple of days in saintly ;i,lso the saints of the other district. The 
intercourse to the profit of all. Brn. U. \"l. Lord reward them. 
Greene, W. W. Blanchard, and T. C. Kelley, Through tbe kindness of Mr. Ed Mansfield 
of the general ministry, were there, .besides an opportunity was secured for me to ride 
the local workers, and we realized the mean- with his brother in a buggy to a point within 
ing of the words, "Iron sbarpeneth iron; so a two miles of Lubec, which was the place 
man sbarpeneth the countenance of his where I was to take the boat for New Bruns
friend." We were glad to meet and sorry to wick and Nova Scotia. It necessitated my 
part. Bro. Blanchard started for New York. starting on Sunday morning and a couple of 

President of the district, Bro. Cunningham, days ahead of my former calculation; but it 
drove us thence to his home at West Surrey, was an almost free ride of forty-Rix miles, and 
where we held two meetings and I baptized I availed myself of it gladly. So, turning 
Bro. Cunningham's daughter, Bessie A. We my back on the Patriarch and the folks who 
enjoyed a short spell at fishing in "Toddy were making him happy, I started, and about 
Pond," with Bro. Cunningham and Lis son. five p. m. landed at a point where I had to 
Whether it was because the wind was ''con- climb out of the buggy and carry my satch· 
trary" or a Jonah was on board, I cannot tell; I els the remaining two miles into Lubec. The 
but the waters became turbulent and the fish load was all I could lift, feeling as I did, and 
didn't bite, and we had to put back for shore to make matters plearnnter the rain began to 
and home. fall pretty rapidly; but by resting every hun-

From thence the Bishop and I sailed to dred ys,rds or so, Lubec was reached in due 
Little Deer Isle, thence to Bray's Mountain, time and a bed in a hotel was secured for the 
and next to Stonington, holding services at night. 
each place and Linding a welcome among the Next morning, by ferry, Campobello Island 
saints. Space forbids a mention of all the was reached, then by larger steamer, St. 
Eatons arid Knowltons and other equally John, New Brunswick; and the following 
good saints, ]Jut hospitality and saintly socia- morning by still larger steamer, I sailed into 
bility were everywhere. At Stonington I Digby, Nova Scotia. Wending my way along 
baptized Mrs. Idella Barter. the rail way depot platform, at Digby, I al-

The conference at South Addison was our most dropped into the arms of Eider Holmes 
next place of operation, where a goodly num- J. Davidson, who arrived by train at that 
ber of saints of the Ei1stern Maine district as- moment from Yarmouth, whither he had 
sembled and a profitable seasnn was enjoyed. come the night before, by boat, from Boston. 
On our way thither Wl' stopp('d at, Jonesport, Neptune hs,d "held him up" on the way and 
where the Bishop preached to the few who be bad readily "given up all he had", and 
gave him audience. His intention was to re- was now looking around him with an appeal
turn there and labor further, and to aocom- ing gaunt-like stare, as if in search of an 
pany the writer thence to Nova Scotia; but appetite or something equally bracing or 
Providence ordered or permitted otherwise. serviceabile. Well, be "took me in" to the 
While at the conference at South Addison, , car and we rode together till we reached his 
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home neighborhood, where he soon righted 
up and was ready for battle when the table 
was spread. 

After holding one meeting at his home, we 
started for the conference at South Rawdon, 
where the saints have a neat chapel, in which 
a small but happy company, with their spark
ling eyes, rosy cheeks, and "blue noses,'' met 
and gave us a cheery greeting. The Spirit 
of the Master pervaded the services, and 
words of encouragement were spoken thereby 
for the edification of the humbl8 fevv who 
were beariag the burdens of the work in the 
Province. Elder S. 0. Foss, who had been 
laboring in Nova Scotia for several months, 
was present, and we heard his labors well re
ported of. While nothing strikingly impor
tant occurred during the conference, yet it 
was a season of profit and peace. By the spe
cial kindness of the saints, provision was 
made to "send the missionaries to Halifax," 
to attend the exhibition during the week. 
This was a pleasure which met with our 
grateful appreciation, and though rain inter
fered somewhat with the enjoyment of our 
visit to that city, we nevertheless had a good 
time and saw much that interested us. From 
Halifax Bro. Foss went to Dalhaven and Bro. 
Davison and self returned to South Rawdon 
(he by the home route and I direct), where we 
held three more meetings with good interest. 
We were hospitably entertained at the home 
of Bro. Alfred Wood and family, and received 
kindly attention and ministration also at the 
homes of Brn. O'Brien and Dimnock, and the 
widow Mason. Everybody was kind to us, 
and in turn we rendered them the best serv
ice we could. May the heavenly dews be dis
tilled upon the hearts impressed, and fruit 
unto eternal life abound. 

Returning to Lockhartville, (the home of 
Elder Davison,) where appointments had 
been made ahead, we held five meetings in 
all, in his house, with what results we know 
not. It was a week well spent however, for 
Sr. Davison has the faculty of making a body 
feel happy and at home in her company and 
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valves in company with a senator from 
Colorado, who was visiting his old-time home. 
Perhaps it was the sight of a Missouri 
preacher in a jumper, overalls, and rubber 
knee boots that excited his curiosity and 
brought him out to meeting at nig-ht; but if 
so, we hope he enjoyed the clams better than 
the sermon; for he came not again-one meal 
surfeited him. 

Bidding good-bye to Bro. and Sr. Newcomb 
and daughter Clara, whose home surround
ings had a decidedly "moreish" taste to us, 
we boarded the ferry at Kingsport and 
crossed Minas Basin to Parrsboro, passing 
the famous Cape Blomidon and other pie· 
turesq ue coast features on the way. After a 
night in Parrsboro, we boarded train and 
hurried on to Oxford Junction where Bro. 
James Ripley met us with a buggy and con
veyed us to his home at River Philip Center, 
about six miles away. After one night there 
we were taken by him to Williamsdale, about 
seven miles farther away, where the few 
saints residing near .have built a beautiful 
chapel-23x35 with an outside porch-a 
credit to any place, all paid for and dedi
cated. On the transom window over the 
outer door are painted the words, "A free 
pulpit and an open Bible;" and over the pul
pit hangs a framed motto: "Our Creed All 
Truth;" while opposite to it, over the entrance, 
hangs another, bearing the inscription; "God 
and His Truth." The whole building i;;: pan· 
eled and painted artistically and made the 
writer feel a something akin to pride (holy 
pride of course) as he surveyed it. Not more 
than a dozen saints, and they without branch 
organization, assisted by a few generous out
siders, did it-Elder Davison putting in time 
and skill in the painting line as well as aid
ing otherwise by work. I wish I could pub
lish all the names as a roll of honor; but they 
will have better reward than that, at t.he 
hands of Him to whose praise their work 
was dedicated. During the time spent there, 
the writer preached twelve times at Wil
liam8dale and eight times at River Philip. 

it seemed as if we had been acquainted for It is not more than just to here mention 
years and the rank and file of juvenile Davi- that the first influecces favorable to our 
sons spent many of the day hours with me on work at that place were started by the 
the beach catching tommy cods, smelt, and efforts of Sr. Albert Page, of San Benito, 
eels. The oBly other family of saints in the California. This was the country of her 
place consisted of Bro. and Sr. Sol Lawrence, early days, and where she taught school. 
and a couple of visits at their home added to Visiting here a few years ago, after the gos
the measure of enjoyment experienced. pel had found her, she talked it, and secured 
Without having more than time to get ae- promise from her friends of shelter for an 
quainted ,there, we left for Del haven, where elder should orie come. She then set to work 
we were domiciled at the home of Bro. and to get an elder there. Elder Davison went, 
Sr. Robert Newcomb. (The latter is a sister and since then others have made brief calls 
of Sr. Emma Burton and of Holmes J. Davison and have labored, among whom are Brn. F. 
and here is where "Sr. Emma" was born.) M. Sheehy, W. H. Kelley, M. T. Short, G. 
Here we again met Bro. Foss, who after W. Robley, U. W. Greene, S. 0. Foss, and the 
preaching three times, left for borne, to labor writer. The little chapel and the worship
in Maine for the winter. Five sermons by ers therein are a monument to the credit of 
the writer tell the tale of his preaching work such devotion and zeal. 
at that place; but during the daytime, by Bro. At Williamsdale my home was with Bro. 
Newcomb's kindness, we were privileged to Leander Johnston, whose mother, though not 
visit Look Off Mountain and to ascend to the a member with us, spared no effort to make 
·summit of Cape Blomidon, and traverse much my stay a delight. While there I was a vic
of the ground immortalized in poetry as the tim of neuralgia for a time; but Mrs. John
Land of '"Evangeline." Hare again the clams ston by such extra kindnesses and thoughtful 
came into play (?) and we enjoyed the dis- arrangements as true sympathy suggests, 
tinction of digging a bucketful of the bi- contributed to my relief and comfort, and her 
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attention will not soon be forgotten. May 
our heavenly Filther reward her. By the 
way, Johnston is a popular name there. 
Uncle Ralph and Henry and then Hazen and 
John and others, with their families, make a 
great part of the population; and when in 
addition to them I mention the name of Mr. 
and Mrs. Paine, whose daughter (Mrs. 
McKeen) is with us in church fellowship and 
an active worker, and who treated us roy
ally, as also did Bro. and Sr. Fillmore and 
Bro. Murphy, I have only paid a feeble 
tribute to genuine hospitality. While labor
ing at River Philip we shared home cheer 
with Bro. and Sr. James Ripley and family, 
whose hearts are as big as their houses, (if 
we are to judge by the generous treatment 
we received,) and the experiences thrnugh
out were of a character to make us entertain. 
a high opinion of the "Blue Noses" gener
ally, and wish for an opportunity to visit 
them again. Elder Davison acted as escort, 
and helper, and leader, and all-round ma
nipulator during my stay in the Province, and 
made me wish that I could be al ways as pleas
antly associated. He dwells in the hearts of 
the saints where he has labored, and good 
words for him are all on their lips. 

Before leaving them I was handed twenty
two dollars, which had been raised among 
the people towards buying me a fur coat to 
protect me from the cold of this eastern 
country. I received six dollars in all besides 
this, out of which I met some incidental ex
penses, and I started with my face towards 
Uncle Sam's dominions with a warm prospect 
in my pocket; but the terrible storm that 
visited the coast just then changed the con
ditions. I failed of connection with the line 
steamer at St. John upon my arrival there on 
Monday, November 28, and the other steamer 
had not arrived, and there was no certainty 
as to her arriving or leaving, so a hotel be
came a necessity. Next morning, by train, I 
started, and by dodging from cars to a boat 
and from boat to train, and then to wagon, 
and lastly to a sleigh, I made the distance to 
Jonesport, Maine, in four days, aided by 
hotels as intermediates. The sea was heavy 
and the winds were terrific while I waited 
over at Eastport, and I felt like a ''landlub
ber" as I saw the waves sweep over the wharf 
and the little ferryboat dance to the whistling 
winds. A western "prairie schooner" and its 
course would have been more to my taste; but I 
scrambled aboard and tried to put on a wise 
and brave s3aman's look, and talked to the pas
sengers about there being quite a "chop" i.nd 
used one or two other words I had heard 
along the coast, while the little boat rolled 
and pitched along her short journey to 
Lubec, calling at Campobello. It was only 
twenty-fl ve minutes sailing; but I will take 
mine hereafter in walking or by wagon, when 
practicable, if it takes ten hours. The wagon 
part that followed was for twenty-four miles, 
facing a blizzard of snow, then came a hotel 
respite and then twenty-four miles of sleigh
ing, part of the way through beautiful snow 
monuments, and part 011.er nice· gravel that 
burnished the sleigh shoes and made my 
store-teeth feel like the poles of a battery. 
On landing at Jonesport, I took a look at my 
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"once-fat-pocket-book," and found that four- memory must ever be perennial with the 
teen dollars had melted out of that fur- fragrance of friendships and of a love and 
coat fund, and yet I had fasted from two confidence born of trial and associations in 
meals along the way to avoid unnecessary ·ex- the days that are gone. 

Reports from the East show activity on the 
part of the Utah emissaries and a need of 
looking after their work as affecting our in
terests aad keeping the public properly in
formed. Before leaving Providence I with 
others attended their Sunday afternoon 
preaching service in the hall we used to 
occupy on High Street. There were seven 
Utah elders present, and all engaged in the 
local work save the miseionary in charge, 
President Vvhit.aker, who did most of the 
talking. A collection of hymns compiled by 
Brigham Young, P. Pratt, and John Taylor 
was used and handed around to us and the 
few strangers, the opening hymn starting out 
thus:-

pense. But I was alive and in time for dis- St. Louis people are In many respects an 
trict conference, which began on December easy crowd for us to talk. to, as we have tried 
3. I also met Bro. T. C. Ke1ley here, and to stimulate a demand and hunger after right 
therefore had somebody to "look up to" and and saving things for the people in the past. 
feel safe with. I tumbled into bed at night We have been met with a response that glad
feeling grateful and very happy. I find our dens the preacher's heart and makes him to 
faithful veteran-Joshua Walker-is poorly. feel that his life and effort amounts to some-
Will the saints pra.y for his recovery. thing after all. 

Conference was attended by quite a number 
from contiguous points, weather considert'd, 
and was a pleasant season. I expect to leave 
here in a couple of days for Massachusetts 
and adjoining States. Bro. T. C. Kelley, 
who is in charge of Maine, and S. 0. Foss, to 
assist as laborer for the winter, also W. W. 
Blanchard, should he return, will take care 
of the Pine Tree State interests. 

Should this letter seem outrageously long, 
please remember that over a year has passed 
since I crowded my autograph into your col
umns; and if you pardon this lengthy intru
sion I may not trouble you again for-oh, so 
long! My health is some better and gospel 
work is bliss to me. Your brother, 

JOSEPH LUFF. 

ST. LOUIS, Mo., Dec. 2. 
Editors Herald:-My last I think was writ

ten in Brooklyn, New York, November 3. I 
left for Ohio, where a week was spent in and 
around Kirtland, visiting friends and saints, 
preaching in the Temple Sunday evening, the 
6th, and meeting with Brn. W. H. Kelley 
and G. T. Griffiths; the former expecting to 
leave for Pittsburg about the time I left; 
Bro. Griffiths hindered in his mission work 
somewhat by the sickness of Sr. G., although 
doing ministerial work in Ohio mission since 
General Conference. · 

There seemed to be nothing of greater in
terest in old Kirtland than the discovery of 
natural gas in large quantity, by Mr. McFar
land, and everybody who can afford to sink 
a gas well is thinking of tapping Nature's 
store of fuel and light on Temple Hill. It 
certainly looks like a good thing for Kirt
land, temporally speaking, and that seems to 
be the principal want, although when it 
comes to a discussion of need, as applied to 
men's best and permanent welfare, there, as 
well as elsewhere, there is too rnuch gas, and 
of an explosive and dangerous kind as well; 
often destroying the peace and spiritual 
growth of saints, and fitting communities 
with elements and conditions that m·ake it a 
desirable place to move from for the peace
loving and godly-minded. 

On Friday morning, November 11, we left 
Cleveland, turaing out on the streets from 
the hotel at three o'clock in the storm and 
cold for the station, only to wait an hour and 
a half for a late train. A long, tiresome ride, 
landing us here in St. Louis at seven p. m., 
where warmth and comfort and greeting 
from daughter and saints of the old-fashioned 
St. Louis kind relieved us of unpleasant 
pressure of mind and body somewhat. On 
Sunday morning we faced again from the 
pulpit the dear saints of St. Louis, whose 

Wednesday, the 16th, we were called to 
attend the funeral of Sr. Mary Pearson, a 
woman of lovely character, who passed away 
in the faith of the gospel restored. 

We have preached in this place, Chelten
ham, and Oak Hill, two and three times on 
Sundays, attending calls from the sick, which 
are quite numerous, and have been very busy 
overhauling and repacking household goods 
and effects for shipment eastward, where we 
soon expect to go. 

Last Wednesday evening at seven o'clock 
my daughter Bessie was united in marriage 
with Bro. Richard Trowbridge, the writer 
officiating at the ceremony, the chapel being 
filled with saints and friends of the young 
people. The occasion for me was not only 
impressive, but to a great extent a sad one; 
for the memory of the past, with cares, and 
prayers, and tears, oft for the preservation of 
my child, had now brought us to the parting 
of the ways; that I must give her over into 
other hands and care, and in a sense the 
word "childless" should be written against 
my name; and as I followed them with the 
wedding party, down the aisle, after the cere
mony, it somehow partook of the spirit and 
nature of a funeral to me. 

Others said it was an impressive, not to say 
sad performance, but they could not feel as I 
did or do about it; but they and everybody 
else seemed so happy afterward that my little 
cloud seemed to be dissolved, at least from 
common view. The gifts and wedding pres
ents were numerous and valuable, from the 
kind and good saints here in St. Louis, and 
friends and relatives elsewhere. 

Through the kindness of Bro. and Sr. 
Hitchcock a wedding supper was given them 
before their departure, at eleven o'clock that 
night for Parsons, Kansas, where they are 
now visiting relatives and friends, but are 
expected home to-morrow morning, at their 
cosy and comfortable place, which they will 
find fitted for their reception, on Warren 
Street. 

H1Jp~ awake ye defenders of Zion, 
The foe's at the door of your homes; 

Let elch heart be the heart of a lion 
Unyielding and proud as he roams. 

"Remember the wrongs of Missouri, 
Forget not tne fate cf Nauvoo 

When the God~ha,ting foe is before you 
Stand firm. be faithful, and true. 

"By the mountaini::i our Zion is surrounded 
Her warriors are nohle and brave, 

Opposed by a proud boasting nation 
Their nur!lbers compared may be few," etc. 

I give you this as a sample style of what I 
called a sort of jingo, boastful worship all 
through, with but little argument and no 
semblance of spiritual aid or power; but they 
have, nevertheless, an influence with the 
public, and do succeed by their subtle and 
evasive methods in infusing the public mind. 
We shall try and look after them when we 
return. 

The answer to· Roberts and Penrose now 
being made in Herald should be published in 
tract form as soon as possible, and scattered 
br:iadcast in Utah and the West as well as 
East and everywhere. Many of them will 
furnish fire fuel, no doubt, and never be read; 
but some will read them, and enlightenment 
will follow, and more trouble for their lead
ers to try to fix up with the rapidly-growing 
number of discontented ones. 

An apology may be needed to Bro. I. N. 
White for getting over the fence, but the 
demand for work is so urgent that I have 
answered calls. 

Bro. Hitchcock is doing excellently, but 
needs help. St. Louis is not behind in the 
procession. Fine prayer meetings; a good 
one at Religio last night. 

Expect to return East within ten days. 
In gospel bonds, 

M. H. BOND. 

Beautiful sunshine weather here now, and MONDAMIN, Iowa, Dec. 5. 
in strong contrast to the kind reported in a Editors Herald:-Since anything has ap-
letter received· from Sr. Bond, from Provi- peared from my pen I have been to El wood, 
dence, Rhode Island, yesterday, where snow, Gosper County, Nebraska, where I met a Mr. 
fence high, and_ weather that prohibited H. A. Jenkins, who pretended to be a repre· 
travel or business, almost entirely, was mak- sentative of the Seventh-day Adventist 
ing things pleasant for New Eagland people. Church and of the Church of God. It was 
I hope the weather man will quit that before found th.at he was not a legal representative 
I get there, as decreasing vital powers rob a of either. The discussion which was tu have 
moderately warm climate or atmosphere of continued for seventeen nights, closed at the 
its terrors for me. end of the second night. 

The awful reports of loss of shipping and After its close I preached at Eustis, Flowery 
life on the New England coast remind us of Dale schoolhouse near Bro. S. D. Payne's, 
the Seer's warning concerning danger by Shelton, Columbus, and Omaha on my way 
journey on the waters in these last days. J home; at all of which places I found need of 
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labor and kind friends to care for my neces- I urge"the saints to be careful to make their 
sities. efforts in harmony with the suggestions of 

abed, long before that hour. We all agree 
in believing that old folks and children need 
much sleep. 8ince arriving in this mission again I have general church authorities that have spoken 

been occupied principally at Missouri Valley upon these matters, and not permit any part 
and here, preaching at Missouri Valley over to be that which will have to be apologized 
two weeks, leaving the work apparently in a I for, or acknowledged afterwards to have been 
much better condition than it has been for a deception, as is frequently done in having 

An aged missionary once was invited to the 
house of a well-to-do brother, and, after par
taking of supper, was escorted to his room. 
The preacher thought it to be the correct 
thing to retire early, and sought his hospita
ble pillow with a glad heart: but he was 
aroused from his quiet slumber all too soon. 
Tbere was a great racket below, and on going 
into the hall he looked over the banisters 
just in time to see a party of silver wedding 
folks strut into the dining room' to be "roy
ally entertained" at just half past ten o'clock. 
Like good knights-errant, who from sheer ex
haustion would feign unbuckle hauberk and 
spurs, they spurned the weary labors of the 
day and issued forth to renew their services 
in the night. 

some months. what is called a "Santa Claus." 

The Sunday school convention and district 
conference of this district was held at Little 
Sioux, thR 4th to 6th of November, both be
ing well attended, and a peaceful, spiritual 
season enjoyed. 

On the 20th of November, the church of 
the saints was dedicated here, the services 
marking an advanced step in church work 
here, and showing to the church and the 
world that the wonderful "child of Provi
dence," D. H. Bays, has left no marks of his 
destructive intentions behind; but on the 
contrary there is a more hopeful feeling en
joyed by the saints, and a much more social 
feeling shown to the saints by the citizens of 
Mondamin and vicinity. The dedicatory 
sermon delivered by Elder Isaac M. Smith 
was replete with instruction, plainly showing 
the organic structure of the religious body to 
occupy the building being dedicated, as said 
organization is foreshadowed in the Old Tes
tament and partially outlined in the New 
Testament. While the writer offered the 
prayer setting apart the building and fur
nishings for holy purposes, the Lord mani
fested his approval by the overshadowing of 
his Spirit. The services were in charge of 
Elder A. M. Fyrando, Bishop's agent. 

The building overflowed with apparently 
eager listeners, who seemed to appreciate the 
entire service, some especially enjoying the 
excellent music rendered by a choir of voices, 
accompanied with organ, violin, horn, and 
clarinets, led by S. B. Kibler, of Woodbine, 
Iowa. 

Bro. Smith occupied the church at night, 
while the writer occupied at Little Sioux, ex
pecting to begin a series of services on the 
21st, but on account of the storm postponed 
till the 23d;. since which time I have con
tinued services here on evenings and Sundays, 
with only fair attendance most of the time, 
last night there being present a large attend
ance. Have concluded to continue the serv
ices this week, the prospects being bright 
for some permanent good to be done; and 
even now J can say that the Lord has ap
proved. of the efforts. Yesterday forenoon 
was occupied in receiving the sacrament, and 
a social service at which the Lord's Spirit 
was present to give joy and encouragement, 
and to foreshadow the future. 

A good session of Sunday school was held 
yesterday, of which Bro. James Gunsolley is 
superintendent, and the prospects are that 
the school, as it has already done, will yet 
result in much good. 

A dearth of Christian energy exists here; 
but few aside from the saints taking any 
active interest in the building up of church 
interests having for their object the salvation 
of souls. The attention of the people gener
ally in this mission is now occupied in pre
paring for holiday entertainments, so that 
spirituality in places is lost sight of partially. 

With good wishes for all, and ill desires 
for none, I am, In the faith, 

J. F. MINTUN. 

INDEPENDENCE, Mo., 
Thanksgiving. Day, 1898. 

Editon Herald:-We offer to the Herald 
''Thanksgiving praises with a short prelude." 

Rev. Morgan says: "The Bible is not read 
by the world, and as we judge Mohammed
anism from Turkish atrocities, and not from 
the reading of the Koran, so men, by our 
lives, judge Christ." 

A writer from Kansas asks the question 
why, if preachers now are satisned with their 
creeds, they are so careful to say nothing 
about them. He says you hear little but 
"smooth, artistic, eloquent discourses;" and 
adds: "The old di vines used to hurl those 
doctrinal sermons forth with great zeal." He 
asks why it would not be well for an enlight· 
ened people to understand their creeds and to 
agr~e as to what is truth. ·We hear· and read 
many sermons, but none appeal to the rea~on, 
and touch the heart, and inspire the soul, as 
do those preached with the spirit of revela
tion "and by the power of God." 

We listened to an excellent sermon last 
Sunday evening. It is a little tedious to sit 
an hour and a half and longer, even under a 
most gracious dropping of the sanctuary, and 
wait for the last point to be reached in the 
peroration. "Take sleep," says the com
mandment, "in the hours set apart by God 
for the rebuilding and strengthening of the 
body and mind: for even now there are 
some ... who have disregarded the advice 
of the Spirit to retire early and to rise early," 
etc. 

To· be sure, we may carry away but a small 
portion of good after a short discourse, but is 
not the assimilation of a few thoughts spoken 
in season and by the Spirit likely to produce 
the most beneficial results? 

The world oUashion, they say, needs more 
beauty sleep; and we all need more Mme for 
rest and meditation. 

Let us gather together earlier, and dis.perse 
in season; not at ten, eleven, and twelve 
o'clock, as is often done at business meetings, 
preparatory wedding practices, and other 
social functions. We are heartily in sympathy 
with the Go-to-bed-early Club which has been 
lately organized by the ladies of Washington. 

Although onlv about forty out of eight 
hundred attended service this morning, those 
who did attend, like the Puritans, threw 
their whole souls into the national holiday. 
The thirty-third psalm was read and then the 
congregation sang a hymn of praise, the choir 
being "otherwise engaged." The presiding 
priest having announced that we would have 
"a short sermon," and afterward a fellowship 
meeting, Bro. Short proceeded. "We 
ought," he said, "to honor th0 President's 
proclamation, especially this year." He spoke 
of victories won, and of the enemy's oppor
tunities (yet the God of Jacob was with our 
arms), and of peace nogotiations nearly com
pleted. 

Another thought: as a people, we ought 
not only to give thanks at home, but "in good 
Puritan way we ought to assemble together to 
give thanks;" not like a certain reverend, "to 
Sampson and Schley" for our successes; but 
to God. 

At the long service referred to the congre- Bro. Brackenbury, with a trµe patriotic 
gation, near its close, began to retire by twos heart, struck up his favorite pibroch, "Re
and threes. We overheard an interested member that God armeth the patriot." 
listener in front of us whisper "That's a A worthy brother in the full flush of early 
grand thought!" "Oh!" replied the seat- manhood was thankful for health,.for friends, 
mate, "l'rn too sleepy for thoughts;" and the and the temporal blessings of life; and one 
preSS(ld lips were more closely pressed in a who has just returned from a trip for his 
restless repose, until the doxology was given health's sake was thankful for the privilege 
out, in vigorous tones, which had the effect, of being there. He felt to praise God that 
intentionally no doubt, of arousing the weary we as a nation champion the cause of the 
assembly. down-trodden ::md oppressed. He could see 

At the close of the service we were glad to that the Lord's hand had been over the land 
wend our way out from the noisy crou:d in to in a "marvelous manner," and he rejoiced to 
the open air. In the vestibule it was really know the time is at hand when he is about to 
pitiful to witness the half-asleep two and endow his people with a double portion of his 
three-year-old babies, with faces awry, run- Spirit. 
ning here and there, clutching at the gowns With \Vords of fervid thankfulness Ero. 
of strange sisters, and crying to be taken Mills desired that we live in unity, "be ten
somewhere. Like poor little waifs, they derhearted, forgiving, and living in love, one 
were looking for their mothers to take them r with another." . 
home, where they should have been, and l Two sisters e111sayed to speak in kindly 
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words of praise; one for the increased' oppor
tunities of woman as a helper in the many 
beneficent and educatio_nal activities. She 
expressed thankfulness for the great ad
vantages available to woman in the realm of 
art and science; and both expressed their joy 
in a work so comprehensive of all that is ex
alting-as the latter-day work. 

for the war-hero, the actor, the traveler, the 
musician, aad the scientist; and it is to be 
hoped that the world will awake from its 
apathy, open its eyes to see the great work, 
the wonderful revelations of heaven, and 
step forward at once now in the closing of 
this century and claim that it is full time for 
the martyrs and representatives of the 
Christ-doctrine to be heard with an impartial 
ear. 

COLON, Neb., Dec. 7. 
Editors Berald:-I came here some time 

ago and preached a few evenings; found much 
prejudice, and was unsuccessful in getting 
people out to hear the truth. I felt very 
much impressed to return, which I did the 
first of last week, when upoa arriving I found 
Sr. David Fraser earnestly at work to make 
our feeble efforts a success this time. Would 
to God there were more such earnest workers 
in the church! 

One has said, "This is a pivotal age in the 
Christian era." The world moves apace, and 
the Theosophists say, ''Blessed is the man 
whose dogmatism wears the smile of toler
ance, brotherly love, and respect for the 
opinions of his fellow men." 

It welcomes the story of the hero, even if it 
is not told in the masterly style of the great 
authors. Even Lieutenant Hobson has raised 
six thousand dollars in four months, they 
say, as the result of literary diversion: but 
George Dewey, Admiral, is not to be so easily 
decoyed, for in vain is the 0ffer made of five 
thousand dollars for a magazine article from 
his pen. 

Joseph Smith and his fellows, even in these 
latter days, had such a wonderful story to 
tell that it will continue to be told till 
time is ended, and, let the world criticise as 
it may, withhold its hearing from their testi
mony, and close its eyes to the glories that 
attend it; yet they will ever Jive in the he&rts 
of God's people, beloved and honored as 
martyrs for the gospel's sake. We all offer 
our thaaksgiviag for this. 

Our meetiags are well attended; a good in
terest is maaifest. We also found two young 
men who had united with the church when 
children, by the name of Burl, who claimed 
to be backsliders. We praise God for help
ing us to strengthen them by bringing the 
hope to their rememberance. May the Lord 
help and bless them to march faithfully on-
ward toward the mark of perfection. 

"And yet we rise by obstacles surmounted, This is a new point, and the outlook is 
good for future work. May the God of Israel 
contin1'le to bless aad direct his work. 

There is an abundant literary harvest now 

By burdens bravely borne and foes o'erthrown; 
Each seeming hindrance ever may be counted 

Unto the higher reaim a_ stepping stone." 
c. H. W. BELVILLE. 

True Succession 
m 

In 
CHAPTER 11. 

IT may be well now to trace the leading events of the 
movement under Elder Brigham Young and his associates 
after June 27, 1844, the date of the death of Joseph and 
Hyrnm Smith. 

At that time Sidney Rigdon, the only remaining member 
of the Presidency, was in Pennsylvania; Brigham Young, 
H. C. Kimball, William Smith, Orson Pratt, Wilford 
Woodruff, Orson Hyde, and Lyman Wight, of the Twelve, 
were in the Eastern States; P. P. Pratt was near Utica, 
New York; J. E. Page was at Pittsburg, Pennsylvania; 
and G. A. Smith was in Michigan; John Taylor and Willard 
Richards being the only members of the Twelve at Nauvoo. 

The anxiety was great, as the people were unprepared 
for sueh an event, and so with much trust did they look 
forward to the return of these officers, anticipating that 
they would be able to lead them out of their dilemma. 

Parley P. Pratt was, we believe, the first of these absent 
officers to appear upon the scene. His attitude can be 
understood from the communication which he claimed to 
have received, quoted on page 75. 

In a few weeks, however, Elder Rigdon and several of 
the Twelve were in Nauvoo, but the anxiously waiting 
saints found no union among their officers. Elder Rigdon 
made certain claims, not necessary to define h(lre. Elder 
Brigham Young and others disputed these claims, and a 
bitter rivalry ensued. Elder Rigdon with the consent of 
local authorities appointed a meeting for August 8, 1844, 
to present his claims. The time came and Elder Brigham 
Young assumed control of the meeting. This meeting 
resulted in a vote to support the "Twelve in their calling." 
(Times and Seasons, Vol. 5, p. 638.) This seemed innocent 
enough, and, of course, the majority of the people voted 
for it, and Rigdon's claims were not placed before the 
assembly for their vote. 

However, in the issue of the Times and Seasons for Sep
tember 2, the very paper in which the minutes of the 
above meeting were published, the Editor, who was John 
Taylor, of the Twelve, made a statement in which he does 

Church Presidency .. 
not pretend to quote the language of the resolution, but 
relates the incident in rather stronger language than the 
minutes justify. We give the notice here both for present 
use and future reference:-

Great excitement prevails throughout the world to know 
"who shall be the successor of .Joseph Smith?" 

In reply, we say, be patient, be prttient a little, till the proper 
time comes, and we will tell you all. "Great wheels- move 
slow." At present, we can say that a special conference of the 
church was held ia Nauvoo on the 8th ult., aad it was carried 
without a dissenting voice, that the "Twelve" should preside over 
the whole church, and when any alteration in the presidency 
shall be required, seasonable notice will be given; and the 
elders abroad, will best exhibit their wisdom to all men, by 
remaining silent on those things they are ignorant of. Bishops 
"Whitney and Miller have been appointed trustees, to maaage 
the financial conceras of t,he church, and will soon eater on the 
duties of their calling.-1'imes and Seasons, Vol. 5, p. 632. 

Not forgetting this promise of "seasonable notice," let 
us see how this idea of presiding grew, and how gradually 
it was introduced to the notice of the people. As we have 
seen, the Twelve were first sustained "in thei.r calling." 
Two months later, at the October conference, the Twelve 
were presented and sustained separately. In the case of 
Brigham Young he was sustained as the "President of the 
Quorum of the Twelve, as one of the Twelve and First 
Presidency of the church." (Times and Seasons, Vol. 5, p. 
692.) 

At the General Conference of April, 1845, they ventured 
a little further, and "Elder Phelps moved that this confer
ence accept the Twelve as the First Presidency and lead
ers of this church. Carried unanimously." (J'i'mes and 
Seasons, Vol. 6, p. 869.) 

At the October conference of 1845, "Father John Smith, 
tho President of the Stake, then arose and presented the 
Twelve as the Presidents of the whole church; which was 
seconded and carried unanimously." (Times and Seasons, 
Vol. 6, p. 1008.) 

Thus step by step did they proceed, claiming more and 
more, until by a succession of events, not necessary to 
mention here, they found themselves in the Salt Lake Val
ley, in August, 1847, when strange events took place. 
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Tullidge, in his "Life of Brigham Young," quotes Mr. 
Woodruff as follows:-

"On the 6th of August, the Twelve were re baptized. This we 
considered a privilege and a duty. As we had come into a glori
ous valley to loc:tte and build up Zion, we felt like renewing our 
covenants before the r~ord and each other. vVe soon repaired to 
the water, and Pr<>sident Young went down into t,he water and 
bapLized all his brethren of the ·Twelve present. He then con
firmed us, and sealed upon us our apostleship, and all the keys, 
powers, and blessings belonging to that office. Brother Heber 
0. Kimball baptized and confirmed President Brigham Young. 
'l'he following were the names and order of those present: 
Brigham Yonng, Heber 0. Kimball, Orson Pratt, Willard Rich
ards, Wilford V\Toodruff, George A. Smith, and Amasa Lyman. 
Ez:ra T. Benson had been dispatched several days before to 
meet the companies on the road. 

"In the afternoon of the next day, the Twelve went to the 
'l'emple block to select their inheritances .... 

"Dul'ing the same evening the Twelve went to City Creek, 
and Heber 0 .. Kimball baptized fifty-five members of the camp, 
for the remission of their sins; and they were confirmed under 
the hands of President Young, Orson Pratt, Wilford Woodruff, 
George A. Smith, and Amasa Lyman; President Young being 
mouth. 

"On the next day (Sunday, August 8), the whole camp of 
Israel renewed their covenants before the Lord by bitptism. 
'.rhere were two hundred and twenty-four baptized this morn
ing, making two hundred and eighty-eight rebaptized in the 
last three days. "-Life of Brigham Young, pp. 180-182. 

Why should these men who years before had made a 
covenant with God in baptism and whose hands had bap
tized hundreds of others be rebaptized? Did they not feel 
in their own souls that they had broken their covenant? 
Was not this effort the result of a conviction that they had 
lost favor with God and a desire to regain his approbation? 
Mr. Woodruff says: "This we considered a privilege and a 
dut.lf." ''We felt like renewing our covenants before the Lord 
and each other." 

Under what circumstances is the renewal of a covenant 
in baptism necessary? We will let Orson Hyde, of their 
own number, answer:-

·when members of our church have become cold and indiffer
ent by the neglect of duty, and have fallen into a lukewarm 
state, but afterwards cherish a desire to be re baptized, and cove
nant anew to keep the commandments of God, it is their right 
and privilege to confess their sins, humble themselves before 
God. and do their first work by being immersed in water, and thus 
their second baptism is no less for the remission or forgiveness of 
sins than their first; yet to break a solemn covenant by becom
ing cold, indifferent, or lukewarm, so as to render rebtiptism 
often necessary, is certainly dangerous, for repeated neglect of 
duty, and the frequent breaking of your covenant, will render 
you unworthy the protection of God's Spirit, and you will find 
yourselves caught in the snare of the Devil in some unexpected 
moment.-.i!Iillennial Star, Vol. 8, p. 136. 

If Mr. Hyde was right, these men had broken their cove
nant. His warning was timely; and, as subsequent events 
proved, the dire consequences which he pointed out were 
realized. Subsequently they not only extended the privi
lege of rebaptism, but enjoined it upon all who came there, 
as many can testify, and as the following counsel from 
Brigham Young, given on October 23, 1853, indicates:-

! will refer again to the brethren and sisters who have lately 
come over the plains. My counsel to them to-day is, as it has 
been on former occasions to all who have come into these val
leys, Go and be bapti'.l.ed for the remission of sins, repenting of 
all your witnderings from the path of righteousness, believing 
firmly, in the name of Jesus Christ, that all your sins will be 
washed away. If any of you inquire what is the necessity of 
yonr being baptized, as you have not commit.led any sins, I 
answer, it is necessary to fulfill all righteousness.-Journal of 
Discou1·ses, Vol. 2, p. 89. 

If, as Mr. Hyde affirms, the breaking of the covenant 
necessitates rebaptism, and as Mr. Young affirms, all who 
came "into these valleys" needed rebaptism, then it fol
lows that in the act of going there and indorsing that insti
tution the covenant made in baptism before going there 
was broken. 

Right here permit us to inform the reader that in the 

Reorganization baptisms administered by proper authority 
in the days of Joseph Smith are considered legal and suffi
cient. In Utah one having only this baptism would be 
asked to renew it, thus either throwing discredit upon the 
former baptism or acknowledging that the former cove
nant had been broken by their act of accepting the Utah 
church. vVhy, then, should we be censured for accepting 
the logical conclusions of their own teachings; viz., that 
they are a rejected and covenant-breaking church? 

Returning to the strange acts of this band of pioneers 
in August, 1847, we learn that they not only renewed their 
baptismal covenant, but that the apostleship conferred 
upon them under the administration of Joseph Smith was 
considered inadequate, and the keys and powers by Joseph 
conferred, of which they now boast so much, were consid· 
ered insufficient for their purpose. Mr. Woodruff says: 
"He [Brigham] then confirmed us, and sealed upon us our 
apostleship, and all the keys, powers, and blessings be
longing to that office." 

If anything more is needed to convince one that these 
men had turned from the church over which Joseph the 
Martyr presided, follow them back to Winter Quarters 
on the Missouri River where they arrived October 31, 1847. 

Note the following:-
On the 3d of December a conference was held on the east side 

of the river; but, after having resolved to build immediately 
a large tabernacle for the congregation, it adjourned for three 
weeks. 

'l'here was a feast and a grand council, December 5, at the 
house of Elder Hyde, who had been in charge at vVinter Quar
ters during the absence of the pioneers. 

In this council of the Twelve Apostles, their President first 
expressed his views concerning the reorganizaLion of the Quo
rum of the First Presidency, and wished those present to do 
the same in their order, when Heber 0. Kimball, Orson Pratt, 
Wilford Woodruff, Willard Richards, George A. Smith, Amasa 
Lyman, and Ezra T. Benson, spoke to the question. President 
Young closed. 

Orson Hyde then moved that Brigham Young be President of 
the Church of Jesus Christ of J,atter Day Saints, and that he 
nominate his two councilors to form the First Presidency. 
vVilford vVoodruff seconded the motion, and it was then ciirried 
unanimously. 

President Young then nominated Heber C. Kimball as his 
first councilor, and \'Villard Richards as his second councilor, 
which was seconded and carried unanimonsly.-Life of Brig
ham Young, p. 188. 

In this council of the Twelve, December 5, 1847, Brig
ham Young first expressed his views on this movement, 
then immediately, without further considerat'ion or notfre, 
this council proceeded to elevate three of their number to 
the Presidency. In this council there were only seven of 
those who composed the quorum at the death of Joseph 
Smith; viz., Brigham Young, H. C. Kimball, Willard Rich
ards, Orson Pratt, Orson Hyde, Wilford Woodruff, and G. 
A. Smith. It is well known that William Smith, Lyman 
Wight, and John E. Page, had not acted with them for 
some time, and were never at Winter Quarters. John 
Taylor and P. P. Pratt were in Salt Lake Valley. These 
five were not only absent, but could have known nothing 
of such a thing being contemplated. So that to get a 
majority vote of the Twelve, as left by Joseph, to elevate 
Brigham Young, he must vote for himself. Yes, more; his 
election depended upon his own vote. 

Then, too, what becomes of the solemn promise made 
just after the death of Joseph, when the saints were bid
den, "Be patient, be patient," under the assurance that 
"when any alteration in the Presidency shall be required, 
seasonable notice will be given"? (See page -. ) 

Nor was this seasonable notice given before this action 
was presented to and indorsed by the body on December 
24, 1847. The only possible time for notice was the nine
teen days between December 5 and December 24. So 
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when we consider that this took place on the frontier, 
where there were neither railroads nor telegraphs within 
hundreds of miles of the scene of action, we must conclude 
that the great mass of the church knew nothing of such a 
move being anticipated. 

They claim that there were one thousand present. Sup
pose there were that many, which is very doubtful, that 
was about one out of every one hundred and fifty compos
ing the church in 1844-one representing one hundred and 
forty-nine others, without the knowledge or consent of 
those represented, and that too when no intimation had 
been given of the business to be done. Thus did Brigham 
Young and his colleagues "reorgaidze the church" as he 
(Brigham) terms it (see p. 85); and yet Mr. Roberts comes 
forward and asserts that, "Any organization claiming to 
be the 'Reorganized church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 
Saints' is a counterfeit and writes fraud in the very title 
of it." (See p. 84.) 

Again, while Mr. Roberts indorses the above proceed
ings he files a complaint against the Amboy Conference of 
1860, alleging insufficient notice and small attendance (see 
Roberts, p. 74-5), though the Amboy Conference had six 
months' notice, the October conference of 1859 having 
"adjourned to meet at Amboy, Illinois, April 6, 1860" (see 
Saints' Herald, Vol. 1, p. 27), and that too when means of 
communication were ample to spread the news to every 
part of the world where saints were found. Surely Mr. 
Roberts must be thoroughly imbued with the theory that 
"Orthodoxy, my lord, is rny doxy; and heterodoxy is some 
other man's doxy!" 

But how did Mr. Young procure the indorsement of so 
many of the leading men? After that transformation pro
cedure, spoken of in the first chapter of this work, when 
he found himself in the favor of a large number, and when 
those whom he could not lead had manifested their inde
pendence, he began gradually to remove from office and 
places of influence all whom he had any reason to fear 
would oppose him. :first, Sidney Rigdon, of the First 
Presidency, was disposed of; then William Smith, John E. 
Page, and Lyman Wight, of the Twelve, were either 
expelled or placed under censure to destroy their influence. 

To supply their places Amasa Lyman was presented, 
together with Sidney Rigdon, as a counselor in the Presi
dency, and offered the same position to the Twelve. (Tirnes 
and Seasons, Vol. 5, p. 638.) Lyman accepted; Rigdon 
objected. Rigdon was expelled; Lyman was received as 
one of the Twelve. (Ibid., p. 692.) 

Later (July 6, 1846), Ezra T. Benson was received into 
the Twelve, but just how he was designated for the posi
tion we have not learned. 

George Miller, who was called of God to succeed Edward 
Partridge as Presiding Bishop (Doctrine and Covenants 
107: 8), was relegated to second place and N. K. Whitney 
placed over him. (Tirnes and Seasons, Vol. 5, p. 693.) 

William Marks was removed from his position as Presi
dent of the Stake of Nauvoo, and John Smith installed in 
his place. (Ibid., p. 692.) Elder Marks was also removed 
as President of the High Council, and was succeeded by 
Samuel Bent. (Times and Seasons, Vol. 6, p. 870.) 

Josiah Butterfield, of the Presidents of Seventy, was cut 
off the church (no reason stated for the act) and Jedediah 
M. Grant chosen to succeed him. (Tirnes and Seasons, Vol. 
5, p. 693.) 

Lyman Wight and John Snider were removed from the 
Nauvoo House building committee, and Amasa Lyman and 

George A. Smith put in their places. (Millennial Star, Vol. 
6, p. 91.) 

Several changes were made in the High Council. 
Nine extra quorums of Seventy were created; a part of 

them at least were the nominees of Brigham Young. (See 
p. 94.) 

Several were expelled from the church without trial, and 
without a statement of the cause being given. (Times and 
Seasons, Vol. 5, p. 687.) Some were suspended without 
labor or trial for voting for Elder Rigdon, and some even 
suspended on anticipated acts of displeasure. (Ibid., p. 686.) 

These and other changes too numerous to mention reveal 
that the tendency was to place men in positions of trust 
who could be relied upon to obey counsel regardless of the 
teaching of the law. 
. As early as September, 1844, when Elder William Marks 

in his defens\') of Elder Rigdon appealed to the written 
word, Elder Brigham Young replied and in that reply 
said:-

If this people have no evidence but the written word, it is 
quite time to go to the river and be baptized, etc.-Times and 
Seasons, Vol. 5, p. 060. 

As to a person not knowing more than the written word, let 
me tell you that there are keys that the written word ne'ver 
spoke of, nor never will.-Times and Seasons, Vol. 5, p. 667. 

This was early paving the way to teach that which the 
word of God did not contain. 

In harmony with this thought Elder Brigham Young 
said on April 6, 18,15:-

Joseph in his lifetime did not receive everything connected 
with the doctrine of redemption, but he has left the key with 
those who understand how to obt,ain and teach to this great 
people all that is necessary for their salvation and exitltation in 
the celestial kingdom of our God.-1'imes and Seasons, Vol. 6, 
p. !l55. 

This was preparing the way for the introduction of 
principles which Joseph had not taught. Many like 
passages can be produced from their record all through 
the years until now, of teachings which had a tendency, if 
believed, to train the people to obey counsel and follow 
their leaders without asking whether Joseph taught 
it or not, or whether it was taught in the word of God. 
This led to the condition of things described by Brigham 
Young on September 11, 1853:-

If I have any knowledge touching the condition of this peo
ple at the present time, and the way they are taught, led, coun
seled, and dictat.ed by those who go before them to open up the 
way, it is directly opposite of that we saw in the days of Joseph 
the Prophet.-Journa,l of Discourses, Vol. 1, p. 78. 

Mr. Young may have intended that these words should 
have a very limited application, but the tendency of his 
teaching was to bring about a general condition of depar
ture from original principles. This made it easy for him 
to introduce doctrines and principles not taught under 
Joseph Smith's administration, nor in the word of God. 
Some of these departures we will notice briefly, as the 
space designed for this work will not admit of an extended 
examination. 

Now here in the standard books of the church or in the 
teachings of Joseph Smith can anything like the following 
from Brigham Young be found:-

Now hear it, 0 inhabitants of the earth, Jew and Gentile, 
Sltint and sinner! When our father Adam came into the gar
den of Eden, he came into it with a celestial body, and brou-ght 
Eve, one of llis wives, with him. He helped to make and organ
ize this world. He is MICHAEL, the Archangel, the ANCIEN'l' OF 
DAYS! about whom holy men have writ.ten and spoken-HE is 
our FATHER and our Gon, and the only God with wlwm WE have to 
do.-Journal of Discourses, Vol. l,_ p. 50. 

Here is another illustration of where a departure from 
the written word led Mr. Young and those who sustained 
him:--
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I have given you a few leading items upon this subject, but 
a great deal more remains to be told. Now, remember from 
this time forth, and forever, that .Jesus Christ was not begotten 
by the Holy Ghost. I will repeat a little anecdote. I was in 
conversation with a certain learned professor upon this sub
ject, when I replied, to this idea-"if the Ron was begotten 
by the Holy Ghost. it would be very dangerous to bapti;ie and 
confirm females, ·and give the Holy Ghost to them, lest he 
should beget children, to be palmed upon the Elders by the 
people, bringing the Elders into great difficulties.-Journal of 
Discourses, Vol. 1, p. 51. 

We feel to apologize to our readers for even quoting that 
which approaches so nearly upon the vulgar and obscene; 
but the depths of degradation and shame to which this 
departure from God's word led this man can only be real
ized by letting him speak for himself. 

Contrast the above with the word of God:-
Now the birth of Jesus Christ was on this wise: V\Then his 

mother Mary was espoused to Joseph, before they came 
together, she was found with child of the Holy Ghost.-Matt. 
1: 18. 

Reader, will you follow the leadership of a man who 
holds the keys by which such filthy and disgusting things 
are revealed, and thus place yourself in opposition to the 
word of God'? 

Here is another rich treasure brought to light by this 
holder of special keys:-

I wish to impress another thing upon your minds. An Eider, 
who is willing to preach the Gospel, borrows a hundred or a 
thousand dollars from you, and you never breathe the first com
plaint against him, until you came home to this valley, but 
after you have been here for a few days, you follow me round 
and fill my ears with complaints against this brother, and ask 
me what he has done with your money'/ I say, "I do not 
know." 'l'hus you are distressed and in misery, all the day 
long, to get it back again. If an Elder has borrowed from you, 
and you find he is going to apostatize, then you may tighten 
the screws upon him; but if he is willing to preach the Gos
pel, without purse or scrip, it is none of your business what he 
does with the money he has borrowed from you.-Journr£l of 
Discourses, Vol. 1, p. 340. 

Surely there is. nothing in the written word nor in the 
teachings of Joseph Smith like this. 

Another specimen:-
! have many a time, in this stand, dare01 the world to produce 

as mean devils as we. can. We can beat them at anything. 
We have the greatest and smoothest liars in the world, the cun
ningest and most adroit thieves, and any other shade of character 
that you can mention. 

'iVe can pick out elders in Israel right here who can beat the 
world at gambling; who can handle t,he cards; can cut and 
shuffle them with the smartest rogue on God's footstool. I can 
produce elders here who can shave their smartest shavers, and 
take their money from them. We can beat the world at any 
game.-Deseret News, Vol. 6, p. 291; Journal of Discourses, Vol. '1, 
p. 77. 

We can hardly believe that Mr. Young intended to 
indorse all this rascality and corruption, and yet the rea
son which he assigns for this deplorable state of affairs 
seems to commit him to an indorsement. 

Here it is:-
We can beat them because we have men here that live in the 

light of the L01·d; that have the holy priesthood, and hold the keys 
of the kingdom of God. But yon may go through all the sec
tarian world, and you cannot find a man capable of opening the 
door of the kingdom of God to admit others in. We can do 
that. vVe can pray the best, preach the best, and sing the 
best. vVe are the best looking and finest set of people. on the 
face of the earth; and they can begin any game they please, 
and we are on hand, and can beat them at anything they have 
a mind to begin. They may make sharp their two-edged 
swords, and I will turn out the eldPrs of lsraPl with greased 
feathers, and whip them to death. We are not to be beat. vVe 
expect to be a stumbling block to the whole world, and a rock 
of offence to them.-Deseret News, Vol. 6, p. 291; Journal of Dis
courses, Vol. 4, p. 77. 

It would be idle to dispute the claim of Brigham Young 
that he held '-'keys that the written word never .spoke of, 
nor never will." But whence came they'? From heaven, 
or from beneath-from God1 or from Satan? 

Let Moroni answer:-
Wherefore, all things which are good, cometh of God; and 

that which is evil, cometh of the devil; for the devil is an 
enemy unto God, and fighteth against him continually, and in
viteth aud enticeth to sin, and to do that which is evil continu
ally. But behold, that which is of God, inviteth and enticeth 
to do good continually; wherefore, every thing which inviteth 
aud enticeth to do good, and to love God, and to serve him, is 
inspired of God. Wherefore take heed, my beloved brethren, 
that ye do not judge that which is evil to be of God, or that 
which is good and of God, to be of the devil. For behold, my 
brethren, it is given unto you to judge, that ye may know good 
from evil; and the way to judge is as plain, that ye may know 
with a perfeot knowledg-e, as the daylight is from the dark 
night. For behold, the Spirit of Christ is g-iveo to every man, 
that. they may know good from evil; wherefore I shew unto you· 
the way to judge: for every thing which inviteth to do good, 
and to persuade to believe in Christ, is sent forth by the power 
and gift of Christ; wherefore ye may know with a perfect 
knowledge, it is of God; but whatsoever thing persuadeth men 
to do evil, and believe not in Christ, and deny him, and serve 
not God, then ye may know with a perfect knowledge it is of 
the devil, for after this manner doth the devil work, for he 
persuadeth no man to do g-ood, no not one; neither dot.h his 
angels; neither do they who subject themselves unto him.
Book of Mormon, Moroni 7: 2. 

Let us apply the above test to some other items of the 
teaching of Elder Young and his colleagues. Here is some
thing that, had it been reported of them by their enemies, 
we could not have given credence to; but it is found in 
their own publications:-

All mankind -Jove themselves; and let these principles be 
known by an individual, and he would be glad to have his blood 
shed. That would be loving themselves even unto an eternal 
exaltation. ·wm you Jove your brothers and sisters, likewise, 
when they have committed a sin t,hat cannot be atoned for with
out the shedding of blood? vVill you love that man or woman well 
enough to shed their blood'! 'l'hat is what Jesus Christ meant. 
He never told a man or woman to love t.heir enemies in their 
wickedness. He never intended any such thing .... I have 
known a great many men who have left this church, for whom 
there is no chance whatever for exaltation; but if their blood 
had been spilled, it would have been better for them. 'rhe 
wickedness and ignorance of the nations forbid this principle 
being in full force; but the time will come when the law of God 
will be in full force. 

'l'his is loving our neighbor as ourselves; if he needs help, 
help him; and if he wants salvation, and it is necessary to spill 
his blood upon the ground in order that he may be Sltved, spill 
it. Any of you who understand the principles of eternity, if 
you have sinned a sin requiring the shedding of blood, except 
the sin unto death, would not be satisfied nor rest unt.il your 
blood should be spilled, that you might gain that salvation you 
desire. That is the way to love mankind.~Journal of Dis
courses, Vol. 4, p. 220; Deseret News, Vol. 6, p. 397. 

The above is the language of Brigham Young; the fol
lowing the language of Jedediah M. Grant, his coun
selor:-

I say there are men and women here that I would advise to 
go to the president immediately, and itsk him to appoint a 
comm it tee to attend to their case; and then let a place be 
selected, and Jet that committee shed their blood.-Deseret 
News, Vol. 6, p. 235. 

Efforts have been made of late years to explain this lan
guage away by making it appear that it only had reference 
to those who should be executed for crime by the laws of 
the land. If this is what Brigham intended, what did he 
mean by "The wickedness and ignorance of the nations 
forbid this principle being in full force," etc.? Surely he 
had reference to something which now the law of the land 
forbids. What did .Jedediah M. Grant mean by advising 
that certain parties "go to the president imined'iately, and 
ask him to appoint a committee to attend to their case"? 

To occupy more space upon this point is unnecessary. 
The reader can readily see that this language cannot be 
explained away; and that Messrs. Young and Grant 
intended to justify individuals in taking the lives of others, 
thus encouraging murder; and that too in the name of God 
and religion. We do not wonder that the advocates of the 
Uta,h system blutsl:.i with sl::iame to meet this, and would 
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gladly close their eyes to the purport of these words of 
their leaders so full of darkness and horror. Oh, had tbe 
keys that unlocked these things been lost, in how much 
better condition would latter-day Israel be to-day! Oh, 
tell us not that the anointed successor of Joseph the Seer 
should have been ordained under such hands, and by such 
polluted lips! 

Much more of this character could be produced from 
their own records, but we will invite attention to but one 
more princip.le into which the people of Utah were led by 
the deceptive theory that their leaders possessed keys to 
unlock things never known to Joseph or the written word. 

On August 29, 1852, at a Special Conference held in Salt 
Lake City, Utah, the doctrine of polygamy or plurality of 
wives was first introduced to the church for indorsement. 
That it had been practiced to some extent prior to this is 
evident. By whom, or how many, is immaterial; for our 
conduct should not be governed by the acts of men, but by 
the principles of truth. The existence of this practice had 
been both admitted and denied by those who were in a 
position to know, until it is very difficult to locate the 
responsibility for this departure·from the law of God; nor 
is this the purpose of this treatise. 

But one point is admitted by all; viz.: that the church 
as a body was never asked to indorse plural marriage 
before August 29, 1852. The responsibility of the body 
began with that date, and Brigham Young was the respon
sible party for its introduction. No matter who may or 
who may not have practiced it privately, it is legitimate to 
hold Mr. Young responsible for introducing it to the pub
lic as a tenet of faith. 

It is not our purpose in this work to discuss polygamy. 
It is well known that the Reorganization is and ever has 
been uncompromisingly opposed to it; and the ministry 
everywhere is well prepared to meet the advocates of this 
pernicious innovation. We present it here as another 
item of doctrine given to the church by these boastful 
keyholders, and which was not presented to the church in 
the days of Joseph Smith. 

As evidence of this we cite the following from their own 
men:-

G. Q. Cannon, in a sermon, June 11, 1871, Journal of Dis
courses, Vol. 14, pp. 165, 166, says:-

"A prevalent idea has been that this prejudice against us 
owes its origin and continuation to our belief in a plurality of 
wives .... Joseph and Hyrum Smith were slain in Carthage 
jail, and hundreds of persons were persecuted to death previous 
to the church having any knowledge of this doctrine." 

H.B. Clawson says of the time they were driven from Nau
voo:-

"Polygamy at that time was unknown among those of the 
Mormon faith .... The doctrine of polygamy was not pro
mulgated until they got to Salt Lake; not, in fact, until some 
little time after they arrived there." (See Salt La.ke Herald, 
February !J, 1882.) 

Being interviewed by United States Senator Trumbull, in 
186(), Brigham Yonng said:-

"As to our institutions, we know we are right, and polygamy, 
which you object to, was not originally a part of our system, 
but was adopted by us as a necessity, after we came here."
Alta Californian. 

'l'he Deseret News of December 11, 1881, or Decemb'er 7, 1882, 
says:-

"The 'Mormon' church existed for many years without 
polygamy. Indeed, correctly speaking, polygamy is not now 
and never has been even a tenet of the 'Mormon' faith."
"Books and Utah Mormonism in Contrast," pp. 22, 23. 

We present further that the prophecy uttered by Brig
ham Young in August, 1852, has utterly failed. 

Here is what he said:-
You heard Brother Pratt state, this morning, that a Revela

tion >~ould be i·eaa, t,his n,fternoon, which was given previouR to 

Joseph's death. It contains a doctrine, a small portion of the 
world is opposed to; but I can deliver a prophecy upon it. 
Though that doctrine has not been practiced by the Elders, 
this people have believed in it for years .... 

The Revelation will be read to you. The principle spoken 
upon by Brother Pratt, this morning, we believe in. And I 
tell you-for I know it-it will sail over, and ride triumphantly 
above all the prejudice and priestcraft of the day; it will be 
fostered and believed in by the more intelligent portions of the 
world, as one of the best doctrines ever proclaimed to any peo
ple. Your hearts need not beat; you need not think that a 
mob is coming here to tread upon the sacred liberty which the 
Constitution of our country guarantees unto us, for it will not 
be.-Snpplement to Jlfillennial Sta1', 1853 (Vol. 15), p. 31. 

The people who accepted this principle, and the senti
ment expressed above, maintained their position for years 
as best they could against an overwhelming and ever 
increasing conviction and sentiment against it. Instead 
of its riding "triumphantly above all the prejudice," etc., 
it was evident from the first, to all but the Brighamites, 
that its doom was sealed, and that the failure of those who 
advocated it was but a question of time. Laws were 
enacted against it, . men were fined, imprisoned, disfran
chised, and exiled; and yet they held out, contending that 
it was a part of their faith and that they could not aban
don it without renouncing that faith. As late as the 15th 
of April, 1889, Mr. George Teasdale, then as now one of 
their Twelve Apostles, published editorially the follow
ing:-

The assault against the church is made on the line of the 
marriage question because it seems to offer at present t.he 
greatest prospect for the success of hostile effort. The saints 
in ge1rnral are less firmly united on this principle than on many 
others belonging to the gospel, and it is hoped by our enemies 
that this circumstance will conduce largely, if not successfully, 
to bring abont its renunciation by the people in a church 
capacity. Such an act would be tantamount to an apostasy, and 
the consequent destruction of the power and authority of the 
priesthood would be consummated. 'l'his is the great object 
aimed at.-Millennial,Star, Vol 51, pp. 232, 233. 

The very next year, 1890, President Woodruff issued a 
manifesto forbidding the solemnization of any more plural 
marriages. This was adopted in "church capacity," and 
so according to Mr. Teasdale they committed an act tanta
mount to apostasy and the destruction of the power and 
authority of their priesthood was consummated. And that 
is the way it triumphed! 

Mr. Young has been proved a false prophet; and the 
institution he founded is tottering to its fall. In the 
language of Mr. Roberts, "It is only a question of time 
with regard to its failure. MENE, MENE, TEKEL, is written 
upon its walls-God hath numbered thy kingdom-weighed 
in the balances-found wanting!" 

In rejecting the family which God has chosen, the follow
ers of Elder Young have repeated the mistake of ancient 
Israel, and they might with great profit read and be 
admonished by the following:-

Th us saith the Lord; If ye can break my covenant of the day, 
and my covenant of the night, and that there should· not be 
day and night in their season; then may also my covenant be 
broken with David my servant, that he should not have a son 
to reign upon his throne; and with the Levites the priests, my 
ministers. As the host of heaven cannot be numbered, neither 
the sand of the sea measured; so will I multiply the seed of 
David my servant, and the J,,evit.es that minister unto me. 
Moreover the word of the Lord came to Jeremiah, saying, Con
siderest thou not what this people have spoken, sayin-g, The 
two families which the J,ord hath chosen, he hath even cast 
them off? thns they have despised my people, that they should 
be no more a nation before them. Thus saith the Lord; If my 
covenant be not with day and night, and if I have not appointed 
the ordinances of heaven and earth; then will I cast away the 
seed of Jacob, and David my servant, so that I will not take 
any of his seed to be rulers over the seed of Abraham, Isaac, and 
Jacob: for I will cause their captivity to return, and have 
mercy on them.-Jeremiah 33:20-26. 

('I'o be continued.) 
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Visited two schools, prepared a paper for signed. Let us have one universal effort in 
Sunday school day at Mid way Park reunion. helping out the educational work of the 
Also, as librarian, she reported: One library church. E. L. KELLEY. 

OKLAHOMA. located at Rich Hill, containing 41 volumes. LAMONI, Iowa, Dec. JO, 1898. 

Conference with Canadian Central branch, Soliciting aid, collect.ed and distributed 1781 
at Guy schoolhouse, November 19 and 20. Hemlds, 82 Hopes, 28 Ensigns, and 32 tracts. HALF-FARE RAILROAD PERMITS. 
D. S. Crawley in charge, assisted by S. J. I She, together with Anna Jordan and Ollie General Conference appointees still in the 
Hinkie, R. M. Maloney clerk. Branch re- I Keck, purchased a neat paper holder and \field and who come within the rules of Gen
ports: Stillwater 26; gain 7. Canadian Oen- place~ it in th~ union depot at Nevada, and eral PasseDger Associations by which they 
tral 22; gain 8. Oak Grove 12; gain 5. No k~ep.it 11 '.led with church papers. Althoug? are entitled to half-fare permits, ·have been 
report from Oklahoma branch (a written re- distributrng papers at first see~ed a cross, it duly recommended to General Associations, 
port was received after conference adjourned). grew to be a pleasure. Officers chosen: to facilitate prompt iosuance of half-fare per
Ministry reports: Elders D. s. Crawley, s. Superintendent, Sr. Dr. Miller, Verdella; mits for 1899, 
J. Hinkle, Frank Vrooman, R. W. Davis, R. first assistant, Mina Kearney, Nevada; It is understood, of course, that if any have 
M. Maloney, H. C. Hughes, C. R. Duncan. second assistant, Curtis Silvers; secretary left the field or engaged in secular business, 
Priests: L. A. Hall, James Yates. One fea- and treasurer, Lucy Wright, Nevada; libra- they will not make'application. 
ture of Bro. Duncan's report is worthy of rian, .Mina Kearney. Six schools reported, All other ministers who may be entitled to 
mention: "I suggest that a committee be showrng a total enrollment of 183, average permits· should obtain indors<,ments from 
appointed to erect a suitable mark at the attendance 136, Hopes taken 25, Senior Quar- their respective general m1ss10naries in 
grave of our departed brother and mis- terlies 33, lntermediate 39, Primary 31. On charge. Association officials are instructed 
sionary, G. w. Shute, who honors our mis- the golden text work Rural Home school to that effect. 
sion field by making his last resting place stood first on the roll of honor. This is a Personal applications to passenger associa
there, and who died in the active missionary small school at the home of Bro. and Sr. tions are required. Blanks issued by the as
service in our field. I think the family Cbezam, about crtwelve miles southwest of sociations contain all necessary items of 
should be consulted if such committee be ap- Nevada. The enrollment was 11. and all information concerning who are entitled to 
pointed, and that the Northwest Kansas dis- learned the texts. While the work is not up permits, methods of procHdure, etc. 
trict be notified of our action, and that the to the standard desired, yet most of the R. s. SALYARDS, 
family and district be permitted to contrib- schools are in their infancy and the interest Church Secretary. 
ute to .the fund. District, do this act of love seems g<>od, so by proper care we believe LAMONI, Iowa, Dec. 9, 1898. 2t 

for the memory of a faithful old warrior, who much good may be accomplished. 
has gone on before. In case the camp meet- BISHOP'S AGENT'S NOTICE. 
ing is held near Bro. Hinkle's place next 
year, it will be a fitting feature of it to have 
a formal 'unveiling' of the monument upon 
that occasion." The following motion offered 
by R. W. Davis and R. M. Maloney was 
unanimously carried: "Moved that a com
mittee be appointed to confer with the family 
of G. W. Shute and the Northwest Kansas 
district in regard to procuring a monument 
to mark the last resting place of our brother; 
and that this committee be authorized to 
purchase said monument, and if possible 
have it unveiled at our next district re
union." The following brethren were chosen 
as said committee: R. W. Davis, R. M. Ma
loney, W. S. Macrae, H. Bivens, and C .. R. 
Duncan. Each branch and all scattered 
members in Oklahoma district are requested 
to contribute to a sinking fund for the pur
pose of running and sustaining the tent work; 
and also that each branch make report of 
amount on hand or sent in at each confer
ence. D. S. Crawley, S. J. Hinkle, James 
Yates, and R. W. Davis dispensed the word. 
Adjourned to Oklahoma branch, Friday, Fob
ruary 17, 1899, at ten a. m. 

Sunday School 1!ssocia1ions. 
CLINTON. 

Convention convened at Veve chapel, Mis
souri, November 25. Lucy Wright secretary. 
District officers all present. Superintendent, 
Sr. Dr. Miller, reported: Five visits made 
to church schools, one by request to a Union 
school, and superintended school work one 
week at Midway Park reunion; traveled 361 
miles in interest of schools; formulated blank 
reports for superintendents, assistants, and 
teachers, and wrote 59 letters. Assistant 
~uperinte11dent1 Mina ~earne;v1 reported: 

CHATHAM. 
Mary M. Green, secretary, Appledore, On

tario, December 6, writes: "I unintention
ally omitted Ridgetown Sunday school in the 
items of our last convention; am pleased to 
say their school is in a fair condition, and so 
reported at our last convention. I have also 
received reports from Longwood and Wal
laceburg since my arrival home. A number 
of our schools are preparing to give an enter
tainment at Christmas, for to aid along in 
the gospel." 

Miscellanaotls Department 
GRACELAND SUBSCRIPTION LIST. 

''SUCCESS WHEN UNITED" APPEAL. 
$25 a year for ti ve years. 

l. J. A. Robinson, ... Independence, Mo. 
2. George Hayward, Indepandence, Mo. 
3. E. L. Kelley, .......... Lamoni, Iowa. 
4. John Scott, ........... Lamoni, Iowa. 
5. Robert Winning, .... St. Joseph, Mo. 
6. E. A. Blakeslee, ....... Galien, Mich. 
7. Dr. O. H. Riggs, ... Cincinnati, Ohi». 
8. David Dancer, ........ Lamoni, Iowa. 
9. Dr. J. H. Hansen, ..... Lamoni, Iowa. 

10. William Anderson, .... Lamoni, Iowa. 
(To be continued.) 

To the Lamoni Branch:-Bro. Frank Crile~ 
or Sr. Clara Cochran Smith at the Herald 
Office will receive and receipt for tithes and 
offerings in my absence or at any time. We 
hope to have the name of every member re
siding within the limits of the branch on the 
books as contributors to the church finances. 

F. M. WELD, Bishop's Agent 
for Decatur District. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
St. Louis distrit q•J.arterly conference will 

convene at 2518 Elliott Avenue, St. Louis, 
Missouri, on Saturday, December 17, at seven 
p. m., and on the following Sunday at the 
usual hours. J. G. SMITH, Sec. 

APPEAL. 
To all who may feel an interest, and the 

saints and friends in Montana in particular, I 
hereby appeal for fund8 to purchase tent for 
use in Montana. My reasans for making the 
appeal thus early is that we want the tent at 
the opening of the season; we are sure to get 
it cheaper by ordering in the wint.er when 
tent makers are not rushed; at this season 
people are more apt to have ready cash than 
in the spring. I would not make the appeal 
a general one only that saints in Rocky 
Mountain mission are comparatively few. 

Our tent work in the mission has been a 
GRACELAND COLLEGE LIST OF decided success, and Bro. D. W. Wight is 

CONTRIBUTORS. now doing his winter work on the ground 
In published list of aid to Graceland Col- canvassed by him and Bro. R. J. Parker last 

lt>ge for November 30, 1898, the list of Bro. summer, and is baptizing. The success met 
Geo. H. Hilliard was overlooked and hence with in Utah in tent work is flattering; Mon
not inserted. It will appear with all new tana can repeat it. We are too poor to hire 
lists in the January publication. If your halls. Will you help us? "He that helpeth 
name with aid has not been sent in, please the poor lendeth to the Lord." Just as soon 
see that it is done at once. Send by check, I as you read this feel that it means YOU, and 
ban~ draft1 or money or(ler t() ~be µn(!er- r>en{l, me ro\.lr tiic~el, di!Jle1 dollar, or il!Ol'li\ ~~ 
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you can spare. Fairfield, Utah, will reach 
me. If money order, draw on Salt Lake City. 
Express orders preferred. 

J. W. WIGHT. 

NOTICES. 
The undersigned would like to get names 

and addresses of secretaries of all quorums of 
priests, as we have important matters as 
priests to consider, and wish to notify all 
priests to weigh mattero carefully pertaining 
to same; so confer a favor and reply at once. 
Also, will all members of the Fourth Quorum 
of priests promptly write to the undersigned 
and give address plainly written so you ean all 
be informed on the subjects presented to me. 
Brethren, let us get into line and move along 
in our calling, and endeavor to serve God 
aright, and help to benefit mankind. 

Yours in bonds, 
EBEN MILLER. 

TEMPLE, Lake County, Ohio. 

DIED. 
AULT.-At Indep3ndence, Missouri, No

vember 14, 1898, Mahalaleel F. Ault, aged 39 
years, 11 months, and 2 days. She was a 
member of the Methodist Church, but in
tended to unite with the Reorganized Chureh. 
Funeral services by Elder J. C. Foss. 

TADDIKEN.-Charles Brant, son of Bro . 
and Sr. H. D. Taddiken. Born May 18, 1896, 
died November 9, 1898. The little one was 
sick but two days. Funeral at the residence, 
in charge of Elder H. 0. Smith who preached 
a short sermon to assembled friends and r'lla" 
tives. Interment in Mount Mora cemetery, 
St. Joseph, Missouri. 

GOULD.-At Silver Lake, Minnesota, Sep
tember 17, 1R98, Sr. Eleanor, widow of Elder 
George Gould. She was born at Leroy, New 
York, August 5, 1821; baptized July 21, 1875. 
She lived a fait,hful Christian life, and was 
always reaay to bear her testimony to the 
truth of the restored gospel. 
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Ontario, and interred at Mount Pleasant 
cemetery. 

PARKER.-Bessie, daughter of Bro. and 
Mrs. F. Parker in Argentine, Kansas, No
vember 21, 1898, aged 10 months and 5 days. 
The little bud of promise was suddenly taken 
by the angels. The little body was laid to 
rest in the family graveyard near Leaven
worth. Funeral services conducted by Elder 
F. C. Warnky. 

SKANK.-Dean Harold, son of G. Fred and 
Ethel Skank, born at Henderson, Iowa, Da
cember 2, 1897; died October 3, 1898, at the 
age of ten months and one day. Funeral 
services at the Farm Creek ch:tpel, in charge 
of Elder Isaac M. Smith. · 

RAPER.-Thomas D. Raper, born October 
23, 1828, in Davis County, Indiana; baptized 
May 14, 1875, at La Graciosa, California; 
died November 21, 1898, aged 70 years and 
28 days. It was our brother's earnest wish to 
live to raise his two little grandsons, that 
they might be strong in the faith, and fitted 
to work for the Master. Gra __ ndpa Raper was 
a pensioner, having been a soldier in the 
Mexican war. He was a deacon, and will be 
missed in Santa Maria branch. 

THOMPSON.-At Hearne, Texas, October 
31, 1898, Bro. Ben F. Thompson, aged 20 
years, 4 months, 26 days. He was confined to 

. his bed three years and suffered much, but 
died rejoicing in the gospel of our Savior. 
Funeral services by Elder E. A. Erwin. 
HUNTSMAN.-Ne~r Lamoni, Iowa, Novem

saints' chapel, Courts, Montana, a host of 
relatives and friends being present a'l a 
tribute to her memory and good deeds. 
Her remaim1 were laid to rest in the Reese 
Creek cemetery, on the p. m. of Thursday, 
the 17th inst. -Avant Courier, Bozeman, 
Montana, November 19, 1898. 

VICKERS.-At North Scituate, Rhode Is
land, October 7, 1898, Sr. Abigail· Paine 
Vickers, in the 74th year of her age. She 
was the widow of Elder Erastus Vickers, who 
died some eighteen years ago at Doug less, 
Massachusetts, at which place ho had labored 
faithfully for the Lord. Father and Mother 
Vickers were both direct descendants of the 
Narragansett Indians, of which tribe she was 
a member at death. She was for many years 
a faithful saint ana died firm in the faith. 
Funeral services at her home and at the grave 
by Rev. Durgeon, also a descendant of the 
Narragansetts. 

LIDDINGTON.-Arthur Beaumont Lidding
ton fell Rsleep in Jesus September 15, 1898. 

We while mourning o'er our lost one, 
Have no visions of despair; 

For seated on thy tomb faith's angel 
Saith thou art not, art not there. 

Where then art thou with thy Savior, 
Blessed forever-blessed to be; 

Amid the sinless little children, . 
Who have heard his "Come to me." 

Pai;t the shades of death's dark valley, 
Thou art leaning on his breast, 

Where the wicked cannot.enter, 
And the wearv are at. rest. 

ber 27, 1891:, passed away one of the oldest RUBY.-At the home of her son Sheldon, 
citizens of the county, Sr. Catharine Hunts- Rock Island, Illinois, November 13, 1898, Sr. 
man (wife of Jacob Huntsman), aged 81 years Mary Ruby, aged 86 years and 2 months, 
and 9 months. She was born February 27, having been born September 13, 1812, in 
1817, in Richland county, Ohio. She joined Hartwick, Otsego County, New York. She 
the church in 1863, in Lasalle County, Illinois; and her husband (W. J. Ruby) were baptized 
was baptized and confirmed by Elder John June 13, 1861, by Elder Ebenezer Page, near 
Landers. She and her husband were members Davenport, Iowa. Her husband died April 7, 
of the old church, and went through many of 1864. On August 30, 1878, she was married 
the persecutions that came upon the saints to Bro. Wheeler Baldwin, who died May 11, 
of those times, including those at Haun's 1887. Among her friends generally she was 

Ilome is home no longer~ 
For mother is not there; Mill. She was strong in the faith to the last. known as Ruby, even after her last marriage. 

Angels bright have taken her Leaves three sons and one daughter, and a Two sons and a daughter survive her, as 
From all this worldly care. number of grandchildren to mourn. Funeral also eight grandchildren, and ten great-

Dark and lonely is her room, sermon at the home, by Elder T. J. Bell. grandchildren. Her son, Jerome Ruby, 
And empty i8 her chair; 

But now she dwells with him she loves, REESE.-Mary Davies Reese was born and daughter, Charlotte Pruden Staggers, 
In that world so bright and fair. April 20, 1811, at Morristown, South Wales; died a few years ago. Elder J. S. Patterson 

SANDALL. - Mrs. Ann Sandall was born died November 15, 1898, at Courts, Montana. preached the funeral sermon, using 1 Thess. 
in Surry, Eogland, October 21, 1820; Deceased married John E. Re1:;se, December 4: 13-18 as basis of remarks. 
died at Layton, Utah, October 6, 1898. She 17, 1840, at Morristown, Wales. Religiously PIERSON.-At St. Louis, Missouri, Novem
emigrated to Utah, and reached Salt Lake she became connected with tbe Latter Day ber 14, 1898, Sr. Mary Ellen Lane Pierson, 
City in October, 1860. Was baptized into Saints in 1850, and afterwards came we'lt [to wife uf William T. Pierson. She was born 
Reorganized Church by Elder E. C. ·Brand, Amerioa]. In 1863 came to Montana. The in West Larington, Wiltshire, England, in 
May 19, 1871. Funeral sermon by Elder D. following year she settled on what has Rince 1854; was baptized in 1866, at Gravois Mis
W. Wight. been named Reese Creek, where and since souri; was married to William Pierson May 

VICKERS.-A t North Scituate, Rhode Is· when they· have li~ed. As pioneers they 16, 1888. She leaves parents, husband, and 
land, October 20, 1898, Orrin Adelbert Vick- had many trials, and at times were menaced an adopted daughter to mourn. She was a 
ers, only son of Priest Orrin A. and Sr. Lilian with the Indians. After a married life of 57 good saint, and died in the faith of the gos
M. Vickers, aged 4 years and 4 months. years, 11 months, and 17 days, "Grandma pel. Funeral services conducted by Elder M. 
Dear little Orrin has gone to join his Reese" passed peacefuliy away as one going H. Bond. 
grandma, of whom he was very fond. May to sleep, at the ripe age of 87 years, 6 months, GRANT.-At her home near Deerfield, Mis
God cemfort the stricken parents. and 27 days. She leaves a husband, one souri, December 3, 1898, Julia Grant, aged 64 

HOWLETT.-At Wayne County, Michigan, daughter, and four sons, with numerous years and 21 days. Baptized in 1858, and 
November 10, 1898, Bro. Richard Nelson grandchildren and great-grandchildren to during this 40 years she never swerved from 
Howlett, the second and much beloved son of mourn her demise. Her funeral obsequies the faith. She was married to David Grant, 
Elder R. B. Howlett, of London, Canada .. were conducted by Elder J. W. Wight, of who survives her, 49 years ago last October. 
Born at London, Ontario, July 19, 1875; bap-1 the Reorganized Latter Day Saints, she be- Her life has been consistent, and ended as 

· tized .by Eld. e.r R. C. E.vans. Aged 23 years, ing a faith. fu.l and consistent member of that. peacefully as a May morning. Funeral ·ser• 
a months, anq 22 days. .Brought 1;o London, organi:i;ation, The servi.ces were from tb.e I mon by Elder Q. J:!'. Bel~ham, 
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Makes the food more delicious and wholesome 
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK. 

! Furniture Business For Sale. 
I ~AT LAMONI IOWA :-~ ~;;1l' 

This is the oniy basiness of the kind in Lamoni, low,., 
and was established in 1885 lt consists of a clean stock 
of New Furniture and Undertaking Goods, Carpets, 
Shades •. Picture Mouldings, etc. The stock will invoice 
about. $5000. co ' 

The building is large and well located, two stories··and 
a basement., fitted with elevator, and was built in 1893 
especially for the business; will either sell or rent the 
building to suit the purchaser of the stock. This is a 
rare opportunity, as it is one of the best paying busi
nesse!!I in L·nnoni. Good reati'lon for selling, and any 
further particulars cheerfully given by correspondence. 

Address the owner, 
W. A. HOPKINS, 

----··- In care of State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Lamoni, Iowa. 

HISTOHJ: v.i;' llHc; GHUHCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST O:F' LATTER 
DAY SAINTS. (Volumes 1and2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment,growth, and internal 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in-
1erted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given, Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
Indexes, sidenotes for ready refer-
1nce, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
f!he birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
ra.tes the circumstances of his call
ing and m,inistry, the rise of the 
ehurch in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume 2 contin
\l.es the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of JosE.ph 
*nd Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners .. 2 00 
l'ull leather . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - 2 50 
Full leath:ir, gilt edges ..•........ 3 00 

WHAT IS MAN? By Elder J. R. 
Lambert. Man's nature and des
tiny. The spirit or soul; is it im
mortal ? Does it survive the 
death of the body in a conscious 
state? The views of mortal-soul
ists examined and refutedj second 
edition. 
Paper covers .••..•.•••..••••.... $ 36 
Cloth ... ·;....................... f'IO 

TEACHERS' BIBLE:. "The Self
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox· 
for.d Bible," with helps and maps, 
in good large print, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references;· 
printed on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6tx8~, mailed post-
paid at, per copy, net ............ $2 00 

A VOICE OF WARNING AND 
INSTRUCTION TO ALL PEO
PLE. An introduction to the faith 
and doctrine of the Church of Jesu11 
Christ of Latter Day Saints. 
Paper covers, 10 centsj per dozen,$1 00 
Cloth, limp...................... 20 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860.) 

Published every 'Vednes!lay, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
$1.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents; 
sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., should be addressed to 
Frank Criley, Business Manager. Remittunces 
should be made by post office or express orders, 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters. 
Do not send checks. · 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

. NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Pocket-size edi
tion. 

Cloth ............... -..•........ $0 30 
Cloth sides, leather back . . . . . . . . . 50 

t'HE TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mormon and the New Testa
ment. (Inspired Translation) 
in large type; in one volume. 

Leather back and corners ........ $2 00 
Seal Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . .. . . • • . 2 50 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ...•• 3 l>O 
.Morocco, gilt edges .............. 4 00 

A MANUAL OF THE PRIEST
HOOD. By Elder Charles Derry. 
Cloth, limp ....................... $0 25 

RULES OF ORDER AND DEBATE. 
A manual of parliamentary practice for all 

deli bera ti ve assemblies of. the Church of 
Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. Rules for 
the government of general and district con
ferences, branch business meetings, and 
other assemblies. Instructions concerning 
g-eneral, district, and branch records, tho 
holding of elder's courts, etc., cloth bound; 
price 40 cents. 

SlATE SAVINGS BANK, Of lAMONt 
Stockholders. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Geo. H. Hilliard. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 
G. W. Blair. 
Oscar Anderson. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 
Alice P. Dancer. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 

Officers. 
David Dancer. 

President 
Wm. Anderson, 

Vice President 
W. A. Hopkins, 

Cashie1 
Oscar Anderson, 

Assistant Cashier 

Directors. 
W. A. Hopkins. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 

This bank does a general banking business 11.t 
Lamoni, Iowa. Interest paid on time deposits 
according to the rules of the bank. Correspond
ence and patronage solicited. 

FOR SALE. 
A nice borne of 20 acres, within three

fourths mile of Lamoni L. D. S. church 
and public school. Five-room house, out
buildings, orchard, grove, and two wells. 
A quick bargain for some one. 
D. F. NICHOLSON, Lamoni, Iowa. 

BRO. B. JF. OUD\V A Y. of Peoria, Illi
noi•, will Rend 3 boxeR of ~nit to-Bae post 
paid anywhere for $1.50, and positively guar
antee it to cure your tobacco haoit, or your money 
refunded. 

RELIABLE SALESMAN WANTED, 
We do not promise great riches but can 

make it an objP.ct to the right man to sell our 
Lubricating Oils and Greaaes. Address us at 
once. 'l'he Euclid Oil Co., Cleveland, Ohio. 

AFTERGLOW. A book of choice 
selected poems; 265 pages, hand
somely illustrated and beautifully 
bound. 
Cloth ........................... $1 50 
White vegetable parchment ...... 1 75 
Leather .... , .................... 2 00 
Morocco, gilt edges . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 2 50 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In-· 
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ..........••............... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges .............. 2 25 
Morocco, flexible binding, gilt edges 3 75 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. King 
James' Translation. 

Cloth, with marginal references, 
two sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 and$0 80 
Cloth, without references, two 
sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30 and 50 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth .......................... -$0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia ............ 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ...... 2 00 

It will be our duty, in ·a series of luminous 
articles, to point out the successes of the 
closing· century and the prospects of the com
ing one. Specialists have been called upon 
to set forth the progress made in their de
partments. Some of the great questions that 
will be treated are: The Century's Progress 
in Science, in Reform Movements, in Mis
sionary Efforts, in the Economical and In
dustrial Conditions. The whole will make 
a most remarkable series of articles.-The 
Catholic World. 
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HO LID GIFT 
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS. 

Church History, Vols. 1 and 2. 
Prices .....•...... $1. 50, $2. 00, and $2. 50 

New Testament, 
Inspired Translation, in Large Type for 
Aged People ............. $1.00 apd $1.25 

Book of Mormon, 
Large Type Edition ...... $1. 50 and $2. 00 
The Same, Small Type Edition, 65 cts., 
$1.00, $1.25; Flexible $2.00. 

Doctrine and Covenants, 
Late Revised Edition, 65 cts., $1.00, 
$1.25; Flexible $2.00. 

Holy Scriptures, 
Inspired Translation, $1.00, $1.25, $1. 'il)j 
Flexible binding $3. 75. 

Self-Pronouncing Teachers' 
Bible, 

King James' Translation, .•.•...... $2.00 
Excellent edition, with choice and mod
ern "help:;;;" to study. 

Afterglow, 
Choice Selected Poems, Elegantly bound, 
Illuminated Cover ..... $1.50, $1. 75, $2.00 

Pattie; or Leaves from a Life. 
Reduced from .......•.... $1.15 to 75 cts. 

Autobiography of Elder 
Joseph Luff. 

A Book for Young and Old. Reduced 
from .................... $1.00 to 75 cts. 

The Saints' Hymnal. 
The popular book in General Use in Song 
Service Throughout the Church. Prices 
in Fine Flexible Binding, gilt edges, 
with name of owner inscribed on outer 
cover ............................. $1. 50 
Leather binding ................... 1.00 
Half Leather. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 

The Instructor. 
Doctrinal Evidences compiled from the 
three Standard Books and from History 
and prominent theological writers. 
Prices .................. 75 cts. and $1.00 
Fine Flexible binding . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 50 

Compendium of Faith and 
Doctrines. 

Compiled from the three Standard Books; 
also other historical and general matter 
useful to Bible Students. Prices 75 cts. 
and $1.00. 

Book of Mormon Archaeology. 
Arcbreological Committee's Report. A 
Student's Affirmative and Defensive 
Manual of Book of Mormon Archreolog
ical Evidences. Special prices, for Holi· 
day Season only: 30 cts.; reduced from 
50 cts. 

The Saints' Herald; 
Official Publication of the Reorganized 
Church. All church news and other gen· 
eral matter of interest to students of the 
signs of the times; including the growth 
of the great latter·day work; develop· 
ments in the religious world; the prog
ress and leading movements of the 
world of special interest to students of 
latter-day events. Price, per year, $1.50 

Autumn Leaves. 
~ A Magazine fo:r Young People. Pub

lished Monthly; $1.00 per year in ad
vance. Departments: General Articles; 
Zion's Religio Arena; Current History; 
Daughters of Zion; Young Daughters of 
Zion. A popular and instructive publica· 
tion; valuable in any Home Circle. 

For General Publications, 
including Sunday School Supplies and 
Juvenile Books, see Catalogue, mailed on 
appl~cation.. 

Address Orders Including Remittances to 

Business Manager, Herald Publishing House, 
Decatur County, ____ _ LAMONI, IO"'W"" A. 
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THE RELIGION OF THE FUTURE. 

AN address was delivered before the 
church congress recently held at 
Bradford, England, by the Rt. Rev. 
W. Boyd Carpenter, Bishop of Ripon, 
containing some passages which have 
excited a great deal of comment. 
Bishop Carpenter was president of 
the congress, and his subject was 
"The Opportunities, Needs, and Char
acteristics of our age." The closing 
passage, .on the "Religion of the Fu
ture," which is copied f:rom the report 
of the London Chronicle, is as fol
lows:-

"The future of the world does not 
belong to sectarianism, and so the 
dream of Catholicity will be fulfilled. 
Of another thing I am certain. As 
increasing light falls upon great prob
lems, and men begin to realize how 
much of J udaistic, Pagan, and scho· 
lastic thought is mingled with popular 
Christianity, how many accretions due 
to human weakness and race preju
dice have been inoorporated in our 
conceptions, they will distrust the 
church. For every new epoch has 
added new dogma to faith, and with 
every new dogma has gone further 
from the simplicity of Christ. The 
future of the world does not belong to 

Lati.nism, ~nd so the vision of Protes- j of these times the harmfulness of un
tant1sm will be fulfilled. But of a duly forcing the mind to the lasting 
third thing I am convinced even more hurt of the body. The gymnasiums 
surely. The religion of the future of ancient Greece probably reached, 
will neither be Protestant nor Catho- in their methods of training the 
lie, but simply Christian. The young, a higher ideal than have any 
dogmas of the churches which have of the educational systems now in 
separated' communion from communion vogue. In the face of this condition 
will fall off as autumn leaves before of affairs, it is pleasing to note that 
the fresh winds of God. Many views the people of America are rapidly be
which in the very providence of God coming alive to the pernicious effects 
have played their part in clearing the of developing the mind at the expense 
thoughts of men will pass into forget- of the body. The more rational mode 
fulness. Men will not grieve to see of educating the young would appear 
the old things go, for a larger faith to be that of so training the body and 
will be theirs; they will not think mind that both advance as far as pos
God's world will fall apart because we sible at an equal rate. Thus, if a 
tear up parchments more or less. The child is of weak constitution but 
Church of God will renew its youth. possessed of unusual mental capacity, 
It will be content with a simpler sym- it should be the aim of his teacher to 
bol because it will have learned Christ. strengthen his physical powers, and 
It will not n'eed any longer Trent, or until that object is accomplished to 
Westminster, or Lambeth, or the let the mind take care of itself; on the 
Vatican to lead it. It will be satisfied other hand, if the reverse is the case, 
with simpler thoughts and a purer to adopt contrary methods. Tbe indi
faith. It will be satisfied to realize viduals should be studied separately, 
that there is one Lord, one faith, one and children should not be lumped to-. 
baptism, one God and Father of all." gether in a body and put through the 
-The Literary Digest, December 10. same course without regard to their 

different temperaments, dispositions, 
PHYSICAL TRAINING IN PUBUC and constitutions. It is now about 

SCHOOLS. ten years since German gymnastics 
THE care of tbe body has been, up to were introduced into public schools of 
comparatively recent years, strangely this country. Since then physical 
neglected in tbe public schools of this training has held a place in the cur
country. It bas been considered a riculum of almost all the large cities of 
quite sufficient educational training the East. The report of the director 
for the young to cram and overload of physical training in public schools 
their brains with a quantity of matter of Washington bas lately been pub
difficult to digest, and in too many in- lished. According to this report, the 
stances even when assimilated of little beneficial results of systematic daily 
use in after life. Numbers of deli- exercise have been marked; but, as 
cate, highly strung children have the writer of the paper truly remarks, 
broken down under the strain, and '•It is impossible to test the full meas. 
the dreary daily grind of the monoto- ure of success or failure of our efforts. 
nous cramming system, undergone in It is in the remote future, with school 
unhealthy surroundings, have devel· days long past, that the lasting influ
oped many of the nervous diseases to ence of such work will be felt by the 
which the present generation is so pe- individual child." However, one thing 
culiarly susceptible. What does seems certain, viz., that the introduc
knowledge profit a man, if in the gain- tion of physical training into the pub
ing of it he loses the still more precious lie schools of America is a step in the 
gift of good health? The nations of right direction, and, if intelligently 
the old world, notably Greece and carried out, should result in produc
Rome, understood and appreciated ing a stronger race mentally and 
much more clearly than do the people physically. The fact should not be 
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forgotten, though, that physical train- anthropogeny upon other branches of J 

ing may be abused. Gymnastics science will be most fruitful." ' 
should not be permitted to take the i A member of the congress said that 
place of play, but rather the two Prof. Haeckel had spoken of one 
should go hand in hand.-Medical thousand million years as necessa,ry 
Record. for his evolution tree, while Lord 
~= I Kelvin supposed himself to have 

proved that this world as the scene of 
PROF. HAECKEL ON EVOLUTION. I . ' 

A th C b 
·a 

0 
f Z life could not be more tnan twenty· 

T e am ri ge ongress o o- . . .. . five m1ll10n years old. It seemed un-
ology Prof. Haeckel read a fascmat- . t 1. .. p f H k l' · , · I wise o comp icaue ro . aec e s 
mg paper on the ctescent of man. He th b · th t th a 
d 

. · . eorv y aseummg a a ousan 
oes not hes1tate to say that science .11. " ld b · d f 

h d fi 
't 

1 
t bl' h d h I m1 10n years wou e require or 

as now e m .e y es .a is e t e f 
. b proo. 

cthertamhty t ~t man has f descel n~ed Prof. Haeckel replied that the com. 
roug various stages o · evo ut10n putation was not his own. He took 

from the lowest form of animal life, the time from one of the most eminent 
during a period of a thousflind million geologists. For himself he confessed 
years The New York Fhm with com-. that he had no intuition as to the 
mendable enterprise cabled over quite 1 th f t' · d f h l eng o ,ime require or t e evo u-
a full account of the paper, and goes It' 
on o say: a.mare , arwm, and Tb · d d d' d . . · . . e congress rece1 ve an iscusse t L k D . I ion. 

finally scores of other rnvest1gators p f H k 1, 'th th t 
vrnn the knowledge which must now ro · aec. e s pa~e_r w: e g~ea · 

b t d th 
. 

11
. I est enthusmsm.--Scientijic .American, 

e accep e as e crowmng ac ieve- 0 t · b 10 1898 
t f 

. d . h . oep em er , , . 
men o science urmg t e mneteenth 
century. 

Recent discoveries of fossil remains 
in Java, Madagascar, and Australia 
have made still more complete the 
evidence, available proof, and discov
eries wherewith Darwin's name is 
most commonly associated. Prof. 
Haeckel thus summarized the steps in 
evolution:-

In celebration of its twenty-seventh birth
day, beginning with the January issue, The 
Church Union of New York City becomes a 
magazine and, at the same time, reduces its 
subscription price from One dollar to Fifty 
cents i. year. 

The prominent features of the January is
sue, aside from the short and pithy editorials 
and 11rticles in lighter vein, are contributions 
by Washington Gladden, D. D., on "England 

HGhoes from ~raceland. 
CONDUCTED BY GRACELAND COLLEGE. 

CHEERING news for the college comes 
·in from all around. Our branches are 
waking up to a sense of their respon
sibility towards the educational policy 
of the church. Did you note the let
ter of A. M. Fyrando in recent issue 
of the Herald? That's the right kind 
of spirit. Well done, Magnolia! 

Omaha held a box supper last 
Wednesday but one, in the interests of 
Graceland. Lamoni gives a stereop
ticon lecture on Christmas eve for the 
same good cause. Rumors of activity 
are heard from the East. 

Numerous inquiries about college 
lots have been received, and several 
lots have been sold recently. The 
subscription list is still growing. 
Have you looked at this week's list? 
Is your name there? Every ardent 
Latter Day Saint is going to have his 
name on that roll of honor-the roll 
of sacrifice. One brother from Illi
nois is going to pay $5.00 a month; 
another brother sends along a bequest 
of $5.00, asks for his name to be 
placed down on the "Appeal" list, and 
inquires the price of the lots. Re
member the cause of the church, the 
education of our children, and the 
families of our missionaries. January 
10 is coming, and do not forget that 
your name must be in the bands of 
Bro. Criley by that time. 

"The monophyletic origin of all at School:" by Charles S. McFarland on "The 
mammalia-that is to say, their origin Life and Teachings of Professor Budde" of 
from one common parent form, from Strasburg University and a sermon by Dr. 
monotremata upward to man-is no Madison C. Peters of New York on "The Our President was noticeable by 

John Storms of the Church." h' b 1 F longer a vague hypothesis, but an is a sence ast riday but one, and 
We understand that sample copies of the · · · 

established fact.. All the living and on mvest1gat10n, we found that he paper will be sent to any one free on applica-
extinct mammalia which we know are tion, to The Church Union Co., 1s Wall st., had gone on a college missionary 
descended from a single common an- New York City. tour. The Wednesday following 
cestral form which lived in the Tri· marked his return to Graceland, and 
assic or Permian period, and this "Who takes for his motto 'I'll do what 1 with great joy we learned that St. Jo-
form must be derived from some can,' seph, Council Bluffs, and Omaha 
Permian or perhaps Carboniferous Shall better the world as he goes down were united in their intentions to give 
reptile allied to the Prognonosauria life's hill. substantial aid to our beloved college. 
and Theriodontia, which was derived The willing young heart makes the capable Council Bluffs' Religio thinks of un-

m~, d . 
from a Carboniferous amphibian of And who does what he can oft can do ertakrng a subscription. Now, you 
the group Stegocephala. These am- . what he will." ' Religians, stir up your various so-
phibians in turn descend from Devon- Glorious are the· woods in their latest gold I cieties. 
ian fishes, and these again from lower and crimson, Bro. J. Charles Jensen has been ap-
vertebrates. The most important Yet our full-leaved willows are in their pointed as the Bluffs representative 
fact is that man is a primate, and that freshest green. of Graceland. 

11 · l Such a kindly Autumn, so mercifully dealing . 
a primates- emurs, monkeys, an· With the growths of Summer, I never yet Durmg the past week or so, our 
thropoid apes, and man-descended have seen. William Cullen Bryrmt. · students have been bard at work pre-
from one common stem. Looking paring for their terminal examina-
forward to the twentieth century, I . . . tions. The Fall Term closes this 
am convinced it will universally ac- Notw1thstandrng centuries of maltreat- k Th w· T . . 

I 
ment and;persecution there are to this day wee · e mter erm begms 

cept our theory of descent. I have nearly as many Hebrews in Russia as in all January 3; tuition fee for the term 
no doubt that the strong influence of . the rest of Europe put together. $10.00. 
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"lf ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you free.''-John 8131, .'§2. 

"Hearken to the word of the Lords for there shall not any man among you have save it be one wifes and concubines he shall have none.''-B. of M., pagell.6, 

Vol. 45. 

JOSEPH SMITH 
R. S. SALYARDS 
HEMAN c. SMITH, 
JOSEPH LUFF, 

EDITOR. 
ASSISTANT EDITOR. 

CORRESPONDING EDITORS. 

LAMONI, IOWA, DEC. 21, 1898. 

ADAM-GOD. 

IT is evident that the authorities of 
the church in Utah, whether they 
have changed their views or not, are 
a little more reserved than formerly, 
and refuse to commit themselves on 
this theory. 

The Deseret Weekly for December 3, 
1898, in commenting editorially con· 
cerning the proceedings of a Sunday 
school convention recently held in the 
Assembly Hall in Salt Lake City, over 
which George Q. Cannon, General 
Superintendent, presided, states that 
several questions were read by Elder 
Reynolds. 

President Cannon said in relation to them 
that often such questions, concerning which 
there is no written revelation, came up from 
Sunday school workers who desired answers. 
Yesterday some young man asked the speaker 
if Adam was the father of Jesus Christ. 

It is not wise for us to puzzle ourselves 
over questions concerning which the Lord 
has withheld full knowledge from us. Theoso
phists teach the reincarnation of the human 
soul, and some elders in our church have in
dqlged in similar speculations. To have our 
Sunday school classes indulge in such theori
zing will produce darkness. They should be 
confined to what the Lord has revealed. 
Pupils will ask questions on abstruse sub
jects, which is well enough, if they can be 
answered from revelation, but it is not well 
to try to find out mysteries. Where indi
viduals have had mysteries revealed to them, 
which the President of the Church does not 
make known to it, they should hold their 
peace respecting the same. The ·First Presi
dency do not deem it wise to agitate certain 
questions concerning Adam, and the Savior. 
At the time when the Prophet· Joseph was 
giving endowments in Nauvoo abominable 
doctrines were taught and circulated, some of 
which the speaker stated, saying that they 
would destroy those who practiced them. 
Speculation and argument about question~ 
not made plain by revelation tend to darkness 
and are dangerous. The speaker urged those 
present to labor to impress purity and virtue 
upon the young, and to teach them that they 
had better lose their lives than their chaetity. 

The young rµ~p. wl:J.9 ?is~ed ~hii; 

Lamoni, Iowa, December 21, 1898. No. 51. 

question had doubtless been reading, up with this profound language, as describ
a commendable thing to do, and in his ing the soul of man, "it is an immaterial sub

stance!" What a learned idea! Jesus, our 
investigations had found the following elder brother, was begotten in the flesh by 
from Brigham Young:- the same character that was in the garden of 

Now hear it, O inhabitants.of the earth, Eden,andwhoisourFatherinHeaven. Now, 
Jew and Gentile, Saint and sinner! When let all who may hear these doctrines, pause 
our father Adam came into the garden of before they make light of them, or treat 
Eden, he came into it with a celestial body, them with indifference, for they will prove 
and brought Eve, one of his wives, with him. their salvation or damnation. 
He helped to make and organize this world. I have given you a few leading items upon 
He is MICHAEL, the Archangel, the ANCIENT this subject, but a great deal more remains 
OF DAYS! about whom holy men have writ- to be told. Now, remember from this time 
ten and spoken-HE is our FATHER and our forth, and forever, that Jesus Christ was not 
GOD, and the only God with whom WE have to begotten by the Holy Ghost.-Journal of Dis
do. Every man upon the earth, professing courses, Vol. 1, pp. 50, 51. 
Christians or non-professing, must hear it, This young man probably knew that 
and will know it soone'r or later. They came 
here, organized the raw material, and ar- Mr. Cannon and the church he repre-
ranged in their order the herbs of the field, sents indorsed Elder Young as the 
the trees, the apple, the peach, the plum, mouthpiece of God to the church; and 
the pear, and every other fruit that is desira- hence his question was legitimate and 
ble and good for man; the seed was brought in order. It occurs to us that Mr. 
from another sphere1. and planted in this 

Cannon should have had the frankness earth. The thistle, the thorn, the brier, and 
the obnoxious weed did not appear until to have answered this question in har
after the earth was cursed. When Adam mony with Mr. Young's theory, or 
and Eve had eaten of the forbidden fruit, have had the courage to repudiate 
their bodies became mortal from its effects, such theory notwithstanding the teach
and therefore their offspring were mortal. 
When the Virgin Mary conceived the child in gs of Elder Young· 
Jesus, t,he Father had .begotten him in his His remarks regarding the wisdom 
own likeness. He was not begotten by the of puzzling over things not revealed 
Holy Ghost. And who is the Father? He is would have been appropriate and 
the first of the human family; and when be 
took a tabernacle, it was begotten by his commendable had not the President of 
Father in heaven, after the same manner as the Church previously boldly declared 
the tabernacles of Cain, Abs!, and the rest of himself upon the subject; but after 
the sons and daughters of Adam and Eve; the leading authority of the church 
from the fruits of the earth, the first earthly had placed himself upon record on 
tabernacles were oriirinated by the Father, 
and 80 on in succession. I could tell you this point, it was certainly a legiti· 
much more about this; but were I to tell you mate subject of inquiry, and the young 
the whole truth, blasphemy would be noth- man asking the question was entitled 
ing to it, in the estimation of the super- to an honest, straightforward answer. 
stitious and overrighteous of mankind. It occurs to us to be both evasive 
However, I have told you the truth as far as 
I have gone. I have heard men preach upon and cowardly for the First Presidency 
the divinity of Christ, aod exhaust all the to avoid either the approval or disap
wisdom they possessed. All Scripturalists, proval of their predecessor by saying 
and approved theologians who were consid- that they "do not deem it wise to 
ered exemplary for piety and education, have agitate certain questions concerning 
undertaken to expound on this subject, in 
every age of the Christian era; and after they Adam, and the Savior." 
have done !J.ll, they are obliged to conclude We are gratified, however, to note 
by exclaiming ''great is the mystery of godli- that leading men of Utah, such as Mr. 
ness,'' and tell nothiag. · · h h Cannon, are adv1smg t at teac ing 

It is true that the earth was organized by 
three distinct characters, namely, Eloheim, "should be confined to what the Lord 
Yahovah, and Michael, these three forming a has revealed." Had such teaching, 
quorum, as in all heavenly bodies, ~nd in or- followed by corresponding practice, 
ganizing element, perfectly represented in obtained in Utah in the past, what 
the Deity, as Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. . evils would have been avoided! Even 

Again, they will try to tell how the di-
vinity of Jesus is joined to his humanity, and now, if Mr. Cannon and bis colleagues 
e:xhaust ;iill tbeir i:µeµtail faculties, and, w~n(l had the coi.u:a~e to renounce the mi~· 
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takes of the past and plant themselves 
squarely upon what God has revealed, 
they could do much towards leading 
wandering Israel back to the favor of 
God. It is a hopeful indication too 
when we see Mr. Cannon conceding 
that "in Nauvoo abominable doctrines 
were taught and circulated." This is 
right; we cannot afford to stand by 
wrong, no matter by whom taught or 
practiced. 

"Courage, brother do not stumble, 
Though thy path is dark as night; 

There's a star to guide the humble; 
'Trust in God, and do the right.' 

Perish policy and cunning! 
Perish all that fears the light! 

Whether losing, whether winning, 
'Trust in God, and do the right.' 

Trust no party, sect or faction; 
Trust no leaders in the fight! 

But in every word and action 
'Trust in God, and do the right.' 

Some will hate thee, some will love thee 
Some will flatter, morn will slight; ' 

Cease from man, and look above thee 
'Trust in God, and do the right.'" ' 

The words of Mr. Cannon as con
tained in the closing sentence of the 
above extract cannot be too highly 
commended. Yes, "labor to impress 
purity and'1'virtue upon the young, and 
to teach them that they had better lose 
their lives than their chastity." Mortal 
life is but a fleeting, temporary bless
ing; virtue is an eternal treasure. 
Man may rob you of life without your 
consent; virtue is in your own keep
ing. Guard it sacredly, keep it un
tarnished, and it will not only sweeten 
your life and the lives of all those who 
touch yours; but with increased 
splendor it will shine o'er the sea of 
eternity, when mortal life shall be no 
more, making heaven more happy and 
eternity more blessed. 

But Mr. Cannon should know, if he 
does not, that an evasive secretive 
policy is the parent of vice, not virtue. 

A "BIOLOGIC CONFLAGRATION." 

WE have given at times some of the 
most notable or sweeping predictions 
made by the modern forecasters of 
coming events, and present herewith 
another. It is quoted from Human 
Nature, a San Francisco publication, 
but is said to have appeared first in 
the Flaming Sword, of Chicago, a pub
lication issued in the interests of 
Koreshianity. It serves to show 
some of the peculiar ideas that have 
1,p;tl,\:~e:µ<;i~ wt ~l+ f?Qme :- ,, 

* 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

"We are now approaching a great biologic 
conflagration. Thousands of people will de
materialize, through a biological electro
magnetic vibration. This will be brought 
about through the direction of one mind the 
only one who has a knowledge of the l~w of 
this bio-alchemical transmutation. The 
change will be accomplished through the 
formation of a biological battery the laws of 
which are known only to one ~an. This 
man is Elijah, the prophe.t, ordained of God, 
the Shepherd of the Gentiles and the central 
reincarnation of the ages. From this confla
gration will spring the sons of God, the biune 
offspring of the Lord Jesus, the Christ and 
Son of God." 

CHURCH DEDICATION NEAR MOUND 
CITY, MISSOURI. 

THE saints of the Ross Grove branch, 
Holt County, Missouri, were last sum
mer shut out of the schoolhouse 
where they had for a long time held 
services. Whether this was inten
tionally directed at the saints, it is 
not for us to state, but this was the 
result. The directors "resolved" that 
the schoolhouse should be closed and 
not be used except for educational 
purposes. Of course, being in gen
eral terms and excluding others as 
well as themselves, the saints had no 
disposition to "make a fuss." But, 
what to do? was the question. They 
had no pla.ce to meet in; so, a few men 
of enterprise set the idea gainer to 

• . • b 

bmld a house of their own. 
There are forty-eight of a member

ship in the branch; so William Row
lett, (a nonmember,) J. Rowlett, and 
R. K. Ross were appointed a building 
committee, lists were circulated 
money and labor donated, and th~ 
work begun in September last. The 
result was that a house 26x36, well 
appointed and finished, was ready for 
dedication December 11, 1898, and the 
Senior Editor was invited to be pres
ent and assist in the services. 

On the morning of the day set, at 
eleven a. m., there was a houseful of 
saints, their friends, and neighbors 
in attendance. 

The Ross Grove branch is presided 
over by Elder R. K. Ross, Jr.; 
Teacher John Vanderpool, and Deacon 
Isaac Ross. 

The church is located in an excel
lent country and neighborhood, nine 
miles north and east of Mound City 
and two miles north and east of the 
farm and residence of Bro. R. K. Ross. 
It is the same locality where Bro. 
Hyn1m 0. Smith, of St Joseph, lately 
met Rev. Bamberger, of the Dunkard 
sect, in debate; the general verdict 
being favorable to Bro. Smith's effort 
in defense of the faith. 

Bro. R. K. Ross, Sen., who will be 
ninety years old in February, 1899, 
was in attendance. He was with the 
church and a resident of Nauvoo be
fore the Martyr's death. He is st~ong 
in the faith but feeble in body, and 
will soon pass to his long waiting re
ward. 

The building cost, estimated, some 
nine hundred dollars; six hundred 
cash, three hundred labor. Land do
nated by John Knowles, whose wife is 
a member, he believing but not yet 
united. 

So passes another building into the 
service of the Master. 

The Editor had the honor as well as 
pleasure of preaching the first dis
course in the building on Saturday · 
evening, December 10. He also 
preached the Sunday evening sermon. 
Services were to continue during the 
week, probably by Bro. Peter Ander
son; although Bro. I. N. White had 
been expected to be there. 

From what we heard we learned 
that Rev. Bamberger was quite bitter 
against us; it being stated that he 
uttered the following: "The Reor
ganized Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter Day Saints is under the curse 
and anathema of God for b~lieving the 
Book of Mormon, and will be damned 
and go to hell." 

Rather harsh decree. 

Bro. Peter Anderson, missionary, 
was in charge. Bro. F. M. Gowell THE RIGHT VIEW. 

offered the opening prayer; the song BRO. JAMES BRADLEY, of Amber, 
service was in charge of Bro. E. s. Iowa, now ninety-four years of age, 
Fannon, Sr. Lettie Byergaard, of ;vrites to Bishop E. L. Kelley, inclos
Guilford, at the organ, and, a fair mg five dollars, with the saying,. 
chorus of young voices to assist in You have asked for one dollar~ I send you 
the s· . Th five. I am now pretty old, but I hope to see 
. rngrng. . e sermon was de- • the college fully established before I die. 

livered by President Joseph Smith, j We commend Bro. Bradley's deci
':ho also offered the prayer of qecl,toa- sion and hope to all who may be in Eli 

. ~1on b,Y req.uest. I situation to do likewise. 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 

WHEAT AND TARES. 
ON account of what is said in Matthew 13: 24-
30 some of the saints think we ought not to 
expel or cut off refractory members, no mat
ter what they do. We would like to hear 
from you through the Herald on the subject. 

In the 84th section of Doctrine and 
Covenants the church bas an official 
explanation of the parable of the 
wheat and tares. Please read. 

No one should hesitate to enforce 
proper church rules concerning the 
upright conversation and good be
havior of the .membership of the 
church, because of this parable. 

The explanation shows that the 
"field" was "the world," not the 
church; the apostles were the sowers, 
sowing the good seed among those of 
the world. At the end, when the har
vest is fully ripe, then the Lord will 
send angels to gather out the wheat 
from among the tares; the wheat to 
be saved and the tares, the world, to 
be burned. 

The law by which church rule is to 
be administered is found in section 
42. In this law provision is made for 
the bringing of offenders to answer 
for their offenses; and after a num
ber of wrongs are named, a general 
rule is given, as follows:-

If he or she po any manner of iniquity, he 
or she shall be delivered up unto the law, 
even that of God. 

That this is not out of harmony 
with the teachings of our Savior, is 
seen by reading paragraph 16, which 
directs the church to "take the 
things" written in "the Scriptures" 
to be the law of God to the church. 
In consulting the Scriptures touching 
the dealing with transgressors, direc
tions are given how to deal with cer
tain evildoers; and with what is given 
in Doctrine and Covenants would 
seem to be enough to enable the 
church to keep its borders clean of the 
worst cases, at least. 

We are of the opinion that what is 
said about the gathering out of the 
wheat from the tares in Matthe~ 13: 
24-30, cannot justify letting wrong
doers remain in the body to do in -
jury to the whole. 

SR. ANNA NIELSEN, of Nebraska City, 
Nebraska, sends us a copy of the 
News, for December 13, from which 
we clip the following. We regret 
that there is a necessity for any suc]:i 
f,l~treo:i.e me~e1;J,r~~ · 
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CLOSE THEM ALL. 
Mayor Nelson, pursuant to the request of 

the citizens, has issued the following procla
mation:-

Nebraska City, Nov. 9.-In view of the 
fact that we have cases pronounced by Dr. 
Crummer, of Omaha, Secretary of the State 
Board of Health, as well as the physicians of 
Neb1·aska City, to be smallpox, and for the 
protection of the public health, and in order 
to stamp out aod get control of said disease, I 
hereby order that all schools, church congre
gations, public library, theaters, and other 
places of public gatherings be closed and sus
pended on and after this date until such time 
as the proper authorities may deem it wise to 
resume. 

I recommend that every person who bas 
not been vaccinated to do so at once. Those 
not able to pay for same call on the Board of 
Health who will make ample provision for 
such vaccination. 

0. N. NELSON, 
Mayor of Nebraska City, Nebraska. 

THEOSOPHY LEGALLY NOT A 
RELIGION. 

ACCORDING to the unanimous decision of the 
Massachusetts Supreme Court theosophy is 
not a religion, neither is it a charitable or 
educational institution, and coas£quently the 
New England Theosophical corporation must 
pay taxes on its real estate. 

It may seem to be a question by 
what rule of law or right the courts 
would be justified in deciding that the 
principles which constitute the phi
losophy of theosophy are not of such 
a nature as to make a system that 
should be identified as a religion; and 
the believers in them a religiouE body 
to which protection should be ac
corded by peace officers. 

We do not know, of course, what 
may have been presented to the courts 
in behalf of the Theosophists, or what 
against them, so are not in position to 
know the bases from which the 
judges reasoned in forming their 
opinions, hence may neither con
demn, nor commend; but we would 
really like to know on what ground 
the decision rested. For, if one pro
fession of belief may be declared •'not 
a religion," it follows that another 
may be, and the question may be 
finally asked, What is a relii'ion? 
And, ours and our neighbor's faiths 
may possibly come in for a similar 
verdict. 

The courts of Massachusetts de
clare that Theosophy is not a religion. 
The courts of Michigan may declare 
that the faith of the R·eorganized 
Church is not a religion; and so one 
~fte;r auoth~:t' fi:JJith~ p:iay pe broken on 
' ' -· . '" . - ' '" ~ ' ' -.· 
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the wheels of justice before human 
judges, and men be left bereft of ju
dicial protection in the United States. 

'l'he United States in dealing with 
the question raised by the seizing of 
the Philippine Islands will have to de
cide as to what sort of treatment shall 
be accorded to the Catholic faith and 
that church, because of its having 
been hitherto the church of the ruling 
government. That government over
thrown, the protection of the devotees 
of the church and the question of its 
revenues are forced upon the Ameri
can Congress for settlement! Is it to 
be counted as a religim;i., and entitled 
to the protection of the courts? And 
what is to be the disposition of it? 

We confess to more than an ordi
nary interest in this question. We 
may well pray, as is our habit, 0 
Lord, grant to give wisdom to them 
who are placed in power in our gov
ernment. Give wisdom to our rulers 
and law-makers. 

DANCING MASTERS OBJECT TO MIN-
ISTER'S COMPETITION. 

THE dancing masters of Jersey City have 
called a meeting to take some action to check, 
if possible, the growth of the Rev. John L. 
Scudder's dancing t;Choo!. 

They haven't any idea bow this i~ to be at
tempted at present. 'l'bey only know, they 
say, that their business bas been much af
fected by the Rev. John L. Scudder's dancing 
school. 

The Jersey City dancing masters find them
selves in a position they never dreamed a ter
restrial dancing master would ever occupy
in a cut rate war with a minister. 

The Rev. Mr. Scudder only charges ten 
cents a lesson. The dancing masters cannot 
afford to teach for less than twenty-five cents 
a lesson. 

The meeting will be held next Thursday 
night. 

"We have to do something," said Mr. Et
tinger, one of the dancing masters to-day. 
"The church dancing school, with its cheap 
prices, is hurting our business more and more 
every week." 

We think it well to give our readers 
this additional chapter concerning 
Rev. Scudder's church dancing class. 
Think of it, a Christian (?) church in 
competition with dancing masters and 
instructors in pugilism! We read of 
Israel's low condition at one time 
during the reign of the Judges, when 
every man did that which was "right 
in his own eyes," being largely influ
enced by he!lithenis!ll with its rites 
and orgies. Oono1:3r:p.ing these last 
days, ~,nq pf Wh1cfl. ~hSI apostle l?l;liUl 

' •.•• J.l 
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said men would be ''lovers of pleasures 
more than lovers of God," we are in
structed as follows:-

They have strayed from mine ordinances, 
and have broken mine everlasting covenant; 
they seek not the Lord to establish his right· 
eousness, but every man walketh in his own 
way, and after the image of bis own god, 
whose image is in the likenesa of the world, 
and whose substance is that of an idol, which 
waxeth old and shall perish in Babylon, even 
Babylon the great, which shall fall.-D. 
C.1:3. 

"OUTLOOK FOR DISARMAMENT." 

ROME, Dec. 14.-An interview was obtained 
to-day with Visconti-Venosta, ex-Foreign 
Minister, on disarmament. He said:-

"Tbe noble attempt of the Czar will remain 
without effect. If the conference meets it 
will arrive at no practical conclusion. One 
cannot speak sincerely about disarming when 
European interests in the far East are in 
serious collison. The present condition nec
essarily provokes armaments." 

The Pope has prepared an encyclical on 
disarmament, but has suppressed lt, believ· 
ing there will be no satisfactory result from 
the Czar's movement. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

BRO. I. N. ROBERTS, Minneapolis, 
Minnesota, December 15:--

I am hard at work here in the city and 
meeting with fair success so far. Am visit
ing from house to house, talking and praying 
with the saints. Am feeling well in so do
ing, and am quite sure it will be of benefit to 
the saints. I am well and am back to myself 
again; I now wei.gh 241 pounds. Thank the 
Lord for his healing powers. I expect to 
spend the winter here, as I believe much 
good can be done by so doing. I am trying 
to establish missions in different parts of the 
city, but so far have not found anything suit
able, but will continue on in searching for 
some place, hoping it will be opened up by 
the Master. I have called on some outsiders 
and with some have been kindly received; 
others have shut the door in my face; so I 
thanked them for their politeness and went 
on my way rejoicing. We have plent.y of 
snow and the weather cold and bracing. 

The following note from Bro. Jam es 
Bradley, upon Graceland College, is 
worthy of being read by every lover 
of learning. Bro. Bradley is ninety
four years of age, of ripe experience 
in the affairs of life, and his anxiety 
for the consummation of the college 
work in his own time is a worthy 
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frowning world, but I am getting old-ninety· 
four next March-and the cause of Christ is 
dearer than ever to me. 

Your brother for truth, 
JAMES BRADLEY. 

EDITORIAL ITEMS. 

'l'HE work "True Succession in Church 
Presidency will not be ready for mail
ing until completed. The last chap
ter will appear in next week's HERALD. 
It will then be made up immediately 
and all orders promptly filled. New 
matter lately received adds an impor
tant chapter to the work. 

By letter from Bro. William Rob
erts, of Leeds, England, we learn that 
twelve persons have recently been 
baptized there, and that the branch 
which has hitherto had considerable 
trouble, is "working more harmo
niously." One feature worthy of no
tice is that most of these twelve 
converts are young people from Huns· 
let, a suburb of Leeds, where some 
members of the Leeds branch or
ganized and conducted a Sunday 
school among those not of o.ur faith. 
These young people, or the greater 
number of them, are the fruits of that 
effort. Success to the Sunday school 
work. 

We have an unsigned letter from 
Santa. Maria, California, from a non
member, who commends the preach
ing of Bro. B. W. Pack, and confesses 
belief in the latter-day work. He 
asks prayers in behalf of the '•seekers 
after truth." 

Rev. Charles W. Shields, a profes
sor in Princeton University, was or
dained a deacon in the Protestant 
Episcopal Church, at New York, 
December 14. "Professor Shields has 
been for many years a minister in the 
Presbyterian Church. Some time ago 
he resigned from the New Brunswick 
Presbytery because of the incident re
lating to Princeton Inn. Professor 
Shields defended the existence of the 
inn." 

The treaty of peace was duly signed 
by . representatives of the United 
States and Spain, December 10, at 
Paris. 

:pattern. 
AMBER, Iowa, Dec. 12. General Calixto Garcia, the distin-

Dear Brother:-I see by the Herald that you guished Cuban patriot and leader, died 
are in great need of funds for Graceland Col- at Washington, D. C., December 11, 
lege. You asked for~ dollar, I send you five, of pneumonia. Garcia was "the high
although I have n~ c?1ldren to send to school. est t e of the true patriot. His 
I want to see that it is our own before I go to I y~ 
~Y last home. ~ ~ant to see our d~ar church who~e hfe was ,~evoted to tpe welfar(;l 
w a bet,ter oondi.tii.m to meet a ·wic]rec1 and of his country. 

The National Armenian Relief Com
mittee, George P. Knapp, Secretary, 
Barre, Massachusetts, sends us a cir
cular asking aid in its work of caring 
for the oppressed Armenians, thou
sands of whom are homeless, and per
secuted by the Turkish Mohammedans. 
The Relief Committee is doing a much 
needed work for fellow Christians and 
humanity. Circulars giving informa
mation sent on request. 

Card from Bro. F. G. Pitt, dated 
the 7th inst. His mission address is 
No. 14 Council Street, Hulme, Man
chester, England. Papers sent to 
London should be addressed to No. 48 
Repton Street, Limehouse, London E. 
If sent to Cardiff, No. 84 Wyndham 
Crescent, Canton, Cardiff, Wales. 
Either address will reach him. 
"Please do not send to Burdett 
Road." 

Mothsrsg Homs Coltlmn. 
EDITED BY FRANCES. 

"The heights by great men reached and kept 
Were not attained by sudden flight, 

But they, while their companions slept, 
Were toiling upward Jn the ni51:ht." 

SELECT READING FOR JANUARY MEETINGS 
OF DAUGHTERS OF ZION. 

DOMESTIC ECONOMY-CONTINUED. 

SEE that there is no waste in the household. 
Do· not let children grow up feeling that it is 
stingy to save. Careful saving and bounte
ous giving is God's way. He who could mi
raculously feed the five thousand, com· 
mands, HGatber up the frairments, that 
nothing be lost." The fragments wasted in 
many homes would relieve distress in as 
many other homes. Children are allowed to 
waste their food, to crumble their bread or 
cookies, without eating them, to make a mess 
of their meat and vegetables, and in other 
ways to waste as much as they eat. Chil
dren allowed to form such habits in child
hood seldom grow into thrifty men and 
women. These habits prove hard to eradi
cate, but it can be done. We know a wise 
father who cured a boy of ten of wasting- bis 
food, by having him raise a half acre of corn, 
planting, tending, and picking it himself, 
then taking it to mill and noting all the pro
cesses of grinding and making into bread. 
Learning by this experience how much hard 
work was involved in producing food, he was 
careful how he wasted his Johnny-cake. 
Girls trained to mend their own clothes and 
to wash them, when torn or soiled through 
carelessness, will be much more careful about 
tearing or soiling them than if mother or 
Bridget was al ways ready to repair damages. 
As Burns says, 

Though losses and crosses be lessons right severe, 
There's wit there~ you'll get there, 
Yon 'll find no other where. 

Teach children the value and the use of 
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money. Bulwer Lytton says: "Never treat 
money <tffairs with levity-money is charac
ter." It certainly has much to do with the 
formation of character. Train children to 
earn, to save, to spend, and to give, thus cul
tivating industry, economy, thrift, and gen
erosity. Teach little children the value of 
money and the duration of time by occasion
ally paying them for working an hour. Do 
not spoil your le8son by allowing your love to 
set a fictitious value upon their time, but pay 
them just what their work is really worth. 
Let work thus paid for be something outside 
the regular routine of daily life; this the 
child should do without pay as his rightful 
contribution to the family weal. Habitually 
paying children for doing such work makAs 
them mercenary and selfish; they grow up to 
consider their personal interests as apart 
from, and paramount to, the well-being of 
the family. We know a boy thus trained 
who habitually replies to his mother's re
quests for a pail of water or an armful of 
wood: ''What will you give me for bringing 
it?" Nothing is more disagreeable than the 
characteristics thus being developed, yet 
they have been fostered unconsciously by his 
parents. 

In every family there are plenty of extra 
jobs which the children can be paid for do
ing, thus teaching them to know the value 
of money by earning it, without incurring 
the risk of fostering the mercenary spirit. 
Train them to systematic business habits 
by allowing them a small stipulated 
sum monthly, which they are to spend as 
they choose, and for which they are to 
give strict account. In some families I 
have known, this commenced on their fifth 
birthday with five cents; this was increased 
one cent each year, so that the monthly al
lowa.ice equaled the years of the child's age. 
When the child reaches the age of twelve, 
the proportion is increased, and some stipu
lated things, as his car fare, if he must ride 
to schflol, are paid out of his pocket-money. 
I know a family of four bright children, Rob
bie, five years old, Bertie, ten, Willie, twelve, 
and Jennie, fourteen, who receive respec
tively, five cents, ten cents, fifty cents, and 
seventy-five cents each month. During the 
first few months most of Robbie's money 
went for candy; he is now learning to invest 
it in something which will last longer. Bertie 
has quite outgrown the candy age, his heart 
being .set on a singing top and something 
nice for Mamma at Christmas; while Willie 
and Jennie are becoming quite financiers. 
Each one gives something, no one can run in 
debt, and all must make an itemized report of 
receipts and expenditures at the end of each 
month, the next month's allowance not being 
paid until this is done. It was amusii::tg and 
interesting to look over their account books, 
Robbie, who cannot write, keeping his in 
tally fashion of his own invention. Of course 
they made bad bargains sometimes, but they 
learned from these blunders, and did not gen
erally make the same one twice. A queer 
little mark against some of the entries in 
Bertie's he interpreted to mean, "Don't do so 
any more," and he didn't. Often we would 
see the little ones counting over their pen-
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nies and thoughtfully puckering up their 
foreheads, or their older brother and sister 
diligently figuring on a bit of paper, and we 
knew they were counting the cost of some 
new investment. Ttrns they were learning 
prudence and foresight, to regulate expenses 
by income, care, and accuracy in keeping ac
counts. They are also being trained to sys
tematic benevolence, as a share of each 
month's allowance is sacredly devoted to mis
sion work of some kind. 

A twelve-year-old friend of mine who has 
been thus trained, is now entrusted with an 
allowance sufficiently large to cover his 
clothing. This he selects himself, always 
asking his parents' ad vice about it. Last 
winter he was converted and united with the 
church, one in which the expenses are paid 
by voluntary contributions. Nothing was 
said to him on the subject, but on the day 
precedini::- his first communion, he sat down 
and carefully Clalculated what one tenth of 
his weekly income was, and evt ry Sabbath 
since has put that sum into the contribution 
box. He had studied the tithing system of 
the Old Testament, knew that his father 
gave one tenth of his income to the Lord, 
and, without a suggestion from any one, com
menced his own religious life by doing like
wise. 

Pocket money is a sore subject in some house
holds. Given too .freely and used without 
rendering any account therefor, it has proved 
the ruin of many boys and girls. This ought 
not so to be; it should be the means of train
ing them for future life~work, not of unfitting 
them for it. In almost every case two pre
cautions will prevent injurious results: see 
that the amount entrusted to children is not 
too large, and that it be given, not spasmodic
ally, when they tease for it, but regularly 
and systematically; and secondly, require 
them to keep accurate account of receipts 
and expenditures, this account to be always 
open to the inspection of parents. A third 
point should be fixed: no child should run 
into debt. With these safeguards we Se@ no 
danger arising from giving children spend
ing money, and great good can and ought to 
result from the training thus given in its use. 
We especially urge the plan of monthly al
lowances because of the training it affords. 
During the year, most fathers do give their 
children more money than would be required 
by this plan, but when given haphazard it 
has no educating influence. · 

We are also in favor of a monthly allowance 
to the mother. It enables h~r to plan her 
household expenditures wisely, gives her a 
sense of freedom and independence, and is, 
for many reasons, the right and proper thing 
to do. 

Some children are trained to earn and to 
save, but are never taught to give or to spend 
judiciously. The result is, they become 
either spendthrifts or niggards. The one~ 
line of training is just as important as the 
other. Teach them to give systematically 
and generously, not hoping to receive or to 
make gain, but to give without expecting 
reward. For this teaching, giving to mis
sions or other benevolences is better than giv
ing to friends, and this habit should be early 
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formed. As we study the lives of men and 
women noted for their benefactions, we almost 
invariably find they have had this training 
in childhood. The money thus given should 
be, as far as possible, the product of the 
child's own industry or self-denial. This 
gives rise to many pleasant employments
on the farm, the care of the missionary hen 
or pig, raising missionary corn or potatoes; 
in town, doing disagreeable tasks without 
grumbling; raising plants or flowers for sale, 
and other things that an ingenious mother 
can devise. 

Let the children know for what they are 
working, not leaving them to feel that all 
their missionary pennies have dropped into a 
"rat-hole,'' as one little girl expresses it.
Childhood; Its Oare and Culture. 

PRAYER UNION. 
SPECIAL REQUESTS FOR PRAYER. 

Mrs. Minnie Hirst desires the faith and 
prayers of all the saints that she may grow 
strong and healthy, if it be God's will. 

8tlndau 8Ghool DBuar1mBnt 
ELDER T .. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communications for this department to the Editor. 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to" Editors Herald, Lamoni, Iowa.") 

I E:NOW of nothing nobler than a Sunday 
school teacher devoted soul and body to her 
work."-Elder Isaaq M. Smith, at Pottawat
tamie, Iowa, district Sunday school con
vention. 

[THE following extracts are from a paper 
written by Sr. Jessie Wyckoff, for the South
east Nebraska dis+.rict convention. But for 
lack of space we can present. but a portion of 
it. She writes on th.e subject of "What is 
teaching?"-ED.] 

"Merely formal or so-called teaching is not 
teaching. The supreme aim of Sunday 
school teaching is to develop the spiritual 
life of the being, and the teaching that does 
not do this is not good teaching .... 

"Teachers should take an interest in their 
pupils. Show your pupils that you have 
more than an ordinary interest in them. Use 
such ability and opportunities as you have. 
Teachers should encourage their pupils .... 
Teach them to love each other. To be there 
at the tL_ue appointed .... No teacher 
should be tardy. They should be there to 
greet each pupil as they come in. 

"Children should be taught to think. Give 
them thoughts expressed in simple words. 
Do not hurry over the lesson too fast. Select 
the most important points, and explain them 
in a simple, comprehensive way. 

"Teachers cannot do the best work unless 
they are thoroughly in love with the work. 
They should love their pupils, and teach the 
pupils to love them .... Teachers that con
fine themselves to the printed questions do 
no more than the scholars .... Teachers 
should be prompt in looking after absent pu
pils. The pupils should be made feel that 
they are expected to be present, and are 
missed when not present. 
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''Teach.ers should be patient. Should take 
special interest in the beginners. Make a 
special effort to teach the principles of the 
gospel, showing the necessity of a Savior, 
and of obedience to the gospel law. 

"Teachers should prepare their lessons be
fore going to class .... By example teach 
them to bring their pennies every Sunday. 
To bring their Bibles, and how to use them. 
Teachers should be kind in their language, 
pleasing in their manner, and loving in dis
position. Should vary their modes of teach
ing. Should be prompt but not hasty. Firm 
but not obstinate. Talk to all. Do not let a 
part do all the work and others do nothing. 
Have no favorites .... And remember that 
the aim at all times should be the moral and 
spiritual growth of the individual." 

WHAT THE HOME CAN DO FOR THE SUNDAY 
SCHOOL. 

WHILE our Sunday schools are great factors 
for good, and while through them the child
ish heart may be turned to thoughts of 
Christ, and directed in the "straight and 
narrow path," it is to the home we must look 
for the primary training in the moral and 
spiritual guidance of the little one. But 
with a perfect sympathy and complete har
mony between the home and the Sunday 
school, in the workings thereof, we may ex
pect splendid results-results over which we 
might all rejoice. It is our desire to show 
you, as clearly as we can, what the home can 
do to secure this harmony, and aid the Sun
day school in attaining the grand end to 
which it was designed. 

The home we have in mind is the home in 
which is heard the innocent prattle of little 
children, who in later years become the girls 
and boys who fill our schools and colleges; 
and, again, in their turn become the heads, of 
families in homes of their own making. 
First, let us see to It that we begin 

OUR MORAL AND RELIGIOUS TRAINING 
early; waiting no longer than the time when 
the little ones understand what we tell them. 
For example; no doubt you tell your children 
bedtime stories. Let us beg you to omit the 
bear hunt and kindred stories, and tell them, 
instead, some sweet story of Jesus. They 
will love to hear them. Tell them about 
Daniel in the lion's den, Moses in the bul
rushes. 0, there are many nice stories in 
the Bible! And be sure to keep uppermost 
in these stories the care and love of God for 
us. A story should be told for the lesson it 
teaches. 

TitE SAINTS' HERALD. 

more work than is their due. And in doing 
this, you have shirked a task which it was 
your duty to perform. Let us remember that 
our superintendents and teachers are but hu
man like ourselves, and that their patience 
may be tried and their tact and ability taxed 
to the uttermost in their attempt to do their 
work. Therefore, it behooves us as parents 
to lend them our aid, working faithfully to 
make the Sunday school what we all desire 
it to be-a success. Let us offer 

A SUGGESTION, 
which is not original, on the study of the 
Sunday schoor'lesson. Make it a part of the 
family worship. For instance, on Monday 
morning, after prayer, read the Lesson Text; 
talk it over; look up a few leading points, 
and so one. Tuesday morning, take up the 
lesson still farther, and so on through the 
week. I will not outline the manner of 
studying the lesson, since perhaps all of you 
have some plan of your own. Suffice it to 
say, we believe your family will be well pre· 
pared for the Sunday school lesson when the 
Sabbath comes, if this plan is faithfully pur
sued. 

At a recent Sunday school convention the 
question was discussed: "What the Sunday 
School Expects of the Parents." There was 
quite a diversity of opinion as to what we 
should expect. One lady thought we should 
be satisfied with some parents if they only al
lowed their children to attend the Sunday 
school; but of course that could surely not 
apply to any family of Latter Day Saints. 
A middle aged gentleman, a German, arose, 
and in his broken English said we should ex
pect the parents to send "lovely children, 
obedient children;" and perhaps that ex
pressed a large share of what we should ex
pect. 

Have we been saying for the parents to 
send the children? 0 well, we meant all the 
time that they should bring them. Yes, 
parents, it is not enough that you send your 
children, but you should come yourselves and 
lend what aid you can by your presence and 
approval. The superintendent will be glad 
to have you there, your children's teacher 
will be glad to see you and receive your coun
sel. Your teacher will be pleased to welcome 
you. 0 yes, dear parents, we need you. We 
want you in the Sunday school. Let us make 

A BRIEF SUMMARY 
of what you can do to aid the Sunday school. 
Teach your children the gospel. Teach 
them to pray. Study the lesson yourself, 
and teach it to your children. Teach them 
to be loving and obedient. Go to Sunday 
school yourself, and take them with you. 
Aid the offi~cers and teachers by your pres
ence, by kindly suggestions, by ynur faith 
and prayers; and in every way that it is 
given you to help. That we may all do this 
and more, is ever the desire of your sister in 
the one faith, 

BLANCHE I. ANDREWS. 
For Fremo:at, Iowa, district convention. 

ourselves. We must use the talent he has 
given us before asking him to give us more." 
-G. H. Hilliard, in a sermon at Bluff Park 
reunion. 

The thoughts contained in the above re
marks are in perfect harmony with what we 
have often said when advocating the princi
ple of preparing for the work at hand. We 
do not wish to be understood as casting any 
cloud upon dependence upon the Holy Spirit 
to qualify us for our work. It is not only 
proper and right, but absolutely necessary, if 
we would do good and acceptable work. It is 
not the thought, in the above quotation from 
Bro. Hilliard, that we are to go independent 
of the Holy Spirit. No; far from it. But 
that there is a work that we must do before 
we can consistently ask God to help us. 
There is a necessity for great effort on our 
part, if we would become a "workman that 
needeth not to be ashamed." We must 
"study to show ourselves approved of God." 
Let every Sunday school officer and teacher 
put forth an earnest and persistent effort to 
fit themselves for their work, asking God to 
guide them and give them knowledge wher
ever needed. This done, and the work as a 
whole will move as it has not done before. 

IlBpar1mem. 
GALIEN, Mich., Dec. 12. 

Editors Hemld: - Returning from Three 
Oaks this a. m., where we attempted to in
augurate the work of the restored gospel 
on Saturday and Sunday evenings, we jot 
you a line. Bro. Thurston had purchased 
the German (Lutheran) church building at 
that point, and it is a splendid structure 
50 x 24. The real value of building is far in 
excess of purchase price. We occupied with 
interest to a moderate-sized audience and 
think to continue after the holidays. It is 
an important point, and the ministry passing 
through should stop off aud avail themselves 
of the opportunity of an acquaintance with 
Three Oaks. Bro. Thurston and his estima
ble lady will royally entertain. 

The town is not exceptional, but a thick, 
4 x 2 strata of coxcomb vanity will bear the 
heavy blows of gospel power for a time. 
There is a liberal element, however, and that 
is an essential factor. The inhabitants think 
a great deal of the efficiency and scholarly 
ability of the town, for we attended the Y. 
M. C. A. in the evening and learned that 
"should the Bible-the word of God-be de
stroyed, blotted out of existence, it could be 
reproduced in Three Oaks!" I took occasion 
to ask if we would trust the wisdom of man 
to bring it back as free from errors as it is 
now? The presiding officer said he thought 
"we could." I then said "the King's trans
lators were the best scholars of the realms 
and translated from copies of the original 
manuscript with said copies before them, 
and the learned men of both eastern and 

'l'EACH YOUR CHILDREN TO PRA y 

reverently. Explain to them what prayer is, 
and why we should pray. They will better 
understand the Sunday school superintendent 
when be says: "Children; let us bow our 
heads and fold our hands in prayer." When 
the child is three years old or more, he 
should begin attending the Sunday school. . 
Now if you have builded well thus far, you 
will find the little one eager and willing to 
go and learn: you will also find your duties 
increasing. 

Do no't send your children to the Sunday 
school with their lessons unprepared; it dulls 
their interest, and imposes upon the teachers 

western continents constituting the late An
"IT is our duty to qualify ourselves the best glo-American New Testament revision com
we can to do the best work we can .... I do mittee found one·· hundred fifty thousand 
not think it proper to ask God to do for us various readings in the King's version as 
what he has endued us with power to do for. late as 18S4 A. D." We finally heard the con-
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fessions that if Three Oaks were in possession 
of that Spirit which originally indited the 
word of God, they could reproduce from all 
errors; also, that if the Spirit of God indited 
his word, we would necessarily have to 
possess that Spirit in order to a proper un
derstanding thereof more essential still, con
sidering the admitted errors. 

The work moves slowly in our district 
from a lack of 1a~orers. The few that are 
here are doing what they can. The laity 
se,em to move along in duties necessary, and 
hunger for the ''bread of life" broken by the 
ministry. The calls and "new openings" are 
increasing, and established branches urge re
viving work done. The lull must be broken 
or the "fooli8h virgins" will receive acces
sions to their ranks. Persecution from with-

, out buoys up, invigorates, and unites within, 
persecution from within, weakens, divides, 
renders powerless, and destroys. 

Elder Willi.am H. Kelley paid Coldwater 
and other points a brief visit, and in his in
imitable manner encouraged and cheered as 
"in days of yore." Few such champions 
with "the little stone" in their fists, would 
take not only Spain, but the "whole earth." 

Winter quite early and brisk in these parts, 
but why not? Everything enlarges nowa
days; its an "expansion" era. 

Hopefully, 
S. W. L. SCOTT. 

THE 8AINTS' HERALD. 

sisters talked and suggested that we get up 
an entertainment, and it came off last Friday 
night. The sum of $16.30 was realized from 
our efforts. Our admission fee was only ten 
cents. The school-teacher was so well 
pleased with it that he gave us a silver dol
lar; and expressed a desire to help us. The 
Lord is softening the hearts of those who 
once opposed us. We only owe a few dollars 
now, and expect to raise that and more when 
we have our oyster supper. 

The Spiritualist lady I spoke of, raised 
enough by collection to buy two street lamps 
for the platform in front of th~ church, which 
is a fine thing when the nights are dark. 
This work is surely and steadily gaining 
ground in northern Wisconsin. I believe 
Wisconsin is the birthplace of the Reorgani
zation. 

Hoping and praying for the redemption of 
Zion, I am your sister in the gospel, 

MARY A. WHITE. 

SALT LAKE CITY, Utah, Nov. 26. 
Editors Herald: - Changes are being 

wrought here for commercial interests, far 
faster than I can see by my glasses what 
would be infinitely more to the credit of any 
people professing faith in God. I cannot say 
whether or not the people ''called saints" are 
giving more heed to "the great thir:.gs of my 
law" as announc€d by the "choice seer" than 
they gave twenty or more years ago. If my 

PORCUPINE, Wis., Nov. 25. eyes do not deceive me much of the old-time 
Editors Herald:-Seven months ago I left social intercourse between all classes is being 

Lamc>ni for northern Wisconsin, to meet and sadly chilled and starved out by avarice and 
sojourn for a time with saints and friends in the almost universal desire to keep pace and 
Porcupine. It has been a very busy summer the alignment with devotees of fashion and 
with us all; Mr. White has been building a pleasure. We love and yearn to see the peo
house for Bro. Closson and father. I have ple full of the "milk of human kindness." I 
been trying to lay a spiritual foundation foi: may not see as clearly as I did in earlier days, 
the "lambs of the fiock''-have in weakness but it does look to me that the social changes 
been doing Su.nday school work. Our Sunday are not reflecting credit on the operations of 
school is small, but I was taught when young the "gospel law." Just the reverse seems 
never to despise the day of small things. true. 
The Lord has blessed my efforts, and our It was my privilege to attend our reunion 
school is out of debt, and saints .and friends at Ogden, in October last, the first one I ever 
say we have a fine school. It is increasing in did attend. From there I came to Salt Lake 
numbers also. Some of our Methodist and City for a tour of observation, as well as to 
Spiritualist neighbors have left their schools visit a little with a married son, and get 
and are now coming with us. Their sisters acquainted by contact with those "of like 
of the churches to which they formerly be- precious faith." I shall leave tbis city with 
longed sent word that they would have no a firmer determination than ever, if it were 
more to do with them, as they had joined the possible, to perfect holiness in the fear of the 
Mormons as some call us; but it makes no dif- Lord. If the Master will kindly forgive my 
ference how much the enemy of all righteous- past blindness and indifference (which he 
ness tries to hinder or destroy this work, it is says he will), though all men turn from him, 
of no avail, because the more this work is op- I shall plead for grace and strength from 
posed the more it will grow, until the time early morn till lost in that sweet restorer 
shall come when the stone that was cut out (sleep) to find my sweetest pleasure in the 
of the mountain shall fill the whole earth. bosom of his love. 

We have been blessed this summer with We have a few names here and regions 
good preaching from our local and traveling about and in Ogden, striving to keep "the 
ministry. Brethren Lake, McDowell, White- campfires blazing." May the blessed Master, 
aker, and Ball have preached to us, and last who was and is so cruelly slighted, wounded, 
but not least, Bro. Houghton came among us and crowned with thorns in the house of 
and fed us upon that spiritual food which en- "his" friends, favor with his guiding band 
courages us to strive harder to heed the in- and care those whose hearts beat warm for 
junction so often given to the saints, "Come Zion's cause. To see those who make a cove
up higher." nant with the Lord and who live where they 

Our chapel has had a small indebtedness can have "communion with saints," so indif
upon it for some time, and wishing to com-

1 
ferent ~s not even to desire to. come to the 

mence the new year out of debt, some of the "table of the Lord," is so sad to think of. 
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"Vacant chairs," oh, so many! "Lo here,' 
and "lo there," seem to lull the people to 

csleep when even the name of religion is 
broached; "Circle all," this giddy whirl, 
saints as well, hand in hand with the world. 
Henceforth I want to be wedded to the Lord. 

It always occurred to me that the Christian 
life should be the most pleasant and joyous 
one on earth; yet who can look upon the 
world as it is and not feel a continual pain. 
"A man of sorrow and acquainted with 
grief!" "Strive to enter at the straight 
gate." Many indeed will "not be able." 
Thank the Lord there is some in the "upper 
circle,'' as so few "strive lawfully." 

Thank the Lord of glory you and I will get 
the wages we earn without hindrance from 
man. I am not writing with the least desire 
to criticise adversely or offer blame on any
one for what I most deeply regret. Wher
ever my lot may be cast 1 want my voice atid 
earnest efforts to be to unite and strengthen 
in the work of the Master of the vineyard. 
It needs pruning and fertilizing-cleaning up 
in general; and it is no holiday task. As the 
Lord liveth, he will visit, renovate, and 
cleanse with the "fire of his jealousy." It 
will indeed be very "tempestuous around 
about him." But the Lord will judge right
eoL1sly, and all who "oyercome," a crown of 
iife shall have. As it was in Noah's day, so 
is it to be at the Lord's coming. Lift up 
your heads, 0 ye who are watching tearfully 
the coming of your Lord. It shall be well 
with you. Ye messengers of the covenant, 
how beautiful upon the mountains shall be 
your feet if faithful to that precious trust 
confided to you! 

Where I have been among the saints of 
God, all have bee'n kind in spirit. Yet, Bro. 
Wight's appeal should touch the tender im
pulse of the heart, if the gospel leaven is 
there. Where love is, there the purse opens 
to its call. How much do we love the gospel? 
Where our treasure is, there our heart is 
also. I am not pleading for myself, but for 
what is needed for the spread of truth. It 
may seem vain for me to refer to this arm of 
the service when those having it in charge 
do not succeed. I have written of it because 
it should not be so; praying, that we may all 
labor together for Zion's weal, with the so
licitude of a loving family for one another's 
good and the spread of truth and righteous
ness throughout the realm of man. To be 
children of God, we must obey in love's sweet, 
war'i:n embrace the whole counsel of God. 

Trusting and waiting for Zion's redemp-
tion, I am, 

CHARLES ALBERTSON. 

MCNEILL, Miss., Dec. 5. 
Editors Herald:-It is with pleasure I ad

dress you in the name of saints, for the name 
has a world of meaning. Live the life of a 
saint indeed, and not in name only. The 
world is looking to you for more light, they 
are watching your ways and deeds. Do not 
let them be disappointed; always remember 
that every day's walk in this life may preach 
a grand sermon to the world. It matters not 
how poor your circumstances are in this 
world; if you live the life of a saint your 
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deeds will convert those that are watching 
you. 

I do not want you to think I am trying to 
teach you; nay, be it far from me; for I am 
the least of the least of saints. I am not 
worthy to be called a saint. I might say that 
I am of the world, as I belong to no denomi
nation. 

I have been watching the strides of the 
Reorganized Church for fifteen or twenty 
years, and if I am any judge, for the last few 
years they have made some wonderful strides 
for the better. I have been thoroughly con
vinced by dreams, etc., that the Reorganized 
Church is the right one. I have seen Jesus 
Christ in a dream and talked with him, and 
the things that he showed me will ever re
main fresh to me. 

The Lord has put it in my mind to pay an 
offering to the church another year, and I do 
think that all the saints from the least to the 
greatest should strain every nerve in that di
rection. When you have done all you can, 
you have only done your duty to God; you 
cannot do too much; you need not be afraid 
of that. 

Inclosed find ten cents for Graceland. 
I would like to correspond with some saint 

who lives in Chicago, as I could give them a 
fine chance selling vegetables on commission. 
Let me bear from some one. 

Very respectfully, 
A. L. LIVINGS. 

THE SAINTS' HERAtD. 

"How old are you?" 
Ans. "Seventy six years." 
"At what time were you connected with 

the ctrnrch?" 
Ans. "From 1842 to the breaking up of 

the church." 
"Were you personally acquainted with the 

Prophet?" 
Ans. "Yes, and the whole family; I lived 

in their house part of the time; was teaching 
a select school. Young Joseph was one of 
my pupils." 

"Do you still believe as then?" 
Ans. "Yes, I believe that Joseph Smith 

was a true prophet of God and as pure a man 
as ever lived. I wish there were more like 
him to-day." 

"Then you don't believe he was killed for 
actual crime?" 

Ans. No; that whole country, especially 
Warsaw, was jealous of the prosperity of the 
saints. Had Nauvoo continued to prosper as 
then it would have been a town forty miles 
square by this time." 

God speed the "truth," 
WILLIAM SPARLING. 

CLARKSVILLE, Texas, Dec. 11. 
Editors Herald:-The long talked of debate 

between myself and Elder J. W. Chism, of 
the Christian Church, began on the 5th of 
this month, at the Mabry schoolhouse near 
Clarksville. It closed on the 10th. The 

many friends in this country, and made the 
point that I was honeying among the people 
to deceive them. He lost here again. In
deed, it seemed I was as popular here as be 
was himself the first days of the debate. We 
had fine crowds while discussing his question. 
A death of a prominent lady (a friend of mine) 
which occurred on the third day of the de
bate, cast a gloom over the entire community, 
and a heavy snow falling the same night in
terfered with the attendance of quite a, num
ber, so there were not so many at the close. 
Priest B. F. Pollard, of Isaca, Texas, was my 
moderator, and presided with dignity. Bro. 
Rathbun rendered valuable services in as
sisting me in the debate. 

I will relate an incident that occurred on 
the morning of the 5th. I was out in the 
woods praying and there passed before my . 
eyes pages of the Scripture in succession. I 
arose from my praying and went into this de
bate realizing that the hand of Christ was 
with me. I received a letter from the Cook's 
Point, branch from Bro. William Sherrill, 
that they were fasting and praying for the 
success of the truth in this encounter. I feel 
certain that the prayers of the saints have 
prevailed. One of the ministers of the Chris
tian Church prophesied that our doctrine 
would never be beard of after Mr. Chism met 
me at Mabry. 

P. S.-It seems that what few Brighamite 
members are here are lukewarm in their propositions were the usual church proposi-

We lost nothing in this debate. All that 
were interested in the '·angel's message" still 
stand with us, and some will unite with us at 
no distant day. To God be all the praise. 

opinion of being right. A. L. L. tions of the respective churches. 
There seemed to be considerable interest 

Yours in bonds, 

HECLA, s. D., Dec. 7. 
Editors Herald: - Owi1;1g to constant 

"moves" I do not get to see your interesting
pages as frequently as I wish, but desiring to 
keep in touch with the general "body," I 
pon you a few lines from the land of bliz
zards. This is one of the many new open
ings which Bro. Swenson and myself are 
endeavoring to illuminate with the light of 
the restored gospel. We cannot boast of 
what great things we have done. Many ob
stacles present themselves; the people are 
carried away with so many isms. Spiritual
ists take the lead, bein~ credited with fifty 
per cent of the population; Catholics come 
next; then Methodists, Baptists, Adventists, 
Dunkards, etc.; and, over all, such a pall of 
secret societies, from the ancient "Mason" to 
the modern "Woodman," that it would seem 
there was no room for the true church of the 
living God. However, by the help of God we 
intend to batter al'l'.ay at Babylon's walls. 

Bro. Swenson first started the work here 
by baptizing our no1v worthy brother C. H. 
Lampert, universally admitted to be one of 
the best citizens of the place. Through bis 
kindness and aid we have been enabled to 
plant the seed more plentifully. Several are 
investigating and a few will undoubtedly join 
us when weather conditions are favorable. 

This is the home of one of the old-time 
saints, Sr. Susan A. Heii,d, formerly Goddard, 
sister to the wife of Lorenzo Snow, of Utah 
fame. While at her house I asked the fol
lowing questions, informing her that I in
tended to publish:-

in this debate with quite a number. I came 
into this neighborhood a little over one year 

I. P. BAGGERLY. 

ago, and on the second discourse I preached HIGBEE, Mo., Dec: 13. 
I was challenged to debate. They finally se- Editors Herald:-I am. not lost, neither 
cured the services of Mr. J. W. Chism, of have I forgot tha.t you like an occasional let
Dublin, Texas. He is believed by them to be ter from the laborers in the vineyard of the 
the strongest man they have in ·the State. Lord. 
He is mediocre as a theologian. He is a During October I made a flying trip to 
fluent speaker and very aggressive. He dis- Millersburg, Illinois, resulting in the life 
regards the rules of dt)bate, or he did with union of two young saints, an increase to the 
me. He is strong in John Hyde's, and population of Lamoni, and a corresponding 
Beadle's, and Howe's works. I was sorry in- loss to Millersburg. While in the "Sucker 
deed to find him dealing in this unreliable State" bad a pleasant visit with the jovial M. 
and false evidence. I did hope be would T. Short and family, and in the evening 
meet us on our own doctrines, but perhaps he preached to an attentive audience, with fair 
has found out that to do so would be his liberty. Had the privilege of a short talk 
eternal defeat. One rule was that no evi- with the veteran gospeler, John H. Lake. 
dence should be introduced that would not be In the early part of ultimo I visited Inde
received in a court of law; but he pays no at- pendence, Missouri, and while there was i~
tention to it. Still he may serve us in many vited by the branch president to preach. I 
ways: For instance: There was a continual stood under the gas jets at eleven a. m. and 
rumor here that I was a Mormon preacher of 7: 30 p. m.; attention and order good. I re
the Salt Lake variety, as the editor of the turn thanks for the consideration extended 
Detroit paper put it; but Mr. Chism told just me, and am especially grateful to my 
who we were .. We scored a good point in heavenly Father for help divine received. 
this in this neighborhood. Disappointed and hindered, I came here, 

There were many of the members of his and commenced preachlng the evening of 
church that knew nothing· as to how the November 18, and up to date have preached 
Christian Church came into existence, and twenty-nine times. 
some of them have informed me since the de- Thanksgiving was the first time the saints 
bate that they were done with Campbellism. here have observed the day set apart with 
He held up the Bible on one occasion and preaching service, and I am of the opinion 
said the Holy Ghost talked to him every day. that the occasion will not soon pass out of 
I asked him if it was the Bible. He said yes. memory, as both speaker and hearer were 
In my reply he arose and positively denied it. moved to moistness of eye. Some half dozen 
He lost heavily here. who drill in the infidel school submitted the 

Re seemed to be surprised at my having so . following written question: "Creation of 
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time," with request that I preach on the 
same,' and at an appointed time I complied 
with their request, spoke for an hour and a 
half, and wonderful was the endowment of 
light granted, so much so that those un
believers confessed that science and religion 
were solidly welded, and new evidence pro
duced that no objection to our position could 
be urged. I bad recourse to the Inspired 
Translation and Doctrine and Covenants; 
several thoughtful men are investigating. 

While in faithfulness we may be willing to 
make the sacrifice to preach the restored 
gospel, there comes in our experience hin
drance and discouragement as well as that 
which cheers us on in the conflict; and were 
it not for the grace bestowed from on _high, 
the heart would faint and we would abandon 
the race; but there is more in this work than 
the mannism that manifests we are not yet in 
possession of the full fruition of all that is 
promised. There is still an open and a golden 
opportunity for saints to prove that their 
righteousness exceeds that of other professors. 

I can assure Bro. T. W. Williams that the 
appeal of the college committee was not suffi
ciently convincing as to remove all faithless
ness and opposition. When I read what the 
committee has accomplished in raising means, 
I was not ashamed that I was a citizen of 
Iowa, and a member of the Lamoni branch. 

Weather changeable and the people are 
complaining of a severe winter. 

I believe it would lower the standard of 
honor and good government to permit Brig
ham Heber Roberts to take a seat in the 
House of Representatives. 

In bonds, 
ROBT. M. ELVIN. 

WILBURTON, I. T., Dec. 12. 
Editors Herald:-Since last writing I have 

labored in Cove, Arkansas, Winthrop, and 
mostly in Northern Texas. I find Northern 
Texas ripe for the gospel. I left Bro. I. P. 
Baggerly in Red River County. I hope ere 
this time he has J. W. Chism's scalp, aud 
many honest hearts converted to the truth. 
I am now located at Wilburton, Indian Ter
ritory, for the winter. 

We have quite a branch in this town, but 
no house to preach or worship in at present. 
The saints erected a nice little church, but 
before it was finished a cyclone complettly 
demoliahed it. They have gone to work to 
rebuild it. In a short time Bro. Peter Adam
son has taken the balks and wants a fine 
church built or none. The Devil gets after 
us all at times. We will do the best we can 
now, hopillg to grow. 

The saints need all the help they can get 
to rebuild their church. Emigration is rap
idly coming in every day to this fast growing 
town. Many want to hear the gospel. I 
shall put forth a royal effort to reach them 
just as soon as I get a house to preach in. 

I hear Bro. W. B. Toney has joined the 
Misdionary, Baptists and gone to preaching 
for them. The Campbellites claimed he had 
come back to them. The Utah Mormons 
claimed him; but now I am informed by one 
of his neighbors that the Missionary Baptists 
have captured him. I hope this will prove 
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false also. Dr. Toney is a brilliant young 
man, competent to occupy any pulpit, and if 
he has gone to preaching for the Baptists I 
predict for him a thousand dollars a year and 
a nice time-and a prison hoiise in the world 
to come. However, if he continues with foe 
saints and to preach the truth he will get 
persecution, all manner of lies in this life, 
and a crown of everlasting life, a part in the 
glorious millennium in the new heavens and 
the holy city. In bonds, 

J. D. ERWIN. 

MALAD CITY, Idaho, December 10. 
Editors Herald:-As I sit of evenings and 

read the Herald I often wonder why our lit
tle branch is in such a condition. We have 
about twenty-eight members, and it is not 
often we have more than six or eight out to 
meeting; but I hope the time is near at hand 
when people will come to· understand and 
realize the need of religion more than they 
do at present. 

We have a bright lot of members, who 
would be a great help to the work if they 
would realize the benefits derived from this 
beautiful work. We have bad Bro. E. A. 
Davis among us during the summer for the 
period of a month or six weeks. He is a very 
nice speaker, would like to see his face again 
very much. 

We are in hopes Bro. J. W. Wight will 
visit us on his return from Montana to Utah. 

Your brother, 
ELIAS E. RICHARDS. 

BOONSBORO, Iowa, Dec. 8. 
Editors Herald:-The cold weather finds 

me here in fairly good health, and with 
enough work on hand to keep us out of mis
chief and to occupy full time. 

On the 8th of October I visited the vicinity 
of Winterset, Madison County, making head
quarters. at Bro. C. J. Peters' who resides 
midway between that city and the town of 
De Soto. Five saints reside there; Bro. and 
Sr. Peters and son and Bro. Willus Chandler 
and wife. They desired preaching and I 
responded to the call. The people of that 
township being somewhat in the dark yet as 
to the strides of modern civilization, a!ld the 
advances being made by the light of the gos
pel's golden rule, at first felt averse to allow
ing Bro. Peters the use of . the schoolhouses, 
and so objected. Whether this was owing to 
the low religious educational tide there 
prevalent, we need not here declare. But 
Bro. Peters, with characteristic and deter
mined enterprise, went before the autumn 
meeting of school directors and pressed the 
question of opening the doors to the proc
lamation of the gospel, and with such perti
nent consideration that until the next 
regular meeting of the directors the school
houses of the township are open to our min
istry. 

I remained there till November 22, 
occupying two houses not occupied by our 
elders before. Prejudice there is strong, 
and audiences small as a consequence; but 
believing the gospel seed, like sound wheat, 
planted in good ground, cannot help growing 
when the circumstances favor, and trusting 
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the Lord of the harvest on this point, tried 
by di vine grace to sow the gospel seed as 
liberally as possible and, as has been my lot 
largely, so far, wait resiilts, with poBsibly oth
ers to do the reapiog. 

I once, when but a child, dreamed, and a 
voice said: ''I will speak unto you as I did 
to my servant Paul." I never did just un
derstand that dream, but often when found 
laboring in some out-of-the-way place, with 
small audiences and other circumstaoces un
favorable and the way seems trying, Paul's 
experience. when "no man stood with" him, 
and being as "one born out of due time," 
come before me; and the further considera
tion that his grand work did not conclude 
with his brief personal career, but while the 
name of his executor Nero, though emperor 
of a world, is only remembered with con
tumely, Paul's enduring, strong, logical, and 
infinitely instructive epistles, and the history 
of bis great missionary efforts, diffused as 
they were with almighty power, shine along 
down the ages with a glorious and inex
tinguishable light irresistible. 

Paul, however, struck at the seat of king~ 
doms where glory, opulence, arroganca, and 
pride adorned palatial greatness and beauty, 
while we move along the alleys, hedges, and 
byways of the plodding commoners. If, 
therefore, I cannot illumine' the world and 
the ages, if I can be faithful to the trust im
posed, I may cast the dim borrowed starlight 
to those of the immediate vicinity for the 
time, and so co1Jduct that "my feet shall 
tread the fields of light, not now, but by and 
by," but be content to "plant," while some 
eloquent Apollos waters, while, best of all, 
our Father gives the thirty, sixty, and the 
hundredfold. 

Saints near Winterset did all they could to 
make one welcome and my stay pleasant. 
They succeeded. Many thanks. Bro. Peters 
meets the opposition waged against him and 
the work there with saintly courage, which 
for the present is his reward in part, for his 
effort to place within their reach heaven's 
greatest gift to fallen man, eternal life 
through the gospel of God's Son. But our 
brother is courageous and so renews his ef
forts. This is right; the final reward is at 
the end of the race. The closing in of the 
stormy, cold winter weather closed out our 
further effort there for the time. 

"Thanksgiving" found me at the city of 
Des Moines, and in company with Brn. 
George Thorburn and George W. Johnson, 
dined with Srs. Thorburn and Allen, and 
feathery tribes appropriate to the occasion
statesmen's holiday-were a principal factor 
at service; and the birds were served right by 
Srs. Bessie and Alice; and for the time my 
daintiness experienced last summer seemed 
to be for gotten or had retired to a seat in 
the rear. I was thankful, too. 

Preached twice while in the city, with Bro. 
V. Gunsolley in charge, during the week, and 
November 26, found me at Pleasant Plains 
schoolhouse, thirteen miles northwest of Des 
Moines, where, with Bro. Shelton Inman 
finding the oil for the light, coal for the 
warmth, and doing most of the janitor work, 
I preached six times to quite small but inter'l. 
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ested audiences. Prejudice there has an al
most undisputed sway. Disciples, so called, 
predominate, and dominate, and for sure we 
found "certain disciples" there who really 
thought the schoolhouse ought to be closed 
against the preaching of all except their dear, 
sweet selves. They were not near so tolerant 
nor free from bigotry as those Paul found at 
Ephesus, not near so ready to investigate as 
those ancient Asiatic, idolatrous Greeks, 
and, withal, they would not let us teach them 
better; would not hear. Surely some of our 
moderns are living under the shadow of the 
clouds of the Dark Ages yet. Verily, the 
gospel of Jesus Christ is not in some places 
yet in demand. 

The gospel of "Do unto others as you 
would have them do unto you," has not yet 
penetrated the labyrinths of darkness of some 
realms called Christian; and it now seems so 
strange to one who in earlier life was fed on 
the theory of our Disciple frienda as I was, 
and now can see through its weakness and 
shadowy mazes. In bonds, 

C. SCOTT. 

LIBERTY CENTER, Iowa, Dec. 15. 
Editors Herald:-Since last writing I set up 

the tent in Warren County, and in company 
with Brn. E. B; Morgan and C. Scott held a 
week's meetings, which were well ·attended 
considering the busy season of the year. 
During that time a branch was organized, 
where three years ago the people had never 
heard of the Reorganized Church. 

When I requested the use of the school
house one of the directors asked me if I rep
resented any "particular church. I told him 
I did and gave him the name of our church. 
He did not want to let me know he was ig
norant of the existence of such a church, and 
when I left him he consulted the encyclo
pedia, and his wife, horror-stricken, ex
claimed, "Now you have gone and let the 
Mormons in our schoolhouse." 

I shipped the tent to Clear Creek to be 
used during conference. I then commenced 
a series of meetings at North Liberty, 
preaching there one week. Three years ago 
I was not well received by many, but during 
this fall some of the best citizens got to
gether and sent me an invitation to come 
again. I could not stay any longer on ac
count of my eyes giving out, resulting from 
overwork with the tent. At the close of the 
last service I received many invitations to 
return. One of the oldest and most re
spected citizens in the neighborhood, who 
has been <Jlassed as an infidel, came to me and 
told me the schoolhouse would al ways be 
open for me and he desired me to make his 
home my headquarters, going or coming, day 
or night. He had just listened to me talk 
for an hour and a quarter on the justice of 
God, and he said that was what his father 
taught him fifty years ago. I find many of 
the best and strongest-minded people are 
called infidels on account of the unmerciful 
manner God is presented to them by the hell
fire scarecrow preaching we hear. 

I then went to Runnells, where I stayed a 
few days, trying to get a place to preach 
eight miles east of there, but they informed 
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me they did not want a series of meetings 
until the corn was gathered; but on the next 
Sunday evening the M. E. preacher an
nounced that he would commence a series of 
meetings there two weeks from the following 
Monday. I then went to Vandalia, where I 
held eighteen services with good interest 
and congregations. The Chrhtian preacher 
attended most of the time. I left several 
near the kingdom. One man declared his in
tention of obeying. I was shut out of the 
Baptist church at this time and three years 
ago, but the deacon who shut me out and 
whom I asked if he thought no one but Bap
tists would get into heaven, and answered 
that the Lord could let them in if he wished, 
but he would not, has gone to try the reali
ties of a selfish life. I returned to Runnells 
and remained over Thanksgiving, and took 
part in a Union Thanksgiving service held 
in the saints' chapel. 

From here I went to Sandyville; where 
Bro. Joseph Knox and family reside, think
ing he could get the Christian church; but 
in this he•failed. He then rented a hall, but 
owing to the expense all falling on him, I 
only held a few meetings, but do hope they 
will get the tent there another year. I then 
held five services at Concord; found the 
saints all doing the best they can. Bro. 
Robert Bare, president of branch, is in ear
nest, and when he talks this latter-day gospel 
he speaks from the abundance of the heart. 
I will commence meetings at Roundtop 
schoolhouse, December 17. 

Ever· praying for the spread of the gospel, 
W. H. KEPHART. 

PHELPS, Minn., Dec. 14. 
Editors Herald:-I never wrote for the 

paper, but I will try and let you know about 
the work in this part of the moral vineyard. 
I am a teacher, and with Bro. Pierce, the 
branch priest, we visited the branch. We 
traveled about one hundred fifty miles, and 
visited twenty-two houses of saints, and 
forty-nine members. We found the saints ht 
splendid faith, working for their Master. 
They are in a scattered condition, along- ways 
from house to house. But they attend meet
ings quite regularly for the distance they 
have to go, and are blessed with the Spirit of 
God .. 

May God bless them and give them 
strength to continue in the good work. 

R. L. POWERS, 
Teacher of the Union branch of the North

ern Minnesota district. 
[This is a splendid instance of visiting 

work.-Ed.] . 

DOWNS, Okla., Dec. 9. 
Editors Rerald:-My wife and I are the only 

saints here. We had the pleasure of enter
taining Elder R. W. Davis and secured the 
Harmon schoolhouse near by, for three 
nights the first of the week. He had a fairly 
good turnout each night, and spoke with good 
liberty, and had extra good order and atten
tion. The last night he was requested to 
change his subject, and tell them why he be
lieved in inspiration, why he was a Latter 

Day Saint, and where in the Bible the Mor
mons got the teaching of polygamy. He did 
the best anyone could do on the subject in 
one hour and fifteen minutes, and the man 
who requested him to change subJects arose 
at the close and thanked Bro. Davi8 for the 
clearness with which he had answered the 
questions, and thought he was expressing 
the voice of every one present, and requested 
that if he (Bro. D.) ever returned, to stop and 
preach for them. 

It makes one rejoice to hear the truth as it 
is found in the Scriptures and as set forth by 
the inspiration of the Holy Spirit. The 
echo comes to us, "He is a fine speaker;" 
"He is a good preacher;". "Best preacher in 
these parts." 

Bro. Hinkle and wife and baby, Bro. Davis, 
the writer and family, drove from here to 
the Oklahoma conference which convened 
with the Canadian Central branch on the 19th 
and 20th of November. We did enjoy the as
sociation and hospitality of the saints, and 
realize what we miss by being isolated or 
very nearly so. We ask an interest in the 
prayers of the saints. 

Your brother, 
GEORGE M. HILES. 

HUNTER, Ohio, Nov. 30. 
Editors Herald:-We are having preaching 

here. Bro. James Craig, wife, and little girl 
are here, and he is having ,good liberty in 
presenting the gospel. The interest seems 
better among the people. 

I am rejoicing in this latter-day work. We 
have no branch, but long for the time when 
there will be one. I ask an interest in all 
your prayers. Your sister, 

ANNA BARNES. 

SALINAS, Cal., Dec. 6. 
Editors Herald:-I came here from Monte

rey, where fifteen have been baptized, all 
heads of families; one man seventy years old. 
He is vigorous in body and mind. Nearly all 
of these came out of the M. E. cb urch. I left 
Bro. Walter Scott there to look after the 
work, for fear the wolves might get in and 
scatter the lambs. There are several more 
at Monterey and Pacific Grove who will soon 
obey, if not hindered. The prospect is that 
there can be a good branch organized there, 
for those that have obeyed are the best of 
citizens-not a goat among them. 

I came here hoping to find an opening, but 
so far no doors have been opened, and the 
prospect is that none will be, except for reve-
nue only. For the truth, 

E. KEELER. 

"Rev. Dr. R. M. Patterson, after a study of 
reports, finds that more than half the Pres
byterian churches of the country have a 
membership of less that 100 each. One sev
enth of the Presbyterian and one fifth of the 
Congregationalist have less than twenty-ti ve 
each." 

"Our grand business undoubtediy is, not to 
see what lies dimly at a distance, but to do 
what lies clearly at hand." 
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True Succession " In 
CHAPTER 12. 

IN the foregoing pages we have established the following 
points:-

1. That the blessing of Joseph Smith the Prophet be
longs to his posterity, according to the law of lineage. 

2. That this blessing includes the right to the keys of the 
kingdom. 

3. That these keys belong always to the Presidency of 
the High Priesthood; hence the posterity of Joseph should 
preside over the high priesthood. 

4. That Joseph, the eldest son of Joseph the Seer, was 
blessed, set apart, and appointed by his father to succeed 
him. 

5. That the authority to appoint his successor was 
vested in Joseph Smith by virtue of the position he held. 

The only relevant question remaining to be solved is 
this: Did Joseph Smith, the son of the Prophet, pursue 
the proper course in proceeding to occupy in the sacred 
office to which he had been called and appointed? 

1. Were the people with whom he identified himself the 
acknowledged people of God? 

2. Did they have authority to choose and ordain him? 
3. Has his subsequent teaching given evidence that he is 

the true successor of Joseph Smith his father? 
On the first question, Were the people with whom he i'denti

.fied himself the acknowledged people of God? We present as 
evidence that when he the anointed and appointed of God 
went humbly to the Lord, he was directed to the "saints 
reorganizing at Zarahemla and other places." (See p. 57.) 
· We invite attention also to the position occupied by that 
people; viz.: They recognized the true situation-that the 
church had been rejected, and that a reorganization was 
essential; they took a position in harmony with the law 
and the promises of God in regard to succession, as we 
have clearly shown in these pages. 

Further, they adhered to the law of God as found in the 
written word, and were not led into abominable and immoral 
practices by the delusive theory that God had bestowed 
upon men "keys that the written word never spoke of." 

The following is a part of their declaration as adopted 
by the June conference of 1852:-

Resolved, that as the office of First President of the Church 
grows out of the authority of the Presiding High Priest in the 
high priesthood, no person can legally lay claim to the office 
of.First President of the Church, without a previous ordination 
to the Presidency of the High Priesthood. 

Resolved, that we recognb;e the validity of all legal ordina
tions in this church, and will fellowship all such as have thus 
been ordained, while acting within the purview of such 
authority. 

Resolved, that we believe that the Church of Christ, organ
ized on the 6th day of April, A. D. 1830, exists as on that day 
wherever six or more saints are organized according to the pat
tern in the Book of Doctrine and Covenants. 

Resolved, that the whole Jaw of the Church of Jes us Christ is 
contained in the Bible, Book of Mormon, and Book of Doctrine 
and Covenants.·-The Messenger, Vol. 2, p. !J. 

This last resolution harmonizes with the law which 
says:-

Hearken and hear, 0 ye my people, saith the r .. ord and your 
God, ye whom I delight to bless with the greatest blessings; ye 
that hear me: and ye that hear me not will I curse, that have 
professed my name, with the heaviest of all cursings. Hearken, 
0 ye elders of my church whom I have called: behold, I give 
unto you a commandment, that ye shall assemble yonrselves 
together to agree upon my word, and by the prayer of your 
faith ye shall receive my law, that ye may know how to govern 
my church, and have all things right before me. 

And I will be your Ruler when I come; and, behold, I come 
quickly; and ye shall see that my law is kept. He that receiv-

Church Presidency. 
eth my law and doeth it the same is my disciple; and he that 
saith he receiveth it and doeth it not, the same is not my disci
ple, and shall be cast out from among you; for it 'is not meet 
that the things which belong to the children of the kingdom, 
should be given to them that are not worthy, or to dogs, or the 
pearls to be cast before swine. 
... These words are given unto you, and they are pure 

before me; wherefore, beware how you hold them, for they are 
to be answered upon yonr sonls in the da.y of judgment. Even 
so. Amen.·-D. C. 41: 1, 2, 3. · 

Section 42 indicates that they had assembled together 
and t)lat the promised law by which they were "to govern 
my church and have all things right before me [God]," 
was to be given them. 

A part of that law reads as follows:-

And again, the elders, priests, and teachers of this church 
shall t.each the principles of my gospel which are in the Bible 
and the Book of Mormon, in the which is the fullness of the 
gospel; and they shall observe the covenants and church arti
cles to do them, and these shall be their teachings, as they shall 
be directed by the Spirit; and the Spirit shall be given unto 
you by the prayer of faith, and if ye receive not the Spirit ye 
shall not teach. And all this ye shall observe to do as I have 
commanded concerping your teaching, until the fullness of my 
scriptures are given. And as ye shall lift up your voices by the 
Comforter, ye shall speak and prophesy as see.me th me good; 
for, behold, the Comforter knoweth all things, and beareth rec
ord of the Father and of the Son.-D. C. 42:5. 

To this the Reorganization committed itself. The Utah 
people were induced by their leaders to adopt strange and 
questionable things not taught by Joseph nor found in the 
written word, under the delusive impression that, their 
boasted keyholders were unlocking the treasure-house and 
handing out celestial gems. 

Again, the instruction given to Jason W. Briggs on 
November 18, 1851, which was one of the influences leading 
to the Reorganization, was in harmony with the foregoing. 
The following is an extract therefrom:-

Therefore, let the Elders wh"m I have ordained by the hand 
of my servant Joseph, or by the hand of those ordained by hitn, 
resist not this authority, nor faint in the discharge of duty, 
which is to preach my gospel as revealed in the record of the 
Jews, and the Book of Mormon, and the Book of Doctrine and 
and Covenants; and cry repentance and remission of sins 
through obedience to the gospel, and I will sustain them, a.nd 
give them my Spirit; and in mine own due time will I call 
upon the seed of Joseph Smith, and will bring one forth, and he 
shall be mighty and strong, and he shall preside over the high 
priesthood of my church; and then shall the qnorums assemble, 
and the pure in heart shall gather, and Zion shall be reinhab
ited, as I said nnto my servant .Joseph Smith;-after many days 
shall all these things be accomplished, saith the Spirit.-The 
Messenger, Y ol. 2, p. i. 

This leads us to something else. The reinhabiting of 
Zion and the words of the Lord to Joseph Smith in connec
tion therewith are referred to-"After many days shall all 
these things be accomplished." Where in the revelations 
to Joseph Smith do we find this sentiment? In a revela
tion given December, 1833. 

It is important. We quote as follows:-
And now, I will show unto you a parable that yon may know 

my will concerning the redemption of Zion. A certain noble
man had a spot of land, very choice; and he said unto his serv
ants, Go ye into my vineyard, even npon this very choice piece 
of land, and plant twelve olive trees; and set watchmen 
round abont them and bnild a tower, that one may overlook 
the land round abont, to be a watchman npon the tower; that 
mine olive t.rees may not be broken down, when the enemy 
shall come to spoil and take nnto themselves the fruit of my 
vinevard. Now the servants of the nobleman went and did. as 
their lord commanded them; and planted the olive trees, and 
bnilt a hedge round abont, and set watchmen, and began to 
build a tower. And while they were yet laying the foundation 
thereof, they began to say among themselves, And what need 
hath my lord of this tower'/ and consulted for a long time, say
ing among themselves, What need hath my lord of this tower, 
S\:eing this is a time of peace? Might not this money be given 
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to the exchangers? for there is no need of these things! And 
while they were at variance one with another they became very 
slothful, and they hearkened not unto the commandments of 
their lord, and the enemy came by night and broke down the 
hedge, and the servants of the nobleman arose, and were 
affrighted, and fled; and the enemy destroyed their works and 
broke dowfi the olive trees. 

Now, behold, the nobleman, the lord of the vineyard, called 
upon his servants, and said unto them, vVhy! what is the cause 
of this great evil? ought ye not to have done even as I com
manded you? and after ye had planted the vineyard, and built 
the hedge round about, and set watchmen upon the walls 
thereof, bnilt the tower also, a,nd set a watchman upon the 
tower, and watched for my vineyard, and not have fallen 
asleep, lest the enemy should come upon you? and, behold, the 
watchman upon the tower would have seen the enemy while he 
was yet afar off, and then you could have made ready and kept 
the enemy from breaking down the hedge thereof, and saved 
my vineyard from the hands of the destroyer. And the lord of 
the vineyard said unto one of his servants, Go and gather 
together Lhe residue of my servants; and take all the strength 
of· mine house, which are my w~trriors, my young men, and 
they that are of middle age also, among all my servants, who 
are the strength of mine house, save those only whom I have 
appointed to tarry: and go ye straightway unto the land of my 
vineyard, and redeem my vineyard, for it is mine, I have 
bought it with money. Therefore, get ye straightway unto my 
land; break down the walls of mine enemies, throw down their 
tower, and scatter their watchmen; and inasmuch as they 
gather together against you, a,venge me of mine enemies; that 
by ttnd by I may come with the residue of mine house and 
possess the land. 

And the servant said unto his lord, vVhen shall those things 
be? And he said unto his servant, When I will: go ye straight
way: and do all things whatsoever I have commanded you; and 
this shall be my seal and blessing upon you; a faithful and wise 
steward in the midst of mine house; a ruler in my kingdom. 
And his servant went straightway, and did all things whatso
ever his lord commanded him, and after many days all things 
were fulfilled.-Doc. and Cov. 98: 6-8. 

Without occupying space to discuss all the minor points 
in the above parable we invite attention to the following 
leading points:-

1. The subject of the parable is the redemption of Zion. 

2. The servants of the nobleman (the people of God) 
were to be directed to occupy· a choice piece of land. 

3. They were to do as they were commanded. 
4. While they were yet laying the foundation they were 

to get at variance one with another and become slothful. 
5. As a result of this unfaithfulness their enemies were 

to come upon them and destroy their works. 
6. They were to become affrighted and flee. 
7. The nobleman (God) was to remonstrate with them 

for their unfaithfulness and to hold them responsible for 
allowing his vineyard to be destroyed. 

8. Then he was to call upon one of his servants to gather 
together the residue of his servants (not the body which had 
fled). 

9. This servant at the head of this residue was to go 
straightway into the vineyard and redeem it, break down 
the walls of the enemy, throw down their tower, scatter 
their watchmen, etc. 

10. This servant was to inquire when these things 
should be, but was simply to be told, "When I will." 

11. He was told that if he performed his part he should 
be a faithful and wise steward and a ruler in the kingdom. 

12. He was to do whatsoever he was commanded and 
after many clays all things (concerning the redemption of 
Zion) were to be fulfilled._ 

The revelation to Elder Briggs connects this latter point 
with the work of the Reorganization. 

We are aware that it has been understood that this reve
lation of December, 1833, applied to the work of "Zion's 
Camp" which went up the next year to Missouri to relieve 
their brethren. That the participants in that movement 
should hope and expect to fulfill it, is quite natural; and 

that it may in a sense have had reference to that move
ment, we admit. But it did not have a complete fulfill
ment then. The Camp of Zion was not composed of the 
residue left after the church fled from Jackson County, in 
1833. Zion's Camp did not scatter the enemy, but were 
themselves disbanded Bre they reached the land whence 
their brethren had been driven. However, there came a 
time, as has been made apparent in the preceding pages, 
when the church became slothful and failed to do the work 
commanded within the time appointed; when their enemies 
came upon them and they became affrighted and fled, not 
simply to another part of the choice vineyard, as in the 
case of former moves, but entirely outside of the appointed 
Zion. Since the body has fled, one of God's servants has 
been sent to gather together the "residue," or remnants 
left behind; and they have gone straightway into the 
waste places of Zion and are redeeming them; are breaking 
down the wall, throwing down the tower, and scattering 
the watchmen of the enemy; not by use of carnal weapons, 
but by fearlessly defending the faith against opposition; 
by consistent honorable lives, and square dealing; and by 
adhering to "the code of goocl morals," taught in the Bible, 
the Book of Mormon, and the _Doctrine and Covenants, and 
to which President Smith pledged himself on that memora
ble April day of 1860. 

This has disarmed the enemy, and the Reorganizatioi1 is 
realizing, in a measure, the fulfillment of the promise that 
the church should find "favor and grace" in the eyes of the 
people. (See pp. 99, 100.) 

Mark it well, this servant who was to be sent to lead 
this movement was not only to be "a faithful and wise. 
steward" in the midst of God's house, but he was to be "a 
rider in my [God's] kingdom." 

In this connection observe the fitness of the following 
words of this servant of God as he called upon Latter Day 
Israel to renew their allegiance:-

In the name of the God of. Abraham, of Isaac, and of Jacob, I 
now call upon all the scattered saints, upon all the broad earth, 
to arise and shake off the sleep that hath bound them these many 
years, take on the armor of the just, calling on the name of the 
J,ord for help, and unite once more for the emancipation of the 
honest in heart from the power of false doctrines and the 
shackles of sin. 

In the name of bleeding Zion, I call upon all those who have 
been wandering in by and forbidden paths, and have been led 
astray by wicked and designing men, to turn from their scenes 
of wickedness and sins of convenience-to turn from their 
servitude to Satan, in all his seductive devices; from vice in 
every phase, and from the labor of sin, the wages whereof are 
ever death-unto their true and delightsome allegiance to the 
principles of the gospel of peace-to the paths of wisdom-to 
the homage of that God that brought the children of Israel out 
of bondage; to turn and remember the new covenant, even the 
Book of Mormon; to lay hold anew upon the rod of iron which 
surely leads to the tree of life; to remember that those who live 
to the Lord keep his commandments, and that the promises are 
unto the faithful, and the reward unto those that endure unto 
the end. 

And in the name of the r~ord of Hosts, I call upon all the 
inhabitants of the earth to repent, believe and be baptized, for 
the time cometh when the judgments of God are to be poured 
out upon all nations, and the besom of God's wrath shall smoke 
through the land; when men shall know that there is a God in 
Israel, and he is mighty to punish or to save; that the prayers 
of those under the altar have been heard, and a swift retribu
tion is to come, when the despoiler will be despoiled; when 
those who denied justice shall be judged, and the measure 
meted unto others shall be meted unto them; when the pris
oner shall go free, the oppressed be redeemed, and all Israel 
shall cry, "Glory to God in the highest be given, for he that is 
longsuffering and slow to anger, has arisen, and shall bring 
again Zion." Amen and amen. 

JOSEPH SMITH, President, 
Of Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. 

Nauvoo, Illinois, July 19, 1861. 
-Saints' Herald, Vol. 2, pp. 123, 124. 

As further evidence that God has accepted the Reorgani-
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zation, we invite attention to God's promise concerning 
the Holy Scriptures as translated and corrected by Joseph 
Smith the Prophet. 

Thou shalt ask, ttnd my scriptures shall be given as I have 
appointed, and they shall b.e preserved in safety; and it is expe
dient that thou shouldst hold thy peace concerning them, and 
not teach them until ye have received them in full. And I 
give untomyou a commandment, that then ye shall teach them 
unto all men; for they shall be tanght unto all nations, kin
dreds, tongues, and people.-,D. C. 42: 15. 

The manuscript of the Holy Scriptures was carefully 
preserved in the hands of Emma Smith, whom the Brig
hamites brand as an apostate, and was by her delivered 
into the hands of the Reorganization, whose exclusive 
property it is to-day. Then according to God's decree the 
place of safety'for that which he would preserve is with the 
Reorganized Church, and not with the church in Utah. 

Then indeed were the people with whom the son of the 
Prophet identified himself the acknowledged people of 
God. 

Second: Did they have authority to choose and ordain hirn? 
So far as the choosing is concerned, the foregoing 

evidence that this people were accepted of God as his 
church, is sufficient; but on the subject of ordination, 
and the question as to whether there was authority among 
those composing the Reorganization to ordain, we offer a 
few observations. 

We agree with Mr. Roberts that an ordination was 
necessary. Then to whom should this man, called and 
appointed of God, go to receive his ordination? To a 
rebaptized, a reordained apostleship? To men who 
claimed to lead the church by virtue of "keys that the 
written word never spoke of, nor never will"? To men who 
were led by such keys into the idolatrous doctrine of wor
shiping Adam as God, and denying the Scriptures concern
ing the birth of Jesus Christ? To men who taught the 
repudiation of honest debts, justified and advised murder, 
and taught that the priesthood of God gave power to men 
to become expert thieves, gamblers, and rogues? To men 
who had themselves usurped the authority to preside with
out an ordination of any kind to that position? To men 
who by deceit and fraud had fastened the practice of 
polygamy upon the credulous? To. men who were the ac
knowledged representatives of a rejected and covenant 
breaking people? 0 no! certainly not. God would not 
send his chosen prophet to receive ordination from such 
a source. 

Then to whom should he go? When, because of apos
tasy and spiritual darkness, God had rejected the once 
Christian Church, and he desired to again establish his 
church on earth, he gave direction how to organize, and 
provided among other things for the selection of a Quorum 
of Twelve Apostles. What provision did he make for this? 
A committee was appointed by revelation, consisting of 
Oliver Cowdery and David Whitmer (D. C. 16: 6), to which 
Martin Harris was subsequently added, and to them the 
Lord gave authority to select the Twelve according to 
specific instruction given. In 1835 the Twelve were 
selected by these men. Neither of the three, though they 
were in a general sense Apostles; were ever members of the 
Quorum of Twelve; and though they did not then nor 
thereafter hold any office equal to it, yet they ordained 
these men Apostles of the Quorum of Twelve and gave 
them theiP charge. . 

To this Quorum of Twelve thus chosen and ordained God 
delegated the authority "to ordain and set in order all the 
other officers of the church." (D. C. 104: 30.) 

When the quorum thus appointed so far departed from 

the law of God as to suffer themselves to be rebaptized and 
reordained by one who was openly acting by the authority 
of "keys that the written word never spoke of, nor never 
will," and by the authority and dictation of this same man 
were led into the abominations we have referred to, thus 
proving themselves unworthy to act in the sacred office to 
which they had been previously called,-when they no 
longer represented a people governed by the word of God, 
but a rejected and covenant-breaking people,-how would 
we expect God to renew the apostolic authority, how reor
ganize the apostolic quor-um, and restore the authority to 
ordain and set in order? We would, of course, expect him 
to be consistent with himself, and another quorum would 
be chosen in like manner as the first was chosen. 

In this the instruction given to the Reorganization was 
consistent. It was as follows:-

Verily, thus saith the Lord, as I said nnto my servant :Moses, 
see thou do all things according to the pattern, so say I unto 
you. Behold the pattern is before you. It is my will that you 
respect authority in my church; therefore let the g-retttest 
among you preside at your conference. Let three men be 
appoii1ted by the conference to select seven men from among 
you, who shall compose a majority of the twelve apost.les; for 
it is my will that that quorum should not be filled up at pres
ent.-1'he Messenger, Vol. 2, p. 21. 

Members of this quorum were chosen exactly as were 
the quorum installed in 1835, and were ordained by those 
holding authority in the days of Joseph Smith, and who 
occupied positions in the priesthood as high as did Oliver 
Cowdery, David Whitmer, or Martin Harris. Men from 
this quorum thus chosen and ordained according to the 

· pattern, officiated at the ordination of President Joseph 
Smith in April, 1860. 

No wonder that Mr. Roberts could find no valid objec
tion t.o this authority, but could only say in a bombastic 
manner:-

Now, I affirm that among all those seven men who were 
"called" to form the majority of the quorum or the twelve, in 
the "Reorgani'l-ation" not one of them held the apostleship; 
that they could not give what they did not possess; that there
fore neither the seven men called to be apostles, in April, 1853, 
received the apostleship, nor any whom they subsequently 
orclained.-Roberts, p. '77. 

Then, as if to make assurance doubly sure, Elder William 
Marks who was President of the High Council at the seat 
of the Presidency, and President of the Nauvoo stake at 
the time of Joseph's death, and whom the Lord had said he 
would raise up as a "blessing unto many people" (see 
p. 84), assisted in that ordination. 

In this connection it will be well to remember that Wil
liam Marks as a high priest held the same authority that 
was held by those who ordained Joseph the Martyr as 
President of the High Priesthood, as the following will 
show:-

"On the 26th I called a ge.neral council of the church, and 
was acknowledged as the president of the high priesthood, 
according to a previous ordination at a conference of high 
priests, elders, and members, held at Amherst, Ohio, on the 
twenty-fifth of .January. 1832. 'l'he right hand of fellowship 
was given to me by the bishop, Edward Partridge, in behalf of 
the church. The scene was solemn, impressive, and delightful. 
Dnring the intermission, a ditlicult.y or hardness which had 
existed between Bishop Partridge and Elder Rigdon was amica
bly settled, and when we came together in t,he afternoon. all 
hearts seemed to rejoice."-Church History, Vol. I, p. 244; 
Times and ffeasons, Vol. 5, p. 624. 

This was before there was a Quorum of Twelve Apostles. 
Thus does it appear that President Joseph Smith and 

his father were ordained by the same authority; viz.: by 
those holding the office of high priest; and in addition to 
this, President Smith's ordination was participated in by 
those who were regularly called and ordained to the office 
of apostle, 
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Notwithstanding all this, Messrs. Roberts, Penrose, and 
their associates will scoff at the authority of this ordina
tion; while they indorse the presidency o.f Brigham Young, 
John Taylor, Wilford Woodruff, and Lorenzo Snow, not 
one of whom have ever claimed an ordination of any kind 
or by any authority to the office of President of the High 
Priesthood. 

·"0 consistency thou art a jewel;" but thy home is not 
in Utah. 

In answer to this conclusive presentation of the case 
they can only call William Marks hard names, and affirm 
that the apostles of the Reorganization had no autl:jority. 

While there are general rules for the church" to be gov
erned by, yet so far as authority is concerned, the com
mand of God is authority for anything. By virtue of his 
command authority is bestowed; yet we expect him to act 
consistently with himself, as in the selection of the Quo
rum of Twelve in 1835, and in the Reorganization. 

But our friends say that the lesser ordaining the greater 
is "contrary to the order and contrary to nature-a 
stream cannot rise above its source." . 

If their reasoning was good it would condemn the apos
tolic ordinations performed in 1835; the ordination of 
Joseph the Martyr by high priests in 1832; and, strange to 
say, that what they condemn they ask "young Joseph" to 
accept, claiming that he should have had bis ordination to 
a position in the jfrst quorum (the First Presidency) under 
the hands of those whom they claim retained their au
thority as members of the second quorum (the Twelve). 

That a stream cannot rise above its fountain or source, 
is true; but it is also true that a stream cannot sink so low 
that it may not rise again to any height not exceeding that 
of its source. Those who employ this analogy and com
pare the priesthood to a stream of water, make the mis
take of locating the source of the stream of priesthood in 
the man who ordains, or in the office that he holds. 

This is manifestly wrong. The source of the priesthood 
is in God; and so long as the source retains its strength, 
though the stream may flow through lower channels at 
times, such stream may rise to any height not exceeding 
that of its source-God himself. The danger lies not in 
the channel being low, but in its becoming unclean and 
unworthy to contain the pure waters of life. In such a 
case the Intelligent Source of the stream of priesthood 
would withdraw the waters and leave the channel dry, or 
but a refuge for filth and uncleanness. 

The language of Joseph Smith and his companions in 
bonds, written from Liberty Jail, Missouri, in 1839, is sig
nificant, and in this connection we commend their words 
to careful consideration:-

'rhere are many called but few are chosen, and why are they 
not chosen 'I Because their hearts are set upon the things of 
the world, and are aspiring to the honors of men; they do not 
learn the lesson that the rights of the priesthood are insepara
bly connected with the powers of heaven; and that the powers 
of heaven cannot be controlled nor handled, only upon the 
principles of righteonsness. 'l'hat they may be conferred upon 
us, it is true; but when we undertake to cover our sins, to 
gratify our pride, vain ambition, or to exercise dominion or 
compulsion over the souls of the children of men, in any degree 
of unrighteousness; behold the heavens withdraw themselves, 
the Spirit of the Lord is grieved, then amen to the priesthood, 
or to the authority of that man; behold ere he is aware, he is 
left to kick against the pricks; to persecute the saints, and to 
fight against God.-Times arid Seasons, Vol. 1, pp. 131, 132. 

This is a serious consideration. Too often men have 
been lifted up in pride and boasted of their high preroga
tives, while they have paid too little attention to purity of 
life and meekness of spirit. That is indeed a sad condition 
pf t4iu~s whe11 µie~ hijh in a.uthorit;)' UE:le th&t fJ;uthority ;M; 

a liceThse for uncleanness, or as a cloak to cover corruption. 
And when men boast of acting by virtue of keys or 
authority that the "written word never spoke of, nor 
never will," they are like a vessel at sea without a rudder; 
they will drift upon the rocks and be wrecked. Adam-. 
God, blood atonement, polygamy, and other theories and 
crimes, fostered and encouraged by Brigham Yeung and 
others, are but the legitimate results of this peculiar li;ey 
doctrine, and of considering the office a man holds of more 
importance than the purity and righteousness of his life. 

Christ in his extreme trial appealed to what was written. 
Should his servants fail to do so, they will not represent 
him, but misrepresent him. 

Those who use the stream as illustrative of the priest
hood in the mal).ner referred to above have not considered 
it. We doubt if there could be found a man, even in Utah, 
who would claim that thefo1tntain of the priesthood was in 
the man who ordains, or in the office he holds. If there 
should be such an one, he has obtained his information by 
the use of "keys that the written word never spoke of, nor 
never will." 

Those who. will examine the subject carefully will, we 
are sure, be able to discern that no man is this dispensa
tion has been ordained by authority more defensible than 
was Joseph Smith, the son of the Prophet. By virtue of 
birthright; by virtue of calling, blessing, and appoint
ment; by virtue of being chosen by the Church of God; by 
virtue of a regular and authoritative ordination, he is Presi
dent of the High Priesthood and of the Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints. 

Third: Has his subsequent teaching given evidence that he is 
the trite snccessor of Joseph Sniith, his fat her? 

An appeal to the revelations of God will settle this 
point. The Lord as early as February, 1831, informed the 
church what the work of the successor of Joseph Smith 
would be. He says:-

But verily, verily I say unto you, that none else shall be 
appointed unto this gift except it be through him, for if it be 
taken from him he shall not have power, except to appoint 
anot.her in his stead; and this shall be a law unto you, that ye 
receive not the teachings of any that shall come before you as 
revelations, or commandments; and this I give unto you, that 
you may not be deceived, that you may know they are not of 
me. For verily I say unto you, that he that is ordained of me, 
shall come in at the gate and be ordained as I have told you 
before, to teach those revelations which you have received, and 
shall receive through him whom I have appointed.-Doc. and 
Cov. 43: 2. 

This suggests that there would be danger of being 
deceived by purported revelations that would be presented 
after the removal of Joseph Smith, and the Lord gives a 
key whereby they could be detected and by which the 
church could know they were not of him. The test was 
this: that the one cho:sen of God to succeed Joseph was to 
come in at the gate, be ordained according to God's 
instruction, and he was ''to teach those revelat1'.ons which 
yoit have received, and shall receive,'' etc. Then the revela
tions that were to be received after tMs one must agree with 
those that had been received befo1·e, or the successor of 
Joseph Smith could not teach both. The church was 
warned to "receive not the teachings of any that shall 
come before you as revelations, or commandments; and 
this I give unto you, that you may not be deceived, that 
you may know they are not of me." If any reliance can be 
placed in this language, then can we lrnow that the revela
tion introduced in August, 1852, was not of God, and that 
the teachings of those who then came before the church 
with revelations and commandments were not to be 
received. '.):'he son of the Prophet should not be blamed! 
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for rejecting the doctrine of plurality of wives, for one of 
the conditions of his appointment was that he was to teach 
the f01·mer and the latter revelations. He could not accept 
polygamy and still teach: "Thou shalt love thy wife with 
all thy heart, and shall cleave unto her and none else," 
etc. (D. C. 42: 7); "There shall not any man among you 
have save it be one wife: and concubines he shall have 
none," etc. (Book of Mormon, Jacob 2: 6.) 

the moral sense of honest people, and relating none of the 
many reports (some of which are well authenticated) of 
their practicing as they taught. Upon this as upon other 
points we have only used what we considered sufficient 
matf;)rial to meet the issue. The investigation has con
vinced us more thoroughly than before that the Utah 
Church is a rejected church, and that the Reorganization 
stands upon an impregnable rock of defense. 

Others may feel at liberty to believe and advocate that 
God has abrogated this law and commanded a departure 
from it, but the successor of Joseph Smith cannot. Upon 
him the obligation is laid "to teach those revelations which 
you have received [before the one contained in Doctrine and 
Covenants section 43] and shall receive." 

Humbly we send forth our conclusions, and our reasons 
therefor, praying that they may prove encouraging and 
confirming to the faithful, and warning and convincing to 
the erring. 

Though we expect to give an account for our teaching as 
well as our conduct at the bar of God, we do not hesitate 
to present to the reader the Reorg(tnized Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints as the Church of Jesus Christ, 
and Joseph Smith the son of the Martyr as its Prophet and 
President. 

The son of the Prophet took the only course open to him, 
as his father's successor, in rejecting that which was 
opposed to the former commandments. Not only is this. 
true regarding polygamy, but on all points of doctrine and 
church government he has appealed for authority to the 
revelations of God, in harmony with the commandment 
which says: "And these shall be their teachings, as they 
shall be directed by the Spirit." (D. C. 42: 5.) 

The foregoing I intended as the closing chapter of my 
work on "True Succession in Chnrch Presidency;" but since 
concluding, some correspondence between Utah authori
ties and other parties has fallen into my hands which 
throws additional light upon the position of the Utah 
Church. We have applied to the parties furnishing the 
correspondence for permission to publish. If this permis
sion is obtained we shall add another brief but important 

Then his teaching has given evidence that he is the true 
successor of Joseph Smith, his father. 

Our task is done. This treatise is not an exhaustive 
one, for much more might be said upon the several points 
treated upon. We have been especially moderate in quot
ing the abominable teachings of the Utah authorities, hav
ing chosen but few of the many passages so shocking to 

chapter. Respectfully, 
HEMAN C. S11nTH. 

(To be continued.) 

GonfBrnnBB ]VIimitBs. 
POTTAWATTAMIE. 

Conference convened at Carson, Iowa, No
vember 26; Elder H. Kemp presiding, H. N. 
Hansen secretary pro tern. Statistical re
ports were received from all the branches: 
Boomer 28; gain 3. Council Bluffs 254; loss 
2. Crescent 157; gain 20. Fontanelle 32; no 
change. Hazel Dell 65; loss 3. North Star 
99; gain l. Wht>eler's Grove 85; no change. 
Total branch enrollment 720; net gain for the 
quarter 19. Written reports were read from 
Elders D. K. Dodson, D. Parish, W. Culbert
son, S. Butler; Priest J. Lentz. Verbal re
ports from Elders D. R. Chambers, R. Mc
Kenzie, H. Kemp, H. N. Hansen, I. M. 
Smith, I. Carlile; Priest C. J. Carlson; 
Teacher P. W. Frederickson. J. P. Carlile 
was sustained as district president and Bish
op's agent, and J. C. Jensen as secretary. 
Adjourned to Council Bluffs, February 25. 

NORTHWEST KANSAS. 
Conference convened with Idylwild saints, 

November 19; L. F. Johnson presiding, as
sisted by W. S. Pender, Stella Hart secretary 
pro tern. Branches reporting: Blue Rapids, 
Idylwild, Solomon River, Norcatur. Elders 
reporting: L. F. Johnson, J. S. Goble, W. 
S. Pender, H. Hart, V. F. Rogers, T. E. 
Thompson. Bishop's agent, A. Smith, re
ported: 'On hand last report $11.55; received 
since $18.50; paid out $29.85; amount on hand 
20 cents. Motion carried that each member 
of district be requested to pay five cents each 
quarter to defray district expenses; the 
president of brnuoheil to collect the i?\l>t!le p,ud 

· turn over to treasurer. Bro. E. Sandy ap
pointed district treasurer. Adjourned to 
Lenora, Norton County, Kansas, February 25. 

WESTERN MAINE. 
Conference at Stonington, November 26 

and 27; T. C. Kelley chosen to preside. 
Green's Landini:?", Little Deer Isle, and Bray's 
Mountain branch reports read and accepted. 
Officers' reports were read. Green's Landing 
bra1ich has eight officers, only two observed 
the Stonington resolution that all officers 
should report to conference in writing. Elder 
W. G. Pert to act as Bishop's agent. District 
president and clerk sustained. Elder J. J. 
Billings elected vice president. Bishop's 
agent's report read and referred to auditing 
committee and accepted. Adjourned to 
Stonington at call of district president. 

Mi&BBllanBotls IlBpar1mBnt. 

Room furnished and fitted by Alice P. 
Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa. 

Carpets and fixtures by Sr. W. W. Blair, 
Lamoni, Iowa. 

Room furnished by the sisters, Wood
bine, Iowa. 

Office room furnished by D. F. Nicholson 
and wife, Lamoni, Iowa. 

Parlor room furnished by Mr. and Mrs. 
Frank Criley, Lamoni, Iowa. 

Sitting room furnished by "Religio So
ciety,'' Lamoni, Iowa. 

Crockery and cutlery by Bro. and Sr. 
David Dancer, Lamoni, Iowa. 

Crockery, cutlery, and table cloth by Bro. 
and Sr. Frank Criley, Lamoni, Iowa. 

Lamps by Bro. C. E. Blair, Lamoni, Iowa. 
Two lamj:Js by Bro. W. N. Ray, Lamoni, 

Iowa. 
Chandeliers by Bro. Wm. Anderson, La

moni, Iowa. (Just come and see these chan
deliers.) 

Carpet by Sr. A. K. Anderson, Lamoni, 
Iowa. 

OFFERINGS TO AID IN SUPPLYING AND FUR- I Linoleum ~or dining room furni~hed b~ Ellis 
NISHING THE SAINTS' HOME, Sho:t. and wife, In~epende~ce, Misso~r1. 

LAMONI IOWA. , Dim~g room chairs furmshed by sisters of 
' Lamom. 

ANY OMISSIONS FROM LIST PLEASE NOTIFY Carpet and quilts furnished by sisters of 
THE UNDERSIGNED. Tabor, Iowa. 

Room furnished and fitted by the W. W's, Carpet and pillows by Sr. E. S. Weed, 
Lamoni, Iowa. · Cody, Nebraska. 

Room furnished and fitted by Sr. Robert Carpet, two quilts, sheets, pillow cases, 
Heavener, Piper City, Illinois. towels, and rocking chair, by Mrs. John 

Room furnished and fitted by Sisters' Aid Scott, Lamoni, Iowa. 
Society, St. Louis, Missouri. Carpet by 8rs. J. Braybrooks and C. Scott, 

Room furnished and :titted by Bro. Jacob Lamoni, Iowa. 
Reese, Pittsburg, Pennsylvania. Four quilts, sisters, Clarinda, Iowa. 

Room furnished and fitted by Sisters' Aid One quilt, Sr. (Weldon) :f'01.JUt?iin1 Aeh• 
Society, Bost.on, .~~SS!!i</tlH~etts, I land, :Nel;n:-1111>1;a,, · 
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Two quilts, sisters, Moorhead, Iowa. 
One quilt, sisters, Galien, Michigan. 
One quilt, Mrs. J. A. Gunsolley, Lamoni, 

Iowa. 
One quilt, Mrs. John Hougas, Lamoni, 

Iowa. 
One quilt, Mrs. D. M. Rudd, Dow City, 

Iowa. 
One quilt, Mrs. Susan Teale, Lamoni, Iowa. 
One quilt, Mrs. A. S. Cochran, Leon, Iowa. 
One quilt, First Kansas City branch, Kan-

sas City, Miosouri. 
One quilt, Sr. Chivington, Lamoni, Iowa. 
Five quilts, Sisters' Society, Galland's 

Grove, Iowa. 
Two pillows, 2 comforters, 2 quilts, 4 cases, 

4 sheets, by the sisters of Independence, 
Missouri. 

One comforter, Sr. Susan M. White, Roch-
ester, Montana. 

One comforter, Sr. A. R. Morse, Lamoni, 
Iowa. 

Box of room furnishings, sisters, Sandwich, 
Illinois, and Bro. I. L. Rogers. . 

Twelve chairs, Beebe and Runyan Furm
ture Company, Omaha, Nebraska. 

Carpets and chairs for halls, General Sun
day School Association. 

Sewing machine, Eber P. Hawley and wife, 
Lamoni, Iowa. 

One barrel vinegar, Mrs. Harriet Fergu
son, Lamoni, Iowa. 

Cash to furnish one room, Sr. Bettie Haws, 
Ogden, Utah. 

MISS ALICE P. DANCER, Matron. 
LA.MONl, Iowa, Dec. 16. 

HERALD, HOPE, ENSIGN, AUTUMN LEAVES, 
AND BOOKS FOR THE BRITISH ISLES. 

To the saints and patrons in Great Britain: 
-Our very worthy and devoted agent and 
brother, Thomas Taylor, of Birmingham, 
some time ago notified us that by reason of 
bis advanced age and infirmities he would 
be compelled to resign the agency for 
church publications for the above-named ter
ritory, such resig·nation to take effect 
January 1, 1899. We have since sought to 
fill the position but have not as yet found 
any party who could give the time to it, and 
have therefore arranged to supply the church 
publications upon the plan had in America, 
by appointing an agent in each branch who 
will transact the business for 'Ghe office with 
the people. 

By turning to the late Herald catalogue 
you will notice on first page, special instruc
tions touching the appointment of these 
agents. Please read ca!'efully. 

1. We ask the saints in the different 
branches of England, Wales, and Sootland to 
select one of their number whom they are 
satisfied can and will attend to the business, 
and forward to this office his name and ad
dress .at once. Please do not delay as we 
wish the address so as to forward supplies by 
the first of the year. 

2. We also ask each person so selected to 
forward to us at once a list of ail those who 
wish the church papers and the number; also 
books and tracts. 

3. When practicable the 
company tlrn i')l~lJ~c:riptiQQ, 

cash should ac
'fhe prices of 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

the church publications have been reduced so 
as to come within the reach of all if they will 
make au effort; they are placed at as low 
figures as it i~ possible to publish for cash 
until subscription lists are enlarged. 

It bas been ~barged that this payment in 
advance is only in the interest of the rich. 
A little thought will, however, convince you 
that it is not. To return to the old system 
of credit, it must not be forgotten that those 
who are well able to pay, take ad vantage of 
this as well as the poorer classes; and this 
deprives the office of the use of the money 
and we must borrow to run on, and pay in
terest; nor can the money al ways be had. If 
the money is paid in advance, we can use it 
in purchasing supplies, and discount all bills 
at from five to ten per cent in ten to thirty 
days, thus saving much to the office during 
the year. To begin the credit system ad 
libitmn, would lose heavily to the office each 
year, and we would be compelled, for safety 
of the business, to raise upon the price of the 
publications instead of lessening prices. 

There is no power in this office by which 
we may pass judgment upon individuals and 
say to one, you are able and must pay in ad
vance, and to another, you need not do so. All 
too, both rich alld poor, would resent such an 
act. We are then to be governed by general 
rules applicable to all, and every reasonable 
mind must see that if the poor man is to pay 
for his readillg at all, the cheaper he gets it 
the better it is for him. All that we need, 
to make a successful work of this, is to make 
the effort at once, and not let it drag to the end 
of the year, when it is often found that we 
are not as well prepared .to raise the means 
as we were at the beginning. In cases of 
great misfortune or sickness, special applica
tion can be made to the Board of Publication 
and justice had. 

In the interest of all we urge promptness 
in payment; it is better for the work, better 
for the people; we form better business habits 
thereby, and am educated upon right lines, 
so that if we are poor, we need not remain 
so· and if well to do, or rich, we shall 
re~dily perform our work so as to advance 
the cause of Christ as we should. 

We congratulate the saints and friends 
upon evidences. of better prospects for the 
cause of truth, and all who sacrifice and labor 
therefor. 

In the hope of Christ, we are your colabor
ers in his gospel, 

E. L. KELLEY, Pres. Board Pub. 
FRANK CRILEY, Business Mgr. 2t 

LA:MONI, Iowa, Dec. 16. 

MINISTERIAL RELEASE. 
This certifies that Bro. T. J. Sheldon hae, 

as per bis own request for reason which 
appears legitimate, been released from fur
ther ministerial lahor in the Southern Ne
braska district. We regret the exigency 
which necessitates his release; wishing him 
Godspeed wherever he may be sent. I have 
sanctioned this release without conferring 
with my coworker, Bro. W. E. Peak, but feel 
satisfied when knowing the reason he will 
sanction the change. 

JAMES CAFF ALL. 
Wl!SOO~T. Neb., Dec. 10. 

GRACELAND SUBSCRIPTION LIST. 
''SUCCESS WHEN UNITED" APPEAL. 

$25 a year for five years .. 
l l. D. F. Nicholson, ...... Lamoni, Iowa. 
12. Frank Criley, ......... Lamoni, Iowa. 
13. Roderick May, .... Independence, Mo. 
14. Ellis Short, ....... Independence, Mo. 
15. Sr. Ellis Short, ... Independence, Mo. 
16. Sr. Ella D. Whitehead, Lamoni, Iowa. 
17. Lamoni Zion's Religio, Lamoni, Iowa. 
18. "A Friend," ........... Lamolli, Iowa. 
19. Sr.Bertha Greer,M. D., Lamoni, Iowa. 
20. W. A. Hopkins, ....... Lamoni, Iowa. 

(To be continnet1.) 

HALF-FARE RAILROAD PERMITS. 
General Conference appointees still in the 

field and who come within the rules of Gen
eral Passenger Associations by which they 
are entitled to half-fare permits, have been 
duly recommended to General Associations, 
to facilitate prompt issuance of half-fare per
mits for 1899. 

It is understood, of course, that if any have 
left the field or engaged in secular business, 
they will not make application. 

All other ministers who may be entitled to 
permits should obtain indors<:.ments from 
their respective general missionaries in 
charge. Association officials are instructed 
to that effect. 

Personal applications to passenger associa
tions are required. Blanks issued by the as
sociations contain all necessary items of 
information concerning who are entitled to 
permits, methods of procedure, etc. 

R. S. SALYARDS, 

LAMONI, Iowa, Dec. 9, 1898. 

Church Secl:'etary. 
2t 

NOTICES. 
To brethren laboring in Texas:-My pres

ent address is Maysville, Arkansas, at which 
place I would like to receive reports from all 
the brethren laboring in Texas, by the first 
of January. Respectfully in ·bonds, 

T. J. SHEPPARD, 
Missionary in Charge of Texas. 

BORN. 
STINGLEY.-At Eustis, Nebraska, July 22, 

1898, to Mr. L. G. and Sr. Mary Stingley, a 
daughter, named Garland Zella; blessed at 
Eustis, August 21, 1898, by Elder G. W. John-
son. 

MARRIED. 
NICHOLS-EASTERDAY.-Attheresidenceof 

the bride's parents, Bro. and Sr. A. W. Easter
day,at Eustis, Nebraska, their oldest daughter, 
Sr. Haley J. Easterday to Bro. Charles W. 
Nichols, on November 24, 1898, Elder G. W. 
Johnson officiating in the ceremony, in the 
presence of relatives and friends. This young 
couple are esteemed by all who are acquainted 
with them. The saints wish them many 
blessings as they walk down the stream of 
time. 

DIED. 
KIRK.-At Sherwin, Kansas, little Hazel 

Corda, daughter of Bro. and Sr. William 
Kirk, aged 2 years, 3 months, and 28 days. 
Sermon by A. M. Baker, assisted by Jame§ 
:Oavi~. 
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Furniture Business For Sale, 

wholesome 
ROYAL BAKING POWDER C0. 1 NEW YORK. 

HISTORY 01<' THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST O:F' LATTER 
DAY SAIN'rS. (Volumes 1 and 2 
now r.eady.) Provided for by ac
tion of Genernl Conference of the 
Reorganhed Church of.Jes us Christ 
of Latter D::ty Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as' a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains im nor
tan t documents connected with.the 
es tablishmen t,growth, and in tern al 
and external affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in
serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, c.omplete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume2 contin
ues the 'history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leather backs and corners .. 2 00 
Full leather ...... , .............. 2 50 
Full leather, gilt edges_ .......... 3 00 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. In
spired Translation by Joseph 
Smith. 

Cloth ................. - ......... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding . . . . . . . . . 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 75 
Morocco, gilt edges .............. 2 25 
~foroccg, flexible.binding,_ gilt edgE?s 3 75 

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES. King 
James' Translation. 

Cloth, with marginal references, 
two sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 and$0 80 
Cloth, without references, two 
sizes . . • . • . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . 30 and 50 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Large Type Edi
tion. 

Cloth, leather backs and corners .. $1 00 
Seal Grain Russia. . ............. 1 25 
Seal Grain Russia, gilt edges -.... 1 50 

NEW TESTAMENTS. King James' 
Translation. 

Brevier type, 18mo ............... $0 25 
Agate type, 32mo. (smaller) ..• , . • 15 
Pearl-agate type, 32mo ....•••• ~.. 10 

he Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860 .. ) 

Published every '\Vetlnesday, at I,amon.i, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
1$1.00; three months 50 cents; single copies 5 cents· 
sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid i~ 
a.dvance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
pres~dents, ai;id .Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscnpnons, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
cha.nges of address, etc., should be addressed to 
Frank Criley, Business Manager. Remitt>.tnces 
should be made by post office or express orders 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters'. 
Do i;10t send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

'l'EACHERS' BIBLE. "The Self
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps, 
in good large print, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references; 
printed on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6Jx8~, mailed post-
paid at, per copy, net ............ $2 00 

DOCTRINE AND COVENANTS. 
Cloth ........................... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia ....... - . . . . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 25 
Morocco, gilt ed~rns, flexibfe ...... ?i 00 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 
Cloth .......................•... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia ............ 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..••. 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ...••• 2 00 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. Large 
Type Edition. 

Cloth, leather backs and corners .. $1 50 
Seal Grain Russi:;,, gilt edges . . . . . 2 00 

THE TWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mormon and the New Testa
ment, (Inspired Translation) 
in large type; in one volume. 

Leather back and corners ........ $2 00 
Seal Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50 
Imitation ~orocco, gilt edges ..... 3 50 
Morocco, gilt edges ............ 4 00 

A MANUAL OF THE PRIEST
HOOD. By Elder Charles Derry. 
Cloth, limp .... - - - ............... $0 2!> 

BRANCH RECORDS. Leather back 
and corners, cloth sides, printed 
headings, and ruled for record of 
names, blessing of children, mar
riages, ordinations, deaths, remov
als, and other changes in r:;ystematic 
and concise form ................ $1 50 

AT LAMONI, WW A. 
This is the only basinesS of the kind 1n Lamoni, Iowa, 

and was eF.ta\Jlie.hed in 1885. lt coue:ists of a clean stock 
of New Purniture Bnd Undert~king Goods, Carpets, 
Shades. Picture Mouldings, etc. 'l'he stock will invoice 
about. $5,000. 

Tbe building is large and well located, tw6 stories and 
a. basement, fir.ted with elevator, and was buiit in 1893 
especially for <he business; will either sell or rent the 
buildrng to snit the purchaser of the stock. This is a 
rare opportnmty, as it is one of the beet pa.ying busi
nesE1e·~ 1n L:--in1oni. ·Good reason :for selling, and any 
further particulars che.erfully given by correspondence. 

Address the owner, 
W. A. HOPKINS, 

In care of State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Lamoni, Iowa. 

Stockholclers. 
David Dancer. 
Vvm. Anderson. 
Geo. H. Hilliard. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 
G. W. Blair. 
Oscar Anderson. 
Eila D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 
Alice P. Dancer. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 

Officers. 
David Dancer. 

President. 
Wm. Anderson, 

Vice President. 
W •. A. Hopkins, 

Cashier. 
Oscm· Anderson, 

Assistant Cashier. 

Directors. 
W. A. Hopkins. 
:mua D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 

This bank does a general banking business at 
Lamoni, Iowa. Interest paid on time deposits 
according to the rules of the bank. Correspond
ence and patronage solicited. 

A nice home of 20 acres, within three
fourths mile of Lamoni L. D. S. church 
and public school. Five-room house, out
buildings, orchard, grove, and two wells. 
A quick bargain for some one. 
D. F. NICHOLSON, Lamoni, Iowa. 

BIRO. Ell. ll~- OUD'iW A Y, of Pe<>ria, Illi
noie, will send 3 boxes of QuH t"- Bae post 
paid ~nywhere for $1.50, and ll®Sitive!y guar
antee it to cure your tobacco ha1Jit, or )'OUr money 
refunded, 

A VOICE OF WA RNIF G A ND 
INSTRUCTION TO ALL PEO
PLE. An introduction to the faith 
and doctrine of the Church of.Jes us 
Christ of Latter Day Saints. 
Paper covers, 10 cents; per dozen $1 00 
Cloth, limp ..................... '. 20 

WHA'r IS l\IJ\N? Bv Elder J. R. 
Lambcort. Man's nature and des
tiny. rrhe spirit or soul; is it im
mortal? Does ii; survive the 
death of the body in a conscious 
state ? The views of mortal-soul
ists examined and refuted; second 
edition. 
Paper covers .................... $ 35 
Cloth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 

WANTED.-Reliable men who can put in 
either all or a part of their time, to take 
orders for our Lubricating Oils and Greases. 
Our prices are the lowest and we have the 
best facilities for handling the Western 
trade. Liberal commission. 

THE CANFIELD OIL Co., Cleveland, o. 

HOLIDAY EXCURSION 
Rates via. Burl. Route. Tickets on sale 

Dec. 24, 25, 26, and 31, and Jan. 1 and 2 good 
to return on Jan. 4 one and one-third fare 
round trip to any point within 200 miles of 
selling station. 
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HO LID GIF 
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS. 

Church History, Vols. 1 and 2. 
Prices ............ $1.50, $2.00, and $2.50 

New Testament, 
Inspired Translation, in Large Type for 
Aged People ............. $1.00 and $1.25 

Book of Mormon, 
Large Type Ed it ion ...... $U'i0 and $2. 00 
The Same. Small Type Edition, 65 cts., 
$1. 00, $1. 25; Flexible $2. 00. 

Doctrine and Covenants, 
Late Revised Edition, 65 cts., $1.00, 
$1.25; Flexible $2.00. 

Holy Scriptures, 
Inspired Translation, $1.00, $1.25, $1. 75i 
Flexible binding $3. 75. 

Self-Pronouncing Teachers' 
Bible, 

King James' Translation, , , .... , ... $2.00 
Excellent edition, with choice a.nd mod
ern "helps" to study. 

Afterglow, 
Choice Selected Poems, Elegantly bound, 
Illuminated Cover ..... $1.50, $1.75, $2.00 

Pattie; or Leaves from a Life. 
Reduced from ............ $1.15 to 75 cts. 

Autobiography of Elder 
Joseph Luff. 

A Book for Young and Old. Reduced 
from .................... $1.00 to 75 cts. 

he Saints' ymnal. 
The popular book in General Use in Song 
Service Throughout the Church. Prices 
in Fine Flexible Binding, gilt edges, 
with name of owner inscribed on outer 
cover.~ .. ' ......................... $1.50 
Leather binding ................... 1.00 
Half Leather .... ,. ............. : . .. . 50 

The Instructor. 
Doctrinal Evidences compiled from the 
three Standard Books and from History 
and prominent theological writers. 
Prices .................. 75 cts. and $1.00 
Fine Flexible binding . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 50 

Compendium of Faith and · 
Doctrines. 

Compiled from the three Standard Books; 
also other historical and general matter 
useful to Bible Students. Prices 75 cts. 
and $1.00. 

Book of Mormon Archreology. 
Arcbreological Committee's Report. A 
Student's Affirmative and Defensive 
Manual of Book of Mormon Archreolog
ical Evidences. Special prices, for Holi· 
day Season only: 30 cts.; reduced from 
50 cts. 

The Saints' Herald; 
Official Publication of the Reorganized 
Church. All church news and other gen· 
eral matter of interest to students of the 
signs of the times; including the growth 
of the great latter-day work; develop· 
ments in the religious world; the prog
ress and leading movements of the 
world of special interest to students of 
latter, day events. Price, per year, $1. 50 

Autumn Leaves. 
A Magazine for Young People. Pub
lished Monthly; $1.00 per year in ad· 

.,,.vance. Departments: General Articles; 
Zion's Religio Arena; Current History; 
Daughters of Zion; Young Daughters of 
Zion. A popular and instructive publica· 
tion; valuable in any Home Circle. 

For General Publications3 
including Sunday School Supplies and 
Juvenile Books, see Catalogue, mailed on 
appl.~cation. 

Address Orders Including Remittance~ to 

Business Manager, Herald Publishing House, 

Decatur County, ____ _.. LAMONI, IO"VV A. 
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CONTENTS: j of those below with their brooding 
EDITORIAL: . ' 

The Changing Years ................. 821 discontent ripening into socialism and 
What. Does It Mean? ...... ·····.· .. · .82~ developing into all kinds of anarchy. 
Quest10ns and Answers ............... 823 N 

MOTHERS' HOME COLUMN: " o, I don't find our civilization 
Origin of the Kindergarten.-No. 2 ... 824 good. Why do we make it so? We 

SUNDAY SCHOOL DEPARTMENT ..••...... 824 h 
LETTER DEPARTMENT ...•............... 825 ave at the present moment arrived 
TRUE SUCCESSION IN CHURCH PRESI- at this state that we have put our 
cg:;;::E·:NaE· M:iN-'u~Es:· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · '829 

best manhood i.n the army. So much 
Florida .. · ........ ··· ........ · ........ 832 is this the case that we cannot mobi-
Clinton ............................. 832 
Far West ............................ 832 

MISCELLANEOUS DEPARTMENT: 
Herald, Hope, Autumn Leaves, and 

Books for the British Isles ......... 832 
Graceland Subscription List ......... 833 
Church Recorder's Notice ............ 833 
Reunion Notice .......... " ......... 833 
Index to VolumE' 45 .................. 834 

CZAR ON COST OF ARMIES. 

LONDON, Dec. 18.-At a great public 
conference, held this afternoon in St. 
James' Hall, favoring an international 
r!ltification of the Czar's peace pro
posals, William T. Stead said that, 
though he could not give the exact 
words of the Czar in a recent inter
view, the substance of what his Maj
esty said was as follows:-

"I look out over the world; I study 
our civilization, and I do not find it 
entirely good. I see nations all en
gaged in seizing, or trying to seize, 
all territory not yet occupied by Eu
ropean powers. I look at the results. 
They do not seem to me to be good. 

"For the native races what does im
perial expansion mean? Too often 
opium, alcohol, and all manner of foul 
diseases; a great gulf between the 
governed and those who rule; and 
crushing taxation upon the natives 
for the blessings of this Civilization. 

"And for the nations who seize, 
what does it mean? A continual in
crease of suspicion, jealousy, and 
rivalry; the heaping up of fleets and 
armies in order to take part in a 
scramble with the world, with the re
sult that the army and navy are swal
lowing up more and more millions 
that should be used for the welfare of 
the people and the advancement of 
the world. 

"On top are a few rich and com
fortable. Down below, with an ever
increasing pressure of taxes for 
armaments, is the great masE of poor 
people whose position is not good. 
·There is an ever-increasing multitude 

lize the whole of our troops in Euro
pean countries without dislocating the 
whole fabric of the social community. 

"War has become so expensive that 
no state can stand the strain of pro
tracted war without having to look 
bankruptcy in the fa.ce, and we are so 
perfecting our modern weapons of 
destruction that no army can go into 
the field without losing so large a 
proportion of its officers that when 
the war is over, even if that army be 
victorious, the war will have inflicted 
irreparable loss on the country. What 
with disconnection caused by mobiliz
ing; what with an empty exchequer; 
what with decimated ranks of leading 
and governing men, I see nothing be
fore any nation but a terrible heritage 
of revolutionary anarchy." 

"HEART HUNGER IN THE MIDST OF 
OUR PLENTY." 

THE Rev. Dr. Thomas C. Hall, for
merly of Chicago, and recently chosen 
to the chair of applied Christian ethics 
in Union Theological Seminary, New 
York, preached yesterday morning at 
Central Church, Chicago .... 

From the text, "Behold I stand at 
the door and knock," Dr. Hall deliv
ered a sermon depicting the advance 
of the highest civilization through the 
forces of unrest. The power under
lying discontent, he said, was not in 
man himself, but in God. Contend
ing that Canon Farrar's phrase, 
"Seekers after God," applied to men, 
was wrong, he said that God was 
seeking continually after men, spur
ring them to renewed mental and spir
itual endeavor. 

"In the progress of history," he 
continued, "certain eras stand out as 
times of culmination in human activity 
and of more abundant fruitage. I be
lieve men will look back from the high 

places of future history to the nine
teenth century as one of the most 
wonderful and fruitful of them all. 
Among all lines the nineteenth cen
tury bas achievements of which to 
boast. We are increased in good, but 
are we content? 

"We suffer from heart hunger in the 
midst of our plenty. The prosperity 
of the present has, I hope, not utterly 
banished the numerous wails of discon
tent at the feverish proposals of the 
past. We dare not forget that that dis
content demanded things that to the 
judgment of many imperiled the moral 
integrity of the nation. But not here 
alone do we notice unsatisfied hearts. 
The prevalence of strange revivals of 
forms of semi-heathen philosophies 
and superstitions make such names as 
spiritualism, Christi:rn science, etc., 
mark the heart hunger of the closing 
days of the nineteenth century. It is 
vain to argue with these forms of per
verted faith. They are merely symp
toms of mental unrest. 

There are many elements of hope-. 
fulness as we look forward into the 
future and backward to the past. 
Human liberty has a scope never be
fore granted to it. Real thought is 
free, and we have come to a more 
fearless facing of life's deep problems. 
The atmosphere is more prepared for 
God's messages to man. 

"The written revelations never had 
a higher place in the life of the world 
or a more extended sway. The 
world's current tongu~ is soaked with 
the thoughts and phrases borrowed 
from the old Hebrew literature. But 
we feel, nevertheless, that something 
lacks. We a:ce increased in goods, 
but we are poor and blind and weak. 
Has the old love waxed cold? 

WHY THE FEAST FAILS. 

"Christ stands at the door of our 
churchly life. He knocks. No music 
or ritual or splendid progress in ma
terial things has any weight whatso
ever if he is without. And he is, alas! 
all too often banished without. We 
admit philosophy; that is well. We 
welcome ethics; we would not have it 
otherwise. We drag education within 
our doors. This also we would not 
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have otherwise; but he, himself, we J "l am a firm believer in the efficacy / 
leave to wait, and all the feast fails to of good music," Dr. Brushingham 
satisfy our souls. says, "and so far as I am concerned I 

K~hoes from ~ra~eland. 
CONDUCTED BY GRACELAND COLLEGE. 

"Before the splendid edifice of our have made up my mind that a sur- THURSDA y last our Fall Term came 
commercial life Christ stands and pliced choir would be a good thing. to an end. Quite a respectable crowd 
knocks. Christ stands at the door of j It now remains to be seen whether or gathered out to enjoy the closing ex
our political life and knocks. Politics not I can put the matter in such a ercises, which lasted for over an hour. 
may become a solemn service of the light to my congregation that it will An admirable programme was pro-
Almighty; nay, must become such if be adopted." vided by the students' committee, 
the aspirations and hOPE:l.S of the which was much enjoyed by all pre-
founders of this republic are to be re- SPIRITUALITY vs. HYSTERICS. sent, and as the proceedings came to 
alized. THE Rev. Dubois H. Loux, in preach- an end the male portion of the stu· 

"l have thought often that Chicago 
1 
ing on "Spiritual but Not Hysterical dents gave utterances to their feeling 

presents the climax of the energy of Religion" yesterday at Crerar Chapel, : in the college cry, which made the 
the age; that the restless forces which concluded a sermon on the text, ''l, rafters reecho. 
surge down its streets are molding John, your brother, was in the The Winter Term commences 
the end-of·the-century national char- Spirit," in these words:- January 3, 1899; Registration 8: 30-
acter. The wonderful power may "If 'spirituality' is to become a part 9: 45 a. m., opening exercises 10 a. m. 
have its spiritual use. Above the roar of the girdle of truth men are weav- Lectures will recommence on the morn
of the streets and the grind of its in- ing for themselves we must first dis- ing of January 4. We hope to see our 
dustrial mechanism may be heard the 

1

1 entangle it from a skein of ensnarled roll of students greatly increased. 
voice of Christ. He stands and meanings. What have we made Those who have taken up subscriptions 
knocks, waiting to be welcomed in, to 'spiritual' to most men but a softer should send along their scholar. Re
guide the resistless pressure."-Trib-1 name for an abnorma~ state of. c?n· member that you send along the stu-
une, Dec. 19, '98. sciousness known outside of rehg10n dent as soon as the first installment 

- - as 'hysteria'? 'The narrow land be- of the year's amount is forwarded. 
METHODISTS BAR SURPLICES. tween sanity and insanity' would be a Those who can meet tuition fees, or 

WHITE-SURPLICED boys will march fair definition equally applicable to , can obtain a free studentship, but can
into the First Methodist church both terms in th€! judgment of many not afford to pay for board should ap
Christmas night and perhaps after- who watch us. Now the prP-sence of ply to the President, with a full 
ward they will take their places regu- the counterfeit is the cause ?f, the sus- statement of their desires, capabili
larly in the choir to lead the music if picion cast upon that whicn has a ties and past work educational and 

J right to be current. ' . '. . 
the plans of the pastor, the Rev. . "The hysterics of religion must go otherwise. No defimte ?romises can 
P. Brushingham, are carri@d out. It if the spiritual is to be received of be made, but an effort will be made to 
will be an innovation in a Methodist men. A word as to the symptoms. secure· board in return for help, for as 
church to have a surpliced choir, and In hy~teria proper partial ana:isthesia, many worthy students as possible. 
many of the church members are hold- one sided paralysis, depraved appe- A brother and his wife wish to ob-

tite, as for slate, clay, extreme ema- . 
ing up their hands in horror at such a ciation, love of gaunt exhibition, . tam the .he~p of .a young lady, who 
reversal of time-honored customs. inordinate desire for sympathy, ab- I could asiilist 111 takmg care of the home. 

"You're an Episcopalian, that's sent· mindedness, conceit. The simili-1 In return they offer free board, and 
what you are," one of them said to Dr. tude of each bas crept into the idea of also a scholarship, entitling to free 
Brushingham when he broached the spirituality. Beware of apostleship tuition at Graceland. Thus the only 
subJ' ect to some of his flock. to what .your fellow men see i~ at cost, as regards the college education, 

once self-righteousness and stagnation. would be a small amount for books. 
"It was on account of just such a The largest whistle ever heard on the Send in applications to X. Box 4, 

surpliced choir that John Wesley left Mississippi belonged to the smallest Lamoni, Iowa. 
the church of England," another re- craft on its waters; in order to blow it The :rumor has become fact. The 
marked. the engine had to be stopped."- President of the College had $40 

Tribune. placed in his hands a few days ago to 
"No, no, my friend," the pastor an- help towards the establishment of a. 

swered. "John Wesley had more Chemical Laboratory. Who will add 
weighty reasons than a little ritualism LITERARY NOTE. . to it? Remember that if we do not 
for founding the Methodist Church." Iowa's naval hero, Osborn W. D~ignan, P· I equip a Laboratory the college will 

S Navy, helmsman of the Merrimac, will ' . h 
Boys from the Forward Movement g~aphically tell the complete story of the . never be able to take ,UP course~ mt e 

sinking of the Merrimac and the capture and practical arts of Dyemg, Textile Col
are to sing at the church Sunday imprisonment of the crew at Santiago, in the ors Adulteration of Foods, and so 
night, and the fact inspired Dr. Brush- January Frank Leslie's Popiilar Monthly, now forth 
. . h h 'd . f h · ten cents, and to be published December 24th. · . h 'd d h t th 
mg ham wit t e l ea o avmg a The story will be fully and richly illustrated The com_m1~tee as dem e . t a e 
regular boy's choir. He found the with authenti? portraits of Hobso~ and all $25 subscr1pt10ns may be p~1d as fol
little fellows somewhat shy about ap- t~e crew, bas1des many ne""'. drawrngs spe-. lows: January 1, $8.50; April 1, $8.50; . . . . I mally pr~pared ~nder Mr. _D;i1gnan's personal II Se tember l $8.00. 
pearmg before a congregat10n m their supervis10n-thirty-three rn all. Other f~a-

8
P b . t·' cards are being sent 

· · h h tures promised for the January Frank Leslie's U ·scrip IOU . 
homely habiliments and t ought t ey are: Bret Harte's new story, "Jack Hamlin's out. Now, do not wait any longer. 
would feel easier if the church should I Mediation"; Joaquin Miller's "In a Kl~md.ike Send your name in right away. Eng-
supply them with a garb that would ~f~ndo~~~~a~o~~~ac?e~~o~~a,r;iJ1~1!a1~~~ land, Australia, Pacific Islands, you 
cover their own clothes. at sea." all can help. 
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E 
"If ye continue in my word, then are ye my disciples indeed; and ye shall know the truth, and the truth shall make you.,.,,., ... __ ,"'"'' 

"Hearken to the word of the Lordi for there shall not any man among you have save lt be one wifei and concubines he shall have none,"-B. of M" pagetl6, 

Vol. 45. 

JOSEPH SMITH 
R. S. SALYARDS 
HEMAN c. SMITH, 
JOSEPH LUFF, 

EDITOR. 
ASSISTANT EDITOH. 

} COHHESPONDING EDITORS. 

LAMONI, loWA, DEC. 28, 1898. 

THE CHANGING YEARS. 

THE moments are hastening to the 
coming end of the year, and soon the 
days of the closing year of the cen
tury will be at the disposal of the 
living-the dead know not the years 
as they pass-and yet all are tending 
to the silence of the past. 

What of the year now closing at our 
doors? It has been one of the most 
eventful, if indeed not the most event
ful century since the advent of Jesus. 
No other has been so full of achieve· 
ment and progress, advancement and 
improvement, in the conditions under 
which man has been living. 

The inscrutable ways of the Al
mighty-the mysterious influences by 
which the designs of the Divine Mind 
are carried forward to their accom
plishment-all unseen in their work
ing and recognized only when the 
results have been reached, have 
marked the century as one of extraor
dinary import in the affairs of hu
manity. 

Lamoni, Iowa, December 28, 1898. 

i sacrifice, and to hearken than the fat 
of rams," Satan has hindered, and in 
his cunning wrecked the hopes of 
many, filled the minds of many others 
with fear and doubt, drove some to 
wickedness ~nd others to apostasy as 
a consequence, and nearly despoiled 
the work begun by the angel visitant 
from the realms of light. But, the 
memory of God fails not, and though 
he had once sworn that some should 
not enter into his rest because they 
had ''changed the ordinance, broken 
the everlasting covenant," he had re
served to himself a few who would not 
bow the knee to the modern Baal set 
up for modern Israel to worship, be
come entangled with the devices of, 
stumble and fall before in impotent 
helplessness, or rebel and make war 
against. We, of the Reorganized 
Church chose the latter, and the year 
just closing has seen a gallant con
test; and, thank the Lord of the war-

No. 52. 

lawless violence; or shall he avail 
himself of the saying; "When they 
persecute you in this city, flee ye into 
another"? Shall he stay, claim the 
rights of freemen from the administra
tors of the law and take the consequen
ces even to martyrdom, or seek locali· 
ties where the people desire the word 
and will hear? It would seem to be the 
better to adopt the latter policy; but 
it is galling to a citizen's pride in the 
exercise of his rights. It may be set 
down that if the brethren where Bro. 
ChJ,pp has labored are put into jeop· 
ardy he will share their dangers as 
a true man ought; and so of the mes
sengers of the cross, in this closing 
century as in 'Ghe earlier ones, when 
to be a Christian was to bid for the 
faggot and the arena where the wild 
beasts were. 

'I'wo lads, both named Smith, vol
unteers in the army of occupation, 
now located at Greenville, South 

fare, the result of the conflict has Carolina, have written for books and 
been in favor of those who refused to reading matter to begin a campaign 
pay t<'ibute to Belial. In places the of gospel work as soldiers of the cross 
contention has been necessarily sharp. as well as soldiers of the United 
The defenders of the faith have been States Army. Will they weaken 
hard pressed by antagonists who have when professed Christian believers 
cared more for the success of their assail their faith? We hope not; but 
opinions and creeds than for the tri- trials must come to all. 

The ''wise men from the East," 
found a babe in swaddling clothes 
in a manger, the babe became a man, 
the man by virtue of growth and 
obedience became a God in knowl
edge, wisdom, and power, and under
took the redemption of the world. 
Satan, the enemy of man, the adver
sary of God, wrought evil among 
those whom love would have sancti
fied, and power was withdrawn from 
earth; and then in time God sent an 
angel to minister to man, and the cen
tury now closing was chosen as the 
period of time when the work of res
toration should begin. And while the 
century was yet young when "Peace 
on earth; good will to man," became 
again the shepherds' song, and mes
sengers were chosen to warn the 
wo:rld that "ooedience is better than 

umph of the .doctrines of Christ; but All over the field in the United 
the brave disciples of the new-old-dis- States and Canada (Upper Province) 
pensation have been steadfast, nor there has been an active service for 
have their faces waxed p::iJe. the year; so of the fields in Australa-

Persecution has been manifested in sia, Society Islands, and Hawaii. 
some localities. Bro. Tucker in the Bro. Joseph F. Burton is caring for 
far South was shot at and hurt and at the work nobly in the Isles; and Brn. 
the present writing Bro. J. C. Clapp, U. W. Greene and G. J. Waller are 
in Tennessee, is the center of a riot of making a canvass in Honolulu, and we 
mobocracy. Men threaten him with believe will be successful. Brn. C. 
death if he returns to a locality where A. Butterworth, Gomer Wells, John 
he had baptized some, and where oth- Kaler, and their native helpers are 
ers are waiting the moving of the doing well in Australia. Brn. Wil
waters. In the far South protection Iiams, Blair, Barmore, Keeler, Harris, 
was given by the fa,wabiding citizens; and others in the far West; Brn. 
and some of Bro. J. C. · Clapp's assail- Chat burn, Wight, Gillen, Roush, Caf
ants have been complained of, but faoll, Dunca,n, Porter in the Middle 
these assailants threaten to punish West; Brn. Maloney, Macrae, Moore, 
with death those who may testify Nunley, Tucker, Clapp, 
against them. Bro: Clapp is in a strait and Turpen in the South and South-. 
betwixt two. Shall he stay, appear .

1

. west; Brn. Lake, Griffiths, 
before the jury, testify and prea.ch as Kelley, Luff, Moler, Craig, Sheehy, 
is his wont, running the of j Robley, Roberts, ai host of others in 
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the North and East. Foss and Davi- better than it is. And while it may 
son "way down East;" Lambert and not be possible to put all into use, we 
Smith and White in the Middle States shall use the best as our judgment 
with their hosts of helpers doing most shall determine and be for all. 
excellent service everywhere, and The compliments of the season to 
doors are opening everywhere. Bro. all. And as we shall celebrate the re
Pitt, and the local English brethren currence of the Savior's natal day, let 
are still holding the banners in the us remember to give our life-service 
breeze. to the. Father in the Son's holy name. 

But, how can we enumerate all? 
Suffice it to write that the year has 
been replete with effort. Of course 
there are difficulties still occurring, 
trials to encounter, disturbances to 
settle, ruffled feelings to appease; 
but the retrospect is instructive. 

What of the year incoming? Who 
can tell where and in what part of 
the field lies the greater good or the 
greater peril? where the failures or 
the successes? where the defeats or 
the victories? If we can but partially 
estimate the things of the year now 
passing to the accounting, how shall 
we prepare to meet the things of the 
one to come? 

We can only look forward in hope. 
The memory of what the year has 
brought to us of good or of ill should 
materially aid in our character build
ing during 1899. And notwithstanding 
there may have been things unpleasant 
to contemplate, and harder still to 
bear, during our life work in 1898, and 
though there may now be things we 
do wish were otherwise than as they 
are; let us look confidently forward 
and be ready for the present duty, 
knowing that although the years may 
change, God changes not, nor do his 
intention and watchcare for his peo
ple :flag nor his mercy grow weary; 
and that sooner or later the right will 
prevail. 

There is much to be done, but as it 
is not possible for us to do all that is 
to be done at once, it is only by doing 
one thing at a time and so well that it 
need not to be done again, that all 
will be finally accomplished. 

We congratulate the patrons and 
readers of the HERALD on their care
ful watchfulness in regard to what is 

·taking place, far and near, and in 
keeping us informed of what they 
note. 

We request the ministry, traveling 
and local, to take joint interest with 
us in the events transpiring, and in
vite them to give us articles on current 
topics such as will make the HERALD 

* 

BY LETTER from Sr. Anna Nielsen, of 
Nebraska City, Nebraska, we are re
quested to ask that the saints remem
ber Bro. Claud L. Gouldsmith, priest 
of the branch there, who has taken 
the prevalent malady now raging in 
Nebraska City, and by the health of
ficers there held to be smallpox and 
has been placed in the emergency hos
pital for isolation and treatment. 

Sr. Nielsen notices, also, that while 
the Mayor of the city has seen fit tq 
order the churches and schools to be 
closed for fear of the spread of the dis
ease, the saloons are allowed to remain 
open and are running day and night 
as usual. Sr. Nielsen is quite indig
nant at the idea that the Mayor should 
restrict the liberties of the children 
and church-going people by closing 
the churches and the schools, and yet 
permit the saloons to remain open and 
those who frequent them be subjected 
to the danger of the contagion by rea
son of the clientage of the saloons 
congregating there. 

Sr. Nielsen's criticism on the May
or's peculiar foresight in closing the 
churches and schools, leaving the sa
loons to conti,nue their business with 
open doors, is a bit of fine sarcasm; 
and is open to the following measure 
of comfort. Those who frequent the 
saloons are not the women and chil
dren of community; hence these are 
not materially_ in danger of contagion 
from the congregating there; although 
it might be that now and then there 
might be one who was liable to take 
the germs _of disease home with him 
taken from tbe habitues of the dram 
shop. But, again, if it is possible 
that those assembling at the saloon 
for the purposes for which saloons 
are kept, should be thus exposed to 
the disease against which the Mayor 
seeks to protect the people by his pre
caution in closing schools and 
churches, it is a consoling thought 
that many of those who thus assemble 
are not among the noblest and best of 

society, and as a. consequence the loss 
to community would not be so great 
if these should be taken by the malady, 
and death result. The Mayor may 
reason that those people who attend 
the churches and the schools are of 
the better class and should be pro
tected, while those who attend the 
saloons are of the worse class and are 
not worthy of protection. Or he may 
pursue the thought that to close the 
saloons would consistently require 
him to close the post office, the gro
ceries, the stores, butcher shops, and 
other places of business where citizens 
do assemble in pursuit of their daily 
business and bread. 

WHAT DOES IT MEAN? 

THERE seems to be a general looseness and 
lackness in church discipline that is simply 
appalling. Card-playing, theater-going, go
ing to horse-racing fairs, having card par
ties, signing saloon petitions, visiting 
saloons, drinking, <J.nd other sins too nu
merous to mention, are rapidly increasing 
among church members without let or hin
drance. In many congregations no rebukes 
are administered. In some not even the 
slightest corrections from elders or deacons 
are attempted. The officers of the church, 
who should set a wholesome example and ex
ercise discipline and correct the wavering 
ones, are often partakers and at times even 
leaders in these sins. The voices in many 
pulpits have become timid. Instead of treat
ing these cancerous sores in the most vigor
ous manner and using the surgeon's knife 
when necessary, they a1·e still treating symp
toms. It may have been all right to treat 
symptoms at one time and to administer 
blood purifiers now, but in many cases the 
cancers and running sores have appeared, 
and unless the very best remedies are ap
plied locally the body will suffer death. In 
some cases blood purifiers have been admin
istered from the pulpit until the patient is so 
white and his blood has become so thin, he is 
so sickly and weak that he may peacefully 
pass away at almost any time. It is card 
parties instead of prayer meeting, going to 
theaters and other entertainments inste.ad of 
attending to the Lord's business, and a gen
eral laziness and at ease in Zion instead of 
devotion to the house of God. 

Now brethren, this is a dark picture. If it 
is a true one, the question will come up in 
many hearts, What does it mean? To show 
that it is true, we call your attention to the 
fact that in a recent district meeting the dis
trict evangelist stated that thirty churches 
in his district had no regular meetings. In 
a county meeting in another district a minis
ter stated that six churches had gone down 
in their county. In another district it was 
said that about fifty churches had either gone 
down or ceased to meet. This clearly indi
cates that there is something wrong. Then 
if you have read the reports of protracted 
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meetings and noticed the results of pastoral 
work of our preachers in the additions re
ported, and watchecl. how meager all these 
results have been, you were compelled to ask 
yourself, Why so few? Then you have no
ticed that in some cases the worship of the 
church is becoming mere entertainment and 
formality. We sing a lot of "camp-meeting 
jig"gy songs that would have outraged the 
spiritual needs of our fathers. We often 
rush through with the Lord's Supper with 
little or no thought or preparation for this 
all-important feast of the children of God. 

What does it mean? You say, it simply 
means that the church has become powerless, 
the officers weak and careless, and the pulpit 
hampered with worldliness and sin in the 
pew. The weak churches will go down and 
disband and the strong ones will glory in 
everything but the cross of the Lord Jesus 
Christ. It simply means that the church 
must be awakened, proper discipline must be 
exercised, and the man of God in the pulpit 
should condemn sin in unmeasured terms. 
Judgment must begin at the house of God. 
And if the work of reclaiming and proper 
discipline does not begin soon many churches 
will lower themselves with sin and shame. 
"Every branch in me that beareth not fruit 
he taketh away ... If a man abide not in me 
he is cast forth as a branch, and is withered." 
John 15: 2-6.-Register-Review, Dec.15, 1898. 

The foregoing is from the organ of 
the Christian Church, published at 
Kansas City, and may safely be taken 
as a fair exposition of the condition of 
the churches, more especially of those 
who are claiming affiliation with the 
higher criticism cult or fashion, as it 
is possibly exact to call it. 

The puny efforts of man to change 
the standard of morality, either in the 
Church of Christ or out of it, are 
strikingly rebuked by the showing 
this writer in the Register-Review makes 
of the churches. But, Paul's pro
phetic vision saw just such things 
which would be in the last days; and 
we may confidently expect that there 
will be an increase rather than a de
crease in just such departures from 
the faith. The Bible is being robbed 
of the fiery denunciation of the fathers 
against sin, iniquity, and wrongdoing, 
and "spiritual wickedness. in high 
places," until uld-fashioned piety and 
real positive trust in the infinite tri
umph of the good in behavior is about 
weeded" out of the church, and sensa, 
tionism, pleasure-seeking, giving and 
taking, are installed as adjuncts to the 
worship of God in a too open travesty 
on religion. 

It makes the heart sick to think of 
it, but if it was "necessary that Christ 
i>boql(l die, that tlie Scripture13 J:rli~ht 
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be fulfilled," then is it also necessary 
that such thing should be for the 
same result. 

The saints should see to it that they 
fall not into the meshes of the same 
evil oondemnation. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS. 
ATTENDANCE AT OTHER CHURCHES. 

Is IT right for the members of the church to 
associate and take part in the pr.ayer.and tes
timony meeting of. the different sectarian 
churches? 

A.-The question of right in the in
quiry above is one that would depend 
upon the effect wrought on the indi
vidual who did as suggested. 

The church has made no attempt to 
restrict the personal liberties of the 
church members, as no right has been 
granted the church to do so; and so 
long as a member retains his own 
self-respect, the respect of his family, 
fellow members and his neighbors, he 
must be left to exercise his best judg
ment in regard to matters of the sort 
mentioned in the question. Person
ally, we can see no wrong in a person 
belonging to the church in attending 
the meetings of other believers, and 
if opportunity serves and they are 
permitted to do so, to take part with 
them in worship, testimony, and 
preaching, if circumstances favor. 
We have done so, and would again 
under similar conditions. But we 
have never neglected a meeting of our 
people to consort with others in 
theirs. 

Does a priest have authority to act in the 
office of teacher or deacon, if he is appointed 
to act in either of those offices by a branch 
business meeting? 

Yes, decidedly. 

EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS. 

SR.· CARRIE McLAIN, No. 906 East 
Ninth Street, Winfield, Kansas, De
cember 12:-

Please state in your paper that any elders 
or saints passing through or near this place 
would be gladly received by us. 

Bro. F. C. Warnky, Argentine, 
Kansas, December 19 :-

Weather bad, meetings excellent, and 
prospects for spiritual harvest good. 

Bro. R. M. Elvin, Higbee, Mo., 
December 20:-

Bro. James Caffall is hereby requested to 
call or have one of the missionaries call upon 
Mrs. Katie Murdock, Chadron, Dawes County, 
Nebraska. She expresses herseH !ltS in ~a,vor 
of our work, 
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BRO. QUINCY ANDERSON, of Ozark, 
Missouri, writes that our work is pro
gressing in that portion of Missouri; 
Bro. C. J. Spurlock had been doing 
helpful work for the cause there. 
Bro. Anderson, in his letter, contrasts 
the latter-day work with sectarianism, 
and declares his desire to remain firm 
in the truth, rooted and grounded in 
its principles. 

Sr. Anna Nielsen writes of the 
death of Rev. Father Cusson, a Catho
lic priest at Nebraska City, Nebraska, 
who, during a public discussion be
tween one of our brethren and a local 
minister, showed a friendly side and 
publicly manifested his appreciation 
of points made in our favor. She at
tended his funeral out of respect to 
his fair treatment of our people
right. 

A clipping from the Moline, Illi
nois, Journal of the 15th, contains 
favorable mention of services held by 
Bro. J. W. Adams and others. The 
statement includes the following: "It 
is said the services created a good im
pression among those present who 
have not adopted the faith. 1' 

Press dispatches state that Presi
dent Faure, of France, may resign. 
He is said to be discouraged by the 
constant turmoil in France. The 
Royalists are also active and said to 
be plotting against the republic. 

Reports are rife that Italian anarch
ists are plotting an attack on Queen 
Victoria's residence when she goes 
to Cimiez. 

'•England has 150 factories and 
farms conducted on the cooperative 
principle by workingmen. The Dun
fermline cooperative farm, with a 
capital of $40,000 in land and equip
ment, yielded a profit of $15,000 last 
year." 

Miss Minnie Rose, of Beaver Dam, 
Wisconsin, committed suicide in the 
Plankinton House, Milwaukee, on the 
20th because of being lied about. 
Moral: Be extremely careful in mak
ing comments upon others. "The 
tongue is an unruly member." 

Influenza or "grip" has appeared in 
severe form in large portions of the 
country. New York physicians de
clare the disease to be infectious and 
contagious. 

A stereopticon lecture was delivered 
011 Qh:ristm?i~ eve1 a,t . the Saints' 
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church, Lamoni, for the benefit of 
Graceland College. The lecture was 
delivered by Bro. E. R. Dewsnup, 
Bro. F. E. Cochran operating the 
stereopticon. Appropriate music ad
-ded to the interest of the entertain
ment. The price of admission was 
fixed at a popular figure-ten cents
and a large audience was present. 
Each ticket holder was entitled to a 
vote on a free scholarship covering 
part of a year's tuition. Bro. George 
Snively, son of Elder H. N. Snively, 
was the successful contestant for the 
scholarship. 

The Pope, in reply to the Cardinals' 
Christmas greetings said it was high 
time the governments of Europe 
united to stop "unheard of outrages 
and savage exterminations." But this 
could not be stopped until the fear of 
God is revived in the conscience of 
the people and becomes the guiding 
principle of the organization of 
states. Concerning the present posi
tion of the church in Italy, indications 
were not reassuring. Obedience of 
the clergy to the Apostolic See, in the 
face of all opposition, was urged. 

I 

Bishop E. L. Kelley was called to 
Glenwood, Iowa, on the 22d inst., be
cause of the severe illness of his 
brother, Attorney P. P .. Kelley. He 
returned home on the 26th. 

Bro. W. F. Burdick, McGraw, Penn
sylvania, writes for the encourage
ment of those afflicted who believe in 
.the prayer of faith. He has been 
healed of serious illness through the 
ordinances of the church. 

EDITED BY FRANCES. 

"Above, below, in sky and sod, 
In leaf and spar, in star and man 
Well might the wise Athenian scan 

The geometric signs of God, 
'fhe measured order of his plan." 

THERE is a habit cultivated by many as 
though it was worthy of the cultivation be
stowed, but which indeed is hurtful and per
nicious to the last degree. It is the habit of 
decrying "enthusiasm;" and to many no 
more slighting epithet, in their estimation, 
can be applied than to say of an individual he 
is an enthusiast. An eminent writer has 
said, "I would give nothing for a young man 
who did not begin life with an enthusiasm of 
some kind;" and Beecher wrote, "Don't let us 
be afraid of enthusiasm. There is oftener a 
lack of heart than brain. The world is not 
starving for need of education half as much 
as for warm, earnest int.ere;;it of soul to souL" 
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Two neighboring crones, antique and gray, 
Talked together at close of day; 
One said, fVith brow of wrinkled care:
"Life's cup at first, was sweet and fair; 
On our young lips with laughter gay, 
Its cream of brimming nectar lay; 
But rapid '~hen it grew and stale, 
Aud tiresome as a twice-told tale; 
And here, in weary age and pain, 
Its bitter dregs alone remain." 

The other, with contented eye, 
Laid down her work and made reply:
"Yes, life was bright at morning-tide, 
Yet when the foam and sparkle died, 
More rich, methought, :wd purer too, 
Its well-concocted essence g-rew; 
E'en now, though low it.s spirit drains, 
And little in the cup remains, 
There's sugar at the bottom still, 
And we may taste it if we will." 

-MRS. SIGOURNEY. 

ORIGIN OF THE KINDERGARTEN.-NO. 2. 
WOULD you know how the founder of the 
kindergarten would have you begin the edu
cation of your child? Just as the careful 
husbandman begins the cultivation of his 
plants: plant the germs of living truth and 
watch carefully the natural unfolding thereof, 

rience through which the teacher has led 
them. 

I beg each mother to let her little ones en
ter into the joy of the fresh new life of the 
year by having a small garden of their very 
own. Make the space small so that the body 
will not be taxed by too II1Uch exertion in 
caring for the plants. L'lt them do every 
part of the work; be sure to select for them 
some hardy variety which will flower early, 
and insist that the children attend to the 
plants regulady. Many a mother would be 
surprised at the happy effects of garden work, 
if she would but try it with her little weak, 
nervous child, letting the child lose con
sciousness of its nerves in the happy abandon 
of outdoor life. For the babies, have a load 
of clean sand emptied into a convenient 
corner of the yard in sight of your window, 
and send brother, sister, and baby out to bur
row, dig, and LIVE.-Selected. 

8undau 8 ol D artmBnt. 
ELDERT. A. HOUGAS, EDITOR. 

Henderson, Mills Co., Iowa. 
(Send communicntious for this department to the Editor. 

Address minutes and notices of conventions, etc., 
to H.Editors Hei'sJd. Lamoni, Iowa.") 

providing the which will supply A SHORT time IJ,go the General Superin
necessary stnrngth and purpose, just as you tendent visited· a school which was at one 
would place new soil upon the exposed roots time a very flourishing one. It was well at
of a plant or remove the weeds which seem to tended, prompt, systematic in its work, and 

its life and sap its strength. To this wore the appearance of a modern and live 
end he would have you ever alert to make use 1 school. A change in the officers took place, 
of any power which the child exhi.bits, turn-1 and a consequent change in its general man
ing it. into a channel of right before it has ex- ggement and condition. The blackboard was 
pended its force in pursuing the wrong·; so not u~ed; the reviews did not connect in ::i.ny 
you will find hi'II coostantly reminding you way the past lessons with the present les
of the necessity of furnishing outlets for the sons; no mention was ever made of the future 
activity of the very young child, because that work; in fact, each day was one to its self. 
is the stronges·t phase of his nature and the If a day was missed, the lesson was missed 
avenue whereby he expresses his inmost self. too. As a result of this, a loss of interest 
If your little children :i.re not active, see to it in the work was apparent; finally, a loss in 
that you arouse them to wholesome activity, attendance was the result. 
giving it definite purpose and a positive na- Such changes in conditions are not always 
ture rather than a negative. Fo1· example, chargeable to the management of the officers, 
suggest that your little three-year-old boy, but it very frequently is; or at least it is not 
in his play, be the happy, prancing pony of often that earnest and persistent work on the 
the ba1"uyard rather than a driver of a team, part of the superintendent will not prevent 
who uses a whip and harsh discordant tones any such decay. The difficulty with too 
to hurry his horses along; rest assured that many is that it requires a little extra exertion 
your boy will observe the latter quite soon and time to keep the work in the best of 
enough without suggestion. If it be your order, and they do not seem to care to apply 
good fortune to live in the country, you themselves thus hard and constantly. Many 
should be at no loss to find a host of innocent plead inability or lack of time, when if it 
activities to be imitated: the frolicsome lamb, were given its. right name it .would be noth
the quacking· ducks, the flying· birds, the ing less than a greater liking for something 
swimming fish, all of which the city kinder- else, or· a dislike for real work in that line. 
gartnor brings into the lives of her children Too many of us prefer to sit down and read 
through their.imaginations, in obedience to the newspaper or magazine or novel, rather 
the principle taught by Froebe! that th) than to take our Bible and quarterly and 
child enters into sympathy with the life of prepare the work for the coming Sunday. 
nature, and so truly comprehends its mean- 'Tis pity 'tis true. The officer or ~eacher 
ing, by participating in the activities of na- who neglects to prepare as they can and 
ture's children. should for the wori!: demanded of them is 

Throughout every department of the true committing a nBglect of far more serious na
kindm'garten you will see this careful direc- ture than they possibly may imagine. '.rhey 
tion of the activities of the child, and you have too low au estimate of what is in their 
can baye no better test of the success of a charg-e, and of the personal responsibility 
kiudergartener than the fact that the chil-. tbat. is theirs. "Think on these things." 
dren are intelligently busy whenever you see During the past year the Ganeral Superin
them actively living out some definite expe- tendent has had the privilege of visiting sev, 
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eral schools, and has observed many things 
from which we can draw some very good les
sons. And from time to time we will recite 
what we saw here and there, and let you 
profit by the criticisms. In the above' related 
instance, we consider it an example of neg
lect. Shall onr schools decline because of 
our neglect? Do you wish to think that the 
Sunday school had suffered because you had 
not done as much and as well as you could 
have done? I trust not. And now as the 
new year is starting in, and many new officers 
will be elected and old ones continued, let us 
see if in our work for the coming year we 
cannot e_clipse anything that has been done 
before by way of thorough work and much 
of it. 

MORRIS CHAP.B:L, Tenn., Dec. 6. 

Editors lierald:-I came to this part to as
sist Bro. Clapp, who I knew needed help; for 
he was in the midst of persecntfon and 
greatly afflicted. He had been ordered to 
leave the county by an armed mob, and they 
also threatened his life, and had forbidden 
him preaching again in the county; but I 
found him at his post, doing all he could. 

I came by ws,y of Foundry Hill, where I 
preached to a good house on the Lord's Day 
and also solemniz,cid two marriages. H was 
quite an undertaking to start on a trip of 
a hundred and fifty miles with but one dollar 
in my pocket (a dollar handed me by one of 

The Saints' modest chapel at Mondamin, the young men I had made happy) and over 
Iowa, was dedicated November 20, 1898. bad roads and in bad weather, and the case 
This is to some extent the result of the Sun- was made worse by my buggy being so badly 
day school work that has been carried on broken that it would hardly bear me up. 
there for some years. The work has been There was a brother at Foundry Hill who 
one of sacrifice and struggle for the existence had an extra set of bugg·y wheels, and if I 
of the Sunday school. To Sr. Christi~Stuart had had a cow and calf I could have gotten 
largely belongs whatever of credit there may them for the trip, but as I bad none I came 
be to persons for carrying a work to a sue- on with my broken wheels till I got to Bro. 
cessful end. In her testimony given in a 'I Reed's in Hardin County, and here Bro. 
meeting at the late reunion at Vvoodbiae, Reed's son Zenos (who has got the right kind of 
Iowa, she recounte~ some of t~e disco~raging I religfon) kin.dly offered me the use of the 
experiences of their work 111 keeping the wheels off his buggy for the trip, which not 
Sunday school alive. But the scl!ool has only gave evidence that he was one of the 
served as a drawing or centralizing force, I Lord's disciples (D. C. 83: 16,) but that the 
and has held the church work tog·ether when Lord's promises to his ministry are sure. 
no other services seemed practieal or possi- I find a great many saints who know all 
ble. There is yet no organized branch of the about an elder's duty, but comparatively few 
church there, but they now have their own who seem to know that they also have a duty 
house of worship, and have dedicated it to I to perform. They know it is a day of sacri
the service of God. That there will ere long fice and that it is through that principle a 
be a branch there, there seems no doubt. triumphant entry into God's kingdom is se
We are always pleased when we can witness cured; but the elders are expected to do all 
the help that the Sunday school is to the the sacrificing, and they will finally enter 
church. But a very large percentage of the into and enjoy- the fruits of their labors; at 
benefits accruing to the church from Sunday least the action of many seem to indicate this. 
school work is not so plain as this. And when I hear saints praying for tbe 

Almost the same story conld be told of the Lord to teach them their duty and at the 
Sunday school and churcL at Carson, Iowa. same time knowing.that the work of God is 
A small school was started in the house of hindered and is languishing for help that 
Sr. Ann Fenn, which in the course of a few they are perfectly able to give, I am v0ry 
months outgrew a private house, and seemed 

1 
doubtful about the sincerity of those people. 

to demand a church in which to meet. The ' There is no excuse for any saint being igno
saints set ,about the work and 11. neat little rant of the needs of the work; all know the 
chapel was the result. They, too, are with- Jaw of tithes and offerings. If they do not it 
out branch organization, but they have their is because they have not heeded the council 
regular services,-Sunday school and social· of those tha,t the Lord has appointed to in-
and preaching meeting·s. struct them. 

We have reports from other places of very I am now traveling with Bro. Clapp in 
similar circumstances, but it is not necessary Tennessee. I find him willing to push out as 
to recite them. These are sufficient to point the Lord has directed, if the people do rage 
clearly to the fact tbat we :J,s Suriday school and threat·en him. I feel sorry for him, hav
workers can be of service to the cause so pre- fog to travel undar so many adverse condi
cious to us all. We can build up the interests tions-sickness and poverty; but as this is tbe 
of the church in general by faithfully dis- way the kingdom is to be built up, I suppose 
charging the responsibility resting upon us it is ali right. 
in the Sunday school as welf as in other 
places. May the good work move on. 

Like the star 
That shines afar, 
Whhout haste 
And without rest 

Let each.man wheel with steady sway 
'Round the task that rules the day, 

And do his best!-Goethe. 

I cannot say that the work is in a very 
prosperous condition in this country. There 
is great lack of system on the part of ma.ny of 
the branch officials. Prayer meetings and 
sacrament meetings have been greatly neg
lected, and I am of the opinion that this is 
the cause of coldness and indifference; but we 
still hope there is a bright future for the 
South. But I fear _that good time will not 
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come until the missionaries learn that their 
calling is to the world and not the old 
branches. A missionary who spends his 
time going from one branch to another as a 
rule does more harm tban good, or at least it 
bas worked that way in this mission, and I 
hope to see the time when the Twelve will 
take action on this matter and refuse to ap
point anyone to a mission who is not willing 
to push out into the untried fields as our old 
veteran pioneers have done. These are a 
few of my thoughts, but I have taken more 
space than I intended. Please pardon. 

Your brother in bonds, 
C. L. SNOW. 

EMERSON, Iowa, Dec. 10. 
Editors Herald:-Have delighted myself 

reading Bro. Heman's answer to Roberts' 
work. As Roberts' argnments (?) vanish 
away before the withering criticism of 
"proof," one voluntarily asks, "What in this 
wide world can successfully oppose the Reor
ganization?" May God stretch forth his 
mighty arm of power to bless it. 

After the late conference at Carson I de
cided ,to hie away to Union County and open 
up some new places. "Uncle Henry" thought 
it best for me to stop off at Emerson and 
labor in and near Keystone branch, on my 
way. In harmony with his directions I went 
to Hasting and then walked out to Keystone. 
Arriving at Emerson about noon I remem
bered that here were two mothers in Israel, 
Srs. Graham and Davis, and being hungry 
invited mvself to go there for dinner. To 
make a lo;g story short, Sr. D. has a house
ful of boarders, and as they were anxious to 
hear us, I must stop and preach "one night 
anyway." 

As a hint as to bow I felt, I will repeat 
something said at Woodbine, (it makes me 
feel good to know it was genuine,) that an
gels would bear up those who would do their 
dut.y. One man went to bed at church time 
tbe first eve. I believe he heard me, for he 
has staid up every night since, when possi
ble. I have enjoyed liberty, but "nevel,'" has 
such a fiood of light respecting the glorious 
work accomplished by Jesus Christ and com
prehended in his promises to man been 
granted to me as I have received since com
ing here. The third evening the contractor, 
who is building a new schoolhouse in town, 
took his hat and said to his men, "Let's help 
this man;" this because I had said we were 
laboring for humanity, that money cut no 
figure in the matter. 

This morning I visited the new school
house, and going into one room where three 
men were busy laying the second floor, one 
said, "We are hurrying to get this room ready 
foryou." "Whatistbat?"Iasked. Hecontin
ued, "We thought we would fix up this room 
and have you preach in it, so more can hear 
you." This was the man who went to bed 
the first night. The school board would not 
let us use the old one. Last summer it went 
away in a smoke, but now while the new one 
is controlled by a man (God bless him if he 
is wicked), who has a heart, figuratively 
speaking, "as large as a wash tub," we can 
occupy publicly while we warn the denizens 
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here. Perhaps I better "put a flea" in the 
contractor's ear, as there may be trouble 
when the house is to be accepted. 

People may say, "I am not going to send 
my children to a room that has had 'Mormon
ism' preached in it." Why, as they sit in it 
they will say, "In this room Mormonism has 
been preached," and will begin to wonder 
what it sounded like, and when they grow 
up will be so curious that they will go and 
hear and then they will be ensnared! Don't 
laugh when you read this, for I have hear:d 
of people lacking that much common sense to 
say this. 

A few years ago the brethren held tent 
meeting iu a certain town in Northern Iowa. 
One lady said to her daughters, as they 
started down town, "Don't you go by that 
Mormon tent!'' They replied that if they 
went any other way they would have no side
walk, but would need to walk "through the 
wet grass." The former order then was 
countermanded and this took effect: "Well, 
then, stuff your handkerchief in your mouth 
and look the other way" 

I feel thankful to God that my parents had 
enough confidence in their brains not to fear 
to hear anything. 

A few years ago the president of a certain 
church said he would go and hear his Satanic 
Majesty preach. He certainly has learned 
of Jes us, as Christ allowed the Devil to preach 
to him. Who don't want to march under the 
leadership of a man so liberal as this? May 
mo.ny years be added to his earthly existence 
and usefulness. By the example of Jesus 
every man "that hath ears to hear" ought to 
listen to everything that comes to us as reli
gious. 

Between twenty-five and thirty were out 
last night, and as the sisters had just sent 
private invitations, we thought it quite good. 

Have felt somewhat discouraged in this 
mission and queried why I was sent here, but 
it appears that the tide has turned. The 
rest of the missionaries seem to have done a 
great amount of work, but I found it rather 
difficult to occupy much this past summer. 

Hopeful of good, 
C. J. CARLSON. 

THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

Christmas eve. This is near where I am 
holding meetings. 

Do not think I am apostatizing; I have 
never preached the gospel any plainer or 
with more power than I have here. Truly 
God is working with the people here. J be
lieve several will obey the truth ere long. 

Where is Elder Swenson? I would like to 
look at him before he goes home. 

Sr. Sarah J. Allen is anxious to have J. W. 
Wight or any other elder to call on her 
daughter, Mrs. Bell Rollins, Kallispell, Flat
head County, Montana, as the Utah Mormons 
have been holding meetings there and are 
making a good impression on the people, 
claiming to be the true followers and succes
sors of the church since Joseph Smith was 
killed. You will find shelter at the above 
named place. 

Yours for the spread of the gospel, 
W. H. WALLING. 

WESCOTT, Neb., Dec. 10. 
Editors Herald:-! was driven nine miles 

from Arcada, Nebraska, where I arrived No
vember 10, by Bro. E. W. Knoott, and was in 
time to do justice to an evening meal at his 
residence, made more relishable in view of a 
warm reception. Up to date, have held 
twenty-five meetings in Ouster and Valley 
counties, at ti ve different points, assisted by 
Bro. Prettyman, to which, in a general way, 
the attendance has been meager. Though 
the weather up to November 20 was tolera
ble, on the afternoon of that day that known 
as wind began to and did blow furiously, 
freezingly, and distressingly, without cessa
tion, driving the fine snow through the small
est crevices, until Tuesday, when a lull came, 
but not sufficiently effective to eliminate the 
cold. Hence self and Bro. Prettyman 
traveled fifteen miles in a buggy, without 
fainting through intense heat, arriving at 
the objective point at 7: 30 p. m. to fill a pub
lished appointment. 

Nebraskans don't venture. out to attend a 
meeting if an indication of a blizzard is visi
ble, hence preachers are not censurable for 
failing to fill an appointment for a like cause; 
yet it behooves elders to be punctual in filling 
appointments, and not to drift into the fool-

SPRINGFIELD, S. D., Dec. 16. ish practice of waiting long after the ap-
Editors Herald:-I came here about a month pointed time for an augmentation to those 

ago; preached Sundays until December 4, arriving on time, though but two or three. 
when I commenced a series of meetings Elders should, be foremost in promptness as in 
northeast of town in a schoolhouse. The other godiy examples. 
people turn out well; interest is good; sev- I make no attempt to assign a cause for the 
eral have manifested their belief in this meager attendance, for then I might possibly 
latter day work; so I find a home with be charged with sitting in judgment on men's 
them. motives; but this much I affirm, whether in 

The saints have done extra well by me; spring, summer, fall, or winter, much apt
they gave me a nice fur coat, for which I am ness is evinced in formulating excuses for 
thankful. They shall by no means lose their nonattendance at branch stated meetings, as 
reward. well as at special meetings held at times by 

Some of the people asked me if I would ac- missionaries in places where comparatively 
cept a donation; I told them I woultl, and to little is known of the work; which is either 
my surprise they announced an oyster supper evincive of ignorance as to the great necessity 
at the residence of Mr. H. R. Smith, on Fri- for cooperation for the consummation of 
day evening, December 16, proceeds for my God's purposes through the preaching of the 
benefit. This is by people out of the church, gospel, or a nondisposition to evince the req
and some belong to other churches. uisite diligence, which a lively and continual 

I have been invited to take part in the cooperation llecessitates. Gospel modesty 
opening services at the M. E. church on j rather suggests a practical evidence of knowl-

edge than a vain boasting never failing to 
keep up a sharp distinction, in a similar 
manner, between what we know and what we 
don't know. A studiousness with a view to a 
full comprehension of the fact that the suc
cess of the body is effected . by a gospel im
posed diligence of the several integral parts 
of the body, will prove an effective stimulus 
in the above godly work. 

The everlasting gospel does not lead to or 
justify sensationalism, undue excitement, or 
impulsiveness; but to educate every integral 
part of the body, that they act intelligently 
and therefore effectively, preventing instead 
of creating misunderstanding, division, etc. 
And .lest some should so transcend their 
bounds, the method of adjudication to prevent 
innovations, etc., is revealed, and it being 
brought into requisition when a necessity, 
it is therefore as essential for the wellbeing 
of the cause as bringing into requisition the 
method of adoption, when some are waiting 
for adoption; for were h otherwise, then the 
revealment of the method of adjudication, to 
eay the least, was useless. 

R:presentatives of Christ's gospel are to 
reprove the world of sin, and of righteous
ness, and 9f judgment, etc., which fact in
volves a necessity for constant watchfulness 
and corresponding diligence by branch and 
district officials, to prevent sin and wrong
doings in the church, that when despite their 
efforts such things come to the surface, they 
meet and adjust it as law directs; this being 
done the efforts of representatives, will prove 
more effective. But should they be con
fronted with the fact, that professed Latter 
Day Saints are guilty of similar wrongs and 
no efforts made to correct or adjust, the ef
forts of representatives are neutralized and 
the impression may obtain that the church is 
a nursery for crime. But if due efforts are 
made to reprove and reclaim the erring ones, 
sober thinkers would be differently im
pressed. None therefore, ought to be in
dulged in practices by which the church may 
be reproached. 

This, I think compatible with teaching 
found in Doctrine and Covenants 104: 44, and 
if the slothful are to be detected and dealt 
with and the law is reflective of prerogatives, 
duties, etc., I suppose some one would be 
authorized, to approach, and deal with the 
slothful. But we remember to have heard 
condemnatory remarks of too great haste, 
etc., and have thought we ought to properly 
discriminate between that known as undue 
haste and gospel imposed promptness. The 
brother whose duty it may be to light and 
warm the house of worship is not too hasty 
if-having all prepared at the time appointed; 
nor does the diligent teacher show too great 
haste if knowing that his labor is needed 
with a bi:other or sister in embracing the 
earliest opportunity to meet the exigency; as 
the presiding elder is not too hasty in the 
event of ones breaking the solemnity of a 
prayer meeting by an unbecoming speech by 
which some one is arraigned or indirectly 
accused, by instantly calling such a one to 
order, though it may be a delicate matter; as 
he would not be guilty of undue haste if ob 
serving a duty imposed in the thirteen last 
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words of Doctrine and Covenants 46: 1, when ] INDEPENDENCE, Mo., Dec. 8. 
a necessity exists therefor. No, but he Edito1·s Herald:-Old age we trow is any-
would give evidence of a godly zeal in .the thing but flattering to the senses. One may 
discharge of a law-imposed duty. But it try to appear kittenish and exuberant as 
often requires more goodly courage to do the children, and to feel that we're enjoying our
right than to wink at the wrong. selves just as much as the rest of 'em; but to 

I remember hearing a loud protest against grow old isn't all sunshine, "neither is it a 
nepotism, and wondered who or what nepot- waltz nor a schottische," as the woman 
ism might be, so essayed to inform myself, said to a man in a shop who, infringing 
which anyone possessing a sound mind may on her right to keep to the right or not 
do; and have since thought, that while the as she chose, and who dancing around 
goring of the ox may be all right, it makes trying to get out of her way, doffed his bea
some difference whose ox is gored and who ver and politely inquired, "Madam, is it a 
does the goring. waltz or a schottische?" Shoppillg isn't a 

It was a little stimulating to learn from a man's vocation anyway. 
late Herald the effort made to meet the col- We learn a good deal as we push along. 
lege debt, as it evinces a desire to foster the Horse chestnuts are good for the rheuma
fair fame of the church; but when it is re- tism, to be worn, one in each pocket, and 
membered that forty thousand ten-cent con- neuralgia is a stomach trouble. To cure it, 
tributions would aggregate four thousand find out what kind of herb is good for it and 
dollars, it ii'l made to appear, despite the lib- then persist in its use, and nothing else. We 
erality so.me have evinced, ~hat there are haven't learned yet, however, how to get the 
many whwh have done nothrng, the cause ptomaines out of the milk. 
thereof I pretend not to divine, but believe 
that if a greater determination was evinced 
for a more thorough and general cooperation 
for the general weal of the church, it would 
be most effective for good. But as it is, it 
often happens that a few bear the burden. 
Then I think care sho1:1ld be taken to prevent 
financial burdens being greater than necessity 
demands. If Christ was true and perfect in 
other matters, I do not for a moment believe 
his caution and advice relative to tower 
building .at all faulty. (Luke 14:28-30.) 
What Christ might have been from a human 
standpoint as a financier, I do not know, but 
think ourselves, as well as the greatest finan
ciers, might have profited by paying more 
heed to the above instructions. 

In bonds, 
JAS. CAFFALL. 

SOUTH PITTSBURG, Tenn., Dec. 17. 
Edito1·s Herald:-! am here and have been 

for several days. Have preached some in a 
private house and visited some of the people 
at their homes and taught them the gospel. 
As a rule they seem willing to hear at home 
a great deal more so than away at meetings. 

There are some people I find who are afraid 
for their neighbors to see them going to hear 
us preach, because we are evil spoken of on 
account of the Utah Mormons. Many good, 
honest peuple believe that all people called 
Latter Day Saints are Utah Mormons, and so 
speak evil of us. I am tired of being called a 
Mormon by those who mean Utah Mormons, 
as they have acted so badly. 

I preached some at Sequachie City to small 
congregations,-not more than thirty per
sons at a time,-but they seemed very much 
interested. I aim to stay here next week, 
then go to Higdon to see one of my brothers 
and preach some in his section. 

It has been very cold in this section, colder 
than for several years at this time of the 
year, though my wife and I have stood it 
very well so far. We have not been confined 
to the house one day on account .of sickness 
of any kind since we came into the State. 

Yours in bonds, 
E. W. NUNLEY. 

We grieve to think, when we would like to 
serve our weary old stomachs, and nourish 
them in a way befitting the keeping of the 
Word of Wisdom, that "there's death in the 
pot" no matter what one eats. 

Old age is not without its sunny spots, 
however. One of our greatest pleasures has 
ever been reading, and we find that the desire 
for the instructive sort is still with us, thus 
enlivening and enriching the hours which 
otherwise might seem long and tedious. 

There is much valuable and entertaining 
matter on the editorial page of the Herald 
for which we are greatly indebted to the 
astute and enterprising editors. 

The selections from the leading publica
tions, too, are full of rare and important in
formation which all would do well to carefully 
read and thank "ye editor" who employs his 
silent partner so skillfully for our benefit. 

On this, our sixty-second birthday, we are 
looking over a package of letters, some writ
ten in "a lady's hand," and dated fifty years 
ago; others of more . recent date written in 
"a bold round hand" are full of words expres
sive of friendly and noble sentiment. In the 
package is a little book presented by our 
Sunday school teacher in 1841, and judging 
from its contents couldn't have been appre
ciated by one so young as its owner. Our 
books for children have been very much sim
plified since then. One letter in the pack
age contained an invitation to our relatives 
to meet at our house in Charlestown on the 
occasion of the completion of the Bunker 
Hill Monument. 

A little pressed bouquet of wild flowers next 
claims our attention, and on them we imprint 
a kiss in remembrance of the hand that gath
ered them; but the .letters signed "mother" 
"break us all up." 

One unique document written to her by 
"Mrs. Angelique Le Petit Mart.in" (dated in 
1846) on the subject of woman's rights is in
teresting. We never attempted to decipher 
it entirely before, and we quote a .paragraph 
or two. 

"Of all the movements which now agitate 
society, woman's rights is by far the most 
important in magnitude, and in the wonder-
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ful influence it is to exercise over the moral 
character of the human race. 

"Man will withdraw from the hideous and 
unnatural position in which the iniquitous 
consequences of war have placed him,-that 
of the tyrant, usurper, and oppressor over 
woman, where he stands alone among all the 
males of the creation, a monstrous anomaly. 

"He will resume the one assigned to him 
by Nature,-that of lover, companion, and 
helpmate of woman, his female, like all the 
other males are to theirs. 

"Woman will cease to be an ignorant, poor, 
cringing, degraded slave, who looks on man 
as a capricious tyrant, whom she must de
ceive and cheat to secure herself from his 
wrath. 

"She will stretch forth with frank confi
dence her hand to man as the friend provided 
for her by Nature. She will resume in the 
social organizations tlie dignity b13longing to 
the Mother of Mankind; that is, the proxy of 
the Universal Creator for her race, as all the 
other females are for theirs. 

"To produce these splendid effects we need 
only the will of woman to obtain her will. 
We must enlighten her, expose the truth, 
before her eyes." "Will you help to do it?" 

Thus writes this lady who was born in 
France, was educated in.England, and came 
to this country in order to help open up the 
way for woman's suffrage. 

There are many original ideas expressed 
almost too plainly for these columns; so we 
will quote no more of them, but e1'press our 
thankfulness that the Madam no doubt has 
long since seen some of her fond hopes real
ized, in the increased opportunities for wo
man's enlightenment and advancement. 

Although the authority of "the church" is 
vested in a priesthood, we are proud to know 
it bestows upon woman all the honor, respect, 
privilege, and prestige which mortals may 
desire or deserve. The social condition of 
woman has certainly been much improved 
within the last fifty years; and, judging from 
the past and from what we see around us, 
woman's hope for and faith in woman will ere 
long blossom into full fruition. 

Many have been self-appointed to bring 
messages of social peace and equality; but 
the gospel is the only message that will bring 
perfect conditions to the home as to the 
church, and we read, ."All those who receive 
my gospel are sons and daughters in my 
kingdom." 

Our heavenly Father has honored his every 
daughter in every age, and promised her a 
divine inheritance. He marks out her 
course and covenants with her to bestow 
upon her his greatest gift. 

She may consecrate all her God-given 
powers to his service, and what more exalted 
labor is there than that? 

"0 daughter of Zion," we hear the divine 
voice calling to each woman of his church, 
"Lift up thy heart and rejoice." "Keep my 
commandments continually, and a crown of 
righteousness thou shalt receive!" 

The Martyr's honored wife, to whom these 
words were spoken, sealed her lifework by 
a testimony of saving help to every true wo· 
man of the church and to the exalting of the 
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most worthy man and woman of their times. 1 the trip from Bulahdelah over rough moun-
Frances E. Willard's love for humanity was taioous hills to Coolongoolook in company 

limitless say her friends, as exemplified by with Mr. Ben Burdekin. A storm had felled 
her motto: "For God and home and every many trees across our track which we had to 
land." She did a great work and merited chop out of the way; or (as with one large 
and received great honor. But as the wife, bee tree) find a way around them. The back 
friend, and helper of the Martyr and as the I wheel of my bike picked up a loose branch 
chief witness in a cause affect,ing the sal vu- and broke two spokes, throwing it "out of 
tion of thousands of· the human fa mil v, by true." 
the opportunity which she nobly embraced The doctor informs your humble servant 
of pleading the cause of injured innocence that he must work less, or nervous exhaus
and bearing aloft the standard of virtue and tion will be the unhappy result. He feels 
chastity where it might have been trailed in just at present that the invigorating air of 
the dust, Emma Smith was the most hon- his native Rocky Mountain home would be 
ored of God and the most worthy of man's just the thing. GOMER WELLS. 
esteem and gratitude. A. A. H. 

CANTON, Cardiff, Dec. 7. 

MOLINE, Ill., Dec. 16. 
.Editors Berald:-Why do the heathen rage 

and the people imagine vain things? Bro. J. 
S. Pa'r,terson and myself have been trying to 
get the gospel before the people of Rock 
bland, Illinois, but have had rather poor 
success, as tho hired shepherds have done all 
they could against us. They delivered a lec
ture against us, and held prayer meetings, 
asking God to crown our efforts with defeat, 

VERA CRUZ, Mo., Dec. 17. 
Editors Herald:-! am l'lOW at Vera Cruz. 

Bro. Henry Sparling, of Springfield, is also 
here. He and his wife are returning home 
from Howell County. Bro. H. says the work 
is not in as prosperous a condition as he 
would.like to see it. 

Since the district conference I have 
preached at Springfield, Rogersville, Ozark, 
Brunet•, John's Mills, and other points; for 
one I am not tired of the work, neither do I 
think the journey too long, but I find it 
necessary to depend on the Lord for daily 
bread. 

I hope the saints in the district will rally 
to the support of the work by aiding the 
Bishop's agent in seeing that the financial 
part of the law is kept. Saints, let us be up 
and doing while it is called "to-day." 

It is to be hoped that our worthy district 
president, Bro. J. C. Chrestensen, will be 
found among the branches in the district 
soon, and that thfl saints will receive him 
gladly and heed his counsel. 

C. J. SPURLOCK. 

Editors Herald:-Kindly publi.sh my ad
dress in the Herald again, as it is evidently 
not understood, as follows: My mission ad
dress is 14 Council Street, Hulme, Manches
ter. Papers sent to London should be 
addressed to 48 Repton Street, Limehouse, 
London E. If sent to Cardiff, 84 Wyndham 
Crescent, Canton, Cardiff. Either of these 
addresses will reach me. statini:;- that we should'be mobbed and driven KIBBIE, Ill., Dec. 17. 

Thanks to our kind friends for sending 
papers but please do not send them to Bur
dett Road. 

We are still pushing forward in Cardiff 
and meeting with some success. We hail 
our first Sunday school meeting last Sunday. 
Hope to organize first Sunday in the month. 
Can you afford to send us free one dozen In
termediate Quarterlies and one half dozen 
Primary, to introduce them and help us in 
getting started? All are feeling well. No 
winter weather yet, but Oh, so much rain! 

In bonds, 
F. G. PIT'r. 

out of the town. We have called at Rev. Editors Herald:-I can conscientiously say 
Marquis' houst five times to see him, but he we had a good Thanksgiving entertainment 
is always out. He is the one who lectured the last Thursday night in November in the 
against us. Bro. J. W. Peterson will reply Kibbie branch. The saints' church was al
to him on the 17th at three p. m. most full of intelligent people, who do not 

Vile closed our meetings on the 11th and attend our meetings and Sunday shoo!, and 
began in Moline on the 12th. We have been the best of order prevailed. Young men 
treated very differently here; the M. E. min- who can hardly be quiet in meetings sat 
ister assisted in getting a hall; the papers spellbound for two hours and listened to the 
have represented us quite fairly. I inclose a writer's five cnildren and Sr. Campbell'a six 
clipping from the Moline Daily Joiirnal -for children, and Sr. Ellrod's five, and a few out
December 15, which we are very thankful side of the church took a part; reciting about 
for. fifty recitations in a polite and. attractive 

Bro. Patter~on has gone home, and Bro. J. manner. I think there was much prejudice 
W. Peterson is with me now. removed and glad tidings carried to other 

In bonds, parts of this community. 
NEW CASTLE, N. S. W., Nov 19. J. w. ADAMS. It has been reported that we were all dead 

Editors Herald: - My present missionary here. I can gladly say there are some here 
trip up the north co1J,Bt wits interrupted at who expect to come forth at the dawn of that 
T b b k d 'h d f t . LYONS, Wis., Dec. 19. uncurry Y a rea _age ::m . oc er e ec ·S ll1 , ., , 7 • 7 • • a millennial morn when Gabriel blows the 
my bicycle. I took it to Sydney for repbl,irs I Edi,m 8 1:161 a,a.-Bii°' Muc•c us and the trumpet; but there are some who hope to live 
o~ a coasting t,imber schooner. Three days writer cs,m.e to this p.ace on the 14th and faithful till the Savior appears. 
of s asickness a .., ta t· began meetrngs th&,t evening in the home of 

Put
et1"ng .me i· bndu s Hr:da lv~ cb,~me verl~ neP.r Bro. Charles Davis. The turnout is not I think having ente;·tainments is a good 

n e . "' no,, een we ' any- . . we;y to let our light shine to the world. The 
way. Plenty of food on board, but I couldn't large, but rnterest fair. '.l'his town is within 

a t
"ke I t , 

1 
b four miles of the once headquarters of the most interesting recitation was by nine young 

p r :.. . am now on my re .urn, mos" y y ladies marching in position to represent the 
land. noted J. J. Strang, and some of the same 

·111 · h · year 1898, at the beginning of the exercises, 
I found a warm-hearted band of Saints in stamp sti ive rn \ e regwns round about. and they sung a song as they took their places 

S d h 1 I . t • h Among others is vvingfield Watson. We 
y ney w ose we comes P.pprecrn ea muc . 1 - • • i, · in line representing figures and each one had 
"Fond memory brought the scenes of other days I called on him at his uome and he has been 

around me." out to our meetings twice; but the old a good sentence to thank God for. 
Elder Kaler and wife were happy over the Strangite fire still burns within the old man I would have reported sooner, but on the 

28th of November the writer's house and 
safe arrival of a beautiful daughter. and he would try to ignite everything he about one hundred and seventy-fl ve dollars 

I find things moving along as usual in New would come in contact with; but as his fire is worth of its contents were burned to ashes. 
Castle. One of the Sunday school boys, Mas- not very combustible far or wide, so the fire We got out modt of the contents, losing 
ter Thompson, is to be baptized to-day. is not very disastrou~, only the fumes seem nearly all our provision and underclothing

Since I left here last for the above-men- to trouble some in this locality; and because got nothing out of the cellar or smokehouse 
and closet, only insurance enough to cover a 

tioned trip, I labored (sixty miles north) in of the doings of Strang and others, it is hard little over half of the loss and damage, if I 
Bulahdelah for one week and baptized one. to get the people to listen to the gospel or am only lucky enough to get it; but I think 
We have a noble band of some six members obey the word. I will get Hall right. 
at that place with prospect of more. V\lith But we still labor on and on, and hope to Iriclosed find one dollar for the college and 

I 
Ch rist,mas offerings, fifty cents for each cause. 

the help of Sr. Wells, who sings, and a torch live to see the day when the old smoke of Question: Is this one of the ways that we 
for light I got right out on the street, and apostasy will have cleared away, and the are to be tried as by fire? If so, I have surely 
gave open air addresses. Will return there I light of the gospel shall shine forth clear as had my part of it; but I don't expect to let 
· th f t M ,"fo o ,, b b r -- i ,_, , - anything separate me from the love of God 
in e near u ure. . y Vil,, <•nu. a .V .ue.c.a I one noomrn,y sun. I and the church, thanking God it was no 
travel by coach or private conveyance, while J In gospel worse. It could have been much worse. 
I go on the bicycle. We will not soon forget I W. A. McDOWELL. JOHN T. CURTIS. 
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rue Succession In 
CHAPTER 13. 

SINCE concluding the foregoing chapters the following 
correspondence has come into our possession, and as ques
tions are answered therein which we had vainly attempted 
to have answered before, we will present it. We give the 
correspondence in full that these men and their methods 
may be presented to the reader in their own words. 

It appears that Mr. Long was under the impression that 
Mr. Penrose was Editor of the Deseret News, and so ad
dressed him. The News answered the first two communi
cations without the knowledge of Mr. Penrose. The last 
letter Mr. Penrose received and answered in person. This 
will account for the misunderstanding. Mr. Richards is 
the official Historian of the Utah Church, and Mr. Penrose 
is connected with the same department, hence their state
ments on historical points will doubtless be considered 
official. 

The letters read as follows:-
HrnDON, Ala., Nov. 19, 1897. 

To the Editor Deseret Evening News, Salt Lake City, Utah; 
Dear Sir:-I write you as an investigator, seeking to know 

the truth. I am a member of the Baptist Church, but I am 
interested in what is called by your people and others, the lat
ter-day work. 

I have kept and cared for elders of the church under the 
presidency of "Wilford Woodruff, commonly called "Brigham
ites." I have also kept and cared for elders (or an elder) of the 
church under the presidency of Joseph Smith, of Lamoni, 
Iowa, commonly called ",J osephites" or the "Reorganized 
Church." 

'J'hese elders do not agree as to the calling an_d ordination of 
Brigham Young as President of the Church -after the deat.h of 
.Joseph Smith in 1844. 'l'he Josephite elders claim that he 
never was properly ordained; only elected as President of the 
Church. 

'Will you please tell me if this is true or not'? If he was 
ordained, please state by what authority and who officiated, 
that I may be able to answer the ".Josephites" if it be a false 
claim. 

By answering the above and giving me any other information 
you m~iy feel led to give, you will greatly oblige, 

Yours respectfully, 
.T. 0. LONG. 

Office of Deseret News Publishing Company. 
SALT LAKE CrrY, Utah, Dec. (i, 1897. 

.T. 0. LONG, Es(~., Higdon, Ala.; 
Dea1· Si,r:-'rhe Mormon I<Jlders have frequently to meet the 

misrepresentations made by the Josephite Elders, and in order 
to meet this matter fully without entering into private discus
sions, Elder B. H. Roberts has written a book called the "Suc
cession in the Presidency," in which he sets forth all the 
particulars in relation to the succession of President Brigham 
Young to President Joseph 8mith, and we think he has covered 
the ground very successfully and has left nothing whatever for 
our- opponents, the Josephites, to base their claims on. ·we for
ward you to-day a copy of the book, the price of which is 30 
cents, and we trust. you will kindly remit the amount to us by 
return mail. Yonrs truly, 

DESERET NEWS PUBLISHING Co. 
Evans, Manager. 

HIGDON, Ala., Jan. 26, 1898. 
Mn. C. VV. PENROSE, Editor Deseret News, 

Salt Lake City, Utah. 
Dear Sir:-In reply to yours of December (i, 1897:-
After examining the book "Succession in the Presidency," 

with some care, I yet find no answer to the question in my 
former letter of inquiry to you; viz.: '"Was Brigham Yonng 
properly ordained as President of the Church after Josepli 
Smith's death, and if so, when and by whom'!" which you will 
please answer if you have the data at hand. 

A,s before-stated I am not a "Brighamite" or "JosephiLe," but 
a Baptist; but I am interested in this quest10n, hence my 
importunity. 

Enclosed is 30cts. to pay for book and also self-addressed, 
stftmped envelope for your reply to me.· 

'!.'rusting my importunity will not weary yonr patience, and 
hoping to have an early reply, I am, 

Yours respectfully, J. 0. LONG. 

Churc residency .. 
"The only answer to this letter was a postal card ac

knowledging the receipt of the 30 cts." 

Office of Deseret News Publishing Company. 
SALT LAKE CrTY, Utah, Feb. 7, 1898. 

J. 0. LONG, Higdon, Ala. 
vVe have received your favor of Jan. 26, 1898, containing 1"0°0 

dollars, and the amount of the remittance has been phtced to 
your.credit on account. 

Thanking you for past favors, and soliciting your kind pat
ronage", in the future, we remain, 

Yours truly, 
DESERET NEWS PUBLISHING Co., 

Per Neslen. 

HIGDON, Ala., May 12, 1898. 
Mn. C. W. PENHOSE, Ed. Deseret News, Salt Lake City. 

Dear Sir:-On November 19, 18fJ7, I wrote you asking for 
information as to who ordained Brigham Young as President 
of the Latter Day Saint or Mormon Church. 

My reasons for writing you, as then stated were: I had been 
a friend to both the elders of your church and those of the 
Reorganized Church; had lodged and fed them both! had heard 
them talk; and ag an honest man, wanted to know if t.he claim 
made by the "Josephites;" viz.: that Brigham Young was 
never ordained at all, as President of the Chnrch, was true: and 
asked you the question, "If he was or01alned, where and by 
whom was it done'!" Your answer to my letter was a charge 
of misrepresentation by you against the "Josephites" and you 
also sent a work entitled --- by Elder l3. H. Roberts, which 
you thought "covered all the grounds.'' 

The book I carefully read and found no answer to my ques
tion, and wrote you again on the 26th of January, 1898, so 
informing you, and repeated my question in the following form: 
"\Vas Brigham Yonng properly ordained as President of the 
Church after Joseph Smith's death, and if so, when and by 
whom'!" 

To this letter yon was please.cl to make no reply, or at least I 
received none, although I sent you self-addressed stamped en
velope. 

I write again, hoping you will reply, and, if you do not, I 
shall be forced to believe the charge of misrepresentation, so 
far as this point is concerned, should not he lodged against the 
".Tosephites." 

As before-stated, I am a Baptist, but I want to know the truth 
in all things, and as for this point, I thought one letter from 
you would settle it; but so far you have evaded the matter, 
and I must say that the impression you have made on me by 
this evasion is not for the best for your side, as it leads to the 
conclnsion that the claim of the .Tosephites is true. 

May I hear from you soon, please? 
Respectfully, J. 0. LONG. 

Hjstorian 's Office, (iO E. South Temple Street, 
SArn' LAKE CrrY, Utah, May 18, 18fl8. 

.T. 0. LONG, Esq., Higdon, Ahi. 
Dea?' Sfr:-I have this moment received over yonr signature 

a very imperative and peremptory letter. My first impnlse was 
to treat it as insulting letters shonld be treated, but on reading 
it carefully I regard it as the result of some mistakes on your 
part, and lest it mig·ht be a fact. that you are honestly seeking 
for information, I reply to it without ill-feeling. I am not aware 
that I hiwe ever received a communication from vou before. 
I am not the editor of the Deseret News. I have not.sent to you 
a work entitled "Succession," nor have I received from you 
any "self-addressed," stamped envelope; nor have I, as you so 
bluntly charge, "evaded" any matter which you claim to have 
presented. And further, I am not ayvare that I am under any 
obligation to answer letters addressed to me in the spirit of the 
commnnication now before me. So much for that. 

Now my dear sir, to your question: "vVas Brigham Young 
properly ordained as President of the Church after Joseph 
Smith's death, and if so, when and by whom'?" 

In asking that question you are evidently nnder a misappre
hension as to the order of Priesthood and Presidency in the 
Church of .Jesus Christ of Latt,er-day Saints. That arises, 
doubtless, from an idea that has been entertained by persons in 
the "Reorganiiled" Church as to the meauing of the revelation 
given March 28, 1835, Section 107; 21, 22. D. and C. 

"Of necessity there are Presidents or Presiding offices grow
ing out of, or appointed of or from among those who are 
ordained to the several offices in these two Priesthoods." 

"Of the Melchisedek Priesthood, three Presiding High 
Priests chosen by the body, appointed and ordained to that 
office, and upheld by the confidence, faith and prayer of the 
Church, form a quorum of the Presidency of the Church." 

Brigham Young at the death of Joseph was the President o.f 
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the Twelve Apostles, so designated by revelation. Apostles are 
Presiding High Priests, appointed and ordained to that office. 
He having been so appointed and ordained was in due time 
chosen by the body and upheld by the confidence, faith and 
prayer of the Church, and with two counselors, each of whom 
was also a Presiding High Priest, having been appointed and 
ordained to that office, thus became the First Presidency, 
according to the revelation. 

No man is ordained President of the Church. He is ordained 
to that Priesthood which qualifies him for the position of Presi
dent when chosen and sustained by the Church. The question 
might be asked, when was Joseph the Prophet ordained Presi
dent of the Church? He was ordained an Apostle and thus 
being a Presiding High Priest was accepted ,by the Church and 
sustained in that capacity. 

Priesthood is conferred by ordination; Presidency is another 
thing. It does not come by ordination, using that term in the 
same sense as in reference to conferring Priesthood, nor does it 
come by lineage. It is by choice and appointment and the 
common consent of the Church; but the person so chosen must 
have been ordained to the proper Priesthood to be qualified for 
the position. The word "ordained," however, is sometimes 
used in another sense, as anything that God appoints or orders 
or ordains, but in the revelation referred to signifies evidently 
just what I have stated. If I have not made this sufficiently 
plain, I shall be willing to respond to any courteous inquiry. 

' Respectfully yours, etc., 
C. W. PENROSE. 

EuLA P. 0., .Jackson Co., Ala., Feb. 26, 1898. 
MR. F. D. RICHARDS, 

Dear Sir:-You will excuse me for writing to yon; I want to 
ask you a question. Your elders that are doing preaching here 
or have been doing preaching here seem to be nice men, and we 
have another kind-of preachers that come here; they call them 
.Josephites. They say Brigham Young never was ordained 
to be President of the Church, therefore your elders haven't 
got any right to preach nor baptize. · 

Now, if you will answer my questions you will oblige. 
Was Brigham Young ordained to be President of the Church? 

If so, who ordained him-when was he ordained and who did it? 
I am asking these questions for information. You will please 

write and give me the information I so much want. I belong 
to no church. 

There don't seem to be much difference between your elders 
and the Josephites in the way they believe, only the President 
of the Church. 

I hope to hear from you soon and have an answer to my ques-
tion. Respectfully, 

JEHU B. CLARK. 
EULA. P. 0., Jackson County, Alabama. 

SALT LAKE CITY, Utah, March 7, 1898. 
JEHU B. CLARK, Eula, Alabama. 

My Dear Sir:-'l'here are no dissenting branches of the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. There is an 
organization calling itself "The Reorganized Church," but it is 
in no sense a branch of this Church. It is composed of persons 
who follow Joseph Smith, son of the deceased Prophet, and 
who claim that when the latter died, having been martyred for 
the word of God and the testimony of Jesus Christ, the Church 
thereby became disorganized; a palpable absurdity. The 
Church founded, under God, by Joseph Smith the Prophet has 
continued without interruption to the present time, with the 
Apostleship, doctrines, ordinances, gifts and powers as estab
lished and revealed from the Lord. 

In the Chnrch of .Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, no one 
has ever been ordained to be President of the Church. In the 
beginning the Lord sent Peter, .James and John, and they 
ordained .Joseph Smith an Apostle and he was instructed how 
to organize and bnild up the Church in this dispensation. 
When the Prophet and Apostle Joseph Smith was taken from 
us, Brigham Young, being President of the '11 welve Apostles, it 
devolved upon him to preside over the Church, as the Apostle 
is the highest office known in the Church of Christ. So also, 
when the Prophet and Apostle Brigham Young died, .John Tay
lor, being President of the Twelve Apostles, it devolved upon 
him. In the same manner, when he departed, "Wilford Wood
ruff, being President of the 'l'welve Apostles, the Presidency 
devolved upon him. Neither Joseph Smith, Brigham Young, 
John Taylor nor Wilford \Voodruff were ordained Presidents of 
the Church. It is not according to the order of the Church to 
ordain Presidents of the Church, for there is no such order of 
the Priesthood known in the Church. When the Savior 
departed, the Presiding Apostle Peter took charge, as it was 
his right of office, and James and .John were his counselors, and 
that is how they seemed to be pilla,rs in the Church, the same 
as it is now in the true Church. Offices in the Church are con
ferred by ordination, but offices of position to honor and labor 
are conferred by calling or appointment, and not by ordina
tion. May the clear lig.ht of truth enable you to understand 
the things of God, and preserve you from being deceived by· 
any other than the true doctrine of Christ. 

Success to you in your prayerful search for the way of the 
Lord. Yours in the Truth, 

F. D. RICHARDS. 

We are heartily glad that these men have at last taken a 
position on this point, and we thank Messrs. Long and 
Clark for having kindly furnished us this important 

. material. 
It will be seen that both Mr. Richards and Mr. Penrose 

take the position that Presidents are not ordained as such, 
but chosen from those previously holding office by virtue 
of which they are eligible to the position chosen, and that 
they then occupy without further ordination. They apply 
this rule to the President of the Church, and Mr. Richards 
affirms that, "In the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter 
Day Saints, no one has ever been ordained to be President 
of the Church." · 

The Reorganization has taken the position (see p. 133) 
stated in the following:-

Resol ved, that as the office of First President of the Church 
grows out of the authority of the Presiding High Priest in the 
high priesthood, no person can legally lay claim to the office 
of First President of the Church, without a previous ordination 
to the Presidency of the High Priesthood. 

So the issue is squarely before us, and we are pleased to 
meet it. 

It will not be necessary for us to enter into an exegesis 
of the law, which would admit of a difference of opinion. 
We will simply give a few universally acknowledged his
torical facts which will clearly show that our learned oppo
nents. are wrong. On February 15, 1836, at Kirtland, 
Ohio, Presidents were chosen to the High Priests, Elders, 
Priests, Teachers, and Deacons quorums, and each of them 
duly set apart by ordina.tion. The record is as follows:-

After one hour's adjournment of the Council, Elder Don 
Carlos Smith was nominated and seconded to be ordained to the 
High Priesthood, also to officiate as President, to preside over 
that body in Kirtland. The vote of the respective quorums 
was called in their order, and passed through the whole house 
by their unanimous voice. 

Elder Alva Beeman was chosen in the same manner. to pre
side over the Elders in Kirtland. 

William Cowdery was nominated and seconded to officrnte as 
President over the Priests of the Aaronic Priesthood in Kirt
land. 

The vote of the Assembly was called, beginning at the Bish
op's Council, and passing through the several authorities, until 
it came to the Presidency of the High Council in Kirtland, and 
received their sanction, having been carried unanimously, in 
all the departments below. 

Oliver Olney was unanimously elected to preside over the 
Teachers in Kirtland. 

Ira Bond was unanimously chosen to preside over the Dea
cons in Kirtland. 

Elders Don Carlos Smith and Alva Beeman were ordained to 
the offices to which they had been elected, under the hands of 
Presidents .Joseph Smith, Junior, S. Rigdon, and H, Smith, 
with many blessings. 

Bishop Whitney, of Kirtland, then proceeded to ordain Wil
liam Cowdery, Oliver Olney, and Ira Bon-d, and pronounced 
many blessings upon them according to their offices and stand
ing.-Millennial Star, Vol. 15, pp. 593-594. 

At Nauvoo, Illinois, in 1841, George Miller was chosen 
_to succeed Don C. Smith as President of the High Priests 
Quorum, and of this he says:-

And at the fall conference after the death of Don Carlos 
Smith, I was called and set apart as President of the Quorum of 
High Priests, with my counselors Noah Packard and Amasa 
J,yman.-Church History, Vol. 2, p. 793. 

In Millennial Star, Vol. 16, p. 342, we find the following: 
"Stephen Chase was ordained President- of the Elders 
Quorum in Far West." This was on October 6, 1838. 

Again, on March 1, 1835, "Joseph Young and Sylvester 
Smith were ordained Presidents of the Seventies." (Millen
nia.l Star, Vol. 15, p. 230.) 

These are but few of the many instances that we could 
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cite to show that in the days of Joseph the Martyr Presi
dents were set apart by ordination, hence Mr. Penrose is 
wrong when in speaking of Presidency he says: "It does 
not come by ordination," etc. 

Not only were Presidents ordained in the church in the 
days of the Martyr, but the Utah Church has adopted the 
practice. Andrew Jensen in his "Historical Record," Vol. 
5, pp. 82, 83, speaks of the ordination of Presidents of Sev
enties as follows: Jedediah M. Grant, in 1844; Horace S. 
Eldredge, October, 1854; Jacob Gates, October, 1862; Wil
liam W. Taylor, 1879; Abraham H. Cannon, October 9, 
1882; Seymour B. Young, October 16, 1882; Daniel Fjel
sted, April 28, 1884; and John Morgan, October 7; 1884. 

Pages could be filled with instances of ordinations to 
Presidency, but surely these are sufficient. 

By the above we learn that when the quorums were first 
set in order under Joseph Smith the Seer, that Presidents 
were set apart by ordination in the quorums of Seventy, 
High Priests, Elders, Priests, Teachers and Deacons. 
Even if ordinations to Presidency were unnecessary in the 
apostolic quorums of First Presidency and Twelve Apos
tles, our opponents are too extravagant in laying down the 
rule that Presidency "does not come by ordination." 
They should have admitted the rule and claimed an excep
tion. 

Having disposed of their interpretation of the rule, it 
might be more in keeping with order to rest here and 
await the filing of their claim of exception; but as this is 
our closing argument, we will meet their position by show
ing that it is neither the rule nor the exception. 

Mr. Richards makes the direct claim (to which Mr. Pen
rose by inference agrees) that, "In the beginning the Lord 
sent Peter, James, and John and they ordained Joseph 
Smith an Apostle, and he was instructed how to organize 
and build up the church in this dispensation.'' 

They then argue that by virtue of the apostleship then 
conferred, (not later than September, 1830, D. C. 26: 3,) he 
was President of the Church. Both of these gentlemen 
either ignorantly or dishonestly ignore the fact that not
withstanding Joseph Smith had been an apostle since 1830, 
he did, on January 25, 1832, receive an additional ordina
tion, at Amherst, Ohio, to the office of President of the 
High Priesthood, (see this book, p. 143,) and that on April 
26, 1832, he was received by the church in Missouri in that 
capacity. 

It is only necessary here to cite the language of the law 
to show that this was tantamount to an ordination as 
President of the Church:-

And again, the duty of the president of the office of the high 
priesthood is to preside over the whole church, and to be like 
unto Moses. Behold, here is wisdom, yea, to be a seer, a reve
lator, a translator, and a prophet; having all the gifts of God 
which he bestows upon the head of the church.-Doc. and Cov. 
104: 42. 

The assertion, then, of Mr. Richards, that "Neither 
Joseph Smith, Brigham Young, John Taylor, nor Wilford 
Woodruff, were ordained Presidents of the Church,'' in so 
far as it refers to Joseph Smith, is false. The position of 
the Reorganization as set forth in the above resolution is 
in harmony with both law and precedent. The ordination 
of Joseph, the son of the Martyr, to the office of President 
of the High Priesthood, was exactly in harmony with the 
ordination of his illustrious father whom he succeeds. 
Strange that the Utah authorities question the validity of 
this ordination, and yet defend the claims of Brigham 
Young and his successors in office, while they concede that 
they nor either of them had an ordination of any kind to 
the office of President of the Church; and Mr. Richards 

goes so far as to say, "It is not according to the order of 
the church to ordain Presidents of the church, for there is 
no such order of the Priesthood known in the church." 
This is unquestionably true as regards that church repre
sented by Mr. Richards. But this office is provided for in 
the law given to the church organized by Joseph Smith 
and others in 1830. The Prophet and his colleagues were 
in practice in harmony with that law; and the Reorganized 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints as the lawful 
continuation of the church organized in 1830 accepts that 
law and practically carries it into effect. 

If, as Mr. Richards states, Brigham Young was not 
ordained President of the Church, then the contention of 
the "Josephites," as set forth in Mr. Long's letter, is sus
tained, and the charge of misrepresentation made by the 
Deseret News should be retracted. These men are in des
perate straits and their struggles excite in us a mingled 
feeling of pity and contempt. The floundering of Mr. Pen
rose is especially pitiable. After quoting the law and 
seeking to construe it to mean what it does not say, he 
plunges into a self-contradictory tangle from which he can 
never disengage himself. He says: "Apostles are Presid
i'.ng High Priests, appointed and ordained to that office." 
Again, he says of Joseph Smith: "He was orda,ined an 
Apostle and thus being a Presiding High Priest was accepted 
by the church and sustained in that capacity." After thus 
affirming that Joseph Smith was a Presiding High Priest 
by virtue of an ordination, he immediately flops and says 
Presidency "does not come by ordination." The truth is 
that these men realize that neither Messrs. Young, Taylor, 
Woodruff, nor Snow ever had an ordination to the office of 
President of the High Priesthood; which office, according 
to law, entitles a man to the ,right to preside over the 
whole church (and virtually such ordination makes him the 
President); and hence they conclude that Presidency "does 
not come by :>rdination;" and yet they must find some 
plausible excuse for Young et al. assuming to preside, and 
so they say they were ordained Presiding High Priests. The 
only consistent way out of this dilemma is to resolve that, 
Whereas, Joseph Smith, though an apostle, was ordained 
to the office of President of the High Priesthood; there
fore, Brigham Young et al., though apostles, had no right 
to assume to preside over the whole church without sueh 
ordination. 

When these gentlemen can establish their position that 
an apostle can preside over the church by virtue of his 
ordination as a Presiding High Priest, and at the same time 
sustain their contention that Presidency "does not come 
by ordination," we would be pleased to hear from them 
again. 

We sincerely thank Mr. Richards for his frank acknowl
edgement that the Reorganization "is in no sense a branch 
of this [their] Church;" and congratulate Messrs. Long 
and Clark on their success in drawing out of these men a 
statement of their position where others have failed. 

Again, we conclude by presenting to the reader, with 
renewed confidence, the Reorganized Church as the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints. Its Presi
dent is of the lineage pointed out in the revelations of God 
as entitled to that position. He was appointed of God 
through his father according to the direction given in the 
revelations. He was called of God by revelation according 
to the law which says:-

The president of the church, who is also the president of the 
council, is appointed by revelation, and acknowledged, in his 
administration, by the voice of the church.-D. C. 99: 6.' 

He was regularly ordained to the office of President of 
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the High Priesthood, as was his father before him, by vir
tue of which he is entitled "to preside over the whole 
church, and to be like unto Moses." Not one of these 
requisites can be claimed by Lorenzo nor his prede
cessors, Elders Woodruff, Taylor, and Young. 

vVe exhort and admonish Latter Day Israel everywhere 
to hear and heed the inspired message of this servant of 
God that was addressed to them so many years ago (see 
pp. 138, 139), and remember that "he that heareth him 
that is sent, heareth the Lord who sent him." 

GonfBfBilGB 

I'LORIDA. 
·Conference convened at. old Santa Rosa, 

November 26; M. M. Turpen chosen to pre
side. B. L. Jernig·an clerk. Ministry report
ing: Elders D. E. Tucker, S. D. Allen, J. 
N. Hawkins; priests C. Dixon, J.P. Calhoun; 
Deacon R L. Jernigan. Branch reports: 

branch provision was made for ordination of 
Bro. Cornelius Quick to the office of an elder 
-the same placod in hands of district presi
dent. The district president was empowered 
to correspond with branch presidents of the 
district t,o establish and maintain a reserve 
fund for expenses of the ministry coming to 
their branches. John Hardacre and Rob· 
ert Reynolds were appointed committee on 
arrangements for a district reunion to be 
held a'v or near as practicable to Nine Won
ders-Et Dorado Springs-August 11 to 21 in
c1 us1ve. Preaching by D. C. White, F. C. 
Keck, and J. C. Foss. Adjourned to El 
Dorado Springs branch at Coal Hill chapel, 
May 20, 1899, at ten a. m. 

FAR WEST. 

Openhead 14; gain 2. Calhoun 67: g·ain 3. 
Greenwood 30; no chang·e. Pleasant View 25; 
n.o change. Bishop's agent's report: On 
hand last report $30; recoived since $1.05; on 
0

hand $31.05. The presidency of the district 
was put in the bands of the missionary in 
charge, M. M. Turpen, until next conference. 
Tent fund committee was discharged for the 
present. Resolutions passod favorinft a re- Conference with St. Joseph branch, Satur
union with Mobile and Alabama districts. day and Sunday, December 10 and 11. I. N. 
Preaching by Elders D. E. Tucker and lVI. M. White presided, C. P. Faul secretary. Branch 
Turpen. Adjourned to call of missionary in reports: St. Joseph 413; gain 15. Stewarts

charge. ville 148; gain 5. Delano and German Stew
artsville; no change. Edg·erton Junction 39; 
gain 1. Pleasant Grove 88; loss 1. Wakenda; 

CLINTON. no change. Mount Hope 37; gain 2. Kings-
' Conference b. Veve chapel, Missouri, No- ton 88; loss 2. Bishop's agent's report: Re

vember 26; D. C. White president, Ella Mil- ceived and on hand since last reporting, 
ler clerk, W. McEl wain assistant. Seventies March 3, 1898, $571.54; paid out $570. 75; bal
reporting: D. C. White baptized 3. As ance on hand '79 cents. Auditing committee 
Bishop's agent, received $302.59; paid out reported the accounts correct. Ministry re
$271.30; on hand $31.29. Receivod for tent porting: A. White baptized 2, A. W. Head, 
fund$37.95; paid out$1.95; on hand $36. Other D. E. Powell, R. Archibald, H. 0. Smith bap
Seventies reporting: J.C. Foss, ·r. R. W:J,1- tized 12, J.C. Elvert, B. Dice baptized 1, J. 
ters, F. C. Keck; Elders: W. H. Lowe blip- Davis, C. P. F<tul, J. Burlington, J. N. Cato; 

· tizeJ. 6, T. R. White, M. L. Sory, S. C. Andes Priests: J. S. Constance, W. C. Duncan, J. 
baptized 1, P. Pement baptized 4, F. M. Shar- N. York; Teachers: R. Garlich, R. Head. 
rock, H. L. Kinning, J. D. White baptized 8, I Committee on soating district tent made re
L. A. Quick, G. W. Beebe senior, J. B. I port IJ,s follows: Total cost for material for 
Gouldsmith baptized 2, J. Storling, C. P. building the seats $27.30; received $10.90. 
Welsh, C. :H'. Belkham, A. Lloyd; Priests: The work was all donated by several of the 
A. C. Silvers baptized 1, G. VV. Beebe junior, brethren. Report was adopted and names of 
baptized 2, W. E. Haden, E. Corthell. \ D. E. Powell and R. Garlich added to solicit 
Branches reporting: El Dorado Springs 170; 1 mvney to pay the balance of indebtedness. 
gain 6, loss 1. Rich Hill 138; gain 2, loss 4. R0port of elders in the John Round case: 
Tebo 41; gain 3. Tab0rville 30; no chang·e. After hearing the evidence in the case they 
Veve 106; gain 6. Nevada 45; no change. report him not guilty as charged. After a 
Other reports received since: Lowry City lengthy discussion on decision of the elders, 
48; gain 4, loss 1. Wheatland 47; gain 2, loss the chair ruling was that the conference 
1. Lebanon 42; gain 3, loss 1. Clinton, would bs compelled u.nd0r the law as found in 
Deepwater, Walker, and Butler, not re- the Book of Rules to affirm the decision. A 
ported. The present record shows 5 seven- misunderstanding of granting letters of re
ties, 27 elders, 18 priests, 19 deacons, and 10 moval to Bro. and Sr. James Pointer because 
teachers; a total gain of 2<1 members since of the late reeolution by the General Confer
June conference; total loss 8, a net gain of ence, "members shall unite to the nearest 
18; total membership 830. Rich Hill branch branch," the St. Joseph branch refused to 
was authorized to enter the name of Bro. D. grant letter to the above brother and sister. 
Duffield upon its record. Expense bill for After some discussion the matter was referred 
postage and railroad fare of $640 presonted to Bro. H. 0. Smith for him to act in the case 
by district president was ordered drawn from as wisdom would direct. Officers for the en
Bishop's agent's funds. Whereas there is suing quarter: W. Lewis president, D. E. 
money on hand as mission tent fund; that we Powell vice president, C. P. Faul secretary; 
request same to he divided between the four 'Vil. Lewis was sustained as Bishop's agent. 
districts comprising said mission, and that Bro. J. S. Constance was ordained to the 

office of an elder. Preaching by John Davis 
our share be applied on this district tent and I. N. White. Adjourned to St. Joseph 
fund. Upon recommendation of Lebanon the second Saturday in March, 1899. 

HERALD, HOPE, ENSIGN, AUTUMN .LEAVES, 
AND BOOKS FOR THE BRITISH ISLES. 

To the saint.sand patrons in Great Britain: 
-Our very worthy and devoted agent and 
brother, Thomas Taylor, of Birmingham, 
some time ago notified us that by reason of 
his advanced age and infirmities he would 
be compelled to resign the agency for 
church publications for the above-named ter· 
ritory, such resignation to take effect 
January I, 1899. We have since sought to 
rm the position but have not as yet found 
any party who could give the time to it, and 
have therefore arranged to supply the church 
publications upon the plan had in America, 
by appointing an agent in each branch who 
will transact the business for the office with 
the people. 

By turning to the late Herald catalogue 
you will notice on first page, special instruc
tions touching the appointment of these 
agents. Please read ca1·efully. 

I. We ask the saints in the different 
branches of England, Wales, and Scotland to 
select one of their number whom they are 
satisfied can and will attend 1 o the business, 
and forward to this office his name and ad
dress at once. Please do not delay as we 
wish the address so as to forward supplies by 
the first of the year. 

2. We also ask each person so selected to 
forward to us at once a list of all those who 
wish the church papers and the number; also 
books and tracts. 

3. When practicable the cash should ac
company the subscription. The prices of 
the church publications bave been reduced so 
as to come within the reach of all if they will 
make an effort; they are placed at as low 
figures as it fo possible to publish for cash 
until subscription lists are enlarged. 

It has been charged that this payment in 
advan\Je is only in the interest of the rich. 
A little thought will, however, convince you 
that it is not. To return to the old system 
of credit, it must not be forgotten that those 
who are well able to pay, take ad vantage of 
this as well as the poorer classes; and this 
deprives the office of the use of the money 
and we must borrow to run on, and pay in
terest; nor can the money always be had. If 
the mon,ey is paid in advance, we can use it 
in purchasing supplies, and discount all bills 
at from five to ten per cent in ten to thirty 
days, thug saving much to the office during 
the year. To begin the credit system ad 
libitiim, would lose heavily to the office each 
year, and we would be compelled, for safety 
of the business, to raise upon the price of the 
publications instead of lessening prices. 

There is no power in this office by which 
we may pass judgment upon individuals and 
say to one, you are able and must pay in ad-
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vance, and to another, you need not do so. All 
too, both rich and poor, would resent such an 
act. We are then to be governed by general 
rules applicable to all, and every reasonable 
mind must see that if the poor man is to pay 
for his reading at all, the cheaper he gets it 
the better it is for him. All that we need, 
to make a successful work of this, is to make 
the effort at once, and not let it drag to the end 
of the year, when it is often found that we 
are not as well prepared to raise the means 
as we were at the beginning. In cases of 
great misfortune or sickness, special applica
tion can be made to the Board of Publication 
and justice had. 

In the interest of all we urge promptness 
in payment; it is better for the work, better 
for the people; we form better business habits 
thereby, and are educated upon right lines, 
so that if we are poor, we need not remain 
so; and if well to do, or rich, we shall 
readily perform our work so as to advance 
the cause of Christ as we should. 

We congratulate the saints and friends 
upon evidences of better prospects for the 
cause of truth, and all who sacrifice and labor 
therefor .. 

In the hope of Christ, we are your colabor
ers in his gospel, 

E. L. KELLEY, Pres. Board Pub. 
FRANK CRILEY, Business Mgr. 2t 

LAMONI, Iowa, Dec. 16. 

GRACELAND SUBSCRIPTION LIST. 
"SUCCESS WHEN UNITED" APPEAL. 

$25 a year for five years. 
21. Alma B. Hanson, ...... Lamoni, Iowa. 
22. 5 Srs. Ida Marks, Vida Elvin, and 
24. I Bessie Braby, ....... Lamoni, Iowa, 
25. Sr. McNicholl, ($12-~) Independence, 

Missouri. 
26. J. J. Billinsky, ($10) ... St. Louis, Mo. 
27. J. C. Hitchcock, ($10) St. Louis, Mo. 
28. Sr. Dwight Davis, ($10) Lamoni, Iowa. 
29. Charles E. Blair, ($10) Lamoni, Iowa. 

(To be continued.) 

CHURCH RECORDER'S NOTICE. 
Nearly all the district clerks have for

warded branch reports with fair promptness, 
but a few are in arrears, some of them quite 
a di~tance. I sketch the situation as fol
lows:-

No reports have been received from the 
Birmingham, England, district, for several 
years. From the Manchester and Sheffield 
districts have come reports to December 31, 
1897, and from London to March 31, 1898. 

The branches of Eastern Wales have been 
reported to October, 1898, but those of West
ern Wales have not been reported since the 
close of 1896. 

Sydney, Australia, district has been re
ported to close of 1897, and the Victoria dis
trict to March 31, 1898. 

The Honolulu branch has been reported to 
March 31, 1898. 

The last reports from the thirty Society 
Island branches came in 1896. 

Scotland, Denmark, and Switzerland have 
not been reported.for several years. 

Branch reports from the districts in the 
United States ri.nd Canada, have been re-
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ceived for .June, July, August, September, 
October, and November, 1891<, (as the case 
may be), as follows:-

From Chatham and London districts, On
tario; Alabama; Mobile; Southern Califor
nia; Eastern Colorado; Florida; Northern 
Illinois; Southeastern Illinois; Nauvoo; De
catur; Des Moines; Eastern Iowa; Fremont; 
Galland's Grove; Little Sioux; Pottawat
tamie; Northeastern Kansas; Nor th western 
Kansas; Kentucky and Tennessee; Eastern 
Maine; Western Maine; Eastern Michigan; 
Southern Michigan; N ortheasteru Missouri; 
Nodaway; Far West; St. Louis; Central Ne
braska; Northern Kirtland; 
Southeastern Ohio; Pittsburg; Philadelphia; 
Central Texas; Southwestern Texas; Vvest 
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NOTICES. 
To the Elders and Priests of Northeastern 

Missouri District, Greeting:- Will you be 
kind enough to send to me at Bevier, Mis
souri, your quart.erly report January 1, 1899, 
1J,nd if you have not heretofore reported to me, 
pleii,se send report covering all labor per
formed for past nine months; this is most 
desirable, that I may have complete report of 
the district to send to missionary in charge. 
Let all the ministers observe Book of Order, 
section 174, paragraph f, page 156. Let all 
work in unison for the good of the cause. I 
wouid be pleased to hear from those who de-
sire preaching. ROBT. M. ELVIN. 

H1anEE, l\1o., Dec. 20. 

Virginia. 
From the following 

past due, as given:-

To the Saints of Alabama District, Greet
districts reports are [ ing:--As the year 1808 is about to close and a 

Reports have not been received from 
Northern California since those for March, 
1897, nor from Central California since April, 
1897, nor from Southern Indiana and South
ern Missouri since September, 1897. 

For 1898 they are now due as follows:
Choctaw and Northeastern Texas for J.uly 

and October; Kewanee for June and Septem
ber; Northern Minnesota for June and Octo

now year is expected, I desire that more be 
accomplished for the sal vat.ion of souls; 
therefore I suggest to the saints in this dis
trict to fast and pray for the spiritual and 
temporal growth of the church on the first 
Sunday in January, 1899. 

M. K. HARP, Pres. 

BORN. 
ber; Oklahoma for August and November; WOODEN.-At Wyandotte, Kansas, August 
Independence and New York for September; 14, 1898, to Bro. Charles and Sr. Jenney 
Spring River, Northern Michigan, Montana, Wooden, a daughter:, named Jennette Pearl. 
and Southern Nebraska for October; Florida, Blessed by Elders F. C. V\Tarnky and J. Huff
Clinton (Missouri), Southwestern Texas, and man. 
Northern Wisconsin for November. From GARVIE.-At Lamoni, Iowa, August 5, 
all these I would like the branch reports. 1898, to Mr. William and Sr. Hattie Garvie, a 

Also would like to rec~ive full repor:ts f.rom 1-son. Named Charles Arthur, and blessed 
all branches not reportrng to any drntr10ts, December G, under the hands of Elders H. A. 
such as those in Oregon, vVashington, West- I Stebbins and Eli Hayer. 
ern Nebraska, or~lsewhere. S'l'ORLEPER -At Stanton, Nebraska, June 

. By ~his notice I s~mply cal~ ~ttention to the I 16, 1898, to J. A. and Sr. Florence M. Stor
s1t~at10n, so that if any re~vrts have been I leper, a son. Blessed November 15, by Elders 
mailed and not reached me it may be here Nelson Brown and F. A. Smith, and named 
known and steps be taken to correct affairs Albert Gn'ler. 
by other reports. 

Your brother in the gospel, 
H. A. STEBBINS, 

General Church Recorder. 
LAMONI, Iowa, December 24, 1898. 

REUNION NOTICE. 
The time of Woodbine reunion for 1899 has 

been set by the committee-September 15 to 
25. Opening session Friday, September 15, 
at 2: 30 p. m. 

s. B. KIBLER, Chairman, 
S. C. DIGGI,E, Secretary. 

CONFERENCE NOTICES. 
Kewanee district will convene in conference 

assembly, the first 8a,turday and Sunday in 
February, 1899, at Kewanee, Illinois. It is 
expected that items of interest will be 
brought before this conference, and a large 
delegation is desired; also reports with cre
dentials from all the branches. Please com
ply, so th.at no disappointments will occur. 

S. ALMA w·HITEHOUSE, Sec. 

Southwestern Texas district conference will 
convene wtth Medina saints on west prong of 
Medina River, Bandera county, March 2'1, 
1899. We expect Bro. A. J. Moore with us. 

;r. Ctnrnrn, Sr~N., Pres. 

HASKINS.-To Bro. Roy E. and Sr. Bertha 
Haskins, of Harrison County, Missouri, No
vember 26, 1898, a son. Blessed Decf'mber 
11, hy Elder H. N. Snively, and named Mark 

DIED. 
WICKEI~.-At Runnells, Iowa, November 

12, 1898, Mrs. Rosana Wicker. She was b<'rn 
in Jackson County, Ohio, September 7, 1815; 
leaves six chiidren, twenty-six grandchil
dren, and fourteen great-grf)._n.dchildren. 
Funeral services conducted by Elder ';,;',.l{, 

Kephart. 
GORHAM.-At Vandalia, Iowa, November 

15, 1898, Henry G0rham; born in Green 
County, Ohio, March 23, 1829. He leaves 
the wHe of his youth to mourn his loss; his 
two daughters having preceded him. Fu
neral services conducted by Elder W. H. 
Kephart. 

MAMN.-Alice G. Mamn was born on the 
5th of September, 1887; died on the 5th of 
December, 1808. 

CALKINS.-At Arkansas City, Kansas, Oc
tober 24, 1898, Elder James W. Calkins. 
Born November 22, 1827, at Freedom, New 
York; baptized May 1, 1870, at Mill Creek, 
Iowa; died in the hope of a glodous resurrec
tion of the just. He leaves a large family. 
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LOWRIE.-At Decoto, California, Novem
ber 26, 1898, Sr. Elizabeth Lowrie, aged 84 
years, 5 months, 17 days. She came from 
Scotland in 1844; died strong in the faith of 
the restored gospel, and in the hope of a 
glorious resurrection. Funeral from her 
daughter's home, conducted by C. A. Parkin, 
assisted by Rev. Mr. Hale, of Decoto. 

DYAS. - At Pleasant Grove, DeKalb ters, Sr. N. J. Roundy and .Sr. J. N. Pett are 
County, Missouri, November 19, l&l8, Bro. members of the church. Funeral services in 
John Dyas; born August 13, 1820; aged 78 M. E. church. Elder C. E. Butterworth de
years, 3 months, and 6 days. Funeral at livering the discourse, assisted by the pastor 
Pleasant Grove church; sermon by Elder I. of the church. 
N. ·Roberts, assisted by Bro. James Limb. TAYLOR.-AtTuncurry, New South Wales, 

KLEEB.-At his home in Panama, Iowa, November 3, 1898, Ada May Taylor, at the 
December 16, 1898, Mr. John Kleeb, aged 76 age of 14 years, 4 months, and 1 day. She 
years, 1 month, 17 days. Born in Canton had been an invalid from early childhood, 
Bern, Switzerland, November 9, 1822; mar- and death call'.'e as a sweet sleep. She was 
ried Miss Barbar Spahr, June 11, 1850, of bright and amiable. Was baptized Decem
this union eleven children are still living, ber 24, 1893, by Elder J. W. Wight, just a 
who together with the mother mourn the loss few days before his departure for America. 
of husband and father. Mr. Kleeb was not a Burial services conducted by Elder G. R. 
member of any church, but was· one of the Wells; the funeral sermon was preached at 
honorable men of earth. Two of his daugh- Tuncurry chapel to a large audience. 

DODSON.-Sr. Sarah Dodson was born July 
7, 1807, in Shelby County, Kentucky: died at 
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Epigrams by Dr. Frank 
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Factor of personality, the,22 
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Foresees a new theology, 24 
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Gladstone, William Ewart,21 
Goes to church disguised, 4 
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DER 

Makes the food more delicious and wholesome 
ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO. NEW YORK. 

------------------------------------~---

HISTORY OF THE CHURCH OF 
JESUS CHRIST OF LATTER 
DAY SAIN'l'S. (Volumes 1 and 2 
now ready.) Provided for by ac
tion of General Conference of the 
Reorganized Church of Jes us Christ 
of Latter Day Saints. Written and 
compiled by President Joseph 
Smith and Apostle Heman C. 
Smith. Invaluable as a correct 
historical narrative, as a means of 
conversion to truth, and as a de
fensive weapon in meeting old and 
new objections urged against the 
latter-day work. It contains impor
tant documents connected with the 
establishment,growth, and internal 
and external . affairs and progress 
of the church. The revelations 
given in this despensation are in-

---·serted, in connection with accounts 
of the circumstances under which 
they were given. Biographical 
sketches, illustrations, complete 
indexes, sidenotes for ready refer
ence, etc., are some of the features 
of the work. Volume 1 begins with 
the birth of Joseph Smith, the 
Prophet and Seer, in 1805, and nar
rates the circumstances of his call
ing and ministry, the rise of the 
church in 1830, and until the close 
of the year 1835. Volume2 contin
ues the history up to June 27, 1844, 
-to the \assassination of Joseph 
and Hyrum Smith. 
Cloth bound ..................... $1 50 
Cloth, leg,ther backs and corners .. 2 00 
Full leather ...............••.... 2 50 
Full leather, gilt edges ..•••. , •... 3 00 

The Saints' Herald. 
(Established 1860:) 

Published every \.Vednesday, at Lamoni, 
Decatur County, Iowa. 

Subscription price $2.00 per year; six months 
$1.00; three months 50 cents: single copies 5 cents; 
sample copies free; $1.50 per year when paid in 
advance. 

The traveling ministry, district, and branch 
presidents, and Bishop's agents are requested to 
solicit subscriptions, make sales of church publica
tions, and assist the publishing department. 

Address communications for publication to the 
Editors. 

Business letters, subscriptions, remittances, 
changes of address, etc., should be addressed to 
Frank Criley. Business Manager. Remittunces 
should be made by post office or express orders, 
drafts on Chicago, or lastly by registered letters. 
Do not send checks. 

(Entered at post office, Lamoni, Iowa, as second
class mail matter.) 

TEACHERS' BIBLE. "The Self
Pronouncing Sunday School Teach
ers' Bible" the same as the "Ox
ford Bible," with helps and maps, 
in good large print, bourgeois 
type, with marginal references; 
rrinted on thin paper, flexible 
binding; size 6}x8~, mailed post-
paid at, per copy, net ............ $2 00 

DOCTRINE AND fJOVENANTS. 
Cloth ........................... $0 65 
Morocco Grain Russia ............ 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edfleS, flexible ...... ;.:\ 00 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. 

Ct ,_ THE HOJ,.,Y SCRIPTURES. In-
?' spired Translation by Joseph 

Cloth ..... · ..................••.. $0 65 
Morocc© Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ...•• 1 25 
Morocco, gilt edges, flexible ...... 2 00 

Smith. 
Cloth ........................... $1 00 
Sheep or library binding ......... 1 25 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges ..... l 75 
Morocco, gilt edges . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 25 
Thforoccg,_ flexi!:Jle.bindingi gilt edg(_)s 3 75 

THE HOLY SCRIP'fURES. King 
James' Translation. 

Cloth, with marginal references, · 
two sizes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60 and$0 80 
Cloth, without references, two 
sizes . . • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . 30 and 50 

NEW TESTAMENTS. Inspired 
Translation. Large Type Edi
tion. 

Cloth, leather backs and corners .. $1 00 
Seal Grain Russia ..............•. 1 25 
Seal Grain Russia, gilt edges . • • • • 1 50 

NEW TESTAMENTS. King James' 
Translation. 

Brevier type, 18mo ............... $0 25 
Agate type, 32mo. (smaller) ..•. , • 15 
Pearl-agate type, 32mo..... •• •• •• 1G 

THE BOOK OF MORMON. Large 
Type Edition, 

Cloth, leather backs and corners .. $1 50 
Seal Grain Russia, gilt edges . . . . . 2 00 

THE 'fWO RECORDS. The Book 
of Mermon and the New Testa
ment. (Inspired Translation) 
in large type; in one volume. 

Leather back and corners ........ $2 00 
Seal Grain Russia. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 50 
Imitation Morocco, gilt edges. . . • . 3 50 
Morocco, gilt edges . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 00 

A MANUAL OF THE PRIEST
HOOD. By Elder Charles Derry. 
Cloth, limp ...................... $0 25 

BRANCH RECORDS. Leather back 
and corners, cloth sides, printed 
headings, and ruled for record of 
names, blessing of children, mar
riaaes, ordinations, deaths, remov
als~ and other changes in systematic 
and concise form ................ $1 50 

Furniture Business For Sale, 
AT LAMONI, IOWA. 

This is the oniy basiness of the kind in Lamoni, Iowa, 
and was establi•hed m 1885. lt consists of a clean stock 
of New Furniture snd Undertaking Goods, Carpets, 
Shades, Picture Mouldings, etc. '!'be· stock will i)lvoice 
about $5,000. 

'l'be bnilding is large and well located, two stories and 
a basement, fit.ted with elevator, and was built in 1893 
especially for the business; will either sell or rent the 
building to suit the purchaser of the stock. This is a 
rare opportumty, as it is one of the beet paying bnsi· 
nesses in Lamoni. Good reason for selling, and any 
further particalars cheerfully given by correspondence. 

Address the owner, 
W. A. HOPKINS, 

In care of State Savings Bank of Lamoni, Lamoni, Iowa. 

STATE SAVINGS BANK, OF LAMONI. 
Stockholders. 

David Dancer. 
·wm. Anderson. 
Geo. H. Hi.lliard. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 
G. W. Blair. 
Oscar Anderson. 
~.::Ha D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 
Alice P. Dancer. 
W. A. Hopkins. 

David Dancer. 
Wm. Anderson. 
Frank Criley. 
A. K. Anderson. 

Officers. 
David Dancer. 

President. 
Wm. Anderson, 

Vice President. 
W. A. Hopkins, 

Cashier. 
Oscar Anderson, 

Assistant Cashier. 

Directors. 
W. A. Hopkins. 
Ella D. Whitehead. 
Lucy L. Resseguie. 

This bank does a g&neral banking business at 
Lamoni, Iowa. Interest paid on time deposits 
according to the rules of the bank. Correspond
ence and patronage solicited. 

F 
A nice home of 20 acres; within three

fourths mile of Lamoni L. D. S. church 
and public school. Five-room house, out
buildings, orchard, grove, and two wells. 
A quick bargain for some one. 
D. F. NICHOLSON, Lamoni, Iowa. 

JERO. B. F. ORDlV A Y. of Peoria, Illi
nois, will send 3 boxes of QuH t"·Rae post 
paid anywhere for $1.50, and i>OSHiveEy guar
antee it to cure your tobacco habit, or your money 
refunded. 

A VOICE OF W ARNIKG AND 
INSTRUC'l'ION TO ALL PEO
PLE. An introduction to the faith 
and doctrine of the Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter Day Saints. 
Paper covers, 10 cents; per dozen,$1 00 
Cloth, limp. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 

WHAT IS MAN? By Elder J. R. 
Lambert. Man's nature and ciles
tiny. The spirit or soul; is it im
mortal? Does it s"-·vive the 
death of the body in ,~conscious 
state ? The views of mortal-soul
ists examined and refuted; second 
edition. 
Paper covers ...•................ $ 35 
Cloth . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. •• . 50 

TRACTS ON FIRST PRINCIPLES 
OF THE GOSPEL. Nos. 2, 3, 6, 
7, 8, 10, 11, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 27. 
Bound in one volume, in J,1aper cov-

~~ie;2.~ .~~~~~;. -~a~'.1 .. ~~. ~~~·t·s·;· .~~$1 60 

HOLIDAY EXCURSION 
Rates via. Burl. Route. Tickets on sale 

Dec. 24, 25, 26, and 31, and Jan. 1 and 2 good 
to return on Jan. 4 one and one-third fare 
round trip to any point within 200 miles of 
selling station. 
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THE SAINTS' HERALD. 

HO LID GIFT • 
SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS. 

Church History, Vols. l and 2. 
Prices ............ $1.50, $2.00, and $2.50 

New Testament, 
Inspired Translation, in Large Type for 
Aged People ....... , ..... $1.00 and $1.25 

Book of Mormon, 
Large Type Edition ...... $1.50 and $2.00 
The Same, Small Type Edition, 65 cts., 
$1.00, $1.25; Flexible $2.00. 

Doctrine and Covenants, 
Late Revised Edition, 65 cts., $1.00, 
$1.25; Flexible $2.00. 

Holy Scriptures, .. 
Inspired Translation, $1.00, $1.25, $1. 7~J 
Flexible binding $3. 75. 

Self-Pronouncing Teachers' 
Bible, 

King James' Translation, .......... $2.00 
Excellent edition, with choice and mod· 
ern "helps" to study. 

Afterglow, 
Choice Selected Poems, Elegantly bound, 
Illuminated Cover ..... $U.'i0, $1.75, $2.00 

Pattie; or Leaves from a Life. 
Reduced from .........•.. $1.15 to 75 cts. 

Autobiography of Elder 
Joseph Luff. 

A Book for Young and Old. Reduced 
from .................... $1.00 to 75 cts. 

The Saints' Hymnal. 
The popular book in General Use in Song 
Service Throughout the Church. Prices 
in Fine Flexible Binding, gilt edges, 
with name of owner inscribed on outer 
cover ............................. $1. 50 
Leather binding ................... 1.00 
Half Leather. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 50 

The Instructor. 
Doctrinal Evidences· compiled from the 
three Standard Books and from History 
and prominent theological writers. 
Prices .................. 75 cts. and $1.00 
Fine Flexible binding . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1. 50 

Compendium of Faith and 
Doctrines. 

Compiled from the three Standard Books; 
also other historical and general matter 
useful to Bible Students. Prices 75 cts. 
and $1.00. 

Book of Mormon Archreology. 
Archreological Committee's Report. A 
Student's Affirmative and Defensive 
Manual of Book of Mormon Archreolog
ical Evidences. Special prices, for Holi· 
day Season only: 30 cts.; reduced from 
50 cts. 

The Saints' Herald; 
Official Publication of the Reorganized 
Church. All church news and other gen· 
eral matter of interest to students of the 
signs of the times; including the growth 
of the great latter-day work; develop
ments in the religious world; the prog
ress and leading movements of the 
world of special interest to students of 
latter-day events. Price, per year, $1. 50 

Autumn Leaves. 
A Magazine for Young People. Pub
lished Monthly; $1.00 per year in ad
vance. Departments: General Articles; 
Zion's Religio Arena; Current History; 
Daughters of Zion; Young Daughters of 
Zion. A popular and instructive publica
tion; valuable in any Home Circle. 

For General Publications, 
including Sunday School Supplies and 
Juvenile Books, see Catalogue, mailed on 
appl!cation. 

,Address Orders Including Remittances to 

O:RILE"Y,, 
Business Manager, Herald Publishing House, 

' Decatur County, ____ _.. LAMONI, IO"W'" A. 

r:-_. __ 
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